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Preface

Given the current state of the world as compiled in the massive Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
Report, humans have changed ecosystems more rapidly and extensively during the past 50 years than in 
any other time in human history. These are unprecedented changes that need certain action. As a result, 
it is imperative that we have a good scientific understanding of how these systems function and good 
strategies on how to manage them.

In a very practical way, this multivolume Environmental Management Handbook provides a com-
prehensive reference to demonstrate the key processes and provisions for enhancing environmental 
management. The experience, evidence, methods, and models relevant for studying environmental 
management are presented here in six stand-alone thematic volumes, as follows:

VOLUME 1 – Managing Global Resources and Universal Processes
VOLUME 2 – Managing Biological and Ecological Systems
VOLUME 3 – Managing Soils and Terrestrial Systems
VOLUME 4 – Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems
VOLUME 5 – Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems
VOLUME 6 – Managing Human and Social Systems

In this manner, the handbook introduces in the first volume the general concepts and processes used 
in environmental management. The next four volumes deal with each of the four spheres of nature 
(biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere). The last volume ties the material together in its 
application to human and social systems. These are very important chapters for a wide spectrum of 
students and professionals to understand and implement environmental management. In particular, 
features include the following:

• The first handbook that demonstrates the key processes and provisions for enhancing 
 environmental management.

• Addresses new and cutting-edge topics on ecosystem services, resilience, sustainability, 
food–energy–water nexus, socio-ecological systems, etc.

• Provides an excellent basic knowledge on environmental systems, explains how these systems 
function, and gives strategies on how to manage them.

• Written by an outstanding group of environmental experts.

Since the handbook covers such a wide range of materials from basic processes, to tools, t echnologies, 
case studies, and legislative actions, each handbook entry is further classified into the following 
categories:

APC: Anthropogenic chemicals: The chapters cover human-manufactured chemicals and their 
activities

COV: Indicates that the chapters give comparative overviews of important topics for environmental 
management
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CSS: The chapters give a case study of a particular environmental management example
DIA: Means that the chapters are about diagnostic tools: monitoring, ecological modeling, e cological 

indicators, and ecological services
ELE: Focuses on the use of legislation or policy to address environmental problems
ENT: Addresses environmental management using environmental technologies
NEC: Natural elements and chemicals: The chapters cover basic elements and chemicals found in 

nature
PRO: The chapters cover basic environmental processes.

Overall, these volumes will be a valuable resource for all libraries supporting programs in  environmental 
science and studies, earth science, geography, and policy.

In this volume, #1, the collection of over 50 entries provides an overview of global resources and 
 universal processes. This serves as a good introduction to the key aspects of environmental management 
and includes descriptions of elements of the periodic table as well as organic and inorganic processes 
leading to pollution and alteration of natural conditions. A new chapter on telecoupling shows the long 
distance relations and interactions that mark most environmental systems.

Brian D. Fath
Brno, Czech Republic

December 2019
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1
Acaricides

Doug Walsh

introduction

Approximately 45,000 species of mites and hundreds of species of ticks are described worldwide. Many 
thousands of species still remain unidentified. About half are plant-feeding species, and among these, 
about half are in the superfamily Eriophyoidea (gall, bud, and rust mites). Most of the other plant-
feeding mites are classified into the superfamilies Tetranychoidea and Tarsonemidae. The superfamily 
Tetranychoidea includes the economically important spider, flat, and fowl mites, and the s uperfamily 
Tarsonemidae includes the economically important broad, cyclamen mites and Varroa mites. Over 
another 3000 mite species are loosely classified in the order Astigmata. Economically important species 
include feather and scabies mites. Ticks are placed in the superfamily Ixodoidea and all are ectoparasites 
(blood feeders) of vertebrate animals.[1]

Most mites are small to minute and mites are universally cryptic, making them difficult to detect. 
Often infestations are overlooked. Mites are often colonizers of new or disturbed habitats, and once 
established on a new host, mites possess biological characteristics that permit rapid increases in 
 population abundance. Factors in most mites’ lifestyle that lead to rapid population buildup include 
high egg production, various modes of reproduction (parthenogenesis, pedogenesis, and sexual), short 
life cycles, a myriad of dispersal techniques, and adaptability to diverse ecological conditions.[1] These 
traits  combined with an exponential increase in worldwide transport of humans and plant and animal 
 products will likely contribute to increased concerns over mite pests in the future.

Introduction . 3.....................................................................................................
Spider Mite Pests . 4.............................................................................................
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Synthetic Pyrethroids
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Application Technology . 7..................................................................................
Combating Miticide Resistance .7.....................................................................
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In plant-based agriculture, Van de Vrie et al.[2] observed that outbreaks of mite populations were 
uncommon historically in systems where productivity languished far below the levels achieved in 
modern production agriculture. Spider mite populations stayed below observable levels due to natural 
regulation by predators, disease, and poor nutrition from low-quality host plants. Van de Vrie et al.[2] 
went on to observe that mite populations often experienced outbreaks in agroecosytems where produc-
tion levels were bolstered by the use of synthetic inputs including fertilizers and pesticides. When crop 
production is optimized (i.e., not limited by water, nutrients, competition from weeds, or predatory 
mites and insects), the plants in production become an excellent food source for mite pests. Under these 
 conditions, the developmental rate, fecundity, and life span of mites are increased and contribute to 
population outbreaks.

Spider Mite Pests

A number of mite species can achieve pest status at high population abundance. Spider mites develop 
through several stages: egg, six-legged larva, eight-legged protonymph, deutonymph, and adult. Males 
typically reach maturity before females and will position themselves near developing quiescent females. 
When an adult female emerges, copulation will often occur immediately. Under optimal conditions, 
most mite species can develop from egg to adult in 6 to 10 days. Egg laying can begin as soon as one or 
two days after maturing to adults. Most spider mite species overwinter as mated adult females. A notable 
exception is the European red mite that overwinters as eggs.[3]

A Big Drain from the Feeding of Such Small Pests

At the microscopic level, significant quantities (relative to mite size) of plant juices pass through the 
digestive tract of spider mites as they feed on leaf tissues. McEnroe[4] estimated this volume at 1.2 × 10−2 
microliters per mite per hour. This quantity represents roughly 50% of the mass of an adult female spider 
mite. Leisering and Beitrag[5] calculated that the number of photosynthetically active leaf cells that are 
punctured and emptied per mite is 100 per minute. In gut content studies of two-spotted mites, Mothes 
and Seitz[6] observed only thylakoid granules inside their digestive tract following feeding. The thylakoid 
grana on which spider mites focus their feeding are key photosynthetic engines in plant cells. The grana 
consist of 45%–50% protein, 50%–55% lipid, and minute amounts of RNA and DNA.[7] Water and other 
low-density plant cell contents are directly excreted.[4]

At the macroscopic level, damage from mite feeding can cause leaf bronzing, stippling, or scorching. 
For most horticultural crops, economic loss is caused by a drop in yield or quality due to reduction in 
photosynthesis.

Spider Mite outbreaks Are Promoted by Hot, Dry Weather

Water stress, wind, and dust all contribute to the potential for mite outbreaks. When mite outbreaks 
occur, acaricide treatments are often used for suppression.

Varroa mites Varroa jacobsoni provide an ideal example of how rapidly a mite species can spread 
and exploit a new habitat. First recorded in honeybee colonies in Southeast Asia in 1904, Varroa mites 
are now pandemic. Varroa mites feed parasitically on an individual bee’s hemolymph fluid, weaken-
ing the bee and often causing premature death. Mites attach themselves to foraging workers in order 
to spread themselves from one hive to another. This mite can severely weaken bees, and an unchecked 
mite population will almost certainly lead to the premature death of a honeybee colony. Apiculturists 
speculate that Varroa mite has contributed substantially to the collapse of feral honeybee populations 
worldwide.[8]

The northern fowl mite Ornithonyssus sylviarum is a common pest of domestic fowl and other wild 
birds commonly associated with human settlements. The nymphs and adults have piercing mouthparts 
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and seek blood meals. Mite populations build up rapidly and a generation can be completed in 
5 to 12 days. Several generations occur each year. Northern fowl mite spends virtually its entire life on 
the host bird.[9]

Deer and dog ticks Ixodes scapularis and Dermacentor variabilis are two common ticks to which 
acaricides are applied for on a consistent basis, especially since both are parasitic feeders on mammals. 
Deer ticks are a significant concern since they are the primary vector for Lyme disease.[10]

Mange or scabies in livestock is a skin condition caused by microscopic mites in or on the skin. 
The  mites cause intense itching and discomfort that is associated with decreased feed intake and 
 production. Scratching and rubbing result in extensive damage to hides and fleece. Mange mites are 
able to cause mange on different species of livestock but are somewhat host specific, thus infecting some 
species more severely than others. The three most important types of mange are as follows: sarcoptic 
mange, caused by Sarcoptes scabiei feeding; psoroptic mange, caused by Psoroptes ovis feeding; and 
chorioptic mange, caused by Chorioptes bovis feeding.[11] Infestations of these mites on their respective 
livestock, domestic pet, or human host will cause skin irritation and itching and leave entry points for 
secondary infections. Weight gain can be reduced in livestock, pets can lose hair and itch persistently, 
and disfigurement can occur in humans. Acaracides are often applied to suppress mite populations 
parasitizing humans, pets, and livestock.

Smothering Agents

Solutions containing petroleum-based horticultural oils, vegetable oils, or agricultural soaps are applied 
to many crops and, occasionally, livestock. Application of these types of products kills spider mites 
through suffocation. Unfortunately, oils and soaps can prove phytotoxic to crop plants and are typically 
not effective on mites or ticks infesting livestock, pets, or humans. Mites on animal hosts are typically 
cryptic or subcutaneous, so acaricide coverage is an impediment to effective control.

organochlorines

Endosulfan and dicofol are organochlorine miticides registered for use on many crops. Unlike many 
other organochlorine pesticides, endosulfan and dicofol are relatively non-persistent in the environ-
ment. Organochlorine acaricides interfere with the transmission of nerve impulses and disrupt the 
nervous system of pest mites. Organochlorine acaricides are more effective at killing mites at warmer 
temperatures. Overuse of organochlorine acaricides in commercial situations has resulted in the devel-
opment of tolerance in many pest mite populations. Organochlorines were used substantially in the 
mid-20th century, but regulatory actions and public health and environmental concern have eliminated 
their use in most developed countries (though some continue to use them). Lindane was commonly 
used for mange mite in pets, livestock, and humans. Only in limited circumstances is lindane still per-
mitted as a pharmaceutical second-line treatment. However, use of lindane continues in developing 
countries due to its low cost, effectiveness, and persistence.

organophosphates and carbamates

Many organophosphate and carbamate pesticides have acaricidal activity. Studies have demonstrated 
significant mite control with applications of parathion, TEPP (tetraethyl pyrophosphate), and aldicarb. 
Spider mites are listed as target pests on many organophosphate and carbamate products. However, 
many mite populations following long-term exposure have developed resistance to the toxic effects 
of organophosphates.[12] Carbaryl, a common carbamate, continues to be a mainstay for mite c ontrol 
on livestock and poultry, but its use on domestic pets and households is no longer permitted in most 
 developed countries. The use of carbaryl continues extensively in many developing countries in domes-
tic settings.
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organotins

Miticides in this category were synthesized in the 1960s and 1970s and registered for commercial use in the 
United States in the 1970s. They have been used extensively for their ability to quickly knock down spider mite 
populations through contact activity. Fenbutatin-oxide has been used extensively since the 1970s. Cyhexatin 
was used extensively in the 1970s and 1980s, but regulatory actions have now limited its use. Efficacy of the 
organotin acaricides is improved with warmer weather. Overuse of cyhexatin during the mid-1980s led to 
the development of resistance in several cropping and livestock production systems. However, populations 
of pest mites can regain susceptibility to organotins following a period of non-exposure.[13]

Propargite

This acaricide has been used since the 1960s. It provides effective suppression of pest mites on many 
crops. Regulatory constraints have resulted in the cancellation of a number of uses. Identification of 
propargite as a dermal irritant has led to substantial increases in time required following application 
before re-entry is permitted into the treated site.

Amidines

Amitraz is a miticide that once had significant use in plant and animal agriculture. At present, its use is 
restricted to only a small subset of the domestic pet care market.

ovicides

Clofentazine and hexythiazox are selective carboxamide ovicidal acaricides. Spider mite eggs exposed to 
either compound fail to hatch. These acaricides are selective and aid in the conservation of  populations 
of beneficial arthropods. These acaricides are typically used relatively early in the production season 
before mite populations reach outbreak conditions.

Antimetabolites

A number of miticidal compounds have been developed within the past 30 years. These include 
 avermectins, pyridazinones, carbazates, and pyrroles. Pest mortality results from disruption of me tabolic 
pathways typically within the mitochondria of nerve cells of spider mites.[14] Avermectins, i vermectins, 
and related compounds are fermentation products derived from mycelial extracts of Streptomyces 
 species (reviewed by Burg and Stapley).[17] Avermectins are locally systemic ( translaminar) in plant 
 tissues, [15] and ivermectins can be applied dermally, by injection, suppository, or in a bolus to livestock 
and domestic pets. The ivermectins are the predominant parasiticide used in livestock  production today. 
A number of products have been commercialized in recent years. Pyridaben is a pyridazinone recently 
registered for use on ornamentals and some tree crops. Bifenazate is a carbazate acaricide. It has a new 
mode of action that is not clearly understood, but it has proven toxicologically safe in mammalian 
 studies. Bifenazate is registered on ornamentals and food products. Chlorfenapyr is a synthetic pyrrole 
that has been commercially available on cotton. Other uses are pending.

Synthetic Pyrethroids

Fenpropathrin and bifenthrin are two synthetic pyrethroid insecticides registered for control of spider 
mites in plant agriculture. Permethrin is registered for mite control on livestock and poultry. Mites have 
a well-documented history of rapidly developing resistance to pyrethroid insecticides in both plant and 
animal production systems, and resurgence of spider mite populations following pyrethroid application 
is typical.[18]
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tetronic Acids

Spiromesifen and spirotetramat are acaricides in a recently introduced class of selective chemistry tet-
ronic acids that exhibit a broad-spectrum insecticidal acaricidal activity against mites. Their mode of 
action is by inhibition of lipid biosynthesis that affects the egg and immature stages of mites. Foliar 
sprays of spiromesifen are translaminar in plants and effective against mites in many cropping systems. 
Spirotetramat has a relatively unique property among currently registered acaricides in that it is phloem 
systemic within the plant it is applied to. These two acaricides have recently entered the acaricide market 
and are quickly gaining in use in production agriculture for mite control.

Application technology

Mite pests can prove difficult to control with acaricides due to their potential for high population abun-
dance, small size, and propensity to live on the bottom surfaces of leaves or within the folds of plant 
tissues. Good acaricide spray coverage is essential for mite control, particularly for acaricides that kill 
on contact with the pest mite.

combating Miticide Resistance

Following repeated exposure, spider mite populations have a history of rapidly developing resistance to 
acaricides.[16] Alternating acaricides that have different modes of action reduces the potential for devel-
opment of resistance to acaricides within specific modes of activity. Other techniques to discourage 
resistance development include spraying only when necessary and treating only infested portions of 
the crop. Organophosphate, carbamate, and pyrethroid insecticide applications can induce spider mite 
outbreaks. If possible, avoid early-season insecticide application or apply insecticides that are less dis-
ruptive to beneficial arthropods. Careful selection and use of insecticides can potentially reduce the 
number of miticide applications required later in the season.
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Endocrine Disruptors
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de Castro

introduction

Endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) refer to anthropogenic compounds that are able to mimic, 
antagonize, alter, or modify normal hormonal activity. Dichlorodiphenyl-trichloroethane (DDT), an 
insecticide first produced on a wide scale in 1945, was used extensively during the 1960s and 1970s and 
was the first chemical found to be estrogenic. Subsequently, other organochlorine insecticides such as 
dieldrin, endosulfan, and methoxychlor were found to be estrogenic. Endocrine-disrupting chemicals 
include environmental estrogens such as o,p-DDT, endosulfan, non-planar polychlorinated b iphenyl 
(PCB), octyl-and nonylphenols, the antiandrogens such as vinclozolin and DDE, and the thyroid 
 hormone disrupters such as fenvalerate and benzene hexachloride.[1]

Endocrine-disrupting chemicals are a significant public health concern since these compounds 
interfere with normal function of pathways responsible for both reproduction and development and 
can affect the endocrine system, interfering in the production or action of hormones or compromising 
sexual identity, fertility, or behavior.[2,3] Besides, many of them are persistent in the environment, can be 
found in waters and sediments, and are easily transported long distances in the atmosphere.[4]

In recent years, numerous studies have suggested that many environmentally persistent chemicals 
have a potential to disrupt normal functions of the endocrine system. The field of endocrine d isrupters, 
such as the special susceptibility of the developing organism and early induction of latent effects, has 
come a long way since its initial impetus in 1991.[5] Specially, the possible effects of EDCs on early 
events of proper gonadal development—which is dependent on intercellular signaling mechanisms—
deserve attention since the early steps in mammalian sexual development are vulnerable to genetic and 
 environmental perturbation.[6]

Exposure to EDCs is associated with dysfunctions of metabolism, energy balance, thyroid  function, 
and reproduction, and an increased risk of endocrine cancers. These multifactorial disorders can 
occur through molecular epigenetic changes induced by exposure to EDCs early in life, the expression 
of which may not manifest until adulthood.[7] Effects attributed to the EDCs include developmental 
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demasculinization and feminization in reptiles, mammals, amphibians, fish, and birds; reduced fecun-
dity in reptiles, birds, and fish; and possibly increased breast cancer rates and reduced sperm counts in 
humans.[1]

Since hormones, in synergy with genes, are responsible for sex-related differences in anatomical, 
physiological, and behavioral traits, even if EDCs are present in minute amounts in environment, their 
effects in male and female physiology could be greater than before expected. They might also prejudice 
the sex steroid hormone–induced integrated physiological responses in women and men. In addition, 
differences in male and female susceptibility to EDCs could be present even if there is still scarce infor-
mation available on this aspect.[8]

Mechanisms of Action

Several EDCs may work by multiple mechanisms, including uncharacterized mechanisms of action. 
Because of cross talk between different components of the endocrine systems, effects may occur unpre-
dictably in endocrine target tissues other than the system predicted to be affected. A few modes of action 
could contribute to the same outcome, including aromatase inhibition, antiestrogenicity, testosterone 
biosynthesis disruption, and antiandrogens that alter upregulation of aromatase in the target regions 
within the brain. More complex biological responses to EDCs will generally represent combinations of 
several physiological processes integrated through multiple biological pathways.[9,10]

Endocrine disrupters may interfere with the functioning of hormonal systems in at least three p ossible 
ways: 1) by mimicking the action of a naturally produced hormone, producing similar but e xaggerated 
chemical reactions in the body; 2) by blocking hormone receptors, preventing or diminishing the action 
of normal hormones; and 3) by affecting the synthesis, transport, metabolism, and/or excretion of 
 hormones, thus altering the concentrations of natural hormones.[11]

The first characterized mechanism of action of EDCs is to act directly as ligands to steroid hormone 
nuclear receptors (NRs), in particular, estrogen, androgen, and thyroid NRs. Nuclear receptors are a 
class of proteins found within cells. In response to the presence of hormones, these receptors work 
in concert with other proteins to regulate the expression of specific genes by a conformation change. 
Schematically, NRs may be classified into four classes according to their dimerization and DNA-binding 
proprieties.[10]

Cross talk between NR-mediated and other signal-transduction pathways is an important aspect of 
NR-based regulation. This so-called genomic or genotropic signaling is normally slow and sustained, 
taking hours before biological outcomes become manifest. For example, in the classic view of estro-
gen action, the effects of 17β-estradiol (E2) were thought of as mediated by the NRs estrogen receptor 
α and β, acting as ligand-dependent transcription factors, thereby regulating gene expression by binding 
estrogen response elements in the DNA.[12]

Another type of NR cross talk that has recently been recognized is the non-genomic action of several 
NRs. Some non-genomic actions of NR ligands are apparently mediated through membrane receptors 
that are not part of the NR superfamily.[10] For example, it has become clear that E2 can also rapidly 
and transiently trigger a variety of second messenger signaling events, including the induction of cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and adenylate cyclase; the mobilization of intracellular calcium; 
and the stimulation of PI3K, PKB, and Src with consequent activation of the extracellular-regulated 
kinases Erk1 and Erk2 in the Src/Ras/Erk cascade. All these effects are believed to be mediated through 
a  membrane-associated or cytosolic estrogen receptor (ER) and have, therefore, been termed non-
genomic or extranuclear actions of E2.[12]

The cellular activities of estrogens and xenoestrogens are the result of a combination of extranuclear 
(non-genomic) and nuclear (genomic) events and highlight the need to take non-genomic effects and 
signaling cross talk into consideration when screening for environmental estrogen.[12]

Disruption of the endocrine system by xenobiotic compounds is consistently reported in humans and 
wildlife and is a matter of concern worldwide. A great variety of natural or synthetic chemicals such as 
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EDCs are thought to exert an acute effect at different levels of the thyroid cascade. It is consensual that 
EDCs probably act by interfering with thyroid hormone (TH) synthesis, cellular uptake, and metabo-
lism, at the level of TH receptors and also TH transport, by binding to thyroid hormone distributor 
proteins (THDPs). The TH transport system in particular may be quite susceptible to EDCs as many 
chemicals are structurally related to THs and may bind THDPs and disturb homeostasis of extracellular 
TH levels or even cellular uptake.[13]

Steroid hormone synthesis is controlled by the activity of several highly substrate-selective cyto-
chrome P450 enzymes and a number of steroid dehydrogenases and reductases. Cytochrome P450 
monooxygenases (CYPs) form a large group of enzymes found in most organisms from bacteria to 
mammals and can be grouped into 281 families. According to their function CYPs can be classified 
into enzymes metabolizing xenobiotics and enzymes that are part of key biosynthetic pathways, with 
narrow substrate specificity. Particularly, aromatase (CYP19), the enzyme that converts androgens to 
estrogens, has been the subject of studies into the mechanisms by which chemicals interfere with sex 
steroid hormone homeostasis and function, often related to (de)feminization and (de)masculinization 
processes.[14,15]

After all, several findings suggest that responses to EDCs cannot be assumed to be monotonic across 
a wide dose range and that change can occur in response to extremely low concentrations. In par-
ticular, low-dose effects may be mediated by endocrine-signaling pathways, evolved to act as powerful 
amplifiers, with the result that large changes can occur in response to extremely low concentrations. 
Dose–response relationship, however, is perhaps one of the most controversial issues in EDC  studies. 
Reports on non-linearities in dose–response functions are highly controversial and the subject of 
intense research: non-monotonic, linear, and even threshold responses are all possible outcomes of low-
dose exposure.[16] A non-monotonic response decreases testing efficiency and multiplies the time and 
other resources necessary to understand the potential hazard posed by a chemical. Because the issue of 
low-dose effects of EDCs was based on unknown and unexpected mechanisms, the actual features of 
these effects were not readily resolved.[17]

Low-dose effects of EDCs are based on unknown and unexpected mechanisms. Recent developments 
in the biological sciences, including homeostatic regulatory disturbance and epigenetic response, have 
aided in clarifying the mechanisms underlying the low-dose issue. Elucidating the xenobiotic effects of 
EDCs requires development of systems toxicology, i.e., deciphering the toxicity mechanisms underlying 
homeostatic regulatory disturbances.[17,18]

Hormones, Reproductive Aspects, and eDcs

In vertebrates, the ability to attain reproductive competence in adulthood involves the organization 
of a complex, steroid sensitive network in hypothalamic–preoptic–limbic brain regions during critical 
developmental windows. This process includes the establishment of the hypothalamic neural network 
of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) cells, together with their regulatory inputs from other 
neuronal and glial cells in the brain, which enable feedback effects of steroid hormones on pulsatile 
GnRH release and the preovulatory GnRH/LH–luteinizing hormone surge in females. The a natomical 
 development of this steroid-sensitive hypothalamic network occurs early in life,  typically the late 
 embryonic and early postnatal period in mammals, and its organization is important to the  attainment 
and activation of appropriate reproductive functions in adulthood. Importantly, this same early 
 developmental period is also a critical period for sexual differentiation of hypothalamic–limbic  neural 
 networks that must be organized perinatally to enable proper behavioral  activation in adulthood. 
During  mammalian development, the fetal organism is exposed to its own gonadal  hormones, pla-
cental steroids, and maternal hormones that may cross the placental barrier. There are sex differences 
in exposures to androgens and estrogens that appear to underlie normal reproductive neuroendo-
crine development. Aberrations in these developmental patterns in females can cause masculinization 
(acquisition of a male-typical trait) or defeminization (loss of a female-typical trait) and in males may 
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cause feminization or demasculinization (comparably defined). Perinatal hormones have permanent 
imprinting effects on the hypothalamus, manifested early on as morphological sex differences in the 
brain and manifested much later on as physiological and behavioral differences between the sexes.[19–21] 
Besides, androgens and estrogens can play a special role in the development of sexually dimorphic 
behaviors.[22]

Some populations exposed to chemicals from industrial accidents or chemical misadventures are of 
particular interest. Data from these select populations with higher levels of exposure than the common 
population seem to suggest that some of these chemicals have a role in genitourinary development as 
endocrine disrupters. Furthermore, animal studies of EDC effects on genitourinary development have 
confirmed that changes occur with exogenous manipulation of steroid levels or hormone receptors. 
These findings in animals have led to observational and epidemiological studies in humans to document 
a link between environmental exposure and human disease.[23]

Global declines in semen quality were suggested to be associated with enhanced exposure to environ-
mental chemicals that act as endocrine disrupters as a result of increased use of pesticides, plastics, and 
other anthropogenic materials. A significant body of toxicology data based upon laboratory and wildlife 
animals studies suggests that exposure to certain endocrine disrupters is associated with reproductive 
toxicity, including the following: 1) abnormalities of the male reproductive tract (cryptorchidism, hypo-
spadias); 2) reduced semen quality; and 3) impaired fertility in the adult.[24]

Recently, there has been increasing concern about the potential for environmental EDCs as 
 fungicides to alter sexual differentiation in mammals. In this direction, observations demonstrate that 
 vinclozolin (a systemic dicarboximide fungicide) can affect embryonic testicular cord formation in 
vitro. This t ransient in utero exposure to the fungicide increases apoptotic germ cell numbers in the 
testis of  pubertal and adult animals. This effect is correlated with reduced sperm motility in the adult 
and putative effects on spermatogenic capacity later in adult life. In conclusion, transient exposure to 
this fungicide during the time of testis differentiation alters testis development and function.[25]

A higher prevalence of cryptorchidism and hypospadias was found in areas with extensive farming 
and pesticide use and in sons of women working as gardeners. Recently, a relation has been reported 
between cryptorchidism and persistent pesticide concentration in maternal breast milk.[26]

Other commonly used fungicides, such as the azoles, may also act as endocrine disrupters in vivo. 
They showed endocrine-disrupting potential when tested for endocrine-disruptive effects using a panel 
of in vitro assays. Overall, the imidazoles (econazole, ketoconazole, miconazole, prochloraz) were more 
potent than the triazoles (epoxiconazole, propiconazole, tebuconazole). The critical mechanism in vitro 
seems to be disturbance of steroid biosynthesis.[27]

Regarding in vivo effects, many of the commonly used azole fungicides act as endocrine  disrupters, 
although the profile of action varies. Common features for azole fungicides are that they increase 
 gestational length, virilize female pups, and affect steroid hormone levels in rat fetuses and/or dams.[28] 
For example, prochloraz causes reproductive malformations in androgen-dependent tissues of male 
offspring of exposed rats.[29] Also, tebuconazole has been found to demasculinize the male offspring 
and to possess some of the same endocrine effects as prochloraz. These effects strongly indicate that one 
major underlying mechanism for the endocrine-disrupting effects of azole fungicides is disturbance of 
key enzymes like CYP17 involved in the synthesis of steroid hormones.[28]

Also, triazole-induced male reproductive toxicity includes disruption of testosterone homeostasis. 
Elevated serum testosterone, increased testis, weights and anogenital distance, and hepatomegaly indic-
ative of altered liver metabolism of steroids are the key events consistent with this mode of action.[30] 
Developmental exposure to triazole fungicides such as propiconazole, myclobutanil, and triadimefon 
can adversely impact reproduction in the female rat.[31] In this way, epoxiconazole and ketoconazole may 
be fetotoxic, increasing postimplantation loss and late resorptions.[32]

Aside from triazoles, the organic fungicide fenarimol possesses estrogenic properties[33] and 
acts both as an estrogen agonist and as an androgen antagonist.[34] In addition, fenarimol affects rat 
 aromatase activity in vivo, inhibiting estrogen biosynthesis in rat microsomes[35] and in human tissues.[3] 
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This compound also affects other enzymes of the cytochrome P450 gene family that are involved in the 
metabolism of steroids.[36]

Induction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by environmental contaminants and associated oxidative 
stress also have a role in defective sperm function and male infertility, although there are some contro-
versial data. This is evidence for the existence of a link between endocrine-mediated and ROS-mediated 
adverse effects of environmental contaminants on male reproduction. Another link is the antioxidant 
enzyme superoxide dismutase, which has been shown to have a superoxide scavenging effect as well as 
act as an alternate regulatory switch in testicular steroidogenesis.[37]

Endocrine-disrupting chemicals can also impact female fertility by altering ovarian development 
and function, purportedly through estrogenic, antiestrogenic, and/or antiandrogenic effects. These 
compounds may also cause transgenerational effects by targeting oocyte maturation and maternal sex 
chromosomes.[38]

In girls, earlier age at menarche was reported after exposure to PCBs, polybrominated biphenyls, 
persistent pesticides (DDT), and phthalate esters. However, several other studies found no effect of these 
compounds on age at menarche. In boys, exposure to PCBs, PCDFs, or the pesticide endosulfan was 
associated with delayed puberty or decreased penile length. Much of the results found in p opulation 
studies are in accordance with experimental studies in animals. However, the mixture of different 
 components with antagonistic effects (estrogenic, antiestrogenic, antiandrogenic) and the limited 
knowledge about the most critical window for exposure (prenatal, perinatal, and pubertal) may hamper 
the interpretation of results.[39]

In human and rodent models, EDCs also interfere with the development of cognition and behaviors. 
In this way, fenvalerate is a potential EDC and is a candidate environmental risk factor for cognitive and 
behavioral development, especially in the critical period of development.[40] Also, prenatal phthalate 
exposure was associated with childhood social impairment in a multiethnic urban population.[41]

Recently, the interference of EDCs with receptors regulating metabolism has been proposed  especially 
in relation with the etiology of metabolic diseases such as obesity and diabetes. In particular, the 
 harmful action of EDCs on normal adipocyte development, homeostatic control of adipogenesis, early 
energy balance, and, in turn, body weight has been demonstrated. Much remains to be studied about the 
endocrine pathways responding to EDC exposure, especially those controlling feeding b ehavior, as their 
impairment represents a real risk factor for metabolic and feeding disorders.[42]

Screening Assays and Biomarkers for eDcs

Environmental stresses as presence of EDCs due to human activities are increasingly likely to pose h abitat 
disturbances that could have potential deleterious effects on physiological function in  vertebrates. These 
effects could result in major impacts on the life cycles of organisms, affecting morphology, ph ysiology, 
and behavior. However, because animals live in diverse habitats, there is variation in susceptibility to 
disruption of response systems to environmental cues. While some populations of vertebrates, from 
fish to mammals, temporarily resist environmental stresses and breed successfully, many others show 
varying degrees of failure, sometimes resulting in population decline.[43] The development of targeted 
bioassays in combination with adequate chemical analyses is important for EDC risk assessment.

It is acknowledged that EDCs can affect humans and animals at low exposure levels and that responses 
to EDCs are in many cases complex, activating a range of different molecular events, e.g., receptor ago-
nism/antagonism and enzyme induction, in multiple hormone systems. As a result, regulatory testing 
for these effects and evaluating the results is complicated.[44,45] In the typical case of assessing human 
risk, a scientifically justified validation could only mean an experimentally validated mechanistic link 
between EDC assay results and human susceptibilities at environmental exposures, sustained by reli-
able sensitivity and specificity benchmarks. Analytical methods have long been used to determine con-
centrations of chemical residues that persist in environment and accumulated in biota. Although they 
are useful, the development of EDC screening and monitoring procedures may help in the establishment 
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of EDC exposure and biological responses. In this way, several in vitro and in vivo procedures have been 
proposed to screen and monitor individual EDCs or their mixtures.[45]

As an in vitro model, the use of the bovine ovarian follicle has already been recommended as a 
 valuable instrument to unravel reproductive events in women due to the similarities in ovarian fo llicular 
 dynamics and endocrine control.[46]

As an in vivo test, some external biomarkers of prenatal androgen disruption may be used,  including 
the anogenital distance and the juvenile nipple/areola number. The anogenital distance is defined as 
the distance between the genital papilla and the anus; male rodents have an anogenital distance that is 
approximately twice the length as that of females. Areolae are dark areas surrounding the nipple bud 
and. their presence as measured at postnatal day 2–3 is indicative of adult nipples. Adult female rats 
typically have 12 nipples, whereas males have none. Both of these biomarkers vary with prenatal expo-
sure to androgens or antiandrogens in females and males, respectively. Reduction of anogenital distance 
and/or retention of nipples in male rats is indicative of prenatal exposure to antiandrogens.[47]

In this context, a wide spectrum of potential biomarkers also could be applied to the study of 
 endocrine disruption in the aquatic environment. In fish, they include changes in hormone titers ( steroid 
hormones, thyroid hormones), abnormal gonad development, low gamete viability, and alterations in 
some enzyme activities (i.e., aromatases) and protein levels (i.e., vitellogenin, zona radiata proteins, 
spiggin). Likewise, evidence is slowly growing that indicates that gamete development and vitellogenesis 
of marine bivalve mollusks are targets of EDCs.[48]

On the other hand, although it is known that aquatic invertebrates contain different classes of 
 steroids,[49] a clear cause–effect relationship between exposure and specific responses for most EDCs is 
far from being established.[48]

In crustacean populations, the attribution of endocrine toxicity to observed disturbances requires 
the identification of definitive biomarkers of such toxicity. Mortality, reduced fecundity, lowered 
recruitment, and impaired growth all might serve as indicators of endocrine disruption in crustaceans; 
 however, such end points are indicative of adversity involving a variety of mechanisms. An exception to 
this premise is excess males in parthenogenic branchiopod populations that normally exist predomi-
nantly as females.[50]

Other organisms, such as amphibians, may be used to study the endocrine system and can serve 
as sentinels for detection of the modes of action of EDCs. Recently, amphibians are being reviewed as 
 suitable models to assess (anti)estrogenic and (anti)androgenic modes of action influencing r eproductive 
biology as well as (anti)thyroidal modes of action interfering with the thyroid system.[51]

Biochemical end points can also be useful biomarkers since environmental toxicants can trigger 
 biological effects at the organism level only after initiating biochemical and cellular events. The cellular 
response to stress is characterized by the activation of genes involved in cell survival to counteract the 
physiological disturbance induced by physical or chemical agents. As an example, Hsps are suitable as 
an early-warning bioindicator of environmental hazard by various pollutants such as EDCs, because 
of their sensitivity to even minor changes in cellular homeostasis and their conservation along the 
 evolutionary scale.[52] In addition, a combined testing strategy, considering both markers of endocrine/
hormonal maturation and behavioral end points under hormonal control, may evidence even subtle 
perturbations of the neuroendocrine homeostasis, which often go undetected.[53]

Guidelines for Regulatory Purposes

In recent years, under the current European Union chemical regulation REACH (Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals), which revised plant protection product 
and biocide directives,[54] evaluation of endocrine-disrupting properties of chemicals has become a 
 regulatory effort.

The initial framework for regulatory purposes has been revised by the Endocrine Disrupters Testing 
and Assessment (EDTA) Task Force at its meetings to reflect the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
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and Development (OECD) member countries’ views. The conceptual framework agreed upon by the 
EDTA6 in 2002 is not a testing scheme but rather a toolbox in which the various tests that can contribute 
information for the detection of the hazards of endocrine disruption are placed. The toolbox is orga-
nized into five compartments or levels, each corresponding to a different level of biological complexity 
(for both toxicological and ecotoxicological areas). Even though the conceptual framework may be full 
of testing tools, this does not imply that they all will be needed for assessment purposes. Tools will be 
added as they are validated in future. The conceptual framework is subject to further elaboration and 
discussion as the work on endocrine disrupters proceeds.[55] The OECD adopted in 2007 the uterotro-
phic bioassay as a standardized screening test with international regulatory acceptance. This assay may 
be used to screen for estrogenic properties of chemicals. However, generally, EDCs are handled as such 
only if their endocrine-disruption potential has been previously identified via, for example, academic 
research or is indicated by effects observed in required toxicity tests.[44]

The Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP) of the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) has been working to reach a consensus validation on a battery of screens and long-term 
tests for endocrine disrupters.[45] The Endocrine Disrupter Screening and Testing Advisory Committee 
(EDSTAC) was established by the EPA in 1996 as a federal advisory committee to provide advice in 
developing and implementing new screening and testing procedures for endocrine effects as mandated 
by the U.S. Congress (through the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996) in response to public concern.[56] 
The ED-STAC assesses the current state of the science and assists the agency in developing an endocrine 
screening program. The EDSTAC consists of scientists and others representing various interests, includ-
ing advocates of the endocrine-disruption theory and the regulated community.

The EDSTAC concluded that the assays necessary to determine the potential endocrine activity 
of chemical substances varied significantly in their degree of development and validation. Several 
screens had an extensive history, e.g., the uterotrophic and the Hershberger screens, but others 
were only  partially developed or were only hypothetically useful as screens, e.g., the  amphibian 
 developmental screen and the fish gonadal recrudescence screen. The fundamental validation 
 principles are to clearly state the purpose and biological basis for the assay and to verify the perfor-
mance of the assay against validation criteria using a common set of test chemicals across multiple 
laboratories.[57]

At the same time, EDSTAC recommended that EPA develop an extensive program that would subject 
all chemicals to screening and testing for estrogenic, antiestrogenic, androgenic, antiandrogenic, and 
thyroid effects in both humans and wildlife. Specifically, EDSTAC recommended, among other things, 
that the EPA do the following: 1) adopt a two-tiered, hierarchical testing and evaluation f ramework; and 
2) initiate a research program, composed of both basic and applied research, to develop, standardize, 
and validate the necessary endocrine test methods. The EPA’s EDSP was implemented in 2009–2010 with 
the issuance of test orders requiring manufacturers and registrants of 58 pesticide active ingredients 
and 9 pesticide inert/high-production-volume chemicals to evaluate the potential of these c hemicals to 
interact with the estrogen, androgen, and thyroid hormone systems. Despite this great effort, numer-
ous questions and uncertainties remain as to the usefulness and limitations of the specific assays. 
Understanding the tests’ strengths and limitations is critical for interpretation of the screening results 
and for decision making based on those results.[57,58]

During the time EDSTAC was meeting, OECD began collaborating with its member countries, 
including the U.S. EPA, to develop internationally harmonized test guidelines.[48] Although the EPA and 
OECD endocrine screening and testing methods have been substantially harmonized, the framework 
of OECD’s endocrine screening and testing program differs significantly from EPA’s two-tiered EDSP. 
The EPA screening will entail evaluation of responses in the Tier 1 Endocrine Screening Battery, con-
sisting of 11 distinct in vitro and in vivo assays. The OECD framework provides the flexibility to enter 
and exit at any level depending on information needs and encourages the maximal use of all existing 
relevant information that may be equally predictive and reduce vertebrate testing. The screening results 
are collectively intended to identify chemicals for which subsequent Tier 2 testing is necessary. Tier 2 
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testing uses test methods that encompass reproduction and developmental life stages in several species 
to provide data on adverse effects and dose response for risk assessment.[57]

In the years that the EPA worked on developing, standardizing, and validating the EDSTAC-
recommended assays and implementing the EDSP, significant advances have been made in both 
 computational and molecular technologies for discerning potential endocrine activity.[57] Accordingly, 
there are efforts to model EDC effects using computational approaches by the development and 
 validation of mechanistically based computational models of hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid (HPT); 
 hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal (HPG); hypothalamic–pituitary adrenal (HPA) axes in ecologically 
relevant species to better predict accommodation and recovery of endocrine systems.[59]

overview of eDc exposure

Human exposure effects

Models for estimating human exposure to endocrine disruptor (ED) pesticides are an important risk 
management tool. Many of them are harmful at very low doses, especially if exposure occurs during 
sensitive stages of development, producing effects that may not manifest for many years or that affect 
descendants via epigenetic changes. The main requirement for the use of such models is more quantita-
tive data on the sources and pathways of human ED pesticide exposure. Quantifying the risks posed 
by the different routes of exposure will play an important part in designing and implementing effective 
risk mitigation for ED pesticides. In fact, it is difficult to assess the relative importance of some routes of 
exposure because no data sets that would allow these to be calculated are available. Pesticide exposure 
from the use of pesticides for medicinal purposes and exposure from cut flowers and ornamental plants 
both need to be quantified, and better data sets are required for pesticide exposure from spray drift, 
home use, municipal use, and travel.[60]

Food and water are both chronic exposure routes affecting the entire population. Food residues are 
currently thought to be the most important exposure pathway, for although residue levels present in 
food tend to be below the maximum residue levels permitted by law, they do result in constant measur-
able low-level exposure.[51] Food as a major xenobiotic and heavy metal exposure route to humans is 
studied intensively. More than 100 chemicals have been identified as antiandrogens, including c ertain 
 phthalates, widely used as plasticizers, pesticides, and various other chemicals found in food and 
 consumer products.[61]

Indeed, typical food contaminants, like pesticides, dioxins, PCBs, methylmercury, lead, etc., are well 
characterized in food. In contrast, the role of food and beverage packaging as an additional source of 
contaminants has received much less attention, even though food packaging contributes significantly 
to human xenobiotic exposure. Especially, EDCs in food packaging are of concern since even at low 
concentrations, chronic exposure is toxicologically relevant. Thus, non-intentionally added substances 
migrating from food contact materials need toxicological characterization.[62]

Some chemicals used in food processing have an environmental endocrine-disrupting effect that 
affects reproduction in wildlife. For example, bisphenol-A is a monomer of polycarbonate plastics and 
a constituent of epoxy and polystyrene resins, which are used in the food cans and found as a con-
taminant not only in the liquid of the preserved foods but also in the water autoclaved in the cans. This 
chemical is also released from polycarbonate flasks during autoclaving. Moreover, it has been reported 
that significant amounts of bisphenol-A are detected in the saliva of dental patients treated with fissure 
sealants. The exposure to low doses of this chemical was reported to affect the rate of growth and sexual 
maturation, hormone levels in blood, reproductive organ function, fertility, immune function, enzyme 
activity, brain structure, brain chemistry, and behavior.[63]

Another important route of EDC exposure is occupational. Relatively high levels of exposure to 
environmental endocrine disrupters in the form of pesticides occur among people working in agri-
culture. Some pesticides are able to influence the synthesis, storage, release, recognition, or binding of 
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hormones, which may lead to alterations in reproductive hormone levels. The issue of male infertility 
caused by occupational exposure is pertinent worldwide. A significant increase in the incidence of male 
infertility has been described in the international literature. Part of this effect may result from synthetic 
toxic substances acting on the endocrine system, many of which are routinely used in work processes. 
However, progress is needed in the knowledge of possible effects of exposure on male fertility since 
monitoring these effects requires sufficient time for the manifestations to occur. Such progress will 
allow the development of preventive measure within the field of workers’ health.[64]

Apart from EDC effects on males, several studies on occupational exposure to pesticides and adverse 
effects on human reproduction have been performed, including end points such as prolonged time to 
pregnancy, spontaneous abortion or stillbirth, low birth weight, and developmental disorders.[65]

complex eDc Mixtures

Concerns increase when humans are exposed to mixtures of similar-acting EDCs and/or d uring 
 sensitive windows of development. It is difficult to predict biological effects directly from the 
 composition of pollutant mixtures. In addition to simple additive effects, interactions between 
 different chemicals in a mixture may result in either a weaker (antagonistic) or a stronger ( synergistic) 
combined effect than would be expected from knowledge about the toxicity and mode of action of 
each individual compound. Such interactions may take place in the toxicokinetic phase (i.e.,  processes 
of uptake, distribution, metabolism, and excretion) or in the toxicodynamic phase (i.e., effects of 
chemicals on the receptor, cellular target, or organ). A chemical mixture may contain a number 
of xenoestrogens enhancing the response of endogenous estrogens, or it may contain xenoanties-
trogens that inhibit the normal action of endogenous estrogens.[66] Substances of concern include 
certain phthalates, pesticides and chemicals used in cosmetics and personal care products. A lack 
of knowledge about relevant exposure scenarios presents serious obstacles for better human risk 
 assessment. A d isregard for combination-effect studies may lead to underestimations of risks. In this 
way, the study of EDC mixture effects by developing biomarkers that capture cumulative exposure to 
 endocrine disrupters is needed.[67]

Doses of endocrine-disrupting pesticides that appear to induce no effects on gestation length, 
 parturition, and pup mortality when alone induced marked adverse effects on these end points together 
with other pesticides. They can also affect the sexual differentiation of offspring.[68] Chemicals that act 
on different fetal tissues via diverse cellular mechanism of action may produce additive effects. This 
fact indicates that the current framework for conducting cumulative risk assessments should not only 
consider including chemicals from different classes with the same mechanism of toxicity but also 
include chemicals that disrupt differentiation of the same fetal tissue at different sites in the androgen 
signaling pathway.[5] Compounds that act by disparate mechanisms of toxicity to disrupt the dynamic 
 interactions among the interconnected signaling pathways in differentiating tissues produce cumula-
tive  dose-additive effects, regardless of the mechanism or mode of action of the individual mixture 
 component.[69] Predictive approaches are generally based on the mathematical concepts of concentra-
tion addition and independent action, both predicting the toxicity of a mixture based on the individual 
toxicities of the mixture components.[26]

In this sense, a combination of five pesticides with dissimilar mechanisms of action produced greater 
androgen sensitive end-point responses than would be expected using response-addition modeling.[70] 
Deltamethrin, methiocarb, prochloraz, simazine, and tribenuron-methyl are all commonly used for 
agricultural and horticultural purposes. In vivo, the levator ani/bulbocavernosus muscle and adrenal 
gland weight changes indicated that the pesticides had an accumulating effect that was not observed 
for the individual pesticides. Several pesticide-induced gene expression changes were observed, indi-
cating that these may be very sensitive antiandrogenic end points. In another study,[71] dexamethasone 
appeared to exacerbate the reproductive anomalies induced by in utero exposure of male rats to dibutyl 
phthalate.
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In a recent study, male Sprague Dawley rats were sub-chronically exposed to single doses of dibutyl 
phthalate, single doses of benzo(a)pyrene, and combined doses of both EDCs. Significant adverse effects 
were observed on the reproductive system, including decreased sperm count, increased production of 
abnormal sperm, changes in serum testosterone levels, and irregular arrangements of the seminiferous 
epithelium. It is also observed that biochemical analyses showed that the activities of superoxide dis-
mutase and glutathione peroxidase decreased after exposure to these EDCs. Therefore, the data suggest 
that exposure to them, in either separate or combined doses, can affect the reproductive system of male 
rats adversely via oxidative stress-related mechanisms.[72]

Thus, assessment of risks posed by chemicals causing reproductive effects and protection of future 
generations are important public health tasks. To determine the levels of significant human exposure to 
a given chemical and associated health effects, the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s 
(ATSDR’s) toxicological profiles examine and interpret available toxicological and epidemiological data. 
The ATSDR categorizes the health effects according to their seriousness as serious (effects that prevent 
the organism from functioning normally or can cause death), less serious (changes that will prevent 
an organ or organ system from functioning in a normal manner but will not necessarily lead to the 
inability of the whole organism to function normally), or minimal (effects that reduce the capacity of an 
organ or organ system to absorb additional toxic stress but will not necessarily lead to the inability of the 
organ or organ system to function normally). The ATSDR uses the highest no-observed-adverse-effect 
level or the lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL) in the available literature to derive a health-
based guidance value called a minimal risk level (MRL). An MRL is defined as “an estimate of the daily 
human exposure to a substance that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of adverse, non-cancer 
effects over a specified duration of exposure.” Minimal risk levels based on reproductive and endocrine 
effects were described in a review by Pohl et al.[73]

Some examples of Animal exposure effects

There is widespread exposure to EDCs, which can disrupt the reproduction and development of 
 various non-target organisms. Effects of EDCs have been shown by observed adverse  reproductive 
and  developmental effects. Indeed, most studies of potential EDC effects are based on indirect 
 evidence of endocrine disruption rather than defined endocrine pathways.

Some domestic mammals may come into contact with EDCs by sewage exposure. As an example, 
sewage sludge is sometimes recycled to arable land or pasture and contains large amounts of a variety 
of pollutants, including EDCs and heavy metals, derived from industrial, agricultural, and domestic 
sources. A demasculinizing effect of exposure to higher pollutant concentrations with respect to explor-
atory sheep behavior was observed.[74] These observations demonstrate the need to take into account the 
effects of pollutant combinations, even at very low, environmental concentrations, and further highlight 
the usefulness of ethotoxicology for the study of biological effects of environmental pollutants.

Endocrine-disrupting chemicals have been found in sewage effluent in low concentrations (ng/L). 
Some of these estrogens bind with estrogen receptors in exposed organisms and have the potential to 
exert effects at extremely low concentrations. Data from laboratory experiments support the  hypothesis 
that EDCs in the aquatic environment can impact the reproductive health of various fish species, but 
evidence in the aquatic environment is still weak and needs a dependable method or indicator to assess 
reproduction of fish in situ. The link between endocrine disruption and reproductive impairment that 
cause an ecologically relevant impact on the sustainability of fish populations remains to be better 
understood.[75]

Surface waters are the main sink of EDCs, which are mainly of anthropogenic origin. Thus, aquatic 
organisms, especially lower vertebrates such as fish and amphibians, are the main potential targets for 
EDCs, being at direct or indirect risk via ingestion and accumulation of EDCs via exposure or the 
food chain. These compounds may play an important role in the decline of the amphibian popula-
tion.[51] Several incidents in the wildlife population strongly correlated decreased reproductive capacity 
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with exposure to specific industrial chemicals, and the organisms may be viewed as sentinels of human 
health effects. Reported reproductive disorders in wildlife have included morphologic abnormalities, 
eggshell thinning, population declines, sex reversal, impaired viability of offspring, altered hormone 
concentration, and changes in sociosexual behavior.[76]

The ED are prevalent over a wide range of chemicals in the aquatic ecosystems, most of them being 
resistant to environmental degradation and considered ubiquitous contaminants.[48,77] Some imidazole 
(prochloraz, imazalil) and triazole (epoxiconazole) agricultural fungicides induced oocyte maturation 
in rainbow trout. Prochloraz, epoxiconazole, and imazalil strongly potentiated the induction of oocyte 
maturation by gonadotropin in a dose-dependent manner.[78] Above all, prochloraz caused responses 
consistent with aromatase inhibition, although there were indications that the fungicide may also be 
disturbing the balance between estrogens and androgens via effects elsewhere in the steroidogenic 
pathway.[77]

In U.K. rivers, a widespread feminization of wild fish was observed involving contributions from both 
steroidal estrogens and xenoestrogens and from other yet-unknown contaminants with antiandrogenic 
properties. The widespread occurrence of feminized male fish downstream of some wastewater treat-
ment works has led to substantial interest from ecologists and public health professionals. This concern 
stems from the view that the effects observed have a parallel in humans and that both phenomena are 
caused by exposure to mixtures of contaminants that interfere with reproductive development.[79] Some 
authors reported the occurrence of fish feminization as well as reproduction and development interfer-
ence with other aquatic organisms,[80] although there is no universally accepted bioassay or chemical 
technique to quantify EDCs in the aquatic environment.[81] Endocrine-disrupting chemicals can also 
promote disrupting effects in vitro on ovarian follicular cells exposed to environmentally relevant doses 
of mixtures of persistent organic pollutants extracted from marine and freshwater ecosystems.[66]

Population studies have revealed alterations in crustacean growth, molting, sexual development, and 
recruitment that are indicative of environmental endocrine disruption. However, environmental  factors 
other than pollution (i.e., temperature, parasitism) also can elicit these effects and definitive causal 
 relationships between endocrine disruption in crustacean field populations, and chemical pollution is 
generally lacking.[50] Also, temperature and photoperiod are the two most important environmental 
cues in the regulation of the annual cycles of circulating sex steroid hormones and reproduction in fish. 
Thus, these variables may alter the endocrine-disruption effects induced by EDCs.[82]

In contrast to mammals and birds, the mechanisms underlying sex determination and differentia-
tion in fishes vary widely and are changeable or labile in response to environmental parameters. These 
environmental parameters include temperature, behavioral cues and demographic structure of the 
local population, and EDCs. Understanding the gender similarities and differences in how organisms 
respond following exposure to environmental chemicals is important to determine the relative risk of 
these agents to wildlife and human populations. Given the central role of sex steroid hormones in the 
sex determination and sexual differentiation of fishes, amphibians, and reptiles, future research that 
includes sex as a factor is recommended. Thus, the risk assessment can address the probable gender dif-
ferences in effects from exposure to chemicals in the environment.[83]

Dealing with environment eDc emission

Municipal wastewater contains a complex mixture of EDCs originating from different sources. 
A n umber of organic pollutants, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, PCBs, and pesticides, are 
resistant to degradation and represent an ongoing toxicological threat to both wildlife and human 
beings. Furthermore, recently, wastewater sludge has been subjected to reuse for production of value-
added products. These facts have heightened the need for novel and advanced bioremediation  techniques 
to effectively remove EDCs from a variety of contaminated environmental media including water, 
 wastewater sludge, sediments, and soils. One possibility to solve this problem is the use of microbial 
potential to degrade or detoxify EDCs and other toxic intermediates.[80,84]
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Also, there are physical methods such as absorption by activated carbon and rejection by membranes 
to remove EDCs. However, pollutant removal from wastewater is a process with high energy consump-
tion, where cost and efficiency are the key considerations for their application. Biodegradation processes 
have proven to be the most cost-effective.[85]

Water companies became aware of the endocrine-disruption problem when a survey confirmed 
the observation by anglers of hermaphrodite fish in wastewater treatment plant lagoons after being 
exposed to significant levels of persistent man-made chemicals. The evolving regulatory context related 
to micropollutants in the environment may have a decisive impact on wastewater management and 
requires an increased knowledge of the fate of micropollutants during wastewater treatment. Advanced 
treatments such as oxidation (ozone) are known to be able to enhance the removal of micropollut-
ants, but technical, economic, and environmental risk/benefit evaluations must be performed before 
implementing such additional processes. In any case, the reduction of the pollution at the source, i.e., 
upstream of the wastewater treatment plant, represents the most sensible option, which should be 
promoted.[86]

Although numerous studies have investigated degradation of individual EDCs in laboratory or natu-
ral waters, chemical-based analytical methods cannot represent the combined or synergistic activities 
between water quality parameters and/or the EDC mixtures at environmentally relevant concentrations 
since natural variations in water matrices and mixtures of EDC in the environment may confound 
analysis of the treatment efficiency. In conjunction with standard analytical approaches, bioanalytical 
assessments of residual estrogenic activity in treated water will enable estimates of the interactions and/
or combined estrogenic activity among mixtures of EDCs and the water matrix in natural water.[87]

By contrast, the agricultural sector, a significant user of veterinary pharmaceuticals, has no such 
treatment—compounds are deposited straight to the ground in dung and urine or washed from hides 
in the case of topical applications. There has been little research as to whether any of these compounds 
leach into and persist in local soil and aquatic ecosystems. The extent to which the active ingredients 
of any of these chemicals (and their metabolites) leach into pastures, soil, runoff, and groundwater is 
a matter for field research. Also, much spraying of pesticides as herbicides and insecticides is done by 
ground crews. In such circumstances, it is not known whether they react with each other as well as pes-
ticides and herbicides, forming further compounds which, either acting individually or in combination, 
could adversely affect bacteria, fungi, and higher organisms.[88]

Above all, a ranking system that could be customized for specific geographical locations will aid 
public policies in prioritizing EDCs that need monitoring and removal of aquatic sources as drink-
ing water.[89] The establishment of simple but integrative screening assays for regulatory  purposes 
is allowed by a strong correlation between xenoestrogen exposure and reproductive impairment. 
In  fact, molecular screening assays could contain a battery of molecular targets allowing a more 
 comprehensive approach in the identification of endocrine-disrupting compounds in fish and 
 vertebrates in general.[90]

Different assays can be successfully employed as a battery of assays to screen environmental water 
samples for estrogenicity. The results obtained from this battery of assays should be interpreted as a first-
tier screen for estrogenicity. Samples that test positive should be further investigated using second-and 
third-tier screens with routine sampling in order to monitor rivers for estrogenicity.[91] Complementarily, 
a fugacity-based model may be applied to simulate the distribution of EDCs in reservoirs of recycled 
waste-water,[92] or a fugacity-hydrodynamic model may be used for predicting the concentrations of the 
organic pollutants in surface water.[93]

conclusion

Endocrine-disrupting chemicals can cause a wide range of reproductive damage and developmental, 
growth, immune, and behavior effects even in low doses and by different mechanisms of action. They 
encompass a variety of chemical classes, including hormones, plant constituents, pesticides, compounds 
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used in the plastics industry and in consumer products, and other industrial by-products and pollut-
ants. Some of them are widely dispersed in the environment. Exposure to EDCs can occur through 
direct contact with these chemicals or through ingestion of contaminated water, sediment, air, soil, and 
food and consumer products.

In humans, it is difficult to definitively link a particular EDC with a specific effect because the stud-
ies have inconclusive results. However, fetuses and embryos, whose growth and development are highly 
controlled by the endocrine system, are more vulnerable to exposure and may suffer reproductive abnor-
malities. The timing of exposure is also presumed to be critical, since different hormone pathways are 
active during different stages of development. Perinatal exposure, in some cases, can lead to permanent 
alterations that may be overt in adulthood.

Compared with humans, the evidence that wildlife has been affected adversely by exposures to EDCs 
is extensive. Available evidence seems to indicate that endocrine disruption caused by xenobiotics is pri-
marily an ecotoxicologic problem. These chemicals may be extremely challenging for aquatic organisms 
and mammals that have a large habitat and that consume fish from many different areas throughout 
their lives. Low concentrations of endocrine disrupters can have synergistic effects in various organisms 
as amphibians. For removal of these compounds from aquatic sources, the most cost-effective process 
is biodegradation.

In spite of the need to manage the environmental, human health, and economic impacts of EDCs, 
most attention is focused on pharmaceutically active chemicals instead of those for agricultural use. 
The impact of these latter compounds is understudied.

The legal approach has been improved by new test protocols. Progress has been made in the iden-
tification and quantification of a wide array of chemicals with endocrine-active properties, especially 
those that persist and bioaccumulate in organisms and their environment. Studies with mammals have 
shown that exposure to endocrine-active compounds during early development may result in adverse 
health impacts that are not realized until adulthood. However, from a regulatory perspective, the abil-
ity of animals to recover from chemical insults is problematic because it complicates efforts to establish 
acceptable levels of exposure. Consequently, research to define the limits and biological cost recovery 
using standardized test designs is needed.[94]

However, exposure complexities, including transient and low-concentration exposure to EDCs, 
maternal metabolism of bioaccumulated EDCs, varying vulnerability and response by developmental 
stage, poorly understood exposure sources, mixtures and synergies, and cultural, social, and economic 
patterns, make it difficult for science to make solid exposure determinations. While there has been a 
great deal of research and effort in context with the hazard assessment and regulation of EDCs, there 
are also remaining uncertainties and issues. These include animal rights concerns due to significant 
increases in the use of animals to fulfill testing requirements; associated needs for alternative testing 
concepts such as in vitro, in silico, and modeling approaches; and lack of understanding of the relevance 
of exposure of humans and wildlife to EDCs.[95] Given the dynamic nature of the endocrine system, 
future efforts in the study of EDCs need more focus on the timing, frequency, and duration of exposure 
to these chemicals.
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3
Herbicides

Malcolm Devine

Herbicide Discovery

Traditionally, herbicides have been discovered through large chemical synthesis and screening pro-
grams. Given the high cost of discovery and development of new compounds, efforts have focused 
on herbicides that target major weeds in major world crops (e.g., corn, rice, wheat, soybean, cotton). 
However, these compounds often find uses in minor crops, also. The process normally involves a step 
wise progression from greenhouse screening on a few crop and weed species, to more extensive indoor 
testing, and eventually to field trials in many locations examining the interactions between different 
weed species, soil types, weather conditions, etc. Toxicological testing and formulation improvement 
proceed concurrently, to ensure that regulatory and efficacy requirements are met.

A recent innovation is the use of combinatorial chemistry to identify lead compounds. Rather than 
being synthesized and evaluated in isolation, compounds are produced and screened as mixtures. When 
combined with in vitro screens (activity testing at the biochemical or cellular level) rather than whole-
plant assays, this can allow the testing of 20- to 50-fold more compounds per year than a traditional 
herbicide discovery program.

“Rational” discovery of herbicides involves identification of a candidate herbicide target site in the 
plant, followed by design of inhibitors that specifically block that target. While this has led to the discov-
ery of some novel enzyme inhibitors, to date no commercial herbicides have been discovered through 
this approach. One difficulty is that compounds predicted to have high activity might not penetrate the 
tissue satisfactorily or may be rapidly degraded inside the tissue.

Finally, herbicides can be developed from bacterial, fungal, or plant toxins. One commercial herbicide, 
glufosinate (= phosphinothricin), was developed from the bacterial toxin bialaphos from Streptomyces 
hygroscopicus.
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Herbicide classification

Method or timing of Application

Preplant incorporated herbicides are applied to the soil surface and mechanically incorporated into 
the upper 5–10 cm of the soil, in order to minimize photodecomposition and volatilization losses. 
Preemergence herbicides are applied to the soil surface and often rely on precipitation or soil moisture 
to transport them to the plant root or shoot for uptake. Postemergence herbicides are applied to exposed 
foliage after the plants have emerged.

chemical Structure or Mode of Action

Herbicides within the same structural family usually have the same mode of action, with varying 
degrees of activity or selectivity depending on the structural variations between compounds. However, 
herbicides from different chemical families can have the same mode of action (see later).

components of Herbicide Action

To be effective, herbicides must penetrate the tissue and reach the target site in sufficiently high concen-
trations to block its activity. The overall process of herbicide action can be separated into the following 

[1]components:
Absorption: Herbicides can be absorbed by the roots or directly into the leaves. Root uptake occurs 

through mass flow of herbicide in soil moisture and is a function of root distribution in the soil, soil 
moisture status, the physical properties of the soil, and the behavior of the herbicide in the soil. Foliar 
absorption occurs following application to the leaves. To facilitate entry through the cuticle (the waxy 
layer on most leaf surfaces), herbicides are usually formulated with an array of inert ingredients 
 including surfactants, emulsifiers, etc. Once inside the tissue, further penetration through cell walls 
and membranes usually occurs by simple diffusion.

Translocation: Long-distance transport of herbicides in the plant can occur in the xylem and/or 
phloem. In some instances, distribution through the plant is a critical component of overall activity. 
The amount of translocation depends on the plant stage of development, the physicochemical p roperties 
of the herbicide, and the rate at which herbicide injury slows down the movement of endogenous 
compounds.

Metabolic degradation: Plants have evolved various enzyme systems to detoxify potentially harmful 
compounds. Fortuitously, some of these enzymes (e.g., cytochrome P450 monooxygenases, glutathione 
S-transferases) can degrade herbicides to inactive compounds.

Interaction at the target site: Finally, all herbicides must interfere with some critical process in the 
plant. In most cases this involves binding to a protein (usually a functional enzyme, or a transport or 
structural protein) so that it cannot carry out its normal function. Over time, through the combined 
effect of this direct action and other indirect actions, the plant dies.

Herbicide Selectivity

Most herbicides are selective, that is, they kill some plant species but not others. A few herbicides, on 
the other hand, are nonselective, and kill essentially all species. Selectivity is normally based on one of 
the following:[1]

• Failure to absorb the herbicide, due to either selective placement (e.g., directed spray on weeds 
growing between the crop rows) or failure of the herbicide to reach the roots of deep rooted crops, 
while killing shallow rooted weeds.
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• Enhanced rate of metabolic degradation of the herbicide in the crop. This is the most common 
basis of selectivity of agricultural herbicides. After entry into the plants, the crop metabolizes 
the herbicide to inactive compounds, whereas degradation does not occur or is slower in the 
 susceptible weeds.

• Differential sensitivity of the target site. This is particularly common in the case of herbicide 
resistant weeds (see later).

Herbicide Mode of Action

Herbicides kill plants by interfering with an essential process in the plant. The major modes of action of 
herbicides, the biochemical target sites, and some examples of chemical groups that interfere with those 
targets, are shown in Table 1.

In addition, many herbicides have been identified that interact with other, unique target sites in 
plants. However, most of the herbicides that have been developed over the past 50 years target about 
15 distinct molecular targets.

Herbicide Resistance in Weeds

The repeated use of herbicides can lead to the development of herbicide-resistant weed populations. 
The  use of herbicides per se does not create herbicide resistance. Rather, the continuous selection 
 pressure through herbicide use creates a niche, allowing resistant individuals to survive and increase in 

TABLE 1 Modes of Action of Major Herbicide Groupsa

Mode of Action Target Site Representative Chemical Groups

Inhibition of amino acid biosynthesis
Acetolactate synthaseBranched chain amino acids Sulfonylureas, imidazolinones, 

triazolopyrimidines
Glutamine synthesis Glutamine synthetase Glufosinate
Aromatic amino acid biosynthesis Enolpyruvylshikimate 

phosphate synthase
Glyphosate

Photosynthesis
Photosynthetic electron transport (PS II) Qb or D1 protein S-Triazines, phenylureas, benzonitriles
Photosynthetic electron transport (PS I) PS I electron acceptor Bipyridiliums

Pigment biosynthesis
Chlorophyll synthesis Protoporphyrinogen oxidase (Nitro) diphenylethers
Carotenoid synthesis Phytoene desaturase and others Aminotriazole, clomazone

Lipid biosynthesis
Fatty acid synthesis Acetyl-coA carboxylase Aryloxyphenoxypropionates, 

cyclohexanediones
Fatty acid elongation “Elongase” complex

Cell division
Thiocarbamates

Spindle formation β-Tubulin Dinitroanilines, carbamates

Other
Auxin disruption Auxin binding proteins (?) Phenoxyacetic acids, benzoic acids
Homogentisate biosynthesis 4 hydroxyphenylpyruvate 

dioxygenase
Isoxazoles

a From Devine.[1]
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the population as susceptible weeds are killed. Thus, starting with an initial population of perhaps one 
resistant weed in a population of 106–109, resistance builds up over time until the resistant weeds become 
predominant in the field.

Herbicide resistance in weeds was first observed in the late 1950s, but was a minor problem until the 
mid-1970s, when resistance to triazine herbicides became a widespread concern. Since then the occur-
rence of resistance has increased dramatically, with >200 cases now reported.[2]

In most cases, resistance is due to a point mutation in the gene coding for the herbicide target site.[3] 
This alters the structure of the target protein in such a way that it can still perform its natural function, 
but herbicide binding is reduced. This type of resistance often confers cross-resistance to herbicides in 
the same chemical family or mode-of-action group, although exceptions exist and each case must be 
analyzed separately. However, target-site mutations do not alter the sensitivity of the weed to herbicides 
with other mechanisms of action.

Resistance can also be conferred by elevated activity of the enzyme(s) responsible for herbicide deg-
radation. These weeds can be cross-resistant to other herbicides with different mechanisms of action. 
Again, the possibilities for cross-resistance have to be analyzed on a case-by case basis.

Although herbicide resistance has become widespread, in almost all cases alternative control meth-
ods are available, through the use of other herbicides, changes in cropping or tillage practices, or some 
combination of these. Avoidance and management of herbicide resistance has become an integral part 
of good farming practices in modern agriculture.

Herbicide-Resistant crops

A recent development in selective weed control has been to create resistance to certain herbicides in 
crops where it did not exist previously. While this has been done primarily to extend the market share 
of certain products, it offers farmers the advantage of broad-spectrum weed control in crops with a 
single herbicide application.[4] In some cases this has substantially reduced the total amount of herbicide 
required in a single season.

Herbicide-resistant crops can be produced by three methods:[4]

 1. Making crosses between the crop (sensitive to the herbicide) and a related, resistant species. 
This method was used to develop triazine-tolerant canola (Brassica napus).

2. Selecting resistant cells in tissue culture, through random mutation or by selecting somaclonal 
variants, and regenerating resistant plants from these cells. Corn lines resistant to the herbicide 
sethoxydim were generated in this way.

3. Transfer of an herbicide-resistance gene through genetic engineering. The gene is identified in 
an unrelated species (often a bacterium), cloned, and transferred into the crop species of interest. 
These procedures were used to develop canola varieties resistant to the nonselective herbicides 
glufosinate and glyphosate.

 

 

Herbicide-resistant crops have greatly facilitated weed control, but present some new research 
questions that have had to be addressed. These include the likelihood and long term ecological 
 consequences of gene flow to related species, and the need to control volunteer plants in the following 
season(s). These issues do not present insurmountable obstacles but, again, need to be dealt with on 
a case-by-case basis.

Safety and environmental Fate of Herbicides

Environmental safety is of prime concern in the development of new herbicides. This includes an under-
standing of herbicide toxicology, safe handling and application procedures, and environmental behavior 
and fate. In most countries, approval of herbicides by the relevant decision making bodies is dependent 
on the registrant satisfying the regulatory requirements imposed by those countries.
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Toxicological requirements vary from country to country, but usually include data on oral and d ermal 
toxicity in a range of species, in tests of varying duration. Based on the data collected, maximum residue 
levels are established in food or food products. Data from these tests and field experiments are used 
to establish maximum application doses and safe intervals between product application and harvest 
or grazing. Data may also be required on effects on nontarget organisms and ecosystems that may be 
exposed to low herbicide doses.

Appropriate handling procedures are an important aspect of herbicide safety. The use of appropriate 
safety clothing (gloves, coveralls, masks, etc.), more benign formulations (e.g., dispersible granules rather 
than wettable powders), etc., contribute to reduced applicator exposure. Recently, novel  formulations 
have been developed that further reduce applicator exposure when adding products to the spray tank.

Herbicide drift immediately after spraying can be a source of off-site contamination, resulting in 
injury to adjacent sensitive crops and other species. Various measures, including spraying only under 
calm conditions, use of wind deflectors, and avoiding very small droplets, can substantially reduce the 
risk of spray drift.

Herbicides in soil are lost by a combination of microbial and chemical degradation, plant uptake, 
and, in some instances, leaching or surface run-off. Stringent environmental regulations have been 
 introduced in many countries to minimize the possibility of groundwater contamination. Herbicide 
residues in soil can provide extended weed control, but also may limit crop rotation options in 
future seasons. Field research is conducted to establish the risk of such carryover and the effects on 
future crops.
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introduction

Pesticides such as inorganic chemicals (e.g., sulfur, arsenic, or other metal compounds) have been used 
in agriculture for centuries to protect crops. In more recent times, especially after World War II, organic 
pesticides have been discovered and increasingly used to suppress unwanted plants, insects, and other 
organisms that interfere with crop production. The main pesticides used are categorized by their target 
organisms: insecticides used to kill or suppress insects, fungicides used for pathogens, and herbicides 
for weeds. In this entry, we are mostly concerned with herbicides because of their considerable use, 
especially in North America, and their phytotoxic effects. The definition accepted by the Weed Science 
Society of America is that an herbicide is “a chemical substance or cultured organism used to kill or 
suppress the growth of plants.”[1]

Phytotoxicity refers to the capability of herbicides or other pesticides to exert toxic effect on plant 
growth, reproduction, and survival. By extension and in addition to terrestrial and aquatic vascular 
plants, it usually includes other primary producers such as algae and cyanobacteria, which will not be 
considered in this entry.

This entry will first consider the history, types, and main uses of herbicides. There are advantages and 
 disadvantages of using herbicides in agriculture and forest management. Benefits have long been established; 
however, the limitations and undesirable effects attributed to herbicide use are still debated. The environmen-
tal impact will be examined, including environmental exposure, phytotoxicity, and toxicity to different  trophic 
levels, as well as the multitudinous factors to take into account in risk assessment. Lastly, the techniques and 
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limitations of the phytotoxicity assessments currently used to determine environmental risk evaluations will 
be discussed. Mitigation measures and alternatives to herbicide use will be discussed in conclusion.

History, types of Herbicides, and their Use

DNOC or 4,6-dinitro-o-cresol, developed in 1935, was the first organic herbicide used to control weeds. This 
herbicide was also used as an insecticide, fungicide, and a defoliant and was shown to be toxic to animals.[2] 
It is no longer used in many countries. In the 1940s, several phenoxy herbicides were d iscovered and many 
are still used today, including 2,4-D and MCPA [(4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy)acetic acid]. In the 1950s, other 
herbicides appeared on the market, including diuron, diquat, paraquat, and t riallate. In the 1960s, the tri-
azine herbicides were developed and are still considerably used, especially atrazine. Glyphosate, which is still 
the most widely used herbicide worldwide, was developed in the 1970s. In the 1980s, l ow-dose high-efficacy 
herbicides such as sulfonylureas and imidazolinones were found. Since the late 1990s, a new method for 
controlling weeds has emerged with the development of herbicide to lerant crops, i.e., ge netically  engineered 
crops resistant to glyphosate and, to a lesser extent, glufosinate  ammonium. More genetically modified 
herbicide tolerant crops will no doubt be engineered or bred in the future.

Herbicides exhibit different mechanisms of action.[1,3] They include disruption of photosynthesis (ura-
cils, substituted ureas, and triazines), inhibition of lipid biosynthesis (carbamothioates such as EPTC 
[s-ethyl dipropylthiocarbamate], triallate, clethodim, fluazifop, and metolachlor), inhibition of cell divi-
sion (dinitroanilines such as trifluralin and pendimethalin), plant hormone mimics (the phenoxy her-
bicide 2,4-D, MCPA, the benzoic acid dicamba, and the picolinic acid picloram), inhibition of amino 
acid biosynthesis (glyphosate, sulfonyl ureas including metsulfuron methyl and chlorsulfuron, imid-
azolinones including imazethapyr), blockage of carotenoid biosynthesis (clomazone), and disruption of 
cell membranes (acifluorfen and bipyridylium compounds such as diquat and paraquat). Other herbi-
cides such as glufosinate ammonium act by inhibiting glutamine synthetase, thus leading to a complete 
breakdown of ammonia metabolism in affected plants. Uncouplers of oxidation phosphorylation, such 
as the widely used bromoxynil, interfere with plant respiration.

Many herbicides act primarily on systems unique to plants, e.g., photosynthesis, but some herbicides 
act at more than one site of action. Undoubtedly, the secondary mode of action of some herbicides could 
explain their relatively high toxicity to animals (see below). In the case of some herbicides, the precise 
mode of action is unknown and exact molecular sites of action remain to be determined.[4]

The number of herbicides listed in the Weed Science Society of America reached 374 in 2010.[5] In 
Canada, there are 500 pesticide active ingredients (the ingredient to which the pesticide is attributed) 
and 7000 pesticide formulated products (mixture containing one or several active ingredients and for-
mulants) available since many formulated products contain a mixture of active ingredients.[6] The num-
ber of herbicide active ingredients registered in Canada amounts to approximately 125.[6] The majority 
of herbicide use occurs in agriculture where in modern practices they dominate weed control practice. 
Approximately 90% of areas planted with corn, cotton, potato, wheat, and soybean were sprayed with 
herbicides in the United States in 2004.[1]

While the benefits of using herbicides from an agronomic perspective are well known, the undesir-
able effects of herbicides on the environment have not always been considered carefully. Regardless of 
the method of application, it is generally accepted that misplacement will take place through drift at the 
time of application or through runoff, leaching, and volatilization from soil or plants or from particles 
moving with contaminated soil after application has occurred.

Benefits to Agriculture and Forest Management

Benefits of herbicide to agriculture, forest management, and other agronomic applications leave no 
doubt as to their utility, although some applications for cosmetic reasons (e.g., domestic use, horticul-
ture, golf courses) are more questionable. The negative relationship between crop yield and weed density 
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is well established.[1] Weeds are well-adapted species that compete with crops in disturbed environments 
and will reduce crop yield depending on their germination timing and densities, growth patterns, and 
growth rates. However, there may be cases where weeds can be beneficial to crops. As an example, field 
experiments were conducted to evaluate the effects of nicosulfuron and imazethapyr, a sulfonyl urea 
and an imidazolinone herbicide, respectively, for the control of johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense L.), a 
weed difficult to control in corn fields.[7] It was noted that corn vigor was greatly reduced in plots where 
these two herbicides were applied and where johnsongrass was reduced. In order to verify if there was 
an unwanted effect of the two herbicides on corn, small plots were sprayed with the two herbicides 
separately. Two other treatments were also included in the experimental design: control of johnsongrass 
via mechanical means and no treatment. It was noticed that in plots where johnsongrass was removed, 
corn was more prone to being attacked by the maize dwarf mosaic and maize chlorotic dwarf viruses, 
which are transmitted by aphids or leafhoppers. Results revealed that in treated plots, virus disease was 
increased because the preferred host johnsongrass was suppressed. Furthermore, there was no change 
in yield between treatments. Crop yield was reduced in treated plots (whether through mechanical or 
chemical treatments) due to increased virus severity, while in non- treated plots, reduced corn yield was 
due to more competition from johnsongrass.

Herbicide Use and exposure to Primary Producers

The amount of herbicide active ingredients used worldwide exceeded 950 million kg in 2007, of 
which 39% was herbicides.[8] Herbicides are used most extensively in North America. For instance, in 
2003, herbicides accounted for 77% of total pesticide sales in Canada, while fungicides represented 9%, 
insecticides 8%, and other products 6%.[6] In the United States, 47% of pesticides used were herbicides, 
while insecticides and fungicides amounted to 8% and 6%, respectively.[8] In Europe, fungicides are 
used extensively mainly due to the use of sulfur fungicides on vineyards by France, Italy, Spain, and 
Greece.[9] Herbicides constitute less than 35% of pesticides used in Europe, but nevertheless, this is 
approximately 75,000 tons of applied active ingredients.[10] Of note, it appears that these European data 
underestimated the actual amount of pesticides used.[9] France is the biggest herbicide user followed 
by Germany and the United Kingdom. In other parts of the world, insecticides constitute the bulk of 
the pesticides used.[11]

Large amounts of herbicides are annually used in terms of hectares sprayed and in terms of quantity 
per hectares. In Canada, in excess of 25 million ha are sprayed with atleast one herbicide on an annual 
basis.[12] In the United States, 110 million ha were treated with herbicides in the late 1980s,[13] and in 1997, 
209 million kg of herbicide active ingredients were used (Olszyk et al.[14] and references therein). Total 
land area devoted to agriculture worldwide is considerable,[15] especially in Europe where around 70% of 
the land is cropland or pastureland.[16] As a result, total areas treated with herbicides reach large figures. 
Herbicide application is highly dependent on the types of crops, the prevailing climate conditions, the 
land use, and other factors such as topography. In the United Kingdom where 77% of the land is used for 
agriculture, pesticide use was also intensive at 5.8 kg/ha in 1988[17] but seemed to have declined in 1999 at 
2.7 kg/ha (1.4 kg-ai of herbicides), not taking into account the underestimation mentioned previously.[9] 
By contrast, in France, the intensity of pesticide used increased from 4.4 kg-ai/ha in 1988 to 6.0 kg-ai/ha 
in 1999, including 2.0 kg-ai/ha of herbicides. This is well above the average for European member states, 
which used approximately 4.5 kg-ai/ha of pesticides and 1.3 kg-ai/ha of herbicides. In the Netherlands, 
11.8 kg-ai/ha of pesticides are used on an annual basis (mostly non-herbicides).[18] On the other hand, 
in Canada, pesticide use is low at 0.9 kg/ha (largely herbicides).[6] The United States uses 23% of all the 
pesticides used in the world, and 28% of all herbicides.

These figures, however, dissimulate important facts. In Canada, where less than 10% of the land is 
devoted to agriculture, two ecoregions are particularly important in this regard, the Prairies of western 
Canada and the Mixed- wood Plains of the Great Lakes–Saint Lawrence corridor. The Prairies, which 
constitute the largest agricultural areas in Canada (5.1% of the land),[19] has been almost totally modified 
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to satisfy increasing needs for more cropping areas. Consequently, there are almost no pristine grass-
land prairies left where native plant and animal communities can survive. The Mixedwood Plains are a 
smaller area in southern central Canada (1.5% of the land cover) where 50% of the Canadian population 
lives and where agriculture is also very intense. In this region, a large portion of the Carolinian forest 
and the mixed-wood forest has disappeared to satisfy human needs. In the United States, agriculture 
covers 48% of the land and is concentrated in the mid-west regions[20] where original ecosystems have 
largely vanished. The same pattern is repeated in Europe where mostly seminatural habitats remain in 
most countries. What remains of these ecosystems interspersed in a sea of intensively cultivated land 
can be greatly impacted by herbicide use.

Herbicide exposure to non-target environments can occur when application is performed with air-
craft, mist-blower, and ground applications through overspray or via spray drift, vapor drift, revola-
tilization from soil and plants, runoff, or dust particles moved by wind or water.[14] Depending on the 
equipment and prevailing weather conditions during application, the amount of sprayed herbicide that 
will deposit in hedgerows and other field edges from multiple consecutive spray tracks can reach 1% to 
10% of the application rate within 10 m of a single swath with ground equipment (Boutin and Jobin[21] 
and references therein), and much more with mist-blower sprayers and aerial applications.[22] Herbicides 
can travel a considerably longer distance with aerial equipment applications, for example, 500 m down-
wind from the source.[23,24]

With ground application, it was found that herbicides could cover long distances. A study was 
 undertaken to assess the protection afforded by buffer zones from herbicide drift (Boutin and Baril, 
unpublished data). Surveys of nontarget plants situated in two small woodlots adjacent to crop fields 
were conducted prior to (May) and after (May, June, and July) herbicide application. Vegetation was 
surveyed for community composition and symptoms of herbicidal impact. The experimental work was 
 conducted in southwestern Ontario, Canada, under normal field operation conditions, for soybean 
sprayed with imazethapyr in 1993, corn with dicamba in 1994, and wheat with MCPA in 1996, following 
the usual rotation in southwestern Ontario. The buffer zone was defined as a 12 m wide seeded strip of 
crop, upwind of a woodlot, where herbicides were not applied. Each treatment consisted of four tran-
sects, divided into sampling points, at 1 m, 2 m, 4 m, 8 m, 16 m, and 32 m distances into the woodlots. 
Herbicide application occurred in the early morning or evening, when no precipitation was forecasted, 
when wind speed was at or less than 8 km/hr, and when the direction of the wind was across the soybean 
field into the woodlot.

Results revealed that herbicides could move up to 32 m into woodlots (Figure 1). Up to 43% of the 
vegetation of one quadrat (of the 23 species) in the woodlots showed visual effects characteristics of 
herbicidal injury: discoloration, bleaching, epinasty, yellow or brown spots, etc. Effects were less pro-
nounced in transects abutted to buffer zones. The plants most affected [e.g., raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.), 
goldenrod (Solidago canadensis L.), and ash tree (Fraxinus spp.)] were species of open areas growing in 
the first few meters of the woodlots. In some cases, effects lasted for more than 2 mo.

Vapor drift can also migrate a long way (Franzaring et al.[25] and references therein) causing 
 recurrent sublethal effects on native plants not only in bordering seminatural habitats but also 
in more remote habitats. Presence of airborne herbicides in the atmosphere has been reported in 
Europe[26] and North America.[27] In the Netherlands, it was found that non-target vegetation was 
repeatedly exposed to small amounts of herbicides (Franzaring et al.[25] and references therein). 
Pesticides used in agriculture in southern Canada, including some herbicides, have been reported in 
the  arctic  environments.[28] Of the 10 chemicals surveyed by Hoferkamp et al.,[29] 9 were detected in 
the arctic. Traveling distances for these chemicals ranged from 55 km to 12,100 km. Persistence in the 
 environment of these herbicides can explain their presence in the arctic where they are transported 
via the air or by dust.

Undoubtedly, the large number of herbicides available for use, the geographical extent of their use on 
different crops, and the quantity applied together with the method of application suggest a high prob-
ability of exposure to primary producers and other wildlife.
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Herbicide toxicity to Humans and Animals

Herbicides are generally not very toxic to humans or to animals, including mammals, birds, amphib-
ians, and invertebrates, as well as to microbial organisms. There are some exceptions, however, notably 
paraquat, which is very toxic to humans. It is still used extensively in the United States[30] and many 
developing countries. A large epidemiological study suggested that the herbicides pendimethalin and 
EPTC may be linked with human pancreatic cancer.[31] Sulfonyl ureas, which comprise a large number of 
low-dose herbicides widely used in agriculture, are known to affect humans as they are used in medicine 

FIGURE 1 Number of plants showing herbicide effects in two woodlots (L and H) surveyed during 3 years prior 
to and after herbicide spray under normal field operations. Fields were sprayed with the herbicides imazethapyr in 
1993, dicamba in 1994, and MCPA in 1996. Plants were surveyed in quadrats situated between 1 and 32 m from crop 
fields. A 12 m buffer zone within fields was used in half of the fields while the other half was sprayed right to the field 
edge. Four transects were placed for each treatment. In total, 116 species were inventoried and 35 species were found 
to be sensitive to herbicides during the course of the 3 years the study lasted.
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to treat Type 2 diabetes and other illnesses.[32] They act by increasing insulin release from the beta cells 
in the pancreas, and side effects such as incidence of hypoglycemia have been reported.

As early as 1976, the herbicide diquat was shown to have an adverse effect on body size and  pigmentation 
of Xenopus laevis, the South African clawed frog (family: Pipidae; subfamily: Xenopinae). Moreover, 
when treated with diquat and the fungicide nabam, the deleterious effect was more  pronounced.[33] 
More recently, the herbicide atrazine has been implicated in a number of reports demonstrating effects 
on animals as an endocrine disruptor.[34] Similarly, the formulated product containing glyphosate is 
widely known to affect amphibians.[34] Glyphosate formulation has been implicated in a synergistic effect 
with a trematode species on fish.[35] Survival of juvenile fish was unaffected by exposure to glyphosate 
alone or by an infectious trematode parasite alone. However, simultaneous exposure to infection and 
glyphosate significantly reduced fish survival. Spinal malformations of juvenile fish were also enhanced 
when both stressors were present. A species of snail acts as the vector between the fish and the trema-
tode. Glyphosate at high concentration killed all the snails, but at moderate concentrations, the snail 
produced more trematodes than in control and low-concentration groups.[35] This elegant experiment 
demonstrated the intricate interactions between different components of ecosystems.

Herbicides are categorized for their effect on unwanted plants, yet a number of them demonstrate 
toxicity to microbial organisms. A recent study revealed the control activities of glyphosate against 
rust diseases (Puccinia striiformis and Puccinia triticina) on glyphosate-resistant wheat and soybeans.[36] 
Control was equivalent to that of registered fungicides. Similarly, diquat was investigated for its  potential 
to control the bacterial infection Columnaris disease (Flavobacterium columnare) affecting several fish 
species and was found to reduce Columnaris infection.[37]

These findings demonstrate that herbicides can be directly toxic not only to plants but also to different 
types of life form at various trophic levels, including humans.

toxicity to Plants and effects to terrestrial Habitats

Herbicides are especially designed to control weeds and therefore are of particular concern for unwanted 
effects on desirable plants. However, several types of pesticides can injure plants since pesticides are 
mostly classified by target organisms. For example, the widely used insecticides chlorpyrifos, diazinon, 
carbaryl, malathion and others can cause injury to several crops and ornamental species.[38] Several 
fungicides belonging to the benzimidazole chemical class were shown to be toxic to several plants.[39] 
Nevertheless, this entry will concentrate on herbicides.

Effects of herbicides on crops and weeds are well documented for obvious agronomic and economic 
reasons. Unwanted effects on native species is usually assessed through regulatory processes using crops 
as surrogate species (see below) and via studies performed sporadically by research scientists. By and 
large, herbicides affect native species at different levels. Herbicides can alter biochemical and develop-
mental processes in plants as well as plant morphology. Habitats within agroecosystems can experi-
ence modifications in their species abundance, composition, and diversity when subjected to herbicides. 
Plants as terrestrial primary producers constitute the basis of terrestrial ecosystems. Herbicide effects on 
them can have cascading effects at other trophic levels, on overall biodiversity, and on ecosystem func-
tions. These will be addressed in turn.

effects at the Species Level

Herbicides can modify biochemical processes in plants and as a result can increase plant susceptibil-
ity to pests and diseases. Most of the work demonstrating these effects has been performed with crop 
plants, but there is no reason to believe that native plants would not be affected in the same manner. 
The incidence of mildew on spring wheat was enhanced by three different herbicides as a result of stress 
induced by metabolic interference.[40] Wheat treated with 2,4-D was higher in protein content resulting 
in a proliferation of aphids.[41] The concentration of nitrogenous compounds in crops was enhanced by 
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sublethal doses of several phenoxy, triazine, and uracil herbicides,[42] sometimes leading to an increase 
in pathogens and pests on corn[43] and rice.[44]

Symbiotic processes with plants such as nodulation and mycorrhizae, which are vital for the 
biochemical activities of most terrestrial plants, can be greatly modified by herbicides. Nodulation 
and nitrogen fixation was disrupted by herbicides resulting in deleterious effects on growth and 
 reproduction in crops such as dry bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), soybean (Glycine max), broad bean 
(Vicia faba), and peanut (Arachis hypogea) (Schnelle and Hensley[45] and references therein). 
Mycorrhizal activities were affected by MCPA sprayed on (Pisum sativum) with ensuing decreases 
in growth observed.[46]

Herbicides can exert anomalous effects on plant developmental processes. They have been shown to 
affect seed production and seed germination. It was demonstrated as early as 1948 that applications of 
2,4-D caused a delay in seed germination and growth of wheat plants sufficient to favor an increase of 
wireworm damage.[47] It has been known for some time that when some of these herbicides are applied 
to cereal crops late in their growth stage, just before seed formation, the plants produced far fewer seeds. 
Greenhouse experiments recently revealed that at typically used rates, dicamba and picloram reduced 
all or nearly all seed production while 2,4-D was much less effective.[48] Further field test experiments 
supported these greenhouse results.[49]

Research with glyphosate showed that depending upon the plant species, application rate, and the 
timing of application, effects on seed production, seed germination, and seedling  development have 
been observed on a large number of plant species from various families.[50] Glyphosate p roduced 
an inhibitory effect on pollen germination and seed formation when applied at the flower bud 
stage of goldenrod (S. canadensis).[51] Germination, emergence, and plant establishment of native 
Australian plant species were impeded by the herbicide fluazifop-p-butyl.[52] Plants of Stellaria media 
treated with the herbicide glufosinate ammonium produced seeds with reduced germination and 
 emergence.[53]

Herbicides can instigate unexpected effects on plants that have not been studied as part of the 
 registration package because they are not relevant from an agronomical viewpoint. Sulfonylurea 
 herbicides are selective herbicides that act by inhibiting the enzyme acetolactate synthase, which 
 catalyzes the synthesis of the three branched-chain amino acids valine, leucine, and isoleucine. They are 
very potent herbicides applied at exceedingly low doses, in the order of a few grams per hectare. When 
applied at the fraction of the recommended label rate at the onset of flower formation, however, they 
were found to reduce the reproductive outputs of several species with significant reproductive damage 
occurring with only scant visible symptoms on leaves. Cherry trees sprayed at doses as low as 0.2% of the 
field application rate of the sulfonylurea chlorsulfuron showed a significant reduction in the production 
of fruits, with almost no observable damage to vegetative parts.[54] Low doses of metsulfuron methyl 
produced important injury on the vegetative biomass when crop and native species were sprayed at the 
seedling stage, but plants sprayed at later stages showed considerable reduction in the reproduction.[55] 
Potato bulking was greatly affected by low rates of sulfometuron methyl whereas few visible symptoms 
were observed on the vegetative parts.[56] Under field situations, it was found that berry production in 
hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna Jacq.) was severely affected by average spray drift concentrations higher 
than 2.5% of the label rate of the sulfonyl urea metsulfuron methyl (0.1 g-ai/ha) and that the effect was 
still observed 1 year after the spray event.[57,58]

Imidazolinones are another chemical family classified as low-dose herbicides. They also inhibit the 
enzyme acetolactase synthase and as such have been implicated in unforeseen effects. Potato (Solanum 
tuberosum L. from the Solanaceae family) tuber size and quality were most detrimentally affected by 
exposure to imidazolinone herbicides, as low as 0.1 times the recommended field rate, when exposure 
occurred during tuber bulking, as compared to exposure at seedling emergence or at tuber initiation.[59] 
While reductions in the weight and the overall yield of sensitive species were problematic, another 
major concern was the potential lowering of fruit quality, which could lead to significant economic 
losses in the case of crops.[56,59] Effects on native species have not been investigated, but it is easy to 
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stipulate that drift of imidazolinones to non-target habitats could elicit a reduction in weight of sensi-
tive species, including effects on underground and reproductive parts. This may lead to species of the 
Solanaceae family and other families to produce fruits and storage organs that are less attractive to 
wildlife.

Damage to or modification of plant morphology, including epinasty, inhibition of leaf expansion, and 
stem and root distortion, has been reported in weeds and crops, particularly for phenoxy herbicides.[60] 
Herbicides can cause morphological deformation with unforeseen repercussions. For instance, it was 
possible to demonstrate that morphological deformations of the flowering parts in Arabidopsis thaliana 
(L.) Heynh. induced by some herbicides prevented pollination and seed production.[61] Bud and flower 
abortion has been reported for sulfonylureas (see above). Such effects, usually undetected, can have long 
term adverse impacts, particularly on monocarpic species.

Population/community Level

Herbicide use in modern agriculture alters species abundance, composition, and diversity in non-target 
habitats. Effects of low doses of herbicides on plants (grown in pots and placed at different distances 
from the spray swath) have been reported.[62,63] Marshall and Bernie[64] showed that several of the broad-
leaved species found in field margins were susceptible to the six different herbicides tested separately in 
pots. In the field, Marrs et al.[65] assessed effects of spray drift in relation to plant damage and yield for a 
range of plant species of conservation interest in Britain after applying each of six herbicides with a stan-
dard agricultural hydraulic ground sprayer. They observed lethal effects at 2–6 m from field edges and 
damage at greater distances, although damaged plants were able to recover within the growing season. 
Effects on seedlings were observed up to 20 m.[66] The long-term effect of such damage to plants remains 
unknown. In North America, work performed by Jobin et al.[67] showed that recurrent applications of 
herbicides had a long-term effect on plant populations inhabiting hedgerows and woodlot edges adja-
cent to crop fields. In Britain, several native arable weeds are considered endangered due to destruction 
of their habitats and extensive use of agrochemicals.[68]

In the Netherlands, it was calculated that 9.5% of all pesticides applied was dispersed outside 
 croplands.[18] Drift scenarios together with herbicide toxic effects investigated using bioassays and 
 taking into account distances from spray events were used to estimate impact on biodiversity. In 2005, 
41% of the linear landscape features near cropland were affected. This was an improvement since, in 
1998, 59% of the area was affected. Natural areas located within farming regions were also affected by 
herbicide displacement in 31% and 11% of the area in 1998 and 2005, respectively. Measures in place such 
as unsprayed buffer zones and better equipment as well as reduced reliance on herbicides were largely 
responsible for this decline in unwanted effects on plant diversity. Also in the Netherlands, small plot 
experiments used to investigate the effects of the herbicide fluroxypyr on plants monitored for 3 years 
showed a decline in diversity and biomass.[69] Change in plant populations was also noticed.

ecosystem/trophic Level

Alterations by herbicides on primary producers through effects on morphology, physiology, phenol-
ogy, species composition, diversity, and abundance can resonate considerably to other trophic levels. 
The best documented study implicating herbicide repercussions was conducted in Britain over several 
decades. The grey partridge (Perdix perdix) has been surveyed since 1933 in the margins of crop fields, 
and it was found that numbers declined by 80% between 1952 and the mid-1980s.[70] Studies conducted 
from the 1960s led to the conclusion that the use of herbicides and, to a lesser extent, insecticides pre-
cipitated the decline of grey partridge populations. Although partridges are largely herbivorous, newly 
hatched chicks feed largely on arthropods during the first 2–3 weeks of their lives. The falling number 
of grey partridges in agricultural land was attributed to declining chick survival early in the season due 
to weed removal by herbicides. A reduction in weed diversity and density on which insects feed and 
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inhabit caused a food shortage at this very crucial period of the year.[71] Removal of field margins was 
also a contributing factor.

Many subsequent studies have shown that as a result of herbicidal effects, cover and diversity of 
flowering plant species are reduced in crop fields and field margins, thus subsequently reducing the 
resources available to flower- visiting insects and other arthropods.[72–74] Likewise, abundant floral 
diversity was found to be the prevailing factor related to high Lepidopteran diversity in farmland habi-
tats (Boutin et al.[75] and references therein).

Factors interacting with Herbicide effects

Toxicity to plants and other organisms may be exacerbated by the chemical and physical properties of a 
compound, namely, volatility, mobility, and persistence in the environment. For example, atrazine is a 
widely used product in North America applied for the pre- or postemergence control of broadleaf weeds 
and grasses, predominately on corn crops. It is a selective compound with systemic activity resulting in 
chlorosis and eventual plant death. The primary mode of degradation of atrazine is through hydrolysis. 
It has been reported to persist in soil, water, and aquifers for years.[76] In a study conducted in Germany, 
it was found that the herbicide atrazine was still present 22 years after its application in soil.[77] It is regu-
larly found in groundwater in the United States and Canada where it is widely used. Unquestionably, 
the persistence of atrazine explains its presence and accumulation in the environment and long-term 
effects.[78]

Most herbicides are highly water soluble and therefore can move away from crop fields with rainwa-
ter. Volatile compounds can elicit damage to non-target plants; clomazone applied in crop fields pro-
duced striking bleaching effects that caused the U.S. regulatory agencies to consider wild plants in their 
risk assessments.[79]

Persistent herbicides may cause long-lasting and unexpected contamination. Clopyralid is a growth-
regulator-type herbicide used for the control of broad-leaved species. It was used on sugar beet that 
was later fed to cattle with the resulting manure containing sufficient residues to contaminate crops 
on which it was subsequently spread.[80] The persistence of clopyralid in compost and mulches was also 
demonstrated in the United States.[81] The same problem occurred with the related compound aminopy-
ralid, an auxinic herbicide registered for the control of broad-leaved weeds on grassland and rangeland. 
Grass treated with aminopyralid persisted in the silage for more than 1 year. Cattle or horses fed with the 
hay produced contaminated manure toxic to receiving crops.[82]

Herbicide toxic effects may vary depending on the characteristics of the receiving environment. 
Residues of the sulfonylurea chlorsulfuron have been detected and caused crop damage as long as 7 years 
after application in Alberta, Canada.[83] Sulfonylureas are known for their increased activity at soil pH 
above neutrality, which is often observed in soils in western Canada.[84] Temperature may also exert 
effects on persistence and thus on long-term toxicity. In Canada and elsewhere where winters are long 
and cold, many pesticides, including chlorsulfuron, will take longer to degrade.[85]

Direct toxicity of herbicides to primary producers and other organisms is typically assessed with-
out taking into account confounding stressors present under normal agriculture practices or occur-
ring in natural conditions. For instance, high fertilizer application in intensive agriculture is the norm. 
Few studies on the misplacement of fertilizer in non-target adjacent areas have been published, but 
Rew et al.[86] in Britain demonstrated that off-target deposition could vary from 2% to 133.3% of the 
application rate in field margins, depending on the type of machinery used. Some species will thrive 
under high nutrient conditions, including grasses.[69] Field margins where intensive agriculture prevails 
tend to become simplified and dominated by grasses because both herbicides and fertilizers tend to sup-
press broad-leaved species.[21] Grasses are wind pollinated and, as a consequence, pollinators are reduced 
or eliminated.

A plethora of unforeseen events and interactions can occur when herbicides are released in the 
 environment. Measuring phytotoxicity is a first step for assessing unwanted effects in the environment.
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Measuring Phytotoxicity

Herbicides (and other pesticides) are special contaminants because they are intentionally released in the 
environment. Therefore, before they are registered for use, risk assessment of herbicide phytotoxicity 
is conducted using data submitted by registrants. In current guidelines, phytotoxicity tests designed 
to assess the impact to terrestrial plants are conducted under controlled greenhouse conditions, using 
crop plants growing individually in pots, and effects are assessed at the juvenile stage, usually before 
reproduction occurs.[87,88] These tests are used for risk assessment of native plants growing within com-
munities exposed to variable outdoor conditions at various phenological stages (Figure 2). Therefore, 
there is a large gap in regulatory testing between actual phytotoxicity tests performed with selected non-
native species under artificial conditions and risk assessment conducted for protection of native plants 
in natural habitats. Ecological risk assessment for effects on native plants usually takes into account 
both herbicide use patterns and herbicide characteristics. Elements that are typically not considered are 
biotic and abiotic factors, which will affect plant sensitivity to herbicides. Current phytotoxicity testing 
assumes similar effects at different phenological stages and does not take into account recurrent expo-
sure of sublethal doses.

In the past, phytotoxicity testing was designed for the protection of agronomically relevant species 
from accidental herbicide drift; therefore, crop species were appropriately used in testing. However, 

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of measured and observed herbicide phytotoxicity testing. Phytotoxicity 
is measured following routine test guidelines. Subsequent ecological risk assessment for effects on native plants 
usually takes into account herbicide use pattern such as how (aerial or ground applications), when (time of the 
year and day), and where (type of terrains) herbicides are applied, which will determine to some extent exposure 
through drift, runoff, or overspray. Herbicide persistence, mobility, and volatility will increase exposure. Elements 
represented in dashed boxes are usually not considered and determined the observed phytotoxicity under natural 
conditions. Biotic factors include competition or interactions with other plant species, effects of diseases, and pre-
dation on plant health. Wind, low or high temperature, drought or flooding, and soil properties may affect plants 
and modify sensitivity to herbicides. Phytotoxicity testing assumes similar effects at different phenological stages 
and does not take into account recurrent exposure of sublethal doses.
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it has been increasingly recognized that the vegetation bordering or in the vicinity of crop fields was 
important for the native plant species and for the other trophic levels relying on primary producers for 
food, habitat, and shelter. In studies aimed at comparing crop and noncrop species, results indicated 
that plant sensitivity is both herbicide and species dependent and that no obvious pattern emerged with 
numerous native and crop plant species tested with a number of herbicides.[89,90] For some herbicides, 
results with crops would mean underprotection of native species, while for other herbicides, testing with 
crop species would entail overprotection. However, these studies were limited to a narrow taxonomic 
range in line with the crop species usually tested, e.g., short-lived species. It was also found that the 
numerous native species selected for the studies were, for the most part, easy to grow and maintain in 
the greenhouse. These results suggest that testing should cover a broader range of native species in toxic-
ity testing for regulatory purposes.

Further results indicated that a large variability in herbicide response existed among crop varieties 
and native plant ecotypes.[89,91,92] The number of species needed to be tested to encompass the range of 
sensitivity of a given herbicide has not been resolved. Boutin and Rogers[93] showed that the range of 
species sensitivity increases with an augmentation of numbers of species tested up to 40, suggesting 
that the number of species (n = 6 or 10) tested in current guidelines is insufficient. These studies and 
others indicated that the large emphasis placed on collecting very precise EC25 or EC50 values (effective 
 concentration or dose causing a 25% or 50% effect on test plants) may be problematic and erroneous and 
that extrapolation factors should be determined in order to alleviate some of the uncertainty in testing 
that is currently not considered.

Tests in current guidelines are required for plants at the two- to four-leaf stage, the assumption being 
that the juvenile stage is more sensitive than the adult period. However, natural vegetation bordering 
crop fields consists of plants at various phenological stages. It was found in several studies that indeed 
the young stage is very sensitive to herbicides.[66,94] Conversely, plants at later stages can show higher 
sensitivity to some herbicides.[54,94]

For practical reasons, phytotoxicity tests are conducted under ideal greenhouse conditions using 
plants growing singly in pots and devoid of intra- or interspecific competition. This contrasts with 
plants growing within natural communities subjected to the occasional drought or flood, continuous 
wind, attacks from herbivores or pathogens, and other abiotic or biotic elements that interfere with 
herbicide effects. It is of course impossible and impractical to study the interactions of all these factors. 
In the past, studies comparing greenhouse and field tests elicited contradictory results with species 
being more or less sensitive when tested in greenhouses as compared to field tests.[53,69,95–97] A few stud-
ies have examined the direct effect of herbicide use of communities of native plants[21,64–67] (Figure 1), 
and although responses were extremely variable, most species showed some effects. There is consider-
able uncertainty in current phytotoxicity testing, and further studies are required to monitor herbicide 
effects on terrestrial native plants.[98]

conclusion

Herbicides are used extensively, mostly in agriculture, with sometimes unforeseen environmental 
effects in non-target areas. Although measuring phytotoxicity can be straightforward when conducted 
on known crop plants under simple laboratory conditions (in greenhouses), determining phytotoxicity 
is a multifaceted affair as demonstrated by the numerous factors interacting under natural conditions 
(Figure 2). The linkage between measured phytotoxicity in greenhouses and observed phytotoxicity in 
nature implies the inclusion of environmental biotic and abiotic factors as well as considerations of test 
conditions, herbicide characteristics, level of exposure, and use pattern (Figure 2). It was also shown that 
phytotoxicity can have consequences at all trophic levels, and this is seldom taken into account.

Ecological and agronomic needs are often conflicting. Weed plants want to be suppressed in favor 
of crops, yet they are necessary to sustain some wildlife in otherwise desolate agrarian systems. This 
wildlife can in turn provide vital ecological services (e.g., pollinators for crops or biological control). 
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Mitigation measures to reduce phytotoxicity on desirable plants, including the elimination of aerial 
application, implementation of unsprayed buffer zones, more advanced equipment, and avoidance of 
adverse spray conditions (e.g., high wind, temperature inversion, or forecast rain), can substantially 
reduce herbicide impacts on the environment and are increasingly considered by the farming com-
munities and regulators. Nevertheless, there appears to be an excessive dependence on herbicides for 
the control of weeds. New uses for herbicides are still being developed, including the desiccation of 
crops at the end of the growing season with foliar contact herbicides to facilitate harvest or the use of 
herbicide-resistant, genetically modified crops. Alternatives to herbicides exist and are widely used in 
organic farming. They comprise mechanical weed control using tillage or mowing, non-mechanical 
weed control through crop rotation or the planting of companion crops, and biological weed control 
using parasites, predators, or pathogens. Another complementary measure that can be promoted in 
conventional farming involves Integrated Pest Management (IPM), a management system that uses all 
available tactics to manage pest and weeds including crop rotation, host-resistant varieties, mechani-
cal and physical controls, and chemical control. Weed control in agriculture should and can be made 
compatible with wildlife values.
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introduction

Mosquito control is necessary in order to protect public health from mosquito-borne diseases such as 
West Nile virus, eastern equine encephalitis, St. Louis encephalitis, malaria, and dengue. Aerial ultra-
low-volume (ULV) application of mosquito insecticides is one of the most effective techniques for con-
trolling adult mosquitoes and preventing mosquito-borne diseases.[1] During ULV application, large 
insecticide droplets may sometimes result in unwanted mortality to nontarget organisms.[2–8] For many 
years, nontarget mortality caused by mosquito adulticiding was usually accepted as a “ casualty of 
war.” With the advancement of mosquitocide residue monitoring and new spray technologies, we now 
 recognize that “ casualties” can be reduced to a minimum. The important factors that contribute to 
 mosquito  control efficacy and associated nontarget mortality are insecticide deposition,[7–9] droplet 
size,[1,10] spray time,[10] application dose,[1,10] topography,[10] and weather conditions (such as wind v elocity, 
direction, and  atmospheric stability).[10] Due to the complexity of aerial ULV applications, it may be 
difficult to achieve optimal  mosquito reduction without nontarget mortality during an aerial spray mis-
sion. However, control efficacy can be increased, and nontarget mortality can be minimized, if aerial 
application is conducted at the right place (by increasing retention time of mosquitocide droplets in the 
air in order to enhance their contact with  flying mosquitoes),[11,12] at the right time (dusk, or night when 
adult mosquitoes are actively  flying),[10] and at the right dose (proper insecticide concentration in the air 
to kill mosquitoes but not nontarget organisms).[1,9]

Right Place

Current aerial spray technology is capable of targeting a specific zone where adult mosquitoes are actively 
flying. The droplet size of aerially applied insecticides governs downwind dispersal and subsequent 
impingement on targets.[1] Smaller droplets [5–25 pm volume median diameter (VMD)] remain aloft 
longer and offer a better probability for impingement on flying adult mosquitoes.[1] Larger insecticide 
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droplets (more than 100 pm VMD) will deposit on the ground sooner after application, thereby r educing 
the likelihood of contact with flying mosquitoes. Insecticide that is deposited on the ground not only 
is wasted but also may adversely affect nontarget organisms.[7,8] Environmental contamination can be 
reduced by adopting application techniques that maintain droplets in the air and promote controlled 
downwind movement of the insecticide cloud while minimizing ground deposition (particularly in 
environmentally sensitive areas).[7,9] This concept is different from agricultural applications, where 
insecticide deposition is needed to coat the surface of crops. Moreover, agricultural applications try to 
reduce insecticide drift away from the target zone, such as a crop or field, rather than maximize droplet 
suspension in the air column.

Right time

The best time of the day for mosquito adulticide applications (also called the “spray window”) is at dusk, 
dawn, or nighttime when mosquitoes are actively flying, and this is when the optimal control efficacy 
will be achieved.[1,10] Applying an insecticide in that period will reduce impact on daytime active non-
target organisms like honeybees, dragonflies, and butterflies. These spray windows are the time periods 
when daytime nontargets are resting and, therefore, protected from insecticide exposure. Mosquito con-
trol operation in such spray windows will protect many daytime active nontargets from being adversely 
impacted by insecticide dispersal clouds.

Spraying at the right time also means spraying under optimal meteorological conditions,  currently rec-
ognized as 3–10 miles/hr wind velocity without the presence of a temperature inversion. Understanding, 
as well as achieving, “optimal” meteorological conditions for mosquito spraying is often difficult.[1] 
Although aerial mosquito application technology can accurately calibrate the amount of insecticide 
delivered using the nozzle systems. Once released, the aerosol is in the hands of Mother Nature. The 
spray cloud, as it is carried by wind and influenced by gravity, starts its journey to the ground from an 
altitude of 100300 ft. Wind velocity, direction, and atmospheric stability greatly affect the distribution 
of the spray cloud.[1] Also, downwind movement and deposition of insecticide  residue can vary greatly 
from one spray mission to another.[11,12] As wind speed increases, the impingement force of spray droplets 
will increase on targets and nontargets. This situation creates considerable variation in control efficacy 
and can often influence whether the effects on nontargets are minimal or substantial.[13]

Right Dose

Increasing the application rate may not always improve the level of control but will generally increase 
the risk of nontarget mortality due to escalating exposure levels. In reality, it is sometimes very difficult 
to apply the proper application rate to achieve adequate mosquito control without causing nontarget 
mortality. Nontargets’ differential tolerance to insecticides may be the result of physiological as well as 
geographical differences within and among those organisms. The larger body size of some nontarget 
species may increase their tolerance levels to the insecticide. Natural topographic barriers, such as trees, 
bushes, and grasses, may provide refuge for them to escape lethal exposure from the insecticide aerosol.[8] 
Conversely, adult mosquitoes in vegetated areas may also be protected by the physical barriers,[1] and if 
the application rate is increased to compensate for this, adverse effects to nontargets may occur.

To determine the proper application rate or “right dose,” studies are needed to determine the correla-
tion of the insecticide concentration in the air column with adult mosquito mortality[11,12] and that of 
ground deposition concentrations with nontarget mortality.[7–9] The insecticide concentration at its final 
destination, whether at an airborne target or on the ground, is referred to as the terminal insecticide 
concentration (TIC), which is different from and can be influenced by the initial application dose. TIC is 
influenced by many environmental variables and therefore needs to be frequently monitored. If the TIC 
is adequate to kill the majority of adult mosquitoes and low enough that it spares nontargets of concern, 
the application dose will be considered appropriate. In this way, TIC critically affects control efficacy 
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and nontarget impact. Determination of TIC during routine application of mosquitocides  provides a 
mechanism to assess or cross-compare control efficacy and impact on nontargets during aerial m osquito 
control missions. This process will ensure the proper application dose to achieve the delicate balance 
between effective mosquito control and minimal nontarget impact.

novel Application technology

Mosquito control programs worldwide continue to develop novel application technologies to increase 
control efficacy and lessen damage to nontargets. In the late 1990s, James Robinson’s group at Florida’s 
Pasco County Mosquito Control District led an effort to develop a high-pressure nozzle system to 
deliver small insecticide droplets (<30 μm VMD).[11,12] The high-pressure system, with insecticide 
applied at two-thirds the label rate, achieved better adult mosquito control compared with a conven-
tional flat-fan nozzle system (>80 μm VMD)[11] and dramatically reduced the mortality of caged fid-
dler crabs, Uca p ugilator  (Bosc), from 80% to 0 in Collier County, Florida.[7] Another field trial with 
 honeybees (Apis  mellifera L.) conducted during routine nighttime aerial adult mosquito control 
 missions in Manatee County, Florida, further demonstrated the advantage of the new high-pressure sys-
tem. Honeybees that clustered outside of beehive entrances were exposed to naled sprays for mosquito 
control. The larger insecticide droplets produced by flat-fan nozzles killed more than 90% of the bees 
clustered outside of the hives and resulted in an average of 35% reduction in honey yield at the end of the 
season.[8] In  contrast, bee mortality and average honey yield were not significantly different compared 
with hives similarly exposed to the smaller droplets of the high-pressure nozzle system.[9] Several spray 
nozzles such as air-assisted nozzles, high-pressure nozzles, and Micronair nozzles— capable of deliver-
ing smaller spray droplets (<30 µm VMD) for adult mosquito control—are now available.

insecticide Residue Monitoring

At present, bioassay techniques are widely used to measure mosquito control efficacy and nontarget 
organism impact. Generally, bioassays only answer “yes or no” (i.e., dead or alive) and are primarily 
acute toxicity tests. However, bioassays do not address critical issues such as where or how much insec-
ticide is present following the ULV application. Insecticide residue monitoring is encouraged because it 
can identify TICs following mosquito control application. Research shows that the level of TIC is criti-
cally reflective of mosquito control efficacy and nontarget impacts based on the dose–response relation-
ship. When TIC is used in conjunction with bioassays, mosquito control programs will have a powerful 
quantitative tool to combat mosquitoes while protecting the environment.[7–9,11,12] Insecticide residues 
cannot be observed by the human eye. However, they can be detected and quantified by modern analyti-
cal techniques such as gas chromatography or high-performance liquid chromatography. By monitoring 
insecticide residues, we can 1) determine the insecticide concentrations in the air and use these data to 
facilitate adjustments to the spray system to attain the right application dose; 2) identify any excessive 
insecticide deposited on the ground or into the water and use these data to optimize the spray system; 
3) monitor the distance of aerosol dispersed downwind for an effective spray offset; 4) establish appro-
priate impact thresholds for nontarget mortality and effective thresholds for mosquito control efficacy; 
and 5) compare different application equipment or operational scenarios.

conclusion

In summary, controlling adult mosquitoes through ULV aerial application of insecticides while 
 minimizing nontarget impacts can be achieved by operational mosquito control programs. Instituting 
a residue monitoring program can be critical in protecting the environment. TIC levels identified 
from insecticide residue monitoring provide a powerful tool to optimize the application so that proper 
 application of insecticides can be achieved at the right time, at the right place, and at the right dose.
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Neurotoxic substances may play a role in a number of neurodevelopmental disorders. They can be 
released by industrial facilities and by agricultural practices, much of which ends up in the air or 
groundwater. Since most neuroteratogens affect multiple regions and processes, they can result in 
 various behavioral defects.

Given the importance placed on fostering optimal cognitive development and the fact that chemical 
exposures can perturb the exquisite spatial and temporal choreography of brain development, it is not 
surprising that neurodevelopmental deficit frequently serves as the critical adverse health effect in risk 
assessments.[1]

Detection and characterization of chemical-induced toxic effects in the central and peripheral ne rvous 
system represent a big challenge. Prediction of neurotoxic effects is a key feature in the t oxicological 
 profile of compounds and is therefore required by many regulatory testing schemes.[2]

Despite the increasing recognition of the need to evaluate developmental neurotoxicity (DNT) in safety 
assessment, only very few of the commercial chemicals in current use have been examined with respect 
to neurodevelopmental effects. Validated rodent models exist, but they are considered e xpensive and are 
only infrequently used. The neurodevelopmental disorders include learning d isabilities,  attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorders, developmental delays, and emotional and behavioral 
problems. The causes of these disorders are unclear, and interacting genetic,  environmental, and social 
factors are likely determinants of abnormal brain development.[3,4]

In calculations of environmental burdens of disease in children, lead neurotoxicity to the developing 
brain is a major contributor. Pesticide effects could well be of the same magnitude, or larger,  depending 
on the exposure levels.[4] For example, an emerging literature provides evidence of neurobehavioral 
consequences resulting from exposure to relatively low levels of organochlorine and organophosphate 
pesticides in infants and children.
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Organophosphate pesticides continue to be applied widely in agriculture and in residences through-
out the world, representing about half the total annual amount of insecticides used. One of the major 
concerns with these agents is their propensity to elicit DNT at exposures below the threshold for any 
systemic symptoms, so that potentially damaging fetal or childhood exposures may go undetected until 
persistent functional impairments become expressed.[5]

Organophosphate-poisoned populations have shown a consistent pattern of deficits when compared 
to a nonexposed or non-poisoned population on measures of motor speed and coordination, sustained 
attention, and information processing speed.[6] In experimental models, developing animals have been 
shown to be more susceptible than adult animals to the acute toxicity of the organophosphate pesticide 
chlorpyrifos, which can cause neurobehavioral abnormalities.[7] Neonatal diazinon exposure below the 
threshold for appreciable cholinesterase inhibition in a non-monotonic dose–effect caused persisting 
neurocognitive deficits in adulthood. The organophosphorous insecticide can affect transmitter systems 
supporting memory function, differently, implying participation of mechanisms other than their com-
mon inhibition of cholinesterase.[5]

Future studies should examine the neurodevelopment effects in human beings associated with 
pesticide mixtures and other classes of pesticides (e.g., carbamates, pyrethroids), and with pesticide 
mixtures, because there is increasing use of these pesticides in certain communities that are replac-
ing the organophosphate and organochlorine pesticides.[8] In this direction, the U.S. Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) developed a program for chemical mixtures of which an 
integral part is a mixtures health risk assessment. ATSDR has completed evaluations for several simple 
mixtures of child-specific exposure concern.[9]

Behavioral Aspects of Dnt

Behavior represents an integrated response of the nervous system that can reveal functional 
changes important to the overall fitness and survival of the organism exposed to single pesticides or 
 mixtures. Although some developmental neurotoxicants are structural teratogens as well, behavioral 
 dysfunctions may be more serious than structural defects under certain circumstances.[10] The major 
developmental sensory systems of concern in toxicology include visual, auditory, olfactory, nociceptive 
(pain and other noxious stimuli), somatosensory, and vestibular. However, neurobehavioral functions 
are influenced by subject variables such as age, sex, education, and social and (especially in humans) 
cultural background.

Brain Development and Maturation

The development and maturation of the mammalian brain is an extremely complex process. Brain 
development involves cell division, migration and differentiation, programmed cell death ( apoptosis), 
cell-to-cell interactions (e.g., for migration and synaptic communication), and multiple other p rocesses 
under different timetables for the various brain regions. Genetic, epigenetic, and environmental fa ctors 
(e.g., exposure to toxic chemicals, including certain heavy metals, industrial chemicals, and pesti-
cides), particularly during the susceptible periods of development and aging, can result in many pos-
sible adverse central nervous system (CNS) consequences, ranging from mild to severe and i nvolving 
various functions (e.g., cognition, motor, or sensory dysfunction). DNT refers to any adverse effect of 
perinatal exposure to a toxic substance on the normal development of nervous system structure and/
or function.[11]

The mammalian brain undergoes a period of rapid brain growth, which in humans occurs peri-
natally, spanning from the third trimester of pregnancy throughout the first 2 years of life. In rats 
and mice, the brain growth spurt occurs in the neonate, spanning the first 3–4 weeks of life and 
reaching its peak around postnatal day 10. This period is characterized by axonal and dendritic out-
growth and the establishment of neuronal connections, and during this period, animals acquire many 
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new motor and sensory abilities. Neurotypic and gliotypic proteins can serve as sensitive indicators 
of time- and region-specific effects of chemicals on the developing nervous system. The presence 
of  xenobiotics in the brain during this defined period of maturational processes is a critical factor 
for induction of persistent changes in behavior and transmitter systems.[12] For example, it has been 
reported that multiple neurotransmitter systems are altered following exposure to or ganophosphorus 
 insecticides. Developmental chlorpyrifos exposure produces persistent deficiencies in cholinergic 
 synaptic  neurochemistry.[13] Also, there is increasing evidence that polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
and methyl mercury also have neurotoxic effects. An enhanced effect of these toxicants, due to either 
synergistic or additive effects, would be considered as a risk for fetal development. It is postulated that 
these neurotoxicants might interact.[14]

Epidemiological studies have demonstrated a relationship between perinatal exposure to persistent 
organic pollutants among others and neurological and behavioral disturbances in infants and children. 
Studies in animals have confirmed that contaminants like PCBs, metals, and pesticides can disrupt 
behavioral functioning.[15]

Evidence indicates that exposure to environmental chemicals could have an impact on children’s 
health and development. The developing CNS of fetus and children is particularly susceptible to 
 chemically induced damage compared with the brain of adults due to the different pharmacokinetic 
factors, diminished defense mechanisms, or the fact that the developing nervous system undergoes a 
highly complex series of ontogenetic processes that are vulnerable to chemical perturbation.[16]

Periods of Vulnerability

The developing nervous system is particularly sensitive to environmental insults during critical periods 
that are dependent on the temporal and regional emergence of specific and sequential developmental 
processes (i.e., proliferation, migration, differentiation, synaptogenesis, myelination, and apoptosis). 
Evidence from numerous sources demonstrates that neural development extends from the embryonic 
period through adolescence. In general, the sequence of events is comparable among species, although 
the time scales are considerably different. Developmental exposure of animals or humans to nu merous 
agents (e.g., x-ray irradiation, ethanol, lead, methyl mercury, or chlorpyrifos) demonstrates that 
 interference with one or more of these developmental processes can lead to DNT.[17]

For many behaviors, a critical period exists during which the animal is sensitive to these  organizational 
effects. Functional and structural life-lasting modifications can be induced by alterations of natural 
conditions during these adaptive developmental stages of maturation. The critical periods have been 
described for some cortical circuits involved in many different sensory systems such as the auditory, 
somatosensory, and olfactory systems. These critical periods occur also during postnatal life. Indeed, 
experience-dependent plasticity during critical periods of postnatal development shapes the adult brain 
anatomy and function.[18,19]

Protocols for experimental Studies

In order to reduce the risk regarding the exposure to pollutants, addressing the behavioral aspects 
by appropriate investigation to sustain the safe use of the compounds is suggested. Evaluation of pre- 
and postnatal developmental parameters can be improved by including different tests on and safety 
 assessment of chemicals to indicate the proper functioning of the sensory, motor, emotional, and 
 cognitive domains.

Laboratory experimental studies suggest that many currently used pesticides such as organophos-
phates, carbamates, pyrethroids, ethylenebisdithiocarbamates, and chlorophenoxy herbicides can cause 
neurodevelopmental toxicity. Adverse effects on brain development can be severe and irreversible.[4]

Emotional processes can be viewed as adaptive events or states that are likely to occur across the 
animal kingdom, but that may or may not have subjective components, comprising physiological, 
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behavioral, and subjective components, depending on the species and circumstances involved. Although 
these different components usually act in concert, they are potentially dissociable, not always operating 
as a functional whole.[20]

The utilization of an experimental protocol containing indices related to reproduction and animal 
development can identify initial damages due to exposure to environmental pollutants. Behavioral 
experimental methods are used to detect and characterize developmental neurotoxic effects on sensory, 
cognitive, and motor system functions. Neurobehavioral evaluations are widely used to examine the 
potential neurotoxicity of pesticides and other chemicals, [21] since neurobehavioral performance can 
be a sensitive biomarker of the neurodevelopmental consequences of exposure to environmental agents.

Prevention of possible damages due to pesticides during the development of young organisms, like 
newborns, requires an integrated strategy capable of monitoring the standard use of these products as 
well as the integration of the potential effects to improve evaluation. If available, biomarkers of  exposure 
are useful for assessing the bioavailability of toxicants to the dam and offspring in utero and after birth. 
The evaluation of these biomarkers needs to differentiate normal variability from changes that are 
adverse in response.[22]

Animal models are used to understand neurophysiological processes on the basis of human  exposure 
to xenobiotics. They represent a basis for understanding their pathophysiological traits. There is a  variety 
of methodologies that can be utilized to assess these processes. Cross-species comparability between 
human and experimental animals supports the assumption that DNT effects in animals i ndicate a 
potential to affect development in humans.[10]

The first guideline specifically designed to evaluate DNT was developed and implemented by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1991 and has later on been updated. The Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) initiated the development of a DNT guide-
line (TG  426) following the recommendations of the OECD Working Group on Reproduction and 
Developmental Toxicity in Copenhagen in 1995. The first draft based on the U.S. EPA DNT guideline was 
prepared  following a 1996 Expert Consultation Meeting that addressed a number of significant issues 
and  incorporated improvements. The draft TG 426 was distributed to National Coordinators for com-
ments in 1998, and significant technical issues in the comments were further discussed and revised.[10,23]

Developmental toxicity may result from either prenatal or postnatal exposure, may manifest at any 
life stage, and may be expressed as functional deficits. The DNT study is a specialized type of develop-
mental toxicity study designed to screen for adverse effects of pre- and postnatal exposure on the devel-
opment and function of the nervous system and to provide dose–response characterizations of those 
outcomes. The U.S. EPA and OECD DNT guidelines recommend administration of the test substance 
during gestation and lactation. Cohorts of offspring (typically rat) are randomly selected from control 
and treated litters for evaluations of gross neurologic and behavioral abnormalities during postnatal 
development and adulthood. These include assessments of physical development, behavioral ontogeny, 
motor activity, motor and sensory function, learning and memory, and postmortem evaluation of brain 
weights and neuropathology.[23]

There are a number of stimulus properties shared by all sensory systems, including intensity, fre-
quency, duration, and location in space. In this way, behavioral tests of motor dysfunction in animals 
include those used to detect spontaneous movement disorders such as changes in gait, tremors, and 
myoclonus, and those used to detect changes in induced movement such as reflexes, reactions, and 
movements under operant control. Tests of motor function include observation of locomotion, measure-
ment of locomotor activity, and tests of reflexes and reactions. Also, assessment of cognitive function is 
a critical component of a DNT assessment to address concerns over potential long term consequences of 
exposures to toxicants during brain development. Cognitive function is thought to encompass learning, 
memory, and attention processes.[24–27]

In this way, more effort is needed to adequately evaluate the neurotoxic effects. More elaborated 
experimental protocols are continuously proposed. They will focus on the interpretation of data 
obtained in studies that link xenobiotics exposure and functional (behavioral) deficits due to specific 
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neurotransmitter and synaptic mechanisms,[28] identifying possible chemical class-specific targets and 
biomarkers of effect. Above all, gene expression could be also used as a sensitive tool for the initial iden-
tification of DNT effects induced by different mechanisms of toxicity in both cell types (neuronal and 
glial) and at various stages of cell development and maturation.[16]

Recent literature have examined specific end points across multiple guideline DNT studies to dem-
onstrate the value of current methods in hazard characterization and explore further opportunities 
for methodologic refinement, examining the interpretation of neurodevelopmental end points for 
human health risk assessment, data interpretation and variability, positive control data, and statistical 
analysis.[11,29,30]

Test method reliability, reproducibility, and relevance are attributable in part to the high level of 
 standardization of the test methods;[23] in some cases, the variability of some end points (e.g., motor 
 activity) is very large. Methods have been suggested to decrease such variability.[29–31] Sources of 
 variability include factors related to environmental conditions, personnel, experimental procedures, and 
equipment.[21,31] The detection, measurement, and interpretation of DNT effects depend on app ropriate 
study design and execution, using established methods with appropriate controls.

Furthermore, the nature and extent of developmental neurotoxic effects often are dependent on the 
timing of exposure to a toxic agent or combinations of agents and environmental conditions; i.e., organ-
isms exhibit distinct temporal windows of susceptibility. Variations in neurotoxic outcomes across spe-
cies are expected because stages of nervous system development can vary significantly between species 
in relation to the time of birth. Thus, the time and duration of exposure in animal models must also 
be selected carefully to match the window of exposure in the human situation and allow cross-species 
extrapolation.[32]

Detection and characterization of chemical-induced toxic effects in the central and peripheral 
nervous system represent a major challenge for employing newly developed technologies in the field 
of neurotoxicology. For example, those using specific brain cell types can produce results of general 
mechanism of action but not specific to the chemical tested. In addition, toxicokinetic models are to 
be developed in order to properly evaluate absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion, as well 
as the blood–brain barrier. Behavioral toxicologists will be needed to contribute for the experimental 
tests and computational models to anchor molecular initiating events to adverse outcomes. Therefore, 
an intensive search for the development of alternative methods using in silico models for neurotoxic 
hazard assessment is appropriate.[33] The following are some of the challenges that need to be overcome: 
predicting behavior using models of complex neurobiological pathways, standardizing study designs 
and dependent variables to facilitate creation of databases, and managing the cost and efficiency of 
behavioral assessments.[34]

conclusion

There is growing evidence of the adverse impact of exposures to ambient and indoor air pollutants 
on fetal growth and both early childhood and animal neurodevelopment. The normal structure and 
 function of the nervous system may be altered as a result of exposure to some pollutants before or 
after birth. Its analysis is particularly relevant in assessing the interference of a chemical pollutant with 
 neuroendocrine maturation by behavioral methods, as it is a sensitive and broad marker of perturbation 
of both nervous and endocrine functions.

A number of methods can evaluate alterations in sensory, motor, and cognitive functions in 
 laboratory animals exposed to toxicants during nervous system development. Assessment methods 
are being developed to examine other nervous system functions, including social behavior, autonomic 
 processes, and biologic rhythms.[35] Fundamental issues underlying proper use and interpretation of 
these methods include 1) consideration of the scientific goal in experimental design; 2) selection of an 
appropriate animal model; 3) expertise of the investigator; 4) adequate statistical analysis; and 5) proper 
data interpretation.
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Persistent Organic 

Pesticides

Gamini Manuweera

introduction

Persistent organic pesticides refer to a set of synthetic organic chemical substances meant to control pests 
in the human environment including those concerning agriculture, veterinary health, and public health. 
Persistent organic pesticides are part of a larger group of chemicals known as persistent organic pollut-
ants or POPs.[1] In addition to pesticides, POPs include industrial chemicals and unintentionally produced 
chemical substances or by-products of anthropogenic origin. Dioxins, for example, are unintentionally 
produced POPs formed during incomplete combustion processes involving organic matter and chlorine. 
Chemically, POPs include linear and cyclic halogenated hydrocarbons. In some POPs, functional moieties 
may also exist in the hydrocarbon molecule as in the case of perfluorooctane sulfonic acid and its salts.

POPs are highly toxic to living organisms. This group of chemicals does not easily undergo com-
mon environmental degradation processes including chemical, microbial, or photolytic reactions. Once 
released, POPs stay for a long period of time in the environment, posing higher risk of long-term expo-
sure to human populations and ecosystems. POPs are lipophilic (has affinity to fat, lipids, etc.) due to 
the nonpolar organic nature of the substances. The lipophilicity allows chemical substances to read-
ily accumulate in fatty tissues of living organisms (the process referred to as bioaccumulation). Once 
accumulated, the concentration of POPs in the living organisms builds up through the food chain via 
biomagnification processes, increasing the risk of adverse effects at the higher tropic levels.

Some of the physicochemical properties of the POPs facilitate long-range transport in the environ-
ment. POPs are found in the alpine and mountainous regions, the Arctic, Antarctica, and remote Pacific 
islands far away from where activities associated with POPs are taking place. In the environment, POPs 
undergo sorption into organic matter, intra-media, and inter-media dispersion (diffusion), as well as 
advection (transport mechanism of substances due to the bulk motion of the medium). Most of the 
POPs are semi-volatile in nature. With long residence time in transport media, POPs can travel very 
long distances across regions through environmental transportation processes, including atmospheric 
transport, making them available for human and environmental exposure on a global scale.
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The toxic effects of POPs are mainly linked to long-term, low-level exposure scenarios mostly result-
ing in chronic health problems, while some POPs could also exert acute effects. The toxic endpoints of 
POPs include cancer, birth defects, reproductive problems, damages to specific organs such as the liver 
and kidneys, among others.

Much attention was drawn to this group of substances at the international level after it became 
apparent that they travel long distances across borders. As a consequence, several countries started 
banning POPs in the 1970s. However, actions by a limited number of countries alone were unable 
to control continued environmental pollution and adverse health effects from such border-crossing 
substances. A regional legal agreement that specifically addresses POPs was adopted in 1998 with 
the Aarhus Protocol on Persistent Organic Pollutants under the regional Convention on Long-Range 
Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP) of the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).[2] 
As an agreement at the regional level was not sufficient to ensure satisfactory protection of human 
health and the environment from adverse effects of POPs, negotiations of an international legally 
binding instrument to reduce or eliminate, where possible, releases of POPs were initiated under 
the auspices of the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) in 1998. In May 2001, more 
than 100 countries agreed and adopted a global treaty, now known as the Stockholm Convention 
on Persistent Organic Pollutants.[3,4] Some aspects of the life cycle of POPs are considered in other 
international legally binding instruments. POP wastes are included in the Basel Convention on 
the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal,[5] while the 
international trade of most POP pesticides is addressed by the Rotterdam Convention on the Prior 
Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International 
Trade.[6] Several other international initiatives also address POPs, notably the Global Programme 
of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities (GPA)[7] and a 
number of regional sea agreements.

Persistent organic Pesticides under the Stockholm convention

As of 2019, there were 30 POPs included in the Stockholm Convention, of which, 17 were pesticides. 
At the time of its entry into force in 2001, the Stockholm Convention had 9 pesticides among the total 
of 12 POPs listed therein.

The Convention provides provisions for Parties to make proposals to add new POPs. These propos-
als must contain information on the chemical relating to the screening criteria established under the 
Convention that include persistence, bioaccumulation, potential for long-range environmental trans-
port, and adverse effects. The POPs Review Committee established by the Convention reviews submis-
sions on candidate POPs, including related information from other sources, prepares a risk profile, and 
undertakes a risk management evaluation. This step is undertaken once the committee evaluate the 
risk profile and agrees that the candidate chemical is likely, as a result of its long-range environmental 
transport, to lead to significant adverse human health and/or environmental effects, such that global 
action is warranted. 

Upon that it undertakes a risk management evaluation to identify specific details of control actions 
relevant to the chemical to accompany with its recommendation to the COPs. If the candidate chemi-
cal satisfactorily meets the POP screening criteria of the Convention, the POPs Review Committee 
makes recommendations to the Conference of the Parties for considering the new chemical under the 
Convention. The Conference of the Parties then evaluates the recommendations made by the POPs 
Review Committee for the inclusion of the candidate chemical.

At its fourth meeting held in 2009, the Conference of the Parties to the Convention considered and 
included nine new chemical substances consisting five pesticides as POPs in the Convention. During 
the fifth, seventh, and ninth Conferences of the Parties held in 2011, 2017 and 2019, endosulfan and 
pentachlorophenol and its salts and esters and dicofol were listed under the Convention, respectively, as 
pesticides (see Table 1).
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The Stockholm Convention requires Parties to take measures to reduce or eliminate releases from 
intentional production and use of POPs through two different approaches:

• Prohibit and/or take the legal and administrative measures necessary to eliminate the chemical 
substances listed in Annex A of the Convention.

• Restrict production and use of the chemicals listed in Annex B of the Convention in accordance 
with specific measures provided in that Annex.

The chemical substances for elimination are listed in Annex A of the Convention. When chemical sub-
stances with existing commercial uses are included in the Convention for elimination, some chemicals 
may still have certain specific use or uses for which Parties to the Convention may require a transition 
period to eliminate completely the reliance on the chemical substance. For such chemicals, exemptions 
are provided for those specific uses and related production for a limited period of time. These specific 
exemptions are initially available for a 5-year period. The Parties opt for the use of specific exemptions 
that require conformation to a set of precautionary measures relevant to its available uses established by 
the Convention to ensure reduced releases of the substance and effective elimination. When there are 
no longer any Parties registered for a particular type of specific exemption, no new registrations may be 
made with respect to it. Aldrin, for example, was listed in Annex A of the Convention for elimination 
with a specific exemption of use only as local ectoparasiticide and insecticide with no further produc-
tion. At the end of the initial period, the exemptions for production and use are not available, if Parties 
have effectively eliminated the reliance on those POPs.

During the fourth meeting of the Conference of the Parties in 2009, it was noted that the specific 
exemptions provided for six POP pesticides initially listed in Annex A of the Convention were no longer 
needed. Accordingly, the POP pesticides aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, heptachlor, hexachlorobenzene 
(also found as a by-product and industrial chemical), and mirex listed in Annex A have no specific 
exemptions available for Parties anymore. In addition to those six POP pesticides, Annex A also contains 
alpha hexachlorocyclohexane (also found as a by-product), beta hexachlorocyclohexane (also found as a 
by-product), chlordecone, endrin, and toxaphene, for which no specific exemptions were provided at the 
time of listing them in the Convention. Dicofol was listed under the Convention without exemptions. 
The three remaining POP pesticides listed in Annex A with specific exemptions are lindane, technical 
endosulfan and its related isomers and pentachlorophenol and its salts and esters.

TABLE 1 Pesticides Listed as POPs under 
the Stockholm Convention

Aldrin
Alpha hexachlorocyclohexane
Beta hexachlorocyclohexane
Chlordane
Chlordecone
DDT
Dieldrin
Dicofol
Endosulfan
Endrin
Heptachlor
Hexachlorobenzene
Lindane
Mirex
Pentachlorobenzene
Pentachlorophenol and its salts and esters
Toxaphene
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Lindane was listed under the Convention with prohibition of its production. All uses have also 
been prohibited except as human health pharmaceutical for control of head lice and scabies as 
 second-line treatment. For Parties that may wish to use lindane for the control of head lice and 
scabies, the specific exemptions were initially available for that purpose until 2015. When listing 
the chemical, the Conference of the Parties requested the Secretariat to develop a work plan in col-
laboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) for reporting and reviewing requirements 
on the use of lindane for the specific exemptions allowed by the Convention. Lindane has been listed 
from 1977 and 1990 in the WHO Model List with benzyl benzoate and permethrin as a cost-effective 
alternative to lindane for head lice and scabies. It was removed from the WHO Model List in 1992 on 
the basis that “it is toxic to the environment and humans, and safer alternatives are available.” The 
specific exemptions for lindane provided under the Stockholm Convention expired for most Parties 
in 2015. It was noted at the ninth Conference of the Parties held in 2019 that no Party has registered 
for specific exemption for lindane. Hence, registration for the exemptions of lindane will no longer 
be available for Parties.

The specific exemptions for technical endosulfan expired for most Parties in 2017. As of 2018, two 
Parties, which had made declarations pursuant to the Convention, had registered exemptions that will 
be applicable for them until 2019.

The chemical substances listed in Annex B are those identified with specific uses for which there 
are no alternatives available at present or that the alternatives are not accessible or effectively avail-
able under certain settings. Such uses are recognized under the Convention as acceptable purposes 
with no set timeline for elimination. Parties are allowed to produce and use the chemicals for those 
purposes according to the recommended practices provided with respective uses. In such cases, a 
process is established to periodically review the continued need of the chemical in question for the 
acceptable purposes. The Convention has listed dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), for example, 
under Annex B with an acceptable purpose for disease vector control. It requires activities associated 
with DDT to be in accordance with the WHO’s recommendations and guidelines on the use of DDT. 
Further, the use of DDT is allowed when locally safe, effective, and affordable alternatives are not avail-
able to the Party in question.

Following Article 4 of the Convention, the Parties that use POP pesticides according to the specific 
exemptions and acceptable purposes provided in the Convention require notifying the Secretariat to reg-
ister for that purpose. The register of specific exemptions is made publicly available on the Convention’s 
website (www.pops.int).

Major issues concerning Persistent organic Pesticides

Over the years, there has been an increase in both the general understanding and concern about adverse 
effects of POP pesticides. The latest concerns include interference of POPs with hormonal activities, 
acting as “endocrine disruptors,” and possible interlinkages between climate change and POPs. Release, 
distribution, and degradation of POPs are highly dependent on environmental conditions. Climate 
change and increasing climate variability have the potential to affect POPs’ contamination via higher 
releases from primary sources and environmental reservoirs, changes in transport processes and path-
ways, and routes of degradation. Exposure to POPs and related impacts on environmental and human 
health can be further exacerbated by higher atmospheric temperatures.

Most of the POP pesticides included in the Stockholm Convention are first-generation pesticides 
discovered in the World War II era. The subsequent advent of pesticides from the chemical families 
of organophosphates, carbamates, and synthetic pyrethroids challenged the continuity of favorable 
market for the first-generation pesticides. However, the remarkable successes achieved in the malaria 
eradication programs in the 1950s and 1960s using DDT for indoor residual spraying (IRS)[8] and 
the continued need to rely on DDT for disease vector control compelled the global community to 
place DDT under Annex B of the Convention, thereby allowing its continued production and use for 
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disease vector control. The WHO recommends DDT only for IRS. Countries can use DDT as long as 
necessary, in the quantity needed, provided that the guidelines and recommendations of the WHO 
and the Stockholm Convention are all met and until locally appropriate and cost-effective alternatives 
are available for a sustainable transition from DDT. The continued need for DDT for disease vector 
control is evaluated at regular Conferences of the Parties, held every 2 years. The evaluation is under-
taken in consultation with the WHO on the basis of available scientific, technical, environmental, 
and economic information. As a separate process, the WHO also reviews new information on adverse 
health effects of DDT periodically to facilitate the evaluation of DDT by the Convention. In 2010, the 
WHO expert consultation report on “DDT in Indoor Residual Spraying: Human Health Aspects” 
identified several potential hazards of DDT and its toxic metabolites. These include acute poisoning 
hazards for children with accidental ingestion, carcinogenicity, developmental toxicity, male repro-
ductive effects, and concerns for women of childbearing age who live in DDT IRS-treated dwellings. 
However, in terms of relevant exposure scenarios for the general population in countries using IRS, 
the expert panel concluded that available evidence does not point to concern about levels of exposure 
for any of the endpoints that were assessed. The report demands further research to better evaluate 
risks that were suggested in the studies reviewed.[9]

The chemical substances currently added to the Convention as new POPs often have many active 
uses. For some of those uses, either alternatives are not currently found or cost-effective alterna-
tive products and options are not readily accessible under a certain setting, often under the condi-
tions prevailing in developing countries. Therefore, it is not uncommon that new POPs added to the 
Convention consist of a relatively longer list of use exemptions. The later addition to POP pesticides, 
endosulfan, which is listed in Annex A, has a number of uses provided under its specific exemptions 
(see Table 2). Eliminating exposure to POPs is more challenging when the chemicals are included in 
Annex B of the Convention with many acceptable purposes, where there is no time-bound phaseout 
requirement.

Indiscriminate use of pesticides could result in the development of pest resistance and resurgence of 
new pests requiring increased dependence on pest control actions. Limitations in effective deployment 

TABLE 2 Specific Exemptions of Crop–Pest Complexes of Endosulfan Available for Parties 
under the Stockholm Convention

Crop Pest

Apple Aphids
Arhar, gram Aphids, caterpillars, pea semilooper, pod borer
Bean, cowpea Aphids, leaf miner, whiteflies
Chilli, onion, potato Aphids, jassids
Coffee Berry borer, stem borers
Cotton Aphids, cotton bollworm, jassids, leaf rollers, pink bollworm, thrips, whiteflies
Eggplant, okra Aphids, diamondback moth, jassids, shoot, and fruit borer
Groundnut Aphids
Jute Bihar hairy caterpillar, yellow mite
Maize Aphids, pink borer, stem borers
Mango Fruit flies, hoppers
Mustard Aphids, gall midges
Rice Gall midges, rice hispa, stem borers, white jassid
Tea Aphids, caterpillars, flushworm, mealybugs, scale insects, smaller green 

leafhopper, tea geometrid, tea mosquito bug, thrips
Tobacco Aphids, oriental tobacco budworm
Tomato Aphids, diamondback moth, jassids, leaf miner, shoot and fruit borer, whiteflies
Wheat Aphids, pink borer, termites
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of nonchemical pest control interventions, especially in developing countries, lead to further reliance on 
chemical control options. Even if the alternative pesticides are not highly toxic or do not possess POPs’ 
characteristics, the increase of chemical load on the environment is inevitable, leading to undesirable 
consequences. Under certain settings where locally appropriate, cost-effective, and safer alternatives are 
not accessible when managing pest resistance has become a serious challenge would demand possible 
reintroduction or continued use of POP pesticides.

Alternative Approaches

Alternatives to POP pesticides include chemical and nonchemical products as well as control interven-
tions that focus on avoiding pest interference or creating conditions not favorable for the prevalence 
of the targeted pest. Often, any one of those potential alternatives alone would not fulfill all desirable 
features of the POP pesticides as a successful replacement. It requires formulating approaches with 
combination of viable options appropriate for the given situation. The availability of a wider range of 
choices from different pest control options is vital for the development of such alternative approaches. 
New developments in organic chemistry such as increased flexibility to modify known functional insec-
ticide chemical backbones to produce new toxophores have expanded the prospects for new chemical 
alternatives. Current research on nonchemical options ranges from conventional biopesticide products 
to gene technology and interventions on physical ecosystem management. These initiatives should pres-
ent promising opportunities for a wider selection of vector control options for efficient integration.

Major issues related to the elimination of pesticides in the present list of POPs particularly concern 
the use of DDT for disease vector control. There are only three classes of pesticides currently available 
for public health vector control as alternatives to DDT: synthetic pyrethroids, organophosphates, and 
carbamates. They represent two different modes of actions limiting the choice of pesticides available 
for the management of vector resistance. The situation demands an urgent need for bringing new cost-
effective public health pesticides to disease-endemic countries. All current public health pesticide active 
ingredients were initially developed for the agrochemical market. In the 1980s, the shift of the agro-
chemical target product profile, from broad-spectrum contact insecticides to target site specific selec-
tive toxicity insecticides, delivered a number of new agrochemicals that could be repurposed for public 
health. In efforts to eliminate DDT, governments should seek alternative approaches that are sustainable 
in situations prevailing in the country. It will be important to ensure that these POP pesticides are not 
simply replaced by other pesticides, but that the principles of integrated pest and vector management 
are adopted with due consideration on resistance management. Intergovernmental agencies such as the 
United Nations Environment Programme are promoting initiatives to demonstrate sustainable replace-
ment of DDT in disease vector control using integrated multidisciplinary approach. It is also important 
to ensure that the strategies used will not be compromised by measures in other sectors. Efforts for effec-
tive management of resistance in disease vectors are hindered where the same insecticides are used in 
agriculture. Similarly, unplanned environmental modifications for developmental purposes could create 
more breeding grounds for malaria mosquitoes.

Assurance of close collaboration between sectors and key stakeholders is vital in endeavors by coun-
tries to find more sustainable solutions to POPs. These collaborations also help strengthen the base of the 
civil society in communities to increase other social benefits. Community participation, multisectoral 
initiatives on public awareness campaigns, and local social surveillance have been successfully inte-
grated in a program implemented in Mexico and Central America on demonstrating the effectiveness of 
alternative methods to DDT for malaria control.[10] Such solutions must be based on the local conditions 
and can be best sustained through active community participation. Structures established under one 
sector such as Farmer Field Schools in agriculture may, for example, serve the purposes of public health 
and the environment. The interrelationship between the environment, agriculture, and health is, hence, 
a key for identifying sustainable strategies that will effectively and efficiently protect agriculture from 
pests, communities from diseases like malaria, and ecosystems from persistent pesticides.
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Global initiatives to Promote Alternatives to DDt

The fourth Conference of the Parties of the Stockholm Convention concluded that countries currently 
using DDT for disease vector control may need to continue such use until locally appropriate and cost-
effective alternatives are available for a sustainable transition away from DDT. To support the countries 
still using DDT to reduce their reliance, it also endorsed the establishment of the Global Alliance for the 
development and deployment of products, methods, and strategies as alternatives to DDT for disease 
vector control.

The Global Alliance for alternatives to DDT provides an instrument for partnership and collabora-
tion among all stakeholders at the global and national level to increase momentum on achieving the 
common goals and to catalyze new initiatives for the development and deployment of alternatives 
towards the elimination of reliance on DDT. The work of the Global Alliance is organized in a man-
ner that respects its noninvolvement in funding and executing programs on the ground, yet addresses 
expectations that it will trigger significant actions in support of the development and deployment of 
alternatives to DDT.

The instrument is expected to stimulate the research community and chemical industry to accelerate 
the release of safer chemical alternatives to DDT. It draws global development initiatives to strengthen 
in-country capacity and knowledge base for efficient integration of vector control options into cost-
effective and sustainable programs in disease-endemic countries. It involves global authorities and 
experts to review and develop support tools for countries to implement related activities and support 
efficient and effective networks and communication to promote indigenous knowledge and innovative 
concepts on nonchemical approaches.

The platform has been established with partners from parties to the Convention with due consider-
ation on malaria disease-endemic countries and WHO, including research and academic institutions, 
the donor community, civil society organizations, and the pesticide industry.[11]

The UNEP in response to an invitation by the sixth Conference of the Parties to the Stockholm 
Convention held in 2013 prepared a road map for the development of locally safe, effective, affordable, 
and environmentally sound alternatives to DDT in consultation with WHO, the DDT expert group, 
established by the Conference of the Parties to assess continued need for DDT for disease vector con-
trol, and the Secretariat of the Convention. The basis of the Conference of the Parties to develop a road 
map was the conclusion that countries relying on DDT for disease vector control may need to continue 
such use until locally safe, effective, affordable, and environmentally sound alternatives are available for 
a sustainable transition away from DDT. The purpose of the road map is to provide a thematic guide 
and logical steps that are needed to make locally safe, effective, affordable, and environmentally sound 
alternatives to DDT[12].

conclusion

The purpose of pesticides as a tool to control and, including in many cases, to kill living organisms pres-
ents the greatest drawback for its own existence and use. While the adverse effects of pesticides are many 
and diverse, some pesticides pose unique risks. Irrespective of the point of release, POP pesticides exert 
serious adverse health and environmental effects on the global scale, leaving little or no options except 
avoiding the reliance on them towards total elimination.

In spite of constant efforts, challenges for the development and deployment of sustainable solutions to 
avert continued reliance on some POP pesticides remain. The socioeconomic and ecological dimensions 
in specific settings may impede bringing in straightforward global solutions without compromising the 
benefits associated with certain uses of POP pesticides. The conventional approach of finding a chemical 
replacement with same pesticidal properties of the POP pesticide is not always viable. When long resid-
ual effects on the control of targeted pest, a property link to POPs’ characteristics, are among the reasons 
for continued need for a POP pesticide, finding a chemical replacement with similar properties becomes 
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even more challenging. The solution should, therefore, respect a multidisciplinary approach targeting 
interventions on a broader scope encompassing the life cycle of the pest consisting of a series of control 
options. Any individual element of such multidisciplinary control approach shall not produce a com-
plete control over the targeted pest. The implementation of properly formulated complementary control 
interventions offers a successful and sustainable outcome. Such an approach requires the collaboration 
of different sectors of the society in implementing respective control actions with proper coordination 
in a strategic framework. It also includes action by stakeholders at global, regional, and local levels to 
ensure enhanced sustainability of the initiatives. Benefits to the global community on such integrated 
approach are not limited to the protection of human health and the environment from adverse effects of 
POP pesticides. It also helps to achieve enhanced coordination and collaboration within the civil society 
for sustainable development especially under resource-limited settings.
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introduction

A soil pollutant can be broadly defined as any chemical or other substance which either is not normally 
found in soil or is present at high enough concentrations to be harmful to any living organisms.[1] This 
very general definition could be applied to human-derived (anthropogenic) as well as naturally occur-
ring constituents. This entry will focus primarily on those pollutants that have anthropogenic origins 
and will address carbon-based (organic) and inorganic chemicals. Organic contaminants can include 
pesticides, solvents, preservatives, petroleum products, hormones, and antibiotics. Inorganic pollutants 
are comprised of heavy metals (e.g., lead and mercury), nonmetals (selenium), metalloids (arsenic and 
antimony), radionuclides, and simple soluble salts (sodium chloride). Whether the source of the con-
taminants is natural or anthropogenic, understanding their chemistry, toxicity, and bioavailability is 
crucial to responding to soil pollution.

organic Pollutants

Thousands of organic chemicals exist in nature, and many are acutely toxic as well as carcinogenic, 
mutagenic, or teratogenic. When discussing toxic organic chemicals in soils, the focus normally is on 
those pollutants resulting from human activities because their release has the potential to be controlled. 
Typical synthetic organic pollutants include fuels, lubricants, herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, sol-
vents, and propellants.

Soil contamination by organic chemicals

Organic chemicals can find their way into the soil accidentally through spills, leaking storage tanks, 
and unintentional discharges. However, not all soil pollution is accidental. More than one-half  million 
metric tons of pesticides are used annually, the majority of which are used on agricultural fields.[1] 
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Approximately 20,000 metric tons of pesticides are used for non-agricultural applications, including 
railroad right of way weed control, turf, and horticulture. Although many pesticides do not persist in 
soils, others are highly persistent and have been studied extensively because of their negative impacts. 
Chlordane (termite control), dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) (mosquitoes), and atrazine 
(weeds) are excellent examples of organic pesticides that have been determined to have human health 
effects and severe ecological impacts; chlordane and DDT have been banned in the United States, and 
the banning of atrazine has been debated.

Thousands of organic chemicals are in use today, and listing all the specific compounds 
that  contaminate soils is beyond the scope of this entry. However, contaminants can be sorted 
into  categories of chemicals that are used frequently and are commonly found in soils (Table 1). 
Insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, and nematicides may be the most frequently encountered, and 
some pesticides are quite toxic. Atrazine has been found to be somewhat persistent and is mobile 
such that atrazine applied to soil can migrate to groundwater and surface water. The insecticide DDT 
and its metabolites continue to be found in ecosystems despite being banned for decades. Methyl 
bromide (1,2-dibromomethane) is used as a nematicide, but it is a gas that is known to be ozone 
depleting. Trichloroethylene (TCE) is a useful solvent that, when disposed on soil, moves rapidly 
downward and contaminates groundwater. Petroleum-based fuels such as diesel and gasoline are 
problematic when spilled or originating from leaking underground storage tanks. Many of the other 
classes of compounds listed are of ecological concern when found in soil, again due to their potential 
toxicity to a wide range of organisms.

On December 11, 1980, the United States Congress enacted the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly known as Superfund, to provide wide-
ranging federal authority to respond to contamination or threats of contamination by h azardous sub-
stances. Among other actions, CERCLA established a list of priority pollutants with known or  suspected 

TABLE 1 Some Classes of Organic Chemicals Found in Soils

Contaminant Class Example(s) Sources, Impacts

Insecticides DDT, chlordane, diazinon Used for insect control; DDT and chlordane 
have serious health effects; diazinon has been 
found in water supplies.

Herbicides Atrazine, 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T Atrazine used on corn; 2,4-D widely used in 
lawns and agriculture; defoliant 2,4,5-T 
implicated in health effects in Agent Orange.

Fungicides Benomyl, propiconazole, 
chlorothalonil

Agricultural fungicides that are directly applied 
to soil.

Nematicides Methyl bromide 
(1,2-dibromomethane)

Used in fumigation of soil to remove 
nematodes; neurotoxin and ozone depleting.

Solvents Trichloroethylene, 
trichloroethane

Widely used solvents and degreasers; chronic 
health effects not clear.

Fuels Diesel, kerosene From spills, leaking tanks; can lead to 
groundwater contamination. Some 
constituents of fuels are carcinogenic.

Polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons

Chrysene, benzo[a]pyrene Components of petroleum, particularly after 
combustion; many of these are carcinogenic.

Polychlorinated 
biphenyls

Aroclors (1260, 1016, 1242); 
coplanar congeners (3,4,3’, 
4’- tetrachlorobiphenyl, 3,4,5,3’, 
4’- pentachlorobiphenyl)

Dielectric fluids in transformers, capacitors, and 
coolants. Can lead to skin conditions, ocular 
lesions, teratogenic effects in animals, 
endocrine disruption.

Explosives, 
propellants

TNT, RDX Residuals from manufacture are the largest 
source of contamination; acute and chronic 
toxicities documented.

Source: Adapted from Schwarzenbach, Gschwend, and Imboden[2] and Evangelou.[3]
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ecological or health impacts. The list is periodically updated, and the pollutants are  prioritized. Thirty-
two of these compounds are given in Table 2 along with the CERCLA priority ranking[4] and soil screen-
ing levels (SSLs).[5] This list includes compounds that have been banned in the United States (e.g., DDT) as 
well as those that are part of our everyday lives (e.g., BTEX—benzene, to luene,  ethylbenzene, xylenes—
found in gasoline). Most of the SSLs are in the range of 1 to 50 mg/kg. Some compounds have significantly 
higher SSL values (5000 mg/kg for toluene), indicating that these compounds are far less toxic. Others 
have very low SSL values (5.0 × 10−4 mg/kg for benzidine), suggesting that these c ompounds are a threat at 
very low concentrations. Soil concentrations of these compounds required to prevent threats to ground-
water are approximately 100 times lower than the residential SSLs.

TABLE 2  Organic Compounds on the CERCLA Priorities List and Their Ranking, Health Impacts, and SSLs

Constituent CERCLA Rank

Soil Screening Level

Residential Soil Protect Groundwater

mg/kg

Vinyl chloride 4 6.0 × 10−2 5.6 × 10−6

PCBsa 5 1.4 × 10−1 5.2 × 10−3

Benzene 6 1.1 × 10−0 2.1 × 10−4

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 8 1.5 × 10−2 2.7 × 10−4

Chloroform 11 2.9 × 10−1 5.3 × 10−5

DDT, p, p' 12 1.7 × 100 6.7 × 10−2

Trichloroethylene 16 2.8 × 100 7.2 × 10−4

Dieldrin 17 3.0 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−4

Chlordane 20 1.6 × 100 1.3 × 10−2

DDE, p, p' 21 1.4 × 100 4.7 × 10−2

Hexachlorobutadiene 22 6.2 × 100 1.7 × 10−3

Aldrin 24 2.9 × 10−2 6.5 × 10−4

DDD, p, p' 25 1.4 × 100 6.6 × 10−2

Benzidine 26 5.0 × 10−4 2.4 × 10−7

Toxaphene 31 4.4 × 10−1 9.4 × 10−3

Hexachlorocyclohexane, γ(lindane) 32 5.2 × 10−1 3.6 × 10−4

Tetrachlorethylene 33 5.5 × 10−1 4.9 × 10−5

Heptachlor 34 1.1 × 10−1 1.2 × 10−3

1,2-Dibromomethane 35 2.5 × 101 2.5 × 10−3

Hexachlorocyclohexane, ß 36 2.7 × 10−1 2.2 × 10−4

Acrolein 37 1.5 × 10−1 8.4 × 10−6

Disulfoton 38 2.4 × 100 2.7 × 10−3

3,3'-Dichlorobenzidine 40 1.1 × 100 9.4 × 10−4

Endrin 41 1.8 × 101 4.4 × 10−1

Pentachlorophenol 45 3.0 × 100 5.7 × 10−3

Heptachlor epoxide 46 5.3 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−4

Carbon tetrachloride 47 6.1 × 10−1 1.7 × 10−4

Diazinon 56 4.3 × 101 1.6 × 10−1

Xylenes 58 6.3 × 102 2.0 × 10−1

Toluene 71 5.0 × 103 1.6 × 100

Ethylbenzene 99 5.4 × 100 1.7 × 10−3

All screening levels are for residential soils unless stated otherwise. Radionuclides were excluded from this list.
a This is a general class of contaminants, and individual members have unique SSLs. The most restrictive value was chosen for 
this table.
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The legacy of high use of persistent, potentially toxic compounds became clear in a study 
 published in 2010 in which the presence of organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls, 
and  perfluorinated compounds were determined in food samples purchased in supermarkets in the 
United States.[6] The tracked compounds were detected in nearly all the food samples: DDT metabolite 
p, p′-dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene was found in milk products; polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
were found in fish; and perfluorinated compounds were found in over half of all samples. Results such 
as these add to already enhanced sensitivities concerning organic contaminants in soils.

Potential impacts of organic contaminants

After an organism is exposed to an organic pollutant, a number of antagonistic effects are possible if 
concentrations are high enough. The most dramatic impact is acute toxicity, in which symptoms are 
quickly apparent and readily identified. Consuming large quantities of the pure contaminant is not nec-
essarily a requirement for acute toxicity. A case of acute parathion poisoning was reported when a child 
consumed contaminated soil.[7] Although reports of such cases are rare, the possibility for acute poison-
ing through soil consumption by children with pica is realistic for other compounds, such as phenol.[8] 
The estimated lethal dose for phenol is estimated to range from 10 to 50 mg/kg body mass, but the inges-
tion of only 5 g of soil contaminated with an SSL of 47,000 mg/kg would result in a dose of 18 mg/kg.

At lower concentrations, the impacts of organic contaminants become less obvious and take longer 
to be expressed. For many carcinogens, for example, decades are required to develop cancerous tumors. 
Pathway of exposure, concentrations, and duration of the exposure all dictate the resulting health effects 
and are essential components of risk analysis. Exposure to contaminated soil can result in chronic tox-
icity if the soil repeatedly comes in contact with the skin, if particulates are frequently inhaled, or if 
volatile compounds migrate into closed living spaces. Most SSLs have been developed based on risk 
associated with chronic exposure.

Bioremediation of organic contaminants

Although contamination of soil by organic compounds is an important environmental problem, many 
of these pollutants can be removed from the soil through bioremediation. Soil microorganisms have a 
remarkable capacity to degrade organic contaminants. Degradation can be direct, using the organics 
as a source of energy and carbon, or indirect, in which the compounds are cometabolized by organ-
isms seeking similar compounds. End products can be CO2(g) after total mineralization; alteration and 
humification; or incorporation into the microbial biomass. Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are read-
ily degraded in the soil, as are many pesticides and components of BTEX. However, highly chlorinated 
compounds such as PCBs, some solvents, and the explosive cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) are 
far more difficult to degrade, and some of the initial degradation products are as toxic as or more toxic 
than the parent compound. Reviews have been published for the bioremediation of pesticides,[9] a wide 
range of organic contaminants by fungi,[10] bacterial degradation of aromatic compounds,[11] PAHs,[12] 
aliphatic hydrocarbons,[13] explosives,[14] petroleum hydrocarbons by mycorrhizae,[15] earthworm-
assisted bioremediation,[16] and composting as a general bioremediation approach.[17] Bioremediation of 
specific compounds also has been reviewed: pyridine, indole, and quinoline[18]; dieldrin and endrin[19]; 
and catechols.[20] This subject is treated in depth in another section of this entry.[21]

Phytoremediation is another approach taken to enhance the dissipation of organic contaminants in 
soil. The mechanism of removal of the contaminant from the soil depends upon the properties of the 
organic compound, the soil, and the chemistry of the roots. In some instances, organic contaminants 
are assimilated by the plants and either degraded or volatilized as part of the transpiration stream. 
Trichloroethylene has been observed to be effectively remediated in the root zone of poplar trees, but the 
mechanism has been the subject of debate. In some instances, uptake of TCE and eventual volatilization 
have been observed,[22] but other studies detected no volatilization of TCE and complete degradation in 
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the soil.[23] In nearly all cases for PAHs and PCBs, plant uptake is negligible, and phytoremediation of 
these compounds is accomplished by microbial degradation in the rhizosphere.

Uptake of organic contaminants during phytoremediation is an important consideration for many 
reasons. From an ecological standpoint, accumulation of contaminants in the aboveground portions 
of plants is undesirable because of the potential for introduction into the food chain or dispersal of the 
 contaminants. From the remediation perspective, uptake may be desirable to help remove the  compounds 
from the soil and allow degradation within plant tissues. Uptake of volatile compounds followed by 
release to the atmosphere would be prohibited in many regulatory environments. Therefore, efforts have 
been taken to predict the transfer from soil to roots to the transpiration stream of higher plants. The 
most useful parameter in this analysis is the transpiration stream concentration factor (TSCF):

 
Concentration i   n xylem sap

TSCF =
Concentration i   n external s  olution

 

Concentrations in the xylem are difficult to quantify and are estimated as the amount of a compound 
assimilated over a given period of time that has been corrected for degradation with the plant. If the 
compound of interest is neither actively accumulated nor excluded from the plant (i.e., passive uptake), 
then TSCF = 1.0. Non-ionized organic compounds are of particular interest in phytoremediation because 
target contaminants are in this class, including many pesticides, PAHs, PCBs, etc. Trends in TSCF as a 
function of the octanol-water coefficient (KOW or log KOW) have been investigated.[24,25] Compounds that 
are soluble in water have small or even negative values of log KOW; hydrophobic compounds have high 
values of log K . Briggs et al.[24]

OW  investigated substituted phenylureas and o-methylcarbamoyloximes, 
and Burken and Schnoor[25] investigated a suite of compounds including RDX, phenol, benzene, atra-
zine, TCE, pentachlorophenol (PCP), and others. The combined data from the two studies are shown in 
Figure 1 and follow the relationship

 TSCF 0.76 exp log  2.45 /4.38
2( )( )= − −KOW  

This relationship predicts that compounds with a log KOW of 2.45 will have the maximum movement 
into the transpiration stream. The shape of the curve is viewed as reflecting the balance of the vari-
ous tendencies for the compounds to desorb from soil surfaces and pass through the hydrophobic 

FIGURE 1 Transpiration stream concentration factor (TSCF) as a function of log KOW (octanol-water  partition 
coefficient). Data come from Briggs et al.[24] and Burken and Schnoor.[25] The models take the following form: 
TSCF = a exp(–(log KOW – b)2 c), in which a, b, and c are variables.
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cellular membranes. Compounds with a low log KOW will desorb readily from the soil but will not pass 
through the hydrophobic plasmalemma. Organic contaminants with high log KOW values are predicted 
to have the capability to penetrate the root membranes, but they either will not desorb from soil compo-
nents or will irreversibly adsorb to the lipophilic root membranes.[26]

inorganic Pollutants

Inorganic pollutants are those contaminant compounds that do not contain carbon (with a few excep-
tions, including cyanide and carbonate). These contaminants include acutely toxic heavy metals, metal-
loids, oxyanions, and radioactive elements and the far-less-toxic soluble salts. Although all elements 
are naturally occurring, thousands of inorganic compounds are formed only through human activities. 
Some are highly toxic in trace quantities, but all have a threshold concentration above which they can 
be harmful.

classes of inorganic Pollutants and concentration Ranges

As with organic pollutants, thousands of inorganic contaminants exist and are found over a wide range 
of concentrations. It is convenient to group them into classes (Table 3) consistent with the periodic table. 
Metals include Pb, Zn, Ni, and Cd, and their typical soil concentrations vary over a wide range, as do 
the concentrations considered anomalous. Most metals in soils occur as the cations in solution and in 
the solid phase. Nearly all metals can have toxic effects on humans, although some metals (such as Zn) 
require high concentrations for toxicity. Metalloids, including As and Sb, generally occur in soil solu-
tion and solid phases as oxyanions (such as AsO3−

4 ), resulting in significantly different chemical behav-
ior than the metals. Metalloids can be highly toxic. Soluble salts are typical inorganic species that, in 
normal concentrations, generally do not constitute a health or environmental threat. Typical salts are 
sulfates, chlorides, and nitrates of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium. These components are 
always present in soil and do not pose an environmental problem until concentrations become excessive 
(Table 3).

Similar to organic contaminants, inorganic compounds have been listed and prioritized by 
CERCLA,[4] and most have SSLs established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.[5] 
Radionuclides are not included in these listings because radioactive elements are considered under 
different legislative initiatives. Table 4 lists 27 inorganic species, their CERCLA priority ranking, and 
SSLs. The inorganic constituents have a prominent position in the top 10 on the CERCLA priority 
list, with arsenic being number one and lead, mercury, and cadmium also in the top ten. However, 
the priority ranking for the remaining inorganic contaminants is generally lower than those for the 

TABLE 3  Inorganic Contaminants in Soil, Their Typical Ranges Found in Uncontaminated Soils, and Those 
Concentrations Considered to Be Unusual

Contaminant Sources, Impacts Typical Range in Soil Extreme Concentrations

Metals
Pb, Zn, Cd, Cu,
Ni, Ba, Sr, Mn, Cr

Mining, smelting, electroplating 0.1 to 1000 mg/kg 25 to >10,000 mg/kg 
(metal dependent)

Metalloids
As, B, Ge, Sb

Industrial activities, smelting <0.1 to 100 mg/kg >50 mg/kg

Nonmetals
Se, I, P, S

Manufacturing, processing <0.1 to 1000 mg/kg up to 2000 mg/kg 
(element dependent)

Soluble salts Halides, alkalis, 
alkaline earths, sulfates, 
nitrates

Mining, manufacturing, 
petroleum extraction, natural 
sources

<500 mg/kg >1000 mg/kg
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organics (Table 2). The   residential SSLs for the inorganics tend to be far higher than for the organics 
and typically have a range of 50 to 3000 mg/kg. Arsenic (0.39), Cr(VI) (0.29), and hydrazine (0.21) are 
the only inorganics with SSL values less than 1 mg/kg. SSLs for protection of groundwater are roughly 
100 times lower than residential SSLs.

Potential Health impacts of inorganic contaminants in Soils

Many of the metals, metalloids, and oxyanions have negative effects on human health, and these impacts 
have been studied for decades. The most widely distributed and best- known toxic metal in soils is Pb. 
If Pb-contaminated soil is consumed, the risk increases for lead-associated nervous system, brain, and 
blood disorders. The impacts of Pb in soil from car exhaust[27] and smelter sites[28] are among the many 
studies examining this well-known metal. The SSL for Pb is 400 mg/kg.

TABLE 4 Inorganic Compounds on the CERCLA Priorities List and Their Ranking, Health Impacts, and SSLs

Soil Screening Level

Residential Soil Protect Groundwater

Constituent CERCLA Rank mg/kg

Antimony 219 4.0 × 101 6.6 × 10−1

Arsenic 1 3.9 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−3

Barium 109 1.5 × 104 3.0 × 102

Beryllium 42 1.6 × 102 2.5 × 101

Cadmium 8 7.0 × 101 1.4 × 100

Chlorine 91 7.5 × 102 1.6 × 100

Chromium(VI) 18 2.9 × 10−1 8.3 × 10−4

Cobalt 49 2.3 × 101 4.9 × 10−1

Copper 128 3.1 × 103 5.1 × 101

Cyanide 28 1.6 × 103 7.4 × 100

Fluoride 211 3.1 × 103 NLa

Hydrazine 84 2.1 × 10−1 NLa

Iodine NLa 7.8 × 102 NLa

Lead 2 4.0 × 102 NLa

Manganese 117 1.8 × 103 5.7 × 101

Mercury 3 2.3 × 101 5.7 × 10−1

Molybdenum NLb 3.9 × 102 3.7 × 100

Nickel 53 1.5 × 103 4.8 × 101

Nitrate 216 1.3 × 105 NLa

Nitrite 212 7.8 × 103 NLa

Perchlorates NLb 5.5 × 101 NLa

Phosphorus (white) 19 1.6 × 100 2.7 × 10−3

Selenium 147 2.9 × 102 9.5 × 10−1

Silver 214 3.9 × 102 1.6 × 100

Uranium 98 2.3 × 102 4.9 × 101

Vanadium 198 5.5 × 101 2.6 × 101

Zinc 74 2.3 × 104 6.8 × 102

All screening levels are for residential soils unless stated otherwise. Radionuclides were excluded from this list.
a Not listed.
b Not listed because radionuclides are treated separately.
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Cadmium exposure for humans occurs mostly through the consumption of food grown in 
Cd-contaminated soils. Health impacts of Cd include kidney function, bone strength, and central ner-
vous system disorder. Cadmium contamination in soils can be the result of mining, refining, smelting, 
battery production, battery disposal, and other industrial operations. Generally, cadmium uptake by 
plants increases with decreasing pH and increasing total Cd in the soil.[29] The mechanism of cadmium 
uptake by plants is similar to that of zinc and calcium.

Chromium in soils is viewed to be problematic only if the Cr is in the Cr(VI) (chromate) oxidation 
state. Reduced chromium, Cr(III), is less mobile and far less toxic. High chromate can result in renal 
failure, DNA damage, and cancer. Because Cr(VI) is present in the soil as the anion CrO2−

4 , it is not 
strongly held by the soil, tends to be mobile, and is readily assimilated by plants. Fugitive dust from 
contaminated soil also can lead to increased incidence of cancer.[30] If Cr(VI) can be reduced to Cr(III) 
in the soil, the health and environmental threats are greatly diminished.[31,32] Labile organic m atter, 
 microorganisms, and reduced inorganic species such as Fe2+ can readily convert Cr(III) to Cr(VI). 
Although surface soils in equilibrium with atmospheric O2(g) are predicted to maintain chromium as 
Cr(VI), even small amounts of organic matter in moist, shallow subsoils can reduce Cr(VI) to Cr(III).

Mercury contamination in humans can result in skin rashes, hypertension, rapid pulse, kidney dys-
function, and memory failure. The most common pathway of exposure to Hg poisoning is through 
fish and meat, but high concentrations in soils can result in increased exposure through plant uptake 
and inhalation. The SSL for Hg is 23 mg/kg for residential soils and 0.57 mg/kg to protect groundwater 
(Table 4). Mercury contamination in soil is fairly uncommon, but in some mining areas,  concentrations 
in the soil as high as 2700 mg/kg have been observed and are associated with plant concentrations 
as high as 1100 mg/kg. A threshold concentration in the soil is required before plant concentrations 
increase significantly above background.[33]

In most natural systems, arsenic occurs as one of two redox species: arsenate, AsO3−
3 , or arsenite, 

AsO3−
4 , Although both forms appear to induce toxicity in humans, the arsenite is more readily absorbed 

by human tissues.[34] The residential soil SSL for arsenic is 0.39 mg/kg and 0.013 mg/kg to prevent impacts 
on groundwater. Most of the attention to arsenic poisoning in recent years has been paid to As in drink-
ing water, particularly as a result of extreme concentrations of total As in wells in Bangladesh. However, 
plant uptake of As and the exposure of foods to high-As irrigation water also can result in arsenic intake 
in excess of the World Health Organization’s recommended limits.[35]

Remediation of inorganic contaminants

The best approach to keeping soil free from contamination is prevention. When this approach fails, 
removing the contaminants may be necessary, and many options are available.[36] With few exceptions, 
biological approaches to decontamination of soils with high concentrations of pollutant metals are lim-
ited to phytoremediation. Some inorganic contaminants, such as nitrate, chromate, perchlorate, and 
other redox-active species in which one redox state is less of a threat than another, can be bioremediated 
through processes in which the chemical state of the contaminant is altered. Nitrate can be denitrified 
through the production of gaseous nitrogen compounds.[37] Perchlorate can be reduced to benign chlo-
ride,[38] and Cr(VI) can be reduced to Cr(III).[39,40] For metals or metalloids in which only one chemical 
state is generally found in soils, a biological approach not involving phytoremediation is rare.

During the past two decades, phytoremediation of metals in soils has been vigorously explored. For 
some metals, phytoremediation has been highly successful and has found commercial applications: 
hyperaccumulation of Zn, Cd, and Ni by Thlaspi caerulescens;[41] brake ferns for removal of As from 
soil;[42] and phytovolatilization of mercury.[43,44] One of the most common metal contaminants in soils in 
Pb, but effective means of phytoremediation of Pb-contaminated soils have been elusive.[45]

Phytoremediation is not the only remediation alternative for metal-contaminated soils. Traditional 
and engineering approaches have been used with reasonable success. Although basic excavation meth-
ods are effective at cleaning up sites, the soil remains contaminated and is merely transported to a 
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containment facility. Excavation is the least expensive means of remediation but damages the site and 
does not improve the contaminated soil resource. Soils may be incinerated to burn off organic pollut-
ants and to volatilize metals. Other means of containment include capping the site, encasing the soil 
in cement, or in situ vitrification in which the soil is melted followed by solidification of the soil into a 
single mass of glass. These methods are effective in isolating the soil, but considerable waste is generated, 
the contaminants remain in place, and the soil is usually lost as a viable resource.[46]

Less destructive approaches often are preferred because the soil is not seriously altered or destroyed, 
and the techniques are often less expensive. Such methods are typified by soil washing,[47] electrokinetics 
and electromigration processes,[39] and chemical stabilization.[39]

Pathways of exposure

Once in the soil, organic and inorganic pollutants can follow many pathways to potentially impacted 
organisms.[48] For all contaminants, direct consumption of contaminated soil can be an important mech-
anism of exposure for soil-borne organisms, grazing mammals that consume the soil, and humans. For 
some pollutants, direct soil consumption is the only means of exposure if the contaminants have low 
mobility and low bioavailability; Pb and five-or six-ring PAHs are examples.

Eight pathways exist by which contaminants in soil can reach humans.[48] The pathways include direct 
soil consumption; uptake of contaminants from soil into food crops and subsequent consumption by 
humans; consumption of animals that have been contaminated by tainted soil; inhalation of metals 
in air or airborne dust; and drinking contaminated groundwater or surface water. Half of the mecha-
nisms involve plant uptake and subsequent consumption of the plants. Most anionic inorganic species 
are readily assimilated by plants, as are many cationic species. However, some inorganic species form 
highly insoluble solid phases or are otherwise non-bioavailable, and they are not translocated within the 
plant. For nonionic organic species, plant uptake is a function of water solubility and hydrophobicity/
lipophilicity. Compounds with intermediate lipophilicity are most suitable for plant uptake. Once the 
pollutants are in the plant, organisms that consume the vegetation may be exposed to the pollutant, and 
some of the contaminants are passed along the food chain.

Other pathways of exposure include the contaminant moving from the soil to the water or air or 
becoming airborne on particulates. All of these mechanisms have been shown to contribute to negative 
health effects. Drinking contaminated water is one of the better-known pathways. If the drinking water 
originates from groundwater, then the pollutants must be soluble in water and percolate readily through 
the soil and into the groundwater. When surface water is used for drinking, the transport mechanism 
can be movement of dissolved contaminant in the water, or contaminants may be adsorbed onto the sus-
pended sediment in the soil runoff. Virtually every soil pollutant can be transported by this mechanism, 
and only careful control of runoff water and sediments can avoid this problem.

Direct volatilization from the soil into the air is important for a limited number of contaminants, 
but when volatilization of a potentially toxic compound or element occurs, exposure is directly through 
the lungs. Mercury (Hg) is a well-known volatile metal, and direct inhalation of high concentrations of 
gaseous Hg or dimethyl mercury can be poisonous. Inhalation of airborne, contaminated particles is a 
more frequent occurrence but less insidious. After inhalation, contaminants must be released from the 
dust before they can be assimilated. Inhalation of contaminated particulates can be reduced through 
standard soil erosion control measures, such as establishing windbreaks and adequate plant cover on 
contaminated soils.

conclusions

Hundreds of contaminants are found in soils, and many reach concentrations that require action. 
Regulated organic contaminants are usually anthropogenic in their origins and, as a result, their impact 
can be minimized by controlling their manufacture and use. Even after strict regulations, including 
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outright banning of manufacture or use, detectable or even dangerous concentrations can be found 
for decades. Residual DDT and its degradation products are examples of highly persistent organic 
compounds that remain dangerous long after the termination of their use. Metals and other inorganic 
contaminants can be as problematic as persistent organics because they are not easily transformed to 
benign forms and they will persist in soils for extended periods. Although most metals do not have a 
pathway of exposure that could result in human toxicity, some metals (e.g., Se, Mo, Cd, Pb, As) do have 
such a pathway and must be monitored carefully.
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introduction

Thousands of chemicals are in common use, but only a portion of them has undergone significant toxi-
cological evaluation, leading to the need to prioritize the remainder for targeted testing. Various assays 
were set up and performed to identify the potential hazard (genotoxicity, carcinogenicity, reproductive 
toxicity, etc.) of pollutants for human health. Increasing need for effective tools to assess the risks derived 
by the large number of both natural and anthropic-origin organic and inorganic noxious substances, 
both of natural origin and released in the environment by human activities, leads to the development 
of very sensitive detectors of harmful substances. It is an accepted assumption that the simple measure-
ment of chemical concentration, with reference to established regulatory rules, will not give an accurate 
account of the environmental hazard. The measurement of environmental physical–chemical param-
eters is the first step in monitoring environmental quality; however, attention and alarm thresholds of 
these parameters only concern the toxic effects of the studied polluting substance but do not take into 
consideration the issue of chronic exposure at low doses of physical agents and chemicals, frequently 
present in complex mixtures. On the other hand, the monitoring by biological assays can effectively 
define the risks for the environment and humans. These analyses may be able to assess the complexity 
of natural environment, in terms of both different organisms and differences in physiological status, to 
establish cause/effect relationships between presence and concentration of pollutants and consequent 
environmental damages and to detect the possible synergistic effect of complex mixtures of chemicals. 
Therefore, much attention was paid to biological sensors, markers, or detectors able to provide informa-
tion on the effects of exposure to and/or susceptibility against a variety of environmental contaminants 
through the knowledge of action mechanisms and the identification of possible endpoints.
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Due to their role as bioactive chemicals, pesticides tend to form electrophilic metabolites capable of 
reacting and combining with biological macromolecules. Preferred sites of action include nucleophilic 
oxygen as well as nitrogen atoms, both of which are abundant in DNA, predisposing the genetic material 
to mutagenic covalent binding. One main deleterious effect resulting from exposure to environmental 
mutagens is the possible initiation of cancer. Other manifestations of genotoxic environmental pollut-
ants such as pesticides include heritable genetic diseases, reproductive dysfunction, and birth defects.[1] 
Epidemiological studies provide evidence that several types of tumors and other carcinogenic mani-
festations are in excess among farmers and other occupational groups associated with pesticide han-
dling.[2–4] In addition to epidemiological evidence, laboratory and field monitoring data indicate that 
increases in chromosome aberration, recombination, sister chromatid exchange (SCE), and other geno-
toxic events are in excess for pesticide-exposed groups, pointing out a generic genetic activity of pesti-
cides in humans.[5] Recently, a number of laboratory investigations and field studies have documented a 
correlation between genotoxic pollutants and heritable reproduction effects on individuals as well as a 
potential link to the declines of fish populations.[6]

Reproductive toxicity

It is estimated that close to 30% of all pregnancies end in spontaneous abortion. Although about 60% 
of spontaneous abortions are thought to be due to genetic, infectious, hormonal, and immunological 
factors, the role of the environment remains poorly understood. Pregnancy involves a delicate balance 
of hormonal and immunological functions, which may be affected by environmental substances. Many 
toxic substances that are persistent in the environment and accumulate in the fatty tissues may disrupt 
this equilibrium.[7]

Several evidence link paternal exposure to genotoxic agents with an increased risk of pregnancy loss, 
developmental and morphological defects, infant mortality, infertility, and genetic diseases in the off-
spring, including cancer.[8] Toxicogenomic analysis of environmental chemicals may be performed to 
investigate the ability of genomics to predict toxicity, categorize chemicals, and elucidate mechanisms 
of toxicity. The concordance of in vivo observations and gene expression findings demonstrated the 
ability of genomics to accurately categorize chemicals, identify toxic mechanisms of action, and predict 
subsequent pathological responses.[9]

The central nervous system appears to be especially susceptible to toxic insults during development 
and there is evidence that functional changes can be induced at a lower exposure level than those result-
ing in toxicity in adults. As an example, fetal exposure to some environmental contaminants such as 
organophosphorus pesticides at apparently non-toxic doses may alter some important behaviors at 
adulthood in mice.[10] Neurobehavioral performance can be a sensitive biomarker of the neurodevelop-
mental consequences of exposure of environmental agents.[11,12]

Environmental contaminants as pesticides can come from a variety of sources, including diet, drink-
ing water, and both indoor and outdoor residential use. These chemicals may alter gene expression pro-
files.[13] Also, some metals can disturb the reproduction process. A number of mechanisms of cadmium 
toxicity have been suggested, including ionic and molecular mimicry, interference with cell adhesion 
and signaling, oxidative stress, apoptosis, genotoxicity, and cell cycle disturbance.[14] Some mercury 
compounds are known as teratogenic agents, especially affecting the normal development of the cen-
tral nervous system. Since the 1990s, a genotoxic effect has been demonstrated in human populations 
exposed to mercury through diet,[15] occupation,[16] or carrying dental fillings.[17]

In fact, concentrations of methylmercury causing significant genotoxic alterations in vitro below both 
safety limit and concentration were associated with delayed psychomotor development with minimal 
signs of methylmercury poisoning. Based on mercury’s known ability to bind sulfhydryl groups, sev-
eral hypotheses were raised about potential molecular mechanisms for the metal genotoxicity. Mercury 
may be involved in four main processes that lead to genotoxicity: generation of free radicals and oxida-
tive stress, action on microtubules, influence on DNA repair mechanisms, and direct interaction with 
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DNA molecules.[18] DNA damage can also be a sensitive bioindicator of mercury contamination in other 
organisms as in fish.[19]

Some pesticides may act as endocrine disruptors. As an example, the fungicide fenarimol acts both as 
an estrogen agonist and as an androgen antagonist.[11] In addition, fenarimol affects rat aromatase activ-
ity in human tissues.[20] This compound also affects other enzymes of the cytochrome P450 gene family 
that are involved in the metabolism of steroids.[21] Studies of reproductive toxicity in rats have shown 
that, as a result of fenarimol maternal exposure, some neuromuscular and behavioral deficits in nursing 
pups may occur principally during the last gestational period and lactation.[12]

Pesticides may also operate through hormonal or genotoxic pathways to affect male reproduction. They 
may penetrate the blood–testis barrier to potentially affect spermatogenesis, by affecting either genetic 
integrity or hormone production. Effects may be at different stages of the cell cycle such as during meiotic 
disjunction, and such abnormalities can have deleterious effects on reproduction and offspring.[22]

Human and environmental Genotoxicity

Mutation is a manifestation of change of the structure of DNA. Agents that cause DNA damage and 
mutation, as well as being potentially capable of causing hereditary disorders in the offspring and suc-
ceeding generations of exposed populations, are also likely to be carcinogenic. For these reasons, testing 
for the induction of DNA damage and for mutagenicity, using a variety of short-term tests, has become 
an accepted part of the toxicological evaluation of drugs, industrial intermediates, cosmetics, food and 
feed additives, pesticides, biocides, etc. Regulatory agencies and international authorities recommend 
a test scheme consisting of in vitro and in vivo methods to identify genotoxic/mutagenic substances 
as those described on Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) guidelines, as recent examples.[23,24]

The current EPA mutagenicity testing battery is required for pesticides and toxic substances that 
are regulated under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the Toxic 
Substances Control Act (TSCA), respectively. The battery is a three-tiered system of various mutagenic-
ity tests (including the Salmonella, mouse lymphoma, and mouse micronucleus assays in the first tier). 
Guidelines for the conduct of the tests employed in this battery were issued and were ultimately harmo-
nized within EPA and with the OECD.[25]

In addition to the risks to human health posed by mutagenic pollutants such as pesticides, there are 
important ecological risks as well, such as the threat posed by pesticides to the stability of the ecosys-
tems through the cumulative introduction of deleterious mutations into the genetic pool of populations. 
Indeed, it has been demonstrated that pesticides and other environmental genotoxicants are capable of 
altering the genetic makeup of some natural populations.[26,27]

The occurrence of genotoxic pollutants in the aquatic environment is of increasing concern. Pollution 
with anthropogenic toxicants may create pronounced environmental gradients that impose strong local 
selection pressures. Toxic contaminants may also directly impact genetic structure in natural popula-
tions by exhibiting genotoxicity. The genetic variation within natural populations and, hence, the poten-
tial for local adaptation can itself be impacted by anthropogenic pollution.[26]

Reservoirs are complex aquatic systems mediating between rivers and lakes; they usually reflect 
multiple impacts generated by a variety of anthropogenic activities. The sediment compartment is the 
intermediate or final receptor of insoluble (or slightly water soluble) pollutants and can act as a sink for 
various substances. Sediments accumulate chemicals up to concentrations many times higher than in 
the free water column. As pollutants may be made available under certain environmental conditions 
(such as dredging or flood events), sediments can also become a source of diffuse contamination to the 
free water space. Sediment pollutants are linked not only to organisms in aquatic ecosystem dynamics 
but also to human health via water and fish consumption. Due to their ability to metabolize xenobiotics 
and accumulate pollutants, fish represent important monitoring systems within aquatic genotoxicity 
assessment.[6]
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In general, chemical mixtures may influence local ecosystems in a site-specific way defined by all 
aspects along the source and availability of the mixture and the nontarget receptor. Also, humans are 
concurrently exposed to a number of chemicals via food and environment. These chemicals may have 
a combined action that causes a lower or higher toxic effect than would be expected from knowledge 
about the single compounds. Consequently, combined actions need to be addressed in the risk assess-
ment process. In addition, developments in the area of toxicogenomics have also been suggested as a way 
of increasing our knowledge of mechanism of toxicity in order to better understand and improve the 
approaches for risk assessment of combined actions of chemicals.[28]

Both chronic and acute contamination of watershed by pesticides dissolved or adsorbed to soil par-
ticles can affect aquatic organisms. Pesticide toxicity may occur in a broad range of non-target aquatic 
organisms, both in plants from microalgae to macrophytes and in animals from microinvertebrates to 
fish predators. The possible effects of pesticide exposure on fish are of interest because of the position 
of fish in the food chain and because early life stages of fish have been shown to be highly sensitive to 
pollutants. Genotoxicity assessment in fish has been highlighted since the implications of the genotoxic 
effects are impacting on fitness traits such as reproductive success, genetic patterns, and subsequent 
population dynamics.[29]

Pesticide Genotoxicity Assessment

Traditionally, the impact of pollutants discharged into the environment by human activities has 
been assessed using chemical assays or by evaluating physical parameters. High-performance liquid 
chromatography or gasmass spectrometry techniques have been widely used. However, the infor-
mation is limited to the concentration of the pollutants, not on their toxicity. To overcome these 
limitations, biological analyses have been introduced. The use of effect-based screening tools has 
the advantage of indicating the real impact of all chemicals present in a given sample or ecosystem. 
Rapid biological tests are playing their major role in hazard and risk assessment, especially at the 
screening level. Bioassays measure changes in physiology or behavior of living organisms resulting 
from stresses induced by biological or chemical toxic compounds, which can cause disruption of the 
metabolism.[30]

Toxicological animal-based assays on organisms from different trophic levels (algae and plants, 
worms and crustaceans, fishes, etc.), employed in the identification of hazardous chemicals are some-
times expensive and time consuming, require large sample volumes, and raise ethical problems. In vitro 
methods, also commonly used for screening and ranking chemicals, must be included in battery tests 
for risk assessment purposes. Their major promise is to supply mechanism-derived information, consid-
ered pivotal for adequate risk assessment. Mutagenesis short-term assays can directly detect the genetic 
effect of chemical and physical agents on the tested cells/organisms, able to assess the DNA damage 
resulting from exposure to both single chemicals and heterogeneous mixtures.

Fundamental research in the mechanisms of induced mutation and carcinogenesis induction has 
benefited from the development of highly refined short-term tests for genotoxicity. The knowledge of 
toxicity pathways that is derived from genomic data would highlight the potential mechanisms. The 
challenge is to comprehensively integrate the disparate chemical, biological, toxicological, and toxi-
cogenomic data in order to elucidate the mechanisms and networks involved in toxicity and to develop 
quantitative models capable of accurately predicting thresholds.[31]

However, despite the progress on newer methodologies, quantitative data on toxicological effects of 
some widely used pesticides in agricultural practices are not well established even at the single-organism 
level. Among the pesticides in common use, attention is drawn towards the use of triazole fungicides 
that are used in the control of several fungal and plant diseases. These fungicides have demonstrated 
some adverse effects in mammalian species derived from genomic data.[32] Also, genotoxicity studies 
conducted in microalgae showed that the exposure to epoxiconazole can result in an increase in the 
extent of DNA strand breaks depending on the concentration.[33]
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Nevertheless, results from this kind of assays are prone to the criticisms concerning the differences 
between the real conditions in the ecosystems and those of the in vitro assays. In fact, since various fac-
tors (chemical, physical, and biological) affect environmental conditions, the transfer of results obtained 
by in vitro techniques to the field is a complex task, and the establishment of extrapolation parameters 
is a crucial issue. In this context, a combination of in vitro and in situ (in vivo) bioassays represents a 
promising approach to better understand both the real exposure situation in the environment and the 
action mechanisms studied by the in vitro bioassays.[34]

Also, although the genotoxicity testing strategies employed prior to product registration are designed 
to identify potential in vivo genotoxins, concerns that exposure to pesticides may result in long-term 
adverse effects still exist.[35] A positive association between occupational exposure to complex pesticide 
mixtures and the presence of chromosomal aberrations (CAs), SCEs, and micronuclei has been detected 
in a number of studies, although some of these failed to detect cytogenetic damage. Chromosomal dam-
age induced by pesticides appears to have been transient in acute or discontinuous exposure, but cumu-
lative in continuous exposure to complex agrochemical mixtures.[36]

Assessment Methodology

Human and wildlife risks associated with pesticide mutagenic capability can be assessed by using 
screening systems that are sensitive and able to detect the whole mutagenic spectrum. There are more 
than 100 short-term bioassays for evaluating the potential genotoxic effects of pesticides, but since no 
single system encompasses the whole spectrum of possible genetic toxic effects, a combination of evalu-
ation procedures is recommended for the assessment of pesticide mutagenesis. Genotoxicity testing 
batteries were specifically established for hazard identification, the first step in risk assessment. Studies 
of sensitivity and correlation among test systems are fundamental for a more accurate evaluation of the 
environmental risks, as well as extrapolation of data to other target organisms.

As a consequence of the very large number of genetic toxicity evaluation techniques described in the spe-
cialized literature, most assays can be considered ancillary and will be employed only for specific ends.[37] 
The assays accepted for routine evaluation of pesticides fall in one of six testing categories: 1) microbial 
assays: a) prokaryotic (bacterial, such as the Salmonella typhimurium, Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis) 
or b) eukaryotic assays (fungi, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Neurospora crassa); 2) in vitro isolated 
eukaryotic cell lines; 3) host-mediated assays; 4) in vivo animal; and 5) in vivo plant bioassays.

In order to approximate the studies to higher-organism subjects, several assays involve in vitro expo-
sure of mammalian cell lines. Mouse bone marrow cells, erythrocytes, and white blood cells; hamster 
ovary cells; and human lung fibroblast are some examples, and several genetic endpoints can be evalu-
ated, such as DNA damage, unscheduled DNA synthesis, chromatid exchanges, and micronucleus fre-
quency. Aside from the practical advantages offered by the microbial and isolated cell line bioassays 
(ease of manipulation, asepticism, small space and large population assayed, low cost), the tests often 
depend upon an external metabolic activation complement, since the microbial and isolated cell lines 
may be incapable of responding to pro-mutagenic compounds if these are not partially metabolized.[38] 
The host-mediated assays are devised to circumvent this deficiency. Mammalian subjects are exposed to 
the pesticide; the microbial cell line is injected into this treated subject and later recovered and evaluated 
for mutation induction. Alternatively, for plant metabolic activation, whole plants are treated with the 
pesticide and their extracts are applied directly into the microbial assay.

Finally, plant bioassays involve a variety of endpoints, from DNA damage in leaf cells of Impatiens 
balsamina to micronuclei in pollen mother cells (Tradescantia) and root tip meristematic cells (Allium, 
Vicia), reversion and crossing over in chlorophyll-deficient lines (Hordeum, Glycine), sugar-specific 
starch production in pollen (Zea), flower pigmentation alteration (Tradescantia), and many other end-
points in many different species.[39–41]

Some recent studies[42–49] mainly use bioassays such as Comet, micronucleus, CAs, and SCE to detect 
pesticide genotoxic potential both in vitro and in vivo.
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comet Assay

The single-cell gel electrophoresis assay (or Comet assay) is a simple, rapid, and sensitive technique for 
analyzing and measuring DNA damage in individual mammalian (and to some extent prokaryotic) 
cells. The method published by Sing et al.[50] makes the Comet assay versatile and forms the basis for 
all developments that have taken place in this field. In the Comet assay, the cells are embedded in a 
thin agarose gel on a microscope slide. The cells are lysed to remove all cellular proteins and the DNA 
subsequently allowed unwinding under alkaline/neutral conditions. Following unwinding, the DNA 
is electrophoresed and stained with a fluorescent dye. During electrophoresis, broken DNA fragments 
(damaged DNA) or relaxed chromatin migrates away from the nucleus. The Comet assay essentially 
measures the sizes of DNA fragments within the cell. It is therefore necessary to convert DNA damage 
to DNA fragments by introducing breaks at the sites of DNA damage before they can be detected on 
Comet assay. The simplest types of DNA damage detected by Comet assay are the double-strand breaks 
(DSBs). DSBs within the DNA result in DNA fragments and can be detected by merely subjecting them 
to electrophoretic mobility at the neutral pH. Single-strand breaks (SSBs) do not produce DNA frag-
ments unless the two strands of the DNA are separated/denatured. This is accomplished by unwinding 
the DNA at pH 12.1. Other types of DNA damage broadly termed as alkali labile sites are expressed when 
the DNA is treated with alkali at pH greater than 13.

The in vivo Comet assay is a well-established genotoxicity test.[51–55] It is currently mainly performed 
with somatic cells from different organs to detect a genotoxic activity of potential carcinogens. It is 
regarded as a useful test for follow-up testing of positive or equivocal in vitro test results and for the 
evaluation of local genotoxicity. In current test strategies, the in vivo Comet assay is mainly performed 
with somatic cells from different organs to detect the genotoxic activity of potential carcinogens and is 
regarded as a useful test for follow-up testing of positive in vitro findings. Furthermore, the comet assay 
also has the potential to be a useful tool for investigating genotoxicity in germ cells.[56]

Micronucleus Assay

The purpose of the micronucleus assay is to detect chromosome structure modifying agents: segregation 
is the way to lead the induction of micronuclei in interphase cells. These micronuclei may originate from 
acentric fragments (chromosome fragments lacking a centromere) or whole chromosomes unable to 
migrate with the remainder of the chromosomes during the anaphase of cell division.[57–59] The in vitro 
micronucleus assay is a mutagenic test system for the detection of chemicals that induce the formation 
of small membrane-bound DNA fragments, i.e., micronuclei in the cytoplasm of interphase cells.

After exposure to a test substance and addition of cytochalasin B for blocking cytokinesis, cell cul-
tures are grown for a period sufficient to allow chromosomal damage to lead to the formation of micro-
nuclei in bi- or multinucleated interphase cells. Harvested and stained interphase cells are then analyzed 
microscopically for the presence of micronuclei. Micronuclei are scored in those cells that complete 
nuclear division following exposure to the test item. Additionally, the cells are classified as mononucle-
ates, binucleates, or multinucleates to estimate the proliferation index as a measure of toxicity.

The micronucleus test is also an efficient biological assay for monitoring population exposure to mix-
tures of agrochemicals as shown in a study that was performed in farm workers directly exposed to large 
amounts of agrochemicals (fungicides, insecticides, and herbicides) in an area of grain farming (wheat 
and soybeans).[36,60,61] High MN frequency was detected in people at higher cancer risk due to occupa-
tional/environmental exposure to a wide variety of carcinogens.[62–66]

cA test

Chromosome mutations and related events are the cause of many human genetic diseases, and there is 
substantial evidence that chromosome mutations and related events causing alterations in oncogenes 
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and tumor suppressor genes of somatic cells are involved in cancer induction in humans and experi-
mental animals.

The purpose of the in vitro CA test is to identify agents that cause structural chromosome aberrations 
in cultured cells.[67,68] With the majority of chemical mutagens, induced aberrations are of the chromatid 
type, but chromosome-type aberrations also occur.

Structural CAs may be induced by direct DNA breakage, by replication on a damaged DNA template, 
by inhibition of DNA synthesis, and by other mechanisms (e.g., topoisomerase II inhibitors).[69] Based 
on morphological criteria, structural CAs can be divided into two main classes: chromosome-type 
aberrations (CSAs), involving both chromatids of one or multiple chromosomes, and chromatid-type 
aberrations (CTAs) involving only one of the two chromatids of a chromosome or several chromo-
somes.[69,70] An increase in polyploidy may indicate that a chemical has the potential to induce numerical 
aberrations.[70] CTAs (e.g., chromatid type breaks and exchanges) arise predominantly in vitro dur-
ing S-phase of cultured lymphocytes, in response to base modifications and SSBs induced in vivo by 
S-phase-dependent clastogens.[69,70]

Proliferating cells are treated with the test substance in the presence and absence of a metabolic acti-
vation system for 3–6 hr and sampled at a time equivalent to about 1.5 normal cell cycle length after the 
beginning of treatment.[71] If this protocol gives negative results both with and without activation, an 
additional experiment without activation should be done, with continuous treatment until sampling at 
a time equivalent to about 1.5 normal cell cycle lengths. Certain chemicals may be more readily detected 
by treatment/sampling times longer than 1.5 cycle lengths. At predetermined intervals after exposure 
of cell cultures to the test substance, they are treated with a metaphase arresting substance (e.g., colchi-
cine), harvested, and stained, and metaphase cells are analyzed microscopically for the presence of chro-
mosome aberrations. Though the purpose of the test is to detect structural chromosome aberrations, it 
is important to record polyploidy and endoreduplication when these events are seen.

Structural CAs in peripheral blood lymphocytes as assessed by the chromosome aberration assay in 
vivo have been used for more than 30 years in occupational and environmental settings as a biomarker 
of early effects of genotoxic carcinogens. A high frequency of structural CAs in lymphocytes (reporter 
tissue) is predictive of increased cancer risk.[36,60,72]

Sister chromatid exchange

SCE is the exchange of homologous stretches of DNA sequence between sister chromatids and occurs 
normally in cells during mitosis. In the presence of genotoxic agents that provoke DNA damage, the 
rate of SCE increases. Equal SCE has been thought to be an important mechanism of DSB repair in 
eukaryotes, but this has never been proven due to the difficulty of distinguishing SCE products from 
parental molecules.[73]

The SCE analysis was adopted as an indicator of genotoxicity. SCEs represent the interchange of DNA 
replication products at apparently homologous loci. The exchange process presumably involves DNA 
breakage and reunion, although little is known about its molecular basis.[73–80]

Some studies revealed that the nucleotide pool imbalance can have severe consequences on DNA 
metabolism and it is critical in SCE formation. The modulation of SCE by DNA precursors raises the 
possibility that DNA changes are responsible for the induction of SCE in mammalian cells.[81,82]

Detection of SCEs in in vitro test requires some means of differentially labeling sister chromatids, 
and this can be achieved by incorporation of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) into chromosomal DNA for 
two cell cycles.[83,84] Cells in an exponential stage of growth are exposed to the test substance for a suit-
able period of time; in most cases, 1–2 hr may be effective, but the treatment time may be extended up to 
two complete cell cycles in certain cases. Cells without sufficient intrinsic metabolic activity should be 
exposed to the test chemical in the presence and absence of an appropriate metabolic activation system. 
At the end of the exposure period, cells are washed free of test substance and cultured for two rounds of 
replication in the presence of BrdU. As an alternative procedure, cells may be exposed simultaneously 
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to the test chemical and BrdU for the complete culture time of two replication cycles.[85] Cells are ana-
lyzed in their second posttreatment division, ensuring that the most sensitive cell cycle stages have been 
exposed to the chemical. Cell cultures are treated with a spindle inhibitor (e.g., colchicine) 1–4 hours 
prior to harvesting. Chromosome preparations are made by standard cytogenetic techniques. Staining 
of slides to show SCEs can be performed by several techniques (e.g., the fluorescence plus Giemsa 
method).[85,86]

While increased levels of CA have been associated with increased cancer risk,[87,88] a similar 
 conclusion has not been reached for SCE. However, high levels of SCE frequency have been observed 
in persons at higher cancer risk due to occupational or environmental exposure to a wide variety of 
carcinogens.[62–66]

Biomonitoring

Plants

Higher plants are recognized as excellent genetic models to detect environmental mutagens and are 
frequently used in monitoring studies.[89–94] Plant systems represent a complex multicellular environ-
ment where the efficiency of different protection or repair mechanisms can be modulated by cellular 
homeostasis. Higher plants, even showing low concentrations of oxidase enzymes and a limitation in 
the substrate specification in relation to other organism groups,[40] present consistent results that may 
serve as a warning to other biological systems, since the target is DNA, common to all organisms.[95]

They represent a stable sensor in an ecosystem and hence allow following the evolution of the geno-
toxic impact. Well-defined higher plants represent an excellent basis for cytogenetic evaluations after 
exposure to genotoxic pollutants, especially since the maturation of their gametes (meiosis) follows the 
same patterns as in animals and humans,[96] although sometimes plant and animal assays are differen-
tially responsive to some pesticides as pendimethalin.[97]

Among the plant species, Allium cepa has been widely used to evaluate DNA damage, such as 
chromosome aberrations and disturbances in the mitotic cycle. Employing A. cepa as a test system 
to detect mutagens dates back to the 1940s.[40,98,99] It has been used to this day to assess a great num-
ber of chemical agents, which contributes to its increasing application in environmental monitoring. 
A. cepa is characterized as a low-cost test. It is easily handled and has advantages over other short-term 
tests that require previous preparations of the samples, as well as the addition of exogenous metabolic 
system. A. cepa test also enables the evaluation of different endpoints (mitotic index, chromosome 
 aberrations, nuclear abnormalities, and micronucleus).[40,99,100] Among the endpoints, chromosome 
aberrations have been the most used one to detect genotoxicity along the years. The mitotic index and 
some nuclear a bnormalities are used to evaluate both cytotoxicity and mutagenicity of different chemi-
cals. Moreover, A. cepa test system provides important information to evaluate action mechanisms of 
an agent about its effects on the genetic material (clastogenic and/or aneugenic effects). Transgenic/ 
transformed plants could be used as a model to better check whether, in response to environmental 
stress, DNA damage might be regulated by alterations in single genes and to understand the mode and 
mechanisms of DNA damage.[101]

Animals and Human

The response to a genotoxic agent can range considerably in the exposed populations. It is currently 
accepted that susceptibility to genotoxic exposure varies interindividually and that this could be the 
result of hereditary or acquired characteristics. For this reason, attention has been focused on genetic 
polymorphisms, which are able to modulate human response to genotoxic environmental agents. This 
individual variation suggests the importance of individual susceptibility factors. Many studies[102–108] 
showed the influence of metabolic and DNA repair polymorphisms in the individual response to 
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exposure to carcinogens. Genetic polymorphisms of metabolizing enzymes widely influence xenobiotic 
effective dose.[109] On the other hand, the role of polymorphisms linked to the DNA repair genes appears 
to be essential in the modulation of genotoxic risk linked to carcinogen exposure.[105,107,110]

tests for Some novel Materials: the case of nanomaterials

Nanomaterials are generally defined as having one or more external dimensions or an internal or sur-
face structure on the nanoscale (about 1–100 nm). Nanomaterials display novel properties (small size, 
particular shape, large surface area, and large surface activity) that make them attractive in many 
applications. However, these properties may contribute to their toxicological profile and may also affect 
nanomaterials’ possible direct or indirect interaction with the DNA.[111]

Although it has been shown that cationic functionalized carbon nanotubes can condense with DNA 
and that gold nanoparticles binding to the major groove of DNA is associated with killing of cancer 
cells, for most nanomaterials, it is even unknown whether they directly interact with DNA or whether 
they promote indirect effects. The identification of the different ways by which various nanomaterials 
interact with DNA will improve the extrapolations of genotoxicity test results to human risk evalua-
tion. Application of standard methods to nanomaterials demands, however, several adaptations, and 
the interpretation of results from the genotoxicity tests may need additional considerations. The use of 
a battery of standard genotoxicity testing methods covering a wide range of mechanisms towards estab-
lishing methodological adaptations and better test conditions is a practical and pragmatic approach for 
this genotoxic evaluation.[111]

Recent reviews have concluded that information on the genotoxicity of nanomaterials is still inad-
equate for general conclusions, e.g., on its characteristics critical for genotoxicity. It is presently unclear 
how well standard genotoxicity tests, designed for soluble chemicals, can be used to assess the genotox-
icity of nanomaterials. It appears that more genotoxicity studies on nanomaterials are urgently required, 
and the need for novel methods to assess nanomaterials–genome interactions is imminent. Current 
evidence indicates that various nanomaterials may carry genotoxic potential although the mechanisms 
of which remain to be identified.[112]

Above all, some nanomaterials can generate great concern about their possible adverse effects. As an 
example, although titanium dioxide is frequently used for industrial and cosmetics purposes because of 
its low toxicity, nanosized or ultrafine TiO2 (UF-TiO2) (<100 nm in diameter) can generate pulmonary 
fibrosis and lung tumor in rats and cytotoxicity in rat lung alveolar macrophages.[113] These authors also 
observed that it can cause genotoxicity and cytotoxicity in cultured human cells in experimental models 
as well.

TiO2 nanoparticles in the absence of photoactivation are potentially genotoxic to fish cells under in 
vitro conditions. This effect becomes more pronounced in the presence of UVA, along with cytotoxic 
effects, which only occurred during combined exposure to TiO2 and UVA.[114]

Although the biological effects of some nanomaterials have already been assessed, information on 
toxicity and possible mechanisms of various particle types are insufficient. The comparative analysis 
demonstrated that particle composition probably played a primary role in the cytotoxic effects of dif-
ferent nanoparticles, whereas the genotoxicity potential might be mostly attributed to particle shape.[115] 
Furthermore, the genotoxic effectiveness could be mediated through lipid peroxidation and oxidative 
stress as in the case of ZnO nanoparticles on human epidermal cells, even at low concentrations.[116]

Future concerns and new Genomic techniques

The evidence of metabolic activation of pesticides into direct-acting mutagens and the complex interac-
tions that may occur as a result of the synergistic action of the multitude of chemicals presently under 
common usage warrant devoted attention to the evaluation of the potential genetic consequences of pes-
ticide mixtures and derived metabolites accumulated through food chains. This complexity is further 
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deepened by the unpredictability of mutational effects, as a result of pleiotropism and other unfore-
seeable events. Studies of this nature should attempt to 1) point out the impossibility of predicting all 
genetic effects of pesticides and 2) recognize that small, improbable effects may have important conse-
quences when imposed onto the very large populations exposed to pesticides in the environment.

With the advent of new technologies (e.g., genomics, automated analyses, and in vivo monitor-
ing), new regulations (e.g., the reduction of animal tests by the European Registration, Evaluation, 
and Authorization of Chemicals), and new approaches to toxicology (e.g., Toxicity Testing in the 21st 
Century, National Research Council), the field of regulatory genetic toxicology is undergoing a serious 
re-examination. However, it is appropriate to apply a prudent approach to risk assessment, maintain-
ing current testing standards that are working properly until others have proven superior by rigorous 
scientific evidence and widespread agreement.[117]

Human cytogenetics has proven to be effective over a 50 years life span. It is in reality a collection 
of techniques that, while common, are cheap, fast, and wide ranging. Therefore, in genotoxicology, 
they continue to be useful to identify mutagenic agents as well as to evaluate and analyze exposed 
 populations.[118]

The introduction of advanced molecular techniques leads to improved risk assessment and also pro-
vides an alternative to the massive use of animal testing. Transcriptional profiling and DNA chips are 
highly informative and are among the most promising novel techniques for environmental risk assess-
ment. Moreover, information discerned from these chips enables the identification of new discrimina-
tive biomarker genes. Based on these biomarker genes, cellular reporters can be constructed. These can 
be used in a high-throughput setup and can significantly facilitate ecotoxicological risk assessment.[119] 
However, some important technical and interpretative hurdles still need to be overcome before a full 
implementation of ecotoxicogenomics in regulatory settings can occur. Toxicogenomics uses molecular 
biology’s entire arsenal to analyze the changes in DNA induced by genotoxic agents.[120,121] These changes 
include those induced in certain genes not related to the mechanisms of genotoxicity, like early response 
genes. These genes can be used as indicators for which there is a stress response to the genotoxic agent. 
Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and microarrays are the most important 
procedures to analyze these genes, which can be numerous since current technology allows it.

RT-PCR uses fluorescent probes to measure the exact amount of a nucleic acid. In genotoxicology, it 
can be used to quantify gene expression to detect genetic polymorphisms and to quantify chromosome 
deletions. These probes are used to verify the expressed gene or to selectively analyze its expression 
over time or dose parameters. It will also become more important to analyze expression in specific cell 
populations in order to profile the global alterations in gene expression involved in chronic chemical 
exposure that may lead to tumor development.[122]

The results of the microarray studies in toxicogenomics show that genotoxic agents are able to induce 
changes in gene expression profiles. These studies demonstrate that the gene expression pattern is able 
to generate the information necessary to determine the agent’s type of action and even to predict it. 
Chemically induced changes in gene expression can result in the identification of simple, sensitive, and 
relevant biomarkers of effect that can be used in dose–response studies to more readily identify precur-
sor effects in the low-dose range.[123] Therefore, the ability to analyze the effect of mutagenic agents on 
a large number of genes in a single experiment using gene expression profiling analysis has been used 
to demonstrate that certain genes may or may not become activated when exposed to a toxic agent, 
depending on the type of cells and the type of genotoxic agent they have been exposed to.[124]

Furthermore, the DNA damage itself can activate genes codifying proteins involved in DNA repair 
and/or induce the apoptosis process, when the genes associated with this process are activated. Although 
broad consensus is still lacking concerning the guidelines for the reproducibility of experiments, toxi-
cogenomic studies could lead to development of early biomarkers of toxic injury and may also help to 
resolve issues related to interspecies extrapolation and susceptibility variation among individuals.[122] As 
an application of this toxicogenomic approach, a study[32] reports data that linked genomic data to spe-
cific toxicological endpoints of the antifungal triazole, which causes varying degrees of hepatic toxicity 
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and disrupts steroid hormone homeostasis in rodent in vivo models. Overall, these analyses revealed 
functional categories of chemical response genes that indicate mechanisms and provide direction for 
further research on triazole mechanisms of action.

conclusion

The occurrence of genotoxic pollutants in the environment is of increasing concern. Genotoxicity stud-
ies can be applied to elucidate potential mechanisms of physiological or molecular alterations to mini-
mize exposure of contaminants to levels that maintain sustainability of the environment. There is a large 
number of genetic toxicity evaluation assays described in the specialized literature that are able to iden-
tify action modes and biological targets both in the environment and in the organisms. Microorganisms 
as well as cell lines are widely used as in vitro models for risk assessment. Animal and plant models may 
be valuable for a better comprehension of the metabolic pathways of genotoxic chemicals. Various meth-
ods can be applied both in vitro and in epidemiological studies. New approaches through molecular 
techniques are also proposed for testing the genotoxic load of environmental pollutants. Moreover, in 
order to better establish biological hazards, it is also necessary to study the effects induced by chemicals 
on organism development, physiology, and behavior to evaluate their consequences. In relation to this, 
few attempts to link the genotoxic effects of contaminants with effects at the physiological or behavioral 
level have been made, which would lead to a detrimental impact on vital life processes including the 
reproductive potential of the organisms.
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introduction

Agro-horticultural ecosystems are man-made ecosystems that are greatly influenced by human activi-
ties. In the last few decades, agricultural intensification and diversification in most of the developing 
and developed countries have resulted in high-input farming, i.e., excessive use of pesticides (herbicides, 
insecticides, fungicides) and fertilizers, which has helped to meet the rising food demand. Agricultural 
and horticultural ecosystems are now dominated by monoculture and hybrid varieties to enhance crop 
yields. Hybrid varieties are high yielding and more demanding. The excessive use of inorganic fertiliz-
ers results in rapid multiplication and subsequent outbreaks of many pests, simultaneously resulting in 
enhanced pesticide use. Rice and cotton are important crops grown worldwide, and because of mono-
culture, they are attacked by hundreds of pests and receive a disproportionately high share of pesticides 
(17% and 24%) worldwide.[1] It has been observed that chemicals that have been banned for most of the 
food crops are still being used on cotton as it is not consumed directly. For example, nearly one-quarter 
of all pesticides used in the United States are applied to cotton, and the overall amount and intensity per 
acre are increasing every year. Worldwide, more and extremely toxic pesticides are sprayed on cotton 
than on any other crop,[2] which find an entry in the human body in the form of salad dressings, baked 
goods, and snacks like Fritos and Goldfish.

Based on the trend of herbicide use in the United States, agriculture accounts for three quarters of 
total chemical pesticides used. According to the data published by the US Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), in 2001, 675 million lb of chemical pesticides were used in agriculture.[3] Thus, horticul-
tural and agricultural ecosystems are highly dependent on pesticides. It is estimated that if pesticides 
are not used, food supplies would fall to 30%–40% due to the ravages of pests.[4] Worldwide, research 
data show that without effective pest management, preharvest losses in crops would average about 40% 
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and the world’s food and fiber production as well as environmental and human health would be seri-
ously threatened.[5]

According to market research report, pesticide consumption has been found to be highest in China 
followed by the United States and Brazil and India ranked 11th after Spain, and as per Tata Strategic 
Management Group[6] (2016), the world agrochemical market is expected to be worth $60 billion in 2016 
of which Indian market will account for $6.8 billion of the total revenues and is expected to hike at $8 
billion by 2025 in comparison to world market share of $8.0 billion.[6]

No doubt, pesticides play an important role in enhancing agricultural productivity, but intensive 
use of pesticides in agricultural and horticultural ecosystems has resulted in degradation of envi-
ronment, whether it is in the form of development of resistant pests, secondary pest outbreak, or 
pest resurgence, which leads to changes in ecosystem biodiversity or adverse effects on pollinators, 
natural enemies, and many incurable human diseases. Several pesticides are known to persist for a 
longer period in the environment or on the substrate to which they are applied and have long-term 
side effects on human health and the natural environment. Persistent organic pesticides, especially 
DDT (dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane) and HCH (hexachloro cyclohexane), have been detected 
in various systems, even in human blood, fat, and milk samples. Even the soft drinks that are water-
based flavored drinks are known to contain pesticides. The hazards of pesticide pollution have been 
much realized presently, and the demands for their reduction are desired globally in various pesti-
cide monitoring programs.

Pesticide consumption trend

By using nonchemical techniques such as sanitation, cultivation, crop rotation, resistant cultivars, 
and biological control (including introduction of transgenic) for pest control, many pests cannot be 
controlled adequately. Therefore, there is a continuous need for application of substantial quantities of 
chemical pesticides, as a result of which crop protection in many developing countries is still dominated 
by an increasing use of pesticides.

The world pesticide market now amounts $60 billion and is expected to increase to $80 billion in 2025, 
whereas, Indian market of pesticides is recently reported to be $6.8 billion out of which $2.9  billion is by 
domestic use and $3.9 billion is earned by export of pesticides to various countries. Both the domestic 
and the export markets are expected to enhance to $4.0 billion each in 2025, thereby increasing the 
expected Indian pesticide market to $8.0 billion.[6]

Globally, pesticide consumption has been found to be highest in China 18,07,000 and 17,72,449 metric 
tonnes in 2014 and 2015, respectively. In the United States, 4,07,779 metric tonnes of pesticide consump-
tion in 2012 was observed. After China and the United States, next in the list are Brazil (3,52,336 and 
3,95,646 metric tonnes in 2014 and 2015), Argentina (2,07,706 metric tonnes in 2014), Mexico (98,814 
metric tonnes in 2014), Ukraine (78,201 metric tonnes in 2014), Canada (76,314 metric tonnes in 2014), 
and France (75,339 and 63,818 metric tonnes in 2014 and 2015).[7]

According to the data given by FAOSTAT 2018, the pesticide consumption reported in Europe is 
4,36,361, 4,28,506, 4,49,392, and 3,56,279 metric tonnes in 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015, respectively.[7] Out 
of all European countries, the top five consumers have been France, Italy, Spain, Germany, and Poland 
with the highest consumption in France, i.e., 63,844, 66,676, 75,339, and 63,818 metric tonnes in 2012, 
2013, 2014, and 2015, respectively.

The per hectare consumption of pesticides in India is among the lowest in the world and currently 
stands at 0.6 kg/ha against 5 kg/ha in the UK and at almost 20 times approximately 13 kg/ha in China. In 
order to increase yield and ensure food security for its enormous population, agrochemical penetration 
in India is bound to go up.[6]

Further, government policies on subsidies, establishment of market for agrochemicals, availability of 
technology packet, etc., encourage the farmers to use pesticides excessively. Today, more than 80% of 
worldwide pesticide sales fall to the share of only six companies. In 2004, three agrochemical companies, 
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each with sales of more than $4 billion, together controlled the global market for pesticides,[8] by con-
trolling such a large stake of the market, these companies have a considerable influence on the way in 
which plant protection is practiced in farming ecosystems.

Pesticides Use Pattern in india

In many cases, farmers go for prophylactic applications, whether they are required or not. India was one 
of the first countries in the third world to start large-scale use of pesticides for the control of insect pests 
of public health as well as of agricultural importance, initially DDT and HCH were imported soon after 
independence. A moderate beginning in indigenous manufacture of pesticides was made with the set-
ting of the plant to produce HCH in 1952 at Rishra (West Bengal). This was followed by the indigenous 
production of DDT.[9]

The export of various pesticides from India has been higher than their import. In 2010, pesticides of 
$1.14 billion were exported which gradually increased to $1.38, $1.66, and $2.13 billion in 2011, 2012, and 
2013, respectively, whereas the export of pesticides from India was decreased after 2013 and was nearly 
of $1.94 and $1.93 billion in 2014 and 2015, respectively. The amount of pesticides imported into India 
increased from $0.63 (in 2010) to $0.99 billion (in 2014) and somewhat decreased to $0.89 billion in 2015.[7]

Considering the pesticide consumption and area under cultivation in 2016–2017 in different states, 
the consumption of pesticides (kg per hectare) has been found to be highest in Jammu and Kashmir 
(1.89) followed by Tripura (0.78), Punjab (0.74), Haryana (0.62), Telangana (0.61), and Maharashtra (0.58). 
The pesticide consumption in Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Jharkhand, and 
West Bengal was found to be 0.41, 0.39, 0.36, 0.34, 0.32, and 0.27 kg/ha, respectively.[10]

In India, Kerala is one of the leading agricultural states of India, and currently, India is the lead-
ing manufacturer of basic pesticides in Asia and ranks 12th globally. Compiling the data on the con-
sumption level of pesticides in agriculture in Kerala (1995–1996 to 2007–2008), the total quantity is 
estimated at 462.05 metric tonnes (2007–2008). Pesticide application in the state is prophylactic and is 
one of the most important risk management strategies; e.g., pesticide application on bitter gourd starts 
from the time of transplanting. The prophylactic application of the pesticides is resorted to at an inter-
val of 2 weeks initially, which gets reduced to 2 days as the crop nears flowering and fruit set. There is 
a tendency among farmers to change the chemicals in each spray. Thus, on an average, acetamiprid is 
sprayed 6 times, phorate and dimethoate 5 times each, quinalphos and indoxacarb 4 times each, and the 
rest 3–4 times each. During a crop cycle of 90 days in bitter gourd, farmers apply pesticides as many as 
50 times.[11]

The pesticides that are used in the state include chemicals that are banned for sale in Kerala (endosul-
fan), banned for use in fruits/vegetables (monocrotophos), and those permitted for restricted use only 
(methyl parathion, lindane, and methoxy ethyl mercury chloride). The farmers are investing a large 
portion of their income on pesticides, and pesticide consumption is reported to be the primary method 
of suicide in Kerala. Of the 900–1000 suicides per year, 60% are by consuming poisons. The commonly 
used poisons are furadan, malathion, and rat poison.[12] Moreover, farmers also go for suicide because 
of indebtedness due to purchase of chemicals and sometimes due to complete failure of crops in spite of 
heavy investment.[12]

impact of Pesticide Use on the Pollinators

Wild bees, bumblebees, honeybees, and solitary bees are well known and valued as important pollina-
tors of crops/plants and are in commercial use for pollination. About 33% of all crops require pollina-
tion. Intensive cultivation and excessive use of pesticides lead to a sharp decline in the population of 
these pollinators, which is one of the major causes of low productivity of agricultural and horticultural 
crops. Pesticides, such as DDT, benzene hexachloride (BHC), cyclodiene, and most of the organophos-
phorus and carbamate compounds are highly toxic to bees. Although endosulfan is listed as a persistent 
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organic pollutant, it is the only available pesticide known to be safe for honeybees and other beneficial 
insects and is still extensively used in many countries. Health and environmental causalities related 
to excessive use of this pesticide are reported from many parts of the world and European countries 
withdrew its registration in 2005. Still, there are many instances where most of the pesticides fail to be 
effective and endosulfan is recommended. For example, in 2008, there was heavy weevil infestation on 
hazelnut crops in Italy, and the Italian government had to prescribe the use of endosulfan for 120 days 
although it endangered the health of its citizens. Pesticides like neonicotinoids used as a substitute 
for endosulfan in agricultural ecosystems in countries such as Germany, France, UK, and the United 
States have resulted in mass bee killing and colony collapse disorders. In 1959, carbaryl was used against 
certain orchard pests and later registered for many other crops. In 1967, it caused the destruction of 
an estimated 70,000 colonies of honeybees in California from use in cotton and an estimated 33,000 
colonies in Washington from use in corn. The estimated national loss from all pesticide poisoning from 
the same year was 500,000 colonies. Carbaryl is still one of the most destructive bee-killing chemical.[13]

A horticultural ecosystem, particularly the apple ecosystem, is heavily polluted with pesticides. 
Apple is one of the important commercial horticultural crops grown in temperate regions of the world. 
Honeybees are important pollinators of this crop, and quality beehives are placed in apple orchards for 
enhancing apple productivity. Since the crop is important from an economic point of view, much atten-
tion is paid to it. In India, the temperate northern regions of the country (Himachal Pradesh, Jammu, 
and Kashmir) are known for quality apple production. To obtain quality fruits in Himachal Pradesh, a 
number of pesticides, which affect the pollinators, are applied on the crop right from fruit set to harvest. 
The situation has reached an alarming level in the state, and if required measures are not initiated to 
conserve and rear the population of these pollinators, it could impinge on the total agricultural and fruit 
production in the years to come. Currently, about 943,000 ha of land is under fruit cultivation in the 
state, and it requires at least 5 lakh colonies of honeybees alone for pollination to enhance the produc-
tion. There is a great need to encourage organic farming to enhance the population of natural pollina-
tors and avoid pesticide applications when crops, cover crops, weeds, and wildflowers are in bloom in 
the treatment area or nearby.

impact of Pesticide Use on natural enemies

Pesticides including insecticides and miticides are primarily used to regulate insect and mite popu-
lations in agricultural and horticultural crop production systems. However, continuous dependence 
on pesticides may eventually result in a number of potential ecological problems including resistance, 
secondary pest outbreaks, and/or target pest resurgence.[14,15] Therefore, implementation of alternative 
management strategies is justified in order to conserve existing pesticides and produce crops with mini-
mal damage from insect pests. One option that has gained interest by producers is integrating pesti-
cides with biological control agents or natural enemies including parasitoids and predators.[16] This is 
often referred to as “compatibility,” which is the ability to integrate or combine natural enemies with 
pesticides so as to regulate arthropod pest populations without directly or indirectly affecting the life 
history parameters or population. This may also refer to pesticides being effective against targeted 
insect pests but relatively non-harmful to natural enemies.[17,18] Pesticides vary in their activity, which 
not only impacts how they kill arthropod pests but also how they may indirectly influence natural 
enemy populations. Pesticides may be classified as contact, stomach poison, systemic, and/or trans-
laminar.[19,20] In addition, the application method—foliar versus drench or granular—may determine 
the extent of any indirect effects on natural enemies[21] as well as the pesticide mode of action. The type 
of natural enemy-parasitoid or predator may be influenced differently based on the factors mentioned 
above. Furthermore, the type of pesticide may substantially contribute to any indirect effects on natural 
enemies. For example, broad-spectrum, nerve toxin pesticides such as most of the older pesticides in the 
chemical classes, organophosphate (acephate and chlorpyrifos), carbamate (carbaryl and methiocarb), 
and pyrethroid (bifenthrin and cyfluthrin) may be both directly and indirectly more harmful to natural 
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enemies than non-nerve toxin-type pesticides (often referred to a “selective pesticides”) including insect 
growth regulators (kinoprene and pyriproxyfen), insecticidal soaps (potassium salts of fatty acids), hor-
ticultural oils (petroleum or neem-based), selective feeding blockers (flonicamid and pymetrozine), and 
microbials (entomopathogenic fungi and bacteria and other microorganisms).[22] The non-nerve toxin 
pesticides are generally more specific or selective in regards to arthropod pest activity with broader 
modes of action than nerve toxin pesticides.[16] The effects of pesticides on natural enemies are typi-
cally associated with determining direct effects such as mortality or survival over a given time period 
(24–96 hours).[23] While evaluations associated with the direct effects of pesticides on natural enemies 
are important, what are actually more relevant are the indirect or delayed effects of pesticides because 
this provides information on the long-term stability and overall success of a biological control pro-
gram when attempting to integrate the use of pesticides with natural enemies.[24–27] Any indirect effects, 
which are sometimes referred to as sublethal, latent, or cumulative adverse effects, may be associated 
with interfering with the physiology and behavior of natural enemies by inhibiting longevity, fecundity, 
reproduction (based on the number of progeny produced or eggs laid by females), development time, 
mobility, searching (foraging) and feeding behavior, predation and/or parasitism, prey consumption, 
emergence rates, and/or sex ratio.[15,25,28,29–30]

In apple ecosystems, many host species of phytophagous arthropods among which red spider mite 
and two-spotted spider mite are substantial worldwide. Predatory mites play an important role in 
checking the population of these mites. In India, the red spider mite Panonychus ulmi was a minor pest 
up to 1990, but the commercialization of apple led to excessive and repeated use of pesticides for qual-
ity apple production, as a result of which the natural mite predators were destroyed and it emerged as a 
serious pest of apples. Most of the spray schedules are now focused to this pest, further deteriorating the 
condition. Pyrethroids and carbamates, i.e., carbaryl (Sevin), are highly toxic to predatory mites, e.g., 
Typhlodromus occidentalis and use of Sevin for thinning causes mite flare-ups. Another well-known 
example is the resurgence of brown plant hopper (BPH) in rice ecosystem. If no pesticides are used, 
BPH is kept under control by its natural enemies (mirid bugs, ladybird beetles, spiders, and various 
pathogens). Since rice is a heavily sprayed crop, pesticides kill the natural enemies and create a situation 
where BPH can multiply rapidly. Thus, similar to P. ulmi, it has also become a serious man-made pest. 
Synthetic pyrethroids result in spider mite resurgence.[31] In a study conducted by Beers,[32] pyrethroids, 
carbamates, organophosphates, Assail, Calypso, and Actara are toxic to T. occidentalis and Zetzellia 
mali, which are mostly found associated with P. ulmi and other phytophagous mites. Organophosphates 
and carbamates are reported to cause high levels of mortality to coccinellids and lacewings.

Pesticide Use and Bt transgenics

A common pest management technology used in agroecosystems is the use of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) 
transgenic. Bt crops, particularly cotton, are grown all over the world. Bt crops were mainly introduced 
with an aim to reduce pesticide use, but growing secondary pest populations and efforts to control them 
have further increased the use of pesticides The major cotton-growing countries, i.e., the United States, 
China, India, and Argentina have quickly adopted this technique for cotton seeds. For example, before 
the commercialization of Bt cotton, the Chinese farmers applied an average of 20 pesticide treatments in 
a season to control bollworm infestations. With the adoption of Bt, the average number of treatments has 
fallen to only 6.6 in the early stages of Bt adoption.[33] As a result, the pesticide use decreased by 43.3 kg/ha 
in 1999, i.e., a 71% decrease in pesticide use. For the years 2000 and 2001, Bt cotton was associated with an 
average reduction of 35.7 kg/ha of pesticide or a percentage deduction of 55%.[34] Similar results have been 
found in other major cotton-growing countries, and Indian farmers save 39% of expenditures by planting 
Bt crops.[35] Argentine farmers save 47% of expenditures,[36] Mexican farmers can save 77%,[37] and South 
African farmers can save 58% by planting Bt.[38] Evidence shows that, though Bt seed costs 2 to 3 times 
more than a conventional seed, savings on pesticide expenditures guarantee a much higher net return for 
Bt adopters. Using a household survey from 2004, 7 years after the initial commercialization of Bt cotton 
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in China, we show that total pesticide expenditure for Bt cotton farmers in China is nearly equal to that 
of their conventional counterparts, about $101/ha. Bt farmers in 2004, on the average, have to spray pes-
ticide 18.22 times, which are more than 3 times higher compared with 6 times the pesticide spray in 1999. 
Detailed information on pesticide expenditures reveals that, though Bt farmers saved 46% of bollworm 
pesticides relative to non-Bt farmers, they spend 40% more on pesticides targeted to kill an emerging sec-
ondary pest. These secondary pests, e.g., mirid bugs, were rarely found in the field prior to the adoption 
of Bt cotton, presumably kept in check by bollworm populations and regular pesticide spraying.

Cotton is attacked by more than 165 pests, and farmers repeatedly spray pesticides, which increase the 
chances of resurgence of secondary pests. In Andhra Pradesh, the number of attacks of aphids, thrips, and 
jassids has increased since the introduction of Bt cotton in 2002. Many diseases and pests such as tobacco 
leaf streak virus and tobacco caterpillars have newly emerged in Bt cotton ecosystems in this state.[11]

Pesticide Use in Weeds

Herbicide should be applied at the time when their impact on weeds is highest. If preemergence weed 
control is optimized, the need for pest emergence measures may be reduced. The cultivation of geneti-
cally modified herbicide-tolerant crops has the potential to reduce herbicide inputs. The world sales of 
agrochemicals is dominated by herbicides (46%) followed by insecticides (26%), fungicides (23%), and 
others (5%).[39] On the other hand, the Indian market trend indicates domination of insecticides (61.39%) 
followed by fungicides (19.06%), herbicides (16.75%), and others (2.80%).[40]

The large-scale adoption of dwarf high-yielding varieties (HYV) and hybrids and the increased use of 
irrigation, fertilizers, and monocropping have increased weed problem in agro-horticultural ecosystems, 
simultaneously leading to increased herbicide use. Herbicides, such as isoproturon, atrazine, alachlor, buta-
chlor, and oxyfluorfen, are applied on agro-horticultural ecosystems for control of weeds. Globally, herbicides 
constitute 52% of the total pesticide sales, and in some countries such as the United States, Germany, and 
Australia, the figure is as high as 60%–70%.[41] According to USDA–NASS (US Department of Agriculture–
National Agricultural Statistics Service) report, the use of genetically modified crops is the main reason for 
the rise in herbicide use.[42] For example, widespread introduction of genetically modified soybeans, cotton, 
and corn by Monsanto resulted in a 15-fold increase in the use of glyphosate (Roundup) from 1994 to 2005 
on these three crops in the United States. The excessive use of glyphosate has resulted in resistant weeds, as a 
result of which the application of glyphosate, atrazine, 2,4-D, and other leading weed-killing chemicals has 
further increased since 2002. 2,4-D, the second most heavily used herbicide on soybeans (after glyphosate) 
in the United States, is associated with a number of adverse health impacts on agricultural workers. These 
herbicides have increased the risk of cancer, have increased the rate of birth defects in children of men who 
apply the herbicide, and are also a suspected endocrine disruptor. Similarly, atrazine, the most heavily used 
herbicide on corn, has been linked to endocrine disruption, neuropathy, and cancer (particularly breast and 
prostate cancer). It is regularly detected in drinking water supplies in the United States and has been associ-
ated with low sperm counts in men. Exposure to extremely low levels of atrazine can cause sex change and/
or deformities in frogs, fish, and other organisms. Based on this evidence, and the widespread presence of 
atrazine in drinking water supplies, the European Union announced a ban on atrazine in 2006. However, 
the US EPA reregistered atrazine in 2003 despite objections from scientists and environmental groups.[43] 
Cheaper formulations of herbicides containing 2,4-D and 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (MCPA) 
are still used in many countries, and weeds have developed resistance, e.g., in Bulgaria, 47% of wheat and 
barley crops were affected by 2,4-D-resistant weeds in 2000.[44]

Pesticide Residues in Agro-Horticultural ecosystems

Agro-horticultural produce constitutes an essential part of human diet, and as per the recommendation 
of World Health Organization (WHO), there should be at least 30% fruits and vegetables in our daily 
diet, depending on the body weight of the person. Vegetables are the major source of vital nutrients. 
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But it is not heartening to know that instead of fulfilling the nutritional requirements, these fruits and 
vegetables carry pesticide residue harmful to the health of the consumers. Main reasons of finding the 
pesticide residues in these food stuffs may be because of providing shiny and fresh appearance and good 
color to the crop. This leads to usage of synthetic chemicals beyond the safe limits. Due to the persistent 
nature of some of the highly toxic pesticides, or maybe due to illegal use of prohibited/banned pesti-
cides, these compounds have been detected in the environment worldwide.[45] So, usage of restricted 
pesticides is a matter of concern especially in case of vegetables. There is a general belief that these food 
items are much harmful if impregnated with pesticides in comparison to other food stuffs, because they 
are generally consumed raw or semi-cooked. Many studies support the presence of pesticide residues in 
vegetables, on an average, this percentage is 50%–70% in India as mentioned by [46–48]. In India, 51% of 
the food commodities have been detected with pesticide residues.[49] A study conducted by Charan et al. 
in 2010[47] revealed that 67% of total contaminated samples exceeded the maximum residue limit (MRL) 
values recommended by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)/WHO. Another study revealed 
the presence of monocrotophos, chlorpyrifos, cypermethrin, and endosulfan, etc. in the vegetables.[48] 
According to a report, over 98% of sprayed insecticides and 95% of herbicides reached nontarget desti-
nations such as other species, air, water, and soil.

Most of the pesticides used on crops are persistent, especially organochlorines, which persist for a 
longer period in the environment (substrate). The organochlorine insecticides (such as DDT and BHC) 
that were banned still persist in soil and contaminate both organic and conventional crop produce. 
Baker and co-workers observed pesticide residues in organic fruit samples. The reasons for residues in 
organic fruit samples were in violation of organic methods of cultivation, pesticide-contaminated water 
used for irrigation, or pesticide residues left in the soil, if previously used to grow conventional crops.[50]

Apple fruit crop is attacked by a number of insect pests and diseases such as apple scab, San Jose scale, 
wooly apple aphid, fruit scrapper, defoliating beetles, and tent caterpillar. Pesticides such as chlorpyrifos, 
endosulfan, carbendazim, propineb, and mancozeb are applied to control these pests. After spraying/
treatment, pesticide residues get deposited on the fruits and dissipate slowly depending upon the number 
of factors such as physiochemical characteristics of pesticide, weather conditions, and time after treat-
ment. Preharvest or postharvest interval or waiting period between spray and harvest is required for safe 
consumption of fruits. Sometimes, the produce is sent to the market immediately after spraying, and 
consumers unknowingly consume the product and may be badly affected. Similarly, under Indian con-
ditions, a number of synthetic pesticides, such as deltamethrin, cypermethrin, dimethoate, quinalphos, 
oxydemeton methyl and carbaryl, are used to control mango crop pests such as mango hopper, mango 
mealy bug, and fruit fly, as well as powdery mildew and malformations. Deltamethrin at 0.002% does 
not require any waiting period, but cypermethrin requires 11 days of waiting period. Mango is eaten after 
removing the peel, but the residues on its peel also find their way into the consumer by contact. Residues 
of mancozeb and lindane though within the permissible limit were detected in mango fruit samples.[51] 
The repeated spray of bifenthrin on mango from flowering to 1 month before harvest resulted in residues 
that persisted on the peel for more than a month, and rate of degradation was very low.[52]

The consumption of pesticide in India is low as compared to other countries, in spite of this, there is 
widespread contamination of food commodities with pesticide residues due to non-judicious use of pes-
ticides. An earlier survey carried out by the Indian Council of Medical Research, New Delhi, revealed 
that 51% of food commodities contained pesticide residues, and out of these, 20% had pesticide residues 
above the MRL values, as compared to 21% contamination with only 2% of samples above the MRL on 
a worldwide basis.[52]

Now, the scenario in India has started changing very rapidly as new pesticide molecules, whose 
application rate (as well as persistence in the environment) is very low, are being introduced every year. 
Heavy-duty pesticides have been either banned or put under restricted use. The pesticide load on the 
agro-horticultural ecosystem has declined as compared to the last decades. Maximum pesticides in 
India are used on cotton and rice. The Malwa area of Punjab, which is famous for cotton growing, has 
been named as the cancer belt of Punjab because pesticides have contaminated the whole environment, 
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including groundwater, and caused cancer among its people. Out of the total pesticides used in India, 
only 13%–14% is used on fruits and vegetables; despite this, half of the fruits and vegetables were found 
contaminated with pesticide residues.[52] Pesticide residues in 10% of the samples were above the MRL 
value. Residues of methyl parathion, endosulfan, chlorpyrifos, Dimethyl 2,2-Dichlorovinyl Phosphate 
(DDVP), dimethoate, fenitrothion, monocrotophos, cypermethrin, deltamethrin, copper, etc., were 
above the MRL in fruits and vegetables.[52]

Approaches for Pesticide Use Reduction

Since the excessive and indiscriminate use of pesticides has polluted every component of the environ-
ment, people all over the world have realized the need for pesticide reduction so as to prevent the envi-
ronment from further deterioration. The use of pesticides in fruits and vegetable production has been 
developed in many countries and the range of pesticides is very large, most of them are chemicals used 
since the 1950s, quite often pesticides not licensed for use on food crops (typically cotton pesticides and 
consumers health).

However, it is not an easy task, as agrochemical market and crop protection knowledge are increas-
ingly controlled by few multinationals. Today, more than 80% of worldwide pesticide sales fall to the 
share of only six companies. Presently, efforts are being made to reduce pesticide applications world-
wide by organic and integrated pest management (IPM) approaches. IPM system relies on biological, 
cultural, and other less chemically intensive approaches to pest management and are best options to 
minimize residues in several horticultural commodities requiring cooperation between farming com-
munity and pesticide dealers while providing high quality and pest-free produce in developing coun-
tries. IPM strategies need to be concentrated on improving the cultural practices and reducing pesticide 
use, substituting less costly ecofriendly pesticide, continuous monitoring of the pest menace, and finally, 
training the extension officers/farming community to make IPM a successful event.

However, in countries like India, this alternative pest management approach to reduce pesticide use 
could not find much success due to poor farmer participation. An all-India survey confirmed that 34% of 
the respondents have no idea about IPM and only less than 5% of them follow complete IPM  technology.[53] 
Nowadays in many states of India, government authorities are promoting natural  farming and urging the 
farming community to adopt it in order to discourage the use of chemical pesticides.

However, IPM techniques are still characterized by a large amount of pesticide use and by the applica-
tion of many different pesticides, e.g. organic apple production does not use any herbicides and applies 
only biological control, but fungal diseases like apple scab demand for the intensive use of sulfur and 
copper in organic apple orchards and copper has a negative impact on the environment. IPM techniques 
have not been widely implemented on many crops, e.g., wheat. There is a great need to modify “good 
agricultural practice” and change it to “pesticide avoidance practice” and to improve the education 
of farmers so as to promote organic farming or natural farming and IPM as the best alternatives for 
pesticides.
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Pesticides play an important role in boosting the economy of the agricultural industry by provid-
ing effective pest control, and their continued use is essential for enhancing the productivity.[1] It is 
 estimated that food supplies would immediately fall to 30%–40% due to the ravages of pests if pes-
ticides are not used.[2] A United Nations report stated that population growth is a major problem 
facing our planet. In 1900, there were 1.6 billion people on the planet. In 1992, this has risen to 
5.25 billion, and by the year 2050, it will reach 10 billion. Developing countries are more affected by 
this explosive increase in world population. Presently, our dependence on pesticides has increased 
up to the extent that if modern agriculture was operated without chemical control, the crop pro-
duction will probably decline in many areas, food price will soar far higher, and food shortage will 
become more severe. Although pesticides have played an important role in enhancing crop yields, 
they have also come up with various environmental problems. When present above permissible lim-
its, they act as pollutants, creating pesticide pollution. Many pesticides are present today in different 
concentrations in various components of our environment such as air, water, and soil. More than 
5,00,000 people are either killed or incapacitated every year by poisoning, and most of these casual-
ties occur in developing nations.[3]

Ecologically, however, pesticides have created two major problems that were not previously 
 anticipated. As pollutants, they contaminate numerous natural ecosystems [terrestrial: forest, 
 grassland,  desert, etc.; aquatic: fresh water (running water such as spring, stream, or rivers or standing 
water such as lake, pond, pools, puddles, ditch, and swamp); and marine (deep water bodies such as 
ocean or shallow ones such as a sea and estuary)] not intended to be targets. Second, most of them have 
directly/indirectly affected human health. The objective of this entry is to provide basic knowledge on 
pesticide exposure and to understand issues on residues in the natural ecosystem.
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History of Pesticides and Pesticide Problems

The term pesticide covers a wide range of compounds including insecticides, fungicides, herbi-
cides, rodenticides, molluscicides, nematicides, plant growth regulators, and others. In the 1940s, 
dichlorodiphenyltrichloethane (DDT) became the first widely available synthetic insecticide. It was 
highly effective, but it showed signs of becoming less effective as insects became resistant to it. 
It a ccumulated in the bodies of animals and high up the food chain by biomagnifications and bio-
concentrations, causing problems with reproduction. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring in 1962 drew 
the attention of environmentalists to the disaster that was gathering pace across the globe. Public 
awareness of problems with pesticides grew by the 1970s when DDT was banned in many countries. 
It is still used in some places for malaria control, and it is still present in the bodies of many animals, 
even hundreds of miles away from where it has not been used. The introduction of other synthetic 
 insecticides—organophosphate (OP) insecticides in the 1960s, carbamates in the 1970s, and pyre-
throids in the 1980s, as well as herbicides and fungicides in 1970s–1980s, contributed to a great extent 
in pest control and agricultural output. The consequences of pesticide use have resulted in serious 
health implications to man and his environment. There is now overwhelming evidence that some of 
these chemicals pose potential risk to humans and other forms of life and unwanted side effects to 
the environment.[4] The worldwide deaths and chronic illnesses due to pesticide poisoning numbered 
about 1 million per year.[5]

The problem is more serious when pesticides that are banned are used indiscriminately. Banned pes-
ticides are still used on crops that are not consumed directly, e.g., cotton. Few people think of cotton 
as food, but once the fiber is removed, two-thirds of the cotton crop winds up in the food we eat. Every 
year in the United States, half a million tons of cottonseed oil goes into processed salad dressings, baked 
goods, and snacks like Fritos and Goldfish. Another 3 million tons of cottonseed is fed to beef and dairy 
cattle, which also eat vast amounts of the cotton by-products known as “gin trash.”[6]

How Do Pesticides Sprayed on Agro-/
Horti-ecosystems enter natural ecosystems?

Almost less than 1% of the total pesticides applied actually hit the target organisms.[7] Most reach 
nontarget sectors of agro-ecosystems and/or spread to surrounding ecosystems as chemical pollut-
ants. The pesticide somehow “leaks” into another ecosystem via movement of water from one body 
to another via outflow streams or seepage into the water table. Some pesticides might evaporate into 
the atmosphere and be carried elsewhere by winds. Regardless of how the leak occurs, the pesticide 
could affect accidental targets; e.g., a volatile insecticide used to control mosquitoes evaporates and 
kills bees; thus, a wide variety of plants do not get pollinated, thereby affecting their yield. The pesti-
cide may also be taken in by migratory animals (birds in particular) and carried elsewhere; the toxin 
may affect the birds’ reproduction in some way, or those birds might be eaten up by a higher order of 
predators and the toxin may inflict some injury to them. Either way, this would affect the balance of 
predation in some land-based ecosystem. The movement of systemic insecticides’ active ingredient 
into floral parts may indirectly impact natural enemies that feed on plant pollen or nectar as a nutri-
tional food source.[8,9]

Pesticide Pollution and natural ecosystems

effect on the Soil environment

Many pesticides contain chemicals that are persistent soil contaminants; their effects may last for years. 
Pesticides move with water in soil to groundwater and on soil to surface water. They decrease biodiver-
sity in the soil by killing soil organisms; when life in the soil is killed off, the soil quality deteriorates 
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and has a knock-on effect upon the retention of water. This is a problem for farmers particularly in times 
of drought.[10] At such times, organic farms have been found to have yields 20%–40% higher than con-
ventional farms. Soil fertility is affected in other ways, too. When pesticides kill off most of the active 
soil organisms, the complex interactions that result in good fertility break down. Risk assessment of 
pesticide impact on human health is not an easy and particularly accurate process because of differ-
ence in the periods and the levels of exposure types of pesticides mixtures in the field and geographic 
and meteorological characteristics of the agricultural area of pesticide applied.[11,12] The data is usually 
collected from various tests conducted on metabolism patterns, acute toxicity, subchronic, chronic, car-
cinogenecity, genotoxicity, teratogenecity, and generation study using rat as a model mammal or dogs 
and rabbits.[13]

Application of systemic pesticides as drenches or granules may exhibit indirect effects on n atural 
 enemies via several mechanisms including elimination of floral parts by consumption of active 
 ingredient while ingesting plant fluids and contamination of prey ingesting either lethal or sublethal 
concentration.[14–16]

Plants depend on millions of bacteria and fungi to bring nutrients to their rootlets. When these cycles 
are disrupted, plants become more dependent upon exact doses of chemical fertilizers at regular inter-
vals. Even so, the incredibly rich interactions in healthy soil cannot be fully replicated by the farmer 
with chemicals. Hence, the soil and our nutritionist compromised. We get large but watery vegetables 
and fruits, which often lack natural taste and nutrients and may even contain harmful toxic pesticide 
residues. Studies of pesticide effects on the soil fauna have reported increased numbers of collembolan, 
because chemicals reduced populations of natural enemies, especially of predatory mites.[17]

effect on the Aquatic environment

Pesticides enter the freshwater ecological systems either from direct application of pesticides for the 
control of harmful aquatic fauna or as runoff from the treated areas, drift during aerial spraying, and 
industrial effluents from washing and spraying of equipment and containers. Several groups of organo-
chlorine pesticides such as DDT, endosulfan, and chlorinated phenoxy acetic acid used as herbicides 
and fungicides such as hexachlorobenzene and pentachlorophenol are of interest in water pollution. 
Because of their solubility in water and tendency to be absorbed on solid surfaces, only traces of these 
chemicals are found in solid surfaces and treated water.[18]

Microorganisms form a vital part of the freshwater environment. Bishop[19] measured the effects 
of DDT on Mastigophora, Infusoria, and Sarcodina in ponds near Savannah, Georgia, and found 
little change in population numbers after treatment at relatively low rates. Hoffman and Olive[20] 
found that the growth of populations in Colorado lakes was inhibited after the addition of rotenone 
and toxaphene. Phytoplankton (beneficial/detrimental) can be seriously affected by agricultural 
chemicals. DDT sprays have caused serious reductions of bottom-dwelling invertebrates, the reduc-
tions in some cases amounting to 95% of the population. Malathion has also caused destruction of 
stream invertebrates. Cushing and Olive[21] found that toxaphene and rotenone reduced numbers 
of midge larvae in Colorado reservoirs and algae. On higher plants in the freshwater environment, 
adsorption of pesticides in/on the vegetation resulted in phytotoxicity, which either retarded the 
growth of or killed aquatic plants. Kolleru Lake is the largest natural freshwater body of Andhra 
Pradesh in India where agriculture and aquaculture are some of the primary activities at the lake 
basin. The increased use of pesticides in agriculture and aquaculture had a negative impact on the 
quality of water in the lake.[22,23]

A major environmental impact has been the widespread mortality of fish and marine inverte-
brates due to the contamination of aquatic systems by pesticides. Most of the fish in Europe’s Rhine 
River were killed by the discharge of pesticides, and at one time, fish populations in the Great Lakes 
became very low due to pesticide contamination. In addition, many of the organisms that provide 
food for fish are extremely susceptible to pesticides, so the indirect effects of pesticides on the fish 
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food supply may have an even greater effect on fish populations. Some pesticides, such as pyre-
throids, are extremely toxic to most aquatic organisms. It is evident that pesticides cause major 
losses in global fish production.

effect on the terrestrial environment

A wide variety of pesticides are applied on horticultural and agricultural crops. Some of them are highly 
specific and others are broad spectrum; both types can affect terrestrial wildlife, soil, water systems, and 
humans. The misuse of pesticides can cause valuable pollinators such as bees and hoverflies to be killed, 
and this in turn can badly affect food crops. Bees are extremely important in the pollination of crops 
and wild plants; about 33% of all crops require pollination. Although pesticides are screened for toxicity 
to bees, and the use of pesticides toxic to bees is permitted only under stringent conditions, many bees 
are killed by pesticides, resulting in the considerably reduced yield of crops dependent on bee pollina-
tion. Bee population has been suffering a serious decline in recent years. Without bees, many food crops 
would simply fail to grow.

Neonicotinoid pesticides developed in 1980 are under fire for risks to pollinators, and European 
Union Commission had already imposed this class of pesticides as researchers have become con-
cerned about their potential to harmless birds, earthworms, aquatic insects, and pollinators.[24] Three 
 neonicotinoids—thiamethoxam, clothianidin, and imidacloprid—posed an unacceptable risk to bees 
and were banned for use for some period on flowering crops such as corn, oilseed rape, and sunflower 
upon which the bees feed.[25]

It has been observed that through natural selection, some pests eventually become quite resistant to 
pesticides and farmers may need increasing amounts of pesticides, making the problem worse. Orchards 
are complex ecosystems easily perturbed by the extensive use of pesticides, and there are many instances 
of increased pest attacks in orchards after the use of pesticides, e.g., outbreaks of codling moth, lea-
frollers, aphids, scales, and tetranychid mites.[26] When pesticides were first used on tropical cotton 
crops, they controlled two or three important pests of the crops and greatly increased yields. Within a 
few seasons, however, the chemicals reduced the population of natural enemies and a number of other 
arthropod species became pests.[27]

Amphibians such as frogs are particularly vulnerable to concentrations of pesticides in their habi-
tat. Atrazine, the most heavily used herbicide, is regularly detected in drinking water supplies in the 
Midwest, the United States, and exposure to extremely low levels of atrazine can cause sex change and/
or deformities in frogs, fish, and other organisms.[28] Based on this evidence, and the widespread pres-
ence of atrazine in drinking water supplies, the European Union (EU) announced a ban on atrazine in 
2006. The US Environmental Protection Agency re-registered atrazine in 2003 despite objections from 
scientists and environmental groups.

Pesticides have had some of their most striking effects on birds, particularly those in the higher 
trophic levels of food chains, such as bald eagles, hawks, and owls. These birds are often rare, endan-
gered, and susceptible to pesticide residues such as those occurring from the bioconcentration of 
organochlorine insecticides through terrestrial food chains. Pesticides may kill grain- and plant-
feeding birds, and the elimination of many rare species of ducks and geese has been reported. 
Populations of insect-eating birds such as partridges, grouse, and pheasants have decreased due to 
the loss of their insect food in agricultural fields through the use of insecticides. Pesticides can affect 
animal reproduction directly, as evident by the deleterious effect of the persistent organochlorine 
insecticides on reproduction in receptors and other birds. The US National Academy of Sciences 
stated that the DDT metabolite, dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane (DDE), causes eggshell thinning 
and that the bald eagle population in the United States declined primarily because of exposure to 
DDT and its metabolites.[29] Fish-eating birds are more severely affected than terrestrial predatory 
birds, because the former acquire more pesticides via their food chain.[30] Pesticides can also affect 
reproduction in invertebrates, e.g., sublethal doses of DDT, dieldrin, and parathion increased egg 
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production of Colorado potato beetle after 2 weeks by 50%, 33%, and 65%, respectively.[31] Aquatic 
ecosystems with flowing water can usually recover their structure and function more quickly from 
pesticide effects than ponds with standing water.

effects on Humans

There are a number of ways in which humans can be exposed to pesticides through the environmental 
route. Man’s primary exposure to pesticides is probably via those used domestically in wood preserva-
tion or as household insecticides. Pesticides can endanger workers during production and transpor-
tation or during and after use. Bystanders may also be affected at times, e.g., walkers using public 
rights-of-way on adjacent land or families whose homes are close to crop-spraying activities. One of the 
main hazards of pesticide use is to farm workers and gardeners. A recent study by the Harvard School 
of Public Health in Boston discovered a 70% increase in the risk of developing Parkinson’s disease for 
people exposed to even low levels of pesticides.[32]

The effects of pesticide residues in food and water probably cause a great public concern, 
although reports of clinical poisoning due to residues are extremely rare. Their residual popula-
tion in food commodities is alarming. Leafy vegetables, cereals, fruits, rice, meat, milk, fish, and 
even human milk have been contaminated by various pesticides in a range of 0.1–25.7 mg/kg. The 
herbicide 2,4-D is identified as a carcinogen in humans and dogs. Acephate is a mutagen, carcino-
gen, fetotoxic, feminizes rats, and kills birds. In a multicountry study (Belgium, China, Federal 
Republic of Germany, India, Israel, Japan, Mexico, Sweden, the United States, and Yugoslavia) on 
the assessment of human exposure to selected organochlorine compounds, the residue levels for 
pp’-DDE and β-HCH were found to be higher in the human milk samples collected from developing 
countries such as China, India, and Mexico than in the participating developed countries. A higher 
level of these chemicals in mother’s milk is a clear-cut ref lection of their increased burden through 
their translocation  passage.[33]

A number of bottles of wine were tested for pesticide residues, and 100% of conventional wines 
included in the analysis were found to contain pesticides, with one bottle containing ten different pes-
ticides. On an average, each wine sample contained more than four pesticides. The analysis revealed 24 
different pesticide contaminants, including five classified as being carcinogenic, mutagenic, neurotoxic, 
or endocrine disrupting by the EU. Human health is at risk when chemical residues are present in so 
much of our food supplies.

Children are particularly vulnerable to the toxic effects of pesticides. Studies have found higher 
rates of brain cancer, leukemia, and birth defects in children who suffered early exposure to pesticides. 
A  survey of baby foods in 2000 showed detectable pesticide residues in nearly 50% of foods sampled. 
Fourteen percent of foods tested showed residues of more than one pesticide at levels 30 times the pro-
posed limit of 0.01 mg/kg.[34] A UK government report in 2003 showed that more than 70%, 90%, 61%, 
54%, and 35% of apples, lemons, bread, rice, and potatoes analyzed had pesticide residues, respectively. 
The main source of exposure to pesticides for most people is through diet. A study in 2006 measured 
organophosphorus levels in 23 school children before and after changing their diet to organic food. The 
levels of organophosphorus exposure dropped immediately and dramatically when the children began 
the organic diet.[34]

Over the last few decades, agricultural pesticides have become common household items in rural 
areas of the developing world. In 2014, the Natural Crime Records Bureau of India reported 5650 farmer 
suicides.[35] In India, the first report of poisoning due to pesticides was from Kerala in 1958, where more 
than 100 people died after consuming wheat flour contaminated with parathion.[36] This prompted the 
Special Committee on Harmful Effects of Pesticides constituted by the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research to pay more attention on the problem.[37] Exposure to accidental emissions of methyl isocya-
nate from a pesticide factory in Bhopal, India, killed more than 5000 people, leaving more than 50,000 
with permanent damage.
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Alternatives for Pesticide Problems

The toxic effects of pesticides on our foods, land, and their effects on the health of human beings and their 
progeny make it an issue that is becoming more and more crucial. Integrated pest management (IPM; 
pest surveillance, use of crop varieties resistant to pest, sound cultural practices, biological control, and 
use of ecofriendly pesticides) emphasizes the need for simpler and ecologically safer measures for pest 
control to reduce environmental pollution and other problems caused by excessive and indiscriminate 
use of pesticides. Preference should be given to organic foods that are grown without toxic pesticides by 
organic methods. There are now many biological control tactics available where benign species are used 
to manage less benign ones. Ladybirds (ladybugs) are often introduced to control aphids (greenfly and 
others). Organic nontoxic sprays are used to stimulate the soil. They work by stimulating fungi in the soil 
that help to feed the plants and help them in developing resistance to disease and insect attack. There are 
also many successful barrier methods that help to deter insect attacks (the use of nets to ward off birds 
and larger insects). Companion planting is also used; garlic, for example, helps some plants resist insect 
attacks. There are a small number of organic pesticides that are legitimate to use in organic food produc-
tion system. Some of these can be made at home using simple ingredients such as soap and alcohol.

It is evident that misuse, overuse, and abuse of pesticides lead to many environmental problems as 
discussed. Pesticides must be used as part of a planned systematic pest management program utilizing 
as many control techniques as applicable (IPM).

Novel pesticides’ modes of action, improved safety profiles, and the implementation of alternative 
cropping systems which are less dependent on pesticides could minimize exposure to pesticides and 
undesirable exposure on human health. Moreover, the use of appropriate and well-maintained spraying 
equipment along with taking all the precautions required in all the stages of pesticide handling could 
also reduce exposure to pesticides. The overall pesticide handling according to regulations reducing 
the public concerns in food and drinking water minimize the effects of pesticides in human health and 
environment.[38]

Emphasis should be placed on using all the techniques of organic farming and supplementing 
these with the use of pesticides, i.e., using pesticides as part of an organic farming system. The IPM 
approach will help to minimize the effects of pesticide pollutants on the environment and natural eco-
systems and will also help in economic and ecological sustainable food production.
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introduction

There is growing concern about the trace quantities of highly chlorinated organic compounds 
(e.g.,  dioxins, PCBs, and certain pesticides) that exist in diverse environmental media (air, water, soils, 
sediments, and biota), enter the trophic chain, and reach humans and wildlife. Consequently, there is 
growing scientific, regulatory, and social interest in measuring the levels of chlorinated chemicals in 
environmental media, and in determining the environmental effects of such contamination.

Representative of these synthetic organic chlorine compounds are polychlorinated biphenyls 
 commonly known as PCBs. PCBs are man-made chemicals that never existed in nature until the 1900s 
when they started to be released into the environment by manufacturing companies and consumers. 
Although production of PCBs was banned, when their ability to accumulate in the environment and to 
cause harmful effects became apparent (in 1970, Sweden; in 1972, Japan; in 1977, the United States), these 
chemicals still are found in the environment.[1]

PCBs make up a group of 209 individual chlorinated biphenyl rings—congeners. They were typically 
manufactured as mixtures of 60 to 90 different congeners and were usually contaminated with small 
amounts of very toxic chemicals such as polychlorinated dibenzofurans (furans) or  polychlorinated 
dibenzodioxins (dioxins). The trade names of some commercial PCB mixtures are Aroclor (United States), 
Clophen (Germany), Fenclor (Italy), Kanechlor (Japan), and Phenoclor (France).[2]
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chemical identity

PCBs are a mixture of individual chemicals. The general chemical structure of chlorinated biphenyl 
(two benzene rings with a carbon–carbon bond between carbon 1 on one ring and carbon 1′ on the sec-
ond ring) with a varying number of chlorines is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen from the structure that 
a large number of chlorinated compounds are possible (209 possible congeners) in which 2–10 chlorine 
atoms are attached to the biphenyl molecule. Chlorines can be attached to any of the carbons by remov-
ing the hydrogen from that carbon and substituting the chlorine in its place. The common nomenclature 
used for identifying the location of chlorine atoms on the biphenyl rings is as shown in Figure 1.

The congeners are arranged in ascending numerical order using a numbering system developed by 
Ballschmiter and Zell[3] that follows the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) 
rules of substituent characterization in biphenyls. The resulting PCB numbers, also referred to as conge-
ner, IUPAC, or BZ numbers, are widely used for identifying individual congeners.

Properties of PcBs

Because of physical and chemical properties of PCBs (summarized in Figure 2[4–6]), these chemicals were 
quickly acclaimed as an industrial breakthrough. PCBs are either oily liquids or solids that are colorless 
to light yellow without known smell or taste. In general, PCBs are relatively insoluble in water (solubil-
ity decreases with increased chlorination) but freely soluble in nonpolar organic solvents and biologi-
cal lipids.[7] Because of their thermal stability, they do not easily burn, hence their past popular use as 
coolants, as insulating materials, and for electrical applications. The properties of PCBs vary from one 
congener to the next, e.g., color of PCB mixture darkens, viscosity increases, the flash point rises, and 
the substance becomes less combustible with rising chlorine content. Also, as the number of chlorines in 
a PCB mixture increases, the mixture is more stable and thus resistant to biodegradation. The congeners 
with large numbers of chlorines are also proving to be the ones that present the greatest environmental 
and health risks.

The properties that make PCB mixtures so desirable and applicable in industry (general inertness, 
thermal stability) are the ones that make the mixtures so hazardous to the environment. The toxicity 
of a PCB congener is dependent on the number of chlorines present on the biphenyl structures and 
the positions of the chlorines. The congeners in which there is a coplanar confirmation with chlorine 
substituents on the meta and para positions of the phenyl rings are the most toxic and bioaccumulative 
ones. For instance, congeners with chlorines in both para positions (4 and 4′) and at least 2 chlorines at 
the meta positions (3, 5, 3′, 5′) are considered to be “dioxin like” and are particularly toxic.[8]

The high thermal and chemical resistance of PCB congeners means that they do not readily break 
down when exposed to heat or chemical treatment. However, since PCBs do not break down, they 
remain in the environment. Due to their persistence in the environment and the fact that they are poorly 
biodegraded, PCBs accumulate in the environment.

FIGURE 1 Structure of PCBs.
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Global Distribution and Sources

PCBs were first produced in 1929 for a wide variety of uses because of their unique physical properties 
that made them attractive compounds for industries (see Table 1[9–12]). As more uses were found for 
PCBs, their production increased exponentially. In Table 1, there are identified PCB use areas based 
on their presence in closed, partially closed, and open systems. These designations refer to how easily 
the PCBs contained within a product can escape to the surrounding environment. In closed applica-
tions, PCBs are held completely within the equipment. Under ordinary circumstances, no PCBs would 
be available for exposure to the user or the environment. However, PCB emissions may occur during 
equipment servicing/repairing and decommissioning, or as a result of damaged equipment. Partially 
closed PCB applications, in which the PCB oil is not directly exposed to the environment, but may 
become so periodically during typical use, lead also to PCB emissions, through air or water discharge, 
whereas in open systems, PCBs are in direct contact with the environment and thereby may be easily 
transferred to the environment. Generally, closed and partially closed systems contain PCB oils or 
fluids. The PCBs in open systems take on the form (type of media) of the product they have been used 
in as an ingredient. Therefore, PCBs in open applications may be found in forms ranging from paint 
to plastic or rubber.[9]

The first indication that PCBs may be damaging to human health occurred four decades after PCBs 
were first introduced into the environment. Preliminary studies suggested that PCB s may pose a serious 
health threat to humans, and at the same time, there were indications of widespread distribution and 
longevity throughout the environment. As more attention was turned towards PCBs, it became clearer 
that PCBs were having a negative impact on many biological systems. Eventually, all production and 
importation of PCBs was banned in the 1970s.[13] Today, the production of PCBs has been ceased in many 
countries with the exception of small quantities manufactured strictly for research purposes. However, 
the ecotoxicological problems created by PCB contamination will be evident for many years to come, 
despite the restrictions of PCB utilization.

FIGURE 2 Physicochemical properties of PCBs.
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Although the manufacture, processing, distribution, and use of PCBs are widely prohibited, they 
have been released to the environment solely by human activity and still are redistributed from one 
environmental compartment to another.[1] There still exist a lot of different activities that generate PCB 
wastes. PCBs entered air, water, and soil during their manufacture, use, and disposal, mainly by leakage 
of supposedly closed systems, from landfill sites, incineration of waste, agricultural lands, industrial 
discharges, and sewage effluents. For more details, see Table 2.[14–23]

Nowadays, PCBs are present in all environmental media because of global circulation. The most 
important mechanism for global dispersion of these contaminations is atmospheric transport, which 
depends on the number of chlorines present on the biphenyl molecule:

• Biphenyls with one chlorine atom remain in the atmosphere.
• Those with one to four chlorines gradually migrate toward polar latitudes in a series of 

 volatilization/de- position cycles between the air and the water and/or soil.
• Those with four to eight chlorines remain in midlatitudes.
• Those with eight to nine chlorines remain close to the source of contamination.[24]

There are two classic approaches to model the distribution of PCBs (and other persistent organic 
 pollutants [POPs]).[25] Multicompartment models use just limited meteorological data but include 
detailed descriptions of the partitioning of the species within and between the different environmental 
media,[26] while chemistry transport models have a detailed treatment of transport and chemistry in 

TABLE 1 Examples of Applications of PCBs

Closed Applications
Partially Closed 

Applications Open Applications

• Electrical transformers
• Electrical capacitors

• Power factor capacitors in electrical 
distribution systems

• Lighting ballasts
• Motor start capacitors in refrigerators, 

heating systems, air conditioners, hair 
dryers, water well motors

• Capacitors in electronic equipment 
including television sets and microwave 
ovens

• Electrical motors in some specialized 
fluid-cooled motors

• Electrical magnets in some fluid-cooled 
separating magnets

• Heat transfer fluids
• Hydraulic fluids
• Vacuum pumps
• Switches
• Voltage regulators
• Liquid-filled electrical 

cables
• Liquid-filled circuit 

breakers

• Lubricants
• Immersion oil for microscopes 

(mounting media)
• Brake linings
• Cutting oils
• Lubricating oils

• Casting waxes
• Pattern waxes for investment 

castings
• Surface coatings

• Paints
• Surface treatment for textiles
• Carbonless copy paper
• Flame retardants
• Dust control

• Adhesives
• Special adhesives
• Adhesives for waterproof wall 

coatings
• Plasticizers

• Gasket sealers
• Filling material in joints of 

concrete
• Polyvinyl chloride plastics
• Rubber seals

• Inks
• Dyes
• Printing inks

• Other uses
• Insulting materials
• Pesticides
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the atmosphere but a rather simple description of the compartments other than the atmosphere.[27,28] 
The multicompartment models have been successful in describing the global distribution of POPs and 
their long-term environmental fate in the various compartments.[29,30] Unfortunately, not many direct 
 comparisons between model results and measurement data have been made so far.[31]

environmental Fate

PCBs, as it was indicated before, can partition between environmental media such as atmosphere, 
oceans, rivers, or soils. Differences in partitioning behavior among PCBs reflect differences in their 
physicochemical properties and persistence in the various media.[32]

PCBs do not readily break down in the environment and thus may remain there for a very long 
time. PCBs can travel long distances in the air and be deposited in areas far away from where they were 
released. In water, a small amount of PCBs may remain dissolved, but most stick to organic particles 
and bottom sediments. These toxic compounds can also bind strongly to soil. The degradation and 
 transformation of PCBs entail difficult mechanisms of chemical, biochemical, or thermal destruction.[33] 
These substance may be (and are) accumulated through the trophic chain and reach aquatic  organisms, 
fish, and humans. Consequently, PCBs accumulate in fish and marine mammals, reaching levels that 

TABLE 2 Sources and Transport of PCBs within the Environment

Part of the Environment
Sources of PCBs in the 
Environmental System

Factors Influencing the Pattern and Rates of PCB 
Movement in the Media

Aquatic system— higher 
concentrations in the 
sediments of aquatic 
systems

• Accidental spills of PCB-
containing hydraulic fluids

• Improper disposal
• Combined sewer overflows, or 

storm water runoff
• Runoff and leaching from 

PCB- contaminated sewage 
sludge applied to farmland

• Properties of PCB congeners—desorption of 
PCBs from particulate is more likely to occur 
from lower-chlorinated, more water-soluble 
PCB congeners

• Sorption reactions—with the chlorine 
content of PCB congener, surface area 
increases; with the organic content of the 
sediment, sorption increases

• Sudden hydrographic activity like flooding or 
dredging causes sediments to be resuspended 
and redistributed and can cause the release of 
PCBs from sediments to overlying waters

Air system • Volatilization from soil and water
• Escape from uncontrolled 

landfills and hazardous waste 
sites

• Incineration of PCB-containing 
wastes

• Leakage from older electrical 
equipment

• Improper waste disposal or spills
• Leakage from supposedly closed 

systems
• Incineration of waste
• Industrial discharges
• Sewage effluents

• Air temperature
• Wind speed
• Storm frequency
• Rainfall rates
• Volatility of individual PCB congeners

Soil system • Accidental leaks and spills
• Release from contaminated soils in 

landfills and hazardous waste sites
• Deposition of vehicular emissions near 

roadway soil
• Land application of sewage sludges 

containing PCBs

• Sorption reactions—i.e., highly chlorinated 
congeners are sorbed by soils and remain 
significantly immobile against leaching

• Vapor phase transport—PCB congeners have 
a moderate vapor pressure, so vapor phase 
transport may allow for redistribution or 
migration through the saturated soil pores
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may be many thousands of times higher than in water. That is why there is great interest in different 
pathways for PCB loss, such as volatilization, adsorption on organic matter, and biodegradation, which 
can reduce PCB bioavailability.

Volatilization

PCBs enter the atmosphere from volatilization from both soil and water surfaces.[34] It was reported 
over 35 years ago by Haque,[35] who found minimal PCB loss at ambient temperature. Heat, airflow 
(hood storage), coarse grain size, high water content, and enrichment in lower ortho-chlorinated 
 congeners all were expected to increase the rate and extent of PCB volatilization. As indicated by their 
higher vapor pressures, the lower-chlorinated homologs in particular are subject to volatilization.[36] 
This can result in both a loss and a source of lighter homologs—a source because upon volatilization, the 
 atmosphere is enriched with these homologs, which are then subject to atmospheric deposition. Once 
in the  atmosphere, PCBs are both present in the vapor phase and sorbed to particles. PCBs in the vapor 
phase appear to be more mobile and are transported further than particle-bound PCBs.[24]

Because of their persistence and semi-volatility, PCBs have a great potential for long-range  atmospheric 
transport, which enables them to migrate from the mid-latitudes to the Arctic regions, for instance.[31,37] 
Atmospheric transport may occur in many mechanisms, one of them is a mechanism known as cold 
condensation,[37] by which some PCBs are preferably removed from the atmosphere in cold regions and 
by which they can reach surprisingly high concentrations in the Arctic environment where they can 
bioaccumulate in animals and humans. Less volatile compounds that sorb strongly to atmospheric par-
ticles or that dissolve easily in rain droplets tend to have a more limited potential for long-range atmo-
spheric transport, whereas semivolatile species can be transported over long distances in one or more 
steps towards the Arctic region.[37,38]

Both wet deposition and dry deposition remove PCBs from the atmosphere.[39]

Adsorption and Desorption on organic Matter and Bioavailability

Once released into the environment, PCBs adsorb strongly to soil and sediment. As a result, these com-
pounds tend to persist in the environment, with half-lives for most congeners ranging from months to 
years. Over time, contaminated sediments can be a source of hydrophobic organic contaminants (such 
as PCBs) and a significant health risk to aquatic food webs.[40] Leaching of PCBs from sediment and 
soil is slow, particularly for the more highly chlorinated congeners, and translocation to plants via soil 
is insignificant. Cycling of PCBs through the environment involves volatilization from land and water 
surfaces into the atmosphere, with subsequent removal from the atmosphere by wet or dry deposition, 
then revolatilization.[41]

Sorption properties of PCBs play a significant role in their mobility, ultimate fate in the sediments, 
and availability for degradation. The literature suggests that PCBs preferentially adsorb onto organic 
matter over adsorbing onto clay. Moreover, PCBs can sorb to dissolved organic matter (DOM) or 
 particulate organic matter (POM). When associated with DOM, PCB contaminants are unavailable 
for uptake by organisms and, hence, become less bioavailable. In contrast, although PCBs sorbed to 
POM prevents or constrains direct uptake of PCBs, these contaminants are still available to the detrital 
food web, which is an important pathway in rivers. Planar PCBs bind strongly to POM and are less 
bioavailable.[42] Highly chlorinated homologs sorb strongly to POM and are not assimilated easily by 
detritus feeders.[43]

Bioavailability of sedimentary PCBs is traditionally assessed by measuring PCB uptake into benthic 
organisms over a standard exposure time. More recently, passive samplers have been used  experimentally 
to estimate bio-availability.[44–46]

It is known that a combination of binding processes (sorption) and mass-transport processes 
( diffusion) is responsible for the partitioning of PCBs between aqueous and solid phases, and for 
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their transport between these phases. These processes are also directly involved in and affect the 
 environmental fate of PCBs. Precise quantitative predictions of phase speciation may allow an a  priori 
estimate of the directly bioavailable, dissolved fractions of pollutants, as well as their tendency for 
 long-term  dispersion in the environment. Such predictions are critical in assessing the environmental 
risk from PCB c ontamination.[47]

The data generated during bench-scale adsorption studies and molecular-level study of the 
 mechanism of adsorption of PCBs on substrates in the environment can help in effective desorption 
and the  destruction of the persistent PCBs.[48]

Biodegradation and transformation

The environmental persistence of PCBs results primarily from the inability of natural aquatic and soil 
biota to metabolize and/or degrade the compound at a significant rate. Studies on the b iodegradation 
(degradation by bacteria or other microorganisms) of PCBs show that there are two biologically  mediated 
processes for the degradation of PCBs: anaerobic and aerobic.[49] Microorganisms participate in the 
 biodegradation by producing enzymes, which modify the organic pollutant into simpler compounds in 
such a way that the negative effects may be minimized. Biodegradation is of two forms:

• Mineralization—competent organisms use the organic pollutant as a source of carbon and energy 
resulting in the reduction of the pollutant to its constituent elements.

• Cometabolism—it requires a second substance as a source of carbon and energy for the 
 microorganisms, but the target pollutant is transformed at the same time.[50,51]

If the products of cometabolism are amenable to further degradation, they can be mineralized; ot herwise, 
incomplete degradation occurs. This may result in the formation and accumulation of metabolites that 
are more toxic than the parent molecule requiring a consortium of microorganisms, which can utilize 
the new substance as source of nutrients.[49]

The effectiveness of biodegradation depends on many factors, which are summarized in Table 3.[51–53]

Biodegradation is the only process known to degrade PCBs in soil or aquatic systems. Theoretically, 
the biological degradation of PCBs should result in CO2, chlorine, and water. This process involves 
the removal of chlorine from the biphenyl ring (anaerobic reductive dechlorination) followed by cleav-
age and oxidation of the resulting compound (aerobic oxidative degradation).[54] The anaerobic process 
removes chlorine atoms of highly chlorinated PCBs, those with five or more chlorine atoms, which are 
then mineralized under aerobic condition.[49]

Under anaerobic condition, reductive dechlorination of PCBs occurs in soils and sediments. Different 
microorganisms with distinct dehalogenating enzymes, each exhibiting a unique pattern of congener 
selectivity resulting in various patterns of PCB dechlorination, exist in PCB- contaminated sites,[55] 
including the following isolated bacteria: Desulfomonile tiedjei,[56] Desulfitobacterium, Dehalobacter 
restrictus, Dehalospirillum multivorans, Desulforomonas chloroethenica, Dehalococcoides ethenogenes, 
and the facultative anaerobes Enterobacter strain MS-1 and Enterobacter agglomeram.[57] The rate, extent, 
and route of dechlorination is dependent on the composition of the active microbial community, which 
in turn are influenced by environmental factors such as availability of carbon sources, hydrogen or 
other electron donors, the presence or absence of electron acceptors other than PCBs, temperature, and 
pH.[58] However, a similarity between degradation patterns exists. The position of chlorine atoms on the 
rings affects the rate of biodegradation. Not only are PCBs with para- and meta-substituted rings more 
easily degraded than the ortho-substituted compounds, as shown in Figure 3,[59] but PCBs containing all 
chlorines on one ring are biodegraded faster than those that contain chlorines throughout both rings.

Persistence of PCBs in the environment increases with the degree of chlorination of the congener, i.e., 
compounds with a high degree of chlorination are resistant to biodegradation and degrade slowly in the 
environment. Anaerobic PCB dechlorination reduces the potential risk and potential exposure to PCBs 
because it significantly reduces the bioconcentration potential of the PCB mixture through conversion to 
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congeners that do not significantly bioaccumulate in the trophic chain.[60] Moreover, lightly  chlorinated 
congeners produced by dechlorination can be readily degraded by indigenous bacteria.[61,62]

Aerobic biodegradation involving biphenyl ring cleavage is restricted to the lightly chlorinated 
PCB congeners, those with four or less chlorine atoms, resulting from the dechlorination of highly 
chlorinated congeners.[63,64] Aerobic oxidative destruction involves two clusters of genes. The first 
one is responsible for the transformation of PCB congeners to chlorobenzoic acid, and the second 
cluster is responsible for the degradation of the chlorobenzoic acid. A common growth substrate for 

FIGURE 3 A potential pathway for anaerobic degradation of highly chlorinated PCB congeners to less chlori-
nated ones.

TABLE 3 Environmental Factors That Affect the Biodegradation of PCBs

Factor How It Affects Biodegradation

Structure of the compound, i.e., the 
presence of substituents and their 
position in the molecule

• A high degree of halogenation requires high energy from the 
microorganisms to break the stable carbon-halogen bonds

• Chlorine as the substituent alters the resonant properties of the 
aromatic substance as well as the electron density of specific sites; 
it may result in the deactivation of the primary oxidation of the 
compound by microorganisms

• The positions occupied by substituted chlorines have 
stereochemical effects on the affinity between enzymes and their 
substrate molecule

Solubility of the compound • Microorganisms easily access compounds with high aqueous 
solubility

• Highly chlorinated congeners that are very insoluble in water are 
also very resistant to biodegradation

Concentration of the pollutant • At a low concentration range, degradation increases linearly with 
increase in concentration until such time that the rate essentially 
becomes constant regardless of further increase in pollutant 
concentration

• In general, a low pollutant concentration may be insufficient for 
the induction of degradative enzymes or to sustain growth of 
competent organisms

• A very high concentration may render the compound toxic to the 
organisms

Temperature
pH
Presence of toxic or inhibitory substance 

and competing substances
Availability of suitable electron acceptors
Interactions among microorganisms

• The conditions should be optimal for the microorganism
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PCB-degrading bacteria is biphenyl or monochlorobiphenyl. When biphenyl is utilized by bacteria, 
meta-ring cleavage product is produced. This has been observed in most bacteria studied especially 
in Pseudomonas sp.,[54] as well as in Micrococcus sp.[65] The metabolic pathway used by this family of 
bacteria is illustrated in Figure 4.[65]

Both anaerobic and aerobic metabolism modes transform PCBs. Different microorganisms show 
preferential attack on the PCB molecule, resulting in different patterns of biodegradation. The degree 
of chlorination of the congener and environmental factors influence the degradation potential of the 
compound.[49] Higher-chlorinated biphenyls therefore are potentially fully biodegradable in a sequence 
of anaerobic reductive dechlorination followed by aerobic mineralization of the lower-chlorinated 
products.[66]

Bioaccumulation, Bioconcentration, and Biomagnification

Organisms can accumulate high concentrations of PCBs relative to concentrations of these substances 
in non-biotic portions of the environment. This phenomenon is variously referred to as bioconcentra-
tion, bioaccumulation, and biomagnification.[67] Because some confusion exists in the literature about 
these definitions, we try to explain these more precisely following the terms set out by Gobas and 
Morrison.[68]

Bioaccumulation is a selective process that causes an increased chemical concentration in an organ-
ism compared to that in the surrounding medium and results from uptake by all exposure routes includ-
ing transport across respiratory surfaces, dermal absorption (bioconcentration), and dietary absorption 
(biomagnification). Bioaccumulation can thus be viewed as a combination of bioconcentration and 
biomagnification.

The bioaccumulation factor (BAF) in fish is the ratio of the concentration of the chemical in the 
organism CB to that in water, similar to that of the bioconcentration factor (BCF).

 C C C C=BAF /  or  / ,B WT B WD  

where BAF is the bioaccumulation factor and CB/CWt(WD) is the concentration of the chemical in the 
organism/in water.

The most common approach for evaluating levels of bioaccumulation is to compare the levels retained 
by the organism with levels in the contaminated medium in which they live.[69]

Bioconcentration results from uptake of chemicals from water (usually under laboratory conditions). 
Uptake occurs via the respiratory surface and/or skin and results in the chemical concentration in an 
organism being greater than that in the surrounding medium.

BCF is defined as the ratio of the chemical concentration in an organism, CB, to the total chemical 
concentration in the water, CWT, or to the freely dissolved chemical concentration in water, CWD (it only 

FIGURE 4 A possible pathway for the aerobic oxidative dehalogenation of PCBs.
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takes into account the fraction of the chemical in the water that is biologically available for uptake). The 
BCF is expressed as follows:

 C C C C=BCF /  or  / ,B WT B WD  

where BCF is the bioconcentration factor and CB/CWT(WD) is the concentration of the chemical in the 
organism/in water.

Although sometimes applied to other aquatic species, the principal target organism for BCF 
 assessment tends to be fish, primarily because of their importance as food for many species, including 
humans.

Biomagnification, on the other hand, is the bioaccumulation of a substance up the trophic chain 
when residues are transferred from consumption of smaller organisms by larger ones in the chain. 
It generally refers to the sequence of processes that produces higher concentrations in o rganisms at 
higher levels in the food chain (at higher trophic levels). These processes always results in an organism 
 having higher concentrations of a substance than is present in the organism’s food. Biomagnification 
also results in higher concentrations of the substance than would be expected if water were the 
only  exposure  mechanism.[70] A biomagnification factor (BMF) can be defined as the ratio of the 
 concentration of chemical in the organism (CB) to that in the organism’s diet (CA), and can be 
expressed as

 C C=BMF / ,B A  

where BMF is the biomagnification factor, CB is the concentration of chemical in the organism, and CA 
is the concentration of chemical in the organism’s diet.

This is the simplest definition of a BMF. It can also be described as the ratio of the observed lipid-
normalized BCF to Kow, which is the theoretical lipid-normalized BCF. This is equivalent to the multi-
plication factor above the equilibrium concentration. If this ratio is equal to or less than one, then the 
compound has not been biomagnified. If the ratio exceeds one, then the chemical is biomagnified by 
that factor.

The mechanism of biomagnification is not completely understood. Achieving a concentration of 
a chemical greater than its equilibrium value indicates that the elimination rate is slower than for 
 chemicals that reach equilibrium. Transfer efficiencies of the chemical would affect the relative ratio of 
uptake and elimination. There are many factors that control the uptake and elimination of a  chemical 
after contaminated food is consumed; these include factors specific to the chemical (solubility, Kow, 
molecular weight and volume, and diffusion rates between organism gut, blood, and lipid pools), as well 
as factors specific to the organism (the feeding rate, diet preferences, assimilation rate into the gut, rate 
of chemical’s metabolism, rate of egestion, and rate of organism growth). Because humans occupy a very 
high trophic level, we are particularly vulnerable to adverse health effects from exposure to chemicals 
that biomagnify.[71]

Chemicals that bioaccumulate do not necessarily biomagnify, although many papers report that 
PCB congeners do in fact biomagnify.[72,73] Some early bioaccumulation models used the concept of 
a  food-chain multiplier, which is now considered excessively simplistic.[74] Exposure of PCBs solely 
from one source only occurs in laboratory experiments.[75] In nature, organisms are always exposed 
to  different sources of contaminants, and therefore, what happens in the field is more complex than 
reflected in laboratory studies and cannot easily be emulated by laboratory studies. Mass balance 
 models are simple tools that allow evaluation of various uptake and loss processes.[67] A variety of 
mass balance models have been developed to address water quality issues in lakes, estuaries, and 
slow-flowing water bodies.[76] The simpler models only consider advection and an overall loss due to 
the combined  processes of v olatilization, net transfer to sediment, and degradation. The rate con-
stant for the overall loss is derived from fugacity calculations for a single segment system. The more 
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rigorous models perform fugacity calculations for each segment and explicitly include the processes 
of advection, evaporation, water–sediment exchange, and degradation in both water and sediment. 
In this way, chemical exposure in all compartments (including equilibrium concentrations in biota) 
can be estimated.[77,78] In general, these models consider the organism to be a single “box.”[67,79] These 
models require information about the chemicals, the organism, and associated environmental 
parameters.[79]

PCB congeners with less ortho-substitution are accumulated up the trophic chain at a greater rate 
than other congeners in their homolog group.[74] Non-ortho- substituted congeners, especially those that 
lack adjacent unsubstituted meta and para sites and unsubstituted ortho and meta sites, are undoubtedly 
metabolically recalcitrant in invertebrate and vertebrate tissues.[80] Changes in distributions of con-
geners are mainly caused by transfers among biotic compartments. There is no enrichment in higher 
trophic levels of mono- and non-ortho-substituted congeners. However, many coplanar congeners, 
especially very toxic PCB 77, are depleted with increasing trophic levels; PCB 77 is therefore almost 
certainly metabolized.[74]

Exposure of PCBs solely from one source only occurs in laboratory experiments. In nature, there 
are always multiple sources of contaminants, and therefore, field results must be studied carefully. 
Moreover, the properties of individual PCB congeners substantially affect accumulation or degradation 
pathways. Empirical models only reflect one of several possible mechanisms.[81]

Health effects

As PCBs persist in the environment, the general population is potentially exposed to a variety of PCBs 
via food (especially fish caught in contaminated lakes or rivers, meat, and dairy products), air, surface 
soils, drinking water, and groundwater. In the workplace, people might be exposed to PCBs during 
repair and maintenance of PCB transformers and other old electrical devices, and disposal of PCB 
materials. Although mixtures used in industry are not identical to the combinations of PCBs p resent 
in the environment (or in breast milk), these mixtures have been found to have similar  harmful effects.

The health effects of PCBs have been very widely studied in people (studies of industrial workers 
exposed to PCB-containing mixtures in the course of their work, as well as studies of adults and chil-
dren exposed to PCBs as a result of consuming contaminated fish), laboratory animals, and wildlife 
in contaminated areas. These studies indicate that people who are regularly exposed to PCBs are at 
greater risk for a variety of health problems.[82] Moreover, evidence on the health effects of exposure to 
PCBs has been obtained from two episodes of mass poisoning that occurred in Japan (the 1968 Yusho 
incident) and Taiwan (the 1979 Yu-Cheng incident). Some of the most important findings are sum-
marized below.

Research shows that PCBs cause a variety of adverse health effects depending on the route of expo-
sure, age, sex, and area of the body where PCBs are concentrated. Studies on animals show conclusive 
evidence that PCBs are carcinogenic. Animals that ate food containing large amount of PCBs for short 
periods of time had mild liver damage and some died. PCBs have also been implicated as a cause of mass 
mortalities in seabirds.[49]

Moreover, a number of epidemiological studies of workers exposed to PCBs have been performed. 
The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has concluded that PCBs may reasonably be 
anticipated to be carcinogens. Also, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) have determined that PCBs are probably carcinogenic to 
humans.[83,84] Research also shows that exposure to PCBs in high concentration can have various acute 
effects including a skin disease known as chloracne (skin lesions), liver damage, other non-cancer short-
term effects like body weight loss, impaired immune function, and clinically diagnosable damage to 
the central nervous system, causing headaches, dizziness, depression, nervousness, and fatigue. Other 
adverse health effects of PCBs are liver, stomach, and thyroid gland injuries; behavioral alterations; and 
impaired reproduction.[82]
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The EPA has set a limit of 0.0005 milligrams of PCBs per liter of drinking water (0.0005 mg/L). 
Moreover, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires that infant foods; eggs, milk, and other 
dairy products; fish and shellfish; poultry; and red meat contain no more than 0.2–3 parts of a PCB per 
million (0.2–3 ppm).[84]

Regulations

After the impact of PCBs on the environment was recognized, in 1976, the U.S. Congress charged the 
EPA with regulating the issue of PCBs. The ban on the manufacturing, processing, distribution in com-
merce, and use of PCBs, as well as the PCB disposal and marking regulations, was enclosed in the Toxic 
Substances Control Act (TSCA) of 1976.[85] In 1979, after subsequent amendments, the regulations stipu-
late that the production of PCBs in the United States is generally banned, the use of PCB-containing 
materials still in service is restricted, the discharge of PCB- containing effluents is prohibited, the dis-
posal of materials contaminated by PCBs is regulated, and the import or export of PCBs is only permit-
ted through an exemption granted from EPA.

In the European community, the use of PCBs in open applications such as printing inks and adhe-
sives was banned in 1976 (Directive 76/403/EEC[86]). Use of PCBs as a raw material or chemical interme-
diate has been banned in the European Union (EU) since 1985.[87] In 1996, the 1976 directive was replaced 
by Directive 96/59/EC,[88] which set a deadline of 2010 for complete phase out or decontamination of 
equipment containing PCBs. However, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) global 
treaty adopted at the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (May 2001) stipulates 
that the use in equipment shall be eliminated by 2025.[89] This date is a minimum requirement and 
does not prevent individual governments, or groups of governments, from maintaining earlier phase-
out dates. However, the most important regulations—Council Directive 96/59/EC[88] and HELCOM 
Recommendation 6/1[90]—concerning total banning of PCBs have been fully implemented only by EU 
countries. Furthermore, the Commission has adopted community strategy for dioxins, furans, and 
PCBs aimed at reducing as far as possible the release of these substances in the environment and their 
introduction in the trophic chains.[91]

Despite the existing regulations, there is still a substantial amount of PCBs in use, because  exemption 
has been given in many countries for contained use in existing equipment with long  lifetimes, at least 
for an initial period after a production ban was decided. There are also quantities in storage awaiting 
disposal. The chemical industry is currently making a proposal to solve the d isposal problem.[92]

Disposal of PcBs from the environment

PCBs and PCB-contaminated equipment and oil are required to be properly disposed of in a manner 
similar to that of hazardous waste.

Much effort has been directed towards the selection of technology options for the disposal of PCBs 
from the environment. Although the baseline remediation technology for PCBs is incineration, other 
options do exist. Destruction of PCBs requires the breaking of molecular bonds by an input of thermal 
or chemical energy. The main features of combustion and non-combustion processes are summarized 
in Table 4.[93]

While destruction is to be preferred, some PCBs from a range of consumer goods are likely to enter 
landfills accepting municipal waste. PCBs deposited in landfills may therefore contaminate groundwa-
ter and surface water following migration into leachate. The behavior of PCBs in landfills is far from 
fully understood and a precautionary approach is recommended.
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TABLE 4 Destruction Processes for PCB Wastes

Process Waste Types Accepted Advantages Disadvantages

Incineration • Liquids and dilute 
slurries

• PCB-containing 
waste equipment 
(may require 
preprocessing)

• High destruction 
efficiencies (99.9999% 
or more)

• Meeting legal 
requirements

• Facilities can treat a 
range of wastes, both 
chlorinated and 
non-chlorinated

• Risk of emission of 
harmful substances if 
inadequately controlled

• Careful process control is 
required to maintain 
important parameters 
(residence time, 
temperature, turbulence, 
and oxygen 
concentration) at the 
desired level and to 
ensure the effectiveness 
of the gas cleaning system

• Costly, especially if 
wastes have to be shipped 
off-site

• Some equipment may 
require preprocessing by 
mechanical alteration—
e.g., shredding to expose 
contents of capacitors, 
draining and disassembly 
of transformers, cutting 
large transformers to size, 
or packing solids and 
sludges in drums and 
feeding via a chute

Dechlorination 
processes

Gas phase chemical 
reduction (GPCR)

• PCB-contaminated 
liquids, soils, 
sediments, 
equipment, and 
material

• High destruction 
efficiencies 
(99.9999%)

• Modular, 
transportable, or fixed 
configurations

• The expected 
throughput of the 
main reactor system is 
1000 to 3000 tons/mo

• Need to establish 
treatment conditions for 
individual components

Base catalyzed 
decomposition 
(BCD)

• – Liquids
• – Soil and building 

rubble contaminated 
by POPs

• High destruction 
efficiencies 
(99.9999%)

• Modular, 
transportable, or fixed 
plants

• The process can 
tolerate inorganic and 
organic debris 
provided this material 
is smaller than 50 mm 
or can be shredded 
down to this size

• The first step of BC, 
designed to treat solid 
matrices, requires 
mechanical pretreatment

• Need to establish 
treatment conditions for 
individual components

(Continued)
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conclusion

For decades, PCBs have been recognized as important and potentially harmful environmental 
 contaminants. The intrinsic properties of PCBs, such as high environmental persistence, resistance to 
metabolism in organisms, and tendency to accumulate in lipids have contributed to their ubiquity in 
environmental media and have induced concern for their toxic effects after prolonged exposure.

PCBs are bioaccumulated mainly by aquatic and terrestrial organisms and thus enter the food web. 
Humans and wildlife that consume contaminated organisms can also accumulate PCBs in their tissues. 
Such accumulation is of concern, because it may lead to body burdens of PCBs that could have adverse 
health effects in humans and wildlife.

TABLE 4 (Continued)  Destruction Processes for PCB Wastes

Process Waste Types Accepted Advantages Disadvantages

Sodium reduction Oils with a PCB content 
of up to 10,000 pg/
dm3

Transportable and fixed 
plants

Widely used for in situ 
removal of PCBs from 
active transformers

Need to establish treatment 
conditions for individual 
components

Supercritical water 
oxidation 
(SCWO)

Liquid wastes or solids 
less than 200 
microns in diameter, 
and an organic 
content of less than 
20%

A compact, totally 
enclosed system

All emissions and residues 
may be captured for 
assay and reprocessing 
if needed

Need to establish treatment 
conditions for individual 
components

Plasma arc Liquid waste streams of 
any concentration 
(the most cost-
effective method is to 
treat concentrated 
wastes)

Solids in the form of a 
pumpable fine slurry

Various plasma reactors 
developed for the 
thermal destruction of 
hazardous waste

Transportable and fixed 
units

The system can treat its 
own fly ash plus 
filtration media, 
minimizing secondary 
wastes

Contaminated soil, very 
viscous liquids or sludges, 
other equipment 
(capacitors and 
transformers) can be 
treated after pretreatment

Pyrolysis Solid, liquid and gaseous 
wastes

Transportable and fixed 
configurations

Off gases can be reused as 
synthesis gas

Need to establish treatment 
conditions for individual 
components

Molten salt 
oxidation

Liquids
Solids—only if reduced 

to small particle sizes 
for pneumatic 
conveying

The reaction takes place 
within the salt bath, 
virtually eliminating 
the fugitive 
inventories found in 
incineration

Need to establish treatment 
conditions for individual 
components

Solvated electron 
technology

Liquids
Solid materials (up to 

45 cm diameter)

POP wastes are reduced to 
metal salts and simple 
hydrocarbon 
compounds; PCBs are 
reduced to petroleum 
hydrocarbons, sodium 
chloride, and sodium 
amide

Material with a high water 
content (>40% w/w) 
must be dewatered prior 
to treatment
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Moreover, PCBs are slower to biodegrade in the environment than are many other organic chemicals. 
The low water solubility and the low vapor pressure of PCBs, coupled with air, water, and sediment 
 transport processes, mean that they are readily transported from local or regional sites of  contamination 
to remote areas.

PCBs are transformed mainly through microbial degradation, and particularly reductive 
 dechlorination via organisms that take them up. Metabolism by microorganisms and other animals 
can cause relative proportions of some congeners to increase while others decrease. Because the 
 susceptibility of PCBs to degradation and bioaccumulation is congener specific, the composition of 
PCB congener mixtures that occur in the environment differs substantially from that of the original 
industrial mixtures released into the environment. Generally, the less-chlorinated congeners are more 
water soluble, more volatile, and more likely to biodegrade. On the other hand, higher-chlorinated 
PCBs are often more resistant to degradation and volatilization and sorb more strongly to particulate 
matter. Some higher-chlorinated PCBs tend to bioaccumulate to greater concentrations in tissues of 
animals than do lower- molecular-weight ones. The higher-chlorinated PCBs can also biomagnify in 
food webs.

There is still much to be learned about the chemistry of PCBs. Current research focuses on finding 
ways to break the molecules down into harmless compounds. The biodegradation of PCBs utilizing 
microorganisms presently appears to be our best hope for removing PCBs from the environment.

Glossary

BAF: Bioaccumulation factor
BCF: Bioconcentration factor
BMF: Biomagnification factor
BZ number: A system of sequential numbers for the 209 PCB congeners introduced in 1980 by 

Ballschmiter and Zell that identifies a given congener simply and precisely. Also referred to as 
congener, IUPAC, or PCB number.

DHHS: Department of Health and Human Services
DOM: Dissolved organic matter
EPA: Environmental Protection Agency
FDA: Food and Drug Administration
IARC: International Agency for Research on Cancer
PCBs: Polychlorinated biphenyls
POM: Particulate organic matter
POPs: Persistent organic pollutants
TSCA: Toxic Substances Control Act
UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme
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13
Toxic Substances

Sven Erik Jørgensen

introduction

This entry gives a short overview of the toxic contaminants that we most often detect in the environ-
ment and consider the most threatening compounds. As we are using about 100,000 different chemicals 
in modern society, we can expect to find 100,000 different compounds plus intermediates of these com-
pounds resulting from a wide spectrum of decomposition processes that take place in the environment. 
To be able to give an overview of many chemical compounds, their fates, effects, and associated risks, it is 
necessary to make a classification of the compounds. Below is a brief treatment of the properties, effects, 
characteristic processes, and particular risks of the following classes of contaminants that represent the 
most toxic compounds that we are using and the most harmful compounds for the environment.

 1. Petroleum hydrocarbons
2. PCBs and dioxins
3. Pesticides
4. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
5. Heavy metals
6. Detergents
7. Synthetic polymers and xenobiotics applied in the plastics industry

 
 
 
 
 
 

Only the organometallic compounds are considered in this overview, while several other entries cover 
contamination by heavy metals in general. The seven classes are presented in the succeeding sections.

For more comprehensive coverage of toxic chemical compounds in the environment, refer to 
Loganathan and Lam,[1] Newman and Unger,[2] Hoffman et al.,[3] and Schuurmann and Markert.[4]

Petroleum Hydrocarbons

Petroleum hydrocarbons include a variety of organic compounds. Hydrocarbons (compounds composed 
of carbon and hydrogen) constitute only 50%–90% of petroleum. They are n-alkanes, branched alkanes, 
cycloalkanes, and aromatics. Cycloalkanes comprise usually the largest portion of hydrocarbons in 
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petroleum, while aromatics are usually present to the extent of 20% or less. Characteristic compounds 
are benzene, alkyl-substituted benzenes, and fused-ring PAHs (see also group D). Some of these aro-
matics are carcinogenic, and this is probably the group that is of greatest environmental concern. In 
addition to hydrocarbons, petroleum contains sulfur and nitrogen compounds, such as thiophene, eth-
anethiol, and pyridine derivatives.

Petroleum compounds are emitted or discharged into all spheres.
Evaporation removes the lower molecular weight of the more volatile components of the petroleum 

mixture. Hydrocarbons with vapor pressures equal to that of n-octane (0.019 atm at room temperature) 
or greater will be lost quickly via evaporation.

The lower-molecular-weight hydrocarbons tend also to be the most water soluble, but for the same 
molecular weight, aromatic hydrocarbons are more soluble than cycloalkanes, which are more soluble 
than branched alkanes, with the n-alkanes being the most insoluble in water. Petroleum products are 
discharged directly to the sea by accidents or by violation of international regulations. In a massive dis-
charge of petroleum products, which has been recorded in several ship accidents, most of the petroleum 
will initially float on the surface of marine waters as a slick. Eventually, most slicks are dispersed widely 
and form a 0.1 mm thick layer on the water. If drift results in landfall, or contact with coral or mangrove 
communities, a disastrous environmental impact may occur.

Fortunately, chemical transformation and degradation processes act on petroleum compounds in the 
environment. Microbial transformation and photo oxidation are of particular importance.

The aromatic compounds of petroleum are the most toxic substances present. They are lethal to crus-
taceans and fish with LC50 in the range of 0.1–10 mg/L.

PCBs and dioxins are characterized as aromatic compounds with a high content of chlorine. As the 
names cover polychlorinated biphenyls and polychlorinated dibenzo(1,4)dioxins, there are many differ-
ent individual compounds under these labels. For instance, 209 different PCB compounds are known, 
although only about 130 are found in commercial mixtures. Figures 1 and 2 show the molecular struc-
tures and names of some of the most common PCBs and dioxins.

The applications of PCBs have been quite diverse (capacitor oil, plasticizers, printer’s ink, etc.), but 
due to investigations in the 1960s and 1970s, in which it was found that PCBs occurred widely in the 
environment and significant bioaccumulation took place, voluntary restrictions were introduced and all 
“open” applications were banned.

FIGURE 1 The molecular structure and names of four common PCBs.

PcBs and Dioxins
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Dioxins are not deliberately produced, but are by-products of chemical processes involving chlorine, 
for instance, production of various organochlorine and bleaching of pulp and of combustion processes 
if chlorine-containing compounds are present.

Both PCBs and dioxins are characterized by a low water solubility and a high Kow (most components 
have log Kow > 5). Both groups of compounds are very persistent to decomposition processes, which 
explains why they are strong bioaccumulators, although dioxins have a UV–VIS absorption spectrum 
that results in significant absorption from solar radiation. Some dioxins have a half-life time in the 
troposphere of a few days. 

Pesticides

Pesticides are used to remove pests and, due to their direct use in nature, have probably been the most 
criticized environmental contaminants. Usage of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) and relate-
dinsecticides accelerated during the 1940s and the subsequent decades until environmental doubt 
occurred in the mid-1960s. Since 1970, DDT has been banned in most industrialized countries, but it is 
still used in developing countries, for instance, India, where it has resulted in very high body concentra-
tions in the Indian population. All chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides are banned in most industrial-
ized countries due to their persistence and ability to bioaccumulate (Kow is high).

Pesticides can be divided into the following classes depending on their use and their chemical structure:

• Herbicides comprise carbamates, phenoxyacetic acids, triazines, and phenylureas.
• Insecticides encompass organophosphates, carbamates, organochlorines, pyrethrins, and 

pyrethroids.
• Fungicides are dithiocarbamates, copper, and mercury compounds. See also the entries covering 

these two metals.

FIGURE 2 Molecular structure and names of five common dioxins.
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The pesticides are an extremely chemically diverse group of substances, as they only have in common 
their toxicity to pests. A few of the most important molecules are shown in Figure 3. They are mostly 
produced synthetically although the natural pesticide pyrethrin has achieved commercial success.

Chlorohydrocarbons are strongly bioconcentrated, as already emphasized. In addition, they are very 
toxic to a wide range of biota, particularly to aquatic biota.

Organophosphates are almost equally toxic to biota, but due to these compounds’ lack of persistence, 
higher solubility in water, and bioaccumulation capacity, they are still in use.

Carbamates are relatively water soluble and have limited persistence. They are, however, toxic to a 
wide range of biota. They act by inhibiting cholinesterase.

The pyrethins have a complex chemical structure and a high molecular weight. Thus, they are poorly 
soluble in water and tend to be lipophilic. They are, however, readily degraded by hydrolysis. They are 
more attractive to use than most of the other pesticides due to their very low mammalian toxicity.

Phenoxyacetic acid is a very effective herbicide but contains trace amounts of tetrachloro-dibenzo-dioxin.
Pesticides are banned in organic agriculture where they are replaced by other methods, for instance, 

mechanical and biological methods (use of predator insects).

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

PAHs are molecules containing two or more fused 6C aromatic rings. They are ubiquitous contaminants 
of the natural environment, but growing industrialization has increased environmental concern about 
these components. Two common members are naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene (see Figure 4). PAHs 
are usually solids, with naphthalene (lowest molecular weight) having a melting point of 81°C.

FIGURE 3 Molecular structure and names of five common pesticides.
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The natural sources of PAHs in the environment are forest fires and volcanic activity. The anthropo-
genic sources are coal-fired power plants, incinerators, open burning and motor vehicle exhaust. As a 
result of these sources, PAHs commonly occur in air, soil, and biota. They are lipophilic compounds able 
to bioaccumulate. The low-molecular- weight compounds are moderately persistent, while for example 
benzo(a)pyrene, with a higher molecular weight, persists in aquatic systems for up to about 300 weeks.

They are relatively toxic to aquatic organisms and have LC50 values for fish in the range of 0.1–10 
mg/L. The major environmental concern of PAHs is that many PAHs are carcinogenic. It is has been 
shown[5] that benzo(a)pyrene is an endocrine disrupter and that many more PAHs have the environ-
mental adverse effect of disturbing the hormone balance of nature.

Human exposure to PAHs occurs through tobacco smoking as well as through compounds in food 
and the atmosphere.

organometallic compounds

Organometallic compounds are compounds having metal carbon bonds, where the carbon atoms are part 
of an organic group. The best known example is probably tetraethyl lead, which is used as an a dditive to 
gasoline. It has now been phased out of use in many countries—all industrialized countries—due to its 

FIGURE 4 Molecular structure and names of five common PAHs.
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environmental consequences. Organometallic compounds can be formed in nature from metal or metal 
ions, for instance, di- methylmercury, or are produced for various purposes, as catalysts (e.g., organo-
aluminum), as pesticides (e.g., organoarsenic and organotin compounds), as stabilizers in polymers 
(e.g., organotin compounds), and as gasoline additives (e.g., organolead compounds). Organometallic 
compounds exhibit properties that are different from those of the metal itself and inorganic derivatives 
of the metal, for instance, a relatively higher toxicity than the metals.

Most organometallic compounds are relatively unstable and undergo hydrolysis and photolysis easily. 
Most organometallic compounds have weakly polar carbon–metal bonds and are often hydrophobic. They 
therefore only dissolve in water to a small extent and are readily sorbed onto particulates and sediments.

The most harmful organometallic compounds from an environmental point of view are organomer-
cury, organotin, organolead, and organoarsenic, which are all very toxic to mammals.

Detergents (and Soaps)

Detergents and soaps contain surface active agents (surfactants) that are classified according to the 
charged nature of the hydrophilic part of the molecule:

• Anionic: negatively charged
• Cationic: positively charged
• Nonionic: neutral, but polar
• Amphoteric: a zwitterion containing positive and negative charges

They are produced and consumed in large quantities and are mostly discharged into the sewage system 
and end up in wastewater plants. The early surfactants contained highly branched alkyl hydrophobes 
that were resistant to biodegradation. These surfactants are largely obsolete today, having been replaced 
by linear alkyl benzene sulfonates (LAS) and other biodegradable surfactants.

The toxicity to mammals is generally low for all surfactants, while the toxicity to aquatic organisms 
is relatively high (LC50 from about 0.1 to about 77 mg/L). The toxicity will generally increase with the 
carbon chain length (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 5 Log LC50 is plotted versus the number of carbon atoms in the chain for LASs. As seen, increased chain 
length implies increased toxicity.
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Many surfactants bind strongly to soils and sediments, which implies that, to the extent that they are 
not biodegraded in a biological treatment plant, they will mainly be found in the sludge phase.

Synthetic Polymers and Xenobiotics 
Applied in the Plastics industry

Synthetic polymers and xenobiotics applied in the plastics industry form a very diverse group of com-
pounds from a chemical viewpoint. Synthetic polymers are useful (plumbing, textiles, paint, floor, cov-
ering, and as the basic material for a wide spectrum of products) because they are resistant to biotic 
and abiotic processes of transformation and degradation. These properties, however, also cause envi-
ronmental management problems associated with the use of these components. In addition, several 
xenobiotic compounds are used as additives, softeners, stabilizers, and so on in synthetic polymer to 
improve their properties. Some of these additives are very toxic and may cause other and additional 
environmental problems; for instance, phthalates are widely used in the plastics industry and it has been 
demonstrated that phthalates have effects as endocrine disrupters.

After use, synthetic polymers are usually incinerated together with industrial and household garbage 
(solid waste). The presence of poly-vinyl-plastic (PVC) will imply that hydrochloric acid and, to a certain 
extent, dioxins are formed, but this is strongly dependent on the incineration conditions. As it is difficult 
to separate different types of plastics, it has been discussed to phase out the use of PVC, but due to the 
unique properties of PVC, this has not yet been decided.
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14
Allelochemics

John Borden

terminology

To clarify in part the emerging maze of newly discovered message-bearing chemicals, or semiochemi-
cals (Gk. semeion, sign or signal), the term allelochemic (Gk. allelon, of each other) was coined in 1970 
to embrace any semiochemical with interspecific activity.[1] Thus allelochemics are distinguished from 
pheromones (Gk. pherum, to carry; horman, to excite) that convey a message between organisms of the 
same species. Three categories of allelochemics are commonly recognized.

Kairomones (Gk. kairos, opportunistic) are allelochemics that provide an adaptive advantage to the 
perceiver. In most cases there is no benefit, or even harm, to the emitter, for example, the attraction of 
predators to the odor of their prey. The evolution of such chemicals as true biological signals would be 
disadaptive, and therefore unlikely. Therefore some semantic purists remove all evolutionary implica-
tions pertaining to kairomones by referring to them as infochemicals.

Allomones (Gk. allos, other) are allelochemics that convey an adaptive advantage to the emitter. The 
repellent odor of an alarmed skunk is often used as an example. However, in an evolutionary sense it 
may also be adaptive for the receiver to be able to detect and avoid the skunk’s odor, for example, for a 
predator not to be “tagged” with an aroma that warns potential prey of its presence. Therefore, a skunk’s 
odor is more aptly termed a synomone (Gk. syn, with), an allelochemic that conveys a mutual advantage 
to both the emitter and the receiver.

Most allelochemics have a releaser effect, in which behavioral responses are evoked. However, they 
may also have a primer effect, in which a physiological or biochemical function is stimulated or inhibited.

natural occurrence

Table 1 provides a small window on the thousands of allelochemic interactions that occur in nature. 
The compounds that mediate these interactions are equally diverse (Figure 1). Very few interactions are 
mediated by a single compound; most involve relatively simple blends; and some, for example, floral 
fragrances, comprise dozens of compounds in a single blend. Although Table 1 provides examples of 
allelochemic interactions among terrestrial plants, arthropods, and vertebrates, many are also found 
among aquatic organisms, and examples occur in all Kingdoms and Phyla.

Kairomonal interactions include the attraction of many species of phytophagous insects to their host 
plants, entomophagous insects to their prey or to insects that they parasitize, and blood-feeding dip-
tera to their vertebrate hosts.[1–3] They also include the avoidance by prey species of odors associated 
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TABLE 1 Examples of Natural Occurrence and Function of Allelochemicsa

Type of 
Allelochemic 
and Source Example

Kairomone:
Plants Attraction of Colorado potato beetles, Leptinotarsa decemlineata, to 6-carbon leaf volatiles, e.g., (E)-2-hexen-

1-ol-(2), from solanaceous plants
Attraction of ambrosia beetles, Trypodendron lineatum, Gnathotrichus sulcatus and G. retusus, to ethanol (1) 

from moribund coniferous trees, logs, and stumps
Attraction and stimulation of oviposition by onion maggots, Delia antigua, in response to mono- and 

disulfides, e.g., dipropyl disulfide (3) from onions, Allium cepa
Employment of host tree kairomones, e.g., a-pinene (8) from conifers and a-cubene (10) from elms as 

synergists of aggregation pheromones that mediate mass attack of trees by bark beetles e.g., the Douglas-fir 
beetle, Dendroctonus pseudotsugae, and the smaller European elm bark beetle, Scolytus multistriatus, 
respectively

Insects Stimulation in a parasitic chalcidoid wasp, Trichogramma evanescens, of searching for and oviposition in 
corn earworm eggs, Helicoverpa zea, by tricosane (15) in moth scales adhering to newly laid eggs

Attraction of predaceous clerid beetles, Thanasimus and Enoclerus spp. to aggregation pheromones, 
e.g., ipsenol (19), ipsdienol (20), and frontalin (22) of their bark beetle hosts

Vertebrates Attraction of blood-feeding mosquitoes to CO2 (23) exhaled by mammals
Attraction of tsetse flies, Glossina spp., to volatiles, e.g., acetone (24) and 1-octen-3-ol (25) from bovine 

animals on which they feed
Avoidance by voles, Microtus spp., of volatile chemicals in the urine of mustellid predators, e.g., 

2-propylthiotane (26) and 3-propyl-1,2-dithiolane (27) from short-tailed weasels, Mustella erminea
Allomone:
Plants Inhibition of germination of growth of one species of plant by allelopathic chemicals produced in the leaves, 

roots, or other tissues of another plant, e.g., by juglone (7) leaching from the leaves of black walnut trees, 
Juglans nigra

Disruption of growth, metamorphosis, or reproduction of insect herbivores by producing insect hormones or 
hormone analogues, e.g., juvabione (11), a juvenile hormone mimic in true firs, Abies spp.

Spiders Emission of moth sex pheromones, e.g., (Z)-9-tetradecenyl acetate (18) by bolas spiders, Mastophora spp., to 
attract male moths as prey

Insects Mimicking the cuticular recognition compounds, e.g., 11-methyl pentacosane (16) of larval ants by caterpillars 
of lycenid butterflies, syrphid fly larvae, and scarab beetle larvae, thereby gaining entry into and acceptance 
within ant nests, where they prey on ant brood

Synomone:
Plants Avoidance of nonhost plants by insects in response to volatiles emitted by the plants, e.g., repellency of 

coniferophagous bark beetles, e.g., the mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae, to conophthorin 
(13) (also a repellent pheromone of cone and twig beetles) in the bark of birches, Betula spp.

Repellency of black bean aphids, Aphis fabae, to methyl salicylate (4) in the volatiles of nonhost plants 
Tritophic interaction in which corn plants, Zea mays, respond to volicitin (14) (a kairomone) in the saliva of 
beet armyworm caterpillars, Spodoptera exigua, feeding on them by producing specific blends of volatiles 
(synomones), e.g., (E)-4, 8-dimethyl-1,3,7-nonatriene (9) that attract females of a parasitic wasp, Cotesia 
marginiventris, which in turn oviposit on the feeding caterpillars

Attraction of honey bees, Apis mellifera, to multicomponent blends of floral volatiles, e.g., geraniol (12), of 
many species of angiosperm plants, with mutual benefit of pollination to the plant and a pollen and nectar 
source to the bees

Insects Antagonists in the blends of moth sex pheromones that repel males of related species, ensuring reproductive 
isolation even though the major pheromone components are attractive to males of both species, e.g., 
(Z)-9-tetradecanal (17), a pheromone component of threelined leafrollers, Pandemis limitata, that inhibits 
response of oblique banded leafroller males, Choristoneura rosaceana, to threelined leafroller females

Mutual repellency between aggregation pheromones of two species of bark beetles, e.g., (R)-(–)-ipsdienol 
(20) produced by pine engravers, Ips pini, and (S)-( – )-ipsenol (19) produced by California fivespined ips, I. 
paraconfusus, reserving the host phloem resource for the first-arriving species, and avoiding interspecific 
exploitative competition

a Numbers in parentheses correspond with numbered compounds in Figure 1.
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with predators, a phenomenon found in five animal phyla, but curiously not yet among terrestrial 
insects.[4] Sometimes more than one type of semiochemical may be involved; for example, the aggrega-
tion of bark beetles necessary to mass attack and kill a tree is mediated by a blend of aggregation phero-
mones synergized by host tree kairomones.

Allomonal interactions may employ “trickery”,[5] for example, bolas spiders that emit moth sex pher-
omones that lure mate-seeking male moths to their death, and many species of myrmecophiles (ant 
 lovers) that gain access to ant nests by chemically mimicking the cuticular recognition compounds of 
ants on which they prey. The most well-known allomones are released by or are contained in plants, and 
have a primer effect. Allelopathic allomones are often leached from the leaves (or other parts) of plants 
of one species, and inhibit the germination of seeds or growth of plants in other species that could be 
potential competitors.[6] Some plants may also produce defensive allomones against insect herbivores, 
for example, hormones or analogues of hormones that disrupt the growth and metamorphosis of their 
insect enemies.

Among the many examples of synomones are repellents that ensure reproductive isolation between 
closely related species of insects, or mitigate against the occurrence of interspecific exploitative com-
petition for a limited host resource. Often synomones are the same compounds as one or more of the 

FIGURE 1 Structural formulae of compounds given in Table 1 exemplifying some of the chemical diversity among 
allelochemics as follows: primary alcohol (1, 2), secondary alcohol (25), disulfide (3), aromatic ester (6),  unsaturated 
ester (18) monoterpene (8), sesquiterpene (9, 10), sesquiterpenoid (11), terpene alcohol (12,  19,  20),  terpene 
ketone (21), spiroacetal (13), fatty acid derivative conjugated to an amino acid (14), straight chain hy drocarbon 
(15),  branched hydrocarbon (16), unsaturated aldehyde (17), bicyclic ketal (22), atmospheric gas (23),  ketone 
(24),  thiotane (26), and thiolane (27).
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components that convey a pheromonal message, for example, to attract mates or to aggregate on or near 
a food source. There is increasing evidence that host-seeking phytophagous insects not only use kairo-
mones to find their host plants, but also use synomones to avoid nonhost plants on which their fitness 
would be greatly reduced. Synomonal floral scents provide a mutual benefit to flowering plants that gain 
from pollination by insects that in turn are attracted to a nutritious nectar or pollen source.

Another type of allelochemic interaction involves three trophic levels and the action of both kairo-
monal and synomonal stimuli.[3] In one remarkable example of this type of tritrophic interaction, corn 
plants being fed on by beet armyworm caterpillars are exposed to minute amounts of a kairomone 
called volicitin in the insect’s saliva. Volicitin has a primer effect, eliciting the plant to synthesize a spe-
cific blend of volatile synomonal compounds that attract females of a parasitic wasp. The wasp oviposits 
in the beet armyworm larvae, benefiting by finding its host, and in turn providing an advantage to the 
plant by parasitizing and killing the caterpillar.

Practical Applications

Knowledge about the natural occurrence and role of allelochemics opens up a huge, but relatively 
untapped, potential for exploiting them as pest management tools.[2] In some cases the knowledge itself 
is important. Plant breeders may seek varieties of plants that contain or release chemicals that deter 
feeding or development by phytophagous insects. Plants with allelopathic characteristics, for example, 
Eucalyptus spp., may be useful in landscaping to reduce weed problems. Species or varieties rich in 
attractive kairomones may be used as trap crops for various insect pests. In the production of transgenic 
agricultural crops it is critical not to lose the capacity for tritrophic interaction that will ensure parasit-
ism of herbivorous insects, lest the genetically modified plants be more vulnerable to insect pests than 
unmodified plants.

In other cases, the capacity to use allelochemics as pest management tools may be demonstrated, but 
technological, economic, or social limitations may prevent their use. Allelopathic allomones from plants 
are under consideration for development as a new class of biodegradable herbicides.[7] But to date none 
can compete with conventional chemical herbicides with regard to ease of synthesis, capacity for for-
mulation, efficacy, and/or safety. If used widely, some allelo-pathogens may pose an unacceptable threat 
to environmental or human health. Recent investigations show considerable promise for using nonhost 
volatiles to “disguise” herbivorous host plants or trees as nonhosts, but commercial formulations have 
not yet appeared on the market, in part because of the challenge and expense of registering those allelo-
chemic products as pesticides. Similar problems beset the development and use of predator volatiles to 
protect plants from damage by herbivorous vertebrates such as deer and voles.

Despite the above limitations, a few kairomones have found widespread commercial use.[2,8] Among 
them is methyl engenol, which is used worldwide for capturing tephritid fruit flies, both for detection 
of unwanted introductions and for direct suppression of populations in a lure and kill tactic employing 
an insecticide-laced substrate baited with methyl engenol. A lure and kill tactic is also used effectively 
for control of tsetse flies that are drawn by acetone and 1-octen-3-ol baits to insecticide-treated “target” 
traps that simulate the silhouette of a large vertebrate. Other applications combine kairomones with 
pheromones. A combination of phenethyl proprionate and methyl engenol with the sex pheromone of 
the Japanese beetle is used in many thousands of traps in the United States each year. Similarly the kai-
romones ethanol and α-pinene have been used since 1981 in combination with aggregation pheromones 
in commercial mass trapping programs for three species of ambrosia beetles in British Columbia.

Allelochemics may also find use in the future in the application of “push-pull” tactics, in which one 
repellent volatile treatment is used to protect a plant or group of plants from attack by insects (push), 
and another attractive treatment is used in baited traps or trap plants to pull the insects away. One out-
standing example of a successful push-pull application saved a rare stand of endangered Torrey pines in 
California from being killed by the California five spined ips. Two repellent synomones, verbenone, pro-
duced by western pine beetles, and (–)-ipsdienol, produced by pine engravers, were deployed inside the 
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uninfested portion of the stand, and traps baited with attractive aggregation pheromone were arrayed 
in an adjacent area of beetle-killed pines. Over 86 weeks beginning in May 1999, 330,717 beetles were 
captured.

conclusion

Despite many studies, most natural allelochemic interactions are yet to be discovered. The adoption of 
allelochemics as pest management tools has been limited. However, there is great potential for judicious 
selection and commercial development of allelochemics, particularly in integrated pest management 
programs that will combine a number of alternative ecologically based tactics with the reduced use of 
conventional chemical pesticides.
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Aluminum

introduction

Aluminum (Al) is a metallic element characterized by its low density (2.7 g/cm3) and resistance to cor-
rosion due to the formation of a protective oxide layer on the surface. It is the most common (8%) 
metallic element of the earth’s crust and the third most common element (after oxygen and silicon) on 
earth (Wehr, Blamey, and Menzies 2007). The element reacts strongly with oxygen-containing ligands 
and never occurs naturally as pure metal. It forms both octahedral and tetrahedral coordination com-
pounds and occurs only in the trivalent oxidation state. In soil, Al-containing minerals dissolve at low 
pH, especially below pH 4.5, and release Al into the soil solution and aquatic environment. Al can also 
occur in the atmosphere as aeolian dust or ash.

Soluble forms of Al can have toxic effects on plants, humans, as well as soil and aquatic organisms, but 
alleviation of Al toxicity can be achieved by increasing the pH to above 4.5. Aluminum present in water 
and food is not readily taken up by humans. Nano-sized Al particles in the environment may result in 
some effects on plants and animals but more research is needed.

The chemistry and uses of Al are discussed, as well as the sources and alleviation of Al toxicity in 
soils, water, and atmosphere. Finally, the environmental toxicology of Al to plants, microorganisms, and 
animals is briefly discussed.
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chemistry of Al

Dissolution of Al minerals at low pH releases octahedral Al3+, which is hexa-coordinated with water 
molecules (Martin 1996). Soluble Al3+ is classified as a hard acid due to its small ionic radius of 0.053 nm 
and reacts strongly with “hard” ligands such as oxygen and fluoride (Martin 1996, Martell et al. 1996). 
It also forms stable complexes with didentate and multidentate ligands (chelate effect) (Martell et al. 
1996, Salifoglou 2002). As the pH of an acidic Al solution is increased, especially >4, hydrolysis of Al 
occurs, giving rise to a series of Al-hydroxy species [AlOH2+, AlOH +

2 , and Al(OH)3] (Martin 1996), 
which may undergo aggregation (polymerization) via OH bridges if the Al concentration is sufficiently 
high (>0.3 mg/L) (>10 μM) (Furrer, Trusch, and Muller 1992). As the pH is raised above pH 6, Al changes 
its coordination number to 4 and yields tetrahedral aluminate (AlOH –

4 ) (Martin 1996). Depending 
on the pH and Al concentration in solution, hydrolyzed Al species may aggregate and form poly-
meric ( polycationic) Al species such as Al2(OH) 4+

2 , Al3(OH) 5+
4 , and Al8(OH)20(H2O)x4+, the “gibbsite 

 fragment” model forms, Al (OH) (H O) 6+ through Al (OH) 18+ 7+
6 12 2 12 54 144(H2O)36 , Al13O4(OH)24(H2O)12  (Al13), 

and Al2O8Al28(OH) 18
56(H2O) +

26  species (Bertsch and Parker 1996, Brown et al. 1985, Orvig 1993, Sarpola 
et  al. 2006, Wang and Muhammed 1999). The Al13 polycation in solution is highly toxic to root elonga-
tion (Bertsch and Parker 1996). While many more Al polymers have been proposed, the experimental 
evidence in support of these species is limited.

Al Uses and Production

Due to its corrosion resistance, light weight, and excellent thermal and electrical conductivity, 
the metal is extensively used in the building and construction industries (window frames, doors, 
external cladding, A/C ducts, thermal insulation), automotive (engine blocks, car bodies), shipping 
(hulls) and aerospace industries (aircraft bodies), power lines, and food packaging (cans and other 
containers, foil). Aluminum salts and compounds are used for water purification, in which alum 
(KAl(SO4)2.12H2O) is important, as catalysts in the chemical industry, and as ingredients in cos-
metics (antiperspirants), pharmaceuticals (antacids, vaccine adjuvant), and foods (baking powder, 
spreading agent) (Table 1).

The main producer of bauxite ore is Australia (30% of world production, 88 Mt in 2017), with 
China, Brazil, Guinea, Jamaica and India producing lesser quantities (Resources-and-Energy-
Quarterly 2018) (Table 2). The main producers of alumina in 2017 were Australia and China (World-
Aluminum.org 2019), whereas smelting (refining of bauxite) is occurring in regions with cheap 
electrical energy (Table 2).

TABLE 1 Global Uses of Al (2018)

Use (%)

Transport and manufacturing 41
Packaging 20
Construction 14
Electrical 8
Consumer durables 7
Machinery 7
Other 3

Source: https://archive.industry.gov.au/Office-of-the-Chief-Economist/
Publications/ResourcesandEnergyQuarterlyMarch2018/documents/
Resources-and-Energy-Quarterly-March-2018-Aluminium-alumina-
and-bauxite.pdf (accessed 29 March 2019).
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Sources of Al in Soil

Al Minerals

The main Al-containing primary minerals are feldspars and micas. Several gemstones (ruby, sapphire, tour-
maline) also contain Al. The primary Al-containing minerals weather initially to 2:1 layer aluminosilicate 
clay minerals (e.g., vermiculite, montmorillonite, smectite), which upon further weathering form 1:1 layer 
aluminosilicates such as kaolinite. Further weathering of clay minerals leads to leaching of silica and base 
cations (calcium and magnesium), leaving behind hydrous aluminum oxide (e.g., gibbsite, boehmite, and 
diaspore) in the form of bauxite, which is an important aluminum ore (Wehr, Blamey, and Menzies 2007).

Forms of Soluble Al in Soil

In acidic soils (pH < 4.5), aluminosilicate clay minerals are unstable and dissolve, releasing the trivalent 
Al3+ cation. The solubility of Al increases three orders of magnitude for every unit decrease in solution 
pH: at pH 4.5 the soluble Al concentration is around 0.09 mg/L (3.5 µM), decreasing to 95 ng/L (3.5 nM) 
at pH 5.5 (Menzies, Bell, and Edwards 1994). The trivalent Al3+ ion is toxic to plant roots at concentra-
tions of 0.1–1 mg/L (5–50 µM) (Brown et al. 2008, Horst, Wang, and Eticha 2010, Poschenrieder et al. 
2008). The Al3+ ion is readily complexed by soil organic matter and the soil organic matter controls the 
Al availability in most soils containing sufficient organic matter (Adams et al. 2000, Brown et al. 2008, 
Lofts et al. 2001, Simonsson 2000, Skyllberg 1999, Guo et al. 2007). In mineral soils low in organic mat-
ter, the availability of Al is determined by the cation exchange capacity, ionic strength, and pH (Guo 
et al. 2007). The polymeric Al species (e.g., Al13) are metastable with a half-life for Al13 of several hundred 
hours (Etou et al. 2009, Furrer, Gfeller, and Wehrli 1999) which implies that the species undergo depo-
lymerization or crystallization with time. The Al13 species is also rhizo-toxic to plant roots, with con-
centrations between 0.1 and 2 mg/L (0.1–2 μM) inhibiting root growth (Kopittke, Menzies, and Blamey 
2004, Bertsch and Parker 1996). It is generally accepted that sulfate, phosphate, fluoride, silicate, and 
organic acids prevent or reverse Al13 formation (Bertsch and Parker 1996, Casey 2005, Masion et al. 
1994, Yamaguchi et al. 2003, Kerven, Larsen, and Blamey 1995) and crystalline gibbsite may induce 
crystallization and depolymerization of Al13 (Sanjuan and Michard 1987). Since sulfate and silicate ions 
are prevalent even in acid soils, the natural occurrence of Al13 in soil solution is considered unlikely 
(Bertsch and Parker 1996, Gerard, Boudot, and Ranger 2001, Hiradate, Taniguchi, and Sakurai 1998). 
However, there is evidence that Al13 may form in the cell wall of plant roots (Kopittke, Menzies, and 
Blamey 2004, Masion and Bertsch 1997, Xia and Rayson 1998) even if the conditions in bulk solution are 
not favorable for Al13 formation. A report by Hunter and Ross (Hunter and Ross 1991) claiming that up 

TABLE 2 Worldwide Production of Alumina and Primary Al Metal in 
2017

Geographic Region Alumina (kt) Primary Al Metal (kt)

Africa and Asia (excl China) 8,382 10,776
North America 3,033 3,950
South and Central America 12,713 1,378
East and Central Europe 4,499 3,999
Western Europe 5,890 3,776
China 70,699 35,905
Oceania 20,783 1,817
Rest of World 6,391 1,800
Total 132,400 63,404

Source: www.world-aluminium.org/statistics/primary-aluminium-pr oduction 
(accessed 29 March 2019).
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to 30% of acid forest soils contained Al13 could not be replicated by other research groups. In alkaline 
soils, the aluminate anion [Al(OH) –

4 ] can form but this species is not very toxic to plants (Kinraide 1991, 
Kopittke, Menzies, and Blamey 2004) but may be toxic to aquatic organisms (Griffitt et al. 2008, Sjostedt 
et al. 2009).

Mobilization of Al in Soil

Aluminosilicate and aluminum sesquioxide clay minerals slowly dissolve at pH < 4.5 and release Al 
into the soil solution. Currently, more than 30% of potentially arable soils are acidic and affected by Al 
toxicity (von Uexküll and Mutert 1995). Soil acidification and consequential Al toxicity can be exac-
erbated by anthropogenic acid deposition (acid rain), use of ammonium-containing fertilizers, use of 
legumes in crop rotations, and the removal of crops from agricultural land (von Uexküll and Mutert 
1995, Lesturgez et al. 2006). In unfarmed soils, atmospheric acid inputs are the main causes of acidifica-
tion (Lapenis et al. 2004, Bergholm, Berggren, and Alavi 2003), whereas acidification in fertilized soils is 
mainly caused by nitrification of ammonium N-fertilizer, especially when the N is not taken up by the 
plant and is leached from the soil (Bergholm, Berggren, and Alavi 2003, Guo et al. 2010). 

Aluminum in soil solution decreases turn-over of soil organic matter by limiting microbial degra-
dation of the stable Al-organic matter complexes formed in soil, leading to an increase in soil organic 
matter (Scheel, Dorfler, and Kalbitz 2007, Scheel et al. 2008, Rasmussen, Southard, and Horwath 2006, 
Takahashi and Dahlgren 2016, Miyazawa et al. 2013).

Aluminum can also be released from soil minerals in strongly acidic conditions found in acid sulfate 
soils (Dent and Pons 1995, Faltmarsch, Astrom, and Vuori 2008), monosulfidic black ooze (Bush, Fyfe, 
and Sullivan 2004) and acid mine drainage (Liang and Thomson 2009, Pu et al. 2010). Acid sulfate soils 
are limited in occurrence to permanently or temporarily waterlogged low-lying areas (up to 5 m above 
sea level) (Dent and Pons 1995), whereas organic matter in irrigation channels can lead to the formation 
of monosulfidic black ooze (Bush, Fyfe, and Sullivan 2004). Exposure of these sulfide-containing mate-
rials to air leads to the formation of sulfuric acid and release of Al (Dsa et al. 2008, Liang and Thomson 
2009, Pu et al. 2010, Soucek, Cherry, and Zipper 2003).

Fluoride ions (F–), present as an impurity in phosphate fertilizers, can form strong complexes with Al 
and the resultant lesser charged complexes, AlF2+, AlF +

2 , and AlF3, are mobile in soil solution (Martin 
1996, Martinent-Catalot et al. 2002) and can be either removed from soil by drainage or seepage water, 
or taken up by plants (Manoharan et al. 2007) and alleviate Al toxicity (Yang et al. 2016).

Organic acids form complexes with Al and can mobilize Al in the soil (Takahashi et al. 2008, Lange, 
Solberg, and Clarke 2006a). In the field, movement of organic acid–Al complexes gives rise to podzoliza-
tion of soils and downward movement of Al until conditions are favorable for dissociation of Al com-
plexes deeper in the profile or export to waterways (Bardy et al. 2007).

Alleviation of Al in Soils

Since the solubility of Al in soil solution is lowest around pH 6–7 (McBride 1994), controlling the pH 
is the most effective way in reducing potential Al toxicity in ecosystems. The pH value to which acid 
soils need to be limed depends upon the plant species, but is often near 5.5. Compounds to increase 
the pH of acid soils include calcitic (CaCO3) or dolomitic (CaMgCO3) limestone (Machacha 2004), 
slaked lime [Ca(OH)2] (Sun et al. 2000), wood ash (Materechera and Mkhabela 2002), alkaline poul-
try manure (Mokolobate and Haynes 2002, Tang et al. 2007), charcoal (Steiner et al. 2007), biochar 
(Dai et al. 2017), fly ash (Morikawa and Saigusa 2002, Tarkalson et al. 2005), ground basalt (Panhwar 
et al. 2016), alkaline slag (Shi et al. 2017, Li et al. 2015) or waste cement (Morikawa and Saigusa 2002). 
Any waste product with high ash alkalinity can be used to ameliorate acid soil by increasing the pH 
(Naramabuye and Haynes 2006). Surface application of liming agents with subsequent incorporation 
into the soil (ploughing, harrowing, etc.,) is commonly used. The mobility of limestone in the soil 
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profile is very low (Conyers et al. 2003, Godsey et al. 2007, Scott et al. 2007). Therefore, rapid alle-
viation of subsoil acidity can only be achieved by deep placement of limestone (deep ripping). This, 
however, is currently not economically possible for most low-value broadacre crops. Depending on 
the severity of soil acidity, and the buffer capacity of the soil as determined by the cation exchange 
capacity of the soil, between 0.1 and 1 ton lime-stone/ha/yr are needed to maintain soil pH in agricul-
tural production systems (Scott et al. 2007, Machacha 2004). Numerous methods have been developed 
to determine the required liming rate based on laboratory soil analyses. The liming of soil needs to be 
repeated every few years depending on the land management system. To overcome the low mobility 
of limestone in soils, higher rates of gypsum can be used instead. The Ca from gypsum moves more 
readily down the soil profile (Liu and Hue 2001) and the increase in Ca and ionic strength can lower 
the Al toxicity, despite increasing the overall concentration of Al (as AlSO +

4 , which is less toxic than 
Al3+). Liming has greater beneficial effect on soil bacterial communities than on soil fungal communi-
ties (Mota et al. 2008, Nelson and Mele 2006).

Application of organic matter (green manure, farm yard manure) can lower Al toxicity by complex-
ing Al (Qin and Chen 2005, Vieira et al. 2008). However, application of organic matter requires higher 
application rates (>10 tons/ha) than limestone (1 ton/ha) and is, therefore, not as effective as limestone 
(Raboin et al. 2016). Humic acid has been shown to either precipitate or bind Al13 (Yamaguchi et al. 
2004) and Al3+, (Matthias, Maurer, and Parlar 2003, Shoba and Chudnenko 2014), thereby reducing root 
growth inhibition. Biochar can also adsorb Al-OH complexes and reduce rhizotoxicity in crops (Qian, 
Chen, and Hu 2013). Sewage sludge can also be alkaline and the presence of organic acids in sludge can 
bind and immobilize Al (Lopez-Diaz, Mosquera-Losada, and Rigueiro-Rodriguez 2007).

Alkaline bauxite refinery waste (red mud) poses a challenge for plant growth due to the high Fe oxide 
concentration leading to phosphate immobilization, absence of diverse microbial communities, and 
lack of organic matter (Wehr, Menzies, and Fulton 2006). However, the presence of aluminate in these 
waste materials is not limiting to plant root growth (Kopittke, Menzies, and Blamey 2004).

Sources of Al in Water

Acid Deposition

Atmospheric gases such as NO2, SO2, and CO2 dissolve in rainwater and form acid rain (Lapenis 
et al. 2004, Lawrence 2002). The atmospheric acid inputs in Europe are considered to be around 
0.2–4 kmol/ha/yr (de Vries, Reinds, and Vel 2003). The acids can either dissolve Al minerals in soil 
(see above) or dissolve sediments in water bodies receiving acidic water. Furthermore, acid deposi-
tion can release Al complexed to organic matter. Introduction of gaseous emission standards in the 
1980s in Europe, and later in the United States, has lowered acid rain, with a consequential decrease in 
Al in surface water (Lange, Solberg, and Clarke 2006b, Skjelkvale et al. 2001, Vuorenmaa et al. 2018). 
Podzolization of lateritic soils was found to export vast quantities of Al to waterways (Bardy et al. 
2007). The concentration of Al in drainage water from forest watersheds is highly variable, however 
(Lange, Solberg, and Clarke 2006b). In coastal areas subjected to atmospheric salt deposition, the salt 
can displace Al from cation exchange sites, leading to an increase in Al in drainage water (Lange, 
Solberg, and Clarke 2006b). Concentrations of Al in groundwater are governed by pH since Al solubil-
ity is pH dependent: less than 0.01 mg/L Al is observed at pH 7, which increases to 51 mg/L at pH < 4 
(Fest et al. 2007).

Acid Mine Drainage and Acid Sulfate Soils

Sulfidic mine wastes and acid sulfate soils release acid when exposed to air, resulting in leaching of acid 
drainage water and soluble Al into water bodies. While there are indications that the high Fe concentra-
tion in acid mine drainage can protect aluminosilicate clay mineral from dissolution and minimize Al 
release (Dubikova et al. 2002), no such mechanism has been reported for acid sulfate soils. At Trinity 
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inlet in North Queensland, Australia, Al concentrations in drainage water from acid sulfate soils were 
measured in the range 4.2–10 mg/L (Hicks, Bowman, and Fitzpatrick 1999).

Aluminum from Water Purification

Water clarification involving the settling of fines (suspended colloids and microorganisms) may be 
accomplished with alum (potassium aluminum sulfate). Since drinking water will be near neutral 
(pH  6.5–8.5 (NHMRC 2004)), solubility of Al is low. The European, Australian, New Zealand, and 
WHO regulations for drinking water propose a threshold concentration of Al of 0.1-0.2 mg/L (Schaefer 
and Seifert 2006). Traces of Al are found in raw and alum-treated potable water (Cech and Montera 
2000, Srinivasan and Viraraghavan 2002). The amount of Al taken up from drinking water has been 
estimated at 1%–2% of total Al uptake per day (Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008, Stauber et al. 1999, 
Willhite, Ball, and McLellan 2012), and less than 2% of Al in drinking water is bioavailable (Willhite, 
Ball, and McLellan 2012, Yokel and McNamara 2001).

Water treatment residues (alum sludges) have been used to immobilize phosphate and heavy metals 
in soils and wastes (Mahdy et al. 2009, Oladeji, Sartain, and O’Connor 2009). Land application of these 
sludges has not resulted in elevated Al concentrations in plants grown in these soils (Oladeji, Sartain, 
and O’Connor 2009), especially when the sludges were aged to reduce Al availability (Agyin-Birikorang 
and O’Connor 2009).

Alleviation of Al in Water

Raising the pH of water to pH 6–7 will precipitate Al and establish an equilibrium concentration of Al 
determined by the solubility product of Al-hydroxide in water. At pH < 4.5, solubility of Al minerals 
increases rapidly, releasing Al3+ into the waterbody and at pH > 8, aluminate anions are formed (Wehr, 
Blamey, and Menzies 2007). Therefore, pH adjustment of water to near neutrality is the most effective 
method to decrease Al concentrations in water (Fest et al. 2007). The Al remaining in potable water after 
purification can only be removed by ion exchange resins (Othman, Abdullah, and Abd Aziz 2010).

Sources of Al in the Atmosphere

Atmospheric dust derived from raised soil particles is the main source of Al in the atmosphere, but 
volcanic activity can be a source also. In the atmosphere, Al occurs generally as silicate, sulfate, or oxide 
compounds. Flue ash and flue gases can also contribute Al to the atmosphere (Kabata-Pendias and 

TABLE 3 Concentrations of Al in the Atmosphere

Region Al Concentration (µg/m3)

South Pole 0.0003–0.0008
Greenland 0.24–0.38
Shetland Islands 0.06
Norway 0.03
Germany 0.16–2.90
Japan 0.04–10.60
China 2.00–6.00
North America 0.60–2.33
Central America 0.76–0.88
South America 0.46–15.00

Source: Adapted from Kabata-Pendias and Kabata 2001 
and Wang et al., 2007. 
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Kabata 2001). Dust contains around 2.6% Al (Schussler, Balzer, and Deeken 2005). Concentrations of Al 
in the atmosphere vary between geographic locations (Table 3). Inhalation of Al from the atmosphere 
has been estimated as 4–20 μg Al/day (Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008).

Sources of Al in Foodstuff, cosmetics, 
Pharmaceuticals, and Workplaces

The concentration of Al in foodstuff is generally very low since little Al is taken up by plants and trans-
located to the aboveground parts (Table 4) (Chen et al. 2008, Fung et al. 2009, Mueller, Anke, and Illing-
Guenther 1998, Ertl and Goessler 2018, Schaefer and Seifert 2006). However, the concentration of Al in 
black tea is high (Table 4), but most of the Al in infused tea is complexed with phenolics and organic 
acids, though addition of lemon or lime juice may increase Al availability (Fung et al. 2009, Krewski 
et al. 2007). The bioavailability of Al from black tea is around 0.4% (Yokel and Florence 2008).

Preparation of acidic foodstuff in Al containers or covering with Al foil may increase Al in food-
stuff (Ertl and Goessler 2018, Turhan 2006, Ranau, Oehlenschlager, and Steinhart 2001). The addition 
of sodium aluminum phosphate as a spreading agent to processed foodstuff (e.g., cheese spread) can 
also contribute to the dietary Al intake (Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008, Schaefer and Seifert 2006). 
Salts of Al are also used as a food additive for clarification of beverages, as anticaking agent, as bak-
ing powder, and to enhance color stability (Stahl et al. 2018, Aguilar et al. 2008, Schaefer and Seifert 
2006). The Al in food contributes around 95% of daily oral Al uptake and the daily dietary Al intake 
has been estimated as 4–16 mg, of which 0.1%–0.3% is bioavailable (Krewski et al. 2007, Yokel, Hicks, 

TABLE 4 Concentration of Al in Foodstuff

Foodstuff Al Concentration (mg/kg DW)

Grains 1–135
Pulses 3–16
Fruit 0.5–20
Vegetables 1–270
Herbs 8–280
Spices 6–695
Meat 0.5–16
Fish 0.5–10
Dairy 1–16
Tea 900–1000

Source: Adapted from Kabata-Pendias and Kabata 2001, 
Yi and Cao 2008, Fung et al. 2009, Ertl and Goessler 2018, 
Mueller, Anke, and Illing-Guenther 1998, Schaefer and 
Seifert 2006, Chen et al. 2008.

TABLE 5 Estimated Sources and Daily Exposure to Al, its Bioavailability, and Estimated Daily Intake

Environmental Exposure Exposure (μg/day) Availability (%) Intake (μg/day)

Air 2–200 2 0.04–4
Industrial air 25,000 2
Water 200–1,000 <2 2–10
Food 8,000–16,000 <0.3 8–48
Cosmetics <70,000 0.2 140
Vaccines 1–8 95 1–8
Antacids <5,000,000 <2 100,000

Source: Adapted from Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008, Krewski et al. 2007, Gourier-Frery and Frery 2004.
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and Florence 2008, Stahl et al. 2018) (Table 5). The tolerable weekly intake of Al has been set by the 
European Food Safety Authority to 1 mg Al per kilogram of bodyweight per week (Stahl et al. 2018, 
Aguilar et al. 2008).

Cosmetics, especially antiperspirants, contain 25% Al as Al-chlorohydrate (Shen and Nardello-Rataj 
2009). Daily antiperspirant use can contribute around 70 mg Al per day, yet dermal absorption of Al is 
only 0.02%–0.2% (Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008, Flarend et al. 2001). Buffered aspirin and antacids often 
contain Al hydroxide suspensions and can contribute up to 5 g Al/day (Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008).

Al-phosphate and Al-hydroxide are used as adjuvants to enhance vaccine effectiveness (Exley, Siesjo, 
and Eriksson 2010). It has been estimated that the amount of Al taken up from Al-containing adjuvant 
in vaccine is in the range 1–8 μg Al/day (Yokel, Hicks, and Florence 2008), with a lifetime intake of 15 mg, 
of which most is likely bioavailable (Yokel and McNamara 2001).

environmental toxicology of Al

Al toxicity in Plants

The leading cause of poor fertility of acidic soils is Al toxicity (Asher, Grundon, and Menzies 2002, 
Horst, Wang, and Eticha 2010, Poschenrieder et al. 2008). Toxicity of Al in plants is mainly manifested 
by an inhibition of root growth, with Al3+ and Al13 considered the most toxic species (Kinraide 1991, 
1997, Poschenrieder et al. 2008, Singh et al. 2017). The action of Al on plant cells is both in the apoplast 
(binding to cell wall components) (Kopittke et al. 2015) and in the cytoplasma (formation of reactive 
oxygen species and oxidative stress responses (Yamamoto et al. 2003, Singh et al. 2017)). The correla-
tion between Al concentration and root grow inhibition is sometimes poor. This is due to the sev-
eral Al-hydroxy species that coexist within a narrow pH band and cannot be investigated in isolation. 
Furthermore, the activities of individual species must be calculated from equilibrium data that may 
be uncertain (Boudot et al. 1996). The critical Al concentration at which root elongation is inhibited is 
as low as 0.1–0.5 mg/L (5–20 μM) in solutions of low ionic strength, representative of acid soils. Exact 
critical values depend on the plant species and the conditions in which the plants are grown. Generally, 
root hairs are more sensitive to Al toxicity than roots (Brady et al. 1993). Root growth inhibition results 
in short stubby roots and absence of root hairs, leading to poor water and nutrient utilization by plants. 
The main site affected by Al is near the elongation zone of roots (1–4 mm behind the root tip) (Blamey, 
Nishizawa, and Yoshimura 2004, Sivaguru and Horst 1998, Kopittke et al. 2015). The reaction of alumi-
num with phosphate anions in the soil may result in the precipitation of Al-phosphate minerals (e.g., 
variscite), lowering phosphorus availability to plants. This effect is accentuated by the lower phosphorus 
uptake capacity of Al-damaged roots.

In plants, detoxification of Al is generally achieved by organic acid exudation (Chen, Wang, 
and  Yeh 2017, Ryan, Delhaize, and Randall 1995), but co-precipitation of Al with Si in the cell 
wall to form insoluble phytolith has also been reported (Hodson and Sangster 1999, Sangster and 
Hodson 2001).

Many Rhizobium strains necessary for nodulation in legumes are inhibited by soil Al, with 0.03 mg/L 
Al at pH 5 being toxic (Kinraide and Sweeney 2003). Therefore, nodulation and nitrogen fixation are 
decreased in acidic soils (Jaiswal, Naamala, and Dakora 2018, Ramirez et al. 2018). Soil bacteria are con-
sidered to be more sensitive to low pH and Al than soil fungi (Shirokikh et al. 2004). Swarming of some 
bacteria can also be inhibited by Al (Illmer and Schinner 1997).

Nano-sized aluminum oxide particles are more toxic than micro-sized Al oxide particles but soluble 
Al3+ is most toxic (Shabnam and Kim 2018). In whole plants, nanoparticles are adsorbed onto roots and 
not translocated, thus cause no toxicity (Shabnam and Kim 2018), but are toxic when applied to callus 
cultures (Poborilova, Opatrilova, and Babula 2013). The effect of nanoparticles on soil microbial process 
is still unclear (Doshi et al. 2008, Mishra and Kumar 2009, Jiang, Mashayekhi, and Xing 2009) and 
requires more research.
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Al toxicity in Aquatic organisms

In solution, Al is highly toxic to aquatic organisms in fresh waters (Gensemer and Playle 1999) 
with  >0.4  mg/L Al in freshwater streams decreasing macroinvertebrates (Waters and Webster-
Brown 2013) and >0.02 mg/L causing mortality in brown trout (Andren and Rydin 2012). In seawater, 
awhich is alkaline, presence of aluminate anions can affect marine organisms (Golding et al. 2015).

In freshwater fish and crayfish, Al impairs gill function by inducing secretion of mucus and causes 
oxygen stress (Ward, McCrohan, and White 2006, Griffitt et al. 2011). No biomagnification of Al was 
observed in aquatic food webs (Winterbourn, McDiffett, and Eppley 2000).

Maximal Al accumulation occurs on gills at pH 6–8 (Ward, McCrohan, and White 2006, Gensemer 
and Playle 1999) but complexation with organic matter can prevent Al binding to gills and decrease 
toxicity (Trenfield et al. 2012).

Nanoparticulate Al is less toxic than Al3+ in aquatic ecosystems and AlNP did not cause gill modi-
fication and no mortality up to 12 mg/L in moderately hard water (Griffitt et al. 2011). Freshwater 
algae showed toxicity at 40–45 mg/L after 3 day exposure to nano Al (Sadiq et al. 2011) The freshwater 
Daphnids are sensitive to nano-sized Al (Strigul et al. 2009, Pakrashi et al. 2013) Toxicity of nanopar-
ticles appears to be caused both by triggering oxidative stress responses in the target and by dissolution 
of Al3+ (Pakrashi et al. 2013).

Al toxicity in Humans

Aluminum has been implicated as a possible risk factor in Alzheimer’s disease and dialysis dementia in 
humans (Nayak 2002, Yokel 2000, Krewski et al. 2007). Alzheimer’s disease is a multifactorial disease, 
with environmental and genetic factors playing a role in the pathogenesis (Mutter et al. 2007, Frisardi 
et al. 2010, Liang 2018).

It has been shown that Al exerts its cytotoxic effects by disrupting lipid membrane fluidity, and dis-
turbing iron (Fe), magnesium, and calcium homeostasis, and causing oxidative stress (Tönnies and 
Trushina 2017, Mailloux, Lemire, and Appanna 2011, Yokel 2000, Michalke, Halbach, and Nieschwitz 
2009). The oxidative stress response triggered by Al may affect mitochondria (Kumar and Gill 2009) and 
triggering neurodegenerative disorders (Campbell and Bondy 2000).

Parenterally and intramuscularly applied Al is 100% bioavailable (Schafer and Jahreis 2009). By con-
trast, availability of Al via oral, inhalation, or dermal routes is less than 2% (Schafer and Jahreis 2009). 
In plasma, Al is bound to transferrin (Schafer and Jahreis 2009) and citric acid (Yokel and McNamara 
2001). Most of the Al taken up by humans is excreted in the urine (Yokel and McNamara 2001) and feces 
(Yokel and McNamara 2001, Schafer and Jahreis 2009). Ionic Al3+ may form in lysosomes from Al adju-
vants (Mold, Shardlow, and Exley 2016).

Bauxite mining in open-cut mines does not appear to affect the respiratory health of mine workers 
(Wesdock and Arnold 2014). Bauxite mine and Al refinery workers have no increased risk of cancer 
(Fritschi et al. 2008, Wesdock and Arnold 2014), but some bauxite ores may contain radioactive elements 
(radium and thorium), which may pose a long-term radiation exposure risk. In Al smelter workers, 
exposure to fluoride may affect lung function more than Al itself (Wesdock and Arnold 2014) and no 
congenital abnormalities have been observed in Al smelter workers (Kiesswetter et al. 2009, Wesdock 
and Arnold 2014). Likewise, Al welders are not showing increased incidence of neurobehavioral prob-
lems (Kiesswetter et al. 2009).

Nanoparticles of Al oxide have been shown to cause neurotoxicity, and they can cross the blood–
brain barrier (Jiang, Mashayekhi, and Xing 2009, Sharma et al. 2009). Nano-sized Al is more biotoxic 
than micro-sized Al (Jiang, Mashayekhi, and Xing 2009, Park et al. 2015, Ates et al. 2015). However, more 
research is needed into the environmental threats posed by nanoparticles of Al and to determine the 
threhold levels for various shapes and sizes of Al nanoparticles in humans. Limited studies with human 
cell cultures in-vitro showed detrimental effects when applied at 50 mg/L (Song et al. 2017).
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conclusion

Aluminum has no known biological benefit to living organisms and is toxic in micromolar concentra-
tions. Since solubility of Al is minimal at circumneutral pH, alleviation of Al toxicity can be achieved by 
pH adjustment. Complexation of Al by organic acids and humic substances also lowers biotoxicity of Al. 
While Al toxicity in soil can be easily overcome by incorporating lime into the soil by tilling, new man-
agement strategies need to be developed to counteract soil acidification and consequent Al toxicity in 
zero-till farming systems. The decrease in atmospheric acid inputs (acid rain) over the last two decades 
has resulted in lower Al solubility and less Al damage to aquatic ecosystems. Uptake of Al in humans 
through foodstuff and water poses an uncertain risk, but pollution with nano-particulate Al may result 
in human health problems. The effect of nano-sized Al particles on the functioning of soil and water 
ecosystems, as well as human health, needs more research.
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Boron: Soil Contaminant

Rami Keren

introduction

Boric acid is moderately soluble in water. Its solubility increases markedly with temperature due to the 
large negative heat of dissolution. Boron is considered as a typical metalloid having properties intermedi-
ate between the metals and the electronegative non-metals. Boron has a tendency to form anionic rather 
than cationic complexes. Boron chemistry is of covalent B compounds and not of B3+ ions because of its 
very high ionization potentials. Boron has five electrons, two in the inner spherical shell (1s2), two in the 
outer spherical shell (2s2), and one in the dumbbell shaped shell ( )2p1

x .[1] In the hybrid orbital state, the 
three electrons in the 2s and 2p orbitals form a hybrid orbital state ( )2 2s p1 1

x y2p1 , where each electron is 
alone in an orbit whose shape has both spherical and dumbbell characteristics. Each of these three orbits 
can hold one electron from another element to form a covalent bond between the element and B (BX3). 
This leaves one 2p electron orbit that can hold two electrons, which if filled would completely fill the eight 
electron positions (octet) associated with the second electron shell around B. BX3 compounds behave as 
acceptor Lewis acids toward many Lewis bases such as amines and phosphines. The acceptance of two 
electrons from a Lewis base completes the octet of electrons around B. Boron also completes its octet 
by forming both anionic and cationic complexes.[1] Therefore, tri-coordinate B compounds have strong 
electron-acceptor properties and may form tetra- coordinate B structures. The charge in tetra-coordinate 
derivatives may range from negative to neutral and positive, depending upon the nature of the ligands.

For the unshared oxygen atoms bound to B, they are, probably, always OH groups. Thus, in accor-
dance with the electron configuration of B, boric acid acts as a weak Lewis acid:

 ( ) ( )+ = + +B OH 2H O B OH H O3 2 4
–

3  (1)

The formation of borate ion is spontaneous. The first hydrolysis constant of B(OH)3, Kh1, is 5.8 × 10−10 
at 20°C,[2] and the other Kh2 and Kh3 values are 5.0 × 10−13 and 5.0 × 10−14, respectively.[3] A dissocia-
tion beyond B( )OH −

4 is not necessary to explain the experimental data, at least below pH 13.[4,5] Boron 
species other than B(OH) −

3 and B( )OH 4, however, can be ignored in soils for most practical purposes. 
The first hydrolysis constant of B(OH)3 varies with temperature from 3.646 × 10−10 at 178 K to 7.865 × 10−10 
at 318 K.[6]

Both B(OH)3 and B( )OH −
4 ion species are essentially monomeric in aqueous media at low B concentra-

tion (≤ 0.025molL−1). However, at high B concentration, polyborate ions exist in appreciable amount.[7] The 
equilibria between boric acid, monoborate ions, and polyborate ions in aqueous solution are rapidly revers-
ible. In aqueous solution, most of the polyanions are unstable relative to their monomeric forms B(OH)3 
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and B( )OH −
4.[8] Results of nuclear magnetic resonance[9] and Raman spectrometry[10] lead to the conclusion 

that B(OH)3 has a trigonal-planar structure, whereas the B( )OH −
4 ion in aqueous solution has a tetrahedral 

structure. This difference in structure can lead to differences in the affinity of clay for these two B species.

Boron–Soil interaction

The elemental form of boron (B) is unstable in nature and found combined with oxygen in a wide variety 
of hydrated alkali and alkaline earth-borate salts and borosilicates as tourmaline. The total B content in 
soils, however, has little bearing on the status of available B to plants.

Boron can be specifically adsorbed by different clay minerals, hydroxy oxides of Al, Fe, and Mg, and 
organic matter.[11] Boron is adsorbed mainly on the particle edges of the clay minerals rather than the 
planar surfaces. The most reactive surface functional group on the edge surface is the hydroxyl exposed 
on the outer periphery of the clay mineral. This functional group is associated with two types of sites 
that are available for adsorption: Al(III) and Si(IV), which are located on the octahedral and tetrahe-
dral sheets, respectively. The hydroxyl group associated with this site can form an inner sphere surface 
complex with a proton at low pH values or with a hydroxyl at high pH values. The B adsorption process 
can be explained by the surface complexation approach, in which the surface is considered as a ligand.[12] 
Such specific adsorption, which occurs irrespective of the sign of the net surface charge, can occur 
theoretically for any species capable of coordination with the surface metal ions. However, because 
oxygen is the ligand commonly coordinated to the metal ions in clay minerals, the B species B(OH)3 
and B( )OH −

4 are particularly involved in such reactions. Possible surface complex configurations for 
B— broken edges of clay minerals—were suggested by Keren, Grossl, and Sparks.[12]

Keren and Bingham[11] reviewed the factors that affect the adsorption and desorption of B by soil 
constituents and the mechanisms of adsorption. Soil pH is one of the most important factors affecting 
B adsorption. Increasing pH enhances B adsorption on clay minerals, hydroxy-Al and soils, showing a 
maximum in the alkaline pH range (Figure 1).

The response of B adsorption on clays to variations in pH can be explained as follows. Below pH 7, 
B(OH)3 predominates and since the affinity of the clay for this species is relatively low, the amount of 

FIGURE 1 Boron adsorption isotherms for a soil as a function of solution B concentration and pH. Bold lines—
calculated values. 
Source: Mezuman and Keren.[28]
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adsorption is small. Both B( )OH −
4 and OH– concentrations are low at this pH; thus, their contribution 

to total B adsorption is small despite their relatively strong affinity for the clay. As the pH is increased to 
about 9, the B( )OH −

4 concentration increases rapidly. Since the OH– concentration is still low relative to 
the B concentration, the amount of adsorbed B increases rapidly. Further increases in pH result in an 
enhanced OH– concentration relative to B( )OH −

4, and B adsorption decreases rapidly due to the compe-
tition by OH– at the adsorption sites. Adsorption models for soils, clays, aluminum oxide, and iron oxide 
minerals have been derived by various workers.[13–17]

In assessing B concentration in irrigation water, however, the physicochemical characteristics of the 
soil must be taken into consideration because of the interaction between B and soil. Boron sorption and 
desorption from soil adsorption sites regulate the B concentration in soil solution depending on the 
changes in solution B concentration and the affinity of soil for B. Thus, adsorbed B may buffer fluctua-
tions in solution B concentration, and B concentration in soil solution may change insignificantly by 
changing the soil-water content (Figure 2). When irrigation with water high in B is planned, special 
attention should be paid to this interaction because of the narrow difference between levels causing 
deficiency and toxicity symptoms in plants. 

Boron–Plant interaction

Boron is an essential micronutrient element required for growth and development of plants.
Many of the experimental data suggest that B uptake in plants is probably a passive process. There 

are clear evidences, however, that B uptake differs among species.[18] Several mechanisms have been 

FIGURE 2 Boron concentration in soil solution as a function of solution-to-soil ratio for a given total amount of B. 
(a) No interaction between B and soil, (b) Boron adsorption account for.
Source: Mezuman and Keren.[28]
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postulated to explain this apparent paradox.[18–20] Boron deficiency in plants initially affects meristematic 
tissues, reducing or terminating growth of root and shoot apices, sugar transport, cell-wall synthesis 
and structure, carbohydrate metabolism and many biochemical reactions.[21,22] Tissue B concentrations 
associated with the appearance of vegetative deficiency symptoms have been identified in many crop 
species. It is essential to remember that for B, as for phosphorus and several other plant nutrient ele-
ments, deficiency may be present long before visual deficiency symptoms occur.

Excess and toxicity of boron in soils of semi-arid and arid areas are more of a problem than defi-
ciency. Boron toxicity occurs in these areas either due to high levels of B in soils or due to additions of 
B in irrigation water. A summary of B tolerance data based upon plant response to soluble B is given by 
Maas.[23] Bingham et al.[24] showed that yield decrease of some crops (wheat, barley, and sorghum) due to 
B toxicity could be estimated by using a model for salinity response, suggested by Maas and Hoffman.[25]

There is a relatively small difference between the B concentration in soil solution causing deficiency 
and that resulting in toxicity symptoms in plants.[11] A consequence of this narrow difference is the dif-
ficulty posed in management of appropriate B levels in soil solution.

The suitability of irrigation water has been evaluated on the basis of criteria that determine the potential 
of the water to cause plant injury and yield reduction. In assessing the B in irrigation water, however, the 
physicochemical characteristics of the soil must be taken into consideration because the uptake by plants 
is dependent only on B activity in soil solution.[26,27] Boron uptake by plants grown in a soil of low-clay 
content is significantly greater than that of plants grown in a soil of high-clay content at the same given 
level of added B (Figure 3). This knowledge may improve the efficacy of using water of different qualities, 
whereby water with relatively high B levels could be used to irrigate B-sensitive crops in soils that show a 
high affinity to B. Such water can be used for irrigation as long as the equilibrium B concentration in soil 
solution is below the toxic concentration threshold (the maximum permissible concentration for a given 

FIGURE 3 Relationship between B content in wheat shoot and the amount of B added to soil, for three ratios of 
soil-sand mixtures. 
Source: K eren et al.[26]
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crop species that does not reduce yield or lead to injury symptoms) for the irrigated crop. The existing 
criteria for irrigation water, however, make no reference to differences in soil type.
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17
Cadmium: Toxicology

introduction: Dispersion and Application

From 1940 to 1960, Japanese in the Toyama Prefecture were poisoned by cadmium in their rice, because 
the river water used for irrigation was contaminated by cadmium from a cadmium mine.[1] Cadmium 
replaces calcium in the bones, which makes them soft. It causes extreme pain and the disease was named 
itai-itai, which means “ouch- ouch.” When it was discovered that cadmium was causing the disease, the 
mine waste was controlled, but by then, several thousands (mainly farmers) were already suffering from 
the very painful disease.

Cadmium is used for metal surface treatment, as a stabilizing agent in plastic and many alloys. 
Phosphorus fertilizers have a relatively high cadmium concentration—in the order of 10−80 mg/kg. 
Together with the cadmium emitted from coal-fired power plants, it is the most important source of 
global cadmium dispersion. More than 1000 tons of cadmium is globally dispersed from coal-fired 
power plants. Cadmium was previously applied in ceramic, but this use of the very toxic metal is now 
banned in most industrialized countries.

Like other heavy metals, cadmium shows biomagnification and bioaccumulation and is accumulated 
in the sediment of aquatic ecosystems. It entails that the dispersion of cadmium in aquatic ecosystems 
can, in most cases, best be determined by analyses of the sediment where relatively higher concentra-
tions are found.[2] Similar to lead (Lead: Ecotoxicology, p. 1651), it is possible by analyses of sediment 
cores to determine the history of cadmium emission. The phosphorus fertilizer industry has, for several 
decades, discharged cadmium-containing production waste to the Little Belt in Denmark. An environ-
mental impact assessment was carried out for Little Belt by analyses of a large number of sediment cores, 
whereby the history of the contamination was determined. Fortunately, cadmium can form complexes 
with chloride, which are less toxic than the cadmium ions.[3,4] The complexes are at the same time more 
soluble, which means that less cadmium is transferred to the sediment and more to the open sea where 
it is diluted significantly. The discharge of cadmium waste was stopped as a result of the investigation, 
but it was also concluded that the contamination of the Little Belt was less than expected, probably due 
to the formation of cadmium−chloride complexes.

Due to the high cadmium concentration in phosphorus fertilizers, there is a risk for cadmium 
 contamination of agricultural land, particularly by the application of intensive agriculture. Cadmium 
is taken up by plants (see also Bioremediation, p. 408). A cadmium model has been developed to 
relate the cadmium concentration in crops as a function of the cadmium contamination by the use of 
f ertilizers.[5]

Sven Erik Jørgensen 
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It is beneficial for all toxic substances and particularly for the most toxic heavy metals to make a 
regional mass balance to identify the sources and the dispersion to assess whether a specified toxic 
substance would reach an unacceptably high concentration and thereby do the most harm. Jørgensen 
and Fath[5] have exemplified regional mass balances. Figure 1 shows one example, namely, a cadmium 
balance for Danish agricultural land, but similar balances can also be found for lead, mercury, and 
copper, as well as in other regions. The cadmium pollution of the agricultural land comes from the use 
of fertilizers (1.7 g/ha/yr), from the use of sludge (0.18 g/ha/yr), and from air pollution, dry deposition, 
and rainwater (1.7 g/ha/yr). A total of 1.7 g/ha/yr is taken up from the soil by the plants and 0.2 g/ha/yr 
contaminates vegetable products, while only 0.01 g of cadmium per year contaminates the animal food, 
even when the cadmium in imported fodder is considered. By far, most of the cadmium-contaminating 
domestic animals go back to the agricultural land by animal waste. In total, about 3.8 g of cadmium 
is added to the agricultural land per year, but 0.7 g of cadmium per hectare per year is transported by 
drainage water and groundwater to other sites (ecosystems) and 0.2 g/ha/yr will be removed by the har-
vest of vegetables. The net accumulation in the agricultural soil is therefore 3.1 g/ha/yr. The mass balance 
can be used to calculate the effect of using fertilizers with less cadmium or the result of a reduction of 
cadmium discharged to the atmosphere. If more complex pollution abatement strategies are applied, it is 
necessary to apply an ecotoxicological model with the state variables, processes, and transfers as shown 
in Figure 1 as the core of the model.

FIGURE 1 Cadmium balance for Danish agricultural land. The accumulated amount is about 660 g/ha, while the 
annual input by fertilizers is 1.7 g/ha and by air pollution another 1.7 g/ha, of which 1 g is accumulated directly on 
the bare soil and the 0.7 g on the plants. The amount from fertilizers corresponds to the amount taken up by plants. 
1.3 g/ha of the cadmium contamination of plants and 0.25 g/ha of cadmium in imported fodder give an accumula-
tion of 1.55 g of cadmium per hectare per year in domestic animals, but only the 0.01 g/ha will end up as cadmium 
contamination of animal products.
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toxicity and ecotoxicity

Cadmium has carcinogenic and teratogenic effects and is also highly toxic, as indicated by the LD50 value 
for rats—70−90 mg/kg. LD50 for cadmium in smoke (as cadmium oxide) by inhalation is 500 min/mg/m3. 
The cadmium concentration in rice that caused the itai-itai disease in Japan was about 1 mg/kg.

Uptake from food of cadmium is about the same as for other heavy metals—7%−10%. Cadmium is 
accumulated mainly in the kidneys. The total cadmium concentration in the body increases with age, as 
the uptake is bigger than the excretion, mainly by the urine. The excretion follows a first-order reaction 
with a coefficient of 0.0001 1/24h. At an age of 50, the cadmium content in the body will be about 25 mg, 
of which the 8−9 mg is accumulated in the kidney and the 3 mg is accumulated in the liver.[6] The daily 
accumulation is about 2−3 μg.

It is possible to express cadmium accumulation in the body as a function of time by the following 
differential equation:

 dCd/dt = −daily uptake excretion coefficient * Cd 

Cd is the amount of cadmium in the body and the daily uptake is found as about 10% of the cadmium 
content in the food and 50% of the cadmium in the 20 m3 of air used for respiration per 24 hr. The intake 
by food is about 25 μg/24 hr and the intake by respiration is very minor. Therefore, the equation can be 
written as:

 dCd/dt 0= −.025*10/100 0.0001*Cd mg/24hr 

At steady state, the cadmium concentration becomes 0.0025/0.0001 = 25 mg, which (of course) is close to 
the average value at the age of 50 years.
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Carbon: Soil Inorganic

Donald L. Suarez

introduction

Concerns related to global climate change and greenhouse gas warming have led to extensive  interest 
in changes in carbon storage and release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. While the burning 
of  fossil fuels was a major contributor to the increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide over the last 
200 years, there has been extensive research on the impact of other processes, such as changes in the 
organic carbon (OC) stocks in soils. Inorganic carbon (IC) storage and changes associated with land 
use have received relatively little attention, despite the fact that IC is a major carbon pool in the near-
surface environment. At the global scale, total soil OC is estimated at 1550 Pg and soil IC at 950 Pg.[1] 
In addition, in arid regions, IC can comprise more than 90% of the total C in the soil. The IC in the 
soil is present in the minerals calcite and dolomite. Both minerals are relatively insoluble; however, 
dolomite dissolution is much slower than calcite dissolution at the intermediate pH values relevant to 
most soils. Also, dolomite does not generally precipitate under earth surface conditions. As a result, it 
can be considered that over the time frames of current interest related to climate change, the dolomite 
component in soils remains constant or decreases due to dissolution, while calcium carbonate content 
may increase or decrease.

This entry considers the soil processes and land-use changes that impact changes in soil IC and its 
implication for the atmospheric carbon dioxide budget. Among the land-use changes considered are 
land clearing, tillage, cropping, fertilization, irrigation in both humid and arid environments, irriga-
tion management (leaching), and composition and source of the irrigation water. The impacts of these 
changes on atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations are more difficult to analyze and differ with 
regard to long-term and short-term effects.
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Soil Processes

In terms of OC at the land surface and in the soil, a decrease in OC is directly related to either a net 
removal of OC from the site such as timber or crop harvesting or input of carbon dioxide to the atmo-
spheric in the case of oxidation of soil organic matter. In contrast, for dissolution of the carbonate 
minerals, a decrease in IC in the soil can result in either a release or an uptake of carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere. The impact of these processes is entirely dependent on the local environmental and 
hydrologic conditions.

In the instance of dissolution under non-acidic conditions, the net reaction for dissolution of calcium 
carbonate is:

 C Ca 3O H+ +O CO C→ +2+ −
2 2 a 2HCO3 . (1)

Thus, dissolution of calcium carbonate results in a sink for atmospheric carbon. Increased soil carbon 
dioxide concentrations also lead to a net increase in carbonic acid in solution (H2CO3). This car-
bonic acid is partially recharged to the groundwater and is thus a sink for atmospheric CO2 that is 
greater than that indicated by Eq. 1 and generally not considered when evaluating organic matter 
decomposition.

Dissolution of calcium carbonate under acidic conditions results in the following net reaction:

 C CO 2+ →H C+ +2
a 3 a + +H O2 2CO , (2)

thus leading to a net release of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. In the case of dissolution of IC, the 
residence time in the groundwater will determine the net impact on atmospheric carbon dioxide in the 
time scale of most concern—tens to hundreds of years.

The majority of the alkalinity in the earth’s near-surface environment is derived from dissolution 
of carbonate rocks. The net long-term impact is uptake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, dis-
solution of IC, movement of alkalinity in the surface and subsurface, and discharge to the oceans via 
rivers.

In terms of the overall C cycle, most of the carbon dioxide released from precipitation of carbonates 
in the soil (an important process in arid regions) results in a return of C to the atmosphere, as seen by 
the reverse reaction of Eq. 1. Precipitation of IC results in a net release of 1 mol of carbon dioxide for each 
mole of IC produced. Sequestration of C in the form of soil IC is carbon storage but the net result of the 
process is a net release of C to the atmosphere. The quantity released is less than indicated by Eq. 1 since 
a small amount of the carbon dioxide generated may be recharged with the groundwater, a process that 
occurs in the absence of precipitation of soil IC.

An important factor to consider when evaluating the implication of an increase in carbon storage is 
the origin of the calcium and bicarbonate ions. The above instance considered dissolution of IC from the 
soil. Weathering of silicate minerals is important over long time scales, resulting in release of calcium, 
sodium, magnesium, and potassium ions as well as bicarbonate. In this instance, the net reaction for 
dissolution is consumption of 2 mol of carbon dioxide to produce 2 mol of bicarbonate ions, in addition 
to the release of an equivalent quantity of cations into solution. Thus, silicate dissolution in the soil 
results in sequestering atmospheric carbon in the form of dissolved bicarbonate. It may be possible in 
arid regions that the resultant soil solution becomes concentrated, resulting in precipitation of IC. In 
this process, 1 mol of C is released during IC precipitation and 2 mol are sequestered from silicate dis-
solution. In this instance, the net result of the silicate weathering is still carbon sequestration from the 
atmosphere since not all of the alkalinity generated by silicate dissolution is reprecipitated. In terms of 
IC, the result is an increase in soil IC. Silicate dissolution has a relatively small role in terms of changes 
related to human activity.
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Dissolved ic cycling

The net impact of soil IC changes on atmospheric carbon dioxide is critically related to the fate of 
 alkalinity (primarily bicarbonate ions) transported into the subsurface below the root zone. If we con-
sider that most of the recharge is ultimately discharged to surface systems, then the potential exists for 
reprecipitation in these systems, which are at lower carbon dioxide concentrations than the subsurface. 
It  is estimated[2] that inland waters receive approximately 1.9 Pg C/yr, of which 0.8 is returned to the 
atmosphere as carbon dioxide while 0.9 Pg C/yr is discharged to the oceans, of which 0.45 Pg C/yr is IC. 
The direct degassing of groundwater is estimated at 0.01 Pg/yr with an uncertainty of 0.003–0.03 Pg/yr.[2] 
Combining soil liming as well as irrigation practices and other land-use changes, it is likely that the IC 
flux to groundwater has increased due to human activities. It is estimated that the dissolved IC (mostly 
bicarbonate) flux into groundwater is on the order of 0.2 Gg/yr.[3] The impact of changes in this subsur-
face flux, however, is likely relatively long term as the groundwater residence times are mostly on the 
order of hundreds to thousands of years.[3]

Land Use

Land use, among other environmental factors, affects changes in soil IC with the full impact on 
 atmospheric carbon dioxide expressed only over the long term. Both increases and decreases in IC stor-
age are possible as a result of various management practices. In irrigated lands, there are various factors 
that cause either a decrease or an increase in soil IC. In most instances, multiple land-use changes have 
occurred as a result of human activity, and it is difficult to isolate the specific process that is dominant 
in explaining changes in soil IC. It is calculated that China has a total of 53 Pg of soil IC and that human 
activity has resulted in a net loss of 1.6 Pg of IC.[4]

Soil respiration processes include plant respiration and release of carbon dioxide via the roots, as 
well as microbial decomposition of soil organic matter. These processes result in an elevated carbon 
dioxide concentration in the soil relative to the atmospheric condition. The soil CO2 concentration is 
typically in the range of 0.1%–5%, orders of magnitude higher than the atmospheric value. Increased 
plant biomass productivity due to crop selection irrigation and/or fertilization results in increased 
soil carbon dioxide production and concentration, thus contributing to increased weathering of both 
silicates and carbonates. Inadvertent or deliberate introduction of non-native species also impacts bio-
mass productivity, soil CO2 concentrations, water use, recharge, and erosion with subsequent impact 
on soil IC.

Land clearing

Land clearing generally results in increased water runoff and soil erosion. This process or any other 
process such as tillage that increases erosion serves to remove the surface soil horizons. Since these 
horizons are generally depleted in IC relative to less weathered, deeper horizons, erosion causes an 
apparent increase in the IC content of the top 1–2 m of carbonate-containing soils. This may result in 
erroneous estimates of changes in soil IC when comparing the top 1 m of disturbed vs. native vegeta-
tion sites. In terms of carbonate dissolution, the impact of land clearing is not certain. After clearing, 
there is increased runoff, thus decreased surface infiltration, favoring less dissolution of carbonates 
from the surface horizons. This effect may be compensated by the decreased water consumption (lower 
 evapotranspiration) after clearing, resulting in increased deep recharge and possibly greater carbon-
ate dissolution or less reprecipitation at depth, depending on the volumes of water. Depending on how 
much biomass remains after clearing, there is likely a short-term increase in soil CO2 followed by a 
longer-term reduction, favoring less carbonate dissolution in the soil.
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cropping and tillage

The impact of cropping and tillage on IC storage is not certain and there are limited studies, but the sum 
of the studies suggests net IC accumulation. The impact of tillage and cropping on IC in the Northern 
Great Plains of the United States has been evaluated by comparing long-term cultivation (likely 
>80 years) with uncultivated grassland.[5] There was a statistically significant increase in IC with crop-
ping for one soil type (at the 90% confidence level but not at the 95% confidence level) but no statistically 
significant differences for the other two soil types examined. The lack of a clear impact is likely related to 
the fact that these soils did not have significant quantities of IC in the upper portion of the profile where 
most of the water transport and root water uptake would occur.

In a study of Russian Chernozem soils, the soil IC was greater on a continuously cropped field and 
on a fallow field relative to a native grassland, with most of the approximately 100 Mg/ha increase in 
IC being in the upper portion of the profile.[6] A grassland field where hay was harvested showed no 
 significant changes over the native vegetation (grassland) field. The authors attributed the increase in 
the cropped and fallow fields to cultivation, irrigation, and fertilization, with the calcium being sup-
plied by fertilizer and manure additions. The manure also supplied alkalinity necessary for carbonate 
formation. The effects in this study may be more related to fertilizer application than changes due to 
cultivation per se.

When comparing IC in cropped soils to native grassland, it needs to be considered that grassland and 
native vegetative soils can also have net accumulation or loss of IC with net increase in pedogenic and 
recently formed IC. We cannot assume that increases in pedogenic carbonate necessarily correspond to 
increases in IC storage. For example, it is reported that for grasslands and forested soils in Saskatchewan, 
Canada, there is an increase in pedogenic IC of 1.2–1.8 kg/ha/yr,[7] and this has been cited as an increase 
in IC. However, the soils contain dolomite and re-cystallization of carbonates is listed by the authors as 
a major process producing the pedogenic carbonate.[7] Only one of the soils (Black Chernozem) had net 
IC accumulation based on comparison of the pedogenic carbonate accumulated and the depletion of the 
lithogenic carbonate.[7]

Land clearing, tillage, and overgrazing in arid lands serve to increase wind erosion and to redistribute 
soil in the landscape. In this manner, non-calcareous soils receive inputs of carbonates. This process 
likely increases net dissolution of carbonates, as it spreads carbonates across the landscape and into 
areas with non-calcareous soils.

In humid environments, IC is leached from the soil. The elevated CO2 concentrations in the soil 
enhance IC solubility relative to earth surface conditions. In humid environments, carbonates are 
 successively leached from the upper portions of the soil profile. Agricultural practices may serve to 
enhance or reduce the net removal of carbonates. Removal of vegetation from a site with cropping prac-
tices such as tree harvesting or crop or forage harvesting serves to remove base cations and causes net 
acidification of the upper portions of the soil profile. If carbonates are present deeper in the soil, this 
acidification increases IC dissolution. The impact of removal of vegetation in humid environments with 
carbonates in the subsoil can be calculated by assuming that the net harvested alkalinity is compensated 
by an equal increase in carbonate dissolution in the subsurface.

Fertilization and Liming

Since optimum plant growth is generally at a pH lower than that observed in untreated calcareous soils, 
acid fertilizers are commonly applied in arid regions. Use of sulfur with subsequent oxidation to  sulfate 
results in acid release to the soil (2 mol of protons per mole of sulfur). Application of ammonia salts 
with subsequent fixation into organic matter or oxidation to nitrous oxide or elemental nitrogen also 
releases protons (2 and 1 mol of protons per mole of ammonia ions, respectively). This acidification will 
increase carbonate dissolution proportionately and has a significant effect since ammonia salts are 
widely applied as fertilizers.
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Application of fertilizer as urea or ammonia gas should have no net effect on carbonate dissolu-
tion (upon oxidation to nitrous oxide or elemental nitrogen) other than the indirect impact on soil 
CO2. In contrast, use of nitrate fertilizers serves to increase pH and thus reduce carbonate dissolution. 
Generally, nitrate is not utilized on calcareous soils, so the impact on IC storage in soil is slight. The 
quantitative impact of fertilization on changes in IC is not easily calculated, as it depends on the extent 
of N incorporation into organic matter, mineralization, the extent to which the harvested biomass is 
removed from the site, and the occurrence of carbonates in the subsurface.

The practice of liming soils is very prevalent for crop production and urban landscaping in humid 
environments and represents a major anthropogenic input. The liming is done by application of cal-
cium carbonate or dolomite to the soil. Addition of liming products, primarily calcite, are reported 
as 3.7 Tg C/yr in the United States for 1978.[8] This is a significant but temporary addition to the soil IC 
pool. Since liming is not generally needed in arid regions, it is reasonably assumed that the majority of 
the material is applied to acid soils and thus it is readily dissolved. The liming serves two functions, to 
increase the pH of acid soils and as an inexpensive calcium source in regions with leached, calcium-
deficient soils. The net impact of liming is neutralization of most of the carbonate in the mineral and 
release of the generated carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, as represented in Eq. 2. The amount of carbon 
dioxide release to the atmosphere is less than indicted by Eq. 2 for all but the highly acidic soils, as some 
of the carbon is sequestered in the form of dissolved bicarbonate. In humid environments, most of the 
bicarbonate produced will likely not reprecipitate, even in the long term; instead, it will be discharged 
into the ocean via river drainage systems.

Humid Region irrigation

Large quantities of water applied in excess of plant transpiration needs result in leaching and mainte-
nance of elevated water content at or near the soil surface. The additional water applied as irrigation 
enhances dissolution of IC as does the increased soil carbon dioxide concentrations due to increased 
water content as in the soil. Irrigation in humid environments thus serves to increase the net recharge 
through the soils and thus removal of carbonates. These changes may be relatively difficult to detect 
in view of the limited amount of irrigation water added and the fact that irrigation in humid environ-
ments, although increasing rapidly, was very limited in the past. Field studies are needed to determine 
the impact of irrigation on changes in IC in humid environments.

Arid and Semiarid Region irrigation

Arid zone soils usually contain at least minor amounts of carbonates, even if they are not classified as 
calcareous. In the absence of irrigation, there may be redistribution of carbonates within the soil but 
likely little net precipitation. The majority of the pedogenic calcite is reprecipitated calcite with relatively 
small amounts added as a result of silicate mineral weathering. This process is of geological significance 
and central to explaining soil formation but of less importance to the time frames of interest with regard 
to recent changes in atmospheric CO2. Significant amounts of carbonates are added to the surface of arid 
land soils as dust. IC is leached from the upper part of the soil profile by dissolution into the infiltrating 
rain and is mostly reprecipitated at depth after plant extraction of the available water.

Irrigation in arid and semiarid environments may result in a net increase or decrease in soil IC, 
depending on the water source and fraction of water applied that is leached (leaching fraction). There are 
various opposing effects. First, elevated CO2 concentrations in the root zone relative to the atmospheric 
condition results in enhanced calcite and dolomite solubility and dissolution and, hence, depletion of 
soil IC. Second, plant water extraction and evaporation concentrate the soluble salts into a smaller vol-
ume of water and enhance calcite precipitation, thus increasing IC. Plant roots extract relatively dilute 
water from the soil, leaving most of the salts behind. At low leaching fractions (where the quantity 
of water applied plus rain is only 2%–10% greater than the amount of water transpired), the effect of 
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concentration of salts due to plant water extraction and evaporation is greater than the enhanced CO2 
effect and there is net precipitation of calcite.

For a calcite-supersaturated surface water such as the Colorado River, it is estimated[9] that at a 
 leaching fraction of 0.1, there is net precipitation of 125 kg/ha/yr of C, based on water consumption of 
1.2 m/yr and an average soil CO2 partial pressure of 3 kPa (approximately 3% of the soil atmosphere). 
Model simulations indicate that net precipitation of calcite occurs in the soil profile, with loss of IC in 
the upper portion of the root zone and precipitation of IC in the lower portion. At high leaching frac-
tions, there is net dissolution of carbonates. Using a predictive calcite precipitation model that accounts 
for 3-fold calcite supersaturation in precipitating environments, it is predicted that at a leaching fraction 
of 0.4, there will be a net dissolution of IC of 70 kg/ha/yr of C. Again, this calculation is based on water 
consumption of 1.2 m/yr and soil CO2 partial pressure of 3 kPa.[10] In all instances, there is a prediction 
of net dissolution in the upper portion of the soil root zone and net precipitation in the lower portions 
of the profile. Using average leaching fractions for the western United States, it is estimated that irriga-
tion with surface waters on 12 million ha[11] results in an increase in soil IC of 1 Tg/yr,[10] or 80 kg/ha/yr. 
Considering the reverse reaction in Eq. 1, this increase in soil IC corresponds to a net release of almost 
1 Tg/yr of C to the atmosphere.

Irrigation with groundwater saturated with respect to calcite will result in precipitation of carbon-
ates at almost all leaching fractions, since the irrigation water is equilibrated at the groundwater CO2 
partial pressure and is highly supersaturated with respect to calcite upon degassing and application to 
the soil surface. Calcite-saturated groundwater is used for irrigation on an estimated 3.12 million ha 
in the United States.[11] It is estimated that irrigation on these soils results in a net IC precipitation of 
1.3 Tg/yr or 420 kg/ha/yr.[10] This corresponds to slightly less than 1.3 Tg/yr of carbon dioxide release to 
the atmosphere.

The model calculations of IC precipitation are dependent on several assumptions regarding c alcite 
precipitation and soil CO2 concentrations and do not consider the effect of fertilizers. Generally, acidify-
ing fertilizers are applied in arid regions, thus reducing the extent of expected increases in IC with irri-
gation. A partial validation of the modeling is available by comparing modeling results with data from 
Palo Verde, California. Using measured CO2 partial pressure in the groundwater in Palo Verde Valley, 
there is prediction of no net change in IC at a leaching fraction of 0.5, obtained from the measured 
water diversions and drainage volumes. Consistent with these predictions, the groundwater composi-
tion draining back to the Colorado River from Palo Verde Valley shows no evidence for net precipitation 
or dissolution of carbonates in the soil.

There is some direct field evidence for the influence of irrigation on soil IC, but as expected from the 
above discussion, the results are site specific depending on water source, water composition, and leach-
ing, as well as quantity and type of fertilizer used. It is also difficult to be certain that differences among 
sites are only related to changes in management. Researchers[12] observed a net decrease in the calcium 
carbonate content of three pairs of soil profiles taken from sites in Israel irrigated for approximately 
40 years as compared to non-irrigated sites. The estimated input of 4.40 m of water per year at those sites 
is contrasted with the yearly potential evapotranspiration of 1.93 m. The observed trend is qualitatively 
consistent with model predictions if we account for the input of rain and the estimated high leaching 
fraction of 0.56. Isotopic evidence indicated that there was precipitation of pedogenic carbonate at depth 
despite a net decrease in IC content at depth.[12] This suggests solubilization and reprecipitation, but the 
measured net impact was still loss of IC in the soil profile, as expected from modeling this water budget 
data using surface water for irrigation.

In a study in the San Joaquin Valley in California, researchers compared samples of a soil taken from 
irrigated and native vegetation sites.[13] They also measured a net loss of carbonates attributed to 8 years 
of irrigation. Net carbonate loss was estimated as 7 × 103 kg/ha/yr (800 kg C/ha/yr). Leaching fractions at 
the site were not reported, but this value corresponds to approximately 10 times greater dissolution than 
expected based on model simulations. However, another study by the same author[14] found no change 
in total carbonate when comparing pedons with native vegetation and those irrigated for 5–25 years. 
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In this instance, both gypsum and sulfur were applied as amendments for reclamation. Gypsum would 
tend to greatly increase precipitation of carbonates and thus increase IC, while sulfur would acidify the 
soil and cause net dissolution of carbonates.

In other studies, the results are also mixed as expected if we consider variations in irrigation water 
composition and leaching fractions. In a semiarid northwestern U.S. study, irrigated crops showed a 
net increase in IC while irrigated pasture showed a net decrease relative to native sagebrush vegeta-
tion.[15] In the San Joaquin Valley, California, there was a net gain in IC of 1.8 kg/m2 after 30 years of 
irrigation and a net loss of IC after 55 years of irrigation at another site, while in Imperial Valley, there 
was a net gain of IC of 4 kg/m2 or 40 Mg/ha after 85–90 years of irrigation.[16] Another, more extensive 
study in Imperial Valley[17] on paired soil cores (irrigated and adjacent non-irrigated sites) observed no 
changes in IC  storage after 90 years of irrigation and no isotopic C shifts indicative of recrystallization. 
Accurately modeling the net global impact of irrigation on soil IC based on water types, water applica-
tion quantities, and evapotranspiration will first require the ability to accurately simulate the impacts 
on specific locations.

Sodic Soil Reclamation

Reclamation of sodic soils can result in either an increase or a decrease in soil IC. Gypsum application 
to a sodic and alkaline soil will increase the soil carbonate content, as the increased Ca will precipitate 
most of the soluble bicarbonate and carbonate. This will increase IC sequestration in the soil but have 
a net effect of also increasing the carbon dioxide flux to the atmosphere (and decreasing the net flux of 
C and alkalinity to the groundwater). Gypsum is also very commonly used in arid regions to improve 
water infiltration. At least some of the applied calcium from the gypsum application is reprecipitated 
as calcium carbonate, increasing the soil IC. Application of sulfuric acid, sulfur, or green manuring all 
serve to dissolve soil carbonates, thus depleting IC stocks in the soil. Addition of acid will result in an 
increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide equal to the IC removed.

Green manuring is a management practice of adding fresh plant organic matter to a calcareous soil, 
enhancing CO2 concentrations in the soil and thus enhancing carbonate dissolution, providing a cal-
cium source to replace the soil exchangeable sodium. This process will decrease soil IC and result in 
net release of CO2 to the atmosphere. The dissolution process will deplete atmospheric carbon, but the 
effect is negated by the larger increase in carbon dioxide release related to the oxidation of the OC. It is 
estimated that this process can dissolve on the order of 400 to 800 kg/ha during a year of reclamation. 
Use of acid is currently a widespread and generally recommended practice to prevent emitter clogging 
in drip irrigation systems. This practice may result in total removal of carbonates within 10–20 years, for 
soils with less than 3% carbonate content.

impact of ic on Atmospheric carbon Dioxide

Dissolution of carbonates in neutral to alkaline environments results in consumption of CO2 gas and 
formation of aqueous bicarbonate (HCO−

3 ), while precipitation of carbonates results in release of CO2. 
The net effect of dissolution or precipitation of soil IC on atmospheric CO2 depends on the solution flow 
path. In regions irrigated with surface water, the dissolution of carbonates results in a net C sink. The 
high alkalinity drainage water usually flows back to the river, but even in shallow groundwater systems, 
this would take on the order of tens to several hundred years. The resultant degassing of carbonic acid 
in arid environments will result in reprecipitation of carbonate in the river or reservoir and releases CO2 
back into the atmosphere. If the water is recharged into deep aquifers, the net soil flux of dissolved IC is 
preserved as an IC sink. In acid environments, liming of soils results in CO2 release to the atmosphere as 
there is little or no net alkalinity produced. Examination of records of volumes of water and concentra-
tions of alkalinity (mostly bicarbonate) revealed that within the past 50 years, there has been a dramatic 
increase in net alkalinity export from the Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico.[18] The 17.7  Tg/yr 
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increase in IC is attributed to increased rainfall in the basin and increased proton delivery to the land 
due to enhanced carbon dioxide production in the soil, resulting in increased weathering. It seems 
reasonable to consider that management changes for increased crop productivity may have increased 
soil liming and dissolution of IC. Such a drastic change does not likely reflect a response to a chang-
ing groundwater composition but is likely related to increased alkalinity in surface overland flow. The 
impact of a drier climate on the net export of alkalinity was not evaluated. However, it is reasonable to 
assume that decreased runoff would result in decreased mass of alkalinity transported to surface waters.

conclusion

Land-use practices have a long-term impact on soil IC. Due to the large C pools in the soil, these impacts 
are not generally observed in short-term studies. Use of acidifying fertilizers such as ammonia and 
 sulfur reduces soil IC. Practices that favor dissolution of carbonates include irrigation with surface 
waters and irrigation with water in large excess of plant transpiration. Practices that favor accumulation 
of IC in the soil include lower water applications relative to transpiration when irrigating in arid and 
semiarid regions (leaching less than 30% of the applied water), irrigation with groundwaters at elevated 
CO2 concentrations, application of gypsum to alkaline soils, and use of nitrate fertilizer. Other factors 
that affect soil carbonate content include land clearing, cropping practices, and erosion.

In humid environments, the major anthropogenic impacts on inorganic C are liming of surface soils, 
use of fertilizers, removal of vegetation, and soil erosion. In semiarid and arid environments, increased 
IC is favored by use of groundwater vs. surface water for irrigation and application of gypsum amend-
ments used to improve water infiltration. Decreased IC is favored by inefficient irrigation with surface 
water and application of NH4 fertilizer. The net effect of irrigation on a global scale, neglecting the 
effects of fertilizer addition, is an estimated increase in soil inorganic C by 30 Tg/yr as well as a release 
of an almost equal amount of C to the atmosphere. Liming practices in humid regions throughout the 
world are estimated to have no net effect on inorganic soil C but release up to 85 Tg C/yr to the atmo-
sphere. Of course this is the net effect from IC processes and does not include sequestration of OC by 
crop production.
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introduction

Chromium is a heavy metal that is essential for human health as a cofactor of insulin in its trivalent 
form [(Cr(III)] but may cause lung cancer if inhaled in the hexavalent oxidation state [Cr(VI)]. Trivalent 
Cr is only sparingly soluble in neutral to alkaline natural waters as Cr(OH)3 or Cr2O3, but it can be 
oxidized to Cr(VI) by naturally occurring manganese (III,IV) (hydr)oxides and by hydrogen peroxide, 
ozone, chlorine gas, hypochlorite, and other electron acceptors used in the environmental remedia-
tion of water, sediments, and soils. Hexavalent Cr can be reduced to Cr(III) by elemental Fe and Fe(II), 
sulfides (H2S and HS–), easily oxidized organic C compounds, and other electron donors. The rates and 
extent of oxidation and reduction reactions of Cr are governed by the redox potential (Eh) and acidity 
(pH) of natural soil–water systems and of engineered environments, such as anthropogenic wetlands 
and wastewater treatment facilities.

Health effects

Concerns surrounding the presence of chromium (Cr) in natural waters and drinking water  supplies 
must address the contrasting solubilities and toxicities of its common oxidation states in natural 
 environments: Cr(III) and Cr(VI). Currently, Cr regulation principally focuses on “total Cr,” with-
out distinguishing the oxidation states in a solid or water sample. The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) national standard for total Cr in drinking water is 100 μg/L (100 ppb), except that 
California has set its current drinking water standard at 50 μg/L.[1,2] In 1999, California set a Public 
Health Goal of 2.5 μg/L, based on a 1968 study in Germany that found stomach tumors in animals that 
drank chromium-enriched water. The U.S. EPA rejected that study as flawed and determined that there 
was no evidence it was carcinogenic in water, which resulted in California rescinding its goal in 2001 and 
reverting back to the 50 μg/L standard.[2] The point of contention regarding the 1968 study was whether 
Cr(VI) is reduced to Cr(III) in the stomach by gastric acids.
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Chromium(VI) is genotoxic in a number of in vitro and in vivo toxicity tests.[3] Because the mecha-
nisms of geno-toxicity and carcinogenicity are not fully understood, the National Toxicology Program 
(NTP) conducted animal tests to assess the potential for cancer due to ingestion of Cr(VI).[4] Reduction 
of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) is hypothesized to occur primarily in the stomach, as a mechanism of detoxification. 
In this 2 years NTP study, no neoplasms or non-neoplastic lesions were observed in the forestomach or 
glandular stomach of rats or mice. However, observed increases in neoplasms, or abnormal growths of 
tissue, in the small intestine of mice, toxicity to red and white blood cells and bone marrow, and uptake 
of Cr(VI) into tissues of rats and mice suggest that at least a portion of the administered Cr(VI) was not 
reduced in the stomach.[4] The stepwise reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) through Cr(V) and Cr(IV) creates 
short-lived oxidation states that may be the forms of Cr that are the actual carcinogens.

This finding, in addition to the absence of increases in neoplasms or non-neoplastic lesions of the 
small intestine in rats or mice exposed to chromium picolinate monohydrate (CPM), an organically 
bound form of Cr(III),[5] provides evidence that Cr(VI) is not completely reduced in the stomach and is 
responsible for these carcinogenic effects. Additionally, it should be noted that Cr(III), like that found 
in CPM, is essential for human health in trace amounts as an activator of insulin,[6] but exists predomi-
nantly in nature in cationic forms that are typically only sparingly soluble in near-neutral pH soils, 
plants, cells, and natural waters.[7]

Sources of chromium and occurrence in 
natural Waters and Water Supplies

When soluble Cr is detected in natural waters, especially at high concentrations, it is usually Cr(VI) 
derived from industrial wastes containing Cr(VI) or possibly resulting from the oxidation of certain 
forms of Cr(III) in soils or sediments.[8,9] Chromium is the seventh most abundant metal on earth with 
an average content of 100 mg/kg in the earth’s crust and 3700 mg/kg for the earth as a whole, principally 
as Cr(III) in unreactive, insoluble miner-als, such as chromite (FeO.Cr2O3).[10] Roasting chromite ore 
under alkaline, high-temperature conditions oxidizes Cr2O3 to soluble Cr(VI), a widely used starting 
material for production of stainless steel, pressure-treated lumber, chrome-tanned leather, pigments, 
chrome-plated metals, and other common products used in modern societies.[11] As a result, Cr(VI) 
remaining in industrial by-products, such as chromite ore processing residue, chrome plating bath 
waste, paint aerosols, and other industrial wastes, may enrich soils and contaminate surface waters and 
groundwater that are supplies for domestic uses, irrigation, and industrial processes.

In contrast to these concentrated, anthropogenic sources of Cr(VI); naturally occurring sources of 
Cr are predominantly Cr(III) and occur at low concentrations. Ultramafic and basaltic rocks (and soils 
developed from these parent materials), however, may contain up to 2400 mg Cr/kg, and can release 
small fractions of the Cr contained in them as Cr(VI), either through dissolution of Cr(VI) minerals 
or possibly via oxidation of Cr(III) by Mn(III,IV) (hydr)oxides. As a result, Cr(VI) has been detected 
in groundwater (0.05–0.5 mg/L) in arid regions dominated by these alkaline, Cr-rich rocks and soils. 
A concentration of Cr(VI) of 7.5 mg/L in pH 12.5 groundwater from Jordan is the highest known level 
that is not due to human influence. Naturally occurring Cr in alkaline, aerobic ocean water exists 
 principally as Cr(VI) at concentrations in the range of 3–7.3 nM (0.16–0.38 μg/L).[12]

The balance of the different forms and the solubilities of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) in natural waters is 
 governed by pH, aeration status, and other environmental conditions (Table 1). Understanding and 
predicting the oxidation state, solubility, mobility, and bioavailability of Cr in water are further com-
plicated by the fact that Cr(III) can be oxidized (lose three electrons) to form Cr(VI), whereas Cr(VI) 
can gain three electrons and be reduced to Cr(III).[13,14] Natural variation and human-induced changes 
in pH and the oxidation–reduction status of soil and water can control the solubility of Cr. As a result, 
purification of drinking water supplies and treatment of wastewaters contaminated with Cr are possible 
through chemical and microbiological processes that modify the acidity and the relative abundance of 
oxidizing and reducing agents for Cr.[15,16]
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Solubility controls of chromium concentrations in Water

Most inorganic compounds of Cr(III) are less soluble in water than are those of Cr(VI) because Cr(III) 
cations have high ionic potentials (charge-to-size ratio) and hydrolyze to form covalent bonds with 
OH– ions (Table 1). When three OH– anions surround the Cr3+ cation, it is particularly stable in water 
as the sparingly soluble compound, Cr(OH)3 (Table 2). Upon aging and dehydration, Cr(OH)3 slowly 
converts to the more crystalline, less soluble Cr O .[12]

2 3  Incorporation of Fe(III) or Fe(II) into solid 
phases and precipitates containing Cr(III) renders the Cr(III) less soluble, often by a factor of 103 in the 

TABLE 1  Oxidation States and Forms of Chromium in Natural Waters

Oxidation State Form Name

Chemical Conditions of Water under 
Which It Is Found and Pertinent Reaction 

in Natural Waters

Chromium (III) 
(trivalent 
chromium)

Cr(H2O) 3+
6 Hexaquochromium(III) pH < 3.5; strong affinity for negatively 

charged ions (e.g., phosphate) and colloid 
surfaces (e.g., living cells and 
phyllosilicate clays or fulvic and humic 
acids); green color

Cr(H2O)5OH2+ Monohydroxychromium(III) First hydrolysis product formed at pH > 
3.5 upon dilution of or addition of base to 
solution of Cr(III); green

Cr(H2O)4(OH) +
2 Dihydroxychromium(III) Second hydrolysis product of Cr(III); may 

dimerize and polymerize to form high 
molecular weight cations in planes of 
octahedron; green

Cr(H2O)3(OH) 0
3 Chromium hydroxide Metastable, uncharged hydrolysis product 

that precipitates as the sparingly soluble 
Cr(OH)3

Cr(H2O)2(OH) –
4 Hydroxochromate Fourth hydrolysis product of Cr(III) that 

may form at pH > 11; may oxidize to 
Cr(VI) by O2

Cr(III)–organic 
acid complexes 
and chelates

For example: chromium 
citrate, chromium 
picolinate, 
chromium fulvate

Soluble complexes and chelates in which 
water molecules of hydration 
surrounding Cr(H2O) 3+

6  are displaced 
by carboxylic acid and N-containing 
ligands; formation is pH and 
concentration dependent; blue–green–
purple colors, depending on ligand 
binding Cr(III)

Chromium (VI)
(hexavalent 
chromium)

 H2CrO4 Chromic acid Fully protonated form of Cr(VI) formed at 
pH < 1; see Figure 2 for key Eh values for 
redox

HCrO –
4 Bichromate Form of Cr(VI) that predominates at 

1 < pH < 6.4;
yellow; see Figure 2 for key Eh values for 

redox
CrO 2–

4 Chromate Form of Cr(VI) that predominates at 
pH > 6.4; yellow; see Figure 2 for key Eh 
values for redox

Cr2O 2–
7 Dichromate Form of Cr(VI) that predominates at 

pH < 3 and in concentrated solutions 
(>1.0 mM); rapidly reverts to HCrO –

4  or 
CrO 2–

4  upon dilution or pH change
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solubility product (Ksp).[17,18] In the pH range of 5.5–8.0, Cr(III) reaches minimum solubility in water 
due to this hydrolysis and precipitation reaction, an important process that controls the movement of 
Cr(III) in soils enriched with industrial wastewaters and solid materials. Under strongly acidic condi-
tions (pH < 4), unhydrolyzed Cr(H2O) 3+

6  cations exist in solution, while Cr(OH)4– forms under strongly 
alkaline conditions (pH > 11), particularly in response to adding base to solutions of soluble salts of 
Cr(III), e.g., CrCl3, Cr(NO3)3, or Cr2(SO4)3.

Other anions besides OH– coordinate with Cr(H2O) 3+
6  and displace water molecules of hydration 

to form sparingly soluble compounds and soluble chelates (Table 2). In water treatment facilities and 
in natural waters, phosphate (H2PO –

4 , HPO 2–
4 , PO 3–

4 ), arsenate (H2AsO –
4 , HAsO 2–

4 ) and fluoride 
(F–) may form low solubility compounds with Cr(III). Organic complexes of Cr(III) with carboxylic 
acids (e.g., citric, oxalic, tartaric, fulvic) remain soluble at pH values above which Cr(OH)3 forms. By 
increasing the solubility of Cr(III) in neutral and alkaline waters, such organic complexes enhance 
the potential for absorption of Cr(III) by cells. Stable, insoluble complexes of Cr(III) also form with 
humic acids and other high molecular aggregate weight organic moieties in soils, sediments, wastes, 
and natural waters.[19]

With the exception of chromium(VI) jarosite (Table 2), Cr(VI) compounds are more soluble over the 
pH range of natural waters than are those of Cr(III), thereby leading to the greater concern about the 
potential mobility and bioavailability of Cr(VI) than Cr(III) in natural waters. The alkali salts of Cr(VI) 
are highly soluble, CaCrO4 is moderately soluble, and PbCrO4 and BaCrO4 are only sparingly soluble. 
In colloidal environments containing aluminosilicate clays and (hydr)oxides of Al(III), Fe(II,III), and 
Mn(III,IV) (e.g., in soils and sediments), Cr(VI) anions may be adsorbed similarly to SO 2–

4 . Low pH and 
high ionic strength promote retention of HCrO –

4  and CrO 2–
4  on positively charged sites, especially those 

associated with colloidal surfaces dominated by pH-dependent charge. Such electrostatic adsorption 
may be reversible, or the sorbed Cr(VI) species may gradually become incorporated into the structure 
of the mineral surface (chemisorption). Recently precipitated Cr(OH)3 can adsorb Cr(VI) or incorporate 
Cr(VI) within its structure as it forms, thereby forming a Cr(III)–Cr(VI) compound.[20]

TABLE 2 Solubility in Water at pH 7 of Selected Chromium Compounds

Oxidation State Compound Name Formula
Approximate 

Solubility (mol Cr/L)

Chromium (III) 
(trivalent chromium)

Chromium(III) hydroxide
Chromium(III) oxide

Cr(OH)3 (am)
Cr2O3 (Cr)

10–12

10–17

Chromite FeO·Cr2O3 (Cr) 10–20

Chromium chloride CrCl3 Highly soluble
Chromium sulfate Cr2(SO4)3 Highly soluble
Chromium phosphate CrPO4 10–10

Chromium fluoride CrF3 1.2 × 10–3

Chromium arsenate CrAsO4 10–10

Chromium (VI) 
(hexavalent chromium)

Potassium chromate
Sodium chromate

K2CrO4

Na2CrO4

3.2
5.4

Calcium chromate CaCrO4 0.14
Barium chromate BaCrO4 1.7 × 10–3

“Zinc yellow” pigment 3ZnCrO4·K2CrO4·Zn(OH)2H2O 8.2 × 10–3

Strontium chromate SrCrO4 5.9 × 10–3

Lead chromate PbCrO4 1.8 × 10–6

Chromium(VI) jarosite KFe3(CrO4)2(OH)6 (Cr) 10–30
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oxidation-Reduction chemistry of 
chromium in natural Waters

The paradox of the contrasting solubilities and toxicities of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) in natural waters and 
 living systems is complicated by two reduction–oxidation (electron transfer) reactions: Cr(III) can oxi-
dize to Cr(VI) in soils and natural waters, and Cr(VI) can reduce to Cr(III) in the same systems, and at 
the same time. Understanding the key electron transfer processes (redox) and predicting environmental 
conditions governing them are central to treatment of drinking water, wastewaters, and contaminated 
soils, and to predicting the hazard of Cr in natural systems.[21] The metaphor of a seesaw (Figure 1) is 
useful in picturing the undulating nature of the changes in Cr speciation in water due to oxidation 
of Cr(III) and reduction of Cr(VI). A balance for the two redox reactions is achieved in accordance 
with the quantities and reactivities of reductants and oxidants in the system [e.g., organic matter and 
Mn(III,IV) (hydr)oxides, as modulated by pH and pe as a master variables].[15,22]

The thermodynamics (energetics predicting the relative stability of reactants and products of a 
 chemical reaction) of interconversions of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) compared to other redox couples can be 
used to predict the predominance of Cr(III) or Cr(VI) in water supplies (Figure 2). Certain electron-
poor species may act as oxidants (electron acceptors) for Cr(III), especially soluble forms of Cr(III), 
in the treatment of water supplies or in soils enriched with Cr(III) (Nieboer and Jusys, Figure 3).[19] 
Examples are those above the bold line for Cr(VI)–Cr(III) on the Eh–pH diagram: Cl2, OCl–, H2O2, 
O3, and MnOOH. In contrast, electron-rich species may donate electrons to electron-poor Cr(VI) and 
reduce it to Cr(III): Fe2+ [or Fe(0)], H2S, H2, ascorbic acid (and organic compounds, generally), and SO2. 
Sunlight may affect the kinetics of both oxidation and reduction reactions for Cr, a relevant fact for 
natural processes in lakes and streams and for treatment technologies for drinking water purification. 
Depending on pH, temperature, and the concentrations of oxidants and reductants, Cr(VI)-to-Cr(III) 
ratio in natural waters may be predicted. 

FIGURE 1 Seesaw model depicting a balance of the oxidation of Cr(III) by Mn(III,IV) (hydr)oxides and the 
reduction of Cr(VI) by organic compounds, with the pH acting as a sliding control (master variable) on the seesaw 
to set the redox balance for given quantities and reactivities of oxidants and reductants. The equilibrium quantity 
of Cr(VI) in the water is indicated by the pointing arrow from the fulcrum.
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FIGURE 3 Eh–pH diagram showing potential oxidants for Cr(III) in natural waters as dashed lines above the 
bold Cr(VI)–Cr(III) line and potential reductants for Cr(VI) below the line. Each line for an oxidant (first species 
of the pair) and reductant (second species) combination represents the reduction potential (in mV) at a given pH 
established by that oxidant–reductant pair (e.g., O –

3 O2). The oxidant member of a pair for a higher line is expected 
to oxidize the reductant member of the lower line, thereby establishing the area and species between the lines as 
thermodynamically favored to exist at chemical equilibrium.[23]

FIGURE 2 Eh–pH diagram illustrating the stability field defined by Eh (redox potential relative to the standard 
hydrogen electrode, SHE) and pH for Cr(VI) and Cr(III) at 10–4 M total Cr. The vertical dashed lines indicate 
 semiquantitatively the pH range in which Cr(OH)3 is expected to control Cr(III) cation activities in the absence of 
other ligands besides OH–.
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conclusion

Hexavalent chromium remaining in industrial by-products may contaminate soils, surface waters, and 
groundwater that are supplies for domestic uses, irrigation, and industrial processes. Prediction of the 
likelihood of Cr(III) oxidation and Cr(VI) reduction occurring is important for water treatment and 
for establishing health-based regulations and allowable limits for Cr(VI) and Cr(III) in water supplies. 
In agricultural soil–plant–water systems, Cr(VI) added in irrigation water or formed via oxidation of 
Cr(III) will reduce to Cr(VI) if electron donors (e.g., Fe2+, H2S, and organic matter) and Eh–pH condi-
tions are sufficiently reducing (Bartlett and James[8] and James and Bartlett[20]; Figure 2). If not reduced, 
Cr(VI) may leach from surface soils to subsoils and groundwater. Therefore, prediction of Cr bioavail-
ability and mobility in natural waters must consider redox reactions of this heavy metal.
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Soil cobalt

The Co concentration in soils depends primarily on the parent materials (rocks) from which they 
were formed and on the degree of weathering undergone during soil development.[2] Cobalt tends to 
be most abundant as a substituent ion in ferromagnesian minerals, and therefore has relatively high 
 concentrations in mafic and ultramafic rocks (rocks containing high or extremely high proportions 
of ferromagnesian minerals). Conversely, Co concentrations are relatively low in felsic rocks (rocks 
containing large amounts of silica-rich minerals) such as granite, and in coarse-textured quartz-rich 
sedimentary rocks (sandstones). Higher concentrations of Co may be associated with finer textured 
sediments (shales) in which Co has become surface adsorbed by, or incorporated into, secondary layer 
silicates by isomorphous substitution.[3] Typical concentrations of Co reported in different rock types 
are shown in Table 1. As a result of the large range in Co concentrations of soil parent materials, and 
variation in the degree of weathering, total soil Co concentrations also vary widely. However, the mean 
values reported for agricultural soils from many countries appear to have a somewhat restricted range 
of between approximately 2 and 20 mg/kg (Table 1).

Forms of cobalt in Soils

Cobalt in soils, whether released from parent materials during soil development, or derived from 
anthropogenic contaminant sources, occurs in several different forms or associations. Cobalt may be 
present as 1) the simple Co2+ ion, or as complexes with various organic or inorganic ligands in the soil 
solution; 2) exchangeable Co2+ ions; 3) specifically adsorbed Co, bound to the surfaces of inorganic 
soil colloids (clays and oxides/hydrous oxides of Al, Fe, and Mn); 4) Co complexed by soil organic col-
loids; 5) Co occluded by soil oxide materials; and 6) Co present within the crystal structures of primary 
and secondary silicate minerals.[6] In some soils, there appears to be a particularly strong association 
between Co and manganese (Mn) oxides, especially in soils where Mn oxides occur as distinct nodules 
or coatings.[7,8]
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Plant Availability of Soil cobalt

The immediate source of Co for plant uptake is the soil solution. However, Co concentrations in 
the soil solution are extremely low, generally much less than 0.1 μg/mL.[1] Soil solution Co appears 
to be in equilibrium with Co adsorbed at the surfaces of soil colloids, and the distribution between 
 solution and surface phases is strongly influenced by soil pH. As pH increases, soluble Co decreases.[6] 
Similarly, soils with high capacities to adsorb Co, particularly those soils with high Mn oxide con-
tents, also have low solution Co concentrations.[9] Thus, in addition to soils with low total Co con-
centrations, the plant availability of Co may be low in soils with high pH or high Co adsorption 
capacities. Cobalt availability is also influenced by soil moisture status, availability increasing under 
waterlogged conditions.[10]

Determination of soil Co dissolved by various extractants is the most common way of assessing 
the plant availability of soil Co. Ideally, the forms of Co extracted should include any soluble and 
exchangeable Co, together with any solid-phase forms of Co that are able to move readily into the soil 
solution in response to changes in solution Co concentrations.[6] The two extractants used most com-
monly for this purpose are 2.5% acetic acid and solutions of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). 
However, the ability of these extractants to accurately assess Co availability appears to be somewhat 
limited.[11,12]

cobalt Deficiency

Cobalt deficiency in grazing sheep and cattle was first diagnosed in the 1930s, initially in New Zealand, 
Australia, and Scotland.[13–15] The condition causes animals to lose their appetite, become weak and 
emaciated, suffer severe anemia, and eventually die. Subsequently, it was shown that Co is a constituent 
of both vitamin B12 and a closely related coenzyme, and that Co deficiency is in effect a deficiency of 
vitamin B [

12. 16] It has been concluded from field studies that pasture containing Co below 0.08 mg/kg for 
sheep or below 04 mg/kg for cattle is unlikely to meet nutritional requirements in terms of maintaining 
adequate serum and liver vitamin B12 concentrations, and healthy growth rates.[17,18]

Cobalt deficiency is commonly treated by applying Co-containing fertilizers to pastures, usually at 
very low rates, e.g., 350 g/ha/yr of CoSO4 ∙7H2O. However, on some soils such treatments appear to be 
ineffective.[11] Alternative treatments for Co deficiency involve injecting the animal with vitamin B12, the 
use of Co drenches, or the insertion of slowly dissolving Co “bullets” in the animal’s rumen.

TABLE 1 Cobalt and Iodine Concentrations in Rocks and Soils

Co Concentration (mg/kg) I Concentration (mg/kg)

Rock type
Ultramafic (e.g., serpentinite)
Mafic (e.g., basalt, gabbro)
Intermediate (e.g., diorites)
Felsic (e.g., granites, gneiss)
Sandstones

100−300
30−100

1−30
<1−10
0.3−10

0.01−0.5
0.08−50
0.3−0.5
0.2−0.5
0.5−1.5

Shales/argillites
Limestones

11−40
0.1−3.0

2−6
0.5−3.0

Soils
Complete range
Range of mean values

0.1−300
2−21.5

<0.1−25.4
1.1−13.1

Source: Kabata-Pendias and Pendias,[1] Aubert and Pinta,[4] and Swaine.[5]
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Soil iodine

The range of I concentrations found in rocks and soils is shown in Table 1. Iodine occurs as a minor 
constituent in various minerals, where it can replace anions such as OH−, SiO 4−

4 , and CO 2−
3 , and has rel-

atively low concentrations in most types of rock.[19] Highest I concentrations are generally found in fine-
grained sedimentary rocks (Table 1). However, soil I concentrations are generally higher than in the rocks 
from which they have been derived, a fact attributed predominantly to atmospheric  accessions of I.[20] 
Iodine is known to be present in the atmosphere in vapor form and associated with particles of dust. In 
coastal areas, accession of I may also be related to sea spray.[1]

Forms of iodine in Soils

Information of the forms of I in soils is limited, most published analyses of soils have determined total 
I concentrations only. Of the three most common forms of elemental (I2), iodide (I−), and iodate (IO −

3 ), 
it seems likely that most I in soils is present as iodide or possibly as elemental I. The presence of iodate 
in soils has also been postulated, but would require high oxidation conditions in neutral or alkaline 
soils.[20] Indeed, there is some evidence that when iodate is added to soils it is rapidly reduced to elemen-
tal I or iodide by soil organic matter.[21] There is also evidence that, under some conditions, elemental I 
can be volatilized from soils.[22]

Most I in soils appear to be associated with soil organic matter and iron (Fe) and aluminium (Al) 
oxides, materials by which both iodide and elemental I are known to be strongly adsorbed.[21,23] Indeed 
the distribution of I in soil profiles appears to follow the distribution of these soil components.[24] The 
atmospheric accessions of I and the affinity between I and organic matter often result in maximum con-
centrations of I in the surface horizons of soils.[20,24]

Plant Availability of Soil iodine

Interest in soil analysis as a means of assessing plant availability of I has been minimal,[20] and relation-
ships between the I-status of soils and the concentrations of I in plants appear to be poor.[1] Even soil 
extractants designed to determine the most soluble forms of I in soils do not provide a good indica-
tion of I availability to plants.[25] Plants are capable of absorbing I directly from the atmosphere,[1] and 
plant species or varietal differences appear to have a greater influence on plant I concentration than 
soil I status.[20,26] Dicotyledonous pasture species (e.g., clovers) generally have higher I contents than do 
grasses.[26] Concentrations of I in plants may be reduced by liming,[25] by the application of N fertilizer,[26] 
and by the application of farmyard manure.[25] Seasonal effects on pasture I concentrations have also 
been observed, with decreases in the summer, and slight increases in the autumn.[26]

iodine Deficiency

Low concentrations of I in food and water have been associated with the occurrence of endemic goi tre 
(enlargement of the thyroid gland) in humans and farm livestock.[27] Early work suggested a close 
 relationship between goitre incidence and low soil levels of I, however, it is now recognized that other 
factors are also involved. In particular, the presence of a group of substances known as goitrogens, which 
occur in various plant species, has been shown to reduce thyroid hormone synthesis and me tabolism.[20] 
In the absence of goitrogens, it is considered that diets containing 0.5mg I/kg DM will more than ade-
quately meet the I requirements of all classes of animals, while levels as low as 0.15 mg/kg might be suf-
ficient to meet the requirements for growing animals.[28] In the presence of goitrogens, I requirements 
may be as high as 2 mg I/kg DM.[28] Attempts to increase pasture I concentrations with I-containing 
fertilizers have been generally ineffective, with very low recoveries of the applied I.[25,26] Direct supple-
mentation of livestock is normally the preferred way to increase I intakes.
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conclusions

Cobalt and Iodine deficiencies in livestock result from low soil concentrations and/or low availability 
of these trace elements for uptake by pasture plants. Plant availabilities of Co and I are determined by 
several factors including soil forms, soil sorption properties, soil pH, soil moisture status, season, plant 
species, and fertilizer applications. Deficiencies of Co and I can be prevented by application of fertilizers 
(Co) to the soil, or by direct treatment of livestock (Co and I).
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copper in Soils

The average total concentration of Cu in the Earth’s crust is estimated to be 70 mg/kg, although levels of 
20–30 mg/kg are prevalent in average soils.[1] Common primary minerals include Cu sulfides, with Cu 
largely in the +I oxidation state, which dissolve by weathering processes. Secondary minerals of Cu(II) 
include oxides, carbonates (malachite), silicates, sulfates, and chlorides, most of which are relatively 
soluble. Copper(II) may substitute for Fe, Mg, and Mn in an assortment of minerals, especially silicates 
and carbonates.[1]

The Cu2+ ion can form strong inner-sphere complexes, and is thus immobilized by carboxylic, 
 carbonyl, or phenolic functional groups, even at low pH. Exchangeable and weak acid-extractable Cu 
represent a small percentage of total Cu in most soils. The bulk of the Cu is complexed by organic 
 matter, occluded in oxides, and substituted in primary and secondary minerals. Organic matter and Mn 
oxides are the most likely materials to retain Cu in a nonexchangeable form in soils. Alkali extraction 
techniques that remove organic matter from soils usually release large fractions of the total soil Cu.[2] 
Addition of organic matter to soils, and biological exudation of organic acids may both increase dis-
solved organic carbon, thus solubilizing Cu from mineral forms, increasing the total dissolved Cu in soil 
solution,[3] but predictive models of humic acid binding of Cu in soil solution are generally inadequate.[4] 
Overall, Cu is one of the least mobile of the trace elements, maintained in a form sufficiently available to 
plants but relatively resistant to movement by leaching.[1]

Free Cu2+ in soil solution decreases with increasing pH, reaching a minimum above pH 10. In the 
absence of organic ligands, Cu speciation is dominated by free Cu2+, and increasingly by carbonate and 
hydroxy complexes as pH rises above 6.5.[1] The dissolved organic carbon found in most surface soils has 
a strong affinity for Cu, but estimates of the percentage of soluble Cu that is organically complexed can 
vary widely.

copper and Plants

Plant uptake of Cu appears to be directly related to the concentration of the free ion, Cu2+, but may also 
be influenced by the total concentration in soil solution, including organic complexes.[5] As with most 
trace metals, it is not known whether Cu is passively absorbed or actively taken up across the root-cell 
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membrane.[6] Rates of absorption are generally low, on the order of 1 nmole h−1 (g root dry weight)−1.[7] 
The activity of free Cu2+ required in nutrient solution for optimal plant growth is just 10−14–10−16 M.[5] 
Copper absorption is generally halted by metabolic inhibitors and uncoupling agents which disrupt the 
normal transmembrane potential.[7]

Uptake of Cu is strongly affected by pH: increasing concentration of hydrogen ions decreases the 
absorption of Cu ions by plant roots.[8] Uptake is also affected by the presence of Ca, and to a lesser extent 
by Mg, both of which compete with Cu for binding sites at the root plasmalemma.[9] The effects of other 
trace metals on Cu uptake have frequently been seen as inhibitory (Zn), or stimulatory (Mn), but not 
necessarily under well-defined conditions.[2]

copper as an essential element

Copper is an essential element for plant growth and is a component of many enzymes, including plasto-
cyanin, and thus is an indispensable prosthetic group in Photosystem 2. Cu-containing proteins are also 
important in respiration (cytochrome c oxidase is the terminal oxidase of the mitochondrial electron 
chain), in detoxification of superoxide radicals (superoxide dismutase), and in lignification (polyphenol 
oxidase). Ascorbate oxidase, which contains eight Cu2+ ions, has been proposed as an indicator of plant 
Cu status, although its relevant biological function has yet to be determined.[10]

The critical concentration of Cu in shoot tissue for optimal growth does not vary greatly between 
plant species, ranging from 1 to 6 μg/g dry weight of young leaf tissue.[11] Most crops are recorded as 
 having a requirement of 3–5 μg/g.[11] The average concentration of Cu in plant parts varies with age and 
with the level of Cu and N supply. Translocation of Cu to plant shoots increases with an increasing 
 supply of N. In the xylem and phloem saps, Cu is probably complexed by amino acids.[2] Copper is usu-
ally described as having “variable” phloem mobility in plants,[2] as the retranslocation of Cu from older 
tissues is regulated by both Cu-supply and by N-status. Lack of a sufficiently long-lived radioisotope 
makes study of Cu transport and translocation problematic.

Plant Growth on copper-Deficient Soils

Copper deficiency most often occurs on organic soils where excessive leaching has occurred, or on 
 calcareous sands. In general, crops grown on mineral soils with Cu contents less than 4 to 6 μg/g, or on 
organic soils with less than 20 to 30 μg/g are the most likely to suffer Cu deficiency,[3] although this varies 
with specific soil type and the crop grown.

Symptoms of Cu-deficiency include chlorosis, necrosis, leaf distortion and terminal dieback, and 
are most evident in new leaf growth. Wilting can also occur, indicating structural weaknesses due to 
reduced lignification of the xylem elements. These symptoms are not entirely specific to Cu deficiency, 
and can be observed in plants under a variety of stresses. The most profound symptoms of Cu deficiency 
are those seen in the reproductive cycles of many sensitive species: delay of flowering, and/or reductions 
in seed and fruit yield as a consequence of sterile pollen or reduced floret numbers. Because these latter 
symptoms are not observed until maturity or harvest, Cu deficiency is often termed a “hidden hunger.” 
Rice, citrus and cassava are sometimes referred to as indicator species that are more sensitive to Cu 
deficiency, but are still not reported to require more than 5–6 μg/g Cu to avoid Cu deficiency. Cereal rye 
and canola are crops more tolerant of Cu deficiency, requiring only 1–2 μg/g Cu.[11]

Copper deficiency in legumes depresses nodulation and N2 fixation, leading to N deficiencies. Unlike 
Mo and Co, there seems to be no specific Cu requirement for N2 fixation in nodules beyond that required 
for plant growth and the production of carbohydrates.[12]

Copper deficiency decreases polyphenol oxidase activity and thus lignification.[14] Susceptibility of 
Cu-deficient plants to pathogenic attack may be increased due to reduced lignification of xylem elements, 
or due to impaired lignification in response to pathogenic invasion (wounding response). Application 
of Cu to soil, at rates too low to directly affect the pathogen, has controlled powdery mildew in wheat.[15] 
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It has also been suggested that, where Cu in soils is more than sufficient, the accumulation of additional 
Cu in roots provides a fungistatic defense against pathogens.[16] Conversely, where Cu is deficient, roots 
are more vulnerable to pathogenic invasion.

There are genetic differences in the absorption of Cu by plant roots. Rye is able to take up significantly 
more Cu from soil than wheat, and is thus viewed as being more Cu-efficient. Tritcale, the wheat-rye 
hybrid, inherits the efficiency factor.[7] Copper efficiency could be a useful trait in breeding crops for 
regions where soils are commonly Cu-deficient.[17] However, the mechanism of the efficiency factor is 
not clear.

Plant Growth on High-copper Soils

As some plant species have adapted to soils of low Cu status, others have evolved tolerance to Cu-toxic 
conditions. The 16th century author, Agricola, wrote of indicator plants that grow on naturally Cu-rich 
soils. Natural revegetation of mine spoils has been shown to reflect rapid genetic evolution of Cu tol-
erance by grasses and other plants.[14] There seem to be several possible mechanisms of Cu tolerance, 
although exclusion from shoots is a common feature. The exceptions are a few Cu-accumulator species 
which may contain in excess of 1000 μg/g Cu in shoot tissue.[12] In other Cu-tolerant species, root com-
partmentation or immobilization of Cu may be achieved by immobilization in cell walls, by complex-
ation with intracellular proteins, or by removal of Cu to the vacuole.[14]

With nontolerant taxa, plant growth is likely to be depressed when Cu concentrations in the whole 
shoots exceed ~20 μg Cu g−1. Symptoms of Cu toxicity include poorly developed and discolored root sys-
tems, reduced shoot vigor, and leaf chlorosis. Toxicity thresholds (e.g., for a 10% yield reduction) seem to 
vary widely, probably because of the low translocation of Cu from roots to shoots. Only when roots are 
overwhelmed by Cu rhizotoxicity does sufficient Cu reach shoots to affect growth and function. Other 
syndromes, such as Fe deficiency, can readily occur as secondary consequences of excess Cu.[14]

Exclusion of Cu from the shoot protects photosynthetic activity, which is highly sensitive to excess 
Cu. Photosynthetic electron transport is blocked by high levels of free Cu, at the oxidizing side of 
Photosystem 2, and at the reducing side of Photosystem 1. Excess Cu supply results in reduced lipid con-
tent and noticeable changes in the fatty-acid composition of tomato roots and primary leaves, indicating 
enhanced activity of enzymes which catalyze lipid peroxidation.[18]

Concentrated Cu sprays have historically been used to control foliar pathogens, especially in vineyard 
and orchard crops. These fungicidal sprays often included limestone to reduce their phytotoxicity, and 
to make them more rainfast. The accumulation of Cu in the soils under these crops has not regularly 
caused Cu toxicity, which indicates the remarkable ability of most plant roots to accumulate Cu, while 
regulating its flow to the shoots. Both Cu deficiency and toxicity may result in non-specific symptoms of 
plant stress. Assessment of the Cu status of a soil, or of crop plants, is most accurate when soil type, soil 
history, and soil and plant analyses for Cu are all considered.
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introduction

Within the last two decades, the world has witnessed an extraordinary increase in the flow of resources, 
goods, services, knowledge, and ideas among countries. Technological developments and competition 
imperatives have led to higher levels of interconnectedness between nations and their economies. Today, 
it would be impossible to discuss major innovations, products, services, or companies only within 
the contexts of state boundaries. Globalization has also paved the way for the evolution of a global 
 community—one that acts and functions in a coordinated manner in regard to common dilemmas. 
However, for all the benefits that can be directly or indirectly associated with economic growth and 
globalization, many argue that it imposes great burdens on the environment.

This entry discusses the challenges associated with understanding environmental impacts and t racing 
policy priorities within the framework and dynamics of globalization. The discussion revolves around 
four dominant themes: the globalization debate, the concepts of sustainable economic growth, global 
governance, and the expectations about the future developments within environmental  management 
and globalization. The entry makes two holistic arguments: 1) the understanding of the environmental 
and governance impacts of globalization is evolving, but it is still seriously hindered by the conflict and 
competing discourses; and 2) an adequate response to the environmental consequences of current 
trends has to be built on collaborative efforts that are comprehensive in nature and do not identify the 
environmental impacts as mere externalities.

Understanding Globalization: the Debate, Perspectives, 
and the complexity of the environmental challenges

The term globalization became an essential part of governance discourse in the 1990s. Academics 
have not fared well in their attempts to reach a single definition of globalization. The phenomenon 
is very complex, and its ramifications are still not fully understood and induce a great deal of debate. 
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How  globalization is defined will depend on the assumptions that one makes about its nature and 
dynamics. The term is commonly used to describe the increased flow of knowledge, labor, resources, 
goods, services, and policy considerations, but also the standardization of values across societies, within 
a broader context of global awareness, and social transformational influences that lead to higher degrees 
of interconnectedness and interdependence. In essence, globalization is a description of the social, 
financial, economic, and political conditions that became pronounced in the second part of the 1980s 
and  intensified after the end of the Cold War.

To a certain extent, the roots of globalization can be traced back to the 19th century,[1] while the 
underlining trade patterns possibly as far back as several thousand years. The actual concept entered 
the academic vocabulary in the 1960s but at the time it failed to attract any serious attention from 
the literature or the social context. With time, the idea of globalization started to symbolize the rise 
of  consciousness of the world society in regard to normative developments.[2] As patterns of intercon-
nectedness evolved, they led to manifold pressure but also opportunities to restructure or to regiment 
societies through a possible homogenization of beliefs and perspectives.[2]

Currently, globalization is primarily associated with the increased levels of financial and economic 
interdependencies. These dynamics are expected to remain an important part of the future economic 
landscape.[3] The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development identified three leading 
forces behind the phenomenon: 1) information and communication technologies; 2) liberalization of 
capital movements and deregulation; and 3) increased access to markets for trade and investments.[4] 
Others discern only two broad categories of motivators: on the one hand, the technological changes led 
to reduction in transport and communication costs, and on the other hand, policy decisions prodded 
regional and global integration initiatives.[5] While economic dimensions are important drivers behind 
globalization, it would be misleading to pick them as the only consequential aspects. It is probably best 
to think of globalization as a broad set of social processes or as an interpretative framework that aside 
from economic interdependencies also acknowledges associations within the world’s political systems, 
beliefs, cultures, and individuals.

The concept of globalization and the consequences associated with it are believed to be doomed 
to controversy and inimical debate.[6,7] The dispute over whether globalization is “good” or “bad” 
can ignite anger, which can easily spill into violent street manifestations, as was the case in Seattle in 
1999. Challenges and issues caused by integration trends will probably continue to define the future of 
global political and economic discourses. Historically, there always existed a significant conceptual gap 
between the advocates and opponents of globalization. The fissure in the perspectives of the two camps 
appears to be highly dependent on and correlated with the economic and political states of the world. 
At the same time, it has also been argued that the two opposing views are nothing more than reflections 
of other historical factious debates such as pro/anti-capitalism or pro/anti-American.[6]

The supporters believe that amidst economic growth, globalization also improves social equality 
and standards of living, helps the environment, and provides a platform for developing sensitivity for 
global issues. The globalization advocates construct their support on three main grounds. Foremost, it 
is argued that technological and knowledge spillovers that result from globalization lead to improve-
ments in the socioeconomic status of individuals around the globe.[7] In addition, it is thought that 
 globalization might provide the solutions to wicked problems that otherwise would not have been possi-
ble to envision or develop. Finally, based on the assumption of the rationality of the individual behavior 
within the market frameworks, it is expected that globalization will create the conditions for improved 
democratic outcomes within the design of domestic policies but also in international politics.

The critics of globalization condemn it on the basis of two overarching ideas. First, its opponents 
claim that the concept is an evolutionary form of a domination discourse promoted by the power-
ful, both within the national and the international arenas. This discourse demonstrates limited sen-
sitivity to or acceptance of the competing views of marginalized groups, and that inexorably worsens 
the economic, environmental, and human conditions of the global community. Second, many point 
out that  the economic rewards and the environmental burdens are not fairly distributed among the 
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established economies and the less developed ones, with the former receiving the greater proportions 
of the benefits.[8] It  is commonly suggested that globalization leads to harmful economic and social 
behaviors, such as “race to the bottom”—corporations seeking lax regulatory environments in order to 
achieve lower production costs at the expense of the environment. In the same vein, some are concerned 
that even developed countries might bid down their regulatory standards with the intent to attract 
investments.[9,10] Most importantly, it appears that the ecological consequences have been systematically 
understated within economic analyses and when discussing long-term strategic developments.[11]

Both camps, as well as those caught somewhere in between, are able to present well-constructed 
arguments. At the moment neither of the two extremes can claim an overwhelming advantage in the 
debate nor that the globalization dynamics have been overly responsive to any single perspective. Using 
the KOF index of globalization, which measures globalizations along political, social, and economic 
components, scholars have shown that the degree to which countries become interdependent and inter-
connected has been increasing constantly, with developing Asia experiencing the most rapid rates of 
globalization.[5] While social and political globalization patterns are similar to those of economic glo-
balization, the former are less stable and follow a more volatile path than the latter.[5] As a result it is 
almost impossible to identify a community, agency, network, country, or society that is immune to the 
effects of globalization. One simply cannot avoid being part of the globality—the social condition.[12] 
Even the antiglobalizers are an essential part of globalization.[6,12]

Therefore, one could easily argue that the nature of globalization is far more complex than it is 
 habitually considered within the contexts of partisan rhetoric. Adding environmental impacts to 
the picture complicates matters even further. First, as has already been pointed out, we have yet to 
reach an adequate understanding of globalization on its own. Attempting to account for its long-
term environmental implications will most likely reduce any rational analysis to idealized guessti-
mations. Second, globalization is routinely associated with global climate change. The latter concept 
has generated cult-like reactions ever since its rise to agenda frontline status. The increased saliency 
of climate change is primarily due to awareness-building efforts, such as Al Gore’s An Inconvenient 
Truth (2006) documentary. The belief that there is a direct causal relationship between globalization 
and global warming leaves little time for authentic and reasonable dialogue among pro- and anti-
globalizers. Finally, the majority of current academic efforts in the area are fragmented, and there 
are not many credible and coherent interdisciplinary efforts to adequately understand the nature of 
globalization. Researchers frequently address only specific aspects of globalization. More often than 
not, these academic accounts are biased in some way and rarely allow for the possibility of differing 
interpretations.

Globalization, Sustainable economic Growth, 
and environmental impacts

To globalize or not to globalize is not the question. What is of import is “how” to globalize.[13] 
Quintessentially, the matter is that of sustainable economic growth—maximizing economic devel-
opment, but only within the framework imposed by environmental constraints.[14] While at times, 
globalization is too closely associated or even believed to be synonymous with international trade, 
thus underestimating other facets of the phenomenon, for the purpose of this entry, the economic 
hyperactivity of the last few decades warrants principal attention since it impacts the environment 
the most.

The globalization-driven changes have created real and perceived shifts in terms of the ecological, 
sociopolitical, and cultural systems. In many ways, the understanding of the impacts of global economic 
development and the inertia dynamics that come with it is lagging the development itself. From a broad 
perspective, the environmental challenges associated with globalization can be grouped within two 
categories: 1) direct and interdependent issues; and 2) transformational and wicked issues.
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Direct and interdependent challenges are the ones that arise from the scale of human activities or from 
the incremental evolution of the existing conditions. For example, much of the growth in demand for 
trade will be fueled from the demand side of the equation rather than the supply side of it. Existing con-
sumption habits will stimulate additional demand. Technological changes and competition will cause 
short life cycles for products and increased interdependency among producers and consumers. Once 
certain consumption dynamics are set in place, they become part of the larger culture and are eventually 
institutionalized. Population growth will lead to higher demand for food, and the global community 
will have to face the pollution and ecological trade-offs associated with meeting that demand.[15]

The transformational and wicked challenges represent the environmental impacts caused by the lack 
of a complete understanding of the nature of the ecological system but also as a direct consequence of the 
efforts to mitigate current environmental pressures. The ecological dilemma associated with the produc-
tion of nuclear power is one challenge that can be categorized as wicked. Such a form of energy production 
is a highly needed solution for alleviating the pressures caused by high demand for energy. However, the 
events of Chernobyl in 1986 and Fukushima in 2011 serve as painful reminders of the  vulnerability of this 
form of energy production. At the same time, once an industry or a belief is e stablished within a policy 
system, it becomes very problematic to transform it or terminate it, even if a more appropriate alternative 
is available. Essentially, “older” responses to the environmental dilemmas, once institutionalized, could 
stymie the development of improved solutions when the “new” solutions endanger their own survival.

Other wicked challenges are those associated with the transformational impacts of the efforts to meet 
the global demand for resource and mainly alimentary demands.[15] According to some estimates, it 
would take 1.5 “planets earth” to sustain the current demand for resources.[16] The extra 50% in resource 
demand has to be covered through increased efficiency, genetic manipulations, and gains in productiv-
ity. The consequences of many of these transformations are yet to be fully understood, and on many 
occasions, they are either speeding up the rates of ecological damages (e.g., farming) or generating new 
environmental challenges that have yet to make it on the policy agenda. Solutions for some of the issues 
within the latter category are beyond our present-day technological or cognitive capacity (e.g., accu-
rately tracing the influences of genetic changes in food).

The liberalization of the markets of the recent years has led to an increase in trade, which stimulated 
economic growth[5,17–19] and possibly led to convergence in terms of economic development and income 
levels.[5,20] Higher levels of trade will constitute a significant part of the future global developments. With 
the exception of 2009, for the last two decades, international trade experienced average annual growth 
rates above 6%, and at the same time, international travel and transport grew, on average, 14% a year.[20,21] 
Research by the Hamburg Institute of International Economics suggests that the values of trade among 
countries will continue to see larger annual growths until 2030—among East Asia and Pacific countries, 
12.6%; South Asia, 10.9%; Latin America, 8.5%; and industrialized countries, 5.7%.[22] These economic 
patterns are not expected to change,[23] and they will continue to place unprecedented levels of pressure 
on the environment.[4] Here it is important to note that it has not yet been conclusively proven whether 
the degradation of the environment would have been considerably different under scenarios of zero or 
minimal international trade. Globalization might have simply increased the speed of proliferation of 
otherwise inevitable scale consequences of growth.[6]

The majority of the reports on environmental impacts of trade liberalization is not positive. A study 
that looked at the data from 63 countries for the period of 1960 to 1999 finds that increased trade has 
harmful effects on the environment; for every percent increase in trade openness, there is a 0.579% 
increase in carbon dioxide.[24] Global transportation is responsible for 14% of the total greenhouse emis-
sions; of this, trucks account for 3.2%, ships 1.4%, and aviation 0.98%.[3] It is estimated that in the United 
States, the environmental damages from transportation using trucks are $0.0023/mi,[25] while in Europe, 
these costs are between 0.0209 and 0.0746 EUR/km.[26] Damages from air transport are believed to 
be between 0.01 and 0.05 EUR per passenger/km.[27] Greenhouse gases emitted by air transports leave 
deeper pollution footprints since their emissions happen at high altitudes. Unfortunately, this will also 
be the type of emission that will grow the fastest among the group.[3]
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In addition to the direct harms to the environment from transportation of goods, there are also 
 significant concerns about oil spills. In the period of 2000 to 2010, there has been an average of 3.3 
major oil spills (700 tons or more) per year.[28] In spite of constant growth in oil trade, the above num-
bers  actually represent a significant improvement from the average of 7.8 spills/year in the 1990s, 
9.3 spills/year in the 1980s, and 25.3 spills/year in the 1970s.[28]

It is important to note that many of the highest-polluting and most environmentally unfriendly indus-
tries, such as ocean fisheries and industries using coal or water, are currently overproducing as a result of 
the governmental subsidies that they receive in order to meet inflated market demands.[14,15] It is believed 
that the aggregate and continuous pressures from global economic activities will lead to the fact that by 
2100, the global temperature will rise anywhere from 1.1°C to 6.3°C.[29] By 2050, the outcomes or higher 
temperatures could displace up to 200 million people (e.g., due to droughts, floods, rising sea levels).[3]

Higher levels of trade and economic growth as a result of globalization are not perceived by everyone 
as being first and foremost negative for environment. At the moment, the available empirical data are 
not sufficient to reach a decisive conclusion on whether economic development harms or benefits 
the environment,[30] as many empirical studies reach mixed results.[20,31,32] Some scholars suggest that 
free trade benefits the environment—more trade leads to higher individual incomes, which motivate the 
demand for a cleaner environment and lower levels of sulfur dioxide pollution concentrations.[6,14,33–35] 
It is expected that the world will grow cleaner as it grows richer.[6,33,35] The latter belief, which assumes 
the existence of the environmental Kuznets curve (EKC), is highly dependent on institutional 
 arrangements.[34] Countries that are able to institutionally enforce environmental concerns will be able 
to devise the contexts necessary for economic growth and ecological needs to coexist.

The possibility of the existence of EKC was met by a lot of enthusiasm from the academic c ommunity 
when the idea was introduced in the early 1990s. However, the promises associated with the EKC 
research have not materialized. Recent studies have questioned the validity of the earlier empirical 
results, which were highly dependent on the specifications of the econometric models and on the  quality 
of the data.[20,30] While one can still make a case for an EKC effect being present in regard to certain pol-
lutants, there is strong evidence that there is no EKC relationship present in terms of CO i [2

2 e m ssions. 0]

The large range of disagreements within the academic research is primarily due to the failures to 
emphasize the role of the institutional contexts. Institutions appear to be much more important in 
determining the degree of environmental effects of globalization than was previously thought. At least 
in the case of poor countries, it is doubtful that, at this point in time, they would have the strong insti-
tutional frameworks necessary for the growing-cleaner- while-growing-richer effect to become a reality. 
Corruption and unstable regulative and enforcement structures within these nations would probably 
preclude, at least in the short run, any significant environmental improvements expected from market 
liberalization or from growing richer.

Global Governance: organizations, Policy 
efforts, and environmental Justice

It is often the case that when discussing globalization, one unavoidably encounters politically laden 
narratives that at times can reduce otherwise constructive debates to rhetoric- driven exchanges. In 
order to permit constructive progress within the global environmental management efforts, it is vital 
to acknowledge and understand the forces behind the dominant globalization metaphors. Only those 
initiatives that will be identified as legitimate and will rely on citizens’ participation and input in the 
design process will be successful in the long run.

In a globalized world, almost all policy actors are global actors. Not so long ago, one could have argued 
that national governments, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the United Nations, the 
World Trade Organization, and several of the larger corporations were the principal players one should 
consider in the global policy arena. This is not the case any longer. Information communication tech-
nologies have reduced transaction costs and barriers to entry and increased the possible impact and 
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saliency of the actions by smaller policy actors. These developments extended the set of participants 
to thousands of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and networks. According to United Nations’ 
estimates, there are more than 40,000 internationally active NGOs, while at the national levels, these 
numbers are in the millions. These institutions have become regular actors in defining, designing, and 
implementing environmental and global governance policies. The power of the NGOs cannot be easily 
dismissed, as many of them have levels of influence and public acceptance that can frequently challenge 
the validity of governmental actions.[36] A large number of actors in the global governance arena is wel-
comed in terms of offering a diversification of perspectives, but at the same time, this makes coordinated 
efforts less feasible because of the following: 1) NGOs hold competing views and interests that preclude 
effective action when a collaborative framework is not established; and 2) the presence of a multitude of 
actors with quasi-veto powers increases the instability and unpredictability of the policy systems. The 
latter enforces a short-term strategic outlook, as actors choose to emphasize short-range progress rather 
than facing the complexity of the long-run issues.

Desire for fast economic growth at times entices countries to choose economic benefits over 
 environmental considerations.[37] Within this context, developing a unified global environmental policy 
framework becomes critical but problematic. The inability to generate an encompassing global policy 
approach is associated with the fragmentation of interests of the global actors and with the convoluted 
nature of pollution and its narratives. Greenhouse gas (carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane) 
emissions from increased trade and economic activity do not stay within borders, and climate change 
does not discriminate in its effects.[14] The location of their emission is irrelevant since their effects 
are global. Meanwhile, the positive environmental impacts from increased trade, such as changes in 
demand patterns due to higher incomes and technological spillovers, might be only localized in nature.

While economic theory can suggest many viable regulatory solutions that have been tested in prac-
tice, more often than not, these solutions are not employed.[14,15] The failure to do so is primarily due to 
the difficulties in parsing an acceptable understanding of the existing condition within the competing 
discourses but also due to the inability to break down the politics of financial interests and certain 
undesired consequential habits of the markets. The economic and social activities that cause the highest 
damages to the environment are still receiving the bulk of all governmental subsidies, and governments 
appear unwilling to promote strict environmental standards and technology.[15]

Some of the leading social concerns associated with globalization are in regard to the ethic of p ollution 
distribution and cost. There is a significant unease in regard to the migration of polluting industries 
toward poor countries (pollution haven hypothesis) with weak institutional and social structures. Is it 
appropriate to concentrate polluting industries in certain areas? Should countries that do not signifi-
cantly benefit from trade be recompensed for the increased pollution from transportation emissions? 
These are just a few of the questions that need to be answered.

As is the case with most globalization dimensions, the implications of such dynamics are not neces-
sarily clear. Researchers suggest that given that high-polluting industries are generally capital inten-
sive,[31,32] they would in fact concentrate in countries with strong financial and economic systems.[14,34] 
It is believed that the industrial composition of United States has shifted to relatively higher- polluting 
industries as a result of globalization.[38] Also, at least in the short run, the economic costs of stricter 
environmental standards are disproportionally borne by the low-income individuals[39]—that is, the 
poor will have to pay a higher relative price for a cleaner environment.

Future of the Global environment: Research, controversies, 
current Successes, and Future expectations

The complexity of the globalization dilemmas requires coordinated efforts on the part of the global 
community. The task of reaching a common denominator on policy actions is by no means a trivial 
one. Some suggest that the efforts to generate constructive solutions and progress in the globalization 
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debate are frustrated by many concerns, with the inability to define, assess, and understand globaliza-
tion  acting as the primary stymieing barriers.[5,40] The fact that the study of globalization has not settled 
into a disciplinary field can be both beneficial and detrimental toward generating an adequate under-
standing of globalization. It is valuable because such a multifaceted matter would require interdisciplin-
ary collaboration, but it is disadvantageous for at least two reasons. First, the research fragmentation 
reduces the probability of coherent and focused knowledge creation. Second, globalization research 
efforts might have a difficult time generating the prestige and respectability that comes with a recog-
nized field of study. Nevertheless, the progress made within the academic community and in terms 
of political awareness of the environmental implications of globalization warrants hope that viable 
 solutions to environmental dilemmas can be generated.

Currently, concerns regarding climate change are high on the political agendas of most countries, 
as it becomes evident that environmental degradation is a negative-sum game—if adequate actions are 
not undertaken, everyone will lose. Questions such as the availability of clean water, health impacts 
of changing environment, and loss of biodiversity, directly or peripherally linked to the globalization 
dynamics, are also becoming more salient. Even with an incomplete understanding of the environ-
mental ramifications of economic growth and globalization, there is a silent confidence that there are 
 possible ways to remedy the condition.[6,15] The necessary policies and solutions are available, realistic, 
and at a reasonable cost.[40] It is very important that corrective actions be taken immediately[41]- since the 
costs of the same policies might become prohibitive in 10 to 20 years.[3]

Policies that are restricted jurisdictionally to state or regional delineations will not be effective in 
addressing the nature of the environment impacts or in dealing with transportation fleets that oper-
ate under flags of convenience, thus not subject or responsive to operational regulations. In order to 
make a difference, environmental considerations need to be global in character and intertwined with 
all financial and economic policies domestically and internationally. Environmental policies should 
not be limited to the efforts of environmental agencies. Every contract, every school curriculum, every 
professional meeting, and every legislative act should have a subsection acknowledging or addressing 
environmental considerations. Research suggests that stricter regulations on emissions of nitrogen and 
sulfur oxides would lower such discharges by one- third as soon as 2030.[41] The trade-off of achieving 
this milestone in 2030 would be a global gross domestic product of 97% higher than today, rather than 
99% higher. By employing an optimal pollution fee (marginal social cost equals marginal benefits), the 
greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced by 25% by 2050 and up to 45% by 2100.[42] Pollution-curtailing 
policies will be more effective if they tax the “bad” (e.g., pollution emissions, farming runoffs), which 
can be measured relatively more easily, rather than if they subsidize the “good,” which is harder to 
 identify and measure.[41]

In order to successfully manage the environmental impacts of globalization, changes at the cultural 
levels are unavoidable. The impacts that consumerist-type financial and economic systems have on the 
environment through increased pressures from the demand side are not minor. Efficiency gains in terms 
of energy consumptions obtained through the production of more environmentally friendly products 
and through ecologically conscious designs or eco-labeling are a start. Current products from light-
bulbs to cars can be made to be more efficient to the point where the energy savings can reach 90% of 
the amount some of the existing products use.[15] Interestingly, it has been identified that “going green” 
is good for business—as such, industries prefer and lobby for stricter environmental regulations once 
trade is liberalized.[43] Foreign industries are generally more environmentally conscious than similar 
domestic firms operating in the same market.[44] Still, it is doubtful that such efficiency gains can provide 
sufficiently fast ecological relief without being supplemented by significant changes in social behavior 
and dominant environmental management discourse.

Based on what has been discussed thus far in the entry it becomes clear that there is no simple  solution 
to managing the environmental changes caused by economic activity. Climate change is considered to 
be the greatest market failure in history.[3] An effective response would have to account for a multitude 
of dimensions:
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 1. Environmental ownership—environmental impacts need to be directly accounted for within 
the production costs and also clearly delineated within educational efforts. Environmental con-
sequences, positive or negative, should be reinterpreted outside the traditional language of the 
“externality” narrative, and emissions accounting should become a core consideration of policy 
design and implementation.

2. “Environmentalization” of perspectives—redefining the environment as a local, domestic, and 
global priority in terms of both social norms and economic and security demands. The designs of 
environmental regulations should move past the traditional command- and-control policies and 
encourage more innovation.

3. Sustained collaboration—holistic, continuous, and coordinated global cooperative efforts.

Embracing these approaches does not necessarily mean an acceptance of lower levels of economic 
growth. By some accounts, stricter environmental regulations might not even hinder economic activity; 
on the contrary, such approaches lead to more innovative and productive economies.[45]

 

 

conclusions

It is hard to foresee how globalization dynamics and clash of national values will affect democracy 
and the administrative approaches toward the understanding and the design of environmental policy, 
 specifically in the long run.[46] It is certain that the answers cannot be identified within traditional and 
simplistic dichotomies like unique vs. universal or us vs. the other. Ironically, even antiglobalizers, in 
order to oppose globalization, need mechanisms, tools, and communication channels that are part of the 
globalization-driven transformative patterns. This is just one of many paradoxical complications found 
in the debate over the nature and interconnectedness of the environmental impacts of globalization. 
What has become clear is that in order for any policy to effectively address environmental challenges, 
it would have to incorporate both micro (individual) and macro (societal) imperatives, since managing 
the impacts of globalization calls for fundamental changes in interpretations and regulations.

Any viable and practical solution would have to attend to the complexity of globalization as well as 
the unpredictable character of the dynamics of ecological shifts. The 2009 and 2010 United Nations 
Conventions on Climate Change (UNCC) held in Copenhagen and Cancun, respectively, have not been 
as successful as one might have wished in legally binding governments in terms of serious actions. 
The  Kyoto Protocol of 1997 that went into effect in 2005, despite its rather modest character, is still 
probably the main regulatory success at a global level. The scope and outcomes of the protocol would be 
significantly more consequential should the United States decide to ratify. The participation of United 
States is crucial since it will provide an incentive for nonparticipating developing countries to follow. 
Nevertheless, the dialogue during the 2009 and 2010 conventions suggests that participants under-
stand the urgency of the situation and are ready to engage in global long-term environmental measures. 
Climate change and sustainable growth are top priorities for the United Nations.[47] The 2011 UNCC in 
Durban, South Africa, should succeed in having the parties move past nonbinding dialogue and into 
real action above what was achieved by the Kyoto Ptorocol.

Lester Brown[15] argues for the need for two major redefinitions of traditional policies and 
 interpretations in order to manage the ecological challenges and avoid the “perfect storm” or the “ulti-
mate  recession.” First, taxes on income should be decreased, while those on carbon emissions should 
be raised. Second, there is a need for redefining the idea of security as environmental security and 
to  allocate resources toward addressing these challenges. According to Brown, the global community 
needs to reinterpret climate change, population growth, water shortages, poverty, rising food prices, and 
failing states rather than military aggression as the main threats to global well-being.[15] In an encom-
passing sense, global governance is in dire need of what some have called “clumsy solutions”— policies 
that creatively integrate opposing or competing understandings and solutions to address the common 
problem of climate change.[48]
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Economists love to cite Milton Friedman stating that there is no such a thing as a free lunch. The 
deterioration of the global environment is the price that the global community is paying for its hab-
its and economic expectations. Overlooking the environmental costs, either on purpose or due to the 
inability to quantify them, does not make those costs any less serious or real. Removing or reversing 
 globalization trends will not solve the environmental challenges. The scale effects from economic and 
population growth would have resulted in ecological challenges regardless of international trade. The 
latter has intensified the criticality of the condition, but it is doubtful that stopping trade or the exchange 
of knowledge, services, or cultures would reduce the strain on the environment. Paradoxically, global-
ization is exactly what is needed to manage the environmental impacts of globalization.
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introduction

It is generally accepted that metals having a specific gravity (weight per unit volume) greater than 
5 Mgm–3 are termed heavy metals. In soils, these elements include cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co),  chromium 
(Cr), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), mercury (Hg), manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb) 
and zinc (Zn)[1] (http://www.soils. org/sssagloss; accessed February 2001). The term “heavy metals” is 
often used synonymously with the term “trace elements,” but this is incorrect as trace elements are 
generally defined as those elements normally occurring in soil at concentrations less than 100 mg kg–1,[2] 
which precludes several heavy metals, e.g., Cr, Fe, and Mn. Arsenic (As) is often included in the group 
“heavy metals,” but is more correctly classified as a metalloid.

General chemistry

Some heavy metals are essential for either plant or animal survival on land (Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, 
Ni, and Zn) while others are nonessential and toxic at low concentrations (Cd, Hg, and Pb). All the 
heavy metals, except Pb, are transition elements, belonging to the d-block in the periodic table. Many 
of these elements differ from the alkaline earth metals (e.g., Na, Ca, and Mg) in that they can exist 
in several valence states in soil (Table 1). In particular, Cr, Fe, and Mn are markedly affected by soil 
redox potential and undergo both oxidation and reduction depending on soil conditions. This has 
 important  implications for the availability and toxicity of many heavy metals. As both Fe and Mn are 
major  structural metals in soil minerals, reduction of the Fe3+ and Mn4+ ions may lead to a change in 
soil mineral surfaces important for retention of many elements, including other metals. For Cr, oxida-
tion converts the nontoxic Cr3+ ion to the toxic and carcinogenic Cr6+ ion. This reaction has even more 
significance in soils as a strongly sorbed or precipitated cation (Cr3+) is converted into a poorly sorbed 
or soluble anion (CrO 2– 3+

4 ). However, even in aerobic soils, Cr  is the thermodynamically stable state, so 
added Cr6+ ion is rapidly converted to Cr3+ in most soils.

Solubility and availability/toxicity to organisms of heavy metal cations (Cd2+, Cr3+, Fen+, Pb2+, Mnn+, 
Hg2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+) decrease as soil pH increases. This is due to the increase in negative charge on 
 variable charge surfaces in soil[4] and the propensity for these metals to precipitate as sparingly  soluble 
compounds (phosphates, carbonates, and hydroxides) as soil pH increases.[5] On the other hand, 
 solubility and availability/toxicity to organisms of anionic heavy metals (CrO 2–

4 , MoO 2–
4 ) may increase 

as soil pH increases, again due to increases in surface negative charge on soil particles affecting sorption. 
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Under reducing conditions in soil, many of the metals form insoluble metal sulfides, therefore reducing 
availability to plants and animals.

Heavy metals are also subject to complexation reactions in soil with both inorganic and organic 
ligands, which may markedly increase mobility in soil. This may be used to good effect by plants in 
scavenging essential metals from soil, e.g., phytochelatins (see below). However, for nonessential metals, 
complexation and increased mobility also may lead to increased environmental risks through leaching 
and plant uptake, e.g., chloride-induced uptake of Cd by food crops in saline soils.[6]

Abundance in Rocks and Soils

Heavy metals become incorporated into primary minerals in igneous rocks through isomorphous 
substitution. In sedimentary rocks, heavy metals are incorporated as constituents of minerals, or are 
removed from the water column and trapped in sediments by adsorption or precipitation processes.[7] 
Apart from Cr, Fe, and Mn, heavy metals are generally present at trace concentrations (<100 mg kg–1) in 
most soils, with the exception of soils developed over mineralized parent materials or soils developed 
through biological enrichment.[8] Background concentrations in soil usually reflect the composition of 
the parent rock material. Background concentrations of heavy metals are usually determined where no 
known anthropogenic inputs have occurred, but this assessment is often problematic due to the global 
spread of anthropogenic emissions through atmospheric transport processes.[9] The typical range in 
abundances of heavy metals in unpolluted soils is shown in Figure 1. 

Concentrations of heavy metals in soil can be significantly increased through human activity. A n umber 
of primary and secondary sources have been identified as contributing to enhanced concentrations of 
heavy metals in soil[12] (Table 2). Many countries have introduced legislation to minimize the amount of 
metals accumulating in soil, and set ceiling concentrations above which further metal additions must stop.

FIGURE 1 Range of heavy metal concentrations of soil. Bars represent commonly found values. 
Source: Logan,[2] Alloway,[7] Barry and Rayment,[8] Lantzy and Mackenzie,[9] Kabata-Pendias and Pendias,[10] 
Swaine,[11] and Ferguson.[12]
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Biological effects

Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Ni, and Zn are all essential for either healthy plant or animal functioning 
in soil and all these metals, except Ni, are used in fertilizers or animal stock supplements to ensure 
 efficient agricultural production on soils deficient in essential metals. Due to the low solubility of 
essential heavy metals in neutral and alkaline soils, many plants have developed strategies to mobilize 
solid phase forms to facilitate uptake by roots (e.g., Fe, Mn, and Zn). Nonproteinogenic amino acids, 
or phytochelatins, secreted by actively growing roots are important in acquisition of Cu, Fe, Zn, and 
possibly Mn from deficient soils.[13] At high concentrations in soil, all the essential elements may pose 
risks to  microorganisms, plants, animals, or humans (Figure 2). Nonessential heavy metals in soil 
(Cd, Hg, and Pb) have no beneficial effects at low concentrations (Figure 2) and may be toxic at even 
trace concentrations (e.g., Cd, Hg).

Critical exposure pathways for expression of heavy metal toxicity in soil have been examined as 
part of regulation governing re-use of biosolids (sewage sludge) on soil,[14] but act as a general risk 

TABLE 2 Sources of Heavy Metal Contamination in Soils

Source Main Heavy Metals

Primary sources
Fertilizers Cd, Cu, Mo, Pb, Zn
Irrigation water
Manures and composts
Pesticides
Sewage biosolids (sludges)
Soil amendments
(lime, gypsum, etc.)

Cd, Fe
Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Mo,Ni, Pb, Zn
Cu, Hg, Pb, Zn
Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Zn
Cu, Mn, Pb, Zn

Secondary sources
Automobile aerosols Pb
Coal combustion Pb
Mine waste and effluents
Nonferrous smelter waste

Cd, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Zn
Cd, Cu, Hg, Mn, Ni,
Pb, Zn

Paint dispersal
Tire wear

Cd, Pb
Cd, Zn

Waste combustion Cd, Pb

Source: Barry and Rayment.[8]

FIGURE 2 Typical concentration–response relationship for essential and nonessential heavy metals in soil.
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analysis  template for all types of pollution of soil by heavy metals.[15] For some elements, e.g., Cd and 
Co, food chain transfer is the main risk pathway as these elements are easily accumulated by plants 
in edible  tissues. For other elements, sorption in soil is strong, bioaccumulation by microorganisms 
low, and plant uptake and translocation so low that the dominant risk pathway is (for higher animals 
and humans) through direct ingestion of soil, e.g., Hg and Pb. For the other heavy metals, behavior in 
soil and b ioaccumulation characteristics result in toxicity to plants and microorganisms (phyto- and 
 ecotoxicity) being the dominant risk pathway at high concentrations, e.g., Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, and Zn. Thus, 
prediction of risks from heavy metal pollution of soils through soil testing requires a different e mphasis 
depending on the metal considered (Table 3).
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introduction

It has become increasingly common for “soil inorganic carbon” to mean soil carbonate mineral carbon, 
mainly CaCO3. In the strict sense, however, inorganic carbon not only encompasses carbon in carbon-
ate minerals, but also carbon in the carbonic acid system.[1] The carbonic acid system includes gaseous 
carbon dioxide (CO2(g)), aqueous carbon dioxide (CO2(aq)), carbonic acid (H2CO3(aq)), bicarbonate ion 
(HCO –

3(aq) ), and carbonate ion (CO 2–
3(aq) ).

composition

In the soil solution, as with other solutions, the interaction of these species can be represented by the 
following reaction:[1]

 + = = +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) − +CO H O H CO HCO H2 g 2 1 2 3 aq 3 aq aq  

CO 2H3 aq aq2= +( ) ( )− + (1) 

Cations, such as Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, Mn2+, and Na+, precipitate with HCO −
3  (which is the dominant anion 

between pH 6.5 and 10.5) and CO 2–
3  (which is the dominant anion above pH 10.5) to form a variety of 

carbonate minerals. The reaction of Ca 2+
(aq)  with HCO −

3(aq)  to form calcite is illustrated below:

 + = + +( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ −Ca 2HCO CaCO CO H Oaq 3 aq 3 s 2 g 2 12  (2)
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There are about 60 carbonate minerals, which in addition to calcite, include aragonite (CaCO3),  dolomite 
[CaMg(CO3)2], siderite (FeCO3), magnesite (MgCO3), rhodocrosite (MnCO3), cerussite (PbCO3), and 
malachite [CuCO3Cu(OH)2]. In soil, the overwhelmingly abundant carbonate mineral is calcite.[2] 
In unique soil environments, however, other carbonate minerals have been found, such as pedogenic 
 siderite and dolomite.[3]

Individual carbonate crystals of pedogenic origin are generally too small to be seen with the unaided 
eye. Yet when concentrated together, their combined presence takes on a white color with a variety of 
macroscopic forms. These forms include carbonate filaments (also called my- celia, pseudomycelia, and 
threads), films, coatings, soft spheroidal segregations (white eyes), nodules, cylindroids, concretions, 
glaebules, and veins. Soil fabric which is impregnated with carbonate to the point that it occurs as an 
essentially continuous medium has been termed “k-fabric.”[4] Stages of morphogenetic carbonate accu-
mulation, in which progressively greater amounts of carbonate occur in progressively older soils, are 
important chronologic indicators. The calcic and petrocalcic horizons are diagnostic horizons in soil 
taxonomy.[5] Calcic horizons generally contain greater than 15% carbonate by weight. Petrocalcic hori-
zons are indurated forms of calcic horizons. Examples of these horizons are shown in Figures 1A and B. 
Examples of carbonate crystals as viewed with optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy 
are shown in Figures 1C and D.

Dissolution of carbonates in soil systems can be represented by the following reaction (Eq. 3). 
In humid regions, soluble products of this weathering reaction flux through the vadose zone into 
groundwater, or precipitate as pedogenic carbonates deep in the soil or geologic system. In arid 

FIGURE 1 Examples of inorganic carbon as it exists in the field and under the microscope. The white horizon is a 
calcic horizon in (a), and petrocalcic horizon in (b). The small golden crystals in (c) are calcite crystals coating sand 
grains; the black region is a pore space as it appears in cross-polarized light. A calcified fungal filament (cf) viewed 
with scanning electron microscopy is shown in (d).
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regions, soluble products precipitate at relatively shallow depths as a result of sparse rainfall and 
insufficient leaching.

 ( )+ + =( ) ( ) ( )( )− +HCO H CaCO Ca HCO3 aq aq 3 s 3 2 aq  (3)

Formation

Being located in an arid, semiarid, or subhumid climate is the primary factor that controls 
 carbonate formation. In many areas, the boundary between carbonate-accumulating soil and 
 noncarbonate-accumulating soil is about 500 mm (20 in.) mean annual rainfall.[6] This relationship 
is confounded, however, by the effects of soil temperature, soil drainage, nature and properties of 
the  parent material (e.g., soil texture, carbonate content, carbonate mineralogy, and porosity), soil 
 drainage, landform position, geomorphic stability, and effectiveness of precipitation (rainfall intensity 
and duration). Hence, there are many examples in humid and subhumid environments where soil 
carbonate persists in the soil system at depths inconsistent with regional models. In humid regions, for 
example, inorganic carbon persists as calcite or dolomite detritus in soils derived from certain parent 
materials (e.g., calcareous loess, till, outwash, alluvial deposits, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks). 
In seasonally wet soils, carbonate can accumulate in upper subsoils from capillary rise of bicarbonates 
via evaporative pumping from shallow groundwater.[7] In addition, carbonate minerals can occur in 
wetland soils which commonly contain soluble carbonates, bicarbonates or carbonic acid depending 
on the pH of the local environment

Pedogenic vs. Geogenie carbonate

Many soils develop in calcareous parent materials. For these soils, it has been a challenge quantifying 
carbonate that formed in the soil profile vs. carbonate mechanically inherited from parent material. 
Carbonate formed in the soil profile has been termed “secondary,” “authigenic,” or “pedogenic.”[4,8] On 
the other hand, carbonate mechanically inherited from parent material has been termed “primary,” 
“geogenic,” or “lithogenic.”[2,9] Criteria for distinguishing pedogenic from geogenic carbonates involve 
the scrutiny of both field and laboratory evidence. Field evidence, for example, includes differences in 
the presence of marine fossils, carbonate morphology (such as nodules, pendants, and laminar caps 
which indicate pedogenic), and distribution patterns with depth, where, for example, a carbonate hori-
zon of pedogenic origin is overlain and underlain by noncalcareous soil. Laboratory evidence includes 
comparing mineralogy, particle size, microfabric, and 13C/12C ratios of carbonate with unknown origin 
to those of carbonate with known geogenie origin.[10–12]

Models of carbonate Formation

There are several processes that cause carbonates to form in soil. Excluding geologic processes, such as 
lacustrine and deep groundwater cementation that preserves the original sedimentary structure, the 
formation pedogenic carbonate can broadly be placed into four models—per descensum, per ascensum, 
in situ, and biogenic models.

Per Descensum Model

The per descensum model accounts for carbonate formation resulting from downward moving meteoric 
water and can be subdivided into three types. First is the dissolution of pre-existing carbonates in the 
upper profile, their vertical translocation, and their precipitation in the subsoil. This model was invoked 
to explain why progressively shallower carbonates occur in progressively drier climates.[13] Later, this per 
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descensum model was used as the basis for calculating the number of wetting-fronts required to leach 
carbonates to a particular depth.[14] In both cases, it was assumed that carbonate was uniformly distrib-
uted in parent material at the beginning of pedogenesis.

Second is the case in which pedogenic carbonate forms in soils with noncalcareous parent materi-
als. Unlike the model described before, noncalcareous parent material does not have carbonate uni-
formly distributed throughout the profile at the beginning of pedogenesis. In southern New Mexico, 
for example, prominent calcic and petrocalcic horizons occur in soils with rhyolite alluvium as parent 
material. This alluvium would yield low amounts of calcium if the rhyolite particles were thoroughly 
decomposed, which they were not.[15] Therefore, atmospheric additions, another per descensum model, 
was judged to be the source of carbonates.[15] Initially calcareous dust was measured and considered 
to be the source of carbonate. Later it was realized that Ca2+ in rain was an additional, and even larger 
source of Ca2+ for reaction with soil HCO − to form carbonates.[15]

3  Building on these per descensum con-
cepts, compartmental models have been constructed that compute the depth, amount, and distribution 
of pedogenic carbonate as a function of climate and time.[16,17]

Third, in addition to vertical illuviation within a soil profile, lateral, downslope migration of the soil 
solution containing soluble products of carbonate is another per descensum model. In this case, car-
bonate is thought to precipitate after carbonate-charged waters migrate from upslope positions to lower 
landscape positions.[18]

Per Ascensum Model

The per ascensum model accounts for carbonate formation resulting from bottom–up movement. 
A p rimary example is the capillary rise of Ca2+ and bicarbonate from shallow water tables by evapora-
tive pumping, which leads to the precipitation of carbonates in the upper subsoil.[7] Moreover, chemical 
studies have shown that in some environments plants promote carbonate formation by transporting 
Ca2+ upward to the land surface from subsoil, rock, and groundwater.[19]

in Situ Model

Third, in the in situ model, pedogenic carbonate is the result of in-place dissolution and reprecipita-
tion of bedrock composed of marine carbonate.[20] Limestone, for instance, is progressively transformed 
into pedogenic carbonate as a result of short-range carbonate dissolution and reprecipitation proximal 
to the depth of the upper contact with limestone. This is a rather unique method to form pedogenic 
 carbonates where the total carbonate content of the zone of enriched pedogenic products is less than the 
 carbonate content of the limestone originally. These pedogenic zones have a much higher macro- and 
micro-porosity than the limestone.

In addition to marine carbonates, the in situ model also includes carbonate formation resulting 
from in-place chemical weathering of Ca-bearing igneous rock. Upon release into the soil solution by 
 weathering, Ca2+ precipitates with bicarbonate formed from the reaction of water with CO2 generated 
by root and microbial respiration. In many cases, however, igneous parent material has been considered 
as an insufficient source of Ca2+ and hence external sources, such as atmospheric additions of Ca2+, have 
been sought.[6]

Biogenic Model

Fourth, some plants, microorganisms, and termites produce calcium carbonate. Evidence that various 
plants play a direct role in carbonate formation comes from the presence of euhedral calcite crystals on 
plant roots.[21] Moreover, several references in the Russian literature note carbonate formation by plant 
tissue and the downward translocation of these carbonates with wetting fronts.[22] Evidence that some 
microorganisms precipitate carbonates is based on observations of calcified bacteria and fungal hyphae 
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with electron microscopy and in vitro laboratory experiments.[23,24] Evidence that termites precipitate 
carbonate in certain environments is based on the studies of termite mounds in Africa and southeast 
Asia.[25] Such mounds can be calcareous even though surrounding soils are noncalcareous, making the 
mounds attractive to native farmers who spread them over their agricultural fields.[25]

conclusions

The formation of pedogenic carbonate may be dominated by one of the models listed before or may 
involve several of the models working together in different magnitudes. Understanding pedogenic 
 carbonate formation has been extremely useful for understanding relative ages of geomorphic s urfaces 
and landscape evolution.[15] A knowledge of pedogenic carbonate formation has also been useful 
for soil classification. Marbut,[26] for instance, used the presence of carbonate as a criterion for the 
 highest category of his soil classification—Pedocal (soils with carbonate accumulation) and Pedalfers 
(soil with Al and Fe accumulation). Today, studies of pedogenic carbonate have expanded to include 
 questions about paleoclimate, paleoecology, paleoatmospheric composition, global carbon cycles and 
the  greenhouse effect.
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Lead: Ecotoxicology

Sven Erik Jørgensen

introduction: Dispersion and Application

Lead is found in all environmental components—both living and non-living. The use of lead has 
 dispersed the metal worldwide due to its long-term use in gasoline, batteries, solders, pigments, ammu-
nition, paint, ceramic, and even piping. It is found for instance on the glacial ice and snow of Greenland, 
one of the most uncontaminated places on the Earth. Many toxic substances are generally widely dis-
persed and a global increase in the concentration of heavy metals and pesticides has been recorded, as 
exemplified for lead in Figure 1. The concentration of lead is shown in micrograms per ton (µg/t) as a 
function of time, which can be found by the use of analyses of ice cores. As it can be seen, the lead con-
centration has, since the mid-eighth century, increased 10 times—from about 10 µg/t to about 200 µg/t 
of snow. The dispersion of lead is caused by the many uses of this metal: in mining and smelting, in 
batteries, in lead-based paints, in electronic devices, in leaded gasoline, and in shots applied in hunting 
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FIGURE 1 The lead concentration in the glacial ice, Greenland, as a function of time, from 800 b.c. to year 2000. 
The lead concentration has increased tenfold during the last 250 years, mainly due to combustion of leaded gasoline. 
Source:  After Jørgensen[2] and Chemistry.[3]
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and target shooting, The last two applications were phased out in most industrialized countries more 
than 25 years ago, but lead gasoline is still in use in many developing countries. In the United States, the 
manufacture of batteries is the dominant use of lead today.[1] The global dispersion of lead is particularly 
caused by the combustion of leaded gasoline, which today is inconceivable because the organic lead 
chemicals were applied in the gasoline to obtain a sufficiently high octane number at the lowest cost, 
and the less harmful alternatives could only have increased the gasoline price by about a quarter of an 
American cent per liter.

The concentrations of lead in food items are shown in Table 1 to illustrate the presence of lead in our 
food—an-other illustration of the consequences of the global dispersion of lead. The concentrations in 
the table are taken from the mid-1980s, i.e., before the introduction of lead-free gasoline had shown any 
significant effect. The differences between the three countries are explained by the differences in the 
traffic (and population) densities.

The concentration of lead in completely uncontaminated water is about 1 ng/L, while concentrations 
of 20 ng/L are often found when only minor discharge of lead has taken place. In contaminated and very 
contaminated water, a lead concentration of 100–200 ng/L is often found.

Heavy metals are dispersed globally, but the regional concentrations of most heavy metals may of 
course be much higher regionally than globally. The relationship between a global and a regional pollu-
tion problem and the role of dilution for this relationship are illustrated in Table 2, where the ratios of 
heavy metal concentrations in the River Rhine and the North Sea are shown. Notice that the amount 
of nickel and lead used in the region of the River Rhine is the same but the ratio is 70 times higher for 

TABLE 1 Lead in Food (see Jørgensen[2])

Typical Lead Concentration
(mg/kg fresh weight)

Food Items England Holland Denmark

Milk 0.03 0.02 0.005
Cheese 0.10 0.12 0.05
Meat 0.05 <0.10 <0.10
Fish 0.27 0.18 0.10
Eggs 0.11 0.12 0.06
Butter 0.06 0.02 0.02
Oil 0.10 – –
Corn 0.16 0.045 0.05
Potatoes 0.03 0.1 0.05
Vegetables 0.24 0.065 0.15
Fruits 0.12 0.085 0.05
Sugar – 0.01 0.01
Soft drinks 0.12 0.13 –

TABLE 2 Heavy Metal Pollution in the River Rhine (from 1985) (see Jørgensen[2])

River Rhine (t/yr) Ratio: Conc. in the Rhine/Conc. in the North Sea

Cr 1,000 20
Ni 2,000 10
Zn 20,000 40
Cu 200 40
Hg 100 20
Pb 2,000 700
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lead than for nickel due to the application of leaded gasoline, which disperses the lead uncontrolled, 
while nickel has more closed applications, which allow recycling of the metal. Notice also that lead is 
 transported in the atmosphere primarily in the particulate phase.[4]

ecotoxicity and environmental Problems of Lead

The toxicity of Pb is mainly associated with the free ions Pb2+ (the +2 oxidation state), but lead can form 
complexes with hydroxide ions, carbonate, chloride ions, and many organic compounds, for instance, 
humic acid and amino acids. The toxicity of the complexes is generally lower than the toxicity of the free 
ions, because the uptake of the complexes is slower than the uptake of the free ions. It implies that it is 
necessary in every case study to determine by analytical methods or chemical calculation the concentra-
tions of lead as free ions and in the form of the various complexes to determine the toxicity. The toxicity 
of lead declines with higher concentrations of the hardness ions, calcium, and magnesium. Lead shows, 
as other heavy metals, bioaccumulation and biomagnification, which is more pronounced at lower pH, 
because the solubility and the relative concentration of the free ions are increasing with decreasing pH.

Contaminated aquatic ecosystems have a significantly elevated concentration of lead in the sediment. 
Generally, the sediment has higher concentrations of heavy metals than the water, and as it is possible 
to analyze sediment core,[5,6] it is possible to find the contamination of heavy metals as functions of the 
time, provided the settling rate is known or can be estimated. This is particularly informative in the case 
of lead, because the use of leaded gasoline started shortly after the Second World War and was banned in 
industrialized countries before or around the mid-1980s. It entails that the sediment, from the approxi-
mately 40 years when leaded gasoline was used, will show a particularly high lead concentration, which of 
course facilitates the dating of the sediment. The lead concentration in sediment is usually 10–200 mg/kg 
dry weight, but as much as 3000–10,000 mg/kg dry weight can be found in contaminated areas.

A filter feeding bivalve mollusc shows a contamination of lead (and other heavy metals) that is pro-
portional to the concentration in the sediment. The proportional constant is dependent on the composi-
tion of the sediment, but it is frequently between 0.01 and 0.05—the highest values for sediment with a 
high concentration of organic matter.[7]

A major source of lead exposure and toxicity for wild birds is the ingestion of lead-based ammuni-
tion. For birds, concentration of lead is in the order of 0.2 mg/kg dry weight, while a toxic effect would 
correspond to 100 times as much and death to 250 times as much.[5] LD50 for rats is 130 mg/kg dry weight 
(see Inorganic Compounds: Eco-Toxicity, p. 1479). There is a primary lead shot poisoning from direct 
ingestion of lead-based ammunition and a secondary lead shot poisoning when birds (and of course 
also other animals) ingest lead shotgun pellets and bullet fragment embedded in the flesh of dead or 
wounded animals shot with lead-based ammunition.

Lead is bound to SH- groups in the proteins and can therefore generally be taken up by plants with 
high concentrations of proteins more effectively than by plants with low protein concentrations; see also 
the entry about “Bioremediation.” Removal of lead from areas that have been applied for target shooting 
with ammunition containing lead is possible by bioremediation.[8]

With other heavy metals, the uptake of lead from food is relatively low—about 7%–10%,[9,10] while 
lead is taken up from the atmosphere by the lungs with a higher efficiency. Figure 2 shows a steady-state 
model of the uptake for an average European in the mid-1980s, just before the use of leaded gasoline was 
banned for all new cars. The uptake from food is as seen 10%, namely, 30 µg/day out of the 300 mg/day 
that is in the food (compare with Table 1). The amount of lead in the 20 m3 of air that is daily used for 
respiration is about 25 mg, but as it is taken up with an efficiency of 50%, as much as 12.5 µg lead per day 
was accumulated in the body of an average European 25 years ago due to direct atmospheric pollution. 
The 30 mg/day is excreted mainly through the urine and therefore the 12.5 mg lead per day is accumu-
lated in the body—mainly in the bones, where their effect fortunately is very minor. Due to the reduced 
use of leaded gasoline, the average European will today have less lead in the body. Food contains roughly 
half as much lead today than 25 years ago and the atmospheric pollution is also one half of the level 
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today compared with 1985. It means that the amount of lead from food today is 15 mg lead per day and 
that from respiration is 6.25 µg lead per day. Excretion is also reduced to a level about 15–20 µg lead per 
day, which implies that less lead is accumulated in the bones today. The indicated amounts of lead for an 
average European today are found by use of a model that was calibrated and validated by the use of the 
amounts from 1985—it means the values that are shown in Figure 2.

A conceptual diagram for a lead model of a food chain in an aquatic ecosystem is shown in Figure 3. 
The  boxes represent state variables, which in this case are lead in water, lead in phytoplankton, lead in 
zooplankton, lead in planktivorous fish (fish I), lead in carnivorous fish (fish II), and lead in the sediment. 
The two latter concentrations are the highest in most cases. At each level in the food chain, lead is taken up 
from the water and from the food. The process rates are dependent on the organisms, the temperature, the 
pH, and the concentrations of the free lead ions and lead complexes. Quantification of the all the processes 
will reveal that the lead concentration is increasing at a factor of 10–100 through the food chain. This is in 
contrast to a factor of about 10,000 for DDT. The difference is due to the less effective uptake of lead from the 
food—as mentioned, the uptake efficiency for heavy metals in food items is only about 7%–10%. DDT is taken 
up from food with an efficiency of 90% due to the low solubility in water and high solubility in fat tissue.

The spectrum of toxicological and ecotoxicological effects of lead is very wide. Acute toxicity of lead 
can cause headaches, irritability, and loss of appetite. Chronic toxicity can cause brain damage, reduced 
memory, anemia, liver and kidney damage, and possibilities of cancerous tumors of the kidney. It has 
been shown that if children are exposed to high lead concentrations, it will have a pronounced effect on 
their learning ability.[11] Elevated lead concentrations have also teratogenic effects,[12] and prenatal lead 
exposure has been demonstrated to be associated with an increased risk of malformations.[13] Genetic 
effects on animals have also been observed.[12] Epidemiological studies have shown that lead is related to 
the risk of elevated blood pressure.[14]

Significantly different lead concentrations have been found in the blood of people living far from 
towns and those in urban areas. Indians in the Amazons have about 8 ng lead per gram of blood. 
Farmers living in the European countryside have about 50 ng/g of blood and people living in very big 
cities (New York for instance) have about 150 ng/g of blood.[15] The highest concentrations of lead have 
been found in policemen who regulated traffic in industrialized countries before lead was phased out: 
150–700 ng/g blood. Lead in clean air is as low as 0.0005 ng/L, while in urban areas, it is mostly between 
2 ng/L and 25 ng/L.[16] In very polluted urban areas, the concentration may reach 50 ng/L, which could 

FIGURE 2 A steady-state model of an average European in 1985. The uptake from food was 30 µg/day out of 
300 µg/day (10% efficiency) and 12.5 µg lead per day by respiration (uptake efficiency, 50%). The excretion balances 
the uptake from the food, and the lead taken up by respiration is accumulated in the bones.
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give a daily uptake of 0.345 mg per person and a lead concentration in blood about 720 ng/g.[16] Figure 2 
shows a model that could be used to find these values in the blood, when the air pollution level is known.

Lead in soil shows a similar wide range of values. Generally, a lead concentration of 0.2–5 mg/kg 
dry matter in agricultural areas is found,[17] but as a concentration as high as 100 mg/kg dry matter 
is found in particularly contaminated soil,[18] and in some extreme cases, concentrations as high as 
10,000 mg/kg dry matter have been found.[19] A typical average soil in an industrialized country contains 
about 20 mg/kg dry matter of lead, and 95% of soil samples randomly sampled will show concentrations 
between 10 and 60 mg/kg dry matter. Lead concentrations above 1000 mg/kg dry weight in soil can kill 
earthworms and springtails.

The half-life of lead in human is about 6 years (whole body) and about 3 times as much for the skeletal 
system. It has been shown that skeletal burdens of lead increase linearly with age, while the non-skeletal 
burden is eliminated faster (as indicated, whole-body lead has a half-life of 6 years, which means that the 
non-skeletal lead is exchanged faster than once every 6 years). It is possible to reduce the body burden for 
patients clinically affected by lead by ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetate (EDTA).[20]

Abatement Methods for Reduction of Lead Pollution

Two major sources of lead pollution, namely, the combustion of leaded gasoline and the use of lead 
ammunition, have been eliminated in most industrialized countries by environmental legislation. The 
use of lead in ceramic and paints has similarly been reduced significantly by legislation or by agreement 
between environmental agencies and the industry.

FIGURE 3 Conceptual diagram of biomagnifications of lead through the food chain in an aquatic ecosystem. 
Notice that each level in the food chain takes lead up from the water and from the food, but each level also excretes 
lead to the water.
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Lead pollution has been reduced considerably during the last 25–30 years due to environmental 
 legislation and the treatment of wastewater and contaminated smoke and air. Environmental techno-
logical solutions have been increasingly applied for the treatment of water and air. A description of the 
environmental technological methods can be found in the following entries of this encyclopedia:

• Ion Exchange Application for Treatment of Water and Wastewater
• Wastewater Treatment: Overview of Conventional Methods
• Municipal Wastewater and Its Treatment
• Air Pollution and Environmental Technology: An Overview

Contaminated land has also been treated, both by environmental technological methods and by 
 bioremediation (see Bioremediation, p. 408).

A few cases of successful application of cleaner technology (replacing lead by less harmful  components) 
have also been reported in the journal Cleaner Technology. The results of these efforts are encouraging 
for the use of a consequent environmental management. When environmental legislation, environmen-
tal technology, cleaner technology, and ecotechnology are working hand in hand, it is possible to achieve 
good pollution abatement results, as the lead pollution problem has demonstrated.

Use of integrated environmental Management 
in the case of Lead contamination

As with all pollution problems, lead contamination is complex. This section briefly discusses how to go 
around this complexity to propose an integrated and holistic environmental management and thereby 
solve the problems properly. The discussion in this section is in principle valid for all pollution problems 
(compare to the Topical Table of Contents and the How to Use This Encyclopedia in the frontmat-
ter) although particularly for all heavy metal contaminations. The following crucial questions require 
answers in the case of lead contamination:

 1. Which forms have the lead-free ions, or which complexes in which concentrations?
2. What are the sources to the problem? Quantitatively?
3. What possibilities do we have to eliminate which sources? Will that be sufficient to solve the 

problem?
4. How can we best combine the methods to solve the problem?

 
 

 

It is recommended to consider the following points to be able to arrive at an answer for the crucial 
questions:

 1. The forms of lead can be found either analytically or by chemical calculations;[21] where straight-
forward chemical calculations are clearly shown for heavy metals with illustrative examples.

2. It is advantageous to set up a mass balance. Figure 4 shows a mass balance for the lead contami-
nation of 1 ha Danish agricultural land. The mass balance clearly reveals the important sources. 
Atmospheric fallout is the dominant source, although it may also be beneficial to reduce the lead 
contamination coming from sludge and fertilizers. Particularly the first one of these two could be 
eliminated.

3. It is possible to eliminate the air pollution of lead as it has been discussed by phasing out the use of 
lead in gasoline. The second most important air pollution source, in many countries, is coal-fired 
power plants, which can be eliminated by changing to other forms of fossil fuel or to alternative 
energy sources. This change of the energy policy will, however, often be prohibitively expensive, 
and it is therefore as indicated a political question. The phasing out of lead in gasoline may be suf-
ficient. The core question is this: how much will the lead contamination in food be reduced if we 
reduce the atmospheric fallout so and so much? The answer requires calculations and sometimes 
the use of models. Lead models have been developed by Jørgensen.[7,9] Lead models considering 
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hydrodynamics, bioconcentration, bioaccumulation, excretion, and sedimentation can further-
more be found in Lam and Simons[22] and Aoyama et al.[23] Another core question is: if we are able 
to reduce the concentration in food, sediment, or soil to desired levels, would this reduction be 
sufficient to reduce or even eliminate the effect? This question will require a comprehensive over-
view of the toxicological and ecotoxicological literature about lead and its effect. If information 
about the effect is not available, it is necessary to perform bioassay.[24,25] These references describe 
in detail how to perform bioassay for heavy metals including lead.

4. A discussion of the answer to the fourth question is covered in “The Contents of the Encyclopedia 
and How to Use the Encyclopedia for Integrated Ecological and Environmental Management.” 
Other examples are given in Jørgensen et al.[21] 
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Lead: Regulations

Lisa A. Robinson

introduction

Phasing out lead in gasoline is often identified as one of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 
(USEPA’s) greatest achievements.[1] As part of the regulatory process, USEPA economists developed 
innovative approaches for expressing the benefits of the resulting risk reductions in monetary terms, 
so that they could be directly compared to the costs of different control options.[2] As evidence mounts 
that lead may pose hazards even at relatively low exposure levels,[3,4] the methods used to estimate these 
monetary benefit values are in need of continual improvement and updating for application in future 
regulatory assessments. This entry reviews how these benefit values have been developed and identifies 
challenges for subsequent work. While it focuses on the approaches used in U.S. regulatory analyses, 
these approaches can be adapted for use in other countries and have global relevance.

The entry first reviews previous assessments, summarizing the framework for regulatory benefit-cost 
analysis and providing examples of how this framework has been implemented to assess the benefits of 
lead regulations. Because these analyses indicate that the most significant quantifiable benefits include 
the relationship between lead-related neurological damage and future earnings (for children) and 
between lead exposure and cardiovascular disease (for adults), it next discusses these benefit categories 
in more detail. It then describes benefits that have not been fully incorporated into previous regulatory 
analyses, but that may be desirable to explore in the future. The concluding section summarizes the 
discussion and highlights related challenges.

Review of Previous Analyses

The USEPA’s pathbreaking work on valuing lead benefits was initiated in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 
as the United States moved to phase out lead in gasoline.[2,5] Lead was completely banned from gasoline 
in 1996. The valuation approaches evolved as the USEPA subsequently considered regulating lead in 
drinking water, sewage sludge, and paint, as well as ambient air. Typically, the quantified benefits are 
dominated by the effect of lead on earnings (due to its effect on IQ) and, in some cases, by its effects 
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on cardiovascular disease, particularly the risks of premature mortality. However, analysts have been 
unable to quantify many other potential impacts, due largely to gaps or inconsistencies in the research 
on the association between lead exposure and additional health outcomes.

General Framework

When the USEPA began assessing the benefits of reducing lead exposure, requirements for conduct-
ing regulatory benefit–cost analysis were in their infancy.[6] The first comprehensive Executive Order 
mandating such analysis was issued by President Reagan in 1991.[7] The requirements for these analyses 
have since been refined, updated, and expanded, although the basic principles remain the same. Thus, 
the early work on lead was both innovative and pioneering, evolving into approaches used in numerous 
subsequent analyses.

Currently, benefit–cost analysis is required for major rules under President Clinton’s Executive Order 
12866,[8] as supplemented by President Obama’s Executive Order 13563.[9] These executive orders man-
date that Federal agencies assess alternative policies for actions that may be economically significant, i.e., 
that may lead to a rulemaking that has an annual economic effect of $100 million or more or has impor-
tant adverse effects. To support implementation of these requirements, the U.S. Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) issued Circular A-4, Regulatory Analysis,[10] in 2003 and summarized and clarified 
related requirements in a 2010 checklist for agencies.[11]

Typically, the resulting analyses contain five major components, in addition to sections discussing the 
rationale for the rulemaking and the regulatory options considered, as summarized in Table 1. These 
analyses also include both quantitative and qualitative assessment of related uncertainties, as well as 
information on effects that could not be quantified or valued.

This entry is primarily concerned with the economic valuation of benefits, under step 4b in Table 1. As 
discussed later, the ability to carry out such valuation is dependent on the extent to which the changes in 
risks can be assessed under step 4a. Building a strong research base that allows analysts to estimate the 
changes in risks of different types associated with various changes in lead exposures has been a major 
challenge.

Ideally, economic values reflect individuals’ willingness to pay (WTP) for the risk reductions or other 
benefits they would receive from a regulation or policy. This approach is consistent with the theoreti-
cal framework underlying benefit–cost analysis, which is based on respect for individual preferences 
(often referred to as “consumer sovereignty”), assuming that each individual is the best judge of his 
or her own welfare. The consideration of WTP also reflects the types of trade-offs being considered in 
policy decisions. Given constrained resources, pollution abatement policies inevitably require trading 
off increased expenditures on risk reductions against decreased expenditures on other desired goods 

TABLE 1 Overview of Analytic Components
 1. Estimate current and potential future baseline conditions in the absence of government intervention.
 2. Predict responses to each policy option under consideration.
 3. Estimate the national costs associated with each option, summing the costs of the predicted 

compliance actions across those subject to the provisions and accounting for resulting market impacts 
(e.g., changes in consumption due to price increases).

 4. Estimate the national benefits associated with each option, including the effects on human health and 
the natural and built environment. For environmental hazards, this generally consists of two steps:
a. A risk assessment, which considers the link between changes in pollution levels and each health or 

environmental outcome of concern.
b. An economic analysis, which includes monetary valuation of each outcome to the extent possible.

 5. Assess the distribution of the impacts across subpopulations of concern. Such subpopulations 
typically include small businesses as well as sensitive and/or vulnerable subgroups (such as children or 
low-income individuals) whom policymakers wish to protect against disproportionate adverse effects.
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and services on a society-wide level. WTP, the maximum amount of income (or wealth) an individual 
is willing to exchange for a beneficial outcome, represents this type of exchange. Willingness to accept 
compensation (WTA), or the smallest amount an individual would accept to forego the improvement, 
is also consistent with this framework. WTA is used infrequently in regulatory analysis, however, both 
because it can be difficult to measure and because regulations often involve paying for improvements 
rather than compensating for harms.

In some cases, individual WTP can be estimated based on consumer demand for market goods. 
For outcomes not directly bought and sold in the marketplace (such as health risk reductions), WTP 
is instead estimated from revealed or stated preference studies. Revealed preference studies use data 
from market transactions or observed behaviors to estimate the value of related non marketed goods or 
outcomes. For example, the value of mortality risk reductions is often estimated from the relationship 
between earnings and job-related risks, controlling for other influencing factors. Alternatively, stated 
preference studies rely on responses to survey questions or similar approaches. For example, a survey 
respondent may be asked whether he or she would be willing to pay “$X” for a l-in-10,000 reduction in 
the risk of death associated with decreased exposure to an air pollutant. Each approach has advantages 
and limitations. In particular, revealed preference studies rely on data from actual markets but often 
address scenarios that differ from those of concern in policy analysis. Stated preference studies enable 
researchers to better tailor the scenario to the risks of concern, but the responses are hypothetical and 
must be carefully elicited.

For many outcomes, estimates of WTP are lacking, and analysts often rely instead on averted costs 
as rough proxies. In particular, health risk reductions may be valued using cost of illness estimates, 
including expenditures on medical treatment and often lost productivity.[12,13] The latter is typically val-
ued using the human capital approach, which assumes that workers are paid the value of their mar-
ginal product.[l2–16] Thus, compensation data are used to value illness-related lost work time. The human 
capital approach also can be used to assess the value of changes in unpaid work time (i.e., household 
production and volunteer work), based on estimates of either the wages foregone when an individual 
chooses to engage in unpaid rather than paid work or the cost of replacing the unpaid worker with one 
who is compensated.

Another, less commonly used approach is the friction cost method, which assumes that productiv-
ity will decrease temporarily while the employer implements measures to replace the absent individual 
rather than over the full course of the illness.[14,16,17] The “friction period” is defined as the time it takes 
to find and train a new employee or reallocate duties among existing employees. However, this approach 
is likely to understate the loss particularly during periods of full employment, because it does not take 
into account the additional loss that accrues if the new employee was previously working in a different 
job or involved in nonmarket production.

WTP to reduce the risk of illness may differ from these averted costs. Costs reflect incurred cases, not 
expected risk reductions, and being ill and treated is typically worse than not being ill at all. Medical 
costs can be difficult to estimate accurately due to the distorting effects of insurance and other third-
party payments, and analysts often rely on average per case costs, which may differ from the marginal 
costs of small changes in the risk of illness.

Approaches for valuing time losses also often rely on a number of simplifying assumptions regarding 
the functioning of the labor market and individual choices between paid and unpaid work and leisure. 
In reality, productivity losses at a societal level will depend on unemployment rates and on the extent to 
which coworkers compensate for the loss of the ill worker’s time. At an individual level, sick leave and 
disability insurance may reduce the impact of illness on earnings. In addition, inflexible work hours 
and other factors limit workers’ ability to choose jobs that reflect their willingness to trade off paid and 
unpaid work and leisure time; hence, wages may over- or understate their WTP for changes in time use.

For these and other reasons, estimates of averted costs may be less than, equal to, or greater than WTP 
to avoid the illness. For example, medical costs may frequently understate WTP because they do not 
reflect the value of avoiding pain and suffering, but may overstate WTP in cases where the availability 
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of insurance leads individuals to seek treatment that they would not be willing to pay for themselves. In 
addition, although average costs per case are often reported on an yearly basis, few studies track indi-
viduals longitudinally and provide data on the lifetime costs associated with particular illnesses. Thus, 
while the concept of averted costs seems straightforward, the direct and indirect costs of illness can be 
difficult to estimate. However, they provide a reasonable and widely-used proxy when WTP estimates 
are not available.

As discussed below, the valuation approaches used in lead regulatory analyses rely largely on 
averted costs, due to the lack of suitable WTP estimates. Very few WTP studies directly address lead 
 exposures[18] or IQ-related decrements;[19] more generally, WTP for morbidity risks has not been well- 
studied.[20] In particular, the approach typically used to value lead-related IQ decreases is an averted cost 
approach, focusing on lost earnings; some analyses also consider related educational costs. The logic is 
that  individual WTP to avoid the IQ loss would be at least equal to the income foregone. Medical costs 
are typically not included, because no fully effective treatment now exists. While chelation therapy has 
been used to address high blood lead levels, its effectiveness has been questioned in recent years.[21]

Averted costs are often also used to estimate the value of morbidity risk reductions, including reduc-
tions in nonfatal cardiovascular disease associated with decreased lead exposure. WTP estimates are 
available for mortality risk reductions, however.

types of Benefits Assessed

The approaches used to value lead-related lost earnings and cardiovascular effects in regulatory analysis 
have evolved over the past 30 years, reflecting new data as well as increasingly sophisticated methods. 
One of the first comprehensive benefit analyses of reduced lead exposures was published in 1985 for 
USEPA regulations developed under the Clean Air Act, addressing the phase down of the amounts of 
lead allowed in gasoline.[5] The outcomes assessed include reductions in the costs of lead screening and 
treatment; compensatory education; the risks of hypertension, myocardial infarction, stroke, and pre-
mature mortality; and damages to pollution control equipment, vehicle maintenance, and fuel economy; 
as well as health and welfare effects associated with other pollutants. While the authors i ndicate that the 
majority of the benefits (75%) stem from the reduced risks of cardiovascular disease (with mortality risk 
reductions dominating the results), these effects were not considered in the USEPA’s decision making 
because the underlying epidemiological studies had not yet undergone widespread review. However, 
even if the benefits of cardiovascular risk reductions are not counted, the costs of the regulations are 
less than the benefits.

Soon after, the USEPA’s 1986 analysis of a drinking water rule added an important new b enefit 
 category, the effects of changes in IQ on earnings, while also assessing many of the other benefit 
 categories included in the 1985 analysis of lead in gasoline.[22] Rather than summing the estimates of 
lost earnings and educational costs, this analysis compares them as alternative measures of cognitive 
damage. For this rulemaking, the majority of the benefits result from reduced water system corrosion. 
Of the health-related benefits, lost earnings and total cardiovascular risk reductions are similar in 
magnitude.

These approaches were refined in subsequent analyses. A particularly significant example is the 
USEPA’s 1997 Retrospective Analysis of the Clean Air Act.[23] That analysis covers the effects of the full 
set of regulations implemented under the Clean Air Act over the years 1970 to 1990. For lead, the ben-
efits assessed include compensatory education and other educational costs, future earnings, neonatal 
 mortality, and cardiovascular disease (hypertension, coronary heart disease, stroke, and premature 
mortality). The results in this case are dominated by the value of reducing the mortality risks associated 
with cardiovascular disease.

More recent USEPA analyses focus on the effects of lead on IQ and earnings, including its 2008 assess-
ment of the Lead Renovation, Repair, and Painting Program rule developed under the Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA) and its 2008 analysis of the lead National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
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under the Clean Air Act.[24,25] The benefits associated with reducing cardiovascular risks were not quan-
tified in these analyses, because the USEPA found that data on adult blood lead levels were outdated 
and that more information on the association between these levels and related risks was needed. For IQ 
and earnings, the two analyses use somewhat different assumptions. For the renovation rule, USEPA 
relies solely on 1995 estimates of the relationship of IQ to earnings developed by Salkever, while for the 
NAAQS rule, it also considers the effects of a lower 1994 estimate developed by Schwartz, because recent 
research suggests that the Salkever estimates may be overstated. These estimates are discussed in more 
detail in the next section.

In general, these regulatory analyses indicate that the monetized benefits of reductions in lead 
exposure often far exceed the costs. The most significant benefit categories are the impact of lead on 
future earnings (for children) and its impact on mortality risks from cardiovascular disease (for adults). 
Regulations that focus on lead in ambient air or drinking water will affect both adults and children, 
while those that primarily address the ingestion of lead paint or contaminated soil will largely affect 
children.

The benefit categories addressed are similar across analyses in part because of the epidemiological 
research available. The benefit assessments focus on those areas where the risk assessments have found 
the most consistently strong associations, and where the outcomes are amenable to monetary valuation. 
The number of lead epidemiological studies is large, and they consider a much wider range of endpoints 
than reflected in these benefit analyses.[4] Some outcomes are excluded from the benefit-cost analysis 
because the risk data are weak or inconsistent; for others, the risk assessment shows strong associations 
but addresses endpoints that are difficult to value in monetary terms. For example, small changes at the 
cellular level cannot be easily monetized unless information is also available on the likelihood that such 
changes will lead to noticeable health impairments. As a result, these analyses are likely to understate 
benefits, but the degree of understatement is uncertain.

Valuing iQ-Related Benefits

The benefit category most frequently assessed in lead-related regulatory analyses is the effect of IQ on 
earnings. This assessment generally includes two components: determining the percent change in life-
time earnings associated with each one-point change in IQ and estimating the dollar value of lifetime 
earnings for each cohort affected. Because the first component is far more difficult to address, the dis-
cussion that follows focuses on how the percent change in earnings is estimated. The second component, 
lifetime earnings, can be estimated based on readily accessible data on earnings and survival probabili-
ties, as demonstrated by Grosse et al.,[15] who provide estimates by year of age as of 2007.

Describing these benefits as the effect of lead-associated IQ decrements on earnings is somewhat mis-
leading, however. The underlying epidemiological studies report associations between lead and varying 
measures of cognitive abilities, as well as measures of behavioral and other problems that may affect 
both school- and work-related achievement. Thus, this category may include a number of interrelated 
neurological effects that impact educational attainment, the likelihood of employment, the amount of 
earned income, and household production.

This entry does not discuss the effects of lead or IQ on school-related costs in detail, because they 
tend to be a much smaller proportion of total benefits. Reductions in lead exposure may have counter-
balancing impacts on these costs. To the extent that reductions improve IQ and other aspects of neuro-
logical functioning, the years of education may increase and the need for compensatory education may 
decrease. These changes may not be completely offsetting, however, due to differences in per-student 
costs and in the number of students affected. The change in the need for compensatory education is 
likely to affect a relatively small number of very low IQ children, while the increase in regular education 
may affect a larger number of children throughout the IQ spectrum. In addition, to the extent that IQ 
gains increase the number of years of schooling, they will also defer full employment while increasing 
compensation once employed.
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Previous Regulatory Analyses

In simple terms, expected earnings are the product of the likelihood of employment (i.e., labor force 
 participation) and the wages earned if employed. Cognitive ability can affect both wage levels and the 
probability of employment directly. In addition, cognitive ability can affect the number of years of 
schooling, which in turn also affects wages and participation rates. Again, the effects of lead may be 
greater than the effects of cognitive ability alone, because of associated behavioral problems, attentional 
difficulties, and other neurological effects that can influence functioning in school and at work. These 
relationships are illustrated conceptually in Figure 1.

Assessing the pathways that lead from blood lead levels to changes in earnings is a complicated task. 
The foundation for the approach used in USEPA regulatory analyses is described in a 1994 article by 
Schwartz.[26] These relationships were then re-estimated in 1995 by Salkever,[27] whose estimates have 
been used in many, if not most, subsequent analyses. However, more recent work by Grosse[28,29] suggests 
that Salkever may overstate these effects. Disentangling the direct and indirect effects on earnings, to 
avoid double counting while capturing lead’s impacts on earnings to the fullest extent possible, has been 
a major challenge.

Schwartz focuses on the relationships marked as solid lines (a) through (g) in Figure 1: the direct 
effect of lead on IQ and earnings (a → b → e), the indirect effect of lead on earnings through schooling 
and wages (c → d → e), and the indirect effect of lead on earnings through schooling and labor force par-
ticipation (c → f → g). While these effects are interrelated, they can be summed as long as the underlying 
studies control for each effect separately. In total, Schwartz estimates that these factors lead to a 1.76% 
change in earnings for each one-point change in IQ. However, because his analysis includes estimates 
of the direct effects of lead on schooling, it likely captures some of the effects of lead on behavior (e.g., 
on attention span) rather than purely measuring the effects of IQ. While the percent change may appear 
small on an individual basis, the large number of individuals affected by many regulations leads to high 
total benefits.

Salkever then revisits the approach developed by Schwartz, using data from the National Longitudinal 
Study of Youth (NLSY) to extend and re-estimate many of the components of the analysis. Salkever adds 
the two dashed arrows marked (x) and (y) in Figure 1, estimating the effect of IQ on schooling and on 
labor force participation. He develops estimates separately for women and men.

When weighted to reflect the relative contribution of women and men to total earnings, the Salkever 
estimates average about a 2.4% change in earnings per IQ point, significantly higher than the Schwartz 
estimate (1.76%). For example, Schwartz calculated that a 1 μg/dl reduction in1984 childhood blood lead 
concentrations would yield increased earnings of $5.1 billion annually (1989 dollars). If we instead apply 
the factors from Salkever, this amount increases by more than 30%, to close to $7 billion. While lead 

FIGURE 1 Conceptual model of relationship between lead and earnings.
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exposure has dropped in recent years, newer epidemiological studies suggest that the effects of lead on 
IQ may be larger than suggested by this older research, which would further increase these 1984 benefits 
estimates.

Recent Research Findings

Linking lead-related IQ changes to changes in earnings is difficult for two reasons. First, the l ongitudinal 
databases used in the econometric analyses often rely on tests of cognitive ability that differ from those 
used in epidemiological studies of the associations between lead and cognitive ability. The epidemiologi-
cal studies generally rely on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), which is a standard 
and widely used test of IQ administered in childhood. Many of the econometric studies (including the 
Salkever analysis) rely on data from the NLSY, which instead includes results from the Armed Forces 
Qualification Test (AFQT) administered in 1980 when NLSY participants were between ages 15 and 23. 
The AFQT measures achievement as well as ability. Thus, while IQ tends to be relatively stable after early 
childhood, the inclusion of achievement means that AFQT scores can change as a result of subsequent 
education and work experience.

Second, the causal relationships are complex and not necessarily well understood, posing challenges 
in terms of both measurement and statistical analysis. A wide range of personal, family, and commu-
nity factors (including education system and job market characteristics) may affect earnings, and also 
may be affected by IQ. The causal relationships can be somewhat circular. Green and Riddell[30] provide 
a simple example: if we are trying to estimate the independent effects of IQ and years of schooling 
on earnings, but higher-IQ individuals stay in school longer because their psychic costs of schooling 
(e.g., the difficulty of studying) are lower, then IQ is in part causing the in-creased schooling and the 
 contributions of the two factors to earnings are difficult to separate.

More recent evidence on the relationship between IQ and earnings is reviewed by Grosse.[28,29] Some 
of these studies use the same NLSY data set as the Salkever study but implement various types of 
 adjustments. The NLSY began tracking individuals in 1979 when they were between ages 14 and 22; 
Salkever and the more recent studies discussed below use 1990 NLSY data, which include information 
on educational attainment, hourly wages, and hours worked as of ages 25 to 33. As noted earlier, the 
measure of cognitive ability in the NLSY is the AFQT, administered in 1980, when many respondents 
were already working or pursuing postsecondary education.

Recognizing that postsecondary job experience and education are likely to increase AFQT scores, in 
1996, Neal and Johnson[31] re-estimated the relationship of IQ to earnings as part of their study of earn-
ings differentials between blacks and whites. They restrict their NLSY sample to those who were age 18 
or younger when they took the AFQT, so that their estimates of the relationship between ability and 
earnings are less inflated by the effects of further education and experience than the estimates used by 
Salkever.

In 2002, Grosse, Schwartz, and colleagues[28] used the results from the Neal and Johnson study to 
assess the economic gains associated with the U.S. reduction in blood lead levels that occurred from 
1976 to 1999. According to Grosse et al., the Neal and Johnson study indicates that a one-point IQ loss 
results in a 1.15% difference in earnings for men and a 1.52% difference for women. These results are 
from models that do not control for schooling; hence, Grosse et al. do not add separate estimates of the 
effects of schooling on earnings to avoid double counting. However, because Neal and Johnson do not 
estimate the impact of ability on labor force participation, Grosse et al. add the estimate of this effect 
from Salkever. Once weighted to reflect the relative share of earnings by men and women in the labor 
force, Grosse et al. find that a one-point IQ loss is associated with a 1.66% change in earnings, slightly 
lower than the Schwartz estimate of 1.76% and substantially less than the Salkever estimate of 2.4%.

In his 2007 review, Grosse also discusses a newer study by Heckman et al.[32] These authors rely on 
the same NLSY data as discussed previously, considering the factors that influence wages at age 30. The 
modeling is substantially more sophisticated than prior studies, considering a wide array of personal, 
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family, and community characteristics, including standard demographic variables as well as behavioral 
choices (such as smoking and participation in crime). It takes into account latent (i.e., unobserved) fac-
tors representing cognitive and non-cognitive ability and considers how these factors influence school-
ing choices as well as labor market choices and earnings.

Comparing the Heckman et al. findings to the findings from other studies requires some conver-
sion. Heckman et al. multiply their coefficients by the standard deviation of the associated variable in 
reporting their results. Because IQ is standardized so that one standard deviation equals 15 IQ points, 
this entry follows Grosse[29] and divides the Heckman et al. coefficients on cognitive ability by 15 to 
determine the effect per IQ point. However, it uses results from Heckman et al.’s model 2 (with cor-
rected AFQT scores) in Table 5 of Heckman[32] rather than their model 3 (as in Grosse, which relies on 
latent measures of ability), because the latter are more difficult to interpret. Depending on the controls 
included in the statistical modeling, the results suggest that a one-unit change in cognitive ability raises 
wages for males by 0.44% to 0.95% per IQ point.

This result is lower than the results from Neal and Johnson (1.15% for men and 1.52% for women), 
which do not control for schooling. Adding the pathways not included in the Heckman et al. analysis, 
i.e., the effect of ability on labor force participation, would increase the Heckman et al. estimates some-
what, as would including women (for whom returns to ability appear higher than for men). Perhaps 
more importantly, Heckman et al. find that the effects of non-cognitive factors are significant. Lead 
has many behavioral effects not captured in the epidemiological studies of the association between 
lead exposure and IQ; considering the effect of these factors could noticeably increase the impact of 
lead exposure on earnings.

Grosse also identifies another study, by Zax and Rees,[33] that uses an alternative data source: the 
Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (WLS) of Social and Psychological Factors in Aspiration and Attainment. 
This study includes IQ scores based on the Henmon–Nelson Test of Mental Ability administered in the 
11th grade. The authors explore the effects of factors measured at age 17 (in 1957) on male earnings at 
ages 35 and 53. Zax and Rees find that household, community, and peer characteristics all affect earn-
ings at both ages. Depending on the extent to which the model controls for these factors, the effect of a 
one-IQ-point change on earnings ranges from 0.36% to 0.74% at age 35, rising to 0.90%–1.39% at age 53, 
for the subsample who had earnings at both ages (Tables 5 and 6 of Zax and Rees[33]). The effect of IQ 
on earnings for the full sample at age 35 was almost identical to the effect for this subsample at that age.

These findings have four important implications for considering the effects of lead on earnings. 
First, the socioeconomic status of those affected by reduced lead exposures may affect the relationship 
between IQ and earnings. The Zax and Rees results for age 35 are somewhat lower than the factors found 
by Heckman et al. at age 30. However, the Zax and Rees sample is from a relatively affluent state, which 
may not be representative of the national population, and they rely on data for high school graduates. 
In contrast, the NLSY data used by Heckman et al. represent a wider population. Different relationships 
between IQ and earnings may hold if lead exposures disproportionately affect lower-income individu-
als, who may be less likely to complete high school and for whom the returns to IQ may be influenced 
dissimilarly by household and community characteristics.

Second, these findings suggest that using a constant factor, based on the IQ-to-earnings relationship 
for ages around 30 to 35, will understate the effect of IQ on earnings at older ages. The effect of this 
changing relationship on the present value of lifetime earnings is unclear, however, because it depends 
on three factors: the extent to which the IQ-and-earnings relationship varies across all years of age, the 
extent to which earnings change with age, and the discount rate used to estimate the present value of 
future earnings.

Third, the Zax and Rees analysis further emphasizes some of the difficulties inherent in sorting out 
causal links. Their model with the most controls (which leads to the lowest proportional changes; i.e., 
the 0.36% and 0.90% above) includes variables such as whether parents encouraged the individual to 
attend college. Parents may be more encouraging if their child has a higher IQ, or this encouragement 
may be related to other factors (such as whether the parents attended college or believe that college is 
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affordable). To the extent that IQ leads to such encouragement, then controlling for this encouragement 
will understate the effects of IQ.

Finally, applying a longitudinal study to the present time increases uncertainty. To track individuals 
from childhood to their peak earning years requires starting at least 30 years in the past. Whether these 
past relationships apply to children exposed to lead in the current year is uncertain, given changes in the 
educational system, labor market, and other factors over time.

In sum, newer research suggests that both the Salkever estimate of a 2.4% change in earnings per one-
point change in IQ and the older Schwartz estimate of 1.76% are overstated. The degree of overstatement 
is uncertain, however, due to the difficulties inherent in disentangling the effects represented in Figure 1. 
In the near term, analysts may want to test the sensitivity of their results to a range of factors, as does the 
USEPA in its 2008 NAAQS analysis.[25]

In the longer term, more detailed review of recent research on the relationship between IQ and 
 earnings would be desirable, given both the complexity of the relationships and their importance in 
assessing the benefits of lead abatement. This review could include determining whether it is possible 
to use the data that underlie the reported results to estimate factors that are more directly applicable to 
the populations most affected by changes in lead exposures. New research may be needed that directly 
addresses these populations and focuses on the data needed to estimate earnings-related  benefits. The 
research cited above suggests that the impacts of lead on non-cognitive functioning may also have 
important effects on education and earnings that should be further investigated. In addition, more work 
is needed to estimate individual WTP to avoid these risks, given that WTP is a more conceptually 
 correct indicator of the value of related benefits.

Valuing cardiovascular Risk Reductions

For cardiovascular risks, suitable WTP estimates that incorporate both morbidity and mortality are 
not currently available; thus, these two components are typically valued separately in regulatory analy-
sis and then summed. Well-established approaches exist for valuing mortality risk reductions, based 
on estimates of WTP, but few studies address WTP for morbidity risks.[20] As a result, cost-of-illness 
 estimates are generally used to value reductions in nonfatal cardiovascular risks.

The suite of lead-related cardiovascular conditions assessed varies across USEPA’s benefit analyses 
but has at times included hypertension, stroke, and myocardial infarction or coronary heart disease 
more generally. The approaches for valuing these conditions have evolved over time, reflecting changes 
in the available data.

For mortality risk reductions, the USEPA currently follows a valuation approach based on a review 
conducted in the early 1990s and described in both its 2000 and 2010 Guidelines for Preparing Economic 
Analyses.[34,35] The estimates are typically expressed as the “value per statistical life” or VSL, to paral-
lel how risk reductions are typically expressed in policy analyses.[36,37] Most regulations lead to small 
risk changes at the individual level, which are often presented as “statistical” cases aggregated across 
the affected population. For example, a 1-in-10,000 risk reduction affecting 10,000 individuals can be 
expressed as a statistical case (1/10,000 risk reduction × 10,000 individuals = 1 statistical case), as can a 
1-in-100,000 risk reduction affecting 100,000 individuals (1/100,000 risk reduction × 100,000  individuals 
= 1 statistical case). For most regulations, the specific individuals who would avoid illness or whose lives 
would be extended by the policy cannot be identified in advance. A regulation that is expected to “save” 
a statistical life is one that is predicted to result in one less death in the affected population during a 
particular time period. “Saving” a statistical life is not the same as saving an identifiable individual from 
certain death.

The VSL is typically calculated by dividing individual WTP for a small risk change (in a defined 
time period) by the size of the risk change. For example, if an individual is willing to pay $700 
for a 1-in-10,000 reduction in his or her risk of dying in the current year, the VSL is $7  m illion 
($700 ÷ 1/10,000  = $7  million). Alternatively, individual WTP for small risk reductions could be 
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aggregated across a population. A $7 million VSL also results if each member of a population of 10,000 
is willing to pay an average of $700 for a 1-in-10,000 annual risk reduction ($700 × 10,000 = $7 million).

The USEPA has devoted considerable attention to research on the value of mortality risk reductions. 
At present, it recommends applying a mean VSL of 7.4 million dollars with a standard deviation of 
$4.7 million (in 2006 dollars), updated to the appropriate dollar year.[35] Analysts typically adjust this 
value to reflect changes in real income over time as well as any significant delays between changes in 
exposure and changes in mortality incidence (i.e., latency or cessation lag).

This approach is likely to evolve in the near future, as a result of new research and expert review. 
The USEPA asked its Science Advisory Board to review a 2010 White Paper it drafted on changes in its 
approach.[38] In 2011, the Science Advisory Board recommended that EPA 1) change the VSL terminology 
to avoid confusion between the value of small risk reductions and the value of saving an individual’s life; 
2) recognize that values vary across contexts and, to the extent possible, use values tailored to the partic-
ular risk to be regulated; 3) apply enhanced criteria to determine which valuation studies are of sufficient 
quality for application in policy analysis; and 4) conduct additional research on topics such as whether 
individuals are willing to pay differing amounts for risk reductions with differing c haracteristics.[39] 
In the near term, the extent to which these recommendations will significantly change the values used 
in USEPA regulatory analyses is unclear; over the longer term, an ambitious research agenda will be 
needed to fully meet the challenges raised by the report.

For reductions in morbidity risks, the USEPA has long relied on cost-of-illness estimates due to the 
lack of suitable estimates of WTP. These estimates have changed over time, but typically include the 
direct costs of a wide range of inpatient and outpatient services, supplies, and medications. For indirect 
costs, the estimates include lost market work time and, at times, lost household production.

The most recent (2008) USEPA analyses do not include cardiovascular risks in the monetized benefits 
estimates, because of concerns about the data available on adult blood lead levels and on the effects of 
lead on these risks. Previous lead analyses, such as a 2006 assessment of the USEPA’s proposed renova-
tions rule,[40] relied on relatively old cost data to value nonfatal risks, collected in the 1970s and 1980s. 
Given that medical treatment and labor market characteristics have changed substantially since that 
time, more review of research is needed to determine the appropriate values for these impacts, regard-
less of whether WTP or cost-of-illness methods are used.

other challenges and opportunities

While there are many opportunities to improve the approaches used previously to assess the benefits 
of increased regulation of lead exposure, perhaps the largest challenge is expanding the types of out-
comes considered. When comparing benefits to costs, policy analysts and decision makers understand 
that monetized benefits are likely to understate total benefits, because they exclude the value of many 
potential outcomes. However, without more data and analysis, it is difficult to determine whether the 
excluded outcomes would have a relatively small or relatively large impact on the benefit estimates, 
and hence whether they suggest that a substantial increase in spending on these regulations might be 
worthwhile.

Expanding the types of benefits that are quantified poses challenges in terms of both the risk assess-
ment and the valuation approach. As illustrated in Box 1, estimating the benefits of lead regulations first 
requires data on the associated risk reductions (step 4a). The discussion of previous regulatory analyses 
indicates how concerns about the quality of the risk data can limit the inclusion of some benefit catego-
ries (e.g., cardiovascular risk reductions), despite the availability of a valuation method. In addition, 
double counting may be a concern when various epidemiological studies cover overlapping outcomes, 
as illustrated by the discussion of the relationship between IQ, schooling, labor force participation, and 
earnings, as well as the relationship to other types of neurological damage associated with lead.

The USEPA periodically reviews the scientific evidence linking lead exposures to different outcomes. 
The most recent draft of its Integrated Science Assessment for Lead,[4] which is now being reviewed, 
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covers seven health-related categories: neurological effects, cardiovascular effects, renal effects, immune 
system effects, effects on heme synthesis and red blood cell function, reproductive effects and birth 
outcomes, and cancer. It concludes that there is a causal relationship for all of these outcomes except 
cancer, for which the causal relationship is described as “likely.” In addition, the report covers a number 
of ecological effects and determines that lead affects growth, mortality, and other factors related to the 
health of terrestrial and aquatic systems. Careful review of these data is needed to develop estimates of 
the relationships between exposure reductions and risk reductions that are suitable for use in regulatory 
analysis.

Another challenge is determining which outcomes will be noticeably affected by a particular regu-
lation. For example, while complete elimination or major decreases in lead exposure might avert the 
need for periodic testing of young children, an individual rulemaking may not have widespread or 
large enough effects to change the testing requirements, in which case related savings would not be 
expected. Regulations that address childhood lead exposures may affect their cardiovascular risks 
when they become adults; cardiovascular risks will be more immediately affected by a rule that 
addresses adult exposures. Careful comparison of baseline and postregulatory effects (steps 1 and 2 
in Box 1) is needed to identify those outcomes that may be most important within the context of a 
particular analysis.

In addition, developing values for some outcomes included in the risk assessment may be difficult. 
Valuation requires information on discernable impacts, the effects of which can be weighed by indi-
viduals in determining how much they would be willing to pay to reduce related risks. For example, 
to value changes in red blood cell function, information on how these changes might ultimately affect 
an individual’s activities and quality of life is needed. Similarly, valuing changes in blood pressure 
requires linking these changes to the need for treatment of hypertension and to the likelihood of 
stroke or other serious illnesses. Generally, in these cases, analysts must develop a model that esti-
mates how these types of changes affect the likelihood of more significant health impairments as well 
as premature death.

Once data on the risk reductions attributable to a change in lead exposure are available, the effects can 
be valued using a number of different approaches. Scholars have assessed many lead-related effects that 
are not typically addressed in the USEPA’s regulatory analyses, due in part to differences in the nature 
of the risk change and in part to concerns about the quality of the data.

Many of these analyses focus on elimination of lead-related hazards, rather than the smaller mar-
ginal changes likely to be associated with a federal regulation. For example, Landrigan et al.[41] assess 
the effects of eliminating all childhood asthma, cancer, and developmental disabilities (as well as lead 
poisoning) associated with environmental pollutants, using an averted cost approach that could be 
updated and adapted for use in other contexts. Another example is an analysis by Gould,[42] based in 
part on earlier work by Korfmacher, which explores the costs and benefits of eliminating the hazards 
that household lead paint poses to young children. She explores lead’s effects on crime and attention 
deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) as well as other outcomes, using an averted cost approach. 
For example, for ADHD, Gould notes that the effects are lifelong and can include a range of types 
of misconduct and antisocial behavior, including drug use and crime. Considering only medical 
treatment and parental lost work time, she estimates that lead-associated ADHD costs $267 million 
annually (1996 dollars). She also estimates the effects of reducing average preschool blood lead levels 
on the incidence of burglaries, robberies, aggravated assaults, rapes, and murders. She concludes 
that the total direct cost of these crimes is approximately $1.8 billion, including victim costs, costs 
of legal proceedings and incarceration, and lost earnings for both the criminal and victim. Finally, 
she estimates that an additional $11.6 billion is lost in indirect costs, including psychological and 
physical damage that requires treatment and measures taken to prevent criminal actions. In addition 
to suggesting that the benefits associated with these large changes in exposure are significant, these 
and other studies indicate that data are available that can be used to estimate the value of additional 
benefit categories.
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conclusions

The types and magnitude of benefits from lead regulations are determined by the complex interactions 
of a number of factors, such as the characteristics and size of the exposed population, the magnitude 
of the averted exposures, the types and severities of the health effects, and the monetary values of the 
impacts. However, this entry indicates that the effects of lead on future earnings, and on premature 
mortality from cardiovascular disease, are the most significant benefit categories monetized in previ-
ous regulatory analyses. It further indicates that these analyses could be expanded to include numerous 
other potentially significant benefit categories.

For childhood exposures, the impact of lead on earnings (due to its effects on IQ and schooling) 
 dominates the results. On a per-person basis, the changes in earnings are small. However, because 
USEPA regulations often affect a substantial number of individuals, the earnings-related benefits 
become large when aggregated nationally. More work is needed, however, to update and refine the esti-
mates of the effect of a change in IQ on earnings, as well as to better understand the relationship between 
lost earnings and WTP for IQ changes.

For adult cardiovascular effects, premature mortality dominates the results, due in part to the fact 
that the value of mortality risk reductions is generally measured in millions of dollars while morbid-
ity values are often at least an order of magnitude less. While the value of mortality risk reductions is 
well studied and current practices are evolving as a result of recent research and expert review, WTP 
 estimates for many types of morbidity risks are not currently available.[20] Work currently underway 
(e.g., by Hammitt and Haninger[43] and Cameron and DeShazo.[44]) may eventually provide useful esti-
mates of WTP for cardiovascular risks. More research on the lifetime costs of cardiovascular disease 
would also be informative.

Regulatory analyses currently do not include quantified and monetized estimates for several other 
benefit categories. The expansion of the epidemiological research base, represented by USEPA’s recent 
Integrated Science Assessment, provides opportunities for better characterizing the relationships 
between lead and those outcomes traditionally included in the monetary valuation of benefits, as well as 
opportunities for expanding the analysis to include important additional outcomes. Some areas worthy 
of additional exploration include lead’s non-cognitive effects on educational attainment and earnings 
and its effects on delinquent behavior and crime. Analysts will need to pay careful attention to the 
interrelationships between outcomes as the number of endpoints considered expands. Tracing these 
relationships is important both to avoid double counting and to ensure that the most significant benefit 
categories are included in the analysis to the greatest extent possible.
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introduction

Mercury is an extremely toxic element. It has no role as biological element beyond its toxicity and is not 
essential for any organism. It is element number 80 in the periodic table and has an atomic weight of 
200.59. Mercury caused one of the most significant environmental catastrophes in history. Mercury was 
discharged with the wastewater from a chemical factory in Minamata Bay, Japan, in the 1950s.[1] Mercury 
accumulated in the sediment, where it could react microbiologically with the organic  matter and form 
methyl mercury ions and dimethyl mercury, which has a low boiling point and can be t ransferred from 
the sediment to the water phase or even to the atmosphere. Organic mercury compounds can be taken up 
by fish, where concentrations 3000 times higher than in water can be recorded. These processes explain 
why the fish caught in the Minamata Bay had a very high mercury concentration. As a result, hundreds 
of people died, and over a thousand became invalids due to mercury contamination. In the 1950s, the 
victims were considered to have a new, previously unknown disease, the Minamata disease. Later in 
the 1960s, it was detected that the disease was caused by high mercury concentration in  fishermen’s 
families. The accumulation in the sediment, the biomagnifications through the food chain (water– 
 phytoplankton–zooplankton–fish–fisherman), and the ability of mercury to form organic compounds 
by microbiological reactions explain the emergence of Minamata disease and mercury poisoning.

Sources of Mercury Pollution

The use of mercury has declined during the last decades due to its extreme toxicity. Mercury compounds 
were previously applied as fungicides, as dyestuff (cinnabar red), and for the production of chlorine, but 
these applications are now banned in all industrialized countries. Chlorine and sodium hydroxide are 
unfortunately still produced in some developing countries by a method based on a dripping mercury 
electrode that causes mercury to be discharged with wastewater to the environment. Mercury still is 
applied by dentists and is used for some electrical instruments. Today’s major mercury c ontamination 
is, however, caused by coal-fired power plants due to a small concentration of mercury in all coal. 
Each year, 3300 tons of mercury is discharged as air pollution to the atmosphere from coal-fired power 
plants and the incineration of solid waste.[2] The natural emission of mercury is about 1500 tons/yr, 
mainly from volcanic activity.
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Pollution effects

The most important acute effects of mercury are on the lungs and the central nervous system. The 
chronic effect is complete damage of the central nervous system, which was the main symptom of the 
Minamata fishermen. In addition to central nervous system symptoms, the victims also lose weight 
and appetite. The LD50 value for mice is 5 mg/kg, and the World Health Organization recommends a 
maximum concentration of 1 ppm in food items. (Mercury has further teratogenic and genetic effects. 
For details about all effects, see Jørgensen et al.[3–5])

important Mercury Processes

Evaluation of mercury pollution requires that environmental management consider the environmen-
tal processes in which mercury can participate. It is clear from Section 1 that the formation of organic 
mercury compounds mainly in the form of methyl and dimethyl mercury is extremely important, and 
these processes should therefore be included in the environmental considerations, included when an 
ecotoxicological model for the distribution and effect of mercury is developed.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of mercury distribution and effects in Mex Bay, close to 
Alexandria. The details of the model can be found in Jørgensen and Bendoricchio.[6] From the fi gures, it is 
clear that the methylation processes are included and that the uptake from water and  biomagnifications 
through the food chain are included to account for the most important state  variable of the model: the 
mercury concentration in the top carnivorous fish (tuna fish), which is an  important consumer fish in 
the Mediterranean region. Figure 2 shows the input/output processes that are included in the model.

The uptake of mercury by fish is highly dependent on the pH, due to the pH dependence of mercury 
solubility. This dependence is of course of interest mainly when the mercury pollution is inorganic. 
Figure 3 shows the pH dependence for the mercury in fish when exposed to 1.5 ppm inorganic mercury.[7] 

FIGURE 1 Conceptual diagram of the mercury model for Mex Bay, Egypt. Notice that methylation is considered 
for the release of mercury from the sediment. Notice also that the fish mercury is determined by uptake directly 
from the water (including the concentration of organic mercury) and through the food chain—here indicated only 
as water–phytoplankton–fish, but one to two additional steps could be considered.
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The uptake of mercury from food is very different for organic mercury and inorganic mercury, namely, 
90% and 20%, respectively.[7] This difference entails that a mercury model should follow and include the 
processes for both inorganic and organic mercury to be able to account for the final concentration, for 
instance, in fish as a result of a mercury contamination, whether the discharge is inorganic or organic 
mercury. The transfer between the two forms should of course be included, too.

Abatement of Mercury Pollution

The mercury pollution caused by coal-fired power plants is reduced for the part of the mercury 
adsorbed to particulate matter by the methods used for treatment of air pollutants to the extent that 
they are removing particulate matter. However, oil and natural gases are depleted within 60–80 years, 

FIGURE 2 A model of the distribution of mercury in an aquatic ecosystem is a bio-geo-chemical model that 
must include all inputs and outputs. The numbers indicate the following: 1) discharge from waste and tributary to 
the bay; 2) deposition of mercury from the atmosphere (for instance, from coal-fired power plants); 3) evaporation 
of mercury; 4) input and output from the open sea; 5) sedimentation; 6) release from the sediment; and 7) fishery.

FIGURE 3 The concentration of mercury in fish expressed as ppm wet weight versus pH. The concentrations 
are measured at steady state and for a concentration of mercury chloride in the water of 1.5 ppm (mg/L). The values 
are based on many measurements for a wide spectrum of different fish species, and the concentrations in the fish are 
therefore indicated as a range.
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which implies that a coal-fired power plant will still emit mercury if the power plant is using coal as 
fossil fuel. A significant part of mercury emission is not adsorbed to the particulate matter. The ques-
tion is if we, due to emission of carbon dioxide, can continue to use coal-fired power plants after years 
2050–2080. Today’s emission of mercury is, as indicated above, 3300 tons/yr, and it is therefore a ques-
tion of whether we can use coal-fired power plants after oil and natural gas have been depleted, not only 
due to the continuous emission of carbon dioxide but also due to the continuous emission of mercury, 
which is a consequence of the use of coal. This problem has not yet been examined in sufficient detail 
to give a clear answer—so this question is still open and requires further attention. It will probably be 
necessary, due to the greenhouse effects of carbon dioxide, to shift partially or completely to alternative 
energy sources before year 2080.

The mercury pollution causing wastewater problems can be solved by ion exchange—and ion 
 exchangers with a particularly high efficiency of mercury removal are available. Furthermore, 
 adsorption on  activated carbon (see Wastewater Treatment: Conventional Methods, p. 2677) removes 
mercury, even organic mercury compounds, rather effectively. In this context, it should be mentioned 
that  bioremediation methods are also able to reduce mercury concentration in contaminated soil 
(see Bioremediation, p. 408).

In conclusion, mercury pollution problems can be solved by today’s technology, except for the emis-
sion of mercury from coal-fired power plants, which requires particular attention if the use of coal as 
an energy source continues to grow, unless the problem is solved by shifts to alternative energy. It is 
furthermore expected that general restrictions in the use of mercury compounds will be tightened in 
the years to come.
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Mycotoxins

J. David Miller

introduction

The agriculturally important mycotoxins represent a major challenge for food and feed safety. They 
are unavoidable and no technology has been developed to make them disappear from our major food 
crops and none are on the horizon. This briefly reviews the major toxins and provides an insight into 
their major effects on human and animal health in fully developed market economies, the impact of 
fungicides and, in one case, pesticides on their reduction, and the impact on occupational health. This 
is one of the most intensively studied of any area of science because of the economic impact on western 
economies.[1,2] In addition, there is a massive toll in human suffering in parts of Africa, Latin America 
and East Asia.[3,4] At the time of writing, a PubMed search of the term “mycotoxins” resulted in 47,100 
entries, which underscores the importance of the issue.

Five important Mycotoxins

Although there are hundreds of fungal metabolites that are toxic in experimental systems, there are 
only five that are of major agricultural importance: deoxynivalenol, aflatoxin, fumonisin, zearalenone, 
and ochratoxin.[5,6] A number of other mycotoxins that can be important in some areas & in some years 
including ergot alkaloids, T-2/HT-2 toxins and some Penicillium toxins that can occur in animal feed.[7,8]

Deoxynivalenol occurs when wheat, barley, maize, and sometimes oats and rye are infected by 
Fusarium graminearum, F. asiaticum or F. culmorum. These species are the primary cause of Fusarium 
head blight in small grains. This disease is a major agricultural problem worldwide, as well as a similar 
disease in maize called Gibberella ear rot. Disease incidence is most affected by moisture at flowering, 
and many cultivars and hybrids used lack genetic tolerance to the disease.[9–11] F. graminearum is com-
mon in wheat from North America and China, where F. asiaticum is also important. Thirty years ago, 
F. culmorum had been the dominant species in cooler wheat-growing areas, such as Finland, France, 
Poland, and the Netherlands, but this trend has changed in recent years as European summers have 
reached record warm temperatures such that F. graminearum largely dominates.[9,12,13] Fusarium head 
blight is caused by F. asiaticum in warmer regions.[14]

Within these taxa, there are a number of chemotypes. Most strains fall into one of two chemoyptes, 
one producing deoxynivalenol by a pathway involving 3-acetyl deoxynivalenol and the other by 
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15- acetyl deoxynivalenol. Some strains of F. graminearum and F. asiaticum produce nivalenol.[15] Some 
strains of F. graminearum produce a trichothecene reported in 2015, NX.[16] Finally, some strains of 
F. graminearum produce both deoxynivalenol and NX.[17]

Humans are not less and are probably more sensitive to deoxynivalenol than swine.[7] Swine are the 
most sensitive domestic animal species to the effects of deoxynivalenol. Several mechanisms account for 
the toxicity of deoxynivalenol including affecting different aspects of the appetite suppression, modula-
tion of the insulin-like growth factor acid-labile subunit and alters brain chemistry.[15,18] In addition, 
deoxynivalenol causes changes in immune system function in male mice, occurring at dietary concentra-
tions often encountered by humans. As with other trichothecenes, high exposures increase susceptibility 
to facultative pathogens such as Listeria.[19] Cattle, cows, and poultry species are tolerant to deoxyniva-
lenol and milk production is not affected at typical field concentrations.[20] The Provisional Maximum 
Tolerable Daily Intake (PMTDI) of the Joint Expert Committee on Food Additives and Contaminants 
(JECFA) of the World Health Organization (WHO) and Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) for 
this toxin was revised in 2010 by making a group PMTDI for deoxynivalenol and the two acetylated 
precursors. These can co-occur with the parent compound in grains.[21]

Crops that are contaminated by deoxynivalenol can often contain zearalenone albeit at a lower 
 frequency. Zearalenone is more common in maize than in small grains. Zearalenone is an estrogen 
analogue and causes hyperestrocism in female pigs at low levels; the dietary no-effect level is less than 
1 mg/kg. Cows and sheep are also sensitive to the estrogenic effects of this toxin with depressed ovula-
tion and lower lambing percentages.[20] Non-human primates and possibly humans are also sensitive to 
the estrogenic effects of zearalenone.[22,23]

Aflatoxin is mainly produced by Aspergillus flavus, which is a problem in many commodities, but 
most human exposure comes from contaminated maize, groundnuts, and rice. Aspergillus parasiticus 
is uncommon outside North and South America, and they are more associated with peanuts. There are 
also some less common species that produce aflatoxin. A. flavus contamination of maize or peanuts 
occurs in two basic ways. Either airborne or insect-transmitted conidia contaminate the silks and grow 
into the ear when the maize is under high-temperature stress or (more commonly) insect- or bird- 
damaged kernels become colonized with the fungus and accumulate aflatoxin. In maize and p eanut 
plants, drought-, nutrient-, or temperature-stressed plants are more susceptible to colonization by 
A. flavus or A. parasiticus.[5,24]

In poultry, aflatoxin exposure results in liver damage, impaired productivity and reproductive 
 efficiency, decreased egg production in hens, inferior egg-shell quality, inferior carcass quality, and 
increased susceptibility to disease. The effects of acute and chronic exposure in swine are largely 
 attributable to liver damage. In cattle, the primary symptoms are reduced weight gain, liver and kidney 
damage, and reduced milk production.[5] Aflatoxin is also immunotoxic in domestic and laboratory 
animals with oral exposures in the microgram-per-gram range. Cell-mediated immunity (lympho-
cytes, phagocytes, mast cells, and basophils) is more affected than humoral immunity (antibodies and 
complement).[19] Naturally-occurring mixtures of aflatoxins including aflatoxin B1 are human liver car-
cinogens. In much of Africa as well as parts of Latin America and East Asia, aflatoxin exposure can be 
multiples, sometimes orders of magnitude above tolerable levels. Aside from increased rates of liver 
cancer, aflatoxin is associated with child stunting.[3,24-26]

Fumonisins are produced by Fusarium verticillioides, Fusarium proliferatum, and a number of less 
common fusaria. Fumonisins are a very common contaminant of maize-based food and feed in the 
United States, China, Europe, southern Africa, South America, and Southeast Asia.[27,28] F. v erticillioides 
and F. proliferatum can be recovered from virtually all maize kernels including those that are healthy, 
which suggests that it may be an endophyte, i.e., a mutualistic relationship.[5,28,29] F. verticillioides and 
F. proliferatum cause a “disease” called Fusarium kernel rot. In parts of the United States and lowland 
tropics, this is one of the most important ear diseases and is associated with warm, dry years and 
insect damage. Maize plant disease stress also promotes the growth of F. verticillioides and fumonisin 
 formation.[28]
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Fumonisin causes equine leukoencephalomalacia (ELEM), which involves a liquefactive necrosis of 
the cerebral hemisphere. Clinical manifestations include abnormal movements, aimless circling, lame-
ness, etc., followed by death. In swine, high exposures of fumonisin results in porcine pulmonary edema 
(PPE) caused by fumonisin-induced heart failure.[20] At lower exposures, both liver damage and kidney 
damage have been reported in swine. Fumonisin causes feed refusal and changes in carcass quality at 
dietary concentrations in the low milligram-per-kilogram range.[20,30] Fumonisin exposure results in 
impaired growth rates in a variety of domestic and laboratory animals.[31] Fumonisin exposure results 
in neural tube birth (NTD) defects in rodents.[32,33] The unifying mechanism for these toxicities is that 
fumonisin interferes with sphingolipid metabolism unleashing a cascade of harmful cellular effects.[34]

Exposure to F. verticillioides-contaminated maize has been linked to the elevated rates of e sophageal 
cancer in the Transkei and this has since been linked to fumonisin exposure.[30] Fumonisin caused 
tumors in mice and rats in the U.S. National Toxicology Program study and is an IARC class 2B 
 carcinogen (possible human carcinogen).[27] People exposed to dietary fumonisin above the Tolerable 
Daily Intake demonstrate fumonisin-induced sphigolipid alteration.[32,33] As with aflatoxin, exposure to 
fumonisin in Africa has been associated with child stunting.[27,31]

Human exposure to ochratoxin A in temperate zones mainly comes from eating foods made from 
 contaminated small grains.[35] Ochratoxin production in small grains results from the growth of 
Penicillium verucosum typically in small pockets of grain that get wet or go in the bin wet.[36] A small 
number of highly contaminated kernels in a portion of cereal (~1/5000) can put the lot over the regula-
tory limit in the EU.[37] Ochratoxin exposure can arise from Aspergillus carbonarius and some strains 
of A. niger, and several related species also produce ochratoxin on grapes and coffee.[38] In Europe, 
minor exposures occur from meat, especially pork, from animals fed contaminated grain and from the 
 consumption of moldy sausage, etc. resulting from the growth of P. nordicum.[39]

Ochratoxin is a potent nephrotoxin in swine and causes kidney cancer in male Fisher 344 rats. Pigs 
appear to be the most sensitive species with respect to the nephrotoxic effects.[20,40] Low exposures result 
in kidney damage in swine but, typically there are no overt signs. At higher concentrations (>2 μg/g), 
decreased weight gains occur. Poultry are affected, showing reduced growth rate and egg production 
at low ochratoxin concentrations >2 μg/g. Cattle are resistant to ochratoxin concentrations found in 
naturally contaminated grain.[20]

At the expense of competing hypotheses, ochratoxin was suspected as the cause of Balkan Endemic 
Nephropathy.[6] This a syndrome manifesting as late life urinary tract cancers and kidney damage in 
areas where ochratoxin exposure was believed to be high in parts of Eastern Europe.[5,6,40] In recent years, 
a compelling case for human disease seen has been made for exposure to the human carcinogen aris-
tolochic acid. Dietary exposure occurs from Aristolochia seeds contaminating harvested wheat and from 
crops that take up aristolochic acids from the soil[41–43] As noted by JECFA,[40] evidence for the carcinoge-
nicity of ochratoxin remains confined to laboratory strains of mice and rats. Mechanisms that explain the 
rodent carcinogenicity have been proposed unrelated to the production of ochratoxin-DNA adducts.[40,44]

Mycotoxins and Pesticides

Insect damage is known to promote accumulation of deoxynivalenol, fumonisin, aflatoxin, and  probably 
zearalenone. Steps taken to reduce insect herbivory or drought stress on crops have the general effect of 
reducing mycotoxin contamination. Bt corn has lowered fumonisin content compared to similar non-Bt 
hybrids.[45–47] The situation with respect to lower aflatoxin and Bt is not clear[48] Potential reductions in 
deoxynivalenol in Bt hybrids depends on the degree of insect damage.[46,49]

Modeling of mycotoxin accumulations in small grains based on weather at anthesis is a part of the 
risk management strategy for Fusarium head blight. If the weather is conducive to disease develop-
ment, farmers are able to make informed decisions about fungicide application[11,50] This has the effect of 
restricting the prophylactic use of fungicides when not warranted. This is an important area of research 
for food protection and food security.[51]
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occupational exposures

Grain dusts represent an occupational hazard for a number of reasons including the possibility of the 
allergic disease hypersensitivity pneumonitis and organic dust toxic syndrome, a poorly understood 
disease. Inhalation of mycotoxins contained in airborne dusts is also a potential health risk. Inhalation 
of mycotoxins in spores and dust affects macrophage function and other aspects of lung biology. 
Inhalation of mycotoxins is a more potent route of exposure for systemic toxicity for aflatoxin, trichot-
hecenes, and ochratoxin. Workplace exposure to airborne aflatoxin results in increased relative risk of 
liver cancer. However, the practical concern is the impact that fungal glucan and the aflatoxin has on 
the function of lung macrophages.[52–54]

Risk characterizations of inhalation exposure to grains containing high concentrations of 
 deoxynivalenol exposures indicate that aside from the allergic and inflammatory diseases resulting from 
exposure to grains, the presence of dexoynivalenol is a concern.[54] Urinary biomarkers for deoxyniva-
lenol (DON, DOM-1) were higher in active farmers in France, particularly from larger farms, than 
from retired farmers where exposure was from the diet.[55] Workplace inhalation exposure- outcome 
data for other toxins including zearalenone, fumonisin and ochratoxin are limited.[54] In modern grain 
handling facilities, dust control is a priority not only for workplace safety but also to prevent grain 
dust explosions. Thus, inhalation exposure to mycotoxins is likely now a minor problem but remains a 
potential concern in informal grain handing systems.

conclusion

As noted, mycotoxin contamination of field crops is a problem that cannot be “solved” in the normal 
use of that term, results in important losses of human life, and has major economic and social con-
sequences. Recognition that fungi produced toxins in crops began with ergot in Europe during the 
Middle Ages and has been recognized as low-molecular-weight chemicals since the 1880s and solving 
their  structures and understanding appropriate management strategies took agonizingly long periods of 
study.[5,6] The current strategies for managing mycotoxins in the diet require modeling, crop breeding, 
better d etection systems, and awareness.
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introduction

Nitrogen (N) is essential to all life. It is the nutrient that most often limits biological activity. In agricul-
tural and natural ecosystems, N occurs in many forms covering a range of valence states from −3 to +5. 
The change from one valence state to another depends primarily on environmental conditions. The 
transformations and flow from one form to another constitute the basics of the soil N cycle (Figure 1). 
The use of N fertilizers has become essential to increase the productivity of agriculture, and has resulted 
in an almost doubling of the global food production in the past 50 years. However, this also implies that 
the natural N cycle has substantially been disturbed. In the following paragraphs an overview of the 
different N transformation processes in the soil is given.

nitrogen cycle: General

Atmospheric N2 gas (valence 0) can be converted by lightening to various oxides and finally to nitrate 
(NO −

3 ) (valence +5), which can be deposited and taken up by growing plants. Also N2 gas can be 
 converted to ammonia (NH3, valence −3) by biological N2 fixation, with the NH3 participating in a 
 number of b iochemical reactions in the plant. When plant residues decompose the N-compounds 
undergo a series of microbial conversions (mineralisation) leading first to the formation of ammonium 
(NH +

4 ) (valence −3) and possibly ending up in NO −
3  (nitrification). Under anaerobic conditions NO −

3  
can be converted to various N-oxides and finally to N2 gas (denitrification). When mineral or organic N 
fertilizers are used they also undergo the same transformation processes and influence the rate of other 
N-transformations. In considering the soil compartment, there can be N gains (such as biological N2 
fixation) as well as N losses (such as leaching and denitrification). Furthermore N can be exported from 
the soil via harvest products, or immobilized in soil organic matter.
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nitrogen transformations in the Soil

The principal forms of N in the soil are NH +
4 , NO −

3  or organic N-substances. At any moment, inorganic 
N in the soil is only a small fraction of the total soil N. Most of the N in a surface soil is present as 
organic N. It consists of proteins (20%–40%), amino sugars, such as the hexosamines (5%–10%), purine 
and pyrimidime derivates (1% or less), and complex unidentified compounds formed by reaction of 
NH +

4  with lignin, polymerization of quinones with N compounds and condensation of sugars and 
amines. In the subsoil, an important fraction of the present N can be trapped in clay lattices (especially 
illitic clays) as nonexchangeable NH +

4  and is consequently largely unavailable. Organic substances 
slowly mineralize by microorganisms to NH +

4 , which could be converted by other microorganisms to 
NO −

3 (see further).
The NH +

4  can be adsorbed to negatively charged sites of clay minerals and organic compounds. 
This reduces its mobility in the soil compared to the more mobile NO −

3  ion. Microorganisms can use 
both NH +

4  and NO −
3  to satisfy their need for N. This type of N transformation is called microbial 

immobilization.
The ratio between carbon (C) and N (C : N ratio) in organic matter determines whether 

 immobilization or mineralization is likely to occur. When utilizing organic matter with a low N content, 
the  microorganisms need additional N, decreasing the mineral N pool of the soil. Thus, incorporation 
of organic matter with a high C:N ratio (e.g., cereal straw) results in immobilization. Incorporation of 
organic matter with a low C : N ratio (e.g., vegetable or legume residues) results in N-mineralization. 
A value of the C:N ratio of 25 to 30 is often taken as the critical point toward either immobilization or 
mineralization.

FIGURE 1 The soil N cycle. The white compartment represents the atmosphere; the light gray compartment 
 represents the biosphere and the dark gray compartment the subsoil.
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Nitrification is a two-step process. In the first step NH +
4  is converted to nitrite (NO −

2 ) (valence +3) by 
a group of obligate autotrophic bacteria known as Nitrosomonas species. The second step is carried out 
by another group of obligate autotrophic bacteria known as Nitrobacter species. Also a few heterotrophs 
can carry out nitrification, usually at much lower rates.

Soil water and aeration are crucial factors for nitrification. At a water potential of 0 kPa (saturation), 
there is little air in the soil and nitrification stops, due to oxygen limitation; nitrification is greatest near 
field capacity (−33 kPa in medium- to heavy-textured soils, to 0 to −10 kPa in light sandy soils). Also in 
dry soils NH +

4  and sometimes NO −
2  accumulate presumably because Nitrobacter species are more sensi-

tive to water stress than the other microorganisms.
Nitrification is slow in acid conditions with an increasing rate at increasing pH. Mainly under alka-

line conditions, nitrite is also accumulating, because Nitrobacter is known to be inhibited by ammonia, 
which is formed under alkaline conditions. Nitrification is a process that acidifies the soil as protons 
(H+) are liberated:

 NH+ −
4 2+ →2O NO3 2+ +2H+ H O 

During nitrification minor amounts of nitrous oxide (N2O) (valence +1) and nitric oxide (NO) 
(valence +2) are formed. Both compounds have environmental consequences, discussed below.

The effect of temperature on nitrification is climate dependent. There is a climatic selection of s pecies 
of nitrifiers, with those from cooler regions having lower temperature optima and less heat to lerance than 
species from warmer regions. All above-mentioned factors influencing nitrification also  influence the 
nitrifying population. The population and activity of nitrifiers can be reduced by the use of  nitrification 
inhibitors, such as dicyanodiamide, nitrapirin and neem (Azadirachta indica) seed cake. They are used 
mostly to retard the nitrification of manure; otherwise their practicality is controversial and they are not 
extensively used. More details about nitrification and nitrification inhibitors can be found in McCarty[1] 
and Prosser.[2]

nitrogen input Processes

Atmospheric nitrogen Deposition

The total atmospheric N (NH +
4  and NO −

3 ) deposition is in the order of 10–40 kg N ha−1 yr−1 in much of 
north-western and central Europe and some regions in North America. It ranges from 3–5 kg N ha−1 yr−1 
in pristine areas.[3] It is originating from previously emitted NH3 and NOx from agricultural and 
 industrial activities or traffic.

Biological nitrogen Fixation

Rhizobium species living in symbiotic relationship in root nodules of legumes, e.g. clover (Trifolium), 
lucerne (Medicago), peas (Pisum) and beans (Faba)—can convert atmospheric N2 gas to NH3, which is 
further converted to amino acids and proteins. Parallel to this process, the rhizobium species receive 
from the legume the energy they need to grow and to fix N2. Photosynthetic cyanobacteria are also 
N-fixing organisms and are especially important in paddy rice (Oryza). The amount of N fixed  varies 
greatly from crop to crop, ranging from a few kg to a few hundred kg N ha-1 yr−1. The process is depressed 
by ample N supply from other sources, and it is sensitive to lack of phosphorus. The amount of g lobally 
fixed N is almost the double the amount of applied fertilizer N. Next to symbiotic N fixing bacteria also 
non-symbiotic species (e.g. Azotobacter) occur in soils. In general, free-living diazotrophs make a small 
but significant contribution to the soil N status. Some nonleguminous trees and plants (e.g. alder (Alnus), 
sugarcane (Saccharum) host N-fixing bacteria as well. Much uncertainty exists about the a ssociation of 
N fixing bacteria with non-legumes (so called associative N fixing bacteria).
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Mineral and organic nitrogen Fertilization

Theoretically plants should prefer NH +
4  above NO −

3 , because NH +
4  does not need to be reduced before 

incorporation into the plant. In most well-drained soils oxidation of NH +
4  is fairly rapid and therefore 

most plants have developed to grow better with NO −
3 . However, a number of studies have shown that 

plants better develop when both sources are available. Rice, growing under submerged conditions must 
grow in the presence of NH +

4  as NO -
3  is not stable under flooded conditions. When urea is applied 

it rapidly hydrolyzes under well-drained conditions, unless a urease inhibitor is being added; under 
 submerged conditions rice plants may also absorb N directly as molecular urea. Organic manure can be 
of plant or animal origin or a mixture of both. However, most comes from dung and urine from farm 
animals. It exists as farmyard or stable manure, urine, slurry or as compost. Because its composition is 
not constant and because plant material (catch or cover crops, legumes) is often added freshly (green 
manure) to the soil, less than 30% of its nutrients becomes available for the next crop.

nitrogen Uptake by Plants

Growing plants get their N from fertilizer N as well as from organic soil N upon mineralization. Plants 
take up N compounds both as NO - and as NH +. In general, NO -

3 4 3  is the major source of plant N. There 
is some evidence that small amounts of organic N (urea or amino acids) can be taken up by plants from 
the soils solution. Plant uptake of N can be studied through the use of mineral fertilizers or organic 
 matter labeled with the stable N isotope15N. The proportion of applied N taken up by the crop is affected 
by many factors, including crop species, climate and soil conditions. Above ground parts of the crop can 
recover 40%–60% of the fertilizer N applied.

nitrogen Loss Processes

Ammonia Volatilization

Losses of N from the soil by NH3 volatilization amount globally to 54 Mt (or 1012 g) NH −N yr−1
3  and 75% 

is of anthropogenic origin.[4] According to the ECETOC,[5] the dominant source is animal manure and 
about 30% of N in urine and dung is lost as NH3. The other major source is surface application of urea 
or ammonium bicarbonate and to a lesser degree other ammonium-containing fertilizers. As urea is 
the most important N fertilizer in the world, it may lead to important NH3 loss upon hydrolysis and 
subsequent pH rise in the vicinity of the urea till. The transformation of NH +

4  to the volatile form NH3 
increases with increasing pH, temperature, soil porosity, and wind speed at the soil surface. It decreases 
with increasing water content and rainfall events following application. Ammonia losses from soils can 
be effectively reduced by fertilizer incorporation or injection instead of surface application.

emission of nitrogen oxides (n2o, no) and Molecular 
nitrogen (nitrification and Denitrification)

Microbial nitrification and denitrification are responsible for the emission of NO and N2O.[6] They are 
by-products in nitrification and intermediates during denitrification. Probably about 0.5% of fertilizer N 
applied is emitted as NO[7] and 1.25% as N2O.[8] However, wide ranges have been reported. Intensification 
of arable agriculture and of animal husbandry has made more N available in the soil N cycle increasing 
the emission of N oxides. The relative percentage of NO and N2O formation very much depends on the 
moisture content of the soil. At a water-filled pore space (WFPS, or the fraction of total soil pore space 
filled with water) below 40% NO is produced mainly from nitrification. Between a WFPS of 40% and 60% 
formation of NO and N2O from nitrification occurs. Between a WFPS of 60% and 80% N2O is predomi-
nantly produced from denitrification and the formation of NO is decreasing sharply. At a WFPS above 
80% the formation of N2 by denitrification is dominant. In practice these WFPS ranges will overlap and 
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depend on the soil type.[9] Next to water content, also t emperature, land use and a vailability of N and 
decomposable organic matter are important d etermining factors for N2O formation. Nitrous oxide is a 
greenhouse gas contributing 5%–6% to the enhanced g reenhouse effect. Increased concentrations are 
also detrimental for the stratospheric ozone layer.[10] In the  presence of sunlight, NOx (NO and NO2) react 
with volatile organic compounds from evaporated petrol and  solvents and from vegetation and forms 
tropospheric ozone which is, even at low concentration,  harmful to plants and human beings. The major 
gaseous end-product of denitrification is N2. The ratio of N2O to N2 produced by denitrification depends 
on many environmental conditions. Generally  themore anaerobic the environment the greater the N2 
production. Denitrification is  controlled by three  primary factors (oxygen, nitrate and carbon), which 
in turn are controlled by several  physical and biological factors. Denitrification N loss can reach 10% of 
the fertilizer N input—more on  grassland and when manure is also applied.[11] Chemical denitrification 
is normally insignificant and is mainly related to the stability of NO −

2  and acid conditions.[12] It is more 
difficult to reduce N2O and NO from soils then NH3 losses. A general principle is to minimize N surpluses 
in the soil profile via careful  fertilizer adjustment, corresponding to the actual crop demands.

Leaching

Applied NO −
3 or NO −

3 , formed through nitrification from mineralized NH +
4  or from NH +

4  from animal 
manure, can leach out of the rooting zone. It is well possible that this leached NO −

3  can be denitrified 
at other places and returned into the atmosphere. The amount and intensity of rainfall, quantity and 
frequency of irrigation, evaporation rate, temperature, soil texture and structure, type of land use, crop-
ping and tillage practices and the amount and form of fertilizer N are all parameters influencing the 
amount of NO −

3  leaching to the underground water. Nitrate leaching should be kept under control as 
it may influence the nitrate content in drinking water influencing human health and in surface water, 
causing eutrophication. Nitrate losses can be minimized by reducing the mineral N content in the soil 
profile during the winter period by careful fertilizer adjustment, growing of cover crops or riparian 
buffer areas.
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In 1832, German analytical chemist F.F. Runge extracted from coal a tar substance, which a year later, 
F. Gerhard called phecolenolem (Latin phenolum, carbolum). The old name for benzene was phene, and its 
hydroxyl derivative came to be called phenol. It is the simplest compound from the numerous class gen-
erally called phenols, comprising hydroxyl derivatives of aromatic compounds (benzene, naphthalene).

The compound whose correct chemical name according to the International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), nomenclature should be benzenol can be treated as benzene in which one 
of the hydrogen atoms has been replaced by a hydroxyl group. Phenols are aromatic alcohols with one 
or more hydroxyl groups directly bonded to the aromatic ring, which differentiates them from alcohols. 
Their structure is reflected in their properties, e.g., in enhanced acidic properties.[1]

Phenols make up a large group of compounds of natural, anthropogenic, or endogenic origin found in 
the biosphere. Because of a number of physical and chemical properties attractive from the viewpoint of 
practical use, phenol is produced on a large scale, about 7 billion kg/yr, as a precursor to many useful com-
pounds. The greatest producer of phenol is the United States. Phenol is one of the oldest chemical interme-
diates in organic industry, and its economical importance continuously increases. The greatest amounts of 
phenol are used in organic synthesis, including manufacturing of phenolic resins and nylon, in which the 
chemical intermediates are bisphenol-A and ε-caprolactam,[2] respectively. Bacterial and fungicidal prop-
erties of phenol were the first recognized and were the reason for its wide application. The employment 
of phenol for sterilization has been of great importance not only in medicine but also in the history of 
humanity. Sir J. Lister, a Scottish surgeon, introduced the method of disinfection of surgery instruments 
and hands of surgeons with a 5% water solution of phenol, known at that time as carbolic acid.[3]

As a result of natural transformations taking place in the natural environment and the processes 
generating various phenolic compounds performed by man and their widespread use, the phenolic com-
pounds have penetrated the biosphere. They are met more often as micropollutants of water than the 
atmospheric air. As the exposure of living organisms to these toxic compounds can be harmful, their 
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presence has been monitored, and certain measures have been undertaken to restrict their amount 
introduced to the natural environment.[1,2,4]

origin, Properties, and Application of Phenol and its Derivatives

Phenol and phenolic derivatives met in the biosphere are released from natural and anthropogenic 
sources. Their amounts entering the natural environment and coming from anthropogenic sources have 
been estimated as much higher.[5–7]

The class of compounds known as phenols plays a great role in many areas of our lives. Both the syn-
thetic and natural phenols have been raw products or intermediates for the production of, e.g., plastics, 
detergents, or cosmetic products. Because of their biological activity and, in particular, antioxidant 
properties, they are essential components of our diet and substrates of a large number of therapeutic 
drugs.[8–15]

The large diversity of chemical compositions and structures of phenol compounds is illustrated in 
Tables 1–7.

TABLE 1  Name, Molecular Formula, and Structures of Selected Groups of Phenolic Compounds

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

Methyl derivatives of one-hydroxyl phenols
1. *Phenol

**Carbolic acid, hydroxybenzene, 
benzenol, phenylic acid, phenic acid

C6H6O
***C6H5OH

2. o-Cresol 
*2-Methylphenol 
**2-Hydroxytoluene, 

2-methylbenzenol

C7H8O
***(CH3)C6H4OH

3. m-Cresol
*3-Methylphenol
**3-Hydroxytoluene, 

3-methylbenzenol

C7H8O
***(CH3)C6H4OH

4. p-Cresol 
*4-Methylphenol
**4-Hydroxytoluene,
p-hydroxytoluene, p-methylphenol, 
4-methylbenzenol

C7H8O
***(CH3)C6H4OH

5. 2,3-Xylenol
**2,3-Dimethylphenol, 

1-hydroxy-2,3-methylbenzene,
3-hydroxyl-o-xylene

C8H10O
***(CH3)2C6H3OH 

6. 2,4-Xylenol
**2,4-Dimethylphenol, 1-hydroxy-

2,4-methylbenzene, 
4-hydroxy-m-xylene

C8H10O
***(CH3)2C6H3OH

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Name, Molecular Formula, and Structures of Selected Groups of Phenolic Compounds

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

7. 2,5-Xylenol 
**2,5-Dimethylphenol, 

2-hydroxy-p-xylene,
p-xylenol, 

1-hydroxy-2,5-methylbenzene

C8H10O
***(CH3)2C6H3OH

8. 2,6-Xylenol
**2,6-Dimethylphenol, 2-hydroxy-rn-

xylene, 
1-hydroxy-2,6-methylbenzene

C8H10O
***(CH3)2C6H3OH

9. 3,4-Xylenol
**3,4-Dimethylphenol, 

4-hydroxy-o-xylene,
1-hydroxy-3,4-methylbenzene

C8H10O
***(CH3)2C6H3OH

10. 3,5-Xylenol
**3,5-Dimethylphenol, 

5-hydroxy-rn-xylene,
1-hydroxy-3,5-methylbenzene

C8H10O
***(CH3)2C6H3OH

11. 2,3,4-Trimethylphenol
***1-Hydroxy-2,3,4-methylbenzene

C9H12O
***(CH3)3C6H2OH

One core phenols with aliphatic side-chain 
12. 2-Ethylphenol

**(1-Hydroxy-2-ethylbenzene, 
o-ethylphenol)

C8H10O
***(C2H5)C6H4OH

13. 3-Ethylphenol 
**(1-Hydroxy-3-ethylbenzene, 

m-ethylphenol)

C8H10O
***(C2H5)C6H4OH

14. 4-Ethylphenol
**(1-hydroxy-4-ethylbenzene, 

p-ethylphenol,
1-hydroxy-4-ethylbenzene, 

4-hydroxyphenylethane)

C8H10O
***(C2H5)C6H4OH

15. 2-Isopropylphenol
**(o-Isopropylphenol, 

1-hydroxy-2-isopropylbenzene,
o-hydroxycumene; 

2-hydroxycumene)

C9H12O
***(C3H7)C6H4OH

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Name, Molecular Formula, and Structures of Selected Groups of Phenolic Compounds

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

16. o-Butylphenol
*2-Butylphenol
**(1-Hydroxy-2-butylbenzene)

C10H14O
***C6H4(OH)(C4H9)2

17. *2-Ethyl-4-methylphenol
**(2-Ethyl-4-Methyl-phenol, 

2-ethyl-p-cresol)

C9H12O
***(C2H5)(CH3)C6H3OH

18. Thymol
*2-Isopropyl-5-methylphenol
**(IPMP)

C10H14O
***2-[(CH3)2CH]C6H3-5-(CH3)

OH

Methyl derivatives of di- and trihydroxyl phenols
19. 3-Methylpyrocatechol

**(Pyrocatechol 1,2-dihydroxy-3-
methylbenzene, 
2,3-dihydroxytoluene, 
2-hydroxy-3-methylphenol)

C7H8O2

***(CH3)C6H3(OH)2

20. 2-Methylresorcinol
**(2,6-Dihydroxy, 2,6-toluenediol, 

toluene-2,6-diol)

C7H8O2

***(CH3)C6H3(OH)2

21. 2-Methylhydroquinol
*2-Methylbenzene-1,4-diol
**(2-Methyl-1,4-benzenediol, 2-methyl-1,4-
hydroquinone, 

2-methylbenzene-1,4-diol)

C7H8O2

***(CH3)C6H3(OH)2

22. 2,4,6-trihydroxytoluene
*2-Methylbenzene-1,3,5-triol
**(2-Methylphloroglucinol, 

Toluene-2,4,6-triol

C7H8O3

***C6H2(OH)3(CH3)

23. 2,4-Dimethylphloroglucinol
*2,4-Dimethylbenzene-1,3,5-triol

C8H10O3

***(CH3)2C6H(OH)3

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Name, Molecular Formula, and Structures of Selected Groups of Phenolic Compounds

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

Di-co,re phenols 
C10H8O
**C10H7OH

24. 1-Naphthol 
*Naphthalen-1-ol
**(1-hydroxynaphthalene, 

1-Naphthalenol;
alpha-Naphthol a-Naphtol, naft-1-ol)

25. 2-Naphthol *Naphthalen-2-ol
**(2-hydroxynaphthalene, 

2-Naphthalenol; beta-
 Naphthol β-Naphtol, naft-2-ol)

C10H8O
**C10H7OH

26. Methyl-2-naphtol
**(1-methyl-2-hydroxynaphthalene,
1-methylnaphthalen-2-ol)

C11H10O
***(CH3)C10H6OH

27. *2-phenylphenol
**(2-Hydroxybiphenyl, 

o-phenylphenol, biphenylol, 
orthophenyl phenol, o-xenol, 
orthoxenol)

C12H10O
***C12H9OH

28. 2,2’-Biphenol
**(2,2’-Dihydroxybiphenyl, 

2,2’-biphenyldiol)

C12H10O
***C12H8(OH)2

Thre -core phenols
C14H10O
***C14H9OH

29. 1-Anthranol 
*Anthracen-9-ol
**(1-Hydroxyanthracene, 

9-anthracenol, 9-anthranol)

30. 2-Anthranol
*Anthracen-2-ol
**(2-Hydroxyanthracene, 

2-anthracenol, 2-anthranol, 
beta-hydroxyanthracene)

C14H10O
***C14H9OH

31. 1,9-Dihydroxyanthracene
*Anthracene-1,9-diol
**1,9-Anthracenediol

C14H10O2

***C14H8(OH)2

32. 2-Phenantrenol C14H10O2

***C14H9(OH)

*, IUPAC name; **, synonyms; ***, other formula.
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Sources of Phenol and Phenolic compounds in the Biosphere

natural origin

Phenol and phenolic derivatives from natural sources are commonly met organic micropollutants. The 
precursors of the majority of them are phenylalanine and tyrosine, from which as a result of deamina-
tion, cinnamic acid and its hydroxy derivatives are formed.[4,8,13–16]

Usually, these compounds are the following:

• Intermediate products of natural decay of organic matter such as proteins, humic compounds, 
and lignin[8]

• Products of metabolic processes taking place in living organisms[1,2,9]

• Secondary metabolic plant product[1,2,9]

• Products formed as a consequence of forest fires[17]

• Products of natural decay of original plant matter![1,2,9,16]

In Table 2, molecular and structural formulae of the natural derivatives of phenol most often met in the 
natural environment are presented.

Lignin is a complex chemical compound most commonly found in wood and all vascular plants, 
localized not only between the cells but also in the cell walls. In lignin, two groups of phenolic com-
pounds dominate. The first comprises phenyl acid derivatives, occurring in plants mostly in the 
bound form as components of lignin and hydrolyzing tannins in the form of esters and glycosides.[13,15] 

TABLE 2 Phenol Compounds of Natural Origin Most Commonly Found in the Biosphere

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

1. *Phenol
**Carbolic acid, hydroxybenzene, benzenol, 

phenylic acid, phenic acid

(See Table 1 no.1)

2. Catechol
*Benzene-1,2-diol
**(Pyrocatechol, 1,2-benzenediol, 

2-hydroxyphenol, 1,2-dihydroxybenzene)

C6H6O2

***C6H5(OH)2

3. *4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde 
***(p-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, 

1-hydroxybenzaldehyde, p-formylphenol)

C7H6O2

***(CHO)C6H4OH

4. o-Cresol
*2-Methylphenol
**2-Hydroxytoluene, 2-methylobenzenol

(See Table 1 no. 2)

5. Vanillyn
*4-Hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde 
**(Methyl vanillin, vanillin, vanillic aldehyde, 
3-methoxy-4-hydroxybenzaldehyde)

C8H8O3
***(OCH3)(CHO)

C6H3OH

6. Syringaldehyde
*4-Hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxybenzaldehyde 

(3,5-Dimethoxy-4-hydroxybenzaldehyde,
**3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxybenzene carbonal, 

gallaldehyde 3,5-dimethyl ether, 4-hydroxy-3,5- 
dimethoxybenzaldehyde, syringic aldehyde)

C9H10O4
***(OCH3)2(CHO)

C6H2OH

(Continued)
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The second group comprises hydroxycinnamic acids present most often in the form of esters, while 
hydroxybenzoic acids are mainly present in plants in the form of glycosides. Moreover, in plant tissues, 
phenyl acids have been identified, besides other naturally occurring compounds, like flavonoids, fatty 
acids, sterols, or cell wall polymers.[15]

It has been established that gymnospermous (Gymnospermae) plants like pine, spruce, and fir contain 
vanillyl, but they do not contain siryngyl and cinnamyl phenols. In the angiospermous (Angiospermae) 
plants, both vanillyl and siryngyl compounds are present, but cinnamyl compounds are not found.[12–16] 
Some examples of natural phenolic compounds used as indicators of original plant matter are given in 
Table 3.

Phenols of natural origin, generally called photochemical, include a large and very chemically diverse 
group of polyphenols characterized by the presence of large multiples of phenol units.

The above phenolic compounds, of which more than 8000 are known, embrace a wide range of plants’ 
secondary metabolites, possessing in common an aromatic ring substituted by one or more hydroxyl 
groups.[13–16] They are the most widely distributed secondary metabolites ubiquitously present in the plant 
kingdom. Simple phenols are relatively rare in plants.[14] Some polyphenolic substructures are second-
ary plant substances called quasi-vitamins or natural nonnutritious substances showing great biologi-
cal activity. This group of compounds is sometimes referred to as quasi-vitamin or vitamin P. They are 
mainly found in the bound form as components of lignin and hydrolyzing tannins, in the form of esters 

TABLE 2 (Continued) Phenol Compounds of Natural Origin Most Commonly Found in the Biosphere

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

7. Alkyl phenols
With saturated alkyl groups at para position 

CnH2n+i, usually n = 1-3

C6H4(OH)(CnH2n+1) 
n = 1-12

8. Gallic acid
*3,4,5-Trihydroxybenzoic acid 
**(Gallic acid, gallate, 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate)

C7H6O5

***C6H2(OH)3(COOH)

9. Eugenol
*4-Allyl-2-methoxyphenol
**[4-Allyl-2-methoxyphenol, 

2-methoxy-4-(2- propenyl)phenol, eugenic acid, 
caryophyllic acid, 

1-allyl-3-methoxy-4-hydroxybenzene, allylguaiacol, 
2-methoxy-4-allylphenol,-4-allylcatechol-2-methyl 

ether,
2-methoxy-4-(2-propen-1-yl)phenol]

C10H12O2

***(OCH3)(C3H4)
C6H3OH

10. Thymol
*2-Isopropyl-5-methylphenol
**(IPMP)

(See Table 1 no. 18)

11. 1-Naphthol
*Naphthalen-1-ol
**(1-Hydroxynaphthalene, 1-naphthalenol; 

alpha-naphthol, α-Naphtol, naft-1-ol)

(See Table; 1 no. 24)

*, IUPAC name; **, synonyms; ***, other formula.
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TABLE 3 Phenolic Derivatives Used as Indicators of Original Plant Matter

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

1. Vanillyn (See Table; 2 no.5)
2. Vanillic acid

*4-Hydroxy-3-methoxybenzoic acid
**(4-Hydroxy-rn-anisic acid, vanillate)

C8H8O4

**C6H3(OH)(OCH3)(COOH)

3. Apocynin
*1-(4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)ethanone
**4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone,
acetovanillone

C9H10O3

***C6H3(OH)(OCH3)
(COCH3)

4. Syringaldehyde (See Table ; 2 no. 6)
5. Syringic acid

*4-Hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxybenzoic acid
**(Gallic acid 3,5-dimethyl ether)

C9H10O5

C6H2(OH)(OCH3)(COOH)

6. Acetosyringone
*4’-Hydroxy-3’,5’-dimethoxyacetophenone
**Acetosyringenin

C10H12O4

***C6H2(OH)
(OCH3)2(COCH3)

7. p-Coumaric acid
*3-(4-Hydroxyphenyl)-2-propenoic acid
**para-Coumaric acid, 4-hydroxycinnamic 

acid, β-(4-hydroxyphenyl)acrylic acid]

C9H8O3

***C6H4(OH)
(CH=CH-COOH

8. Ferulic acid
*(E)-3-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-phenyl)

prop-2-enoic acid
**[2-Propenoic acid, 3-(4-hydroxy-3-
methoxyphenyl)-ferulic acid, 3-(4-hydroxy-
3-methoxyphenyl)-2-propenoic acid, 
3-(4- hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl) acrylic acid,
3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 4-hydroxy-
3-methoxycinnamic acid, (2E)-3-(4-hydroxy-
3-methoxyphenyl)-2-propenoic acid, ferulate 

coniferic acid, trans-ferulic acid, (E)-ferulic 
acid]

C10H10O4

***C6H3(OH)(OCH3)
(CH=CH-COOH)

Note: * IUPAC name; **, synonyms; ***, other formula.
Source: Adapted from Kroon and Wiliamson,[12] Robinson,[13] and Duke.[14]
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or glycosides, in all parts of plants, i.e., in the leaves, seeds, flowers, fruit, roots, bark, and wooden parts. 
Their chemical composition depends on the species and variety of a plant, climatic conditions, and agro-
technological procedures applied. Some polyphenols occurring in plants belong to phytoalexins, so the 
substances involved in the mechanisms protecting against the attack of insects, fungi, or viruses.

To sum up, polyphenols do the following:

• Play important roles in plant metabolism[13–16]

• Display high bioactivity; such natural products with healing and nutritional values are called 
nutraceuticals or dietary supplements[18]

• Participate in the healing and adaptive processes in living organisms, can protect against develop-
ment of cancer, or can have therapeutic effect in treatment of different diseases[10,12]

• Participate in regulation of growth and reproduction of plants[11–13]

• Contribute in determination of sensory features of fruit, vegetables, and processed food[10–14]

• Endow plants and fruits with a specific tart and bitter taste[13,16]

• Responsible for the color and fibrous nature of plants and fruit[13]

• Participate in morphogenesis, energy flow, sex determination, photosynthesis, respiration, regu-
lation of gene expression, and regulation of synthesis of growth hormones[19]

• Have a protecting effect against ultraviolet irradiation and against stress[14,15]

Humic substances are the end products of decaying natural organic matter in the microbial process 
taking place with involvement of edaphone (mainly fungi and actinomycetes) called humification. They 
are major organic constituents of soil (humus), peat bogs, coal, sewage, compost heaps, carbonaceous 
shales, lignites, and all types of natural waters (aquatic humic substances) and can form complex ions 
that are commonly found in the natural environment. A typical humic substance is a mixture of many 
molecules, some of which are based on a motif of aromatic nuclei with phenolic and carboxylic substitu-
ents (see Figure 1).[20–22]

FIGURE 1 The hypothetical structure of humic acid, having a variety of components including quinone 
 phenol, cresol, and sugar moieties. Source: Adapted from Stevenson,[20] Muscola and Soidari,[21] and Hessen and 
Tranvik.[22]
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There are three types of humic substances, which differ slightly in acidity and chemical composition. 
They are humic acid, fulvic acid, and humins.

Aquatic humus substances bear about 40%-60% of dissolved organic carbon and make up the largest 
fraction of natural organic matter in water. The major functional groups include carboxylic acids, phe-
nolic hydroxyl, and carbonyl and hydroxyl groups.[22] Phenol hydroxyl groups are usually in amounts of 
about 1 µeq/mg C of humic material or 94 |µag/mg of elemental carbon as humic matter.[5]

As mentioned earlier, humin substances are also constituents of coal, which is a fossil phytomaterial. 
It is assumed that lignin, which is one of the most important chemical compounds in plants, is one of 
the parent substances of coals having aromatic acidic character. It is a consequence of the presence of 
phenolic hydroxyls, which are the most characteristic oxygen group of coals. The degree of carboniza-
tion of coal is measured by the content of hydroxyl groups. In coals with a low degree of carbonization, 
hydroxyl groups comprise up to 90% of all oxygen groups. Their content decreases with increasing 
degree of carbonization, and they disappear in coal with a high degree of carbonization.[23]

Anthropogenic origin

It has been established that a fundamental part of phenol present in the natural environment is of 
anthropogenic origin. Considerable sources of phenol and its derivatives are the processes of production 
of intermediate semiproducts and their further processing. Three main sources of phenol and its deriva-
tives released to the natural environment are distinguished: industrial processes, nonindustrial pro-
cesses and endogenous sources. The greatest amounts of phenol and its derivatives come from industrial 
processes, mainly production and application of different kinds of phenolic resins and phenolic plastics, 
generally called phenolics, and caprolactam.[24] Great demand for phenolic resins, widely applied, e.g., 
as a binding agent in insulating materials, chipboards, shatterproof glass, paints, and casting molds, 
makes them a profound source of phenolic compounds. The emission of these compounds from these 
materials is measured in terms of a concentration of free phenol occurring in the monomeric form in 
the resins in the amount of 1%-5% wt.[24] In foundries, phenolic compounds are emitted in processes of 
mold production and in casting.[26] Phenolic compounds occur in large amounts in the products coming 
from the chemistry of coal and chemistry of coke. Processing of raw benzenol obtained as a result of 
coal coking leads to formation of phenol and xylems. Phenolic compounds are met in wastewater from 
industrial plants in which phenol and its derivatives are used as raw materials in amounts to a few g/dm3. 
Table 4 gives a list of processes that are the most abundant sources of phenol released to the natural 
environment and values of its emission coefficients.

The most important nonindustrial source of phenolic compounds is fuel combustion in motor vehi-
cles. The exhaust gases from motor vehicles contain from about 0.3 to 1.4–2.0 ppm of phenol, which cor-
responds to the amounts from 1.2 to 5.4–7.7 mg/m3.[24,28,29]

TABLE 4  Selected Industrial Processes Leading to Release of Phenol to the 
Atmospheric Air and Estimated Values of Its Emission Coefficients

Type of Process Phenol Emission Coefficient

Production of phenol resins 0–0.5 g of phenol emitted per kg of resin
Production of phenol and its derivatives
Production of caprolactam

–
0.2–0.05 g of phenol emitted per kg of 

cyclohexanol (semiproduct)
Production of coke –
Production of insulating materials –
Emission from phenol processing –

Source: RIVM Criteria Document: Phenol, Bilthoven, the Netherlands.[27]
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Phenolic compounds in considerable concentrations are released in volatile form during combustion 
of other fuels such as wood, coal, and mazout, in heating chambers, house furnaces, and fireplaces.[30] 
It should be mentioned that phenolic compounds are commonly met in cigarette smoke, in which the 
estimated average amount of phenol is 0.4 mg per cigarette.[31] Phenol can be also found in smoked food 
products.[32]

Endogenous sources of phenol include its synthesis in vivo from different xenobiotics released to the 
natural environment, e.g., from benzene. It has been established that benzene and its phenolic deriva-
tives in the in vivo conversion can be an endogenous source of phenol.[33] Among phenol derivatives, 
particular attention has been paid to pentachlorophenol (PCP) and its salts, because of its properties and 
low cost of production. This material has been widely applied in industry (mainly for wood impregna-
tion) and agriculture and as a component of household products (disinfectant). In agriculture, PCP is 
used as a pesticide of a broad spectrum of activity as it acts against algae, bacteria, fungi, weeds, insects, 
and mollusks. Pentachlorophenol has been recognized as hazardous for human health because of its 
toxicity and widespread use. It is used in leather tanning and finishing. Monochlorophenols are used as 
synthetic intermediates for dyes and chlorinated phenols. Pentachlorophenol is used as a denaturant for 
alcohol, an antiseptic, and a selective solvent for refining minerals. [34–36]

nomenclature, Structure, and chemical composition

Phenol is a common name for the simplest and most common aromatic alcohol, labeled with CAS-
RegistrySM –The world’s largest substance database number 108–95-2, in which the hydroxyl group, 
known as a phenolic hydroxyl, is attached to the phenyl group. By definition, phenol is a hydroxyben-
zene, but according to the IUPAC, its correct name should be benzenol.

In literature, phenol is referred to by many other names, such as benzyl, carbolic acid, carbol, phe-
nol liquefied, phenolic acid, phenyl hydroxide, phenic acid, phenylic acid, oxybenzene, monophenol, 
monohydroxybenzene, and phenyl hydrate.[1,2,24] It also has quite a few commercial names, such as 
carbol liquor and phenyl liquor (Netherlands), kristallliertes Kreozot or Steinkohlenteerkreosot 
(Germany), Venzenol (France), or code label ENT1814. The class of phenolic compounds, whose 
name comes from phenol, includes cresols (aromatic compounds from the group of phenols that are 
 derivatives of toluene).

In contrast to alcohols, in phenol, the hydroxyl group is attached directly to the aromatic ring, which 
gives enhancement of its acidic properties. Phenols are the compounds in which the ring (benzene) is 
substituted with one or a few hydroxyl groups. If the compounds are built with aromatic rings (naph-
thalene, anthracene), with one or more hydroxyl substituents at the benzene ring, then they are called 
naphthols (hydroxynaphthalenes) or hydroxyanthracenes.[1,2]

According to the IUPAC nomenclature, in naming substitution products of these compounds, the 
numbering starts at the group already present and is done in the direction that gives the lowest numbers 
to other groups on the ring. Sometimes, the benzene ring is treated as a substituent (for hydrogen) on 
another molecule. In that case, the C6H5- group of benzene is called “phenyl.” Substituents are cited in 
alphabetical order. Carboxyl and acyl groups take precedence over the phenolic hydroxyl in determin-
ing the base name. The hydroxyl group is treated as a substituent. Higher substituted compounds are 
named as derivatives of phenol.

Structural diversity of phenol compounds makes their systematization rather difficult. With respect 
to the structure of the carbon skeleton, phenolic compounds can be divided into the following groups:

• Phenylcarboxylic acids—derivatives of benzoic acid of the carbon skeleton C6–Ci (where C6 
denotes a benzene ring), whose structure can be described by the general formula in Figure 2 
(see also Table 5).

• Phenylpropenic acids—derivatives of cinnamic acid of the carbon skeleton C6–C3, whose struc-
ture can be described by the general formula in Figure 3 (see also Table 6).
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• Stilbene (trans)—of the carbon skeleton C6–C2–C6, naturally occurring compounds, found in 
a wide range of plants, aromatherapy products, and dietary supplements, whose structure can 
be illustrated by the following general formula in Figure 4. Exemplary compounds from this 
group are resveratrol, piceatannol, rhapontigerin, and pterostilbene. The first mentioned stilbene, 

FIGURE 2 The general formula of aromatic hydroxyacid derivatives of benzoic acid.

TABLE 5 Exemplary Hydroxyacids That Are Benzoic Acid Derivatives, Occurring in Plants

No. Name of Hydroxyacid Molecular Formula Structural Formula

1. *Benzoic acid
**(Benzenecarboxylic acid, 

carboxybenzene, E210, dracylic acid)

C7H6O2

***C6H5(COOH)

2. *4-Hydroxybenzoic acid
**(p-Hydroxybenzoic acid, para- 

hydroxybenzoic acid)

C7H6O3

***C6H5(COOH)

3. Protocatechuic acid
*3,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid 

**Protocatechuic acid (PCA)

C7H6O4

**C6H4(OH)2(COOH)

4. Gallic acid (See Table 2 no. 8)
(See Table 3 no. 2)
(See Table 3 no. 5)

5. Vanillic acid
6. Syringic acid

Note: *, IUPAC name; **, synonyms; ***, other formula

FIGURE 3 The general formula of aromatic hydroxyacids that are derivatives of cinnamic acid.
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resveratrol, has been intensely studied and proved to have potent anticancer, anti-inflammatory, 
and antioxidant activities.[37]

• Polyphenols known also as flavonoids or bioflavonoids, of the carbon skeleton C6–C3–C6, whose 
general structure is shown in Figure 5. This group includes the following subgroups: flavons, the 
compounds responsible for the yellow color of plants or their parts (Latin flavus means yellow); 
flavones; flavanones; flavanols; anthocyanes (proanthocyanes); and isoflavones. They constitute 
the largest class of phenolic compounds, with more than 3000 structures.[38,39] Table 7 presents 
representative compounds of the above-mentioned subgroups of polyphenols.

FIGURE 4 The general formula of trans stilbenes (1,2- diphenylethylene; R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 denote OH, OCH3, 
or –glucose group).

TABLE 6 Some Hydroxyacids That Are Cinnamic Acid Derivatives, Occurring in Plants

No. Name of Compound Molecular Formula Structural Formula

1. Cinnamic acid
*(E)-3-phenylprop-2-enoic acid 
**(Cinnamic acid, trans-cinnamic acid, 

phenylacrylic acid, cinnamylic acid, 
3- phenylacrylic acid, (E)-cinnamic acid, 
benzenepropenoic acid, isocinnamic acid)

C9H8O3

***C6H4(OH)(C3H3O2)

2. o-Coumaric acid 
**(2-Hydroxycinnamic, o-coumaric acid, 

2-coumaric acid, 2-coumarate 2- 
hydroxycinnamate, trans-2-
hydroxycinnamic acid 
trans-2-hydroxycinnamate

C9H8O3

***C6H4(OH)(C3H3O2)

3. p-Coumaric acid See Table 3 no. 7
4. Caffeic acid

*[3-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl 2-propenoic 
acid, 3,4-dihydroxy-cinnamic acid 
trans- caffeate, 3,4-dihydroxy-trans-
cinnamate), (E)-3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-
2-propenoic acid 
3,4-dihydroxybenzeneacrylicacid 
3-(3,4- dihydroxyphenyl)-2-propenoic 
acid]

C9H8O4

***C6H3(OH)2(C3H3O2)

5. Ferulic acid (See Table 3 no 8)
6. Sinapinic acid

*3-(4-Hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)
prop-2- enoic acid

**(Sinapinic acid, sinapic acid, 
3,5-dimethoxy- 4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 
4-hydroxy-3,5- dimethoxycinnamic acid)

C11H12O5

***C6H2(OH)
(OCH3)2(C3H3O2)

Note: *, IUPAC name; **, synonyms; ***, other formula
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• Other phenolic compounds, e.g., tannins (proanthocyanides) of the carbon skeleton Cn>-12, 
comprising the following:

• Hydrolyzable tannins, consisting of several gallic acid units bound through ester linkages to a 
central glucose (see Figure 6a); these types of tannins are quite water soluble and are part of the 
water products of plants.

• Condensed tannins, which are a diverse group of poly- phenolic compounds of plant origin called 
flavonoids or bioflavonoids (see Figure 6b).

TABLE 7 Selected Examples of Chemical Composition and Structures of Subgroups among Polyphenols

(Polyphenols (flavonoids)

Name of Compounds Molecular Formula Occurrence

Flavons
Quercetin
*2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,5,7-trihydroxy-4H-chromen-4-

one **(Sophoretin, meletin, quercetine, xanthaurine, 
quercetol, quercitin, quertine, flavin meletin)

C15H10O7 Green tea, grape skin, 
ginkgo leaves, apples

Flavonols
Rutin
*2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-5,7-dihydroxy-3-[α-L-rhamnopyranosyl-
(1→6)-β-D-glucopyranosyloxy1-4H-chromen-4-one
**(Rutoside, phytomelin, sophorin, birutan, eldrin, birutan 

forte, rutin trihydrate, globularicitrin, violaquercitrin)

C27H30O16 Pogoda tree buds 
(Sophora japonica 
Fabaceae), apple skin

Flavanones
Hesperidin
*(2S)-5-hydroxy-2-(3-hydroxy-4-methoxyphenyl)-7- 

[(2S,3R,4S,5S,6R)-3,4,5-trihydroxy-6-
[[(2Æ,3Æ,4Æ,5Æ,6S)-3,4, 
5-trihydroxy-6-methyloxan-2-yl1oxymethyl1oxan-2-yl1oxy-
2,3-dihydrochromen-4-one

C28H34O15 Citrus fruit skin

Flavanols (Catechins)
Epicatechol
**(epi-Catechinepi-catechol, epicatechin, l-acacatechin)
Anthocyanes (Proanthocyanes)

C15H14O6 Green tea, grape seeds

Cyanidin
*2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl) chromenylium-3,5,7-triol
**Cyanidine
Isoflavones

C15H11O +
6 Bilberry, red and black 

grapes, red wine

Genistein
*5,7-Dihydroxy-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)chromen-4-one
**4’,5,7-Trihydroxyisoflavone

C15H10O5 Leguminous plants, 
soybean, cereal grains, 
fruits, vegetables

Note: *, IUPAC name; **, synonyms

FIGURE 5 The general structure of flavonoids (R1, R2 denote H or OH group).
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FIGURE 6 The hypothetical structures of hydrolyzable (a) and condensed (b) types of tannins.

Polyphenols make a large group of natural substances occurring in many plants. They are found in 
greatest amounts in fruit (chokeberry, blueberry, grapes, nuts, garlic) and vegetables (cabbage, cereal 
seeds).[40–42] Polyphenols are mostly distributed in the external parts of the fruit. In drinks, polyphenols 
are found in green tea, red wine, coffee, and beer. These compounds make up the largest group of anti-
oxidants supplied in the diet, and hence, they are often called bioflavonoids.[43–45] 

Physical, chemical, and organoleptic Properties

Phenol is a colorless to light pink crystalline (long needlelike crystallites) solid. When molten, it becomes 
a bright colorless liquid of low or high viscosity. It attains pink color on exposure to air and light as a 
result of partial oxidation. In the atmosphere of wet air, the crystals deliquesce. Crude product can be 
pink, brown, or black. The physicochemical properties of phenols differ significantly from those of ali-
phatic or unsaturated alcohols; [1,2,7,24] some of them are given in Table 8.

Phenols have hydroxyl groups that can participate in intermolecular hydrogen bonding with other 
phenol molecules or other H-bonding systems, e.g., water. Hydrogen bonding results in higher dipole 
moment and melting points and much higher boiling points for phenols than those of hydrocarbons 
of similar molecular weight. The ability of phenols to form strong hydrogen bonds also enhances their 
solubility in water.[1,24]

Phenol dissolves to give a 9.3% solution in water, compared with a 3.6% solution of cyclohexanol in 
water. This water solution of phenol is called phenol liquefied. The water solubility of phenol increases 
with temperature, and above 68.4oC, both substances become fully miscible.

Phenol is more readily soluble in most organic solvents and in water solutions of soaps. An example 
of phenol in a water solution of soap is Lysol, being a mixture of a water solution of a potassium soap 
and cresols, used mainly in the veterinary field for disinfection of rooms and vessels. Its solubility in 
aliphatic solvents is limited.[1,2]

In contrast to neutral alcohols, water solutions of phenol show weak acidic properties; hence, phenol 
has been referred to as carbolic acid. Phenol dissociates with the formation of phenolate (C -

6H5O ), also 
called phenoxide ion, and proton (H3O)+:

C H6 5OH + ↔H O2 1 C H O H− +
( )aq ( ) 6 5 ( )aq + 3O ( )aq  (1)
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Dissociation occurs to only a slight extent; phenol is a very weak acid with pKa = 9.55. Phenols are more 
acidic than alcohols of pKa = 16–20 but less acidic than carboxylic acids of pKa = 5.[2] Introduction of 
substitutes, particularly those in ortho or para position to the –OH group, can dramatically influence 
the acidity of phenol due to resonance and/or inductive effects. In reactions with strong bases (NaOH, 
KOH), phenols create phenates (C6H5OMe), which are more stable than alcoholates:

 C H OH Na OH C H O Na H O6 5 6 5 2+ → ++ − − +  (2)

This increased stability is a consequence of the mesomeric effect stabilizing the phenate ion owing to the 
delocalization of the negative charge on the aromatic ring of phenol.[1,2]

Phenol has a peculiar characteristic smell and a strong corrosive effect on skin. It is poisonous in 
nature but acts as a powerful antiseptic.[24,41,46]

Phenol is susceptible to oxidants (e.g., CrO3, K2Cr2O7). The hydrogen abstraction from phenolic 
hydroxyl is accompanied by the resonance stabilization of the formed phenoxy radical (C6H5O∙)**, 
which can be further oxidized.[46]

Phenols are highly reactive toward electrophilic substitution because the nonbonding electron on 
oxygen stabilizes the intermediate cation.[1,2,7]

Phenol reacts with carbonyl compounds both in acidic and basic media. In the presence of formal-
dehyde, it easily undergoes hydroxymethylation followed by condensation of resin. Condensation with 
acetone gives bisphenol A, a key building block of polycarbonates. Conversion with formaldehyde pro-
duces phenolic resins, the best known of which is Bakelite.[1,2,25,47] The product of catalytic hydrogenation 
of phenol, performed on a large scale, is cyclohexanol. Another industrially important process is alkyla-
tion of phenol, which takes place in the presence of an acid catalyst or a Friedl–Crafts catalyst.

In large amounts, phenol is also used to make different derivatives containing chlorine, usually 
coming from NaOCl or Cl2. The most important from among these compounds is PCP, manufactured 
usually by direct chlorination in the presence of metallic nickel as a catalyst or by hydrolysis of hexa-
chlorobenzene.[1,2] Phenol also reacts directly with alkyl halides in alkali solutions to form phenyl ethers. 
The phenate ion shows nucleophilic character and replaces halogen from alkyl halide:

TABLE 8 Some Physical and Chemical Properties of Phenol
Molecular weight 94.11 g/mol
Boiling point 181.75oC (101.3 Pa)
Melting point 43.0°C

40.9°C (pure substance)
Relative density 1071
Relative vapor density (air = 1) 3.24 mm Hg
Vapor pressure (20°C)
(50°C)

0.357 mm Hg
2.48 mm Hg

(100°C) 41.3 mm Hg
Concentration of saturated vapor (20°C) in air 0.77 g/m3
Water solubility (16°C) 67 g/L
above 68.4°C Fully soluble
Partition coefficient n-octanol/ water (logPow) 1.46
Dissociation constant in water 
Ka (20°C)

1.28 x 10-10

Ignition point:

• Closed crucible 80°C

• Open crucible 79°C

Acidity Ka = 1.3 x 10-10 (pKa = 9.55)

Source: Adapted from Rappoport,[1] Tyman,[2] and Weber et al.[24]
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 C H6 5OH + →NaOH C H6 5ONa H+ 2O (3)

 C H6 5ONa C+ →H C3 6l C H O5 3CH + NaCl (4)

They are also formed when vapors of phenol and an alcohol are heated over ThO2.
Phenol can also make esters, among them an interesting group called parabens (esters of 

p- hydroxybenzoic acid with aliphatic alcohol), whose general formula is shown in Figure 7.[48]

Phenol has a characteristic acidic smell and pungent taste. It shows antiseptic activity because of the 
ability to coagulate protein. It is active against a wide range of microorganisms including some fungi 
and viruses but is only slightly effective against spores. Although phenol was the first antiseptic used 
on wounds and in surgery, it is a protoplasmic poison that damages all kinds of cells and is alleged to 
have caused an astonishing number of poisonings since it came into general use.[2,6,32] Generally, it is a 
strong and violent poison attacking the nervous system, alimentary track, and circulatory system. It has 
been estimated that approximately 1 g of phenol is enough to cause death.[2,6,7,27,46] Phenol and its vapors 
are corrosive to the eyes, skin, and respiratory tract.[49] There is no evidence to claim that phenol causes 
cancer in humans. Besides its hydrophobic effects, another mechanism of its toxicity is via formation 
of phenoxyl radicals. Poisoning can also result from inhalation of phenol in the form of atmospheric 
aerosol, which quickly coagulates in cold air.[50]

Chlorophenols are characterized by a 100–1000 times more intense smell than the parent phenol. 
During chemical wastewater treatment (chlorination), the water contaminated with phenols acquires a 
repulsive taste as a result of formation of phenol chloroderivatives.[5] It has been established the limiting 
concentrations of phenol perceptible though the sense of smell, taste and touch are: 0.021–20 mg/m3 in 
air[51] and 0.3 mg/L in water, respectively.[52]

Uses of the Phenol and its Derivatives

Phenol belongs to the 50 most abundantly produced chemicals. It is one of the oldest chemical interme-
diates in organic chemistry that still plays a very important role. Both phenol and its numerous deriva-
tives of natural, synthetic, and semisynthetic origin are basic raw materials for industry.

The applications of phenol and its derivatives can be divided into industrial, nonindustrial, and niche.
The largest single use of phenol in industry is as an intermediate in the production of phenolic resins 

or related materials in the reaction of polycondensation of phenol with formaldehyde. Thus, produced 
phenyl aldehyde resins are low cost, thermo set, and versatile. They are used as resin glues for plywood 
in plywood adhesive, cast resins, molding resins, and varnish resins; moreover, they are applied in con-
struction, automotive, and appliance industries.[2,24]

Alkylphenols introduced on the market in the 1940s have been widely used as paint components, her-
bicides, pesticides, some nonionic detergents, components of cosmetics, composite materials, and media 
used for removal of fat from the surface of wool, leather, and metal finishing.[1,21]

Non-anionic detergents are produced by alkylation of phenol to give alkylphenols, which are then 
subjected to ethoxylation.[21] Alkyl phenols with branched chains are used as supplements in oil lubri-
cants, antioxidants (stop chain reactions), and auxiliary substances in conversion of rubbers and plas-
tics.[1,2,24,25] Chemical activity of alkyl derivatives of phenol as well as antioxidants results from the 
facility of hydrogen abstraction from the phenol group, initiated by the interaction of oxygen and light.

FIGURE 7 General formula of paraben, with R standing for methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, isopropyl, n-butyl, isobutyl, 
or benzyl group.
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In order to hinder the process of aging, alkyl derivatives are introduced to many different organic 
products in amounts of 0.1%-2% wt. For example, they can be found in gasoline, lubricating oils, lipids, 
polymers and plastics, rubber, soaps, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals.

The chlorinated phenols that are used in largest quantities include PCP and the trichlorophenol 
 isomers used as wood preservatives. Their main components are cresols known as creosotes.[2]

Higher chloroderivatives of phenol, such as 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and 
2,4,5- trichlorophenoxyacetic acid act, as selective herbicides. The first of the compounds mentioned is one 
of the most important herbicides against dicotyledons in crops of monocotyledonous plants (cereals, linen, 
grass). The second of the above compounds acts against perennial weeds, bushes, and coppices in grass-
lands. Problems that these compounds impose on the natural environment have prompted gradual limita-
tion on their production. Ammonolysis of phenol in gas phase in the presence of aluminosilicate catalysts 
(zeolites) is one of the common methods for the synthesis of aniline, which is an intermediate for manu-
facturing salicylic acid. It is also used to make pharmaceuticals, aromatic esters, synthetic dyes, and food 
preservatives.[2,3,241

All industrial applications of phenol and its derivatives are too numerous to be mentioned.
The major nonindustrial applications of phenol and its derivatives include the following.

• Medicine; as an antiseptic (water solution of 2%–10% is a very effective antiseptic medium called 
phenolated water; and in a concentration of 0.2%, it shows bacteriostatic action, while above 2%, it is 
bactericidal);[1] to relieve itching; as an anesthetic in medicinal preparations (ointments, ear and nose 
drops, cold sore lotions, throat lozenges, and antiseptic lotions). They are active against a wide range 
of microorganisms including some fungi and viruses but are only slowly effective against spores. 
They have been used to disinfect skin, but recently, phenol (Phenolum FP VII) and liquid phenol 
(Phenolum liquefactum FP IV) have been sporadically used, taking into account their toxicity.[1,2,6,24,25]

• Salicylic acid is an intermediate in production of drugs, flavor esters, dyestuffs, and food preserva-
tives.[2,53]

• Pentachlorophenol can be applied as a fungicide for wood solution of phenol.[1,2,53–55]

• The niche applications of phenol and its derivatives include the following.
• Diphenyl ether is used as material for the production of phenoxathiin. It is an intermediate for 

polyamide and polyimide, and a processing aid in the production of polyesters. Some polybromi-
nated biphenyl ethers are flame retardants and are used in soap perfumes.[56]

• Phenol is used for embalming bodies for study because of its ability to preserve tissues for extended 
periods of time.

• Production of cosmetics such as sunscreens,[53] hair dyes, and skin lightening preparations.[54]

• Phenol is used as an exfoliant in cosmetic surgery.
• Phenol and its derivatives are used for phenolization, which is a surgical procedure that serves to 

treat ingrown nails.
• Phenol is used to denature and remove protein when purifying nucleic acids in molecular biology 

procedures.
• Phenol and its derivatives are added to polyimide to make antispastic and painkilling drugs used 

in cancer therapy.[54]

• They are used as slimicides, i.e., substances used to kill slime-producing organisms including 
bacteria and fungi.[1,2,24,26,55]

Distribution, transport, and conversion of Phenol 
and its Derivatives in the Biosphere

A phenolic compound occurs in the biosphere in concentrations from trace to high orders of a few mil-
ligrams per cubic decimeter or even a few grams per cubic meter in the industrial emissions. Phenol 
evaporates more slowly than water and can remain in the air, soil, and water for long periods of time 
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if large amounts of it are released at one time or if it is constantly released to the environment from a 
source.[57,58] Coefficients for conversion of phenol concentration are the following: 1 mg/m3 = 0.26 ppm, 
1 ppm = 3.84 mg/m3.[2]

In the atmosphere, phenol exists predominantly in the vapor phase.[57,58] No reliable information has 
been given hitherto on the background concentration of phenol in the atmospheric air far from the 
sources of its emission. It has been a priori assumed to be low. It has been estimated that the background 
level of phenol in the atmospheric air is below 1 ng/m3.[59] Higher concentrations are to be expected 
above cities, mainly as a result of its emission in gas exhausts of motor vehicles.[50,60,61]

According to estimations, the mean day concentration in urban and suburban atmosphere reaches 
0.12 µg/m3, and in the atmosphere of large urban agglomerations, it can vary within the range of 
0.1–8 p.g/m3.[62] In the atmosphere over the industrial sources of phenol emission, its concentration 
can be two orders of magnitude higher. In the neighborhood of a phenol resin–producing plant, the 
concentration of phenol was at a level of 190 p.µg/m3.[63,64] Still higher values were recorded directly 
at the workplace in the gases released by iron casting plants; in 1980, the concentration of phenol 
reached at such a place was 0.8–3.5 mg/m3.[65,66]

It has been estimated that half-life of phenol in air generally varies depending upon atmospheric 
conditions, and values ranging from 2.28 to 22.8 hr for reaction with hydroxyl radicals (*OH and HO2)* 
have been reported in literature. It is the reason why a small amount of phenol does not remain in the 
air for longer than a day.[59]

The presence of phenol was detected in rain and surface water as well as in underground water, but 
relevant information is scarce. Phenolic compounds react as a weak acid in water, and they are not 
expected to dissociate in the pH range typical in the natural environment, i.e., 6.5–8.5.[5]

For example, the concentration of phenol dissolved in rainwater collected in Portland, United States, 
was 0.08–1.2 |µg/L, but the mean concentration was 0.26 µg/L.[67] In diluted water solutions, phenol 
undergoes conversion to dihydroxybenzenes, nitrophenols, nitrosophenols, and nitrochinone, prob-
ably according to the radical mechanism with nitrate(V) ions with the use of hydroxyl radicals and 
phenoxyl.[68,69] The compound of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol occurs in water of different types as a result of 
exposure to chlorine and its effect on organic precursors. The mean concentration of chlorophenols 
in posttreated water varies from 0.003 to 1 µg/dm3.[69–71] If chlorine is used as a water disinfectant, 
different chlorophenols are formed,[72] while if chlorine dioxide is used, a variety of p-benzoquinones 
are formed.[73]

In wastewater or sewage, phenol can react with nitric(V) acid to form toxic cyanides.[74]

No information on the content of phenol in the soil has been found; however, its presence in the soil 
is rather unlikely taking into regard its fast biodegradation and transport in underground water or air.[75] 
It has been suggested on the basis of some studies[76] that release of phenol from the dry near-surface 
layer of soil should be rather fast.

The partition (Koc) coefficient for phenol for two types of loamy soil was 39 and 91 dm3/kg, which 
implies high mobility of phenol in the soil and its easy penetration to underground water.[60,76,77]

As follows from the logarithm of the phenol dissociation constant pKa (log 1.28 × 10−10) in water and in 
moist soil, phenol occurs in a partly dissociated form, so its transport and reactivity can depend on pH 
of the environment.[1,2,60,77] Phenol reacts as a weak acid in water, so it is not expected to dissociate in the 
range typical of the natural environment.[1,2]

Determination of phenol in drinking water performed in the United States has shown that its con-
tent is close to 1 lµg/L but usually below the detection limit.[60] Higher content of phenol was found in 
samples of underground water contaminated with the wastewater left after coal gasification.[60,77]

Because of its short half-life, phenol is not expected to be transported over a great distance in the 
atmosphere.[50] In soil, phenol is highly mobile, and its mobility, likewise its reactivity, depends on pH 
of the environment.

In the main elements of the biosphere, the transport of phenol takes place via its washing out by precipi-
tations or by leaching from the soil. It is highly unlikely to be a stable and durable reagent in the natural 
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environment.[1,2,60,76,77] The hitherto state of our knowledge on the harmful effect of phenol in the biosphere 
does not permit a reliable evaluation of the potential threat it may pose. Nevertheless, in view of the calcu-
lated value of the maximum admissible critical concentration of phenol in water ecosystems, e.g., 0.5 µg/L, 
it cannot be excluded that its presence can be related to some risk for water fauna and flora.[2,76,77]

Photooxidation, photodegradation in air, and biodegradation in water and soil are expected to be 
the major removal processes of phenol and its derivatives from the biosphere.[78] Phenol can potentially 
be removed from the atmosphere via photooxidation by reaction with hydroxyls and nitrate radicals, 
photolysis, and wet and dry deposition.[6,50,79] The majority of phenol from the atmosphere undergoes 
photodegradation to dihydroxybenzenes, nitrophenols, and products of ring cleavage, and the rest is 
washed out with precipitates.[50] Biodegradation is a major process for the removal of phenol from sur-
face waters. Phenol generally reacts with hydroxyl and peroxyl radicals and singlet oxygen in sunlit 
surface waters.[5,50,76] The half-life of phenol in the air evaluated in photochemically active conditions 
in a smog chamber was 4–5 hr and was consistent with the value determined on the basis of the rate of 
its reaction with hydroxyl radicals.[50,78,79] In natural sunlit water reservoirs, phenols usually react with 
hydroxyl radicals formed as a result of photochemical re- actions.[77,79]

Phenols easily undergo biodegradation in water if they do not occur in the concentrations toxic for 
microorganisms, as the latter play the main role in phenol degradation in the soil, water, water sediment, 
and bottom sediment.[76–79] The amount of bacteria capable of phenol degradation makes up a very small 
percentage of the total population of bacteria present in the soil.[80] Chemical composition of the prod-
ucts of bacteria-assisted degradation of phenols depends on the environmental conditions. In aerobic 
conditions, the products include carbon dioxide,[81] while in anaerobic conditions, they include carbon 
dioxide and/or methane.[82]

Phenol can undergo degradation in the free form as well as in the adsorbed form, in the soil or sedi-
ment, although the presence of the sorbent decreases the rate of its biodegradation.[76–79]

environmental impact of Phenol and its Derivatives

For the general population, the most important sources of exposure to phenol are those coming from 
the air (emission from motor vehicles and product of photooxidation of benzene) and those from ciga-
rette smoking and consumption of smoked food products.[50] The available information on the degree of 
exposure to phenol is insufficient. To evaluate the risk of harmful exposure, the value of total daily intake 
by a man weighing 70 kg was estimated to be 0.1 mg/kg of body mass per day.[2,6] The danger of poisoning 
by phenol vapor has been known for a long time, although no lethal cases have been reported. 1,5,6,78] The 
symptoms of poisoning by phenol inhalation include anorexia, loss of body mass, headache and vertigo, 
hypersalivation, and dark-colored urine. The risk of poisoning by intake of poisoned water or food is 
highly unlikely because of the very unpleasant taste and smell of phenol.[2,77] There is some anxiety over 
the reports on the possible genotoxic effect of phenol and there are controversies over its carcinogenic 
effect.[83–85]

The available information on the health effects of phenol exposure to humans is almost exclusively 
limited to case reports of acute effects of oral exposure.[86]

Most of the simple phenolic compounds have similar features and are toxic to aquatic organisms. 
The presence of a hydroxyl group intensifies their toxicity, which is why phenol is more toxic than 
 benzene. 2,5,86] The acute toxicological effects of phenol are predominantly upon the central nervous sys-
tem, and death can occur as soon as one-half hour after exposure. Acute poisoning by phenol can also 
cause severe gastrointestinal disturbances, kidney malfunction, circulatory system failure, lung edema, 
and convulsions. Fatal doses of phenol may be adsorbed through the skin. Key organs damaged by 
chronic exposure to phenol include the spleen, pancreas, and kidney. The toxic effects of other phenols 
resemble those of phenol.

Water or wastewater treatment by exposure to chlorine (Cl2) leads to formation of chlorinated 
phenols, in particular, PCP, responsible for the revolting smell and taste. Although exposure to 
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chlorophenols has been correlated with liver malfunction and dermatitis, polychlorinated dibenzo-
dioxins also may have caused some of the observed effects.[2,6,86] Moreover, phenol and chlorophenols 
occurring in water are bioaccumulated by water fauna, which is responsible for the unpleasant smell 
and taste of fish meat.[5]

The most important organs involved in phenol metabolism are the liver, lungs, and mucous mem-
brane of alimentary track; their involvement depends on the mode of exposure and the dose absorbed. 
Results of in vivo and in vitro studies have proven the covalent bonding of phenol with proteins from 
human tissues and blood plasma. Some metabolites of phenol also react with proteins.[1,2,86] The main 
route of phenol elimination from humans and animals is with urine. The rate of elimination with 
urine depends on the mode of exposure and dose absorbed. Phenol is also eliminated with stool and 
exhaled air.

identification and Quantification of Phenol and its Derivatives

Phenol gives violet coloration with ferric chloride solution (the test reaction of phenol) due to the for-
mation of colored iron complex, which is a characteristic of the existence of keto-enol tautomerism in 
phenols:

 ( ) 3
6C H6 5 + →FeCl3 63H Fe

−+
O C H 34 − 

6 + HCl (5)

In many countries, the content of phenol and its derivatives is controlled and standardized in all ele-
ments of the ecosphere, i.e., atmosphere, surface water, drinking water, soil, and food products.[87]

Development of analytical methods based on physicochemical phenomena and processes taking 
place in the natural environment and in living organisms has brought a decrease in the detection level 
and increase in accuracy of measurements. The range of applicability of analytical methods is related 
not only to the properties and type of substance studied but also to the selectivity and reproducibility of 
the method for isolation and enrichment of the analyte. From the point of view of routine analysis, the 
development of selective and reproducible procedures is difficult. Therefore, the application of coupled 
methods (off-line and/or on-line) is recommended. Because of their diversity and richness of forms of 
presence, phenolic compounds create many analytical problems, especially in routine analyses.[88]

Phenols react with 4-aminoantipyrine at pH 10 in the presence of potassium ferrocyanide, forming 
antipyrine dye, which is extracted into pyridine and measured at 460 nm.[89] This method is, however, 
charged with large error for the following reasons:

• Phenols with para substituents do not react with a reagent (the exceptions are para derivatives 
substituted with carboxyl, methoxyl, sulfonic groups, or halides).

• The yields of coupling with 4-aminoantipyrine for phenol, cresoles, xylenols, and other relevant 
compounds are significantly different.

• Maxima of absorption of the reaction products with the reagent are not the same for all phenols; 
some organic compounds that are not phenols also react with 4- aminoantipyrine.

The above-mentioned drawbacks, the lack of possibility to predict the qualitative and quantita-
tive  composition of phenolic compounds in a water sample studied, and problems with the choice of 
standard mixtures have prompted the introduction of the so-called phenol index describing the total 
concentration of phenols determined spectrophotometrically and expressed in milligrams per liter of 
phenol. It is in agreement with the international standard (ISO 6439) recommending also a procedure 
of colorimetric determination of phenolic compounds with the help of 4-aminoantipyrine, in which the 
phenol index is defined as the total concentration of phenolic compounds expressed in milligrams per 
liter phenol. The limit of determination of the phenol index is 0.010 milligrams per liter for the spectro-
photometric method with 4-aminoantipyrine (nonspecific method) and 0.002 mg/L for the extraction-
spectrophotometric method (single extraction with chloroform).[90]
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From water and wastewater, phenolic compounds are separated by distillation with steam from an 
acidic solution, and then they are subjected to a reaction with 4-aminoantipyrine (1-fenylo-2,3- dimetylo-
4-aminopirazolon) in an alkaline environment at a pH 9.8 in the presence of potassium ferrocyanide 
as an oxidant. This reaction leads to formation of an indophenolic dye of green-yellow to orange color 
depending on the concentration of phenols, extracted with chloroform. The content of phenols is deter-
mined spectrophotometrically by measurement of absorbance of the colored solution at the analytical 
wavelength, usually λ = 460 nm.[89]

The diversity of analytical tasks implies the need to choose the most appropriate analytical method 
for a specific problem. As follows from the survey of methods used for determination of phenols, pre-
sented by Thielemann,[91] all of them are used for the purposes.

Determination of trace amounts of phenols is realized by colorimetric and chromatographic method, 
while determination of phenols with content above 1% is performed by chemical bromatometric and 
iodometric methods.[89]

conclusion

Phenol is one of the first compounds inscribed into the list of priority pollutants by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). It is commonly used in different branches of industry, including chemical 
production of alkylphenols, cresols, xylenols, phenolic resins, aniline, and other compounds.

Phenol is produced as an intermediate in the preparation of other chemicals and can be released as a 
by-product or contaminant. The economic importance of phenol and its derivatives has been significant 
since coal tar was used as a rubber solvent in the beginning of the 19th century. The current use of this 
group of compounds as pure products includes the chemical synthesis of plastics, synthetic rubber, 
paints, dyes, explosives, pesticides, detergents, perfumes, and drugs.

These compounds are used mainly as mixtures in solvents and constitute a variable fraction of 
gasoline. They have been used extensively for a wide variety of applications. They have been found 
to be among the most economical and effective surfactants, e.g., phenol ethoxylate and alkyl phenol 
 ethoxylates. Production of their anionic derivatives has been severely restricted because they or their 
degradation products have been found to be estrogenic.

There is increasing environmental concern worldwide regarding the disposal of wastewater contain-
ing nonbiodegradable organic compounds. Since most pollutants do not respect national borders, a 
world effort to monitor their movement and to develop tools to prevent them from polluting environ-
mental components or to remediate consequent pollution is desirable.

Phenol has antiseptic and germicidal properties, which increase to a maximum as the length of an 
alkyl side-chain substituted reaches about six carbon atoms. The lowest member, phenol, is highly 
toxic and caustic, but these properties progressively diminish with the higher members of the series. 
Polyhydric phenols are still markedly toxic but less caustic than the monohydric compounds (such as 
phenol).

The antiseptic activity of phenol is a property that accounts for much of its industrial use. In dilute 
solutions (of 1%–2%), it also finds application as an agent against skin itching. Undiluted phenol is highly 
corrosive to mucous membranes and skin, and it is considered a nerve poison. It may enter the human 
system by absorption through skin, oral ingestion, and vapor inhalation.

Phenol and three cresol isomers are of about the same order of toxicity and produce identical symp-
toms in poisoned animals.

Chemical and pharmaceutical industries are large users of phenol for conversion to many different 
products. The salicylates (carboxyphenols) are starting materials for the preparation aspirin and flavor.

Chlorophenols and their derivatives find application as fungicides, bactericides, and selective weed 
killers. Alkyl phenols make an important group synthetic tanning agent, and triphenyl phosphate is a 
plasticizer. Phenolic derivatives are among the most important contaminants in the environment. These 
compounds are used in several industrial processes to manufacture pesticides, explosives, drugs, and 
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dyes. They are also used in the bleaching process of paper manufacturing. Apart from these sources, 
 phenolic compounds have substantial applications in agriculture as herbicides, insecticides, and 
 fungicides. However, phenolic compounds are not only generated by human activity but also formed 
naturally, e.g., in the process of decomposition of leaves or wood.

As a result of these applications, they are found in soils and sediments, and this often leads to waste-
water and groundwater contamination. Owing to their high toxicity and persistence in the environ-
ment, both the U.S. EPA and the European Union have included some of them in their list of priority 
pollutants.

Current standard methods of phenolic compound analysis in water samples are based on liquid–
liquid extraction, while Soxhlet extraction is the most used technique for isolating phenols from solid 
matrices.

Phenols and their derivatives are common in the natural environment. These compounds are used 
as the component of dyes, polymers, drugs, and other organic substances. The presence of phenol sub-
stances in ecosystems is also related with production and degradation of numerous pesticides and the 
generation of industrial and municipal sewages. Some phenols are also formed during natural pro-
cesses. These compounds may be substituted with chlorine atoms, nitrated, methylated, or alkylated. 
Both phenols and catechols are harmful ecotoxins.

Toxic action of these compounds stems from unspecified toxicity related to hydrophobicity and also 
to generation of organic radicals and reactive oxygen species. Phenols and catechols reveal peroxidative 
capacity, are hematoxic and hepatoxic, and provoke mutagenesis and carcinogenesis toward humans 
and other living organisms.
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introduction

Never in the history of mankind have there been such widespread societal concerns about the capacity 
of our planet to sustain its projected population growth. This concern was first widely articulated in 
the late 19th century by Thomas Malthus. However, his prognosis of widespread starvation has been 
challenged by advances in agricultural technology and medicine. These revolutionary developments 
led to not only a better-fed population but also a vastly expanded population in the past century. While 
population growth has stabilized in developed countries, it is continuing unabated in many areas of 
the lesser-developed world. World population is now projected to increase from its current 6.8 billion 
people to over 9 billion by midcentury.[1] In addition to such increases, world food production will have 
to be doubled as a result of increased affluence in some developing countries such as India and China.[2] 
The threat of the “population monster” that Norman Borlaug, Nobel laureate and father of the Green 
Revolution, railed against is now more credible,[3] with current predictions of a world population of 
more than 9 billion people by the middle of the century.

The implications for mankind of a more crowded world, where the earth’s natural resources are 
increasingly threatened and even the future of mankind is called into question, are both ominous and 
daunting.[4,5] The “grand challenges” that our society faces embrace all aspects of agriculture and the 
environment. A litany of such challenges includes both biophysical (land degradation, water scarcity, 
loss of biodiversity) and socioeconomic (population growth, poor nutrition and health care, poverty, 
inadequate research investment and information infrastructure) difficulties. Looming large over these 
concerns are the implications of climate change, with areas of the world such as the Mediterranean 
and much of Africa likely to become drier and others to endure climate-related stresses.[6] While much 
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research attention is now focused on adaptation strategies, the predicted change scenario is likely to 
exacerbate the world’s already precarious food production capacity. Such developments have posed 
an extraordinary challenge to the global scientific community[7] and especially the international 
 network of agricultural research centers.[8] Chemical fertilizers are vital to world food production and 
food  security,[9] with over half of global output attributed to applied fertilizer nutrients and future 
food  supplies being even more dependent on fertilizers.[10] Consequently, fertilizer management, in a 
 sustainable manner that protects the environment and the natural resource base, is central to the issue 
of balancing the world’s food supply–demand equation.

Among the nutrients that are essential to plants but potentially damaging to the environment are 
nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P). Large amounts of N are used in modern agriculture; in fact, N fer-
tilizer is the driver of the phenomenal increases in global crop production, especially cereals, in the 
past half century.[11] Data on current fertilizer N suggest that the trend in N use is set to continue, 
especially in countries such as China and India, which are now the leading producers of wheat in 
the world. However, as N is either applied as nitrate (NO −

3 ) form as a fertilizer or rapidly converted 
biologically to this mobile form of N, losses of N from agricultural environments through leaching 
and runoff became associated with high N fertilizer use.[11,12] Enrichment of water sources with NO3 
not only represents economic losses in terms of fertilizer costs but also causes a potential health 
hazard in drinking water.[13] More widespread effects of excess N were manifested in terms of water 
quality only when combined with P,[14] an element that was initially thought to be immobile and sub-
ject to minimal loss from the point of application in farmers’ fields. Gradually, the catalytic effect of 
P combined with N and  eutrophication or the development of anoxic conditions in water bodies were 
recognized by a gricultural scientists.[15] This brings us to a consideration of the role of P in agriculture 
and the inadvertent effects of its misuse on the environment,[16] as well as management strategies, 
which were recognized by  agricultural  scientists.[17] A brief overview of the various aspects of P in 
soils and the relationship of P to crop  production is a prerequisite to any discussion of P in relation 
to the environment.

Perspective on Phosphorus

As with carbon and N, the overall nature of P in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and the atmosphere 
can best be described as a cycle, which indicates changes between one state and another, i.e., a state of 
flux. Various depictions of such a cycle have been made, but the one adapted by Tunney et al.[15] gives a 
good representation of the inputs and outputs involving P and the relationship with the various P phases 
in nature (Figure 1). As plant uptake occurs from the soluble P fractions—and as losses occur from that 
fraction as well—solution P is a central component of the P cycle and is closely linked to microbial P. 
Inputs to the system are primarily fertilizers (and plants) to the solution phase and manures to the pool 
involving microbial forms of P; both forms are being replenished by or contributing to somewhat less 
soluble inorganic and inorganic phases, i.e., labile or moderately labile forms, and constitute the more 
rapidly changing part of the P cycle.

The behavior of P in nature is also influenced by very slow reactions that occur over several years and 
do not have an immediate impact during one cropping season. The slow inorganic component of the 
cycle involves primary and secondary P-bearing minerals that can be weathered to increase solution 
P; some inorganic forms (occluded) have no direct effect on soluble P. Similarly, some organic P forms 
have little immediate effect on the more reactive P phases in the cycle. While the depiction in Figure 1 
does not specifically indicate the avenue of losses, the soluble P phase is most susceptible to loss by leach-
ing and runoff in addition to the actual transport of P-enriched soil particles by erosive processes. The 
fundamental problem is related to excessive inputs to the system in terms of chemical fertilizers and 
manures, thus exceeding the crop’s needs and the soil’s capacity to retain the P against loss.

No element can rival P in terms of its chemical complexity, its dynamic equilibrium, and the diver-
sity of inorganic and organic P compounds. The addition of P fertilizers to soils and its uptake and 
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utilization by crops pose further challenges to soil and crop scientists. Much has been written about 
P from the basic and applied perspectives, especially during the past half century. The thousands of 
research papers dealing with various aspects of P have gradually revealed a better understanding of this 
tantalizing element. Progress in P research has been documented in broad-based discipline reviews[18–20] 
in addition to regional[21–22] and country-level[23–24] reviews. While such references are selective and sub-
jective, they broadly capture the slow but inexorable unraveling of the many aspects of P in soils, fertil-
izers, and crops.

Shifting emphasis

A brief survey of the recent literature on P indicated a revision of concepts related to P availability and 
a shift in emphasis from production-related P research to that related to the environment. For instance, 
while the early P review of Larsen[18] did not refer to the environment aspect of P use, the wide-ranging 
P review of Khasawneh et al.[20] addressed the issue in only one brief chapter[25] of the 29 chapters in the 
volume. That review addressed the emerging concerns of P in the environment, geological influences on 
soluble P, as well as agricultural losses of P through surface flow and sediment transport; P losses from 
animal wastes and urban runoff were also briefly addressed.

While the subsequent comprehensive review of P still focused on the agricultural aspect of P,[26] it 
devoted a major part of the volume (five chapters) to P in relation to the environment. The rapidly 
expanding awareness of the environmental implications of P led to the establishment of a series of inter-
national workshops with focus on the environment.[15] As an illustration of the current research empha-
sis on P in the environment, keynote addresses at the recent meeting of the workshop series[27] dealt 
with issues such as P mobilization at the plot and field scales, field-scale indices of P loss, P dynamics 
and impact in water bodies, and implementation of mitigation options. Reviews such as that of Delgado 
and Scalenghe[16] focused on Western Europe as one of the world’s hot spots for P pollution, where the 
consequence of overuse of P fertilizers and animal manures had attracted broad societal and legislative 
concern.

FIGURE 1 The soil P cycle in nature and its reaction phases.
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Phosphorus: Potentially Harmful effects

Though vital to all forms of life on earth, P has no known toxic effects on humans or animals unlike 
some other elements. The potential effect of P on the environment is related to an excess of P in the 
terrestrial ecosystems with a carryover to the aquatic environment. Eutrophication of water bodies 
involves the excessive growth of undesirable algae and aquatic weeds and a consequent depletion of 
such organisms.[28] The process of eutrophication is defined as an increase in the fertility status of natu-
ral waters that causes accelerated growth of algae or water plants. Eutrophication is due not solely to P 
but to a complex interaction between N, P, environmental conditions (temperature, salinity, light), and 
the physical and hydrologic characteristics of surface waters, i.e., streams, lakes, and estuaries.[29] Under 
natural conditions, growth of aquatic organisms is limited by the normally low levels of P in the water. 
External inputs of P from urban wastewater, surface runoff, or subsurface flow can upset the delicate P 
balance in water bodies and stimulate growth of aquatic organisms to ecologically undesirable levels.

Critical levels for soluble and total P associated with eutrophication are in the order of 10 and 
20 mg  L−1,[17] while others have indicated a range of values from 20 to 100 mg L−1,[29] which is still 
 considerably less than such thresholds for N. The main driver of eutrophication is depletion of dissolved 
oxygen in the water due to the excessive growth of aquatic organisms and microbial decomposition of 
such biota. This leads to a chain reaction that causes a deterioration in the water’s ecology, e.g., decreased 
light penetration, surface algal scums, foul odors, impeded water flow, and increased turbidity and 
 sedimentation. Associated with such pollution is the occurrence of surface blooms of cyanobacteria 
that can reduce water palatability and even kill livestock and pose a threat to human health. Advanced 
eutrophication of surface water thus has serious implications for fisheries, recreation, and human or 
animal consumption.

The primary cause of eutrophication is the P that originates from agricultural land as nonpoint source or 
from urban and industrial effluents. The problem of P-induced pollution was first noted in the Great Lakes 
region of North America in the 1960s. The phenomenon was later seen in P-enriched lakes in Western 
Europe. Initially, the problem was attributed to point sources, i.e., sewage-derived inputs. Control mea-
sures included sewage diversion, removing P from sewage effluents, and reducing P contents of detergents. 
However, the persistence of eutrophication in many water bodies following the control of plant-source 
P emissions led to a focus on loss from agriculture as the primary cause of continued eutrophication. 
While the problem may appear to lend itself to a simple solution of avoiding use of excess P fertilizer or 
P-containing manures, Tunney et al.[15] argued that the process of P transport is anything but simple as 
it depends on soil properties, flow pathways, and bioavailability. Development of a strategy to control 
or mitigate P losses from fertilized fields or a watershed requires an understanding of the processes and 
mechanisms that govern P loss.[17] Thus, it is appropriate in this review to provide a brief background on 
the behavior of P in soils and to outline how such factors impinge on the environmental dimension of P.

Phosphorus Behavior in Soils

In order to establish the significance of P for the environment, there are a number of key aspects that 
need to be considered: the need for P for crops, forms of P in soils, reactions in soil, P cycling, and P 
availability. In addition, consideration has to be given to global fertilizer use as well as reserves of P for 
future use. This brief discussion is extracted from several sources.[15,26,30,31] Much of the information pre-
sented is now firmly part of the accepted literature on P in agriculture and the environment.

Phosphorus in Soil: Forms and Amounts

The essentiality of P for plant growth has been established for almost a century. In contrast to other 
 elements such as N and potassium, the total amount of P in soils is relatively low, generally in the 
range of 0.01%–0.3% (100–3000 mg P kg−1). In its native state, P solubility is extremely low, i.e., less 
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than 0.01 mg L−1. This soluble P pool, from which plants derive their P for plant uptake and growth, 
has to be replenished many times during the growing season in order to sustain growth. Thus, a 
sort of  equilibrium exists between P in solution and solid-phase P. In natural ecosystems, the sup-
ply of P to plant roots is governed by reactions involving sorption, desorption, and precipitation. 
In such conditions, the small amount of P in solution is maintained by weathering and dissolution 
of rocks and minerals of low solubility. Without fertilization, which greatly increases the soluble 
P pool, few soils can maintain an adequate P supply to meet the needs of modern high yielding 
agricultural crops.

Prior to considering the soluble or “available” P fractions further, it is necessary to appreciate the 
forms of P in soils, which can be categorized into inorganic and organic P forms, the former being domi-
nant in most soils except those high in organic matter. Inorganic P compounds range widely in number 
and type depending on soil properties but are generally associated with amorphous and crystalline 
sesquioxides, i.e., iron (Fe) and aluminum (Al), mainly in acid soils, and calcium (Ca) compounds in 
calcareous soils. The relative distribution of P compounds is largely influenced by the degree of soil 
weathering, which in turn influences the reactivity of these compounds.

In acid soils, hydrous oxides of Fe and Al readily react with added soluble P, resulting in precipita-
tion, while in neutral or calcareous soils, Ca controls P reactions. In Ca dominated systems, precipitates 
in the following order of solubility have been identified: monocalcium phosphate, dicalcium phosphate 
dihydrate, and hydroxyapatite or fluorapatite; the latter compound has extremely low solubility and 
thus controls solution P concentration. In acid soils, few well-crystallized P compounds have been 
observed. Reactions of soluble P with solid-phase components also involve sorption onto adsorbing 
surfaces. In effect, it is difficult to separate the process of precipitation from sorption. However, there 
is evidence that regardless of the mechanism involved, these reactions can be reversed. Precipitation/
dissolution processes differ from sorption/desorption in that the solubility product of the least soluble 
P compound governs solution P concentration, whereas solution P controls the amount of P sorbed. In 
essence,  retention of soluble P by soil components is a continuum between precipitation and  surface 
 reactions. In practice, P sorption curves or isotherms have been used extensively to describe the 
 relationship between the amount of P sorbed or removed from solution by soils and that remaining in 
solution. Such i sotherms have been used to identify sorption maxima, bonding energy between soils, 
and the e quilibrium P concentration at which no sorption or desorption occurs.

Regardless of the type of P reactions and the soil components involved, addition of soluble P 
to soils results in an immediate increase in soluble or “plant-available” P. Numerous studies have 
 documented a subsequent rapid decrease in P availability followed by a slower rate of decline in solu-
bility. The initial rapid phase was invariably attributed to surface reactions and/or precipitation, while 
the slow decline phase was attributed to diffusive penetration of adsorbed P into soil components 
(“absorption”) and increased crystallization of precipitated P compounds. Despite the dominance 
of Ca in the chemical reactions of P in calcareous soils, Fe oxides (both amorphous and crystalline) 
have been shown to have a disproportionate role in the initial and subsequent reactions in soils.[32–34] 
Such oxides accentuated the rate of decline of soluble P and decreased the desorption rate. From 
the earliest years of P experimentation, this decline in P solubility, following reactions of soluble P 
with soils in  laboratories, was accompanied by decreased plant P availability in greenhouse and field 
 studies. The process was initially considered to be irreversible and often termed “fixation,” retention, 
or immobilization.

Phosphorus Availability: critical concentration, Fertilization

A prerequisite to rational use of P fertilizers is knowledge of what are the critical levels of plant-
available P in the soil. Much research has been conducted, involving correlation and calibration to iden-
tify appropriate indices of availability and critical test values in the field beyond which no response 
to added fertilizer would occur. A wide range of chemicals have been tested for availability indices 
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based on acid dissolution, anion exchange, cation complexation, and cation hydrolysis.[35] Depending 
on the country or soil type and region, tests such as the Mehlich I, Bray I, and Olsen procedures are 
widely adopted. Multinutrient extractants such as the Mehlich III and ammonium bicarbonate- 
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (AB-DTPA) tests have increased in popularity. Regardless of the 
extractant used, each should theoretically extract a fraction of the relatively soluble phase of soil P that 
showed a close relationship or correlation with plant uptake. Subsequently, field studies are required 
to establish a critical P value and thus distinguish between sufficiency and excess of soil P.[36] Thus, 
the amount of P fertilizer required is inversely related to soil P test values. Such guidelines are essen-
tial in order to ensure that fertilizer is applied in situations where it is needed and where it will evoke 
an economic crop response; conversely, they will prevent unnecessary use of fertilizer when the soil 
has adequate amounts of the nutrient for the season’s crop, thus reducing input costs and avoiding the 
potential of loss of the excess P to the environment.

Estimates of critical soil values are dependent on the specific test and are influenced by soil factors; 
for instance, P values of 10 and 30 mg kg−1 were established for the Olsen and Bray I, respectively, and 
10 and 25 mg kg–1 for clay and sandy soils, respectively. In addition to specific tests and soil type, many 
other factors influence P availability: temperature, compaction, moisture, aeration, pH, and type of 
clay. Once the need for P fertilizer is established, and a basis for the required amount indicated by 
critical test values that are calibrated for field conditions has been determined, other factors have to 
be considered in the actual fertilization process. In contrast to N, timing of P fertilizer application is 
less important. As an immobile nutrient, P is applied and mixed with the soil for cultivated crops, but 
broadcast applications are feasible only for established perennial forage crops. Regardless of whether 
P is applied as inorganic fertilizer or as animal manures, such additions invariably increase available 
P levels in the soil.

Due to the immobility of P applied to soils, efficiency of uptake per unit of P applied is always higher 
when the material is placed close to the seed compared with broadcasting.[24] Such placement puts the 
P fertilizer close enough to the seedling roots, while minimizing contact immobilization or relation. 
Such positional availability is also influenced by crop type, specifically its rooting pattern. In order for 
banding or restricted P placement to enhance P uptake by roots, the rate of absorption and root growth 
in the P-enriched soil zone must compensate for the limited impact on root growth in the unfertilized 
portion of the root zone. Much research has been done on P placement with the common range of field 
crops with respect to the permissible amounts of P fertilizer that can be used without damaging the 
seedlings and with respect to establishing optimum distances for the fertilizer band to the side or below 
the seed, usually about 2–5 cm. Regardless of the method of P application, the question of residual P 
availability arises.

Residual Phosphorus Availability: changing concept

Early years of P research focused on laboratory studies of P reactions in previously unfertilized soils, 
along with short-term greenhouse and one-season field studies. The outcome of such investigations 
led to the notion of P being “fixed” and of limited effectiveness following the first year of fertiliza-
tion. Gradually, as commercial P fertilizer use became almost universal in agriculture, especially in the 
United States, Europe, and other developed countries, the concept of residual P availability emerged.[31] 
Evidence in support of this new concept came from long-term agronomic trials in which treatments 
involved initial one-time P dressings as well as current or yearly applications.

A few examples will suffice to illustrate residual availability. For instance, Halvorson and 
Black[37] showed that Olsen P test levels were increased for 16 years following P fertilization with 
one  application. Following the initial increase, P levels declined slowly for 12 years and then  leveled 
off at a level higher than initial values, suggesting a new equilibrium of available P. The elevated 
soil P l evels in this study were also accompanied by corresponding increases in crop yields. Similar 
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soil and crop yield responses were observed from even longer-duration trials.[38] The general accep-
tance of long-term effects of P fertilization was reflected in a entry on “Evaluation and Utilization 
of Residual Phosphorus in soils” by Barrow[39] in the comprehensive milestone on The Role of 
Phosphorus in Agriculture by Khasawneh et al.[20] With buildup of residual P, availability cropping 
can occur  without any P fertilizer. In studies cited by Sharpley,[30] the role of decrease in avail-
able P by  depletion with cropping is inversely related to the soils’ buffering capacity or the P sorp-
tion saturation ( available P/P sorption maximum). In shorter-term, multiyear trials under dryland 
Mediterranean conditions in Turkey[40] and Syria,[41] a relatively quick buildup of available P was 
observed following modest fertilization of calcareous soils.

The evaluation of P availability with progress in accumulated research, especially at the field level, 
brought with it a changed concept of efficiency. Based on early studies that evaluated P growth and 
uptake efficiency in terms of differences between fertilized and control plots, P fertilizer use efficiency 
was generally believed to be less than 20%. However, the concept of efficiency differed depending on 
the methods used to evaluate it. The direct method uses a radioactive isotope of P (32P), but due to its 
short half-life, it is amenable only to short-term studies. The difference method considers differences 
between fertilized and unfertilized crops, i.e., “agronomic efficiency” for yield and “apparent recovery” 
for P uptake. On the other hand, the balance method considers only yield and P uptake relative to the 
amount of P fertilizer applied. In a recent comprehensive review of P efficiency supported by several case 
studies, Syers et al.[31] clearly demonstrated significant and consistently higher efficiency values for the 
balance method compared with the difference method. The key issue in such a method is the time scale. 
Thus, when a residual effect of P is considered over several years, efficiency values in the order of 90% 
can occur. This revised concept of P use efficiency represents a paradigm shift in soil fertility assessment 
and crop nutrition.

Dynamic nature of Phosphorus in Soils

Of many and varied aspects of P, including broad categories such as P fertilizer sources, reactions of 
P fertilizers in soils, plant nutrition and crop management, animal nutrition, management practices, 
and the environment,[26] few are as intriguing as the dynamic or changeable nature P in soils, which 
was addressed recently by Condron et al.[42] for P organic P and by Tiessen[43] for P in tropical soils. In 
an earlier brief review, Ryan and Rashid[44] outlined the inputs to the soil solution phase of P, potential 
losses or withdrawals from that small fraction, and the extent to which various categories exist based 
on solubility. The dynamic nature of P in soils has been schematically depicted by Johnston[45] and is a 
simplified version of the P cycle (Figure 1), which represents the big picture with respect to P. In contrast 
to the P cycle, the diagram of Johnston[45] does indicate losses of soluble P, while its unique feature is 
the representation of the availability pools that impact the soluble P pool. The “readily available” pool 
represents a proportion of soil P that can be estimated by soil tests and can contribute substantially to P 
uptake by the crop. This pool is in apparent or pseudo-equilibrium with a less soluble fraction of soil P. 
A major fraction of soil P is in the very-slowly available pool. There is some evidence that this fraction 
can be slowly dissolved or weathered to sustain the less-readily available P pool.

In essence, these solubility categories or phases represent suites of inorganic and organic P 
 compounds. Nevertheless, despite its simplicity, the schematic of Johnston[45] captures the essence of 
P dynamics and is centered on the soluble P pool from which plant uptake by roots occurs; this phase 
can be depleted by loss in drainage or greatly increased by the addition of soluble P fertilizers. With 
continued crop uptake, this tiny pool is replenished by the readily available P pool, which in turn 
is in “equilibrium” with a less soluble P phase. While the overall direction of P reactions is toward 
decreased solubility, the reverse can also occur under some circumstances. In terms of the plant roots 
for P uptake, accessibility is immediate in the solution phase but decreases with decreasing solubility 
to the right of the sketch.
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Global Fertilizer Use and Phosphorus Sources

A snapshot of P in relation to both agriculture and the environment would not be complete without 
 reference to P fertilizer usage at the global level, followed by a notion of the world’s reserves of P to  sustain 
the future of life on this planet. Production of phosphate rock, the raw material for P m anufacture, has 
consistently expanded to meet demand primarily for P fertilizer (80%) as well as for industry. With 
the projected increase in world population—and consequently, crop production—fertilizer use is set to 
 continue.[46] In essence, as more P is used, the potential for impact on the environment increases.

The continued use of phosphate rock raises the issue of the world’s reserve of this finite resource,[47] 
which is vital to food production—and, indeed, to life on earth. That P is limited underlines the need 
for efficient use as well as recycling, furthering the argument for reducing or eliminating unintended 
deleterious effects on the global environments. While P rock is mined in many countries, the world’s 
supply is dominated by relatively few countries, i.e., the United States, Russia, China, and Morocco. 
Much debate has centered on the longevity of P deposits. Many factors have to be considered, establish-
ing estimates such as the likelihood of new discoveries, energy costs associated with P mining, market 
prices for P fertilizers, and continued demand. While estimates of P reserves and resources range from 
105 to 470 years,[48] more recent predictions by the International Fertilizer Development Center[49] set the 
figure between 300 and 400 years but cautioned that many factors, known and unknown, can greatly 
influence such estimates. Coinciding with such estimates, Cordell et al.[50] argued that “peak” consump-
tion will occur in the next few decades. Recognizing the finiteness of P reserves, as there is no alterna-
tive source of P, Withers[51] cautioned that protecting future food security requires a radical rethink of 
how P is managed from field to global scales; he further argued the need for closing gaps in the P cycle 
to minimize wastage and stressed the need to recover or recycle P. More effective use of P already in 
circulation is a prerequisite to reducing society’s dependence on inorganic fertilizers and minimizing 
the environmental footprint of P fertilizer manufacture.

implications for Phosphorus Loss

Without P fertilization of soils in their natural state, the potential for movement of P in its soluble state 
is essentially insignificant. Even when P is lost in sediments due to erosion, the impact on water bodies 
is minimal due to the low concentrations of P in unfertilized soils. The problem is one that accompanies 
application of commercial fertilizers and manures, involving excess fertilization beyond the needs of 
the crop. However, as economic crop production is unthinkable without P fertilizer use, the problem 
is one that society has to live with. However, there are guidelines and a code of fertilizer management 
practices that can help farmers avoid excess P use while maintaining adequate P for optimum crop 
production.[17] Despite the propensity of soil to react with P fertilizers, recent research has shown that 
excess P can overcome or saturate soil’s capacity to retain P tightly. As more P is added, the soluble P 
fraction increases, and that is where P “leakage” occurs. Fertilization increases the P fractions attached 
to soil particles and increases their potential for loss when the soil is transported as sediments. An 
overriding condition for loss of P from fertilized land is heavy rainfall; this induces more leaching and 
runoff and, where appropriate soil conservation measures are not in place, promotes P loss in sediments. 
Accordingly, many of the hot spots of P pollution of water bodies occur in intensively formed areas or 
watersheds with high rainfall, e.g., Western Europe, Mississippi Valley and the Gulf of Mexico, and 
Chesapeake Bay in northeastern United States.

Phosphorus Losses and Mitigation Strategies

Anthropogenic or man’s activities have been responsible for the accelerated cycling and fluxes of P at 
global and regional scales in the past few decades, resulting in eutrophication of terrestrial and aquatic 
ecosystems together with biodiversity loss and human health risk.[51] Current estimates indicate that 
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fluvial transport of dissolved (about 5 Tg yr−1) and particulate P (20 Tg yr−1) to oceans (a permanent 
P sink) is at least double that of preindustrial times.[52,53] Without concentrated efforts to increase P 
use in agriculture through interventions, such losses are likely to continue with projected increases 
in commercial fertilizer consumption, higher-yielding crops, bioenergy crops, urbanization, and eco-
nomic growth.[51] Recognition of the threat that such developments posed for the environment has led to 
expanded funding to mitigate such an environmental threat, especially in areas where the problem of P 
loss is acute. For instance, from 2000 to 2008, the European Research Framework Program invested over 
€6 million to support P-centered projects, most of which had an environmental focus.[16] Such emphasis 
on surplus P in the environment is in stark contrast to the situation ongoing in many developing coun-
tries, especially those in Africa, where available P is a major crop-limiting factor and where fertilizer use 
is dismally low or nonexistent.

However, with respect to the issue of transfer of P from agricultural watersheds, resulting in eutro-
phication of surface waters, a number of mitigation strategies were advanced by Sharpley and Tunney.[17] 
Soil P testing for environmental risk assessment was put forward as a means of establishing acceptable 
P losses compatible with economic farming; an issue is the appropriateness of a field/ plot or watershed 
scale for such studies. Recently, Maguire et al.[54] reviewed approaches to using soil testing to delineate 
threshold levels above which P fertilizer use is limited or not allowed. While soil testing was tradition-
ally used for diagnosing P deficiency for crop production, it could also define an upper limit for soil 
P with respect to potential P losses, but many issues still need to be clarified by research. Threshold P 
levels should especially consider site vulnerability to P loss. An analysis of the pathways of P transport 
is needed at the watershed scale.

The current approach to fertilizer management in general using best management practices is one 
that is eminently applicable to mitigating P loss; such approaches are designed to bring P inputs as fertil-
izers and manures in synchrony with crop demands for P. Conventional erosion control measures form 
a key element in this approach. The current drive toward minimum- or no-till is a significant develop-
ment in reducing P losses from cultivated land. While much remains to be learned technically in the 
area of P loss mitigation, a lot of existing knowledge is already available for adaptation in tackling P loss. 
Strategic initiatives are needed to bring about lasting change in land management targeting consumer-
supported programs that encourage better standards of land management by farmers, inculcating a 
sense of stewardship with societal-accepted environmental protection goals.

conclusions

The indispensability of P fertilizers for global agricultural production is undisputed, except for some 
adherents to organic agriculture; in fact, both commercial fertilization and organic farming should be 
complementary. With increasing demand on our land resources to feed the world’s growing population, 
fertilizer use, including P, is set to continue. Research over the past century has done much to elucidate 
the complex nature of P in soils and plants. However, the world now faces a dilemma, with some devel-
oped countries with intensive agriculture having used excessive amounts of P, as commercial fertilizer 
and animal manure originating from confined animal feeding operations, while many countries of the 
developing world are hampered by use of little or no fertilizer. International policies have recognized 
the need to expand fertilizer P use in developing countries and curtail or eliminate P in developed 
areas with excess P. Overuse of P not only represents an economic loss to farmers but also contributes 
to transport of P from agricultural land to surface water bodies, where it causes eutrophication and its 
attendant consequences in terms of deteriorated ecology and health hazards for humans and animals.

Consequently, a major paradigm shift in soil research has been away from production agriculture 
and toward the environment. The change in emphasis comes at a time of general and growing so cietal 
 awareness of the finite nature of rock phosphate that underpins the commercial fertilizer indus-
try, thus making efficient use of P a major priority along with emphasis on recycling P from wastes. 
Much has been learned about the mechanisms of P loss from cropland and the implications of land use 
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management in accelerating such losses; the current expansion of conservation agriculture, especially 
with minimum- or no-till, can greatly contribute to minimizing P losses. Tests are well established to 
monitor excess P in soils. However, as is explicit from chapters on the environmental aspects of P use in 
the most recent comprehensive treatise on P,[26] much remains to be known to provide a more effective 
basis for technical remediation.

The momentum of societal concern has resulted in policies restricting excess nutrient use on 
 agricultural land in the interest of environmental protection. In essence, technology can—and will—
underpin societal action to reconcile the needs for agriculture and protection of the environment.
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Potassium

Philippe Hinsinger

Potassium in Plants

K is the major cation in most plants, occurring at concentrations ranging from 5 to 50 g kg–1, twice as 
much as Ca and slightly less than N.[1–3] The etymology of its name accounts for the abundance of K in 
plant-derived ash material (potash). K is involved in a large number of physiological processes: osmo-
regulation and cation–anion balance, protein synthesis and activation of enzymes.[2,3] K is often referred 
to as “a cation for anions” as it balances the abundant negative charges of inorganic (nitrate) and organic 
anions (carboxylates) in plant cells. It therefore occurs at large concentrations, 100–200 mM in the cyto-
sol, 5–10 times less in the vacuole. Being a major inorganic solute, it plays a key role in the water balance of 
plants: maintenance of the osmotic potential and turgor pressure involved in cell extension. K-controlled 
changes in turgor pressure in guard cells is a key process of stomatal opening and closure and hence, of 
the regulation of plant transpiration. Many of these physiological roles are related to the high mobil-
ity of K at all levels in the plant. This unique, considerable mobility of K in the plant is essentially due 
to the large permeability of cell membranes to K-ions, which arises from the occurrence of a range of 
highly K selective, low and high affinity ion channels and transporters. These are now being increasingly 
characterized at a molecular level.[4] Large rates of K uptake can thereby be achieved in plant roots. In 
addition, K-ions can easily be leached out of living plant tissues, as documented for tree foliage which 
contributes a large flux of K back to the soil via through- fall.[3] K also rapidly leaves dead roots and other 
plant debris compared with N and P, which require hydrolysis of organic molecules. At an agronomic 
level, the demand for K largely varies with plant species and productivity. The uptake of K essentially 
occurs  during the vegetative stage and can reach values of 10 kg ha–1 day–1 and above. Depending also on 
the agricultural practices (removal of straw, for instance), the amount of K removed with the harvested 
material will range from 5–50 kg ha–1 for cereal grains to 50–500 kg ha–1 for forage, root and tuber or 
plantation crops.

Potassium in Soils

Among major nutrients, K is usually the most abundant in soils as total K content ranges from 0.1 to 40, 
with an average of 14 g kg–1.[1,5] A major proportion of soil K occurs as structural K in feldspars and 
interlayer K in micaceous minerals (Figure 1).[1,6,7] Some minor proportion of soil K (usually much less 
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than 1%) is adsorbed on negatively charged soil constituents, namely clay minerals and organic matter. 
A marginal part is present as free K-ions in the soil solution. Bulk soil solution concentrations usually 
amount to 100–1000 μΜ (less than 0.01%–0.1% of total K). The reason for this rather low concentration 
of K in the soil solution and hence restricted mobility of K in soils, compared to other metal cations such 
as Na or Ca is related to its selective adsorption onto some clay minerals. Because of its ionic radius and 
small hydration energy, K-ions indeed perfectly fit into the interlayer sites of micaceous minerals (micas, 
illites and mica-derived clays).[8] These sites and, to a lesser degree, the sites on the frayed edges of these 
minerals have thus a considerably larger affinity for K than for other cations, including divalent cations 
such as Ca or Mg (Figure 2). Clay minerals also bear sites with larger affinity for divalent cations than for 
monovalent cations such as K. These sites are located on the planar faces of clay minerals and are thus 
dominant in clays such as kaolins and smectites. They also occur in organic compounds. K is thus much 
less strongly held in soils dominated by kaolins (tropical soils), sand or organic matter than in soils dom-
inated by illite–vermiculite clay minerals. Traces of mica-derived clay minerals can dramatically influ-
ence the dynamics of soil K as evidenced in tropical soils that are apparently dominated by kaolins.[9] 
More generally, K dynamic is largely dependent on soil mineralogy which determines both ion exchange 
and release-fixation processes,[6,7] i.e., the dynamics of “nonexchangeable K.” The latter is defined as that 
(major) portion of soil K which cannot be exchanged by NH4-ions. NH4-ions have the same charge and 
radius than K-ions and can successfully desorb K only from low K-affinity sites. Exchangeable K thus 
comprise soil solution and easily desorbable K-ions. Nonexchangeable K mostly comprise interlayer K 
(high K-affinity sites) of micaceous minerals and structural K of feldspars (Figure 1), i.e., 90%–99% of 
total K in many soils. The release of K from feldspars requires a complete and irreversible dissolution 
of the mineral and is enhanced under acidic conditions.[6,7] The release of interlayer K from micaceous 
minerals can proceed similarly or involve an ion exchange process (Figure 1) leading to an expansion 
of the phyllosilicate (Figure 2). This reversible release is essentially governed by the concentrations of K 
and competing cations in the outer solution.[8,10,11] Cations which can be responsible for this release, such 
as Ca- and Mg-ions, have a large hydration energy, contrary to K- or NH4- ions. Therefore, they remain 
hydrated when exchanging interlayer K-ions and expand the interlayer space (Figure 2), making it pos-
sible for the release to proceed further, whereas NH4-ions would block the reaction.[12] However, because 
of the considerable affinity of these interlayer sites for K relative to Ca or Mg, the release can occur 
only for extremely low concentrations of K in the soil solution (Figure 3), in the micromolar range.[11,12] 

FIGURE 1 The various forms of soil K and the chemical processes involved in soil K dynamics 
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Conversely, elevated concentrations of K are prone to the reverse reaction of fi xation, i.e., the collapse 
of expanded layers and concomitant increase in nonexchangeable K at the expense of readily available 
K. As long as exchangeable K was assumed to be the only plant-available K fraction, K fixation, i.e., the 
poor recovery of applied K in the exchangeable fraction was seen as a poor efficiency of K fertilization. 
This apparent loss of applied K has therefore received considerably more interest than the reverse re-
lease process.[7] In addition, the release of nonexchangeable K was considered unlikely to occur to any 
great extent, especially because K concentration in the bulk soil solution of fertilized soils is usually far 
above the critical concentrations that are prone to K release. However, numerous long-term fertilizer 
trials have shown that the release of nonexchangeable K contributes a major proportion of soil K supply 
in unfertilized and possibly fertilized plots too, although an overall net fixation is often found in the 
latter (Figure 4).[5,13] Nonexchangeable K can contribute up to 100 kg ha–1 yr–1, 80%–100% of soil K supply. 

FIGURE 2 The various sites of exchange of K-ions in micaceous clay minerals and the transition between mica 
and vermiculite layer that occurs when interlayer K is exchanged by hydrated, divalent cations.

FIGURE 3 Effect of solution K concentration on the rate of release of nonexchangeable K from a soil.
Source: Springob and Richler.[11]
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FIGURE 4 Annual change in exchangeable K ( Kexchangeable) as a function of the annual K budget in various K 
treatment plots of long-term fertilizer trials. The K input comprehends organic and inorganic, applied K f ertilizers. 
The K output corresponds to the offtake of K in the harvested product.
Source: Adapted from Blake[5] and Gachon.[13]

Such annual fluxes of release are fairly large compared with K dissolution rates commonly estimated 
by geochemists (in the order of 5–15 kg ha–1 yr–1). However, many geochemical models do not take into 
account the amount of K taken off in the vegetation, leading to large underestimates of the actual dis-
solution rates.[14] Conversely, many K budgets provided by agronomists do not take into account atmo-
spheric inputs and leaching of soil K, assuming that these terms are fairly negligible in most cases. This 
certainly holds true for atmospheric inputs which rarely exceed values in the order of a few kg ha–1 yr–1. 
Leaching can, however, vary over a much wider range of values, from several kg ha–1 yr–1 in most cases 
up to several tens (and up to 1–3 hundreds) of kg ha–1 yr–1 in those situations that are the most prone 
to leaching: bare soil or poor soil coverage by the vegetation, excessive fertilizer rates, coarse-textured 
soils. Omitting the leaching term would, however, have led to underestimating the actual release rate.[5] 
Hence, considerable amounts of nonexchangeable K can be released in agricultural soils and contrib-
ute a significant proportion of plant uptake, in contradiction to the widespread viewpoint shared by 
n umerous agronomists and soil scientists. Reasons for this can be found when considering root–soil 
interactions occurring in the rhizosphere.

Potassium in Plant–Soil interactions

K occurs at rather low concentrations in the soil solution, compared to other nutrient cations and to 
the large requirements of plants for K. The transfer of soil K via mass-flow toward plant roots (i.e., 
the convective flow of solute accompanying panying transpiration-driven water flow) contributes about 
1%–20% of plant demand.[3,15–17] A direct consequence is the rapid depletion of K-ions from the soil solu-
tion in the vicinity of plant roots, i.e., the rhizosphere. The resulting concentration gradient generates a 
diffusion of K-ions in the rhizosphere which plays a key role in the transport of K toward plant root (i.e., 
80%–99% of plant demand). Such depletion results in a shift of the cation exchange equilibria which rule 
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FIGURE 5 Depletion of both exchangeable K (gray dots) and HCl-extractable K (black dots) as a function of the 
distance from rape roots.
Source: Adapted from Jungk and Claassen.[17]

the dynamics of both exchangeable and interlayer K. This ultimately results in a desorption of exchange-
able K and eventually of interlayer k,[7,16,17] as shown by their depletion in the rhizosphere (Figure 5). The 
extent of the depletion of exchangeable K will depend on chemical parameters such as the initial level of 
exchangeable K and the K buffering capacity of the soil and on physical parameters that directly deter-
mine the diffusive transport of K-ions: soil texture and structure, soil water content.[17] The K depletion 
zone will extend over several millimeters in clayey, dry soils up to several centimeters in wet, sandy 
soils.[7,16,17] The intensity of the depletion will also depend on how far the K concentration of solution is 
decreased, which may vary among plant species according to the K uptake ability of their root. Plants 
with a lower external K efficiency, i.e., with a higher affinity transport system, will have the capability 
to take up K at lower K concentrations and may thus deplete soil K further.[17] In the vicinity of roots, 
solution K concentration can indeed decrease by 2–3 orders of magnitude, down to as little as 2–3 μΜ.[16] 
At such low K concentrations, the release of nonexchangeable K can occur at large rates, whereas it 
would be dramatically restricted at bulk soil K concentrations of several hundreds of μΜ (Figure 3).[11] 
Plants thus play a major role in the dynamic of interlayer K via the root-induced depletion of solution 
K.[16] Measurements in pot experiments have indeed revealed that within several days of growth, the 
release of nonexchangeable K can amount up to 90% of K supplied to the plant.[7,16] Soil–root chemical 
interactions in the rhizosphere thus largely explain the unexpectedly large contribution of the release 
of nonexchangeable K to plant uptake that is found in many agricultural soils, including fertilized soils.

Assessing and Managing Potassium Fertility

Soil K fertility is most often evaluated by measuring exchangeable K[1,7] most frequently with molar NH4 
acetate in batch conditions. However, the adequacy of exchangeable K to predict plant response, i.e., the 
actual bioavailability of soil K, is rather poor in many soils. This arises from the major contribution of 
the release of nonexchangeable K in some soils, especially when exchangeable K is low and/or when large 
reserves of nonexchangeable K are readily available as a consequence of: 1) soil mineralogical composi-
tion or 2) fertilization history (build-up of fixed K due to excessive K-fertilizer rates). In these situations, 
quantitative evaluation of the potential release of nonexchangeable K would be highly recommended 
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for a better prediction of plant response and fertilizer needs.[7] There are several methods for assessing 
nonexchangeable K but none of them is routinely used on a broad scale, because of their cost. These are 
either based on the use of 1) concentrated, strong acids that dissolve K-bearing minerals or 2) cationic 
resins or chemicals such as Na tetraphenylboron that can promote the release of interlayer K by remov-
ing K-ions from soil solution and by shifting the exchange equilibria.[6,7] Alternatively, correction factors 
can be used when interpreting exchangeable K values, which account either for the cationic exchange 
capacity (or clay content) or for the soil type and K release potential.[7] Exchangeable K is nonetheless 
often used alone for fertilizer recommendations, resulting in frequently overestimated fertilizer needs 
to compensate for the expected large fixation and negligible release. Many long-term fertilizer trials 
have shown that adequate yields of crops can be obtained at fairly low rates of K fertilizer application, 
or even, for the least demanding crops such as cereals, without any K fertilizer for several years or 
decades.[7,13] Other more demanding crops, however, require the application of K fertilizer to achieve 
high yield and quality in the harvested products.[18] The need for K-fertilizers will thus depend on the 
release  potential of the soil and on the demand of the plant, the latter being now increasingly accounted 
for in fertilizer recommendations. Fertilizer trials have also shown that commonly used soluble K fertil-
izers and organic sources such as manure or crop residues have fairly comparable efficiencies. This is 
not surprising as K is highly mobile in organic compounds where it occurs as soluble or exchangeable 
K-ions. These sources are thus equally important as K-fertilizers and absolutely need to be accounted 
for in K budgets.

conclusions

K is the major nutrient cation for plants and thus taken up at large rates by plant roots. These are achieved 
by both high and low affinity transport systems which explain the considerable mobility of K within the 
plant. In comparison, K is much less mobile in soils because of the strong affinity of some exchange 
sites of clays. The large K uptake rates achieved by roots result in a steep depletion of solution K in the 
rhizosphere, and hence in a shift of the equilibria of cation exchange. Exchangeable K and even non-
exchangeable K can thereby be significantly depleted and contribute a substantial proportion of plant 
uptake. This is confirmed by K balance both in short-term pot experiments and long-term field trials. In 
addition to the desorption–adsorption of exchangeable K, release and fixation processes thus need to be 
accounted for when evaluating soil K fertility.
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Radionuclides

Philip M. Jardine

introduction

Soil, the thin veneer of matter covering the Earth’s surface and supporting a web of living diversity, 
is often abused through anthropogenic inputs of toxic waste. The disposal of radioactive waste gen-
erated at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) facilities within the Weapons Complex has historically 
involved shallow land burial in unsaturated soils and sediments. Disposal methods from the 1940s to 
the 1980s ranged from unconfined pits and trenches to single- and double-shell buried steel tanks. Most 
of the below-ground burial strategies were deemed to be temporary (i.e., an average life span of several 
decades) until suitable technologies were developed to deal with the legacy waste issues. Technologies 
for retrieving and treating the below-ground radionuclide waste inventories have been slow to evolve 
and are often cost prohibitive or marginally effective. The scope of DOE’s disposal problem is mas-
sive, with landfills estimated to contain more than 3 million cubic meters of radioactive and hazardous 
buried waste; a significant proportion of which migrated into surrounding soils and groundwater. It is 
estimated that the migration of these waste plumes contaminated over 600 billion gallons of water and 
50 million cubic meters of soil.

Fate and transport Processes 

Hydrologic Processes

Soil is a complex continuum of pore regions ranging from large macropores at the mm scale to small 
micropores at the sub-μm scale. It is the physical properties of the media (e.g., structured or layered), 
coupled with the duration and intensity of precipitation events that dictates the avenues of water and 
radionuclide movement through the subsurface. In humid environments where structured media is 
commonplace, transient storm events invariably result in the preferential migration of water.[1–8] Highly 
conductive voids within the media (e.g., fractures, macropores) carry water around low- permeability, 
high-porosity matrix blocks or aggregates resulting in water bypass of the latter. In these humid regimes, 
recharge rates are very high with more than 50% of the infiltrating precipitation resulting in groundwa-
ter and surface water recharge. This condition promotes the formation of massive contaminant plumes 
in the soil since storm flow and groundwater interception with waste trenches is frequent and long-
lasting. Even in semiarid environments, where recharge is typically small, subsurface preferential flow 
is a key mechanism controlling water and solute mobility.[9,10] Lithologic discontinuities and sediment 
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FIGURE 1 Field-scale fate and transport of nonreactive Br− and reactive 57Co(II)EDTA2− and 109CdEDTA2− 
in fractured subsurface media at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Although transport rates are rapid, geo-
chemical reactions significantly impede the mobility of the chelated radionuclides as is indicated by their delayed 
breakthrough.
Source: Jardine et al.[40]

layering promote perched water tables and unstable wetting fronts that drive both lateral and vertical 
subsurface preferential flow.

In both humid and semiarid regimes, water that is preferentially flowing through the soil media 
often remains in intimate contact with the porous matrix, and physical and hydrologic gradients drive 
the exchange of mass from one pore regime to another. Mass exchange is time-dependent and is often 
controlled by diffusion to and from the matrix. Thus, a significant inventory of radionuclide waste can 
reside within the soil matrix. This waste source is hydrologically linked to preferred flow paths which 
significantly enhances the extent and longevity of subsurface contaminant plumes. This scenario is 
commonplace at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, located in eastern Tennessee, U.S., where thou-
sands of underground disposal trenches and ponds have contributed to the spread of radionuclides such 
as 137Cs, 60Co, 90Sr, and 235/238U across tens of kilometers of landscape. Highly concentrated contaminant 
plumes move through soil and groundwater at time scales of meters per day (Figure 1) since the soils are 
highly structured and conducive to rapid preferential flow. However, the soil matrix, which has a high 
porosity and low permeability, serves as a source/sink for contaminants.[5,6,11] The preferential movement 
of water and radionuclides through the subsurface also significantly impacts geochemical and microbial 
processes by controlling the extent and rate of various reactions with the solid phase. It imposes kinetic 
constraints on biogeochemical reactions and limits the surface area of interaction by partially excluding 
water and mass from the matrix porosity.

Geochemical Processes

Radionuclide fate and transport in soil and sediments is also controlled by interfacial reactions with 
the soil solid phase. Most soils are a complex mixture of variably charged phyllosilicates, redox reac-
tive Fe- and Mn-oxides, organic matter, and mineral carbonates. Radionuclides interact with these 
solid phases through coulombic exchange, chemisorption, redox alterations, transformation processes 
such as polymerization, precipitation/dissolution, and complexation reactions. Both the extent and 
rate of these processes can be significantly influenced by variations in water content and the degree of 
pore regime connectivity. To make matters worse, radionuclide waste generated at the U.S. DOE facili-
ties was often co-disposed with various chelating agents and organic acids. These synthetic organic 
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constituents form highly stable, water-soluble complexes with a wide variety of radionuclides.[12,13] 
The  presence of the complexing agent significantly alters the geochemical behavior of the disposed 
contaminants in soils and sediments through increased solubility, accelerated redox reactions, and 
ionic charge reversal.

The geochemical mechanism controlling the fate and transport of chelated radionuclides has been 
well characterized in numerous soils and subsurface materials.[14–22] Typically, Fe(III) and Mn(IV) 
 oxyhydroxides are the dominant subsurface mineral assemblages that catalyze co-contaminant 
 oxidation/reduction and dissociation reactions (Figure 2). The mineral oxides have repeatedly been 
shown to catalyze the oxidation of 60Co(II)EDTA2− to 60Co(III)EDTA−, thereby adversely enhancing the 
transport and persistence of 60Co in a variety of subsurface environments ranging from aquifer sands 
to fractured weathered shale saprolites.[15,17,18,20,22] Further, Fe(III)-oxides have also been shown to effec-
tively dissociate a large number of chelated metal and radionuclide complexes (e.g., 60Co–, 90Sr–EDTA) 
through ligand competition.[15,20–22]

Certain radionuclides such as 137Cs do not form strong bonds with many of the chelating agents and 
organic acids that were used during decontamination. Nevertheless, these radionuclides still interact 
aggressively with the soil solid phase. In the case of 137Cs, 2 : 1 phyllosilicates and micas serve as excellent 
sorbents since the interlayer spaces of these mineral assemblages strongly attenuate the radionuclide. 
The migration tendency of 137Cs in soils is often related to colloid mobility of contaminated sediments[23] 
or cation competition for surface sites in harsh environments such as those found beneath the Hanford 
tank farms in western Washington State, U.S.[24]

FIGURE 2 Fate and transport of nonreactive Br− and reactive 57Co(II)EDTA2− and 109 CdEDTA2− in undis-
turbed soil columns of fractured weathered shale. Geochemical reactions impede the mobility of the chelated 
 radionuclides. Co(II)EDTA2− is oxidized to Co(III)EDTA− where Mn-oxides serve as the oxidant. Fe-oxides 
 effectively dissociate CdEDTA2− complexes resulting in the formation of free Cd and Fe(III)EDTA−. A flow inter-
ruption technique was employed to quantify the presence of physical and geochemical nonequilibrium processes.
Source: Mayes et al.[22]
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Microbial Processes

Radionuclides such as 60Co and 235/238U can exist in more than one oxidation state, and their behav-
ior in the environment depends on their oxidation state. For example, U(VI) is soluble and mobile in 
the environment whereas U(IV) is much less soluble and relatively immobile. Likewise, the oxidized 
60Co(III)EDTA complexes are much more stable and exhibit greater mobility in subsurface environ-
ments than the reduced 60Co(II)EDTA.[15,17,18] Subsurface Fe- and Al-oxides can effectively dissociate 
the Co(II)EDTA complex to Fe(III)EDTA[20] and Al(III)EDTA,[16] respectively, and aqueous Co2+ is free 
to participate in sorption or precipitation reactions. Co(III) EDTA, on the other hand, is unaffected by 
Fe(III)- and Al-oxides. Therefore, the oxidized forms of these radionuclides and metals promote their 
undesirable enhanced migration through subsurface environments.

Numerous metal-reducing bacteria have been isolated that enzymatically reduce toxic metals and 
radionuclides to stable end-products. Microbial reduction of U(VI) to form the sparingly soluble 
U(IV)  has been shown using chemostat experiments for a number of metal-reducing bacteria.[25,26] 
Gorby et al.[27] have also shown that certain metal-reducing bacteria can link the enzymatic reduction of 
60Co(III)EDTA− to support cell growth. Recently, important advances have been made towards imple-
menting field-scale microbially mediated metal reduction strategies in oxygen-deficient environments. 
Several studies have investigated contaminant reduction in the presence of solid phase material.[27–29] 
Gorby et al.[27] have shown that the metal-reducing bacterium Shewanella alga preferentially reduced 
Co(III)EDTA− to Co(II)EDTA2− in the presence of Mn-oxides. Likewise, Wielinga et al.[29] documented 
the bioreduction of U(VI) by Shewanella alga in the presence of various Fe-oxide mineral phases. These 
authors noted that the rate of U(VI) bioreduction was unaffected in the presence of goethite and only 
slightly diminished in the presence of poorly crystalline Fe(III)-oxides, where the latter Fe solid phase 
effectively competed as a terminal electron acceptor. Recent studies by Brooks, Carroll, and Jardine.[28] 
showed the sustained microbial reduction of Co(III)EDTA− under dynamic flow conditions. The net 
reduction of the Co(III)EDTA− dominated the fate and transport of the contaminant even in the pres-
ence of strong mineral oxidants such as Mn- and Fe-oxides that are known to effectively reoxidize 
Co(II)EDTA2− back to Co(III)EDTA–.[15,18,20] The research findings of Brooks, Carroll, and Jardine[28] 
provide new and important information on how to successfully implement a bioreduction strategy at the 
field scale. Their use of a dynamic flow system with sustained bacterial growth conditions in geochemi-
cally reactive media is consistent with contaminant migration scenarios in situ.

[28]The studies of Brooks, Carroll, and Jardine,  however, used uniformly packed media that contained 
little structure. Undisturbed subsurface soils and geologic material consist of a complex continuum 
of pore regions ranging from large macropores and fractures at the mm scale to small micropores at 
the sub-μm scale. Structured media, common to most subsurface environments throughout the world, 
accentuates this physical condition that often controls the geochemical and microbial processes affecting 
solute transport. Redox sensitive radionuclides such as U(VI), Co(III)EDTA, and Tc(VI) reside within 
nearly all of the pore structure of the subsurface media, with the greatest concentration of contaminants 
held within micropores.[2,3] Bacteria that are capable of reducing these contaminants are too big to reach 
a large fraction of the micropore regime and are largely restricted to macro- and mesopore domains.[30,31] 
Fortunately, the pore structure of the media is hydrologically interconnected, and contaminants move 
from one pore class to another via hydraulic and concentration gradients.[4,6,7] This process is slow, how-
ever, and is often the rate-limiting factor governing the success of contaminant bioremediation. Thus, 
faster-flowing fracture-dominated regimes will most likely be physically more appealing for sustained 
bioreduction as long as a suitable electron donor can be supplied. In contrast, bioreduction processes in 
slower-flowing matrix regimes will most likely be limited by rate-dependent mass transfer of contami-
nants from smaller pores into larger pores.

Certain bacteria are also capable of degrading chelates and thus potentially immobilizing radionu-
clides in situ. The biodegradation of the commonly used aminopolycarboxylate chelates NTA, EDTA, 
and DTPA have been studied in soil and sediment systems for many years.[32,33,35] Research has shown 
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that NTA has the greatest potential for biodegradation in subsurface systems compared with the other 
aminopolycarboxylates.[34,35]

Bolton et al.[36] and Bolton and Girvin[37] have shown that the bacterial strain Chelatobacter heintzii 
(ATCC 29600) is capable of degrading NTA in the presence of many different toxic metals and radio-
nuclides. Likewise, Payne et al.[38] and Liu et al.[39] have deciphered the mechanisms by which certain 
bacteria degrade radionuclide– EDTA complexes. These studies lend promise to the potential for using 
bacteria to biodegrade chelates and enhance the geochemical immobilization of radionuclides in situ.

conclusions

Radionuclide fate and transport in soils is controlled by coupled time-dependent hydrologic, geochemi-
cal, and microbial processes. Hydrologic processes such as preferential flow and matrix diffusion can 
serve to both accelerate and impede radionuclide migration, respectively. Preferential flow results in 
hydraulic, physical, and geochemical nonequilibrium conditions since differences in fluid velocities 
and solute concentrations in different-sized pores create hydraulic and concentration gradients that 
drive time-dependent inter-region advective and diffusive mass transfer. Thus, in soil systems with a 
large matrix porosity or a significant quantity of disconnected immobile water, radionuclide migration 
rates can be greatly retarded due to the slow transfer of mass to actively flowing preferential flow paths. 
Nevertheless, the prevalence of preferential flow can greatly accelerate the transport of mass in soil 
systems. Geochemical processes such as sorption, redox alterations, and dissociation reactions can also 
serve to both accelerate and impede radionuclide migration. Sorption and radionuclide-chelate disso-
ciation reactions almost always result in retarded radionuclide migration rates, whereas oxidation reac-
tions often result in more soluble, and thus more mobile, radionuclide species. Microbial processes can 
also potentially influence the fate and transport of radionuclides in soil. Metal-reducing bacteria and 
chelate degraders can alter the geochemical behavior of redox sensitive radionuclides which facilitates 
their immobilization via solid phase sorption and precipitation reactions.

Enhanced knowledge of the coupled hydrologic, geochemical, and microbial processes controlling 
radionuclide migration in soils will improve our conceptual understanding and predictive capability of 
the risks associated with spread of radioactive material in the subsurface environment. Too often risk 
assessment models treat soil and bedrock as inert media or assume that the media is in equilibrium with 
migrating contaminants. Failure to consider the time-dependent coupled processes that control radio-
nuclide migration will greatly over-predict the offsite contribution of contaminants from the primary 
waste source and thus provide an inaccurate assessment of pending risk. By recognizing the importance 
of soil processes on radionuclide migration, we can improve our decision making strategies regarding 
the selection of effective remedial actions and improve our interpretation of monitoring results after 
remediation is complete.
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introduction

The rare earth elements (REEs) comprise the elements scandium (Z/21) and yttrium (Z/ 39), and 15 
lanthanides with successive atomic numbers (Z) from 57 to 71 (Table 1). Rare earth elements are applied 
to soils as fertilizer materials or as contaminations of industrial sludges so that an assessment of their 
behavior in soils is required for evaluating agro-environmental effects.[1–6] This entry summarizes the 
present knowledge of soil chemical properties of REEs. 
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TABLE 1 Symbol and Atomic Numbers of Rare Earth Elements (REEs)

Elements Symbol Atmomic Number Descriptive Classification

Scandium Sc 21
Yttrium Y 39
Lanthanum LA 57
Cerium Ce 58
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Promethium

Pr
Nd
Pm

59
60
61

Samarium Sm 62
Europium
Gadolinium

Eu
Gd

63
64

Terbium Tb 65
Dysprosium
Holmium

Dy
Ho

66
67

Erbium Er 68
Thulium Tm 69
Ytterbium Yb 70
Lutetium Lu 71

Light earths

Heavy earths

Source: Liu.[1]
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origins of Soil Rare earth elements

Soil REEs mainly originate from parent materials.[1] Application of phosphate fertilizer[3] and 
 phosphogypsum[4] can supply REEs to the soil. Some of the sludges, particularly those from the chemi-
cal industry, have been contaminated with REEs (Table 2). Continuous application of sewage sludges 
caused an accumulation of Sc, Sm in some soils in Japan.[6] The use of REEs in agriculture is widely 
practiced in China. By 2001, 6.5 million hectares of land in China was treated with REE fertilizers.[2] In 
total, 11,000 tons of REEs was applied in agricultural production in China.[7] Besides the parent material, 
the application of REEs on agricultural farmland is going to be a major source of REEs if the practice of 
applying them regularly proceeds.

chemical Speciation of Rare earth elements in Soils 

total content

Representative background values of REEs in soils are available so far only for China and Japan.[1,2,8] 
The REE content strongly depends on the parent material.[1] The results of 853 soil analyses showed that 
the total REE content in soils varied between 18 and 583 mg kg−1, with a mean value of 184 mg kg−1.[2] The 
light REEs La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm and Eu account for 90% of the total REE content in soils (Table 3). On the 
average, the La, Ce, Nd, Sm, and Eu content was 41, 73, 7.3, 27.5, and 5.6 mg kg−1, respectively, in different 
soils in China (n/467) (Table 3). 

Species of Rees in Soils

Binding forms of REEs in soils may be classified according to their availability for plants.[1] Approximately 
9 mg kg−1 is exchangeable, 2, 5, 32, and 95 mg kg−1 are bonded to carbonates, Mn-oxides, organic sub-
stances, and amorphous Fe-oxides, while 59 mg kg−1 is abundant in the form of crystal iron oxides and 

TABLE 2 Concentrations and Coefficient of Variation of Rare Earth Elements in Different Sludges

Night Soil Sludgea (n/10) Sewage Sludge (n/14)
Food Industry Sludge 

(n/10)
Chemical Industry 

Sludge (n/10)

Mean
(mg kg−1)

Mean
(mg kg−1)

CV 
(%)

Mean
(mg kg−1)

CV 
(%)

Mean
(mg kg−1)

CV 
(%)Elements CV (%)

La 3.39 37 6.70 47 0.89 72 2.46 98
Ce 6.98 44 14.10 58 1.83 77 2.69 105
Pr 0.82 38 1.48 46 0.22 82 0.48 95
Nd 3.18 34 6.00 47 0.91 82 2.04 98
Sm 0.53 36 1.02 40 0.17 81 0.36 95
Gd 0.53 34 1.18 45 0.17 79 0.48 101
Tb 0.07 45 0.16 36 0.03 81 0.06 103
Dy 0.39 53 0.93 33 0.14 76 0.39 110
Ho 0.07 54 0.19 32 0.03 79 0.09 119
Er 0.21 55 0.57 31 0.08 73 0.26 118
Tm 0.03 52 0.08 26 0.01 81 0.03 112
Yb 0.20 58 0.54 31 0.09 83 0.19 109
Lu 0.03 56 0.08 31 0.01 84 0.03 105

a Feces and urine of humans.
Source: Kawasaki and Kimura.[5]
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105 mg kg−1 in residual forms (Table 4). Plants utilize exchangeable REEs most easily, while the uptake of 
other forms is limited.[1,9] In contrast, residual forms are not plant available.[1,9]

For determining the content of plant available REEs the following extractants have been proposed: 
1 M HAc–NaAc (pH 4.8),[1,9] 1.0 M NH4NO3 (pH 7.0),[10] 0.1 M HCl,[11] and 0.1 M malic-citric acid,[12] with 
1 M HAc–NaAc being most extensively used.[1,2] Plant available REE contents are highly variable and 
range from <1 to >200 mg kg−1, with a mean value of about 12 mg kg−1 (n/1790).[1] Physicochemical soil 
properties such as pH, Eh, CEC, clay, H2PO −

4 , and carbonate content have a strong impact on the 
amount of exchangeable and plant available REEs.[1,9] Acid soils contain significantly higher amounts 
of plant available REEs than more alkaline, calcareous soils.[2] The availability of soil applied REEs is 
 usually significantly higher than that in the original soil matrix.[1,9]

Adsorption of Rare earth elements in Soils

In general, 95% of the added REEs are adsorbed.[13] Rare earth elements added to soils are rapidly 
 transformed, for example, into exchangeable, organic matter bonded, and Fe/Mn oxide bonded 
 species.[1,9] The distribution coefficients for REEs added to red and yellow brown soils declined in the 
following order: residual >  exchangeable > organic matter bonded > Fe/Mn oxide bonded REEs.[9] 
The formation of bridged hydroxo complexes is probably the dominant sorption mechanism to clay 
minerals.[14] Clay type, pH, CEC, organic matter, and amorphous iron content regulate the adsorp-
tion kinetics of REEs.[1,2,9] Langmuir and Freundlich equations were found to describe precisely the 
absorption of REEs in soils.[15] 

TABLE 3 Mean Content of REEs in Soils Extracted by Na2O2/NaOH (n/467)

Light REEs Content (mg kg−1) Heavy REEs Content (mg kg−1) Total Contents (mg kg−1) and ratios

La 41.2 Gd 4.8 Total REE (T) 172.8
Ce 73.4 Tb 0.7 Light REE (L) 156.0
Pr 7.3 Dy 4.4 Heavy REE (H) 16.8
Nd 27.5 Ho 0.9 L/H 9.3
Sm 5.6 Er 2.7 L/T 0.9
Eu 1.1 Tm 0.4

Yb 2.5
Lu 0.4

Source: Liu.[1]

TABLE 4 Mean Content of Different Species of Rare Earth Elements in Soils (mg kg−1)

Amorphous 
Fe-oxide 
Bonded

Carbonate 
Bonded

Mn-oxide 
Bonded

Organically 
Bonded

Crystal 
ion OxidesSoils n Exchangeable Residual Total

Latosol 3 1.0 — 1.4 24.3 23.8 8.2 17.5 76.2
Red soil 5 14.8 — 8.0 30.1 108.0 33.9 199.8 394.6
Yellow brown soil 2 12.1 — 7.4 26.1 79.3 88.3 55.5 268.7
Brown soil 2 11.5 — 4.7 33.7 78.8 64.1 34.5 227.3
Black soil 2 1.4 5.3 1.2 46.8 88.8 74.8 64.0 282.3
Chernozem 2 1.8 11.4 2.8 41.2 105.3 94.1 79.0 335.5
Mean 9.1 1.9 5.3 32.2 95.4 58.8 105.3 307.9

Note: Latosol (rhodic ferralsol, FAO); red soil (ferralic cambisol); yellow brown soil (haplic luvisol); brown soil (haplic alisol); 
black soil (luvic phaeozems); chernozem (haplic chernozems).
Source: Liu.[1]
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translocation of Rare earth elements in Soils

The question is still open whether the use of REEs in industry and agriculture may result in a  pollution 
of soils, plants, and groundwater. In leaching experiments under controlled conditions with 141Ce and 
147Nd, these elements were abundant only in the top soil layer because of their strong adsorption.[9] For 
field conditions a translocation depth of <1 cm has been estimated,[9] but this value still needs to be 
 validated for different soils and on a long-term basis.

Uptake of Rare earth elements by Plants

The uptake of REEs has been investigated for a wide range of plants.[2,9] All rare elements except 
 praseodymium were found in plants. Uptake of REEs was related to many factors such as element, plant 
type, and growth conditions.[2,9] The light REEs Ce, La, Nd were highest in plants.[2,9] The total concen-
tration of REEs in plant tissue ranges from <0.05 to 2.58 mg kg−1 (Table 5). The concentration of Ce in 
food products is usually lower than 0.2 mg CeO2 kg−1 (Table 6). More attention should be paid to research 
on uptake, translocation, and distribution of REEs in plants in order to follow up the biological effects 
of REEs and to assess agro-environmental effects

TABLE 5 Total Concentration of Rare Earth Elements in Plants (mg kg−1)

Min
(mg kg−1)

Max
(mg kg−1)Species n

Rice 319 <LLDa 1.17
Wheat 440 <LLD 2.58
Corn 139 <LLD 0.92
Cucumber 41 <LLD 0.70
Leek 33 0.04 0.21
Spinach 41 <LLD 0.12
Cauliflower 61 <LLD 0.60
Lotus root 31 <LLD 0.76
Tomato 64 <LLD 0.18
Chinese cabbage 67 0.05 1.01
Pepper 31 <LLD 0.40
Potato 34 0.05 0.35
Cabbage 38 <LLD 1.20
Mushroom 33 <LLD 0.45
Orange 41 0.13 0.70
Litchi 30 <LLD
Grape 61 <LLD 0.85
Longan 30 <LLD 0.71
Banana 33 <LLD
Apple 62 0.07 0.80
Pear 34 <LLD 0.24
Watermelon 37 <LLD 0.26
Sugarcane 27 0.05 1.25
Peach 4 <LLD
a LLD: Lower limit of detection.
Source: Xiong.[9]
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crop Response to Rare earth elements

Research with a view to the use of REEs in agriculture was predominantly carried out in China and 
before in Russia. A small number of studies have been carried out in Australia, too.[2,9] The increases 
in crop yield reported by workers from all parts of China range between 5% and 103% (Table 7), with 
an average response of 8%–15%.[2,9] Crop response to REEs is reported to be most probable when soils 
contain less than 10 mg kg−1 of available REEs (in 1 M HAc–NaAc, pH 4.8), while a response on soils with 
more than 20 mg kg−1 of available REEs is unlikely (Table 8). So far, there is no evidence that REEs are 
essential for plant growth. 

TABLE 6 Ce content in Grains and Seeds of Different Crops in Different Countries and Regions of China 
(mg CeO2 kg−1)

Crops Region/Country Sample No. Mean Min Max

Rice Hubei/China 8 0.06 0.02 0.15
Rice Jiangxi/China 21 0.06 <0.01 0.18
Rice Beijing/China 17 0.04 <0.01 0.11
Rice Nanjing/China 2 — 0.12
Wheat Heilongjiang/China 21 0.04 <0.01 0.09
Wheat Hubei/China 7 0.04 0.01 0.07
Wheat Henan/China 6 0.10 <0.01 0.19
Wheat Shandong/China 4 0.12 <0.07 0.17
Wheat Beijing/China 10 0.03 <0.01 0.05
Wheat Tianjin/China 1 0.04 <0.01 0.08
Maize Hubei/China 8 0.01 <0.01 0.02
Maize Heilongjiang/China 10 0.04 <0.01 0.10
Maize Tianjiang/China 15 0.04 <0.01 0.00
Barley Beijing/China 14 0.04 <0.01 0.25
Wheat Canada 5 0.04 0.16
Wheat USA 8 <0.01 0.20
Wheat Australia 4 0.06 0.16
Wheat Argentina 4 0.07 0.09
Soybean USA 3 <0.01 0.11
Maize USA 3 0.01 0.09
Mung bean Thailand 1 0.09

Source: Xiong.[9]

TABLE 7 Yield Increase (relative to control) after Application 
of Rare Earth Elements to Different Crops

Yield 
Increase (%)Crop Country

Sugar beet Bulgaria 17–24
Sugar beet China 7
Wheat China 6–17
Rape China 4–48
Potato China 5–6
Soybean China 8–9
Cotton China 5–12
Rice China 7

(Continued )
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conclusions

Basic information about the chemistry of REEs in soils is available, but this data refers to specific regions 
and soil types. Besides this, the effect of REEs, for example, on soil fertility and soil biological diversity 
is yet unclear. Crop response to REE applications depends on various factors, including soil properties. 
Further studies are also required in order to elaborate the most efficient application techniques.
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introduction

Strontium (Sr) was discovered by Adair Crawford in 1790 and named after the western Scottish 
 village of Strontian. There are four stable Sr isotopes, 84Sr, 86Sr, 87Sr, and 88Sr, which occur naturally 
in a ratio of 0.56:9.87:7.00:82.58.[1] From these four stable Sr isotopes, only 87Sr is radiogenic. Thus, the 
87Sr  concentration increases over time because of the decay of 87Rb to 87Sr (half-life of 4.7 × 1010 years). 
It is, however, the radioactive isotope 90Sr from anthropogenic nuclear sources that this element is 
 commonly associated with. Plant available concentrations of Sr and Ca in soils are important factors 
that affect the transfer 90 [2]

soil/plant of Sr.  Consequently, the knowledge of the factors and processes influ-
encing the chemical and spatial speciation of Sr in the soil is of prime interest in risk assessment of 
undesired 90Sr contaminations.

Strontium in Soils

Strontium occurs in abundance in nature, and its concentration can be as much as 0.034% in most 
igneous rocks.[3] Celestite (SrSO4) and strontianite (SrCO3) are the predominant Sr minerals. It occurs 
in large concentrations and in association with K in volcanic rocks, alkali rocks, and pegmatites. Sr is 
removed by weathering from these and other igneous rocks and sediments. Intermediate concentra-
tions of Sr occur in basic magmatic rocks, which contain about two times higher Sr concentrations 
than  granite. Some ultramafic rocks have very low Sr concentrations.[4] A mean Sr concentration of 
375 mg kg−1 is observed in igneous rocks, 300 mg kg−1 in shales and 20 mg kg−1 in sandstones.[5]

Strontium isotope ratios in parent materials and minerals vary in relation to geological age and 
 geographical location.[6] The 87Sr: 86Sr ratio depends on the initial Rb:Sr ratio in the parent material, age 
of the rock, and the Sr isotope ratio at the onset of rock formation as 87Sr is radiogenic.[6] The 87Sr:86Sr 
ratio is often used to study biogeochemical processes such as weathering of minerals. However, this ratio 
must be evaluated critically, as with the age of weathering, surface changes in the 87Sr:86Sr ratio also 
occur, presumably because of dynamic variations in weathering rates of different minerals.[7]
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In the soil profile, about 90% of the Sr is generally exchangeable and 10% in non-exchangeable form.[8] 
The data in Table 1 summarize total and plant available Sr concentrations in soils of different origins. 
Reimann et al.[4] reported distinctly lower total Sr concentrations in soils of northern Europe with a 
median of 110 mg kg−1 Sr in comparison with the world average of 240 mg kg−1 Sr. In several countries 
of northern Europe, median values for total Sr concentrations range from 45 mg kg−1 in Poland to 
181 mg kg−1 in Norway. About 7% of the total Sr concentration in the topsoil is plant available.[4] The 
reported plant available Sr concentrations range from 4 mg kg−1 in Poland to 15 mg kg−1 in Finland.[4] 
The corresponding values for Germany are 8 (NH −1

4-Ac) and 55 (total) mg kg  Sr, and somewhat lower 
than those reported by Haneklaus[2] in Schleswig-Holstein with 18 (NH4-Ac) mg kg−1 and 79 (total) 
mg kg−1 Sr (Table 1). The mean rapidly exchangeable Sr concentration in these studies was 4.8 mg kg−1 Sr.

interaction of Strontium with Soil Matrix

The advantage of using stable Sr in research is that it provides a direct measure for the spatial variation 
of pedogenetic soil characteristics and agro-technical measures influencing the uptake of radioactive 
Sr isotopes by plants. In comparison, studies with radioactive Sr (viz 90Sr, 89Sr, and 85Sr) provide in situ 
analysis of radioactive Sr behavior under current soil conditions. An important point to be noted in Sr 
experimentation is whether the stable or carrier-free radioactive Sr has been used, which leads to appli-
cation of significant amounts of Sr in the former case, compared with only insignificant rates of Sr added 
to the soil in the latter case.

The correlation matrix between soil pH, clay, organic C, plant available Ca concentration, and Sr 
species is shown in Figure 1 for soils from the federal state of Schleswig- Holstein.[2] Correlation coef-
ficients between total exchangeable Sr and Corg. were significant, but low. In comparison, distinctly close 
and significant relationships were observed for soil pH and clay content (Figure 1). Reimann et al.[4] 
and Haneklaus[2] also reported a similar correlation coefficient of r = 0.6 for the relationship between 
total Sr and NH4-acetate extractable Sr when total Sr was determined by aqua regia extraction and 

TABLE 1 Variation in the Sr Content in Dependence on Chemical Speciation and Geogenic Origin

Fraction Country Method Min. (µg g−1) Max. Mean n Reference

Srtotal N. Germanya X-RF 15.2 118.4 79.0 155 [2]
N. Germanyb X-RF 57.0 97.0 71.3 154 [9]c

Finland 109 2730 744 221 [10]
N. Europed X-RF 10 667 110e 773 [4]
Scotlandf – 60 1000 380 43 [11]
Russia – 53 135 92 – [12]
India HF-HNO3-HClO4 74 198 127 10 [13]
U.S.A. – 80 900 400 13 [11]

Srtotal exchangeable N. Germanya 1N NH4-Ac, pH 7 4.4 48.9 18.1 155 [2]
Finland NH4-Ac, pH 4.65 9.4 16.6 12.9 1944 [14]g

Finland NH4-Ac, pH 4.65 2.4 63.8 19.2 221 [10]
N. Europe NH4-Ac, pH 4.5 0.04 473 8e 773 [4]
Scotlandh 1N NH4-Ac, pH 7 3.5 17.5 6.6 7 [11]

Srrapidly exchangeable N. Germanya 0.025 N CaCl2 1.5 10.2 4.8 155 [2]

a Schleswig-Holstein. 
b Isle of Ruegen.
c Sample description (Sr data unpublished).
d Belarus, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden.
e Median.
f North-east Scotland.
g mg L−1.
h Aberdeenshire/Midlothian.
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FIGURE 1 Correlation between soil parameters and Sr species in top soil samples of production fields in northern 
Germany (n = 155).
Source: Calculated from data in Schöller.[2]

X-RF techniques, respectively. Analogous correlation coefficients were also observed for the relation-
ship between plant available Ca (r = 0.78) and plant available Sr concentrations (r = 0.90) in the topsoil 
(Figure 1).[2,4]

Rengel estimated a mean Ca loss of 300 kg ha−1 yr−1 by leaching. The Ca:Sr ratio in soils is about 140 for 
total[15] and may vary between 250 and 5000 for exchangeable Ca and Sr.[16] Assuming equivalent leach-
ing rates of Ca and Sr, implies Sr losses of <1 kg ha−1 yr−1. Wiklander[8] observed considerable leaching 
losses of 90Sr in a lysimeter experiment after 42 months.

Strontium sorption is dominated by ion exchange and sorption/desorption is a reversible process; the 
organic soil fraction preferentially adsorbs Ca, while the inorganic soil fraction (e.g. the clay minerals) 
preferentially adsorbs Sr.[17,18] A small fraction of85Sr added to the soil is also fixed in non-exchangeable 
form. Valcke[17] suggested that this fixation occurs in Sr/organic matter/clay complexes.

Adsorption of Sr on different types of clay minerals has been studied intensively with the objec-
tive to decontaminate effluents from contaminated sites. Strontium is adsorbed moderately to mineral 
surfaces, and is desorbed when its concentration in the soil solution increases, competing ions such as 
Ca are present, and soil pH is low.[19] Application of even small quantities of stable Sr and Ca as amend-
ments may increase uptake of90Sr by desorption. However, application of Ca may positively increase the 
Ca:Sr ratio.[20] The Sr sorption decreases in the presence of calcite and high concentrations of HCO3 and 
strontianite (SrCO3) may be formed at high concentrations of Sr in the soil.[19] For a Cambrian blue clay 
soil, the Langmuir isotherm indicated a constant of 294 and a limiting sorption of 0.034 mol kg−1.[18] Also 
Freundlich isotherms reflected an adequate sorption of Sr with a regression coefficient of >0.99. The 
sorption ratio is generally higher than 0.95 for all concentrations ranging from 10−3 to 10−8 M.[21]
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Strontium Uptake by Plants

Strontium uptake by plants is passive, and is thus linked to its concentration in the soil solution. Plant 
available Ca and Sr in the soil are important factors governing uptake of radioactive Sr. Addition of Ca 
often results in a negative linear relationship between Sr and Ca in plants.[2] The Sr: CEC ratio influences 
Sr uptake in such a way so that any increase in the cation exchange capacity decreases the Sr:uptake.

The Sr concentration in plants varies depending on the plant available concentrations in the soil, root 
uptake, and the growth or phenological stage. Strontium uptake by dicotyledonous crops is, for example, 
distinctly higher than that by monocotyledonous crops owing to the higher cation exchange capacity of 
the latter.[20] The Sr concentration in vegetative plant tissue varies between 1 and 150 mg kg−1 with a mean 
value of 25 mg kg−1.[3] The Sr concentration in seeds is about 5–10 times lower than that in vegetative plant 
material, most likely because of the phloem immobility.[20] Strontium concentrations from 18 to 36 mg kg−1 
have been reported in oilseed rape seeds, while the average concentration was 7 mg kg−1 in wheat.[2]

impact of Fertilizer Use on Strontium Uptake by Plants

Gabe and Rodella[22] reported Sr concentrations in different phosphatic fertilizers, limestone, and 
 gypsum. The mean Sr concentration (mg kg−1) occurs in the following order: concentrated apatite 
(12121) > rock phosphates (7319) > single super phosphate (5396) > fused phosphates (4965) > gypsum 
(2984) > limestone (824) > ammonium phosphates (304). The variation in the Sr concentration was 
highest in limestone samples ranging from 36 to 4736 mg kg−1 Sr. Long-term application of lime signifi-
cantly increased soil pH along with total Ca and Sr concentrations in an acid Albic luvisol in Romania 
(Figure 2).[23] Haneklaus[2] reported that the Sr uptake in plants is influenced more by the Ca concentra-
tion in soil rather than by soil pH. Liming of an acid soil can reduce the Sr uptake by 40%–45%, as was 
reported in a lysimeter experiment by Wiklander.[8] Under field conditions, Haneklaus[2] estimated a 
minimum threshold rate of lime application of 1.4 t ha−1 CaO for reducing the Sr uptake significantly on 
an acid, silty loam soil (pH 5.3). Liming combined with an additional Ca supply by gypsum can cause 
the maximum reduction in Sr uptake by oilseed rape probably because of the precipitation of SrSO4.[2] In 
contrast, Anderson[20] reported that a dose of at least 10 t ha−1 stable Sr is required to achieve a significant 
reduction of90Sr uptake.

FIGURE 2 Long-term influence of regular lime applications of 0, 5, and 10 t ha−1 from 1961 to 1998 corresponding to 
total rates of 0, 30, and 60 t ha−1 on soil pH, and total Sr and Ca contents in the top soil of an Albic luvisol in Romania. 
Source: Adapted from Rogasik et al.[23]
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conclusion

Strontium behavior in soils and uptake by plants are similar to that of Ca. Stable Sr is usually of minor 
interest, but it may gain relevance with its role in reducing the transfer of radioactive Sr into the food 
chain. An optimum Ca saturation is a prerequisite to limit the uptake of radioactive Sr by plants. 
Furthermore, amendments (e.g., lime) add significant amounts of Sr to the soil and thus increase the 
concentration of competitive stable Sr in soils.
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introduction

Soil fertility is generally defined as the ability of soils to yield crops and is therefore closely intertwined 
with plant nutrient cycles. The soil sulfur cycle is driven by biological and physico-chemical processes, 
which affect flora and fauna. The organic matter pool is an important source and sink for sulfur though 
its contribution to the mineral nutrition of high yielding crops has been overestimated in the past. 
Under temperate conditions it is rather the spatiotemporal variation of physico-chemical soil proper-
ties, which control the plant available sulfate-S content in the soil via the access of plant roots to sulfur 
rich groundwater or capillary ascending porous water. Therefore soil methods determining plant avail-
able sulfur status will always deliver only information for that instant ignoring relationships with the 
plant sulfur status or crop yield. A more promising way for the evaluation of the sulfur supply is a site-
specific sulfur budget, which includes information about geomorphology, texture, climatic data and 
crop type and characteristics of the local soil water regime. The major soil properties and external sulfur 
sources affecting the amount of plant available sulfate in the soil are shown in Figure 1.

For a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between sulfur and soil fertility it is necessary 
to identify the main factors and processes controlling the plant available sulfur pool and to appraise the 
ecotoxicological significance of sulfur within the content of a limiting factor rather than a pollutant. 
Detailed reviews about the role of sulfur in agro-ecosystems already exist[1–9] and will provide further 
information, not explicitly mentioned here.
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Sulfur in Soils

The concentration of sulfur (S) in parent materials ranges from 0.026% to 1% S with igneous rocks ≤ 
metamorphic rocks ≤ magmatic rocks of upper continental crust << limestones < sedimentary rocks 
(sulphides) ≤ shales < sedimentary rocks (sulfates) << coal.[10−12] The typical range of S in agricultural 
soils of humid and semi-humid regions is 100 to 500 (µg g−1, or 0.01 to 0.05% S. This equals 224 to 1120 kg 
ha−1 S in the A [8]

h-horizon.  The total S content of soils may be as low as 20µg g−1 (0.002%) in highly leached 
and weathered soils of humid regions or as high as 35,000 µrg g−1 (3.5%) in marine marsh soils and up to 
50,000 µg g−1 (5%) in calcareous and saline soils of arid and semiarid regions.[8] Tropical soils generally 
contain low amounts of S due to their low organic matter content.

Biological Aspects of Sulfur in Soils

Most of the S in terrestrial soils is bound in the organic fraction, which amounts normally to more than 
95% of the total S content.[2,8] Organic S in soils is a heterogeneous mixture of soil organisms, partly 
decomposed plant material, animal and microbial residues. Little is, however, known about the compo-
sition of individual chemical compounds. Many different approaches have been developed to separate 
soil organic S into major fractions. The following approaches to identify distinct forms and proper-
ties of soil organic matter were made: chemical extraction followed by physical-chemical separation 
into humic acids, fulvic acids and humins reactivity with reducing agents in order to separate carbon-
bonded S (C–S) and sulfate esters (C–O–S); physical separation into organo-mineral size fractions and 
molecular weight fractionation.[13]

Sulfate-S is rapidly bound in the form of sulfate-esters, which is regarded as a short term source for 
S.[14] The incorporation of S into high-molecular weight fractions such as humic acids prevents the rapid 
mineralization of S. In litter, S is predominately carbon-bonded S (C–S) to the humin fraction to a level 
of about 89%. The incorporation of organic S into complex organic substances followed by association 

FIGURE 1 Overview and efficacy of essential impact factors modifying plant available sulfate in soils.
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with clay minerals can lead to the relative isolation of S from decayed soil micro-organisms. This process 
is considered as a physical protection of organic S against degradation,[15] and it results in a decreased 
availability of S to plants.

Sulfur Mineralization

In soils microbial mediated processes are mainly responsible for S transformations, so that the factors 
affecting the microbial activity, such as temperature, moisture, pH and substrate availability will also influ-
ence the process of mineralization, immobilization, oxidation and reduction. In aerobic agricultural soils 
the main factor in these processes is the release of inorganic, plant-available sulfate from organic matter.

Two types of processes are involved in the mineralization of S: biological and the biochemical miner-
alization.[16] The biological mineralization is considered to be driven by the microbial need for organic C 
to provide energy, and S released as sulfate is a by-product of the oxidation of C to carbon-dioxide. This 
process is faster the more recently the organic matter was formed.[17] Biochemical mineralization relies 
on the release of sulfate from the sulfate-ester pool through enzymatic hydrolysis.

Sulfur in the microbial biomass is actively turned over in soils whilst comprising only approximately 
2%–3% of the total soil S. The turnover of soil microbial bio-mass is fundamental to the incorporation of 
sulfate-S into soil organic matter but quantitative measures to assess this are unavailable.

The contribution of mineralization to the S supply of plants is only small,[2] because mineralization, 
immobilization and possible leaching of S occur concurrently.[14] The amount of S mineralized within 
the organic S pool in the soil ranges from 0.5% to 3.1% annually.[2] The contribution of net mineraliza-
tion accounts on average for 10–30 kg ha−1 yr−1 S[18] in soils with carbon contents between 1% and 4% C. 
The studies of Eriksen, Murphy, and Schung[2] and Bloem[18] reveal that mineralization is an important, 
however not cardinal S pool for plants. High yielding crops cannot satisfy their S demand solely by min-
eralization and atmospheric S depositions.[7]

crops and crop Rotation

Dead plant material contributes to the organic matter pool but the living plant organic matter which 
partly remains on the field may be regarded as a storage pool for S, too. Sulfur offtake and S demand 
differ depending on the plant species. Sugar cane has a very low S demand with only 0.3 kg S Mg−1 dry 
matter yield,[19] cereals about 1.5–2 kg S Mg−1 of grain and 1–3 kg S Mg−1 of straw yield,[18] soybean between 
4.3 and 8.8 kg S Mg−1,[20,21] mustard about 16 kg S Mg−1[22,23] and oilseed rape up to 20 kg S Mg−1.[24]

The S content of straw highly influences the mineralization of plant residues. Crops which leave 
 residues with high S contents, may be considered as catch crops for S and are able to reduce S losses from 
soil by leaching. Cruciferous crops such as oilseed rape show a high S content of the residual straw,[24,25] 
which provide a large amount of rapidly decomposable organic material.[26] In comparison, plants 
 without a secondary metabolism such as cereals leave smaller amounts of S. Only if the S content of for 
example barley straw is above 0.13% S, can a release of S from the mineralization of straw be expected.[27] 
If the value is below 0.13% S, a net immobilization of S takes place because the microbes need more S 
for the formation of their microbial biomass. This may exacerbate S deficiency of the following crop, for 
example oilseed rape, particularly on light soils, where macroscopic symptoms may become visible even 
before winter[25] because of the net immobilization of S. So far there is no evidence that winter crops 
benefit during their main growth from the previous crop’s is plant organic matter residues with high S.

Physico-chemical Aspects of Sulfur in Soils

Sulfate has a high mobility in soils and can be delivered from subsoil or shallow groundwater. The water 
soluble fraction can be leached, adsorbed, immobilized or taken up by the plant. Availability of sulfate 
is therefore more a question of transfer between pools in terms of space and time rather than between 
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biological or chemical systems. The insoluble, organic fraction is only slightly leached and is not directly 
available for plant uptake.

Soil Water Regime

Under temperate conditions groundwater is often an important S pool and there are three ways ground-
water can contribute to the S nutrition of plants. Firstly, there is a direct S input if the groundwater level 
is only 1–2 m below the surface. This is sufficient to cover the S requirement of most crops, as plants can 
 utilize the sulfate in the groundwater directly by their root system. An average yielding (3 Mg ha−1 seeds) 
oilseed rape crop covers more than 50% of its S demand by shallow groundwater or soil water.[24] Secondly, 
groundwater contains between 5 and 100 mg L−1 sulfate-S which, if used for irrigation can supply up to 
100 kg ha−1 S to the crop.[18] Thirdly, the capillary rise of groundwater under conditions of a soil moisture 
deficit in the upper soil layers leads to a S input. The contribution of this process to the S supply of plants 
depends on the soil texture within the soil profile and climatic conditions. Generally heavier soils show 
less frequent S deficiency than lighter ones as they retain more S-rich pore water. This is proven by a 
significant relationship between groundwater level and clay content, and the sulfate-S content of soils.[18]

capillary Rise/Leaching

While rainfall water contains only about 2.5 mg S L−1,[28] the S content of adsorbed soil water varies 
between 15 and 100 mg S L−1.[18] Variation of the sulfate content of water in soil pores is caused by temporal 
changes of the groundwater level, soil depth and differences in soil texture.[18] Sulfur-rich water in the soil 
pore ascends in the soil profile if the evapo-transpiration rate is higher than the amount of precipitation.

A higher groundwater level below the surface and a high soil moisture deficit at the lower periphery 
of the root zone will increase the extent of the capillary rise. These authors[29] calculated an average 
capillary rise of 0.3 mm d−1 on a sandy soil, 3 mmd−1 on a loamy sand and 5mm d−1 on a loamy silt with 
a groundwater level of 1.5m below the surface. This means that under extreme conditions on sandy soils 
with a groundwater level >2m below the surface virtually no sulfate will be available to the plant due to 
capillary rise, but on loamy and silty soils, the S supply of crops may be fully satisfied by capillary water, 
even if the sulfate concentration of the groundwater is low (10 mg L−1 S).[18] Spring crops particularly ben-
efit from capillary ascending soil water as their main growth takes place when capillary rise dominates 
soil water movements.

The rate of leaching of S under temperate conditions depends on soil type, winter precipitation and 
the concentration of sulfate S in the soil water during the period of leaching.[18] Sulfur losses through 
leaching are higher over winter due to higher precipitation rates and the lack of plant uptake. As a result, 
S stored in soils decreases with increasing precipitation and on sandy, free-draining soils all sulfate 
beneath the capillary zone and rooting depth of the crop may be leached before the beginning of the 
vegetative period[18] because of the rapid movement of the leachate through the soil and the low adsorp-
tion capacities of such soils. Average sulfate leaching depths are 15 cm with 50mm of precipitation on a 
loamy soil and 25 cm on a sandy soil, respectively.[30] Additionally leaching is higher on fallow than on 
cropped soils[31] and is enhanced by S fertilization. Average leaching losses under temperate conditions 
are in the range of 30–80 kg ha−1 yr−1 S.[32,33] In addition to vertical water movements in the soil, lateral 
fluxes can occur particularly in the landscapes with pronounced differences in geomorphology. These 
fluxes are the major reason for the high spatio-temporal variability of sulfate in soils.

Soil compaction

Soil compaction and tillage operations causing soil compaction will also decrease the amount of plant 
available S because of the reduced soil volume and consequent impact on soil pore space. Consequently 
rooting depth and density are decreased so that S rich capillary water cannot be used.[34,35] This effect of 
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soil compaction is supported by the fact that S deficiency regularly becomes visible first in the headland 
and along tramlines of fields[7] and because it is sulfate-S from the sub-soil that mainly contributes to 
the S nutrition of crops.[18]

Sulfur emissions

Sulfur containing atmospheric constituents are principally SO2, SO 2−
4 , SO 2−

3 , H2S, COS, DMS, CS2 and 
methylmercaptan. Natural S emissions from biogenic sources and from volcanoes add around 60 Tg 
S yr−1 to the Earth’s atmosphere with an upward tendency due to the increasing consumption of fossil 
fuels in South America, Africa and Asia.[9]

Before the industrial revolution, atmospheric S depositions were, on an average, below 10 kg S ha−1 
yr−1. As a consequence of increased burning of fossil fuels with industrial development from 1890 to 
1980 atmospheric S depositions, mainly as SO2, increased steadily by 0.47 kg S ha−1 yr−1.[1] In some rural 
areas of northern Scotland, however, SO2 depositions were zero or below 2 kg S ha−1 in the 1970s, while 
the S input in the midlands of England was about 160 kg S ha−1 at the same time.[36] At its peak the nega-
tive impacts of SO2 emissions to humans, plants, soils and buildings were so serious that S became an 
unpopular nutrient and was called as the “yellow poison”.[37] The political consequences resulted in clean 
air acts in European countries and North America and the desulfurization of emissions led to a drastic 
decrease of atmospheric S depositions.

Agriculture adapted and co-evolved to increasing S loads. Soil acidification caused by high S deposi-
tion required higher amounts of liming materials. Increasing S demands of agricultural crops due to 
higher yield potential as a result of plant breeding progress and production technology coincided with 
increased atmospheric S supply. Additionally the use of S-containing fertilizers went down nearly to 
zero.[25] Consequently the reduction of atmospheric S deposition had a major effect on the productivity 
of crops. During the 1990s, macroscopic S deficiency became the most widespread nutrient disorder in 
northern Europe.[7]

Sulfur Fertilizers

The worldwide demand of S fertilizers in 2010 is estimated to be about 11.3 million tons of S.[38] Numerous 
S fertilizers and secondary raw material fertilizer products are available for either soil or foliar applica-
tion in sulfate or elemental form.[39] Arguments for and against the use of individual products depend 
on local farming conditions. Organic fertilizers such as manure and slurry contain about 1 kg S Mg−1 and 
0.5 kg S Mg−1, respectively.[40] This equals to 0.07 kg S per kg nitrogen.

Agro-ecological Aspects of Sulfur

interaction of Agro-ecosystems with other ecosystems

The S input and off-take in agro-ecosystems may have a strong influence on neighboring eco-systems. 
Sulfur is often in excess in natural systems despite the low atmospheric S input because the turnover of 
S is much lower in these than in agricultural systems. Acid sub-soils, e.g., under forest vegetation, and 
peat soils show pH values <5, which are far below the acidity levels of fertile agricultural soils. Large 
storage capacities for adsorbed sulfate exist on such sites because the pH value of the soil is lower than 
the zero point of charge (ZPC) resulting in the hydration of metal oxides and thus a positive surface.[41] 
Although adsorbed sulfate plays only a minor role in the direct S nutrition of agricultural crops it may 
contribute positively to the S balance of the whole surrounding landscape. Natural vegetation, land 
without plant production and forests show a positive S balance even when atmospheric inputs are 
low.[2] Agricultural crops may benefit from this S pool, if groundwater reservoirs of both eco-systems 
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are connected. This also means, however, that with an increasing share of agricultural farmland in 
 landscapes, the risk of S deficiency overall also increases.

Sustainability

Sustainable agriculture should use soils in such a way that the present and future human needs for food 
or other agricultural goods are realized and the quality of the environment and the natural resources 
remain preserved.[42] The contamination of groundwater with nitrates is a most serious problem. 
Nitrogen (N) and S are both involved in protein biosynthesis and a shortage in the S supply of crops 
also lowers the utilization of applied fertilizer N and thus deteriorates the crop quality. Non-protein N is 
accumulated in plant parts and besides poor efficiency for N fertilization, S deficiencies may increase the 
loss of N from agricultural soils through volatilization and leaching.[43] On average each kg of S short-
age to satisfy the S demand of the crop causes 15 kg of N to be lost to the environment. Such N inputs 
 endanger strongly the stability of natural communities as for example the growth of algae in water 
 bodies.[44] Correcting S deficiency by fertilization is environmentally safe as sulfate is, in comparison 
with N, geogenously abundant.

Global change

Climate is one of the major factors involved in pedogenesis. Soil formation is directly influenced 
mainly by temperature and water and indirectly via the climate-depending vegetation.[45] Changes in 
climate may change soil types, increase erosion, affect element cycles and increase the release of green-
house gases. Increased temperature and humidity accelerate pedogenesis. Global change thus would 
allow soils in the northern hemisphere to proceed faster through the individual stages of development 
and/or degradation associated with their individual soil series.[46] Higher temperatures accelerate the 
decomposition of organic materials and thus decrease the organic matter content of soils. At the same 
time the net mobilization of S might increase while the organic S pool decreases. This effect is expected 
to be more pronounced in cultivated than in range soils.[47] But at the same time under more humid 
climate conditions organic matter tends to accumulate in soils.[47] Therefore an expected adverse effect 
of global warming on soil organic matter might be at least partially compensated in those areas where 
this coincides with increasing humidity.[48] With increasing carbon accumulation, the other growth 
limiting elements, such as N, S, and P, may dilute relatively,[49] which might result in decreased soil 
fertility.

Plant Health

Owing to the fact that higher anthropogenic S inputs in the past decades enabled plants to adapt to 
increasing environmental stress, the decline in the S supply within only one decade might have seri-
ous consequences for the stability of recent ecosystems.[49] Sulfur metabolism provides several efficient 
mechanisms by which plants are able to tackle abiotic (e.g., xenobiotics and increasing surface ozone 
 levels) and biotic (e.g., pests and diseases) stress, particularly via the glutathione metabolism which 
again is closely related to the S supply of the plants.[3] Other mechanisms involved in response to plant 
pathogens include the production of S containing compounds in the secondary metabolism of the 
 agriculturally important Brassica species, the release of volatile S compounds, the production of S rich 
proteins, localized deposition of elemental S and the production of phytochelatines, which detoxify 
heavy metals by forming complexes.[50,51]

Certain diseases (e.g., light leaf spot in oilseed rape) occur more frequently particularly in areas with 
low S input in Europe[52] and an improved knowledge of the significance of S metabolites in crop resis-
tance to diseases will be beneficial for the improvement of S fertilizer strategies and could therefore 
minimize the input of pesticides.
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introduction

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) in large amounts is a toxic gas. The World Health Organization (WHO) recom-
mends a concentration of no greater than 0.5 parts per million (ppm) over 24 hours for maximum 
exposure. A concentration of 6–12 ppm can cause immediate irritation of the nose and throat; 20 ppm 
can cause eye irritation; and 10,000 ppm will irritate moist skin within minutes. High concentrations of 
SO2 can result in breathing problems in asthmatic children and adults who are active outdoors.[1,2] Short-
term exposure has been linked to wheezing, chest tightness, and shortness of breath.

Sulfur dioxide emissions are partly responsible for acid depositions on the surface and the  occurrence 
of winter smog episodes. It is one of the major atmospheric pollutants. In the air, SO2 oxidizes to SO3, 
which easily reacts with steam to create sulfuric acid (H2SO4), which then condenses rapidly in the 
stratosphere to form fine sulfate aerosols. These sulfate aerosols also promote complex chemical reac-
tions on their surfaces that alter chlorine and nitrogen chemical species in the stratosphere. This effect, 
together with increased stratospheric chlorine levels from chlorofluorocarbon pollution, generates chlo-
rine monoxide, which destroys ozone. Sulfate aerosols generated from volcanic emissions of sulfur-rich 
gas temporarily counteract some of the heating caused by elevated carbon dioxide concentrations in 
the atmosphere.[3] Aerosols in the atmosphere cool the climate both directly due to backscattering of 
sunlight and indirectly through an increase in cloud receptivity and residence time. Pollutants can be 
transported thousands of kilometers owing to the introduction of tall chimneys that disperse pollutants 
high in the atmosphere.
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Acid rain causes acidification of lakes and streams, and contributes to the damage of trees at high 
elevations and of many sensitive forest soils. Soil acidification due to acidic deposition may contribute to 
forest decline[4] and can lead to the loss of plant nutrients and the accumulation of toxic aluminum, both 
of which may affect vegetation. In addition, acid rain accelerates the decay of building materials and 
paints, including irreplaceable buildings, statues, and sculptures that are part of the cultural heritage.

The presence of SO2 was observed both in the stratosphere and in the troposphere. The lifetime 
of SO2 molecules in the troposphere is a few days. In the troposphere, mainly volcanic SO2 becomes 
rapidly oxidized to sulfate and washed out of the atmosphere in the presence of hydrometeors. These 
washout processes are not effective in the stratosphere. The lifetime of SO2 molecules in the strato-
sphere is several weeks, during which time sulfate aerosols are produced. Since gaseous H2SO4 has 
a very low saturation pressure, it can be easily condensed in the stratosphere and forms aerosols of 
 liquid hydrated H2SO4. Once formed, sulfate aerosols have a residence time in the stratosphere of about 
3 years. Numerous measurements clearly show the importance of sulfur aerosols in modifying climate, 
warming the stratosphere, and cooling the troposphere. Research has also shown that the liquid drops 
of H2SO4 promote the destruction of the earth’s ozone layer. Ways for SO2 removal from the tropo-
sphere include the following:

• In gas phase, by formation of H2SO4, which forms condensation nuclei for aerosols and clouds 
and acidifies rain

• Directly, by way of uptake on aerosols and clouds, which leads to dry and wet acid depositions

So2  Standards in the World—Ambient Air Quality

The concentration of SO2 in the air depends mostly on meteorological factors such as

• Transport processes by prevailing winds
• Depth of the mixing layer
• Deposition process

Levels of SO2 in the air are higher than normal near facilities that release SO2 through heavy industrial 
activities such as copper smelting or coal and oil burning or processing.

The negative influence of SO2 on human health became a basis for the determination of air qual-
ity standards covering, among other things, maximum permissible concentration of that compound 
in the air. In 2005, WHO updated its air quality guidelines (AQG), an international reference on the 
health consequences of exposure to air pollution and a policy tool for reducing these consequences 
worldwide. For SO2, AQG achieved a level 20 μg/m3 for 24 hr and 500 μg/m3 in the case of 10-min 
measurement.[5]

Air quality standards differ worldwide. Vahlsing and Smith[6] showed that average 24-hr ambient 
air quality standards (AAQS) in 76 countries for SO2 is 95 μg/m3 and the population weighted aver-
age of AAQS for SO2 is 155 μg/m3. In the United States, there are two existing primary national AAQS 
(NAAQS) for SO2. The first is a long-term 1 year arithmetic average of 0.03 ppm. The second is a short-
term 24-hr average standard where concentrations should not exceed 0.14 ppm more than once per 
year. The current secondary NAAQS in the United States for SO2 is a 3-hr average concentration of 0.5 
ppm not to be exceeded more than once per year. In addition, there are three standards for SO2 defined 
by state law. The first is a long-term 1-year arithmetic average of 0.022 ppm. The second is a short-term 
24-hr average standard of 0.088 ppm not to be exceeded, and the third is a short-term 3-hr average con-
centration of 0.439 ppm not to be exceeded.

In June 2010, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) strengthened the primary NAAQS for 
SO2 by establishing a new 1-hr standard designed to protect sensitive individuals from high, short-term 
(5-min to 24-hr) exposure.[7] The level is set at 75 parts per billion (ppb). This new 1-hr standard will 
replace the two existing primary standards.
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The EPA’s current action focuses on the primary SO2 standard only. It will address the secondary 
standard for SO2 as part of a separate review. The current secondary standard to protect public welfare 
is a 3-hr average set at 500 ppb, as mentioned before.

Unlike WHO, the European Union air quality standards (EU AQS)[8] and the U.S. EPA[9] continue to 
set a 1-hr standard for SO2 at 350 and 196 μg/m3 (70 ppb), respectively. According to the European stan-
dard, the permissible hourly concentration of SO2 in the air is 350 μg/m3 while in 24 hr it is 125 μg/m3.[8]

Most developing countries in Asia either use the 24-hr standard and/or the annual standard. Although 
some countries have 1-hr guidelines, they are not comparable to the EPA or even the EU AQS except for 
some countries. In China, for example, there are five different standards: Grade I—applies to specially 
protected areas, such as natural conservation areas, scenic spots, and historical sites; Grade II—applies to 
residential, mixed commercial/residential, cultural, industrial, and rural areas; Grade III—special indus-
trial areas; SAR and SAR 2—Special Administrative Region. The regulations are presented in Table 1.

Methods for Determination of So2  in Air

There are many techniques available for analysis of SO2 in ambient air, including detection by spectro-
photometry,[11–13] chemiluminescence,[14–16] ion chromatography,[17,18] spectrofluorometry,[19] and potenti-
ometric[20] methods. The measurement of SO2 in air is usually based on classic fluorescence spectroscopy 
principles. Sulfur dioxide exhibits a strong ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectrum between 200 and 240 
nm, and when SO2 absorbs UV, emission of photons occurs (300–400 nm). The amount of fluorescence 
emitted is directly proportional to the SO2 concentration. Ultraviolet fluorescent radiation technology 
to detect SO2 is characterized by a sensitivity of 0.4 ppb in the range of 0–20 ppm.[11] Chang et al.[12] 
described a simple fluorescence detection method for determination of SO2 in ambient air collected by 
passive sampler. Ultraviolet fluorescence and pararosaniline methods are recommended by the EPA as 
reference methods for the determination of SO [21]

2 in the atmosphere.  In the European Union, Directive 
2008/50/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council recommends as reference method the pro-
cedure described in EN 14212:2005, “Ambient air quality—Standard method for the measurement of the 
concentration of sulfur dioxide by ultraviolet fluorescence.”[8]

Sources of So2

Emission of SO2 to the air results from natural processes and from anthropogenic sources. Globally, 
emissions due to anthropogenic activities account for approximately 70 Tg (S) of the total (natu-
ral + anthropogenic) 107 Tg (S) emissions of sulfur each year, although a greater uncertainty exists for 
natural sources.[22,23]

Biogenic Sources

Is well known that SO2 from volcanoes is one of the two most important sources of stratospheric aero-
sols. According to Symonds et al.[24] SO2 concentration in volcanic gases may vary from 11.8% (Kilauea 
Volcano) to 0.50% (Momotombo Volcano). The data on Popocatèpetl Volcano (Mexico) eruption show 

TABLE 1 Standards of SO2 in China, μg/m3

SO2 1 hr SO2 24 hr SO2 Annual

China: Grade I 150  50  20
China: Grade II 500 150  60
China: Grade III 700 250 100
Hong Kong SAR 800 350  80
Hong Kong SAR 2 — 125 —

Source: Data from Air Quality in Asia: Status and Trends.[10]
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that the total sulfur emitted in the years 1994–1998 achieved a level of 8,500,000 tons,[25] while the total 
SO2 outgassed from Galunggung Volcano (Java) from April 1982 to January 1983 was calculated on 
level 2500 kt.[26] Another eruption, that of El Chichon in 1982, emitted 7 ↔ 1012 g SO2. Halmer and co- 
workers[27] calculated 15 ↔ 1012 to 21 ↔ 1012 g of SO2 as the total annual global volcanic SO2 input into the 
atmosphere from both silent and explosive degassing volcanoes, corresponding to 7.5 ↔ 1012 to 10.5 ↔ 1012 
g/yr S (S here as SO2) for the period 1972 to 2000, the numbers representing an average value for volcanic 
gas emission over almost 30 years. The amount of volcanic gases and particles arriving in the troposphere 
and/or stratosphere generally depends on both volcanological and meteorological boundary conditions:

• The chemical composition of the magma depending on the tectonic environment (e.g., subduc-
tion zone, continental rift zone)

• The strength and duration of an eruption
• The location of the emitting volcano (altitude and latitude)
• Atmospheric conditions such as temperature, humidity, and wind prowls

Sulfur dioxide and other volcanic sulfur-bearing gases transform to sulfate aerosols, which are able to 
cool the climate directly by backscattering incoming solar radiation and indirectly through increase in 
cloud receptivity. The residence time of water-soluble sulfuric gases (in particular SO2) emitted into the 
atmosphere depends on the height of an eruption column. The effects of SO2 (from natural sources) on 
people and the environment vary widely depending on the following: 1) the amount of the gas a volcano 
emits into the atmosphere; 2) whether the gas is injected into the troposphere or the stratosphere; and 3) 
the regional or global wind and weather pattern that disperses the gas.

Recent studies have suggested oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) in the marine atmosphere as the 
elevated biogenic source of SO2. Oceanic emissions of DMS are a major component of the natural sulfur 
budget (about 60% of total natural global sulfur emissions).[28,29] Dimethylsulfoniopropionate produced 
by phytoplankton in the ocean is the precursor to the DMS gas. Once in the atmosphere, DMS is oxi-
dized by radicals to form methylsulfonic acid, dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethyl sulfone, sulfate, and SO2. 
These products take part in the growth of aerosols. Gaseous H2SO4 is the prevailing product of DMS oxi-
dation that can generate new cloud condensation nuclei under atmospheric conditions. One of the pre-
cursors in this formation pathway is SO2. Seguin et al.’s[30] measurements of SO2 concentration in the air 
over the Northwest Atlantic Ocean in spring and summer 2003 indicted that SO2 concentrations were 
as high as 156 nmol/m3 in the spring and from 0.55 nmol/m3 to 120 nmol/m3 in the summer. During the 
Mediterranean Intensive Oxidant Study (MINOS) experiment (July–August 2001), Mihalopoulos et al.
[31] found that marine biogenic sulfur emissions (predominantly DMS) constituted 20% of total oxidized 
sulfur production (SO2 and H2SO4). Among the natural sources of SO2 are also biological decay and 
forest fires.

Measurements of concentration of So2  from natural Sources

Measurement of SO2 emission from natural sources is a very difficult task. The emission rates of SO2 are 
measured using airborne or ground-based techniques. The most common method for sampling volca-
nic gases is to collect them directly from fumaroles in solution-filled bottles, and then to analyze the 
mixtures in the laboratory.[24] Observations of SO2 flux have been made for over 30 years by correlation 
spectrometers, which have been recently upgraded with compact and inexpensive powered CCD detec-
tor array–based dispersive spectrometers.[32,33] Ultraviolet spectroscopy has been widely applied to vol-
canoes worldwide over the last decades to investigate how SO2 fluxes vary with activity, with heightened 
emissions observed during eruptions as degassing magma batches reach the surface.[34,35] Salerno et al.[36] 
describe the method based on differential optical absorption for automatic determination of volcanic 
SO2. The other sensing techniques applied to determination of SO2 concentration include multispec-
tral infrared[37,38] and ship-borne differential absorption lidar (DIAL) methods,[39–41] and Correlation 
Spectroscopy (COSPEC).[42,43]
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Anthropogenic Sources

The largest anthropogenic SO2 emissions come from fossil fuel combustion at power plants (73%) and 
other industrial facilities (20%).[44] Smaller sources of SO2 emissions include industrial processes such as 
biomass burning, extracting metal from ore, smelting of metal sulfide ores, and burning of high-sulfur-
containing fuels by locomotives, large ships, and non-road equipment. Sulfur dioxide is linked with a 
number of adverse effects on the respiratory system. Table 2 shows emission factors of SO2 for various 
types of fuel.

Sulfur dioxide is used as fumigant, preservative, bleach, and steeping agent for grain. A small amount 
of SO2 may be used, as preservative, both in the vineyard and during winemaking to protect grapes and 
wine from microbial attack or further oxidation. Sulfur dioxide is also a bleaching agent in the pulp and 
paper industry.

Corbett et al.[45] showed that SO2 emissions from ocean-going ships significantly contribute to the 
global pool of sulfur and make up about 20% of biogenic DMS emissions. It has been estimated that 
the 1993 global SO2 emissions from ships released 4.24 Tg of sulfur. Emissions of NOx and SO2 from 
ocean-going ships are 10%–14% and 3%–4%, respectively, of the total emissions of these species from the 
burning of fossil fuels, and B40% and B70%, respectively, of the total emissions of these species from 
the burning of biomass.

Methods of Measurements of So2  concentration in Flue Gases

Recommended methodologies for emission inventory estimation are compiled in the European 
Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) prepared by European Environment Agency (EEA) 
Air Pollutant Emission Inventory Guidebook (2009). Base data are available from the EEA Data Service 
(http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/dataservice/metadetails.asp?id=1096) and the EMEP web site (http://
www.ceip.at/).

According to the best available techniques (BAT) recommendations, measurements of SO2 concen-
tration in the gases for large sources are conducted by two methods[46]:

• Inline photometer (IR only), which can measure gas concentrations in gas pipes if the matrix is 
optically transparent (no mist).

• Online photometer with sample preparation. This is the usual method. A suitable material 
has to be selected for the measuring cell and the sample preparation because of the risk of 
corrosion.

The gas being analyzed at the outlet of a converter system has the following approximate composition: 
SO2 in the range 0–1000 ppm; matrix: air, water, H2SO4 (30 ppm); and NOx (50 ppm). The measurement 
is performed using a commercial photometer (IR units require water compensation).

TABLE 2 Emission Factors of SO2 for Different Types of Fuel (Emission 
Factors Are Taken from National Atmospheric Emission Inventory)

Emission Source Emission Factor

Generators (gas oil) 3.25 ↔ 10−3

Generators (diesel fuel) 33 ↔ 10−3

Vehicles (principally ATF) 1.0 ↔ 10−7

Marine gas oil (for ships) 1.9 ↔ 10−2

Fuel oil (for ships) 5.2 ↔ 10−2

Aviation turbine fuel (for international flights) 7.2 ↔ 10−4

Aviation turbine fuel (for domestic flights) 7.2 ↔ 10−4

Source: Data from Shirsat and Graf.[23]
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In the assessment of the release to the air according to the European Pollutant Release and Transfer 
Register,[47] the following methods of SO2 concentration determination in flue gases are proposed:

• EN 14791:2006. Stationary source emissions—determination of mass concentration of SO2— 
reference method.

• ISO 7934:1989. Stationary source emissions—determination of the mass concentration of SO2—
hydrogen peroxide/barium perchlorate/thorin method.

• ISO 7935:1992. Stationary source emissions—determination of the mass concentration of SO2—
performance characteristics of automated measuring methods.

• ISO 11632:1998. Stationary source emissions—determination of mass concentration of SO2—ion 
chromatography method.

• ISO 10396:2007. Stationary source emissions—sampling for the automated determination of gas 
emission concentrations for permanently installed monitoring systems.

overview of technologies Used to Reduce Sulfur oxide 
emissions (Removal from Anthropogenic Sources)

As mentioned before, the main anthropogenic sources of SO2 emission are commercial power plants. 
Sulfur oxides are emitted from the combustion of most fossil fuels through oxidation of the sulfur 
contained in the fuel. According to the European Union directive Integrated Pollution Prevention and 
Control (IPPC) and Reference Document on Best Available Techniques,[46,48–51] application of a method 
for desulfurization of gases emitted to atmosphere is obligatory in all such installations.

Below, the main methods used in commercial power plants for desulfurization of flue gases are char-
acterized.[46]

Wet techniques

Wet scrubbers, especially the limestone–gypsum processes, are the leading flue gas desulfurization 
(FGD) technologies. They have about 80% of the market share and are used in large utility boilers. This 
is due to their high SO2 removal efficiency and their high reliability. Limestone is used in most cases as 
the sorbent, as it is available in large amounts in many countries. By-products are either gypsum or a 
mixture of calcium sulfate/sulfite, depending on the oxidation mode. Scrubbing process is another tech-
nology used for that purpose. The sodium scrubbing process is a simple method and has been applied 
to a large number of small oil-fired boilers. Several magnesium-scrubbing systems are also used in 
relatively small industrial boilers because of the low capital costs involved. In magnesium scrubbing sys-
tems, wastewater containing magnesium sulfate can be discharged into the sea, after the removal of dust 
and dust-absorbed heavy metals, as magnesium sulfate is already a constituent of seawater. The process, 
therefore, has an advantage over other systems if a plant is located near the coast. The by-product of wet 
ammonia scrubbers can be used as an agricultural fertilizer.

Wet limestone scrubbers are generally divided into two categories according to the type of oxidation: 
forced oxidation and natural oxidation. The mode of oxidation is determined by the chemical reactions, 
the pH of the reagent slurry, and the resulting by-product. In the natural oxidation mode, calcium sulfite 
is partly oxidized by the oxygen contained in the flue gas. The main product is calcium sulfite hemihy-
drate. The produced mixture of calcium sulfite hemihydrate and gypsum is in a form of sludge.

At the lower pH range of 4.5 to 5.5, the chemical reaction is different. After SO2 absorption, the pri-
mary product of the neutralization by limestone is not calcium sulfite but calcium bisulfite, Ca(HSO3)2. 
Calcium bisulfite is much more soluble than calcium sulfite. Hence, operation in the lower pH range 
involves smaller risks of scaling and plugging. Calcium bisulfite is oxidized and crystallized to form 
gypsum or calcium sulfate dehydrate. The by-product from the natural oxidation mode is a mixture 
that is difficult to dewater. This mixture is composed of calcium sulfite hemihydrate and calcium sulfate 
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dehydrate. The configuration of wet limestone scrubbers can be generally classified into four types, 
which depend on the applied technical solutions.

Wet limestone FGD systems naturally suffer from an aggressive operating environment, leading 
to corrosion, erosion, and abrasion. The flue gas path from the inlet of the absorber to the stack dis-
charge must be protected, for instance by using rubber or flake linings, against acid attack caused 
by adiabatic cooling and saturation of the gas. Wet scrubber processes have undergone considerable 
development in the last few decades, leading to improved reliability and removal efficiencies, as well 
as reduced costs. Reliability is normally more than 99% with forced oxidation, and 95%–99% with 
natural oxidation. The applicability may be influenced by both scrubber components and auxiliary 
processes connected to the absorber process. The indicative range of wet limestone scrubbing applica-
tion is for SO2 content <1000 mg/m3 in the raw gas.

Seawater scrubbing utilizes seawater’s inherent properties to absorb and neutralize SO2 in flue gases. 
The flue gas is fed to the SO2 absorber, where it comes into contact with a controlled proportion of the 
seawater, taken from the cooling water outflow of the steam turbine condenser. Owing to the presence 
of bicarbonate and carbonates in the seawater, the SO2 of the flue gas is absorbed. The acidified absorber 
effluent is mixed with additional seawater to ensure that the pH is at optimal level for the oxidation pro-
cess. The introduced air forces the oxidation of the absorbed SO2 from bisulfite to bisulfate and removes 
dissolved CO2.

Magnesium Wet Scrubber

In magnesium scrubbing, magnesium hydroxide is used as the reagent, produced by adding slaked lime 
to seawater in order to enhance alkalinity. Waste sulfate liquor is produced as a result. The magnesium 
wet scrubber has been mainly applied in smaller plants, i.e., less than 50 MW.

Ammonia Wet Scrubber

In the ammonia wet scrubber system, SO2 is absorbed by aqueous ammonia, resulting in ammonium 
sulfate as the fertilizer by-product. The process has been chosen to satisfy the criteria for emission limits 
of less than 200 mg/N m3. Besides this, the driving force to apply the wet ammonia process has been the 
requirement for a saleable by product.

Semidry techniques

Spray Dry Scrubbers

Spray dry scrubbers are mostly applied for relatively small- to medium-capacity boilers using low- to 
mediumsulfur (1.5%) coal. The residue is normally composed of a mixture of calcium sulfite, calcium 
sulfate, and fly ash, which is less attractive commercially. The process consists mainly of the spray dry 
absorber; particulate control device, such as an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) or a fabric filter; and 
recycling disposal devices for the reaction products. The sorbent for SO2 absorption is typically lime or 
calcium oxide. Lime is mixed with an excess of water or is slaked to produce lime slurry, which is also 
called lime milk. Lime slurry is atomized to a cloud of fine droplets in the spray dry absorber where SO2 
is also removed from the flue gas. Water is evaporated by the heat of the flue gas, usually with a sufficient 
residence time (about 10 sec) for the SO2 and other acid gases such as SO3 and HCl to react simultane-
ously with hydrated lime to form calcium sulfite/sulfate and calcium chloride. The process chemistry 
associated with SO2 removal from the flue gas is a simple acid-base absorption reaction between SO2 and 
hydrated lime. The absorption chemistry is strongly affected by such factors as flue gas temperature, gas 
humidity, SO2 concentration in the flue gas, and atomized slurry droplet size. The by-product consists 
of a dry mixture of calcium sulfite, sulfate, fly ash, and non-reacted lime. Spray dry absorbers usually 
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operate at 290–300°C above the saturation temperature, where the saturation temperature of flue gas 
is between 45°C and 55°C. The indicative range of the method’s application is for SO2 <1000 mg/m3 in 
the raw gas.

Furnace Sorbent injection

Furnace sorbent injection involves direct injection of a dry sorbent into the gas stream of a boiler fur-
nace. Typical sorbents include pulverized limestone (CaCO3) and dolomite (CaCO3 · MgCO3). Addition 
of heat in the furnace results in calcination of the sorbent to produce reactive CaO particles. The surface 
of these particles reacts with the SO2 in the flue gas to form calcium sulfite (CaSO3) and calcium sulfate 
(CaSO4). These reaction products are then captured along with the fly ash by the particulate control 
device, typically an ESP or fabric filter. The SO2 capture process continues into the precipitator and into 
the filter cake of the fabric filter. The critical temperature range for the limestone reaction in furnace 
sorbent injection is 980–1230°C. Once a reactive lime (CaO) is produced, it must have sufficient time 
in the critical temperature range. Hydrated lime has two reaction windows: 980–1230°C and around 
540°C. Thermochemically, CaSO4 is not stable at temperatures above 1260°C in the environment typi-
cal for combustion of high sulfur fossil fuels, i.e. 2000–4000 ppm SO2, e.g., for coal firing. The lower 
temperature limit for the formation of CaSO4 depends on complex interactions between sulfation kinet-
ics, crystal growth and sintering, and on the build up of a barrier layer of CaSO4 on the surface of the 
reactive CaO.

About 50% of SO2 removal efficiency can be achieved at a sorbent mole ratio (Ca/S) of 4–5 when 
limestone is injected into the boiler furnace at near optimum operation. The SO2 removal and limestone 
utilization efficiencies are lower than with other FGD systems. The process is suitable for low-sulfur-
containing fuels and for use in small plants. With circulating fluidized bed combustion, this technique 
operates under optimal temperature conditions, using low-temperature combustion in the range of 
800–950°C with higher absorption efficiency for a surplus of sorbent above a factor of 2.

Duct Sorbent injection (Dry FGD)

Duct sorbent injection means injection of a calcium- or sodium-based sorbent into the flue gas, between 
the air heater and the existing ESP or fabric filter. The most common types of duct sorbent injections 
are as follows: 1) dry hydrated lime, which requires humidification; 2) dry sodium injection, which does 
not require humidification; and 3) lime slurry injection or in-duct scrubbing, which does not require a 
separate humidification step.

After injection, the sodium bicarbonate decomposes thermally to form sodium carbonate. After the 
initial sorbent surface of the sodium carbonate has reacted with SO2 to form sodium sulfite or sulfate, 
the reaction slows down because of pore pluggage (which resists the gas-phase diffusion of SO2). For the 
reaction to continue, the sorbent particle must decompose further. This decomposition evolves H2O and 
CO2 gases into the surrounding atmosphere, creating a network of void spaces throughout the particle. 
This process exposes fresh reactive sorbent and allows SO2 to diffuse once again into the particle inte-
rior. This increase in surface area is in the order of 5–20 times of the original surface area, depending 
on the specific sorbent considered. The rates of decomposition and subsequent sulfation of the sodium 
compound particle represent a complicated function of gas temperature, rate of heat transfer to the 
particle, H2O and CO2 content in flue gas, partial pressures, and effects of other flue gas components.

Hybrid Sorbent injection

Hybrid sorbent injection is a combination of furnace sorbent injection and duct sorbent injection to 
improve SO2 removal efficiency. A specific feature of hybrid sorbent injection lies in the application of 
limestone as a sorbent.
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Dry techniques

circulating Fluid Bed Dry Scrubber

The circulating fluid bed (CFB) process is a type of dry scrubber, but separate from either the spray dryer 
scrubber or sorbent injection.

Sodium Sulfite Bisulfite Process

The sodium sulfite bisulfite process is the most widely used of the regenerable processes. Commercial 
plants using this process are operated for industrial boilers and power stations burning hard coal, lig-
nite, oil, and petroleum coke. The process is based on sodium sulfite/bisulfite equilibrium. The flue gas 
first passes to the prescrubber unit, which saturates and cools the gas as well as removes halides and 
some of the remaining particulates. A variety of prescrubber systems can be used, but each includes a 
recirculating water stream to ensure good contact, plus a purge stream to control the concentration of 
chloride and solids. Absorption is countercurrent, and as the liquor travels down the column, more sul-
fite is converted to bisulfite until it leaves the column. The small quantity of fly ash passing through the 
prescrubber is also captured in the solution and is removed by filtration before the clean liquor is passed 
to an intermediate storage area before regeneration. Two side reactions occur in the process, one in the 
absorption area and the other during regeneration. In the absorption area, a small quantity of sodium 
sulfate, which lowers the liquor capacity for SO2 absorption, is produced due to the oxygen content in the 
flue gas. During regeneration, a small quantity of sodium thiosulfate is formed by a disproportionation 
reaction. This reaction is autocatalytic so the thiosulfate concentration is maintained at a low level by 
purging. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid is also added to inhibit oxidation.

Magnesium oxide Process

The magnesium oxide process is a regenerable wet scrubbing process, which uses magnesium hydroxide 
solution as sorbent. It is essentially the same as for the limestone wet scrubber except for the regenera-
tion step of the spent sorbent. The flue gas then enters the scrubber where the SO2 is absorbed by aqueous 
slurry of magnesium sulfate formed from the magnesium hydroxide sorbent. The magnesium sulfite/
sulfate is calcined at about 900°C in the presence of carbon to regenerate magnesium oxide, which is 
returned to the absorption system.

According to the BAT recommendations, the concentration of SO2 in the gases emitted to the 
 atmosphere as a result of combustion should not exceed 50 mg/N m3 for wet limestone scrubbing, and 
SO  <100 mg/N m3

2  for semidry sorbent injection.

conclusion

The control of emissions of SO2 in Europe and the development of emissions regulations are guided by 
the IPPC BREF document, which specifies, among others, the BAT guidelines, for limiting sulfur oxide 
emissions from power stations, non-ferrous metals metallurgy, and other sources. In November 2010, 
Directive 2010/75/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on Industrial Emissions (IPPC) 
was published where new standard emission for combustion plants using solid or liquid fuels with the 
exception of gas turbines and gas engines are presented. The emission limit values (mg/N m3) for SO2 for 
the plants are presented on Tables 3 and 4.

The cited directive also concerns other branches of industry, such as production and processing of 
metals, mineral industry, chemical industry, and waste management.

These emission reductions result from a combination of emission controls, adoption of advanced 
electric technologies, and a shift away from the direct end use of coal with increasing income levels. 
Only under a scenario where incomes in developing regions increase slowly do global emission levels 
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remain at close to present levels over the next century. Under a climate policy that limits emissions of 
carbon dioxide, SO2 emissions fall in a relatively narrow range. In most cases, the relative climatic effect 
of SO2 emissions decreases dramatically to a point where SO2 is only a minor component of climate forc-
ing by the end of the century. Ecological effects of SO2, however, could be significant in some developing 
regions for many decades to come.
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introduction

The vanadium group of elements consists of vanadium (V), niobium (Nb, previously called columbium), 
tantalum (Ta), and dubnium (Db). The vanadium metals lie in the d-block of the periodic table and 
are found in Group 5. The chromium group consists of chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo),  tungsten 
(W), and seaborgium (Sg). Dubnium and seaborgium are synthetic elements whose most stable iso-
topes are 268 Db( )t 271 [1]

108 1/2 = 28 hr  and 106Sg( )t1/2 =1.9 min ;   thus, these two elements are not discussed here. 
Chromium and tungsten are probably the most familiar metals of the two groups of elements. This is 
because of chromium’s role in the manufacture of stainless steel and the famous use of tungsten as a fila-
ment in lightbulbs. This entry summarizes the impact of V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W contaminations on 
the environment and human, animal, and plant health. The geochemical occurrences of these elements 
are first discussed to establish an understanding of their natural distribution in the environment. These 
elements are widely used in various industrial applications, especially in metal industries; their appli-
cations and levels in the environment are discussed next. Potential sources of these elements, which 
humans and the environment can be exposed to, are described in some details. Finally, the metabolism, 
health effects, and regulatory measures taken to reduce or prevent the release of such trace metals to the 
environment are also discussed.

Geochemical occurrences

All the transition elements of the vanadium group have odd atomic numbers, which could explain their 
low cosmic and terrestrial abundances compared to those of the titanium (Group 4) and chromium 
group elements.[2] This also resulted in the presence of only one stable naturally occurring isotope of each 
of these elements. Vanadium (V) is the 19th most abundant element in the Earth’s crust. The ores that 
contain vanadium include patronite (VS4), vanadinite [Pb5(VO4)3Cl], dechenite [PbZn(VO4,AsO4)OH], 
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descloizite [Pb(Zn, Cu)(VO4)OH], pucherite (BiVO4), roscoelite (mica containing V), and volborthite 
[Cu3V2O7(OH)2·2H2O].[3,4] Vanadium (primarily as VO−3) is commonly found in admixture with many 
minerals such as carnotite K2(UO2)2(VO4)2. Niobium (Nb) and tantalum (Ta) do not occur naturally as 
free metals but are commonly found together in nature at trace concentrations as iron niobate [(Fe, Mn) 
(NbO3)2] and iron tantalate [(Fe, Mn)(TaO3)2] in the form of niobite and tantalite minerals, respectively.[5] 
Large deposits of Nb have been found associated with carbonatites (carbonsilicate rocks) in the form of 
pyrochlore [(Na, Ca) Nb O (OH, F)].[6]

2 2 6

Chromium (Cr) ranks 21st in abundance in the Earth’s crust and is found in a number of minerals with 
chromite (FeCr2O4) and crocoite (PbCrO4) as the principal ores of Cr. Molybdenum (Mo) ranks 54th in 
abundance in the Earth’s crust as it is found in a limited number of ores, including wulfenite (PbMoO4), 
molybdenite (MoS2), and powellite (CaMoO4). Molybdenum is also recovered as a by- product of  copper 
and tungsten mining. Tungsten (W) ranks 58th in abundance and is found in a number of minerals 
including tungstite (WO [3,5,7,8]

3·H2O), wolframite [FeMn(WO4)2], and scheelite (CaWO4).  The world 
 mining production and principal reservoirs of V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W are given in Table 1. 

overview of current Uses and environmental Levels

Uses

The metals of the vanadium group are characterized by their good structural strengths and their uses 
in manufacturing high-strength low-alloy steels. Vanadium metal has a low-fission neutron cross sec-
tion, making it useful in nuclear applications. A major application (~85% of mined metal) of vanadium 
is the production of heat-resistant and high-strength steels and alloys. Vanadium is commonly used 
in the aerospace industry as a component in jet aircraft engines. Vanadium oxides are important cata-
lysts in inorganic and organic chemical industries such as in plastic and sulfuric acid productions.[7,9] 
Niobium exhibits many excellent corrosion resistance properties, which make it an important coating 
material in biomedical applications. It is also commonly used in manufacturing aerospace equipment 
and missiles due to its lightweight and strength at high temperatures. Furthermore, pure Nb exhibits 
excellent superconductive properties, making it the primary material in manufacturing superconduct-
ing magnets especially when alloyed with tin and zirconium.[7,9,10] Tantalum is used in manufacturing 
high-temperature hardware because of its very high melting point (see Table 2). Because of its excellent 
resistance to corrosion by hot and concentrated mineral acids (except hydrofluoric acid), Ta is widely 
used in various chemical industries including electrolytic capacitors.[11,12] Tantalum carbide (TaC) has 
a higher melting point (3985°C) than metallic Ta, which is the reason why TaC powder is added in the 
manufacture of hard metals. In recent years, the use of TaC has decreased due to its high cost and has 
been replaced by chromium and vanadium carbides. About 900,000 kg of Ta is consumed annually 
worldwide with the electronics industry being its largest consumer.

Chromium is mainly used to harden steel and to manufacture stainless steel and special alloys. 
Chromium is also used in the plating industry to produce hard and beautifully finished surfaces that 

TABLE 1 World Mining of V, NB, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W (tons)

Element Production as of 2010a Location of Major Reservesb

Vanadium, V 56,000 China, South Africa, and Russia
Chromium, Cr 22,000 South Africa, India, and Kazakhstan
Niobium, Nb 63,000 Brazil and Canada
Molybdenum, Mo 234,000 China, United States, Chile, Peru, Canada, Mexico, Russia, Iran, and Mongolia
Tantalum, Ta 670 Brazil, Mozambique, Rwanda, and Australia
Tungsten, W 61,000 China, Russia, Bolivia, Austria, and Portugal
a World total mine production (rounded).[133]

b Reserves are arranged in decreasing order according to their mine production as of 2010.
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resist corrosion. It is also used as a coloring element in glass. Chromium forms many important com-
pounds such as potassium chromate (K2CrO4) and dichromate (K2Cr2O7), which are commonly used as 
oxidizing agents in analytical chemistry and in tanning leather.[7,9]

Molybdenum is primarily used in iron and steel industries. It is used in certain nickel-based alloys 
such as the Hastelloy® alloys, which are heat-resistant and corrosion-resistant to chemical solutions. It 
is also used as a catalyst in the refining of petroleum. Useful compounds of Mo include molybdenum 
sulfide (MoS2), which is used as a solid lubricant because of its low friction properties and resistance to 
decomposition at high temperatures.[13]

Tungsten has the highest melting point of all metals (Table 2) and it has the highest tensile strength 
at temperatures higher than 1650°C, making it a valuable element in the alloy industry. Tungsten and 
its alloys are extensively used as filaments in lightbulbs, electron and television tubes, x-ray target, 
and heating elements for electrical furnaces. It has excellent corrosion resistance properties and it is 
attacked only slightly by mineral acids. Similar to tantalum, tungsten carbide has a high melting point at 
2870°C and is an extremely hard material and hence is used in manufacturing cutting and drilling tools. 
Tungsten and its salts are widely applied in chemical and tanning industries and as high-temperature 
lubricants in the form of tungsten disulfide, which remains stable up to ~500°C.[14] Consequently, V, Mo, 
Cr, Ta, and W are regarded as essential commodities and metals of high strategic importance for years 
to come[15] 

environmental Levels

Environmental contamination is generally associated with the quantities of trace elements that are added 
to soil or water from anthropogenic sources such as sewage sludge, industrial discharge, and combustion 
of fossil fuel. Sewage sludge, for example, has valuable agronomic properties because it can improve soil’s 
biological, chemical, and physical properties. However, the concentrations of trace elements in sewage 
sludge may be many orders of magnitude higher than the background concentrations in agricultural 
soils (see Tables 3 and 4). For example, Berrow and Webber[16] reported total metal contents of 3–3000, 
2–260, 40–8800, 200–8000, 2–30, 20–5300, 120–3000, 200–400, and 700–4900 mg kg−1 for Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, 
Mo, Ni, Pb, V, and Zn, respectively, in sewage sludges from rural and industrial towns in England and 
Wales. In contrast, the reported concentrations of trace metals in sewage sludge in agricultural soils of 
Sweden (Table 3) were comparable to the background values in soils. Once applied, sewage sludge can 
have very long residence times in soil, causing potential consequences on the plant, animal, and human 
health.[17–20] The combustion of fossil fuel is another potential contributor to the release of toxic trace 
metals to the environment. Coal combustion is used to generate electricity in coal-burning power plants. 
In the United States alone, the amount of combustion residues of coal such as fly ash produced annually 
amounts to about 106 million tons.[21] Only one-third of the produced fly ash is recycled by using it in 

TABLE 2 Selected Physical Properties of Trace Elements of Groups 5 and 6

Atomic 
Number

Atomic 
Massa

Atomic 
Radius (pm)

Density 20°C 
(g cm–3)

Melting 
Point (°C)

Boiling 
Point (°C)

Oxidation 
StatesbElement

Vanadium, V 23 50.9 192 6.11 1910 3407 2,3,4,[5]
Chromium, Cr 24 51.9 185 7.20 1907 2671 2,[3], 

4,5,[6]
Niobium, Nb 41 92.9 208 8.57 2477 4744 2,3,4,[5]
Molybdenum, Mo 42 95.9 201 10.2 2623 4639 2,3,4,5,[6]
Tantalum, Ta 73 180.9 209 16.65 3017 5458 3,4,[5]
Tungsten, W 74 183.8 202 19.3 3422 5555 2,3,4,5,[6]
a Average values for atoms having the main oxidation state.
b The main oxidation states are given in square brackets.
Source: Enghag[4] and Lide.[7]
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various applications such as cement making and ceramics.[22] The concentrations of trace elements in coal 
residues depend on the elemental composition of the parent coal and the conditions during combustion. 
The typical concentrations of V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W in fly ash are listed in Table 3. More details on the 
coal residues and their characterization are available elsewhere.[23–25] 

Vanadium, niobium, and tantalum

Although there are not many reports on V, Nb, or Ta pollution in soils, recent research shows that 
industrial activities such as mining and burning of fossil fuel will increase the deposition of these ele-
ments to soils and surface waters. The three elements are relatively common in the terrestrial environ-
ment at average contents of 135, 20, and 2 mg kg–1 in the Earth’s crust for V, Nb, and Ta, respectively 
(Table 4). The most common form of V in soil solutions is the vanadyl cation (VO+2) and its associated 
complexes.[26] Under acidic conditions, the pervanadyl ion (VO+) dominates the V chemical species 
whereas vanadate ions (VO4−) dominate under extremely alkaline environments. Similar to ferric ions, 
vanadic ions (V+3) hydrolyze in water to form hydroxide species such as VOH+2 and V(OH)+. While 
Fe+3 is very difficult to oxidize to higher oxidation states, V+3 can be oxidized to the (IV) and (V) states. 
Vanadium is an oxophilic metal because of its tendency towards oxygen, forming a number of oxides 
including V2O5, VO2, V2O3, and VO. The chemical and physical properties of Nb and Ta are almost iden-
tical (see Table 2) and both exhibit affinities to associate with Fe, Ti, and Zr. The chemistries of Nb and 
Ta are dominated by the (III) and (V) oxidation states, which limit the number of the oxides that could 

TABLE 3 Typical Concentration (mg kg−1) of V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W in Fly and Bottom Ash and Sewage Sludge

Element Fly Ash Bottom Asha Sewage Sludge (I)b Sewage Sludge (II)c

Vanadium, V 95–652 50–275 7.9 200–400
Chromium, Cr 37–651 40–4710 33 40–8800
Niobium, Nb 16.0 to <22 – 4.5 –
Molybdenum, Mo 7.1–236 2.8–443 6.7 2–30
Tantalum, Ta 0.5–2.6 – 0.94 –
Tungsten, W 2.9–42 – 7.9 –

a A granular combustion residue collected from the bottom of coal furnaces in power plants.
b Sewage sludge from agricultural soils of Sweden.[32]

c Sewage sludge from rural and industrial towns in England and Wales.[16]

Source: Bradl[23] and PECH.[129]

TABLE 4 Typical Concentration (mg kg−1) of V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W in the Earth’s Crust and Selected 
Non-Polluted Soils

Element Crustala Swedenb Japanc Brazild United Statese

Vanadium, V 135 69 180 320 80
Chromium, Cr 100 22 58 86 54
Niobium, Nb 20 12 10 25 11
Molybdenum, Mo 1.5 0.58 1.3 1.6 0.97
Tantalum, Ta 2 1.1 1.7 2.3 –
Tungsten, W 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.4 <0.16–0.17

a Mean concentrations of metals in the Earth’s crust.[134,135]

b Agricultural soils of Sweden.[32]

c Agricultural soil of Japan.[136]

d Average values for Brazilian soils.[137]

e Data from U.S. soils.[138,139]
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be formed under environmental conditions. Examples of the Nb and Ta oxides are Nb2O5, NbO2, Ta2O5, 
and TaO . The Nb+3

2  ions are very unstable in air due to its rapid oxidation to form Nb+5 oxides. Ta+3 is 
also very unstable and the majority of Ta compounds tend to be limited to the (IV) oxidation state.[3,27]

The mean concentrations of V, Nb, and Ta in reference soils of Sweden, Japan, Brazil, and the United 
States were reported to fall in the range of 69–320, 10–25, and 1.1–2.3 mg kg–1, respectively (Table 4). The 
concentrations of Nb in arable soils of the United Kingdom derived from different rocks were found in 
the range 31–300 mg kg–1.[28] In China, the Nb and Ta content in reference soils were found in the range of 
9.3–37.6 and 0.8–5.3 mg kg–1, respectively.[29] Elevated concentrations of V, Nb, and Ta above the typical 
natural soils content are more likely due to residual soils derived from rocks enriched in these elements. 
Mining activities are major contributors to increasing the input of trace elements in soils and waters. An 
example of man-made pollution of V is the contamination of the Shuanghe and Donghae rivers in the 
Shaanxi province in Northwest China as a result of the collapse of the spillway from a vanadium mine 
(Reuters 2008). This spill turned the river water black, threatening the drinking water and the ecosystem 
of that region.

A number of reports have indicated that vanadium is available to plant uptake especially in the form 
of VO+2 species in acidic soils.[30,31] The reported V content in food plants is greatly variable, but concen-
trations of up to 2000 μg kg−1 in wild mushrooms, 840 μg kg−1 in spinach, and 20–600 μg kg−1 in other 
vegetables have been reported.[25,32] While the geochemical properties of Ta are similar to those of Nb, 
Ta is less mobile than Nb because of the lower solubility of its compounds. This means that Nb is more 
available to plant uptake than Ta especially under humid conditions. The common concentration range 
of Nb and Ta in food plants is 0.02–1.1 mg kg−1 and 0.013–0.48 μg kg−1, respectively.[33] The reported con-
centrations of Nb and Ta in cereal grains are 0.5–1.7 mg kg−1 and 1.1–5 μg kg−1, respectively.[32]

chromium

Naturally occurring chromium exists in two main oxidation states of Cr(III) (chromic) and Cr(VI) 
(chromate). Cr(VI) species are strongly oxidizing and exist only in oxo species such as chromium tri-
oxide CrO3 and chromate CrO−2

4  When chromium trioxide is dissolved in water it forms chromic acid 
H2CrO4. Most Cr(VI) compounds are highly soluble except some metal chromates such as those of 
Pb, Ba, Sr, Ca, Ag, and Zn and hence are chemically mobile and bioavailable. In contrast, the major-
ity of Cr(III) compounds are sparingly soluble in water. Similar to Fe(III), Cr(III) hydrolyzes in water, 
yielding different hydroxo species of varying solubilities. At pH >  5, Cr(III) precipitates as Cr(OH)3. 
Cr(VI) speciation and behavior in the environment are pH dependent. Under acidic conditions, Cr(VI) 
shows high redox potential, meaning that it is strongly oxidizing but this oxidizing capacity reduced 
with increasing pH. Therefore, at low pH and in the presence of electron donor species such as natural 
organic matter and Fe+2-containing minerals in soils, Cr(VI) are unstable and are reduced into the 
more stable Cr(III) form.[34,35] Under aerobic conditions, Cr(III) may be oxidized to Cr(VI), probably 
by Mn oxides, but this process is generally slow at pH values above 5.[36] Under anoxic conditions (e.g., 
hydromorphic soils), Cr(VI) could be reduced to Cr(III) by electron transfer processes occurring at 
reactive mineral surfaces or due to the presence of humic substances; such processes are more notable 
in soils at low pH. Therefore, under normal soil conditions, Cr is present predominantly in the Cr(III) 
state[13,36] and Cr(III) species are regarded less mobile and available to plant uptake compared to Cr(VI). 
The factors that influence transformations between Cr(III) and Cr(VI) in the environment have been 
extensively reviewed.[37–41]

Chromium occurs naturally in the Earth’s crust at a median concentration of 100 mg kg−1. The 
reported data of total Cr are <86 mg kg−1 in non-polluted soils (Table 4) and <12 mg kg−1 in natural 
water (Table 5). However, human activities have resulted in the release of chromium into the envi-
ronment in larger amounts. Mining activities and tanning of leather are among the major sources 
of chromium. For example, in October 2010, a caustic sludge from a “red mud” reservoir at the Ajkai 
Timföldgyár alumina plant was spilt across a town called Ajka in Hungary. The accident happened 
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when the Western dam of the plant collapsed, releasing about a million cubic meters of reddish mate-
rial with a pH of about 12 to the valley of the Torne river. The accident flooded the lower parts of the 
city of Devecser and the villages of Kolontár and Somlóvásárhely, covering about 800 ha of agricultural 
land by a red mud layer of 5–10 cm. Red mud is a by-product of the aluminum extraction from  bauxite. 
This red mud spill contained elevated concentrations of toxic metals including V (870 mg kg−1), Pb 
(160 mg kg−1), and Cr (620 mg kg−1), making this industrial accident the worst ecological disaster 
in the history of Hungary.[42,43] The scale of the toxic red mud spill and the damage that occurred to 
the nearby Kolontár  village have been documented in a number of media (e.g., http://www.guardian.
co.uk/world/gallery/2010/oct/05/hungary).

Chromium in ambient air originates primarily from industrial sources (e.g., metal industry) and the 
combustion of fossil fuel (see Table 3). Chromium is generally removed from the atmosphere as a result 
of precipitation or dry deposition. A number of studies have shown that most of Cr found in surface 
waters is due to atmospheric deposition.[44,45] The mean concentrations of Cr in freshwater and seawater 
are listed in Table 5.

Molybdenum

In marine systems, Mo is present at ~110 nM compared to ~0.5 nM for W, ~7.5 nM for Zn, and ~1.5 nM 
for Cu, which makes Mo the most abundant transition element in the sea.[46,47] The distribution of Mo 
in terrestrial environments is variable with an estimated average of 2–3 mg kg–1. Molybdenum exists in 
soils mainly as soluble or adsorbed molybdate anion MoO−2

4  Molybdate is known to adsorb on oxide 
and clay minerals in soils with sorption increasing at lower pH. Thus, Mo is less mobile in soils under 
acidic conditions but can be released into the environment with increasing pH.[48,49] Hence, similar to 
Se, the bioavailability of Mo increases with liming soils. Molybdenum in soils forms strong complexes 
with natural organic matter and other organic ligands such as malic acid, tannins, and tannin-like 
compounds over a wide pH range, which helps prevent leaching Mo.[50,51] This also explains the elevated 
concentrations of Mo in peaty soils. The major soluble Mo species in natural waters are molybdic acid 
H2 4MoO0 and its oxyanions, HMoO−

4  and HMoO−2
4  Available Mo to plants and microorganisms is usually 

present in soil and waters as soluble MoO−4 anion.[52] The high solubility of MoO−4 makes it susceptible 
to leaching from soil into groundwater. However, like many other anions, once in solution MoO−4, it 
becomes subject to a range of adsorption and desorption reactions by positively charged metal oxides 
(Fe, Al, and Mn) and clay minerals.[53]

The world median composition of Mo in stream waters is 0.5 μg L−1. The analyses of more than 11,000 
stream water samples in England and Wales from sites listed in the British Geological Survey (BGS) 
G-BASE data set had Mo concentrations within the range of 0.08–2.45 μg L−1 with a median of 0.57 μg 
L−1. Studies on a number of BGS- monitored sites showed that the typical Mo concentrations in rivers 
are less than 1 μg L−1.[54] As indicated in Table 4, the average concentration of Mo in soils ranges between 
0.1 and 10 mg kg–1, but higher concentrations were found in sewage sludges (Table 2). In ambient and 

TABLE 5 Mean Concentrations of V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W in Seawater (μg L−1), River 
Water (μg L−1), Oceans (μg L−1), and Groundwater (mg L−1)

Element Seawatera River Ocean Surface Waterb Groundwater

Vanadium, V 2.5 0.009–1.77 2.0 <1.0–10
Chromium, Cr 0.3 0.29–11.46 0.21 <1.0–5.0
Niobium, Nb 0.01 0.002–0.01 <0.005
Molybdenum, Mo 7.0 0.04–2.69 10 <1.0–30
Tantalum, Ta 0.002e – <2.5 × 10−3 –
Tungsten, W 0.1 0.1–180 0.001 –

Source: Gaillardet et al.,[141] Sparks,[145] and Li.[142]
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non-polluted air, the mean concentration of Mo is ~0.02 μg m−3.[55] With its widespread industrial appli-
cations, the data in Table 3 suggest that the atmospheric deposition is an important source of soil Mo 
near polluted cities.

tungsten

Tungsten is a transition element with similar chemical properties of Mo and Cr. Tungsten exists in 
several oxidation states (0, II, III, IV, V, and VI) with WVI being the most stable and common state in 
aqueous systems. The dominant aqueous species of W is tungstate (WO−2

4 ) especially in the pH range 
of 6.9–9.3. There are very little documentations on the distribution of W in soils and waters. The world 
average W content in soils is 1.7 mg kg−1. The reported mean concentrations of W in non-polluted soils in 
Sweden, Japan, Brazil, and the United States are 1.3, 1.3, 1.4, and 0.165 mg kg−1 (Table 4), respectively. Data 
on W content in food, ecological effects, and anthropogenic release into the environment are not well 
established. While environmental tungsten levels are generally very low, it exists at high concentrations 
near mines or natural deposits.[56] For example, the historical mining activities in Cornwall in the South 
West England have resulted in the accumulation of high concentrations of W, As, Mn, Fe, Zn, Sn, and 
Cu in estuarine sediments with W levels up to ~650 mg kg−1.[57] Owing to the adverse environmental and 
health effects of lead and depleted uranium, tungsten has been suggested as a replacement in military 
applications. The U.S. Green Armament Technology (GAT) program, a U.S. Army pollution prevention 
initiative, called for substitution of lead by tungsten in small-caliber ammunition. The 1999 nationwide 
ban of using lead shots for hunting in the United States, has also led to the substitution of lead shotgun 
shell ammunition and lead fishing weights in various North American and European countries.[58,59] 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service approved the use of iron–tungsten–nickel, iron–tungsten, tungsten–
bronze, tungsten–iron–copper–nickel, tungsten–nylon, and tungsten–tin–bismuth shots as non-toxic 
for migratory bird hunting.[60] Because W minerals are slightly soluble in water, its availability in natural 
waters is scant; this is evident by the reported concentrations of W in river, sea, and oceanic waters in 
Table 5. There is enough evidence that combustion of fossil fuel is a serious source of W contamination 
in air (see Table 3). The concentration of W is generally low (<0.05 mg kg−1) in food plants.[61]

Metabolism and Health effects

Vanadium

Vanadium is a trace element that is known to increase the growth rates of various microorganisms (e.g., 
green algae) and higher plants (e.g., tomato and lettuce) but its essentiality is not conclusive.[62] Until 
now, evidence that V has a biological function in higher animals is limited and not definitive.[63] However, 
in humans, a number of V compounds (e.g., vanadyl sulfate) have shown insulin-like action[64–66] and 
antitumor and anticancer properties,[67,68] indicating the potential therapeutic applications of V. The 
biochemical activities of V are related to the complexing ability of the vanadyl cation (VO+2), and the 
chemical similarity of vanadate (VO–3) to phosphate, which allows vanadate compounds to interact 
with numerous enzymes in living organisms by either inhibiting or activating them.[69] Once vana-
date has entered the human body, it is reduced to vanadyl ion by reducing substances in the plasma 
such as ascorbic acid and subsequently bound to proteins such as transferrin, an iron-containing pro-
tein.[70] Toxic effects on human and animals are well established. For example, V compounds have an 
adverse effect on the reproductive and developmental functions of rats and mice including the decline 
in conception rate and fetal development.[71]Also, oral exposure to V and the reduction of vanadate 
ions into vanadyl ions in red blood cells can result in decreased number of red blood cells, increased 
blood pressure, and mild neurological effects.[72] The toxicity of V compounds increases as valency 
increases with V(V) being the most toxic species of vanadium. Vanadium oxides may also be more 
toxic than vanadium salts. In humans, exposure by inhalation to vanadium pentoxide causes diverse 
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toxic effects on the respiratory, digestive, and central nervous systems.[130] Workers in the metal alloy 
and catalysis industries that use vanadium pentoxide and V-containing pigments for the ceramics 
industry are among the most exposed to airborne vanadium compounds. For more details on the toxic 
effects of vanadium pentoxide, see IARC 2006.[73] Other acute toxicity symptoms of V compounds 
in animals include weakness, loss of appetite, dehydration, weight loss, necrosis of lymphoid tissues, 
renal tubular necrosis, and death.[74,75] Ingested V seems to be excreted unabsorbed and hence there 
are very few reported cases on V poisoning via this route. The typical concentrations of V in plants 
are 0.27–4.2 mg kg−1,[76] but there are many examples of the toxic effect of vanadium on plants, and that 
toxicity is connected with V(V) forms in soil. For example, it was found that 5 mg V L–1 in a hydroponic 
medium caused iron-deficiency chlorosis in sugar beet plants and that the growth was reduced by 
30%–50%. It is claimed that the cause for this toxic effect is the structural analogy between vanadate 
(VO−3) and phosphate (PO−3) ions.[77]

Normal concentrations in blood and urine are 0.05 μg L−1 and 0.5 μg L−1, respectively. Occupational 
exposure limits and guidelines for vanadium pentoxide in workplace air are presented in Table 6. The 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) considered vanadium pentoxide to be an extremely 
hazardous substance[78] and the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified it as 
a possibly carcinogenic substance to humans (Carcinogen Group B). The World Health Organization 
(WHO) guidelines for V2O5 in air is 1 μg m−3. Little attention has been paid to the determination of V(V) 
species in water, soil, or plants. Until recently, neither the USEPA nor the WHO has listed vanadium as 
a pollutant requiring urgent research and legislation.

TABLE 6 Regulations and Guidelines Applicable to V, Cr, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W in the Environment and Human 
Health

Element NIOSH (REL) (mg m–3) WHO
USEPA (water) 

(mg L–1)
Cancer Effect 

IARCa
EPA Water 

Reuse (mg L–1)

V IDLH = 35; OSHA = 0.5 as 
V2O5

In air = 1 μg m−3

In water = N/A
N/A Group 2B as 

V2O5

0.1 STU 1.0 LTU

Cr Metal:
TWA 0.5, OSHA 1, IDLH 

250 Cr(VI) compounds:
IDLH (CrO3) = 15; 

OSHA = 0.005

In air = 1 g m−3 as 
Cr(VI)

Total in water 
= 0.05 mg L−1

μ 0.1
(total Cr)

Metallic Cr: 
Group 3 Cr(III): 
Group 3

Cr(VI): Group 1

0.1 STU 1.0 LTU

Nb N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Mo TWA = 15

IDLH = 5000 (as Mo)
Mo soluble
IDLH 1000 mg m−3 

(as Mo)
TWA 5 mg m−3 = OSHA

N/A N/A N/A 0.01 STU 0.05 
LTU

Ta TWA = 5
Short-term exposure = 10

N/A N/A N/A N/A

W TWA = 5
Short-term exposure = 10
OSHA= N/A
IDLH = N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Note: IARC, International Agency for Research on Cancer; IDLH, immediately dangerous to life or health; LTU, long-term 
use; N/A, guideline data are not available; NIOSH, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; OSHA, 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration; REL, recommended exposure limit; STU, short-term use; TWA, 
 time-weighted average; USEPA, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; WHO, World Health Organization. a Group 1: the 
substance is carcinogenic to humans, Group 3: the substance is not classifiable as to its carcinogenicity to humans. Group 3B: 
possibly carcinogenic material to humans.
Source: WHO,[94] ATSDR,[97] WHO,[121] ATSDR,[130] USEPA,[131] and NIOSH.[132]
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niobium and tantalum

Tantalum and niobium are not essential or have a definite biological function to human, animals, or 
plants. Both element seems to have high affinity for both lung and plasma proteins.[79] Acute and chronic 
effects of Ta and Nb on humans and animals are related to their serious impact on respiratory tract and 
cardiovascular functions. For example, high levels of Ta, Co, and W were reported in the lung, blood, 
urine, and hair of 251 workers in the hard metal industry exposed to hard metal dust. These workers 
were diagnosed as having the “hard metal pneumoconiosis” disease that shows episodes of work-related 
subacute disease, and some patients evolve to lung fibrosis.[80,81] Respiratory paralysis was shown to be 
the cause of death in cats fed intravenously doses of 5 mg kg−1 Nb as NbCl5. Renal injuries and deaths 
were also observed in mice and rats following parenteral injection of Nb as NbCl5 or KNbO3 at doses 
ranging from 20 to 50 mg Nb kg−1. However, dietary levels of Nb up to 1% of NbCl5 or KNbO3 given 
over 7 weeks were ingested by rats without effect.[82] The median lethal dose (LD50) values of Nb injected 
intraperitoneally in mice and rats were 12 and 14 mg kg−1 as NbCl  and 13 and 86 mg kg−1 as KNbO ,[83]

5 3  
respectively, making niobium chloride one of the most toxic of the rarer chemicals. The LD50 values 
for Ta obtained after intraperitoneal injection of TaCl −1 [83]

5 in rats was 75 mg ,  suggesting that Ta is less 
toxic than Nb. Tantalum and niobium are among the metals used in prostheses, especially dental and 
orthopedic implants, because of their excellent corrosion resistance and biocompatibility.[84–86] Their 
potential interactions with tissues have led to a number of studies that tend to suggest that Ta implants 
are biologically inert and pose little concern for human clinical pathophysiology.[87] Further details on 
metabolism and toxic effects of Ta and Nb are available elsewhere.[87–89] The evidence given above on 
the Nb and Ta and their compounds suggests that both elements should be regarded as toxic. The haz-
ardous occupational exposure concentrations of Ta and Nb vary depending on their compounds and 
origin. Unfortunately, metabolism and toxicity data on Nb and Ta and their compounds remain scarce, 
which has hampered the development of regulations and risk assessments of these two elements in the 
 environment. The current National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) exposure 
limits for Ta (metal and oxide dusts) are 5 mg m−3(10 hr) and 10 mg m−3 for the short-term (15 min) 
exposure.[132] There are no established limits for Nb in air at the moment. A limit of 0.01 mg L−1 has been 
incurred in the former USSR for Nb in drinking water. Regulations for Nb and Ta in drinking water, [90] 
surface water, or soils have not been established in the USEPA, WHO, or any other international health 
or environmental organization.

chromium

Chromium is a non-essential element for plants, but its trivalent form, Cr(III), is considered 
 biologically active as it is involved in carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism.[91,92] The first 
 evidence of the biological function of Cr(III) in humans was found when some patients developed 
diabetic symptoms that were refractory to insulin but reversed by addition of chromium to paren-
teral  nutrition.[93] The daily Cr(III) requirement for adults is estimated to be 0.5–2 mg of absorbable 
Cr(III).[94] In contrast, Cr(VI) is a strong oxidizing agent, in the form of chromate and dichromate, 
and  is  extremely toxic to animals and human. Unlike Cr(III), Cr(VI) has the ability to penetrate 
biological membranes by diffusion and reacts with cell contents before being reduced to Cr(III). 
The toxicity of Cr(VI) compounds is believed to be linked to its oxidative DNA impairment and 
mutagenic damage.[95] Inhalation of suspended particulates containing adsorbed Cr is a major route 
of exposure that presents a significant hazard to health as it increases incidence of lung cancer. 
Soluble salts of chromate are more toxic when administered parenterally (LD50 = 10–50 mg kg−1) in 
comparison to dermal (LD50 = 200–350 mg kg−1) and oral (LD50 = 1500 mg kg−1) exposures.[96] Studies 
on rats showed that the most affected organs following the acute exposure to Cr(VI) are liver and 
kidney.[97] Symptoms of acute toxicity of Cr(VI) in humans include diarrhea, cyanosis, gastric dis-
tress,  olfactory cleft obstruction, nosebleed, kidney and liver damage, skin cancer, and lung cancer. 
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On  the  other hand, Cr(III) compounds are considered non-toxic at small doses. The LD50 values 
calculated for orally administered CrCl3, Cr(CH3COO)3, and Cr(NO3)3 were 1.87, 11.26, and 3.26 g 
kg kg−11.[98] Chromium is highly toxic especially to higher plants when Cr(VI) content exceeds 100 
μΜ kg−1 dry weight. Symptoms of Cr toxicity in plants appear as wilting of tops, chlorosis in young 
leaves, damage of cell membranes, and deterioration in growth. Extensive data are available else-
where on the toxic effects and metabolism of Cr in humans, a nimals, [94,97–101] and plants.[102–104]

Currently, there are a number of regulatory measures for Cr substances in the environment. The 
IARC has classified Cr(VI) in Group I human carcinogens.[97] Minimal risk levels (MRLs) of daily 
human exposure to Cr(III) as insoluble trivalent chromium particulate compounds and Cr(VI) as chro-
mium trioxide mist and other dissolved hexavalent chromium aerosols and mists were estimated as 
0.005 and 5 × 10−6 mg m−3, respectively. Other regulatory guidelines for Cr exposure and content in soils 
and water are listed in Table 6.

Molybdenum

Despite its low abundance, Mo is a component of several enzymes in human and animal organisms. 
Hence, it is an essential element for many biological processes and is required for the growth of 
many organisms. For example, Mo-dependent enzymes are necessary in plants and lower organ-
isms for nitrogen fixation (nitrogenase), conversion of nitrate to ammonia, and various oxidation– 
reduction reactions.[105–107] Molybdenum is part of a coordination complex called molybdenum 
cofactor, which is formed between molybdopterin and Mo oxide (see Figure 1). This complex is 
required for three mammalian molybdoenzymes: xanthine dehydrogenase/oxidase, aldehyde oxi-
dase, and sulfite  oxidase.[108–110] Xanthine oxidase is important to maintain a balance between urate 
production and excretion. Low Mo intake in human is claimed to reduce the activity of xanthine 
dehydrogenase in tissues and the development of hyperuricemia and gout. Molybdenum cofactor 
deficiency is a rare disease in humans and is caused by the diminished ability to synthesize molyb-
doenzymes resulting in in neonatal seizures and other neurological symptoms identical to sulfite 
oxidase deficiency.[111] A study on goats has shown that a molybdenum-deficient diet (24 μg Mo kg−1) 
caused a decline in conception rate and an increase in abortion rate.[112] Molybdenum is required in 
the smallest amount by plants and is taken up as the molybdate (MoO–2) ion. However, Mo-deficient 
soil is known to cause undesirable effects in crops. For example, in the presence of nitrate fertilizers, 

FIGURE 1 Chemical structure of molybdenum (top) and tungsten (bottom) cofactors.
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molybdenum-deficient oat and wheat develop pale green leaves and necrotic regions on leaf margins, 
seeds are poorly developed, and overall plant growth is notably decreased.[113,114] In contrast, Mo tox-
icity in plants is generally rare and very little reports on its toxic effects in plants are available.[115] As 
a result of natural or anthropogenic activities, Mo may become sufficiently concentrated in soils and 
vegetation to cause poisoning. One form of Mo poisoning is the molybdenosis syndrome, which is a 
copper-deficiency disease that affects cattle and sheep.[116] The toxic effects are due to the depressing 
effects of Mo on the physiological availability of Cu. Symptoms of this disease are scouring, weight 
loss, bone disorders, depigmentation, and reproductive impairment.[117,118]

In human, water-soluble molybdenum compounds are readily absorbed when ingested but the rate of 
absorption depends on a number of factors including the chemical form of Mo. Toxic effects of Mo are 
related to the capability of Mo compounds to inhibit copper and sulfur absorption, which affects cop-
per homeostasis and results in symptoms similar to copper deficiency. Excessive Mo intake in humans, 
and hence molybdoenzymes, contributes to diseases of gout, combined oxidase deficiency, and radi-
cal damage following cardiac failure.[119] It is notable that in comparison with V and Cr, occupational 
Mo exposure is uncommon and adverse effects of such exposure have rarely been reported. According 
to the National Academy of Sciences, the safe Mo intake levels are 0.015–0.04 mg day–1 for infants, 
 0.025–0.15 mg day–1 for children aged 1–10, and 0.075–0.25 mg day–1 for all individuals above the age of 
10.[120] Molybdenum generally occurs at very low concentrations in drinking water, and therefore it has 
not been considered necessary to set a formal guideline value.[121]

tungsten

In recent years, interest in tungsten geochemistry and toxicology has increased, especially after the diag-
nosis of 15 cases with acute lymphocytic leukemia in children and teenagers living in the town of Fallon 
in the north of Nevada. These cases were related to the high concentrations of W (0.27 to 742 μg L−1) in 
groundwater due to weathering of local W-rich deposit.[122] Tungsten enters the human and animal body 
in a soluble form such as tungstate WO−2

4  Similar to molybdenum, W is a constituent of three classes of 
enzymes: aldehyde ferredoxin/oxidoreductase, formate dehydrogenase, and acetylene hydratase. These 
enzymes are essential catalysts of specific reactions in a number of living organisms. For example, for-
mate dehydrogenase is responsible for the reversible conversion of CO2 to formate. This makes W by 
far the heaviest metal with a biological function. Tungsten and molybdenum have almost equal atomic 
and ionic radii (0.68 Å) and similar electronegativity (1.4 and 1.3 for W and Mo, respectively). It is thus 
interesting to note that WO−2

4  and MoO−2
4  are isomorphic ions, which mean that W can replace Mo in 

molybdoenzymes. A number of studies have demonstrated the antagonistic effect of W (administered 
in diet as sodium tungstate) on the activity of the Mo enzyme xanthine dehydrogenase, sulfite oxidase 
and aldehyde oxidase, and nitrate reductase.[123,124] When W substitutes for Mo in molybdoenzymes, 
a catalytically inactive (or of low activity) analogue is produced, causing adverse health effects that is 
due to W toxicity and not because of Mo deficiency.[125,126] Similar to Nb and Ta, the major occupational 
hazard of W exists in the metal industry.[80,81] Airborne nanoparticles containing toxic metals including 
W, Hg, Ni, Ti, and Zn have been reported in the bloodstream of humans, [127] which has been suspected 
to trigger blood coagulation. Toxicity symptoms of exposure to airborne W include cough, expectora-
tion, shortness of breath, and tightness in the chest and pulmonary fibrosis in advanced cases.[128] There 
are little data available on occupational exposures to W compounds that incriminate these substances 
as toxic or as hazardous to body organs other than lungs. Ingested W in trace quantities are excreted in 
urine and eliminated in feces. Regulations of W in aquatic and terrestrial environments are not available 
in most countries including the United States and the United Kingdom, and W is not part of routine 
testing programs. This probably explains the claim that W and its compounds are absent at measurable 
concentrations in drinking waters. The IARC has not classified W or its compounds as carcinogenic. 
Although some health regulations exist for W, environmental regulations applicable to W in environ-
mental systems are absent (see Table 6). 
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conclusion

The fate and geochemical behavior of V, Mo, and Cr in soils and freshwaters have been studied exten-
sively but less so that of W, Ta, and Nb. These trace elements are released into the environment from 
the natural weathering of parental rocks and deposits and a result of anthropogenic activities such as 
industrial discharge, fuel combustion, sewage sludge, livestock manures, and other wastes. Although 
the environmental concentration of these elements is generally small, reports have shown that they may 
enter the food chain through plant absorption from contaminated soils, animal feed, or potable water 
supplies resulting in health problems. Soil pH and the contents of iron or manganese oxides, natural 
organic matter, and clay minerals are all important factors that control their transport, bioavailability, 
and ecotoxicity. Chemical speciation plays a critical role in defining the fate and bioavailability of these 
elements. For example, while Cr(III) is largely immobile in soil, limiting its entry into the food chain, 
Cr(VI) is highly mobile under neutral to alkaline soil pH conditions. From a soil management point of 
view, this is problematic because while raising soil pH by liming would decrease the bioavailability of 
some toxic elements such as Pb and Cd, it will have quite the opposite effect for Cr(VI). The booming 
steel industry in many countries including China has led to serious contaminations of Cr, V, W, and Mo 
in surface waters and soils. Although strict regulatory measures are available for Cr in soils and waters, 
these are still not complete for V and Mo and absent for Ta, Nb, and W.
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introduction

Water is essential for life. Currently, quality of water becomes a major problem in many areas owing 
to pollution emission from industrial, agricultural, and domestic activities to the water bodies. These 
activities generate wastewater, which contains both inorganic and organic pollutants. Some of the com-
mon pollutants are phenols, dyes, detergents, insecticides, pesticides, and heavy metals. These pollutants 
are often toxic and cause adverse effects on human life. To avoid pollution of natural water bodies, treat-
ing wastewater from the originated source by removing pollutants before being discharging is neces-
sary. Various treatment techniques and processes such as coagulation, membrane process, adsorption, 
dialysis, foam flotation, osmosis, and biological methods have been used to remove the pollutants from 
contaminated water. Among all the approaches proposed, adsorption is one of the most popular meth-
ods and is currently considered as an effective, efficient, and economic method for water purification.

Adsorption is a well-known equilibrium separation process and an effective method for water and 
wastewater treatment applications.[1–4] It is the process in which molecules accumulate in the interfacial 
layer, but desorption denotes the converse process. The fundamental concept in adsorption s cience 
is the equilibrium relation between the quantity of the adsorbed material and the pressure or con-
centration in the bulk fluid phase at constant temperature. The material adsorbed on the surface of 
“adsorbent” is defined as the “adsorbate.” The penetration by the adsorbate molecules into the bulk 
solid phase is determined as “absorption.” The terms “sorption,” “sorbent,” “sorbate,” and “sorptive” 
are also used to denote both adsorption and absorption, when both occur simultaneously or cannot 
be distinguished.[1]

Recently, many works related to contaminant removal by adsorption process have been reviewed.[5–7] 
Several types of adsorbents applied in wastewater treatment are activated carbon, zeolite, chitin or chito-
san, and various agricultural wastes such as wood, peat, saw dust, etc. These adsorbents can take a broad 
range of chemical forms and different geometrical surface structures and properties. This is reflected 
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in the range of their applications in industry for both water and wastewater treatment. Compared with 
alternative technologies, adsorption is attractive for its relative simplicity of design, operation, and 
scale-up; high capacity and favorable rate; insensitivity to toxic substances; ease of regeneration; and 
low cost. Additionally, it avoids using toxic solvents and minimizes degradation.[6]

This review highlights and provides an overview of adsorption theory, kinetics and mechanisms, 
and recent applications of various adsorbents for contaminant removal from water and wastewater. The 
main aim of this review is to provide a summary of recent information concerning adsorption process. 
In this entry, an extensive list of adsorbents from many research papers has been provided. It is strongly 
encouraged to refer to these original papers for more information on experimental conditions.

Adsorption theory

In solid–liquid interface, adsorption of a species on a solid surface follows three steps:[7]

 1. Transport of the adsorbate from the bulk to the external surface of the adsorbent.
2. Passage through the liquid film attached to the solid surface.
3. Interactions with the surface atoms of the solid leading to chemisorption. (strong adsorbate–

adsorbent interactions equivalent to covalent bond formation) or weak adsorption (weak 
 adsorbate–adsorbent interactions, very similar to van der Waals forces).

 
 

If step 1 is the slowest, the adsorption will be a transport-limited process. This step is usually the rate-
limiting process in systems that are characterized by poor mixing, dilute concentration of adsorbate, 
small particle size of the adsorbent, etc.

When step 2 is the rate-determining slowest step, the physical process of diffusion through the liquid 
film influences the outcome of the process, and the efficiency of the solid as an adsorbent can hardly be 
improved.

When step 3 is the slowest, the adsorption is controlled by a chemical process, and the efficiency of 
the adsorbent can be influenced by suitably controlling the interactions.[7]

For porous solids, when the adsorbate passes through the liquid film attached to the external surface, 
it will slowly diffuse into the pores and get trapped or adsorbed. The pore diffusion plays an important 
role when the adsorbate is present in higher concentration, the adsorbent is made of large particles, and 
good mixing is ensured.[7–9]

Adsorption capacity is highly dependent on several factors such as properties of the adsorbent (poros-
ity, surface area, particle size) and adsorbate (structure, water solubility, ionic charge, functional groups, 
pKa, polarity, functionality, molecular weight, and size); solution conditions (solvent, pH, temperature, 
ionic strength, solute concentration, and competition between solutes); interactions at the solid–liquid 
interface; and type of experimental setup. Generally, the adsorption capacity of a sorbent for a solute 
increases with increase in liquid-phase concentration. Physicochemical properties of the adsorbent also 
play a major role in adsorption. It must have high surface area, particularly internal surface area, high 
internal volume, and a good pore size distribution. The chemical properties of the adsorbent include 
degree of ionization at the surface and types of functional groups present. The adsorbent should also 
have good mechanical properties such as strength and resistance to destruction.

Temperature and pressure have an effect on increasing or decreasing of adsorption capacity. Under 
low-temperature conditions, the adsorption increases in the forward condition and liberates heat as it is 
exothermic in nature. With the increasing of pressure, adsorption increases up to a certain extent until 
saturation level is achieved. After it reaches the equilibrium level, no more adsorption takes place no 
matter how high the pressure applied.

The coverage of the adsorbent surface by the adsorbate leads to the adsorption process. It assumes 
that the surface consists of “sites” onto which the adsorbate can adsorb. Accordingly, the adsorption 
between the adsorbate molecule and the adsorbent surface can be depicted with the chemical reaction 
below:
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 ( )+ ↔ + ∆Molecule   surface site   adsorbed molecule heat H  (1)

According to the above reaction, adsorption characteristic can be expressed in thermodynamic param-
eters such as ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS. A negative ΔG value stands for the adsorption to take place. Change 
in enthalpy (ΔH) gives an indication of the bonding strength. The higher the value of heat of adsorp-
tion, the weaker the bond between adsorbate and adsorbent. The sign of AS indicates the direction: for 
adsorption, (+ΔS), and for desorption, (–ΔS).

The change in Gibbs free energy is given by the following expression:

 ∆ = − lnoG RT KL (2)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Kl (L/mg) is the affinity con-
stant of Langmuir model. Negative ΔG values confirm the feasibility of the adsorption, and its absolute 
values measure the adsorption driving force. Negative or positive values of ΔG indicate the exothermic 
or endothermic nature of adsorption, respectively. Positive ΔS values reveal a random organization of 
the adsorbate at the solid/solution interface. The sorption entropy can be calculated from the Gibbs–
Helmholtz equation:

 ∆ = ∆ − ∆ G H T S (3)

For a reaction or process to be spontaneous, there must be decreases in free energy of the system. ΔG of 
the system must have a negative value. During the adsorption, randomness of the molecule decreases, 
so that ΔS is negative. The above equation can be rewritten as follows:

 ∆ = ∆ + ∆G H T S (4)

Therefore, for a reaction to be spontaneous, ΔH has to be negative, and |ΔH| > |TΔS|.
The adsorption process occurs when adsorbate is adsorbed on adsorbent. Heat energy developing 

during the adsorption process is released as it is an exothermic process.
During adsorption, forces of attraction play an important role between adsorbate and adsorbent. Van 

der Waals forces of attraction are weak forces, while forces from chemical bonding are strong forces. 
Accordingly, the adsorption can be classified into two types: physical adsorption or chemical adsorption.

Physisorption or physical adsorption is a type of adsorption in which the adsorbate adheres to the 
surface through van der Waals (weak intermolecular) interactions. Physical adsorption takes place with 
formation of a multilayer of adsorbate on adsorbent. The chemical identity of the adsorbate remains 
intact without breaking of the covalent structure of the adsorbate. To be a spontaneous thermodynamic 
process, ΔG has to be a negative value. As the translational degrees of freedom of the adsorbate are lost 
upon deposition onto the adsorbent, ΔS is negative for the process, and ΔH for physical adsorption must 
be exothermic. The energy released upon accommodation to the surface is of the same order of magni-
tude as an enthalpy of condensation (in the order of 20 kJ/mol). This process occurs at low temperature, 
below the boiling point of adsorbate. As the temperature increases, the process of physical adsorption 
decreases, as shown in Figure 1.

Chemisorption is a type of adsorption whereby a molecule adheres to a surface through the forma-
tion of a chemical bond, as opposed to the van der Waals forces. Chemical adsorption takes place when 
adsorbate attaches on the adsorbent surface with formation of a unilayer by chemical bonding. This 
interaction is much stronger and has higher enthalpy of adsorption, ΔH (200–400 kJ/mol), than physical 
adsorption. As the adsorbates can interact with each other when they lie upon the surface, the energy 
of adsorption relies on the extent to which the available surface is covered with adsorbate molecules. 
Thus, the chemical bonds in chemical adsorption may be stronger than the bonds internal to the free 
adsorbate, resulting in the dissociation of the adsorbate upon adsorption. This type of adsorption can 
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take place at all temperatures. Chemical adsorption first increases and then decreases with the increases 
in temperature, as shown in Figure 2. 

Adsorption isotherm

In the adsorption process, when a mass of adsorbent and a waste stream of adsorbate are in contact 
for a sufficiently long time, equilibrium between the amount of pollutant adsorbed and the amount 
remaining in solution will develop. Under equilibrium conditions, the amount of material adsorbed 
onto the media can be calculated using the mass balance of Eq. 5:

FIGURE 1 Relation of physical adsorption with temperature.

FIGURE 2 Relation of chemical adsorption with temperature.

Adsorption isotherms are defined by the adsorbate–adsorbent interactions. Generally, it is constructed 
by measuring the concentration of the adsorbate in the medium before and after adsorption, at a fixed 
temperature. This is the practical way to investigate the interaction between the adsorbate and the sur-
face of the adsorbent and to obtain information about the structure of the adsorbed layer. Four classes 
of adsorption isotherms [S type with an initial con-vexing to the concentration axis, Langmuir (L) type 
with an initial concavity to the concentration axis, H type with an intercept on the ordinate, and C type 
with an initial linear portion] and subgroups have been defined according to their configuration,[10–13] 
as shown in Figure 3. The shape of isotherm provides qualitative information on the nature of solute-
surface interaction. The Langmuir class (L) is widespread in the case of adsorption of many organic 
contaminants from water. The organic contaminant adsorbs parallel to the surface, and no strong 
competition exists between the adsorbate and the solvent to occupy the adsorption sites. However, the 
H class (high affinity) results from extremely strong adsorption at very low concentrations, giving rise 
to an apparent intercept on the ordinate.[12]
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 ( )=
−0q

C C V
We

e  (5)

where qe (mg pollutant/g adsorbent) is the mass of pollutant per mass of adsorbent used, C0 is the liquid-
phase concentration of pollutant in solution at the beginning, Ce is the concentration of the pollutant in 
solution after equilibrium has been reached, V is the volume of the solution, and W is the mass of dry 
adsorbent used.

Adsorption isotherms are related to the amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent, with its concentra-
tion. Several models describing process of adsorption are Freundlich isotherm, Langmuir isotherm, 
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) isotherm, etc., with details described below.

Langmuir isotherm

The Langmuir equation initially derived from kinetic studies was based on the assumption that on 
the adsorbent surface, there is a definite and energetically equivalent number of adsorption sites. 
Consequently, the hypotheses for this isotherm are uniform adsorption energies along the homoge-
neous adsorbent surface, equal solute affinity in all the adsorption sites, no interaction among adsorbed 
molecules, a single adsorption mechanism, and formation of a monolayer on the free surface.[14] 

FIGURE 3 Four classes of adsorption isotherms (S, L, H, C). Source: Giles et al.[11]
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This isotherm is concerned with the monolayer (single-layer) coverage of the solid surface by the adsor-
bate. The bonding to the adsorption sites can be either chemical or physical, but it must be sufficiently 
strong to prevent displacement of adsorbed molecules along the surface.

The Langmuir isotherm is useful in determining the interactions between the adsorbate and the 
adsorbent. Adsorption data for a wide range of adsorbate concentrations are most conveniently 
described by the Langmuir isotherm:

 =
+1

q QK C
K Ce

L e

L e
 (6)

where Q (mg/g) is the maximum amount of the adsorbate per unit weight of the adsorbent to form a 
complete monolayer on the surface, whereas KL (L/mg) is the Langmuir constant related to the affinity 
of the binding sites.

The essential characteristics of Langmuir isotherm can be expressed by a dimensionless constant 
called separation factor or equilibrium parameter, R , defined by Weber and Chakkravorti[15]

L  as follows:

 =
+

1
1 0

R
K CL

L
 (7)

The parameter RL indicates the shape of isotherm as shown in Table 1.
The limitations of this isotherm come from the fact that several types of adsorption sites exist, the 

adsorption mechanism is not the same for the first and for the last molecules adsorbed, and models 
based on the monomolecular surface layer without interactions could be not realistic. Consequently, 
many other isotherms such as Freundlich, BET, Temkin, and Dubinin–Radushkevich isotherms have 
been proposed to explain adsorption behavior.

the Freundlich isotherm

The Freundlich isotherm is an empirical equation that is more suitable than the Langmuir isotherm 
when the amount of adsorbent in contact with the solid surface is relatively low. In addition, if the 
binding energy changes continuously from site to site on solid surfaces, the expression used for the 
Freundlich isotherm is much more applicable to explaining the adsorption behavior. It is also gener-
ally used in nonideal systems with highly heterogeneous surfaces or surfaces supporting sites of varied 
affinities. The assumption for this isotherm is that the stronger binding sites are occupied first and that 
the binding strength decreases with an increasing degree of site occupation.[16] It does not imply the for-
mation of a monolayer and frequently gives good interpretation of data over a restricted concentration 
range.[12] The Freundlich isotherm is expressed as follows:

 = 1/q K Ce F e
n (8)

where qe (mg/g) is the equilibrium value for removal of adsorbate per unit weight of adsorbent, Ce 
(mg/L) is the equilibrium concentration of metal ion in solution, and KF and n are Freundlich isotherm 

TABLE 1 Relation between the Value of RL and the Type of Isotherm

Value of Rl Type of Isotherm

RL > 1 Unfavorable
RL = 1 Linear
0 < RL < 1 Favorable
RL = 0 Irreversible
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constants that are related to the adsorption capacity (or the bonding energy) and intensity of the sor-
bent, respectively. KF can be defined as the adsorption or distribution coefficient and represents the 
ad-sorbent onto adsorbate for a unit equilibrium concentration. A value for 1/n < 1 indicates a normal 
Langmuir isotherm, while 1/n > 1 is indicative of cooperative adsorption:[17]

 = 



 +log 1 log logq

n
C Ke e F  (9)

Experimentally it was determined that extent of adsorption varies directly with pressure until satura-
tion pressure Ps is reached. Beyond that point, the rate of adsorption saturates even after applying higher 
pressure. Thus, Freundlich adsorption isotherm fails at higher pressure.

Bet isotherm

This isotherm is widely applied in the gas–solid equilibrium systems. It has a theoretical background 
based on multilayer adsorption, which is the true picture of physical adsorption. The BET isotherm was 
derived from computer-based calculations as the nonlinear isotherm modeling, usually based on algo-
rithms dealing with error distribution.[18]

Under the high pressure, the BET theory is more feasible than the Langmuir adsorption, which is 
applicable only under the conditions of low pressure. With high pressure and low temperature, thermal 
energy of gaseous molecules decreases, and more and more gaseous molecules would be available per 
unit surface area. Consequently, the multilayer adsorption would occur on the adsorbent surface. This 
multilayer formation is explained by BET theory. The BET equation is given as
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Another form of the BET equation is

 ( )−
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where Vmono is the adsorbed volume of gas at high-pressure conditions so as to cover the surface with a 
unilayer of gaseous molecule.

temkin isotherm

The Temkin isotherm is applicable when the behavior of an adsorption system occurs on heterogeneous 
surfaces. It is expressed by the following equation.[19,20]

 ( )=q RT
b

ln K Ce
T

T e  (12)

The linear form of the Temkin isotherm is represented by the following equations: 

 = +  lnq A B Ce e  (13)

  = lnA RT
b

K
T

T  (14)
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 =B RT
bT

 (15)

where R is the gas constant (8.341 J mol–1 K–1), T is the absolute temperature (K), and A and B represent 
isotherm constants. KT is the equilibrium binding constant (L/g); bT is related to the heat of adsorption 
(J/mol).

Dubinin–Radushkevich isotherm

The Dubinin–Radushkevich isotherm is applicable to the adsorption mechanism based on the potential 
theory assuming a heterogeneous surface, and its linearized form is given in the following equations:[20,21] 

 ln ln 2q q Ke m= − ε  (16)

 ln 1 1RT
Ce

ε = +



  (17)  

where K, a constant, is related to the adsorption energy and e (kJ/mol) is used to estimate the type of 
adsorption process (chemical or physical adsorption) and calculated from the following equation:

 2
1

2K( )ε = −
−

 (18)

If the ε values of the isotherm fall between 8 and 16 kJ/ mol, the adsorption reaction can be explained by 
an ion-exchange mechanism, whereas if its value is less than 8 kJ/mol, it indicates that the adsorption 
process has a physical nature.[22]

Redlich–Peterson isotherm

This isotherm is widely used as a compromise between the Langmuir and Freundlich systems.[23] In this 
equation, three parameters have been used to incorporate the advantageous significance of both models. 
The model can be represented as follows:[24]

 
αα

==
++ ( )ββq K C

C1
e

RP e

e

 (19)

where KRP (L/g), α (L/mg), and β are Redlich–Peterson (R-P) isotherm constants, whereas β is the expo-
nent that lies between 0 and 1. The R–P model has two limiting cases. When β = 1, the Langmuir equa-
tion results, whereas when β = 0, the R–P equation transforms to Henry’s law equation.

Adsorption Kinetics

Kinetics is the study of the rates of chemical processes by monitoring the experimental conditions that 
influence the speed of a chemical reaction and help attain equilibrium in a reasonable length of time. The 
possible mechanism of adsorption and the different transition states of the final adsorbate– adsorbent 
complex are normally studied, and the appropriate mathematical models to describe the interactions 
are applied to the reaction.

The adsorption kinetics is useful in understanding the complex dynamics of the adsorption process.
Generally, four consecutive steps describing the occurrence of adsorbate transport are as follows[6]

 1. Transport of the adsorbate from the bulk solution to the boundary layer surrounding the 
 adsorbent particles

2. Transport of solute across the boundary layer 
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 3. Intraparticle solute diffusion into the pores
 4. Adsorption and desorption of adsorbate

One of the above steps, or a combination of them, controls the adsorption mechanism. Factors influenc-
ing the rate-limiting step include characteristics of the adsorbent, adsorbate, and solution, for instance, 
adsorbent particle size, adsorbate concentration, degree of mixing, affinity between adsorbate and 
adsorbent, and diffusion coefficients of the adsorbate.

Adsorption kinetics can be determined by the following stages: diffusion of molecules from the bulk 
phase toward the interface space or external diffusion, diffusion of molecules inside the pores or internal 
diffusion, diffusion of molecules in the surface phase or surface diffusion, and adsorption–desorption 
elementary processes.

The most popular models used to establish the controlling adsorption mechanism can be grouped as 
follows:[25]

 1. Those assuming that the controlling step is mass transfer (homogeneous surface diffusion, pore 
diffusion, and heterogeneous diffusion models).

2. Those assuming that adsorption is governed by surface phenomena. 

The models involved in an adsorption kinetics study are the Lagergren pseudo–first-order and pseudo–
second-order model, the Elovich equation, intraparticle diffusion, and liquid film diffusion.

Lagergren Pseudo–First-order Model

This equation describing the rate of adsorption in the liquid-phase systems is the most used equation, 
particularly for pseudo–first-order kinetics.[26] The linearized Lagergren equation considers a revers-
ible equilibrium of organic molecules between a liquid and a solid phase. Many different adsorption 
situations can be described by pseudo-first–order kinetics, including the following: 1) systems close to 
equilibrium; 2) systems with time-independent solute concentration or linear equilibrium adsorption 
isotherm; and 3) special cases of more complex systems.[6]

The Lagergren equation as pseudo–first-order kinetics is described as follows:[7]

 ( )= −1
dq
dt

k q qt
e t  (20)

where k1 (min–1) is the pseudo–first-order adsorption rate coefficient. The integrated form of this equa-
tion for the boundary conditions of t = 0, qt = 0 and t = t, qt = qt is 

 ( )− = −ln ln 1q q q k te t e  (21)

where qe and qt are the values of amount adsorbed per unit mass at equilibrium and at any time t. The 
values of k1 can be obtained from the slope of the linear plot of ln (qe– qt) vs. t.

McKay et al.[27] reported that the Lagergren pseudo–first-order model is found suitable only for the 
initial 20 to 30 min of interaction and not fit for the whole range of contact time. As the value of k1 
depends on the initial concentration of the adsorbate, it usually decreases with the increasing initial 
adsorbate concentration in the bulk phase.[28–31]

Pseudo–Second-order Model

The pseudo–second-order equation has been explained as a special kind of Langmuir kinetics with the 
following assumptions: 1) the adsorbate concentration is constant in time; and 2) the total number of 
binding sites depends on the amount of adsorbate adsorbed at equilibrium.[32]
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The pseudo–second-order equation based on equilibrium adsorption is expressed as

 ( )= −2
2dq

dt
k q qt

e t  (22)

The initial adsorption rate of a second-order process as t → 0 is defined as
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=2 2
dq

q q
k dt

e t

 (23)

The integrating equation with respect to boundary conditions qt = 0 at t = 0 and q = qe at t = t is

 = +1 1
2

2
t
q k q q

t
e e

 (24)

where k2 (g/mg h) is the rate constant of second-order adsorption. It depends on the applied operating 
conditions, namely, initial metal concentration, pH of solution, temperature and agitation rate, etc.[33–34] 
The integral form of the model predicts that the ratio of the time/adsorbed amount should be a linear 
function of time.[35] The linear plot of t/qt vs. t gives 1/qe as the slope and l/k2q 2

e  as the intercept. This 
procedure tends to predict the behavior over the whole range of adsorption.

Several research works[30–31,34,36] reported that the rate coefficient, k2, decreases with the increasing 
initial adsorbate concentration in the bulk phase. The higher the initial concentration of adsorbate, the 
longer the time required to reach an equilibrium and, consequently, the k2 value decreases.

The second-order rate constants were used to calculate the initial sorption rate given by

 = 2
2h k qe  (25)

where h is the initial adsorption rate, qe is the adsorption capacity, and k2 is the pseudo–second-order 
rate coefficient. The value of k2 can be determined experimentally from the slope and intercept of a plot 
of t/qt against t.

It has been reported[24] that the initial adsorption rate, h, was found to increase with initial concen-
tration; however, the value started to decrease when the high initial concentration was applied to the 
system. The possible reason might be that too-high solute concentrations would slow down the adsorp-
tion process. The h value could also be influenced by the characteristics of the adsorbent and adsorbate.

One of the advantages of the pseudo–second-order equation for estimating the qe values is its small 
sensitivity for the influence of the random experimental errors.[7]

elovich equation

The Elovich equation is one of the most widely used models for describing chemical adsorption. It 
assumes that the actual solid surfaces are energetically heterogeneous and that neither desorption nor 
interactions between the adsorbed species could substantially affect the kinetics of adsorption at low 
surface coverage.[7] The Elovich equation is also restricted to the initial sorption stages, when the system 
is relatively far from equilibrium.

The Elovich equation can be expressed as follows:[37]

  expdq
dt

qt
tβ( )= α −  (26)

Where α and β represent the initial adsorption rate (g/mg min2) and the desorption coefficient (mg/g 
min), respectively. Assuming αβqt >> 1, and qt = 0 at t = 0 and qt = qt at t = t, the linear form of the above 
equation id given by [38–40]
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 ln   lnq tt α β( )= β +β  (27)

The Elovich coefficients could be computed from the plots of qt vs. ln t. It is suggested that Elovich equa-
tion is restricted to the initial part of the adsorbate–adsorbent interaction process, when the system is 
relatively far from equilibrium.[7] The pseudo–second-order and the Elovich equations exhibit closely 
related behaviors for values of fractional surface coverage up to 0.7.[35]

intraparticle Diffusion Model

This model is mostly used with the porous adsorbent. As the adsorbate molecules or ions diffuse into the 
pores, the adsorption kinetics relating to this intraparticle diffusion has to be studied with the proper 
model. The intraparticle diffusion model can be derived from Fick’s second law. The simplified form of 
this equation as a dimensionless equation was proposed to assess the initial adsorption stages.[41–43] The 
intraparticle diffusion equation can be expressed as follows:

 = −
π
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where DC is the intracrystalline diffusivity, r is the particle radius, t is the reaction time, and the summa-
tion is carried out from n = 1 to n = a. The ratio, qt/qe, is the fractional approach to equilibrium.

The simplified form is rewritten below:
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This equation can be expressed in the linear line with the Plot of l
 q 

−1   t
  vs. t. A slope of 
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the value of the diffusion time constant, and it is expressed as follows:

 ′ = π2

2k D
r

C  (31)

where k' is the overall rate constant, inversely proportional to the square of the particle radius. A simpler 
expression to obtain the diffusion rate coefficient, k, is written as follows:

 = 0.5q kt it  (32)

The linear plots of qt vs. t0.5 should pass through the origin (zero intercept) indicating a controlling influ-
ence for the diffusion process on the kinetics. The slope of the plot is the rate coefficient, ki (mg/g-min0.5). 
This equation represents a simplistic approximation of the pore diffusion kinetics without considering 
the possible impacts of the pore dimensions.
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Liquid Film Diffusion Model

This equation is applied when the flow of the reactant through the liquid film surrounding the adsorbent 
particles is the slowest process. This equation determines kinetics of the rate process, and it is written 
as follows:[44]

 ( )− = −ln 1 F k tfd  (33)

where F is the fractional attainment of equilibrium (=qt/q –1
e) and kfd (min ) is the film diffusion rate 

coefficient. A linear plot of –ln(1–F) vs. t with zero intercept suggests that the kinetics of the adsorption 
process is controlled by diffusion through the liquid film.

Adsorbents and their Applications in 
Water and Wastewater treatment

carbon Adsorbents

There are several types of carbon adsorbents used in the adsorption process, for example, activated 
carbon, activated carbon fibers, fullerene, etc. Activated carbon is the most widely used carbon adsor-
bent. It is a crude form of graphite with a random or amorphous highly porous structure with a broad 
range of pore sizes, from visible cracks and crevices to crevices of molecular dimensions.[45] Generally, 
it is the carbon material derived mostly from charcoal. Besides coal, agricultural by-products are con-
ventional sources of commercial activated carbon. Many types of agricultural wastes were proposed 
as raw materials for producing carbon adsorbents, including cork;[46–47] sucrose chars;[48] corncob;[49–50] 
jackfruit peels;[51–52] wood;[53–54] oil palm;[18] stones; fruit shells, coats, and husks;[48,55–64] and wastes from 
cherries,[65–66] plums,[67] coconut, apricot, almond, and nuts.[66–68] Conditions in synthesizing activated 
carbon from these materials are provided in Table 2. The comparison of adsorption capacity of each 
type of activated carbon is shown in Table 3. Sources of the raw materials used and the preparation and 
treatment conditions such as pyrolysis temperature and activation time are major factors that have an 
effect on the adsorption capacity of activated carbon. Many other factors can also affect the adsorp-
tion capacity in the same sorption conditions such as surface chemistry (heteroatom content), surface 
charge, and pore structure.

The adsorbent properties of activated carbon depend on their composition, physicochemical proper-
ties, and mechanical strength. Activation by physical means, by chemical means, or by a combination of 
both has been employed to control the pore size and distribution of activated carbon and/or to increase 
porosity, surface modification, and improvement of carbonization.[92–98] Normally, activated carbons 
are made up of small hydrophobic graphite layers with disordered, irregular, and heterogeneous sur-
faces bearing hydrophilic functional groups. The surface chemistry of activated carbon depends mainly 
upon the activation conditions and temperatures employed. The activated carbon has strong heteroge-
neous surfaces. Its geometrical heterogeneity is the result of differences in size and shape of pores, and 
cracks, pits, and steps. The chemical heterogeneity is involved with different functional groups, mainly 
oxygen groups that are located most frequently at the edges of the crystallites among with various sur-
face impurities. These heterogeneity surfaces contribute to the unique sorption properties of activated 
carbon.[12,99–100] The presence of oxygen and hydrogen in surface groups affects strongly the adsorptive 
properties of the activated carbon. The apparent chemical character of an activated carbon surface is 
determined by functional groups and delocalized electrons of the graphitic structure.[101] Oxygen on 
an activated carbon surface may be present in various forms, such as carboxyls, aldehydes, ketones, 
phenols, lactones, quinines, hydroquinones, anhydrides, or ethereal structures. Some of the groups, 
e.g., carbonyl, carboxyl, phenolic hydroxyl, and lactonic ones, are acidic. Consequently, the pH value 
of the liquid bulk phase can have an effect on the acidic and/or basic functional groups of the carbon 
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TABLE 2 Conditions in Synthesizing Activated Carbon from Natural Materials

Natural Material Conditions Refs.

Algerian coal 930°C with KOH/NaOH Alvim Ferraz[69]

Almond and pecan shells Chemical activation with H3PO4/physical CO2 Tancredi et al.[70]

Almond shell, olive 
stones, and peach stones

Heating in CO2 at 606°C Ferro-Garcia et al.[71]

Bituminous coal N2/400–700°C with ZnCl2 Hall and Holmes[72]

Coal or coconut shell Phosgene or chlorine gas at 180°C Otowa et al.[73]

Coconut shell Parts by weight H2SO4 for 24 h at 150°C Manju et al.[74]

Coconut shell 450°C with H3PO4 Laine et al.[75]

Coconut shells and Carbonized with H2SO4 and activated at 600°C Mohan et al.,[76] Mohan 
et al.,[77] Mohan et al.,[78] and 
Mohan et al.[79]

coconut shell fibers for 1 hr

Eucalyptus wood chars CO2 activation, 400–800°C Kumar and Sivanesan[80]

Fertilizer slurry 450°C, 1 hr with H2O2/H2O, N2 Marungrueng and Pavasant[81]

Fly ash Froth flotation, hydrophobic char was separated 
from hydrophilic ash with the help of methyl 
isobutyl ketone

Basava Rao and Mohan Rao[82]

Lignite Inert atmosphere/600–800°C with Na2MoO4/ [83]El Qada et al.
NaWO4/ NH4VO3/(NH4)2MoO4/FeCl3/ Fe(NO3)3

Oat hulls Fast pyrolysis at 500°C with inert nitrogen [84]Tamai et al.
Palm tree cobs 730°C, 6 hr with H3PO4/H2SO4

[85]Banat et al.
Petroleum coke 700–850°C, 4 hr with KOH/H2O [86]McKay et al.

KOH dehydration at 400°C followed by activation 
at 500–900°C

[87]McKay et al.

Pine sawdust 850°C, 1 hr; 825°C, 6 hr with Fe(NO3)3/CO2 Kannan and Sundaram[88]

Raffination earth 10% (v/v), 350°C with H2SO4
[89]Bestani et al.

Solvent-extracted olive Under vacuum and atmospheric pressure; Stavropoulos and 
pulp and olive stones 60°C/min; 800°C; activation under N2 at Zabaniotou[90]

10°C/min with K2CO3

TABLE 3 Adsorption Capacity of Each Type of Activated Carbon

Adsorbent Adsorption Capacity (mg/g) Refs.

Activated carbon 400 Kumar and Sivanesan[80]

238 Marungrueng and Pavasant[81]

9.81 [82]Basava Rao et al.
Activated carbon produced 588 [83]El Qada et al.
from New Zealand coal
Activated carbon produced 380 [83]El Qada et al.
from Venezuelan
bituminous coal
Bituminous coal 176 [84]Tamai et al.
Charcoal 62.7 [85]Banat et al.
Coal 323.68 [86]McKay et al.

230 [87]McKay et al.
Commercial activated carbon 980.3 Kannan and

Sundaram[88]

200 [89]Bestani et al.
Peat 324 [91]Fernandes et al.
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surface. Thus, the surface charge of carbon is a function of pH of the solution. Considering the point 
of zero charge (PZC) and the isoelectric point (IEP), the surface is positively charged at pH < pHPZC 
and negatively charged at pH > pHPZC. In practice, pHIEP is usually close to pHPZC, but it is lower than 
pHPZC for activated carbon.[102] For pH < pKa adsorption of non-ionized organics does not depend on 
the surface charge of activated carbon. However, for pH > pKa, the adsorption of its ionic form depends 
on the surface charge. As a result, the activated carbon possesses perfect adsorption ability for relatively 
low-molecular-weight organic compounds from drinking water and wastewater streams.

Several methods have been used to removal organic pollutants from water. However, the use of acti-
vated carbons is perhaps the best broad-spectrum technology available at present.[1] Accordingly, the use 
of activated carbons in water treatment has increased tremendously. Generally, the three main physical 
carbon types are granular, powder, and extruded (pellet). The granular activated carbon (GAC) adsorp-
tion, the most widely used type, is an effective treatment technology for organic contaminant removal 
from drinking water to improve taste and odor. The use of GAC for treatment of municipal and indus-
trial wastewaters has developed rapidly in the last three decades from small size for household units 
to large scale for industrial wastewater application. Moving beds, downflow fixed beds, and upflow 
expanded beds have been widely used for water purification for industry.

It is well known that activated carbon can remove several types of pollutants including metal 
ions,[102–104] phenols,[46,105] pesticides,[106] chlorinated hydrocarbons[107] detergents,[108] and many other 
chemicals and organisms. Application of activated carbon in removal of various heavy metals and 
organic contaminants with the Langmuir and Freundlich capacities is shown in Table 4.

clay Minerals

Clay minerals are hydrous aluminosilicates composed of minerals that make up the colloid fraction 
(<2 pm) of soils, sediments, rocks, and water[117] and may be composed of mixtures of fine-grained clay 
minerals and clay-sized crystals of other minerals such as quartz, carbonate, and metal oxides. Their 
structures are similar to micas with the formation of flat hexagonal sheets. Clay minerals and oxides are 
widespread and abundant in aquatic and terrestrial environments.

Clay contains various types of exchangeable ions on its surface. The prominent ions found on the clay 
surface are Ca2+, Mg2+, H+, K+, NH4+, Na+, SO42-, Cl–, PO43–, and NO3–. These ions can be exchanged 

TABLE 4 Adsorption Capacities of Activated Carbon for Heavy Metal and Organic Contaminant Removal from 
Water and Wastewater

Adsorption 
Capacity (mg/g)Pollutant Activated Carbon Isotherm Refs.

Cr(VI) Commercial activated carbon 4.7 Langmuir Babel and Kurniawan[109]

Commercial activated carbon 8.9 Langmuir Babel and Kurniawan[109]

oxidized with H2SO4
Commercial activated carbon 10.4 Langmuir Babel and Kurniawan[109]

oxidized with hno3

Fe(III) Granular activated carbon 0.1 Freundlich Kim[110]

Ni(II) Granular activated carbon 6.5 Langmuir Satapathy and Natarajan[111]

Modified activated carbon 7.0 Langmuir Satapathy and Natarajan[111]

Catechol Activated charcoal 320 Langmuir [112]Richard et al.
Gallic acid Activated charcoal 408–488 Langmuir [113]Figaro et al.
Tannin Activated charcoal 0.39 Langmuir Karthikeyan[114]Mohan and 
Vanillin Activated charcoal 93.18–121.72 Langmuir [63]Michailof et al.
Phenol Rice husk activated carbon 27.58 Langmuir [115]Kalderis et al.
Nonylphenol Activated charcoal 83.1 Langmuir [116]Lang et al.
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with other ions easily without affecting the structure of the clay mineral.[118] Clay can adsorb the cat-
ionic, anionic, and neutral metal species. They act as a natural scavenger of pollutants by taking up 
cations and/or anions through either ion exchange or adsorption, or both.

Currently, several types of clay minerals such as mont-morillonite and kaolinite are widely used 
in the water purification process. Because of their low cost, abundance in most continents of the 
world, high sorption properties, and potential for ion exchange, clay materials are strong adsorbents. 
Montmorillonite is a clay mineral with substantial isomorphic substitution. It is composed of units 
made up of two silica tetrahedral sheets with a central alumina octahedral sheet. The theoretical com-
position without the interlayer material is SiO2, 66.7%; Al2O3, 28.3%; and H2O, 5%. There is substitution 
of Si4 + by Al3 + in the tetrahedral layer and of Al3+ by Mg2+ in the octahedral layer. Exchangeable cations 
in the 2:1 layers balance the negative charges generated by isomorphic substitution. The uptake kinetics 
of cation exchange is fast, and the cations such as Na+ and Ca2+ form outer-sphere surface complexes, 
which are easily exchanged with solute ions by varying the cationic composition of the solution.

Kaolinite is the least reactive clay. It has the theoretical composition of SiO2, 46.54%; Al2O3, 39.50%; 
and H2O, 13.96%, expressed in terms of the oxides. It has a small net negative charge, which is respon-
sible for the surface not being completely inert. Its high pH dependency enhances or inhibits the adsorp-
tion of metals according to the pH of the environment.[119] The metal adsorption is usually accompanied 
by the release of hydrogen (H+) ions from the edge sites of the mineral. The substitution of H+ ions for 
metal ions could influence the van der Waals force within the kaolinite structure.

Their applications are mainly found in dye and heavy metal removal. From previous research, it 
was reported that the sorption capacity of clay minerals can vary strongly with pH. Gupta and 
Bhattacharyya[120–121] used kaolinite and montmorillonite along with their poly(oxo zirconium) and tet-
rabutylammonium derivatives for Cd(II) removal from water. The adsorption of Cd(II) was influenced 
by pH of the aqueous medium, and the amount adsorbed increased with gradually decreasing acidity. 
By increasing the solution pH from 1.0 to 10.0, the extent of adsorption increased from 4.3% to 29.5% 
for kaolinite and 74.7% to 94.5% for montmorillonite. In dye removal, Bagane and Guiza[122] reported an 
adsorption capacity of 300 mg/g and suggested that clay is a good adsorbent for methylene blue removal 
due to its high surface area. Almeida et al.[123] studied the removal of methylene blue from synthetic 
wastewater by using montmorillonite and described it as an efficient adsorbent where the equilibrium 
was attained in less than 30 min. The adsorption of dyes on kaolinite was also studied by Ghosh and 
Bhattacharyya,[124] who reported that its adsorption capacity can be improved by purification and by 
treatment with NaOH solution.

The adsorption capacities vary from metal to metal and also depend on the type of clay used.[118] 
When a comparison is made with other low-cost adsorbents, the clays have been found to be either bet-
ter or equivalent in adsorption capacity. Type of pollutant and adsorption capacity of each clay mineral 
are summarized in Table 5.

natural Zeolites

Zeolites are highly porous aluminosilicates with different cavity structures. They consist of a three-
dimensional framework, having a negatively charged lattice. A well-defined pore structure in the 
microporous range of zeolite can accommodate a wide variety of cations such as Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, 
and others. These charge-compensating cations are free to migrate in and out of zeolite structures, 
and they are rather loosely held so that they can readily be exchanged for others in a contact solution. 
Accordingly, zeolites are not only good adsorbates but also good ion exchangers. This property can be 
used to introduce different cations into the structure, creating selective sites for adsorption purposes or 
catalysis. Their narrow pore size and tuneable affinity for certain molecules make them ideal adsorbents 
for selective purification to encapsulate hazardous compounds. Zeolites are characterized not only by a 
high selectivity separation mechanism but also by the ability to separate substances based on differences 
in sizes and shapes of molecules’ steric separation mechanism.
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Zeolites have been widely used for pollution control due to their ion exchange and adsorption proper-
ties. They have been used for the selective separation of cations from aqueous solution. The diffusion, 
adsorption, and ion exchange in zeolites have been extensively reviewed in many previous works.[135–137] 
Kesraoui-Ouki, Cheeseman, and Perry[138] reviewed natural zeolite utilization in metal effluent treat-
ment applications. Dewatered zeolites produce channels that can adsorb molecules small enough to 
access the internal cavities while excluding larger species. Zeolites, modified by ion exchange, can be 
used for adsorption of different metal ions according to requirements and costs. The characteristics and 
applications of zeolites have been extensively reviewed by Ghobarkar, Schaf, and Guth.[139] High ion-
exchange capacity and relatively high specific surface areas, and more importantly, their relatively cheap 
prices, make zeolites more attractive adsorbents.

Besides zeolite, other siliceous materials such as perlite and glass have been proposed for contaminant 
removal. The use of natural siliceous adsorbents such as silica, glass fibers, and perlite for wastewater is 
increasing because of their high abundance, easy availability, and low cost. The other commonly applied 

TABLE 5 Adsorption Capacities of Clay Minerals for Heavy Metal Removal from Water and Wastewater

Langmuir 
Capacity

Freundlich 
CapacityPollutant Clay Mineral Refs.

Cd(II) Kaolinite 9.9 0.5 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[125]
Montmorillonite 32.7 8.6 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[125]

Ni(II) Acid-activated 29.5 6.0 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[126]
montmorillonite

Kaolinite 10.4 1.1 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[127]
Montmorillonite 28.4 4.5 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[127]

Cr(VI) Kaolinite 11.6 – Bhattacharyya and Gupta[128]
Acid-activated kaolinite 13.9 – Bhattacharyya and Gupta[128]

Co(II) Raw kaolinite 11.5 – Yavuz et al.[129]
Kaolinite 11.2 1.1 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[130]
Acid-activated kaolinite 12.1 1.5 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[130]
Montmorillonite 28.6 4.6 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[130]
Acid-activated 29.7 6.0 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[130]

montmorillonite
Pb(II) Kaolinite 11.2 0.7 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[131] and Bhattacharyya 

and Gupta[132]
Acid-activated kaolinite 12.1 1.0 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[131] and Bhattacharyya 

and Gupta[132]
Montmorillonite 33.0 8.9 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[131] and Bhattacharyya 

and Gupta[132]
Acid-activated 34.0 11.3 Gupta and Bhattacharyya[131] and Bhattacharyya 

and Gupta[132]montmorillonite
Fe(III) Kaolinite 11.2 1.3 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[133]

Acid-activated kaolinite 12.1 1.7 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[133]
Montmorillonite 28.9 5.2 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[133]
Acid-activated 

montmorillonite
30.0 6.4 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[133]

Cu(II) Kaolinite 4.4 1.1 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[134]
Acid-activated kaolinite 5.6 1.3 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[126]
Montmorillonite 25.5 9.2 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[134]
Acid-activated 

montmorillonite
28.0 12.4 Bhattacharyya and Gupta[126]

Note: Units of Langmuir capacity and Freundlich capacity are mg/g and mg1-l/n L1/n/g, respectively.
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inorganic sorbents are silica gels, activated alumina, and oxide and hydroxide metals. Perlite is another 
siliceous material that exhibits a good adsorbent for decontamination purposes. It has been used as a 
low-cost adsorbent for the removal of methylene blue.[140,141] Methylene blue is physically adsorbed onto 
the perlite. However, perlites of different types (expanded and unexpanded) and of different origins have 
different properties because of the differences in composition. Chakrabarti and Dutta[142] also investi-
gated glass fiber for the adsorption of methylene blue. They stated that a considerable amount of the dye 
is adsorbed on soft glass even at ambient temperature. Accordingly, several siliceous materials become 
widely used as adsorbate materials in the adsorption process.

Currently, a new family of mesopore materials, so-called MCM materials or Mobil Composition of 
Matter (MCM), was developed by Mobil Oil Corporation, which proposed a revolutionary synthesis 
method to obtain such materials that comprise strictly uniform pores. An organic surfactant like an 
alkyltrimethylammonium bromide in an aqueous medium forms rod-like micelles, which are used as 
templates to form two or three monolayers of silica or alumina particles encapsulating the micelles’ 
external surface. By removing the organic species from a well-ordered organic-inorganic condensed 
phase, a porous silicate or alumina material with uniformly porous structure remains. The mesopore 
size can be controlled by the molecular size template of the surfactant. Nowadays, MCM materials have 
been widely used in heavy metal removal, and they are currently the adsorption material that plays an 
important role in water and wastewater treatment.

chitin and chitosan

Chitin is a nontoxic, biodegradable polymer of high molecular weight. It contains 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-
β-D-glucose through a β (1→4) linkage. Chitin is the most abundant natural fiber next to the cellulose 
and is similar to cellulose in many respects. The most abundant source of chitin is the shell of crab and 
shrimp. Chitin has presented exceptional chemical and biological qualities that can be used in water and 
wastewater purification through the adsorption process.

Chitin and chitosan have their chemical structures in common. Chitin is made up of a linear chain of 
acetyl-glucosamine groups. Chitosan is obtained by removing enough acetyl groups (CH3–CO) for the 
molecule to be soluble in most diluted acids. This process, called deacetylation, releases amine groups 
(NH) and gives the chitosan a cationic characteristic. Chitosan contains 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-β-D-
glucopyranose and 2-amino-2-deoxy-β-D-glucopyranose residues. Chitosan is known as an ideal nat-
ural support for enzyme immobilization because of its special characteristics such as hydrophilicity, 
biocompatibility, biodegradability, non-toxicity, adsorption properties, etc.[143]

Chitosan has drawn particular attention as an effective biosorbent due to its high content of amino 
and hydroxyl functional groups, giving it high adsorption potential for various aquatic pollutants.[143–147] 
This biopolymer represents an attractive alternative to other biomaterials because of its physicochemi-
cal characteristics, chemical stability, high reactivity, excellent chelation behavior. and high selectiv-
ity toward pollutants. Chitin and chitosan derivatives have been extensively investigated as adsorbents 
for the removal of organic molecules and metal ions from water and wastewater. The high adsorption 
potential of chitosan can be attributed to the following: 1) high hydrophilicity due to a large number of 
hydroxyl groups of glucose units; 2) presence of a large number of functional groups; 3) high chemical 
reactivity of these groups; and 4) flexible structure of the polymer chain.[148,149]

To enhance the adsorption capacity for pollutant removal, chitosan has been modified by several 
methods, either physical or chemical processes. Different shapes of chitosan, e.g., membranes, micro-
spheres, gel beads, and films, have been synthesized and tested for their performance in pollutant 
removal from water and wastewater.[143–147] A cross-linked chitosan bead is one type of chemical modifi-
cation for chitosan to increase the uptake capacity in the adsorption process.[150] This method using the 
chemical reaction of ethylenediamine and carbodiimide in modifying chitosan provided a high uptake 
capacity for mercury (Hg2+) ions, which is considered to be one of the highest uptake capacities among 
various biosorbents.
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Beads of 1 and 3 mm diameter were prepared as one type of modified chitosan.[151] The gelled chitosan 
beads were cross-linked with glutaraldehyde and then freeze-dried. Beads of 1 mm diameter possessed 
surface areas exceeding 150 m2/g and mean pore sizes of 560 Å and were insoluble in acid media at pH 2. 
A new composite chitosan biosorbent was also prepared by coating chitosan onto perlite ore. It was used 
in the removal of Cu(II) and Ni(II) from aqueous solution.[152] The magnetic chitosan nanocomposites 
were synthesized on the basis of amine-functionalized magnetite nanoparticles.[153] These nanocompos-
ites provide a very efficient, fast, and convenient tool for removing Pb2+, Cu2+, and Cd2+ from water. It 
was suggested that synthesized magnetic chitosan nanocomposites can be used as a recyclable tool for 
heavy metal ion removal. Several types of heavy metals and organic contaminants removed by chitosan 
are shown in Table 6.

Agricultural-Based Waste Materials

Agricultural by products usually are composed of lignin and cellulose as major constituents that have 
the ability to some extent to bind some type of pollutants, for example, heavy metals, by donation of 
an electron pair from these groups to from complexes with the metal ions.[166] Currently, many types of 
agricultural-based waste materials play a significant role in the adsorption process. They are normally 
organic materials from plants, trees, crops, and algae. Two larger carbohydrate that play a significant 
role in the adsorption process are cellulose and hemicelluloses (holocellulose.) Cellulose is a remarkable 
pure organic polymer, consisting solely of units of anhydroglucose held together in a giant straight-
chain molecule.[168] These anhydroglucose units are bound together byβ-(1,4)-glycosidic linkages. 
Hemicelluloses consist of different monosaccharide units. The polymer chains of hemicelluloses have 

TABLE 6 Adsorption Capacities of Chitosan and Its Composite for Removal of Heavy Metals and Some Organic 
Contaminants from Water and Wastewater

Adsorption 
Capacity (mg/g)Pollutant Chitosan Isotherm Refs.

Hg(II) Chitosan/cotton fibers 104.31 Langmuir Qu et al.[154]
Cd(II) Chitosan/cotton fibers 15.74 Langmuir Zhang et al.[155]
Cr(VI) Magnetic chitosan 69.40 Langmuir Huang et al.[156]

Chitosan/cellulose 13.05 Langmuir Sun et al.[157]
Chitosan/perlite 153.8 Langmuir Shameem et al.[158]
Chitosan/ceramic alumina 153.8 Freundlich Veera et al.[159]

Pb(II) Chitosan/cotton fibers 101.53 Freundlich Zhang et al.[155]
Chitosan/magnetite 63.33 Langmuir Tran et al.[160]
Chitosan/cellulose 26.31 Langmuir Sun et al.[157]
Chitosan/sand 12.32 Langmuir Rorrer et al.[151]

Cu(III) Chitosan/cellulose 26.50 Langmuir Sun et al.[157]
Chitosan/perlite 196.07 Langmuir Kalyani et al.[152]
Chitosan/polyvinylchloride 87.9 Langmuir Srinivasa et al.[162]

Ni(II) Chitosan/magnetite 52.55 Langmuir Tran et al.[160]
Chitosan/cellulose 13.21 Langmuir Sun et al.[157]
Chitosan/perlite 114.94 Langmuir Kalyani et al.[152]
Chitosan/silica 254.3 Langmuir Vijaya et al.[163]

Phenol Chemically modified chitosan 2.22–151.50 Langmuir Li et al.[164]
Chitosan/calcium alginate beads 108.69 Langmuir Nadavala et al.[165]

4-Chlorophenol Chemically modified chitosan 2.58–179.73 Langmuir Li et al.[164]
Nonylphenol Chitosan 56.3 Langmuir Lang et al.[116]
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short branches and are amorphous. Hemicelluloses are derived mainly from chains of pentose sugars 
and act as the cement material holding together the cellulose micelles and fiber.[168] Hemicelluloses 
are partially soluble in water. Currently, chemical modification is widely used to alter the biochemical 
component of the biomaterials to obtain higher efficiency in pollutant removal by biosorption pro-
cess.[169] Biomass chemical modifications include delignification, esterification of carboxyl and phos-
phate groups, methylation of amino groups, and hydrolysis of carboxylate groups. Sawamiappan and 
Krishnamoorthy[170] replaced phenol–formaldehyde cationic matrices with sulfonated bagasse. Odozi 
et al.[171] polymerized corncob, sawdust, and onion. However, the disadvantages of chemical modifica-
tion are a high expense to pay and unwanted problems, such as bleeding of excessive quantities of 
 colored organic compounds, odor, and further pollution through the use of toxic chemicals. Several 
types of agricultural wastes have been used in the adsorption process, with the differences in  adsorption 
capacity as shown in Table 7.

Mechanisms involved in the biosorption process include chemical adsorption, complexation, 
 adsorption–complexation on surfaces and in pores, ion exchange, microprecipitation, heavy metal 
hydroxide condensation onto the biosurface, and surface adsorption.[172–174] In the adsorption pro-
cess, functional groups are responsible for pollutant binding on the surface of biomaterial. Most of the 
functional groups involved in the binding process are found in cell walls. Plant cell walls are gener-
ally considered as structures built by cellulose molecules, organized in microfibrils and surrounded 
by hemicellulosic materials (xylans, mannans, glucomannans, galactans, arabogalactans), lignin, and 

TABLE 7 Adsorption Capacities of Agricultural Waste for Heavy Metal And Organic Contaminant Removal from 
Water and Wastewater

Adsorption 
Capacity (mg/g)Pollutant Agriculture Waste Isotherm Refs.

Cd(II) Juniper fiber 9.2 Langmuir Min et al.[181]
Base-treated juniper fiber 29.5 Langmuir Min et al.[181]

Cr(VI) Cactus 7.1 Langmuir Dakiky et al.[182]
Coconut shell carbon 2.2 Langmuir Babel and Kurniawan[109]
Coconut shell carbon oxidized 4.1 Langmuir Babel and Kurniawan[109]

with H2SO4
Coconut shell carbon oxidized 10.9 Langmuir Babel and Kurniawan[109]

with HNO3
Sawdust 15.8 Langmuir Dakiky et al.[182]

Pb(II) Carbonaceous adsorbent 25.0 Langmuir Bhatnagar et al.[183]
Sawdust 22.2 Langmuir, Taty-Costodes et al.[184]

Freundlich
Fe(III) Maize cobs 2.5 Langmuir Nassar et al.[185]
Cu(II) Tree fern 7.6 Langmuir Ho et al.[186]
Ni(II) Peat 28.3 Langmuir, Chen et al.[187]

Freundlich
Phenol Banana pith 49.9–129.4 Langmuir Sathishkumar et al.[188]

Banana peel 688.9 Langmuir Achak et al.[189]
Corn grain 256 Langmuir Park et al.[190]

2-Nitrophenol Lessonia nigrescens 71.28 Langmuir Navarro et al.[191]
Macrocystis integrifolia 97.37 Langmuir Navarro et al.[191]

2,4- Pomegranate peel 65.7 Langmuir Bhatnagar and 
Minocha[192]

Dicholorophenol
Nonylphenol Rhizopus arrhizus 4.5–43.7 Langmuir Lang et al.[116]
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pectin along with small amounts of protein.[175] During biosorption, water is able to permeate the non-
crystalline portion of cellulose and all of the hemicellulose and lignin. The aqueous solution comes 
into contact with a very large surface area of different cell wall components. The disordered structure 
of amorphous cellulose allows easier access to reagents than highly structured crystalline cellulose. 
While water penetrates through the cell wall components, water adsorption of fibers causes swelling. 
The bigger the amount of water adsorption, the bigger the swelling. Swelling also depends on the fiber’s 
structure, on the degree of crystallinity, and on the amorphous and void regions.[176] Swelling occurs 
when polar solvents such as water and alcohols come into contact with wood.[177] These polar solvent 
molecules are attracted to the dry solid matrix and held by hydrogen bonding forces between the –OH 
or –COOH groups in the wood structure and cause the biosorption of pollutants in aqueous solution. 
Many research works[178–180] have reported the wide use of biosorption process in heavy metal removal. 
Thus, the agricultural-based waste materials become the adsorption material that plays an important 
role in water and wastewater treatment nowadays (Table 7). 

Progress in Research on Adsorption Process in Water Purification

Adsorbents and adsorption processes have been widely studied and applied in different aspects for a 
long time. Owing to its effective, efficient, and economic approach to water purification, this process 
has been applied in removal of several contaminants, such as pesticides, halogenated carbon, dyes, phe-
nol and its derivatives, and heavy metals. The most widely used adsorbent in the adsorption process is 
activated carbon. This adsorbent is highly inert and thermally stable, and it can be used over a broad 
pH range. Although it has a great capacity for adsorbing various organic compounds and can be eas-
ily modified by chemical treatment to increase its adsorption capacity, activated carbon has several 
disadvantages.[193] Owing to the process mechanism, adsorption transfers pollutants from one phase to 
another rather than eliminating them from the environment. Thus, after adsorption, the contaminants 
in liquid phase absorb on the surface of adsorbent, which has to be separated from aquatic system when 
it becomes exhausted or the effluent reaches the maximum allowable discharge level. Furthermore, the 
regeneration of exhausted activated carbon by a chemical and thermal procedure is also expensive and 
results in loss of the sorbent.

Recently, a lot of novel adsorption processes have been developed for enhancing the efficiency of 
removing organic and inorganic contaminants from water. The development of cheaper and more effec-
tive novel composite adsorbents[194–197] in comparison with the classical adsorbents has been investigated 
by researchers from many countries all over the world. These adsorbents are metal oxide-based compos-
ite adsorbents such as TiO2 and MnO2, surface-modified Fe3O4 adsorbent, magnetic particle-modified 
carbon adsorbent, magnetic particle–modified clay mineral adsorbent, and magnetic particle–modified 
biopolymer adsorbent. These composite materials deserve particular attention because they combine 
the properties and advantages of each of their components. They represent an interesting and attractive 
alternative as adsorbents and/or catalysts due to their high reactivity and excellent selectivity toward 
specific pollutant compounds. To obtain the anticipated function and enhance the efficiency of water 
purification, these adsorbents should be designed and modified in their compositions, structures, sur-
faces, and preparation methods to obtain the requirement of physicochemical properties for the purpose 
of adsorption. Extensive research in synthesizing of new adsorbents and investigating of adsorption 
mechanism is needed. Advances in development of new adsorbents for the adsorption process will be 
the progress of future technology in water purification.
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introduction

This entry summarizes the effects of cadmium (Cd) and lead (Pb) on the environment and on human 
health. The chemistry of Cd and Pb is first discussed to establish an understanding of their behavior, 
occurrence, and fate in the environment. This helps foresee toxicity and the possible natural attenuation 
or remediation strategies. Both Cd and Pb are widely produced and used. Therefore, awareness of the 
sources from where humans and the environment are exposed is described in some detail along with 
their epidemiology and regulatory measures taken to reduce or prevent their release into the environ-
ment. A brief section is also dedicated to the detection and analysis of Cd and Pb and their compounds 
within environmental and clinical samples.

chemical Properties

Cadmium (Cd) and lead (Pb) are transition metals that have no known vital or beneficial role in the 
human body or health. Cadmium (atomic number 48, atomic mass 112.4 g mol−1) belongs to Group 12 of 
the periodic table, possessing somewhat similar chemical properties as zinc and mercury. Lead (atomic 
number 82, atomic mass 207.2g mol−1) is a member of Group 14 in the periodic table, which also includes 
C, Si, Ge, and Sn.[1] The most predominant oxidation state of Cd and Pb under normal environmental 
conditions of temperature and pressure is +2. In organolead chemistry, the oxidation state (+4) of Pb 
is remarkably dominant.[2] Both Cd and Pb are considered to form stable oxidation states as divalent 
Cd2+ and Pb2+ ions in inorganic compounds. Their biological toxicity appears to be determined by their 
availability for ligand exchange and chelation properties.[3–6] The chemical similarity of Cd and Pb to 
certain alkaline earth metals such as calcium; their ability to form highly insoluble inorganic salts (e.g., 
phosphate, carbonate, sulfate), organometallic complexes, or free hydrated ions; and their increased 
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affinity to biological donors (e.g., proteins) play an important role in their transport in the environment 
and toxicity in biological systems.[2,7,8]

occurrences

Cadmium and lead are trace elements in rocks and soils,[9] where the concentration of Cd is approxi-
mately 0.1 ppm and the concentration of Pb is about tenfold higher.[10,11] These concentrations are rel-
atively low, and the presence of both Cd and Pb are normally associated with other more abundant 
elements. Therefore, both metals are inevitable by-products from the mining of zinc and copper ores. 
Lead and cadmium are chalcophilic elements, meaning that they have a tendency to form sulfide 
 minerals.[12] Thus, the most abundant Cd and Pb minerals are greenockite (CdS) and galena (PbS). Most 
Cd is found associated with zinc ores such as sphalerite (ZnS) in which the Cd content is 0.5% of the Zn 
content.[11] Other important minerals of Pb are crocite (PbCrO4), anglesite PbSO4, massicot (PbO), and 
cerussite (PbCO3).[13] Native (i.e., elemental) Cd and Pb are rare in the environment. Naturally occur-
ring metallic Cd has been found in the Vilyuy River bedrock in Siberia.[14] Cadmium and lead are also 
found associated with clay and carbonate minerals. The Cd2+ ion has an ionic size of 95 pm close to that 
of Ca2+ (100 pm), whereas Pb2+ has an ionic size (119 pm) between K+ (138 pm) and Ca2+. Thus, during 
the formation of secondary minerals such as feldspars, mica, apatite, and calcite, major cations such as 
Ca2+ and K+ can be substituted by Cd2+ and Pb2+ or other trace metal ions of the same charge, sign, or of 
comparable ionic size.[15,16]

Production and Uses

cadmium

Cadmium is widely used in a number of industrial applications, the largest area being the production of 
nickel-Cd batteries.[17,18] Furthermore, Cd is increasingly used in solar panels, and still commonly used 
in pigments, coatings, corrosion-resistant plating, photography, as a fungicide and as a stabilizer and 
softener in plastics. It is also contained in coal and in rocks mined to produce phosphate fertilizers.[19] 
Cadmium atoms has the ability to absorb neutrons without fission or splitting, so it is used in nuclear 
reactor components such as control rods as a shield of neutrons and to control nuclear fission.[20]

Lead

The greatest use of Pb is lead acid batteries, which have been used extensively in automobiles since 
1918 or so.[21] Lead is also commonly added to paint as Pb-chromate or Pb-carbonate to speed drying, 
increase durability, retain a fresh appearance, and resist moisture. Because elemental Pb has a low melt-
ing temperature (327°C), it enables easy casting and shaping and thus is commonly used in building 
constructions and joining metallic parts. Lead is the traditional base metal for domestic water pipes. 
One if its major uses is as a radiation shield in the glass of television and computer screens, and as a pro-
tecting shield from radioactive radiation such as x-ray and γ-ray in scientific and industrial instruments. 
Other uses are in infrared detectors, sheeting, cables, solders, Pb-crystal glassware, ammunitions, and 
as weight in sport equipment.

Detection

Because Cd is used as pigment and softener in plastics, the use of colored lids, tubes and certain plas-
tic containers should be avoided during sampling and storage of environmental and toxicological 
samples.[22] It is well documented that significant amounts of trace metals can be lost on the walls of 
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glass and some plastic containers and adsorption of Pb occurs on the walls of Pyrex, polypropylene 
and polyethylene containers. The loss of aqueous Cd and Pb by adsorption onto the wall of containers 
was not observed using Teflon. Therefore, particular attention must be paid in the collection, treatment 
and preservations of environmental samples, especially when Cd and Pb are present at submicromolar 
concentrations. Procedures required for total metal analysis are normally straight forward and state 
the acidification of samples to pH < 1 and preservation in inert containers such as Teflon. Furthermore, 
accurate determination of cadmium concentrations within sensitive samples may not be done by a 
smoking person in order to avoid cross-contamination.[23] Free cadmium in solution (Cd2+) presents 
in water below pH values of 8. The highest concentration was measured to be 6 mM without hydrox-
ide formation. Above pH 8, cadmium is expected to precipitate and hinder accurate determination of 
the concentration.[24] Removal of cadmium and lead from aerosol and fly ash samples is discussed in 
details by Lum[25] and Hlavay et al.[26] Total aqueous Pb and Cd concentrations can be measured using 
atomic absorption spectroscopy or inductively coupled plasma spectrometry, the former detecting ion 
concentrations at mg L−1 (ppm) levels and the latter at ng L−1 (ppt). Organometallic compounds of both 
Pb and Cd can be measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, atomic absorption spec-
trometry, high- performance liquid chromatography, and gas chromatography analytical methods.[27–32]

environmental Levels

Cadmium and lead are released into the environment as a result of both industrial activities and natu-
ral processes. The main natural sources include the weathering of rocks releasing Cd and Pb into the 
hydrosphere, and volcanic activity increasing the atmospheric Cd and Pb concentration.[15] The eruption 
of Mount Pinatubo located on the Philippine island of Luzon is an example of the dramatic effects of 
volcanism on the distribution of elements in the lithosphere. During just 2 days in June 1991, Pinatubo 
ejected 10 billion metric tonnes of magma and 20 million tonnes of SO2; the resulting aerosols influ-
enced global climate for 3 years. This single event introduced an estimated 100,000 tonnes of Pb and 1000 
tonnes of Cd to the surface environment.[15,33] From anthropogenic sources, humans are exposed to Cd 
through the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and the geosphere. Human uptake of Cd can happen through 
inhalation of air, soil, or dust containing fine Cd particles. Cadmium is introduced into the atmosphere 
through the combustion of fossil fuel (e.g., coal), municipal solid waste incineration, mineral smelting 
and as dust generated by recycling scrap iron and steel. The contamination of soils is apparent from 
zinc and phosphate ores and where Cd-containing phosphate fertilizers are used in agriculture.[34–37] 
Zinc and cadmium are mineralogically and geochemically linked to each other. Thus, large emissions 
of fumes containing both ZnO and CdO are produced from zinc smelters. However, these fumes are 
normally enriched in CdO because of its higher volatility in comparison to ZnO. It is well documented 
that phosphate fertilizers constitute a very diffuse source of Cd contamination. The quantity of Cd 
contained in a phosphate fertilizer depends on the source of the phosphate rock used in making it. In 
general, Cd content in phosphate fertilizers vary from 1–2 ppm for tertiery Ca-phosphate to 50–170 ppm 
for superphosphate. As a result, Cd is transported to aquatic environments, plants, animals, and finally 
to humans. Soil organic matter strongly adsorbs Cd, and acidic soils further enhance the Cd uptake by 
plants. Cadmium is also known to accumulate in aquatic organisms, especially in freshwaters. However, 
Chen et al.[38] reported that the addition of potassium fertilizers effectively reduce the phytoavailability 
of both Cd and Pb within soils.

Although Pb is a naturally occurring element, its major cycle in the environment is anthropogeni-
cally driven and a result of human activities. For example, Pb in the form of tetraethyl-lead has been 
in usage as additive in gasoline to avoid knocking effect of autoignition since the early 20th century.[39] 
Through this application, Pb has been released into the environment in the forms of Pb-chloride, 
- bromide, and -oxides from the car exhaust. Lead is also introduced into the environment from coal and 
solid waste combustion, a wide number of industrial and mining processes, and drinking water pipes 
containing Pb. When copper is present in (either from soldering or as contamination) a Pb-containing 
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pipe, it accelerates corrosion of the Pb pipe by galvanic action. The water flowing in contact with these 
dissimilar metals serves as the electrolyte. Based on the electrochemical series, metallic Pb serves as 
the anode of this galvanic cell and is therefore oxidized (i.e., corroded) to form Pb2+ ions contaminat-
ing the drinking water. Lowering pH in water also promotes the dissolution and aqueous transport 
of Pb2+. Evidences of galvanic corrosion of domestic Pb pipes had been given and discussed elsewhere.
[40,41] Large Pb-containing particles released to the atmosphere settle quickly on the ground and then 
washed into soils or dissolve in aquatic phases, while the very fine particles remain in the atmosphere 
travelling long distances and fall back to the surface with rain. This cycle has caused an unnatural and 
extensive sequence exposing plants, aquatic environments, and humans to dangerous concentrations 
of Pb. Therefore, in 1978, it was forbidden for all European Union-member states to produce, import, 
or sell gasoline with more than 0.4 g Pb L−1. Starting from the year 2000, the marketing of leaded petrol 
has been banned in Europe following Directive 98/70/EC and related acts of the European Parliament. 
In the United States, Pb was banned as fuel additive starting from 1996.[12,42–44] Unfortunately, the gaso-
line additives tri- and dialkyl Pb are stable compounds and are persistent in the environment; thus, 
the restriction in usage does not necessarily decrease contamination.[45–51] When Pb accumulates in 
living organisms, it becomes part of the food chain thereby creating further sources for human expo-
sure. Beyond bioaccumulation, once released into surface waters, both Cd and Pb are deposited into 
the sediment, increasing the metal contamination by 10–100 times near the fallout areas. The type of 
sediment affects the severity of contamination, with carbonaceous, anoxic, and clay sediments being the 
most prone to high concentrations of metal uptake, while siltstones, shales, sandstones, limestones and 
marine evaporates are normally less affected.[52]

toxicological effects

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified Cd and Pb compounds as car-
cinogenic to humans.[87] This classification has been based mainly on epidemiological evidences of renal 
damage in rats and mice. The greatest concerns about the health effects of Cd and Pb arise from their 
tendency to form strong complexes, replacing essential elements (e.g., Ca2+) and bioaccumulating in 
the human body. There is no known small enough amount of Pb uptake that would cause no harm to 
human beings. However, Reichlmayr-Lais et al.[53,54] found that the depletion of Pb resulted in hema-
tological changes in rats. The concentration of Cd is approximately 0.4 pg kg−1in a daily diet, which is 
said to be 10 times lower than the amount that can cause kidney damage.[55] The concentrations of Cd 
in human blood is usually between 0.1 and 2 pg L−1 and in urine <1 pg L−1.[56] The concentration of Pb 
in human blood varies between 165 and 296 pg L−1. The largest known catastrophe caused by Cd toxic-
ity was identified in Japan in the 1940s, and it is referred to as the “itai-itai” disease, which is literary 
translated from Japanese to “ouch ouch” disease. Itai-itai refers to a syndrome that principally consists 
of a painful skeletal condition resulting from weak and deformed bones. The patients of itai-itai suffer 
from renal anemia, tubular nephropathy, and osteopenic osteomalacia, while 90% of the patients are 
postmenopausal women. The residents of the Jinzu River basin region were first exposed to Cd in the 
1930s as a result of industrial contamination from nearby intensive mining activities, which caused seri-
ous pollution of the local river waters. This resulted in high Cd contaminations of rice fields. With rice 
being the principal dietary component, especially in rural Japan, and the bioaccumulating properties 
of Cd, residents were exposed to very high levels of Cd causing irreversible damage and poisoning.[57,58] 
Toxicity of Cd in living organisms occurs because of the substitution of essential elements such as Zn at 
the reactive centers of essential enzymes, which disrupts a wide range of metabolic functions. Further 
details on mechanisms of Cd toxicity are available elsewhere.[57,59–62]

Cadmium is taken into the body through food, drinking water, smoking, and particulate matter in 
air, especially near Cd-processing industrial fields and hazardous waste sites. Gastrointestinal absorp-
tion from contaminated water or food is the main source of internally deposited Cd in the general popu-
lation. Only a small proportion of ingested Cd is transferred to the bloodstream while the unabsorbed 
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Cd is excreted in the feces. The absorbed Cd binds to macromolecules, enzymes, and proteins, and 
the majority of it is being deposited in the liver and kidney. The Cd taken up by the kidney interferes 
with the filtering mechanism, causing the excretion of essential sugars and proteins, and damages the 
kidney’s ability to remove acid from the blood. Another extremely painful effect of Cd is the softening 
of bones and decreasing their mineral density, resulting in fractures and paralysis in advanced cases. 
Furthermore, Cd damage of the central nervous system and psychological disorders were reported, as 
well as weakening of the immune system, reproductive failure, DNA damage, and the development 
of cancer.[63]

Lead can enter the human body through food, liquid, and air. Inorganic Pb compounds are known 
to pass through the skin.[64] It has been shown that the pollution of air with Pb particles from burn-
ing of fuel affects the cognitive behavior of children and adults living near busy roads or exposed to 
Pb contamination. Early experiments were carried out to study the dose-response to environmental 
levels of Pb. A comprehensive review of these studies can be found in U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA) 2005.[65] The absorbed Pb by the human body is distributed in blood, soft tissues, and 
in particular in bones and liver. Because Pb2+ can replace Ca2+, ~9% of absorbed Pb ends up in the 
bones and teeth. The excess of Pb may cause several health effects, including damage to nervous sys-
tem, chronic renal disease, anemia due to the inhibition of haem formation, damage of nervous system 
of unborn children, acute encephalopathy in young children, carcinogenicity and genotoxicity, and 
impaired reproductivity.[66–68] Even in low concentrations (1–10 pg dL−1 blood), Pb decrements neurocog-
nitive abilities,  intelligence measures, and perceptual-motor coordination. Lead toxicity of animals has 
been also studied extensively. For example, cattle showed poisoning symptoms within 6–8 wk when fed 
Pb-acetate at 7 mg Pb per kilogram body weight per day.[69–71] Accumulation of Pb in the liver and kid-
ney was noted in calves fed 100 mg Pb per kilogram as Pb chromate for 100 days.[72] While the absorbed 
Cd and Pb could be excreted in urine, the daily excretion is <1% of the total body burden of Cd and Pb 
giving a biological half-life of Cd of more than 25 years[73,74] and 20–30 years for Pb in the skeleton.[75]

Cadmium and lead toxicity in animals is a major problem, especially in diary animals as Cd and Pb 
accumulate in the kidney, liver, and reproductive organs.[88] Many plants species are tolerant to certain 
amounts of heavy metals, which is likely to be achieved via metal-binding by specific proteins. Like all 
living organisms, at elevated concentrations of certain heavy metal plants start to show symptoms of 
toxicity. For example, Cd phytotoxicity can be identified in the form of stunting and chlorosis. Chlorosis 
is due to Cd interaction with foliar iron. A number of reports had shown evidences to Pb adverse effects 
on the growth and photosynthesis processes of plants. High concentration of Pb in soils is known to 
inhibit seed germination in a number of plant species and to induce abnormal morphologies.[89–91] It is 
interesting to note that a number of reports have shown that Cd accumulates in greater concentrations 
roots, tubers or leaves of plants. This means that Cd can present at higher concentrations in leafy and 
root vegetables than in fruits or grains.[91]

Regulations and control

In the European Union, Cd and Pb are on the list of the six hazardous substances that are banned in 
the manufacturing of various electrical and electronic components. This is enforced by the Restriction 
on Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS, 2002/95/EC) requiring that the maximum concentration of 
Cd or Pb may not exceed 100 or 1000 ppm per weight of homogeneous material, respectively. The pro-
duction, recycling, and disposal of batteries and accumulators are regulated by the 2006/66/EC direc-
tive. These metals are also regulated under the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation, and Restriction 
of Chemicals (REACH, 1907/2006) by the European Commission. In the United States, the USEPA is 
the main regulatory body restricting and controlling the use of Cd and Pb. Generally, the legislations 
are separated by pollution of the atmosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, or specific industrial activities. 
Furthermore, the World Health Organization (WHO) globally regulates the acceptable exposure levels 
and concentration limits in public areas (Table 1). The maximum permissible concentrations of Cd and 
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Pb in drinking water determined by the USEPA, WHO, and Drinking Water Inspectorate-Department 
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DWI-DEFRA, United Kingdom) is shown in Table 2. As a 
result of these regulations, the release of Cd and Pb into the environment and their human exposure has 
been lowered through recycling and safer, more conscious industrial processes. However, the need for 
such metals and the global consumption still persists. On an annual basis, 9.6 million tonnes of Pb and 
19,000 tonnes of Cd are produced worldwide. To reduce and control exposure of the population through 
drinking water, regulations require the use of Pb-free (<0.2% Pb) pipe systems and continuous monitor-
ing (USEPA). Cadmium and lead can be removed from water by reverse osmosis or ion exchange resins. 
For the treatment of groundwater and soil media, in situ precipitation techniques present a viable way 
to reduce the mobility of heavy metals. In the case of both Cd- and Pb phosphate-containing minerals 
(e.g., hydroxyapatite), calcium-carbonates and zeolites have been suggested as possible solutions.[76–82]

conclusion

Both Cd and Pb have played prominent roles in the industrial revolution and subsequent centuries, and 
are now included in a vast range of products. Both elements have also played important, -but highly 
contrasting- roles in terms of human, animal, and plant health. The increased environmental concentra-
tion of Cd and Pb poses irreversible effects on nature and the human body. The contamination problem 
of heavy metals -including Cd and Pb- remains a challenging issue to scientists and engineers. The 
question whether the dangers associated with Cd and Pb could be avoided or could be further lowered 
remains open. Production of Cd and Pb has grown to be a global need, which can only be compensated 
by the development and use of alternative technologies, advanced remediative solutions and preventive 
measures, sensitive monitoring systems, and the avoidance of human and animal exposures.
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introduction

Heavy metals are elements with atomic weights ranging between 63.54 (Cu) and 200.59 (Hg), and 
 specific gravity greater than 4.0 g/cm3. Some elements may stimulate growth of an organism, although 
the evidence for this process is lacking. Micronutrients important to plant growth are Cu, Co, Mn, Fe, 
Cu, Zn, and Mo. Other trace elements do not play any physiological function and are toxic in extremely 
small quantities.[1,2] There is a strong link between micronutrient nutrition, the uptake, and the impact 
of contaminants on plants, animals, and humans.

Contamination with heavy metals has become one of the most serious problems for the function-
ality of ecosystems. Because of industrial development and past disposal activities, heavy metals 
are considered to be among the most important environmental contaminants that affect terrestrial, 
aquatic, and atmospheric systems. Concerns about these contaminants are based on the fact that cer-
tain trace elements (e.g., As, Cd, Pb, or U) are accumulating in the food chain threatening the health 
of humans and animals.[3] The risks of human, crop, and/or environmental toxicity posed by these 
elements are a function of their mobility and availability in soil.[4] The concentration of heavy metals 
in the soil solution, as the main parameter for the bioavailability of heavy metals to plants, is affected 
by numerous factors. Among others, the uptake of heavy metals by plants from soils is also affected 
by management factors like organic fertilization. Despite the fact that organic fertilizers themselves 
can be a source for heavy metals, nevertheless organic matter (OM) added with manures, compost, 
and sludges greatly increases soil physical features like colloidal stability and cation exchange capacity 
and chemical features like plant available nutrients and chelating compounds which have a beneficial 
effect on soil biology.

Organic fertilization may affect the transfer of heavy metals to plants by several mechanisms: enhanc-
ing metal adsorption as a result of increased surface charge and increasing the formation of organic 
complexes including changes of the redox potential in soils towards negative values. It may additionally 
increase the solubility of some elements like Mn on one hand, but also decrease the solubility of other 
elements like U.[5] The oxidation of OM releases protons and lowers the pH of the soil which increases 
Mn and Zn solution concentration or lowers the mobility of Mo.[6] A higher cation exchange capacity 
and increased concentrations of chelating agents, because of the organic fertilization, improve soils 
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storage capacity for heavy metals. This function acts as a buffer system against heavy metal transfers in 
ecosystems, either by preventing them from leaching or by counteracting their accumulation in food 
plants.[7] Metal retention processes are generally much more important than metal leaching processes.

Sources of organic Fertilizers

Differences between organic fertilizers must also be considered. Some typical metal concentrations in 
organic fertilizers are given in Table 1. Narwal and Singh[8] observed that increasing rates of cow and pig 
manure decreased the amounts of extractable Cd and Ni, whereas the addition of peat, at the same rate 
as OM, had an increasing effect. At this point, the effects are linked to farming systems, which affect, 
either directly or indirectly, quantities of compounds of plant or animal origin introduced into the soil.[9]

All factors involved in the effects of OM with heavy metal mobility show distinct interaction, like pH 
and the formation of metal-organic complexes. Most metals (in free ionic form) have a higher mobil-
ity in acidic, coarse-textured soils,[10] but mobility, however, can be also significant at about neutral 
or higher pH owing to the fact that dissolved OM becomes itself more soluble at those pH levels and 
because of the formation of soluble organometallic complexes. That is why the release of Cd into the soil 
solution as metal-organic complex becomes significant when the soil pH exceeds 5.5,[11,4] and Pb leaching 
increases with a higher concentration of dissolved OM and pH.[12] Such interactions are of great impor-
tance when remediation of heavy metal polluted soils is discussed. In terms of preventing heavy metals 
from transferring to ecosystems, the aim of remediation is not decontamination, but immobilization 
through increasing the binding capacity of the soil.[13]

The largest sources for OM in agricultural systems are plant residues. Gupta et al.[14] observed a con-
siderably higher content of cadmium in wheat grown after the addition of pulses than when the same 
crop was grown after cereals. This may indicate an effect of nitrogen applied with the organic fertilizers 
by a synergistic effect of the former on heavy metal uptake, which has been described by Schnug.[15]

In the point of view of negative anthropogenic activities on soil quality, the loss of OM is a particu-
larly serious problem, which also diminishes the buffer capacity of soils for heavy metals. The utilization 
of wastes, as soil amendments to counteract losses of OM,[16,17] is only an apparent and short-sighted 
solution, because these sources are usually highly polluted with heavy metals (Table 1).

Plant Uptake of Heavy Metals

Typical heavy metal concentrations in not accumulating higher plants are (mg kg–1): Cd, 0.1–1; Cu, 3–15; 
Hg, 0.1–0.5; Ni, 0.1–5; Pb, 1–5; Zn, 15–150.[16]There are numerous evidences of an increase in heavy metal 
phyto-availability and crop uptake related to land application of sewage sludge, fly ash, poultry litter, 

TABLE 1 Typical Heavy Metal Concentrations in Selected Organic Fertilizers

Zn (mg/kg Dry 
Weight, Range)

Cd (mg/kg Dry 
Weight, Range)

Cu (mg/kg Dry 
Weight, Range)

Ni (mg/kg Dry 
Weight, Range)

Pb (mg/kg Dry 
Weight, Range)Organic Fertilizers References

Manure
Pig 206–716 0.19–0.53 160–780 3–24.3 1.01–4.65 [18,19]
Cattle 41–238 0.15–0.40 26.2–55.8 1.7–9.1 1.5–8.4 [19]
Poultry 350–632 0.44–2.04 49.4–74.8 4.5–11.4 3.36–14.8 [19]
Slurry
Pig 639–2115 0.32–1.08 197–773 8.6–11.6 2.7–7.0 [20,21]
Cattle 68–235 0.11–0.53 17.5–48.7 1.9–20.4 4.1–8.4 [19,22]
Sewage sludge 700–50,000 2–1500 50–3300 16–5300 50–3000 [18]
Green compost 72–181 0.11–1.7 17–432 5.7–25 15–131 [23]
Biowaste compost 125–371 0.11–0.7 34–215 7.2–37.7 19–435 [24]
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pig slurry, and other biosolids.[25–27] Supplementing swine feed with Cu has been a common practice for 
many years, and just recently environmental concerns have been expressed over elevated Cu concentra-
tion in soils receiving long-term application of swine waste. On such sites, Cu is preferentially adsorbed 
by OM associated with the coarse fraction in soil.[28] Sludge-derived OM contributes significantly to 
the metal adsorption capacity, and the slow mineralization of this OM can release metals into more 
soluble forms.[29] Because the decomposition of sludge OM is often associated with acidification of the 
soil, further increased bioavailability of the sludge-born heavy metals is to be considered[30] resulting 
in enhanced availability of heavy metals, decades after sludge application.[31] Wastes with unsuitable 
 agronomic features can be processed to suitable fertilizers by a variety of methods such as drying, com-
posting, alkaline stabilizing, or incineration to reduce sludge mass, volume, concentration, and mobility 
of metals.[4]

Any use of organic amendments must consider possible effects on heavy metal availability, especially 
when the initial contamination of a soil is already high. Under these circumstances, even the use of 
composts with low metal concentrations can be questionable because of the mobilizing action of soluble 
organic compounds.[32]

conclusions

Organic fertilizers affect the heavy metal balance of agro ecosystems by supply, mobilization, and 
immobilization. Supply and mobilization are useful options in terms of feeding plants with essential 
heavy metals (e.g., Zn, Cu), but are a risk for loading sensitive environments. Immobilization in and 
removal from soil of heavy metals by phytoremediation [increased uptake by accumulating plant species 
(e.g., Polygonum spec.)] are deceptive options: the former leaves the risk in place, while the latter is too 
inefficient in terms of masses removed and just shifts the problem of contamination to other ecologi-
cal compartments. The only feasible option for protecting soils, food, and environment is applying the 
precautionary principle by balancing all sources of input and output of heavy metals to an ecosystem.
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introduction

The “global C cycle” is defined as the exchange of carbon (C) among the atmosphere, seawater, land vegeta-
tion, and soil reservoirs (Figure 1). Each year dead plant materials entering the soil are decomposed by soil 
microbes that return carbon dioxide (CO2) to the atmosphere. If the amount of land vegetation remains 
the same, the amount of CO2 removed from the atmosphere by plant growth each year is balanced by the 
amount of plant death and decomposition. Such a perfect balance, however, is seldom seen. Changes in the 
quantity of C in vegetation and soils play a major role in determining short- and long-term fluctuations in 
the concentration of CO2 in earth’s atmosphere. A portion of the current atmospheric increase in CO2, for 
example, is because of the destruction of vegetation and the disturbance of soils by humans.

Mean Residence time

For comparative purposes, biogeochemists calculate the mean residence time (MRT), or the amount of 
time C resides in each pool of the global C cycle before circulating to the others. For instance, a molecule 
of CO2 spends, in average, about five years in the atmosphere before it enters the terrestrial biosphere or 
the oceans. A C atom spends, on average, about 10 years in vegetation and 35 years in soil organic matter 
(SOM) before it returns to the atmosphere as CO2. In comparison, the circulation of C in the oceans is 
rather sluggish; the C atom spends, in average, hundreds of years in the sea, where it is found predomi-
nantly as dissolved bicarbonate (HCO −

3 ). Human activities have the greatest impact on pools with short 
mean residence times.

Weathering

Most studies of soil C focus on SOM, which globally contains nearly 2300 × 1015 g of C.[2] The release of 
CO2 by the microbial decomposition of SOM is one of the largest fluxes in the global C cycle (Figure 1). 
However, soils also contain C in various inorganic forms—CO2 held in the soil pore spaces, bicarbonate 
dissolved in soil waters, and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as a soil mineral. Carbon dioxide in the soil 
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pores is largely derived from the respiration of plant roots and soil microbes, which varies as a function 
of soil moisture and temperature. However, even when the respiration rate is very high, the amount of 
C in soil gases and the soil solution is not large enough to contribute materially to the total C content 
of soils globally. In contrast, the amount of C held in soil carbonates is quite large, totaling about 750–
1000 × 1015gC (Figure 1).[3,4] The vast majority of this carbonate is found in the world’s arid and semiarid 
lands, where inorganic C may exceed soil organic C by a factor of 10.[5]

In some soils, CaCO3 and other carbonates (e.g., dolomite) are derived from the parent rocks from 
which the soils have formed. However, additional carbonate may form as a result of the release of Ca 
from the chemical weathering of rocks and the precipitation of CaCO3 when water is lost from the soil 
by evaporation and plant uptake. In the case of silicate parent minerals, such as plagioclase (calcium 
feldspar), the relevant reaction of weathering is

 ( )+ + → + ++ −CaAl Si O 3H O 2CO Ca 2HCO Al Si O OH2 2 8 2 2
2

3 2 2 5 4 (1)

Here Ca is released from the silicate mineral by the weak solution of carbonic acid that is formed when 
CO2 dissolves in water.

Declining soil concentration of either CO2 or water precipitates carbonate via the reaction

 Ca 2HCO CaCO H O CO2
3 3 2 2+ → ↓ + ++ −  (2)

While the weathering process occurs most rapidly when plant activity increases the concentration 
of CO2 in the soil pore space, the precipitation reaction occurs during seasonal periods of drought. 
Carbonate formed in the soil, known as secondary or “pedogenic” carbonate, can be distinguished from 
carbonate inherited from parent materials by examining thin sections and the isotopic ratio (13C vs. 12C) 
of the C in carbonate minerals.

FIGURE 1 The global C cycle, showing the size of reservoirs (1015 gC) and the annual flux between them (1015 gC/yr). 
Source: Modified from Schlesinger.[1]
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Atmospheric Derivation

In most areas, the Ca content of pedogenic carbonate is derived from the atmosphere and is deposited 
as a constituent of rain and dust.[6,7] However, because the Ca carried in the atmosphere is u ltimately 
derived from the weathering of rocks in some upwind area, the two aforementioned reactions are 
 general.[8] Across deserts of the southwestern U.S.A., the formation of pedogenic carbonate is closely 
related to mean annual rainfall (Figure 2).

If we know the rate of formation of pedogenic carbonate, usually expressed in grams per square meter 
per year (g/m2/yr), and the total amount of carbonate in the soil profile, we can calculate the length of 
time taken for the accumulation of current quantity of soil pedogenic carbonate. In the Mojave Desert of 
California, radiocarbon and uranium-thorium dating show that pedogenic carbonate found in the upper 
1.5 m of soils, derived from silicate materials, accumulated over a period of up to 20,000 years.[10] During 
that period, pedogenic carbonate formed at rates ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 g/m2/yr, with some indications 
of greater rates during the Pleistocene, when rainfall was greater in this region. The global MRT of soil 
pedogenic carbonate is about 85,000 years, making this C pool much less dynamic than SOM, in which 
the global MRT for C is about 35 years (Figure 1).

While CO2 is sequestered from the atmosphere during the formation of pedogenic carbonate from 
silicate parent materials, no such net storage occurs when pedogenic carbonate forms from carbonate 
parent materials.[11] Overall, the formation of soil pedogenic carbonates is less effective than the forma-
tion of SOM in the storage of atmospheric CO2.[12] This is disappointing, of course, to those who view 
increasing the formation of pedogenic carbonate in desert soils as a means of slowing the rise of CO2 in 
the earth’s atmosphere and reducing global warming.

effect of Human Activities

Human activities, such as the irrigation of agricultural soils in arid regions, can alter the accumulation of 
pedogenic carbonate in soils. The groundwater used for irrigation is often extracted from subsurface envi-
ronments, where CO2 concentration is much higher than in the earth’s atmosphere, and often contains 
high concentrations of dissolved Ca. Applying such water to arid lands, precipitates dissolved Ca in the 
soil, thereby forming CaCO3, and releases CO2 to the atmosphere, via the reaction in Eq. 2. Precipitation 

FIGURE 2 The rate of formation of pedogenic carbonate in arid soils of the southwestern U.S.A. as a function of 
the modern precipitation at each site.
Source: Marion.[9]
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of calcite is also favored when large amounts of gypsum (CaSO4 · 2H2O), a ready source of Ca, are used 
to remediate dryland soils. The formation of pedogenic carbonate in arid, agricultural soils, as a result of 
these human activities makes a small contribution to the current increase in atmospheric CO2.[13]

Human activities leading to the formation of acid rain also affect soil carbonates. If the acidity in 
rainfall is derived from sulfuric acid (H2SO4), then CO2 is released when the rain falls on carbonate-rich 
soils. The reaction is

 CaCO H SO Ca SO CO H O3 2 4
2

4
2

2 2+ → + + ↑ ++ −  (3)

and gypsum (CaSO4 · 2H2O) precipitates as the soil dries. Although most fossil fuels contribute small 
amounts of sulphur to the atmosphere, the global amount of CO2 derived from this reaction is relatively 
small compared to the direct release of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion (Figure 1).

conclusions

Although the amount of pedogenic carbonate in world soils is quite large, perhaps as much as 1000 × 1015 
gC, this pool of C is relatively sluggish. The long MRT of the pedogenic carbonate pool ensures that it 
will not become a major sink or source of atmospheric CO2 over the next several centuries.
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introduction

Virtually all carbon in soils of arid and semiarid regions of the world accumulates as pedogenic 
 calcium carbonate (referred to subsequently as carbonate). The carbonate usually accumulates in lay-
ers that eventually attain the status of calcic horizons and, in much older soils, petrocalcic horizons. 
Numerous mechanisms for the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate in soils are recognized, but the 
most fundamental reason for accumulation is limited depth of soil-water movement and seasonally high 
 evapotranspiration that favors precipitation of carbonate within the soil.[1] Many studies of calcic soils 
in the past few decades demonstrate a close correspondence between the depth of pedogenic carbonate 
accumulation and modern annual precipitation,[2–4] although recent studies show the relationship may 
be more complicated.[5] Other studies also show progressive, time-dependent accumulation in many 
environments[1]; these studies have led to the now generally accepted conceptual models of calcic soil 
development.[6]

Development of a numerical model of carbonate accumulation, however, is a more challenging 
 proposition, given the remarkably complex character of the soil system. Fortunately, certain aspects of 
calcic soils facilitate formulation of such numerical models. For example, the observed soil depth- climate 
relationship implies that, utilizing a sound strategy for simulation of water movement, determination 
of carbonate movement via solution transport is a reasonable proposition. In addition, a significant 
body of research shows that the majority of carbonate is derived from accumulated entrapped dust 
and Ca in rainwater.[1] Finally, data pertaining to calcite geochemistry and dissolution rates in different 
environments are available and show that, in soils associated with typical ranges in soil CO2, pH, and 
salinity, calcite is far more soluble than virtually all silicate minerals and has more rapid dissolution 
rates.[7] Consequently, a relatively simple model for carbonate movement in a soil based on relations in 
the CaCO3–H2O–CO2 system can be formulated that essentially ignores the more complex chemical 
reactions involving aluminosilicates. Research on the nature and composition of stable and unstable 
isotopes in pedogenic carbonate has also helped elucidate the nature of calcic soil development and 
improve the design for testing the results of numerical modeling.
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compartment Model and Simulations of 
Pedogenic carbonate Accumulation

The compartment-model, or “box-model,” approach to modeling of calcic soils accommodates continu-
ously changing values among the interdependent variables that influence soil development. It enables 
integration of several factors that influence pedogenic carbonate accumulation and that can be explicitly 
considered in this model. These include soil–water movement and soil–water balance, changing soil 
CO2 concentrations and temperature with depth and season, initial parent material composition, car-
bonate and soluble salt additions from external sources, and calcite reactant surface area. The soil profile 
is represented by a vertical sequence of compartments of arbitrary dimensions, with the initial charac-
teristics of each compartment specified (i.e., texture, available water-holding capacity, pCO2). A series 
of equations that enable forward modeling and simulation of evolving carbonate depth functions using 
the box-model approach can be derived on the basis of consideration of the factors indicated above. For 
example, the solubility of calcite is derived from the following equation, after Drever[8]:

 m Ca pCO K K K / 4K Ca HCO3 2+
2 1 cal CO 2

2+ 2
32 γ γ( )( )= + −  (1)

where Kcal is the calcite solubility product and K1, K2 and KCO2 are dissociation constants in the  carbonate 
system, and γCa2+ and γHCO −

3  are the activity coefficients of Ca2+ and HCO −
3  A gravelly, permeable 

calcic soil probably best approximates an open system-weathering environment, in which case calcite 
dissolution rates are probably surface-area controlled rather than diffusion controlled. Also, the dis-
solution rate is defined ultimately by the rate- limiting conversion of dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2*) 
to H2CO3. At a very low solution volume to surface area ratios, and with fast, surface-controlled calcite 
dissolution rates, H2CO3 is rapidly depleted. In such circumstances, a commonly used rate equation that 
enables determination of dissolution rates in the CO2–CaCO3–H2O system[9] is:

 d /dt / 1 / mg1 s* 1 1( )( )= ′ − − −C A k V C C
n

 (2)

where A′ is the surface area of rock in contact with water (cm2), V the water volume (cm3), k the reaction 
coefficient (mg cm l–1 s–1), n the reaction order, C the moles of calcite in solution, and C* is the solubility 
of calcite. Values of n and k vary with saturation ratio, temperature, and pCO2. In the model, A′/V can be 
specified depending on observed soil features. Eqs. 1 and 2 show that soil CO2 content is a very important 
variable, but soil CO2 contents may be highly variable.[10] Fortunately, studies show that a depth function 
for pCO2 that reflects prolonged seasonal respiration levels can be estimated, assuming the concentra-
tion of soil CO2 is described by mass transport of CO  by gas diffusion.[11,12]

2  The following diffusion-
reaction equation, essentially Fick’s Second Law for a one-dimensional case, is used in the model:

 φ( ) ( )∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂ +/ /s s
2

s
2

sC t D C z z  (3)

where Cs is the concentration of CO2 in the soil (mol cm–3), t the time (s), Ds the diffusion coefficient for 
CO2 in the soil (cm2 s−1), z the depth in the soil (cm), and ϕs(z) is the production rate of CO2 as a function 
of depth (mol cm−3 s−1). At steady state, when ∂Cs/∂t = 0 = Ds∂2 Cs/∂z2 + ϕs, the general solution to this 
equation to produce a simple production function is:

 φ ( )( ) = − +/ /2s s
2

0C z D Lz z C  (4)

where C0 is the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere (ppm) and L is the depth to the lower, no-flux 
boundary. Soil CO2 contents with depth calculated using this method are used to calculate carbonate 
solubility and dissolution rates with depth.
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Available water-holding capacity, infiltration, and percolation rates can be specified on the basis of 
laboratory soil measurements or estimated from field measurements or theoretical considerations.

Earlier versions of the simulation model included certain assumptions that simplified numerical 
 calculations, such as simple vertical saturated flow and constant soil temperature with depth. The lack 
of certain types of data (e.g., variation of pCO2 with depth and time of year) also constituted a limita-
tion on utility of the model. The model did enable simulation of 1) realistic depths and magnitudes of 
carbonate accumulation over thousands of years and 2) the range of effects of large climatic changes on 
calcic soils.[13–16] Model results emphasized the critical roles of external Ca2+ influx and influence of soil 
CO2 concentrations on carbonate accumulation. Model-simulated bimodal concentrations of carbonate 
based on theoretical, late-Pleistocene climatic conditions resembled those observed in late- Pleistocene, 
polygenetic soils; however, incompletely understood changes in the magnitude of climate changes, dust 
flux, and vegetation change in the Quaternary complicate attempts to simulate polygenetic soils.[7,14,16]

Later versions of the model utilized important new inputs and employed routines that reflected 
improved understanding of key processes that strongly influence calcic soils. Studies of dust accumulation 
rates in the American South- west,[17] C, O, and Sr isotopes in carbonate, and development of more sophis-
ticated models for unsaturated flow in calcic soils[18] have allowed development of improved compartment 
models that can address new and more challenging research problems. For example, such numerical 
simulations demonstrate how climate changes in the Holocene might have dramatically influenced the 
rates and temporal patterns of soluble salt leaching and accumulation relative to pedogenic carbonate.[19] 
A more recent modeling study addressed the problem of how carbonate can occasionally accumulate at 
much shallower depths than those expected from the depth—annual leaching depth relationship.[20] This 
study showed how carbonate can be preferentially removed from depths of a few cm to a few dm below the 
soil surface, while carbonate simultaneously accumulates either as collars on surface pavement clasts or 
in the vesicular A horizon. Model results also explain how a significant change in climate or soil erosion 
rates could cause the dissolution of carbonate rinds on the tops and sides of boulders and/or the tops of 
limestone boulders at depths of up to several dm, unusual features observed in some calcic soils.[21]

isotopes in calcic Soils

During weathering, parent material carbonate undergoes dissolution and reprecipitation in the soil. The 
carbon (13C/12C,14C/12C) and oxygen (18O/16O) isotope ratios of pedogenic carbonate that forms from dust 
or parent material carbonate, or from Ca2+ derived from silicate weathering, are determined by isotopic 
composition of soil CO2 and H2O. These are the primary carbon and oxygen reservoirs, respectively, for 
the carbonate. Therefore, pedogenic carbonate reflects only isotopic conditions of the soil and bears no 
memory of the isotopic composition of the rock or mineral from which it was derived.

Soil CO2 is derived primarily from decomposition of soil organic matter and root respiration. The C iso-
tope composition of soil CO2 reflects: 1) the isotopic composition of these CO2 sources; 2) the effects of the 
diffusion of this CO2 toward the atmosphere; and 3) the isotopic composition of atmospheric CO2. In the 
1980s, researchers recognized that fairly simple, steady state, diffusion models could be used to reasonably 
explain the observed depth patterns of C isotopes in both soil CO2 and pedogenic carbonate. The solution to 
the mathematical model that encompasses the forementioned processes describes the abundance of 12CO2 
in soils. A related equation can be derived for 13CO2, and the ratio of the two models then describes the ratio 
of C isotopes at any given soil depth. A similar approach can also be used to model the 14C composition 
of CO2 with soil depth, with the additional complication that the two main sources of soil CO2 (humus 
decomposition and root respiration) have different 14C contents, making the solution to the model slightly 
more complex.[22] The C isotope diffusion model of soil CO2 has provided the opportunity to quantitatively 
use pedogenic carbonates in a number of applications: 1) paleovegetation studies[23]; 2) paleo-atmospheric 
CO2 studies[24]; and 3) radiocarbon dating of pedogenic carbonate and geomorphic surfaces.[25,26]

The O isotopic composition of soil water is determined by the O isotope composition of precipitation 
and the evaporation of soil water. It has been observed that the18 O content of modern precipitation is 
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generally correlated with mean annual temperature on a global scale,[27] but regional differences due 
to storm sources can obscure these patterns.[28] If precipitation water (once stored in the soil) is subject 
to evaporation, an enrichment of the remaining soil water in 18O occurs because water vapor depleted 
in the “heavy” isotope is preferentially removed during evaporation. Models have been made that suc-
cessfully explain the key components of this process[29] and the fact that soils subject to evaporation 
commonly have generally decreasing 18O contents of soil water with depth.[30] These models have two 
components. The first is a vapor transport layer (describing the flow of evaporating soil water to the 
atmosphere through a dry soil layer), and the second is an evaporating front layer. The evaporating front 
layer exists below the vapor transport zone. At the evaporating front 18O enrichment of soil water occurs 
as water is transferred to a vapor phase, and the remaining 18O-enriched soil water at the evaporating 
front then undergoes diffusional mixing with the less 18O-enriched water at greater depths. In general, 
these models have been more difficult to use than C isotope models due to the dynamic nature of soil 
water (steady state assumptions are difficult to apply) and the array of model parameters, many of them 
not known with certainty for most soils.

Oxygen isotopes in pedogenic carbonate have been used less extensively in paleoclimate work 
than C isotopes because of concern over possible evaporation of soil water that formed the carbon-
ate. Amundson et al.[28] demonstrated that, except for hyperarid regions, the O isotope composition of 
pedogenic carbonate appears to reasonably reflect that of the local precipitation. There is a growing list 
of studies using carbonate O isotopes in Quaternary[28] and Tertiary[31] paleoclimate applications.

conclusions

Numerical models and isotope studies have proven to be valuable tools in the study of calcic soil 
 development. They have helped elucidate the relation of climate, vegetation, and geomorphic processes 
to carbonate accumulation. The models are not able to explain the observed character of certain aspects 
of calcic soils, such as patterns of pedogenic carbonate development in some soil chronosequences,[32] 
or the somewhat enigmatic formation of calcic soils in humid, monsoonal climates. Also, these models 
are not designed to simulate the evolution of very old, morphologically complex soils with petrocalcic 
horizons. Future models must be designed to address locally abundant calcic soils. Additional fieldwork 
and application of recently developed field and laboratory techniques will provide the basis for develop-
ment of the next generation of numerical models.
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introduction: the elements and their Biological effect

Today’s periodic table has 118 elements, but more than 20 of the last elements are extremely unstable 
and therefore are of no environmental interest with the exception of their radioactivity—see the entries 
about radioactivity. Ninety- one of the elements are of natural occurrence, namely, the first elements, 
from hydrogen to uranium, except element number 43, technetium. These 91 elements can be classified 
into four groups. (The numbers in parentheses indicate the number in the periodic table.)

 a. Elements that are present in biological material in relatively high concentrations: hydrogen (1), car-
bon (6), nitrogen (7), oxygen (8), sodium (11), magnesium (12), silica (14), phosphorus (15), sulfur 
(16), chlorine (17), potassium (18), calcium (19), and iron (26).

b. Trace elements. They may often be present in biological material in small concentrations: boron 
(5), fluorine (9), chromium (24), manganese (25), cobalt (27), nickel (28), copper (29), zinc (30), sele-
nium (34), molybdenum (42), and iodine (53). A concentration that is too high may, however, 
cause environmental problems.

c.  Elements that have an ecotoxicological effect. They are harmful even in very small concentra-
tions and are therefore the elements that we have to consider in environmental management as 
ecotoxicological elements and compounds. They are the inorganic compounds that may cause 
pollution problems associated with a toxic effect. They are the following: aluminum (13), arsenic 
(33), strontium (38), silver (47), cadmium (48), tin (50), antimony (51), tellurium (52), barium 
(56), mercury (80), thallium (81), lead (82), bismuth (83), polonium (84), radon (86), radium (88), 
thorium (90), uranium (902), and plutonium (94). The last six elements, in addition to being 
toxic, are also radioactive. They are present in small concentrations, and the main concern is 
their radioactivity. The reference to the entries about radioactivity should therefore be applied 
for these six elements. (As five elements belonging to group B, namely, chromium, copper, nickel, 
selenium, and zinc, may be of ecotoxicological/environmental concern due to frequent occur-
rence of harmful environmental concentrations, the overview in the section “The Pollution and 
Ecotoxicological Problems of 18 Elements”will include these five elements and encompass 18 
 elements in all.)

d. D All other elements are of no or only minor environmental interest due to their occurrence in 
low concentrations or negligible biological effects.
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Table 1 gives the composition of average fresh water plants on a wet basis. The table presents 19 out 
of the 24 elements included in groups A and B. The following elements are not included in Table 1: 
 fluorine, chromium, nickel, selenium, and iodine, because they are present in very small concentrations 
in f reshwater plants—below 0.000002%.

The elements in groups B and C show bioaccumulation and biomagnifications, which are two 
 important processes to be considered in all ecotoxicological evaluations.

The 24 elements in groups A and B encompass the elements that are needed for the entire biosphere. 
All 24 elements are not necessarily essential for all organisms, but each organism will require most of 
these 24 elements. These elements are threshold agents.[2] They are needed in a certain concentration for 
the growth of organisms, but if they are present in a concentration that is too high, they may be harmful 
for the environment. A typical example is the eutrophication problem, which results from a concentra-
tion of nutrients that is too high (see Eutrophication, p. 1115), although the nutrients (with emphasis 
on nitrogen, carbon, phosphorus, and sulfur) are absolutely necessary for all living organisms. Below, 
we have included in the list of elements five elements from group B, as mentioned above, because they 
are frequently present in concentrations in the environment that may cause ecotoxicological effects. 
Non-threshold agents or gradual agents are harmful for the environment in practically any concentra-
tion. The harmful effect may be proportional to the concentration, or there may be another relationship 
between the effect and the concentration, for instance, when the harmful effect is proportional to the 
concentration in the second exponent.

Figure 1 illustrates the harmful effect versus the concentration for threshold and non-threshold 
agents. An overview of group C (the radioactive elements + five of the elements in group B, all with a 
clear ecotoxicological effect) is given in this entry with emphasis on the environmental problem caused 
by the elements or their compounds. Heavy metals are an important soil pollution problem, and a more 
detailed overview of this problem can be found in the entry “Heavy Metals.” Three of the group C 
elements, mercury, lead, and cadmium, require particular environmental attention because they have 
caused very serious environmental problems. Due to their environmental impact, each of these three 

TABLE 1 Average Freshwater Plant Composition on Wet Basis

Element Plant Content (%)

Oxygen 80.5
Hydrogen 9.7
Carbon 6.5
Silica 1.3
Nitrogen 0.7
Calcium 0.4
Potassium 0.3
Phosphorus 0.08
Magnesium 0.07
Sulfur 0.06
Chlorine 0.06
Sodium 0.04
Iron 0.02
Boron 0.001
Manganese 0.0007
Zinc 0.0003
Copper 0.0001
Molybdenum 0.00005
Cobalt 0.000002

Source: Wetzel.[1]
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elements is treated in more detail in three entries with the titles “Mercury,” “Lead,” and “Cadmium.” The 
pollution problem of copper is furthermore treated in a separate entry, as copper is toxic to many plants 
and has an ecotoxicological effect at even small concentrations.

Pollution and ecotoxicological Problems of 18  elements

As already mentioned, there are 18 elements that require particular attention in environmental man-
agement due to their ecotoxicological effect.[3] They are aluminum (13), chromium (24), nickel (28), 
copper (29), zinc (30), arsenic (33), selenium (34), strontium (38), silver (47), cadmium (48), tin (50), 
antimony (51), tellurium (52), barium (56), mercury (80), thallium (81), lead (82), and bismuth (83). Four 
of these elements are treated in more detail in entries with the titles “Mercury,” “Lead,” “Cadmium,” and 
“Copper.” A short overview of the environmental and ecotoxicological problems of these 18 elements is 
given below, including their applications and environmental effects.

Table 2 gives an overview of the concentration in the earth’s crust, in average soil, and in average 
seawater. If environmental concentrations significantly higher than these concentrations in the earth’s 
crust, average soil, and average seawater are recorded, there is a high probability of an ecotoxicologi-
cal effect. The last column of the table gives the most important applications of the element and its 
compounds.

Table 3 gives the lethal dose causing 50% mortality (LD50) and lethal concentration causing 50% 
mortality (LC50) values as expressions for the toxicity. The third column in this table indicates whether 
there are environmental effects and risks that require particular attention. For instance, it is indicated 
that unacceptably high concentrations of arsenic can be found at some locations, particularly in ground-
water.[4] Due to the toxicity and carcinogenic effect of arsenic, treatment of the water is absolutely neces-
sary.[4] Effective treatment of water is possible by precipitation/coagulation and ion exchange.[4]

Table 3 is a coarse overview. The toxicology and ecotoxicology are, of course, much more complex 
than it would be possible to summarize in one table. It is therefore strongly recommended to seek out 
much more information if there is the slightest suspicion of an ecotoxicological effect with the concen-
trations of the 18 elements listed in Tables 2 and 3. This entry is given only as an overview.

FIGURE 1 The harmful effect is plotted versus the dosage or concentration for threshold agents (a) and non-
threshold agents (b).
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TABLE 2 Typical Concentrations and the Major Applications of the 20 Elements That Are of Environmental 
Concern

Conc. in the Earth’s 
Crust(mg/kg)

Conc. in Soil 
(mg/kg)

Conc. in Sea 
Water (mg/L)Element Applications

13.Al 81,000 10,000–300,00 1 Construction
51.Sb 0.5 1 0.3 Alloys, plastic
33.As 5 1–40 2.6 Chemicals
56.Ba 425 500 30 Chemicals, glass
82.Pb 16 20 0.02 Batteries, soldering, alloys
48.Cd 0.55 0.06 0.1 Surface treatment, dyestuff
29.Cu 100 20 0.9 Cables, wires, construction
24.Cr 300 100 0.05 Surface treatment, alloys
80.Hg 0.065 0.08 0.15 Instruments, dental use
28.Ni 100 40 6.6 Alloys, surface treatment
34.Se 0.09 0.2 0.05 Glass, instruments, dyestuff
47.Ag 0.1 0.1 0.3 Photochemicals, electric components, ornaments
38.Sr 250 315 8100 Chemicals
81.Tl 1 0.1 0.01 Electronic, alloys
52.Te 0.002 0.001 0.001 Alloys
50.Sn 40 10 3 Alloys, soldering, chemicals
83.Bi 0.02 1 0.03 Alloys, chemicals
30.Zn 40 50 10 Surface treatment, alloys, chemicals

TABLE 3 Overview of Toxicity Expressed by LD50 and LC50

LD50 (mg/kg) LC50 (mg/L) Ecotoxicological Attention

13.Al 770 (mice) 3,900 (zooplankton) Low ecotoxicological effect
51.Sb 100 (rats) 9,000 (fish) Industrial exposure
33.As 41 (rats) 74,000 (cyclops) Groundwater, carcinogenic effect, nerve inflammation
56.Ba 8–23 (rats) 14,500 (cyclops) Heart problems, diarrhea
82.Pb 130 (rats) 6 ppm (air, rats) Anemia, brain damage
48.Cd 80 (rats) 65 (cyclops) Itai-itai, kidney damage
29.Cu 220 (rats) 10 (cyclops) Highly toxic to plants
24.Cr 3,250 (rats) 100,000 (shrimps) Carcinogenic effect as Cr(IV)
80.Hg 8 (mice) 5 (cyclops) Central nerve system, mental retardation, teratogenic effect
28.Ni 1620 (rats) 510 (cyclops) Allergy, carcinogenic and teratogenic effects
34.Se 7 (rats) 2,500 (cyclops) Liver and kidney damage
47.Ag 129 (mice) 30 (zooplankton) Skin damage
38.Sr 148 (rats) 125,000 (cyclops) –
81.Tl 16 (rats) – –
52.Te 83 (rats) – Teratogenic effect
50.Sn 41 (mice) 55,000 (zooplankton) Liver and kidney damage
83.Bi 13 (rats) – Liver and kidney damage
30.Zn 975 (rats) 100 (zooplankton), Minor carcinogenic effect

10,000 (fish)
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introduction

The contamination of groundwater by pesticides is of concern mainly because it may limit its use as 
drinking water. The extent of groundwater contamination to a large extent depends on the degree to 
which pesticides leach through the unsaturated zone of soils on which they have been applied. Pesticide 
movement through the unsaturated zone in tile-drained fields may also be a source of pesticides in 
surface waters, which support aquatic ecosystems and are used for drinking water in many areas of 
the world. Therefore, knowledge of pesticide movement in soil above the groundwater table is very 
 important.[2] This has also been the focus of a large number of studies performed during the past couple 
of decades.[3,4] The most important factors influencing pesticide leaching are soil properties, inherent 
properties of the pesticide molecules, climatic conditions, and management practices.[3]

Factors influencing Leaching

Soil and Hydrological conditions

The rate and direction of water flow in the unsaturated zone are determined by the hydraulic gradient 
and the hydraulic conductivity. The presence of air-filled pores restricts the pathways through which 
water percolates downward, which means that the hydraulic conductivity in the unsaturated zone also 
depends on the level of water saturation. As the soil dries out, water becomes more strongly bound 
within the matrix of the soil, and the volume of water and the rate with which water percolates through 
soil decrease. This relationship between water retention and hydraulic conductivity varies considerably 
with soil type (soil texture and structure, and organic matter content).[5]

A complication, which has a major impact on pesticide leaching, is the fact that water, and pesticides 
dissolved in the water phase, often move through large pores in soil (e.g., earthworm and root channels, 
cracks etc.), a process commonly referred to as preferential flow.[6,7] Under such conditions, an equilib-
rium pesticide concentration throughout the soil profile cannot be obtained. This phenomenon primar-
ily occurs in fine-textured soils with high clay contents, especially those that have the potential to swell 
and shrink. Through preferential flow, pesticides can be transported rapidly through large portions of 
the unsaturated zone and bypass biologically active layers in which they otherwise would be degraded 
or sorbed. Exposure to preferential flow is most pronounced soon after application of the pesticide, 
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when high concentrations occur in the soil solution in upper soil layers, in combination with intensive 
 rainfall.[8] Once the pesticide is mixed in with the soil matrix, water moving through preferential flow 
paths does not interact with the soil, and leaching is therefore reduced. In other words, preferential flow 
can both increase and decrease pesticide leaching depending on the time when it occurs in relation to pes-
ticide application. The final result is that (although transient flow peaks shortly after application causing 
elevated concentrations in water leaching through soils in preferential flow paths) the leaching loads over 
extended periods are typically quite small in such soils. Indeed, leaching loads are often larger in sandy 
soils, in which water and pesticide movement mainly occurs between individual soil particles within the 
main soil matrix.[8] Pesticide concentrations are typically lower in sandy soils than in clay soils, but the 
water volumes displacing the pesticide are often much larger in sandy soils. The principal difference in 
pesticide leaching patterns in sand and clay soils is illustrated in Figure 1. Irrespective of which leaching 
mechanism prevails, the total amount of the majority of pesticides that reach groundwater after normal 
agricultural use rarely exceeds 1% of the applied amount and is commonly well below 0.1%.

Pesticide Properties

The physicochemical properties of pesticides have a major impact on their leachability. In this context, 
the rate with which they are degraded and how strongly they are sorbed to soil are the most impor-
tant factors. As a general rule of thumb, leaching decreases with increasing sorption affinity and faster 
degradation, and increases when the opposite conditions prevail. However, it is important to note that 
degradation rates often become slower with residence time in the soil as a result of decreased availabil-
ity due to sorption in the soil. This means that strongly sorbed pesticides, which are less mobile in soil 
than weakly sorbed compounds, are typically quite persistent. An example of a leaching classification 
scheme, based on the sorption strength of some pesticides, is shown in Table 1.

A factor that complicates the picture of pesticide movement in soil in relation to sorption affinity is the 
possibility that pesticide mobility is enhanced by adsorption to various mobile colloids, a p rocess often 
referred to as “facilitated transport.” It is known that organic solutes, such as nonpolar pesticides with 
very low water solubilities, can form complexes with dissolved organic carbon and clay colloids that move 
through soil. Even though the role of colloids in facilitating pesticide transport is still r elatively poorly 
understood, there is little doubt that failure to account for this mode of transport can lead to underestimates 
of both amounts and distances that strongly sorbed pesticides may migrate through the unsaturated zone.

FIGURE 1 Concentrations of a pesticide in water leaching from 1-m undisturbed soil columns of a clay and a 
sandy soil.
Source: Modified from Bergström and Stenström.[8]
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climatic conditions

The amount and intensity of precipitation are the most important climatic factors influencing pesticide 
leaching. Water, in excess of evapotranspiration and what is required to maintain field capacity (i.e., the 
water content in soil when it is freely drained), leaches through the unsaturated zone and can thereby 
potentially move pesticides to groundwater. As mentioned above, in clay soils, it is primarily high inten-
sity rainfall soon after application that may displace pesticides to depth in soil. In other words, the tim-
ing of precipitation is critical.

Soil temperature also has impact on leaching of pesticides, mainly by influencing the persistence 
of pesticides in soil and by affecting flow processes. Up to a certain level, degradation rates increase 
with increasing temperatures, which means that less of the compound will be available for leaching. 
Increasing temperatures will also increase evapotranspiration rates, which will reduce the amounts of 
water that can potentially move pesticides downward in soil. In climates with subzero temperatures in 
the winter season, soil will be frozen during extended periods. Under such conditions, pesticide move-
ment in soil is very restricted, if it occurs at all. Leaching then will occur mainly during autumn and 
spring, when the soil is unfrozen and the evapotranspiration demand is low. Temperatures will also 
indirectly affect pesticide leaching by affecting the sorption/desorption process, although this influence 
is not yet thoroughly investigated and, therefore, less well recognized.

Management Practices and Strategies to Prevent Pollution

Management practices that have a major impact on the amount of pesticides that can move through 
soils can be grouped into the following categories: cropping/tillage, irrigation, and pesticide application 
practices.

Due to increased concern over soil erosion and input of pesticides to rivers and lakes, agricultural 
practices with reduced tillage or no-till management have been introduced. Such practices will also 
affect water infiltration rates, and therefore pesticide leaching through the unsaturated zone. In the 
short term, reduced tillage may decrease soil permeability compared with a conventionally tilled soil. 
However, over a whole growing season, infiltration rates tend to be higher under reduced tillage, espe-
cially in clay soils. This is largely due to the fact that reductions in tillage lead to less disruption of 
macropores in which pesticides can be rapidly transported through soil (see above). Reduced tillage 
also leaves more crop residues on the soil surface and contributes to reducing compaction of the subsoil 
caused by heavy equipment; both tend to increase permeability, and thus pesticide leaching. From the 
standpoint of reducing pesticide leaching, reduced tillage is therefore, in most cases, not a good manage-
ment option.

As expected, irrigation increases leaching of pesticides by increasing the amount of water that poten-
tially can move through soil. The amount of water, the rate at which it is applied, and the timing of irri-
gation are important for the same reasons as discussed previously for precipitation. Different irrigation 
methods (e.g., sprinkler, and drip and furrow irrigation) have also been shown to affect leaching.

TABLE 1 Classification of Pesticide Mobility in Soil Based on Their Sorption Strength, Which in This Case Is 
Expressed by Their Koc Values (Soil Sorption Coefficient, Normalized to the Soil Organic Carbon Content)

Koc Value Expected Mobility Type of Pesticide

0–50 Very high Bentazone, Dicamba
50–150 High Atrazine, 2,4-D
150–500 Medium Simazine, Metolachlor
500–2000 Low Lindane, Linuron
2000–5000 Very low Phenmedipham, Fenpropimorph
>5000 Immobile DDT, Paraquat

Source: Modified from Torstensson.[9]
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Pesticide application strategies that influence pesticide residue levels in soil and thereby  potential 
leaching include prevs. postapplication, split applications, placement methods, and use of d ifferent 
 pesticide formulations. However, their influence on pesticide leaching is quite unclear and often 
 overshadowed by other factors. Nevertheless, available data indicate that dividing the dose into two 
applications instead of one tends to reduce pesticide concentrations and the depth of migration in the 
subsoil. For similar reasons, pesticide leaching can be restricted by use of “slow-release” formulations 
in which the active ingredient is mixed with a solid matrix from which it gradually diffuses into the 
soil over an extended period. Placement of the pesticide instead of broadcasting, which reduces the soil 
surface area to which the pesticide is applied, also tends to reduce pesticide leaching.

Future concerns

Leaching of pesticides will undoubtedly continue to be of concern in the foreseeable future, and 
 something that will be considered in various regulatory assessment schemes. In this context, it is 
important not only to look at the leachability, but also to evaluate the risks associated with leaching and 
the occurrence of pesticides in groundwater both from a human health and an ecotoxicological point 
of view.

In the future, there is reason to believe that fewer toxic compounds will be allowed, especially those 
that show high leachability in soil. There is also reason to believe that, in line with the increasing 
 awareness of problems associated with leaching of pesticides, improved management strategies will be 
developed that reduce pesticide leaching further.
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introduction

A biotic community can be defined as an assemblage of plant or animal species utilizing common 
resources and cohabiting a specific area. Examples could include a fish community of a stream, an 
insect community of a forest pond, or a phytoplankton community of a lake. Interactions among spe-
cies provide ecological linkages that connect food webs and energy pathways, and these interconnec-
tions provide a degree of stability, or balance, to the community. Community balance can be described 
as a state of dynamic equilibrium in which species and their population dynamics within a commu-
nity remain relatively stable, subject to changes through natural adjustment processes. Toxic effects of 
pesticides can disrupt these processes and linkages and thereby cause community balance upsets. For 
example, this can occur when a pesticide has a direct impact on a certain species in a community and 
reduces its abundance while other unaffected species increase in abundance in response to the reduced 
competition for food resources or increased habitat availability. Some of the best examples of pesticide 
impacts on biological communities are found in freshwater studies. Freshwater aquatic communities 
are usually contained within distinct boundaries or systems, and this generates a high degree of con-
nectivity among species, thereby increasing their susceptibility to pesticide-induced disturbances at the 
community level.

We examine traditional and developing methods for measuring pesticide impacts on freshwater 
communities, with emphasis on recent improvements in risk assessment approaches and analyses, and 
provide some examples for illustration. We then describe some advances in impact mitigation strate-
gies and discuss some ongoing issues pertaining to understanding, assessing, and preventing pesticide 
impacts including probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), population and ecological modeling, and pes-
ticide interactions with multiple stressors. The integration of improved risk assessment and mitigation 
approaches and technologies together with information generated from the numerous impact studies 
available will provide a sound scientific basis for decisions around the use and regulation of pesticides 
in and near water bodies.
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Measuring impacts on Aquatic communities

Changes in aquatic communities can be measured directly in water bodies by a number of quantitative 
and qualitative sampling methods. Descriptions of those methods can be found in any up-to-date text or 
handbook (e.g., Hauer and Lamberti[1]). Measurements can be in terms of community structure (species 
composition) or community function (a measurable ecosystem process attributable to a biotic commu-
nity that causes a change in condition) and can include both direct and indirect effects.[2,3] Community 
structure is a measure of biodiversity in its most general sense, that is, the number of species or other 
taxonomic units and their relative abundances. Some community functions are referred to as environ-
mental or ecosystem services. Examples include organic matter breakdown and nutrient cycling that 
is largely mediated by microbial communities, or water uptake, filtration, and flood control mediated 
by shoreline plant communities.[4] Both community structure (biodiversity) and function (ecosystem 
services) are being increasingly valued by society and global economies,[5,6] and therefore sustaining 
healthy aquatic communities will be an important driver of pesticide impact mitigation efforts.

Detecting impacts of pesticides typically involves repeated sampling and a comparison of commu-
nity attributes among contaminated and uncontaminated test units over time, or across a gradient of 
pesticide concentrations. The test units can range from petri dishes to natural ecosystems, with a trade-
off between experimental control in small test units and environmental realism in field-level testing and 
whole ecosystems.[7] In an effort to incorporate both experimental control and environmental realism in 
pesticide impact testing, the use of microcosms or model ecosystems for measuring impacts on aquatic 
communities has increased over the past couple of decades.[8,9] Model ecosystems for community-level 
pesticide testing can be quite simple at lower-trophic levels such as with microbial communities (e.g., 
Widenfalk et al.[10]) but will necessarily be more complex for testing higher-order biological communi-
ties (e.g., Wojtaszek[11]). Regardless of the test units, an important consideration for measuring pesticide 
impacts will be an assessment of the duration of impact or rate of recovery. A rapid return to pre- 
pesticide or reference (no pesticide) community condition will reduce the long-term ecological conse-
quences of the pesticide disturbance.[12]

Traditional measures of community-level impacts have focused on structure and have usually been 
expressed in terms of single-variable indices such as species richness, diversity, or abundance. These 
indices are useful descriptors of community structure but suffer from the fact that they reduce complex 
community data to a single summary metric and may miss subtle or ecologically important changes in 
species composition across sites or times. Over the last couple of decades, ecotoxicologists have increas-
ingly turned to multivariate statistical techniques for analyzing community response data.[13] A variety 
of multivariate statistical techniques and software are available and are usually considered superior for 
the analysis of community data because they retain and incorporate the spatial and temporal multidi-
mensional nature of biological communities.[14] This includes various ordination techniques that can 
provide graphical representation of spatiotemporal patterns in community structure in which points 
that lie close together in the ordination plot represent communities of similar composition (richness, 
abundance), while communities with dissimilar species composition are plotted further apart.

Figure 1 illustrates the use of an ordination plot generated by nonmetric multidimensional scaling for 
detecting differences among aquatic insect communities in four control and eight insecticide-treated 
streams. These data have been adjusted for illustrative purposes but are based on real invertebrate 
community responses to an insecticide in outdoor stream channels.[15] At both concentrations of the 
insecticide, the community structure of stream insects clearly shifted away from the natural com-
munity composition in control streams as depicted by the separation of treated streams (T1 and T2) 
from controls (C) in the ordination bi-plot. The plot also illustrates that the variability among treated 
streams (relative distance between points) was greater than that among control streams, that the low-
concentration streams (T1) and high-concentration streams (T2) tended to separate along axis 1, and 
that the T2 streams were further removed from controls than the T1 streams, indicating a differential 
response by the insect communities to the two test concentrations. Canonical correspondence analysis 
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FIGURE 1 Ordination by nonmetric multidimensional scaling of aquatic insect communities in stream channels. 
Each point represents the community structure of control channels (C) and channels treated with a neem-based 
insecticide at a low (T1) and high (T2) concentration.
Source: Adapted from Kreutzweiser et al.[15]

and redundancy analysis have also been commonly used to assess aquatic community responses to pes-
ticide contamination.[16,17] A useful refinement of an ordination technique for detecting and interpreting 
pesticide impacts on aquatic communities is principal response curves (PRCs).[18] PRC is derived from 
redundancy analysis, and time-dependent responses in the treatments are expressed as deviations from 
the control or reference system allowing for clear visualization of pesticide effects.

Assessing Risk of Pesticide impacts on Aquatic communities

The likelihood or risk of harmful effects on aquatic communities from exposure to pesticides will 
depend on the exposure concentration, bioavailability, exposure duration, rate of uptake, inherent spe-
cies sensitivities, community composition, and other community attributes. All of these must be mea-
sured, estimated, modeled, or predicted to derive an assessment of risk to aquatic communities for any 
given pesticide. Formalized risk assessment frameworks and guidelines for pesticides have been devel-
oped in the United States,[19] the European Union,[20] Canada,[21] and elsewhere and can be consulted for 
detailed information on the various components of a risk assessment. In brief, pesticide risk assessments 
typically include the following phases: 1) defining the problem by determining the pesticide use patterns 
and developing conceptual models and hypotheses around how it is expected to behave, the anticipated 
exposure regimes, the kinds of organisms that are likely to be at risk, the community or entity that 
is to be protected, and the level of protection that will be acceptable; 2) developing the measurement 
endpoints for assessing risk of harm by establishing which response measurements are relevant and 
applicable, and how the measurements will be made; 3) outlining the risk assessment process by specify-
ing the kinds of data to be used and how they will be derived including simulation modeling, empirical 
laboratory, microcosm or field testing, their appropriate spatial and temporal scales, and their statistical 
analyses; 4) applying the risk assessment by running models or collecting data, completing analyses, 
summarizing outputs, and providing risk estimates; 5) conducting risk communication and manage-
ment by answering questions posed in the problem formulation, suggesting risk mitigation strategies 
if necessary, and communicating those to appropriate users; and 6) conducting follow-up monitoring 
to evaluate the success of mitigation strategies and to implement adaptive management to address defi-
ciencies if or when necessary.[22,23]
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Traditionally, pesticide risk assessments have relied on standardized, single-species toxicity tests to 
predict effects on communities, the underlying assumption being that protecting the most sensitive spe-
cies will protect whole communities. In this case, the selection and relevance of test species are critically 
important to a successful and meaningful risk assessment.[24] However, the accuracy and relevance of 
estimating the potential risk to aquatic communities can be greatly improved by consideration of spe-
cific species or community attributes. In particular, attribute information can improve the ecological 
relevance and predictive capabilities of conceptual models and the generation of hypotheses in the risk 
assessment process. Insofar as these attributes affect exposure, sensitivity, or both, they can increase or 
decrease risk beyond what could be determined from toxicity estimates or species sensitivity distribu-
tions alone.

Behavioral attributes can elevate the risk of pesticide effects on species by increasing the likelihood of 
intercepting the stressor. For example, young-of-the-year bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix) typically feed 
in estuaries during their early life stages where agricultural runoff can elevate concentrations of pesti-
cides in food items. This feeding behavior can result in bioaccumulation and in adverse effects such as 
reduced migration, overwinter survival, and recruitment success in fish communities.[25] Incorporating 
this kind of information into conceptual models and risk hypotheses will generate more realistic risk 
assessments. In addition, behavioral attributes themselves can be relevant measurement endpoints if the 
pesticide mode of action indicates risk of sublethal behavioral effects at expected concentrations. For 
example, some pesticides have been shown to impair the ability to capture prey in fish[26] and the ability 
to avoid predators in zooplankton.[27] These types of adverse effects can disrupt trophic linkages and 
reduce survival or reproduction, thus impacting community balance.

Inclusion of life history information into conceptual models and risk hypotheses can also refine and 
improve the risk assessment process. Life history strategies can influence a species susceptibility to a 
stressor through effects on a population’s resilience or ability to recover from disturbance.[28] Different 
species exposed to the same pesticide and experiencing similar levels of effect in terms of population 
declines do not necessarily recover at the same rates when recovery is dependent on reproduction or 
dispersion. Populations of organisms with short regeneration times (e.g., several generations per year) 
and/or high dispersal capacity have higher likelihood of recovery from pesticide-induced population 
declines than those with longer regeneration periods and limited dispersal capacity. These differen-
tial life history strategies and their influences on community response and recovery from pesticide 
effects have been demonstrated empirically (e.g., van den Brink et al.[29] and Kreutzweiser et al.[30]) and 
through population modeling.[31] These community balance upsets could not have been predicted from 
 screening-level toxicity data or from species sensitivity data; thus, inclusion of life history information 
in conceptual models can improve risk hypotheses and direct the assessment to focus on species at 
higher risk owing to specific life history strategies.

Life history attributes can also influence the risk of pesticide effects through differential life-stage 
sensitivity or susceptibility. Early life stages are often (but not exclusively) more sensitive to pesticides 
than later stages. An organism’s life stage can also influence its susceptibility to a pesticide by increasing 
or decreasing the likelihood of intercepting the stressor. If a contaminant is present in the environment 
at effective concentrations during a period in which the particular life stage of a species is present, then 
the risk to that species is increased. For some amphibians, aquatic (larval) stages could be at higher 
risk of direct and indirect effects of pesticides than their terrestrial (adult) life stages when their larval 
stage coincides with pesticide contamination of water bodies.[32] Thus, while a species sensitivity and 
geographical distribution may indicate potential risk, the life-stage information coupled with pesticide 
use pattern, timing, or fate information may indicate little likelihood of exposure to the pesticide and 
the risk assessment can be adjusted accordingly.

Functional attributes may also be important for refining or improving pesticide risk assessments. 
Protection goals for populations and communities often include the safeguarding of critical biological 
processes or ecosystem function. Measuring ecosystem function integrates responses of component 
populations and can be a relevant measurement endpoint when species loss affects ecosystem function 
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such as energy transfer and organic matter cycling.[33] However, most ecosystems are complex and it 
may not be clear which functional attributes are critical for sustaining ecological processes or the extent 
to which they can sustain changes in structural properties (e.g., population levels, diversity) without 
adversely affecting ecosystem function. Neither is it clear if functional endpoints are more or less sensi-
tive than structural endpoints for detecting ecosystem disturbance. Some studies investigating the rela-
tionship between species diversity and ecosystem function have indicated that ecosystems can tolerate 
some species loss because of functional redundancy.[34] Functional redundancy is thought to occur when 
several species perform similar functions in ecosystems such that some may be eliminated with little or 
no effect on ecosystem processes. Others have suggested that redundant species are required to ensure 
ecosystem resilience to disturbance as a form of biological insurance, especially at large spatial scales.[35]

Given these discrepancies, measurement endpoints based on functional attributes are not typically 
used in pesticide risk assessments because it is generally accepted that protection of community struc-
ture will protect ecosystem function. However, when specific functional attributes can be identified and 
are known or suspected to be at risk from a pesticide, they can be included in the data requirements for 
a risk assessment. An example would be the risk of adverse effects on leaf litter decomposition (a critical 
ecosystem function in forest soils and water bodies) posed by a systemic insecticide for control of wood-
boring insects in trees.[36] In that case, the protection goal was maintaining leaf litter decomposition, the 
community at risk was decomposer invertebrates feeding on leaves from insecticide-treated trees, and 
the selection of test species was directed to a specific functional group because of the unique route of 
exposure to decomposer organisms identified in the risk hypotheses.

Some examples of Pesticide impacts on Aquatic communities

A few examples will serve to illustrate how pesticides can cause disruptions to aquatic communities. 
DeNoyelles et al.[37] reviewed studies into pesticide impacts on aquatic communities and reported 
that herbicides like atrazine, hexazinone, and copper sulfate were directly toxic to most species of 
 phytoplankton (waterborne algae). After herbicide applications, reductions in phytoplankton caused 
secondary reductions in herbivorous zooplankton, resulting from a depleted food source for the 
 zooplankton. They further showed that direct adverse effects on phytoplankton can also cause disrup-
tions to the bacterial-based energy pathways by reducing carbon flow from phytoplankton to bacteria, 
and ultimately to grazing protozoans and zooplankton. Boyle et al.[38] found that applications of the 
insecticide diflubenzuron to small ponds reduced populations of several aquatic invertebrate species. 
This in turn resulted in indirect effects on algae (increased productivity because of release from grazing 
pressure by the invertebrates) and on juvenile fish populations (reduced production because of limited 
invertebrate prey availability). George et al.[39] used a novel approach to predict effects of pesticide mix-
tures on zooplankton communities and then tested the predictions in outdoor microcosms. Responses 
among zooplankton populations within the community differed, depending on the pesticide mixture, 
and those differences appeared to reflect the relative susceptibilities among specific taxa within groups. 
Cladocerans declined but were less sensitive than copepods to a chlorpyrifos-dominated mixture, 
while rotifers actually increased after application in response to release from competition or predation 
pressures.

Kreutzweiser et al.[40] applied a neem-based insecticide to forest pond enclosures and measured effects 
on zooplankton community structure, respiration, and food web stability. Significant concentration-
dependent reductions in numbers of adult copepods were observed, but immature copepods and cla-
docerans were unaffected (Figure 2). There was no evidence of recovery of adult copepods within the 
sampling season. During the period of maximal impact (about 4 to 9 weeks after the applications), 
total plankton community respiration was significantly reduced, and this contributed to significant 
 concentration-dependent increases in dissolved oxygen and decreases in specific conductance. The 
reductions in adult copepods resulted in negative effects on zooplankton food web stability through 
elimination of a trophic link and reduced interactions and connectance.
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Van Wijngaarden et al.[41] evaluated the responses of aquatic communities in indoor microcosms to a 
suite of pesticides used for bulb crop protection. At pesticide concentrations equivalent to 5% spray drift 
deposition, zooplankton taxa within communities showed significant changes relative to non-treated 
controls, reflecting taxon-specific sensitivities. Some copepods and rotifers in particular showed sig-
nificant declines for at least 13 weeks, while many other rotifers and cladocerans were unaffected or 
increased. Several macroinvertebrate taxa were negatively affected, and this contributed to significant 
declines in leaf litter decomposition among treated microcosms. The herbicide asulam was among the 
suite of pesticides, and it induced significant reduction of the macrophyte Elodea nuttallii. This in turn 
caused significant changes in water chemistry (decreases in dissolved oxygen and pH, increases in alka-
linity and specific conductance) and increases in phytoplankton biomass from decreased competition 
for nutrients. Increased phytoplankton and reduced zooplankton predators combined to support higher 
abundance of less sensitive zooplankton taxa. The authors point out that most of these effects were not 
measurable at more realistic rates of spray drift deposition.

Relyea and Hoverman[42] investigated impacts of the insecticide malathion on aquatic communities 
in microcosms designed to mimic a simple aquatic food web that can be found in ponds and wetlands. 
The insecticide generally reduced zooplankton abundance, and these reductions stimulated increases 
in phytoplankton, decreases in periphyton (attached algae), and decreases in growth of frog tadpoles. 
While invertebrate predator survival was not affected, amphibian prey survival increased with insec-
ticide concentration, apparently the result of insecticide-induced impairment of predation success by 
the invertebrates. Overall, the study demonstrated that realistic concentrations of an insecticide can 
interact with natural predators to induce large changes in aquatic community balance.

Reducing Risk of Pesticide impacts on Aquatic communities

For pesticides applied to crops and forests, exposure to aquatic communities can be minimized 
by the implementation of vegetated spray buffers or setbacks to intercept off-target spray drift and 
runoff.[43] Pesticide runoff can be further reduced by using formulations that are less prone to wash-
off, leaching, and mobilization. Recent advances in spray drift reduction and improved spray guid-
ance systems can also significantly reduce the off-target movement of pesticides to water bodies.[44] 
Examples include new technologies in map-based automated boom systems for row crops[45] and 
Geographical Information System (GIS)-based landscape analysis for predicting off-target pesticide 
movement.[46]

The risk of adverse effects on aquatic communities may also be decreased by intentional selection and 
use of pesticides that are inherently safer to the environment. This would include so-called reduced-
risk pesticides that are bioactive compounds usually with unique modes of action and derived from 
microbial, plant, or other natural sources. These are generally thought to be less persistent and toxic to 
non-target organisms than conventional synthetic pesticides.[47] Examples include the bacteria-derived 
insecticide Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis), the plant-derived insecticide neem, and the microbe-derived her-
bicide phosphinothricin. However, Thompson and Kreutzweiser[48] caution that it cannot be assumed 
that this group of pesticides is inherently safer or more environmentally acceptable than synthetic 
 counterparts and that full environmental risk evaluations must be conducted to ensure their environ-
mental safety.

These types of technologies combined with the use of non-pesticide approaches to pest management 
form the basis of integrated pest management (IPM) strategies. IPM strategies are those in which the 
judicious use of pesticides is only one of several concurrent methods to control or manage losses from 
pest damage. This can include the use of natural enemies and parasites, biological control agents, insect 
growth regulators, confusion pheromones, sterile male releases, synchronizing with weather patterns 
known to diminish pest populations, and cultivation methods and crop varieties to improve conditions 
for natural enemies or degrade conditions for pest survival.[49] Increasing the use of IPM approaches can 
reduce reliance on pesticides and thus reduce the risk of pesticide impacts overall.
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Recent Advances and outstanding issues

Pesticide risk assessments and risk reductions have recently been advanced in terms of ecological real-
ism and effectiveness through some developing methods and techniques. Traditional risk assessments 
have estimated hazards from pesticides by comparing the expected environmental concentration (often 
predicted from worst-case scenarios) to the toxic threshold for the most sensitive test species. When the 
expected concentration is higher than the toxicity threshold, the pesticide is considered to have poten-
tial for environmental effects. These so-called hazard or risk quotient approaches are still widely used 
in pesticide risk assessment and regulation, but more recently, PRA and probabilistic hazard assessment 
(PHA) approaches are being adopted. In these approaches, pesticide exposure levels and the likelihood 
of toxic effects are estimated from probability distributions based on all reliable data available.[50] In 
PRA, exposure and effects distributions are developed from modeling or measurements in laboratory, 

FIGURE 2 Mean abundance (±1 SE, n = 5) of (a) adult copepods, (b) immature copepods, and (c) cladocerans in 
natural pond microcosms (controls) and microcosms treated at three different rates of a neem-based insecticide. 
Source: Taken from Kreutzweiser et al.[40]
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microcosm, or field studies and used to improve the accuracy and relevance of the estimated likelihood 
of environmental effects compared to the traditional worst-case (hazard/risk quotient) approach (e.g., 
Solomon[51]). In PHA, a distribution approach is also used, except that the probability of hazard is esti-
mated from distributions built on the relative sensitivity of interspecies endpoints rather than species 
sensitivity itself.[52] Figure 3 illustrates the principles of PRA (Figure 3a) and PHA (Figure 3b). Regardless 
of the approach, one important aspect of PRA that is ongoing is the development and use of uncertainty 
analysis to quantify variability and uncertainty in exposure and effects estimates. Characterizing and 
quantifying uncertainty will provide more meaningful risk assessments and improved decision making 
for minimizing potential risk of pesticide impacts in or near water.[53]

Efforts at incorporating population or ecological modeling into pesticide risk assessments have also 
improved their accuracy and relevance for predicting, and therefore mitigating, risk of harm to aquatic 
communities.[54] The use of ecological models to incorporate a suite of factors including lethal and sub-
lethal effects and their influences on the risks to organisms, populations, or communities can provide 
useful insights into receptor/pesticide interactions and can thereby improve risk assessments and direct 

FIGURE 3 Schematic illustrating the principle of PRA (a) and PHA (b). PRA is based on a comparison of expo-
sure and effects distributions using a predetermined criterion typically in the range of 5%-10% (shaded area and 
dashed lines in panel A) to determine the probability of exceeding the criterion (ellipse on y-axis); PHA is based 
on a comparison of an endpoint-derived sensitivity distribution within a test species to a threshold value such as a 
hazard quotient (dashed line in panel B).
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mitigation measures. Population models that account for differential demographics and population 
growth rates within communities have been shown to provide more accurate assessments of potential 
pesticide impacts on populations and communities than what conventional lethal concentration esti-
mates can provide.[55] Ecological and population modeling combined with pesticide exposure modeling 
and case-based reasoning (drawing on past experience or information from similar chemical exposures) 
can provide further refinements and improve risk assessment for aquatic communities.[56] Another 
recent advancement in ecological modeling to predict pesticide effects is the use of trait-based informa-
tion such as organism morphology, life history, physiology, and feeding ecology in risk assessments.[57] 
This approach includes some of the functional attributes and concepts described above in the section 
on “Assessing Risk of Pesticide Impacts on Aquatic Communities” and has the advantage of formally 
expressing communities as combinations of functional traits rather than as groups of species, thereby 
yielding a more meaningful description of community structure and function. Taken together, these 
modeling approaches that incorporate probability distributions, toxicological sensitivities, population 
dynamics, ecological information, and functional trait attributes can be integrated into improved risk 
assessments that will inform mitigation and prevention strategies for pesticide use.[58]

Two additional issues that present challenges to pesticide risk assessment and mitigation are pesticide 
mixtures and the combined or cumulative effects of multiple stressors on pesticide impacts. Pesticides 
frequently occur as mixtures in aquatic systems, particularly in agricultural regions, and methods to 
assess and/or predict pesticide mixture toxicity under laboratory conditions have been relatively well 
developed. However, there are still large uncertainties associated with the prediction of pesticide mix-
ture toxicity, and additional studies are needed to evaluate the performance of mixture models when 
evaluating community-level endpoints and toxicity thresholds over long-term exposures.[59] Secondly, 
whereas most pesticide assessment data are derived from tests or experiments under controlled or semi-
controlled environmental conditions, pesticides in natural environments may interact with a number 
of other natural or human-caused stressors that can substantially alter the likelihood and magnitude of 
pesticide impacts.[60] Other stressors could include overarching effects of climate change that can influ-
ence water temperature and quality; land use activities that result in chemical, sediment, and nutrient 
pollution of waterways; and biotic interactions with invasive species in aquatic communities. A number 
of studies have examined the combined effects of a pesticide with other stressors, but they have usu-
ally been single stressor effects tested at the single-species level. Examples of studies that examined 
combined effects include pesticide interactions with water temperature,[61] pH,[62] dissolved organic 
 matter,[63] UV radiation,[64] predators,[65] competitors,[66] food availability,[67] elevated sediments,[68] and 
other chemical stressors.[69] However, potential multiple stressors and their interactions with pesticides 
can be myriad and testing or extrapolating to community-level impacts is onerous at best. Sorting out 
and mitigating pesticide impacts from among these multiple stressors continues to be a challenge, and 
the suggestion by Laskowski et al.[70] to include studies of toxicant interactions with a range of environ-
mental conditions in risk assessments seems warranted.

conclusions

Because of the high degree of connectivity among species in an aquatic community, pesticides pose a 
risk of harm to the community stability or balance. The community structure can be altered by direct 
effects, indirect effects, or both, and this can cause disruptions to the interactions and linkages among 
species and to their ecological function. This risk of harm will depend on exposure concentration, 
bioavailability, exposure duration, rate of uptake, species sensitivities, community composition, and 
other community attributes. Recent advances in pesticide risk assessment for aquatic communities 
have improved the ecological relevance and predictive capabilities for determining, and thus mitigat-
ing, potential harmful impacts. Pesticide impacts on aquatic communities can be minimized by the 
use of improved application technologies to reduce application rates and to decrease off-target move-
ment to water bodies. Potential impacts can be further minimized through the selection and use of 
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pesticides that are demonstrated to be inherently safer to the environment and through the application 
of IPM strategies. Given the preponderance of pesticide impact studies in freshwater aquatic ecosys-
tems, the improved risk assessment frameworks and regulatory requirements for pesticide evaluations, 
and the recent advances in mitigation technologies, many decisions around the use of pesticides can be 
made on a sound scientific basis rather than on misinformed perceptions or politically driven agendas. 
Integrated, science-based pest management strategies including the prudent use of appropriate pesti-
cides will contribute to ensuring the sustainability of aquatic communities in areas subjected to pest 
management programs.
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introduction

The contribution of anthropogenic phosphorus (P) to the accelerated eutrophication of freshwaters is 
well documented.[1,2] Sources of riverine P inputs can broadly be divided into point sources, typically 
dominated by sewage treatment effluents, and diffuse (also “non-point”) sources, derived from the land-
scape.[3,4] Phosphorus export tends to increase from rivers draining native or low-input ecosystems, 
to intensively managed agricultural systems, to urban settings.[5] Point sources enter the river more 
continually through the year than do nonpoint sources, which are subject to large seasonal variation, 
typically as a function of overland flow and land management activities.[6]

Changes in the forms and amount of P that occur as part of the transport processes within streams 
and rivers can greatly influence the eventual impact of point and non-point sources of P on downstream 
 eutrophication.[6,7] These changes in P are mediated by physical (sediment deposition and re suspension and 
flow regimes), abiotic (P sorption and desorption), and biotic (microbial and plant uptake)  processes.[8,9]

Most importantly, P in riverine systems can play an important role in modifying or delaying societal 
efforts to curb eutrophication. For instance, P that is already entrained in riverine systems, sometimes 
referred to as legacy P, can serve as a long-term source of P to the overlying water column. Understanding 
the role of riverine systems as sources, sinks and stores of P is critical to the long-term management of 
cultural eutrophication.

Riverine Processes

Physical Processes

Fluvial sediments are derived from the erosion of surface soils, gullies, ditches and stream banks. 
Because surface soils generally contain the highest concentration of P in soil profiles, and erosion 
preferentially removes P-rich particles, eroded surface soil represents a major source of particulate 
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P in riverine systems.[10,11] In areas with recent gully formation or bank erosion, subsoil is the domi-
nant source of sediments. Sediments derived from gulley or bank sources have low P content and 
high P sorption capacities.[12,13] As P release and sorption are largely related to particle size, with 
coarser-sized particles releasing P more readily than fine particles, which also tend to sorb more P, [14] 
hydrologic processes controlling sediment particle size distribution have important implications to 
P fate in river systems.

Abiotic Processes

In fluvial systems with good hydraulic mixing (such as shallow flowing streams), P movement between 
sediment and water phases is related to the equilibrium P concentration at zero net sorption or desorp-
tion (EPC0); P is released from sediment if the concentration of P in stream flow is less than its EPC0, 
while the reverse is also true.[15] Other processes influencing sediment P release include a rise in stream 
water pH, P from dead phytoplankton, periphyton or macrophytes, the hydrolysis of organic P species, 
and changes in sediment crystallinity and oxidation/reduction.[10,16] For example, regular wetting and 
drying cycles in stream sediments or bank material can change Fe-oxide crystallinity making occluding 
P associated with these materials.[17,18]

Biotic Processes

Uptake of P by aquatic biota can decrease dissolved P in the water column,[19] while bacteria can medi-
ate a sizeable proportion of sedimentary P uptake and release (30%–40%, Khoshmanesh et al.[20] and 
McDowell and Sharpley[21]). Biologically-controlled P release during the decomposition of organic mat-
ter in sediments can be an important source of dissolved P at times of high temperature and low flow 
in areas with organic-rich sediments, such as streams draining forests.[22] Organic matter in sediments 
may also increase the blooms of bacteria and algae by preventing chelator limited growth.[23] The relative 
effect of biotic processes on riverine P transport varies greatly, reflecting seasonal cycles, management 
of stream-side land, sediment P forms, size of flow event, and streambed geology. However, during 
elevated flow, when P loads are often high, biotic processes generally are less important to riverine P 
transport than physical and abiotic processes.

nutrient Spiralling

The concept of P-spiralling, or the distance travelled downstream by one P molecule as it completes 
one cycle of uptake, transformation (e.g., from dissolved to organic form) and release back into flow as 
dissolved P, is useful in understanding fundamental mechanisms of P transport in rivers.[24] Lengths of 
P-spiralling generally vary from 1 to 1000 m, as a function of flow regime, season, bedrock geology, and 
sediment characteristics.[25,26] Interaction between ground water and stream flow within the hyporheic 
zone will change P concentrations, depending upon the relative contribution of stream-bed upwelling 
or infiltration of P-rich stream flow.

integrating Riverine Processes and Land 
Use impacts on P transport

The role of riverine processes in watershed scale P export is illustrated by the findings work of McDowell 
et al.[27] in a 40-ha agricultural watershed in central Pennsylvania (Figure 1). They found dissolved P 
concentrations in base flow increased from 28 to 42 µg L−1 as one moved from down the stream channel. 
Base flow P concentrations were controlled by channel sediment P sorption (532 mg kg−1 at flume 4 and 
227 mg kg−1 at the outlet) and EPC0 (4 µg kg−1 at flume 4 and 34 µg kg−1 at the outlet). Storm flow trends, 



however, were the opposite, with P concentrations decreasing downstream (304 µg L−1 at flume 4 and 
128 µg L−1 at flume 1) due to the dilution of P derived from a critical source area: an agricultural field with 
elevated soil P and high erosion/runoff (Figure 1).

In a much larger watershed, the Winooski River, VT, the largest tributary to Lake Champlain 
(Figure  2), McDowell et al.[7] evaluated interactions between local sources of P, sediment properties 
and flow, elucidating their role in riverine P transport. Input and delivery of fine sediment enriched 
with P was influenced by surrounding land use. Algal-available P of river sediments near agricultural 
land (3.6 mg kg−1) was greater than that of sediments near forested land (2.4 mg kg−1). Over the short-
term, river flow and sediment physical properties were responsible for particulate P loadings from the 
river to Lake Champlain. However, deposition of sediments downstream, near the outflow into Lake 
Champlain, resulted in a large pool of stored P within the river system. Over the long-term, this pool 
is likely to release dissolved P to overlying waters, even as inputs of P from point and nonpoint sources 
decline due to implementation of remedial strategies and watershed conservation measures.

FIGURE 1 The distribution of high Mehlich-3 soil P (>100 mg kg−1), erosion (>6 Mg ha−1 yr−1) and dissolved P 
concentration in stream and baseflow (mean of 1997–2000 data) in relation to P sorption properties of channel 
sediment at four flumes in FD-36. 
Source: Adapted from McDowell et al.[27]
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Defining P-Related impairment in Flowing and 
Lake Waters for targeted Remediation

In order to prioritize and target watershed remediation to minimize P losses, water impairment must 
be quantified.[28] Background levels (i.e., regional nutrient criteria) of total P, total N, chlorophyll-a, 
sediment, and clarity in pristine surface waters are used as benchmarks for a given geographical area 
(Figure 3; Gibson et al.[29] and Omernik[30]). While these criteria have regulatory application, such 
as under the U.S.A.’s Clean Water Act, they can also be used to guide voluntary efforts in watershed 
 planning.[31] These criteria are available for freshwater systems in the continental U.S. (Table 1). Similar 
approaches have been taken in Australasia and Europe.[4,32] In the European Union’s Water Framework 
Directive, biological parameters are, however, the basis for measuring ecological status for the water 
with  chemical parameters used only as support parameters. The E.U. classification system emphasizes 

FIGURE 2 The location, distribution and impact of land use and physical transport processes on P in fluvial 
 sediments within the Winooski River watershed, VT.
Source: Adapted from McDowell et al.[7]



FIGURE 3 Draft aggregations of level III ecoregions for the National Nutrient Strategy. 
Source: Adapted from Gibson et al.[29] and Omernik.[30]

TABLE 1 Background Total P concentrations for Each of the Aggregated Nutrient Ecoregions in the U.S. for 
Freshwater Systems[28]

Aggregated Ecoregion Total P (µg L−1)

Number Description Rivers and Streams Lakes and Reservoirs

I Willamette and Central Valleys 47 —
II Western Forested Mountains 10  9
III Xeric West 22 17
IV Great Plain Grass and Shrub Lands 23 20
V South Central Cultivated Great Plains 67 33
VI Corn Belt and Northern Great Plains 76 38
VII Mostly Glaciated Dairy Region 33 15
VIII Nutrient Poor Largely Glaciated Upper Midwest and 10  8

Northeast
IX Southeastern Temperate Forested Plains and Hills 37 20
X Texas-Louisiana Coastal and Mississippi Alluvial Plain 128a —
XI Central and Eastern Forested Uplands 10  8
XII Southern Coastal Plains 40 10
XIII Southern Florida Coastal Plains — 18
XIV Eastern Coastal Plains 31  8
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whether the ecosystem is in ecological balance and points out the effect of the pollution rather than 
providing a  classification or ranking according to pollutant concentration, which has been the basis for 
most p revious classifications systems.

implications to Watershed Management

Aquatic ecosystems respond to P inputs on the basis of factors related to their physiography and flushing 
rates. Individual systems respond to discrete and sustained P inputs differently, and indeed it may not be 
possible to attain P loadings low enough to prevent periphyton blooms because of, for example, natural 
enrichment from P-rich rocks.

A certain degree of eutrophication can be beneficial. For example, fishery management often requires 
a higher productivity to maintain an adequate phytoplankton-zooplankton-fish food chain for opti-
mum commercial or sport fish production. This food chain may be manipulated by stocking of water 
with certain fish species in addition to P load reductions, in efforts to reduce the incidence of algal 
blooms and improve overall water quality.[33]

In most cases, however, eutrophication restricts water use for fisheries, recreation, and industry 
because of the increased growth of undesirable algae and aquatic weeds and oxygen shortages caused by 
their death and decomposition.[1] An increasing number of surface waters also experience periodic and 
massive harmful algal blooms (e.g., cyanobacteria and Pfiesteria) that contribute to summer fish kills, 
unpotable drinking water, formation of carcinogens during water chlorination, and links to neurologi-
cal impairment in humans.[34,35]

implications for Water Quality Response

The response of riverine systems to upstream changes in watershed management can vary from sea-
sons to decades, and generally increases as watershed scale increases.[36,37] In small watersheds (i.e., 
<100 ha), research has demonstrated reduction in nutrient and sediment loss in runoff can occur 
within months of implementing remedial management measures (e.g., “conservation practices “or 
“best management practices”). However, the spatial complexity of watershed systems and nature of 
P sources (e.g., acute sources such as fertilizers vs. legacy P sources such as soils and sediments) 
affects this response time. Indeed, the slow release of legacy P stored in soils and sediments to more 
rapid surface flow pathways may continue for decades even after practices have been installed to curb 
further additions. The release of legacy P from riverine sediments is influenced by the oxygen status 
of overlying waters, where reducing conditions favor the dissolution of iron-bound P. As remedial 
efforts decrease the concentrations of P in riverine systems, the change in gradient between sediment 
and water column can trigger the desorption of dissolved P from the sediment. Finally, P enriched 
sediments are resuspended during high flows. This effect will likely increase with climate change, 
which could result in more precipitation as rain in winter and an increase in occurrence and severity 
of rainfall events.

Because of the lag time between watershed management practice implementation and water  quality 
improvements, remedial strategies should consider the re-equilibration of watershed and  water-body 
behavior, where nutrient sinks may become sources of P with only slight changes in watershed 
 management and hydrologic response. A better understanding of the spatial and temporal aspects of 
watershed response to nutrient load reductions in both flowing and standing water bodies is needed, 
as well as the scale at which responses may occur in a more timely fashion. This would likely be at a 
smaller sub-watershed scale, where local water quality and quantity benefits may become evident more 
quickly. It is also important to accept in any water-shed-P loss reduction strategy, that it is essential to 
address the overall physical and social complexity of legacy P sources, when, where and to what extent 
they occur.



conclusions

Clearly, several interdependent riverine processes influence the amounts and forms of P transported from 
edge-of-field agricultural sources to the point of impact (i.e., river, lake, reservoir, and estuary). These 
processes will, thus, be critical in defining agricultural source management and in determining eutro-
phic response. Without information on the direction and magnitude of change in P transport in river 
systems, conservation practices will not efficiently remediate against impairment of receiving waters.

The accumulation of P in aquatic environments is such that even if P were no longer added to 
 agricultural systems, there would be a considerable time-lag (years or decades) before improvements 
in water quality, or regeneration of diverse habitats, might become apparent. Thus, the emphasis of 
 watershed management should be on preventing further deterioration and taking strategic and 
 sustainable actions sooner rather than later, otherwise we are simply and literally storing up more 
severe problems for future generations to confront. Despite our knowledge of controlling processes, 
it is difficult for the public to understand or accept this lack of response. When public funds are 
invested in remedial  watershed programs, rapid improvements in water quality are usually expected 
and often required. Thus, implementation of effective conservation measures must consider fluvial 
system response  behavior, where sinks may become sources of P with only slight changes in watershed 
 management and hydrologic response.
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introduction

Dinitrogen (N2) gas represents close to 80% of the Earth’s atmosphere, and a number of procaryotic 
microorganisms in soils and flooded conditions have evolved that utilize the enzyme nitrogenase to 
reduce atmospheric N2 to ammonia. This ammonia provides a renewable source of nitrogen (N) that is 
subsequently used to support their growth. Biological N2 fixation (BNF) by some diazotrophs can occur 
in a free-living state. This includes anaerobic organisms such as Clostridium and aerobic bacterium such 
as Azotobacter along with a host of other species that may rely on decomposition of plant residues as 
an energy source, while phototrophic bacteria such as cyanobacteria (also known as blue-green algae) 
derive energy directly from photosynthesis to sustain BNF.[1,2] Other N2-fixing microbes have coevolved 
with plants and undertake BNF in multiple ways. This ranges from rather loose associations of free-
living heterotrophic bacteria with plant roots or endophytic N2-fixing bacteria present in the vascu-
lar tissue of tropical C4-graminaceous species such as sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum), to highly 
complex symbioses where forms of fixed N generated by the bacterium are exchanged with the plant 
for carbon-derived plant photosynthesis.[2–4] Such symbioses include (1) cyanobacteria with the aquatic 
ferns (Azolla), fungi (lichen), or cycads; (2) actinomycetes (generally placed in the genus Frankia) with 
around 200 species of angiosperms including Alder (Alnus glutinosa) and Casuarina spp.; and (3) the 
soil bacteria rhizobia (Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Allorhizobium, Azorhizobium, Mesorhizobium, or 
Sinorhizobium spp.) with >10,000 legume species. With the exception of Azolla and lichen, these sym-
biotic partnerships generally occur in specialized plant structures known as nodules located on plant 
roots and, in some legume species, also the stem.[2,5]

Although calculations of global contributions of BNF are subject to enormous approximations, 
annual inputs of fixed N into agroecosystems by these diverse range of organisms and associations 
were conservatively estimated to be 55–70 million metric tonnes of N based on Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) statistical data for agricultural production in 2005.[4] Unfortunately, uncertainties 
about the distribution and frequency of N2-fixing organisms, or the rates of BNF occurring, in natural 
ecosystems makes it almost impossible to provide similar estimates of global inputs of fixed N for the 
many different terrestrial and aquatic environments not under agricultural production. 
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Sources of BnF in Agricultural Systems

The N2 fixation process can directly contribute to agricultural production where the fixed N is harvested in 
legume grain or vegetative parts for human or animal consumption. However, BNF can also represent an 
important renewable source of N that can help maintain or enhance the N fertility of many agricultural soils 
for the benefit of subsequent crops.[5–7] Examples of experimental estimates of amounts of BNF achieved by 
various N2-fixing organisms and estimates of their global inputs of fixed N are presented in Table 1.

Free-living N2 fixers tend to have low rates of BNF (Table 1). While significant inputs of fixed N by 
diazotrophs have been demonstrated in some tropical grass and cropping systems,[3] the role of BNF asso-
ciated with nonlegumes tend to be less conclusive in temperate agriculture,[8,9] and these observations 
are reflected in the estimates of global inputs of fixed N from endophytic, associative, and f ree-living 
sources provided in Table 1. Azolla may have higher rates of BNF than non-symbiotic systems,[2,5] but it 
is symbiotic relationships between rhizobia and legumes that are responsible for the largest amounts of 
fixed N in agriculture both on a per unit basis and in absolute terms (Table 1).

inputs of Fixed nitrogen by Legumes

Most modern methods used to quantify inputs of fixed N by legumes separate the plant N into frac-
tions originating from soil N or N [11,12]

2 fixation.  Once the legume N can be partitioned into that propor-
tion derived from atmospheric N2 (%Ndfa, sometimes also described as %Pfix) and that coming from 
the soil, the amounts of N2 fixed can be calculated from measures of shoot dry matter (DM) and N 
content. The formation of the symbiosis between legume and rhizobia is dependent upon many factors 
and cannot be assumed to occur as a matter of course. This is reflected in the range of values presented 

TABLE 1 Experimental Measures of BNF by Different N2-Fixing Organisms and Estimates of Annual Global 
Inputs of Fixed N in Agricultural Systems[4]

Range of Estimates of 
BNF Measured

(kg N/ha)

Typical Average Rates 
of BNF

(kg N/ha)

Global Inputs of 
BNF

(million t N/year)N2-Fixing Organism

Free-living and associative
Temperate crop land 0–80 <5 <4
Tropical savannas 5–45 10 <14
Tropical crops 0–240 25 0.5
Symbiotic
Azolla 10–150 33 5
Crop legumes 0–450 115a 21a

Pasture/forage legumes 1–680 110–227ab 12–25ab
Legumes in agroforestry 5–470 200a ndc
Green manure legumes 5–325 100a ndc

a Estimates of BNF have been adjusted to include a belowground contribution of N associated with the nodulated roots.[6,10,12]

b The range reflects that legumes can be grown as a pure sward or in a mixture with other species.
c nd indicates “not determined” since data relating to the total areas of legume grown in agroforestry systems and as green 
manure were not available.

That BNF by legume systems plays a key role in world crop production is irrefutable. The ability of 
legumes to improve the N status of soils has been utilized for thousands of years in crop rotations and 
traditional farming systems.[2,5,7] The 229 million hectares of legume oilseeds (soybean—Glycine max; 
and groundnut/peanut—Arachis hypogea) and pulses sown globally each year, the legume components 
of the 100–200 million hectares under temporary pastures or fodder crops, and the perennial legume 
cover crops under much of the 33 million hectares of rubber (Hevea brasiliensis) and oil-palm (Elaeis 
guineensis) plantations all contribute fixed N to farming systems.[5,6,10]
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in Table 1. Such large variations in reported estimates of N2 fixation make it difficult to generalize about 
how much N may be fixed by different legume species. Collectively, the international literature suggests 
maximum rates of N2 fixation of 3–4 kg shoot N/ha/day[12] and potential inputs of fixed N by many 
legumes of several hundred kg of shoot N/ha each year.[5,6,10] However, much of this information has 
been derived from research trials in which specific treatments were imposed to generate differences in 
%Ndfa values and legume growth as an experimental means of studying factors which regulate BNF. 
Therefore, these data may be of little relevance to what might actually be occurring in farmers’ crops and 
pastures. Fortunately, measurement procedures are available which allow on-farm measures of legume 
N2 fixation to be conducted with some degree of confidence.[11]

Levels of nitrogen Fixation Achieved in Farmers’ Fields

Examples of the types of information which can be generated about BNF in farmers’ fields are presented 
in Table 2 for different regions of the world. These on-farm data and observations can be used to develop 
a picture of N2 fixation within an individual country and provide insights into contributions of BNF 
to agriculture on a global scale. Collectively, the results in Table 2 indicate that the potential for BNF 
inputs can differ between legumes and countries, but they also suggest many commonalities. Although 
wide ranges in %Ndfa values have been observed, it seems that, on average, most winter pulses (e.g., 
chickpea—Cicer arietinum; lentil—Lens culinaris; field pea—Pisum sativum; fababean—Vicia faba; 
lupin—Lupinus albus) satisfy relatively higher proportions of their growth requirements from N2 fixa-
tion (>65%) than do the summer legumes (e.g., mungbean—Vigna radiata; mashbean—Vigna mungo; 
soybean; groundnut) where %Ndfa values were commonly less than 60% (Table 2). Poor or variable 
nodulation observed in some summer legumes and the resulting increased reliance upon soil N may 
reflect greater N mineralization during summer, water stress, and/or low vegetative biomass accumu-
lated by short duration legume crops.[13–15]

TABLE 2 Summary of the Proportion of Plant N Derived from N2 Fixation (%Ndfa) 
and the Amounts of N2 Fixed by Farmers’ Legume Crops and Pastures in Different 
Geographical Regions

Country and Legume Number of Fields Mean Ndfa (%) Total N fixed (kg N/ha)a

Winter pulse crops
Pakistan 126 78 79
Nepal 27 79 78
Syria 46 67 nab

Australia 148 65 152
Summer legume crops
Pakistan 63 47 42
Nepal 50 55 77
Thailand 13 75 78
Vietnam 45 48 125
South Africa 14 58 nab

Australia 33 53 267
Annual pastures
Australia 303 75 nab

Perennial pastures
Australia 110 64 nab

a Includes a combined estimate of fixed N from both the shoots and the nodulated roots.[6,10,12]

b Data not available for all fields.
Note: Ndfa = Nitrogen derived from atmospheric N2.
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In grazed pastures and intensive forage systems, the competition for mineral N between legumes and 
any companion grasses or vigorous broad-leaf species growing within the sward results in low levels 
of plant-available soil N throughout the growing season.[10,12] As a consequence, %Ndfa by the legume 
components of pastures tend to be high (Table 2). The lower %Ndfa values detected in perennial legume 
species, such as alfalfa (lucerne; Medicago sativa) and white clover (Trifolium repens), presumably result 
from a greater ability to scavenge soil mineral N from a larger rooting zone over a longer growing season 
compared with annual pasture species.[10,15]

Although the levels of %Ndfa are important, the amounts of N2 fixed are usually regulated by legume 
growth rather than %Ndfa in most farming systems, and many legumes appear to fix around 15–20 kg 
of shoot N for every metric tonnes of shoot DM accumulated.[6,10,14,15] Depending upon the species, this 
would translate to 23–40 kg of total N fixed for every tonne of shoot DM if belowground contributions 
of fixed N-associated nodulated roots are included.[6,10,12]

impact of Management

Factors that either enhance or depress N2 fixation (Table 3) can generally be summarized in terms of 
environmental or management constraints to crop growth (e.g., basic agronomy, nutrition, water supply, 
diseases, and pests).[6,10,16] A number of strategies can be employed that specifically enhance BNF through 
increased legume biomass. These include the use of legume genotypes adapted to the prevailing edaphic 
and environmental conditions, procedures to improve legume plant density, irrigation (if available), the 
amelioration of soil nutrient toxicities or deficiencies, and the control of weeds and pests.[10,16] However, as 
the formation of an active symbiosis is dependent upon the compatibility of both the diazotrophic micro-
organism and the legume host, local practices that limit the presence of effective rhizobia (no inoculation, 
poor inoculant quality) will also be crucial in determining the legume’s capacity to fix N (Table 3), as will 
any management decisions that directly affect soil N fertility (excessive tillage, extended fallows, fertilizer 
N, and rotations), since mineral N is a potent inhibitor of the N2 fixation process.[6,10,15,16]

conclusions

Symbiotic associations between legumes and rhizobia are responsible for the greatest contributions 
of BNF in agricultural systems. Research trials suggest potential annual inputs of fixed N by most 
legumes equivalent to several hundreds of kg N/ha. However, data collected from pulses, legume 

TABLE 3 Key Factors Influencing Inputs of Fixed N by Legumes in Farmers’ Fields

BNF Regulated By

Country System DM Soil Nitrate Primary Factors

Pakistan Winter crop +++ Rainfall nutrition, weed control
Summer crop +++ +++ Fertilizer N, no inoculation, insects, disease

Nepal Winter crop +++ Rainfall, nutrition
Summer crop +++ + Total soil N, mineralized N, available P, legume species

Syria Winter crop +++ ++ Soil nutrients, insects, disease
Thailand Summer crop +++ Available P
Vietnam Summer crop +++ Plant density, soil pH, available P, legume species
South Africa Summer crop ++ ++ Effective inoculation, nutrition, rotation, water availability
Australia Winter crop +++ +++ Rainfall, fallowing, inoculation, legume species

Summer crop ++ +++ Crop rotation, tillage, water availability
Pasture +++ + Soil pH, available P, legume density, grazing management

Note: BNF = biological N2 fixation; DM = dry matter; P = phosphorus.
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introduction

Soil nutrients, like all agricultural inputs, need to be managed properly to meet the fertility require-
ments of crops without adversely affecting the quality of water resources. The nutrients of greatest con-
cern relative to water quality are nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P).[1] Nitrogen not recovered by crops 
can add nitrate-N to groundwater through leaching. Nitrate is the most common groundwater con-
taminant found in the United States.[2–4] Nitrate levels that exceed the established U.S. drinking water 
standard of 10 ppm nitrate–N have the potential to adversely affect the health of infants and young 
livestock.[5] Furthermore, the movement of excessive nitrate to coastal estuaries has been linked to the 
development of hypoxic conditions affecting fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico.[6,7] Surface water quality is 
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the primary environmental concern with P, as runoff and erosion from fertile cropland add nutrients to 
water bodies that stimulate the excessive growth of aquatic weeds and algae.[8] Of all crop nutrients, it is 
critical to prevent P from reaching lakes and streams since the biological productivity of aquatic plants 
and algae in fresh water environments is usually limited by this nutrient.[9] Consequences of increased 
aquatic plant and algae growth include reduced aesthetic and recreational value of lakes and streams as 
well as the seasonal depletion of water dissolved oxygen content, which may result in fish kills as well as 
other ecosystem disruptions.

Best management practices for agricultural nutrients can vary widely from one region to another due to 
differences in cropping, topographic, environmental, and economic conditions. With the variety of factors 
to consider, no single set of nutrient management practices can be recommended for all farms. Nutrient 
management practices for optimizing crop production while protecting water quality must be tailored to 
the unique conditions of individual farms. The following practices should be considered for any nutrient 
management strategy for optimizing both agricultural production and environmental protection.

nutrient Application Rates

The most important management practice for environment-tally—and economically—sound  nutrient 
management is the application rate. Optimum nutrient application rates are identified through 
 fertilizer response and calibration research for specific soils and crops. Economically optimum  nutrient 
 application rates provide maximum financial return, but as application rates near the economic 
 optimum, the efficiency of nutrient use by the crop decreases, and the potential for loss to the environ-
ment increases.[10] Figure 1 illustrates this concept for N applications to corn. Nutrient application above 
economically optimum rates (in this case, 160 lb N/acre) reduces profits and increases the likelihood of 
detrimental impact to the environment.

As shown by many researchers, applications of N in excess of crop need can result in significantly 
higher N leaching losses.[11–15] A Wisconsin study[16] of the effects of various N fertilizer rates on nitrate-N 
leaching from several crop rotations found a direct relationship between nitrate-N loss by leaching and 
the amount of N applied in excess of crop needs (Figure 2). Soil water nitrate-N concentration increased 
steadily as the amount of excess N increased, which strongly indicates a direct link between excessive N 
applications and the potential for nitrate-N loss to groundwater.

FIGURE 1 Relationships between corn grain yield, economic return, and recovery of applied N. 
Source: Bundy et al.[10]
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Because of the overall importance of nutrient application rates, accurate assessments of crop nutri-
ent needs are essential for minimizing threats to water quality while maintaining economically sound 
production. Soil testing is the most widely used method to accurately estimate the existing fertility of 
soil as well as to determine the need for supplemental nutrients to meet the needs of crops. It has the 
further advantage of being performed prior to raising the crop, whereas other methods such as plant 
tissue analysis or optical scanners must have the target crop in place.

optimum nitrogen Applications

Most non-legume crops need supplemental N to improve crop yield and quality and to optimize eco-
nomic return. It is imperative that N application rate recommendations accurately predict the amount 
of N needed to obtain profitable crop yields and minimize N losses to the environment. Application rate 
guidelines for N vary according to the crop to be grown, soil characteristics (including soil yield poten-
tial, organic matter, texture, etc.), and local climatic conditions.

Expected yield or yield goal estimates have been a primary input for determining grain N fertil-
izer recommendations for most of the United States since the 1970s.[17] However, research from several 
Midwest states over the past four decades shows that economic optimum N rates for corn are not best 
predicted using a yield parameter.[18–21]

More accurate N recommendations for corn and some other grain crops have been developed using 
the results of N rate response experiments conducted on the major soils of a given region. This soil-
specific approach is based on corn yield response and associated economic return to incremental rates of 
N.[18,19] Two additional parameters influencing the economic optimum N application rate are the antici-
pated price of corn and the cost of fertilizer N. The data gathered from these experiments are the foun-
dation for corn N recommendations throughout the upper Midwest United States.[22,23]

Additional tests for Fine-tuning nitrogen Applications

The development of tests for assessing soil N levels provides additional tools for improving the efficiency 
of N fertilizer applications. These tests allow fertilizer recommendations to be adjusted to site-specific 
conditions that can influence N availability. Tests include the preplant soil profile nitrate test, [24] the 

FIGURE 2 Relationship between amount of excess N applied and soil water nitrate content for several cropping 
rotations (C = corn, A = alfalfa, m = manure). 
Source: Andraski et al.[16]
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pre–side-dress soil nitrate test,[25] plant analysis,[26,27] chlorophyll meters,[28] the end-of- season stalk 
nitrate test,[29] or the end-of-season soil nitrate test.[30]

calibrated Soil tests for Phosphorus and Potassium

In recent years, soil test recommendation programs for P, potassium (K), and other relatively immobile 
nutrients have tended to de-emphasize a soil buildup and maintenance philosophy in favor of a  better 
balance between environmental and economic considerations by using a crop sufficiency approach.[23,31] 
These tests are calibrated by field experiments to obtain predictable crop yield responses. Such an 
approach adds extra emphasis to regular soil testing. It is recommended that soil tests be taken at least 
every 3 to 4 yr and more frequently on sandy and other soils of low buffering capacity.

Nutrient application recommendations based on soil test results can be accurate only if soil samples 
representative of the field of interest are collected. Samples that are unrepresentative of fields often result 
in recommendations that are misleading. Before collecting soil samples, relevant local guidance should 
be sought on the appropriate number samples to collect, as well as the methodology for collection. 
In addition, field history information should be provided with the soil samples in order to accurately 
adjust the fertility recommendations to account for nutrient credits from field-specific activities such as 
manure applications and legumes in the rotation.

Realistic Yield Goals

For many soil fertility programs, the recommendation of appropriate nutrient application rates is depen-
dent on the establishment of realistic yield goals. Yield goal estimates that are too low will underestimate 
nutrient needs and can limit crop yield. Yield goal estimates that are too high will overestimate crop 
needs and result in soil nutrient levels beyond that needed by the crop, which in turn has the potential to 
increase nutrient contributions to water resources. Estimates should be based on field records and some 
cautious optimism—perhaps 10% above the recent 3 to 5 years average corn yield from a particular field. 
Yield goals reasonably higher than a multiyear average are suggested because annual yield variations 
due to factors other than nutrient application rates (primarily climatic factors) are often large.

nutrient credits

The integration of economic return and environmental quality protection requires that nutrients from 
all sources be considered. In the determination of supplemental fertilizer application rates, it is criti-
cal that nutrient contributions from manure, previous legume crops grown in the cropping rotation, 
and land-applied organic by-products are credited. Both economic and environmental benefits can 
result if the nutrient-supplying capacity of these nutrient sources is correctly estimated. Economically, 
 commercial fertilizer application rates can often be reduced or eliminated entirely when nutrient cred-
its are accounted. Environmentally, the prevention of overfertilization reduces potential threats to 
water quality.

Manure

Manure can supply crop nutrients as effectively as commercial fertilizers in amounts that can meet the 
total N, P, K, and sulfur need of many crops.[32] To utilize manure as a fertilizer resource, its application 
rate and nutrient- supplying capacity (i.e., plant-available nutrient content) need to be estimated.

Calibration of manure application equipment is key to estimating application rates. Calibration is a 
relatively easy task that can be done with platform scales or portable axle scales.[33] As a result of manure 
spreader calibration, an applicator will have a reasonable estimate of the manure application rate— 
provided the manure is uniformly applied across fields.
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The most effective method for gauging the nutrient content of manure is to have samples analyzed 
by a commercial or university laboratory.[34] Large farm-to-farm variation can occur in manure nutri-
ent content due to manure storage and handling techniques, livestock feed variations, or other farm 
management differences.[35] In instances when laboratory analysis is not convenient or available, esti-
mates of crop nutrients supplied by animal manures can be made using published values for the average 
nutrient values of livestock manures common to a given state or region. These values are often provided 
by area universities. Note that not all the nutrients in manure are available to crops in the first year 
following application. When estimating the nutrient-supplying capabilities of manure applications, be 
certain that first-year crop-available nutrient content values are used to calculate the fertilizer value of 
the manure—not total nutrient content.

Legumes

Legume crops, such as alfalfa, clover, soybeans, and leguminous vegetables, have the ability to fix atmo-
spheric N and convert it to a plant-available form. When grown in a rotation, some legumes can supply 
substantial amounts of N to a subsequent non-legume crop. For example, a dense stand of alfalfa can 
often provide most, if not all, of the N needed for a corn crop following it in a rotation.[36] An efficient 
nutrient management strategy needs to consider the N contributions of legumes to subsequent crops. 
The amount of legume N to credit varies regionally. Consult the local university extension service for 
appropriate recommendations.

Biosolids

The application of organic biosolids such as sewage sludge, whey, compost, or other organic wastes to 
cropland fields can be another source of potential crop nutrient credits. While the overall percentage of 
cropland acres receiving biosolids is relatively small when compared with manure or legumes, the nutri-
ent contributions can be significant and should be accounted for prior to fertilizer applications. Special 
management and regulatory considerations pertain to the land application of these materials. Consult 
local regulations for further information.

timing of nutrient Applications

The timing of application is a major consideration for the management of mobile nutrients such as N. 
For less mobile nutrients, application timing is not a major factor affecting water quality protection. 
However, nutrient applications on frozen sloping soils or surface applications prior to periods likely to 
produce runoff events should be avoided to prevent nutrient contributions to surface waters.

nitrogen Applications

The period between application and crop uptake of N is an important factor affecting the efficient utiliza-
tion of N by the crop and the potential for loss of N via leaching, denitrification, and other processes.[37,38] 
Loss of N can be minimized by supplying it just prior to the period of greatest crop uptake. However, 
several considerations, such as soil, equipment, labor, and fertilizer price and availability are involved in 
determining the most convenient, economical, and environmentally safe N fertilizer application period.

Fall nitrogen Applications

The advantages and disadvantages of fall N fertilizer applications are commonly debated. An increased 
risk for N loss with fall applications needs to be weighed against the fertilizer price and time manage-
ment advantages (greater window for fertilizer application and spring planting) that can be associated 
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with fall-applied N. The agronomic concern with fall N applications is that losses between application 
and crop uptake the following growing season will lower recovery of N and reduce crop yield. The envi-
ronmental concern with fall application is that the N lost prior to crop uptake will leach into ground-
water. Fall to spring precipitation, soil texture, and soil moisture conditions influence the potential for 
fall-applied N losses. If a soil is wet in the fall, rainfall may cause either leaching of nitrate in coarse 
soils or denitrification of nitrate in heavy, poorly drained soils. Long-term studies indicate that fall 
applications on medium-textured soils are 10%–15% less effective than the same amount of N applied 
spring preplant.[37] For both agronomic and environmental reasons, fall applications of N fertilizers are 
not recommended on coarse- textured soils or on shallow soils over fractured bedrock. If fall applica-
tions are to be made on other soils, it is recommended that ammonium-N sources be used and that the 
applications be delayed until soil temperatures are below thresholds of biological activity (i.e., 50°F) 
in order to slow the conversion of ammonium to nitrate by soil organisms. If fall applications must be 
made when soil temperatures are higher than 50°F, a nitrification inhibitor should be used in conjunc-
tion with the N fertilizer.

Preplant nitrogen Applications

Spring preplant applications of N are usually agronomically and environmentally efficient on medium-
textured, well-drained soils. The potential for N loss prior to crop uptake on these soils is relatively low 
with spring applications. If spring preplant applications of N are to be made on sandy soils, ammo-
nium forms of N treated with a nitrification inhibitor should be used. Likewise, nitrification inhibitors 
should be used if spring preplant N is applied to poorly drained soils. Use of nitrification inhibitors 
reduces the potential for N loss compared with preplant applications without them; however, side-dress 
or split applications can be more effective and cost efficient than preplant applications with nitrification 
inhibitors.

Side-Dress nitrogen Applications

Side-dress applications of N to row crops during the growing season are effective on all soils with the 
greatest benefit on sandy or heavy-textured, poorly drained soils.[38,39] The greatest efficiency of side-
dress N applications is achieved when the application of N occurs just prior to the period of rapid N 
uptake by crops. This results in a shorter period of exposure to potential losses of N from leaching 
or denitrification. Table 1 illustrates the higher yield and crop recovery of N on sandy soils with side-
dress applications. In these trials, use of side-dress N applications improved average N recovery over 
preplant applications by 17%. The use of side-dress or delayed N applications on sandy soils is essential 

TABLE 1 Effect of Rate and Time of N Application on Corn Yield and 
Recovery of Applied N on Irrigated Plainfield Sand

Relative Yield Increasea N Recovery

N Rate Preplant Side-dress Preplant Side-dress

(lb/a) - - - (% over control)- - - - - - (% ) - - -

0 – – – –
70 132 176 50 73
140 216 258 44 64
210 247 276 40 49
Average 197 237 45 62
a Side-dress treatments applied 6- weeks after planting.
Source: Bundy et al.[40]
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for minimizing N loss to groundwater since unrecovered N on these soils will be lost through leaching 
prior to the next growing season. Side-dress N applications may also be of benefit on shallow soils over 
fractured bedrock.

Side-dressing N requires more management than preplant applications. To maximize efficiency, side-
dress N applications must be properly timed to provide available N during the maximum N-uptake 
period for crops such as corn. An additional concern is that applications too late may result in lower 
yield and plant injury from root pruning and other physical damage.

Split nitrogen Applications

Application of N fertilizer in several increments during the growing season can be an effective method 
for reducing N losses on sandy soils. However, a single well-timed side- dress application is often as 
effective as multiple applications.[41] Ideally, split applications supply N when needed by the crop and 
allow for N application rate adjustments based on early growing season weather or plant and soil tests. 
To be successful, the timing of application and placement of fertilizer materials are critical. Climatic 
factors, such as untimely rainfalls, may interfere with application schedules.

A common method for split N applications is via irrigation systems (fertigation). Multiple applica-
tions of fertilizer N can be injected into the irrigation water and applied to correspond with periods of 
maximum plant uptake. However, fertigation should not be relied upon as a sole method of applying 
N in a cropping season for the following reasons: 1) adequate rainfall during the early growing season 
could delay or eliminate the need for irrigation and subsequently delay fertilizer applications; and 2) 
leaching can result if N is applied through an irrigation system at a time when the crop does not need 
additional water.

nitrification inhibitors

Nitrification inhibitors are used with ammonium or ammonium-forming N fertilizers to improve N 
efficiency by slowing the conversion of ammonium to nitrate, thereby reducing the potential for losses 
of N that occur in the nitrate form (i.e., leaching and denitrification). The effectiveness of a nitrification 
inhibitor depends greatly on soil type, time of the year applied, N application rate, and soil moisture 
conditions that exist between the time of application and the time of N uptake by plants. Research has 
shown that the use of nitrification inhibitors on medium- and fine-textured soils with fall N applica-
tions, on poorly drained soils with fall or spring N applications, or on coarse-textured, irrigated soils 
with spring preplant N applications has the potential to increase corn yield and total crop recovery of 
N.[42] However, as noted earlier, side- dress applications alone are likely to be more effective on many 
of these soils. Fall applications of N with an inhibitor on sandy soils are not recommended. The cost of 
using nitrification inhibitors versus other strategies for minimizing N losses needs to be considered in 
an overall economic analysis of a grower’s crop production system.

controlled-Release nitrogen Fertilizers

Controlled- (or slow-) release N fertilizers release their nutrients at gradual rates that, in theory, allow 
for increased plant uptake of N while minimizing losses due to leaching and volatilization. Although 
commonly used in high-value applications such as horticultural crops and turf, these fertilizer products 
have not been economical for widespread use in major agricultural crops due to relatively high cost and 
low crop prices. This may be changing due to cheaper controlled-release fertilizer products, higher N 
prices, and the demand for greater environmental protection.

Controlled-release fertilizers are broadly divided into uncoated and coated products. Uncoated 
products rely on inherent physical characteristics, such as low solubility, for their slow release. Coated 
products consist mostly of quick-release N sources surrounded by a barrier that prevents the N from 
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releasing rapidly into the environment. Similar to earlier-developed materials, such as sulfur- coated 
urea, urea formaldehyde, and isobutylidene diurea, the critical concept is timing the release of N to 
correspond with crop need. Greenhouse and field studies have shown that polymer-coated urea can 
increase crop yield and N use efficiency in soils prone to leaching losses.[43–45]

other nutrient Applications

The timing of P and K applications is less critical as these nutrients are generally strongly held in the soil. 
Some water quality concerns may exist where P is surface broadcast on fields that have not been tilled 
as this results in less fertilizer–soil contact. Fall applications of K are not recommended on organic soils 
(peat or muck) since these soils do not effectively hold K against leaching losses. Considerations for P 
and K applications on other soils include the amount of material to be applied, the size of the application 
window, and the resources and available equipment.

nutrient Placement

The placement of nutrients on cropland can influence their effectiveness as well as their potential abil-
ity to affect water quality. The concern with N placement focuses mainly on preventing N loss through 
ammonia volatilization. Applications of N in the form of urea or N solutions need to be incorporated 
into the soil by rainfall, irrigation, injection, or tillage. The amount of volatilization loss that occurs 
with surface N applications depends on factors such as soil pH, temperature, moisture, and crop resi-
due. Minimal volatilization losses of N can be expected if surface applications are incorporated within 
3 to 4 days—provided temperatures are low (<50°F) and the soil is moist.[46] A late spring or summer 
application should be incorporated within a day or two because higher temperatures and the chance of 
longer periods without rainfall could lead to significant N volatilization losses.

The placement of P nutrient sources can directly influence the amount of P transported to lakes 
and streams by surface runoff. If P fertilizer is broadcast on the soil surface and not incorporated, the 
amount of P in runoff water can rise sharply and have a greater potential impact on surface water qual-
ity than soil surfaces where P was incorporated.[47,48] Phosphorus is strongly bound to soil particles; 
however, adequate soil-to-P contact must occur to allow for adsorption. Incorporation by tillage or 
subsurface band placement of fertilizers is a very effective means of achieving this contact. To avoid 
enriching surface waters with soil nutrients, it is recommended that annual fertilizer applications for 
row crops, such as corn, be band-applied near the row as starter fertilizer at planting. Annual starter 
applications of P (and K) can usually supply all of the P required for corn. This practice reduces the 
chance for P enrichment of the soil surface and reduces potential P in cropland runoff. Band fertilizer 
placement ideally enriches about 20% of the plow layer volume.[49] If large broadcast P fertilizer applica-
tions are needed to increase low soil P levels, these applications should be followed by incorporation as 
soon as possible.

Variable-Rate Fertilizer technologies

Nutrient availability in any field varies both spatially and temporally.[50,51] To address this, site-specific 
(precision agriculture) management techniques and tools have developed over the past 20 years. Global 
positioning systems and geographic information systems, along with crop nutrient sensing systems, 
have allowed agricultural management decisions to be made with greater detail and precision. As a 
result, producers are able to manage nutrient variability within fields at increasingly finer resolution 
than in the past with inherent improvements in nutrient use efficiency, crop yields, and environmental 
stewardship.[52,53] While progress has been made, widespread acceptance of these technologies has been 
limited by costs, sampling requirements, required technical inputs, and the limited ability of current 
equipment to physically deliver nutrients at adjustable rates corresponding to field variability.[54]
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Manure Management

Manure applications to cropland provide nutrients essential for crop growth, add organic matter to soil, 
and improve soil physical and biological conditions. The major environmental concerns associated with 
manure application are related to its potential for overloading soils with nutrients if manure applica-
tions exceed crop needs and to direct runoff from manured fields to surface waters.

Manure Application Rates

Manure is often applied to cropland at rates that attempt to meet the N need of the intended crop. This 
strategy maximizes potential manure application rates and is preferred if the amount of land available 
for application is limited. In addition, a N-based strategy is usually time and labor efficient. A conse-
quence of this approach can be the buildup of P in soils to excessive levels, which in turn increases the 
potential for P losses via runoff and soil erosion.[55–57] For example, the plant-available N and P contents 
of dairy manure are about equal. The N need of corn, however, is greater than the crop’s need for P. 
A consequence of applying manure at rates to meet the N need of corn is that P applications will exceed 
crop removal (Figure 3). The result is a buildup of P in cropland soils.[58] Long term manure applications 
have elevated the soil P level of many soils above the range necessary for optimum crop growth.[59]

If maximum manure nutrient efficiency is the goal, rates of application need to be based on the 
nutrient present at the highest level relative to crop needs. For corn, this nutrient would be P. Manure 
application rates that meet the P requirement of corn are typically much lower than N-based rates. 
Subsequently, additional N will need to be supplied from other nutrient sources (Figure 4). A P-based 
manure application strategy results in lower manure application rates, but it is less likely to elevate soil 
test P values. It has the disadvantages of being less efficient with respect to labor, energy, time, and 
economics.[60] A P-based strategy for manure applications requires spreading manure on a much larger 
acreage than is required for a N-based manure application. 

Manure Application timing

Manure application timing is an important management practice for minimizing nutrient contribu-
tions to surface waters. Manure should not be spread on sloping lands any time a runoff-producing event 
is likely. Unfortunately, runoff-producing events are difficult to predict, and the elimination of manure 

FIGURE 3 Nitrogen-based manure application strategy for corn. Note: Standard convention in the United States 
is to express soil P and K levels in elemental form (i.e., ppm of P and K) while expressing P and K fertilizer applica-
tion rates and analysis in oxide form (i.e., lb/acre of P2Os and K2O). 
Source: Understanding soil phosphorus.[58]
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applications to sloping lands is seldom a practical option. For farmers in the upper Midwest, the period 
of major concern with manure spreading is late fall, winter, and early spring months. Manure applied 
on frozen ground has an increased likelihood for running off to surface waters due to snow melt and/
or early spring rains.

If winter applications of manure must be made, the risk for nutrient loss should be minimized to the 
greatest extent possible. Manure applications to frozen fields should be limited to those of slight slope 
(generally less than 6%) that are preferably covered in previous crop residue, roughly tilled on the land 
contour, or protected from upslope runoff.[61,62] More steeply sloping fields that are intended for manure 
applications need to have soil and water conservation practices in place. Manure should not be applied 
to frozen soils on steeply sloping fields (generally 12% or greater).[61,62]

Site considerations for Manure Applications

In addition to the slope criteria discussed previously, other site considerations for manure applications 
should include existing soil fertility levels, soil depth, soil texture, soil erodibility factors, and field prox-
imity to water bodies.

In many areas, general recommendations, or even specific regulations, exist for reducing or elimi-
nating manure applications to fields that have elevated levels of soil P. Numerous studies have found a 
 correlation between elevated levels of soil P and the amount of P carried in runoff from agricultural 
fields.[55–57] As soil P levels become elevated, crop rotations should be diversified to include crops with a 
high demand for P (such as alfalfa), which can draw down soil P. When soil P levels become excessively 
high, manure applications should be discontinued until soil test levels decrease.[61,62] Soil runoff and ero-
sion control practices such as residue management, conservation tillage, contour farming, and others 
are strongly recommended on soils with P levels in excess of crop needs. When planning manure appli-
cations, prioritize those fields low in soil fertility (particularly P) and strive to distribute manure across 
the available fields to avoid the excessive buildup of soil nutrients that results from repeated applications 
to the same sites.

Most soils have a high capacity for assimilating nutrients from manure. However, in locations of 
highly permeable or shallow soils over fractured bedrock, groundwater issues associated with the appli-
cation of manure can result. Manure should not be applied to shallow soils (generally less than 10 in.) 
over fractured bedrock. Incorporation of manure shortly after application on moderately shallow soils 
will allow for increased soil adsorption of nutrients. Manure should not be applied to frozen, shallow 
soils.[61,62]

FIGURE 4 Phosphorus-based manure application strategy for corn. 
Source: Sturgul and Bundy.[58]
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Movement of nitrate-N to groundwater is more likely on excessively drained (sandy) soils. Manure 
applications in early fall on these soils where no actively growing crop is present to utilize the N may 
allow for the conversion of organic N to nitrate, which is then subject to leaching losses. Manure should 
not be applied to sands or loamy sands in the fall when soil temperatures are greater than 50°F, unless 
there is an overwintering cover crop present to utilize the N. In the absence of a cover crop, manure 
applications to sandy soils should take place when soil temperatures are below 50°F.[61,62] The conversion 
of ammonium-N to nitrate-N is significantly reduced at soil temperatures below 50°F.

The main site characteristics affecting nutrient contributions to surface waters are those that affect soil 
runoff and erosion. These include slope, soil erodibility and infiltration, rainfall, cropping system, and 
the presence of soil conservation practices. Site-related management practices dealing specifically with 
manure placement to protect surface water include the following: 1) not applying manure (or other nutri-
ents) to grassed waterways, terrace channels, open surface drains, or other areas where surface flow may 
concentrate; 2) restricting manure applications within designated floodplain or stream and lake setback 
distances; and 3) prohibiting manure applications in these areas when soils are frozen or saturated.

Manure Storage

During periods when suitable sites for land application of manure are not available (i.e., soils are frozen 
or seasonally saturated), the use of manure storage facilities is recommended. Storage facilities allow 
manure to be stored until conditions permit land application and incorporation. In addition, storage 
facilities can minimize nutrient losses resulting from volatilization of ammonia and be more convenient 
for calibrated land applications. With the exception of those systems designed to filter leachate, storage 
systems should retain liquid manure and prevent runoff from precipitation on stored waste. It is impera-
tive that manure storage facilities be located and constructed such that the risk of seepage to ground-
water is minimized. With regards to maximum nutrient efficiency and water quality protection, it is 
critical that appropriate application techniques and accurate nutrient crediting of the manure resource 
are utilized when the storage facility is emptied.

Livestock Feed Management

On individual farms and in many areas of agricultural livestock production, inputs of P in feed and fer-
tilizer exceed outputs of P contained in crop and animal produce leaving the farm or region (Figure 5). 
This is especially true in areas where concentrated livestock production is prevalent.[63] The National 
Research Council[64] estimated that only 30% of the fertilizer and feed P imported onto farms is exported 

FIGURE 5 On-farm phosphorus cycle. 
Source: Sturgul and Bundy.[58]
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in crops and animal produce. The surplus 70% of the P is remaining on farm and leading to the excessive 
enrichment of soil P.

Livestock feed inputs have been found to be a major contributing factor to on-farm P surpluses.[65–67] 
Soil buildup of P is accelerated when livestock are overfed P in dietary rations. Phosphorus excretion in 
manure is directly related to the level of P intake.[68,69] High P in livestock dietary intake directly cor-
relates with higher bypass P as reflected in elevated P content of livestock manure (Table 2). Overuse of 
dietary P supplements accelerates the buildup of soil test P to excessive levels and increases the potential 
for P losses from manured fields (Figure 6).[70] Another consequence is an increase in land required for 
application of manure if P-based rate limitations are to be met.

Additional dietary P management options involve plant and livestock genetic manipulation for more 
effective manure-P management from monogastric animals (nonruminants such as swine and poultry). 
All these techniques attempt to reduce the P content in manure of monogastric animals by improving 
the efficiency with which the animal extracts P from feed. An increase in P uptake by the animal from 
feed grains will reduce the amount of P that bypasses the animal via the manure. Increasing animal 
uptake of P can allow manure application rates to continue due to a slower buildup of soil P because of 
the reduced P content of the manure.

Reducing the phytate level of feed grains by use of low-phytate, high-available-phosphate (HAP) 
varieties is one feed management strategy for lowering manure P. In corn and most feed grain plants, 
P is stored in the phytate form, which is largely unavailable to nonruminant livestock. As a conse-
quence, swine and poultry feed is routinely supplemented with P. The unutilized phytate-P from the 
plant is excreted by the animals, resulting in manure that is enriched in P content.[71] Low-phytate grain 
hybrids that will store P in the available phosphate form rather than as phytate are available.[72] Corn 

TABLE 2 Annual Phosphorus Fed to and Excreted by a Lactating Cow

Dietary P Level Supplemental P Fecal P

(%) - - - - - - - - - lb/Cow/Year- - - - - - - - - - -

0.35 0 42
0.38 5.5 47
0.48 23 65
0.55 36 78

Source: Powell et al.[65]

FIGURE 6 Cumulative dissolved phosphorus (DP) load in natural runoff from manures differing in P content. 
Source: Ebeling et al.[70]
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has been the crop most extensively developed. Phosphorus availability to mono-gastrics from low- 
phytate corn is about two to three times higher than from normal corn.[73] Subsequently, the P content 
of manure is reduced. Plant breeders are working to incorporate the low-phytate trait into commercially 
competitive hybrids.

Another option for reducing the P content of manure from monogastric livestock is the use of com-
mercially produced enzymes as a feed supplement. Phytase enzymes are capable of releasing phytate-P 
from plants into animal-available forms. Phytase enzymes occur naturally in some microorganisms, 
plants, and animals, such as ruminants (cattle). Monogastric animals lack phytase and can only poorly 
utilize the P reserves in many grains.[71] By adding phytase enzymes to nonruminant animal feed, the 
efficiency of P uptake during digestion can be increased with an associated reduction in the P content 
of monogastric manure.[74] In a study by Baxter et al., [75] where phytase additives were combined with 
low-phytate corn, a 60% reduction in P excretion was recorded. While the phytase enzyme has been 
shown to decrease the need for mineral P additions, the economics of its use as a routine feed additive 
need to be considered.[63]

irrigation Water Management

When to apply irrigation water and how much to apply depend on crop, growth stage, and soil proper-
ties. Overirrigation, or rainfall on recently irrigated soils, can leach nitrate and other contaminants 
below the root zone and into groundwater. Accurate irrigation scheduling that considers soil water 
holding capacity, crop growth stage, evapotranspiration, rainfall, and previous irrigation to determine 
the timing and amount of irrigation water to be applied can reduce the risk of leaching losses.

Soil conservation Practices

Land-use activities associated with agriculture can increase the potential for runoff and soil erosion. 
Consequences of cropland erosion include loss of fertile topsoil, accelerated eutrophication and sedi-
mentation of surface waters, destruction of fish and wildlife habitat, and decreased recreational and 
aesthetic value of surface waters. The key to minimizing nutrient contributions to surface waters is to 
reduce the amount of runoff and eroded sediment reaching them. Numerous management practices for 
the control of runoff and soil erosion have been researched, developed, and implemented. Runoff and 
erosion control practices range from changes in agricultural land management (cover crops, diverse 
crop rotations, conservation tillage, contour farming, contour strip cropping, etc.), to the installation of 
structural devices (buffer strips, diversions, grade stabilization structures, grassed waterways, terraces, 
etc.), Substantial emphasis is currently being placed on the benefits and installation of vegetative buffer 
strips along riparian corridors, which can reduce the sediment and nutrient content of runoff waters 
reaching them.[76] The width of an effective buffer strip is often debated but varies according to land 
slope, type of vegetative cover, watershed characteristics, etc.[77]

Recently, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) reported that cropland conservation practices 
installed and applied by agricultural producers are indeed reducing sediment, nutrient, and pesticide 
losses from farm fields.[78] Key findings from this report on the effects of conservation practices on 
cropland in the Upper Mississippi River Basin illustrate the following: 1) suites of conservation practices 
work better than single practices; 2) targeting critical acres improves practice effectiveness significantly; 
and 3) the beneficial effect of conservation practices is greatest on the most vulnerable acres (highly 
erodible land and soils prone to leaching). The study also found that the use of soil conservation prac-
tices within the Upper Mississippi River Basin has reduced sediment loss by 69% compared with esti-
mates of soil loss from the same land area without conservation practices in place. The study’s authors 
concluded that the improved use of cropland conservation practices along with the consistent use of 
nutrient management practices would further reduce the risk of nutrient movement from fields to rivers 
and streams within the basin.
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Farm nutrient Management Plans

A farm nutrient management plan is a dynamic, regularly updated strategy for obtaining the maximum 
economic return from both on- and off-farm nutrient resources in a manner that protects the quality of 
nearby water resources. While a plan is specific for an individual farming operation, there are common 
components to all nutrient management plans. These include the following.

Soil test Reports

Complete and accurate soil tests are the starting point of any farm nutrient management plan. 
All cropland fields must be tested or have been tested recently to ensure the best possible fertilizer 
recommendations.

Assessment of on-Farm nutrient Resources

The amount of crop nutrients supplied to cropland fields from on-farm nutrient resources such as 
manure, legumes, and organic by-products needs to be determined.

nutrient crediting

Once on-farm nutrient resources are determined, commercial fertilizer applications need to be reduced 
to reflect these nutrient credits. This action can lower fertilizer expenditures and protect water quality 
by eliminating nutrient applications in excess of crop need. Management skills come into play when 
determining nutrient credits. For example, to properly credit manure-supplied nutrients, both the 
manure application rate and the crop-available nutrient content of the manure must be known. To credit 
the N available to crops following alfalfa, the condition of the alfalfa stand as well as last cutting date 
need to be known.

Manure inventory

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of developing and implementing a farm nutrient management plan 
is the advanced planning of manure applications to cropland fields. This involves estimating the amount 
of manure produced on a farm and then planning specific manure application rates for individual crop-
land fields.

Manure Spreading Plan

A major component of any nutrient management plan for livestock operations will deal with a manure 
spreading plan. The amount of manure the farm produces has to be applied to fields in a manner that 
considers both environmental and agronomic consequences. Manure applications rates should not 
exceed crop nutrient need as identified by the soil test report. The nutrient management plan should pri-
oritize those fields that would benefit the most from the manure-supplied nutrients while posing little 
threat to water quality. The nutrient management plan must also identify fields with manure spreading 
restrictions.

The seasonal timing of manure applications to cropland should be identified in the nutrient manage-
ment plan. The timing of planned manure applications will depend upon each farm’s manure handling 
system. Manure application periods for farms with manure storage will be significantly different than 
those for farms that haul manure on a daily basis.
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consistency with Farm conservation Plans

A nutrient management plan should be consistent with a farm’s soil conservation plan. Operations par-
ticipating in federal farm programs usually are required to have a soil conservation plan. Conservation 
plans contain needed information on planned crop rotations, slopes of fields (which are important when 
planning manure applications), and the conservation measures required to maintain soil erosion rates 
at tolerable levels.

compliance with nutrient Management 
Standards, Rules, and Regulations

Nutrient management plan criteria and requirements are often defined in standards developed by fed-
eral, state, or local government (i.e., the USDA–Natural Resources Conservation Service’s Nutrient 
Management Standard 590). A nutrient management plan complying with a standard(s) is often a 
requirement for participation in federal and state government farm programs.

conclusion

The previous text provides a brief summary of general nutrient management practices for crop pro-
duction. This is not a complete inventory but, rather, an overview of soil fertility management options 
available to growers for protecting water quality and improving farm profitability. Best management 
practices for agricultural nutrients can vary widely from one region to another due to differences in 
cropping, topographic, environmental, and economic conditions. However, central to any nutrient 
management strategy would be an accurate assessment of nutrient need along with an accounting of on-
farm nutrient resources such as manure, legumes, etc. The application of supplemental nutrients should 
be timed for maximum crop uptake and minimal chance of off-site movement. Nutrient management 
practices for optimizing crop production while protecting water quality are best summarized in a nutri-
ent management plan that is regularly updated and tailored to the unique landscape characteristics and 
prevalent agricultural practices of individual farming operations.
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Soil Plant System

The movement of any nutrient element, M, from solid soil constituents to the root surface, and its entry 
into plants, can be divided into a sequence of processes (steps), as illustrated in Figure 1, which also 
 indicates major agronomical actions used to improve nutrition and growth of crop plants. The ↔denotes 
solid-phase processes slowly approaching equilibrium, or microbial-mediated net m ineralization of N, 
S and P, for example. Also denoted are the source/sink processes by which diffusible nutrients are being 
produced or removed by chemical, physical, and biological transformation processes. In Figure 1, L 
denotes ligands that are any dissolved solute reacting with M to form ML, which are organic complexes 
and ion pairs dissolved in the soil solution. The occurrence of L and, therefore, of ML, increases the 
total concentration (M + ML) and mobility of the nutrient element. The ⇆ denotes reversible processes 
which are spontaneously approaching equilibrium. Depending on ion species, ion concentration at 
the root surface, and plant age, the symbol ⇆ denotes processes that may be irreversible. The irrevers-
ible processes are always rate limiting and/or rate determining, whereas reversible processes may be 
rate limiting, only. Processes 2 and 3 are in the vicinity of the soil particle, whereas process 7 is in the 
vicinity of the root. Processes 4, 5, and 6 are transport processes by mass-flow and diffusion due to 
water uptake and nutrient uptake (process 8) by cell membranes of root cells near the root surface or 
root hairs. Process 9 is the nutrient translocation in the plant. Process 10 is the plant growth that also 
integrates the absorbed nutrient into the plant tissue. Processes 8, 9, and/or 10 create the concentration 
(electro-chemical) gradients for irreversible net flux of nutrients from the soil-soil solution system into 
the plants. Hence, at any time, the rate-determining processes (Figure 1) are then either the release of 
the nutrient into the pool of plant available nutrient (source/sink processes in the soil), or the nutrient 
uptake into the roots, its translocation/circulation in the plant, and/or the rate by which the nutrient 
is built into new tissue. Mass-flow and diffusion may be rate limiting only, and not rate determining. 
Usually only a small fraction of the plant-available nutrients is dissolved in the soil solution. This 
implies that the bioavailability of nutrients to plant roots is governed by several soil properties includ-
ing, for example, the characteristics of process 2 in Figure 1 and the possibilities for movement via 
soil solution to the root surface by mass-flow and diffusion. The concept of a bioavailable nutrient can 
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then be defined as a nutrient element that is present in a pool of diffusible (available)  nutrients which 
are close enough to arrive at water- and/or nutrient-absorbing root surfaces during a period of 10 days, 
for  example. This seems to fit with the observation that most of the depletion zones of slowly moving 
 nutrients, such as phosphorus, are created during the first 10 days after root growth into a new soil 
 volume unit.[1] The bioavailable quantity of a nutrient in the soil is affected by at least five different 
groups of processes as indicated in Table 1.

TABLE 1 Processes and Factors Involved in Nutrient Transfer from Soil to Plant Roots

Process Factors

Release, mineralization, and dissolvement of the Chemical and physical properties of the solid phases, 
nutrient in the soil solution temperature, soil water content, and activity of the 

microbial biomass
Root development Root length, distribution of roots in the root zone, root 

morphology, root hairs, rate of root growth, and root 
surface contact area with soil solution

Solute movement by mass flow and diffusion to roots Transpiration rate (wo), concentration of the nutrient in the 
soil solution (cb), effective diffusion coefficient (De), 
nutrient buffer power of the soil (b)

Rhizosphere processes, increasing the rate of nutrient Depletion of the soil solution for nutrients by the roots; 
release in the soil root exudates as protons, reducing agents, chelates, 

organic anions, enzymes; modification of microbial 
activity; mycorrhizal and Rhizobium symbioses

Nutrient uptake Concentration of the nutrient at the root surface (co); 
transport kinetic parameters of nutrient uptake by the 
roots Īmax, Km and cmin)

Source: Nielsen.[22]

FIGURE 1 Flux of a nutrient element in the soil plant atmosphere system and agronomy actions; nutrient 
 element (M), ligands (L), reversible and irreversible processes.
Source: Nielsen.[22]
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Diffusion

Diffusion is the net movement of a solute or a gas from a region that has a higher concentration, to an 
adjacent-region that has a lower concentration. Diffusion is a result of the random thermal motions of 
molecules in the considered solids, solution, or air. The net movement caused by diffusion is a statistical 
phenomenon because the probability of the molecules’ movement from the concentrated to the diluted 
region is greater than vice versa. Fick (1855) was one of the first to examine diffusion on a quantitative basis. 
The basic equation Eq. (1) to express diffusion, e.g., to a root is today known as Fick’s first law of diffusion:

 = − ∂
∂

F D C
r

  (1)

in which F is the diffusive flux (mol cm–2s –1 of a nutrient in the r-direction normal to the root cylinder. 
The driving force (the gradient in the electro-chemical potential) is, in most cases, approximated by the 
concentration gradient

 ( )∂
∂

−mol cm 4C
r

 

and D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2s–1). They way to describe diffusion processes mathematically 
under various conditions has been presented by Jost[2] and Crank.[3] Great contributions to our under-
standing of solute movement in the soil root system by mass-flow and diffusion have been given or 
reviewed by Nye and Tinker[4,6] and Barber.[5] Recently, Willigen and colleagues[7] reviewed some aspects 
of the modeling of nutrient and water uptake by plant roots.

nutrient Movement by Mass Flow and 
Diffusion from Soil to Plant Roots

Nutrients bound to the solid-soil phase are virtually immobile in the sense of its movements to roots. 
The nutrient has to be released into the soil solution as indicated in Figure 1. Furthermore, contact 
between the root and nutrient-absorbing membranes in the root tissue near the root surface and the 
soil solution is a prerequisite for nutrient uptake. Contact to nutrient pools can be brought about by 
two means: 1) by growth of roots to the sites where nutrient pool are located (root interception); and 2) 
by movement of the nutrient from the bulk (the pool) of the soil to the root surface. Even so, nutrients 
may at any time move over a certain distance in the soil solution and cell wall before they reach the 
outside cell membrane of a root hair or a root cortical cell for uptake. The mechanisms for these trans-
ports are mass flow and diffusion.[4,8] The driving force for the net movement of nutrients (Figure 1) is 
the water and the selective nutrient uptake by the plant root, creating a concentration gradient (dc/dr). 
The general equation of continuity (mass-balance) used to describe movements in a direction normal 
to a root cylinder at radial distance r and time t, may partly be developed from Eq. (1), extended and 
expressed as

 ∂
∂







= − ∂
∂







+1
,b c

r r
rF
r

U
r

T

t
r t  (2)

in which

• U is the production/consumption term (mole cm–3 s–1) at r (radial distance from the center of the 
root) and t (time).

• b is the buffer power (dC/dc) in which C is the total concentration of diffusible solute in the soil 
and c is the concentration of solute in the soil solution.

• FT is total net flux of solute by mass flow and diffusion (mole cm–2s–1).
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 = +F F FT m d  

where Fm = wc in which w is the flux of soil solution in the direction of the root (cm3cm–2s–1) and c is the 
nutrient con centration of soil solution (mole cm–3). The expected rates of water flux at the root surface 
are 0.2–1 10–6cm s–1.[5] The flux, Fd, by diffusion can be expressed by Flick’s first law

 = −F D b dc
drd c  

The b = dC/dc is the soil buffer power defined previously. The C is the sum of the amount of nutrient in 
the soil solution and the amount of adsorbed nutrient that is able to replenish the nutrient in the soil 
solution spontaneously. Hence, b is the parameter mediating the effects of the soil chemical conditions 
on nutrient uptake by plants. De denotes the effective diffusion coefficient in the soil. De differs between 
media, but it can be related to the diffusion coefficient Do for the nutrient in free soil solution. The influ-
ences of soil on diffusion, and thereby the relation between D [9]

e and Do, can be expressed by Eq. (3).

 θ= /D D f be o   (3)

where θ is the volumetric water content expressed as a fraction, and f is the impedance factor that essen-
tially allows for the increase in the actual diffusion distance because of the tortuous pathway of water 
filled soil pores and water films. The volumetric water content that allows a reasonable root activity is 
between 0.1 and 0.4. The value of f increases with increase in water content,[10] whereas the buffer power 
remains constant with changes in soil moisture at the same bulk density.[11] It has been observed[12] that 
the relation between f and θcan be expressed empirically by f = 1.58θ – 0.17 for θ > about 0.11. From this it 
may be estimated that De decreases about 18 times if θ decreases from 0.40 to 0.15. Hence De is the param-
eter mediating the effects of soil moisture, soil chemical, and soil physical conditions on diffusion in soil.

Almost all studies on solute movement in the soil plant system neglect U in Eq. (2) because our under-
standing of the biology caused by root-induced processes and its effects on production or consumption 
of available nutrients is incomplete as yet.

To solve Eq. (2) for a given soil plant system is a complicated process, and in most cases, difficult or 
even impossible because of the lack of information on the soil root interactions and root behavior. The 
method for obtaining analytical and numerical solutions of Eq. (2) under a number of often simplified 
soil plant conditions has been summarized.[5–7] However, illustration of the importance of diffusion for 
the bioavailability of nutrients in soils may be based on Eq. (4)

 ∆ = 2r D te   (4)

in which Dr is the average distance of diffusion; e.g., in a direction normal to a root. The mathematics 
behind Eq. (4) has been presented by Jost.[2] Based on Eq. (4), the equivalent soil volume (V in cm3) of 
soil depleted for diffusible (available) nutrients—the quantity of bioavailable nutrients—can then be 
estimated as follows [Eq. (5)] for roots without root hairs:

 π ( )= ∆ + 2V r r Lo v  (5)

in which Δr is estimated from Eq. (4), ro is the root radius and Lv is the root density in cm cm–3 of soil. 
The data in Table 2 show the expected effective diffusion coefficient of a number of plant nutrients 
in soil and corresponding influences on the nutrient bioavailability; in addition, the data show how 
a decrease of the soil moisture from θ = 0.40 to θ = 0.15 affects the bioavailability at a root density of 
5 cm–2 of roots without root hairs. It may be calculated from f = 1.58 θ – 0.17 and Eq. (3) that the dif-
fusive flux decreases by a factor of 18 = D θ=040

e /D θ=015
e . At field capacity of water content, the expected, 
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effective diffusion coefficient of nitrate in soil is 10–6 cm2 s–1. This is almost 10 times slower than in pure 
water. Hence, a pored media, such as soil, physically decreases the possibility for solute movement 
with a factor of nearly 10. As the soil dries out, this factor increases as illustrated in Figure 2. Apart 
from nitrate and chlorine, nutrient elements are adsorbed more or less to the solid soil constituents. 
This is the main cause of the decrease of the diffusion coefficients below 10–6cm2s–1. The diffusion coef-
ficient of phosphorus is as low as 10–9cm2s–1 mainly because approximately 0.1% of the diffusible (avail-
able) phosphorus is dissolved in the soil solution only. This has a large effect on the bioavailability of 
the plant-available quantities of the various nutrient elements in soil as illustrated in columns 3 and 4 
of Table 2. The V-values ≥ 1 indicate that the root at a density of 5 cm–2 is able to deplete all the available 
nutrient as seen for nitrate, even under dry conditions, whereas only 4% of the available phosphorus 
is bioavailable inside a period of 10 days. If the soil dries out to 1 indicate that the root at a density 
of 5 cm-2 is able to deplete all the available nutrient as seen θ = 0.15, the bioavailability decreases to 
only 0.6%. This illustrates that the decrease of soil moisture may create nutrient deficiency even in soil 
with high phosphorus fertility. However, phosphorus uptake is increased by the activity of root hairs 
(discussed in the following).

FIGURE 2 Effects of soil and soil moisture on nutrient element mobility.

TABLE 2 Expected Effective Diffusion Coefficients of Some Nutrients in Soil at Field 
Capacity of Water Content (e.g., θ = 0.40), and Estimated Bioavailability as a Fraction of 
Diffusible (Available) Nutrient [Eqs. (4) and (5)] at a Root Density (Lv = 5 cm–2) of Roots 
without Root Hairs (Mean Root Radius, r = 0.01 cm; Time, t = 10 days)

Bioavailable Nutrient as a Fraction 
of Available Nutrient (V, cm3)

Element

Nitrate

Dea (cm2 s –1)

l*10–6

θ = 0.40 θ = 0.15

27.558 1.574
Potassium l*10–7 2.847 0.180
Boron l*10–7 2.847 0.180
Magnesium l*10–8 0.314 0.026
Calcium l*10–8 0.314 0.026
Phosphorus l*10–9 0.042 0.006
Manganese l*10–9 0.042 0.006
Molybdenum l*10–9 0.042 0.006
Zinc l*10–9 0.042 0.006
Iron l*10–10 0.008 0.003

a Values obtained from Barber[5] and Nielsen.[22]
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importance of Root Hairs

Root hairs are outgrowths from specialized root epidermal cells (trichoblasts). Root hair length, diam-
eter, and number per unit length of root, vary among plant species and among genotypes within the 
same species.[5,6,13] Frequency and size of root hairs are affected by many environmental factors, as well. 
In nature, the length of root hairs vary from 0.01–0.15 cm, the radius varies from 0.0005–0.002 cm, and 
the number per unit of length varies from 100–1000 per cm root. The importance of root hairs for phos-
phorus uptake has been demonstrated directly in the laboratory[14,15] and under field conditions.[13] It 
is reasonable to assume that the clusters of root hairs’ outer tips form a fairly well-defined cylinder to 
which phosphorus diffuses, on average, a distance Δr in 10 days, and that root hair density and its period 
of function are long enough to withdraw the entire available nutrient in the soil penetrated by root hairs. 
The bioavailability of phosphorus, for example, as affected by root hair length, can then be estimated 
from the following extension of Eq. (10):

 π σ( )= ∆ + + 2V r r Lo v  (6)

in which σ is the root hair length in cm.
Figure 3 illustrates that the bioavailability of phosphorus increases exponentially with the root hair 

length. Hence, root hairs play a very important role for the bioavailability of nutrients having a low 
effective diffusion coefficient (De) in soil.

Boundary conditions and nutrient entry

If depletion zones around the roots do not overlap, the solute concentration converges to the solute 
concentration cb in the bulk solution, at which FT = Fm + Fd = 0. The boundary conditions at the surface 
of the root are

 α= + =F F F cT m d o (7)

in which α (cm s–1) is the root-absorbing power defined by Tinker and Nye[6] and co is the concentration 
of solute at the root surface. It can be learned from Eq. (7) that the actual concentration (co) at the root 
surface and, therefore, the rate of nutrient flow per unit length of root, is determined by the ratio FT/α. 
The kinetics of net uptake of nutrients[5,16–18] may be expressed by:

 α= + =F F F cT m d o  (8)

FIGURE 3 The effect of root hair length on phosphorus bioavailability. Soil moisture (θ = 0.4); root density 5 cm–2; 
root radius 0.01 cm
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in which L* is the root length per unit of plant biomass, Ī  (mole cm–1 
max s–1) is the mean maximal net 

influx, Km (mole cm–3) is the Michaelis–Menten factor, co is the concentration of the nutrient at the 
root surface, and cmin is the nutrient concentration at which The values of the parameters Ī max, Km 
and cmin vary according to the plant nutrient, temperature, and plant species/genotype and plant age. 
Furthermore, kinetics of nutrient uptake by roots may be influenced by ion interactions. Determined 
values of L*, Ī max, Km and cmin for uptake of several nutrients by several plant species or genotypes, 
obtained under conditions in which the rate-determining step of nutrient uptake was located in the 
roots, has been noted.[19] The data show that the values of L*, Ī max, Km and cmin vary considerably among 
nutrients and among plant species and genotypes. This illustrates the efficiency by which these plants 
utilize soil as a source of nutrients. It is possible from FT = Fm + Fd = αco and Eq. (8) to develop how α 
varies at varying solute concentration at the root surface by:

 α
π

( )
( )=

−
+ −2 m

max min

min

I c c
r c k c c

o

o o o
  (9)

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the variation of α for phosphorus uptake at low concentration (co) at the 
root surface of some plant species and barley genotypes. Hence, the rootabsorbing power (α) varies 

FIGURE 4 Absorption power (∝) at varying phosphorus concentration at the root surface of some plant species 
(a) and barley genotypes (b). 
Source: Nielsen[19] and Nielsen.[22]
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also at low concentration (co) of solute at the root surface. This implies that phosphorus uptake at low P 
concentration is more under the control of the plant parameters determining the size of α than under 
the control of P diffusion in the soil, whereas at the range of co at which α has achieved its maximum, 
uptake is controlled by diffusion.

conclusions

Even though the movement—and the main factors affecting the movement—of nutrient elements to root 
by mass-flow and diffusion is well known, the effect of soil conditions on crop growth is still not prop-
erly understood. It is obvious that the big variation (Table 2) of the effective diffusion coefficient (De), 
caused mainly by the variation of the soil chemistry of the various nutrient elements, has a large impact 
on the bioavailability of nutrient elements. The mobility of phosphorus and micronutrients is so low in 
most soils that the soil exploited by root hairs is the main source of these elements. The root-induced 
modifications to the soil in the rhizosphere would then have a considerable impact on the efficiency by 
which plants use the rhizosphere soil as a source of nutrients. The understanding of how root-induced 
processes accelerate solute movement and the transformation of non-available nutrients to bioavailable 
nutrients is increasing.[6,20,21] Root hair length and root-induced processes appear to vary between geno-
types of our crop plants.[13] Hence, improvement of the efficiency by which plants use soil as a source of 
nutrients seems to be a possibility by targeted plant breeding.
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introduction

Water is a major factor in nutrient availability to plants.[1–4] It is the vehicle through which nutrients 
move through soil to access plant roots for uptake. Nutrients move via mass flow and diffusion in soil 
water to the root surface. Root interception is a third way in which plants obtain soil nutrients as root 
hairs develop and contact the soil particles and/or solution.

Water and nutrient Availability

In mass flow, nutrient ions are transported with water flow to the root as the plant absorbs water for 
transpiration. Many mobile nutrients, such as calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), nitrate-N (NO3-N), and 
sulfate (SO4), are transported to the root by mass flow. Diffusion of nutrients to the plant root occurs as 
ions move from high-concentration areas to low-concentration areas in the soil solution. Phosphorus 
(P) and potassium (K) are two nutrients that move by diffusion.

If soil water becomes limiting, as it frequently does under dryland or rainfed conditions, nutrient 
availability to plants can be affected.[5] Water is held as a film around soil particles. As the water content 
of the soil decreases, the thickness of the film decreases. Most plant nutrients are readily available when 
the soil is near field capacity, which is about the water content of the wet soil after two days of rain has 
saturated it and free drainage has ceased. Nutrient availability is at a minimum as the soil water content 
approaches the permanent wilting point, which is the water content at which plant roots cannot extract 
water from the soil. As soil water content diminishes, some less-soluble nutrients may precipitate out of 
the soil solution and become unavailable to plants. However, these minerals will dissolve and become 
available once again as the soil is rewetted. Thus, soil water content influences nutrient availability and 
plant growth.

Micronutrients are generally supplied to plant roots by diffusion in soil. Therefore, low soil mois-
ture conditions will reduce micronutrient uptake. Plants require smaller quantities of micronutrients 
to optimize productivity than macronutrients such as P; thus, drought stress effects on micronutrient 
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deficiency are not as serious as for P. However, iron (Fe) and zinc (Zn) deficiencies are frequently associ-
ated with high soil moisture conditions.[2]

Soil water content is an important factor in microbial activity in soils. Soil microbial activity is 
important in the breakdown of organic plant and animal residues, which release nutrients such as N 
and P for plant uptake. Microbial activity tends to be greatest when soil water is near field capacity with 
soil temperatures ranging from 25°C to 35°C. As soils dry, microbial activity decreases and lowers the 
rate of nutrient release from soil organic matter.[6,7]

nutrient and Water Use efficiency

Adequate levels of plant nutrients are needed to optimize rooting depth and water extraction from the 
soil.[2,3,5] Healthy plants tend to root deeper into the soil profile, using more of the soil water in the root 
zone. Thus, plants not only need adequate water to optimize yield potential, but also require an adequate 
level of nutrients to allow the crop to take advantage of the available water supplies. Under dryland con-
ditions, the crop will often use all of the available water (precipitation plus soil water in the root zone) 
during the growing season. Application of N and P fertilizers will frequently increase crop yields, thus 
increasing crop water use efficiency (WUE). Water use efficiency is the amount of crop produced per 
unit of available water from precipitation, soil, and irrigation. The influence of N fertilization on WUE 
of winter wheat, corn, and sorghum in a dryland wheat-corn or sorghum-fallow rotation is shown in 
Figure 1.

When plant-available water is limited, overapplication of N can also result in reduced grain yields 
owing to increased vegetative growth and water use in the early growth stage, with insufficient water 
remaining to maximize grain development and yield. Application of N will not increase yields without 
adequate plant-available water, and increasing plant-available water will not increase crop yield without 
adequate N supply. The percentage increase in response of crops such as wheat to P fertilization tends to 
be greater in dry years than in wet years on P-deficient soils, while both N and P are needed to optimize 
yields in wetter years.

Water is important for activation and movement of fertilizer nutrients applied to soils.[1–3,7,8] Dry fer-
tilizer granules must dissolve in the soil water before they become available to plants. When applied to 
dry soil, liquid fertilizers may become unavailable to plants until precipitation or irrigation water rewets 

FIGURE 1 Water use efficiency of wheat, corn, and sorghum as a function of N fertilizer rate in a dryland wheat-
corn or sorghum-fallow rotation near Akron, Colorado, U.S.A.
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the soil and they become part of the soil solution again. Rainfall affects the volatilization loss of N from 
ammonia-based fertilizers such as urea and urea ammonium nitrate (UAN). Rainfall received within 
36 hr after surface applications of urea or UAN fertilizers will greatly reduce N volatilization losses and 
improve the N fertilizer use efficiency by crops. Rainfall moves the surface-applied N fertilizer into the 
soil where it can react and reduce NH3 losses to the atmosphere. Excessive soil water, however, can result 
in anaerobic conditions and the loss of NO3-N by denitrification. Nitrate-N is converted to various N 
gases, which are lost to the atmosphere under anaerobic conditions.

Water is essential for optimizing crop yields. Under irrigation, water is generally not a yield-limiting 
factor. Under dryland or rainfed conditions, crop yields are dependent on available soil water supplies 
and growing season precipitation. Adequate levels of essential plant nutrients are needed to optimize 
crop yields and WUE (i.e., kg grain produced/mm crop water use). Under rainfed conditions, crop water 
supplies during the growing season can vary weekly and annually. During periods of drought (i.e., low 
supply of plant-available water), less plant nutrients are needed to optimize crop yields than during 
years of average or above-average precipitation. In wetter years, both the crop yield potential and the 
nutrients needed to optimize crop yield increase.

Soil management practices, such as reduced- and no-till systems, that increase soil organic matter 
and improve soil physical quality also improve soil aggregation and porosity. This, in turn, improves 
water infiltration into the soil and water availability for increased crop productivity and improved nutri-
ent use efficiency.

irrigation Water Quality and Fertilizer Application

Irrigation water quality can affect the application of fertilizer nutrients through irrigation systems.[3,8] 
For example, the addition of anhydrous NH3 or liquid ammonium polyphosphate fertilizers to irriga-
tion waters high in Ca can result in the formation of lime and calcium phosphate precipitates. The pre-
cipitates can plug sprinkler and drip irrigation systems. In some instances, precipitation of the Ca can 
result in a higher sodium (Na) hazard of the irrigation water, which may subsequently reduce the water 
intake capacity of the soil.

Applying fertilizers with both flood and furrow irrigation systems requires that a uniform distribu-
tion of water be achieved throughout the field to obtain a uniform distribution of fertilizer nutrients to 
the crop. With flood and furrow irrigation systems, fertilizer should not be applied with the initial flush 
of irrigation water because of the generally nonuniform distribution of water during the initial wetting 
of the soil surface by the irrigation water. The reactions of fertilizers with the irrigation water and the 
fertilizer distribution to the crop are affected by (irrigation) water quality. If fertigation (i.e., application 
of fertilizer nutrients through an irrigation system) is to be used, the compatibility of fertilizers to be 
applied with the quality of irrigation water available must be examined to avoid poor distribution of 
fertilizer nutrients.

environmental Quality

Nitrogen is generally transported from soils into surface and groundwater by runoff, erosion, and leach-
ing.[7,9] Runoff water from watersheds with high levels of soluble N and P sources on the soil surface can 
contribute to eutrophication of streams, lakes, ponds, bays, and estuaries. Placing or positioning applied 
N and P sources below the soil surface and using soil management practices to minimize runoff will 
help reduce agriculture’s impact on eutrophication of water bodies. Water erosion of soil not only carries 
soluble plant nutrients from a watershed, but also carries soil particles with sorbed nutrients, such as P, 
into water bodies that can then contribute to degradation of water quality.

Soil management practices such as no-till and other conservation tillage practices can reduce soil 
erosion by water. Water moving through soil in excess of field capacity water content can move solu-
ble nutrients, such as NO3-N, below the root zone of crops and into groundwater. In summary, using 
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cropping systems and an adequate fertility program to optimize crop WUE will help reduce loss of 
plant-available water and nutrients below the crop root zone.

conclusions

Water plays a critical role in the availability of nutrients to plants. Adequate levels of both water and 
nutrients are needed to optimize plant growth and productivity. Fertilizer and water management prac-
tices can influence the efficient use of water and nutrients by plants and their subsequent impact on 
environmental quality.
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introduction

Non-point source pollution (NPSP) has no obvious single point source discharge and is of diffuse nature 
(Table 1). An example of NPSP includes aerial transport and deposition of contaminants such as SO2 
from industrial emissions leading to acidification of soil and water bodies. Rain water in urban areas 
could also be a source of NPSP as it may concentrate organic and inorganic contaminants. Examples 
of such contaminants include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls 
that could be present in urban air due to road traffic, domestic heating, industrial emissions, agricul-
tural treatments, etc.[1−3] Other examples of NPSP include fertilizer (especially Cd, N, and P) and pesti-
cide applications to improve crop yield. Use of industrial waste materials as soil amendments have been 
estimated to contaminate thousands of hectares of productive agricultural land in countries throughout 
the world.

contaminant interactions

Non-point pollution is generally associated with low-level contamination spread at broad acre level. 
Under these circumstances, the major reaction controlling contaminant interactions are sorption–
desorption processes, plant uptake, surface runoff, and leaching. However, certain contaminants, in 
particular, organic compounds are also subjected to voltalization, chemical, and biological degradation. 
Sorption–desorption and degradation (both biotic and abiotic) are the two most important processes 
controlling organic contaminant behavior in soils. These processes are influenced by both soil and solu-
tion properties of the environment. Such interactions also determine the bioavailability and/or trans-
port of contaminants in soils. Where the contaminants are bioavailable, risk to surface and groundwater 
and soil, crop, and human health are enhanced.
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implications to Soil and environmental Quality

Environmental contaminants can have a deleterious effect on non-target organisms and their beneficial 
activities. These effects could include a decline in primary production, decreased rate of organic matter 
break-down, and nutrient cycling as well as mineralization of harmful substances that in turn cause a 
loss of productivity of the ecosystems. Certain pollutants, even though present in very small concen-
trations in the soil and surrounding water, have potential to be taken up by various micro-organisms, 
plants, animals, and ultimately human beings. These pollutants may accumulate and concentrate in the 
food chain by several thousand times through a process referred to as biomagnification.

Urban sewage, because of its nutrient values and source of organic carbon in soils, is now increas-
ingly being disposed to land. The contaminants present in sewage sludge (nutrients, heavy metals, 
organic compounds, and pathogens), if not managed properly, could potentially affect the environment 
adversely. Dumping of radioactive waste (e.g., radium, uranium, plutonium) onto soil is more compli-
cated because these materials remain active for thousands of years in the soil and thus pose a continued 
threat to the future health of the ecosystem.

Industrial wastes, improper agricultural techniques, municipal wastes, and use of saline water for 
irrigation under high evaporative conditions result in the presence of excess soluble salts (predomi-
nantly Na and Cl ions) and metalloids such as Se and As in soils. Salinity and sodicity affect the veg-
etation by inhibiting seed germination, decreasing permeability of roots to water, and disrupting their 
functions such as photosynthesis, respiration, and synthesis of proteins and enzymes.

Some of the impacts of soil pollution migrate a long way from the source and can persist for some 
time. For example, suspended solids can increase water turbidity in streams, affecting benthic and 
pelagic aquatic ecosystems, filling reservoirs with unwanted silt, and requiring water treatment systems 
for potable water supplies. Phosphorus attached to soil particles, which are washed from a paddock 
into a stream, can dominate nutrient loads in streams and down-stream water bodies. Consequences 
include increases in algal biomass, reduced oxygen concentrations, impaired habitat for aquatic species, 
and even possible production of cyanobacterial toxins, with series impacts for humans and livestock 
consuming the water. Where waters discharge into estuaries, N can be the limiting factor for eutrophi-
cation; estuaries of some catchments where fertilizer use is extensive have suffered from excessive sea 
grass and algal growth.

TABLE 1 Industries, Land Uses, and Associated Chemicals Contributing to Non-Point Source Pollution

Industry Type of Chemical Associated Chemicals

Agricultural activities Metals/metalloid Cadmium, mercury, arsenic, selenium
Non-metals Nitrate, phosphate, borate
Salinity/sodicity Sodium, chloride, sulfate, magnesium, alkalinity
Pesticides Range of organic and inorganic pesticides including arsenic, 

copper, zinc, lead, sulfonylureas, organochlorine, 
organophosphates, etc., salt, geogenic contaminants (e.g., arsenic, 
selenium, etc.)

Irrigation Sodium, chloride, arsenic, selenium
Automobile and Dust Lead, arsenic, copper, cadmium, zinc, etc.

industrial emissions
Gas Sulfur oxides, carbon oxides
Metals Lead and lead organic compounds

Rainwater Organics Polyaromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorbiphenyls, etc.
Inorganic Sulfur oxides, carbon oxides acidity, metals and metalloids

Source: (From Barzi, F.; Naidu, R.; McLaughlin, M.J. Contaminants and the Australian Soil Environment. In Contaminants 
and the Soil Environment in the Australasia-Pacific Region; Naidu, R., Kookana, R.S., Oliver, D., Rogers, S., McLaughlin, M.J., 
Eds.; Kluwer Academic Publishers: Dordrecht, the Netherlands, 1996; 451–484.)
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More insidious is the leaching of nutrients, agricultural chemicals, and hydrocarbons to ground-
water. Incremental increases in concentrations in groundwater may be observed over long periods of 
time resulting in initially potable water becoming undrinkable and then some of the highest valued 
uses of the resource may be lost for decades. This problem is most severe on tropical islands with shallow 
relief and some deltaic arsenopyrite deposits, where wells cannot be deepened to avoid polluted ground-
water because underlying groundwater is either saline or contains too much As.

Sampling for non-Point Source Pollution

The sampling requirements of NPSP are quite different from those of the point source contamination. 
Typically, the sampling is required to give a good estimate of the mean level of pollution rather than to 
delineate areas of pollution. In such a situation, sampling is typically carried out on a regular square or 
a triangular grid. Furthermore, gains may be possible by using composite sampling.[4] However, if the 
pollution is patchy, other strategies may be used. One such strategy is to divide the area into remediation 
units, and to sample each of these. The possibility of movement of the pollutant from the soil to some 
receptor (or asset) is assessed, and the potential harm is quantified. This process requires an analysis of 
the bioavailability of the pollutant, pathway analysis, and the toxicological risk. The risk analysis is then 
assessed and decisions are then made as to how the risk should be managed.

Management and/or Remediation of non-Point Source Pollution

The treatment strategies used for managing NPSP are generally those that modify the soil properties to 
decrease the bioavailable contaminant fraction. This is particularly so in the rural agricultural environ-
ment where soil-plant transfer of contaminants is of greatest concern. Soil amendments commonly used 
include those that change the ion-exchange characteristics of the colloid particles and those that enhance 
the ability of soils to sorb contaminants. An example of NPSP management includes the application of 
lime to immobilize metals because the solubility of most heavy metals decreases with increasing soil 
pH. However, this approach is not applicable to all metals, especially those that form oxyanions—the 
bioavailability of such species increases with increasing pH. Therefore, one of the prerequisites for reme-
diating contaminated sites is a detailed assessment of the nature of contaminants present in the soil. 
The application of a modified aluminosilicate to a highly contaminated soil around a zinc smelter in 
Belgium was shown to reduce the bioavailability of metals thereby reducing the Zn phytotoxicity.[5] The 
simple addition of rock phosphates to form Pb phosphate has also been demonstrated to reduce the 
bioavailability of Pb in aqueous solutions and contaminated soils due to immobilization in the metal.[6] 
Nevertheless, there is concern over the long-term stability of the processes. The immobilization process 
appears attractive currently given that there are very few cheap and effective in situ remediation tech-
niques for metal-contaminated soils. A novel, innovative approach is using higher plants to stabilize, 
extract, degrade, or volatilize inorganic and organic contaminants for in situ treatment (cleanup or 
containment) of polluted top soils.[7]

Preventing Water Pollution

The key to preventing water pollution from the soil zone is to manage the source of pollution. For exam-
ple, nitrate pollution of groundwater will always occur if there is excess nitrate in the soil at a time when 
there is excess water leaching through the soil. This suggests that we should aim to reduce the nitrogen 
in the soil during wet seasons and the drainage through the soil. Local research may be needed to dem-
onstrate the success of best management techniques in reducing nutrient, sediment, metal, and chemical 
exports via surface runoff and infiltration to groundwater. Production figures from the same experi-
ments may also convince local farmers of the benefits of maintaining nutrients and chemicals where 
needed by a crop rather than losing them off site, and facilitate uptake of best management practices.
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Global challenges and Responsibility

The biosphere is a life-supporting system to the living organisms. Each species in this system has a role 
to play and thus every species is important and biological diversity is vital for ecosystem health and 
functioning. The detection of hazardous compounds in Antarctica, where these compounds were never 
used or no man has ever lived before, indicates how serious is the problem of long-range atmospheric 
transport and deposition of these pollutants. Clearly, pollution knows no boundaries. This ubiquitous 
pollution has had a global effect on our soils, which in turn has been affecting their biological health 
and productivity. Coupled with this, over 100,000 chemicals are being used in countries throughout the 
world. Recent focus has been on the endocrine disruptor chemicals that mimic natural hormones and 
do great harm to animal and human reproductive cycles.

These pollutants are only a few examples of contaminants that are found in the terrestrial 
environment.
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introduction

Environmental pollution is one of the foremost ecological challenges. Pollution is an offshoot of tech-
nological advancement and overexploitation of natural resources. From the standpoint of pollution, 
the term environment primarily includes air, land, and water components including landscapes, rivers, 
parks, and oceans. Pollution can be generally defined as an undesirable change in the natural qual-
ity of the environment that may adversely affect the well being of humans, other living organisms, or 
entire ecosystems either directly or indirectly. Although pollution is often the result of human activities 
(anthropogenic), it could also be due to natural sources such as volcanic eruptions emitting noxious 
gases, pedogenic processes, or natural change in the climate. Where pollution is localized it is described 
as point source (PS). Thus, PS pollution is a source of pollution with a clearly identifiable point of dis-
charge that can be traced back to the specific source such as leakage of underground petroleum storage 
tanks or an industrial site.

Some naturally occurring pollutants are termed geogenic contaminants and these include fluorine, 
selenium, arsenic, lead, chromium, fluoride, and radionuclides in the soil and water environment. 
Significant adverse impacts of geogenic contaminants (e.g., As) on environmental and human health 
have been recorded in Bangladesh, West Bengal, India, Vietnam, and China. More recently reported is 
the presence of geogenic Cd and the implications to crop quality in Norwegian soils.[1]

The terms contamination and pollution are often used interchangeably but erroneously. Contamination 
denotes the presence of a particular substance at a higher concentration than would occur naturally and 
this may or may not have harmful effects on human or the environment. Pollution refers not only to the 
presence of a substance at higher level than would normally occur but is also associated with some kind 
of adverse effect.

nature and Sources of contaminants

The main activities contributing to PS pollution include industrial, mining, agricultural, and  commercial 
activities as well as transport and services (Table 1). Uncontrolled mining, manufacturing, and disposal 
of wastes inevitably cause environmental pollution. Military land and land for recreational shooting are 
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TABLE 1 Industries, Land Uses, and Associated Chemicals Contributing to Points, Non-Point Source Pollution

Industry Type of Chemical Associated Chemicals

Airports Hydrocarbons Aviation fuels
Metals Particularly aluminum, magnesium, and chromium

Asbestos production Asbestos
and disposal

Battery manufacture Metals Lead, manganese, zinc, cadmium, nickel, cobalt, mercury, 
and recycling silver, and antimony

Acids Sulfuric acid
Breweries/distilleries Alcohol Ethanol, methanol, and esters
Chemicals manufacture Acid/alkali Mercury (chlor/alkali), sulfuric, hydrochloric and nitric 

and use acids, sodium and calcium hydroxides
Adhesives/resins Polyvinyl acetate, phenols, formaldehyde, acrylates, and 

phthalates
Dyes Chromium, titanium, cobalt, sulfur and nitrogen organic 

compounds, sulfates, and solvents
Explosives Acetone, nitric acid, ammonium nitrate, pentachlorophenol, 

ammonia, sulfuric acid, nitroglycerine, calcium cyanamide, 
lead, ethylene glycol, methanol, copper, aluminum, 
bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate, dibutyl phthalate, sodium 
hydroxide, mercury, and silver

Fertilizer Calcium phosphate, calcium sulfate, nitrates, ammonium 
sulfate, carbonates, potassium, copper, magnesium, 
molybdenum, boron, and cadmium

Flocculants Aluminum
Foam production Urethane, formaldehyde, and styrene
Fungicides Carbamates, copper sulfate, copper chloride, sulfur, and 

chromium
Herbicides Ammonium thiocyanate, carbanates, organochlorines, 

organophosphates, arsenic, and mercury
Paints Arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, lead, 
Heavy metals manganese, mercury, selenium, and zinc
General Titanium dioxide
Solvent Toluene, oils natural (e.g., pine oil) or synthetic
Pesticides Arsenic, lead, organochlorines, and organophosphates 
Active ingredients Sodium, tetraborate, carbamates, sulfur, and synthetic 
Solvents pyrethroids

Xylene, kerosene, methyl isobutyl ketone, amyl acetate, and 
chlorinated solvents

Pharmacy Dextrose and starch
General/solvents Acetone, cyclohexane, methylene chloride, ethyl acetate, 

butyl acetate, methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, butanol, 
pyridine methyl ethyl ketone, methyl isobutyl ketone, and 
tetrahydrofuran

Photography Hydroquinone, pheidom, sodium carbonate, sodium sulfite, 
potassium bromide, monomethyl paraaminophenol 
sulfates, ferricyanide, chromium, silver, thiocyanate, 
ammonium compounds, sulfur compounds, phosphate, 
phenylene diamine, ethyl alcohol, thiosulfates, and 
formaldehyde

Plastics Sulfates, carbonates, cadmium, solvents, acrylates, 
phthalates, and styrene

Rubber Carbon black
(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Industries, Land Uses, and Associated Chemicals Contributing to Points, Non-Point Source 
Pollution

Industry Type of Chemical Associated Chemicals

Soap/detergent Potassium compounds, phosphates, ammonia, alcohols, 
General esters, sodium hydroxide, surfactants (sodium lauryl 

sulfate), and silicate compounds
Acids Sulfuric acid and stearic acid
Oils Palm, coconut, pine, and tea tree
Solvents
General Ammonia
Hydrocarbons e.g., BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene)
Chlorinated e.g., trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, and methylene 

organics chloride
Defense works See Explosives under Chemicals Manufacture and Use, 

Foundries, Engine Works, and Service Stations
Drum reconditioning See Chemicals Manufacture and Use
Dry cleaning Trichlorethylene and ethane Carbon tetrachloride 

Perchlorethylene
Electrical PCBs (transformers and capacitors), solvents, tin, lead, and 

copper
Engine works Hydrocarbons

Metals
Solvents
Acids/alkalis
Refrigerants
Antifreeze Ethylene glycol, nitrates, phosphates, and silicates

Foundries Metals Particularly aluminum, manganese, iron, copper, nickel, 
chromium, zinc, cadmium and lead and oxides, chlorides, 
fluorides and sulfates of these metals

Acids Phenolics and amines coke/graphite dust
Gas works Inorganics Ammonia, cyanide, nitrate, sulfide, and thiocyanate

Metals Aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium, cadmium, 
chromium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel, 
selenium, silver, vanadium, and zinc

Semivolatiles Benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, total xylenes, coal tar, 
phenolics, and PAHs

Iron and steel works Metals and oxides of iron, nickel, copper, chromium, 
magnesium and manganese, and graphite

Landfill sites Marinas Methane, hydrogen sulfides, heavy metals, and complex 
acids Engine works, electroplating under metal treatment

Antifouling paints Copper, tributyltin (TBT)
Metal treatments Electroplating Nickel, chromium, zinc, aluminum, copper, lead, cadmium, 

metals and tin
Acids Sulfuric, hydrochloric, nitric, and phosphoric
General Sodium hydroxide, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, tetrachloroethylene, 

toluene, ethylene glycol, and cyanide compounds
Liquid Sodium, cyanide, barium, chloride, potassium chloride, 

carburizing sodium chloride, sodium carbonate, and sodium cyanate
baths

Mining and Arsenic, mercury, and cyanides and also refer to Explosives 
extracting under Chemicals Manufacture and Use
industries

(Continued)
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also important sites of PS contamination. The contaminants associated with such activities are listed 
in Table 1. Contamination at many of these sites appears to have resulted because of lax regulatory 
 measures prior to the establishment of legislation protecting the environment.

contaminant interactions in Soil and Water

inorganic chemicals

Inorganic contaminant interactions with colloid particulates include: adsorption–desorption at surface 
sites, precipitation, exchange with clay minerals, binding by organically coated particulate matter or 
organic colloidal material, or adsorption of contaminant ligand complexes. Depending on the nature 
of contaminants, these interactions are controlled by solution pH and ionic strength of soil solution, 
nature of the species, dominant cation, and inorganic and organic ligands present in the soil solution.[2]

organic chemicals

The fate and behavior of organic compounds depend on a variety of processes including sorption–
desorption, volatilization, chemical and biological degradation, plant uptake, surface runoff, and 
 leaching. Sorption–desorption and degradation (both biotic and abiotic) are perhaps the two most 
important processes as the bulk of the chemicals is either sorbed by organic and inorganic soil con-
stituents, and chemically or microbially transformed/degraded. The degradation is not always a detoxi-
fication process. This is because in some cases the transformation or degradation process leads to 
intermediate products that are more mobile, more persistent, or more toxic to non-target organisms. 
The relative importance of these processes is determined by the chemical nature of the compound.

TABLE 1 (Continued) Industries, Land Uses, and Associated Chemicals Contributing to Points, Non-Point Source 
Pollution

Industry Type of Chemical Associated Chemicals

Power stations Asbestos, PCBs, fly ash, and metals
Printing shops Acids, alkalis, solvents, chromium see Photography under 

Chemicals Manufacture and Use
Scrap yards Service stations Hydrocarbons, metals, and solvents Aliphatic hydrocarbons

and fuel storage 
facilities

BTEX (i.e., benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene)
PAHs (e.g., benzo(a) pyrene)
Phenols
Lead

Sheep and cattle dips Arsenic, organochlorines and organophosphates, 
carbamates, and synthetic pyrethroids

Smelting and refining Metals and the fluorides, chlorides and oxides of copper, tin, 
silver, gold, selenium, lead, and aluminum

Tanning and associated Metals Chromium, manganese, and aluminum
trades

General Ammonium sulfate, ammonia, ammonium nitrate, 
phenolics (creosote), formaldehyde, and tannic acid

Wood preservation Metals Chromium, copper, and arsenic
General Naphthalene, ammonia, pentachlorophenol, dibenzofuran, 

anthracene, biphenyl, ammonium sulfate, quinoline, boron, 
creosote, and organochlorine pesticides

Source: Barzi et al.[11]
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implications to Soil and environmental Quality

Considerable amount of literature is available on the effects of contaminants on soil microorganisms 
and their functions in soil. The negative impacts of contaminants on microbial processes are important 
from the ecosystem point of view and any such effects could potentially result in a major ecological 
 perturbance. Hence, it is most relevant to examine the effects of contaminants on microbial processes 
in combination with communities. The most commonly used indicators of metal effects on microflora 
in soil are: (1) soil respiration, (2) soil nitrification, (3) soil microbial biomass, and (4) soil enzymes.

Contaminants can reach the food chain by way of water, soil, plants, and animals. In addition to the 
food chain transfer, pollutants may also enter via direct consumption or dust inhalation of soil by chil-
dren or animals. Accumulation of these pollutants can take place in certain target tissues of the organ-
ism depending on the solubility and nature of the compound. For example, DDT and PCBs accumulate 
in human adipose tissue. Consequently, several of these pollutants have the potential to cause serious 
abnormalities including cancer and reproductive impairments in animal and human systems.

Sampling for PS Pollution

The aims of the sampling system must be clearly defined before it can be optimized.[3] The type of deci-
sion may be to determine land use, how much of an area is to be remediated, or what type of remediation 
process is required. Because sampling and the associated chemical and statistical analyses are expen-
sive, careful planning of the sampling scheme is therefore a good investment. One of the best ways to 
achieve this is to use any ancillary data that are available. These data could be in the form of emission 
history from a stack, old photographs that give details of previous land uses, or agricultural records. 
Such data can at least give qualitative information.

As discussed before, PS pollution will typically be airborne from a stack, or waterborne from some 
effluent such as tannery waste, cattle dips, or mine waste. In many cases, the industry will have  modified 
its emissions (e.g., cleaner production) or point of release (increased stack height), hence the current 
pattern of emission may not be closely related to the historic pattern of pollution. For example, l iquid 
 effluent may have been discharged previously into a bay, but that effluent may now be treated and 
 perhaps discharged at some other point. Typically, the aim of a sampling scheme in these situations is to 
assess the maximum concentrations, the extent of the pollution, and the rate of decline in concentration 
from the PS. Often the sampling scheme will be used to produce maps of concentration isopleths of the 
pollutant.

The location of the sampling points would normally be concentrated towards the source of the pollu-
tion. A good scheme is to have sufficient samples to accurately assess the maximum pollution, and then 
space additional samples at increasing intervals. In most cases, the distribution of the pollutant will be 
asymmetric, with the maximum spread down the slope or down the prevailing wind. In such cases more 
samples should be placed in the direction of the expected gradient. This is a clear case of when ancillary 
data can be used effectively. A graph of concentration of the pollutant against the reciprocal of distance 
from the source is often informative.[4] Sampling depths will depend on both the nature of the pollution 
and the reason for the investigation. If the pollution is from dust and it is unlikely to be leached, only 
surface sampling will be required. An example of this is pollution from silver smelting in Wales.[5] In 
contrast, contamination from organic or mobile inorganic pollutants such as F compounds may migrate 
well down to the profile and deep sampling may be required.[6,7]

Assessment

In order to assess the impacts of pollution, reliable and effective monitoring techniques are i mportant. 
Pollution can be assessed and monitored by chemical analyses, toxicity tests, and field surveys. 
Comparison of contaminant data with an uncontaminated reference site and available databases for 
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baseline concentrations can be useful in establishing the extent of contamination. However, this may 
not always be possible in the field. Chemical analyses must be used in conjunction with biological 
assays to reveal site contamination and associated adverse effects. Toxicological assays can also reveal 
 information about synergistic interactions of two or more contaminants present as mixtures in soil, 
which cannot be measured by chemical assays alone.

Microorganisms serve as rapid detectors of environmental pollution and are thus of importance as 
pollution indicators. The presence of pollutants can induce alteration of microbial communities and 
reduction of species diversity, inhibition of certain microbial processes (organic matter breakdown, 
mineralization of carbon and nitrogen, enzymatic activities, etc.). A measure of the functional diversity 
of the bacterial flora can be assessed using ecoplates (see http://www.biolog.com/section_4.html). It has 
been shown that algae are especially sensitive to various organic and inorganic pollutants and thus may 
serve as a good indicator of pollution.[8] A variety of toxicity tests involving microorganisms, inverte-
brates, vertebrates, and plants may be used with soil or water samples.[9]

Management and/or Remediation of PS Pollution

The major objective of any remediation process is to (1) reduce the actual or potential environmental 
threat; and (2) reduce unacceptable risks to man, animals, and the environment to acceptable levels.[10] 
Therefore, strategies to either manage and/or remediate contaminated sites have been developed largely 
from application of stringent regulatory measures set up to safeguard ecosystem function as well as to 
minimize the potential adverse effects of toxic substances on animal and human health.

The available remediation technologies may be grouped into two categories: (1) ex situ techniques that 
require removal of the contaminated soil or groundwater for treatment either on-site or off-site; and 
(2)  in situ techniques that attempt to remediate without excavation of contaminated soils. Generally, 
in situ techniques are favored over ex situ techniques because of (1) reduced costs due to elimination or 
minimization of excavation, transportation to disposal sites, and sometimes treatment itself; (2) reduced 
health impacts on the public or the workers; and, (3) the potential for remediation of inaccessible sites, 
e.g., those located at greater depths or under buildings. Although in situ techniques have been success-
ful with organic contaminated sites, the success of in situ strategies with metal contaminants has been 
 limited. Given that organic and inorganic contaminants often occur as a mixture, a combination of more 
than one strategy is often required to either successfully remediate or manage metal contaminated soils.

Global challenges and Responsibility

The last 100 years has seen massive industrialization. Indeed such developments were coupled with the 
rapid increase in world population and the desire to enhance economy and food productivity. While 
 industrialization has led to increased economic activity and much benefit to human race, the lack of 
 regulatory measures and appropriate waste management strategies until early 1980s (including the use of 
agrochemicals) has resulted in contamination of our biosphere. Continued pollution of the en vironment 
through industrial emissions is of global concern. There is, therefore, a need for  politicians,  regulatory 
organizations, and scientists to work together to minimize environmental contamination and to re mediate 
contaminated sites. The responsibility to check this pollution lies with every individual and country 
although the majority of this pollution is due to the industrialized nations. There is a clear need of bet-
ter coordination of efforts in dealing with numerous forms of PS pollution problems that are being faced 
globally.
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introduction

Radioactivity was discovered at the end of the 19th century by Henri Becquerel, Marie Curie (Polish 
native name, Maria Sklodowska-Curie), and Pierre Curie. Henri Becquerel found that uranium salts 
caused fogging of an unexposed photographic plate,[1] and Marie Curie discovered that only certain 
elements gave off these rays of energy.[2] She named this behavior “radioactivity” (natural radioactivity). 
A systematic search for the total radioactivity in uranium ores also guided Marie Curie to isolate a new 
element, polonium, and to separate a new element, radium.[3−7] The two elements have chemical similar-
ity that would otherwise have made them difficult to distinguish from each other. In 1934, Marie Curie’s 
daughter, Irene Joliot-Curie and her husband Frederic Jean Joliot were the first creators of artificial 
radioactivity. They bombarded boron with alpha particles to make the neutron-poor nitrogen isotope 
13N; this isotope emitted positrons. In addition, they bombarded aluminum and magnesium with neu-
trons to make new radioisotopes.[8]

Radioactive Decay

Radioactive decay is the process by which an unstable atomic nucleus spontaneously loses energy by 
emitting ionizing particles and radiation. The three main types of radiation were discovered by Ernest 
Rutherford, the alpha (α), beta (β), and gamma (γ) rays (alpha, beta, and gamma radiation).[9−11] With 
Ernest Rutherford, he saw that radioactive substances are transformed from one element to another. 
About 10 years later, he unraveled the rules for the elemental transformations that accompanied 
 radioactive decay, first for α decay and later for β decay. Emission of an a particle changes the  emitting 
atom to an atom of the element two places to the left in the periodic table; emission of a β− particle 
changes the emitting atom to an atom of the element one place to the right. These rules taken together 
are known as the Displacement Law; Kazimierz Fajans published it slightly earlier than did Soddy 
in 1913.[12] At about the same time, Soddy came to the conclusion that several substances with different 
radioactive  properties and different atomic weights were chemically the same element. He named such 
substances isotopes.[13] Now, the radioactive principles are named the Soddy–Fajans periodic method.
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where X and Y are symbols for nuclides, Z is the mass number, and A is the atomic number.

 1. Alpha (α) decay is a method of decay in large nuclei. Alpha particles (helium nuclei, He2+), consist-
ing of two neutrons and two protons, are emitted. Because of the particles’ relatively high charge, 
it is heavily ionizing and will cause severe damage if ingested. However, owing to the high mass 
of the particle, it has little energy and a low range; typically, alpha particles can be stopped with a 
sheet of paper (or skin).

2. Beta minus (β−) radiation consists of an energetic electron. It is less ionizing than alpha radiation, 
but more than gamma. The electron can be stopped with a few centimeters of metal. It occurs 
when a neutron decays into a proton in a nucleus, releasing the beta particle and an antineutrino. 
Beta-plus (β+) radiation is the emission of positrons. As these are antimatter particles, they anni-
hilate any matter nearby, releasing gamma photons.

3. 3. Gamma (γ) radiation consists of photons with a frequency greater than 1019 Hz. Gamma radia-
tion occurs to rid the decaying nucleus of excess energy after it has emitted either alpha or beta 
radiation.

 

 

The activity (A) of radionuclide is lost at time (t) according to the formula

 = ⋅ λ− ⋅
0A A e t

where A is the radionuclide activity at time t = 0, A0 is the radionuclide activity at time t, and λ is the 
decay constant of the radionuclide.

The SI unit of activity is the becquerel (Bq). One becquerel is defined as one transformation 
(or decay) per second. Another unit of radioactivity is the curie (Ci), which was originally defined 
as the amount of radium emanation (by gaseous radon-222), in equilibrium with 1 g of pure radium 
 isotope 226Ra. At present, it is equal, by definition, to the activity of any radionuclide decaying with 
a disintegration rate of 3.7 × 10 10 Bq. The activity of a radioactive substance is characterized by its 
 half-time—the time taken for the activity of a given amount of radioactive substance to decay to half 
of its value.[14,15]

After the discovery of neutron in 1932, Encico Fermi and colleagues studied the results of bombard-
ing uranium with neutron in 1934.[16] The first person that mentioned the idea of nuclear fission in 1934 
was Ida Noddack.[17] After Fermi’s publication, Lise Meittner, Otto Hahn, and Fritz Strassmann began 
to perform a similar experiment and discovered nuclear fission of uranium 235U in 1938.[18,19] Also, Józef 
Rotblat in 1939 published the results of a study about fission of uranium 235U nuclei.[20]

In nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, nuclear fission is a nuclear reaction in which the nucleus 
of an atom splits into smaller parts (lighter nuclei), often producing free neutrons and photons (in the 
form of gamma rays), as well. Fission of heavy elements is an exothermic reaction that can release large 
amounts of energy both as electromagnetic radiation and as kinetic energy of the fragments (heating the 
bulk material where fission takes place).

Three heavy radionuclides, natural 235U and artificial 239Pu and 233U, are capable of reactions (nuclear 
fission) in which an atom’s nucleus splits into smaller parts, releasing a large amount of energy in the 
process. During the fission of 235U, three neutrons are released in addition to the two daughter atoms 
(see reaction below) (Figure 1).[21]
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natural and Artificial Radionuclides

Radionuclides present in the natural environment are classified as either of natural or anthropogenic 
origin. Naturally occurring radionuclides occur in different ecosystems with cosmogenic and primor-
dial providence.[22,23]

 1. Cosmogenic radionuclides: Cosmic ray–produced radionuclides are generated in the upper-
atmosphere gases, e.g., O2, N2, and Ar. They are transported to the lower atmosphere and next to 
the oceans and to the continents. Most of the cosmic radionuclides are produced in very small 
amounts and only four of them, 3H, 7Be, 14C, and 22Na, constitute significant contributions to the 
radiation dose to humans. Cosmogenic radionuclides have been measured in humans, topsoil, 
polar ice, surface rocks, sediments, the biosphere, the ocean floor, and the atmosphere.[24]

 2. Primordial radionuclides: Among non-series radionuclides of terrestrial origin, only 40K and 87Rb 
are significant sources of radiation to humans. They are characterized by a long half-time (more 
than 109 years) and small concentrations in crustal rocks (below 1 mBq/kg).[25,26]

The serially occurring radionuclides are contained in four natural decay series—uranium, thorium, 
actinium, and neptunium—and, except for the actinium series, are named after their parent nuclides 
(Figures 2–5).

FIGURE 1 Fission yield as a function of mass number for the slow neutron fission of 235U.
Source: Environmental radiochemistry and radiological protection.[21]
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FIGURE 2 Uranium-238 decay series.
Source: Wikipedia, uranium series decay chain, http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a1/Decay_
chain%284n%2B2%2C_Uranium_series%29.PNG.[40]
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Anthropogenic Radionuclides

Anthropogenic-derived radionuclides have been mainly released from several sources since the 1940s. 
Major sources in the environment are nuclear weapons, nuclear power production, accidents (e.g., the 
Chernobyl accident in 1986), radioactive waste disposal, solid radioactive waste disposal, and man-
made radionuclides as tracers of environmental processes. Fallout from nuclear weapons explosions 
represents the largest contribution of anthropogenic-derived radionuclides to the natural environment. 
Anthropogenic radionuclides are divided into three groups:[22,34]

 1. Neutron activation products: By neutron irradiation of objects, it is possible to induce 
 radioactivity. This activation of stable isotopes enables to create radioisotopes. A lot of artificial 
radionuclides in the natural environment are produced as a result of the activation process 

FIGURE 3 Thorium-232 decay series. 
Source: Wikipedia, Thorium series decay chain, http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Decay_
chain%284n%2CThorium_series%29.PNG.[41]
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FIGURE 4 Actino-uranium 235U decay series. 
Source: Wikipedia, Actinium series decay chain, http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1e/Decay_
chain%284n%2B3%2C_Actinium_series%29.PNG.[42]

during nuclear weapons tests, the work of reprocessing plants and nuclear reactors used in 
power plants, as well as in nuclear studies. Owing to the use of new radioanalytical techniques, 
activation products such as 22Na, 51Cr, 54Mn, 65Zn, 110mAg, and 124Sb could be detected in the 
natural environment.[26]

 2. Fission radionuclides: During the fission of 235U, three neutrons are released in addition to two 
daughter atoms. In the detonation of a nuclear bomb, radioactive fission products are generated 
from the primary fission of 235U or 239Pu. The most important radionuclides from two families are 
90Sr, 95Zr, 131I, 132I, 132Te, 137Cs,140Ba, and 144Ce. These radionuclides are deposited from the atmo-
sphere to the surface of earth, with the fallout comprising components from the stratosphere 
(78%), local radioactive pollution (12%), and the troposphere (10%).[27]
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 3. Transuranic elements: In chemistry, transuranic elements are chemical elements with atomic 
 numbers greater than 92 (the atomic number of uranium). All transuranic elements are 
 radioactive; 20 transuranic elements have been discovered to date: neptunium (Np), plutonium 
(Pu), americium (Am), curium (Cm), berkelium (Bk), californium (Cf), einsteinium (Es), f ermium 
(Fm), mendelevium (Md), nobelium (No), lawrencium (Lr), rutherfordium (Rf), dubnium (Db), 
seaborgium (Sg), bohrium (Bh), hassium (Hs), meitnerium (Mt), darmstadium (Ds), roentgenium 
(Rg), and copernicium (Cn). Small quantities of neptunium and plutonium are found in nature 
(in uranium rocks), but most of them are synthesized in nuclear reactors. The most important 

FIGURE 5 Neptunium-237 decay series. 
Source: Wikipedia, Neptunium series decay chain, http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8c/Decay_
chain%284n%2B1%2CNeptunium_series%29.PNG.[43]
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sources of transuranic elements (generally, neptunium, plutonium, americium, and curium) in 
the natural environment are nuclear weapons explosions and nuclear power production as a result 
of the activation process of uranium, 238U.[21,27,28] The environmental chemistry of some trans-
uranic elements, such as plutonium, is complicated by the fact that solutions of this element can 
undergo disproportionation, and as a result many different oxidation states can coexist at once.

The most important (long half-time, type of decay, and strong radiotoxicity) natural and anthropogenic 
radionuclides present in the environment are as follows:[21]

Naturally occurring radionuclides

a. Radionuclides of terrestrial origin—primordial nonseries radionuclide (e.g., 40K and 87Rb)
b. Cosmogenic radionuclides (e.g., 3H and 14C).
c. Primary radionuclides—primordial series radionuclide: long-lived; have been ubiquitous on 

Earth since their formation (i.e., ca. 4.5 ×  109 years ago). The radionuclides 238U, 232Th, and 235U 
are the parent members of the uranium, thorium, and actinouranium radioactive decay series, 
respectively

Anthropogenic Radionuclides

Natural and artificial radionuclides in different environmental samples (natural water, sediments, soils, 
biological organisms) are determined by many radiometric methods, in particular neutron activation 
analysis (NAA), and alpha, beta, and gamma spectrometry.[29,30]

Sources of Radionuclides in the environment 
and Pollution Problem

Radionuclides are present in the whole environment in which we live. The principal sources of 
 radionuclides in the natural environment are the wet and dry atmospheric radioactive fallout of  particles 
from natural rock erosion processes and nuclear weapons tests, as well as release from power plants, 
nuclear submarines, and nuclear reprocessing facilities. Since April 26, 1986, another source of artificial 
radionuclides, the Chernobyl-originated radioactive debris, has had to be taken into account.[21] A lot of 
artificial radionuclides (e.g., 200 kg of 3H, 1550 kg of 14C, >160 kg of 90Sr, ~350 kg of 137Cs, and >4600 kg 
of plutonium isotopes—238Pu, 240Pu, and 241Pu) were deposited in different components of the natural 
environment (seas and oceans, biota, air, and land).[21] The large amount of radioactive waste produced 
by human utilization of nuclear power is nowadays one of the major problems. The marine environment 
is especially exposed to radionuclide contamination because many nuclear power plants and nuclear 
reprocessing facilities are located in coastal areas. In recent decades, the development of new technolo-
gies has also resulted in the production of by-products and waste with the so-called t echnologically 
enhanced naturally occurring radioactive materials (TENORM).[31] Therefore, human technological 
activities (e.g., gas, oil, coal, and fertilizers industries) can increase radiation exposure, not only to 
the persons directly involved in these activities but also to the local or even the whole p opulation.[32] 
Moreover, coal mining is the source of a huge amount of waste containing large quantities of n atural 
radionuclides, especially polonium, radium, thorium, and uranium. During combustion, some 
 radionuclides are emitted to the atmosphere as gas and radioactive dust; others remain as concentrated 
ash.[33,34] Phosphate rocks that are used to produce phosphate fertilizers contain natural radioactive ele-
ments (polonium, radium, uranium). During the production of phosphate fertilizers, about 10% of the 
initial 226Ra, 20% of uranium, and about 85% of 210Po is found in the waste phosphogypsum.[35] These 
radionuclides are leached by rain from phosphogypsum and, as a consequence, in the neighborhood 

 
 
 

 a. Neutron activation products (e.g., 54Mn, 55Fe, 60Co,
b. 235U and 239Pu fission radionuclides (e.g., 90Sr, 95Zr, 131I, 132I, 132Te, 137Cs, and 144Ce)
c. Transuranic elements (e.g., 237Np, 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 241Am, and 243Am)
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of the phosphate fertilizers plant, their concentration in soil, flora, and water samples is much higher 
than in non-contaminated areas.[36,37] Radionuclides are strongly accumulated by some species and the 
bioaccumulation factor values for some radioactive elements (polonium, plutonium, americium) in sea 
algae, benthic animals, and fish are more than 1.000.[38,39] Some of these organisms are often used as bio-
indicators of radioactive pollution of the natural environment.[21] Also, transuranic elements (especially 
plutonium) belong to the group of radioactivity caused by humans. These radionuclides are important 
from the radiological point of view due to their high radiotoxicity, long physical lifetime, high chemical 
reactivity, and long residence in biological systems in the natural environment.[39]

Solution to Radioactive Pollution

A possible solution to radioactive pollution is by the reduction of radioactive emission to the natural 
environment, change of nuclear technology, and recognition of determination and accumulation pro-
cesses in living organisms. Plants and animals are capable of accumulating natural and artificial radio-
nuclides from the environment. That is why it is very important to recognize the impact of radionuclides 
on living organisms and their possible transfer to the human body by way of feeding.[21] Due to the 
importance of water, air, and food (also cigarette smoking) to human life, their quality must be strictly 
controlled and monitored. For this reason, studies of food for human consumption must be performed 
to guarantee that food materials have a low level of radioactivity, both natural and artificial. Especially, 
long-lived alpha emitters are the most dangerous nuclides in case of ingestion, because the long-term 
effects of their intake on the human body are the most important from the radiochemical and radiologi-
cal points of view. A large contamination to the radiation dose received by humans comes from natu-
rally occurring radionuclides accumulated in the body. At the moment, knowledge about accumulation 
of natural alpha radionuclides by organisms and their ingestion by humans is still very poor.

conclusion

Radioactivity and radionuclides have been widely applied for more than a hundred years.
Radioactive substances are used to study living organisms, to diagnose and treat diseases (nuclear 

medicine), to sterilize medical instruments and food, to produce energy for heat and electric power, and 
to monitor various steps in all types of industrial processes, as well as in research studies (nuclear phys-
ics, chemistry, radiology, geochronology and geology, and cosmic research). Many natural and artificial 
radionuclides are strong radiotoxicants (generally, alpha emitters with a long half-time) to biological 
organisms. Studies on the bioaccumulation and distribution of radionuclides in different components of 
the natural environment are very important for radioprotection. Radionuclides used to produce energy 
in nuclear power plants generate the present and future problems of adequate and responsible utilization 
of nuclear wastes. For these reasons, the determination and distribution of some important natural and 
artificial radionuclides in the natural environment should be controlled and monitored.
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Telecouplings
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introduction

Human and natural systems are increasingly influenced by distant actions and globalized processes 
such as the flows of material, capital, or information through trade or the migration of human or animal 
populations (Verburg et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2019). These connections affect the understanding and man-
agement of global challenges such as climate change, biodiversity conservation, urbanization, and food 
security by creating a spatial separation between an action and its drivers. Therefore, they have critical 
implications to wider sustainability agenda such as the efforts to achieve the United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals (United Nations, 2015). Land use is in the core of these efforts. Drivers and impacts 
of land-use change and the consequent social and ecological impacts operate across geographical scales 
and over administrative territories. To disentangle the causal relations between an action, such as land-
use change, and its underlying drivers and spatial connections, analytical concepts of teleconnection 
and telecoupling have been introduced. As suggested by the prefix “tele,” both of these concepts focus 
the attention to distal linkages between land systems, broadening the understanding from the proxi-
mate drivers and impacts also to processes taking place in geographically or functionally distant areas 
(Friis et al., 2016).

Teleconnection. The concept of teleconnection was first used in physical sciences over a century ago 
to describe the atmospheric connections and the interrelations of climatic processes over long distances. 
Ångstrom (1935) was the first to apply the concept when describing the north–south dipole atmospheric 
anomaly pattern currently known as the North Atlantic Oscillation (Moser and Hart, 2015). The use 
of the concept was later broadened to include also other socioecological processes and drivers or land 
system change, such as flows of capital, people or materials, or species dispersal (Seto et al., 2012; Friis 
et al., 2016).

Telecoupling. The concept of telecoupling builds on the concept of teleconnection, expanding its 
meaning to include not only the links between an action and its distant driver but also the causal rela-
tionships, multidirectional flows, and feedback of land-use change in multiple, connected land systems 
(Friis et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2019). A telecoupling is created when there is a material, energy, or infor-
mation flow from one system to another (Liu et al., 2013). These coupled systems are characterized by 
complex interactions of socioeconomic and biophysical elements that impact each other in dynamic, 
nonlinear, and emergent ways (Friis and Nielsen, 2017; Liu et al., 2007).
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telecoupling Research

Telecoupling research responds to the need to understand and analyze human–environment systems 
identifying the specific origin, destination, and the actors involved in multiple interactions between sys-
tems, in contrast to the traditional place-based studies that often treat factors from outside the system 
borders as bulk of exogenous variables without addressing the feedback caused by them (Liu et al., 2013). 
For example, up to 30% of all global biodiversity loss is related to the production of exported commodi-
ties (Lenzen et al., 2012). Thus, linking the consumption of imported products in a region to the specific 
locations of primary production and the consequent ecosystem impacts allows the identification of con-
sumption as an underlying driver of environmental change and the search for leverage points for change 
(e.g. Sandström et al., 2017).

Interdisciplinarity is inherent in the telecoupling research related to connected human– environment 
systems covering both social and natural processes. It creates analytical and epistemic differences 
between the approaches adopted (Friis, 2019). But then, it represents also the flexibility of the concept to 
adopt to a wide view of perspectives. Therefore, telecoupling can be seen as an umbrella concept cover-
ing various approaches to analyze distant interactions among coupled human and natural systems over 
distances (Liu et al., 2013). 

Liu et al. (2013) present a structural framework for analyzing telecouplings between systems. It has been 
applied and developed by many scholars from wide range of disciplinary backgrounds (see e.g. Friis and 
Nielsen, 2019; Liu et al., 2019). The framework builds upon the conceptual frameworks of coupled human–
environment systems (Turner et al., 2003), socioecological systems (e.g. Young et al., 2006) and coupled 
human and natural systems (Liu et al., 2007) adding to these the emphasis on the distant interactions 
between systems (Liu et al., 2013). Figure 1 presents the major components of the analysis: (1) systems, (2) 
flows, (3) agents, (4) causes, and (5) effects of a telecoupling, with an emphasis on the interactions between 
these components (Liu et al., 2019). Telecoupled systems are classified as sending (the systems from where 
the flows move outward), receiving (the systems that receive the flows from the sending systems), or spill-
over systems (the systems that impact and/or are impacted by the interactions between the sending and 
receiving systems) (Liu et al., 2013). Areas can also act simultaneously as sending, receiving, or spillover 
systems. Flows are assisted by agents, such as different actors, people, or animals, and they can cause 
socioeconomic or environmental effects in any of the systems analyzed (Liu et al., 2013). Defining system 
boundaries is always context-dependent (Liu et al., 2019). Systems can be separated by spatial distance, 
often by jurisdictional boundaries or functional distance in terms of governance (Eakin et al., 2014). While 
the framework of Liu et al. (2013) emphasizes the spatial hierarchy, Eakin et al. (2014) outline telecouplings 
as results of networked interactions across scales (Friis and Nielsen, 2017) (Figure 1).

In the recent years, the number of studies exploring the telecouplings has increased rapidly (Kapsar et al., 
2019). Although the concept of telecoupling was first introduced in land system science, its utility extends 
also beyond the disciplinary borders. It has been adopted within and across disciplines such as earth sci-
ence, ecology, and economics as well as environmental and political science (Kapsar et al., 2019). Many of 
these studies have concentrated on international trade as a driver creating these spatial connections between 
sometimes seemingly unconnected land systems, for instance, by studying the consumption of imported 
products and the related displaced land use and its environmental impacts (e.g. Rulli et al., 2019; Sandström 
et al., 2017). Also, topics such as species invasion and migration (Liu et al., 2014; Hulina et al., 2017), urban-
ization (Fang and Ren, 2017), tourism (Liu et al., 2015), fisheries management (Carlson et al., 2018), and 
conservation (Carrasco et al., 2017; Fang and Liu, 2016) have been studied in a telecoupling context. 

conclusions

The analytical concept and framework of telecoupling provide an approach for analyzing the distant 
interactions of systems in a socioecological context integrating the often isolated disciplinary knowl-
edge into a more comprehensive picture. In doing so, the concept and approach facilitate the broader 
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understanding of spatial complexity between an action and its drivers and impacts, that is inherent in 
all human and natural systems in the increasingly globalizing world. The concept has been applied in 
various temporal and spatial scales. Being relatively novel, the telecoupling framework, approach, and 
tools are in continuous development to capture and understand all the dimensions involved in and 
affected by distant interactions.
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Preface

Given the current state of the world as compiled in the massive Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
Report, humans have changed ecosystems more rapidly and extensively during the past 50 years than in 
any other time in human history. These are unprecedented changes that need certain action. As a result, 
it is imperative that we have a good scientific understanding of how these systems function and good 
strategies on how to manage them. 

In a very practical way, this multivolume Environmental Management Handbook provides a 
 comprehensive reference to demonstrate the key processes and provisions for enhancing environmen-
tal management. The experience, evidence, methods, and models relevant for studying environmental 
management are presented here in six stand-alone thematic volumes as follows:

VOLUME 1 – Managing Global Resources and Universal Processes
VOLUME 2 – Managing Biological and Ecological Systems
VOLUME 3 – Managing Soils and Terrestrial Systems
VOLUME 4 – Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems
VOLUME 5 – Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems
VOLUME 6 – Managing Human and Social Systems

In this manner, the handbook introduces in the first volume the general concepts and processes used 
in environmental management. The next four volumes deal with each of the four spheres of nature 
(biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere). The last volume ties the material together in its 
application to human and social systems. These are very important chapters for a wide spectrum of stu-
dents and professionals to understand and implement environmental management. In particular, the 
features include the following:

• The first handbook that demonstrates the key processes and provisions for enhancing 
 environmental management.

• Addresses new and cutting-edge topics on ecosystem services, resilience, sustainability, 
food–energy–water nexus, socio-ecological systems, etc.

• Provides an excellent basic knowledge on environmental systems, explains how these systems 
function, and gives strategies on how to manage them. 

• Written by an outstanding group of environmental experts.

Since the handbook covers such a wide range of materials from basic processes, to tools, technolo-
gies, case studies, and legislative actions, each handbook entry is further classified into the following 
categories:

APC: Anthropogenic chemicals: The chapters cover human-manufactured chemicals and activities
COV: Indicates that the chapters give comparative overviews of important topics for environmental 

management
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CSS: The chapters give a case study of a particular environmental management example
DIA: Means that the chapters are about diagnostic tools: monitoring, ecological modeling, e cological 

indicators, and ecological services
ELE: Focuses on the use of legislation or policy to address environmental problems
ENT: Addresses environmental management using environmental technologies
NEC: Natural elements and chemicals: The chapters cover basic elements and chemicals found in 

nature
PRO: The chapters cover basic environmental processes.

Overall, these volumes will be a valuable resource for all libraries supporting programs in  environmental 
science and studies, earth science, geography, and policy.

In this second volume, over 40 entries focus on managing biological and ecological systems. 
The   coverage ranges from species to ecosystems, with chapters on biodiversity, sustainability, and 
 conservation, to name a few. Specific case studies using biological controls are included, with new 
entries on sustainable fisheries and recovery of fish populations.

Brian D. Fath
Brno, Czech Republic

December 2019
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1
Animals: Sterility 

from Pesticides

William Au 

Mechanisms of Action of Pesticides

Pesticides can be subdivided into several major categories: organophosphates, carbamates, organo-
chlorines, synthetic pyrethroids, and others. Their principal mechanisms of action include inhibition 
of cholinesterase, perturbation of microsomal enzyme production, and damage to nervous systems.[1] 
Therefore, it is possible that excessive exposure to pesticides can interfere with gametogenesis, sexual 
activities, and reproduction leading to the expression of sterility.

observed effects in native Animals and in experimental Systems

Among the pesticides, organochlorines are characterized by their persistence in the environment, and 
the potential for both bioaccumulation and transfer of the pesticides up the food chain. Therefore, the 
widespread use of organochlorines in the past has been documented to cause contamination of wildlife 
and reduction of their populations. For example, the exposure is associated with a significant reduction 
of fish populations such as trout and salmon.[2] Subsequently, the populations of predatory birds were 
significantly reduced.[2] The devastating effects in migratory birds and in other wildlife were also dem-
onstrated.[3,4] In these cases, failure to reproduce appropriately has been shown to be a major cause for 
the decline of the populations.

In studies using experimental animals under controlled exposure conditions to pesticides, organo-
chlorine pesticides such as methoxychlor have been reported to cause reduction of fertility and litter 
size,[5,6] and kepone to cause anovulation.[7,8] Organophosphate pesticides have been shown to induce 
premature ovulation and to perturb oocyte development.[9]

observed effects in Humans

Very few pesticides have been shown systematically and consistently to cause sterility in humans. An 
exception is the exposure to a nematocide, 1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP). In the 1970s, workers 
in several pesticide manufacturing plants were reported to have fertility problems. From a systematic 
investigation, the infertility based on reduced sperm counts was shown to be associated with testicular 
function alteration and with exposure to DBCP rather than to other pesticides.[10] Subsequently, the 
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same group of scientists found that the reduction of sperm count was associated with an occupational 
exposure as short as 3 months[11] and with an employment duration-dependent effect (Table 1A). As 
shown in the table, as many as 76.5% of the workers who had been exposed to DBCP for more than 
42 months were oligospermic. Among all the affected workers, many were azospermic or sterile.

Long-term follow-up studies of DBCP production workers showed that some of the affected workers 
did regain fertility and testicular function, and many of them were able to have children. Their offspring 
appeared normal and healthy. However, these workers predominantly had female offspring (Table 1B), 
ranging from 58.6 to 84.6% for the recovery duration from 5 to 17 years.[12] As shown in the table, the 
highest female to male offspring ratio was found among workers within 5 years of recovery.[13,14] It appears 
that the recovery is a slow process and complete recovery with respect to the sex ratio was achieved only 
after 17 years.[15] The observation confirms the previous recommendation of using altered sex ratios as an 
indication of reproductive hazards associated with pesticides.[16] In another study, males infertile due to 
poor sperm quality were more likely than expected to be in the agricultural occupations with exposure 
to pesticides.[17] Papaya fumigant workers with exposure to ethylene dibromide were reported to have 
significantly reduced sperm count per ejaculate (the percentage of viable and motile sperm) and increases 
in the proportion of sperm with abnormalities.[18] Abnormal pregnancy outcomes (miscarriages and pre-
term deliveries) were associated with exposure to a variety of chemicals in combination with pesticides 
(atrazine, glyphosate, organophosphates, 4-[2,4-dichlorophenoxy]butyric acid) in males.[19] On the other 
hand, fertility in traditional male farmers, compared with organic farmers (who do not use pesticides), 
was not influenced by exposure to pesticides, based on the time taken to have the youngest child.[20]

Among females, exposure to DBCP in pesticide manufacturing plants appears to have no effects on 
their fertility based on a limited survey.[21] A study was conducted to investigate the relationship between 
the plasma level of organochlorine pesticides and the diagnosis of endometriosis, and no association 
was found.[22] On the other hand, among women with medically confirmed infertility, exposure to pes-
ticides was shown to be a significant contributing factor.[23] Furthermore, the mechanism appears to be 
due to abnormal ovulation.

Future considerations

Based on the mechanisms of action of pesticides[1,24] and on observations in animals, it is highly likely 
that overexposure and/or prolonged exposure to pesticides can cause reproductive problems in human. 
However, adverse reproductive effects have not been demonstrated unequivocally with modern pesticides. 

TABLE 1 Reproductive Problems from Exposure to Dibromochloropropane (DBCP)

A. Oligospermia

Months of exposure to DBCPa % Workers with oligospermia
0 2.9
1–6 8.3
7–24 28.6
25–42 66.7
>42 76.5

B. Offspring
Years after recovery from oligospermiab % Females in offspring
5 84.6
8 78.9
17 58.6

a Data derived from 10.
b Data derived from 13–15.
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One reason is that the human population is usually exposed to much lower doses of pesticides, except in 
accidental exposure conditions, than those used in animals that have been shown to cause sterility. Under 
this condition, any adverse effects in human would be very small. Therefore, investigations using inap-
propriate study protocols may have generated inconsistent observations. Future studies should be con-
ducted by using large enough populations and by minimizing multiple confounding factors. At this stage 
of our knowledge, it is fair to state that the potential impact of modern pesticides on sterility in humans 
has not been clearly demonstrated yet. However, based on the known biological activities of pesticides, 
they should be considered hazardous chemicals and should be handled with extreme caution.
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introduction

Genetically modified organisms have been widely adopted in many parts of the world, prompting 
debate about the implications that this technology may have for environmental health. Transgenic 
crops have been genetically engineered to incorporate genes derived from another species that con-
fer nutritional and agronomic benefits, such as resistance to insect pests, viruses, herbicides, or 
environmental conditions, such as low water availability. Among insect- resistant transgenic crops, 
the most widespread are those that express Bt toxins, coded for by genes from the naturally occur-
ring soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis. Commercialized Bt crops include corn, cotton, and rice 
that are protected against Coleoptera and Lepidoptera pests. Bt toxins are recognized as having a 
narrower range of toxicity than many insecticides, including pyrethroids and neo- nicotinoids, and 
may therefore pose less risk to non-target organisms; however, potential environmental impacts of 
Bt toxins need to be examined and documented. This entry will therefore examine the environmen-
tal risk assessment of Bt crops, focusing on sources and fate of Bt toxins in exposure pathways for 
non-target organisms, impact of Bt crops on the environment, and approaches to environmental 
management of Bt crops.
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What Are Bt crops?

Transgenic Bt crops are genetically engineered to express insecticidal proteins that cause mortality of 
several common agricultural pests. The genes that code for these proteins, from a naturally occurring 
bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis (Berliner) (Bacillaceae: Bacillales), are inserted into the genome of the 
desired crop plant. Genetic transformation is achieved by insertion of the target gene, its promoter 
and termination sequences, and a marker gene into the crop genome using the microprojectile bom-
bardment method (“gene gun”) or the Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Smith and Townsend) (Rhizobiales: 
Rhizobiaceae) bacterium (vector-mediated transformation).

Bt toxins

Bacillus thuringiensis bacterial strains can produce a series of different toxins; however, only a few have 
been bioengineered into agricultural crops, including crystalline (Cry) and vegetative insecticidal (VIP) 
proteins.[1,2] These Bt toxins vary in their range of toxicity to invertebrates, with targeted pests dominated 
by larval insects in the orders Lepidoptera (moths) and Coleoptera (beetles). The insecticidal mode of 
action occurs when the Bt toxins bind to receptors on the midgut lining of susceptible insects, causing lysis 
of epithelial cells on the gut wall and perforations in the midgut lining. This damage to the insect’s digestive 
tract induces cessation of feeding and death by septicemia. An important component of the insecticidal 
mechanism is its specificity, which is greater than that of many currently used insecticides. Additionally, Bt 
toxins degrade rapidly in the digestive tract of vertebrates,[3] contributing to their selective nature.

Bt crops and their targeted Pests

Many crop plants have been genetically engineered to express Bt toxins, including field and sweet corn, 
cotton, potato, rice, eggplant, oilseed rape (canola), tomato, broccoli, collards, chickpea, spinach, soy-
bean, tobacco, and cauliflower. However, only corn and cotton have seen widespread commercialization. 
Bt potatoes were grown commercially in the United States starting in 1995, but were withdrawn from 
the market in 2001 following pressure from anti-biotechnology groups and the decision of the global 
fast-food chain McDonalds to ban the use of genetically modified potatoes in their products.[4] This crop 
may see a resurgence in planting in Russia and eastern Europe in the near future,[5] as small-scale and 
subsistence farmers in these regions seek alternatives to expensive insecticide applications.[4] Bt rice has 
also been approved in certain regions of China,[5] thereby facilitating increased production worldwide.

Global Prevalence

The planting of Bt crops has increased dramatically since the mid-1990s, becoming a prevalent compo-
nent of agroecosystems worldwide[5–10] (Table 1). For example, Bt cotton and corn in the United States 
comprised just 1% of total area planted in 1996, their first year of commercial release; however, planting 
rates have increased rapidly, with areas of Bt cotton and corn in 2010 comprising 73% and 63% of total 
U.S. production, respectively.[11] Genetically modified crops are grown on 134 million hectares of land 
in 25 countries by 14.0 million farmers[5]; approximately 40% of that area is planted to corn and cotton 
expressing Bt insecticidal toxins.[12]

Sources and Fate of Bt toxins in the environment

Toxin distribution and expression levels within a transgenic plant vary depending on the type of Bt 
protein, transformation event, gene promoter used, crop phenology, and environmental and geograph-
ical effects.[13–17] Most Bt crops employ a constitutive promoter, such as the cauliflower mosaic virus 
(CaMV 35S), that expresses insecticidal proteins throughout the life of the plant in nearly all tissues, 
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which may include foliage, roots and root exudates, phloem, nectar, and pollen, creating the potential 
for a multitude of sources for environmental exposure. These pathways to exposure of non-target organ-
isms include, but are not limited to, direct consumption of Bt toxins via ingestion of live or detrital plant 
material, as well as indirect consumption of Bt toxins via soil contamination from root exudates and 
persistence in the soil, or consumption of Bt-containing prey in tritrophic interactions (Figure 1). These 

TABLE 1 Commercialized Bt Crops, Years Marketed, Bt Toxins Most Commonly Expressed in Commercial Lines, 
Their Targeted Pests, and Countries That Have Adopted This Technology

Crop Marketed
Bt Toxins 
Expressed Targeted Pest/s Countries

Corn 1996–
present

CrylAb, 
Cry1A.105, CrylF, 
Cry2Ab2, Cry9C 
(withdrawn in 
2000), VIP3A

European corn borer Ostrinia nubilalis 
Hübner, southwestern corn borer Diatraea 
grandiosella Dyar (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae), 
corn earworm Helicoverpa zea (Boddie), fall 
armyworm Spodoptera frugiperda Smith 
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)

Corn rootworm Diabrotica spp. (Coleoptera: 
Chrysomelidae)

United States, Brazil, 
Argentina, Canada, South 
Africa, Uruguay, Philippines, 
Spain, Chile, Honduras, Czech 
Republic, Portugal, Romania, 
Poland, Egypt, Slovakia

2003–
present

Cry3Bb1, 
Cry34Ab1, 
Cry35Ab1, 
Cry3Aa

Cotton 1996–
present

Cry1Ac, Cry1F, 
Cry2Ab, VIP3A

Bollworm complex: Heliothis, Helicoverpa 
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae), and Pectinophora 
(Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae)

United States, Brazil, 
Argentina, India, China, 
South Africa, Australia, 
Burkina Faso, Mexico, 
Colombia, Costa Rica

Potato 1995–2000 Cry3Aa Colorado potato beetle Leptinotarsa 
decemlineata Say (Coleoptera: 
Chrysomelidae)

United States, Canada, 
Romania

Source: Data from James[5] and Duan et al.[146]

FIGURE 1 Sources for Bt toxin movement in a transgenic corn agroecosystem over the course of a growing 
 season, including (I) growth, (II) anthesis, and (III) post-harvest time periods.
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pathways allow for multiple routes to exposure, even potentially within a given taxonomic group, such as 
ground beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae), which have been documented to take up Bt toxins in the field.[18] 
Certain agronomic practices may also create unexpected routes to exposure. For example, following 
harvest in China, cottonseed hulls may be used as substrate for growing edible oyster mushrooms before 
being incorporated into cattle feed.[19] Other cotton gin by-products from transgenic plants are used in a 
variety of ways, including as catfish feed,[20] mulch, and fuel for wood-burning stoves.[21] Although trans-
fer of Bt toxins from cottonseed hulls into mushrooms or cattle feed was not detected,[22] investigation of 
these complex and non-conventional pathways for Bt toxin movement is critically important.

Direct consumption of Bt toxins

consumption of Live Plant tissue

Ingestion of plant material, including foliage, roots, phloem, nectar, or pollen may be the most obvi-
ous pathway to Bt toxin exposure for targeted pests species, as well as non-target herbivores and natu-
ral enemies. Uptake of Bt toxins by herbivores feeding on transgenic plants is well documented (e.g., 
Dutton et al.,[23] Harwood et al.[24] Meissle et al.,[25] Obrist et al.,[26] and Obrist[27]). However, ingestion 
of Bt crop tissue may not always result in exposure to toxins. For example, phloem-feeding insects and 
their honeydew have tested positive for Bt toxins in some transgenic agroecosystems, including certain 
rice, oilseed rape, and corn events,[28–30] while failing to take up toxins from selected Bt corn events.[31] 
Exposure pathways of Bt toxins to herbivorous arthropods in transgenic agroecosystems are variable 
and may therefore be difficult to predict.

Many natural enemies are facultatively phytophagous during some or all of their life stages, con-
suming plant material or feeding on plant liquids to meet their nutritional and moisture requirements 
(reviewed in Lundgren).[32] Despite an abundant supply of moisture and prey items, many predatory 
insects, including ground beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae), damsel bugs (Hemiptera: Nabidae), stink 
bugs (Hemiptera: Pentatomidae), and ladybird beetles (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae) will also ingest plant 
leaf tissue, nectar, or phloem to supplement a prey-based diet.[33] 

Pollen Feeding

Another potential route of Bt toxin flow in the environment is through direct pollen feeding or consump-
tion of pollen-contaminated material. Pollen is a component of the diets of many organisms, includ-
ing spring- tails (Collembola)[34,35] and Western corn rootworms Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte 
(Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae),[36] as well as natural enemies, including ladybird beetles (Coleoptera: 
Coccinellidae),[37] ground beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae),[38] green and brown lacewings (Neuroptera: 
Chrysopidae, Hemerobiidae),[39] hoverflies (Diptera: Syrphidae),[40] and spiders (Araneae).[41,42] In wind-
pollinated Bt crops, such as corn, pollen is an abundant resource during anthesis and is deposited in 
large quantities (up to 1400 grains/cm2 on plant surfaces[43] and more than 250 grains/cm2 in ground-
based spider webs[44]). Some pollen-feeding omnivores, such as Orius insidiosus (Say) (Hemiptera: 
Anthocoridae), may also maximize their exposure to Bt toxins by aggregating at corn silks and leaf 
axils, where pollen grains accumulate during anthesis.[45,46] Pollen consumption can therefore represent 
a significant direct and indirect (through consumption of pollen-feeding prey) route of exposure for 
both predators and prey in transgenic agroecosystems, particularly during periods of crop anthesis.

consumption of Detritus

Bt toxins can persist in plant detritus beyond a single growing season[47,48] thereby exposing detritivores, 
such as earthworms, slugs, nematodes, protozoa, bacteria, and fungi, to Bt toxins through the consump-
tion of such litter.[49–51] Crop detritus may also enter aquatic environments; for example, in agricultural 
systems where crop detritus is left in the field to prevent erosion, plant residues may account for up to 
40% of non-woody vegetation entering streams.[52] Bt-containing crop tissue may then be consumed by 
aquatic detritivores, such as larval caddis- flies (Trichoptera), crane flies (Diptera: Tipulidae), midges 
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(Diptera: Chironomidae), and isopods. However, the bioactivity of Bt toxins in senesced plant mate-
rial may be relatively short; lepidopteran-specific toxins were absent after 2 weeks in aquatic systems, 
while coleopteran-specific toxins decayed in as few as 6 days.[53] The harsh environmental conditions and 
constant physical abrasion experienced by plant tissue in flowing water were suggested as mechanisms 
stimulating such rapid breakdown.[54] Thus, while detritus provides a potential route of exposure, the 
functional consequence of Bt toxins in detritivore food webs remains unclear. However, what is evident 
is the persistence of Bt toxins in the environment following harvest and the possibility for long-term 
exposure of non-target organisms to this material.

indirect consumption of Bt toxins

Soil contamination via Root exudates

One potential pathway of indirect exposure to Bt toxins is through contamination of the soil and there-
fore to soildwelling arthropods via root exudates. Bt corn, potato, and rice all release transgenic pro-
teins from their roots during plant growth.[55,56] The soil-dwelling fauna, including beneficial non-target 
organisms, may therefore be exposed to Bt toxins via their secretion in plant root exudates. Bt toxin 
exposure to epigeal predators, ground beetle larvae and adults, and certain spiders [e.g., wolf spiders 
(Araneae: Lycosidae)] may also occur because of their feeding habits. Several studies have quantified 
the persistence of Bt toxins in the soil,[47,57–59] with results indicating persistence of these insecticidal 
proteins ranging from 2 to 32 weeks after introduction into the soil. This wide discrepancy may partially 
reflect differences in microbial activity of soils,[57,60,61] which is in turn affected by pH and mineral con-
tent.[59] Bt toxins may bind to humic acids, organic supplements, or soil particles, protecting the toxins 
from degradation by microbes and extending the persistence of insecticidal activity in the soil.[2] Thus, 
the persistence of Bt toxins may vary significantly due to their differential rate of decay based on micro-
bial activity, soils, and environmental factors.

consumption of Prey containing Bt toxins

The movement of Bt toxins from plant tissue into herbivores and subsequently into their natural ene-
mies has been well documented. Concentrations of Bt toxins typically decrease as they move through 
a food chain, indicating little evidence for bioaccumulation effects as seen in other insecticidal com-
pounds[62]; however, two-spotted spider mites, Tetranychus urticae Koch (Acari: Tetranychidae), show 
evidence for the bioaccumulation of Bt toxins.[63] Although in a more typical example, CrylAc proteins 
expressed in transgenic cotton are ingested by beet armyworm caterpillars Spodoptera exigua (Hübner) 
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) and are also detectible, but at lower concentrations, in predatory stink bugs 
Podisus maculiventris (Say) (Hemiptera: Pentatomidae) when these prey are consumed.[63] However, not 
all tritrophic pathways facilitate the uptake of Bt toxins; CrylAb toxins are present in the marsh slug 
Deroceras laeve (Müller) (Pulmonata: Agriolimacidae) following consumption of Bt corn tissue, but 
are not taken up by the predatory ground beetle Scarites subterraneus (F.) (Coleoptera: Carabidae) in 
laboratory studies[64]; accordingly, field- collected specimens of this species did not test positive for Bt 
toxins.[18] Additionally, the concentration of Bt toxins transferred via trophic connections may vary 
based on the identity of the prey. In a laboratory experiment, two prey species of the wolf spider Pirata 
subpiraticus (Bösenberg and Strand) (Araneae: Lycosidae), the striped stem borer Chilo suppressalis 
(Walker) (Lepidoptera: Crambidae), and the Chinese brushbrown caterpillar Mycalesis gotama Moore 
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) were allowed to feed on transgenic rice expressing Cry1Ab Bt toxins. These 
prey were subsequently fed to the wolf spider, and assays of each trophic level indicated that Bt toxins 
were transferred up the food chain; Cry1Ab concentration diminished with each additional trophic step, 
and the two prey species transferred Cry1Ab with significantly different efficiencies, having approxi-
mately 60 times the Cry1Ab concentration in brushbrown caterpillar-fed spiders compared with striped 
stem borer-fed spiders.[65] Adult ladybird beetles (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae) showed greatest uptake of 
Bt toxins in a corn agroecosystem post-anthesis, indicating that tritrophic movement of toxins was a 
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greater pathway for toxin uptake than direct pollen consumption.[66] It is therefore clear that consump-
tion of Bt-containing prey could be a major source of Bt toxin flow in non-target food webs, although 
the extent of toxin uptake and its concentration will depend on the strength of specific trophic pathways 
that occur within a given food web in the field.

impacts of Bt crops on the environment

Bt crops have become a dominant fixture in selected agroecosystems worldwide. Their planting on cul-
tivated lands globally allows for large potential impacts of this technology on the environment. These 
impacts include both benefits and potential risks, the consequences to the environment of using Bt 
technology are intensely debated.

Benefits of Bt technology

Reduced Risk compared with conventional insecticides

The insecticidal toxins produced by transgenic Bt crops are considered to have fewer non-target effects 
than many insecticides due to their narrow range of toxicity and, therefore, to be advantageous to tra-
ditional methods of control. For example, populations of many natural enemies responded negatively 
to foliar applications of broad-spectrum pyrethroids compared with more selective insecticides, such 
as Bt toxins, indoxacarb, and spinosad, used to combat lepidopteran pests in sweet corn agroecosys-
tems.[67] Field studies comparing Bt crops with their non-transgenic isolines that have been treated with 
broad-spectrum insecticides almost always reveal higher populations of beneficial arthropods in the Bt 
crops. A meta-analysis of these studies found that total non-target invertebrate abundance was higher in 
lepidopteran-targeting corn and cotton compared with non-transgenic crops managed with insecticides; 
however, no differences for coleopteran-targeting corn were reported.[68] Non-transgenic control plots 
treated with insecticides had lower predator and herbivore abundance compared with unsprayed Bt fields; 
this result was particularly strong for predator populations in non-transgenic plots treated with pyre-
throids, such as lambda-cyhalothrin, cyfluthrin, and bifenthrin.[69] Similarly, spiders were more abundant 
in Bt corn, cotton, and potato when compared with conventionally managed crops employing a range 
of insecticides, including foliar pyrethroid sprays, systemic neonicotinoid seed treatments, and organo-
phosphate soil applications at planting.[70] Due to their selectivity, Bt crops are therefore safer for non-
target organisms when compared with many insecticides, particularly those with broad-spectrum action.

economic Savings

A reduction in the quantity and frequency of insecticide applications are economically beneficial, in 
addition to reduced exposure to chemical insecticides for farm workers and the environment. Bt c otton 
has significantly reduced insecticide inputs in numerous regions of the world, including the United 
States,[71,72] China,[73] and South Africa.[74] The adoption of Bt corn in the midwestern United States 
has provided an estimated $6.9 billion in benefits to growers of both Bt and non-Bt corn in the past 
14 years, due to area-wide suppression of European corn borer Ostrinia nubilalis (Hübner) (Lepidoptera: 
Pyralidae), a key pest of this crop.[75] With more than 53 million hectares of Bt crops now planted world-
wide, there are significant economic considerations, and it is evident that Bt- based production systems 
are not only more sustainable in the context of pest management but also have the capacity to enhance 
agricultural diversity through reduced chemical inputs.

Global Food Security

The human population is projected to reach 10 billion by 2050, and concomitant to this is the need for 
augmented global food security and production.[76] The employment of Bt crop technology may aid in 
this goal by increasing quantity and consistency of crop yields; for example, corn yields are increased 
or protected because of season-long control of European corn borer.[71] Additionally, stored corn grain 
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is protected against lepidopteran pests[77] and mycotoxin levels, which pose a threat to the health of 
humans and livestock if introduced into the food supply,[78] are lower because of reduced feeding activity 
of European corn borer, which are associated with the fungal causal agents.[71,79] Bt crops may therefore 
confer significant beneficial effects for the global drive to increase agricultural productivity and safety.

Potential Risks of Bt crops

impacts on non-target organisms

Despite the specificity of Bt toxins toward target pests, questions have been raised concerning their 
effects on abundance, diversity, or fecundity of some components of the non-target food web, includ-
ing beneficial species such as pollinators, natural enemies, and/or detritivores. Given the important 
ecosystem services provided by the abovementioned non-target organisms, the risk assessment of these 
groups is essential in the context of understanding environmental health. Lundgren et al.[17] identified 
four main approaches that risk assessment researchers have used to study the impact of Bt crops on 
non-target invertebrates: direct toxicity, tritrophic interactions, community level studies, and meta-
analyses of data.

Direct toxicity. Feeding non-target organisms a diet that contains Bt toxins and measuring result-
ing parameters of development, fitness, and fecundity are done to examine the potential for directly 
toxic effects of Bt crops. The literature (reviewed in Lundgren et al.[17] and Lövei and Arpai[80]) provides 
contrasting evidence of non-target effects, ranging from no discernable effects of consumption of trans-
genic crops (e.g., Harwood et al.,[64] Pilcher et al.,[81] Al-Deeb et al.,[82] Lundgren and Wiedenmann,[83] 
and Anderson et al.[84]) to reports of a variety of negative effects (e.g., increased mortality, delay in 
development, reduction in weight gain, or changes in behavior) on beneficial organisms, such as pollina-
tors,[85] predators,[86] parasitoids,[87] and other non-target arthropods.[50,88–91] Differing results of studies 
of direct toxicity of Bt toxins to non-target organisms exist for many groups; for example, in caddisflies 
(closely related to the target order Lepidoptera), studies have been published that report both sublethal 
negative effects[91] and the absence of negative impacts of Bt toxins.[54] Such laboratory toxicity studies 
may be extrapolated to the field, although toxicity studies should address all ecologically relevant routes 
to exposure for non-target organisms.[92]

Tritrophic interactions. These studies test for effects of Bt crops on natural enemies via consump-
tion of Bt-containing prey; any observed effects may be due to ingestion of toxins or through prey-
quality-mediated effects. Several studies have reported no tritrophic effects of Bt crops on natural 
enemies[63,93–95]; however, negative effects have been observed in other cases,[96,97] although these results 
are often attributed to prey-mediated effects whereas prey quality is lower when fed Bt crop tissue. Meta-
analyses of tritrophic studies revealed that using prey items that were totally or partially susceptible to 
Bt toxins (and therefore were likely to be of lesser quality) had a negative effect on the performance of 
natural enemies, while using nonsusceptible prey (whose quality should be unaffected by consuming Bt 
toxins) had no effect on the performance of the natural enemies that consumed it.[98,99]

Community level. To study the effect of Bt crops on non-target organisms at the community level, 
arthropods are sampled from Bt and conventional crops to observe any differences in abundance, 
 diversity, or community structure. Such studies have examined a variety of nontarget organism 
 populations, including soil microarthropods, nematodes, decomposers, pollinators, and natural ene-
mies.[81,100–110] Results of such studies often report no significant differences between populations of non-
target  organisms in Bt and non-Bt crops; however, a lack of taxonomic resolution in some studies can 
weaken these results.[70]

Meta-analysis data. This quantitative method addresses effects of Bt crops across multiple published 
studies and has been widely used to infer the consequence of Bt crops on a series of different param-
eters. For example, a meta-analysis of 42 field experiments revealed that the overall mean abundance 
of non-target invertebrates was significantly lower in lepidopteran-targeting Bt corn fields compared 
with nontransgenic fields when neither is treated with insecticides; no differences were found between 
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coleopteran-targeting Bt and non-transgenic corn.[68] Unsurprisingly, the abundance of non-target 
arthropods was significantly higher in transgenic corn versus non-transgenic corn that had been treated 
with insecticides.[68] Additional meta-analyses have reported the effects of Bt crops on functional guilds 
of non-target organisms,[69] honey bees,[111] and spiders,[70] generally finding no differences in non-target 
arthropod populations between Bt and non-Bt crops. When examined at further taxonomic resolution, 
such analyses may reveal differential responses of functionally distinct taxa to Bt crops, as is the case 
with spider families. Meta-analysis revealed positive effects of Bt crops on the abundance of certain 
groups (Clubionidae, Linyphiidae, Thomisidae), no effect on others (Lycosidae, Oxyopidae, Araneidae), 
and negative effects on several families (Anyphaenidae, Philodromidae) relative to non-transgenic crops 
untreated with insecticides.[70]

Presence in Human Food Supply

Concerns about the presence of Bt toxins in the human food supply do not stem from any direct toxic 
effects, as vertebrates lack the midgut receptors for binding of Bt toxins, but from the possibility that a 
portion of the population will exhibit an allergic reaction to ingestion of Bt proteins.[112] Most Bt toxins 
will readily break down in the acidic environment of a vertebrate digestive tract.[3] Bt corn expressing 
Cry9C proteins, marketed under the commercial name StarLink™, was planted in the United States from 
1998 to 2000, but approved only for animal feed and ethanol production due to the persistence of Cry9C 
in the vertebrate gut.[113] When traces of Cry9C proteins were found in cornmeal destined for human 
consumption, several food items were recalled, including Taco Bell® taco shells, and StarLink was volun-
tarily removed from the market.[114] However, no confirmed allergenic reactions due to Cry9C contami-
nation were reported. Despite the lack of evidence for any true risk to humans based on consumption of 
Bt food products, sentiment against transgenic agricultural products destined for human consumption 
exists, especially in Europe, and has influenced the commercial acceptance of some products such as Bt 
potatoes.[4] Therefore, despite these limited effects on the human (and vertebrate) population, safeguards 
need to be in place to prevent the presence of unapproved genetically modified products entering the 
human food chain.

Pleiotropic effects of Genetic transformation

Insertion of a Bt gene complex into a crop plant may result in unpredicted and unintended pleiotropic 
effects that change the plant from its non-transgenic counterpart in ways beyond just the expression of 
Bt toxins.[49,115–117] For example, a reported pleiotropic effect in Bt corn is an increase in the lignin con-
tent in transgenic plant tissue,[49] a trait that could lead to reduced decomposition rates in the soil.[118] 
However, other studies have contested this conclusion and shown no differences in rate of decomposi-
tion.[119] An additional pleiotropic effect of transformation in Cry1F corn may be an increase in attrac-
tiveness as an oviposition site for corn leafhoppers Dalbulus maidis (DeLong and Wolcott) (Hemiptera: 
Cicadellidae), a pest that is not targeted by Bt toxins, possibly due to altered plant traits that influence 
oviposition, such as leaf vein characteristics, foliar pubescence, or plant chemistry.[120] There is a lack of 
understanding of how these pleiotropic effects will affect ecosystem processes, although the potential 
consequences merit further examination in the context of their environmental impacts.

Gene escape

The transfer of genes from populations of domesticated crops into wild plants has been documented 
for many years.[121] The “escape” of Bt transgenes into wild plants could have undesirable effects by 
reducing genetic diversity and fecundity in wild populations or increasing fecundity and creating an 
invasive weed through reduction or elimination of herbivory. The presence of transgenic material from 
the CaMV 35S promoter used in Bt crops was reported in native maize landraces grown in remote 
areas of Oaxaca, Mexico, in 2001.[122] However, these results have been highly debated[123–125] and addi-
tional studies are conflicting, reporting both the presence[126] and absence[127] of transgenic DNA in 
traditional maize lines in Mexico. Additionally, transgene escape into weedy rice may increase the 
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fecundity of this plant, as well as its ecological interactions with surrounding organisms.[128] The impli-
cations of transgene escape are yet to be fully understood, particularly in the context of ecological risk 
assessment.

Approaches to environmental Management of Bt crops

To safely incorporate Bt crop technology into agroecosystems, approaches to environmental manage-
ment should address the issue at multiple scales. These include engineering at the level of the individual 
plant genome, field- and farm-level modifications to reduce exposure of Bt toxins and escape of trans-
genes, and large-scale incorporation of Bt technology into integrated pest and resistance management 
programs. Finally, continued research concentrating on the non-target impacts of Bt crops should be 
conducted at multiple tiers across crop and toxin types, geographic regions, non-target organism taxa, 
and temporal and spatial scales, studying non-target organisms at the greatest taxonomic resolution 
possible. Regulation of transgenic crops in the effort to mitigate risk is complex; further recommenda-
tions and discussion of this topic can be found elsewhere.[129]

Within-Plant Modifications

Selection of Low-Risk Promoters

As the gene promoter used in a transgenic event can have a strong impact on the eventual concentration 
and distribution of Bt toxins within the plant, the choice of promoter should be made within the con-
text of environmental safety. Certain promoters have been identified as having greater non-target risks 
than others; for example, harmful effects of Bt corn event 176 on non-target Lepidoptera larvae [monarchs 
Danaus plexippus (L.) (Nymphalidae) and black swallowtails Papilio polyxenes F. (Papilionidae)] have 
been reported, while other events expressing the same Cry toxin (e.g., Bt11 and MON810) had no effect. 90] 
Event 176 has increased expression of Bt proteins in the pollen compared with the other events[130] and 
therefore poses a greater risk to non-target organisms.

tissue- and time-Specific expression

The use of gene promoters that are tissue- or time-specific to express toxins only in plant tissues when 
they are susceptible to feeding has been introduced.[131] This technique has been employed in the trans-
genic expression of snowdrop lectin, a plant-derived protein with insecticidal properties, in rice. To 
target phloem-feeding pests such as brown planthoppers, lectins are selectively expressed in the vascu-
lar tissue.[132,133] Such selective expression of Bt toxins in tissue and time to target susceptible pests and 
reduce exposure to non-target beneficial arthropods could potentially increase environmental safety, 
thereby reducing the pathways for Bt toxin movement through non-target food webs.

Reduction in Bt toxin and transgene escape

At the field or farm level, management practices may be implemented that reduce the movement of Bt 
toxins or transgenes from their source (Bt plants) into surrounding habitats. Current practices may 
depend on the crop and agronomic aims of the grower; for example, large quantities of crop residue 
may be incorporated into the soil during the harvesting process, although this is not the practice when 
crop material is removed for ethanol production or under reduced-tillage practices.[134] Although Bt 
toxins may degrade quickly following the incorporation of Bt crop plant detritus into aquatic systems, 
this potential pathway for transgenic protein movement may be avoided through the employment of 
practices that prevent movement of transgenic crop tissue beyond field borders. The establishment of 
riparian buffer zones and filter strips may reduce the quantity of crop detritus and other compounds 
originating in cropland (e.g., fertilizers, insecticides) that enter nearby streams and waterways.[135] 
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Similarly, reducing exposure pathways for gene flow into wild plant populations via physical meth-
ods, such as isolation of crops or plant destruction, may delay transgene escape. However, controlling 
gene flow via pollen and seeds in the environment can be very difficult; a physical separation of 200 m 
between transgenic corn still yields contamination levels of 0.1% between plant populations due to 
cross-pollination.[136] Seeds are additionally difficult to control owing to their persistence in the soil seed 
bank, as well as ability to sometimes germinate and persist outside of cultivated fields.[137] Management 
of the movement of Bt toxins and genetic material from cultivated fields into the surrounding environ-
ments warrants additional research. Interestingly, technology that could have reduced the spread of 
transgenes, called the “terminator gene,” was abandoned in 1999 because of the criticism that the gene 
prevents farmers from harvesting viable seed and thereby exclusively benefits the seed companies.[138]

Large-Scale integrated Pest and Resistance Management

Although Bt crops allow reductions in the application of certain insecticides compared with conven-
tionally managed crops (while other insecticidal practices persist, such as neonicotinoid seed treatments 
on corn[139]), it should not be assumed that this technology will readily fit into integrated pest manage-
ment practices.[17] Considerations of compatibility with biological control and delaying resistance in pest 
populations are also necessary.

compatibility with Biological control

Integrated pest management practices attempt to incorporate mechanical, physical, chemical, and cul-
tural controls; host resistance (including transgenic crops); and auto-cidal, biochemical, and biological 
controls in a synergistic manner. Increased attention has focused on conservation biological control: the 
modification of the environment or existing practices to protect and enhance specific natural enemies or 
other organisms to reduce effects of pests (e.g., Landis et al.[140] and Eilenberg et al.[141]). Natural enemies 
can be abundant in agricultural systems and often play an essential role in pest suppression. Maintenance 
of relevant natural enemy populations via conservation biological control is a practical and sustainable 
option for high-acreage field crops, such as corn and cotton,[142] which are dominated by Bt varieties. 
Any negative effects of Bt toxins on natural enemies could reduce their effectiveness as biological con-
trol agents and therefore limit natural pest suppression in agroecosystems. Understanding the potential 
impacts of transgenic crops on non-target arthropods is essential in order to provide a framework for 
integrating natural enemies into sustainable methods of pest control in the agricultural environment.

Resistance Management techniques

The development of resistance to Bt toxins by pest populations is a major concern. Integrated resistance 
management programs must continue to be developed and followed to promote the sustainable use 
of Bt crops. This is of critical importance given that resistance to Bt sprays has occurred in multiple 
populations of the pestiferous diamond back moth Plutella xylostella (L.) (Lepidoptera: Plutellidae)[143] 
and three instances of field-evolved resistance to transgenic Bt crops have been reported in moth lar-
vae: Spodoptera frugiperda (Smith) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) to Cry1F corn in Puerto Rico, Busseola 
fusca (Fuller) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) to Cry1Ab corn in South Africa, and Pectinophora gossypi-
ella (Saunders) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) to Cry1Ac in the southwestern United States.[144] Current 
resistance management employs structured refuges and high-dose toxin crops, as well as monitoring 
for resistance development in the field and monitoring for compliance of growers to refuge protocol. 
Additional attempts to delay resistance include creating transgenic plants that express more than one 
type of Bt toxin that targets the same pest, called gene pyramiding.[131] Improved resistance manage-
ment would include increased education for growers and the public about the importance of resistance 
management and refuge compliance, as well as continued monitoring of field populations for the devel-
opment of resistance. Future strategies to passively achieve resistance compliance include mixed seed 
refuges, in which transgenic and non-transgenic seeds are sold in combination within the bag.[145]
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conclusions

The sources and fate of Bt toxins in the environment can be complex and variable depending on crop, 
transgenic event, geography, and other environmental variables. The effects of Bt crops and their toxins 
on the environment have been widely debated, particularly the potential implications associated with 
ecological impacts such as gene escape and non-target risks. Approaches to the environmental manage-
ment of Bt crops and their integration into integrated pest and resistance management systems warrant 
further study. Despite the concerns associated with Bt crops, significant reductions in chemical input 
are evident and this technology is environmentally safer when compared with many approaches to pest 
suppression, particularly those using broad-spectrum insecticides.

Future of Bt technology

The focus of current transgenic technology has been on stacking and pyramiding of events. Stacking 
incorporates multiple transgenic traits into the crop genome in order to express more than one type of 
insecticidal toxin, therefore targeting multiple pest species. Pyramiding of transgenes allows for the 
crop to express multiple types of Bt toxins that target the same pest. Additionally, several other Bt crops 
are expected to be approved for commercial availability by 2015, including potatoes for planting in east-
ern Europe and eggplant in India.[5] The global adoption of biotechnology in agriculture is projected to 
continue with estimates that genetically modified crops will reach 200 million hectares, grown by 20 
million farmers in 40 countries by 2015.[5]
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introduction

Inappropriate use of synthetic pesticides in agriculture can lead to environmental degradation, health 
risks, and loss of biodiversity. Additionally, overuse of particular pesticides may also lead to a loss in 
their effectiveness through pesticide resistance. Several studies have highlighted the accumulation of 
pesticides in soils in agricultural systems and the resultant environmental damage.[1] The short-term 
effects of pesticides on mammalian health are relatively well known and documented through pesticide 
approval processes. However, the longer-term effects are less well understood but may include cancer, 
neurotoxic effects, and reproductive disorders.[2] In developing countries, it is estimated that there may 
be 25 million cases of occupational pesticide poisoning annually.[3] Biopesticides are environmentally 
sensitive alternatives to the use of synthetic pesticides for the management of a wide range of agricul-
tural pests including weeds, insects, pathogens, and other invertebrate pests. Biopesticides are a class of 
pesticides that contain plant, animal, or microbial products or organisms.[4] The International Union of 
Pure and Applied Chemistry[5] further classifies biopesticides as plant-incorporated protectants (protec-
tants produced from genetically modified plants), biochemical pesticides (natural products that affect 
pests), and microbial biopesticides. Microbial biopesticides are a type of biological control in which a 
living organism is included as the active ingredient in an inundative application of a formulated prod-
uct. A range of organisms have been used in biopesticide applications including fungi, nematodes, bac-
teria, and viruses for the control of weeds, insects, acarines, plant diseases, and molluscs.[6–16]

Formulations of biopesticides contain the organism, a carrier, and adjuvants, which may contain 
compounds such as nutrients and/or chemicals that aid in the survival of the pathogen or help in pro-
tecting the active ingredient from adverse environmental conditions.[17] The formulation of the biocon-
trol agents is affected by the type of biocontrol organism but must ensure that the agent is delivered 
in a form that is viable, virulent, and with sufficient inoculum potential to be effective in the field. 
Furthermore, the formulation may also dictate the means of delivery of the final product, for example, 
as a seed dressing or a foliar-applied formulation. To be successful, a formulation must be effective, eco-
nomical, and practical to use.[18] Formulation of biopesticides can be in the form of dry products (dusts, 
granules, pellets, wettable powders, and encapsulated products) and liquid formulations (suspensions, 
emulsions, and encapsulated products).[19] The biopesticide is usually packaged, handled, stored, and 
applied in a similar way to traditional, synthetic pesticides.[20]
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Due to the enormous costs involved in the production of synthetic pesticides, global companies have 
tended to focus on the registration of pesticides in the major crop/cropping systems. This has led to a 
number of attempts to develop biopesticides in these non-core or niche markets.[21] These markets could 
be of considerable size and include those that have been created by synthetic pesticide withdrawal and 
the organic food movement. Philosophically, the use of biopesticides is compatible with organic food 
production, provided the agent had not been genetically modified, the carriers and adjuvants are natural 
products, and the host range of the biopesticide is not considered to be too wide.[22]

The use of biopesticides as a strategy in pest management can be applied to both native and intro-
duced pests. However, the success of this type of biocontrol revolves around the costs of production, 
the quality of the inoculum, and, most importantly, the field efficacy of the product.[18] Biopesticides are 
usually developed by collaboration with commercial companies in an expectation that they will recoup 
their costs through the sale of the product.

The broad range of biopesticides may be further subdivided based on the type of target pest and/
or the active ingredient. For example, a bioherbicide is a biopesticide developed for weed management 
whereas a mycoherbicide is a bioherbicide that contains a fungus as an active ingredient. The goal of this 
entry is to introduce the broad range of biopesticides available and their targets.

Bioinsecticides and Bioacaricides

More than 1500 species of pathogens have been shown to attack arthropods and include representatives 
from bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa, and nematodes.[23] Diseases caused by insects have been known 
since the early 1800s with the first attempts at inundative applications of fungi to control insects being 
developed in 1884, when the Russian entomologist Elie Metchnikoff mass produced the spores of the 
fungus Metarhizium anisopliae. A mycoacaricide for the management of citrus rust mite was first regis-
tered in the United States in 1981.[24] This was based on the fungus Hirsutella thompsonii. Currently, the 
main fungal species formulated as mycoinsecticides and mycoacaricides include M. anisopliae (33.9%), 
Beauveria bassiana (33.9%), Isaria fumosorosea (5.8%), and Beauveria brongniartii (4.1%).[15] De Faria 
and Wraight[15] reported a total of 171 fungi-based products with the majority being for the control of 
insects (160) and mites.[28] Their review indicated that the main formulation types are fungus-colonized 
substrates, wettable powders, and oil dispersions containing conidia (asexual spores). In the United 
States, there are seven bioinsecticide products based on various strains of B. bassiana registered. These 
include products such as BotaniGard® and Mycotrol® (available as emulsifiable suspensions and wet- 
table powders).

Bacteria that attack insects can be divided into nonspore-forming and spore-forming bacteria. The 
nonspore-forming bacteria include species in the Pseudomonadaceae and the Enterobacteriaceae. The 
spore-forming bacteria belong to the Bacillaceae and include species such as Bacillus popilliae and 
Bacillus thuringiensis. B. thuringiensis (Bt) have primarily been developed as biopesticides to control 
Lepidopteran larva. However, other serotypes of Bt produce toxins that kill insects in the Coleoptera 
and Diptera as well as nematodes. The bacterium produces δ-endotoxin, an insecticidal crystal pro-
tein, which is converted into proteolytic toxins on ingestion. Up to nine different toxins, which have 
different host ranges, have been described.[25] Commercial formulations of the bacteria contain living 
spores of the bacteria. Biopesticides based on Bt are the most widely available of the bacterially based 
products.[25] Up to 90% of the Microbial Pest Control Agent market is Bt or Bt-derived products. The 
most well known is Dipel.

Entomopathogenic nematodes of the families Steinernematidae and Heterorhabditidae, in conjunc-
tion with bacteria of the genus Xenorhabdus, have been successfully deployed as biopesticides, for exam-
ple, BioVECTOR.[23] They are usually applied to control insects in cryptic and soil environments. The 
nematodes harbor the bacteria in their intestines. The infective third-stage larvae enter the host through 
natural openings and penetrate into the hemocoel. The bacteria are voided in the insect and cause sep-
ticemia, killing the insect in approximately 48 hr.
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Entomopathogenic viruses have also shown promise as bioinsecticides. They were first used to control 
populations of Lymantria monacha in pine forests in Germany in 1892 (Huber, 1986, from Moscardi[26]), 
but the first commercial viral insecticide registered was called Viron/H for the control of Helicoverpa 
(Heliothis) zea in 1971.[27] Viruses from the family Baculoviridae have been isolated from more than 700 
invertebrates, with the virus group not common outside of the Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera.[26,28] The 
nucleo-polyhedroviruses (NPVs) are rod-shaped, double-stranded DNA viruses that are produced in 
polyhedral proteinaceous occlusion bodies[28] that are ingested by the insect. Granulosis viruses (GVs) 
are also members of the Baculoviridae but are restricted to the Lepidoptera and have capsular protein-
aceous occlusion bodies.[26] These authors[26] provide a table of products that have been developed for the 
control of insects using these two viral groups.

Biofungicides

Biological control of fungi that cause plant disease can be accomplished by a number of mechanisms 
including antibiosis, hyperparasitism, or competition. Additionally, weak pathogens may induce sys-
temic acquired resistance in the host, giving a form of cross-protection. Biofungicides have been used 
in both the phylloplane and rhizosphere to suppress disease. A biological control agent for the control 
of foliar pathogens in the phylloplane must have a high reproductive capacity, the ability to survive 
unfavorable conditions, and the ability to be a strong antagonist or be very aggressive. A wide range of 
bacteria and fungi are known to produce antibiotics that affect other microorganisms in the infection 
court. Most often, these organisms are sought from a soil environment, as this environment is seen as 
the richest source of antibiotic-producing species. Species of Bacillus and Pseudomonas have been suc-
cessfully used as seed dressings to control soil-borne plant diseases.[29] Serenade®, marketed by BASF, 
is a formulation of Bacillus subtilis (strain QST713), which has claimed activity against a wide range 
of plant diseases.[30] It is applied as a foliar spray to crops such as cherries, cucurbits, grapes, leafy veg-
etables, peppers, potatoes, tomatoes, and walnuts.[31] Fluorescent pseudomonads are also often seen as a 
component of suppressive soils. These bacteria may prevent the germination of fungi by the induction of 
iron competition through the production of siderophores (ironchelating compounds). These are effec-
tive only in those soils where the availability of iron is low. Control of foliar and fruit pathogens such as 
Botrytis cinerea, a pathogen of strawberries, has been accomplished by the foliar application of the soil-
inhabiting fungus Trichoderma viride.[32] This fungus inhibits Botrytis using a combination of antibiosis 
and competition. On grapevines, Trichoderma harzianum competes with B. cinerea on senescent floral 
parts, thus preventing the infection of the ovary. It has also been shown to coil around the hyphae of the 
pathogen during hyperparasitism.[33] T. harzianum has also been reported to induce systemic resistance 
in plants.[34] One of the earliest commercial successes using T. harzianum is the product Rootshield®. 
Rootshield contains the T-22 strain of T. harzianum and is produced and marketed by Bioworks Inc. 
This strain of the fungus was first registered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1993. The 
product is available as a granular formulation and is usually applied to soil mixtures in glasshouse situ-
ations.[35–37]

Bioherbicides

Fungi are the most important group of pathogens causing plant disease. Therefore, fungi (or oomycetes) 
are most commonly used as the active ingredient in bioherbicides and as such the formulated organ-
ism is referred to as a mycoherbicide.[38] However, there are examples of bacteria[7–11] and viruses being 
used or proposed to be used as bioherbicides.[39,40] The aim of bioherbicide development is to overcome 
the natural constraints of a weed–pathogen interaction, thereby creating a disease epidemic on a target 
host.[41] For example, the application of fungal propagules to the entire weed population overcomes the 
constraint of poor dissemination. After removal of the host weed, the pathogen generally returns to 
background levels because of natural constraints on survival and spread.
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The first commercially available biopesticide for the control of weeds was DeVine®, a bioherbicide 
for the control of strangler vine in citrus groves in the United States. It was released in 1981.[42] In 1982, 
a formulation of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides f. sp. aeschynomene was released to control northern 
jointvetch in soybean crops in the United States. Since then, there have been a number of products com-
mercialized[12,21] as well as numerous examples of pathogen–weed combinations that had been reported 
as having potential as bioherbicides in countries including in Canada, United States, Europe, Japan, 
Australia, and South Africa.[18,21] Necrotrophic or hemibiotrophic fungi are usually used as the basis 
of mycoherbicides, as they can be readily cultured on artificial media and so lend themselves to mass 
production. Other desirable characteristics of fungi under consideration as mycoherbicides include the 
ability to sporulate freely in artificial culture, limited ability to spread from the site of application, and 
genetic stability. In most cases, these biopesticides are applied in a similar fashion to chemical herbicides 
using existing equipment, although the development of specialized application equipment and formula-
tion may improve their efficacy and reliability. Since 2000, there have been two successful registrations 
for bioherbicides in Canada. In 2002, a product called Chontrol®, based on the fungus Chondrostereum 
purpureum for the control of trees and shrubs, was registered.[12] This was based on the research of 
Hintz and colleagues.[43–45] A more recent success in the area of bioherbicides includes the registration 
of Sarritor® for dandelion control by the company of the same name in Canada. This product is based on 
the phytopathogenic fungus Sclerotinia minor, which has been extensively researched by Professor Alan 
Watson at McGill University.[46–50]

Biomolluscicides

Biomolluscicides are a type of molluscicide derived from natural materials such as animals, plants, and 
microorganisms (e.g., bacterium, fungus, virus, protozoan, or nematode). They are usually used in the 
fields of agriculture and gardening to control pest slugs and snails. In some circumstances, biomol-
luscicides are also used in the health area to control molluscs acting as vectors of harmful parasites to 
human beings.

Currently, the most widely used biomolluscicide is Nemaslug®, a successful biomolluscicide developed 
by Becker Underwood (U.K.). The active ingredient of Nemaslug is Phasmarhabditis hermaphrodita, a 
nematode species from the family of Rhabditidae. The pathogenicity of P. hermaphrodita against slugs 
had not been recognized until 1994 when Wilson et al.[51] discovered that P. hermaphrodita could infect 
and kill a wide variety of pest slugs under laboratory conditions. Like entomopathogenic nematodes, 
P. hermaphrodita kills slugs by penetrating into the hemocoel of hosts through natural openings and 
releasing its associated bacteria, which kill the host eventually.

P. hermaphrodita was found to be associated with several different bacteria rather than one particular 
species, but its association with Moraxella osloensis proved to be highly pathogenic to gray garden slug 
(Deroceras reticulatum).[51] This bacterium was used in the mass production of P. hermaphrodita via 
monoxenic culture.[51]

The host of P. hermaphrodita is not restricted to only one slug species (D. reticulatum). It can attack 
and kill several species of slugs including Arion ater, Arion intermedius, Arion distinctus, Arion silvati-
cus, Deroceras caruanae, Tandonia budapestensis, and Tandonia sowerbyi.[51] Moreover, P. hermaphro-
dita can also parasitize several species of snails including Cernuella virgata, Cochlicella acuta, Helix 
aspersa, Monacha cantiana, Lymnaea stagnalis, and Theba pisana.[52]

Nemaslug is now sold in many European countries, including U.K., Ireland, France, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Poland, Spain, the Czech Republic, 
Italy, and Switzerland. In 2005, the retail sale of this biomolluscicide was up to £1 million in Europe 
and approximately 500 ha horticultural crops (e.g., lettuce and strawberries) and field crops (e.g., 
wheat, potatoes, and oilseed) were treated with this biomolluscicide. At the dose rate of 3 × 109/ha, 
P. hermaphrodita provides protection against slug damage similar to, if not better than, methiocarb 
pellets.[16]
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Bacteria-based biomolluscicides are now in the process of development. Streptomyces violaceo-
ruber and Xanthobacter autotrophicus have been examined for their molluscicidal activity against 
Oncomelania hupensis (a unique host of schistosomiasis blood fluke parasite) under laboratory condi-
tions.[53] The results revealed that both bacteria were effective in killing O. hupensis, with S. violaceoru-
ber causing more snail mortality than X. autotrophicus (90% vs. 85%).

Biomolluscicides of plant origin have also been studied extensively in recent years when the envi-
ronmental pollution caused by chemical molluscicides was realized increasingly. More than 1400 plant 
species have been screened for their molluscicidal properties against pest snail species.[54] Several groups 
of compounds present in various plants have been found to be poisonous to snails at acceptable doses, 
ranging from <1 to 100 ppm, including saponins, tannins, alkaloids, alkenyl phenols, glycoalkaloids, 
flavonoids, sesquiterpene lactones, and terpenoids.[54] The molluscicidal activity of the dried root latex 
powder of Ferula asafoetida, the flower-bud powder of Syzygium aromaticum, and the seed powder of 
Carum carvi against the snail Lymnaea acuminata was proved.[55] Similarly, acetogenin (extracted from 
the seed powder of custard apple) presented promising and stable molluscicidal activity against L. acu-
minata.[54] When sodium alginates was used as a binding matrix for the formulation of acetogenin, the 
release of this biomolluscicide extended over 25 days, which set up a good example for the development 
of biomolluscicide delivery system.[54]

The combination of bacteria-based biomolluscicides and plant-based biomolluscicides may lead to a 
synergistic effect between plant and microbe extracts as molluscicides. Zhang and coworkers[56] reported 
that higher snail mortality was produced when a mixture of Arisaema erubescens tuber extracts and 
S. violaceoruber dilution was applied against the snail O. hupensis. The mechanisms of snail toxicosis 
might be that the combination of A. erubescens tuber extract and S. violaceoruber dilution reduced the 
detoxification ability of liver and increased the oxidative damage in liver cells of snails.

conclusion

Biopesticides are a viable alternative to synthetic pesticides in a number of crops. The development of 
microbial biopesticides relies on agent discovery and selection, development of methods to culture the 
pathogen, creation of formulations that protect the organism in storage as well as aid in its delivery, 
studies of field efficacy, and methods of storage. Each microbial biopesticide is unique, in that not only 
will the organism vary but so too will the host, the environment in which it is being applied, and eco-
nomics of production and control.

There are a number of advantages of the use of biopesticides over the use of conventional pesticides, 
including the minimal residue levels, control of pests already showing resistance to conventional pesti-
cides, host specificity, and the reduced chance of resistance to biopesticides. This indicates an emerging, 
strong role for biopesticides in any integrated pest management strategy and an important involvement 
in sustainable farming production systems in the future.

There have been some spectacular successes in the use of microbial biopesticides, despite the per-
ceived constraints to their deployment.[57] In the past, biopesticides have been expected to behave in the 
same way as synthetic pesticides. For the ultimate success of biopesticides, microorganisms developed 
for biological control must be viewed by researchers, manufacturers, and end users in a biological para-
digm rather than a chemical one. The business model for the commercialization of the products may 
also vary significantly from that used for traditional synthetic pesticides.[18]

The efficacy and reliability of many microbial biopesticides may be affected by environmental param-
eters as well as the aggressiveness of the pathogen. Furthermore, the narrow host range of many patho-
gens may restrict their commercial attractiveness. Both of these issues can be addressed by research 
into the use of genetic engineering and formulation.[18,58–60] As research into the molecular basis of host 
specificity and pathogenesis continues, it will become possible to produce more aggressive pathogens 
with the desired host range for biological control. The survival and efficacy of these pathogens will be 
enhanced through the use of novel formulations.
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4
Birds: Chemical Control

Eric B. Spurr

toxicants

The earliest toxicants were formulations containing arsenic, antimony, phosphorus, and various botani-
cal extracts.[1] Other toxicants used previously include chlorinated hydrocarbons such as endrin, metallic 
salts such as thallium, organometallic salts such as sodium monofluoroacetate (1080), alkaloids such as 
nicotine, and anticoagulants such as coumatetralyl and brodifacoum. Most are highly toxic to both birds 
and mammals. More than 2000 chemicals were evaluated as avicides between the 1940s and the 1980s, and 
some were found that were selectively toxic to birds. Some were even selectively toxic to certain species of 
birds. Since the 1980s, however, little effort has been put into finding new toxicants. Instead, most effort 
has been spent gathering toxicological and environmental data to ensure continued registration of exist-
ing products. Recently, international attention has focussed on the animal welfare aspects of toxicants.[2]

Strychnine was once used widely as an oral toxicant for control of birds such as rock pigeons (Columba 
livia) and house sparrows (Passer domesticus), and is still used by certified operators in some countries 
today (Table 1). It is mainly applied in grain baits (e.g., Sanex Poison Corn in Canada). Strychnine is 
highly toxic to both birds and mammals, and poses a high risk of both primary and secondary poison-
ing to nontarget species. Time to death varies from 5 to 50 minutes. It causes extreme pain in poisoned 
animals and is considered inhumane.

Fenthion was previously used as an oral and dermal toxicant, but is currently used only as a dermal toxi-
cant. Its use is restricted to certified operators. It is applied to wicks in artificial perches or other surfaces, 
for control of birds such as rock pigeons, house sparrows, and starlings (Sturms vulgaris). It was available 
previously as Rid-A-Bird® in the United States, and currently as Control-A-Bird® and Avigrease® in Australia. 
Fenthion (Queletox®) is also aerially sprayed onto birds, especially red-billed quelea (Quelea quelea), in their 
nighttime roosts, to protect ripening grain crops in some African countries. It is highly toxic to birds and 
moderately toxic to mammals. Death occurs in 3 to 12 hours. The risk of nontarget bird mortality (from both 
primary and secondary poisoning) and environmental contamination is high, especially following aerial 
application. The symptoms of poisoning (e.g., convulsions) indicate that fenthion is likely to be inhumane.

4-Aminopyridine (Avitrol® in the U.S. and Canada, Avis Scare® and Scatterbird® in Australia) is often 
described as a frightening agent, but it is also an oral toxicant. Birds that ingest it die, but before dying 
they exhibit erratic behavior and alarm calling (often termed distress behavior) that supposedly  frightens 
away other birds in the flock before they are able to ingest it. Time to death ranges from 15 min to 3 days. 
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It is used to control birds such as rock pigeons, house sparrows, starlings, and in the U.S., red-winged 
blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus). It is available as a concentrate or as ready-to-use treated grain to certi-
fied operators. It is highly toxic to both birds and mammals, and may cause both primary and second-
ary poisoning of nontarget species. Despite appearances to the contrary, it has been claimed that death 
from the compound is relatively painless. However, this needs to be verified because severe symptoms 
of intoxication may last for up to 3 days.

DRC-1339 (3-chloro-p-toluidine hydrochloride) (Starlicide®) is an oral toxicant used for the control of 
birds such as rock pigeons, starlings, and in the U.S., red-winged blackbirds. It is available as a concentrate 
or as a ready-to-use cereal-based bait to certified operators. Time to death varies from 3 to 50 hr, depend-
ing upon the amount of toxicant ingested. DRC-1339 is not suitable as a toxicant for all pest bird species 
because it is not highly toxic to all species. For example, it has only low toxicity to sparrows (Ploceidae) and 
finches (Fringillidae). It also has low toxicity to most mammals. This selective toxicity is unique. DRC-1339 
is rapidly metabolized, so there is little risk of secondary poisoning. The death of birds from DRC-1339 has 
been described as painless, but symptoms such as difficult breathing indicate that this might not be so.

Alpha-chloralose is used in some countries (e.g., Australia and New Zealand) as an oral toxicant, 
but in other countries only as an immobilizing agent (see below). It is available to certified operators as 
a concentrate or as ready-to-use treated grain, for the control of birds such as rock pigeons and house 
sparrows. It is generally more toxic to birds than to mammals, and is relatively fast-acting. The first signs 
of narcosis may occur 10 min after ingestion, and immobilization may last for up to 27 hr, though it gen-
erally lasts less than 1 hr, after which birds may recover. However, death may result from hypothermia if 
sufficient active ingredient is ingested, and/or the weather is inclement. Alpha-chloralose is only slowly 
metabolized, and so may cause secondary poisoning of nontarget species. It is considered to be relatively 
humane on the basis of the generally short time to insensitivity.[2]

TABLE 4.1 Chemicals Currently Used for Bird Control in United States of America (U.S.A.), Canada, United 
Kingdom (U.K.), France, Israel, Australia, and New Zealand (N.Z.)

Compound Activity Countries

Strychnine Oral toxicant Canada, Australia
Fenthion Oral and dermal toxicant Some African countries, Australia
4-Aminopyridine Oral toxicant, frightening agent U.S.A., Canada, Australia
DRC-1339 Oral toxicant U.S.A., N.Z.
Alpha-chloralose Oral toxicant, immobilizing agent U.S.A., France, U.K., Israel, Australia, N.Z.
Seconal (+ alpha-chloralose) Immobilizing agent U.K.
Polybutene Tactile repellent U.S.A., Canada, U.K., Israel, Australia, N.Z.
Denatonium saccharide Taste repellent U.S.A., Canada
Aluminium ammonium sulfate Taste repellent U.K., Australia
Thiram Taste repellent France, Israel
Endosulfan Taste repellent France
Triacetate guazatine Taste repellent France
Methyl anthranilate Irritant U.S.A., Canada
Capsaicin Irritant U.S.A.
Naphthalene Irritant U.S.A.
Methiocarb Secondary repellent U.S.A., Canada, Israel, Australia, N.Z.
Ziram Secondary repellent U.K., France
Anthraquinone Secondary repellent U.S.A., France, N.Z.
Azacosterol Reproductive inhibitor Canada
Corn oil Reproductive inhibitor U.S.A.
Paraffin oil Reproductive inhibitor U.K.

Source: Adapted from Schafer,[1] Ministry of Agriculture[2] and Clark.[3]
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Lethal Stressing Agents

PA-14 (Tergitol®) is a surfactant that was used as a lethal stressing agent in the U.S., but is no longer avail-
able for this purpose. It was sprayed onto birds, such as starlings and red-winged blackbirds, in their 
nighttime roosts, resulting in a break-down of the oil in the birds’ feathers, destroying their natural 
waterproofing, and causing death from hypothermia.

immobilizing Agents

Immobilizing agents, administered in baits, are used to make birds easier to capture for removal from areas 
where they cause problems, or for killing humanely by other methods (e.g., by breaking their necks, or gas-
sing them with carbon dioxide). Nontarget birds that become immobilized can be revived and released. 
However, the effectiveness of immobilizing agents depends upon the amount ingested and environmental 
conditions. All known immobilizing agents are lethal to birds if they ingest a sufficient quantity. The most 
commonly used immobilizing agent worldwide is alpha-chloralose, which is also used in some countries 
as a lethal toxicant (see above). In the U.S., it is available as an immobilizing agent only to approved opera-
tors, mainly to capture rock pigeons and waterfowl in nuisance situations. In the U.K., seconal is also used 
as an immobilizing agent, in combination with alpha-chloralose, to enhance its speed of action.

Repellents

Chemical repellents can be primary or secondary in effect. Primary repellents are avoided reflex-
ively because of an unpleasant sensation (e.g., touch, taste, smell, irritation). Tactile repellents include 
 polybutene-based products (e.g., 4 The Birds®, Hot Foot®, and Tanglefoot® in the U.S., Bird-X, Buzz-Off®, 
Shoo, Super Hunter, and Waco in Canada). They are applied to buildings and other structures, modify-
ing the surface so that it becomes sticky or slippery and discouraging birds from landing or roosting. 
They are all available to the general public.

Taste repellents, which discourage birds from eating potential food sources to which they are applied, 
include denatonium saccharide (Ro-Pel® in the U.S. and Canada) and aluminium ammonium sulfate 
(Curb, Guardsman, and Rezist in the U.K., D-ter, Gaard, and Scat in Australia). Ro-Pel® also contains 
thymol, a fungicide that imparts a secondary repellent effect. Irritants include methyl anthranilate 
(ReJeX-iT® and Bird Shield® in the U.S., Avigon in Canada), capsaicin (Sevana), and naphthalene (Dr. T’s), 
although there is no evidence that the latter two, by themselves, are effective.[3] Methyl anthranilate may 
be applied to grassy areas such as parks and golf courses to deter feeding by birds such as Canada geese, 
and also to ripening fruit to deter birds such as house sparrows and starlings.

Secondary repellents cause post-ingestional illness, resulting in conditioned aversion to the treated 
food source. Examples include methiocarb (Mesurol®), ziram (AAprotect), and anthraquinone (Flight 
Control™ in the U.S., Avex™ in New Zealand). Methiocarb and ziram are moderately toxic to birds and 
mammals. In some countries, methiocarb may be applied to seeds and seedlings, but in the U.S. it may 
be used only in dummy egg baits to condition crows (Corvus spp.) not to prey on the eggs of endangered 
birds. Ziram and anthraquinone may be sprayed onto grass, field crops, ornamentals, conifers, and 
 dormant fruit trees, but not onto products for immediate human consumption.

4-Aminopyridine is sometimes described as a frightening agent, and classified as a repellent, because 
it induces behavioral changes in birds. However, it is highly toxic to birds, and should be considered as 
a toxicant (see above).

Reproductive inhibitors

Reproductive inhibitors have the potential to reduce bird populations by preventing or reducing the 
production of young. Azocosterol (Ornitrol®) is one of a number of chemicals that have been investigated 
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for this purpose. It is applied to baits and fed to females daily for 10 to 15 days before egg-laying. It is no 
longer available in the U.S., but is still available for the control of rock pigeons in Canada. Corn oil (in 
the U.S.) and paraffin oil (in the U.K.) are two chemicals used to destroy the eggs of birds, such as gulls 
(Larus spp.) and Canada geese (Branta canadensis), after they have been laid. The oil may be sprayed 
onto the eggs in the nest, or the eggs may be temporarily removed, immersed in oil, and then returned 
to the nest. The oil occludes the pores in the shell, asphyxiating the developing embryo. The technique 
is considered humane.[2]

Future Developments

No existing products are ideal for the control of pest birds. Toxicants are becoming increasingly publicly 
unacceptable worldwide from environmental and animal welfare perspectives. Currently, research is 
being done on the effectiveness of an oral toxicant/anaesthetic combination that reduces the time to 
unconsciousness, as a means of improving the animal welfare aspects of lethal bird control. Research is 
also being done on potential new repellents, including other derivatives of anthranilate, acetophenone, 
benzoate, cinnamamide, and d-pulegone. The use of nonlethal methods of bird control, especially repel-
lents, may be a better option for the future than the use of toxicants.
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5
Birds: Pesticide 

Use Impacts

Pierre Mineau

Birds inhabiting our farmland are in decline. We know this to be the result of agricultural intensifica-
tion in which pesticide use plays a large direct and indirect role. Most pesticides used in developed 
countries no longer accumulate in birds, but they can poison birds and make them more susceptible to 
other causes of mortality.

More than 30 pesticides registered in North America or Europe have been known to result in kills 
of wild terrestrial vertebrates even when used according to the relatively stringent regulations in force 
in those countries. Among the species affected, birds figure prominently in the kill record and this, for 
several reasons. Birds are ubiquitous and visible. In North America, as in several other countries, most 
species are federally protected from unlicensed taking or kill. Birds are extremely mobile and cannot be 
excluded from areas that have been treated with pesticides. Some bird species are attracted to agricul-
tural fields, and many are economically important to the control of agricultural pests, notably insects. 
Finally, birds, as a group, are particularly sensitive to some of the more toxic classes of pesticides such 
as the organophosphorus and carbamate insecticides (fortunately, the use of these compounds is in 
decline), and their reproduction has been found to be potentially affected by a wide range of pesticides. 
New pesticides developed in part for their relative safety to humans have been found to be especially 
toxic to birds.
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In addition, pesticides are known to alter birds’ basic requirements of food and shelter. Loss of food, 
especially, has been linked to population declines of several farmland bird species in Europe where this 
has been studied extensively.

Several different strategies are employed to study bird impacts, ranging from monitoring of pesticide 
applications to surveys of birds in farms subject to different pesticide regimes. Modeling has now given 
us an estimate of the yearly losses to acutely toxic pesticides; the full impact of pesticide use on birds is 
more difficult to assess and remains controversial.

How Serious is the impact?

Most of our farmland bird species appear to be declining globally and even common species are experi-
encing longterm declines, both in North America and in Europe.[1,2] For example, 76% of common grass-
land species in Canada are declining. The proportion of species declining or showing range contractions 
in the United Kingdom is higher still. Less is known about common farmland bird species outside of 
Europe or North America, but farming worldwide has been implicated in declines of specific groups of 
birds such as raptors. It is difficult to isolate the specific factors responsible for these declines: it is likely 
that a combination of factors is to blame and each species must be considered on a case-by-case basis. 
Agricultural landscapes have changed dramatically in the 20th century. There has been a shift from 
mixed agriculture including row crops, field crops, and livestock to more specialized farming where 
monocultures are regionally dominant. Field size has increased to accommodate larger machinery, and 
this increase has been often at the expense of marginal non-crop habitats such as fencelines, ditches, 
hedgerows, windbreaks, and remnant woodlots. In Europe especially, a shift to autumn sowing of grain 
crops has meant that much of the waste grain traditionally available to birds postharvest and through-
out the lean winter months is no longer available.

Agricultural inputs in the form of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides have increased dramati-
cally also and, increasingly, have been found to be contributing to bird declines. Two decades ago, 
a long-term study of declining grey partridge (Perdix perdix) populations in the United Kingdom 
identified insect prey reductions resulting from both insecticide and herbicide use as the main con-
tributing factor. More recently, researchers in several regions of North America and Europe have 
shown that organic farms tend to support a higher diversity and abundance of birds even when 
matched for habitat characteristics. The reproductive success of some farmland species such as the 
Eurasian skylark (Alauda arvensis) is higher on organic or reduced input farms than it is on more 
“conventional” ones. The use of toxic granular insecticides for oilseed production has contributed to 
grassland bird population declines in the Canadian prairies.[3] It has been recently suggested[4] that 
broad aquatic contamination by the new neonicotinoid class of seed-treatment insecticides could 
be the main reason behind the decline of insectivorous bird species; this is expected to be a hot 
research area and point of debate in coming years. Taken as a whole, these results implicate current 
agricultural practices, and pesticide use in particular, in the decline of several farmland species. This 
is doubly unfortunate because, with a few exceptions, birds can play a useful role in integrated pest 
management systems.[5]

types of Bird impacts

There are several mechanisms through which pesticides can affect birds. The case of the grey partridge, 
Eurasian skylark, and other European species has shown that the effect can be an indirect one, mediated 
through “weed” removal and loss of insect biomass at critical times of the breeding season.[6] Herbicide 
use has increased dramatically in the past decades, and herbicide sales far surpass insecticide sales 
in North America and Europe at least. However, several direct mechanisms through which birds are 
impacted are also recognized.
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Persistent organochlorine Pesticides

Historically, several species of raptors such as the Eurasian sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus) and peregrine 
falcon (Falco peregrinus) as well as fish-eating species such as the brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis) 
faced serious difficulties and regional extinction as a result of persistent organochlo\1–\2rine pesticides 
such as DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane), aldrin/dieldrin, chlordane, and heptachlor. These were 
poorly metabolized and poorly excreted by birds and accumulated in fatty tissue. The impact of such 
substances was twofold. Some, such as aldrin and dieldrin, caused frequent poisonings, especially dur-
ing lean times when birds metabolized their fat reserves and the pesticides reached extreme concentra-
tions in the brain. Others, such as DDE (dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene), a breakdown product of 
DDT, interfered with the bird’s ability to lay eggs with normal shells. These substances were banned 
or severely restricted in most of the developed world in the early 70s. Yet, lower reproduction of birds 
breeding in areas with high historical usage is still being documented because of long persistence in 
soils. Several of these pesticides continue to be used massively in parts of the world such as the Indian 
subcontinent although current impacts on bird life are poorly documented. By and large, modern pesti-
cides do not show such extreme persistence, at least in warmblooded organisms.

Lethal effects

The acute oral toxicity (LD50) of a pesticide and the extent of its use are good predictors of wildlife 
kills.[7] The dietary toxicity test currently carried out on young birds (dietary LC50) can seriously mislead 
however. As a rule, insecticides and vertebrate control agents are much more likely than herbicides or 
fungicides to give rise to wildlife kills. Two groups of pesticides, the organophosphorus and carbamate 
insecticides, were initially introduced to replace persistent organochlorines. Unfortunately, they proved 
particularly toxic to birds. Their mode of action (inhibition of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase in the 
nervous system and at neuromuscular junctions) is not specific to the pests and affects a broad range 
of vertebrates and invertebrates alike. Birds are especially vulnerable because their ability to detoxify 
these pesticides is generally much lower than that of mammals. The more toxic products such as the car-
bamate insecticide carbofuran killed thousands of individuals in a single application. Reports of large 
numbers of North American birds being poisoned on their wintering grounds in Latin America by the 
insecticide monocrotophos have emphasized the need to consider bird impacts in a hemispheric, if not 
global, context.[8] The poisoning of birds is largely inevitable where acutely toxic pesticides are registered 
at high rates of application and used broadly. Of particular concern have been granular insecticides and 
seed treatments because birds are often attracted to them.[9] Pesticide poisonings can be a significant 
source of mortality relative to other factors, especially in the case of long-lived species such as birds 
of prey.[10]

There have been very few attempts to estimate the total incidental take resulting from direct intoxica-
tions following the use of toxic pesticides anywhere. Pimentel,[11] in an oft-cited study, estimated that 
pesticide-induced direct mortality totaled approximately 67 million per year in the United States. He 
based this estimate on the fact that 160 million ha of cropland received a very heavy dose of pesticides 
per year (3 kg a.i./ha on average—including a number of very toxic pesticides), a breeding density of 4.2 
birds/ha (from census plot data), and a conservative kill estimate of 10% of exposed birds. This estimate 
ignores kills of wintering birds, which could be substantial. Also, some of the largest kills recorded in 
North America have been of migrants (e.g., Lapland long- spurs (Calcarius lapponicus)), which would 
not be captured in estimates based on breeding densities in farmland.

The carbamate insecticide carbofuran (Furadan™) was very broadly used in North America and has 
been studied more than any other insecticide.[12] The manufacturer’s own studies on a granular formula-
tion of carbofuran as well as search efficiency and scavenging studies were used to provide an estimate of 
bird mortality per treated surface.[13] Two major field studies, both from the United States, were retained 
for purposes of extrapolation. Estimated kill rates were 3.05 birds/ha for an Iowa site (once raw carcass 
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counts were corrected for scavenging and for unsearched areas of the field) and 15.9 birds/ha for an 
Illinois site with better off-field habitat nearby. A third study gave estimates that were simply too high to 
lead to a kill rate that could safely be extrapolated; fully 799 carcasses of a single species (horned lark—
Eremophila alpestris) were recovered from slightly more than 100 ha of crop. Based on the two lesser kill 
rates, it was estimated that, at the height of its popularity, in the late 70s to mid-80s, this single pesticide 
was killing approximately 17 to 91 million songbirds annually in the 32 million ha of U.S. corn (maize) 
fields alone.[13]

Fortunately, several of the more toxic organophosphorous and carbamate insecticides are being 
phased out and replaced in North America and Europe—although their use may still be increasing 
in the developing world. Their cancellation was not out of a concern for birds[14] but rather an attempt 
to reduce risks to consumers and applicators under new legislation that demanded the assessment of 
cumulative impacts from pesticides with the same mode of action. The result of these product cancel-
lations, however, has been a definite reduction in the proportion of our crop area where birds are at 
risk of lethal poisoning.[15] The authors estimated that the cumulative number of cropped hectares over 
which avian mortality was probable decreased from about 17 million ha in 1997 to about 6 million ha 
5 years later.

The measurement of brain cholinesterase levels was an extremely useful (although certainly not fool-
proof) diagnostic tool for bird mortality from these classes of pesticides. The test has the advantage of 
being economical and relatively easy to carry out. Wildlife kills resulting from newly developed insecti-
cides will be harder to elucidate in the absence of such a convenient biomarker. Diagnosis will hinge on 
sophisticated and costly residue analyses without the benefit of the “smoking gun,” which cholinesterase 
titers represented.

Secondary Poisoning

Secondary poisoning occurs when predators, such as hawks or owls, consume prey contaminated by 
pesticides. Such predators are few because of their position at the top of the food chain. Therefore, the 
death of one predator may constitute a significant reduction in the local population of that species. 
Historically, researchers have associated secondary poisoning with persistent organochlorine insecti-
cides and other substances that are not readily metabolized and that accumulate in tissues. However, 
other currently registered pesticides can cause secondary poisoning when the predator encounters the 
pesticide in a high concentration on the surface or in the gastrointestinal tract of its prey. Also, preda-
tors capture birds debilitated by insecticides much more easily.

Sublethal effects and Delayed Mortality

Many pesticides can affect the normal functioning of exposed individuals at doses insufficient to kill 
them directly. At high doses, the organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides previously described 
cause respiratory failure and death. However, wild birds exposed to these agents in lesser amounts have 
experienced impaired coordination, weight loss, an inability to maintain body temperature, and loss of 
appetite. Also, exposed birds may spend less time at the nest, provide less food for their young, be less 
able to escape predation, and be more aggressive with their mates. Finally, exposure to some pesticides 
may reduce resistance to disease.

effects on Reproduction

A high proportion of pesticides currently registered have the potential to affect reproduction by 
reducing egg production, hatching, or fledging success, although the extent to which this actually 
happens in the wild is not known.[16,17] A few products cause embryonic mortality when sprayed 
directly onto eggs.
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Routes of Pesticide exposure in Birds

Birds ingest pesticides through their food or through preening or grooming. Despite being feathered, 
they absorb pesticides through their skin, encountering droplets directly or by rubbing against foliage 
and other contaminated surfaces. Birds are also exposed through their feet. Finally, they have a very 
high ventilation rate and inhale vapor and fine droplets. The degree to which each of these routes of 
exposure contributes to the total dose depends on the crop being sprayed, the chemical, the species 
exposed, and environmental factors. Evidence to date suggests that the dietary route is not necessar-
ily the dominant route of exposure in birds under most situations. Yet, this is the only route currently 
assessed by regulators worldwide—a mind-set that clearly needs to change if we want to be proactive in 
protecting birds from pesticides.

Although the relative importance of different exposure routes is difficult to ascertain on a case-by-
case basis, it is possible to recognize different situations that arise where birds are massively exposed to 
pesticides and are often poisoned as a result.

Abuse and Misuse

Pesticide abuse is the deliberate use of a pesticide in a non-authorized fashion, usually to poison wildlife 
species considered to be pests. In the United Kingdom, as well as in several European countries, offi-
cials estimate that deliberate bird kills due to pesticide abuse outnumber cases where label instructions 
were strictly followed. Between 1978 and 1986, officials in the United Kingdom estimate that, on aver-
age, 71% of incidents were the result of abuse. For birds of prey alone, more than 90% of cases recorded 
between 1985 and 1994 in the United Kingdom were abuse cases. On the other hand, for raptors in the 
United States during the same period, kills involving labeled uses of pesticides were almost as frequent 
as abuse cases. This difference appears to be wholly attributable to the high toxicity of insecticides used 
in the United States. Abuse generally involves baits of some kind, the only limit being the imagination 
of the perpetrator. Typically, liquid insecticides are poured or injected and applied to seed, bread, meat, 
etc., and granules are sprinkled or mixed into a paste. Because of the high concentration of pesticide 
involved in abuse cases, carcasses are usually found in close proximity to the site of baiting, thus bias-
ing the kill record through a higher recovery of carcasses. The choice of chemicals used in abuse cases 
reflects availability and toxicity. Pesticides typically used in deliberate poisoning attempts include car-
bofuran, aldicarb, monocrotophos, parathion, mevinphos, diazinon, and fenthion, chemicals that are 
all recognized as being inherently very toxic to vertebrates in general and birds in particular. The main 
problem of course is that the baits are often indiscriminate in the species that they kill. Secondary poi-
soning is also frequent when predators or scavengers take dead or debilitated prey with highly concen-
trated bait in their gut.

Pesticide misuse refers to a pesticide application that is not exactly as specified by the label. This may 
be an application at a rate that is higher than specified or an application to a crop or pest other than 
those listed. Alternatively, the user may not have the legal permission to use a certain product even if he 
followed label directions to the letter. Pesticide misuse is difficult to establish, especially after the fact. 
In many cases, it becomes very difficult to distinguish a misuse from a normal agronomic use when the 
label contains instructions that are vague, difficult, or impossible to follow. What constitutes a misuse 
in one jurisdiction may indeed be an approved use elsewhere.

Granular Formulations and treated Seed

Granular insecticides and treated seeds are frequent routes of exposure and intoxication in birds. 
Granular insecticides were designed for convenience, safety to applicators, and time release of the 
chemical, yet for birds, granular formulations of the more toxic insecticides such as aldicarb, para-
thion, carbofuran, fensulfothion, phorate, terbufos, fonofos, disulfoton, diazinon, and bendiocarb are 
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repeatedly associated with bird mortality. Several bird and small mammal species have a fatal attraction 
to granular formulations, mistaking them either as dietary grit or as a food source. The most attractive 
granules are those made of sand (silica) or an organic base such as dried corn (maize) cobs. Somewhat 
less attractive are clay, gypsum, and coal granules. Exposure can also occur via invertebrates, especially 
earthworms to which granules easily adhere. Secondary toxicity is likely in predators and scavengers 
that eat their prey whole or ingest their gastrointestinal tract contents. In Canada and the United States, 
there have been cases of poisoning of waterfowl foraging in puddles in fields more than 6 months after 
applications of granular insecticides because of specific soil conditions that may retard break- down.[18] 
Granules that are friable and disintegrate quickly when exposed to moisture are best for birds, but they 
are the products least convenient to farmers. Regardless of the type of carrier, a pesticide granule is 
likely to be a problem if a lethal dose can be obtained in a few granules only.

To date, no agricultural machinery or application technique can achieve complete incorporation of 
granular insecticides below the soil horizon. Birds have also been known to probe the soil for granules 
or to pull up germinating seeds with granules attached. The worst applications are those made above the 
soil surface and “banded” or “side dressed” over or to the side of the seed furrow. In carefully controlled 
engineering trials, between 6% and 40% of applied granules were left on the soil surface. The same 
equipment can achieve radically different soil incorporation when used by different individuals under 
different conditions.

Treated seeds present a similar engineering problem. As with granules, more seeds are left on the 
surface wherever the seeders have to turn or negotiate obstacles. Small spills are part of normal farm-
ing practice and can occur anywhere depending on topography and soil conditions but more often at 
field edge. Historically, seed dressings were one of the main sources of bird exposure to organochlorine 
and mercurial compounds. Poisoning incidents with seed dressings are still relatively frequent because 
several bird species make heavy use of waste (or even planted) grain in fields. The size and type of seed 
dictate which bird species are at risk. Since use of organochlorines and organomercurials has declined, 
kills have been recorded with cholinesterase-inhibiting insecticides such as carbophenothion, chlorfen-
vinphos, isofenphos, bendiocarb, disulfoton, furathiocarb, and fonofos. Some kills have been recorded 
with newer insecticides as well, e.g., the neonicotinoid imidacloprid, although it is not yet known how 
serious or frequent a problem this will become.

Liquid Formulations on Vegetation: the Grazing Problem

Grazing birds are particularly vulnerable to foliar applications of pesticides. Kills have been recorded 
with several cholinesterase-inhibiting pesticides such as parathion, diazinon, carbofuran, isofenphos, 
dimethoate, and triazophos. Grazers typically include geese, ducks, and coots (families Anatidae and 
Rallidae). These birds eat large quantities of foliage because they do not digest cellulose. Fertilized 
areas are particularly attractive to grazing species that can detect the high nitrogen levels. Golf courses 
attract grazers because the turf is cut frequently, watered, and fertilized, and courses often have other 
attractions such as ponds and drainage streams. More than 100 cases of waterfowl mortality were 
recorded due to the use of diazinon on turf [19] before the pesticide was withdrawn from golf courses 
and sod farms in the United States. Other well-documented problems are kills of ducks and geese 
in alfalfa fields treated with carbofuran and of sage grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) feeding on 
alfalfa crops treated with dimethoate or on potato foliage and weeds in potato fields sprayed with 
methamidophos.

Liquid Formulations on insect Prey: the Gorging Problem

Bird species that feed on agricultural pests such as grasshoppers, leatherjackets (larvae of the crane fly), 
grubs, and cutworms are at high risk of poisoning. Kills of these species are all the more tragic because 
they are beneficial to agriculture. Some species are particularly vulnerable because they specialize in 
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insect outbreaks. These birds take advantage of pest control operations that result in insects becoming 
either debilitated or more visible following treatment. In a well-studied case in Argentina, approxi-
mately 20,000 Swainson’s hawks were poisoned within the span of a few weeks after feeding on grass-
hoppers sprayed with monocrotophos. As with carbofuran, the extreme toxicity of this product means 
that it is difficult to find use patterns that do not result in bird kills.

Vertebrate control Agents: Unintended Victims

Rodenticides as a rule are not specific to their intended targets and cause direct impacts to non-target 
species. Only a detailed knowledge of the habits of the target species and use of specific baiting locations 
or specialized bait holders can reduce kills of non-target species. More problematic is secondary poison-
ing. Historically, the use of thallium and endrin to control rodents has had disastrous consequences on 
raptors. Recently, the trend has been to use more efficacious “single feed” anticoagulants; these present a 
greater hazard to predators than the older products (e.g., warfarin, diphacinone, chlorophacinone). The 
new “super coumarin”-type products include compounds such as difenacoum, brodifacoum, broma-
diolone, difethialone, and flocoumafen—all extremely toxic and very long lived in liver tissue, thereby 
increasing the likelihood of secondary poisoning. A recent analysis of Canadian data suggests that 
approximately 11% of the great horned owl (Bubo virginianus) population of southern inhabited Canada 
is at risk of fatal poisoning from anticoagulants.[20]

Fenthion, an organophosphorus “insecticide” used to control pest birds in Africa (e.g., Quelea que-
lea) and in North America (e.g., by means of the Rid-a-BirdTM perch system), has given rise to frequent 
secondary poisoning.[21] Secondary poisoning is also very likely following the use of toxic organophos-
phorous or carbamate products for the control of parakeets, doves, and other seed eaters. The use of 
organophosphorus pesticides such as famphur and fenthion for the treatment of parasites in livestock 
frequently leads to wildlife kills. Famphur, which was one of the leading causes of eagle poisonings in 
the American Southwest, persists on the hair of cattle up to 100 days after treatment. Magpies are poi-
soned when they eat the hair, and eagles are poisoned when they scavenge the magpies. Medicated feed 
at livestock feed yards is another high-exposure situation. Sparrows, starlings, and other birds pick up 
the feed and subsequently are scavenged by hawks and eagles.

Forestry insecticides

Forestry uses of toxic insecticides deserve special consideration because the terrain and method of 
application result in kills being difficult or impossible to detect. In a forestry situation, critical wildlife 
habitat is sprayed directly, and a large number of individuals of many species are exposed to the chemi-
cal. In Canada, the forestry insecticides phos-phamidon and fenitrothion were canceled after impacts 
on birds were judged unacceptable. Although fenitrothion is not as acutely toxic as a number of other 
anti-cholinesterase insecticides used in agriculture, its use in forestry led to severe and widespread inhi-
bition of brain acetylcholinesterase in a number of songbird species as well as some reports of kills.

Measuring Bird impacts

incident Monitoring

Incident monitoring refers to the capacity of competent authorities to investigate reported kills or con-
duct spot checks of use conditions. Even if a pesticide has been studied extensively under controlled 
conditions, unforeseen problems and situations often arise following commercialization of the product. 
An absence of incident reports does not necessarily mean there are no problems but, conversely, well-
investigated incidents and kills can reveal unforeseen aspects of a pesticide or reinforce a suspicion that 
arose in the course of laboratory or field testing. An incident monitoring scheme will require a network 
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of individuals trained in carrying out pesticide investigations and in proper handling of carcasses and 
tissue samples, as well as access to a laboratory equipped to perform the required chemical and bio-
chemical analyses.[22]

Even where relatively efficient incident monitoring systems are in place, only a very small proportion 
of kills are ever uncovered. There are several reasons for this: affected wildlife are often dispersed and at 
relatively low density in farm fields, they often leave the treated area to die, they are likely to seek cover 
and hide when overcome by the pesticide, they are often cryptic and hard to see, and their carcasses are 
scavenged rapidly after death. Typical rates of carcass removal by scavengers are 40%-90% in the first 
24 hr. Farm fields are large; the mechanization and sheer size of modern agricultural machinery often 
remove the farmer from any “close contact” with the land. The increasing size of farms also means that, 
when kills occur, often in the few days that follow a pesticide application, the farmer is busy elsewhere, 
treating another part of the farm. Pesticide intoxication may be a causal factor in a kill visibly caused by 
something else—e.g., intoxicated birds hitting fences, utility wires, cars, or buildings—and not be rec-
ognized as a pesticide kill. Also, there is a large difference between casual searching of fields and a well- 
organized intensive search effort. An intensive search effort consisting of several trained individuals, 
transects, and repeated, well-timed searches have produced between 10- and 500-fold improvements in 
carcass detection rates over field inspections carried out once or a few times only by single individuals. 
Equally important is the motivation and training of the search teams. Finally, a proper investigation of 
kills can be expensive and out of the reach of many jurisdictions despite the availability of inexpensive 
biomarkers—currently at least.[23]

Even when incidents are uncovered, they are often not reported. If the kills involve only one or a few 
individuals, not much importance is attached to the incident even though, for reasons just outlined, 
these few carcasses likely represent the “tip of the iceberg.” Even if the kills are reported, the informa-
tion is often not centralized and made available to national pesticide regulatory bodies. It is important 
to understand and recognize biases inherent in any incident reporting system. Some of those biases will 
depend on how the incident monitoring system is set up and which persons/organizations are respon-
sible. Some biases can be reduced over time, but others are unavoidable. Common biases relate to body 
size and color of the casualties, numbers and density of the species in any given area, “status” of the 
species, and individual and institutional interests and sensitivities. We expect most kills to be of small-
bodied birds widely dispersed in field margins. Yet, such kills are seldom reported.

Despite these limitations, it is important for countries to investigate wildlife kills and make the infor-
mation available.[24] Registration decisions are made on the basis of very limited information. There are 
large differences in toxicological and ecological vulnerability among species. The ways in which wildlife 
species are exposed to pesticides are varied and sometimes difficult to predict or study. The behavior 
of pesticides depends on local conditions although pesticides are often tested under standardized con-
ditions only. The outcome of exposure is also much more variable in the wild. Pesticide exposure can 
interact with weather, the condition or health of the animal, etc. Therefore, whether or not pesticides are 
routinely field tested to look for environmental impacts, it is essential to have a good incident monitor-
ing system in place. An incident monitoring system can also be useful to warn manufacturers if their 
products are abused or used incorrectly.

Field testing: Active Monitoring

Carrying out a field study to measure the impact (or lack of impact) of a specific pesticide usually con-
sists of the surveillance of a group of birds prior to, during, and after the application of the pesticide 
according to label instructions. Researchers observe or count individuals of one or more species within 
and outside the treated area and record their behavior. Frequently, they search for carcasses in order 
to determine the extent of pesticide-induced mortality.[25] for an example of how these data can yield 
useful predictive models.) They may capture birds to ascertain the health of individuals or to collect 
samples, for example, blood or brain tissue for biochemical assays or feathers and foot rinses for residue 
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determinations. Agricultural engineering studies (e.g., measurements of granular insecticides or treated 
seed remaining on the surface) or monitoring of pesticide residues remaining on avian food items over 
time provides valuable information on expected exposure levels. The most sophisticated field studies 
will involve monitoring nests, as well as banding, marking, or radio-tagging individuals in order to 
assess turnover rates and help locate sick and dead birds. Rare, vulnerable, or ecological keystone species 
can be used as indicator species where relevant and feasible.

It is not always feasible to investigate the effects of a single pesticide. In a number of cropping situations, 
several pesticides are used as a mix or in quick succession, making the identification of c ompound-specific 
impacts difficult. In agricultural systems, the mosaic of treated fields can be so complex as to make it 
difficult to assess exposure to any one pesticide. Two approaches then suggest themselves: 1) treated sites 
or landscapes are compared to non-treated areas, provided those can be found, and 2) the “severity” of 
treatment (the a priori expectation of toxicity) for any given site is used as a variable against which a 
number of different parameters (such as reproductive success) are regressed. Great care must be taken in 
comparing treated to non-treated areas because they are likely to differ in other ways as well.

Surveys

Data from regional or national surveys of bird population levels are rarely adequate to demonstrate spe-
cific pesticide impacts, although surveys can point to a general situation of bird declines in farmland. In 
order to carry out wildlife monitoring in treated areas, it is necessary to have a good knowledge of the 
normal complement of species for the area of concern and to be able to assess the vulnerability of each 
of these species during and after pesticide treatments. The diversity or abundance of species may already 
have been affected by previous pesticide use so that only a complement of the more insensitive species 
remains available for testing.

Regardless of the strategy employed, more attention needs to be paid to the impact of pest control 
practices on bird species if we are to reverse the current trends of population declines.

Modeling

The probability of finding a bird kill (of any size) following a pesticide application was derived from 
models based on a large sample of empirical field studies where known insecticides were applied, and 
searching was carried out to detect casualties.[25] Models were developed for field and orchard crops 
separately. Because few of the studies were quantitative in nature, logistic modeling was used and the 
output of the models is the likelihood that a kill of undefined size would occur and be found assuming 
an adequate search effort.

Species most frequently implicated in kills are those that are cosmopolitan, closely associated with 
agriculture, and reasonably common, e.g., mourning doves (Zenaida macroura); several sparrows, 
horned larks, and meadowlarks (Sturnella spp.), American robins (Turdus migratorius); house spar-
rows (Passer domesticus); and several blackbird species. However, the sheer diversity of birds poten-
tially killed by pesticides is impressive and suggests that toxicological or ecological susceptibility is less 
important than being simply in the wrong place at the wrong time.

conclusion: the Way Forward

The pesticide industry has clearly shown that it is incapable of policing itself when it comes to reduc-
ing or eliminating impacts on birds. Elsewhere,[14,26] I have reviewed some of the more egregious cases, 
showing how it often takes decades of legal wrangling to remove clear problem pesticides from the mar-
ket in developed countries while the use of those same compounds continues to increase in the devel-
oping world, sometimes affecting the same bird populations (e.g., neotropical migrants). The extent to 
which birds are protected from pesticide impacts in various countries depends very much on public 
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opinion and on the effectiveness of bird conservation groups. The pesticides responsible for most of the 
impacts on birds around the world (at least the direct impacts) tend to be the same group of depress-
ingly familiar products. Fortunately, they usually can be replaced by better alternatives without risk to 
the livelihood of farmers or food security. Adopting better laws and regulations to protect the environ-
ment against pesticide use is part of the answer; enforcing those regulations in the face of a very strong 
pesticide lobby is undoubtedly the biggest hurdle.
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introduction

Insect growth regulators, abbreviated as IGRs, are chemical compounds that interfere with insect- 
specific physiological systems that do not exist in vertebrates. The body of insects and related arthro-
pods is covered by a more or less hard, often very hard, exoskeleton, named “cuticle”. Once produced, 
the cuticle is fixed and it cannot grow larger. To allow growth of the insect, the old cuticle is shed and 
a new, larger, often different cuticle is formed. This change of the old cuticle to a new one is named 
“molt” or “molting” and a stage between two consecutive molts is named an “instar”. To reach the adult 
stage, insects molt several times, i.e. they have several instars and they undergo “metamorphosis”, from 
egg to several larval or nymphal stages, then to adult (“incomplete metamorphosis”), or from egg to 
several larval stages then to pupa and finally to adult (“complete metamorphosis”). Both molting and 
metamorphosis are controlled by hormones. Through molecular processes, the effect of these hormones 
is upregulation or downregulation of the expression of many enzymes, some of which are specific to 
insects or arthropods. These physiological systems constitute the targets of the IGRs as they do not exist 
in vertebrate animals, including humans. Most IGRs used today in insect control are either interfering 
with the formation of the new cuticle, disturbing the molting process, or interfering with metamor-
phosis. The name “insect growth regulators” is somewhat unfortunate; IGRs rather “deregulate” insect 
development. An attempt made by Pener and Dhadialla[1] to use the name “insect growth disruptors” 
instead of “insect growth regulators” turned out to be unsuccessful. It seems that the name “insect 
growth regulators” is deeply embedded in the literature and is difficult to uproot it.
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An overview of iGRs

There are thousands of scientific publications on IGRs. ISI Web of Knowledge lists over 2,300  articles 
on the subject that appeared in peer-reviewed scientific journals. This list does not include books, 
book chapters, conference proceedings volumes, encyclopedia entries, and journals not covered by ISI. 
For comparison, in my former chapter of 2013,[2] this number was 1400.

Reviews on IGRs are numerous but usually deal with one or two kinds (categories) of IGRs and not 
with all categories. Also, in most instances, reviews are either applied oriented with effect(s) on whole 
organism and/or tissues, or related to basic science, focused on the mode of action of IGRs at cellu-
lar, biochemical, and more recently at molecular levels. Additionally, IGR research often constitutes an 
approach or method to study the mode of action of insect hormones and/or enzymes, again mostly in 
relation to basic research.

A review of 2012[1] presents a detailed account of the applied aspects of all categories of IGRs. 
A slightly earlier review[3] is comprehensive, and it is a remarkable example of discussion of all 
categories of IGRs, from both the applied and basic research aspects. It lists the most important 
literature on IGRs. Another review devoted to all categories of IGRs was published in 2016.[4] Some 
other reviews also deal with all categories of IGRs but aim to a specific insect group or biotope; for 
 example, IGRs against stored product insects[5] or storage mites.[6] Also, tens of different studies 
were published on the mode of action of IGRs on a single harmful species, exemplified by Rhodnius 
prolixus.[7]

This chapter is an updated and enlarged revision of my former chapter on IGRs[2] and is application 
oriented, as this aspect is more important from the standpoint of environmental management. The 
presented list of references is based mostly on reviews, literature from the last two decades, and on pub-
lications with historical importance. Basic research on IGRs is not detailed; however, reviews relevant 
to basic research are mentioned. These reviews, as well as the comprehensive review mentioned,[3] cite a 
detailed literature on relevant basic research.

As targeted against insect-specific physiological processes, IGRs exhibit no or mild toxicity to ver-
tebrates. In some cases, lack of susceptibility of vertebrates is so marked that IGRs are administered by 
the “feed-through” method, i.e. applied orally to a vertebrate animal against insects that are harmful 
as adults which in the larval stages feed on the feces of that animal. For example, cyromazin is fed 
to poultry for controlling housefly (Musca domestica) maggots in the manure.[8,9] Methoprene is fed 
to cattle to control horn fly (Haematobia irritans) larvae that develop in cattle dung.[10,11] In a more 
recent example,[12,13] novaluron and pyriproxyfen were fed to hamsters and gerbils in the laboratory, to 
control sand fly (Phlebotomus papatasi and Phlebotomus doboscqi) larvae; in nature, these larvae live 
in burrows of rodents. Adult sand flies are vectors of leishmaniasis, an infection caused by protozoan 
parasites.

Although the feed-through method is very convenient, in most instances, IGRs are administered for 
pest control by contact or oral application. For social insects (for example, termites), IGRs mixed with 
food serve as a bait, which is carried by the workers to the colony. These are the practical methods of 
application, though it was reported that injection of an IGR may be up to thousand times more effica-
cious than its topical application.[14]

The effect of IGRs on insects is often delayed, becoming overt at the next molt or at one of the next 
stages of metamorphosis. Up to the effect, the pest inflicts further damage. Therefore, the ideal cases for 
usage of IGRs are insects that are harmless in the larval stages and only the adults are harmful (mosqui-
toes, horn flies, sand flies, etc.).

IGRs are often very selective. A compound may be lethal to an insect species but may have no effect 
on another. For example, buprofezin well affects sweet potato whitefly (Bemisia tabaci), but it has no 
effect on cotton bollworm (Helicoverpa armigera), whereas lufenuron affects both.[15] The selectivity is 
extremely important in practical pest control. Insect pests usually have specific or nonspecific insect 
predators and/or parasitoids (“parasitoid” means that only the larvae are parasites, the adults are not). 
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If some predators or parasitoids are more susceptible to an IGR than some pests, instead of eliminating 
pests, the natural enemies of some pests may be eliminated by using that IGR.[16] Larvae of Chrysopidae 
are beneficial insects, predators that feed on small insects, mostly on harmful aphids. Chrysoperla 
externa is highly susceptible to chitin synthesis inhibitors (CSIs) though not affected by a juvenile hor-
mone analog (JHA).[17] There are also other beneficial insects; especially pollinators and their possible 
susceptibility must be taken into account. Pests may develop resistance and even cross-resistance to 
IGRs, and further application may be ineffective. Integrated pest management (IPM) tries to find the 
best solutions to these problems.[18,19]

It is important to note that usage of any IGR (like any insecticide or acaricide) needs an official 
permit. Such permits may be specific to a compound used against a specific pest or may be more 
general. Different countries and often different states within the same country may issue different 
permits. Therefore, the legal situation should be made clear before usage of an IGR. Thoms et al.[20] 
report a good example of bureaucratic troubles concerning the usage of an IGR as termite bait in 
Florida.

iGR categories

IGRs are usually classified according to their mode of action.[1–4] Sometimes, however, terminology 
related to their chemical structure is also practiced. For example, most CSIs are benzoylphenyl urea 
derivatives, and this term is often used in the literature.[1–4,21] However, some other CSIs are not related 
to benzoylphenyl ureas. Juvenile hormone analogs (JHAs), also termed juvenoids or juvenile  hormone 
(JH) mimics, constitute another category of IGRs. JHAs disturb metamorphosis,[1–4,22] resulting in 
nymph-adult, or larva-pupa, or pupa-adult, intermediate creatures that are not viable or at least 
unable to reproduce. Anti-JH agents also exist,[23,24] but these have not been developed to commercial 
insecticides.

Ecdysone agonists (EAs) constitute the relatively most recent category of IGRs[1,25]; they induce an 
untimely molt, which cannot be completed by the insect, eventually resulting in death.

There are also insecticides of botanical origin that interfere with insect-specific physiological pro-
cesses. Azadirachtin[26,27] extracted from the seed kernels of the neem tree, Azadirachta indica, is an 
antifeedant and/or molt inhibitor, and it is often toxic to insects. Azadirachtin is not discussed here 
because it is a botanical insecticide, like natural pyrethrins or nicotine.

naming iGRs

IGR names may confuse nonprofessionals. In early stages of development, a commercial firm uses a 
code, usually constructed from the abbreviated company name and a product number. Later, a name 
(sometimes called “common name” and after commercial production termed as “active ingredient”) 
is given to the compound and its “chemical name”, reflecting its chemical structure is revealed. The 
commercial product is a formulation that has a “trade name”. Different formulations, often directed 
against different pests, but based on the same active ingredient, may have different trade names. 
For  example, the JHA, pyriproxyfen, was developed by Sumitomo Chemical Company, Japan, 
under the code “S-31183”. It received the common name “pyriproxyfen”, and its chemical name is 
“2-[1- methyl-2-(4-phenoxyphenoxy)ethoxy] pyridine”, or “4-phenoxyphenyl (RS)-2-(2-pyridyloxy)
propyl ether”, according to two different naming systems of chemicals. Its formulations were regis-
tered under the trade names “Sumilarv”, “Admiral”, and “Knack”. Sometimes, production of an IGR 
is transferred to another commercial body that may come up with other trade names. For example, 
the firm Valent gave the trade names “Distance”, “Esteem”, and “Seize” to pyriproxyfen formula-
tions. The label on a formulation should include the name and amount of the active ingredient. 
Details are found in The Pesticide Manual[28] under the name of this active ingredient (always use 
the latest editions).

For each IGR listed in this chapter, some (but not necessarily all) trade names are given in brackets.
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chitin Synthesis inhibitors (cSis)

As the name of these IGRs indicates, they inhibit chitin synthesis. Chitin is a major component of the 
insect body wall (cuticle), and it is present in the peritrophic membrane.[29] Chitin is a linear homo-
polymer of the aminosugar, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. The molecules of the aminosugar are linked 
together, like a chain, in microfibrils, and these are arranged in layers (named “lamella”), constitut-
ing the chitin component of the cuticle. The biosynthesis of chitin from the aminosugar is catalyzed 
by the enzyme “chitin synthase”.[30–32] CSIs inhibit the action of chitin synthase or interfere with 
insect chitin production by other ways, resulting in abnormal, malformed, cuticle. Consequently, 
the insect dies in or after the molt.[21,30,31] CSIs also have ovicidal effects; see the article by Boiteau and 
Noronha[33] for example. Insect embryos undergo molt within the eggs and/or at hatching, and chitin 
is an important component of the embryonic cuticle.

Vertebrates do not have chitin. However, chitin is present in many other living organisms; in some 
microbes, fungi, and in several animal phyla. There are many CSIs, but some of them are not effective as 
insecticides. CSIs and the spectrum of their activity are summarized by Merzendorfer.[34]

From the chemical aspect, two groups of CSIs may be considered affecting arthropods, benzoylphe-
nyl ureas and non-benzoylphenyl ureas.

Benzoylphenyl Urea cSis

There are several reviews on benzoylphenyl urea CSIs,[21,31] and some of them are more recent.[1,3,35,36] 
The latest review by Sun et al.[37] is very comprehensive. It discusses the history of discovering com-
mercial benzoylphenyl ureas, starting with the diflubenzuron (under the trade name, Dimilin in 1975), 
structure–activity relationship, environmental fate, ecotoxicology, and action mechanism of CSIs. The 
review concludes [37] that “…the exact action site of benzoylurea insecticides has not been identified”. By 
the way these CSIs do not inhibit chitin production in fungi.

A short description of the CSIs is presented below under the common name of each compound and 
in brackets some of the trade names and commercial formulations. This description was compiled 
from data in the above reviews, research articles on the subject in the last decades, and reliable Internet 
sources. References are usually not presented, except in some specific instances. Figure 1 shows the 
chemical structure of most benzoylphenyl urea CSIs.

Diflubenzuron [Dimilin, Micromite, Adept, and other trade names]. It is the oldest CSI with insec-
ticidal activity, discovered in the early 1970s. It was also the first registered commercial CSI under the 
trade name Dimilin. It affects insects by topical application and/or ingestion. Diflubenzuron is used 
against a wide range of insects, especially against leaf-chewing species. A review is devoted to its use 
against locusts and grasshoppers.[38]

Bistrifluron [DBI-3204]. It is a relatively new CSI, which is used against pests from Lepidoptera 
(moths) and Hemiptera (whiteflies). Recently, it was tried successfully as a bait component against 
 termites.[39]

Chlorbenzuron [Chlorbenzuron]. It is a Chinese product. Its common name is approved in China as 
a trade name and sold by several Chinese firms. It is not listed in The Pesticide Manual. Chlorbenzuron 
is used in China against insect pests, especially against pine caterpillars with little effect on parasitoids. 
Chlorbenzuron is essentially harmless to humans, but its degradation product, 2-chlorobenzamide, is 
suspected of being carcinogenic.[40]

Chlorfluazuron [Atabron, Ishipron, Aim, Helix, Jupiter]. It is a CSI developed in Japan. It is active 
through ingestion and used against chewing pests on cotton and vegetables, as well as against pests 
on fruits, potatoes, and tea. Interestingly, bait formulation with chlorfluazuron increased the soldiers/
workers ratio in the subterranean termite, Coptotermes curvignathus, in Indonesia; colony elimination 
took about 6–8 weeks.[41]
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Dichlorbenzuron [Dichlorbenzuron]. Although developed by Philips–Duphar, it is not listed in The 
Pesticide Manual. However, like chlorbenzuron (see above), it is approved and used as an insecticide in 
China.

Fluazuron [Acatak]. It is used mainly against ticks of the genus Boophilus and mites; therefore, it 
may be considered as an acaricide. Application of a pour-on formulation of fluazuron to cattle exerted 
no negative effects on the dung beetle, Onthophagus gazella in South Africa.[42] It is also used against 
ectoparasites, like fleas, on mammals.[43]

Flucycloxuron [Andalin]. This compound is both an acaricide and an insecticide. As an acaricide, 
it is effective against phytophagous mites. As an insecticide, it affects leaf-munching and leaf-rolling 
insects, mainly moth larvae on fruits, vegetables, cotton, and ornamentals.

Flufenoxuron [Cascade] (sometimes abbreviated as “flurox”). It is both an acaricide and an insecti-
cide. The compound was found to be the most effective IGR against stored product mites; it also affects 
phytophagous mites. It controls many insect pests on fruit, tea, cotton, maize, and vegetables crops. In 
an artificial diet, it was lethal to the plant-sucking pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum.[44]

Hexaflumuron [Consult, Recruit II, Trueno, Shatter, SentriTech as termite bait]. This compound 
is used mostly as an efficacious bait toxicant against subterranean termites. It is effective for control 
of insect larvae of Lepidoptera (including the Asiatic rice borer, also named striped stem borer, Chilo 
suppressalis), Coleoptera (including the Colorado potato beetle Leptinotarsa decemlineata), Homoptera, 
and Diptera.

FIGURE 1 The chemical structure of benzoylphenyl urea CSIs.
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Lufenuron [Match, Axor, Luroner, Luster, Manyi]. It is used mostly as a bait toxicant against subter-
ranean termites, and in some instances, it was found more efficacious than hexaflumuron. Lufenuron 
is effective against larvae of moths (cotton bollworm, H. armigera, among others) and beetles on maize, 
vegetables, fruit, and cotton. It is effective against fleas and also acts as an acaricide.

Novaluron [Rimon, Diamond]. This compound acts by contact or ingestion. It is effective against 
whiteflies (B. tabaci), moth larvae (including species of the highly harmful genus, Spodoptera), and a 
wide range of insect pests on cotton, maize, certain fruits, citrus, potato, and vegetables. Its administra-
tion to adult female insects often reduces egg viability, up to complete ovicidal action. By feed-through 
method, it affects sand fly larvae in rodents’ burrows.[12] Novaluron may also act as a mosquito larvicide.

Noviflumuron [Recruit III, Recruit IV, T-max as termite baits]. It is a relatively new (2004) CSI. It is 
active mostly as bait toxicant against several species of subterranean termites. Noviflumuron also affects 
cockroaches. In the German cockroach (Blattella germanica), it acts as a larvicide, and its ingestion as a 
bait by adults induces up to 100% ovicidal effect.

Teflubenzuron [Nomolt, Nemolt, Nobelroc, Dart, Diamond, Teflurate]. It is effective against white-
flies (B. tabaci), moth larvae (genera Heliothis, Spodoptera), and other pests on cotton. It also affects 
pests on fruits and potatoes (good effect on the Colorado potato beetle, L. decemlineata). An undesirable 
effect was observed on some sediment processing Polychaete worms in water.[45]

Triflumuron [Alsystin, Baycidal, Certero, Poseidon]. It affects pests, from various orders of insects, 
on fruits, soybean, cotton, and vegetables. It is used against ectoparasites on mammals, sheep lice, and 
others. Pour-on application was found highly effective against the biting louse, Werneckiella equi, of 
horses. It affected the blood-sucking bug, R. prolixus by oral, topical, or continuous contact (in coated 
Petri dishes) application. It affected larvae of mosquitoes.[46]

Search for novel benzoylphenyl urea derivatives. Research to discover novel benzoylphenyl urea-
related CSIs has been maintained,[36,37] especially in China.[47–50] The usual procedure is to test the effect 
of the newly synthesized compound on certain insect(s) and compare the effect of one or more benzoyl-
phenyl urea CSIs on the same insect(s).

non-Benzoylphenyl Urea cSis

These compounds chemically differ from benzoylphenyl urea CSIs. They inhibit chitin biosynthesis, not 
necessarily by inhibiting chitin synthase. Their exact mode of action is rather blurred, but the eventual 
effect is interference with chitin production and molting. This chapter shows the chemical structure of 
three compounds (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 The chemical structure of non-benzoylphenyl urea CSIs.
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Buprofezin [Applaud, Courier, Maestro, Mercao]. This compound is an insecticide that inhibits 
molt by contact or ingestion. It is used against homopteran insects, such as leafhoppers, plant hop-
pers, including the notorious rice plant hopper, Nilaparvata lugens, mealy bugs, jumping plant lice, and 
whiteflies, especially B. tabaci, which easily develop resistance.[51] Considerable resistance was found 
also in N. lugens in China.[52] It did not affect the ability of a predatory mite to suppress a pest mite in 
Californian vineyards.[53]

Cyromazine [Larvadex, Trigard, Neporex, Cliper, Ciromate, Vetrazin, Garland]. The most fre-
quent use of cyromazine is against the housefly, M. domestica, in poultry farms. It is used by feed-
through application or spray-on the manure.[8,9] It is also used to control leaf miners in vegetables, 
potatoes (including the Colorado potato beetle, L. decemlineata, and mushroom sciarid fly, Lycoriella 
ingenua).

Dicyclanil [Clik]. It is used mostly as a veterinary pharmaceutical agent against maggots (fly larvae) 
that infect traumatic myiasis in livestock. Dicyclanil is employed for prophylactic treatment against 
flesh flies, screwworm flies, Australian blowfly, and other flies, the maggot of which infect and/or live in 
wounds. Effective by pour-on-formulation induces hepatocarcinogenesis (liver cancer) in mice.

Etoxazole [Baroque, Sorado]. It was shown that etoxazole inhibits chitin biosynthesis.[54] Etoxazole is 
used as an acaricide; it affects eggs, larvae, and nymphs but not adults (which do not molt) of the spider 
mite species belonging to the genera Tetranychus and Panonychus. Unfortunately, resistance is reported 
in Japan, South Korea, and Australia.[55]

Based on genetic studies, Demaeght et al.[56] concluded that hexythiazox and clofentezine, well-
known acaricides, like etoxazole, affect chitin synthase 1. If so, these may be considered as CSIs.

Juvenile Hormone and its Analogs (JHAs)

the Roles of Juvenile Hormone in insects

Insect metamorphosis is under endocrine control. The presence of JH in subadult stages (nymphs or 
larvae) prevents metamorphosis to adult. JH is secreted by a pair of endocrine glands, the corpora allata. 
In the last preadult instar, cessation of the activity of the corpora allata results in a temporary absence 
of JH, allowing completion of the metamorphosis. In the adult, the corpora allata resumes activity and 
the JH is involved in reproduction. There are several natural JHs in insects, the most common is JH III 
(Figure 3), but all have a similar sesquiterpenoid basic structure. No JH exists in vertebrates.

JH and its mode of action have been extensively reviewed[57–61] from the level of organism, including 
effects on cast differentiation in some social insects, to the level of molecular biology. 

Juvenile Hormone Analogs

Juvenile hormone analogs (JHAs), also termed “JH mimics”, or “juvenoids”, are compounds that exert 
similar effects to that of the natural JH. Treatment of late nymphal or larval instars with JHAs prevents 
metamorphosis to adults. The chemical structure of JHAs may or may not resemble natural JH. There 
are thousands of chemically different compounds that exert JHA activity, many of them known for long 
time.[62] A JHA is often specific to a group of insects. Only some JHAs were developed to commercial 
products.

In the course of normal development, JH disappears only in the last larval instar and this instar con-
stitutes the target of JHAs. However, treatment of earlier instars may also be effective as environmental 
degradation of JHAs takes some time and meanwhile the insect may reach the last larval instar. Also, 
metabolic inactivation of JHAs is usually slower than that of natural JH, and a JHA absorbed in an ear-
lier instar is not necessarily inactivated before the insect reaches the last larval instar. Often sustained 
(slow) release formulations are used. JHAs are usually effective by contact; they penetrate the cuticle. 
JHAs prevent development of normal adults; larva- or pupa-adult intermediate creatures are obtained 
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that die in the molt, or in the next (supernumerary) molt, or survive but are unable to reproduce. JHAs 
do not prevent damage caused by larvae and in some instances induce viable supernumerary larvae with 
prolonged life span and increased damage.[63]

JHAs, their effects, and their role in insect pest management were repeatedly reviewed.[1,3,22,25,62,64–70] 
These reviews also outline the roles of JH to explain the effects of JHAs. JHAs are also used for molecu-
lar basic research related to metamorphosis.[63,67–70]

Methoprene [Altosid, Precor, Apex, Dianex, Aquaprene, Kabat, Pharrorid, Fleatrol, Ovitrol, 
Extinguish, Diacon]. There are many formulations of methoprene, such as wettable powder, tossits, 
granules, and briquettes. Together with hydroprene, it was developed by Zoecon Company, constituting 
the first JHA approved for commercial usage. The first commercial products were racemic mixtures of 
the isomers of methoprene, but later only the 7S-isomer has been used. It is effective against mosquitoes, 
horn flies (feed-through method), sciarid flies (pests in mushroom cultures), fleas, some stored prod-
uct insects, and fire ants, Solenopsis invicta. The compound has a low persistence in most field condi-
tions; therefore, usually slow release technology is employed.[11] Methoprene was reviewed by Henrick.[11] 
Recently, control of stored product insects by methoprene was reviewed.[71]

Hydroprene [Altozar, Gencor, Gentrol, Raid]. It was approved at the same time together with metho-
prene for commercial usage. The 7S-isomer is used. It affects cockroaches, stored product insects, fruit 
flies, bed bugs, and some beetles. For stored product insects, pyriproxyfen (see below) seems to be more 
efficacious than hydroprene.[72]

FIGURE 3 The chemical structure of the most common JH in insects and JHAs.
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Kinoprene [Enstar II]. The 7S-isomer is used. It is effective against homopterous pests. It was reported 
that kinoprene affects aphid polymorphism.[73]

Fenoxycarb [Insegar, Logic, Torus, Pictyl, Varikill, Comply]. It affects a very wide range of 
insects, disturbing metamorphosis and/or acting as an ovicide, directly applied to the eggs or par-
ent females. Susceptible species were reviewed already in 1993.[74] It may be toxic to non-target 
 species,  possibly including honey bee brood.[75] Its chemistry and environmental fate were recently 
reviewed.[76]

Pyriproxyfen [Sumilarv, Admiral, Knack, Distance, Esteem, Seize, Tiger, Nylar, Intracure]. It is used 
against scale insects, whiteflies, aphids, pear psylla, thrips, cockroaches, codling moth, stored product 
insects, mosquitoes, and fire ants. The literature on its effect on the whitefly, B. tabaci, is especially rich, 
including resistance-related publications. The compound disturbs metamorphosis and/or interferes 
with reproduction. It may be toxic to some aquatic organisms. Its properties and environmental fate 
were reviewed.[77]

Diofenolan [Aware]. This JHA is less widely used than the above compounds. It was classified by 
some authors as a “molt inhibitor”, but it is a JHA. Insects that are susceptible to diofenolan were listed 
by Streibert et al.[78]

Dayoutong. This compound has no trade name. It is a recently developed JHA approved under the 
name dayoutong in China.

Others. Triprene and Epofenonane are superseded JHAs.

Anti-Juvenile Hormone Agents

These are compounds that interfere with JH production,[23,24] but none of them have been developed 
to a commercial insecticide. Only the case of precocenes is mentioned here, because of their specific 
mode of action. The anti-JH effects of precocenes 1 and 2 (Figure 4) were discovered by Bowers and 
coworkers[79]; they extracted it from the plant Ageratum houstonianum. Many chemical derivatives, 
including the more active 7-ethoxy precocene (Figure 4), also called precocene 3, were synthesized 
and tested in several laboratories. Precocenes do not affect JH but selectively causes atrophy of the 
corpora allata,[80] the endocrine glands that secrete the JH. Susceptible species are limited, mostly 
hemipteran and orthopteran insects. Applied topically to early preadult nymphal instars, miniature 
nymph-adult intermediate creatures are obtained. Application of precocene to young adults also 
leads to the absence of JH that interferes with reproduction, especially with oocyte development. 
Precocenes are not mutagenic, but they are hepatotoxic and nephrotoxic to vertebrates and suspected 
to be carcinogenic.

Interference with JH biosynthesis, or enzymatic JH regulation, is considered as possible anti-JH 
 procedures.[66] 

FIGURE 4 The chemical structure of precocenes that act as anti-juvenile hormone agents.
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ecdysteroids and their Agonists

the Role of ecdysteroids in insects

Ecdysone, a steroid, serves as a prohormone of the molting hormone. It is secreted by a pair of endocrine 
glands, termed “prothoracic glands” (though in some insects they are not located in the prothorax but in 
the ventro-posterior part of the head). In certain tissues, ecdysone is converted to 20-hydroxyecdysone 
(Figure 5) which is the actual molting hormone. To initiate molting, a peak titer of 20- hydroxyecdysone 
is necessary, but for the full process of molting, a complete decline of this peak is needed. This decline 
leads to activation of certain genes that control production of necessary enzymes and secretion of 
additional hormones, which induce molting-related behavior. Ecdysone, 20-hydroxyecdysone, and 
chemically related substances, collectively termed as “ecdysteroids” are present in many plants and non-
vertebrate animals. 

The prothoracic glands usually degenerate in adult insects; if persist, they are inactive. In adult 
insects, the ovaries become the source of ecdysteroids and they transfer ecdysteroids, usually as 
conjugates, to the developing oocytes. An outline of the chemistry and physiological role of ecdys-
teroids, aimed primarily to under- or postgraduate students, is presented in Klowden’s book.[81] A 
review dealing mostly with the mode of action of ecdysteroids at the molecular level was recently 
published.[82]

FIGURE 5 The chemical structures of 20-hydroxyecdysone (molting hormone) and nonsteroidal ecdysone 
(ecdysteroid) agonists.
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ecdysone (ecdysteroid) Agonists (eAs)

Reviews devoted to EAs[1,3,25,83] usually describe and discuss the role of ecdysone in normal molting. As 
already outlined, a peak level and then a decline of the peak of ecdysone are needed for molting. The 
presently existing commercial EAs (Figure 5) bind strongly to ecdysteroid receptors, conveying a false 
message that no decline of 20-hydroxyecdysone occurred. Consequently, these EAs induce upregulation 
of all genes that occur in normal molting due to the 20-hydroxyecdysone peak; however, they do not 
activate those genes, which are upregulated in normal molting by the decline of the peak. The result is 
an incomplete, unfinished molt which is lethal. EAs are used against larvae, but they often also exert 
ovicidal effect.

From the chemical standpoint, commercial EAs are bisacylhydrazines, also termed diacylhydrazines. 
In contrast to ecdysteroids, bisacylhydrazines are not steroids. In vivo they are more stable than ecdys-
teroids and their effect may be regarded as “hyperecdysonism”.[3,84] EAs are usually applied by ingestion. 
Their application is effective any time, except at natural molting. An advantage of the EAs is feed-
ing inhibition of susceptible larvae, preventing further damage. Stopping of feeding is one of the first 
events in normal molting. The current commercial EAs are very selective and affect only some groups of 
insects. The reason for this selectivity seems to be differences in the ligand-binding domain of ecdysone 
receptors in different insects.

Chromafenozide [Matric, Killot, Pestanal]. This compound was developed in Japan, and it specifi-
cally affects highly harmful lepidopteran pests on rice, vegetables, fruit, vine, and other crops.

Halofenozide [Mach 2]. It was developed by Rohm and Haas Company. Halofenozide has a broader 
spectrum of susceptible insects than other commercial EAs. It affects both lepidopteran and coleop-
teran larvae. However, specific selectivity exists even within these two orders of insects. Despite its 
activity on some coleopteran larvae, halofenozide has a relatively low binding affinity to coleopteran 
ecdysteroid receptors.

Methoxyfenozide [Intrepid, Runner, Prodigy, Falcon]. Again it was developed by Rohm and Haas 
Company. Similar to chromafenozide and tebufenozide, it controls only lepidopteran larvae. Like in 
other EAs, efficacy depends on the species. Methoxyfenozide is effective against bollworms, leaf miners, 
and diamond moth. Recently, it was claimed that methoxyfenozide has some potential for mosquito 
control.[85]

Tebufenozide [Confirm, Mimic, Fimic, Romdan]. This EA was again developed by Rohm and Haas. 
It affects lepidopteran larvae, similar to methoxyfenozide, but species-dependent differences may exist. 
Tebufenozide has poorer ovicidal activity than methoxyfenozide.

Fufenozide [Fuxian]. This compound was developed in China under the code name JS-118; it is also 
named as furan tebufenozide. It is effective against the Asiatic rice borer, C. suppressalis and other 
 lepidopteran larvae. Its degradation by hydrolysis and photolysis was recently studied.[86]

Research on bisacylhydrazine-type compounds were published,[87] and steroid-like compounds 
were  investigated[88] for obtaining new insecticides. Non-bisacylhydrazine nonsteroidal EAs are 
 available,[89,90] but none of them developed to commercial insecticide.

Advantages of iGRs

IGRs are nontoxic or slightly toxic (often as low as at g/kg level) to most vertebrates, especially to mam-
mals and birds. Fish may be more susceptible to toxic effects of IGRs. Details of toxicity are presented in 
The Pesticide Manual[28] under the name of each compound separately.

Parasitoid wasps are usually less susceptible to IGRs than to conventional insecticides.[91–95] Moreover, 
in most (but not all) instances, parasitoid and predatory insects are less affected by IGRs than their 
respective harmful insect hosts and preys. This seems to be the case also for mites; the pest mite is 
more susceptible to IGR toxicity than its predatory mite.[53,96] Treatment of livestock with IGRs by feed-
through or pour-on methods of application has no notable effect on dung beetles.[42]
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The most important advantage of IGRs is that they affect only a relatively narrow range of susceptible 
species. IGRs are certainly friendlier to the environment and make less damage to non-target species 
than conventional insecticides that are usually toxic to a wide range of animals, including humans.

Disadvantages of iGRs

The environmental advantages of IGRs (see above) may be disadvantageous economically. The more 
specific the IGR, the more limited its marketing. Development of an IGR to a commercial product, with 
permits in many countries, is expensive, and if the expected marketing is limited, a commercial firm 
would not invest the cost of development.

Although in most instances, parasitoid and predatory insects exhibit low susceptibility to IGRs, this 
is not always so. Some parasitoid insects may be affected by some IGRs, even when non-IGR insecticides 
are more toxic than IGRs.[93] IGRs may be harmful to predatory insects.[17,97,98] Also, IGRs may affect 
other non-target organisms, especially crustaceans. 

Besides the direct role of IGRs in parasitoid–pest or predator–pest relations, lethal and sublethal 
effects of IGRs on beneficial insects, such as pollinators, should also be considered. The sublethal effects 
of insecticides, including IGRs, on beneficial arthropods were reviewed.[99]

The best-known pollinators are the honey bees, bumblebees, and other bee species. Claims con-
cerning effects of IGRs on bees are contradictory. CSIs, including novaluron, did not affect adult 
bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) but dramatically reduced brood production.[100] Other authors, how-
ever, found that novaluron did not affect the brood of this species.[101] An earlier publication reported 
that some CSIs are toxic to immature stages of bees.[102] Recent studies confirmed that diflubenzuron 
and  novaluron (CSIs) are toxic to the progeny of honey bees and alfalfa leafcutting bees (Megachile 
rotundata).[103–106] Mommaerts and coauthors concluded that fenoxycarb (JHA) and methoxyfenozide 
(EAs) are safe to bumblebees, whereas pyriproxyfen and kinoprene (JHAs) affect the brood at the maxi-
mum field- recommended concentration.[107] Pyriproxyfen was found to be toxic to honey bees in recent 
 studies too.[108,109] In contrast, fenoxycarb was claimed to negatively affect adult emergence in honey 
bees.[75] An older review on the effect of IGRs on some bees[110] distinguishes between different species 
and between different doses. 

An additional disadvantage is that IGRs are effective only in special stages or instars of the pests: CSIs 
and EAs before natural molt, and JHAs in the last larval instar. Therefore, IGRs do not prevent some or 
all damage by the larvae if these larvae are harmful. In extreme instances, JHAs induce supernumerary 
larval instars[63] with longer-than-normal larval life span and additional damage.

Resistance to iGRs

Insects are capable of developing resistance to any kind of insecticides, and IGRs are not exceptions. 
Hundreds of scientific publications are devoted to acquired resistance of insects to IGRs.

Several interrelated approaches to IGR resistance may be considered (these do not differ from those 
to conventional insecticides). One of them is studying field-collected insects; the susceptibility to an 
IGR of a sample of insects collected in the field is assessed and compared to that of a non-resistant 
strain  maintained in the laboratory or supplied by international or national organizations (WHO, etc.). 
A much higher dose to affect the field sample than that induces the same effect in the non-resistant 
strain means that the insects of the field sample are resistant. The effective dose for the field sample 
divided by that obtained for the non-resistant strain yields the “resistance ratio” (RR), which can be low 
but can be as high as several thousands. RR values may differ for different populations of the same spe-
cies within the same country, as exemplified by Kristensen and Jespersen.[111]

Another approach is to expose a non-resistant laboratory strain to an IGR and select the survivors 
over subsequent generations with increasing doses. The effective dose obtained for the last generation 
divided by that of the initial dose results in the relevant RR. This reveals the resistance potential of 
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the pest.[111] Obviously, this approach can be combined with the former one by taking an already resis-
tant strain from the field, then expose subsequent generations to increasing doses. The RR for pyri-
proxyfen resistance of the whitefly, B. tabaci, was found to be over 2000[112] and can be as high as 7000.[113]

The third approach is to investigate cross-resistance, meaning that a strain resistant to an IGR shows 
resistance to other IGRs without formerly being exposed to these IGRs.[111,112] Sometimes, resistance to a 
conventional, non-IGR insecticide may result in cross-resistance to IGRs.[18]

Other approaches are studies on the inheritance of resistance,[113,114] residual activity,[115] mechanisms 
of resistance at the molecular level, and gene expressions.[116,117]

Reversal of resistance is studied by maintaining a resistant strain in the laboratory for many sub-
sequent generations, without exposure to the IGR to which the strain is resistant, and assessing the 
residual resistance of the last generation.[18,19] Reversal of resistance does occur, but it is seldom absolute. 
Also, when a strain that experienced reversal of resistance is exposed again to the same IGR, it develops 
resistance more quickly than a strain that is originally non-resistant.

integrated Pest Management

IPM means employment of multiple control tactics to reduce pest population and usage of chemicals, 
as well as decrease development of resistance, all with minimal economic cost and environmental 
damage.[118] The IPM for each pest, in each environment, should be worked out. Efficacy and resistance 
potential of different insecticides, effects on non-target species, including parasitoids and/or predators 
of the pest, screening the pest (below a certain level of population density no treatment is needed), and 
effects on the environment should be considered. Usually IGRs are more efficacious and less harmful 
to the environment than conventional insecticides. However, this generalization should be verified by 
carefully gathered actual data. IPM partially solves the problem of resistance, especially resistance to a 
novel IGR, by alternating IGRs, for example, pyriproxyfen and buprofezin.[51] Such alternation tactics 
may also include non-IGR insecticides, for example, alternation of novaluron, pyriproxyfen, and neo-
nicotinoids as suggested by Ishaaya and coauthors.[119] The effects of each alternating compound on non-
target species and the environment should be studied; the alternating compounds should not induce 
cross-resistance. In many instances, there is more than one pest harmful to the same object. If so, it is 
preferable to work out such alternation of IGRs in which one or more compound exert toxic activity on 
more than just one pest.[15,119]

Obviously, IPM includes not only chemical factors but also biological ones, as exemplified by 
Mouden et al.[120] and Wilson et al.[121] In the European Union, IPM is compulsory, though its implemen-
tation is problematic.[122]

conclusions

IGRs are insecticides that interfere with insect-specific physiological systems that do not exist in 
 vertebrates, including humans. Consequently, IGRs are either nontoxic or slightly toxic to vertebrates. 
Within the insect world, IGRs may affect different species differently, even in the same family.[123] The 
narrow range of susceptibility to IGRs is a great environmental advantage over conventional insec-
ticides, which are usually toxic to a much wider spectrum of species and much more harmful to the 
environment. However, IGRs may also affect non-target species, parasitoids, and/or predators of the 
pest, or of other pests, or other beneficial insects, such as pollinators, and even some non-insect species. 
Therefore, adequate research is needed to estimate the effect of an IGR on one or more pests, beneficial 
and non-target organisms, and the surrounding environment.

Insects may develop resistance or even cross-resistance to one or more IGRs, which can be prevented, 
or at least delayed, by IPM. In this respect, IGRs and conventional insecticides are similar.

Despite the advantages of IGRs, there are some disadvantages. Interference with a physiological 
 system means that the insect is susceptible when that physiological system is active. IGRs interfere with 
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production of new cuticle at molt, or disturb metamorphosis, or prevent reproduction. So, the toxic 
effects of IGRs become overt at the next molt, or in the next or subsequent instars, and meanwhile the 
pest inflicts additional damage. The ideal targets for IGRs are insects harmless in preadult stages and 
harmful only as adults (for example, mosquitoes). The belated action is an additional disadvantage; the 
farmer, or the sanitarian, or anybody who uses IGRs, do not see immediate knockdown of the pest, and 
doubt, therefore, the efficacy of the IGR.

New IGRs aimed to attack currently susceptible physiological systems are synthesized, tested, and 
possibly developed to commercial products. However, it is feasible to assume that in the future, addi-
tional IGRs and their effects, as well as various approaches attacking other insect-specific physiological 
or molecular systems, will be discovered and implemented.[124,125]
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Odo Primavesi

introduction

One of the greatest concerns related to sustainability today is the degradation and switching off of essen-
tial ecosystem services caused by anthropogenic activities like land degradation and pollution. These 
human activities, by producing solid, liquid, gaseous, and radiating (heat, light, radioactive emissions, 
and others) wastes and contaminants, lead to physical, chemical, and biological pollution, affecting the 
whole planet. For example, global warming and climate change result from a combination of air pollut-
ants, such as the excess of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and others) and 
the excess of long-wave infrared or heat radiation (>300 W/m2) from degraded and dry landscapes, and 
other factors.

Another example is the pollution of water due to poor management of soils (erosion, siltation of 
water bodies, and contamination with nitrates, phosphates, and other pollutants) or direct discharge 
of household, laboratory, or industrial waste. Water pollution and air pollution to a great extent con-
tribute to levels of different human sicknesses and death rates in the very contaminated areas. Lack 
of good management practices regarding the conservation of natural resources (soil, water, air, and 
biodiversity) and ecosystem services and the lack of adequate management of waste are also very 
important issues.
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In this entry, the goals are to improve the awareness and understanding of the importance of con-
cepts or objectives like biodiversity, environmental health, and sustainability, and to give some sugges-
tions on how the reader may contribute to individual and communal well-being.

Biodiversity

What is Biodiversity?

Biodiversity or biological diversity is defined by the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity 
as “the variability among living organisms from all sources, including terrestrial, marine, and other 
aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within 
species, among species, and of natural and altered ecosystems,”[1,2] including species, ecosystem, mor-
phology, gene, and molecular diversity.

Ecosystem means a dynamic complex of plant, animal, and microorganism communities and the 
inorganic environment, interacting as a functional unity. Different levels of diversity are consid-
ered, among individuals, subspecies, species (most useful level), biological communities, and ecosys-
tems. Species richness increases from colder to warmer latitudes. This is also true for the deep-sea 
 species diversity.[1]

The number of species on Earth is estimated to be 5 to 30 million, from which 1.4 to 2 million were 
identified in a formal system. The majority are invertebrates (1 million; mainly insects and myriapods), 
followed by microorganisms (5760; e.g., fungi), chelicerates, protists, nematodes, plants (250,000; 
around 50,000 as trees), molluscs, crustaceans, and vertebrates (19,100 fishes, 9000 birds, 6300 reptiles, 
4200 amphibians, and 4000 mammals).

Occurrence of species diversity follows in this decreasing order: tropical and subtropical moist broad-
leaf forests >>> tropical and subtropical grasslands, savannas, and shrub lands > deserts and xeric shrub 
lands = tropical and subtropical dry broadleaf forests > mountain grassland and shrub lands > temper-
ate broadleaf and mixed forests > flooded grasslands and savannas = tropical and subtropical coniferous 
forests > temperate grasslands, savannas, and shrub lands = mangroves = temperate coniferous forests > 
Mediterranean forests, woodland, and scrub >> boreal forests or taiga > tundra.[1]

The tropics are the home of most of the species. An example is the Amazonian rainforest, where 60% 
of all life-forms (e.g., 60,000 plant species) reside.[3] In one hectare of Atlantic rainforest in the southern 
Bahia state in Brazil, there are up to 454 tree species recorded.[4]

The reason for the species richness of the tropics is not well known. Some ideas proposed are the lon-
ger time available to develop new species and potentially greater supply of solar energy, allowing more 
biomass production or more organisms per unit of area.[1]

Furthermore, soils in temperate climates show greater chemical fertility, water-holding capacity, and 
clay activity, and the cold switch off of biological activity controls these processes. Under tropical con-
ditions, deep soils with mostly low chemical fertility, low water-holding capacity, and low clay activity, 
and the higher temperatures throughout the year allow for a greater number of interactions of water/
drought  × water table depth × nutrient availability × salinity × temperature/altitude/shade × strong 
rains × wind × fire × plant residues × organic matter content × photoperiod × oxygen (because of faster 
respiration rates and heat).

Therefore, habitat variability occurs, with specificities settled in by the different plant species, the first 
component of the food web and net.

Biological diversity is organized in a food web, with plants as base, harvesting sun energy freely 
available to them, and humans as top of the pyramidal net, where the individuals act as producer or 
consumer, or as recycler or decomposer.[5] The diversity of litter, defense substances, and root exudates 
produced by these different plant species, and correlated fauna, need to be chopped up by, e.g., inver-
tebrates and decomposed by a greater number of microorganisms in soil, because of their specificity in 
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producing degradation enzymes. The great recycling activities in soil need to be considered, because 
of the big importance of organic material as nutrient source for higher plants, as energy source for the 
microbial activity, and as a factor in improving soil structure and its water-holding capacity. In the trop-
ics, with the great variability of habitats, the diversity of species is the keystone for high biomass yield 
per unit of area, making the food net of an ecosystem very complex.

Biodiversity reaches the maximum level when the environment offers enough water and energy and 
low to medium level of nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus. With high levels of nitrogen and 
phosphorus occurs a very stiff inter- and intraspecific competition, mainly for light, from some more 
responsive or demanding species, similar to that occurring in high-fertility and very high-fertility soils 
or in eutrophic water bodies. There are also growth-restrictive conditions like in very low-fertility soils, 
with very low phosphorus and/or high aluminum content, or saline soils.

What is the importance of Biodiversity?

The greatest importance of biodiversity is still the optimized ecosystem services it provides.[1,6–9] 
Ecosystem services are flows of material, energy, and information on environmental structures (natu-
ral capital), which, combined with services, products, and human capital, generate human well-being. 
Usually, most of these processes could not be substituted in needed scale by any human technology, and 
if the ecosystem is extinguished, reversion is in general very difficult to realize in an economic way. The 
best way is conservation, including the costs in the price of products and services. Usually, ecosystem 
services occur in an imperceptible way, similarly to the involuntary and vital processes in our organism 
such as pumping of oxygenated blood or breathing.

Biodiversity provides three functional ecosystem services (production, regulation, and cultural) and 
a support service. Production and supply include mainly food, freshwater, timber, fiber, fuel, energy, 
genetic resources, medicines, wildlife, and others. Regulation includes maintenance of climate, carbon 
sequestration, soil conservation, wind and sea wave power, biodegradation and recycling of wastes, bio-
logical remediation of soils, and decontamination and cleaning up of water, cleaning up of air, main-
taining soil permeability, and others. Cultural services could include cultural and heritage diversity; 
aesthetic, ethical, medicinal, and health knowledge; inspiration; educational, spiritual, and religious 
values; leisure; ecotourism; and so on. Support of life is carried out by maintaining a stratospheric 
 oxygen-ozone layer to filter ultraviolet radiation and a greenhouse gas layer to filter infrared sun radia-
tion and to retain partial infrared or heat radiation from surface, as well as by clouds, which reduce 
sunshine incidence on Earth surface, avoiding the burning of life. It is also carried out by maintaining a 
long water cycle (rain–interception–infiltration–storage–internal flow–evaporation and t ranspiration–
air  humidity–clouds) with distributed soft rains, by stabilizing air temperature and air humidity, 
and  others.[1,2,10]

Biological diversity also provides resilience or a stabilizing effect on the food web, which sustains the 
human species, when an environmental disturbance occurs.[11]

Nature uses biodiversity to produce the maximum of life and biomass per square meter and year 
by optimal use of the available sun energy. Biodiversity is also the result of this settlement process of 
nature, with a great variety of abiotic conditions, mainly in the tropics.

At the same time, nature, by developing a food chain into a complex food net, allows for greater food 
availability and diversity for the individuals on the top of the food web or food pyramid, such as the 
human species, and also ensures their sustainability. However, when biodiversity of the food web is 
disrupted by the establishment of a monoculture (industrial cropping system) and/or when the envi-
ronment is under subjection of a degradation process, a population outbreak of the more resistant or 
adapted members of the food web may occur such as the so-called parasites and pathogens.[12]

The soil is one of the most diverse habitats on Earth and contains one of the most diverse assem-
blages of living organisms, mainly in the humid tropics,[13] due to its plant diversity. In a broader view, 
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it is advisable to consider soil as the undisassociable soil–plant interaction, mainly in the tropics and 
subtropics. Soil without a permanent living plant cover will lose its main function of harvesting rain 
and storing resident available freshwater, essential for life and biological production (food, fiber, wood, 
biofuel, etc.). This interaction will improve the degree of soil biodiversity, including also the rooting 
system architecture of the so-called weeds. Their rooting structure, as well as that of crops, may be used 
as a visible indicator of the degree of soil health.[14,15]

In both natural and agricultural ecosystems, the different groups of soil biota interacting with plants 
and their debris are responsible for, or strongly influence, the soil properties and optimize processes or 
ecosystem services such as soil genesis, soil structure, carbon, nutrient and water cycles, agrochemical 
movement or breakdown, plant protection, growth, and production.[5,16]

Soil organisms act in processes of synthesis or production, transformation and decomposition, or 
consumption of organic material, affecting abiotic and biotic components, transportation, and soil 
engineering. Therefore, soil biodiversity is a keystone for sustainable agriculture and it could be used 
as a good indicator of agro-ecosystem or soil health. Soil biodiversity does not necessarily refer to the 
number of individuals or species, but to the ratio of functional groups,[17,18] and the result or the tool of 
their activities, such as the presence and intensity of enzymatic activity.[12] It is necessary to remember 
the importance of soils.

The settlement of terrestrial environments by life was only possible by storing rainwater in rocks that 
nature developed to permeable soils, and these soils were maintained permeable by a triple-protection 
layer: plant canopy, litter, and surface rooting system. To succeed in our activities and also to meet our 
quality of life, it is necessary to maintain, restore, or mimic this structure and the processes involved 
using artificial technology.

It can be said that the disappearance of several ancient human civilizations with populations concen-
trated in cities was partially caused by food insecurity due to soil degradation, combined with freshwa-
ter shortage due to destruction of forests and soil permeability, therefore reducing the long water cycle, 
and by lack of sanitation and waste disposal affecting public health.[19] These problems of slowing down 
or disrupting ecosystem services are at present global in scale, with the emergence of a new  problem—
global warming and climate change. Besides, there occurs programmed or accidental inclusion of poi-
sons, toxic substances, heavy metals, nitrates, phosphates, hormones, etc.

To have an idea of the current importance of the whole biodiversity, the monetary value of 17 ecosys-
tem services required to sustain life and the biological production capacity of landscapes was estimated 
to be about $33 trillion/yr, against the $18 trillion of the global gross domestic product (GDP).[9]

What Destroys Biodiversity and ecosystem Services?

This can be answered by the simple elimination of plants covering the soil and the prevention of their 
complete regrowth and occupation of soil surface, as well as by turning the soil impervious, by crusting, 
compaction, pavement, etc.

How Do We take care of Biodiversity and essential ecosystem Services?

An interesting point is that, instead of considering the natural climax ecosystem as reference for good 
environmental practices, we use the primary natural ecosystem (rocky landscape) as reference for char-
acteristics we do not want in our agricultural or urban ecosystems. The following are environmental 
characteristics we have to avoid in our management program: the primary environment has no capacity 
to store water; it has no biological carrying capacity for higher species; it sustains no food chain nor web; 
it presents a very short water cycle (rain, evaporation and runoff); and it shows high temperature and air 
humidity amplitude during the day.

Hence, primary environments are unsuitable for life and production. For example, land and 
soil degradation will turn life- and production-friendly environmental characteristics into life- and 
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production-unsuitable conditions (with impervious, compacted, dry, hard soil, like a rock), similar to 
that occurring in primary natural ecosystems.

Considering the growing soil and landscape degradation, for example, due to further erosion and 
salinity, we need to be aware that the process of desertification[23–25] is a great challenge in dry lands. 
These dry lands support 44% of all cultivated systems and are the origin of 30% of world’s cultivated 
plants.[26,27]

Thus, first of all, we need to stop the landscape and ecosystem services degradation, by conservation 
practices. The second step is to recover soils and landscapes by simple harvesting and storing rainwater, 
and reducing water losses, e.g., by runoff or evaporation in excess, by protecting the soil surface against 
erosion, and by allowing the growth of a diverse plant cover, to turn the soil permeable and to stabilize 
air temperature and humidity.

It is necessary to prevent the destruction of the whole plant cover and their debris. The biologically 
diverse green areas in rural and urban environments are mandatory. Under tropical and subtropical 
conditions, this means that we have to avoid large-scale areas of pasture or cropland or buildings (cities) 
without trees. A permanent tree cover is important to maintain the evapotranspiration and windbreak 
service and to stabilize air temperature and humidity.[8]

Considering that the greatest land-use change, with massive deforestation, is mainly for agricultural 
purposes (as well as for wood harvest, coal production, and mining activity), it will significantly alter the 
micro- and mesoclimate in a region, increasing infrared radiation and heating up of lower atmosphere, 
and because it will promote the significant degradation of other essential ecosystem services due to its 
scale, agricultural practices based on ecological principles are advisable.

For large areas, the first step should be the practice of conservation agriculture[20] complemented by 
windbreaks and vaporizing tree cluster. For small areas, agroforestry[21,22] production systems are useful, 
mainly under tropical and subtropical conditions, considering that the tropics are the engine of global 
climate dynamics. Without trees, the heat production over terrestrial areas will be greater, the cloud 
production will be smaller, and the climate dynamics will be faster or stronger, more dangerous.

Examples of successful ecosystem services restoration are those in conservation agriculture[20,28–30] 
agro-ecological production systems,[31–33] and agroforestry,[34–39] aside from forest management[40] and 
those biodiversity conservation practices[41,42] that substitute paid environmental services for free eco-
system functions or services, by using ecological principles.

Also, the need to reduce the use of toxic substances, as well as the production of wastes and their 
random release to the environment, is urgent. Gaseous wastes affect human and biodiversity health, 
especially when considering the troposphere ozone and acid rain production, the increasing carbon 
footprint, and the large amount of smog production, brought about by landscape fire, fire from furnaces 
(used for coal production), or fire from household wood-burning stoves. Liquid waste degrades fresh-
water, turns it dangerous for human health, and increases freshwater shortages. Solid waste released 
in large amounts on the landscape will reduce land and water quality and will increase the ecological 
footprint.

The best indicator of biodiversity that provides adequate ecosystem services is when we have a greater 
number of plants per unit of area. Plants are associated with fauna and microorganism.[6]

Which tools Should Be Used to improve Biodiversity?

Considering the process nature uses to develop a certain site, or to recover a degraded soil or land under 
fallow, it could be seen that plant diversity is the key tool used. This is because it allows the complemen-
tary activity of individuals with different structures, functions, wastes (debris, root exudations, and 
 others), and needs to flourish in one of the different habitats created by the diverse interaction of the 
abiotic and emergent biotic factors occurring.

Therefore, vegetative techniques to recover the permanent diverse plant cover together with the 
improvement of environmental legislation and education are in place.
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environmental Health

What is environmental Health?

According to the World Health Organization,[43,44] environmental health addresses all the physical, 
chemical, and biological factors external to a person, and all the related factors impacting behavior. 
It encompasses the assessment and control of those environmental factors that can potentially affect 
health. It is targeted towards preventing disease and creating health-supportive environments.

Which environmental conditions Will Affect Health?

Ecosystem degradation or disruption can impact on health in a great variety of ways.[43–46] The most 
important ones are freshwater pollution (lack of sanitation), contamination (heavy metals, hormones, 
poisons, and excess of medicines), and degradation (siltation and increase of nitrates and phosphates).

Perhaps we need to have a broader view of what is environmental health, considering that persons 
are also participants of our environment. In a health environment, for example, aside from waterborne 
diseases due to pollution and acute and chronic respiratory diseases due to air pollution, we need to also 
consider malnutrition due to food lacking micronutrients, extreme heat and very low air humidity, lack 
of education and training, low (or no) income, and so forth.

What is the importance of environmental Health?

A healthy environment, with its natural resources and main structures conserved or improved, will 
allow the ecosystem services to run in order to benefit our well-being. A healthy environment will pro-
vide enough clean, fresh water (150 to 200 L/person/day); it will secure food (1500 to 2000 kcal/person/
day, without toxic or dangerous substances and contaminants); it will provide clean air with enough 
humidity (around 10 g water as vapor/m3 air, or 40%–60% relative humidity in a range of 20–24°C, the 
comfort range, without solid microparticles, smog, dangerous gases and substances, and inconvenient 
odor); and it will lead to stabilized temperature.

An excess or low level of air humidity will bring about and increase the occurrence of several 
diseases.[47] Unprotected surface/soil will produce higher temperature (Figure 1) and therefore greater 
amount of long-wave infrared radiation, heating up the lower atmosphere. In addition, increasing 
air temperature will mainly result in decreasing air humidity, because of the increase of atmospheric 
demand for water, when no water is available to be evaporated or transpired by plants (Figure 2).

FIGURE 1 Temperature variation (amplitude), at 15 cm depth, in a bare and mulch-covered soil, under tropical con-
ditions (November). The graph shows that it is possible to manage temperature extremes using mulching technique.
Source: Adapted from Torres (1997) in Primavesi.[8]
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Heat in excess, above 30°C, will sharply increase the productivity loss of labor and increase the mis-
takes or errors in the production line,[48] while polluted and dry air will increase respiratory diseases.[47] 
Polluted water will cause several gastroenteritis processes.[49–51] Human health degradation will cause 
problems for the production system, the health care service, and to our well being, with expectation of 
an earlier death.

What to Do?

The reactivation of the ecosystem services is needed, with the restoration of biodiversity, on a permeable 
soil, increasing rainwater yield and storage. It is also necessary to reduce waste production, by reduc-
tion, reuse, and recycling, as well as by neutralizing and adequate disposal of all harmful materials. We 
need to use water more efficiently.[52]

Another very important point is to stabilize air temperature (avoiding extremes) and air humid-
ity amplitude, by restoring green evapotranspiring areas, by establishing shade (Table 1) or soil cover 
(Figure 1), or by managing the surface albedo.[54–62] Nature manages albedo or sunshine reflectivity 
in function of available liquid water. Water bodies, humid soils, or live plants are darker (with lower 
albedo) and may absorb more sun energy than dry surfaces, dry leaves (straw), or solid water (snow and 
ice) fields (with greater albedo).

A notable complementary problem is when fire use is routine in landscape management,[63] especially 
in dry periods, turning the albedo very low (black surfaces), increasing the heat, and therefore knock-
ing down air humidity and quality, affecting health. Since we have global areas experiencing water 
 shortage[64] [being dry for moderate (3 to 5 months) to long (>6 months) periods], this may result in 

FIGURE 2 Relation between air temperature and potential water demand for air saturation.
Source: Adapted from Addams et al.[52]

TABLE 1 Temperature of Shaded and Unshaded Surfaces in the Tropics

Temperature

Shaded Unshaded Increase

Surface °C %

Green lawn 32 35 9
Dry lawn
Concrete

35
37

52
52

48
40

Asphalt 37 57 54

Source: Addams et al.[5]
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heating up of soils and surfaces, with temperatures above 52°C,[65] and this will produce atmospheric 
heat in excess (>300 W/ m2),[66] surprisingly where there were no forests.[67]

Trees, due to their darker color, will absorb more sun energy and produce more heat, warming up a 
cold environment, but when air temperature rises above a certain level, it starts the evapotranspiration 
process, keeping away the heat in excess. Trees may warm up and cool down an environment, depend-
ing on the need. Therefore, it is advisable to make a global effort to plant trees (forests) and manage 
agroforestry systems to restore ecosystem services such as temperature and air humidity stabilization, 
as well as to maintain a longer water cycle with more and better- distributed rain.[68–76]

It is necessary to take into account that there are biophysical limits for economic growth (adjusted to 
nature’s biological carrying capacity), which are mainly responsible for pollution as well as for biodiver-
sity and land degradation. From the nine main limitations (biodiversity loss, nitrogen and phosphorus 
cycle, climate change, acidification of seawater, ozone reduction in stratosphere, freshwater availability, 
change of soil use, chemical pollution, and aerosol pollution in atmosphere), we did trespass the first 
three, endangering our health and livelihood.[77]

indicators of improvement

The presence of biodiversity developing on permeable soils and the absence of pollution, waste disposal 
in landscapes, and contaminants result in clean freshwater, soil, air, and food.

tools to Be Used

Processes and tools based on ecological principles and processes to recover soil permeability (Figures 3 
and 4), biodiversity, and ecosystem services need to be used. The keystone of the food web we depend 
on is plants, especially those with healthy roots. Roots need to be in aerated and humid soil, protected 
(against temperatures above 33°C, which harms root health), and rich in organic material.

The concept of integrated natural resource management considering the watershed scale, aside from 
integrated and efficient water, fertilizer, and pest management, is advisable. In relation to waste disposal, 
pollution, and contamination, environmental technology, eco-technology, and cleaner technology are 
all in place. In the case of fossil fuel use, the reduction of wasteful use and the substitution by alterna-
tive renewable energy sources are advisable. In all cases, improvement in environmental legislation and 
education is necessary.

FIGURE 3 Crusting of an unprotected prepared seedbed after tropical rainshower, turning soil impervious to 
rainwater and aeration.
Source: Author’s personal archive.
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Sustainability

What is Sustainability?

In biology, sustainability means the processes running to maintain biological systems diverse and pro-
ductive over time.[5] In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development established a 
definition of sustainability, known as the Brundtland Report. It stated that sustainable development 
should reach the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs. Although this definition has become widely publicized, the term sustainability is not 
limited to one precise definition.[78]

Several authors have discussed the real meaning of sustainability and sustainable development.[16,28,79] 
Munoz[80] has presented a theoretical model of true sustainability or sustainable development ideas with 
global to local implications based on the need to balance social, economic, and environmental goals; 
stakeholders’ interests; and issues to induce or determine fairer or more appropriate development solu-
tions, options, and actions.

However, the social component can be seen as part of the environmental component, and the inter-
action of a health and developed environment (essential ecosystem services running) with educated, 
trained, organized, and health persons will generate a long-lasting economic component. Hence, the 
environmental component is the keystone, to sustain the virtual world as well, and only its improvement 
and quality will allow us to reach a stable social welfare and a sustainable economic profit.

What is the importance of Sustainability?

Historically, the first known examples of worry on sustainability, and the establishment of a definition, 
were from those growing up in the forestry sector, and this is because of wood shortage for a salt mining 
activity in Germany or for house building and coal production in Japan. Both cases resulted from poor 

FIGURE 4 Left: permeable healthy soil from a natural ecosystem, plenty of visible roots. Right: the same soil 
type, compacted, impervious, and dry from the inter row of a sugarcane field after 5 years of continuous intensive 
cultivation.
Source: Author’s personal archive.
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forest management and overexploitation. The question was, “What should we do to maintain a constant 
wood yield and cash flow for current and future forest owners’, managers’, and local workers’ liveli-
hood?” This question was discussed since 1442 in various regions of Germany, where wood consuming 
salt-mining activities did occur, and the concept was formulated firstly in 1650 in Saxonia (Germany) 
and later, independently, in 1666 in some deforested regions of Japan.[81]

The idea was that regenerative living resources, like wood/trees, could only be used/harvested in the 
same amount of the natural regrowth/recover/refill (with no use of external inputs, like water, energy, 
or fertilizer), and this by maintaining productivity, vitality, rejuvenation capacity, and biological diver-
sity, in a time span of around 120 years (the time needed by trees to grow for cutting), to avoid natural 
resource shortage, labor and cash shortage, and livelihood and health problems (mainly related to ero-
sion and flooding).[81]

In 1732, the idea on sustainable use of forest was published for the first time by von Carlowitz, and in 
1795, Georg Ludwig Hartig described how to manage a sustainable forest.[81] History shows us also that 
a sustainable activity may last for 5000 years and more.[82]

Related to sustainable forest management, the current definition is as follows: “The stewardship and 
use of forests and forest lands in a way, and at a rate, that maintains their biodiversity, productivity, 
regeneration capacity, vitality and their potential to fulfill, now and in the future, relevant ecological, 
economic and social functions, at local, national, and global levels, and that does not cause damage to 
other ecosystems.”[40]

Nature teaches us that the real development process of a natural primary environment occurs with 
the development or restoration of a permeable soil, protected by a diversified vegetation cover with an 
active rooting system, and the return to soil of diversified organic material, the energy source for the 
diversified and active soil life.

The soil–vegetation and associated biodiversity interaction could improve the available resident water 
of a site and also a longer water cycle. The more resident water, the more vegetation and the more perme-
able the soil, in a growing feedback loop. With greater amounts of available resident water-permeable 
soil-diversified vegetation and soil life, there is also an improvement in micro- and mesoclimate, with an 
increase in relative air humidity and a decrease in the maximum temperature and thermal amplitude, 
characteristic for desert environments.

This friendlier mesoclimate helps more sensible plant and animal species to establish and improves 
biodiversity, with their additive and emergent characteristics, mainly observed in the humid tropics. 
Ecology considers desert ecosystems sometimes as sustainable as drier tropical forest ecosystems, due 
to their richness in biodiversity. Thus, what level of environmental sustainability is desirable? It depends 
on the biological carrying capacity we want.

The biological carrying capacity represents the concept of primary productivity of an ecosystem, 
or the rate and amount in which energy is stored by photosynthetic or chemosynthetic activity of the 
producer organisms as organic substances, food for the food web.[5] The biological carrying capacity 
also considers the feeding capacity of grazing cattle, or grain equivalent available for humans (4 or 
16 persons/ha/yr, with a minimum need of 1000 kcal/day), calculated as available digestive energy 
or calories per surface unit and year. The biological carrying capacity depends on the recovering 
capacity of a site (resilience) to produce biomass, after yield, extraction, degradation, or pollution 
activities.

Hence, considering the exuberant flora and biomass production by the Amazonian forest, the ques-
tion arises: What is the biological carrying capacity of the around 40% sandy soils (<15% clay content) 
in the Amazonian basin without that great vegetation and the aggregated or dependent mesoclimate? 
Something similar to the Sahara? This example shows that the biological carrying capacity may be man-
aged in a certain range by improving the natural resource structural tripod of resident water (harvested 
and stored rainwater) in permeable soil (organic matter rich) under biodiverse, permanent, alive plant 
cover and the ecosystem services.
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Some agricultural production systems—although their processes result in improvement in envi-
ronmental characteristics, income, and social inclusion—are not sustainable, because of their great 
dependence on external inputs [fertilizer, energy, water (including fossil underground water), and tech-
nical support]. We could observe, however, that, with time, it is possible to reduce part of this depen-
dence, by switching to more organic and biological processes, after building up a minimum of fertility 
and organic matter level in soil, and introducing nitrogen-fixing leguminous trees. The goal of such 
process is to be more efficient and productive while maintaining or improving environment (natural 
resources) quality.[29]

What needs to Be Focused on Sustainability?

Considering that the main objective of all human activity, from a global to a local scale, is to promote 
life and its quality, environmental sustainability will be reached when the biological carrying capacity is 
adequate to supply the minimal health life requirements of a given human population.

An increase in the biological carrying capacity level will allow a rise in human population density. 
Instead of this, what occurs now is the destruction of the main natural resource structures and func-
tions (or ecosystem services), a decrease in the biological carrying capacity with an increase in human 
population density, and an increase in the production of solid, liquid, gaseous, and radiative wastes, 
thrown randomly in landscapes and marine ecosystems. We are currently watching a global ecologi-
cal regression process of terrestrial and marine ecosystems, back to conditions unsuitable for human 
health, livelihood, and life.[8]

We need to reduce losses and wasting of materials, as well as to avoid pollution and contamination of 
natural resources and products.

Which indicators Are Usable?

First, we need to reduce our ecological footprint (optimal land use),[83–88] our water footprint (optimal 
and efficient water use),[89–93] and our carbon footprint (carbon equivalent production in processes and 
carbon cycle)[94–96] by turning our production systems or life system more efficient and adequate to the 
global ecosystem carrying capacity. The measure of total sun energy use[97–100] is perhaps the best way to 
measure and turn the processes more sustainable.

Which tools Should Be Used?

The following are the main tools we need to use: primarily, knowledge on ecological principles and 
processes;[5,97] a better understanding of the processes using energy, land, water, and primary products; 
a retooling of the processes to turn them more efficient, using materials more harmless to the envi-
ronment and health; and a reduction of waste disposal in ecosystems. All of these are geared towards 
improving environmental legislation and education.

conclusion

It is necessary to stop the degradation or regression and pollution processes of terrestrial and marine 
ecosystems and restore their health. The processes nature uses to develop complex resilient ecosystems 
with great biological (including human) carrying capacity are known. To conserve, restore, or improve 
a sustainable and healthy planet with the immense carrying capacity of the human species, biodiversity 
and ecosystem services should be considered, based on the ecological knowledge of essential natural 
structures and processes.
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Moreover, as in nature, all kinds of wastes need to be reduced and recycled. Our technologies and 
processes need to maintain, restore, or mimic natural structures and processes to succeed and improve 
sustainability. A global awareness on the ecological principles and processes for a regional planning of 
the integrated local participatory activities to restore, maintain, or even improve the environmental 
health for sustainability of human societies is necessary.
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8
Biofertilizers

J. R. de Freitas

introduction

Biofertilizers include microorganisms and their metabolites that are capable of enhancing soil fertility, 
crop growth, and/or yield. These include both indigenous microbes and microbial inoculants, that is, 
microorganisms that replace fertilizers or increase a crop’s fertilizer use efficiency. Soil microorganisms 
such as bacteria, ectomycorhiza, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, and soil algae, especially the N2-fixing 
cyanobacteria have potential as biofertilizers. Nitrogen-fixing inoculants based on Rhizobium species 
were among the first biofertilizers introduced into agroecosystems back in the 19th century. In the 21th 
century, biofertilizers will become an increasingly important area of research and development.[1] The 
use of fertilizers and pesticides has increased steadily since the 1970s; consequently, concerns about 
the impacts of these chemicals on land, air, and water have become significant environmental issues. 
Biofertilizers provide an alternative to agricultural chemicals as more sustainable and ecologically 
sound practices to increase crop productivity. Biofertilizer sales forecasts in the United States for the 
years 2001 and 2006 represent $690 million and $1.6 billion, respectively. Examples of some biofertilizers 
currently in use worldwide are shown in Table 1.[2]
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TABLE 1 Organisms, Mode of Action, Crops, and Producers of Biofertilizers 
Currently in Use for Agriculture

Type Mode of Action Crop Used in

Rhizobium spp. N2 fixation Legumes Russia; several countries
Cyanobacteria N2 fixation Rice Japan; several countries
Azospirillum spp. N2 fixation Cereals Several countries
Mycorrhizae Nutrient acquisition Conifers Several countries
Penicillium bilaii P solubilization Cereals, legumes Western Canada
Directed compost Soil fertility All plants Several countries
Earthworm Humus formation Vegetables, flowers Cottage industry

Source: Adapted from Tengerdy and Szakacs.[2] Copyright 1998 Elsevier Science.
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Market for Biofertilizers

The market potential for biofertilizers includes the high value vegetable industry. A comparison of 
the base value of various crops and the increased value that can be obtained as the crop yield rises is 
illustrated in Table 2. Due to high nutrient requirements and high susceptibility to diseases, vegetable 
growers spend substantial amounts to protect this valuable produce. For example, average broccoli and 
tomato crops grown in California require ca. $62 and $170 worth of fertilizer and/or fungicide per acre, 
respectively. When the U.S. government prohibits the use of methyl bromide as a soil fumigant, as 
anticipated in 2005, development of biological products will be stimulated as an alternative to the use 
of chemicals.[3]

Mechanisms of Growth Promotion

The mechanisms covered in this entry are those that show commercial market potential; thus, it 
does not include all modes of action by which biofertilizers promote crop growth. Biofertilizers 
promote crop growth using several mechanisms with the primary one varying as a function of 
environmental conditions. Although the mechanisms of commercially available biofertilizers are 
not always entirely understood, growth promotion has been classified as the result of indirect or 
direct mechanisms. Indirect plant growth promotion may be associated with the repression of neg-
ative effects caused by phytopathogenic organisms, that is, biological control. Conversely, direct 
growth promotion mechanism may either provide some compound essential to crop development 
and/or stimulate nutrient uptake. Biofertilizers based on biological control agents Mycorrhizae and 
Rhizobium will be discussed in more detail elsewhere in this encyclopedia (e.g., Biological Pest 
Controls; Mycorrhiza; Rhizobia).

Phytohormones

Production of phytohormones is a commonly noted direct mechanism of plant growth promotion.[4] 
The nature of growth response may be the result of phytohormone production in the rhizosphere. 
Phytohormones are produced by many biofertilizers and include a list of plant growth regulators that 
are important in the plant’s metabolism. For example, auxins such as indole-3-acetic acid are known 
for their ability to stimulate root cell division, differentiation, and promote cell elongation. Other 
phytohormones such as cytokinin, gibberellin, and ethylene also play key roles in plant develop-
ment and have been reported to increase the growth of various commercial crops. The horticulture 
market for biofertilizer products based on gibberellin and other auxins is currently estimated at $600 
 million per year.

TABLE 2 Market Price and Potential Price Increments with Yield Increases of 5% and 
25% in Selected Vegetable Crops

Price Increments ($ per acre)

Vegetable Crop Market Price ($ per acre) 5% Yield Increase 25% Yield Increase

Carrot 4,520 226 1130
Cauliflower 4,179 209 1045
Celery 10,132 507 2533
Cucumber 3,296 165 824
Lettuce 5,882 294 1471
Tomato 9,966 498 2492

Source: Adapted from USDA.[3]
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Plant nutrient Acquisition

Several direct mechanisms are responsible for increased nutrient acquisition.

Biological nitrogen Fixation (BnF)

Nitrogen (N) is an essential macronutrient, that is, it is the key building block of proteins, thus an indis-
pensable component of the protoplasm of microorganisms, animals, and plants. The supply of biologi-
cally available N to agriculture through BNF represents ca. 140 × 106 ton/year, globally.[1] Therefore, BNF 
represents an economy of millions of dollars. N2-fixation by free-livingbacteria such as Azospirillum, 
Azotobacter, Bacillus, and Derxia species have beenexploited in agricultural systems for many decades 
and constitute an important source of Ninput into agro-ecosystems.[5] Other BNF associations include 
the water fern Azolla that forms asymbiosis with the heterocystous cyanobacterium Anabaena azollae. 
The Azolla–Anabaena system has been used as a biofertilizer in Vietnam and China for rice production 
and has the potential to supply the entire N requirement (30–50 kg N/ha) for a rice crop during the grow-
ing season.[6] Another diazotroph, the N2-fixing actinomycete Frankia, forms nodules (actinor- rhizae) 
in ca. 17 genera of nonlegume wood species with Alnus (alder) and the genus Casuarina being the most 
important for forestry and agriculture. Estimates of total N2 fixed range between 50–250 kg/ha/year, 
depending on the plant species and region. However, in some cases, inoculation with Frankia is nec-
essary for nodulation to occur. Ac- tinorrhizal plant species have been successfully inoculated with 
Frankia on a large scale. For example, millions of actinorrhizal trees, especially Alnus spp., inoculated 
with Frankia were used in land reclamation programs established in Canada.[7]

Phosphorus Solubilization

Certain microorganisms are very effective in solubilizing phosphorus (P) from insoluble phosphate com-
pounds such as hydroxyapatite through the action of organic acids. Numerous claims have been made 
about biofertilizers that can enhance plant growth by solubilizing P. A classical example is the bacterium 
Bacillus megaterium, which was formulated into an inoculant under the name of Phosphobacterin in 
the former Soviet Union. A similar biofertilizer based on P-solubilizing fungi is currently marketed in 
Canada as JumpStart™ for use on wheat, canola, mustard, and N2-fixing legumes.

Microbial Siderophore Uptake

Iron (Fe) is an important plant micronutrient. Plants assimilate iron by acidifying the rhizosphere 
and/or secreting phyto-siderophores with subsequent reassimilation of the iron–siderophore complex. 
However, plants also may benefit from the direct uptake of microbial siderophor–iron complexes. For 
example, some biofertilizers synthesize siderophores that can solubilize and sequester Fe from soil and 
provide it to plant cells, thus contributing to the nutrition and development of crops. In fact, studies 
demonstrate that ferric pseudobactin 358 may stimulate chlorophyll synthesis in carnation and barley.[8]

other nutrients

Studies with Azospirillum spp. and plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) have demonstrated 
the ability of these biofertilizers to promote enhancement of nutrient and water uptake into the plant. 
For example, inoculation of winter wheat seeds with pseudomonad PGPR stimulated the uptake of soil-
Fe and fertilizer-15N by winter wheat cultivated in two Canadian soils.[9] Similarly, inoculation of canola 
seeds with a Pseudomonas putida increased phosphate uptake from nutrient solution.[10] In these cases, 
the authors speculated that plant growth regulators produced by the biofertilizers in the plant’s rhizo-
sphere stimulated root development which, in turn, enhanced nutrient acquisition.
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Future Research Directions

It is clear that commercial crops can benefit directly from biofertilizers. Certainly, with the development 
of molecular biology and genetic manipulation of biofertilizers to improve N2-fixation, rhizosphere 
competence and ability to be used together with specific chemicals, will contribute to an integrated 
strategy to reduce the total amount of chemicals used in agriculture. Although biofertilizer products are 
currently available on the market, consistency is still the major factor that limits their use. Elucidation 
of mechanisms, development of stable formulations, effective delivery systems, and field demonstra-
tion of effective biofertilizers will definitely improve reliability and enhance their use as commercial 
biofertilizers.
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introduction

Large-scale ecosystem restoration involves layers of complexity including, at the most fundamental 
level, ecological cause/effect relationships that may not be well understood, immediately observable, 
or measurable. Ecological complexity alone ensures that ecosystem restoration will be characterized 
by difficulty and uncertainty. However, in the context of large-scale ecosystem restoration, ecologi-
cal complexity is compounded by other complexities including, for example, governance systems and 
regulatory frameworks not designed to approach restoration at the ecosystem scale and complex politi-
cal interactions associated with resource consumption, private property rights, and economic develop-
ment. Restoration leaders have created new governance structures, alternatively termed “collaborative 
resource governance” (CRG) or “collaborative environmental management,” designed to work through 
and around such layered complexity.[1] While these structures vary in form and scope across restoration 
programs, there are common threads among them that include the scale and complexity of problems 
they are designed to address, emphasis on locally tailored solutions, the allowance for experimentation 
and dynamic adaption, and the importance of information sharing and collaborative problem solving 
at multiple overlapping levels.[2] The main focus of this entry is on the nature of CRG as a means of man-
aging complexity and cross-jurisdictional issues in large-scale ecosystem restoration. In doing so, we 
review the evolution of these approaches in environmental and ecosystem management and the char-
acteristics, challenges, and opportunities that such approaches present for governance and ecosystem 
restoration. More specifically, we discuss collaborative governance structures that have been adopted 
to manage two of the largest ecosystem restoration programs in the country, Gulf Coast ecosystem 
restoration and Everglades restoration.[3,4] Similar institutional mechanisms, i.e., ecosystem restoration 
taskforces, were put in place for both these ecosystems. These two programs present an opportunity for 
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ascertaining whether synergies can be created in an ecosystem restoration program by cross-pollinating 
engagement at many levels with another restoration program.

We begin our discussion of this topic by examining how collaborative governance has emerged as one 
of the predominant mechanisms for addressing complex policy problems. Next, we note the evolution 
of environmental management in the United States toward large-scale ecosystem management through 
employment of collaborative governance. Although ecosystem restoration projects increasingly rely on 
this approach for governance and implementation, they are extremely diverse as a reflection of their 
political, administrative, and environmental contexts. Thus, the following section attempts to derive 
important lessons gleaned from these specific projects. Then, CRG will be defined as a distinct type of 
governance model that exhibits several general characteristics. A specific example of CRG, the ecosys-
tem restoration task force model is the focus of the final sections. The Florida Everglades and the Gulf of 
Mexico, two of the world’s largest ecosystem restoration projects that employ the task force model, will 
be discussed and compared. The conclusion elaborates how experience with these models can serve as 
the basis for future comparative research and as a guide for governance structures and environmental 
management.

Governance Models: collaborative environmental Management

Since the 1980s, collaborative governance has emerged as a predominant paradigm to resolve various 
policy issues, and this shift has been part of a gradual and broader movement in both the theory and 
praxis of public administration. Public managers have increasingly been addressing complex problems 
through networks, strategic partnerships, alliances, coalitions, contractual relationships, committees, 
consortia, and councils; these mechanisms have been used to develop collaborative mechanisms across 
jurisdictions, governments, and sectors. Collaborative governance approaches are thus increasingly 
being used in response to public demands and to deal with boundary-spanning policy problems that 
cannot be addressed by traditional regulatory approaches relying on single agencies and jurisdictions.[5,6]

Governance models for natural resource management have mirrored and, in some instances, even 
led to the gradual shift in collaborative governance, due to the emergence of various forms of partner-
ships and civic environmentalism that emerged to deal with environmental problems.[7,8] Reasons for 
the emergence of collaborative environmental management are many, overlapping, and varied. Some 
types of collaborative environmental governance emerged as a result of federal cutbacks, leading to 
civic environmentalism and citizens pushing for environmental changes.[8] For the most part, though, 
forms of collaborative environmental management came about as a result of the problems stemming 
from command-and-control measures, which often resulted in protracted conflict or failure to achieve 
key objectives. This led to calls for change from bureaucratic, adversarial, technology-based regula-
tory approaches, which were the basis for many environmental policies in the 1970s and early 1980s, 
to “results-based” and voluntary approaches to regulation.[9] Similar to other policy problems, calls for 
more collaborative measures also stemmed from the complexity of environmental problems that were 
not effectively addressed by conventional rule-based, top-down, and hierarchical approaches. The lat-
ter were seen as problematic in that they did not allow for more democratic forms of participation, 
stymied potential innovation, were ineffective in addressing multimedia environmental hazards and 
those stemming from nonpoint sources of pollution, and relied on unrealistic models of administrative 
and individual rationality.[7,9–11] To deal with these cross-jurisdictional problems, there were calls for 
more holistic and integrated approaches to deal with ecosystems such as large watersheds and forests. 
The adoption of more holistic approaches through collaborative environmental management grew dur-
ing the 1990s particularly the Clinton administration; during this period, the ecosystem approach was 
greatly expanded both to better administer large restoration projects (such as the Everglades and the 
Northwest Forest plans) and to address smaller ecosystem and habitat conservation planning.[12]

Collaborative environmental management takes many forms: some entail collaboration between mul-
tiple agencies only, while others are characterized by the presence of multiple stakeholders such as actors 
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in the private and nonprofit sectors. In some cases of collaborative environmental management, govern-
ment has led the efforts; in others, government has encouraged it through grants and other incentives; 
and, at times, the efforts at collaborative management have been pioneered by other stakeholders such as 
citizens or nonprofit groups.[13] What distinguishes these collaborative approaches from earlier forms of 
environmental management is the movement away from command-and-control policies toward those 
that are both more inclusive of and seek to incentivize public participation. The search for mutually 
beneficial policy solutions by encouraging broad participation from local stakeholders, underscoring 
the importance of consensus and voluntary approaches, and building trust-based policy networks are 
defining characteristics of collaborative environmental approaches. In addition, collaborative environ-
mental governance also involves improvements in scientific understanding of how ecological processes 
affect resource outcomes across artificial jurisdictional and political boundaries[14] and careful scientific 
monitoring to allow for managerial adaptation as necessary.[12]

Since collaborative environmental governance is an institutional mechanism for natural resource 
management, its development and success may depend on the set of institutional rules applied in eco-
system management. As noted by Elinor Ostrom, successful institutions tend to have certain design 
principles, such as rules adapted to local circumstances, clearly defined resource boundaries, informa-
tion about resource variability, monitoring and sanction mechanisms, and local conflict resolutions 
forums.[15] While these principles may not ensure success, they could be contributory factors, as noted 
in our discussion about CRG structures adopted for large-scale ecosystem restoration.

In the next section, we discuss how collaborative governance approaches have been used in ecosystem 
management, which has seen a shift from place-based to species-based conservation.

collaborative Governance Approaches 
and ecosystem Management

Over the past 30 years, place-based and species-based approaches to environmental conservation have 
been giving way to more holistic and collaborative approaches to ecosystem management.[16] The ear-
lier strategies involved prescriptive, or command-and-control, regulatory approaches that targeted 
discrete, identifiable sources of environmental damage.[17] Traditional regulatory approaches target the 
“low-hanging fruit” with respect to environmental problems, but they are insufficient for resource man-
agement and the restoration of ecosystems that are subject to multiple interdependent and interacting 
conditions, lacking clear or easily discernable sources of damage.[17] Collaborative ecosystem governance 
is a response to seemingly intractable environmental problems that do not fall neatly within the domain 
of any one governmental jurisdiction or agency.[1] Comparatively speaking, there is a great deal of varia-
tion in how such collaborative governing bodies are convened, their constellation of participants, the 
type and pattern of interactions, and the ecosystem problems they manage.

On the surface, these diverse institutional arrangements appear to be distinct problem-specific envi-
ronmental responses because they conform to the particular resource systems they are designed to man-
age. However, collaborative ecosystem governance models share common characteristics that set them 
apart as a distinctive alternative to the traditional legal and institutional approaches relied upon for 
environmental management.[2] Furthermore, since they are characteristically more flexible, participa-
tory, deliberative, and heterarchical forms of organization, they are considered to be more responsive, 
legitimate, and effective. Yet, little is known about the preconditions for their effectiveness or the ulti-
mate consequences for democratic processes.[16]

The concern for democratic process is not inconsequential, and it is twofold. In the most general 
sense, the nature of these new governance structures precludes direct lines of political accountabil-
ity. The decision-making process encompasses a diverse range of public and private actors along with 
nonelected administrators, and it supersedes jurisdictional authority. This not only threatens political 
accountability but also can be an impediment to collaboration to the extent that it undermines the 
political autonomy of participants. For example, governors are likely to be faced with choosing which to 
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subordinate—the political will of their state or the will of the collaborative governance structure. In the 
case of interstate water compacts, this dilemma lies at the heart of legal conflicts. Despite commitment 
to interstate water agreements, legal recourse is often the only viable mechanism for conflict resolution 
when public officials are trapped between the terms of their compact agreements and evolving demands 
of their constituencies.[18] Given the long-term nature of these governance models, the challenge is to 
address both the issue of democratic process and strategies for maintaining broad-based public support 
and the political will necessary to sustain and inform them.

opportunities and challenges of Large-Scale 
ecosystem Restoration

There are numerous challenges presented by collaborative ecosystem governance that stem from the 
complexity inherent both in the nature of large-scale ecosystem restoration and in the governance 
models themselves. Conceptualizing resource management as ecosystem management expands the 
range of considerations to include multiple competing uses and users, nonpoint sources of dam-
age, nonlinear environmental reactions, and uncertain interactive effects and threshold points. The 
corresponding governance models are no less complex because they involve designing governing 
 arrangements to accommodate specific environmental issues that are often framed by competing eco-
nomic, political, and social contexts. As such, they necessarily overlap political jurisdictions and the 
functional boundaries of agencies, and they encompass multiple levels of governmental decisionmak-
ers, regulatory bodies, and nongovernmental participants. Sustaining active cooperation, maintaining 
public and political support, and securing sufficient commitment resources necessary for uncertain 
and changing environmental problems over an indeterminate time frame are just some of the practi-
cal challenges. At the same time, embracing postsovereign governing arrangements, “rolling-rule” 
regulatory models, and adaptive management techniques represent paradigmatic shifts that entail 
philosophical challenges, which depend on more fundamental changes.[16,17,19,20] Reliance on intersov-
ereign agreements and  sovereign-dominated approaches has not been an adequate match for the scale 
of ecosystem problems particularly when they merely result in lowest-common-denominator agree-
ments on uses and measures.[19] Nevertheless, expanding the range of issues addressed and the number 
of parties involved in governance raises questions about the role of government in facilitating effective 
decisions operating outside direct political control and in the “shadow of hierarchy.”[16] In addition 
to overcoming philosophical and practical challenges, there is the additional challenge of designing 
the appropriate governance structure given the context and the particular ecosystem problem to be 
addressed.[20]

The propensity to focus on the challenges overlooks important opportunities presented by large-scale 
ecosystem governance. Collaborative environmental management offers a highly dynamic and partici-
pative approach to policy implementation that integrates localized knowledge and scientific learning 
into future decisionmaking.[2] Adaptive management approaches are more conducive to experimenta-
tion required in conditions of uncertainty, allowing for creativity, flexibility, and learning.[17] Broad-
based participation improves the public and political buy-in necessary for credibility and legitimacy, the 
commitment and pooling of resources, and long-term collaboration.[20] Moreover, collaborative gover-
nance models offer an opportunity to address long-recognized challenges presented by the decentraliza-
tion and devolution of government and related concerns about democratic control associated with the 
increasing discretion afforded networks of administrators and nongovernmental actors in performing 
functions of the state. The state has an important role to play in preventing dysfunction and facilitating 
these governance models by ensuring democratic processes and integrating technical and normative 
considerations toward effective implementation.[16] Distinct from networks of policy actors, public– 
private partnerships, or devolved federal responsibilities, CRG is a much narrower, issue-specific, model 
of democratic governance.
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collaborative Resource Governance

Collaborative resource governance can be defined as a diverse group of public and private stakeholders 
working together to address shared problems that extend beyond their individual capacities.[1,16] Unlike 
other policy configurations common in the literature, such as public–private partnerships, policy net-
works that seek to influence government, or networks of government actors that informally coalesce 
around “wicked problems,” they are distinctive problem-solving, polyarchic governance models focused 
on complex ecological problems that overwhelm the capacity of the sovereign state.[17] Although exam-
ples of CRG vary in scale, focus, and structure, they are an increasingly important focus of research for 
the purpose of ascertaining factors that determine their effectiveness, the specific role of the state, and 
their level of success in managing large-scale ecological problems.[20,1]

The form a collaborative governance model assumes depends on environmental, political, and eco-
nomic contexts. Comparative research is beginning to identify specific factors that contribute to how 
they function, as well as emergent concerns. For the most part, the diversity of these initiatives belies 
similarities among them. Some defining characteristics of CRG are its hybrid public-private structure, 
the scale and complexity problems they are designed to address, emphasis on locally tailored solutions, 
the allowance for experimentation and dynamic adaption, and the importance of information sharing 
and collaborative problem solving at multiple overlapping levels.[2] Success, on the other hand, is highly 
dependent on how they are organized, funded, and governed.[21] Integrating science into the decision-
making process has also been seen as critically important, necessitating broad-based participatory pro-
cesses that preclude science from being manipulated, or trumped, by the political process.[20] Process 
is just as important as structure for ensuring flexibility and adaptability in order to incorporate new 
scientific information and to make necessary course corrections. Despite the dependence on nongov-
ernmental actors and decentralized and fragmented approaches, there is a critical role for government 
in providing definitional guidance, participatory incentives, and enforcement capabilities.[16] One com-
mon problem is that most initiatives severely underestimate the expense (financial, time, and personnel 
investment) of collaborative approaches to ecosystem management relative to traditional regulatory 
approaches.[20] Examples of CRG programs are indicative of specific lessons learned.

The Chesapeake Bay Program is generally acknowledged as one of the oldest and most organization-
ally successful of these programs despite questionable improvements in water quality.[17] It exemplifies 
the importance of having reliable mechanisms in place in order to facilitate participation, public out-
reach, and the integration of scientific information into decisionmaking.[20] Diffuse governance that 
is not contained by traditional political authority requires special effort not only to capitalize on the 
respective strengths of participants but also to cultivate legitimate and credible processes.

The California Bay-Delta Program (CALFED) has demonstrated the importance of generating broad-
based scientific input, instituting internal and external peer review of scientific proposals, and devising 
conceptual models for communicating scientific information to decision makers and stakeholders. The 
CALFED has also shown the benefit of dedicating facilitators and planners to ensure vertical integra-
tion and secure long-term funding. However, problems did emerge with CALFED; for instance, sev-
eral independent reports criticized its governance structure, stakeholders moved water management 
decisions outside the CALFED process using environmental litigation, the executive director and lead 
scientist resigned in 2004, and faced with mounting criticism, the CALFED Bay-Delta Authority voted 
to disband itself in 2005.[14]

The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) is an example of how clearly defined prob-
lems and agreement over the urgency of an environmental issue can coalesce political and financial 
support. However, CERP is also an example of how political tensions between state and federal levels 
can impede cooperation. These tensions stem in part from prematurely determining CERP’s organiza-
tional structure and possible alternative solutions for Everglades restoration prior to scientific involve-
ment, which constrained options by favoring methods preferred by the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE).[20] The CERP has demonstrated the benefit of adaptive monitoring in the early 
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stages of new strategies and also, for the sake of long-term goals, the need for clarifying performance 
measures and indicators.

Since the 2010 oil spill, the Louisiana Coastal Area Ecosystem Restoration Program (LCA) has 
transitioned to the task-force model followed by CERP. However, problems with its previous model 
are instructive. The LCA, like CERP, experienced state-federal tensions for differing reasons but 
which were also exacerbated by restrictive control under the USACE. Options available to the LCA 
were severely constrained by political pressures by powerful stakeholders. Still, the LCA’s structure 
and processes were not adequately designed to facilitate broad-based participation, generate public 
buy-in, or integrate science in ongoing decision-making.[20] The result was an excessive focus on local 
symptoms to the exclusion of root causes tied to resource practices in the Mississippi Ohio–Missouri 
river basin.

Lastly, the Glen Canyon Adaptive Management Program exemplifies the potential for adaptive man-
agement in these new governance models.[20] Adaptive management emphasizes learning, adjustment, 
and the acceptance of rolling rules rather than grounding in static regulatory or managerial approaches. 
However, there is still much misunderstanding about these approaches that requires education in order 
to facilitate a transition from traditional, static approaches to adaptive methods of regulation and local-
ized policy implementation.[17] The experiences of these CRG programs are indicative of jurisdictional 
issues relating to ecosystem management that do not easily correspond with traditional forms gover-
nance or regulatory approaches.

cross-Jurisdictional issues

Jurisdictional issues are of particular importance to CRG because the geographic dimensions of eco-
system restoration defy traditional political and functional boundaries, presenting new challenges for 
environmental regulation and management. The geographic scale of an ecosystem means that it often 
will encompass some combination of municipalities, counties, states, regions, and nations.[17] Similarly, 
resource users and sources of environmental degradation are not contained by any particular jurisdic-
tion or subsumed under any one political authority. Thus, problems neither fall neatly within the control 
of any particular authority nor the functional realm of any particular agency. Nevertheless, the magni-
tude of environmental problems exceeds the capacity, resources, and expertise of any one governmental 
entity.

Traditional regulatory methods are not equipped to deal with uncertainty, complexity, and continu-
ous change. They are appropriate for targeting point-source problems but cannot account for the diver-
sity presented by numerous local circumstances.[16] Legal scholars are examining the implications of 
CRG for the future of environmental regulation and the use of adaptive rolling rules more suitable to 
uncertainty and change.[16,17,19] Similarly, the decentralized and fragmented governance structure neces-
sitated by the nature and magnitude of resource problems presents an enormous challenge for manage-
ment. There are numerous public and private parties involved, and addressing problems of this scope 
depends on long-term commitment and public support. This requires managing collaborative activities 
of numerous parties from multiple jurisdictions and diverse functional backgrounds that often have 
competing interests. The challenge is not only to coordinate participants but also to sustain coopera-
tion. Although CALFED demonstrated the importance of broad participation and “bottom-up” policy 
approaches, the problems that emerged highlighted the importance of having a clear direction and iden-
tifiable goals. Authority may be diffuse, but leadership is imperative in order to maintain momentum, 
negotiate compromises among competing interests, and translate and communicate across functions 
(e.g., political decisionmakers and scientists, scientists and the public, and across agency missions and 
cultures). Adaptive management is appropriate for CRG because it allows for experimentation, learning, 
adaptation, and course corrections.[17,20] Adaptive management represents a paradigm shift, and possibly 
a hurdle, for politicians, administrators, and regulators used to operating within defined jurisdictions. 
As researchers consider the list of factors that determine the success or failure of CRG as a general 
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approach to large-scale ecosystem restoration, it is helpful to highlight one specific CRG structure that 
has been both in place for a considerable period of time and recently replicated. As such, may provide 
important and unique opportunities to increase understanding of CRG.

Focus: ecosystem Restoration task Force Model

The restoration of the Gulf of Mexico and the restoration of the Florida Everglades are two of the largest 
and most complex ecosystem restoration programs in the world.[22–24] The highest level of intergovern-
mental coordination for both programs occurs under the auspices of intergovernmental task forces cre-
ated by the federal government. This model warrants closer consideration because although the two task 
forces differ somewhat in constitution and scope, there are enough similarities between them to make 
the case that they are two examples of a single intergovernmental coordination and governance struc-
ture. This “duplication” of a specific CRG structure in two large-scale ecosystem restoration programs 
provides an opportunity to observe the successes and challenges for this institutional design and struc-
ture over time in a way that cannot occur when focused solely on a structure that is unique to a specific 
ecosystem. In addition, the model warrants closer consideration because of its longevity in the case of 
the Everglades and, in the case of the Gulf Coast, its relevance to the most current and high profile issues 
in large-scale ecosystem restoration.

South Florida ecosystem Restoration task Force

The origins of the South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task Force (SFERTF) can be traced to the frac-
tured state of intergovernmental relationships that existed in the late 1980s due to contentious litigation 
between the federal government and the state of Florida over degraded water quality in the Everglades.[23] 
The litigation, which began in 1988 and continues today, produced a settlement agreement in 1992 that, 
for the time being, opened a window of opportunity to improve intergovernmental relations in order to 
begin addressing a broader range of Everglades restoration issues.[23,25] At the beginning of the Clinton 
administration, then secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bruce Babbitt, exploited the litiga-
tion lull and ushered in a new era of collaboration on Everglades restoration issues, which included the 
first incarnation of the SFERTF, created by Bruce Babbitt.[23,25]

Membership of this original SFERTF was limited to six federal agencies, but 3 years later, Congress 
created a new task force (also called the SFERTF) and expanded its membership to include nonfederal 
representatives.[23] The new Task Force was to be chaired by the Secretary of the Department of the 
Interior and was to include the secretaries of the Commerce, Army, Agriculture, and Transportation 
departments, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the attorney gen-
eral. Congress allowed these Presidential Cabinet members to designate appointees to represent them; 
however, the statute requires that designees be at the assistant secretary or equivalent level of authority.[4] 
The SFERTF also includes representation for the state of Florida, the Miccosukee Tribe of Florida, the 
Seminole Tribe of Florida, the South Florida Water Management District, and local governments. In the 
same legislation, Congress directed the Secretary of the Army to develop a “... proposed comprehensive 
plan for the purpose of restoring, preserving and protecting the South Florida ecosystem” [(4) §§ 528(b)
(1)(A)(i)-528(f)(3)].

Initially, the SFERTF was charged with a number of coordination and oversight responsibilities 
during the restoration plan development phase; however the statute did not include a sunset provision 
to dissolve or transform the SFERTF at the completion of that phase. On the contrary, over the decade 
that followed, the Congress wove SFERTF oversight into the implementation phase of restoration, 
as did federal regulations governing the restoration program that were developed in 2002.[26,27] The 
responsibilities of the SFERTF include consultation with the Secretary of the Army; coordination of 
restoration policy, strategy, priorities, and programs; the exchange of information among task force 
members; facilitation of intergovernmental dispute resolution; coordination of restoration science; 
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the support of implementing agencies; the coordination of financial reporting and budget requests; 
and reporting biennially to Congress on its own activities and on the progress of restoration efforts 
and results.[4]

Gulf coast ecosystem Restoration task Force

In the spring of 2010, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill became one of the worst man-made environmental 
disasters in American history.[22] In total, an estimated 4.9 million gallons of oil was released into the 
Gulf of Mexico, resulting in short- and long-term environmental and economic impacts that may not be 
fully quantified or understood for years to come.[22] The emergency response to the Deep-water Horizon 
crisis required significant intergovernmental coordination to address rescue and recovery, well closure, 
and cleanup.[3,22] During the response period, U.S. President Barack Obama ordered the Secretary of 
the Navy, Ray Mabus, to develop a vision for moving from response to recovery and restoration in the 
Gulf of Mexico.

The so-called “Mabus Report” was released in September 2010 and took an expansive view of Gulf 
restoration that went beyond ecological damage caused by the oil spill and included consideration of the 
broad range of ecosystem challenges in the Gulf and Gulf Coast that preceded the Deepwater Horizon 
crisis.[22] Secretary Mabus issued a set of recommendations, which in part focused on short- and long-
term intergovernmental coordination in the recovery and restoration effort. The secretary recom-
mended that Congress establish the Gulf Coast Recovery Council to coordinate federal, state, and tribal 
restoration and recovery actions and to coordinate with and support activities conducted under the 
Natural Resources Damage Assessment (NRDA) process.[22] However, the Secretary also recommended 
the immediate designation of a lead federal restoration agency and the immediate creation of the Gulf 
Coast Restoration Task Force. The executive branch of government could carry out these recommenda-
tions without Congressional action. Mabus suggested that the task force initiate the development of a 
restoration and recovery strategy for the Gulf and pointed out that if Congress acted to establish the 
recommended council, it could subsume the task force.[22]

A month after the release of the Mabus Report, President Barack Obama created the Gulf Coast 
Ecosystem Restoration Task Force (GCERTF) by Executive Order.[3] The President’s order states that 
“[t]o effectively address the damage caused by the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, address the [sic] long-
standing ecological decline, and begin moving toward a more resilient Gulf Coast ecosystem, ecosystem 
restoration is needed” (Section 1). The Executive Order specifies federal membership of the GCERTF as 
including “senior officials” [Section 2 (a)(1)] of the Departments of Defense (Army Civil Works), Justice, 
Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Transportation; the EPA; the White House Offices of Management 
and Budget and Science and Technology Policy; and the White House Councils on Environmental 
Quality and Domestic Policy. The task force includes representatives of the five Gulf coast states and 
has the authority to add representatives of affected tribal governments.[3] The GCERTF was created as an 
advisory body to coordinate intergovernmental restoration efforts, support the NRDA process, present to 
the President a strategy for Gulf restoration, coordinate scientific research, engage stakeholders and the 
public, and report to the President biennially on the progress of the restoration strategy.[3]

common threads between the SFeRtF and GceRtF

The similarities of structure and scope are evident between these two governance bodies. Every federal 
agency represented on the SFERTF is also represented on the GCERTF, a reflection of the significant 
jurisdictional and geographic overlap between the Everglades and the Gulf Coast; both include state 
representation, and both are responsible for strategic planning, the coordination of intergovernmental 
activities and science, stakeholder engagement, and biennial reporting on restoration progress.[3,4] Both 
task forces are administered by senior executives of the federal government who supervise full-time staff 
dedicated exclusively to task force administration.
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More than 700 miles of Gulf coastline and 100% of the Everglades ecosystem are located in the state 
of Florida, and in fact, the Greater Everglades Ecosystem includes significant Gulf Coast resources such 
as the Caloosa-hatchee Estuary.[24,28] This shared geography not only ensures a great deal of intergov-
ernmental cross-pollination at both the political and staff levels, but it also ensures high levels of cross-
pollination among stakeholders, nongovernmental organizations, scientists, journalists, and elected 
officials involved in both programs. Operational or “day-to-day” collaboration, above and beyond the 
collaboration that flows from formal governance structures like the GCERTF and SFERTF, is an impor-
tant factor in many large-scale ecosystem restoration programs.[1] Over time, the cross-pollination 
occurring between the Gulf Coast and Everglades restoration programs may have synergistic effects 
on operational collaboration for both. These two programs may help operationalize the premise that 
collaboration among ecosystem restoration efforts creates synergies, efficiencies, and benefits across 
programs, a premise central to the mission of efforts such as America’s Great Waters Coalition.[29]

conclusion

As discussed in this entry, large-scale ecosystem restoration, as an approach to solving complex, multi-
dimensional environmental problems, presents challenges of scale, causality, and jurisdiction that can 
overwhelm the capacity of a single state, jurisdiction, or authority. Configurations of governmental, 
private sector, and nongovernmental actors have produced a variety of collaborative arrangements in 
response to addressing high levels of complexity. While models vary across restoration programs and 
tend to pursue strategies tailored to specific environmental problems, there are identifiable common 
features among models, such as the integration of adaptive management principles, stakeholder engage-
ment processes, and the incorporation of science in decisionmaking. The government’s comprehen-
sive approach to ecosystem restoration in the aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill may be an 
indication that CRG is an approach to environmental management that is in its ascendancy. The Gulf 
ecosystem restoration program borrows its model of collaborative governance from a model that has 
been in place in the Everglades restoration program for 16 years. This is an opportunity for compara-
tive research on collaborative resource management that can inform future applications of CRG about 
specific challenges and opportunities relating to large-scale ecosystem restoration. Importantly, future 
research must also account for several issues that are beyond the scope of this entry. For example, a 
nuanced understanding of the political, administrative, and logistical challenges requires an in-depth 
understanding of the histories and the legal challenges confronted in each of these cases, as well as 
assessments of the level of success in meeting respective environmental goals.
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introduction

This chapter presents an updated and extended version of prior work, while retaining an earlier defi-
nition and overview of the notion of ecosystem planning—and the related prospect of reconciliation 
of disciplinary tensions and realities slowing progress in understanding of the merits of ecosystem 
 planning.[1] This chapter extends the original discussion of natural landscapes and urban systems to the 
potentially positive roles of ecosystem planning in communities of actors and stakeholders dealing with 
the concurrent effects of urbanization and climate changes.

Humans have a long history of modifying their environment to suit their own perceived needs. 
Science and technology provide a certain, limited capacity to anticipate the behavior of ecosystems and 
plan a chosen set of desired ecosystem responses. However, because ecosystems are complex systems, 
i.e., governed by nonlinear behavior via self-organization and thresholds, true planning activities are 
bound to have a very limited relevance and effect. In various ecosystem contexts, some planning may or 
may not be possible—depending on the type and scale of the intended ecosystem responses. Therefore, 
it is important to define the scope of ecosystem planning. The term ecosystem planning is very rarely 
used in the literature, and this formulation might well be regarded as arriving with negative connota-
tions likely to hamper the future use of the concept in disciplinary contexts. However, its simplicity and 
straightforwardness have a certain appeal for environmental managers in their search for a synthetic 
vocabulary to help them in the necessary integration of knowledge from many fields and disciplines. 
The term “ecosystem planning” may, for this reason, be usefully adopted in practice, albeit in epistemo-
logically controversial ways. An eventual adoption of the term by the growing community of problem-
solving-oriented environmental managers will require some substantial definition clarification efforts 
and responses to epistemological difficulties. 
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context

Any observer of the use of the expression “ecosystem planning” in the extant literature will see it fre-
quently used as shorthand for “ecosystem management planning,” most notably in situations of manage-
ment of environmental resources. For example, silvicultural practices often employ the term “planning” 
in the context of forest management, sometimes referring to “forest planning” or even “ecological forest 
planning.”[2] Such contexts are typically described in terms of managerial objectives such as “multi-
objective managerial planning,” to which descriptors such as “ecological” or “ecosystem” are often 
applied to account for the natural processes involved.[3] In this context, planning seems to refer to pro-
cedures applied to attain some desired, pre-established objectives in terms of exploitation of resources. 
One can observe that, despite occasional claims of the contrary, the literature tends to recognize that 
planning refers to some empirical knowledge-related procedure to obtain a benefit from ecosystems, not 
a procedure to make ecosystems. Yet, this distinction is not always sufficiently clear, with certain confu-
sions persisting in the authors’ understanding of the fundamental differences between the aspiration 
to plan and the nature of ecosystems. Ecosystem planning is often mentioned in contexts that imply 
manipulating ecosystems to the purpose of obtaining desired outcomes. This fact, together with the 
lack of agreement on what ecosystem planning is supposed to designate, is a warning that more work is 
needed to clarify the concept and the practice. This entry takes on this objective and retains the original 
definition as baseline for further developments and reviews.

To various extents, properties of ecosystems may be changed. At one end of the spectrum  (gradient) 
of human intervention in ecosystems is the domain of conservation biology, which mainly aims at pro-
tecting–preserving a given ecosystem (or components of it) as is.[4,5] At the other end of the gradient is 
“ecological engineering,” which essentially pursues objectives related to “ecological reconstruction” or 
“ecosystem restoration” of heavily degraded areas or even aims at developing new ecosystems.[6] The 
term ecosystem planning incorporates an inbuilt contradiction between the self-organizing, nonlinear 
character of ecosystems[7,8] and the linear, human-organizing character of planning. Despite this, the 
incontestable global reality is that most terrestrial and water ecosystems are under some form of modi-
fication by humans and thus subject to management involving both natural ecosystem dynamics and 
planning. Even though nature conservation’s original aim was the prioritized protection of pristine and 
near-pristine environments, and ecology seeks to understand natural processes, i.e., those undisturbed 
by human interventions, we have to deal every day, and in most situations, with ecosystems that are 
heavily influenced by human choice and action. Indeed, given the fact of global changes, we cannot just 
continue to talk about “untouched” or “wild” nature. The term ecosystem planning might, therefore, 
gain widespread use, in diverse circumstances, notwithstanding the epistemological difficulties it car-
ries along.

Definition

In order to reconcile the nature of ecosystems with human planning reflexes and with the need for a 
practically useful, integrative understanding of the term “ecosystem planning,” we propose a working 
definition: ecosystem planning refers to the human activity of anticipating and inducing the generation 
of a set of ecosystem goods and services (EGS), within the limits allowed by the intrinsic dynamics of 
ecosystems.

For our purposes, EGS are “the capacity of natural processes and components to provide goods and 
services that satisfy human needs, directly or indirectly.” EGS involve the translation of ecological com-
plexity (structures and processes) into a more restricted set of ecosystem functions that ground the 
provision of goods and services that are valued by humans. Admittedly, the term “ecosystem func-
tion” has been subject to conflicting interpretations, sometimes referring to internal functioning of an 
ecosystem (e.g., energy and matter fluxes, food chains, and food webs) and sometimes relating to the 
benefits derived by humans from the properties and processes of ecosystems (e.g., food production).[9,10] 
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Such semantic hesitations illustrate or perhaps reproduce the epistemological difficulties that tend to 
be encountered at the human/nature interface. Indeed ecosystem planning is implicit in the literature 
concerned with Coupled Human and Natural Systems (CHANS).[11] In the definition above, ecosystem 
planning is explicitly ascribed to, and constrained by, the limited human capacity to influence ecosys-
tems. This attribute should be read as the crux of the concept and a key idea of this work piece.

Dynamics intrinsic to ecosystems, thresholds and nonlinearity, are explained by the laws of phys-
ics, and ecosystems can be understood as complex systems—with the support of complexity science. 
Ecosystem properties are subject to some limited influence, but they are not responsive to human plan-
ning imperatives. To use a somewhat less precise but more intuitive illustration, an ecosystem (as a 
multi-individual system, in terms of system biology) is analogous to a human body (an individual 
system) in that it can be trained and improved, and a certain number of its parts may be changed, 
but it cannot be changed as a system—any attempt to do so will cross organizational and functional 
thresholds that are steps towards its destruction. The system has its own character. It can be enlarged, 
squeezed, accelerated, or made more productive or more beautiful—but its essential characteristics 
as a system cannot be changed. Ecosystem planning is, therefore, like education of a human indi-
vidual: it can aim at reaching the utilization of its maximum potential, but it cannot change its genetic 
endowment.

term Uses

Viewed in isolation and out of context, the term ecosystem planning makes little sense. Its meaning and 
value become apparent only once it is considered in association with other types of planning and with 
attention to the concept’s carrying of a specific understanding of intrinsic ecosystem dynamics.

Our working definition has several consequences and lessons. One is that the term ecosystem plan-
ning captures only partially the relation between humans and ecosystems. Employment of unduly 
broad or general meanings is harmful because they would allow (or inadvertently convey) the mistaken 
assumption that human action can compensate for ecosystem destruction by sheer planning. In reality, 
once destroyed (e.g., by overexploitation), the capacity of ecosystems to provide EGS (or “ecosystem car-
rying capacity” in the ecological economics vocabulary) cannot be simply restored by further planning. 
Carrying capacity is grounded in the ecosystem’s intrinsic properties, and these develop during the 
long-term ecological history of the place. In economically equivalent terminology, the carrying capacity 
represents the “natural capital” (KN), or, differently put, the ensemble of EGS extractable from a given 
ecosystem. Unlike the physical (KP) and the human capital (KH), natural capital is irreplaceable since it 
is dependent on ecological thresholds.

At this point, we should recall that one fundamental characteristic of biological–ecological systems 
dynamics is their irreversibility, meaning that once an internal threshold is crossed, an essential set 
of characteristics of that ecosystem are irremediably lost because passage across biological–ecological 
thresholds cannot be reversed. This is a consequence of the laws of thermodynamics and can be taken 
either as a source of ultimate ecological pessimism or simply a stark warning that the sustainability of 
human civilization allows no major mistake. In any case, the recognition of this reality is a founda-
tion stone for many research threads that are bundled together in the heterodox tradition of ecological 
economics and the related concept of bioeconomy.[12–17] In the second half of the 19th century, Ernst 
Haeckel, while trying to understand the consequences of the Darwinian multifaceted struggle for sur-
vival, coined the term “ecology” to denote “the body of knowledge concerning the economy of nature.” 
But this term only became popular in the second half of the 20th century after the introduction of the 
notion of “ecosystem” in 1935 by the British plant ecologist A.G. Tansley to describe the system of inter-
actions between a biocoenosis (i.e., a community of living organisms) and their biotope (i.e., their envi-
ronment), followed by the introduction of the notion of “ecosystem ecology” in 1953 by the American 
brother ecologists Eugene Odum and Howard T. Odum in the aftermath of the development of a slurry 
of mathematical models of interactions between species in the first half of the 20th century.[18–23]
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Indeed, there is an even older notion which deserves renewed attention in the context of ecosys-
tem planning and sustainability practice: that of geonomy (or geonomie), a term introduced by the 
Romanian biologist–ecologist and oceanographer Grigore Antipa, a student of Ernst Haeckel and the 
father of modern dioramas currently used in the museums of natural sciences. Antipa first used “geon-
omy” in 1909 to describe a system of rational management of natural resources within the watershed 
of Danube River and the Black Sea.[24] French juridical expert, economist, and urban planner Maurice-
François Rouge in turn used the concept of geonomy to explain the organization of physical space and 
the structures and equilibria that determine the land uses from the triple perspective of geography, 
sociology, and economy.[25] This concept is known in English as “geonomics,” a term which American 
economic geographer Ray Hugues Whitbeck used in 1926 to redefine human economy in its biophysical 
context of planet Earth.[26–28]

The concept of geonomics emerged initially from the holistic perspective of evolutionary ecology 
and then later that of economic geography. Both departure points lead to a shared insight which is now 
central to sustainability studies, namely that we must cease conceiving of humanity as distinct from or 
in opposition to nature, and instead recognize humanity as part of nature. This insight may be stated 
in more formal terms as the recognition that any economic system is a subsystem depending for its 
existence on a larger social system, in turn a subsystem of a natural (biophysical) system on which its 
existence depends.[29,30] The concept is roughly equivalent to—but is larger than, and includes—what is 
now known in the literature as the CHANS evoked in the previous subchapter. It is prima facie plau-
sible to regard all of these terms as elements of the domain of sustainability studies—also known as 
sustainability science.[31,32] Yet when considered in light of the aim of ecosystem planning to achieve 
long-term sustainability, the term geonomy holds the special potential to structure a more coherent 
body of knowledge—i.e., more like a conception of a traditional discipline—than the idea of “sustain-
ability studies” which stands as a broad reference to a collection of contributions to problem definition 
which nonetheless lack inter alia the internal consistency characteristic of recognized disciplines. This is 
a unique potential to foster systematic and comprehensive approaches to a problem domain. Use of such 
a unifying term would rally those ready to add to the early days of problem analysis a complementary 
conceptual picture of the landscape to be inhabited by an array of solutions. This is much more impor-
tant than usually acknowledged in complex projects where agreements on values and knowledge are a 
prerequisite for project success.[33]

The three forms of capital mentioned above form together the total capital stock,[34] recognizing as a 
crucial constraint that natural capital cannot be replaced by the other forms of capital, and that local 
increases of the total capital stock available may occur while the utility of that stock decreases. Thus, 
when the natural capital on which human activity depends is depleted irreversibly, the value of the other 
two major forms of capital also decreases—they are rendered unsustainable by the destruction of the 
underpinning natural capital. 

As argued by Costanza et al.[35] in a widely cited article, it is possible to imagine generating human 
welfare without natural capital/EGS in artificial “space colonies,” but this possibility is still too remote 
and impractical for all but conceptual experimentation with the bounds of possibility. One additional, 
more practically relevant way to conceive the value of EGS is to determine what it would cost to replicate 
them in a technologically produced, artificial biosphere. Past experience with manned space missions 
and with Biosphere 2 (a vivarium greenhouse, i.e., a materially closed ecological system, built on 1.27 ha 
between 1987 and 1991) in Arizona indicates that this would be an exceedingly complex and expensive 
project. By contrast, Biosphere 1 (the Earth) is incomparably more efficient as least-cost provider of life 
support services for humans. Nevertheless, given the extent of constant human impact on biosphere, 
Earth’s biosphere is maintained in equilibrium between its natural dynamics and the human factor 
(exerted through human technology), a situation which is likely to also characterize any sustainable 
future of humanity on Earth. To take this into account, it has been proposed that we should give great 
attention to the conditions required for a sustainable (or unsustainable) technobiosphere.[36] Nonetheless, 
greenhouse-based approaches enhanced with computer-controlled sensor systems (model  laboratory 
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terrestrial ecosystems called “ecotrons”) can provide insights about impact of forcing of biogeochemical 
cycles (e.g., CO2) and climate changes (e.g., temperature) on ecosystems[37–40] and thus support science-
based planning of human interventions on ecosystems at planetary and local scales—aimed at mitiga-
tion of, and adaptation to, climate and other environmental changes.

Discussions on costs open, of course, the issue of potential valuation of EGS in a market. The 
concept of “payment for ecosystem (goods and) services” (PES/PEGS) remains controversial.[41,42] 
Consideration of an EGS-inclusive economy is nonetheless useful to the extent that it brings attention 
to the importance of incorporating into a comprehensive analysis such previously marginal concepts 
like “intangible values” (social and intellectual aspects—they are also connected with ecosystems) and 
“externalities”  (ecosystem resources usually taken as “given” and not factored in by the current, neo-
classical  economics). In a review of this increasingly urgent matter, as current human consumption of 
EGS outstrips  ecosystem production capacities, Baggethun et al.[42] have shown that the recent advances 
towards monetization of EGS indicate the slow progress of the concept. While monetization has helped 
draw policy and economic attention to ecosystems and EGS, it has also absorbed it into the logic of the 
aging yet still dominant neoclassical theory of economics in ways that deprive the concept of many of 
its initial virtues related to ecological and social values. Reviewers of the literature may observe that the 
incomplete incorporation of EGS into mainstream policy and decision-making is attributable to the 
prevalence of an approach that remains essentially disciplinary. EGS was repackaged or translated from 
ecology to current economics, along the way losing many of the virtues of EGC. Successful incorpora-
tion of EGS into policy decision-making will require a problem-driven (rather than a tool- or discipline-
driven) transdisciplinary approach capable of synthesizing tools, skills, and methodologies. As their 
review suggests—reflecting wider opinions in the literature—valuation needs not always amount to an 
exclusively monetary valuation. This recommendation is naturally applicable to ecosystem planning in 
the sense discussed here.

Planning efficiency is nonetheless dependent on financial costs; EGS and PES represent essential 
advancements towards a solid grounding and meaningful use of the concept of ecosystem planning. 
However, as the initial concept has become diluted by disciplinary habits of subdivision and specializa-
tion, current developments and achievements are limited in their scope and practical utility. They are 
usefully and positively regarded as important initial forays into the conditions of sustainability.[43] On 
the socioeconomically transformative journey that is the transition to sustainability, ecosystem plan-
ning needs to factor in how much exploitation of EGS ecosystems can bear. In other words, how much 
of the carrying capacity of ecosystems can be consumed by humans without risking the collapse of the 
ecosystem carrying capacity. In this sense, ecosystem planning can draw support from the concept 
of “ecological footprint,” an accounting tool for assessing the natural capital and its degree of deple-
tion at various scales—individuals, cities, nations, or the entire planet. This approach uses estimates of 
consumption of natural resources for food, shelter, transportation, personal care, pollution absorption 
capacity, and other uses of the natural capital and compares it with the carrying capacity of ecosystems. 
This is one highly relevant tool for overall assessment of ecosystem planning: a value of less than 1.0 indi-
cates that the ecological footprint remains below the carrying capacity of the ecosystems (at the scale 
taken into consideration), which means that ecosystem exploitation is within the limits of sustainability. 
On the contrary, a value greater than 1.0 indicates that a person, city, nation, or the entire humanity 
lives beyond the natural support capacity limits of the ecosystems/biosphere.[44–47] Values that surpass 
1.0 are of utmost importance because any excess represents “eating up” the regenerative capacity of the 
ecosystems/biosphere, with the consequence that the overall carrying capacity decreases. At the plan-
etary scale, it appears that humanity is already close to this tipping point or already beyond it, and the 
possibility of collapse is very real and a reason for accelerating and improving our efforts to understand 
and respond to this possibility.

The solutions for an effective transition to sustainability are still to be developed. At epistemic and 
moral levels, one option is to aim for a steady-state economy. Such a steady state would amount to a 
kind of plateau of development—as permitted by the Earth’s carrying capacity—and would maintain 
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this constant value in the future.[48] Another approach is to commit to “degrowth,” meaning a collec-
tive decision of humanity to consume less, especially in those affluent countries that consume beyond 
the ecosystem carrying capacity available to them.[49] This idea is likely to encounter major social 
acceptability obstacles, certainly in developed countries, and especially in developing countries. The 
degrowth proposal appears to express a chosen rejection of the excessive monetization of intangible 
assets (social and cultural values) and ecosystem services. However, the grounds to be considered for 
sustainable development are first and foremost biophysical: natural limits cannot be overcome as they 
are thermodynamic realities already known for decades—since the origin of ecological economics.[50] 
The relevance of ecosystem planning relates to the immutable character of the physical laws: planning 
for a sustainable equilibrium of humans with ecosystems may be a matter of social decision-making 
and acceptance, but the consequences of those decisions are not. In other words, ecosystem planning 
will need to help humans accomplish sustainable development (and thus, survive). If this fails, collapse 
will follow. This is not science fiction: rather, it is a prediction grounded in history as civilizations have 
in fact overused their natural resources and faced collapse. At the planetary scale, this event is the 
natural outcome in the absence of a downward adjustment in the ecological footprint/carrying capac-
ity balance.[51–53]

Taking this emergency seriously, Daily et al.[54] propose a conceptual frame for operationalizing 
the relation between humans and ecosystems, conceived as a never-ending circuit of five links (ren-
dered in all caps here) and types of relations between them (rendered in italics here): ECOSYSTEMS 
→ biophysical models → SERVICES → economic and cultural models → VALUES → information → 
INSTITUTIONS → incentives → DECISIONS → actions and scenarios → ECOSYSTEMS. Scenarios 
are developed for an applied case in Hawaii, called The Natural Capital Project, which tries to develop 
a scientific basis and connect it with policy and finance mechanisms, aiming to incorporate natural 
capital into resource- and land-use decisions on local and larger scales. This can be regarded as a useful 
example of current attempts to link ecosystem conservation with development and to render EGS con-
cepts useful in policy and business. Yet, at the same time, we are far from the desirable situation when 
this would become mainstream practice. In the light of these considerations, the relevance of the term 
ecosystem planning remains ambiguous in the literature dedicated to the theory and applications of 
environmental/ecosystem management.

Mac Nally et al.[55] delimit ecosystem planning in a more cautious manner. By “ecosystem-based 
planning,” they mean planning activities for biodiversity conservation purposes. Often, the expression 
“conservation planning” is used to the same effect.[5] Margules and Pressey[56] identify different stages 
of biodiversity conservation planning in relation to ecosystem services. Conservation biology (a term 
designating the aim of biodiversity and ecosystem conservation) is gradually converging with the con-
cept of EGS.[57–59] Sometimes, an equally cautious alternative concept and expression are used, that of 
“ecosystem-based management,” where planning activities are discussed in terms of the constraints 
imposed by ecosystem properties and dynamics in general and in specific contexts and case studies. In 
an extensive book on the matter,[60] Randolph uses terminology including “environmental protection,” 
“land conservation,” “environmental management,” “environmental land use management,” and “eco-
system management,” as well as “land-use planning,” “environmental planning,” and “habitat conserva-
tion planning,” to systematically describe the intricacies of human–nature interactions.

Among the rationales behind a potentially useful concept of “ecosystem planning,” one can count 
earlier efforts to integrate environment planning and development via ecosystem approaches. Thus, the 
necessity to extend planning activities from human-created environment and modified environments 
to the natural environment arises from the expansion of human activities themselves. Therefore, the 
ideal situation of environmental planning would be one where it was not needed. This applies mutatis 
mutandis to ecosystem planning as well. The point we want to make here is that ecosystem planning 
may reveal itself to be not a goal per se, but a necessary practice towards an aspiration that is not yet 
concretized into a specific, readily measurable, or quantifiable goal. Implemented well, it will embody 
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a managerial compromise between human activity expansion and the need to control, limit, and mini-
mize the impact of human activities on the carrying capacity of biophysical systems.

One common feature is evident throughout the literature surveyed above, namely, the avoidance of a 
direct association between “ecosystem” and “planning.” Instead, authors seem to be searching for new 
concepts to describe those actual situations where “ecosystem” and “planning” coincide. The authors 
surveyed are generally preoccupied with selection of the most apt definitions and ascription of the most 
appropriate meanings, hoping that the reality of human–nature interactions is being neither hastily 
misconceived nor ignored. For example, expressions such as “environmental planning” or “land-use 
 planning” bear a lesser epistemological burden than “ecosystem planning.” Such terms are general 
enough to avoid asserting an unnecessarily specific, contentious relation between planning and eco-
systems, yet they clearly do include reference to sheer planning of use/occupancy of natural resources, 
especially in the case of water or land resources. Instead of being merely a matter of semantics, the 
expression ecosystem planning cannot be a useful concept unless it is associated with a clear distinction 
between employing knowledge about ecosystems and the effects of potential human action on ecosys-
tems. The concept of ecosystem planning must help illuminate the border area between what humans 
know and can do about environment and ecosystems. Various disciplines and approaches can con-
tribute to such a new understanding of “ecosystem planning.” However, the lack of a compact body of 
literature makes the epistemological and technical reviewing process a highly demanding endeavor—a 
potential subject for future examinations.

In practice, however, understanding of the relation between humans and ecosystems may not always 
precede norms and decisions, as social rules and behaviors may not wait for detailed scientific clari-
fications. Kagan[61] examines ecosystem planning from a legal perspective, using ecosystem planning 
when referring to human activities related to environmental management and decision process over 
land/resources use, seemingly unaware of the ecological implications of putting together the words 
“ecosystem” and “planning.” The main point of his perspective, however, is that it reflects a situation 
where ecosystems are being viewed, consciously or not, as something “out there,” exterior to social mat-
ters. This is not very different from the currently dominant neoclassical view in economics, according 
to which natural resources and social matters are external to the economic processes and associated 
accounts, in the sense that they are “externalities”—their values or influences need not be accounted 
for in setting and operating a core process towards a desired outcome. All those narrow perspectives, 
however, are now being challenged by the widening community of practitioners for sustainable devel-
opment. Nicholas Stern, the author of the homonymous report on the cost of climate changes due to 
greenhouse gas emissions, has arguably provided the best synthesis of the man–nature relations in a 
conference at the Royal Economic Society in 2007: “Climate change is a result of the greatest market 
failure the world has seen. The evidence on the seriousness of the risks from inaction or delayed action 
is now  overwhelming. We risk damage on a scale larger than the two world wars of the last century. The 
problem is global and the response must be collaboration on a global scale.” The more urgent it becomes, 
the great the need to reassemble disciplinary perspectives into a common understanding of the relations 
between natural, social, political, and economic realms.

At the borders between legislation, natural sciences, economy, and social sciences, one often-used 
terminology is “forest planning,” meaning, in silvicultural practices, planning for forest ecosystem 
exploitation. The literature on forest management is among the earliest to acknowledge the tension 
between the deterministic approach of forest exploitation planning and the uncertainties intrinsic 
to ecosystem dynamics. Given the importance of forests as resource generators for human popula-
tions, uncertainty was “accommodated” in forest exploitation planning[62] in terms of managerial 
approaches that accounted for disturbances and other unpredictable, less deterministic phenomena. 
In this sense, forests represent a good case study for the relation between the management of EGS, 
ecosystems, and socioeconomic systems, where natural resource management planning is often seen 
as akin if not identical to “ecosystem planning.” An extensive overview on the matter is beyond the 
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scope of this entry. Some examples, however, may be illustrative. Exploitation of ecosystems is obvi-
ously related to the property bearing lands and waters. In Central and Eastern Europe, for example, 
Romania has served as a natural experiment in this regard. The recovering of the individual property 
rights to forests (lost at the time of military imposition of communism by the Soviet Union, when 
23% of the country’s forests were in private hands) in a context of a still-recovering economy and 
society has led to massive forest overexploitation. Large areas of forests were clear-cut in the 1990s 
for the immediate purpose of selling the wood (120,000 ha, almost half of the first wave of forest res-
titutions). Obviously, firm property rights are necessary for effective management of forests, because 
they provide marketability, i.e., options for future planning conservation of EGS and various uses—
timber and other biomass, recreation, carbon sequestration, water retention and decontamination, 
and so forth. These property rights are therefore not in question, but their consequences are, in this 
perilous situation where the postcommunist socioeconomic transition has left a management and 
regulatory vacuum. Fortunately, the last decades have seen a gradual socioeconomic recovery of 
the country and improvements in the definition of the property rights, giving rise to remarkable 
improvements in forest management. Entrepreneurial activities are now related to uses of forests, 
based on the (1) right to access; (2) (resource) withdrawal right; (3) management right; (4) exclusion 
right; and (5) alienation right.[63] Along the way, a process of reforestation is taking place in the 
entire eastern half of the European Union. The region’s forests are now recovering from some of 
the losses suffered during the previous years of harsh transition, with various countries at various 
levels of reforestation—now matching the levels of socioeconomic convergence with the more devel-
oped western European countries.[64] In such situations, ecosystem planning bears the full weight of 
socioeconomic contexts.

A related example that is relevant to ecosystem planning is linked to the ecological reconstruction 
that may follow a cycle of ecosystem overexploitation and partial ecosystem recovery. Reforestation 
may be difficult on highly degraded and low-accessible lands, which may become prone to soil erosion. 
However, knowledge of natural processes may provide the means to plan for revegetation of degraded 
slopes. To remain within our example from Central Europe, past experiences show how the natural veg-
etation succession can be used as a tool. Thus, field experiments with planting a certain shrub like the 
common sea-buckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides) on degraded slopes in Romania have led to fast reveg-
etation with the shrub as quasi-exclusive species. In later stages, this monospecific vegetation allows 
an evolution of the structure of the soil and the advent of other species (grasses and tree seedlings) to 
grow under its shade. In a next stage, oak (Quercus) and beech (Fagus) tree juveniles, as well as other 
shrubs, have grown taller and shaded the sea-buckthorn and gradually replaced it as new forest, which, 
even if it is characteristic of the area, would not have grown there because the land was too degraded 
and the conditions were suboptimal prior to the establishment of the sea-buckthorn in the first place.[65] 
Application of such lessons from the field, however, is only possible under favorable socioeconomic con-
ditions. Recent advances in the country and the region may reopen the possibility of using older field 
ecological experiments. In such situations, ecosystem planning means planning for a desired favoring 
of certain natural processes, with the purpose of halting the loss of natural capital and the recovery of 
certain ecosystem functions and services.

A fresh question now arises: to what extent can we take advantage of our knowledge to manipulate 
natural processes towards recovery, albeit partial, of some initial ecosystem structures and functions? 
The discipline of ecological engineering is one way to explore answers to this question. Its original 
principles have been updated to reflect the improving understanding of the limited planning powers 
of humans upon ecosystems.[6,66] (1) It is based on ecosystems’ self-organization capacity; (2) it can be a 
field test of ecological theory; (3) it relies on integrated system approaches; (4) it conserves nonrenewable 
energy; and (5) it supports biological conservation. Such developments seem to indicate broad accep-
tance that planning, and for that matter “ecosystem planning,” must incorporate the idea of adaptive 
management, both at the scales of landscapes and those of local settlements and despite epistemological 
uncertainties.[67,68]
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Landscape Planning

The first and most obvious application of a future-oriented, broadly accepted concept of ecosystem 
planning is in the area of landscape planning. However, many authors in this area may understand eco-
system planning as “the process of land-use decision-making that considers organisms and processes 
that characterize the ecosystem as a whole.” In other words, ecosystem planning is used as shorthand 
for ecosystem-based planning of land uses across landscapes. Much of the literature deploys a concept 
that may have a certain utility in its own right, albeit narrow, yet it is often used in epistemically irregu-
lar and unstudied constructions. Musacchio et al.[69] use the expression “landscape ecological planning 
(LEP).” There are major challenges in integrating the concept of EGS in landscape planning and, for that 
matter, also in the concept of ecosystem planning as defined in this entry, simply because there is as yet 
no coherent and integrated approach for practical applications of EGS in planning, management, and 
decision-making in general.[53,70] Even in the hypothetical case where the literature will start display-
ing decreasing pluralism (which is not necessarily desirable) and increasing use of a shared concept 
(which is in principle desirable)—even a cluster concept admitting of many conceptions—it remains 
practically the case that there are no developments in the literature associated with substantive changes 
in practice. This stands in interesting contrast to other experiments regarding the place of individual 
human flourishing in the context of larger systems, such as the “living wage” movement’s experiment 
in Finland with a minimum guaranteed income.[71,72] Humans are unquestionably engaged in large-
scale experiments regarding new ways of living together in conditions distributing available resources 
with attention to the conditions of human dignity; yet those experiments are not substantially engaging 
the scope and scale of the sustainability challenge—which warrants special attention from researchers 
and managers. 

Recent research programs have tried to tackle this obstacle. For example, De Groot et al.[73] have 
proposed a framework that involves a chain of five major links: (1) understanding and quantifying how 
ecosystems provide services; (2) valuing ecosystem services; (3) use of ecosystem services in trade-off 
analysis and decision-making; (4) use of ecosystem services in planning and management; and (5) financ-
ing sustainable use of ecosystem services. Inevitably, such a succession of actions bears the intellectual 
virtue of a coherent synthesis of what we can imagine to be eventually done for successfully approaching 
the desired equilibrium between humans and nature. But it also carries a certain naivety with respect to 
what may be possible—for example, it sees ecosystems as “still poorly understood” and proposes more 
detailed quantification as the best way to achieve a better grasp of how ecosystems function and provide 
EGS, as if it is only a matter of time until we get it and equally a matter which must be resolved more 
fully than at present if meaningful downstream action is to be taken. This way of approaching the issue, 
however, seems to ignore (1) the serious epistemic hurdles involved in seeking total, comprehensive 
understanding complex systems, especially with a reductionist mindset and (2) the practical feasibility 
of such an endeavor in terms of available time and resources. To give only one example, tens of thou-
sands of chemicals exist on the market,[74] and thousands of new chemicals are introduced to the market 
(and released into the broader environment) every year, and there is no chance that ecotoxicological 
test batteries could ever be developed for each of them to “better grasp” how ecosystems function, not 
to mention the inherently limited relevance of each bioassay. In general, it is thought that different pat-
terns of urbanization have a direct impact on ecosystem dynamics through feedback mechanisms and 
complex interactions between urban activities, land/water uses, and environmental changes.[75] Some 
integrative, multitier studies can be done to account for changes in ecosystem parameters in space and 
time, for some specific indicators, for example, water quality along a river basin, upstream and down-
stream from a city that is a source of water pollution.[76–78] Notably, urbanization facilitates the transition 
of rivers from transporters to transformers of carbon.[79]

But even those are very far from being sufficient for understanding the state of ecosystems and the 
quality status of EGS. What seems to be missing in the five-link type of framework proposed in the 
analysis cited above is the acknowledgment of the facts that we only have a limited amount of time 
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and material resources to be allotted to advancing towards the equilibrium between humanity and 
the ecosystems in which it is embedded, and that those resources are themselves dependent upon our 
 mankind–ecosystems relation that we want to address. We simply cannot plan everything we would like 
to. As such, the mentioned paper takes a tool-based approach rather than a problem-based approach, 
being concerned more with understanding than understanding sufficiently for remedial action. Apart 
from this difficulty, and to be fair to the mentioned authors, the framework provided by De Groot 
et al.[73] does appear to us to have an essentially “color-test” value for the concept of ecosystem plan-
ning proposed hereby. Under the definition of ecosystem planning employed in their paper, the chain 
of actions proposed by the abovementioned team at Wageningen University can actually be under-
stood as applied to “ecosystem planning,” as a useful organizer of what needs to be done by humans 
within the limits of the possible. Without the definition above, the same chain of actions proposed by 
De Groot et al. allows “everything and nothing” in a progressively increasing demand for finite. Thus, 
mapping landscape functions for planning the management of EGS is potentially a smart and justifiable 
approach, on the condition that it is integrated in a management process that leads to less destruction of 
EGS and, thus, interrupts the series of blind actions upon ecosystems.

A necessary feature of “ecosystem planning,” as a synthetic concept, must be simplicity in the sense 
of operational readiness. Proposed methods should maintain sensitivity to the complexity of the phe-
nomenon but avoid creating supplementary complications, since those would exacerbate the problem 
by postponing practical action. Ecosystem planning should recognize limits of human knowledge and 
actions and seek genuinely integrative solutions, i.e., simple yet responding to a complexity of pres-
sures. Humanity has not managed to integrate the fragmented knowledge we have produced so far into 
a coherent whole, and the tension between humanity and ecosystem continues to increase. We cannot 
realistically hope to solve this problem by producing more piles of disparate (and mutually untranslat-
able disciplinary) knowledge. Ecosystem planning, if effective, will need to consist in solutions that are 
relevant (adaptable or instructive) to situations as various as floodplains, polders, warm and cold des-
erts, tropical and boreal forests, marine and fluvial ecosystems, and so forth.

Although the literature explicitly using the concept of ecosystem planning in a substantial way is 
scarce, there is a large and eclectic body of knowledge on implicit ecosystem planning attempts. In a 
study on the potential overlap between EGS and conservation policies in the coast eco-region of central 
California, Chan et al.[58] have extracted a set of key insights into the convergence of conservation and 
EGS planning: (1) both suitability of sites and demand from citizens are main drivers in what ecosys-
tem planning can do for protecting biodiversity and EGS—near cities demand is higher but suitability 
is lower; (2) spatial scales may vary for optimum of biodiversity conservation or/and different types of 
EGS—pollination services result from a variety of small locations, while water quality from entire river 
basins; (3) population centers yield tensions in planning between estimated value and demand—for 
example, a low-value/high-demand situation can occur near cities; (4) data are usually lacking, and 
thorough research and analysis are necessary; (5) it must involve multidisciplinary and transdisci-
plinary teams, for the integration of theoretical and empirical expertise from diverse fields; (6) efficiency 
is conditioned by considering both trade-offs and side effects of biodiversity conservation and EGS 
conservation—often trade-offs are the most efficient way, and often side effects reveal points of common 
relevance for various goals of planning.

While the concept of EGS appears to prioritize or privilege focus on human–ecosystem relations, 
challenges for future applications involving the concept of ecosystem planning can be related (without 
being equivalent) to situations as various as land-use planning; degraded landscape management, salt-
marshes and river regulation, flood prevention and management of river catchments, management of 
freshwater quality, silviculture (with related concepts like “ecosystem stewardship planning,” “forest 
stewardship plans,” and “forest stewardship”), and planning for carbon sequestration in terrestrial and 
water ecosystems. In the current context of increasing need for mitigation and adaptation to climate 
change, forms of ecosystem planning have been imagined at planetary scale. Thus, geo-engineering 
approaches propose that the planetary ocean should undergo fertilization with limiting substances 
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(e.g., iron ions) to allow faster carbon sequestration in phytoplankton biomass. This, however, involves 
large-scale, unpredictable risks that require thorough investigation in a race against time.[80]

Urban Planning

In spite of some controversy, the concept of ecosystem is appropriate in the study of cities.[81] Rees and 
Wackernagel[44] have proposed estimations of the ecological footprint of cities and show why cities can-
not be sustainable per se, even while they are actually central to sustainability. Cities can only be con-
sidered sustainable together with their hinterland, from where they draw their resources and on which 
they depend. In the current era of globalization, cities have become part of a planetary network of 
cities, with a “common hinterland,” which is the Earth’s biosphere. Cities play preeminent roles in the 
global exchanges of information and matter energy and have an immediate impact on, and are immedi-
ately affected by, the entire biosphere. Ecological footprint estimates allow cities to track the necessary 
resources and the plan for development according to this. Consequently, urban development planning 
for sustainability will require evaluations of the ecological demand of a given city (disaggregated by type 
of activities) and comparison with available ecosystem resources. In the same logic, ecological deficits 
may determine the way the city may develop, if it intends to remain sustainable.[46] Urban ecosystem ser-
vices can be identified and described in urban areas just as as in nonurban areas.[82] When proposing an 
integrated planning tool for sustainable cities, Rotmans et al. implicitly refer to “ecosystem planning.” 
In their paper, the concept of environmental capital seems to be equated with natural capital, as part of 
a wider planning for sustainable city.[83]

Niemelä describes urban ecology in the context of the relation between ecology and urban planning, 
where urban planning is a type of land-use planning.[84] He makes the essential observation that urban 
nature has been regarded in prior studies as a true field experiment about human impact on ecosystems. 
This resonates with the wider preoccupations with the place of urban areas within the landscapes, for 
example, with the degrees of vegetation cover[85] or habitat patch corridors to avoid excessive habitat frag-
mentation in highly urbanized areas and to allow landscape connectivity between local plant/ animal 
populations as part of the wider metapopulations (network of local populations) within landscapes. In 
a previous communication concerned with the place of cities as a human social construct within local 
ecosystems, we have described the city in terms of an ecosystem disturbance.[86] Applying current eco-
logical theory—the intermediate disturbance hypothesis (IDH) and island biogeography theory (IB)—
we have identified an ecological taxonomy of cities and city areas as a function of disturbance intensity 
in a local biogeographical context: small city/city periphery (low disturbance intensity), medium-sized 
city/city near-center (intermediate disturbance intensity), and large city/city center (high disturbance 
intensity). Within this framework, any urban unit can be described on a gradient of ecological distur-
bance and in the local biogeographical context, with biodiversity theories and indices serving as proxies 
for the state and dynamics of ecosystems and ecosystems–humans dynamics.[87,88]

An abundant urban biodiversity literature has emerged providing the means for use of urban ecol-
ogy-biodiversity studies in urban planning and for planning for biodiversity conservation in urban 
areas.[89–92] Further literature points to the transformative impact of urbanization, particularly the 
reduction of native habitat and the creation of new habitats, and ecosystem homogenization.[93,94] 
These complex aspects must be accounted for by urban/ecosystem planning. In effect, city planning 
emerges as a form of planning the impact (types and intensity of disturbance) of humans upon ecosys-
tems. The management of urban areas per se and the management of city hinterlands become a matter 
of planning for extraction of EGS for use in cities and human settlements in general. The place of the city 
within the surrounding ecosystems is, therefore, a matter of “ecosystem planning.”

At the level of immediate impacts, urban planning may require intra-urban or peri-urban planning, 
which may involve a diversity of terrestrial/water ecosystems, coastal ecosystems, and inclusion of the 
effects of climate changes, grazing, and agricultural land. City planners must face the concomitant emer-
gence of new knowledge domains and a plethora of new challenges. The central feature of urban ecology 
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is that “cities are emergent phenomena of local-scale, dynamic interactions among socioeconomic and 
biophysical forces” that give rise “to a distinctive ecology and to distinctive forcing functions.”[95]

The role of a city as disturbance of the local ecosystems is the result of a complex dynamic involv-
ing major concerns as disparate as urban energy systems[96] and global change,[97] solid waste and 
 wastewater,[98,99] and infrastructure reliability engineering,[100] to cite only a few. All this requires 
effective community coordination, based on social multi-criteria conception and evaluation of urban 
sustainability policies.[101–103] In this context, the use of some multiple criteria decision aid (MCDA) 
methodologies seems to be unavoidable for any urban and associated ecosystem planning, and effec-
tive coordination is yet another step further. The best candidate to providing an organic integration of 
all these issues and perspective is the systemic view of sustainability, according to which any economic 
system is a subsystem of a social system, itself a subsystem of a biophysical system.[29,30] However, trans-
lation from such ecological–economic insight to management strategies, actually tried and revised, 
seems to be waiting.

Elsewhere, starting from the systemic conception of sustainability, we have proposed an integrative 
approach for problem structuring and identifying sustainable/unsustainable management scenarios for 
solid wastes.[104] The method consists in translating the nested inclusion relationship between economy, 
society, and ecosystems into an ordered set of sustainability filters to be respected in managerial prac-
tices and proposed solutions in illo ordine: ecological sustainability filter (EcSF), social sustainability 
filter (SoSF), and economic sustainability filter (EnSF). Successfully passing all filters (i.e., meeting 
threshold values and indicators negotiated/listed in the technical definition of each filter) indicates that 
a given policy or solution proposed for the stated purpose (e.g., solving the problem of an old landfill) 
is consistent with sustainable development. This would be considered a sustainable scenario of action, 
under the conditions and knowledge available at the given place and time. Under this framework, the 
role of ecosystem planning can be recognized at the priority level of ecosystem carrying capacity (as 
reflected in EcSF) prior to action being taken towards further exploitation of EGS. Alternative methods 
can be identified to assess sustainability of solutions proposed for urban landfills, like the so-called 
sustainability potential analysis (SPA), and extension of the bioecological potential analysis (BEPA) that 
was originally developed for local and regional landscape analyses,[105] a reminder that any urban plan-
ning is part of planning for an equilibrium between humans and the natural support systems.

trade-offs

One idea unites all discussions about ecosystem planning, namely the need for trade-offs. For example, 
in the case of both landscapes and waterscapes, river drainage basins (catchment areas) are consid-
ered necessary because they represent the minimal unit by which natural forces (starting with gravity) 
unite to shape the surface of the planet as understood in geological and ecological terms. The European 
Union’s Directive 2000/60/EC, the so-called Water Framework Directive (WFD) legally requires each 
EU member state to have river basin management plans as a common EU-wide tool for implementing a 
drainage basin-based approach to integrated water resources management. Although this approach has 
both advantages and disadvantages, it is considered a best trade-off between the need for locally opti-
mized performance of technical approaches to natural resource management and the need for EU-wide 
comparisons, which requires a common understanding and coordination, which in turn requires a 
commonly agreed set of procedures between over 300 methods for monitoring water quality across 
Europe.[106,107] Creating a common methodological body required an intercalibration exercise (which is 
an example of agreement on knowledge) at the scale of the European Union. So planning across large 
areas requires coordination which requires agreements on values and knowledge. While the WFD is 
an example of agreement on values achieved at political level, the intercalibration exercise is an exam-
ple of agreement on knowledge achieved at the level of experts in water physics, chemistry, and biol-
ogy but directed towards managerial objectives aiming at obtaining a set of EGS bundled in terms of 
 “ecologically clean water status.”
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In the case of human communities, cities can be regarded as the best candidate scale and unit for 
modeling and testing states and processes in the transition to sustainability, because cities present the 
best trade-off between system-level relevance and managerial feasibility. The city is large enough to 
incorporate all fundamental functions that exist in a human system, yet small enough to still allow an 
intelligent agent to have a holistic overview so that action can be coordinated. Lower scales, for example, 
city districts, are too small because they are too specialized to be representative for an entire local com-
munity (e.g., as a residential area or industrial area or commercial area). Higher scales, for example, 
regional or national scales, are typically too large and administered through administrative divisions 
like specialized departments (ministries, agencies, and offices). Systemic changes necessary in the tran-
sition to sustainability may be subject to experimentation at smaller scales, and it will be cheaper and 
easier than at whole-city scales, but the results will not be relevant for how whole human systems work. 
At scales larger then cities, experimentation is not feasible without major disruptions from which the 
communities may be unable to recover. 

In terms of ecosystem planning, the various instances of urban green and blue infrastructure (green 
areas and surface water bodies) represent planning trade-offs between the natural dynamics of ecosystems 
and the local needs of cities, notably mitigation of urban heat island effects and flood risks.[108,109] Thus, 
planting trees (to create a canopy cover and dissipate heat through biological processes) can help limit 
the heat island effect during the day, but other factors become important for temperature relief during 
the night (which is important for health, as human body needs to recover during the night): reducing 
soil sealing (impervious surfaces).[110] At the same time, tree canopy per se and that of particular species 
may be part of the local culture, which adds a social component that must be taken into account in urban 
ecosystem planning; failing to do so can result in strong rejection, civil disobedience, and reversal of the 
measures. This is what happened in 2013 in the city of Iasi, Romania, where a number of lime trees (Tilia 
sp., a species common in temperate climates of Europe and with strong cultural resonance in the city and 
in the country) from the city’s historical center have been fell for sanitary-security (related to the old age of 
the trees) and esthetic reasons (related to the desire to clear up facades of historic buildings and respecting 
the initial plans of architects), but this managerial measure was executed in a manner that was perceived as 
an unacceptable bureaucratic imposition—namely, without public consultation. In addition, the lime trees 
were replaced with Japanese pagoda tree (Sophora japonica)—a world-popular tree for urban forests, one 
that is resistant to urban pollution and heat island effect and fits with the good practice of high diversity 
of genera and species of urban trees[111] but which was not part of the city’s spiritus loci (spirit of the place). 
Less than 2 years later, following public revolt against what was perceived as a savage massacre against a 
local living emblem, and after an online local referendum which showed an overwhelming support of 94% 
for lime trees and in spite of the large sunken cost involved, Sophora was dug out and replanted elsewhere 
in the city while the city center was replanted with lime trees as predominant species. 

Such situations show that a complex balance between factors must be reached through adaptive plan-
ning of land uses and vegetation structure in each sector of the city, within the limits of what is known 
at a certain moment in time and, most importantly, within the local cultural frame. Often this requires 
combining historic and democratic traditions, certain species bearing strong symbolism codifying 
common cultural references and social values that reflect the local history and details of the relations 
between people and nature in certain biographic provinces and cultural regions of the world.

Perspectives

It is not clear yet whether the term ecosystem planning will acquire a widely recognized meaning in 
its own right. Nevertheless, the concept often appears to function as a convenient stylistic contraction 
employed in the description of complex, multilevel, multidiscipline-fed issues and topics related to envi-
ronmental management. Should the term enter mainstream terminology, it will need to overcome some 
major epistemic difficulties presently overlooked while the term is used as an aspirational gesture uncon-
strained by specific operational meaning and associated specific performance measures. A variety of 
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methodologies are expected to be developed in the future, and further redefinitions of the term are likely. 
No matter how methodological reflections and terminological development occur, however, it remains 
the case that all reflection and working terms must face the fundamental tension between human-cen-
tered planning and human-independent characteristics of ecosystems. Ecosystems are an autonomous 
part of the environment, with their own, conspicuously nonlinear, dynamics. Planning regarding these 
dynamics cannot be made fully operational, if at all, by managerial task subdelegation let alone semantic 
reduction. The fact that planning may work effectively in certain sectors of environmental management 
does not translate into effective planning at the level of ecosystems. Rather, it typically means that (1) the 
concept of environmental planning has been limited to engineering- and management-tractable issues; 
(2) it has benefitted a certain capacity of environment as a whole (i.e., ecosystem included) to absorb 
disturbances by human activity; and (3) environmental planning needs further refining to clarify the 
limitations of planning and account for the reality of nonlinear behavior of ecosystems.

In the current context of vast and fast environmental changes, which are calling for coherent 
responses from science and management, certain knowledge domains may assimilate the concept of 
ecosystem planning. Notably, conservation biology aims at more effective nature protection, going well 
beyond the traditional focus on biodiversity conservation, with planning emerging as a necessary com-
ponent of any comprehensive approach (for a review and discussion on the matter, see Reyers et al.[112]). 
The imperative of a global transition to sustainable development commands a profound transformation 
of the economy and society, which entails effective knowledge integration and management. A recent 
global survey that included experts in both social and natural sciences and that was carried out by the 
International Council for Science and the International Social Science Council has revealed a set of five 
grand challenges that need to be tackled within the coming years[113] and which can be summarized in 
four points as follows: (1) higher management-relevant capacity to anticipate environmental changes; 
(2) coordinated observation of environmental changes; (3) comprehension and anticipation of disrup-
tive environmental changes; and (4) social–institutional transformation for the transition to sustainable 
development. As discussed here, ecosystem planning is a focal concept for current knowledge integra-
tion and management and, despite some challenging epistemic questions, has the potential to amalgam-
ate into a core vocabulary of sustainability. Among the multiple approaches and contributions towards 
sustainability, landscape and urban planning emerge as particularly effective platforms for intellectual 
developments involving ecosystem planning.
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introduction

After the successful utilization of two methods of biological control, classical biological control (impor-
tation and establishment of exotic natural enemies against either exotic or native pests) and augmenta-
tion of natural enemies (either inundative or inoculative releases of mass reared natural enemies), the 
third method—conservation and enhancement—has become more and more important during recent 
years.[1,2] Conservation of natural enemies is probably the most important concept in the practice of 
biological control and, fortunately, is one of the easiest to understand and readily available to growers. 
Most authors consider conservation as an environmental modification to protect and enhance natural 
enemies.[3] This definition will be the main subject of this entry.

Natural enemies of arthropod pests, also known as biological control agents, include predators 
and parasitoids that occur in all production systems from commercial fields to backyards where they 
have adapted to the local environment and target pests. Their conservation is generally  noncomplicated 
and cost-effective.[4] With relatively little effort the activities of these natural enemies can be 
observed.  Natural control agents are a major factor in controlling agricultural pests and need to be 
considered when making pest management decisions. Today, therefore, the conservation of natural 
 enemies is considered inseparable from enhancement and together they represent a successful biologi-
cal control method.

Avoid Harmful Practices of Pesticides

Pesticides used in agriculture are not only killing target pests but they also can have direct effects on 
natural enemies by killing them, or indirectly by eliminating their hosts or preys and causing them to 
starve. In contrast, the conservation concept of natural enemies attempts to avoid the application of 
particularly broad-spectrum, highly disruptive pesticides. Applying selective or specific and beneficially 
safe pesticides may contribute much toward preserving natural enemies. Pesticide selectivity to benefi-
cial arthropods has been broadly classified into two forms. The first of these is physiological selectivity, 
that is, pesticides are less toxic to natural enemies than to their target pest when applied at the recom-
mended rate. The second form is ecological selectivity that pertains to the means and domains in which 
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pesticides are used. Systemic pesticides killing leaf-feeding herbivores, for example, may have little or 
no effect on the many natural enemies that have contact only with the leaf surface. In some cases, pes-
ticides can be successfully integrated into pest management systems with little or no detrimental effect 
on natural enemies, and this trend is likely to increase substantially in the future. Nowadays, the pesti-
cide industry places increasing emphasis on the development of beneficially safe and environmentally 
friendly pesticides that exhibit greater selectivity for natural enemies and have minimal environmental 
impacts. In the same way, governmental regulatory agencies increasingly consider the adverse effects of 
pesticides on natural enemies in their registration process for pesticides, reflecting the growing concern 
over negative effects on beneficial insects. Despite these important steps and the great progress that has 
been made, the latent effects of pesticides and the impact of “cocktail applications” on natural enemy 
populations are still not fully understood. Further research and implementation of research results are 
urgently needed.

Alternatively, when selective pesticides are unavailable, recommended conservation tactics usu-
ally involve exact timing of pesticide applications. Careful forecasting and observation of the occur-
rence and growth of pest populations can substantially reduce the number of pesticide applications. 
Forecasting systems should be based on a defined economic threshold for each pest, considering also the 
presence of natural enemies.[5] Another approach is the selective placement of pesticides in agricultural 
fields. Limiting pesticide application only to infested parts of the field will reduce costs and also con-
serve natural enemies. An ideal alternative approach is the use of microbial insecticides, such as com-
mercially available Bacillus thuringi- ensis and fungal and viral products that have little adverse effects 
on natural enemies and the environment.

Habitat and environmental Manipulation

Another form of natural enemy conservation is habitat and environmental manipulation. The agricul-
tural landscape is currently so intensively managed that the species diversity of many natural habitats 
has disappeared or become endangered. A similar reduction can be observed among natural enemies 
too. It has been strongly suggested by many experts that natural enemies also can be conserved by sim-
ply encouraging vegetational diversity of the agroecosystem. In this context, hedgerows, cover crops, 
strips inside and bordering fields, and even in-field balks provide important refuges for parasitoids and 
predators of many pest species. There they find and benefit from safe shelters, sources of pollen and 
nectar, and also alternative prey or hosts in case of food scarcity in cultivated fields. And thus, at such 
sites, a long-lasting and self-regulating biocoenosis will develop. A higher acceptance of weeds in agri-
cultural crops may also increase the efficacy of natural enemies. Similarly, mixed plantings, for example, 
Umbelliferae, mustard, and Phacelia tanacetifolia,[6] growing weed strips even within fields, and provid-
ing flowering field borders significantly increase habitat diversity. P. tanacetifolia has been cultivated 
widely between crops in the production system in Germany for more than a decade. At the same time 
this will provide shelters and alternative food sources for natural enemies. Another important concept 
in conservation by habitat manipulation is that of connectivity. Natural or less disturbed habitats are 
often scattered and isolated within the agricultural landscape. Connecting these habitats, for example, 
by hedgerows and woods, will establish a continuous network of corridors allowing movement of natu-
ral enemies between fields.

Experiments have shown that a constant population of natural enemies can be established and con-
served by releasing their prey or hosts during periods of scarcity, for example, releasing the red mite, 
Tetranychus urticae Koch, to support the establishment of its predatory mite, Phytoseiulus persimilis 
Athias-Henriot, in cucumber and bean cultures widely in greenhouses in middle Europe.[7] Similarly, 
distributing sterilized Eupoecelia ambiguella Hb. eggs between the two generations of this lepidopteran 
pest preserved its egg parasitoid Trichogramma semblidis (Auriv.) in the Ahr valley in Germany. 
A  classical example is the black scale, Saissetia oleae (Oliv.), which interrupts its development for a short 
period during summer in the hot arid areas of central California. Planting irrigated oleander plants 
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adjacent to citrus orchards allowed the black scale a continuous development. As a result, this enabled 
its specific parasitoid Metaphycus helvolus (Comp.) to maintain its population, particularly during the 
hot summer months.[7] In another example, it has been found that preservation of nettles, Urtica spp., an 
important host plant of Aglais urticae L., can enhance the efficacy of T. semblidis on the second genera-
tion of E. ambiguella. The reason is that the parasitoid maintains its population on this alternative host 
during the two nonoverlapping generations of E. ambiguella.[8]

The manipulation of some simple cultural measures can also conserve natural enemies. A famous 
example is strip harvesting hay alfalfa, allowing mobile natural enemies to disperse from cut strips 
to half-grown strips. Similarly, Trissolcus vasilievi (Mayr) and T. semistriatus Nees, two important 
egg- parasitoids of the sunn pest, Eurygaster integriceps Put., were successfully conserved in Turkey by 
growing shade trees in hot arid areas, providing shade and thus suitable climatic conditions for these 
parasitoids.

overwintering and Shelter Sites

Natural enemies build up considerably high population densities during summer periods, but then suf-
fer from lack of overwintering or shelter sites and unfavorable climatic conditions during winter. As a 
result of these detrimental environmental factors, extreme low entomophagous arthropod densities are 
often present the following year. This permits pest populations to explode and in consequence requires 
more pesticide applications. In contrast, by preserving existing or providing artificial hibernation sites 
or shelters, natural enemies can be conserved during overwintering periods. For example, planting of 
trees and perennial bunch grasses near agricultural sites, the use of burlap or cloth trees, and wrap 
and stones provided as hiding places at overwintering time allow coccinellid lady beetles higher sur-
vival rates during hibernation. In the same way “trunk traps” and “trap bands” can be used as artifi-
cial overwintering sites for predatory bugs and lace-wings,[9] and felt belts can be wrapped around the 
trunks of fruit trees and vines for the predatory mite Typhlodromus pyri Scheuten. The green lacewing, 
Chrysoperla carnea (Stephens), overwinters as an adult in barns, roof trusses, houses, and under the 
bark of trees, where mortality rates during hibernation in middle European climatic conditions may 
still reach 60%–90%. By using specially designed, simple wooden shelters (hibernation boxes) the over-
wintering mortality was reduced to only 4%–8%.[10] On this ground, these hibernation boxes are now 
being accepted and commonly used by farmers, gardeners, and also environmental protectionists in 
Germany and Switzerland.

Future concerns

The majority of pest problems in agriculture are due to the elimination of natural enemies by the indis-
criminate and intensive use of pesticides. Improper habitat manipulation and mismanagement of eco-
systems have further intensified this problem by reducing the available flora and fauna. Conservation 
and enhancement of natural enemies is the easiest and least costly method of biological control offering 
solutions to most pest problems without harming and disturbing the natural ecosystem. Unfortunately, 
however, this field has received little attention and very little investment has been made in research. 
There is a serious need for research into the areas of direct conservation and enhancement of natural 
enemies during the vegetation period and hibernation. In a self-regulating mechanism focusing on con-
servation and enhancement, natural enemies can keep agricultural pests below their economic thresh-
old and help to reduce the number and frequency of pesticide applications. Furthermore, integration 
of conservation and enhancement of natural enemies into existing IPM programs[11] will lead to a more 
sustainable and cost-effective agriculture system.

See also Cosmetic Standards, pages 152–154; Conservation of Biological Controls, pages 138–140; 
Augmentative Controls, pages 36–38; Biological Controls, pages 57–60; pages 61–63; pages 64–67; 
pages 68–70; pages 71–73; pages 74–76; pages 77–80; pages 81–84.
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Pests: Landscape Patterns
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Pest and Landscape Patterns

Small Patches

Certain areas within a field may be more conducive to pest survival, establishment, and development 
relative to other areas. The size and proximity of localized infestations with a given field differs among 
the three major pest groups. Past research has shown that weed and disease patches generally have a 
radius of about 25 m (if you assume that they have a circular shape), but may be as large as 100 m.[1−3] 
In the case of wild oat (Avena fatua L.), the patch may be associated areas that have higher soil water 
and nutrient availability (see Figure 1). Weeds such as perennial sowthistle (Sonchus arvensis L.), with 
seeds adapted to wind dissemination, may occur in areas of higher elevation where seeds are trapped as 
they are blown across a field. Foliar disease patches generally are associated with low wet areas of fields 
or sheltered field margins that have higher canopy humidity and lower wind speeds. Landscape patterns 
for insects, however, are less persistent and harder to predict because of rapid reproductive rates and 
pest movement.[4] To a lesser extent, this same level of complexity also occurs for polycyclic diseases 
that easily become airborne. However, the overwintering phases in northern agricultural regions and 
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FIGURE 1 Landscape pattern of wild oat in a 65 ha field.
Source: Thomas.[6]
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nonflying phases of insects may be associated with areas of a field with a more friable soil structure 
(e.g.,  grasshoppers) or other soil and microclimatic factors. In addition, for insects and to a lesser extent 
diseases, landscape patterns are complicated pest–predator interactions that can affect infestation of 
that pest in the given space in the next growing season. For example, the landscape pattern of nematodes 
has been shown to be partly a function of nematophagous fungi.[5] Therefore, the proximity of areas 
more or less conducive for the pest is ultimately dependent on the topography of the field and spatial 
variation of microclimatic conditions, especially for those pests with restricted mobility.

Larger Scale Landscape Patterns

These patterns are seen where larger areas of a field, or numerous fields, are being infested by a pest. 
These types of landscape patterns generally are dependent on external factors that move the pest from a 
smaller patch to adjacent areas. Climatic processes, such as wind, that blow weed seeds, disease spores, 
and insects can rapidly increase the area of pest infestation. Farming practices such as tillage and har-
vest operations also cause larger scale landscape patterns. For example, a study showed that Polygonum 
spp. of weeds tended to vary with the direction of tramlines up to distances of 635 m, a distance about 
600 m more than that observed in the direction perpendicular to tramlines.[1] The spatial distribution 
of pests can be influenced by tillage practices and harvest operations that move crop residues and soil 
across a field. For example, nematodes are spread by cultivation from initial infestation foci.[5] Also, 
grain combine harvesters and shank-type tillage implements can move weed seeds and other reproduc-
tive structures across a field quickly.

temporal Stability of Landscape Patterns

Time tends to complicate and/or obscure distinct landscape patterns for pests within a field. Varying 
climatic patterns (rainfall, temperature, etc.), within and among growing seasons can have a profound 
effect on the ability of pests to survive, establish, and develop. This complexity, interacting with p olycyclic 
and multigeneration reproductive strategies within a growing season and factors moving pests across or 
between fields, poses a major hurdle to a holistic understanding of pests and landscape patterns. Extensive 
field research combined with predictive modeling may be a fruitful avenue for such a complex phenomenon.

Future Developments

The advent of global positioning systems (GPS), satellite imagery, and geographic information systems 
(GIS) software have heightened awareness and provided insight into landscape patterns and pests. 
Ultimately, these technologies may allow for the site-specific management of pests in accordance with 
their landscape patterns.[7] For example, spatially referenced maps could be linked to GPS on pesti-
cide applicators to reduce the total amount of pesticide applied, thus improving economic returns and 
resulting in farming systems less dependent on pesticides. Our current understanding clearly shows 
that pest infestations often occur in patterns across a field, however, a great deal more effort will be 
necessary to provide information to accurately predict where pests will occur and affect crop produc-
tion most extensively. These challenges will be especially difficult considering the highly variable and 
dynamic nature of current climatic conditions and farm management systems.
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Myxomatosis

Myxomatosis is a generalized, lethal disease of European rabbits classically characterized by gross skin 
swellings, sometimes termed tumors or myxomas, which appear mucinous on cut sections, mucopu-
rulent blepharoconjunctivitis, swollen face and head, thickened, edematous, often drooping ears and 
grossly swollen perineum. In acute infections, death occurs 8–12 days after infection or 3–5 days after 
development of obvious clinical signs. The case fatality rate (CFR) can approach 100%. Myxomatosis was 
not a disease of European rabbits in their natural range; it is caused by myxoma virus (MYXV), which 
originally circulated in the South American jungle rabbit or tapeti (Sylvilagus menensis also called 
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Sylvilagus brasiliensis). In this species, MYXV causes a relatively inconsequential cutaneous fibroma 
at the site of inoculation. Myxomatosis is an example of an emerging disease that was only seen when 
a susceptible host species, the European rabbit, was imported into South America where MYXV was 
circulating.

Myxoma Virus

MYXV is a poxvirus (family: Poxviridae; subfamily: Chordopoxvirinae; genus: Leporipoxvirus;  species: 
Myxoma virus). Like other chordopoxviruses, MYXV is a large brick-shaped particle (286 × 230  × 
75  nm). The type virus (Lausanne strain) has a double-stranded DNA genome of 161.8 kb encoding 
158 unique genes, 12 of which are duplicated in terminal inverted repeats of 11.5 kb at each end of 
the genome. The virus replicates in the cytoplasm of infected cells and so must encode the necessary 
enzymes for DNA replication and RNA transcription. Like other large DNA viruses, many genes encode 
virulence factors which suppress host immune responses or antiviral mechanisms (Cameron et al. 1999, 
Kerr 2012, Kerr et al. 2015). In the natural host, these virulence factors are probably essential for local 
suppression of immune responses, thus maintaining virus in the fibroma for sufficient time to allow 
transmission. However, in European rabbits, the combination of these immune suppressive factors and 
the ability of the virus to replicate in lymphocytes and monocytes of this species allow the virus to dis-
seminate from the site of initial infection and cause generalized systemic disease with lymphoid tissue 
destruction and profound immunosuppression (Best et al. 2000, Best and Kerr 2000, Jeklova et al. 2008). 
MYXV is passively transmitted on the mouthparts of biting arthropods such as mosquitoes or fleas that 
probe through the virus-rich skin lesions in search of a blood meal. The virus does not replicate in the 
arthropod vector. In European rabbits, transmission may also occur via virus in conjunctival or nasal 
discharges.

the Use of Myxoma Virus as a Biological 
control for Rabbits in Australia

The use of MYXV to control rabbits was suggested as early as 1919 (Fenner and Ratcliffe 1965) and some 
early experiments were done in Australia. However, it was not until the 1930s that systematic studies 
were undertaken, initially in Britain and subsequently in Australia, to examine the lethality for rab-
bits, the host range, and the likely impact of MYXV on other Australian species (Martin 1936, Bull and 
Dickinson 1937). Field studies in Australia were undertaken in 1937–1939 in enclosures on Wardang 
Island off the coast of South Australia and subsequently, in the summer of 1940–1941, in an enclosure in 
low-rainfall country on the mainland where native stickfast fleas (Echidnophaga spp.) were present as 
a vector (Bull and Mules 1944). These studies were followed by field releases in the same area. The virus 
had a substantial impact on local rabbit populations when fleas were present and predators such as foxes 
were removed to prevent them from killing sick rabbits. However, it did not spread beyond the study 
sites and was regarded as unlikely to control rabbits on any scale (Bull and Mules 1944).

Recognizing the need for mosquitoes as vectors, experimental studies were undertaken in 1950 in 
higher rainfall districts in the Murray River valley near Albury on the border between New South Wales 
(NSW) and Victoria and near Gunbower in north-central Victoria (Myers 1954). The virus appeared to 
spread initially but then died out at the release sites. However, myxomatosis reappeared in December of 
that year at one of the sites and simultaneously at other locations along the Murray River and at loca-
tions up to 650 km away (Ratcliffe et al. 1952, Myers 1954). Transmission was driven by mosquitoes, 
particularly Culex annulirostris, which were in high numbers due to flooding in the northern Murray–
Darling river system and the vast numbers of rabbits which were completely susceptible to this novel 
pathogen. The scale of the epizootic was unprecedented with estimates of spread covering an area of 
1600 km south to north and 1750 km east to west (Ratcliffe et al. 1952). The virus trickled on in local 
outbreaks through the winter and then reappeared in epizootics the following summer once mosquitoes 
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emerged. Over the next 3 years, MYXV spread, either naturally or by deliberate introduction, wherever 
rabbits had established and there were enough mosquitoes or other vectors to transmit the virus.

Myxomatosis reduced rabbit numbers by perhaps 90% to 99% with CFRs due to the released virus 
(termed the standard laboratory strain; SLS) estimated at 99.8% (Fenner et al. 1953, Myers et al. 1954). 
However, in some local epizootics, the estimated CFR was as low as 40% with surviving rabbits identi-
fied by scarring and the presence of serum antibodies to MYXV (Fenner et al. 1953). 

Rabbits that recover from myxomatosis are probably immune for life, with immunity potentially 
boosted by reexposure to the virus. In addition, recovered females will transfer maternal antibodies 
across the placenta to kittens, which may provide limited passive protection in the early weeks of life 
(Fenner and Marshall 1954, Kerr 1997).

It soon became apparent that slightly attenuated strains of MYXV were occurring in the field (Fenner 
et al. 1953, Myers et al. 1954, Marshall et al. 1955). While still highly lethal, with CFRs of 90%–99%, these 
strains had a selective advantage because they allowed infected rabbits to survive for a slightly longer 
time, thus providing more opportunity for mosquito transmission of the virus (Marshall et al. 1955, 
Fenner et al. 1956). 

Field strains of virus were subsequently classified into five virulence grades (1–5) based on CFR, sur-
vival times, and clinical signs of small groups of infected laboratory rabbits (Fenner and Marshall 1957). 
Grade 3 viruses, with CFRs of 70%–95% and survival times of 17–28 days, became the predominant 
strains in the field within 4 years (Figure 1) and remained so for the next 30 years after which there are 
no systematic data available (Fenner and Ross 1994). However, both highly virulent and highly attenu-
ated strains can still be recovered from the field (Kerr et al. 2017, unpublished data).

With such high CFRs, MYXV was exerting very high selection pressure on the rabbit population and 
the emergence of somewhat attenuated viruses probably increased the frequency with which rabbits 

FIGURE 1 Virulence changes in Australian isolates of MYXV from 1950–1959. Virulence of MYXV field isolates 
is shown as the percentage of isolates made each season classified into grades 1–5. The number of isolates tested 
each year is shown above the bars. Data for 1951/1952–1957/1958 are from Marshall and Fenner (1960) and data for 
1958/1959 are from Fenner and Woodroofe (1965). Virulence was classified as: Grade 1 average survival time (AST): 
≤ 13 days; CFR: 99.5%; Grade 2 AST: > 13 ≤ 16 days; CFR: 99%; Grade 3 AST > 16 ≤ 28 days; CFR: 70%–95%; Grade 4: 
AST > 28 ≤ 50 days; CFR: 50%–70%; Grade 5 AST not applicable; CFR < 50%.
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with alleles conferring some resistance to myxomatosis survived infection (Figure 2) (Alves et al. 2019). 
In addition, high environmental temperatures enhanced survival of rabbits infected with moderately 
attenuated virus strains (Marshall 1959, Marshall and Douglas 1961). 

A dramatic example of the selection for resistance was provided by a study on rabbits from Lake 
Urana in NSW. Within 7 years of natural selection by annual epizootics of myxomatosis, the CFR in 
these rabbits, infected under laboratory conditions with the KM13 strain of MYXV, dropped from 90% 
to 26% (Marshall and Fenner 1958, Marshall and Douglas 1961).

The emergence of attenuated virus strains and genetically resistant rabbits in the decade from 
1950–1960 reduced the impact of myxomatosis. However, there is no doubt that the disease continued 
to suppress rabbit populations especially in the agricultural areas of Australia where myxomatosis, in 
occasional widespread epizootics and more regular local outbreaks, complemented conventional con-
trol measures. In an experiment where myxomatosis was experimentally controlled, rabbit numbers 
increased by 8–12 fold in a region where myxomatosis had previously been regarded as not contributing 
to rabbit control (Parer et al. 1985). 

In the early 1990s, 40 years after the initial epizootic, it was estimated that rabbit numbers in the 
agricultural areas of Australia were on average fluctuating around 5% of their pre-myxomatosis num-
bers (Fenner and Ross 1994, Williams et al. 1995). However, in the low rainfall rangeland and semiarid 
areas, where conventional management was more difficult or nonexistent, populations were about 25% 

FIGURE 2 Genetic resistance to MYXV in Australian wild rabbits. (a) A wild rabbit infected 10 days previously 
with the grade 1 virulent SLS MYXV introduced into Australia in 1950. The rabbit shows relatively mild clinical 
signs of myxomatosis. (b) A wild rabbit 20 days after infection with the same virus. This rabbit has virtually fully 
recovered. SLS originally killed essentially 100% of infected rabbits with an average survival time of ≤13 days. 
(Figures are from Best SM and Kerr PJ (2000) Virology 267, 36–48, Elsevier publishing, with permission.)
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of pre-1950 numbers and population irruptions were occurring (Fenner and Ross 1994, Williams et al. 
1995). The rabbit breeding cycle and climatic variation means that there will be large fluctuations in 
population sizes particularly in the arid zones where the natural decline in rabbit populations due to 
drought may be as much as 99%, but it is also in these areas that rabbits have their greatest impact on 
preventing regeneration of vegetation (Williams et al. 1995, Cooke 2012). 

Since 1995/1996, the impact of myxomatosis on rabbit numbers has been more difficult to  discern 
because of the presence of rabbit hemorrhagic disease (RHD), which may also alter the timing of 
 epizootics of myxomatosis by removing the seronegative young rabbits needed to sustain an outbreak 
(Mutze  et al. 2002, 2010a). Although difficult to quantify, it is likely that myxomatosis continues to 
 suppress rabbit numbers across Australia at essentially no economic cost.

the introduction of novel insect Vectors to Australia 
to enhance Biological control by Myxomatosis

MYXV in Australia was largely vectored by mosquitoes with some local spread by direct contact and 
native stickfast fleas. In dry seasons or arid zones, there might be no transmission because there was 
little or no mosquito breeding. There were areas such as Tasmania, the northern tablelands of NSW, the 
western district of Victoria, or south-western West Australia where mosquito activity was low (Williams 
et al. 1995) with a consequent lower impact of myxomatosis. 

In Britain and parts of Europe, the main vector of MYXV, following its release in 1952 (see below), 
was the European rabbit flea (Spilopsyllus cuniculi), however, this parasite had not been introduced to 
Australia with the rabbit. Rabbit fleas are present on rabbits all year round and move freely between 
 rabbits, thus potentially allowing transmission of MYXV when mosquitoes are absent or in low 
numbers.

S. cuniculi was imported to Australia in 1966 and released from quarantine in 1968 after rather mini-
mal testing for environmental impact (Sobey and Menzies 1969). The fleas were widely released through-
out Australia, and in many regions, this produced a drop in rabbit numbers that was comparable to 
the earlier impact of myxomatosis (Cooke 1983, King et al.1985, Mutze et al. 2002, Cooke et al. 2013). 
The overall result appears to have been an increase in the efficacy of myxomatosis despite attenuated 
field strains of virus and genetic resistance in rabbits. In particular, fleas could drive epizootics when 
mosquito activity was low. S. cuniculi was also introduced into rabbit populations on the subantarctic 
Macquarie Island and the Kerguelen archipelago.

Despite its initial establishment, S. cuniculi tended to die out in rabbit populations in the hot dry areas 
of Australia (annual rainfall <200 mm) (Cooke 1984). To overcome this limitation, the Spanish rabbit 
flea Xenopsylla cunicularis, which is adapted to hot, arid conditions, was introduced (Cooke 1990). This 
flea was released from quarantine in 1993 after studies on species specificity showed that native animals 
were not a preferred host. Large-scale breeding was undertaken and over one million pupae or newly 
emerged fleas were subsequently released at some 500 sites (Fenner and Fantini 1999, Saunders et al. 
2010). Unfortunately, due to the emergence of RHD in 1995, virtually no follow-up studies were done on 
the impact of this flea on the epidemiology of myxomatosis although there were reports of unseasonable 
outbreaks of myxomatosis (Fenner and Fantini 1999). More recent anecdotal evidence indicates that this 
flea remains established in rabbit populations.

introduction of More Virulent Strains 
of Myxoma Virus to Australia

From the time of the first epizootic of myxomatosis in Australia, MYXV was deliberately introduced 
into rabbit populations. Preparations of SLS were made available for field release, and in NSW and later 
in other states, a field isolate derived from SLS known as the Glenfield strain was used. The distinctive 
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Lausanne strain of MYXV (used for release in Europe, see below) was widely used in release cam-
paigns in Australia from the 1970s particularly in association with S. cuniculi release (Fenner and Ross 
1994). Lausanne and Glenfield are more virulent than SLS when tested in genetically resistant wild rab-
bits although the virulence of the three viruses is indistinguishable in laboratory rabbits. Releases of 
Lausanne continued until the late 1990s even though it was recognized that released viruses were out-
competed by field strains of virus and at best might create local epizootics (Myers et al. 1954, Marshall 
et al. 1955, Fenner et al. 1957, Berman et al. 2006). Virulent virus is no longer produced for release 
in Australia, and releases of MYXV are not occurring (rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV) is 
produced for release). Proposals for new introductions of virulent strains of MYXV have been made 
(Henzell et al. 2008, Mutze et al. 2010a), although it is difficult to see how these would compete in 
the field based on previous releases of virulent virus. For example, despite its widespread release in 
Australia, no circulating strains of MYXV derived from the Lausanne strain have been identified (Saint 
et al. 2001, Kerr et al. 2019).

Myxomatosis in europe and other Regions

The Lausanne strain of MYXV was released in France in June 1952 by a landholder seeking to control 
rabbits. The virus established and spread, killing an estimated 90% of wild rabbits in France (Fenner 
and Ross 1994). From France, MYXV spread to the rest of Europe wherever rabbits were present in the 
wild and into domestic rabbitries. It was illegally introduced into Britain in 1953 and spread through the 
British wild rabbit population with estimates of population reduction as high as 99% (Fenner and Ross 
1994). As in Australia, there was emergence of both attenuated virus strains and genetically resistant 
rabbits as the virus and its new host coevolved, although this seems to have happened more slowly in 
Britain (Fenner and Ross 1994).

In Europe, the rabbit is a keystone species in some ecosystems and a valued game animal for 
 hunting.  Collapse of rabbit populations, initially due to myxomatosis and later due to RHD, has 
added to pressure on endangered predators such as the Spanish imperial eagle (Aquila adalberti) 
and Iberian lynx (Lynx pardinus) (Rogers et al. 1994). In 2018, a widespread epizootic of myxomatosis 
occurred in hares (Lepus granatensis) in the Iberian Peninsula potentially signaling a species shift 
(Dalton et al. 2019).

MYXV was also introduced into Chile in 1954 (and later into Argentina) to control feral rab-
bit  populations. It has also been released onto the subantarctic Macquarie Island and Kerguelen 
Archipelago.

Rabbit Hemorrhagic Disease as a Biological 
control for european Rabbits

RHD was first described in 1984 as a novel disease outbreak in domestic Angora rabbits imported into 
China from Germany. It subsequently spread to, or emerged in, Europe, the Americas, Korea, and 
other parts of the world causing substantial losses in domestic and wild rabbit populations (Cooke and 
Fenner 2002).

In its original form, RHD typically presented as a sudden onset of high mortality in subadult and 
adult rabbits. Kittens less than 4–6 weeks of age were generally unaffected. In the peracute form of RHD, 
rabbits often died with no premonitory signs and some still had food in their mouths. More normally, 
the disease manifested as a short period of malaise with fever and elevated respiratory rate for up to 
24 hours prior to death, which might be accompanied by ataxia, posterior paresis, convulsions and 
coma, hematuria, and a bloody discharge from the nostrils. Death is due to fulminant hepatitis compli-
cated by disseminated intravascular coagulation with hemorrhages in lungs, kidneys, and other tissues. 
Subacutely affected rabbits that survive for a few days may show signs of jaundice. 
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Rabbit Hemorrhagic Disease Virus

RHD is caused by a calicivirus (Family: Caliciviridae; genus: Lagovirus; species: Rabbit hemorrhagic 
disease virus; RHDV). RHDV is a small non-enveloped virus approximately 40 nm in diameter with 
icosahedral symmetry. It has a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome of 7.4 kb and replicates in 
the cytoplasm of infected cells; it cannot be routinely isolated in cell culture. 

Two distinct genotypes of the virus now circulate: viruses derived from the original RHDV (here 
referred to as RHDV1) and a more recently emerged genotype, which will be referred to as RHDV2. 
A new nomenclature for the lagoviruses has been proposed with a single species Lagovirus europaeus 
that subsumes RHDV and the related European brown hare syndrome virus (EBHSV) each of which 
would become a genogroup. Genogroups are then further subdivided into genotypes and variants based 
on phylogenetic relationships. In this proposal, RHDV1 is genotype G1.1 and RHDV2 becomes genotype 
G1.2 (Le Pendu et al. 2017). 

RHDV probably evolved from an apathogenic or mildly pathogenic rabbit calicivirus (RCV). These 
viruses replicate in the small intestine (Hoehn et al. 2013) and are widely distributed in domestic and 
wild rabbits in Europe and Australia and probably other parts of the world where farmed, feral, or 
wild European rabbits occur (Capucci et al. 1996, Cooke et al. 2004, Marchandeau et al. 2005, Forrester 
et al. 2007, Strive et al. 2009, Bergin et al. 2009, Jahnke et al. 2010, Strive et al. 2010, Marchandeau et al. 
2010, Le Gall Reculé et al. 2011b, Nicholson et al. 2017). RCVs are closely related to RHDV, induce cross-
reactive antibodies and, in some cases, appear to provide cross-protection to RHDV.

Following the initial spread of RHDV1, an antigenic variant termed RHDVa emerged in Europe 
(Capucci et al. 1998) and appeared to outcompete RHDV. The more divergent RHDV2 emerged in 2010 
and appears to have evolved independently (Le Gall Reculé et al. 2011a, Silvério et al. 2018). RHDV2 
overcomes the age resistance to disease in young kittens (Dalton et al. 2014, Neimanis et al. 2018) and has 
a broader host range spilling over from rabbits to cause disease in multiple species with some evidence 
of circulation in hares (Puggioni et al. 2013, Camarda et al. 2014, Hall et al. 2017, Neimanis et al. 2018). 
RHDV1 and a recombinant of RHDV1 have also been retrospectively demonstrated in Iberian hares 
with clinical signs of RHD (Lopes et al. 2014, Lopes et al. 2017).

Recombination of RHDV1, RHDV2, and low virulence RCVs is a significant feature of the ongoing 
evolution of these viruses (Lopes et al. 2015, Silvério et al. 2018, Hall et al. 2018).

Infection with RHDV can occur by most routes of inoculation, but infection via the oropharynx is 
probably most common in the field. RHDV replicates to very high titres in the liver causing massive 
hepatic necrosis. Virus RNA is present in liver, spleen, mesenteric lymph nodes, bile, thymus, urine, 
blood, and feces (Shien et al. 2000). In experimental studies, where relatively high doses of virus are 
used, death generally occurs within 2–3 days of infection. The CFR in susceptible rabbits following 
infection with RHDV1 is over 90%. 

Kittens less than 4 weeks of age inoculated with RHDV1 support virus replication and can trans-
mit virus (Lenghaus et al. 1994, Mikami et al. 1999, Matthaei et al. 2014) but generally do not develop 
clinical disease and are subsequently immune to reinfection. This age-related resistance is gradually lost 
between 4 and 9 weeks of age (Robinson et al. 2002b). However, kittens infected with RHDV2 succumb 
to disease with high CFRs.

The titres of RHDV in the blood are sufficiently high for fleas and mosquitoes to passively transmit 
the virus; it does not replicate in these insects (Lenghaus et al. 1994). However, the duration of viremia 
prior to death is very short so it is unlikely that biting insects play a significant role in transmission. In 
contrast, carrion-feeding flies play a major role in transmission by feeding on carcasses and passively 
shedding virus in feces and regurgita (Asgari et al. 1998, McColl et al. 2002a, Schwensow et al. 2014).

Rabbits that have recovered from RHD are probably immune for life to the infecting antigenic type 
with potential boosting by natural reexposure to the virus (Cooke et al. 2002). Immune females will 
transfer protective antibodies across the placenta to their kittens. These passive maternal antibodies can 
protect kittens for up to 11 weeks after birth depending on the titre of antibody in the doe. Importantly, 
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kittens that are challenged with RHDV while passive antibody titres are waning may become infected 
but survive and be subsequently immune (Robinson et al. 2002b). It is uncertain how much immuno-
logical cross-protection occurs between RHDV1 and RHDV2. Anecdotally, vaccination against RHDV1 
seems poorly protective against RHDV2 (Dalton et al. 2012) and limited field studies showed little 
cross-protection (Peacock et al. 2017). However, in a study with experimentally infected rabbits, some 
 cross-protection appeared to occur (Calvete et al. 2018). 

RHDV is relatively resistant to environmental degradation, and infective virus can persist in car-
casses for at least 20 days at 22°C and perhaps as long as 3 months, although this would be affected by 
the climatic conditions (McColl et al. 2002b, Henning et al. 2005). Thus, RHDV has two modes of trans-
mission: direct contact between susceptible and infected animals shedding virus and environmental 
contamination from carcasses and flies that feed on infected carcasses. Predators such as foxes that feed 
on infected rabbits or scavenge carcasses do not support virus replication but may also pass infectious 
RHDV in their feces and potentially spread the virus.

introduction of RHDV to Australia as a Biological control Agent

The potential of RHDV as a biological control for European rabbits was quickly recognized following 
epizootics in wild rabbits in Spain (Cooke and Fenner 2002), and in 1991, the Czech 351 strain of RHDV 
was imported into the high-security Australian Animal Health Laboratory at Geelong for evaluation. 
Studies of virulence, pathogenesis, and transmission in laboratory and wild rabbits of different ages 
were undertaken (Lenghaus et al. 1994). Species-specificity testing indicated that rabbits were the only 
susceptible species of those tested. Approval was then given for the virus to be evaluated in pens on 
Wardang Island 5 km off the coast of South Australia; the same location that had been used nearly 60 
years earlier for trials with MYXV. 

Testing on Wardang Island commenced in March 1995. Despite careful security, including insecticide 
treatments, RHDV escaped from the island and appeared in rabbit populations on the adjacent main-
land in October 1995 (Cooke and Fenner 2002). It was probably transmitted by blowflies (Calliphora spp.) 
or bushflies (Musca vetustissima), which had not been previously suspected as vectors. Contingency 
plans to contain the virus by eradicating rabbits in the area were put into action, but it quickly became 
obvious that the virus was not just spreading between warrens but was making large jumps to new 
populations hundreds of kilometres away (Cooke and Fenner 2002). This long-distance spread, together 
with the escape from Wardang Island, clearly implicated flying insects in dissemination of the virus 
(Cooke 2002). 

Following this accidental release of RHDV, regulatory inquiries, including public submissions, and 
further species-specificity testing suggested that the virus was unlikely to infect other species and it 
was registered as a pest control agent (Cooke and Fenner 2002). This allowed government agencies to 
 produce virus for deliberate release as an inoculation for rabbits or for distribution on carrot baits.

impact of RHDV as a Biological control

Within 12 months of its escape, RHDV was reported in all the mainland states of Australia. As with 
myxomatosis 45 years earlier, the impact on rabbit populations was dramatic with some populations 
being reduced by 95% (Mutze et al. 1998, Saunders et al. 1999, Story et al. 2004, Bruce and Twigg 2004). 
This was particularly so in the low rainfall regions of Australia. In the more temperate regions, the 
impact was mixed. Generally, populations were considerably reduced, but at some sites, there was 
little or no impact following RHD (Saunders et al. 1999, Henzell et al. 2002, Bruce and Twigg 2005, 
Richardson et al. 2007). 

In the subsequent years, there was a gradual reduction in the impact of RHDV on rabbit popula-
tions but numbers were still at lower levels than pre-RHD (Mutze et al. 2002, 2014). In southern West 
Australia, RHDV disappeared and was successfully reintroduced (Bruce and Twigg 2005). Reduction in 
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rabbit populations in some arid regions was strongly associated with recovery of endangered mammals 
(Pedler et al. 2016). RHDV was also released on Macquarie Island in 2011 as part of a successful rabbit 
eradication campaign.

emergence and Release of novel RHDV Strains

In 2014, an exotic RHDVa strain was detected in south-eastern Australia (Mahar et al. 2018b); it is 
not known how this virus entered Australia. The virus is a recombinant between an RCV-like and 
an RHDVa virus most closely related to a virus from China. In 2015, routine surveillance detected an 
exotic RHDV2 strain in south-eastern Australia (Hall et al. 2015). Phylogenetic studies indicated that 
it had been circulating for some months prior to detection; this virus spread across the rabbit-infested 
areas of Australia largely replacing RHDV1 (Mahar et al. 2018a). A novel recombinant between this 
virus and RCV has also been reported (Hall et al. 2018). These RHDV2 strains also spill over into 
introduced European hares causing some lethal infections (Hall et al. 2017). Studies with the originally 
isolated Australian RHDV2 virus showed that it caused similar disease processes in kittens and adults, 
as had already been shown in Europe and, in this way, was quite distinct from RHDV1 (Neave et al. 
2018, Neimanis et al. 2018). It appears to have substantially reduced rabbit populations (Mutze et al. 
2018, Ramsey et al. 2020) and, as of 2019, was the dominant virus in the environment. It is p ossible that 
the ability of RHDV2 to kill very young rabbits has interfered with the spread of RHDV1 by remov-
ing a susceptible cohort from the population. Combined with the ability to overcome immunity to 
RHDV1, this has likely given RHDV2 a selective advantage, which may wane as the breeding female 
 population becomes dominated by survivors of RHDV2, which will pass passive antibody protection 
to their offspring.

From 2010 onwards, a large research program in Australia examined other globally occurring vari-
ants of RHDV for their potential to augment the impact of circulating RHDV and slow the growth 
in rabbit populations. An RHDVa strain from Korea was selected because it overcame partial cross-
protection conferred by recent infection with benign RCV (see below) and had a better ability to infect 
genetically resistant wild rabbits than other strains. This virus (termed K5) was released in a nationwide 
campaign in March 2017 (Strive and Cox 2019).

Although K5 achieved a local reduction in rabbit populations at some release sites, there is so far no 
evidence that it has established in the rabbit population. This is likely due to the competing RHDV2. 
K5 remains available as a commercial product for rabbit control but probably only has impact as a local 
biocide rather than disseminating widely. Whether it provides additional genetic potential for recombi-
nation with other strains remains to be seen.

Adult wild rabbits are likely to have survived RHD and, therefore, be immune to further challenge 
with the same antigenic type (McPhee et al. 2009). This means that the virus will have its main impact 
on the susceptible kittens and subadults each breeding season. However, depending on the timing of 
epizootics, the impact of RHD may be reduced by age resistance, passively transferred maternal anti-
bodies, and potentially by cross-protection from apathogenic caliciviruses (see below) (McPhee et al. 
2009, Mutze et al. 2010a, 2010b, Cox et al. 2017, Cooke et al. 2018). The co-circulation of two antigenic 
types of RHDV that can at least partially overcome existing immunity may be altering the epidemiology 
in complex ways (Dalton et al. 2012, Peacock et al. 2017). 

interference with RHDV by Rabbit caliciviruses

The impact of RHD was substantially less in the higher rainfall, more temperate areas of Australia 
(Henzell et al. 2002, Cooke 2002, McPhee et al. 2002). This may be due, at least in part, to an apathogenic 
RCV (Rabbit Calicivirus Australia-1; RCV-A1) (Strive et al. 2009, Strive et al. 2010). Infection with RCV-
A1 induces antibodies that cross-react with RHDV (Nagesha et al. 2000, Cooke et al. 2002, Robinson 
et al. 2002a). Recent infection with RCV-A1 provides some protection from experimental challenge with 
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RHDV (Strive et al. 2013). However, this protection is relatively short-lived and appears to be inde-
pendent of the titres of cross-reacting antibody. In addition to attenuating RHDV infection, previous 
exposure to RCV has been suggested to reduce the rate of RHDV transmission at a population level 
(Cooke et al. 2018).

As already noted, similar caliciviruses are widely distributed in farmed and wild European rabbits 
around the world. Recombination between RCV and RHDV, in particular exchange of the nonstruc-
tural and structural genes, generating new variants appears to be relatively common (Lopes et al. 2015, 
Hall et al. 2018).

impact of RHDV in new Zealand

RHDV was illegally imported into New Zealand from Australia and released into rabbit populations 
in October 1997. Following its release, RHDV spread over the rabbit infested areas of New Zealand. 
Decrease in rabbit populations ranged from 90% in some areas to less than 20%, essentially no effect, in 
others (Sanson et al. 2000, Parkes et al. 2002, Norbury et al. 2002, Henning et al. 2006). Cross-reacting 
antibodies to RCV and possible protection from RHDV were also observed in New Zealand wild rabbits 
(O’Keefe et al. 1999, Nicholson et al. 2017). As in Australia, once the initial impact on the naïve popula-
tion had passed, there was a gradual recovery in some rabbit populations. However, the rate of increase 
has been much slower in the presence of RHD than occurred following conventional controls (Parkes 
et al. 2008). Predation, particularly by cats, may be locally important in maintaining suppression in low 
density populations in the presence of RHD (Reddiex et al. 2002, Henning et al. 2008). In 2018, RHDV2 
emerged in New Zealand via an unknown entry pathway. In the same year, New Zealand also released 
K5 as an additional tool for rabbit control. However, the effects of RHDV2 and K5 on New Zealand rab-
bit populations have yet to be quantified.

What is the Future for Biological control with RHDV?

Adult rabbits experimentally infected with RHDV1 generally only survive for 2–3 days. Based on the 
myxomatosis model, it might be expected that selection would occur for virus that allowed the rabbit to 
survive for longer and shed virus for longer. There has been no systematic study of RHDV virulence in 
the way MYXV was studied. However, there is no compelling epidemiological evidence to suggest that 
the virus is attenuating either in Australia or Europe and some data showing the emergence of strains of 
higher virulence compared to the released virus (Elsworth et al. 2014). The avirulent RCVs identified so 
far are clearly not derived from RHDV (Capucci et al. 1996, Strive et al. 2009, Jahnke et al. 2010, Mahar 
et al. 2016). 

It is probable that RHDV is not attenuating because high virulence, leaving carcasses with extremely 
high titres of virus as a source of contamination for insect vectors or for direct transmission, is an 
effective transmission strategy that offsets the advantages of shedding for longer (Elsworth et al. 2014, 
Schwensow et al. 2014). By causing such rapid death, the virus almost completely avoids the adaptive 
immune response (Cooke and Berman 2000), which may also reduce selective pressure. In addition, 
very young rabbits can be infected but are resistant to disease caused by RHDV1 and, thus, could main-
tain virulent virus without selection pressure. However, this may be of limited importance since in 
most populations kittens will have passive maternal antibodies which would prevent infection or limit 
shedding during this period of age resistance (Robinson et al. 2002b). The emergence of RHDV2 has also 
considerably altered the role of kittens in RHDV epidemiology.

It has been reported that some populations of wild rabbits in Australia exhibit resistance to infection 
with RHDV (Saunders et al. 2010, Elsworth et al. 2012, Schwensow et al. 2017). Similar observations have 
been made in Europe (Fouchet et al. 2009). Studies on the mechanism of resistance have focused on 
the expression of complex carbohydrate molecules called histo-blood group antigens (HBGAs) on the 
surface of epithelial cells (Guillon et al. 2009). Binding of RHDV to these molecules appears important 
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in the infection process although other cell-surface receptors must also be utilized since HBGAs are not 
expressed on hepatocytes. 

Rabbits that do not express particular HGBAs on intestinal epithelium are significantly overrepre-
sented in populations following epizootics of RHDV suggesting a strong selection advantage (Guillon 
et al. 2009, Nyström et al. 2011). Experimentally, such rabbits were significantly more likely to survive 
oral challenge with low doses of virus although they still became infected, and challenge with higher 
doses of virus was lethal (Nyström et al. 2011). Regulation of HBGA expression in rabbits is complex and 
not fully understood (Nyström et al. 2015).

Different strains of RHDV utilize different HGBAs for attachment suggesting that there is likely to be 
a complex and ongoing selection in rabbit populations for expression of particular HBGAs (and poten-
tially other receptors) and in virus populations for recognition of different HBGAs. It should not be 
assumed that this is the only mechanism of resistance that might emerge. Indeed, other factors such as 
major histocompatibility molecules type I (MHC-I) have been implicated in genetic studies (Schwensow 
et al. 2017). This ongoing host–pathogen coevolution may have unpredictable consequences for viral 
virulence and biological control (Fouchet et al. 2009).

The emergence of RHDV2 may also be altering the ongoing host–pathogen dynamic in unpredictable 
ways. One could envisage a scenario of alternating dominance of RHDV1 and RHDV2 variants depend-
ing on the degree of immunological cross-protection. As with myxomatosis, RHD is likely to continue 
to suppress rabbit populations at essentially no economic cost but with gradually diminishing impact. 
Economic modeling has suggested that the combined impact of myxomatosis and RHD has accrued 
benefits to agriculture of 70 billion Australian dollars (at 2011 values) (Cooke et al. 2013). Population 
suppression also means that other natural processes such as predation, parasitism, and other disease 
agents have more impact.
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introduction

Cabbage (Brassica oleracea ‘Capitata Group’) has long been cultivated as an important vegetable crop 
and a source of fiber, minerals, and vitamins, particularly during cold seasons in temperate climates. 
More recently, cabbage and other cruciferous vegetables (members of the Brassicaceae) have been rec-
ognized as important sources of dietary chemoprotective phytochemicals. Cabbage and other brassica 
vegetables were grown on 2.4 million hectares worldwide in 2018 (Food and Agriculture Organization, 
2020). Cabbage is a productive vegetable based on biomass per area of cultivation, which averaged 
28.7 ton/ha in 2018. However, many diseases, particularly those caused by bacteria and fungi, affect the 
production of this crop. This chapter focuses on six diseases of worldwide importance in cabbage pro-
duction. These diseases also affect other cole crops, i.e., vegetables derived from B. oleracea, including 
broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, collard, kale, and kohlrabi, and other genetically related cruci-
ferous vegetables, such as Chinese cabbage, mustard, rutabaga, and turnip. Emphasis will be placed on 
pathogen life cycle stages susceptible to management techniques. Control measures will be presented in 
an integrated pest management (IPM) framework.

Major Diseases and Pathogen ecology

Black Rot

Black rot is caused by the bacterium Xanthomonas campestris pathovar campestris. X. campestris pv. 
raphani also has been isolated from necrotic spots on cabbage seedlings (Lange et al. 2016). Because 
this bacterium can be seedborne, black rot occurs in most areas of the world where cabbage and 
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other crucifers are grown. The pathogen produces V-shaped chlorotic and necrotic lesions starting 
at the margins of leaves, but it also causes wilting of plants if it reaches the vascular system in the 
stem (systemic infection). Blackening of the leaf veins is a helpful diagnostic symptom. The pathogen 
survives in infested crop debris and usually survives only for a few months in soil in the absence of 
host debris. 

clubroot

Clubroot is caused by the protozoan-like organism Plasmodiophora brassicae. This soilborne organ-
ism is an obligate biotroph, completing its unique life cycle within the root cells of crucifers. Infected 
root cells enlarge and divide to produce the diagnostic swollen, club-like roots. The pathogen pro-
duces resting spores in the clubs that persist in soil for at least 10 years after they decay. Isolates of 
P. brassicae differ in host range, and races have been found that are pathogenic on the few resistant 
cultivars of cabbage. Resting spores are extremely resistant to desiccation and easily spread with 
wind-blown soil and irrigation water.

Black Spot, Dark Leaf Spot

Five species of Alternaria, but primarily A. brassicae and A. brassicicola, infect cabbage and other cru-
cifers. A.  brassicicola has a higher optimal temperature for growth, sporulation, and spore germination 
(20°C–30°C) than A. brassicae (18°C–24°C). Both fungi can be seedborne and airborne but do not sur-
vive apart from infested host debris in soil. Infested debris left on the soil surface can be a significant 
source of pathogen spores for up to 12 weeks after harvest (Humpherson-Jones 1989). Seedborne inocu-
lum can lower seed germination and vigor but usually is not damaging to seedlings. 

Downy Mildew

Crucifer downy mildew is caused by the oomycete Hyaloperonospora parasitica. This biotroph produces 
airborne sporangia on the underside of leaves and oospores inside infected leaves, roots, and stems. The 
pathogen is believed to survive as dormant oospores in roots and stems and on living hosts in frost-free 
regions. Cabbage is affected by downy mildew particularly during the seedling and heading growth 
stages. High relative humidity, dew, and fog are favorable for infection.

Watery Soft Rot, Sclerotinia Stem Rot, White Mold

Sclerotinia sclerotiorum has a wide host range but is especially damaging to cabbage, because it not only 
infects the head in the field but also can cause decay in transit and storage. Infection occurs primarily 
at head maturity when wrapper leaves shade the soil, providing a cool, moist environment that favors 
the pathogen. This fungus produces airborne sexual spores (ascospores) that infect plants, and soilborne 
survival structures (sclerotia) cause infection when they germinate near a plant. The closely related spe-
cies Sclerotinia minor also has been reported on brassica vegetables.

Wirestem

Wirestem, a postemergence disease, is caused by the soilborne fungus Rhizoctonia solani anasto-
mosis groups (AGs) 2-1 and 4 (Budge and Shaw 2009). In soils cropped repeatedly to crucifers, AG 
2-1 predominates. At low pathogen levels, wirestem is more prevalent or severe than preemergence 
damping-off. Seedlings may be killed by wirestem when lesions girdle stems. Older plants may be 
killed later or be stunted and fail to produce a marketable-sized head. Root rot also occurs when 
infection is severe but is absent when discrete stem lesions are the only symptoms.
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control

General control Principles

Exclusion. It is extremely important to prevent contamination of clubroot-free land by excluding the 
pathogen. Movement of field-grown transplants, soil, and equipment from clubroot-infested fields or 
farms should be avoided (Hwang et al. 2014). Growers in clubroot-free areas should avoid purchasing 
field-grown transplants or equipment from infested areas. Before purchase, greenhouse-grown trans-
plants should be inspected for symptoms of downy mildew, black rot, and black spot. 

Eradication. Testing seed for the fungal pathogen Plenodomus (=Phoma) lingam has greatly reduced 
outbreaks of black leg disease of crucifers. Cruciferous weeds should be eradicated to eliminate sources 
of the pathogens causing black rot, downy mildew, and clubroot (Table 1). Cruciferous ornamentals also 
can be infected by the same species of Alternaria, Hyaloperonospora, Plasmodiophora, and Xanthomonas 
that infect cabbage. The parasitic fungus Paraconiothyrium minitans, the active ingredient in the bio-
fungicide Contans®, infects and destroys sclerotia of S. sclerotiorum and S. minor.

Avoidance. Cabbage crops should be rotated to a different field or plot each season to avoid con-
tact with infested debris remaining from previous crops. Using a shallow planting depth for trans-
plants reduces wirestem incidence, because the susceptible hypocotyl is not directly in contact with 
Rhizoctonia-infested soil. Avoid wounding plants to prevent black rot, bacterial soft rot, and watery 
soft rot. 

Resistance. Host plant resistance is widely available in green (white) and red cabbage for yellows 
(caused by Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. conglutinans). Some hybrid cultivars have partial resistance to 
black rot that restricts lesions to the wrapper leaves. A few cabbage cultivars (mostly red cabbage) have 
moderate resistance to Alternaria. Cabbage cultivars available in the United States are susceptible to 
clubroot, downy mildew, white mold, and wirestem.

Protection. Seed treatment with fungicides is very effective in preventing damping-off caused by spe-
cies of Pythium and R. solani. Protectant fungicides are effective against black spot and downy mildew 
and used for managing black rot, clubroot, and wirestem with varying degrees of success. Potassium 
phosphite is an alternative fungicide that is effective against downy mildew. The fungicides boscalid and 
penthiopyrad are registered in the United States to control Sclerotinia on cole crops. 

TABLE 1 Management Practices for Common Diseases of Cabbage

Disease

Plant-
Resistant 
Cultivars

Use Healthy 
Seed or 

Transplants
Eliminate 

Weeds
Avoid 

Wounding
Bury Crop 

Residue
Rotate with 
Nonhosts

Apply Protectant 
Fungicide or 
Bactericide

Black spot + + + – + + +
Bacterial soft – – – + – – –

rot
Black leg – + – – + + +
Black rot + + + + + + –
Clubroot – +* + – – – +/–
Downy 

mildew
– + + – + + +

Yellows + – – – – – –
Sclerotinia 

stem rot 
– – + + + – +/–

Damping-off – – – – – – +
Wirestem – +* – – + – +

+ = Practice can be used to manage the disease; − = Practice is ineffective or inappropriate, based on pathogen life cycle; 
+/− = Practice may be useful under certain conditions.
* The pathogen is not seedborne but can be spread on infected, field-grown transplants.
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Therapy. The only measure to control cabbage diseases postinfection is the application of systemic 
fungicides for downy mildew. 

examples of integrated Disease Management

Cabbage scouting guides have been developed and are useful for surveying production fields for dis-
eases, insects, and weeds. Controlling weeds, especially ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), can reduce 
the incidence of watery soft rot. Ascospores of Sclerotinia can also infect ragweed flowers that fall 
onto cabbage leaves and heads because flower parts provide nutrients for the pathogen (Dillard and 
Hunter 1986). Lastly, it is important to control flea beetles (Phyllotreta cruciferae), which carry spores of 
Alternaria brassisicola on their bodies and in their frass and transmit conidia while feeding.

Managing Seedborne Pathogens

Seed should originate from seedlots that have tested negative for the presence of the black leg and black 
rot pathogens. Hot water seed treatment is useful to control seedborne black rot bacteria, provided the 
water temperature is monitored carefully so it remains at 50°C for 25 minutes to avoid reducing seed 
germination and quality. Minimize leaf wetness periods when producing transplants in glasshouses, 
because of the ease of spreading pathogens. Apply protectant fungicides to seed crops to prevent infec-
tion of seed by Alternaria.

Managing Soilborne Pathogens

Soil fumigants generally are not used against soilborne pathogens in cabbage production because of 
the high cost, although they may be used to disinfest seedbeds and suppress clubroot. Field-grown 
transplants may be sources of the clubroot and wirestem pathogens and spread them to noninfested 
fields. Because of this risk, transplants should be produced in soilless mixes in greenhouses when 
possible. Do not plant any cruciferous cover crops or vegetables in fields before or after cropping to 
cabbage. Use monocots as rotation crops, because R. solani AG-4 and S. sclerotiorum have wide host 
ranges among dicotyledonous crops. The resting spores of the clubroot organism cannot be eradi-
cated by rotation. Instead, liming soil to raise the pH above 7.2 with calcium oxide or hydrated lime 
prevents  infection of roots. 

Managing Foliar Pathogens

Diseases caused by foliar pathogens, such as Alternaria and Xanthomonas, can be managed with crop 
rotation during the period when infested host debris is decaying in affected fields, because these foliar 
pathogens of cabbage do not survive longer than 1 or 2 years in soil, respectively. Disk and bury or 
compost unmarketable cabbage heads. Apply protectant fungicides as needed based on environmental 
conditions and host susceptibility. Black spot can be reduced by increasing row width and plant spacing 
to promote air circulation that dries leaves, because Alternaria spp. require relatively long periods of leaf 
wetness for infection (a minimum of 5–9 hours).

conclusion

The diseases dark spot, downy mildew, watery soft rot, and wirestem often can be managed successfully 
using a combination of biological, chemical, and cultural control measures. The biological and cultural 
methods listed in Table 1 are amenable to organic production systems. Management of black rot and 
clubroot remains challenging. In the future, resistance to downy mildew and improved resistance to 
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black rot may be available in cabbage cultivars. It may be possible to transfer downy mildew resistance 
from broccoli to cabbage using molecular genetics methods. Additional molecular genetics research is 
needed to clarify the identity of races of the downy mildew and clubroot organisms.
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introduction

Arthropod parasitoids and predators used in biological control strategies are at present mainly pro-
duced on natural or alternative hosts or prey. However, their large-scale production may be more conve-
nient and cost-effective when using artificial diets/media. Studies aiming at the successful development 
of arthropod parasitoids and predators under artificial conditions have started a long time ago, but the 
practical use of insects and mites grown on artificial diets is still in its infancy. Besides their use for the 
production of natural enemies, artificial media may be valuable tools for physiological and behavioral 
studies of entomophagous arthropods due to a simplification of their environment. Different types of 
artificial diets with or without insect additives can support the development and/ or reproduction of 
natural enemies. Successes have been achieved for several species of parasitoids and predators but these 
have mainly been restricted to an experimental level. Comparisons of the performances of artificially vs. 
naturally reared natural enemies (as quality control) have primarily been conducted in the laboratory, 
and only very rarely in the field. The promising results achieved in recent years open up new prospects 
for natural enemy producers.

Artificial Diets for Predators and Parasitoids

The culture of entomophagous insects and mites involves rearing not only of the host/prey, but often 
also of the host’s/prey’s plant food, and thus requires a tritrophic level system. Different steps were taken 
to try to reduce the production line for entomophagous arthropods. The complete line comprises plant 
growing, host/prey rearing, and parasitoid/predator rearing. The simplified line includes the use of arti-
ficial diets instead of plants for the phytophagous host/prey, or of factitious hosts/prey that are easier 
to rear in the laboratory than the natural food (e.g., eggs of Ephestia kuehniella or Sitotroga cerealella, 
larvae of Galleria mellonella or Tenebrio molitor). The ultimate reduction of the production line consists 
only of an artificial diet for direct parasitoid/predator rearing. Mass rearing entomophagous insects 
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on artificial media, first suggested 60 years ago, holds the promise to increase the ease and flexibility of 
insect production, including automation of procedures, and to reduce cost. The early and subsequent 
efforts at developing artificial diets have extensively been reviewed.[1–3] The basic qualitative nutritional 
requirements of parasitoids and predators are similar to those of free-living insects. But the very fast 
growth of some parasitoids such as tachinid larvae requires a perfectly well-balanced diet[4] to minimize 
intermediate metabolism and toxic waste product accumulation.

Essentially, two types of artificial diets can be distinguished: Those including and those excluding 
insect components. The availability of media without insect components offers a greater independence 
from insect hosts/prey, even if in some countries insect components are cheap and easily available by-
products, e.g., from silk production in Asia or South America.[5] In diets containing insect additives, 
such varied components as hemolymph, body tissue extract, bee brood extract or powder, egg juice, or 
homogenate of the natural host have been used. Products of insect cell culture have also been incorpo-
rated into diets as host factors. The composition of most media for in vitro rearing of Trichogramma 
egg parasitoids is based on lepidopterous hemolymph.[6] Media for the tachinid fly Exorista larvarum, 
the chalcid wasp Brachymeria intermedia, and the ichneumonid wasp Diapetimorpha introita contain 
various insect components. Bee extracts or bee brood have been commonly added in diets for preda-
tory coccinellids.[1,5] Only few diets devoid of insect additives are composed of ingredients that are fully 
chemically defined in their composition and structure. Besides proteins or protein hydrolysates, most 
of such diets contain crude or complex components, e.g., hen’s egg yolk, chicken embryo extract, calf 
serum, cow’s milk, yeast extract or hydrolysate, meat or liver extract, or plant oils. Beef or pork meat 
and liver have extensively been used as basic components of diets for feeding coccinellids and several 
predatory heteropterans.[1,5]

Successes and Failures with Artificial Diets

Both biochemical and physical aspects determine the success of an artificial diet. Artificial diets should 
be nutritionally adequate to support development and reproduction of an insect and should be formu-
lated in such a manner that the medium is easily recognized and accepted for feeding or oviposition; 
the food should be readily ingested, digested, and absorbed.[7] For parasitoids, the diet must also allow 
the growing larvae to satisfy other physiological needs like respiration and excretion without diet spoil-
ing. The best results on artificial media were obtained with idiobiontic parasitoids such as egg or pupal 
parasitoids and with polyphagous predators. Different tachinid species were also successfully grown in 
vitro, but the koinobiontic Hymenoptera appear the most difficult group to be reared in vitro, probably 
because of a close relationship with their living host that supplies them with crucial growth factors. 
Ectoparasitoids are generally easier to culture in vitro than endoparasitoids for which the diet is also 
the living environment of the immature stages.[2] Several predatory insects have been reared for succes-
sive generations on artificial diets, including heteropterans (e.g., Geocoris punctipes, Orius laevigatus, 
Podisus maculiventris), coccinellids (e.g., Coleomegilla maculata, Harmonia axyridis), and chrysopids 
(e.g., Chrysoperla carnea, Chrysoperla rufilabris).[3]

Artificial rearing of natural enemies has mostly remained at an experimental level, and the  practical 
experience with natural enemies produced in artificial conditions has remained quite limited. Wasps 
of the genus Trichogramma reared on factitious host eggs are the most common agents used worldwide 
in biological control in many field crops and forests. In China, Trichogramma spp. and Anastatus 
spp. produced on a large scale in artificial host eggs have been released on thousands of hectares of 
different crops with a parasitization rate above 80%, leading to an effective pest control level equal to 
that of naturally reared parasitoids.[5] In the U.S.A., field tests with encouraging first results were con-
ducted using the pteromalid parasitoid Catolaccus grandis reared for successive generations on artifi-
cial diet for the control of the cotton boll weevil Anthonomus grandis.[5] Since the late 1990s, biocontrol 
 companies in the U.S.A. and Europe have started producing a number of natural enemies (partially) 
on artificial diets.
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Quality control of natural enemies Produced on Artificial Diets

Long-term rearing on artificial diets could lead to genetic bottleneck effects inducing high selection 
pressure on the entomophages and possible reduction of their effectiveness. Periodic population renew-
als from nature may circumvent this drawback. The use of natural enemies in augmentative biological 
control requires a reliable mass production of good quality insects. Therefore, quality control is a key 
element for the efficiency and the long-term viability of biological control. The quality control proce-
dures developed for in vivo production of entomophages could be recommended as a first approach 
for in vitro production.[8] Many parameters can be used as quality criteria. Size, weight, life cycle dura-
tion, survival rate, and especially fecundity, longevity, and predation/parasitization efficiency are the 
most relevant characters.[5] Besides its value as a quality criterion, the biochemical composition (based 
upon carcass analyses) of the insects produced on artificial diets may be a powerful tool for improving 
the composition and performance of the diets through the detection of excess or deficiency of some 
nutrients. Often, different criteria are closely linked; hence, the quality control process may be simpli-
fied if one easily measured parameter can be used to predict another one that is more complex or time 
consuming to determine (e.g., fecundity). Arguably, excellent field performance of the artificially pro-
duced natural enemy against the target pest remains the ultimate quality criterion. However, quality 
assessments of artificially reared natural enemies have mostly been performed at a laboratory scale or in 
semifield conditions, and only rarely so in practical field conditions.

conclusions

At present, rearing systems using natural or factitious foods remain the only effective way for indus-
trial production of most entomophagous insects and mites. However, success achieved for a restricted 
number of species of parasitoids (e.g., Trichogramma spp., Exorista larvarum, Catolaccus grandis) and 
predators (e.g., Orius spp., Geocoris punctipes, Chrysoperla spp., Harmonia axyridis) has prompted pro-
ducers to increasingly incorporate artificial diets into their mass rearing systems. Further behavioral 
and physiological investigations may lead to significant improvements in artificial rearing through a 
better knowledge of the host-parasitoid and predator-prey relationships. Besides an easier mechaniza-
tion of the production line, the use of artificial diets opens new possibilities for preimaginal condition-
ing of parasitoids/predators to targeted hosts/prey by adding specific chemicals in their food. Artificial 
diets also seem the only way of mass rearing for some middle-sized egg parasitoids (Encyrtidae, 
Eulophidae, Eupelmidae, Scelionidae to name a few) that are promising pest control agents but are 
unable to develop normally in the small lepidopteran substitution host eggs commonly used nowadays 
(Ephestia  kuehniella, Sitotroga cerealella).
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introduction

Developmental toxicants may be a chemical, microorganism, physical agent, or deficiency state that 
alters the morphology or a physiological process of a developing organism, both before and after birth. 
Exposure of the developing embryo or fetus to some environmental agents like gamma irradiation and 
thalidomide is known to produce anatomical anomalies leading to in utero death or structural birth 
defects. Developmental toxicology studies the causes, mechanisms, manifestation, and prevention of 
developmental deviations produced by developmental toxicants. Several environmental agents are 
established as causing developmental toxicity in humans, while many others are suspected of causing 
developmental toxicity in humans on the basis of data from experimental animal studies.

Nowadays, all the possible manifestations of developmental toxicity (death, structural abnormalities, 
growth alterations, and behavioral and functional deficits) are of concern, while in the past there has 
been a tendency to consider only malformations and death as end points of concern. Developmental 
toxicity usually results from prenatal exposures to toxicants experienced by the mother, but it can also 
result from paternal exposures, e.g., in rural workers exposed to pesticides. Effects can include birth 
defects, reduced body weight at birth, growth and developmental retardation, organ toxicity, death, 
abortion, and functional dysfunctions. It can also lead to behavioral deficits that become manifest as 
the organism develops since the chemicals can impair postnatal development up to pubertal develop-
ment. Further considerations related to the efforts to assemble an internationally harmonized source of 
common nomenclature for use in describing observations of fetal and neonatal external, visceral, and 
skeletal abnormalities can be found in Makris.[1]
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In May 2001, more than 90 nations adopted the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic 
Pollutants (POPs), with significant contributions from non-governmental organizations, trade unions, 
and private companies. The Stockholm Convention is a global treaty created to protect human health 
and the environment from chemicals that remain intact in the environment for long periods, become 
widely distributed geographically, accumulate in the fatty tissue of humans and wildlife, and have 
adverse effects to human health or to the environment. Exposure to POPs can lead to serious health 
effects, including certain cancers, birth defects, dysfunctional immune and reproductive systems, 
greater susceptibility to disease, and even diminished intelligence. Given their long-range transport, no 
one government acting alone can protect is citizens or its environment from POPs. In response to this 
global problem, the Stockholm Convention entered into force in 2004, requiring parties to take mea-
sures to eliminate or reduce the release of POPs into the environment. The convention is administered 
by the United Nations Environment Programme and is based in Geneva, Switzerland. The substances 
covered initially are eight pesticides (aldrin, chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, mirex, and 
toxaphene), two industrial chemicals (hexachlorobenzene and polychlorinated biphenyls), and two POP 
by-products (dioxins and furans). In 2009, the Conference of the Parties decided to undertake a work 
program to provide guidance to parties on how best to restrict and eliminate nine newly listed POPs and 
invited parties to support work on the evaluation of alternatives and other work related to the  restriction 
and elimination of these new POPs [α-hexachlorocyclohexane, ß-hexachlorocyclohexane, lindane, 
 pentachlorobenzene, perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS), PFOS salts, perfluorooctane  sulfonyl 
 fluoride, tetrabromodiphenyl ether, and pentabromodiphenyl ether (commercial  pentabromodiphenyl 
ether)] (http://chm.pops.int/default.aspx).[2]

Exposure of the developing embryo or fetus to some environmental agents like gamma irradiation 
and thalidomide is known to produce anatomical anomalies leading to in utero death or structural 
birth defects, commonly termed teratogenesis. Perhaps less well appreciated is that such environmen-
tal exposures also can cause functional disorders that persist postnatally and into adult life. The spec-
trum of such postnatal consequences is growing, and more recently is thought to include disorders of 
the immune system, brain function, obesity, and diseases such as diabetes and cancer, to name a few.[3]

importance of oxidative Stress

Xenobiotics such as phenytoin and benzo[a]pyrene can be bioactivated by enzymes like the cyto-
chromes P450 (CYPs); however, the developing embryo and fetus have relatively low levels of most CYP 
isozymes. The xenobiotic bioactivation to a free radical intermediate by enzymes associated with per-
oxidase activities within the embryo or fetus can be a critical determinant of teratogenesis. In the devel-
oping embryo and fetus, enhanced formation of reactive oxygen species by xenobiotics may adversely 
alter development by oxidatively damaging cellular lipids, proteins, and DNA, and/or by altering signal 
transduction. The postnatal consequences may include an array of birth defects, postnatal functional 
deficits, and diseases.[3]

Also, estrogen-like substances, such as several organochlorine pesticides, have been demonstrated to 
induce defeminization, miscarriages, malformations, and transplacental carcinogenesis. This variety 
of effects results from the interference of these substances with the metabolism of steroid and protein 
hormones, therefore altering a whole spectrum of complex developmental functions.[4]

importance of toxic effects on nervous System Development

Only about 200 chemicals out of more than 80,000 registered with the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) have undergone extensive neurotoxicity testing, and many chemicals found in 
 consumer goods are not required to undergo any neurodevelopmental testing. The cumulative effects 
of co-contaminants and the difficulties in analyzing biomarkers of exposure in human tissues have 
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complicated comprehensive risk assessment. Furthermore, population-based studies that measure 
 subtle effects on neurobehavioral outcomes are challenging to interpret and costly to conduct.[5]

The effects observed following developmental exposure may be different both quantitatively and 
qualitatively from adult exposure because of the potential to affect processes in the developing child that 
have no parallel process in adults. Central nervous system development consists of a series of processes 
that occur in sequence and are dependent on each other, such that interference with one stage may also 
affect later stages of development. This makes the timing of a potential environmental neurotoxicant 
a critical parameter in the risk for subsequent neurologic effects. The sequence includes proliferation, 
migration, differentiation, synaptogenesis, apoptosis, and myelination.

There are multiple windows of vulnerability during which environmental exposures can interfere 
with normal development. For many developmental toxicants, there is a spectrum of adverse outcome 
depending on dose timing of exposure, maternal and fetal susceptibility, and interactions with other 
environmental factors.[6]

Therefore, environmental exposure to a toxic agent that affects synaptogenesis, such as lead, may 
affect brain areas differentially depending on timing of exposure. Since different brain areas develop on 
different time lines during prenatal and postnatal life, an environmental neurotoxic agent may produce 
impairment in different functional domains depending on the time of exposure. For example, the same 
exposure at different points in development could result in an adverse effect on motor systems versus 
memory or executive functions. Similarly, exposures at different concentrations or for different lengths 
of time could potentially produce differential effects. Therefore, the constellation of observed effects 
should not be expected to be the same in different children exposed to the same neurotoxic agent.[7]

concern on Developmental impairment in children

The findings of the some studies imply that children’s exposure to pesticides may bring about 
 impairments in their neurobehavioral development. The long-term neurotoxicity risks caused by 
 prenatal exposures to pesticides are sometimes unclear. Effective control of exposure is complicated 
by variable  exposure sources and variable contaminant levels in food and environment. This aware-
ness has also been extended to effect(s) of toxic contaminants on breastfeeding women and their 
children.[8]

The information deriving from epidemiological studies indicate a need to increase awareness among 
people and children exposed to pesticides about the association between the use of pesticides and neu-
rodevelopmental impairments. There are modest epidemiological evidence on occupational exposures 
of female workers to industrial chemicals and the consequences in regard to the child’s neurodevelop-
ment. The majority of the occupational studies identified aimed to assess organic solvents and organo-
phosphate pesticide effects in the offspring, and neurobehavioral impairments were reported. In some 
reports, however, the evidence suffers from a variety of shortcomings and sources of imprecision. These 
problems would tend to cause an underestimation of the true extent of the risks. Due to the vulnerability 
of the brain during early development, a precautionary approach to neurodevelopmental toxicity needs 
to be applied in occupational health.[9,10]

With increasing evidence of the high prevalence of pesticide use and the considerable risk it poses 
to children, it is of concern that there has been little research into the health implications of household 
pesticide use. Children are exposed to pesticides in various ways, not only environmentally, but also 
through food and through use of pesticides at home and in public areas. The exposure depends on a 
large variety of factors related to chemical characteristics and use, and children’s activities. In spite of 
its potential health and environmental risks and contribution to agribusiness, the use of agricultural 
chemicals for yard care has not been well studied. The probability that a household chooses a mix of do-
it-yourself and hired applications of synthetic chemicals increases with income, age, and the presence 
of preschoolers.[11]
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Also, children who live in farming communities are furthermore exposed to both agricultural 
and household pesticides. Farmworkers bring home pesticide residues on their clothing, boots, and 
skin, placing other household members at risk, particularly children.[12] Recent studies on in utero 
 exposure to the organochlorine pesticide dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane and its breakdown prod-
uct,  dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, indicate that exposure is associated with poorer infant (6 mo and 
older) and child neurodevelopment depending on the end point evaluated. Research on  organophosphate 
pesticide exposure and neurodevelopment also suggests some negative association of exposure and 
 neurodevelopment at certain ages. About abnormal reflexes in neonates and in young children (2–3 years), 
two separate studies observed an increase in maternally reported pervasive developmental disorder with 
increased levels of organophosphate exposure.[13]

For example, children whose mothers worked in the flower industry during pregnancy scored lower 
on communication and fine motor skills, and had higher odds of having poor visual acuity, compared 
with children whose mothers did not work in the flower industry during pregnancy, after adjusting for 
potential confounders. These facts showed that maternal occupation in the cut-flower industry during 
pregnancy may be associated with delayed neurobehavioral development of children aged 3–23 mo. 
However, possible hazards associated with working in the flower industry during pregnancy include 
pesticide exposure, exhaustion, and job stress.[14]

The increased emphasis on children’s exposures to pesticides and other organic pollutants has led to 
a surge in recent years in the number of research studies aimed at this specific susceptible population. 
Continuous strong investment in research plus strong preventive action by the government is required 
for further progress in environmental pediatrics and for better control of the diseases caused in chil-
dren by environmental toxic exposures. This research will have high costs and demanding long-term 
multiyear studies.[15]

Developmental Animal experimental Studies

Before 1960, governmental recommendations for the assessment of chemical effects on the reproductive 
cycle involved limited animal testing. During the early 1960s, the thalidomide disaster evidenced, on 
the one hand, the greater vulnerability of the embryo and fetus, and on the other, that the complexity 
of the mother-child unity warranted special consideration. Thalidomide was used as a sedative drug in 
the 1950s, also in pregnant women. Later, it was found that it could cause malformations in newborns of 
mothers who ingested the drug during the sensitive period.[16] This disaster fostered the establishment of 
formal laboratory animal-testing procedures for assessing fetal development.

In contrast to most other toxicological tests, developmental studies are usually required in rodent and 
nonrodent subjects. One of the reasons for this requirement is the thalidomide disaster. When the devel-
opmental toxicity of thalidomide was studied in experimental animals, large interspecies differences 
were found in effective doses and in the types of effects. However, the discrimination between direct and 
indirect (i.e., as a consequence of maternal toxicity) developmental effects was often doubtful, and is one 
of the factors that could explain the apparent differences between species.[16]

Despite the limitations, animals can be useful predictors of chemical hazards to humans. A spe-
cific animal model might be chosen for any conjunction of widely varying reasons. Accessibility of 
embryos, cost of acquiring or maintaining animals, availability of genomic analyses or probes, and/or 
close similarity to human physiology might factor in the design of a laboratory experiment. Growth and 
development are compressed into a shorter period in animals, which makes interpretation of a nimal 
testing inherently more difficult. Each experimental species has its own advantages and the use of lab-
oratory animal models is based on diverse practical grounds arising from an assumption of gener-
alizability across species. The conjunction of evolutionary and developmental biology shows that the 
timing and sequence of early events in brain development are remarkably conserved across mammals.[17] 
During mammalian development, the fetal organism is exposed to its own gonadal hormones, placental 
 steroids, and maternal hormones that may cross the placental barrier.[18]
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Manifestations of developmental toxicity observed in humans are not always reproduced in 
 experimental animals, and in general there is at least one experimental species that mimics the 
types of effects seen in humans. The fact that every species may not react in the same way could be 
due to  species-specific differences in critical periods, differences in timing of exposure, metabolism, 
 developmental patterns, placentation, or mechanisms of action.[6]

The vast majority of the laboratory studies on the developmental effects of environmental contami-
nants use the pregnant or lactating animal as the conduit to deliver the contaminant to the develop-
ing offspring. The traditional approach in developmental toxicology adopts a linear perspective for the 
interpretation of the effects of contaminants on the offspring as a particular one is given to the mother in 
order to expose the fetus in utero or postnatally via lactation. Variations of this approach may manipu-
late time of exposure or use cross-fostering strategies to separate the effects of in utero from those of 
lactational exposure.

Maternal behavior is not always monitored during the treatment period, even though there is  evidence 
of the effects of these compounds on adult behaviors, particularly on behaviors that are sensitive to 
 hormonal manipulations. As is the case with all mammals, maternal care in female rodents comprises 
very specific behaviors that help ensure the survival of the offspring by providing nourishment, warmth, 
sensory stimulation, cleaning, and protection. Maternal behavior begins even before parturition as the 
dam builds a nest in order to provide warmth and protection for the coming offspring. The fact that 
many developmental outcomes are determined or modulated by the amount and quality of maternal 
care raises the question of the importance of possible changes in maternal behavior in determining the 
consequences of their exposure during early development.[19] There are some guidelines proposed in the 
literature in order to evaluate the maternal behavior and its effects on litter development.[20,21]

Reproductive and Developmental Protocols

Developmental toxicology bioassays are designed to identify agents with the potential to induce 
adverse effects and include dose levels that induce maternal toxicity. In reproduction toxicity stud-
ies, the determination of the high dose is important since changes in body weight are often used as an 
index of toxicity. The highest dose level should be chosen with the aim to induce some parental toxic-
ity (e.g., clinical signs, decreased body weight gain, not more than 10%) and/or evidence of toxicity in 
a target organ. Consequently, the knowledge on maternal (and to some degree, paternal) toxicity is 
important as a natural limiter to prevent underdosing. A comparison between doses causing effects 
in adults and offspring can also be used, although a direct comparison is difficult since the level of 
observation applied in offspring is often much higher than in adults. It is also useful in order to obtain 
information on the influence of pregnancy and/or lactation on the susceptibility to a test compound. 
However, if dosing was high enough to cause maternal toxicity, these doses often also cause some 
effects in the offspring.[22]

Prenatal developmental toxicity studies are designed to provide general information concerning the 
effects of exposure to the pregnant test animal on the developing organism. Although exposures dur-
ing a typical guideline prenatal developmental toxicity study are designed to include either the entire 
period of gestation or limited species-specific gestation periods, developmental end points are consid-
ered to be an integral concern in the assessment of potential health effects from continuous lifetime 
exposures to a toxicant. Pregnancy and fetal development are thus considered to represent a poten-
tially susceptible life stage that should be considered in lifetime or chronic assessments. If studies and 
information on reproductive or developmental toxicity are absent in a health-effect assessment, specific 
uncertainty factors (e.g., database) may be applied to the final point of departure used in risk calcula-
tions. It is also well established, however, that developmental toxicity may occur in response to single 
exposure, such as during specific developmental windows of susceptibility. Whereas this circumstance 
does not influence the relevance of typical guideline developmental studies to the evaluation of chronic 
or lifetime assessments of health effects, it does signify that developmental end points observed in these 
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repeated dose studies are relevant in health-effect assessments of shorter-term exposures, including 
acute  exposures.[23] Results from developmental toxicology bioassays have significant predictive value in 
identifying potential health risks to the human embryo/fetus.[24]

Data Quality control of experimental Studies

To accomplish good experimental planning, some points before the beginning of the study should be 
observed for adequate data interpretation in view of the experimental delineation.[25,26] Animals to be 
used in laboratory research should experience an acceptable welfare (for ethical reasons) and show nor-
mal behavioral and physiological reaction patterns to guarantee the quality of research.[27] In this sense, 
the performing laboratory should maintain a historical control database to track any changes in the data 
over time in the animals and/or in the equipment. The value of historical data depends on its quality and 
its reliability at the side of contemporary controls.

international Protocols

Different international organizations have developed protocols for testing the reproductive and devel-
opmental toxicity of chemicals. The information produced by them, related to toxic effects produced by 
environmental pollutants, is very useful worldwide. Besides, new protocols are being evaluated view-
ing to reduce the number of animals used and to improve the predictability for human health hazards 
identification.

Developmental study methodology has been extensively reviewed and evaluated over the last 
25 years. This has included the conduct of a number of meetings and collaborative studies involving 
experts from academic, industry, regulatory, and public interest groups. For example, in recent years, 
the International Life Sciences Institute (ILSI), under a cooperative agreement with the EPA, established 
a working group of scientists from government, industry, and academia, to discuss developmental neu-
rotoxicity test protocol ending with a public workshop in which occasion the conclusions of the working 
group were presented.[28]

Food Quality Protection Act

Developmental and reproductive toxicity testing protocols such as those recommended by the EPA, 
Food and Drug Administration, and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development are 
useful for characterizing toxicity in developing animals and for assessing risks to children that might 
arise from in utero and postnatal exposures.[7] However, there is a global interest in reducing, refining, 
and replacing (3Rs) the use of animals in research.[29]

The Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA) of 1996 enactment by U.S. Congress amended the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act and the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act by funda-
mentally changing the way the EPA regulates pesticides. The major requirements of the FQPA include 
stricter safety standards, especially for infants and children, and a complete reassessment of all existing 
pesticide tolerances. They include an additional safety factor to account for developmental risks and 
incomplete data when considering a pesticide’s effect on infants and children, and any special sensitivity 
and exposure to pesticide chemicals that infants and children may have (http://www.epa.gov/opp00001/
regulating/laws/fqpa/).

The FQPA mandated that all pesticides in the United States undergo re-registration with a focus on
reducing cumulative risk of exposure to pesticides sharing a common mode of action. Enforcement
of FQPA has resulted in the modification of use patterns and removal (or pending removal) of many
organophosphate insecticides that had previously seen wide use.[30]

 
 
 

The FQPA also requires the EPA to consider the cumulative effects of exposure to pesticides having 
a common mechanism of toxicity, considering for a cumulative risk assessment the exposure to all 
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chemicals that act by a common mechanism of toxicity, as well as the exposure to each chemical via 
various routes and sources in an aggregate risk assessment. To support the grouping of different chemi-
cals together for purposes of cumulative risk assessment, there must be sufficient evidence to support a 
common adverse effect that is associated with a common mechanism of action in specific target tissues. 
However, the criteria that are required to establish a common mechanism of toxicity with a specific 
toxic effect have not always been achieved for various pesticides as the common mechanism of toxicity 
of organophosphorus and carbamate insecticides (inhibition of acetylcholinesterase activity) that can 
be associated with adverse effects (cholinergic signs of intoxication). For example, a determination of 
common mechanism of toxicity in mammals is complicated by the number of potential biological target 
sites and effects expressed by various pyrethroid insecticides on these targets. Probably, the differences 
of action on neuronal ion channels among the pyrethroid insecticides contribute to the diversity of neu-
rologic and behavioral manifestations of acute toxicity that are evident in the whole animal.[31]

european Union’s Reach Legislation

REACH is the European Community Regulation on chemicals and their safe use. It deals with the 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals. The law entered into force on 
June 1, 2007. The REACH regulation places greater responsibility on industry to manage the risks 
from chemicals and to provide safety information on the substances. Manufacturers and importers are 
required to gather information on the properties of their chemical substances, which will allow their 
safe handling, and to register the information in a central database in Helsinki (http://ec.europa.eu/
environment/chemicals/reach/reach_intro.htm). It transfers responsibility for risk assessment from 
government to the manufacturers and importers, and includes downstream uses in the registration and 
management process. It introduces authorization and restriction procedures for the most  hazardous 
chemicals and creates a new European Chemicals Agency. The legal permission to market products 
is conditional on the firms testing them for toxicity. If firms do not provide data required by the 
 program, their products will not be permitted to enter (or remain in) the market. This program holds 
some promise for detecting developmental toxicants before they enter commerce and cause adverse 
effects. Whether this will work for subclinical neurotoxic and other developmental effects depends on 
tests the European Union requires. The REACH testing strategy is to require fewer tests for products 
 produced in lesser amounts and to require more tests and more detailed tests as the  production volume 
increases.[32]

In particular, large numbers of industrial chemicals are unlikely to be tested under this paradigm, and 
there is no specific requirement for developmental neurotoxicological testing under the new European 
Union law governing chemical regulation (REACH), which was passed in 2006 and went into effect in 
2007. In response to the need for broader screening for developmental neurotoxicity, efforts are under 
way to develop additional developmental neurotoxicity screening paradigms. Additional efforts will be 
needed to focus on identifying possible chemical class- specific targets and biomarkers of effect, and on 
ways to differentiate normal variability in response from changes that are adverse.[33]

Perspectives

There is a need to expand risk assessment paradigms to evaluate exposures relevant to children from 
preconception to adolescence, taking into account the specific susceptibilities at each developmental 
stage. Risk assessment approaches for exposures in children must be linked to life stages. Establishing 
causal links between specific environmental exposures and complex, multifactorial health outcomes is 
difficult and challenging, particularly in children. For children, the stage in their development when the 
exposure occurs may be just as important as the magnitude of exposure. Very few studies have charac-
terized exposures during different developmental stages. Some examples of health effects resulting from 
developmental exposures include those observed prenatally and at birth (e.g., miscarriage, stillbirth, 
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low birth weight, birth defects), in young children (e.g., infant mortality, asthma, ne urobehavioral and 
immune impairment), and in adolescents (e.g., precocious or delayed puberty). Emerging evidence 
suggests that an increased risk of certain diseases in adults (e.g., cancer, heart disease) can result in 
part from exposures to certain environmental chemicals during childhood. Advancing technology 
and new methodologies now offer promise for capturing exposures during these critical windows. 
This will enable investigators to detect conceptions early and estimate the potential competing risk of 
early embryonic mortality when considering children’s health outcomes that are conditional on survival 
 during the embryonic and fetal periods.[34]

Furthermore, emerging technologies such as gene expression, electrical activity measurements, and 
meta-bonomics have been identified as promising tools for evaluating neurotoxicity. In a combination 
with other assays, the in vitro approach could be included into a developmental neurotoxicological 
intelligent testing strategy to speed up the process of developmental neurotoxicity evaluation mainly 
by initial prioritization of chemicals with developmental neurotoxicity potential for further testing. 
Also, emerging nano/microtechnologies (piezoelectric spotting and microcontact printing of different 
biomolecules to create protein microarrays) can be used to promote cell differentiation and make the 
model suitable for developmental neurotoxicity screening.[35]

Developmental toxic effects on nontarget 
organisms in environment

In addition to their potential role as human reproductive toxicants, pesticides are also impli-
cated in reproductive failure of wildlife species exposed to pesticide sprays and residues. One main 
example of the ecological consequences of teratogenic pesticides is related to the organochlorines, 
which, besides inducing malformations in embryos, cause calcification problems in eggshells and 
impair  reproduction in several wild bird species. This problem still remains in numerous areas, due 
to organochlorine residue accumulation through food chains and to wild populations exposed to 
 organochlorine-contaminated sites.[36] Also, organochlorine pesticides can be maternally transferred 
to the developing eggs of a lligators. This maternal exposure is associated with reduced clutch success 
and increased embryonic  mortality.[37]

Toxicity assays are available for the evaluation of pesticide impact on wildlife or their surrogates, 
and many compounds have been shown to cause teratogenesis in fish, amphibian, avian, and mam-
malian species. Some chemicals that have been detected in the environment may be disrupting of 
both target and non-target systems in exposed populations of wildlife and fish.[38] Environmental 
compounds can also interfere with the endocrine systems of wildlife. Surface waters are the main 
sinks of endocrine disrupters, which are mainly of anthropogenic origin. Thus, aquatic organisms, 
especially lower vertebrates such as fish and amphibians, are the main potential targets for endocrine 
disrupters at direct or indirect risk via ingestion and accumulation of endocrine disrupters, direct 
exposure, or via the food chain. The impact of these compounds on reproductive biology can be 
mediated through four principal mechanisms of action: estrogenic, anti-estrogenic, androgenic, and 
anti-androgenic.[39]

Furthermore, population studies have revealed disruptions in crustacean growth, molting, sexual 
development, and recruitment that are indicative of environmental endocrine disruption. However, 
environmental factors other than pollution (i.e., temperature, parasitism) also can elicit these effects, 
and definitive causal relationships between endocrine disruption in field populations of crustaceans and 
chemical pollution is generally lacking.[40]

Amphibians are considered reliable indicators of environmental quality, in particular due to their 
biphasic life (aquatic and terrestrial) and semipermeable skin. These vertebrates are sensitive to a great 
number of pollutants dispersed in the environment, such as pesticides, heavy metals, and polychlori-
nated biphenyls. Field studies on frogs from polluted and reference sites have provided information on 
the effects of chronic exposure to contaminants.[41]
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Despite the fact that almost all environmental chemical exposure is to mixtures, the current under-
standing of environmental health risks is based almost entirely on the evaluation of chemicals studied 
in isolation. Consequently, it is essential to develop and validate methods to accurately predict effects of 
endocrine-disrupting mixtures beyond the individual exposure to a single chemical, in order to protect 
humans and wildlife from the risk associated with potentially cumulative effects of these mixtures.[36,42] 
Its focus should be on the biological system or the target tissue rather than on the mechanism of toxicity 
or even a single signaling pathway.[43]

Although the importance of multiple stressors is widely recognized in aquatic ecotoxicology, pes-
ticide mixture studies pose some major challenges such as experimental design difficulties (e.g., near-
insurmountable factorial complexity for large numbers of chemicals), poorly understood pathways for 
chemical interaction, potential differences in response among species, and the need for more sophisti-
cated statistical tools for analyzing complex data.[44]

conclusion

The ability of a species to reproduce successfully requires the careful orchestration of developmental pro-
cesses during critical time points, particularly the late embryonic and early postnatal periods. Standard 
developmental toxicology bioassays are designed to identify agents with the potential to induce adverse 
effects. Government agencies that regulate the use of pesticides and various industrial chemicals evalu-
ate the toxicity of these agents to the developing embryo/fetus as an integral part of the testing protocol 
used to assess potential dangers to the public. However, an adequate experimental delineation is impor-
tant to the data interpretation.

Humans and other non-target organisms are exposed to a mixture of chemicals. Various chemicals may 
target the organism’s development during the same critical developmental period. Although developmen-
tal studies have been historically conducted on a chemical-by-chemical basis, the interest on considering 
cumulative risks of chemicals is growing. Chemicals as pesticides represent a risk for the reproduction and 
development of children and non-target organisms of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
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The growth of larger-scale monocultures that heavily depend on use of synthetic pesticides, chemi-
cal fertilizers, and fossil fuel-based agricultural machinery has significantly increased crop yield. 
However, this has also brought about both direct and indirect negative consequences on  ecological 
(e.g., soil erosion, nitrate and pesticide contamination of groundwater, loss of agrobiodiversity), 
 economic (e.g., increase of production and marketing costs and decrease of the net income of  farmers), 
and social (e.g., loss of agricultural communities due to farm consolidations) sustainability of agricul-
ture.[1,2] Especially, agricultural intensification is one of the major drivers of global biodiversity loss 
as a result of associated habitat fragmentation, land conversion, and agrochemical applications.[3,4] 
Since the 1970s, and more so after the 1980s, therefore, various alternative farming practices have 
been  developed in pursuit of sustainable agriculture.[5–12] Farmers around the world have adopted these 
practices to varying degrees, but evaluation of their success needs to be conducted locally. To imple-
ment sustainable agricultural practices and policies, managers and policy makers need tools for assess-
ing changes in agroecosystems in various time and spatial scales. Numerous indicators for agricultural 
sustainability including physicochemical, socioeconomic, and biological indicators, or bioindicators, 
have been developed.[13–17] Bioindicators are important because they are direct measures of the desired 
outcome, i.e., sustained or increased biodiversity. They also are living, dynamic, and active indicators, 
often responding quickly to the way farming is carried out. As evidence regarding the role of biodi-
versity in maintaining agroecosystem structure and function accumulates, its role as a bioindicator 
increases.

This chapter will first briefly review the background, definitions, concepts, and history of bioindi-
cators. Then, we discuss the current status of developing bioindicators with two case studies: Europe 
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and Latin America (shaded coffee systems). The former case represents temperate agroecosystems with 
4000 years of farming history. The second case characterizes upland tropical agroecosystems known to 
occur in regions of the world with some of the highest, yet most threatened, biodiversity. Furthermore, 
examples of recent studies on use of aquatic organisms as bioindicators for agricultural sustainability 
and an example of the participatory approach in implementing agrobiodiversity policy in Japan are 
presented.

Agricultural Sustainability and Agrobiodiversity

Although many definitions of sustainable agriculture exist, most of them address ecological, economic, 
and social goals.[18,19] From an ecological perspective, sustainable farming practices (1) maintain their 
natural resource base; (2) rely on minimal artificial inputs from outside the farm system; (3) manage 
pests and diseases through internal regulating mechanisms; and (4) allow the recovery from the dis-
turbances caused by cultivation and harvest.[20] Ecological characteristics of an agroecosystem, such as 
diversity, trophic structure, energy flow, nutrient cycles, population-regulating mechanisms, stability, 
and resilience, are metrics to help determine if a particular farming practice, input, or management 
decision is sustainable.[2]

Functions of biodiversity in agroecosystems, or agrobiodiversity, are foundations of sustainable farm-
ing practices. Ever since agriculture began some 10,000–12,000 years ago, biodiversity has allowed farm-
ing systems to evolve by providing genetic resources including edible plants, crop species, and livestock 
species.[21] However, diversities of crops and livestock have been decreasing rapidly since the introduc-
tion of monocultures of high-yielding cultivars and industrialization.[22] Insect and plant biodiversity 
in an agroecosystem provide multiple ecological services for agriculture. Examples include pollina-
tion,[23,24] insect pest management by intercropping,[25] and disease control by mixed planting of multiple 
cultivars.[26] Soil biodiversity, even though perhaps fewer than 10% of the species have been identified, 
is vital to soil fertility, decomposition of organic matter, soil structure, and soil health.[27,28] With higher 
diversity, there is greater microhabitat differentiation; there are more opportunities for coexistence and 
beneficial interference between species; there are more possible kinds of beneficial interactions between 
herbivores and their predators; there is more efficient use of resources of soil, water, and light; and 
there is reduced risk for the farmer. Examples of farming practices that can enhance agrobiodiversity 
and agroecosystem sustainability are listed in Table 1. Studies show that species and taxonomic groups 
respond to varying degrees to environmentally friendly management.[29,30]

Bioindicators

Heink and Kowarik[31] proposed an all-encompassing definition of indicators: “An indicator in ecology 
and environmental planning is a component or a measure of environmentally relevant phenomena used 
to depict or evaluate environmental conditions or changes or to set environmental goals. Environmentally 
relevant phenomena are pressures, states, and responses as defined by OECD (2003)”[32] (see Figure 1).

Bioindicators are based on biota that serve as indicators of the quality of the environment, the biotic 
component, or human impacts within an ecosystem.[34] The concept of bioindicators has been around 
for a long time—for example, the use of canaries to detect deadly carbon monoxide and methane gas 
buildup in mines has a long history. In the United Kingdom, it had been used since 1911 until it was 
completely replaced with gas detectors in 1986.[35] Other early uses of bioindicators include aquatic 
organisms to evaluate water quality in the United States[36] and the melanic form of moths to detect 
air pollution in the United Kingdom.[37,38] The number of publications about environmental indica-
tors including bioindicators has been increasing since the 1980s.[39] The inaugural issues of the journals 
Ecological Indicators and Environmental Bioindicators (changed to Environmental Indicators in 2010) 
were published in 2001 and 2006, respectively. At the 2002 Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, representatives from 190 countries committed to achieving a significant reduction of the 
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current rate of biodiversity loss at the global, regional, and national levels by 2010.[40] Since then, the use 
of bioindicators for evaluating the status and functions of ecosystems and sustainability of agroecosys-
tems has risen considerably,[41,42] yet the majority of recent studies of bioindicators has focused on the 
detection of pollution.[39]

TABLE 1 Farming Practices That Can Enhance Agrobiodiversity and 
Agroecosystem Sustainability

Habitat diversification
 Spatial Temporal
  Intercropping Rotations
  Trap crops Fallow
  Hedgerows Cover crops
  Shelterbelts
  Windbreaks
  Agroforestry
  Mosaic landscape
Organic amendment applications
 Compost, organic mulch
 Green manure
Conservation or minimum tillage
Biological pest management
 No or reduced use of pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, and fumigants
 Use of beneficial insects
 Anaerobic soil disinfestationa

Physical pest management
 Solarization
 Flooding
Plant resistance

a A biological method to control a range of soilborne pathogens using a 
 principle of acid fermentation in anaerobic soil. See Rosskopf et al.[33] for 
more details.

FIGURE 1 Varying causal chain frameworks. (a) PSR (pressure–state–response), (b) DSR (driver–state–response), 
and (c) DPSIR (driving force–pressure–state–impact–response). (Niemeijer and de Groot.[54])
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Successful bioindicators should not only have biological and methodological relevance but also soci-
etal relevance because indicators require long-term monitoring to separate real change from natural 
fluctuations. Features of bioindicators are listed in Table 2. Inventory and classification are the founda-
tions for developing indicators.[43] Developing an indicator then involves several steps: define objectives; 
determine end uses; construct indicators; determine norms and thresholds; and test sensitivity, prob-
ability, and usefulness.[44] Compared to abiotic indicators, however, developing a bioindicator has greater 
challenges for several reasons. First, biotic parameters are highly variable both temporally and spatially. 
There is a paucity of information on temporal and spatial variability of most natural species populations. 
Second, due to high variability, it costs more to collect additional replications to achieve the same statis-
tical power in data. Standardized sampling methods for bioindicators are often lacking. Databases for 
bioindicators are critically limited especially in developing countries[45] although number of such studies 
are increasing.[46,47] Finally, it is more difficult with bioindicators to define background levels, norms, and 
thresholds.[42]

Nevertheless, demand for bioindicators as evaluative tools at diverse levels is increasing. Some 
of these are policy driven and others are market driven. For example, international organiza-
tions, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)[48–50] and the 

TABLE 2 Features of Bioindicators for Environmental and Ecological Health Assessment

Biological 
relevance

• Provides early warning

• Exhibits changes in response to stress

• Changes are measured on appropriate time scale

• Intensity of changes related to intensity of stressors

• Change occurs when effect is real

• Changes are biologically important and occur early enough to prevent catastrophic effects

• Changes can be attributed to a cause

• Changes indicate effects on ecosystem services

• Can be used as sentinels for humans
Methodological 

relevance
• Easy to use in the field

• Can be used by nonspecialists

• Easy to analyze and interpret data

• Measures what it is supposed to measure

• Useful to test management questions

• Can be used for hypothesis testing

• Can be conducted in a reasonable time

• Does not require expensive or complicated equipment

• Easily repeatable with little training
Societal relevance • Of interest to the public

• Of interest to regulators and public policy makers

• Easily understood by the public

• Methods transparent to the public

• Measures related to environment, ecological integrity, and human health

• Cost-effective

• Adds measurably to other indicators

• Complements other indicators

Source: Modified from Burger.[34]
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European Union (EU),[51] promote development of standardized bioindicators as a policy to compare 
biodiversity worldwide. Among commercial sectors, bioindicators have been used to certify “envi-
ronmentally sound” products, such as migratory birds for shade-grown coffee.[52] Ecologists are using 
bioindicators and various other indicators at different levels of organization to evaluate the health of 
ecosystems (Table 3) and make recommendations for future management.[53,54] Bioindicators are often 
integrated into the frameworks of sustainability indicators of agroecosystems.[55,56]

TABLE 3 Usefulness of Indicators at Different Biological Levels of Organization to Ecological Health

Ecological Level Type of Indicator Ecological Health

Individual Contaminant levels Used to evaluate health of individuals
For evaluation of risk to higher-level consumers
As an indicator of health of its foods, including prey

Lesions
Disease
Tumors
Infertility
Growth
Longevity
Reproduction
Age of reproduction
Hormonal balance
Proper development and maturation

Population Reproductive rates Used to evaluate health of populations of species, 
particularly endangered or threatened speciesGrowth rates

Survival rates For comparison among populations
Movements For temporal comparisons
Population genetics related to the breadth of the 

gene bank
Sources of resistance and pressure of natural selection

Community Foraging guilds Measures health of species using the same niche, such 
as colonial birds nesting in a colony or foraging 
animals such as dolphins and tuna

Breeding guilds (groups of related species)

Predator–prey interactions Indicates relationship among different species within 
guilds or assemblagesCompetitive interactions

Pathogen–host, pest–host relationships For spatial and temporal comparisons
Species richness For evaluating efficacy of management options

Ecosystem Decomposition rates Measure changes in relative presence of species, how 
fast nutrients and energy will become available, how 
fast nutrients in soil will no longer be available, 
how much photosynthesis is occurring

Erosion rates
Primary productivity

Energy transfer Examines overall structure of the ecosystem in terms 
of the relationships among trophic levelsNutrient flow

Relationship among different trophic levels For evaluating efficacy of management options
Biomass
Energy flow

Landscape Relative amounts of different habitats Measures dispersion of different habitat types, 
indicates relative species diversity values

Patch size Measures the difference among habitats
Corridors between habitat types or different 

ecosystems
Measures distribution of corridors and refugia within 

the landscape
The extent of uniform genetics Also can measure the relationship between developed 

and natural areas for evaluating the importance of 
specific ecosystems within the landscape

Source: Modified from Burger.[34]
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Bioindicator Development in european Union Agroecosystems

The importance of agro-environmental indicators has been highlighted by the EU[51] where current agri-
cultural policies aim to increase multifunctionality of agricultural production. Intensive studies on bioin-
dicators have been conducted in European countries. Bioindicators demonstrated to be sensitive to farm 
management intensities in European and some other agroecosystems are listed in Table 4. Generally, it 
is observed among invertebrate species that with less intensive management, there are more specialists 
and less generalists (as a result of ecological succession), greater biodiversity, and greater resilience.[42] An 
example of a bioindicator based on these correlations is European spiders; habitat preferences of spiders, 
particularly the ratio of “pioneer species (mostly Linyphiidae)” versus “wolf spiders (Araneae: Lycosidae),” 
can be a sensitive indicator for the assessment of farming intensity.[56] Many bioindicators listed in Table 4, 
however, have critical use limitations due to technically complex sampling methods and greater tempo-
ral and spatial variability. Although special instruments are required, recent advancements in molecular 
techniques may make some highly sensitive bioindicators such as nematodes much more accessible.[57,58]

TABLE 4 Examples of Potential Bioindicators for Sustainability of Farming Practices in European and Other 
Agroecosystems

Bioindicator Parameter Comments References

Arthropods
Ground beetles 

(Carabidae)
Abundance • Sensitive to management intensity but needs 

intensive data collection
[91–96]

Spiders (Araneae) Habitat preferences
Percent pioneer species

• Highly sensitive to management intensity and 
database is available on ecological 
characteristics of central European spiders

[97–105]

Hoverflies (Syrphidae) Percent stenotopic 
species

• Diversity of landscape structure adjacent to the 
field enhances species numbers

[106–111]

Pollinators Individuals
Populations
Ecological guilds

• Environmental stress brought about by 
pesticides and habitat modification reduce 
pollinators

[112–114]

Arthropod community Abundance of key 
species

• Diverse arthropod communities are affected by 
landscape diversity and environmental stress

[98,115–116]

Soil fauna
Ants Diversity

Community 
composition

• Good indicator for rangeland monitoring and 
land-use changes

[117–122]

Earthworm Biomass
Species number 
Ecological guilds

• Suitable indicator for soil structure or 
compaction, tillage practice, pesticides, and 
other toxic chemicals

[123–131]

Collembola
Protozoa
Nematode
Micro-arthropods
Mites
Soil animal

Physiotype
Biodiversity
Trophic index
Maturity index
Food web

• Highly sensitive to management intensity but 
time consuming and special skills are required 
for identification. Recent advancement in 
molecular approach makes these more 
accessible

[58,132–157]

Soil microbiota
Soil enzymes (e.g., 

glucosinases for cellulose 
decomposition, phenol 
oxidases for lignin 
decomposition)

Activities • Moderately sensitive to management intensity 
and relatively easy to measure but moderately 
variable both temporally and spatially

[58,158–160]

(Continued )
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To practically implement agro-environmental policy in the EU, efforts have been made to develop 
relatively easy-to-measure surrogate indicators (e.g., length of borders, farm size, area managed with 
organic farming).[42] Another practical bioindicator is a list of indicator plant species to evaluate species 
richness of a farm. A total of 28 indicator flower species for meadows and pastures that can be easily 
identified by local farmers were selected in Baden-Württemberg, Germany. Agro-environmental pay-
ments are granted to farms that have at least 4 of these 28 indicator species in all of the meadows and 
pastures on the farm.[59] In designing more efficient agro-environmental schemes, advantages of result-
oriented remuneration (e.g., payment towards species-rich meadows) over action-oriented remunera-
tion (e.g., payment towards manuring and mowing once per year) have been discussed.[60] It has been 
further recognized that the preservation of biodiversity is only possible through the (re)establishment of 
a mosaic of habitat patches at the landscape level. To meet this need, Geographical Information System 

TABLE 4 (Continued) Examples of Potential Bioindicators for Sustainability of Farming Practices in European 
and Other Agroecosystems

Bioindicator Parameter Comments References

Soil protists (e.g., algae, 
amoeba, diatom)

Species diversity 
Photosynthetic activity

• Less studied but sensitive to tillage, pesticides, 
and fertilizers

[161–163]

Microbial communities Composition
Functional diversity
PLFAa profiles
qPCRb

• Moderately sensitive to management intensity, 
but special skills and equipment are required 
and difficult to interpret

[58,164–166]

Functional groups Mycorrhizae
Nitrification
Root pathogens

• Highly sensitive to management intensity, but 
special skills and instruments are required. 
DNA-based approaches (e.g., TRFLPC, qPCR) 
became popular

[58,167–171]

Microbial activity Soil respiration 
Mineralization 
Multiple substrate-
induced respiration 
(MSIR)

• Relatively easy to measure but highly variable 
both temporally and spatially

[58,159,160,171]

Microbial biomass C, N, and P biomass • Relatively easy to measure but highly variable 
both temporally and spatially

[159,160]

Birds
Terrestrial birds Farmland 

birds
Species abundance of 

focal species and 
taxonomic 
composition at 
landscape scales

• Bird communities can be used to evaluate the 
effect of agriculture on surrounding ecosystems 
and hydrology and to explore sustainable 
land-use scenarios at regional scales

[62,172–175]

Plants
Higher plants Numbers of 

“characteristic” species, 
weeds, functional 
groups, and 
endangered species

Cover of litter in 
vegetation

Diversity
Evenness indices 

Habitat age

• Capable of being integrated into sophisticated 
floristic diversity at the habitat scale but 
requires intensive data collection

[176–180]

a PLFA, phospholipid fatty acid.
b qPCR, quantitative polymerase chain reaction.
c TRFLP, terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism.
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(GIS)-based landscape-oriented indicators have been examined.[61] GIS approaches are powerful tools 
for special analysis of bioindicators such as studies on correlations of bioindicator distributions (e.g., 
birds) and environmental and social factors at a landscape level.[62] Landscape context can have signifi-
cant effect on biodiversity.[63,64]

To select objective, broad-scale, and unbiased indicators, conceptual frameworks for agro- 
environmental indicators have been proposed. Varying causal chain frameworks such as 
pressure–state–response (PSR), driving force–state–response (DSR),[65] and driving force–pressure–
state–impact–response (DPSIR)[66] have been developed (Figure 1). Enhanced DPSIR (eDPSIR) was 
proposed as a way to provide improved conceptual guidance in indicator selection based upon the 
DPSIR approach, systems analysis, and causal networks.[54] Sustainability Assessment of Farming and 
the Environment (SAFE), a hierarchical framework for assessing the sustainability of agricultural sys-
tems in Belgium, was created as a consistent and comprehensive framework of principles, criteria, and 
indicators.[55] These frameworks integrate bioindicators as a component of sustainability indicators of 
agroecosystems.

Biodiversity has multiple dimensions, and it is difficult to measure by a single indicator. Feest et al. 
proposed the “biodiversity quality” approach using multiple indicators (e.g., species richness, evenness/
dominance, density/population, relative biomass, and species conservation value index) in combination 
to assess the balance between a range of indices and their relative magnitude.[67,68] Four different types of 
indicators of biodiversity change were suggested as a tool to facilitate indicator development (Figure 2).[69] 
With a goal of stable or increasing populations in all species associated with agricultural landscapes, Butler 
et al. developed a cross-taxonomic index for quantifying the health of farmland biodiversity by which the 
detrimental impacts of agricultural change to a broad range of taxonomic groupings can be assessed.[70]

For nationwide soil monitoring in the United Kingdom, a framework in selecting soil bioindica-
tors for balancing scientific and technical opinion to assist policy development was established.[58] 

FIGURE 2 Typology of biodiversity change indicators. (van Strien et al.[69])
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This semi-objective approach using “logical sieve” yielded 17 bioindicators that cover a range of  genotypic-, 
phenotypic-, and functional-based indicators for different trophic groups out of 183 candidate bioindica-
tors. This framework allows transparency in the decision-making process in selecting soil bioindicators 
as well as flexibility in including other indicators depending on priorities of the monitoring. The need 
for unambiguous and broad definitions of terms such as indicators and biodiversity was addressed for 
improving communication among interdisciplinary researchers, policy makers, and stakeholders.[71] To 
make indicators relevant to potential users and have long-term public support, the necessity of stake-
holder participation in developing ecological indicators was also emphasized.[72]

Bioindicator Development in Shaded coffee in Latin America

Coffee is the second most traded commodity in the world after petroleum and forms the principal eco-
nomic activity of more than 20 million people in farming communities throughout much of the devel-
oping world.[73] Traditionally grown in the understory of forest cover or planted shade trees, throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s, many coffee farmers adopted more modern production practices, planting higher-
yielding varieties in full sun, eliminating shade trees, and increasing pesticide and fertilizer applica-
tions.[74] The loss of shade cover, and associated biodiversity, has led to many environmental problems 
such as soil erosion, loss of water capture and recharge ability, and contamination from the excessive 
fertilizer and pesticide use associated with sun-grown coffee.

Recent research has documented the high levels of agrobiodiversity and ecosystem services (such as 
pollination, soil conservation, and natural pest control) associated with diverse shade coffee produc-
tion.[75,76] From this research, several very important bioindicators are being developed. The number 
of tree species in the shade canopy is an important indicator of both conservation potential of cof-
fee plantations and increased options for farmer livelihood alternatives.[77–79] The species richness of 
ants and insect feeding birds are greater in shade coffee than in sun coffee, especially ground-foraging 
ants that act as important predators and birds that are bark gleaners and leaf surface foragers. It also 
appears that the higher diversity of predaceous ants restricts the development of pest ants such as the 
fire ant Solenopsis sp. (Hymenoptera), a very common pest in open landscapes and sun-grown coffee. 
Associated species such as orchids in the shade tree canopy can also be important bioindicators. Local 
farmers can be trained to recognize orchids, demonstrating how the development of bioindicators of 
sustainability can be an accessible and local methodology that adds value to more sustainable farming 
practices. Orchids have an intrinsic value from a conservation perspective and, at the same time in this 
region of northern Nicaragua, have added an attractive value for an emerging agro-ecotourism industry 
associated with shade-grown coffee landscapes.[80]

Aquatic organisms as Bioindicators

Recent studies showed that a range of aquatic organisms that inhabit water bodies in agroecosystems 
or in watersheds including agroecosystems can be used as bioindicators for evaluating sustainability 
of agroecosystems or their impacts on the environment. A study in organic and conventional paddy 
fields in Costa Rica found that some aquatic macroinvertebrates (Baetis sp., Fallceon sp., Leptohyphes 
sp., Tricorythodes sp., Farrodes sp., Phyllogomphoides sp., Hydroptila sp., Mayatrichia sp., Neotrichia 
sp., Oxyethira sp., Nectopsyche sp.1, Nectopsyche sp.2, and Oecetis sp.) were found only in organic paddy 
fields and can be used as sensitive bioindicators of water quality in these agroecosystems.[81]

Rhinella arenarum, a toad species, inhabiting ponds associated with agroecosystems, showed a 
smaller egg diameter, a higher frequency of abnormal eggs, and a higher mortality of oviposition com-
pared to those inhabiting a reference pond without agricultural influences.[82] The δ15N signature of 
large, long-lived, freshwater mussels (Mollusca: Bivalvia: Unionidae) was successfully used as an inte-
grated bioassessment tool for tracking agricultural nitrogen inputs into watersheds.[83]
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improving Awareness of Farmers and consumers

Often, farmers themselves are not fully aware of the biodiversity in their farms. Moreover, to economi-
cally sustain environmentally friendly farming practices, recognition and support from consumers are 
necessary. To implement sustainable agricultural policy, therefore, improved awareness of both farmers 
and consumers on agrobiodiversity is required.

An example of such activity is the participatory biodiversity inventory in paddy rice ecosystems in 
Japan, where paddy fields occupy ~50% of the cultivated lands of the country. Japanese paddy agro-
ecosystems contain a diverse group of organisms: Recent inventory found 5668 species including 
birds (189 spp.), fish (143 spp.), reptiles and amphibian (61 spp.), arthropods (1726 spp.), and plants 
(2075 spp.).[84] Since the 1960s, however, many native species inhabiting paddy fields have decreased in 
abundance mainly due to nontarget effects of pesticide applications and the construction of concrete 
ditches. Consequently, 3 mammal species, 15 insect species, 5 bird species, 27 species of fish, 3 amphib-
ian species, 3 mollusks, and 26 plant species are listed as endangered species inhabiting paddy fields.[84] 
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), scientists, farmers, the general public, and administrators 
collaborated to create nationwide inventories of biodiversity in paddy agroecosystems and proposed a 
broad range of bioindicators (237 animal species[85] and 223 plant species[86]) to enhance the awareness 
of both farmers and consumers on paddy field biodiversity (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3 A portion of Japanese poster for improving farmer and consumer awareness of agrobiodiversity 
in paddy fields. Central figure indicates a bowl of rice being equivalent to 3000–4000 grains of rice, 3 stubs of 
rice plants, and 35 tadpoles in a paddy. This can be interpreted as eating a bowl of rice supports 35 tadpoles in 
a paddy. Numbers of species are averages from the national survey of agrobiodiversity in paddy fields in Japan. 
Clockwise from the upper left, the species listed are Daphnia pulex (water flea), Pantala flavescens (Globe Skimmer), 
Sympetrum frequens (Autumn Darter), Triops longicaudatus (longtail tadpole shrimp), Branchinella kugenumaensis 
(fairy shrimp), Hyla japonica (Japanese tree frog), Rhabdophis tigrinus (tiger keelback), Misgurnus anguillicaudatus 
(Dojo Loach), Oryzias latipes (Medaka), Rana nigromaculata (Dark-spotted frog), Rana rugosa (Japanese wrinkled 
frog), and Ceriagrion melanurum (damselfly). (Une.[181])
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conclusions

Indicators represent a compromise between scientific knowledge of the moment and simplicity of use.[44] 
Compared to assessment systems for natural ecosystems,[43,87] the current status of developing bioindi-
cators for sustainability of farming practices appears to still be in its early stages but is making good 
progress as seen in increased number of studies from places outside of Europe. For using bioindicators 
to implement sustainable agricultural policy, however, we need not only more research on the science of 
bioindicators but also better awareness on agrobiodiversity among farmers and consumers.

Future studies on bioindicators for sustainable farming practices should address the following: 
(1) the importance of stability and reproductive potential of not only pest and beneficial species but also 
other species typical of agroecosystems;[42,70,88] (2) standardization of sampling methods;[42] (3) expan-
sion of databases and improvement of the statistical techniques to minimize potential bias of indica-
tors;[68,89] (4) improved understanding of the mechanisms linking the status of biodiversity, Earth system 
 processes, human decisions, and ecosystem services impacting human welfare through interdisciplin-
ary studies;[52,89] (5) use of participatory approaches in the processes of developing bioindicators;[72,90] 
(6) development of multiple sets of bioindicators tailored to different end users (general public, farmers, 
policy makers, and scientists);[42] and (7) constructing a hierarchical system that integrates different 
types of bioindicators and ecological, social, cultural, and economic indicators to evaluate sustainability 
of farming practices.[55].
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introduction

Living systems can be viewed as dissipative structures, self-organizing systems that dissipate energy for 
the maintenance of organization.[1] They exist by the transforming available energy potentials, building 
new structures as a consequence of the process.[2] To study the ecosystem in this view, we need proper 
tools able to take into account the biological time[3] that has been necessary for the “creative” planning and 
construction of dissipative structures in the system, through the concentration of energies and matter.

The study of the behavior of a single species in a system provides knowledge of the system’s parts. Similar 
to a jigsaw puzzle, we need to know the single drawing on each piece, as well as the boundaries/shapes of 
the pieces, in order to properly choose where each piece must be placed, so that we can reconstruct the 
entire drawing. However, in a very complex context, we are not capable of reconstructing the whole draw-
ing if we do not have a reference, a picture of the whole system that can guide us, e.g., the drawing on the 
box of the puzzle. Holistic indicators, orientors, or goal functions give us this kind of information, guiding 
the disciplinary research in a conjunction of efforts, in order to have the best description of the system. In 
fact, extending the study from a “simple” description of the system in a given time to a description of the 
system evolving through various states, the holistic indicators allow us to understand if the system under 
study is globally following a path that will take the system to a  “better” or to a “worse” state.[4]

As maintained by Müller and Leupelt,[5] goal functions and orientors have been developed as holistic 
measures of the global performance of ecosystems, of what we could call, in a broad sense, complex-
ity. Fath, Patten, and Choi[6] showed that 10 extremal principles involving orientors (power, storage, 
empower, emergy, ascendency, dissipation, cycling, residence time, specific dissipation, and empower/
exergy ratio) can be unified by ecological network notation.

In its evolution, a system changes properties and behaviors, like human beings or other organisms 
change their “reactions” to the surrounding “signals” during their evolution. Every different holistic 
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indicator is appropriate to describe the system in a particular state or phase of its evolution or a  particular 
characteristic of the same system. When studying a dynamic system in evolution, holistic indicators (and 
the joint use of them) seem to be more powerful than nonsystemic indicators. Only this approach seems 
to be truly useful to describe the system and its dynamics, i.e., from a “young system” state, through 
intermediate states (i.e., of reorganization after possible perturbations), toward a climax mature stage.

This holistic approach is relatively new, but it is very efficacious and promising for ecosystem 
 investigation and management.

In this entry, we describe the combined use of two holistic indicators, eco-exergy and emergy, 
 composing a ratio that is able to describe the system during its evolution. Moreover, it adds informa-
tion to that obtained from the use of the two orientors separately. This kind of approach is in line with 
the book A New Ecology: Systems Perspective proposed by Sven Jørgensen and coauthors[4] and with 
what Fath, Patten, and Choi[6] maintained in their fundamental paper on the use of a plurality of “goal 
 functions,” highlighting their complementarity and interdependency.

A Description of the System Using emergy

A class of indicators, based on the concept of emergy, are able to evaluate the convergence of matter and 
energy (several inputs) to a system. On the basis of a thermodynamic hierarchy of energy, and starting 
from solar energy input to the earth, emergy provides a measure of the environmental work necessary 
to generate an item or a flow (which could be, for example, an input to any system).

The concept of emergy derives from a reflection about the concept of energy quality.[7] The second 
 principle of thermodynamics states that energy transformations imply an irreversible degradation of 
energy. In living systems and ecosystems, inputs of energy are transformed, and the energy quality 
changes. A portion of diluted sunlight is lost as heat, and a portion is concentrated into forms that are 
more able to do work, and/or more flexible to be used. According to Odum, many joules of low quality are 
needed for a few joules of high quality. In the case of a typical web of connections, like the food chain, “at 
each stage, energy is degraded as a necessary part of transforming a lower quality energy to a higher qual-
ity one in lesser quantity. The energy flows decrease as one goes up the food chain.”[7] “A joule of sunlight, 
a joule of coal, a joule of human effort are of different quality and represent vastly different convergences 
of energy in their making.”[8] Therefore, in many cases, it is not correct to use energy to describe the 
dynamics and behavior of systems. Solar energy can be considered the basis upon which energy trans-
formations in the biosphere occur. Emergy, expressed in solar emergy joule (seJ or, according to a recent 
proposal, semj) is defined as the quantity of solar energy directly or indirectly necessary to produce a flow 
or a product. In the case of ecosystems, the emergy flow (empower) is considered, which is the quantity 
of solar energy directly or indirectly necessary to support the system and its level of organization.[9–11]

To compare all kinds of energy on the common basis of solar energy, solar transformity has been 
utilized, defined as the solar energy directly and indirectly required to generate 1 J of a product. It is a 
conversion factor that takes into account the position of one energy form in a sort of thermodynamic 
hierarchy in the biosphere. The solar transformity of the sunlight absorbed by the earth is 1 seJ/J by 
definition.[12]

To quantify the emergy of a product or system, all the inputs to the system or production process must 
be quantified and expressed in seJ by means of suitable transformities, which are used to convert differ-
ent flows of energy into equivalent solar energy.[9] In case of matter inputs, the specific emergy (expressed 
in seJ/g or another unit) is used to convert mass into equivalent solar energy. Recently, the concept of 
unit emergy value has been used, independently of the unit in which the flows are expressed (energy or 
mass). The total emergy of a system (EmS) is given, approximately, by the sum of the energy content (Ei) 
of the ith input to the system multiplied by the corresponding transformity (Tri), while avoiding double 
counting any inputs (see Bastianoni[13] for a thorough analysis of this calculation method):

 Em = TrS Σ ⋅Ei i (1)
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Every flow can be expressed by means of its solar equivalent, and a system of environmental accounting 
based on emergy can be implemented.[14]

Emergy represents the convergence of different kinds of energy to a system (Ei) times the quantity of 
solar energy that has been necessary to make available one unit (Tri,). It is not a state function because 
it depends on the kinds of energy and the process that is used to obtain a certain item (that can be a 
product or a given state of the system). Therefore, emergy enables us to identify, quantify, and weigh the 
inputs that feed an ecosystem. If natural selection has been given time to operate, the higher the emergy 
flux necessary to sustain a system, component, or a process, the higher the hierarchical level and the 
usefulness that can be expected for that entity (maximum empower principle[7]).

In a pristine natural system, self-organizing from young states, this maximum empower principle 
(derived from the maximum power principle[15]) is realized, and the continuous increase of emergy is an 
indication of a proper evolution toward a mature system (climax stage).[16] Therefore, empower has been 
proposed as an ecosystem health indicator.[17]

In “real-world” cases, where natural systems interact with human systems and dynamics, the increase 
of emergy (as a consequence of the increase in energetic inputs that reach the ecosystem) is not always 
“good” in the sense that it will support the evolution of the system toward a climax stage. In fact, a 
portion of the inputs that the ecosystem receives is not used to build structures in order to maintain 
the nonequilibrium state (e.g., nutrient overflow, pollutants). Emergy flow alone cannot be used as a 
 “reference direction” indicator[18] if the system is not a pure pristine system.

A Description of the System Using eco-exergy

The usable energy input to a system is converted into genetic information, biomass storages, and a 
 relation network.[7,19,20] Structural complexity and biodiversity influence the possible evolutions of the 
system toward another (more or less) stable state.[21]

Eco-exergy expresses the development of ecosystems by the increase in the work capacity,[4] consider-
ing the biomass stored in a system and its genetic information.[22–25]

According to Jørgensen,[26,27] we can distinguish between technological exergy and eco-exergy: the 
former uses the environment as a reference state and is able to measure the useful energy provided 
by a production process; the latter uses as a reference state the same ecosystem at thermodynamic 
 equilibrium. Eco-exergy thus estimates the distance of an ecosystem from thermodynamic equilibrium 
and is given by the formula

 Eco Ex ci iβ− = Σ ⋅  (2)

where ci is the concentration of the ith component of the ecosystem and βi is the weighting factor that 
accounts for the genetic information that the component carries (for a list of β values.[28]

When the available inputs to the system are used to build up new biomass and/or complexity, 
the  system is tending to its climax stage (maximum exergy principle[4]). Eco-exergy is a state-based 
 descriptor of a system’s structure (and functions, networks, interactions) based on usable energy and 
information. It has also been used as an ecosystem health indicator.[24,25,29]

Ratio of eco-exergy to emergy Flow

Emergy and eco-exergy can be considered as complementary entities, with the former accounting for 
the amount of basic energy (solar) required to support a process or an ecosystem and the latter being the 
level of organization reached by a system.

The need to compare the emergy flow that supports an ecosystem with the consequent  ecosystem 
reaction was already clear to Odum, who tried to assess the ecosystem response using the 
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emergy-to-information ratio[7] as a measure of information hierarchy. Odum used the mass of DNA as 
information carrier and looked at the ratio of emergy to information measured in bits, considering that 
the emergy required per bit may give an indication on the usefulness of the information in an adapted 
system.[7,30] The emergy-to-information ratio, also used by Keitt,[31] has a problem that consists in the 
arbitrariness of the choice of the system’s basic element: an atom or an individual of a species, a letter 
of an alphabet, or a gene as the basic “symbol.” Bastianoni and Marchettini[30] have proposed joining 
emergy with  eco-exergy in order to measure the ecosystem structure. The ratio between eco-exergy 
and emergy flow indicates the organization or structure of an ecosystem per unit of solar emergy flow 
required to produce or maintain it.[30] Bastianoni and Marchettini[30] first introduced this- relation as 
the ratio of emergy (flow) to eco-exergy. This choice was made in order to maintain coherence with the 
definition of transformity (i.e., the emergy that contributes to a production system divided by the energy 
content of a product). In fact, the ratio of emergy flow to eco-exergy represents an empower converging 
to a certain system divided by the eco-exergy of the whole system. Actually, the inverse seems more 
comprehensible, where the effect (eco-exergy) is at the numerator and the requirement is at the denomi-
nator, as in any efficiency indicator.

The role of information and structure is fundamental when we approach the study of complex  systems, 
such as an ecosystem. The use of eco-exergy adds something to the classical exergy approach (for an 
overview, see Jørgensen and Mejer,[22] Jørgensen,[27] and Sciubba and Wall[32]), which does not take into 
account information content. For instance, the difference between a living organism and a dead one is 
not related to the classical exergetic content that is in fact the same, but is related to the capability of the 
living system to use the information content in its DNA.[33]

The ratio of eco-exergy to emergy flow has also been considered as an indicator of the efficiency[30] in 
transforming available inputs, evaluated in emergy terms, into the structure, information, and  ecosystem 
organization, evaluated in eco-exergy terms. In fact, it represents the state of the system (as eco-exergy) 
per unit input (as empower). Strictly speaking, its unit is JyrseJ–1 (we maintain this  representation even 
if β values may influence the pure thermodynamic nature of eco-exergy and its unit). Since the dimen-
sions are those of time, it cannot be regarded as a real efficiency (which is dimensionless) but more 
as a proxy of efficiency. The higher its value, the higher the efficiency of the system; if the eco-exergy/
empower ratio tends to increase (apart from oscillations due to normal biological cycles), it means that 
natural selection is making the system follow a thermodynamic path that will bring the system to a 
higher organizational level.[33,34] As an efficiency indicator, the ratio of eco-exergy to empower enlarges 
the viewpoint of a pure exergetic approach, where the exergy degraded and the eco-exergy stored for 
various ecosystems are compared: using emergy, there is a recognition of the fact that solar radiation is 
the driving force of all the energy (and exergy) flows on the biosphere, which is essential when important 
“indirect” inputs (of solar energy) are also present in a process, and must be identified, weighted, and 
finally, taken into account.

Fath, Patten, and Choi[6] have identified the ratio of eco-exergy to emergy flow as one of the possible 
orientors of an ecosystem: they link the emergy flow to the total system throughput and eco-exergy to 
the total system storage, therefore connecting the maximization of the ratio of eco-exergy to emergy 
flow with the maximization of residence time.

Applications in environmental investigation and Management

A Definition of ecosystem Development

Ecological orientors and goal functions can indicate some aspects of the degree of naturalness of ecosys-
tems; they provide a good basis for finding usable indicators for ecosystem health, ecological integrity, 
and sustainability;[5] they can also be used to evaluate the strength of human impact and an ecosystem’s 
structural carrying capacity.
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The ratio of eco-exergy to empower has often been applied in order to assess ecosystem health: in 
fact, ecosystems with different empower and eco-exergy can be compared with each other, also regard-
ing their behavior and performance. In general, we can say that in natural systems, where selection has 
acted undisturbed for a long time, the ratio of eco-exergy to empower is higher and decreases with the 
progressive introduction of artificial inputs and stress factors that make the emergy flow higher and 
lower the eco-exergy content of the ecosystem. In the evolutionary process, close to the steady state 
(climax), the ratio of eco-exergy to empower tends to increase, which means that the system uses all 
the materials and energy available to reach a higher eco-exergy content. The same systems, once the 
climax has been reached, will remain in such a state for some time and can then grow/develop again 
only if further energy and/or materials are available. In the latter case, new sources of energy (or better 
emergy) can be used to build up new biomass and/or complexity of the ecosystem (stored eco-exergy). 
In terms of the ratio of eco-exergy to empower, when a system is relatively young and acquires new 
inputs, the ratio tends to be lower; when the system is developing toward the climax stage, the ratio 
tends to rise.[2,35]

This approach is helpful when different kinds of ecosystems are compared, natural and artificial. 
The former might have different quantities and qualities of available inputs, while the latter cannot 
be compared only on the basis of its “state” but also considering its requirements to develop and sus-
tain the state itself. The results of a study on eight different aquatic ecosystems[30,35–37] demonstrated 
that the highest level of efficiency (in the exergy/empower sense) is obtained by a seminatural sys-
tem within the lagoon of Venice, a farming basin developed over several centuries. Its efficiency is 
of the same order of magnitude as natural systems, but it is higher than systems with limited human 
input. Furthermore, the efficiency of the seminatural system is two orders of magnitude greater than 
artificial ecosystems by virtue of a higher level of organization and less need for external input.[36,38] 
Application to agroecosystems can be found in Bastianoni et al.[39] The ratios of eco- exergy to emergy 
and eco-exergy to empower have been also proposed to assess the self-organization efficiency of forest 
ecosystems.[40]

A Definition of ecosystem Health and Pollution

A qualitative or quantitative change in the set of inputs can contribute to a change in a system’s self-
organization pattern and a system’s different responses. Moreover, controlled human intervention can 
make a positive contribution to the system in terms of organization, information complexity, etc., (the 
eco-exergy of the system) that more than offset the environmental cost of the same intervention (the 
emergy flow corresponding to the human-induced inputs to the system).

If we consider the emergy flow to a system to vary between two equal and contiguous intervals, we 
will indicate the variation of emergy flow with ΔEM. Consequent changes in system organization can 
be measured by the variation of the exergy content of the system ΔEX. The quantity σ = ΔEX/ΔEM, with 
the dimensions of J∙s∙seJ−1, represents the change of level of organization (exergy) of the system under 
study, when it is related to a change of the emergy flow. It is a quantity that is specific to the inputs that 
are subtracted or added. If σ is positive, the addition of emergy input gives rise to further organization 
(increasing eco-exergy), whereas a lowering of emergy has a negative effect on the system (decreasing 
eco-exergy). On the other hand, when σ is negative, a higher emergy flow implies a decrease in orga-
nization, whereas a lower quantity of one or more inputs causes increasing organization. In these two 
last cases, the inputs can generally be viewed as pollutants: in an evolutionary perspective, if they are 
removed, the system self-organizes; if they are added, the system is damaged. This provides a definition 
of pollution based on two holistic orientors representing system dynamics. A first-level observation of 
the behavior of σ (and of the system as a whole) gives information on the existence of pollutants; a deeper 
analysis can identify the intensity of pollution that is given by the sensibility of eco-exergy relative to a 
change in emergy flow.[41]
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Holistic interpretation of ecosystem Services

Emergy and eco-exergy can be related to the concept of “ecosystem services.” Ecosystem services are the 
benefits human populations derive, directly or indirectly, from ecosystem functions (e.g., food provision 
or waste assimilation).[42] This concept derives from a reconceptualization of ecosystem functioning 
from an anthropocentric viewpoint.[43]

In general, ecosystems utilize flows of energy and matter from the environment to maintain  themselves 
as far as possible from thermodynamic equilibrium and to survive, grow, and/or develop. The degree 
of development and the efficacy with which these flows are used up and processed depend on the state/
structure/organization of the ecosystem, which is a particular configuration of the  abiotic–biotic system 
components, characterized by specific relationships between living organisms and  nonliving surround-
ings. The outputs of an ecosystem are all flows of energy and matter moving from the system to the 
environment, as well as all goods and services useful for humans.

A relationship between the inflows of energy and matter supporting the ecosystem and the services 
it provides has been investigated by Pulselli, Coscieme, and Bastianoni,[21] who noted that in this input–
output representation of ecosystems, the emergy flow (input) supporting an ecosystem and the value of 
the services (output) it provides are rather independent from each other, because the former depends 
on natural dynamics and the latter on the utility humans (decide to) draw from nature, which may 
vary from case to case. Despite this, at the global level, it has been calculated that nature contributes 
to humans not only more (as Costanza et al.[42] demonstrated) but also in a more efficient way than do 
all the world economic infrastructures. In fact, if we divide the world ecosystem service value by the 
emergy flow to the biosphere, we obtain the amount of money that is, on average, produced by 1 seJ of 
solar emergy feeding the global ecosystem. This ratio combines an amount of money that is not really 
circulating in the global economy and the flow of all renewable resources that feed the planet (sunlight, 
geothermal heat, rain, wind, etc.). It can be considered as a potential efficiency of the entire biosphere in 
providing a kind of economic wealth for humans (since at least a portion of it can be converted into real 
economic utility/benefit) based only on its natural functioning.[21]

The reciprocal of the above relation, i.e., the ratio of the global emergy flow to the total value of 
 ecosystem services, is between 5.09 × 1011 and 1.51×10n seJ/€ (depending on the minimum and maximum 
values calculated by Costanza et al.[42]). Both the maximum and minimum values are lower than values 
traditionally calculated for national economies, which in emergy theory are known as the emergy-to-
money ratio (EMR). The EMR is given by the ratio of the emergy flow of a country (including both 
 natural and commercial man-induced flows) to its GDP, and its order of magnitude is, in general, 1012 
seJ/€ or more (for an overview of national values.[44] This means that the global ecosystem uses, on 
 average, less emergy than a national economy per unit money provided to humans.

Jørgensen[26] proposed an approach to connect an ecosystem’s structure and organization descriptor 
(eco-exergy) to a user-side measure (the value of ecosystem services), highlighting a relation between 
a biophysical and an economic evaluation of the environment. The calculation of ecosystem services 
through eco-exergy resulted in values higher than those proposed by Costanza et al.,[42] because eco-
exergy represents the annual work capacity increase of an ecosystem that can be translated into the set 
of the possible services it can offer (not only the services that anthropic systems actually utilize) and can 
be compared with the actual flow of services utilized.

Ecosystem dynamics can be represented through a generic and complete input–state–output scheme. 
In this sense, we can imagine a kind of 3-D diagram, with the inflows of resources, measured in terms of 
solar emergy, on the x axis; the work capacity embodied in the system biota, expressed in terms of eco-
exergy, on the y axis; and the useful services for humans, valuable in economic terms, on the z axis.[45] 
This multidimensional holistic approach makes it clear that inputs are used up, directly or indirectly, 
to produce services in output and/or to develop the system, and enables us to have an indication of 
changes in ecosystem dynamics, structure, and services. Within this framework, a thermodynamic/
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socio-ecological evolutionary time path can be acknowledged: from young systems, to climax-stage 
systems, to socio-ecological integrated systems.

conclusion

The ratio of eco-exergy to emergy flow is the combination of two thermodynamics-based orientors: 
emergy flow, which quantifies the amount of resources necessary for the system to survive, and eco-
exergy, which represents the actual state of the ecosystem in terms of work capacity and distance from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. The joint use of these two entities adds information that is useful for the 
investigation of the behavior of the system during its evolution. It is a measure of the ability of a system 
to reach and maintain a given structure (as eco-exergy) per unit input (as emergy); it is therefore a mea-
sure of the efficiency of the system in transforming available resources into organization. The use of the 
ratio of eco-exergy to emergy flow is important when investigating the evolution of an ecosystem or the 
effects on ecosystem dynamics of human intervention and infrastructures. Two further applications 
of this entity have been described too, which can be useful in the field of environmental management: 
according to the change in exergy due to a change in emergy flow, we can identify potential pollutants 
and define the intensity of pollution; the combined use of eco-exergy and emergy can also help in assess-
ing the role of ecosystem services in human well-being.
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introduction

Environmental management has to operate in an extremely complex framework, which can be char-
acterized by a multitude of different components and an even higher number of interrelations between 
these parts.[1] Ecological as well as human and societal influences have to be taken into account, and 
the dominant role of indirect effects has to be realized.[2] Consequently, there is a very high demand 
for holistic management concepts, which approach the management object from an ecosystem-based 
starting point. The biggest challenge of such concepts arises from the enormous complexity of human–
environmental systems.[3,4] To cope with this challenge, indicators can be suitable tools. They enable 
quantitative statements in spite of the complex environment, but this potential is attained due to simpli-
fication, aggregation, modeling, and abstraction. Therefore, indicators often are correlated with a high 
uncertainty, i.e., whether the indicated object is really well represented by the indicator.[5]

Ecosystem health is an environmental management concept that directly meets these 
problems.[6] It   follows the important demand to manage the environment from a system-based view-
point,  acknowledging inherent complexities. Therefore, the selection of suitable indicators plays a major 
role for quantitative applications of the health concept.[7] In the following text, some focal approaches 
on how these challenging demands are met are documented. The leading questions are the following:

• What are the basic features and requirements for ecosystem-based indicators, and how are they 
related to the concept of ecosystem health?

• What are the focal ideas of ecosystem health, and how can they be translated into ecological 
indication concepts?
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• What are the problems and experiences of health indication in different ecosystem types?
• How do recent indicator approaches cope with the challenging demands for ecosystem-based 

indication?

The entry starts with a short statement on the general requirements for ecological indicators. Thereafter, 
the actual indicandum—ecosystem health—is sketched, and a literature survey of established ecosys-
tem health indicators is presented. In the final sections, indicator applications and aggregations are 
discussed, and demands for future development are formulated based on a comparison of identified 
requirements and the state of the art.

Basic Features of ecological indicators

Environmental management should be based upon qualitative or quantitative key variables that can be 
used to demonstrate the demand for management actions and the outcomes of the respective activities. 
Such indicators provide aggregated information on certain complex phenomena,[8–10] which often are 
not directly accessible.[11–13] Indicators are developed on the basis of specific management purposes; they 
often include an integrating, synoptical value, and they should be capable of showing the differences 
between an existing situation and an aspired-to target state.[14,15] Thus, indicators are signals for attract-
ing attention on changes in complex humanenvironmental systems. Heink and Kowarik[16] propose the 
following indicator definition: “An indicator in ecology and environmental planning is a component or 
a measure of environmentally relevant phenomena used to depict or evaluate environmental conditions 
or changes or to set environmental goals.”

Being applied for the management of human–environmental systems, indicators have to satisfy very 
different and challenging demands: On the one hand, scientific correctness is a major requirement, and 
on the other, transparency and public utility in the decision making processes are significant demands 
(see Tables 1 and 2). Therefore, indicator applications should be based on satisfying scientific hypotheses 
and relevant cause–effect relations, while they also have to translate the high complexity of ecosystems 
in a scientifically sound way to meet the needs of politicians and decision makers for common accep-
tance. Furthermore, the indicator should comprise an optimal sensitivity for the related disturbance, 
and it should be characterized by a clear representation of the indicandum by the indicator—in this 
case, it should represent the challenging properties of ecosystem health.

Basic components of ecosystem Health

The pioneering ecologist Aldo Leopold’s writings about land sickness[17] created the basic ideas for the 
ecosystem health concept. In the following decades, definitions of ecosystem health have been constantly 
evolving toward an increasing integration of human and societal contexts in order to understand what is 

TABLE 1 Scientific Demands on Good Indicators
Good indicator sets should provide scientific correctness basing upon the following:

• A clear representation of the indicandum by the indicator.
• Clear proof of relevant cause–effect relations.
• An optimal sensitivity of the representation.
• Information for adequate spatio-temporal scales.
• A very high transparency of the derivation strategy.
• A high degree of validity and representativeness of the available data sources.
• A high degree of comparability in and with indicator sets.
• An optimal degree of aggregation.
• Good fulfillment of statistical requirements concerning verification, reproduction, representativity, and validity.

Source: Wiggering an Müller.[9]
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considered to be a healthy ecosystem.[18,19] The concept has gained special popularity in the United States 
and in Canada, where ecosystem health has been integrated in legislation. Today, ecosystem health is 
part of various international political programs, like the Rio convention on sustainable development.[20] 
Here, it has been demanded in principle 7 that “states shall cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to 
conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity of the Earth’s ecosystem.” Ecosystem health does 
not only take into account ecological components but also requires a linkage with social, economic, and 
cultural dimensions (see Table 3).

De Kruijf and Van Vuuren[25] analyzed that “the present definitions of ecosystem health contain 
 several of the following elements:

• Healthy ecosystems are free from ecosystem distress syndrome …;
• Healthy ecosystems are resilient … they recover from natural perturbations and disturbances;
• Healthy ecosystems are self-sustaining and can be perpetuated without subsidies or drawing 

down natural capital;
• Healthy ecosystems do not impair adjacent ecosystems …;
• Healthy ecosystems are free from risk factors;
• Healthy ecosystems are economically viable;
• Healthy ecosystems sustain healthy human communities.”

Summarizing the different approaches, a working definition of ecosystem health can be given as follows: 
Ecosystem health refers to the ability of an ecosystem to maintain its structure and function over time 
under external stress, safeguarding a sustainable provision of ecosystem goods and services contribut-
ing to human well-being.

The facts mentioned above have to be reflected while defining appropriate sets of indicators that can 
be applied for environmental management.[16] Suitable ecosystem health indicator sets have to consider 
ecological structures as well as ecological functions on different spatial and temporal scales. As shown 
by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,[26] most ecosystems on our planet have already been 

TABLE 2 Applied Demands on Good Indicators
Good indicator sets should provide practical applicability basing upon the following:

• Information and estimations of the normative loadings.
• High political relevance concerning the decision process.
• High comprehensibility and public transparency.
• Direct relations to management actions.
• An orientation toward environmental targets.
• A high utility for early warning purposes.
• A satisfying measurability.
• A high degree of data availability.
• Information on long-term trends of development.

Source: Wiggering an Müller.[9]

TABLE 3 Different Approaches Defining Ecosystem Health
Haskell et al.[21]: An ecological system is healthy and free from “distress syndrome” if it is stable and sustainable—that is, if it 

is active and maintains its organization and autonomy over time and is resilient to stress.’
Karr[22]: Ecosystem health is related to “the condition in which a system realizes its inherent potential, maintains a stable 

condition, preserves its capacity for self-repair when perturbed, and needs minimal external support for management.”
Rapport et al.[23]: Ecosystem health refers to a “condition where the parts and functions of an ecosystem are sustained over 

time and where the system’s capacity for self-repair is maintained, such that goals for uses, values, and services of the 
ecosystem are met.”

Xu and Mage[24]: Ecosystem health refers to “the system’s ability to realize its functions desired by society and to maintain its 
structure needed both by its functions and by society over a long time.”
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degraded under the pressure of increasing human demands. If ecosystem health shall be achieved on a 
long-term perspective, preventative and restorative environmental management strategies are needed. 
When looking at different typical ecosystem health indicators, like species diversity or water quality, 
many of the ecosystems on our planet can be considered unhealthy.[18] As a consequence, many eco-
system functions needed for the provision of ecosystem services have been altered. Ecosystem health 
refers to systems that are manipulated to satisfy human needs.[17] Therefore, ecosystem health provides 
a suitable conceptual framework describing the linkages between ecosystem functions, services, and 
human well-being.

The explicit integration of societal components makes it different from other ecosystem management 
concepts, for example, ecological integrity. Ecological integrity refers to the functioning of ecosystems 
based on self-organized processes, while ecosystem health also includes resilience and sustainability 
with regard to the provision of ecosystem services. Therefore, different ecological concepts like homeo-
stasis, diversity, complexity, emergent properties, or hierarchy principles are closely related to the health 
concept.[19]

Basic Requirements for the indication of ecosystem Health

A focal problem of these concepts is the complexity of ecosystems that arises from the high number 
of components, relations, and interactions. Hence, for environmental practice and decision mak-
ing, this complexity has to be reduced. Ecosystem theories provide an applicable basis for such a 
 reduction. Some of the respective theoretical fundamentals of the ecosystem health concept are 
listed in Table 4.

These requirements are summarized in the “V-O-R model,”[21] describing the ecosystem vigor, orga-
nization, and resilience. Vigor is indicated by activity, metabolism, or primary productivity, while 
organization represents the diversity and number of interactions between the system components. 
Resilience is understood as a system’s capacity to maintain structure and function in the presence of 
(external) stress. When resilience is exceeded, the system can shift to an alternate state. By including 
this approach, ecosystem health is closely related to the concepts of stress ecology, where vigor, sys-
tem organization, resilience, and the absence of ecosystem distress are the main factors for a system’s 
condition.

This model is correlated with a very high demand for comprehensive data sets and long-time series 
to determine resilience. Additionally, linkages of environmental and social–economic attributes and 
attributes representing structures as well as functions and organization have to be included. All these 
demands can hardly be fulfilled. Therefore, quantification deficits have to be expected as one of the main 
problems of the ecosystem health approach.

Utilized indicators of ecosystem Health

In the following paragraphs, a short literature survey of health indicators is presented, whereby different 
approaches have been distinguished: In the beginning, community-based indicators are listed, followed 
by aggregated theoretical indicators and indicators based on ecosystem analysis. Finally, a link will be 
developed toward the indication of ecosystem services.

TABLE 4 Axioms of Ecosystem Health
Dynamism: Nature is a set of processes, more than a composition of structures.
Relatedness: Nature is a network of interactions.
Hierarchy: Nature is built up by complex hierarchies of spatio-temporal scales.
Creativity: Nature consists of self-organizing systems.
Different fragilities: Nature includes various sets of different resiliences.

Source: Wiggering an Müller.[9]
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Species- and community-Based indicators and indices

Biodiversity loss is one of the characteristic signs for ecosystems under stress[18] and thus is a major issue 
in environmental management.[26] Consequently, there are many initiatives and concepts to describe 
and assess biodiversity.[27] Biodiversity indicators and indices are based on the abundance, absence, or 
composition of selected species or communities. They vary from single-species indicators to complex 
composite indicators. Suitable indicator species have to be selected in order to be representative for 
certain phenomena or sensitive to particular environmental changes.[28] Therefore, the appearance and 
dominance of certain communities can be associated with states of ecosystem health.[7]

The parameters used to quantify respective indicators can be derived from direct measurements and 
observations of selected species’ abundance. Species- and community- based indicators can be linked 
to numerous international and national policy instruments, for which biodiversity indicators need to be 
derived (e.g., Bern Convention 1979; Bonn Convention 1979; Convention on Biological Diversity CBD 
1992; the Millennium Development Goals to be achieved by 2015). Most policy and decision makers rely 
on indices that aggregate biodiversity data across large numbers of species,[29] but also, a limited number 
of key taxa are frequently used to indicate ecosystem health.[30] Some of these biodiversity indicator 
concepts—mainly related to the indicator collections of Marquez et al.[31] and Joergensen et al.[6]—are 
presented in the following.

Species Richness

The most established way to indicate biodiversity is based on species counts and composite indices. 
One advantage is that the number of species in a certain area is a measure that is easily established and 
understood by a broad range of people. The Shannon–Wiener index and the Simpson index are the most 
commonly applied indicators.[29] The Shannon-Wiener index H’ originates in information theory and 
integrates species’ number and evenness:

 H p′ = −∑ i ilog2p  (1)

pi is the proportion of individuals found in species i. The values of this index can vary between 0 and 5. 
H′ has a maximum value if the individuals of all species occur with the same density. The Simpson index 
refers to the number of species present and the relative abundance of each species.[32] Species richness 
provides important information on ecosystem conditions. However, its application in ecosystem health 
assessments can be misleading, for example, concerning nonnative (exotic or “invasive”) species. Their 
abundance will increase the value of standard biodiversity indicators, but their increased dominance in 
biotic communities can be a typical sign of ecosystem stress.[18]

indicator taxa

Indicator taxa (or bioindicators, indicator species) are species or higher taxonomic groups whose proper-
ties can be used as proxies for assessments of ecosystem health.[33,34] Respective species have to be selected 
in order to react on ecosystem alterations by changing their abundance, density, conditions, or activities. 
Therefore, indicator species have to be selected objectively and must represent clear i ndicator-indicandum 
relationships. Pollinators have been suggested as useful bioindicators for ecosystem health by Kevan[35] as 
they are crucial for the functioning of almost all terrestrial ecosystems. Moreover,  pollinators are needed 
for the provision of manifold ecosystem services. Further indicators based on the abundance of selected 
species have been suggested by Jørgensen et al.[6,36] and Burkhard et al.[7]

• Saprobic Classification: The saprobe index gives information about the degree of water 
pollution.[37] The different saprogenic stages are related to certain indicator organisms like bac teria, 
fungi, algae, amoeba, mussels, worms, insect larvae, or fishes. The stages range from polysaprobic 
(very highly polluted), α-mesosaprobic (highly polluted), β-mesosaprobic (medium polluted), to 
oligosaprobic (rather clean and clear water).
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• Bellan’s Pollution Index: Aquatic species like Platynereis dumerilii, Theosthema oerstedi, Cirratulus 
cirratus, and Dodecaria concharum are used as indicators for water pollution, whereas species like 
Syllis gracillis and Typosyllis prolifera indicate clear water conditions.[38] Bellan’s pollution index 
equation is

IP d=∑ ominance of pollution indicator species/clear water indicator (2)

Index values higher than 1 indicate a pollution-based disturbance in the community.

 

• AZTI Marine Biotic Index: AZTI Marine Biotic Index (AMBI) distinguishes the soft bottom 
 macrofauna into five groups in accordance with their sensitivity to increasing stres[39]:

 I. Species very sensitive to organic enrichment and eutrophication, present only under 
 unpolluted conditions.

 II. Species indifferent to organic enrichment, occurring in low densities only and with no 
 significant variations over time.

 III. Species tolerant to excess organic matter enrichment, usually supported by organic 
 enrichment, that can also be found under normal conditions.

 IV. Second-order opportunist species.
 V. First-order opportunist species (deposit feeders).

The coefficient is calculated as follows:

 AMBI = ×{ }( )0 %I 1+ ×( ).5 %II 3+ ×( )%III + ×( )4.5 %IV + ×( )6 %V /100 (3)

The AMBI values vary among the following: normal (0.0–1.2), slightly polluted (1.2–3.2), 
 moderately polluted (3.2–5.0), highly polluted (5.0–6.0), or very highly polluted (6.0–7.0).

• BENTIX
BENTIX is based on the AMBI but uses three groups only[40]:

 I. Species generally sensitive to disturbances.
 II. Species tolerant to stress or disturbance. Populations may respond to organic enrichment or 

other pollution sources.
 III. First-order opportunistic species (pioneer, colonizers, or species that are tolerant to hypoxia).

The indicator values are calculated as follows:

 Benix = ×{ }( )6 % I + +2 %( ) II % III /100 (4)

The results represent different states of aquatic ecosystems: normal (4.5–6.0), slightly  polluted 
(3.5–4.5), moderately polluted (2.5–3.5), highly polluted (2.0–2.5), or very highly polluted 
(Bentix = 0).

• Macrofauna Monitoring Index: Twelve indicator species are included in the macrofauna 
 monitoring index. Each indicator species is assigned a score, based on the ratio of its abundance. 
The actual index value is the average score of species that are present in the sample.[41]

• Umbrella, Flagship, and Keystone Species: Umbrella species have high demands for their habitat 
conditions with regard to habitat size and quality. When protecting these species, many other 
species will be supported automatically. Flagship (or charismatic) species are organisms whose 
necessity for protection can be easily communicated. Keystone species provide an extraordinary 
importance for the maintenance of ecosystem structures and functions as well as for other spe-
cies in the same ecosystem. Therefore, the identification and protection of keystone species can be 
crucial for the management of ecosystem health.[42]

Examples for the utilization of these indicator types are the Species Trend Index,[43] Red 
Lists,[44] or the Living Planet Index (LPI), which has been developed for land, freshwater, and 
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marine vertebrate species. The average population trends over time are documented in the LPI. 
The actual calculations are based on a data set of more than 2500 species and 8000 population 
time series over the past 30 years. Three indices are calculated: 1) terrestrial species population 
index; 2) freshwater species population index, and 3) marine species population index. Each of 
these indices is set to a baseline of 100 in 1970, and all are given an equal weighting.[45,46]

Ratios between Different classes of organisms or elements

The increase or decrease of one species in relation to others provides information about changes in 
 ecosystems, for example, Nygard’s algal index[36] or the diatoms/nondiatoms ratio.[47]

indicators Based on ecological Strategies

Different ecological strategies are altered by human activities or during different stages of natural devel-
opment. Hence, indicators for the distinct behavior of different taxonomic groups under environmen-
tal stress situations were developed, e.g., the nematodes/copepods index, the polychaetes/ amphipods 
ratio, and the index of r/k strategists, which considers different taxa: Most communities in ecosystems 
in rather late developmental stages show dominance of k- selected or conservative species with large 
body sizes and long life spans. R-selected or opportunistic species have shorter life spans and are often 
numerically dominant. After a significant disturbance and during the following reorganization, the 
opportunistic species can become dominant in biomass as well as in number, whereas the conservative 
species are usually less favored.[36,48] Another strategy-related indicator is the trophic infaunal index, 
which refers to organisms’ different feeding strategies (distinction of macrobenthos species into suspen-
sion feeders, interface feeders, surface deposit feeders, and subsurface deposit feeders).[49]

Additionally, there are several attempts aiming at harmonizing existing biodiversity indicator 
 initiatives. Two examples are sketched here.

• Streamlining European 2010 Biodiversity Indicators: The Streamlining European Biodiversity 
Indicators (SEBI) were established in 2005 under the umbrella of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD). It is a process to select a set of biodiversity indicators to monitor progress toward 
the 2010 target of halting biodiversity loss and help achieve progress toward the target.[50,51] The 
SEBI is a regionally coordinated program that has been initiated in Europe as collaboration 
between the European Environment Agency and other European and United Nations institu-
tions. The SEBI proposes a list of 26 indicators within the 7 CBD focal areas: status and trends of 
the components of biological diversity, threats to biodiversity, ecosystem integrity and ecosystem 
goods and services, sustainable use, status of access and benefit sharing, status of resource trans-
fers, and public opinion.[50,51]

• Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network: The Group on Earth 
Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON) is a global partnership helping 
to collect, manage, analyze, and report biodiversity data.[52] It is a voluntary partnership of 73 
national governments and 46 participating organizations and was launched in 2002. The GEO 
BON aims at providing a framework to coordinate data and observations within the Global Earth 
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS). Biodiversity has been named as one of nine GEOSS 
priority societal benefit areas. The GEO BON will integrate key ecosystem functional parameters 
into a Terrestrial Ecosystem Function Index (TEFI). The TEFI will integrate data of measure-
ments of the energy, carbon, and nutrient balance.[52]

Aggregated theory-Based indicators and indices

In contrast to the biotic approaches, which mainly can be used as structural indicators, the health com-
ponent “vigor” is included in ecosystem theory based-indicators and indicator sets. The following four 
aggregations stem from thermodynamics, network, and information theories. Their basic target is a 
holistic aggregation of ecosystem properties into one guiding variable.
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• Exergy and Exergy Indices: Exergy is that energy fraction that can be transformed into useful 
mechanical work. In ecological terms, it can, for example, be measured by the total biomass of 
the system. Eco-exergy is a refinement of the exergy concept in which biomass is weighted by the 
genetic complexity of the species observed.[4,36] Further holistic indicators are the exergy index 
and the specific exergy.[4] In ecosystems, the captured exergy is used to build up biomass and 
structures during successions.[48] Therefore, more complex systems also have more built-in exergy 
than simpler ones. Both exergy and specific exergy have been used as indicators for ecosystem 
health.[6] Relations between the exergy values and other ecosystem health characteristics like 
diversity, structure, or resilience can be found. For example, a very eutrophic ecosystem has a very 
high exergy due to the high biomass, but the specific exergy is low as the biomass is dominated by 
algae with low β values. The combination of exergy index and specific exergy provides a satisfac-
tory structural and holistic description of ecosystem health.

• Entropy: Entropy production is one result of any metabolic activity. It can be measured by the 
system’s respiration or the total system’s export. As life is a very effective producer of entropy, this 
indicator has been proposed as an ecological orientor to represent maturity as well as ecosystem 
stress.[53,54]

• Emergy: Emergy (embodied energy) accounts for the differences between distinct biomass 
 fractions in ecosystems basing upon the energy that has been used to build up the respective 
structure.[55] Conversion values, called transformities, have been derived to allow the calculation 
of emergy values for many ecological entities as well as socio-ecological products.[56]

• Ascendency: Ascendency is a holistic indicator that is based upon the energy flows in ecological 
systems and the information associated with the particular network configuration.[57,58] It repre-
sents the total system throughput and the flow diversity as a result of the food web structure. The 
respective network configuration is indicated by the average mutual information. Ascendency 
is measured by the total system throughput times the average mutual information, providing 
 helpful information on an ecosystem’s energy flow schemes and efficiencies.

ecosystem Analytical indicators and indices

While most of the approaches mentioned before are aiming at one focal dimension and one value to 
characterize the state of an ecosystem, the following indicators have been constructed as multidimen-
sional approaches. They try to represent ecosystem structures (biotic and abiotic structures), functions 
(water, matter, energy flows), and (in some cases) their relevance for human systems.

• Integrity Indicators and Orientors: Several ecosystem assessments are based on the concept of 
ecosystem integrity, which is closely related to ecosystem health.[18,59] The focal difference can 
be found in the origins of the concepts: While integrity was related to wilderness as a target 
function, health has been referring to ecosystems under human pressures from the beginning.[60] 
Meanwhile, the core conceptions have become rather similar. Therefore, one approach of integrity 
indication will be included in the following paragraphs.

Taking into account the focal ideas of the sustainable development concept, “meet the needs of 
future generations “means “keep available ecosystem services on a long-term, intergenerational 
and broad scale, intragenerational level.” From a synoptic viewpoint, all ecosystem services are 
strongly dependent on the performance of the system’s regulation capacity (see the section on 
“Ecosystem Service Indicators”). Taking into account that the integral of regulating ecosystem 
services represents self-organized processes,[61] it becomes clear that the respective benefits are 
dependent on the degrees and potentials of self-organization. To maintain these services, the abil-
ity for future self-organizing processes has to be preserved.[53,62] Under this viewpoint, Barkmann 
et al.[63] have defined ecological integrity as a “management target for the preservation against 
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nonspecific ecological risks, that are general disturbances of the self-organising capacity of eco-
logical systems. Thus, the goal should be a support and preservation of those processes and struc-
tures which are essential prerequisites of the ecological ability for self-organisation”.

In ecosystem theory, many different approaches (see Joergensen[4]) are highly compatible with the 
 theory of self-organization. The consequences have been condensed within the orientor approach,[64–66] 
a  system-based theory about ecosystem development, which is founded on the ideas of nonequilib-
rium thermodynamics,[54,62] and network development on the one hand and succession theory on the 
other.[67,68] The basic idea is that throughout the undisturbed complexifying development of ecosys-
tems, certain characteristics are increasing steadily, developing toward an attractor state, which is 
restricted by the specific site conditions. For instance, the food web will become more and more com-
plex;  heterogeneity, species richness, and connectedness will be rising; and many other attributes will 
follow a similar long-term trajectory.

Many of these orientors cannot be easily measured or modeled under usual circumstances. Therefore, 
the selected indicators have to be represented by variables that are accessible by “traditional” methods 
of ecosystem quantification. Furthermore, it has to be reflected that the number of indicators should 
be reduced as far as possible, providing a small set consisting of the most important items that can 
be calculated or measured in many local instances. The focal subsystems that should be taken into 
account to represent ecosystem organization are ecosystem structures with the biotic and abiotic diver-
sity and functions, represented by the energy, water, and matter balances (for a detailed justification, 
see Müller[61]).

On the basis of these features, a general indicator set to describe the ecosystem or landscape state 
in terrestrial environments has been derived. It is shown in Table 5. The basic hypothesis concerning 
this set is that a holistic representation of the degree of and the capacity for complexifying ecological 
processes on the basis of an accessible number of indicators can be fulfilled by these variables. They also 
represent the basic trends of ecosystem development; thus, they show the developmental stage of an 
ecosystem or a landscape. As a whole, this variable set represents the degree of self-organization in the 
investigated system. For quantifications, see Müller[69] or Müller and Burkhard.[70]

• The holistic ecosystem health indicator: An expansion toward an integration of human items 
is provided by the holistic ecosystem heath indicator (HEHI) system. It was developed in 1999 
in Costa Rica as an integrative indicator that might be an appropriate tool for assessing and 

TABLE 5 Proposed Indicators to Represent the Organizational State of Ecosystems 
and Landscapes

Orientor Group Indicator Potential Key Variable

Biotic structure Biodiversity Number of species
Abiotic
structures

Biotope
heterogeneity

Index of heterogeneity

Energy balance Exergy capture
Entropy production

Metabolic efficiency

Gross or net primary production
Entropy production[71]

Entropy production[72]

Output by
evapotranspiration and respiration
Respiration per biomass

Water balance Biotic water flows Transpiration per evapotranspiration
Matter balance Nutrient loss

Storage capacity
Soil organic carbon

Nitrate leaching
Intrabiotic nitrogen
Soil organic matter

Source: Müller.[69]
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evaluating health of managed ecosystems.[73] The HEHI follows a hierarchical structure start-
ing with three main branches: ecological, social, and interactive. The interactive branch includes 
measures relating to land use and management decisions that characterize the interactions 
between the human communities and the ecosystem. Furthermore, each branch is subdivided 
into categories or criteria (see Table 6). Each category is given a target or a benchmark, which is 
based on references available in scientific literature, policies, etc.

ecosystem Service indicators

As the explicit target figure of ecosystem health indicators has more and more been moved toward 
human wellbeing, the respective indicanda—ecosystem goods and services—are mentioned here. 
Their implementation seems to be very significant as a criterion of success in ecosystem health man-
agement. Ecosystem services are the benefits people obtain from natural structures and functions. 
Since ecosystems are dynamic and complex units, the assessment of their services is strongly facilitated 
by the categorization into functional groups, which are exemplarily listed in Table 7, referring to the 
following:

• Provisioning services: products obtained from ecosystems, e.g., food, water.
• Regulating services: benefits from regulating ecosystem processes, e.g., flood regulation, disease 

regulation.
• Cultural services: nonmaterial benefits, e.g., recreation, spiritual benefits, information.

Ecosystem structures and functions can be indicated by ecological integrity, as described above. 
Regulating ecosystem services is strongly related to ecosystem functions, and some regulating services 
are even overlapping with ecological integrity processes (e.g., processes related to nutrient or water 
regulation.[74] Thus, clear definitions of ecological integrity variables and regulating ecosystem service 
indicators are mandatory. Most ecosystem functions are difficult to quantify under natural conditions, 
but the application of ecological models can help. Perhaps the best data are available for provision-
ing ecosystem services. Normally, production and trade quantities and their market prices are used. 
Cultural ecosystem services again are rather difficult to quantify due to each individual’s subjective and 
situation-dependent appreciation of related values.[26]

Ecosystem services are not a linear chain from means to ends because ecosystems as well as societal 
systems are complex, dynamic, and adaptive.[3] There exist multiscale relationships between services 
and benefits. When ecosystems are stressed and degraded, their service provision is affected too, which 
in turn has impacts on human activities and health.[75] The fact that there is a high correlation between 
decline in ecosystem health and service provision leads to the suggestion that ecosystem services are 
good integrative and aggregate measures, showing the consequences of the respective ecosystem health 
conditions.[76]

TABLE 6 Elements of the Holistic Ecosystem Health Indicator Set

Ecological Elements Social Elements Interactive Elements

Soil quality
Riparian zone
Water quality
Biomass
Land use
Primary production
Regeneration
Biodiversity
Erosion

Income
Access to Services
Job stability
Gender roles
Demographics
Community
Strength

Land use and distribution
Watershed protection
Land degradation
Citizen involvement
Implementation of legislation
Environmental awareness

Source: Aguilar.[73]
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Health indicators in Different ecosystem types

To illuminate the wide field of health indicators, in the following sections, some utilizations of the 
 concept in different ecosystem types are presented.

Agroecosystem Health

An agroecosystem can be defined as “a socio-ecological system, managed primarily for the purpose of 
producing food, fiber and other agricultural products, comprising domesticated plants and animals, 
biotic and abiotic elements of the underlying soils, drainage networks, and natural vegetation and 
wildlife.”[77–79] The health status of agro ecosystems has been described by Rapport,[80] and Rapport 
et al.[81] In this entry, a valuable overview about various approaches to indicate agroecosystem health 
on various spatial scales is provided. For example, Zhang et al.[82] merge geographical information 
systems (GIS)-based land use analysis data with the use of pesticides and their pathways through 
the environment. This approach allows the assessment of ecosystem health as a ratio between the 
amounts of pesticides applied in one grid to the maximum dose applied in the study area. Kaffka 
et al.[83] suggest that the capacity to retain nutrients like N and P might be useful to evaluate the 
ecosystem health of a catchment area, while Mitchell et al.[84] consider the content of soil organic 
matter (SOM) of agricultural areas as a focal indicator to assess ecosystem health in the foreground. 

TABLE 7 List of Ecosystem Services

Regulating Ecosystem Services
Local climate regulation Effects on temperature, wind, radiation, precipitation
Global climate regulation For example, carbon sequestration, greenhouse gas emission
Flood protection Extreme flood event dampening
Groundwater recharge Runoff, flooding, aquifer recharge
Air quality regulation Removal of toxic and other elements from the atmosphere
Erosion regulation Soil retention and prevention of landslides
Nutrient regulation (Re)cycling of, e.g., N, P, or other elements
Water purification Removal of impurities from fresh water
Pollination For example, by wind and bees

Provisioning Ecosystem Services
Crops Edible plants
Livestock Edible animals
Fodder Animal fodder
Capture fisheries Fish accessible for fishermen
Aquaculture Terrestrial or marine aquaculture
Wild foods For example, berries, mushrooms, hunting, fishing
Timber Trees or plants for construction
Wood fuel Trees or plants for heating, cooking
Energy (biomass) Trees or plants for energy generation
Biochemicals and medicine Production of biochemicals, medicines
Freshwater For example. for drinking, irrigation

Cultural Ecosystem Services (selection)
Recreation and aesthetic values Landscape and visual qualities
Intrinsic value of biodiversity Value of nature and species themselves

Source: Belcher and Boehm,[87] Schönthaler et al.[111] and Reuter et al.[112]
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Hopkins[85] indicates ecosystem health via the number and size of wildlife patches in an area domi-
nated by intensive agriculture.

In comparison to the aforementioned authors, Altieri and Nicholls[86] base their suggestions to 
achieve healthy agroecosystems on the avoidance capacity of diseases—indicated by optimal recy-
cling of nutrients, closed energy flows, water and soil conservation, and biological pest regulation. 
Belcher and Boehm[87] use yield, soil N and P, soil water, SOM, soil erosion, and CO2 emissions as 
major attributes in their sustainable agroecosystem model. However, the assessments of agroecosys-
tem health regularly focus on resources that have to be classified as internal to the system.[88] Hence, 
the options to assess the health of an agroecosystem in relation to its ability to adapt to variations in 
its changing socio-economic and ecological context are rarely realized according to Waltner-Toews[79] 
or Ikerd.[89]

Forest ecosystem Health

In the United States, 20 years ago, a sound definition of forest health had already been derived to 
sustain healthy conditions of ecosystem development and productivity in a long-term perspective.[90] 
The term “forest health” increasingly found evidence in mandates concerning environmental man-
agement and protection, mostly supported by the idea that the conventional measures for describ-
ing forest states (e.g., crown conditions, tree growth, loss of nutrients, soil potentials, biodiversity) 
can also be used to indicate forest ecosystem health. Regarding forests, only recently in Europe, 
Ecosystem Health has been advertised in the context of deposition of air pollutants[91] and the con-
sequent change of chemical states, particularly the degree of eutrophication and acidification which 
relate to the holistic aspects of productivity and biogeochemical cycling. Information on nutri-
ent recycling, imbalance with the inputs and outputs and on energy use are the essentials of the 
Ecosystem Assessment Health concept and the adequate indicators proposed by Jørgensen.[6] This 
kind of concept, basically productivity related and holistic, does greatly comply with ecosystem 
theories and opens on for indicating Forest Ecosystem Health combing both, utilitarian and eco-
system perspectives[92] respecting the conditions under which selforganization of forest ecosystems 
can take place.[50]

Whereas atmospheric deposition of acidifying air pollutants and eutrophic nitrogen is identified 
as one of the major environmental problems, an ecosystem process-orientated indicator has been 
demanded for quantifying marginal loads for damaging structures and for interference with eco-
system functions.[93–95] Since the respective concept of critical loads is a stoichiometric approach and 
a function of the load quantity on chemical effects on ecosystems, intensity criteria are needed to 
provide adequate threshold values.[96–98] The conduction of the concept depends on combined bal-
ances of mass and charge provided by mineral elements, nitrogen, and free acidity completing the 
ion composition of internal transfers and the matter–flux relationship with the abiotic environment. 
Imbalance between input and recycling respecting mass and ionic charge indicates the efficiency of 
nutrient use while the quantities can be related with the intensities of effective concentrations and 
free acidity. In this regard soil chemistry is a function of the extensity of production on the intensi-
ties of nutrient availability, free acidity and effectiveness of toxic concentrations under influence of 
ecosystem self-organization.

The performance of cycling and imbalance between input rates and the degree of recycling provide 
useful information on the Ecosystem Health aspect. Moreover, as imbalance of mineral element cycling 
and related losses from the ecosystem are irreversible processes for terrestrial ecosystems, decreas-
ing alkalinity in combination with increasing free acidity are directing to maturity of ecosystems. 
Regarding abiotic structures, maturity emerges by development of soil structures, which is related to 
loss of potentials. Based on these principles, Ulrich[99] suggested the indication of stages of forest eco-
systems, for instance, by the structural properties of soil constituents providing acid neutralization and 
buffer capacity.
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Aquatic ecosystem Health

Aquatic ecosystems (wetlands, marine and estuarine zones, lakes, groundwater, lagoons, and rivers) 
consist of complex structures and fulfill important functions for the provision of numerous ecosystem 
services.[26] Some of these aquatic ecosystems are heavily endangered, e.g., wetlands were turned into 
agricultural land with dramatic consequences due to the loss of the buffer capacity for pesticides, nutri-
ents, and floods as well as the loss of habitat functions. Marine and estuarine ecosystems are heavily influ-
enced by humans due to population growth and the associated consequences such as pollution, growing 
demands for resources, eutrophication, overfishing, and habitat modification (e.g., mangrove clearing). 
Estuarine and marine ecosystems are interdependent as estuarine areas are the n ursery grounds for 
many species, which are then provided as successful functioning marine commercial stocks. Probably 
the most important function of lakes is the freshwater storage, which provides ecosystem services for 
society and economy, but these systems also are heavily endangered.

Aquatic ecosystems are focal areas of ecosystem health assessments. Therefore, many of the previously 
mentioned indicator concepts mainly provide information on aquatic ecosystem health (see Utilized 
indicators of ecosystem health or Joergensen et al.[6]). Besides these long indicator listings, Boesch and 
Paul[100] highlight the following traditional indicators: contaminant levels, material input (e.g., nutrients, 
sediments), water quality (e.g., dissolved oxygen), fish catch, extent of certain habitats (e.g., wetlands), 
community structure, toxicity biomarkers, and indicators of human pathogens).

Urban ecosystem Health

A very special aspect is provided by the health concept in urban systems, i.e., because the human fac-
tor plays a dominant role in the relevant literature.[101–105] For instance, Su et al.[101] state that “an urban 
 ecosystem consists of residents and their environment in certain time and space scales, in which, 
 ecologically-speaking, consumers are the dominant component lacking producers and decomposers.”

Therefore, urban ecosystem health must be assessed by very comprehensive, integrative indicator 
sets, which also include variables of human health. Consequently, Hancock[104] has determined six basic 
elements for healthy cities:

 1. Population health and distribution.
 2. Societal well-being.
 3. Government, management, and social equity.
 4. Human habitat quality and convenience.
 5. Natural environment quality.
 6. Impact of the urban ecosystem on the larger-scale natural ecosystem.

A similar approach can be found in the indicator sets of Su et al.,[101] who generally distinguish human 
and environmental subsystems (see Table 8).

TABLE 8 Some Indicanda for Urban Health

Human Subsystem Environmental Subsystem

Public health Provisioning services
Health expenditure Environmental quality
Nutrition Atmospheric quality
Budget and finance situation Water quality
Urban infrastructure Forest coverage
Human housing conditions Farmland area
Education Emergy density
Employment Carrying capacity

Source: Su et al.[101]
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indicator Application and Aggregation in Management

Management toward ecosystem health is directed to improve human well-being. However, in order 
to environmentally manage, alternatives to achieve higher levels of human well-being and ecosystem 
health or to stabilize the present level in a changing world have to be identified. Hence, indicators have 
to facilitate the comparability of states in space and time, in order to allow informed decisions based on 
assessments of the present state and the state achievable by management options in respect to the power 
and competences in the hands of the manager. Concerning ecosystem health, at least, decision makers 
acting on the following levels have to be equipped with indicators:

 1. Site management, e.g., field, forest, lake
 2. Unit management, e.g., farm, forest district, catchment, nature sanctuary
 3. Public management, e.g., community, county, nation
 4. Public, e.g., citizens, interest groups (nongovernmental organizations)

All levels are interrelated. For example, 1) different kinds of pest management on the site level change 
not only the local ecosystem but also the food quality and availability. 2) The fodder quality available 
on the farm level depends on the productivity of the fields and impacts the economic efficiency of the 
farm. 3) The socio-economic state on the community level depends, on the one hand, on the economic 
viability of the hosted unit (item 2), but the provision of public services likewise constrains the range of 
activities of the units. 4) Adaptation to changing global constraints of public (item 3), unit (item 2), and 
site (item 1) management largely depends on the public awareness and level of satisfaction, e.g., human 
well-being realized at present and achievable in the future.

To account for all levels requires a nested approach in indication of ecosystem health plus mirror-
ing the mutual synergistic and antagonistic interactions between the different levels. The need for such 
an approach has been articulated by Walter-Toewe and Wall[88] and Rapport and Singh.[106] However, 
a broadly accepted scheme meeting these requirements is not in place yet.[107] The present state of the 
art is largely influenced by the concept of ecosystem services and human well-being presented by the 
Millennium Assessment[26] and the TEEB Study.[108] With respect to “management,” the further develop-
ment of indicators should be constrained by the range of management options in space and time avail-
able to decision makers on the indicated levels (1–4) and be limited to parameters relatable to indicators 
of human well-being.

The need for indicator aggregation evolves out of the definition of ecosystem health. According to 
Waltner-Toews and Wall,[88] a nested approach is required in this context also. Another constraining 
aspect to be considered is societal interests, which are embedded in the definition as well. In addi-
tion, in case that the state of ecosystem health is considered to be poor, new or changed management 
activities have to be initiated and monitored by indicators. Thus, the goal of indicator aggregation is to 
transfer the information about the ecosystem state to those spatiotemporal scales on which manage-
ment is possible and performed. The respective levels range from site management via communities, 
counties, states, nations up to the international institutions. Hence, a satisfying overlap between the 
spatial extent of the ecosystems at stake and the respective management unit is required. Systems 
theory and hierarchy theory provide a theoretical background to facilitate indicator aggregation for 
such nested systems.

To practically deal with this means to accept generalizations, including losses of information, as 
never can all interactions causing emergent properties relevant for human well-being be known. Hence, 
bottom-up aggregation is normally severely restricted. Furthermore, the focus on ecosystems enforces 
the integration of components, which are measured with parameters that cannot be aggregated on the 
base of concise units, e.g., the mortality rate of a specific species in forests of a watershed is already chal-
lenging to determine but analytically impossible to fuse with the number of pathogens endangering 
the fish population in a lake of the same catchment. A feasible approach to deal with this challenge is to 
work with relative indicator values, i.e., to indicate relative changes of the selected variables. A suitable 
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option to facilitate spatiotemporal comparisons is to define a particular ecosystem state as reference 
state and to study the relative alterations from this reference state. Examples harnessing this approach 
have been presented by Windhorst et al.[109,110] A suitable method to facilitate aggregation and to deal 
with  spatiotemporal interactions is to use simulation models (Belcher and Boehm,[87] Schönthaler 
et al.[111] and Reuter et al.[112]).

In any case, all ecosystem health indicators and respective aggregation approaches should be con-
nectable to the different components of human well-being. The Millennium Assessment’s[26] categories 
were “security, basic material for good life, health, good social relations and freedom of choice and 
action.” They can be indicated for the management units at stake. Hence, multiple interactions to be 
considered take place and further are conceivable for future situations, creating a fuzzy environment, 
obstructing the development of generally applicable aggregation procedures. However, progress in iden-
tifying suitable aggregation procedures can be achieved by answering the following questions for each 
management unit at stake:

• Can the aggregated indicator of ecosystem health be addressed and modified by at least one man-
agement action?

• Are changed values of the aggregated indicator indicative for different ecosystem states of the 
management unit at stake?

• Do changed values of the aggregated indicator indicate betterment of at least one category of 
human well-being?

conclusions

The previous paragraphs have shown that there is an enormous variety of indicators proposed to repre-
sent ecosystem health. Many of these indicators have been used to assess ecosystem health in different 
ecosystem types, and in many of those cases, the indicators have been useful tools for environmental 
management. On the other hand, these applications illuminate some general problems of health indica-
tors that should be solved in the future:

• The health approach is very challenging, i.e., due to its comprehensive character. Therefore, health 
status can hardly be represented by one variable alone. Instead, comprehensive indicator sets are 
necessary to include the basic elements of vigor, organization, and resilience.

• Indicators or sets selected have often failed in fulfilling the comprehensive criteria of ecosystem 
health assessments because they are mostly specific for one particular environmental problem to 
be solved[6] and do not adequately represent ecosystem complexity. Thus, there are difficulties in 
satisfying the original ecosystem health idea advertised.

• Consequently, the meaningfulness of solely structural indicators is limited, as they do not reflect 
processes of ecosystem functions. Therefore, many of the listed indicators should be understood 
as elements of indicator sets, not as single indicators of ecosystem health.

• As the health concept has been outlined in strict contact with human systems, the linkage between 
man and environment should be included, at least in indicator selection. That linkage up to now 
can hardly be found in the literature.

• Due to the metaphoric character of the “health” approach, it has been very successful in some 
areas, while in other nations, it has not been applicable due to critical viewpoints on the concept’s 
theoretical or even philosophical character.

• Furthermore, the indication of ecosystem health also covers the health status of the human popu-
lation, as well as socio-economic and cultural dimensions in relation to the vigor, organization, 
and resilience of ecosystems.[18] Hence, parameters to indicate security, basic material for good 
life, health, and good social relations are indispensable to analyze overall ecosystem health, which 
is in line with the assessment of Rapport et al.[75] An integrative approach to bundle a suite of 
indicators and to attach meaningful values is the concept of ecosystem distress syndromes,[113] 
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which can be seen as a forerunner of the environmental degradation syndromes elaborated by 
the German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU). The three major syndromes have 
been named by WBGU[105]: 1) utilization, which includes the overexploitation of marginal land; 
2) development which includes the destruction of ecosystems as a result of large-scale projects; 
and 3) sink, comprising environmental degradation resulting from large-scale diffusion of long-
lived substances.

Coming back to our initial questions, we can summarize the following:

• The basic features and requirements of the ecosystem health approach demand for comprehensive 
and integrative indicator sets, which is a big scientific and practical challenge.

• Therefore, several proposals exist, and the health concept is used as a reference in several cases, 
but very often, the interdisciplinary demands of the approach are not fulfilled.

• Applications can be found mainly in aquatic ecosystems, mostly being quite distant from the 
involvement of human factors.

• Good chances for future development can be seen by enhancing the integration with integrity and 
ecosystem services.
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introduction: Population Dynamics and Fisheries

Population dynamics models are a key component of fisheries sciences to describe the changes in 
 populations over time and their responses to fishing. The need for modeling approaches originates from 
the difficulties to observe fish directly. Together with the large socioeconomic relevance of fisheries, this 
has put fisheries models at the forefront of modeling biological systems. The focus has traditionally been 
on describing changes in population biomass through the growth and decay of a population’s biomass. 
Historically, models have been divided into biomass models that lump entire populations into one bio-
mass and models that are structured by age or size, allowing for more specific dynamics such as growth 
of body size, maturation, reproduction, recruitment and mortality. In this section, we will contrast 
biomass models with their structured counterparts, present models of growth, stock-recruitment and 
mortality, and outline current applications in a fisheries context.

Biomass, Age and Size Structure

In the 1950s, progress in industrial fishing triggered an increasing need to analytically describe the 
dynamics of fish populations in response to fishing, serving as basis to estimate the productivity of 
populations and maximize the yield of fisheries. Some of the first models to address these questions 
were the surplus production models, notably the Schaefer model by Milner B. Schaefer. These types of 
models describe a population as undifferentiated biomass that grows in response to the population size. 
Specifically, the Schaefer model (Schaefer 1954) assumes that changes in biomass are governed by popu-
lation growth rate r, the carrying capacity K and the fisheries catch C:

 dB  B = −rB1  − C  (1)
dt  K 

C can be defined in different ways, most typically it is introduced as a product of B and a fishing rate (which 
in turn is usually fishing effort times a catchability coefficient). The core of the equation is, however, the 
logistic growth of the population, which levels out to zero at B K=  (and at   0B = ) and reaches a maximum 
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rK K K rKof  at B = . Consequently, in this model, B remains in perpetuity at  if C = , which therefore 
4 2 2 4

maximizes the sustainable yield of a fishery. This idea builds the foundation of the concept of a maximum 
sustainable yield (MSY) that to date dominates global fisheries policies (Hey 2012).

There are various modifications of the Schaefer model (Haddon 2010), such as, for instance, the Fox 
model:

 dB  log B( ) 
= −rB1

dt  log( )  (2)
K 

which accounts for the fact that productivity in many fish species is assumed to be not a symmetric 
Kparabola but exhibit a maximum at B < . An attempt to integrate different functional forms into one 
2

generalized surplus production model is the Pella and Tomlinson model:

 dB r   B 
s 

= −B1  dt s   K    (3)


Here the parameter s defines the shape of the relationship between biomass and productivity, 
 corresponding to the Schaefer model s =1 and displaying a left- or right-skewed parabola when s <1 or 
s >1, respectively.

Surplus production models can be considered as the first analytical models that have been applied 
systematically in fisheries science, both to assess the state of fish stocks as well as to determine reference 
points for management or explore conceptual questions. The biggest advantage of this class of models 
is their simplicity that requires comparatively little information or input data to generate (somewhat) 
meaningful predictions. It is for this reason why biomass-based models are still widely in use today, 
mostly in data-poor fisheries where the lack of information prevents the use of more sophisticated mod-
els. However, the simplicity is also the biggest caveat since omitting largely the biology and ecology of 
a population tends to oversimplify true dynamics. The demographic composition of a population and 
traits linked to demographics such as growth, maturity and fecundity are important factors of popula-
tion dynamics. Ignoring these will, therefore, often result in biased or even completely wrong predic-
tions. In the following sections, we will therefore focus on structured models of fisheries dynamics and 
their different components.

Growth

Besides the recruitment of new individuals to the population, increases in population biomass are 
caused by increasing body size of individual fish, making individual growth one of two major factors 
of a population’s production. Fish typically grow from millimeter-sized eggs to adults that can reach up 
to several meters in some species while undergoing dramatic changes in their ecology and morphology. 
By constraining the available food and potential predation, the size of a fish is a major determinant of its 
 ecological niche and habitat choice, while food acquisition and environmental conditions drive changes 
in size. Growth is a trait that is shaped by the entire life history and ecology of a species (Enberg et al. 
2012), such that, typically, short-lived species tend to grow faster than long-lived ones. Furthermore, 
the size of fish commonly determines their fecundity and reproductive potential, and thus, the size 
composition of a population may be important for its productivity (Hixon Johnson, and Sogard 2014). 
Understanding growth is, therefore, essential to model population dynamics.

Based on the model design and their application, growth models in fish can be separated into two groups: 
process-based growth models and statistical growth models (Enberg, Dunlop, and Jørgensen  2008). 
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The  former type of models defines growth through the underlying biology of an organism and the 
 environment it experiences, shaping the processes that govern growth. Typically, process-based growth 
models use insights from bioenergetics to predict growth as a product of energy acquisition and trans-
formation, accounting for metabolic processes, behavior, food intake, temperature or life-history trade-
offs, as for instance between growth and reproductive investment. Process-based growth models aim at a 
fundamental understanding of growth, providing an approximation to the mechanisms that determine 
growth and enabling them to predict more accurately growth and how it may change in response to envi-
ronmental and anthropogenic disturbances. In contrast, the second group of growth models focuses on 
a statistical description of observed sizes with little to none of the underlying biology of growth included. 
These models contain often fewer parameters and assume a direct relationship between age or size of an 
organism with growth. Examples are the logistic growth model

  WG Kt = −1  t 
   (4)
 W∞ 

or the Gompertz growth model

 G Kt t= −( )log l( )W W∞ og( )  (5)

that assume that the growth rate Gt is a linear function of absolute or log-transformed weight W  at time 
t  subject to growth parameter K  and an asymptotic maximum weight W∞. While ignoring the biology 
of growth processes, statistical growth models can be applied to size-at-age data that is readily available 
for many commercially harvested fish populations. Process-based growth models, on the other hand, 
require more knowledge of the growth processes and data to fully parameterize the model. Particularly 
the necessary data on bioenergetic processes is often missing, turning the larger flexibility and predic-
tive power of such models into a disadvantage in a practical context. Consequently, statistical growth 
models tend to be more common in many areas of fisheries science such as stock assessment, as they are 
sufficient to describe the observed size compositions of a population.

There is, however, an overlap between the two groups of growth models. Statistical growth  models 
can be extended with additional physical or biological parameters, approximating better the actual 
drivers behind growth. On the other hand, process-based growth models are often used in purely statis-
tical approaches. A good example for such applications is the von Bertalanffy growth model (VBGM), 
which stems from a model that includes anabolic and catabolic processes but is commonly fitted to size 
data like a statistical model.

Ludwig von Bertalanffy originally proposed a general growth model describing the change in length 
as a differential equation of length at time t , the maximum length L∞ , and a growth parameter r:

 dL = −r L( )∞ L .
dt t  (6)

Mechanistically, this is founded on the differences in how anabolic and catabolic processes scale with 
body weight W :

 dW = −aW m1 2cW m

dt t t  (7)

where a and c are the proportionality coefficients for anabolism and catabolism, respectively, and m1 and 
m2 the corresponding scaling exponents. Assuming that the acquisition and thus anabolic processes are 

2proportional to body mass by m1 =  and catabolic processes (metabolism and maintenance) by m 1
3 1 = , 

this results with increasing body size in a higher proportion of available resources spent on catabolic 
processes, leaving less for growth.
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The VBGM has later been introduced by Beverton and Holt into fisheries, where it has become and 
remained the dominating model for fish growth, mainly because it provides typically good fits to length 
or weight data of most fish species for both individuals and population averages. The standard form of 
the model is used to calculate the length or weight at time t and results in an asymptotic shape, i.e., size 
approaches a maximum while growth increments decrease over time:

 L L 1  e k t t0
t = −∞ ( )− −( )  (8)

 W aW e1  
bk t t0

t = −∞ ( )− −( )  (9)

Length or weight are, therefore, determined by the growth coefficient k  and an asymptotic (maximum) 
length L∞  or weight W∞. The exponent b is derived from the age–length relationship L at t= W b (and in 
most applications simplified to a cubic relationship), and t0 is an (hypothetical, negative) age when size 
is zero. The latter is included to avoid that length or weight equal to zero at hatching (t = 0).

The VBGM assumes discrete time steps that correspond in most applications to years. However, this 
may be inadequate from a biological perspective since temperate and boreal species typically do not 
grow equally throughout the year but show distinct intra-annual growth patterns that align with the 
seasonal food availability. To account for such dynamics, the standard VGBM can be modified by intro-
ducing cyclical growth patterns: 

 
   2π −( )t s

− 2  
 s s1 in + − 0 

  k t( )t 
L L   s3  

t = −∞ 1 ,e   (10)
  

with s1 and s2 determining the shape of the oscillation and s3 the frequency by subdividing the time step, 
e.g., in the most common case of annual time steps into months (s3 =12) or weeks (s3 = 52).

Such modifications also reveal the main limitation of the standard VBGM: lacking functional 
 flexibility and very simplified or erroneous biology. Specifically, the underlying scaling of anabolic and 
catabolic processes with size has been empirically shown as very similar, with values ranging between 
0.7 and 0.8 for both exponents in most fish species. Furthermore, the VBGM neglects crucial insights 
from life-history theory and, therefore, captures juvenile growth less accurately than adult growth. 
The reason for this is that the model does not account for maturation and reproduction. Reproductive 
investment is very energy-demanding and, thus, requires organisms to allocate a major share of the 
acquired energy to it. Since resources for basic maintenance processes can only be reduced to a very 
limited extent, reproductive investment mainly comes at the expense of growth. Consequently, there is 
a trade-off between growth and reproduction, resulting in different growth trajectories before and after 
maturation. The VBGM does not incorporate these dynamics and, therefore, tends to underestimate 
the growth rates of juvenile fish, which typically approximates linear growth. The following two models 
attempt to address these limitations by allowing for more functional flexibility or specifically incorpo-
rating life-history considerations.

Generalized models serve the purpose of aggregating different models into one equation that can take 
different functional forms depending on the parameter values. The model developed by Schnute and 
Richards generalizes several of the growth models used in fisheries, including the VBGM and logistic 
model as well as models previously proposed by Gompertz, Chapman, Richards, or Schnute:

 
−

= −( )
1

L Lt 1  ae−btc
d

∞  (11)

Setting parameters c and d equal to one, for instance, reduces the model to the VBGM. A general-
ized model such as the one from Schnute and Richards allows therefore for a better representation 
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of observed data and biology of a population. Nevertheless, this presents a statistical approach rather 
than a processed-based one, possibly explaining data well but without biological understanding. 
Additionally, the large number of parameters may make the fitting process challenging, particularly if 
no prior  (mechanistic) knowledge is included.

A different approach has been taken by biphasic growth models that build explicitly on life-history 
theory and incorporate the trade-off between growth and reproduction. These build on bioenergetics 
and the assumption that the change in somatic weight W depends on the acquired energy Et  and the 
energy invested in gonadal weight Gt+1:

 W Wt t+ +1 1= + E Gt t−  (12)

Provided that weight is a cubic function of length, W L= 3, this can be used to model the growth in 
length. The model by Roff (1983) is one application of this idea, assuming a linear growth for juvenile 
fish, i.e., when age a is lower than the maturation age amat , whereas growth will depend on the gonado-
somatic index (GSI) from the onset of maturation:

 

 L lt + 0
  a a<

Lt+1 =  L lt + mat
0

1
for   (13)

 a a≥ mat
(1+ Rt )3 

+1

GSI is gonad mass divided by somatic mass, which means the larger the investment in Rt+1, the more will 
growth in length be reduced. 

A very similar approach has been taken by the modified model based on Quince et al. (2008) in which 
the growth is also shaped by the reproductive investment Rt+1 from of the GSI (Boukal et al 2014):

 
( )

α β L c1−β α 1 1

L t + − β1 ( ) b− −( )β

t 1 = ( )−
+ 1 1+ −q R−1 ( )   (14)

β t+1

For fish below amat , Rt+1 equals zero, whereas from amat  onward Rt+1 > 0. The modified Quince et al. model 
resolves some limitations of Roff’s model and incorporates a larger functional flexibility. This includes a 
less constrained length–weight relationship than Roff’s model by assuming W at t= Lα , a conversion  factor 
between somatic and gonadic investment q, and by not enforcing strictly linear growth for juvenile 
individuals. Both models, however, incorporate the same key feature that results in biphasic growth tra-
jectories, separating quasi-linear growth prior to maturation from a decreased growth after the onset of 
maturation that depends on the reproductive investment. These models illustrate how our understand-
ing of life-history processes can be included in growth models to represent better how growth can vary 
between different life stages and achieve better fits to empirical data.

Besides the trade-off between growth and reproduction, there are other trade-offs that may directly 
or indirectly affect growth. A major driver is survival and, therefore, everything that affects mortality, 
most notably predation and fishing. For instance, very size-selective mortality can increase survival 
for fish that invest more into growth (instead into basic maintenance processes such as the immune 
system) to grow faster through the size range of increased mortality. Similarly, behavioral adaptations 
may result in decreased or increased growth. For instance, passive behavior such as hiding can be used 
to reduce predation risks at the expense of reduced foraging, reducing the resources available for growth 
and reproduction. In contrast, growth may be increased through more active  foraging and a bolder 
behavior; however, this may also expose fish to higher predation and reduce the probability of survival 
(Claireaux, Jørgensen, and Enberg 2018).

Essential life-history traits such as growth, reproductive investment, survival, and behavior are to 
a large part determined by an individual’s inherited genotype. This means that traits are shaped by 
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evolution and subject to evolutionary change that depends on the reproductive success of a specific 
life history within a given environment. Consequently, how resources are acquired and allocated into 
growth or reproduction is less of an individual decision than the result of an inherited life-history 
strategy. The trade-offs between growth, reproductive investment, and survival are key to this pro-
cess and determine the success of a specific strategy under the current environmental conditions 
in reproducing and thus inheriting the same strategy to the next generation. Because mortality is 
a major driver of natural selection, changes in the degree or selectivity of mortality may affect the 
selection landscape and result in evolutionary adaptations in growth or traits that influence growth. 
This means growth trajectories within a population are not stationary over time but may change in 
response to environmental change and anthropogenic perturbation such as fishing or increasing sea 
water temperatures.

Although the growth of an organism is fundamentally shaped by life-history evolution, most observed 
changes in growth and thus size-at-age occur in the short term as a result of phenotypic plasticity. The 
most important driver is environmental variability, specifically physical and ecological conditions that 
influence metabolism and food availability. The latter is particularly relevant, since it determines directly 
the available energy that can be acquired by an organism and invested into processes such as growth. 
Food availability per capita is the combined result of food production through the food web and the 
competition for the available food sources. On a seasonal or annual time scale, growth of an organism 
can therefore be determined by bottom-up effects through variation in the ecosystem productivity, e.g., 
through varying nutrient inflow or temperatures, as well as through the abundance of its own popula-
tion and other competing species. Feedbacks occur between the environmental variability and density 
dependence, for instance, when high food availability leads to increasing population abundance(s) and 
thus to competition in the future. Although the causes of environmental variability are often difficult 
to determine and parametrize in models, density-dependent growth has been empirically established 
(Zimmermann, Ricard, and Heino 2018) and may affect the sustainability of fisheries (van Gemert and 
Andersen 2018). A simple approach to implement density dependence in growth models is the use of an 
asymptotic length L∞ , t  that decreases as a function of a density dependence coefficient d and the popula-
tion biomass Bt in each year: L L∞ ∞, t t= −  dB  (Lorenzen and Enberg 2002). This example illustrates that 
not only insights from bioenergetics, physiology, and life-history theory are important to modeling 
growth but also insights from population ecology. 

Recruitment

Recruitment is a key component of population dynamics and contributes together with body growth to 
the increase in biomass within a population. Because of the enormous reproductive potential of most 
fish species, recruitment tends to be the most important factor for the overall productivity of a popula-
tion and the major driver of fluctuation in population size. Recruitment as such is the combined result 
of the total number of eggs produced by the mature part of a population and the survival throughout the 
early life stages from egg to juveniles, which explains the large variation in number of recruits observed 
in most fish. Typically, fish produce very large numbers of eggs per individuals, reaching millions per 
spawning event. At the same time, the early life stages are very vulnerable to unsuitable physical con-
ditions, predation or insufficient food, causing large inter-annual variation in survival. Consequently, 
recruitment can result in favorable years in very large cohorts that sustain a population for many years 
during which recruitment may be average or fail completely. This variability in recruitment, however, 
poses also a challenge for any attempt to model and predict recruitment. Nevertheless, because recruit-
ment is  fundamental for population dynamics and thus fisheries, various recruitment models have been 
established. Most of these models rely on the basic assumption that recruitment must be related to the 
mature part of the population and is subject to some form of density-dependent reduction. The two 
models that remain most widely used until today are the stock-recruitment models developed by Ricker 
(1954) and Beverton and Holt (1957).
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The Beverton–Holt model assumes a stock–recruitment relationship that increases with increasing 
biomass of mature fish B at time t, however, with decreasing number of recruits per spawning individual 
and thus approaching an asymptotic maximum of recruitment:

 αBR t
t =   (15)

β + Bt

with α representing the asymptotic maximum for a given Bt and β the population biomass where α /2 is 
reached, defining the steepness of the curve. Biologically, α stands for the maximum spawning output 
that linearly increases with population biomass, whereas β defines the density-dependent regulation in 
recruitment and therefore the productivity of a population at specific biomass levels. The underlying 
mechanism is the density-dependent survival of early life stages, which is assumed to decrease with 
increasing amount of eggs spawned by a larger population biomass due to intra-cohort competition for 
resources, particularly food (Van Poorten, Korman, and Walters 2018), and stronger predation pressure. 

The Ricker model takes a similar approach as the Beverton–Holt model, except that it assumes an 
overcompensatory effect of increasing population biomass on recruitment. This implies that the Ricker 
stock-recruitment curve reaches a peak recruitment after which the realized number of recruits decreases 
again, instead of simply approaching an asymptotic maximum. The typical equation to describe this 
relationship is denoted as:

 R Bt t= α e−βBt  (16)

Here, α defines the recruitment at a low biomass of the spawning population and scales the total number 
of recruits, whereas β determines the density-dependent decrease in recruits per spawning biomass. As 
in the Beverton–Holt model, α represents the reproductive output of the mature population and β the 
density-dependent mortality experienced by early life stages after spawning. The key difference between 
the two models is that the recruits per spawning biomass in the Ricker model do not remain at a value 
larger than zero but approach zero, suggesting that a population biomass above a certain level has such 
detrimental effects on recruitment that it overcompensates the marginal increase in spawning output. 
Such effects can occur through substantial negative inter-cohort interactions through cannibalism or 
competition (Ricard, Zimmermann, and Heino 2016), i.e., older cohorts that deplete the resources of fol-
lowing cohorts or prey directly on them, or other negative feedbacks, for instance when growth at early 
life stages is density-dependent while predation is size-dependent. This may add up to a substantially 
increased mortality when cohort density decreases growth rates.

It is noteworthy that the Ricker curve can take an almost identical shape as the Beverton–Holt curve for 
an observed range of population biomass and number of recruits, making the Ricker model more flexible 
in representing populations with different recruitment patterns. A step further in this direction is taken 
by generalized recruitment models that allow for a large functional flexibility with other models as special 
cases. One example for such an approach is a model suggested by Deriso and later modified by Schnute:

 
1

R Bt t= −α β(1 γ Bt )γ  (17)

Here α and β take equivalent roles as in the Beverton–Holt or Ricker models, while parameter γ 
 determines the form of the recruitment curve. For instance, when γ goes to 0, the Deriso model cor-
responds to the Ricker model, and γ = −1 transforms it into a Beverton–Holt-type model. A generalized 
model of this kind avoids the need for prior assumptions on the type of relationship, enabling better fits 
to data or to test effects of gradual changes in the functional form. The downside of such an approach is, 
however, that it takes mainly a statistical and not a process-orientated approach to incorporate biological 
knowledge. Furthermore, recruitment data typically turns out to be very noisy, which may make it very 
difficult to find reasonable parameter estimates for a model with a high degree of  functional freedom.

Empirically, the biomass of the spawning population is in most cases an insufficient predictor of 
recruitment. As a consequence, models such as Beverton–Holt or Ricker typically fit poorly to data. 
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Recruitment data is in general very noisy and shows a lot of variation. Because survival at early life 
stages tends to be much more important than the total reproductive output of the mature individu-
als, other factors such as environmental conditions, food availability and predation that directly or 
indirectly affect mortality of eggs, larvae and juveniles are key drivers of recruitment (Zimmermann, 
Claireaux, and Enberg 2019). Especially large-scale atmospheric and oceanographic processes with 
cyclical patterns have been identified as important forcing factors. A simple approach to model such 
cyclical patterns in recruitment is to include an autoregressive term in a stock-recruitment model:

 R B= +α te u−βBt
t  (18)

representing a Ricker model that includes a AR( )1  process defined as ut t=ϕu −1 with ϕ  as autocorrelation 
coefficient. This allows for capturing temporal autocorrelation in recruitment time series and simulat-
ing inter-annual cyclical patterns.

A different approach to extend a Ricker model is to include explicitly an additional variable that is 
related with recruitment:

 R B= α te e− −β γB Xt t  (19)

Here X is the second variable besides mature biomass B and γ is the corresponding coefficient. Examples 
for X could include any environmental or ecological factor that is expected to affect the recruitment of 
a specific population, such as annual sea surface temperature, zooplankton indices or the biomass of a 
predator. This approach can be further extended with additional, equally defined terms.

Classic stock-recruitment models assume that the relationship between mature population biomass 
and recruitment remains stationary over time. However, this assumption may often not hold because the 
reproductive potential of a population as well as the mechanisms of density regulation can change over 
time due to external factors, both anthropogenic and natural. Regime shifts can, for instance, occur when 
changes in the environment or anthropogenic impacts alter the ecosystem productivity with implications 
on the reproductive success of a population and thus the relationship between the mature population and 
recruitment (Vert-pre et al. 2013). To incorporate two different regimes, a Ricker model can be modified:

 R Bt i t

α and β depend now on i =1,2 which can be defined as two different periods in a time series. 

= α e−βi tB  (20)

The number of regimes can be extended further if required. This comes, however, with an equally 
increasing number of parameters as caveat. Considering that time series of recruitment data usually 
only cover a few decades, the number of parameters can become easily disproportional compared to 
the number of data points. A solution to this problem is to introduce a time-invariant parameter that 
captures gradual changes in the relationship between population and recruitment over time (Perälä and 
Kuparinen 2015). For instance, if we assume that the productivity of the mature biomass varies with 
time, time-variant α t can be introduced:

 R Bt t= α te−βBt  (21)

where parameter α follows a random walk process α t t= +α σ−1 t , with σ assumed to be normally 
 distributed. This enables the productivity term in the stock-recruitment relationship to vary gradually 
over time, representing changes in the population’s reproductive output for instance through changes 
in the population’s demographic structure due to fishing or because of increasing temperatures, as well 
as subsequent evolutionary adaptation (Enberg et al 2010).

Mortality and Population Dynamics

Whereas individual growth and recruitment represent the increase in biomass of a population, m ortality 
constitutes the loss term in the equation. Survival is therefore a crucial component in fisheries models, 
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making them very sensitive to the underlying assumptions and specifications of mortality. Mortality is 
typically given in rates that define the survival of individual fish over time. Two main sources of mortal-
ity are distinguished: mortality from natural causes, most notably predation and diseases, commonly 
denominated as natural mortality M, and mortality from anthropogenic harvesting, commonly termed 
fishing mortality F. These instantaneous rates of mortality can be summed to total mortality Z F= + M , 
which translates into proportional survival after a given time step as e−Z  and, reciprocally, relative 
 mortality as 1 .− e−Z  In an age-structured population, the abundance reduces in one time step t by:

 N Nt t= 1e−Z
−  (22)

or alternatively an abundance at a given age a of:

 N Na = 0e−Za , (23)

with N0 as initial abundance of a cohort, typically corresponding to recruitment Rt .
Mortality is, however, in most fish species dependent on size and, thus, age of an individual. This 

applies both for F and M. While other sources of mortality such as diseases, parasite or starvation can 
be relevant as well, M is to a large degree shaped by predation. Vulnerability to predation is influenced 
by various traits, including the individual behavior, but most importantly body size because most preda-
tors have a size window for prey based on limitations in perception and handling. For a given stock, 
smaller and younger fishes tend to be much more vulnerable to predation than bigger and older ones, 
which means that mortality decreases substantially with increasing size and age.

F is subject to similar size selectivity, indirectly because parts of populations such as pre-recruits 
often do not share the same habitat as the ones targeted by fisheries and directly through size-selective 
fishing gear. In contrast to M, F increases in most cases with age and size: while small, young fishes 
are usually excluded from fisheries and experience very low fishing, the F for the targeted age and size 
classes can be substantial and outweigh M. These dynamics can be captured by using age-specific mor-
tality rates Fa and Ma, leading to 

 N Na t, ,= a t 1e− +( )F Ma a
−  (24)

This model can be further extended by allowing F  and M also to vary in time:

 N N , ,
a t, ,= a t 1e− +( )F Ma t a t

−  (25)

The two-dimensional mortality matrices here are age- and time-specific, which is common for stock 
assessment models where annual Fa’s are estimated.

Stock Assessment

Managing fish stocks depends on knowing the state of the stock and its trajectory. Because fish are 
typically numerous, mobile and difficult to observe, this can be much more difficult than for classic 
terrestrial resources such as forests. Finding methods to assess a fish stock and use this information as 
the basis for regulative decisions is therefore at the core of sustainable fisheries management. This so-
called stock assessment process relies commonly on observations, notably from commercial catches or 
standardized scientific sampling, and mathematical models to transform these often nonrepresentative, 
biased or snapshot-like observations into information on changes in the stock. The type and complexity 
of the model used is determined by the quantity, quality and structure of the available data. 

The main distinction follows our previous differentiation of model complexity: biomass or age-/
length-structured models. The latter require consistent information on the age or size of individual fish 
in the catch or scientific samples, which implies comparatively large and costly efforts in data collection 
over many years. Consequently, only a minority of global fish stocks are assessed in such a framework, 
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mostly in commercially valuable fisheries in industrialized countries. All other fish stocks are classified 
as data-limited and are assessed with a wide range of methods (Chrysafi and Kuparinen 2015). Typically, 
these produce time series of absolute or relative biomass based on combining data on fisheries catch and 
effort with life-history information. However, to inform on the key parameters of population growth r 
and K (see Eq. 1), data of stock sizes at very high and low levels are necessary to give good indications 
on maximum growth rate and carrying capacity, respectively, which typically requires relatively long 
time series that ought to include unfished and overfished periods, what is rarely available. Alternatively, 
life-history parameters can act as predictors of stock productivity and resilience and therefore indicate 
adequate catch levels. This comes with the benefit that information gaps even in cases with very little or 
no data can be bridged by tapping into existing knowledge on ecology and life-history theory to incor-
porate it as priors into Bayesian assessment models (Kindsvater et al. 2018). 

Age- or length-structured models can be divided into two major categories: statistical methods and cohort 
dynamics models. Both are based on the population dynamics detailed before in Eqs. 10 and 24 and, most 
importantly, the catch equation that relates total catch to age- or size-specific abundance and mortality:

 FC − +( )
a t, ,= a N e( )1− F Ma a

F Ma a+ a t  (26)

In stock assessment, this equation provides an approach to determine the unknown variables Fa and 
Na from catch data. Because time series of catch exist in essentially all commercial fisheries where 
 assessments are conducted, the catch equation represents the core of almost all assessment models. 

The main difference between statistical methods and cohort dynamics is the way these variables and 
other parameters are derived. Cohort dynamics, most commonly known as virtual population analy-
sis (VPA) or more advanced derivatives such as extended survivor analysis (XSA), do not estimate their 
parameters but are instead based on an iterative process where the size of each cohort is calculated 
 backwards in time and the result reseeded until the values of Na t,  and Fa t,  approximate the observed Ca t,  
sufficiently well. For this approach to work, other parameters, especially Ma, need to be given as fixed 
values. Later versions such as XSA were mostly developed to allow for the inclusion of catch indices from 
commercial or scientific surveys. VPA-type assessment models were particularly widespread in the assess-
ments of European fisheries but have been increasingly replaced by statistical models in recent years.

Statistical catch-at-age models estimate their parameters directly by fitting Eq. 26 and other underly-
ing equations to data by optimizing a given objective function. This offers greater flexibility and actual 
statistical evaluation compared to cohort dynamics models, yet comes with risks of over-parametri-
zation and over-fitting when using ill-defined models. This can easily be illustrated with a model that 
assumes all Na t,  and Fa t,  as independent parameters, which would result with, e.g., 10 age classes and 
a time series of only 20 years in 200 parameters alone, twice as many as data point. The problem is 
 typically circumvented by linking parameters such as Fa t,  among each other through, e.g., a selectivity-
at-age function or restricting changes over time. Together with increasing computational power and 
efficient optimization algorithms, this has elevated the utility of these models considerably and there-
fore also the number of stocks assessed with such, even though limitations remain (Subbey 2018).

Two of the most common frameworks for statistical assessment models are Stock Synthesis (Methot 
and Wetzel 2013) and, in recent years, State-space Assessment Model (SAM, Nielsen and Berg 2014). The 
strength of Stock Synthesis and reason for its popularity is mainly its flexible adjustment to a range of 
data situations, from relatively data-limited stocks to such with many data series and process knowledge 
available. SAM on the other hand is a state-space model framework which allows, thus, for a separa-
tion of observation and process error and the estimation of the development in Fa over time. Benefits 
include that time-varying selectivity can be directly estimated and uncertainty incorporated, repre-
senting  possible solutions for two major problems in stock assessment. Both Stock Synthesis and SAM 
utilize comparable automatic differentiation algorithms that can estimate a large number of parameters 
efficiently based on maximum likelihood (or, in case of stock synthesis, also Bayesian inference).
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Despite technical advances in assessment methods and increasing data availability, major challenges 
persist in stock assessment. Generally, there’s a widespread lack of process knowledge and true mecha-
nistic understanding that leads to biased or erroneous estimates (Maunder and Piner 2015). This includes 
insufficient knowledge on key biological processes, notably natural mortality, which are often described 
and parametrized in highly simplified ways that build a stark contrast to the increasing wealth of data 
and complexity when it comes to commercial and scientific catch indices. Natural mortality is in the 
large majority of assessed stocks kept constant over all age classes and over time. Similarly, maturity at 
age and growth are often described with time-invariant equations, despite existing knowledge that all 
these traits and the underlying processes can show large variation over time with significant impacts 
on stock dynamics. Ultimately, this is also reflected in the fact that most stock assessments maintain 
an isolated perspective on one specific stock and ignore its ecological context (Skern‐Mauritzen et al. 
2016), even though this excludes important information on drivers of dynamics and stock productivity. 
Incorporating ecosystem dynamics, for instance, by integrating them into natural mortality and growth 
in assessment models and their forecasts may therefore provide an important step forward in improving 
the prediction power and subsequently also the management of fisheries. Currently, the downside is the 
required data and effort that adds to an already work-intensive assessment process. One potential solution 
to this problem could be reduced assessment frequencies to free up capacities (Zimmermann and Enberg 
2017) and focus on collecting the necessary ecosystem data to improve the quality of assessments.

Advice and Management

A key goal of modeling fish stocks and assessing them is to inform management strategies and shape 
 regulative fisheries policies. The main outputs of the assessment process are therefore indicators of a 
stock’s current state to evaluate them against reference points, forming the basis of the management 
advice. Reference points are important targets or thresholds in the state of a stock or the catch  levels, 
which are typically linked to desirable objectives (notably, the stock size or fishing mortality that 
 produces MSY) or unwanted situation (e.g., the stock size below which the risk of collapse exceeds a pre-
defined limit). These thresholds are estimated from the available information, i.e., the specific approach 
depends again on data availability. If a complete analytical assessment exists, the estimated parameters 
(such as stock–recruitment relationship, length-at-age, natural mortality, fisheries selectivity-at-age, 
uncertainty) can be applied in stochastic simulation models of the population dynamics to calculate the 
desired reference points. In data-limited situations, there is often the need for different approaches due 
to the lack of a full assessment model. These utilize either catch and effort data or qualitative measure-
ments of stock status (Froese et al. 2017) or are derived from biological information (Brooks, Powers, 
and Cortés 2009). It is noteworthy that in data-limited stocks, methods that rely on time series of catches 
tend to not perform better than simpler methods with lower data requirements (Carruthers et al. 2014).

Management advice to the regulatory agents is provided as management strategies and their ou tcomes, 
often with clear recommendations accompanied by a decision table that lists different options and how 
they perform in respect to reference points or policy objectives. Risk assessment is an important part of 
management advice, typically focusing on estimated probabilities of falling below limit thresholds of stock 
size or yield. Ideally, this translates into risk management that implements a precautionary approach to 
mitigate harmful impacts on fish stocks or fisheries (Hilborn et al. 2001). To develop and test management 
strategies, the most common framework today are management strategy evaluations (MSEs) that apply a 
suite of management strategies in simulation models to evaluate their long-term performance. These can 
include a broad range of (generic) management strategies or specifically developed ones. Main challenges 
hereby are the representation of uncertainty and the comprehensive transfer of results to managers and 
decision makers (Punt et al. 2016). The dimensions of a MSE increase with each management strategy or 
reference point considered, easily resulting in very large and complex outputs. It is therefore crucial that 
the results of MSE are summarized and presented in the best possible way, otherwise they may fail to 
convey the necessary information to managers and lead to suboptimal decision-making.
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Ultimately, the key to successful fisheries management is the clear definition of objectives. A com-
mon reason for management failure is ill-specified or conflicting objectives (Hilborn 2007). Many 
objectives in fisheries management do not align or are even mutually exclusive. Classic trade-offs 
among objectives include food production and conservation or economic benefits and employment in 
the fisheries sector. It is, therefore, crucial that stakeholders such as policy makers, managers, fisher-
men, scientists and the public agree on the objectives that fisheries ought to achieve, to facilitate the 
design of suitable management strategies and their evaluation. Nevertheless, the success also hinges 
on the entire process of assessing stocks and, therefore, the adequate use of models to represent and 
predict stock dynamics sufficiently well. The major challenge of fisheries science remains therefore 
to collect the necessary information, use data efficiently and maximize the knowledge gain through 
suitable model choices. 

The ecosystem approach to fisheries management has increasingly been recognized as a next step 
towards a more holistic and sustainable use of marine resources. Fish stocks are part of an ecosys-
tem that is shaped by its environment, species composition and anthropogenic pressures. Climatic and 
oceanographic processes and trophic interactions among fish stocks and their prey and predators are 
important sources of variation in population dynamics that need to be accounted for if these dynamics 
ought to be accurately explained or predicted. Interactions between stocks are, for instance, important 
for management strategies because they not only affect recruitment and natural mortality but also result 
in trade-offs in reference points such as MSY (Voss et al. 2014) and rebuilding strategies of overfished 
stocks (Zimmermann and Yamazaki 2017). Furthermore, adaptations to selective harvesting (Heino 
et  al. 2013), density effects (van Gemert and Andersen 2018) or climate change (Britten, Dowd, and 
Worm 2016) can affect the productivity of fish stocks and, thus, shift reference points. Ignoring such 
dynamics may therefore result in flawed reference points that increase the risk stock collapse and over-
fishing or underfishing, that is managing a fish stock suboptimally in respect to the biological or eco-
nomic objectives. Finding robust and beneficial ways of increasingly integrating ecological information 
into assessment and management is therefore a major goal in our quest towards sustainable fisheries.

Currently, ecological interactions and the variation caused by them are still rarely included in stock 
assessment and management (Skern-Mauritzen et al. 2016). A major obstacle in the process towards 
ecosystem-based management has been that higher model complexity results in the curse of dimen-
sionality and increasing uncertainty (Collie et al. 2016). Models that were meant to build the basis for 
ecosystem-based management by replicating entire food webs or ecosystems have turned out too com-
plex, lack uncertainty quantification and are difficult to parametrize on a year-to-year basis, particularly 
for the many fisheries where data or knowledge are limited. For tactical fisheries management, c urrent 
ecosystem models are therefore too data hungry and, most importantly, show poor estimation and 
 prediction capabilities (Planque 2016). This is problematic because for management, the short-term pre-
diction skills are crucial (Dietze et al. 2018) and there is no gain from incorporating ecosystem dynam-
ics into management without sufficient prediction power (Basson 1999). A way forward is, therefore, 
an approach that focuses on integrating specific ecological or environmental interactions that can be 
effectively monitored, have high predictive power and significantly impact the dynamics of a popula-
tion. Future research will subsequently focus on how such ecological interactions can in a systematic 
way be identified and incorporated into fisheries management processes.
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introduction

Contaminated soil is an increasing problem in industrialized countries, and the high cost of remedia-
tion has driven the interest in the direction of ecological engineering applications of bioremediation 
technologies. They apply biological processes, mainly microorganisms or plants. It is often possible to 
solve the pollution problem satisfactorily by this ecotechnologically based methodology without the 
hazard and expense involved in removing polluted materials for treatment elsewhere for the use of 
 traditional environmental technological methods.

Ecotechnological bioremediation may be applied for both organic waste and heavy metals, although 
the methods applied in practice may differ and they are therefore treated below in two different sec-
tions, on organic compounds and heavy metals. The success of any bioremediation technology depends 
on a number of factors including site characteristics, environmental factors such as temperature, pH, 
redox potential, concentrations of nutrients, the contaminant, the presence of microorganisms, and 
bioavailability. It is therefore necessary to look into these factors to comprehend the applicability of 
these methods.

Bioavailability of toxic organic compounds

Bioavailability is a crucial factor for the application of bioremediation. It is defined as the amount of 
contaminant present that can be readily taken up by organisms. The bioavailability controls the bio-
degradation rates for organic contaminants because microbial cells must expend energy to induce the 
catabolic processes used in biodegradation. If the contaminant concentration is too low, induction 
will not occur. Soil microbial populations are typically slow-growing organisms and often exposed 
to nutrient-poor environments.[1] Bioavailability also determines the toxicity of both organic and 
inorganic contaminants to organisms other than those applied for bioremediation. There is there-
fore an increased need for bioremediation when bioavailability is high, which fortunately makes 
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bioremediation more attractive. Three cases can be envisioned that would result from different 
 bioavailabilities of contaminants:[2]

 1. Biodegradation will not occur because the concentration of the bioavailable contaminant is 
 insufficient and/or the biodegradation rate for the contaminant is too low to justify the energy 
expenditure to induce biodegradation.

 2. Microbial cells may degrade the contaminant at low bioavailable concentrations and/or low 
 biodegradation rates, but in a resting or maintenance stage rather than in a growing stage.

 3. At a sufficient bioavailability and biodegradation rate, there is enough bioavailable contaminant 
to induce biodegradation in a growing stage. That will allow for optimal rates of remediation.

The biodegradability of organic contaminants is highly dependent on the physical and  chemical 
 structure[3] of the contaminant and the soil. The section on “Biodegradation” will discuss this 
topic. A  coarse but still applicable rule for a very first estimation of the biodegradability of organic 
 compounds is given in the entry entitled “Biodegradation.” Moreover, the software EEP (Estimation of 
Ecotoxicological Parameters) is able to give some first estimation of biodegradability.

The bioavailability of heavy metals is also a significant factor for the applicability of bioremediation. 
Heavy metals are of course not degraded but removed, mainly by plant uptake. The uptake by organisms 
of heavy metals, which determines the overall removal efficiency, is entirely controlled by the bioavail-
able amount of heavy metals. An ecological model presented in the section on Uptake of Heavy Metals 
by Plants will illustrate the strong dependence of the bioavailability of heavy metals.[4]

Bioavailability is influenced by a number of factors:

 1. Low water solubility
 2. Sorption on the solid phase of soil
 3. Physical makeup of the soil (pore size distribution)
 4. Microbial adaptations

Low water solubility can limit availability of the substrate to bacterial cells and hence constrain bio-
degradation.[5,6] Microbial cells are 70%–90% water, and the food they utilize comes from the water 
surrounding the cells. Plants take up water to cover the evapotranspiration needed for the mainte-
nance of their life functions. Therefore, uptake and transport are only feasible for water-soluble material. 
If first-order biodegradation kinetics is presumed, the biodegradation rate becomes proportional to the 
concentration in the water phase. It means for components with low water solubility that they are bio-
degraded very slowly. There are clear relationships between the water solubility of an organic compound 
and the chemical structure that can be utilized to estimate the water solubility.[3] EEP (a software con-
taining many equations to estimate ecotoxicological parameters) and other estimation equations utilize 
these relationships to make estimation of the water solubility and of Kow. Side reactions may change the 
water solubility. This is of particular interest for heavy metal ions, which can increase the solubility by 
the formation of complexes either with organic or with inorganic compounds. The formation of com-
plexes with humic acid and fluvic acid plays a major role for the solubility of metal ions in soil water. 
Hydrocarbons that are frequently found as soil contaminant have a low water solubility: 2–6 µg/L for 
pentacyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and n-alkanes of chain length 18–30. The solubility decreases with 
increasing molecular weight.[3]

The state of the contaminant in combination with the water solubility is also of importance. There is 
evidence that liquid-phase hydrocarbons are more bioavailable than solid-phase hydrocarbons.[7] 
In practical terms, this means that the maximum growth rate occurs in different solubility ranges for 
liquid-phase (0.01–1 mg/L) and solid-phase (1–10 mg/L) components. Degradation can be described by 
a Michaelis–Menten expression. Water solubility increases with increasing temperature and usually an 
Arrhenius expression can be applied with the temperature coefficient 1.06 or 1.07.

Many authors have found that surfactants increase mineralization rate due to increased dissolu-
tion. Also, surfactants may provide an additional carbon source, which is preferentially utilized by 
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the bacteria. There may, how-ever, also be a negative effect by surfactants due to their toxicity to the 
 bacterial population.

Sorption on the solid phase of soil may be a limiting factor for biodegradation of microorganisms 
and uptake by plants. There are several reports that suggest that organic chemicals are not mineral-
ized while associated with solid phases.[8,9] Experiments by Robinson et al.[10] show that sorbed-phase 
substrate was not degraded and that longterm biodegradation was limited by the slowly desorb-
ing fraction of substrate. These results suggest that rate-limited mass transfer processes (primary 
desorption) may significantly affect the rate at which a compound is degraded in the presence of a 
solid phase.

The model presented in the section on “Uptake of Heavy Metals by Plants” uses the fraction soluble 
in the soil water of heavy metal ions to determine the uptake. The sorption is dependent of pH, redox 
potential, and humus, clay, and sand fractions in the soil. The relationship between these factors and 
the sorption is included in the model. If the sorption of organic compounds to soil is not known, the 
soil–water partition coefficient, Koc, can be estimated from the octanol–water partition coefficient by the 
following equations:

 log  0K Koc = − .006 + 0.937 log  ow (1)

 log  0K Koc = − .35 0+ .99 log  ow (2)

In the case that the carbon fraction of organic carbon in soil is f, the distribution coefficient, KD, for the 
ratio of the concentration in soil and in water can be found as KD = Koc  f.

It has been suggested that there are different stages of sorption processes and that newly sorbed mate-
rial is more labile and therefore more bioavailable than aged sorbed material. Numerous experiments 
have demonstrated that aging affects bioavailability in soil due to changes in the soil structure, result-
ing in slower desorption processes. The sorption can frequently be described by either Freundlich or 
Langmuir adsorption isotherm, expressed respectively by the following equations:

 a = kcb  (3)

 a = k c′ /( )c b+ ′  (4)

where a is the concentration in soil, c is the concentration in water, and k, k′, b, and b′ are constants. 
Equation 3, corresponding to Freundlich adsorption isotherm, is a straight line with slope b in a log–log 
diagram, since log a = log k + b log c.[11] The Langmuir adsorption isotherm is an expression similar 
to the Michaelis–Menten equation. If 1/a is plotted versus 1/c,[11] we obtain a straight line, Lineweaver-
Burk’s plot, as 1/a = 1/k′ + b′/k′c. When 1/a = 0, 1/c = −1/b′ and when 1/c = 0, 1/a = 1/k′. This plot can be 
applied to assess the expression of the type used in Michaelis–Menten’s equation and in Langmuir’s 
adsorption isotherm; it is observed that b is often close to 1 and c is for most environmental problems 
small. This implies that the two adsorption isotherms get close to a/c = k, and k becomes a distribution 
coefficient. k for 100% organic carbon is usually denoted Koc (see above).

The sorption determines the uptake of organic contaminants by plants as it is expressed in the 
 following equation:[11]

 BCF = f K b a
lipid ow o/ ,hfK w  (5)

where BCF, the biological concentration factor, expresses the ratio between the concentration in 
soil and in the plant (or the microorganisms); f lipid is the lipid fraction in the plant; f is, as shown 
above, the fraction of organic carbon in the soil; and a, b, and h are constants. The denominator 
expresses the fraction of the organic matter that is dissolved in the soil water. h is therefore the 
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constant determined by Equations 1 and 2. If we use Equation 1, Equation 5 may be reformulated to 
the  following equation:

 BCF =1.01 f K 0.063
lipid ow /f  (6)

As it is seen, BCF becomes almost independent of Kow and mainly dependent on the ratio between f lipid 
and f. A high BCF means that the concentration in the plants (eventual microorganisms) is high and a 
significant amount of the toxic compound is removed; the lipid fraction in the plants has to be high and 
the carbon content of the soil has to be low.

Physical makeup of the soil (pore size distribution) is of importance for bioavailability. Bacteria may be 
excluded from the microporous domain since most bacteria range from 0.5 to 2 μm. If such an exclusion 
occurs, biodegradation cannot take place in the microporous domain. The degradation rate is therefore 
limited by the diffusion of solute from the microporous to the macroporous domain. This is obviously of 
particular importance for organic contaminants with a high molecular weight. In a field situation, it is 
difficult to separate the effects of sorption and micropore exclusion, as some residues are protected from 
biodegradation by both mechanisms.

Microbial adaptations: Microorganisms have developed several strategies to increase the bioavailabil-
ity of organic contaminant. One strategy is the development of increased cell affinity for hydrophobic 
surfaces. It allows the microorganisms to attach to the hydrophobic substrate and directly adsorb it. 
A second strategy is the production and release of surface active agents or biosurfactants.[12,13]

The biological adaptation is a current change of the properties of the microbial population by a 
 selection of the microorganisms that are best fitted to survive and grow under the prevailing conditions. 
They are determined by the properties of the environment including the concentrations and character-
istics of the contaminants. A biological adaptation is widely used to prepare a microorganism popula-
tion for bioremediation. It is often possible, although not general, that a 10 times faster decomposition 
can be achieved by the use of adapted microorganisms.[2]

Biodegradation

See the entry entitled “Biodegradation,” where a general presentation of this process included methods 
for estimation of the biodegradation rate from the chemical structure of the toxic organic compounds.

The usual applied procedure to follow for the utilization of microbiological biodegradation to reduce 
the concentration of a toxic organic matter in contaminated soil has six steps:

 1. Spatial mapping of quantitative distribution: the contaminant is developed by analytical chemistry 
intensively. Analyses of pore water are often applied to evaluate the extent of environmental risks.

 2. Laboratory test/treatability studies to verify the applicability of bioremediation.
 3. Calculation (often by development of a model) to assess the feasibility of the method in situ.
 4. Production of an adapted strain of the microorganisms in sufficient amount.
 5. Implementation in situ. If the groundwater table is high, it is usually lowered. Injection pits are 

introduced into the soil, and air is blown into the soil to reinforce the decomposition of organic 
matter. In case of chlorinated compounds, a mixture of methane and air may be applied.

 6. The results are followed by use of a wide spectrum of analytical methods including radioactive 
tracers, detection of intermediary metabolites, and respiration rate.

Uptake of Heavy Metals by Plants

Plants are contaminated by heavy metals originating from deposition of heavy metals (waste sites), air 
pollution, the application of sludge from municipal wastewater plant as a soil conditioner, and the use of 
fertilizers. The uptake of heavy metals from municipal sludge by plants has previously been modeled.[4] 
The model is based on a mass balance for cadmium in a typical Danish soil (see Figure 1).
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The model can briefly be described as follows: Depending on the soil composition, it is possible to 
find for various heavy metal ions a distribution coefficient, i.e., the fraction of the heavy metal that 
is dissolved in the soil water relative to the total amount. The distribution coefficient was found by 
examination of the dissolved heavy metals relative to the total amount for several different types of soil. 
Correlation between pH, the concentration of humic substances, clay, and sand in the soil on the one 
hand, and the distribution coefficient on the other, was also determined. The uptake of heavy metals was 
considered a first-order reaction of the dissolved heavy metal. It is, how-ever, also possible to test acid 
volatile sulfide and organic carbon to describe the metal binding capacity of sediment in constructed 
wetlands. This will give approximately the same ratio “bound” to “bioavailable” heavy metals as the 
above-mentioned correlation. The basic idea is the same, namely, to find easily measurable soil proper-
ties that determine the metal binding capacity, which is crucial for the uptake of heavy metals by plants.

In addition to the uptake from soil water, the model presented below considers the following:

 1. Direct uptake from atmospheric fallout onto the plants.
 2. Other sources of contamination such as fertilizers and the long-term release of heavy metal bound 

to the soil and the non-harvested parts of the plants.

Published data on lead and cadmium contamination in agriculture are used to calibrate and validate the 
model that is intended to be used for the following:

 1. Risk assessment for the use of fertilizers and sludge that contain heavy metals as contaminants.
 2. A risk involved in the use of plants harvested from a waste site.
 3. Determining the possibilities of removal of heavy metals by plants that have a particular ability to 

take up heavy metals. This last intended application of the model makes it useful for determina-
tion of the result of application of bioremediation.

Figure 2 shows a conceptual diagram of the Cd version of the model. The STELLA software was applied. 
As can be seen, it has four state variables: Cd-bound, Cd-soil, Cd- detritus, and Cd-plant. An attempt 
was made to use one or two state variables for cadmium in the soil, but to get acceptable accordance 
between data and model output, three state variables were needed. This can be explained by the presence 
of several soil components that bind the heavy metal differently.

FIGURE 1 Cadmium balance of 1 ha of an average Danish agriculture land. All rates are expressed as grams of 
Cd per hectare per day.
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The loss covers transfer to the soil and groundwater below the root zone. It is expressed as a first-
order reaction with a rate coefficient dependent on the distribution coefficient that is found from the soil 
composition and pH, according to the correlation found by Jørgensen.[14] The transfer from Cd-bound 
to Cd-soil indicates the slow release of cadmium due to a slow decomposition of the more or less refrac-
tory material to which cadmium is bound. The cadmium uptake by plants is expressed as a first-order 
reaction, where the rate is dependent on the distribution coefficient, as only dissolved cadmium can be 
taken up. It is furthermore dependent on the plant species. As will be seen, the uptake is a step func-
tion that, here (grass), is 0.0005 during the growing season, and, of course, zero after the harvest and 
until the next growing season starts. Cd-waste covers the transfer of plant residues to detritus after 
harvest. It is  therefore a pulse function, which here is 60% of the plant biomass, as the remaining 40% 
has been harvested. Cd-detritus covers a wide range of biodegradable matter and the mineralization 
and is therefore accounted for in the model by use of two mineralization processes: one to Cd-soil and 
one to Cd-bound. The first one is rapid and is given a higher rate for the first 180 days as the addition of 
municipal sludge in this case is at day 0. The second one is at about the same rate, but as the cadmium is 

FIGURE 2 Conceptual diagram of the model. Boxes show state variables, double-line arrows denote flows, circles 
show functions, and single-line arrows show feedback mechanisms.
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transferred to the Cd-bound, the slow release rate is considered by the very slow transfer from Cd-bound 
to Cd-soil. Similar models can be erected for other heavy metals, but the distribution coefficient is of 
course different for the other heavy metals.[14]

Plants with a high protein content will generally take up heavy metals with a higher efficiency. Several 
applications of plants with a high uptake efficiency have been reported in the literature; see Tongbin 
et  al.,[15] where a very effective uptake of arsenic is reported, and Feng et al.,[16] where simultaneous 
removal of arsenic and antimony is reported. The use of algae for removal of heavy metals has also been 
successfully tested.[17]

Models are used increasingly to solve the problems of contaminated soil (see UNEP-EITC and 
Copenhagen University[18]). Spatial models have been developed to consider the distribution of the 
 contaminants in eco-spatial time scale. These models are very useful in setting up and optimizing time-
bound action plans of bioremediating the contaminated soil.
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Benefits of Genetic engineering in Pest control

Since 1987, many crops have been genetically modified for features such as resistance to insects, resistance 
to pathogens (including viruses) and herbicides, and for improved features such as longer- lasting ripen-
ing, higher nutritional status, protein content, seedless fruit, and sweetness. Up to 34 new ge netically 
engineered crops have been approved to enter into the market.

In 1998, 27.8 million ha of engineered crops were planted in countries such as the United States, 
Argentina, Canada, and Australia. The United States alone contains 74% of the modified crop land-
planted. Globally, 19.8% of this area has been planted with herbicide-tolerant crops, 7.7% with insect-
resistant crops, and 0.3% with insect and HRCs. Five crops—soybean, corn, cotton, canola, and 
potato—cover the largest acreage of engineered crops.[1,2]

Disease Resistance in crops

The crops currently on the market that have been engineered for resistance to plant pathogens are listed 
in Table 1. Disease-resistant engineered crops have some potential advantages because few current 
 pesticides can control bacterial and viral diseases of crops. In addition, these engineered plants help 
reduce problems from pesticides.

The large-scale cultivation of plants expressing viral and bacterial genes might lead to adverse 
 ecological consequences. The most significant risk is the potential for gene transfer of disease resis-
tance from cultivated crops to weed relatives. For example, it has been postulated that a virus-resistant 
squash could transfer its newly acquired virus-resistant genes to wild squash (Cucurbita pepo), which is 
native to the southern United States. If the virus- resistant genes spread, newly disease-resistant weed 
squash could become a hardier, more abundant weed. Moreover, because the United States is the origin 
for squash, changes in the genetic make-up of wild squash could conceivably lessen its value to squash 
breeders.
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TABLE 1 Plants Genetically-Engineered for Virus Resistance That Have Been Approved for Field 
Tests in the United States from 1987 to July 1995

Crop Disease(s) Research Organization

Alfalfa Alfalfa mosaic virus,
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV),
Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV)

Pioneer Hi-Bred

Barley Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) USDA
Beets Beet necrotic yellow vein virus Betaseed
Cantelope and/or CMV, papaya ringspot virus (PRV) Upjohn
squash Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV),

Watermelon mosaic virus II (WMVII)
CMV Harris Moran Seed
ZYMV Michigan State University
ZYMV Rogers NK Seed
Soybean mosaic virus (SMV) Cornell University
SMV, CMV New York State Experiment Station

Corn Maize dwarf mosaic virus (MDMV)
Maize chlorotic mottle virus (MCMV),
Maize chlorotic dwarf virus (MCDV)

Pioneer Hi-Bred

MDMV Northup King
MDMV DeKalb
MDMV Rogers NK Seed

Cucumbers CMV New York State Experiment Station
Lettuce Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) Upjohn
Papayas PRV University of Hawaii
Peanuts TSWV Agracetus
Plum Trees PRV, plum pox virus USDA
Potatoes Potato leaf roll virus (PLRV),

Potato virus X (PVX),
Potato virus Y (PVY)

Monsanto

PLRV, PVY, late blight of potatoes Frito-Lay
PLRV Calgene
PLRV, PRY University of Idaho

Potatoes PLRV, PVY USDA
PYV Oregon State University

Soybeans SMV Pioneer Hi-Bred
Tobacco ALMV, tobacco etch virus (TEV),

Tobacco vein mottling virus
TEV, PVY University of Florida
TEV, PVY North Carolina State University
TMV Oklahoma State University
TEV USDA

Tomatoes TMV, tomato mosaic virus (TMV)
CMV, tomato yellow leafcurl virus

Monsanto

TMV, ToMV Upjohn
ToMV Rogers NK Seed
CMV PetoSeed
CMV Asgrow
CMV Harris Moran Seeds
CMV New York State Experiment Station
CMV USDA

Source: Krimsky and Wrubel[4] and McCullum et al.[5]
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Some plant pathologists have also suggested that development of virus-resistant crops could allow 
viruses to infect new hosts through transencapsidation. This may be especially important for certain 
viruses, e.g., luteoviruses, where possible heterologus encapsidation of other viral RNAs with the 
expressed coat protein is known to occur naturally. With other viruses, such as the PRV that infects 
papaya, the risk of heteroencapsidation is thought to be minimal because the papaya crop itself is 
infected by very few viruses.

Virus-resistant crops may also lead to the creation of new viruses through an exchange of genetic 
material or recombination between RNA virus genomes. Recombination between RNA virus genomes 
requires infection of the same host cell with two or more viruses. Several authors have pointed out that 
recombination could also occur in genetically engineered plants expressing viral sequences of infection 
with a single virus, and that large-scale cultivation of such crops could lead to increased possibilities of 
combinations. It has recently been shown that RNA transcribed from a transgene can recombine with 
an infecting virus to produce highly virulent new viruses.

A strategy for reduced risk would include: 1) identification of potential hazards; 2) determination of 
frequency of recombination between homologous, but nonidentical sequences in crops and weeds; and 
3) determination of whether or not such recombinants can have selective advantage.

Assessment of transgenic Virus-Resistant Potatoes in Mexico

An in-depth assessment of potential socioeconomic implications related to the introduction of some 
genetically modified varieties of virus-resistant potatoes (PVY, PVX, PIRV) in Mexico underscores the 
importance of this technology. This type of genetic modification could prove especially beneficial to 
large-scale farmers, but only marginally beneficial to small-scale farmers, because most small farmers 
use red potato varieties that are not considered suitable for transformation. In addition, 77% of the seeds 
that small farmers use come from informal sources, not from the seed providers that could sell the new 
resistant varieties.

The mycoplasma and virus diseases in Mexico are not currently controlled with pesticides, and rank 
second and third in economic damages. The major pest, the fungus Phytophtora infestans, ranks first in 
economic damages and requires, in some cases, up to 30 fungicide applications. Thus, the interesting 
new genetically altered varieties of potatoes are of little benefit to crop production for small farmers.

HRcS

Several engineered crops that include herbicide resistance are commercially available; 13 other key crops 
in the world are ready for field trials (Table 2). In addition, some crops (e.g., corn) are being engineered 
to contain both herbicide (glyphosate) and biotic insecticide resistance (BT α-endotoxin).

Herbicides adopted for herbicide-resistant crops employ lower doses when compared with atrazine, 
2,4-D, and alachlor. However, the resistance of the crop to the target herbicide would, in practice, sug-
gest to the farmer to apply dosages higher than recommended. In addition, costs for this new technology 
of HRCs are about 2-times higher in corn than the recommended herbicide use and cultivation weed 
control program.

Integrated pest management (IPM) could benefit from some HRCs, if alternative non-chemical 
methods can be applied first to control weeds and the target herbicide could be used later, only when and 
where the economic threshold of weeds is surpassed. Generally, though, the use of herbicide resistant 
crops will lead to increased use of herbicides and environmental and economic problems. Most HRCs 
were developed for Western agriculture. For example, in Northern African countries, most crops, such 
as sorghum, wheat, and canola (oilseed rape), have wild weed relatives, thereby increasing the risk that 
genes from the herbicide- resistant crop varieties could be transferred to wild weed relatives.

The risk of herbicide-resistant genes from a transgenic crop variety being transferred to weed relatives 
has been demonstrated for canola (oilseed rape) and sugar beet.
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TABLE 2 Herbicide-Resistant Crops (HRCs) Approved for Field Tests in the 
United States from 1987 to July 1995

Crop Herbicide Research Organization

Alfalfa Glyphosate Northrup King
Barley Glufosinate/Bialaphos USDA
Canola (oilseed rape) Glufosinate/Bialaphos University of Idaho

Glyphosate Hoechst-Roussel/AgrEvo
InterMountain Canola
Monsanto

Corn Glufosinate/Bialaphos Hoechst-Roussel/AgrEvo
ICI
UpJohn
Cargill
DeKalb
Holdens
Pioneer Hi-Bred
Asgrow
Great Lakes Hybrids
Ciba-Geigy
Genetic Enterprises

Glyphosate Monsanto
DeKalb

Sulfonylurea Pioneer Hi-Bred
Du Pont

Imidazolinone American Cyanamid
Cotton Glyphosate Monsanto

Dairyland Seeds
Northrup King

Bromoxynil Calgene
Monsanto
Rhone Poulenc

Sulfonylurea Du Pont
Delta and Pine Land

Imidazolinone Phytogen
Peanuts Glufosinate/Bialaphos University of Florida
Potatoes Bromoxynil University of Idaho

USDA
2,4-D USDA
Glyphosate Monsanto
Imidazolinone American Cyanamid

Rice Glufosinate/Bialaphos Louisiana State University
Soybeans Glyphosate Monsanto

Glyphosate UpJohn
Pioneer Hi-Bred
Northrup King
Agri-Pro

Glufosinate/Bialaphos UpJohn
Sulfonylurea Hoechst/AgrEvo

Du Pont
(Continued)
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Repeated use of herbicides in the same area creates problems of weed herbicide resistance. For 
instance, if glyphosate is used with HRCs crops on about 70 million ha, this might accelerate pressure on 
weeds to evolve herbicide resistant biotypes. Sulfonylureas and imidazolinones in HRCs are particularly 
prone to rapid evolution of resistant weeds. Extensive adoption of HRCs will increase the hectarage and 
surface treated, thereby exacerbating the resistance problems and environmental pollution problems.

Bromoxynil has been targeted in herbicide resistant cotton by Calgene and Monsanto (Table 2). This 
herbicide has been used on winter cereals, cotton, corn, sugarbeets, and onions to control broad leaf 
weeds. Drift of bromoxynil has been observed to damage nearby grapes, cherries, alfalfa, and roses. 
In addition, legumious plants can be sensitive to this herbicide, and potatoes can be damaged by it. 
Herbicide residues above the accepted standards have been detected in soil and groundwater, and as drift 
fallout. Rodents demonstrate some mutagenic responses to bro- moxynil. Beneficial Stafilinid beetles 
show reduced survival and egg production, even at recommended dosages of bromoxynil. Crustaceans 
(Daphnia magna) have also been severely affected by this herbicide.

toxicity of Herbicides and HRcs

Toxic effects of herbicides to humans and animals also have been reported. For example, the Basta sur-
factant (sodium polyoxyethylene alklether sulfate) has been shown to have strong vasodialatative effects 
in humans and cardio- stimulative effects in rats. Treated mice embryos exhibited specific morphologi-
cal defects.

Most HRCs have been engineered for glyphosate resistance. Although adverse effects of herbicide-
resistant soybeans have not been observed when fed to animals such as cows, chickens, and catfish, 
genotoxic effects have been demonstrated on other non-target organisms. Earthworms have been shown 
to be severely injured by the glyphosate herbicide at 2.5–10.1/ha. For example, Allolobophora caliginosa, 
the most common earthworm in European, North American, and New Zealand fields, is killed by this 
herbicide. In addition, aquatic organisms, including fish, can be severely injured or killed when exposed 
to glyphosate. The beneficial nematode, Steinerema feltiae, a useful biological control organism, is 
reduced by 19%–30% by the use of glyphosate.

There are also unknown health risks associated with the use of low doses of herbicides. Due to the 
common research focus on cancer risk, little research has been focused on neurological, immunological, 
developmental, and reproductive effects of herbicide exposures. Much of this problem is due to the fact 
that scientists may lack the methodologies and/or the diagnostic tests necessary to properly evaluate the 
risks caused by exposure to many toxic chemicals, including herbicides.

While industry often stresses the desirable characteristics of their HRCS, environmental and agri-
cultural groups, and other scientists, have indicated the risks. For example, research has shown that the 
application of glyphosate can increase the level of plant estrogens in the bean, Vicia faba. Feeding exper-
iments have shown that cows fed transgenic glyphosate-resistant soybeans had a statistically significant 
difference in daily milk-fat production as compared to control groups. Some scientists are concerned 

TABLE 2 (Continued) Herbicide-Resistant Crops (HRCs) Approved for Field 
Tests in the United States from 1987 to July 1995

Crop Herbicide Research Organization

Sugar Beets Glufosinate/Bialaphos Hoechst-Roussel
Glyphosate American Crystal Sugar

Tobacco Sulfonylurea American Cyanmid
Tomatoes Glyphosate Monsanto

Glufosinate/Bialaphos Canners Seed
Wheat Glufosinate/Bialaphos AgrEvo

Source: Krimsky and Wrubel[4] McCullum et al.,[5] and Agribusiness[8]
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that the increased milk-fat production by cows fed these transgenic soybeans may be a direct conse-
quence of higher estrogen levels in these transgenic soybeans.

economic impacts of HRcs

Some analysts project that switching to bromoxynil for broadleaf weed control in cotton could result in 
savings of 37 million dollars each year. Furthermore, recent problems with use of glyphosate- resistant 
cotton in the Mississippi Delta region—crop losses resulting in up to $500,000 of this year’s cotton crop— 
suggest that this technology needs to be further developed before some farmers will reap economic 
 benefits. In addition, a recent study of herbicide- resistant corn suggests that the costs of weed control 
might be about two times more expensive than normal herbicide and cultivation weed control in corn.

While some scientists suggest that use of HRCs will cause a shift to fewer broad spectrum herbicides, 
most scientists conclude that the use of HRCs will actually increase herbicide use.

Bt for insect control

More than 40 BT crystal protein genes have been sequenced, and 14 distinct genes have been identified 
and classified into six major groups based on amino acids and insecticidal activity. Many crop plants 
have been engineered with the BT α-endotoxin, including alfalfa, corn, cotton, potatoes, rice, tomatoes, 
and tobacco (Table 3). The amount of toxic protein expressed in the modified plant is 0.01%–0.02% of 
the total soluble proteins.

TABLE 3 Transgenic Insect Resistant Crops Containing 
BT δ-Endotoxins. Approved Field Tests in United States 
from 1987 to July 1995

Crop Research Organization

Alfalfa
Apples

Corn

Mycogen
Dry Creek
University of California
Asgrow
Cargill
Ciba-Geigy
Dow
Genetic Enterprises
Holdens
Hunt-Wesson
Monsanto
Mycogen
NC + Hybrids
Nortrup King
Pioneer Hi-Bred

Cotton
Rogers NK Seed
Calgene
Delta and Pineland
Jacob Hartz
Monsanto
Mycogen
Northrup King

(Continued)
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Some trials with corn demonstrate a high level of efficacy in controlling corn borers. Corn engineered 
with BT endotoxin has the potential to reduce corn borer damage by 5%–15% over 28 million ha in the 
US, with a potential economic benefit of $50 million annually. Some suggest that corn engineered with 
BT toxin will increase yields by 7% over similar varieties. However, it is too early to tell if all these ben-
efits will be realized consistently. Potential negative environmental effects also exist because the pollen 
of engineered plants contains BT, which is toxic to bees, beneficial predators, and endangered butterflies 
like the Karka Blue and Monarch Butterflies.

Cotton was the first crop plant engineered with the BT α-endotoxin. Caterpillar pests, includ-
ing the cotton boll- worm and budworm, cost U.S. farmers about $171 million/ yr as measured in 
yield losses and insecticide costs. Benedict et al.[3] predict that the widespread use of BT cotton could 
reduce insecticide use and thereby reduce costs by as much as 50% to 90%, saving farmers $86 to 
$186 million/yr.

The development of insect resistance to transgenic crop varieties is one highly possible risk associated 
with the use of BT D-endotoxin in genetically engineered crop varieties. Resistance to BT has already 
been demonstrated in the cotton budworm and bollworm. If BT- engineered plants become resistant, 

TABLE 3 (Continued) Transgenic Insect Resistant 
Crops Containing BT δ-Endotoxins. Approved Field Tests 
in United States from 1987 to July 1995

Crop Research Organization

Cranberry University of Wisconsin
Eggplant Rutgers University
Poplar University of Wisconsin
Potatoes USDA

Calgene
Frito-Lay
Michigan State University
Monsanto
Montana State University
New Mexico State University
University of Idaho

Rice Louisiana State University
Spruce University of Wisconsin
Tobacco Auburn University

Calgene
Ciba-Geigy
EPA
Mycogen
North Carolina State University
Roham and Haas

Tomatoes Campbell
EPA
Monsanto
Ohio State University
PetoSeeds
Rogers NK Seeds

Walnuts University of California, Davis
USDA

Source: Krimsky and Wrubel[4] and Agribusiness.[7]
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a key insecticide that has been utilized successfully in IPM programs could be lost. Therefore, proper 
resistance management strategies with use of this new technology are imperative. Another potential risk 
is that the BT a-endotoxin could be harmful to non-target organisms. For example, it is not clear what 
potential effect the BT D-endotoxin residues that are incorporated into soils will have against an array of 
non-target useful invertebrates living in the rural landscape. It has also been demonstrated that preda-
tors, such as the lacewing larvae (Crysoperla carnea) that feed on corn borers (Ostrinia nubilalis), grown 
on engineered BT corn have consistently higher mortality rates when compared to specimens fed with 
non-engineered corn borers. In addition, the treated larvae need three more days to reach adulthood 
than lacewings fed on prey from non-BT corn.

Discussion

Both pesticides and biotechnology have definite advantages in reducing crop losses to pests. At present, 
pesticides are used more widely than biotechnology, and thus are playing a greater role in protecting 
world food supplies. In terms of environmental and public health impacts, pesticides probably have a 
greater negative impact at present because of this more widespread use.

Genetically engineered crops for resistance to insect pests and plant pathogens could, in most cases
be environmentally beneficial, because these more resistant crops could allow a reduction in the use o
hazardous insecticides and fungicides in crop production. In time, there may also be economic benefit
to farmers who use genetically engineered crops; this will depend, however, on the prices charged by th
biotechnology firms for these modified, transgenic crops.

, 
f 
s 
e 

There are, however, some environmental problems associated with the use of genetically engineered 
crops in agriculture. For example, adding BT to crops like corn for insect control can result in any of 
the following negative environmental consequences: 1) development of resistance to BT by pests species 
in corn and other crops; 2) health risks from exposure to the BT toxin to humans in their food and to 
livestock in feed; 3) the toxicity of the pollen from the BT-treated corn to honey bees, beneficial natural 
enemies, and endangered species of insects that feed on the modified corn plants or come into con-
tact with the drifting pollen; engineered plant residues incorporated into soil can produce undesirable 
effects on soil micros and mesofauna.

A major environmental and economic concern associated with genetically engineered crops is the 
development of HRCs. Although in rare instances HRCs may result in a beneficial reduction of toxic 
herbicide use, it is more likely that the use of HRCs will increase herbicide use and environmental pollu-
tion. In addition, farmers will suffer because of the high costs of employing HRCs—in some instances, 
weed control with HRCs may increase weed control costs for the farmer threefold.

More than 40% of the research by biotechnology firms is focused on the development of HRCs. This 
is not surprising, because most of the biotechnology firms are also chemical companies who stand to 
profit if herbicide resistance in crops result in greater pesticide sales. Theoretically, the acceptance and 
use of engineered plants in sustainable and integrated agriculture should consistently reduce current 
use of pesticides, but this is not the current trend. In addition, most products and new t echnologies are 
designed for Western agriculture systems, not for poor or developing countries. For instance, if termi-
nator genes enter into the seed market, there will be no possibility of traditional and small farmers using 
their plants to produce their seeds. Thus, genetic engineering could promote improvements for the envi-
ronment; however, the current products—especially the herbicide-resistant plants and the BT-resistant 
crops—do have serious environmental impacts, similar to the consequences of pesticide use.
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Plant Pathogens (Fungi): 

Biological Control

Timothy Paulitz

introduction

In the classical definition of biological control, certain fungi, termed biocontrol agents (BCAs), can 
reduce the amount of inoculum or disease-producing activity of a plant pathogen, usually another 
 fungus.[1] The net result is a reduction of plant disease and crop loss. This section will cover mechanisms 
of how these fungi antagonize the pathogen, what part of the pathogen life cycle can be targeted, how 
the BCAs can be applied, and examples of commercially available products. Within the past 20 years, 
there has been a tremendous increase in interest and research on the subject, spurred by a search for 
more environmentally benign methods of disease control. But fungal BCAs have limitations that have 
restricted the number of products that are currently on the market. Table 1 shows some products used 
against soilborne pathogens on the market as of January 1999.

Mechanisms of Biological control by Fungi

The strategy behind managing pathogens is to target or interrupt part of the pathogen life cycle.[1,2] 
Like any microbe, pathogens start from inoculum in the environment, which can be spores, mycelia, 
or other dormant survival structures. These germinate on the plant surface, penetrate and infect the 
plant, and reproduce and sporulate on the plant to produce new inoculum. Many pathogens can also 
grow saprophytically on dead organic matter and plant debris. In biological control, the pathogen can be 
targeted in three ways.[1,2] First, the inoculum of the pathogen can be reduced or destroyed. This is most 
effective for soilborne pathogens, where the inoculum is dormant in the soil and the monocyclic disease 
is determined by the initial inoculum present in the field. BCAs can also interfere with inoculum forma-
tion by pathogens growing saprophytically on organic matter and plant debris. However, this strategy 
is not very effective for foliar polycyclic diseases, where inoculum comes from outside the field and the 
initial inoculum has little effect on the final outcome of the disease. Another strategy is one of protec-
tion, where a population of the BCA is established on the infection site of the plant before the pathogen 
attacks, thus preventing the pathogen’s entry. These infection sites can be on seeds, bulbs, roots, leaves, 
fruit, flowers, or wounds. Finally, nonpathogenic or avirulent fungi can stimulate the plant to a higher 
level of resistance to a later-attacking pathogen, a concept termed induced resistance.
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The most direct way a fungus can attack a fungal pathogen is by mycoparasitism, where the BCA uses 
the pathogen as a source of food.[3] The hyphae of the mycoparasite contact, penetrate, and colonize the 
hyphae, spores, or survival structures of the host fungus. Many of these mycoparasites produce enzymes 
that degrade the cell walls of the fungal host, including β-1–3 glucanase and chitinase. Most mycopara-
sites are necrotrophic and eventually kill their fungal host. Much of this research has focused on reduc-
ing the inoculum of soilborne pathogens. Classic examples include Trichoderma and Gliocladium spp. 
parasitizing Rhizoctonia solani and Pythium spp., which cause seed, seedling, and root rots.[4–6] Pythium 
spp. such as Pythium oligandrum and P. nunn parasitize pathogenic species of Pythium. Coniothyrium 
minitans and Sporodesmium sclerotivorum parasitize sclerotia of Sclerotinia spp., such as the white mold 
pathogen S. sclerotiorum, which attacks hundreds of plant species (57). Ampelomyces quisqualis parasit-
izes cleistothecia of powdery mildews. Major limitations to this strategy are that mycoparasites are slow 
acting and large amounts of mycoparasite inoculum must be added to the soil to ensure it will encounter 
the propagules of the pathogen. However, a promising strategy demonstrated with S. sclerotivorum is 
to render a soil suppressive to the pathogen by an inoculative release at a lower inoculum density, and 
allowing the mycoparasite to build up over successive seasons, using the pathogen as a food source. 
This is similar to the classic predator–prey relationship found in insect biocontrol.

Some fungi can produce antibiotic compounds that are toxic to other microbes, including plant 
pathogens. Trichoderma spp. produce volatile and nonvolatile antifungal compounds, including pep-
tiabols, pyrones, and terpenoid antibiotics.[4] Gliocladium virens produces glioviren and gliotoxin that 
inhibit R. solani and Pythium ultimum. This mechanism is most effective when the BCA can grow to 
high populations and has an energy source to produce the antibiotic. An example would be Trichoderma 
or Gliocladium spp. applied to seeds or where a food base is added to the inoculum.[4,5]

Plant pathogens require carbon, nitrogen, iron, and other nutrients to grow. Many spores have an 
exogenous requirement for these nutrients, supplied by the plant rhizosphere or phyllosphere, in order 
to germinate. BCAs can compete with the pathogen for these limiting nutrients. For example, nonpatho-
genic species of Fusarium oxysporum can compete with pathogenic forma speciales for these l imiting 
nutrients, resulting in control of wilt diseases. Competition by yeasts or hyphal fungi may protect flowers 
and foliage against nectotrophic pathogens such as Botrytis cinerea by colonizing the senescent tissue or 
nutrient-rich flower petals.[8,9] This mechanism, although difficult to prove experimentally, is probably 
one of the primary ways BCAs can protect a plant surface through preemptive exclusion of the pathogen.

Fungal biocontrol agents can also affect the pathogen by acting indirectly on the plant to make it 
more resistant to pathogen attack. Nonpathogenic microbes can induce a systemic resistance in plants 
(79). When the plant recognizes the inducing BCA, a signal is transduced systemically to the entire 
plant, bringing the defenses to a “high state of alert,” so that a subsequent challenge by a pathogen is 
reduced. Nonpathogenic isolates of F. oxysporum induce a defense reaction against pathogenic isolates 
of F. oxysporum. This mechanism has several advantages. Once induced, the resistance is systemic, the 
entire plant becomes more resistant, and high populations of the BCA do not need to be maintained. 
It can also protect parts of the plant that cannot be protected directly by the BCA, including new growth 
of shoots and roots. However, more research is needed to investigate the applicability of this technology 
under greenhouse and field conditions.

Application of Fungal Biocontrol Agents

How are fungal BCAs applied? Most are applied in an inundative strategy in large amounts to build 
up the population of the BCA high enough to overwhelm and have an effect on the pathogen.[1,5] Most 
are also targeted toward soilborne pathogens. However, one limitation of this strategy is the large 
amount of inoculum that must be applied and the high cost of production of spores, conidia, bio-
mass, or  chlamydospores.[5,9] Another problem is the erratic performance of many biocontrol agents 
under field conditions, due to unfavorable environmental conditions for the BCA, and the problem 
of establishing the BCA in a niche already occupied by competing microflora. Therefore most of the 
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commercially available products have targeted applications that avoid these problems. For example, the 
greenhouse and nursery markets are prime targets because of the controlled environmental conditions 
and the high economic value of the crops. Another method is to use a protective strategy and apply the 
BCA directly to the infection court when it is small. For example, high populations of Trichoderma or 
Gliocladium conidia can be coated onto seeds to protect against damping-off pathogens such as R. solani 
and P.  ultimum. Transplant cuttings and bulbs can be treated with liquid suspensions of products before 
planting in the greenhouse or field. Products such as formulations of G. virens can be mixed directly into 
the soil or soilless mixes in the greenhouse. Granules of Trichoderma spp. can be added to seed furrows, 
mixed with seeds in a planter box, or added to a commercial seed slurry.[4]

Since many pathogens gain access to plants through wounds, biocontrol agents can also be applied 
to transplant or pruning wounds. A classic example, and one of the first commercially used fungal bio-
control agents, is the application of Phlebia (= Peniophora) gigantea to cut pine stumps to prevent the 
stumps from being colonized by the pathogen Heterobasidium annosum. The pathogen can spread from 
these stumps to the entire plantation via the root system.

Postharvest pathogens are weak pathogens that require wounds on fruit to gain access. Yeast-like 
organisms such as Candida spp. can be applied to fruit during processing to exclude rot pathogens 
such as Penicillium spp. from colonizing wounds.[8] However, these applications require more stringent 
testing for registration, since they are applied directly to a food product. Competition is preferable to 
antibiosis for this application, since antifungal compounds would also have to be tested for animal and 
human toxicity.

Roots are a difficult infection court to protect, since the susceptible tips are constantly growing and 
moving through space encountering new inoculum. One strategy is to treat the entire rooting medium 
in the greenhouse or nursery. Another approach is to use a fungus that can colonize the root system 
from a seed or furrow treatment and protect the expanding root surface. This characteristic, called rhi-
zosphere competence, has been demonstrated in some strains of Trichoderma spp.

Foliar applications of fungi are the least common, although this is the most common method of 
fungicide application. One example is Pseudozyma (= Sporothrix) flocculosa, a yeast-like fungus which 
is being developed for control of powdery mildews on greenhouse roses and cucumbers in Canada. 
Trichoderma and Gliocladium spp. can be applied to foliage and flowers and can prevent infection by 
necrotrophic fungi such as B. cinerea and S. sclerotiorum.

Future of Biological control by Fungi

In conclusion, the full potential of controlling plant diseases with fungi still has not been realized. Only a 
small number of products are on the market, but this is a vast improvement compared to only five years ago. 
There are still many economic constraints in terms of the cost of development and registration of products 
and the low cost production of organisms in liquid fermentation or solid on substrates.[5,9] Like chemi-
cals, the risks of fungal BCAs need to be addressed, including the displacement of nontarget microbes, 
allergenicity to humans and other animals, and toxigenicity and pathogenicity to nontarget organisms.[10] 
However, there are no existing chemical controls for many diseases, because of deregistration of pesticides, 
pathogen resistance to pesticides, and environmental concerns. These diseases may be the niches for fun-
gal biocontrol agents. It is unlikely that biological control will succeed alone, but it needs to be integrated 
with other disease management strategies, including cultural control and genetic disease resistance.
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economic Loss

Damage to crop plants due to virus and viroid infections is difficult to assess. The actual figures for global 
crop loss are not available. Plant disease losses are estimated at $60 billion annually. Losses due to virus 
and viroids have been considered second to those caused by fungi. Unlike diseases caused by fungi, bacte-
ria, and nematodes, where control measures using chemical, biological, and integrated pest management 
approaches have been effective, diseases caused by viruses or viroids are far more difficult to manage.

Economic crop loss resulting from virus and viroid disease is due to the reduced growth and vigor of 
infected plants which, in turn, causes a reduction in yield. In some instances, a virus infection may kill 
a plant. Apart from yield reduction, the quality and market value of commercial end products may be 
affected. There are also costs of attempting to maintain crop health such as vector control, production of 
pathogen-free propagation materials, and quarantine and eradication programs. In addition, resources 
are being diverted to research, extension, and education as well as toward breeding for resistance to 
virus or viroid infection.

World impact

No single country is exempt from crop losses. Production of food, fiber, and horticultural crops are 
seriously affected worldwide by virus or viroid infection of plants.[1] This is even more so in developing 
countries that depend on one or a few major crops; for example, Cassava mosaic virus in cassava plants 
in Kenya, Citrus tristeza virus in citrus trees in Africa and South America, and Cacao swollen shoot 
virus in cacao trees in Ghana. Recently, Papaya ringspot virus (PRV) infection has affected every region 
where papaya plants are grown. The virus induces a lethal disease in papaya. The widespread aphid-
transmitted PRV has changed the way papayas are grown in many parts of the world. Normally, papayas 
are produced annually for a number of years over the life of the papaya plant. For proper management 
of the disease due to PRV infection, papaya has now become an annual crop in which healthy seedlings 
are planted each year. Even so, productivity is still below the average yield obtained before PRV became 
a problem. Viroids infect a limited number of crops when compared with viruses. However, they can 
cause severe problems in specific crops, for instance, cadang-cadang disease of coconuts, potato spindle 
tuber disease, and chrysanthemum stunt disease.
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control Measures

No direct chemical control means are available to combat virus infections in plants. Control of viral 
diseases is achieved primarily by sanitary practices that involve reducing sources of inoculum from 
outside, preventing spreading within the crop, and limiting the population of insects, mites, nematodes, 
and fungi that may serve as vectors for many plant viruses.[1] Virus disease testing programs are now 
common in many parts of the world where the economic importance of growing virus-free plants is 
recognized. Although seeds and seedlings certified as virus-free are more expensive than those that 
have not been tested for certain viruses, testing provides assurance of virus-free production materials. 
Early detection of virus in a field and removal of the infected plants minimizes spread of the virus.

Plants may be protected from development of severe disease symptoms by first introducing a mild 
strain of virus into a healthy plant. A plant systemically infected with a mild strain of virus is protected 
from infection by a severe strain of the same virus. This phenomenon in called “cross protection” and 
has been observed for many plant viruses.[2] It is also observed to occur between viroids or plant virus 
satellites. In practice, cross protection is of great interest since it has been utilized to protect plants 
against severe virus strains (Citrus tristeza virus, Papaya ringspot virus, Zucchini yellow mosaic virus, 
Tomato mosaic virus, etc.), in the field.

Another approach toward controlling plant virus diseases is to develop resistant or tolerant plants.[3] 
Historically, long-term manipulation of crop plants through breeding has produced many valuable 
commercial varieties resistant to plant viruses. Breeding plants resistant to vectors may also offer con-
trol of the virus they transmit. Conventional breeding of crossing and back crossing commercial vari-
eties with plants bearing virus resistance traits takes years to develop. In order for a new variety to be 
commercially acceptable, undesirable traits from the resistant parent breeding line must be selected out. 
The process is labor intensive and time consuming. Advances in science have allowed new technology 
to precisely manipulate resistance genes at the molecular level.[4] Biotechnology represents the fastest 
growing area of biological research. The application of biotechnology in breeding for resistance to virus 
infection is a major area of research. Successful control of viral disease through resistance breeding will 
undoubtedly reduce the use of synthetic pesticides for vector control.[5]

Introducing virus resistance and vector resistance into a cultivar by gene transfer technology (genetic 
engineering) has been successful in combating plant viruses.[6] The technology has several major 
 advantages over conventional cross breeding. It is a relatively fast procedure. Desirable genes can be 
introduced without disturbing the balanced genome of target plants. Furthermore, there is no restric-
tion on the source of the transgenes allowing the use of genes from other plant species or even from 
outside the plant kingdom (Table 1).[1,7]

Several approaches for producing transgenic virus- resistant plants have been explored. Among 
these, plants expressing virus coat protein genes, parts of other viral genes, or virus satellite ribonucleic 
acids (RNAs) have been shown to offer the best control.[2,8,9] Plants expressing antisense viral RNAs, 
ribozymes, pathogen-related proteins, or virus-specific antibody genes may also confer resistance to 
virus infection. Control of virus vectors by introducing insect toxins such as trypsin inhibitor, lectin, 
and Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxin genes into plants would undoubtedly contribute toward achieving 
the goal of controlling plant virus diseases.

Prospects

Use of resistant cultivars is considered the best approach to combat virus infection in plants. Biotechnology, 
no doubt, will play a significant role in the economic growth of many countries. Molecular breeding, 
however, will not replace but complement the efforts of conventional cross breeding. Much attention has 
been given to engineering resistance to plant viruses. Recently, genetic engineering of crop plants has 
been closely scrutinized and criticized due to increasing public concerns regarding human health and 
environmental impact. Careful assessment of the benefits and potential risks involving the release of 
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genetically modified plants into the environment and their consumption is necessary before these crops 
become widely accepted by the public.[10,11]
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TABLE 1 Genes That Contribute or May Contribute 
Toward Control of Virus Diseases in Plants

Virus-Derived Gene Sequences
Coat proteins
Replicases
Movement proteins
Polyprotein proteases
Sense RNAs
Antisense RNAs

Plant Host-Derived Transgenes
Pathogen-related proteins
Anti-viral proteins
Proteinase inhibitors
Natural resistance genes
Lectins

Other Transgenes and Sequences
Satellite RNAs
Virus-specific antibodies
Interferon-induced mammalian oligoadenylate synthetase
Insect toxins
Anti-viral ribozymes (catalytic RNA)

Source: Khetarpal et al.[1]
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introduction

Stored grain and other durables of plant origin, raw and processed, can become infested by insect and 
mite pests. As the environment in storage facilities in general is conducive to rapid pest development, 
this often results in substantial quantitative and qualitative losses. Many stored-product pests are inter-
nal feeders developing inside whole-grain cereals and legumes in storage. Another group of pests are 
external feeders developing on broken kernels, flour, etc., and are mainly found in processing facilities, 
stores of processed cereals and bulk grain, and packaged foodstuffs (Table 1).
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TABLE 1 Examples of Pests and Natural Enemies in Stored Products

Pest Type Commodity Examples of Pest Species Examples of Natural Enemies

Internal feeders or 
primary pests

Whole-grain cereals Sitophilus spp. (C)
Rhyzopertha dominica (C)
Sitotroga cerealella (L)
Prostephanus truncatus (C)

Lariophagus distinguendus (l)
Theocolax elegans (l)
Anisopteromalus calandrae (l)
Teretrius nigrescens (p)

Whole legumes Bruchus spp. (C)
Callosobruchus spp. (C)

Dinarmus spp. (1)

External feeders or 
secondary pests

Broken kernels, flour, 
milled rice, dried 
fruit, spices, nuts

Tribolium spp. (C)
Cryptolestes spp. (C)
Oryzaephilus spp. (C)

Trichogramma spp. (e)
Holepyris silvanidis (l)
Cephalonomia spp. (1)
Xylocoris flavipes (p)

Ephestia kuehniella (L)
Cadra cautella (L)
Plodia interpunctella (L)

Trichogramma spp. (e)
Venturia canescens (1)
Habrobracon hebetor (l)
Xylocoris flavipes (p)

Storage mites (Acarina) Cheyletus eruditus (p)

Source: Schöller,[2] Subramanyam and Hagstrum.[3,4]

C, Coleoptera; e, egg parasitoid; L, Lepidoptera; l, larval parasitoid; p, predator.
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Beneficial insects are often found in storage facilities and may prevent or delay pest development. 
The internal feeders are attacked by a range of parasitoids specialized in detecting infested kernels and 
 placing their progeny on the larvae within the kernel. The external feeders are more freely exposed to the 
activities of natural enemies and are attacked by both predators and parasitoids (Table 1).

Although the concept is not new, biological control of stored-product pests is still not widely used. 
The following description gives some examples of the recent development within biological control of 
stored-product pests using beneficial insects and mites.

For general reviews on stored-product pest species and biological control of stored-product pests.[1–4]

Factors that Promote Successful Biocontrol in Storage

Storage facilities are ideally suited for development and reproduction of pests. However, these factors 
are also conducive to successful biocontrol: 1) Climatic conditions are relatively stable and, at least dur-
ing part of the year, favorable for insect development; 2) the storage structure provides protection from 
 temperature extremes and precipitation as well as a physical barrier to dispersal; and 3) in many storage 
situations, time is not a limiting factor and thus often sufficient for natural enemies to establish and exert 
their control. These factors can be manipulated to be more favorable to the natural enemies, e.g., grain 
temperature can be reduced by aeration to a level that offers a greater advantage to the a ctivities of the 
beneficial insect than to the pest.[5]

“classical” Biological control

In “classical” biological control, a natural enemy is imported and released for establishment to control 
an introduced (exotic) pest. An example of this among stored-product pests is the larger grain borer, 
Prostephanus truncatus, which was accidentally introduced from Central America into Africa, where it 
has become a serious pest of many products, e.g., stored maize and cassava chips. A predator, Teretrius 
nigrescens, was introduced from Central America and, after large scale releases, established successfully 
in many locations in Africa. T. nigrescens has been credited with reducing losses of stored maize to 
P. truncatus. However, despite the presence of the predator, P. truncatus densities often reach outbreak 
levels in many countries. An analysis in Holst and Meikle[6] led to the conclusion that T. nigrescens alone 
is unable to exert control to an acceptable level inside a store due to the predator’s intraspecific density-
dependence and low growth rate compared with its prey. In this case, biocontrol must be supplemented 
with other integrated control measures.[7]

Biocontrol of internally Feeding Pests

The larvae of internally feeding insect pests develop within whole-grain cereals and legumes. These species 
are important primary pests in stores of bulk grain. Several species of parasitoids are specialized to live on 
these pests. The adult parasitoids enter the bulk of grain and find infested kernels, probably by means of 
acoustic or olfactory cues. They then drill into the kernel, paralyze the host, and deposit an egg from which 
the parasitoid larva emerges. After consuming the host, the parasitoid exits the kernel as an adult. The 
ability of the parasitoid to locate its host within grain varies among species: Anisopteromalus calandrae 
is primarily active at the grain surface whereas Theocolax elegans and Lariophagus distinguendus are able 
to find infested kernels down to a depth of 2.2 and 4 m, respectively.[8,9] Great differences in life history 
parameters occur among different parasitoid strains.[8] These factors as well as grain characteristics such as 
kernel size and grain variety all affect the ability of the natural enemy to exert  effective control of the pest.

A constraint against biocontrol in stored products is a reluctance to increase the amount of insects by 
releasing natural enemies. However, these minute parasitoids (<2 mm) can easily be removed by grain 
cleaning procedures. In a study using T. elegans against Rhyzopertha dominica in wheat, the number of 
insect fragments in the resulting flour was reduced by 89%.[10]
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Biocontrol of externally Feeding Pests

Both beetles and moths are represented among external pests that feed on broken kernels and debris as 
well as flour. They are important pests in grain stores, in cereal processing facilities such as flourmills, 
and in warehouses storing cereal products.

Many species of parasitoids, particularly Trichogram-matidae, attack the egg stage of external pests. The 
impact of these species is increased by their host feeding behavior, which can account for half of the mor-
tality of host eggs.[11] These egg parasitoids are able to parasitize a wide range of species, but in nature they 
generally show affinity to a specific habitat; it is thus important to select strains that are adapted to the stored-
product environment. Trichogramma species have been successfully released against pyralid moth pests in 
experimental peanut storages in the U.S.A.[12] and in wholesale stores and industrial  bakeries in Germany.[13] 
These egg parasitoids do not establish within the premises and must be released on a regular basis.

Larvae of moth pests are attacked by both ectoparasitoids, e.g., Habrobracon hebetor and endoparasit-
oids, e.g., Venturia canescens. Both species are cosmopolitan, often occurring together in flourmills and 
both species show potential for biocontrol of moth pests.[12] However, H. hebetor may affect  populations 
of V. canescens negatively by feeding on hosts parasitized by this species.

The predatory bug Xylocoris flavipes is a generalist living on eggs and larvae of a wide range of beetles 
and moths. Almost 30 species of stored-product pests have been reported as prey of X. flavipes.[12] In 
residues in empty maize stores in the U.S.A., many of these species occur together in the same store. 
A single introduction of X. flavipes led to population reductions of 70%-100% of externally feeding 
beetle pests, whereas internal feeders and late instar moth larvae were less affected. It was suggested that 
releases of predatory bugs combined with parasitoids for the moths and internal feeders might eliminate 
or greatly reduce residual pests before the next storage season.[12]

This strategy of introducing predators in empty stores was widely practiced to control storage mites 
(Acarina) in the Czech Republic. The predatory mite Cheyletus eruditus led to reductions in storage mite 
populations of 88%, compared with the 18% reduction obtained with a pesticide treatment.[14]

conclusions

The above-mentioned examples show the great potential of biological control of stored-product pests. 
This research field benefits from extensive international collaboration and applicability, as the pest spe-
cies as well as their natural enemies have a cosmopolitan distribution as a result of international grain 
trade. A great amount of faunistic surveys and laboratory research on the natural enemies has been 
carried out, but very few field trials have been conducted. Application of natural enemies to control 
pests in bulk grain as well as in empty grain stores prior to introduction of newly harvested grain is 
considered to hold potential in the near future. However, widespread use depends on crucial experience 
to be obtained from field trails. The next step is ensuring reliable supplies of natural enemies, designing 
introduction strategies, and establishing quality control during mass rearing and shipment of benefi-
cials. From these starting points, other pest species and other storage situations can be covered. These 
activities can contribute to satisfying public demands of more environmentally friendly pest control 
methods and food production that is focused on consumer safety.
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introduction

The usual targets for classical biocontrol are introduced weeds of uncultivated land that lack enemies 
and have spread to dominate large areas. Such weeds cause huge habitat and forage losses, reduce 
diversity of the native flora and fauna, and displace rare species.[1] The concern about establishing 
their natural enemies is that desirable plants might also be attacked. Testing to ensure that this 
does not happen costs about two scientist years per agent ($900,000). About a third of the agents fail 
to establish, a third remain scarce, and nearly half of those that become abundant do not achieve 
control. On the other hand, costs of biocontrol increase little with infestation size and the same 
agent may achieve control in climates as different as Australia and Canada. Thus, the cost per ha 
can be small and biocontrol is less damaging to nontarget plants than most alternatives. Release 
approval for the agents in North America rests with Animal and Plant Health Inspections Service-
United States Drug Administration and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency who consult advi-
sory groups.

History and impact of classical Weed Biocontrol

Classical weed biocontrol was the serendipitous result of introducing the mealybug (Dactylopus cey-
lonicus thinking it was D. coccus), to India in 1795.[2] The purpose was to start a dye industry on the
impenetrable stands of the South American prickly pear cactus, Opuntia vulgaris. The result was rapid 
cactus kill and little dye production. After 68 years and several eradication attempts the government
distributed the insect for O. vulgaris control.

 

 

Hawaii took the ball in 1902 by importing 23 insect species to control the introduced shrub Lantana 
camara.[2] Their intention was to establish a complex to attack all parts of the plant. Only 12 species 
arrived alive in sufficient numbers for release and eight established. Success was claimed for a fly that 
destroyed 86% of the seed, but none of the criteria for success were demonstrated: that the weed is 
reduced to a low density in several locations, it remains at a low density, or it returns to a high density 
when protected from the agent.[3]

The mealy bug D. ceylonicus practically eliminated O. vulgaris in Australia but did not affect two 
more abundant cacti, which by 1925 had infested 60 million acres. Concerns that introduced insects 
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might attack cultivated plants were met with the “no-choice” test in which only species that starve 
on representative crop plants were released. They tested 49 insect species, released 24, of which 12 
established. Control was attributed to just two: the mealy bug D. opuntia and the cladode-boring 
moth Cactoblastis cactorum, which, two years after increase, caused a crash of cactus from 5000 to 11 
plants/acre.[4]

Australia then tackled St. John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum).[1] Eight insect species were released, 
four established and, up to seven years after release, the leaf-feeding beetle Chrysolina quadrigemina 
increased to control the weed. The four established insects were then released in California, where 
40,500 ha of open range that were infested in northern California in 1929 had increased to almost 
2  million ha in western North America by 1940. Increases of C. quadrigemina returned most of the 
infested area to a native bunch grass community with fair to good productivity and an increased diver-
sity of plant species, and the weed stabilized at about 1% of its former density.[5] The two beetle species 
were released in Canada in 1952. Up to 13 years later, C. quadrigemina increased to control the weed on 
summer-dry sites and C. hyperici on summer moist sites, but both failed above 900 m elevation.[6] This 
program terminated chemical control of the weed in British Columbia and removed it from the Ontario 
noxious weed list.

Both Chrysolina spp. developed on Canadian Hypericum spp. in no-choice tests, but in the field they 
have not been attacked.[6] The plant genus contains photosensitizing compounds lethal to sun exposed 
larvae. In nature the larvae feed at dawn and dusk on a winter mat of foliage, which is absent in the 
Canadian species. Two nontarget species are attacked, but are poor hosts: the introduced evergreen 
ornamental H. calycinum, which has hard mature foliage, and in California the native H. concinnum, 
which has diffuse foliage (presumably shading is reduced and the need for climbing by inactive larvae 
is increased).

It is more predictive to use the no-choice tests to show that the larval host range is restricted to a 
taxonomic group of plants rather than that individual crop plants are unacceptable. Some reviewers 
felt that tests of crop plants were still necessary for public confidence, but gradually these tests have 
been eliminated. The laboratory larval host range limit exaggerates the field host range, since congeners 
not attacked in nature usually support development in the test. The larva role is to stay on the plant on 
which it hatched and eat, which may involve distinguishing the host from intermingled vegetation, 
but not host finding. Host finding is done by the adult female using habitat and plant cues.[7] The larval 
host range limit was a satisfactory measure of risk as long as native congeners were not an issue. This 
changed in 1997 when the attack of native Cirsium spp. by the seed-head weevil Rhinocyllus conicus was 
deplored.[8] The 1967 petition for release of the weevil against the introduced thistle Carduus nutans 
stated that its host range included Cirsium, but this caused no concern. Today the view is mixed. Some 
deplore the weevil, but to many a reduction of native thistles is not a concern and the control of most 
stands of C. nutans with increased forage production, makes it an eminent success.

three current issues

Host-Specificity tests

Most introduced weeds in North America have native congeners. A total of 23 of 27 insect species estab-
lished in Canada developed on congeners in laboratory no-choice tests, but only one species in Canada 
and three in the United States have attacked the North American relatives of the weed in the field. 
Exclusion of species with larvae that develop on native congeners in the laboratory will practically end 
weed biocontrol. A scientifically sound alternative is to base release approval on the adult host range. 
The larval no-choice test does not distinguish between species with adults that oviposit on the weed’s 
relatives in the field from those that exclude them. However, adult tests in large field cages or open 
releases allow assessment of this choice. Thus, although the beetle Altica carduorum develops on all 
Cirsium spp., the adult only “sees” C. arvense in large arenas. This combined with a low suitability of 
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other Cirsium spp. for the immature stages means there is selection pressure against host plant shifts 
and accounts for the field specificity of the beetle in Eurasia.[9] However, the development of new host 
screening procedures are currently at an impasse because some reviewers still feel larval ability to com-
plete development in the laboratory is an unacceptable risk even if the adult does not recognize the plant 
as a host.

costs and Agent Success

Past cost increases of weed biocontrol have been partly compensated for by using fewer agents and by 
improving establishment success. The first Hawaiian and first two Australian projects tried to release 
55 insect species of which 44% established and three reduced weed density. The current world establish-
ment rate is 65% with the release of 4.1 species against each successfully controlled weed.[10] The idea 
that all parts of the plant need to be attacked is not supported by the fact that 81% of the successes result 
from single species. Where several agents contributed, they tend to do so in different habitats such as 
C. quadrigemina and C. hyperici.

New host tests are likely to increase costs. An obvious solution is to eliminate the approximately 80% 
of agents released that contribute little. Present practice is to be more discriminating with expensive 
agents than those that are cheap simply because testing was done by another country (Table 1). However, 
establishing any agent may have ecological effects. Thus, it is prudent to reduce the number released to 
the necessary minimum. No agent trait associated with effectiveness has been found, although estab-
lishment is broadly correlated with a high rate of increase, long adult life, the number of generations a 
year, and small size. However, effectiveness may be plant related. For example, root feeders have been 
more effective on tansy ragwort, Senecio jacobaea, and leafy spurge, Euphorbia esula, than defoliators 
and seed feeders, which have been effective on other plants. If this were determined in preliminary stud-
ies, host specificity tests could be restricted to insects in the relevant feeding guild. This combined with 
studies of the insect’s ecological requirements could halve the number of failures.

Legislation

The enabling legislation used for classical weed biocontrol is the Federal Plant Pest Act of 1957 in 
the United States and the Plant Protection Act of 1990 in Canada. The purpose of both is to prevent 
pest establishment and spread, so release of nonpests is allowed by reverse logic. However, with no 
explicit mention of biocontrol, other acts, with various purposes, come into play. For example, the U.S. 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires federal agencies to ensure their actions are not likely to jeop-
ardize the continued existence of endangered or threatened species. The ability of larvae to develop on 
an endangered plant may indicate jeopardy, but the issue is complicated. The act can save habitat from 
human destruction, but it cannot stop invading weeds, such as leafy spurge, which are displacing the 

TABLE 1 Success of Weed Biocontrol Agents Released in Canada (1981–1990)

Sponsor of Pre-Release Studies

Canada United States

No. released 18 6
% Established 73 33
Species contributing
to control

8 1

Canadian costs/agent 2 SYa 0.04 SY
Canadian costs/success 6.6 SY 0.24 SY

a SY = scientist year, currently about $450,000.
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threatened northern prairie skink in Canada and the endangered western prairie fringed orchid in 
both countries. Biocontrol is the best hope for their survival; however, there are rare Florida spurges 
that will support larval development of leafy spurge agents. It is not possible under the act to weigh the 
benefits against the risks, although the risks are small if the agent has an obligatory winter diapause that 
prevents survival in Florida. Nevertheless, the approval of agents for the major North American leafy 
spurge problem is currently stalled. The Australian Biocontrol Act of 1984 solves the issue by instruct-
ing reviewers to approve the release of agents when the expected benefits outweigh the risks. A further 
need is to judge risk on a holistic assessment of adult and immature needs and habits. It would also be 
helpful to make weed biocontrol more open to public input and have procedures for resolving conflicts 
of interest.
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Antagonistic Plants

Philip Oduor-Owino

introduction

Plant parasitic nematodes cause significant crop losses in Africa and other parts of the world. Infected plants 
suffer from water deficiency and low yields, and have necrotic and/or galled roots. Control of nematodes 
has been mainly through the use of chemicals and host resistance. However, the existence of physiological 
races in the pathogen’s population has complicated efforts to breed for resistant cultivars. Chemical control 
is effective but difficult to sustain for long-term benefits. The high cost of nematicides and their toxic effects 
also make them less attractive. Some nematicides such as Nemagon and Fumazon have now been banned 
from the world market and this has placed severe constraints on strategies for nematode control. Interest in 
developing alternative control measures that are safe and economically attractive has now intensified world-
wide. The use of antagonistic plants is viewed as a viable nematode management option.[1–3]

nature of Antagonistic Plants

Antagonistic plants are defined as plants that produce chemicals in their roots that are toxic and/
or repellant to phytonematodes in the soil ecosytem.[4] These plants include Tagetes erecta L; Tagetes 
 patula L; Datura stramonium L; Ricinus communis L; and Asparagus officinalis. Fresh roots of asparagus 
produce asparaguric acid glycoside that is toxic, even when diluted, to most plant parasitic nematodes. 
Root exudates from Tagetes, Datura, and Ricinus spp. induces premature hatching of nematode eggs, 
blocks the processes of mitosis and meoisis, and reduces galling intensity on roots of susceptible plants. 
This has been attributed, in part, to the toxic effects of the alkaloids terthienyl, hyosine, and ricinine 
present in Tagetes, Datura, and Ricinis spp., respectively. These compounds may also disrupt female 
taxis to roots or male taxis to female.[4] Other plants with antagonistic properties include some crucifers 
and citrus. Root diffusates from crucifers reduce the pathogenicity of nematodes on potato, while a 
compound in citrus roots is toxic to Tylechulus semipenetrans.[1]

Antagonistic Plants in cultural Pest control

Antagonistic plants may have a great nematode-control potential in agriculture if properly utilized in 
crop rotation and intercropping systems.[2] For example, intercropping food crops with nematicidal 
plants is now a nematode management strategy in Tanzania, India, and Zimbabwe and has also been 
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recommended for Pakistan.[5] Field trials with T. minuta, D. stramonium, and R. communis are promis-
ing.[2,5,6] These plants reduce galling intensity and enhance tomato performance significantly. In India, a 
rotation of D. stramonium, maize, tomato, and pepper reduced the population of root-knot nematodes 
by 30% but the level of nutrient depletion by the antagonistic plant was 15%.[4] Integration of these plants 
with the biological agent, Paecilomyces lilacinus Thom (Sam), gave better results in Kenya.[3,7,8] Tomato 
plants grown in soils planted with the various antagonistic plants in combination with P.   lilacinus 
develop significantly heavy shoots and roots and relatively fever root galls compared to controls (Table 1). 
Cases where antagonistic plants are used in crop rotation or intercropping systems are now increasing.[4] 
For instance, in Indonesia, Tagetes sp. Crotalaria usaramoensis, corn, and sweet potato (Ipomea  batatas) 
are used to reduce Meloidogyne spp. density in the soil. For cereal-based cropping systems, the follow-
ing crop sequences for root-knot nematode control are recommended in the Philippines: rice-mung 
bean (Phaseolus aureus)-corn-cabbage-rice, rice-tobacco (Nicotiana tobacum)-rice and rice-tobacco and 
Tagetes spp. There is also considerably less galling by Meloidogyne spp. on potato (Solanum tuberosum) 
roots intercropped with onion (Allium sp.), corn, and marigold compared with galling found on potatoes 
alone. Although antagonistic plants are gaining popularity as pest management tools, their benefits and 
risks must be understood thoroughly before one can exploit their potential in pest control.

Benefits and Risks of Antagonistic Plants

Benefits and risks associated with the utilization of antagonistic plants in agriculture are varied. 
Phytonematoxic plants such as R. communis, D. stramonium, Tagetes spp. Crotalaria spp. A. najus, and 
Datura metel L. are traditionally gaining popularity due to their medicinal significance.[9] The flow-
ers of D. metel are used against asthma, while Crotalaria spp. is a nitrogen-fixing legume. Castor oil 
from R. communis is used for making soaps and waxes: rinolecic acid from castor seeds is a valuable 
laxative.[9] Despite these attributes, antagonistic plants may pose a serious threat to food production 
if not well utilized. They may compete with economically important crops for space and nutrients. 

TABLE 1 Effect of Tomato Intercropping with Datura stramonium, Ricinus communis, and Tagetes minuta, and 
Soil Treatment with Captafol and Aldicarb, on Gall Index, Number of Juveniles, Tomato Growth and Fungal 
Parasitism of Meloidogyne javanica Eggs by the Fungus Paecilomyces lilacinus, 50 Days after Inoculation

Soil Treatmenta Egg Parasitism (%)
No. of Juveniles/ 

300 cm3 soil
Shoot Dry 
Weight (g)

Shoot Height 
(cm)

Gallb Index 
(0–4)

Ne “only” untreated l.0de 670a 1.5f 26.6f 4.0a
Soil “only” untreated 0.0e 0d 3.5b 43.lab 0.0e
F + Ne 23.2c 660a 1.6f 30.le 3.0ab
F + Cap + Ne 1.3de 635a 1.9f 31.2e 3.9a
F + Ald + Ne 27.6b 12de 4.6a 45.3a 1.4d
F + Tag + Ne 29.8ab 161c 2.4e 38.4b 2.1c
F + Dat + Ne 28.3ab 173c 2.5de 36.4cd 2.2c
F + Ric + Ne 30.9a 210c 2.9cd 35.4cde 2.4c
Tag + Ne 2.1de 209c 2.8d 33.4cde 2.9b
Dat + Ne 3.0d 183c 3.0cd 36.6c 2.8b
Ric + Ne 2.8de 204c 3.2bc 37.7bc 3.0ab
Ald + Ne 1.2de 14d 4.5a 46.1a 3.8a
Cap + Ne 0.0e 460b 1.9f 36.1d 4.0a

Source: Oduor-Owino.[7]

Note: Numbers are means of 10 replications. Means followed by different letters within a column are significantly different 
(P = 0.05) according to Duncan’s Multiple Range Test.
a Ne, nematode; F, P. lilacinus; Cap, Captafol; Ald, Aldicarb; Tag, T. minuta; Ric, R. communis.
b Gall index was based on a 0–4 rating scale, where 0 = no galls and 4 = 76–100% of the root system galled.
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In addition they are slow in action, an attribute that makes them less attractive for use in a commercial 
setting. Because of this scenario, it is important that scientific disciplines work together in order to 
develop a viable pest control system. What is good for the nematologist may not be good for either the 
agronomist or economist.

Future concerns

There is increasing internal awareness of the value of natural plants and their products in the develop-
ment of new drugs and formulation of materials that can be used for pest control. Since some of the 
antagonistic plants can also be used to treat human ailments,[9] they may attract intensive scientific 
evaluation, recognition, and funding. However, more work should be done to reexamine the future of 
antagonistic plants in nematode control and in the drug industry. Efficacy of these plants against nem-
atodes and their utilization in the pharmaceutical industry will depend highly on the concentrations 
of the active ingredients in their tissues.[10] It will also depend on whether they can stimulate activity 
of most biocontrol fungi and plant growth consistently. They have so far enhanced tomato growth in 
the greenhouse and in the field significantly[2,7] (Tables 2 and 3), but more trials are needed in order 
to understand the relationship between antagonistic plants, natural enemies, and crop performance.

TABLE 2 Effect of Soil Treatment with Aldicarb, Tagetes minuta, Datura metel, and Datura stramonium on 
Root-Knot Nematodes in Tomatoes (Greenhouse Test)

Shoot Height 
(cm)

Shoot Dry 
Weight (g)

Gall Index 
(0–5)

Galls (no.g−1) 
root Weight

Nematodes, No. 
(300 mL)−1 SoilSoil Treatmenta

Soil + Neb, untreated (control) 42.4cc 1.3e 4.4a 510.0a 564.1a
Soil only, untreated 97.8a 4.9b 0.0c 0.0d 0.0e
Soil + Ne + Aldicarb 116.3a 6.1a 1.0c 23.3d 18.4d
Soil + Ne + D. metel 73.6d 3.7c 2.1b 77.4c 176.3c
Soil + Ne + T. minuta 65.4b 2.6d 2.0b 134.9b 310.4b
Soil + Ne + D. stramonium 73.4b 3.1c 2.2b 88.4c 170.4c
Soil + Ne + R. communis 69.0b 3.3c 2.4b 90.0c 173.0c

Source: Oduor-Owino, P. Effects of Aldicarb and Selected Medicinal Plants of Kenya on Tomato Growth and Root-Knot 
Severity, unpublished data, 1992.
a Autoclaved soil used.
b Ne, nematode eggs added to soil.
c Means followed by the same letter within each column are not significantly different at the 5% level (Duncan’s Multiple 
Range Test).

TABLE 3 Effect of Soil Treatment with Aldicarb, Tagetes minuta, Datura metel, and Datura stramonium on 
Infection of Tomato by Root-Knot Nematodes (Field Test)

Treatment Shoot Height (cm)
Shoot Dry 
Weight (g) Fruit Yield (g)

Galls (No. g−1 
Root Weight)

Nematodes, No. 
(300 mL)–1 Soil

Untreated (control)
Aldicarb

80.3da

187.3a
40.5d

135.1a
380.3e

3800.4a
69.1a

4.50d
150.4a

6.4d
D. metel 157.1b 89.3b 2590.1b 6.4c 17.3bc
T. minuta 107.1c 45.1d 761.1c 11.4b 21.1b
D. stramonium 150.1b 69.4c 2030.4b 9.6b 18.4c

Source: Oduor-Owino.[2]

a Means followed by the same letter within each column are not significantly different at the 5% level (Duncan’s Multiple 
Range Test).
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See also Biological Control of Nematodes, pages 6163; Risks of Biological Control, pages 720–722; 
Toxins in Plants, pages 840–842; Pest-Host Plant Relationships, pages 593–594; Intercropping for Pest 
Management, pages 423–425.
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Resistant Crops

Gerald E. Wilde

introduction

Because of the many advantages plant resistance offers, virtually every cultivated crop has been 
evaluated for this trait and one or more resistant sources have been identified. The challenge has 
been to incorporate these resistant sources into agronomically adapted and consumer acceptable, 
high-yielding cultivars. In addition to traditional breeding methods, the use of modern breeding 
techniques and genetic transformation of crops has opened the door to other ways of identifying, 
incorporating, and employing pest-resistance genes to effectively and economically manage arthro-
pod pest populations. The use of resistant cultivars contributes significant economic and social ben-
efits and sustainable agricultural systems to the world’s farmers. The positive effects of resistant 
cultivars have been demonstrated repeatedly in crops as diverse as wheat, alfalfa, grape, sorghum, 
maize, rice, apple, and cotton.

Percentage of crops that Have Some 
Degree of Pest Resistance

Plant resistance has been employed to a greater or lesser degree in practically all of the major food, 
feed, and fiber crops. Table 1 lists a number of major crops grown in the world and the number of pests 
for which resistance has been employed to at least some extent in the field. Hectarage planted to resis-
tant cultivars varies for each pest and crop and over time as new varieties and hybrids (both suscep-
tible and resistant) are grown and, in some instances, as new pest biotypes (pest populations that are 
capable of damaging previously resistant sources) develop. For example, most of the modern rice vari-
eties and hybrids grown in China, India, and other countries are resistant to one or more major pests. 
Resistant American grape rootstocks have been used extensively over the world to control Phylloxera 
vittifolae (Fitch). A large percentage of the alfalfa planted in the United States is comprised of varieties 
resistant to aphid species. Sorghum hybrids with resistance to the greenbug have occupied up to 80% 
of the hectarage in the United States. Significant hectarages of wheat and barley in the United States, 
Canada, and North and South Africa have resistance to at least one pest. Most commercial soybean 
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varieties are resistant to the potato leafhopper. Several cotton varieties carrying genes for resistance 
to jassids (Empoasca sp) are grown widely in Africa, India, and the Philippines. In the United States, 
more than 65% of commercial maize hybrids have some resistance to corn leaf aphid, >90% have some 
resistance to first generation European corn borer, and >75% have some resistance to second genera-
tion corn borer.

However, many more resistance genes have been identified in all crops than have been used in modern 
commercial varieties and hybrids, because incorporating them into high yielding cultivars acceptable to 
growers has been difficult. Recently, transgenic crops have been utilized to combat major insect pests. 
Hybrids or varieties with insect-resistance genes have been developed in cotton, maize, and potato. An 
estimated 6.7 million hectares of transgenic corn resistant to the European corn borer, 2.5 million hect-
ares of transgenic cotton resistant to several pests, and 20,000 hectares of transgenic potato resistant to 
Colorado potato beetle were grown in the world in 1998. The hectares planted to transgenic crops are 
likely to increase as additional countries register these products and this technology is used on addi-
tional crops. For example, specific biotechnology applications are being field tested for rice and wheat, 
which together occupy 400 million hectares globally.

TABLE 1 List of Some Major Crops Grown in the World and 
Number of Arthropod Pests for Which Resistant Cultivars Have 
Been Used in the Field by Growers for Pest Management

Crop No. of Pests

Alfalfa 6
Apple
Asparagus
Barley
Bean

1
1
3
1

Cassava 2
Chickpea
Cotton

0
6

Grape
Lettuce

1
1

Maize 10
Millet 1
Oat 1
Pea 1
Peanut 4
Potato 1
Raspberry
Rice

1
14

Rye
Sorghum
Soybean
St. Augustine grass
Sugar beet
Sugarcane
Sunflower

1
6
1
1
1
3
1

Sweet clover 1
Sweet potato
Wheat

1
7
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effect of Plant Resistance on Pest Populations

The growing of pest-resistant cultivars can be used as a major control tactic or adjunct to other mea-
sures. Historically, the use of resistant cultivars combined with other tactics has resulted in a reduction 
of many pest species to subeconomic levels. Even small increases in resistance enhance the effectiveness 
of cultural, biological, and insecticidal controls. The extent to which growing resistant plants affects pest 
populations is dependent upon the level of resistance expressed, the mechanisms of resistance involved, 
and the number of hectares grown. The growing of resistant wheat on 50% of the hectarage in Kansas 
has been shown to reduce Hessian fly populations to extremely low levels. Resistance in wheat to wheat 
curl mite (ca. 25% of the hectarage) was effective in limiting the spread of wheat streak mosaic virus, 
which the mite transmits. The incorporation of leaf and stem pubescence into most commercial soy-
bean varieties has resulted in population suppression of the potato leafhopper over the past 60 years. 
As the hectarage of sorghum resistant to the greenbug increased to >50%, the area of sorghum treated 
with insecticide was reduced by 50%. Tenfold reductions in pest populations have been observed where 
insect-resistant rice cultivars have been grown widely.

economic and Social Benefits

Assessing the economic benefits of plant resistance is difficult in the context of integrated pest man-
agement programs and is likely to be underestimated frequently and substantially. Even determining 
the obvious advantages (yield benefits and reduced production costs) may be difficult over a large area 
where pest populations vary from locality to locality and year to year. Other environmental benefits, 
such as cleaner water and food, reduced risks to farmers, more flexibility in planting and cropping sys-
tems, reduced disease transmission, and reduced secondary pest outbreaks, also are difficult to quantify. 
Nevertheless, some specific estimates are available. In the United States alone the estimated valued of 
using arthropod-resistant alfalfa, barley, corn, sorghum, and wheat cultivars is more than $1.4 billion 
each year. The net economic benefit of greenbug resistance in U.S. sorghum production is estimated 
at close to $400 million annually. The global economic value of arthropod-resistant wheat has been 
estimated at $250 million annually. The value of resistance to aphids in alfalfa in the major alfalfa-
producing states of the United States is estimated at more than $100 million annually. Breeding for pest 
resistance in rice has been estimated to be responsible for one-third of recent yield increases and $1 
billion of additional annual income to rice producers. The net return of insect-resistant Bt maize in the 
United States and Canada has been estimated in some studies at $42.00–$67.30 per hectare, but other 
studies have indicated less of an economic return. The average net economic return of insect-resistant 
Bt cotton in 1997 was $133 per hectare.
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introduction

This work is organized into seven main sections. The first section provides the reader with a gen-
eral overview on biomass, including definition, environmental benefits, energetic properties, and 
a short list of biomass types that can be used as energy sources. The second section illustrates the 
mechanical processes to produce standardized solid biomass fuels. The third section describes 
one of the major technologies for converting biomass into energy, combustion. The fourth section 
 analyzes pyrolysis and gasification as promising techniques for efficient exploitation of biomass, still 
in a p recommercial phase. The fifth section is concerned with biochemical processes for producing 
biogas and biofuels for transportation. The sixth section outlines the major benefits from biomass 
exploitation for energy purposes. The seventh section reports about the potential carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emission reduction due to extensive use of biomass as a renewable energy resource. The eighth 
section concludes this entry.

Generalities about Biomass

In general, biomass is whatever substance produced or by-produced by biological processes. Commonly, 
biomass refers to the organic matter derived from plants and generated through photosynthesis. 
Biomass provides not only food but also construction materials, textiles, paper, medicines, and energy. 
In  particular, biomass can be regarded as solar energy stored in the chemical bonds of the organic mate-
rial or as a reduced state of carbon. CO2 from the atmosphere and water absorbed by the plant roots are 
combined in the photosynthetic process to produce carbohydrates (or sugars) that form the biomass. 
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The solar energy that drives photosynthesis is stored in the chemical bonds of the biomass structural 
components. During biomass combustion, oxygen from the atmosphere combines with the carbon and 
hydrogen in biomass to produce CO2 and water. The process is therefore cyclic because the carbon 
dioxide is then available to produce new biomass. This is also the reason why bioenergy is potentially 
considered as carbon- neutral, although some non-recoverable CO2 emissions occur due to the use of 
fossil fuels during the production and transport of biofuels.

Biomass resources can be classified according to the supply sector, as shown in Table 1.
The chemical composition of plant biomass varies among species. Yet, in general terms, plants are 

made of approximately 25% lignin and 75% carbohydrates or sugars. The carbohydrate fraction consists 
of many sugar molecules linked together in long chains or polymers. Two categories are distinguished: 
cellulose and hemi- cellulose. The lignin fraction consists of non-sugar-type molecules that act as a glue 
holding together the cellulose fibers.

energy content of Biomass

Bioenergy is energy of biological and renewable origin, normally derived from purpose-grown energy 
crops or by-products of agriculture and forestry. Examples of bioenergy resources are wood, straw, 
bagasse, and organic waste. The term bioenergy encompasses the overall technical means through which 
biomass is produced, converted, and used. Figure 1 summarizes the variety of processes for energy 
 production from biomass.

The calorific value of a fuel is usually expressed as higher heating value (HHV) and/or lower heat-
ing value (LHV). The difference results from the vaporization of water formed from the combustion of 
hydrogen in the material and the original moisture.

The most important property of biomass feedstocks with regard to combustion—and to the other 
 thermochemical processes—is the moisture content, which influences the energy content of the fuel. 
Wood, just after falling, has a typical 55% water content and an LHV of approximately 7.1 MJ/kg; 
 logwood  after 2–3 years of air-drying may present a 20% water content and an LHV of 14.4 MJ/kg; 
 pellets show a quite constant humidity content of about 8% with an LHV equal to 17 MJ/kg.

TABLE 1 Typical Types of Biomass for Energy Use

Supply Sector Type Example

Forestry Dedicated forestry
Forestry by-products

Short rotation plantations (e.g., willow, poplar, eucalyptus)
Wood blocks, wood chips from thinnings

Agriculture Dry lignocellulosic energy crops
Oil, sugar and starch energy crops

Agricultural residues
Livestock waste

Herbaceous crops (e.g., miscanthus, reed canary-grass, giant reed)
Oil seeds for methylesters (e.g., rape seed, sunflower)
Sugar crops for ethanol (e.g., sugar cane, sweet sorghum)
Starch crops for ethanol (e.g., maize, wheat)
Straw, prunings from vineyards and fruit trees
Wet and dry manure

Industry Industrial residues Industrial waste wood, sawdust from sawmills
Fibrous vegetable waste from paper industries

Waste Dry lignocellulosic
Contaminated waste

Residues from parks and gardens (e.g., prunings, grass)
Demolition wood
Organic fraction of municipal solid waste
Biodegradable landfilled waste, landfill gas
Sewage sludge

Source: Adapted from European Biomass Industry Association[1] and DOE Biomass Research and Development Initiative.[2]
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Mechanical Processes for energy Densification

Some practical problems are associated with the use of biomass material (sawdust, wood chips, or agri-
cultural residues) as fuel. Those problems are mainly related to the high bulk volume, which results in 
high transportation costs and requires large storage capacities, and to the high moisture content, which 
can result in biological degradation as well as in freezing and blocking the in-plant transportation sys-
tems. In addition, variations in moisture content make difficult the optimal plant operation and process 
control. All those problems may be overcome by standardization and densification. The former consists 
in processing the original biomass in order to obtain fuels with standard size and heating properties, 
while the latter consists in compressing the material, which needs to be available in the sawdust size, to 
give it more uniform properties.

Table 2 reports the main features of pellets, briquettes, and chips.

FIGURE 1 Processes to convert biomass into useful energy, i.e., bioenergy.
Source: European Biomass Industry Association,[1] Overend et al.[3] and Risoe National Laboratory.[6]

TABLE 2 Comparison of Different Solid Wood Fuels

Pellets Briquettes Chips

Appearance

Raw material Dry and ground wood or 
agricultural residues

Dry and ground wood or agricultural 
residues. Raw material can be more 
coarse than for pelleting, due to the 
larger dimensions of final product

Dry wood logs

Shape Cylindrical (generally Ø 6 to 
12 mm, with a length 4 to 
5 times the Ø).

Cylindrical (generally Ø 80 to 
90 mm) or parallelepiped 
(150 × 70 × 60 mm)

Irregularly parallelepiped 
(70 × 30 × 3 mm)
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Biomass combustion

The burning of wood and other solid biomass is the oldest energy technology used by man. Combustion 
is a well- established commercial technology with applications in most industrialized and developing 
countries, and development is concentrated on resolving environmental problems, improving the over-
all performance with multifuel operation, and increasing the efficiency of the power and heat cycles 
(combined heat and power, CHP).

The devices used for direct combustion of solid biomass fuels range from small domestic stoves 
(1 to 10 kW) to the large boilers used in power and CHP plants (>5 MW). Intermediate devices cover small 
boilers (10 to 50 kW) used in single family houses heating, medium-sized boilers (50 to 150 kW) used for 
multifamily house or building heating, and large boilers (150 kW to more than 1 MW) used for district 
heating. Cofiring in fossil-fired power stations enables the advantages of large-sized plants (>100 MWe) 
that are not applicable for dedicated biomass combustion due to limited local biomass availability.

To achieve complete burnout and high efficiencies in small-scale combustion, downdraft boilers with 
inverse flow have been introduced, applying the two-stage combustion principle. An operation at very low 
load should be avoided as it can lead to high emissions. Hence, it is recommended to couple log wood boil-
ers to a heat storage tank. Since wood pellets are well suited for automatic heating at small heat outputs, as 
needed for buildings nowadays, pellet furnaces are an interesting application with increasing propagation. 
Thanks to the well-defined fuel at low water content, pellet furnaces can easily achieve high combustion 
quality. They are applied both as stoves and as boilers and find increased acceptance in urban areas, due 
to the high efficiency of modern pellet stoves now used for home heating. While a conventional fireplace 
is less than 10% efficient at delivering heat to a house, an average modern pellet stove achieves 80%–90% 
efficiency. Technology development has led to the application of strongly improved heating systems, which 
are automated and have catalytic gas cleaning equipment. Such systems significantly reduce the emissions 
from fireplaces and older systems while at the same time significantly improving the efficiency.

Understoker furnaces are mostly used for wood chips and similar fuel with relatively low ash content, 
while grate furnaces can also be applied for high ash and water content. Special types of furnaces have 
been developed for straw, a very low density material that is usually stored in bales. Beside conventional 
grate furnaces operated with whole bales, cigar burners and other specific furnaces are in operation. 
Stationary or bubbling fluidized bed (SFB) as well as circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers are applied 
for large-scale applications and often used for waste wood or mixtures of wood and industrial wastes, 
e.g., from the pulp and paper industry.

co-combustion

Bioenergy production might be hampered by limitations in the supply and/or fuel quality. In those 
cases, cofiring of several types of biomass or of biomass with coal ensures flexibility in operation, both 
technically and economically. Several concepts have been developed:

• Co-combustion or direct cofiring. The biomass is directly fed to the boiler furnace, if needed after 
physical preprocessing of the biomass such as drying, grinding, torrefaction, or metal removal is 
applied. This typically takes place in SFB or CFB combustors. Such technologies can be applied 
to a wide range of fuels, even for very wet fuels like bark or sludge. Multifuel fluidized bed boilers 
achieve efficiencies of more than 90%, while flue gas emissions are lower than for conventional 
grate combustion due to lower combustion temperatures.

• Indirect cofiring. Biomass is first gasified and the fuel gas is then cofired in the main boiler. 
Sometimes, the gas has to be cooled and cleaned, which is more challenging and implies higher 
operation costs.

• Parallel combustion. The biomass is burnt in a separate boiler for steam generation. The steam is 
used in a power plant together with the main fuel.
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Problems in Biomass combustion

Biomass has a number of characteristics that makes it more difficult to handle and combust than fossil 
fuels. The low energy density, the high water content, and the tendency to “bridge” in tanks or pipes 
are the main problems in handling and transport of the biomass, while the difficulty in using biomass 
as fuel relates to its content of inorganic constituents. Some types of biomass used contain significant 
amounts of chlorine, sulfur, and potassium. The salts, KCl and K2SO4, are quite volatile, and the release 
of these components may lead to heavy deposition on heat transfer surfaces, resulting in reduced heat 
transfer and enhanced corrosion rates. Severe deposits may interfere with operation and cause unsched-
uled shutdowns.

In order to minimize these problems, various fuel pretreatment processes have been considered, 
including washing the biomass with hot water or using a combination of pyrolysis and char treatment.

thermochemical conversion of Biomass

Pyrolysis and gasification are the two most typical thermochemical processes because they convert the 
original bioenergy feedstock into more convenient energy carriers such as producer gas, oil, methanol, 
and char,[3] instead of producing useful energy directly.

Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis is a process for thermal conversion of solid fuels, like biomass or wastes, in the complete 
absence of oxidizing agent (air/oxygen) or with such limited supply that gasification does not occur to 
any appreciable extent. Commercial applications are focused on either the production of charcoal or the 
production of a liquid product, the bio-oil, and pyro-gas. Charcoal is a very ancient product. Traditional 
processes (partial combustion of wood covered by a layer of earth) were very inefficient and polluting, 
but modern processes presently used in industry such as rotary kiln carbonization have been optimized 
to maximize efficiency and minimize environmental impact. Bio-oil production (or wood liquefaction) 
is potentially very interesting as a substitute for fuel oil and as a feedstock for production of synthetic 
gasoline or diesel fuel. Pyro-gas has higher energy density than gasification gas (syngas) because it has 
been created without oxygen (and nitrogen, if air is employed); hence, it does not contain the gaseous 
products of partial combustion.

Pyrolysis takes place at temperatures in the range 400–800°C, and during this process, most of the 
cellulose and hemicellulose and part of the lignin will disintegrate to form smaller and lighter mol-
ecules, which are gases at the pyrolysis temperature. As these gases cool, some of the vapors condense to 
form a liquid, which is the bio-oil and tar. The remaining part of the biomass, mainly parts of the lignin, 
is left as a solid, i.e., the charcoal. It is possible to influence the product mix through a control of heating 
rate, residence time, pressure, and maximum reaction temperature, so that either gases, condensable 
vapors, or the solid charcoal is promoted.

Gasification

Modern gasification technology has been developed since the 18th century (first historical hints about 
gasification date from the Chinese Han Dynasty, between 206 BC and AD 220), but it is still at a develop-
ment phase.[4,5] Gasification is a conversion process that involves partial oxidation at elevated tempera-
ture. It is intermediate between combustion and pyrolysis: in fact, oxygen (or air) is present but it is not 
enough for complete combustion. This process can start from carbonaceous feedstock such as biomass 
or coal and convert them into a gaseous energy carrier. The overall gasification process may be split 
into two main stages: the first is the pyrolysis stage, i.e., where oxygen is not present but temperature 
is high; typical pyrolysis reactions take place here; the second stage is the partial combustion, where 
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oxygen is present and reacts with the pyrolysed biomass to release heat necessary for the process. In 
the latter stage, the actual gasification reactions take place, which consist of almost complete charcoal 
conversion into lighter gaseous products (e.g., carbon monoxide and hydrogen), through the chemical 
oxidizing action of oxygen, steam, and carbon dioxide: such gases are injected into the reactor near 
the partial combustion zone (normally, steam and carbon dioxide are mutually exclusive). Gasification 
reactions require temperature in excess of 800°C to minimize tar and maximize gas production. The 
gasification output gas, called “producer gas,” is composed of hydrogen (18%–20%), carbon monoxide 
(18%–20%), carbon dioxide (8%–10%), methane (2%–3%), trace amounts of higher hydrocarbons like 
ethane and ethene, water, nitrogen (if air is used as oxidant agent), and various contaminants such as 
small char particles, ash, tars, and oils. The incondensable part of producer gas is called “syngas,” and it 
represents the useful product of gasification. If air is used, syngas has a high heating value in the order of 
4–7 MJ/m3, which is exploitable for boiler, engine, and turbine operation, but, due to its low energy den-
sity, it is not suitable for pipeline transportation. If pure oxygen is used, the syngas high heating value 
almost doubles (approximately 10–18 MJ/m3 high heating value). Such a syngas is suitable for limited 
pipeline distribution as well as for conversion to liquid fuels (e.g., methanol and gasoline). However, the 
most common technology is air gasification because it avoids the costs and the hazards of oxygen pro-
duction and usage. With air gasification, the syngas efficiency, describing the energy content of the cold 
gas stream in relation to that of the input biomass stream, is on the order of 55%–85%, and typically 70%.

comparison of thermal conversion Methods of Biomass

Table 3 reports a general overview on specific features of the conversion technologies analyzed here, 
showing the related advantages and drawbacks.

Biochemical conversion of Biomass

Biochemical conversion of biomass refers to processes that decompose the original biomass into use-
ful products. Commonly, the energy product is either in the liquid or in the gaseous form; hence, it 
is called “biofuel” or “biogas,” respectively. Biofuels are very promising for the transportation sector, 
while biogas is used for electricity and heat production. Normally, biofuels are obtained from dedicated 
crops (e.g.,  biodiesel from seed oil), while biogas production results from concerns over environmental 
issues such as elimination of pollution, treatment of waste, and control of landfill greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions.

Biogas from Anaerobic Digestion

Biogas is produced most commonly by anaerobic digestion of biomass. Anaerobic digestion refers to the 
bacterial breakdown of organic materials in the absence of oxygen. This biochemical process produces 
a gas called biogas, principally composed of methane (30%–60% in volume) and carbon dioxide. Such a 
biogas can be converted to energy in the following ways:

TABLE 3 Qualitative Comparison of Technology for Energy Conversion of Biomass

Process Technology Economics Environment Market Potential Present Deployment

Combustion—heat +++ € +++ +++ +++
Combustion—electricity
Gasification
Pyrolysis

++(+)
+(+)
(+)

€€
€€€
€€€

++(+)
+(++)
(+++)

+++
+++
+++

++
(+)
(+)

Source: Adapted from European Biomass Industry Association[1] and Risoe National Laboratory.[6]

Note: +, low; +++, high; €, cheap; €€€, expensive.
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• Biogas converted by conventional boilers for heating purposes at the production plant (house 
heating, district heating, industrial purposes).

• Biogas for CHP generation.
• Biogas and natural gas combinations and integration in the natural gas grid.
• Biogas upgraded and used as vehicle fuel in the transportation sector.
• Biogas utilization for hydrogen production and fuel cells.

An important production of biogas comes from landfills. Anaerobic digestion in landfills is brought 
about by the microbial decomposition of the organic matter in refuse. Landfill gas is, on average, 55% 
methane and 45% carbon dioxide. With waste generation increasing at a faster rate than economic 
growth, it makes sense to recover the energy from that stream, through thermal or fermentation 
processes.

Biofuels for transport

A wide range of chemical processes may be employed to produce liquid fuels from biomass. Such fuels 
can find a very high level of acceptance by the market, thanks to the relatively easy adaptation to existing 
technologies (i.e., gasoline and diesel engines). The main potential biofuels are outlined below.

• Biodiesel is a methyl-ester produced from vegetable or animal oil to be used as alternative to 
 conventional petroleum-derived diesel fuel. Compared to pure vegetable or animal oil, which can 
be used in adapted diesel engines as well, biodiesel presents lower viscosity and slightly HHV.

• Pure vegetable oil is produced from oil plants through pressing, extraction, or comparable proce-
dures, crude or refined but chemically unmodified. Usually, it is compatible with existing diesel 
engines only if blended with conventional diesel fuel, at rates not higher than 5%–10% in volume. 
Higher rates may lead to emission and engine durability problems.

• Bioethanol is ethanol produced from biomass and/or the biodegradable fraction of waste. 
Bioethanol can be produced from any biological feedstock that contains appreciable amounts of 
sugar or other matter that can be converted into sugar, such as starch or cellulose. Also, ligno-
cellulosic materials (wood and straw) can be used, but their processing into bioethanol is more 
expensive. Application to modified spark ignition engines is possible.

• Bio-ETBE (ethyl-tertio-butyl-ether) is ETBE produced on the basis of bioethanol. Bio-ETBE may 
be effectively used for enhancing the octane number of gasoline (blends with petrol gasoline).

• Biomethanol is methanol produced from biomass. Methanol can be produced from gasification 
syngas (a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen) or wood dry distillation (old method with 
low methanol yields). Virtually all syngas for conventional methanol production is produced by 
steam reforming of natural gas into syngas. In the case of biomethanol, a biomass is gasified 
first to produce a syngas from which the biomethanol is produced. Application to spark ignition 
engines and fuel cells is possible. Compared to ethanol, methanol presents more serious handling 
issues, because it is corrosive and poisonous for human beings.

• Bio-MTBE (methyl-tertio-butyl-ether) is a fuel produced on the basis of biomethanol. It is suitable 
for blends with petrol gasoline.

• Biodimethylether (DME) is dimethylether produced from biomass. Bio-DME can be formed from 
syngas by means of oxygenate synthesis. It has emerged only recently as an automotive fuel option. 
Storage capabilities are similar to those of LPG. Application to spark ignition engines is possible.

Benefits from Biomass energy

There is quite a wide consensus that, over the coming decades, modern biofuels will provide a substan-
tial source of alternative energy. Nowadays, biomass already provides approximately 11%–14% of the 
world’s primary energy consumption (data vary according to sources).
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There are significant differences between industrialized and developing countries; in particular, in 
many developing countries, bioenergy is the main energy source, even if it is used in very low efficient 
applications (e.g., cooking stoves have an efficiency of about 5%–15%). Furthermore, inefficient biomass 
utilization is often associated with the increasing scarcity of hand-gathered wood, nutrient depletion, 
and the problems of deforestation and desertification.

One of the key drivers to bioenergy deployment is its positive environmental benefit regarding the 
global balance of GHG emissions. This is not a trivial matter, because biomass production and use 
are not entirely GHG neutral. In general terms, the GHG emission reduction as a result of employing 
 biomass for energy is as reported in Table 4.

Since the energy cost associated with collection and transport of biomass is a significant portion, bio-
energy is a decentralized energy option whose implementation presents positive impacts on rural develop-
ment by creating business and employment opportunities. Jobs are created all along the bioenergy chain, 
from biomass production or procurement, to its transport, conversion, distribution, and marketing.

Bioenergy is a key factor for the transition to a more sustainable development.

Potential for co2  emission Reduction

When biomass is used for energy production, the carbon contained in it is ultimately transformed into 
CO2. In fact, such a biomass-derived CO2 does not contribute to global warming, as it equals the CO2 
absorbed by the biomass during its growth; the relatively short time of such carbon cycle makes the 
biomass a carbon-neutral energy resource.

Abundant resources and favorable policies[7] enable bio-power to expand in Northern Europe (mostly 
cogeneration from wood residues), in the United States, and in countries producing sugar cane bagasse 
(e.g., Brazil).

In the short term, cofiring remains the most cost- effective use of biomass for power generation, along 
with small-scale, off-grid use. In the mid-long term, gasification plants and biorefineries for biofuel 
production could expand significantly (mainly ethanol, lignocellulosic ethanol, biodiesel). International 
Energy Agency projections suggest that the biomass share in electricity production may increase from 
the current 1.3% to some 3%–5% by 2050, depending on assumptions.[8] This is a small contribution 
compared to the estimated total biomass potential, but biomass are also used for heat generation and to 
produce fuels for transport.

Today, biomass supplies some 50 EJ/yr (1 EJ = 1018 joules [J] = 1015 kilojoules [kJ] = 24 million tons of 
oil equivalent [Mtoe]) globally, which represents 10% of global annual primary energy consumption 
(Figure 2). This is mostly traditional biomass used for cooking and heating.

Based on this diverse range of feedstocks, the technical potential for biomass is estimated in the 
literature to be possibly as high as 1500 EJ/yr by 2050, although most biomass supply scenarios that 
take into account sustainability constraints indicate an annual potential of between 200 and 500 EJ/yr 
(excluding aquatic biomass). Forestry and agricultural residues and other organic wastes (including 
municipal solid waste) would provide between 50 and 150 EJ/yr, while the remainder would come from 
energy crops, surplus forest growth, and increased agricultural productivity.

TABLE 4 Benefits in Reduction of GHG Emissions

+ Avoided mining of fossil resources
− Emission from biomass production
+ Avoided fossil fuel transport (from producer to user)
− Emission from biomass fuel transport (from producer to user)
+ Avoided fossil fuel utilization

Source: Risoe National Laboratory.[6]

Note: +, positive; −, neutral.
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Projected world primary energy demand by 2050 is expected to be in the range of 600 to 1000 EJ, 
compared to about 500 EJ in 2008.[9] Scenarios looking at the penetration of different low-carbon energy 
sources indicate that future demand for bioenergy could be up to 250 EJ/yr. This projected demand falls 
well within the sustainable supply potential estimate, so it is reasonable to assume that biomass could 
sustainably contribute between a quarter and a third of the future global energy mix. Whatever is actu-
ally realized will depend on the cost competitiveness of bioenergy and on future policy frameworks, 
such as GHG emission reduction targets.

Given the CO2-neutral nature of biomass, and assuming that biomass will primarily substitute fossil 
fuels, the potential for reduction in CO2 emission in 2050 can then be estimated as the same figure (i.e., 
around 20%–30% of anthropogenic CO2), compared to a business-as-usual scenario. Definitely, biomass 
will play a determinant role towards a CO2-free development.

conclusions

Biomass refers to a very wide range of substances produced by biological processes. In the energy field, 
special focus has been and will be placed on vegetable biomass, such as wood and agricultural by- 
products, because of the energy potential as well as economic and environmental benefits. Size and 
humidity standardization of biomass is a necessary step to make it suitable for effective domestic and 
industrial exploitation: chips, briquettes, and pellets are modern examples of standard solid fuels.

Biomass can be converted into energy in three pathways: combustion, thermochemical processing, and 
biochemical processing. The combustion of solid biomass for the production of heat or electricity and heat 
is the most viable technology, while pyrolysis and gasification still face economic and reliability issues. 
Among biochemical processes, anaerobic digestion is often used to reduce the environmental impact of 
hazardous waste and landfills. Biochemical processes are also concerned with the conversion of biomass 
into useful fuels for transportation, such as biodiesel, bioethanol, and biomethanol. All of them can effec-
tively contribute to the transition to a more sustainable transportation system at zero GHG emissions.

Biomass represents a viable option for green energy resources of the 21st century.
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Nematodes: 

Biological Control

Simon Gowen

introduction

Many pathogens and predators of nematodes are known but few have the necessary characteristics 
of specificity, mobility, or speed of colonization to have a significant influence on a pest population. 
Attempts at their commercial exploitation as field treatments have not been successful largely because 
of their inconsistency. Understanding the subtleties associated with the deployment of biocontrol agents 
will require considerable research effort. Additionally, the recommended rates of application and the 
formulation on suitable carriers and nutrient sources poses a problem in practicability and in the inter-
pretation of the biological processes involved.

Contemporary research has shown that natural control does exist and that in certain crop/nematode/
pathogen situations nematode populations will decline as they are attacked by components of the soil 
microflora. Soils where this occurs are known as suppressive, but well-documented examples of natu-
rally occurring suppressiveness to particular nematode pests are uncommon.

During the life of a crop the population densities of many of the serious nematode pests can increase 
by 1000fold. Economic damage may result from initial population densities of one nematode per gram of 
soil. To be effective therefore a biocontrol agent must have an impact on the numbers of nematodes that 
would invade a host and not simply eliminate the surplus individuals that may never locate or invade a 
root. This being so, those pathogens and predators that are relatively unspecific (trapping, ingesting, or 
parasitizing all types of free-living nematodes in soil) may be considered less promising than those that 
parasitize specific pests.

Significant progress has been made in the recognition and deployment of such microorganisms 
 parasitic on some of the species of sedentary nematodes such as the root-knot nematodes, Meloidogyne 
spp., and some of the cyst nematodes, Heterodera spp., and Globodera spp.

Root-knot and cyst nematodes produce eggs either in clusters on roots or contained within or attached 
to the cuticle of the female nematode. Biocontrol agents that prevent these nematodes from reproduc-
ing may have more impact from an epidemiological point of view than those that kill the free-living 
individuals in the soil.
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Biocontrol Agents Specific to certain nematode Pests

Verticillium chlamydosporium is a facultative, soil-dwelling fungus that parasitizes eggs in egg masses 
exposed on the root surface. Under the right conditions, such fungi will have a significant effect on 
nematode populations. The efficacy of V. chlamydosporium is partly dependent on its root colonizing 
ability; this can vary according to the plant host. Skill is required in selecting crops that support and/or 
increase the root colonization by the fungus but are also less favored hosts of root-knot nematodes. 
V. chlamydosporium may be less effective when it is deployed with plants that are highly susceptible and 
large galls are produced in response to the nematode infection. In such cases, many egg masses may not 
be exposed on the root surface and so escape infection.

Paecilomyces lilacinus is another fungus commonly found infecting the eggs of sedentary nematodes 
such as the root-knot and the cyst nematodes, and, like V. chlamydosporium being relatively easy to 
produce on defined growth media, has good potential for commercial development.

Pasteuria penetrans, an obligate bacterial parasite of root-knot nematodes begins its life cycle on free-
living juveniles in the soil. Spores attach to the juveniles as they move in search of host roots. Parasitic 
development begins after the nematode enters a root and continues in synchrony with that of its host. 
The nematode eventually is overcome by its parasite; it fails to produce eggs; and its body, filled with the 
spores of the bacterium, eventually ruptures releasing spores into the soil.

The efficiency of P. penetrans as a biocontrol agent of root-knot nematodes depends on the concen-
trations of spores in the soil, the chances of contact with the juvenile stage, and the specificity of the 
particular P. penetrans population. Commercial success will depend therefore on finding techniques for 
mass-producing the bacterium and on developing populations with a broad spectrum of pathogenicity.

Other Pastearia species parasitic on some sedentary (Heterodera) and migratory (Pratylenchus) 
 species have been described.

Biological control agents such as V. chlamydosporium, P. lilacinus, and P. penetrans could provide an 
adequate replacement for nematicides in some cropping systems but the lack of immediate effects, such 
as are provided by nematicide or fumigant treatments, is a disadvantage. Protection is normally needed 
in the early stages of plant growth such as in nursery beds. In this situation, integration with other 
 practices such as nematicides, rotation, solarization, and mulches is necessary.

There are several reports of the successful deployment of these biocontrol agents. Small field plots 
treated once with P. penetrans spores (produced by an in vivo system) caused a decline in numbers 
of root-knot nematodes and increases in yield over a series of crop cycles using root-knot nema-
tode susceptible crops. In other locations, where treatments with P. penetrans were combined with 
V.  chlamydosporium, organic manures and grass mulches showed similar declines in nematode popula-
tions. These two organisms acted against root-knot nematodes in a complementary fashion. As part of 
this strategy, root systems containing spore-filled cadavers were deliberately left to disintegrate in the 
soil after each crop. No field treatments were effective after only one crop indicating that some crop 
loss must be expected during the development of suppressiveness. P. penetrans was also effective when 
used in combination with a nematicide in permanent beds within a plastic polytunnel. Better control of 
root-knot nematodes was achieved if the biocontrol agent was combined with other control strategies. 
With such treatments, beneficial effects may develop over one crop cycle.

The chlamydospores of V. chlamydosporium do not have the persistence of the spores of P. penetrans, 
which can remain viable for many years.

nonspecific Biocontrol Agents

There is a long history of interest in the fungi that trap nematodes in soil such as species of Arthrobotrys. 
These are commonly found in all soils but despite much research effort the problems of the unreliability 
of soil applications have not been solved and none have become established as successful commercial 
products.
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There are several rhizosphere colonists that have potential for alleviating nematode damage. The pre-
cise mechanisms are not clear. Some produce toxins but others may affect root exudation and thus 
 indirectly the attractiveness of roots to nematodes. Experiments have shown that strains of Pseudomonas 
fluorescens can reduce root invasion by different plant parasites but as with the trapping fungi, poor 
 consistency hinders successful development of these microorganisms as commercial products.

Future Prospects

Recently, the nematicidal (and insecticidal) effects of the toxins produced by the bacteria associated with 
entomopathogenic nematodes (Photorhabdus spp., Xenorhabdus spp., and Pseudomonas oryzihabitans) 
have been demonstrated.

Success in the commercial development of biocontrol agents does appear promising with those 
microorganisms that can be formulated as a standard product with proven reliability; others may have 
a future as single treatment introductions in the more intensively managed protected cropping systems 
but commercialization may be difficult.

Research is still needed to develop reliable methods of production, formulation, and application. 
The challenge is to provide a sufficient duration of protection. Such treatments will need to be part of a 
 package of control measures.
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introduction

Agroforestry is the intentional integration of trees and shrubs into agricultural systems. Windbreaks, 
riparian forest buffers, alley-cropping, silvopastoral grazing systems, and forest farming are the pri-
mary agroforestry practices found in temperate regions of North America.[1] Placing trees and shrubs 
on the landscape changes the surface energy balance, influences the surrounding microclimate, and has 
the potential to alter water use and productivity of adjacent crops.[2,3]

In agricultural systems, water is often the major factor limiting growth. When water availability is 
limited as a result of limited supply or high cost, its efficient use becomes critical to successful produc-
tion systems. For example, proper irrigation at the appropriate stage of crop development minimizes 
pumping costs and increases yield; reducing soil tillage conserves soil water and may enhance yield, and 
reducing surface runoff or trapping snow improves soil water storage for future crop use. These water 
conservation efforts contribute to the efficient use of available water and are determined primarily by 
management practices. In contrast, Tanner and Sinclair[4] distinguish between the efficient use of water 
and water use efficiency (WUE). WUE is primarily a function of physiological responses of plants to 
environmental conditions. This review focuses on WUE defined as the amount of biomass (or grain) 
produced per unit of land area for each unit of water consumed.[4]

Soil water may be consumed by evaporation from the soil surface or by the transport of water through 
the plant and subsequent evaporation from the leaf surface. The rate of water consumption is deter-
mined by the microclimate of the crop. Because agroforestry practices alter the microclimate of adjacent 
fields, they affect WUE of plants growing in those fields.

Discussion

Windbreaks, riparian forest buffers or alley-cropping systems are the practices most likely to be inte-
grated into crop production systems. In all three practices, trees and shrubs tend to be arranged in 
narrow barriers adjacent to the crop field. Microclimate responses downwind of any of these types of 
barriers are similar and the following discussion applies to all three types of barriers. As wind approaches 
these barriers, it is diverted up and over the barrier creating two zones of protection, a larger zone to the 
lee of the barrier (the side away from the wind) and a smaller zone on the windward side of the barrier. 
In these zones, wind speed is reduced and turbulence and eddy structure in the vicinity of the barrier 
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are altered. As a result of these changes, the transfer coefficients for heat and mass between the crop and 
the atmosphere are altered; the gradients of temperature, humidity, and carbon dioxide concentration 
above the soil and canopy are changed;[5] and the plant processes of transpiration and photosynthesis 
are altered.[6]

McNaughton[5] defined two regions within the leeward zone of protection: the quiet zone, extend-
ing from the top of the barrier down to a point in the field located approximately 8H leeward (H is the 
height of the barrier) and a wake zone, lying beyond the quiet zone and extending from approximately 
8H to a distance of 20H to 25H from the barrier. Within the quiet zone where turbulence is reduced, 
we expect conditions to be such that the canopy is “uncoupled” from the atmospheric conditions above 
the sheltered zone, while in the wake zone where turbulence is increased, we expect the canopy to 
become more strongly “coupled” to the atmosphere above. In both locations we would expect the rates 
of  photosynthesis and transpiration to be altered and WUE to change.

The magnitude of change in wind speed, as well as the extent of microclimate modifications within 
the quiet and wake zones, are largely determined by the structure of the windbreak or barrier and the 
underlying meteorological conditions. Structure refers to the amounts of solid material and open space 
and their arrangement within the barrier. Dense barriers, for example, multiple rows of conifers, gen-
erally result in greater wind speed reduction but more turbulence. More porous barriers, for example, 
single rows of deciduous species, result in less wind speed reduction but also less turbulence. The down-
wind extent of the protected area is generally greater for more porous barriers. As a result, narrow, less 
dense barriers (40%–60% density) are typically used to protect crop fields.

The overall influence of wind protection on plant water relations is complex and linked to temper-
ature, humidity, wind speed, and other meteorological conditions found in the protected zone, the 
amount of available soil water, crop size, and stage of development.[2,3,7] Until recently, the major effect 
of wind protection and its influence on crop growth and yield were assumed to be due primarily to soil 
water conservation and reduced water stress of sheltered plants.[8,9] There is little question that the evap-
oration rate from bare soil is reduced in the protected zone.[3] However, the effect of reduced wind speed 
on transpiration, evaporation from the plant canopy, and overall plant water status is less clear.[2,3,7]

According to Grace,[9] transpiration rates may increase, decrease, or remain unaffected by wind 
protection depending on wind speed, atmospheric resistance, and saturation vapor pressure deficit. 
Cleugh[3] suggests that as stomatal resistance increases, evaporation from the canopy may actually be 
increased with a reduction in wind speed. When stomatal resistance is high and water is limited, sto-
matal resistance controls the rate of evaporation from the leaf surface, not the amount of turbulence. 
Under these conditions a decrease in wind speed and turbulent mixing may increase the potential for 
evaporation from the leaf surface.[3]

Evaporation from the leaf surface consists of two phases, an energy driven phase and a diffusion 
driven phase. Movement of water through the plant and out the stomata is driven by the water potential 
gradient within the plant. This gradient is influenced by the plant’s energy balance. On the lee side of the 
buffer, reduced wind speed and turbulent mixing lead to increases in leaf temperature and transpiration 
to meet the increased energy load on the plant. If adequate water is available, it is moved through the 
plant to the leaf surface and the potential for evaporation from the leaf surface is increased. If water is 
limited, the stomata partially or completely close, transpiration is reduced, and evaporation from the 
leaf surface declines.

In contrast, movement of water vapor across the leaf boundary layer is controlled by the vapor 
pressure gradient and the thickness of the leaf boundary layer. As windspeed decreases, the thickness 
of this boundary layer increases, the vapor pressure gradient decreases, and the rate of evaporation 
from the leaf surface decreases. The relative magnitude of the two processes determines whether or 
not transpiration and subsequent evaporation from the canopy are increased, decreased, or remain 
unchanged.[7,9,10]

While these theoretical considerations are important in understanding the process, several 
 studies[11–13] have demonstrated a good correlation between wind protection, conservation of soil water, 
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and enhanced crop yield. Even so, the effect of wind protection on WUE is neither constant throughout 
the growing period[7] nor is it consistent over varying meteorological conditions.

Agroforestry practices impact the water relations of the crop by affecting the loss of water through 
damaged leaves. On soils subject to wind erosion, windbreaks or other agroforestry buffers provide 
significant reductions in the amount of wind blown soil and subsequent abrasion of plant parts and 
cuticular damage.[9,14] Loss of cuticular integrity or direct tearing of the leaves[15] reduces the ability of 
the plant to control water loss.

Agroforestry buffers have a direct effect on the distribution of precipitation, both rain and snow. In 
the case of snow, a porous barrier will result in a more uniform distribution of snow across the field, 
providing additional soil water for the crop.[16] In the case of rain, the barrier has minimal influence on 
the distribution of precipitation across the field; however, in the area immediately adjacent to the barrier 
a rain shadow may occur on the leeward side. On the windward side, the barrier may lead to slightly 
higher levels of measured precipitation at or near the base of the trees due to increased stem flow or 
dripping from the canopy.

Trees and shrubs used in agroforestry practices also consume a portion of the available water. In the 
area immediately adjacent to the barrier, competition for water between the crop and the barrier has 
a negative impact on yield. These same areas are also subject to some degree of shading depending on 
the orientation of the barrier. These changes in radiation load influence the energy balance and thus the 
growth and development of the crop and the utilization of water.[2]

Summary

In summary, agroforestry practices such as windbreaks, riparian forest buffers and alley-cropping sys-
tems generally improve both the efficient use of water by the agricultural system and the WUE of the 
individual crop. In the case of efficient water use, the evidence is clear. In the case of crop WUE, the 
evidence leaves some unanswered questions. How do we account for the varied crop yield responses 
reported in the literature? In many cases yields are increased but no clear relationship to crop water bud-
get is shown. In other cases crop yield response is minimal. Under what meteorological conditions are 
the effects of agroforestry practices most valuable to water balance questions? Final crop yield is a inte-
gration of the environmental conditions over the entire growing season. Many different combinations 
of environmental conditions may result in similar plant responses. How do we address the numerous 
combinations of plant stress and plant growth to determine “a response” to wind protection? To answer 
many of these questions it will be necessary to intensify the numerical modeling methods developed by 
Wilson[17] and Wang and Takle.[18] With a better model to describe the turbulence fields and the trans-
port of water, heat, and carbon dioxide as influenced by agroforestry practices, it should be possible to 
assess the numerous combinations of environmental factors influencing crop growth in these systems.
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Bacterial Pest Control

David N. Ferro

introduction

Although many genera of bacteria are found to be associated with insects—such as Clostridium, 
Strategus, Pseudomonas, Proteus, Diplococcus, Serratia, Bacillus, and Enterobacter—only Bacillus and 
Serratia represent agents that cause suppression of insect populations, i.e., that perform as biological 
control agents. Bacteria are the most widely used microbial agents for controlling insect pests. Some 
species of Bacillus and Serratia kill by replicating within the host, while strains of Bacillus thuringiensis 
produce protein toxins that kill soon after being ingested. Bacteria that replicate within their hosts and 
that persist in the environment by maintaining an infection cycle are biological control agents in the 
traditional sense. However, products of B. thuringiensis that produce toxins that kill insect pests and are 
applied the way an insecticide would be applied are often not considered to be biological control agents. 
Bacteria in the genera Photorhabdus and Xe-norhabdus are symbiotic with nematodes in the families 
Heterorhabditidae and Steinernematidiae, respectively. The nematodes serve as vectors that mechani-
cally penetrate into the insect hemocoel and deposit the bacteria. The bacteria then replicate and kill the 
host quickly by causing septicemia. The only commercially available bacterial products are from strains 
of B. popillae, B. thuringiensis, and Serratia entomophila.

Paenibacillus (Formerly Bacillus) Popilliae (Dutky)

Milky disease was first observed in Japanese beetle larvae (grubs) in New Jersey in 1933. P. popilliae is 
an obligate pathogen of larvae in the family Scarabaeidae, as it is only found associated with its host or 
in the soil surrounding its host. P. popilliae and Paenibacillus lentimorbus (Dutky) both cause milky 
disease of scarab beetles; however, most discussions of milky disease refer to strains of P. popilliae. 
P. popilliae produces a crystal or parasporal body, which allows it to survive for many years in the soil 
in the absence of its host. Although there are dozens of strains of P. popilliae that infect scarab hosts, 
only P. popilliae has been used commercially as a biological control agent of the Japanese beetle, Popillia 
japonica (Newman), a major pest of turf.
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The term “milky disease” describes the advanced stages of infection in scarab larvae where the host is 
turned a milky white by the build-up of Bacillus spores in the hemolymph. The infection process begins 
with the scarab larvae ingesting spores while feeding on roots and organic matter in the soil. The spores 
then undergo germination and outgrowth in the cells of the lumen of the alimentary canal. The vegeta-
tive rods penetrate the epithelial cells of the midgut, and then move into the hemolymph where they 
multiply and sporulate. Death often occurs a month or more after ingestion. It is unclear what the role 
of the proteinaceous parasporal body is in the infection process.

culture and control

Many attempts have been made to rear P. popillae on an artificial diet. Even though spores and vegeta-
tive rods from field-collected larvae can be plated on agar media, the inability of the milky disease bacte-
ria to grow and sporulate on standard microbiological media has made it extremely costly to produce for 
commercial purposes. Products, to date, are made from milky larvae, primarily from naturally infected 
larvae collected from the field.

The spores are formulated on talc and contain 108 spores/g of powder. The powder is applied at about 
20 kg/ha using a fertilizer spreader or by punching holes in the soil and adding bacteria. Infection can 
occur in all three larval stages. For optimal replication to occur, soil temperatures need to exceed 20°C. 
Large overwintered larvae usually pupate before soil temperatures are high enough in late spring. For 
this reason, applications are targeted against small larvae late in the summer when the small larvae are 
actively feeding near the soil surface. Control seems to be greatest when larval densities exceed 300/m2; 
however, economic losses in turf occur at densities above 100/m2. Unless a more virulent strain is found 
or a more cost-effective way to produce spores is developed, the use of this bacterium is likely to be 
restricted to lawns and playing fields that can tolerate higher densities of larvae.

Serratia entomophila (Grimont et al.)

Amber disease of the New Zealand grass grub Costelytra zealandica (White) is a chronic infection 
of the larval gut caused by S. entomophila. This disease was first observed in New Zealand in 1981. 
Following ingestion of bacterial cells while feeding on grass roots, the bacteria adhere to the foregut 
and multiply in the region of the cardiac valve; the larvae cease feeding after 2–5 days and become 
amber colored due to clearance of the gut. Death does not occur until 1–3 mo after ingestion. As the 
disease progresses, the larvae become shrunken due to a general degradation of the fat cells. Invasion 
of the hemocoel does not occur until late stages of the disease, when general septicemia is accompanied 
by death of the insect.

culture and control

S. entomophila is produced in large fermentors as nonsporeforming bacteria to be applied as a live 
 microbial pesticide. Recently, the Industrial Processing Division of DSIR, New Zealand produced 
4 × 1010 bacteria/mL, and field trials have shown that >4 × 1013/ha are needed for control. The problem 
with using live bacteria (vs. spores) is the difficulty of maintaining viability on the shelf and in the field 
prior to ingestion. Currently, refrigerated product can be kept for only 3 mo.

Grass grub larvae live in the soil as pests of low-value grasslands. Because S. entomophila is applied as 
live bacteria rather than as spores, it is more vulnerable to UV light and desiccation. For this reason, it is 
important to place the formulated material 2–5 cm below the soil surface using a subsurface applicator, 
such as a modified seed drill. This approach allows for 90% survival of the bacteria. Bacteria applied in 
this way quickly start an epizootic, which then spreads through the grass grub population.
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Bacillus thuringiensis (Berliner)

B. thuringiensis is a spore-forming bacterium that produces a parasporal crystal (protein delta- 
endotoxin). After the susceptible insect larva ingests the endotoxin, in the absence or presence of the 
spore, the crystal is solubilized and activated by alkaline (pH 10.5) gut proteases. The toxic subunits bind 
to receptor sites on the midgut epithelium within minutes of ingestion. This is quickly followed by lysis 
of these cells, causing a cessation of feeding within 10–15 min of ingestion. Although the spores pass into 
the hemocoel through pores in the epithelium of the midgut, it is the starvation in conjunction with 
infection that kills the insect. The toxins from these bacteria are formulated in much the same way as a 
synthetic toxin, and do not cause an epizootic.

There are several subspecies (= strains) of B. thuringiensis based on the serotype of flagellar anti-
gens, and these subspecies produce different endotoxins, or at least different amounts of endotoxins 
that are relatively host specific. For example, B.t. israelensis is effective against Nematocera (Diptera) 
larvae such as mosquito larvae, B.t. kurstaki against Lepidoptera, B.t. aizawai against Lepidoptera, and 
B.t. tenebrionis against Chrysomelidae (Coleoptera). Notation for the gene that encodes for the toxin is 
in lowercase; for example, Cry3A gene regulates the production of the Cry3A toxin. Table 1 includes a 
list of some of the subspecies and toxins they produce. Because these bacteria are so host-specific, they 
can be quickly incorporated into a pest management program in which biological control agents are an 
integral component.

culture and control

B. thuringiensis can be produced in large quantities using commercial fermentors. Formulations can be 
applied to foliage or other larval substrates in the same manner as most insecticides. However, several 
operative factors affect the effectiveness of these bacterial agents.

B.t.s are most effective against early instars (Table 2). Their effectiveness is very dependent upon ambi-
ent temperatures; the protein endotoxin is not very persistent; thorough coverage of foliage is necessary; 
and they are host-specific. This host specificity allows for control of the target pest without  killing other 
insect biological control agents; however, in many cropping systems, there is a complex of insect pests 

Crystal 
protein

B.t. Subspecies

B.t aizawai B.t. kurstaki B.t. tenebrionis B.t. israelensis

CrylAa * *
CrylAb * *
Cry1Ac *
CrylC *
Cry ID *
Cry2A *
Cry2B *
Cry3A * *
Cry4A *
Cry4B *
Cry4C *
Cry4D *
CytA *

TABLE 1 B. thuringiensis Subspecies and Crystal Protein Toxins
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and often these need to be controlled at the same time, which may require using the B.t. product with 
a synthetic insecticide, if natural controls fail. Novel ways have been developed to deliver the toxin for 
ingestion by the pest.

One of the genes that control the production of the toxin has been inserted into Pseudomonas fluo-
rescens. After the fermentation has been completed, the broth is chemically treated and heated to kill 
the bacteria. During this process, the protein toxin becomes encapsulated by the bacterial cell wall. The 
encapsulation process appears to protect the toxin from degradation in the field, making it more persis-
tent. Several genes have also been inserted into plants that express the toxin in its tissues. In the case of 
potatoes, the transgenic plants are highly resistant to the Colorado potato beetle, which has considerably 
reduced the insecticide load on potatoes.

Potential Biological control AGentS

Bacillus sphaericus (Neide) has been shown to be toxic only to larvae of culicid Diptera mosquitoes. 
This bacterium can be easily produced via fermentation. Insecticidal activity is due to crystalline toxins 
associated with the cell wall. The toxin is released by digestion after the host insect has consumed the 
bacteria. B. alvei and B. brevis are infectious for larvae of several mosquito species. There is no evidence 
that these species are significant biocontrol agents. The success of these bacteria in the field is likely to 
be dependent on selection of strains that are more virulent and that can persist in a range of aquatic 
environments.
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TABLE 2 Stage-Specific Larval Mortality for the Colorado Potato Beetle 
Fed Foliage Treated with B. thuringiensis san diego (= tenebrionis)

LC50 Larval 95% CI

Larval stage (mg/l) weight (mg) Lower Upper

Early 1st instar 2.03 1.0 1.46 2.60
Late 1st instar 3.92 2.3 2.02 6.27
Early 2nd instar 4.35 4.0 3.30 5.56
Late 2nd instar 14.45 7.8 10.75 19.50
Early 3rd instar 14.86 15.6 9.95 20.48
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Bioaccumulation
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Molecular Properties for Bioaccumulation

Bioaccumulation occurs only with molecules with low degradability and correlates with their grade of 
lipophilicity.[1] Organic substances with main bonds of aliphatic and aromatic C—C, C—H, and C—Cl 
(or other halogens) are predominantly nonpolar molecules (Lipophilic) with low water solubility and 
high stability. They are less susceptible to chemical reactions of hydrolysis, oxidation, and enzymatic 
attack.[2] On the other hand, bonds with different functional groups with O, P, N, and other elements 
turn molecules more polar, soluble, and degraded more easily. Bioaccumulation can occur with mole-
cules between 100 and 600 units of molecular weight with the maximum of 350.[3] Probably this is related 
to membrane permeability capacity.

A common feature of bioaccumulation is the molecular stability of lipophilic organic substances and 
the nondegradability of heavy metals. The severity of heavy metals is due to many factors.

 1. Metals with Hg, Cd, Zn, Cu, and Pb are the most toxic and most studied types followed by 
 metals containing Ni, Al, As, Cr, and other elements.[4] Bioaccumulation can also occur also with 
 essential metals such as Fe, Zn, Cu, Mo, Na, and Ca.

 2. Speciation is the anions or other components that constitute the heavy metal molecules. This is 
important in defining solubility that, for example, is high for sulfate and low for sulphide.[5] Heavy 
metals bound to organic molecules such as methyl, ethyl or other aliphatic or aryl groups increase 
penetration capacity through membranes and consequently, have a poisoning effect.

 3. The sensivity to the toxic effects of heavy metals and other xenobionts is dependent on the biologi-
cal material being a microorganism, plant, animal, or type of tissue.

Bioaccumulation and the environment

The pollution sources can be released by discharge of substances with uneven distribution in air, water, 
and soil. The movement of these substances up to bioaccumulation can occur by different routes mainly 
mediated by the food chain. This process can involve water, suspended particles, sediments, food, soil, 
and air particles (Figure 1). An important part of these substances can be concentrated in nonliving 
components. From these sources, persistent organic pollutants (POP) or heavy metals can be released 
to biota.[6] The final distribution presented by the mass balance in the environment with a group of 
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organochlorines and polyaromatics, shows that most are found in soil or sediment, whereas for highly 
volatile substances, most remain in the atmosphere. Less than 0.7% of the total remains in vegetation 
and no more than 2 × 10−3% can be found in the aquatic biota.[7] The relationship between biota and 
environment shows that concentrations of bioaccumulated heavy metals in organisms are always higher 
than in water, but are usually lower than in sediments.[4]

Water environment

After pollution reaches water bodies, different processes can occur to incorporate it into nonliving com-
ponents as sediments and biota represented by microorganisms, plants, crustaceans, fishes, etc. The 
route of pollutant uptake in the biota if from waterborne, adsorption, filtration, or by food chain is 
an important factor in bioaccumulation.[8] Along the food chain the step-wise increase of concentra-
tion from lower to higher trophic levels, called biomagnification, can reach the bioconcentration factor 
(BCF) up to 100,000. In this process terrestrial animals as well as birds can be heavily contaminated by 
eating polluted fish.

In the global marine environment the apparent final fate of persistent organic pollutants (POP) is 
in the flora, fauna, and sediment of the abyss.[9] The main transport of POP follows the downstream 
movement of the organic flow in the water and in the long term these chemicals are incorporated in the 
sediment that function as final sink. It was observed that the bioaccumulation in the deep water fishes 
are up to 10 times higher than in surface water fishes.[9]

In the flora and fauna some heavy metals can bioaccumulate up to threshold values and others main-
tain a correlation with the concentration in the environment.[4] In aquatic plants, fish, and other meta-
zoarians the distribution of the substances are quite distinct between tissues.[10] Lipophilic substances 
are preferentially found in adipose tissues with high lipid content.

in the Soil

Soil is polluted in large areas by pesticides application or by discharge as final disposal in landfills of 
industrial products. These lipophilic substances move in soil rather slowly by leaching, runoff, and 
 volatilization. The main factor that influences bioaccumulation process in the soil is the  biodisponibility. 
This property is conditioned by the adsorption/desorption capacity of the different soils and by the 
chemical nature of the pollutant. This process is driven by the stronger or weaker binding forces 
involved, which influence the amount that is bioavailable for plant uptake of these lipophilic pollutants. 

FIGURE 1 Bioaccumulation in the environment. The black points represent the pollutant molecules.
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The main flow of POP generally occurs toward organic matter from soil particles and not to biota, 
a process called preferential partition. A negative correlation was observed between the adsorbtion 
 coefficient related to soil organic carbon (Koc) and the bioaccumulation factor by plants. This means 
that in organic rich soils, bioaccumulation in plants is rather small.[2] A similar situation occurs with 
microorganisms in which previous bioaccumulated organochorines can move out from the cell to the 
soil.[11] The p referential partition toward soil can be the reason why a lack of toxicity on soil microor-
ganisms by pesticide applications was frequently observed, even in high concentrations of pesticides. 
Little information about bioaccumulation in soil could be observed, but nevertheless cotransport of 
some organochlorine accumulated in microorganisms in sand aquifers with low organic content was 
reported.[12]

Soil invertebrates such as earthworms, beetles, slugs, and others can bioaccumulate lipophilic pes-
ticides. The bioaccumulation process could be seen as a soil to soil–water equilibrium followed by a 
soil–water to worm equilibrium.[2] Consumers of this biota in animals of higher trophic levels such as 
birds can biomagnificate these chemicals. Plants can adsorb and bioaccumulate products from the soil 
with incorporation of residues mainly in the root. The translocation from root to foliage depends on 
plant species and on the chemical properties of the pollutant. Several evidences show that lipophilic 
compounds are sorbed onto the outer surface of roots of several plants, and in this case translocation 
is very low.

Bioaccumulation in plants can also occur with heavy metals. As safety rules, domestic waste and 
sludge from wastewater treatment stations with heavy metal contamination can be applied on soil for 
agriculture up to limited amounts to avoid pollution with hazardous toxicological effects. Contaminated 
grass, grain, and fruits can be accumulated by biomagnification when consumed by mammals, insects, 
and birds. Terrestrial animals have a plant mediated relationship with soil contamination.

in the Air

The main sources of atmospheric pollution are pesticide spraying with the reverse process of evapora-
tion from soil to air, poliaromatics produced by burning of fuels, and plastic incineration. The rate 
of entry to the atmosphere and the distance of movement are principally dependent on the vapor 
pressure of the pollutants and metereological conditions. In some cases movement occurs on a global 
scale. The dynamic nature of the atmosphere can dilute pollutants in the air to exceptionally low 
concentrations and in these cases no significant bioaccumultion occurs.[13] Nevertheless urban and 
industrial areas, as well as the margins of roads with intense traffic, can have high concentrations 
of pollutants. Plants exposed to xenobiotics in the form of vapor, particles, aerosol or larger drop-
lets, can undergo a passive process of foliage adsorption with an uptake mainly in the wax cuticle.[2] 
Bioaccumulation in plants can result in damage and can also affect higher trophic levels that consume 
these vegetables.

Direct contact of animals with these chemicals can enter by the respiratory organs, in mammals, or 
the outer body surface, mainly in insects.

Bioaccumulation Mechanism in Biota

In terrestrial animals, pollutants can enter by dermal contact, respiration, and food consumption. 
Atmospheric pollutants move to the lungs, where an equilibrium is difficult to be established, while 
generally atmosphere dilutes pollutant concentrations, unless there is an exposure to constant pollution 
sources. Chemicals move from lungs to circulatory fluid (plasma) and can be metabolized with further 
excretion. Another route is the storage mainly in rich lipid bodies such as brain and eggs in bird’s.[2] 
If the entrance is by food consumption, the gastrointestinal tract can eliminate[10] these substances or 
degrade than to more polar compounds with further excretion, or can promote adsorption by plasma 
following the same route described earlier.
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The uptake of heavy metals in microorganisms can occur by bioadsorbtion in capsular polysaccha-
rides and cell-wall polymers, or cross these layers and cell membranes by an active enzymatic process 
involving phosphatases, reaching to the cell interior.[14] Some authors define bioaccumulation as only 
the process in which molecules reach cell interior. Many cells from animals, plants, fungi, yeast, and 
bacteria have metal-binding proteins with low molecular weight called metallothioneins. These pro-
teins bind mainly to Cd and Zn and constitute a protection mechanisms to the toxic effects of these 
substances. Some other cell protective mechanisms exist such as enhancement of efflux from cell to the 
outside. Metals bind on different macromolecules and change enzymatic activities with inhibition or 
stimulation effects.

Lipophilic hydrocarbons in microorganisms cross polysaccharides from capsule and cell wall poly-
mers with adsorption mainly by the lipids of the membranes.[15] Compounds that are inserted in cell 
lipids are more difficult to be degraded by chemical or enzymatic processes getting higher persistence.[16] 
The probable mechanism of action seems to be nonspecific, this means not related to a specific target.

Applications and Future Perspectives

From the scientific point of view a better understanding of the integration between the different envi-
ronment compartments and biota including modeling systems is an important approach that needs 
more development. Another possibility is to use bioaccumulation for environmental monitoring, based 
on the accumulation capacity of many pollutants in specific plants or animals, allowing chemical mea-
surements that otherwise in water or air are below the analytic detection capacity.[17] This method has 
the possibility to integrate all pollutant exposure of plants or animals in a specific environment and can 
be in the future an important parameter for ecotoxicological evaluations.

After the disaster of the mercury pollution in the Minamata Bay in Japan in which more than 
630 p eople died and many became physically and mentally disabled, the magnitude of poisoning effects 
due to bioaccumulation was recognized for the first time.[18] This was the beginning of a scientific 
research that produced a large amount of information. With this knowledge it became clear that bioac-
cumulation is a natural process that cannot be stopped by man but can be avoided with a more efficient 
control of pollutant release. To overcome the economic, social, and political difficulties for better pollu-
tion control together with the development of more ecological technologies are our challenge for today 
and for the future.
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introduction: overview of the Properties of toxic 
chemical compounds of Particular importance 
for environmental Management

Slightly more than 100,000 chemicals are produced in such an amount that they threaten or may 
threaten the environment. They cover a wide range of applications: household chemicals, detergents, 
cosmetics, medicines, dye stuffs, pesticides, intermediate chemicals, auxiliary chemicals in other 
industries, additives to a wide range of products, chemicals for water treatment, and so on. They are 
(almost)  indispensable in modern society and cover many more or less essential needs in the industrial-
ized world, which has increased the production of chemicals about 40-fold during the last five decades. 
A minor or major proportion of these chemicals are inevitably reaching the environment through their 
production, during their transportation from the industries to the end user, or by their application. In 
addition, the production or use of chemicals may cause more or less unforeseen waste or by-products, 
for instance, chloro-compounds from the use of chlorine for disinfection. As we would like to have the 
benefits of using the chemicals but cannot accept the harm they may cause, this conflict raises several 
urgent  questions, which we already have discussed in other entries.

We cannot answer these crucial questions without knowing the properties of the chemicals. 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has made a review of the properties 
that we should know for all chemicals. We need to know the boiling point and melting point to know 
in which form (solid, liquid, or gas) the chemical will be found in the environment. We must know 
the dispersion of the chemicals in the five spheres: the hydrosphere, the atmosphere, the lithosphere, 
the biosphere, and the technosphere (the part of the earth that is controlled and under the influence of 
human technology). This will require knowledge about their solubility in water; the water/lipid parti-
tion coefficient; Henry’s constant (the constant in Henry’s Law, which indicates the distribution of the 
chemical between air and water); the vapor pressure; the rate of degradation by hydrolysis, photolysis, 
chemical oxidation, and microbiological processes; and the adsorption equilibrium between water and 
soil—all as functions of the temperature. We need to discover the interactions between living organ-
isms and the chemicals, which implies that we should know the biological concentration factor (BCF), 
the magnification through the food chain, the uptake rate and the excretion rate by the organisms, and 
where in the organisms the chemicals will be concentrated, not only for one organism but for a wide 
range of organisms. We must also know the effects on a wide range of different organisms. It means that 
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we should be able to find the Lethal Concentration causing 50% mortality oif the test animals (LC50) 
and Lethal Dose causing 50% mortality of the test animals (LD50) values; the Maximum Allowable 
Concentration (MAC) and Non-effect Concentration (NEC) values (for the abbreviations and the defi-
nitions used, see Appendix 5); the relationship between the various possible sublethal effects and con-
centrations; the influence of the chemical on fecundity; and the carcinogenic and teratogenic properties. 
We should also know the effect on the ecosystem level. How do the chemicals affect populations and 
their development and interactions, i.e., the entire network of the ecosystem? A reduction of one popula-
tion may for instance influence the entire ecosystem because all populations are bound together in an 
ecological network.

Table 1 gives an overview of the most relevant physical-chemical properties of organic compounds 
and their interpretation with respect to the behavior of the environment. It is clear from the table that 
a high water solubility is not desirable as it implies that the chemical compound is very mobile. On the 
other hand, a low water solubility means a high solubility in fat tissue and, therefore, a high bioaccu-
mulation and a high biomagnification. The biodegradability may, however, frequently be considered an 
even more important property than water solubility or Kow. If a compound is biodegraded fast, it will 
be decomposed before it harms the environment. It means that a fastbiodegradation will, so to speak, 
neutralize the (harmful) effect of a high water solubility and a high solubility in fat tissue. On the other 
hand, if a compound is biodegraded slowly, it will stay in the environment for a very long time, which 
implies that a high mobility and a high risk of bioaccumulation and biomagnifications will be harmful. 
Therefore, it is almost possible to conclude that a compound with high biodegradability will clearly be 
much less harmful than a compound with a low biodegradability. Biodegradability is therefore a very 
crucial property for the estimation of a chemical compound’s environmental effects.

The list of properties needed to give an adequate answer to the six questions mentioned above could 
easily be made longer (see, for instance, the list recommended by OECD). To provide all the proper-
ties corresponding to the list given here is already a huge task. More than 10 basic properties should be 
known for all 100,000 chemicals and organisms, which would require 1,000,000 pieces of information. 
In addition, we need to know at least 10 properties to describe the interactions between 100,000 chemi-
cals and organisms. Let us say, modestly, that we use 10,000 organisms to represent the approximately 
10 million species on earth. This gives a total of 1,000,000 + 100,000*10,000*10 = in the order of 1010 prop-
erties to be quantified! Today, we have determined less than 1% of these properties by measurements, 

TABLE 1 Overview of the Most Relevant Environmental Properties of Organic Compounds and 
Their Interpretation

Property Interpretation

Water solubility High water solubility corresponds to high mobility.
Kow High Kow means that the compound is lipophilic. It implies that it has a high tendency to 

bioaccumulate and be sorbed to soil sludge and sediment. BCF and Koc are correlated with Kow.
Biodegradability This is a measure of how fast the compound is decomposed to simpler molecules. A high 

biodegradation rate implies that the compound will not accumulate in the environment, while a 
lowbiodegradation rate may create environmental problems related to the increasing concentration 
in the environment and the possibilities of a synergistic effect with other compounds.

Volatilization, vapor A high rate of volatilization (high vapor pressure) implies that the pressure compound will cause 
an air pollution problem.

Henry’s constant, H H determines the distribution between the atmosphere and the hydrosphere.
pK If the compound is an acid or a base, pH determines whether the acid or the corresponding base 

is present. As the two forms have different properties, pH becomes important for the properties 
of the compounds.

Note: Kow = Ratio solubility in octanol (represent fat tissue) divided by the solubility in water; Koc = express the adsorption 
ability to soil consisting of 100% organic carbon, can also with good approximation be considered as the concentration in soil 
with 1100% orgniac carbon divided with the concentration in water at equilibrium; H = Henry’s constant in Henry’s Law; 
pK = − log (equilibrium constant for the dissociation process of acids: HA = A− + H+).
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and with the present rate of generating new data, we can be certain that during the 21st century, we shall 
not be able to reach 10% even with an accelerated rate of ecotoxicological measurements.

Environmental risk assessments require, among other inputs, information about the properties of the 
chemicals and their interactions with living organisms. It is maybe not necessary to know the proper-
ties with the very high accuracy that can be provided by measurements in a laboratory, but it would be 
beneficial to know the properties with sufficient accuracy to make it possible to utilize the models for 
management and risk assessment. Therefore, estimation methods have been developed as an urgently 
needed alternative to measurements. They are to a great extent based on the structure of the chemical 
compounds, the so-called QSAR and SAR methods (Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship, it 
means estimation methods of chemical properties based on the chemical structure), but it may also be 
possible to use allometric principles to transfer rates of interaction processes and concentration factors 
between a chemical and one or a few organisms to other organisms.[1]

It may be interesting in this context to discuss the obvious question: why is it sufficient to esti-
mate a property of a chemical in an ecotoxicological context with 20%, or sometimes 50% or higher, 
uncertainty? Ecotoxicological assessment usually gives an uncertainty of the same order of magnitude, 
which means that the indicated uncertainty may be sufficient from, for instance, the viewpoint of 
ecological modeling or ecological indicators, but can results with such an uncertainty be used at all? 
The answer in most (many) cases is “yes,” because we want in most cases to assure that we are (very) 
far from a harmful or very harmful level. We use a safety factor of 100–1000 in many cases. When we 
are concerned with very harmful effects, such as, for instance, complete collapse of an ecosystem or 
a health risk for a large human population, we will inevitably select a safety factor that is very high. 
In addition, our lack of knowledge about synergistic effects and the presence of many compounds in 
the environment at the same time force us to apply a very high safety factor. In such a context, we will 
usually go for a concentration in the environment that is magnitudes lower than that corresponding 
to a slightly harmful effect or considerably lower than the NEC. It is analogous to civil engineers con-
structing bridges. They make very sophisticated calculations (develop models) that account for wind, 
snow, temperature changes, and so on, and afterward, they multiply the results by a safety factor of 2–3 
to ensure that the bridge will not collapse. They use safety factors because the consequences of a bridge 
collapse are unacceptable.

The collapse of an ecosystem or a health risk to a large human population is also completely unac-
ceptable. Thus, we should use safety factors in ecotoxicological modeling to account for the uncertainty. 
Due to the complexity of the system, the simultaneous presence of many compounds, and our present 
knowledge, or rather, lack of knowledge, we should, as indicated above, use 10–100 or sometimes even 
1000 as safety factor. If we use safety factors that are too high, the risk is only that the environment 
will be less contaminated at maybe a higher cost. Besides, there are no alternatives to the use of safety 
factors. We can, step by step, increase our ecotoxicological knowledge, but it will take decades before 
it may be reflected in considerably lower safety factors. A measuring program of all processes and com-
ponents is impossible due to the high complexity of the ecosystems. This does not, of course, imply that 
we should not use the information of measured properties available today. Measured data will almost 
always be more accurate than the estimated data. Furthermore, the use of measured data within the 
network of estimation methods will improve the accuracy of estimation methods. Several handbooks 
on ecotoxicological parameters are, fortunately, available. References to the most important are given 
below. Estimation methods for the physical-chemical properties of chemical compounds were already 
applied 40–60 years ago, as they were urgently needed in chemical engineering. They are, to a great 
extent, based on contributions to a focal property by molecular groups and the molecular weight: the 
boiling point, the melting point, and the vapor pressure as a function of the temperature. In addition, a 
number of auxiliary properties result from these estimation methods, such as the critical data and the 
molecular volume. These properties may not have a direct application as ecotoxicological parameters in 
environmental risk assessment but are used as intermediate parameters, which may be used as a basis 
for estimation of other parameters.
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The water solubility, the octanol/water partition coefficient, Kow, and Henry’s constant are crucial 
parameters in our network of estimation methods, because many other parameters are well correlated 
with these three parameters. The three properties can fortunately be found for a number of compounds 
or be estimated with reasonably high accuracy by use of knowledge of the chemical structure, i.e., the 
number of various elements, rings, and functional groups. In addition, there is a good relationship 
between water solubility and Kow.[2] Particularly in the last decade, many good estimation methods for 
these three core properties have been developed.

During the last couple of decades, several correlation equations have been developed based upon a 
relationship between the water solubility, Kow, or Henry’s constant on the one hand and physical, chemi-
cal, biological, and ecotoxicological parameters for chemical compounds on the other. The most impor-
tant of these parameters are the following: the soil/water adsorption isotherms; the rate of the chemical 
degradation processes (hydrolysis, photolysis, and chemical oxidation); the BCF; the ecological magni-
fication factor (EMF); the uptake rate; the excretion rate; and a number of ecotoxicological parameters. 
The ratio of concentrations both in the sorbed phase and in water at equilibrium Ka and BCF may often 
be estimated with a relatively good accuracy from expressions like Ka or BCF = a log Kow + b. Numerous 
expressions with different a and b values have been published.[3–5]

Biodegradation

It was concluded in the previous section that biodegradation is probably the most important property 
for the estimation of a chemical compound’s environmental effect. This section is therefore devoted to 
the presentation of this important property.

Biodegradation rates may be expressed in several ways. Microbiological biodegradation may, with 
good approximation, be described as a Monod equation:[5]

 dc t/d = −d /B Yd mt B= −µ +ax* c Y/ K( )m c  (1)

where c is the concentration of the compound considered, Y is the yield of biomass B per unit of c, B is 
the biomass concentration, μmax is the maximum specific growth rate, and Km is the half saturation 
constant. If c << Km, the expression is reduced to a first-order reaction scheme:

 dc t/d = −K B′ c (2)

where K′ = μmax/(Y Km). B is in nature determined by the environmental conditions. In aquatic eco-
systems, B is for instance highly dependent on the presence of suspended matter. B may therefore under 
certain conditions[5] be considered a constant, which reduces the rate expression to

 dc t/d = −kc (3)

An indication of k in the unit 1/hr, 1/24hr, 1/week, 1/mo, or 1/yr can therefore be used to describe the rate 
of biodegradation. If the biological half-life time is denoted t, we get the following relation:

 ln 2 0= =.7 k t   (4)

This implies that the biological half-life time also can be used to indicate the biodegradation rate.
The biodegradation in waste treatment plants is often of particular interest, in which case the % 

of the Theoretical Oxygen Demand (ThOD) or the theoretical biological oxygen demand (BOD) may 
be used as a suitable reference. Most often, however, the 5-day BOD as percentage of the theoretical 
BOD is used. It may also be indicated as the BOD5fraction. For instance, a BOD5fraction of 0.7 will 
mean that BOD5 corresponds to 70% of the theoretical BOD. It is, however, also possible to find an 
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indication of percentage removal in an activated sludge plant. The biodegradation is, however, in some 
cases very dependent on the concentration of microorganisms as expressed in the above-shown equa-
tions. Therefore K′ indicated in the unit mg/(g dry wt 24 hr) will in many cases be more informative 
and correct.

In the microbiological decomposition of xenobiotic compounds, an acclimatization period from a 
few days to 1–2 mo should be foreseen before the optimum biodegradation rate can be achieved. We 
distinguish between primary and ultimate biodegradation. Primary biodegradation is any biologically 
induced transformation that changes the molecular integrity. Ultimate biodegradation is the biologi-
cally mediated conversion of organic compounds to inorganic compounds and products associated with 
complete and normal metabolic decomposition.

To conclude, the biodegradation rate is expressed by application of a wide range of units:

 1. As a first-order rate constant (1/24 hr).
 2. As half-life time (days or hours).
 3. mg per g sludge per 24 hr[mg/(g 24 hr)].
 4. mg per g bacteria per 24 hr[mg/(g 24 hr)].
 5. mL of substrate per bacterial cell per 24 hr[mL/(24 hr cells)].
 6. mg COD per g biomass per 24 hr[mg/(g 24 hr)].
 7. mL of substrate per gram of volatile solids inclusive microorganisms [mL/(g 24 hr)].
 8. BODx/BOD∞, i.e., the biological oxygen demand in x days compared with complete degrada-

tion (-), named the BODxcoefficient.
 9. BODx/COD, i.e., the biological oxygen demand in x days compared with complete degradation, 

expressed by means of COD (-).

estimation of Biodegradation

The biodegradation rate in water or soil is difficult to estimate because the number of microorganisms 
varies several orders of magnitudes from one type of aquatic ecosystem to the next and from one type 
of soil to the next. Artificial intelligence has been used as a promising tool to estimate this important 
parameter. However, a (very) rough, first estimation can be made on the basis of the molecular structure 
and the biodegradability. The following rules can be used to set up these estimations:

 1. Polymer compounds are generally less biodegradable than monomer compounds; 1 point for a 
molecular weight >500 and ≤1000, 2 points for a molecular weight >1000.

 2. Aliphatic compounds are more biodegradable than aromatic compounds; 1 point for each 
 aromatic ring.

 3. Substitutions, especially with halogens and nitro groups, will decrease the biodegradability; 
0.5 point for each substitution, although 1 point if it is a halogen or a nitro group.

 4. The introduction of a double or triple bond will generally mean an increase in the biodegradabil-
ity (double bonds in aromatic rings are of course not included in this rule); -1 point for each double 
or triple bond.

 5. Oxygen and nitrogen bridges [– O – and – N – (or=)] in a molecule will decrease the biodegrad-
ability; 1 point for each oxygen or nitrogen bridge.

 6. Branches (secondary or tertiary compounds) are generally less biodegradable than the 
 corresponding primary compounds; 0.5 point for each branch.

Find the number of points and use the following classification:
≤1.5 points: the compound is readily biodegraded. More than 90% will be biodegraded in a biological 

treatment plant.
2.0–3.0 points: the compound is biodegradable. Probably about 10–90% will be removed in a biologi-

cal treatment plant. BOD5 is 0.1–0.9 of the theoretical oxygen demand.
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3.5–4.5 points: the compound is slowly biodegradable. Less than 10% will be removed in a biological 
treatment plant. BOD10 ≤ 0.1 of the theoretical oxygen demand.

5.0–5.5 points: the compound is very slowly biodegradable. It will hardly be removed in a biological 
treatment plant, and a 90% biodegradation in water or soil will take ≥6 mo.

≥6.0 points: the compound is refractory. The half-life time in soil or water is counted in years. The 
structure of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) corresponds, for instance, to about 7 points, and 
the biological half-life of DDT in soil is about 14 years.

Several useful methods for estimation of biological properties are based upon the similarity of chemi-
cal structures. The idea is that if we know the properties of one compound, it may be used to find the 
properties of similar compounds. If for instance we know the properties of phenol, which is named the 
parent compound, it may be used to give more accurate estimation of the properties of monochloro-
phenol, dichloro-phenol, trichloro-phenol, and so on and for the corresponding cresol compounds. 
Estimation approaches based on chemical similarity give generally more accurate estimation but of 
course are also more cumbersome to apply, as they cannot be used generally in the sense that each esti-
mation has a different starting point, namely, the compound, named the parent compound, with known 
properties.

Allometric estimation methods presume[6] that there is a relationship between the value of a biologi-
cal parameter and the size of a considered organism.

The various estimation methods, including estimation methods applicable for biodegradation, may 
be classified into two groups:

 1. General estimation methods based on an equation of general validity for all types of compounds, 
although some of the constants may be dependent on the type of chemical compound, or they 
may be calculated by adding contributions (increments) based on chemical groups and bonds.

 2. Estimation methods valid for a specific type of chemical compound, for instance, aromatic 
amines, phenols, aliphatic hydrocarbons, and so on. The property of at least one key compound 
is known. Based upon the structural differences between the key compound and all other com-
pounds of the considered type(for instance, two chlorine atoms have substituted hydrogen in 
phenol to get 2,3-dichloro-phenol) and the correlation between the structural differences and the 
differences in the considered property, the properties for all compounds of the considered type 
can be found. These methods are based on chemical similarity.

Methods of class 2 are generally more accurate than methods of class 1, but they are more cumber-
some to use as it is necessary for each type of chemical to find for each property the right correlation. 
Furthermore, the requested properties should be known for at least one key component, which some-
times may be difficult when a series of properties are needed. If estimation of the properties for a series 
of compounds belonging to the same chemical class is required, it is tempting to use a suitable collection 
of class 2 methods.

Methods of class 1 form a network that facilitates possibilities of linking the estimation methods 
together in a computer software system, for instance,WINTOX. [1] An updated version named Estimation 
of Ecotoxicological Properties (EEP) is now available. EEP can estimate the biodegradability, in contrast 
to WINTOX. The software is easy to use and can rapidly provide estimations. Each relationship between 
two properties is based on the average result obtained from a number of different equations found in the 
literature. There is, however, a price for using such “easy-to-go” software. The accuracy of the estima-
tions is not as good as with more sophisticated methods based upon similarity in chemical structure, 
but in many, particularly modeling, contexts, the results found by WINTOX and EEP can offer sufficient 
accuracy. In addition, it is always useful to come up with a first intermediate guess. It could, for instance, 
be used to estimate whether a chemical compound would be decomposed by biological treatment.

The software also makes it possible to start the estimations from the properties of the chemical 
 compound already known. The accuracy of the estimation from use of the software can be improved 
considerably by having knowledge about a few key parameters, for instance, the boiling point and 
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Henry’s constant. WINTOX and EEP are based on average values of results obtained by simultane-
ous use of several estimation methods for most of the parameters. It implies increased accuracy of the 
estimation, mainly because it gives a reasonable accuracy for a wider range of compounds. If several 
methods are used in parallel, a simple average of the parallel results has been used in some cases, while 
a weighted average is used in other cases where it has been found beneficial for the overall accuracy of 
the program. When parallel estimation methods are giving the highest accuracy for different classes of 
compounds, use of weighting factors seems to offer a clear advantage. It is generally recommended to 
apply as many estimation methods as possible for a given case study to increase the overall accuracy. 
If the estimation by WINTOX and EEP can be supported by other recommended estimation methods, 
it is strongly recommended to do so.
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Biological control is the deliberate use of one organism to control another, normally a pest species, by 
reducing its population size, rate of increase or geographic spread and so diminishing its environmental 
and economic impacts. In classical biological control, usually applied to insect and plant pest species, 
predators, disease agents or parasites are used to diminish the impact of the pest sometimes with con-
siderable success. Biological control of vertebrate pests has a much more limited history and very few 
success stories. The advantage of biological control is that while it may be expensive to search for and 
evaluate biological control agents, a successful biological control provides ongoing control at little cost. 
Against this must be balanced the risk of unforseen ecological consequences due to the introduced agent 
or control of the pest and the likely diminution of the impact of the control over time. These principles, 
successes and limitations are illustrated by examining the natural history of biological control of ver-
tebrate pest species together with a discussion of more recent attempts to use biotechnology to develop 
novel biological controls.
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Vertebrate Pests

Vertebrate pest species may be invasive, feral, deliberately or accidentally introduced, or native to the 
area; the definition of what constitutes a pest species will vary from location to location, across time, 
social groups and perspectives. Pest species range from jawless fish to mammals and exist on local and 
continental scales. Even iconic species such as Australian koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus) or African ele-
phants (Loxodonta africana) can have local pest status and require some form of management. Similarly, 
options for control of vertebrate pests will inevitably be influenced by a wide range of social, ecological 
and economic pressures. A particular consideration, not always addressed, is that unlike plants or insect 
pests, vertebrate pests are capable of feeling pain and distress, so welfare must be taken into account 
when control measures are proposed.

Conventional control measures for vertebrate pests can basically be summarized as exclusion by 
some form of barrier or deterrent (physical, chemical, habitat destruction, guardian dogs, predators) 
or removal, which could include capture and relocation for iconic species but will more commonly 
be lethal, including hunting, (commercial, recreational, directed culling), trapping and poisoning. 
Fertility control, using surgical, hormonal, chemical or immunological means, has been applied, at least 
experimentally, for some species (Pickard and Holt 2007). The inability to deliver long-acting targeted 
reproductive controls cheaply and on large scales currently limits the application of fertility control to 
localized regions or high-value iconic species. 

The common problem with all conventional measures is that unless the pest can be permanently 
eliminated, ongoing control is necessary with the recurrent costs competing with other social and polit-
ical priorities. These shifting priorities frequently result in poorly sustained control.

Biological control

Predators as Biological control Agents for Vertebrate Pests

Biological control of vertebrate pests using introduced predators has a long if not particularly glorious 
history. The classic example is the use of cats (Felis catus) to control rodents around human settle-
ments, which extends back into prehistory (Driscoll et al. 2007). If pest populations are low enough 
then  predators can prevent an increase in population size (Pech et al. 1992). However, introduction of 
exotic predators frequently leads to unintended consequences. For example, cats have been deliber-
ately introduced onto many islands to control rodents or European rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) often 
with unforseen and devastating consequences for bird and reptile populations (Courchamp et al. 2003, 
Nogales et al. 2004). 

Mongooses (Herpestes auropunctatus) were introduced into the West Indies and subsequently 
Hawaiian Islands to control rodents and became major pests endangering ground-dwelling birds 
and many other species while in Hawaii, the rats moved into the trees and threatened arboreal birds 
(Courchamp et al 2003). 

Similarly, in an attempt to control introduced European rabbits, weasels (Mustela nivalis), ferrets 
(Mustela furo), stoats (Mustela erminea) and cats were widely released in New Zealand during the later 
part of the 19th century and ferret release continued into the 1920s (Gibb and Williams 1994). Ferrets, 
cats and stoats became well established with serious and ongoing impacts on native birds and reptiles. 
In addition, ferrets have provided a reservoir host for bovine tuberculosis with trade and public health 
consequences. It appears unlikely that these predators had a significant effect on rabbit populations at 
the time of release, but following intensive rabbit control measures from the 1950s onwards and the 
release of rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV) in 1997, predators may be important for maintain-
ing populations at low levels (Gibb and Williams 1994, Reddiex et al. 2002, Henning et al. 2008). 

In a further example, foxes (Dusicyon griseus) were introduced into Tierra del Fuego in 1951 in an 
attempt to control an estimated 30 million European rabbits, the endemic fox species Dusicyon culpaeus 
having been driven almost to extinction. It is improbable that the 24 introduced foxes and their  progeny 
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had any impact on this rabbit population. However, the introduction of myxomatosis in 1954 dramati-
cally reduced rabbit numbers, and it has been suggested that the introduced foxes together with the 
preexisting D. culpaeus may have helped to prevent buildup of the rabbit population, although r abbits 
formed less than 2% of the diet of D. griseus (Jaksic and Yanez 1983). 

There are, however, two small-scale success stories with predators. Gray wolves (Canis lupus) rein-
troduced to Yellowstone National Park in the United States have provided a high-order predator to 
control elk (Cervus elaphus) populations. Elk browsing had prevented regeneration of aspen (Populus 
tremuloides) and other trees since the 1920s when wolves were eliminated, leading to erosion and envi-
ronmental degradation (Ripple and Beschta 2007). The presence of wolves has reduced grazing pressure 
on lowland aspen as the elk have changed their behavior or had their numbers reduced. However, this 
introduction could be seen more as a restoration of the previous ecology of the system rather than as 
biological control.

In a more direct example of biological control, European red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) were deliberately 
introduced onto two small islands in the Aleutians and appear to have eliminated populations of previ-
ously introduced arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) although whether this was by competition for limited 
resources, direct predation or both is not clear (Bailey 1992). To prevent breeding, only male red foxes 
were released on one island and on the second, five vasectomised males and five females were released.

Reintroduction of high-order predators, such as dingoes (Canis familiaris) in Australia and leopards 
(Panthera pardus) in South Africa, has been proposed as a means of control for multiple vertebrate 
pest species. This could be potentially coupled with deployment of guardian dogs to protect livestock 
(Minnie et al. 2015, Newsome et al. 2016, Allen et al. 2019). Introduction of predator fish has also been 
investigated to control European carp (Cyprinus carpio) in Australia and the United States (Poole and 
Bajer 2019).

Biological control of Vertebrate Pests Using Parasites

Parasites in the broadest sense are essentially another form of predator, albeit often nonlethal. Parasites 
are traditionally divided into microparasites (bacteria, viruses, protozoa, fungi) and macroparasites 
(helminths, arthropods). The earliest documented experiment with a microparasite for biological con-
trol is the use of chicken cholera bacteria (Pasteurella multocida) by Louis Pasteur in 1887 to exterminate 
European rabbits on an 8 Ha walled estate in France (Pasteur 1888). However, there are only three exam-
ples of vertebrate biocontrol by a microparasite on any large scale: myxomatosis in European  rabbits, 
rabbit hemorrhagic disease in European rabbits and feline panleukopenia in cats.

There is some evidence that macroparasites may regulate vertebrate populations in the wild 
(Hudson et al. 1998, Tompkins and Begon 1999, Albon et al. 2002, Redpath et al. 2006). However, the 
interactions of parasites including macroparasites with other biotic and abiotic factors are complex 
(Tompkins et al. 2011). The only successful example of biological control with macroparasites is the 
release of two species of flea, Spilopsyllus cuniculi and Xenopsylla cunicularis, in Australia, which, by 
enhancing the transmission of the virus causing myxomatosis, act as indirect biological controls for 
European rabbits (see Chapter 13 Myxoma virus and Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus as biological 
controls for rabbits).

Other attempts to use macroparasites as biological controls for vertebrates have been less successful. 
In one example, field, laboratory and modeling studies on the nematode Capillaria hepatica suggested it 
could act as a biological control to prevent irruptions of house mice (Mus musculus) in the cereal grow-
ing areas of south-eastern Australia (Singleton and McCallum 1990). However, intensive field releases 
of C. hepatica failed to show any impact on wild mouse populations (Singleton et al. 1995, Singleton and 
Chambers 1996). 

Lungworms (Rhabdias spp.) have been proposed as possible biological controls for two invasive 
amphibians, cane toads (Bufo marinus) in Australia and coquis (Eleutherodactylus coqui) in Hawaii 
(Kelehear et al. 2009, Marr et al. 2010). However, preliminary studies with coquis were unpromising, and 
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it is difficult to see how lungworms could effectively be introduced into the invading cane toad popula-
tion on a landscape scale in the Australian outback. 

the natural History of Successful Biological controls

Biological control of Rabbits

The European rabbit originated in the Iberian Peninsula but has been spread deliberately or acciden-
tally into the wild throughout much of Europe, Britain, North Africa, parts of Chile and Argentina, 
New Zealand, over 800 islands and, perhaps most famously, Australia (Flux 1994). All domestic breeds 
of rabbits are derived from these European rabbits. Wild rabbits from Britain were introduced into 
Australia in 1859 and within 50 years had spread across most of the nontropical parts of the continent 
constituting the most dramatic and rapid biological invasion ever documented for a mammalian pest 
(Flux 1994).

Rabbits are highly adaptive generalist herbivores that substantially modify their habitat (Thompson 
1994, Myers et al. 1994). Their burrows and warrens enable survival under many different climatic 
extremes and high reproductive rates mean that rabbit populations can rapidly expand when rainfall 
triggers food availability (Myers et al. 1994). In dry areas of Australia, even quite low densities of rabbits 
(less than 1 per hectare) can prevent regeneration of shrubs and trees leading to local species extinctions, 
soil erosion, weed invasion and loss of other vertebrate species which are unable to survive in the modi-
fied habitat (Williams et al. 1995, Bird et al. 2012, Cooke 2012). In Australia, rabbits are a food source for 
two recently introduced predators, the European red fox and the feral cat (Woinarski et al. 2015). By sup-
porting populations of foxes and cats, rabbits contribute to the endangerment and extinction of small 
marsupials by these predators (Dickman 1996, Kearney et al. 2018). In addition to the major ecological 
damage caused by rabbits, there is also a significant cost due to lost agricultural production from graz-
ing pressure, weed invasion, soil erosion and crop destruction (Myers et al. 1994, Williams et al. 1995) 
as well as the economical and ecological costs of conventional controls such as habitat destruction and 
widespread poisoning (Williams et al. 1995, Cooke 2012).

Biological control of rabbits was successfully undertaken with myxoma virus (MYXV), the causative 
agent of myxomatosis, following its release in 1950. While initially highly successful, subsequent rabbit-
virus coevolution led to a diminution of the effect of myxomatosis and a rebound of rabbit numbers, 
particularly in the low rainfall rangelands. In 1995, the escape of RHDV from a study site, introduced a 
second biological control for rabbits, which again substantially reduced rabbit numbers. These viruses 
and their impacts are described in detail in Chapter 13 Myxoma virus and Rabbit hemorrhagic disease 
virus as biological controls for rabbits. 

Biological control of cats

The domestic cat (F. catus) adapts quickly to a feral lifestyle and has become a serious problem follow-
ing its deliberate or accidental introduction onto islands (Courchamp et al. 2003, Nogales et al. 2004). 
Feral cats have also been associated with species loss or endangerment in Australia and New Zealand 
(Dickman 1996, Fitzgerald and Gibb 2001, Woinarski et al. 2015, Murphy et al. 2019). 

Marion Island, the larger of the Prince Edward Islands, is a South African possession in the southern 
Indian Ocean (46°54′S; 37°45′E). This sub-Antarctic island, about 1900 km south east of Cape Town, has 
an area of 290 km2 and hosts major breeding populations of penguins and seabirds (Bester et al. 2002). 
Five domestic cats were deliberately released in 1949 to control introduced house mice around a meteo-
rological station (van Aarde and Skinner 1981, Bester et al. 2002). 

In 1975, the cat population was estimated at 2139 ± 290 (van Aarde and Skinner 1981, van Aarde 1984). 
These cats would have needed to consume over 450,000 burrowing petrels a year just to satisfy their 
minimum energy requirements (van Aarde and Skinner 1981). At least one species of petrel was believed 
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to have been driven to local extinction by 1965 (Bester et al. 2002). The isolation, rugged landscape and 
the climate of Marion Island meant that conventional control of the cat population would be difficult 
and so biological control was an attractive option (Bester et al. 2002). Feline panleukopenia virus (FePV) 
was chosen as a biological control after a limited serological survey indicated that it was not present in 
the cat population (van Aarde 1984).

Feline Panleukopenia Virus

FePV (family Parvoviridae; sub-family Parvovirinae; genus Protoparvovirus; species Carnivore pro-
toparvovirus 1) is a small (25 nm diameter) icosahedrally symmetrical, non-enveloped virus with a 
single-stranded DNA genome of 5200 nucleotides (Murphy et al. 1999, Stuetzer and Hartmann 2014). 
The virus is a natural pathogen of cats; it infects most if not all Felidae; closely related viruses infect 
dogs, mink and other carnivores (Steinel et al. 2001). Because it needs components of the host DNA 
polymerase to replicate its genome, FePV only replicates in the nucleus of actively dividing cells. 
This means it has a tropism for lymphoid tissue, bone marrow and the dividing epithelial cells in the 
intestinal crypts. Destruction of these cells leads to the clinical signs of gastroenteritis and panleu-
kopenia (massive loss of white blood cells and platelets) seen in cats infected with FePV, (in neonates 
and fetal kittens the virus infects cells of the developing brain and heart rather than the gut) (Truyen 
et al. 2009). 

Infected cats shed virus in feces, urine, saliva and vomit. Estimates of the duration of shedding range 
from 7 days to several months (Murphy et al. 1999, Steinel et al. 2001). Very high titers of virus (109 ID50 
per g of feces) may be excreted and the virus can persist in the environment in an infectious state for 
many months. There are thus two modes of transmission: direct from an infected to a susceptible cat 
and indirect from the environment (Berthier et al. 2000). 

Infection is mostly via the oropharynx with virus initially replicating in the pharyngeal lymphoid 
tissue, followed by a viremia that distributes virus to all tissues of the infected animal. Case fatality rates 
have been estimated at 20% in adult cats and 80% in kittens (Berthier et al. 2000). Cats that recover from 
infection are likely to be immune for life with immunity primarily due to neutralizing antibody. Kittens 
born to immune queens are protected for some weeks after birth by maternal antibody, delivered in the 
colostrum (Truyen et al. 2009). Kittens infected while still partially protected by maternal antibody may 
have an enhanced survival rate.

Feline Panleukopenia Virus on Marion island

In March 1977, FePV was inoculated into 96 previously trapped cats which were released back into a 
population estimated at 3400 (Howell 1984, van Aarde 1984). This was at the end of the breeding season 
when kitten numbers and sub-adult numbers were likely to be high. The virus had a case fatality rate of 
approximately 50% in a small number of cat passages; both cat-passaged and cell culture-passaged virus 
were released (Howell 1984).

Following the release, cat sightings dropped from 102 to 18.9 per sampling period, suggesting that the 
virus had established and was having a significant impact on the cat population. In 1978, 45 of 57 cats 
sampled had antibodies to FePV (Van Rensburg et al. 1987), confirming that the virus had established 
and spread in the population. Subsequent serological testing indicated that it was persisting in the cat 
population (Van Rensburg et al. 1987). 

Population density was estimated to have decreased by 65% 3 years after the release from 3400 to 600 
(van Aarde 1984). As would be expected, the disease had its main impact on the young and sub-adult 
populations causing a marked shift in age distribution, with recovered and immune cats forming a long-
lived breeding population and epizootics of the disease occurring in susceptible kittens each breeding 
season as protection from maternal antibodies waned. By 1982, it was considered that the rate of popula-
tion decrease had slowed or stabilized.
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Sea bird breeding had improved in areas where cats had been eliminated, but there was still sufficient 
predation to impede re-establishment of some species (Bester et al. 2002). Therefore, it was decided to 
proceed with the complete eradication of cats from Marion Island using conventional means. Cats were 
finally eliminated in 1991 following intensive hunting, trapping and poisoning campaigns (Bester et al. 
2002). Ironically, cats were introduced to Marion Island as a form of biological control for the house 
mouse. Subsequent to the eradication of cats, the house mouse is now regarded as a threatening species 
(van Aarde et al. 1996).

Prospects for Biological control of cats

Because it does not have a prolonged carrier state, FePV is unlikely to be introduced onto islands by 
small founder populations. However, the success of FePV on Marion Island has not seen more use of this 
virus in cat control. The only documented example being on Jarvis Island in the Pacific (Rauzon 1985). 
On this 414 Ha atoll, 31 cats were inoculated with FePV and released into a population estimated to be 
<200 cats. No attempt was made to determine whether the virus was already present in the population. 
At least 10 of 19 marked cats survived the infection, and there was no good evidence that the virus estab-
lished. Cats were subsequently eradicated from Jarvis Island using conventional means (Rauzon 1985).

Modeling studies (Courchamp and Sugihara 1999) suggest that two feline retroviruses which cause 
persistent infections, feline leukaemia virus and feline immunodeficiency virus, could be effective bio-
logical controls on island populations with feline leukemia virus capable of eradicating cats under some 
conditions. FePV was regarded as unsuitable, despite the apparent success on Marion Island, because of 
its short transmission time. However, this is at least partially compensated by the prolonged infectivity 
of FePV in the environment (Berthier et al. 2000). 

Potential Biological control Agents

Koi (carp) Herpesvirus as a Potential Biological 
control for the european carp

The introduced European carp (C. carpio) has become the dominant fish species in inland waterways of 
south-eastern Australia. Their high fecundity, ecological adaptability and omnivorous diet have made 
carp a highly visible pest species, with impacts due to increased water turbidity, decreased vegetation 
and possibly increased frequency of algal blooms due to higher nutrient levels in waterways (Koehn 
2004, McColl et al. 2007). European carp are also considered a pest species in North America and 
New Zealand but in other parts of the world are highly valued (Saunders et al. 2010).

Cyprinid herpesvirus 3 (CyHV-3; order: Herpesvirale; family: Alloherpesviridae; genus: Cyprinivirus) 
is a widely distributed emerging pathogen of European carp that is absent from Australia. The virus 
has been associated with massive die-offs of koi and common carp with estimates of mortality ranging 
from 70–100%. It appears to be species-specific for common and koi carp although it has been suggested 
that goldfish (Carassius auratus) may be asymptomatically infected (El-Matbouli and Soliman 2011). 
High virulence, species specificity, and apparently ready transmission in water, together with absence 
from Australia suggested that this virus may have potential as a biological control agent (McColl et al. 
2007). CyHV-3 was imported into the high-security Australian Animal Health laboratory for evalua-
tion (McColl et al. 2007, Saunders et al. 2010, McColl et al. 2016). Larval carp appear highly susceptible 
with mortality rates of 96–100% following infection. Adults had a lower mortality rate (Saunders et al. 
2010). Plans have been developed for a virus release in 2019–2020; however, there are still questions being 
raised about the strategy (Kopf et al. 2017, Lighten and van Oosterhout 2017, Marshall et al. 2018), and 
it is likely that any release will be delayed. It is considered necessary that biological control would be 
combined with conventional control measures and possibly future biotechnological controls (Thresher 
et al. 2014, McColl et al. 2018).
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Future Biocontrols and Biotechnology 
for control of Vertebrate Pests

Biotechnology has the potential to engineer existing parasites to enhance virulence, modify antigenicity 
or to deliver other antigens or regulatory molecules such as interfering RNA. Any such modification for 
vertebrate pest control is likely to be controversial particularly when a vertebrate pest in one country, 
such as the rabbit in Australia, is a valued keystone species in its natural range and because of the risk 
of altering the host range of the parasite. More recently, genetic biocontrols such as gene drives, based 
around DNA editing CRISPR/Cas9-type and similar systems, which would directly modify pest species 
have been investigated as potential controls for vertebrate pest species.

Virally Vectored immunocontraception

Biological controls that inhibit reproduction or development are an attractive target for pest con-
trol. Virally vectored immunocontraception (VVIC) aimed to use a genetically engineered trans-
missible agent to deliver an immunocontraceptive antigen to a pest species. Infection with the 
 recombinant organism would stimulate an immune response to the immunocontraceptive antigen 
which would block fertility. Potential antigens include components of sperm, the zona pellucida sur-
rounding the egg or peptide hormones such as gonadotrophin-releasing hormone. Direct injection 
of such antigens is already used in some wildlife population control programs (Naz and Saver 2016). 
However, direct injection is not feasible for control of widespread invasive species such as rabbits, 
mice and foxes.

In Australia, extensive studies were undertaken to develop VVIC for three key invasive species: 
house mice, European rabbits and European red foxes. However, none of the technologies developed 
were sufficiently effective for field use (Hardy et al. 2006). While mice could be rendered sterile by 
inoculation with recombinant murine cytomegalovirus, the virus did not transmit effectively from 
mouse to mouse (Redwood et al. 2007). In rabbits, >90% of females could be rendered infertile fol-
lowing inoculation with recombinant MYXV, but in around 50% of cases, infertility was short-lived 
(Mackenzie et al. 2006, van Leeuwen and Kerr 2007). Field experiments using surgical sterilization of 
female rabbits indicated that levels of immunocontraception efficacy >80% would be required to have 
an impact on the population and reduce ecological damage (Twigg et al. 2000, Williams et al. 2007). 
Despite considerable effort, no effective product was developed for foxes (Reubel et al. 2005, Strive 
et al. 2006, Strive et al. 2007). All the recombinant viruses tested expressed zona pellucida proteins 
as antigens. The use of possibly more effective antigens such as gonadotropin-releasing hormone was 
not explored.

Prospects for Virally Vectored immunocontraception

Although potentially a means of biological control, immunocontraception vectored by a recombinant 
organism has efficacy and safety hurdles to overcome before it could be a reality. These include: (1) an 
immunocontraceptive antigen must stimulate a long-lasting immune response that cross-reacts with a 
self-antigen to cause sustained infertility at least in females. (2) The recombinant organism must be able 
to establish in a population, transmit and be maintained in the population in competition with field 
strains of the organism or be able to be regularly reintroduced, possibly in a bait. As demonstrated with 
murine cytomegalovirus, recombinant viruses may not transmit effectively. (3) The immune response 
should not need boosting. (4) The vector organism and preferably the antigen should be species-specific. 
(5) The risk of the organism jumping species by mutation or recombination should be minimal. 

These scientific and technical conditions have not yet been satisfied in any species. Beyond the tech-
nical issues, there are national and international social, environmental and political issues that would 
need to be addressed before vector-delivered fertility control could be a reality. 
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Biological controls for cane toads

The cane toad (Rhinella marinus) is native to South America and was introduced to Australia in 1935 
to control beetles in sugarcane crops (Shine 2010). While the toads failed as beetle-biocontrol agents, 
they proved to be excellent invaders and have spread from their original release in coastal northern 
Queensland south to NSW and across the tropical north of Australia as far as Western Australia and are 
continuing to expand towards the Indian Ocean (Shine 2010). 

All life stages of the cane toad are toxic to predators due to compounds collectively referred to as bufa-
dienolides. As a result, cane toad invasions have led to declines in populations of native predator species, 
such as snakes, freshwater crocodiles, goannas and quolls at the invasion front although the long-term 
impact is more difficult to quantify (Shine 2010). 

Between 1990 and 1993, an extensive search for natural pathogens was undertaken in the toad’s native 
range in Venezuela. A number of virus isolates from cane toads and a frog were made, all belonging 
to the family Iridoviridae, genus Ranavirus and considered to represent a single species. While these 
viruses killed cane toad tadpoles, they were also lethal to at least one Australian native frog species and 
considered unsuitable as biocontrol agents (Shanmuganathan et al. 2010). More recently, metagenomic 
studies have identified a novel rhinovirus and an endogenous retrovirus in cane toads from Australia 
(Russo et al. 2018). 

In a biotechnological strategy, it was proposed to use a recombinant virus to deliver cane toad adult-
specific proteins into tadpoles. This approach was based on the hypothesis that expression of adult-
specific proteins in tadpoles would create an immune response, since tadpoles are not immunologically 
tolerant to adult proteins. By selecting an antigen that was critical for metamorphosis, it was proposed 
that maturation would be inhibited. Although proof of concept had been shown many years earlier in 
tadpoles of the American bullfrog immunized with adult hemoglobin (Maniatis et al. 1969), this was 
unsuccessful in cane toads and the work has been discontinued (Shanmuganathan et al. 2010). 

To date, no biocontrol is available to effectively reduce cane toad populations or halt their spread 
across the Australian continent. 

Genetic Biocontrol of invasive Species

The use of genetic biocontrols such as gene drives to spread an allele through a population is receiving 
considerable attention (Esvelt et al. 2014). The basic concept is to use a genetic construct that copies itself 
into homologous chromosomes, thus creating super-Mendelian inheritance whereby more than 50% of 
the offspring inherit the drive element. An element that disabled a key gene involved in reproduction or 
caused sex bias, for example, by turning all individuals into phenotypic males, could be introduced into 
the population causing population crashes. The advent of CRISPR/Cas9 and other bacterial nu clease/
guide systems as gene editing tools has turned this from a largely theoretical approach to a poten-
tially practical means of controlling populations. Genetic biocontrol of pest populations would have the 
advantages of being self-disseminating and strictly species-specific (since only transmitted by sexual 
reproduction). In addition, genetic biocontrol should be much more humane than conventional lethal 
controls or pathogens.

Proof of concept has been demonstrated in mosquito populations under containment conditions 
(Kyrou et al. 2018). In vertebrates, there have been proposals to use gene drives to control invasive rodent 
species on islands and for invasive fish (Thresher et al. 2014, Leitschuh et al. 2018). Modeling studies have 
examined the opportunities and constraints, particularly the selection of resistant alleles, of gene drives 
for rodent control (Prowse et al. 2017). A germline-expressed gene drive has been demonstrated in labo-
ratory mice; however, super-Mendelian inheritance occurred only in female mice (Grunwald et al. 2019). 
Although currently in its infancy, it is likely that this technology will rapidly improve. In the meantime, 
there will be considerable debate on the risks associated with driving a sterilizing gene into a population 
and whether these can be satisfactorily managed (Esvelt et al. 2014, National Academy of Sciences 2016).
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conclusions

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the history of biological control of vertebrate pests that 
should inform the search for and use of biological control agents.

 1. It is challenging to find effective biological controls for vertebrates and those that have been most 
successful, myxomatosis and rabbit hemorrhagic disease, were emerging diseases with extreme 
case fatality rates not pre-existing diseases of the European rabbit in its natural range. 

 2. Searching for biological control agents in the original home range of the vertebrate pest, as has 
been so successful for plant and insect pests, may be unsuccessful for vertebrate pests because it 
could well be that predation or resource limitation was more important in population control 
than parasitism particularly by a single organism (Tompkins et al. 2011). This was exemplified by 
the search for cane toad pathogens in Venezuela. FePV is a natural pathogen of cats but has been 
successfully used on only one island and may not be species-specific.

 3. Laboratory trials may be poor predictors of success in the field.
 4. As the early experience with myxomatosis in Australia indicates, it may be difficult to establish 

a novel pathogen in a population, particularly if the epidemiology of the pathogen is not well 
understood.

 5. The initial impact of a biological control is unlikely to be sustained. 
At the very least, the pathogen may undergo local extinction when host populations fall to low 

numbers. For rapidly reproducing invasive pest species, this can allow local recovery of popula-
tions. Unlike insects and plants, vertebrates surviving infection develop adaptive immunity that 
can protect from subsequent reinfection. This has two impacts: it provides an immune pool of 
breeding animals, and passive antibody transfer may protect their offspring for some weeks after 
birth and hence alter the impact and timing of epizootics. At some level, there will likely be selec-
tion for enhanced resistance to the pathogen and, depending on the life history of the pathogen, 
there may be selection for more attenuated strains of the pathogen.

 6. Biological controls should not be seen as “silver bullets” that remove the need for ongoing integrated 
pest management strategies. However, successful biological controls such as myxomatosis and rab-
bit hemorrhagic disease (RHD) can significantly suppress populations on continental scales.

 7. The introduction of novel high-order predators to control populations has generally not been suc-
cessful due to the low species specificity of the predator and the need to reduce pest numbers to 
very low levels before predators can keep them in check.

 8. Biotechnological approaches to vertebrate biocontrol have so far been unsuccessful. These have 
a lot of hurdles to overcome, not least scientific and technical, but also regulatory and social. 
However, given the difficulty in finding natural biocontrol agents, biotechnology should not be 
ignored and gene biocontrol technologies offer potentially powerful new means of controlling 
populations if efficacy and safety can be achieved.
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Biological control of pests has been actively practiced for the control of pests, weeds, and plant diseases 
for more than 100 years, and it has had some 150 spectacular successes,[1] which in economic terms have 
been just as impressive as in ecological terms: the calculated return for investment is 32:1, while for 
other control methods the ratio is around 2.5:1.[2,3] However, the obtained successes are only the tip of 
the iceberg of all the work carried out in the field. To date, more than 6000 introductions of alien natu-
ral enemies have been carried out, worldwide.[4] It is estimated that only about 35% of all introduced 
biocontrol agents have become ecologically established in the target ecosystem, and only 60% of these 
have provided any economic or biocontrol success.[3,5] Of all the individual biocontrol projects, only 16% 
have resulted in complete control of the target pest.[6] A major ecological and economic challenge is to 
improve the ratio of successes in biological control, while retaining the excellent safety record of this 
approach to pest control.

General Principles

While it has been shown that biological control can be effective in any climate, ecosystem, and crop, 
the factors determining success or failure remain largely unknown, and often are economic rather 
than ecological in nature.[1] Very few general principles to improve the efficacy and predictability 
of biological control have emerged; these include better ecological background knowledge, genetic 
improvement (in particular, genetic engineering) of biocontrol agents, and the utilization of new 
ecological associations in selecting the biocontrol agents.[7] The genetic engineering of biocontrol 
agents, especially insects, is still in its infancy and cannot be expected to improve the success ratios 
in the foreseeable future. In contrast, the new association principle has—usually unknowingly—been 
used for a long time, and is increasingly employed to find more effective natural enemies for current 
 biological control programs.
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new Associations

The standard biological control principle is to reestablish the ecological balance between an 
exotic pest and its natural enemies occurring in their country of origin (the “old association 
approach”).[2,3] It has been argued, however, that this is an inefficient way of practicing biological 
control, because due to an evolved long-term equilibrium between the pest and the natural enemy, 
the control agent only seldom is very efficient.[6] To find more effective enemies one should search 
among agents  that do not share an evolutionary history with the target pest (the “new associa-
tion” approach). Such natural enemies can be found, for example, for the target pest in areas where 
the pest has been  introduced only recently, or among enemies attacking related species in other 
 geographical areas.[6]

evidence for improved efficacy

Analysis of past biocontrol successes and failures have indicated that when employing the new asso-
ciation principle it is possible to increase the success ratio by at least 75%.[6] More detailed studies 
showed that some natural enemy groups may be particularly attractive as new association agents 
(Table 1). Such analyses are, however, often confounded by the fact that new association agents sel-
dom have been considered as the primary choice in biological control, and consequently, usually five 
to seven old association agents are introduced before a new association agent is tried. In addition, 
on average much greater numbers (two-to fourfold) of old association agents are normally intro-
duced (Table 1), which further increases the probability of biocontrol success, and biases the analyses 
against new association agents. Therefore, the estimate for improving the success ratio appears to be 
conservative.

Several spectacular, well-documented biocontrol successes that have employed new association con-
trol agents are known, and these include the complete control of serious pests such as the sugarcane 
borer Diatraea saccharalis in the Caribbean, coconut spike moth Levuana iridescens in Fiji, southern 
green stink bug Nezara viridula in Hawaii, the moth Oxydia trychiata in Colombia, and several scale 
insect species in California, Greece, and Australia.[7] Further, more detailed examples will be given 
below on new research with good prospects of success utilizing this approach.

TABLE 1 Comparisons of Biological Control Introductions with Old and New Association Control Agents 
Utilizing Tachinidae, Braconidae and Eulopidae

Proportion (%) of 
Successes of All Cases 

(Introductions)

Old New

Total Number of Cases

Old New
Bias in the Release 

Numbersa

Tachinidae 10.9 17.1 92 41 3.8-fold
Braconidae 17.2 14.4 169 97 1.6-fold
Eulopidae 28.6 35.7 56 28 1.7-fold
Overall 17.4 18.7 317 166

Source: Hokkanen, H. M. T., unpublished data.
a Indicates how many more individuals on average of old association agents were released in the introduction projects, 
compared with new association agents. In the case of Tachinidae and Braconidae the mean number of released new 
association agents was below 5000 individuals, which is considered to be the necessary number to ensure a fair chance 
for the natural enemies to establish themselves.
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Recent cases employing new Associations

eurasian Watermilfoil

The Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) was introduced into North America several 
decades, possibly 100 years, ago. It grows rapidly, forms a dense canopy on the water surface, and 
often interferes with recreation, inhibits water flow, and impedes navigation. Herbicides and mechan-
ical harvesting have been used to control infestations, costing $150–$2000 per acres annually in 
Minnesota.[8]

Sometimes naturally occurring declines of the watermilfoil have been observed. The main causal 
agent proved to be a native beetle Euhrychiopsis lecontei, the milfoil weevil, which subsequently has 
shown control potential in controlled field experiments. The weevil is a specialist herbivore of watermil-
foils, but prefers the Eurasian to its native host, the northern watermilfoil (M. sibiricum). Research is in 
progress to use the milfoil weevil effectively as a biocontrol agent against the Eurasian watermilfoil in 
North America.[8]

Lantana

Lantana camara is a serious weed of Mexican or Caribbean origin, affecting cropping lands and forest 
areas in 47 countries. Lantana was the focus of the first weed biocontrol effort in history (1902), and 
there is an enormous literature on Lantana biocontrol. Several complexes of herbivores have been cred-
ited for exerting some degree of biocontrol of the weed (e.g., in Hawaii), many employing new associa-
tion agents jointly with old association agents. Latest research gives data on the good efficacy and release 
in Australia of the moth Ectaga garcia originating from South America, where it feeds on the related 
weed Lantana montevidensis.[9]

triffid (Siam) Weed

The triffid weed (Chromolaena odorata) is a perennial shrub native of tropical America. In recent decades 
it has become a serious pest of humid tropics around the world.[10] It spreads rapidly in lands used for 
forestry, pasture, and plantation crops and can reach a height of three meters in open situations and up 
to eight meters in forests. For more than two decades the triffid weed has been the subject of intensive 
research as a target for biological control. However, so far all attempts at biocontrol of C. odorata have 
failed. Recently the new association biological control agent, arctiid moth Pareuchaetes aurata aurata 
collected from C. jujuensis in South America, was considered as more promising than the related moth 
P. pseudoinsulata, an old association control agent previously thought of as one of the best biocontrol 
candidates.[10]

Southern Green Stink Bug

The biological control of the southern green stink bug (the green vegetable bug) (Nezara viridula) in 
Australia, New Zealand, and Hawaii has been heralded as a landmark example of classical biological 
control.[11] An egg parasitoid—old association agent—Trissolcus basalis and a tachinid fly—new asso-
ciation agent—Trichopoda pennipes have jointly provided these successes. Control by the fly has been 
considered as relatively more important, and indeed, in Australia where the fly has failed to establish, 
the control is poor and the bug remains a serious pest. Currently in Australia another new association 
tachinid fly, Trichopoda giacomellii, is being released after research showed it has excellent potential for 
control.[12]
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citrus Leafminer

Citrus agroecosystems have numerous potentially damaging pests often maintained under substantial 
to complete biological control by both old and new association agents. The citrus leafminer Phyllocnistis 
citrella, native to Asia, has spread rapidly throughout the citrus growing areas of the world in recent 
years.[13] It arrived in Florida in 1993 and in less than one year invaded and colonized the entire state. 
An old association parasitic wasp Ageniaspis citricola was introduced in 1994, and after establishment it 
has held the pest under control with significant help from native parasitoids such as Pnigalio minio (new 
association agent).[13] In some other areas native parasitoids similarly have shown significant control 
effect on the citrus leafminer (e.g., in Italy). This example illustrates well the fact that invading species 
often do not become pests, because effective local natural enemies keep them in check.

tarnished Plant Bug

An ongoing study in the United States has identified as the most important parasitoid of the native pest 
Lygus lineolaris, the tarnished plant bug, the exotic species Peristenus digoneutis, originally introduced 
for the control of related introduced mirid plant bugs.[14] This example serves well to point out the impor-
tance of native pests, which in most if not all areas form the majority of all pest species. As old associa-
tion biological control agents seldom can be utilized for the control of native pests, their biocontrol by 
introduced natural enemies has attracted relatively little attention and, indeed, only three decades ago 
was considered an impossible task. Several recent examples, usually utilizing new association control 
agents, show that biological control can work against native pests just as well as against exotic ones.

Future Prospects

Compared with chemical control, the success rates of biological control are outstanding. While only 
about one out of 15,000 tested chemicals ends up as a chemical pesticide meeting the requirements of 
efficacy and safety, approximately one out of seven introductions of natural enemies has been success-
ful using old associations.[15] Using new association control agents this rate could still be increased to 
about one out of four, while the array of potential natural enemies is also substantially larger providing 
a wider choice. In addition, the potential uses for natural enemy introductions are broadened to include 
the control of native pests.

A major concern with respect to all biological control introductions is the question of nontarget 
safety. Biological control has an excellent record of safety[3,16] and it covers the new association agents 
as well: there have been some 1500–2000 introductions already (out of 6000) that have involved new 
association agents.[7] Those extremely few cases where a negative nontarget effect has been suspected as 
a result of biological control, all involve old association agents; therefore it is clear that new associations 
can safely be used to help obtain biological control successes at an increasing rate.
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Historically, global fisheries have relied significantly on large predatory fish species (Myers and Worm 
2003). The previous seemingly inexhaustible fish abundance contributed to the public’s perception 
that fish stocks such as tuna, billfish, cod, salmon, and pike are almost extinction-proof. However, this 
perception proved to be wrong. Currently, 33% of global fish populations are exploited at biologically 
unsustainable levels (FAO 2018). In the second half of the 20th century, the fraction of large predatory 
fishes in global catches, that have increased by fivefold, have declined (Worm et al. 2009). By the turn of 
the millennia, large predatory fish biomasses were estimated to be only about one tenth of pre-industrial 
abundance (Myers and Worm 2003).

There has been much public concern over declining fish stocks on a global scale, spurring multi-
ple United Nations resolutions on the conservation and management of fish stocks (UN 2019). Most 
management measurements have focused on reducing exploitation rates, which generally result in an 
improvement for fully exploited and overexploited stocks (Worm et al. 2009). However, reductions in 
fishing pressure, although necessary, are not always sufficient for recovery of depleted populations, 
which are estimated to be 13% of global exploited fish populations (Garcia et al. 2018). Indeed, a long-
term dataset from more than 230 fish populations shows that most collapsed populations exhibit little 
or no recovery 15 years after collapse (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004). Only 12% of collapsed marine 
populations had fully recovered in this period, all of them clupeids (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004), 
which typically have a low trophic level in marine food webs. In contrast, even when fishing mortality 
has been reduced, collapsed fish populations of species in higher trophic levels exhibit little or no recov-
ery as much as 15 years later (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004). An emblematic example is the Canadian 
cod collapse, which despite a prolonged moratorium in effect, exhibits no recovery after two decades 
(Maroto and Moran 2014; Pedersen et al. 2017).
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Factors impeding recovery of depleted fish populations can be numerous including biological, envi-
ronmental and socioeconomic factors (Garcia et al. 2018). Some biological factors preventing a success-
ful recovery of depleted fish stocks are altered ecological interactions and intrinsic characteristics of the 
populations, i.e., life history traits. Environmental factors include loss of habitat, in particular, coastal 
and coral reef degradation, as well as natural oscillations in climatic and productivity variables that 
condition the recruitment into the depleted stock (Friedland et al. 2009). Several socioeconomic factors 
have been identified to cause the failure of recovery of depleted fish stocks, for instance, the inability to 
find alternative livelihoods for fishermen after the depletion preventing fishing mortality to be reduced, 
social organization and cohesion that may facilitate compliance or illegal behavior (Wakeford et al. 
2009). In this chapter, I will focus on the biological factors that impair recovery of depleted predatory 
fish populations in more detail.

There is general consensus that life history traits affect the vulnerability and capacity to recover of fish 
populations. In particular, traits associated with maximum population growth include fecundity, body 
growth rate, age and size at maturity (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004). Although low fecundity is char-
acteristic of fish species with low population growth rate (Musick 1999), high fecundity does not ensure 
recovery (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004; Dulvy et al. 2003; Hutchings and Kuperinen 2014). In fact, 
highly fecund species, such as Atlantic cod (DFO 2003), exhibit lack of recovery following a decrease 
in fishing pressure. Rapid body growth rate is associated with high potential to recover (Hutchings and 
Reynolds 2004). Age and size at maturity are negatively associated with maximum population growth 
and, thus, with recovery potential (Roff 2002; Denney et al. 2002; Dulvy and Reynolds 2002; Dulvy 
et al. 2003).

Biological characteristics of Predatory Populations

Although some life history traits are specific of species or even populations, most predatory fish spe-
cies are characterized by a significant increase in body size through ontogeny that can span four 
orders of magnitude (Werner and Gilliam 1984). This increase in body size results in changes in 
ecological interactions throughout an individual’s life. In fact, the majority of predatory fishes do not 
have a predatory diet as small juveniles because its body size at birth is often similar to that of their 
prey (de Roos and Persson 2013). Therefore, individuals of predatory fish species prey on smaller fish 
species only when they reach a large body size, while small individuals necessarily feed upon other 
type of food that might be the same of their future prey. As a result, individuals of a predator and 
prey species may be engaged in a competitive or a predatory interaction depending on the life stage of 
the predator individual interacting. Furthermore, throughout life history, predatory interactions can 
be reversed, for instance, while individuals of the predator species in the adult stage feed upon large 
juveniles or adults of the prey s pecies, the latter may prey upon small juveniles of the predator species 
(Gårdmark et al. 2015).

Depensation

As a consequence of the life history specifics, large predatory fish species described above may exhibit a 
reduced population growth capacity at low densities (i.e., below a threshold), a phenomenon known as 
depensation or Allee effect (Figure 1) (de Roos and Persson 2002).

Strong depensation effects are caused by the existence of alternative stable states. In this view, a high 
and a low population density constitute alternative states stabilized by internal feedbacks, and therefore, 
a population depleted to its low density by overexploitation cannot return to its high-density state when 
the exploitation rate decreases to the point at which the population has collapsed. Instead, the exploita-
tion rate should be reduced to lower levels for the population to recover (Figure 2). The lag between the 
exploitation rate at which collapse and recovery occurs is known as hysteresis.
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Several mechanisms have been hypothesized to cause depensation in fish populations that can be 
classified into three categories: reproduction difficulties, impaired social relations and altered ecological 
interactions, which are addressed in turn below.

Reproduction difficulties may emerge from: (1) sex ratio abnormalities, for instance, when fishing 
removes faster one sex than the other (Garcia et al. 2018); (2) insufficient spawner densities for effec-
tive egg fertilization and successful mating encounters and (3) removal of larger individuals because 
of their increased value and fishing tactics (i.e., minimum mesh and fish landing size (Hutchings and 
Reynolds 2004)). It is important to bear in mind that fecundity increases exponentially with female fish 
size (McIntyre and Hutchings 2003). Hence, larger fish can contribute disproportionately to population 
birth rate through greater weight-specific fertility and larval quality (Sogard 1997; Venturelli et al. 2012; 
Trippel 2004). As a consequence, populations composed of small individuals will have reduced repro-
ductive potential (Scott et al. 2011) (migratory fish populations may be an exception when facing high 
costs of breeding migration (Chaparro-Pedraza and de Roos 2019)).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 1 Depensation or Allee effects occur when population growth rate is reduced at small population size. 
(a) The per capita growth rate decreases linearly with population size when there are no Allee effects (solid line), 
while it is reduced at low and at high population size when there are Allee effects (dashed line). (b) As a  consequence, 
in the absence of Allee effects (solid line), the population grows at its maximal rate at intermediate population size, 
while in the presence of Allee effects (dashed line), the population grows at its maximal rate when the population is 
large. Both populations have a carrying capacity of 100.

FIGURE 2 Alternative stable population states cause depensation. A population that is unexploited or exploited 
at low rate has a large size. As exploitation rate gradually increases, the population size gradually decreases until 
the exploitation rate is near the value at which the population collapses. Owing to hysteresis caused by alternative 
stable states, after the collapse, it is not enough for the population to recover to reduce the exploitation rate to the 
value where the collapse occurred. A further reduction in exploitation rate is required for the population to recover.
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Depensation may be caused by impaired social relations at low population densities. For instance, by 
altering social behaviors such as schooling or migration, fishing may affect the reproductive process or 
survival of the remaining population as well as transmission of knowledge about suitable feeding and 
breeding areas and migration pathways from old-year classes to young ones (Petitgas et al. 2010).

Ecological interactions can cause depensation through various mechanisms. One proposed mecha-
nism arises from the interaction between a size-selective predator and preys with density-dependent 
growth (de Roos and Persson 2002). Another mechanism emerges from competition between a predator 
and its prey in early life stages. As mentioned above, adult predatory fish individuals feed on prey fish, 
whereas small predatory juveniles and prey fish may compete for the same food resources (de Roos and 
Persson 2013). At high population density, adult predatory individuals, by controlling the prey popula-
tion at low or intermediate densities through predation, reduce competition pressure on the preda-
tory juveniles (Gårdmark et al. 2015). A release of the top-down control results in high density of prey 
population that controls the predatory population recruitment through competition. Alternatively, a 
third mechanism emerges when adult prey individuals feed upon early life stages of the predatory fish 
population, the recruitment in the latter is controlled by predation of abundant adult prey individuals 
when the predatory population is at low density.

Although theoretical work indicates that depensation through these mechanisms is likely (de Roos 
and Persson 2002; Maroto and Moran 2014), it has been difficult to demonstrate empirically (Garcia 
et al. 2018). However, recent empirical studies have revealed evidence supporting these depensatory 
mechanisms.

Depensation in Wild Predatory Fish

The northwest population of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) is an emblematic case of collapse and little 
recovery in fisheries. This collapse, due to overfishing, had devastating socioeconomic impacts. After 
dramatic declines of the population during the 1980s and 1990s, Canada instituted a moratorium on 
fishing in 1992 that left 40,000 workers unemployed, thousands left fishery to work in other trades or 
professions, in many cases, displaced to other parts of the country (Garcia et al. 2018). Despite this long 
moratorium, cod population have shown only slight increases (Pedersen et al. 2017). An analysis of the 
population dynamics of depleted fish stocks concluded that the lack of recovery in the Canadian cod 
is consistent with a depensatory phenomenon at low population densities (Maroto and Moran 2014). 
Likewise, the depensatory phenomenon was confirmed by a population model, which concluded that 
the lack of recovery of the cod population was mainly caused by predation by gray seals driving an Allee 
effect (Neuenhoff et al. 2018).

At the beginning of 1990s, the cod population in the Baltic Sea also collapsed as a result of overfish-
ing concurrent with poor environmental conditions (Gårdmark et al. 2015). Following this collapse, 
the population did not recover during the late 1990s and early 2000s. The lack of recovery has been 
postulated to result from increased competition between cod larvae and sprat (Sprattus sprattus), a 
main prey of adult cod (Möllmann et al. 2009). As a consequence of the collapse of the cod population, 
the sprat population increased due to release from predation pressure. This caused stronger competition 
pressure on cod larvae for zooplankton prey. A shift in the regulation of zooplankton dynamics, from 
a control by limiting resources (bottom up) before the collapse of the cod population to a control by 
predation of sprat population (top down) after the collapse, supports this hypothesis (Casini et al. 2008). 
Gårdmark et al. (2015) demonstrate that the lack of top-down regulation in the sprat population after 
the cod collapse caused a change in the distribution of size classes in this population. As a consequence 
of this change, the food available for the cod in larval and adult stages was diminished and, therefore, 
the viability of this population reduced.

In the mid-1990s, pike (Esox lucius) population, a large top predator, declined substantially in the 
Baltic Sea (Bergström et al. 2015; Eriksson et al. 2011; Ljunggren et al. 2010; Nilsson et al. 2004). Pike 
is a major predator on adult threespine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus aculeatus) (Donadi et al. 2017). 
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Therefore, the decline of pike has favored the stickleback population by predator release, causing the 
stickleback population to grow exponentially about a decade after the collapse of the pike population 
(Bergström et al. 2015; Bergström et al. 2016; Donadi et al. 2017; Sieben et al. 2011). Following the collapse 
of the pike population in the Baltic Sea, various conservation measurements have been adopted with 
the aim of enabling the recovery of the pike population, including partial closure of the pike fishery 
and habitat restoration (Engstedt et al. 2017; Nilsson et al. 2014). In spite of this, the recovery of the pike 
population has been very slow, if at all (Bergström et al. 2016). A recent experimental study suggests that 
the cause of the impaired capacity of the pike population to recover is a depensatory effect. This study 
demonstrates that adult stickleback predation on pike larvae heavily reduces the recruitment of the pike 
population, suggesting this as the mechanism causing depensation and impeding recovery of the pike 
population (Nilsson et al. 2019).

The possibility of depensatory effects in severely depleted fish predatory populations may be high. 
However, the evidence remains scarce beyond few examples, perhaps because few populations have 
been depleted to densities where the population growth rate is heavily reduced (the depensatory effect 
or Allee effect is conspicuous) (Garcia et al. 2018). In fact, pike population in the Baltic Sea and the 
Canadian Cod population were depleted below 10% (Nilsson et al. 2019) and 1% (Myers and Worm 
2005), respectively, of their original abundance. The collapse of these populations is, in fact, beyond 
the precautionary biomass limit usually imposed by fisheries that is 20%; at this limit, populations are 
considered heavily depleted (Garcia et al. 2018).

evolutionary Responses to exploitation

Most fisheries target specific age or size classes within a population. Typically, larger and older, indi-
viduals are more likely to be caught. There is compelling evidence supporting claims that large fish 
were caught more frequently in the early years of industrial fisheries (Allendorf and Hard 2009). For 
instance, cod individuals weighting more than 30 kg were frequently caught in New England waters 
before 1900 and even a gigantic individual of nearly 100 kg was taken off Massachusetts in 1895 (Jordan 
and Evermann 1902). Such selective mortality imposed on the targeted phenotypes brings about evo-
lutionary change if the characteristics that make these phenotypes more vulnerable are heritable. 
Accordingly, rapid changes in phenotypic traits of fish populations have been documented as a result of 
fishing mortality (Haugen and Vøllestad 2001; Law 2001; Conover et al. 2007; Allendorf and Hard 2009).

Besides the immediate negative impact in the population birth rate due to loss of high fecundity poten-
tial, increased mortality of large individuals results in selection against fast body growth rate (Biro and 
Post 2008; Swain et al. 2007); as opposed to natural selection that usually favors this trait in unexploited 
populations. As a consequence of this evolutionary change in response to selective pressures induced 
by fishing, depleted populations are composed mainly of phenotypes with slow body growth rate, a 
trait associated with low potential to recover (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004). In addition to changes in 
growth rate, fishing pressure can alter size and age at maturity (Heino and Dieckmann 2008; Heino 1998). 
These and other evolutionary responses tend to improve resilience of the exploited populations to fishing 
mortality as slow-growth and long-lived species accelerate their turnover (Pauly 1995). However, simulta-
neously, these evolutionary responses may reduce trait variation and, thus, resilience of these populations 
to the environmental oscillations to which they were adapted through natural selection.

Since mortality caused by fishing is usually considerably higher than natural mortality, selection 
pressures are higher in the former. As a consequence, evolutionary changes induced by fishing pres-
sure may emerge in few decades; however, once fishing pressure is released, it may take centuries to 
be reversed (Enberg et al. 2009). There is growing concern that undermined genetic variation caused 
by fisheries-induced evolutionary change might increase the range of hysteresis between collapse and 
recovery trajectories and thus enhance the effect of depensation through the mechanisms mentioned in 
the previous section. Therefore, evolutionary processes that may improve resilience of exploited popula-
tions, may lessen the capacity to recover once depleted.
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Population Size, environmental and Demographic Stochasticity

In addition to the negative effects on genetic variation, reduced population size makes depleted popula-
tions more vulnerable to extinction as a consequence of demographic and environmental stochasticity. 
Small populations are largely governed by the misfortunes of each individual. Hence, the persistence of 
small populations is largely dependent on realizations of random events that determine individual sur-
vival and reproduction. These random events are the result of unpredictable factors that influence the 
survival and fecundity of some (demographic stochasticity) or all (environmental stochasticity) indi-
viduals in a population (Lande 1993). 

Along with the decline of a population, its geographical range tends to contract as individuals remain 
in the most favorable habitats (Swain and Wade 2010). Such geographical range contraction can further 
exacerbate the risk of extinction in small populations as a consequence of stochastic events. Northern 
cod provides an example of how such range contractions increase the risk of exposing collapsed popula-
tions to environmentally stochastic events. In April 2003, about 1500 tones of mature cod were frozen 
to death in a very small area of Trinity Bay along the northeast coast of Newfoundland (Hoag 2003; 
Hutchings and Reynolds 2004). An unpredictable oceanographic event that trapped cod in supercooled 
water provides the most likely explanation for this cull mass (Hutchings and Reynolds 2004). Relative to 
the small geographical area where the event took place, it had a disproportionally large negative effect on 
the population recovery because the spawning population of northern cod in 2003 was estimated to be 
only 14,000 tones (DFO 2003). Hence, this environmentally stochastic event in a very small geographical 
area probably resulted in the death of more than 10% of the breeding population.

Rebuilding Predatory Fish Populations after Depletion

Most plans for rebuilding fisheries focused on populations that have been driven below acceptable 
levels of productivity. These plans advocate measures that are adequate to avoid depletion, and it is 
often assumed that if the population has been driven to depletion, the same measures, more effectively 
applied, are also those that will enable the rebuilding of the population (Garcia et al. 2018). However, 
this assumption may be misleading. When a population has been depleted to very low level, a set of 
additional measures are required in order to avoid extinction and, if possible, increase the chances of 
recovery (Garcia et al. 2018).

Measures to reduce fishing mortality are necessary for the rebuilding of a depleted population. 
Rebuilding plans relying on a substantial reduction at the onset rather than on incremental minor 
reductions over time are more successful (Murawski 2017). However, socioeconomic and governance 
factors can prevent fishing mortality to be substantially reduced in the onset. For instance, the inability 
to find alternative livelihoods for fishermen following the depletion causes exploitation to continue, and 
the lack of social control facilitates illegal catch (Wakeford et al. 2009). Therefore, a successful rebuild-
ing plan should ensure environmental and social sustainability pursuing the rebuilding of the natural 
resource and the people’s livelihoods in concert (FAO 1995).

In addition to reductions in fishing mortality, protection of critical habitats and enhancement of stock 
resilience are common measures in rebuilding plans for populations that have been only lightly overfished. 
These measures are certainly necessary also for rebuilding populations that have been deeply overfished. 
However, if depensation effects govern the dynamics of the depleted population, the recovery may be 
slower than expected (Murawski 2017), which increases socioeconomic costs associated to the rebuilding 
process. Hence, implementing additional measures aim at destabilizing the present poor (small population 
size) stable state may speed up the rebuilding process and, thus, increase its chances of success.

Depensatory, evolutionary and stochastic effects have hampered the recovery of predatory fish popu-
lations in spite of efforts to reduce the fishing pressure and restore the habitat of these species. This indi-
cates that, perhaps, a small population size (i.e., low density) is a stable state for these populations, and 
thus, additional actions that destabilize this state may be required. For instance, Persson et al. (2007) 
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demonstrated experimentally in a freshwater lake that the interaction between a size-selective predator 
and preys with density-dependent growth that has been proposed as one of the mechanisms causing 
depensation in predatory fish populations (de Roos and Persson 2002) can be destabilized by culling 
of the prey population. In this experiment, the removal of prey individuals proved to be an effective 
 measure to trigger the recovery of the predator population.

Similarly, counterintuitive measures to reverse the negative evolutionary effects caused by size- 
selective fishing mortality may improve the capacity to recover of the predatory population. As men-
tioned before, natural selection is usually weaker than selection imposed by fishing mortality, therefore 
increasing the strength of selection in the same direction than natural selection may speed up the process 
to reverse the evolutionary effects of selection induced by fishing. For instance, while increased mor-
tality of large size classes due to fishing results in selection against fast growing phenotypes, increased 
mortality of small size classes will favor these phenotypes. Indeed, experimental evidence shows that 
juvenile growth rates increases with high mortality of small size classes as a consequence of genetic 
change in somatic growth rate (Conover and Munch 2002). Furthermore, this study found that popula-
tions in which small individuals are harvested have higher yield in the long term than populations in 
which large individuals are harvested. Therefore, selection in favor of fast growing phenotypes through 
removal of small individuals in a depleted population may rapidly raise the frequency of fast growing 
phenotypes, increasing the potential to recover.

In this chapter, I have presented biological factors that affect the recovery of predatory fish popula-
tions. It is important to bear in mind that fisheries are social-ecological systems in which the natural and 
human components tightly interact and coevolve (Berkes et al. 2000). The biological factors described in 
this chapter interact with economic, social and governance factors in a complex manner. Therefore, the 
measures targeting biological factors that condition the rebuilding of predatory fish populations must 
account for the interactions of these with socioeconomic factors.
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introduction

After the industrial revolution, a significant number of industries were set up, which released organic 
compounds in the environment. These chemical compounds (pesticides, fertilizers, plastic, dyes, and 
heavy metals) are present in the form of metal, non-metal, metalloid, inorganic compounds, and 
organic compounds. Organic compounds are divided into aliphatic, alicyclic, aromatic, polyaro-
matic, and mixed types. These compounds have a tendency to transform into another compound and 
reach the ecosystem. Owing to the inadequacy and increased cost of physical and chemical methods 
available, the need for ecofriendly and cheaper methods has been strongly realized. Bioremediation 
has the potential to lower the cost of remediation by orders of magnitude over alternative technolo-
gies, and governmental agencies and the public as taxpayers are interested in cost-effective cleanup 
technologies.

Biodegradation and bioremediation are matching processes, to the extent that they are both based 
on the conversion or metabolism of pollutants by microorganisms. The difference between these two 
is that biodegradation is a natural process whereas bioremediation is a technology. Bioremediation 
requires an efficient bacterial strain that can degrade the largest pollutant to a minimum level. 
Microbial diversity offers an immense field of environmental friendly options for mineralization of 
contaminants or their transformations into less harmful or non-hazardous compounds. Molecular 
biology methods are now being employed to study bioremediation. Conjugative gene transfer occurs, 
through plasmid-borne catabolic genes, between bacteria in oil and the competitive, indigenous bac-
terial population. Therefore, it is important to understand the role of catabolic genes, by molecular 
cloning and characterization, in the degradation of a particular organic compound, so that it can 
be applied for bioremediation. This review emphasizes the distribution and extent of environmental 
contaminants from the ecosystem. It also accentuates the current status of research in the area of bio-
degradation and bioremediation and presents the new approaches available for microbial and phyto 
tracking in the environment.
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Principle of Bioremediation

The understanding of the bioremediation process is derived from the combination of biochemical and 
microbiological processes,[1,2] summarized as follows:

 1. The relationship of comparative biochemistry applies equally to the axenic culture of microorgan-
isms and those in field soil.

 2. Microbial growth requirements are the same whether in laboratory culture or in the field.
 3. Limitations resulting from ecological interactions include the need to accommodate the presence 

of other microbes as well as adaptation to the physical and chemical properties of the microsite 
wherein the microbes live.

 4. A microbe amended in a soil ecosystem not only should pass the requisite genetic information 
and be capable of expressing that capability in situ, but it must also have the capacity to become a 
part of the overall soil microbial community.[1] Such microbes are referred to as competent rhizo-
spheric bacteria with intrinsic bioremediation potential.

Targets of bioremediation must be based not only in terms of structure but also in terms of the matrix 
containing the target. Thus, the applicability of bioremediation can be considered for each of the 
 environmental status of matter: 1) solid (soil, sediment, sludge); 2) liquid (ground water,  industrial 
wastewater); 3) gas (industrial air emission); and 4) subsurface environment (saturated and vadose 
zones). The general approaches to bioremediation (Figure 1) are as follows:

 1. Bioaugmentation;
 2. Biostimulation (environmental modification, through the nutrient application process);
 3. Phytoremediation (addition of microbes).

The biological community for bioremediation generally consists of the natural soil microflora. However, 
higher plants can also be manipulated to enhance toxicant removal (phytoremediation), especially for 
remediation of metal-contaminated soils.[3,4]

FIGURE 1 Bioremediation approaches for environmental cleanup.
Source: Musarrat and Zaidi.[1]
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Microbial Degradation of organic Pollutants

The soil microbial diversity is regarded as a major factor responsible for many biochemical transfor-
mations, including degradation of diverse organic compounds.[5–7] The chemical structures of organic 
pollutants exert profound influence on the metabolic abilities of microbes. Thus, harvesting the micro-
biological activities for biodegradation of recalcitrant hazardous chemicals and its implementation 
forms the basis for the increased use of biotreatment systems (Table 1). Predominantly, noxious chemi-
cals, such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), trichloroethylene (TCE), polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (PAHs), and pesticide residue in soils and water are the targets. Removal of unwanted residues, as 
well as pesticide efficacy, is ultimately dependent on the presence, number, and enzymatic capability 

TABLE 1 Examples of Bacteria, Actinomycetes, Fungi, and Cyanobacteria Engaged in 
Pesticide Degradation

Organisms Organic Compounds or Pesticides

Bacteria and actinomycetes
Alcaligenes denitrificans Fluoranthene (PAH)
Alcaligenes faecalis Arylacetonitriles
Archromobacter Carbofuran
Arthrobacter EPTC, glyphosate, pentachlorophenol 

(PCP)
Bacillus sphaericus Urea herbicides
Brevibacterium oxydans IH35A Cyclohexylamine
Burkholderia sp. P514 1,2,4,5-TeCB
Clostridium Quinoline, glyphosate
Comamonas testosteroni Arylacetonitriles
Corynebacterium nitrophilous Acetonitrile, carboxylic acid, ketones
Dehalococcoides ethenogenes 195 Trichloroethylene (TCE)
Desulfitobacterium dehalogenans Hydroxylated PCBs
Desulfovibrio sp. Nitroaromatic compound
Flavobacterium PCP
Geobacter sp. Aromatic compound
Klebsiella pneumoniae 3 and 4 Hydroxybenzoate
Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) Trichloroethylene
Methylosinus trichosporium OB 3b 1,1,1-Trichloroethane (TCA)
Moraxella Quinoline, glyphosate
Nitrosomonas europaea TCA
Nocardia Quinoline, glyphosate
Pseudomonas aeruginosa Nitriles, biphenyl, parathion
Pseudomonas sp. Quinoline, glyphosate
Pseudomonas stutzeri Parathion
Pseudomonas cepacia 2,4,5-T
Pseudomonas paucimobilis PCP
Pseudomonas putida 6786 Propane
Pseudomonas striata Propham, chloropham
Rhodococcus chlorophenolicus PCP
Rhodococcus corallinus S-triazines
Rhodococcus rhodochrous Propane
Rhodococcus sp. Propane, TCA
Rhodococcus UM1 Pyrene

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Examples of Bacteria, Actinomycetes, Fungi, and Cyanobacteria 
Engaged in Pesticide Degradation

Organisms Organic Compounds or Pesticides

Fungi
Aspergillus flavus DDT
Aspergillus parasiticus DDT
Aspergillus niger 2,4-D
Candida tropicalis Phenol
Chrysosporium lignorum 3,4-Dichloroaniline
Fusarium solani Acylamilide
Fusarium oxysporum DDT
Hendersonula toruloidea 2,4-D
Hydrogenomonas + Fusarium sp. DDM, nitrile
Mucor alternans DDT
Penicillium Acylamilide
Penicillium megasporum 2,4-D
Phallinus weirii DDT
Phanerochaete chrysosporium PAH, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene, PCP, 

DDT, 2,4,5-T, lindane
Pleurotus ostreatus DDT
Polyporus versicolor DDT
Pullularia Acylamilide
Rhodotorula Benzaldehyde
Stereum hirsutum Phenanthrene
Trametes versicolor Dieldrin
Trichoderma sp. Nitrile
Trichoderma viride DDT
Trichosporon cutaneum Phenol
Yeast Paraquat

Ectomycorrhizal fungi
Tylospora fibrillosa Mefluidide
Thelephora terrestris
Suillus variegatus
Suillus granulatus
Suillus luteus
Hymenoscyphus ericae
Paxillus involutus

Cyanobacteria
Cylindrospermum sp. BHC
Aulosira fertilissima lindane
Plectonema boryanum diazinon,

endrin
Nostoc muscorum Carbofuran
Wollea bhardlvajae hexachlorocyclohexane

(HCH)
Nostoc musorum HCH
Mastigocladus laminosus Tolkan
Tolypothrix tenuis fluchloralin
Anabaena doliolum, Butachlor

(Continued)
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of soil microbes. Mineralization of these compounds takes place only when environmental condition, 
water activity, presence of O2, temperature, and pH are suitable for the growth and survival of the 
organism (Table 2). Degradation fails when the target compound is either very concentrated or much 
diluted. Successful biological cleanup of soil and water contaminants takes place in the presence of aero-
bic microorganisms. A dichlorinating anaerobic microbial population can also be helpful in cleanup 
processes. Genes for complete mineralization of some of the haloaromatic compounds are also reported 
and effectively utilized for recruitment of microbes and environmental applications. Degradation of 
naphthalene is more difficult than that of bionuclear compounds such as biphenyl, dibenzofuran, and 
dibenzo-p-dioxin, and of mononuclear aromatic compounds such as aniline, benzene, salicylate, phen-
oxyacetate, and toluene. Peripheral or funneling, central degradative and oxoadipate pathway sequences 
are necessary for the complete degradation of the compounds.[8] Pentachlorophenol (PCP) and PCB are 
major recalcitrant compounds. The major problems of PCP degradation are the formation of toxic end 
products during the metabolism and substitutions of chlorine.

Organochlorine pesticides (DDT, endosulfan, hexachlorobenzene, and hexachlorocyclohexane) are 
degraded by microbes by means of reductive dechlorination, dehydrochlorination, oxidation, and isom-
erization of the parent molecule. The principal reactions involved in the breakdown of phosphotriesters 
(organophosphate insecticides) are hydrolysis, oxidation, alkylation, and dealkylation.[11] Microbial deg-
radation through hydrolysis of p-O-alkyl and p-O-aryl bonds is considered to be the most significant 
step in the degradation of parathions, methyl parathion, and p-nitrophenol. Reductive dechlorination 
of organochlorine is an important microbial reaction. A classic example of this is the conversion of DDT 
to DDD; this reaction occurs in several species of bacteria such as Pseudomonas, Bacillus, Arthrobacter, 
Clostridium; in soil actinomycetes; in yeasts; and in fungi such as Trichoderma viridae, Mucor alterans, 
white rot fungi, Pleurotus australis, Phellinus weirii, and Polyporus versicolor (Table 3). The formation 
of DDE from DDT through dehydrochlorination is commonly observed in algae, diatoms, and phyto-
plankton (Cylindrotrea dentorium, Cyclotella nana, Isochryeii gabana, Nitzschia spp.). Microbial isom-
erization reactions involve the conversion of γ-BHC to α-BHC, diedrin to photodieldrin, and D-keto 
andrin to endrin by Pseudomonas putida.[12]

Lindane is very persistent in the environment and resistant to microbial degradation.[13] It is 
degraded aerobically as well as anaerobically. Pseudomonas paucimobilis UT26 is a unique microbe 

TABLE 1 (Continued) Examples of Bacteria, Actinomycetes, Fungi, and Cyanobacteria 
Engaged in Pesticide Degradation

Organisms Organic Compounds or Pesticides

Nostoc muscorum
Anabaena ARM 286 BHC
Anabaena ARM 310 Ekalux
Anabaena variabilis Bavistin
Aulosira fertilissima eenlate
Scytonema chiastum
Scytonema stuposum

Anabaena khannae

captan
dithane
cyathion
Butachlor

Calothrix marchica benthiocarb
Nostoc calcicola
Tolypothrix limbata
Aulosira fertilissima ARM 68
Nostoc muscorum ARM 221

pandimethalin
oxadiazon
Monocrotophos
malathion, dichlorovos, 

phosphomidon, quinolphos

Source: Data from Adhikary[9] and Gothalwal and Bisen.[10]
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that utilizes hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) as its sole source of carbon and energy under aerobic 
 conditions.[14] Five structural genes (lin A, lin B, lin C, lin D, and lin E) and one regulatory gene (lin R) are 
involved in degradation of α-HCH in UT 26. lin A, lin B, lin C, and lin D codes for  dehydrochlorinase, 
 halidohydralone, dehydrogenase, and reductive dehalogenase, respectively, and lin E encodes ring 
cleavage oxygenase. Microbial degradation of γ-HCH has also been reported in Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 

TABLE 3 Mechanisms of Radionuclide Bioremediation

S.N. Mechanism Microorganisms Remediated Radio

1. Biosorption Rhizopus arrhizus, S. cerevisae, Penicillium Uptake
americium, Aspergillus, Aeromonas hydrophila, 
Candida utilis

2. Engineering biosorption Eukaryotic metallothien, E. coli Lan B
3. Bioaccumulation Citrobacter sp. 2+UO2

Rhodococcus erythropali CS98 Cesium
Rhodococcus sp. strain CS 402 Cesium
Micrococcus luteus Neptunium
Radioresistant bacteria
Deinococcus radiodurans U (Vi), Tc (Vii)
D. geothermalis Radioactive waste

TABLE 2 Major Factors Affecting Bioremediation
Microbial

• Growth until critical biomass is reached
• Mutation and horizontal gene transfer
• Enrichment of the capable microbial populations
• Production of toxic metabolites

Environmental
• Depletion of preferential substrates
• Lack of nutrients
• Inhibitory environmental conditions

Substrate
• Too low concentration of contaminants
• Chemical structure of contaminants
• Toxicity of contaminants
• Solubility of contaminants

Biological aerobic vs. anaerobic process
• Oxidation/reduction potential
• Availability of electron acceptors
• Microbial population present in the site

Growth substrate vs. co-metabolism
• Type of contaminants
• Concentration
• Alternate carbon source present
• Microbial interaction (competition, succession, and predation)

Physico-chemical bioavailability of pollutants
• Equilibrium sorption
• Irreversible sorption
• Incorporation into humic matter

Mass transfer limitations
• Oxygen diffusion and solubility
• Diffusion of nutrients
• Solubility/miscibility in/with water

Source: Data from Boopathy.[15]
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and Nostoc ellipsosorum.[16] The enzyme responsible for catalyzing the hydrolysis step in parathion is 
organophosphate hydrolase (OPH), which is encoded by the opd gene. This gene has been isolated from 
several bacteria. A naturally occurring variant of OPH enzyme, designated as opdA, capable of degrad-
ing a broad range of organophosphates was isolated from an Agrobacterium radiobacter strain.[17] The 
slow growth and low culture yields of native OPH-producing strains make them uneconomical for prac-
tical use. Therefore, efforts have been made by several researches to improve the applicability of OPH 
for  pesticide bioremediation. A consortium comprising two bacteria that were genetically engineered 
(E. coli and P. putida KT 2440) efficiently worked together to break down parathion and prevent accu-
mulation of p-nitrophenol [PNP].[18]

Catechol is a terminal metabolite formed during the degradation pathways of various compounds, 
and a variety of potential degraders of catechol have been reported by Kim et al.[19] Biodegradation of 
phenol and toluene by Pseudomonas sp., Bacillus sp., and Staphylococcus sp. was studied by Prasanna 
et al.[20] These strains were isolated from pharmaceutical industrial effluents. Mixed cultures showed 
more efficient degradation than pure strains within 5–7 hr at lower concentrations. Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria and ligninolytic and non-ligninolytic fungi are ubiquitously distrib-
uted in the natural environment such as soils and woody materials. The principal mechanism for aerobic 
bacterial metabolism of PAH is the initial oxidation of the benzene ring by the action of dioxygenase 
enzyme to form cis-dihydrodiol intermediates, which can then be further metabolized via catechols to 
CO2 and H2O.[21] Many bacterial, fungal, and algal strains have been shown to degrade a wide variety 
of PAHs (Table 1). There are limited reports on degradation of high molecular weight PAHs with more 
than four benzene rings. In general, high molecular weight PAHs are degraded slowly by indigenous or 
augmented microorganisms, as the persistence of PAHs increases with their  molecular size.

The recalcitrant nature of chloroaromatic haloalkanes is due to the low electron density at the  aromatic 
ring which makes the enzyme oxygenase unable to attack this compound. Many soil m icroorganisms 
(Pseudomonas and Alcaligenes) which synthesize the halogenase can utilize Halogenated alkonic acids 
[HAA].[22] Anaerobic methane-oxidizing bacteria can degrade TCE in pure Pseudomonas culture 
through a co-metabolic process.[23] The PCP-degrading Pseudomonas sp. strain IST 103 has been iso-
lated, which was found to be capable of utilizing PCP as a carbon source. The enzyme PCP-4 mono-
oxygenase was found to be responsible for the dechlorination of PCP.[24] The gene for the degradation 
may be plasmid encoded or present on the chromo-some.[25,26] Attempts have been made to enhance 
PCB biodegradation by modifying oxygenase.[27] One of the most efficient methods of biodegradation 
consists of sequential anaerobic and aerobic treatments for highly chlorinated compounds. Biochemical 
and genetic engineering approaches for dehalogenase and oxygenase could lead to “super bugs” that 
could be used for the bioremediation of chlorinated compounds.[28] Modified degradative genes could 
be introduced into the original strain and/or major indigenous strains isolated from contaminated 
sites, and it is hoped that these super bugs could have application in bioremediation in the near future, 
 confirming their usefulness and safety. Raji et al.[29] have isolated a bacterial culture able to grow on 
benzoate and useful for remediation of PCB-contaminated sites. Arthrobacter sp. IFL YN 10 demon-
strated mineralization of C14 ringlabeled atrazine. This isolates can be used to develop a consortium for 
bioremediation of pesticides.[30]

To improve the biodegradation efficiency and implementation, integrating various components such 
a microbial strain in consortium, solid O2 source, and appropriate role of nutrients with controlled 
release pattern into a granule formulation with an oleophilic matrix, may provide an ideal approach 
to improve remediation of crude oil pollutants.[31] Abed et al.[32] reported that salinity and tempera-
ture are important environmental parameters that influence the degradation process of petroleum 
compounds. The inhibitory effect of salinity was shown to be more pronounced for aromatic than for 
aliphatic  compounds.[33] Higher temperatures also reduce the viscosity of crude oil, which increases 
its diffusion through sediments, a process that render oil components accessible to bacteria. The pos-
sibility of the involvement of catabolic plasmid in the degradation of anthracene by Pseudomonas sp. 
isolated from an oil filling station was investigated by Kumar et al.[34] Many γ and β proteobacterial 
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groups (Halophaga, Geo-thrix, Acidobacterium) and green non-sulfur bacteria with a strong potential 
to degrade hydrocarbons were present in benthic cyanobacterial mats.[35] The aliphatic fraction of petro-
leum hydrocarbon[36] is degraded by Arthrobacter, Alcaligenes, Flavobacterium, and Bacillus. Kniemeyer 
et al.[37] came across a green Methanospirillium that is able to degrade aromatic hydrocarbons. Singh 
and Lin[38] isolated 10 indigenous microorganisms from oil-containing soil; five isolates achieved 86.94% 
diesel degradation in 2 weeks. The results strongly indicate that the environmental condition of the 
contaminated site plays a crucial role in the degradation. Cohen[39] reported the development of cyano-
bacterial mats in oil-contaminated courts. Cyanobacterial polysaccharides play a major role in the 
emulsification of oil, actually breaking the oil into small droplets, which are subsequently attacked by 
the heterotrophs. Bioremediations of high fat and oil wastewater by selected lipase-producing bacteria 
such as Bacillus subtilis, B. lichenformis, B. amyloliquifaciens, Serratia marcescens, P. aeruginosa, and 
Staphylococcus aureus were carried out in wastewater from palm oil mill, dairy, slaughterhouse, soap 
industry, and domestic wastewater. After 12 days of bioremediation, the least biological oxygen demand 
and lipid c ontent was observed in consortia, and the lipid degradation capacity of P. aeruginosa was 
higher than that of other bacteria.[40] Verma et al.[41] proved the biotechnological importance and advan-
tage of using P.  aeruginosa SL72 and Acinetobacter sp. SL-3 individually or as a consortium for waste 
treatment, resulting in  substantial removal of the crude oil within a week, using a low-cost, efficient, and 
 environment-friendly technique.

Spent wash is dark brown due to the recalcitrant melanoidin pigment. Pseudomonas sp. was selected 
for degradation of the pigment by Chavan et al.[42] Chuphal and Thakur[43] have characterized an alkalo-
philic bacterial consortium (Micrococcus luteus, Deinococcus radiothilus, Micrococcus diversue, P. syrin-
gae P. myricure) for ex situ bioremediation of color and adsorbable organic halogens in pulp and paper 
mill effluent. Nanda et al.[44] employed Nostoc sp. for bioremediation of tannery effluents; the main eco-
nomic advantage of this system is the lack of a serious sludge disposal problem, consequently resulting 
in a much cheaper operating cost. No microorganism has been found to degrade polythene without an 
additive such as starch. The discovery of new enzymes and the cloning of genes for synthetic polymer-
degrading enzyme from Pseudomonas sp. were reviewed by Premraj and Doble.[45]

Chemotaxis has been postulated to play an important role in enhancing biodegradation as it increases 
the bioavailability of pollutants to bacteria. Some toxic organic compounds are chemoattractants for 
different bacterial species, which can lead to improved biodegradation of these compounds. A Ralstonia 
sp. was chemotactic toward different Nitro aeromatic compounds (NACs), i.e., p-nitrophenol (PNP), 
p-nitrobenzoate (PNB), and o-nitrobenzene (ONB).[46]

Mycoremediation

The key to mycoremediation is determining the right fungal species to target specific pollutants. 
Certain strains have been reported to successfully degrade the nerve gases VX and sarin. Battelle 
in a plot of soil contaminated with diesel oil was inoculated with mycelia of oyster mushrooms; 
within weeks, more than 95% of PAH had been reduced to non-toxic components. Mycofiltration is 
a similar process using fungal mycelia to filter toxic waste and microorganisms from waste in soil. 
Breakdown (70%–100%) of anthracene oil found in PAH was reported in 27 days in an N2-limited 
culture of Phaenerochaete  chrysosporium. Pentachlorophenol is an important constituent of paper 
mill  effluents, and Phaenochaste chrysorperiucm immobilized on rotating biological contactor disk 
efficiently degrades 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP), polychlorinated quiacole, and 
several chlorinated vanillins.[47]

Bioremediation of inorganic contaminants

Microbes encounter metals such as Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ni, Ag, Cd, Pb, and Au, and metalloids 
such as As, Se, and Sb, having a diverse nature, in the environment. Microbes can detoxify metals by 
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valence transformation, extracellular chemical precipitation, or volatilization. Such microbes combat 
high concentrations of heavy metals by the following processes:

 1. Inactivation of metals;
 2. Alteration of the site of inhibition;
 3. Enhancement in impermeability of metals; and
 4. Other by-pass mechanisms.[48]

Bacterial biomass can also bioaccumulate heavy metals both in live and dead states through intracellular 
accumulation and extracellular absorption, respectively, giving an effective alternative for small-scale 
remediation purposes.[49] Bacteria can remediate heavy metals by a variety of mechanisms, including 
bioaccumulation, biosorption, and bioremediation (Figure 2). Bioaccumulation is the retention and 
concentration of a substance by an organism through the cell membrane into the cytoplasm, where the 
metal is separated and immobilized. However, in biosorption, the negatively charged metal ions are sep-
arated through adsorption to the negative ionic groups on the cell surface (carboxyl residue, phosphate 
residue, SH groups, or hydroxyl group) such as capsule or slim layers. The charged functional groups[50] 
serve as nucleation sites for the deposition of various metalbearing precipitatesi[51] Bacillus SJ-101 exhib-
its a much higher capacity of intracellular Ni accumulation, which is attributed to the anionic nature of 
its cell surface. In bioremediation, biologically catalyzed redox reactions lead to immobilization of met-
als. Microorganisms are known to reduce a wide variety of multivalent metals that pose environmental 
problems.[52,53] The reduced species are highly insoluble and precipitate out from solution.

Bioremediation is one such promising option that harnesses the impressive capabilities of microbes 
associated with roots to degrade organic pollutants and transform toxic metals. Since it is a plant-based 
in situ phytorestoration technique, it is proven to be economicaly efficient and easy to implement under 
field conditions.[54] All plant growth-promoting rhizobacterial strains (Azotobacter chroococcum, Bacillus 
megatorium, B. mucilaginosus, B. subtilis SJ-101, Pseudomonas sp., P. fluorescens, Rhizobium leguminosa-
rum, Kluyvera ascorbata SUD165)[55] can be used for bioremediation of metals. Rhizobacteria associated 
with hyperaccumulators (B. subtilis, B. pumilus, P. pseudoalcaligens, and Brevibacterium halotolerans) 
are also widely used in bio and rhizoremediation of multimetal-contaminated sites.[56] The rhizobacteria 
are used or manipulated with three main objectives for bioremediation of m etal-contaminated soils: 1) 
hyperaccumulation of metals in plants; 2) reduction of the uptake of metals; and 3) in situ stabilization of 

FIGURE 2 Different metal resistance mechanisms in bacteria.
Source: Singh and Srivastava.[66]
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the metals as organocomplexes (Figure 2). The chemical conditions of the rhizosphere differ from bulk 
soil as a consequence of various processes induced by plant roots as well as by rhizobacteria,[57] such as 
secretion of organic acids followed by reduction in pH and production of siderophores, p hytochelains, 
amino acid, and ACC deaminase. Pseudomonas maltophilia was shown to reduce the mobile and toxic 
Cr (VI) to non-toxic and immobile Cr (III) and also minimize the environmental mobility of other 
toxic ions (Hg, Pb, Cd).[58] Al Ayely et al[59] studied the effect of increasing levels of As and P on fern 
injected with mycorrhiza. The greater diversity of plant species may be responsible in part for the greater 
 bacterial diversity in the bulk soils.

Redox Reaction Leading to immobilization

The direct enzymatic reduction of soluble uranium (Vi), Cr (Vi), and Tc (Vii) to insoluble species is 
well documented.[60,61] A number of Cr (Vi)-reducing microbial strains, including Oscillatoria sp., 
Arthrobacter sp., Agrobacter sp., Pseudomonas ambigua, Chlamydomonas sp., Chlorella vulgaris, 
Zoogloea ramigera, P. aeruginosa,[62] and anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacteria have been isolated from 
chromate contaminated soil water and sediment.[63]

Redox Reaction Leading to Solubilization

Solubilization of adsorbed and co-precipitated metals may occur by direct or indirect microbial pro-
cesses. The solubilization of toxic heavy metals and radionuclide from coprecipitates requires at least 
partial solubilization of oxide minerals.[64] Presumably, the organic acids formed by the metabolic activ-
ity of microbes lowers the pH of the system so that it interferes with the electrostatic forces that hold 
heavy metals and radionuclides on the surface of iron or Mn oxide minerals. Extracellular polymeric 
substances serve as biosorbing agents by accumulating nutrients from the surrounding environment, 
and also play a crucial role in biosorption of heavy metals. Being polyanionic in nature, exopolysac-
charide forms complexes with metal cations, resulting in metal immobilization with the exopolymeric 
matrix.[65] Biofilm formation is a strategy that microorganisms might use to survive a toxic flux in these 
inorganic compounds; biofilm populations are protected from toxic metals by the combined action of 
chemical, physical, and physiological phenomena, which are in some instances linked to phenotypic 
variations among the constituent biofilm cells. Harrison et al.[67] have prepared a multifunctional model 
by which a biofilm population can withstand metal toxicity by the process of cellular diversification.

An effective ecofriendly approach for the removal of Mn from e-waste by the fungus Helminthosporium 
solani was shown by Savitha et al.[68] through the process of nonmetabolism-dependent biosorption 
under different environmental conditions of metal concentration, pH, and dry biomass concentration. 
“Metallothionein” has become a generic term applied to low molecular weight proteins or polypeptides 
that bind metal ions in metal thiolate clusters, and whose synthesis increases in response to elevated 
concentrations of certain metals.[69] The maximum cobalt removal efficacy (1 μg of 60Co/g, dry  wt) 
of bacterial mass (B. megaterium, P. putida, Flavobacteriuam devorans, Salmonella typhimurium, 
Streptomyces gresius, Rhizopus sp., Rhodococcus sp., E. coli) could be achieved within 6 hr[70] compared 
with the 8–500 ng/g attained after 24–48 hr. The gum kondagogu, a natural carbohydrate polymer, was 
investigated[71] for its adsorptive removal of the toxic metal ions Cd2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, and 
Hg2+ present in industrial effluents. Kondogogu has a potential to be used as an effective, non-toxic, eco-
nomical, and efficient biosorbent cleanup matrix for the removal of toxic ions with re-adsorption capac-
ity at 90% level even after three cycles of desorption. Klebsiella oxytoca was able to biodegrade cyanide 
to a non-toxic end product (ammonia) using cyanide as the sole N2 source, which might preceed using 
ammonia as an assimilatory substrate.[72]

Microorganisms interact with radionuclides via several mechanisms (Table 3), some of which are used 
as the basis of potential bioremediation strategies. Based on the different types of effluents g enerated, a 
single technology cannot be suitable to address the problems. Cyanobacteria have the capacity to utilize 
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nitrogenous compounds as well as phosphates; in addition, they pick up metal ions such as Cr, Co, Cu, 
and Zn very effectively. It has been observed that immobilized cyanobacteria have greater potential than 
their free cells. Various natural polymers such as alginate agar and carrageenan, and synthetic polymers 
such polyacrylamide and polyurethane have already been tried.[73] Novel methods of immobilization, 
including coimmobilizations of various species, are required for the symbiotic interaction among them-
selves, which will result in synergistic enhancement or removal capabilities. A gene cluster composed 
of nine open reading frames involved in Ni2+, Co2+, and Zn2+ sensing and tolerance in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 has been identified by Mario Garcia et al.[74] The biosorption of Hg2+ by Spirulina platensis and 
Aphanothece flocculosa was studied under a batch stirred reaction system,[75] and more than 90% from 
A. flocculosa and 100% mercury recovery from S. platen-sis can be achieved for 4 and 1 cycle, respec-
tively. Protein and total non-protein thiols were measured as stressresponsive metabolites in response to 
Ni in Anabaena doliolum.[76] As A. doliolum is a high-biomass-producing strain, it can be conveniently 
separated from the solution by filtration and can be used at pilot-scale removal of Ni from wastewater.

Phytoremediation: A Beneficial Alternative

Phytoremediation is a promising green technology for accelerated decontamination of soil and water. It 
is a natural process in which plants are used to remove pollutants (pesticides, solvents, explosives, crude 
oil, PAHs) from soil and water. Plants can degrade or transform both the organic and metal (landfill 
leachates and radionuclide) contaminants by acting as filters or traps. Plants and associated microbes 
can degrade the pollutants or at least limit their spread in the environment. There are several ways 
in which plants can be used for the phytoremediation of organic contaminants viz.  phytoextraction, 
phytodegradation, rhizodegradation, and phytovolatization (Figure 3). They can be compared to solar 
driven pumps for extraction and concentration of elements from the environment.[4] The plants can 
also be used for “phytomining.” Rugh et al.[77] inserted an altered mercuric ion reductive gene (mer A) 

FIGURE 3 In situ bioremediation processes of bioaugmentation and biostimulation.
Source: Thakur.[81]
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into Arabidopsis thaliana, creating a transgenic plant that volatilizes mercury to the atmosphere. 
Phytoremediation depends on a variety of factors, including physical conditions, chemical properties of 
the contaminant, and relative tolerance of the plant to the contaminant. Morphological characteristics 
of plant uptake are controlled by soil factors such as clay content, organic matter, soil moisture, and pH. 
The plant root can alter the pH in the rhizosphere by secreting organic acids, thus effecting the bioavail-
ability of certain compounds, i.e., ionic pollutants whose solubility and desorption from soil colloids 
are pH dependent. Certain plants also produce biosurfactants that may increase the solubility of more 
lipophilic compounds.

Rugh[78] reported laboratory model plants such as Thale cress and tobacco to enhance phytoremedia-
tion of organomercurials, TCE, and nitroaromatic explosives that have been engineered with a non-plant 
transgene. Hyperaccumulator plants are also grown along with non-hyperaccumulators to enhance the 
heavy metal uptake by intermingling the roots and induce the colonization of efficient rhizobacteria. 
Recombinant Mesorhizobium huakii, by incorporating the phytochelatinase gene from Arabidopsis 
thaliana into M. huakii subsp. rengei 133, increased Cd accumulation by 1.5-fold in Astragalus sinicus.[79] 
The phytoremediation potential of water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) in the treatment of tannery 
effluents was evaluated by Athaullah et al.[80] who found a promising risk reduction, cost-effective tech-
nology for water sanitation and conservation.

Bioremediation technology

Bioremediation technology using microorganisms was invented by George M. Robinson in 1960. 
Bioremediation technologies can be generally classified as in situ or (microbial ecological approach) or 
ex situ (microbial approach) (Figure 3); some examples of these technologies include bioventing, land 
farming, bioreactor, composting, bioaugmentation, rhizofiltration, biostimulation, and solid phase bio-
remediation. In the development of the technology, the following points should be considered:

 1. Heterogeneity of the contaminant
 2. Concentration of the contaminant and its effect on the biodegradative microbe
 3. Persistence and toxicity of the contaminant
 4. Behaviour of the contaminant in soil
 5. Conditions favorable for the biodegradative microbe or microbial population

Bioremediation is one of the most promising technologies for treating military sites, industrial wastes, 
municipal/urban wastes, mining waste, chemical spills and hazardous wastes, etc. In situ bioremediation 
can be implemented in many treatment modes, including aerobic, anoxic, anaerobic, and co-metabolic. 
The aerobic mode has proved to be most effective in reducing contaminant levels of aliphatic and 
 aromatic compounds. Biofiltration is best suited for airstream containing volatile organic compounds.

Pollution remediation of tannery effluents is very complex. A multiprong treatment is thus required 
for a combination of nanotechnology and microbial technology, with a prior proceeding such as cyclon-
ing, flotation, microflotation, or electroflotation.

Bioremediation can be done on site, is often cheap, with minimal site disruption, eliminates waste 
permanently, eliminates long-term liability, has greater public acceptance, and can be coupled with 
other physical or chemical methods.[15] Table 2 shows the major factors affecting bioremediation. 
Another technique employed for bioremediation involves bioaugmentation, i.e., pumping genetically 
engineered microorganisms or microorganisms with enhanced degradation ability into the subsurface. 
Timely bioremediation of petroleum-contaminated soils is possible with innovative engineering and 
environmental manipulation to enhance microbial activity beyond the natural effective season.[82]

The first field slurry process used to remediate the nitroaromatic herbicide dinoterb used SABRE 
(sequential anaerobic bioremediation process), which was renamed as the FAST (fermentative anaerobic 
soil treatment) process.[83] Hence, the optimized remediation strategies exploring microbial diversity are 
being executed in situ successfully.
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The aim is to translate research findings from the laboratory into viable technologies for reme-
diation in the field. In the injection method, bacteria and nutrients are injected directly into the 
contaminated aquifer, or nutrient or enzymes are often referred fertilizer, that stimulate the activ-
ity of the bacteria are added. Bioreactors using immobilized cells have several advantages over con-
ventional effluent-treatment technologies. Degradation of 4-chlorophenol by anaerobes attached to 
granular activated carbon in a biofilm reactor was evaluated during both open and closed modes of 
operation. Continuous flow fluidized bed reactor and bench scale continuous flow activated sludge 
reactor were used to study the removal of TCP, TeCP and PCP[84] which are used as sole source of 
carbon and energy. The ability of Arthrobacter cells to degrade PCP was evaluated for immobilized, 
non-immobilized, and co-immobilized cells. Fixed film bioreactor has been used with mixed bac-
terial communities for the treatment of pulp and paper mill effluent. The effluent after treatment 
showed a removal of color (80%), Chemical oxygen demand (71%), and chlorinated organic com-
pound (68%).[85] The fungal slurry was successfully applied for compost preparation and biomedia-
tion of the Cr-contaminated tannery soil. The treated effluent was used for seed germination of crops 
without any phytotropic influence.[86]

Biocolloid formation methods have been adapted for bioremediation of metals by bacteria and 
fungi without the need ex situ treatment. Electrokinetically enhanced in situ soil decontamina-
tion and dispersing by chemical reaction together with microbes. Chlorophenol-contaminated saw 
mill soil used composting without bioaugmentation in a cheap and feasible method.[89] The use of 
 biphenyl as an in situ co-substrate is expensive and environmentally problematic,[90] thus there was 
a need to investigate the ability of alternative cosubstrates to support the co-metabolic degradation 
to PCBs.

Biocapsules have been tested for various applications and can be produced for site-specific applica-
tions (Bioremediation Applied Bioscience http://www.bioprocess.com). In situ groundwater biodegra-
dation in the United States has been carried out through various processes by numerous companies, as 
shown in Table 4. The removal effectiveness can reach 100% (Figure 4).

TABLE 4 In Situ Ground Water Biodegradation Examples of Process and Companies

S.N. Name of Company Technology Used Types of Environmental Pollutant Remediated

1. Bio-genesis Technology Custom-blended microbial 
culture (GT-1000 series)

Oil, BTEX, diesel fuel

2. Biopim Biological sand filter BTEX, TPH, phenol monochlorobenzene, metals
3. ENSR Consulting and 

Engineering Technology 
(remediation beneath 
building foundation)

Steam injection, soil vapor 
extraction, ground water 
extraction, and air 
stripping

TCA, TCE, DWAPLS

4. Petro Clean 
Bioremediation System

Indigenous 
microorganisms

Gasoline, diesel fuel, aviation fuel, solvents, PNAs, 
VOCs, and other organic compounds

5. Kemron Environmental 
Services

Engineered, site-specific, 
groundwater recirculation 
system

Petroleum products solvents, halogenated 
volatiles and semivolatiles, BTEX, polynuclear 
aromatics, and organic acids

6. Remediation Technologies 
Inc.

Treating groundwater in 
saturated zone injection, 
recovery well, monitoring 
wells

Dissolved contaminants

7. SBP Technologies Encapsulated cell inserted 
into a well

PAH (high mol. wt.), chlorinated aromatics 
(PCP), and pesticides

8. OHM Remediation 
Services Corporation

Aquifer Petroleum hydrocarbons, BTEX, chlorinated and 
non-chlorinated solvents

(Continued)
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FIGURE 4 Treatment of soil hydrocarbon-polluted soils by Microlife DCB series bioremediation products. 
The progress is clearly seen in the photos.
Source: http://www.microbial-products.com/microbial-bacterial products bioremedation.asp/geli (accessed December 
2011).[87]

TABLE 4 (Continued) In Situ Ground Water Biodegradation Examples of Process and Companies

S.N. Name of Company Technology Used Types of Environmental Pollutant Remediated

9. Electrokinetics Inc. (no 
need to add 
microorganism)

Electro osmosis or electro 
chemical migration

TCE, BTEX, PAH

10. Geo Microbial Removal of H2S anaerobic —
Technologies Inc. process

11. EODT Services Inc. Use of biodispersant (also 
same as high-energy 
nutrients for 

—

microorganisms)
12. Ecology Technologies 

International Inc.
Use of FyreZyme 

(multifactorial liquid 
agents)

Organic contaminants

13. Gaia Resource Inc. — Hazardous and radioactive waste
14. IT Corporation Pump and treat system Industrial effluents (hazardous organic 

compounds
15. Ground Water Tech Inc. Destructive technology Hazardous compounds
16. Yellow Stone 

Environmental Science 
Inc.

Pump and treat, aerobic 
processes, denitrification, 
sulfate reduction

Aromatic hydrocarbon, halogenated 
hydrocarbon, VOC, BTEX, phenol, cresol, 
CCl4, PCE, vinyl chloride

17. Waste Stream Tech. Inc. Bioaugmentation Organic compounds
18. Micro Bac International 

Inc.
Batch and continuous feed 

treatment using M-1000 
microbial consortium

Host specific

19. Kuzanci Environmental 
Techniques (Figure 4)[87]

Microlife DCB series Petroleum derivatives, stops foul odor

Source: Data from Bioremediation 1999.[88]
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Molecular Probes in Bioremediation

The traditional method of bacterial enumeration is often insufficient for monitoring the specific 
microbe’s biochemical reaction in mixed microbial communities. It has became apparent that a sig-
nificant number of microbes in these systems are viable but non-culturable. The catabolic enzymes, 
genes, and proteins expressed in the microbes can be exploited for the detection of the fate and effect 
of microbes in the bioremediation process.[91] Antibody- and fatty acid-based probes, nucleic acid 
sequences, and DNA probes can be used to detect genes in the bacterial genome or on plasmid, or to 
detect mRNA or tRNA. Other relevant techniques employed are PCR, repetitive sequence-based PCR, 
16S rDNA, random amplified polymorphic DNA, and fluorescence in situ hybridization.[81] In a previous 
study, a specific synthetic PCR-amplifiable DNA fragment was introduced into a Pseudomonas chromo-
some to allow genetically engineered microbes to be identified easily.

The development of a new field of metabolic engineering involves the improvement of cellular activi-
ties by manipulation of enzymatic, transport, and regulatory function of the cell by using recombi-
nant DNA technology. Advances in the field of genetic engineering, sequencing of the whole genome 
of several organisms, and developments in bioinformatics have speed up the process of gene cloning 
and transformation. Furthermore, many powerful analytical techniques have been developed for 
metabolic pathway analysis and analysis of cellular functions, such as gas chromatography (GC), gas 
 chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), nuclear magnetic resonance, 2D gel electrophoresis, 
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF), liquid chromatography-mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS), and DNA chips. Metabolic engineering is, therefore, an effort to improve the 
ability of  microorganisms. Bioremediation require the integration of huge amount of data from differ-
ent sources. Pazos et al.[92] developed “Meta Router,” a system for maintaining heterogeneous informa-
tion related to bioremediation in a framework that allows its query, administration, and mining. The 
system can be accessed and administered through a web interface for studying and representing the 
global properties of the bioremediation network. Bioinformatics require the study of microbial genom-
ics, proteomics, systems biology, computational biology, phylogenetic trees, and data mining, and the 
application of major bioinformatics tools for determining the structure and biodegradation pathway 
of xenobiotic compounds. Bioinformatics has taken on a new glittering by entering the field of biore-
mediation.[93] The limitations of bioremediation has paved the way for the development of Genetically 
engineered microorganisms (GEMs), or designer biocatalysts harboring artificially designed catabolic 
pathways.[94] Database such as the University of Minnesota Biocatalysts/Biodegradation database pro-
vide a scope for in silico designing of biocatalysts for in vivo construction followed by in situ application. 
In the era of functional genomics, it is easy to construct GEMs by reshuffling the gene(s), promoter, etc., 
to enhance their performance in situ.

conclusion

The popularity of bioremediation is further enhanced because it is perceived as being more “green” than 
other remediation technologies. As a result, bioremediation companies have a viable future regardless 
of the long-term effectiveness of the process. Special emphasis is required on the exploitation of biotech-
nological innovations to improve presently available biocatalysts, and for the evaluation of future effects 
of microorganisms and their proper application in the optimization of in situ bioremediation. The use 
of enzymes for degradation of pesticides can be developed as a technology for bioremediation. A super 
strain can be created to achieve the required result in a short time frame. One important characteristic 
of this technology is that it is carried out in a non-sterile open environment, which contains a host of 
microbes. Therefore, a strategy should be tailored in such a manner that due consideration be given to the 
various environmental constraints (type and amount of pollutant, climatic condition, hydrogeodynam-
ics) that affect a particular location. Feasibility studies are essential and can have an enormous impact 
on the cost of full-scale remediation. Rhizoremediation can contribute to the restoration of polluted 
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sites. Phytoremediation will require an integration of activities by plant scientists,  microbiologists, 
chemists, and engineers, so that these systems that can be used to prevent and remediate pollution can 
become a reality. Environmental friendly processed need to be developed to clean up the environment 
without creating harmful waste products. For the development of economically usable technologies, 
scientists and technologists would have to offer creative solutions for either introducing new capabilities 
or enhancing current efficiencies.
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introduction: Biological Waste (Biowaste)

Solid waste composition has varied since ancient times depending on the activity that origi-
nates it. One of the most important fractions is municipal solid waste (MSW), which represents a 
 heterogeneous collection of wastes produced in urban areas, the nature of which varies from region 
to region.

Biowastes (biodegradable wastes) arise from living or once-living sources from several human, 
agricultural, horticultural, and industrial sources, in three groups—waste of directly animal origin 
(manures), plant materials (grass clippings and vegetable peelings), and processed material (food indus-
try and slaughterhouse wastes and paper and paperboard wastes)—and include any waste that is capable 
of undergoing anaerobic or aerobic decomposition. Different terminologies have been applied to this 
kind of waste, such as putrescible, green, food, yard, biosolids, garden, or simply organic wastes, but 
chemically speaking, biowaste is characterized by high carbon content in the form of cellulose, hemi-
celluloses, and lignin, or even proteins and fat, that can be biologically degraded into carbon dioxide, 
methane, and water.[1]
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Disposal Problems Associated with Biowaste

Disposal of biowaste either through uncontrolled landfill or if abandoned, presents some health and 
pollution issues that should be addressed. In fact, as biowaste is biologically degradable, it is a free 
food source for every kind of microorganism, including pathogens that could endanger an entire 
population.

Leachate

As water percolates through biowaste, it leaches out inorganic and organic compounds, with the risk 
of soil and groundwater contamination. Also, some persistent pathogens that can be found in long-
term deposits of biowaste could endanger population. Landfill leachate is an organicrich liquor that is 
an excellent food source for heterotrophic microorganisms, but being so concentrated, its treatment is 
hardly achieved. Also, the existence of heavy metal contamination is toxic to microorganisms that could 
otherwise be successful in performing the leachate treatment.

Methane

The second pollution issue from disposal of biowaste is that methane (CH4) is produced under anaerobic 
conditions that naturally occur in landfills. The problems with methane are that it is a greenhouse gas, 
with more than 20 times the damaging effect of carbon dioxide (CO2), and that it remains in the atmo-
sphere for approximately 9–15 years.

Regulatory issues of Waste Management

Europe is committed to recycling as one of the main objectives of the waste management policy. Through 
recycling, materials contained in solid waste are reintroduced in the production cycle, leading to raw 
materials and energy savings and reducing the cost of landfill disposal.[2] Current European Directive 
on solid waste management[3] demands that countries adopt appropriate waste treatment methods, aim-
ing to reduce the amount of waste sent to its final destination—landfill. Taking this into consideration, 
waste valorization through reusing and/or recycling, or by using other processes (energetic, organic), is 
also intended. The organic fraction of solid waste can be valorized by composting or anaerobic digestion 
and, according to the established in the Council Directive on the landfill of waste,[4] should be diverted 
from the flux of wastes to landfill. Taking the year 1995 as baseline, member states should reduce land-
filling of biodegradable MSW to 75% by 2010, to 50% by 2013, and to 35% by 2020.

The organic matter (OM) in solid waste (currently constitutes about 40% of the MSW in Portugal, 
25% in the United States,[5] almost 50% in Abu Dhabi City,[6] 50% in France,[7] and almost 77% in 
Brazil[8]) can be recycled to useful products (compost, methane gas, etc.,) through biological treat-
ment processes. MSW valorization is mainly achieved by recycling constituents such as glass, met-
als, plastics, paper and cardboard, and OM, which is only possible when these residues are mostly 
collected selectively, although construction of mechanical biological treatment (MBT) facilities, 
comprising screening and other physical separation units, can contribute to the achievement of the 
established targets.

Composting is seen as a valuable recycling process for the organic fraction of MSW (OFMSW) 
and, thus, is of particular importance given the already existing systems and the potential to grow. 
Nevertheless, in the European Union (EU), it was not yet possible to come to an agreement on biological 
treatment of biowaste, in spite of the long work that has been done and that resulted in the publication 
of a Working Document on Biological Treatment of Biowaste in 2001.[9] This is not only due to the enor-
mous differences in the degree of development of waste management of the various member states but 
also, in part, due to the existing lobbies.
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Biological Aerobic Waste treatment: composting

Composting is the biological process used most often for the controlled aerobic conversion of OFMSW 
and any kind of solid and semisolid organic waste to a humus-like material, known as compost. Overall, 
the composting process can be represented by the reaction in Figure 1.

This exothermic process is realized in the presence of oxygen by a biological consortia of microor-
ganisms and takes place in two distinct phases: a first phase, in which predominantly thermophilic 
biochemical degrading reactions occur (temperature rises as a result of the heat produced biologically), 
and a second phase, in which the humification/stabilization processes occur.[10,11] (Hogan and collabora-
tors[12] suggested that the temperature rise results from the low thermal conductivity of waste.) Compost 
resulting from this process is a stable product, free of pathogens and plant seeds that can be applied, 
with benefits to the soil. This definition is intended to distinguish the composting process from the 
ordinary decomposition that occurs in nature.[13] Moreover, Bertoldi[14] clarified that the stabilization 
phase corresponds to a humification process that can be prevented under conditions of oxygen scarcity 
and substrate inadequacy.

Depending on the feedstock nature, the nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium content of the compost 
may be insufficient for its classification as an organic fertilizer, allowing instead for its usage as a soil 
improver. This means that compost properties allow for soil pH amendment, acting as a source of OM 
that can enhance the water retention and cation exchange capacity of the soil and improve soil aeration.[15]

These are the reasons why composting is currently known as a process of recycling the OM in the 
solid waste and why using compost in soil represents the reintroduction of OM in soils, reducing erosion 
and thus desertification that is increased due to intensive land use.

Composting can be successfully applied to garden waste, separated MSW, mixed MSW, co- composting 
with sludge from urban and industrial wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), and agricultural and 
livestock residues.

composting Backgrounds

Organic soil correction with agricultural and livestock waste dates back to the utilization of soil for crop 
production, having been the principal means of restoring the nutrient balance in soil.[16] Composting is 
known, for a long time, by farmers as a method that allows obtaining an organic fertilizer from domes-
tic waste. There are records of composting in piles in China for more than 2000 years, and there are 
even biblical references on the practice of soil correction. About 1000 years ago, Abu Zacharia described 
these procedures that have been practiced 3000 years earlier in the manuscript of El Doctor Excellente 
Abu Zacharia Iahia de Sevilla, translated from Arabic into Spanish by the order of King Carlos V, and 
published in 1802 as El Libro de Agricultura. In this book, Abu Zacharia insisted that animal manure 
should not be applied too fresh or directly to the soil, but only after mixing with 5 to 10 times its weight 
of vegetable and animal bedding waste.[17]

FIGURE 1 Schematics representation of the composting process.
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In the growing cities in Europe, during the 18th and 19th centuries, farmers exchanged their products 
by MSW, using them as soil improver. Until the mid-20th century, MSWs were almost completely recycled 
through agriculture and did not pose an accumulation problem.[17] Composting of organic wastes and 
residues was envisaged as more of an art than a science until about the 1930s. By then, several develop-
ments of mechanical or intensive systems were achieved in Europe (Itano process in 1928, Beccari in 1931, 
and VAM in 1932). The Europeans continued to develop and install composting systems in Europe, South 
America, and Asia, and it was only in 1974 that the U.S. Department of Agriculture at Beltsville, Maryland, 
developed the “static pile” method that was currently used until the 1990s in the United States.[18]

By the end of 1960, composting was considered an attractive process for stabilization of the OFMSW 
with the final product being sold profitably as soil improver.[19] However, by the end of the same decade, 
composting was no longer that interesting for MSW management, not only due to the lower quality of 
solid waste but also due to the lack of market for compost. Recent stress on usage of less environmental 
impacting methods has redirected interest into the composting process, particularly concerning the 
recycling of MSW and urban and industrial WWTPs.

Despite the fact that implementing this process to agricultural wastes is ancient, scientific support 
was only established in the early 20th century, mainly due to the work done by an English agronomist 
(Sir A. Howard, 1924–1931) in Indore, India. This agronomist established the fundamental principles for 
the maintenance of a microbial population in optimal conditions of activity: the need to mix vegetable 
and animal wastes, the need for neutralization of the fermenting biomass, and the need for provision of 
adequate amounts of air and water. Thus, materials were stacked in piles (windrows) that have a dimen-
sion of 9 × 4.2 m and a height of 60 cm, which allows for maintaining adequate levels of heat and humid-
ity.[20] Construction of these windrows was made by successive layers of waste (manure, soil, and straw) 
and moistening them conveniently. Windrows were revolved 16, 30, and 60 days after the start of the 
procedure that needed 90 days before completion and incorporation of the product in soil could be done.

Although windrow composting was the most common practice, during 1950–1960, there was a huge 
amount of publicity for projects involving composting in reactors.[21,22] However, these projects had 
almost universally poor results and had an abrupt end due to bad performance and high economic costs. 
Bad performance was generally the result of an inadequate project or operation and not of the process 
or technology itself. In the 1950s, there were already more than 20 patented composting systems.[23] 
In this period, mechanical separation for removal of any non-compostable from the waste stream was 
initiated.[14]

Co-composting of MSW and biosolids (composting simultaneously MSW and sludge) has attracted 
increasing attention.[24] MSWs are used as bulking agent and the biosolids act as readily available nitro-
gen and humidity source. This technique was investigated and applied fully and systematically in the 
1950s,[25,26] but moisture content (96%) of the digested solids was a limiting factor as biosolids dehydra-
tion was not frequent by then.[27]

In the EU, production of agricultural and food wastes exceeds 1 billion tons/yr, which is 3 times larger 
than the production of sludge and 6 times higher than the production of MSW.[28] Intensive livestock 
farming incrementation worsened the problem through production of large amounts of animal waste, 
often in specific locations. Despite this, the relatively reduced application of composting in the manage-
ment of this waste should be noticed, especially when compared with the application of this process 
in the management of MSW.[29] This is probably due to the fact that the agricultural wastes are often 
applied directly to soil, without any previous treatment, and that composting is generally considered a 
process for pollution control rather than a beneficial and efficient process for nutrient recycling.

Taking into account the requirements of EU legislation regarding waste management and environ-
mental protection, and because there is nowadays a greater awareness of the importance of controlling 
the loss of nutrients in the waste treatment processes, recently, there has been a greater research effort 
to develop strategies that can control gaseous emissions, stabilize OM, and ensure nutrient retention 
and the absence of toxic products or pathogens in the compost. There are currently several groups of 
European researchers working on specific issues of composting of livestock and agricultural waste (such 
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as kinetics of composting of MSW, effect of the composition of agricultural waste on compost quality 
and composting kinetics, effect of contaminants on composting process and on compost quality, etc.), 
aiming to produce good quality compost.[24,29–34] It is expected and highly desirable an increase in the 
world-wide application of composting for the treatment of these wastes and the use of its compost for 
agricultural purposes.

Composting has been successfully applied, including for the waste treatment of animal slaughter and 
carcasses.[35] Mesquita[36] enumerated some composting projects, where different raw materials were suc-
cessfully used, and Williams[37] identified several large-scale separate composting schemes implemented 
in Europe.

Advantages and Drawbacks of composting

If correctly used, the composting process for MSW treatment presents several advantages. When it 
is a part of a MSW integrated management system, these advantages are even more important; thus, 
valorization of the OFMSW by the integrated management can be achieved, and consequently, the final 
product quality can be improved.

A relevant issue is that besides being a process of effective organic waste treatment, composting is also 
an excellent recycling process, retaining in the final product (compost) macro- and micronutrients that 
may return to the soil and supplement other energy cycles in nature.[38]

The main advantages of the composting process are as follows:

• Economy and natural resource preservation and reuse of OM and of macronutrients (N, P, K, 
Ca, and Mg) and micronutrients (Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, etc.,) owing to composting being a recycling 
process.

• Environmental benefits as a result of elimination of air, soil, and water pollution due to proper 
disposal of organic wastes or their appropriate confinement in controlled landfills. Also, there are 
additional benefits from using organic compost (instead of artificial fertilizers and soil improv-
ers): in the recovery of degraded, contaminated sites and salty soil, in reforestation, in soil erosion 
control, etc.

• Public health benefits, due to the elimination of pathogens. In developing countries, this issue 
contributes to child mortality control.

• As an offshoot of health benefits, e.g., prevention and elimination of diseases, economic benefits 
arise, contributing to the reduction of costs of treatment and increased productivity. Another 
benefit is the elimination of costs for land remediation of uncontrolled dump sites.

• Social benefits arise from the fact that in addition to eliminating the practice of using organic 
waste as food for animals, composting promotes employment either in the treatment units (selec-
tive collection, sorting, processing) or in compost utilization and application.

The main disadvantages arising from composting are as follows:

• Being a labor-intensive process, composting gives rise to operational costs (compensated with 
positive social impact).

• Producing compost from selective organic collection entails high costs.
• The possibility of compost contamination (if the adopted process is not technologically appropri-

ate and poorly conducted).

Methods of composting

Composting is a simple technology that requires a fairly low intervention and has modest initial, opera-
tional, and support costs. It can be very attractive to authorities charged with biowaste management but 
with reduced budgets.
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There are many factors that can influence the decision on the specific details of composting methods 
that should be adopted, but composting of OM in MSW or similar materials will most naturally be 
based in one of two options, either source-separated biowaste or biowaste recovered from MBT plants. 
Either of these options will ultimately be put in practice in home composting systems or in centralized 
composting facilities.

While home composting takes advantage of many distributed and local production units, centralized 
or large-scale facilities comprise two large groups of systems, both open and closed.[39] Among open 
systems of composting, three types can be distinguished: windrow (or revolved piles), the static aer-
ated piles, and vermicomposting.[30] Closed systems of composting include reactors (either horizontal 
or vertical) of different sizes and shapes equipped with different feeding and aeration systems, aimed at 
accelerating the startup of the oxidation process, especially in cold climate countries, thus allowing for 
a more efficient control of odor emissions and minimizing the land area requirements.[37]

The choice of a specific type of system relies essentially on socioeconomic factors, on the amount of 
biowaste to compost, and on its final destination. Open systems are generally more suitable for develop-
ing countries[40,41] and for agro/livestock facilities[42] due to their easier operation and lower mechaniza-
tion, building, maintenance, and operational costs.

Processing of agricultural and livestock waste using any of these technologies not only presents sub-
stantial benefits from the health, economic, and environmental points of view but also allows for a safe 
and potentially useful final product that can be used as a soil conditioner, valorized as a fertilizer, or 
for the floriculture and horticulture industries. Its use for agricultural purposes is important, both in 
countries where soil is extremely poor in OM (such as those of southern Europe) and in countries where 
extensive use of inorganic soil fertilizers has endangered its structure.[40]

The most common technologies, particularly for composting the OFMSW and similar biowaste, are 
presented below.

Home composting

Home composting is one of the most interesting ways of managing biowaste. In fact, while people com-
post at home, they are guaranteeing the removal of OM from MSW flux, thus facilitating the achievement 
of the goals established in the EU Landfill and EU Waste Management Directives, as well as contributing 
to the reduction of waste management costs by reducing the total amount of waste that needs treatment. 
Also, by using home-produced compost, households do not need to use other fertilizers or soil condi-
tioners; hence, they also have lower garden maintenance costs. Home composting demands the direct 
involvement of households, leading to higher separation rates of other recyclables as well.

One of the biggest issues in home composting is the choice of the compost bin. Although there are 
several configurations available in the market (Figure 2), some of them are far more efficient than others 

FIGURE 2 Home composters: (a) Wood, homemade, with two composting chambers, 1 m3 each. (b) Commercial 
plastic, with openings for air circulation (0.4 m3), offered by the Terra-à-Terra project.
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and their cost is not always according to quality. In some cities, there are special programs that try to 
address this problem, reducing costs to the consumer. In Porto, Portugal, Lipor has been developing 
a project—Terra-à-Terra—that aims to promote organic waste reduction at the households of Lipor’s 
municipalities. Householders with a garden or that work in companies with a garden in the project area 
can receive a free compost bin after attending a free composting training session. Through this project 
that started in 2007, more than 4500 composters have been delivered in 3 years, and it is estimated that 
there is a potential biowaste reduction of about 3000 tons/yr that will prevent the emission of 528 tons of 
CO2 per year if this waste is treated at the energy recovery plant.[43]  

centralized composting

Seasonal variation in the composition of the MSW requires a flexible and competent management of 
the composting system.[1,44] For this reason, careful choice of the system and a thorough control of the 
facilities are of primary importance.

Windrows

This technology is based on the Indore composting method. Rows of parallel piles of material with a 
height of 1.5–2 m and a width of 3–4 m are constructed until they reach 100 m or more. The shape of the 
piles is such that sufficient heat is generated to maintain temperatures while allowing for oxygen diffu-
sion into the center of the pile, through natural convection. Batteries of piles must be constructed on 
an impermeable surface (e.g., cement) so as to facilitate the collection of leachate that eventually will 
form and so that piles can be easily turned. Windrows must be turned periodically (initially at the end 
of 5 days and then every 2 or 3 days), as shown in Figure 3. The convex shape of the windrows allows 
rainwater to drip along the surface and not infiltrate the pile of material. This system has some draw-
backs such as being prone to anaerobiosis due to layer compaction, reduction of free space for aeration, 
and production of leachate that fills the remaining voids between particles, which further contributes 
to reducing aeration.

Aerated Static Piles

Piles are similar to those in windrow composting. However, the material is not mechanically aerated. 
Temperature control is achieved by natural air convection or forced aeration, either by introduction of 
compressed air or by vacuum induction (Figure 4).

The material for composting remains stacked during a very long period, which might result to col-
lapsing and thus pore clogging. To prevent this, it is a common practice to mix biowaste with some bulk-
ing material (such as wood chips or sawdust) that should be more stable and have a higher particle size, 
thus providing a structure that will help prevent the material in the pile from collapsing. Aerated piles 
should be covered with a layer of compost or wood chips that confer some insulation, act as a biofilter, 
and reduce odor release.[42] 

FIGURE 3 Schema of windrow composting and how to turn composting piles; the upper material will stay in the 
bottom after turning.
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These composting technologies were traditionally implemented in open courtyards. Currently, and 
in regions where environmental conditions are particularly unsuited to this type of processing, these 
technologies are implemented in covered spaces or indoors (Figure 5), in which case, it is possible to 
perform air treatment in biofilters, achieving a dramatic reduction in odorous emissions.

in-vessel

Due to being enclosed, in-vessel systems allow for tighter control of temperature, moisture, aeration, 
and biowaste mixing. In-vessel systems include different configurations such as tunnels, rotating drums, 
reactor tanks, silos or towers, agitated bays and beds, enclosed halls, or even containers.[37] Although the 
operating systems are essentially the same as for windrows or aerated piles, these reactors are much 
more efficient, thus needing much less area.[1]

Silos or towers

This technology is based on the use of silos or other types of structures with a height exceeding 4 m. 
These reactors are fed at the top, via a distribution mechanism, and the material progresses towards 
the bottom by way of gravity, usually after 14 days of composting. After this period, a curing time of ca. 
2 months is needed to stabilize the compost.[42] Process control is commonly performed by air injec-
tion at the base of the reactor, moving upwards countercurrent to the biowaste (Figure 6).[47] Due to the 
great height of the reactor, it is necessary to use large airflow per unit surface area of distribution, which 

FIGURE 4 Static pile composting: (a) with suction of air from the outer layers to the base of the piles; (b) with 
compressed air injection through the base of the pile; and (c) natural convection.
Sources: (a) from Risse and Faucette;[45] (b) and (c) adapted from Graves and Hattemer.[46]

FIGURE 5 Indoor aerated static pile system with aeration through vacuum induction.
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makes it difficult to control the process.[48] It is not easy to keep the temperature and oxygen at optimal 
levels, due to material compaction and to inexistence of mixing in the silo.[42] To minimize these prob-
lems, material should be thoroughly mixed prior to feeding the silo and air distribution and collecting 
systems must be improved, by changing the direction of airflow from vertical to horizontal between 
alternating sets of inlet and exhaust pipes.[44]

This type of reactor has been successfully used for composting of sludge from WWTPs (where the 
addition of bulking materials for porosity enhancement and a uniform feed facilitates process control) 
but is rarely used for processing heterogeneous materials, such as the OFMSW.[44] 

Horizontal Reactors (tunnels and Agitated Beds)

These reactors allow controlling the occurrence of high temperature, moisture, and oxygen gradients, 
which are frequent in vertical reactors, because air needs to travel lower distances through the material. 
There are a variety of configurations, comprising static or agitated reactors, with aeration by air injec-
tion or vacuum induction. Agitated systems usually take advantage of the revolving process to displace 
the material along the reactor continuously, while the static systems usually need loading and unloading 
mechanisms. Handling equipment can also grind the material, exposing new areas for decomposition, 
but excessive grinding can also reduce porosity. Typically, aeration systems are installed at the base of 
the reactor and can use temperature and/or oxygen concentration as control variables. The agitated 
systems with less than 2 to 3 m thick beds have been successfully used in heterogeneous MSW treatment 
(Figure 7, left).

FIGURE 6 Schematic drawing of vertical reactors system for composting.

FIGURE 7 Horizontal composting systems: (left) tunnel composting system composed of horizontal parallel 
beds; (right) turning machine for a tunnel composting system.
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Tunnels are formed in long parallel channels (Figure 7, left), made of concrete walls with a movable 
porous floor, like a grid to allow for greater airflow (usually forced aeration) under the compost, and 
covered by a roof. Biosolids are revolved by a turning machine (Figure 7, right) running on tracks along 
the concrete walls between channels. The turner movement along the bed displaces the compost until it 
is ejected at the end of the bed.[49] The duration of the composting process is determined by the length of 
the bed and the turning frequency, ranging from 6 to 20 days, after which the compost must be further 
processed in windrows or aerated static piles for 1 to 2 months. Agitated bed systems operation ranges 
from 2 to 4 weeks; also, an extended curing period is needed to stabilize compost.[18]

Rotary Drums

In these reactors, biomaterial stays for only a few hours or days. Their effect is essentially homogeni-
zation and grinding of materials, only allowing start of composting by temperature control. As the 
reactors (diameter, 2 to 4 m; length, up to 45 m) have a slight inclination and have a rotating movement 
(0.5 to 2 rpm), the flow of material is continuous, countercurrent to the air supply; thus, the material 
leaving the reactor is cooled by fresh air and the material entering the drum makes contact with warm 
air, which favors bacterial growth (Figure 8).[42] These reactors are particularly interesting in process-
ing the OFMSW for composting[46] as they allow for a faster startup of the process while reducing the 
malodorous emissions to the atmosphere. The DANO drum is a commercial rotating cylinder that has 
retention times of about 3 days with eventual interest in modern MBT plants. Most of the biological 
process has to be realized after leaving the reactor.

All of the systems described above can be used for composting different types of materials. Obviously, 
capital and operational costs of reactor processes are significantly higher than those of a windrow or 
aerated static pile process; thus, the residence time in the reactors is rarely enough to obtain mature 
compost. For this reason, a reactor is used in the early stages of composting to allow an easier control 
of the process, which facilitates odor emission reduction. After this processing, the material that comes 
out of the reactor must be stabilized in windrows or aerated static piles.[44] As the OFMSW treatment is 
difficult due to high cellulosic carbon content and sometimes low moisture and low porous structure, it 
may take as long as 6 months for compost maturation and stabilization, unlike compost from WWTPs 
that usually only takes 2–3 mo to be stabilized.

Vermicomposting

Vermicomposting is an alternative technology to conventional composting in which selected species of 
earthworms (Lumbricus terrestris and Dendrobaena veneta) and red worms (Eisenia foetida, Figure 9) 
eat organic material, absorb the nutrients they need, and excrete the rest, producing a humus-like mate-
rial, known as vermicompost.[1,50] Vermicomposting should be applied preferentially to residues of fruit 
and vegetables, tea leaves, tea bags, coffee grounds, paper, and shredded green garden waste and has 
large application in agricultural wastes, including manure wastes.[51] Vermicompost produced from 

FIGURE 8 Composting rotary drum: (left) side view and (right) view from the waste admission side.
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OFMSW is a “nutritive biofertilizer” 4–5 times more powerful than conventional composts and even 
better than chemical fertilizers for better crop growth and safer food production.[52]

Vermicompost systems can range from inexpensive wood or plastic boxes to sophisticated modular 
units (Figure 9) that are self-contained and fully automated to keep controlled environmental condi-
tions while processing waste into earthworm castings. Open systems range from windrows or beds of 
variable scales to open field operations. Usually, windrows are built no more than 30 cm deep for easy 
aeration of the beds.[51] Vermicompost has the advantage of being a material that growers can produce 
“on-farm” and use as a biofertilizer, using own feedstock and implementing either a midscale vermi-
composting unit technology or a modular unit.[1]

Worm beds can be as long as 50 m; feedstock can be the resulting product of a MBT plant, whereas 
OFMSW is processed in a rotary drum. Worms should be kept at temperatures of 10–35°C. Moisture is 
fundamental to worms; they breathe oxygen through their moist skin.[51] Resulting worm casts can be 
used as a biofertilizer as they contain 5 times more N, 7 times more P, 1.5 times more Ca, 11 times more 
K, and 3 times more exchangeable Mg than the soil. These casts are also rich in humic acids (which 
condition the soil), have a perfect pH balance, and have plant growth factors similar to those found in 
seaweed.[51]

Under the optimum temperature (20–30°C) and moisture (60%–70%) conditions for worm breeding, 
about 5 kg of worms (ca. 10,000) can process 1 ton of waste into vermicompost in 30 days.[53]

Worms can be easily recovered for further processing because they do not like light (a few hours of 
direct exposure to sunlight can cause paralysis or death), dryness, or even some specific odors (onions), 
migrating naturally for places where fresh wastes have been added. Worms can also be harvested by 
using a trommel screen.[54]

Vermicompost produced from organic wastes, such as food and yard wastes, have enormous eco-
nomic potential for increasing crop yields, suppressing attacks from pests, and controlling the spread 
of diseases.[55–57]

evaluation of a composting System

Among the various criteria used for assessing the system efficiency, the most important for MSW com-
posting are product quality, rejected ratio, and recycling rate. Compost quality can be evaluated by its 
appearance and by functional characteristics and the nature of the contaminants, characteristics that are 
critical for its commercialization. Rejected ratio and recycling rate affect the quality of the product, as they 
affect the contaminant’s concentration and the amount of final waste that must be disposed off in landfill.

Compost quality should constitute the main objective of the composting facility. Some of the aspects 
of quality, such as the degree of maturation and size of particles, can be corrected at the end of the 
process by increasing the curing time and by using physical processes for particle size reduction. 
However, other issues may be far more difficult to remedy, as when there is chemical contamination. 

FIGURE 9 Eisenia foetida in a home/commercial vermicomposter.
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A composting factor should be not only thoroughly thought about when conceiving the biowaste man-
agement system but also observed during the initial phases of processing. Chemical contamination can 
be caused by heavy metals or other chemicals, often from domestic hazardous waste. Contamination 
can also be of physical type; that is, the product may be contaminated with inert materials (glass, plas-
tics and metals, brick and concrete, etc.,) that arise from domestic or commercial waste either volun-
tarily or by mistake. Removal of physical contaminants may not be very difficult from a technological 
point of view but represents a high fraction of the economic costs of a composting facility, which cannot 
be completely eliminated because even source-separated waste can be contaminated. However, the use 
of a source-separated raw material is of primary importance for high-quality assurance of the compost.

Phases of composting

Throughout the composting process, the microbial population will vary and different types of microor-
ganisms will play distinct roles during the various stages of the process.[38] Thus, in the first step, there 
will be predominantly mesophilic bacteria that hydrolyze the easily fermentable organic material. The 
reactions are exothermic, leading to heat release and temperature rise. Thermophilic microorganisms 
(bacteria, fungi, and actinomycetes) begin to develop on a large scale—from 40°C.[58] The thermophilic 
microorganisms multiply, and as soon as the temperature reaches 55–60°C, the attack on complex mol-
ecules (carbohydrates, proteins, etc.,) starts, which will result in their transformation into simpler prod-
ucts (simple sugars, amino acids, etc.,) that are used by other microorganisms (Figure 10). If there is no 
external control, the temperature of the composting material can reach 80°C, which represents the limit 
for the thermophilic population, resulting in microbiological activity inhibition and survival only of 
spores of bacteria. As degradation is reduced, and temperature lowers, mesophilic bacteria, actinomy-
cetes, and fungi (mostly those that were in the outer areas of the pile) gain further activity, attacking the 
most resistant compounds (such as lignin and cellulose, the less readily biodegradable components of 
biowaste).[1] Complex enzymatic reactions are responsible for humus production, mainly by lignin and 
protein combination. At this stage, protozoa and some higher organisms (worms, nematodes, and mil-
lipedes) can be found in compost.

FIGURE 10 Microbiological transformations and temperature and pH profiles during a controlled composting 
process. (Source: Adapted from Neto and Mesquita.[38])
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Process Parameters in composting

Preparation of a composting process is not a simple task, especially for achieving optimal results. For 
this reason, in commercial applications, mechanization is a key factor, allowing for efficiently control-
ling the most important project factors (temperature, pH, moisture, C/N ratio, aeration rate, particle 
size, and mixing/turning).[58]

As any biological process, composting is conditioned by factors that affect the activity of the micro-
organisms involved in the process.

temperature

Temperature is the process parameter that best describes the biological equilibrium and shows the effi-
ciency of the process. Aerobic composting systems operate under mesophilic (20–40°C) and thermo-
philic (40–60°C) conditions that change along the process as a result of the respiration and metabolic 
activities of the organisms involved in the composting process.[1]

Temperature control of the composting material under static pile or in-vessel processes can be 
achieved through temperature monitoring and control of the air flow rate. In these processes, tempera-
ture can be controlled in the thermophilic range, around 60°C, which allows for the development of a 
more complex microbiological consortia, responsible for increasing the rate of decomposition of the 
OM (higher process efficiency), better compost sanitation or pathogen elimination, and elimination of 
weed seeds, insect larvae, and parasite eggs, among other advantages of the process.[38]

In windrow composting systems, temperature can only be controlled indirectly, by changing the 
turning frequency of the composting material. After turning, temperature lowers 5–10°C, rising again 
after only a few hours, as a result of the increase in oxygen availability. On the other hand, if temperature 
rises above 70°C, most of the microorganisms will die or enter the dormant phase, slowing the compost-
ing process and resulting to lower-quality compost. Also, high temperature can lead to humidity and 
nitrogen loss (through ammonia volatilization at a pH of 7.5).

In a system adequately controlled, temperature in the composting pile will rise up to 40–60°C from 
the second to the fourth day and will lower down to 35–38°C after 10 to 15 days because easily biodegrad-
able organic material has already been converted. The increase in temperature also depends on factors 
such as nutrient availability, moisture content, particle size, aeration, turning of the pile, and the ther-
mal insulation of the system (either exposed systems or confined systems).

Typical temperature profiles in non-controlled composting systems (with and without turning) are 
shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11 Typical temperature history observed in (a) windrow composting systems with turning[59] and 
(b) static piles with and without forced aeration.[59]
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It should also be noted that temperature is usually not uniform along the composting pile, the inner 
material having a higher temperature than the outer layers, as shown in Figure 12.

Moisture

Decomposition of the OM mainly depends on moisture content to enable microbiological activity. 
Microorganisms have, in their structure, about 90% water that is needed not only for new cell produc-
tion but also and specially for the dissolution of the nutrients needed for cellular metabolism.

Moisture content can be adjusted either through mixing different materials or through water addition 
to an optimum between 40% and 70%. Below 30% humidity, composting rate dramatically decreases, but 
more than 70% moisture content may lead to pore filling with water, thus preventing oxygen from reach-
ing the OM and inducing anaerobic conditions. This is why the most recommended value is 60%.[1,42]

Also turning of the composting material can help control moisture content. If the organic material 
has 55%–60% humidity and the composting period is 15 days, the first turning should be done on the 
third day and then every other day.[58]

Aeration

Aeration is very important in composting and holds two main functions: the first, and most important 
one, is to supply aerobic microorganisms with the oxygen they need for their respiration and metabolic 
activity, and the second function is to control temperature and, consequently, the rate of oxidation of 
the OM as well as odor emission.

Theoretically, the optimal rate of aeration would be the one that would allow for biological oxygen 
demand (BOD) supply during all the different composting steps. Nevertheless, parameters such as the 
nature of the composting material, particle size, aeration technology, moisture content, and porosity of 
the material in the pile may prevent full satisfaction of this requirement.[23] On the other hand, excessive 
aeration may cause excessive loss of humidity and heat leading to the misidentification of the end of the 
composting process.

In static pile systems, initial oxygen concentration in the pores is similar to that in the surrounding 
air (ca. 17%), because this is the air that was trapped in these spaces when the pile was built, whereas CO2 
concentration is significantly lower (ca. 0.5%–5%). As aerobic degradation occurs, oxygen concentration 
will decrease and CO2 concentration will increase. Anaerobic conditions will develop at O2 concentra-
tion lower than 5%, which can be prevented through introduction of air, vacuum induction, or turning 
of the material in the composting pile (which will also allow for a more efficient distribution of nutrients 
and microorganisms).

FIGURE 12 Temperature profile in a composting pile: (a) in-vessel/tunnel; (b) windrow.
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In systems with forced aeration, air flowrate and total air needed in the process are fundamen-
tal project parameters that help maintain the level of available O2 very close to the required level 
throughout the whole process. The total amount of oxygen required and the total amount of CO2 
produced in the process can be estimated through the mass balance in Equation 1, where the composi-
tion of the OM for degradation and of the compost can be represented as CaHbOcNd and CwHxOyNz, 
respectively.[58]

 

C Ha bO Nc d + +0.5 2( )ny s e+ − c O2 →

nC Hw xO Ny z + +s rCO2 2H O + −( )d nz NH3 (1)

with r = 0.5 [b − nx − 3 (d − nz)] and s = a − nw.
If ammonia produced in the process is converted into nitrate (nitrification), some more oxygen will 

be needed, as estimated using Equation 2.

NH3 2+ →2O HNO3 2+ H O (2) 

Particle Size

It could be expected that the lower the particle size of the organic material, the higher would be the rate 
of biochemical reactions, due to the increase in surface area exposed to microorganisms and to oxygen, 
which translates to the composting period being reduced. However, if particle size is too small, porosity 
will be reduced along with oxygen and CO2 diffusion, which is fundamental during the thermophilic 
phase of the process, when oxygen consumption is higher.

An optimum particle size of 25–50 mm has been accepted for most of the materials, but this can vary 
between 13 and 75 mm depending on the nature of the composting material. A shredding operation may 
be needed prior to composting, which will entail an increased operational and financial cost.

Porosity of the composting material can be enhanced through introduction of bulking material that 
will allow for easier aeration while keeping structural characteristics that are essential for the construc-
tion of composting piles. Also, the height of the composting piles is based on particle size, in order to 
avoid excessive compaction during composting.

Feedstock composition

The biomaterials used in composting have such a diversified composition that can usually supply all the 
elements that are fundamental for microbial metabolism (carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, 
calcium, iron, copper, etc.).

Of these, the most important is undoubtedly the C/N ratio; an optimal ratio of 30/1 is recommended. 
Carbon is the source of energy and an essential factor for multiplication of cell material, and nitrogen is 
present (and available) in such an amount that it can be used for protein, amino acid, and nucleic acid 
formation.

Mixing of wastes with different compositions is usual since hardly ever a substrate has all the char-
acteristics required for efficient and effective composting, leading to a compost with the recommended 
values of carbon/nitrogen ratio (C/N), moisture content, particle size, density, etc. Usually, these mix-
tures are prepared using carbon-rich vegetable waste and separate solid material (newsprint paper, 
manure, slurry or sludge, yard wastes) characterized by containing high levels of nitrogen, in order to 
obtain a C/N ratio of about 25/1 to 30/1[30] (Table 1). If the C/N ratio is lower than 30/1, there will be a loss 
of nitrogen as ammonia, causing malodorous emissions, but if C/N is higher than 80/1, nitrogen concen-
tration will be so low that it will become a limiting factor. It must also be taken into consideration that 
in the OM, not all carbon will be in the readily available form, i.e., biodegradable, in contrast to nitrogen 
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that is readily available. Thus, lignocellulosic material that is rich in carbon is very hardly biodegradable, 
so when it is present, the most adequate value for the C/N ratio would be 35/1 to 40/1.[60]

During the composting period, C/N ratio slowly decreases because when OM is degraded, about 65% 
of the carbon is released as CO2 and the remainder is used with nitrogen in cell, which is released only 
when there is cellular death. The final compost should have a C/N ratio of 15/1.

TABLE 1 Nitrogen Content and C/N Ratio of Common Materials Used 
in Composting (Dry Basis)

Material N (%, dry weight) C/N Ratioa

Food processing wastes
Fruit wastes 1.52 34.8
Mixed slaughterhouse wastes 7.0–10.0 2.0
Potato tops 1.5 25.0
Coffee grounds 20.0
Vegetable wastes 2.5–4.0 11–13

Manure
Cow manure 1.7 18.0
Horse manure 2.3 25.0
Pig manure 3.75 20.0
Poultry manure 6.3 15.0
Sheep manure 3.75 22.0

Sludge
Digested activated sludge 1.88 15.7
Raw activated sludge 5.6 6.3

Wood and straw
Lumber mill wastes 0.13 170.0
Oat straw 1.05 48.0
Sawdust 0.10 200.0–500.0
Wheat straw 0.3 128.0
Wood (pine) 0.07 723.0

Paper
Mixed paper 0.25 173
Newsprint 0.05 983
Brown paper 0.01 4490
Trade magazines 0.07 470
Junk mail 0.17 223

Yard wastes
Grass clippings 2.15 20.1
Leaves (fleshly fallen) 0.5–1.0 40.0–80.0
Tree trimmings 3.1 16

Biomass
Water hyacinth 1.96 20.0
Bermuda grass 1.96 24

Source: Rynk et al.[42] and Tchobanoglous et al.[58]

a C/N ratio based on total dry weight.
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pH control

Although authors agree that pH affects biological processes, composting studies using MSW and 
wastewater sludge where the initial pH of the composting material was varied have shown that a self-
regulation of pH occurs;[10] thus, pH is not a critical factor in the composting process. Most of the 
times, there is no need for pH correction, although in few particular situations, lime can be added for 
pH correction.

Most of the bacteria involved in the process operate better in the pH range of 6 to 7.5, but fungi prefer 
a pH of 7.5 to 9. In the composting process, there is a pH variation across time. Thus, in the first phase of 
the process, simple organic acids are produced, lowering pH to 5 or even less. After only 3 days, pH starts 
rising up to 8–8.5, as organic acids are being further transformed. In the cooling phase, the pH of the 
compost will be slightly reduced until 7–8 (Figure 13). Ideally, pH must be less than 8.5 so that nitrogen 
loss (as ammonia) is minimized.[58]

odor control

Odor problems arise from development of anaerobic conditions that allow for formation of organic 
acids, or ammonia release, most of which are extremely malodorous. Nevertheless, material in the pile 
can act as a biofilter that retains and degrades part of these compounds.

Pathogen control

Pathogen destruction is of primary importance in composting systems as it is affected by temperature pro-
file and aeration process. Pathogens can be eliminated under different conditions (Salmonella is destroyed 
in 15–20 min at 60°C, but at 55°C, it will take 1 hr). As a recommendation, if biowaste is kept at 70°C for 
1–2 hr, all pathogens will be eliminated. It should be noted that in the second stage of the composting 
process (humification), the Penicillium fungus that destroys pathogens, acting as an antibiotic, appears.

Most European countries recommend a temperature of 55–65°C for 4–15 days to guarantee compost 
sanitization.[1,58]

FIGURE 13 Typical temperature and pH range in windrow composting. (Source: Fonseca and Amorim.[59])
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evaluation of Maturation and compost Maturity

As stated before, compost cannot be produced in record time; the length of the composting process 
depends on several factors, such as the feedstock material, particle size, nutrient balance, moisture con-
tent, and the composting technique. Although some authors and technologies claim to compost wastes 
in 7 or 20 days, this is not possible because compost produced in this time is not stabilized as total 
humification of the OM can only be achieved after about 110 days.[23] Thus, composting of garden or food 
waste materials can be successfully achieved in 3 mo under aerated, in-vessel, or even turned windrow 
systems but will take as long as 1 year in an unaerated static pile.

Compost maturation is fundamental in order to prevent ammonia liberation into the roots of cultures 
(at very low C/N ratios), biochemical reduction of soil nitrogen (when residual carbon in high C/N ratio 
compost is used by microorganisms), production of toxins that inhibit plant metabolism and seed germina-
tion, and microbiological activity that may lead to oxygen demand as well as other toxic effects to plants.[10]

The degree of maturation and stabilization of compost can be assessed using different methodolo-
gies: 1) final drop in temperature and self-heating capacity (the absence of temperature increase after 
turning and humidifying the biowaste up to 50% moisture content means that the process has ended); 2) 
amount of decomposable and resistant OM in the compost (lignin content higher than 30% means that 
compost is stable);[58] 3) chemical oxygen demand (COD) (a COD value below 350 mg O2/g compost 
shows that the compost is stable); 4) oxygen uptake rate [it should be less than 40 mg of O2 per kilogram 
of dry matter per hour for compost to be considered stable; a specific oxygen uptake rate (SOUR) test[61] 
can be performed]; 5) CO2 production (it should be small, meaning that there is no significant microor-
ganism activity); 6) C/N ratio (it usually decreases along the process, but it should be interpreted taking 
into account the initial characteristics of the OM and composting conditions. If OM has an initial C/N 
ratio of 35–40, the stabilized compost should have a C/N ratio of 18–20; however, if the initial C/N ratio 
is 10 or even lower as in manure wastes, an increase of the C/N ratio should be expected during the com-
posting process);[17] 7) growth of the fungus Chaetomium gracilis;[58] and 8) the absence of ammonia in 
the compost and the presence of nitrates.[38]

commercialization issues

To be marketed, compost must have a uniform size; must be free of contaminants such as glass, plastics, 
and metals; and must be free from unpleasant odors. Typically, compost is a dark color product, has a 
wet soil smell, has a nice texture, and does not show the original raw material (Figure 14). The most com-
mon treatments before compost packaging are crushing and screening, although sometimes compost is 
commercialized as pellets.

FIGURE 14 How compost looks like: (left) from OFMSW; (right) from co-composting of slaughterhouse with 
sawdust and agricultural waste.
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conclusion

Methods that can be used to perform composting over biowastes of different nature have been pre-
sented, from the simpler and less expensive ones, to some more sophisticated and expensive technolo-
gies. Most of the composting processes are based on reactions involving microorganisms, but worms 
can also be used to perform the same task of degrading OM and producing a stabilized and mature 
product (that is sterilized and of good quality) that can be used as a soil conditioner or fertilizer. With 
CO2 and H2O being the only by-products, composting can be considered environmentally benign and 
can contribute to OM recycling. The influence of the main operational parameters has been discussed, 
and it was shown that under appropriate conditions, almost any OM can be composted.
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Insects and Mites: 
Biological Control

Ann E. Hajek

introduction

Biological control is defined as the use of natural enemies to suppress a pest population, making the 
pests and their associated damage less abundant. Natural enemies were first used to control insect pests 
when farmers in ancient China and Yemen moved colonies of predaceous ants to control pests of tree 
crops. Today, the natural enemies used to control insect and mite pests include a diversity of predators, 
parasitoids, and pathogens. Specific strategies have been developed for release of natural enemies or 
enhancement of their persistence and activity. Biological control has been used very successfully for 
permanent suppression of introduced pests. Among natural enemies applied for shorter-term control 
in 1990, even the most widely used biological control agent, Bacillus thuringiensis, accounted for <1% of 
the insecticide market. However, biological control agents are widely used for control in environmen-
tally sensitive areas or controlled environments and constitute important components of integrated pest 
management programs.

Strategies for Using Biological control

Natural enemies can be used in a variety of very different ways. The first major uses of natural enemies 
for pest control were directed at control of introduced insect pests. Natural enemies from the land of 
origin of introduced pests were released in areas of pest introduction. This strategy, called classical 
biological control, now also includes introduction of exotic natural enemies to control native pests. In 
all cases, a high degree of host specificity is required in the natural enemies to be introduced. After the 
exotic natural enemy is established in the new location, its effectiveness is based on population increases 
in response to increasing densities of pest populations. Classical biological control can be dramatically 
effective, with 34% of insect natural enemies that are released becoming established and 17% completely 
controlling devastating pests. Classical biological control is known to be extremely cost effective with 
cost benefit estimates of up to 200:1, if a program is successful at establishing an effective natural enemy.

A second strategy, augmentation, involves releasing natural enemies for pest control, usually in 
instances where natural enemies can be effective but are not sustained in the environment at high 
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enough densities to provide control. Inundative augmentation is used when only the natural enemies 
that are released in high numbers are expected to exert control. Under inoculative augmentation, con-
trol effects are more delayed and are predominantly exerted by the progeny of the released organisms. 
Natural enemies used for augmentation are often mass reared, so understanding requirements for mass 
production of high quality natural enemies that are healthy and active after shipment and release is 
 critical for the use of this strategy.

The third major strategy, conservation, involves manipulations to enhance the persistence and 
 activity of natural enemies already occurring in the environment. This strategy takes on a diversity 
of forms based on requirements of the individual natural enemies. To cause less mortality of natural 
enemies, use of synthetic chemical pesticides that kill natural enemies can be altered in different ways 
ranging from eliminating their use to selecting pesticides with less impact on natural enemies to 
timing pesticide applications to minimize the effect on natural enemies. Alternatively, natural enemy 
populations can be increased by maintaining or improving the environment to provide ideal condi-
tions. For example, irrigating, strip-harvesting, intercropping, retaining vegetation adjacent to crops, 
and planting cover crops all have been shown to provide favorable habitats and food to maintain or 
increase populations of natural enemies. In a program to control the brown plant- hopper on rice in 
south and southeast Asia, the activity of a suite of native natural enemies, aided by host plant resis-
tance and application of i nsecticides only when absolutely necessary, provided better control than 
pesticides alone.

types of natural enemies

Predators

Predators are generally larger than their prey and each usually consumes several prey individuals 
either for growth of immatures or for subsistence and reproduction of adults. The predatory life style 
is very common among insects and mites but predators with the most importance for biological con-
trol belong to four insect orders (Hemiptera, Coleoptera, Diptera, and Hymenoptera) and eight mite 
families (Figure 1). Predators feed on a diversity of prey life stages, from eggs to adults, and display a 
range of host specificity, from feeding only on one prey species to generalized feeding on many prey 
species. One of the most famous examples of classical biological control is the introduction of the highly 
 host-specific Vedalia beetle that was imported from Australia and released against outbreak populations 
of the introduced cottony cushion scale threatening the southern California citrus industry. After the 
1888–1889 releases of this predator, cottony cushion scale populations decreased dramatically and, by 
1890, scale populations had been decimated. The immense success of this early program was instrumen-
tal in building interest in use of natural enemies for biological control. As a second example, in more 
recent years, phytoseiid mites attacking tetranychid spider mites have been developed for mass release 
in greenhouses or on some outdoor crops. Pesticide-resistant mite strains have also been developed for 
use against spider mites attacking tree crops.

Parasitoids

Parasitoids develop at the expense of a single host and usually kill their hosts. Parasitoids have been 
used extensively for biological control because, in contrast to predators, the impressive degree of host 
specificity often characteristic of parasitoids leads to sensitive responses to changes in host density. 
Parasitoids used for biological control are predominantly in the Order Hymenoptera (Figure 2) with less 
common use of Diptera. The immature parasitoid is usually a featureless larva associated with the host 
while winged adults disperse to mate and find new hosts. To enable their close association with hosts, 
parasitoids have adopted amazing and diverse life cycles. Different species of parasitoids attack different 
life stages of hosts (egg through adult) and can develop either externally on hosts or internally within 
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hosts. One to many parasitoid individuals of one or more species can develop within a host. Parasitoids 
have been more widely used for classical biological control than either predators or pathogens. In recent 
years, the tiny wasp Epidinicarsis lopezi was released by land and air in 34 countries in Africa to con-
trol the introduced cassava mealybug. Due to the activity of this wasp, cassava mealybug is no longer 
 considered a problem, saving African farmers hundreds of millions of dollars in reduced crop losses. 
Some parasitoids widely used for augmentative biological control are tiny species of Trichogramma 
attacking eggs of Lepidoptera and Encarsia formosa, a member of the Aphelinidae that attacks white-
flies. Both of these tiny wasps are mass produced in insectaries and shipped to users for release against 
pest  populations threatening crops.

FIGURE 1 An adult of the multicolored Asian lady beetle (Harmonia axyridis), which was introduced from Asia 
for control of aphids and scales (length ca. 1 cm). Both larvae and adults are predatory. (Photo by J. Ogrodnick.)

FIGURE 2 An adult of the parasitoid Muscidifurax raptor (length ca. 2 mm) parasitizing house flies. Females 
lay eggs in fly puparia, larvae grow while consuming the fly pupae and winged adults then emerge to mate and 
find more hosts. These flies can be purchased and released to augment naturally occurring populations. (Photo by 
S. Long.)
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Pathogens

Microorganisms that are parasitic, referred to as pathogens, are masters at exploiting insect and mite 
hosts (Figure 3). Pathogens important for biological control include a diversity of viruses, bacteria, 
fungi, protozoa, and nematodes. This range of types of pathogens exhibits a comparable medley of 
diverse interactions with their hosts. Of primary importance, viruses, bacteria, and most protozoa 
must be ingested by hosts in order to infect, while fungi and some protozoa can penetrate directly 
through the host cuticle. The nematodes of greatest importance to biological control, Steinernema and 
Heterorhabditis, can enter hosts through body openings although some possess the ability to penetrate 
directly through the cuticle. While some pathogens have mechanisms for active dispersal to find new 
hosts, host finding is generally not directed and these pathogens rely principally on their production of 
huge numbers of progeny in order to be assured of locating healthy hosts. Associations between patho-
gens and hosts range from facultative to obligate but pathogens important for biological control are all 
specialized for infecting only insects and mites. Pathogens have been used for classical biological control 
relatively infrequently although some programs have provided complete control. Much of the develop-
ment of pathogens has been directed toward inundative augmentation of mass- produced microbes. 
The bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis is applied more than any other biological control agent. Strains of 
this bacterium predominantly kill Lepidoptera, Diptera, and Coleoptera through the activity of a toxin 
destroying the integrity of the gut. For many years, this bacterium was applied principally as a spray but 
recently several crop plants have been engineered to express genes encoding the toxin.

Biological control in Practice

There is great demand for use of biological control programs to eliminate insect and mite pests, e specially 
in environmentally sensitive areas and areas where humans live. Use of natural enemies to control 
pests can be highly effective due to the diversity of types of natural enemies and approaches. However, 
because biological control involves management of living organisms, it can be somewhat unpredictable. 
Therefore, biological control programs generally are tailored to specific pest systems and to optimize 
control, often require knowledge of the biology and ecology of the insect or mite host. Biological control 
has proven to be most effective under certain conditions (Table 1), although these generalities should not 
prevent investigations of use of biological control for alternative situations.

FIGURE 3 Gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) larvae killed by the entomopathogenic fungus Paecilomyces  farinosus 
(each larva ca. 3 cm in length). When infecting, this fungus penetrates externally through the larval cuticle, then 
increases within the host and, after host death, grows out through the integument to produce spores that will infect 
healthy hosts. (Photo by T. Ebaugh.)
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Introduced pests are not insignificant, comprising 39% of the 600 major arthropods pests in the 
United States. By 1990, more than 4300 introductions of exotic parasitoids and predators had been made 
to control insect pests, many of which were introduced. Due to its low cost and permanent effective-
ness when successful, classical biological control continues as one of the first control strategies to be 
 investigated after a new pest has been introduced.

Augmentation and conservation are now often employed as important parts of integrated pest 
 management programs. Although since the late 1940s (the start of the DDT era), for most pests synthetic 
chemical pesticides have been the first control strategy considered, use of natural enemies for control is 
increasing, especially for specific applications and systems.
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of Systems and Conditions More Commonly 
Associated with Successful Biological Control

Highly efficient natural enemy
Less mobile pest living in an exposed location
Perennial crop, natural habitat, or controlled environment, for example, a greenhouse
Crop or environment where some pest damage is tolerated
Controls for other pests do not interfere with the activity of natural enemies
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introduction

Biological invasions occur when species or distinct populations breach biogeographical barriers and 
extend their ranges to areas where they were not historically present.[1−3] Invasion biology concerns the 
causes and consequences of these new species, which are also referred to as invasive, introduced, alien, 
exotic, nonnative, or nonindigenous species.

Biological invasions occur in five steps: arrival, establishment, population growth, population spread, 
and impact (Table 1). Only a small proportion of species that arrive actually establish, and so forth; thus, 
each step acts as a filter for the invasion process. Successful invasion depends on characteristics of the 
invading species, recipient environment, and process by which the two are brought together.[4] However, 
no widely accepted method currently exists for identifying the characteristics that promote invasion a 
priori.[5]
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TABLE 1 Reasons for and Responses to Five Steps of an Invasion

Step Why? Control

Arrival Intentional releases, intentional imports, 
unintended hitchhiking (by product)

Risk assessment—choice of species, 
treatment, or quarantine of vectors

Establishment Suitable abiotic conditions, available resources, 
propagule pressure

Reduce pathways, containment

Population growth Intrinsic rate of reproduction, apomixis/
vegetative reproduction

Early eradication

Population spread Mobility—dispersal, home range size, transport 
by humans

Eradicate new populations, reduce human 
transport

Impact Density (abundant resources), few enemies, per 
capita effect (new role), alteration of resource 
base

Effective screening prior to introduction; 
mechanical, chemical, or biological 
control; make environment less suitable
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Why Do new Species invade?

Species have always expanded their ranges, but the pace of invasion has accelerated recently due to 
increased human travel and trade.[5−7] Humans transport species in three ways: (1) on purpose, with the 
intention that they will grow in outdoor environments (fish and game, plantation trees, and biological 
control agents), (2) on purpose but with no intention that they will establish (pets, horticultural and 
agricultural plants, aquaculture, and sterile releases), and (3) accidentally (hitchhiking on packages, 
live imports, and people). The contribution of each of these main pathways varies among taxa. Of 
South Africa’s weeds, 89% were intentionally introduced[8] but only 11% of insect invaders in North 
America were intentional.[9] Ducks, pheasants, pigeons, finches, and parrots have more introduced 
species worldwide than would be expected by chance because these bird families include many pet or 
game species.[10]

Which Species invade?

Propagule Pressure

Species can invade a new area if abiotic (especially climatic) conditions are suitable and an exploitable 
resource exists. Those species that can invade, will invade if given sufficient opportunity.[11−13] High rates 
of arrival have been termed “propagule pressure” and can occur either through numerous releases or 
releases of many individuals. Some of the best evidence that propagule pressure affects invasion come 
from compilations of biocontrol introductions: the successful establishment of insect predators rose 
seven times when the number of introductions doubled, and releases >31,200 individuals were eight 
times more successful than those of <5000 individuals.[14]

Species traits

For a given propagule pressure, some species may be more likely to invade than others. Traits promot-
ing invasion could include the ability to increase rapidly from low density, a generalist diet, and broad 
climatic tolerance. Although statistical relationships between species traits and invasibility are often 
weak,[15] analyses of certain taxa introduced to particular environments have been successful.[16,17] For 
instance, invasive species of pines in South Africa tend to have small seeds, short intervals between 
reproductive bouts, and short times to maturity, whereas noninvasive species show the opposite traits.[18] 
For woody plants, those that have become invasive in North America often reproduce vegetatively, 
 germinate easily, and have a long fruiting period.[19]

Where Do Species invade?

In addition to species traits, characteristics of the recipient community may also influence the ease with 
which new species invade. Indeed, particular conditions in native environments (e.g., disturbance and 
species interactions) may select for species that are effective invaders of other areas, thus resulting in 
asymmetric patterns of invasion. For instance, European insects have invaded forests in North America 
but not vice versa,[20] and there has been a unidirectional appearance of tillering grasses in bunchgrass 
habitats worldwide.[21] Assemblages may be more resistant to invasion if they are undisturbed[22,23] or 
contain many natural enemies.[24,25] For many years, it was a rule of thumb that species-poor islands 
were invasible and species-rich tropics were not.[1] However, surveys of plant assemblages indicate that 
areas of naturally high species richness tend also to have numerous invaders, perhaps because soil and 
climate conditions are generally conducive to plant growth.[26] Although species richness per se may not 
influence invasion, loss of species could make systems easier to invade.
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Habitat alteration (flooding, drought, fire, wind, eutrophication, and channeling) creates new condi-
tions that are suitable for a new suite of species. These species are often introduced. For instance, western 
North America hosts many conspicuous invasive fishes in part because once fast-flowing rivers are now 
lakes separated by dams.[27] Roadsides in North America contain a high proportion of European plant 
species, probably because European plants have had millenia to evolve to take advantage of disturbance, 
whereas disturbance in North American habitats has risen recently.[28] Based on an Australian study of two 
invaders, both physical disturbance and nutrient addition improve the performance of invasive plants.[29]

Which Species Have effects and Where?

Impacts of invaders relevant to pest management include the ecological and/or economic damage from 
pests and the effectiveness of biocontrol agents.[30] Impacts are expected to be particularly pronounced 
when species reach high abundances or have high per capita effects.[31,32] High abundances can occur 
when species escape limits to population growth (abundant resources or few enemies). High per capita 
effects may arise when a species plays a new role, especially by altering the resource base. For instance, 
many of the worst plant invaders of natural areas are nitrogen fixers (which alter nutrients) or climbing 
vines (which alter light).[33]

A disproportionate number of invasive species have harmful effects, more so if introduced acciden-
tally rather than intentionally. In Japan, for instance, 8% of native insects are considered pests, but 72% 
of introduced insects are pests.[34] Of agricultural weeds in North America, 50–75% are nonindigenous.[6] 
On the other hand, only 1–6% of nonindigenous plant species in Great Britain have become weedy or 
widespread.[8] Some introduced species may be problematic due to an absence of natural enemies, but 
this escape from control does not appear to be entirely general. Based on a compilation of life tables for 
124 holometabolous insects, mortality rates due to parasitoids, predators, and diseases do not differ for 
native and introduced species.[35]

Species introduced accidentally often have harmful effects, and, conversely, species introduced 
intentionally have beneficial effects less often than desired. Of 463 grasses and legumes introduced to 
Australia to improve pasture, only 5% have raised productivity.[36] About a third of established bio-
control insects actually reduce the target organism.[37] Although impact in the native environment is 
not necessarily a useful indicator of what a species will do once introduced, one indicator of potential 
impact is the fate of prior introductions.[19]

Pest status tends to be based on economic considerations, but introduced species also cause eco-
logical damage. Invasive species contribute to endangerment of nearly 50% of species listed under the 
United States Endangered Species Act,[38,39] and they have dramatically altered the structure and func-
tion of ecosystems.[40,41] Ecological and economic effects have the same root causes—abundance and 
high per capita effects of invaders—but the affected habitats can be quite distinct. Only 25% of plants 
that cause problems in natural areas are also agricultural weeds.[33] Thus, screening procedures that keep 
out  economic pests would fail to restrict many species that cause ecological harm.

time Lags and Surprises

Introduced species have occasionally surprised researchers by expanding to previously intolerable 
places or irrupting after remaining localized and rare for many years. “Boom and bust” patterns have 
also been observed, in which an invader initially reaches high abundance and then declines, sometimes 
even going extinct. Tolerance of new conditions (e.g., temperature or host plants) may require genetic 
adaptation, which could result in time lags before invasion.[42] Of 184 woody species currently con-
sidered invasive near Brandenburg, Germany, 51% did not appear to be invasive until >200 years after 
their initial introduction.[43] However, only 7% of 627 cases involving biocontrol introductions showed 
time lags before population increase, whereas 28% increased and 27% went extinct immediately.[44] 
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Regardless of frequency, cases in which invaders have unexpected impacts have become well known, 
especially for biocontrol agents with nontarget effects such as feeding on endangered species (e.g., the 
weevil Rhinocyllus conicus on thistles and the moth Cactoblastis on Opuntia cacti)[45−47] or competing 
with natives (e.g., the ladybird beetle Coccinella septempunctata)[5]

can invasions Be controlled?

The first steps of an invasion can be controlled by limiting entry or vigilantly eliminating newly estab-
lished populations of invaders. For instance, an assessment of species associated with raw logs indicated 
a potential loss of billions of dollars due to forest pests if Siberian larch was not treated prior to import 
into the United States.[48] For many years, medflies (Ceratitis capitata) have epitomized the notion that 
“an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” California spent $100 million to eradicate an incipient 
invasion in 1981, thereby preventing nine times that amount of crop damage. By 1996, however, medflies 
were apparently established and spreading. The extent of the invasion makes eradication unlikely.[49] 
Humans simply have to learn to live with these naturalized species.[50]

Control during the last steps of an invasion usually involves chemical, biological, or mechanical 
reduction of unwanted species in areas where effects are most serious. Control efforts at this stage would 
benefit from considerations of demography and behavior of invaders. For instance, seedling competi-
tion among annual plants is often fierce, so efforts to reduce seed production will not reduce plant num-
bers. Instead, control efforts should be directed at reducing seedling growth and survival.[51] Knowing 
how insects move among microhabitats could aid in trap placement or crafting habitats that promote 
desirable species and discourage undesirable ones.[52] Knowing encounter and feeding rates could aid in 
calculating the number of consumers necessary for effective biological control.

Species invasions are a form of ecological gambling in which the consequences of any particular 
introduction are uncertain, despite an emerging framework of factors contributing to high risk inva-
sions. The influx of new species can be slowed by reducing pathways for introduction and intentionally 
introducing species only when beneficial effects will be large and native alternatives do not exist.[53] 
Distinct biotas are valuable and intriguing but increasingly difficult to maintain under pressures of 
globalization.
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factors affecting, 364t
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molecular probes in, 373
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phytoremediation, 369–370
principle of, 360
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leading to solubilization, 368–369

restoration of contaminated soils
bioavailability of toxic organic compounds, 

245–248
biodegradation, 248
uptake of heavy metals by plants, 248–251

technology, 370–371
Biostimulation, 360f, 369f
Biotechnology, 253–260

advantages, 260
disease resistance in crops, 253–255, 254t
genetic engineering in pest control, benefits of, 253
transgenic virus-resistant potatoes in Mexico, 255
for vertebrate pest control (See also Virally vectored 

immunocontraception (VVIC))
BioVECTOR, 26
Biphasic growth models, 233
Bird control chemicals, 33–34, 34t

future developments, 36
immobilizing agents, 35
lethal stressing agents, 35
repellents, 35
reproductive inhibitors, 35–36
toxicants, 33–34

Bird impacts, from pesticide use, 37
farmland bird species, decline in, 37–38
measuring of

field testing, 44–45
incident monitoring, 43–44
modeling, 45
surveys, 45

mechanisms of, 38–39
effects on reproduction, 40
lethal effects, 39–40
persistent organochlorine pesticides, 39
secondary poisoning, 40
sublethal effects and delayed mortality, 40

routes of, pesticide exposure, 41
abuse and misuse, 41
forestry insecticides, 43
granular formulations, 41–42
liquid formulations on insect prey, 42–43
liquid formulations on vegetation, 42
treated seed, 42
vertebrate control agents, 43

Bisacylhydrazines, 59
Bistrifluron, 52
Black rot, 153–154, 155t
Black spot, 154, 155t
Blattella germanica (German cockroach), 54
BNF. See Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF)
BotaniGard®, 26
Botrytis cinerea, 27, 265
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Briquettes, 293t
Brodifacoum, 43
Bromadiolone, 43
Bromoxynil, 257
Brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis), 39
Brundtland report, 79
BT α−endotoxin, 260
Bubo virginianus (Great horned owl), 43
Building. See also Climate change
Buprofezin, 50, 55

c

Cabbage disease (ecology and control)
cabbage as human diet, 153
control principles

avoidance, 155
eradication, 155, 155t
exclusion, 155
protection, 155
resistance, 155
therapy, 156

diseases and pathogen ecology
black rot, 153–154
black spot, 154
clubroot, 154
dark leaf spot, 154
downy mildew, 154
sclerotinia stem rot, 154
watery soft rot, 154
white mold, 154
wirestem, 154

foliar pathogen management, 156
integrated disease management (examples), 156
seedborne pathogen management, 156
soilborne pathogen management, 156

Cacao swollen shoot virus, 269
Cactoblastis cactorum, 278
California Bay-Delta Program (CALFED), 99
Calorific value, of fuel, 292
Candida spp., 266
Cane toads (Bufo marinus), 331, 336
Capillaria hepatica, 331
Carbamate insecticides

impact on birds, 39
Carbamates, 3
Carbofuran (Furadan), 39, 41–42
Carbohydrates, plant, 291
Carduus nutans, 278
Carum carvi, 29
Cascade. See Flufenoxuron
Case fatality rate (CFR), 135
Cassava mosaic virus, 269
Catechol, 365
Catolaccus grandis, 161
Cats, biological control of, 144

Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV 35S), 8
Causal chain frameworks, 179f, 184
Cd model, 249f, 250f
Centralized composting. See also Composting

horizontal reactors, 387–388, 387f
in-vessel, 386
rotary drums, 388, 388f
silos/towers, 386–387
static pile, 385–386, 386f
windrows, 385, 385f

Central nervous system development, 167
Centrocercus urophasianus (Sage grouse), 42
Cernuella virgata, 28
CFB. See Circulating fluidized bed (CFB)
CFR. See Case fatality rate (CFR)
CH4. See Methane (CH4)
Charcoal, 295
Chemical oxygen demand (BOD), 396
Chemotaxis, 366
Chesapeake Bay Program, 99
Cheyletus eruditus, 273t, 275
Chicken cholera bacteria (Pasteurella multocida), 331
Chilo suppressalis (Walker), 11
Chips, 293t
Chitin, 52
Chitin synthase, 52
Chitin synthesis inhibitors (CSIs), 51, 52–55

benzoylphenyl ureas, 52–54
bistrifluron, 52
chemical structure of, 53f
chlorbenzuron, 52
chlorfluazuron, 52
diflubenzuron, 52
fluazuron, 53
flucycloxuron, 53
flufenoxuron, 53
hexaflumuron, 53, 54
lufenuron, 54
novaluron, 54
noviflumuron, 54
teflubenzuron, 54
triflumuron, 54

non-benzoylphenyl ureas, 54–55, 54f
buprofezin, 55
chemical structure of, 54f
cyromazine, 55
dicyclanil, 55
etoxazole, 55

Chlorfluazuron, 52
Chondrostereum purpureum, 28
Chontrol, 28
Chromafenozid, 59
Chromolaena odorata, 345
Chrysolina quadrigemina, 278
Chrysoperla carnea, 127
Circulating fluidized bed (CFB)

boilers, 294
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Citrus leafminer. See Phyllocnistis citrella
Citrus tristeza virus, 269
Classical biological control, 401. See also Biological 

control
Classical weed biocontrol

history and impact of, 277–278
legislation, 279–280

Clik. See Dicyclanil
Climate change, 74, 111
Clostridium, 311
Clubroot, 154, 155t
Cochlicella acuta, 28
Cofiring, in fossil-fired power stations, 294, 298
Collaborative environmental management, 96–97
Collaborative governance approaches and ecosystem

management, 97–98
Collaborative resource governance (CRG), 95, 99–101
Columba livia, 33
Combined heat and power (CHP)

plants, 293t, 294
Combustion, biomass, 294–295
Community level, 13
Comply. See Fenoxycarb
Composting, 379–397, 381f

advantages/disadvantages of, 383
background of, 381–383
centralized

horizontal reactors, 387–388, 387f
in-vessel, 386
rotary drums, 388, 388f
silos/towers, 386–387
static pile, 385–386, 386f
windrows, 385, 385f

commercialization issues of, 396
home, 384–385
maturation of, 396
phases of, 390
process parameters in, 391–395

aeration, 392–393
feedstock composition, 393–394, 394f
moisture, 392
odor control, 395
particle size, 393
pathogen control, 395
pH control, 395
temperature, 391, 391f

system, evaluation of, 389–390, 390f
vermicomposting, 388–389, 388f–389f

Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan 
(CERP), 99

Coniothyrium minitans, 265
Conjugative gene transfer, 359
Conservation, 402. See also Biological control

agricultural systems, 74
biology, 106, 110
of natural enemies, 125–127
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harmful pesticides practices avoidance, 125–126
overview, 127
overwintering and shelter sites, 127

Consult. See Hexaflumuron
Control-A-Bird®, 33
Coptotermes curvignathus, 52
Coquis (Eleutherodactylus coqui), 331
Corn oil, 36
Corvus spp., 35
Costelytra zealandica, 312
Costs

weed biocontrol and, 279
Courier. See Buprofezin
Crops

detritus, 10–11
disease resistance in, 253–255, 254t

“Cross protection,” 270
Crotalaria spp, 284
Crucifer downy mildew, 154
Cry9C contamination, 14
Cry9C proteins, 13
Crysoperla carnea, 260
Crystalline (Cry) proteins, 8
Cucurbita pepo, 253
Culex annulirostris, 136
Cultural pest control

antagonistic plants in, 283–284, 284t
Cuticle, 49
Cyanobacteria, 369
Cyprinid herpesvirus 3, 334
Cyromazine, 50, 55
Cytochromes P450 (CYP), 167

D

Dactylopus ceylonicus (mealy bug), 277
Danaus plexippus (L.), 15
Daphnia magna, 257
Dark leaf spot, 154, 155t
Dart. See Teflubenzuron
Datura metel L., 284
Datura stramonium L., 283, 284, 285
Dayoutong, 57
DDE (dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene), 39
DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane), 39
Densification, 293
Deroceras caruanae, 28
Deroceras laeve, 11
Deroceras reticulatum, 28
Derxia, 93
Desertification, in dry lands, 75
Detritus, 10–11
Developmental toxicants, 165
Developmental toxicology bioassays, 169
DeVine®, 28
Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte, 10
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Diatraea saccharalis, 344
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Dibromochloropropane (DBCP)

reproductive problems from exposure, 3–4, 4t
Dicyclanil, 55
Dieldrin, 39
Difenacoum, 43
Difethialone, 43
Diffusion

driven phase, evaporation, 308
Diflubenzuron, 52
Dimilin. See Diflubenzuron
Diofenolan, 57
Dipel, 26
Diplococcus, 311
Direct toxicity, 13
Disease resistance

in crops, 253–255, 254t
Disposal

problems, associated with biowaste, 379
Disulfoton, 41, 42
Downy mildew, 154, 155t
DRC-1339 (3-chloro-p-toluidine hydrochloride) 

(Starlicide®), 34
Dusicyon culpaeus, 330

e

Ecdysone, 59
Ecdysone agonists (EAs), 51, 58–59

chromafenozid, 59
furan tebufenozide, 59
halofenozide, 59
methoxyfenozide, 59
tebufenozide, 59

Ecdysteroids, 58
Eco-exergy, 199

to emergy flow, ratio of, 199–200
Ecological footprint, 109–110
Ecological sustainability filter (EcSF), 116
Economic loss

virus and viroid infections, 269
Economic sustainability filter (EnSF), 116
Ecosystem(s), 74–75

development of, 200–201
health and population, 201
and humans, relation between, 110, 111
planning, 105–107

challenges to, 111
context of, 106
definition of, 106–107
landscape planning, 113–115
perspectives of, 117–118
term uses of, 107–112
urban planning, 115–116

services, holistic interpretation of, 202–203

Ecosystem health, 207
axioms of, 210t
basic components of, 208–210
definition of, 208–210
ecological indicators, basic features of, 208
health indicators in

agroecosystem health, 217–218
aquatic ecosystem health, 219
forest ecosystem health, 218
urban ecosystem health, 219

indication of, basic requirements for, 210
management, indicator application and aggregation 

in, 220–221
utilized indicators of, 210

aggregated theory-based indicators and indices, 
213–214

ecosystem analytical indicators and indices, 
214–216

ecosystem service indicators, 216–217
species- and community-based indicators and 

indices, 211–213
Ecosystem restoration task force model, 101–103

Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 
(GCERTF), 102

South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 
(SFERTF), 101–102

Ecosystem services, 74–75, 215–217, 217t. See also 
Biodiversity

degradation of, 74–75
restoration, 75

Ecosystem services valuation (ESV), 109
Ectoparasitoids, 160, 275
Egg parasitoids, 160, 275
Elk (Cervus elaphus), 331
Emergy, 197, 214

to eco-exergy, ratio of, 199–200
Emergy-to-money ratio (EMR), 202
Encarsia formosa, 403
Endoparasitoids, 275
Energy driven phase, evaporation, 308
Enterobacter, 311
Entomopathogenic nematodes, 26
Entomopathogenic viruses, as bioinsecticides, 27
Entropy, 214
Environmental health, 76

environmental conditions and, 76
importance of, 76–77, 76f, 77f
indicators of improvement of, 78
steps to be implemented for, 77–78
tools for, 78–79, 78f, 79f

Environmentally relevant phenomena, 178, 179f
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 101
Epidinicarsis lopezi, 403
Epofenoname, 57
Esox lucius, 352
Esteem. See Pyriproxyfen
Estimation of Ecotoxicological Properties (EEP), 326
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Estrogen-like substances, 166
Estuarine and marine ecosystems, 219
Ethanol, from biomass, 297
Etoxazole, 55
Euhrychiopsis lecontei, 345
Euphorbia esula, 279
Eurasian skylark (Alauda arvensis), 38
Eurasian sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus), 39
Eurasian watermilfoil. See Myriophyllum 

spicatum
Europe

European agroecosystems, bioindicator 
development in, 182, 182t–183t

European rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus), 330
European red foxes (Vulpes vulpes), 331
European Union (EU), 182

Landfill, 384
Waste Management Directives, 384
Working Document on Biological 

Treatment of Biowaste Treatment of 
Biowaste, 380

European Union’s REACH legislation, 171
Evaporation

diffusion driven phase, 308
energy driven phase, 308

Exergy
indices, 214

Extended survivor analysis (XSA), 238
External feeders, 273, 273t
Externalities, 109, 111
Externally feeding pests, biocontrol of, 275

F

Falcon. See Methoxyfenozide
Falco peregrinus (Peregrine falcon), 39
Famphur, 43
Farming practices, sustainable, 178, 179t

potential bioindicators for
arthropods, 182t
birds, 183t
plants, 183t
soil fauna, 183t
soil microbiota, 182t–183t

Federal Plant Pest Act of 1957, 279
Feedstock composition, of composting materials, 

393–394, 394t
Feline immunodeficiency virus, 334
Feline leukaemia virus, 334
Feline Panleukopenia Virus, 333

on Marion Island, 333–334
Felis catus, 330
Fenitrothion, 43
Fenoxycarb, 57
Fensulfothion, 41
Fenthion (Queletox®), 33, 41, 43
Ferrets (Mustela furo), 330

Ferula asafoetida, 29
Fisheries sciences, 229

biomass, 229–230
cyclical growth patterns, 232
growth of, 230–234
management strategies, 239–240
mortality constitutes, 236–237
population dynamics, 236–237
population dynamics models, 229
population size, 229–230
process-based growth models, 230, 231
recruitment, 234–237
Schaefer model, 229
statistical growth models, 230
stock assessment, 237–239
surplus production models, 229

Flea beetles, 156
Flocoumafen, 43
Fluazuron, 53
Flucycloxuron, 53
Flufenoxuron, 53
Fluorescent pseudomonads, 27
Foliar pathogen management, 156
Fonofos, 41, 42
Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA), 170–171
Forest ecosystems

health, indication of, 218
Forest planning, 111
Forestry insecticides, 43
Foxes (Dusicyon griseus), 330
Fox model, 230. See also Schaefer model
Fumazon, 283
Fungi, as mycoherbicides, 28
Fungi, biological control by, 263–266

application, 265–266
mechanisms, 263–265

Furan tebufenozide, 59
Fusarium oxysporum, 264t, 265
Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. conglutinans, 155

G

Gadus morhua, 352
Gasification, 295–296

definition of, 295
stages in, 296
temperature requirement, 296

Gasterosteus aculeatus, 352
Genetic engineering

environmental problems associated, 260
in pest control, benefits of, 253

Genetic transformation, 8
Geographic information system (GIS), 130

software, 130
Geographic information systems (GIS)-based 

indicators, 183–184
GIS. See Geographic Information System (GIS)
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GIS software. See Geographic information systems 
(GIS) software

Gliocladium spp., 265
Global earth observation system of systems 

(GEOSS), 213
Global fisheries policies, 230
Global warming, 74
Globodera spp., 301
Gompertz growth model, 231
Gonadosomatic index (GSI), 233
Grain borer, 274
Granular insecticides, 42
Granulosis viruses (GVs), 27
Grate furnaces, 294
Gray wolves (Canis lupus), 331
Grazing

birds, 42
Great horned owl (Bubo virginianus), 43
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

reduction of, 298–299
Grey partridge (Perdix perdix), 38
Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity 

Observation Network (GEO BON), 213
GSI. See Gonadosomatic index (GSI)
Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 

(GCERTF), 102
Gulf Coast Restoration Task Force, 102

H

Habrobracon hebetor, 273t, 275
Haematobia irritans, 50
Halofenozide, 59
Health

indicators in ecosystem
agroecosystem health, 217–218
aquatic ecosystem health, 219
forest ecosystem health, 218
urban ecosystem health, 219

Helicoverpa (Heliothis) zea, 27
Helis aspersa, 28
Helix. See Chlorfluazuron
Helminthosporium solani, 368
Henry’s Law, 321
Herbicide-resistant crops (HRCs), 255–258, 256t–257t

economic impacts of, 258
toxicity of herbicides and, 257–258

Herbicides
toxicity of, HRCs and, 257

Heterobasidium annosum, 266
Heterodera spp., 301
Hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH), 363
Hexaflumuron, 53
Higher heating value (HHV), 292
Hirsutella thompsonii, 26
Holistic ecosystem heath indicator (HEHI), 215, 216t
Home composting, 384–385. See also Composting

Horizontal reactors, 387–388, 387f
Host plant resistance, 155
Host-specificity tests and

weed biocontrol and, 279
House mice (Mus musculus), 331
HRCs. See Herbicide-resistant crops (HRCs)
Human(s)

and ecosystem, relation between, 110, 111
Hyaloperonospora parasitica, 154
Hydroprene, 56
20-hydroxyecdysone, 58f, 59
Hyperecdysonism, 59
Hypericum perforatum. See St. John’s wort

i

IGRs. See Insect growth regulators (IGRs)
Imidazolinones, 257
Immobilizing agents

for bird control, 35
Incident monitoring, 43–44
Indicator in ecology, definition of, 208
Indicator taxa, 211
Indirect consumption of soil contamination via root 

exudates, 11–12
Inorganic contaminants

bioremediation of, 366–368
Insect control

Bacillus thuringiensis for, 258–259, 258t–259t
Insect growth regulators (IGRs), 49

administration of, by feed-through method, 50
advantages of, 59–60
chitin synthesis inhibitors, 51, 52–55
classification of, 51
contact/oral application, 50
disadvantages of, 60
ecdysone agonists, 51, 59
and integrated pest management, 61
juvenile hormone analogs, 51, 55–57
naming of, 51
overview, 50–51
resistance to, 60–61
selectivity of, 50
for social insects, 50
use of, in insect control, 49

Insects, beneficial, 274
Insegar. See Fenoxycarb
In situ ground water biodegradation, 371t–372t
Intangible values, 109
Integrated disease management (examples), 156
Integrated nutrient management (INM). See also 

Biofertilizers
Integrated pest management (IPM), 61, 255, 260

practices, 16
Integrity indicators and orientors, 214–215
Intermediate disturbance hypothesis (IDH), 115
Internal feeders, 273t
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Internally feeding pests, biocontrol of, 274
International Energy Agency (IEA)

projections, 298
Intrepid. See Methoxyfenozide
Invasion biology. See Biological invasions
In-vessel composting, 386. See also Composting
IPM. See Integrated pest management (IPM)
Iron (Fe), 93
Isaria fumosorosea, 26
Ishipron. See Chlorfluazuron
Island biogeography (IB) theory, 115

J

Japan
anti-JH agents, 57, 57f
in insects, 55, 56f
Jupiter (See Chlorfluazuron)
Juvenile hormone (JH), 55
participatory biodiversity inventory in, 186, 186f

Juvenile hormone analogs (JHAs), 51, 55–57
dayoutong, 57
diofenolan, 57
fenoxycarb, 57
hydroprene, 56
kinoprene, 57
methoprene, 56
pyriproxyfen, 57

K

Killo. See Chromafenozid
Kinoprene, 57
Klebsiella oxytoca, 368
Knack. See Pyriproxyfen
Koinobiontic Hymenoptera, 160

L

Landfill gas, 297
Landscape patterns, pest and, 129–130, 129f

larger scale, 130
small patches, 129–130
temporal stability of, 130

Landscape planning, 113–115
Lantana camara, 277, 345
Large-scale ecosystem restoration governance, 95–96

collaborative environmental management, 96–97
collaborative resource governance, 99–101
ecosystem restoration task force model, 101–103
Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 

(GCERTF), 102
opportunities and challenges, 98
South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 

(SFERTF), 101–102
Larvadex. See Cyromazine
Latin America, bioindicator development in, 185

Leachate
problems associated with biowaste, 380

Legislation
weed biocontrol, 279–280

Leptinotarsa decemlineata, 53
Lethal stressing agents

for bird control, 35
Levuana iridescens, 344
Lignin, 291
Living Planet Index (LPI), 212
Logic. See Fenoxycarb
Logistic growth, 229–230
Logistic growth model, 231
Louisiana Coastal Area Ecosystem Restoration 

Program (LCA), 100
Lower heating value (LHV), 292
Loxodonta africana, 330
Lufenuron, 54
Lungworms (Rhabdias spp.), 331
Lygus lineolaris, 346
Lymantria monacha, 27
Lymnaea acuminata, 29
Lymnaea stagnalis, 28

M

Mach II. See Halofenozide
Macrofauna monitoring index, 212
Management strategy evaluations (MSEs), 239
Marine and estuarine ecosystems, 219
Market potential

for biofertilizers, 92, 92t
Mass rearing entomophagous insects, 159
Match. See Lufenuron
Matric. See Chromafenozid
Maximum sustainable yield (MSY), 230
Meloidogyne spp., 301
Metabolic engineering, 373
Metallothionein, 368
Metamorphosis, 49
Metaphycus helvolus, 127
Metarhizium anisopliae, 26
Methane (CH4)

problems associated with biowaste, 380
Methanol

from biomass, 297
Methiocarb (Mesurol®), 35
Methoprene, 50, 56
Methoxyfenozide, 59
Methyl anthranilate, 35
Microbial biopesticides, 25
Microbial degradation

of organic pollutants, 361–366
Microbial isomerization reactions, 363
Microbial siderophore uptake, 93
Microlife DCB series bioremediation products, 372f
Micromite. See Diflubenzuron
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“Milky disease,” 311
Millennium Assessment, 220, 221
Mimic. See Tebufenozide
Mites

population outbreaks, control of (See Acaricides)
Moisture content

biomass feedstocks, 292
in composting materials, 392

Molting, 49, 59
Monacha cantiana, 28
Mongooses (Herpestes auropunctatus), 330
Monocrotophos, 39
Moraxella osloensis, 28
MSEs. See Management strategy evaluations (MSEs)
MSW. See municipal solid waste (MSW)
MSY. See Maximum sustainable yield (MSY)
Municipal solid waste (MSW), 379

co-composting of, 382
organic fraction of, 380
organic matter in, 380, 388, 390
valorization, 380

Musca domestica, 50
Mycalesis gotama Moore, 11
Mycoherbicide, 28
Mycoremediation, 366
Mycorrhizae, 92
Mycotrol®, 26
Myriophyllum spicatum, 345
Myxomatosis, 135–136. See also Myxoma virus (MyxV)

in Australia, 136–139
in Europe and other regions, 140

Myxoma virus (MyxV), 136
as biological control for rabbits, 136–139, 138f
genetic resistance to, 138f, 139
Glenfield strain of, 139–140
Lausanne strain of, 140
standard laboratory strain (SLS), 

introduction of, 137
vector of, introduction of, 139

n

Naphthalene, 363
Natural enemies. See also Biological control

for augmentation, 401
conservation of, 125–127

habitat and environmental manipulation, 
126–127

harmful pesticides practices avoidance, 
125–126

overview, 127
overwintering and shelter sites, 127

strategies for using, 401–402
types of, 402–404

parasitoids, 402–404, 403f
pathogens, 404, 404f
predators, 402, 403f

Natural enemies, rearing of
arthropod parasitoids/predators, 159
artificial diets

for predators and parasitoids, 159–160
successes and failures with, 160

quality control of, 161
Natural Resources Damage Assessment (NRDA) 

process, 102
Necrotrophic/hemibiotrophic fungi, 28
Nemagon, 283
Nemaslug, 28
Nematodes, biological control of, 301–303

future perspectives, 303
nonspecific biocontrol agents, 302–303
overview, 301
specific biocontrol agents, 302

Neporex. See Cyromazine
Nezara viridula, 345
N2-fixing cyanobacteria, 91
Nitrogen (N), 93
Nomolt. See Teflubenzuron
Novaluron, 50, 54
Noviflumuron, 54
Nucleopolyhedroviruses (NPVs), 27
Nylar. See Pyriproxyfen

o

OC. See Organochlorines
Odor control, of composting materials, 395
Oncomelania hupensis, 29
Onthophagus gazella, 53
OPs. See Organophosphates (OPs)
Opuntia vulgaris, 277
Organic matter (OM)

in solid waste, 380
Organic pollutants, 361–366
Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD), 180
Organochlorine pesticides, 363
Organochlorines (OC), 3
Organophosphate hydrolase (OPH), 365
Organophosphates (OPs), 3
Organophosphorus, impact on birds, 39
Ostrinia nubilalis, 260
Overwintering, natural enemies conservation and, 127
oxidative stress, 166
Oxydia trychiata, 344

P

PA-14 (Tergitol®), 35
Paecilomyces lilacinus, 302
Paecilomyces lilacinus Thom (Sam), 284
Paenibacillus lentimorbus, 311
Paenibacillus (Bacillus) popilliae (Dutky), 311–312

culture and control, 312
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PAH. See polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)
Papaya ringspot virus (PRV), 269
Papilio polyxenes F., 15
Paraffin oil, 36
Parasites, as biological control agents, 135–136, 331–332
Parasitoids, 50–52, 274, 402–404, 403f. See also Natural 

enemies
Parathion, 42
Particle size, of organic materials, 393
Passer domesticus, 33
Pasteuria penetrans, 302
Pathogen, 404, 404f. See also Natural enemies

pathogen control, of composting materials, 395
Payment for ecosystem (goods and) services 

(PES/PEGS), 109
PCB. See Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB)
Pelecanus occidentalis (Brown pelican), 39
Pella and Tomlinson model, 230
Pellet(s), 293t
Pellet furnaces, 294
Penicillium spp., 266
Pentachlorophenol (PCP), 363
Perdix perdix (Grey partridge), 38
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), 39
Peristenus digoneutis, 346
Persistent organic pollutants (POP), 316
Pest(s)

plant resistance effects on, 289
Pest control

Bacterial (See Bacterial pest controls)
cultural, antagonistic plants in, 283–284, 284t
genetic engineering in, 253

Pesticide
abuse, 41
categories, 3
degradation, 361t–363t
effects

of biopesticides, 25 (See also Biopesticides)
of synthetic pesticides, 25

mechanisms of action, 3
misuse, 41
observed effects

in experimental systems, 3
in humans, 3–4
in native animals, 3

sterility caused by, 3–5
The Pesticide Index, 53
The Pesticide Manual, 53
PGPR. See Plant growth-promoting 

rhizobacteria (PGPR)
Phacelia tanacetifolia, 126
Phaenerochaete chrysosporium, 366
Phascolarctos cinereus, 330
Phasmarhabditis hermaphrodita, 28
PH control, of composting materials, 395
Phlebotomus papatasi, 50
Phloem-feeding insects, 9, 10

Phorate, 41
Phosphamidon, 43
Phosphorus (P)

solubilization, 93
Photorhabdus, 311
Photosynthesis

and biomass production, 291
Phyllocnistis citrella, 346
Phyllotreta cruciferae, 156
Phylloxera vittifolae, 287
Phytohormones, 92
Phytophtora infestans, 255
Phytoremediation, 369–370
Phytoseiulus persimilis, 126
Pirata subpiraticus, 11
Plant(s)

biomass, 292
Plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR), 93
Plant pathogens (viruses). See Virus and viroid infections
Plant Protection Act of 1990, 279
Plant resistance, 287–289

advantages, 287
economic benefits, 289
effects on pest populations, 289
overview, 287
percentage of crops having, 287–288, 288t
social benefits, 289

Plasmodiophora brassicae, 154
Plutella xylostella (L.), 16
Podisus maculiventris, 11
Pollen feeding, 10
Pollinators, 211

effects of IGRs on, 60
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), 361
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), 361
Polygonum spp., 130
POP. See Persistent organic pollutants (POP)
Popillia japonica, 311
Population dynamics models, 229
Potential biological control agents

Koi (Carp) herpesvirus, 334
Precipitation

agroforestry and, 309
Precocenes, as anti-JH agents, 57, 57f
Precor. See Methoprene
Predators, 274, 402, 403f. See also Natural enemies

as biological control agents, 330–331
Predatory fish populations

after depletion, 354–355
Allee effect, 350–352, 351f
biological characteristics, 350
demographic stochasticity, 354
environmental stochasticity, 354
evolutionary responses, 353
overview, 349
population size, 354
wild predatory fish depensation, 352–353
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Prenatal developmental toxicity, 169
Primary pests, 273t
Process-based growth models, 230
Prodigy. See Methoxyfenozide
Producer gas, 296
Propagule pressure

biological invasions and, 408
Prostephanus truncatus, 274
Proteus, 311
Prothoracic glands, 58
PRV. See Papaya ringspot virus (PRV)
Pseudomonas, 311
Pseudomonas fluorescens, 314
Pseudomonas paucimobilis UT26, 363
Pseudomonas putida, 93
Pseudomonas spp., 365
pyriproxyfen, 51, 57
Pyro-gas, 295
Pyrolysis, 295

commercial applications of, 295
definition of, 295
process of, 295

Pythium spp., 265

Q

Quelea quelea, 33
Quiet zone, 308

R

Rabbit Calicivirus Australia-1 (RCV-A1), 143
Rabbit hemorrhagic disease (RHD), 139, 140, 330

as biological control for European rabbits, 140
Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV), 

140–142
apathogenic rabbit caliciviruses and, 143–144
as biological control agent

in Australia, 142
future for, 144–145
impact of, 142–144
in New Zealand, 144
potential of, 142

emergence and release of, 143
Rabbit Caliciviruses, 143–144

Rabbits, biological control of, 136–139, 138f. See also 
Myxomatosis; Rabbit hemorrhagic disease 
virus (RHDV)

Radionuclides
bioremediation, 364t

Recruit II. See Hexaflumuron
Recruit III. See Noviflumuron
Recruit IV. See Noviflumuron
Red Lists, 212
Redox reactions

leading to immobilization, 368
leading to solubilization, 368–369

Repellents, for bird control, 35
Reproductive inhibitors, for bird control, 35–36
Resistance ratio (RR), 60
Rhinella marinus, 336
Rhinocyllus conicus, 278
Rhizobium (RHZ), 91
Rhizoctonia-infested soil, 155
Rhizoctonia solani, 265
Rhizoctonia solani anastomosis groups, 154
Rhodnius prolixus, 50, 54
Ricinus communis L., 283, 284
Ricker model, 235, 236
Rid-A-Bird®, 33
Rimon. See Novaluron
Rodenticides, 43
Roff’s model, 233
Romdan. See Tebufenozide
Rootshield, 27
Ro-Pel®, 35
Rotary drums, 388, 388f
Runner. See Methoxyfenozide

S

Sage grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus), 42
Saissetia oleae, 126
SAM. See State-space Assessment Model 

(SAM)
Saprobe index, 211
Sarritor, 28
Scarites subterraneus (F.), 11
Scatterbird®, 33
Schaefer model, 229, 230
Sclerotinia, 154, 155
Sclerotinia minor, 28
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, 154
Sclerotinia spp., 265
Sclerotinia stem rot, 154, 155t
Secondary pests, 273t
Seedborne inoculum, 154
Seedborne pathogen management, 156
Seed dressings, 42
Seedlings killing, 154
Seed treatment, 155
Seize. See Pyriproxyfen
Self-organization, 215
Sentricon. See Hexaflumuron
Serenade®, 27
Serratia, 311
Serratia entomophila, 312
Shannon–Wiener index, 211
Shelter sites

natural enemies conservation and, 127
Silos/towers composting, 386–387. See also 

Composting
Simpson index, 211
Social sustainability filter (SoSF), 116
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Soil
bioaccumulation in, 316–317
biodiversity, 72–74, 178
contamination

via root exudates, 11
fumigants, 156
microbial diversity, 361

Soilborne pathogen management, 156
Soil-dwelling fauna, 11
Solenopsis invicta, 56
Solubilization, 368–369
South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 

(SFERTF), 101–102
Species- and community-based indicators and indices, 

211–213
indicators based on ecological strategies, 213
indicator taxa, 211–213
ratios between different classes of organisms or 

elements, 213
species richness, 211

Species Trend Index, 212
Spilopsyllus cuniculi, 139–140
Spodoptera exigua, 11
Spodoptera frugiperda (Smith), 16
Sporodesmium sclerotivorum, 265
Sprattus sprattus, 352
Stafilinid, 257
Standardization, 293
State-space Assessment Model (SAM), 238
Static pile composting, 385–386, 385f–386f. See also 

Composting
Stationary/bubbling fluidized bed (SFB) boilers, 294
Statistical catch-at-age models, 238
Statistical growth models, 230, 231
Steinerema feltiae, 257
Sterility

caused by pesticides, 3–5
St. John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum), 278
Stoats (Mustela erminea), 330
Stock assessment process, fisheries, 237–239
Stock-recruitment models, 234, 236
Stored-product pests, biological control of

classical biological control, 274
description of, 273–274
examples of pests and natural enemies, 273t
externally feeding pests, biocontrol of, 275
factors for, 274
internally feeding pests, biocontrol of, 274

Strategus, 311
Streamlining European Biodiversity Indicators (SEBI), 

212
Streptomyces violaceoruber, 29
Strychnine, 33
Sturnus vulgaris, 33
Sulfonylureas, 257
Sumilarv. See Pyriproxyfen
“Super bugs,” 365

Surplus production models, 229, 230
Sustainability, 73

Brundtland Report on, 79
definition of, 79
filters, 116
importance of, 79–81
indicators for, 81
meaning of, 79
potential analysis, 116
steps for, 81
tools for, 81

Sustainability Assessment of Farming and the 
Environment (SAFE), 184

Sustainable forest management, 80
Sylvilagus brasiliensis, 136
Sylvilagus menensis, 135
Synaptogenesis, 167
Syngas, 296
Synthetic pyrethroids, 3
Syzygium aromaticum, 29

t

Tachinid species, 160
Tagetes erecta L., 283, 284
Tagetes patula L., 283, 284
Tagetes spp., 283, 284
Tandonia budapestensis, 28
Tandonia sowerbyi, 28
Tarnished plant bug, 346
TCE. See Trichloroethylene (TCE)
Tebufenozide, 60
Teflubenzuron, 54
Temperature

control, of composting materials, 391–392, 
391f–392f

Temporal stability
of landscape patterns, 130

Terbufos, 41
Teretrius nigrescens, 273t, 274
Terminator gene, 16
Terrestrial Ecosystem Function Index (TEFI), 213
Tetranychus urticae, 11, 126
Theba pisana, 28
Tiger. See Pyriproxyfen
T-max. See Noviflumuron
Toxicants, for bird control, 33–34
Toxic chemicals, 165–166

data quality control of experimental studies, 170
developmental animal experimental studies, 168–170
developmental impairment in children, 167–168
international protocols, 170–171

European Union’s REACH legislation, 171
Food Quality Protection Act, 170–171

nervous system development, effects on, 166–167
on non-target organisms in environment, 172–173
oxidative stress, 166
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perspectives, 171
reproductive and developmental protocols, 169–170

Transgenic crops, 8. See also Bacillus thuringiensis 
(BT) Crops

Transgenic virus-resistant potatoes (Mexico), 255
Transport, biofuels for, 297
Treated seeds, 41, 42
Tree cover, permanent, 75
Trichloroethylene (TCE), 361
Trichoderma, 265
Trichoderma harzianum, 27
Trichoderma viride, 27
Trichogramma, 273t, 275
Trichogramma semblidis, 126
Triffid weed. See Chromolaena odorata
Triflumuron, 54
Trigard. See Cyromazine
Trissolcus vasilievi, 127
Tritrophic interactions, 13
Trophic infaunal index, 213
Trueno. See Hexaflumuron
Tylenchulus semipenetrans, 283
Typhlodromus pyri, 127

U

Umbrella, flagship, and keystone species, 212
Understoker furnaces, 294
United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, 72
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 99
United States Endangered Species Act, 409
Urban ecosystem health, indication of, 219, 219t
Urban planning, 115–116
Urtica spp., 127
U.S. Endangered Species Act of 1973, 279

V

VBGM. See von Bertalanffy growth model (VBGM)
Vegetable oil, 297
Vegetative insecticidal (VIP) proteins, 8
Venturia canescens, 273t, 275
Vermicomposting, 388–389, 388f–389f. See also 

Composting
Vertebrate pests, 135, 329

biological control of, 136–139, 329–337 (See also 
Biological control, of vertebrate pests)

conventional control measures for, 138, 330
Verticillium chlamydosporium, 302
Vicia faba, 257
Virally vectored immunocontraception (VVIC), 335
Viron/H, 27
Virtual population analysis (VPA), 238
Virus and viroid infections, 269–271

biological control of, 269–271
control measures, 270
economic loss, 269

global impact, 269
prospects, 269–270

Virus-resistant crops, 255, 256t
von Bertalanffy growth model (VBGM), 231, 232
V-O-R model, 210
VPA. See Virtual population analysis (VPA)

W

Wake zone, 308
Water, environment, bioaccumulation and, 316
Water pollution, 71
Water use efficiency (WUE)

agroforestry and, 307–308
Watery soft rot, 154, 155f
Weasels (Mustela nivalis), 330
Weed(s), biological control of, 277–280

costs and agent success, 279
history and impact of classical approach, 277–278
host-specificity tests and, 278–279
legislation, 279–280

Werneckiella equi, 54
Wetland(s), 219
White mold, 154, 155f
Wild oat. See Avena fatua L.
Wild predatory fish

depensation in, 352–353
Esox lucius, 352
Gadus morhua, 352
Gasterosteus aculeatus, 352
Sprattus sprattus, 352

Wind protection
plant water status and, 308

Windrows composting, 385, 385f. See also Composting
WINTOX, 326
Wirestem, 154, 155f
Wood

fuels, 293t
Wood pellets, 293t, 294
Working Document on Biological Treatment of 

Biowaste, 380
World Commission on Environment and 

Development, 79

X

Xanthobacter autotrophicus, 29
Xanthomonas campestris pathovar campestris, 153
Xenobiotics, 166
Xenopsylla cunicularis, 139
Xenorhabdus, 26
Xe-norhabdus, 311
Xylocoris flavipes, 273t, 275

Z

Ziram, 35
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Preface

Given the current state of the world as compiled in the massive Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
Report, humans have changed ecosystems more rapidly and extensively during the past 50 years than in 
any other time in human history. These are unprecedented changes that need certain action. As a result, 
it is imperative that we have a good scientific understanding of how these systems function and good 
strategies on how to manage them.

In a very practical way, this multi-volume Environmental Management Handbook provides a com-
prehensive reference to demonstrate the key processes and provisions for enhancing environmental 
management. The experience, evidence, methods, and models relevant for studying environmental 
management are presented here in six stand-alone thematic volumes as follows:

VOLUME 1 – Managing Global Resources and Universal Processes
VOLUME 2 – Managing Biological and Ecological Systems
VOLUME 3 – Managing Soils and Terrestrial Systems
VOLUME 4 – Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems
VOLUME 5 – Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems
VOLUME 6 – Managing Human and Social Systems

In this manner, this handbook introduces in the first volume the general concepts and processes used 
in environmental management. The next four volumes deal with each of the four spheres of nature 
(biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere). The last volume ties the material together in its 
application to human and social systems. These are very important chapters for a wide spectrum of stu-
dents and professionals to understand and implement environmental management. In particular, the 
features include the following:

• The first handbook that demonstrates the key processes and provisions for enhancing environ-
mental management.

• Addresses new and cutting-edge topics on ecosystem services, resilience, sustainability, food–
energy–water nexus, socio-ecological systems, etc.

• Provides an excellent basic knowledge on environmental systems, explains how these systems 
function, and gives strategies on how to manage them.

• Written by an outstanding group of environmental experts.

Since this handbook covers such a wide range of materials from basic processes, to tools, technolo-
gies, case studies, and legislative actions, each handbook entry is further classified into the following 
categories:

APC: Anthropogenic chemicals: The chapters cover human-manufactured chemicals and activities
COV: Indicates that the chapters give comparative overviews of important topics for environmental 

management
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CSS: The chapters give a case study of a particular environmental management example
DIA: Means that the chapters are about diagnostic tools: monitoring, ecological modeling, ecologi-

cal indicators, and ecological services
ELE: focuses on the use of legislation or policy to address environmental problems
ENT: Addresses environmental management using environmental technologies
NEC: Natural elements and chemicals: The chapters cover basic elements and chemicals found in 

nature
PRO: The chapters cover basic environmental processes.

The third volume, with over 70 entries, hones in on soils and terrestrial systems, with chapters covering 
many aspects of agriculture and soil management and rehabilitation. The topic of erosion and desertifi-
cation is covered by over 20 specific entries. New chapters on impacts of drought, pasture grazing, and 
climate impacts on soils are included.

Brian D. Fath
Brno, Czech Republic

December 2019
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1
Agricultural Soils: Nitrous 

Oxide Emissions

John R. Freney

introduction

Nitrous oxide is a gas that is produced naturally by many different micro-organisms in soils and waters, 
and as a result of human activity associated with agriculture, biomass burning, stationary combustion, 
automobiles, and the production of nitric and adipic acids for industrial purposes. According to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),[1] ~23.1 million metric tons (Mt) of nitrous oxide 
is emitted each year, 14.1 Mt as a result of natural processes (~4.7Mt from the oceans, ~6.3 Mt from 
tropical soils, and ~3.1 Mt from temperate soils); and ~9 Mt as a result of human activities (5.5 Mt from 
agricultural soils, 0.6 Mt from cattle and feedlots, 0.8 Mt from biomass burning, and 2.1 Mt from mobile 
sources and industry). While there is considerable uncertainty associated with each of these estimates, 
it is apparent that most nitrous oxide is derived from soils.

Because of the intimate connection between the Earth and the atmosphere, much of the nitrous oxide 
produced enters the atmosphere and affects its chemical and physical properties. Nitrous oxide con-
tributes to the destruction of the stratospheric ozone layer that protects the Earth from harmful ultra-
violet radiation, and is one of the more potent greenhouse gases that trap part of the thermal radiation 
from the Earth’s surface. The atmospheric concentration of nitrous oxide is ~313 parts per billion. It 
is increasing at the rate of ~0.7 parts per billion each year, and its lifetime is ~166 years.[2] It seems that 
the increased atmospheric concentration results from the increased use of synthetic fertilizer nitrogen, 
biologically fixed nitrogen, animal manure, crop residues, and human sewage sludge in agriculture to 
produce food and fiber for the rapidly increasing world population.[3]

nitrous oxide emission from Agriculture

All soils are deficient in nitrogen for the growth of plants, but the deficiency can be overcome by adding 
fertilizer nitrogen. When the fertilizer (e.g., urea or ammonia-based compounds) is applied to soil, it is 
transformed by microorganisms as follows:
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Nitrous Oxide from Denitrification • Nitrous Oxide from 
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 (1)

When the soil is aerobic (i.e., when oxygen is present) ammonium is oxidized to nitrite and nitrate 
(Steps 2 and 3). This process is called nitrification. After addition of irrigation water or rain, the soil may 
become anaerobic (devoid of oxygen). The nitrate is then reduced by soil organisms to nitrite and the 
gases nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, and dinitrogen (Steps 4–7) in a process termed denitrification.[4]

When atmospheric scientists first expressed concern that nitrous oxide emission into the atmosphere, 
as a result of fertilizer use, would lead to destruction of the ozone layer, it was thought that nitrous oxide 
was produced mainly from the microbiological reduction of nitrate in poorly aerated soils. However, 
research in the latter part of the 1970s showed that significant nitrous oxide was emitted from aerobic 
soils during nitrification of ammonium, and subsequent work has shown that nitrification is a major 
source of nitrous oxide.[4]

nitrous oxide from Denitrification

Certain micro-organisms in the absence of oxygen have the capacity to reduce nitrate (or other nitrogen 
oxides). Most denitrifying bacteria are heterotrophs—that is, they require a source of organic matter 
for energy—but denitrifying organisms that obtain their energy from light or inorganic compounds 
also occur in soils. The capacity to denitrify has been reported in more than 20 genera of bacteria, and 
almost all are aerobic organisms that can only grow anaerobically in the presence of nitrogen oxides. 
The dominant denitrifying organisms in soil are Pseudomonas and Alcaligenes. In addition to the free-
living denitrifiers, Rhizobia living symbiotically in root nodules of legumes are able to denitrify nitrate 
and produce nitrous oxide.[4]

The general requirements for biological denitrification include the presence of micro-organisms with 
denitrifying capacity, nitrate (or other nitrogen oxides) and available organic matter, the absence of 
oxygen, and a suitable pH and temperature environment. In aerobic soils, denitrification can occur in 
anaerobic microsites in soil aggregates or in areas of high carbon content, where active microbial activ-
ity rapidly consumes all of the available oxygen.[4]

nitrous oxide from nitrification

The process of nitrification is normally defined as the biological oxidation of ammonium to nitrate with 
nitrite as an intermediate.[4] The first step in the reaction, the oxidation of ammonium to nitrite, is car-
ried out mainly by the microorganism Nitrosomonas. The second step, oxidation of nitrite to nitrate, is 
carried out by Nitrobacter. It has been shown in a number of publications that Nitrosomonas europaea 
produces nitrous oxide during the oxidation of ammonium.[4]

The possibility that significant nitrous oxide can be produced in soils by nitrifying organisms was 
indicated by studies that showed that soils incubated under aerobic conditions with ammonium pro-
duced more nitrous oxide than soils amended with nitrate.[4] In addition, treatment of aerobic soils with 
nitrapyrin, which inhibits nitrification of ammonium but has little effect on denitrification, markedly 
reduced the emission of nitrous oxide.[4] Production of nitrous oxide by nitrification in soils is increased 
by increasing temperature, pH, water content, available carbon, and the addition of ammonium-based 
fertilizers, plant residues, and animal manure.
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Flooded Soils

In the past few years, increased attention has been given to nitrous oxide emission from paddy soils. The 
concern is that the introduction of management practices to reduce methane emissions from flooded 
soils may result in increased emissions of nitrous oxide.

Flooded soils are characterized by an oxygenated water column overlying an oxidized layer at the 
soil-water interface, an aerobic zone around each root, and anaerobic conditions in the remainder of 
the soil. This differentiation of the flooded soil into oxidized and reduced zones has a marked effect on 
the transformation of nitrogen.[5] The resulting reactions are as follows:

1. Ammonium in the reduced zone diffuses to the oxidized zone;
2. Ammonium is oxidized to nitrate by nitrifying organisms;
3. The nitrate formed diffuses to the anaerobic zone;

5. The gaseous products diffuse through the soil and water layers to the atmosphere.[6]

It is apparent that the rate of diffusion of ammonium to an oxidized layer and the rate of nitrification 
in the oxidized layer are factors controlling the production of nitrous oxide in flooded soils. The rate of 
diffusion of nitrous oxide through the soil and water layers will control its rate of emission to the atmo-
sphere, or its further reduction to dinitrogen.[5]

A number of mechanisms have been identified for the transfer of nitrous oxide from the soil to the 
atmosphere.[3] Nitrous oxide may diffuse from the zone of production through the saturated soil and 
water layer to the atmosphere. It may also enter the roots of the rice plant and move by diffusion through 
the plant to the atmosphere in the same way as methane. Bhadrachalam et al.[6] studied the importance 
of the two pathways in intermittently flooded rice in the field in India and found that nitrogen gas fluxes 
were ~30% greater when transfer through the plants was included.

In the tropics, rice is usually transplanted and fertilized some time after flooding. Because of the 
anaerobic conditions that develop before fertilization and the slow rate of diffusion of nitrous oxide 
in flooded soils, most of the nitrous oxide is reduced to dinitrogen and very little escapes to the 
atmosphere. Nitrous oxide emission from intermittently flooded rice was relatively large compared 
with that from permanently flooded rice, reflecting the different oxidation states of intermittently 
and continuously flooded soils.[6] Studies of nitrous oxide emission from rice fields from the time the 
soils were drained for harvest, through to flooding the soil in preparation for planting the next crop, 
showed that nitrous oxide was emitted continuously while the soil was not flooded. Overall, the rate 
of emission of nitrous oxide from flooded soils was less than that from upland soils after application 
of nitrogen fertilizer.[3]

Biomass Burning

During combustion the nitrogen in the fuel can be converted into gaseous forms such as ammonia, 
nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, dinitrogen, and hydrogen cyanide. It is estimated that biomass burning con-
tributes between 0.3 and 1.6 Mt nitrous oxide per year globally to the atmosphere.[3] Most of the biomass 
burning (~90%) takes place in the tropics as a result of forest clearing, savanna and sugar cane fires, and 
burning of agricultural wastes and firewood.[7]

Biomass burning is not only an instantaneous source of nitrous oxide, but it results in a longer-term 
enhancement of the production of this gas. Measurements of nitrous oxide emissions from soils, before 
and after burning showed that significantly more nitrous oxide was exhaled after the burn through 
alteration of the chemical, biological, and physical processes in soil.[7]

 
 
 
 4. Denitrification occurs with the production of nitrous oxide and dinitrogen;
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Fertilizer consumption and nitrous oxide Production

Nitrous oxide emissions from agricultural soils are generally greater and more variable than those 
from uncultivated land. Application of fertilizer nitrogen, animal manure, and sewage sludge 
 usually  results in enhanced emissions of nitrous oxide.[7] Generally, there is a large emission of 
nitrous oxide immediately after the application of fertilizer. After about 6 weeks, the emission rate 
falls and fluctuates around a low value. Mosier[8] concluded that interactions between the physical, 
chemical, and biological variables are complex, that nitrous oxide fluxes are variable in time and 
space, and that soil management, cropping systems, and variable rainfall appear to have a greater 
effect on nitrous oxide emission than the type of nitrogen fertilizer. Consequently, Mosier et al.[9] 
recommend the use of one factor only for calculating the emission of nitrous oxide from different 
fertilizer types:

N O2  emitted =125% of N applied  ( )kg/ha  (2)

This equation is based on data from long-term experiments with a variety of mineral and organic 
fertilizers, and encompasses 90% of the direct contributions of nitrogen fertilizers to nitrous oxide 
emissions.

Mosier et al.[3] developed a methodology to estimate agricultural emissions of nitrous oxide, 
 taking into account all of the nitrogen inputs into crop production. They included direct emissions 
from agricultural soils as a result of synthetic fertilizer addition, animal wastes, increased biologi-
cal nitrogen fixation, cultivation of mineral and organic soils through enhanced organic matter 
 mineralization, and mineralization of crop residues returned to the field. Indirect nitrous oxide 
emissions resulting from deposition of ammonia and oxides of nitrogen, leaching of nitrate, and 
introduction of nitrogen into sewage systems were also included. They concluded that in 1989, 9.9 Mt 
of nitrous oxide was emitted into the atmosphere directly or indirectly, as a result of agriculture 
(Table 1).

 

TABLE 1 Calculated Emission of Nitrous Oxide from 
Agricultural Activities

Mt Nitrous Oxide per Year

Direct soil emissions
Synthetic fertilizer 1.4 (0.28–2.5)
Animal waste 0.9 (0.19–1.7)
Biological nitrogen fixation 0.16 (0.03–0.3)
Crop residue 0.6 (0.11–1.1)
Cultivation of Histosols 0.16 (0.03–0.3)
Total 3.3 (0.6–5.9)

Animal production
Waste management systems 3.3 (0.9–4.9)

Indirect emissions
Atmospheric deposition 0.47 (0.09–0.9)
Nitrogen leaching and runoff 2.5 (0.2–12.1)
Human sewage 0.3 (0.06–4.1)
Total 3.3 (0.35–17.1)
Total 9.9 (1.9–27.9)

Source: Modified from Mosier et al.[3]
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Management Practices to Decrease nitrous oxide emission

The low efficiency of fertilizer nitrogen in agricultural systems is primarily caused by the large losses 
of mineral nitrogen from those systems by gaseous loss: nitrous oxide emission is directly linked to the 
loss processes. It is axiomatic that any strategy that increases the efficiency of nitrogen fertilizer use will 
reduce emissions of nitrous oxide, and this has been directly demonstrated for a number of strategies.[3]

The IPCC[1] reported that some combination of the following management practices, if adopted 
worldwide, would improve the efficiency of the use of synthetic fertilizer and manure nitrogen, and 
significantly reduce nitrous oxide emission into the atmosphere:

1. Match nitrogen supply with crop demand.
2. Tighten nitrogen flow cycles by returning animal wastes to the field and conserving residues 

instead of burning them.
3. Use controlled-release fertilizers, incorporate fertilizer to reduce volatilization, use urease and 

nitrification inhibitors, and match fertilizer type to precipitation.
4. Optimize tillage, irrigation, and drainage.

The potential decrease in nitrous oxide emissions from synthetic fertilizer, as a result of the mitigation 
techniques, could amount to 20%.[1]
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Agriculture: Energy 

Use and Conservation

Guangnan Chen 
and Tek Narayan 
Maraseni

introduction

Farming is often an energy-intensive operation. With the rising energy costs and increasing concern 
over greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, effective energy use and conservation are becoming increas-
ingly important.[1,2] In many parts of the world, energy inputs represent a major and rapidly growing 
cost input for growers, with on-farm fuel requirement in cereal cropping systems often exceeding 
100 L/ha for tillage, seeding, fertilizing, spraying, and harvesting.[3–5] In the United States, it has 
been found that the operations of food systems, including agricultural production, food process-
ing, packaging, and distribution, accounted for approximately 19% of America’s national fossil fuel 
energy use.[6]

Methods of energy Audit

Energy audits and assessments are a first step and crucial part of the energy and environmental man-
agement process. Energy audits refer to the systematic examination of an entity, such as a firm, organi-
zation, facility, or site, to determine whether, and to what extent, it has used energy efficiently.[7] They 
may also assess opportunities of potential energy savings through fuel switching, tariff negotiation, and 
demand-side management.

Energy audits may be broadly classified into the following three levels:[7,8]

• Energy audit level 1, or preliminary audit. The main purpose of this level of energy audits is to 
overview the total energy consumption of a farm. This is the simplest and cheapest form of energy 
audits. It usually involves collating all the energy use data from the farm, including the total fuel 
usage from diesel, petrol, and other fuels and the total electricity energy consumed, in order to 
derive basic energy performance indices such as GJ/ha and GJ/t.

Introduction 9......................................................................................................
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• Energy audit level 2, or standard/general audit. Level 2 energy audits generally involve break-
ing down the total energy usage into each individual major processes. A level 2 audit is usually 
process-based and involves some specific measurements for the key processes. It may also involve 
considerable farmers’ interviews to identify the major energy usage.

• Energy audit level 3, or detailed specific operation investigation. This is the highest and the 
most expensive level of energy audits. It may involve investigating ways to improve the effi-
ciency of a specific operation so that the investment return can be accurately predicted. This 
will usually involve the uses of a range of different sensors to measure the performance of a 
variety of machines. Data loggers may be used to record the data for a considerable period of 
time.

Underpinning the energy audit assessment process is the identification and development of a set of 
toolkits (software, hardware, and other supporting information and resources) that can be applied 
to different farm production systems. A number of farm energy calculators[4,7–9] have already been 
developed to evaluate the energy uses from agricultural systems. Various hardware and technologies 
such as electricity power meters, fuel flow meters, data logging, and monitoring equipment may also 
be used for undertaking field measurements.[9–11] By itemizing farm energy usage from each operation, 
farmers will be able to identify where energy is mostly consumed and therefore explore ways to reduce 
energy use.

Brown and Elliot[12] found that although the currently available data of agricultural energy use may be 
sufficient for general policy development, the quality of existing energy end-use data is often unsatisfac-
tory. They suggested that further research be conducted to achieve a clear and consistent definition of 
farm types and energy end uses. Energy uses of individual operations will also need to be more accu-
rately measured.

effect of Farming Systems on energy Use

Considerable research has been conducted on energy use and conservation both in agriculture[13–16] and 
in other industries.[17] In the cropping sector, it has been identified that a number of practice changes and 
technology developments may be adopted to reduce fuel/energy use or energy use intensity. Examples 
of these may include more effective machinery operation, conservation farming practices, improved 
irrigation methods and water use efficiency measures, precision agriculture, and, where appropriate, the 
use of renewable energy and planting of alternative crops.

Machinery operation

Farm machinery is integral to many aspects of modern farming systems. Without it, we may not be able 
to effectively implement the farming systems. It was estimated that since the Second World War, more 
than 25% of the increase in grain productivity may be attributed to machinery innovations. When the 
ownership cost and timeline loss are taken into consideration, it is estimated that machinery may con-
sist of up to 40%–50% of total farm input costs.[18]

Farm machinery often consumes a large amount of energy and therefore produces considerable emis-
sions, especially carbon dioxide. Figure 1 shows the average percentage contribution of the direct energy 
input for different farming processes in European tillage-based systems. Chen et al.[19] and Smith[20] 
showed that by changing gear selection and engine speed, up to 30% of energy can often be saved for the 
same tractor power output. Careful selection of energy-efficient farming equipment and proper match-
ing of tractor and implement are also important.[21] At the systems level, it is possible that much larger 
improvements can be achieved by changing the cropping practices and systems. Table 1 shows the esti-
mated average fuel use for different tillage operations,[22] where a ratio of up to 3:1 or 4:1 from the highest 
to the lowest energy use can be found.
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conservation Agriculture

Conservation agriculture is the generally accepted label for farming systems developed with the specific 
objective of improving productivity and sustainability, by reducing input waste and resource degrada-
tion. Conservation tillage involves reduced tillage, in which a crop is planted in the residue from a previ-
ous crop with either minimal (minimum tillage) or zero (zero tillage) soil disturbance. The weed control 
function may be achieved by using a combination of herbicides and agronomic measures (cover crops, 
rotation, seed bank depletion) and soil damage minimized by better management (soil health, traffic 
intensity, controlled traffic).

Based on 2 years experiments in Croatia, Kosutic et al.[23] demonstrated that compared with the con-
ventional “intensive” tillage, up to 82.6% of energy could be saved by the adoption of no-till conserva-
tion farming system, and without the significant yield reduction. Gulden and Entz[24] found that this was 
36% in Canada. Bailey et al.[25] showed that in terms of total energy used, when compared with conven-
tional farming systems on a per-hectare basis, the integrated arable systems had the potential to reduce 
overall energy consumption by about 8% in the United Kingdom. However, in terms of energy use per 
kilogram of output, their results were less conclusive. A comparative study of conventional tillage and 
conservation farming was also carried out by Smith[26] to compare the impact of these practices on soil 
characteristics, crop performance, and economic outcomes.

While many no-till seeders have been marketed in recent years, there is still no one universally appli-
cable machine that guarantees success under all conditions. In fact, better seed and fertilizer placement 
and good depth control and stubble handling have been identified by farmers as the highest priority 
needs in the design of planting equipment, particularly on “unprepared” soil with heavy stubble in 
direct drilling/conservation farming.[27] Difficulties of no-till seeding are therefore the major stumbling 
block to the adoption of full conservation agriculture. Despite these issues, effective machine/system 
combinations for no-till seeding have been evolved for many cropping environments, particularly in 
the subtropical grain production, where conventional tillage-based systems were causing major erosion 
damage and loss of organic matter. Where soil degradation problems are less obvious, for instance, in 

FIGURE 1 Direct on-farm energy inputs in Europe.

TABLE 1 Average Fuel Use for Different Tillage Methods

Soil Tillage Methods Average Fuel (Diesel) Use (L/ha)

Subsoiling 18
Discing 12
Chisel ploughing 7
Power harrowing 8
Light harrowing/rolling 4

Source: Adapted from Chen and Baillie[4] and Downs and Hansen.[22]
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the long-established plough-based systems of Europe, adoption of conservation agriculture has been 
much slower,[28] and the same is true in most horticultural and intensive cropping areas, worldwide. 
This situation is expected to change slowly as cropping inputs, particularly fuel, fertilizer, and water 
resources, become more expensive, improving the attractiveness of system change.

Controlled traffic is a farming system in which the wheel tracks of all operations are confined to fixed 
paths so that re-compaction of soil by traffic (traction or transport) does not occur outside the selected 
paths. It has been shown that in addition to benefits of improved productivity and soil and water con-
servation, this method could also provide up to 50% reduction in power and fuel requirements of field 
operations.[29,30] Tullberg[31] demonstrated the effects of system change from the conventional tillage-
based to no-till and to controlled traffic no-till in Australian grain production, clearly illustrating the 
significance of the reduction of energy and GHG emissions. It was shown that the total GHG emissions 
per ton of grain production can be reduced from 314 to 306 and to 175 kg, respectively. One survey indi-
cated that in 2003, some form of controlled traffic was in use over 1 million ha in Australia.[32] To achieve 
further widespread adaptation, it is identified that the lack of compatibility between different machinery 
would have to be overcome.[31]

irrigation Methods

Irrigation can be broadly defined as the practice of applying additional water (beyond what is available 
from rainfall) to soil to enable or enhance plant growth and yield. The water source could be groundwa-
ter pumped to the surface or surface water diverted from one location to another. On a global scale, it 
was estimated that 17% of irrigated cropland produces 40% of the total production.[33]

Farm irrigation systems may be broadly classified as surface irrigation, pressured sprinkler systems, 
trickle, and subsurface systems. In Australia, surface irrigation systems, such as border check and fur-
row irrigation, are the most widely used irrigation systems, covering some 70% of the total irrigated 
area.[34] This is then followed by the pressurized spray irrigation methods (22%) and trickle and subsur-
face systems (8%).

Irrigation is however often a very energy-intensive operation. It was estimated that 23% of the on-
farm energy use for crop production in the United States was for on-farm pumping.[35] Figure 2 shows 
the estimated total lifecycle energy consumption for different irrigation methods.[34] It can be seen that 

FIGURE 2 Life-cycle energy consumption for different irrigation systems.
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the pressurized irrigation system can use significantly more energy over its life cycle than a gravity-fed 
system, with a ratio of about 1.5 or 2. The increased wateruse efficiency of pressured irrigation systems 
will therefore need to be balanced against the higher cost of the energy needed.[36] At the current mar-
ket condition, 1 GJ of energy would typically cost around $10–$40. The corresponding GHG emissions 
range from 0 (using renewable energy) to around 78 kg CO2/GJ (using diesel fuel).

Brown and Elliot[12] found that the largest on-farm energy savings might be available in motorized 
systems, especially in irrigation pumping. Barron[37] also identified that poor system design contributed 
significantly to low pumping efficiency. Pathak and Bining[38] showed that for irrigation, fuel saving 
of more than 50% was feasible through improvement in the irrigation equipment and improved water 
management practices. Chen et al.[19] demonstrated that with suitable operation adjustments, up to 55% 
of pumping energy can be saved. It has also been reported in the United States that energy efficiency 
audits on irrigation systems have, on average, identified savings of at least 10% of the energy bill—and 
in many instances up to 40%.[38] Very often, the irrigators who owned these inefficient systems were 
unaware of any problems.[39]

overall Systems comparison

Table 2 summarizes some of the published energy use data for different crops in different 
 countries.[8,39–44] It can be seen that significant variation in energy input costs occurs between dif-
ferent  crops and between different growers due to the adopted production system and a grower’s 
performance within  that system. Depending on the farming systems adopted, the direct on-farm 
energy input may range from 2.5 GJ/ha for wheat production in Europe to 53.4 GJ/ha for greenhouse 
tomato production in Turkey. This is a ratio of approximately 20.

It is noted that on-farm energy uses of crop production is only a proportion of total energy usage. The 
others include the post-farm processing, transport, distribution, and energy used to produce agricul-
tural inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides.[44–46] Table 3 shows the estimated embodied energy content 
for manufacturing various chemical fertilizers and herbicides. It can be seen that with the current man-
ufacturing technology, the production of 1 kg of nitrogen fertilizer would typically require the energy 
input equivalent to 1.5–2 kg of fuel, while 1 kg of pesticides would require the energy input equivalent 
to up to 5 kg of fuel.[44] It is therefore important to reduce not only the on-farm energy uses but also the 
embodied energy and post-harvest energy uses. This is especially important, as the embodied energy 
of farm chemicals may account for up to 50%–70% of the total energy input in agricultural production. 
In particular, the cost of nitrogen fertilizer is mostly a reflection of energy costs, so maximizing the 

TABLE 2 Energy Input for Different Crops in Different Countries

Crops
Direct Energy 
Input (GJ/ha)

Indirect Energy 
Input (GJ/ha)

Total Energy 
Input (GJ/ha)

Country/
Region

Wheat 2.5–4.3 Europe
Wheat 16–32 Greece
Cotton 21.14 28.59 49.73 Turkey
Cotton 82.6 Greece
Cotton 3.7–15.2 Australia
Maize 4.75.0 Europe
Rice 64.89 United States
Pea 2.5–5.4 Canada
Dairy pasture 14.6 3.6 18.2 New Zealand
Greenhouse 53.4 53.3 106.7 Turkey
Tomato

Source: Chen and Baillie.[8]
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efficiency of fertilizers or using legumes to produce nitrogen can help reduce energy costs on farms. 
It was demonstrated that energy input in the integrated forage-grain rotation was approximately 40% 
lower than that in the grain-based rotation.[47]

Yaldiz et al.[48] reported that fertilizers and irrigation energy dominated the total energy consumption 
in Turkish cotton production. Yilmaz et al.[41] showed that the energy intensity in agricultural production 
was closely related with production techniques. They estimated that cotton production in Turkey con-
sumed a total of 49.73 GJ/ha energy, consisting of 21.14 GJ/ha (42.5%) direct energy input and 28.59 GJ/ha 
(57.5%) indirect energy input. Modern rice production in the United States also requires a total energy 
input of 64.89 GJ/ha for a yield of 5.8 tons/ha or 11.19 GJ energy input per ton of grain produced.[43]

To save energy and cost, the precision-agriculture technologies such as controlled traffic farming, high 
spatial and temporal precision in input placement, sensor-controlled spraying, and variable-rate fertilizer 
applications may offer significant benefits. Pimentel et al.[3] also showed that by appropriate technology 
changes in food production, processing, packaging, transportation, and consumption, fossil energy use 
in the U.S. food system could be reduced by about 50%. Using corn production as a model crop, it was 
estimated that total energy in corn production could be reduced by more than 50% by combining the fol-
lowing changes: 1) using smaller machinery and less fuel; 2) replacing commercial nitrogen applications 
with legume cover crops and livestock manure; and 3) reducing soil erosion through alternative tillage and 
conservation techniques. Hoeppner et al.[47] and Ziesemer[49] also showed that energy input in the organic 
management system was approximately 50% lower than that in the conventional management system.

Development and Applications of new technology

With the advance of biotechnology, new crop varieties with higher yield and improved performance 
such as reduced herbicide and pesticide usage are being continuously introduced.[50] This will reduce 
not only the amount of herbicide and pesticide used but also the fuel usage associated with the crop 
spraying operations. For example, it was reported that with the adoption of genetically modified cotton, 
pesticide use has been reduced by up to 70%–90% in the Australian cotton industry.[51] To address the 
public’s concern, the introduction of biotechnology to food crops may require a more careful approach.

Where the opportunities are appropriate, renewable energy such as solar, wind, and biofuel may also be 
integrated into the farming operations to save energy costs and reduce GHG emissions.[52–55] Examples of 
direct applications include solar crop drying, solar space and water heating, and using biomass for heating 
purpose. Other applications include generation of off-grid electricity for electric fences, lighting, irriga-
tion, livestock water supply, wastewater treatment, pond aeration, communication, and remote equip-
ment operation. Table 4 shows the estimated costs for various electricity generation technologies. Overall, 
renewable energy at present may not be viable to serve in large scale as a primary energy source, and in 
many cases, additional government support and financial incentives would still be required to compete 
with more polluting fossil fuels. However, because of the increasing concern over the GHG emissions 
and declining reserves of fossil fuel, use of renewable energy is on the rapid rise globally.[56] Various user-
friendly design and cost estimation tools have also been developed to promote specific applications.[57]

TABLE 3 Embodied Energy Content for Various Agricultural Fertilizers and 
Herbicides

Chemicals Energy Content (MJ/kg Element or Active Ingredient)

N 65
P 15
K 10
S 5
Generic herbicide 270
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conclusion

Energy use efficiency and conservation are of significant interest to the agricultural industry. Within 
highly mechanized agricultural productions systems, operational energy inputs (i.e., diesel, petrol, gas, 
and electricity) often represent a major cost to the growers. In the United States, it has been found that 
the operations of food systems, including agricultural production, food processing, packaging, and dis-
tribution, accounted for approximately 19% of America’s national fossil fuel energy use. A total of up to 
64.89 GJ/ha of energy is spent in the rice production in the United States.

It has been shown that significant variation in energy input costs can occur between growers due to 
the adopted production system and a grower’s performance within that system. In the cropping sector, 
it has been identified that a number of practice changes and technology developments may be adopted to 
reduce fuel/energy use in agriculture. These may include more effective machinery operation, conserva-
tion farming practices, improved irrigation methods and water use efficiency measures, precision agri-
culture, and, where appropriate, the use of renewable energy and planting of alternative crops or crop 
rotation. It has been demonstrated that by changing the farming systems (e.g., changing to conservation 
tillage system, controlled traffic, or organic management system) and undertaking the same operation 
more efficiently (e.g., more precise targeting and use of fertilizers and irrigation), up to 50% of overall 
energy use may be realistically saved. It has also been found that from the highest to the lowest energy 
use, the estimated average fuel use for different tillage operations may be up to a ratio of 3:1 or 4:1. In 
many cases, the largest on-farm energy savings might be available in motorized systems, especially in 
irrigation pumping. The energy efficiency audits on irrigation systems in the United States have, on aver-
age, identified savings of at least 10% of the energy bill—and in many instances up to 40%. Because the 
embodied energy of various chemicals and machinery may make up 50%–70% of the total energy input 
and GHG emissions in agricultural production, the applications of variable-rate fertilizer technology 
and replacement of commercial nitrogen applications with legume cover crops and livestock manure 
would bring significant benefits.

With the development and applications of new technology and the increasing cost of fuel, fertilizer, 
and water resources, it is expected that various energy-saving measures will be increasingly adopted by 
the farmers. In particular, with the increasing concern over the GHG emissions and the depleting of 
fossil fuel, renewable energy such as solar, wind, and biofuel may be integrated into the different farm-
ing operations, including solar crop drying and heating, off-grid electricity supply for fences, lighting, 
irrigation, livestock water supply, wastewater treatment, pond aeration, communication, and remote 
equipment operation. With the adoption of genetically modified cotton, pesticide use has been reduced 
by up to 70%-90% in the Australian cotton industry.
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TABLE 4 Estimated Costs of Various 
Electricity Generation Methods

Energy Type Cost (c//kWh)

Hydropower 4–10
Coal-fired power 2–4
Gas-fired power 5
Wind energy 5–8
Solar PV electricity 15–25
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Agriculture: Organic

Kathleen Delate

introduction

The USDA National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) defines organic agriculture as “an ecological pro-
duction management system that promotes and enhances biodiversity, biological cycles, and soil biolog-
ical activity.[1] It is based on minimal use of off-farm inputs and on management practices that restore, 
maintain, or enhance ecological harmony. The primary goal of organic agriculture is to optimize the 
health and productivity of interdependent communities of soil life, plants, animals and people.”[1] The 
term “organic” is defined by law. The labels “natural,” “eco-friendly,” and similar statements do not 
guarantee complete adherence to organic practices as defined by law.

History

In 1990, the U.S. Congress passed the Organic Food Production Act (OFPA). This law was heralded as the 
first U.S. law established to regulate a system of farming. The OFPA requires that anyone selling prod-
ucts as “organic” must follow a set of prescribed practices that include avoidance of synthetic chemicals 
in crop and livestock production, and in the manufacturing of processed products. “Certified organic” 
crops must be raised on land to which no synthetic chemical (any fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, 
or fungicides) inputs were applied for three years prior to the crops’ sale. Organic certification agencies 
became established in the United States to deal with a required “third-party certification.” There are at 
least 20 private certification agencies and 15 state agencies certifying organic production and processing 
in the United States. Proposed rules implementing the federal OFPA law were promulgated in 1997, after 
seven years of revisions. Unfortunately, these rules did not meet private certification agencies’ stan-
dards, and a record number of complaints (275,000) were issued in the public comment period. Now that 
the federal rules are established (released in 2001), all certifiers must utilize the federal standards as the 
minimum standard for the “certified organic” label in the United States. European regulation is under 
the auspices of the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) with national 
certification agencies in each country.[2] Japan currently certifies under the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry. Certification for the European Union and Japan is extended to several U.S. certifiers that meet 
international standards.

Organic agriculture is the oldest form of agriculture on earth. Farming without the use of 
 petroleum-based chemicals (fertilizers and pesticides) was the norm for farmers in the developed world 
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until post–World War II. The war era led to technologies that were adapted for agricultural produc-
tion. Ammonium nitrate used for munitions during WWII evolved into ammonium nitrate fertilizer; 
organophosphate nerve gas production led to the development of powerful insecticides. These technical 
advances since WWII have resulted in significant economic benefits, as well as unwanted environmen-
tal and social effects. Organic farmers seek to utilize those advances that yield benefits (e.g., new variet-
ies of crops, more efficient machinery) while discarding those methods that have led to negative impacts 
on society and the environment, such as pesticide pollution and insect pest resistance.[3] Instead of using 
synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, organic farmers utilize crop rotations, cover crops, and naturally 
based products to maintain or enhance soil fertility.[4,5] These farmers also rely on biological, cultural, 
and physical methods to limit pest expansion and increase populations of beneficial insects on their 
farms. By managing their ecological capital through efficient use of on-farm natural resources, organic 
farmers produce for diverse and specialized markets that provide premium prices.

Because genetically modified organisms (GMOs) constitute synthetic inputs and pose unknown 
risks, GMOs, such as herbicide-resistant seeds, plants, and product ingredients are disallowed in organic 
 agriculture. Organic livestock, like organic crops, must be fed 100% organic food or feed in their produc-
tion. Synthetic hormones and antibiotics are dis- allowed in organic livestock production. Traditional 
 farmers throughout the world have relied on natural production methods for centuries, maintaining 
consistent yields within their local environment. While “green revolution” technologies have led to 
increased yields in many less developed countries, many farmers have seen an increase in pest problems 
with new varieties and high input–based systems.

Motivations for organic production include economic, food safety, and environmental concerns. All 
organic farmers avoid the use of synthetic chemicals in their farming systems, but philosophies dif-
fer among organic farmers regarding methods to achieve the ideal system. Organic farmers span the 
spectrum from those who completely eschew external inputs, create on-farm sources of compost for 
fertilization, and encourage the activity of beneficial insects through conservation of food and natural 
habitats, to those farmers who import their fertility and pest management inputs. A truly sustainable 
method of organic farming would seek to eliminate, as much as possible, reliance on external inputs.

Worldwide Statistics

USDA does not publish systematic reports on organic production in the United States. The most recent 
census in 1994 identified 1.5 million acres of organic production in the United States with 4050 farm-
ers reporting organic acreage.[6] This figure underrepresents current production because many organic 
farmers opt to sell their products as organic without undergoing certification. The U.S. organic indus-
try continues to grow at a rate of 20% annually. The industry was listed as a $4.5 billion industry in 
1998, with predicted future growth to $10 billion by 2003. The organic industry is a consumer–driven 
 market. According to industry surveys, the largest purchasers of organic products are young people and 
 college–educated consumers. Worldwide consumption of organic products has experienced tremen-
dous growth, often surpassing U.S. figures of 20% annual gain. Much of the increase in consumption 
worldwide has been fueled by consumers’ demand for GMO–free products. Because GMOs are disal-
lowed in organic production and processing, organic products are automatically segregated as GMO–
free at the marketplace. European consumers have led the demand for organic products, particularly 
in countries such as the Netherlands and Scandinavia. Two percent of all German farmland, 4% of 
Italian farmland, and 10% of Austrian farmland is managed organically.[2] Prince Charles of England 
has developed a model organic farm and established a system of government support for transitioning 
organic farmers. Major supermarket chains and restaurants in Europe offer a wide variety of organic 
products in their aisles and on their menus. Industry experts predict that the establishment of federal 
rules will advance organic sales in the United States. Although the organic industry began as a niche 
market, steady growth has led to its place in a “segment” market since 1997. The organic dairy industry, 
for example, expanded by 73% from 1996 to 1997, and continues to grow today. Organic markets can be 
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divided into indirect and direct markets. Indirect or wholesale markets include cooperatives, wholesale 
produce operations, brokers, and local milling operations. Many supermarket chains buy directly from 
farmers or from wholesalers of organic products. Because meat can now be labeled as “organic,” as of 
1999, the marketing of organic beef, pork, chicken, and lamb has been significantly simplified. Roadside 
stands, farmers’ markets and community supported agriculture (CSA) farms constitute the direct mar-
keting end of the organic industry. Most consumers relate their willingness to pay premium prices for 
food that has been raised without synthetic chemicals because of their concern for food safety and the 
environment. Supporting local family farmers also enters into their purchasing decisions.

crop and Pest Performance in organic Systems

The basis for all organic farming systems is the health of the soil.[4,7] In addition to maintaining adequate 
fertility, organic farmers strive for biologically active soil, containing microbial populations required 
for nutrient cycling.[8,9] Crop rotations (required for all organic operations) provide nutrients such as 
nitrogen in the case of legume crops (alfalfa and clover) and carbonaceous biomass upon which benefi-
cial soil microorganisms depend for survival.[10,11] A crop rotation plan is required as protection against 
pest problems and soil deterioration.[12–15] Ideally, no more than four out of six years should be in agro-
nomic crops, and the same row crop cannot be grown in consecutive years on the same land. Legumes 
(alfalfa, clovers, and vetches) alone, or in combination with small grains (wheat, oats, and barley), must 
be rotated with row crops (corn, soybeans, amaranth, vegetables, and herbs) to ensure a healthy system. 
A typical six–year rotation in the Midwestern United States would be corn (with a cover of winter rye)–
soybeans–oats (with an underseeding of alfalfa)–alfalfa–corn–soybeans.[16,17] Horticultural crops must 
be rotated with a leguminous cover crop at least once every five years.

Pest management in organic farming systems is based on a healthy plant able to withstand some pest 
injury and on the inherent equilibrium in nature, as most insect pests have natural enemies that regulate 
their populations in unperturbed environments.[18,19] Because only naturally occurring materials are 
allowed in organic production, insect predators, parasites, and pathogens exist without intervention 
from highly toxic insecticides.[20] Most organic farmers rely on naturally occurring beneficial insects 
on their farms, but some farmers purchase and release lacewings and other natural enemies every sea-
son, for example. There are also commercial preparations of natural insect pathogens, such as Bacillus 
thuringiensis (Bt), which are used to manage pestiferous larvae, such as corn borers. Botanical insec-
ticides, such as neem and ryania, are also allowable in organic production, but as with all insecticides, 
sprays should be used only as a last resort. Although these materials are naturally based, some materi-
als may affect natural enemies. Prevention is a cornerstone of organic farming.[21] Pest–free seeds and 
transplants, along with physical and cultural methods, are used to prevent pest infestations. Physical 
methods include the use of row covers for protection against insects such as cabbage butterflies and 
aphids. Cultural methods include sanitation and resistant varieties. Plant varieties are used that have 
been bred traditionally (i.e., no manipulated gene insertion or engineering involved) for insect, disease, 
and nematode resistance or tolerance.

Most organic farmers rely on multiple tactics for their weed management.[22,23] Allelopathic crops, cul-
tivation, mulching, and flame burning are all methods available for organic farmers. Allelopathic crops, 
such as rye and oats, produce an exudate that mitigates against small weed seed germination. Depending 
on the crop, cultivation offers the least labor–intensive method of organic weed  management. Timely 
cultivation is key; without specific schedules, weeds proliferate. Propane flame burning is generally used 
in conjunction with cultivation, particularly during times of high field moisture. Mulching with straw 
or wood chips is commonly used in many organic horticultural operations.

Yields comparable to conventional crops have been shown for organic crops in three university 
long–term experiments in the United States (South Dakota State University,[24] Iowa State University,[16] 
and the University of California–Davis.[25] and in many European studies.[26] Factoring in an organic 
premium (ranging from 50 to 400%, depending upon crop and season), organic systems consistently 
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out–performed conventional systems in terms of economics.[17,27,28] Pest problems were not a critical 
factor in these organic systems. Other studies have shown the benefits of organic practices, such as 
 composting, in mitigating root–borne diseases.[8]

Key issues Requiring Additional Research

Continued verification of the long–term benefits of organic versus conventional farming in terms of 
soil quality,[29] pest management, and nutritional benefits.[30] is needed. Key issues include the develop-
ment of management practices to increase nutrient cycling for maintenance of crop yields and optimize 
biological control of plant pests and diseases[31] Economic analysis, including risks of the three–year 
transition required for organic certification, will provide useful information for growers interested in 
alternative systems.[26,32] Appropriate tillage systems, which protect soil quality and provide adequate 
soil preparation, remain as important issues for organic producers. The improvement of natural para-
siticide formulations, such as diatomaceous earth, is required for optimum organic livestock produc-
tion. Marketing and support needs include the availability of reliable statistics for organic operations 
and prices. Although many European countries support their farmers in their organic production prac-
tices through environmental subsidies,[33] the United States has made small gains in this area. Some 
state agencies (Minnesota Department of Agriculture) and the USDA Natural Resources Conservation 
Services (NRCS) through the Environmental Quality Indicators Program (EQIP) offer financial incen-
tives to organic farmers during their transitioning years. More of these support services are needed to 
encourage farmers interested in the conversion to alternative production.[34]
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Erosion by Water: 

Accelerated

David 
Favis-Mortlock

introduction

Soil erosion by water occurs when rain falls onto, or runoff flows over, the surface of the earth under 
the influence of gravity. The kinetic energy possessed by this water may be sufficient to give it the abil-
ity to remove and redistribute the “cream of the soil,” its nutrient-rich upper layers. The first section of 
this entry focuses on the physical processes of water erosion. There are several, and they all interact in 
a complex way. The results are erosional features that span a wide range of spatial and temporal scales: 
these are the focus of the second section.

Erosion by water is a natural phenomenon: this is “background” or “geological” erosion. However, if 
the soil’s protective cover of vegetation is removed owing to unwise agricultural practices, overgrazing, 
or poorly executed construction activity, then erosion rates can increase greatly. The result is accelerated 
water erosion, which is a present-day problem over much of the earth’s surface. Mankind’s modification 
of natural water erosion is the focus of the third section. The impacts of accelerated water erosion may 
be both on-site (at the place where the erosion occurs) and off-site (downstream from this): the fourth 
section describes these impacts. The fifth and final section discusses future soil erosion by water. This 
will be affected by anthropogenic climate change: both directly, owing to changes in the amount, tim-
ing, and intensity of rainfall, and the amount and timing of snowmelt-generated runoff; and indirectly, 
owing to climate-driven shifts in vegetation growth and land usage.

Processes of erosion by Water

Water erosion is driven by the energy of rainfall and flowing water. When rain falls upon unprotected 
soil, its kinetic energy may be sufficient to detach soil particles: this is one of the subprocesses[1] of 
water erosion (RD-ST in Figure 1), and is often referred to as “rainsplash erosion” or “splash erosion.” 
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A more accurate term is “rainsplash redistribution,” since although considerable quantities of soil can 
be moved by splash, almost all of it is merely redistributed, moved only a few millimeters or centimeters 
on the soil’s surface. There will be a net downslope movement of splashed soil, but this is generally rather 
small. Rainsplash redistribution is most effective where rainfall intensities are high,[2] e.g., as a result of 
convective rainstorms in the world’s equatorial regions. Low-intensity rainfall is often of frontal origin: 
where such rainfall is common (e.g., temperate northwest Europe), rainsplash is a relatively ineffective 
subprocess of erosion.

Some of the rain may infiltrate into (i.e., be absorbed by) the body of the soil. In dry conditions, all 
of the rain may infiltrate: the result is then rain with no runoff (Figure 1). Conversely, if the soil is fully 
saturated, none of the rainfall will infiltrate: all of it becomes either runoff (which is also known as 
“overland flow”) or detention storage (see below). If the soil is fully saturated, this will occur irrespective 
of the rain’s intensity (i.e., the rate at which it falls). Runoff that results from the soil being fully saturated 
is known as “saturation excess overland flow.” It is preferentially generated from the lower parts of a 
catchment, since the soil in these areas is likely to become saturated first.

FIGURE 1 Detachment and transport processes associated with variations in raindrop and overland flow energies. 
The Y axis represents raindrop kinetic energy e, which is a function of rainfall intensity. The X axis represents overland 
flow power ω. The leftmost zero on the X axis (at the beginning of the dotted section) indicates the start of rainfall, 
and the zero to its right (at the rightmost end of the dotted section of the X axis) represents the beginning of overland 
flow. During a rainstorm, flow power generally increases with time provided sufficient rain, with a sufficiently high 
intensity, has fallen and produced ponding and runoff. Thus, the X axis is a rough surrogate for time during a rain-
storm. Horizontal left-to-right line traverses of the diagram indicate the changes of detachment and transportation 
processes that occur during a rainstorm, for a given constant rainfall intensity. Non-horizontal left-to-right traverses 
incorporate some changes in rainfall intensity. ec, critical raindrop energy to cause erosion; line A, raindrop energy 
before flow (this often increases slightly over time, as a soil crust develops); line B, raindrop energy when flow occurs 
(increases over time, as more drop energy is used in penetrating the deepening overland flow); ωc(loose), critical flow 
power for transporting loose soil material; ωc(bound), critical flow power for detaching soil from the surface of the 
soil matrix; RD-ST, raindrop detachment, splash transport; RD-RIFT, raindrop detachment, r aindrop-induced flow 
transport; RD-FT, raindrop detachment, flow transport; FD-FT, flow detachment, flow transport.
Source: Kinnell.[1]
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High-intensity rainfall (i.e., a great deal of rain arriving during a short period) can give rise to runoff 
of a different kind. This is “infiltration excess overland flow” (or “Hortonian overland flow”), and is the 
result of rain arriving too quickly to infiltrate into the soil. The pre-existing moisture content of the soil 
is of lesser importance in determining the occurrence of infiltration excess overland flow, compared 
with saturation excess overland flow. As a result, infiltration excess overland flow tends to be more 
spatially uniform, often being generated over a whole catchment (or at least that portion of it which is 
receiving rain from a single storm). However, a major factor that influences the occurrence of infiltra-
tion excess overland flow is the state of the soil’s surface, in particular any crusting or capping that may 
have occurred. Crusting and capping can be the result of physical, chemical, or biological agencies, and 
is not necessarily spatially uniform.

While saturation excess overland flow and infiltration excess overland flow are distinct, they com-
monly interact spatially and temporally. For example, during a single rainstorm, saturation excess 
overland flow may be the first to occur, beginning in the topographic lows of a catchment, with the 
contributing area gradually increasing as a great area of soil within the catchment becomes saturated. 
A subsequent increase in rainfall intensity during the storm may result in infiltration excess overland 
flow being generated over the whole area of the catchment. A later decrease in intensity may result in a 
return to predominantly saturation excess overland flow, originating from only part of the catchment’s 
surface area.

In certain circumstances, topographically lower areas within a catchment may experience subsur-
face return flow. This is water that has previously infiltrated in some upslope location, moved laterally 
downslope within the soil, and then exfiltrated to once again become (or join) hillslope runoff.

However it is generated, runoff tends to flow downhill under the action of gravity. This thin diffuse 
film of water has lost virtually all the kinetic energy that it possessed as falling rain; thus, it moves 
only slowly, has a low flow power, and is generally incapable of detaching or transporting soil particles 
(“no erosion” in Figure 1).

The microtopography (i.e., small-scale pattern of irregularities) of the soil’s surface tends to cause 
this overland flow to concentrate in closed depressions, which slowly fill: this is known as “detention 
storage” or “ponding.” Both the flowing water and the water in detention storage protect the soil from 
raindrop impact, so that rainsplash redistribution usually decreases over time within a storm, as the 
depth of surface water increases. There are, however, complex interactions between rainsplash and over-
land flow (Figure 1).

If the rain continues, the increasing depth of water will eventually overtop the depressions. Overland 
flow that is released in this way is likely to flow downhill more quickly and in greater quantities (i.e., will 
possess more flow power as a result of its kinetic energy). Thus, it will begin to be able to transport 
soil particles that have already been detached (RD-RIFT, RD-FT in Figure 1). If its velocity continues 
to increase, eventually the overland flow will be able to detach and transport soil particles from the 
soil matrix (FD-FT in Figure 1). Where it does so, the soil’s surface will be lowered slightly. Lowered 
areas form preferential flow paths for subsequent flow, and these flow paths are in turn eroded further. 
Eventually, this positive feedback[3] results in small, well-defined linear concentrations of overland flow 
(“microrills” or “traces”).

In many cases, individual microrills become ineffective over time because of sedimentation. A subset, 
however, grow further to become rills,[4] and a smaller subset may go on to develop into gullies. This 
process of “competition” between microrills and rills leads to the self-organized formation13 of networks 
of erosional channels (dendritic on natural soil surfaces[5]; constrained by the direction of tillage on 
agricultural soils[6]), which form efficient pathways for the removal of water from hillslopes. It is in such 
erosional channels that water erosion also operates most effectively to detach and remove soil by its 
kinetic energy.[7] In most situations, erosion by concentrated flow is the main agent of erosion by water. 
The flow-dominated erosional channels are separated by interrill areas[8] where the dominant processes 
are rainsplash and diffuse overland flow; however, boundaries between rill and interrill areas are both 
ill defined and constantly shifting.
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In some circumstances, subsurface flow may be important in determining where channel erosion 
will begin and develop (e.g., at the base of slopes,[9] and in areas of very deep soils such as tropical sapro-
lites[10]). Meltwater from thawing snow operates in a broadly similar way to rain-derived overland flow,[11] 
detaching and transporting unfrozen soil in areas of concentrated flow; however, snowmelt erosion is 
less well studied and less well understood.

As erosional channels increase in size (i.e., become large rills and gullies[12]), processes such as gravi-
tational collapse of channel walls and heads increase in importance.[13] Runoff and sediment from rills 
and gullies may be moved into ditches, stream and rivers, and so transported well away from the point 
of origin. However, sediment may also be deposited within the rill or gully, or beyond the rill or gully’s 
confines in a depositional fan, at locations where the gradient slackens. Here, it may be stored for a vari-
able period of time,[14] possibly being reworked by tillage activity, until a subsequent erosion event is of 
sufficient size to re-erode the stored sediment. It may then be redeposited further downstream, or make 
its way into a permanent watercourse and thence to lake or ocean.

erosion by Water: Spatial and temporal Scale

The complex hierarchy of subprocesses of water erosion (Figure 1) means that erosion by water oper-
ates (and is studied) over a wide range of spatial scales.[15] Rainsplash redistribution and the initiation 
of microrills and rills occur at a scale of millimeters (Figure 2). Rill erosion on agricultural hillslopes 
operates at a scale of meters to tens of meters (Figure 3), while gully erosion can occur on a scale of hun-
dreds of meters, or even kilometers. The offsite impacts of erosion can affect very large areas, sometimes 
hundreds or even thousands of square kilometers (Figure 4).

At every spatial scale, however, erosion is highly patchy. Even in areas of severe erosion, rates of soil loss 
can vary greatly from point to point on the landscape as the vagaries of topography and land use influ-
ence erosive flows over a wide range of spatial scales.[16] Obvious erosion in one field can be found side by 
side with virtually untouched areas, and within an eroded field, the severity of erosion can vary markedly.

Often, erosion by water also varies across a range of temporal scales. Soil loss from water erosion 
occurs both incrementally, as a result of many small rainfall events, and more dramatically, as a result 
of large but relatively rare storms. Dramatic erosion events can produce large gullies, and create flooding 
and property damage that hits the news headlines. However, a significant proportion of total soil loss 
may be due to small but frequent erosion events, which nonetheless have a notable cumulative impact.[17]

FIGURE 2 Impacts of erosion by water at the microscale: overland flow between millimeter-scale soil aggregates. 
The finger is pointing at an area where concentrated flow is just beginning to incise a microrill.
Source: A rainfall simulation experiment by A.J.T. Guerra and D.T. Favis-Mortlock, 1997; unpublished 
(by permission).
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FIGURE 3 Impacts of erosion by water at the field scale: a large rill on agricultural land in Germany.
Source: Katharina Helming, 2001 (by permission).

FIGURE 4 Impacts of erosion by water at the global scale: a sediment plume covering tens of thousands of square 
kilometers at the mouth of the Yellow River, China. This results from erosion by water on the Chinese Loess Plateau. 
Source: NASA, 2000.
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Global Problem of Accelerated erosion by Water

While soil erosion by water has been occurring naturally for some 450 million years (since the first 
land plants formed the first soil), accelerated erosion is of much more recent origin. Yet, on a human 
timescale, accelerated erosion is old. There is considerable archaeological evidence from many parts 
of the world that accelerated erosion by water is often associated with early agriculture.[18,19] The 
association of water erosion with unwise agricultural practices was first noted within a scientific 
context during the second and third decades of the 20th century by pioneers of soil conservation 
such as Hugh Hammond Bennett in the United States, and subsequently by workers in other parts of 
the globe. During the period of colonialism, the imposed adoption of European agricultural meth-
ods frequently led to accelerated erosion in developing countries, a problem that continues to the 
 present day.[20,21] During the last few decades of the 20th century, a move toward intensive agri-
cultural  technologies that leave the soil bare during times of heavy rainfall meant that previously 
problem-free areas of the world, such as northwest Europe, began to experience notable increases in 
water erosion.[22]

Yet despite the global nature of the problem of erosion by water, even today we do not have good 
information regarding the global extent of erosion by water.[23,24] Data on the severity of erosion are also 
often limited.[25]

impacts of erosion by Water

These can be categorized into on-site and off-site problems.
The removal of the upper horizons of the soil by erosion results in an on-site reduction in soil 

 quality,[26] i.e., a diminution of the soil’s suitability for agriculture or other vegetation. This is because 
the eroded upper horizons are usually the most nutrient rich. Also, because the finest constituents 
of eroded soil tend to be transported furthest, eroded soils become preferentially depleted of their 
finer fraction over time, which often reduces their waterholding capacity.[26] Increased use of artifi-
cial fertilizers may to an extent, and for a time, compensate for erosion- induced loss of soil quality 
where economic circumstances are favorable. This is not usually feasible in developing countries, 
however.[20,21] Loss of soil quality is a long-term problem; globally, it is the most serious impact of 
water erosion.[27,28]

Movement of sediment and associated agricultural pollutants into watercourses is the major off-
site impact resulting from erosion. This leads to silting up of dams, alteration of the water and 
sediment conveyance capacity of streams and rivers, disruption of the ecosystems of lakes, and con-
tamination of drinking water.[22] Rates of erosion do not have to be high for significant quantities of 
agricultural pollutants to be transported off-site.[29] This is a shorter-term impact than loss of soil 
quality; in the more affluent areas of the world, it can be the main driver for present-day soil con-
servation policy initiatives.[24] Another off-site effect can occur in situations where eroded soil has 
a decreased capacity to absorb water: increased runoff may lead to downstream flooding and local 
damage to property.[30]

Future of Soil erosion by Water

Anthropogenic modification of global climate[31] will modify the future severity and impacts of water 
erosion. One way of categorizing the effects of future climate change on soil erosion by water is as 
follows.

• Direct effects: changes in rainfall amount, timing, and intensity, and changes in the amount and 
timing of snowmelt-generated runoff

• Indirect effects: climate-driven changes in vegetation and land usage
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Direct effects of Future climate change

The most direct route by which future climate change will influence future rates and extent of water 
erosion is by modifying the erosive power of rainfall and runoff.[32,33] The moisture-holding capacity of 
the atmosphere increases as global temperature increases. This leads to more water vapor in the atmo-
sphere, and thus a more vigorous hydrological cycle, promoting a trend toward more intense precipita-
tion events.[34] This trend is distinct from change in future rainfall amount: it is possible for rainstorm 
intensities to increase even if total annual precipitation decreases. Climate models predict a continued 
increase in intense precipitation events during the remainder of the 21st century:[31] more intense rain-
fall will result in an increase in runoff due to the infiltration excess mechanism, as described earlier. 
The result will be an increase in erosion and problems associated with erosion.

Amounts and timing of rainfall and snowfall are also predicted to change in many locations globally, 
but this is less amenable to generalization. Any increased rainfall during times when tillage leaves the 
soil bare will certainly lead to more severe erosion problems.

indirect effects of Future climate change

Future climate change will also indirectly affect soil erosion by water by modifying the protection that 
plants give to the soil. Changes in temperature and rainfall will influence the rate at which existing veg-
etation (both natural and agricultural) will grow. The complex changes in plant biomass resulting from 
changes in climate have the potential both to increase erosion rates through faster residue decomposi-
tion from increased microbial activity,[35] and also to decrease erosion rates through an increase in soil 
surface canopy cover and ground cover.[36]

Changes in climate will provide relatively affluent farmers with opportunities to modify tillage prac-
tices and timing for crops that are currently grown. It will also provide them with opportunities to 
introduce new crops. Significant changes in plant biomass, and the protection which it offers to the soil, 
will occur as a result of such shifts in agricultural practice and land use.[35,37] For example, the intro-
duction to northwest Europe of new crops suited to warmer conditions, such as maize and sunflowers, 
increases the risk of erosion since both take a significant amount of time to provide adequate crop 
cover in early summer.[38] Also, the thermal altitudinal limit for agriculture increases as air temperature 
increases.[39] This could enable farmers to replace permanent grasslands in upland areas with grass leys 
or cereals; however, such practices have the potential to significantly increase erosion rates, as upland 
areas often have high rainfall and areas of steep slopes.[38] Farmers in less affluent situations, however, 
will have fewer options.

conclusion

Rainfall and runoff can give rise to soil erosion by water: this is an easily learned truism of school geog-
raphy lessons. However, it is an oversimplification. A closer look shows that water erosion is much more 
complicated. The many interacting subprocesses of erosion mean that water erosion is still only imper-
fectly understood, despite almost a century of scientific research. This is unsurprising, since “There are 
three great frontiers in science: the very big, the very small, and the very complex.”[40] Water erosion is 
very complex, and we still have much to learn about it. This knowledge deficit has many practical impli-
cations: for example, computer models that aim to predict rates and extent of water erosion are, after 
50 years of development, still decidedly imperfect.[41]

Nonetheless, accelerated soil erosion by water, viewed from still another perspective, is very simple. 
It is always the result of human actions such as unwise agricultural practices, overgrazing, or poorly 
executed construction activity. Removal of protective vegetation at times of heavy rainfall inevitably 
increases the risk of water erosion. The challenge for farmers, for example, is to implement agricul-
tural practices that do not leave the soil vulnerable, while retaining acceptable levels of productivity. 
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This is not at all simple, and is likely to become an even more challenging task under the influence of 
future anthropogenic climate change.
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introduction

Erosion is the greatest threat to agricultural sustainability. Most irrigation is on fragile arid soils that 
have enormous crop yield potential when irrigated. However, the yield potential is easily lost if the thin 
veneer of “topsoil” is eroded.[1] Erosion prevention on irrigated land is arguably more important than on 
rainfed land. Yields from irrigated land are more than double than those from nonirrigated land, with 
nearly triple the crop value per hectare.[2] In addition, runoff and irrigation return flows (necessary in 
many surface irrigation schemes) deliver sediment; human, animal and plant pathogens; nutrients and 
pesticides to downstream fields and riparian waters. These pollutants accumulate in runoff primarily as 
a result of erosion.

irrigation’s Unique erosion characteristics

Irrigation-induced erosion and rainfall-induced erosion result from the same physical and chemical 
processes. However, the processes come together and interact very differently in each case.[2–4] The mag-
nitude of the differences depends upon the type of irrigation system and on soil and water proper-
ties. Briefly, the most important differences stem from soil and water chemistry, wetting rate, water 
 application and infiltration patterns, and, for surface irrigation, absence of water drop impact. These 
factors are the basis for many erosion control practices unique to irrigation.[4–7] Since 1990, advances in 
irrigation erosion control have resulted from improved understanding of water quality and antecedent 
soil condition effects on erosion and from development of polyacrylamide (PAM) use.

The key to controlling erosion is controlling runoff. Runoff is controlled in two ways. It is minimized 
by scheduling irrigation to meet, but not exceed, crop water and salt leaching requirements (i.e. avoid 
over-irrigation), and it is managed by using application rates during each scheduled irrigation that min-
imize runoff and erosion for that event. Systems should be designed and operated to minimize over-
irrigating of some areas in order to adequately irrigate others. In furrow irrigation this is accomplished 
by reducing the length of furrows; managing inflow rates and advance times, and where possible, cut-
ting back inflow rates once runoff begins; or through use of surge irrigation (surge irrigation sometimes 
erodes near the inlet because of higher flows during initial pulsing of water). Sprinkler systems can 
reduce runoff with variable rate emitters that match application rates to soil infiltration rates at specific 
field locations.
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Erosion reduction from improved scheduling and application management is usually proportional to 
runoff reduction. Reducing over application also reduces pumping costs and losses of applied nutrients 
and agri-chemicals. In surface irrigation systems, where 20%–40% runoff is often required to achieve 
field application uniformity, erosion remediation can be integrated into water supply enhancement by 
pumping sediment-laden drain water back onto fields. This does not prevent erosion, but does replace 
most of the eroded soil along with the saved water for the pump-back cost.

Methods of control

conversion to Sprinklers

One effective way to prevent irrigation-induced erosion is conversion from surface to sprinkler irriga-
tion. Again, the soil conservation benefit from conversion to sprinklers derives from and is proportional 
to the reduction of runoff. Sprinkler irrigation has higher technical, capital, energy, and infrastructure 
requirements than surface irrigation. Therefore, sprinklers are used only on a small fraction of global 
irrigated area, whereas, nearly 60% of US irrigated land uses sprinklers. Properly designed and man-
aged sprinkler systems eliminate 100% of off-site sediment losses. However, with sprinklers, there is a 
tendency to extend irrigation to steeper slopes or otherwise more erosive lands. On steep land, when 
sprinkler systems are poorly designed or managed, erosion can occur.

Center pivots can cause erosion problems because of water running in wheel ruts, down steep slopes, 
or due to high application rates at outer reaches of the pivot,[8] especially when using extendable booms 
and high volume end-guns to reach corners. Erosion from high application areas, or where runoff 
 concentrates, can be reduced using tillage, pitting, and mulching between rows to increase surface 
roughness storage and reduce runoff.[9–11]

Soil Protection and tillage

Many approaches developed to control rainfall-induced erosion can prevent irrigation-induced ero-
sion, particularly under sprinklers, e.g., no-till and conservation tillage, which rely on crop residue to 
protect the soil surface. Despite typical erosion reductions >90%, often with increased yields,[12] no-
till and conservation tillage are rarely practiced by surface irrigators. Floating residue often migrates 
along and clogs irrigation furrows, washing out adjacent beds and furrows, while under-irrigating the 
blocked furrow. In basin flood irrigation, floating debris can interfere with water spreading, sometimes 
concentrating initial flows, eroding some areas, and burying emerging plants with sediment or debris. 
No-till farming with furrow irrigation is further complicated by crop rotations that require different 
row (and furrow) spacings each season.

Sojka et al.[13] demonstrated 60% reduction in field sediment loss from furrow-irrigated potatoes that 
were paratilled (subsoiled) following planting. Slight yield increases and significant tuber grade improve-
ments raised profitability under both furrow and sprinkler irrigation with paratilling.[14] Because irriga-
tion assures crop water availability, yield benefits from improved root development are not consistently 
seen with subsoiling in irrigated crops.[15] Subsoiling is commonly practiced with sprinkler irrigation to 
enhance infiltration and decrease runoff, thereby reducing erosion. However, farmers are cautious about 
subsoiling furrow-irrigated crops because of the potential for irregular water flows in subsurface cracks 
to interfere with irrigation uniformity. Field preparation or land forming practices that reduce water 
application uniformity, or increase runoff, are avoided by irrigators.

Placing mulch or growing sod in irrigated furrows reduces erosion. Sod nearly eliminated runoff sed-
iment.[16] Straw mulching reduced sediment loss from 52% to 71%.[17–20] Drawbacks of these techniques 
relate to the management of sodded furrows, the added operations and equipment needed to place straw, 
and debris migrating along and clogging mulched furrows.
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Site Modification

Various “engineering” approaches have been used to reduce field sediment losses from surface irri-
gation. The most common is use of settling basins. Large quiescent pools to facilitate particulate 
settling from runoff collected from fields up to 20 hectares are fairly typical. Settling pond size 
depends upon the area served, rate and volume of runoff, sediment concentrations expected, and 
particle size distribution. Small settling basins along the bottom of surface irrigated fields, serving 
a few rows per basin, are sometimes easier to manage at season’s end, when trapped sediment spread 
back onto the field using farm equipment. Big ponds require large scale equipment for construction, 
cleaning, and soil redistribution. For medium-textured soils, about 60% of suspended mass enter-
ing settling ponds is retained. The nonretained soil is of the clay size range.[21] Since clay carries 
most of sediment’s adsorbed nutrient and chemical load, failure of ponds to retain clay impedes 
retention of agricultural chemical pollutants, despite the high percentage of sediment mass cap-
tured. Furthermore, effectiveness declines as ponds fill with sediment, reducing water residence 
time. Another variation on ponds is installation of buried drains and stand pipes to regulate water 
level in tail ditches.[22] The stand pipes force ponding and prevent gradual concaving of field tail 
ends. They do not, however, prevent loss into the drain of sediment entrained in runoff from upper 
field reaches.

Altering canopy configuration can reduce erosion. Sojka et al.[23] halved field sediment loss using 
narrow or twin row plantings. Water ran between closely placed furrows, reducing irrigation duration 
(and runoff) and allowing root systems and canopy debris to reduce soil detachment in the furrow. 
Filter strip crops drilled at right angles into the final 3–6 m of furrow-irrigated row crops also remove 
entrained sediments from runoff,[6] but do not prevent sediment migration from field inlet to tail end. 
Because filter strip management is a compromise between two crops, yield from the strips is typically 
half that expected for either crop alone.

Water Properties

Both the physical and chemical properties of irrigation water affect erosion. Erosion is greatly reduced 
by reducing sprinkler droplet size or energy[24,25] or by reducing stream flow in furrows.[26] These p hysical 
changes require adjustments in application timing, furrow lengths, and irrigation durations to properly 
match water application constraints with crop water needs.

Water electrolyte chemistry greatly affects the erosiveness of irrigation water.[27–30] High sodium 
adsorption ratio (SAR) and low electrical conductivity (EC) contribute to soil aggregate detachment, 
disruption, and dispersion of fine primary soil particles in runoff. The effect of low EC and high SAR are 
synergistic. Increasing electrolyte concentration with a calcium source lowers SAR, shrinks the ionic 
diffuse double layer around charged soil particles, and prevents dispersion, thereby maintaining aggre-
gate stability and resisting erosion. The conjunctive use of waters from different sources or the addi-
tion of calcium can raise EC and/or lower SAR to reduce erosion potential and improve infiltration by 
 stabilizing surface- soil structure.

Adding large polymeric compounds to irrigation water is an effective erosion prevention 
technology.[31–33] These compounds, when delivered in dilute concentrations (typically 1–10 ppm) 
by  the irrigation stream, increase aggregate stability and inter-aggregate cohesion as water infil-
trates. Erosion reduction of 95% is typical for application of 1 to 2 kg /ha per treated irrigation. 
Adoption has been greatest for furrow irrigation erosion reduction, but interest in extending 
the technology to sprinklers is growing as much to improve infiltration uniformity as to reduce 
erosion.[34–36] The most successful class of polymers has been anionic polyacrylamide, allowing safe, 
easy, and effective erosion prevention for seasonal application rates of 3–5 kg/ha−1, or under $35/ha−1 
per season.[37]
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Soil erosion: A Global Problem

One-third of the world’s agricultural soils are reported to be in a degraded state. Water and wind erosion 
contribute to approximately 84% of the observed deterioration. The worldwide soil loss from soil erosion 
is estimated at about 75 billion tons yr–1.[1] The changes caused by soils by human-induced erosion over 
many years are significant and have often resulted in valuable land being abandoned.[2] Given a very 
slow rate of soil formation, any soil loss of more than 1 ton ha–1 yr–1 within a time span of 50–100 yr can 
be considered as irreversible. Soil from the Sahel zone in Africa is picked up in Florida and the Brazils 
Amazonas region and blown across the Atlantic Ocean each year. Regularly, when the Chinese till their 
land in spring, whirled-up soil is detected in Hawaii. Most soil loss can be traced to inappropriate land 
management practices. Viewed on a large scale, these scenarios create an agricultural dilemma of global 
proportions.

Pesticides are used in nearly all agricultural systems and provide essential help against diseases, pests, 
and weeds, thereby contributing substantially to securing global food supply. However, the pesticides’ 
translocation due to wind and water erosion causes heavy environmental damages.[3] In many regions, 
sediment transport by surface runoff or wind is the most important nonpoint pollutant generated by 
agriculture. While pollutants may be too insoluble or soil bound to be transported in runoff water, ero-
sion can mobilize them into runoff. Erosion sediment is also an important vehicle for the translocation 
of pesticides that are water insoluble or strongly bound to eroding soil. Although wind erosion has been 
overlooked in the past as a land degradation process, it has received more attention now as an important 
source of atmospheric pollution.[4] Mainly, this is attributed to the removal of fine soil particles and 
organic material, carrying the adsorbed pesticides.
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Water and Wind erosion and Sediment transport

The processes of soil erosion involve detachment of material by two processes: raindrop impact and drag 
force traction. Material is then transported either by overland water flow or by saltation through the air.

Water erosion

Runoff caused by heavy rainstorms (high intensity or long duration) is the most important direct driver 
of severe soil erosion by water (Figure 1). Mean losses of 20 to 40 tons ha–1  in individual storms may 
 happen once every 2 or 3 years. More than 100 tons ha–1 soil loss is measured after extreme storms.[5]

The water erosion rate is a complex result of high rainfall amount or intensity, soil erodibility 
 (instability), slope steepness and length, and the type of land use. As to the latter, the main causes are 
inappropriate agricultural practices, deforestation, overgrazing, forest fires, and construction activities.

The formation of a water erosion system on agricultural areas without surface protection by crops or 
plant residues causes rainwater and sediment transport in rills or gullies. The first phase after ponding 
is a concentration of water at linear paths. The rill formation may be influenced by a variety of different 
factors like soil crusting, wheel tracks, and reduced infiltration by soil compaction. Rills and gullies 
often develop in close proximity to one another. The second phase is a heightened concentration of 
water at morphological deep lines (thalways). The hydrological power of transport water as well as the 
off-site risk for sediment and pesticide transport into the lakes or rivers is increased with the thalways’ 
catchment area (Figure 2).

Often, the interaction between runoff and sediment transport complicates the process’ description.

Wind erosion

Wind erosion occurs when three conditions coincide: high wind velocity, a susceptible surface with 
loose particles, which can be picked up, and insufficient surface protection by plants or plant residues 
(Figure 3).

Wind erosion results from wind moving across a dry soil surface and dislodging soil particles by 
 pressure and lifting forces. The process is self-perpetuating; blowing sediment disturbs additional 
 particles that are then lifted into the airstream.

FIGURE 1 Water erosion with sediment translocation at a corn field.
Source: Photo courtesy of Deumlich.
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The potential wind erosion rate is influenced by high wind velocity, soil erodibility (size/weight of 
particles), the degree to which the landscape is wind exposed, and the uses of land. The real wind erosion 
risk depends on the actual soil moisture and the real soil cover rate.

The modes of soil particle motion are closely related to particle size, density, and shape. It is impor-
tant on agriculturally used soils of each textural class with organic material and absorbed pesticides 
(Figure 4). Particles with a smaller terminal velocity than the turbulent motions become suspended. 
Particles smaller than 20 μm are subjected to long-term suspension whereby they can be carried across 
several hundred kilometres for several days. Particles with diameters between 20 and 70 pm remain 
suspended for only a few hours and cannot be transported very large distances. These kinds of small 
particles are an important factor regarding the adsorption of pesticides.[6]

FIGURE 2 Sediment and pesticide transport into a channel caused by water erosion.
Source: Photo courtesy of Frielinghaus.

FIGURE 3 Wind erosion at a field after seedbed preparation.
Source: Photo courtesy of Schäfer.
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Assessment of Pesticide translocation

Pesticide findings even during the non-spraying seasons indicate that the occurrence is not only due to 
direct contamination from accidental spills and incorrect handling but also to diffuse contamination 
originating from normal pesticide use.

Pesticide mobility may result in redistribution within the application site or movement of some 
amount of pesticide off-site.

Pesticide characteristics are relevant for determining the fate of transport by wind or water erosion. These 
properties include solubility in water, tendency to adsorb to the soil, and pesticide persistence in soil.[7]

Water solubility is measured in milligrams per liter. Pesticides with more than 30 mg L–1 solubility 
tend to move with surface runoff during an erosion event. Pesticides with solubility about less than 
1 mg L–1 tend to remain on the soil surface and may move with soil sediment in surface runoff if soil 
erosion occurs.

Soil adsorption is measured by Koc, which is the tendency of pesticides to be attached to soil particles. 
Higher values (>1000) indicate a pesticide that is strongly attached to soil and less likely to move unless 
sediment transport occurs. Lower values (<300–500) indicate pesticides that tend to move with sur-
face runoff. Among other things, sorption is influenced by soil moisture, organic matter content, and 
 texture. These parameters are also important to quantify soil erodibility. Soils high in clay or organic 
matter content, or both, have a higher potential to adsorb pesticides, because small particles have plenty 
of surface area and are chemically more active compared with sandy soil particles.

Pesticide persistence is measured in terms of the halflife, or the time in days required for a pesticide 
to degrade in soil to one-half of its original amount. A pesticide with a half-life >21 days may persist long 
enough to move with surface runoff or erosion before it degrades. For example, experiments with diel-
drin and aldrin show half-life values of about 3 or 4 years. These two pesticides lost 90% of their original 
concentration in no less than 10 years.[8]

Field investigations to estimate the pesticide transport during an erosive rain were known by 
Gouy et al.[9] and Klöppel et al.[10]

In the first experiment, pesticides were applied onto the bar soil surface. The simulated rainfall with 
an intensity of 33 and 44 mm hr–1, respectively, began 20 hr after pesticide application (Table 1).

Atrazine, simazine, and alachlor, for example, were mainly transported in surface runoff. In contrast, 
90% of transported trifluralin was adsorbed on eroded particles. Lindane, for example, showed an inter-
mediate status and the high dynamic of pesticide translocation.

FIGURE 4 Sediment and pesticide transport into a channel caused by wind erosion.
Source: Photo courtesy of Frielinghaus.
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The second rainfall simulation study on small field plots provided information about worst cases for 
pesticide translocation (rainfall intensity of about 70 mm hr–1 and 100 mm accumulated rainfall).[10] The 
pesticides of the first group had water solubility concentrations of 65 and 700 mg L–1, e.g., isoproturon 
and dichlorprop-p, respectively. The second group had solubility concentrations <1 mg L–1, e.g., bi-fenox. 
Two different soil cover conditions were tested.

The results demonstrate that the influence of soil cover characteristics on concentrations and total 
runoff losses of pesticides for the highly soluble group is restricted to the start of the rain event after 
pesticide application and the runoff rate. The sediment concentration of pesticides in the fairly soluble 
group was comparable to those of the first runoff event independent of the time lapse between the 
application and rainfall event. The fairly soluble pesticides are thus exiting the field sites only by being 
adsorbed to eroded sediment. The cumulative soil loss is the most reliable indicator that explains the 
decrease in sediment and pesticide concentrations during each rainstorm (Table 2).

It is not possible to compare these results with other data from literature, due to the great variety of 
parameters concerning the performance of experiments. However, the findings are consistent in that a 
rough estimation of pesticide concentration in runoff and total pesticide losses is possible when rainfall 
(duration, intensity) and soil erosion potential are known.

Pesticide transport by wind may occur through isolated pesticide displacement or in a sediment-
bounded form. At present, only initial findings of the amount of translocated pesticides are available. It 
is assumed that the horizontal transport of particulate-bounded pesticides is more than 50% of the total 
loss resulting from extreme wind erosion events. The herbicide loss of about 1.5% of the total amount, 
which was applied and integrated into the upper humus horizon on steppe soils in Canada, was mea-
sured after 13 wind erosion events. Herbicide loss from a non-integrated application on soil surfaces was 
approximately 4.5%.[11]

Experiments in a wind tunnel with the pre-emergence herbicide flurochloridone showed <1% to <58% 
displacement dependent on soil erodibility and measuring height.[6]

Determination of pesticide content in the atmosphere is extremely important but very difficult. 
Additionally, pesticides enter the atmosphere via many different processes, particularly by volatiliza-
tion (simulated with PEARL, PELMO), unconsidered in our context.[12]

The investigation of atrazine, alachlor, and acetochlor concentrations on soil surface and dissipation 
rates of wind-erodible sediment and larger fractions from two soil types was important.[13] Undisturbed 
and incorporated (5 cm deep) soil surface were analyzed. The surface (1 cm) of soil was removed by 
vacuum 1, 7, and 21 days after herbicide treatment. About 50% of the recovered material was classified 
as wind-erodible sediment. This erodible sediment contained about 65% (undisturbed soil surface) and 
8% (incorporated soil) of the applied herbicides, respectively, after 1 day. The concentrations were simi-
lar after 7 and after 21 days. However, a 50% dissipation rate for each herbicide was found after 15 days 
for wind-erodible sediments compared with 30–55 days for greater fractions. These data indicate that 
wind-erodible size aggregates and particles could be a source of herbicide contamination, but there is 
currently no information about quantities.

TABLE 1 Total Amounts of Pesticide in Runoff Samples and Their Distribution between Sediment and Liquid 
Phases

Water Solubilit Adsorption, Koc Total Amount

(% of Applied)

Distribution

On Sediment In SolutionPesticide (mg L–1) (mL g–1)

Atrazine 33 100 13 0.8 12.2
Simazine 6 130 9 0.6 8.4
Alachlor 240 170 14 0.8 13.2
Lindane 7 1100 17 6.0 11.0
Trifluralin 1 8000 14 12.6 1.4

y
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It is important to recognize that only one fraction of pesticides in use is very strongly soil bound as to 
be transported in the sediment phase of runoff principally today (insecticides paraquat and pyrethroid, 
and other non-ionic hydrophobic species). Such pollutants may be too insoluble or soil bound to be 
transported in runoff or wind stream, but erosion can mobilize them.

Monitoring and Modeling

Monitoring in landscapes with a high erosion risk (water and wind) is predicted upon the estimation 
of rain and wind erosivity, soil erodibility, and the morphological factors of the areas (slope steepness, 
field length, wind openness, thalways). In sites with an erosion risk, well-designed field studies are the 
best way to assess off-site transport paths. When these data are not available, estimation about modeling 
will be necessary.

Water erosion Models

Pesticide transport models are rare. Therefore, currently, water and wind erosion models serve as a basis 
for risk assessment, as a means to an end (Table 3).[14]

Most of the models were developed to assess impacts of different agricultural management practices; 
they are not adapted to predict exact pesticide, nutrient, or sediment loading in an area. The curve 
number method is an event or field scale orientated model and limits the results of some other models 
(ANSWERS, GLEAMS, CREAMS, and SWAT). In most erosion models, runoff and sediment load are 
only computed for the catchment outlet. Most of the hydrological models predict total runoff better than 

TABLE 2 Average Pesticide Losses in Relation to Applied Pesticide Dependent on Time (Rainfall Intensity: 70 mm 
hr–1, Accumulated Rainfall: 100 mm)

Pesticide
Transporting

Time and Concentration Lapse between Pesticide Application 
and Rainfall Event

Name of Pestici Medium 2 hr 1 day 3 days 5–7 days 14 days

Application on Bare Soil Surface Sites (Pre-Emergence Application) % of Applied Amount
Isoproturon Total 4.5–12.4 4.0–17.2 5.4–13.3 2.1–11.2 n.e.

In runoff water 3.8–9.8 2.9–13.9 4.0–9.8 1.4–9.0 n.e.
In eroded sediment 0.7–2.6 1.7–3.3 1.4–3.5 0.7–2.2 n.e.

Dichlorprop-P Total 2.1–10.4 2.2–16.7 5.9–10.4 1.2–8.3 n.e.
In runoff water 1.9–9.8 1.8–15.3 5.3–9.3 0.9–7.0 n.e.
In eroded sediment 0.2–0.6 0.4–1.4 0.6–1.1 0.3–1.3 n.e.

Bifenox Total 15.6–19.0 19.3–21.6 14.3–17.2 9.3–13.8 n.e
In runoff water <0.1–0.9 <0.1–0.3 <0.1–0.3 <0.1–0.2 n.e.
In eroded sediment 14.7–19.0 19.0–21.6 14.0–17.2 9.3–13.6 n.e.

Application on Small Covered Soil Surface (Barley with 3–5 Leaves) % of Applied Amount
Isoproturon Total

In runoff water
2.8–13.3
2.2–11.4

1.8–16.4
1.5–13.5

4.1–11.2
3.3–8.6

1.5–6.0
1.0–4.6

1.6
1.1

In eroded sediment 0.4–1.9 0.3–2.9 0.8–2.6 0.5–1.4 0.5
Dichlorprop-P Total

In runoff water
0.8–10.0
0.7–9.4

0.9–9.2
0.8–8.4

1.0–8.3
0.8–7.5

0.7–4.1
0.6–3.7

0.8
0.7

In eroded sediment 0.1–0.6 0.1–0.8 0.2–0.8 0.1–0.4 0.1
Bifenox Total 11.2–15.0 7.8–15.5 7.8–15.9 3.4–9.8 5.2

In runoff water <0.1–0.9 <0.1–0.2 <0.1–0.4 <0.1–0.3 <0.1
In eroded sediment 11.2–14.1 7.8–15.5 7.4–15.9 3.4–9.5 5.2

de
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sediment load. The models over-or underestimate empirical results for small erosion events especially. 
Also, these models do not consider any attenuation or partitioning during transport and therefore fail 
to predict loads of soluble pesticides to surface waters.

WEPP and EROSION 3D models simulate the erosion and sediment transport continuously. The 
WEPP model is based on fundamentals of erosion theory, soil and plant science, channel flow hydrau-
lics, and rainfall–runoff relationship.

It is possible to extend erosion and sediment transport models to a transport model for pesticides 
as well as sediment particles. The pesticide transport behavior that includes interaction processes in 
 solutions is unknown for watershed scale.

Wind erosion Models

A physical-based process model is the wind erosion prediction system (WEPS). This is a continuous, 
daily time-step model for simulation of weather, field conditions, and wind erosion. It has the c apability 
of simulating spatial and temporal variability or soil surface parameters and soil loss or deposition 
within a field. To aid in the evaluation of offsite impacts, the soil loss is subdivided into components 
and reported as saltation creep, total suspension, and fine particulate matter components (PM 10). The 
transport capacity for insoluble pesticides bounded in kind of suspension or PM 10 is appreciable.[5]

Further models are the revised wind erosion equation (RWEQ) and WHEELS, which can be used for 
single event simulation, long-term risk assessment, and assessment of changing management strategies.

Soil erosion and Pesticide translocation control

The best management strategy requires inventory and risk analysis.
A step-by-step analysis is the basis for an effective pesticide translocation control:

Step 1: Monitoring the pesticide content in lakes or rivers.
Step 2: Quantification and elimination of pesticide point sources.
Step 3: Definition of non-point pesticide sources.
Step 4: Evaluating the pesticide management in the catchment (water solubility, adsorption, persis-

tence, time of application).
Step 5: Estimating the potential water erosion or wind erosion risk (erosivity of rainstorms and wind, 

erodibility of soil, landscape and field openness, composition, thalways).
Step 6: Estimating the actual water and wind erosion risk (soil cover by plants or plant residues, crop 

rotation, humus status, soil tillage practices).
Step 7: Development of an efficient concept to realize a sustainable control of soil erosion, runoff, and 

pesticide transport.

TABLE 3 Selected Erosion Models and Hydrological 
Models with Integrated Pesticide Transport

Erosion Models Models with Pesticide Transport

ANSWERS CREAMS
KINEROS GLEAMS
EUROSEM AnnAGNPS
LISEM SWAT
EROSION 3D
WEPP

Note: Wind Erosion Models: Wind Erosion Prediction System 
(WEPS); Revised Wind Erosion Equation (RWEQ).
Source: http://www.soilerosion.net/doc/models_menu.html.
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The most important soil-protection strategy is based on the principles of precaution that took into con-
sideration the economic and ecological consequences of the high costs and the endangerment to life and 
biodiversity.

As a result, the risk of soil erosion and pesticide transport should be addressed by an appropriate 
selection and a carefully timed application of pesticides. Products with low water-soluble active sub-
stances and a very short persistence should be preferred for slopes with a high runoff potential, caused 
by a network of waterways nearby the lakes or rivers. For example, it is advisable to replace products 
with isoproturon or isopropylamine with products containing pendimethalin or bifenac. For purposes 
of crop protection, water-soluble products that infiltrate into the upper soil layer should be used on areas 
with a high risk of wind erosion. Pre-emergent application on bare soil surface should be avoided on 
areas with a high water or wind erosion risk.

The most effective system to prevent sediment transport and reduce runoff is a temporal and 
spatially closed vegetation or residue covering. This cover protects the soil surface from the initial 
soil detachment action caused by raindrop splash forces or wind power. The result is a lower volume 
of runoff and sediment transport. Plant roots retain soil particles and reduce the sediment load 
(Table 4).

The extent of soil cover material, green plant mass, or crop residues can be influenced by the farmer’s 
management and soil tillage practices.

The farmers can estimate the risk of their tillage system independently (Table 5).
The rate of soil cover is a highly effective indicator for assessing the risk of water and wind erosion. 

This indicator addresses the following questions: 1) how much soil cover is necessary to reduce the 
threat of erosion, runoff, and pesticide translocation for a high-risk area; and 2) how much cover can be 
realized dependent on crop type, crop rotation, tillage, and management practices in different regions. 
Based on this analysis, appropriate preventive management practices can be required.

The greatest wind and water erosion risk occurs after seedbed preparation, which is characterized 
by the lowest degree of soil surface roughness and bare soil. Crop selection, improved crop rotations, 
and a change in soil tillage practices are established methods for increasing the soil cover for a reduced 
pesticide transport by wind and water erosion and runoff.

More basic management methods such as contour tillage or strip cropping practiced in some parts of 
the world are not as effective as conservation tillage in minimizing soil erosion.

Other technical solutions to reduce pesticide transport in areas with high erosion risk are engineer-
ing measures such as small ponds or farm-track construction. Alteration of field design, hedge planting 
to reduce wind openness, and waterways with permanent grass-covered banks or buffer strips nearby 
the lakes or rivers are effective arrangements to interrupt pesticide transport.

Therefore, precautionary measures against water and wind erosion as well as pesticide translocation 
have to be targeted (for example, prevention of pesticide pollution), site specific (for example, adequate 
for water and wind erosion risk), and applied for a longer period.

TABLE 4 Correlation between Cover Rate, Runoff, and Soil Loss Estimated from Long-Term Experiments with 
Conventional and Conservation Tillage Treatments.

Soil Cover with 
Green Plants

Soil Cover with 
Plant Residues Runoff

Relative Soil Loss by 
Sediment Transport in Runoff

Relative Soil Loss 
Caused by Wind Erosion

(%) (t ha–1 Dry Matter) (% of Rain) (%) (%)

0 0 45 100 100
Approx. 20–30 0.5 40 25 15
Approx. 30–50 

Approx. 50–70
1–2
2–3

35
ca. 30

8
3

3
<1

>70 >3–4 ca. 30 <2 <1

Source: Deumlich et al.[5]
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erosion and Runoff control: Part of the 
environmental Legislation

Precautionary measures play an important role in promoting sustainability and realizing the European 
Water Framework Directive (EU-Com, 2000, Water Framework Directive. Official Journal L 327). The 
Directive is a contribution to the progressive reduction of hazardous substances emission to water. 
Strategies against pollution of water are formulated in Articles 2 and 16: “Pollution means the direct 

TABLE 5 Appraisal Matrix to Estimate Soil Cover of Crops and Crop Rotations and Reduced Tillage Systems

Evaluation Criteria

Period between 
Sowing and 
Efficient Soil 

Cover

Cover Rate 
Dependent 

on 
Distribution

Soil Cover 
during 

Summer 
Time

Soil Cover 
during 
Winter 
Time

High Risk 
Dependent 
on Tillage 

System
Total

Evaluation

Soil Cover

Crops
Grass 1 1 1 1 1
Winter barley 1 1 1.5 1 1
Winter wheat
Sowing before October 1 2 1 1.5 1.5 1.5
Sowing after October 1 3 1 3 2.5 2.5
Summer barley 1.5 1 2 3 2
Potatoes 2.5 3 3 3 3
Sugar beets 3 2.5 2.5 3 3
Maize 3 3 2.5 3 3
Sunflower 3 3 2.5 3 3

Crop Rotations
Grass rotation 1 1 1 1 1
Maize–winter wheat–winter 2.5 2 2 2.5 2.5 2.5

barley
Sugar beet–winter 2.5 2 2 2.5 2.5 2.5

wheat–winter barley

Conservation Tillage Systems
Winter barley–cash 1.5 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

crops–mulch (frozen cash 
crops)–maize–winter wheat

Winter rye with undersown 1.5 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
crops–winter barley–cash 
crops–mulch (frozen cash 
crops)–maize–winter wheat

Winter barley–cash 2 1 1.5 2 1.5 2
crops–mulch (frozen cash 
crops)–sugar beet–winter 
wheat–winter barley

Appraisal:
1) Efficient soil protection
2) Moderate soil protection
3) Increased erosion and pesticide translocation risk
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or indirect introduction of substances or heats into the air, water or land as a result of human activity, 
which may be harmful to human health or the quality of aquatic ecosystems or terrestrial ecosystems 
directly depending on aquatic ecosystems …” The Commission identified priority hazardous substances 
like pesticides (Annex X). Quality standards as to the concentration of these substances in surface water, 
sediment, or biota exist.

There are diverse conditions and needs in the community members that require different specific solu-
tions. The main principles of soil erosion control are formulated in the strategy entry of the EU-Com: 
“Strategy for soil protection 1995–2005.”

A regional legislation is the German Soil Protection Act (1999).
The meaning of hazard prevention is defined in § 4: “(1) official directive for analysis of damage and 

erosion pattern after serious events; (2) legislative ordinance for conservation and land-use change to 
prevent future hazards.”

The definition of precaution is paraphrased with the term “best management practice in agriculture” 
(§17 of the Act). The essentials of best practice in agricultural soil use are the monitoring of soil fertility 
and functional capacity as a natural resource. Best management practice is founded on the principle that 
“soil erosion shall be avoided wherever possible, by means of site-adapted use, especially use that takes 
slope, water and wind conditions and the soil cover into account; … the predominantly natural struc-
tural elements of field parcels that are needed for soil conservation, especially hedges, field shrubbery 
and trees, field boundaries and terracing, shall be preserved.…”

The German Federal Immission Control Act (2002) must also be considered in implementing the 
precautions necessary to protect the environment by wind-initialized pesticide transport in the form of 
PM 10 emission.

Similar acts and regional precautionary basis information exist in other European countries like 
Austria and Switzerland.

The Australian Pesticide Act (1999) aims to reduce the risks associated with the use of pesticides to 
human health, the environment, property, industry, and trade.

The U.S. Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 contains Title II, “Conservation” with the 
Conservation Reserve Program (Subtitle B) and the Environmental Quality Incentives Program 
(Subtitle F). The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates the sale and use of pesticides in the 
United States through registration and labeling of pesticide products. The EPA is directed to restrict the 
use of pesticides as necessary to prevent unreasonable adverse effects on people and the environment 
(Pesticide Registration Improvement Act of 2004, P.L.108–199).

conclusion

Most soil loss caused by wind and water erosion can be traced to inappropriate land management prac-
tices. Pesticide findings even during the non-spraying season indicate that the occurrence is due not 
only to direct contamination from accidental spills and incorrect handling (point source). Non-point 
sources of pesticide water and air pollution are water and wind erosion. Pesticide solubility, soil adsorp-
tion of pesticides, and pesticide persistence are important parameters to estimate the translocation 
by runoff water and sediment movement. Rainfall simulation studies demonstrate the different kinds 
of translocation, dependent on the solubility: highly soluble pesticides were analyzed in runoff water 
and the concentration decreased after application (for example, atrazine, simazine, isoproturon, and 
dichlorprop); fairly soluble pesticides were analyzed, and they only adsorbed onto eroded sediment 
(for example, bifenox and trifluralin). The second group could be transported via water or wind erosion.

Only one fraction of pesticides in use is very strongly soil bounded and therefore too insoluble to be 
transported in runoff or wind stream, but erosion can mobilize them.

That means that soil erosion control includes non-point pollution by pesticide translocation. 
A   step-by-step analysis is the basis for an effective, sustainable, and site-adapted land use and agri-
culture management. The risk for soil erosion and pesticide translocation should be addressed by an 
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appropriate selection on a carefully timed application of pesticides. Products with low water-soluble 
active substances and a very short persistence should be preferred for slopes with water erosion risk. 
Water-soluble products that infiltrate into the upper soil layer should be used on areas with a high 
wind erosion risk. The most effective system to prevent sediment transport and runoff reduction is a 
temporal and spatial closed vegetation or residue covering. The farmers can evaluate their management 
self-contained to change the system.
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introduction

A numerous and diverse group of chemical compounds with an extensive range of action,[1] pesticides are 
very widely used, though primarily to eliminate insect pests and weeds and to limit their negative effects in 
agriculture and in the household.[2–4] They enable the quantities and quality of crops and food to be controlled 
and help to limit the many human diseases transmitted by insect or rodent vectors. Despite their many mer-
its, however, pesticides are some of the most toxic, environmentally stable and mobile substances in the 
environment, which are able to bioaccumulate. They can also participate in various physical, chemical, and 
biological reactions, as a result of which even more toxic substances may be produced; by accumulating in liv-
ing organisms, these can lead to irreversible, deleterious changes. The non-rational application of pesticides 
also adversely affects the environment and humans, increasing susceptibility to diseases and poisoning.[1]
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characteristics of Pesticides

The following are the current uses of pesticides:

• To remove, control the number of, or attract various kinds of pests destroying plants and plant 
products

• To kill weeds
• To destroy foliage and excess numbers of flowers
• To increase the production of animal and plant biomass
• To combat human, animal, and plant pathogens
• To control the growth of plants or their parts
• To combat microorganisms causing farm produce to rot and decay
• To combat insects and other animals occurring in homes, cellars, stores, etc.
• To protect fabrics in textile mills and dry-cleaning establishments
• To prevent the growth of algae in swimming pools
• To combat fungi in paints and paper products
• To protect museum exhibits against the action of pests
• To counteract growths on boats and ships[1]

FIGURE 1 The effects of using pesticides.
Source: Biziuk et al.,[1] Moreno et al.,[5] and Hajslova and Zrostlikova.[6]
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Ideally, pesticides should be applied only in accordance with their purpose, so that they do not have a 
negative effect on humans, flora, or fauna. In practice, however, such complete selectivity is unattain-
able.[1,4] The factor determining whether a particular agent can be used is its rapid biodegradability and 
its minimal toxicity vis-à-vis the environment.

Chemical pesticides are of enormous importance in increasing the efficiency and quality of agricul-
tural produce. They enter the environment in various forms: powders, moistened powders, powders 
for preparing aqueous solutions, and concentrates for making up emulsions or sprays. The ubiquitous 
application of pesticides not only contaminates water, soil, and air but also causes them to accumulate 
in farm produce like fruit and vegetables. Figure 1 summarizes the effects of pesticide application.[1,5,6]

According to their chemical Structure

According to their chemical class

The diversity of their chemical structure, action, and application makes any classification of pesticides 
difficult.[1] There are a number of criteria according to which they can be categorized: toxicity, purpose 
of application, chemical structure, environmental stability, and the pathways by which they penetrate 
target organisms. Tables 1–4 outline some of these classifications:[1]

According to their Application

TABLE 1 Classification of Pesticides according to Their Chemical Structure

Class Examples

Inorganic pesticides Arsenic and fluoride insecticides, inorganic herbicides
Organic pesticides Organochlorine and organophosphorus insecticides, carbamates

Source: Biziuk et al.[1]

TABLE 2 Classification of Pesticides according to Their Chemical Class

Class Examples

Organochlorine DDT, endosulfan, methoxychlor
Organophosphorus Malathion, dichlorvos, fonophos
Carbamates and their derivatives (urethanes) Aldicarb, aminocarb, furathiocarb
Derivatives of phenoxycarboxylic acids 2,4-D, MCPA, dicamba
Triazines and their derivatives Atrazine, simazine, anilazine

Source: Biziuk et al.[1]

TABLE 3 Classification of Pesticides according to Their Application

Class Subclass Application

Zoocides—agents Insecticides Destruction of insects
for combating Aphicides Destruction of aphids
animal pests Acaricides Destruction of plant mites

Attractants For attracting pests
Bactericides Destruction of bacteria
Larvicides Destruction of larvae
Limacides For killing slugs

(Continued)
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According to their toxicity

circulation of Pesticides in the environment

Nowadays, pesticides are very widely applied, not just in agriculture. Their ubiquity and ever-increasing 
consumption pose a greater hazard to the environment to which they are transported. Pesticides can 
enter the environment in their primary form or as decomposition products. When in the environment, 
they are subject to various transformations. They may be borne by wind or rain from their points of 
application to neighboring areas and crops, where they are not required or may be harmful. The quan-
tity of pesticides circulating in a given region depends to a large extent on their intensity of application 
or the type of crop being grown there. Both modern pesticides and older ones are present in the environ-
ment. Figure 2 illustrates the circulation of pesticides in nature.

Pesticides in the Aquatic environment

Pesticides are the most common contaminants in surface water and groundwater. There are also many 
reports of pesticides being found in drinking water, well water in farming areas, rainwater, subterranean 
water, and ice from the polar regions. Once in the aquatic environment, pesticides have a deleterious 
effect on the quality of waters used as sources of drinking water for the large majority of the Earth’s 

TABLE 3 (Continued) Classification of Pesticides according to Their Application

Class Subclass Application

Molluscicides For killing snails
Nematocides For killing nematodes
Ovicides Destruction of the eggs of insects and mites
Repellents For repelling insects
Rodenticides For combating rodents

Fungicides Fungicidal and fungistatic agents
Herbicides Weed killers
Plant growth Deflorants For removing excess flowers
regulators—
stimulants or Defoliants For removing excess leaves
inhibitors of the
life processes of plants Desiccants For drying plants
Synergetics For potentiating the action of other 

substances

Source: Biziuk et al.[1]

TABLE 4 Classification of Pesticides according to Their Toxicity

Toxicity Class

Median Lethal Dose LD50 
(mg/kg body mass) When 

Administered via the 
Digestive Tract

Stability in the Soil 
(Time for Degradation to 

Harmless Products)

Stability in the Aquatic 
Environment (Time for 

Degradation to Harmless 
Products), Number of Days

I—Highly toxic ≤25 More than 2 years >30
II—Toxic 25 < LD50≤200 0.5–2 years 11–30
III—Harmful 200 < LD50 ≤2000 1–6 mo 6–10
IV—Not very harmful >2000 Within 1 mo <5

Source: Biziuk et al.[1]
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FIGURE 2 The circulation of pesticides in nature.
Source: Biziuk et al.[1]

human population. Concentrations are highest during the spring snow melt period and when pesti-
cides are being applied to crops.[1,2] There are many sources from which pesticides get into the aquatic 
environment. Usually, these are area sources (e.g., precipitation, farming areas), but they may also come 
from point sources such as effluents of various kinds or leaking waste disposal sites. They can also be 
transported in the air for great distances.[1,7] When in the aquatic environment, pesticides are subject to 
a variety of transformations and processes:

• Physical (accumulation, deposition, dilution, diffusion)
• Chemical (hydrolysis, oxidation)
• Photochemical (photolysis, photodegradation)
• Biochemical (biodegradation, biotransformation, bioaccumulation)[3,8]

Substances of greater toxicity may be formed as a result of these processes, and when they accumulate in 
aquatic organisms, they can cause much irreversible damage to them.

Pesticides in the Air

The widespread application of pesticides contaminates not only waters and soils; the air is also affected. 
This is because pesticides rise into the air as they are being sprayed and thereafter (post-application 
emission).[1] An estimated 30%–50% of pesticides sprayed onto crops get into the atmosphere. By “post-
application emission,” we understand the evaporation of pesticides from soil or plant surfaces and due 
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to the wind erosion of the soil. Depending on their stability, pesticides in the air may be degraded, or 
transported over long distances before being deposited. After their application, pesticides are present in 
the atmosphere in gaseous form, adsorbed onto solid particles, or dissolved in water vapor.

Pesticides in crops

The presence of pesticides in the environment causes them to accumulate in crops like fruit and vegeta-
bles. The contamination of plant foods by pesticides is particularly dangerous because these compounds 
can reach every part of the plant, regardless of how they are applied. The degree of contamination of 
crops depends, among other things, on the dose and number of applications, the form of the pesticide 
preparation, the weather conditions, and the time elapsing between pesticide application and crop har-
vesting. Contamination is reduced by such factors as rainfall, wind, and chemical changes caused by 
oxygen, moisture, light, and plant enzymes. Plants with a large surface area relative to their mass retain 
larger amounts of pesticides.[1] Fruit and vegetables are capable of retaining larger quantities of pesti-
cides. Pesticides can accumulate in fruit skins. The crops most exposed to the presence of pesticides are 
grapes, citrus fruits, and potatoes. Adsorbed pesticides can reduce the nutritious value of crops or alter 
their organoleptic properties. The contamination of crops with pesticides is due to their application in 
contradiction to good agricultural practice and the insufficient monitoring of their application. Their 
total elimination is, of course, often not possible, but the amounts applied can be limited to those that 
are harmless to human health.

Pesticides in Soil

Pesticides are transported to soil because of deliberate human activity. It is estimated that about 50% 
of pesticides come from washing processes of soils’ surface. Transport of pesticides to plant material 
depends on their stability, and the main ways of absorption are via roofs and leaves. They can be also 
adsorbed on the molecules of clay. In this case, they do not penetrate the soil. Stability and fate of pesti-
cides in soil depend on chemical structure, type of plant material, type of soil and their pH/temperature, 
weather conditions, etc.[1]

Modern Pesticides

Organochlorine pesticides were widely used in agriculture and pest control. These pesticides are insec-
ticides composed primarily of carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine (see Figure 3). Most of them break down 
slowly and can remain in the environment long after application and in organisms long after exposure.

These chemicals were introduced for the first time (DDT [dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane]) in the 
1940s, and many of their uses have been nowadays cancelled or restricted because of their environmental 
persistence and potential adverse effects on wildlife and human health. Many organochlorines are no lon-
ger used in most countries, but other countries continue to use them (in Africa, South America, and Asia). 

FIGURE 3 The chemical structure of some organochlorine pesticides.
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Organochlorine pesticides can enter the environment after pesticide applications, disposal of contami-
nated wastes into landfills, and releases from manufacturing plants that produce these chemicals. Some 
organochlorines are volatile, and some can adhere to soil or particles in the air. In aquatic systems, sedi-
ments adsorb organochlorines, which can then bioaccumulate in fish and other aquatic mammals. These 
chemicals are fat soluble, so they are found at higher c oncentrations in fatty foods. Organochlorine pesti-
cides are hydrophobic, lipophilic, and extremely stable. Organochlorines have a wide range of both acute 
and chronic health effects, including cancer, neurological damage, and birth defects. Many organochlo-
rines are also suspected endocrine disruptors.[1,9,10]

The present-day trend is to move away from persistent pesticides and to apply agents with a short 
decomposition time and no tendency to bioaccumulate.[1] That is why organochlorine pesticides have 
been withdrawn.[11–14] Because of their great stability (as long as 30 years), however, they may still be 
present in the environment and be transported by air or water over great distances. Organochlorine 
pesticides have been replaced by organonitrogen and organophosphorus pesticides. They have become 
very popular because they are cheap and readily available, have a wide range of efficacy, are able to com-
bat a large number of pest species, and have a shorter environmental half-life than their organochlorine 
predecessors. 

Currently used pesticides in comparison with formerly used ones are less persistent in the environ-
ment and generally are more polar. Polarity of pesticides determines their presence, transport, and 
stability in different compartments of the environment. Polar pesticides are more soluble and penetrate 
the surface water and groundwater faster. Because they are less stable in the environment, their presence 
can be established in less time (since the application). By contrast, non-polar pesticides are typically 
sparingly soluble in water, which is associated with their greater persistence in the environment, and 
transport mechanisms of these compounds are different. They are mostly adsorbed on solid particle and 
only partially dissolve in water. In addition, pesticides accumulate in sediments or suspensions and are 
present there even for decades.[1]

One of the principal classes of compounds used for plant protection, organophosphorus pesticides 
(insecticides) embrace all organic compounds containing phosphorus. Usually taking the form of esters 
(Figure 4) and degrading fairly easily, they are very poorly soluble in water, though better so in organic 
solvents and fats.

The umbrella term “organonitrogen pesticides” is a convenient way of referring to the large number of 
nitrogen- containing organic pesticides. In practice, however, these pesticides are known by the names 
of the various chemical classes. In the literature, the term “organonitrogen pesticides” usually refers to 
carbamates and triazines and their derivatives (see Figure 5).[15–17]

Table 5 presents the characteristics of organonitrogen pesticides.[1,18,19]

In recent years, new insecticides—neonicotinoids— have been introduced to replace pyrethroids, 
organophosphorus compounds, and carbamates. This was necessary as insect pests were becoming 
extremely resistant to the latter agents. At present, neonicotinoids are used to combat the Colorado 
potato beetle (Mospilan 20 SP, active substance: acetamiprid).[20]

FIGURE 4 The chemical structure of some organophosphorus pesticides.
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Dangers Resulting from the Application of Pesticides

Human beings come into contact with pesticides in a variety of situations.[7,21] Ubiquitous and constitut-
ing a risk to human health, these substances can enter the body through

• The skin
• The respiratory system (through the nose)
• The digestive system (accidental swallowing of the product)
• Consumption of food contaminated with pesticides

Penetration through the skin is easier because pesticides can remain on the skin for a long time, the 
area of contact is large, and absorption of these compounds is rapid, especially through damaged skin. 
The inhalation of pesticides in contaminated air is very dangerous, as harmful substances very quickly 
enter the lungs and blood, and thence reaching all the organs of the body. The symptoms of pesticide 
poisoning include headache, a feeling of cold, giddiness/dizzi- ness, and skin rash. Organochlorine pes-
ticides are capable of accumulating in the fatty tissues of living organisms, although their quantities 
in particular organs depend on the degree of fatness of the latter. When poisoning reaches a critical 
level, the most vulnerable organ is the brain. It was stated not long ago that some pesticides stimulate 
the production of microsomal hepatic enzymes responsible for the metabolism of some drugs (hypnot-
ics, antiepileptics, analgesics), which reduces their therapeutic efficacy. Further symptoms of pesticide 
poisoning are as follows:

• Impairment of ion transport, leading to impaired neural conductivity
• Disturbances to neurotransmitter metabolism
• Abnormal immunological reactions
• Destruction of hepatocytes, leading to cirrhosis of the liver
• Cardiac arrhythmia

Organophosphorus and organonitrogen pesticides act as receptor inhibitors. They bind to the receptors 
of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase, which is essential for the correct functioning of the nervous system, 

FIGURE 5 The chemical structure of some organonitrogen pesticides.

TABLE 5 The Characteristics of Organonitrogen Pesticides

Chemical class

Carbamates

Characteristics

Mostly carbamic acid esters; decompose rapidly in the soil; poorly soluble in water, better soluble in 
organic solvents and fats; used worldwide to combat insects, fungi, and weeds, and also as plant growth 
regulators

Triazines Used to combat weeds and to control the growth of maize, soybean, grains, and other crops; highly toxic 
towards mono- and dicotyledons, and extremely stable in the soil; one of the triazines is atrazine, 90% of 
which is applied to maize crops

Source: Biziuk et al.,[1] Zhang and Lee,[18] and Sabik et al.[19]
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preventing the decomposition of acetylcholine and acting through contact or systemically.[1,22] Blockage 
of cholinesterase activity causes the amount of acetylcholine at the synapses to increase, leading to a 
state of hyperarousal and paralysis of the muscles and central nervous system. If a xenobiotic binds 
to a receptor, one of the more important stages in metabolism may be blocked, elicit a harmful meta-
bolic process, or alter the rate of transmission of nervous signals.[5,7,23,24] In addition, some carbamate 
insecticides, (e.g., carbaryl) can, in large doses, be teratogenic and can be nitrosated to form strongly 
carcinogenic nitroso compounds.

Methodologies for Determining Pesticides

It is essential to monitor the levels of pesticide residues as they can easily make humans more vulnerable 
to different diseases. An assessment of the state of contamination by pesticides requires a knowledge of 
the maximum permitted levels of individual active substances. The full determination procedure con-
sists of several stages (see Figure 6). Because of the complex composition of samples and the different 
concentrations of the target analytes, the sample must be adequately prepared for analysis by the use of 

FIGURE 6 The main stages in the analytical procedure for determining modern pesticides.
Source: Biziuk et al.,[1] Beyer and Biziuk,[4] Namiesnik,[25] and Namiesnik and Górecki.[26]
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techniques for efficiently extracting the target compounds and for their cleanup prior to the quantitative 
determination stage.

The choice of methodology for determining pesticides depends in large measure on the sample matrix 
and the structure and properties of the target analytes. In view of the numerous legal regulations laying 
down highest permissible levels of pesticides in various matrices, sensitive and selective analytical tech-
niques are used, appropriate to the low concentrations at which the target analytes occur in them.[27] In 
addition, each stage in the analytical procedure, as well as this process in its entirety, should be validated.[4,26]

The analysis of environmental samples for the presence of pesticides is fraught with difficulties, 
because arduous and time-consuming operations and processes have to be carried out in order to pre-
pare the samples for analysis, and these could be a source of further contamination and error.

The normally low concentrations of target analytes and the often complex matrix composition are 
further problems the analyst has to face. Highly efficient extraction and cleanup techniques therefore 
need to be applied to the target compounds prior to their quantitative determination.

Determination of Modern Pesticides in Water Samples

collection and Preparation of Samples for Analysis

Environmental samples are diverse and complex materials to analyze because of the sampling site, 
type of matrix, the presence of interferents, and the concentration of target analytes. To a large extent, 
it depends on the appropriate preparation of the sample whether the analysis will actually provide 
the desired information about the sample. That is why this stage is usually a complex task, and the 
operations and processes involved in this stage may be a cause of analyte loss as well as a source of 
additional  contamination. Table 6 lists the usual sample preparation processes and examples of their 
 implementation.[1,21,25,26,28–30]

A representative sample is taken for analysis using an appropriate sampler. Which type of sampler is 
used depends on the type of sample, the objective of the analysis, the site and frequency of sampling, and 
the sample size. Mains water is usually collected in dark glass bottles; surface waters or sewage (effluent) 
is placed in different containers.

techniques for isolating and enriching Analytes from Water Samples

Because of the low concentrations of pesticides in the various compartments of the environment, it is 
essential not only to isolate the organic compounds from the complex matrix but also to enrich them 
prior to final determination. The use of passive dosimetry at the sample collection stage, with which 
analytes can be isolated and preconcentrated at the same time, is worth mentioning. The free transport 
of mass takes place across a membrane to the sorbent as a consequence of the difference in chemical 
potentials of the compounds in the sorbent and the water in which the sampler has been immersed.[30,31] 

TABLE 6 The Usual Sample Preparation Processes and Examples of Their Implementation

Basic Processes during the Preparation of 
Samples for Analysis Examples of Implementation

Separation of suspended matter Filtration
Chemical preservation Reduction of the sample pH, addition of bactericides (e.g., saturated aq HgCl2, 

formaldehyde, sodium azide)
Physical preservation Storage of the sample at a low temperature (2–4°C), storage in the dark, 

sterilization by UV irradiation

Source: Biziuk et al.,[1] Biziuk et al.,[21] Namieśnik et al.,[25] Namieśnik and Górecki[26] Namieśnik and Szefer,[28] Demkowska 
et al.,[29] and Łopuchin and Namieśnik.[30]
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For sampling pesticides from coastal waters and rivers, one uses polyethylene dosimeters packed with 
iso-octane or stainless steel dosimeters filled with cyclohexane as sorbent. Three or four samplers of one 
type are deployed, usually for 30 days. Most passive samplers are fairly small in size, which substantially 
reduces the amounts of organic solvents required (the volume of the dosimeter chamber is ca. 1 mL) 
and makes them easy to transport and to assemble at the deployment site. With the use of passive 
dosimeters, there are fewer steps in the analytical procedure, which means results are more reliable and 
reproducible. The shortcomings of such dosimeters, however, include an insufficient sensitivity to brief 
fluctuations in target analyte levels and a susceptibility to environmental factors like temperature and 
water movement, which means that samplers have to be calibrated in order to set the rate of analyte 
collection.[30,31]

During extraction and/or enrichment steps, the concentration of analytes is raised in order to make 
their determination at all possible. Moreover, analytes are transferred from the primary matrix to a 
secondary one with concomitant removal of interferents. The choice of technique depends on the prop-
erties of the target analytes, their volatility, polarity, and solubility in water and organic solvents. Table 7 
lists the standard techniques for extracting modern pesticide analytes.

An equally important technique is membrane extraction, which may replace classical liquid-liquid 
extraction (LLE) as it uses smaller quantities of solvents or even none at all.[65] As a result, a number of 
drawbacks are eliminated, among them, the problem of emulsion formation. Table 8 lists the membrane 
extraction techniques used during the determination of pesticides in water samples.[65]

TABLE 7 The Standard Techniques for Extracting Modern Pesticide Analytes

Extraction Technique Characteristics

LLE (liquid-liquid 
extraction)

Based on the partition of analytes between two immiscible liquids, usually an aqueous solution 
and an organic solvent. The most common extraction solvents are dichloromethane[17,32–36] and 
mixtures of petroleum ether and dichloromethane[37] and methylene chloride and hexane.[33] 
Though relatively simple and cheap, this method has many shortcomings: it requires relatively 
large quantities of often toxic solvents, and there is a risk of an emulsion forming during 
agitation. To achieve the desired enrichment coefficient, the excess solvent usually has to be 
evaporated, and the extracts often have to be cleaned up.

DLLME (dispersive 
liquid–liquid 
microextraction)

This is one example of the miniaturization of LLE, in which a dispersing solvent, e.g., acetone or 
methanol (0.5–2 mL) with added extraction solvent, e.g., C2CI4, CS2 (10–50 µL), is added to 
the water sample (5–10 mL). This procedure yields a turbid solution, which is then centrifuged 
to obtain ca.5 mL of extract phase. By reducing the amounts of solvents, some of the 
inconveniences of LLE have been eliminated.

SPE (solid phase 
extraction)

This technique is based on the sorption of analytes on a sorbent—this is usually silica gel, 
aluminum oxide, Florisil, a porous polymer XAD-2, XAD-4, XAD-7, XAD-16, usually 
modified with octadecyl groups.[15,33,38–51] Desorption of adsorbed analytes is usually carried out 
using methanol,[15,37,40,43,46,51] ethyl acetate,[33,35,44] dichloromethane,[38,39,41,50] and mixtures of 
methanol and water,[45,49,51] methanol and acetonitrile,[42,47] and acetonitrile and water.[48] 
Research is in progress to develop selective sorbents (MISPE: Molecularly Imprinted Solid Phase 
Extraction; immunosorbents), which would be applied in the case of samples with a complex 
matrix composition such as sewage.

SPME (solid phase 
microextraction)

Simple to use and does not require solvents. Based on extraction from the liquid phase to an 
adsorption or absorption layer coated on an extraction fiber. It is also possible to introduce the fiber 
into the headspace (HS-SPME). The materials used for coating fibers include polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS),[53–58] polyacrylate (PA),[48,54–57,59,60] and also mixtures of polydimethylsiloxane and 
polydivinylbenzene (PDMS-DVB),[53–55,60–64] carbowax and polydivinylbenzene (CW-DVB),[53,57,64] 
and carbowax and molecularly imprinted resin (CW-TPR).[60] The analytes most frequently 
adsorbed are transferred to the GC injector where they are thermally desorbed and then 
determined.

SBSE (stir bar sorptive 
extraction)

The extractant, usually polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), is used to coat a magnetic stir bar.[29] The 
adsorbed analytes are then thermally desorbed. The parameters determining the effectiveness 
of this type of extraction are the sample volume, the extraction time, and the stirring speed.
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Determination of Modern Pesticides in Ambient Air

Sampling techniques

Pesticides in the air can be determined in the following types of samples:

• Atmospheric dusts
• Analytes sampled from the gaseous phase

Dynamic[66] and passive (diffusional)[67,68] sampling methods are the usual ways of collecting air for 
determining its pesticide content.

Dynamic sampling enables the collection of pesticides present in the gaseous phase and in suspended 
form by pumping air through a filter coated with a solid adsorbent. Pesticides present in suspended dust 
particles are retained on the filter, while those in the gaseous phase are adsorbed by the sorbent.

The standard filters are of glass with different diameters (Ø = 30 cm, 10 cm, 90 mm, and 25 mm) and of 
quartz filters (Ø = 102 and 150 mm).

For collecting gas samples, the sorbents (XAD-2, XAD-4, Carbopack, Carbotrap, Carboxen, Tenax 
TA, Chromo- sorb, silica gel) are coated onto the filters, as mentioned above, or placed in stainless steel 
or glass vessels containing polyurethane foam (PUF).

The conventional methods of collecting gas samples for the determination of their pesticide content 
involve passing a fixed volume of air through a solid sorbent, for which pumps and flowmeters are 
needed. The expense of the former and the need to frequently calibrate the latter mean that it is difficult 
to collect gas samples in a fully professional manner. Analytes retained on sorbents require not only 
thermal desorption but also chemical desorption with expensive and potentially toxic solvents. The 
sampling time depends on the method’s sensitivity and the breakthrough volume of the sorbents by the 
target analytes (Table 9). In order to collect samples without the need to use toxic solvents and expensive 
pumping equipment, we need an unpowered air sampler.[69]

Universal and inexpensive passive air samplers (PASs) have been developed as an alternative to the 
conventional active sampling methods. Passive sampling is based on the free flow of analytes from the 
environment sampled to a medium on which the analytes are sorbed (Table 10).

There are several types of PASs, using the following:

• SPMD semipermeable membranes.
• PUF discs; the passive samples consist of PUF discs placed inside stainless steel containers cov-

ered with a dome-shaped lid to reduce the effect of wind speed on the rate of sampling. This 
arrangement is also used to protect the PUF discs from precipitation, the direct deposition of 
dust, and UV light.

• Resins.
• A thin layer of ethylene/vinyl acetate as the sampling medium.

TABLE 8 Membrane Extraction Techniques Used during the Determination of Pesticides in Water Samples

Combination of Phases Used: 
Technique Type of Membrane Donor/Membrane/Acceptor

MASE: membrane-assisted solvent Non-porous Aqueous/polymer/aqueous
extraction; PME: polymer membrane 

extraction
Organic/polymer/aqueous
Aqueous/polymer/organic

MMLLE: microporous membrane Non-porous (microporous) Aqueous /organic/organic
liquid–liquid extraction Organic/organic/aqueous

Source: Jönsson and Mathiasson.[65]
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Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) is another way of sampling analytes from air. A solventless 
method, it is very convenient for use in the field, simple to operate, and, under optimal conditions, does 
not require the use of pumps.

When only suspended dust is to be sampled, the samples are often fractionated according to particle 
diameter, a process that is possible because the different fractions have different physical and chemi-
cal properties: the fine-grained fraction (<2.5 pm) is often acidic, whereas the coarse-grained fraction 
(>2.5  pm) is basic. Fractionation minimizes interactions between particles of different pH. Cascade 
impactors (absorbers) are also used. These operate on the principle that the dust-containing air is made 
to flow through nozzles of ever-decreasing diameter. At each nozzle, the linear velocity of the airflow 
increases and the relevant dust fractions are separated at the steps of the cascade impactor. If dust con-
centrations in gas samples are very high, cascade cyclones are used. These direct the dust-containing gas 
at a tangent to a cylinder, and the particles move under centrifugal force from the stream of gas to the 
inside wall of the cylinder.[111]

Methods of extracting Analytes from Sorbents and Filters

The next step, after sampling but before the final determination, involves extracting the preconcen-
trated analytes from the solid sorbents or filters (Table 11). This is the most crucial step in the analytical 
process, since the aim of extraction is to liberate the greatest possible quantities of pesticides from the 
sorbent. To this end, both solvent and solventless techniques are employed.

TABLE 9 Comparison of Techniques for Collecting Air Samples Depending 
on the Sampling Time, Type of Filter, and Adsorbent

Sampling Time (hr) Type of Filter Adsorbent References

5.5–9 GFF XAD-2, s-PUF [70]
24 GFF XAD-2 [66–68,71,72]
24 GFF PUF [73–76]
48 GFF XAD-2 [77]
18–67 GFF PUF [78]
84 GFF XAD-2, s-PUF [79–81]
168 GFF XAD-2, s-PUF [82–85]
12 QFF XAD-2, s-PUF [86]
23 QFF PUF [87]
24 QFF PUF [88–92]
24 QFF XAD-2 [93–95]

TABLE 10 List of Techniques for the Passive Sampling of Air

Type Sampling Time References

PUF discs 4 months [96–98]
PUF discs 6 weeks [99]
POG 7 days [100,101]
PUF discs 2 months [102]
XAD-2 1 year [103]
XAD-2 5–8 months [104]
PUF discs 28 days [105–108]
PDMS 14 days [109]
SPMD 7 days [98,110]
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The most commonly used solvents for extracting analytes from air samples are shown in Table 12.
The next step in sample preparation is evaporation and/or change of solvent. It is standard practice 

to evaporate the solvent in a vacuum evaporator, a quick and simple method. Another possibility is to 
evaporate the solvent in a stream of gas, usually nitrogen, again simple to carry out. These methods may 
be applied separately or in combination.

extract cleanup

Extract cleanup involves fractionating the extract, which can be done in a number of ways:

• With column LC chromatography with normal phase (NP) or reversed phase (RP), including 
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

• With adsorption chromatography
• Passing the extract through a filter
• With gel chromatography (GPC)

In some cases, mainly when highly selective detectors like gas chromatography-tandem mass spectrom-
etry (GC–MS/ MS) and liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) are used, the 
cleanup of extracts is not necessary. Before deciding whether the cleanup step can be omitted or not, 
however, matrix effects must be investigated for possible interferents and their influence on the apparatus.

Determination of Modern Pesticides in Fruit and Vegetables

Sample collection and Preparation of Samples for Analysis

It is extremely important that samples of material intended for analysis are homogeneous and representa-
tive; they should be stored frozen and in the dark.[28] The sample preparation process consists of several 
steps. In the case of fruit and vegetables, one of these steps involves the removal of surface contaminants 

TABLE 11 Techniques Most Frequently Used for Extracting Analytes from Air Samples

Sample Extraction Technique References

PM2.5 dust Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE, PFE, PLE) [76,112]
Dust and gaseous Soxhlet apparatus [66,67,71,7, 113–119,121]
phase
Gaseous phase Agitation assisted (LE) [122]
Gaseous phase Ultrasound assisted (UE) [123]
PM2.5 dust Microwave assisted (MAE) [124]
Gaseous phase Thermal desorption [125]

TABLE 12 Solvents Most Commonly Used for Extracting Analytes from Air Samples

Sample Solvent References

Suspended dust Petroleum ether [74,88,96]
Suspended dust Acetone [76,79,80,83]
Suspended dust/air Hexane/acetone [113]
Suspended dust Hexane/dichloromehane 66,67,71,72,75,114–116]
Suspended dust/air Dichloromethane/ petrochemical ether (diethyl ether, MTBE) [117–119,123]
Suspended dust/air Hexane/benzene [121]
Suspended dust Dichloromethane [112]
Air Ethyl acetate [122]

[
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by, for example, washing the sample in distilled water, after which the sample is dried (at an elevated tem-
perature, at ambient temperature, or with the aid of a desiccant). Then, the sample has to be broken up, 
crumbled, minced, or ground with a pestle and mortar. It is then homogenized in special equipment. The 
sampling process depends on the type of biological material under investigation, and one has always to 
be mindful of possible losses of analytes and contamination of the sample as a result of human agencies.

techniques for isolating Pesticides from Fruit and Vegetable Samples

Isolation and/or enrichment involves the transfer of analytes from the primary matrix to a secondary 
one with the concomitant removal of interferents and the increase of analyte concentrations to levels 
above the limit of detection (LOD) of the analytical technique used. Since pesticide concentrations in 
fruit and vegetables are low, samples often require enrichment.[126,127]

The following are the usual techniques for isolating pesticides from fruit and vegetable samples:

• Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE)
• Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE)
• Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE)
• Soxhlet or Soxtec extraction
• Microwave-assisted extraction (MAE)

The merits of solvent extraction by agitation are ease of implementation and low cost; in addition, 
expensive and complicated apparatus can be dispensed with. Unfortunately, however, this technique 
requires a large quantity of toxic solvents and its selectivity leaves much to be desired. Soxhlet extraction 
are easy to carry out and enables the extract to be separated from the residue; on the downside, this type 
of extraction takes a long time with large amounts of solvent, and only single samples can be extracted. 
For this reason, the more efficient Soxtec apparatus was introduced; with this albeit very expensive 
apparatus, the extraction time is now much shorter, and several samples can be extracted simultane-
ously. Solvent extraction techniques are frequently assisted with microwaves or ultrasound in order to 
improve extraction yields. Acetone, acetonitrile, and ethyl acetate are the solvents (or their mixtures) 
(Table 13) most commonly used for the extraction of fruit and vegetable samples.

extract cleanup

The cleanup of the extract is an essential step that should always precede its analysis. It is important, 
because during isolation, we obtain not only the target analytes but also in- terferents, which can distort 
the final result of the analysis. The usual cleanup techniques used with fruit and vegetable samples are 
as follows (Table 14):

• Solid-phase extraction (SPE)[131]

• Solid-phase microextraction (SPME)[132]

• Matrix solid-phase dispersion extraction (MSPDE)[133]

• Stir bar solvent extraction (SBSE)[134]

• Gel chromatography (GPC)[135–137]

TABLE 13 Solvents for the Extraction of Samples of Fruit and Vegetables

Sample Solvent

Cabbage, grapes Ethyl acetate, methanol, acetone[128]

Oranges, apples, grapes, pears Ethyl acetate[126]

Apples, tomatoes Acetone[127]

Tomatoes, pears, oranges Acetonitrile[129]

Peppers, tomatoes, Brussels sprouts, melons, apples, lemons Ethyl acetate[130]
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SPE is currently the most popular extract cleanup tech- nique.[138] It involves passing the sample through 
a bed of sorbent on which the target analytes are adsorbed. The retained compounds are then liberated by 
means of a solvent and analyzed. This method is easy to carry out and readily lends itself to automation. 
Its shortcomings, however, are that the sorbent bed has to be conditioned before each use and that analyte 
yields are low. A modification of SPE, i.e., SPME,[139] involves the adsorption of analytes on a fiber coated 
with a suitable solid phase that can be pushed out of a microsyringe. The analyte is then thermally desorbed 
and transferred to the GC injector. The benefits of this method are that solvents can be eliminated and that 
it is impossible to overload the column because of the limited volume of adsorbent. Optimization of the 
method is a problem, however. Depending on where the fiber is placed in relation to the sample, SPME can 
be divided into direct (Direct Immersion [DI]-SPME) or headspace (HS-SPME).

GPC is just as frequently used as a cleanup technique. It enables micromolecular pesticides to be sepa-
rated from macromolecular substances present in the matrix. While the considerable longevity of the 
columns is an advantage, the poorer resolution in comparison with adsorption techniques, especially 
when gradient elution techniques are used, is a disadvantage.

Approaches are being sought to develop pesticide determination techniques that are quick, simple, 
cheap, effective, and safe. QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe)[148–157] is one such 
method. It is based on a number of stages (see Figure 7).

The consumption of sample and toxic solvents with the QuEChERS method is minimal. By applying 
QuEChERS to the determination of pesticides in fruit and vegetables, matrix effects are eliminated and 
high recoveries of target analytes are possible. The method can be modified depending on the type of 
sample and the target analytes. To improve the extraction of polar organophosphorus pesticides, the 
method is modified by the addition of acetic acid. When samples of citrus fruit are under investiga-
tion, protective wax coatings can be removed by freezing the samples for at least 1 hr. For the analysis 
of citrus fruits, blackcurrants, and raspberries, it is recommended to add aq NaOH to reach pH = 5 and 
to improve the analysis. 

Determination of Recently Applicable Modern 
Pesticides in Soil Samples[158–161]

Sample collection and Preparation of Samples for Analysis

In order to determine the chemical composition of soil samples, it is necessary to preserve their natural 
structure. They are cut by manual scoop or a similar tool from the central, typical part of the material. 
In the next step, the material is introduced to a special cylinder of known volume. After this operation, 
the drying of the sample is desirable.

TABLE 14 Extract Cleanup Techniques in the Determination of 
Pesticides in Fruit and Vegetables

Sample Extract Cleanup Technique

Oranges, apples, grapes, pears mspd[126]

Apples, tomatoes hs-spme[127]

Oranges, apples, peaches, pears, gpc[140]

tomatoes, lettuce, potatoes, leeks
Tomatoes, pears, oranges spe[129]

Vegetables spme[141–144]

Oranges MSPD, SBSE[145]

Strawberries, cherries hs-spme[146]

Oranges, tangerines, grapefruits, lemons mspd[147]
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The drying step consists of two stages:

• Preliminary drying (also drying with circulation air masses) in temperature from 40°C to 
100°C/105°C and drying in reduced temperature (lyophilization)

• Final drying, drying by chemical binding water, and drying using water adsorption

techniques of isolation and/or enrichment Analytes from Soil Samples

For extracting the analytes from soil samples, the ultrasound-assisted liquid extraction (shaking)[162] 
or conventional Soxhlet extraction[163,164] can be used. In these cases, a mixture of non-polar and polar 
solvents is used. In addition, the extraction of analytes from soil samples can be investigated:

• Using supercritical fluid in-process—critical conditions are obtained by using highly compressed 
gases (the most compressed being CO2) in the critical temperature range.[165,166]

FIGURE 7 Stages in the determination of pesticides using the QuEChERS method.
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• Using microwave process—microwave energy is absorbed by molecule compounds.
• As an ASE—the process runs at elevated temperature and pressure, providing appropriate solvent 

condition (liquid state of solvent).

Evaporation of the solvent is the next step, which provides the enrichment of the extract. Among the 
known methods for enriching the extract, the following are the most popular:

• Evaporation of the solvent in vacuum evaporator (vacuum distillation)
• Evaporation of the solvent in Kudern-Danish apparatus
• Evaporation of the solvent in a gas stream (nitrogen or air)

An important step in the preparation of the soil samples is removal of interfering substances. For elimi-
nation of sulfur, it is possible to use various chemical reactions, for example, reactions with sodium 
sulfate (IV), and aluminum oxides, or reactions with heavy metals. Aside from the use of chemical 
reactions, the methods of electrophoresis, chromatography, and saponification are also notable in the 
removal of interfering substances. To remove fats from soil samples, LLE,[167] adsorption chromatog-
raphy, saponification, decomposition reaction using sulfuric acid at low temperature, precipitation, 
GPC,[168] and semipreparative HPLC can be applied.

Purification of the extract

The purification process of extracts, which contain pesticides, includes fractionation of the extract. It 
can be carried out by different methods. Among the available methods are adsorption chromatography, 
GPC, and column chromatography.[169]

Derivatization of Pesticides

By converting pesticide compounds into their derivatives, selectivity, analyte enrichment, target analyte 
resolution in the column, and selectivity of detection are all improved. Derivatization also enables a 
larger number of compounds to be determined in the sample. The inference is that the isolation of target 
analytes from the matrix and their enrichment are not always effective without changing the chemical 
structure of the analytes or the matrix.[1] Pesticides to be determined by GC are usually derivatized with 
pentafluorobenzyl bromide (PFBB).[67,72,75]

Final Determination

The last stage in the analytical procedure is the identification of compounds and their quantitative 
determination using an appropriate analytical technique. The usual techniques involved include the 
following:

• Capillary GC. Pesticides to be determined by GC should be volatile and thermally stable. During 
capillary GC, the injector can be operated in split mode (when the stream of carrier gas is divided) 
or splitless mode (when the carrier gas stream is not divided); either mode can be used for deter-
mining pesticides in environmental samples. The on-column injector, with which samples can 
be injected directly into the chromatographic column, is also used for the GC determination of 
pesticides.

• HPLC, usually in reversed-phase mode, is used for determining pesticides that cannot be deter-
mined by GC, for example, thermally unstable polar compounds like herbicides, carbamates, tri-
azines, and also compounds that require derivatization.

Gas chromatography can be used to determine the residues of all pesticide classes. The choice of chro-
matographic column is extremely important as regards the separation of analytes and their qualitative 
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and quantitative determination. The column should be highly efficient and be resistant to changes in 
separation parameters. The solid (stationary) phase should be thermally stable and be highly selec-
tive with respect to the constituents of the mixture being analyzed. The following detectors are used 
(Table 15):[157,170–172]

• ECD (electron capture detector)—highly sensitive in relation to compounds containing electro-
negative atoms

• FPD (flame photometric detector)—applied in the determination of organophosphorus compounds
• NPD (nitrogen phosphorus detector)—used for the simultaneous determination of organonitro-

gen and or- ganophosphorus pesticides
• TSD (thermionic specific detector)—used to determine compounds containing nitrogen or 

phosphorus
• MS (mass spectrometry) or MS/MS (tandem mass spectrometry)
• UV–DAD (ultraviolet–diode array detector)—used in LC

Once a target analyte has been detected quantitatively, for example, by GC-NPD, the result must be 
confirmed by another independent method. The conditions of the process can be altered, say, by chang-
ing the temperature program or by using a different chromatographic column. It is crucial to obtain 
confirmation by another method as identification based solely on retention times is insufficient. MS/MS 
improves sensitivity and selectivity of analytical methods. In this technique, ions that were separated 
in the first analyzer are again fragmented and the derivative ions were analyzed in the second one. The 
chromatogram background is reduced, as a result of which the signal value is enhanced with respect to 
noise and the LOD of the target analytes is lowered.[174–176] Better chromatographic peak resolution and a 

TABLE 15 Characteristics of Detectors Used for the Determination of Pesticide Analytes

Type of Detector Merits Drawbacks

Mass spectrometer
(MS and tandem MS)

• Both quantitative and qualitative information obtainable

• Highly sensitive

• Used with both GC and LC

• Applicable to trace determinations, in complex matrices

• Can be universal or selective, as the need arises

• Has a wide range of application used in multimethods 
for determining pesticides of different classes

• Better sensitivity and greater specificity sometimes 
obtainable with GC coupled to tandem MS (MS/MS)

• Can operate in single ion monitoring (SIM) mode, which 
provides for greater sensitivity than the SCAN mode

• A highly specific detector; in the case of pesticides, 
used to determine organochlorine compounds

• Expensive

Electron capture detector 
(ECD)

• A detector suitable for selected classes of compounds • Applicable only to 
compounds containing 
electronegative atoms

Thermoionic detector 
(NPD)

• Has a wide range of application • Useful only for 
compounds containing 
nitrogen and phosphorus

Flame ionization detector 
(FID)

• Suitable for almost all organic compounds

• Highly sensitive and with a wide range of linearity

• Highly sensitive and with a wide range of linearity

• The sample is destroyed

Source: http://www.pg.gda.pl.[173]
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smaller influence of the matrix on the final result can also be achieved using two-dimensional (2D) gas 
chromatography (GC × GC). This uses two columns: the partially separated constituents from the first 
column are further separated in the second one by a different mechanism.

Fast GC is equally frequently used to shorten the time of analysis and to obtain better peak resolution. 
Compared to classical GC, it requires shorter capillary columns with a smaller diameter and solid-phase 
films ca. 0.1 µm in thickness, as well as a faster flow rate and higher pressure of the carrier gas. These 
parameters yield determination results of a better precision.[174,177,178]

The trend at present is to develop analytical methods enabling a broad spectrum of analytes to be 
determined in a single analytical run (MRMs—multiresidue methods). However, the problem here is 
that the compounds to be determined simultaneously, often present at low concentrations, have differ-
ent physicochemical properties depending on their chemical structure. Such a methodology, apart from 
being able to determine a large number of compounds in one run, should:

• Ensure maximum removal of interferents from extracts
• Give large recoveries of target compounds, high sensitivity, and good precision
• Be environmentally friendly, i.e., require the smallest possible quantities of samples and chemical 

reagents, especially organic solvents
• Be cheap, quick, and easy to carry out 

Research continues for the improvement of existing analytical methods and the development of new 
ones capable of supplying reliable results for a wide range of analytes.

Summary

The increasingly widespread application of pesticides— substances with different physical and chemical 
proper- ties—means that ever-larger amounts of these compounds are getting into the environment. 
As a result of the various processes they are subjected to, they may be converted to even more toxic 
compounds. They are currently regarded as some of the most dangerous environmental contaminants 
because of their stability, mobility, and long-term effects on living organisms. Moreover, they are usually 
present in the environment at very low concentrations in complex matrices, which makes their analysis 
difficult. Their determination is therefore prolonged by the need to perform time-consuming and often 
arduous processes in order to prepare samples for analysis, which themselves may be sources of further 
contamination and error. That is why for the analysis of pesticides in the environment, procedures that 
enable a large number of compounds to be detected simultaneously are required. It is often the case at 
present that target pesticide analytes have to be isolated from the matrix and enrichment before their 
final determination can be undertaken. To counteract the adverse effects of pesticides on human health, 
the continuous monitoring of their presence in the environment is fundamental. European Union rec-
ommendations are in place for analyzing the quality of water, air, and food in this respect. Existing 
techniques are being improved and new ones are being developed so that different classes of pesticides 
can be reliably determined in a quick, simple, cheap, and environmentally friendly manner.
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Salt-Affected Soils: 

Sustainable Agriculture

Pichu Rengasamy

introduction

Worldwide, more than 800 million hectares of land are estimated to be salt-affected.[1] This is based on 
the traditional outlook on saline soils as being dominated by sodium salts. However, this area can be 
larger if lands affected by the input of several other types of salts, including contaminants, are taken into 
account. The demand for agricultural production from salt-affected soils will increase in the future as 
the expected world population increases to 9 billion by the year 2050. Global agriculture is now in a state 
of crisis, both from the economic and ecological considerations. Salinity in agricultural soils enhances 
the possibility of economic downturn in the farming sector and environmental degradation.

Agricultural soils accumulate soluble salts in the root zone by various processes, including weather-
ing of minerals, salt added through rain and agronomic practices such as fertilizer and pesticide appli-
cation, saline groundwater intrusion, irrigation with saline water sourced from bore, recycled waters or 
wastewaters, dumping of industrial and municipal wastes into soils, and other soil processes leading to 
reduced leaching of salts from the root zone. Depending on the concentration and nature of salts, the 
growth and productivity of different crops are variously affected. Soluble ions affect the soil structure 
and porosity, restricting air and water movement within soil layers, and also the water-storing capacity. 
Salt movement through leaching will alter the quality of groundwater, and that by drainage will influ-
ence the environment in the disposal region. Thus, environmentally sustainable agriculture depends on 
managing many soil processes to maintain appropriate soil conditions for plant growth and avoiding 
contamination of the surrounding natural resources. Attention by the global community to soil health 
care and enhancement to achieve water conservation and efficient use in conjunction with the adoption 
of climate-resilient technologies has become a necessity.
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Soluble Salts and Salinity impact

Even though several types of organic and inorganic compounds are present in the soil, the concentra-
tion and type of ions in soil water derived from soluble compounds cause “salt stress” on plants, affect-
ing crop productivity in addition to influencing soil properties (Figure 1). While the salt input into 
soils can vary considerably according to various resources, the contribution by irrigation water can be 
estimated by the salinity of irrigation water and the application rate (Table 1).

The predominant constituent cations of total soluble salts commonly found in salt-affected soils 
are sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium; the anions are chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate, and 
carbonate. However, the presence of ionic species of plant nutrient elements like N and P, and other 
microelements such as Fe, Al, B, Cd, Zn, Cu, Mn, Co, Cr, Mo, As, Pb, Hg, Se, and Sr, although in small 
amounts (hence called microelements), can either interfere with the plant nutrition or induce toxicity 
in plants. The solubility of all these compounds and the nature of ionic species depend on the pH of 
the soil water, and also pE (–log [electron]) when a soil is waterlogged. Crop growth responds to ionic 
concentrations in soil water in two phases: a continuous osmotic phase that inhibits the water uptake 
by plants due to osmotic pressure of soil water lowering its potential energy (water always moving 
from a higher to lower potential energy levels); and a slower-acting ionic phase when the accumula-
tion of a given ion in the plant over a period leads to ion toxicity or ion imbalance.[2] However, the 
interactions between root zone environments and plant responses to increased osmotic pressure (due 
to total dissolved salts) or specific ion concentrations in the field soil are complicated by many soil 
processes such as soil water dynamics, soil structural stability, nutrient and water movement, and 
changes in soil air composition.[3]

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of salt accumulation, soil solution affecting soil structure and crop productivity, 
leaching, and drainage—all influencing sustainable management of salt-affected soils.
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Soil Structural Stability in Salt-Affected Soils

The integrity of soil aggregates when in contact with water, either during rainfall or irrigation, is an 
important feature of soil structural stability. Unstable soil structure leads to collapse of aggregates into 
fine particles. This results in agricultural soils becoming less porous, affecting water and air movement 
within root zone and with reduced water storage capacity. During high rainfall events, these soils can 
be waterlogged and soil particles can be easily eroded by overflowing water.

Soil microaggregates (<≈250 μm) are formed by the linking of clay, silt, and sand particles by various 
inorganic ions and organic compounds. The stability of microaggregates depend on the nature of inter-
action between water molecules and soil particles, particularly clay. Clay-to- clay bonding is mediated 
by cations such as sodium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium, which are adsorbed on soil clays from 
soil solution and known as exchangeable cations. Clay particles are negatively charged and cations are 
positively charged. Hence, they attract each other and form different types of bonding linking the clay 
particles. However, the nature of this bonding can be ionic or covalent or a combination of both. Water 
molecules, being polar, can interact with ionic bonds while they do not interact with covalent bonds.

Organic compounds are all made up of covalent bonds and hence they do not react with water. When 
organic matter is high in soils, water interaction is minimal because clays are either bound by clay-
organic bonds, which are mostly covalent, or soil aggregates are enveloped by organic materials formed 
by covalent bonding. Hence, the soil aggregate structure is highly stable. Further, microaggregates are 
linked to form larger macroaggregates influenced by organic materials, including living species such as 
plant roots and fungal hyphae.[4] The phenomenon of “slaking” occurs when macroaggregates on wet-
ting break into microaggregates, depending on the nature of the linkage.

Clay–sodium bonding is highly ionic, and the clays bound by sodium are easily separated by water. 
Clay particles with high exchangeable sodium easily separate when in contact with water. This phenom-
enon is known as clay swelling when water content is low and clay dispersion when water content is high, 
both leading to soil structural deterioration.

Soil structural deterioration increases with an increase in exchangeable sodium percent (ESP), which 
is defined as

ESP e= ( xchangeable Na / cation exchange capacity 100×)

In Australia, soil with an ESP of 6 is considered “sodic,” and when ESP is >15, it is considered as “highly 
sodic.” In the United States and other parts of the world, an ESP >15 is the criterion for a sodic soil. The 
value of ESP depends on the ratio of sodium to divalent ions in soil solutions or soil extracts. This ratio 
is known as sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), which is defined as follows:

SAR N= +a / ( )Ca Mg 0.5 ,

 

 

TABLE 1 Example of Amount of Salt Applied per Hectare Based on Irrigation Water Salinity (dSm−1) and 
Application Rate (MLha–1)

Irrigation Water Salinity EC (dSm–1) 2 MLha–1 4 MLha–1 8 MLha–1 16 MLha–1

Salt input into soil (tha–1)
0.5 0.64 1.28 2.56 5.12
1.0 1.28 2.56 5.12 10.24
3.0 3.84 7.68 15.36 30.72

Irrigation Application Rate
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where the concentrations of cations are expressed as mmolL–1.
Generally, the SAR of soil saturation extract is approximately equal to the ESP of the soil. As the 

measurement of SAR is simpler than that of ESP, SAR is conveniently used as index of soil sodicity and 
the degree of structural deterioration. Clay dispersion from soils, measured in the laboratory, is highly 
related to SAR in soil solutions.[5]

Generally, sodium is considered to cause clay dispersion in soils. However, potassium, being a mon-
ovalent cation, can also induce similar effects. Our studies have shown that clay–cation bonding has 
different degrees of ionicity, depending on the cation. The degree of ionicity is in the following order: 
Na > K ⨠ Mg > Ca. While both Na and K promote clay dispersion, they are not equal in their effects. 
Similarly, both Ca and Mg promote clay flocculation (aggregation of clay particles), but they have differ-
ent flocculating powers.[6] Salt-affected soils are found to have different combinations of these cations, 
and to consider only sodium as dispersive cation can lead to erroneous conclusions. Therefore, we[7] have 
derived a new formula, “cation ratio of soil structural stability (CROSS),” analogous to SAR but which 
selectively incorporates the individual dispersive effects of Na and K, and the individual flocculating 
effects of Mg and Ca. This ratio was derived from the flocculating power of these cations detailed in 
Rengasamy and Olsson.[6]

CROSS  = +( )Na 0.56 K / C( )a 0+ .6 Mg 0.5

The effects of cations on clay dispersion from salt- affected soils (indicative of soil structural degrada-
tion), characterized by either SAR or CROSS, are evident only when the ionic strength of the soil solu-
tion is below a “threshold level.”[5]Above this level, the soil clays are flocculated by dissolved salts without 
any impact on soil physical behavior. Thus, Figure 2 schematically describes the relation between the 
indices (SAR or CROSS) of soil structural degradation and the ionic strength of the soil solution (mea-
sured as electrical conductivity, EC, of the soil solution) in salt-affected soils. As these indices increase 
clay dispersion is favored, while as EC increases flocculation (aggregation of clay particles) is promoted. 
However, above a certain level of EC, plant growth is affected by salinity stress. The relationship featured 
in Figure 2 is highly dependent on soil pH, which affects the net charge on clay particles.[8]

 

FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram relating SAR or CROSS with EC of soil solutions to indicate soil structural degra-
dation in salt- affected soils.
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categories of Salt-Affected Soils

As sodium salts dominate in naturally occurring salt- affected soils, the soils are generally “saline–
sodic,” which become “sodic” when soluble salts are leached. Similarly, a sodic soil becomes saline–sodic 
when salts accumulate in soil layers because of restricted drainage imposed by a degraded soil structure. 
When sodium salts are not dominant, the soils are referred to as “saline” soils. Generally, saline, sodic, 
and saline–sodic soils have a spectrum of disorders and the soil solutions have a range of values of 
cations concentrations and electrical conductivity. Sodic soils are considered[9] to have pH >8.5 because 
of the predominance of carbonate ions in arid soils. However, sodic soils with neutral and acidic pH 
with the predominance of anions Cland SO 2–

4  have been reported to be widely present, particularly in 
Australia.[10] Soil pH also controls the presence of a variety of ionic species, in addition to influencing 
soil structure. For example, chlorides and sulfates dominate in neutral and acidic soils, whereas in alka-
line soils bicarbonate and carbonate ions are prevalent. Microelements such as Fe, Al, Zn, Mn, Mo, Cr, 
B, Cu, As, Cd, and Se occur in soil solutions as differently charged ionic species ranging from cationic 
to anionic forms dictated by equilibrium pH.[11]

Thus, the SAR, EC, and pH of soil solutions are determined by the ionic composition and hence, 
the impact on crop growth and yield, and as well as on soil structure. Table 2 gives different categories 
of salt-affected soils on the basis of SARe and ECe of soil saturation paste extracts (subscript e denot-
ing saturation paste extract) and pH measured in 1:5 soil-water suspensions. Measurements of ions in 
extracts from saturated soil paste are common in many parts of the world. If measurements are made in 
soil solutions from different soil-to-water ratios, the values will be different and appropriate conversion 
factors have to be used to derive SARe and ECe.[3] Table 2 also gives the possible mechanisms through 
which plant growth is affected in each category. Measurements of all ions in soil solution are necessary 
to identify toxicity, deficiency, or ion imbalance of various nutrients and microelements in relation to 
crop productivity.

toxic elements in Salt-Affected Soils

The accumulation of toxic elements including heavy metal ions in the form of soluble salts in agricul-
tural soils, in recent years, is caused by the long-term application of wastewater, industrial effluents, 
mining wastes, sewage sludge (or biosolids), and compost. As a result of global industry outputs, atmo-
spheric deposition (such as acid rains) is another cause of toxic ion dynamics in productive soils. Landfill 
leachates also pollute nearby farming lands. Although the amounts of these elements are usually much 
smaller than the major elements (considered to be useful in crop production), their availability for plant 
uptake or being leached into groundwater is an important environmental issue. Plant uptake of toxic 
ions, in addition to causing decline in crop production, can affect human health by entering into the 
food chain. More details on the distribution and properties of heavy metals (or trace elements) in soils 
can be found in many publications.

Soil Water Dynamics and Salinity Stress

Salt concentration in agricultural soils is transient and varies with depth and changes throughout the 
growing season in response to rainfall and irrigation, surface evaporation, water use by vegetation, and 
the hydraulic conductivity (hence the leaching fraction) of soil layers.[12] As the soil dries because of evapo-
transpiration, the salt concentration increases, as does the osmotic pressure of soil water. Concomitant 
changes in matric and osmotic potentials (Table 3) determine plant water uptake in the field. The influ-
ence of soil texture and type of clay on plant-available water compounds the effects of matric plus osmotic 
potentials. As the total water potential decreases below –900 kPa, plant water uptake is greatly reduced, 
and at –1500 kPa plant wilts completely.[3] The two plant responses to salinity, viz. osmotic stress and ion-
specific stress, can occur sequentially, giving rise to a two-phase growth response.[2] Our experiments[13] 
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using soils in pot experiments and also field observations have shown that when the osmotic pressure 
of soil water is >900 kPa (EC of soil water >25 dSm–1), the osmotic effect is predominant and specific ion 
(such as Na or Cl) effect may be significant at lower levels of salinity (Figure 3). In moderately saline soils 
when soil fertility level is low and nutrient deficiency is an issue, application of fertilizer at an appropri-
ate level alleviates the salinity stress on plants.[14] Similarly, adding a small amount of calcium has been 
reported to enhance the salt tolerance of plants at moderate levels of NaCl salinity.[15]

Different levels of salinity in the field during the crop growing season induced by the changing soil 
water content (Table 3) will affect crops differently, either by a predominant osmotic effect or an ion- 
specific effect. In dryland cropping, a high concentration of salt combined with a low rainfall in the start 
of the season severely affects the germination of seeds. Similarly, dry spells, enhancing salt concentra-
tion, during critical physiological periods of crop growth such as flowering and grain filling, can result 
in the significant reduction in yield.[3] Apart from vertical and temporal variations, spatial variation in 
salinity across a field can also be large in both dryland and irrigated cropping regions. These factors 
have to be considered in choosing appropriate crop species relevant to different sections in the field and 
seasonal weather pattern in farming systems.

TABLE 2 Categories of Salt-Affected Soils Based on ECe (dSm –1), SARe, and pH1:5 of Soil Solutions, and 
Possible Mechanisms of Impact on Plants

Category of Saline 
No. Soil Criteria Possible Mechanisms of Impact on Plants

1 Acidic–saline soil ECe >4; SARe <6; pH <6 Osmotic effect; microelement (Fe, Al, Mn, etc.), 
toxicity; SO42– toxicity in very low pH

2 Neutral saline soil ECe >4; SARe <6; pH 6–8 Osmotic effect; toxicity of dominant anion or cation 
other than Na+

3 Alkaline–saline soil ECe >4; SARe <6; pH 8–9 Osmotic effect; HCO3– and CO32– toxicity
4 Highly alkaline-saline ECe >4; SARe <6; pH >9 Osmotic effect; HCO3– and CO32– toxicity; 

soil microelement (Fe, Al, Mn, etc.) toxicity
5 Acidic–saline– ECe >4; SARe >6; pH <6 Osmotic effect; Na+ and microelement (Fe, Al, Mn, 

sodic soil etc.), toxicity
6 Neutral saline– ECe >4; SARe >6; pH 6–8 Osmotic effect; Na+ toxicity; toxicity of dominant 

sodic soil anion (Cl– or SO42–)
7 Alkaline–saline– ECe >4; SARe >6; pH 8–9 Osmotic effect; Na+ toxicity; HCO3– and 

sodic soil CO32– toxicity
8 Highly alkaline–saline– ECe >4; SARe >6; pH >9 Osmotic effect; Na+ toxicity; HCO3– and CO32– 

sodic soil toxicity; microelement (Fe, Al, Mn, etc.), toxicity
9 Acidic–sodic soil ECe <4; SARe >6; pH <6 Indirect effect due to soil structural problems; 

seasonal waterlogging can induce microelement 
(Fe, Al, Mn, etc.), toxicity

10 Neutral sodic soil ECe <4; SARe >6; pH 6–8 Indirect effect due to soil structural problems; 
seasonal waterlogging; Na+ toxicity at high SARe

11 Alkaline–sodic soil ECe <4; SARe >6; pH 8–9 Indirect effect due to soil structural problems; 
seasonal waterlogging; Na+ toxicity at high SARe; 
HCO3– and CO32– toxicity

12 Highly alkaline–
sodic soil

ECe <4; SARe >6; pH >9 Indirect effect due to soil structural problems; 
seasonal waterlogging; Na+ toxicity at high SARe; 
HCO3– and CO32– toxicity; microelement (Fe, Al, 
Mn, etc.), toxicity

13 Non-salt-affected soil ECe <4; SARe <6; pH 6–8 Can have problems due to factors other than salts

Note: Toxicity, deficiency, or ion imbalance due to various ions will depend on the ionic composition of soil solution.
Source: Data from Rengasamy.[3]
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TABLE 3 Changes in Matric, Osmotic, and Total Water Potentials of an Alfisol (Loam) and a Vertisol (Clay) with 
Changes in Soil Water Content

Water Content EC Soil Water Potential (kPa)

Soil Water Status (g g–1) (dS m–1) Matric Osmotic Total

Alfisol (loamy soil)
1:5 Soil water 5.00 0.64 +0.1 –23.0 –22.9
Saturation paste
Field capacity (FC)
Drier than FC

0.35
0.20
0.14

9.14
16.00
22.86

–0.1
–10.0

–680.0

–329.1
–576.0
–823.0

–329.2
–586.0

–1503.0
Permanent wilting point

Vertisol (clayey soil)
1:5 Soil–water

0.05

5.00

64.00

0.64

–1500.0

+0.1

–2304.0

–23.0

–3804.0

–22.9
Saturation paste
Field capacity (FC)
Drier than FC

0.80
0.40
0.16

4.00
8.00

20.00

–0.1
–10.0

–780.0

–150.0
–288.0
–720.0

–150.1
–298.0

–1500.0
Permanent wilting point 0.08 40.00 –1500.0 –1440.0 –2940.0

Source: Data from Rengasamy et al.[12]

FIGURE 3 Schematic diagram showing the effect of osmotic pressure of soil solution on yield of crops and ion-
specific effect at low levels of salinity. 
Source: Rengasamy, P.[13]
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Hypoxia and Salinity effects

During high rainfall seasons, soils with restricted drainage become waterlogged and air-filled soil pores 
are eliminated with severely reduced oxygen availability (hypoxia). Sodic soils with limited porosity 
become saturated with water in wet conditions, and hypoxia is common in these soils. Hypoxia may 
lead to many problems that plants may experience such as shortage of ATP in anoxic root cells, reduced 
carbohydrate production, production of reactive oxygen species, toxic reduction products and raised 
CO2 and organic acids, and shoot wilting from decreased hydraulic conductivity.[16] Hypoxia can worsen 
the growth of plants exposed to salinity.[17] Because of increased solubilities due to changes in pH and pE 
associated with hypoxia,[11] toxicity of Mn, Fe, Al, B, and reduction products such as H2S and methane is 
common in waterlogged salt-affected soils.

Management of Salt-Affected Soils in Relation to 
Agricultural Production and environmental Protection

The solution to improving agricultural production in salt-affected soils without degrading the envi-
ronments is to link the plant improvement to tolerate salinity and other associated abiotic stress with 
appropriate soil management and cropping practices. As mentioned earlier, there are different catego-
ries of salt-affected soils, each one requiring a specific strategy depending on how root zone processes 
and plant interactions are affected by soil solution composition. Broadly, there are three ways with some 
possible actions to resolve the problems in salt-affected soils, based on the schematic presentation in 
Figure 1: 1) prevention of salt accumulation; 2) removal of accumulated salts; and 3) adaptation to saline 
environment.

Prevention of Salt Accumulation

Natural processes responsible for salt input, such as mineral weathering and deposits from rain and wind, 
are difficult to prevent or control. However, salt input through irrigation can be reduced by managing 
irrigation water quantity and quality. Adding salts and toxic elements by adding composts, industrial 
effluents, mining wastes, sewage sludge, biosolids, and wastewater can be prevented by environmental 
regulations and guidelines for safe application of these materials. Salt input through groundwater intru-
sion in soils with shallow water tables can be minimized by growing deep-rooted perennial plants with 
high transpiration rates to use groundwater and reduce recharge, thus controlling groundwater levels. 
However, this strategy will concentrate more salt in the root zone in soils where the water table is deep.[12]

Removal of Accumulated Salts

Accumulated salts in the root zone layers can be removed by leaching. In dryland cropping regions, 
good infiltration of rainfall and water movement through the soil profile by improving soil structure 
can effectively reduce salt load. In irrigation agriculture, the quantity and quality of irrigation water 
should be evaluated for providing leaching fraction to maintain salt balance. In both cases, care should 
be taken to avoid leachates from the soil contaminating the deeper soils or the surroundings in the 
drainage disposal region (Figure 1). Contamination due to As and Se from the drainage water has been 
reported in different parts of the world.

Adaptation to Saline environment

Agricultural production in the saline environments can be enhanced by using plants that tolerate salt 
in the root zone. High genetic variations exist among plant species and crop cultivars that are thriving 
under different saline environments (or categories of salt-affected soils, Table 2). This can be exploited to 
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develop better-adapted salt-land plants. Selection, breeding, and genetic modification to improve crop 
performance should focus on the many soil processes and soil solution compositions discussed above to 
find the new cultivars that are effective in the field so that farmers can adopt them.[18] Plant improvement 
must also be linked to appropriate soil management and agronomic practices, taking into account of 
temporal, vertical, and spatial variations in salinity in the field dictated by soil water dynamics.

conclusions

The constituent cations and anions in solutions of salt- affected soils affect both soil properties and crop 
productivity. The interactions between root zone environments and plant response to increased osmotic 
pressure or specific ion concentrations are also influenced by soil processes such as soil water dynamics, 
soil structural stability, and soil pH and pE. Soil structural stability affects plant performance and also the 
environment by way of soil erosion. There are 12 categories of salt-affected soils based on the SARe, ECe, 
and pH of soil extracts. The mechanisms by which plant growth is affected are specific to each category. 
Elements toxic to plant growth can occur naturally in these soils and also owing to use of wastewater and 
waste materials such as biosolids, sewage sludge, and compost. The solubilities of these elements are influ-
enced by several factors, but mainly by soil pH and pE. Management of salt- affected soils in relation to 
agricultural production and environmental protection can be achieved by three ways, viz. prevention of 
salt accumulation, removal of accumulated salts, and adapting to saline environment by growing appro-
priate salt tolerant crops. While minimizing salt load in the root zone, care should be taken to avoid leach-
ates from the soil contaminating the deeper soils or the surroundings in the drainage disposal region.
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9
Sodic Soils: Irrigation 

Farming

David Burrow

Properties of Sodic Soils Affecting irrigation Farming

Hydraulic Properties

The movement of water into the soil following rainfall or surface irrigation, its redistribution within 
subsurface layers, and drainage below the rootzone are important for productive irrigation farming. 
Water entry into the soil, measured by the infiltration rate (IR), and through soil layers, measured by the 
hydraulic conductivity (HC), both decrease with increasing exchangeable Na and decreasing soil salin-
ity. For strongly sodic soils, heavy rainfall or low-salinity irrigation may lead to surface waterlogging 
on flat land or run off on sloping ground.[1] Similarly, freshwater irrigation of sodic soils with low HC 
may lead to shallow depths of wetting, uneven wetting, and low plant available water capacity.[2] These 
hydraulic traits, together with lower air-filled porosity and excessive penetration resistance in dry soils, 
can restrict plant growth.[3]

The low IR of a strongly sodic soil during irrigation is usually attributed to the formation of a surface 
seal or crust, which in turn derives from the physiochemical dispersion of clay-sized particles from 
unstable surface aggregates. These dispersed clay particles migrate with water flow and eventually block 
conducting pores.

Early studies showed that soil HC varies up to two orders of magnitude, depending on the salt con-
centration of a percolating solution and soil-exchangeable sodium percentage.[4] Reductions in HC were 
explained by swelling and dispersion of clay particles but these factors are modulated by clay mineral-
ogy, sesquioxide and CaCO3 content, soil texture, organic matter content, pH, soil weathering, and other 
exchangeable cations.

The effects of soil sodicity on IR and HC, resulting from saline–sodic irrigation are exacerbated 
in climatic zones with a marked rainfall season because of the leaching of salts from surface soil 
horizons. Rainfall, with negligible salinity (EC <0.1 dS/m) infiltrates and reduces soil EC below a 
threshold electrolyte concentration (TEC) in these layers, resulting in clay swelling or dispersion. In 
the field, these processes are not necessarily detrimental to HC as they may be accommodated by pore 
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geometry and slow wetting rates, or circumvented by preferential flow through large cracks. However, 
the maintenance of soil EC above TEC is an essential first step toward managing sodic soils under 
irrigation.

nutrient Status

In sodic soils, high Na/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios reduce the amount of Ca available for plant uptake and 
can induce Ca deficiencies in crops. Data, obtained principally from greenhouse and laboratory stud-
ies, indicate that cereal species are sensitive to Ca deficiencies and particularly during seedling growth 
stages.[5]

Poor productivity on sodic soils has also been attributed to lowered availability and plant uptake 
of nitrogen or micronutrients. Nitrogen availability in these soils is restricted under anaerobic condi-
tions,[6] while micronutrient availability is controlled by adsorption and precipitation reactions.[7]

The relative solubility of boron (B) and high Na/Ca ratios in some sodic soils also means that B and Na 
toxicity may contribute to crop production losses. However, the relative importance of nutrient avail-
ability and specific ion toxicity on crop production losses for sodic soils is difficult to judge, because of 
the compounding influence of poor soil physical properties on crop growth and yield.

Soil Management

Specific tillage operations and cropping systems have been designed to overcome some of the poor phys-
ical properties of sodic soils.[1,8] Field grading and raised-bed cropping systems are used in landscapes of 
low gradient to encourage runoff and limit surface waterlogging. Deep ripping is used to break up mas-
sive subsoil structures and for the incorporation of gypsum into subsurface horizons. Shallow tillage, at 
moisture contents close to the lower plastic limit, is used to generate seedbeds of fine tilth, rather than 
massive clods. Following crop establishment, zero tillage is typically advocated in order to minimize 
mechanical destruction of surface aggregates and subsequent dispersion of clays during irrigation.

Tillage practices, which aim to stabilize surface soil aggregates of an appropriate size distribution, 
are aided by the use of cover crops, mulch applications, and gypsum applications.[1] Soil cover crops, 
such as Lolium rigidum, tend to stabilize topsoil aggregates by means of entwining root systems and the 
incorporation of root mucilages within the rootzone. Mulches are used for the creation of a more favor-
able soil microclimate, which encourages turnover in microbial populations, microbial detritus, and the 
generation of stabilizing, organic glues. Careful applications of gypsum or other calcium products at the 
soil surface aim to reduce soil sodicity or maintain soil EC above TEC.

irrigation Management

Water Quality

Water quality guidelines for crop production based on salinity (ECiw) and sodicity (SARiw) have been 
developed for infiltration, crop salinity tolerance, and specific ion toxicity.[8] In contrast, water quality 
guidelines for soil permeability (HC) and potential dispersion of clay tend to be based on soil chemical 
properties.

According to infiltration guidelines, calculated on paired ECiw and SARiw ranges, the quality of irriga-
tion waters used throughout the world (Table 1) should rarely limit their application to land.[8] However, 
when the EC of infiltrating water falls below 0.2 dS/m, e.g., as occurs after rainfall, severe infiltration 
problems are predicted. Crop salinity tolerance guidelines predict severe Na toxicity for sensitive crops, 
based on SARiw > 9, and severe salinity effects on crop productivity, based on ECiw > 3 dS/m. However, 
these predictions when applied to data in Table 1 only concern irrigation of crops with drainage waters, 
because of their typically high SARiw and ECiw.
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TABLE 1 Mean and Range of Values for EC , SAR , and adj R  of Irrigation Sources throughout the Worldiw iw Naiw

Measure Canals Drains Ground Waters Rivers Wadis Wells Waste Waters All Sources

Samples
Countries

11
5

5
3

4
2

88
29

12
3

115
42

5
3

250
54

EC 1.37 4.38 1.45 0.80 2.74 1.78 0.84 1.47
0.20–4.15 1.06–6.20 0.46–3.80 0.03–7.42 0.30–8.01 0.14–7.93 0.69–1.11 0.03–8.01

SAR 4.75 9.98 1.43 1.87 8.63 5.12 2.46 4.04
0.60–14.0 3.50–18.0 1.20–1.90 0.10–14.0 0.30–36.0 0.20–49.0 0.40–4.10 0.10–49.0

adj RNa 3.91
0.60–11.2

11.74
3.70–22.0

1.98
1.30–3.80

1.99
0.10–18.0

9.3
0.30–38.0

5.73
0.20–66.0

2.78
0.50–4.70

4.42
0.10–66.0

Note: Units ECiw (dS = m), SARiw, and adj RNa iw ([mmolc/L]0.5 ).
a Range values are shown in italics.
Source: Ayers and Westcot.[8]

The use of an adjusted SARiw (adj RNa iw) in Table 1, accounts for the effects of high bicarbonate con-
centrations in some irrigation waters. Bicarbonate tends to precipitate Ca, and to a lesser extent Mg, as 
a carbonate solid, with the net result of an increase in SARiw. Transformations of Ca (and Mg) between 
soluble, exchangeable, and precipitated forms are modulated by pH and the partial pressure of CO2, 
hence these two factors indirectly affect SARiw.

irrigation Practices

Specific irrigation practices complement tillage and chemical additions to improve the production 
potential of sodic soils. These practices include increased frequency of irrigation, preplanting irriga-
tion, and adoption of alternative irrigation systems. Uniform applications of polyacrylamide or finely 
powdered gypsum to topsoils, for the purpose of stabilizing fragile aggregates, are also best achieved 
through an initial irrigation.

Increasing the frequency of short-duration irrigations on soils with high initial IR (e.g., cracking 
clays) and low final IR (due to sodicity), maximizes the periods of high IR to wet the rootzone, and 
decreases the risk of waterlogging. Preplanting irrigation wets the entire rooting depth and if timed cor-
rectly allows restoration of soil aeration before crop planting. This technique is especially effective on 
sodic soils of very low IR. A change from surface irrigation systems (e.g., flood or furrow) to sprinklers 
or drippers, can alleviate waterlogging on low IR soils by matching water delivery rates to the IR. The 
slow wetting of topsoils, under these alternative irrigation systems, also decreases aggregate slaking and 
clay dispersion.

Drainage of Sodic Soils

Drainage is essential for the continued practice of irrigation farming on sodic soils. Surface drainage 
prevents waterlogging and the development of anaerobic conditions in the topsoil, while adequate sub-
surface drainage allows leaching of toxic or plant-dehydrating salts from the profile.

For some irrigated regions, the presence of a shallow watertable restricts drainage through a dimin-
ished hydraulic gradient. These watertables are frequently saline–sodic and contribute to sodification of 
soils via capillary transmission of Na-salts. Hence, the removal in these regions of subsurface water through 
drains (open or piped) and pumped bores is essential for sodium management. Because installation of open 
or piped drains is expensive, the use of cheaper mole drains within subsurface layers has been proposed. 
However, in unstable sodic soils, mole drains soon collapse and therefore are not generally used.[9]

Periodic leaching of soil profiles is required for removal of salt or toxic ions. Analytical equations have 
been developed to predict the leaching requirement for soil sodicity under saline–sodic irrigation.[10] 
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However, these equations do not fully account for Na-induced changes in IR or HC, which impinge on 
leaching capability.

Practically, intermittent irrigation is more efficient in salt removal than continuous ponding by pro-
moting diffusion of salts into more favorable leaching pathways. Efficient leaching of sodic soils also 
requires irrigation with water of low SARiw and ECiw > TEC, together with provision of sub-surface 
drainage for removal of salts.

conclusions

A range of farm management practices on irrigated, sodic soils have been briefly described. Adequate 
control of water quality with respect to SARiw and ECiw, and provision of drainage to remove excess 
sodic salts from the rootzone are pivotal in controlling soil sodicity. Concurrent management of sur-
face soils with ameliorants (e.g., gypsum, organic polymers, mulches), cover crops, and appropriate 
irrigation methods enhances farm operations on these sodic soils at relatively low cost. Adequate modi-
fication of drainage and sodicity in subsoils is more costly and therefore less frequently attempted, par-
ticularly for cereal and forage crops. Consequently, the control of soil sodicity in irrigated farming still 
remains focused on irrigation water quality, irrigation systems and scheduling, provision of surface 
runoff, and application of soil ameliorants to the soil surface. The continual emergence of irrigation and 
soil chemistry simulation software for computers should enhance further scientific research and refine 
farm management of soil sodicity.
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introduction

Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) are two of the most important elements that affect soil productivity and 
environmental quality.[1] Carbon is found throughout nature in a wide variety of forms and p articularly 
in soil as 1) complex organic compounds (e.g., carbohydrates—CxH2xOx, lignin, etc.,) derived from  living 
organisms; 2) carbonate minerals such as calcite (CaCO3) and dolomite [CaMg(CO3)2]; and 3)  carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) as decomposition end products. Nitrogen is an essential element of 
plants, animals, and microorganisms—a part of chlorophyll, enzymes, amino acids, and proteins, which 
are necessary for growth and development of organisms. In typical unpolluted soil, quantity of N in 
organic matter and fixed as ammonium (NH+

4 ) in clay minerals far exceeds quantities in p lant- available 
forms of soluble nitrate (NO−

3 ) and NH+
4 . Among several soils in North America, total N in 1 m depth 

of soil was 16.0 ± 6.9 Mg N ha–1 with 13% ± 15% fixed as NH+
4  in clay minerals and <1% as soluble NO−

3 .[2]

Agriculture, i.e., the growing of plants and animals for human and livestock consumption, is a 
 widespread land usage throughout the world. Globally, agriculture occupies approximately 38% of the 
total land area with 1.5 billion ha in cropland and 3.4 billion ha in perennial grassland.[3] Addition of 
N, phosphorus (P), potassium (K), and other nutrients to soil is often needed to satisfy the demands 
by high-production crops and forages. A portion of these nutrients is naturally supplied through plant 
 residue and soil organic matter decomposition, but amendment with inorganic or organic fertilizers 
is often needed to achieve high production. Unfortunately, there are many pathways for nutrients to 
escape from the agricultural landscape into nearby streams, lakes, groundwater, and the atmosphere. 
Preventing these losses is one of the goals of sustainable, ecologically based approaches to agricultural 
production.
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carbon and nitrogen cycles

Both C and N are biologically fixed from inorganic atmospheric forms to organically bound plant 
and microbial forms. Photosynthesis converts inorganic CO2 from the atmosphere into organic 
c arbohydrates in plants, algae, and cyanobacteria. Biological N fixation is a unique transformation 
 carried out by a number of bacteria, which convert N2 gas into ammonia (NH3) for biological u tilization. 
N-fixing  bacteria are most prevalent in symbiotic relationships with plants, such as Rhizobium that 
forms  nodules on the roots of clovers where the nitrogenase enzyme catalyzes the reaction. Fertilizer 
manufacturing converts N2 gas into NH3 in a similar manner without an enzyme, but rather large 
 quantities of energy necessary to create the pressure required for the transformation.

Under certain conditions, both inorganic C and N can be chemically fixed in the subsoil. Carbon 
dioxide forms carbonic acid in water, which can precipitate with the basic cations, Ca2+, Mg2+, and 
Na+, to form pedogenic carbonates. Inorganic C is most abundant in soils of the semiarid and arid 
regions. Ammonium can be fixed as nonexchangeable components of the lattice structure of 2:1-type 
clay  minerals, which are especially prevalent in the subsoil of many younger soils.

Carbon and N occur in various forms and undergo transformations from one form to another, 
 primarily through biochemical manipulations involving enzymes.[4,5] Enzymes are proteins,  functioning 
to catalyze very specific reactions either 1) intracellularly within plants, microorganisms, or soil a nimals; 
or 2) extracellularly in soil solution or attached to soil colloids. Some major enzyme categories and their 
 reactions with C and N substrates in soil are 1) hydrolases, such as amylase and cellulase, which  hydrolyze 
various carbohydrate and macromolecular compounds; 2) oxyreductases, which  catalyze  various 
 electron transfer reactions; 3) proteinases, which convert proteins to amino acids; 4)   lignocellulases, 
which catalyze the ecologically resistant step of lignin breakdown; and 5) lyases, which form double 
bonds through reactions other than hydrolysis or oxidation. Two key enzymes involved in the fixa-
tion of C and N into organic forms are 1) ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (rubisco), which is the 
 photosynthetic enzyme catalyzing the transformation of CO2 from the atmosphere into carbohydrates; 
and 2) nitrogenase, which catalyzes the biological N fixation reaction in symbiotic bacteria associated 
with leguminous plant roots:

N 62 + + H energy → 2 NH3

Forms and fluxes of an element are commonly illustrated in a cycle following the principles of con-
servation of mass (i.e., elements are transferred from one molecule to another) (Figure 1). Carbon and 
N cycles have global dimensions with terrestrial, aquatic, and atmospheric components of major sig-
nificance.[6,7] The sun initiates a chain of energy reactions, which drive elemental cycles. The elemental 
cycles of C and N interact closely with the water cycle, as water is a fundamental internal component of 
life and a major transport mechanism of nutrients.

In natural systems without significant import of N from fertilizers, the cycling of N is largely depen-
dent upon the cycling of C. Since growth of plants is often limited in N supply due to the strong com-
petition for N by soil microorganisms, which have a steady supply of C-rich substrates at the surface 
of undisturbed soil, N losses from natural systems are typically low.[8] The need for additional N in 
agricultural systems can be historically derived from two major pathways: (1) high protein harvest of 
grain, forage, and animal products that requires supplemental N to replace the already limited N supply 
in natural systems (and eventual lack of recycling waste and manure by-products from harvested food 
products back to the land); and (2) loss of soil-surface residue cover and soil organic matter with inten-
sive tillage that initially stimulates N release to crops, but that eventually exhausts the soil resource in 
its ability to supply N to crops. Loss of C-rich surface residue and soil organic matter essentially removes 
the C stimulus needed to conserve N in soil, thereby resulting in major losses of N from agricultural 
systems with time and creating a system that relies heavily on external N inputs to supply crops with 
not only the N removed from harvested crops but also the N lost via leaching, runoff, volatilization, and 
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denitrification. Estimated global production of N and P fertilizers was 100 and 41 Tg (1012 g), respectively, 
in 2007,[3] which compared to about 10 Tg of production for each nutrient in 1960.[9]

Autotrophic fixation of atmospheric CO2 by plants captures the energy of the sun within organic 
compounds via the process of photosynthesis (Figure 1):

6 CO 62 2+ +H O energy → +C H6 12 6O 6 O2 

Inorganic N is taken up by plant roots and synthesized into amino acids and proteins during plant 
development. Plants are eventually consumed by animals or microorganisms, transferring portions of 
this stored energy through biochemical processes into various cellular components. Once in soil, the 
C cycle is dominated by the heterotrophic process of decomposition, i.e., the breakdown of complex 
organic compounds into simple organic constituents. Mineralization is the complete decomposition of 
organic compounds into mineral constituents:

C H6 12 6O 6+ →O 62 2 CO 6+ +H O2 energy 

R − +NH2 2H O → −R OH N+ H3 

Immobilization of N occurs simultaneously with N mineralization when soil organisms require 
additional inorganic N to meet the high demand for new body tissue while decomposing C-rich sub-
strates low in available N. Net N mineralization occurs when gross N mineralization exceeds that of N 
immobilization.

environmental influences on Soil Microbial Activity

Organisms predominantly responsible for decomposition of organic matter and associated m ineralization 
of C and N are soil microorganisms, composed of bacteria, actinomy-cetes, fungi, and protozoa.[10,11] Soil 
fauna are larger soil organisms, such as beetles and earthworms (macrofauna, >2 mm width × >10 mm 
length), collembolan and mites (mesofauna, 0.1–2 mm width × 0.2–10 mm length), and protozoa and nem-
atodes (microfauna, <0.1 mm width × <0.2 mm length), that also indirectly affect C and N cycling by 1) 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1 Generalized diagram of the C and N cycles in soil.
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comminuting plant residues and exposing a greater surface area to soil  microorganisms; 2)  transporting 
plant and animal residues to new locations in the soil to facilitate decomposition, i nteraction with soil 
nutrients, or isolation from environmental conditions; 3)  inoculating partially digested organic sub-
strates with specific bacteria and enzymes; and 4) altering physical characteristics of soil by creating 
burrows, fecal pellets, and distribution of soil particles that influence water, air, n utrient, and energy 
retention and transport. With suitable environmental conditions, soil microorganisms grow rapidly in 
response to the availability of organic substrates rich in C and N.

Soil temperature

Temperature controls both plant and soil microbial activity, although not at the same level (Figure 2). 
Plant and soil microbial activity are limited by low temperature resulting in low photosynthetic poten-
tial, as well as low decomposition potential. For many plants, net photosynthetic activity is optimized 
between 20 and 30°C, because at higher temperatures, plant respiration consumes energy for mainte-
nance. In many temperate soils, microbial activity is maximized between 30 and 35°C and decreases 
at higher temperatures. An intermediate temperature is often ideal for maximizing C retention in soil, 
because optimum plant activity competes well against soil microbial activity.

Soil Water content

Diversity of soil microorganisms is greatest under aerobic conditions, where maximum energy is 
obtained. However, there are a number of soil bacteria that thrive under anaerobic conditions, in 
which alcohols, acetic acid, lactic acid, and CH4 become C end products via fermentation and nitrate is 

FIGURE 2 Typical responses of plant and soil microbial activities to temperature.
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FIGURE 3 Responses of potential soil C and N mineralization to water-filled pore space in Typic Kanhapludults 
in Georgia, USA [air-filled pore space would be 100 – (water-filled pore space)]. 
Source: Franzluebbers.[12]

converted to N gases (e.g., N2, N2O, NO) via the process of denitrification. Soil C and net N mineraliza-
tion are maximized at an optimum balance between soil moisture and oxygen availability (Figure 3). 
Significant denitrification occurs at water-filled pore space >70%, resulting in low availability of inor-
ganic N to plants.

Soil texture

Soil texture can influence both the quantity of C and N accumulation in soil and their potential 
 mineralization. Potential C mineralization is often greater in coarse-textured soils than in fine- textured 
soils, due to both increased microbial predation by soil fauna and greater accessibility of organic 
 substrates in coarse-textured soils. Organic C and N can also be protected from decomposition when 
bound within soil aggregates. Water-stable aggregates are a coherent assemblage of primary soil  particles 
(i.e., sand, silt, clay) cemented through natural forces and substances derived from root exudates and 
soil microbial activity.

Spatial Distribution of organic Substrates

Distribution of organic substrates in soil has a major impact on potential C and N mineralization. 
Potential C mineralization is often several-fold greater in the rhizosphere (i.e., 0–5 mm zone  surrounding 
roots) than in bulk soil. However, because of the high demand for N by plant roots and the stimulated soil 
microflora, net N mineralization is often initially lower in the rhizosphere because of i mmobilization 
of N. Keeping soil active with roots whenever conditions are conducive for plant growth will 1) keep 
inorganic N at low levels (as well as keep soil covered with protective plant cover to guard against soil 
erosion); 2) stimulate soil biological activity; and 3) create a richly diverse soil microbial community, all 
of which prevent nutrients from being lost from the soil.

Surface soil often contains greater quantities of organic matter than at lower depths due to surface 
deposition of plant residues, as well as greatest plant root activity. Surface soil usually undergoes the 
most extreme drying/wetting cycles and has the greatest exchange of gases, both of which c ontribute to 
enhanced soil microbial biomass and activity. Tillage of soil with traditional agriculture r edistributes 
organic substrates uniformly within the plow layer, often resulting in immediately stimulated soil 
 microbial activity from disruption of organic substrates protected within stable soil aggregates. 
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Minimum soil disturbance with conservation tillage practices can reduce oxidation of soil organic 
matter and preserve more C within soil, which can have implications for potentially mitigating the 
 greenhouse effect.[13]

Stratification of soil organic matter with depth is common in natural ecosystems and in conservation 
agricultural systems (Figure 4). Conservation agricultural systems are defined as those that 1) minimize 
soil disturbance with tillage; 2) maximize soil-surface cover with continuous plant and/or residue cover; 
and 3) stimulate biological activity through diverse crop rotations and integrated nutrient and pest 
management.

Depth stratification of soil organic matter with time occurs when soils remain undisturbed from 
tillage (e.g., with conservation tillage and pastures) and sufficient organic materials are supplied to the 
soil surface (e.g., with cover crops, sod rotations, and diversified cropping systems). Depth stratifica-
tion with time can be viewed as an improvement in soil quality, because several key soil functions are 
enhanced, including water infiltration, conservation and cycling of nutrients, and sequestration of C 
from the atmosphere.[15] Depth stratification of soil organic C generally reduces water runoff volume and 
soil loss from agricultural fields. Grasslands often reduce water runoff volume and soil loss even further 
than with conservation-tilled cropland due to even greater accumulation of surface soil organic mat-
ter. Total runoff loss of nutrients is often lower with conservation tillage than with conventional tillage, 
because of a reduction in sediment-borne nutrients (Figure 5). Soluble (or dissolved) N and P in water 
runoff can be a threat to water quality with excessive nutrient applications from fertilizers and manures 
(even under conservation management), and therefore, further research is being conducted to identify 
ways of reducing nutrient loss.[31]

Stratification ratio of soil organic C has been proposed as an index of soil quality, because soil-surface 
enrichment of organic matter is important for improving water-stable aggregation, water infiltration 
and storage, nutrient cycling, and soil microbial biomass, activity, and diversity.[32] In a land-use survey 
in the southeastern United States, stratification ratio of soil organic C was related to the total stock of 
soil organic C in the surface 20 cm depth (Figure 6). This relationship indicates that the majority of C 
stored with conservation management in these Ultisols and Alfisols of the region occurred within the 
surface 5 cm.

FIGURE 4 Depth distribution of soil organic C under pastured grassland, conservation-tillage cropland, and 
conventional-tillage cropland on a Typic Kanhapludult in Georgia, USA. 
Source: Schnabel et al.[14]
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organic Substrate Quality

Quality of organic substrates has a major influence on the rate of decomposition and the t ransformations 
that occur in soil. Plant residues do not vary greatly in total C concentration on a dry-weight basis 
(e.g., 37–47 mg g–1), but do vary enormously in the type of C compounds, which determine its q uality 
or conversely its resistance to degradation. The diversity of organic compounds attacked by soil 
 microorganisms is extensive (e.g., organic acids, polysaccharides, lignins, aromatic and aliphatic hydro-
carbons, sugars, alcohols, amino acids, purines, pyrimidines, proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids). Almost 
all naturally occurring organic compounds, and even most synthetic organic compounds, are susceptible 
to decomposition given the appropriate environment, microbial community, and time.[34,35] Generally, 
the primary components of plants can be categorized according to relative rate of d ecomposition: rapid 
(sugars, starches, fats, and proteins), intermediate (cellulose and hemicellulose), and slow (lignin and 
 lignocellulose). Young plants are of high quality and low resistance to decomposition, whereas with 
aging, lignin and polyphenolic concentrations increase, resulting in greater resistance to  decomposition. 
Low N concentration of organic amendments usually results in temporary net N immobilization into 
microbial biomass, which grows rapidly in response to the availability of organic C. Soil microbial 
 biomass typically maintains a C-to-N ratio of 10 ± 5. Following a proliferation of microbial biomass 

FIGURE 5 Mean loss of N and P in water runoff across several water catchment studies in the USA. 
Source: Data from Van Doren et al.,[16] Langdale et al.,[17] Blevins et al.,[18] Seta et al.,[19] Sharpley and Smith,[20] 
Shipitalo and Edwards,[21] Endale et al.,[22] Endale et al.,[23] Endale et al.,[24] Ross et al.,[25] Rhoton et al.,[25] Rhoton 
et al.,[26] Sharpley and Kleinman,[27] Truman et al.,[28] Harmel et al.,[29] and Bosch.[30]
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FIGURE 6 Relationship of soil organic C storage at a depth of 0–20 cm to the stratification ratio of soil organic 
C among conventional-tillage, conservation-tillage, and pasture land uses on different soils throughout the south-
eastern USA. 
Source: Causarano et al.[33]

that depletes the source of readily decomposable organic C, N in excess of microbial demands becomes 
mineralized and available for plant uptake (Figure 7). In general, plant residues with C-to-N ratio >40 
will result in longer periods of net N immobilization.

Soil organic Matter

Soil organic matter is composed of a large diversity of organic compounds that can be character-
ized in many ways. A useful separation of soil organic matter for modeling is based on turnover 
times, whereby at least three pools can be defined: 1) active (composed of microbial biomass and 
light fraction material with a turnover time of <1 year); 2) passive (composed of macroorganic matter 
and protected organic matter with a turnover time of 3–10 years); and 3) slow (stable humus fraction 
with a turnover time of >100 years). Fractions of soil organic matter have also been methodologi-
cally characterized and can be tied to above-mentioned kinetic pools.[36] Active fractions have been 
characterized using soil microbial biomass techniques (chloroform fumigation-incubation, chloro-
form extraction,  substrate-induced respiration, microwave irradiation, phospholipids, and flush of 
CO2) and  determination of labile s ubstrates (mineralizable C and N during incubation, hot-water 
extractable C and N, dilute p ermanganate oxidizable C, carbohydrates, light-fraction C and N, amino 
sugars). Passive fractions have been estimated using particulate organic matter, glycoproteins, and 
humic materials. Slow fractions of soil organic matter have been characterized with various resistant 
components, such as charcoal, lignins, aliphatic macromolecules, humin, nonhydrolyzable organic 
matter, and silt-and clay-associated organic matter.

Losses of nitrogen from Soil

Nitrogen cycling in soil is different from that of C because of the more numerous transformations that 
can occur upon mineralization to an inorganic form.[2] Mineralization of N from organic matter results 
in NH+

4 released into soil solution. In the presence of nitrifying bacteria, NH+
4  is converted to NH−

3 , a 
process called nitrification. The fate of NH−

3  in soil depends upon environmental conditions. Active 
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FIGURE 7 Typical responses in soil microbial activity and soil nitrate concentration with the addition of plant 
residue of (a) high N concentration and (b) low N concentration.

plant growth in natural and agricultural systems would provide enough demand to remobilize N into 
organic forms. However, NH−

3 can be used as an electron acceptor in place of O2 under anaerobic con-
ditions, resulting in gaseous loss of N to the atmosphere via denitrification. In temperate soils with a 
net negative charge on colloidal surfaces, NH−

3  can readily leach into the vadose zone and contaminate 
groundwater if not taken up by plants or denitrified. In tropical soils with a net positive charge, NH−

3

can be retained on anion exchange sites. Opposite behavior of the cations, NH+
4  and NH−

3 , occurs with 
respect to clay mineralogy.

Humans, as well as roving animals, impose great demands on the C and N cycles. Management of 
agricultural and forest land for food and fiber often removes nutrients from soil for consumption and 
utilization elsewhere. Return of these nutrients to soil is possible when municipal and agricultural solid 
wastes and wastewater are applied to land. Losses of C and N from managed lands also occurs through 
soil erosion, which transports nutrients via 1) water from overland flow into streams, lakes, and oceans 
and 2) air as dust from bare land surfaces.

Volatilization of NH3 to the atmosphere is possible when NH4  is exposed to alkaline soil conditions. 
Significant ammonia volatilization can occur with surface application of urea fertilizer to non-acidic 
soils, from animal manures, and from green plant materials not incorporated into the soil.

+
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Strategies to Mitigate Loss of nitrogen from Agricultural Soils

Loss of nitrogen from agricultural soils occurs through harvest, runoff, leaching, volatilization, and deni-
trification. These losses are potential threats to the environmental quality of water and air resources, as 
well as to the quality of soil itself. Harvest losses of N can be accepted as practically necessary, but such 
losses can be partially mitigated by returning waste by-products from food processing and from animal 
and human consumption back to the soil as organic amendments. This recycling is an important step 
towards global sustainability of nutrient use and protection of the environment from nutrient loading, 
particularly relevant in industrialized countries, which seem to have abandoned this age-old practice.

Runoff losses of N can be controlled by protecting the soil surface from soil loss via erosion and by 
creating a porous surface to allow rainfall to infiltrate rather than runoff. Various conservation agricul-
tural approaches are available to mitigate runoff losses, including reduced or no tillage (i.e., conserva-
tion tillage), intensified crop rotations to avoid bare fallow periods, winter cover cropping, crop–pasture 
rotation, moderate grazing of perennial pastures, and timely and deep placement of fertilizers. Loss of N 
in runoff can occur as part of N-rich sediment (both organic and inorganic N) and as soluble inorganic 
N in overland flow of water. Stopping sediment loss is most effective by protecting the soil surface with 
plants and surface residue, both of which mitigate the energy of rainfall impact and, therefore, avoid soil 
detachment. Surface application of fertilizers, whether inorganic or organic, is susceptible to runoff loss 
as water flows over the landscape even if soil is not detached. Therefore, timing fertilizer application to 
when the plant needs it the most will be an effective N-loss mitigation strategy, as well as placing fertil-
izer into the soil in proximity with roots with deep banding will limit access to overland flow potential.

Leaching of N through the soil profile is a concern in well-drained soils. Conditions for significant 
leaching often occur due to overapplication of N fertilizer and long bare-fallow periods that limit plant 
uptake of residual fertilizer in the soil profile. Mitigation of N leaching can be through continuous plant 
growth with diverse crop rotations and winter cover cropping. Perennial pastures are also often effec-
tive in mitigating N leaching, because of the extended growing season of diverse assemblages of forages. 
Limiting the quantity of N fertilizer applied is still a basic principle to avoid potential N leaching.

Volatilization of NH3 can occur when sufficient NH+
4 accumulates at the soil surface from partial 

decomposition of animal manures and N-rich plant residues and from ammonium-based fertilizer 
sources. Volatilization is most prevalent in soils with high pH and when soil is rather dry. Mitigation of 
ammonia volatilization is possible by getting animal manure and N-rich plant residues in close proxim-
ity with moist soil and avoiding surface application of N-rich organic residues and NH4-based fertilizers 
on soils with high pH.

Denitrification of NO−
3 to N2 (and to N2O or NO) is a concern in soils under the following conditions: 

1) low oxygen composition of the soil atmosphere, due to either high water content or rapid consumption 
of oxygen by vigorous microbial activity and/or poor air exchange; 2) readily decomposable source of 
organic C compounds for energy; 3) abundant supply of NO−

3 ; and 4) suitable temperature for microbial 
activity. Mitigation of N loss through denitrification is possible by keeping soil well aerated by avoiding 
compaction and reducing the accumulation of NO−

3.

Chemical nitrification inhibitors have been developed to inhibit or slow down the nitrification pro-
cess that converts NH+ − −

4 to NO3 Biological approaches to control susceptibility of NO3  to loss via leaching 
and denitrification focus more on maintaining a continuously growing and diverse plant root system 
penetrating a soil that develops excellent tilth from a healthy and diverse soil biological community, 
resulting in stable aggregate structure and vigorous cycling of C and N.

conclusion

Nitrogen is a key element for the production of high-value crops and animal products around the world. 
High input of N in the current industrialized model of agricultural production often leaves behind a sig-
nificant amount of inorganic N, such that loss from leaching, runoff, volatilization, and denitrification 
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can occur. Ecologically based strategies of agricultural production recognize the i mportance of having 
sufficient N for production, but rely on biological cycling among plants, animals, and soil  microorganisms 
and fauna to synchronize the release of organically bound N into inorganic forms and avoid environ-
mental pollution. Ecological principles of high biological diversity, continuous plant growth and soil 
cover, and limited soil disturbance can be used in many different climatic and  ecological conditions to 
avoid environmental pollution by excessive N entering water bodies and air systems.
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introduction

Phosphorus mirabilis, the light-bearing nutrient, was probably discovered by an Arabian alchemist 
named Alchid Bechil, although its discovery is usually attributed somewhat later to Henning Brandt.[1] 
Since the early work of Justus Liebig (1803–1873), agricultural researchers have tried to tackle the mystery 
of phosphorus (P) availability to plants. Phosphorus research intuitively reminds one of Heisenberg’s 
theory: “The more you see, the less you know.” Despite the substantial amount of  information  available 
about the transformation products of P fertilizer within temperate[2] as well as tropical soils[3] and 
numerous attempts to conduct elaborate soil test methods to predict P availability to crops and algae,[2] 
today the management of phosphate, a finite nonrenewable resource, is far from being in accordance 
with the principles of sustainability.[4]

This is partly because of the still prevailing misconception that soil is a homogenous, static entity. 
Phosphorus is regarded traditionally as immobile, but its chemical reactivity with en vironmental 
 factors, acting at different spatial scales and over different time periods, results in the formation 
of P species, which not only differ in their plant availability but also in their spatial distribution 
throughout the field. This spatial speciation[5] is the key for a new approach to assess soil analysis 
methods.

chemical Speciation of Phosphorus

With the exception of small molecular organic P fractions, plants can only utilize P in its soluble 
form as orthophosphate.[6] Unlike carbon (C) and nitrogen (N), which can be added to the soil sys-
tem from the atmosphere, the P status of natural systems is essentially controlled by the occurrence of 
primary apatite minerals.[7,8] Consequently, the P enrichment of soils depends directly on P inputs by 
mineral fertilizers and manure. Although the fate of P when applied to soil remains something of an 
enigma, it is widely accepted that more than 80% is immobilized by the soil because of precipitation and 
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sorption processes,[3] whereby the limiting step to furnish crop requirements is the dissolution of initial 
reaction products during the cropping season.[9]

For a more practical approach, the soil P continuum is thought of as three functional pools: a  readily 
available pool, a reversibly available pool, and a sparingly available P pool,[10] whereby the readily avail-
able P pool is related to the so-called “intensity factor,” which is a measure of the gradient in the electro-
chemical potential of the phosphate ions across the adsorbing surfaces of plant roots and, in its simplest 
form, can be regarded as the P concentration in the soil solution.[11] This pool represents P that is readily 
accessed by plant roots. The reversibly available P denotes the soil P reserve that can be converted into 
soluble (readily available) P, by either living organisms or by weathering during the growth season. This 
pool relates to the so-called “quantity factor” or “richness factor.”[12] Whereas the sparingly available P 
is not available on a short time scale such as one or more crop cycles, a small fraction of this pool may 
become available during long-term soil transformation.

Mobility of Phosphorus in Soils

As a tetrahedral oxyanion, phosphate has a very low solubility in soils and in general does not move 
with solvent fluxes, apart from small distance diffusion.[6] In this sense, P is regarded as an “immo-
bile” nutrient. Thus the physical movement of P is restricted to the movement of P associated with 
soil particles and large-molecular- weight organic matter (particulated P) by either bioturbation, soil 
tillage activities, or soil erosion during flow events.[13,14] This behavior of soil P was recognized long 
ago by European geographers and since then has been used in archaeology to trace back ancient 
settlements.[15] Conway[16] introduced the use of total P distribution patterns for the analysis of small-
scale occupation deposits. For example, one building showed evidence of having been demolished 
and partially reincorporated into the courtyard of a subsequent structure. The floor area of the rem-
nant original structure was protected by a layer of small stones and contained high levels of P. That 
portion of the floor, which was subsequently converted into a courtyard, unprotected by stones, had 
less total P, having lost it by exposure and erosion. In an agricultural context, this translates to the 
following conclusions. First, as far as its total amounts are concerned, P applied with fertilizers may 
not move from the place it is applied to, and, second, keeping in mind that most soils are naturally 
poor in P, nearly all the spatial distribution of total P in agricultural soils should be more or less 
random, reflecting only the spatial sum of distribution faults of past anthropogenic activities (e.g., 
fertilization, animal husbandry). Spatial relationships may only have developed under the influence 
of erosion processes.[16]

Spatial Speciation of Phosphorus

During the last 10 years, the study of spatial variation of soil fertility parameters has expanded con-
siderably, but studies that investigated the spatial distribution of soil P generally focused solely on the 
distribution of so-called plant-available P. The results of these studies showed that plant-available P does 
not fluctuate randomly, but shows distribution patterns with well-defined lag ranges, where the ranges 
differ, depending on the sampling procedure and scale of investigation (Table 1). For an introduction 
into geostatistical terminology one may consult Gassner and Schnug[17] in this issue.

Additionally, it is generally accepted that the distribution of available P does not necessarily resemble 
the distribution of total P.[20] It appears that the speciation of soil P is dependent on site-specific factors 
and, as such, is a spatial process.[21–23] In this sense, “spatial speciation” is defined as the chemical reactiv-
ity of a nutrient with site- specific environmental factors, and the subsequent formation of geochemical 
species that display different spatial dependencies (Figure 1).[5]
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TABLE 1 Parameters of Autocorrelation for Soil P Extracted by Different P Methods in Selected Investigations

Sampling 
Design (m)

Extraction 
Method

Variogram 
Model

Range of 
Autocorrelation (m)Reference Soil Texture

Trangmara — 1.5 × 1.5 m Truog Spherical 5.6
aBoyer et al. μL 2 m transects Bray I Spherical 37

aDoberman et al. T 5-m triangular grid Olsen Nested 48
aSimard et al. μT—T 12 × 15 triangular Mehlich III Exponential 139

aKarlen et al. — 15 × 15 grid Bray I Spherical 70
Webster and McBratneya — 16 × 16 random Morgan Spherical 241

aGupta et al. sT 20 × 20 grid Mehlich I Exponential 29
Romanokova μL 20 × 20 grid 0.2 N HCI Spherical 50–60

aNolin et al. μT—T 30 × 30 grid Mehlich III Exponential 39
aHaneklaus et al. lS—sL 30 × 30 grid CAL Spherical 153

[19]Gassner et al. μL 30 × 30 grid AAC–EDTA Spherical 110
aHaneklaus et al. sL—μL 50 × 50 grid DL Spherical 115
aHaneklaus et al. lS—sL 50 × 50 grid DL Spherical 131

[5]Gassner et al. lS—sL 50 × 50 grid CAL Spherical 253
aChien et al. sL—μL 250 × 250 grid Mehlich III Spherical 580

aYost et al. — 1–2 km transect Olsen Exponential 1000

a Cited in Grassner[18]

Insights into the environmental processes that result in the spatial speciation of soil P and, as such, 
govern the behavior of applied fertilizer are necessary to predict the interconversion and equilibrium 
distribution of different soil P pools under specific conditions such as geomorphology, field manage-
ment, and soil types.

The ratio between the readily available P pool (intensity factor) and the reversible available P pool 
(quantity factor), reflecting the ease of P withdrawal by the plant, is expressed as the “capacity factor.”[12] 
The capacity factor, the P adsorption capacity of the soil, is predominantly dependent on the nega-
tive surface charges as well as the specific surface area of soil particles, and is mainly a function of the 
amount and nature of available adsorption sites in the soil.[24]

For a homogeneous soil, most of the potential adsorption sites will have a similar bonding energy 
for P. Thus the speciation of P will mainly be a function of the soil pH and the aging of initial reac-
tion products of freshly applied fertilizer P. In this case, the spatial speciation is assumed to be low 
(Figure 2). For a heterogeneous soil, the nature of the chemical reactions between P and particle surface 
is more diverse and the chemical speciation will result in a differentiated distribution of P among soil 
components. In this case, the spatial speciation is assumed to be more pronounced as the distribution 
of different soil components with a particular bonding energy for P will result in a spatial differentia-
tion of P species.

Apart from the site-specific adsorption capacity of a field, site-specific anthropogenic and environ-
mental factors such as management, biological, and physical factors can result in a spatial speciation 
of P. Whereas the total P—and, therefore, the sparingly available P pool—is relatively inert to short-
term environmental impacts, such as recent fertilizer placement or changes in tillage practices,[5,25] the 
reversibly available P pool is most affected by management.[26,27] Although the readily available P pool 
is directly influenced by crop selection and management, McDowell and Sharpley[28] showed that under 
similar management conditions, the specific adsorption capacity of the soil (capacity factor) controlled 
the rate of P release into solution.
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FIGURE 1 Spatial distribution of three different P fractions: CaCl2 extractable P (upper map), Ca-lactate extract-
able P (middle map), and Aqua Regia extractable P (bottom map), at Kassow (E12°06 , N53°10 ), Northern Germany.

In a study investigating the spatial speciation of P at three different study sites, which differed in 
climate, parent material, topography, P fertilizer regime, and land management, the main environ-
mental factors that controlled the spatial distribution of individual P pools were: soil texture for the 
readily available P; degree of aging of fresh soil P fractions, precipitated from application of soluble 
fertilizer P, for the reversibly available P; and primary P minerals and geomorphology for the sparingly 
 available P.[18]
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FIGURE 2 Variogram maps showing the spatial distribution of the semivariance of different P pools in a loamy 
sand (right) and a loamy clay (left). The semivariance is a measure of the average degree of dissimilarity between 
two data points. 
Source: Gassner and Schnug.[17]
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conclusions

Phosphorus is present in soils not as definite and easily separated species, but as a continuum of com-
pounds of different compositions and plant availability, in equilibrium with each other. This heteroge-
neous equilibrium is constantly disturbed by the uptake of the growing plant and by physical, chemical, 
or biochemical changes in the soil as well as fertilizer input. Within fields and across short distances, 
these factors can vary significantly in well- defined patterns, resulting in the spatial speciation of P. 
Consequently, soil P tests, evaluating the P status of a field, have to be adjusted to the site-specific soil 
characteristics. Furthermore, the interpretation of these results for subsequent management practices 
have to consider site-specific factors such as topography and past management history. Finally, the con-
cept of spatial speciation should be applied to other nutrients.
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introduction

Soil erosion is the movement and transport of soil by various agents, which lead to a loss of soil,  particularly 
by water, wind, and mass movement. It is the most serious and widespread form of soil d egradation.[1] 
Global change is becoming a great concern since it was put forward by ICSU in 1986. Global change, as 
a result of physical, chemical, and biological processes in the Earth’s system,  particularly of interactions 
between humans and the environment, refers to changes in global environmental components that are 
vital to human survival, such as climate, land, water and air in the form of greenhouse effect, diminu-
tion of forest, depletion of biodiversity, degradation of land (desertification), and deficiency in water 
resources. Soil erosion is an important form of global change, and it severely threatens the quality of 
the soil, land, air and water resources, and hence agricultural development and human life. Soil erosion 
and global changes are related by bi-directional interactions,[2] and global change may exacerbate soil 
erosion problems.[3]

contribution of Soil erosion to Global change

extent of Soil erosion in china and in the World

China is one of the nations that are most severely affected by soil erosion in the world. The land area 
affected by accelerated soil erosion is estimated at 367 Mha in 1980s, and 356 Mha in 1990s in China, 
including 165 Mha by water erosion and 191 Mha by wind erosion (Table 1). The annual soil loss due to 
soil erosion is estimated at 5000 million tons, including 2400 million tons from watershed of Yangtze 
River, and 1600 million tons from watershed of Yellow River.[4] The region most severely affected by 
soil erosion in China is the watershed of Yellow River, with area of 45 Mha and erosion modulus of 
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6821 tkm−2 yr−1, especially in the Loess plateau with more than 10,000 t/ km−2 yr−1 erosion  modulus[5] 
(Figure 1). Fortunately, about 24% of erosion area in Loess Plateau of China has been controlled 
since 1980s.[6] On a global scale, total land area affected by water erosion is 1094 Mha, of which 751 Mha 
is severely affected, and that by wind erosion is 549 Mha, of which 296 Mha is severely affected[1,7,8] 
(Table 2). The annual soil loss due to soil accelerated erosion is estimated at 75 billion Mg.[9]

TABLE 1 Area Affected by Accelerated Soil Erosion in China

Region Water Erosion (Mha) Wind Erosion (Mha)

Slight 83 79
Moderate 55 25
Severe 18 25
Very severe  6 27
Extreme  3 35

Source: Bulletin of soil and water loss in China in 2000.[4]

FIGURE 1 Landscape of severe soil erosion in the Loess Plateau of China (the soil has been blown or washed away 
and only naked rocks remain).

TABLE 2 Global Area Affected by Accelerated Soil Erosion

Area Affected by Severe Erosion (Moderate + Level)(Mha)

Region Water Erosion Wind Erosion

Africa   169  98
Asia   317  90
Europe
Central America

   93
  45

 39
  5

North America  46  32
Oceania    4  16
South America  77  16
World  751 296

Source: Oldeman,[1] Scherr,[7] and Lal.[8]
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Soil erosion Degrades Soil Quality, Leads to Loss of Agricultural 
Lands and threatens to Global Food Security

Soil is one of the most important natural resources and a major factor in global food production. Soil 
erosion is widely considered as the most serious form of soil degradation, posing a significant threat to 
world’s food production capacity and global food security.[10]

Over the past 40–50 years, the arable land has been lost due to soil erosion at a rate of 0.6 Mha per 
year in China and nearly one-third of the world’s arable land has been lost by erosion and continues 
to be lost at a rate of more than 10 Mha per year at a global scale. The average rates of soil loss have 
been  estimated at 17 t ha−1 yr−1 in the United States and Europe, and 30–40 t ha−1 yr−1 in Asia, Africa and 
Southern America, mainly due to inadequate agricultural land use.[9]

Soil erosion not only reduces area of arable land, but also leads to depletion of nutrient,  reduction 
in soil organic carbon and a negative alteration of the soil physical properties in terms of nutrient and 
water-holding capacity, soil biodiversity, and soils become more vulnerable to diseases.[11] The  negative 
effect of erosion on crop productivity can be assessed using field runoff plots or paired watersheds, 
and that of future erosion using topsoil removal and addition technique. It has been extensively 
researched since the turn of the 20th century, although the on-site impacts of soil erosion on produc-
tivity are  easily minimized through additional external agricultural input and adoption of improved 
 agricultural  technology. The actual loss may depend on weather conditions during the growing season, 
farming systems, soil management, and soil ameliorative input. Partial global production loss estimates 
 suggest that, each year farmers lose about 2.2 million Mg maize, 0.07 million Mg millet, 1.1 million Mg 
 potatoes, 0.1 million Mg soybeans and 1.1 million Mg wheat. Erosion-caused losses of food production 
are most severe in Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and elsewhere in the tropics rather than in other regions.[10] 
Furthermore, as a driver of land-use change, soil erosion will induce abandonment of arable land due to 
declining productivity, and reduction in crop yield.[12]

Soil erosion Deteriorates Global environment 
and influences Global change

Soil erosion deteriorates the global environment through flood disasters, environmental pollution, 
desertification, etc. It aggravates flood disasters through raising riverbeds, silting lakes, and shrinking 
water bodies. Flood disasters increased from once per 20 years 1300 years ago to once per 1.6 years in the 
1990s in the Yangtze River Basin due to soil erosion, and soil erosion played an important role in the 
special phenomena of the lower peak charge but highest water level in the 1998 flood, which caused at 
least economic losses of USD 30 billion estimated by the Washington-based World watch Institute.[13] 
Riverbed in lower reaches of Yellow River was raised by 8–10 cm each year due to soil erosion.[4] Soil ero-
sion is also a cause of factor of nonpoint source pollution and siltation associated with erosion in rivers 
and lakes was identified as the second leading cause of water quality impairment in the U.S.[14] With an 
enrichment of nutrients, pesticides, salts, trace elements, pathogens, and toxic substances, soil erosion 
leads to contamination of surface and groundwater bodies and diminishes water quality and aquatic 
ecosystems stability. Meanwhile, soil erosion can also have an adverse effect on transportation, com-
munication, and human health through increasing dust in the air. In addition, soil erosion can also be 
a driving force to soil desertification.

Soil erosion influences global climatic change by changing the carbon, nitrogen, and water cycles. The 
global soil carbon pool is about 2500 gigatons and it is 3.3 times the size of the atmospheric pool and 4.5 
times the size of the biotic pool.[15] Soil erosion has a profound impact on both quality and quantity of 
organic matter in soils, and can be a significant factor in local carbon losses and redistribution. Small 
changes in the pools of carbon and nitrogen in the world soils could have large effects on atmospheric 
concentration of CO −1

2, CH4, and NO2. It was estimated that 4.0–6.0 Pg Cyr  was translocated by water 
erosion, including 2.8–4.2 Pg C redistributed over the landscape and transferred to depressional sites, 
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0.4–0.6 Pg C transported into the ocean and coastal ecosystems, and 0.8–1.2 Pg C emitted into the atmo-
sphere at the global scale.[7]

Soil erosion may cause a shortage of freshwater through deteriorating soil physical structure, increas-
ing surface runoff, and changing global water cycling. For example, 20–30 billion m3 water was used to 
wash the sediments into sea to fall riverbeds in the lower reaches of Yellow River. More than 19.6 Mha 
arable land suffer from drought in China each year, and they are mostly located in the area severely 
eroded.[4]

Moreover, it may also directly lead to changes in microclimate, regional and/or zonal landscapes and 
ecosystems, and it may even alter the global climatic pattern. In addition, soil erosion may also lead to a 
change in land uses and land covers through degrading soil quality and land suitability.

Global change May Accelerate Soil erosion

The main factors influencing soil erosion are rainfall (amount, frequency, duration, and intensity), wind 
speed (direction, strength, and frequency of high-intensity events), land use and management, topog-
raphy, and soils and their properties. Soil erosion forecasting is relevant at a range of time and space 
scale, from the field scale at which it affects the individual farmer, up to national or global scales where 
it can make an important contribution to planning decisions. Since the 1950s, significant advances have 
been made in predicting erosion risks, particularly with the development of modeling technology.[3,16–19] 
However, the response of soil erosion to global change is very complex temporally and spatially due to 
uncertainties in general circulation models (GCMs) and the complex relationships between soil erosion 
processes and climate, land use, and land cover.

Future changes in greenhouse gases concentration and climate will change the hydrologic cycle, and 
hence affect the soil–plant–water interactions, which in turn affect soil erosion. Climatic erosivity is 
a major determinant of soil erosion and sediment transport, and is directly affected by change in cli-
mate. Much of the increase in precipitation that has been observed worldwide has been in the form 
of heavy precipitation events, and climate models are predicting a continued increase in intense pre-
cipitation events during the 21st century.[20,21] The responses of models of LISEM, MEFIDIS, RUSLE, 
STREAM, KINESOR, SWAT, and WEEP to rainfall change indicate that soil erosion is likely to increase 
significantly under future climate change unless offsetting amelioration measures are taken.[19] In some 
regions, any increase in rainfall, weather amount, intensity, or frequency, which occurs as a result of 
climate change, may directly exacerbate erosion. On the contrary, in other regions a decrease in rainfall 
may be expected. In this case, a decline in soil moisture because of the enhanced evaporation will occur. 
Drought soil conditions and less vegetation can make soils more vulnerable to wind erosion. Moreover, 
soil erosion tends to be dominated by extreme events, which might occur only rarely. An increase in 
the possibility of extreme rainfall events in the future, which is suggested by several climatic change 
models, may accelerate soil erosion. While a large emphasis has been put on climate change and how it 
may impact soil erosion, other relevant global change factors may have a more profound influence on 
soil loss. Global change may influence soil erosion through changing temporal and spatial evolution of 
global soil cover, such as change in soil-forming processes and soil properties. The response of soil to 
the erosion process is complex, and is also influenced by soil properties such as texture, structural sta-
bility, organic matter content, clay mineralogy, and chemical constituents. All these factors are likely to 
change with change in climate and/or land use. Soil organic matter (SOM), which is a key element of the 
soil properties, is susceptible to change with changing climate. Higher temperature will usually increase 
rates of decomposition of organic matter, and decrease its content in soils. A decline in SOM level would 
cause a decrease in soil aggregate stability, lower infiltration rates, increase runoff, and hence increase 
the likelihood of erosion. Fortunately, the impacts of SOM on climate change and food security has been 
concerned and some strategy related to increase SOM has been suggested.[15]

The processes of land use and culture changes are also strongly impacted by the climatic changes. 
With climatic change and soil degradation, land use and land cover may be changed. A decline in forest 
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cover due to deforestation and wildfire, especially tropical rainforests, and the conversion from forest or 
grassland to arable land in some areas under global change will accelerate soil erosion.

Sea level change is also an important item in global change. Recent research indicates coastal erosion 
is triggered by sea level rise,[22] for example, annual beach sediments loss was 1.67*104 m3 due to sea level 
rising in the southern Shandong sandy coast in China.[23]

conclusions

Soil erosion is an important form of global change, and it severely threatens the quality of the soil, land, 
air and water resources, and hence agricultural development and human life. Soils erosion and global 
changes are related by bi-directional interaction, and soil erosion is likely to increase significantly under 
global change unless amelioration measures are taken. It is critical to take action against soil erosion 
under global change.
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Erosion is a natural process to detach soil and rock fragments for subsequent removal, or transporta-
tion, of these materials to areas of lower elevation on the surface of the earth. In the context of agricul-
ture, the primary agents for erosion are water and wind. Climate, precipitation in particular, plays a 
critical role in determining where and when erosion occurs and the magnitude of erosion rate. Rainfall 
erosivity, i.e., the ability of rain to cause erosion, is largely a function of rain amount and peak intensity. 
The larger the rain amount, and/or the more intensive the rain rate, the greater the amount of water 
erosion would result. Low rainfall, dry soil surface, and poor ground cover are the necessary conditions 
for wind erosion to prevail.

Rainfall erosivity is a measure of the climatic influence on water erosion. When other variables such 
as topography and vegetation cover are held constant, the rate of erosion is directly related to the level of 
rainfall erosivity. A number of rainfall erosivity indices have been proposed so that the amount of soil 
eroded is linearly proportional to the rainfall erosivity index ceteris paribus. The most commonly used 
rainfall erosivity index is EI30, where E is the total kinetic energy per unit area for a storm (MJ ha1) and I30 
is its peak 30 min intensity (mm hr−1). Wischmeier and Smith[1] found that the combination of kinetic 
energy and peak intensity was most closely related to the observed amount of soil loss. The R-factor 
in the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) and Revised USLE (RUSLE) is the mean annual sum of 
these EI30 values.[2,3] Other measures of rainfall erosivity worthy of note include the modified Fournier 
Index,[4,5] KE > 1 index,[6] and the so-called Universal Index of Onchev.[7] Numerous other attempts have 
been made to search for a rainfall-based estimator of the observed amount of erosion that is superior 
to EI30. Most of these studies have relied on restricted databases that have limited their applicability. 
Most of these other indices or estimators are highly correlated with each other and with EI30.

Although the definition of EI30 is straightforward, its calculation requires long-term rainfall data at 
short time intervals (<30 min), which are not widely available for most parts of the world. To develop a 
better understanding of what is exactly involved in EI30, it is helpful to examine how this index is calcu-
lated. I30 is the maximum intensity for any 30 min interval during a rainstorm, while the storm energy 
depends on how rainfall intensity varies during the event:

E e= ∫
0

( )I I dt  (1)
T

where I is rainfall intensity, T is rain duration, and e(I) is a function of rain intensity called the unit 
energy equation. The consensus is that the unit energy as a function of rain intensity assumes the fol-
lowing functional form:[3,8]

e I( ) = +e e( )1 α + I I/ 0
max  (2)
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For RUSLE, the following was recommended: e −1 −1
max = 0.29 MJ ha  mm ; α = 0.72; Io = 20 mm hr−1.[3] It can 

be shown from Equations 1 and 2 that the storm energy is bounded:

0.28e Pmax m< <E e ax P  (3)

where P is the total rain (mm). The theoretical upper and lower bounds are related to zero and infinite 
intensity, respectively. Analyzing 6 min rain data for a number of sites around Australia shows that the 
ratio of storm energy to emaxP ranges mostly from 0.5 to 0.8, and the ratio is slightly higher in tropical/
subtropical regions than in temperate regions (Table 1). It is also clear from Table 1 that the storm energy 
is always highly correlated with rain amount. Empirical study using hourly rainfall intensity data like-
wise indicated a strong relationship between daily rainfall and storm energy for a number of sites in the 
U.K.[9] Given that storm energy is primarily a function of rain total, it follows that rainfall erosivity, as 
defined in relation to USLE/ RUSLE, depends mainly on rain total and peak intensity and, to a much 
lesser extent, on rain duration.

For areas where long-term high-resolution rain data are unavailable, a simpler method to estimate 
rainfall erosivity in the context of USLE/RUSLE is to use the fairly consistent relationship between the 
mean annual rainfall and the R-factor:[10,11]

R R− =factor 0.05( )MAR  1.6 2 = 0.82 (4)

where MAR is the mean annual rainfall (mm). The regression equation (Equation 4) is based on a com-
bined database for 161 sites (132 sites in the United States and 29 sites in Australia[10,11]). MAR ranges 
from 67 to 2060 mm for these sites. The non-linear relationship suggests that a 1% change to MAR would 
lead to a 1.6% change to rainfall erosivity. This highly sensitive nature of rainfall erosivity to rainfall 
would have important implications for the impacts of climate change on soil erosion. Reasonably good 
relationships between the Modified Fournier Index and the R-factor have also been noted.[5,10] The dif-
ference between the two estimates, however, is small, and little is gained by using the Modified Fournier 
Index.[11] If we need to estimate the seasonal distribution of rainfall erosivity, daily rain data can be used, 
especially in areas with a marked wet season in winter. Monthly and annual rain totals are no longer 
adequate because summer rain with high peak intensity can lead to higher rainfall erosivity in the rela-
tively drier months. Rainfall erosivity can be related to rain amount using a power function in the form:

EI = aP≥
30  (5)

The calibrated values of β for a number of sites around the world are summarized in Table 2. The β 
value mostly varies from 1.5 to 1.8 with higher values found largely at higher latitudes. Such relation-
ships for daily erosivity are sufficient for determining the seasonal variation of rainfall erosivity for 
USLE/RUSLE. Simple sinusoidal functions to allow seasonal variation in the parameter a can be used to 
achieve unbiased estimates of monthly EI30 values.[16,21,23]

 

 

 

TABLE 1 Linear Relationship between Rain Amount (P) and Storm Energy (E) as in 
E = αemaxP for Selected Sites in Australia

Location Climate α n R2

Perth Temperate,winter rain 0.521 2354 0.96
Melbourne Temperate, uniform rain 0.530 1800 0.93
Brisbane Subtropical summer rain 0.626 4088 0.96
Darwin Tropical, summer 0.742  3701 0.98

Note: n = number of storms analyzed; R2 = coefficient of determination, representing the fraction of 
the total variation in the observed E values that can be explained by rain amount.
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Climate change has become a topic of considerable interest in recent years. In the context of precipita-
tion and erosion, a number of attempts have been made to identify secular variation in rainfall erosivity 
in the recent past and the likely change to rainfall erosivity using output from global climate models. 
Long-term (of the order of 100 years) rainfall intensity data at short time intervals (6−10 min) can be 
used to detect decadal variations in rainfall erosivity.[24,25] Investigation of this nature is usually spatially 
restricted as data of this kind are available for a limited number of sites around the world. Annual or 
monthly rainfall totals have also been used to infer the likely change to rainfall erosivity at the regional 
or national scale.[26–28] Recorded daily rainfall totals can also be used to increase the accuracy of the esti-
mated rainfall erosivity.[29,30] A more promising approach is to combine downscaled output from global 
climate models with stochastic weather generators to calculate rainfall erosivity for different climate 
change scenarios.[31]

Rain total and peak rainfall intensity are also key precipitation variables for a physical description 
of water erosion processes.[32–34] Mass balance dictates that in an area of net erosion, the amount of soil 
loss, SL, is given by:

SL = Qc (6)

where Q is runoff amount and c is the sediment concentration. In this context, the effects of rain on ero-
sion manifest themselves in terms of the amount of surface runoff generated and the level of sediment 
concentration in the runoff water. With non-climatic variables held constant, the amount of runoff is 
largely determined by rainfall amount and, to a lesser extent, by the rainfall intensity. Sediment con-
centration is related to both rainfall intensity and runoff rate. Rainfall detachment is linearly related to 
rainfall intensity. Shear stress or stream power commonly used to quantify flow detachment is intrinsi-
cally related to the runoff rate. Thus, in this physical framework for soil e rosion, rainfall intensity plays a 
direct role in rain detachment. Rain amount and intensity also play an indirect role in flow detachment 
and transport of eroded sediments by determining the magnitude of runoff amount and runoff rate.

Precipitation is important to water erosion because soil particles and aggregates are detached by rain-
drops and surface runoff. A lack of precipitation, on the other hand, leads to low moisture levels near the 
soil surface and thus renders the soil particularly susceptible to wind erosion. Wind speed, precipitation, 
and potential evaporation were used to develop indices of wind erosivity.[35–37] For given wind speed 
and potential evaporation, wind erosivity is inversely related to precipitation. Figure 1 shows schematic 
relationships between precipitation and vegetation cover, rainfall and wind erosivity, and predominant 
erosion processes. In high rainfall areas, the rate of actual erosion is not necessarily high in spite of high 
rainfall erosivity unless the usually good vegetation cover is removed and the soil surface is exposed. In 
arid and semiarid areas with low rainfall, the combined effects of poor ground cover and dry soil surface 
would render the land particularly vulnerable to wind erosion.

 

TABLE 2 The Average Exponent and Its One Standard Deviation in the Power Function Relating Daily Rain (P) to 
Rainfall Erosivity (EI ) as in EI  = aPβ

30 30

Country Latitude Range No. of Sites β ± 1 SD References

Finland 60°N–66°N  8 1.77 ± 0.06 [12]
Canada 49°N–53°N 12 1.75 ± 0.13 [13]
United States 31°N–43°N 11 1.81 ± 0.16 [14]
Italy 36°N–42°N 35 1.53 ± 0.19 [15]
Equatorial (Malaysia, 4°N–10°S  4 1.64 ± 0.18 [16–18]

Indonesia, Brazil)
Australia (tropical region) 10°S–25°S 41 1.49 ± 0.28 [19]
South Africa 31°S–33°S  4 1.47 ± 0.17 [20]
Australia (temperate region) 28°S–35°S 33 1.49 ± 0.25 [21,22]
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Precipitation is a key climatic variable that determines the type and magnitude of erosion. In the 
 context of water erosion, rain amount and peak intensity are the most important variables in d etermining 
the erosion rate. For areas without high-resolution rainfall intensity data, the R-factor and its seasonal 
variation for USLE/RUSLE can be estimated from mean annual rainfall and daily rain amount. Absence 
of rain and concomitant dry soil surface and poor ground cover are the necessary conditions for wind 
to become the dominant erosion agent.
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introduction

Erosion is a process that has operated since the earth was created. Erosion of soil by water has likewise 
been a process that has been an entirely natural phenomenon ever since soils first appeared. However, 
during the last few millions of years that humans have inhabited the earth, their activities have caused 
spasms of accelerated soil erosion associated with land cover and land use changes. In classical times, it 
was noted that slopes in areas such as Greece, Turkey, and the Levant had been destabilized by deforesta-
tion and overgrazing. Undoubtedly, such actions as the deliberate setting of fire, adoption of pastoralism 
and agriculture, deforestation, urbanization, and use of machinery to move and disturb the soil have all 
contributed to accelerating rates. Appreciation of the nature, causes, and consequences of soil erosion 
has a long history, and during the 20th century, there were some notable studies of the phenomenon[1–3] 
stimulated by such events as the Dust Bowl in the United States and the menace of donga (gully) forma-
tion in Africa.[4]

However, it has never been easy to separate the role of climatic fluctuations in causing soil erosion 
from the role of human activities, and this has spawned long-running debates about the origin of 
phases of slope erosion, valley incision, and valley sedimentology in areas such as the Mediterranean 
basin[5,6] and the bottomlands of the western United States (see, for example, the discussion of arroyos[7]). 
Difficulties of determining how rates have been changed by human activities have also been bedeviled 
by an absence of direct long-term monitoring data. However, erosion leads to sedimentation, and so the 
study of rates of sediment accumulation in lakes, swamps, estuaries, reservoirs, and river floodplains 
provides a means of obtaining long-term data from which erosion rates can be inferred.

Deforestation

Deforestation[8] has been a crucial cause of accelerated soil erosion in many areas (Figure 1). Forests 
protect the underlying soil from the direct effects of rainfall, generating an environment in which ero-
sion rates tend to be low. The canopy shortens the fall of raindrops, decreases their velocity, and thus 
reduces their kinetic energy. Most canopies reduce the erosion effects of rainfall. The presence of humus 
in forest soils[9] absorbs the impact of raindrops and gives them extremely high permeability. Thus forest 
soils have high infiltration capacities. Forest soils also transmit large quantities of water through their 
fabrics because they have many macropores produced by roots and their rich soil fauna. They are also 
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FIGURE 1 An erosional badland (donga) in Swaziland, Southern Africa. It may date back to deforestation in the 
Iron Age.

well aggregated, making them resistant to both wetting and water drop impact. This superior aggrega-
tion is a result of the presence of considerable organic material, which is an important cementing agent 
in the formation of large water-stable aggregates. Furthermore, earthworms also help to produce large 
aggregates.

It is therefore to be expected that with forest removal, rates of soil loss will rise and mass movements 
will increase in magnitude and frequency. The rates of erosion will be high if the ground is left bare; 
under crops, the increase will be less marked. Furthermore, the method of plowing, the time of planting, 
the nature of the crop, and the size of the fields will influence the severity of erosion.

Sedimentation Rates

A good example of using long-term sedimentation rates to infer long-term erosion rates is provided 
by a study[10] of the Kuk Swamp in Papua New Guinea. This identified low rates of erosion until 9000 
BP, when, with the onset of the first phase of forest clearance, they increased from 0.15 to about 
1.2 cm/1000 years. Rates remained relatively stable until the last few decades when, following European 
contact, the extension of anthropogenic grasslands, subsistence gardens, and coffee plantations pro-
duced a rate that is very markedly higher: 34 cm/1000 years.

A further long-term study of the response rates of erosion to land cover changes is provided by 
a study undertaken on the North Island of New Zealand.[11] During the last 2000 years of human 
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settlement, catchments underwent a change from indigenous forest fern/scrub following Polynesian 
settlement (c. 560 years BP) and then a change to pasture following European settlement (ad 1878). 
Sedimentation rates under European pastoral land use were between 5 and 6 times the rates that 
occurred under fern/ scrub and 8–17 times the rates under indigenous forest. A broadly comparable 
study[12] looked at rates of infilling of an estuary fed by a steepland catchment in another part of New 
Zealand.

In pre-Polynesian times, rates of sedimentation were 0.1 mm year−1, during Polynesian times, the rates 
climbed to 0.3 mm year−1, while since European land clearance in the 1880s, the rates have shot up to 
11 mm year−1.

Major changes in rates of erosion have also taken place in Australia as a result of European settlement 
over the last two centuries.[13] Particularly important was the introduction of grazing stock.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that silty valley fills in Germany, France, and Britain, many 
of them dating back to the Bronze Age and the Iron Age, are the result of accelerated slope erosion pro-
duced by the activities of early farmers.[14] Indeed, in recent years, various studies have been undertaken 
with a view to assessing the importance of changes in sedimentation rate caused by humans at different 
times in the Holocene in Britain. Among the formative events that have been identified are initial land 
clearance by Mesolithic and Neolithic people; agricultural intensification and sedentarization in the late 
Bronze Age; the widespread adoption of the iron plow in the early Iron Age; settlement by the Vikings; 
and the introduction of sheep farming.

A core from Llangorse Lake (Brecon Beacons, Wales)[15] provides long-term data on changing rates 
of sedimentation. The 13-fold increase in rates after 5000 BP seems to have occurred rapidly and can be 
attributed to initial forest clearance. The second dramatic increase of more than 4-fold took place in the 
last 150 years and is a result of agricultural intensification.

The work on the lakes of the Peten region of northern Guatemala (Central America), an area of tropi-
cal lowland dry forest, is also instructive with respect to early agricultural colonization.[16] Combining 
archaeology and lake sediment stratigraphy, the diverse environmental consequences of the growth of 
Mayan civilization were reconstructed.

This showed a dramatic growth after 3000 years BP, but collapsed in the 9th century a.d. The hypoth-
eses put forward to explain this collapse include warfare, disease, earthquakes, and soil degradation. 
The population has remained relatively low ever since, and after the first European contact (a.d. 1525), 
the region was virtually depopulated. The period of Mayan success saw a marked reduction in vegeta-
tion cover, an increase in lake sedimentation rates and in catchment soil erosion, an increased supply of 
inorganic silts and clays to the lakes, a pulse of phosphorus derived from human wastes, and a decrease 
in lacustrine productivity caused by high levels of turbidity.

Serious sedimentation of bays and estuaries has been caused by human activity on the eastern coast 
of the United States. Gottschalk[17] calculated that at the head of the Chesapeake Bay, 65 million m3 
of sediment was deposited between 1846 and 1938. The average depth of water over an area of 83 km2 
was reduced by 0.76 m. New land comprising 318 ha was added to the state of Maryland and, as 
Gottschalk remarked, “the Susquehanna River is repeating the history of the Tigris and Euphrates.” 
Much of the material entrained by erosion on upper slopes as a result of agriculture in Maryland, 
however, was not translocated as far as the coast. Only about one-third of the eroded material left 
the river valley.[18] The remainder accumulated on floodplains as alluvium and colluvium at rates 
of up to 1.6 cm/year. Similarly, an intensive augering survey of floodplain soils in Wisconsin estab-
lished that, since the development of agriculture, floodplain aggradation had proceeded at a rate 
of approximately 0.85 cm/year.[19] Channel and floodplain aggradation caused the flooding of low 
alluvial terraces to be more frequent, extensive, and deeper. The rate of sedimentation has since 
declined[20] because of less intensive land use and the institution of effective erosion control mea-
sures on farmland.[21]

Various attempts have also been made to establish rates of accelerated erosion on the plainlands 
of Russia.[22] It has been calculated that during the period 1696–1796, a total of 19.5 × 109 m3 of soil 
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was mobilized by sheet and rill erosion; for 1796–1887, it was 36.7 × 109 m3, and for 1887–1980, it was 
42.5 × 109 m3. This increasing trend was a result of an increase in the area under cultivation and the 
assimilation of land more prone to erosion.

conclusion

Accelerating rates of soil erosion are neither inevitable nor universal. In some parts of the world (e.g., 
New England or steep slopes in some of the Mediterranean countries[23]), the agricultural frontier has 
retreated and pressures on the soil have been reduced. Elsewhere, a whole range of soil conservation 
techniques has been introduced with some success. Nevertheless, accelerated soil erosion has a number 
of adverse consequences: loss of soil resource, sedimentation behind dams and in lakes, and a loss of 
water quality because of turbidity and other effects.
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natural erosion

The Sahara, the Central Asian Deserts, and the Chinese deserts are the sites of very high rates of  “natural” 
erosion. Much more sediment leaves the Sahara in wind than in water. Contemporary outputs from the 
Sahara are of the order of 109 tons per year.[1] Dry Australia, the southwestern United States, and south-
ern South America are less important, but still significant natural hot spots. The dust reaches far into the 
oceans and beyond, as from northern African to the United States, and from Australia to New Zealand 
(Figure 1). Marine and land sediments (loess and stabilized sand dunes) show that the hot spots were 
hotter in the Pleistocene, and that they got hotter as it progressed. In the central Sahara, Egypt, western 
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FIGURE 1 Global hot spots for wind erosion.
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Argentina, eastern Iran, and parts of western China, great grooves were cut at those times by wind 
erosion, some in hard rock. There were also more hot spots, as in parts of northern Europe and central 
North America. Ice-core data from Greenland, the Tibetan Plateau, and the Antarctic corroborate the 
picture. The contemporary global source areas are all very dry. Explanation of the temporal change is 
more disputed.[2]

Seen at a finer scale, most “natural” erosion in these deserts occurs in soft sediments, particularly 
those in ancient, dry lake basins. The northern Chad Depression in the central Sahara and the Lake 
Eyre basin in central Australia are major natural hot spots.[3] In the late Pleistocene, the bare outwash 
plains round glaciers were the sources of loess, and of sand that formed dunes (now mostly stabilized) 
in northern Europe, Asia and northern Canada. People have little influence on rates of wind erosion 
in deserts. There are exceptions. Off-road vehicles create a minor hot spot in the Mojave of southern 
California; and wars and training for wars has created others in North Africa during the 1940s, and 
during the Gulf War.[2]

induced erosion

Identifying global hot spots of induced wind erosion is more problematic. Measurements of emissions 
are very few indeed, measurements of rates of erosion are even fewer, and measurements of economic 
impact are the rarest of all. This leaves some results from modeling, historical accounts built on dispa-
rate evidence, and informed guesses. Modeling and measurement suggest short-term rates of the order 
of 30–60 t ha–1 yr–1 on dry high plains sites, depending on winds, rainfall, and land use. Caesium-based 
measurements in the Sahel of West Africa, on sandy soils under fallow-cultivation cycling, and with 
mean annual rainfalls of about 550 mm give rates of up to 40 t ha–1 yr–1 over a 30 years period.[4]

Some historical accounts are well documented and compelling. The Dust Bowl of the American Great 
Plains in the 1930s was an undisputed hot spot.[5] Dust storms were more frequent and violent and many 
farmers went out of business, though more from drought than erosion. There were renewed hot spots 
here in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, on the evidence of agricultural surveys and dust emissions. Probably 
more serious, though less well documented, at least in English, were the hot spots in the Soviet Union, 
especially northern Kazakhstan and neighboring parts of Russia, at about the same time[6] (although the 
earliest recorded paper in Russian on wind erosion control was written in 1768). More surprising, even 
to some experts, are histories of wind erosion in Western Europe. An even earlier paper on wind erosion, 
titled “A curious and exact relation of a sand cloud which hath lately overwhelmed a great tract of land in 
the county of Suffolk” appeared in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London in 1669. 
In Sweden, no less a person than the great naturalist Linnaeus recorded destitution because of wind 
erosion in Skania in the 18th century. There is similar evidence in northern Germany, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, Poland and Hungary. Archaeology now shows that there were hot spots as far back as the 
Neolithic when ancient farms were buried in sand in southeastern England and the Netherlands. In all 
these areas, it was and is sandy soils, inherited from glacial outwash, that are the most susceptible. Much 
more recently, the period of desiccation in the Sahel of West Africa is said to have been a hot spot for 
wind erosion. Some evidence lies in dust-storm data,[1] and, as in the Great Plains of the 1930s, there was 
undoubtedly great hardship. However, here too, the exact role of wind erosion is debatable. Much of the 
dust may have come from quite small perimeters round dust-measuring stations, and the hardship was 
to do more with drought than erosion.

Informed guesses are a more dubious source. The literature is no great help, even with the wind ero-
sion bibliography (listing works till 1995) and its 2700 odd entries.[7] It is undoubtedly biased toward 
work in English, toward areas where funds have been more available and to places where there has been 
a strong scientific tradition. For example, research in the USA, and the Great Plains in particular, where 
massive funds for research were released and maintained after the 1930s, overwhelms the bibliography, 
yet the aforementioned historical evidence suggests that the problem may have been more serious in the 
USSR. Indeed, Petrov’s bibliography of relevant work in Russian (1768–1950) has 852 entries. Germany, 
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with its long scientific tradition, apparently dominates research in Europe, yet it is known that the prob-
lem is as serious in neighboring counties. Southeastern Australia is also, by this evidence, a hot-spot,[8] 
yet in terms of damage to cropland, the Sahel of West Africa is probably more of one (the Sahel is only 
belatedly receiving scientific attention). Using the literature, Crosson[9] estimated that the Sahel was a 
major wind erosion hot spot, yet there are few data on which to base this conclusion.[4]

Only one systematic attempt at informed guessing on a worldwide scale has been made. This is 
GLASOD (The global assessment of soil degradation). It is most accessible in the World Atlas of 
Desertification, which is now in its second edition.[10] The assessment was for “polygons” of the order 
of size of southeast England, the province of Skania in Sweden, or a quarter of an average US State. 
Experts who knew each polygon were asked a set of carefully constructed questions about the extent 
and severity of soil degradation, including wind erosion. The result is the best guess we have of the 
severity of wind erosion globally. But it has serious flaws: in Africa and many other parts of the world, 
there were no measurements at the time of the questionnaire against which to compare the guesses; 
the distinction between induced at natural erosion is unclear; some experts have interpreted the ques-
tions differently from others; the identifications are generally of potential rather than actual erosion; 
the polygons are huge.

The expert opinion used in GLASOD is based on our present scientific knowledge about wind ero-
sion. If, as a simple framework, we take the factors in the famous Wind Erosion Equation of Woodruff 
and Siddoway, we can follow it in predicting the hot spots.[11] Three factors are almost equally important. 
First is the Climatic (C) factor. Most induced wind erosion occurs in areas with semi-arid climates, 
as corroborated by maps of the C factor in the Sahel of West Africa, and in the United States. This is 
also true in the USSR, Australia, and northwestern Europe. However, wind erosion can and does take 
place in much wetter climates. In Wales and in the Pennine Hills of England peat is blown away after 
fires and in long dry spells. Erosion occurs in parts of England where the mean annual rainfall is of 
the order of 1500 mm. At roughly the same mean annual rainfall, there is also significant wind erosion 
on the coastal plain of South Carolina. Wind erosion is reported in the Austrian Tyrol, where rainfalls 
approach 2000 mm. Even in Iceland, where evapotranspiration is very low, there is some serious wind 
erosion. The C factor is also important in the temporal dimension: when there are dry years, wind ero-
sion hot spots appear, as in the Dust Bowl and the Sahel.

The K, or soil, factor in the Wind Erosion Equation is the second important control, for wind erosion 
rarely affects fine-texture soils, although a few may be “pelletized” into aggregates of sand size, which 
may then be moved by the wind. Areas with agriculture on sandy soils are, worldwide, the common 
locations of hot spots, because they lack binding agents for aggregation. Peats, which also may be loose, 
are also eroded in Western Europe and Florida when they are drained, cleared, and cultivated. Light 
loess soils, as in the Palouse of Washington State, parts of the Great Plains and the Russian steppes, are 
other hot spots.

The last crucial factor is vegetation cover, and this is the most susceptible to management. The plow-
ing, or harrowing of a field can raise considerable quantities of dust,[12] but it is clearance of vegetation in 
dry and windy seasons that is the more generally damaging. The reasons why farmers clear susceptible 
fields are exceedingly complex. Ignorance may sometimes produce a minute hot spot, but it is an inex-
perienced farmer indeed who does not realize that erosion follows clearance. In the Sahelian hot spot, 
for example, the laying of millet (Pennisetum glaucum) stalks to counter erosion is standard practice. 
Economic forces produce the main hot spots for induced erosion. In Europe, at least, the short-term 
economic impact of wind erosion does not provide a strong enough incentive to persuade farmers to 
manage it. Worster believed that the huge hot spot in the US Dust Bowl was mainly due to farmers being 
driven to cultivate by other economic forces, in this case the need to pay off loans from banks and from 
machinery salesmen. The massive Soviet hot spots are said to have been the result of yet another kind of 
economic force: centralized and ill-informed attempts to reach US standards of economic output. In our 
study of a village in Niger, economics takes yet another guise: wind erosion is the outcome of a gamble 
by those farmers who can afford to lose a crop, because they have other economic options.[13]
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erosion Processes

Erosion of fine-grained sediment and soil particles by wind is a natural geologic process occurring 
worldwide on a nearly continuous basis. Throughout the geological record evidence of wind p rocesses 
eroding, transporting, and depositing sediment exists primarily as vast accumulations of eolian 
( wind-blown) sand—both modern sand dune fields and ancient eolian sandstone formations—and loess 
(wind-blown silt). Currently, about 30% of the total land surface of the planet consists of semi-arid 
and arid lands which give rise to most of the transported sediment and dust. Modern agriculture and 
industrial activities are also a significant contributor to transported sediment and dust due to induced 
or mechanical destabilization of the land surface.

Conceptually, mobilization of loose sediment and soil particles occurs during wind storms or wind 
“events,” where the mean wind speed exceeds a critical threshold value based on some erodible  fraction 
of the sediment. Individual wind events may be of short (less than one to a few hours) or long ( multiple 
hours to days) duration. In terms of distance and total mass moved, a typical erosion event will  transport 
the greatest mass a short distance and a significantly lesser mass a greater distance. Perception of m oving 
sediment, however, may make this statement appear to be contradictory since there is, generally, an 
abundance of the smaller and lighter particles which are visually acute when airborne. Exceptional, 
or non-typical, wind events are able to transport fine particles across entire continents and oceans to 
 distant lands where visual impacts to air quality may be readily observed.

Knowledge of particle entrainment and transport studies was greatly advanced through the work 
of Bagnold who used field observations in the deserts of Egypt and later wind tunnel studies to detail 
the mechanics of the erosional and transportation process. This work resulted in his well- known and 
widely used treatise The Physics of Blown Sand and Desert Dunes.[1] He observed that once a particle 
begins to move it will be transported by one of three modes: creep, saltation, or suspension. The primary 
difference in these three transport modes is a relatively simple relation between the particle size and the 
wind force which, unfortunately, becomes a complex mechanical problem that is today still not fully 
understood.
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Wind Dynamics

Wind is by nature a random process and as such, the internal structure of a natural wind contains 
 random variations known as turbulence (except in possibly very stable conditions). Turbulence develops 
in natural flows as inertial forces, which provide forward momentum (motion), react to viscous forces, 
which impede motion due to fluid properties. This results in a flow that is strongly sheared.

The unit of measure for wind speed is the mean wind velocity, Ū, defined as an average value for a 
continuous time series of instantaneous velocities (Figure 1):

 ∑=
+ +…+

U
u u u

T
i1 2
 (1)

where

u1 + u2 + … + ui = components of instantaneous velocity
T = time interval over which velocity values are summed

As shown in Figure 1, at every instant a fluctuating component of velocity, u'i exists defined as the differ-
ence between the instantaneous and the mean velocity values:

 = −u u Ui i
'  (2)

It is these velocity fluctuations, whether positive or negative in regard to the mean velocity, that give rise 
to flow instability and thus, turbulence. As such, turbulence is not a property of the fluid but of the flow 
of the fluid. Turbulent flows are, therefore, unique in their ability to mix momentum and kinetic energy 
and to erode and transport particles.

Particle entrainment

Bagnold described the instant of initial particle motion by a threshold fluid velocity which represents the 
wind speed at which the most susceptible particle becomes entrained. As a flow passes over a s tationary 
particle, turbulent kinetic energy is imparted to the grain which builds a reservoir of stored potential 
energy.[2] Further increases in this energy reservoir cause the grain to oscillate and at the critical point 

FIGURE 1 Time series of one min wind speeds illustrating principles of determining mean wind speed, instanta-
neous and fluctuating values. Unpublished data from author.
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where potential energy exceeds the energy of adherence, the grain lifts, or more accurately is ejected in 
a near vertical trajectory away from the surface[2,3] initiating saltation. For a single grain of diameter d, 
Bagnold showed that the threshold fluid velocity, vt, required to initiate saltation motion is related to 
particle diameter by:

 
ρ ρ

ρ
=

−
−v A gd z

kt
p f

p
5.75  log  (3)

where

A = Empirical constant = 0.1 for fully turbulent flows
ρp = Particle density
ρf = fluid density
g = gravity force
z = height for which threshold velocity is being calculated
k = Surface roughness height equal to about 1/30 the surface grain diameter.

For the case of a naturally irregular surface, such as a field or a sand dune, fluid threshold is not defined 
by a single wind speed or particle size but by a continuum of wind speeds over a length of time where 
grains of various diameter become entrained almost simultaneously.[4]

Once these grains are ejected into the overriding flow they attain a high-energy ballistic trajectory 
that depends upon particle size and wind velocity,[1,5,6] (Figure 2). Heavier and larger particles will travel 
relatively close to the surface (A) contrasted to lighter and smaller particles that initially are ejected 
higher into the wind profile (B). At some distant point downstream these grains (impactors) will impact 
on the sediment bed and either rebound upward again (C), eject new impactors (D), or lodge in the loose 
 sediment. In either case, it is probable that upon impact sufficient kinetic energy will be  transferred 
to one or several additional grains that are “splashed,” or dislodged a short distance (E) known as 
 reptation,[5,6] a low-energy process that includes a small number of grains traveling upstream. Reptation 
includes what Bagnold referred to as creep— grains that are too large to be entrained aerodynamically 
and move by rolling or sliding along the surface. Impact force is also a primary method leading to 
 disaggregation of larger particle agglomerates by breaking particle bonds or the particles themselves 
into smaller pieces, enabling aerodynamic transport.

Saltation, which is defined as movement in a series of short hops, includes particles in the high-energy 
population (A, B, C, and D). These particles are initially moved by wind speeds exceeding the fluid 
threshold and subsequently through surface impacts that eject new particles at a point known as the 
impact threshold. Bagnold suggested that the impact threshold involves the same mechanics included 
in Equation 3 except A = 0.08. In other words, after saltation is initiated, additional grains are placed 
in motion at the threshold impact velocity that is about 80% of the threshold fluid velocity. This infers 
that once motion has begun, further motion can be sustained at wind speeds less than those required 
for initial grain motion.

The third transport mode, suspension, occurs in grains that are small enough to respond directly to 
turbulent fluctuations and thus, are lofted above the surface saltation layer.

FIGURE 2 Particle transport paths in response to the wind profile (at left). A, B, C, and D are high-energy 
 impacting grains moving in saltation. E are low-energy reptating particles including those moving by creep.
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Self-Balancing concept

Energy required to transport particles comes from extraction of turbulent momentum contained in 
the flow and a reduction in shearing forces near the surface.[7,8] Thus, as the flow adjusts to the presence 
of particles, a self-balancing condition in mass flux develops downstream of the point of initial grain 
motion.[9] In other words, the carrying capacity of the wind has been realized. This does not imply 
additional particles are not eroded but that as larger grains become deposited behind surface roughness 
elements, the loss of mass is balanced by erosion of new grains from the surface, primarily by impact 
and abrasion forces.

The self-balancing concept for maximum horizontal mass flux, fmax, has been analyzed by Stout,[8] 
reducing to:

 = −
(

((
)

))
f f ex

x
b1max  (4)

where

fx = horizontal mass flux at downstream distance, x, from a non-eroding boundary
b = length scale for stability in horizontal mass flux

and is applied to height-specific mass flux measurements. In utility, Equation 4 states that beginning 
from a non-eroding boundary at x = 0, fx increases with x until fmax is attained. Downstream of this 
point, horizontal mass flux is relatively unchanged. Typical vertical and horizontal mass flux profiles 
from two wind events are shown in Figure 3.[10] Two components require discussion. First, vertical mass 
flux profiles, from 0.1 to 1.5 m height, show mass decreases with height. This is consistent with the dis-
cussion above, e.g., saltating particles having less mass loft higher into the flow. For any single pro-
file, mass is greatest near the surface and decreases vertically. Second, horizontal mass flux increases 
downstream until the maximum transport capacity is reached. In the figure, mass continues to increase 
downstream not yet having attained fmax.

FIGURE 3 Vertical and horizontal mass flux profiles for two wind events illustrating the decrease and increase of 
mass with height and downstream distance, respectively.
Source: Stetler and Saxton.[10]
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conclusions

Complications to the above processes arrive due to numerous natural and human-induced conditions 
including: soil type, particle size distribution and fraction of erodible particles, climate, and land use. 
In cultivated fields, surface roughness is a primary consideration complicating the entrainment process 
as well as the establishment of the saltation layer. Rough surface elements have the effect of reducing 
wind shear forces thereby limiting erosion contrasted to a smoother surface that is favorable for a higher 
erosion rate.[11] Surface roughness can be either from soil clods, vegetation, or a combination of both.[12] 
Additionally, given all the factors discussed above, increases in soil moisture will cause an increase in 
the wind speed required to initiate grain motion.[13]

Prediction of wind erosion is, therefore, an inexact science, even with the advent of sophisticated 
computer models. The numerous and complex relations between all the critical parameters imply a 
degree of uncertainty, even in the best of calculations. The remaining entries will address some of these 
parameters more specifically.
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introduction

In many areas of the world, winter hydrology is an important part of the annual erosion process; in 
some regions it is the primary cause of erosion. Sharratt et al.[1] indicate that about half of the Earth’s 
land surface is frozen at some time during the year. In this topic, we will consider winter processes to 
include a range of conditions from those where the soil freezes and thaws diurnally and is subjected 
mainly to rainfall to those where the soil remains frozen for several months and precipitation occurs as 
snow or in other solid form during all or part of the winter season. In areas where daily minimum tem-
peratures are rarely below 0°C, winter erosion processes are of relatively minor importance as  compared 
to spring, summer and autumn erosion. At the other end of the spectrum are areas where the soil freezes 
in the autumn and stays frozen until spring and the ground is blanketed with snow for the entire winter. 

17
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FIGURE 1 Erosion on fall seeded winter wheat in eastern Washington caused by rain and snowmelt on thawing 
soil. Measured rill erosion was 200 metric tons per hectare.
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Erosion is then confined to a period of spring snowmelt. Some areas such as the Palouse region of 
eastern Washington, northern Idaho, and northeastern Oregon are subjected to several runoff and ero-
sion events each winter because the winter temperatures and precipitation patterns lead to multiple soil 
freezing and thawing occurrences each winter with accompanying rain or snowmelt events. The result 
of a particularly severe rain and snowmelt event when the soil had thawed at the surface on a fall-seeded 
field is shown in Figure 1.

Precipitation

Precipitation in areas where winter processes are important can occur as rain, or in solid form as 
sleet or snow. Rain can cause erosion due to splash and runoff detachment whereas sleet and snow 
cause detachment by runoff as they melt. In general, winter rainfall intensities are lower than summer 
rainfall intensities because of the lack of thunderstorm activity in the winter. However, the frequency 
and duration of precipitation are commonly greater. Since water loss from the soil is considerably 
lower during the winter due to lower mean temperatures and the absence of actively growing crops, 
even low intensity rainfall can increase the moisture content of soil rather quickly with a resultant 
dramatic increase in its susceptibility to erosion. The kinetic energy and intensity associated with 
rainstorms are not direct factors in snowmelt erosion. Snowmelt erosion is more closely related to 
volume and peak rate of runoff, which can be strongly influenced by rainfall when it occurs concur-
rently with the snowmelt.

Soil

The phase of the water in the surface layer of the soil is important in the winter erosion process. When 
soil water is frozen, erodibility, the susceptibility of the soil to erosion, is very low and erosion rates 
under sheet flow conditions are generally quite low. However, when runoff concentrates in small chan-
nels, the flow may cut into and through the frozen layer, leaving gullies and deeply incised channels. 
Soils that have been frozen and are thawing from the surface are weakened due to water expansion dur-
ing the freezing process. Lee[2] cited a number of studies that indicate an increase in water content as 
water moves to the freezing front from deeper in the soil because the area where the soil is freezing is at 
very high water tension. The soil will regain strength after the frost has thawed and the soil reconsoli-
dates as water drains from the soil.[3]

FIGURE 2 Gully erosion from snowmelt runoff in northern Idaho.
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Water content of the soil at the time of freezing is important to the permeability of the soil and 
the opportunity for infiltration and deep percolation. Lee[2] found a linear relationship with a negative 
slope between the ratio of frozen soil infiltration hydraulic conductivity to the unfrozen soil infiltration 
hydraulic conductivity. Soil frozen at water content near saturation is frequently impervious and runoff 
can be nearly 100% of the rainfall or snowmelt,[2] thus leading to severe concentrated flow and gully ero-
sion (Figure 2). 

effect of Snow and Freezing conditions

During the nonwinter period or in climatic regions where winter erosion processes are not a factor, 
the only type of water erosion that occurs is rainfall on unfrozen soil. Winter erosion is more complex 
because there are seven basic types of erosion events:

 1. Rain on frozen soil
2. Rain on thawing soil
3. Rain on unfrozen soil
4. Snowmelt on frozen soil
5. Snowmelt on unfrozen soil
6. Rain on snowmelt on frozen soil
7. Rain on snowmelt on unfrozen soil 

Snowmelt on thawing soil and rain on snowmelt on thawing soil are not listed because, as discussed 
later, these conditions generally do not occur due to the insulating properties of snow. Further compli-
cating these various types of events is that they typically do not stand alone but occur in some combina-
tion and how they combine will dictate the severity of any resultant erosion.

A blanket of snow on the soil surface can have positive as well as negative effects with regard to soil 
erodibility. Snow is an excellent insulator; the deeper the snow the better the insulation. Thus, a snow 
layer prior to or concurrent with freezing conditions can retard or prevent frozen soil. However, this 
insulating property also works extremely well at preventing frozen soil from thawing from the surface 
down (though thawing will occur in an upward direction due to deeper, warmer unfrozen layers if 
above ground temperatures are favorable). Snow cover on frozen soil typically results in the soil surface 
remaining frozen until bare soil begins to appear as the snow melts with warming temperatures, at 
which time the exposed soil begins to thaw from the surface down (Figure 3). The potential for severe 

 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3 Melting snow exposes bare soil to thaw and increases erodibility.
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erosion can be quite high with the presence of snow and depends on how all the contributing factors 
come together. If rainfall accompanies the warming temperatures required for snowmelt, runoff can be 
initiated over the frozen soil beneath the snowpack. If these conditions persist as patches of soil begin to 
be exposed and surface thawing follows, soil erosion will begin. The nature and severity of the erosion 
will be determined largely by the intensity and duration of the rainfall and to a lesser degree by tempera-
ture which affects the rapidity of the thawing process.

Runoff events

It is difficult to ascribe a single set of characteristics to describe winter hydrology events on hillslopes 
or small watersheds. Events from rainfall on frost-impacted soil can be of very short duration whereas 
events resulting from extended periods of snowmelt can be of much longer duration. Events involving 
rainfall without snowmelt are usually brief although erosion rates can be high if the soil is thawing from 
the surface. Events involving snowmelt alone are extended in nature; runoff may fluctuate diurnally 
as air temperature dips below freezing at night. Erosion resulting from snowmelt alone is generally 
not severe. The highest runoff rates and flooding result from a combination of rainfall and snowmelt 
with high air temperatures. As long as the soil is frozen, sheet and rill erosion rates may be quite small, 
although concentrated flow erosion may be significant. When substantial quantities of bare soil appear, 
and the soil frost starts to thaw from the surface, erosion rates may increase dramatically. Sediment con-
centration graphs may lead or lag hydrographs under winter conditions. When there is no snow and the 
soil has thawed at the surface, a small amount of rainfall may lead to very high sediment concentration 
that occurs early in the event. When snow melts and the soil is not frozen, the sediment concentration 
and hydrographs may coincide. When snow melts over frozen soil, there may be little sediment until a 
portion of the soil is bare and melts. Then the runoff from the melting snow will detach and transport 
sediment, leading to a significant lag of peak sediment concentration.

Modeling

Erosion models are used to estimate location specific soil losses under various management systems 
within different land uses. They are also used to estimate expected amounts of sediment and chemicals 
that may be associated with those sediments. Models may be empirical in nature, such as the universal 
soil loss equation (USLE)[4] or the revised universal soil loss equation (RUSLE),[5] or they may be process 
based such as WEPP.[6] The inclusion of winter erosion processes even in empirical models such as USLE 
or RUSLE complicates the models. Erosion relationships based on runoff characteristics rather than 
rainfall characteristics may be more appropriate, creating the need to estimate runoff. Process-based 
models require inclusion of soil freezing and thawing, snowfall and snowmelt, and movement of water 
into frost impacted soil. Simple soil frost models are driven by air temperature, but more complex mod-
els consider radiation and other methods of energy transfer. It is difficult to strike a balance between 
excessive data requirement and adequate performance for applied use.

Amelioration

Preventing erosion damages from winter processes is similar to preventing erosion damages in other 
seasons. Cropland and rangeland are best protected by crop and surface cover. Snow collected in stand-
ing residue can prevent soil freezing and the creation of an impermeable condition. Surface cover 
protects from splash detachment, insulates the soil, and slows runoff. No till practices produce root 
channels and other pores that enable infiltration when the soil is frozen. Likewise, for areas where frost 
depth seldom exceeds 30–40 cm, deep ripping, chiseling, or slot mulching to expected frost depth can 
prevent formation of a continuous frost layer and lead to increased infiltration.
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introduction

Soil erosion involves the detachment and removal of soil material from one site and its transport to 
another location. Soil erosion usually degrades soil quality and a soil of poorer quality is less able to 
withstand further erosion, thus creating a downward spiral of soil degradation. When the surface soil 
is removed through erosion, organic matter and clay particles may be lost, with consequent reductions 
in fertility, biological activity, aggregation and rooting depth. Other potential effects of erosion on soil 
quality include reduced porosity and infiltration, formation of crusts on the soil surface, changes in soil 
texture, and compaction. These changes in turn reduce the capacity of the soil to supply and cycle nutri-
ents, filter and degrade toxic materials, store and supply moisture and sustain plant and biological pro-
ductivity. They may also result in increased runoff, less biomass production and plant cover, and greater 
susceptibility to further erosion. Erosion increases the variability in soil quality across a field and, on a 
broad scale, is associated with widespread loss of agricultural productivity and declining water quality.

Soil erosion is a natural process by which soil particles are detached and moved by water, wind, 
gravity, or ice. All soils have an inherent erodibility, or natural susceptibility to erosion, based on soil 
features, topography, and climate. However, human activities, such as logging, livestock grazing, tillage, 
removal of vegetation, and urban development, can greatly accelerate natural rates of erosion. Cleared 
and managed as they are for crop and livestock production, agricultural soils are particularly suscep-
tible to wind and water erosion (Figures 1 and 2), and also to a recently recognized process known as 
tillage erosion—the loosening of soil by tillage equipment and its downslope movement under gravity.[1]

Eroded soil may move only a few meters in a field and come to rest in lower positions, resulting in 
increased variability of surface soil properties across the field as subsoil becomes exposed in some places 
and surface layers are buried and over-thickened in others. It may also move great distances, being 
deposited in neighboring fields, roadside ditches, and water bodies. In some cases of wind erosion, fine 
soil particles may travel many kilometers before being deposited.

effects of Soil erosion on Soil Quality

The loss of surface soil in a landscape may impair soil function, and thus soil quality, through adverse 
effects on many physical, chemical, and biological properties of the soil.[2] Table 1 summarizes some of 
the effects of erosion on the soil quality functions listed by Gregorich.[4]
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FIGURE 1 Deposition of wind-blown soil material. (From USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service—Soil 
Quality Institute.)

FIGURE 2 Severe erosion by water has removed all of the surface layer and much of the subsoil. (From USDA, 
Natural Resources Conservation Service—Soil Quality Institute.)

TABLE 1 Some General Effects of Soil Erosion on Soil-Quality Functions

Erosion Effects Soil-Quality Functions Affected

Reduced cation-exchange capacity Sustaining plant growth and animal life Buffering or filtering Regulating 
energy

Formation of surface crusts Regulating water, gases, and energy Sustaining plant growth and animal life
Changes in rooting volume Changes in Sustaining plant growth and animal life Sustaining plant growth and 

surface layer texture animal life
Loss of organic matter Regulating water and gases Sustaining plant growth and animal life
Compaction Regulating energy Regulating water and gases
Deterioration of soil structure Sustaining plant growth and animal life Regulating water and gases
Exposure of subsoil material Sustaining plant growth and animal life Sustaining plant growth and animal 

life Regulating water, gases, and energy
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Physical effects

Erosion selectively removes the finer, lighter particles from the soil surface, leaving coarser particles 
behind. Depending on the severity of erosion, an eroded soil may become very coarse in texture, some-
times with a gravelly surface. The deposition of the eroded material in lower topographic areas may 
result in a thickening of the topsoil and an increase in rooting volume.

Tillage of eroded soils may result in a mixing of subsoil with the surface soil, altering its composition. 
For example, cultivation of eroded soils having clay-enriched subsoils may increase the clay content of 
the surface soil. As erosion progresses, plant roots must enter progressively deeper into the subsoil layer 
to obtain nutrients and water. Where subsoil layers restrict root growth because of their physical and/or 
chemical properties, the depth of rooting is reduced, along with the capacity of the soil to supply water 
and nutrients to plants.

Individual soil particles are held together in aggregates, which form the structural fabric of the soil. 
Soils with good structural arrangement of aggregates and the pore spaces between them provide good 
aeration for soil roots and microbes; allow ready movement and storage of water and plant nutrients in 
the pore spaces; and retain their structure when exposed to stresses such as cultivation and the impact 
of raindrops.[3,4] Abrasion by wind, rain, and tillage can disintegrate aggregates at the soil surface, and 
the resulting fine particles can plug larger soil pores and form a hard, thin crust on the surface. This 
crust seals the surface and limits the infiltration of air and water, as well as impedes the emergence 
of seedlings. Finer soil particles are also more easily compacted as the pore spaces between them are 
reduced under the pressure of farm machinery. Deteriorating soil structure further increases the risk of 
soil erosion—fine soil particles created by the breakdown of aggregates at the soil surface are especially 
vulnerable to wind and water erosion. Furthermore, compacted, crusted soils resist the infiltration of 
water, increasing the volume of surface runoff and compounding the effects of erosion. Thus, erosion 
reduces soil quality, making the soil prone to further erosion and further degradation.  

chemical effects

Organic matter and clay are important sites of cation exchange in the soil. Cation-exchange capac-
ity is a measure of negatively charged sites on the soil particles that are capable of holding positively 
charged ions, including many plant nutrients. As organic matter and clay particles are lost from the 
soil surface through erosion, attached nutrients are relocated in the landscape, often to adjacent water 
bodies where they contribute to declining water quality. Loss of these fine soil particles also impairs the 
ability tostore nutrients, reducing soil fertility. This effect is more pronounced in sandy soils contain-
ing small amounts of clay, though it may be offset to some degree if erosion causes the surface layer to 
become more clayey. Where subsoils are more enriched in clay than the surface soil, the clay particles 
may form chemical bonds with phosphorus, fixing it into forms not easily available to plants and thus 
reducing fertility.

For some acid soils with subsoil pH <5.0, concentrations of available aluminum may be at levels toxic 
to plant roots and removal of surface soil by erosion can effectively reduce the rooting depth of the soil.

Subsoil layers having pH >8.5 often contain high levels of sodium. Surface soil removal and subse-
quent exposure of these subsoils to rainwater or irrigation waters with low ionic concentrations can 
lead to dispersion of clay particles, loss of soil structure, surface sealing, and greatly reduced water 
infiltration.

Biological effects

Removal of organic matter and nutrients from the soil surface by erosion reduces the food and energy 
supply needed to sustain healthy populations of soil organisms and support plant growth. Soil organ-
isms are the agents of organic matter decomposition and nutrient cycling in soil. In addition, they play 
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an important role in the stabilization of soil aggregates through the production of binding agents such 
as roots, fungal hyphae, polysaccharides, gums, and complex molecules consisting of humic substances 
combined with iron, aluminum, or aluminosilicates.[5,6] So, as erosion proceeds, the food source for 
organisms is reduced, leading to declines in populations. Soil structure and stability then deteriorate, 
the soil becomes more susceptible to further erosion, and the cycle continues.

conclusions

The interaction of accelerated soil erosion and soil quality is complex. Soil erosion usually reduces soil 
quality, and a soil of poorer quality is less able to withstand erosion, thus creating a downward spiral of 
soil degradation. However, many soil-conservation practices have been useful in mitigating the effects 
of erosion. Reduced tillage systems limit soil disturbance and build soil structure. Crop residue man-
agement, under seeding, cover cropping, and permanent cover (e.g., pasture) protect the soil from the 
action of wind and water. Contour cultivation, grassed waterways, and terracing alter the flow of surface 
water, curbing water erosion. Herbaceous wind barriers and woody windbreaks and shelterbelts help to 
control wind erosion. Nevertheless, large tracts of agricultural land throughout the world are still sub-
ject to the unsustainable loss of soil as a result of erosion, and continued adoption of preventive methods 
are needed to protect and restore soil quality.
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introduction

IFOAM, the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements, defines organic agriculture 
as follows: “Organic agriculture is a production system that sustains the health of soils, ecosystems 
and people. It relies on ecological processes, biodiversity and cycles adapted to local conditions, rather 
than the use of inputs with adverse effects. Organic agriculture combines tradition, innovation and sci-
ence to benefit the shared environment and promote fair relationships and a good quality of life for all 
involved.”[1]

IFOAM identifies four overlapping principles for which organic agriculture strives:[2]

• “The principle of ecology: the desire to work with, emulate and help sustain living ecological 
systems and cycles.

• The principle of care: management in a responsible manner protecting the well-being of people 
and environment.

• The principle of health: sustaining and enhancing the health of soil, plant, animal, human and 
planet.

• The principle of fairness: ensuring fairness among people and in relationship to other living 
beings.”

organic Farming Standards

Organic standards around the world share a vision of the farm as an ecological system. They empha-
size holistic management through biological and ecological processes, soil building, suitable crop 
rotations, humane handling of livestock, and a thorough audit trail to assure consumers of the integ-
rity of the process. Organic standards generally prohibit genetically modified organisms, synthetic 
fertilizers, pesticides, growth regulators, and antibiotics. Some organic standards include social jus-
tice standards as well.[3,4]

Organic production is a long-term commitment. Farms must meet the regulations for a minimum 
period of time, generally 3 years, before they qualify for organic status. They must have a farm plan that 
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includes proactive techniques to improve the farm’s environmental status, build soil fertility, and reduce 
the impacts of non-beneficial organisms.

In recent years, certification standards have become mandatory in many countries.
In the United States, the Organic Foods Production Act was passed in 1990, enacting a standard 

that was built with an unprecedented amount of input from farmers, processors, and consumers. The 
standard was fully implemented in 2002. Now any products sold in the United States that are labeled 
“organic” must be in compliance with the standard.[5]

The Canadian Organic Products Regulation was enacted in 2006 and came into force July 2009. 
Products labeled as organic in Canada must meet the standard.[6]

Europe has the EU standard, EEC No. 2092/91, as well as smaller national or private standards. Japan 
also has a national standard.[7]

Products sold across boundaries must meet the standards of the importer. Canada and the United 
States signed equivalency agreements to recognize each other’s standards in 2009. The two sets of stan-
dards differ in only a few “variances.” A product that is certified organic in one of these countries is 
approved as organic in the other after an inspection verifies that it also meets the variance requirements. 
In practice, this additional step is generally included with the annual inspection process. Equivalency is 
intended to ease trade between these two major trading partners. Similar agreements will likely follow 
for other countries.[8,9]

Soil Building

Soil is literally the foundation on which all agriculture is based. In organic agriculture, healthy soils are 
seen as the key to healthy plant growth, which in turn is the key to healthy livestock and healthy people.

Soil management in organic systems is a matter of fostering biological processes in the soil, rather 
than applying synthetic off-farm inputs. Synthetic nitrogen fertilizers are made in an energy-intensive 
process generally starting with natural gas. By eliminating synthetic nitrogen sources, organic farming 
can significantly reduce energy consumption 30%–50% in field crops (less where nitrogen fertilization 
is less).[10,11] Synthetic nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers are primary pollutants of rivers and estuaries 
downstream from agricultural cropland. By using less leachable, biological sources of fertility, organic 
farms are responsible for less nutrient pollution.[12]

In organic systems, biological processes in the soil are encouraged by practices such as use of green 
manures, cover crops, and mulches. Tillage is used judiciously when needed to manage weeds and pests 
or to prepare a seedbed.[13]

Green manures are crops that are grown to provide food and habitat for soil organisms, rather than 
products for harvest. Legumes are especially useful green manures, as they can partner with Rhizobia, 
which capture nitrogen from the air and make it available to the legumes. When these legumes are 
incorporated into the soil, soil organisms release the nitrogen in a form that other plants can use. 
Legumes and many other plants can also form beneficial relationships with mycorrhizae. Mycorrhizae 
form extensive networks of filaments throughout the soil and can “capture” soil nutrients from a much 
larger volume of soil than the plant roots could access on their own. Again, these nutrients are released 
in an accessible form when the green manure plants break down in the soil. Other green manure plants, 
such as cereals, provide “fiber,” or soil organic matter, which is crucial to soil organisms involved in 
nutrient cycling.

Cover crops are used to reduce erosion potential and nutrient loss between crops. For instance, a 
cover crop of rye might be seeded after the harvest of a summer annual crop. The rye would act to stabi-
lize the soil during the erosion-prone fall and spring. In the case of a legume crop, the cover crop could 
also act to sequester the nitrogen released from the legumes, so that it would not leach away.

Mulches can be living short-statured plants that grow between the rows of the desired crop,  providing 
shade for the soil. This reduces moisture loss, temperature fluctuation, and germination of weed seed. It 
increases the potential activity of beneficial insects and soil organisms. Mulches can also be killed plants. 
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Some cover crops can be killed and seeded into in one pass of a roller crimper (see Rodale’s No-till+).[14] 
This technology reduces the problematic effects of tillage and uses less energy by combining operations. 
Mulches of straw or other plant residues can also be used in smaller-scale operations.[15]

Organic systems tend to have greater soil biological activity as a result of these practices. In a study 
conducted across the Canadian prairies, soils from organic rotations had greater aggregate stability, a 
key in reducing erosion potential, than conventional rotations. This may arise from greater mycorrhizal 
fungi, which produce “sticky” polysaccharides that bind soil particles together.[16]

Farm operations that include livestock can use these livestock to improve soil fertility. Grazing 
green manures, for instance, can improve the economic value of the green manure while releasing 
most of the nutrients in a form that is very effectively used by the soil organisms. This method also 
reduces off-farm energy consumption, by allowing the animals to harvest the material themselves. 
Intensive rotational grazing systems can rejuvenate soils by releasing nutrients from the standing 
vegetation back into a soil-available form. Grazing pigs essentially “till” soil, loosening and aerating 
it. They can also clean up culls or fallen grain. When natural animal activity replaces some of the 
tractor-based tillage, energy is saved.

Genetically engineered organisms

Organic systems prohibit genetically engineered products. The results of moving genetically engineered 
products into our food system are, as yet, unknown. In North America, governments are reluctant to 
label food products containing the products of engineering. Thus, for those who wish to avoid this form 
of contamination of their food system, organic foods are their safest course.

Pest Management Practices

Organic systems prohibit synthetic herbicides and pesticides. They thus eliminate the concern of off-
target losses of these products. Significant levels of biocides are detected in the air and water glob-
ally, especially near agricultural fields.[17–19] Exposure to these biocides is linked directly to poisoning of 
aquatic systems and of pesticide handlers and indirectly to increasing levels of human cancer and other 
diseases.[17]

Organic production instead chooses a systems approach to farming. Producers strive to understand 
the ecological relationships that influence the abundance of the various species in their systems and to 
avoid outbreaks of those species that harm the crop. Many of the methods used to favor the crop in the 
ecological community can be summarized by good crop husbandry—avoidance of pests through sani-
tation and quarantine; seed cleaning; management of soil fertility; selection of locally adapted and com-
petitive crops and crop cultivars and breeds of livestock; appropriate timing, depth, and rate of seeding; 
and integration of cropping and livestock and judicious use of off-farm in- puts.[20] Use of farm-grown 
seed and closed herd management reduce immigration of pests. Where problems arise, introduction of 
new genetics may be warranted. Mechanical and biological pest controls are used as necessary but only 
as a last resort.[16,21]

Rotation is one of the strongest tools that the producer uses. A diverse crop rotation increases micro-
bial and mycorrhizal activity in the soil and improves crop vigor. Populations of crop-specific pests, 
such as many diseases and insects, are severely reduced by years when a given crop is not grown.[22] Crop 
rotations alter the timing and competitive relationships of crops and reduce the build-up of weed com-
munities adapted to any given management practice. Crop and cultivar selection is also very important. 
Matching crops to fields improves their competitive relations with weeds, and helps them to resist both 
insect and pathogen attacks.

Similarly, rotation of livestock is important to maintain quality of grazing lands. Multiple species 
increases diversity and reduces problems. For instance, chickens following beef animals can reduce fly 
larvae; sheep and cattle can graze different plant species and different forage heights.
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Weeds

In organic systems, weeds are considered to be a part of the ecological system. They can be beneficial 
in moderating the soil environment, providing habitat and food for micro- and macrofauna, mov-
ing soil nutrients to the surface, and indicating soil or management problems. Of course, large weed 
populations are often detrimental. Weed management begins with avoidance, includes managing 
the crop and weed environment to minimize weeds, and only lastly involves direct weed control.[16]

A strongly competitive crop is an excellent defense against weeds. Competitive crops, such as fall 
rye and sweet clover, and perennial crops, such as alfalfa, are particularly effective at reducing the 
weed community. Less competitive crops, such as flax and lentil, are best seeded in less weedy fields, 
following strongly competitive crops.[16] Crop competition can be increased by appropriate cultivar 
selection and by crop management techniques. One of the most effective of these is increasing the 
seeding rate.[16] Heavier seeding rates are more effective in weedy situations. Organic recommen-
dations are generally 1.5 to 2 times the seeding rates recommended when herbicides are applied. 
When used in combination, cultural techniques such as appropriate cultivar, diverse rotation, and 
increased seeding rate increased crop yield and reduced weed competition.[16]

Tillage can be used to reduce weed populations. Tillage can be used after harvest, before seeding, 
and in fallow years. Concerns over the negative effects of tillage on soil quality, especially on erosion 
potential, have reduced the frequency of fall and fallow tillages, though these may be cautiously used 
for perennial weed control.[23] Delayed seeding after spring tillage remains an important tool. Early 
tillage stimulates the germination of volunteer crop and weed seeds. These are destroyed with a sec-
ond tillage at or before seeding. This strategy has been especially effective at reducing the abundance 
of early emerging species such as wild oats, Avena fatua, and winter annual weeds such as stinkweed 
(Thlaspi arvense).[16]

Harrowing after seeding or even after crop emergence can also be effective. This strategy is most 
effective for weeds that emerge from shallow depths, such as green foxtail, in crops that have large, 
deeply placed seeds. For row crops, interrow cultivation can be effective. The combination of early 
harrowing across the rows and interrow cultivation can offer good weed control. Other mechani-
cal weed control techniques include flaming, burning, and mowing. Chaff collection at harvest can 
remove significant numbers of weed seeds. It is most effective for volunteer crop seeds, and weed 
seeds such as lambsquarters (Chenopodium album), that are largely retained on the plant at a height 
above the stubble.[16]

Organic farmers are increasingly seeking ways of reducing tillage, substituting machinery such as 
noble blade cultivators, which kill weeds but leave them standing, and roller crimpers, which crimp 
weeds but leave them attached to the soil, and mowing. All these methods reduce erosion potential 
and soil disturbance relative to cultivation. Their efficacy for weed control is still under investiga-
tion. Use of forages, silage crops, and direct stubble grazing or green manure grazing further varies 
the rotation, allowing better weed control with less tillage. For many organic farmers, there is a 
trade-off between reducing tillage and increasing weed pressures. Further research is needed in this 
area.[16]

Biocontrol of weeds includes the use of livestock, weed-eating insects, and weed-suppressing dis-
eases. Livestock can be used for grazing or to consume mowed weeds. Livestock can also be used 
to consume chaff or seed screenings. Biocontrol insects generally target perennial weed species. 
For instance, the black dot spurge beetle has been released for control of leafy spurge. Few fungal 
biocontrol agents are available. Examples include DeVine® for strangler vine, Collego® for northern 
joint vetch, Biomal® for round-leaved mallow, and Phoma for dandelion. Beneficial organisms can 
be encouraged by practices such as reducing tillage, maintaining shelterbelts, and growing crops 
(such as legumes and some cereals) that encourage mycorrhizae. These can also be effective for weed 
control.[21]
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insects and other invertebrates

A majority of insects found in crop fields are beneficial or are of no economic importance. Diversity of 
habitat and wildlife encourages positive interactions among species and reduces the potential for out-
breaks of insect pests.

Organically grown crops may be less attractive to insects than crops grown with abundant synthetic 
fertilizers. Synthetic fertilizers may result in the accumulation of excess nitrate in plant tissue; compos-
ted manure and green manures release nitrogen more slowly, reducing the potential for this accumula-
tion. Excess nitrate makes plants more attractive to insect pests and can increase the reproductive rate 
of some insects, thus increasing the severity of an insect outbreak.

Crop rotations can be effective against insect pests with limited dispersal capabilities, such as the 
corn rootworm. For these types of insects, reducing crop residues and volunteer crop are also important.

For widely dispersed insects that are attracted to specific crops, large-scale cropping diversity is 
important. Monocultures favor these insects. Increasing the presence of non-attractive plant species 
reduces the incidence of attack. Practices such as strip cropping and intercropping can reduce the 
attraction of insect pests by diluting the aroma of the crop or confusing the insect’s search image. For 
instance, underseeding canola with yellow sweet clover may reduce the incidence of flea beetles. Even 
weed populations may function this way. For instance, weeds in alfalfa may increase the habitat for 
parasitic wasps that control alfalfa caterpillars. Barrier strips of an unattractive crop around the outside 
of the susceptible crop may prevent insects from crossing into the susceptible crop. For instance, a bor-
der strip of peas may reduce the movement of grasshoppers into wheat. Trap strips of an attractive crop 
may be sown. After insects accumulate there, it can be mowed or cultivated, thus destroying many of the 
insects. Small-sized fields also limit the problem of insect outbreaks.

The time of seeding can sometimes be altered to avoid insect pests. For instance, late seeding of canola 
can reduce the severity of flea beetles, and early seeding of wheat can reduce the attack of wheat midge.

Cultivar selection may help prevent insect problems. Wheat cultivars differ substantially in their 
susceptibility to wheat midge, in large part due to their rate of development.

Biocontrol agents are available for some insect pests. Predators such as ladybugs and lacewings can 
be used to reduce aphid populations. Bacillus thuringiensis strains have been developed for control of 
several insects, including caterpillars and beetles.[24] Some of these control organisms can be purchased. 
Maintaining a varied habitat in and around the crop field can also help to harbor such natural organisms.

Pheromone traps may be used to lure insects away from crops. Sticky traps can also be used. These 
trapping methods are particularly appropriate to monitoring insect populations.[24] They are less effec-
tive at large-scale insect removal. In high-value crops, such as potatoes or strawberries, insect “vacu-
ums” can be used for larger insects such as Colorado potato beetles or lygus bugs.

A few products can be used under organic certification standards. Soaps and oils can be used to suf-
focate insects such as aphids. Diatomaceous earth can be used to discourage soft-bodied insect larvae, 
rusty grain beetles, and slugs and snails. Natural products such as pyrethrum and rotenone are also 
acceptable under most certification standards.

Diseases

As with insects, many fungal and bacterial species are beneficial or benign. Practices that increase bio-
diversity will likely increase species that compete with or prey on disease species and thus reduce the 
outbreak of disease epidemics. The severity of disease can be limited by reducing the population of the 
pathogen or the susceptibility of the host or by changing environmental conditions that favor infection.

Rotation is an important key to reducing disease by reducing the inoculum level of the pathogen. 
Crop rotation is effective when pathogens are obligate and host specific, with low dormancy and poor 
aerial spread. Leaf blights of cereals and ascochyta blights of lentil can be reduced by rotations that 
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include different crops. Crop rotation alone is not sufficient to eliminate diseases in perennial crops; 
diseases such as common root rots and seedling blights with a wide host range; diseases that persist 
in soil, such as Fusarium wilt of flax; diseases with rapid spread, such as powdery mildew of peas; or 
diseases that are widespread in the air or by insect vectors, such as cereal grain rusts and aster yellows.

Straw, residue, and weed management can be important. Straw is a primary inoculum for some 
disease species. Incorporation of residues speeds their decomposition and thus reduces the pathogen 
population. The risks to soil quality with excess tillage need to be balanced against the risk of leaving 
inoculum in the field. Other sources of infection include volunteers of the target crop and weeds that 
are closely related to it. These sources of inoculum can reduce the effectiveness of a rotation away from 
the target crop.

Where diseases spread slowly from adjacent fields, field edges can be treated separately. Barrier strips 
or early swathing or mowing of the severely affected area may reduce the spread of disease into the crop.

Seed quality can impact disease potential. Reducing seed damage during harvest, storage, and seed-
ing can reduce the susceptibility to disease, especially seedling blights. This is especially important for 
seeds such as flax, rye, and pulses. Disease-free seed reduces the spread of seed-borne diseases into new 
areas.

Host susceptibility can be reduced by the selection of appropriate cultivars. Resistance or relative 
tolerance to a number of diseases varies greatly among cultivars. Differences among cultivars in disease 
susceptibility may reflect differences in their rate of growth; differences in their architecture and thus 
canopy humidity; or physical, biochemical, or genetic properties that restrict disease entry. Crop timing 
may also be important. For instance, earlier seeding may reduce the incidence of diseases such as barley 
yellow dwarf, powdery mildew of pea, and pasmo of flax. Late seeding of fall-seeded crops can reduce 
spread of disease by reducing their overlap with similar spring-seeded crops. Late seeding into warm 
soil can increase seedling vigor and thus reduce crop susceptibility to seedling blights. Reduced seeding 
rates can reduce the spread of disease by reducing contact among plants and by altering the environ-
ment in the canopy. Intercropping or strip cropping can be effective as well.

Some environmental manipulations can make disease frequency less severe. Selection of an appropri-
ate field for a given crop can be important. Nutrient imbalance can make diseases such as take-all in 
cereals more severe. The incorporation of manure and green manures in rotations can reduce the sever-
ity of disease by encouraging microbes that are antagonistic to crop pathogens.

Future concerns

Organic farming has many of the concerns that plague conventional farming: an aging cohort of farm-
ers; a scarcity of reliable information sources; an economic system that puts little value on ecological 
services provided by farmers and farmland; and increasingly, commoditization of organic products.

Despite strong organic regulations, there is evidence that many consumers are not well informed. 
This leads to copycat items in the marketplace, claiming organic attributes without the rigor behind the 
organic claims.

There is concern among organic producers that the popularity of biotechnology in crop breeding will 
result in the abandonment of traditional breeding programs. If all or even most future genetic disease 
and insect resistance is incorporated into a genetically modified background, it will be unavailable to 
organic producers. This will greatly reduce their pest management options.

Farmers are forced to make compromises between the soil benefits of reducing tillage and the efficacy 
of tillage for weed control. Most organic farmers export products while attempting to cycle materi-
als internally. Erratic weather threatens cropping; immature market infrastructure creates volatility in 
farm income. Farming of any sort is financially risky relative to most other professions. Poor crops and 
poor markets cause people to seek off-farm income. This and a local labor shortage reduce the ability of 
many farms to access the benefits of integrating livestock into their cropping systems.
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Organic producers have pioneered a path away from high-energy-consuming and polluting synthetic 
fertilizers and biocides. They have chosen to emulate nature, fostering natural ecosystem processes and 
biological cycling. It seems they are on a path toward sustainability, but further development is needed 
on this path.
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introduction

Earth’s vast reservoir of carbon (C) is contained in four distinct pools (Table 1). The soil C pool 
 comprises both organic and inorganic forms. Soil organic carbon (SOC) is estimated at 1,550 Pg 
(1 Pg =  petagram = 1015 g = 1 billion metric tons) and soil inorganic carbon (SIC) at 940 Pg.[1] The atmo-
spheric pool contains 820 Pg of C, and the vegetation for the biotic pool amounts to about 620 Pg of C.[2] 
The pedologic or soil C pool, with a total reserve of about 2,490 Pg to 1 m depth in both organic and 
inorganic forms, is about 3.5 times the atmospheric pool and 3.8 times the biotic pool.[1–6]

In addition to being the largest terrestrial pool, world soils also play a major role in the global C cycle 
(Figure 1).[3,4] The SOC pool is highly dynamic, concentrated near the soil surface, and comprises mate-
rial of plant and animal origin at various stages of decay and decomposition. A large part of the SOC 
pool is held in the organic soils of tundra and boreal forest ecosystems.[5] It is this dynamic SOC pool 

TABLE 1 Global Pools of C

Pool Amount (Pg)

Ocean
Intermediate and deep ocean
Surface ocean
Dissolved organic carbon
Surface sediment

38,100
1,020

700
150

Marine biota 3

Soil (1 m depth)
SOC
SIC

1,505
940

Vegetation
Atmosphere

620
760

Source: Kennel,[8] Lal,[3] and Schlesinger.[9]
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TABLE 2 Sources and Sinks of Atmospheric CO2 for the Decade of 2008–2017

Source/Sink
Flux (Pg 

C/yr)

Source
Fossil-fuel combustion 9.4, 0.5
Deforestation, land use, and world soils 1.5, 0.7
Total 10.9

Sinks
Increase in atmospheric concentration
Ocean uptake
Total

4.7, 0.02
2.4, 0.5

7.1
Land 3.2, 0.8
Imbalance 0.5

Source: Le Quéré et al.[7]

FIGURE 1 Interactive effects among the three C pools (soils, biota, and atmosphere) have led to a steady increase 
in the atmospheric pool at the expense of the soil and biotic pools. Values in the arrow indicate direction and mag-
nitude of the known fluxes (Pg/yr), while the question mark indicates the lack of information. 
Source: Lal,[3] Jansson et al.,[2] and Le Quéré et al.[7]

that is intimately connected with the projected global warming or the accelerated greenhouse effect. 
Change in soil C pool by 1 Pg is equivalent to 0.47 ppm change in atmospheric concentration of CO2.[6]

These global pools are interconnected through fluxes of C (Figure 1). Sources and sinks of carbon 
for the decade of 2008–2017 are shown in Table 2. The two principal sources are fossil-fuel combustion 
(9.4  Pg/yr) and deforestation and soil disturbance (1.5 Pg/yr). The two proven sinks are atmosphere 
(4.7 Pg/yr) and ocean (2.4 Pg/yr). The unknown sink for the remaining 3.2 Pg/yr is most likely the world 
soils and other terrestrial ecosystems.[7] The exchanges occur between (1) world biota and the atmo-
sphere with an annual flux of 121.3 Pg photosynthesized by plants and returned to the atmosphere in 
equal amounts through plant and soil respiration; and (2) oceans and the atmosphere amounting to an 
annual net increase of the ocean sink by about 2.4 Pg/yr.[7]

There has been a steady increase in the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases (GHGs—CO2, 
CH4, and N2O) since the beginning of agriculture,[10] but more strongly with the onset of the industrial 
revolution in the 1850s. This increase is primarily due to human activities, e.g., industry-based fossil-fuel 
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consumption, and agriculture-based deforestation and conversion to cultivable land involving intensive 
use of fertilizers and manures. The CO2 concentration in the atmosphere has increased from 280 ppmv 
in the 1850s to about 405.5 ppmv in 2017, and is increasing at the rate of 0.55% per year.[11]

Agricultural Activities and Greenhouse Gas emissions

GHGs are emitted by numerous agricultural activities (Figure 2). Agricultural sources of CO2 are 
 deforestation, land use conversion, biomass burning, soil plowing and other mechanical disturbances 
of the topsoil, and fossil-fuel consumption. Among principal sources of CH4 are enteric fermentation in 
ruminant animals, cultivation of rice paddies, anaerobiosis in poorly drained soils, and biomass burn-
ing. Atmospheric concentration of CH4 has increased from 722 ppb during the pre-industrial era to 
1,859 ppb in 2017, and is increasing at the rate of 0.7 ppb/yr.[11] Use of nitrogenous fertilizers and manures 
is the principal source of N2O emission. Concentration of N2O in the atmosphere has increased from 
270 ppb in pre-industrial era to 330 ppb in 2017, and is increasing at the rate of 0.9 ppb/yr.[11] Soil manage-
ment plays a major role in the type and amount of emission of GHGs.[4]

The rate of oxidation or mineralization of the SOC pool depends on its composition and numer-
ous other factors. Factors that increase oxidation are soil disturbance, high soil temperature, lack of 
protective vegetal cover, and risks of soil erosion and degradation. In contrast, factors that decrease 
oxidation are minimal soil disturbance, low soil temperature, presence of protective vegetal cover, 
and high soil resilience. The annual flux of CO2 from soil to the atmosphere, about 60 Pg, is due to soil 
respiration and its rate increases with increase in soil temperature. The mean resident time of SOC 
in soil is about 32 years, but some resistance humic substances can stay in soil for thousands of years. 
Losses of SOC pool by oxidation are accentuated by soil erosion of water and wind,[12–14] and other 
degradative processes.

Introduction of mechanized agriculture (e.g., tractor-based plowing and other farm operations caus-
ing soil disturbance) has accentuated losses of SOC pool from cultivated soils. Some soils lose as much 
as 25% of their SOC pool within 1 year after deforestation and cultivation.[15] The rate of loss of SOC 

FIGURE 2 Agricultural activities and emission of GHG from soil to the atmosphere.
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Managing World Soils for Mitigation of the Greenhouse effect

content is more in the tropics than that in the temperate climate. Some tropical soils, cultivated for mil-
lennia in Asia, have extremely low levels of remaining SOC content (as low as 0.2%). These soils have 
probably lost 75%–80% of their antecedent SOC content. It is likely that as much as 135 Pg of C in the 
atmospheric pool has been contributed by world soils.[3]

In addition to being a source of atmospheric C (as CO2, CH4, or CO), world soils are also a major 
source of N2O. The relative contribution of N2O has also increased because of the intensive use of nitrog-
enous fertilizers since World War II. The magnitude of N2O emission varies among soils, type of nitrog-
enous fertilizer used (formulation), climate, land use, and soil and crop management.[16]  

Potential of World Soils as c Sink

The SOC in most agricultural soils is below their potential capacity. Assuming a considerable part of 
atmospheric CO2 has come from world soils, it is possible to reverse the trend and store C back into the 
soil. Increase in SOC content, through change in land use and farming practices, could slow the rate of 
increase of atmospheric CO2 and provide a negative feedback to the greenhouse effect. Because of their 
vast pool, it is very likely that terrestrial ecosystems are the unknown sink for 3.2 Pg of C/yr (Table 2), of 
which soils are a major component.[3]

Principal mechanisms by which soils can be used as an effective sink for some of the atmospheric CO2 
through increase in SOC content include (1) conversion of biomass into resistant humic substances with 
long turnover time, (2) aggregation or formation of stable organo-mineral complexes that render SOC 
inaccessible to microbes, and (3) deep incorporation of SOC below the plow layer through deep root 
system development and translocation by leaching. These mechanisms can be set-in-motion through 
adoption of proper land use, choice of appropriate farming/cropping systems, and use of judicious soil 
and crop management practices.[3,4]

The potential of C sequestration in world soils depends on the current land use, present level of SOC 
content, the initial SOC content prior to soil disturbance by deforestation and conversion to other land 
uses, climatic or ecoregional characteristics, and farming systems. Among all land uses, the largest 
potential increase in SOC content is in arable lands. If the SOC content of the world’s agricultural land 
can be increased at the low rate of 0.04% per year to 40 cm depth, which may be difficult to achieve for 
soils of arid and semiarid regions, the C sequestration potential of such a possibility is about 2.5 Pg/yr 
(Eq. 1). These calculations, based on the assumption that the mean bulk density of soils is 1.25 Mg/m3, 
are mere examples of what may be possible. The estimates thus computed are not indicative of what is 
happening now nor what may happen in the future.

Thus, an example of the estimation of C sequestration potential of 5,000 × 106 ha of world agricultural 
land to 40 cm depth.

There are several soil management practices that can be used to increase SOC content and reduce the 
risk of accelerated greenhouse effect (Figure 3). These practices can be grouped under two broad cat-
egories: (1) those that decrease losses due to soil degradative processes and (2) those that increase SOC 
content through soil restorative processes (Table 3). The principal strategy is of agricultural intensifica-
tion through adoption of appropriate land use and recommended agricultural practices.

A tremendous potential of mitigation of the greenhouse effect exists through restoration of degraded 
and drastically disturbed soils. It is estimated that the area of the degraded soils of the world is about 
2.0 billion ha.[23] These soils include the presently cultivated land area, pastoral land areas, and other 
managed and natural ecosystems. Restoration to improve soil quality can lead to an increase in ground 
biomass production (both above and below the ground), increase in SOC content, and strengthening of 
a negative feedback to the greenhouse effect. An example of calculating the sequestration potential of 
restoration of degraded soils is shown in Eq. (2).
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C sequestration potential of restoration of degraded

(2)

These calculations are based on the assumption that mean soil bulk density to 0.4 m depth is 1.25 Mg/m3. 
It is also assumed that the potential, 1 Pg/yr of restoring degraded soils combined with 2.5 Pg C/yr of 
managing all agricultural land at 3.5 Pg C/yr, can be realized over 25–50 years. Realization of this poten-
tial requires development of strict land care ethics and global soil policy that must be strictly adhered to. 
While attempts at decreasing the emissions due to fossil-fuel combustion must be continued, it is impor-
tant that the vast potential of world soils in C sequestration may be realizable through adoption of known 
and proven technologies. The attainable potential of world soils for C sequestration is 0.6–1.2 Pg C/yr.[4]

TABLE 3 Strategies for Increasing SOC Content for Mitigation of the Greenhouse Effect

Practices That Decrease Loss of SOC Content Practices That Enhance SOC Content

Soil erosion control techniques
1.   Conservation agriculture
  Residue management
  Terraces and vegetable contour barriers
  Improved cropping systems
  Afforestation
2.   Decreasing losses of organic carbon through erosion, 

mineralization, and leaching

Improved soil fertility and integrated nutrient management
1.   Precision farming
  Nutrient cycling
  Application of biosolids and biological nitrogen fixation
 2. Restoration of degraded soils
   Eroded soils
   Mineland and drastically disturbed soils
   Salt-affected soils
 3. Water management (controlled drainage and drip 

subirrigation)

FIGURE 3 Agricultural activities with a potential of sequester C in world soils that decrease the risks of the 
greenhouse effect.
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conclusions

World soils constitute a major terrestrial C pool, and even a small change in the C pool of world soils can 
lead to a substantial change in the atmospheric C pool. A considerable increase in atmospheric C pool, 
since the industrial revolution, has come from the soil and biotic pools. Agricultural activities that lead 
to emissions of CO2 and CH4 from soil to the atmosphere include deforestation, biomass burning, and 
plowing. Gaseous emissions are accentuated by soil degradative processes including accelerated erosion 
and structural decline.

Conversion to an appropriate land use and adoption of judicious management can reverse the trend 
by making world soils a major sink for C. The SOC content of agricultural soils can be maintained or 
enhanced by use of conservation agriculture, application of crop residue mulch, and judicious use of 
chemical fertilizers and organic amendments which enhance soil quality. Total potential of agricultural 
soils (~5 billion ha) and degraded soils (~2 billion ha) of 3.5 Pg C/yr, merely an example of calculation, 
necessitates land use planning and the appropriate policy implications.
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introduction

The system of agricultural production has undergone immense changes in the past three decades.[1] Crop 
yields have increased through a combination of plant breeding, intensive use of pesticides and inor-
ganic fertilizer, and greater mechanization. Farming systems based on high inputs of agrochemicals and 
intensive tillage are now recognized as being unsustainable because they cause soil erosion, soil nutrient 
depletion, environmental pollution, increased pest problems, and public health hazards. In addition the 
profitability of cereal and oil crop production also declined at the end of the 20th century forcing farm-
ers to examine ways of reducing their production costs.[1] As a consequence farming is facing economic, 
political, environmental, and social pressures that are forcing changes in the methods of crop produc-
tion. In response, a range of different production systems has evolved that try to address these issues. 
The most extreme are the organic or biological systems in which agrochemical use is almost eliminated. 
Various systems have been defined that are between the extremes, such as integrated farming systems, 
and these aim to use lower inputs and as such are regarded as being more sustainable.[2] Many defini-
tions exist for integrated farming but the most appropriate is all encompassed in the description by El 
Titi[3] “an holistic pattern of land use, which integrates natural regulation processes into farming activities 
to achieve a maximum replacement of off-farm inputs and to sustain farm income.” Integrated farming 
therefore incorporates the principles of integrated crop management (ICM) and integrated pest man-
agement (IPM) but takes a long-term, whole-farm approach that considers all aspects of crop produc-
tion and land management.[2] The emphasis is on preserving farm profitability by optimizing inputs, 
although consequently there may be ecological benefits and overall greater sustainability.[4]
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What is Forcing the changes?

The driving forces where integrated farming has been adopted vary between countries and farmers. 
The main influences are outlined below.

Legislation

The withdrawal of many pesticides (e.g., in Denmark) has led to some farmers having no option but to 
adopt integrated or organic systems. Some countries (e.g., the Netherlands) have set targets for national 
conversion to sustainable agriculture based on integrated farming.[5]

economic Pressure

Recent declines in cereal and oil seed values and price support has made European farmers look closely 
at their variable and fixed production costs and therefore a more integrated approach. Agrienvironment 
payments encourage better habitat management. Cross compliance, modulation, etc., if adopted may 
force more widespread changes.

Green Marketing incentive

Crop assurance schemes may include integrated practices. These may provide a premium over conven-
tionally produced food or are a requirement for the larger supermarket retailers.[5]

environmental

The widespread decline in farmland wildlife is now recognized by governments, farmers, environmen-
tal organizations, and the general public.[1,6] To mitigate some of these changes farmers are adopting 
some of the principles of integrated farming, especially with respect to pesticide use and management 
of their ecological infrastructure.

Agronomic

When pesticide resistance reaches such levels that chemical control is no longer possible or economical 
then farmers have to look for alternative solutions.[7]

Development of integrated Farming

The integrated approach incorporates all aspects of farm management and therefore requires knowledge 
of the interactions between components in the system, before the concept can be promoted to farmers. 
In many countries, long-term farm studies have been conducted to develop an integrated system and in 
some cases economic and environmental comparisons were made with the conventional approach.[4,8] 
Overall integrated farming proved equally profitable.[4,8] Lower yields could be expected, but this loss 
was compensated for by using lower inputs of agrochemicals and energy. In the United Kingdom results 
from nine farm-scale studies in which integrated and conventional farming was compared were pooled 
for analysis. In the integrated system substantial reductions in inputs were achieved without losing crop 
quality (Table 1).

The reduction in agrochemical inputs is likely, but as yet not satisfactorily proven to reduce the risk 
of pollution and toxic or sublethal effects to nontarget organisms. Nevertheless, some environmental 
benefits were attained.[1,6] Some studies reported greater numbers and diversity of soil fauna where an 
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TABLE 1 Integrated Farming Inputs and Their Costs as a Percentage of Conventional Systems

Input % Change in Quantity of Use % Change in Cost

Fungicides
Herbicides

−50
−42

−41
−32

Insecticides −40 −42
Fertilizers −18 −15
Seeds +10 +12
Operational – −9

Source: Adapted from Integrated Farming: Agricultural Research into Practice; MAFF Publications: London, 1998.

integrated system was used, although this was not always apparent. Beneficial insects vary naturally in 
their abundance between years, fields, and different crops and these fluctuations were usually greater 
than those between the two farming systems. In small-scale (often <5 ha) trials conventional inputs 
appeared to have few long-term, direct effects on nontarget arthropods, however, farm-scale monitoring 
in the United Kingdom for the past 20 years has indicated that many arthropods have declined since the 
advent of intensive farming and are showing little sign of recovering.[1] In all farming system experi-
ments weed, disease, and insect pest infestation levels were routinely monitored to aid crop protection 
decisions. Most studies reported lower disease and insect pest incidence, but higher weed burdens in the 
integrated system, although rigorous experimental appraisals were seldom given.

Principles of integrated Farming

Arable crops are complex ecological systems[1] and consequently a blueprint for their management using 
an integrated approach cannot be applied universally. Each farm, crop, and even each field must be 
considered separately based upon the previous history, current crop monitoring, and the farmers’ indi-
vidual objectives. There are, however, some broad principles that apply.[2,3,5,7,9]

Multifunctional crop Rotation

Rotation is the core of any integrated system with a minimum of four different crops, although a lon-
ger rotation may add more opportunities to build soil fertility and prevent disease and pest carryover. 
Although the choice of crops will depend on locality, markets, and prices, there are some broad princi-
ples. Crops that build soil fertility (leguminous crops and those with high inputs of organic matter, e.g., 
grasses) must be alternated with those that reduce soil physical and chemical fertility (root crops with 
low input of organic matter, e.g., potatoes and sugar beet). The sequence of each crop can also be used to 
ensure there are opportunities to control grass weeds in broadleaved crops and that pest organisms are 
kept below economic thresholds by ensuring that no single type or group of crops are grown in succes-
sion. There may have to be compromises and the rotation chosen will reflect the economic, agronomic, 
or environmental priorities of individual farmers.

integrated nutrient Management

Inputs of inorganic fertilizers are essential to maintain yield and quality but must be balanced to ensure 
supply does not exceed demand by more than 10%. Excessive nutrient supply encourages weeds, pests, 
and diseases and causes pollution. Application should maximize uptake by the crop and minimize 
loss to the environment. Where possible inorganic fertilizer should be replaced with animal and green 
manures. This has many benefits:
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Improved soil nutrient supply and physical structure
Encouragement of beneficial organisms such as predatory invertebrates and microbials
Lower cost
Savings in nonrenewable resources

Optimizing nutrient supply through judicious use of off-farm inputs, organic manures wherever pos-
sible, and choice of a nutrient-supplying crop rotation will generate economic benefits for the farmer 
and the environment, especially water quality.

Minimum Soil cultivation

Soil cultivations require high inputs of energy and machinery, are damaging to beneficial soil fauna, and 
encourage erosion and nutrient leaching. Adopting a soil cultivation system to minimize these effects is 
an essential component of any integrated system. The type and intensity of cultivation must be chosen 
according to soil type and agronomic concerns (e.g., weed species composition). Conservation tillage/
noninversion tillage in combination with mulching should be maximized thereby concentrating soil 
organic matter in the upper soil layers. This improves soil structure and workability, decreases erosion 
and leaching, improves drought tolerance, and creates more favorable conditions for beneficial preda-
tory invertebrates, soil microorganisms, and earthworms. Weeds may be encouraged but these may be 
overcome by utilizing the benefits of rotation and targeted weed control. Considerable cost savings may 
be made and this is the driving force behind the recent interest in the noninversion tillage in Western 
Europe.

integrated crop Management

Integrated crop management encompasses IPM but extends the principles to the control of weeds and 
diseases. The approach maximizes natural regulatory mechanisms through adoption of the above 
components and uses plant resistance, time of planting, economic thresholds, and the most envi-
ronmentally safe pesticides. This requires more intensive crop monitoring and in some cases greater 
tolerance of pests. Mechanical weed control combined with low doses of herbicide may be appropri-
ate. Encouragement of pest predators through provision of suitable habitat and trap cropping is also 
recommended.

ecological infrastructure Management

This is the provision of a suitable proportion of noncrop or ecological areas that if correctly 
 managed can

Provide a source of beneficial species for pest control;
Act as buffer zones along ecologically sensitive areas such as watercourses preventing nutrient loss 

and soil erosion;
Provide a refuge from which reinvasion may occur after any adverse agricultural operations;
Prevent weed ingress into fields; and
Act as a source of biodiversity.

These areas may be field margins, hedgerows, fence lines, grass, or herbaceous strips arranged to ensure 
the maximum connectivity while keeping individual field size to a minimum. A minimum area of 5% of 
cropped land is recommended[3] although the ecological gains will be dependent on the quality of these 
areas. Research has identified the potential of different ecological areas to provide pest control and act 
as buffer zones.
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implementing an integrated System

The approach requires considerable knowledge and commitment by the farmer. A whole farm 
evaluation helps the transition from high to lower inputs. On-farm trials may be needed to ascertain 
the most effective system. Extension services are needed for the transition period and afterward if it is 
to remain successful.[2] New technology, such as decision support and precision farming techniques, 
are advocated.
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organic Soil Amendments and their Mechanisms of Action

introduction

Modern agriculture is faced with the challenge of becoming more productive and yet more sustainable. 
One important goal toward this end is to boost crop production through proper management of 
weeds, insect pests, and plant pathogens. These management tactics must be implemented without 
adversely affecting the ecosystem. Therefore, there is a need to change from the use of pesticides 
to safer pest management practices, which can be adopted in integrated pest management (IPM) 
programs. The use of organic soil amendments for the control of plant pathogens and/or pests may 
provide a viable alternative.[1–3]

Amending soil with organic matter such as chitin, oil cakes, compost, animal manures, and other 
industrial by-products in pest management studies is well recognized.[4,5] However, effects of these 
materials on disease development are not clear, and have been attributed, in part, to the factors dis-
cussed below.

impacts of organic Soil Amendments on Plant Health and Weeds

Soil amendments improve plant growth by enhancing plant nutrition.[1] The levels of nitrogen, phospho-
rus, potassium, and other essential elements are increased when organic matter is added to soil and is 
associated with better crop performance.[1] Changes in physical characteristics of soil may also enhance 
plant growth and the associated weeds, an attribute that should be utilized in disease management. 
Healthy plants produce higher yields, compete with weeds, and tolerate fungal, nematode, and insect 
damage better than unthrifty plants.[1,6]
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organic Soil Amendments and Plant Resistance

Materials such as oil cakes and sawdust have high phenolic content and alter the attractiveness of host 
plants to nematodes.[7] For example, seed treatment with ground oil cakes boosts plant resistance to 
Tylenchulus semipenetrans Cobb and root-knot nematodes due to increased levels of phenols in treated 
citrus and tomato roots, respectively.[4,7] In contrast, organic materials from Tithonia diversifolia (Hems) 
and chicken manure increase the severity of dry root-rot of French bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.cv. Monel) 
caused by Fusarium solani f.sp. phaseoli (Mart) Sacc. (Table 1). This has been attributed to the formation 
of stimulatory ammonium compounds during decomposition.[8]

Release of compounds toxic to insects and Plant Pathogens

Some organic materials release insecticidal, nematoxic, and/or fungitoxic chemicals during decompo-
sition, for instance, neem oil and neem cake powder from the neem tree, Azadirachtin indica. A. Juss 
contains the limonoid azadirachtin, which is nematoxic and insecticidal in nature.[6,9] The black bean 
aphid, Aphis fabae (Scop), has been successfully controlled by this product (Table 2). The nematicidal 
activity of marigolds (Tagetes spp.) and castor (Ricinus spp.) has also been recognized, but in this case 

TABLE 1 Effect of Cowdung (Cd) and Organic Soil Amendments from T. diversifolia (Td) and Their Combination 
with Metalaxyl (Mt) on Plant Growth and Dry Root Rot of French Beans 72 Days after Planting in Soils Inoculated 
with F. solani f.sp. phaseoli (Fs)

Soil 
Treatment

Mean Shoot 
Dry Weight (g)

Mean Root 
Dry Weight (g)

Meana 
L.D.E.T (mm)

Mean Root Rot 
Indexb (1–9)

Mean Number 
Pods per Plant

Mean Dry Weight 
of 100 Seeds

Cd + Fs 4.84bc 1.398a 30.0bc 3.13c 22.0a 25.05a
Cd + Mt + Fs 4.26b 1.166b 50.0abc 5.41b 21.0a 19.02b
Td + Fs 3.36b 0.232b 62.lab 6.23b  5.0b 23.57b
Td + Mt + Fs 1.03c 0.014e 90.0ab 8.00a  0.0c  0.00c
Fs alone 3.12b 0.167e 97.5a 7.25a   4.0bc 21.37a
+ Cd; No Fs 7.84a 0.733c 6.11c l.00d 22.0a 32.17a
Td alone 2.31c 0.796c 5.43c l.00d   4.0bc 32.85a

Source: Wagichunge.[14]

a  Length of discoured tissue (mm) (L.D.E.T).
b  Mean root-rot index was based on a 0–10 rating scale, where, 0 = no symptoms and 10 = whole root system decayed.
c   N umbers are means of five replicates. Means followed by the same letter within the same column are not significantly 

 different at P = 0.05 level by Duncan's Multiple Range Test (DMRT).

TABLE 2 Weekly Mean Aphid Scores on French Beans Following Treatments with the Insecticide Gaucho Neem 
Kernel (NKCP) and Different Neem Products

Mean No. of Pods/Plant
Treatment Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 (Week 4)

Karate (2 mL/L) 0.1ca 0.1c 0.6c 1.2c 1.03c
Neem oil EC (3%) 0.1c 0.5c 0.5c 1.3c 9.3c
NKCP/WE (50 g/L) 1.1b 1.0c 0.7c 1.6c 6.2c
Gaucho (8 mL/kg) 0.9b 1.5b 2.1b 3.6b 5.0b
Control 3.4a 4.9a 6.7a 7.0a 3.3a

Source: Maundu.[6]

a    Numbers are means of 10 replicates. Means followed by the same letter within columns do not differ significantly at P = 0.05 
by Duncan's Multiple Range Test (DMRT).
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the toxic principles are Polythienyls and ricin, respectively.[4,7] Antimicrobial chemicals such as nitrites 
and hydrogen sulfide are also produced during decomposition and play an important role in disease 
control. Unfortunately, various changes in quality and quantity of these chemicals occur over time, 
making it difficult to obtain more than circumstantial evidence that any one compound is responsible 
for disease suppression.[2]

Stimulation of Antagonistic Microorganisms

The hypothesis that organic soil amendments stimulate the activity of antagonistic microorganisms was 
proposed over 50 years ago.[5] When organic matter is added to soil, a sequence of microbial changes is 
initiated, none of which should be viewed in isolation. It is possible that the ability of nematophagous 
fungi such as Paecilomyces lilacinus Thom. (Samson) and Verticillium chlamydosporium (Goddard) to 
destroy/parasitize eggs of root-knot nematodes is stimulated by soil amendments.[2,10] Egg parasitism 
of up to 37% has been achieved with organic matter from castor plant or chicken manure (Table 3). 
Besides egg parasitism, the diverse range of microorganisms in amended soils competes with nema-
todes and other invertebrate pests for space and oxygen, thereby creating unfavorable anaerobic micro-
sites in the soil. Bacteria such as Streptomyces anulatus (Beijerinck) Waksman, the collembolan, and 
Entomobyroides dissimilis (Moniez) are good examples.[5] Armillaria root rot of fruit and forest trees, 
caused by Armillaria mellea Vahl ex.fr, is minimized using coffee pulp that stimulates the antagonistic 
effects of Trichoderma viride link ex. Fries against a wide range of Armillaria spp.[11]

In conclusion, it is evident that various activities of soil microorganisms contribute significantly 
to the detrimental effects of organic matter on plant pathogens. However, it is difficult to determine 
whether any one activity or group of organisms is directly responsible for the suppression of specific 
diseases. The evidence available remains largely circumstantial.

TABLE 3 Effect of Organic Soil Amendments, and Soil Treatments with Captafol or Aldicarb on the Parasitism 
(%) of Meloidogyne javanica Eggs with P. lilacinus and Growth of Tomato cv Money Maker Plants

Soil Treatmenta Egg Parasitism (%) Juveniles/300 mL Soil Gall Indexb (0–4) Shoot Height (cm) Shoot Dry Weight (g)

Tag + Mj 0.5f 188c 2.3c 36.0fc 2.8g
Dat + Mj 0.7f 189c 2.5c 35.0g 2.9g
Ric + Mj 1.2f 207c 2.4c 32.lh 3.5e
Ch.M + Mj l.0f 217c 1.8d 46.8b 5.0b
Ald + Mj 0.8f   18e 1.3e 49.8a 5.4a
Cap + Mj 0.0f 521a 3.8a 32.5h 2.9g
F + Mj 21.2e 438b 3.5b 28.4T 1.71
F + cap + Mj 1.3f 501a    3.6ab 30.2hi 2.6h
F + Ald + Mj 26.2d    l0e 0.5f 46.6b 5.1b
F + Tag + Mj 30.9b 206c 2.0d 39.2e 3.0g
F + Dat + Mj 28.4c 201c 2.0d 42.8c 3.2f
F + Ric + Mj 37.2a 187c 2.5c 39.7e 3.6e
F + Ch.M + Mj 37.3a 147d 1.8d 42.0d 4.2d
Mj. ‘‘Only” 0.5f 425b 3.4b 23.5j 1.4j
Soil ‘‘Only” 0.0f        0.0e 0.0f 44.9bc 4.5c

Source: Oduor-Owino.[1]

a  F   = fungus; Mj = M. javanica; Cap = Captafol; Ald = aldicarb; Tag = Tagetus minuta; Dat = Datura stramonium; 
Ric = Ricinus communis; and Ch.M = chicken manure.

b  Gall index was based on a 0–4 rating scale, where 0 = no galls and 4 = 76%–100% of the root system galled.
c  N umbers are means of 10 replicates. Means followed by different letters within a column are significantly different 

(P = 0.05) according to Duncan's Multiple Range Test.
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Use of organic Soil Amendments in the 21st  century

Studies on the efficacy of organic soil amendments against plant pathogens should be intensified world-
wide. Organic plant materials such as chitin, compost, and oil cakes have great nematode control poten-
tial but have remained unutilized in biological control systems due to inadequate and inconsistent 
information on their efficacy and compatibility with antagonistic microorganisms.[10,12] It is not known 
if these organic materials and fungal antagonists/predators can successfully be integrated into the same 
pest control systems. The future challenge in this case is to determine ways of boosting the antagonistic 
potential of specific beneficial organisms by using locally available amendments in quantities realistic 
for broad-scale agricultural use. The complexity of the soil environment may thwart efforts to achieve 
this, but previous studies[4,5,7] and recent work on the interaction between nematodes and organic soil 
amendments[1–3,13] suggest that this is a promising area for further research.

Future concerns

Organic soil amendments have a positive future in pest and disease control.[10,14] However, recent tech-
niques used in the fields of biotechnology and molecular genetics[15] may dominate biological control 
research with a view of alleviating problems that are presently confronting researchers in an attempt to 
look for safe pest control alternatives. It is important that scientists, in their eagerness to embrace these 
new technologies, do not lose sight of the fact that the ultimate objective is the development of environ-
mentally friendly pest control systems that can be applied in the field. We must strike the right balance 
between theoretical investigations and the more applied biological control studies aimed at developing 
viable pest management options.
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 introduction

Approximately 26% of Earth’s land (excluding Antarctica) is occupied1 by grazing systems, making 
them the largest non-forest land use on the planet (Erb et al. 2017, FAO 2011). A defining feature of 
livestock production is that ruminants (e.g., bovines, sheep, and goats) spend at least some of their 
lifetime grazing; however, there are several terms used to refer to large grassy areas depending on the 
intensity of use: grasslands, rangelands, pasturelands, and grazing lands. Practitioners and researchers 
usually distinguish among natural grazing lands (also called rangelands) and improved grazing lands 
(also called pasturelands) (Allen et al. 2011, Garnett et al. 2017). While the term “grasslands” describes 
ecological communities that are dominated by grasses, the term “grazing lands” refers to the potential 
or realized use of grasslands to humans. Rangelands are dominated by natural vegetation whose species 
composition has not been altered to boost livestock productivity (Allen et al. 2011, Garnett et al. 2017) 

1 Though the land occupied for grazing may include multiple non-grazing uses as well, just as grazing may occur in areas 
not primarily devoted to livestock production.
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(Figure 1b). Rangelands can be characterized as grasslands, shrub steppe, shrublands, savannas, and 
deserts that are managed to provision ecosystem services to benefit human well-being. Pasturelands, 
on the other hand, are more intensively managed by planting nutrient-rich grasses and legumes, or by 
using fertilizer and other amendments (Allen et al. 2011, Garnett et al. 2017) (Figure 23.1a). Heretofore, 
we refer to rangelands and pasturelands together as grazing lands or grazing systems.

ecosystem Services Provided by Grazing Systems

There are four different categories of ecosystem services: provisioning, regulating, supporting, and cul-
tural (MA 2005, Sala et al. 2017). Because grazing systems are heterogeneous, they provide numerous 
ecosystem services in addition to provisioning feed for livestock, and food and fiber for the world’s 
pastoralists (Sala et al. 2017). In the case of grazing lands, provisioning services, which are the products 
that can be directly harvested and have market value, are freshwater and forage for livestock to produce 
meat, milk, wool, and leather (Sala and Paruelo 1997, Sala et al. 2017). The main ecosystem regulating 
service in grasslands is soil carbon sequestration. Supporting services enable the production of all other 
ecosystem services such as nutrient cycling, conservation of soils, habitat, and biodiversity (MA 2005, 
Sala and Paruelo 1997). Lastly, cultural services, which are the nonmaterial benefits that humans obtain 
from grazing lands, include social status, traditional lifestyles, and tourism (Sala et al. 2017). From local-
to-global scales, ranchers, commercial entities, and the public sector all benefit from the ecosystem 
services that are provided by grazing lands.

FIGURE 1 Examples of (a) pastureland (i.e., intensively managed planted grassland), (b) rangeland (i.e., exten-
sively managed natural grassland), (c) silvo-pastoral system, and (d) integrated crop-livestock system.
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Provisioning Services

Grasslands are a key feed resource, accounting for close to 50% of feed use in livestock production sys-
tems globally (Herrero et al. 2013). While in many parts of the world, grassland provisioning services are 
directly traded in markets, in other places pastoralists depend on provisioning services for their liveli-
hoods. Specifically, the livestock sector provides income for approximately 1.3 billion people worldwide 
and food for approximately 800 million food-insecure people (Herrero et al. 2013). Globally, the livestock 
sector produced approximately 586 million tons of milk, 59 million tons of beef, and 11 million tons of 
small ruminant meat in 2000 (Herrero et al. 2013). Although most rangeland-based systems occupy 
less productive lands compared to pasturelands, they provide a key source of livelihood for pastoral-
ists in regions that rely on extensive livestock production. Indeed, rangeland-based systems account 
for the majority of small ruminant meat production, for local production of beef in Latin America and 
Oceania, and for small ruminant milk production in sub-Saharan Africa (Herrero et al. 2013).

Regulating Services

Grassland soils contain one-third of the terrestrial soil organic carbon pool because they are geographi-
cally extensive and have relatively high per unit area carbon storage (Garnett et al. 2017, White et al. 
2000). However, the ability of grasslands to sequester carbon is limited due to variability in many factors 
(e.g., soil type, nutrient availability) that determine if organic matter is converted to stable belowground 
carbon. Planting deep-rooted grasses and legumes, adding manure to soils, stimulating forage produc-
tivity, and changing the timing and intensity of grazing can potentially increase the rate of soil carbon 
sequestration (Batjes 2014, Garnett et al. 2017). Good grazing management at the right stocking rate can 
maintain or even increase soil carbon sequestration by stimulating plant growth, which can lead to an 
increase in the proportion of organic matter that’s partitioned belowground (Batjes 2014, Garnett et al. 
2017). Although soil carbon stocks can quickly increase after an improvement in management, espe-
cially in degraded grazing lands, the rate of increase progressively declines as the system approaches an 
equilibrium (Smith 2014). As a result, while managing for land-based carbon sequestration in grazing 
systems is useful, it only plays a minor role in offsetting greenhouse gas emissions to which the livestock 
sector itself is a significant contributor.

Supporting Services

Wildlife Habitat and Biodiversity

Maintaining biodiversity in grazing systems is key not only to sustaining grassland flora and fauna but 
also to delivering all other ecosystem services. Managing for grassland structural heterogeneity, for 
example, can improve forage availability, enhance ecosystem functionality, and increase habitat avail-
ability for different plant, insect, bird, and mammal species (Fuhlendorf et al. 2006, 2017, Tews et al. 
2004). There are two aspects of biodiversity that appear to be critical for provision of ecosystem services 
and resilience to environmental change: functional-group diversity and functional-response diversity 
(Elmqvist et al. 2003, Folke et al. 2004). While functional-group diversity refers to groups of organisms 
that perform different functions in an ecosystem (i.e., graze, fix nitrogen), functional-response diversity 
refers to the ability of species from the same functional group to respond differently to environmental 
change (i.e., rainfall, grazing). Loss of both types of functional diversity can cause dramatic alterations 
in ecosystem functioning (Chapin 1997, Duffy 2002, Jackson 2001).

Soil conservation and nutrient cycling

Globally, grassland soils are very diverse and their characteristics and functions are critical determi-
nants of the ecosystems services that grazing systems can provide. Grassland soil structure and biogeo-
chemical cycles are controlled by three major functional groups of organisms: vascular plants, biological 
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soil crusts, and soil microbial communities (Evans et al. 2017). In addition, soil biogeochemical cycles 
(i.e., water, carbon, and nutrients) vary as a function of precipitation, phenology, disturbance regimes, 
and management practices (Evans et al. 2017). Rangelands, in particular, are a critical component of 
global biogeochemical cycles because they are globally extensive and sensitive to changes in resource 
availability caused by ecosystem drivers (Donohue et al. 2013, Poulter et al. 2014). In grazing lands, the 
quality and productivity of forage and, in turn, livestock are determined by the efficiency of these nutri-
ent cycles. Managing these ecosystems for soil conservation and nutrient cycling involves controlling 
livestock density to minimize soil compaction and overgrazing, maintaining plant diversity, planting 
legumes, and incorporating manure and fertilizers to the soil according to a comprehensive nutrient 
management plan (Bellows 2001).

cultural Services

While the provisioning, regulating, and supporting services that grazing lands provide often translate 
into material benefits to farmers (i.e., food and income), many land use choices are driven by the non-
material benefits these systems provide (Garrett et al. 2017). The degree to which different nonmaterial 
outcomes result in improved well-being is related to cultural preferences. Many farmers choose graz-
ing systems as a livelihood due to the low and less seasonal labor demands relative to most systems of 
crop production (Hecht 1993, Muchagata and Brown 2003), a desire to pursue a lifestyle independent of 
markets and governments (Skaggs 2008, van der Ploeg 2010) and as a status symbol (Hoelle 2011, Walker 
et al. 2000). For example, the persistence of low-income cattle ranching in the Brazilian Amazon and 
Cerrado has been linked to its cultural importance as a source of social status and a tranquil lifestyle 
(Garrett et al. 2017, Wilcox 2017). Grazing lands and the biodiversity they harbor also provide aesthetic 
and spiritual values, including a sense of place, to both inhabitants and visitors (Knight 2002). These 
cultural values are reflected in the value of tourism activities and land prices, which often exceed the 
income provided by livestock rearing (Skaggs 2008).

It is important to note that while grassland ecosystems provide cultural services, cultural traditions 
also shape ecosystem services by determining land use diversity and intensity. In the Swiss Alps, for 
example, Romanic, German, and Walser villages exhibit very different land use configurations resulting 
in different levels of plant diversity within similar types of grazing systems (Maurer et al. 2006). Among 
Old Order Amish farmers in the United States, cultural preferences toward autonomy, social controls on 
the introduction of new technologies (e.g., synthetic inputs, heavy machinery), and a refusal of govern-
ment assistance, such as subsidized insurance (Stinner et al. 1989), have helped protect grazing systems 
within increasingly homogenized cropland landscapes (Garrett In Review, Parker 2013).

Management of Grazing Systems

Climate is a major driver of ecosystem structure and function in grasslands, with near-term precipita-
tion being the dominant climatic control and antecedent precipitation being secondary (Knapp and 
Smith 2001, Sala et al. 2012, Wu et al. 2015). As a result, the timing and amount of precipitation are key 
factors that limit soil moisture availability and annual vegetation productivity, and subsequently con-
strain grazing livestock density (Sala et al. 2012, Sloat et al. 2018, Wilcox et al. 2017). Changes in water 
availability due to drought, for example, have negative impacts on the provision of grassland ecosystem 
services, with especially profound response in soils where microbial activity, nutrient availability, and 
soil carbon sequestration depend on soil moisture (Evans et al. 2017).

In addition to climate variability, vegetation dynamics and productivity in rangelands (i.e., extensively 
managed systems) are also driven by livestock density (Briske et al. 2003, Ellis and Swift 1988, Gaitán 
et al. 2014, Sala et al. 2012, Wilcox et al. 2017). Specifically, while grazing primarily affects the long-term 
structure and composition of rangelands, precipitation variability primarily affects yearly plant produc-
tion and forage availability (Briske et al. 2003, Ellis and Swift 1988, Fernandez-Gimenez and Allen-Diaz 
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1999). In many regions of the world, continuous, unconstrained grazing (i.e., overgrazing) on rangelands 
with already poor soils or in climates with long dry seasons has led to degradation (decreased water 
infiltration and surface organic material leading to a loss of soil structure, nutrients, and water avail-
ability, and encroachment by invasive species) (King and Hobbs 2006, Perkins and Thomas 1993). Recent 
sustainable rangeland management approaches have focused on reversing land degradation and restor-
ing overgrazed ecosystems (Bestelmeyer et al. 2012, Briske et al. 2008). Specifically, resilience-based 
rangeland management aims to maintain desirable ecological states (i.e., grasslands) in order to avoid 
ecological thresholds that lead to less desirable ecological states (i.e., desert shrubland) (Bestelmeyer et 
al. 2012, Briske et al. 2008, Elmqvist et al. 2003).

In pasturelands (i.e., intensively managed systems), climate is also a major driver of productivity. Yet, 
human interventions such as irrigation, rotational grazing (frequently moving cattle through smaller 
paddocks to avoid grazing beyond an optimal threshold), applying soil correctives and fertilizer, and 
intercropping leguminous plant species (e.g., forage peanut) are mechanisms that can outweigh cli-
matic effects on grass productivity while also improving animal nutrition (Condron et al. 2014, Nobilly 
and Bryant 2013, Valentim and Andrade 2005). Grazing duration and intensity can also be managed 
to optimize productivity and economic returns. Other important improved grassland systems include 
integrated crop-livestock systems (planted pastures that are rotated with cropland) (Figure 1d) and 
silvo-pastoral systems (planted or natural pastures that are intercropped with tree species) (Figure 1c). 
These systems rely on synergies between the cropland, tree, and grazing land uses to increase nutri-
ent availability and improve soil structure when livestock are kept at low to moderate grazing intensi-
ties (Carvalho et al. 2014, Lemaire et al. 2014, Ryschawy et al. 2017). These synergies can reduce needs 
for external inputs while maintaining or increasing productivity and profitability (Garrett et al. 2017, 
Gil et al. 2018, Schiere et al. 2002). While mixed and integrated crop-livestock production systems are 
common in sub-Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia (Robinson et al. 2011), they remain very rare in the 
Global North and other important grazing regions (Garrett et al. In Review).

Collectively, these management decisions can substantially increase the amount of forage produced, 
as well as the number of cattle that can be supported, while decreasing the amount of time it takes the 
cattle to achieve slaughter weight. In Brazil, for example, existing ranching management practices in 
Brazilian Cerrado are highly extensive, and the current productivity of these pastures is only  32%–34% 
of its potential (Strassburg et al. 2014). Studies have shown that introducing rotational grazing can 
double the amount of protein produced per hectare, while integrated crop and livestock systems can 
increase the amount of protein produced by nearly 700% (Gil et al. 2018).

Traditional approaches to grazing system management have focused on the provision of food and 
fiber but have often been inadequate in guiding the provision of other ecosystem goods and services 
(Sala et al. 2017). For example, despite management efforts, rangelands have remained vulnerable to 
accelerated soil degradation, which impairs their ability to provide both regulating and supporting eco-
system services (Sala et al. 2017). At different temporal and spatial scales, climate variability, land deg-
radation, and the feedbacks between these two processes can reduce the ability of grazing systems to 
maintain ecosystem services.

challenges in Grazing Systems

Quantifying the susceptibility of grazing systems to climate variability and land degradation is critical 
for anticipating grassland feed shortages and for monitoring regions that are vulnerable to desertifica-
tion and woody encroachment. However, modeling the response of these ecosystems to climate varia-
tion, for example, is challenging because they are actively grazed by livestock and managed by humans, 
which means that their dynamics are influenced by grazing, soil amendments, and precipitation at 
multiple spatial and temporal scales. The interacting dynamics of climate variability, land degradation, 
and management shape the demand and provision of ecosystems services of grazing social-ecological 
systems (Figure 2). 
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FIGURE 2 Generalized diagram of ecosystem services and challenges in grazing social-ecological systems. 
Humans and the environment interact to shape the demand and provision of ecosystem goods and services.

climate change

In the coming decades, the responses of ecosystem processes to changes in the frequency and intensity 
of drought are likely to be exacerbated by rising temperatures (Huang et al. 2016, Polley et al. 2017). 
Recent studies suggest that up to 66% of global land areas are experiencing drying, and precipitation 
events in arid and semi-arid regions are forecast to become shorter, less frequent, and less widespread 
(Huang et al. 2016, Reeves et al. 2014). When combined with overgrazing, a warmer and drier climate 
can ultimately result in decreased productivity and directional shifts in the cover and composition of 
plant communities in grazing systems (Polley et al. 2017). If realized, then these changes pose a signifi-
cant threat to the sustainability of these systems, especially in arid and semi-arid regions.

Desertification

Twenty to thirty-five percent of the world’s pastures are in poor condition and show signs of degrada-
tion, especially when compared to natural grasslands (non-pasture) where direct human impacts are 
limited (Conant 2010, Garnett et al. 2017). Dryland ecosystems are especially vulnerable to degradation 
due to multiple biophysical and social stressors that exert pressure at different temporal and spatial 
scales: climate, land use, economic and institutional factors, national policies, and population growth 
(Geist and Lambin 2004, Reynolds et al. 2007). When degradation is characterized by severe reductions 
in biological activity and by a persistent state change, a regime shift, it is also known as desertification. 
Desertification often happens when poor management practices such as depletion of water resources and 
overgrazing are compounded by exploitative and distant economic and political systems (Bestelmeyer 
et al. 2015, Reynolds et al. 2007). Most dryland livelihoods depend closely on highly variable biophysical 
drivers such as precipitation, which means that there is great uncertainty in detecting thresholds of state 
change and maintaining the sustainability and future of these social-ecological systems.

Woody encroachment

In drylands, woody encroachment is often an example of desertification because continuous grass cover is 
replaced by patchy vegetation cover with increased proportion of bare soils, which leads to increased water 
and wind erosion, and nutrient loss for the soil in plant interspaces (Barger et al. 2011, D’Odorico et al. 2012, 
Evans et al. 2017). Encroachment is likely to result in degradation of value for cattle and sheep production, but 
does not necessarily result in degradation of structural and functional capacities of the ecosystem (Eldridge 
et al. 2011). The drivers of woody encroachment are complex and vary greatly by region and ecological zone 
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but often reflect an interaction among climate (i.e., intensity and frequency of precipitation), land use (i.e., 
grazing), atmospheric chemistry (i.e., CO2 concentrations), soil properties (i.e., texture and depth), and dis-
turbance regimes (i.e., fire frequency and intensity) (Archer et al. 2017, Briggs et al. 2005). Robust generaliza-
tions about the importance of the different drivers remain unavailable due to context-dependent factors that 
co-occur and interact to promote or constrain woody cover (Archer et al. 2017, D’Odorico et al. 2012). In 
the past few decades, brush management of woody encroachment has focused on reversing the directional 
shifts in vegetation with the goal of improving livestock production (Archer et al. 2017).

Poverty and Food insecurity

Grazing systems are the most common forms of agricultural production in the developing world, in 
terms of both the total land area and the number of people supported (Herrero et al. 2012). In Africa, 
for example, livestock production systems cover 73% of the land area (Thornton 2014). Since livestock 
provides a critical source of income and food in livestock-dependent communities, interactions between 
land degradation and climate change that reduce grazing land productivity are an existential threat 
to many of the world’s poor (HLPE 2012). There are various adaptation strategies that can help reduce 
livestock-dependent communities’ vulnerability to climate change, including improved grazing, soil, 
and nutrient management (Thornton 2014). Yet, existing institutional and household asset constraints 
typically limit farmers’ abilities to pursue these activities and lock farmers into the extensive practices 
that contributed to land degradation in the first place. These social-ecological dynamics create what are 
known as “resource degradation poverty traps”, whereby human behaviors erode natural capital and 
reduce land productivity, food production, and income, leading to further constraints on the range of 
behaviors possible, further degradation, and greater poverty (Barrett 2008).

nutrient Loss due to Runoff, Leaching, and erosion

In grasslands, rainwater and snowmelt can remove nutrients from soils via runoff, leaching, and ero-
sion (Bellows 2001). Runoff and erosion transport either dissolved nutrients or nutrients attached to soil 
particles over the soil surface to streams, rivers, and lakes. Leaching, on the other hand, is the downward 
transport of dissolved nutrients through the soil profile, out of reach of plant roots, and into groundwater 
(Bellows 2001). Leaching is more likely to happen when the number of cattle herd exceeds the assimilative 
capacity of the land (Billota et al. 2007). All three processes are detrimental to livestock production and 
environment health because they deplete nutrients that could be used for forage production and contami-
nate water bodies (Bellows 2001). High nitrate levels in drinking water can cause health problems for ani-
mal and human infants, while high phosphorous levels in streams and lakes can lead to eutrophication.

Maintaining adequate livestock density, planting deep-rooted and prostrate vegetation, and keep-
ing plant residue cover can enhance water infiltration and provide good protection against nutrient 
loss (Bellows 2001, Billota et al. 2007). In addition, maintaining a healthy and diverse population of 
soil organisms helps incorporate nutrients into soil, reducing the risk of runoff, leaching, and erosion. 
Finally, protection of riparian areas surrounding streams and rivers is essential to minimizing broader 
ecosystem pollution (Dosskey et al. 2010, Osborne and Kovacic 1993).

compaction

Soil compaction reduces the ability of nutrients, water, and roots to move through the soil (Bellows 
2001). Soil compaction is caused by animals or equipment continuously moving across the soil, pressing 
down on the soil, and squeezing soil pore spaces together. The likelihood of compaction increases as soil 
moisture, animal weight, animal numbers, and the duration of grazing increase (Billota et al. 2007). Soil 
compaction makes vegetation susceptible to disease, restricts root growth, reduces nutrient availability 
for plant uptake, increases the potential for runoff and erosion, and reduces forage yields (Bellows 2001). 
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The likelihood of compaction can be reduced by (i) maintaining a diverse population of soil organisms 
that burrow in the soil and form soil aggregates, (ii) not grazing animals on wet or poorly drained soils, 
and (iii) decreasing the number of animals and/or the time they spend in each paddock (Bellows 2001).

Greenhouse Gas emissions and Deforestation

Regardless of whether they are “conventional” or grass fed, most ruminants spend a majority of their 
life grazing and a relatively short period at the end of their life in a forage or feed-based finishing sys-
tem. Consequently, a majority of their emissions from digestion (i.e., enteric fermentation) are associated 
with grazing. For example, a study in Alberta, Canada, found that across the entire cattle production life 
cycle, the reproduction and grazing period associated with calf–cow production contributed 80% of the 
greenhouse gas emissions for each finished steer (Beauchemin et al. 2010). Consequently, these authors rec-
ommend that interventions to reduce the greenhouse gas footprint of beef production from enteric fermen-
tation should focus on improving forage quality within cow–calf grazing systems. Conversely, extending 
the amount of time that cattle spend grazing, i.e., in fully grass-fed systems, would substantially increase 
the amount of greenhouse gas emissions associated with beef production (Hayek and Garrett 2018).

Grazing on lower productivity rangelands and grasslands, including degraded systems, lowers animal 
weight gain. The longer it takes to raise a ruminant for slaughter, the more methane it will produce over its 
lifetime as part of its normal digestive processes. Land degradation can also contribute to greater green-
house gas emissions via deforestation. When lands become degraded, they may be abandoned, leading 
farmers to clear new land that has more fertile soil (Balbino et al. 2011, Dias-Filho 2014, Walker et al. 2000). 
This is a major sustainability challenge throughout much of Latin America. In the Brazilian Amazon, for 
example, pastures accounted for 59% of the cleared forest area in 2012 and 22% of these areas were in some 
degree of degradation (INPE 2012). Improved pasture management, including better grass varieties, rota-
tional grazing, and integrated systems, can reduce deforestation and spare land for biodiversity by increas-
ing production on existing cleared lands (Cohn et al. 2014, Gil et al. 2018, Strassburg et al. 2014). Since land 
cover change is one of the leading sources of greenhouse gas emissions (Houghton et al. 2012), improved 
pasture management can be an effective way to mitigate climate change (Strassburg et al. 2014), so long as 
it is coupled with stringent conservation policies (Garrett et al. 2018).

Major Knowledge Gaps in Grazing Systems

Despite the fact that livestock grazing is the largest land use activity on the planet (Erb et al. 2017, Herrero 
et al. 2013) and that it is important in tackling climate change and improving food security, quantitative 
global analyses of the spatial patterns, and dynamics of grazing are rare (Erb et al. 2017, Kuemmerle et al. 
2013). While there is some knowledge on the biogeochemical and biophysical aspects of livestock manage-
ment, there is a lack of robust global datasets on the extent and intensity of grazing systems and associated 
management practices (Erb et al. 2017). Spatially explicit, consistent, and comprehensive global grazing 
data are crucial for doing social-ecological research. Data gaps are largest in developing countries, which 
are currently experiencing rapid land use change that is likely to accelerate in the coming decades.

Aside from spatially explicit information on grazing area and management and associated biomass 
production and use, there are many additional knowledge gaps related to fundamental processes and 
outcomes in grazing social-ecological systems. Very little is known about animal outcomes, including 
welfare, behavior, genetics, reproduction, and health under different management and environmental 
conditions. While much progress has been made in measuring ecosystem services and livelihood out-
comes in grazing systems, there has not been sufficient study of landscape scale outcomes across these 
two interrelated sets of factors to understand how grazing systems can be improved to achieve more 
win-wins (and fewer trade-offs). These knowledge gaps become even more prominent when considering 
the complex ways that climate change may alter both human management and ecological responses in 
grazing systems. Finally, greater social research is needed to better understand the multiple livelihood 
and community uses and resulting social values of grazing systems.
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conclusions

Grazing systems are extensive and heterogeneous; they provide numerous ecosystem services in 
addition to provisioning feed for livestock, including carbon sequestration, habitat for diverse spe-
cies, regulation of biogeochemical cycles, and maintenance of traditional lifestyles. While livestock 
rearing has important cultural significance and provides income and nutrition in areas that cannot 
support any other livelihoods, the livestock production sector poses some challenges to the sustain-
ability of our planet as a result of deforestation, habitat and land degradation, water pollution, and 
greenhouse gas emissions. Ensuring food security, satisfying increased demand for meat and dairy, 
and protecting grassland ecosystems in an era of climate change are significant scientific and societal 
challenges. Given the complex and multi-dimensional social-ecological processes that shape grazing 
systems, there is an urgent need to improve our understating of the biophysical and biogeochemical 
aspects, and spatially explicit dynamics of grazing in order to devise and apply sustainable manage-
ment practices.
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Salt-Affected Soils: 
Physical Properties 

and Behavior

Hwat Bing So

introduction

Apart from gravel and stones, soils consist largely of a mixture of sand, silt, and clay particles, held 
together as aggregates by organic matter, iron-aluminum oxides, and/ or electrostatic forces between 
clay particles mediated by the cations adsorbed on the negative charges of the clay surfaces. The pro-
portion of sand, silt, and clay particles is referred to as the texture of the soil, which imparts certain 
fundamental properties onto the soil, e.g., a sandy soil behaves quite differently from a clayey soil. These 
particles are generally organized as compound aggregates and the arrangement of these aggregates and 
particles is known as the structure of the soil, which modifies and imposes properties other than those 
resulting from its texture, e.g., a well-structured or -aggregated clay soil will hold water well but will 
also transmit water and drain readily, while a poorly aggregated clay soil of the same texture will drain 
slowly and tends to waterlog following rainfall as water content remains above field capacity (upper limit 
of the non-limiting water range) for excessively long periods.

As part of the soil structure, soil particles and aggregates are generally arranged in a hierarchical 
order, where the lower orders tend to have higher densities and greater internal strength than the higher 
orders.[1,2] At the lowest order, clay particles (<2 microns) tend to form clay domains (packets of parallel 
clay sheets of around 5–7 sheets). Several domains form clusters, followed by several orders of clus-
ters, microaggregates (approximately 20–250 microns), and macroaggregates or clods as the highest 
order. Only the larger microaggregates and macroaggregates are visible to the naked eye. The hier-
archical nature implies that destruction of a lower order will result in the destruction of all higher 
orders, and therefore, the stability of these clay domains are fundamental in determining the stability 
of the aggregates and, hence, soil structure, except where the bonding at the higher orders are extremely 
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strong. The higher orders are physically held together by organic matter and/or iron-aluminum oxides, 
while the lower orders and domains are predominantly held together by electrostatic forces between 
clay  particles (flocculation). The breakdown of the higher orders (macro- to microaggregates) is defined 
as slaking, while the breakdown of the lower orders (microaggregates to individual clay particles or 
domains) is termed dispersion (see Figure 1).

Good structural stability is essential for a biologically productive soil, to maintain adequate 
 transmission and supply of water, adequate drainage and aeration, and adequate chemical fertility in 
terms of cations adsorbed on the clay surfaces. Roots must be able to grow through the soil to access 
water, nutrients, and oxygen, and this can occur only in soils with sufficiently large pores and low 
mechanical resistance, such as found in structurally stable soils.

Cations such as sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, aluminum, and hydrogen are commonly 
found in the soil as adsorbed or exchangeable cations on the surfaces of the colloidal clay particles. In 
alkaline soils, the first four are the predominant cations, while in acid soils, hydrogen and a luminum 
become increasingly dominant as the acidity increases or the pH decreases. By virtue of their small 
ionic radius and/or their high valency, calcium, aluminum, and hydrogen tend to impart high stability 
onto the aggregates as the clay domains remain stable and clay particles remain flocculated. Sodium and 
potassium, due to their large ionic radii and low valency, tend to cause clays to swell and disperse, which 
leads to various problems that can potentially limit plant growth. An exception occurs with Potassium 
fixation on some clay minerals, where potassium act as a very strong bonding agent. Despite being diva-
lent, magnesium tends to have a higher ionic radius than calcium and tends to have an adverse effect on 
dispersion, particularly in combination with high sodium concentration.

In most soils, sodium is present only in small quantities in the soil, and these soils generally exhibit 
good aggregate stability. However, when the exchangeable sodium in the soil is present in sufficiently 
high quantities, it disperses a proportion of the clay domains, producing sufficient quantities of dis-
persed clay to block the soil’s transmission pores to the extent that it affects other soil properties that 
limit plant growth, and the soil is then considered to be sodic.[3] Thus, sodic soils are also equated with 
dispersive soils, although dispersive soils are not necessarily sodic.

Sodic soils are found in every continent (Table 1).[3,4] High concentrations of sodium in the soil are 
generally associated with the presence of sodium salt in the soil or groundwater, in particular under arid 
or semiarid climatic conditions and sometimes under humid conditions.[5] High evaporative demand 
in combination with limited rainfall tends to concentrate sodium salts in the surface soil, which gives 
rise to high exchangeable sodium on the clay and colloidal fractions in the surface soil. Therefore, sodic 
soils are generally considered as a subset of saline soils.[3] It is a natural feature of particular soil types, 

FIGURE 1 Left: Slaking of a sodic aggregate subjected to rapid wetting in a petri dish with water. Right: 
Spontaneous dispersion (shown as cloud around slaked aggregate) after 1 hr in water.
Source: Photo courtesy of R. Greene, Australian National University.
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but it may also be a consequence of human activities, such as irrigation practices and clearing of native 
 vegetation on the upper slopes. Both activities give rise to increasing salinity associated with rising 
saline water tables and commonly referred to as secondary salinity. As irrigation practices are expand-
ing globally to feed the growing population, and some with poor-quality water, secondary salinity and 
sodicity are becoming increasingly important as a production constraint. In Australia alone, approxi-
mately 2.5 million ha of arable land are affected by secondary salinity, costing an estimated $200 million 
in lost production annually.[6] Although sodic soils are found in every continent, they generally cover 
small proportions of the total land area, except on the Australian continent, where they occur over 
approximately 44% of the land area (Table 1).[3,7,8]

Measurement of Sodicity and Definition of Sodic Soil

The sodicity of the soil is most commonly measured as the exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), 
which is given as

ESP =100( )exchangeable Na/CEC  (1)

where the cation exchange capacity (CEC) is generally determined at a reference pH of 7[9] or as the sum 
of exchangeable cations (Ca + Mg + Na + K) at a pH of 8.2.[10] These methods gave acceptable results for 
non-saline soils; however, for saline soils, the extraction process will result in dilution of the soil solu-
tion and change the ESP. A correction should be made by subtracting the soluble cations from the total 
extractable cations.[11]

Other less commonly used measures of sodicity are the exchangeable sodium ratio (ESR)[12] and 
exchangeable sodium content (ES)[13,14] of the soil, which are given as

ESR e= +xchangeable Na/exchangeable C( )a Mg K+  (2)

and

ES = exchangeable Na c( )mole /kg soil. (3)

As sodicity is inextricably linked to salinity, it is also important to define the sodium hazard of the irri-
gation water or soil solution commonly expressed as sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), which is given as

SAR  = +[ ]Na / C( )[[ a Mg /]] 2
0.5

 (4)

where the brackets [ ] denote concentrations in mmol + /L.

 

 

 

 

TABLE 1 Global Distribution of Sodic Soils

Continent Estimated Areaa (Million ha) Land Areab (Million ha) % of Land Area

North America 9.6 2,425.6 0.4
South America 57.9 1,781.9 3.2
Africa 27.1 3,006.5 0.9
Europe 22.9 993.8 2.3
Asia 121.9 4,457.9 2.73
Australia 340 768.7 44.2
Global total 579.4 13,434.4 4.3

a From Murphy.[3]

b From Col and Spector.[4]
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As exchange reactions take place between the exchange phase and the soil solution, the ESP of the 
soil can be derived from the SAR of the soil solution as saturated paste, a 1:5 soil solution extract,[15] or 
irrigation water. The ESP–SAR relationship for all soils used to be assumed constant for all soils based 
on the soils of the Western United States,[12] but in reality, it is dependent on the clay mineralogy and the 
ionic strength, as shown in laboratory studies (Figure 2).[6]

In the selection of an appropriate parameter for sodicity, it should be noted that ESP is a param-
eter associated with the active clay and colloidal fraction of the soil and is useful when relating this 
parameter to other properties of that fraction, such as the dispersion ratio of clay (DRC), while ES is a 
bulk soil parameter and will be more suitable when we are concerned with bulk soil properties, such 
as dispersible clay content (DC) and hydraulic conductivity (K). The effect of increasing sodium on the 
amount of dispersed clay in 128 vertisols from the Darling Downs in Queensland, Australia, is shown in 
Figure 3.[13,16] Although it is common to relate sodium content as ESP to the amount of dispersed clay as 
DRC, a much better relationship was obtained for the same dataset when expressed as DC and ES, both 
expressed as a proportion of the bulk soil. Clearly, sodicity is better expressed as ES, at least for vertisols, 
and the regression is

 ( )= + =DC 9.15 8.67 ES R 0.712 ***  (5)

where *** indicates significance at p<0.001

FIGURE 2 Changes in exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) in four clay minerals (kaolinite, illite, pyrophyl-
lite, and montmorillonite) following equilibration with solutions of various sodium adsorption ratios (SARs; as 
calculated by analysis of the entrained solution) at various ionic strengths. The solid line without data represents 
the average relationship for 59 salt-affected soils for the western United States.
Source: Adapted from Kopittke et al.[6]
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FIGURE 3 The relationship between dispersed clay and exchangeable sodium on 128 soil samples from 2 vertisols 
from the Darling Downs, Queensland, Australia. Dispersed clay is expressed as (a) dispersion ratio of clay (DRC) vs. 
exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP); (b) dispersed clay content(DC) vs. ESP; (c) DRC vs. ES; and (d) DC vs. ES. 
Source: Adapted from Cook.[13]

For the same soils, DC and ES are strongly related to the soil’s hydraulic conductivity, and all are 
bulk soil properties, while ESP would be a very poor predictor of hydraulic conductivity for these soils 
(Figure 4). A review of 15 published works to compare the abilities of ESP and ES to explain variation in 
soil structural stabilities across different soil types concluded that ES is a better index of sodium levels 
than ESP.[17]  

How is a sodic soil defined? Generally, when the exchangeable sodium in the soil is present in  sufficient 
quantities to influence its behavior, the soil is considered to be sodic.[18] However, defining whether a 
soil is sodic or not implies that there is a threshold ESP where the soil properties change dramatically. 
Although there is some evidence that this concept may apply in the laboratory,[19] the majority of work 
in the laboratory and in the field shows that there is little evidence of a threshold ESP and that sodium 
exerts a progressively increasing influence as ESP increases, as shown in Figure 4. However there is a 
need to develop a criterion to assist in the classification of soil as sodic if the probability of detrimental 
effects of sodicity is sufficiently high. The United States Salinity Laboratory (USSL) determined this 
criterion as an ESP of 15,[12] while in Australia,[20] the criterion is an ESP of 6 (highly sodic when the ESP 
reaches 15 or higher). Differences between the two criteria are due to the electrolyte levels of the water 
used at the time for deriving the ESP of the soils. The tapwater used in Riverside, California, United 
States, had a concentration of 3–10 mmol/L, while in Adelaide, Australia, the tapwater used at the time 
had a concentration of 0.7 mmol/L.[15,21,22] Furthermore, the Australian opinion was based on experience 
with many clay soils, whereas the U.S. experience was based on soils with textures lighter than sandy 
loam.[23] This again illustrates the strong interaction between clay type, electrolyte concentrations (or 
salinity in its extreme) and sodium levels, and this interaction is an important factor in the management 
of sodic soils.[24,25]
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chemistry of the clay–cation interaction and 
its effect on Swelling and Dispersion

In the soil, cations are attracted onto the negative clay surfaces, resulting in a diffuse double layer 
(DDL) where the cation concentrations near the surface are higher than in the bulk soil solution.[15,26,27] 
Conversely, the concentrations of anions near the clay surface are lower than in the bulk solution. The 
net positive charge of the DDL counteracts the net negative charge of the clay surfaces, thereby main-
taining electro-neutrality of the system. The thickness of the DDL represents the hydration layer of the 
clay surface and is strongly affected by the valency of the cations in the DDL and the ionic concentration 
of the bulk solution. The DDL determines the degree of swelling and whether the clay domains disperse 
or remain flocculated. The DDL tends to be expanded with low-valency cations such as Na or K and/or 
low ionic concentration of the bulk solution. On the other hand, it tends to be compressed with high-
valency cations such as Ca, Mg, and Al and/or high ionic concentrations in the bulk solution.

In homoionic montmorillonitic clay systems, Ca-clay systems exhibit limited swelling, with a 
 maximum water content of 0.8 cm3/g, and remain flocculated. Na-clay swells considerably more than 
Ca-clay (Figure 5), and this is shown by the very high water content (>1 cm3/g) at a pF of 1 and a solu-
tion concentration of 0.01 mol NaCl/L or less, which is approximately similar to normal soil solution 
concentrations.[18,28] Swelling in Na-clay increases rapidly as the electrolyte concentration decreases and 
clay particles become detached from each other and exhibit spontaneous dispersion. Figure 5 shows 
clearly the combined effect of the valency of the dominant cation and the electrolyte concentration of 
the soil solution on the swelling and dispersion of the clay particles. In summary, high Sodium and low 
EC represent excessive swelling and dispersion, while high Ca and high EC represent limited swelling 
and flocculation.

In field soils, the clay fraction is associated with a mixture of cations, which is generally dominated 
by Ca and Mg, with a smaller complement of Na and K ions, and Al ions in acid soils with a pH less 

FIGURE 4 Soil hydraulic conductivity K as a function of (a) DRC, (b) DC, (c) ESP, and (d) ES for the two vertisols 
from Queensland, Australia, n = 128. Relationship is poor with ESP and good with ES.
Source: Adapted from Cook.[13]
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than 5.5. The principal effect of a high proportion of sodium in field soils is the swelling of some of the 
clay fraction following wetting associated with the hydration of the Sodium ions, which leads to slaking 
of the aggregates and dispersion of a proportion of the clay size fraction. These dispersed materials are 
effective in the blockage of pores, leading to a reduction in transmission pores (>15 µm corresponding 
to field capacity), which in turn affects the hydrologic and mechanical properties and behavior of the 
soil.[2] The severity of the effect of dispersion is partly dependent on the clay content of the soil; a small 
percentage of dispersion can result in large decreases in soil’s hydraulic conductivity.[29] At lower clay 
contents (<30%), the soil matrix is sandy with inherently large transmission pores and high hydraulic 
conductivities. In contrast, soils with higher clay contents (>30%) have a clayey matrix, and the number 
of transmission pores is determined by the degree of structural development. The same degree of disper-
sion tends to have a greater effect on soils with a clayey matrix compared with soils with a sandy matrix.

The combined effect of electrolyte concentration and sodium on clay dispersion and hydraulic 
 conductivity was first established by Quirk and Schofield[24] on illite dominated soils. They used the 
reduction in hydraulic conductivity to separate soils that are unstable and likely to be affected by disper-
sion from soils that are stable. This was later refined using actual dispersion measurements and resulted 
in a classification scheme for the illite dominated red-brown earths of southern Australia as shown in 
Figure 6.[25] This classification used the SAR of a 1:5 soil water extract as a measure of the exchangeable 
sodium of the soil, as this is strongly related to ESP, and the total cation concentrations (TCCs) in mmol 
+/ L as the measure of electrolyte concentration. It classifies soils as dispersive soils, potentially disper-
sive soils, and flocculated soils. The spontaneously dispersive soils have high exchangeable sodium levels 
and low electrolyte concentrations, except where SAR is less than 3, as these soils do not spontaneously 
disperse, because its TCC is always above 0.6 mmol + /L and requires a small external energy to dis-
perse. The potentially dispersive soil requires an external energy to disperse the soil, e.g., cultivation or 
raindrop impact. The flocculated soil does not disperse even with the input of external energy. Similar 
classification can be developed for other soil types. In Figure 6, the dotted line through SAR 3 was drawn 
to indicate that in low-sodium soils, dispersion is less likely to be a problem. 

FIGURE 5 Swelling of Na and Ca montmorillonite clay, as a function of solution content and water potential 
expressed as pF.
Source: Adapted from Aylmore and Quirk.[28]
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effect of Sodicity on the Soil’s Physical Property and Behavior

Sodic soils are structurally unstable, and the effect on the soil’s physical property and behavior is shown 
conceptually in the diagram in Figure 7.

Slaking and dispersion are the fundamental processes of degradation of structurally unstable sodic 
soils. Slaking alone is generally not adequate to cause deleterious effects (self-mulching vertisols in the 
virgin state are highly productive soils, (they slake when wetted), but when followed by dispersion, it 
generally results in a decrease in soil’s productivity. It is important to note here that dispersion for class 1 
and 2 soils in Figure 6 is strongly affected by an external energy input, such as rapid wetting, cultivation 
under wet plastic conditions, or raindrop impact. It is also strongly affected by the electrolyte concentra-
tion and the sodium–calcium ratio of the soil solution. Rapid wetting (on surface soils under rainfall or 
irrigation) is a particularly destructive force associated with the rapid release of heat of wetting, which 
pushes the clay domains apart. However, when wetting is done slowly, the integrity of the domains and 
aggregates are often maintained, and the soils are able to maintain their transmission pores. Slow wet-
ting occurs in the subsoil, on soil under a reasonably thick mulch or under low-energy/low-output spray 
irrigation (e.g., fine spray or mist).

In the field, sodicity is most problematic when it occurs on the surface, where the soil is almost always 
subjected to rapid wetting from rainfall. Sodicity in the subsoil is less of a problem and is much easier to 
manage, and these subsoils should not be exposed to the surface unless it is ameliorated.

effect on the Hydrologic Properties and Behavior of Soils

The first and foremost effect of slaking and dispersion is the formation of a surface seal and the 
 subsequent reduction of the soil’s hydraulic conductivity (K) associated with blockage of transmission 
pores between the larger particles or stable aggregates. A small increase in dispersion may result in large 

FIGURE 6 A classification scheme for the prediction of the behavior of the A-horizon of a red-brown earth.
Source: Adapted from Rengasamy.[7]
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FIGURE 7 Diagram showing how slaking and dispersion associated with excessive sodium results in a range of 
seemingly independent soil physical problems in the field.
Source: Adapted from So.[2]

decreases in K[16,29] These processes are associated with many soil physical problems observed in the field 
that affect plant growth or soil behavior, shown in shaded oval shapes in Figure 7.[15,22] Waterlogging, 
low infiltration, crusting, hardsetting, poor timing of farming operations, and poor germination and 
seedling establishment are generally perceived as distinctly different problems in the field, but as shown 
in Figure 7, they have a common cause in slaking and dispersion and can therefore be corrected using 
the same treatment. This also applies to non-sodic dispersive soils. Hence, an ameliorative treatment 
applied to reduce or prevent dispersion and to correct one particular problem will also correct many of 
the other physical problems shown in Figure 7.

The degree of slaking and dispersion can be readily assessed in the field with the Emmerson d ispersion 
test[30] or its modified versions.[31,32] These quick field tests rely on visual assessments and scoring of 
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the degree of slaking and dispersion (Plate 1) of natural aggregates or remolded aggregates in water. 
Remolding is conducted at field capacity to simulate the application of external energy such as tillage 
under wet conditions or raindrop impact. The resulting scores from these tests have been successfully 
related to crop yields.[33,34]

Field assessment of the extend of degradation associated with sodium is generally based on whether 
there are detrimental effects on the soil’s productivity, which is principally affected by the amount of 
plant-available soil water (ASW) over the crop growing season. The ASW is the difference between 
water input, controlled by the soil’s infiltration rate, and the water output from the root zone, controlled 
by the drainage rate, and both rates are affected by the soil’s hydraulic conductivity. As K decreases, 
the soil’s infiltration and drainage rates also decrease. Hence, as sodicity increases, the recharge of the 
soil water storage maybe reduced but may initially remain adequate for the requirement of the plants. 
However, at the critical ESP or above, the reduction in K becomes sufficiently large to reduce the subsoil 
water recharge (Figure 7) or the amount of available soil water storage such that crop growth becomes 
affected. Therefore, the critical ESP should vary with the prevailing seasonal rainfall, irrigation, and soil 
type,[34] but a general relationship between these factors has yet to be quantified. As mentioned earlier, 
the most common critical level of sodicity used to indicate the probability of such reduction is ESP of 
15% in the United States and 6% in Australia.

A reduction in the rate of drainage in sodic soils will increase the probability of surface waterlog-
ging following rainfall or irrigation, which may significantly reduce germination and establishment of 
seedlings (see Figure 7).

effect on the Mechanical Properties and Behavior of Soils

Surface waterlogging would reduce soil strength and its ability to support mechanical loads, and there-
fore, its trafficability is reduced. This increases the time when the soil is in a plastic state and not suitable 
for tillage; therefore, its workability is also reduced. These two conditions lead to poor timeliness of land 
operations (Figure 7).

Upon drying, the surface seal forms a crust or a hardsetting surface depending on the texture and 
structural status of the soil. At this stage, drying would occur at a high rate, and the thickness of the 
crust will depend on this rate of drying, being thicker the slower the rate of drying. The thickness of 
the crust will also depend on the size of the dry aggregates.[35] Furthermore, the higher the ESP, the 
harder is the crust formed, as shown in Figure 8.[18,36] The development of surface crusting leads to 
a reduction in the evaporation rate, leading to a subsoil below the crust that remains wet for longer 
periods. When the soil is subjected to traffic under this condition, the load transmitted to this wet 
subsoil will lead to compaction, while cultivation leads to cloddy surface conditions, which are not 
conducive to seed germination and establishment. This in turn leads to reduced crop growth and 
yield.

In contrast, fine sandy or silty soils are dominated by particles that are sufficiently large to have very 
low or no surface activity and therefore tend to remain as individual particles. On the other hand, they 
are small enough to block transmission pores. Therefore, soils with a high content of fine sand and silt 
in the surface horizon are inherently unstable; their aggregates readily slake and disperse throughout 
this horizon when wet, particularly when they are also sodic. Under wet conditions, these soils are very 
soft and highly susceptible to deformation and compaction. Because of the low water holding capacity 
associated with the predominance of coarse particles, these soils rapidly dry to create a hardsetting soil 
and are sometimes referred to locally as a “Sunday soil,” being too wet for cultivation on Saturday and 
too dry on Monday. As conditions suitable for cultivation are restricted, sodic hardsetting soils tends 
to give rise to cloddy seedbeds. Cultivation when it is too wet will compress the soils into large clods, 
while cultivation when it is too dry with a high tensile strength will also result in cloddy seedbeds. Both 
conditions will require additional cultivation and energy to create a suitable seedbed. In practical terms, 
this means increased cost of production.
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High ESPs are associated with lower liquid and plastic limits and would require more energy to 
 cultivate[37] and lead to the perception of a soil with a heavier texture than indicated by its particle size 
distribution. The use of gypsum to ameliorate the effect high ESP on clay soils increases the ease of 
 tillage due to a reduction in soil strength.[38]

Management of Sodic Soils

The management of sodic soils is fundamentally based on the management of the slaking and disper-
sion processes in the soil. Table 2 lists a range of management options that have been used in the field to 
control these processes.

Slaking can be managed at the macroaggregate level by avoiding or minimizing the breakdown 
of existing bonds (organic matter) through minimizing soil disturbance (zero or minimum tillage 
 practices) and/or through the addition of surface mulch or aggregate bonding materials such as organic 
matter,[39] polymers [polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyacrylamide (PAM)], and calcium carbonates (lime). 
It can also be achieved by incorporating grasses into the existing crop rotation as grass roots and associ-
ated fungal hyphae bind microaggregates into macroaggregates.[40]

On the other hand, dispersion can be managed at the clay domain and microaggregate level by using 
divalent cations and/or high EC in the soil solution or a combination of the two. The most popular 
ameliorant used is gypsum (CaSO4.2H 2+

2O), which provides Ca  and a continuous presence of adequate 
EC levels associated with its limited solubility (2.2dS/m in water at 25°C). The solubility of gypsum in 
soils is less than in water[41] and is dependent on the particle size of gypsum. Ca2+ replaces Na+ from 
the clay exchange sites (the exchangeable cation effect), which represents a permanent or residual effect 
of gypsum. The presence of a high electrolyte concentration where free gypsum is present provides the 
dominant initial effect of gypsum. It represents the temporary electrolyte effect of gypsum.[41] Lime will 
provide a similar effect but is a much slower acting ameliorant, while slaked lime is a fastacting soluble 
ameliorant.

FIGURE 8 Modulus of rupture (MOR), a measure of crust strength, as a function of ESP for two clay soils from 
Western Australia.
Source: Adapted from So.[2]
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conclusion

Sodic soils are generally associated with the presence of high concentrations of sodium salts and 
 considered as a subset of saline soils. The presence of high sodium concentrations may be a natural fea-
ture of the landscape but can also be associated with human activities, in particular, clearing of native 
vegetation on the upper slopes of the landscapes and irrigation. The need for increasing food production 
to feed the growing population leads to the conversion of marginal lands, including naturally sodic 
soils, and the introduction of more irrigation with poor-quality water.

The fundamental problem associated with sodic soils has been shown to be related to the basic 
 processes of slaking and dispersion, which in turn may lead to a variety of field problems that affect 
plant growth and yield, such as crusting and hardsetting, waterlogging, lack of subsoil water, com-
paction, cloddy surfaces, poor germination, and seedling establishment. Sodic soils can be managed 
effectively at the macro scale to minimize or prevent slaking through addition of aggregate bonding 
materials (organic matter, PVA, PAM, lime, or CaCO3) or to slow the process of wetting. Alternatively, 
it can be managed at the micro scale by targeting the dispersion process with the use of divalent cations 
in combination with high electrolyte levels (gypsum, slaked lime).
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introduction

Sodic soils are those with a high proportion of sodium adsorbed to the soil particles compared to other 
cations such as Ca, Mg, and K. Exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) is a criterion used to identify 
sodic soils. When a soil with high ESP is wetted, the bonds between soil particles are weakened. As a 
result, the clay particles swell and often become detached and disperse at high water content. This leads 
to poor physical properties of soils. In classification system developed in U.S.A., a soil with an ESP >15 is 
considered as “sodic,” and in Australia, the criterion is >6. These differences are owing to the influence 
of several soil factors including salt levels, pH, organic matter, and clay mineralogy on the adverse effects 
of ESP on soil properties. Sodic soils are widespread in arid and semiarid regions of the world extend-
ing up to 30% of the total land area (Table 1). Use of saline water, including waste and effluent waters 
containing sodium salts, for irrigation induces sodicity in soils. Sodicity is a latent problem in many salt-
affected soils where deleterious effects on soil properties are evident only when salts are leached below 
a threshold level.[2] While soil salinity reduces plant growth, directly affecting physiological functions 
through osmotic and toxicity effects on plants, sodicity causes deterioration of soil physical properties 
indirectly affecting plant growth and survival. Sodic soils are subjected to severe structural degradation 
and exhibit poor soil-water and soil-air relationships; these properties (Table 2) adversely affect root 
growth, thereby restricting plant production and making it difficult to work in soils when they are wet 
or dry.

Yield Decline in Sodic Soils

Sodic soils make the paddocks prone to waterlogging, poor crop emergence and establishment, gully ero-
sion, and in some instances tunnel erosion. Because of the heterogeneity in the accumulation of sodium 
by soil particles, these symptoms may be observed only in certain parts of the paddock. Generally, 
patchy growth and barren patches are visible in a number of spots in a paddock, while the rest of the field 
may look normal. However, the effects of sodicity are fully realized in the harvested yield. The actual 
yield obtained in sodic soils is often less than half of the potential yield expected on the basis of climate, 
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particularly rainfall and evapotranspiration.[3,4] Relative yield of cereals grown in dryland sodic soils in 
Australia in relation to average root zone ESP is given in Figure 1.

Swelling and dispersion of sodic aggregates destroy soil structure, reduce the porosity and perme-
ability of soils, and increase the soil strength even at low suction (i.e., high water content). These adverse 
conditions restrict water storage and transport. Soils are, therefore, either too wet immediately after rain 
or too dry within a few days for optimal plant growth. Thus, the range of soil water content that does 
not limit plant growth and function (“nonlimiting water range”) is very small.[5] Dense, slowly perme-
able sodic subsoils reduce the supplies of water, oxygen, and nutrients needed for obtaining maximum 
potential yield. During the rainy season, even with prolonged ponding of water on the surface, only a 
small increase in water content occurs in subsoil. The low porosity leads to slow internal drainage and 
water redistribution within the profile.[6] This reduction in water storage causes crop water stress during 
prolonged dry periods. Subsoil as a source of water and nutrients becomes more important in dryland 
cropping regions than in irrigated soils.

TABLE 1 World Distribution of Sodic Soils

Continent Country Area of Sodic Soils (000 ha)

North America Canada
U.S.A.

6,974
2,590

South America Argentina
Bolivia

53,139
716

Brazil 362
Chile 3,642

Africa Algeria
Angola
Botswana

129
86

670
Cameroon 671
Chad 5,950
Ethiopia
Ghana

425
118

Kenya
Liberia

448
44

Madagascar
Namibia

1,287
1,751

Niger
Nigeria
Somalia

1,389
5,837
4,033

Sudan 2,736
Tanzania 583
Zimbabwe 26

South Asia Bangladesh
India

538
574

Iran 686
North and Central Asia China 437

U.S.S.R. 119,628
Australasia Australia 339,971

Source: Bui et al.[1]
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Salt Accumulation in Root Zones of Sodic Soils

Soils with sodic subsoils are characterized by moderate to high exchangeable sodium and, in many cases, 
with high pH (>8.5) where carbonate and bicarbonate minerals are present. Subsoil sodicity restricts 
drainage beyond the root zone and as a result salts accumulate in this zone. The concentration of accu-
mulated salts fluctuates with rainfall pattern, input of salt from agronomic practices, and soil weather-
ing, as schematically explained in Figure 2. Dryland salinity or “seepage salinity” in many countries 
is associated with rising saline groundwater tables. However, the extent of subsoil salinity, also called 
“transient salinity,” not associated with saline groundwater is large in many landscapes dominated by 
subsoil sodicity. A relationship between rainfall, subsoil ESP, and ECe for northeastern Australian soils 
has been reported.[7] In dryland regions with annual rainfall between 250 and 600 mm, sodic subsoils 
have an ECe between 2 and 20 that can dramatically affect crop production through osmotic effects dur-
ing dry periods. Laboratory measured ECe will increase several folds under field conditions as the soil 
layers dry in between rainy days. The combination of poor water storage and osmotic stress enhance 
water stress to crops under dryland cropping.  

TABLE 2 Physical and Chemical Properties of a Typical Sodic Soil Profile in South Australia

Properties 0–20 cm 20–40 cm 40–100 cm

Chemical properties
pH1:5 (water) 7.9 8.9 9.2
ECe (dS/m) 0.4 3.8 4.9
Organic carbon (%) 1.2 0.6 0.3
Exchangeable sodium (%) 6.2 14.6 24.5
CaC03 (%) 0.1 2.8 4.5
Boron (mg/kg) 1.2 22.0 38.5
Water soluble Al(OH)4

− (mg/kg) 0.0 1.2 2.6
Physical properties

Spontaneously dispersed clay (%) 1.2 8.6 9.4
Swelling (mm/mm) 0.04 0.18 0.20
Hydraulic conductivity at saturation (mm/day) 22.8 4.5 2.3
Penetrometer resistance at lOOkPa suction (MPa) 1.8 4.2 4.8
Aeration porosity (%) 9.7 4.8 3.9
Bulk density (Mg/m3) 2.0 2.2 2.3
Final infiltration rate in the field (mm/hr) 0.2

FIGURE 1 Relative yield of cereals grown in Australian sodic soils in relation to average root zone ESP.
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Root Zone constraints in Dryland Sodic Soils

Multiple problems occur in soils with subsoil sodicity. Soil compaction, crusting, and induration of 
subsoil layers re quire “physical” reclamation. Sodicity, salt accumulation, and alkaline pH require 
“chemical” reclamation. All of these conditions cause, in addition to water stress, macro- and micro-
nutrient deficiency, and toxicity owing to Na+, Cl−, HCO −

3 , CO 2−
3 , B, Al(OH) −

4 , and others. Low 
organic matter and biological activity compound these problems encountered in sodic subsoils. 

Management of Dryland Sodic Soils

Major criteria in increasing productivity in dryland sodic soil are improved water storage and transport 
in the root zone and crop water use efficiency. More information is available on agricultural manage-
ment in sodic soils that is more relevant to irrigated lands.[6] Reclamation procedures involving high 
costs are prohibitive in dryland regions because of low benefit/cost ratio.

Diagnosis of multiple problems with large variations, vertically and horizontally across the paddock, 
is primarily important. Gypsum is the most commonly used compound to reclaim sodic soils. Subsoil 
reclamation may involve higher rates of gypsum application or deep placement of gypsum by deep 
ripping or deep plowing. Salt-tolerant plant species may alleviate subsoil salinity. Plants that can toler-
ate ion toxicity such as boron, carbonate, sodium, and chloride have also been identified. Strategies to 
improve subsoil fertility may include 1) mechanical means of placing nutrients deeper in the profile; 
2) using nutrient sources of lower or higher mobility; 3) using deep-rooted legumes to fix nitrogen at 
depths; and 4) selection of plant species and genotypes better suited to acquiring nutrients from sub-
soils. Future research is needed on developing plants that modify the rhizosphere and adapt to edaphic 
conditions. Farming systems should be developed to prevent accumulation of salts and toxic elements 
in the root zone of sodic soils.

FIGURE 2 Salt accumulation in sodic subsoils.
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conclusions

Soils with a high proportion of exchangeable sodium are considered as sodic soils. On wetting these 
soils, clay particles swell and disperse degrading soil structure, and on further drying soils become 
dense. Poor water storage and restricted movement of air and water in soil profile lead to yield decline of 
many crops. Sodic subsoils cause accumulation of salts in the rootzone. In dryland sodic soils multiple 
problems such as salinity and toxic elements in addition to sodicity occur making management deci-
sions difficult. Soil amelioration with gypsum and choice of tolerant crops are useful in farming these 
soils.
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introduction

One of the major challenges facing humanity in the coming decades is the need to increase food 
 production in limited soil sources to cope with the ever-increasing population, which is indeed the 
greatest threat for food/soil security.[1] Although estimates on the prevalence on land degradation vary 
from 1 to 6 billion ha,[2] Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services (IPBES)[3] reported that the worldwide degraded land is reached to 75% which now  threatens 
3.2 billion of people well-being in spite of the strict laws enacted for environmental protection. This 
is an unpalatable but important indicator of high external input dependent on global food, fiber 
and biofuel production, and a corresponding increase in soil/land damage, reflecting the expensive 
 agricultural  production.[4] Global efforts are in an increasing trend for achieving sustainable soil use 
in the world and the Global Soil Partnership established in 2012 as a mechanism to develop a strong 
interactive  partnership and enhanced collaboration and synergy of efforts between all stakeholders 
for the protection of the soils against main soil degradation threats.[5] It is based upon the concept of 
soil  multifunctionality and  recognizes the various soil functions relevant for global economy and the 
environment. These functions are under threats of losses in soil organic carbon and soil biodiversity, 
soil sealing, nutrient  imbalance, salinity-alkalinization, and pollution that are severely limiting soil 
 functionality and therefore  socioeconomic growth. Soils in the world are recognized as being the result 
of millennia of human interaction with the landscape and have never been as fragile as today.[6]

Background

Soil can even degrade without actually eroding. It can lose its nutrients and soil biota, and can become 
damaged by waterlogging and compaction. Erosion is only the most visible part of degradation, where 
the forces of gravity, water flow, or wind actively remove soil particles. Rather than taking the classical 
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view that soil degradation was, is, and will remain an ongoing process mainly found in countries of the 
developing world, this phenomenon should be seen as a worldwide process that occurs at d ifferent scales 
and different time frames in different regions.[7] The causes of biophysical and chemical soil  degradations 
are enhanced by socioeconomic interventions, which are the main anthropogenic components of this 
problem, together with agricultural mismanagement, overgrazing, deforestation, overexploitation, loss 
of soil organic carbon soil sealing, and pollution as the main reasons for erosion and chemical soil 
 degradation.[5]

Soil degradation, the threat to “soil security,” is ubiquitous across the globe in its various forms and 
at varying magnitudes, depending on the specific demands of people and the inexorably increasing 
pressures on land. Europe provides many telling examples of the fragile nature of soil security and the 
destructive consequences of a wide range of soil degradation processes. Asia, Africa, and South and 
North America are not only partly affected by the non-resilient impacts of soil degradation but also 
experiencing subtler destruction of soils via political developments, which seek to provide temporary 
relief and welfare in response to the demands of local populations. Several diverse data sets were used 
in this research (Table 1). The modeling of land degradation adopted here is based on soil types, water 
and wind erosion, land cover, terrestrial net primary productivity (NPP), percent tree cover, aridity, and 
chemical deterioration.

The global soil map derived by the United States Department of Agriculture/Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS, Soil Survey Division) was used as one of the inputs in this study. This 
map was produced in September 2005 and was based on a reclassification of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (FAO-UNESCO) 
Soil Map of the World combined with a soil climate map. The soil map shows the global distribution of 
major soil types. The scale of the global soil map is 1:5,000,000.

The global water erosion vulnerability map was based on a reclassification of the global soil climate 
map and global soil map of the USDA-NRCS. The global soil climate map comprises the major biome 
types at the global scale, which was derived using global land cover maps of the European Space Agency. 
The global water erosion vulnerability map consisted of four vulnerability classes of the water. These 
classes were also based on soil climate and soil classification of the USDA-NRCS, Soil Survey Division. 
This map was produced in 1998 with a scale of 1:5,000,000.

The global wind erosion vulnerability map was derived using soil and soil climate maps of the 
 USDA-NRCS, Soil Survey Division. The map was 1:5,000,000 scale and comprised four vulnerability 
classes.

The global land cover map was derived by ESA Climate Change Initiative—Land Cover led by 
UCLouvain. The land cover map was derived using AVHRR HRPT (1992–1999), SPOT-Vegetation 
 (1999–2012), and PROBA-V (2013–2015) at 1 km spatial resolution, and comprises 22 land cover classes 

TABLE 1 The Data Sets Used in the Modeling of Land Degradation

Data Sets Source of Data

Global soil map United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Global water erosion vulnerability USDA
Global wind erosion vulnerability USDA
Global saline/alkaline domains USDA
Global land cover map ESA Climate Change Initiative—Land Cover led by UCLouvain (2017). 

The Land Cover CCI Climate Research Data Package (CRDP) 
Net primary production NASA Earth Observations
Percent tree cover Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, Chiba University, and 

collaborating organizations
Aridity map CGIAR-CSI (International Research Center and CGIAR – Consortium for 

Spatial Information)
Chemical deterioration map LADA
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defined according to the UN Land Cover Classification System. This set of cover types included 
11 c ategories of natural vegetation covers.[8]

The global NPP map indicated the net amount of carbon from the atmosphere into green plants. NPP 
is an important ecological variable that measures the energy input to the biosphere and terrestrial car-
bon dioxide assimilation and shows ecosystem performance. The Global NPP map was gathered from 
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL DAAC) for biogeochem-
ical dynamics, which is one of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration-Earth Observing 
System Data and Information System (NASA-EOSDIS) data centers managed by the Earth Science Data 
and Information System (ESDIS) Project. This map was derived by using the NASA-CASA (Carnegie 
Ames Stanford Approach) NPP Model Approach.

The percent tree cover map was gathered from the Global Land Cover Facility/University of Maryland. 
It illustrates the global cover of woody vegetation, on a continuous scale from 0% to 100%. Advanced 
very high-resolution radiometer (AVHRR) images were used to derive the percent tree cover map at 1 km 
spatial resolution. The percent tree cover was estimated using the linear regression method. This map 
comprises three classes, namely, the (1) 10%–80% tree cover, (2) non-vegetated land, and (3) tree cover 
less than 10%.[9]

The global aridity index map was gathered from the -Consultative Group for International Agricultural 
Research – Consortium for Spatial Information (CGIAR-CSI). Aridity is expressed as a function of 
precipitation, potential evapo-transpiration (PET), and temperature, and is classified according to the 
climatic zones proposed by the UNEP.[10] The Aridity Index is used to quantify the precipitation deficit 
over atmospheric water demand. The Aridity Index map was derived using MODIS images with 1 km 
spatial resolution. The climate data sets were obtained from the WorldClim data set,[11] and the map was 
estimated with the following equation:

 Aridity Index ( )AI = MAP / MAE,

where MAP is the mean annual precipitation and MAE is the mean annual evapotranspiration.
The chemical deterioration map was obtained from the Land Degradation Assessment in Drylands 

(LADA) organization. The chemical deterioration map used in this study comprised four main classes: 
(1) fertility decline and reduced organic matter content (not by erosion)—leaching, nutrient mining, 
 oxidation, and volatization (N); (2) acidification—decreased soil pH; (3) soil pollution—soil contamina-
tion with heavy metals and toxic components; and (4) salinization/alkalinization—a net increase in salt 
and sodium contents of the (top) soil leading to a productivity decline.

Standardization and weighting of these inputs were the two critical steps while modeling the land 
 degradation within a Geographical Information System (GIS) environment. The inputs were scaled 
between 0 and 1 in standardization using sigmoidal functions. The fuzzy approach was used in 
 standardization to evaluate the possibility that each pixel belongs to a fuzzy set by evaluating any of a 
series of fuzzy set membership functions. The sigmoidal, J-shaped, and linear functions were controlled 
by four points ordered from low to high on the measurement scale. Factor-by-factor weighting was done 
(i.e., weak NPP will have the higher score and risk than dense NPP areas) following standardization. All 
factors were evaluated through overlapping each other.

europe

The major problems concerning the soils of Europe are the quality and quantity loss of soils due to ero-
sion, sealing/urbanization, flooding, loss of fertility due to deep ploughing, removing crop residues, 
mono-culture, decline in organic carbon and biodiversity along with local and diffuse soil contamina-
tion especially in industrial and urban areas, and soil acidification (Figure 1).[12,13] Salinity, although 
not widely distributed in Europe, is seen in some parts of Western and Eastern Europe,[14] whereas 
urbanization and construction of infrastructure at the expense of fertile land are widespread in Europe, 
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FIGURE 1 Soil degradation map of Europe.

particularly in the Benelux countries, France, Germany, and Switzerland, and such effects are most 
conspicuously destructive along the misused coasts of Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Croatia, and 
Albania. The EU average soil sealing from 2000 to 2006 was 3%, but this figure raises to approximately 
14% in Ireland, Cyprus, and Spain.[15] The drastic increase in the rate of urbanization since the 1980s is 
now expected to follow the Plan Bleu,[16] which seeks to create beneficial relationships between popula-
tions, natural resources, the main elements of the environment, and the major sectors of development 
in the Mediterranean Basin and to work for sustainable development in the Mediterranean region. The 
very appropriate term “industrial desertification” remains valid for the once-degraded soils of Eastern 
Europe, under the pressure of mining and heavy industry, as in the Ukraine where such land occupies 
3% of the total land area of the country.[17]

There are three broad zones of “natural” erosion across Europe, including Iceland: (1) the southern 
zone (the Mediterranean countries); (2) a northern loess zone comprising the Baltic States and part of 
Russia; and (3) the eastern zone of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, 
Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and Ukraine (Figure 1). Seasonal rainfalls are responsible for 
severe erosion due to overgrazing and the shift from traditional crops. Erosion in Southern Europe is 
an ancient problem and still continues in many places, with marked on-site impacts and with signifi-
cant decreases in soil productivity as a result of soil thinning. The northern zone of high-quality loess 
soils displays moderate effects of erosion with less intense precipitation on saturated soils. Local wind 
erosion on light textured soils is also responsible for the transportation of agricultural chemicals used 
in the intensive farming systems of the northern zone to adjacent water bodies, along with eroded sedi-
ments. The high erodibility of the soils of the eastern zone is exacerbated by the presence of large state-
controlled farms that have introduced intensive agriculture at the expense of a decrease in the natural 
vegetation. Contaminated sediments are also present in this zone, particularly in the vicinity of former 
industrial operations/deserts, with high rates of erosion in Ukraine (41% of the total land area) and 
Russia (57% of the total land area) whose agricultural land has been subjected to strong water and wind 
erosion ever since the beginning of industrialization.[17]

Localized zones of likely soil contamination through the activities of heavy industry are common 
in northwestern and central Europe as well as Northern Italy, together with more scattered areas of 
known and likely soil contamination due to the intensive use of agricultural chemicals.[21] Sources of 
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FIGURE 2 Distribution of soil degradation rates in Europe.

contamination are especially abundant in the “hot spots” associated with urban areas and industrial 
enclaves in the northwestern, southern, and central parts of the continent (Figure 1). Acidification 
through deposition of windborne industrial effluents and aerosols has been a long-standing problem 
for the whole of Europe; however, this is not expected to increase much further, especially in Western 
Europe, as a result of the successful implementation of the emission-control policies over 40 years.[18]

The desertification of parts of Europe has been evident for some decades, and the parameters of the 
problem are now becoming clear, with current emphasis on monitoring of the environmentally  sensitive 
areas[19] on selected sites, seeking quality indicators for (1) soil, (2) vegetation, (3) climate, and (4) human 
management throughout the Mediterranean Basin. Apart from the human factor, these  indicators 
are inherent. Nevertheless, the majority of the lands/soils in Europe are under the threat of low and 
 moderate degradation levels as compared with other continents that have suffered extensive and very 
high degradation, especially through erosion, salinity, and loss of nutrients (Figure 2).

Asia

The most severe aspect of soil degradation on Asian lands has been desertification due to the historical, 
climatic, and topographic character of this region as well as the political and population pressures cre-
ated by the conflicts of the past 500 years or so. At least US $10 billion is lost annually as a result of losses 
resulting from land degradation in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Iran, Afghanistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, 
and Bhutan. FAO, UNDP, and UNEP estimated that this figure is equal to 2% of the region’s Gross 
Domestic Product, which is about 7% of the value of its agricultural output.[20] Salinization caused by 
the rapid drop in the level of the Aral Sea and the waterlogging of rangelands in Central Asia due to the 
destruction of the vegetation cover by overgrazing and cultivation provide the most striking examples 
of an extreme version of degradation—desertification caused by the misuse of the land. Soil salinity has 
had severe effects at the northern and western parts of the Caspian Sea, north of India and Pakistan, 
Laos, Myanmar, and Thailand[21] mainly due to the shift to irrigated agriculture and destruction of the 
natural vegetation (Figure 3). A major threat to the Asian environment has occurred through the accu-
mulation of soluble salts, mainly deposited from saline irrigation water or through mismanagement of 
available water resources, as in the drying Aral Sea and the Turan lowlands as well as the deterioration 
of the oases in Turkmenistan, with excessive abstraction of water in Central Asia (Figure 3).[21] Soil salin-
ity costs Uzbekistan about US $1 billion annually.[21] Moreover, as soil salinity decreases plant productiv-
ity, it has negative effect on soil organic carbon inputs which lead to low soil organic carbon contents.
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The drylands of the Middle East have been degrading since the Sumerian epoch, with excessive irri-
gation causing severe salinity and erosion/siltation problems,[22] especially in Iraq, Syria, and Saudi 
Arabia. Iraq has been unique in the magnitude of the historically recorded buildup of salinity levels, 
with 8.5 million ha saline land, which is 64% of the total arable land surface (i.e., 90% of the land in the 
southern part of that country). The historical lands of Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, India, and China are 
also subject to ancient and ongoing soil/land degradation processes, which are subtle in some areas but 
evident and drastic in others (Figure 3). All ongoing contemporary loss of soil and land in the Asian 
continent is at an increasing trend even to the presence of the extensive untouched natural forest areas 
of the north of the continent (Figure 4).

FIGURE 3 Soil degradation map of Asia.
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FIGURE 4 Distribution of soil degradation rates in Asia.
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Africa

Africa’s primary past and present concern has been the loss of soil productivity by nutrient depletion, 
i.e., the decreasing NPK levels (in kilograms per hectare) in cultivated soils following the exponen-
tial growth in population and the resulting starvation and migrations at high levels in the north-
ern, central, and southern parts of the continent (Figure 5). Intensification of land use to meet the 
increased food demands combined with the mismanagement of the land leads to the degradation of 
the  continental soils. Central African forests are converted to low productive agricultural lands and 
are used for charcoal and fuelwood production. Moreover, urbanization and uncontrolled mining are 
other major threats to African forests. This poses the ultimate question of how the appropriate sustain-
able technologies that will permit the increased productivity of the soils can be identified. This problem 
is illustrated by the example of the Sudan, where nutrient depletion has steadily increased through 

FIGURE 5 Soil degradation map of Africa.
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FIGURE 6 Distribution of soil degradation rates in Africa.

more mechanized land preparation, planting and threshing without the use of inorganic fertilizers, 
and legume rotations. Thus, aggregate yields have been falling as it became more difficult to expand 
the cultivated area without substantial public investments in infrastructure. In Burkina Faso, and in 
the other lands of Africa located around the southern and northern fringes of the Saharan desert 
and the desert margins, the decreased infiltration and increased runoff causing erosion is a further 
consequence of repeated cultivation. Thus, the technological measures to be identified for Burkina 
Faso and similarly to other African countries must be smart agriculture. This includes development 
of water retention technologies, while polyculture/rotations with proper manuring and fertilization 
for cost-efficient provisions of N and P by preferably green manuring are major actions to be taken. 
These actions in the Sudan and likewise other parts of Africa will provide balanced management of soil 
moisture, nutrients, and organic matter by enhancing C-sequestration in soil, which is the main goal 
for sustainability based on the sustainable management of the land, to ensure the security of both the 
soil and the global climate.[23,24] Salinity is progressively menacing the lands of the African continent 
by the increased salt accumulation in the soils of the Sahel (especially in Libya) and parts of the Sahara, 
which is irrigated and/or excess irrigated by fossil water.

The land area of the African continent that is highly and very highly affected by land/soil degra-
dation is estimated to be above 17 million km2, 1.7 times larger than 10 million km2 Europe conti-
nent, which is mainly caused by depletion of the nutrients and increase of soil salinity (Figure 6). 
The slight erosion determined on the Saharan lands reflects a mere reality, i.e., the ultimate fate of 
the land depends on strict conservation measures, as well as detailed research on any fossil water 
considered for use. Only by such means can stable ecosystems be conserved in such water–soil poor 
regions.

South America

Water and wind erosion on the eastern and western coastal/ inland areas of the South American conti-
nent are the dominant soil degradation processes in these regions and have caused the loss of the topsoil 
at alarming rates due to the prevailing climatic and topographic conditions. Almost as important is the 
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loss of nutrients from the Amazon Basin[13] (Figure 7). Graesse et al.[25] calculated 17% of new  cropland 
and 57% of new pastureland replaced forests in Latin America from 2001 to 2013. These deforestations 
and overgrazing effects caused the degradation of 576 million ha of potential agricultural land, an area 
almost equal to the very high, high, and moderately high degraded land/soil areas (Figure 8). Another 
important factor has been the ever-increasing introduction of inappropriate agricultural  practices 
derived from the so-called imported technology, which has not been properly adapted to indigenous 
land-use procedures. The traditional methods of permitting the land to recover naturally have been 
almost totally abandoned and has been replaced by unsuitable technological measures designed to 
maintain production levels (temporarily) and to overcome the loss of soil resilience, thus increasing 
chemical inputs.

The rapid industrialization/urbanization of the limited land resources in the Caribbean has 
been expelling agricultural communities to remote and marginal regions that are at present rich in 

FIGURE 7 Soil degradation map of South America.
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north America, central America, and the caribbean islands

biodiversity and biomass—a major global C sink. Moreover, large-scale livestock herding in Central and 
South America is also a major threat to soil security and has been responsible for degrading 35% of the 
pasture lands of Argentina.

The most prominent outcome of soil/land degradation (or more correctly desertification) in the United 
States is exemplified by the accelerated dust storm episodes of the 1930s—the Dust Bowl years, marked 
by the “Black Blizzards,” which were caused by persistent strong winds, droughts, and overuse of the 
soils. These resulted in the destruction of large tracts of farmland in the south and central United 
States. Recently, salinization has become an equally severe problem in the western part of the country 
(Figure 9) through the artificial elevation of water tables by extensive irrigation, with associated acute 
drainage problems. An area of about 10 million ha in the west of the United States has been suffering 
from salinity-related reductions in yields, coupled with very high costs in both the Colorado River basin 
and the San Joaquin Valley.[26] Unfortunately, new irrigation technologies such as the Center-Pivot irri-
gation system (developed as an alternative to the conventional irrigation systems that caused the salin-
ity problems) has caused a decline of the water table levels in areas north of Lubbock, Texas, by around 
30–50 m, leading to a dramatic decrease (by 50%) in the thickness of the well-known Ogallala aquifer. 
In some areas, this has been followed by ground subsidence, which is an extreme form of soil structure 
degradation, i.e., loss of the physical integrity of the soil.

Loss of topsoil, as the result of more than 200 years of intensive farming in the United States, is esti-
mated to vary from 25% to 75% and exceeds the upper limit in some parts of the country.[27,28] The United 
States provides good examples of the difficulties involved in erosion control, with its large-scale intensive 
agriculture damaging soil structure and also increasing the erosion of susceptible soils. This problem 
could be greatly mitigated by strict enforcement of the no-till system. Such no-till areas have increased 
tremendously in the United States and are forecast to increase in linear fashion.[29] Conservation farm-
ing is practiced in only about half of all US agricultural land and on less than half of the country’s 
most erodible cropland. Conservation farmers are encouraged to use only the basic types of organic 
fertilizers, such as animal and green manure together with compost, mulch farming, improved pas-
ture management, and crop rotation to conserve soil nutrients. In Alaska, scientists have identified a 
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FIGURE 8 Distribution of soil degradation rates in South America.
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FIGURE 9 Soil degradation map of North and Central America and the Caribbean islands.

number of events that may have been the cause of a severe and rapid soil erosion, where the northern 
ice sheet is diminishing and consequently causing the increase of water temperatures, which means the 
increased development of storm events, more precipitations, and higher waves with a potential of erod-
ing some 14 m of coastline each year, which is a much higher rate than the 6.1 m erosion recorded in the 
mid-1950s.[30] Jones et al. state that this might be a new era in ocean–land interactions and the reshaping 
of the Arctic coastline by erosion. Furthermore, they claim that the warming sea-surface temperatures 
and the rising sea level will most probably act to reduce the permafrost-dominated coastline and thaw 
the ice-rich bluffs and consequently increase erosion and degrade Arctic landscapes together with the 
long-standing cultural sites.

Canada is a large country where half of the 68 million ha of available land is cultivated, with an aver-
age farm size of 450 ha. It is reported that Canada has experienced annual soil losses on the prairies 
(through wind and water erosion) that are similar to the Asian steppes, amounting, respectively, to 60 
and 117 million tons. These annual rates are much higher than the rate of soil formation, resulting in an 
annual potential grain production loss of 4.6 million tons of wheat. With regard to primary soil salin-
ity, during historic times, the prairies have experienced steady increases, related partially to increasing 
groundwater levels. Major problems of secondary salinity are estimated to affect 2.2 million ha of land 
in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and parts of Manitoba, with an immense economic impact each year.

Central America is drastically suffering from soil erosion, where almost 26% of the territory is 
strongly affected via this irreparable menace caused mainly by overgrazing, which almost adds up to a 
total of 58% of the overall degradation in the southern tip of North America (Figure 10). Concrete pre-
cautions are being taken in the whole region by implementing the “Quesungual” agro-forestry method, 
concerning the planting of trees between the dispersed natural forest tree communities, converting pas-
tures to forests (World Bank Project), and implementing ambitious projects such as the Lake Managua 
Watershed drainage to avoid landslides—a major component of degradation in Nicaragua.[31]
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FIGURE 10 Distribution of soil degradation rates in North and Central America.

The Caribbean islands and the lands of Central America have long faced a common fate of soil degra-
dation via intense conversion of forests to cultivated soil, i.e., deforestation, causing flooding, landslides, 
and development of land surfaces prone to erosion and degrading the cycles of carbon and water—the 
wonders that sustain our living globe. Costa Rica loses about 860 million tons of valuable topsoil every 
year.[32] Earthquakes of the Caribbean and Central America were/are followed primarily by volcanic 
eruptions with immediate and dramatic changes in the environment, where lava buries soils that would 
be covered for at least a generation-long period before developing into fertile lands rich in nutrients. 
Drastic examples reveal the inappropriate soil use systems imposed by the colonial powers of Europe 
back in the 16th century based on the creation of extensive deforestation areas replaced by sugar cane 
fields, which has been the beginning of the soil degradation era, particularly in Haiti in the Caribbean 
islands. Precautions to combat the vast ongoing soil erosion in the Caribbean islands, especially in 
Haiti, seek the development of tree plantations and in particular bamboo crops to overcome the soil-
degradation- and political-unrest-oriented contemporary poverty in the country. The high rates of ero-
sion, as sediment depositions in the sea, are also threatening one-third of the coral reefs around the 
Caribbean islands. High turbidity of inshore water and elevated algal cover on reefs are linked to the 
impacts of coastal development inducing erosion, with soil/sediment deposition being a major influence 
on the conditions of reefs.[33,34] The Caribbean Environment Program is active in the region, seeking to 
mitigate soil and land degradation by developing projects primarily on the “Best Management Practices 
in Agriculture” and “Integrating Watersheds and Coastal Areas Management—IWCAM” via the Global 
Environment Facility (GEF) included in National Programs of Action.[35]

Australia

The Australian agricultural/soil resource base has been long endangered by the “business as usual” 
concept on the continent aiming to achieve temporary economic betterment,[36] which, in contrast, 
induced soil degradation. Identification of the different types of soil degradation in Australia reveals 
that erosion has been the main component, primarily via dust storms, which still are a serious problem, 
especially where cropping practices do not include retention of cover and minimum tillage methods. 
Water erosion effects are also particularly severe in areas of summer rainfall and topographic extremi-
ties (Figure 11). Remedial actions for this include the well-known measures of maintaining adequate 
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FIGURE 11 Soil degradation map of Australia and New Zealand.

cover and changing prevailing altitudes towards stock management, storage feed, redesign of watering 
sites, and management of riparian areas.

Part of the excess salinity in Australia is of primary origin and was retained in the subsoil by trees, 
which have now been cleared to create soil surfaces for cropping and pastures, allowing penetration 
of water to the saline subsoil, then followed by abstraction from the water table, thus leading to seri-
ous problems in the southwest, east, and central-eastern parts of the country (Figure 11). About 30% of 
Australia’s agricultural land is sodic, creating poor physical soil conditions and impeded productivity. 
This problem can only be alleviated by massive revegetation programs and by taking extra care of the 
water table and plant cover. Despite the introduction of costly conventional measures for reclamation, 
salinity levels continue to increase across Australia in the dry and irrigated soils. The dryland salinity 
in the continent affects about 2.5 million ha of farmland and is expanding at a rate of 3%–5% yr−1 which 
may sum up to 8.8 million ha (33%) by 2050.[37]

The retardation of the organic matter levels also requires remediation measures, with economically 
justified fertilizer use strategies to be utilized throughout the continent. Moreover, overgrazing has 
resulted in the impoverishment of plant communities and loss of habitats as well as the decline in the 
chemical fertility of the soil by progressive depletion of organic matter in the topsoil, followed by dete-
rioration in soil structure.

Acidification caused by legume-based (clover, etc.) mixed farming plus use of ammonia-based 
 fertilizers threatens 55 million ha of Australian land, which is about one-half of the degraded land 
areas (high, moderate, and very high, respectively) of the continent (Figure 12). Liming seems to be 
the most effective present remedy, but this is costly, does not lead to rapid recovery, and is impracti-
cal for s ubsoil acidity. Thus, the precise remedies have yet to be developed for the conditions on this 
c ontinent,  utilizing careful, long-term monitoring and the experience of farmers to devise specific treat-
ment and conservation procedures. Despite the common view that reflects the absence of soil loss in 
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FIGURE 12 Distribution of soil degradation rates in Australia and New Zealand.

New Zealand due to the presence of the widespread forests, soil erosion has been a major threat to the 
natural resources as being accelerated by early colonial and contemporary deforestation followed by 
the unwise land-use practices such as overgrazing. Accelerated erosion is the most serious and the least 
reversible of soil degradation problems encountered in the country. The main forms of erosion in New 
Zealand are, namely, the mass, fluvial, surface, and stream-bank transportation of the soil in the hilly 
country, in the Marlborough and Manawatu regions, in the lands outside the hill country, and at the 
unstable areas cleared of tree cover. The long-standing experience and research provided the relevant 
bodies dealing with erosion in New Zealand, with the appropriate techniques to reduce the impacts 
of erosion in the pastoral lands. These techniques include the maintaining of the adequate vegetative 
cover (e.g., avoiding overgrazing and maintaining a dense pasture sward through regular applications 
of fertilizer and grass seed), the spaced or close tree planting, retiring the land from pasture, fencing off 
and planting riverbanks, and building debris dams to slow water flows in gullies. A similar system to 
the Australian “National Landcare Organisation” is being implemented in New Zealand in 1996 as the 
“New Zealand Landcare Trust” which is a nongovernmental organization facilitating sustainable land 
management (SLM) and biodiversity initiatives at a community-driven basis, in order to effective catch-
ment management to improve the land and water quality of the country. The Landcare Trust seeks the 
assurance of implementing land management more sustainably.[38]

conclusions

The state of soil/land degradation and its remediation through a multifunction–multi-impact approach 
has been defined through a driving force–pressure–state–impact–response (DPSIR) matrix developed 
by the European Environmental Agency[39] (Figure 13) leading to SLM[40–42] measures to be taken for 
the future. SLM is concerned with more soil/land-friendly farming practices that minimize the ero-
sion potential of soils, together with the adoption by landholders of property management planning 
procedures that involve community actions, such as the Landcare Program of Australia.[38] Moreover, 
as Smyth and Dumanski[40] have stated, this approach combines socioeconomic principles with 
e nvironmental concerns to enable production to be enhanced alongside a reduction in the level of risk 
to the  sustenance of natural resources. Thus, degradation of soil and water quality, which have negative 
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FIGURE 13 DPSIR framework applied to soil. 
Source: UNEP/EEA.[39]

effects on c limate[43] and biodiversity, can be prevented or minimized in a manner that is a cceptable to 
the  farming  community. The methods to be adapted for SLM via community actions include c ontour 
farming, terracing, vegetative barriers, and other land-use practices amalgamated with indigenous 
 (traditional) technical knowledge (ITC)[44,45] as applied to farming and landscape preservation. The 
impetus for the use of ITK by scientists and local communities in creating new strategies for sus-
tainable resource management was provided in the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in 2012. Thus, at the 13th meeting of the Parties 
to the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification, 113 countries had agreed to specify solid 
targets with clear indicators, to rehabilitate degraded lands and reverse degradation, which currently 
affects more than third of the world’s prime land resources.[46] This approach was widely accepted and 
endorsed as the Land Degradation Neutrality approach for a primary solution to the degradation of 
global soil/land resources in the new UNCCD 2018–2030 Strategic Framework[47] in order to meet UN 
Sustainable Development Goals aimed to be achieved by 2030 for the global welfare and peace.
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introduction

The projected warming of global climate and the degradation of land resources by erosion are among 
the most pressing environmental challenges of the modern era. The recent warming trend in the world’s 
climate is linked to the accumulation of radiatively active gases (CO2, N2O, CH4) in the atmosphere.[1,2,3] 
Atmospheric CO2 concentration has been increasing at a rate of 2.2 ppm C y–1,[4] which, if maintained, 
could profoundly alter the chemical composition and the energy balance of the Earth’s atmosphere. 
Although fossil fuel burning is the primary contributor to the current atmospheric CO2 buildup, it is 
estimated that agriculture and land-use change contributed 24% of total anthropogenic emissions of 
CO2.[5] In soils, evolution of CO2 occurs through soil respiration which includes root respiration and the 
microbial decomposition of crop residues and soil humus.

The soil organic carbon (SOC) content is positively related to structural stability and negatively related 
to the susceptibility of soils to erosion.[6,7] Cultivation reduces the stability of aggregates,[6] thereby 
increasing the erodibility of soils.[8] The effect of SOC on susceptibility to erosion is best exemplified by 
the use of SOC content in determining the soil erodibility factor (K) in the universal soil loss equation 
(USLE).[7] Worldwide, an estimated 1.11 × 109 ha of land are affected by water erosion,[9] resulting in the 
annual transport of 20–25 × 109 Mg of sediment to rivers and oceans.[10,11] While much is known about 
the protective role of SOC against soil erosion, information is limited regarding the fate of SOC mobi-
lized by erosion. It is estimated that as much as 1.1 PgC [1 Pg = 1015 g = billion metric ton] may be emitted 
into atmosphere by erosion by water.[12] In this entry, we deliberate that water erosion, as a mechanism 
for SOC removal, has a profound effect on the global CO2 budget, and we present an approach to assess 
erosion-induced CO2 emission into the atmosphere.
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eroded Soil organic carbon: State of the Knowledge

Water erosion involves the detachment of soil aggregates, the release of aggregate-protected SOC, and 
the translocation and deposition of detached soil particles. Globally, estimates of SOC displaced in ter-
restrial ecosystems by water erosion are in the order 57 Pg of Cy–1.[13,14] There is considerable uncertainty 
regarding the fate of the eroded SOC, however. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
echoed this uncertainty in its handbook for conducting national greenhouse gas inventory by stating 
that the net effect of erosion on CO2 evolution is unclear at the present time.[15]

The fate of SOC mobilized by erosion can include redistribution, long-term storage in aquatic and 
terrestrial systems, and mineralization during transport and deposition leading to emission of CO2 
(production of CH4 possible depending on oxidation status).[14] During transport, detached soil particles 
are hydrodynamically sorted and redistributed over the eroding landscape as determined by flow condi-
tion, surface roughness, particle size, and geomorphology. Between 80% and 90% of the total soil mass 
mobilized by water erosion remains near the site of erosion.[15] A fraction of the eroded SOC is exported 
to streams, rivers, and lakes. Several publications have documented the magnitude of these exports 
which are in the order of 0.6–0.8 Pg C y–1 [16,17] or more.[12,14]

Eroded SOC in runoff is also retained in the low-lying portions of the eroding landscape, but the 
fate of SOC entrapped in these terrestrial deposits is also not fully understood. On the premise that the 
decomposition process may be O2-constrained, it has been suggested that entrapment of eroded SOC in 
terrestrial deposits can be a mechanism for C sequestration.[18,19] It is estimated that a sequestration of 
0.6–1.5 Pg C y–1 may be possible via this mechanism.[19]

Eroded soil materials typically contain twice as much (or more) C than the average topsoil.[18] In addition, 
these materials are enriched in labile C.[20] Given the propensity of these SOC fractions to be associated with 
the lighter and most erosion-prone soil particles, mineralization of eroded C during transport and deposi-
tion is a reasonable expectation. A study comparing CPMAS13C-nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry 
data of eroded and deposited soil samples indicated that 70% of SOC in eroded soil could be decomposed 
during transport and deposition.[21] A recent review suggests a lower (20%) mineralization rate.[13]

The information presented above clearly underscores the need for better quantitative assessments of 
the various fates of eroded SOC. Of particular interest is an assessment of water erosion’s contribution to 
atmospheric CO2. At the present time, there are few if any experimental data to support such an evalua-
tion. However, an indirect determination of CO2 production during transport and deposition of eroded 
SOC is possible using literature data pertaining to the other pathways identified above.

Assessment of erosion-induced carbon 
Dioxide Fluxes from existing Data

conceptual Framework and Description of the Mass Balance Approach

In order to estimate CO2 production during transport and deposition of eroded SOC, a mass balance 
approach, described in Figure 1, is proposed. This approach assumes a steady-state equilibrium with 
respect to SOC content. Augmentation of the initial pool of SOC via humification of crop residues 
 compensates for SOC losses, which include soil respiration, leaching, and SOC translocation with 
 runoff waters. It follows that

 C h0 + ⋅C CA t= + S ER + (1) 

 S kR t= ≥C (2) 

 E L= +C wS E+ +W LS E+ L (3) 

 
E CL t= −( )0 C

(4)
t h+ ⋅C kA t− ⋅C L− +( )C wS E+ +w LS
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where C0 = initial SOC stocks, h = humification rate, CA = annual residue addition, Ct = the SOC stocks 
after t years, SR = annual SOC mineralization, k = coefficient of SOC mineralization, LC = leaching loss 
of SOC, Sw = terrestrial C delivered to lakes and oceans, Ew = CO2 evasion from aquatic systems (lakes, 
rivers, streams), SL = C storage in terrestrial deposits, and EL = mineralization and CO2 evolution dur-
ing transport and deposition of eroded SOC. The coefficients h and k are in units of y–1, C0 and Ct are in 
g C m–2, and the other parameters are in units of g C m–2 y–1.

Using Eq. (4), CO2 evolution during transport and deposition of eroded SOC (EL) can be computed. 
Values for the parameters in Eq. (3), assembled from various regional and global scale studies, are sum-
marized in Table 1. We used the mass balance model and data from several long-term studies of SOC 
evolution to estimate EL.

FIGURE 1 A conceptual mass balance model of SOC evolution in soils.

TABLE 1 Estimates of the Major Pathways of Soil Organic Carbon Exported from Agricultural and 
Forested Watersheds

Description of SOC Loss Pathway Symbol Range (g C m–2 y–1)

Leaching of organic carbon in forest and cropland
Terrestrial carbon delivered to lakes, rivers, and oceans

LC

SW

0.5–5a

10–25b

Evasion CO2 from aquatic systems
Organic carbon storage in terrestrial deposits

EW

Sl

0.2–3.6c

6–15d

a Data from Guggenberger and Kaiser.[29]

b Terrestrial C delivery to the ocean [computed using global C input to the ocean (750 × 1012 g C/yr from Ludwig 
et al.[17]) and the total area of river draining to the ocean (89 × 1012 m2 from Stallard[19])] was added to accumulation 
rate of terrestrial C in freshwater systems and man-made reservoirs (2–10 g C m–2 y–1 from Mulholland and 
Elwood[30]).
c Adapted from Spitzy and Leenheer.[31]

d Estimate computed using global C storage in terrestrial sediments (0.6–15 × 1015 g C y–1 from Stallard[19]) and total 
area of river basins (1014 m2 from Meybeck[32]).
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estimates of erosion-caused co2  emissions 

Analyses of the data available in the literature show that estimates of CO2 production (EL) during trans-
port and deposition of eroded SOC range between 6 and 52 g C m–2 y–1 (Table 2). These estimates are 
necessarily crude given that the values assigned to the model parameters were obtained from different 
studies. It is important to note, however, that our parameter estimates (e.g., SW, EW) were similar to direct 
measurements made in studies conducted in various geographical regions including the United States,[22] 
Europe, and New Zealand.[16] Assuming a sediment delivery ratio of 15%[11] and a C-enrichment ratio of 
2 for eroded soil material,[18] the total C exported from a typical eroded field averages 30% of the total 
C mobilized during erosional events. Using the C export data in Table 1, estimates of total C mobilized 
by water erosion range between 56 and 168 g C m–2 y–1. Similar estimates (40 and 190 g C m–2 y–1) of SOC 
mobilization are also obtained by assuming that computed EL values represent 20% of the total SOC 
displaced by water erosion.[12] Using these ranges of erosion-induced SOC mobilization and the data in 
Table 1, a hypothetical distribution of eroded SOC among several pathways is presented in Figure 2. For 
example, for a soil containing 4–5 × 103 g C m–2, the loss and redistribution of 1%–5% of the total SOC 
might go unnoticed for some time. Removal of SOC via sheet erosion could be particularly difficult to 
detect in the short term, hence a possible dismissal of water erosion as an important mechanism for 
SOC loss.[23] However, field study data support the view that erosion is a significant contributor to SOC 
decline and sometimes contributes more to SOC depletion than soil respiration.[24,25]

If the data in Table 2 are extrapolated to the global cropland (1.5× 109 ha),[26] erosion-induced global 
CO2 fluxes to the atmosphere ranging between 0.12 and 0.55 Pg C y–1 can be computed. These fluxes 
could represent up to one-third of the annual CO2 emission (1.6 Pg C y–1) due to deforestation and land-
use change in the tropics.[13]

conclusions

The information presented in this entry supports our contention that sizable amounts of CO2 can be pro-
duced as a result of SOC mobilization by water erosion. Moreover, water erosion could elicit profound 
disturbances in the plant–soil–atmosphere segment of the global C cycle through a cascading process 
involving nutrient depletion, decreased biomass production, and alteration of the radiative and thermal 
properties of soils. The strong control of temperature on CO  emission[21]

2  and the higher temperature 

FIGURE 2 A hypothetical distribution of erosion-mobilized SOC among various possible fates.
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usually recorded in eroded soils[22] also indicate a shortened residence time of photosynthetically fixed 
C in the soil system. Although many of the effects remain to be evaluated experimentally, available 
information suggests a positive feedback of water erosion on atmospheric CO2 and climate warming.
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carbon Gases

Carbon is a major constituent of biomass and soil organic matter. However, more than 99% of global 
carbon is locked into sediments and fossil forms and is not available for biological processes. The small 
remaining active fraction of global carbon transits between atmospheric CO2, biomass and soil organic 
matter, and detritus in the so-called carbon cycle (Figure 1). The carbon cycle is driven by ph otosynthetic 
fixation of atmospheric CO2 by plants. In global terrestrial ecosystems, it is estimated that plant 
p hotosynthesis fixes more than 200 Gt of CO [1]

2 every year.  Eventually, similar amounts are returned 
to the atmosphere by the respiration of animals and by the aerobic heterotrophic  decomposition of 
soil organic matter and plant litter. In the absence of oxygen and other electron acceptors, CH4 is the 
final product of soil organic matter decomposition. Human activities, including changes in land use 
and soil m anagement, are contributing to unprecedented rapid increases in atmospheric CO2 and 

FIGURE 1 The soil carbon cycle. In well-aerated soils, decomposition of soil organic matter produces carbon 
dioxide. Significant amounts of methane are produced only under highly anaerobic (waterlogged) soilas.

Soil Quality: Carbon 
and Nitrogen Gases
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CH4  concentrations, which may result in important modifications of the Earth’s climate. In dry soils, 
 auto-oxidation of organic compounds can produce carbon monoxide (CO). Carbon monoxide can also 
be biologically oxidized to CO2 in moist but well-aerated soils.

carbon Dioxide

Soil-surface emitted CO2, or soil respiration, is the sum of the CO2 produced by root respiration and 
heterotrophic decomposition of root exudates, soil organic matter and plant litter. Decomposition 
 processes, while dominated by soil microbes, are the result of complex interactions between soil fauna, 
fungi, actinomycetes, and bacteria. During decomposition, complex molecules like cellulose,  hemi- 
 cellulose, proteins, and lignin are broken down into low molecular weight substances and oxidized to 
CO2 to produce energy and C for the growth of organisms.[2,3] The rate of decomposition is regulated by 
the quality and quantity of organic substrates and by physical/environmental properties of soil, such as 
temperature, moisture, and aeration.[4]

When ecosystems are in equilibrium, soil CO2 emissions are the result of the natural recycling of 
nutrients and equal the amount of atmospheric CO2 fixed by plant photosynthesis. However, in the past 
150 years, human activity has broken this equilibrium by burning fossil carbon reserves and by decreas-
ing soil organic matter through land- use changes. During this period, the additional CO2 that entered 
the carbon cycle could not be completely absorbed by increases in autotrophic activity and atmospheric 
CO2 concentrations increased from 280 to 365 ppm.

Several measures have been identified to reduce net CO2 emissions from soils. Among them, it is 
believed that modifications in agricultural and forest management practices could result in increased C 
storage in soils as organic matter. Converting cultivated land into natural ecosystems usually increases 
soil carbon content because of increased return of plant litter and decreased decomposition. Also, tillage 
breaks down aggregates and increases soil carbon losses by exposing organic matter to microbes that 
decompose it. Therefore, reducing tillage intensity, fallow frequency, and the amount of cultivated land 
(by increasing productivity), and increasing perennial crops in rotation and permanent grasslands are 
seen as potential management practices for mitigating global warming.[5]

Methane

Methane is produced in soils by the decomposition of organic matter and by the reduction of CO2 under 
highly anaerobic environments. Such conditions are found in wetlands and in rice paddies that, together 
with landfills, contribute about half of the total emissions of anthropogenic CH4. Methane is stable in 
waterlogged soils and can be emitted to the atmosphere via diffusion, ebullition, and transport through 
plants. In the presence of oxygen, certain bacteria can oxidize CH4 to CO2 (Figure 1).[6]

Human intervention can greatly influence CH4 production or consumption in soils. Flooding of soils 
in natural or agricultural ecosystems usually results in increased emissions[7] while drainage of wetlands 
can turn a source of methane into a sink.[8] Flooded rice fields are a major source of anthropogenic 
CH4. Management practices have been proposed to reduce CH4 emissions from rice paddies, including 
draining the fields during the growing season, replacing urea by other types of nitrogen fertilizers, and 
reducing the input of crop residues by using new cultivars and alternative cultural practices.[5] Reduced 
rates of CH4 oxidation in well-aerated soils have been observed following cultivation and addition of 
nitrogen fertilizers.[9]

nitrogen Gases

The passage of nitrogen (N) through ecosystems can be represented as a “loop-within-a-loop” (Figure 2). 
Nitrogen enters ecosystems primarily through biotic or abiotic processes that “fix” (convert molecular 
nitrogen [N2] to biologically available forms) N2 from the atmosphere. Within the soil-plant system, N 
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undergoes a complex series of transformations, resulting in a continual transfer of N between inorganic 
and organic forms—the inner loop (Figure 2). Nitrous oxide and NOx are both produced and consumed 
during these transformations. With time, most of the N entering ecosystems returns to the atmosphere as 
N2, but an important fraction is emitted as gaseous NH3, NOx, and N2O. More than 70% of the e stimated 
18 Tg N O–N entering the atmosphere each year is emitted by soils.[1,10]

2  Above  plant-canopy emissions 
of NOx from soils are probably in the range of 3.3–21 Tg N yr−1.[11,12] This exchange of N between the 
atmosphere and the soil-plant system— the outer loop—strongly mediates atmospheric c oncentrations 
of NH3, NOx, and N2O.

nitric and nitrous oxides

The majority of soil-emitted NO [13]
x is nitric oxide (NO);  therefore, the rest of this discussion will 

focus on nitrogen gases other than nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Nitric oxide is derived primarily via 
autotrophic  nitrification,[14,15] whereas N2O emissions can be a product of autotrophic nitrification,[15] 
 denitrification,[16] or a combination of both.[14] Nitrous oxide, and particularly NO, may also be emitted 
from various chemical reactions collectively known as chemodenitrification.[17]

The magnitude of N2O and NO emissions is strongly influenced by site-specific variables—most 
 particularly soil attributes—and human intervention. Given that both gases are produced primarily 
during microbial transformations of inorganic N, the potential of a soil to produce and emit N2O or NO 
increases with increasing N availability.[18] Anthropogenic activities that increase the flow of N into the 
system also increase emissions of N2O and NO. Such activities include, for example, the cultivation of 
legume grain or forage crops,[19] and intensive use of nitrogen fertilizers.[20]

Total N2O emissions tend to increase as soil organic carbon (SOC) content increases. This is 
 understandable, since N turnover is closely tied to SOC turnover, and the amount of carbon (C) 
 available to drive microbial processes is directly related to the quantity and quality of SOC. The relative 
 availability of C and N is of particular importance when livestock manure or sewage sludge is added to 
soils. The addition of both C and N tend to increase N2O and NO emissions more than N alone, particu-
larly in C limited systems.[21,22]

Agricultural management practices that minimize soil disturbance tend to increase soil water status 
and soil bulk density, favoring the development of anaerobic conditions and higher N O[4]

2  but possibly 
lower NO emissions.[23] Conversely, equal or lower emissions of N2O have also been reported in no-tillage 

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the nitrogen cycle depicted as a “loop-within-a-loop.” The outer loop 
traces the passage of N from the atmosphere through ecosystems and back to the atmosphere, while the inner loop 
traces the interconversion of N between organic and inorganic forms within the soil–plant system.
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systems compared to conventional tillage systems.[24] In this instance, reduced soil  disturbance appeared 
to alter N cycling, resulting in lower NO −

3  availability—hence lower N2O emissions—during the spring 
thaw period.

In general, soil conditions or management that lead to accumulations of NH +
4 , NO −

3 , and particularly 
NO −

2 , favor gaseous N losses. This may happen if N is released during soil C mineralization at a time 
when plant uptake is absent or minimal, an example being bare soil fallow periods commonly employed 
in the semiarid regions of North America, or if fertilizer or organic N is added at a time when crop 
growth is not vigorous. Low soil pH levels (<5) inhibit NO −

2  oxidizers more than NH +
4  oxidizers, result-

ing in accumulations of NO −
2  and abiotic production of NO.[25] The latter may occur even in near-neutral 

soils as a result of very high concentrations of NH +
4  localized in urine patches, or concentrated in bands 

or nests of ammonium based fertilizers.[26]

Ammonia

The production of ammonia (NH3) in soils is closely linked to the accumulation of ammonium 
(NH +

4 ) resulting from the mineralization of organic matter (ammonification) by soil microbes. In 
agricultural soils, the NH +

4  content is enhanced where inorganic nitrogen and livestock manure fer-
tilizers are used. In soil solution, NH +

4  dissociates and forms an equilibrium with NH3, which can 
volatilize to the soil air and eventually reach the atmosphere [Eq. (1)]. Ammonium is also bound to 
negative exchange sites on soil organic matter and clay minerals (exchangeable NH +

4 ) and can be 
“fixed” within clays. The latter is released slower than exchangeable NH +

4 .[27] Ammonium is converted 
through biological oxidation (nitrification) by soil bacteria (nitrifiers) to nitrate (NO −

3 ) which is taken 
up by plants. Atmospheric NH3 and NH +

4  can be recycled back to the soil through dry and wet deposi-
tion (Figure 2).

 NH+ +
( ) ⇔ ⇔NH +

4 solution 4 e( )xchangeable 4NH ( )non e− xchangeable

  

 NH3 s( )olution 3⇔ ⇔NH ( )soil air NH3 a( )tmosphere  

The volatilized NH3 from soil is not only a loss of valuable nitrogen for crop growth [28] but is a signifi-
cant source of atmospheric NH [29,30] which can damage plants[31,32]

3  and contribute to odor nuisances that 
are associated with the application of manure to soils. In the atmosphere, NH3 neutralizes atmospheric 
acids and the resulting aerosols contribute to atmospheric haze. Atmospheric NH3 can also cause acidi-
fication of ecosystems by augmenting the capture of sulfur dioxide in clouds[33] and through nitrification 
of deposited NH + [34]

4  and NH3.
Most management techniques that relate to minimizing NH3 emissions pertain to managing inor-

ganic and livestock manure fertilizers, which are the most significant sources of this gas.[30,35] The 
key to these techniques is to reduce exposure of the amendment to the atmosphere either by limiting 
the amount applied or by injection/incorporation of the amendment. Manipulating the chemistry of 
the soil can also be used to control NH3 emissions especially in amended soils.[36,37] For example, the 
addition of acids to fertilized soils can potentially reduce NH3 emissions. Adding heavy metals or 
organic compounds with urea fertilizer can inhibit the conversion of urea to NH +

4  by retarding urease 
enzyme activity. There is also the potential of adding Ca or Mg salts with urea fertilizers to reduce NH3 
emissions.

Meteorological and soil conditions also modify the emission of NH3. Application of manure when 
soil moisture is initially high but subject to rapid drying can result in higher than normal emissions 
of NH .[36,38]

3  High soil moisture content would put more NH +
4  into solution near the soil surface and 
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increase volatilization. However, irrigation or rainfall following application can leach nearsurface NH +
4  

and decrease volatilization.

conclusions

Soil quality and carbon and nitrogen gas dynamics are closely linked. In general, high-quality soils have 
high nutrient availability and aeration, good infiltration and retention of water, and a stable structure, 
all of which are factors that control the production and consumption of gases in soils. Improving soil 
quality through higher soil organic C content or better soil structure often results in a reduction of net 
emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Also, soil degradation increases emissions of green-
house gases as a result of greater use of nitrogen fertilizers, erosion, denitrification, deforestation, and 
grassland cultivation.[39] Therefore, adoption of most management practices aimed at improving soil 
quality also help to improve atmospheric quality.
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introduction

Growing human populations, diminishing nonrenewable resources, social and political instability, and 
environmental degradation threaten the natural processes that sustain the global ecosphere and life 
on Earth.[1,2] With losses of farmland to degradation and urbanization and little new agricultural land 
to develop, meeting the needs of future populations for food, fiber, and other agricultural products 
depends on a significant increase in crop yields. Under current food production practices, this yield 
increase spells greater use of inputs (e.g., energy, fertilizer, pesticides), and raises the question of the 
environmental costs of increased production.

Agriculture and environmental Sustainability

To a large extent, the economic and social viability of agriculture depends on the sustainability of the 
resources that agriculture both depends on and affects. Farmers have always intuitively known that good 
soil quality underpins the success of their operations, and soil conservation programs in many coun-
tries throughout the last century supported this recognition. Since the late 1980s, interest has grown in 
a fuller accounting of the environmental costs of agricultural production. These costs include declining 
water quality and competition for finite water resources, declining air quality, emission of greenhouse 
gases, loss of wildlife habitat, and decline in species and genetic diversity.[3] To a large extent, conserving 
and enhancing soil quality can mitigate these costs.

Soil

Agricultural land management in the past has taxed the soil system, often withdrawing more than it has 
returned. In particular, mechanical cultivation and the continuous production of row crops has resulted 
in the displacement and loss of soil by erosion, large decreases in soil organic matter, and a concomitant 
release of carbon as carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.[4] Within the last decade, inventories of soil 
productive capacity indicate human-induced degradation on nearly 40% of the Earth’s arable land as 
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a result of land clearing, extensive soil cultivation, soil erosion, atmospheric deposition of pollutants, 
over-grazing, salinization, and desertification.[5] The projected doubling of the human population in the 
next century threatens even greater degradation of soils and other natural resources.[6]

Water

Intensive farming practices have, in many parts of the world, jeopardized the quality of surface water 
and groundwater through the addition of agriculturally derived nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus, pesticides, 
sediment, and pathogens (e.g., bacteria from manure). Agriculture is considered the most widespread 
contributor to nonpoint-source water pollution in the U.S.[7] The major agricultural water contami-
nant in North America and Europe is nitrate nitrogen derived from atmospheric deposition, livestock 
manures, and commercial fertilizers. Human alterations of the nitrogen cycle have almost doubled the 
rate of nitrogen input to terrestrial ecosystems over the past 30 years, resulting in large increases in the 
transfer of nitrogen from land to the atmosphere and to rivers, estuaries, and coastal waters.[8–10]

Agriculture, competing as it does with many other uses of fresh water, is also at the heart of current 
discussions of water quantity and is a key consideration in the trend toward demand management, 
rather than supply management, of water resources. Global warming scenarios predict water shortages 
in some existing agricultural areas in the world, and water surpluses in others. Changing conditions will 
call for new ways of farming and of resolving conflict among water users.

Controlling soil erosion reduces the amount of sediments entering waterways, along with the chemi-
cals (e.g., pesticides) and pathogens they carry. Nutrient management plans that account for all sources 
of nitrogen and phosphorus and match nutrient application more closely to plant needs reduce the risk 
of nitrogen and phosphorus entering groundwater and surface water. Maintaining soil quality improves 
the ability of soil to receive and partition water, making the most efficient use of this resource.

Air and Atmosphere

Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases—particularly nitrous oxide, methane, and carbon 
dioxide—have been increasing dramatically over the past 20 years, enhancing the greenhouse effect 
by which the Earth’s atmosphere is warmed. Agriculture is a significant contributor of these gases to 
the atmosphere; in Canada, for example, agriculture accounted for about 10% of total 1996 emissions 
of these gases, an increase of about 4% since 1981.[11] Soil management practices such as tillage, crop-
ping patterns, and the use of manure and commercial fertilizers influence atmospheric quality through 
changes in the soil’s capacity to produce or consume greenhouse gases.[12,13] Under the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change and its Protocols, signatory countries are considering ways 
to reduce emissions, including those from agriculture, and also to capitalize on agricultural sinks of 
greenhouse gases, such as by carbon sequestration in agricultural soils. The present threat of ozone 
depletion and global climate change necessitates a better understanding of the influence of land man-
agement on soil processes.

Agricultural emissions of ammonia (from fertilizer and manure) and particulate matter (dust released 
during soil tillage and subsequent erosion) have been linked to various environmental effects, such as 
acidification, eutrophication, and smog. Reducing the emission of these substances involves improving 
the quality of soils so that they are more resistant to erosion, reducing tillage and increasing the amount 
of soil cover, and practicing better nitrogen management (both manure and commercial fertilizer).

Agroecosystem Biodiversity

Agriculture benefits from biodiversity in many ways, but it has also reduced biodiversity over the years, 
mainly through the conversion of natural habitats, but also through effects on soil and water quality. 
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Improving soil quality not only maintains a healthy biological community in the soil itself, along with 
the functions these organisms carry out, but also supports the other flora and fauna dependent on 
this community. Soil quality improvements that benefit water quality can also improve the viability of 
aquatic ecosystems.

Assessment of Soil Quality

Assessment of soil quality or health is invaluable in determining the sustainability of land management 
systems.[14] Soil quality is the major link between the strategies of conservation management practices 
and the achievement of the major goals of agriculture.[15,16]

Assessment of soil quality can be used to identify problem production areas, make realistic estimates 
of food production, monitor changes in sustainability and environmental quality as related to agricul-
tural management, and assist government agencies in formulating and evaluating sustainable agricul-
tural and land use policies (Figure 1). Using simple indicators of soil quality and soil health that have 
meaning to farmers and other land managers is likely the most fruitful means of linking science with 
practice in assessing the sustainability of land management practices.[17]

Doran et al.[18] stressed the importance of holistic management approaches that optimize the multiple 
functions of soil, conserve soil resources, and support strategies for promoting soil quality. They pro-
posed a basic set of indicators to assess soil quality and health in various agricultural management sys-
tems. Many of these key indicators are very useful to specialists (e.g., researchers, consultants, extension 
staff, and conservationists) but are beyond the expertise or time constraints of the producer to measure. 
Success in developing and implementing standards for assessing soil quality and sustainability hinges 
on partnership with agricultural producers, who are the primary stewards of the land and the chief 
decision makers regarding land use and management. In light of this consideration, Doran et al.[18] also 
presented strategies for sustainable management that include a more generic set of indicators to assess 
soil quality and health that are practical for producers (Table 1). A study conducted in the northern U.S. 
corn and dairy belt used a similar approach to determine how farmers assess soil quality and health 
and found that they ranked soil organic matter, crop appearance, and risk to erosion as the three most 
important properties for describing soil health and sustainable management.[17] Such strategies maxi-
mize the benefits of natural cycles, reduce dependence on nonrenewable resources, and help producers 

FIGURE 1 The politics of soil health. The assessment of soil condition/quality is needed to monitor changes in 
sustainability and environmental quality as related to agriculture management and to assist governmental agencies 
in formulating realistic agricultural and land use policies.
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identify long-term goals for sustainability that also meet short-term needs for production. Soil quality 
assessment must be directed at the financial survival of the farm as well as environmental preservation.

Although much remains to be done, useful models exist for translating soil science into practice. 
For example, Gomez et al.[19] provide a practical framework for determining the sustainability of hill 
country agriculture in the Philippines. It uses indicators that satisfy both the needs of the farmer (e.g., 
productivity, profitability, stability, and viability) and the conservation of soil and water resources. 
Threshold values for sustainability are identified relative to the average local conditions for crop yield, 
profit, risk of crop failure, soil depth, percent soil cover, and soil organic matter content. This conceptual 
framework for assessing sustainability could be expanded to include other needs of society and envi-
ronmental conservation. In particular, adding a category for balancing energy input and output, as well 
as monetary costs, would better assess the short- and long-term sustainability of management and the 
value of greater reliance on renewable resources and less dependence on fossil fuels and petrochemicals 
in enhancing economic, ecological, and environmental resources. Expanding the list of resource con-
servation variables to include leachable salts (especially nitrate), measured as soil electrical conductivity 
at the time of fertilization and after harvest, would permit land managers to better quantify the impact 
of agricultural practices on air and water quality.

Confirmation of the effectiveness of systems for residue management, organic matter formation, 
nitrogen and carbon cycling, soil structure maintenance, and biological control of pests and diseases 
will assist in discovering approaches that are both profitable and environmentally sound. The chal-
lenge in the future will be to better use the diversity and resiliency of the soil biological community to 
maintain a quality ecosystem, thus fostering sustainability. Sustainability strategies must be fine-tuned 
using such practices as crop rotation for greater crop diversity and tighter cycling of nutrients, reduc-
tion of soil disturbance to maintain soil organic matter and reduce erosion, and development of systems 
that make greater use of renewable biological resources. Ultimately, the indicators of soil quality and 
strategies for sustainable management must be linked to the development of management systems that 
foster reduction in the inputs of nonrenewable resources, maintain acceptable levels of productivity, and 
minimize impact on the environment.

TABLE 1 Strategies for Sustainable Agricultural Management and Proposed Indicators of Crop Performance and 
Soil and Environmental Health

Sustainability Strategy Indicators for Producers

Conserve soil organic matter through maintaining soil C 
and N levels by reducing tillage, recycling plant and 
animal manures, and/or increasing plant diversity 
where C inputs C outputs

Direction/change in organic matter levels with time (visual 
or remote sensing by color or chemical analysis), specific 
organic matter potential for climate, soil, and vegetation, 
soil water storage

Minimize soil erosion through conservation tillage and 
increased protective cover (residue, stable aggregates, 
covercrops, green fallow)

Visual (gullies, rills, dust, etc.)
Surface soil properties (topsoil depth, organic matter 

content/texture, water infiltration, runoff, ponding, % 
cover)

Balance production and environment through 
conservation and  integrated management systems 
(optimizing tillage, residue,  water, and chemical use) 
and by synchronizing available N and P levels with 
crop needs during the year

Crop characteristics (visual or remote sensing of yield, color, 
nutrient status, plant vigor, and rooting characteristics) Soil 
physical condition/compaction

Soil and water nitrate levels
Amount and toxicity of pesticides used

Better use of renewable resources through relying less 
on fossil fuels and petrochemicals and more on 
renewable resources and biodiversity (e.g., crop 
rotations, legumes, manures, integrated pest 
management)

Input and output ratios of costs and energy 
Leaching losses/soil acidification
Crop characteristics (as listed above)
Soil and water nitrate levels

Source: Postel et al.[2]
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introduction

Agricultural production is highly sensitive to climate hazards, including droughts. Losses due to 
drought events represent a significant challenge to farmers, agricultural stakeholders, and policymak-
ers worldwide (UNISDR, 2015). The scientific community predicts an intensification of negative impacts 
due to future climate change (IPCC, 2013). The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) state that 
the priority areas for adaptation to climate change are water and agriculture. These, in turn, are related 
to the largest climate hazards that are drought, floods, and higher temperature (UN, 2016). Droughts 
originate from the lack of precipitation during a specific period of time, resulting in water shortages in 
a specific region (Wilhite and Glantz, 1985). The rainy season in the Central Andes generally occurs 
during the austral summer (DJFM). In this period, the position of the Atlantic intertropical conver-
gence zone (ITCZ) and the formation of the Bolivian High result in a prevalence of easterly winds over 
the Central Andes (Garreaud et al., 2003). Easterly winds transport humid air from the lowlands east 
of the Central Andes to the region, while the prevalence of westerly winds inhibits moisture transport 
(Lenters and Cook, 1999; Thibeault et al., 2012; Vuille et al., 2000). The summer rainfall represents more 
than 70% of the total annual precipitation (Canedo-Rosso et al., 2019b; Garreaud et al., 2003). Spatially, 
precipitation in the Central Andes presents a northeast-southwest gradient with annual precipitation 
above 800 mm in the northeastern decreasing to below 200 mm in the south-western Central Andes 
(Vuille et al., 2000).

Agricultural production is directly affected by climate hazards in the Central Andes, and drought 
conditions may lead to shortage of food for humans and animals (Garcia, 2003; Garcia et al., 2007). This 
is the case for the most important crops in the Central Andes: quinoa and potato, which are affected by 
precipitation variability, and losses in crop production are connected to drought (Garcia et al., 2003). 
Precipitation in the Central Andes is strongly associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), 
which warm phase is connected to droughts (Garreaud and Aceituno, 2001; Thompson et al., 1984; 
Vicente-Serrano et al., 2015). The ENSO is a periodical variation in sea surface temperature (SST) over 
the tropical Pacific Ocean with intervals of 2–7 years and may be represented by three phases: neutral, 
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warm (El Niño), and cold (La Niña) phases. In Bolivia, large socio-economic losses have been experi-
enced in the past due to ENSO. For example, El Niño 1982–1983 affected 1.6 million people in rural areas 
(mainly Potosí and Oruro), 85% of potato and 50% of quinoa production were lost due to decreasing 
water supply, and a total loss of USD 400 million was estimated (Mariscal et al., 2011). In 1997–1998, 
135,000 people were affected and USD 515 million loss was estimated (UNDP, 2011). More recently, dur-
ing the 2015–2016 El Niño, 665,000 people were affected and over USD 450 million of losses were experi-
enced (Guha-Sapir et al., 2016). To lessen the long-term impacts of similar events, the Bolivian national 
government has allocated large budget amounts for emergency operations to compensate part of the 
losses, which are usually evaluated in an ex-post fashion. Important in this context is that Bolivia has 
implemented a national program for risk disaster management that includes an early warning system 
informing about disaster occurrence a few days ahead of the event.

Precipitation Variability

Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the summer precipitation (DJFM) and Nino3.4 for 
seeking their relationship. The monthly precipitation at El Alto, Patacamaya, Oruro, and Potosi (Los 
Pinos) was obtained from the National Service of Meteorology and Hydrology (SENAMHI) of Bolivia 
from 1948 to 2016 (Figure 1). And, ENSO, Nino3.4 data were obtained from Rayner et al. (2003) for the 
region 3.4 for the same time period (see https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/Nino34). 
El Alto and Oruro datasets had no missing data. Patacamaya and Potosi time series had less than 10% 
missing data. The data gaps of the time series were replaced with the monthly mean of each time series. 
The summer precipitation (DJFM) totals for El Alto, Patacamaya, Oruro, and Potosi and the summer 
average of Nino3.4 from 1948 to 2016 were used in this study. Prior to the PCAs, all seasonal data were 
standardized to zero mean and unit standard deviation. PCA was developed by Pearson (1901) and 
Hotelling (1933). It reduces data dimensionality and concentrates variance into a small number of vari-
ables. All numerical computations were performed using the MATLAB software.

FIGURE 1 The Central Andes of South America.
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The results of the PCA show that the first two modes explain about 70% of the total variance 
(Figure 2). The first mode explains about 50% of the variance and shows a negative relationship between 
summer precipitation and ENSO for all studied locations. The correlation coefficients of the first mode 
are 0.5 for El Alto, Patacamaya, and Oruro; 0.4 for Potosi; and −0.3 for Nino3.4. These results confirm 
previous findings that there is a negative relationship between precipitation and ENSO (see Canedo-
Rosso et al., 2019b; Garreaud et al., 2003; Garreaud and Aceituno, 2001; Thibeault et al., 2012). This 
means that less rainfall occurs during warm ENSO phases, and this condition could exacerbate the 
occurrence of drought. The second mode explains about 20% of the total variance and shows a dif-
ference for summer precipitation pattern in the studied region. Patacamaya shows a larger variation 
of precipitation compared to the other locations, with a correlation coefficient of 0.4. The heterogenic 
topography could be a factor that increases variance of precipitation in the studied region. The Central 
Andes is divided into two mountain ranges, and between these is the Altiplano high plateau. El Alto, 
Patacamaya, and Oruro are located on the plateau, and Potosi is located on the eastern range of the 
Central Andes. This could explain the slight negative relationship between the precipitation for Potosi 
and the other locations.  

impacts of el niño – Southern oscillation on crop Yield

Precipitation dependency by rainfed agriculture and frost risk limit farming production to the aus-
tral summer (Condori et al., 2014; Garcia et al., 2007). Due to the fact that farming is mostly rainfed, 
weather-related phenomena are very important for crop production. The ENSO impact on crop yield 
was analyzed using two-sample t-test and Wilcoxon’s rank-sum tests for La Paz (including El Alto and 
Patacamaya), Oruro, and Potosi from 1981 to 2017. The crop yield for potato and quinoa was standard-
ized and filtered by PCA, and the time series were reconstructed keeping about 90% of their original 
variability to reduce noise. To test the relationship, crop yield during neutral/moderate years was com-
pared with crop yield during strong and very strong El Niño years (warm ENSO phase) (see Table 1). 
The results showed that quinoa yield during warm ENSO phase and neutral/moderate years presents a 
significant difference at 95% confidence level except for Oruro. The average yield during neutral/moder-
ate years is higher compared to El Niño years in La Paz and Potosi. The crop yield during El Niño years 
is lower than the mean in Oruro, except for 1982–1983 and 2015–2016. This contradicts previous findings 
that reported large agricultural losses during 1982–1983, 1997–1998 (Mariscal et al., 2011; Santos, 2006), 

FIGURE 2 Biplot of the first and second modes for the PCA for the summer precipitation and Nino3.4.
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and 2015–2016 (Valdez, 2017). On the other hand, the quinoa yield has constantly increased during the 
last years, mainly in Oruro. This could be explained by employment of advanced crop management 
strategies (e.g., selected crop varieties and application of agricultural innovations), as Oruro is one of the 
largest producers of quinoa in Bolivia and the world (Ormachea and Ramirez, 2013).

Despite the quinoa’s high tolerance to environmental stress including droughts (Jacobsen et al., 2005; 
Jacobsen et al., 2003), it generally showed large losses during El Niño events (Figure 3). This may be 
due to the crop ś sensitivity for water stress during specific stages of the growing season, and the most 
sensitive stages are the emergence, flowering, and grain development (Geerts et al., 2008, 2009). The risk 
for crop yield reduction could be reduced here with irrigation during the sensitive phases of the quinoa 
crop development. A strategy like deficit irrigation could be employed (Geerts et al., 2008; Talebnejad 
and Sepaskhah, 2015). Another strategy to mitigate the crop yield reduction is implementation of crop 
varieties more resistant to water stress (Sun et al., 2014).

The t-test and rank-sum test results showed that potato yield during neutral/moderate and El Niño 
years is significantly different at 95% confidence level except for La Paz. The results showed that produc-
tion during neutral/moderate years is higher in Oruro and Potosi. All regions showed the lowest potato 
yield during strong El Niño 1982–1983, with a yield reduction of four standard deviations below the 
mean. The yield reduction during El Niño events seems to have a larger effect in Oruro. In La Paz, potato 
yield showed lower vulnerability to El Niño, except during the strong events of 1987–1988 and 2015–2016 
(Figure 3). This could be explained by closeness to the Lake Titicaca and other water bodies that might 
be used as a water source during precipitation deficit. Similar strategies for drought mitigation (e.g., irri-
gation and resistant crop varieties) could be implemented in order to avoid large crop losses. However, 
knowing that a very strong El Niño could lead to large agricultural losses, insurance policy could be 
assigned to farmers in order to manage the risk before the occurrence of a drought event (Canedo-Rosso 
et al., 2019a). For the implementation of any drought mitigation strategy, identification, evaluation, and 
monitoring of drought risk are crucial. Especially important are our findings that ENSO must be taken 
explicitly into account in such considerations.

As mentioned before, ENSO is the most important climate phenomenon that affects the variability 
of precipitation in the Central Andes (Canedo-Rosso et al., 2019b; Garreaud et al., 2003; Garreaud and 
Battisti, 1999; Vuille, 1999; Vuille et al., 2000), and it is known that its warm phase is connected to dryer 
and warmer conditions in the Central Andes. This information could be used for the development of 
seasonal forecast of precipitation and temperature over Central Andes as ENSO forecasts are developed 
at major global research and operational centers (e.g., International Research Institute for Climate and 
Society and Climate Prediction Center). When an El Niño is predicted, it is possible to assume that less 

TABLE 1 Classification of ENSO

Strong and aVery Strong El Niño Neutral and Moderate Strong La Niña

1982–1983a 1981–1982 1988–1989
1987–1988 1983–1987 1998–1999
1991–1992 1989–1991 1999–2000
1997–1998a 1992–1997 2007–2008
2015–2016a 2000–2007 2010–2011

2008–2010
2011–2015
2016–2017

Strong and very strong El Niño (≥ 1.5°C), strong La Niña (≤ −1.5°C), and neutral/
moderate (−1.4 to 1.4°C) years for the time period from 1981 to 2017.
a  Very strong El Niño years. From Null (2018).
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precipitation and higher temperature could eventually lead to drought occurrence in the Central Andes 
during the growing season. Moreover, higher temperatures increase evapotranspiration rates and loss of 
water content in the soil. For a scenario of high probability of drought occurrence, the application of ex-
ante strategies could mitigate its negative effects. Thus, in agriculture, these strategies could reduce crop 
production losses (Canedo-Rosso et al., 2019a). There are several ex-ante strategies for drought manage-
ment in agriculture. Examples of these are as follows: use crop or varieties resistant to drought, install 
irrigation systems, and allocate financial compensation or insurance policy to farmers. For the imple-
mentation of any drought mitigation strategy, identification, evaluation, and monitoring of drought risk 
are needed.

conclusions

Droughts in the Central Andes are generally driven by ENSO warm phase, and they affect the agricul-
tural production by lowering quinoa and potato yields by decreasing summer precipitation. Regions 
that presented accessibility to other water supply sources than precipitation or have a better crop man-
agement showed lower influence of drought events. It is important to consider the implementation of 
ex-ante strategies (such as irrigation, agricultural technology, and insurance), in order to decrease the 

FIGURE 3 Crop yield during neutral/moderate and ENSO years. (Boxplots of quinoa and potato yield anomalies 
for neutral and moderate (Neutral-M) years for La Paz, Oruro, and Potosi. Crop yield anomalies during strong El 
Niño years (markers). Based on Canedo-Rosso et al. (2019a).)
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agricultural loss due to climate hazards in the region. Moreover, the evaluation of causes and conse-
quences of droughts could support seasonal forecasting, drought risk reduction, and sustainable water 
management.
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introduction

Mining directly disturbs approximately 240,000km2 of the Earth’s surface.[1] Surface mining methods 
may be classified as: 1) open pit mining; 2) strip mining; 3) dredging; and 4) hydraulic mining.[2] Open 
pit mining includes quarries used to produce limestone, sandstone, marble, and granite; pits used to 
produce sand, gravel, and bentonite; and large excavations used to produce talc, copper, gold, iron, 
silver, and other metals. This mining method is distinguished by having one large pit or numerous 
small pits across the landscape. State or federal governments establish regulations that require the 
operator to restore the land to an approved land use(s) that is equal to or better than the premine land 
use. The approved postmine land use(s) is instrumental in determining the final graded topography 
and vegetation community.

Landscape Regrading

Reclamation of an open pit mine must address the open pit itself, waste rock removed from the pit 
to gain access to the ore, tailing impoundments, and access roads (Figure 1). For open pit mines, 
complete backfilling of the pit is not usually economically feasible. Because the pit remaining after 
mineral extraction may be hundreds of feet deep, the cost of moving waste rock back into the depres-
sion is prohibitive. Surface and groundwater may flow into the depression after mining is terminated 
and an impoundment develops. Pit slopes should be reduced to the limits required for safe access for 
humans, livestock, and wildlife. Pit slopes should not be permitted at gradients that jeopardize the 
success of postmine reclamation.
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coversoil Resources

Successful plant community establishment on an open pit mine site is a direct function of the coversoil 
quality applied. Coversoil suitability criteria vary in the US from state to state, but are similar to those 
presented in Table 1. The coversoil resource emanates from two procedures: 1) salvaging the natural 
soil resource from the area to be disturbed and 2) mining unconsolidated geologic stratum when the 
soil resource is absent. Under present US federal and state mine regulatory programs, all portions of 
the soil resource shall be salvaged in a project area if it meets physicochemical suitability criteria. Soil 
materials that do not meet these suitability criteria are generally not used since they may impair plant 
establishment and growth. Once the soil resource is salvaged, it should be directly hauled to an area 
that has been backfilled and is ready to receive coversoil. Direct hauled soil contains a viable seed bank, 
mycorrhizal associations, organic matter, and nutrients that aid in plant establishment. Conversely, if 
the soil resource is stockpiled, these resources will deteriorate with time.

Prior to implementation of mine land reclamation regulations during the 1970s and 1980s, open pit 
US mine operations often did not institute land reclamation. The soil resource was not salvaged, the 
disturbed landscape was not graded to the approximate original contour, and the site was not seeded. 
Consequently, the soil resource was lost. Today, these lands are being coversoiled using unconsolidated 
geologic stratum. Valley fill areas adjacent to the disturbed landscape often contain alluvial materials 
beneath the soil resource that meet all soil suitability criteria (Table 1), except organic matter is absent. 
This alluvial stratigraphy may be 10–30 m thick or more. Earth moving equipment is used to stockpile 

FIGURE 1 Large open pit mine in the U.S. with water impounded in bottom.

TABLE 1 Coversoil Suitability Criteria

Soil Parameter Suitability Criteria

pH >6.5 and <8.0 standard units
Electrical conductivity <4.0 dS/cm
Exchangeable sodium percentage <12%
USDA textural classes (12 types) All suitable except clay, loamy sand, sand
Rock content (particles >2mm diameter)
Slope gradients <25% <35%, weight basis
Slope gradients >25% >35 and <60%, weight basis
As, Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, other metals Near back ground levels, i.e., no 

enrichment
Organic matter >0.5%, weight basis
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the soil resource, separating true topsoil (A-horizon) from subsoil (B- and C-horizons), to enable exca-
vation of deeper alluvial material. Following placement of this alluvial coversoil on the disturbed land-
scape, the pit created is contoured and the stockpiled soil resource is replaced. Lands receiving coversoil 
emanating from a geologic stratum should have organic matter applied to expedite establishment of 
nutrient cycles in the plant root zone. Cattle manure and municipal compost are two sources of organic 
matter used in land reclamation projects. 

coversoil thickness Requirements

The thickness of coversoil required for maximum vegetation performance is dependent on several  factors 
including the 1) vegetation species present; 2) local climate; 3) coversoil quality; and 4)  physicochemical 
quality of the substrate beneath the coversoil. The maximum rooting depth of many rangeland e cosystem 
plant species is less than 45 cm and generally does not exceed 100 cm.[3] Investigators found that a mini-
mum of 40 cm to a maximum of 150 cm of coversoil is needed for optimum plant growth.[4–8] This wide 
variation of findings is a function of site specific conditions identified before. The Barth[4] investigation 
is representative of most research. This investigator found that generic spoil, defined as nonalkaline and 
nonsaline loams with sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) below seven, showed an increase in plant produc-
tion up to a coversoil depth of approximately 50 cm. Sodic spoil, or material with SAR of 26 or higher, 
required a minimum of 70 cm of coversoil to reach maximum cool season grass production. Coversoiled 
acid spoils, defined as spoils exhibiting pH values between 3.6 and 4.3, revealed increased grass produc-
tion up to the maximum coversoil depth used in this study (152 cm).

in Situ Soil Reclamation

In situ soil reclamation at open cut mine sites means no coversoil resource is used. Chemical and/or 
organic amendments are applied to the graded spoil, tailings, or waste rock landscape to enable plant 
establishment and growth.

in Situ Sodic Minesoil Remediation

Thousands of hectares of land in Wyoming and Montana were open pit mined for the mineral benton-
ite prior to passage of state regulations requiring land reclamation. The absence of a soil resource to 
reclaim these lands means the plant ecosystem must be established on graded spoils. Spoils are over-
burden materials cast aside to access the underlying mineral, bentonite. These overburden materials 
have a sodic condition (ESP 20–40), clay texture (60% clay) dominated by swelling clay minerals such 
as smectite, and preclude plant establishment and growth. In situ soil remediation requires a two-fold 
approach: 1) permanently reduce exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) to less than 10 within the 0–30 
cm soil profile and 2) provide an organic amendment to immediately prevent soil crust development 
and increase water infiltration. Crust development in these clayey-sodic soil systems is precluded with 
applications of wood chips from saw mill waste or manure.[9] Applications of gypsum, calcium chloride, 
magnesium chloride, and sulfuric acid to these sodic soils have been shown to be effective at reducing 
the ESP to acceptable levels in minesoils and provide a root zone suitable for plant growth.[10]

in Situ Acid Minesoil Remediation

Open pit mines associated with gold, silver, and metal extraction from sulfide ore bodies frequently 
produce tailings impoundments and waste rock areas that are acidic (pH 2.5–5.5) and fail to support 
plant growth. Soil acidity is formed when sulfide minerals, such as pyrite, are exposed to oxidizing con-
ditions in the presence of water. In the absence of a coversoil resource, tailings and waste rock material 
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are treated with alkaline amendments to permanently neutralize the soil acidity. Soil analysis of the 
acid base account and active acidity enable determination of the calcium carbonate requirement.[11] 
Amendments used include calcium carbonate, calcium hydroxide, and calcium oxide. In situ treatment 
with amendments should be at least to the 45 cm soil depth and special engineered plowing equipment 
is required to attain this depth of incorporation.[12]

Acid Mine Drainage

Upon exposure of open pit mine wastes to water and oxygen, sulfide minerals oxidize to form acidic, 
sulfate rich drainage.[13] Iron-oxidizing bacteria, e.g., Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, expedite the acid pro-
ducing reaction rate up to a million times. Metal composition (Al, Cu, Fe, Mn, Pb, Zn, and others) 
and concentrations in acid mine drainage (AMD) depend on the type and quantity of sulfide miner-
als present. Approaches to prevent or treat AMD include: 1) removal of air and water from the sulfide 
body that is disturbed; 2) wetland construction to precipitate contaminants with oxidation ponds and 
 anaerobic-microbial reactions in plant root zones; 3) underground anoxic-and above ground open-
limestone drains to raise water pH; and 4) treatment of drainage with neutralizing chemicals such as 
hydrated lime, quicklime, soda ash, caustic soda, and ammonia.[14]

Steep Slope Reclamation

Open pit mines are frequently located in mountainous terrain and reconstructed slopes may have gra-
dients as steep as 50%. Sediment yields tend to increase linearly with slope gradient. There is an inverse 
relationship between soil loss on slopes and rock cover.[15] High rock content in soils increases infiltration 
rate and surface roughness decreasing runoff and soil loss. As erosion occurs on rocky soil, rock cover 
increases as the coarse fragments below the surface are exposed. This armoring of the soil surface can help 
reduce soil erosion. It has been reported that plant growth may be impaired when soil rock content exceeds 
35%.[16] High rock contents of 35%–60% applied on steep slopes (Table 1) may impair plant growth, but are 
considered a best management practice to facilitate plant establishment and slope stability.

Construction of shallow pits across steep slopes is commonly practiced to increase water storage 
on the slope and minimize runoff. Pitting techniques using equipment referred to as Dammer–Diker, 
gouger, and dozer basin blade have been shown to be effective in controlling sediment loss.[17]

conclusions

During these past 30 years, land rehabilitation sciences at open pit mines developed at an exponential 
rate. Grading the mined landscape to the approximate original contour, use of adequate amounts of—
and quality of—coversoil, and development of in situ soil treatments at sites where coversoil resources 
were absent have all provided means to establish a diverse plant community. Techniques have been 
developed to revegetate and stabilize slopes approaching a 50% gradient, which is an asset for mines 
located in mountainous terrain. Methods to control and treat AMD from open pit mines continue to 
improve, but this impact to surface water resources remains unresolved. Future research is required to 
develop better AMD treatment methods.
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overview

Global production and use of bioethanol, derived from corn and sugarcane, doubled between 2007 and 
2016.[1] Annual bioethanol production was 103 billion liter in 2016 and increased to 106 billion liter in 2017.[2] 
Several herbaceous species have been assessed as potential energy sources and for carbon (C) sequestration 
since the 1990s. Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L.), a herbaceous species, and two short-rotation woody 
crops (SRWCs), hybrid poplar (Populus spp.) and willow (Salix spp.), are promising for C sequestration and 
biofuel production. Using these species as energy crops can partly offset CO2 emitted by fossil fuel com-
bustion. However, biomass yield of these promising species depends on environmental differences across 
years and across sites along with differences due to application of nitrogenous fertilizers.[3]

There are approximately 60 million ha (Mha) of degraded soil (severely eroded and mined land) in the 
United States that can be sown to bioenergy crops to decrease soil erosion and increase C sequestration.[4] 
The Midwest and the Southeast regions of the United States are the potential areas where bioenergy crops 
are most likely to compete with other traditional crops for land resources.[5] The use of bioenergy crops in 
these areas offers an opportunity to replenish the soil organic C (SOC) pool depleted by tillage and soil 
degradation.

Biomass fuels used in a sustainable manner can result in no net increase in atmospheric CO2 and 
thus are C neutral. Indeed, sustainable use of biomass can result in a net decrease in the rate of 
enrichment of atmospheric CO2. This is based on the assumption that all the CO2 emitted by the 
use of biomass fuels is absorbed from the atmosphere by photosynthesis. However, the water and C 
footprint of bioethanol may vary widely. For example, Brazilian bioethanol from sugarcane has a bet-
ter energy balance (17.7 MJ/L) and lower C footprint (38.5 gCO2e/MJ) than corn-based ethanol in the 
United States (11.2 MJ/L and 44.9 gCO /MJ, respectively).[1]2e  Externalities associated with life-cycle 
emissions from corn-based ethanol must be addressed.[6,7] Increased substitution of fossil fuels with 
biomass-based fuels reduces the risk of global warming by enrichment of atmospheric CO2. This entry 
discusses the importance of energy crops in offsetting fossil fuel combustion through C sequestration 
in biomass and soil.
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influence of Bioenergy crops at the temporal Scale

Long-term tillage and continuous cropping can reduce SOC pool[8,9] and increase atmospheric concen-
tration of CO  (Figure 1).[10]

2  Conversion of natural to agricultural ecosystems results in the net release 
of C into the atmosphere.[11] Conservation practices, such as the introduction of perennial crops on 
degraded agricultural soils and growing bioenergy crops, constitute a direct link between sink (SOC) 
and the source of CO2 (fossil fuel). Bioenergy crops are the sink/source transition because the C incor-
porated into their biomass and root system has a high potential of being incorporated into the SOM 
pool. Most of the C is incorporated into the biomass and soil by the deep and extensive root systems. 
The SOC pool attains a new equilibrium after grassland restoration, but the time required for SOC to 
reach equilibrium is variable, especially under diverse climatic conditions.[12,13,14] Most models used to 
estimate C sequestration in bioenergy crops suggest that a period longer than 10 years may be necessary 
for pronounced soil-quality improvements.

Benefits of Bioenergy crops

The SOC pool and its dynamics are the major indicators of soil quality and crop productivity.[13,15] 
Bioenergy crops can improve soil quality through increase in SOM, nutrient dynamics, erosion control, 
and improvement in soil structure and porosity. Most perennial crops and SRWCs have extensive root 
systems that reduce soil erosion and nonpoint-source pollution.

A shift from traditional agricultural crops into perennial bioenergy crops stabilizes agricultural soils, 
reduces erosion, and improves water quality.[14,16,17] Most of these benefits are due to the elimination of 
tillage leading to a significant decrease in both erosion and chemical runoff especially nitrate (NO3–N). 
Soil erosion and nitrate runoff are reduced in 2-year-old stands of switchgrass when compared to no-
till corn (Table 1). Conservation effectiveness of switchgrass is attributed to high root biomass, which 
stabilizes the soil,[18] depletes excess N and P,[19] and increases microbial activity.[20] 

FIGURE 1 Influence of bioenergy crops on C sequestration and CO2 mitigation with changes in agricultural 
practices.
(Source: Adapted from Janzen et al.[10])
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Potential of c Sequestration

Bioenergy crops have the potential to store large quantities of C. Exploring their biomass potential 
through N fertilization and soil management are some of the proposed strategies to offset CO2 emissions 
by fossil fuel combustion. However, a bioenergy crop is not a closed system and only some portion of the 
C sequestered might be conserved through the production-utilization cycle. Most of the C sequestered 
in the biomass is utilized for energy production allowing some C release back into the atmosphere. This 
system does not cause negative impacts as most of the C returned to the atmosphere is recaptured by the 
plants during the subsequent season.

Assessing the net C sequestration of bioenergy compared to agricultural crops requires analyses of 
C sequestration across the soil profile. Carbon sequestration is influenced by biological processes such 
as root biomass and crop species, and by soil physical and chemical aspects such as texture, bulk den-
sity, and pH. The amount of C in these types of management options is affected by soil perturbation 
which could increase SOM oxidation, exacerbating losses, especially at the soil surface. Estimations of 
C sequestration on land under the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) have ranged from 0.6 to 1.0 Mg 
C ha–1 yr–1 in SOM,[21] compared to 2.0 Mg C ha–1 yr–1 in SRWC.[22] Root biomass and its relationship to 
SOC are always positive but may be influenced by soil depth and plant species.[23] Switchgrass improves 
soil quality via reduced nutrient loss (especially NO3–N) and increases C sequestration through its deep 
rooting system, high biomass production, and perenniality.[24] Switchgrass root biomass can be as high 
as 16.8 Mg ha–1 up to 3.3 m deep with some root mass variability among soil type.[20]

The sustainability of soil and crop systems is typically affected by changes in the SOC pool. The larg-
est gain in SOC pool occurs in the upper 30-cm layer. There are differences in the amount of C being 
sequestered by herbaceous crops and SRWCs, but they have the potential to increase C both in the soil 
and aboveground biomass. The data in Figure 2 show that after 5 years, SOC pool at 60-cm depth was 
97.5 Mg ha–1 under willow, 80.5 Mg ha–1 under switchgrass, and 78.5 Mg ha–1 under corn. The mean 
rate of SOC sequestration, vis-à-vis corn, over 5 years was 3.8 Mg C ha–1 yr–1 under willow and 0.4 Mg 
C ha–1 yr–1 under switchgrass (Figure 2). The SOC fluctuations are more drastic in the top soil layers, 
probably because of the greater effect of precipitation, soil temperature, larger root biomass, and greater 
microbial activity. Long-term experiments on switchgrass in the United States indicate that it is produc-
tive and sustainable on rainfed and marginal lands east of the 100th meridian and stands can last up to 
10 years with N input of 10–12 kg/ha.[26] 

conclusions

Bioenergy crops can influence the global C cycle. An important challenge in using bioenergy crops is 
assessing how much C is being sequestered and how much is being put back into the atmosphere by the 
cofiring process to produce electricity or other sources of energy. Available data indicate that perennial 
crops are moving in the right direction in improving soil quality while providing an alternative energy 

TABLE 1 Environmental Benefits of Switchgrass (SWG) Compared to No-Till Corn (NTC) over Time

Soil Erosion N Loss in Water Runoff Nitrate Concentration

SWG NTC Ratio SWG NTC Ratio SWG NTC Ratio 
Year (Mg ha–1) (Mg ha–1) SWG/NTCa (Kg ha–1) (Mg ha–1) SWG/NTC (ppm) (ppm) SWG/NTC

1 2.80 0.70 4.00 10.70 2.60 4.11 3.41 0.57 5.98
2 0.14 0.19 0.74 0.70 1.40 0.50 0.72 2.18 0.33
3 0.06 0.08 0.75 0.30 0.90 0.33 0.77 0.90 0.86

Source: Adapted from McLaughlin et al.[17]

a  Th e ratio SWG/NTC of <1 indicates conservation effectiveness of a SWG system during the second and third years of its 
establishment.
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of C sequestration between bioenergy crops and corn at different soil depths 5 years after 
establishment.
(Source: Mehdi et al.[25])

source. A combination of soil C sequestration and bioenergy crops with high biomass capability and 
deep perennial root systems is a useful strategy of reducing the rate of enrichment of atmospheric CO2. 
The use of bioenergy crops increases soil C and improves soil quality by eliminating C losses associated 
with annual cultivation. However, these improvements depend on the rate of soil C additions, the long-
term capacity of the soil for C storage, and the stability or permanence of the sequestered C overtime.
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introduction

Soil erosion by water and wind is a worldwide problem. For example, approximately 36 billion tons of 
soils were removed from global lands in 2012.[1] Soil erosion is perhaps the major environmental threat 
to profitability, sustainability, and resilience of world agriculture. This entry focuses on soil erosion by 
water and its control with various amendment techniques. Soil erosion by water is defined as the amount 
of soil lost or removed in a specified time over an area of land by the action of raindrops and surface flow 
of water. Fundamental erosion processes involve detachment, transport, and deposition of soil particles 
by the two erosive agents. Detachment is the dislodging of soil particles from the soil mass, which is 
bound together by physical and chemical bonding forces. Transport is the movement of detached soil 
particles over the soil surfaces. Deposition is the downward motion of sediment particles settling out of 
the surface flow of water. Deposition occurs when sediment load in the surface flow is greater than the 
maximum carrying capacity of the flow due to a decrease in surface flow power or velocity.

Based on the predominant erosion forms and mechanisms, erosion by water may be categorized 
as splash, interrill, rill, ephemeral gully, gully, and stream-channel erosion. Raindrop impact is the 
primary force causing soil detachment in areas between rills (i.e., interrill area), while net downslope 
transport by raindrop splash due to the slope effect is very small. Erosive power of the shallow sheet 
flow in the interrill areas is mostly too low to detach the cohesive soil but high enough to carry the 
detached soil particles to rills with the assistance of raindrop agitation. Rills are small channels (usu-
ally 50–300 mm wide by 50–150 mm deep)[2] normally formed by the incision of concentrated flow and 
can be obliterated by tillage. Detachment and transport in rills are primarily by flowing water without 
aiding of raindrop impact. Flow in rills often converges in a few larger channels before leaving the field 
boundaries. These channels are ephemeral gullies, which are generally shallow and wide (a few meters) 
but can still be tilled across.[2] When concentrated flow erodes channels deeper than can be crossed with 
farm equipment, the eroded channels are called gullies.[2] Another important sediment source is erosion 
in streams, including downward cutting and bank erosion. However, gully and stream erosion are not 
discussed in this entry because they cannot be directly controlled by any amendment technique. In con-
trast, upland erosion, which includes splash, interrill, rill, and ephemeral gully erosion, is primarily a 
soil surface phenomenon and therefore can be effectively controlled by surface treatments with various 
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types of soil amendments. Upland erosion has both on-site and off-site consequences. The main on-site 
impacts are loss of soil productivity and reduction of soil quality, while the main off-site effects are dis-
charge of sediment and agricultural pollutants (e.g., nitrogen, phosphorous, pesticides, and herbicides) 
into streams and other surface water bodies. Thus, controlling upland erosion is of great importance in 
both preserving land productivity and protecting surface water quality.

Material added to soil to benefit soil or plant is called a soil amendment.[3] Soil amendments gener-
ally fall into two groups: inorganic and organic. Inorganic amendments include lime, gypsum, coal 
combustion by-products, stone, gravel, sand, and many others. Organic amendments comprise manure, 
compost, municipal and industrial wastes such as sewage sludge and paper mill sludge, synthetic poly-
mer, various plant-derived mulches (e.g., crop residue, stubble, sawdust, woodchips, straw, leaves, and 
barks), etc. Soil amendments, based on their origins, may be arbitrarily grouped into five different cat-
egories: mined or mineral, synthetic polymer, manure and compost, municipal and industrial wastes, 
and mulches. Technically, chemical fertilizers are soil amendments, but conventionally they are not 
referred to as such. Many materials provide multiple benefits or functions to the soil and crops. Thus, soil 
amendments cannot be strictly defined. For example, manure has traditionally been used as a fertilizer 
for centuries, but it also conditions soil by improving its physical, chemical, and biological properties. 
This is true for almost all organic amendments, either raw or composted, which eventually decompose 
and release nutrients into soil through nutrient cycling. For comprehensiveness, manure, compost, and 
organic urban and industrial wastes are considered as soil amendments in this entry.

A closely related term to soil amendment is soil conditioner, which is a subset of soil amendments, aimed 
at creating favorable physical environments for plant growth such as improving aeration, water infiltration, 
water holding capacity, soil bulk density, aggregate stability, soil structure, resistance to erosion, and tilth. 
Soil amendments are either incorporated into the soil or applied on the surfaces. Incorporated materials 
intend to alter soil properties in the tillage layer, while surface-applied materials are used to primarily pro-
tect properties of the soil surface. For centuries, soil amendments such as animal waste, farmyard manure, 
green manure, crop residues, and composts derived from these materials are often incorporated into soils to 
recycle plant nutrients and to improve soil structure and tilth. During the past half-century, surface-applied 
mulches, notill mulches, stubble mulches, and living mulches have been widely used to protect the soil 
surface from wind and water erosion.[4] In the past decades, agricultural land applications of municipal and 
industrial wastes, such as sewage sludge, paper mill sludge, and coal combustion by-products have increased 
dramatically due to increasing landfill costs.[5] More recently, new and inexpensive polymer products have 
revived the interests in using synthetic polymers to reduce water runoff and soil erosion.

Overall, soil amendments impart beneficial effects on soil physical, chemical, and biological prop-
erties and promote plant growth.[3–5] Most amendments are also important agronomic measures for 
soil erosion control. Soil amendments are often chosen to increase soil aggregation and soil structural 
stability,[6] increase soil’s resistance to erosion, protect soil from raindrop splash erosion, reduce surface 
seal formation (a thin, dense surface layer with very low water permeability, resulting from raindrop 
impact), increase water infiltration, decrease surface runoff volume, obstruct water flow, and there-
fore reduce soil erosion. The specific benefits for erosion control are derived from the decreased erosive 
power of both raindrop impact and flowing water as well as the increased soil’s resistance to erosion. 
Thus, most amendments are effective in reducing soil erosion by water, though only a few (e.g., standing 
residue cover, living mulches) are effective in controlling erosion by wind.

types of Amendment and erosion control

Lime

Liming materials such as quicklime (CaO) and limestone minerals are the most widely used amend-
ments that are mined. Liming soil has a long history in the United States. Early settlers started to lime 
soil from the beginning of the 19th century. By the early 20th century, liming had become a routine 
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agricultural practice to raise soil pH and increase crop productivity. Liming soil generally improves soil 
physical and chemical properties[3,7] in two ways. First, it neutralizes soil acidity, which reduces phyto-
toxicity of Al, Mn, and H ions and increases plant availability of Ca and many nutrients and microbial 
nutrient cycling processes. Second, it promotes soil aggregation and soil structural stability by increas-
ing Ca2+ in soil solution and on soil exchange sites. However, overliming can result in soil clay dispersion 
and aggregate disintegration in highly weathered, high-Al3+ low-pH soils. Liming reduces soil erosion 
by improving soil aggregation and structural stability and by increasing surface cover due to enhanced 
plant growth. Lime has also been successfully applied as a soil stabilizer and cementing agent to control 
side sloughing of canal embankments and to prevent subsurface (piping) erosion on earthen dams, 
which are composed of highly dispersive and expansive clays.[3,8]

Gypsum

Mined and by-product gypsum are widely used as soil amendments to improve soil physical and chemi-
cal properties, reduce soil erosion, and increase nutrient availability of calcium and sulfur. Gypsum has 
been successfully used for decades to correct structurally unstable, high-Na+ soils (e.g., saline and sodic 
soils). Because soil clay and organic matter are primary structural components (cementing agents) for 
aggregate formation, the displacement of clay by dispersion often leads to breakdown of soil aggregates 
and deterioration of soil structure, while clay flocculation promotes soil aggregation and structural 
stability. The beneficial effects of gypsum addition on controlling soil erosion result from increased sta-
bility of soil aggregates and structure due to elevated electrolyte concentration in soil solution and the 
predomination of calcium ions on the exchange sites of soil clays.

Cation charge and electrolyte concentration are the two major factors influencing clay flocculation 
or dispersion.[9] When two clay particles approach each other, their electric double layers (a negatively 
charged clay surface surrounded by a compensating cation cloud) begin to repel each other when the 
two cation clouds overlap. The cation cloud is pushed toward the particle surface when electrolyte con-
centration is increased or when a divalent cation replaces a monovalent cation. The reduction in the 
cloud thickness results in a decrease in this repulsive force. When a critical electrolyte concentration is 
reached, van der Waals’ attractive force overcomes the repulsive force resulting in a rapid flocculation 
of clay particles. This concentration is termed critical flocculation concentration (CFC). Because cation 
charge has a more dominant effect on clay flocculation than electrolyte concentration, Al salts such as 
alum have been widely used to flocculate suspended particles in many water treatment plants. Among 
the common soil cations (e.g., Al3+, Ca2+, Mg2+, K+, Na+, and H+), Ca2+ has the greatest flocculation power 
apart from Al3+ (Al3+ is only significant in weathered, acid soils), while Na+ has the least. This is why 
sodic soils have poor aggregate and soil structure stability, and gypsum addition to these soils helps to 
improve soil structure. Based on these principles, clay particles flocculate when electrolyte concentra-
tion is greater than CFC; otherwise, dispersion takes place. A visual demonstration of clay flocculation 
is illustrated in Figure 1. After 6-hour settling, more dispersed clay particles have formed into microag-
gregates and settled out to the bottom as solution concentrations of gypsum increase.

It is well known that soils having high concentration of Na+ are not structurally stable. However, 
low-Na+ soils can also be destabilized and dispersed by external forces such as raindrop impact due 
to low electrolyte concentration in rainwater,[10–12] resulting in seal formation on the soil surface. Clay 
dispersion and soil aggregate breakdown by raindrop impact are the two primary processes causing seal 
formation on soil surfaces. Surface seals often have water hydraulic conductivities several orders less 
than the same non-sealed soils. Thus, surface application of gypsum can prevent clay dispersion, reduce 
seal formation, increase infiltration, and reduce erosion of easily dispersed soils.

Overall, gypsum addition is effective in preventing clay dispersion, stabilizing soil aggregates and 
structure, reducing surface seal formation, increasing water infiltration, and reducing soil erosion by 
water.[3,10,11] It is well documented that gypsum can reduce soil erosion by (1) promoting water infiltration 
and reducing erosive power of runoff, (2) increasing soil resistance to erosion by increasing aggregate 
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size and stability, and (3) enhancing flocculation and deposition of clay particles suspended in runoff.[13] 
Based on field experiment conducted in many countries, surface application of 3–10 Mg/ha of gypsum 
would considerably reduce surface runoff and soil erosion in most soils for several months after appli-
cation or until mixed into soils by tillage.[14] If it is applied as a source of fertilizer calcium and sulfur, 
0.1–0.5 Mg/ha is often adequate.

Synthetic Polymer

Polymers are repeated monomers chained together to form long extended molecules and are character-
ized by their molecular weight, configuration, and charge properties. Polyacrylamide (PAM) and poly-
saccharide are widely studied and used as soil conditioners. They can be cationic, nonionic, and anionic, 
among which anionic PAM is most widely used. The effectiveness of polymers in altering soil properties 
is related to their chemical properties, water quality (ionic type and strength), and soil characteristics. 
The irreversible interaction between polymers and fine soil particles, especially clays, lays the founda-
tion for its ability to stabilize soil aggregates, promote water infiltration, and therefore reduce surface 
runoff and soil erosion.

The use of synthetic polymers to improve soil physical properties began in the 1950s. In early agri-
cultural studies, polymers were usually incorporated into the entire plow layer to promote structural 
stability and water permeability. During the 1950s, reports that polymers were effective in reducing ero-
sion, improving water infiltration, and increasing crop yields stimulated a great deal of interest among 
agriculturists. However, the widespread use of synthetic polymers available at the time was restrained 
by high cost and large quantities needed for soil incorporation.

Since the 1980s, new polymer products and new application strategies have rekindled interest in these 
soil conditioners. Only a small amount of polymer, when sprayed on the very soil surface or dissolved 
in irrigation water, can reduce surface seal and crust formation by preventing clay dispersion and sta-
bilizing soil aggregates, increase water infiltration, and reduce soil erosion.[3] When surface applied, 
these new polymer products are especially effective with unstable, sealing-prone soils. The thread-like 
large polymer molecules or interwoven polymer nets are adsorbed strongly (often irreversibly) to soil 
aggregates and clay particles. The adsorbed polymer nets that surround soil aggregates physically pro-
tect them from disintegration by raindrop impact or shear force imparted by flowing water. Polymers 
can also chain clay particles together to promote flocculation. Polymers have been used to remove fine 
particles from water body in water treatment plants and in sedimentation ponds.

FIGURE 1 Gypsum flocculation test series after 6-hour settling of the Cecil soil clay in gypsum solution.
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Anionic PAM, being similar to soil humus in charge property, is most extensively used as soil condi-
tioners. The effectiveness of anionic PAM is usually improved by adding a source of cation such as gyp-
sum because cations are essential for building cation bridges between negatively charged clay particles 
and PAM molecules. Anionic PAM has also been successfully used to reduce soil erosion in furrow and 
sprinkler irrigation, on construction sites, and on steep slopes such as road banks.[15] Generally, applica-
tion rates vary with PAM properties, soil characteristics, and specific goals of a particular treatment. To 
enhance infiltration and reduce soil erosion in flood and sprinkler irrigation, normally less than 5 kg/ha 
when dissolved in irrigation water would be sufficient.[3] When sprayed on soil surfaces to control sur-
face seal formation, rates of 10–30 kg/ha are adequate for most soils. To control erosion on steep slopes 
such as road embankments or on construction sites, greater amounts up to 100 kg/ha may be needed. 
The effectiveness of PAM in reducing runoff and soil erosion can last several weeks or even months fol-
lowing application.

Manure, compost, and organic Sludge

Animal, farmyard, and green manures have been used as organic soil amendments to improve soil 
productivity for many centuries. Since the 1990s, application of municipal biosolids (sewage sludge) 
and industrial waste compost such as paper sludge to agricultural lands has increased dramatically. 
These materials have the ability to increase soil aggregate stability, porosity, and water holding capac-
ity; reduce water runoff and soil erosion; improve soil tilth; increase plant nutrient availability and soil 
cation exchange capacity; and elevate soil microbial activities.[3] Decomposed organic substances such 
as humus along with soil clays are primary binding agents for soil aggregation. An increase in soil 
organic matter content often leads to increases in soil aggregation and structural stability. Thus, addi-
tion of organic materials such as manure and compost reduces soil erosion by water by improving soil 
aggregation, reducing runoff, and increasing soil resistance to erosion. In addition, improved soil con-
ditions and fertility enhance root and plant growth, resulting in greater plant cover and root biomass, 
which further protect soil and reduce soil erosion. Large amounts of these organic amendments must be 
applied over decades to substantially increase soil humus levels.

organic and inorganic Mulches

Most mulch materials used for runoff and erosion control are naturally occurring. Both inorganic and 
organic mulches have been used. Inorganic mulches include stone, gravel, sand, and many others, while 
organic mulches are normally undecomposed materials derived from living matter such as crop residue, 
hay, leaves, woodchips, and sawdust.[3] These materials dissipate raindrop impact energy, protect surface 
soil aggregates from disintegration by raindrop impact, prevent surface seal formation, increase water 
infiltration, reduce the sediment-carrying capacity of overland flow by obstructing flow, and reduce soil 
erosion.

One of the key benefits of mulches is erosion control. The great benefit of erosion control results 
from the ability of surface mulches to reduce not only soil detachment by raindrop impact and flowing 
water but also the sediment-carrying capacity of overland flow. Surface-applied mulches of crop resi-
due, no-tillage mulches, and stubble mulches are found to be the most effective agronomic measures 
in controlling soil erosion.[16,17] Moreover, living mulches, such as cover crops that are later turned into 
soil as an organic amendment, permanent grass buffer/filter strips, and grass waterways, are even more 
effective than residue mulches in controlling soil erosion. These living mulches can increase soil organic 
matter and nutrient cycling, reduce soil splash by canopy cover, reduce downward scouring of concen-
trated flow by interlocked root networks, enhance sediment deposition by slowing down water flow, and 
reduce pesticide and chemical movement to surface waters by adsorption and filtration.

Overall, surface mulches are very effective in reducing surface runoff and soil erosion by water. Many 
studies have shown that both runoff volumes and soil loss rates decrease rapidly (often exponentially) 
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with increases of surface mulches.[4,16,17] Buried or incorporated residues are also effective in reducing 
soil erosion, especially rill erosion. However, the reduction is generally less as compared to surface resi-
dues. In addition, all mulches that cover the soil surface (gravel) or anchor the soil (stubble) are also 
effective in reducing soil erosion by wind. Furthermore, organic mulches eventually decompose into 
humus and impart to the soil all the beneficial qualities derived from traditional organic matter addi-
tions as discussed earlier.

conclusion

Soil amendments are generally used to improve the chemical, physical, and biological properties of the 
soil and therefore to promote plant growth. Lime neutralizes soil acidity, remedies Al and Mn toxicity, 
enhances microbial activity, increases plant availability of many nutrients, and promotes soil aggrega-
tion and structural stability. Gypsum and synthetic polymers prevent clay dispersion, reduce surface 
seal formation, protect and stabilize soil aggregates and structure, reduce soil erodibility, increase water 
infiltration, and reduce soil erosion by water. Organic amendments such as animal manure, compost, 
and municipal and industrial wastes add organic matter to soils, increase microbial activity, enhance 
nutrient cycling and availability, improve soil tilth, increase aggregate stability and water holding capac-
ity, enhance water infiltration, and reduce surface runoff and soil erosion. Inorganic mulches like stone 
and sand physically prevent dislodgement and breakdown of soil surface aggregates by raindrop impact, 
reduce surface seal formation, suppress soil evaporation, increase water infiltration, obstruct overland 
flow, and reduce sediment transport capacity and soil erosion. Organic mulches such as crop stubble 
and grass filter strips impart to the soil the combined benefits of the inorganic mulches and organic 
amendments as discussed above. Being the most important and most effective agronomic measures for 
erosion control, organic mulches not only protect soil from detachment by raindrop impact and flowing 
water shear but also reduce the sediment-carrying capacity of the flow by impeding it.
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introduction

Soil water erosion is the process of detachment and transportation of soil particles from the point of 
origination by the action of rainfall and runoff. Although erosion is a natural process, human activities 
have increased erosion either due to inappropriate agricultural and deforestation practices or due to con-
structions and mining activities without considering the soil characteristics. Land degradation and water 
pollution owing to erosion have become severe problems worldwide. In order to assess and prevent the 
environmental impacts due to soil erosion, several control measures can be used, but first, it is necessary 
to understand the sources and factors affecting the erosion process. The specific objectives of this entry are 
to discuss 1) the causes of water erosion and the link between on-site and off-site environmental impacts 
as a result of soil losses; 2) erosion assessment by monitoring, use of mathematical models, and indicators; 
3) the erosion control practices; and 4) an integrated environmental management and the role of farmers, 
constructors, scientists, and managers in order to reach a sustainable strategy to control soil erosion.

erosion Problems

Soil erosion by water is the most significant land degradation problem worldwide.[1] Even though erosion 
is a natural geomorphic process occurring continually over the earth’s surface,[2] human activities can 
magnify, minimize, or prevent the operation of this natural process.[3] Man has been the most active 
agent linked to accelerate erosion either due to inappropriate agricultural and deforestation practices or 
due to constructions and mining activities without considering the soil characteristics.
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Each year, 75 billion tons of soil are removed due to erosion, with most coming from agricultural land, 
and around 20 million ha of land are lost.[4] In the United States, according to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the federally mandated National Pollution Discharge Elimination System, soil 
erosion is considered the biggest contributor to nonpoint source pollution.[5] In the European Union, 
the main problems for soils are contamination and losses due to increasing soil erosion.[6] In the devel-
oping world, soil erosion is the single most important environmental degradation problem, which has 
far-reaching economic, political, social, and environmental implications due to both on-site and off-
site damages.[4]

In agricultural areas, according to Renschler and Harbor,[3] farming operations directly affect soil 
movement through activities such as tillage,[7] root crop harvesting, and the trampling of soil and 
removal of vegetation by livestock.[8]

Soil losses from agriculture are of concern because of both agricultural on-site and environmen-
tal off-site impacts.[9] The agricultural on-site impacts are related to soil degradation and include 
increased bulk density, reduced aggregate stability, and depletion of nutrient and carbon content,[10] 
and consequently reduced soil productivity.[1] The problem may become so severe that the land can 
no longer be cultivated and must be abandoned, which have practical and economic implications for 
land managers.[6]

The environmental off-site impacts are the increase in sediment and other pollution loads in receiv-
ing waters.[1] Excessive sediment inputs to rivers can cause physical problems of turbidity in the water 
column and sedimentation in channels, reservoirs, estuaries, harbors, and the near-coastal zone. In 
turn, this sedimentation may affect channel morphology and behavior, and navigation.[11] The cost of 
dredging the several billion tons of sediment from rivers and harbors each year is about 15 times more 
than the cost of holding the soil on the land from which it eroded.[12] Sediment is also a pollutant in its 
own right and, through the chemicals adsorbed to it, can increase the levels of nitrogen and phosphorus 
in water bodies and result in eutrophication.[9]

Sources of erosion and Sedimentation

Soil water erosion is the process of detachment and transportation of soil particles from the point of 
origination by the action of rainfall and runoff. Water erosion of soils starts when raindrops strike 
bare soil peds and clods, separating particles and causing the finer particles to move with the flowing 
water as suspended sediments.[12] Sources include agricultural lands; disturbed forest lands; construc-
tion sites; roadway embankments, cuts, and ditches; surface mines; and natural geological eroding 
“badlands.”[13]

Erosion can happen within rills, interrill (the area between rills), tunnels, gullies, and stream 
channels. Interrill erosion process is rainfall dominated, whereas rill erosion is mostly defined by 
runoff. Rills are such small concentrations of running water that they can be completely removed 
by normal cultivation methods, whereas gullies cannot be.[14] Gully erosion is defined as the ero-
sion  process whereby runoff water accumulates and often recurs in narrow channels and, over 
short periods,  removes the soil from this narrow area to considerable depths.[15] Tunnel erosion 
may occur in soils with sublayers that have a greater tendency to transport flowing water than does 
the surface layer.[14] Stream channels can be sources (stream channel erosion) or sinks of sediments 
(sedimentation).

erosion Assessment

To address soil erosion processes and risk, scientists and engineers from various fields have developed 
physical parameters, equations, and models with the intention of implementing assessment tools for 
educational, planning, and legislative purposes.[3]
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Monitoring

The purpose of the assessment and the size of the area (scale) will strongly influence the approach. Time 
scale and funding will influence the methods that can be used.[16] Field measurements may be classi-
fied into two groups: those designed to determine soil loss from small areas or erosion plots and those 
designed to assess erosion over a large area such as a drainage basin.[10]

Field Plots

In order to describe the factors that cause the erosion process and the effectiveness of erosion control 
techniques, several studies on experimental plots have been done.

The experimental plots may be soil pans or field plots. Single or several pans may be used in a static 
or mobile position.[17] Field erosion plots may be subject to natural or simulated rainfall. On small plots, a 
rotating simulator (Figure 1) can be set up between two plots, which can be rained on at the same time.[18] 
The standard plot is 22 m long and 1.8 m wide, though other plot sizes are sometimes used.[10]

One of the best uses for field plots is demonstration; examples are to demonstrate to farmers that 
serious erosion is taking place or to show that erosion is much less from a plot that has a good vegetative 
cover than from a bare plot. Another valid use is in comparative studies, for example, to test or get an 
approximate indication of the effect on runoff or erosion of a simple comparison such as with or without 
a surface mulch, or the amount of runoff at the top and at the bottom of a slope. A third possible use is 
to obtain data that are to be used to construct or to validate a model or equation to predict runoff or soil 
loss.[18] Data from experimental plots have revealed some precise mathematical relationships between 
erosion factors and erosion losses and have led to setting up of equations that enable calculations of pre-
cipitation interrill erosion to be made, and which maintain their validity.[19] The most thorough analysis 
of these relationships is the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)[20] based on a database of approxi-
mately 10,000 plot-years of field experiments under natural rainfall in the United States, supplemented 
by data collected using rainfall simulators.

However, it is clear that using standard experimental plots will not give estimates of what is happen-
ing in the landscape as a whole as regards erosion rates.[6] 

FIGURE 1 Rotating rainfall simulator.
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Sediment transport in Watersheds

River sediments present a variable grain size ranging from small particles, such as clays <0.002 mm 
to larger particles such as very coarse gravel (32–64 mm diameter) and boulder (2048–4096 mm). 
Depending on the size of these particles and the hydrodynamic conditions of flow (especially flow veloc-
ity), sediment is transported in suspension or by bedload. Fine particles, such as clay, silt, and medium 
sand fractions (<0.250 mm), are transported in suspension by the process of advection and diffusion, 
while larger particles, such as coarse sands and gravel (>0.250 mm), are transported preferentially by 
bedload over the bed.

Sediment transport in rivers (suspension and bedload) presents great spatial–temporal variability. In 
a river cross section, the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) varies both in the longitudinal direc-
tion (section width) and in the vertical one (section depth). In general (but not necessarily in this way), 
the SSC in a cross section varies from the center to the banks so that the highest SSCs are found in the 
region close to the center of flow and the lowest are found close to the banks. This condition is a func-
tion of the current velocity that is usually greater in the center and lower close to the banks (due to the 
effect of hydraulic roughness of the banks and the bed that caused the reduction of flow velocity). Also, 
depending on velocity, concentration along a vertical tends to increase with depth because coarser and/
or denser sediment particles may not be homogeneously distributed.

The sediment flux represents how much sediment is transported by a river. Sediment flux is mass in 
time and the unit is represented in grams per second or metric tons per day. In order to measure bedload 
flux, samplers are positioned on the river bed for a few minutes so that a mass of sediments is collected 
in a given time (Figure 2). On the other hand, the suspended load flux is measured indirectly using the 
following relation:

 Supended sediment flux  tons day SSC mg L m  sec 0.08641 1 3 1( ) ( ) ( )= × ×− − −Q  (1)

where SSC is the suspended sediment concentration (g m−3) and Q is the flow rate (m3 sec−1). In this way, 
to measure suspended sediment flux, it is necessary to obtain two variables, which are the SSC and Q, 
taking into account the spatial–temporal variability of SSC.

There are two principles involved in the collection of representative SSC samples. The first is  isokinetic 
sampling that uses equipment (Figure 3) where the velocity of the river is used to fill the sampler. 

FIGURE 2 Equipment used to measure bedload rates.
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Isokinetic sampling means that during the flow sampling to determine SSC, the sampler should be able 
to collect the mixture of water and sediments through a nozzle without changing flow velocity. If there 
is a change in this velocity, the SSC collected will not be representative of the SSC of flow. The second 
principle is depth-and-width integrated sampling, which collects water/sediment mixtures from the 
entire cross section. Details about methodology to sampler bedload and SSC can be found in the work 
by Edwards and Glysson.[21]

Automatic sampling equipment (Figure 4) does not collect isokinetically because the sample is 
pumped into the container, and it does not collect depth-and-width-integrated samples because it 
collects the sample from a single point in the cross section. However, it is possible to adjust the data 
generated from automatic samples using a so-called box equation. This equation is site specific and is 
developed by collecting concurrent samples (simultaneously collecting a manual isokinetic depth-and-
width-integrated sample while pumping through the auto-sampler) over the typical range of flows at 
the site.[21]

FIGURE 3 Equipment used to collect the water and suspended sediment to determine SSC.

FIGURE 4 Auto-sampler used to collect the water and suspended sediment to determine SSC.
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The total amount of sediment that exits a drainage basin over a given period of time, usually a year, 
is called sediment yield. 

Sediment yield can be measured using techniques that have been explained or estimated using the 
sediment delivery ratio (SDR) concept. The proportion of eroded sediment that exits the drainage basin 
is called SDR,[14] which, in other words, is the ratio of the primary erosion rate on hillslopes to the sedi-
ment yield at the basin outlet. Primary erosion hillslope rate is normally estimated using mathematical 
models and SDR is estimated using empirical relation based on drainage basin area.

Fingerprinting techniques[22] such as mineral magnetics and 137C can offer powerful but time- 
consuming approaches to establishing the source of the sediment.[6] In essence, the fingerprinting 
approach involves comparison of the geochemical properties of suspended sediment transported by 
the river with those of potential sources, in order to establish their relative importance.[23] At a relatively 
small scale of a few square kilometers, assessment of erosion can incorporate sediment fingerprinting to 
determine the source of deposits, e.g., in dams.[6]

Models

Mathematical models have been proven to be a cost-effective tool for improving our understanding of 
erosion processes and evaluating possible effects of land-use changes on soil erosion and water quality.1] 
Several water erosion and sediment transport models at hillslope and watershed scales can be found in 
the literature.[2,14,24–26] The mathematical models can be classified in various ways, but the most useful 
distinction is between empirical, conceptual, and physically based models.

The USLE[20] is an empirical model developed to estimate soil losses and to be used as a decision-
making tool in soil conservation planning in cropping lands on a site basis.[27]

The USLE is often given as

 = ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥A R K L S C P  (2)

where A is the average annual soil loss, R is the rainfall erosivity factor, K is the soil erodibilty factor, 
L is the slope length factor, S is the slope gradient factor, C is the crop factor, and P is the conservation 
practice factor.

The USLE was originally applied to the prediction of soil losses from agriculture in the United States 
in order to preserve soil resources but has been extended for use in numerous countries.[28] In the way in 
which the USLE has generally been used (or misused), it provides an average rate of erosion over a long 
period of time—how that average is arrived at, or what events contribute to it, is not the issue. This simple 
point is often ignored or glossed over: erosion occurs when there is inadequate vegetation cover to offer 
protection, and sufficient runoff; both conditions must be satisfied. The USLE does not address this issue— 
it deals with average conditions.[6] Its modified version (MUSLE[29]) has been an attempt to compute soil 
loss for a single storm event. The USLE was also revised (RUSLE) and revisited[30] for improvement.

The Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed Response Simulation (ANSWERS[31]) includes a conceptual 
hydrological process and a physically based erosion process. The Agricultural NonPoint Source model 
(AGNPS[32]) simulates runoff, sediment, and nutrient transport from agricultural watersheds. The Water 
Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP[33]) is a model to predict soil erosion and sediment delivery from fields, 
farms, forests, rangelands, construction sites, and urban areas. The Griffith University Erosion System 
Template (GUEST[34]) was developed to interpret temporal fluctuations in sediment concentration from 
bare soil in single erosion events. The Limburg Soil Erosion Model (LISEM[35]) is a physically based runoff 
and erosion model that simulates the spatial effects of rainfall events on small watersheds. The European 
Soil Erosion Model (EU-ROSEM[36]) is a model for predicting soil erosion by water from fields and small 
catchments. The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT[37]) is a watershed scale model developed to pre-
dict the impact of land management practices on water, sediment, and agricultural chemical yields in 
complex watersheds with varying soils, land use, and management conditions over long periods of time.
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indicators

Visual indicators

Monitoring soil erosion is costly, and the use of soil erosion models requires massive data input. Almost 
all soil erosion models, including USLE, are empirical and require careful calibration between actual 
soil erosion measurements and predictors prior to each application.[38] To improve the models, addition 
of an intermediate step, i.e., use of observed, site-specific soil erosion indicators, could bypass the mas-
sive data requirements of soil erosion models.

Examples of soil erosion indicators are defined as follows:[38]

• Eroding clods: located above flow surfaces, having predominantly convex forms, shaped by splash 
and disintegration

• Flow surfaces: almost flat areas with a smoothed micro-relief with (often parallel) linear flow 
marks or sediments, partly eroded by shallow non-concentrated flows

• Pre-rills: shallow channels (3–5 cm deep) cut by concentrated flows, slightly concave and not part 
of the micro-drainage system of the area

• Rills: deeper channels (5–30 cm) cut by concentrated surface flows, with clear lateral micro-scarps 
on the sides, usually part of the micro-drainage system of the area

• Soil accumulation: areas with smoothed micro-relief, caused by deposition of eroded materials

Quantitative indicators

How much erosion can be tolerated? In order to answer this question, quantitative indicators that relate 
the rate of erosion and its effect should be determined.

For agricultural areas,[20] define the soil loss tolerance or allowable soil loss as the maximum level of 
soil erosion that will permit a high level of crop productivity to be maintained economically and indefi-
nitely. Based on long-term average annual soil losses estimated by the USLE, values of soil loss tolerance 
were determined and a maximum value of 11 t/ha was chosen with lower values based primarily on the 
depth of soil favorable for plant root growth.[39] Nevertheless, these values are not applicable to construc-
tion or other nonfarm land use.[40] Although a soil tolerance value of 11 t/ha may maintain productivity, 
a value as low as 2 t/ha may be inadequate to control the offsite effects of erosion.[13] A modified defini-
tion of tolerable soil erosion is proposed by Verheijen et al.[41] as “any actual soil erosion rate at which a 
deterioration or loss of one or more soil functions does not occur,” actual soil erosion being “the total 
amount of soil lost by all recognized erosion types.”

Water erosion control

Soil erosion can be reduced by controlling either soil detachment or soil sediment transport or both.[12] 
The approach must be dynamic and must include the use of environmental technology, ecotechnology, 
and cleaner technology, as well as environmental policies.

 Environmental Technology   × Cleaner Technology

The necessity of cleaner technology is an issue. Although no agricultural and engineering activity is 
totally clean, some practices of crop management and soil conservation can contribute to control soil 
water erosion. The use of environmental technology and ecotechnology includes mechanical methods 
such as contouring, terraces, contour ridges and stone terrace, waterways, stabilization structure, and 
geotextiles. Despite the decrease in soil erosion, these methods can cause some environmental impacts 
because of their mechanic nature, for instance, due to land movement and fuel consumption. On the 
other hand, some agricultural practices, such as no-tillage, not only can reduce soil erosion but also 
benefit the environment through C sequestration, energy conservation, and decreased N loss.
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Soil conservation Practices

Leaving vegetation and crop residue on the surface rather than burying it, applying mulches, and using 
soil-conservation cropping systems increase infiltration and reduce runoff.[42] A hypothetical example 
of how soil management affects soil erosion and water quality is shown in Figure 5.[43] The adoption of 
a farming system involving intense tillage for annual crops created favorable conditions for the occur-
rence of erosion, which generates a large amount of sediment. Moreover, the intense soil mobilization 
affects the water balance since the absence of soil cover decreases the infiltration of water. When the soil 
infiltration is reduced, the surface runoff volume increases and thereby reduces the amount of water for 
groundwater recharge. On the other hand, when the fields are cultivated with soil conservation practices, 
the coverage allowed above the soil surface reduces erosion and promotes water infiltration into the soil.

Soil-conservation practices often provide long-term benefits in exchange for immediate costs. The 
value of each ton of eroded soil varies according to its clay, organic-matter, and nutrient contents. A ton 
of eroded soil is usually more fertile, and therefore more valuable, than a ton of average soil because of 
textural sorting combined with the effects of organic-matter accumulation, fertilization, and liming 
that are concentrated in the upper part of the soil. Sedimentation damage occurs both in fields near the 
source of the sediment and in downstream areas. Some damage is unavoidable, but hundreds of millions 
of dollars per year could be saved through flood-prevention efforts.[43]

contouring

Contouring consists of performing all field practices such as plowing, disking, planting, and cultivation 
on the contour (Figure 6). It is effective for low slopes and short slope length and for rainstorms of low 
intensity. The effectiveness of this practice is about 50%[44] depending upon slope grade and length, and 
this effectiveness can be increased by establishing a series of depressions or pits (Figure 7) that fill with 
water and sediment during rain.

terraces

Terraces are mechanical structures constructed across a slope and consist of a channel and an earth or 
stone bank to intercept surface runoff, allow it to infiltrate and evaporate, or divert the excess to a stable 
outlet at a nonerosive velocity. Depending upon their function or type of construction, terraces are 

FIGURE 5 Comparative of hydrological effects and water quality impacts that occur in the watershed when 
 subjected to a cultivated field with and without soil conservation practices.
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classified as retention or absorption, diversion or graded, and bench terraces. Retention or absorption 
terraces are used when water is to be stored on the hillside of slopes less than 4.5°, having level channels 
able to accumulate runoff volume generated by a 10 years return period rainfall (Figure 8). Diversion 
or graded terraces aim at intercepting runoff and conducting it to a proper outlet through a channel of 
a slight grade, usually 1:250 (Figure 9) on slopes less than 7°. Bench terraces are used on steep slopes, 
up to 30°, alternating a series of shelves (cuts) and raises (fills) (Figure 10). Research data from several 

FIGURE 6 Contouring in an agricultural field in southern Brazil. 
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]

FIGURE 7 Sedimentation pits in a horticultural field in Costa Rica.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]
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FIGURE 8 Retention or absorption terraces in southern Brazil, accumulating runoff in a level channel.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]

FIGURE 9 Diversion or graded terraces in southern Brazil.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]

FIGURE 10 Bench terraces on high-grade hillslope in Guatemala. 
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43] 
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authors[10] indicate effectiveness in soil loss control of bench terraces up to 93%. Terraces must be prop-
erly designed to avoid even greater soil erosion damage[44] and should be planned considering the whole 
farm, a group of neighboring farms, or even a small hydrographic catchment,[45] to ensure optimization 
of land use.    

contour Ridges and Stone terraces

Contour ridges are earth banks, similar to narrow-based terraces, constructed across the slope using 
hand tools, animal traction implements, and sometimes motorized farm machinery. These structures 
are frequently used on small-scale farms and hilly regions. Their effectiveness in reducing soil loss var-
ies, but research data from several authors indicate values up to 80% and even 100% control.[10] Contour 
stone bunds (Figure 11) are an alternative technique on stony lands, where stone walls are set up in shal-
low trenches. These allow slow retention of sediment and are permeable to water. With time, upslope 
sedimentation will generate a gradual development into bench terraces. The construction of stone bar-
riers requires considerable labor and time, but it is more permanent and easier to maintain than earth 
barriers. Spacing and construction details are presented in Manual on Integrated Soil Management and 
Conservation Practices, IITA and FAO.[46]  

Waterways

A system of graded terraces requires waterways to receive the excess drained runoff and safely con-
duct at a nonerosive velocity to lower parts of the landscape. Waterways must be carefully established 
(considering location, construction, and stabilization) and maintained (managing grass species and 
controlling incipient erosion) to avoid serious erosion problems, even causing gully formation. On 
grass waterways, tile drains, or steep slopes, concrete structures (Figure 12) are located in natu-
ral depressions or, if needed, reshaped channels. The grass waterways reduce water-flow velocity 
because of the retardance effects of vegetation and increased soil resistance to erosion due to soil 
coverage and aggressive rooting system holding soil particles together. To work properly, waterway 
design follows defined principles from channel hydraulics[10,46] and the flow ways must be main-
tained and cared for.[45] 

FIGURE 11 Contour stone barriers in an agricultural field in Cape Verde. 
Source: Photo by L.D. Norton.
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conservation Structures

In certain situations, the only feasible way to convey safely large amounts of runoff water from a 
higher elevation to a lower one is through the use of conservation structures that are made of some 
type of nonerodible material, such as concrete or large rocks. Examples of these structures include 
chute drop inlets (Figure 12), flumes and drop spillways (Figure 13), and pipe spillways, which 
must follow standard functional requirements to maintain channel stabilization.[45] Selection and 
design of these structures are based upon existing or anticipated erosion problem, slope steepness, 
 estimated maximum water flow discharge, and cost of alternative systems. Conservation s tructures 
are  usually used in conjunction with other erosion-control techniques such as grass waterways 
(Figure 12).

FIGURE 12 Grass waterway draining to a concrete drop inlet structure in southern Brazil.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]

FIGURE 13 Conservation structures showing drop spillway and flumes to convey water downslope, along with 
stone barriers, in Spain.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]
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Gully Stabilization Structures

Gullies represent an advanced stage of rill erosion (Figure 14) and are most important as a source of 
sediment in streams. If the gully is small, recovery might be suitable by filling it with soil, but in many 
cases, recovery is technically and economically not viable. In such cases, gully stabilization is recom-
mended by constructing small dams using diverse materials depending on availability. These materials 
may include stones, wood planks or branches, earth, etc., to trap sediment, thus reducing gully depth 
and slope. Along with these stabilization structures, plants must be established to reclaim the affected 
areas (Figure 15). Sometimes, to control the overfall of water on the headwall on large gullies, more 
permanent structures are required.[9,44]  

Geotextiles

Erosion on road banks or urban areas is best controlled by vegetation, but establishment on these highly 
erodible and usually infertile soil surfaces is difficult. Thus, other materials, including straw and hay, are 
used to help establish vegetation, but these do not hold tight to the soil and are washed away easily.[44] 
Alternative materials include geotextiles that are permeable textiles for erosion control interacting with 
soil and vegetation. The geotechnical material is in the form of a mat, sheet, grid, or web of natural or 
synthetic fiber.[10] The first type is biodegradable while the second type gives a more permanent protec-
tion to a slope, interacting with roots to improve soil cohesion and slope stability.

environmental Legislation

Since the 1960s, Green Revolution technologies have been introduced in many countries actively sup-
ported by irrigation development, subsidized credit, and fertilizer programs.[4] Erosion is currently not 
regarded as simply due to water; there is a growing political awareness of the value of soil.[16] Both envi-
ronmental legislation and economic instruments have the potential to improve the performance of soil 
erosion control.

FIGURE 14 Gully development on sandy soil in southern Brazil.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]
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Environmental legislation such as banning cultivation in hilly land and riparian zones is very impor-
tant not only for erosion control but also for stream channel maintenance, flood control, and water 
quality. For instance, in Brazil, two major advances in legislation were made: the concepts of mandatory 
reservation areas, a portion of the properties left without any intervention, and the special preservation 
areas, such as those along river banks and around reservoirs and lakes.

In the European Community, different policies contribute to soil protection, particularly environ-
ment (e.g., air and water) and agricultural (agri-environmental and cross-compliance) policy. Nine 
member states have specific legislation on soil protection. However, these laws often cover only one 
specific threat, such as soil contamination, and do not always provide a coherent framework.[47]

Many developing country governments provided direct assistance to farmers to adopt soil conserva-
tion measures.[4] Direct payment programs to encourage sustainability in agriculture due its benefits to 
society are still incipient in developing countries. One example is the Program for Water Quality and 
Quantity Improvement in Rural Catchments proposed by The Brazilian Agency for Water Resources.[48] 
It provides financial compensation for farmers, known as Water Productor Program, which “buys” the 
benefits (products) generated by the participant (concept of “provider-recipient”) where the payments 
are proportional to erosion abetment. The parameter of erosion abatement performance consists of the 
ratio of soil loss in the present condition to the worst-case condition (bare soil).

Policies to facilitate the development of an efficient marketing system may encourage switch from 
low-value crops to high-value crops and improve returns on investment to soil conservation measures. 
There is a need to have more market-based policies so that resources will be allocated more efficiently. 
On the other hand, policies such as import controls and high prices can also enhance soil erosion; for 
instance, global food policies such as food subsidies in the United States and the European Union and 
food aid lower international food prices. The extent to which these are transmitted into domestic food 
prices and international policies can have an impact on soil erosion.[4]

FIGURE 15 Gully stabilization with used tires, stones, and vegetation in Costa Rica.
Source: Reichert and Cassol.[43]
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integrated environmental Management

How can we reach a sustainable strategy to control soil erosion? What are the roles of scientists, farmers, 
constructors, and managers? These questions stray from the strictly scientific arena (certainly from the 
physical sciences) into areas of social science and management. The more difficult issues are those of the 
proper relationship between science and managers (e.g., farmers and policy makers).[6]

Scientists played an important role in the development of problem perception and control. It was 
mainly the results from scientific studies that revealed the magnitude and severity of soil loss and sedi-
ment delivery to people working in the administration, and later to policy makers as well. One of the 
most important roles that the soil erosion research community has played is to contribute to monitor-
ing the problem. Whereas the administration recently recognized the problem and even started with 
some control measures, they almost completely neglected the monitoring part. In the framework of the 
erosion control program, scientists also provided more information on the various soil conservation 
measures and sediment delivery control techniques that are available and the locations in the landscape 
where these measures need to be taken to be most effective.[49]

In the past, farmers were little concerned about soil erosion on their fields. Farmers were also not con-
cerned about downstream consequences of soil erosion, like muddy floods in the villages.[49] The expan-
sion and concentration of cultivated acreage led to extensive land-use change and increased concern 
about soil erosion impacts. In response to increasing soil erosion hazards, especially from agricultural 
land, interest groups and policy-driving organizations worldwide fostered the development and use of 
techniques for soil and water conservation.[43]

Conservation prioritization is an important consideration for planning natural resources man-
agement, allowing decision makers to implement management strategies that are more sustainable 
in the long term.[50] Soil and water protection have to be considered together; the connection of 
land  at  risk of soil erosion to rivers has to be taken into account as a potential source of water 
 pollution.[47]

conclusions

The analysis of soil water erosion reveals that a holistic view of the problem is necessary to ensure that 
the causes and factors affecting the problem are understood for any control measures to be undertaken. 
In order to assess the problem, it is important to have a strong database especially from field monitor-
ing of soil losses and sediment transport at hillslope and watershed scales. These data can be used in 
mathematical models to simulate the impacts of land uses and climate changes. As monitoring is costly 
and most of the models required massive input database, visual indicators can be used to improve the 
models. In order to relate the rate of erosion and its effect, quantitative indicators such as soil loss toler-
ance have been used; however, it is important to consider not only productivity but also the off-site envi-
ronmental impacts. Environmental legislation and public policies must induct farmers and constructors 
to use the soil in their properties bearing in mind the need to have environmental and social practices 
in their economical enterprises. Erosion control practices need to be part of an integrated environmen-
tal management that includes farmers, constructors, scientists, and managers to ensure soil and water 
preservation to the present and future generations. 
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introduction

Assessment of soil erosion requires some estimate of mass, volume, depth, and/or location of the source 
and/or deposition of eroded soil material and the frequency with which it occurs. Assessment may also 
require an estimate of the physical, chemical, and/or biological characteristics of eroded  materials. 
Moreover, assessment usually includes some estimate of the impact of management and treatment on 
soil erosion. Usually, these estimates are made using a model. In this entry, the focus will be on  empirical 
models to estimate the mass of soil erosion by water.

Why use models? Erosion is highly variable in time and space. Figure 1 shows annual sediment 
yields from a small western Iowa watershed cropped continuously to corn over a 24 years period. The 
 coefficient of variation [CV (standard deviation/mean)] of annual values is 135%, while the CV for 
annual runoff is 85% and the CV for annual precipitation is only 20%. While annual values are shown 
in Figure 1, at Columbia, Missouri, USA, over an 11 yr period for continuous corn or continuous soy-
beans, 50% of the erosion occurred in a single storm, and 80% occurred in only seven storms.[1] Others 
have also shown that a major portion of sediment yield occurs in only a few storms.[2] This extreme 
variability in soil erosion makes it virtually impossible to make meaningful measurements of erosion 
for assessment  purposes in a feasible period of time. Hence, the use of models for such purposes is 
required.

An empirical model is a representation of data.[3] The empirical models described here include 
 variables generally based on our understandings of erosion processes, with the coefficients and 
 relationships based on data. Generally, because they are based on data, empirical models give reliable 
answers for  situations encountered in the data used for development. However, answers for other situ-
ations or o utside the range of the experimental data are less reliable and, in fact, could be contrary to 
that expected.
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Empirical models can be easy to use and parameterize, an important factor in model selection. 
Equally important is that users may find them easier to understand than more sophisticated models. 
However, sophisticated models that are process based may find a wider range of use, a particularly 
important factor as needs for erosion assessment and other associated environmental assessments 
become more complex.

Models described here are “field scale” models for the most part. Models for large watersheds are not 
included, although some empirical models are components of some watershed models.

empirical erosion Model Development

Empirical model development began with experiments to understand the effect of various factors— 
climate, topography, soil, management, and conservation practices—on soil erosion. Early models 
 considered a limited set of factors; these were expanded as the number of workers in the field increased 
the amount of information available on which to expand the models. As the science progressed, the 
complexity increased, with relationships of factor values to factor characteristics being developed based 
on experimental data.

The major factor in the development of empirical models was establishment of erosion plots at 
numerous locations in the United States.[4] These plots provided an immense data set that is still used 
today for evaluating soil erosion and hydrologic models. More than 10,000 plot years of data were 
 collected on these plots.[5] Additionally, many plots were located on experimental farms that contained 
small  watersheds on which conservation practices were installed, monitored, and evaluated. These 
experimental areas provided the necessary data for developing the relationships in water erosion 
empirical models.

Erosion plots were also established in other regions of the world.[6] Erosion plots can be found on 
every continent except Antarctica. They are frequently used to evaluate the applicability of e mpirical 
and non-empirical erosion models to specific regions, and to develop appropriate factor values for 
 practices common to those regions.

FIGURE 1 Annual sediment loss from a small watershed near Treynor, Iowa, USA, for 1964–1987 (unpublished 
data). The CV for annual sediment loss values was 135%, while the CV for the annual runoff was 85% and the CV 
for annual precipitation was 20%.
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The development of empirical models has been a classic example of the operation of science and its 
application to solving real-world problems. The steady progression of science is illustrated in Table 1, 
where the steps in the development of U.S. empirical erosion modeling are given chronologically. The 
work initiated in 1940 in the United States continues today, each step built on top of earlier work.[4,7]

empirical Models

Universal Soil Loss equation

The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) is written as

 A R= KLSCP, 

where A is soil loss per unit area (units depend on units used for R and K); R is the rainfall and runoff 
factor, the number of rainfall erosion index units, plus factors for runoff from snowmelt or applied 
water; K is the soil erodibility factor, the soil loss rate per rainfall erosion index unit on a plot 72.6 ft 
long of uniform 9% slope maintained in a clean tilled fallow; L is the slope-length factor, the ratio of 
soil loss for a given slope length to a 72.6 ft long slope; S is the slope-steepness factor, the ratio of soil 
loss for a given slope to soil loss from a 9% slope; C is the cover and management factor, the ratio of soil 
loss for a given land use and management to soil loss from a continuous clean tilled fallow; and P is the 
support practice factor, the ratio of soil loss with a support practice, such as contouring, terracing, or 

TABLE 1 Evolution of U.S. Empirical Water Erosion Models

Soil Loss

Coefficient 
or Rainfall 

Factor

Soil 
Erodibility 

Factor Length–Slope Factor

Cropping and 
Management 

Factor
Conservation 

Practice Factor

Zingg 1940[31] A C′ L0.6 S1.4

Smith 1941[32] A C″ L0.6 S1.4 P
Browning 1947[33] A Cò K′ L0.6 S1.4 P
Musgrave 1947[34] A′ P 1.75

30 K″ L0.35 S1.35 C* P
USLE 1961[9] A EI30 K (L/72.6)0.5(0.065 + 0.045 

S + 0.0065 S2)
C P

USLE 1978[10] A EI30 K (L/72.6)0.5(65.4 
sin2Θ + 4.56 sin 
Θ + 0.065)

C P

MUSLE 1975[14] A* 95(Qqp)0.56 K (L/72.6)0.5(65.4 
sin2Θ + 4.56 
sinΘ + 0.065)

C P

RUSLE 1997[25] A EI30 K (L/72.6)m(a sinΘ + b) C P

A—soil loss (tons/acre). A′—soil loss (inches/year). A*—sediment delivery (tons/year).
P30—maximum precipitation amount (inches) falling in 30 min in a storm.
Q—storm runoff volume (acre-feet). qp—peak runoff rate (cubic feet per second).
Qo—storm runoff volume (inches). qo—peak runoff rate (inches per hour).
E—storm rainfall energy (hundreds of foot-tons per acre).
I30—maximum rainfall intensity in a 30 min period within a storm (inches per hour).
K′, K″, K—soil erodibility factors.
L—slope length (feet). S—slope (%). Θ—slope angle (degrees).
m—exponent on length term (values depend on slope or slope and rill/inter-rill ratio).
a, b—coefficients in function making up slope term (values depend on slope).
C′, C″, Cò—coefficients. C*—vegetal cover factor. C—cropping and management factor (before 1978) and cover and 

management factor (after 1978).
P—conservation practice factor.
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stripcropping, to soil loss for up and down the slope. Much more detail on factor values and assistance 
in computing these values is available elsewhere.[5]

The USLE was the culmination of more than two decades of work in developing a national model 
of soil erosion by water.[4] As shown in Table 1, the form and factors were long identified before the 
USLE was developed. The defining scientific finding in the development of the USLE was that a single 
rainfall variable was selected that could be used over the United States to model soil erosion from 
rainstorms.[8] This allowed the application of factor values in one region to be used in another region. 
Climatic  databases were developed for the entire United States, and tables and charts were published 
to allow use of the USLE for most U.S. conditions.[5,9,10] It is being replaced by the Revised Universal 
Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)[11] in the United States.

The USLE technology was the water erosion model of choice over much of the world through the last 
century, with major efforts in developing R values for the areas to which it would be applied. It served as 
the platform from which a number of other empirical technologies evolved.

Although the USLE is a good predictor of average annual erosion, it is a poor predictor of individual 
storm soil erosion. It does not contain variables associated with the hydrologic condition of the soil at 
the time the storm occurs. Additionally, the USLE does not consider deposition on a field and does not 
predict sediment yield, a needed estimate for many applications. The USLE’s area of application is from 
the top of a hillslope (or divide) to where deposition begins, or runoff enters a channel.

Modified Universal Soil Loss equation

The Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) is written as

 ( )=A Qq KLSCPp95 ,* 0.56
 

where A* is sediment delivery; Q is the total volume of runoff; qp is the peak rate of surface runoff; and 
K, L, S, C, and P are the same as for the USLE.

MUSLE was developed to predict individual storm sediment yield, something that the USLE did 
not do. For individual storms, sediment concentration for five small watersheds near Riesel, Texas 
was highly correlated with the ratio of peak runoff rate per square mile to total volume of runoff.[12] 
The USLE was used to predict average annual sediment yield for the same five small watersheds, using 
a  delivery ratio based on watershed characteristics.[13] The various factors in the USLE (except for the 
 rainfall  factor) were weighted based on drainage area of the various factor values, channel lengths, 
channel slopes, and cultivated area.

Data from 18 watersheds were used to examine three forms of a runoff factor.[14] The runoff factor 
95(Qqp)0.56 (Q—volume of runoff in acre-feet, qp—peak flow rate in cubic feet per second) was the best 
form for estimating individual storm sediment yield from small watersheds. The 18 watersheds ranged 
in size from 2.7 to 4380 acres. Two watersheds were located at Hastings, Nebraska, the remainder were 
located at Riesel, Texas, and included the five small watersheds used in earlier analyses.

MUSLE requires inputs, storm volume of runoff, and peak rate of runoff, not used in the USLE. 
Simulation models can generate this information or it can be estimated for design storms.

MUSLE continues to be heavily used in various modeling activities. It is an option in the EPIC 
(Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator) model[15] for computing sediment yield. While MUSLE is 
widely used, there are few publications that detail the accuracy of MUSLE, outside of the original work 
in its development.

Soil Loss estimation Model for Southern Africa

The Soil Loss Estimation Model for Southern Africa (SLEMSA) was introduced as a reliable man-
agement tool developed from limited resources.[16] The development team evaluated the USLE for 
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adoption in Southern Africa but was concerned about adopting factor values developed in America.[17] 
Additionally, there was considerable concern about differences in farming practices. They felt that 
they did not have the resources to implement the USLE, and a simpler approach was needed.

SLEMSA is written as

 =Z KCX , 

where Z is the mean annual soil loss, K is the mean annual soil loss from a standard field plot 30 m × 10 m 
at 4.5% slope for a soil of known erodibility under a weedfree bare fallow, C is the ratio of soil lost from 
a cropped plot to that lost from bare fallow land, and X is the ratio of soil lost from a plot length L and 
slope percent S to that lost from the standard plot.

K values are computed as

 = +K b E aLn   ln  , 

where E is seasonal rainfall energy, and a and b are given by

 = −a F2.884 8.1209  

 = −b F0.4681 0.7663 , 

where F is soil erodibility. Based on soil texture, F is assigned a value between 4 (light textured, or 
sandy soil) and 6 (heavy textured, or clay soil). Additional adjustments are made based on hydro-
logic  characteristics of the soil, tillage, soil structure, and crusting, giving a range of F values from 
1 to 9.

C is computed as C = e(–0.06i) when i < 50% and as C = (2.3 – 0.01i)/30 when i ≥ 50%, where i is the 
 percentage rainfall energy intercepted by the crop (used crop cover %).

X is computed as

 ( )( )= + +X l sS0.76 0.53 0.076 / 25.651/2 2  

This is derived from the USLE LS factor in use in the 1970s. The equation above converted the USLE LS 
factor to the metric system and adjusted it to a 4.5%, 30 m long slope. The variables l and s are length (m) 
and slope (%), respectively.

The USLE and SLEMSA are very similar in many respects. The major differences are in the cli-
mate variables and the cropping-management approaches. The USLE climate factor contains both 
 rainfall energy and rainfall intensity where SLEMSA contains only rainfall energy. The USLE C 
value  incorporates both tillage and cropping while the C value for SLEMSA is a function of the inter-
ception of rainfall energy by crops. However, SLEMSA does capture some of the tillage component 
in the F value.

ABAG (German USLe)

The USLE was applied almost intact for German conditions.[18] Experimentally, most of the USLE factors 
were validated, and few modifications were needed to apply it under German conditions. One modifica-
tion was that soils highly enriched in potassium were found to be more erodible than expected, based 
on the soil erodibility nomograph of Wischmeier et al.[19]

While no modification of the USLE was found necessary, ABAG factors were necessary for German 
conditions, specifically the R and C factors. A book detailing the use of the USLE for extension workers 
in Germany has been published.[20]
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Soiloss

A computer program (SOILOSS), which used the USLE approach to estimate average annual soil 
losses and gave recommendations on ways to reduce soil loss through changes in land and crop 
 management practices, was developed.[21] SOILOSS was developed for use in New South Wales, 
Australia. It used a slightly different equation for computing rainfall energy than that used in the 
USLE.  It  also used both the USLE nomograph[19] for soil erodibility, plus experimentally derived 
values for New South Wales. In a later revision,[22] equations to compute LS values were adopted 
from RUSLE.[11] From the earliest v ersion of SOILOSS, the subfactor approach of Laflen et al.[23] that 
was implemented in RUSLE[11] was used to estimate the C value in SOILOSS. It contained P value 
estimates similar to those in the USLE,[5] but some P value estimates were from experimental work 
in New South Wales. SOILOSS also included a benefit from sediment deposited in bank (terrace) 
channels.

A SOILOSS user guide [24] was developed for high school students. It included the program, an introduc-
tion to the USLE, complete parameterization for most Australian conditions, and worksheets and examples.

In a number of ways, SOILOSS could be considered an early RUSLE, using much of the science and 
approaches that were eventually used in RUSLE. It was also developed in the time frame where RUSLE 
was developed.

Revised Universal Soil Loss equation

RUSLE[25] maintains the form of the USLE in terms of the factors, but since it is operated on a c omputer, 
many improvements in computations, particularly those including interactions, have been i ncorporated. 
Major improvements in the RUSLE include an improved R value map for the United States, time 
 variation in soil erodibility, an improved LS factor that incorporates recent science, a s ubfactor approach 
for computing the cover and management factor, and P values based on modeling analyses that include 
storm severity, ridge height, drainage, and off-grade contouring.

Development of RUSLE has continued. The latest version is named RUSLE2 and it is used by the 
Natural Resource Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) for 
estimating soil erosion on U.S. land.[26] RUSLE improvements include those in science, ease of use, 
 supporting databases, and applications related to sediment deposition and delivery.

Accuracy of erosion Predictions

A knowledge of the accuracy expected in an assessment of soil erosion is critical in many applications. 
For soil erosion runoff plots, the CV for replicated plots was found to be a function of the value of the 
measured soil erosion (M),[27–29] and the relationship could be expressed as

 = −MCV 0.73 0.306 (1)

where M is expressed in tons per hectare. The relationship held for erosion for all time periods.
Eq. 1 was used to derive a relationship between measured erosion and confidence intervals (CIs) for 

measured erosion. This relationship is

 ( ) = α( )+tons ha t MCI / CV,1 /2  (2)

where t is the cumulative t distribution value for (α + 1)/2 for an infinite number of points, and α is the 
probability level selected. For a 95% CI, and substituting Eq. 1 for CV in Eq. 2, CI can be written as
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 = MCI 1.43  ,95
0.694  (3)

and lower and upper bounds (LB and UB) for the 95% CI (Figure 2) are given by

 ( ) = −MLB tons / ha CI95 (4)

 ( ) = +MUB tons / ha CI95 (5)

Table 2 shows measured and USLE-predicted soil loss from erosion plots at 20 locations in the United 
States.[30] These data had been used in the development of the USLE. There were multiple plots and 
 treatments at most locations. The same data are shown in Figure 2, plus the 95% CIs computed using 
Eqs. 3, 4, and 5. On the average, soil erosion was overpredicted by 22%, and 6 of the 20 soil erosion values 
 predicted fell outside the 95% CI.

The UB and LB on the CI shown in Figure 2 are based on variability in measured data. It would be 
unrealistic to expect better estimates from any model of soil erosion—empirical or otherwise.[35]

TABLE 2 Comparison of Average Annual Measured and Predicted Soil Loss from Erosion Plots at 20 U.S. 
Locations

Record Length Measured Soil Loss Predicted Soil Loss

Site Plot Years (tons/ha) (tons/ha)*

Hays, Kansas 88 3.1 6.7
Tifton, Georgia 64 3.6 7.6
Ithaca, New York 79 6.5 9.1
Raleigh, North Carolina 10 7.1 25
Madison, South Dakota 72 17.1 12
Morris, Minnesota 40 18 18.8
Presque Isle, Maine 45 19.9 15
Dixon Springs, Illinois 96 20.9 20.5
Guthrie, Oklahoma 153 22.6 28.5
Geneva, New York 57 22.9 20.8
Marcellus, New York 79 24 32.3
Temple, Texas 105 28.8 26.2
Watkinsville, Georgia 119 32.1 28.8
Statesville, North Carolina 72 54.1 119.9
Clarinda, Iowa 117 55 47.2
Bethany, Missouri 90 57.7 23.8
Clemson, South Carolina  6 57.9 81.8
La Crosse, Wisconsin 234 66 54.4
Castana, Iowa 44 76.5 145.8
HollySprings, Mississippi 24 88.8 109.7
Average  79.7 34.1 41.7

Predictions were made by the USLE.
Source: Tiwari et al.[30]
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conclusion

Soil erosion is highly variable with a large proportion of soil erosion occurring in only a few storms.
The USLE technology has been adapted to apply to most of the earth’s land surface. Nearly all empiri-

cal technology for erosion prediction is based in large part on the USLE technology, and the develop-
ment of the USLE was clearly an evolutionary process.

Soil erosion is highly variable. Measured erosion on replicated plots has high CV; it should be 
expected that erosion assessments based upon models (or measurements) will have similar levels of 
predictability.
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introduction

Historically models of soil erosion by water have been primarily either empirically based or process-
based (sometime referred to as physically based). The first models of soil erosion were empirically based. 
The prime example of the empirically based model is the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE).[1–2] More 
recent models have been based on equations which describe the physical, biological, and/or chemical 
processes which cause or affect soil erosion. It is important to understand that both the process-based 
and the empirically based models possess a major empirical component, in the sense that the constitu-
tive equations use parameters based on experimental data.

Process-Based Models

Process-based erosion models address soil erosion on a relatively fundamental level using mass balance 
differential equations for describing sediment continuity on a land surface. The fundamental equation 
for mass balance of sediment in a single direction on a hillslope profile is given as:

 ( ) ( )∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ + =/ / 0cq x ch t S  (1)

where c (kg/m3) is sediment concentration, q (m2s) is unit discharge of runoff, h (m) is depth of flow, 
x (m) is distance in the direction of flow, t (s) is time, and S [kg/(m2 s)] is the source/sink term for 
 sediment generation. Eq. 1 is an exact one-dimensional equation. It is the starting point for development 
of all existing process-based models. The differences in various erosion models are primarily: a) whether 
the partial differential with respect to time is included; and b) differing representations of the source/
sink term, S. If the partial differential term with respect to time is dropped then the equation is solved 
for the steady state, whereas the representation of the full partial equation represents a fully dynamic 
model. The source/sink term for sediment, S, is generally the greatest source of differences in soil ero-
sion models. It is this term that may contain elements for soil detachment, transport capacity terms, 
and sediment deposition functions. It is through the source/sink term of the equation that empirical 
relationships and parameters are introduced.
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One of the earliest process-based erosion models was presented by Meyer and Wischmeier.[3] This 
model considered soil detachment by rain and by runoff, and then compared the sediment load gener-
ated from this detachment to the sediment transport capacity of the flow. If sediment load exceeded sed-
iment transport capacity, then deposition was calculated. The ideas from this early work were expanded 
and revised by Foster and Meyer,[4] and ultimately were worked into the Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion 
from Agricultural Systems (CREAMS) model,[5] which is a hybrid model in the sense that it uses 
 process-based equations with parameters from the USLE. Experience from developing CREAMS then 
led to the development of the fully process-based Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model.[6]

continuous Simulation Models

Process-based models for soil erosion by water may be either continuous simulation or event models. 
Continuous simulation models predict soil erosion for series of individual storms, and have auxiliary 
components for updating system parameters between storms. Event models simply predict erosion for 
individual storm events, but require the user to provide system information for each event. As such, the 
continuous simulation model is useful for analyzing the effects of crop management systems on erosion, 
whereas the event model is relatively limited in that regard.

The Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model is an example of a continuous simulation 
model. WEPP includes nine major components: climate, infiltration, water balance, winter process and 
snowmelt erosion, plant growth and residue decomposition, irrigation, surface runoff, rainfall erosion, 
and channel routing for watersheds.[6] System parameters that are updated on a daily basis within the 
continuous simulation include soil moisture, soil density, soil resistance to erosion, plant canopy, sur-
face residue, soil surface roughness, soil surface sealing and crusting, buried residue amounts, frozen 
soil layers, snow cover, and roots. All of these system parameters define the antecedent conditions for 
each erosion event.

The WEPP climate model has been tested for erosion and well parameterized for the United States.[7] 
The infiltration component of the hillslope model is based on the Green and Ampt equation as modified 
by Mein and Larson,[8] with the ponding time calculation for an unsteady rainfall.[9] The water balance 
and percolation component of the profile model is based on the water balance component of SWRRB 
(Simulator for Water Resources in Rural Basins),[10,11] with some modifications for improving estimation 
of percolation and soil evaporation parameters. The plant growth component of the model simulates 
plant growth and residue decomposition for cropland and rangeland conditions. The residue and root 
decomposition model simulates decomposition of surface residue (both standing and flat), buried resi-
due, and roots for the annual crops specified in the WEPP User Requirements[12] plus perennial crops 
of alfalfa and grasses. Surface runoff is calculated using a kinematic wave equation. Flow is partitioned 
into broad sheet flow for interrill erosion calculations and concentrated flow for rill erosion calculations. 
The erosion component of the model uses a steady-state sediment continuity equation that calculates net 
values of detachment or deposition rates along the hillslope profile.[13] The erosion process is divided into 
rill and interrill components where the interrill areas act as sediment feeds to the rills, or small channel 
flows. The model is applicable to hillslopes and small watersheds.

Because the model is based on all of the processes described above, and more, it is possible with a 
continuous simulation, process-based model to have an enormous array of possible system interactions 
represented in the simulations. Just to name a very few examples, slope length and steepness effects are 
functions of soil consolidation, surface sealing, ground residue cover, canopy cover, soil water content, 
crop type and many other factors. Ground residue cover is a function of biomass production rates, till-
age implement types, residue type, soil moisture, temperature and solar radiation, previous rainfall, and 
many other factors. Rill erosion rates are a function of soil surface roughness, ground cover, consolida-
tion of the soil, soil physical and chemical properties, organic matter, roots, interrill erosion rates, slope, 
and runoff rates, among other factors. The lists continue ad infinitum. These are interactions which are 
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simply not possible to represent with an empirical model. The continuous simulation, process-based 
model is quite complex in this sense.

The disadvantage of the process-based model is also the complexity of the model. Data requirements 
are huge, and with every new datum element comes the opportunity to introduce uncertainty, as a first 
order error analysis would clearly indicate. Model structure interactions are also enormous in number, 
and with every structural interaction comes the opportunity for error, as well. In a sense, the goal in 
using the process-based model is to capture the advantages of the complexity of model interactions, 
while gaining the accuracy and dependability associated with the simpler empirically based model. This 
can be done, and was done with the WEPP model, using a combination of detailed sensitivity analyses 
and calibration of the model to the large database of natural runoff plot information used to develop 
the USLE. Without the tie between model and database, and without knowledge of the sensitive input 
variables so as to know where to focus efforts, turning a complex model such as WEPP into a useful 
conservation tool would not be possible. Thus in a sense, even though WEPP routines are process-based 
descriptors of various components of the erosional system, ultimately the model must be empirically 
based on the same type of data as was used to develop the USLE, along with additional experimental 
data collected specifically for WEPP.

Examples of process-based event models of soil erosion by water include EUROSEM,[14] the Hairsine 
and Rose model,[15,16] and GUEST.[17] EUROSEM is a fully dynamic model that simulates the erosion, 
transport and deposition of sediment over the land surface by interrill and rill processes. The model 
requires break-point rainfall data, ideally of one-minute resolution, as input along with a detailed 
description of the soils, slopes and land cover of the watershed. The model computes the interception 
of rainfall by the plant cover, the generation of runoff as infiltration-excess, soil detachment by rain-
drop impact and runoff, the transport capacity of runoff and the deposition of sediment. EUROSEM 
uses the runoff generator and the water and sediment routing routines of KINEROS.[18] The model of 
Hairsine and Rose[15,16] develops the ideas presented earlier by Rose and colleagues,[19,20] where erosion 
is calculated as a net balance of instantaneous processes of sediment entrainment, deposition, and re-
entrainment. The GUEST model[17] is a practical conservation tool developed from these same concepts.
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introduction

Wind erosion is the loss of soil caused by wind. Wind velocity in excess of that required to initiate 
 movement of sand or soil particles results in particles rolling or creeping along the surface, bouncing 
or saltating on the soil surface, or being ejected from the surface directly into the atmosphere. Soil 
in motion is thus displaced from its original position; although displacement can be on the order of 
 millimeters or kilometers, a net loss of soil may occur from the source area such as a field or dune. 
Wind erosion not only affects the productivity of the soil resource that supports plant growth but also 
can impact other natural resources. For example, soil eroded from a landscape and transported in the 
atmosphere can be deposited downwind into lakes or streams affecting water quality or linger over 
communities affecting air quality. On a larger scale, suspended sediment in the atmosphere can affect 
the radiation balance and therefore the earth’s climate. Likewise, wind erosion of dunes can cause 
encroachment of sand onto roads or into communities.

This entry identifies causes of wind erosion as well as the implications to humans and ecosystems 
around the world. Discussion then focuses on a wide array of techniques and sensors used to monitor 
wind erosion. Indeed, measurements of wind erosion are integral to developing forecasting tools and 
conservation practices to protect our natural resources. This entry concludes with the authors’ perspec-
tive on preventing wind erosion, recognizing that wind erosion continues today despite the availability 
of best management practices.
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causes

Wind erosion occurs as a result of displacement or movement of particles by wind at the earth’s  surface. 
Movement can occur as a result of rolling or creeping along the surface, bouncing or saltating on the 
surface, or suspension. The latter described a process whereby particles, once ejected from the surface, 
remain suspended and are transported off-site in the atmosphere. Creep is generally limited to particles 
500 to 2000 μm in diameter, saltation to particles 100 to 500 μm in diameter, and suspension to particles 
smaller than 100 μm in diameter. Movement is governed by the shape, size, and density of the par-
ticle and occurs when the aerodynamic forces of wind overcome the gravitational and attraction forces 
imposed upon the particle at the surface. Aerodynamic forces result from wind shear at the surface; 
drag exerted by the surface on wind flow causes wind shear or a change in wind velocity with height 
above the surface. The wind velocity profile within the surface boundary or constant flux layer can be 
expressed as:
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where uz is wind velocity (m s−1) at height z (m), u* is friction velocity (m s−1), zo is aerodynamic roughness 
(m), and k is von Karman’s constant (0.4). Friction velocity is proportional to the shear stress exerted by 
wind on the surface and is typically obtained from the wind velocity profile under conditions of neutral 
atmospheric stability. Particle movement occurs when u* exceeds the threshold friction velocity of the 
particle (u*tp). The threshold velocity of a dry sand particle was originally described by Bagnold[1] as:

 u A gdσ ρ
ρ

= −
tp
*  (2)

where σ and ρ are the respective particle and air density (Mg m−3), g is acceleration due to gravity (m s−2), 
d is mean particle diameter (m), and A is an empirical coefficient of turbulence. As mentioned previ-
ously, the shape and size of a particle are important characteristics that affect movement. For example, 
flat particles are more easily entrained by wind than spherical particles due to greater lift forces at the 
surface of flat particles.[2] Thus, efforts have been made by scientists[3] to account for differences in par-
ticle shape and size using an equivalent particle size in estimating u*tp.

The cause of wind erosion is associated with factors that influence u* and threshold friction velocity 
of the soil surface (u*ts) since erosion can only occur when u* exceeds u*ts. In fact, the streamwise sand 
transport rate and vertical dust flux from an eroding field are typically expressed as a function of the 
difference in u* and u* [4,5]

ts.  Dust is used in this entry to describe the component of eroded soil, usually 
particles <100 μm in diameter, transported by suspension processes. Note that u*ts is not the same as u*tp 
since soil physical and chemical properties and protection afforded particles by nonerodible elements 
on the soil surface affect the threshold velocity. The principle factor affecting u* is wind, and according 
to Eq. 1, u* increases with wind velocity. Surface roughness also affects u*. Roughness elements such 
as vegetation, stubble, ridges, and aggregates on the soil surface cause drag on the wind flow and an 
increase in u*. Factors that influence u*ts include soil wetness, soil crusting, soil surface roughness, cov-
erage of the soil surface with nonerodible aggregates and prostrate biomass, and frontal area of standing 
stubble or vegetation protruding above the soil surface. Shao[6] formulated an expression for u*ts based 
upon these soil and surface characteristics as follows:

 u u f f c f r f n f bc r n bθ ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= θ
*

ts
*

tp  (3)

where θ is soil moisture content, c is crust cover, r is roughness, n is nonerodible element surface cover, 
b is biomass frontal area, and fθ, fc, fr, fn, and fb are respective corrective functions for soil moisture, 
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crust cover, surface roughness, nonerodible element cover, and biomasss frontal cover. The  corrective 
 functions account for shear stress partitioning at the soil surface caused by soil wetness, crusting, 
roughness, nonerodible elements, and biomass. These functions are described as the ratio of u*t for a 
wet, crusted, rough, cloddy, or vegetative surface to u*t for a dry, loose, smooth, fine, or denuded surface. 
Therefore, the value of each function is ≥1. This mathematical portrayal of factors affecting u*ts indicates 
that roughening or wetting the surface or increasing coverage of crust or nonerodible elements on the 
surface will increase u*ts and therefore decrease erosion. Similarly, smoothing or drying the surface or 
decreasing coverage of crust or nonerodible elements on the surface will decrease u*ts and therefore 
increase erosion.

Wind erosion generally occurs in dry and windy environments. This would include the arid and 
semiarid regions of the world (see the section on “Source Regions”) where precipitation deficits restrict 
or limit vegetative growth, thus allowing greater exposure of the soil surface to the forces of wind. 
Desertification and wildfires in these and other regions escalate wind erosion since removal of vegeta-
tion only enhances exposure of the soil surface. Thus, land use and management have a strong impact 
on the susceptibility of the soil to erode. Management practices that bury vegetation or biomass, destroy 
soil crusts or aggregates, smooth the soil surface, and aid soil drying will enhance the erodibility of 
the soil surface. Cultivation of land typically buries biomass on the soil surface, and although the soil 
surface may be rough after cultivation, crop residue generally provides greater protection than rough-
ness to a smooth surface.[7] The type of tillage equipment and frequency of tillage operations can also 
affect the erodibility of the soil. Crop rotations are integral to processes that determine soil quality (e.g., 
biological activity, density, aggregation, water-holding capacity, crusting) and thus can influence the 
susceptibility of the soil to wind erosion. Intensifying the use of crops through annual cropping in drier 
regions or double cropping in wetter regions may enhance vegetative or crop residue cover on the soil 
surface throughout the year. However, rotations proven to be successful in drier regions have employed 
fallow in the rotation to conserve soil water for the subsequent crop. While fallow is beneficial to the 
subsequent crop, controlling weeds in fallow through tillage often reduces residue cover and destroys 
aggregates.

Climate change has a profound influence on wind erosion. Over a period of years to decades, drought 
will reduce vegetative growth and cover and thus enhance wind erosion. On a geologic time scale, wind 
erosion was thought to be enhanced during the Pleistocene as a result of modifications in wind pattern, 
hydrologic cycle, and the size of source areas. These factors contributed to the vast loessial deposits 
 evident in Asia, Europe, North America, and South America.[8]

implications

Wind erosion defines a process of moving soil particles across the landscape by wind. Wind erosion 
is a selective process whereby the uppermost layer of soil (topsoil) is removed from the soil profile. In 
regions where soils support crop production, the removal of topsoil represents an invaluable resource. 
In some regions of the world, loss of topsoil is an irreplaceable resource since loss of topsoil may 
exceed the rate of soil formation. Topsoil represents the most fertile and biologically active part of the 
soil profile. Eroded soil is generally enriched in carbon and nutrients[9] as well as soil microorganisms 
that are an important source of carbon, nitrogen, and macronutrients in desert regions.[10] Erosion 
of topsoil can also negatively affect the inherent physical properties of the soil such as waterholding 
capacity and density.[11] Thus, loss of topsoil will diminish the soil resource and the ability of the soil 
to support plant growth over time. Our ability to feed the world therefore deteriorates with the loss 
of the soil resource unless other means are used to offset the loss of nutrients and organic matter that 
are found in topsoil.

Wind erosion can cause immediate economic hardship to the agricultural and transportation 
 industry. Damage to plants caused by saltation (sand blasting leaves and stems) can result in a reduction 
in yield or complete crop failure. Deposition of windblown soil can bury emerging seedlings and thus 
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jeopardize plant establishment. Removal of topsoil by wind can expose newly sown seed or seedlings 
(Figure 1) and thus necessitate reseeding, hilling, or some other mechanical operation to reestablish the 
crop. Windblown sediment can also carry pesticides, weeds, and diseases harmful not only to sensi-
tive crops and lands but also to humans. Windblown soil deposited in ditches or roads necessitates the 
removal of soil from these repositories. Transportation can also be impacted by failure of engines when 
exposed to high atmospheric dust concentrations, a particular concern in the aviation industry.

Wind erosion also contributes to poor air quality. Air quality refers to chemical constituents of the 
atmosphere that affects not only our health but also our visual assessment. Chemical constituents such 
as pesticides carried by windblown sediment can impair health or cause off-site damage to sensitive 
crops. In addition, inhalable particulate matter can be removed from soils by wind and travel for great 
distances in the atmosphere affecting communities downwind (Figure 2). Elevated PM10 [particulate 

FIGURE 1 Etiolated stem and roots of potato plants exposed by wind erosion in southcentral Washington, USA. 
About 50 mm of topsoil was eroded during a high wind event in May 2010.

FIGURE 2 View looking to the west over Pullman, Washington, USA, as obstructed by windblown dust 
(top image) on October 28, 2003. Windblown dust emanated from sources 50 to 200 km west of the community and 
resulted in a PM10 concentration of 500 μg m−3 at the time of the photo. The bottom image was taken on a clear day 
after the dust storm.
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matter ≤10 μm in diameter regulated by government entities such as the Chinese State Environmental 
Protection Administration, the European Commission, and the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA)] concentrations downwind of eroding agricultural fields have been a concern in the 
Columbia Plateau region of the United States for the past two decades.[12] Wind erosion also contributes 
to poor visibility as a result of enhanced dust concentrations near the earth’s surface. Regional haze 
caused by elevated dust concentrations can impair the value of natural and historic objects such as 
wilderness areas, national parks, and national monuments. Elevated dust concentration can also impair 
visibility along roadways, causing vehicular damage and loss of life.

Fine dust particulates suspended in the atmosphere as a result of wind erosion can impact regional 
and global climates. Atmospheric dust contributes to the scattering and absorbing of solar radiation and 
is a source of cloud condensation nuclei.[13] The efficiency with which dust particles affect these processes 
is complex and dependent on the chemical and physical properties of particles.

Deposition of windblown soil into water bodies can also impair the quality of water. Deterioration 
of water quality results from nutrients and pesticides being carried to water sources by airborne soil 
particles. In particular, phosphates bound to windblown soil trigger algae blooms that can impair both 
human and marine life. Recent evidence of windblown soil affecting water quality was reported in 2009 
when a dust storm originating in South Australia on September 22 moved eastward, depositing sus-
pended sediment into Sydney Harbor. The nitrogen and phosphorus bound to this sediment resulted in 
an explosion of plant life in the harbor, an event previously observed in Australian waters.[14]

Source Regions

Wind erosion occurs primarily in arid and semiarid regions of the world. This does not negate, however, 
the occurrence of wind erosion in humid regions. Nanney et al.,[15] for example, reported an annual ero-
sion rate of 193 mt ha−1 in Indiana where the annual precipitation is 900 mm. Robinson[16] also reported 
50 mm of topsoil eroded during a 5-day windstorm in Lincolnshire, England, where annual precipita-
tion is nearly 600 mm. Wind erosion can also occur from roads and construction sites, but these sources 
are localized. Salt-affected soils are a major source of dust and are usually associated with ephemeral or 
dry lakes. Sparse vegetative growth and cover, characteristic of saline and sodic soils, and dispersion of 
aggregates in sodic soils enhance the vulnerability of salt-affected soils to wind erosion.

Wind erosion occurs on every continent of earth, even in Antarctica where rates of sand movement 
in McMurdo Dry Valleys rival those in many other desert regions of the world.[17] Wind erosion in 
Australia escalated over the past two centuries as a result of clearing lands for agricultural produc-
tion. Dust storms occur with the greatest frequency in Western and South Australia. The Lake Eyre 
Basin located in South Australia is one of the largest sources of dust in the world.[18] Wind erosion 
in Africa occurs with the greatest frequency in the Saharan Desert. Chad, which lies at the southern 
boundary of the Sahara Desert, is the largest source of dust in the world. Warren et al.[19] suggested 
that the Bodele Depression in northern Chad is the dustiest place on earth. Dust storms in the Bodele 
Depression occur about 100 days per year. Wind erosion in Asia is prevalent in the Middle East and cen-
tral Asia. Dust storms in the Middle East can occur on more than 35 days per year in Iran and Kuwait 
near the Persian Gulf,[20] whereas dust storms in central Asia can occur on more than 60 days per year 
in Turkmenistan[21] and in northwestern China.[22] The annual frequency of dust storms in Asia may 
seem of little consequence, but dust originating from sources such as the Taklamakan Desert in China 
and Gobi Desert in northern China and southern Mongolia was integral to the formation of the Loess 
Plateau. Wind erosion in Europe is of particular concern in the southeast region of Romania, Ukraine, 
and Russia.[23] Soils in these regions are generally sands. Wind erosion is not widespread in northern 
Europe, but degradation of agricultural land by wind is of concern from sands and silts in northern 
Germany, western Denmark, eastern England, southern Sweden, and the Netherlands.[24] Wind ero-
sion in North America occurs most extensively within the Great Plains that extend from Texas, USA, 
into the provinces of Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan in Canada. The southern Great Plains was 
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known as the “Dust Bowl” in the 1930s when wind erosion created one of the most severe  environmental 
 catastrophes in U.S.  history. Wind erosion continues to be problematic in other regions such as the 
Great Basin and Columbia Plateau of the United States. Wind erosion in South America is of particular 
concern in Argentina due to the extent of arid and semiarid lands and desertification. One of the major 
sources of dust in the world is the Salar de Uyuni in Bolivia.[18]

Source regions of wind erosion that contribute to the atmospheric load of dust around the world 
were simulated by Tegen et al.[25] The major sources of dust emanating from natural (desert, shrubland, 
and forest) and cultivated soils (rangeland and cropland) are from Africa, Asia, and Australia. Europe, 
North America, and South America also contribute as sources of dust emanating from natural and 
cultivated soils (Figure 3).

tools for Monitoring

Although the redistribution of soil by wind is often quite visible, erosion and deposition can be difficult 
to quantify. Spatial and temporal variability of factors controlling erosion make simple measurements 
unreliable if not impossible.[26,27] For example, differences in topography and soil texture often create 
conditions where one location in the field or landscape erodes more easily than another location. Soil 
surface conditions such as soil roughness and crusting vary as a result of mechanical disturbance and 
weather. Drought reduces vegetative growth and cover and limits the ability of the land manager to 
protect the surface with tillage or longer lasting effects of cover crops. Wind speed and direction fluctu-
ate on scales of seconds, and the number of erosive high wind events often varies between months and 
years. Stroos-nijder[28] points out that sediment cannot be collected at a single location in a field because 
of variations in wind direction, discharge with height above the soil surface, and distance across the 
field. Despite these obstacles, research over the past eight decades has resulted in numerous methodolo-
gies to assess and predict the redistribution of soil by wind.

Direct Measurement

The direct measurement of soil redistribution by wind is rarely found in the literature. Early in the his-
tory of wind erosion research, soil erosion pins or stakes were the only available devices to measure soil 
redistribution. The concept behind the use of soil pins is simple—anchor the pin in the soil to avoid 
heave or change in elevation of the pin from normal soil processes such as freezing and thawing, initially 
measure the distance between the top of the pin and soil surface, and return at some future date for a 
repeated measurement. If the distance between the top of the pin and soil surface has increased, net 
erosion has occurred and if the distance has decreased, net deposition has occurred at the location of 

FIGURE 3 Simulated annual dust emission (g m−2) from natural and agricultural or cultivated soils around the 
world.
Source: Reproduced from Tegen et al.[25] by permission of the American Geophysical Union.
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the pin. In a study in southern New Mexico, erosion pins installed in 1933 have been measured multiple 
times since, revealing interdecadal changes in patterns and rates of soil redistribution.[29] Selkirk and 
Saffigna also used erosion pins to document deflation of 43 mm yr−1 at the north end and accretion of 
28 mm yr−1 at the south end of a mixed sand and peat field in Australia.[30]

Since an erosion pin measures localized erosion or deposition, a large number of spatially  distributed 
pins are needed to obtain a spatial estimate of soil redistribution. Using the pin as a reference point and 
taking multiple measurements of the soil surface reduces the number of pins needed and increases the 
accuracy of the estimate. This technique necessitates using a pin frame such as shown in Figure 4. These 
measurements can be time-consuming and the frame pins may sink into unconsolidated soil, reducing 
measurement accuracy. Advances in technologies using lasers and photoreceptors have allowed very 
precise and spatially intensive measurement of surface elevations.[31] Recently, photoelectronic pins with 
built-in photoreceptors have been used to investigate the short-term fluctuations in erosion.[32] Direct 
measurement of soil erosion has also been made from observations of exposed crop roots[33] and native 
vegetation such as shown in Figure 5. Direct measurement of deposition is often possible along field 
margins where fences and vegetation trap the sediment, resulting in buried fences.

Horizontal Mass Flux

The concept of mass balance is often used to measure wind erosion. In practice, soil erosion or deposi-
tion is determined by the difference in sediment discharge between a windward and leeward location 
in the field. Sediment discharge is typically assessed by measuring the horizontal mass flux (HMF), or 
the mass of sediment moving across a small vertical plane, at several heights above the surface.[34] An 
increase in HMF between the windward and leeward locations represents a net loss of sediment between 
the two locations. There is a limit to the amount of sediment that may be entrained by the wind as the 
entrained particles exert a drag on the wind and reduce its erosivity.[35] The upper limit of sediment that 
wind may carry is termed transport capacity; this concept is used to describe the variation in HMF as a 
function of distance across an eroding field using the relationship:

 f f ex mx
x b( )= − −1 ,/  (4)

FIGURE 4 Pin frame with pins conforming to the soil surface. Dark pins on both outside edges of the frame are 
resting on erosion pins.
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where fx is the HMF in the windward direction (g m−2 day−1), fmx is the maximum value of HMF at a 
given height (g m−2 day−1), x is the horizontal coordinate usually taken to be The HMF typically dimin-
ishes with height above the soil surface. A theoretical expression describing the vertical distribution of 
 sediment in saltation is:[37]

 f f
y
σ

= +(
((

)
))

β

1 ,o  (5)

where f is the suspended soil mass flux (g m−2), fo is the soil mass flux moving in the interval of 0−3 mm 
above the surface (g m−2), y is the height above the soil surface (m), σ is the height below which 50% of 
total HMF occurs for β = −2 (m), and β is a dimensionless power term describing the slope of the height 
as a log transformed function of the measured HMF. Other investigators[38] reported that suspended 
sediment, which is above the layer of creep and saltation, conforms to the power function:

 w ay b= − , (6)

where w is the mass of sediment per unit area of sampler opening (g m−2) collected at height y (m) and 
a and b are regression coefficients. Sediment transported by creep and saltation were described by the 
relationship:

 w cedy= , (7)

where w and y are the same as Eq. 6 and c and d are regression coefficients. Eqs. 6 and 7 may be combined 
to describe the vertical distribution of creep, saltation, and suspension using the expression:

 w ay ceb dy= +− . (8)

FIGURE 5 Root of a shrub used to measure depth of soil excavated by wind erosion in southern Kansas. the 
distance to a protected surface (m), and b is the characteristic horizontal length scale or the distance at which 
fx = 0.632 fmx.[36]
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Integrating either Eq. 5 or Eq. 8 throughout the height of vertical flux and entering these integrated 
vertical sediment fluxes into Eq. 4 results in the field-wise estimate of soil loss.[37]

HMF Samplers

Reliable measurements of HMF at several heights above the surface must be made to estimate  sediment 
discharge at various locations within a field. Specialized samplers have been designed and uti-
lized for measuring HMF. Among the first attempts to measure HMF was the vertical slot sampler of 
Bagnold.[1] Chepil improved on this design by adding a wind vane and mounting the sampler so that 
it could pivot into the wind.[39] Many designs have been tested over the years, but few have been truly 
accepted by the aeolian research community. Use of active samplers, those relying on a motive force to 
move air through the sampling orifice and sedimentation chamber or filter, is rare in the scientific lit-
erature. Passive samplers include the Modified Wilson and Cooke (MWAC),[40] the Big Spring Number 
Eight (BSNE),[41] and the Wedge Dust Flux Gauge (WDFG).[42] These samplers require frequent inspec-
tion to reinitialize and manually collect sediment prior to or after a high wind event. The SUSpended 
Sediment TRAp (SUSTRA) is a pivoting passive sampler that weighs the collected sediment, allowing 
for automated real-time HMF measurements.[43]

Among passive HMF samplers most widely used include the MWAC (Figure 6) and the BSNE 
(Figure 7) samplers. HMF samplers vary in sampling efficiency. The MWAC sampler has an 80%–102% 
efficiency while the BSNE sampler has a 35%–45% efficiency in trapping particles with a diameter 
≤63 μm at wind speeds of 2 to 5 m s−1.[44] In a similar investigation, the MWAC sampler was found to 
be 90%–120% efficient and the BSNE sampler was found to be 70%–130% efficient in trapping particles 
with diameters between 132 and 287 μm at wind speeds ranging from 6 to 14 m s−1.[45] While the efficiency 
of the MWAC sampler was relatively independent of wind speed, the efficiency of the BSNE sampler 
tended to decrease with increased wind speed.

FIGURE 6 A profile of MWAC samplers used to measure the vertical distribution of airborne sediment. Inlet 
tubes (to the left of the bottles) are oriented into the wind by the sail (to the right of the image) and trap airborne 
sediment as the mast rotates in the soil mount (at the bottom of the image).
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Movement of the creep component of HMF is measured by specialized samplers. The simplest design 
utilizes a jar with a small hole in the lid that collects particles passing over the hole. A more sophisticated 
design is a wind vane oriented sampler that is installed flush with the soil surface and samples particles 
moving along and very close to the soil surface.[46] An example of both these designs is shown in Figure 8.

FIGURE 7 Field installation of BSNE samplers. The two uppermost samplers are single samplers while the  bottom 
sampler is specially designed to sample HMF at three heights in the saltation layer (below a height of 0.25 m).

FIGURE 8 Two types of creep samplers include an omnidirectional sampler consisting of a jar with holes in the 
raised metallic lid (a) and a pivoting sampler that traps creep and saltation at a height of 0 to 0.02 m above the soil 
surface (b).
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Temporal resolution of saltation in the field is often measured using piezoelectric or acoustical impact 
sensors such as the Sensit[47] shown in Figure 9 or the saltiphone[48] shown in Figure 10. These sensors 
develop an electrical pulse when struck by a saltating particle. A temporal resolution of less than 1 sec 
allows these impact sensors to be used to estimate the threshold wind velocity of erodible surfaces.[49] 
A recent study found that the sensitivity varies among individual sensors of the same type and with 
wind speed and particle diameter. The authors concluded that impact sensors should only be used to 

FIGURE 9 A Sensit omnidirectional saltation impact sensor with blue piezo sensing element. The Sensit is 
mounted vertically by burying the massive base or by inverting the Sensit and supporting the base above the soil 
surface as shown in the image.

FIGURE 10 A saltiphone pivoting saltation impact sensor. The saltiphone is an acoustical sensor with a 
 microphone diaphragm in the tubular body. The fins orient the saltiphone tube and microphone into the wind.
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investigate temporal and spatial patterns of wind erosion unless carefully calibrated to the s pecific 
 conditions expected in the field.[50] Recent advances in optical sensors promise more  quantitative 
 time-resolved measurements of saltation.[51]

Fugitive dust in suspension is often the most visible evidence of active wind erosion. Passive HMF 
samplers can be used to trap particles in suspension, but these samplers are inefficient at trapping dust 
due to resuspension of small particles within the sampling chamber. The suspension component of 
HMF is most often measured with aspirated sampling devices. Optical sensors such as the DustTrak 
(Figure 11), E-sampler, or Grimm particle sampler aspirate the sediment-laden air past a light source 
that measures the optical occlusion caused by the suspended sediment. Optical sensors have been used 
with saltation impact sensors to examine the linkage between saltation and fine dust emissions.[52] The 
Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM), as shown in Figure 12, aspirates the sedimentladen 
air, filters the particulates, and periodically weighs the collected dust. The TEOM is a USEPA-approved 
device for measuring real-time PM10. Filter-based samplers, such as the low-volume or high-volume 
sampler, are also used to measure dust in suspension. These samplers aspirate air at a known rate through 
a preweighed hydrophobic filter, thus providing a time-integrated measure of dust in suspension.

Radioisotopic techniques

Radioisotopes, especially the anthropogenic isotopes such as 137Cs, provide ideal soil tracers for study-
ing long-term (50 years) soil redistribution rates. These radioisotopes were formed as a result of nuclear 
bomb detonations and distributed globally in the stratosphere. From 1954 to 1970, these isotopes were 
deposited on the earth’s surface by wet and dry deposition processes, collectively termed fallout. The 
peak of radioisotopic fallout was in 1963 and 1964 as nations rushed to use test warheads prior to the 
nuclear test ban treaty of 1963.[53] Certain anthropogenic radioisotopes, especially 137Cs and 239+240Pu 
are bound very tightly to the exchange surface of soil particles and only move in the environment with 
movement of the soil particle to which they are bound.[53]

Radioisotopes have been widely used to study the rates and patterns of soil redistribution by water,[54] 
but studies of aeolian soil redistribution using radioisotopes are limited. One of the first studies to 
look at redistribution of 137Cs on the landscape as an indicator of aeolian soil movement assumed that 
the erosion on a field knoll might be due to wind.[55] Subsequent to this study, the 137Cs technique has 
been used to study rates and patterns of soil redistribution by wind in North America,[56,57] Europe,[58] 

FIGURE 11 A DustTrak suspended sediment sampler. A case houses the sampler, battery, and inlet tube (a) and is 
mounted on a tower at an erosion field site (b) with the inlet tube oriented into the wind by the fin (c).
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Africa,[59] Australia,[60] and Asia.[61] Models developed for estimating aeolian redistribution rates based 
upon loss of 137Cs from the soil agree well with observations taken at field sites with documented ero-
sion and deposition histories.[62] Future work will hopefully develop the use of the longer-lived 239+240Pu 
for estimating wind erosion and allow for calibration of wind erosion models based on 50 years average 
erosion rates.

Wind erosion Models

The measurement of wind erosion during high wind events has allowed the development of a wide 
variety of models to predict sediment entrainment and transport at field to global scales.[34] The mod-
els range from early empirical models, such as the Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) released in 1965, 
to more process-based models, such as the Wind Erosion Prediction System (WEPS). References and 

FIGURE 12 A TEOM dust sampler. Air is aspirated through the inlet located above the white enclosure in the 
field (a) and into a tube before passing through a filter (in the tan base of b). The weight of the filter is periodically 
recorded by the controller unit (gray panel in upper left of b).
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input parameters for selected wind erosion models are presented in Table 1. Although other wind ero-
sion models such as the Wind Erosion on European Light Soils model[63] and Dust Production Model[64] 
can be found in the literature, discussion hereafter is limited to the WEQ and WEPS. These two models 
represent the oldest and one of the newest technologies available to predict wind erosion. The WEPS also 
dynamically simulates changes in soil properties and surface characteristics that govern wind erosion.

Wind erosion equation

In the United States, the WEQ has been used extensively over the past several decades to assess the 
effect of crop and management on wind erosion.[65,66] The WEQ was designed to predict long-term aver-
age annual wind erosion based on a specific set of climatic and field conditions; the model can be used 
to predict wind erosion for specific time periods in which the soil and climate factors do not change. 
Annual soil loss is then obtained by summing soil loss for all individual time periods in a year. Details 
for using WEQ are found in the U.S. Department of Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (USDA-NRCS) National Agronomy Manual.[66] The WEQ is defined by the following function:

 E f IKCLV( )= , (9)

where E is the estimated annual soil loss (Mg ha−1), f indicates a non-linear functional relationship 
among the variables, I is the soil erodibility index (Mg ha−1), K is the soil surface roughness factor, C is 
the climatic factor, L is the unsheltered distance, and V is the vegetative cover factor.

In practice, I is determined by the surface soil texture and assigned a value determined by a predeter-
mined effect of soil texture on the aggregate formation and stability of the soil. The absolute value of I 
is defined as the potential wind erosion for an unsheltered, bare, level, smooth, and loose soil at a loca-
tion where C is 100. The other factors are then multiplied with I using nomographs in the USDANRCS 
National Agronomy Manual[66] to determine appropriate values.

Being an empirical model, WEQ tends to perform well within the range of original data used to 
develop the model. In a Global Change and Terrestrial Ecosystem/Soil Erosion Network (GCTE/SEN) 
exercise comparing the performance of wind erosion models during 46 high wind events across six 
states in the United States, WEQ was found to accurately estimate erosion in the central Great Plains 
but overestimate erosion in the northern Great Plains and underestimate erosion in the southern Great 
Plains.[67] The WEQ is very sensitive to soil texture, surface roughness, and residue. The high sensitivity 
of WEQ to soil texture necessitates adjusting the I factor to local conditions.[67]

The Revised Wind Erosion Equation (RWEQ) was later developed[75] to estimate erosion during a 
high wind event based upon assessments of soil moisture, aggregate size, crust cover, surface rough-
ness, and crop residue characteristics. Although empirical, RWEQ was developed using field data and 
intended to predict real-time soil loss from a field of a known length while WEQ was developed using 
wind tunnel data and intended to estimate annual soil loss.

Wind erosion Prediction System

Recent advances in computational power and in the understanding of the physical processes  governing 
wind erosion have resulted in the advent of process-based wind erosion models. The WEPS was devel-
oped by USDA scientists to provide more accurate results across climatic zones and land management 
systems. The WEPS simulates, on a daily time scale, the fundamental processes involved in soil redis-
tribution by wind.[68] The WEPS represents the computer implementation and integrations of several 
science-based submodels. The weather submodel uses historical statistical information of several 
weather parameters and stochastic techniques to develop likelihood-based weather scenarios for indi-
vidual growing seasons. These weather scenarios drive processes in other submodels. The hydrology 
submodel uses inputs from the weather and other submodels to compute water content of various soil 
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layers and at the soil surface. The management submodel simulates the primary anthropogenic actions 
that affect a field’s susceptibility to wind erosion. These actions include cultural practices such as tillage, 
planting, harvesting, and irrigation. The soil submodel simulates soil temporal properties that affect the 
erodibility of the soil. This submodel uses information from the weather, hydrology, and management 
submodels. The crop submodel is a crop growth model that produces roots, leaves, stems, and repro-
ductive tissues on a daily basis. This submodel is integral to the development of the canopy and stems 
that modify wind speeds near the surface and flat biomass that protect the surface. The decomposition 
submodel simulates the microbial breakdown of the biomass created by the crop submodel. Finally, 
the erosion submodel uses parameters provided by other submodels to simulate the entrainment and 
transport of soil particles.

The WEPS user interface allows the operator to define the size and orientation of the field, the  location 
of the field, the cropping system including tillage and crop rotation, and the soil series. The location of 
the field defines the weather station database that is accessed by the weather submodel. The soil series 
specifies parameters for the soil and hydrology submodels; these paremters are obtained from the 
USDA-NRCS Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database.

Initial tests in using the WEPS indicated good performance. Reasonable agreement between 
 measured and simulated wind erosion (R2 = 0.71) was found in the GCTE/SEN exercise.[69] Even bet-
ter agreement between measured and simulated wind erosion (R2 > 0.9) was found in Germany.[70] 
Sensitivity analyses have found WEPS to be sensitive to soil surface conditions including surface 
 wetness, dry aggregate stability, oriented roughness, and residue management.[71] Some of the WEPS 
simulation inaccuracies noted in the GCTE/SEN exercise have been attributed to errors in soil param-
eter values or time-dependent changes in soil erodibility.[69] In a very detailed sensitivity analysis,[72] 
investigators found that the WEPS was most sensitive to changes in biomass flat cover, near-surface 
soil water content, ridge height, and other parameters including crust cover and random roughness.

control Strategies

Land management plays a key role in controlling wind erosion. Establishing native perennial species in 
deserts, rangelands, and shrublands will provide some stability against disease and drought. Likewise, 
eliminating annual weeds from these ecosystems will offer some protection against the spread of wild-
fire and thus denuding the land. Limiting grazing on rangelands will ensure adequate vegetative cover 
to protect the soil surface while limiting recreational pursuits along coast and deserts will protect the 
sparse vegetation and surface crusts in these landscapes. Regulating water levels of interior seas or lakes 
may reduce the exposure of beaches to wind, but more stringent efforts such as applying chemical sta-
bilizers may be needed to reduce dust emissions from beaches where desiccation is a natural process.[73]

Land management practices are available in most agricultural regions that will protect the soil 
resource within a cropping system. No tillage or conservation tillage provides greater protection to the 
soil surface against the forces of wind as compared with conventional tillage because conservation till-
age enhances crop residue cover and minimizes degradation of aggregates or crusts (Figure 13). Ridge 
tillage, with ridges oriented perpendicular to prevailing winds, provides some protection to the soil 
surface by enhancing roughness. Intensifying crop rotations or the use of cover crops can also mini-
mize the time when soils are exposed to wind, but may be impractical without irrigation in arid regions. 
Other practices such as amending the soil with straw, manure, or synthetic binders can be effective but 
costly. Wind strips or barriers or strip cropping is effective in reducing wind velocities at the soil surface 
but is only practical in regions with unidirectional winds. Perennial plants are frequently used in wind 
strips across agricultural fields; their effectiveness in reducing erosion will depend on plant height, spac-
ing, leafiness, and rigidity.

Adoption of practices by land managers to control wind erosion is influenced by an awareness of the 
practice, availability of resources to apply the practice, effectiveness of the practice, and economics of 
adopting the practice. In arid and semiarid regions, failure to adopt practices is generally governed by 
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economics (low profit margin). For example, the cost of establishing a wind erosion control practice in 
an agricultural field cannot be compensated by an increase in crop yield. As such, assistance is typi-
cally needed by federal or state governments to offset costs of adopting control practices. Government 
programs have been effective in promoting the use of conservation practices to reduce soil erosion to 
tolerable levels in some regions of the world, but these programs are costly. Nonprofit organizations 
such as the Northern Agricultural Catchments Council of Australia have provided incentives to land 
managers to adopt conservation practices to control wind erosion. These organizations, however, typi-
cally rely on both public and private funding to support adoption of practices. Private industry has also 
provided incentives to land managers to adopt erosion control practices. For example, Shepherd’s Grain 
contracts crops grown by farmers using sustainable practices for manufacturing food products in the 
Pacific Northwest, USA. These industries are generally localized and fill a small niche in the market. 
Therefore, public support is needed to ensure the sustainability of our air, soil, and water across broad 
regions such that today’s land management practices do not jeopardize the air, soil, and water resources 
to meet the needs of future generations. This support could be in the form of national policies that 
encourage research and development of simple and cheap wind erosion control technologies.

conclusion

Wind erosion continues to threaten air, soil, and water resources across the world. Loss of fertile topsoil 
by wind has contributed to the demise of civilizations.[74] Fine particles emitted from soils by high winds 
are transported great distances in the atmosphere and have contributed to pollution of our air and water 
resources. To ensure the sustainability of the soil resource to meet the needs of future generations, cheap 
and readily available management practices that will protect the soil surface from the forces of the wind 
are needed. This is a particular challenge in the arid and semiarid regions of the world, but one that can 
be met through continued education, development, and research. Tools for monitoring and predicting 
wind erosion have rapidly expanded over the past three decades; these tools will be invaluable in moni-
toring the effectiveness of new control practices across vast landscapes. Development of technologies 
to control wind erosion are costly, but must be shared by today’s generation to ensure the well-being of 
future generations.

FIGURE 13 Conservation tillage used to control wind erosion in irrigated corn in southern Washington. Corn 
was sown into a cover crop that was established the previous autumn (conservation tillage) or using conventional 
tillage practices. The transition between conservation and conventional tillage is noted by change in color of soil 
surface along the vertical in the center of the image.
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tillage and Soil erosion Processes

The processes of soil detachment, transport, and deposition occur during erosion. Soil surface condi-
tions created by tillage greatly influence these processes and therefore soil erosion losses. Tillage prac-
tices that increase (or at least do not decrease) soil structural stability, leave plant residues on the soil 
surface, slow surface-water flow velocity, and/ or promote high infiltration rates favor soil conservation.

Surface residue cover greatly influences soil erosion. When 30% of the surface is covered, soil ero-
sion losses are reduced by approximately 50% compared with a bare, tilled soil (Figure 1). Conservation 
tillage is considered to be any tillage system that has at least 30% of the soil surface covered by plant 
residues after planting[1] (Figure 1).

tillage effect on Soil Properties critical to erosion

Residues intercept raindrops and minimize soil detachment. This reduces soil available for transport 
and also limits surface seal development. This improves infiltration, which in turn reduces the amount 
of water runoff and transport potential. Residues also slow surface flow velocity, by acting like little 
dams on the surface. This causes soil deposition to occur on the upslope side of the residue pieces where 
water flow slows.[2]

Surface roughness and structural stability play dual roles. A rough surface stores water in the surface 
depressions between the clods or aggregates during heavy rainfall. This slows runoff and limits trans-
port. The large pores of a rough surface also require more soil detachment to create a surface seal than 
a smooth surface, minimizing transport. Similarly, contour tillage, tillage occurring across the slope, 
reduces runoff by in-creasing surface water storage and slowing water runoff velocity.
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Open pores from the subsurface to the soil surface are critical for high infiltration rates and therefore 
low transport potential. Tillage practices that promote stable structure and result in surface residues to 
intercept raindrop impact promote stable open pores. Most tillage practices, however, weaken structure 
and therefore promote soil detachment from raindrop impact. Tillage also disrupts earthworm activ-
ity. Earthworms can play a major role in producing large open pores on the soil surface and very high 
infiltration rates with selected management systems. Four basic tillage/management systems will be 
discussed. Many variations of each system exist. Also, other systems using the principles described in 
this entry have been developed and can be located in other literatures.[3]

no-till

No-till results in minor soil disturbance only during planting, leaving the greatest possible amount of 
surface residue after planting (Figure 2).

Compared to cleanly tilled systems, no-till can reduce erosion by as much as 95%.[4] The accumula-
tion of residue from season to season reduces erosion by protecting the soil surface from impacting 
raindrops, as well as improving structural stability, pore size, and pore stability. Earthworm activity is 
promoted by no-till. Where large earthworm populations exist and the population is active on or near 
the surface, runoff can be very low or non-existent, even for large rainfall events.

No-till is best adapted for semiarid regions, sloping soils, and/or soils with good internal drainage. 
Low soil temperatures can be a problem in cooler climates, especially in early spring if soil is wet. One 
variation of no-till creates a residue- free band over the planted row with the planter. This helps the row 
zone warm and dry faster than if the soil is residue covered. In hotter climates, the reduced soil tem-
perature caused by residue can be advantageous. In the absence of tillage, weed control is typically done 
through herbicide application. However, a combination of herbicide and cultivation for weed control 
can also be practiced.

Residue-covered surfaces also reduce soil water evaporation. No-till practices may conserve sufficient 
water under semiarid conditions (or on droughty soils) to significantly increase crop yield relative to 
that for other tillage methods (Figure 3).

FIGURE 1 Effect of surface residue cover on soil erosion by water, expressed as the percent of erosion observed for 
bare soil. Source: Adapted from Renard et al.[2]
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Ridge tillage

With ridge tillage the soil surface “is left undisturbed from harvest to planting” except for strips up to 
one-third of the row-width. Planting is completed on the ridge and usually involves removal of the ridge 
top. Planting is completed with sweeps, disk openers, coulters, or row cleaners. Residue is left on the sur-
face between ridges. Weed control is accomplished with crop protection products (frequently banded) 
and/or cultivation. Ridges are rebuilt during row cultivation.[1]

Ridge tillage historically is practiced on wetter, poorly drained soils in northern climatic row crop-
ping regions.[5] However, it is also a viable option in semiarid, rain-fed row cropping regions where soil 
moisture conservation is a necessity. 

FIGURE 2 Percent residue by tillage method.
Source: Adapted from Conservation Tillage Systems and Management, Midwest Plan Service, Iowa State University, 
1992.

FIGURE 3 No-till corn following wheat.
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Selected aspects of ridge tillage systems protect the soil from soil erosion. Crop residues remain on 
the soil surface from harvest until planting of the succeeding crop. Only a portion of the soil surface is 
disturbed at planting. This leaves a high percentage of crop residues on the soil surface and maintains 
the large pores for rapid water infiltration. Crop residues from the row (ridge) are placed in the inter-
row (valley) area. This “extra” residue decreases detachment and slows water runoff, enhancing infiltra-
tion in the interrow area. Ridge tillage promotes controlled traffic, the practice of maintaining a fixed 
traffic pattern in the field, such that only certain interrow areas experience wheel-caused compaction. 
Controlled wheel traffic limits soil compaction to preselected interrows. The non-traffic areas maintain 
large pores and stable structure, enhancing infiltration. Ridge tillage is much more effective at conserv-
ing soil if ridging and planting are done on the contour than if up and down hill management is used.

Ridge till also offers opportunities to reduce weed control costs through banding of herbicides and 
row cultivation for weed management (Figure 4). Nutrient losses may be reduced by injection and/or 
subsurface application of fertilizers.[7] Also, ridged soil warms quicker in the spring than no-till soil, 
permitting earlier planting in many situations.[8]

Mulch tillage

Mulch tillage is a full width conservation tillage system involving one or more soil loosening operations 
prior to planting. Mulch tillage maintains a substantial amount of plant residue cover before and after 
crop establishment. Tillage tools such as chisel plows, field cultivators, disks, or blades are typically used 
for primary tillage. Secondary tillage is minimized to conserve surface residue.[9]

Mulch can be from any crop material. It is normally retained on the surface during harvest of the 
previous crop. The amount of mulch left on the surface depends on the sequence of the tillage, tool(s) 
used, and the mulch material of the previous crop. In general, the higher the crop yield, the more surface 
residue will exist.[10]

Surface mulch reduces the evaporation of soil water, increasing soil water content, relative to that 
occurring with a bare surface. Consequently soil warming can be slower in the spring, which can slow 
plant emergence and early development. The higher soil water content can also favorably affect crop 
yield under dry conditions. Mulch tillage increases soil organic matter content compared to more inten-
sive tillage systems (Figure 5). Weed control can be done mechanically, with herbicides, or with a com-
bination of the two.

FIGURE 4 Harvested corn on ridge-till soil.[6]
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Strip tillage

Strip tillage involves tilling only in the crop row zone. The interrow area is untilled with surface resi-
due left undisturbed. Tillage may be done in fall or spring. However, fall tillage is more commonly 
done. Typically a row cleaner, coulter, shank, and covering disks till each row area. This combination 
of components is equally spaced to match planter rowspacing so that the succeeding crop is planted 
in the tilled zones.[11] This system offers the combined advantages of no-till in the interrow zone and 
conventional tillage in the planted zone. The tilled zone is normally warmer and drier than if no tillage 
were performed.

Weed control can be through herbicide application, cultivation, or a combination of these methods. 
Fertilizer can be applied during the tillage operation at the base of the tilled depth and/or during the 
cropping season. Strip tillage is used only for row crop production. Strip tillage on the contour is much 
more effective at conserving soil than planting up and down hill.

Summary

Tillage systems that leave residues on the surface, promote stable soil structure, and/or result in open 
pores to the soil surface favor water infiltration and soil conservation. Surface residue management is 
closely related to stable soil structure development and open surface pores. No-till, ridge tillage, mulch 
tillage, and strip tillage exemplify management systems that use these principles for favorable crop pro-
duction and reduced soil erosion rates.
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introduction

Pest management is a key component of sustainable agriculture and may be defined as applied popula-
tion ecology focusing on human managed populations of plants and/or domesticated animals and their 
pests and natural enemies in environments modified by weather and agro-technical inputs. The com-
plexity of managing pests in an agroecosystem requires the development of models that enable separa-
tion of losses due to pests from yield variation due to weather and agronomic practice.[1] Such models 
provide the bases for evaluating the dual objectives in modern agriculture of minimizing inputs that 
cause adverse environmental, human, and animal health effects and maximizing net profits. In modern 
societies, these goals may result in conflicts between public and private interests, but this is usually not 
the case in subsistence ones[2] where the goal is often yield stability.

Some components of crop pest management research are illustrated in Figure 1a, but the same 
approach applies to medical and veterinary pest management. The methods fall under the ambit of 
agro-ecosystem analysis.[3] The analysis must be tri-trophic in scope because natural processes such 
as biological control, when correctly managed, may replace disruptive pesticide inputs that may 
induce resurgence of target pests, outbreaks of secondary pests, pesticide resistance, and pollution. 
Misuse of other agronomic inputs (e.g., fertilizers, water) may also exacerbate pest levels and must 
be considered in the pest management system. Several modeling approaches have been used in pest 
management, and they may be broadly classed as empirical, statistical, operations research, analyti-
cal, and simulation.[1–6] To be truly sustainable, the system must be ecologically, economically, and 
socially sustainable (Figure 1b).
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Modeling Approaches

Empirical models based on trial and error have a long history and accumulated common wisdom. 
Traditional societies worldwide developed pest management strategies based on common wisdom that 
reduced pest damage and led to sustainable crop production. These systems may fail when modern 
agro-technical inputs are introduced and may require the accumulation of new experience to resolve 
management problem.

Population sampling and agronomic trials have been used to develop statistical models to assess the 
costs and benefits of pest levels and timing agronomic inputs (e.g., economic threshold studies). These 
models tend to be static and hence are time and place specific. They may not be able to be used to evalu-
ate factors beyond the range of the data used to develop the model. Such models have, however, yielded 
useful pest management decision rules.

Attempts have been made to use operations research methods from engineering and economics to 
determine optimal pest management strategies. Such methods require sufficient knowledge of the sys-
tem to formulate robust optimization models. Often this information is lacking, and/or the biology may 
be too complicated, requiring large reductions in the dimensions of the model. These simplifications 
often obviate their general utility except for general strategic analysis.

Pest management is applied population ecology and hence lends itself to demographic modeling 
methods. Mathematical models of the population dynamics may be simple descriptors of the system 
having analytical solutions or they may include considerable biological detail requiring numerical sim-
ulation. Analytical models may give strategic insights about the system, while richer simulation models 
may yield tactical recommendations for specific abiotic and biotic conditions. Modeling for tactical 

FIGURE 1 Components of pest management research using (a) systems analysis as a unifying tool and 
(b) components of sustainability. 
Source: Courtesy of Center for the Analysis of Sustainable Agricultural Systems (CASAS).
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decision making requires a detailed understanding of the biology of the interacting species as modified 
by weather, edaphic, and agronomic factors. Biologically rich mathematical models are usually imple-
mented as computer simulations.

There are many approaches to simulation modeling, but increasingly, mechanistic, physiologically 
based models of the energy dynamics of cropping systems are being developed because the important 
role of the plant as the integrator of all factors is being increasingly recognized. Energy is the currency 
of biology that when multiplied by price leads directly to economic models.

Simulation Models of crop Systems

Crops are age-structured populations of plants each with time-varying mass-age-structured subunit 
populations of fruits, leaves, stems, and roots. The number in each age-mass class may vary overtime in 
response to factors that affect birth–death rates of whole plants and/or their subunits as well as those of 
higher trophic level populations. The crop may be viewed as a canopy of average plants with populations 
of pests and natural enemies within, or as individual plants each with its own set of pest and natural 
enemy subpopulations with migration between plants or fields (i.e., a meta-population). Modeling of 
individuals in pest and natural enemy populations (individual-based models) is not recommended in 
pest management because the decision rules for individual behavior are rarely known and the com-
putations may be extensive. Simpler approaches that capture the meta details of physiologically based 
approaches may also be used.[7]

A basic premise of the physiological approach is that all organisms, including the economic one, 
face the same processes of resource (energy) acquisition and allocation.[1,8] Physiological models 
often assume energy allocation priority first to respiration (maintenance costs in economics), then 
reproduction (profit) and if assimilate (revenues) remains, then allocation to growth and reserves 
(infrastructure and savings). The shapes of the acquisition functions are concave (photosynthesis, 

FIGURE 2 Analogies between trophic levels including the economic one. 
Source: Courtesy of John Wiley and Sons, New York.
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predations, etc.), and those for the maintenance costs are positive exponential (the Q10 rule) with 
the concave net of the two functions being the amount of resources available for allocation. These 
 analogies[3] allow the use of the same model to describe the dynamics of all species (including the 
 economic one) at the per-capita, population and regional levels (Figure 2). Each organism is assumed 
to try to satisfy a genetic (economic) demand for resources, but the process involves imperfect search, 
and the supply of a resource obtained is always less than (or equal to) the demand, and  shortfall 
cause reductions in growth, reproduction, and survival rates from the maximum. In the model, all 
vital rates are controlled by one or more limiting supply/demand ratio with only the units and inter-
pretation of the flow rates differing among species.

How biotic and abiotic factors affect plant growth and development is central to developing plant 
system models. These factors may affect either the supply (production) or the demand (sinks, e.g., fruits) 
side of the supply/demand ratio. Occasionally, both sides may be affected, and in other cases, the pests 
may attack the standing crop. The supply/demand paradigm simplifies model development, allowing 
assessment of yield loss and in some cases yield compensation in the face of pest damage. Such models 
facilitate evaluation of the costs and benefits of pest management options basic to the development of 
dynamic economic thresholds. Incorporating the biology of these factors in the model enables the devel-
opment of highly realistic models.

Supply-Side Pests

Supply-side pests reduce the photosynthetic rate in various ways. Important supply-side pests are 
defoliators, sapsuckers, spider mites, nematodes, and diseases. Defoliation depletes leaves and may 
cause wound healing losses, but the effects on yield depend on the age of leaves attacked, the loss 
rate, and compensation due to increased light penetration to still intact leaves. In contrast, spider 
mites kill leaf cells, reducing photosynthesis in damaged leaves that are not shed, and reducing light 
penetration to lower leaves. Stem borers and vascular plant diseases may slow the photosynthetic 
rate by reducing the translocation of water and nutrients, and some may kill whole plants. Pests 
such as thrips and armyworms may damage the apical meristem, inducing developmental delays 
and reducing yield.

Plant Demand-Side Pests

Pests may attack fruit (e.g., net sinks), causing premature abscission, thereby altering present and 
future demands for photosynthate. High abscission rates may cause rank growth as the photosyn-
thate is allocated to vegetative growth. Many plant species have reproductive capacity that allow 
varying degrees of compensation. Some plants may be determinant as all fruit are produced at 
roughly the same time (e.g., apple) and others are indeterminate (e.g., cotton), producing fruit until 
the maximum load is reached or the plant is limited by other factors. Of crucial importance in com-
pensation is the time and energy lost in abscised fruits. Little time and energy may be lost when new 
buds and small fruit are abscised, and in indeterminate species such as cotton, replacement buds 
may be produced at rates sufficient for complete compensation. In determinate species such as apple, 
the time for compensation may be very short and compensation may be impossible if the attack rate 
is too high. In both growth types, attacks on older fruits may involve considerable losses in time and 
energy that often precludes compensation.

The ratio of the cumulative buds initiated to the cumulative numbers abscised may provide the basis 
for determining whether and how much compensation is possible. Such data yield a concave function 
that estimates the compensation point and may provide a rule of thumb for estimating the economic 
threshold. For example, losses of 30% of fruit bud in many cotton varieties do not affect yield.
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other Kinds of Plant Pests

Some pests affect both sides of the supply/demand ratio. For example, pests attacking the apical meri-
stem of a plant or branch kill primordial tissues that introduce time delays and alter future fruit and 
vegetative dynamics. Other pests may attack the standing crop of fruit without causing fruit to shed and 
without appreciable reductions in sink demands, making plant compensation in such cases unlikely. 
Furthermore, damage in such cases accrues over time.

Modeling the impact of Biotechnology

Increasingly, crop plants are being genetically modified to protect them from insect pests and to 
make them tolerant to herbicides designed to kill weed competitors, and these developments have 
added an important genetic level to modeling pest management. One of the most common genetic 
modifications is the insertions of genes from the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis into transgenic 
crops for the production of Bt toxin. This innovation is thought to be environmentally friendly, and 
numerous recent economic studies concluded high benefits and good prospects for the technology 
(mainly in cotton and maize) in the United States, Australia, Argentina, China, South Africa, and 
other parts of Africa and Asia.[9] In many of these benefit studies, econometric methods were applied 
to cross-sectional data from farm surveys or experimental data, and while these methods can provide 
a good assessment of the static productivity of pest control agents (and other inputs), they are less 
suitable for capturing the interaction between control decisions and dynamic ecosystem reactions. 
The complexity introduced by biotechnology is exemplified by the cotton system: There are more than 
a dozen herbivore pests in cotton [e.g., pink bollworm, tobacco budworm, cotton bollworm, rough 
bollworm, fall armyworm, beet army-worm, cabbage looper, soybean looper, plant bugs (Lygus spp.), 
whitefly, cotton bollweevil, spider mites, and others], and each of them is affected differently by Bt 
toxin(s). In addition, their natural enemies may also be affected but at levels considerably less than by 
pesticides.[10] This complexity was examined using modeling that suggested the potential for second-
ary outbreaks of pests (i.e., plant bugs) induced by the use of Bt cotton.[10] Increases in secondary pests 
in Bt cotton have occurred in the Southeastern United States, India, and China, [11] with concomitant 
increased use of insecticides.[12] The pyramiding of new technologies (more Bt and other toxins) adds 
more complexity to the analysis. Modeling studies in transgenic crops are also made difficult by intel-
lectual property rights that limit field scientific investigation.

The use of herbicide-resistant crop has increased herbicide use, led to the development of herbi-
cide-resistant weeds, and increased environmental pollution and nontarget effects (e.g., amphibious 
 species).[13] Rather than simplifying the pest management system, biotechnology has greatly increased 
the complexity in the long run.

Regional Pest Management

Modeling, geographic information system (GIS), and marginal analysis may be used to assess the 
regional distribution and abundance of pest and their biological control agents due to weather and 
over the long run of climate. Figure 3a illustrates how the same model at the individual, tri-trophic, 
field, area, or regional level applies. Weather data [daily maximum and minimum temperatures (°C), 
solar radiation (kcal cm−2 day−1), rainfall (mm), daily runs of wind (km day−1), and relative humid-
ity] for each location on a grid (or numerous locations) are used to run the model over given time 
periods (days, months, years). Appropriate summary variables from the model may be mapped using 
GIS technology (Figure 3b) and used to show the aggregate regional effects of weather on biological 
system dynamics.[14] The GIS simulation data may also be analyzed using various statistical methods 
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(e.g.,  linear multivariate regression), keeping only independent variables and interactions with slopes 
significantly different from zero (t values, p < 0.05) in the statistical model. As in econometrics, marginal 
analysis may be used to estimate the average magnitude and direction of large effects (∂y/∂xi).

conclusions

Interactions among pests and higher trophic levels (top–down effects) are complicated, time varying, 
and best integrated via the plant’s physiology and dynamics as modified by abiotic factors (bottom–up 
effects). Tri-trophic models based on the same supply/demand paradigm enable assembling and under-
standing the top-down biological relationships.[15,16] These models provide the bases for developing eco-
logically sound pest management strategies that may be implemented as part of a total farm expert 
system or regionally using GIS technology to develop region-wide pest management strategies. All of 
these methods fall under the ambit of agro-ecosystems analysis.
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criteria for Selecting Soil Quality indicators

Many soil properties and characteristics have been proposed as indicators of soil quality.[1,2] In order to 
be considered as a valuable indicator, a soil property must meet certain criteria: 1) it needs to get our 
attention, and 2) it needs to tell us something useful about the condition of the soil. Desirable attributes 
include being quantitative and responsive within the specified time scale; interpretable; cost effective; 
scientifically justifiable; socially acceptable; internationally recognized; and preferably a part of histori-
cal monitoring procedures.[1–4]

There is some overlap between the categories of soil quality and land quality, of which soil quality 
is a subset.[2,5] Indicators for land quality generally describe the inherent and intrinsic characteristics 
of the soil, usually on a landscape scale. Inherent characteristics, such as soil mineralogy and texture, 
soil depth, and stoniness, are used to assess land capability or suitability for use, and generally are not 
greatly affected by land management. Other inherent characteristics, such as slope and aspect, overlap 
with soil quality indicators because they influence the more rapidly changing and dynamic soil proper-
ties that are responsive to land management. The variety of proposed indicators reflects the many ways 
in which soil quality has been defined[5] and the many components of a soil’s chemical, physical, and 
biological attributes that contribute to its overall character. Of its many definitions, quality can be most 
briefly described as “fitness for use.”[1,5] Within a soil context, a quality rating depends on how well the 
soil characteristics match the suitability for a particular use. Soil characteristics are not fixed—what is 
good soil quality for one land use may be deemed poor soil quality for another use. Thus, quality ratings 
are not absolute, but are instead values based on interpretation depending on the intended use of the 
soil.[6] The soil itself does not change, only our perception of it in relation to human needs.

A Minimum Data Set

Because it is not feasible to measure all soil quality characteristics, indicators need to be selected to 
address the issues of greatest concern. There are three major categories of soil quality concerns: soil 
erosion and redistribution; chemical and biological contamination; and soil degradation and depletion. 
The examples of these categories given in Table 1 are of concern because they adversely influence the 
role of the soil in ecosystem functioning and services.[5] Their degree of importance varies in different 
parts of the world.
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time and Spatial Aspects

Selected indicators must be appropriate to the scale being considered, within both spatial and time 
dimensions. We tend to classify these items based on human perceptions, and soil processes that geol-
ogists consider rapid may be considered slow or relatively static to soil biologists. Examples of time 
and spatial scales and some relevant soil quality characteristics are shown in Table 2. Human-induced 
changes to soil, including soil redistribution through erosion and deposition, organic matter depletion, 
and chemical and radioactive contamination, can take hundreds of years to remediate.

TABLE 1 Major Aspects of Soil Quality Requiring Indicators

Soil Quality Aspect Examples

Erosion and deposition Soil redistribution by wind and water, mass movement, 
slips and slumps, and tillage displacement

Contamination/pollution Presence of potentially toxic chemicals
Pathogenic organisms

Degradation/depletion Depletion of soil organic matter Loss of fertility Soil 
acidification Salinization Structural degradation

TABLE 2 Spatial and Time Scales of Soil Properties Important for Soil Quality

Spatial Scale Time Scale
Soil Properties 

Showing Change Soil Quality Aspects

Rapidly changing, highly dynamic characteristics:
1–100 mm Minutes and 

hours
Moisture content 

and temperature
Moisture and warmth for plant growth and biological activity

100 mm-1 m Hours and 
days

Infiltration and 
drainage 
Biological activity

Compaction due to treading or wheeled traffic, risk of run-off during 
rainfall, waterlogging in poorly draining soils, poor root 
environment Decomposition of fresh organic matter

Intermediate characteristics:
1 m–100m Days and 

months
Available nutrients 

and mineralization 
Soil structure

Nutrient depletion and supply, nutrient imbalances for plant growth
Soil damage from compaction; influence on root environment, 

aeration, moisture retention, and drainage
100 m–1 km 1–5 years Organic matter 

content Salinity
Acidification
Erosion and 

redistribution

Turnover of moderately decomposable organic matter, nutrient 
supply Saline water in root zone, toxic stress

Soil chemical process leading to acidification in root zone, nutrient 
imbalances, toxicity

Loss of topsoil, soil deposition

Slowly changing characteristics:
1km–10km 5–25 years Soil loss and 

formation Humus 
formation or loss 
Salinity

Acidification
Weathering

Loss of topsoil and decrease in soil depth, soil deposition
Changes in soil structure and nutrient storage due to loss of organic 

matter
Salinity in the root zone, toxic stress, rising water tables Increasing 

acidity due to leaching and cation/anion imbalance, toxic stress
Nutrient release and soil formation from rapidly weathering minerals

l0 km–l00 km 25–100 years Stable organic 
matter

Humus provides exchange sites to retain ions in soil and contributes 
to soil aggregate formation

>100 km >100 years Soil formation 
Mineralogy

Nutrient release and soil formation from slowly weathering minerals 
Proportions of sand, silt, and clay, exchange characteristics of the 
clays
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interpretation

An interpretative framework is needed to make sense of the numeric values obtained for the various soil 
characteristics. We need to know what constitutes a high or low value, and what target value is desir-
able for each particular soil and land use. An interpretive framework should also indicate whether there 
might be off-site consequences for the wider ecosystem. For example, soluble fertilizer contents in soil 
may benefit crop production (good quality), but not matching the fertilizer to plant needs may result in 
an excess, increasing the risk of contaminating receiving waters (poor quality). In general, interpreta-
tive frameworks are better defined for contaminants than for other soil quality measures, because the 
presence of a contaminant can be related to an increased risk to plant and animal health. A critical value 
can be defined based on toxicity. Such dose–response curves are not available for most indicators used 
for soil loss, deposition, or soil depletion, and in many cases the response curve is an ill-defined contin-
uum rather than a critical point.[2] Much work still needs to be done to define justifiable targets for soil 
properties, and even the broad categories of “more is better,” “less is better,” or “optimum range” have 
been the subject of ongoing discussion.[7] The units of expression can also influence interpretation— 
expression on a volume or area basis is generally preferred, particularly for comparisons between soils 
and land uses with differing bulk densities.[8]

trends

In the absence of defined critical values for soil quality indicators, the importance of the trend over 
time has been emphasized.[9] Trends away from a target range are interpreted as a decline in soil quality; 
trends toward the target are interpreted as improved soil quality. However, it can also be argued that 
short-term trends away from a target value could still be regarded as sustainable, provided the trend can 
be reversed within an acceptable time frame. Within the present context, recovery or restoration within 
a human generation of 20–25 years could be regarded as preserving intergenerational equity.[10] Such 
exploitation-recovery cycles were much used during the shifting agriculture phase of human develop-
ment. Soils differ in their resistance to change, and the rates at which they re-cover[11,12] affects their soil 
quality rating. Generally, soils that are resistant to change, or do change but show a rapid rate of recov-
ery, are regarded as having better quality.[11]

combining indicators

Because multiple data sets are difficult to comprehend, it has been proposed that indicator sets be com-
bined into a single index.[1,2] These single indices are usually additive or multiplicative combinations of 
the individual indicators, and a weighting factor is used to adjust for the relative importance of each 
factor.[13] While a single number is easier to remember and communicate, its use has the disadvantage 
of possibly masking information. When too many indicators are combined, poor-quality soil aspects 
may be masked by those of modest or good quality. Reporting on any soil environmental quality should 
reflect the limiting quality rather than the average value. For example, excellent chemical fertility is of 
little use if the physical structure of the soil is badly degraded. This poor physical structure would there-
fore dominate the soil characteristics.

conclusions

Indicators must attract attention and inform. They need to be sufficiently sensitive for their intended 
task and to respond in a timely manner. Critical values can be set so that a particular indicator value will 
trigger a management response. The critical values will differ, depending on the soil and land use, and 
management options. The ability of soils to recover, and their susceptibility to change under use, will 
define which indicators are useful and where their critical limits may be set. Multiple indicators can be 
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combined into a single index, using weighting factors to adjust for the relative importance of each indi-
cator. When combining indicators, care is needed not to mask poor indicator scores, and a safer option 
is to identify which soil characteristics are limiting factors.
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introduction

Acid sulfate soils (ASSs) is the name given to all those soils or unconsolidated sediments that contain 
reduced sulfur minerals and compounds that have been, or have the potential to be, oxidized and 
thereby produced acidity.[1–5] They occur globally and are an important problem requiring careful 
management. In our earlier publication on these soils,[6] we stressed the general coastal location of 
these soils, which contain a range of materials due to the sulfate in seawater that provides a large 
reservoir of dissolved sulfur that can be reduced biochemically in the presence of organics to form 
various monosulfides, and eventually the disulfide, pyrite (FeS2). However, it is now clear that we 
should also recognize materials and problems from sulfidic hard rocks, generally freshwater bodies, 
and landscapes in inland areas. This need has been admirably illustrated by Fitzpatrick and Shand,[7,8] 
working on a wide range of sites and issues in Australia, but the principles and examples that they 
illustrate have global application.

The biochemical processes in ASSs are analogous to those of acid mine drainage (AMD)/acid rock 
drainage (ARD), and the rain-induced drainage from some mine sites with these materials also have 
analogues in the hydrology of acid sulfate soil (ASSs). Nevertheless, there are important differences 
between problems and management with AMD/ARD and other ASS landscapes, mostly because of their 
respective scales, material, and mineral characteristics, but particularly in their respective economics 
that affect the viable management options.

There are three fundamental questions underlying the use of ASS landscapes. Firstly, how best to 
use the existing environment productively while minimizing any sulfide mineral oxidation. Secondly, 
how to effectively neutralize any existing or newly created acidity formed during a particular land use. 
Thirdly, how to eliminate or minimize downstream environmental impacts from ASS drainage waters, 
which may include deoxygenation of soil or surface waters and the release of metals and nutrients. 
Therefore, best management of ASS must address these questions.
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existing and emerging Problems

Much of the early research on ASS, as illustrated in the contents of the early series (from 1973 until 
1992) of international symposia organized by ILRI (International Institute for Land Reclamation and 
Improvement) from Wageningen, the Netherlands, was directed towards improving their agronomic 
usefulness. However, the 2002 international ASS conference in Australia emphasized the range of envi-
ronmental problems with ASS and their best management, and the most recent (2008) conference in 
Guangzhou, China, continued that theme and was combined with research and management for ARD.

While ASSs were recognized in Europe more than 250 years ago,[1] appreciation of their existence and 
importance in terms of environmental impacts in Australia was limited.[9] The most important ecologi-
cal impact that changed this appreciation was the 1987 acidity discharge event on the Tweed River in 
northeastern New South Wales. Twenty-three kilometers of the Tweed River were completely clarified 
and sterilized of fish, crustaceans, and most benthic organisms after the flooding caused acidic drainage 
discharges from ASSs of the river floodplain. It was the astute observations of a local entomologist, pub-
lished in an amateur fisherman’s magazine,[10] which identified the true cause of this devastating event 
that took up to 18 months to heal.[6]

While Australia was slow to become involved in ASS research and management, the Tweed River fish 
kill initiated broad interest and involvement of stakeholders, researchers, industry groups, regulators, and 
politicians. The pathway of change with these groups on the issue of ASS in Australia has not always been 
straightforward without conflict; neither has it been simple.[9] However, a generally very positive outcome 
has been achieved and Australia now probably provides much of the impetus and methods for global 
adoption of best management practices with respect to ASS. Each State and the National Commonwealth 
of Australia have adopted policies and practices for ASS best management. Much of the materials neces-
sary for the dissemination of information on ASS are freely available on the web.[7,23–25] The Queensland 
Government publications are updated from time to time. A quarterly newsletter, ASSAY, which has now 
been in publication for about 13 years, is available for free electronic subscription.[11]

As we pointed out in White,[9] many coastal floodplains around the world are composed of Holocene-
age (<10,000 years BP) sediments that contain iron sulfide minerals,[2] mostly as pyrite, but in some 
regions, monosulfides are important.[12] It is estimated that the global extent of such ASS is between 
107 and 108 ha, with large deposits in Southeast Asia, the Far East, Africa, and North and South America.[13] 
The total extent of ASS now mapped in Australia[14] is about 2.2 × 106 ha, of which about 0.6 × 106 ha is 
coastal and 1.6 × 106 ha is inland.[12] When exposed to air by natural or human-induced drainage, sulfides 
in these materials oxidize to sulfuric acid that may leach iron, aluminum, and other metals into sedi-
ment pore waters. Drainage of these pore waters has significant detrimental ecological impacts,[2,10,15,16] 
corrosion of engineering infrastructure,[17,18] blooms of cyanobacteria,[19–21] and emission of toxic and 
greenhouse gases.[22,23] The existence and problems of non-coastal ASS, and the need for considering 
hard rock sulfidic materials, increase the scope of management strategies.[8,25]

There are many global issues that relate to ASS and that are likely to emerge in the future, but there are 
two that seem to us are particularly problematic. Firstly, with global warming is the possible oxidation 
of sulfidic material in organic-rich landscapes presently preserved or protected by permafrost in high 
latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (e.g., around James and Hudson Bays in Canada). Drainage of 
oxidation products and emission of greenhouse and sulfurous gases are likely. Secondly, perhaps also to 
some extent due to global warming but from population growth and political decisions for development, 
the increasing upstream abstraction of water resources from major rivers so that delivery of freshwater 
to coastal deltas or estuaries decreases markedly and wetlands underlain by sulfidic materials or sedi-
ments drain and oxidize and/or experience subsidence and increased saline intrusion (e.g., the Mekong 
Delta of Vietnam, and with the Brahmaputra and Ganges Rivers into Bangladesh). Any sea level rise 
associated with global warming increases this tidal inundation risk.

In southeastern Australia, the severe drought from 2005 to about 2009 markedly reduced the delivery 
of discharge to the outflow lakes area of the Murray-Darling Basin (MDB). This caused oxidation of the 
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sulfidic materials and sediments that had accumulated during the various water management regimes 
that were initiated in the lakes and supply rivers following European settlement (Fitzpatrick and Shand,[8] 
pp. 38–43). Many different management regimes have been proposed and begun to be implemented to 
overcome these problems. However, it seems clear that licensing of water abstraction, predominantly for 
agricultural irrigation in the midcatchment during the multidecadal “flood- dominated rainfall regime” 
after 1946,[27] exceeded the capacity of the river system to supply water to the outflow lakes and maintain 
their health when a “drought-dominated rainfall regime”[27] possibly began.

In western Finland, the rapid isostatic uplift (<12 mm/yr) from retreat of the last northern European 
glacial sheet is exposing sulfidic sediments to natural oxidation, but this is being exacerbated by artificial 
drainage systems to enable agricultural land uses.[28] Drainage from these ASS landscapes is markedly 
polluting streams and waters of the Gulf of Bothnia, and it is estimated that the heavy metal pollution 
from this source is equal to that from all Finnish secondary industry.

It is clear that management of landscapes in which ASSs occur must make due cognizance of the 
landscape’s ability to accommodate human impacts and probable variability in climatic or geomorphic 
conditions.

In recent years, the distinction between the characteristics, processes, problems, and management 
options of ASS and ARD have almost disappeared. Soil scientists such as Fitzpatrick and his colleagues 
are researching on what might previously have been considered ARD issues [e.g., see Fitzpatrick and 
Shand[8] (pp. 31–37) and Skwarnecki and Fitzpatrick[29]], and management techniques used commonly in 
AMD sites, such as capping to prevent sulfide oxidation and constructed wetlands for acidity dis-charge 
neutralization,[30] have been used successfully for ASS management.

Management Approaches

We have previously described[9] how early major problems from ASS on East Coast Australia created 
significant conflict between fishermen, sugarcane farmers, and environmentalists, and how this was 
resolved through a cooperative learning and coastal stewardship approach. This began the process that 
has underlain Australia’s becoming a global leader in the understanding and management of ASS.

In complex environmental situations and problems, such as are likely to occur with ASS, significant 
knowledge gaps are likely to exist as to what is the problem and how best to manage it. Nevertheless, action 
is thought necessary. Adaptive management is sometimes proposed[9] on the basis that any mistakes due 
to incorrect information can be corrected provided there is rigorous monitoring. However, adaptive 
management assumes linear processes where any mistakes can easily be reversed. Unfortunately, with 
many situations of environmental management, including with ASS, processes are not linear (and are 
probably generally hysteretic) and environments are susceptible to dramatic collapse. Therefore, envi-
ronmental degradation is not easily reversed.[31,32]

Many of the problems arising with ASS are the outcome of environmental change from natural pro-
cesses, anthropogenic activities, or some combination of these. Within the population affected by such 
environmental changes, management of problems arising is best achieved if the reasons for the change 
are understood. Appropriate, reliable information, communicated in a relevant way, can provide an 
important catalyst for changed attitudes. The challenge is to collect and communicate such complex 
information in a manner that is trusted and accepted by all. Therefore, the first step is to describe the 
nature and cause of the problem and indicate some likely consequences, but without causing further 
and new concerns. The next step needs to identify and bring together all stakeholders in a participatory 
way so that consensus and compromise agreement can be reached.[33] This may require the input of some 
external, trusted facilitators. Strangely, because many see these personnel as rather “ivory towerish,” 
universities can fulfill this role. Unfortunately, government employees are often unable to take this role 
because they have a regulatory role in environmental management.[25] In Australia, the problems of 
managing coastal resources have come from the many top-down, conflicting visions and disparate goals 
of successive governments and individuals. These goals, past policies, and legislation have concerned 
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issues such as environmental protection and/or rehabilitation, economic development, and regional 
employment and growth. Politics is an ever-present factor.

Environmental stewardship has been proposed as one way by which conflicts might be reduced so 
that ownership and pride in the environment and its heritage are encouraged. In Australia, the indig-
enous original owners of the land have a culture of custodial stewardship and knowledge that can be 
used for best management practices, but the early European settlers were unable or unwilling to accept 
this. Now, theirs is a voice that must be heard in environmental management, including that with ASS. 
Stewardship involves voluntary compliance, strong commitment, and a willing participation in the sus-
tainable use of resources through wise practices. There are probably well-founded concerns that without 
strong underpinning regulations, voluntary compliance agreements do not have effective mechanisms 
to address persistent breaches of agreements.

The best management of ASS involves a range of activities that address the issues of minimizing 
the export of acidity, metals, and nutrients into downstream environments. This involves two issues: 
1) the creation of new acidity by sulfide mineral oxidation and 2) the management of existing acidity 
in the landscape. The latter has been frequently ignored. Across the range of land uses of northern 
NSW, the existing acidity in the sulfuric layer averages approximately 50 tons of sulfuric acid per 
hectare.[34] Potential acidity represented in the sulfidic minerals of the deeper subsoil is many times 
this amount. Nevertheless, the annual discharge of acidity is <0.5 tons/ha.[35] The degree to which 
soil acidification has been caused by artificial drainage is uncertain but natural processes are also 
involved.[36] It is clear, however, that artificial drainage networks, which decrease by orders of mag-
nitude the time of inundation of floodplain backswamps from their natural conditions, provide the 
conduit by which acidity is transferred rapidly to the estuary and potentially causes downstream 
impacts.[37] Decreasing the density of drains has a major impact on the export of acidity. Laser grad-
ing provides a technique for removing surface waters and decreasing drainage density and allows 
more land to be planted to crops.[37]

The actual impact caused by rain-induced acidic discharges depends upon the magnitude of the dis-
charge relative to the dilution by upland flows and neutralization capacity of receiving waters. Land users 
on coastal ASS floodplains must appreciate that other parts of the estuarine ecosystem depend on the 
dissolved alkalinity of the receiving water, consumed during acidity neutralization. Floodplain land uses 
should be undertaken so as to avoid creating any new acidification and minimizing the export of any 
acidity.

Overall, best management of ASS involves four possible approaches: 1) education and assessment; 
2) avoidance; 3) oxidation prevention; and 4) acidity containment and neutralization. These approaches 
for ASS management have been included to a varying extent by cases described in Jiggins[31] and 
Harris[32] and detailed in Queensland’s ASS Management Guidelines.[24] The latter work also provides 
insight to the risks associated with the various management approaches. ASS management is not neces-
sarily straightforward and amenable to a prescriptive set of firm rules. Each project must align with the 
particular existing and proposed environmental situations.

education and Assessment

Best management of ASSs requires knowledge of their distribution; the depth of the sulfidic material 
from the soil surface; the acidity stored in sulfuric material; the hydrological behavior of the soil pro-
files, landscape, and drainage system; the climatic regime; and the magnitude, tidal characteristics, and 
water quality of the receiving waters.[37] All of these are infrequently considered.

Australian soil scientists were generally slow in appreciating both the presence and the environmen-
tal problems from ASSs, and in raising the awareness of the public, land managers, and policy makers. 
The first national symposium on ASSs was only in 1993.[8] Nevertheless, in the past 20 years, a major shift 
has occurred, and now all States and Territories, and the Commonwealth of Australia, have included 
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ASS management in their environmental policies. Australia is one of the few countries with a national 
strategy on ASSs. The shift in New South Wales (NSW) has been greatly helped by publication of “Acid 
Sulphate Soil Risk Maps”[38] for the entire NSW coastline (scale 1:25,000). These maps are being used as 
the basis for landuse planning instruments (“Local Environment Plans,” or LEPs) of local government 
authorities. These LEPs require submission of a Development Application for any activity that disturbs 
more than 1 ton of ASS.

The sugar industry, a major user of ASSs in NSW, has been granted State-wide exemption from these 
requirements for normal farming and drain cleaning activities because each of the 700 cane growers 
has signed a contract to comply with an approved code of best management practice for ASSs. Less than 
20 years ago, the sugar industry was in a state of denial about the existence and problems of ASSs in their 
cane lands. The industry’s new sense of land stewardship with ASSs is exemplary and indications are 
that economic rewards from up to 30% increase in yields are occurring. Education and capacity build-
ing of the cane growers has been helped through an ASS survey demonstration and assessment on each 
grower’s land. Compliance to the agreement is independently audited each year, and to date, there have 
been very few inadvertent noncompliances found and these were quickly rectified.

The existence and characteristics of ASS across Australia are now provided in the Atlas of Australian 
Acid Sulfate Soils[14] that is accessible online through the Australian Soil Resource Information System 
(ASRIS: http://www.aris.gov.au). The management of complex data sets, such as arise in studies of ASS 
landscapes, can be managed using a system such as that described in Baker.[39] The methods for sam-
pling, laboratory analysis, and assessment of ASS are provided by the ever-evolving Queensland Acid 
Sulfate Soils Manual.[24] Many organizations across Australia now provide training courses specifically 
for various aspects about ASS, and these are used for training groups such as stakeholders and regula-
tors (e.g., see various issues of ASSAT).[11]

Avoidance

A primary preventative consideration with ASSs should be an avoidance strategy. Such strategies include 
the decision not to drain ASS wetlands with sulfidic material and to divert or relocate a proposed land 
use to an alternative site. If use of the site is unavoidable, then treatment so as to prevent sulfide mineral 
oxidation and export of any existing acidity is necessary.

This seems a relatively easy and sensible first step and one that we advocated as the first principle in 
an acid sulfate best management consultancy report to the NSW Roads Traffic Authority (RTA), prior to 
their undertaking major construction of the 1000 km divided highway between Sydney and Brisbane.[40] 
However, the RTA ASS Guidelines document did not include “avoidance” but most other parts of our 
report were included verbatim. Nevertheless, we believe that RTA has considered avoidance in assess-
ing the final route of this construction but otherwise has ensured that appropriate treatment has been 
included in their ASS management plans for the various highway sections that encounter ASS. In assess-
ing the need for avoidance or otherwise, land-use planners will consider relative land values and politi-
cal advice as well as any engineering issues. This is a complex assessment process.

oxidation Prevention

This might involve separation of the sulfidic material and its capping with material that is imperme-
able  to oxygen and rainfall infiltration. The use of other sulfidic clays as capping materials must be 
avoided.[4] Decisions to not drain coastal wetlands are intended not only to avoid the creation of new 
acidity from sulfide mineral oxidation but also to address the issue of retaining existing acidity.[36] 
Management techniques such as raising water table elevations are seen as a means of protecting sulfide 
minerals from oxidation, but this should also consider the hydrological effects with possible increase of 
existing acidity and the social and economic impact of any subsequently necessary changed land use.
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Acidity containment and neutralization

Neutralization of ASS acidity by the alkalinity of seawater is the ultimate natural process in the geo-
chemical sulfur cycle. The use of this approach with human-induced acidification and increased acid-
ity discharge needs to be approached with great caution. In eastern Australia, where existing acidity 
concentrations can exceed 50 tons/ha,[34] application of sufficient crushed limestone or other neutral-
izing material is impracticable for agriculture. Far better options are land-use practices that minimize 
acidity export and the strategic application of crushed limestone to drains through which the acidity 
is exported. These practices can be incorporated into normal activities at the individual paddock scale 
of intensive agriculture such as with sugarcane. In the NSW sugarcane industry, the adoption of laser 
grading on estuary floodplains has allowed the marked reduction in the number of field drains that are 
the main source of acidity export.[36] This has also improved the productivity of the cane land. Low-value 
land uses, such as with grazing, will be precluded from these new developments, and a more communal 
approach with some external funding may be necessary. The use of emerging technologies from AMD 
experience may be useful.[30,41]

conclusion

The understanding of the need and techniques for best management of ASSs has shifted markedly in 
the past 20 years. This has been particularly noticeable in Australia and the Baltic coasts and now in 
inland problems arising in Australia as well. The boundaries between what were previously considered 
“acid sulfate soil” and “acid rock drainage” or “acid mine drainage” issues have almost disappeared as 
researchers from both discipline areas have worked together in understanding the chemical and hydro-
logical processes that are associated with their common sulfidic mineral oxidation, and acidity and 
dissolved metal drainage processes. The issue of ASSs and their problems has involved not only scien-
tific and engineering researchers but also the stakeholders managing land uses and the general public. 
Across Australia, at least, ASSs and their best management have become incorporated into government 
policy, regulation, and practice with all three levels of government. It is hoped that adoption by all stake-
holders and land managers of a culture of environmental stewardship will greatly reduce the problems 
arising from ASSs.
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Agricultural Water 

Quantity Management

X. S. Qin and Y. Xu

introduction

During the past decades, integrated water resource management has been widely recognized as a 
major challenge to many countries around the world.[1,2] With the rapid economic development and 
population growth, the water consumption rates have kept rising, leading to serious water shortage 
problems; meanwhile, the problems are further compounded by a drastic decrease in water quality, 
resulting from  contamination by industrial wastes, domestic sewage water, and agricultural fertilizers 
and pesticides.[3] Hence, the degradation of water quality is closely linked to the reduction of avail-
able water resources. Among various economic activities, the agricultural system has received intensive 
concerns from government and public, due to the fact that it not only provides necessities for human 
living but also poses a threat to ambient environmental quality.[4] In a typical agricultural system, the 
crops’ growth requires the nutrients provided by fertilizer and manure. As a consequence, a significant 
amount of nitrogen and phosphorus may be released from the applied fertilizer and manure, leading 
to the increase of nutrient levels and deterioration of water quality in the receiving water bodies. In 
addition, the irrigation activities would consume a huge amount of water, which could exacerbate water 
shortage problems under disadvantageous conditions.[5] Therefore, an integrated water management 
strategy becomes important for agricultural development.

Previously, many measures have been proposed and implemented to save water resources or pro-
tect water quality for agricultural activities, including promulgation of environmental regulations, 
reduced application of fertilizers or manures, adoption of soil/water conservation practices, cultivation 
of low-water-consumption crops, and improvement of farming practices. However, the water shortage 
and contamination problems have not been significantly ameliorated.[6,7,8,4] One of the major reasons 
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is that management of agricultural water systems is a rather complex issue, involving many interact-
ing components (e.g., type of crops, tillable land areas, and livestock numbers) or influencing factors 
(e.g., available water resources, environmental loading capacities, and cost implications); single con-
trol measures can hardly solve the problem as they are trying to tackle the problem from an unilat-
eral viewpoint instead of a holistic one. On the one hand, the interactive relationships among various 
system components would lead to difficulties in decision making. For example, the application of the 
manures and fertilizers provide necessary nutrients to the crops, which are the main source of system 
benefits; meanwhile, it is related to the applied cost and release of pollutants. On the other hand, an 
agricultural system involves many social, economic, and environmental factors. For example, a variety 
of agricultural activities (e.g., crop cultivation and livestock breeding) require enormous infrastruc-
tural investment and resources (i.e., land and water); meanwhile, they also pose influences on the 
socioeconomic activities, which are the main receivers of agricultural products; the socioeconomic 
activities could also affect agricultural activities through adopting various policies and strategies, such 
as prescribed pollution-control standards and fertilizer-application practices. Another challenging 
issue is the existence of uncertainties, which are associated with many system components in an agri-
cultural water management system, such as the economic benefit of crop cultivation, the applied cost 
of fertilizer and manure, allowable pollutant discharge amounts, and the environmental capacities of 
receiving water bodies. These uncertainties could be derived from the random nature of the system, 
errors in measurement, or subjective human judgment, and would directly affect the generation of 
rational decision schemes.

Over the past decades, many optimization approaches were advanced for handling the above com-
plexities and helping managers for better decision making. Traditionally, to quantify available water 
resources and identify the relationships among crop yield, crop quality, and irrigation water require-
ment, the local water authorities should conduct a thorough survey to obtain full meteorological and 
hydrological information, such as rainfall, surface water inflow and outflow, land areas, crop type and 
yield, and irrigation frequencies and quotas. Afterward, simulation models could be used to describe 
the interrelationships among various components within the agricultural system.[9−13] To generate cost-
efficient water management strategies, optimization models could be applied.[14−17] Generally, the main 
objective is to maximize the economic benefit through crop cultivation and livestock breeding; mean-
while, the constraints, such as available water resources and allowable pollutant discharges, should 
be satisfied.

However, many of the earlier versions of optimization models did not take uncertainty into 
consideration, leading to oversimplified or inaccurate solutions. In recent years, a large number of 
inexact optimization techniques were proposed for dealing with uncertainties in agricultural water 
management fields.[8,4,18,5] A majority of these methods focused on stochastic mathematical program-
ming (SMP), fuzzy mathematical programming (FMP), and interval linear programming (ILP). 
The selection of uncertainty-analysis techniques depends on the data availability and uncertainty 
characteristics associated with the system components. Stochastic mathematical programming is 
used mainly to tackle uncertainties expressed as random variables with probabilistic distribution 
functions (PDFs). Fuzzy mathematical programming uses fuzzy sets to handle uncertain data show-
ing features of vagueness. The fuzzy membership functions are estimated empirically and can be 
obtained through human subjective judgments. Interval linear programming can express uncertain-
ties as interval numbers and is effective in situations when little parameter information is available. 
Conclusively, a variety of optimization models were proposed in the agricultural water management 
field. In this entry, we aim to systematically introduce a number of the related methodologies, with 
a focus on demonstration of their applicability through a simplified agricultural water management 
case. The obtained results will effectively reflect the advantages of various uncertain optimization 
algorithms. Some implications of the findings and the potential research directions in this field will 
also be discussed.
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General inexact optimization Models

In order to realize an integrated agricultural water quantity and quality management, the simulation 
models should be used to identify the interactive relationships among various system components. The 
model should be calibrated and verified based on the collection and analysis of long-term historical 
data. Then, depending on data availability and uncertain features of system components, specific opti-
mization models can be formulated for generating cost- effective management schemes for decision 
makers. The alternatives of different simulation models or equations can be seen in the work of Zhang 
et  al.,[19] Doorenbos and Kassam[9], Wang[20] Sang,[21] and Lin and Liang.[22] In this entry, the general 
forms of a number of inexact optimization models will be introduced.

Stochastic Mathematical Programming

Stochastic mathematical programming is used mainly to tackle uncertainties expressed as random 
variables with PDFs. A series of solutions under different probability levels can be obtained. However, 
the applicability of SMP is restricted by its rigorous data requirement to specify parameter probability 
distributions and intensive computational burden.[23] A general SMP model can be written as follows:
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where xj are decision variables; cj(s), aij(s), and bi(s) are sets with random elements defined on a prob-
ability space s, s ϵ S;[24] and drj and er are fixed coefficients for deterministic constraints. The main step of 
solving Eq. 1 is to transform the random variables into deterministic ones based on different algorithms. 
Currently, SMP handles random variables in different ways, such as stochastic chance-constrained 
programming (SCCP),[8,24−26] two- stage stochastic programming (TSP),[27,28] multistage stochastic pro-
gramming,[29,30] and stochastic robust opti- mization.[31,26,28,32] The detailed solution procedures can be 
found in the related references.

Fuzzy Mathematical Programming

Fuzzy mathematical programming is derived through incorporating the fuzzy set theory into the con-
ventional mathematical programming framework. Fuzzy mathematical programming uses fuzzy sets 
to handle uncertain data, which are characterized by vagueness or imprecision. The fuzzy membership 
functions are estimated empirically and can be obtained based on subjective judgments. A general FMP 
can be written as follows:
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where f ̃ is the objective function presented in a fuzzy form; xj are decision variables; c  j, ã ij, and b ĩ are 
assumed to be different types of fuzzy sets (e.g., triangular, trapezoidal, and exponential forms) with 
fuzzy membership functions being denoted as μ(c j), μ(ãij), and μ(bĩ), respectively; and drj and ei are fixed 
coefficients. To solve Eq. 2, the fuzzy sets are also required to be transformed into deterministic vari-
ables. Currently, FMP could be sorted into the following categories based on different modeling struc-
tures and solution algorithms: fuzzy flexible programming,[33,34] fuzzy possibilistic programming,[34] 
fuzzy robust programming (FRP),[23,4] and fuzzy chance-constrained programming (FCCP).[35,3] The 
detailed solution procedures can be referred to in the related references.

̃

̃

interval Linear Programming

Interval linear programming is capable of handling the interval-type uncertainties in optimization 
problems, with all or part of the model parameters being expressed as interval numbers. The model 
could be solved by the interactive two-step algorithm proposed by Huang et al.[36] A general ILP model 
can be formulated as follows:
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where x±
j   are the decision variables presented in interval forms; ± is a boundary symbol for an interval 

number, representing a spectrum of possible values between the lower and upper bounds; and a± ±
ij ,   bi ,  

and c±
j  are coefficients represented as interval numbers. The term “interval number” is expressed as 
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a± −
ij =[[a a±

ij ,   ij ]]   where the items a−
ij ,   and a+

ij    are the lower and upper bounds of a+
ij    espectively. The objec-

tive value and decision variables are obtained as   f f± −
opt o=[ pt,  f +

[ opt ]] and x± −
j j,  opt =[[x x,  opt ,  +

j , opt ]],   respec-
tively. Previously, many applications of ILP in dealing with environmental management problems were 
reported.[33,36−39,26,28,32]

case Study

overview of the Study case

To demonstrate the applicability of the introduced inexact optimization methods, a simplified 
 agricultural water quantity and quality management case is adopted.[7,8] The study system is conceptu-
alized as a typical rural area (as shown in Figure 1), consisting of two subareas, where crop cultivation 
(including wheat, vegetable, and potato) and livestock breeding (including swine and poultry) are the 
two major economic activities. The water consumption is mainly required by crop irrigation; the pollut-
ants generated from manure/fertilizer applications are discharged into the receiving water bodies. Each 
subarea has a canal to supply water. The decision makers are responsible for designing optimal farming 
patterns within a multiperiod horizon, in light of the economic return from the agricultural products, 
the local  land/water resource conditions, pollutant discharge standards, and environmental loading 
capacities of the receiving water bodies. Figure 2 shows the management framework of the system. For 
uncertain or deterministic parameters that will be used in different methodologies, they are drawn from 
literature.[4,5,7,8] In order to better demonstrate methodologies, some parameters are directly assumed 
based on literature, and the scale of the problem (e.g., the type of agricultural activities and the number 
of subareas) is considerably simplified. 

FIGURE 1 Overall structure of the studied system.
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General Model Formulation

A general model for agricultural water quantity–quality management can be formulated as follows:[4,5,7,8]
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FIGURE 2 Procedures of agricultural water quantity and quality management.
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 4. Pollutants losses:
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 5.  Water quantity constraints:
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 6.  Nonnegativity constraints:
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where f = net system income ($); t, i, and j(t = 1, 2,..., T; i = 1, 2,..., I;j = 1, 2,..., J) are indexes of subarea crops, 
and livestock, respectively; T, I and J are numbers of subarea, crops, and, livestock, respectively; Yi = unit 
yield of crop i (kg/ha); Sit = area of crop i in subarea t (ha); Zj = number of livestock j in the study area; 
Mi = amount of manure applied to crop i (t); Fi = amount of fertilizer nitrogen applied to crop i (kg); 
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Wit = flow rate of irrigation water required by crop i in subarea t [(m3/s)/ha]; Bj = unit amount of manure 
generated by livestock j that needs to be disposed (t/unit); p1 = nitrogen volatilization/denitrification rate 
of manure (%); g = nitrogen concentration of manure (kg/t); p2 = nitrogen volatilization/ denitrification 
rate of fertilizer (%); qi = unit nitrogen requirement of crop i (kg/ha); βi = net energy potential of crop 
i (Mcal/kg); Ej = unit net energy requirement of livestock j (Mcal/unit); γi = digestible protein content 
of crop i (%); Dj = unit digestible protein requirement of livestock j (kg/unit); Kt = tillable area in sub-
area t (ha); a = maximum allowable total nitrogen loss rate (kg/ha); h1 = nitrogen content of soil (%); 
h2 = phosphorus content of soil (%); N1i = dissolved nitrogen concentration in wet season runoff from 
land planted to crop i (mg/l); N2i = dissolved nitrogen concentration in dry season runoff from land 
planted to crop i (mg/l); R1i = wet season runoff from land planted to crop i (mm); R2i = dry season runoff 
from land planted to crop i (mm); u1 = maximum allowable loss rate of dissolved nitrogen by runoff (kg/ha); 
u2 = maximum allowable loss rate of dissolved phosphorus by runoff (kg/ha); p1i = dissolved phosphorus 
concentration in wet season runoff from land planted to crop i (mg/l); p2i = dissolved phosphorus con-
centration in dry season runoff from land planted to crop i (mg/l); Qt = maximum canal flow within 
subarea t (m3/s); δi = unit price of crop i ($/kg); ηj = unit average return from livestock j ($/unit); Gi = unit 
farming cost for crop i ($/ha); GM = unit cost of manure collection and disposal (dollars/t); GH = unit cost 
of fertilizer application ($/kg); vit = unit cost to deliver water to Sit {$/(m3/s)}; Li = soil loss rate from land 
planted to crop i (kg/ha); b = maximum allowable soil loss rate (kg/ha); c1 = maximum allowable solid-
phase nitrogen loss rate (kg/ha); and c2 = maximum allowable solid-phase phosphorus loss rate (kg/ha).

As discussed in the “Introduction” section, a variety of uncertainties are associated with the agri-
cultural water management system. The optimization model can effectively reflect the relationships 
between the agricultural and social–economic system and among various system components. The 
uncertainties can be expressed as random variables, fuzzy sets, or discrete intervals based on the uncer-
tain features of parameters and data availability. In the next section, three inexact optimization models 
will be used to tackle problem.

interval Parameter Water Quality Management Model

Huang[7] presented an interval parameter water quality management model (IPWM) for agricul-
tural water quantity and quality planning. The model allowed uncertain information of parameters, 
expressed as interval numbers, to be effectively communicated into the optimization process and the 
obtained solutions. Compared with SMP and FMP, the generation of interval numbers has the least 
data requirement. In a typical agricultural system, many hard-to- get data could be assumed as interval 
numbers. Table 1 shows part of the interval parameters for the study case. The interval constraints of an 
IPWM model for the pollutant losses part could be written as follows:
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As proposed by Huang et al.[36,38], the solution for Eq. 5 can be obtained through an interactive two-
step method. A submodel corresponding to f+ (when the objective function is to be maximized) is first 
formulated and solved, and then the relevant submodel corresponding to f can be formulated based on 
the solution of the first submodel. Finally, the objective value and decision variables as discrete intervals 

TABLE 1 Part of the Model Parameters Presented as Discrete Intervals

Model Parameters Values

Nitrogen content of manure (kg/t) [10, 13]
Unit cost of manure collection/disposal ($/t) [4, 5]
Unit cost of fertilizer application ($/kg) [0.7, 0.9]
Nitrogen content of soil (%) [0.0020, 0.0025]
Phosphorus content of soil (%) [0.0009, 0.0011]
Nitrogen volatilization/denitrification rate of manure (%) [0.3, 0.35]
Phosphorus volatilization/denitrification rate of manure (%) [0.10, 0.12]
Maximum allowable dissolved nitrogen loss rate by runoff (kg/ha) [2.2, 2.3]
Maximum allowable dissolved phosphorus loss rate by runoff (kg/ha) [0.20, 0.22]
Maximum allowable nitrogen losses (kg/ha) [38, 40]
Maximum allowable soil loss (kg/ha) [3650, 5600]
Maximum allowable soil-phase nitrogen loss rate (kg/ha) [10, 11]

Source: Adapted from Huang.[7]
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can be obtained as f f± −
opt o=[ +

t ][ pt ,  fop ] and x± −
j j, opt ,=[[x x opt ,  +

j , opt ]]   The interactive method does not lead to 
complicated intermediate models and thus has low computational requirements.

Table 2 shows the solutions from IPWM for the study case. Some results are represented as 
interval numbers. For example, the objective function value (i.e., net income) would range from 
$121.38 × 103 to $310.99 ×103. The upper bound of the objective function represents an optimal deci-
sion alternative with the highest net income. Correspondingly, the obtained decision variables of 
cropping area and livestock amount would reach their upper bounds, and the manure and fertilizer 
would achieve their lower- bound values. For example, the cropping area of the vegetables in subarea 
1 is 39.60 km2; the number of swine is 324 units; the applied manure and fertilizer amounts of the 
vegetables are 606.12 ×106 t and 4004.15 kg, respectively. These upper-bound solutions are obtained 
under an advantageous condition. For example, the discharge standards of pollutants are relatively 
loose, and the loading capacities of the receiving water bodies and the available water amounts are 
relatively larger. This also means that higher system benefits correspond with higher levels of pollut-
ant discharge and/or more serious water shortage problems. Conversely, the lower-bound solution of 
net income is under conservative consideration, where the conditions are stricter (e.g., the allowable 
pollutant amounts and provided water amounts are lower). In such a case, the water quality could be 
maintained at a higher level, and the water shortage crisis could be alleviated somewhat. Based on 
the obtained interval solutions, a variety of decision alternatives can be generated through adjust-
ing continuously within their solution intervals. In fact, decision variables presented as discrete 
intervals are rather flexible for decision makers, since they are capable of assisting decision makers 
in making the decision based on their preferences (e.g., economic development or environmental 
protection).

Although the ILP method has many advantages, it also has limits. Firstly, the representation of uncer-
tainties by discrete intervals is relatively simple, where much useful information is neglected. Secondly, 
although ILP has been proven as an effective approach in dealing with uncertainties, it may lead to 
the difficulties when the model’s right- hand-side coefficients are highly uncertain. Therefore, further 
investigations are needed to improve the applicability of ILP. In fact, many other types of uncertainty 
methods, such as SCCP, TSP, and FRP, have potential to be further integrated into an ILP framework for 
mitigating the drawbacks of ILP and reflecting more complex conditions.

TABLE 2 Interval Solutions of IPWM Model

Model Solutions Values

Cropping area of wheat in subarea 1 (km2) 0
Cropping area of wheat in subarea 2 (km2) 0
Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 1 (km2) [22.38, 39.60]
Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 2 (km2) [10.96, 19.23]
Cropping area of potato in subarea 1 (km2) 0
Cropping area of potato in subarea 2 (km2) 0
Applied manure amounts of wheat (106 t) [0, 8.19]
Applied manure amounts of vegetable (106 t) 606.12
Applied manure amounts of potato (106 t) 0
Applied fertilizer amounts of wheat (kg) 0
Applied fertilizer amounts of vegetable (kg) 4004.15
Applied fertilizer amounts of potato (kg) 0
Swine amounts (unit) [311, 324]
Poultry amounts (unit) [379,557]
Net income (103 $) [121.38, 310.99]
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inexact Stochastic Water Management Model

Stochastic chance-constrained programming is one of the SMP methods that can tackle uncertain 
parameters presented as PDFs. Its main advantage is that it does not require that all of the constraints 
be strictly satisfied. Instead, they can be satisfied in a proportion of cases with given probabilities.[40] 
However, SCCP is restricted by data availability to generate stochastic distributions.[37,38] Interval linear 
programming is widely applicable for addressing all uncertain parameters; however, it does not allow 
any violation of system constraints and might be infeasible when the right-hand-side parameters in con-
straints are highly uncertain. The two methods have varied strengths and weaknesses, with a potential 
for compensating each other when they are combined.

Huang[8] proposed an interval-stochastic chance- constrained programming (ISCCP) model for agri-
cultural water quantity and quality management. The ISCCP model is an integration of ILP and SCCP 
but improves upon both. It allows the right-hand-side parameters in the constraints to be expressed as 
PDFs and the coefficients in the objective function and the left-hand-side parameters in the constraints 
to be described as interval numbers. For the introduced study case, the available water resource amount, 
the maximum allowable soil loss, the maximum allowable soil-phase nitrogen loss, and the maximum 
allowable soil-phase phosphorus loss are assumed as random variables (expressed as PDFs). Table 3 lists 
the random parameters used in the ISCCP model. Other uncertain parameters are tackled as discrete 
intervals, similar to those in the IPWM model.

Thus, the interval-stochastic part of an ISCCP model can be written as follows:
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TABLE 3 Random Parameters in ISCCP Model

Model Parameters Values

Supplied water amounts of canal 1 (m3/ha-s) (3.6, 0.12)
Supplied water amounts of canal 2 (m3/ha-s) (0.9, 0.04) 
 Maximum allowable soil loss (kg/ha) (4600, 150)
Maximum allowable soil-phase nitrogen loss (kg/ha) (10.5, 0.5)
Maximum allowable soil-phase phosphorus (kg/ha) (4.5, 0.2)

Note: (a1, a2) represents a random variable where a1and a2 are mean and 
standard deviation, respectively.
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In the solution process of Eq. 6, the constraints in Eq. 6c–f are required to be satisfied with at least a 
probability of 1–ph According to Charnes et al.,[24] these constraints can be written as[24]
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where ph means the allowable probability of violation given by the decision makers. In this entry, the 
values of ph are considered to be 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. Referring to Charnes et al.,[24] the constraints 
in Eq. 7a–7d can be transformed to their equivalent forms as follows:
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where a(s)ph = Fh–l[a(s)], given the cumulative distribution function of a(s) and the probability of vio-
lating constraint h (i.e., ph). Finally, Eq. 8 can be transformed into pure ILP models under various 
 constraint-violation levels and then solved by an interactive two-step method.[36] Figure 3 shows the 
solution procedures of an ISCCP model.

Table 4 lists the solutions from the ISCCP model under probability levels of 0.01 and 0.05. Since ISCCP 
is an integration of ILP and SCCP, the obtained solutions reflect characteristics of both methods. Firstly, 
due to the existence of ILP, a majority of solutions present as interval numbers, which are feasible and 
stable in the given decision space; thus, the decision schemes can be generated in the ranges of their 
solution intervals. For example, at a significance level of ph = 0.01, the total system benefits are [124.38, 
256.03] ×103. The upper bounds of objective function are preferable under advantageous conditions; con-
versely, the lower bounds of objective function value are more desirable under conservative conditions. 
The local managers can make decisions based on their preferences.

The solutions of ISCCP also possess features of SCCP where the trade-off between cost and risk can be 
evaluated (reflected by adjusting ph). For example, when ph increases from 0.01 to 0.05, the total system 
benefit would increase from [124.38, 256.03] to [127.40, 262.25] ×103. This is due to the fact that, as ph 
increases, the allowable degree of violating constraints would increase (e.g., looser pollutant discharge 
standards and environmental loading capacities). This indicates that a higher system benefit could lead 
to a higher system risk. Conversely, if the planner aims toward a lower system benefit, a more reliable 
management alternative would be generated. The ph values can be used to help analyze the trade-off 
between system economy and failure risk and offer local water managers a spectrum of alternatives for 
decision making.

ISCCP also shows some limitations. Firstly, the conversion from a stochastic constraint into an 
“equivalent” deterministic one applies only in conditions when the right-hand-side items are stochastic. 
The interval treatment for the left-hand-side uncertainties is a compromised approach, which may lead 
to the loss of valuable information if additional distribution information of the interval parameters is 
available.

inexact Double-Sided Fuzzy chance-constrained Programming

The fuzzy approach is another alternative to deal with uncertainties. Referring to Xu and Qin,[5] an inex-
act double-sided fuzzy chance-constrained programming (IDFCCP) model was used to solve the agri-
cultural water quantity and quality management problem. The IDFCCP model is formulated through 

FIGURE 3 The framework for applying the ISCCP model.
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incorporating ILP into a double-sided fuzzy chance-constrained programming (DFCCP) framework 
and could be used to deal with uncertainties expressed as fuzzy sets and interval parameters. Recently, 
FCCP has been presented as a novel FMP method through incorporating predefined confidence lev-
els of fuzzy constraint satisfaction into optimization models. Similar to SCCP models, FCCP requires 
that the fuzzy chance constraints be transformed to deterministic equivalents at predetermined confi-
dence levels. Fuzzy chance-constrained programming is sorted into single-sided FCCP and DFCCP. In 
many real-world problems, it is more common that both sides of model constraints be associated with 
uncertainties. Interval linear programming is capable of handling the uncertainties associated with 
other parameters in the optimization model if they do not have either fuzzy or stochastic distribution 
information.

For the introduced study case, the environmental loading capacities (such as allowable soil loss and 
pollutant discharge amounts) are subject to human judgment and described by fuzzy sets. Table 5 lists 

TABLE 4 Solutions of ISCCP Model at Probability Levels of 0.01 and 0.05

Model Solutions Probability (pi) Values

Cropping area of wheat in subarea 1 (km2) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Cropping area of wheat in subarea 2 (km2) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 1 (km2)

Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 2 (km2)

Cropping area of potato in subarea 1 (km2)

0.01
0.05
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.05

[23.22, 32.87
[23.78, 33.66]
[11.10, 15.58]
[11.37, 15.96]

0
0

Cropping area of potato in subarea 2 (km2) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Applied manure amounts of wheat (106 t) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Applied manure amounts of vegetable (106 t) 0.01
0.05

499.11
511.24

Applied manure amounts of potato (106 t) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Applied fertilizer amounts of wheat (kg) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Applied fertilizer amounts of vegetable (kg) 0.01
0.05

3297.27
3377.35

Applied fertilizer amounts of potato (kg) 0.01
0.05

0
0

Swine amounts (unit) 0.01
0.05

267
273

Poultry amounts (unit) 0.01
0.05

458
470

Net income (103 $) 0.01
0.05

[124.38, 256.03
[127.40, 262.25]

Notes: [a,b] represents an interval number, where a and b are the lower and upper bounds, 
respectively.
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the related fuzzy parameters. Other uncertain parameters are treated as discrete intervals. The specific 
constraints related to the IDFCCP model can be formulated as follows:[5]
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where Pos{·}denotespossibility of events in {·}; and α is a predetermined confidence level, where the val-
ues of α are 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9, respectively. According to predetermined confidence levels, a fuzzy chance 
constraint can be converted to two crisp equivalents as follows:[41]

 1.  Confidence levels under the minimum reliability.
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TABLE 5 Fuzzy Parameters in IDFCCP Model

Model Parameters Values

Supplied water amounts of canal 1 (m3/ha-s) (0.8, 0.88, 1)
Supplied water amounts of canal 2 (m3/ha-s) (3.2, 3.5, 4.0)
Maximum allowable soil loss (kg/ha) (3650, 4600, 5600)
Maximum allowable soil-phase nitrogen loss (kg/ha) (10, 10.4, 11)
Maximum allowable soil-phase phosphorus (kg/ha) (4.3, 4.5, 4.7)

Notes: (a, b, c) represents a triangular fuzzy set, where a and c are the minimum 
and maximum possible values, and b is the most likely value
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 2.  Confidence levels under the maximum reliability.
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The solutions at different confidence levels for IDFCCP can be then obtained through the two-step 
method.[36] Finally, two groups of objective value and decision variables (presented as interval num-
bers) corresponding to two scenarios of reliabilities can be obtained. Tables 6–8 list the solutions 
from IDFCCP at confidence levels of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 with two reliabilities. It can be found that the 
objective function value and part of the decision variables would present as discrete intervals. The 
solutions also have considerable variations under different combinations of α-cut levels and reliabil-
ity scenarios. Generally, the system income would decrease as α-cut level increases; meanwhile, the 
system income under the minimum reliability would be lower than that under the maximum one. For 
example, at confidence levels of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 under the minimum reliability, the system incomes 
are [145.53, 299.48], [139.94, 287.98], and [134.36, 276.47] (×103), respectively. Under the maximum reli-
ability, the system incomes are [129.01, 265.48], [125.53, 258.33], and [122.06, 251.17] (×103), respectively. 
This is due to the fact that, when α-cut level increases, the confidence levels of constraint satisfaction 
would increase, and the constraints of pollutant discharge standards, loading capacities, and avail-
able water resources would become stricter. This indicates that a high economic benefit could lead to a 
high system failure risk. Conversely, a conservative decision alternative is more desirable for mitigat-
ing water quality and quantity crisis. A trade-off between system benefit and reliability of satisfying 
model constraints needs to be analyzed in order to gain an in-depth insight into the characteristics 
of the management system.

One of the limitations associated with IDFCCP is that the determination of the confidence levels is 
rather arbitrary. There are currently no effective tools or guidelines to help choose proper confidence 
levels for satisfying constraints. Secondly, IDFCCP generates many sets of solutions under different con-
fidence levels and reliability scenarios, which may complicate the decision-making process. Multicriteria 
decision analysis tools may be a potential tool to mitigate such a problem.
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Further Discussions

The methodologies introduced in this study were based on integration of SMP, FMP, and ILP tech-
niques. The major reason is that different types of uncertainty-analysis tools have varied strengths 
and weaknesses, in terms of the sensitivity to data quality, accuracy of information interpretation, and 
requirement of computational efforts. Integration of different algorithms could better deal with dual 
or multiple uncertainties. In agricultural water management, many types of uncertainties may exist. 
For example, the available water amount is affected by hydrological and meteorological conditions and 
may show random features; it can normally be expressed as a stochastic variable; the parameters related 
to allowable pollutant discharge amounts and environmental loading capacities are subject to human 
judgments and could be expressed by fuzzy membership functions; parameters related to the benefit 
and the crop yield may fluctuate in a range where their distribution information may be difficult to 
obtain due to a lack of sufficient historical data, and therefore, they are more suitable to be described by 
discrete intervals. Depending on the quality of data, how to choose proper uncertainty-analysis meth-
ods becomes a critical challenge for decision makers.

TABLE 6 Solutions of ISCCP Model under α = 0.3

Model Solutions Reliability Values

Cropping Area of Wheat in Subarea 1 (km2) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Cropping area of wheat in subarea 2 (km2) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 1 (km2)

Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 2 (km2)

Cropping area of potato in subarea 1 (km2)

Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum

[26.92, 38.12]
[23.85, 33.76]
[13.21, 18.54]
[11.73, 16.46]

0
0

Cropping area of potato in subarea 2 (km2) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied manure amounts of wheat (106 t) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied manure amounts of vegetable (106 t) Minimum
Maximum

583.68
517.41

Applied manure amounts of potato (106 t) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied fertilizer amounts of wheat (kg) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied fertilizer amounts of vegetable (kg) Minimum
Maximum

3855.96
3418.12

Applied fertilizer amounts of potato (kg) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Swine amounts (unit) Minimum
Maximum

312
276

Poultry amounts (unit) Minimum
Maximum

536
475

Net income (103 $) Minimum
Maximum

[145.53, 299.48]
[129.01, 265.48]
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The study case used in this entry is only for demonstration purpose, and it is therefore highly 
simplified. The water quantity and quality levels are conceptualized into simple mass-balance expres-
sions (i.e., the left-hand sides of model constraints). In real-world cases, the related processes are not 
necessity linear, and rigid simulation models are required to quantify the related relationships. For 
example, the prediction of nonpoint sources of pollution on a watershed scale requires a sophisticated 
hydrological model. Thus, a coupling of simulation and optimization models is desired to tackle more 
complicated problems. However, how to effectively realize such integration is a challenging topic and 
deserves further investigations.[42] Another issue is about the acquisition of data. Many of the param-
eters used in this study were obtained through subjective assumption or referred to in the literature. 
In actual applications, the data quality significantly determines the results of models and thus influ-
ences the decision-making processes. Although uncertainty-analysis tools are available, they cannot 
be considered as alternatives to good-quality data. Efforts are still needed to acquire as much accurate 
information as possible in order to ensure more reliable modeling results and robust management 
strategies.

TABLE 7 Solutions of ISCCP Model under α = 0.6

Model Solutions Reliability Values

Cropping area of wheat in
subarea 1 (km2)

Minimum

Maximum

0

0
Cropping area of wheat in subarea 2 (km2) Minimum

Maximum
0
0

Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 1 (km2)

Cropping area of vegetable in subarea 2 (km2)

Cropping area of potato in subarea 1 (km2)

Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum

[25.87, 36.63]
[23.22, 32.87]
[12.71, 17.85]
[11.40, 16.00]

0
0

Cropping area of potato in subarea 2 (km2) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied manure amounts of wheat (106 t) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied manure amounts of vegetable (106 t) Minimum
Maximum

561.25
503.47

Applied manure amounts of potato (106 t) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied fertilizer amounts of wheat (kg) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Applied fertilizer amounts of vegetable (kg) Minimum
Maximum

3707.76
3326.06

Applied fertilizer amounts of potato (kg) Minimum
Maximum

0
0

Swine amounts (unit) Minimum
Maximum

300
269

Poultry amounts (unit) Minimum
Maximum

516
462

Net income (103 $) Minimum
Maximum

[139.94, 287.98]
[125.53, 258.33]
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conclusion

This entry gave a general introduction of how to conceptualize and formulate inexact optimization mod-
els for supporting integrated agricultural water quantity and quality management under uncertainty. 
A number of inexact optimization approaches based on stochastic, fuzzy, and interval programming 
models were introduced. Each of them is capable of handling a certain type of uncertain information, 
which is dependent on the uncertain features of the system components. A typical agricultural water 
management problem was used to demonstrate the applicability of different methods. The study results 
effectively showed the characteristics of various optimization approaches. Limitations associated with 
different modeling algorithms were also discussed.
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Erosion by Water: 

Vegetative Control

Seth M. Dabney and 
Silvio J. Gumiere

introduction

Vegetation controls erosion by dissipating the erosive forces of rainfall and runoff (erosivity) and by 
reducing the susceptibility of soil to erosion (erodibility). Vegetation alters the partitioning of rainfall 
between infiltration, surface storage, and surface runoff. Erosivity is reduced because rainfall kinetic 
energy is absorbed, runoff volume is reduced due to increased infiltration, and runoff velocity is slowed 
through increased surface detention and reduced development of areas of concentrated flow. Vegetation 
also reduces soil erodibility by increasing soil aggregation, binding aggregates together with roots, and 
lowering soil matric potential. Vegetation may cover the entire soil surface, as with crops, cover crops, 
or forests, or it may be limited to specific critical areas, as with various types of conservation buffers. 
This entry reviews the mechanisms and processes by which vegetation reduces soil erosion by water and 
decreases yield of sediment and associated pollutants from agricultural fields. Emphasis is placed on 
vegetative buffers. Crop residue effects are considered in another entry.

General Mechanisms

Slower Runoff

Theoretically, if runoff occurs uniformly over a plane, its depth increases in a predictable manner as 
slope length increases. In practice, the development of concentrated-flow areas of high velocity limits the 
depth of sheet flows. By slowing runoff, vegetation can reduce or delay the development of rills and asso-
ciated concentrated-flow erosion. Vegetation may increase runoff depth 10-fold compared with an equiv-
alent discharge over a smooth surface or fivefold deeper than rainfall-impacted flow over a natural bare 
soil surface.[1] By increasing water depth fivefold, average velocity, V, is reduced fivefold. Since erosivity 
of runoff is proportional to V 2 and its sediment transport capacity is proportional to V 5,[2] vegetation 
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reduces concentrated-flow erosion and increases deposition of previously eroded  sediment. Sediment 
trapping is most efficient where the flow is shallow and uniform and the filter is not submerged.[3–5]

The retardation of surface runoff is a critical aspect of the functioning of conservation buffers. 
Figure 1 illustrates the situation where sediment-laden runoff encounters a vegetated buffer. Because of 
the additional hydraulic resistance of stems and leaves, flow depth within the buffer, D2, is greater than 
in the influence area upslope of the buffer, D0. The depth at the upslope edge of the buffer, D1, however, 
is greater even than that within the buffer (D2) because of the following: 1) enhanced vegetation growth 
at the buffer margin; 2) compression of stems into a denser barrier; and 3) loading of the buffer edge 
with trapped residues and thatch. In many studies, more than half of the sediment trapped by vegetated 
buffers is deposited in the ponded area upslope of the buffer. Where the ponded area is deep and slow 
flowing, transport capacity is negligible, and the water surface approaches horizontal. In these circum-
stances, [6] the fraction of particles with fall velocity Vsi that will be trapped (Ti) is given by

 T V L qi = − −[[ ]]1 exp /si  (1)

where q is the specific discharge and L is the length of the pond (Figure 1). When the ponded area retains 
significant transport capacity, trapping efficiency is reduced, and a transport capacity or sediment re-
entrainment term must be added.[7] To accurately capture the sediment trapping capability of narrow 
strips of vegetation, models must consider backwater effects and realistic flow rates.[8] We will consider 
achievable sediment trapping efficiencies in a later section.

increased infiltration of Water into Soil

Vegetation increases infiltration by reducing the development of surface seals that limit infiltration 
rates, increasing soil water storage capacity through evapotranspiration, and developing soil macro-
porosity through root growth and enhanced activities of mesofauna such as earthworms and ants. By 
covering the soil and absorbing the kinetic energy of raindrops, vegetation can prevent the detachment 
and rearrangement of soil particles that result in the creation of soil surface seals.[9] Although water use 
varies with species and climate, vegetation transpires approximately 0.3 m3 of water for each kilogram 
of aboveground dry matter produced.[10] This transpiration leaves more capacity in the soil for infiltra-
tion of subsequent rains and thus reduces runoff and erosion.[11] Vegetation increases soil macroporosity 
directly through root growth[12] and indirectly by improving the habitat and activity of mesofauna[13] so 
that the benefits from vegetation on infiltration increase over time.[14] By slowing runoff due to hydraulic 
roughness, vegetation increases the depth of ponded water and the area of soil that is submerged, thus 
increasing opportunities for macropore flow infiltration.

FIGURE 1 Schematic illustration of how vegetative buffers slow runoff, increasing flow depth and trapping 
sediment.
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Reduced Soil erodibility

Soil erodibility refers to the ease with which soil particles (primary or aggregates) can be detached and 
transported by the shear forces associated with raindrop splash or flowing water. Soil with increased 
organic matter content has greater aggregate stability[15] and, hence, greater resistance to detachment 
and transport. Vegetation may influence soil erodibility due to the additions of soil organic matter from 
vegetation from litter and roots.[16,17] The effects of vegetation on reducing erodibility include consolida-
tion of soil with time after tillage and binding together of soil particles by roots and by microorganisms, 
particularly fungi, that use plant biomass and exudates as a food source.[18–20] Although seedling corn 
roots were not found to significantly reduce interrill erosion,[21] mechanical reinforcement increases soil 
shear strength and reduces rill, gully, and stream-bank erosion.[22,23]

Vegetative Buffers

Buffer types

Conservation buffers designed to reduce soil erosion and/ or sediment delivery are usually areas of peren-
nial vegetation placed at critical points in a landscape. These buffers may be located along stream banks 
or along the edges of fields or may be placed within fields. To distinguish among these buffer types, the 
nomenclature of the United States Department of Agriculture–Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) is adopted.

The 10 types of conservation buffers that help to prevent soil erosion are summarized in Table 1.[24] 
The first seven of these buffers are intended to reduce water erosion and sediment delivery in runoff, and 
the last three help control wind erosion. The first three water erosion control practices are located at the 
edges of fields, while the other four are usually placed within agricultural fields. Six of the water ero-
sion control buffer types are illustrated in Figure 2.[25] In addition to controlling erosion and/or reduc-
ing sediment delivery, many of these buffers can also serve additional purposes, such as improving 
water quality, sequestering carbon, and providing wildlife habitat (Table 1). Current national standards 
for these practices are given in the NRCS National Handbook of Conservation Practices.[26] Descriptive 
information about each practice can be found in the CORE4 training materials.[27] Local specification 
criteria can be found in the local NRCS Field Office Technical Guide.

FIGURE 2 Schematic illustration of six in-field and edge-of-field buffer types. 
Source: Dabney et al.[25]
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The three edge-of-field water erosion control buffers are riparian forest buffer (RFB), filter strip (FS), 
and field border (FB). An RFB is a forested area adjacent to a water body and is frequently combined 
with grass buffers. An FB is a grassed field margin. Because it may be used for parking and turning 
equipment, an FB is also usually wider than the minimum indicated in Table 1. In contrast to an FB, 
traffic is usually excluded from an FS, and vegetation and slope requirements are far more stringent 
(Table 1). Generally, edge-of-field buffers are designed primarily to trap sediment and infiltrate water, 
not to control erosion. The RFB is an exception in that it can control concentrated-flow erosion, but this 
function refers to reducing the velocity of out-of-bank flood flows, thereby minimizing floodplain scour 
and promoting deposition, and not to reducing erosion from locally generated concentrated runoff. To 
properly function, these edge-of-field buffers require that runoff pass through them as diffuse sheet flow.

The next four buffer types in Table 1 function within fields and are designed to control in-field ero-
sion. Three of these buffers, alley cropping, contour buffer strip, and vegetative barrier (VB), control 
sheet-and-rill erosion by interrupting hillslopes with strips of permanent vegetation aligned close to the 
contour. The widths of these buffers are often varied so that the edges of each cropped zone stay paral-
lel and within strip gradient specifications (Table 1, Figure 2). Alley cropping involves growing crops 
and forages between strips of trees. Vegetative barriers are usually narrow strips of large stiff-stemmed 
grasses (Figure 3). Contour buffer strips are somewhat wider strips with less stringent vegetation and 
contour alignment requirements (Table 1).

Only two buffer practices, grassed waterway and VB, may be specifically designed to control in-field 
concentrated-flow erosion. Grassed waterways are oriented up and down the slope and are planted with 
vegetation that is intended to be submerged while functioning. In contrast, VBs designed to control 
concentrated-flow erosion are planted perpendicular to the flow direction and are intended to remain 
unsubmerged while retarding runoff.

Buffer Hydraulic Resistance

For fluid flowing over vegetated areas, the total drag force can be divided into two components: 1) the 
drag force due to the stems and leaves; and 2) the drag force generated by the bed boundary roughness. 
The drag force due to vegetation may be described by Chow:[28]

 = ≥1
2

2F C AVD D  (2)

FIGURE 3 Vegetative barriers of vetiver grass (Vetiveria zizanioides) planted in rows on contour lines to hold the 
soil in St. Vincent, British West Indies, during the 1950s. 
Source: Vélez.[29]
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where CD is the drag coefficient of vegetation, V is the free stream velocity moving past the stems, A is 
the cross-sectional momentum-absorbing area of vegetation projected in a plane normal to the flow, and 
p is the water density.

The hydraulic resistance of vegetation frequently is parameterized with Manning’s equation:

 V
n

R S= 1 2/3 1/2 (3)

where R is the hydraulic radius (flow area divided by wetted perimeter), S is the land slope gradient, and 
n is a hydraulic resistance parameter (Manning’s roughness coefficient). For steady uniform flow where 
total shear stress is equal to ρgRS, the Manning coefficient for vegetation can be expressed as:

 n
g

R C A
blD= (

((
)
))

(
((

)
))

1
2

1/3
1/2

 (4)

where g is the gravity acceleration, and b and l are the width and length of the area containing projected 
vegetal area A, so that the dimensionless term (A/bl) is the vegetal projected area density.

Fig. 4 illustrates how Manning’s n varies with the product V and R for three kinds of buffer vegeta-
tion. For broad uniform flows, the hydraulic radius reduces to the flow depth, H, and VR is approxi-
mately equal to the specific discharge. Also, since the viscosity of water is generally constant, the VR 
product is also directly related to the flow Reynolds number. At very low flow rates, surface drag caused 
by soil surface roughness or drag on surface residues may dominate total flow resistance and buffers 
may have little effect on erosion beyond their ability to reduce detachment. At somewhat higher flow 
rates, where depths have become several multiples of the diameter of the vegetal elements, the dominant 
component of hydraulic resistance is drag on emergent stems. When the stems are uniform with height, 
such as with the simulated filter strips made of brush bristles (Fig. 4) in a flume with a smooth floor,[30] 
average velocity remains constant with increasing flow and n increases in proportion to the 2/3 power of 
discharge, as predicted from equation (3).[31,32]

Once vegetation becomes submerged, Manning’s n decreases with increasing discharge. At very high 
flows, all of the vegetation is deeply submerged, the main factor determining hydraulic resistance is the 

FIGURE 4 Hydraulic roughness of vegetated areas first increases with increasing flow as more vegetation inter-
acts with the flow, then decreases with increasing flow as flow approaches the height of the vegetation and sub-
merges it. Data for A through E from brush bristle data from Jin et al.[30] and Temple et al.[33]; switchgrass (Panicum 
virgatum) data from Dabney[37]; and data on vetiver from Dabney (unpublished).
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length of the stems that are dragging in the flow, [33] and momentum transfer is dominated by shear-layer 
vortices.[34] The vegetal retardance curve labeled “A” in Figure 4 represents 0.9 to 1.0 m tall vegetation 
while “E” reflects vegetation that had been burned or mowed at about 4 cm height. In designing a GW, 
the erodibility of the underlying soil and the growth characteristics of the vegetal cover determine a 
maximum permissible velocity or the allowable hydraulic stress on the soil, and the channel is designed 
with dimensions great enough that, with expected vegetation, the permissible velocity or stress will not 
be exceeded at the design discharge.

Vegetative barriers have application at specific discharges that span the range between those of FS and 
GW (Figure 4) and can thus be used to complement other buffer types by spreading out concentrated 
runoff. At low flows, the hydraulic resistance of VB increases more rapidly than the 2/3 power of dis-
charge because stems and leaves become less clumped together, increasing projected area with increas-
ing height in the lower canopy.[35] At greater discharges, flow depth increases to the point where stems 
begin to thin out or bend. Then average velocity increases, the flow resistance, expressed as Manning’s 
n, reaches a peak value. As with grain roughness,[36] this peak occurs slightly before complete inunda-
tion. Beyond this point, hydraulic resistance begins to decline, even while flow depth may continue to 
increase with increasing discharge.[37] The stiff grasses used to form VB remain erect and emergent at 
greater flows than other vegetation types in Figure 4 because the large-diameter stems are stiffer and on 
the order of 2 m tall. The enhanced growth and residue loading noted to occur at the edge of all buffers 
are also important factors that give VB greater hydraulic resistance than retardance class “A” vegetation. 
Riparian forest buffer vegetation, of course, remains erect at even greater flows than does VB vegetation, 
but usually offers less hydraulic resistance at low flows.

Riparian buffers affect flow resistance in streams as well as on floodplains, and they can greatly 
increase the stability of stream banks through a combination of root reinforcement and hydrologic 
effects.[38] Riparian buffers generally reduce flow conveyance through drag and by supplying large wood 
debris to the channel.[39] Reach-scale roughness coefficients of narrow channels may be increased as 
much as three-or fourfold when grassy banks are replaced by dense woody growth, but effects tend to be 
much less pronounced for wider channels.[28] The flow resistance induced by a riparian buffer depends on 
vegetation density, whether the vegetation is rigid or flexible, and whether it is submerged or em ergent. 
Models have been developed to simulate riparian vegetation effects on flow, sediment  transport,[40–42] 
and channel morphology.[43]

Sediment trapping efficiency

Native or planted vegetation can remove sediments and other pollutants from surface runoff by filtration, 
deposition, infiltration, adsorption, absorption, decomposition, and volatilization.[44] However, vegetal 
effects on flow retardation and sediment transport greatly depend on specific flow rates (Figure  4). 
Research conducted using rainfall simulators and small plots usually collects buffer performance data 
over only a narrow range of very low flow rates (below the scale of Figure 4) that cannot represent prob-
able performance under real-world conditions. Unfortunately, such studies are common. For example, 
a recent extensive review[44] included only two specific flow rates equal to or greater than 0.001 m2 s–1. 
Under those conditions, buffers comprised of either tilled cropland or grass usually trap more than 50% 
of incoming sediment.[45,46]

At realistic flow rates, the benefits of very narrow, continuous buffers will be underestimated if back-
water effects are ignored. Physically based sediment transport models that employ a kinematic wave 
approximation and ignore[47] or oversimplify[48] sediment deposition in backwater areas can greatly 
underestimate sediment trapping by narrow buffers[49] where the backwater length may be as large or 
larger than the buffer width. More physically realistic representations or approximations would rec-
ognize the influences of deposited sediment on increasing the water elevation at the buffer and reduc-
ing the flow’s sediment transport capacity. Deposited sediment initially flattens local slope, causing 
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a progressive extension of the upslope sediment depositional area[6,8] until the flow over a steepened 
deposition area has sufficient capacity to transport the sediment load into the buffer.[50]

Flow concentration due to topographic nonuniformity can lead to higher specific flow rates through 
some portions of buffers than others.[51,52] Sediment trapping efficiency will go down with increasing dis-
charge unless depth and backwater length increase more than specific discharge (Eq. 1). The VB behavior 
at specific flow rates between 0.001 and 0.01 m2 s–1 (Figure 4) suggests that this may occur under a limited 
set of conditions. The ability of emergent vegetation to maintain an even distribution of flow despite 
microscale variation in topography or vegetation density may contribute to the finding that the addi-
tion of a VB to an FS increased its sediment retention effectiveness, even when flow was concentrated.[53]

Sediment retention effectiveness of grass[54] and woody[55] vegetative buffers improves over a period 
of years after establishment due to increased density of grass stem density and/or increased infiltration 
rate in vegetated areas. Significant gaps or channels through buffers can greatly reduce performance of 
a buffer of any size. Tillage-induced ridges and channels at the edges of vegetated areas may alter the 
hydraulic flow patterns of surface runoff, which has the potential for altering the effectiveness of buffers 
in real-world applications.[56] Field studies demonstrate a wide variety of sediment trapping efficiencies 
that reflect the local impacts of vegetation buffers on hydrological and sedimentological connectivities. 
Sediment trapping efficiency was about 50% for grass buffers on 45 m long plots with a 12% to 17% slope 
in Norway,[57] and a 6 m buffer reduced sediment yield from 35 m long, 1.8% slopes by over 95% in north-
east Italy.[58] A riparian buffer along the last 300 m of an ephemeral stream draining a 249 ha watershed 
trapped 18% of the total sediment load in China.[59] Riparian buffers receiving runoff from hillslopes 
removed 80% to 90% of incoming sediment in North Carolina, United States.[60,61]

The spatial organization of natural and planned vegetative buffers can significantly alter the hydro-
logical and sedimentological connectivity and, hence, the global water and sediment yields.[62–64] In 
some cases, the location of the vegetation has more effect than a variation in the size of the buffer.

conclusions

The effectiveness of vegetation to control erosion and reduce sediment delivery is due to its ability to 
reduce both detachment of soil particles and the transport capacity of sediment-laden flows. The first 
increment of buffer has a larger impact on sediment transport than any subsequent increment.[25] Erect 
emergent vegetation helps to spread runoff and maintain the sediment retention functionality of buf-
fers over a wider range of variation in topography and flow rate. Buffers alter sedimentological con-
nectivity both at the local scale between two adjacent fields and in a distributed way at the watershed 
scale. Optimal buffer placement in a landscape will rarely resemble a uniformly wide green strip along 
a stream. Rather, optimal arrangement of buffers for multiple resource concerns calls for a variety of 
buffer types, sizes, and shapes at different landscape locations starting in watershed headwater areas.[24]
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introduction

Soil formation is a biologically driven process that is so slow, soil may be considered to be a non- 
renewable resource. In most areas of the Earth’s surface, the loss of soil due to wind or water erosion by 
natural processes is balanced by the soil formation creating a dynamic equilibrium so that soil depth 
depends largely on the climax vegetation. The exceptions are landscapes where volcanic activity exposes 
new parent material or changes the slope, or lack of precipitation, which leaves soil vulnerable to natural 
water and wind erosion. By far, the most widespread cause of erosion is human-induced land transfor-
mation for infrastructure, forestry, grazing, and crop production, which now covers 98 million km2 of 
the Earth’s land surface. Soil erosion by water can have serious local off-site impacts especially where the 
construction of roads and buildings occurs on unstable slopes in high rainfall areas. However, the most 
widespread water erosion of soils occurs in the vast areas of land developed for crop production and 
exposed by plowing to rainfall and runoff. The expansion of cropped land to more than 15 million km2 
has been driven by population growth, which is projected to continue to reach 9 billion in 2050. On the 
other hand, suitably stocked rangelands used for grazing, which retain a relatively complete vegetative 
cover, are generally protected from water erosion. On the 47 million km2 of grazing lands, and especially 
in very dry areas, overgrazing causes de-vegetation, making erosion by wind, rather than by water, the 
major threat. Either cause of erosion results in loss of the surface layer of soil, which generally contains 
the highest level of nutrients and organic matter, and hence, the residual soil fertility is significantly 
reduced. Off-site impacts of the water- and wind-borne soil particles on water bodies and coastal zones 
are exacerbated by the nutrients they contain, which perturbate natural ecosystem functioning and 
nutrient cycling processes.

This entry reviews current knowledge of the problem of water and wind erosion of soils, focusing 
on the environmental impacts, then describes some of the technologies developed to conserve soil and 
minimize off-site impacts and community-based approaches to promote the technologies.
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the Scope and impact of Soil erosion

Available global estimates[1] indicate that 7.48 million km2 of land are affected by moderate to serious 
soil erosion by water and 2.8 million km2 are affected by wind erosion. The widespread extent of ero-
sion has raised concerns that the future of agriculture and civilization itself may be threatened.[2,3] The 
estimates[1] indicate that 6.73 million km2 of the total soil erosion is occurring in Asia and Africa, which 
have large areas of tropical soils with high rainfall and steep slopes. These lands, which traditionally 
were cultivated infrequently by shifting cultivators, are being cropped more intensively or destabilized 
by inappropriate clearing methods used to establish plantation crops. The recent trend to expand biofuel 
crop production in these areas may accelerate soil erosion and increase the rates of sediment flow.

The movement of eroded soil in watersheds involves both transport and deposition of sediments in 
water bodies. Recently published global estimates suggest that human activity has increased the flow of 
sediments in the world’s rivers by 2.3 ± 0.6 billion metric tons per annum.[4] However, the construction of 
dams has reduced the flow of sediment to the coasts by 1.4 ± 0.3 billion metric tons per annum. The esti-
mates indicate that globally in the last 50 years, 100 billion tons of sediment accumulated in reservoirs, 
resulting in massive economic costs due to reduced storage capacity, damage to power-generating tur-
bines, and reduced water quality for domestic and industrial uses. Such large off-site economic impacts 
of soil erosion make a strong case for investments to promote soil conservation. The most significant 
sediment outflows to the coast occur in areas with short, fast-flowing rivers in archipelago countries 
such as Indonesia and the Philippines. From an environmental protection perspective, an important 
ultimate destination of sediments whether natural or human induced is the coastal zone, where assets 
such as pristine coastal reefs can be severely affected by changed water quality and nutrient inputs. This 
kind of damage is widespread in some tropical coastal areas where negative economic impacts on the 
tourist and fishing industries can be serious.

Other off-site impacts of soil erosion by water include both positive and negative effects. Historically, 
sediment deposition in floodplain areas has contributed to the fertility of the soil of deltas that have 
become major population centers. However, sediment deposition in water bodies such as streams and 
lakes affects freshwater biodiversity and recreational fisheries and can cause streams to change course, 
leading to damage to infrastructure such as roads and bridges. On the other hand, poorly implemented 
construction of roads and bridges, and urban and industrial development in general, can be a major 
cause of localized soil erosion, the engineering aspects of which are addressed by organizations such 
as the International Erosion Control Association.[5] Drainage structures and the stabilization of steep 
banks with vegetation and screens can prevent surface erosion, but construction must also address the 
risk of landslips caused by subsurface flows.

Viewed at the landscape level, soil erosion on agricultural land may channel runoff, creating gullies 
that worldwide are responsible for 44% of soil erosion.[6] Thus, measurements of soil erosion on small 
plots, which dominated much of the soil erosion research in the past, do not capture the full extent and 
complexity of the problem. Furthermore, as with infrastructure developments, subsurface flow of water 
on hill slopes and stream banks also contributes significantly to the generation of sediment that impairs 
stream flow.[7] These considerations, which have only recently become better understood, strengthen 
the case for a landscape approach not only to research on soil erosion but also to the development and 
implementation of soil and water conservation practices.

The extent of wind erosion is less well understood than water erosion but is understood to be episodic 
and largely restricted to dryland areas. In China alone, 1.91 million km2, equal to 20% of the land area of 
the country, is estimated to be affected.[8] The extent of the problem is increasing due to intensification 
of soil cultivation and increased grazing pressure on native pastures. This pattern is repeated in some 
other dryland and desert areas such as those in West Africa, Australia, and North America (where the 
infamous “dust bowl” of the 1930s occurred). Some scientists have labeled wind erosion as “dust storm 
erosion,” indicating that the off-site impact on air quality should be emphasized. Although episodic and 
sometimes uncommon, these air quality impacts affect the health and lives of millions of urban dwellers 
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far from the sites where wind erosion is occurring. The impacts of wind erosion and dryland degrada-
tion are considered so important by the international community that the United Nations Convention to 
Combat Desertification (UNCCD) was created. The UNCCD estimates that 70% of the Earth’s drylands 
are degraded.[9] The extent of this problem is projected to expand in many regions due to climate change.

Productivity impacts of Soil erosion

The extent of soil erosion by water depends on the steepness and length of the slope of the land, the rainfall 
and runoff intensity/erosivity, the erodibility of the soil, and the management of the soil surface and other 
support practices such as strip cropping, vegetative strips, etc. These factors from the Revised Universal 
Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) can be combined in an equation to calculate the average soil loss per annum.[10] 
By comparing this rate with an estimate of “tolerable” soil loss, soil conservationists can assess needs and 
plan soil and water conservation measures. Soil loss tolerance (T) is the maximum amount of soil loss 
in tons per acre per year that can be tolerated and still permit a high level of crop productivity to be sus-
tained economically and indefinitely. The RUSLE has been extensively studied and used in North America 
where an extensive database provides a sound basis for estimating the empirical parameters for the case of 
mechanized agriculture. Other simulation models based on an understanding of the physical process of 
soil erosion provide an alternative to the RUSLE and can be adapted more easily to areas such as tropical 
steeplands. One example of such a model is the Griffith University Erosion System Template (GUEST),[11] 
which has been successfully applied to steep- land areas with high rainfall intensities in several Asian 
countries and Australia. The validated soil erosion model provides a basis for developing new tools for 
research including decision support tools for the evaluation of sustainable land management.[12]

The on-site impacts of soil erosion on productivity vary considerably and appear to be site specific. A 
review[13] of extensive experimental data sets showed that relative impacts of past erosion on crop yields 
measured in North America and Europe were two to three times smaller than those in Africa, Asia, 
Australia, and Latin America. Apparently, the lower crop yields in the latter regions caused yields to 
decline proportionally more significantly with the same amount of soil loss. Contributing to this differ-
ence may have been factors such as the shallower depth of the soil and the absence of the effects of higher 
fertilizer applications in North America and Europe that might mask the nutrient loss due to erosion. 
Further analysis of published data[14] showed that, on an annual global average basis, soil erosion caused 
a 0.3% loss of yield of six crops (maize, millet, potatoes, sorghum, soybeans, and wheat), resulting in an 
annual economic loss of $523 million. Such global averages do not take account of significant variations, 
especially in humid tropical areas where shallow soils, steep slopes, and high rainfall intensities make 
soil erosion by water a highly significant threat to the sustainability of smallholder farming.

Soil erosion control

The problem of soil erosion in steeplands spawned conservation measures that date back centuries and 
are still practiced in some developing countries. These technologies based on indigenous knowledge uti-
lize the same principles as modern soil conservation measures and include a wide range of methods that 
comprise terraces, handmade ridges, natural vegetation strips, stone bunds, logs, etc. Some examples 
are listed in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the wide array of vegetative and mechanical approaches to soil conservation in agri-
cultural landscapes. Some of these technologies are finding especially widespread applicability, depend-
ing on the farming system and site characteristics. Protecting the soil surface from raindrop or wind 
impacts is the first principle of onsite erosion prevention. In modern mechanized agriculture, this 
increasingly is being achieved through the adoption of no-till practices based on the development of 
machines that can plant through mulched crop residues and on the availability of herbicides to control 
weeds. The protection of the soil surface afforded by the mulch reduces the erodibility of the soil while 
arresting the decline in soil organic matter caused by conventional plowing and reducing the use of 
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fossil fuels for tillage. The adoption of no-till practices in the major grain-producing and -exporting 
countries is gathering pace[18]; in major South American food-producing countries, average adoption 
ranges from 38% to 67%, whereas adoption in Canada, the United States, and Australia is 26%, 14%, and 
18%, respectively. Future expansion in the adoption of no-till practices has enormous potential to reduce 
on- and off-site impacts of soil erosion in large-scale agricultural production areas.

As shown in Table 2, traditional soil conservation measures in areas with mechanized agriculture 
were based on a wide array of structures such as contour banks, but recently, this principle has been 
extended to contour plowing, vegetative strips, and even controlled traffic systems and geospatial tech-
nologies such as global positioning systems, remote sensing, and geographic information systems. 
Utilizing the last-mentioned technologies, precision conservation[19] provides a means to plan conserva-
tion on a whole-farm or watershed basis rather than on a singlefield basis. Tools such as erosion hazard 

TABLE 1 Some Indigenous Technologies for Soil Conservation and Erosion Control[15,16]

Country Technology Description

China Ditches along hillsides Grassed contour ditches between rows of fruit trees
Ethiopia Stone bunds Stones collected and placed in lines on contours
India Kana bandi Windbreaks of dead wood
Kenya Fanya-juu terraces Soil thrown uphill to form contour bunds
Laos Lao Theung systems Sustainable shifting cultivation on mid-altitude steeplands
Nepal Terraces Manually built on steep slopes; terrace risers sliced regularly

TABLE 2 Technologies for Soil Erosion Control in Agricultural Landscapes

Vegetative Mechanical

Cultivated crop land
• Mulching

• Crop management
Dense planting
Multiple cropping/agroforestry (contour strips or rotations)
Cover cropping

Forest land

• Tree planting

• Agri-silviculture 
Grazing land

• Plant grasses

• Plant shrubs 
Wastelan

• Plant trees, shrubs, grasses

• Biological engineering Wattling and staking Brush matting

• Hydroseeding 
Riparian zones

• Plant trees and shrubs

Cultivated crop, forest, and grazing land
• Conservation tillage

Contour tillage

Ridging and ridge tying
Minimum till and no till

• Terracing

• Waterways

• Structures

Source: Adapted from El-Swaify et al.[17]
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maps help land managers to pinpoint hotspots and prioritize conservation measures accordingly. Thus, 
cultivated fields, vegetation strips, and riparian zones can be managed on a precise site- specific basis to 
reduce soil erosion and sediment outflows.

As mentioned above, soil conservation presents special and difficult challenges in many develop-
ing countries. The steepland areas in the humid tropics are a particular concern because of the high 
rainfall intensities and steep slopes, which make soil erosion a potent risk. Additionally, the poverty of 
subsistence farmers and their lack of tenure over the land add to the problems faced by soil conserva-
tion agencies. In these areas, agroforestry, based on contour plantings of shrubs, is a promising way to 
create biological terraces that stabilize the soil and provide level areas in between on which food crops 
can be planted.[20] The inclusion of fruit trees, or other perennial cash trees and shrubs, in the hedgerows 
provides a source of extra income and, at the same time, helps to stabilize the hillside.

From a broader whole-farm or watershed perspective, modern approaches to soil and water con-
servation can be seen to encompass concepts such as the multifunctionality of agricultural land. This 
concept promoted in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)[21] countries 
entails food security, economic and social functions of land, and environmental functions. Although 
the multifunctionality concept may be (mis)used in some developed countries to justify farm subsidies 
and hence play a role in trade negotiations,[22] the application of this holistic concept has been used to 
analyze and illustrate the benefits of integrated farming practices in countries such as Thailand.[23] In 
developing countries, the various farm enterprises such as cropping, aquaculture, livestock production, 
forestry, and fruit production have considerable potential for synergies that increase productivity and 
profitability while protecting soil and enhancing ecosystem services.

Attaining Widespread Soil erosion control

In the 20  century, concern about the on- and off-site impacts of soil erosion prompted governments, 
mainly in developed countries, to establish soil conservation services. The traditional approach to these 
services in areas of mechanized agriculture was for a government agency to provide trained soil conser-
vationists to advise and help farmers plan contour banks, strip cropping, minimum and zero tillage, and 
other measures to reduce erosion in their fields. While these efforts have not been successful in many 
countries, in the United States, despite massive investments in soil conservation since the 1930s, some 
experts believe that up until recently, the rates of soil erosion have not declined.[24] To replace the old 
top–down approach to soil conservation extension, many practitioners now advocate community-based 
approaches.

The usual starting point for the introduction of soil conservation measures is the farm because indi-
vidual land managers are directly responsible for managing their soil and water resources in the con-
text of the needs of the watershed and community as well as their own needs. The following examples 
from China and Uganda show that farmer commitment and soil conservation policy implementation 
can yield success in defined regions within a country. On the Loess Plateau, which had a history of 
massive erosion during times of war, and even the cultural revolution, the introduction of the farmer 
responsibility system and the adoption of watershed-based comprehensive soil conservation policies by 
the Chinese government have significantly reduced erosion and the flows of sediment into the Yellow 
River.[25] The support of farmers in the Kigezi district, or at least an absence of resistance from them, has 
proven to be the key to the successful implementation of soil conservation policies introduced in colo-
nial Uganda.[26] Farmers understood that their livelihoods depended on their conservation of the soil.

In developed countries, successful movements such as the landcare program in Australia[27] and con-
servation districts in the United States[28] are based on a bottom–up approach in which members of 
rural communities work together to conserve not only the soil and water resources but also, on the 
basis of a more holistic watershed approach, the biodiversity and landscape integrity. These movements 

th
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encourage principles of stewardship of natural resources while sustaining the productivity of the farms. 
The success of the landcare approach—Australia has 6000 landcare and coastcare groups—is built on 
a bottom–up organization based on networking through boards and committees and leaders who are 
passionate about conservation. Governments at the local, state, province, or national level provide sup-
port through coordination at the broader catchment and regional levels, as well as through developing 
long-term strategies, identifying knowledge gaps, and supporting research and development. The ulti-
mate scale is the river basin in which the cumulative effects of soil and water management on runoff, 
nutrient, and sediment flows combine with riparian management impacts to determine the nature and 
extent of human influences on estuarine and coastal zones. In the case of large river basins, national and 
international levels of governance may be involved.

While it is difficult to precisely pinpoint the drivers of the shift in thinking towards a broad-
scale, community- based approach to soil conservation, one of its important dimensions has been 
the widespread recognition of the importance of the ecosystem services provided by farmers. The 
associated increase in emphasis on the need to reduce the off-site negative impacts of soil erosion 
has culminated in the proposition that farmers be paid Green Water Credits (Green Water Credits 
is a mechanism for transfer of cash to rural people in return for water management activities that 
determine the supply of all freshwater at source—these activities are presently unrecognised and 
unrewarded, see Green Water Credits).[29] This approach, and the promise of benefits from carbon 
credits, may help accelerate the adoption of soil conservation technologies in developing countries, 
because while the landcare model has been adopted in parts of some developing countries, e.g., the 
Philippines, a comprehensive and expensive national-scale approach such as that in Australia and 
the United States has not been feasible in many parts of the developing world. Ultimately, a broad 
view of sustainable land management is needed, and this can be achieved at a range of scales pro-
vided it entails a community-based approach with farmer participation; these are the keys to success 
in both developed and developing countries, although the most appropriate frameworks for com-
munity, institution, and government involvement vary from place to place. Nevertheless, progress 
is being made, as indicated by a comprehensive review of 286 “bright spots” in 57 countries.[30] The 
bright spots were defined as examples of intervention—where poor farmers have increased their 
productivity and income—having a positive impact on land and water resources. Factors identified 
as keys to success were investment in appropriate land and water management technologies and 
human factors such as the aspirations of the leaders and community to improve their circumstances 
and entrepreneurship. Applying such lessons to facilitate the widespread adoption of soil conserva-
tion in every country with an agricultural base presents a major future challenge to land managers, 
technologists, and policy makers.
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introduction

Organic farming in its essence is defined as a system of efficient production that is expected to create an 
environmentally beneficial, integrated, human, and economically stable agricultural system. Organic 
farming changes the philosophy of human consideration of nature from anthropocentric and techno-
cratic arrogance to the gradual return of a holistic view in which humans are a part in the sense of the 
old trueism: “We have not received soil, water and landscape from our parents, but we have borrowed 
them from our children.” According to this philosophy, nature is the uniform whole with its internal 
natural value and from this point of view ecological, economic, and social aspects of agricultural pro-
duction are derived. The organic system of farming is based on a maximally closed flow of energy with-
out any additional outside inputs; therefore, it is a sustainable system that uses local and renewable 
resources. Control of harmful biotic (diseases, pests, and weeds) and abiotic factors is an integral part 
of the system.[1,2]

Strategy of control against Animal Pests

The strategy of controlling harmful animal organisms in the organic farming system is based first of all 
on natural factors of resistance. It includes mainly internal factors (genetic predisposition of organisms) 
as well as the external ones that act inside the ecosystem. External ecosystem factors are of an abiotic 
(pedo-hydrometeo factors) and biological character. The biotic resistance of the environment has been 
applied prevailingly against animal pests using mainly the factor of natural mortality.[2,3]

Basic strategic objectives for pest regulation can be summarized as follows:
A species that seems to be a potential pest can survive under certain acceptable abundance. This 

means that the population density of an individual species is regulated and those measures that are 
directed to species eradication at all costs are not realized. The term “pest” is relative, and for this 
reason, animals in agricultural crops within organic farming cannot be subdivided to harmful, indif-
ferent, and useful.

The unit of regulation is the ecosystem; and for this reason, there is a need to contribute to maintain-
ing its autoregulation capability in maximum range.
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Great emphasis is placed upon knowledge of natural antagonists (parasitoids, predators, and patho-
gens). Miscellaneous species must be maintained within the landscape.

Measures against pests have to be in accordance with economic aspects.
Organic farming does not represent the simple substitution of synthetic chemical pesticides by bio-

logical ones, it is a system of complex measures that promotes the good health of plants and not the total 
annihilation of pathogens.[2–4]

Regulation of Animal Pests

Animal pests live in all field crops, but within each individual crop they require different conditions for 
their development. Under our conditions, 69% of field crop pests are staying on arable soil during the 
year. This linkage to arable soil is manifested in the population dynamics of individual species.

This strategy of control against animal pests requires that the regulation of animal pest occurrences 
is realized mainly through the utilization of

 1.  the phenomenon of biotic resistance of the environment and
 2.  anthropogenic measures

Phenomenon of Biotic (natural) Resistance of the environment

Natural mortality (which is caused first of all by the activity of predators, parasitoids, and para-
sites) is a significant natural regulator (bioregulator) of plant pest populations in agriculture. This 
regulation is manifested in the long-term maintenance of pest population density below the level 
of harmfulness. Bioregulators in the organic farming system belong mainly to the group of spiders 
(Araneida), predacious mites (Acarina), and parasitoidic insects (Insecta) predominantly within the 
order of Hymenoptera and Diptera. Another group of bioregulators can be found within the group of 
phytopathogenic microorganisms (for instance fungi, bacteria, and others). Spiders (Araneida) occur 
in all biotopes on soil surfaces and on the above-ground parts of plants and can effectively reduce the 
population of harmful insects, mainly aphids (Aphidoidea), in field crops. Predacious mites (Acarina) 
belong to edaphic fauna and within stands of field crops are effective natural regulators of pests that 
live in the soil. Predacious polyphagous bugs, (Heteroptera) for example, within the Anthocoridae 
family feed on the larvae of thrips (Thysanoptera), aphids (Aphidoidea), and mites (Acarina). The 
golden-eyed fly (Chrysopa perla) is able to destroy 200 to 500 aphids during its larval stage, but it can 
also feed on Diaspididae, Tetranychidae, and the larvae of flies. Parasitoidic Hymenoptera, predomi-
nantly the species that belongs to the families of Ichneumonidae, Braconidae, and Chalcidoidae, in 
the larval stage feed on the different stages of insect, starting with eggs and finishing with imagos. 
Imagos of these parasites as well as their larvae frequently injure the body of the host, feed on its body 
fluid, and finally cause the death of the host. For example, Apanteles, Angitia, and Microgaster are 
some of the main regulators of white butterflies (Pieridae). Tersilochus  heterocerus is an important 
parasitoid of rape beetle (Meligethes aeneus). Beetles of the Carabidae family represent a significant 
group of predacious insects (for instance, Calosoma sycophanta, C. inquisitor) in field crops. They 
feed on aphids (Aphidoidea), larvae of beetles (Coleoptera), caterpillars of butterflies (Lepidoptera), 
and larvae of Diptera that they chase on the soil surface. Beetles (Coleoptera) within the Staphilinidae 
family stay on the surface of soil and feed on aphids, eggs, larvae, and cocoons of insects, partially 
also on fungi (Aleochara bilineata significantly regulates Delia brassicae). Another very important 
group of predacious insects in field crops is ladybugs (Coccinellidae), the larvae and imagos of which 
feed on aphids (Aphidoidea) and help to reduce their numbers (an imago consumes 40 to 60 aphids 
per day). Syrphidae live in all cultural crops and their larvae feed on aphids and belong to the effec-
tive factors through which an occurrence of aphids is regulated in cereals, sugar beet, potatoes, and 
legumes (a larva consumes about 100 aphids per day).[3,5]
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It is necessary to protect the above-mentioned components of natural resistance in the environment 
and create optimum conditions for their existence. However, in many cases, the overpopulation of pests 
cannot be regulated only by means of their natural enemies (bioregulators).

Anthropogenic Measures

In the cases when biotic resistance of environment is less effective and there is a danger of substan-
tial reduction in yields or deterioration of bioproduct quality, anthropogenic measures can be applied. 
Anthropogenic measures fulfill two essential roles:

 1. To prevent pests from attacking healthy plants
 2.  To improve the health of attacked plants

These are mainly indirect (preventive or prophylactic) methods for pest regulation. Direct (repres-
sive or therapeutic) methods can be used only in the most necessary cases, and only those that are in 
accordance with International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) rules. Indirect 
measures include crop rotation, selection of proper species and cultivars, appropriate soil cultivation, 
suitable fertilization, green fertilizing, and outside and inside quarantine. Crop rotation seems to be 
the dominant sustainable procedure on the farm that protects, renews, and supports biodiversity and 
also plays a key role in soil fertility preservation. By means of the above-mentioned indirect principles, 
overpopulation of pests can be restricted completely, or at least very substantially. Zabrus gibus dam-
ages winter wheat five to eight times less when winter wheat follows after sunflowers or maize within 
crop rotation. If cereal crops are grown several years in the same place, they are frequently damaged by 
Scotia segetum, nematodes (Heterodera), and frit fly (Oscinella frit). Within organic farming, the portion 
of cereals in crop rotation would not exceed 50%. Early plowing of stubble can eliminate 70% to 80% of 
thrips (Haplothrips tritici). On the other side, late sowings of peas are more likely to be attacked by pea 
aphids (Acyrthosiphon onobrychys) and weevils (Apion spp.). Harvesting maize to the shortest possible 
stubble (0.08 to 0.10 m) substantially decreases the number of overwintering carterpillars of European 
corn borer (Ostrinia nubilalis). If the harvest is done early enough it enables about 80% of pests to be 
removed together with plant material. Occurrence of bean weevils (Acanthoscelides obsoletus) on bean 
plants can be effectively reduced if rows of beans are alternated with rows of maize, which by its “odor” 
causes this pest to become disoriented as it is flying toward bean plants. Fertilization within organic 
farming is based predominantly on own farm organic fertilizer utilization, however, its application 
must follow the rules of IFOAM.[3,5]

For the future, solutions are needed for problems related to bioproducts from the raw materials grown 
within organic farming and that have received a certificate according to the rules of IFOAM. We have to 
face the fact that growing plants are exposed to biotic and abiotic stresses and in some cases they react 
by forming “natural pesticides” that can be dangerous for humans (e.g., carcinogenic psoralens in celery, 
parsley, and parsnip). While the above-mentioned and similar matters have to be solved, the medicinal 
advantages of bioproducts resulting from organic farming must not be doubted.[1,5]

In addition to the principles of sustainable development, appropriate laws should be created including 
legislative treatment of organic farming and biofoods production for each respective country (224/1998 
Z.z in the Slovak Republic). By means of the law a new historical paradigm will be defined, within which 
nature will become a globally respected value.
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introduction

The basic concept underlying integrated nutrient management (INM) is the maintenance or adjustment 
of soil fertility/productivity and of optimal plant nutrient supply for sustaining the desired level of crop 
productivity.[1] The objective is to accomplish this through optimization of the benefits from all pos-
sible sources of plant nutrients, including locally available ones, in an integrated manner while ensur-
ing environmental quality. This provides a system of crop nutrition in which plant nutrient needs are 
met through a preplanned integrated use of mineral fertilizers, organic manures/fertilizers (e.g., green 
manures, recyclable wastes, crop residues, and FYM), and biofertilizers.[1] However, to safeguard the 
environment from degradation and to maintain clean and safe water, air, and food, the use of chemical 
fertilizers must be based on sound scientific and ecological lines.[2] The use of nutrient sources and their 
combination can vary greatly depending on the landuse system and on ecological, social, and economic 
conditions at the local level.[1]

Nutrient mining (implying more extraction of nutrient than returned back to the soil) in many devel-
oping countries and excessive fertilization (more fertilizer application than required for maximum 
yield) in developed countries are major causes for soil fertility decline and environmental degradation. 
These situations have created the need for the use of INM practices. In low- and medium-input agricul-
ture such as in Africa and in intensive cropping systems with high cropping intensity of high yielding 
crops in many Asian countries, nutrient balance is increasingly becoming negative. For example, in 
Bangladesh, high-yielding crops remove considerable quantities of nutrient leading to annual depletion 
of nutrients (NPK) to as much as 250 kg ha−1 yr−1. Besides the depletion of NPK, S and Zn deficiency areas 
have been identified in more than 4 and 2 million ha, respectively.[3]
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Excessive fertilization is wasteful in terms of fertilizer, and it not only creates antagonistic effects 
that disturb the nutrient balance and thus leads to reduced crop yield and produce quality but also 
 produces suboptimal economic returns. Although excessive fertilization, for example, with P could lead 
to  significant residual benefits, it blocks the farmer’s capital unnecessarily on one hand and can also lead 
to higher P losses to water resources in erosion-prone areas on the other hand. Excessive fertilization 
with N often results in poor N use efficiency, greater possibility of lodging and pest and disease attack, 
and greater N losses leading to negative impacts on the environment.

INM identifies the best combination of various types of plant nutrients in different fields for a b alanced 
plant nutrient and plant yield, while sustaining soil fertility and controlling nutrient losses. Therefore, 
the cropping system (rather than a single crop) and the farming system (rather than an i ndividual 
field) are the focus of INM approach for developing the practices for the main agro-ecological region 
of a country and for the various categories of farms.[1] It is envisaged that locally available materials of 
plant or animal origin as by-products of agricultural activities be used or, where such materials are 
not  available, in situ production of organics, such as fast-growing leguminous shrubs or green manure 
crops, blue green algae (BGA), and phosphate-solubilizing bacteria (PSB), be practiced. Experiments 
conducted at several locations in north India have shown that green manure crops of sesbania (Sesbania 
aculeata) or sunnhemp (Crotalaria juncea) along with recommended fertilizers resulted in increased 
productivity of the system by 8%–20%. Furthermore, large biomass of narrow C:N ratio incorporated 
into the soil  contributed to a sizable amount of plant nutrients, especially N, and improved soil  physical 
properties.[2] In contrast to organic farming, INM involves a needs-based external input approach,  
 taking into account a holistic view of soil fertility.

For a successful INM, we have to have judicious use of mineral fertilizers, maximum use of organic 
materials, and minimum negative environmental impacts. To achieve this, we need to include  several 
steps, such as 1) availability of on-farm and off-farm resources; 2) yield target based on resource 
 availability; 3) nutrient requirement to achieve desired yield; 4) integration of mineral and organic 
 fertilizers; 5) time and method of fertilizer application; 6) efficient soil and water conservation mea-
sures; and 7) sustaining physical, chemical, and biological fertility of soils.[4]

This entry presents the integrated management of plant nutrients coming from mineral fertilizers 
and biofertilizers to increase crop productivity, nutrient use efficiency, and sequestration of soil car-
bon and other nutrients in soils and to avoid environmental degradation. Examples are cited from 
different soil and environmental conditions to illustrate the significance of INM for sustainable use 
of nutrient resources and soil carbon sequestration and to safeguard the environment for future 
generations.

components of inM Systems

The main components of an INM system are shown in Figure 1. The figure shows a judicious integration 
of mineral and synthetic fertilizers, suitable minerals [e.g., phosphate rock (PR), elemental sulfur], crop 
residues, green manures, organic manures of plant or animal origin (e.g., compost, farm yard manure, 
animal slurry) and recyclable organic wastes from industry and households, and microbial inoculants 
(e.g., biofertilizers). At the farm level, INM aims to optimize the productivity of the nutrient flows 
through the soil/crop/livestock system during a crop rotation. Furthermore, INM improves the produc-
tion capacity of a farm through the application of external plant nutrient sources and amendments and 
the efficient processing and recycling of crop residues and on-farm organic wastes. The nutrient cycling 
in soil–plant–air–water systems is shown in a schematic diagram (Figure 2).

The INM involves a more rational use of plant nutrients by balanced, efficient, yield-targeted, site- 
and soil- specific nutrient supply and a combination of mineral and organic fertilizers on a cropping-
system or crop-rotation basis. It puts emphasis on monitoring and controlling the unwanted side 
effects of fertilization and the possible adverse consequences for soil health, crop diseases, and pol-
lution of water and air. The main aim of INM is to obtain high yields and good product quality with 
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minimum damage to the environment. It also provides opportunities for saving resources, protect-
ing the environment, and promoting more economical cropping for the farmers. It also promotes 
changes in land use, crop rotations, and interactions between forestry, livestock, and cropping sys-
tems as part of agricultural intensification and diversification.[1] Different components are described 
briefly below.

FIGURE 1 Components of integrated nutrient management system.

FIGURE 2 Nutrient cycling in soil–plant–air–water systems. BNF, biological N fixation; FYM, farmyard manure.
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Mineral and Synthetic Fertilizers

Fertilizer use in the past has accounted for about 50% of the annual global food harvest and thus has 
played a very important role in increasing the food supply for the evergrowing population in the world. 
Improvements in agricultural production in many parts of the world, especially in Asia, have p rimarily 
come from intensive use of chemical fertilizers. A good example of the role played by fertilizers in 
increasing food production by many fold can be seen from India. During the last five decades, grain 
production in India has gone hand in hand with fertilizer consumption (Figure 3). The grain production 
increased from 52 million megagrams (M Mg) in 1950/1951 to 231 M Mg in 2007/2008 while the f ertilizer 
(NPK) consumption during the same period increased from 0.07 to 24.7 M Mg.[5] It needs, however, to be 
emphasized here that along with fertilizer consumption, use of high-yielding varieties, increased irriga-
tion facilities, and enhanced use of pesticides have also played a key role in this spectacular rise in grain 
production in India. At the same time, the quality of soil, air, and water has deteriorated and the area of 
natural ecosystems has decreased because of the intensification and extension of agricultural produc-
tion.[6,7] On the contrary, the increase in food production in Africa and the Cerrito of Brazil is caused by 
the expansion of the cultivated area.

Worldwide mineral fertilizer nutrient use is expected to increase from 142 M Mg in 2002/2003 to 
165 M Mg in 2009/2010, to 175 M Mg in 2015, to 199 M Mg in 2030.[8] However, the demand differs con-
siderably among the regions (Table 1). The largest share of mineral fertilizers will be used by East Asia, 
followed by South Asia. These two regions together will account for about half of world mineral fertil-
izer use by 2030. The average application rates of mineral fertilizers in different development regions 

FIGURE 3 Fertilizer use and grain production scenario in India.

TABLE 1 Mineral Fertilizer Use in Developing Regions

Total Nutrients (N + P2O5 + K2O)

Region
2002/2003

(M Mg)
2009/2010
(M Mg)

Sub-Saharan Africa   2.3
Near East and North Africa   7.9
East Asia  50.6  59.5
South Asia  20.9  25.7
Latin America  13.2  18.3
World 141.6 165.0

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization.[8]
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of the world have also increased greatly while the rate applied in Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries 
have continued to be very low. This has resulted in continuous decrease in per capita food production in 
Africa in contrast to sustained increase in Asia and Latin America.

Mineral fertilizers normally supply three major nutrients (N, P, and K), but since the last few decades, 
incorporation of micronutrients in mineral fertilizers has also become very common in many regions 
of the world because of increasing cases of their deficiencies in food and feed crops and added focus on 
human and animal health. A brief description of these fertilizers is presented below.

nitrogen

The nitrogen requirement of 1 Mg of cereal grains is 15–30 kg N,[9] and globally, 85 M Mg of N through 
fertilizers is used,[8] which makes nearly 60% of all fertilizers used. Even in the future, N will be the 
most needed nutrient because of increasing food demands. Losses of N can range from 30% to 50% of 
mineralized N. If not taken by plants, it can be leached to underground layers because it is not retained 
by soils. Leaching losses coupled with N loss to the atmosphere through denitrification and ammonium 
volatilization lead to low N use efficiency of fertilizers. The average recovery of N by crops depends on 
crops and fertilizer used and the soil and management conditions. Nutrient recovery from different 
fertilizers is shown in Table 2. The table shows that N recovery varied from 20% to 70% depending 
upon the N source. In a long-term experiment (22 years) in India, it was found that N recovery was 17% 
in maize and 32% in wheat with application of N alone, but the recovery was almost doubled (33% in 
maize and 65% in wheat) when P and K along with N were applied.[10] The later treatment also resulted in 
buildup of organic C in the soil. Singh and Swarup[11] also made similar observations based on the results 
from several long-term experiments from different parts of India. They also found that continuous use 
of N alone resulted in the greatest decline in yield at all centers, indicating that other major nutrients 
and micronutrients were becoming limiting factors, and adequate response to N could not be obtained 
unless the yield-limiting factors were remedied.

Nitrogen balance is very important in the INM as it is an excellent tool in choosing appropriate 
 nitrogen sources. The N cycle, considering natural to anthropogenic fluxes, is currently under the influ-
ence of anthropogenic control in many parts of the world. Nitrogen pool and flux studies should adopt 
a comprehensive and consistent treatment of the reservoirs and cycling of terrestrial N, so as to improve 
the treatment of N cycling in models and mass balance studies. This will facilitate better s cientific 
 explanation of historical N-related environmental changes and more closely balance N budgets on a 
range of geographical and temporal scale as the N balance surplus is an important indicator for the 
evaluation of the sustainability of agriculture.[12]

Although biomonitoring techniques are usually simple and relatively inexpensive on an individual 
basis, the natural variability of the environment may require large numbers of samples to be taken to 
meet the required statistical precision. Consequently, biomonitoring should not necessarily be seen as 
a low-cost approach to compliance assessment. The requirement for a statistically sound method places 
stringent constraints on the sampling design. Total tissue nitrogen (N) has been measured for many 

TABLE 2 Average Utilization Rate of Fertilizer Nutrients by the First Crop

Nutrient and Source Utilization Rate (% recovery)

Nitrogen, mineral 50–70
Nitrogen slurry 30–50
Nitrogen manure 20–40
Phosphorus, mineral 10–20
Potassium, mineral 50–60
Micronutrient mineral 0.5–5

Source: Roy et al.[1]
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years in all types of plant tissue to assess atmospheric nitrogen de- position.[13] This method requires 
both field sampling and laboratory analyses. On a limited scale, the method has also been used to assess 
the N need of plants during their growth to work out for overdressing of N fertilizers as well as to 
 determine the N requirements of plants.

Phosphorus

The dynamics of phosphate in soil presents special problems because of the low solubility of most P 
compounds. Phosphorus added through soluble fertilizers first enters the soil solution, but much of 
it is converted into adsorbed P within a few hours. Furthermore, organic manure is not able to meet 
crop requirement and hence P fertilizer is necessary to overcome P depletion. As shown in Table 2, the 
recovery of P is much lower than that of N, being only 10%–20%, but P, unlike N, gets accumulated into 
its reserves in soil as it is not lost from the soil except through soil erosion. In the high P-sorbing soils 
of Cerrado, Brazil, large application of P can replenish P and the residual effects of P can last for 5 to 
10 years.[14] These corrective applications, along with subsequent maintenance application and sound 
agronomic practices, have proved very successful in this region.[14]

Reactive PRs can be used in acid soils and for long- duration crops. Their suitability depends on the 
reactivity of the rock, its particle size, soil pH, and type of crop. In several African countries, deposits of 
high to medium reactive (>15 g citrate-soluble P kg−1) PRs have been found, which can be used  without 
any pretreatment. The effectiveness of PRs not only is related to the reactive “available” portion but 
also depends on the P-mobilization capacity of the soil, which is related to pH, moisture status, and 
 biological activity. [15] On-farm trials in P-deficient soils in western Kenya demonstrate that Minjingu 
PR was found to be as effective as triple superphosphate (TSP, 20% P) at equal P rates. The benefits are 
most pronounced with the integration of agroforestry technologies that improve soil fertility. Besides 
Minjingu PR, Busumbu PR from Uganda (BPR) is potentially another source of P.[16] Sharma et al.[17] 
calculated the relative agronomic effectiveness (RAE), defined as follows:

 ( ) = ×RAE  %   Yield with PR control
Yield with DAP control

100 (1)

They[17] found that the RAE of Mussoorie rock phosphate (MRP) + PSB in relation to diammonium 
 phosphate (DAP) as judged by the total productivity was 53%–65% in the first cycle but reached 
69%–106% in the third cycle of the cropping system. The P balance (application—crop removal) was 
generally more positive for MRP + PSB than for DAP, and the highest P balance was recorded with an 
application of 52.5 kg P ha−1 as MRP + PSB, and it resulted in the highest 0.5 M NaHCO3 extractable P 
content in soil.

Potassium

Potassium (K) dynamics are determined by the rate of K exchange from the clay and organic matter sur-
faces and the rate of release from soil minerals. Potassium is generally stored on the surface of negatively 
charged clay minerals. This easily replaceable supply provides the soil solution with additional K when 
the soil-solution K concentration decreases as a result of crop uptake.[1] Furthermore, most K is retained 
in straw, and hence, if crop residue is returned to the soil, the bulk of the depleted K can be replenished. 
However, soils such as oxisols and ultisols are too deficient in reserve K and profitable yields cannot be 
obtained without K application.

The integrated use of FYM and inorganic fertilizer maintained a high amount of plant-available 
ammonium acetate extractable K, as compared to GM and inorganic fertilizer alone. It was observed that, 
under intensive cropping, application of the recommended dose of NPK along with FYM reduced the 
mining of K from the soil. The regression analysis of the data showed that water-soluble, exchangeable, 
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and non-exchangeable K together accounted for 36%, 74%, and 99% variability in grain yield, crop K 
uptake, and available K in soil, respectively.[18]

Micronutrients

Widespread deficiencies of micronutrients have been found in many parts of the world, and in the last 
decades, their importance is increased both for increased crop productivity and for their effects on 
animal and human health. About 3 billion people in the world are affected with micronutrient malnu-
trition. Similar to major nutrients, micronutrients are present in several forms and fractions, and their 
soil concentration is very low. However, most micronutrients are in a dynamic equilibrium with their 
exchangeable and adsorbed forms, which sustain the soil solution and replenish it continuously as the 
nutrients are taken up by plants roots. Gupta[19] reported that the majority of Indian soils are deficient in 
zinc, followed by iron, copper, and manganese. Application of micronutrient fertilizers can mitigate the 
deficiency of these nutrients and help exploit the potential of crops. INM is another option for meeting 
the deficiency of micronutrients in various cropping systems.

Biofertilizers

Continuous application of chemical fertilizers alone has been reported to deteriorate soil health, and 
the application of organic manures alone does not produce required yields due to their low nutrient 
status. Hence, a judicious combination of mineral fertilizers with organic and biological sources of 
nutrients is being promoted. Such integrated applications are not only complementary but also syn-
ergistic as organic inputs have beneficial effects beyond their nutrient content.[1,20] Since nutrients are 
slowly released from biofertilizers, their combined use with mineral fertilizers (fast nutrient release) in 
INM system is capable of synchronizing nutrient supply with nutrient needs throughout crop growth, 
thereby maximizing nutrient use and minimizing nutrient loss and environmental pollution. Currently, 
farmers make limited use of this concept, primarily because there are no routine techniques available 
to rapidly assess the nutrient availability from biofertilizers and then adjust the mineral fertilizer rates 
accordingly. Among biofertilizers, biologically fixed nitrogen, crop residue, organic manures and com-
posts, and sewage sludge are commonly used, but the use of microbial inoculants, artificially multiplied 
cultures of certain soil organisms, is also spreading, though on a limited scale because of limited supply 
to farmers.

Biological nitrogen Fixation, Leguminous 
crop Rotations, and Agroforestry

The major sources of biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) are the legume–Rhizobium symbiosis and 
Cyanophyta (BGA) and non-symbiotic N fixers (Azospirillum and Azotobacter). However, others such 
as Azolla and Actinorrhizae (Frankia) make a small but significant contribution to N cycling in natural 
ecosystems. Estimates of global terrestrial BNF range from 100 to 290 M Mg of N yr−1. Of this total, 
40–48 M Mg is estimated to be biologically fixed in agricultural crops and fields.[1] As compared to 
this, only 87 M Mg of fertilizer N was supplied through mineral fertilizers in 2000, thus emphasiz-
ing the  contribution of BNF to global N cycle.[1] Green manures of leguminous crops can add sub-
stantial amounts of organic matter and N as well as other nutrients. The bulk of the N input through 
 leguminous green manures comes from BNF. Using rice culture as an example, this can range from 50 
to 200 kg N ha−1.[1] Agroforestry that includes legume trees provides another venue for BNF benefits, 
besides  recycling of mineral nutrients brought up from below the root zone of annual crops; organic 
amendments with PR also enhance P availability.[21]

Most of the biological N fixed is present in organic form, and therefore, it must be mineralized 
before the following crop can utilize it. It thus has the potential to complement the crop nutrient 
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needs with readily available nutrients such as from mineral and synthetic fertilizers in an INM 
system. Legume green manuring and incorporation of catch crops could also be used towards that 
purpose although limitation of land and water for this practice and cheaper N fertilizers restrict its 
widespread use.

Biosolids, Manures, composts, and By-products 
(e.g., crop Residue, Sewage Sludge)

Manures and composts not only provide N, P, and K as well as other nutrients to crops but also affect 
both physical and biological properties of soil. Average, well-rotted FYM contains 0.5%–1.0% N, 
0.15%–0.20% P2O5, and 0.5%–0.6% K2O. The desired C:N ratio in FYM is 15–20:1. Average content of 
different organic manure is presented in Table 4. In an integrated crop–animal farming system, nutri-
ent contribution from applied manures and composts becomes significant and synchronizes nutrient 
supply to crops when complemented by mineral and synthetic fertilizers. For example, Mollah et al.[22] 
found significantly higher average yield (3 years) of Boro and T Aman rice under INM as compared to 
chemical fertilizer alone, while the nutrient (NPK) supply was generally lower under INM (Table 3). 
Similarly, the higher wheat yield (though not statistically significant) was obtained in the treatment 
with 50% N from FYM compost and 50% from urea as to 100% N supplied with urea.[23] Since N release 
from manure occurs over a number of seasons (20%–40% in the first season and 10%–20% in subsequent 
seasons), the cumulative effect of manure application is much greater than that assessed in a single sea-
son. Furthermore, since N in compost is more stabilized than in manure, the rate of N release from the 
former would be slower.

Since P contained in rock phosphate is less available than that in superphosphate, its availability is 
enhanced when it is added in manure and organic wastes and composted together (phospho-compost) 
before its application to the field.

In low-input farming systems, return of crop residues provides significant quantities of N, P, K, and 
Ca; in the aboveground crop biomass, the latter two exceed more than 60% of the total nutrient uptake. 
The low N concentration of straw presents a special problem for its decomposition where the soil con-
tains insufficient available N. In spite of the low concentrations, as much as 125%–250% kg K2O can be 
added to the soil by 10 Mg of cereal straw or 5 Mg of oilseed rape straw. This becomes especially criti-
cal in some tropical ultisols, oxisols, and alfisols, with low exchangeable Ca and K in these soils. For 
example, Sanchez and Benites[24] reported that the retention of rice and cow- pea crop residues returned 
to an ultisol (94% Ca and 89% K) that was accumulated by the crops. Addition of legume residues of 
Sesbania, Gliricidia, and Leucaena and supplementation with fertilizers are an important component of 
INM system, especially in low-input farming systems.

Urbanization has necessitated the need for safe and economic disposal of sewage sludge. Application 
of sewage sludge to soil ensures the recycling of nutrients and organic matter and benefits plant produc-
tion. The general composition of sewage sludge is 1.1%–2.3% N, 0.8%–2.1% P2O5, and 0.5%–1.7% K2O. 
Significant ammonia volatilization could occur from surface application of sludge, especially liquid 

TABLE 3 Nutrient Supply and Rice Yields under Different Nutrient Management Systems

Boro Rice T Aman Rice

NPK NPK

Treatment (kg ha−1) Mg ha−1 (kg ha−1) Mg ha−1

T2 (chemical fertilizers) 254 5.42a 159 4.56a
T3 (chemical fertilizers + FYM) 219 5.48a 129 4.75b

Values with the same letter are not statistically significant at P < 0.05.
Source: Extracted and modified from Mollah.[22]
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sludge and animal slurries. Since sewage sludge contains relatively more P than N required by crops, the 
application rates based on P requirements of the crops require supplementary N applications. Thus, it 
would require the INM approach to balance the N and P needs of the crops.

nitrogen-Fixing Biofertilizers

 1.  Rhizobium (RHZ), known for its ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen in symbiotic association with 
plants forming nodules in roots. Inoculation of grain legumes such as pulses is associated with a 
N gain of 20–40 kg N ha−1.

 2. Azotobacter (AZT), a free-living and non-symbiotic nitrogen-fixing organism that also pro-
duces certain substances good for the growth of plants and antibodies that suppress many root 
pathogens.

 3. Azospirillum (AZS), also a nitrogen-fixing microorganism beneficial for non-leguminous 
plants (e.g., onion, plantation crops). It can fix 20–50 kg N ha−1 in association with roots. It also 
produces hormones such as indole acetic acid (IAA), gibberellic acid (GA), cytokinins, and 
vitamins.

 4. BGA and Azolla, photosynthetic nitrogen fixers and free-living organisms found in rice fields. 
These are used as biofertilizers for wetland rice (paddy) and can provide 25–30 kg N ha−1 in one 
crop season, or up to 50 kg N ha−1 yr−1.

Phosphate-Solubilizing Biofertilizers

PSB help in the solubilization of P from PR and other sparingly soluble forms of soil P by secreting 
organic acids, and in the process decreasing their particle size, reducing it to nearly amorphous forms. 
In addition to bacteria, the fungus Penicillium belaji has been shown to increase P availability from 
native soil and PR sources in calcareous soils.[1] Although their use is rather limited, in some countries 
like India, PSB use is becoming popular, ranking next to BNF.

TABLE 4 Environmental Problems Associated with Fertilizer Use and Possible Solutions

Problem Causes Possible Solutions

Groundwater 
contamination

Leaching of nitrate (most 
important), chloride, sulfate, etc.

Balanced use of fertilizers; optimal loading rates of 
organic fertilizers, increased N efficiency; deep 
placement of N fertilizer and integrated N and 
water management 

Eutrophication Nutrient loss from soils with 
erosion, surface runoff, or 
groundwater discharge 

Reduce runoff, grow cover crops, adopt water 
harvesting and controlled irrigation, control soil 
erosion 

Methemoglobinemia  Consumption of high-nitrate 
drinking water and food

Reduce leaching losses of N, improve water quality

Acid rain Nitric acid formation in the air, 
ammonia volatilization, and 
sulfur dioxide emissions

Reduce denitrification, adopt proper N application 
methods to reduce NH3 volatilization, correct 
high soil pH, increase CEC by organic additions

Ozone depletion and global 
warming

Nitrous oxide emission from soil 
through denitrification

Use of nitrification inhibitors and urease inhibitors, 
increase N-use efficiency, prevent denitrification 

Itai-itai disease Eating rice and drinking water 
contaminated with Cd

Soil management such as liming or water control 
in rice fields, reduction in Cd content of PR and 
chemical fertilizers

Fluorosis in animals Ingestion of soil or fertilizer 
treated with high-fluoride PR

Monitor the F content of PR applied directly to 
acid soils

Source: Extracted and modified from Pathak et al.[25]
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nutrient-Mobilizing Biofertilizers

The common nutrient mobilizers in the soil are mycorrhi- zae, which form association with plant roots 
and improve the capability of roots to acquire nutrients. The vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae (VAM) 
have been associated with enhanced accumulation of P, Zn, Cu, and S, primarily through greater soil 
exploration by the mycorrhizal hyphae, thus leading to higher plant growth.

Adoption of inM at Farm

At the farm level, INM optimizes the productivity of the nutrient flows through the soil/crop/livestock 
system during a crop rotation by making a balance sheet of every nutrient and especially of the major 
nutrients N, P, and K. The efficiency of a production system depends on the importance of crop uptake 
versus the total supply of nutrients. Exploitation of plant nutrient stocks is permissible as long as it does 
not affect the supply of nutrients and the general status of soil fertility.

Moreover, INM improves the production capacity of a farm through the application of external 
plant nutrient sources and amendments and the efficient processing and recycling of crop residues 
and  on-farm organic wastes. It empowers farmers by increasing their technical expertise and decision- 
making capacity.[1] During the adoption of INM, special attention should be given to sources of nutri-
ents that may be mobilized by the farmers themselves (manures, crop residues, soil reserves, BNF, etc.). 
Minimization of losses and replenishment of nutrients from both internal and external sources are of 
major interest. Although the effects of organic inputs go beyond the nutritional aspects, by contributing 
to improving soil physical properties and to a better efficiency of fertilizer use, the recycling of organic 
materials does not suffice to fully replenish the nutrients that are removed by crop harvests. Therefore, 
an increased and more efficient use of mineral fertilizers in most developing countries is required in the 
medium term.[8]

A quantitative knowledge of the depletion of plant nutrients from soils may be helpful in devising 
nutrient management strategies. Nutrient balance exercises serve as instruments to provide indicators 
for the sustainability of agricultural systems. Nutrient budget and nutrient balance methodologies using 
various approaches for different situations have been applied widely in recent years at a variety of levels: 
plot, farm, regional, national, and continental.[1]

environmental concerns of inM

Nutrients added through fertilizers, manures, and composts can have both positive and negative effects 
on the environment depending on the management practices. In this section, the focus is on negative 
effects. Nutrients, if not taken by plants, can be immobilized by the soil or lost from the soil system. 
Depending on the nutrient and soil condition, losses can be by volatilization to atmosphere, through 
soil and water erosion, and by leaching in the soil profile. Leached N can also be lost to the atmosphere 
through denitrification. A summary of the environmental problems associated with fertilizer use and 
general strategies to minimize them is presented in Table 4.[25] In general, the negative effects can be 
summarized as follows:

 1. The constant removal of nutrients by crop products without their sufficient replenishment causes 
a steady decline in soil fertility. The use of low levels of input places additional stress on soil nutri-
ent supplies, resulting in excessive mining of soil nutrients and in depletion of soil fertility, lead-
ing to land degradation.

 2.  Low crop yields resulting from nutrient depletion force farmers to cultivate land under forests or 
marginal soils that are subject to erosion or desertification, thus leading to soil degradation.

 3.  Large areas of soils in the tropics are inherently poor in soil nutrients and in addition suffer from 
problems of acidity, salinity, alkalinity, and Al toxicity.
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nutrient Losses

Of all the inputs, N applications have had the single largest effect on crop yields but N application 
also creates a matter of greater environmental concern. Nitrogen, if not taken up by plants, can be lost 
through soil erosion and surface runoff, leached to groundwater, volatilized as ammonia, and denitrified 
as nitrous oxide (NO) to the atmosphere. The losses can range from 0 to >100 kg N h−1 yr−1 and they are 
more in soils with large rainfall intensities and low storage capacity. INM through organic and inorganic 
input of N can also minimize the leaching losses by improving soil chemical and physical properties.

Nitrate lost by leaching or transported in surface runoff can result in increased nitrate concentra-
tions in drinking water, eutrophication of surface waters, and increased production of NO. It has been 
estimated that the groundwater under some 22% of the cultivated land in the European Union (EU) has 
NO –

3  concentrations exceeding the EU upper limit of 20 mg L–1.[1] Nitrate leaching has another associ-
ated negative effect because it causes loss of basic cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, and K+), leading to increased soil 
acidity. Ammonia volatilization from soil and vegetation contributes to about 21 M Mg yr−1 of N,[23] and 
14% of mineral N fertilizer used globally is lost as ammonia.[27] The highest emissions of ammonia are in 
regions with intensive animal production activity (Europe), widespread use of urea (India), and applica-
tion of ammonium carbonate fertilizer (China). The dominant source of ammonia emission is animal 
manure, as about 30% N in urine and dung is lost through this route.

Denitrification losses as gaseous dinitrogen (N2) amount to about 14 M Mg yr–1, and N2O and NO 
from nitrification/denitrification contribute about another 8 M Mg yr–1 N to the total loss.[26] It is esti-
mated that N2O contributes 5%–6% to the present greenhouse gas effect.

Most of P is lost through crop removal and surface erosion. The N:P2O5 ratio in most animal manures 
is about 1:1, whereas plants remove about 2.4–4.5 times more N than P2O5. Such residual organic forms 
of P can thus be leached. However, inorganic forms of P are bound strongly to clays and oxide surfaces in 
acid soils and precipitated as relatively insoluble calcium phosphates in alkaline soils. Therefore, leach-
ing and surface runoff of phosphate in solution do not generally contribute to eutrophication.

Neither fixed nor exchangeable K is very mobile in soils containing silicate minerals. However, oxi-
sols and ultisols have limited capacity to maintain adequate K. Leaching losses in tropical soils are 
reported to vary from 52 to 165 kg K ha−1 yr−1 and they are especially higher under slush and burn.[28] 
INM with organic matter input is important in the later soils to increase their cation exchange capacity. 
The loss of K through leaching and erosion is a waste of resources, but it is not known to constitute any 
environmental or health hazard.

Soil carbon Sequestration

INM has been shown to have a beneficial impact on C sequestration in soils. For example, in India, the 
use of NPK and farmyard manure maintained the SOC at 15 g kg−1 for a 25 years period compared with 
a decline to 8.0 g kg–1 with NPK alone and 5.0 g kg–1 with no fertilizer use. The data in Table 5 from India 
show an increase in SOC content by application of NPK and manure in five out of six soils, and increase 
in two out of six soils by use of chemical fertilizers.[29] There was a drastic decrease in SOC content in all 
soils, which received neither fertilizer nor manure (Table 5). It was also reported that in both rice–wheat 
and maize–wheat cropping systems, application of FYM or balanced fertilization with NPK resulted in 
higher C sequestration.[30] The SOC concentration was higher with FYM than with NPK application in 
both rice–wheat and maize–wheat systems after a period of 32 years.[27] Smith and Powlson[31] reported 
that 820 M Mg years‒1 of manure is produced in Europe but only 54% is applied to arable land and the 
remainder is applied to non-arable agricultural land. They observed that applying manure to cropland 
can enhance its SOC pool more than it does on pasture land. Smith and Powlson[31] estimated that if all 
manure were incorporated into arable land in the EU, there would be a net sequestration of 6.8 Tg C yr−1, 
which is equivalent to 0.8% of the 1990 CO2–C emissions for the region.
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toxic Accumulation

Along with atmospheric deposition, phosphate fertilizers (both chemically produced ones and PRs) 
can be a major source of metal addition, especially Cd, to agricultural soils.[32] PRs are the basic raw 
materials for the production of phosphate fertilizers and PR can contain hazardous elements including 
undesired heavy metals (e.g., Cd, Cr, Hg, and Pb) and radioactive elements (e.g., U) that are considered 
to be toxic to human and animal health.[15] Undesirable heavy metals can also originate from finished 
fertilizers and organic manures (Table 6). In addition to P fertilizers, sewage sludge and animal manure 
may also contain high amount of metals (Table 6).[33] Repeated application of such wastes is reported 
to increase crop uptake of metals.[34] Soils from fertilized fields and especially in Europe and Northern 
America have shown accumulation of Cd. Cadmium ingested by animals and humans accumulates in 
the kidneys and can lead to organ dysfunction. Therefore, in many countries, the regulatory limits for 
food, so-called “maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs),” have been worked out. Some countries 
have also introduced voluntary or mandated concentrations of Cd in fertilizers. Such limits are under 
constant review, and efforts are also being made to reduce the Cd content of the chemically produced 
fertilizers.

Soil Fertility Degradation/improvement

Widespread fertility degradation occurs under many cropping systems even on soils with good initial 
soil fertility, because nutrient mining or depletion is a widespread problem in low- and medium-input 
agriculture. This is a major threat to productive sustainable farming. Negative nutrient balances are 
quite common in many African and Asian countries. For example, in India, the annual gap between 
nutrients removed by crops and those added through fertilizers has been in the range of 8–10 M Mg 
of N + P2O5 + K [

2O for several years. 35] Furthermore, soil organic matter (SOM) losses from the sur-
face soils under continuous cultivation are a common phenomenon in the tropics and subtropics. For 
example, the SOM content of an oxisol in Zambia decreased at a rate of 1.6 Mg h−1 yr−1 in a long-term 
experiment.[36] Similarly, long-term studies in subtropics[9] and temperate regions[37] have shown that the 

TABLE 5 Average Content of Nutrients in Organic Manures

Manure N (%) P2O5 (%) K2O (%)

Cattle dung 0.3 0.1 0.15
Sheep/goat dung 0.65 0.5 0.03
Human excreta 1.2–1.5 0.8 0.5
Farmyard 0.5 0.15 0.5
Poultry manure 2.9 2.9 2.4
Urban compost 0.5 0.2 0.5

Source: Extracted from Roy et al.[1]

TABLE 6 Soil C Sequestration through INM for 20 Years in Some Indian Soils

Location Soil Cropping System
Initial SOC

(g kg–1)
SOC after 20 Years (g kg–1) 
Control NPK NPK + FYM

Bhubaneswar Inceptisol Rice–rice 2.7 4.1 5.9 7.6
Pantnagar Mollisol Rice–wheat 14.8 5.0 9.5 15.1
Barrackpur Inceptisol Rice–wheat‒jute 7.1 4.2 4.5 5.2
Palampur Alfisol Maize–wheat 7.9 6.2 8.3 12.0
Karnal Alkali soil Fallow–rice–wheat 2.3 3.0 3.2 3.5
Trivandrum Ultisol Cassava 7.0 2.6 6.0 9.8

Source: Extracted from Lal.[29]
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organic matter of soil can be maintained or raised modestly by proper fertilization and especially by 
organic manures and crop residue management. On the other hand, even under conditions of low-input 
cropping and with nutrient-depleted soils, fertility degradation can be reversed in acid soils, through 
better P supply with phosphate fertilizers with lime application and N input via N fixation by legumes. 
While soil improvements may result in 50% higher yields at a low-input level, more impressive results 
can be obtained at a high-input level (Table 7). A good example is that of the formerly degraded and low-
yielding, but now highly productive soils of Western Europe with present wheat yields of 8–10 Mg ha−1, 
while the original cereal yield ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 Mg ha−1.[1]

conclusions

Persistent decline in soil fertility in many parts of the developing world and overfertilization in many 
temperate developed countries have created nutrient and fertility imbalances in terms of nutrient deple-
tion and hence low crop productivity on one hand, and the excessive nutrients have resulted in the 
pollution of soil, water, and air on the other. To overcome such problems, the use of the INM system 
is considered as the most useful strategy because it supplies adequate nutrient, in synchrony with crop 
demands within a framework of improved land and soil management practices. Implementation of 
INM systems not only could increase crop production per unit area of land to meet the demands of an 
increasing population by using chemical fertilizers in integration with nutrients in organic resources 
available at the community level, coupled with microbial inoculants (e.g., N2 fixer, PSB, mycorrhizae), 
but also improves the environment by utilizing these resources more efficiently and in synchrony with 
crop demands to avoid their losses. Furthermore, the improved understanding of nutrient availability 
from these resources and the fate of nutrients in an integrated (soil–plant–water–air) system is required 
as they impinge on soil’s chemical, biological, and physical functions for sustainable production and 
environmental protection.
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introduction

There have been many definitions of integrated pest management. The most practical operational defini-
tion is probably that by President Jimmy Carter of the United States in his 1979 environmental message: 
Integrated Pest Management “uses a system approach to reduce pest damage to tolerable levels through 
a variety of techniques … and, when necessary and appropriate, chemical pesticides.” An excellent, 
more detailed definition is given by Flint and van den Bosch: “Integrated pest management (IPM) is an 
ecologically based pest control strategy that relies heavily on natural mortality factors such as natural 
enemies and weather and seeks out control tactics that disrupt these factors as little as possible. IPM 
uses pesticides, but only after systematic monitoring of pest populations and natural control factors 
indicates a need. Ideally, an integrated pest management program considers all available pest control 
actions, including no action, and evaluates the potential interaction among various control tactics, cul-
tural practices, weather, other pests, and the crop to be protected.”[1]

IPM as defined above represents, as a result of usage, a rather different concept from Apple and 
Smith’s[2] original 1976 definition (see below) and is so well used that it is often written or spoken as IPM 
without further explanation. IPM is now the preferred option to replace both prophylactic (= insurance) 
reliance on insecticides and the concept of replacing insecticides with single-component biological con-
trol. Both these latter methods are now universally seen as components of IPM, though biological con-
trol alone still has its niche in low value subsistence agriculture and other situations where insecticide 
cost is prohibitive or where the pest has multiple tolerance to insecticides.

Derivation of integrated Pest Management

Following on from problems created by the extensive use of pesticides in the 1940s and 1950s, particu-
larly the selection of pest strains resistant to insecticides and damage to biological control, workers at 
the University of California at Berkeley evolved the concept of “integrated control.” This was based 
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on their work combining biological control with reduced and more selective pesticide doses against 
pesticide-resistant spotted alfalfa aphid (Therioaphis maculata), published in a landmark paper in the 
scientific journal Hilgardia in 1959.[3] The more selective pesticide doses improved the survival of natural 
enemies while still killing a proportion of the aphids. This principle was reflected in the definition of 
“integrated control” by the Californians as “pest control which combines and integrates biological and 
chemical control. Chemical control is used as necessary and in a manner which is least disruptive to 
biological control.” This episode is the origin of the “I” in IPM.

Following on from an Australian concept of “managing” pest populations, the Canadian Beirne pro-
posed “Pest Management” at a conference in Raleigh, North Carolina, in 1970.[4] It was an all-embracing 
expression for the selection of that combination of control measures or that single measure that was “in 
the best long term interests of mankind.” Beirne envisaged that sometimes a single measure, for exam-
ple, biological control alone, might be a better solution in environmental terms than the use of more 
than one measure implicit in “integrated control.” Whether this represented any substantive change in 
thinking is debatable, especially as Beirne himself conceded that most often “integrated control” would 
be the preferred “pest management” solution. Be this as it may, the replacement of the word “control” 
with “management” was appealing and topical, and it caught on.

In 1976, there appeared a book[2] entitled Integrated Pest Management edited by Lawrence Apple of 
North Carolina State University and Ray Smith of The University of California at Berkeley. Their descrip-
tion of IPM ran as follows: “The concept of pest management has now been broadened to include all 
classes of pests (pathogens, insects, nematodes, weeds) and in this context is commonly referred to as 
IPM with the implication of both methodological and disciplinary integration.” As pointed out earlier, 
the “disciplinary integration” implications have never been generally accepted. Today, the next step in the 
evolution of the terminology is to take IPM in Apple and Smith’s sense and to see this as just one aspect 
of crop production. The term “Integrated Crop Management” now seems to be gathering momentum.

need for integrated Pest Management

The intensification of agriculture with the overuse of and overreliance on synthetic pesticides in the 
1940s and 1950s caused serious side effects including the resurgence of the target pests, the appearance 
of new pests, and the development of tolerance to individual pesticides in many pest species. It was 
therefore clear that pests had been “mismanaged,” and the following failures to manage them correctly 
could be identified:

 1. Overdosing with pesticides, leading to the development of tolerance;
 2. Loss of biological control as result of pesticide use and a reduction of biodiversity in 

agroecosytems;
 3. The introduction of genetically uniform, high-yielding but pest susceptible new cultivars over 

large areas of monoculture;
 4. Agronomic changes such as abandonment of cultural controls and of mixed cropping.

These translate respectively into the four main building blocks of IPM[5]:

 a. Chemical control: Decisions to spray are guided by economic thresholds, and selective materials 
are chosen where available;

 b. Biological control: Use of pesticides in a selective manner. Natural enemies can also be introduced 
or recolonized and/or promoted by habitat modification, including the planning of biodiversity 
into farm management;

 c. Host plant resistance: The introduction of crop varieties with at least partial plant resistance, 
based as far as possible on more than a single mechanism;

 d. Cultural control: Can break the life cycle of a pest or greatly improve conditions for natural ene-
mies, but must be compatible with farm management systems.
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Other components of IPM, such as insect growth regulators, the confusion pheromone technique, and 
sterile male release, are also available in relation to particular targets.

As IPM for a single target implies managing the pest population by more than one method, the fol-
lowing two “golden rules” of IPM are particularly important:

 a. If a single method gives adequate control on its own, then there is danger of a tolerant pest 
strain increasing in gene frequency and no opportunity to use a second method in addition. 
The method therefore needs to be made less efficient (reduced dose of pesticide, partial host 
plant resistance rather than immunity) for there to be value in introducing another control 
method to supplement it;

 b. Methods are increasingly worth combining to the extent that the control then achieved exceeds 
the additive effects of the two methods in isolation.

Development of Pest Management Packages

There are three distinct philosophies to the synthesis of pest management packages.[5]

Menu Systems

These provide considerable choice for a farmer to select control methods for combination in relation 
to the pest spectrum in the area. The results of many scientist-years of research into different methods 
enable menus to be provided but, as the choice of the farmer may vary, the methods will be highly target-
specific and not dependent on interaction with each other. Often several methods may be available 
against one pest species. Cotton pest management is a good example of a menu system. Menu systems 
may be transferable to the same crop in another country or continent with little modification.

computer-Derived Packages

If sufficient data are available, a computer should be able to select the components of a menu that are in 
the best interests of whatever selection criteria the computer is given. Some sophisticated models driven 
by crop growth via the weather are already available for orchard systems. Again, however, interactions 
between control methods are unlikely to be exploited, as they are rarely adequately understood.

Protocols

These are “dish-of-the-day” menus—that is, a complete package on a “take it or leave it” basis. These are 
characteristic of crop scenarios where there is a paucity of the detailed long-term research needed for 
a menu system. Protocols may be very simple. For example, quite effective IPM has been introduced in 
developing agriculture by little more than combining the introduction of economic thresholds with more 
selective pesticidal materials (e.g., bacterial toxins). Later stages may be the release of mass- produced ben-
eficials (particularly the egg parasitoid Trichogramma) and the introduction of partial plant resistance 
against a key pest following cultivar testing and plant breeding at national research stations.

Protocols may also be derived directly by experimentation, without the need for the extensive back-
ground biological and ecological understanding needed for menu systems.

conclusions

Apart from IPM being seen as one component of a holistic integration of crop production (integrated 
crop management), the concept is the widely accepted view of what pest control in modern crop produc-
tion should be. In many countries around the world it has been declared as the national policy; it is also 
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the policy of international agencies such as the Food and Agriculture Organization. It is the approach 
being used by many crop consultants and the method favored in developed countries by the large super-
markets, which have such an influence on farm management today.

Until relatively recently, the integrated approach to pest control was accepted temporarily by growers 
at times of a crisis of pest tolerance to insecticides, to be abandoned just as soon as a new and effective 
pesticide was marketed. However, IPM is now being introduced even where there is not a current crisis; 
at long last the message seems to have sunk in, that it is a way of preventing pesticide crises in the first 
place.
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Agrochemical companies promise that transgenic crops will simplify pest management programs 
through the use of singular chemical tactics. This “silver-bullet” approach has consistently failed and 
almost certainly will again because of a failure to understand the ecological relationships governing 
population size and diversity.[1] Furthermore, in many countries, pesticide policies have called for sig-
nificant use reductions together with the promotion of biodiversity in agro-ecosystems.[2] Initiatives to 
reduce reliance on herbicides will require a much fuller understanding of how management practices 
complement one another to maintain weed populations at low equilibrium densities. Biological control 
approaches require, but also provide, detailed insight into weed–crop interactions and how they are 
influenced by both the biotic and abiotic environments. They can, thus, be viewed as the basis for inte-
grated production.[3] In most cases, only combinations with other weed management tools will result in 
acceptable levels of weed control. Various types of integration can be envisaged, of which preventative 
measures will be most important for developing sustainable agricultural production.

Weed control, Weed Science, and 
integrated Weed Management

Agricultural weed management in farming systems is diverging in two distinct directions. In one set 
of farming systems, farmers rely primarily on herbicides to suppress weeds. This approach is exempli-
fied by the extensive maize (Zea mays L.)/soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] system of the midwestern 
United States, where >110 million kg of herbicide active ingredients are applied annually to >95% of the 
area planted with those two crops.[4] In a second set of farming systems, herbicides are largely or entirely 
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avoided, and weeds are mainly suppressed using physical and ecological tactics. The existence and risk 
of development of herbicide resistance make herbicide-dependent cropping systems increasingly vul-
nerable. Moreover, widespread concern about environmental side effects of herbicides, combined with 
fear for public health, has resulted in several herbicides being banned in some countries and increasing 
pressure on farmers to reduce their use.[4]

In contrast to the disciplines of plant pathology and entomology, the “how to control” approach was 
shaped early on in weed science and, until recently, has dominated the discipline. The fact that weeds 
have been regarded as a problem that can be controlled with herbicides, rather than managed through 
cropping system design,[5] has resulted in a time lag in developing integrated weed management systems, 
as compared to integrated pest and disease management systems.[1] The United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (UNCED), in its Agenda 21, recognized integrated pest management 
(IPM) as the preferred strategy to achieve sustainable agricultural production.[6] IPM typically involves 
a reduction in the reliance on chemical pesticides, including herbicides.[7] Furthermore, the Convention 
on Biological Diversity[8] and prominent researchers in the field make the case that biological control 
should be given priority as a component of future pest management.[9,10]

Methods Used to control crop Weeds Biologically

Three principal methods of biological weed control can be distinguished (Figure 1).[3,11] First, the “inocu-
lative” or “classical” approach aims to control naturalized weeds by the introduction of exotic control 
organisms from the weed’s native range. They are released over only a small area of the total weed infes-
tation and control is achieved gradually. Successful control depends on favorable conditions promoting 
an increase in the control agent’s population, establishment of epiphytotics, and, thus, reduction of the 
target weed population. Second, the “inundative” or “bioherbicide” method uses periodic releases of an 
abundant supply of the control agent over the entire weed population to be controlled. Such biological 
agents generally are manufactured, formulated, standardized, packaged, and registered like chemical 
herbicides. Compared to the other two approaches, this approach is characterized by higher application 
costs and a relatively short time period to achieve a potential control success. Though there have been 
a number of successful biological control programs against crop weeds with some products resulting 
in commercial registration (Table 1), bioherbicides have still not managed to occupy a sizable share of 

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram showing the three methods of biological weed control in agro-ecosystems (from 
Müller- Schärer and Schaffner[11]) with respect to the initial size of the inoculum released, the origin of the control 
organisms used, and the ecosystem where the biological control program was implemented. See text for details.
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the market.[12] This is mainly due to the fact that the reliability of field efficacy has not reached levels 
comparable with that of chemical herbicides.[13] According to Charudattan,[14] of the bioherbicide proj-
ects underway, only 8% of them were successful, leaving 91.5% of the projects uncertain, untried, or 
ineffective. Thus, it has become increasingly important to prioritize projects with high pathogen aggres-
siveness, high speed of disease increase, and high rates of population increase, what Charudattan[9] 
refers to as “killer traits.” Third, and more recently, the “system management approach” of biological 
weed control had been described.[15,16] It is related to the conservation and augmentative approaches 
distinguished by some authors. Its aim is to shift the competitive weed–crop relationship in favor of the 
latter, mainly by stimulating the buildup of a disease epidemic or insect outbreak on the target weed 
population. The approach excludes the use of exotic organisms (classical approach) and the use of mass 
amounts of inoculum applied like a herbicide to the whole weed population (bioherbicide approach). 

integrating Biological control with other 
Methods of Weed Management

Weed problems in agro-ecosystems are rarely caused by single weed species. Clearly, biological control, 
with its inherently narrow species-specific approach, has to be considered as an integrated component 
of a well-designed pest management strategy, not as a cure by itself. In most cases, combinations of bio-
logical agents with other weed management tools will be needed to produce acceptable levels of overall 
weed control. Such integration can be viewed as a vertical integration of various control tactics against 
a single weed species, or as a horizontal integration across different weed species in one crop (Table 1).[17] 
Horizontal integration mainly involves the combination of microbial herbicides with chemical herbi-
cides or mechanical methods to broaden the spectrum of weed species controlled. Furthermore, in situ-
ations where particularly high doses of herbicides are needed to control a single weed species while the 
rest of the weed flora could be controlled by lower amounts, biological control may allow considerable 
reduction of herbicide inputs and contribute to maintaining species diversity in crops. Three possible 
types of vertical integration of biological control with other methods of weed management can be dis-
tinguished, both in time and space: purpose-specific approaches, ecological integration, and physiologi-
cal integration (Table 1).[18]

Purpose-Specific Approaches

The type and level of control are chosen according to the context-specific requirements. This often 
involves different management methods to be applied at different sites. For instance, for a weed that is 
still spreading, chemical herbicides may well be the method of choice to remove new infestations, while 
biological control may be relied on to give long-term control of large, established infestations.[43]

ecological integration

This term is given to situations where different approaches are used often at the same time on the same 
infestation. Integration with herbicides[44,45] and with plant (crop) competition146–481 is most widely 
envisaged. This type of integration essentially summarizes holistic approaches that encompass all modi-
fications to the environment, which may favor the effectiveness of biological control agents and facilitate 
the management of a weed population.[49]

Physiological integration

This type of integration exploits synergistic interactions between changes in the biochemistry of weeds, 
often produced by sublethal effects of herbicides and the effectiveness of biological control agents. 
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Herbicides (or other “synergists”) are known to increase incidence of infection and to enhance the 
growth of pathogens,[50–55] but infection by the pathogen may also facilitate the uptake of herbicides, 
mainly by injuring the cuticle and epidermis of the host. In addition, various studies have shown greatly 
increased disease severity and agent effects when combined with phytotoxic metabolites produced by 
the pathogen[56] or with specific formulation and delivery techniques of microbial herbicides.[53,57] Thus, 
physiological integration is directed toward combined effects with biological control agents on plant 
individuals.

Ultimately, optimal management, with minimal disruptive interventions, requires a good under-
standing of the weed’s biology and, especially, population dynamics.[58] Biological weed control requires, 
and provides, a detailed ex ante analysis of the problem situation, especially of the crop environment, 
revealing interactions between the various components and their underlying interactions. It should, 
therefore, be the strategy that is basic to integrated production systems. Bridges between different disci-
plines need to be built to optimize the fit of biological control into existing management systems.[3,18,59]

conclusions

When weeds are no longer regarded as a problem to be resolved by curative tactics, then prevention 
becomes the keyword and integrated cropping management becomes the new focus, of which integrated 
weed management is an important component. Much work remains to be done by scientists spanning a 
broad range of disciplines in order to be able to integrate soil, crop, and weed management effectively.[4] 
Further challenges for weed science are the elaboration of effective practices for new crops, new pro-
duction systems for enlarged farms and fields, and the consequences of climate change. Furthermore, 
adequate answers need to be found for the increased concern about the conservation of biodiversity and 
the growing consumer demands on food safety.[60] In parallel, to transfer the scientific knowledge into 
farming practices, a considerable amount of time must be spent with farmers in order to understand 
the true practical dimensions of the increasingly complex study systems. In this cropping system design 
approach, numerous fitness-reducing and mortality events are integrated to manage weed populations, 
with herbicides being used as a last resort. Prevention involves any aspect of management that favors 
the crop relative to the weed. This includes the development of competitive crop cultivars, crop rotation, 
mixed cropping, and allelopathy.[61] Preventative control requires a detailed insight into weed biology 
and ecology and the ways in which they interact with the crop. Biological control provides a fundamen-
tal tool for successful management of weed populations, where weed control no longer considers crop 
production in a weed-free environment, but instead as a reduction of weed-induced yield losses. By 
that, it greatly contributes to promoting biodiversity in human-influenced landscapes, a central pillar of 
modern sustainable agriculture.
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Manure

Manure (animal waste) is generated in beef cattle feedlots, swine operations, dairy barns, poultry 
houses, and other livestock operations. The number of animals and the number of large production 
facilities in U.S.A. have significantly increased in the past 10 years.[1] Manure, as well as composts and 
biosolids, is a renewable resource and an excellent source of macro- (N, P, K, Ca, Mg, and S) and micro-
nutrients (Zn, Cu, Fe, Mn, etc.), that are essential for growing plants. For centuries manure was used 
throughout the world for improving soil fertility and enhancing crop productivity. However, with the 
advent of synthetic fertilizers after World War II, manure was considered more a liability than a nutrient 
resource for crop production.

When animals are grazing on pastures and rangelands, manure is dispersed across a large area and 
little management is needed because the material is not concentrated and decomposes rapidly. However, 
when animals are concentrated in small feeding areas, the quantity of manure requiring proper man-
agement increases greatly. Significant amounts of manure are generated each year in U.S.A. from the 
confined feedlots of major livestock species (Table 1). The amount of N, P, and K present in the manure 
from these species would replace 25%, 25%, and 45% of the purchased N, P, and K fertilizers, respec-
tively, in U.S.A., if utilized at agronomic application rates (Table 1). However, because of the high haul-
ing cost, replacement of fertilizer is presently limited to specific areas in the country where the animal 
feeding operations are located. Crop producers are also reluctant to use manure because of factors such 
as hauling and spreading costs, potential introduction of weed seeds, nonavailability of manure where 
needed, uncertainty about availability of manure nutrients to plants, and problems of odor and applica-
tion uniformity. The global numbers of major livestock species are given in Table 2.

Even though manure is an excellent source of multiple nutrients and organic matter, it can also con-
tribute to water, air, and land pollution because of the potential for environmental loading with excess 
phosphorus, nitrate, salts, undesirable microorganisms, pathogens (disease-causing organisms), and 
greenhouse gases. Manure application in excess of crop needs can cause a significant buildup of P, N, 
trace elements (As, Cd, Pb, Hg, Mo, Ni, Cu, Fe, Mn, Se, and Zn), and salts in soils. Trace-element limits 
in soil are given in Table 3. The elevated P and N levels in soil are of environmental concern when these 
nutrients are carried by runoff to streams and lakes and cause “eutrophication,” which is the nutrient 
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TABLE 1 Annual Manure, N, P, and K Generated by Animals Confined in Beef Cattle Feedlots, Dairy Barns, 
and Poultry and Swine Operations, and Fertilizer Use in U.S.A

Animal Species
Animals on 

Feeda (million)
Manure (Dry 

Weight) (million Mg)
Nb (Mg 
× 1000)

Pb (Mg 
× 1000)

Kb (Mg 
× 1000)

Beef cattle 13.22 31.67 602 206 633
Dairy cows
Chickens (broilers and layers)c

Turkeysc
Swine

13.14
8263.00
284.00

59.41

22.01
13.26
3.09

15.15

782
544
142
709

140
186
65

451

522
278

65
709

Total 85.18 2779 1048 2207
1999 Fertilizer use in U.S.A.d 12436 4345 5016
1996 Global fertilizer used 78353 13543 17516
(Manure nutrient/U.S. fertilizer use) ×100 (%) 25 25 45

a From United States department of agriculture.[1]

b Manure weight and N, P, and K contents taken from United States Department of Agriculture.[2]

c Yearly production numbers.
d From Fertilizer Statistics.[3]

TABLE 2 Global Numbers of Major Livestock Species in 1997

Animal Species Animalsa (million)

Cattle 1333
Chickens 14156
Sheep and goats
Swine

1754
837

a From Food and Agricultural Organization.[4]

TABLE 3 United States Environmental Protection Agency (40 CFR 503.13, revised July 1, 1999) Trace 
Element Limits, and Concentrations in Littleton/Englewood, CO Biosolids, July 27, 1999

Trace 
Element

Agronomic Rate 
Concentration 
Limit (mg/kg)

Ceiling 
Concentration 
Limit (mg/kg)

Annual Soil 
Loading 

Limit (kg/ha)

Cumulative 
Soil Loading 
Limit (kg/ha)

Littleton/
Englewood 

Biosolids (mg/kg)

Arsenic (As) 41 75 2.0 41 2.7
Cadmium 39 85 1.9 39 5.6

(Cd)
Copper (Cu) 1500 4300 75 1500 256
Lead (Pb) 300 840 15 300 46
Mercury 17 57 0.85 17 1.2

(Hg)
Molybdenum — 75 — — 8.0

(Mo)
Nickel (Ni) 420 420 21 420 15
Selenium 100 100 5.0 100 4.6

(Se)
Zinc (Zn) 2800 7500 140 2800 198

Note: Concentration and quantities are on dry weight basis.
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enrichment of water that can promote algal growth and depletion of dissolved oxygen in water. This 
oxygen is essential for aquatic animals. Pathogens (such as bacteria, viruses, and parasites) in runoff 
from fields treated with manure can be another source of water pollution. Pathogens and odorous mate-
rials can also be carried by wind from the feeding operations to neighboring areas. Excess manure 
application can contaminate the groundwater with nitrate-N. Nitrate is a water-soluble ion that moves 
with water into the soil and can reach the groundwater within a few days after application. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has set a 10 mg NO3–N/L standard for drinking water.

compost

Composting is the aerobic decomposition of organic materials in the thermophilic temperature range 
of 40–65°C. The composted material should be an odorless, fine textured, low-moisture content mate-
rial that can be bagged and sold for use in gardens, potting, and nurseries or used as a source of nutri-
ents and organic matter on cropland with little fly-breeding potential. Other advantages of composting 
include improving the handling characteristics of any organic residue by reducing its volume and 
weight. Composting also has the potential to kill pathogens and weed seeds. Disadvantages of com-
posting organic residues include loss of N and other nutrients during composting, the time taken for 
processing, cost of handling equipment, need for available land for composting, odors during compost-
ing, marketing, diversion of manure or residue from cropland, and slow release of available nutrients. 
Similar to manure or biosolids, composts can cause water, air, and land pollution if not used properly.

Temperature, water content, C : N ratio, pH level, aeration rate, and the physical structure of organic 
materials are important factors influencing the rate and efficiency of the composting process. Ideal val-
ues for these factors include a temperature of 54–60°C, C : N ratio of 25 : 1–30 : 1, 50%–60% moisture 
content, oxygen concentration &gt; 5%, pH of 6.5–8.0, and particle size of 3–13 mm. The requirement set 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations for composting municipal waste is that the 
temperature should be maintained at 55°C or above for at least three days so as to destroy the pathogens. 
A temperature of 63°C within the compost pile is needed to destroy the weed seeds.

Homogeneous manure solids can be composted alone without mixing with bulk materials. Bulking 
agents are required to provide structural support when manure solids, or other organic residues, are too 
wet to maintain air space within the composting pile, and to reduce water content and/ or to change the 
C : N ratio. Dry and fibrous materials, such as saw dust, leaves, and finely chopped straw or peat moss, 
are good bulking agents for composting wet manure or organic residues. Depending on the ambient 
temperature, a complete composting process may take two to six months.

There are a number of methods for composting organic materials. These include active windrow 
(with turning), passive composting piles, passively aerated windrow (supplying air through perforated 
pipes embedded in the windrow), active aerated windrow (forced air), bins, rectangular agitated beds, 
silos, rotating drums, containers, anaerobic digestion, and vermicompost (using earthworms). Carcass 
composting can be done by using all types of animals. Mortality composting can be accomplished in 
backyard-type bins, indicator composter bins, and in temporary open bins using layers of saw dust or 
chopped straw and dead animals. Water content is an important factor to be considered when compost-
ing dead animals, and should be maintained at about 40–50%.

Biosolids

Treatment of municipal wastewater results in a mostly organic by-product known as “biosolids.” Land 
application of biosolids for beneficial use has been practiced since the early 20th century in U.S.A. The 
USEPA announced requirements regarding beneficial use of biosolids with promulgation of the 40 
CFR503 regulations in February 1993. The USEPA and the state agencies that control land application of 
biosolids encourage the judicious recycling of biosolids on crop- or rangeland, as they contain essential 
plant nutrients and organic matter.
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A key aspect of USEPA and Colorado Department of Health (CDH) regulations requires the applica-
tion of biosolids at an agronomic rate. The CDH[5] defines agronomic rate as “the rate at which biosolids 
are applied to land such that the amount of nitrogen required by the food crop, feed crop, fiber crop, 
cover crop or vegetation grown on the land is supplied over a defined growth period, and such that the 
amount of nitrogen in the biosolids which passes below the root zone of the crop or vegetation grown 
to groundwater is minimized.” The USEPA trace-element limits for land application of biosolids are 
shown in Table 3. State agencies that control biosolids recycling on land are required to adopt these 
limits as minimum requirements to protect the environment and public health. Risk assessment of dif-
ferent biological pathways served as the foundation for establishing the trace-element restrictions. For 
example, the concentrations for Littleton/Englewood biosolids shown in Table 3 indicate that it meets 
the agronomic-rate limits and can, therefore, be applied at an agronomic rate with minimal restriction. 
New, aggressive pretreatment programs have significantly reduced trace-element concentration in bio-
solids since about 1970, and therefore, environmental and public health risks are even more minimal.

The USEPA requires municipal wastewater treatment facilities to reduce pathogens and to reduce 
the attraction of insects and animals before applying biosolids to land. Most municipal wastewater 
treatment plants use heat and attack by beneficent micro-organisms through anaerobic (without air) or 
aerobic (with air) digestion to kill potential pathogens and reduce odors that may reside in wastewater. 
Municipalities accomplish further reduction of pathogens and stabilization by composting, drying, or 
other techniques.

The major reason that the USEPA promotes land application of biosolids is that the plant nutrients 
and organic matter can benefit the soil–plant agroecosystem. For example, Littleton/Englewood bio-
solids used at two research locations contained up to 5.0% organic–N, 1.3% ammonium–N, 140 mg/kg 
nitrate–N, 3.7% P, and 0.30% K. Biosolids can also provide plant micronutrients such as Fe and Zn. The 
organic carbon in biosolids can help to develop and stabilize soil structure with a concomitant increase 
in precipitation capture and decrease in soil erosion. Efficacious land application of biosolids changes 
the perspective from disposal of a waste (i.e., a nuisance) to recycling a valuable resource (i.e., a benefi-
cial process).

conclusions

Organic residuals (wastes)can serve as excellent sources of plant nutrients such as N, P, and micronutri-
ents such as Fe and Zn. Proper management is required, however, to match nutrient amounts supplied 
by the organic materials with crop needs so as to avoid potential pollution problems.
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introduction

Water use is essential for all dairies. Drinking water is indispensable for cattlelife; some amount of water 
is necessary for cleaning and sanitation procedures; moderate amounts are important during periods of 
heat stress for evaporative cooling of cows to improve animal production and health; additional amounts 
can be used in labor-saving methods to move manure and clean barns by flushing in properly designed 
facilities; and the recovered wastewater can be recycled to supplement water requirements of forage 
crops grown to meet roughage requirements of the dairy herd. Extensive water use, however, increases 
the potential of surface runoff and its penetration into the ground with possible environmental impacts 
offsite. Heightened environmental concerns and the need for resource conservation, in many cases, have 
caused implementation of water-use permits. Thus, it is important to determine various essential uses 
of water, other uses that are important to management, and also consider whether reuse of some water 
is possible and if it is necessary to do so.

Some of the useful unit conversions are listed as follows:

Calibration methods to estimate use: Water flow meters should be installed on major water supply lines. 
If water meters are not in place to measure gallons pumped, it becomes necessary to estimate the usage. 
This can be achieved by capturing flow through various water lines for specified times and multiplying 
by the time the water flows through these lines every day.
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1 gal of water = 8.346 lb.
1 ft3 of water = 7.48 gal.
1 acre = 43,560 ft2.
1 acre in. of water = 27,152 gal
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Drinking

Table 1 provides estimates of drinking water requirements in gallons per cow per day. Consumption 
of 25–30 gal of water per day by lactating cows is common, which varies depending on milk yield, dry 
 matter intake (DMI), temperature, and other environmental conditions.[1]

cow Washing

Presently most dairies, in warm climates, bring cows to be milked into a holding area equipped with 
floor-level sprinklers, which spray water upward to wash cows. Each cow usually has a holding area of 
about 15 ft2 and are typically washed for 3 min. Amount of water used per cow should be calculated for 
each dairy. An estimate for conservative use is that a holding area for 300 cows is 30 × 150ft2 (15 ft2 per 
cow) and is equipped with sprinklers with 5-ft spacing (say 7 across and 30 rows) having 210 sprinklers. 
If each sprinkler applies 5 gal min−1, total usage is 1050gal min−1 or 3150 gal for 3 min, the average con-
sumption per cow would be 3150/300 = 10.5 gal per cow per wash cycle. If cows are milked three times 
this would require 31.5 gal per cow per day.

The washing system previously described also helps in cooling of cows while they are crowded together 
waiting to be milked. However, the cooling effect could be achieved by sprinkling a little amount of 
water from above, alternatively with fans to give evaporative cooling, if cows were clean enough so that 
extensive washing was not required and water conservation was necessary.

Washing Milking equipment and Milking Parlor

Use of water for these purposes is not as directly related to the number of cows as for other uses. For 
washing milking equipment, a common wash vat volume is 75 gal. If this is filled for rinse, wash, acid 
rinse, and sanitizing at each of three milkings, this amounts to 900 gal for the herd, e.g., with 300 cows, 
only 3 gal per cow per day. This is an extremely small component of the total water budget. The amount 
used to wash out the milking parlor varies largely. If only hoses are used, the amount may be as little 
as 2 gal per cow per milking or 6 gal per cow per day if cows are milked three times daily. If flush tanks 
are used, the amount may be more, i.e., nearly 3000gal per milking or 9000 gal day−1 for three times, 
equivalent to 30 gal per cow per day for a 300-cow system.

TABLE 1 Predicted Saily Water Intake of Dairy Cattle as Influenced by Milk 
Yield, DMI, and Seasona,b

Milk Yield
(lb)

Cool Season 
(e.g., February)

Warm Season 
(e.g., August)

DMI
(lb)

Water Intake
(gal)

DMI
(lb)

Water
Intake (gal)

0 25 11.5 25 16.3
60 45 22.2 44 26.8
100 55 28.6 48 31.9

a Drinking water intake predicted from equation of Murphy et al., J. Dairy Sci., 1983, 
66, 35: Water intake (lb day−1) = 35.2 × DMI (lb day−1) + 0.90 × milk produced (lb 
day−1) + 0.11 × sodium intake (g day−1) + 2.64 × weekly mean minimum temperature 
[°C = (°F −32) ×5/9]. For examples above, diet dry matter was assumed to contain 
0.35% Na. Predicted water intakes (lb) from formula calculations were divided by 
8.346lb water per gal to convert to gallons.
b Average minimum monthly temperatures for February (43.5°F) and August (71°F) 
used with prediction equation were 70 years averages for specified months at 
Gainesville, FL (Whitty et al., Agronomy Dept, Univ. FL, 1991).
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Sprinkling and cooling

Sprinklers along with fans are used for evaporative cooling to relieve heat stress in dairy cows during hot 
periods of the year. Their use has shown increased cow comfort (lowered body temperature and respira-
tion rates) and economic increases in milk production and reproductive performance.[2,3] Application 
rates used by dairymen vary. Florida experiments compared application rates of 51 gal per cow per day, 
88 gal per cow per day, and 108 gal per cow per day at 10 psi in one experiment and 13 gal per cow per day, 
25 gal per cow per day, and 40 gal per cow per day in another experiment. The application rate, 13 gal per 
cow per day, is close to the estimated evaporation rate from the cow and surrounding floors. This com-
ponent should be considered in water use but not in runoff water that must be managed in the manure 
management system. We estimate 25 gal per cow per day as the minimum practical application rate in 
order to get adequate coverage of cows to cool them because often they are not in the sprinkled area. 
Total application days per year vary from 120 days to 240 days. A separate water well, or reserve tank 
and booster pump, may be needed to supply short-term high demand required by the sprinkler system.

Flushing Manure

Flushing manure can be made a clean and labor-saving process, if facilities include concrete floors with 
enough slope so that water flow propelled by gravity could be used to move manure. Amounts of water 
used per cow vary widely depending on size and design of facilities and frequency of flushing. However, 
usually a flush of about 3000 gal is required to clean an alley width of 10–16 ft. If 4 alleys are common for 
every 400 cows and alleys are flushed twice daily, this would amount to an average use of 60 gal per cow 
per day. Many dairies use more flushings per day.

Recycling Dairy Wastewater through irrigation of Forage crops

Most often nitrogen is the nutrient on which manure application rates are budgeted. To maximize 
nutrient uptake, crop growth should be as vigorous as possible. This requires irrigation during most 
of the year in many dairy regions for the disposal of flushed wastewater. In southern regions, multiple 
cropping systems are possible, which will recycle effectively nitrogen excretions from 100 cows on a 
sprayfield or manure application field of about 30 acres.[4]

Tentative estimates of total water needs of the growing crops in warm climates average about 1.75 in. 
of water per week (0.25 in. per day) from irrigation plus rainfall with a minimum of 0.5 in. per week tol-
erated even in rainy season on sandy soils.[5,6] Table 2 provides estimates of water requirements for two 
triple cropping forage systems that are common in southern climates. In sandy soils that hold only about 
1.0 in. of water per foot of soil depth, some amount of rainfall cannot be stored. Therefore, even in heavy 
rainfall seasons, judicious irrigation is often needed during lower rainfall weeks. Limited data are avail-
able on the maximum amount of water that could be applied and not reduce yield or quality of forage 
and not result in pollution of groundwater with nitrates and other minerals. However, the maximum 
probably is at least 35–45 in. per year above the acre totals in Table 2.

Rainwater from Roofs and concrete Areas

Rainwater entering wastewater holding areas can be significant. For example in the dairy representing 
typical minimum water usage with a flush system in southeast United States (Table 3), the net accumula-
tion during the hot season was calculated as follows: assumed wastewater holding area is 1 acre surface 
area per 100 cows, net rainfall accumulation in holding area is 3 in. more than evaporation per month, 
concrete areas and/or undiverted roof areas that capture rainfall are 15,000 ft2 per 100 cows that divert 
15,000/43,560 ft2 per acre of the 3 in. to the wastewater holding facility. Thus, 3 in. + 0.344 × 3 = 4.03 acre 
in. mo−1 or essentially 1.0 acre in. per week per 100 cows (approximately 27,000 gal per 100 cows).
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Developing a Water Budget

A wide range exists in water usage on dairy farms. For most dairy waste management systems designed 
to utilize flushed manure nutrients through cropping systems grown under irrigation, water amounts 
are small in relation to irrigation needs for crop production. Costs for construction of storage structures 
for holding wastewater until used for irrigation warrant consideration. For example, water-use budgets 
given in Table 3 show that water usage is small in comparison to irrigation needs when there are 30 acre 
of sprayfield crop production per 100 cows. Conversely, the amounts used in most dairy systems would 
be large and unmanageable if application through irrigation is not an option or if less acreage for irriga-
tion is available than needed for application of all manure nutrients.

If a dairy does not have acreage available close by to utilize manure nutrients and water through an 
environmentally accountable sprayfield application system, it would be necessary to export nutrients off 
the farm, preferably as solid wastes to avoid excessive hauling or pumping costs. If the water and manure 
nutrients cannot be used through irrigation, a non-flush system should be utilized. However, usually 
some irrigation is possible, permitting dairymen to use cow washers and limited flushing if they scrape 
and haul manure from some areas.

Strategies to minimize water usage: Table 3 presents one column indicating a theoretical minimum 
amount of water use in a dairy. This system implies that cows are clean and cool enough so that sprinkler 
washers are not required to clean and cool cows while being held for milking. In addition, it is assumed 
that all of the manure is scraped and hauled to manure disposal fields or transported off the dairy in 
some other fashion. Intermediate steps that might be taken include the following:

 1. Scraping and hauling manure from high use areas such as the feeding barn so that this manure 
can be managed off the dairy.

 2. Using wastewater rather than fresh water to flush manure from feeding areas and freestall 
barns.

 3. Using a housing system that will keep cows clean enough so that cow washers are not required to 
clean cows before milking. This system, however, may require use of alternating sprinklers and 
fans to keep crowded cows cool during hot weather conditions.

If flushing is desired in conjunction with scraping and hauling from heavy use areas, perhaps the 
feeding area could be flushed with recycled water after scraping to clean the area. These procedures 
would reduce total nutrient loads retained in wastewater and would significantly reduce the size of the 
sprayfield needed for water and manure nutrient recycling.

TABLE 2 Crop Yield and Water Requirement Estimates for Two Triple Cropping Forage Systems

Silage Yield Water Required

Crop No. Name Ton/A 35% DM Ton/A DM lb/A DM
lb/lb
DM lb/A Total gal/A Total A-in. Total

1 Wheat 10 3.5 7000 500 3,500,000 419,362 15.4
2 Corn 24 8.4 16,800 368 6,182,400 740,762 27.3
3 Corn 14 4.9 9800 368 3,606,400 432,111 15.9

Total 48 16.8 33,600 13,288,800 1,592,235 58.6
1 Rye 10 3.5 7000 500 3,500,000 419,362 15.4
2 Corn 24 8.4 16,800 368 6,182,400 740,762 27.3
3 F. Sorghum 18 6.3 12,600 271 3,414,600 409,130 15.1

Total 52 18.2 36,400 13,097,000 1,569,254 57.8

a A = acre; No. = number; DM = dry matter.
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TABLE 3 Estimated Water Budgets for Three Example Dairies

Flush Systems

Water Use in the Dairy
Typical Need 

during Hot Season
Common Usage 
on Some Dairies

Non-Flush Theoretical 
Minimum

Worksheet for 
Your Dairy

Drinking (cows) 25 25 25
Cleaning cows 32 150 0
Cleaning milking equipment 3 5 3
Cleaning milking parlor 30 30 6
Sprinklers for cooling 25 130 12
Flushing manure 60 80 0
Total use per cow per day 175 400 46
Total use per 100 cows per day 17,500 40,000 4600
Use per 100 cows per week 122,500 280,000 32,200
Water in milk per 100 cows per week 4500 4500 4500
Estimated evaporation (at 20% of use) 24,500 56,000 6440
Average rainfall and watershed drainage 

into storage facility per 100 cows per week 27,000 27,000 13,000
Wastewater produced from 100 cows/week 120,500 246,500 38,760
Acre in. per 100 cows per week in. per week 

if 30 acre in sprayfield
4.44
0.15

9.08
0.30

1.43
0.05

a All values are in gal unless otherwise noted.
Example calculations (column 1): Total use per cow per day = 175 gal; total use per 100 cows per week = 122,500 gal less 4500 
in milk and 24,500 gal evaporation = 93,500 gal week−1; net rainfall and watershed drainage to storage per 100 per cows per 
week = 27,000; acre in. per 100 cows per week = (93,500 + 27,000)/27,152 gal per acre in. = 4.44.; if 30 acre were in sprayfield, 
4.44/30 = 0.15 in. week−1.; if crop needed 1.75 acre in. week−1 (a common average), a total of 1.75 in. × 30 acre × 27,152 gal per 
acre in. = 1,425,480 gal is needed of which only 120,500 gal (8.5%) would come from dairy wastewater. The remaining (91.5% 
of total) would have to come from rainfall or fresh irrigation water.
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Recent Progress in nutrient Management Practices

With increasing human population and awareness of environmental problems associated with pollution 
of rivers and streams with P, the end of the 20th century saw a refocusing of nutrient management strate-
gies from increasing production toward environmental protection, in developed countries.[1] Initially, 
nutrient management strategies were aimed at avoiding overapplication of nutrients and voluntary best 
management practices were developed. However, manure still tended to be applied at a rate to supply 
crops with sufficient N, which typically leads to overapplication of P, as manures have N: P ratios of 
around 2: 1 to 4: 1 (depending on species) while crop requirements have an N: P ratio of 8: 1. When P 
is overapplied to soils, it builds up the soil test P (STP) concentration and over a period of many years, 
this leads to STP rising to levels in excess of crop requirement.[2] Soil test P in excess of crop requirement 
is undesirable, as studies have shown that when STP rises above agronomically optimum values P losses 
to rivers and streams increase to the detriment of water quality, [2] and it can also lead to a negative effect 
on some micronutrients, e.g., Zn.

nutritional Strategies to Reduce the Manure Phosphorus concentration

In the past, dietary P levels frequently included a safety margin that allows for any potential variation 
in both the requirement of the animals and the degree of dietary P utilization, with little attention 
paid to the resultant manure P concentration. However, recent research in broilers and broiler breeders 
demonstrates that levels of inorganic P, supplemented to both broiler and broiler breeder diets may be 
considerably reduced relative to minimum requirements published by the National Research Council 
without an adverse effect on performance.[3,4]

When considering strategies to increase P digestion and retention, species can be split into two cat-
egories according to their ability to digest phytate-P: ruminants (cattle, sheep) can digest phytate-P, 
while monogastric species (poultry, swine) can digest little. As approximately 66% of the P in corn and 
soybean is in the form of phytic acid, and these ingredients frequently constitute about 60%–90% of the 
diet, up to 80% of the total fecal P output may originate directly from corn and soybean meal in poultry 
diets.[5] The primary strategy to address the low digestibility of phytate-P in monogastric species has 
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been the application of exogenous phytase enzymes to these diets and is done on the basis of replac-
ing 0.1% of available P from supplemental calcium phosphate with a more or less standard amount of 
enzyme. Alternate strategies other than the use of phytase include the development of low phytate vari-
ants of corn and soybean cultivars, because these possess similar, if not greater, potential in reducing 
manure P excretion. However, the commercial application of these new cultivars has to date been lim-
ited as a result of the practical complications arising from the identity preservation of these ingredients 
from harvest to point of feeding.

impact of Diet Modification on nutrient Management

The total P and soluble P concentrations in manures have been shown to be affected by dietary P 
concentration, P contributing ingredients, and dietary phytase supplementation. Total P is impor-
tant because applications of manure total P contribute to long-term changes in STP. Once optimum 
STP for crop production is attained, it is beneficial to balance manure total P applications with crop 
removal of P. This will maintain crop production without raising STP to levels of environmental 
concern; although in some soils, P can revert to less available forms so P availability needs to be 
monitored with soil testing. Applications of soluble P in manure have been correlated to soluble P 
losses in runoff from manure-amended soils, so minimizing the soluble P concentration in manure is 
important when P losses to rivers and streams are of concern. Reducing the P concentration in animal 
feeds (high vs. low nonphytate P diets) and using phytase (phytase vs. no phytase diets) can reduce the 
total and soluble P concentrations in poultry wastes (Figure 1).[6] It is estimated that using currently 
available technology, dietary amendment can potentially de-crease the total P concentration in poul-
try by 40%, swine by 50% and dairy by 30%, while future advances could raise these figures to 60% 
for both poultry and swine.[7] Research on the impact of dietary amendments on soluble P in manure 
and P losses in runoff from manure-amended soils is at an early stage; however, trends are starting to 
appear. Supplying P at an adequate level to satisfy animal requirements is generally achieved through 
a reduction in the added inorganic dietary calcium phosphate component, and results in a reduction 
in both total and soluble P in the manures generated. While most studies show that feed additives 
such as phytase reduce manure total P while having little effect on soluble P, this effect is very depen-
dent on the level of dietary P relative to the requirements of the animals.[6,7] Phytase supplementation 
to diets containing P in excess of animal requirements, or without an adequate reduction in the P 
from supplemental calcium phosphate, will result in a potential increase in the water soluble P when 
expressed on a percentage basis.[5]

Traditionally, manure application rates to cropland have been decided by individual farmers. 
However, increasing concerns over the impact of the land application of nutrients in excess of crop 
requirement on water quality in rivers and streams, have led to increasing regulation of land application 
of manures in many developed countries. These regulations are primarily based on N and P applica-
tion rates that are often linked to problems identified in localized areas and are based on the current 
levels of soil N and P, and the annual rate of removal of these nutrients through their incorporation into 
harvested crops. As forage crops typically have an N : P ratio of 8 : 1 and manure contains N : P ratios 
of approximately 2 : 1 to 4 : 1, nutrient management regulations based on P application may require up 
to four times more cropland than previous N-based application guidelines. The limitation of available 
land in areas proximate to intensive livestock production can cause problems associated with what to 
do with the manure if it cannot be land applied, as other uses of manure are currently fairly limited and 
transport costs limit the potential transportation of the wastes over any appreciable distance. If nutrient 
management regulations are based on P, then reducing the P concentration in manures could greatly 
alleviate these problems. For example, if one could reduce the total P concentration in a manure by 40%, 
then application of 40% more manure by weight to meet the same total P application limit would be pos-
sible. This may eliminate problems with excess manure P in some areas of intensive animal production, 
but may not be sufficient for other areas that already have high STP.
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conclusions

Dietary amendment to reduce the P concentration in feeds and hence manures generated will help 
address concerns over the fate of manure nutrients in areas of intensive animal production. If manures 
have the same N concentrations but reduced P concentrations, then these manures will come closer to 
meeting crop N needs without oversupply of P. However, dietary amendment alone will not solve the 
problem of excessive manure P in all areas of animal production. Dietary amendment will, however, 
certainly help alleviate the current situation where applying animal manures to meet crop N require-
ments leads to overapplication of P, buildup of STP, and eventually increased losses of P to rivers and 
streams.
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introduction

The U.S. Environment Protection Agency (EPA) includes a number of species, including chicken, 
 turkey, and duck, in their definition of poultry. In the United States, approximately 8.55 billion  broilers, 
337 million laying hens, and 247 million turkeys were raised in 2009.[1] The total revenue from the poul-
try industry in 2008 was $35.9 billion, which was up 11% as compared with 2007 ($32.2 billion). Of 
the combined total revenue, the broiler, layer, and turkey industries contributed 64%, 23%, and 12%, 
 respectively. Modern poultry production occurs primarily in confined facilities, which allows larger 
intensive production in smaller areas. Owing to intensive poultry production systems, large amount 
of manure (i.e., feces, urine, undigested feed, spilled water, bedding used in poultry houses, etc.), is 
 produced in a smaller area, which leads to air pollution (including odors and pollutant gas emissions) 
and water pollution (i.e., eutrophication) problems. It is the producer’s responsibility to manage manure 
in an environmentally safe way. Therefore, poultry manure management is the focus of this entry.

Manure Production and Management System

Table 1 lists the total number of broilers, layers, and turkeys produced and the estimated manure pro-
duction by bird type. A large quantity of manure or litter is produced daily, which needs to be managed 
properly to maximize agronomic benefits (i.e., nutrient values) and minimize environmental concerns 
(i.e., water and air pollution). Poultry manure management is composed of manure collection and han-
dling, storing, and utilization. Manure collection and handling depend on manure properties, and they 
are influenced by bird type, bird age, diet, bird productivity, and management system.[2] Manure can be 
handled as a solid (>20 total solids), semisolid (10%–20% total solids), slurry (4%–10% solids), or liquid 
(<4% solids).[3] Solid manure can be stacked, while liquid manure can be stored in earthen anaerobic 
lagoons or storage structures (e.g., concrete or steel). For economical reasons, liquid manure is typically 
stored in anaerobic lagoons.
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In broiler and turkey facilities, bedding or litter materials (e.g., sawdust, wood shavings, peanut hulls, 
rice hulls, sunflower hulls, etc.), are used, and litter is handled as a solid (Figure 1). Litter is sometimes 
completely removed after each flock or partially cleaned between flocks when litter is wet and packed 
around feeders and waterers. After partial cleaning, a thin layer of fresh bedding material is added.[2] 
It is also common that producers decake litter between flocks using a decaking implement to remove the 

FIGURE 1 Poultry production facility and litter for (a) broiler and (b) turkey.

TABLE 1 Poultry Manure Production, as Excreted

Bird Type
Live Market 
Weight (kg)a

Manure per 1000 
Birds/Day (kg)a

Total Number of 
Birds (1000s)b

Total Manure 
Production/Day (tons)

Broiler 2.0 80 8,550,500 684,040
Layer 1.8 118 337,376 39,810
Turkey (tom, light) 10.0 267 249,914 66,727
Total manure production 790,577

a From Poultry Waste Management Handbook, NRAES-132.[4]

b From National Agricultural Statistics Service.[1]
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larger clumps of litter while leaving the smaller clumps as bedding for the next flock. Depending on the 
management practices, litter cleanout varies significantly from farm to farm.

High-rise layer facilities (elevated cages) (Figure 2a) produce solid manure, and that manure is stored 
in the portion of the poultry house beneath the cages, as shown in Figure 2b. Manure is removed once or 
twice a year depending on individual farm management practices and regulatory requirements.

Some layer facilities with a shallow pit remove manure two or three times per week using a scraper 
(Figure 3a) and may produce semisolid or liquid manure and store it in an earthen anaerobic lagoon or 
outdoor storage (Figure 3b). However, manure cleaning or removing frequency may vary depending on 
the storage capacity, manure storage conditions (dry or wet), and environmental (indoor air quality) 
conditions.

FIGURE 2 (a) High-rise layer house and (b) manure storage pit (stockpiled beneath cages).
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Manure Storage

Manure or litter can be stored both indoors and outdoors depending on manure type and management 
practices. Both options have some pros and cons as discussed below.

indoor Storage

Most of the high-rise layer houses (Figure 2a) stockpile manure directly beneath the birdcages, 
i.e.,   deep-pit storage, as shown in Figure 2b. This option minimizes runoff from precipitation, and 
manure can be stored for a longer time to allow scheduling of land application around crop nutrient 
 requirements.[5] Although this option minimizes water pollution from runoff, it may cause air quality 
issues with the house, if not managed properly. Typically, high-rise layer houses are cleaned of manure 
once or twice a year; however, a manure storage pit should be inspected daily for any sign of water 
 leakage. Ammonia (NH3) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) emissions from indoor stockpiled manure may 
cause poor air quality and may affect bird health and productivity as well as worker health and safety. 
It  is important to maintain recommended ventilation rates and to keep manure as dry as possible 
to minimize anaerobic conditions in manure stockpiles. Fans are commonly used in the pit to keep 
the manure pile relatively dry. If any portion of the manure stockpile is wet from water leakage, it is 
 important to promptly remove manure from indoors and correct any water leakage problem. Typically, 
wet manure will require more frequent removal than dry manure.

FIGURE 3 (a) Layer house with mechanical scraper and (b) anaerobic earthen lagoon system.
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outdoor Storage

Poultry litter should be removed from the house between flocks. The litter should be stored outside if 
no land is available for immediate manure application or if there is insufficient indoor storage room for 
a period of 6 to 9 mo. If solid manure is stored outside, proper management is necessary to minimize 
runoff and groundwater pollution. Outdoor stockpiles should be at least 30 m from the nearest surface 
water and should be separated from groundwater by an impervious soil layer having a minimum thick-
ness of 1.2 m. To minimize runoff resulting from rainfall and to reduce nutrient losses, a cover on top 
of the litter pile is required to limit manure exposure to air. If regulatory guidelines and time permit, 
and if cropping conditions are appropriate, outside stockpiled manure should be applied to cropland as 
soon as possible.

Liquid manure or slurry is removed from under caged birds by mechanical scrapers (Figure 3) or 
mechanical belts or flushed with water and stored in an outdoor anaerobic lagoon or containment pond 
(Figure 3b). Manure is typically stored in an anaerobic earthen lagoon for a period of 6 to 9 mo and 
applied to cropland near or during the growing season to optimize use of manure nutrients. However, 
during manure pumping, it is very important to maintain the minimum design volume or  treatment 
 volume of an anaerobic lagoon to provide a dual function of storing and treating the manure.[6] 
Otherwise, anaerobic lagoons may be a significant source of nuisance odor.

Manure Utilization

Poultry manure contains essential nutrients (e.g., nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, etc.), and can 
be applied to land as fertilizer to meet crop nutrient requirements. However, when land application 
of  poultry manure as fertilizer is not an environmentally and economically sound option, manure 
( especially solid manure) can be composted (Figure 4), and the compost can be used as a fertil-
izer source for crops, gardens, and nurseries. In that case, nuisance odor can be minimized, and 
 nutrients become bound in organic forms. However, for proper composting, several parameters 
(carbon-nitrogen ratio, pile moisture content, pile temperature, oxygen concentration, etc.), need to 
be maintained  appropriately. Otherwise, anaerobic conditions may prevail, and the pile may become 
a source of  nuisance odor.

FIGURE 4 Turkey litter composting pile and temperature sensors.
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During storage, nutrient losses are a normal phenomenon. A portion of nutrient losses occurs dur-
ing land application depending on the application method, such as surface vs. subsurface injection. 
Typically, most solid manure is applied on the surface, often followed by incorporation. Solid manure is 
commonly applied using truck-mounted spreaders (Figure 5). There are many options for solid manure 
spreaders, including side delivery and rear delivery (spinner spreader; single or double horizontal beater; 
vertical beaters). With a single beater, it is difficult to have uniform manure distribution to take full 
advantages of nutrients in manure, and it is difficult to break litter cake or large clumps. Researchers[6] 
concluded that distribution of manure across the application swath of a spreader needs to be relatively 
uniform to take full advantage of the fertilizer value of solid manure. To overcome this issue, double 
vertical beaters might be a better option (Figure 5b and c).

Traditional surface application of manure may cause nutrient losses, nuisance odor, and nutrient 
runoff, and reduces nutrient availability. Although incorporation will minimize some of these concerns, 
delayed incorporation (more than 24 hr) can result in increased nuisance odor, nitrogen nutrient losses 
through volatilization, and surface runoff.

To overcome problems associated with surface application of solid manure, manure can be su bsurface 
banded. Until recently, subsurface application has been available for only liquid manure or slurry. 
Research has been conducted in both Canada and the United States to develop implements for  subsurface 
band application of solid manure from poultry and feedlots.[7–9] Applying the manure in a controlled 
way decreases odor and greenhouse gas emissions while improving air quality and the social acceptance 
of the practice.[7] The U.S. Department of Agriculture–Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS) 
National Soil Dynamics Laboratory (Auburn, Alabama) has developed a four-row p rototype implement 
for subsurface band application of poultry litter (Figure 6) and has used the implement to apply poultry 
litter in row crops and pastures.

The implement is equipped with conveyors, one for each trencher. Each conveyor drops the litter 
into a trencher, where the litter falls by gravity down into the trencher. The band spacing is adjustable 
from 0.25 to 1.0 m in increments of 25 mm. The implement is capable of applying poultry litter in a 
 side- dressing manner to row crops, and the band spacing is then typically equal to the crop row spac-
ing. Also, the implement is capable of applying litter to pastures, and typical band spacings that have 
been used for pastures are 250 to 380 mm. One disadvantage of the implement is that litter clumps 
measuring larger than 25 mm across have to be run through a hammer mill before being loaded into 
the hopper. Also, the litter moisture content should be <40% (wet basis). The implement is being modi-
fied to include on-the-go grinding as part of the machine. Subsurface banding of broiler litter to cotton 
with this  implement has been shown to increase lint yield relative to surface broadcast application of 
litter.[10]

Subsurface band application of broiler litter to tall fescue and bermudagrass pastures using band 
spacings of 250 and 380 mm was found to produce forage yields equivalent to those for surface broadcast 
application of litter.[11] When broiler litter has been subsurface banded in a pasture with the implement, 
and rainfall has been applied using rainfall simulation, concentrations of phosphorus and nitrogen in 
runoff water have typically been reduced by 80%–95% relative to those for surface broadcast application 
of litter.

In contrast, liquid manure can be applied on both the surface and subsurface, and technologies are 
improving very fast. Injection of liquid manure limits the exposure of manure to the surface water and 
air, resulting in reduced nutrient losses and nuisance odor. For a liquid manure application system, 
a liquid storage tank with a flush spreader or injector assembly is used. However, a fully loaded tank 
may cause soil compaction, especially in wet clay soil. To overcome compaction issues, manure can be 
injected using a drag-hose system (Figure 7a). One new technology, namely, AerWay SSD® (Holland 
Equipment Inc., Norwich, Ontario, Canada), can place liquid manure in the active root zone and can 
substantially reduce any risk of groundwater contamination (Figure 7b).
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FIGURE 5 Rear delivery manure spreaders: (a) spinner spreader, (b) double horizontal beater, and (c) double 
vertical beater.
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FIGURE 6 Side view of prototype subsurface band applicator implement for poultry litter developed by 
 USDA-ARS at Auburn, Alabama. 
Source: Dr. Thomas Way.

FIGURE 7 Liquid manure injection system: (a) drag-hose system and (b) AerWay SSD system.
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energy Uses

As of April 2010, there are 151 anaerobic digester systems operating at commercial livestock farms in 
the United States. Of these, only three anaerobic digester systems were using poultry manure. Poultry 
manure has higher biodegradable organic matter content than other livestock wastes,[12] and a  substantial 
amount of water would be required to dilute poultry litter. They also found that efficiency of organic 
matter conversion to methane decreased with increasing organic loads to the digesters. As a result, 
 limited anaerobic digester systems are using poultry manure.

conclusions

Poultry manure management poses challenges at different steps of manure management, including 
manure collection, storage and handling, and utilization or disposal. Utilization or disposal of manure 
in an environmentally safe way is one of the biggest challenges. Poultry manure can be handled as either 
a solid or a liquid. Owing to enriched nutrient content in manure, it may be applied to crops to meet 
crop nutrient requirements. However, selection of manure application tools and methods is important 
in minimizing environmental concerns and maximizing agronomic benefits from manure.
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introduction

Soil organic matter (SOM) consists of a complex array of living organisms such as bacteria and fungi, 
plant and animal debris in different stages of decomposition, and humus—a rather stable brown to 
black material showing no resemblance to the organisms from which it originates. Because SOM is or 
has been part of living tissues, its composition is dominated by carbon (C), hydrogen, oxygen and—in 
lesser abundance—by nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur among other elements. Levels of SOM are expressed 
in terms of soil organic carbon (SOC) concentration (g kg−1) or mass per unit area (g m−2) to a given 
depth. The level of SOC in virgin soils reflects the action and interaction of the major factors of soil for-
mation: climate, vegetation, topography, parent material, and age. These factors control SOC content by 
regulating the balance between C gains via photosynthesis and losses via autotrophic and heterotrophic 
respiration, as well as C losses in soluble and solid form. The SOC content usually ranges between 5 and 
100 g kg−1 in mineral soils. These concentrations appear modest but at 1500 Pg, the amount of organic C 
stored globally in soils is second only to that contained in oceans and at least twice that found in either 
terrestrial vegetation or the atmosphere.

Cultivated soils usually contain less SOC than virgin soils[1] due to the magnification of two biophysi-
cal processes: 1) net nutrient mineralization accompanied by release of CO2 due to microbial respiration 
and 2) soil erosion. SOC losses of up to 50% have been reported within 30–70 years of land use conver-
sions under temperate conditions.[2–5] SOC losses reported in subtropical and tropical environments 
often match or even surpass those observed under temperate conditions.[6–8] In subtropical and tropical 
environments, shifting cultivation systems appear to conserve more SOC than forestlands permanently 
cleared for cultivation.[9]
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Major Processes Leading to carbon Losses from Soil

Mineralization Processes

Depending on its frequency and kind, tillage changes the soil biophysical environment in ways that 
affect the net mineralization of nutrients and the release of carbon. These changes can be described 
in terms of increases or decreases in soil porosity, disruption of soil aggregates, and redistribution in 
the proportion of soil aggregate size, as well as alteration of energy and water fluxes. All these changes 
enhance, at least temporarily, the conversion of organic C into CO [10]

2  and the net release of nutrients 
from SOM. Much of the success of past agricultural practices relied heavily on the control of decompo-
sition processes through tillage operations to satisfy plant nutrient demands. All this came at a price, 
however, for a heavy reliance on soil nutrients to feed crops without proper replenishment led to the 
worldwide declines of SOM.[11]

Soil erosion Processes

Agricultural ecosystems normally experience soil losses at rates considerably greater than natural 
ecosystems because of an incomplete plant or residue cover of the soil during rainy or windy condi-
tions. When surface and environmental conditions are right (i.e., bare soil, sloping land, intense rain, 
windy weather), the kinetic energy embedded in wind and water is transferred to soil aggregates caus-
ing them to be detached and transported away from their original position across fields or downhill. 
Besides the physical loss of soil particles and on-site impact on soil productivity, the detachment and 
transport processes also cause aggregate breakdown, thereby exposing labile C to microbial activity. 
This aggregate breakdown also facilitates the preferential removal of soil materials comprised mainly 
of humus and clay or silt fractions. Consequently, water- and windborne sediments become enriched 
in C with respect to the contributing soil. Carbon enrichment ratios ranging from 3 to 360 have been 
reported.[12,13] The fate of these C-enriched sediments is not well known, for while transport and burial of 
C in eroded s ediments may lead to “sequestration,” [14] it may also result in part of it being emitted back 
to the  atmosphere as CO2.[15]

Restoring Soil organic Matter: the emerging 
Science of Soil carbon Sequestration

Role of Long-term Field experiments

SOM is an essential attribute of soil quality[16] and has an essential role in soil conservation and 
sustainable agriculture. Many practices—some involving land use changes—have been shown to 
increase SOM and thus received considerable attention for their possible role in climate change 
mitigation.[17–19] Carbon sequestration in managed soils occurs when there is a net removal of atmo-
spheric CO2 because C inputs (nonharvestable net primary productivity) are greater than C outputs 
(soil respiration, C costs related to fossil fuels and fertilizers). Soil C sequestration has the additional 
appeal that all its practices conform to principles of sustainable agriculture (e.g., reduced tillage, 
erosion control, diversified cropping systems, improved soil fertility). Long-term field experiments 
have been instrumental to increase our understanding of SOM dynamics.[20,21] The first and longest 
standing experiment was started at Rothamsted, England, by J. B. Lawes and J. H. Gilbert who in 
1843 began documenting the impact of nutrient manipulation on crop yields and soil properties.[22] 
Other experiments were initiated thereafter in America, Europe, and Oceania with the goal of dis-
covering interactions among climate, soil, and management practices. The knowledge that emerged 
from these experiments has been instrumental for the development and testing of agroecosystem 
and SOM models.[23]
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Global importance of Soil c Sequestration

There appears to be a significant opportunity for managed ecosystems to act as C sinks. For example, 
results from inverse modeling experiments suggest that during 1988–1992, terrestrial ecosystems may have 
been sequestering atmospheric C at rates of 1–2.2 Pg y−1.[24] Some of the likely causes include the growth 
of new forest in previously cultivated land[25] and the “CO -fertilization effect.”[26]

2  Globally, agricultural 
soils have been estimated to have the capacity to sequester C at rates of 0.6 Pg y−1[11] during several decades. 
The realization of this potential C sequestration would not be trivial since it would offset roughly about 
one-tenth of the current emissions from fossil fuels. In the U.S., annual gains in soil C from improved 
agricultural practices have been estimated at 0.14 Pg yr−1.[25] Whether or not soil C sequestration practices 
are widely adopted will depend on their value relative to other C capture and sequestration technologies.

Mechanisms of Soil c Sequestration

Recent reviews of experimental results have contributed to organize our understanding of the environ-
mental and management controls of soil C sequestration in grassland[27,28] and agricultural[29,30] ecosys-
tems. The use of C balance, soil fractionation, and isotope techniques have been instrumental to reveal 
how new C (from crop residues, roots, and organic amendments) enters soil, resides shortly (for a few 
years) in labile soil fractions, and finally becomes a longtime constituent (for hundreds of years) of recal-
citrant organo-mineral complexes.[31] Figure 1 contrasts young (labile) organic matter fractions extracted 

FIGURE 1 Young organic matters (fine roots and other organic debris) extracted from two Cryoboralfs under 
cereal cropping for 13 years receiving N at annual rates of 0 (a) and 50 kg ha−1 (b). The black material is charcoal. 
Source: Solberg et al.[32]
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from two cultivated soils with and without N fertilizer.[32] The amounts of labile organic  matter—fine 
roots and other organic debris— present in each soil reflect differences in crop productivity induced by 
addition of N at annual rates of 50 kg ha−1 for 13 years. “Terra Preta” soil—in tropical regions of South 
America and West Africa—represents a prime example of ancient wisdom applied to develop sustain-
able agriculture through the improvement of soil fertility and SOM.[33]

The quantity and quality of C entering soil as well as the interaction of this C with the soil biophysical 
environment are major factors determining the rate and duration of soil C sequestration. The quantity 
of C added to soil in the form of roots, crop residues, and organic amendments has been shown to play 
a dominant role in defining the trajectory of SOC over time.[34] Management practices geared toward 
optimizing nutrient supply and building nutrient reserves (e.g., fertilization, use of legumes in crop 
rotations) are almost guaranteed to increase soil C stocks. The quality of crop residues and the tim-
ing of their incorporation to soil also have an influential role on C decomposition and, thus, on soil C 
 storage.[35] The degree of soil disturbance— through its impact on soil aggregation—constitutes another 
major factor regulating C decomposition and retention in soil.[36] In this context, no tillage agriculture 
has come to represent one of the most significant technological innovations of the last 30 years because 
it allows farmers the possibility of growing crops economically while reducing erosion and improving 
both quantity and quality of SOM. A few examples of the management impacts on soil C sequestration 
from around the world are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1 Examples of Worldwide Land Use and Management Impacts on SOC

Soil Organic 
Carbon (kg 

m−2)

Region/ 
Country Climate Soil Duration

Crop/Land 
Use Treatment Initial Final

Depth 
(cm) Reference

Argentina Temperate 
humid

Argiudoll 17 Corn–wheat–
soybean

Moldboard 
plow

4.95 20 [37]

No tillage 5.46
Chaco, 

Argentina
Subtropical 

semiarid
Alfisol 20 Highly 

restored
7.05 20 [6]

10 Moderately 
restored

3.10

60 Highly 
degraded

1.50

Rondonia, 
Brazil

Tropical 
humid

Forest 4.33 50 [38]

5 Pasture 5.85
9 Pasture 5.26

20 Pasture 5.28
41 Pasture 6.56
81 Pasture 6.12

Georgia, U.S. Temperate 
humid

Hapludult 5 Bermudagrass Unharvested
Lightly 

grazed

1.39 1.74
2.01

6 [39]

Heavily 
grazed

2.00

Hayed 1.59
(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued ) Examples of Worldwide Land Use and Management Impacts on SOC

Soil Organic 
Carbon (kg 

m−2)

Region/ 
Country Climate Soil Duration

Crop/Land 
Use Treatment Initial Final

Depth 
(cm) Reference

Kentucky Temperate 
humid

Paleudalf 20 Conventional 
tillage corn

0kg N/ha−1

84 kg N/ha−1

4.89
5.63

30 [40]

168 kg N/ha−1 5.64
336 kg N/ha−1 6.14

No till corn 0 kg N/ha−1 5.54
84 kg N/ha−1 5.84
168 kg N/ha−1 5.89
336 kg N/ha−1 6.63

Kuztown, 
Pennsylvania

Temperate 
humid

Fragiudalf 15 Corn Conventional
Organic

4.20
4.40

4.30
5.00

15 [35]

Manure 4.10 5.30
Michigan Cool 

temperate 
humid

Hapludalf 7 No 
crops— 
natural

succession

Tillage 2.06 15 [41]

Control 
Minimum 
tillage

2.22
Swift 

Current, 
Canada

Cold 
semiarid

Haploboroll 10 Cont. wheat 3.05 3.52 15 [42]

Fallow–wheat–
wheat Green 
manure–
wheat–wheat 
Wheat–fallow

2.99
2.89

3.34
3.22

Breton, 
Canada

Cold 
subhumid

Cryoboralf 51 Nil 2.64 1.81 15 [34]

Fertilizer 2.13
Manure 3.11

Wheat–oat–
barley–hay–
hay

Nil 2.91

Fertilizer 3.37
Manure 4.32

Russia Cool 
temperate 
humid

Mollisol 300 Native 
grassland

2.07 50 [5]

50 Hay 
Continuous 
cropping 
Continuous 
fallow

2.13
100 1.59

50 1.51

Punjab, 
India

Subtropical 
subhumid

Alluvial 6 Corn–wheat Minimum 
tillage, 
residue

0.48 15 [43]

(Continued)
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Soil organic Matter, energy, and Full c Accounting

Land is the natural habitat of humans. Humans dwell on it and use it as a resource for the production 
of food, fiber, and other goods. Simply put, land is managed when there is a manipulation of energy and 
matter flows in order to meet certain economic and social objectives. Farm mechanization and fertiliz-
ers are two of the many technical innovations that—though they rely on the utilization of fossil energy—
have brought dramatic increases in food production during the last century. Changes in management 
practices that include soil C sequestration as an objective require careful evaluation of their impact not 
only on soil C gains but also on C costs from the use of fossil energy (e.g., manufacture of fertilizers)[46,47] 
and on the net greenhouse gas emissions.[48]

Role of Soil organic Matter in the 21st century

SOM has played and will continue to play a central role in sustainable land management. The 
restoration of SOM at global scales offers a unique opportunity to mitigate global warming. As 
population levels and aff luence increase, demands on land to produce food, fiber, biomass, and 
other products will remain high. Because land is finite, important decisions will have to be made 
in order to balance such demands with functional objectives such as the preservation of natural 
ecosystems. As part of any climate policy, the impact of land use changes and management on SOM 
storage should be included as a criterion for making these decisions. Depending on their degree of 
expansion, several evolving agricultural technologies—such as genetically modified crops, conser-
vation tillage, organic farming, and precision farming—may have important implications for soil 
C sequestration.[19] Their ultimate impact on C sequestration will depend not only on the economic 
benefit realized by individual producers but also on whether society recognizes the value of soil C 
storage to mitigate global warming.

TABLE 1 (Continued ) Examples of Worldwide Land Use and Management Impacts on SOC

Soil Organic 
Carbon (kg 

m−2)

Region/ 
Country Climate Soil Duration

Crop/Land 
Use Treatment Initial Final

Depth 
(cm) Reference

retained
Minimum 

tillage, 
residue 
removed

0.48

Conventional 
tillage 
Con-
ventional 
tillage

0.50

Morocco Warm 
temperate 
semiarid

Calcixeroll 11 Continuous 
wheat and 
other 
rotations

3.20 3.73 20 [44]

No tillage 3.39
Western 

Nigeria
20 Bush fallow 2.77 15 [45]

25 Bush fallow 2.96
10 Bermudagrass 3.90
10 Cultivation 1.29
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Pest Management

E.F. Legner 

Pest management is a broad concept that involves considerations of genetics, climate, ecology, natural 
enemies, and cultural or chemical applications. Therefore, it is difficult to define this category exactly. A 
high level of sophistication is required to manage events in the environment for the efficient production 
of food and fiber and the abatement of public health and nuisance pests. A principal objective to the 
addition of sound environmental management is the reduction of pesticide usage albeit at the irritation 
of large commercial interests.[1,2]

Although scientific investigations in colleges and universities have led to a high level of production 
and pest abatement, deployment continues to face obstacles that are largely related to the absence of 
competent supervisory personnel. As expertise resides largely in the research community, this group 
is encumbered by an academic system that continues to stress research and teaching and to minimize 
the deployment aspect. The most successful programs in environmental management regularly require 
5 or more years to develop. Investigator survival in the system demands frequent publication but not in 
the kind of journals that stress implementation. This distracts from the ultimate goal of deployment, 
which diminishes the amount of time an investigator has to be directly involved in an advisory capac-
ity. Several examples of successful projects that have receded in the absence of this supervision but that 
could be reactivated with the proper advisory personnel present will explain some of the problems and 
difficulties involved.

navel orangeworm Management in Almond orchards

The almond industry in California has suffered from the invasion of the navel orangeworm, Amyelois 
transitella (Walker), from Mexico and South America. Two external insect larval parasites, Goniozus 
legneri Gordh and Goniozus emigratus (Rohwer), and one internal egg-larval parasite, Copidosomopsis 
plethorica Caltagirone, which are dominant in south Texas, Mexico, Uruguay, and Argentina, were suc-
cessfully established in irrigated and non-irrigated almond orchards in California.[3–4] Separate k-value 
analyses indicated significant regulation of their navel orangeworm host during the warm summer sea-
son. There is a diapause (hibernation) in the host triggered by several seasonally varying factors and 
a diapause in the parasites triggered by hormonal changes in the host. Possible latitudinal effects on 
diapause also are present. The ability of the imported parasites to diapause with their host enables their 
permanent establishment and ability to reduce host population densities to below economic levels.[5]
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Although navel orangeworm infestations have decreased with the establishment of the three para-
sites,[6] the almond reject levels are not always below the economic threshold of 4%. Such rejects are 
sometimes due to other causes, such as ant damage and fungus infections. In certain years, the peach 
tree borer, Synanthedon exitiosa (Say), has been involved as its attacks stimulate oviposition by navel 
orangeworm moths and subsequent damage attributed to the latter.

In some orchards, the growers have sustained a reject level of 2.5% or less through 2008. Storing 
rejected almond mummies in ventilated sheds through winter allows for a buildup of natural enemies 
and their subsequent early entry into the fields to reduce orangeworm populations before the latter 
have an opportunity to increase. Commercial insectaries have harvested G. legneri from orchards 
for introductions elsewhere. C. plethorica and G. legneri, and to a lesser extent, G. emigratus, suc-
cessfully overwinter in orchards year after year. However, only Copidosomopsis can consistently be 
recovered at all times of the year. The Goniozus species are not recovered in significant numbers 
until early summer. Therefore, pest management in almond orchards may require periodic releases 
of G. legneri to reestablish balances that were disrupted by insecticidal drift or by the absence of 
overwintering rejected almond refuges through aggressive sanitation practices. Although sanitation 
in this case may appeal to the grower, it is a costly procedure that also disrupts natural balances at 
low pest densities.

G. legneri has been reared from codling moth and oriental fruit moth in peaches in addition to 
navel orangeworm from almonds. A reservoir of residual almonds that remain in the trees after 
harvest is desirable to maintain a synchrony of these parasites with navel orangeworms in order to 
achieve the lowest pest densities. In fact, such reservoirs often exceed 1000 residual almonds per tree 
through the winter months and produce navel orangeworm densities at harvest that are below 1% 
on soft-shelled varieties. Superimposed upon the system is the diapausing mechanism in both the 
navel orangeworm and the parasites.[5] All of these forces must be considered for a sound, reliable 
integrated management. Almond producers have to make reasonable decisions on whether or not 
to remove residual almonds, a very costly procedure, or to use within-season insecticidal sprays. 
However, orchard managers rarely understand population stability through the interaction of natural 
enemies and their prey. Because the management of this pest with parasitic insects depends heavily 
on the perpetuation of parasites in orchards, it can be accomplished only by an understanding of the 
dynamics involved. Storing rejected almonds in protective shelters during winter months increases 
parasite abundance. This allows the parasites to reproduce in large numbers for subsequent spread 
throughout an orchard in the spring when outdoor temperatures rise. Complete sanitation of an 
orchard by removal of all rejected almonds is counterproductive to successful management as this 
also eliminates natural enemies.

Australian Bush Fly Management in Micronesia

Pestiferous flies in the Marshall Islands provide a classic example of the adaptation of invading noxious 
insects to an area with a salubrious climate. With nearly perfect temperature–humidity conditions for 
their development, an abundance of carbohydrate and protein-rich food in the form of organic wastes 
and excreta provided by humans and their animals, and a general absence of effective natural enemies, 
several species were able to reach maximum numbers.

There are principally four types of pestiferous flies in Kwajalein Atoll of the Marshall Islands, with the 
African–Australian bush fly, Musca sorbens Wiedemann, being by far the most pestiferous species. The 
common housefly, Musca domestica L., of lesser importance, frequents houses and is attracted to food 
in recreation areas. The remaining two types are the Calliphoridae (Chrysomya megacephala [Fab.] and 
[Wiedemann]) and the Sarcophagidae (Parasarcophaga misera [Walker] and Phytosarcophaga gressitti 
Hall and Bohart). These latter species are abundant around refuse disposal sites and wherever rotting 
meat and decaying fish are available. Most of the fly species differ from the common housefly and the 
bush fly in being more sluggish and noisy and by their general avoidance of humans. Because residents 
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do not distinguish the different kinds of flies, non-pestiferous types are often blamed as nuisances when 
in fact they may be considered to fulfill a useful role in the biodegradation of refuse and rotting meat.

An initial assessment of the problem led to the expedient implementation of breeding source reduction 
to reduce the population of the housefly, M. domestica L., and both the Calliphoridae and Sarcophagidae 
to inconspicuous levels. These involved slight modifications of refuse disposal sites to disfavor fly breed-
ing. These simple measures resulted in an estimated one-third reduction of total population of flies 
concentrating around beaches and residential areas. Because the housefly especially enters dwellings, 
the reduction in its numbers was desirable for the general health of the community, and fly annoyances 
indoors diminished. Thorough surveys of breeding sites and natural enemy complexes revealed that 
M. sorbens population reduction would not be quickly forthcoming, however. A schedule of importation 
of natural enemies was begun, and other integrated management approaches were investigated, e.g., 
baiting and breeding habitat reduction.

Bush Fly origin and Habits

This species is known as the bazaar fly in North Africa, a housefly in India, and the bush fly in 
Australia.[7] It was first described from Sierra Leone in West Africa in 1830, where it is a notorious 
 nuisance to humans and animals. The flies are attracted to wounds, sores, and skin lesions, searching for 
any possible food sources such as blood and other exudations. Although not a biting species, its habits 
of transmitting eye diseases, enteric infections, pathogenic bacteria, and helminth eggs make it a most 
important and dangerous public health insect.[8–11]

The bush fly has spread through a major portion of the Old World, Africa, and parts of Asia.[12] 
In Oceania, its distribution is in Australia,[13] New Guinea,[13] Samoa and Guam,[14] and the Marshall 
Islands.[15] In Hawaii, Joyce[16] first reported it in 1950. Later, Hardy[17] listed it in the Catalog of Hawaiian 
Diptera, and Wilton[18] reported its predilection for dog excrement. The importance of the bush fly 
increased in the 1960s, when it was incriminated as a potential vector of beta-hemolytic streptococci in 
an epidemic of acute glomerulonephritis.[8]

On the islands of Kwajalein Atoll, a substantial portion of the main density of M. sorbens emanated 
from dog, pig, and human feces. Inspections of pig droppings in the bush of 10 widely separated islets 
revealed high numbers of larvae (over 100 per dropping), making this dung, as in Guam,[15] a primary 
breeding source in the atoll. Pigs that are corralled on soil or concrete slabs concentrate and trample 
their droppings, making them less suitable breeding sites. In such situations, flies were able to com-
plete their development only along the periphery of corrals. Coconut husks placed under pigs in corrals 
results in the production of greater numbers of flies by reducing the effectiveness of trampling. Kitchen 
and other organic wastes were not found to breed M. sorbens, although a very low percentage of the adult 
population could originate there judging from reports elsewhere. Nevertheless, this medium is certainly 
not responsible for producing a significant percentage of the adult densities observed in the Atoll.

Management efforts Worldwide

Successful partial reduction of the bush fly population had been achieved only in Hawaii, through a 
combination of the elimination of breeding sites, principally dog droppings, and the activities of para-
sitic and predatory insects introduced earlier to combat other fly species, e.g., M. domestica.[19] The den-
sity of the bush fly population varies in different climatic zones in Hawaii, but the importance of this fly 
is minimal compared with Kwajalein. At times, hymenopterous parasites have been found to parasitize 
over 95% of flies sampled in the Waikiki area (H.S. Yu, unpublished data). Other parts of Oceania (e.g., 
Australia) either were not suitable for maximum effectiveness of known parasitic species or had princi-
ple breeding habitats that were not attractive to the natural enemies. Therefore, in Australia, a concerted 
effort has been made to secure scavenger and predatory insects from southern Africa that are effective in 
managing fly populations on range cattle and sheep dung, the principal fly-producing source.[20]
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Kwajalein Atoll

Integrated fly management had reached a level of partial success by 1974. Initial surveys for natural ene-
mies of M. sorbens revealed the presence of four scavenger and predatory insects: the histerid Carcinops 
troglodytes Erichson, the nitidulid Carpophilus pilosellus Motschulsky, the tenebrionid Alphitobius 
diaperinus (Panzer), and the dermapteran Labidura riparia (Pallas). Dog numbers were significantly 
reduced, and all privies were reconstructed or improved on one island, Ebeye. Dogs were reduced or 
tethered on Kwajalein Island and refuse fish, etc., disposed of thoroughly on Illeginni and other islands 
with American residents. Importations of natural enemies were made throughout the atoll, and the 
average population density of M. sorbens on Ebeye was subsequently reduced from an estimated 8.5 flies 
attracted to the face per minute to less than 0.5 fly per minute, which was readily appreciated by the 
inhabitants. The single most important cause appeared to be the partial elimination of breeding sources, 
with natural enemies playing a secondary role.

For the further reduction of bush fly numbers, the integration of a nondestructive insecticidal reduc-
tion measure was desirable. Sugar bait mixtures that have been used for houseflies in years prior to 1972 
were wholly ineffective for killing adult M. sorbens due to their almost complete lack of attractiveness. 
However, a variety of decomposing foodstuffs including rotting eggs and rotting fish sauces were very 
highly attractive. Experiments using a 6-day-old mixture of one part fresh whole eggs to one part water[21] 
attracted over 50,000 bush flies that were then killed by a 0.5 ppm Dichlorvos additive. The poisoned mix-
ture was poured in quantities of 100 mL each in flat plastic trays with damp sand at 20 sites in the shade 
and spaced every 10 m along a public beach on Kwajalein. Baits placed above the height of 1 m or against 
walls in open pavilions were only weakly attractive. After 48 hours, flies were reduced to inconspicuous 
levels all over Kwajalein Island. This condition endured for at least 3 days, after which newly emerging 
and immigrating flies managed to slowly increase to annoying levels as the baits ceased to be attractive. 
However, the former density of flies was never reached even one week after the baiting; these populations 
were subsequently reduced to even lower levels by applying additional fresh poisoned baits.

Baiting was extended to other islands in the atoll with the result of sustained reductions of bush 
fly numbers to below general annoyance levels (less than 0.01 attracted per minute on Kwajalein, Roi-
Namur, Illeginni, and Meck Islands). A new attractant that augmented the rotting egg mixture con-
sisted of beach sand soaked for one week in the decomposing body fluids of buried sharks. This new 
attractant was far superior to rotting eggs in both rate and time of attraction, the latter sometimes 
exceeding 5 days. The baiting method could be used effectively if applied initially twice a week, and only 
biweekly applications were necessary in the following months.

After January 2000, in the absence of specialist supervision, the baiting procedure in the atoll has 
not continued with the sophistication initially determined necessary. In the absence of supervision, the 
number of flies was not adequately reduced. Periodic personnel changes precluded the passing on of 
accurate information critical to managing the fly densities. Of vital importance is habitat reduction, the 
proper preparation of baits, and the latter’s placement in shaded wind-calm areas of the islands. Because 
such sites are generally out of sight of the public, baiting has instead shifted to populated areas, where 
only very conspicuous but non-pestiferous species of flies are attracted to the baits in large numbers. 
Sometimes, even ammonia baits were substituted that attract harmless blow fly species but not the tar-
geted bush fly.

Aquatic Weed Management by Fish in irrigation Systems

Imported fish species have been used for clearing aquatic vegetation from waterways, which has also 
reduced mosquito and chironomid midge abundance. In the irrigation systems, storm drainage channels, 
and recreational lakes of southern California, the California Department of Fish and Game authorized 
the introduction of three species of African cichlids: Tilapia zillii (Gervais), Oreochromis (Sarotherodon) 
mossambica (Peters), and Oreochromis (Sarotherodon) hornorum (Trewazas). These became established 
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over some 2000 ha of waterways.[22] Their establishment reduced the biomass of emergent aquatic vegeta-
tion that was slowing down the distribution of irrigation water but that also provided a habitat for such 
encephalitis vectors as the mosquito Culex tarsalis Coquillet. Previous aquatic weed reduction practices 
had required an expensive physical removal of vegetation and/or the frequent application of herbicides.

One species, T. zillii can reduce mosquito populations by a combination of direct predation and the 
consumption of aquatic plants by these omnivorous fishes.[23–25] As Legner and Sjogren[22] indicated, this 
is a unique example of persistent biological suppression and probably applicable only for relatively stable 
irrigation systems where a permanent water supply is assured and where water temperatures are warm 
enough in winter to sustain the fish.[26] A threefold advantage in the use of these fish is as follows: 1) clear-
ing of vegetation to keep waterways open; 2) mosquito abatement; and 3) a fish large enough to be used for 
human consumption. However, optimum management of these cichlids for aquatic weed reduction often 
is not understood by irrigation district personnel,[27–28,19] with the result that competitive displacement by 
inferior cichlids minimizes or eliminates T. zillii, the most efficient weed-eating species.[29]

The three imported fish species varied in their influence in different parts of the irrigation system. Each 
fish species possessed certain attributes for combating the respective target pests.[30,31] T. zillii was best able 
to perform as both a habitat reducer and an insect predator. It also had a slightly greater tolerance to low 
water temperatures, which guaranteed the survival of large populations through the winter months; at 
the same time, it did not pose a threat to salmon and other game fisheries in the colder waters of central 
California. It was the superior game species and most desirable as human food. Nevertheless, the agencies 
supporting the research (mosquito abatement and county irrigation districts) acquired and distributed all 
three species simultaneously throughout hundreds of kilometers of the irrigation system, storm drainage 
channels, and recreational lakes. The outcome was the permanent and semipermanent establishment of 
the two less desirable species, S. mossambica and S. hornorum, over a broader portion of the distribution 
range. This was achieved by the competitively advantaged Sarotherodon species that mouth-brood their 
fry, while T. zillii did not have this attribute strongly developed. It serves as an example of competitive 
exclusion such as conjectured by Ehler.[32] In the clear waters of some lakes in coastal and southwestern 
California, the intense predatory behavior of S. mossambica males on the fry of T. zillii could be easily 
observed, even though adults of the latter species gave a strong effort to fend off these attacks.

This outcome was not too serious for chironomid reduction in storm drainage channels because 
the Sarotherodon species are quite capable of permanently suppressing chironomid densities to below 
annoyance levels.[23,26] However, for the management of aquatic weeds, namely, Potamogeton pectina-
tus L., Myriophyllum spicatum var. exalbescens (Fernald) Jepson, Hydrilla verticillata Royle, and Typha 
species, they showed little capability.[31] Thus, competition excluded T. zillii from expressing its maxi-
mum potential in the irrigation channels of the lower Sonoran Desert and in the recreational lakes of 
southwestern California. Furthermore, as the Sarotherodon species were of a more tropical nature, their 
populations were reduced in the colder waters of the irrigation canals and recreational lakes. Although 
T. zillii populations could have been restocked, attention was later focused on a potentially more envi-
ronmentally destructive species, the white amur, Ctenopharyngodon idella (Valenciennes), and other 
carps. The competitively advantaged Sarotherodon species are permanently established over a broad 
geographic area, which encumbers the reestablishment of T. zillii in storm drainage channels of south-
western California.

Management of Filth Fly Abundance in 
Dairies and Poultry Houses

The most important of muscoid fly species are broadly defined as those most closely associated with 
human activities. Breeding habitats vary from the organic wastes of urban and rural settlements to 
those provided by various agricultural practices, particularly ones related to the management and care 
of domestic animals. Their degree of relationship to humans varies considerably with the ecology and 
behavior of the fly species involved. Some are more often found inside dwellings.
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Research to reduce fly abundance has centered on the highly destructive parasitic and predatory 
species, such as the encyrtid Tachinaephagus zealandicus Ashmead, five species of the pteromalid 
genus Muscidifurax, and Spalangia species that destroy dipterous larvae and pupae in various breeding 
sources. The natural enemies are capable of successful fly suppression if the correct species and strains 
are applied in the right locality.[24,33–36] Other approaches have included the use of pathogens and preda-
tory mites and inundative releases of parasites and predators.[37,38] Although partially successful, none 
of these strategies has become the sole method for fly abatement, and the choice of a ineffective parasite 
strain may have detrimental results.[19] Instead, the focus is on integrated management including habitat 
reduction, adult baiting, and aerosol treatments with short residual insecticides. Also, it is generally 
agreed that existing predatory complexes exert great influences on fly densities[39] and that many natural 
enemies of these flies have a potential to significantly reduce their abundance if managed properly.[29,40] 
Because climatic and locality differences dictate which abatement strategies are effective, simple instruc-
tions to the public are impossible, and the involvement of skilled personnel is required. Of primary 
importance for successful management is the provision of relatively stable breeding habitats and their 
natural enemy complexes. Periodic cleaning operations should stress the partial removal of breeding 
sites and the deposition of such waste into large stacks, which favors the generation of  destructive heat 
while minimizing the area and attractiveness for fly oviposition. Nevertheless, this management proce-
dure is difficult for abatement personnel to grasp in the absence of competent supervision.
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introduction

Strategies to develop ecological farming methods stem from economic, health, environmental, and 
practical concerns with chemical pesticides. Ecological agriculture, also called sustainable agriculture,[1] 
agroecology, low-external input, regenerative agriculture,[2] and farmer-participatory integrated pest 
management (IPM), has no single definition.[3] The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the 
United Nations suggests that such sustainable development (in the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 
sectors) conserves land, water, plant, and animal genetic resources, is environmentally nondegrading, 
technically appropriate, economically viable, and socially acceptable.[4]

Ecological agriculture implies approaches to prevent or minimize application of chemical pesticides, 
which promote local inputs, and where increased farmer knowledge becomes the basis of managing pests 
and improving yields and sustainability.[5] Organic agriculture is distinctive in requiring an approved 
body to certify that no chemical fertilizers or pesticides have been used. This provides a guarantee for 
consumers, and can enable farmers to receive a premium for their crops.

Pest Management Strategies

Ecological pest management practices have been adopted in both industrialized and developing coun-
tries. Most farming systems still use certain aspects: crop rotation, field clearance to destroy pest ref-
uges, resistant varieties, early or late planting regimes. More specific ecological strategies employed by 
farmers vary widely, according to the cropping system, whether the farmer is in an industrialized or a 
developing country, and the locally available inputs.

As interest in ecological pest management grows, it is increasing the demand for biological technolo-
gies. The biological control agent in most widespread use, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) can be easily pro-
duced in large quantities, and can be used like a chemical. As a result it is applied in both conventional 
and organic agriculture in many countries. Bt has proved extremely effective in controlling persistent 
pests such as the diamondback moth, which plagues cabbages and related crops, and has led to a pesti-
cide treadmill in many areas.[6]
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Biological pest controls require the development of breeding centers for insect predators and parasit-
oids. Cuba has the most advanced program globally with a countrywide network of over 300 centers for 
the reproduction of entomopathogens and entomophages supplying bacteria, fungi, viruses, and insect 
parasitoids. These include Lixophaga diatraege for cane stem borer, the parasitic wasp Trichogramma, 
and the fungal disease Beauvaria bassiana against a total of seven pests.[7]

Particularly in developing countries, many indigenous plants and locally adapted technologies are 
used against a variety of pests. Most widely known is the neem tree (Azardirachta indica), native to 
India and also found in parts of Africa, whose leaves are effective against many pests. Other common 
solutions are pyrethrum, chili peppers, wood ash, and castor oil seeds.[8,9]

Spreading ecological Practices

Ecological strategies for pest management are characterized by a holistic approach and not only the 
substitution of biological controls for chemical pesticides. Management strategies include soil conserva-
tion, seed selection, and maintenance of agricultural biodiversity. Participation of the women and men 
farmers to ensure cultural and local appropriateness is of central importance in the development of new 
strategies. Farmer field schools (FFS) have proved a successful training approach, where training takes 
place at field level, focusing on recognition of pests and predators and their life cycles. Designing in-
field experiments, examining economic losses from pest damage, and encouraging observation of local 
plants that may act as a trap crop for pests or have repellent properties, become part of the armory.[10]

ecological Diversity for Diverse cropping Systems

Fragile tropical soils may benefit most from ecological strategies, but these farming approaches are not 
restricted by crop, climate, or continent. Table 1 indicates a range of cropping systems and countries that 
have benefited from IPM programs. One of the most successful examples is in European glasshouses 
where 70% of commercial glasshouses have been managed through IPM based on biological controls 
for more than 15 years. In these intensive production systems, IPM enables growers to control all major 
pests and avoid most pesticide use.

Cotton is the crop that uses the most chemical insecticides worldwide. Nevertheless, cotton IPM 
and organic strategies have demonstrated that ecological alternatives are successful. An FFS trainer- 
and farmer-training program in Pakistan prevented insecticide applications in the first 8–10 weeks after 
planting, allowing natural enemy populations to build up, and giving higher yields in seven of the 10 
demonstration plots.[11] Similar successes have been achieved in India, Zimbabwe, and elsewhere.

Adverse environmental impacts of pesticide use in conventional cotton systems and the problems of 
insect resistance to pesticides have encouraged farmers to invest in organic systems. While still a small 
proportion of overall cotton production, the growing consumer support for ecological fiber is likely to 
further encourage producers. The United States is the largest single producer with 32% of the total certi-
fied organic cotton fiber production in 1997, followed by Turkey with 22%. Organic cotton production 
is well suited to small-scale cropping systems and in the same year 15% of certified organic cotton fiber 
came from India, 19% from Africa, and 11% from Latin America (mainly Peru).[12] 

In Indonesia IPM strategies based on improving farmers’ knowledge of ecological pest management 
were highly successful against infestations of brown rice-hopper that decimated the rice crop in the 
mid-1980s. An IPM rice program supported by the FAO in South and South East Asia that began in 1980 
has targeted farmers using high chemical inputs. More than 500,000 farmers have been trained and now 
save on average $10 per hectare per season, while maintaining or increasing yields.[13]

Farmers develop their own strategic improvements. In an area of low rainfall and high soil erosion in 
Burkina Faso, local groups and villagers worked with the government and local organizations to develop 
an ecological approach ranging from tree planting to increased use of manure. Covering more than 
200 villages, farmers increased sorghum yields from 870 kg/ha to 1650–2000 kg/ha. In the semi-arid 
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Machakos region of Kenya farmers developed appropriate agricultural techniques, building terracing, 
selective animal grazing, and manure collection, significantly increasing soil fertility and yields.[14]

The major physical constraints to adoption of ecological pest management relate to agricultural pro-
duction systems rather than crops, regions, and climate. Large-scale monoculture, for example, does not 
easily lend itself to ecological approaches because of dependence on single varieties, loss of natural soil 
fertility, and emergence of specialized pests that kill natural enemies. The most sustained improvements 
can be found when government policies support ecological practices.

environmental and economic Benefits

Because of the many starting points, farmers have different motivations for adopting ecological 
approaches. In industrialized countries, where farmers generally rely heavily on external inputs, eco-
logical practices may lower yields, but improve the environment.

In developing countries, some 2.3–2.6 billion people are supported by agriculture using the higher 
inputs of green revolution technologies and in these areas farmers would generally stabilize or achieve 
slightly higher yields with ecological pest management, also gaining environmental benefits. The 
remaining 1.9–2.2 billion people are largely fed by traditional agriculture and farmers. Here, ecological 
management strategies can substantially improve yields and income.[15]

The environmental benefits of ecological agriculture stem from reductions in chemical inputs, which 
threaten biodiversity, pollute water sources, and kill fish and other nontarget beneficials, often includ-
ing cattle or domestic animals. Some entomologists believe that a significant proportion of the most 
serious insect pest problems have been introduced or worsened as pesticide use eliminates local natural 
enemies.

Economically, dependence on pesticides and poor management strategies can have devastating 
impacts, and the health and environmental costs of pesticide use are rarely calculated. In India cotton 
production accounts for more than 50% of pesticides used and poor application practices have resulted 
in insect pest resistance to chemicals. Farmers lacked the know-how to develop alternatives, and became 
deeply indebted to money lenders and pesticide dealers. The FAO has estimated that IPM could reduce 

TABLE 1 Impact of Selected IPM Programs on Pesticide Use, Crop Yields, and Annual Savings

Country and Crop

Average Change in
Pesticide Use (as % of Conventional 

Treatments)

Changes in Yields
(as % of Conventional 

Treatments)

Annual 
Savings of 

Program $1000

Togo, cotton 50 90–108 11–13
Burkina Faso, rice 50 103 No data
Thailand, rice 50 No data 5–10,000
Philippines, rice 62 110 5–10,000
Indonesia, rice 34–42 105 50–100,000
Nicaragua, maize 25 93a No data
United States, nine No. of applications up, volumes 110–130 578,000

commodities applied down
Bangladesh, rice 0–25 113–124 No data
India, groundnuts 0 100 34
China, rice 46–80 110 400
Vietnam, rice 57 107 54
India, rice 33 108 790
Sri Lanka, rice 26 135 1,000
a Lower yields, but higher net returns.
Source: Pretty.[2]
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pesticide use in Asian rice crops by 50% or more, without compromising yields, and maintain or improve 
net returns to the farmer—savings could amount to $1 billion.[16]

In areas of fragile and problem soil, intensive agriculture can lead to desertification, while resource-
conserving systems in arid and semi-arid regions can deliver sustainable and often increasing yields. 
Farmers in these regions can rarely afford the external inputs and small improvements in yield would 
have profound impacts on the lives of the largely poorer populations that these agricultural systems 
support.

Risks in Adopting ecological Strategies

The risks involved in adopting ecological pest management strategies are lower for small-scale farmers 
who are not yet using chemical inputs, and for farmers on a pesticide treadmill caused by high depen-
dence and pest resistance to chemical inputs. In these instances the main risks are from short-term 
projects imposed without involvement of women and men in the farming communities who may swap 
one kind of dependency for another—the goodwill of donors. Farmers need knowledge to transfer to 
more ecological pest management strategies, and even successful IPM training can be limited by lack 
of funds for follow up.

Farming systems in industrialized countries that are effectively managing pesticide usage are likely to 
lose yields when adopting ecological strategies, particularly during the transitional stage. These farmers 
are also likely to face higher labor costs, though offset to some extent by lower input costs. The benefits 
are longer term and less tangible: improvements to the environment and to health, and in maintaining 
yields over time. For farmers who adopt organic practices and seek certification, the initial lower yields 
can be offset by a premium for their crops.
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introduction

Every animal and plant population is surrounded by an interactive biotic and physical environment, 
and these enormously complex interactions often stabilize population densities to reduce the probabil-
ity of a pest outbreak. However, ecological interactions are often disrupted, simplified, or overridden in 
managed ecosystems, reducing the impact of naturally-occurring pest population regulation and lead-
ing to outbreaks. Understanding how ecological interactions may either cause or prevent pest outbreaks 
can lead to crop and landscape management activities that achieve relative stability of pest populations 
below damaging levels without resorting to widespread and environmentally disruptive intervention. 
Increasing environmental complexity can enhance pest management. Intelligent environmental man-
agement with due regard for the place of a pest within a complex and interconnected ecosystem reduces 
pest outbreaks when attention is given to 1) increasing species diversity within cropping or landscaped 
ecosystems, 2) crop rotations and use of short-term, rapidly-maturing cultivars, 3) reducing field size 
and encouraging intervening areas of uncultivated and undisrupted vegetation, 4) reduced tillage and 
tolerance of weedy backgrounds, and 5) increased genetic diversity within the crop.

Pest Population Dynamics and Species Diversity

Apparently simple ecosystems such as annual agricultural crop monocultures are complex, and the rela-
tive impact of alternate crops, weeds, natural enemies, competitors, and associated organisms on pests 
may be highly variable. Pest populations and their effective environments are constantly changing in 
space and time, and events impacting one population at one location and time interval usually do not 
duplicate events in the same population at another time and place. Despite ecosystem complexity, sea-
sonal agricultural crops that are periodically disrupted due to harvesting and tilling may never achieve 
a steady, sustained state typical of later stages in ecological succession. Annual or more frequent disrup-
tion selects for pests that can locate and exploit resources quickly and efficiently. Colonizing species 
of plants and insects display rapid dispersal and an ability to increase numbers quickly when suitable 
habitat is located. The ancestors of many crop plants are typical of early stages of ecological succession, 
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as are their associated insect pests. Conventional agriculture invites early- successional species that 
are likely to undergo uncontrolled population outbreaks. Populations of such pests are rarely in equi-
librium at any given place and time, but are maintained by a loose balance of colonization and extinc-
tion over a large geographical area. Equilibrium is more likely to be reached in populations occupying 
longer- lasting ecosystems such as orchards and forests. Population fluctuations in these more complex 
ecosystems are partly buffered by the complex interactions within food webs, so there is less likelihood 
of outbreak of any particular pest species.

Species diversity is formally measured as an index combining numbers and proportion of each 
species present in an ecosystem. A species diversity index ref lects the number of links in a food 
web, and the overall stability of any ecosystem is partly a function of the number of interactions 
among plant, pests, natural enemies, and pathogens. Ecologists and pest managers debate over 
whether there exists a direct relationship between species diversity and stability of individual pop-
ulations within an ecosystem. It is often presumed that pest outbreaks are suppressed in more com-
plex (and therefore more diverse) ecosystems. The so-called “diversity–stability hypothesis” holds 
that ecological communities with a higher species diversity are more stable because outbreaks of 
pest species are ameliorated by the checks and balances and alternative pathways that exist within 
a large and integrated food web. Evidence supporting this view comes from experiments that mix 
several plant species with the primary host of a specialist herbivore, resulting in reduced popula-
tions of the  specialist herbivore. This observation is termed the resource concentration hypothesis, 
which holds that insect herbivores are more likely to locate and to remain on hosts growing in 
dense or pure stands, and the most specialized species frequently attain highest densities in eco-
systems with low plant species diversity. Biomass becomes concentrated in a few species, with a 
concomitant decrease in species diversity of herbivores in monocultures. Increases in herbivore 
populations in crop monocultures generally result from higher rates of colonization and reproduc-
tion along with reductions in dispersal, predation, and parasitism. As species diversity increases 
in agroecosystems, more internal links result within food webs and these links promote greater 
stability, resulting in fewer pest outbreaks. Structural diversity is an important physical component 
of overall diversity; for instance, cropping systems with taller plants (such as corn among beans 
and squash) present more physical space to arthropods and this increases the variety of prey and 
provides greater shelter for predators.

Monoculture and Polyculture

Monoculture is the planting of a single species of crop plant, which often results in increased populations 
of specialist herbivores, a result consistent with the resource concentration hypothesis. Polyculture, the 
planting of more than one crop species in the same local area (often the same field), may reduce impact of 
herbivorous pests because the presence of a variety of plants disrupts orientation of specialist herbivores 
to their hosts. For example, cabbage flea beetles and cabbage aphids that locate their hosts via specific 
chemical cues (such as the alkaloid sinigrin) are less effective in locating their host plants when these are 
intermingled with a variety of other plant species. The result is lower populations of the flea beetles and 
aphids. Local movement of cucumber beetles and lady beetles is enhanced when cucumbers are inter-
planted with corn and beans as compared with these insects’ movement in monocultures, where they 
tend to remain on individual plants. Numbers of specialist herbivores (cabbage aphids, diamondback 
moth, and imported cabbageworm) on collards planted in weedy backgrounds are lower than popula-
tions of these same herbivores on collards planted against bare soil or plastic mulch. This influence of 
weeds intensifies once the weeds become as tall as the collards, effectively allowing the collards to escape 
herbivory by concealment among the weeds. The frequent replacement of one crop by another in crop 
rotation maintains populations of specialist herbivores below damaging levels. Field crop producers in 
the midwestern U.S. can prevent the increase of corn rootworm populations by rotating from corn to 
soybeans every 2 or 3 years.
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open and closed ecosystems

Ecosystems may be considered to be open (subsidized) or closed depending on the amount of nutri-
ent and energy exchange with ecosystems outside themselves. Open ecosystems are characterized by 
regular input of energy and nutrients, followed by removal of a large proportion of nutrients. In maize 
fields in the midwestern U.S. heavy importation of mineral fertilizer occurs at planting and subsequent 
energy is input when the crop is tilled and pesticides are applied. Most of the nutrients in a maize field 
are removed at harvest, as yield or crop residue. In landscaping towns and suburbs we fertilize (pro-
viding input) and rake leaves and remove mowed grass (exporting nutrients) to maintain a pleasing 
appearance.

The assemblage of species within a maize field is artificial, with novel interspecific associations. Many 
of the major insect pests are of exotic origin, and the association with maize is relatively recent. For 
instance, the European corn borer arrived in North America around 1910, before which maize (native 
to Mesoamerica) had no ecological association with the corn borer. It may take many years for native 
natural enemies to expand their host or prey range to include exotic organisms. Most anthropogenic 
agroecosystems and landscaped ecosystems are artificial assemblages and open ecosystems. The species 
assemblage in planned landscapes often includes a preponderance of exotic species.

In a closed ecosystem, such as a deciduous forest, most nutrient movement remains localized with 
little import and export. For example, the nutrients and energy in the forest canopy fall to the ground 
as leaves and frass, or leaves are converted into caterpillars, which in turn are eaten by insectivorous 
birds, predatory insects, and parasitic wasps. There is little “leakage” of nutrients from closed ecosys-
tems into surrounding environments. The species assemblages of many closed ecosystems have been 
associated for millennia, resulting in multiple trophic links and close ecological associations among 
mostly native species. Such ecosystems are relatively “immune” to invasion by exotic species (although 
there are exceptions, such as the successful invasion of the gypsy moth into the forests of eastern North 
America).

examples

The Mexican bean beetle overwinters in hedgerows and along field edges, so that soybean fields nearest 
overwintering sites are likely to become infested earlier and bean beetle populations subsequently will 
be higher. Soybeans located near bush and pole beans (which are more suitable hosts for the bean beetle) 
are also likely to develop economically damaging infestations earlier. Natural enemies often move from 
unmanaged field edges and nearby hedgerows and forests into adjacent farm fields and the nature of 
this movement may be very important to local suppression of pests. Many studies have shown that there 
are increased numbers and activity of natural enemies near field borders when there is sufficient natural 
habitat to provide cover and alternate prey and hosts, as well as food in the form of nectar and pollen. 
This function of wild border areas significantly enhances biological control.

Weedy vegetation in or near crop fields support a diverse fauna, including natural enemies of pests 
on the crop plants. This depends on the species of weeds present; for instance, if the weeds were particu-
larly attractive to aphids and their natural enemies, this enhances aphid control on a commercial crop. 
Weeds such as pigweed (Amaranthus), lambs quarters (Chenopodium), and shepherd’s purse (Capsella) 
when heavily infested with aphids serve as “nurseries” for production of aphid predators and parasit-
oids, which move onto neighboring crop plants when these are located near these weeds.

Growing several crops in the same space reduces pest problems relative to monocultures of the same 
species. When blackberries are planted among grapevines in central California, the parasitoid Anagrus 
epos attacks the eggs of both grape leafhopper and the leafhopper Dikrella cruentata on blackberry. By 
encouraging blackberries between alternate grape arbors, a constant supply of eggs of both leafhoppers 
are available to the parasitoid, which persists in populations high enough to bring the grape leafhopper 
under biological control.
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Floral undergrowth in orchards provides resources to adult parasitic wasps and flies and increases 
parasitism of phytophagous insects (particularly Lepidoptera) on the trees. The presence of nectar and 
pollen along with alternate prey is particularly favorable to populations of generalist predators such as 
the lady beetle Coleomegilla maculata resulting in lower aphid populations. In relay cropping, two (or 
more) different crops are grown on the same area in successive seasons. The seasonal change from one 
crop to another prevents the increase of specialist pests especially if the crops are evolutionarily dis-
tantly related (such as legumes and grasses). When soybeans are relay cropped after winter wheat, pests 
of soybeans are less abundant than when soybeans are cropped alone.

Planting and harvesting corn and beans in alternating plots rather than solid monocultures reduces 
pest numbers on both crops, and this management approach is widely practiced in traditional agricul-
ture. Where alfalfa can be grown throughout the year it is possible to harvest on a 3–4 week rotation 
when half the field is cut in strips. Natural enemies of the alfalfa weevil, alfalfa caterpillar, and aphids 
are conserved in the regrowth, and there are alternative food sources and hiding places for these preda-
tors and parasitoids all year, so they are always present to suppress pest populations below damaging 
levels. By planting alfalfa adjacent to cotton, control of Lygus bugs is achieved by allowing increase of 
natural enemies of Lygus in the alfalfa. These natural enemies move into the cotton and control Lygus 
bugs there.
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introduction

To promote public health, personal safety, and environmental protection, pesticides and their use 
are extensively regulated. Pesticide regulation is primarily decided at the federal level and enforced by 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Although the states generally copy the federal laws, some 
state laws are more restrictive than federal laws. Both federal and state laws provide for criminal pros-
ecution and can impose penalties such as fines or imprisonment. In addition, common law actions are 
used to regulate pesticide use. Common law actions are civil claims brought by private citizens based 
on an allegation of improper pesticide production or use. When a pesticide manufacturer or user causes 
personal injury or property damage, the victim initiates a civil action to recover financial compensation 
for the harm.

This entry will detail the federal regulatory framework of pesticides, including product registration 
and methods of enforcement. This entry will also address the conflicts between pesticide regulation and 
other federal environmental law, and the current preemption guideline for conflicts between federal 
and state regulations. Finally, this entry will address various common law remedies available as private 
forms of pesticide regulation, to ensure pesticide users and manufacturers act reasonably and limit 
potential harm to humans and the environment.
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Statutory Law and Regulation

Statutory laws are the formal acts of federal and state legislatures. Although statutory laws often provide 
general directions, technical details are assigned to a regulatory agency. The agency rules specify how 
the statute passed by Congress will be implemented and enforced by the agency. These rules have the 
force of law. Regulatory agencies implement their rules by requiring permits or licenses, and enforce 
those rules through civil and criminal penalties.[1]

Federal Law

overview

Pesticides were first subject to federal laws by the Insecticide Act of 1910.[2] This law protected farmers 
from sellers of adulterated or misbranded pesticide products. Following a surge in the development of 
new pesticides during the Second World War, Congress repealed the Insecticide Act of 1910 and enacted 
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) of 1947.[3] FIFRA broadened federal 
control of pesticides by requiring the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) to register any 
pesticide before its introduction into interstate commerce. In 1970, Congress transferred the administra-
tion of FIFRA to the newly created EPA. Thereafter, Congress enacted the 1972 Federal Environmental 
Pesticide Control Act (FEPCA) to address public concerns about pesticides’ environmental impact and 
to ensure greater pesticide use regulation.[4] As a result, federal policy shifted from regulation of pesti-
cides for reasonably safe use in agriculture to regulation of pesticides to prevent unreasonable risks to 
people and the environment. Subsequent amendments to FIFRA (1988, etc.), have clarified the EPA’s 
duties and responsibilities.[5]

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), and 1954 Miller Amendments, required the 
 government to establish tolerances (maximum allowable pesticide residue limits) for all pesticides used 
on food and feed crops.[6] The 1996 Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA) amended the FDCA and FIFRA, 
especially the process of establishing tolerances for pesticide residues in food and feed.[7] For example, 
the EPA now uses a single standard to evaluate pesticide residues on raw and processed foods. FQPA 
represents the single largest shift in federal pesticide policy and process ever undertaken. The FQPA 
established a new safety standard to be met when establishing tolerances for a reasonable certainty of 
no harm from aggregate exposure. It also required all existing tolerances to be reassessed under the new 
standard and required the EPA to make an explicit determination that tolerances for residues in food 
are safe for infants and children.[7]

The heart of the regulatory scheme for pesticide application, storage, and disposal is the FIFRA 
 provision making it unlawful to “… use any registered pesticide in a manner inconsistent with its 
 labeling.”[8] Thus, courts consider pesticide label instructions legislative regulations having the 
force  of law. For pesticide users, labeling is the primary basis for enforcement of FIFRA. Hence, 
every person using a pesticide has a legal obligation to read and follow all label instructions attached 
to the product and all product usage directions contained in any printed materials mentioned on 
the label.

Pesticide Product Registration

The EPA retains primary oversight for providing guidance to major pesticide producers for what data 
are needed before the product is federally registered. Some states also conduct a review of scientific 
data before registering a pesticide in their state. State agencies generally identify product registration 
violations during their inspections and refer them to EPA for enforcement.[5] However, states also have 
the ability to regulate pesticide use with state-level registration, although the registration only applies 
within the regulating state.[9]
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The federal government controls which pesticides are put on the market by requiring pesticide 
 registration under FIFRA.[10] Unless exempt, all pesticides must be registered with the EPA adminis-
trator before being distributed or sold.[11] A pesticide will not be registered by EPA unless the agency’s 
review of the registration data shows the pesticide will perform its intended function without “unrea-
sonable adverse effects on the environment."[12] Pesticides are registered for general use or restricted use, 
depending upon the potential for adverse side effects.[13] If EPA determines that a pesticide generally will 
not have adverse effects on the environment or injure the applicator, then the pesticide is safe for general 
use.[14] This means that the product can be purchased by an unlicensed applicator. If EPA determines 
that a pesticide requires additional care or specific training in use, then the pesticide is defined as a 
restricted use product (RUP).[15] RUPs are subject to additional regulations and limited to use by a certi-
fied and licensed applicator.[16] Although many pesticides predated 1947, and were therefore exempt from 
registration, FIFRA was amended to require the reregistration of all pesticides “containing any active 
ingredient contained in any pesticide first registered before November 1, 1984.”[17]

Most states require the federally regulated products to be registered in each state as well. A state 
also may regulate the registration of EPA-registered pesticides for additional distribution or use within 
that state, so long as the registered state use does not violate FIFRA.[18] For instance, a state can make 
it illegal to use a product registered by EPA, or limit the use of a registered pesticide. Unless the EPA 
administrator has denied the state’s registered use, state registration of pesticides is equivalent to federal 
 registration, but only within that state. State registrations are subject to disapproval by the administra-
tor, who may also suspend a state’s registration authority if the state issues registrations that violate 
either FIFRA or FDCA.[19]

Not all pesticides are regulated by the EPA. If the EPA administrator determines that a pesticide 
does not require regulation, then the administrator, by regulation, may exempt that pesticide from 
the registration requirements.[20] The pesticides that do not require regulation are natural substances 
and minimum-risk pesticides, such as cedar or geraniol, as well as substances treated with pesticides, 
 pheromones, and biological preservatives.[21]

Pesticide Use enforcement

Although EPA does have enforcement power, in many cases EPA delegates enforcement of pesticide use 
violations to the states, under cooperative agreements. Each state’s agencies are responsible for admin-
istering pesticide regulations under state and federal statutes. States occasionally refer pesticide use 
violation cases to the EPA for enforcement.[22]

Enforcement of pesticide regulations is based on a hierarchy of state and federal agencies, beginning 
with the EPA Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP). OPP is the EPA entity responsible for registering 
all pesticides and formulating the label requirements that restrict pesticide use.[23] EPA in Washington 
works through 10 regional field offices (Regions) of EPA, which serve as liaisons between the states 
and OPP. The Regions work with the states to develop cooperative agreements, examine cases, answer 
 questions, and conduct joint inspections.

Although EPA is the ultimate arbiter of pesticide regulation, states have the primary responsibility to 
enforce those regulations.[24] Each state has a designated lead agency responsible for meeting the OPP 
goals. The lead agencies investigate all major pesticide use sites, such as agricultural and urban opera-
tions, to ensure that registered pesticides are used according to the labels approved by OPP. The lead 
agencies are also responsible for investigating sites of pesticide misuse and taking appropriate enforce-
ment information.[24]

Some Native American tribes have pesticide lead agencies that function the same as state lead 
 agencies, and those tribes work with their EPA regions to develop pesticide field programs. Although 
the tribal enforcement programs are created in the same manner and with the same goals as state pro-
grams, OPP and the regions must treat the process with a high degree of deference to a tribe’s sovereign 
treaty rights.[25]
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If a pesticide user or manufacturer violates any FIFRA regulation, EPA and the state can stop the sale 
or use of the pesticide, seize the pesticide, and seek civil and criminal penalties.[26] If a pesticide manu-
facturer or distributor violates FIFRA, EPA can seek a $5000 civil penalty for each offense, or a criminal 
penalty of a $50,000 fine or 1-year jail term.[27] If a pesticide user violates FIFRA, EPA can seek a $1000 
civil penalty for each offense, or a criminal penalty of a $1000 fine or 30-day jail term.[27] The most drastic 
enforcement procedures, in regard to pesticide manufacturers, are the cancellation or modification of a 
pesticide registration. Once a pesticide is registered under FIFRA, the applicant is not guaranteed per-
manent registration or classification. If EPA determines that a registered pesticide, or its labeling, does 
not comply with FIFRA or causes unreasonable adverse effects on the environment, the administrator 
may cancel the pesticide’s registration, change its classification, or alter the label.[28]

enforcement of tolerances for Pesticides in Food

One important consideration in regulating pesticide use is the level of pesticide residue left on  agricultural 
products that can be consumed by humans. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) monitors raw 
and processed commodities for compliance with residue tolerances. The USDA monitors meat, milk, 
and eggs for residue tolerance compliance. The FDA and USDA programs cover both domestically pro-
duced and imported commodities. A few states, such as California and Florida, have additional residue 
monitoring and enforcement programs, but all states have the authority to enforce federal regulations 
against food located within each state.[29] States cannot impose regulatory limits on pesticide residue, 
however, unless the residue limits are identical to the federal levels or the state successfully petitioned 
the federal government for authorization to change the regulation.[30]

Under the FDCA, introducing adulterated food into interstate commerce is prohibited.[31] A claim for 
violating the FDCA can be brought in an appropriate federal district court, where the court can punish 
the guilty party with injunctive relief, criminal prosecution, or seizure.[32] The key for pesticide regula-
tion is whether food containing pesticide residue constitutes adulterated food. Normally, a food is adul-
terated if it contains any poisonous substance or chemical.[33] Pesticide chemical residues, however, are 
specifically exempted from blanket regulation.[34] If the EPA has established a tolerance level for a pes-
ticide, or exempted a pesticide from regulation, then the food product is not considered adulterated.[35] 
The EPA administrator can only establish a pesticide tolerance if consumption of the residue poses little 
risk to the consumer.[36] The consumption is safe so long as “there is a reasonable certainty that no harm 
will result from aggregate exposure to the pesticide chemical residue.”[36] Once the EPA has established 
the tolerance level for a pesticide residue, the FDA enforces compliance because noncompliance residue 
that exceeds established tolerances constitutes food adulteration.

The FDA not only monitors U.S. pesticide residue but also develops cooperative agreements with 
foreign countries that export agricultural products into the United States.[37] These agreements require 
imported food to meet the FDCA standards for pesticide tolerance.[37]

While the EPA determines if the amount of pesticide residue found in the food is of “negligible risk” 
or below tolerable levels, there is a danger from consuming certain pesticide residues that the EPA has 
deemed carcinogenic.[38] Consumption of pesticide residue is also dangerous because of the pesticides 
that act as endocrine- disrupting chemicals (EDCs).[39] Evidence has established a link “between EDCs 
and decreased sperm counts; breast, testicular, and prostate cancer; and neurological disorders."[39] In 
fact, many of the chemicals found in pesticide residue have been banned in the European Union because 
of the danger to humans.[40]

Pesticide Regulation interaction with other Federal Regulations

One problem for the EPA is registering pesticides that conflict with other federal environmental law the 
EPA is charged with enforcing, especially the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Clean Water Act 
(CWA).[41]
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Under section nine of the ESA, all persons, including federal agencies, are prohibited from causing 
the “take” of any endangered species.[42] While pesticides may threaten endangered species, EPA did 
not have a formal process to evaluate the potential impact of pesticides on threatened and endangered 
 species, but EPA had never been liable for registering the pesticides.[43] In 1989, however, the Eighth 
Circuit held the EPA liable for approving the registration of a pesticide that later harmed a protected 
species.[44] According to the Eighth Circuit, an action solely based on pesticide regulation ordinarily 
should be brought under FIFRA, but a claim based on pesticide harm to an endangered species could be 
brought under the ESA.[45] Because EPA did not dispute the distributed pesticide caused the death of an 
endangered species, killing an endangered species is a taking, and pesticide distribution cannot legally 
occur without an EPA registration, the Eighth Circuit held EPA liable for a taking.[46]

Similarly, section seven of the ESA requires all federal agencies to conserve endangered species, which 
usually requires a consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service or National Marine Fishery Service 
to ensure agency actions will not “jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered s pecies.”[47] 
In 2004, the Ninth Circuit ruled EPA violated section seven of the ESA by failing to obtain a “jeop-
ardy” consultation before registering pesticide uses around listed salmon habitat.[48] EPA argued that 
any  cancellation or modification of a pesticide’s use must conform to FIFRA, and FIFRA’s standard for 
registration and cancellation already accounted for an effect on listed species.[49] According to the Ninth 
Circuit, however, FIFRA does not exempt EPA from the ESA regulations, since the two statutes have 
different purposes, and EPA must comply with the ESA if its registration of pesticides will affect listed 
species.[49] In addition, EPA has an ongoing duty to ensure all registered pesticides do not violate the 
ESA, because EPA always has the discretion to cancel a pesticide’s registration.[49]

EPA also has to consider the impact that registered pesticides may have on waterways, to ensure the 
 pesticides will not violate the CWA.[50] Under the CWA, any discharge of a pollutant into the nation’s waters 
requires the discharging entity to obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
 permit.[51] The pesticide manufacturer claimed that EPA did not include a requirement for a NPDES permit 
in the FIFRA registration process, and since water-related usage restrictions were placed on the pesticide 
as part of the FIFRA registration, the manufacturers did not need additional permit- ting.[52] According 
to the Ninth Circuit, however, the CWA and FIFRA have different and  complementary purposes, so the 
statutes should be treated as distinct entities.[52] FIFRA’s objective is to protect human health and prevent 
environmental harm from pesticides through cost–benefit analysis, while the CWA’s objective is to restore 
and maintain waterways by limiting pollution discharge.[52] Therefore, the court ruled that pesticide users 
are not exempt from CWA permitting requirements because they obtain FIFRA registration.[52]

This dual responsibility creates a tension for EPA, which is responsible for establishing water quality 
standards that dictate the permit requirements for a CWA permit.[53] Until recently, EPA had a Final 
Rule that exempted all FIFRA-compliant pesticides from NPDES permitting when those pesticides 
were put into water, or ran off property into water, as part of the pesticide’s intended use.[53] The Sixth 
Circuit rejected this analysis, citing the CWA requirement that no pollutant could be discharged into 
any navigable water unless EPA determined the discharge would not cause undue harm to water quality 
and issued the discharger a NPDES permit.[54] Although the court agreed FIFRA-compliant chemical 
pesticides did not require a NPDES permit if put into water to work as a pesticide, because the pesticide 
was not being discharged as a waste and EPA only approves pesticides that “will not generally cause 
unreasonably adverse effects on the environment,” the court cautioned that any introduced pollutant 
discharged with excess chemicals or residue required a NPDES permit.[55] In addition, all biological 
pesticides, regardless of whether or not it is excess pesticide or residue, always require NPDES permits 
because the CWA requires a permit for all biological material, not just waste.[56] While the court rejected 
EPA’s Final Rule exempting pesticides from NPDES permitting, the court noted EPA and state authori-
ties may grant general permits that allow for the discharge of a specific pollutant or type of pollutant 
across an entire region.[57] Once EPA or a state agency issues such a general permit, pesticide dischargers 
do not have to meet any additional requirements to comply with the CWA.[57] This issue is currently 
being worked on between EPA and the states, as they try to implement a national and state plan.
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Preemption

Because of the interaction between state and federal regulations, preemption is a fundamental concern 
for pesticide regulation. Under FIFRA, the states are allowed to regulate the sale and use of federal pesti-
cides, but precluded from passing additional regulations on pesticide labels.[58] This preemption applied 
to both state regulations and common law tort claims that “directly or indirectly attacked the adequacy 
of the warnings on the EPA approved pesticide label.”[59]

Background

When a manufacturer submits an application to register a new pesticide, the manufacturer must include 
a proposed label, and the EPA will only register the pesticide if the data support the  registration and 
its label complies with the statute’s misbranding prohibition. A pesticide is “misbranded” if its label   
 contains a statement that is “false or misleading” or lacks adequate instructions or  warnings.[60] Although 
  preemption was originally restricted to state regulations, in 1992, the federal courts began applying pre-
emption to common law tort claims.[61] Although the Supreme Court never ruled on FIFRA-specific 
preemption, after Cipollone, most state and federal courts would reject any common law claim that was 
premised on “failure to warn.”[62] A common test for preemption, which led to Bates v. Don Agrosciences, 
LLC, was whether it was reasonably foreseeable that a tort claim against a pesticide manufacturer would 
“induce it [the manufacturer] to alter its product label.”[63] If the litigation would give the manufacturer 
a “strong incentive” to change the pesticide label, then the claim was preempted.[63]

current Law

In Bates V. Don Agrosciences, LLC, the U.S. Supreme Court held that FIFRA’s express preemption 
clause did not preempt state common law claims merely because an adverse judgment on the claim 
might impel a manufacturer to change a product label.[64] According to the Court, “private remedies 
that enforce federal misbranding requirements would seem to aid, rather than hinder, the f unctioning 
of FIFRA” because the claims serve as catalysts for evaluating harm and pesticide performance.[65] 
Although the Court acknowledged the lack of uniformity in national FIFRA regulation, the Court 
maintained that Section 136v still prevents states from imposing labeling requirements different from 
FIFRA.[66]

Applying Bates to future pesticide litigation and regulation will be necessarily fact specific. In Bates, 
the Court parsed the plaintiffs’ tort claims against the pesticide manufacturer into two categories, design 
defect and failure to warn.[67] The Court held that design defect claims, formerly preempted under the 
“inducement” test, were not preempted because a successful claim would incentivize a manufacturer to 
change its label or ingredients, but the claim placed no requirement on the labeling.[67] The plaintiffs’ 
fraud and negligent failure-to-warn claims, however, were premised on common law rules that qual-
ify as “requirements for labeling and packaging,” but the Court established that Section 136v(b) only 
 prohibits state law labeling and packaging requirements that are “in addition to or different from” the 
labeling and packaging requirements under FIFRA.[66] Therefore, any preemption analysis begins with 
the plaintiff’s claim and “calls for an examination of the elements of the common law duty at issue.”[68] 
After Bates, only tort claims that impose liability for a labeling requirement that is in addition to or 
 different from EPA labeling requirements would be preempted.[59]

common Law

Common law actions do not depend upon statutes for their authority. Instead, common law arises from 
the generalized legal duty individuals in a law-abiding society owe to one another. Every adult person 
is obligated to a certain duty of care for the personal and property rights of others. A violation of this 
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obligation can become a basis for a common law action. Common law theories generally encountered in 
actions resulting from pesticide use include negligence, trespass, nuisance, and strict liability.[68]

negligence

Negligence is a legal standard applied to an individual who fails to act in a reasonably prudent ma nner.[69] 
To establish a negligence claim, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty, the 
defendant breached that duty, the breach was the direct and proximate cause of harm to the plaintiff, 
and plaintiff’s harm actually resulted in compensable damages.[69] Negligence actions can be used as 
regulatory tools against both pesticide users and the pesticide producers, to ensure pesticides are used 
reasonably to prevent damage to human health and the environment.[70]

A pesticide user can be liable for negligence if the user fails to exercise a reasonable duty of care in 
applying a toxic pesticide, and others are injured as a direct result of the negligent behavior.[70] A pesti-
cide manufacturer can be liable for negligence if the manufacturer’s label is defective, or if the manu-
facturer’s label constitutes a failure to warn, and a person is injured because of the improper label.[67] 
The common law duty for pesticide use or production generally stems from the industry-established 
standard of care. However, because pesticides are heavily regulated at the state and federal level, statutes 
or administrative regulations generally define the applicable standard of care in a jurisdiction. These 
regulations also create a cause of action based on negligence per se, so any violation of a law regulating 
the manufacture, label, or use of a pesticide that results in harm is negligence.[71] In making a negligence 
claim for pesticide use, res ipsa loquitur can be a successful argument in cases where a pesticide, used 
as intended, was the direct cause of an injury.[72] Res ipsa can be difficult to prove, however, since many 
factors other than negligence of a manufacturer or user could cause or contribute to such injuries.

In negligence cases based on pesticide use, breach of duty and causation often relate to the same 
action—the pesticide dispersal. Pesticide users have a duty to act carefully when applying pesticides, so 
as to avoid applying pesticide on unintended targets. If a pesticide user does not breach that duty, then it 
is unlikely the pesticide caused a plaintiff’s injury. To prove causation, the plaintiff must prove exposure 
to the pesticide and have an expert testify that exposure to the chemicals in the pesticide caused plain-
tiff’s injury.[73] Generally, an expert can establish causation by using clinical studies where a certain level 
of pesticide caused certain chemical reactions, such that plaintiff’s alleged exposure to that pesticide 
would likely result in plaintiff’s injury. Experts can also establish causation by diagnosing the plaintiff’s 
symptoms, and then eliminating all alternatives except the pesticide exposure.[70]

In actions based on pesticide use, damages are usually related to personal injury or property damage. 
Personal injury damages result from exposure to the toxic chemicals in pesticides and usually relate 
to health problems with the lungs and respiratory systems, skin rashes, swelling, discoloration, and 
lesions, as well as nervous system disorders, such as numbness or headaches, confusion, and memory 
loss.[70] Agricultural pesticide users often sue when a product malfunctions, so property damages are 
usually for harm to currently growing crops, although in certain cases, damages can be sought for the 
loss of property utility, if the pesticide causes property to lose agricultural value.[70] The same injury and 
damage rules apply to livestock and other “farmed” animals.[70]

trespass

Trespass is an unauthorized entry onto the property of another by a person or thing that causes 
 damage.[74] Pesticide application can result in liability for trespass if the pesticide, its residue, or con-
tainer becomes deposited on another’s land (through dumping, drift, runoff, incineration, or other 
means) and causes substantial damage to the property. Although trespass normally requires intent for 
liability, if the pesticide reached a plaintiff’s property because the pesticide user behaved negligently or 
used the pesticide in an abnormally dangerous manner, then there is no requirement to prove intent.[75] 
The invasion element of pesticide occurs by either airborne drift or migration through soil or water.[76]
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nuisance

A nuisance is substantial interference with another’s use and enjoyment of land.[77] A nuisance lawsuit 
requires no physical invasion, only a substantial interference with the possessor’s enjoyment of land. 
Pesticide use resulting in offensive odors can be grounds for a nuisance suit. In almost all states, state 
“right-to-farm” statutes provide limited protection from nuisance actions. The farmer’s “right-to-farm” 
defense is limited to nuisance actions.[78] Nuisance claims can be brought as either private or public 
actions, although most pesticide-based claims are for private nuisance, because a plaintiff cannot collect 
damages for a public nuisance claim.[79]

A private nuisance is a nontrespassory invasion of another’s interest in the private use and enjoy-
ment of land.[80] Generally, property owners bring private nuisance claims because some property use 
is prevented by a neighboring property owner’s use of pesticides.[81] A private nuisance claim is often 
used to enjoin a defendant from continuing a certain action, although damages are often sought as com-
pensation for harm already done by the defendant. Because nuisance is a common tort, and has been 
regularly applied to instances of pesticide drift, most courts will not bar a provable claim for nuisance. 
In addition, when the plaintiff is unable to prove which pesticide user out of several caused his or her 
particular harm, courts often allow the plaintiff to proceed on joint liability, so the defendants share the 
damages burden. However, a nuisance claim requires an ongoing pattern of pesticide application, so a 
single pesticide use is not actionable under this particular theory.[81]

A nuisance suit against a farmer for the use of pesticides often violates state right-to-farm laws.[78] 
Right-to-farm laws protect farmland in a variety of ways, including reducing farmer exposure to  liability 
for common law claims based on farming operations.[78] One protection is the coming to the nuisance 
defense, which prevents a plaintiff from moving near a farm then claiming harm from an ongoing 
farm activity.[81] The coming to the nuisance defense only protects the farmer from reasonable actions, 
however, so using pesticides in a negligent manner could result in liability. In addition, coming to the 
nuisance only protects farm activities that were ongoing before the plaintiff’s arrival. If the farmer 
did not apply pesticides until after the plaintiff’s arrival, then the farmer could be subject to nuisance 
liability.[81]

Strict Liability

Some states hold pesticide applicators absolutely responsible for their pesticide application activities, 
regardless of fault, without a showing of negligence. This is known as strict liability.[82] Strict liability 
is normally associated with inherently dangerous or ultrahazardous activities. Whether an activity 
is inherently dangerous, and therefore subject to strict liability, usually depends on the degree of 
risk, likelihood of serious harm, inability to eliminate risk, commonness of usage, appropriateness of 
activity to area, and its value to the community.[83] Most misuse of pesticide claims are brought under 
the theory of negligence, but a few states allow strict liability claims against the aerial spraying of 
pesticides.[81]

A common strict liability claim is for a manufacturing defect in the pesticide, where some contami-
nant in the pesticide caused damage during the pesticide use.[84] Because FIFRA registration requires 
a manufacturer to register the exact chemical makeup of a pesticide product, the presence of any other 
chemical in the pesticide is a statutory violation that exposes the manufacturer to strict liability.[85] To 
bring a strict liability claim against a pesticide manufacturer, a plaintiff must be able to prove that he or 
she suffered injuries as a result of the use of a pesticide, the defendant was engaged in the manufacture 
and sale of the harmful pesticide products, the plaintiff purchased the particular pesticide that caused 
the alleged injuries, the pesticide had not been contaminated after leaving the manufacturer, and the 
pesticide was unreasonably dangerous to any user.[86]
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Regulatory trends

For the foreseeable future, current and emerging societal issues will continue to stimulate regulatory 
action. EPA’s regulatory focus is found in the National Pesticide Field Program, which establishes EPA’s 
guideline for action to meet the statutory requirements to protect human health and the environment. 
Currently, EPA regulations focus on worker safety, water quality, and endangered species protection, 
and promoting pesticide stewardship.[87]

EPA regulation of worker safety is done to minimize occupational risks from pesticides, as outlined 
in the Worker Protection Standard. The potential danger of pesticide exposure is especially prevalent in 
agricultural operations, because workers have high occupational exposure to pesticides. In large-scale 
commercial agriculture operations, workers are often in such close contact with pesticides that they 
develop serious health problems.[88] Regulating worker safety also gives regulatory bodies an additional 
“watchdog” group of on-site workers trained in appropriate pesticide manufacture and application, as 
EPA hopes that the educated workers will report pesticide misuse to mitigate health risks.[89]

Another regulatory trend is reducing environmental risks from registered pesticides, in order to 
reduce EPA liability under federal environmental protection statutes. Courts have repeatedly held that 
EPA has a duty to comply with complementary environmental statutes when issuing FIFRA registra-
tions, so two of the focal points for EPA regulation are compliance with the ESA and CWA water quality 
controls.[89]

Finally, EPA promotes better performance regulation as a part of an incentive plan to encourage 
agricultural pesticide users to move away from high-risk pesticides. EPA is currently collecting funds 
for grants and collaborating with the USDA to establish the best environmentally and socially sound 
pesticide use policies, and EPA plans to implement those policies by giving incentives to pesticide users. 
To establish which users are successful, and deserve grants, EPA is continually altering alternative regu-
lations to establish baseline performance standards.[89]

conclusion

To promote public health, personal safety, and environmental protection, pesticides and their use are 
extensively regulated. Pesticide regulation is primarily decided at the federal level, and enforced by the 
EPA. Although the states generally copy the federal laws, some state laws are more restrictive than fed-
eral laws. Both federal and state laws provide for criminal prosecution and can impose penalties such 
as fines or imprisonment. In addition, common law actions are used to regulate pesticide use. Common 
law actions are civil claims brought by private citizens based on an allegation of improper pesticide pro-
duction or use. When a pesticide manufacturer or user causes personal injury or property damage, the 
victim can initiate a civil action to recover financial compensation for the harm.

Regulating the manufacture and use of pesticides is necessary to protect human health and the 
environment, but those regulations require enforcement. Although EPA penalties are a deterrent, the 
specters of cancelled registration or toxic tort litigation offer successful alternatives, especially in light 
of the Supreme Court’s relaxation of the limitations on state tort claims. In addition, the recent bout 
of environmental litigation compelling increased EPA enforcement of pesticide regulations has clearly 
impacted EPA’s model of enforcement, which will hopefully lead to overall social benefit.
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introduction

Soils containing sulfide minerals that have not yet been oxidized through acid sulfate weathering are 
referred to as potential acid sulfate soils (potential acid SS). The processes involved in the formation and 
accumulation of sulfide minerals in soils leading to the formation of potential acid SS will be discussed 
first. Subsequently, processes related to the oxidation of sulfides in the formation of active acid SS will 
be examined. The extent of acid SS worldwide has been estimated to be approximately 12–15 MHa.[1]

Potential Acid Sulfate Soils and Sulfide 
Mineral Formation—Sulfidization

Biogeochemistry of Sulfide Mineral Formation

Several factors are required for sulfate reduction. These include a source of sulfate, a source of oxidizable 
carbon, reducing conditions and the presence of sulfate reducing bacteria.[2] Any of these components 
could theoretically limit sulfate reduction. In saturated soil or sedimentary environments where the 
required factors are present, heterotrophic microbes utilize sulfate as an electron acceptor that becomes 
reduced to sulfide according to Eq. (1).

 + + → +− + −SO 10H 8 S 4 O4
2

e 2 2H H  (1)

Sulfate

Provided that the other required factors are met, the quantity of sulfate may limit the rate of sulfate 
reduction. Gold-haber and Kaplan[3] reported sulfate reduction to be independent of concentration when 
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sulfate levels are above 10 mM (320 mg/L). Work by Haering,[4] in Chesapeak Bay, indicated that sulfate 
levels may begin to limit sulfur accumulation in marsh soils when levels drop below 1 mM (32 mg/L). 
Some degree of sulfate reduction will continue as long as sulfate is present at minimal levels (>5–20 μM, 
0.16–0.6 mg/L).[5] Because sulfate-reducing bacteria are better able to complete for electron-donating 
substrates than are methane-generating bacteria, methanogenesis is of minimal significance so long as 
sulfate levels are above 0.03–0.4 mM.[6] Therefore, sulfate reduction dominates in brackish systems. In 
freshwater, sulfate reduction may become overshadowed by methanogenesis as sulfate is depleted.

oxidizable organic carbon

The oxidation of organic matter provides the energy microorganisms need to facilitate sulfate reduction. 
Plant materials rich in labile components are more easily decomposed than humified soil organic matter 
or peat. In sediments low in organic matter, sulfate reduction may be limited by the paucity of oxidizable 
carbon. This can be demonstrated in thin sections from mineral horizons in tidal marsh soils where iron 
sulfide minerals have accumulated in pores occupied by decaying plant roots (Figure 1). The intimate 
association of pyrite with the decomposing organic minerals, and its near absence from the surround-
ing soil matrix suggests that organic matter is limiting the formation of sulfide.[7]

Reducing/Saturated conditions

Because diffusion of gases through saturated soils and sediments is very slow, oxygen becomes depleted 
under saturated conditions and microbes which utilize other electron acceptors become active. Nitrate, 
Mn(IV) and Fe(III) are so utilized as the environment becomes progressively reduced (Figure 2). If the 
conditions permit the entry of oxygen, then redox potentials may never become sufficiently low to foster 
sulfate reduction. More typically, diffusion of oxygen into a saturated soil or sediment is sufficiently 
slow, and if other necessary factors are present, sulfate reduction will occur. Figure 2 illustrates that pH, 
as well as Eh, must be specified in assessing sulfur phase equilibria. For example, as the pH increases 
from 5 to 7, the minimum Eh at which sulfate reduction is expected decreases from approximately −50 
to −200 (based on a SO 2−

4  concentration of 10 mM and a pH2S of 0.0001 atm). 

Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria

Some 15 genera of bacteria have been recognized as sulfate reducers including Desulfovibrio, 
Desulfotomaculum, and Desulfobacter.[8,9] These organisms thrive under strongly reducing conditions, 

FIGURE 1 Micrograph of a thin section from the mineral (Cg) horizon of a tidal marsh soil illustrating 
 accumulation of pyrite framboids in the channel occupied by decaying plant roots. Plane polarized light; frame 
length 1.2 mm.
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but many are able to persist in aerobic conditions for significant periods of time. Thus, if the other 
 factors necessary for sulfate reduction are present, sulfate reducing bacteria will also become active.

As with most heterotrophic bacteria, rates of sulfate reduction are temperature dependent. Optimum 
temperature for most sulfate reducers is 30–40°C,[8] and the rate of sulfate reduction generally increase 
with temperature across this range. Some groups of sulfate reducers are thermophyllic and can function 
at temperature up to 85°C. Thus, in tropical coastal wetlands, sulfate reduction occurs all year round. In 
higher latitudes, where soil and sediment temperatures may approach biological zero, rates may become 
very slow during winter.

Reactive iron

Once formed, sulfide is available to form a variety of minerals provided there is adequate reactive iron 
present. Most of the iron enters coastal environments as iron oxides sorbed to the surface of clay and silt 
particles. When iron oxides in the sediments and marsh soils become reduced to Fe(II), they can form 
iron sulfide minerals. While monosulfide species may form first [Eq. (2)], and minerals such as greigite 
(Fe3S4) may persist in recent sediments, disulfide forms such as pyrite are energetically more stable and 
will form at the expense of the monosulfides.

 ( )+ +− −FeS  and  S ,loss of e ,or H S2 x
y

2  (2)

 → +FeS  various2  (3)

Mechanisms for pyrite formation may follow several possible pathways including 1) reaction of mono-
sulfide with polysulfide; 2) partial oxidation of monosulfide; and 3) reaction of monosulfides with 
H2S[10] (Eq. 3). Sulfide itself has the ability to reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II) on the surface of iron oxides.[11] 
Pyrite can occur either as small (<2 μm) individual crystals or as spherical clusters of crystals called 
framboids. In low organic mineral sediments, reactive iron is usually present in excess, resulting in a 

FIGURE 2 pe-pH diagram illustrating location of stability fields for redox sensitive components. The sulfate-
sulfide lines (Green) is based on a (SO) 2−

4  concentration of 10 mM and a pH2S of 0.001 atm. (Blue line separates the 
pyrolucite-Mn2+ stability fields; red line separates the goethite-Fe2+ stability fields.)
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low degree of pyritization.[12] However, in organic-rich soils iron may limit the accumulation of sulfide 
 minerals, and the degree of pyritization is generally high. This has been demonstrated experimentally 
in salt marsh Histosols.[13]

environments of Sulfide Formation and Accumulation

It is clear that in environments which provide a source of oxidizable carbon and sulfate and which are 
sufficiently saturated to enhance reducing conditions, sulfate reducing bacteria will generate sulfide. If 
reactive iron is present, then solid phase ferrous minerals will accumulate. This process of  sulfidization[14] 
is shown schematically in Figure 3. The obvious settings for these processes are coastal marine and 
 brackish environments, where sulfate is abundant. Under permanently submersed conditions, detrital 
carbon is added by flora and fauna to the sediment. In shallow water settings (<3 m) where various pedo-
genic processes are at work, these accumulated sediments have been recognized as subaqueous soils[15] 
and are classified to reflect the sulfide components.

The soils of coastal marshes (in temperate environments) and mangroves (in tropical settings) also 
are ideal for sulfide formation and accumulation. The high primary productivity of these ecosystems 
(up to 3 kg m−2 yr−1 in marshes and up to 5 kg m−2 yr−1 in mangroves)[16] makes these an exceptionally 
good environment for sulfate reduction. Such soils may contain up to 20–30 g/kg of pyrite sulfur, and 
estimates of pyrite S accumulation rates in estuarine marshes are as high as 7 g m−2 yr−1.[17]

Sulfate reduction can occur in other settings, so long as a source of sulfate is available. While gener-
ally small, atmospheric deposition of sulfate may be enough to induce sulfate reduction in the sediments 
of some interior freshwater lakes. Sulfate reduction has also been documented in prairie potholes where 
sulfate has apparently been contributed by the weathering of sulfur-bearing shales.[18]

FIGURE 3 Schematic diagram illustrating the generalized process of sulfidization which leads to the formation 
of iron sulfide minerals and potential acid SS.
Source: Fanning et al.[26]
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Formation of Active Acid Sulfate Soils—Sulfuricization

chemistry of Sulfide oxidation

Sulfides begin to oxidize once they are exposed to more oxidizing conditions. This occurs most often 
as a result of such human activities as drainage or dredging of sulfide bearing soils or sediments, or the 
mining of sulfide bearing coal, but may also occur due to tectonic uplift or oceanic regression. Under 
humid or moist aerobic conditions, sedimentary sulfide minerals can oxidize chemically[19] but this is a 
slow process, probably due to particular rate-limiting reactions. Various microorganisms are adapted to 
oxidize sulfides either directly through sulfur transformations or by facilitating (catalyzing) such rate-
limiting reactions as the oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III).[20] While there are many possible intermediate 
reactions in the oxidation of pyrite, the overall reaction is summarized in Eq. (4). One mole of pyrite 
eventually yields two moles of sulfuric acid and a mole of iron hydroxide.

 H Fe OH( )+ + → +FeS 3 3
4

O 3 1
2

H O 2 SO2 2 2 2 4 3 (4)

The oxidation of pyrite proceeds along two fronts (Figure 4). First the S is oxidized (through 
 intermediates) to sulfate yielding sulfuric acid and the remaining Fe(II). The generated Fe(II) 
sulfate salts are very soluble and potentially mobile. Secondly Fe(II) is oxidized to Fe(III), which 
when hydrolyzed produces additional acid. At high pH, the oxidation of sulfide is accomplished 
with  oxygen, but under low pH conditions sulfide is oxidized by Fe(III). Microorganisms such as 
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans facilitate this reaction by oxidizing Fe(II) to Fe(III). For more details refer 
to Gagliano and Bigham.[21]

other Aspects of Sulfuricization and Properties of Acid Sulfate Soils

Sulfuricization is the overall process by which sulfide bearing minerals are oxidized, minerals are 
weathered by the sulfuric acid produced and new mineral phases are formed from the dissolution prod-
ucts.[14,21] When CaCO3 minerals are present, the sulfuric acid reacts with them to form the mineral 
gypsum, according to Eq. (5).

 + +CaCO H SO H O3 2 4 2

CaSO H→ ⋅ +2 O CO4 2 2 (5) 

As long as sufficient CaCO3 is present, the pH is prevented from becoming very low and the soil does 
not become acid. When insufficient acid neutralizing minerals are present, the oxidation of pyrite in 
soils will lower the pH. The pH of active SS commonly drops to below four and in extreme can go below 
two. As iron is oxidized and hydrolyzed, various iron minerals form in the soil including ferrihydrite, 
schwestmannite and goethite. If the soil pH falls below four while maintaining an oxidizing environ-
ment (Eh > 400 mV) then the mineral jarosite (KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6) can form.[23] Because jarosite forms 
under conditions of high Eh and very low pH, which can only develop from the generation of sulfuric 
acid, it is considered a diagnostic mineral for acid SS.[24]

Jarosite has been reported in soils, which are not extremely acid and which may even contain 
 carbonates.[22] These are interpreted to be “postactive” acid SS, meaning that earlier in their pedogenic 
history, they had undergone acid sulfate weathering. Subsequently, the soil pH has risen due to weath-
ering of silicate minerals or addition of eolian carbonates. Because the redox potential has remained 
strongly oxidized, the jarosite has persisted as a metastable species. A recent review of acid sulfate soils 
including a discussion of the modeling of associated processes was recently completed.[25]
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introduction

Soil detachment and erosion occur when soil is disturbed by either human activity or natural c onditions 
such as extreme weather. As a result of this, the soil is being moved from one point to another by either 
wind or water. Practices such as road construction, suburban and industrial developments, stream 
channel and other types of construction on sloping lands, inadequate drainage facilities, poor g rading 
practices, deforestation, cultivation on sloping lands, and general lack of adequate planning by land 
users cause soil erosion. Consequences of soil erosion include water and air pollution, reduced land 
 productivity from loss of topsoil and nutrients, and degradation of the environment. Soil erosion by 
water is controlled mainly by earthworks and engineered constructions such as terracing aimed at 
reducing the slope and at collecting and storing moisture while reducing runoff to acceptable limits. 
Vegetative barriers are grass, shrubs, or small trees grown in close rows that can be used to control both 
water and wind erosion by providing protection from soil and dislodging sources such as rainfall, and 
offering a semipermeable barrier to erosion agents resulting in soil deposition. The resultant  vegetation 
also shields the soil surface from overland flow and decreases the erosive capacity of water flow by 
 reducing its velocity.

Vegetative Materials for Soil erosion 
and Sedimentation control

Vegetative cover is essential for the design and stabilization of many structural erosion-control devices 
(Figure 1). Proper vegetative cover provides excellent erosion protection and sedimentation control. 
Vegetative barriers are planted in close rows along contours on slopes to intercept water runoff, or are 
planted perpendicular to the direction of wind to retard wind movement, resulting in soil  deposition. 
Plant roots and lateral stems provide a structure to hold soil particles in place. These features also 
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improve the soil’s physical properties and increase infiltration rate, thereby decreasing runoff. Plant 
transpiration reduces soil moisture levels, which increases soil absorption capabilities. Not every plant 
material can serve as a soil erosion-control agent. Those plants that do possess some bioengineering 
characteristics in both the root and the shoot systems that encompass both living plants and organic 
materials as construction elements for erosion control. Such properties include noncompetition with 
adjacent crops or fruit trees for moisture or nutrients, a rooting system that reaches deep down to anchor 
the plant and also extract leached nutrients from the subsoil, and shade tolerance. The plants must be 
perennials with high seed vigor, have the ability to increase soil organic matter and reduce surrounding 
soil bulk density to allow faster water infiltration, and have strong woody stalks to withstand pressure 
from erosive agents.

Vegetative materials used for soil erosion control include grass species, legumes, trees, shrubs, 
vetches, and sods. Common grass species that bunch during growth include tall fescue, p erennial 
 ryegrass, orchardgrass, timothy, switchgrass, weeping lovegrass, deertongue, and big bluestem. 
Bunching legumes include birdsfoot trefoil and serecia lespedeza. Cereals such as winter wheat, winter 
rye, spring oats, sudangrass, and Japanese millet are also used. Sod-forming species include grasses 
such as redtop, fine fescue, Kentucky bluegrass, smooth bromegrass, and legumes such as crownvetch 
and flatpea.[1] Shrubs and small trees that are used as barriers in erosion control include Calliandra 
calothyrsus, Sesbania sesban, Leucaena leucocephala, Gliricidia sepium, Cassia siamea, Eucalyptus spp., 
Casuarina spp., Acacia spp., Azadirchta indiaca, and Grevillea robusta.[2] Tree species selection depends 
on local landuse and climatic conditions that favor establishment.

Mass Planting of Vegetative cover

Mass planting of vegetative cover is done where land that is susceptible to erosion is converted from 
cropland to vegetative cover such as in the conservation reserve program (CRP). In this program, trees 
as well as sod are planted in strategic places, where they will provide maximum protection to the soil 
resource, and the landowner agrees to leave the areas under vegetation for a given period of time for 
land stabilization to occur. The vegetative cover also reduces water pollutants such as fertilizer nutrients, 
pesticides, and herbicides in the runoff water, increases oxygen levels, reduces greenhouse gases and 
evaporation rates, and provides shade and buffers against high winds.[2]

FIGURE 1 Vegetative barriers/strips hold the terraces intact for agricultural production in Kabale, Uganda. 
(Courtesy of Samson Angima.)
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Vegetative Strips

Vegetative strips constitute different types of filter strips that reduce runoff velocity and provide dif-
fering degrees of filtering action depending on the species used. Larger soil particles tend to settle out 
readily, leaving only clay particles suspended and thereby reducing pollutant transfer to ponds, rivers, 
and lakes. Filter strips can be classified as grass strips, vegetated waterways, filter strip terraces, buffer 
and riparian strips, and settling basins.[3]

Grass Strips

Grasses are by far the most important vegetative materials used to control erosion. Bands of grass 
about 1–2 m in width are planted along the contours and spaced every 10–100 m depending on the slope 
(Figure 2). Prior to planting, the land is roughened by disking, harrowing, or raking, and then limed, 
fertilized, and seeded with mixtures of adapted grasses and legumes to enhance a good stand.[4] Vetiver 
grass (Vetiveria zizanioides), napier grass (Pennisetum purpureum), and stiff grass (Miscanthus sinensis) 
are the most commonly used species.[2] These are upright, tufted, deep-rooted, and very dense grasses 
that are by far the most important in erosion control, particularly in tropical countries. Vetiver is a bunch 
grass with very rapid growth in warm and moist conditions. It grows to more than 2 m in height and 
has a remarkably dense and vertical rooting system, growing deep (3–5 m). Napier grass is a tall peren-
nial reaching over 3 m high. It is resistant to drought, and grows at altitudes up to 2400 m. Stiff grass 
has dense roots and coarse stems that withstand erosive agents. These grass hedges present a virtually 
impenetrable barrier through which soil can hardly pass and only water, with much reduced velocity, 
passes.[5] As silt builds up behind the grass, other grass shoots arise from the nodes above the deposited 
silt to form a natural terrace. Weeds and undesirable foreign grasses are unable to penetrate through 
a well-established grass hedge. Studies carried out in Mississippi, using stiff grass (M. sinensis) on no-
till and conventional tillage, [6] showed that grass strips help reduce sediment losses by up to 88% on 
conventional tillage and 57% on no-till cotton plots (Table 1). Other grass species include Buffalo grass 
(Buchloe dactyloides), grama or mesquite grasses (genus Bouteloua), switch grass (Panicum  virgatum), 
and Phalaris aquatica.

Vegetated Waterways

Vegetated waterways are channels or waterways that transfer runoff from a higher to a lower e levation 
over a short distance without allowing erosion to occur (Figure 3). In addition to dissipating flow energy, 

FIGURE 2 Schematic sketch of vegetative barriers illustrating expected change in land slope over time resulting 
from tillage and erosion deposition process.
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some  structures also act to retain soil. They are especially effective in arresting gully d evelopment, 
a situation that might need both structure(s) and some vegetated channel. They have many uses in 
 comprehensive conservation plans, but they primarily collect and concentrate flows and then safely 
transport the water to major drainage systems. Dense vegetation is used to minimize the area required, 
i.e., the protective action of the vegetation permits higher flow velocities and thus smaller water-
way  cross-sections. Most vegetated waterways run directly down a slope; however, they can also be 
 constructed somewhat across the slope as diversions or sometimes just to reduce channel slope. Vegetated 
channels are not used where continuous flow occurs because the vegetation will die out. Tillage near a 
waterway is accomplished in a direction across the waterway. Sodforming, cool-season grasses such as 
smooth brome or western wheatgrass are used in grass waterways. Grass waterways are usually designed 
to carry runoff of a 24 hr storm of the intensity that happens once every 10 years. In areas with prolonged 
water flows, high water tables, or seepage problems, a rock-lined center is added.[1]

Filter Strip terraces

Filter strip terraces are strips of grass sod, legumes, and other vegetation on the contour that surface 
water runoff crosses as it runs downhill. They serve as an alternative to earthen terraces but do not have 
a channel to conduct water along the contour, as earthen terraces do. Filter strip terraces are excellent 
removers of sediment, pesticides, organic matter, and other pollutants. They are better than grass water-
ways because water enters the strip uniformly and over a wide area.[3] The width and type of vegetation 
established in the filter area are determined by site conditions including soil type, land slope, and type 
of runoff entering the filter.

TABLE 1 Sediment Loss with and without Grass Strip (M. sinensis) under No-Till and Conventional Tillage 
Cotton at 5% Slope

Sediment loss (t/ha)

Period
No-Till with 
Grass Strip

No-Till without 
Grass Strip

Conventional Tillage 
with Grass Strip

Conventional Tillage 
without Grass Strip

No-Till with Winter 
Wheat Cover

1992 2.6 4.5 12.3 60.3 2.9
1993 0.9 1.6  5.4 21.9 1.2
1994 3.2 9.6 18.6 63.2 1.9
Average 2.2 5.2 12.1 48.5 2.0

Source: McGregor et al.[6]

FIGURE 3 Grass waterways are the most common type of vegetative filter strip. 
Source: Regehr.[3]
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Small trees and shrubs are also used as conservation hedges in erosion control. These are planted 
close together and are periodically pruned to maintain height while the cut branches are inserted 
upslope of the hedge to trap more sediment. Trees that have been used successfully in erosion control, 
especially in agroforestry systems in the tropics, include C. calothyrsus, S. sesban, L. leucocephala, G. 
sepium, and C. siamea. Trees used for windbreaks include Eucalyptus spp., Casuarina spp., Acacia 
spp., Neem tree (A. indiaca), and G. robusta[7] In the temperate zone, thorny hedge plants include 
 barberry, Osage orange, buckthorn, and hawthorn. Evergreen hedge plants are box, privet, azalea, 
yew, arborvitae, rhododendron, mountain laurel, and holly.[8] Decorative deciduous shrubs often used 
are lilac, forsythia, mock orange, spiraea, euonymus, and viburnum. Rosa rugosa can be planted along 
the highway embankments, and rows of poplars, hemlocks, and other trees can be used as shelter-
belts. Vegetative or biological measures may include log bundles anchored to the stream bank or the 
planting of herbaceous or woody plants, which can withstand high velocity flow, while the roots form 
a protective net for the soil.

Buffer Strips and Riparian Strips

Buffer strips at lower elevations of fields (Figure 4) and Riparian strips along stream banks, ponds, and 
lakes (Figure 5), intercept surface runoff water from crop fields. Buffer strips may constitute ordinary 
grassed fencerows or strips of grasses, shrubs, and trees lining hillsides or banks of rivers. Runoff water 
must flow in a shallow, even layer across the buffer strip to remove sediments. Most common grasses 
used in buffer strips are Bluestem and Indiangrass. Riparian strips are planted so that surface and sub-
surface runoff must filter through them before it reaches a pond, lake, or stream.[1] The body of water 
can be permanent or temporary. Riparian strips can also be placed next to wetlands, such as marshy or 
swampy areas, and additional vegetation can be placed uphill if excessive amounts of sediments enter 
the waters.

Settling Basins

Settling basins are constructed around inlets to tile-outlet terraces. These are important in reducing soil 
sediment loads and also act as setback zones for herbicides such as Atrazine. The basins are designed to 
retain water for up to 24 hr, giving most of the larger sediments time to settle out.[3] These are common 
where tile lines have been installed.

FIGURE 4 Buffer strips at lower elevations of fields intercept surface runoff water from crop fields.
Source: Regehr.[3]
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conclusions

Vegetative techniques for erosion and sedimentation control offer a wide range of tools for use by a wide 
range of land users especially those that cannot afford engineered or earthen structures. However, for 
these tools to work well in erosion prevention, they have to be regularly maintained and landowners 
need to understand that they require time to effectively control enough sediment that can gradually 
change slope. Research is adding more species of grass and/or shrubs that can be multipurposely used 
to control erosion and at the same time provide other uses beneficial to the land owner. When used well 
in conjunction with best management practices, vegetative techniques can substantially contribute to 
overall water and wind erosion control.
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introduction

Information technology is playing an increasingly important role in today’s agricultural  production 
 systems of all sizes, commodities, and management philosophies. Precision agriculture[12,14,17] or 
 site-specific management is an information- based management technique that has the potential to 
improve profitability[7] and reduce the environmental impact[19] of crop production. It also has the 
potential to improve the quality and nutrient content of the product. Precision agriculture, rather 
than the “one-size-fits-all” management strategy, provides for differential treatment of selected areas 
of a production field, called management zones, based upon expectation of increased yield, profit, or 
some other agronomic goal.[2−4,18] Management zones may be selected for differential treatment based 
upon various documented differences such as soil type, soil fertility or pH, yield history, presence of 
weeds, insects, or diseases, or other measures for which a differential treatment helps the producer 
achieve a selected goal. The ability to provide differential treatment to management zones, also called 
site-specific management, depends upon availability of both proper equipment and effective treatment 
algorithms.

What Makes it Possible?

Precision agriculture techniques have been made possible by the advent of global positioning systems 
(GPS) and high speed computer processing. GPS provides real-time location information to a computer 
that, from stored information, determines the current management zone, selects appropriate treatment 
for that management zone, and controls mechanisms to provide the treatment. Figure 1 is a graphic 
representation of the precision agriculture paradigm. GPS provides position information for a vari-
ety of data gathering processes or for control of site-specific treatments. Information of various types 
(shown as layers) may be used in analysis of yield results or to develop an application map to control 
site-specific treatments. The whole system taken together is often called precision agriculture or site-
specific agriculture. Note that a feedback loop is implied where results of the previous growing season 
(yield) become part of the information that influences current treatment practices. Given the proper 
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treatment algorithms, current treatment practices may optimize the goal parameter. Maximum yield is 
not  necessarily the best goal because the cost of treatments required to achieve that yield may be greater 
than the increased crop value.[4,18]

GPS consists of a minimum of 24 satellites orbiting the Earth and sending signals to a local receiver 
for which location is desired.[9] Each and satellite broadcasts encoded information with  particular 
timing. By measuring the time a signal travels (at the speed of light) to reach the receiver, the  distance 
from a satellite to the receiver may be calculated. Determining distances from four or more  satellites 
of known location may establish the receiver’s location (latitude, longitude, and elevation). Even 
 simple, inexpensive receivers are capable of accuracy better than 15 m, close enough to return to a 
 favorite fishing spot. With specialized transmissions containing information to correct for known 
errors (called differential signals), accuracy better than 1 m may be achieved. Specialized local 
 transmitters make possible real-time kinematic (RTK-GPS) systems with accuracy of better than 1 
cm. RTK systems are used in surveying, guidance, and where the fine precision may justify a relatively 
high equipment cost.

High-speed computer processing systems have also played an important role in the advent of preci-
sion agriculture. Precision agriculture requires collection and storage of data, decision-making compu-
tation, and controlling of equipment by computers operating at billions of operations per second. GPS 
locations are recorded in realtime by the computer. Digital maps of field conditions and parameters 
are carried in memory or storage media. Digital data such as digital still or video images of weeds, 
insects, or disease damage, soil properties, crop spectral reflectance, or climactic conditions may also 
be collected in real-time by the computer. Using such information, the computer may work through a 

FIGURE 1 Paradigm for precision agriculture.
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response model to decide what actions should be taken with current equipment. For example, a preci-
sion agriculture capable planter may be able to adjust planting rate and depth or change the seed variety 
on-the-go. Thus, the computer may decide that areas with a selected soil type and relative elevation will 
get a reduced population (investment of seeds) because less yield is expected. The computer may dictate 
that another soil type with a high yield potential and high existing moisture content will get a differ-
ent variety planted to a shallower depth. Across an entire field, many combinations of the controlled 
variables will be chosen to optimize the desired result (yield, profit, or other goal). A large field would 
require constant decisions and adjustment of the equipment that would not be possible without comput-
erized systems. Finally, volumes of data may be produced by precision agriculture techniques and com-
puter methods are being developed to extract useful information; and models form this data[5,6,10,11,15,16] 
and present it to the public in readily accessible form.[13]

Sensing for Precision Agriculture

Real-time sensors will be important to many precision agriculture systems.[8] A real-time sensor  provides 
data in a nearly constant stream as the machine traverses the field. For example, a camera may provide 
digital images from which the presence of weeds may be determined. A sprayer may then be directed to 
spray only where weeds are present. Organic matter and moisture levels in soil affect the performance 
of some herbicides. Sensors that measure organic matter and/or moisture on-the-go allow for optimum 
rates of chemical application—adequate to control the weeds, but no more than necessary to preserve 
environmental quality.

One of the most popular real-time sensors measures grain yield on combines.[12] Yield sensors 
are also available or are being developed for a variety of crops such as cotton, potatoes, tree fruits, 
and  strawberries. Yield sensors provide a measure of yield over a whole field. Areas of the field with 
 unusually high or low yield may be identified and corrective action (subject to some predictive model 
created by the producer or by computer) can be taken for the following year. This one aspect of precision 
 agriculture has created a lot of activity in adjusting soil drainage and fertility and crop management 
decisions such as the relative value of fertilizer or chemical inputs.

For many agronomic parameters, site-specific soil sampling is more practical, either because a 
 real-time sensor is not yet available, or because the spatial variation of the parameter is more gradual 
and can be estimated with a few site samples. Soil samples to determine fertility are common. The values 
of pH (acidity/alkalinity), nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus are particularly important in prediction 
of yield levels. Soil type is another parameter that is often determined by a site visit.

Remote sensing is becoming increasingly important to precision agriculture. Early data that came 
from random satellite observations had low resolution and limited value. Now specially equipped 
 satellites and aircraft may be hired to collect specific crop or soil information. Crop growth or health 
may be deduced from this data. Certain wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum are particu-
larly helpful. The visible light frequencies provide some information. Unhealthy crops tend to reflect 
more yellow and red light. Various frequencies in the infrared range also have been correlated with 
plant health and soil moisture conditions. Multi-spectral systems provide data on the visible spectrum 
(often three primary colors) and a limited range of the infrared. More sophisticated equipment, called 
hyper-spectral, can provide data from a much broader range of the spectrum and from narrower sample 
bands. This type of data offers greater opportunity to correlate specific crop or soil conditions to mea-
sured spectral data.

Other types of remote sensing are becoming available. Light detection and ranging (LIDAR), 
for example, is a laser ranging technique that may be used to measure topography and plant height 
 simultaneously.[1] Currently applied to the forest industry and relatively expensive, this method holds 
promise for rapid feedback of information on crop growth problems to the producer, perhaps allowing 
solution of the problem before yield is permanently affected. For example, nematodes in soybeans are 
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a common cause of reduced vigor and yield if left untreated. Conventional crop scouting or remote 
 sensing may not detect small areas of infestation or provide feedback in time to take corrective action. 
With regular LIDAR imaging, a producer could detect and treat such trouble spots in a timely and effi-
cient manner.

Geographic information Systems

Geographic information systems (GIS) techniques are an integral part of precision agriculture. Basically, 
GIS is a storage system for geographically referenced digital data. Many of the data types discussed 
above can be digitized (if not already in digital form) and referenced to specific locations in a field. Each 
parameter or variable then may be represented as a layer of information. Geographic position of the 
information matches the position on a map of the field. The value of a parameter may be represented on 
a map as a shade of gray or a color. So a GIS information layer representing soil type can be drawn in the 
physical shape of the field with patches of color—each color representing a different soil type. Many such 
layers may exist in a GIS dataset for a particular field. Depending upon the need, these layers may be 
viewed as overlays—simultaneous presentation of several variables in one field. As many layers of infor-
mation are added to the GIS system, it becomes apparent that human vision is inadequate to detect the 
important patterns. Computers, however, are infinitely more able to “see” data patterns with a potential 
to produce an economic advantage.

Future

The future of precision agriculture depends on economic results. Can the cost of additional  equipment 
and operations be more than offset by increased economic return and value of environmental  protection? 
It seems possible that all agricultural operations could be monitored and recorded, linked by digital 
transmissions to databases containing weather, remote sensing, and historical data, and controlled 
through a general model of the crop’s predicted response to specific inputs. Such a system may not only 
control specific agricultural operations, but also be involved in scheduling, ordering seed, fertilizer, 
and supplies, providing records to regulating agencies, and feeding valuable information back into the 
research system for further refinement of the control model. Already, manufacturers are producing 
prototype agricultural machines that perform without an operator. These machines are guided by GPS, 
are controlled by computer, and have onboard sensors to detect obstructions or people in the way. The 
advancement of agriculture will come with technology—technology to feed the world.
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introduction

Two main mechanisms are involved in the reclamation of sodic soils: 1) improvement in water flow; 
and 2) displacement of exchangeable Na ions.

improvement in Water Flow

Sodic soils show a low permeability to water. Their permeability can be improved quite rapidly by increas-
ing electrolyte concentrations[1,2] (the “electrolyte effect”). Ions in solution tend to inhibit the swelling and 
dispersion of fine clay particles by compressing the electric double layers of adjacent particles (Figure 1). 
The volume around the particle surfaces within which repulsion takes place is reduced, ultimately to zero.

It has been found[2] that there is no swelling and dispersion when the total electrolyte concentration 
exceeds a critical level, i.e., the “threshold electrolyte concentration” that depends on soil properties.[1,3]

Displacement of exchangeable na ions

The deleterious effects of exchangeable sodium reflect the more extensive hydration of the sodium ion 
than that of other common exchangeable cations on soil particles (Figure 2). Exchangeable sodium, 
which forms an ionic association with the clay surface, causes hydration, dissociation of particles, and 
hence swelling and dispersion. By contrast, exchangeable calcium forms polar covalent bonds with the 
clay surface.[4] Calcium shows only limited hydration and dissociation of particles, and therefore causes 
only limited dispersion and swelling.[4] Na+ on exchange sites is replaced by Ca2+ for the longer term 
remediation of sodic soils.
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FIGURE 1 Repulsive and attractive energy as a function of particle separation at three electrolyte concentrations. 
Source: van Olphen.[19]

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the effect of wetting and nature of bonding between cations and clay 
 surfaces on swelling and dispersion: (a) Na+ aquo ion linking clay particles by ionic bonding, (b) Ca2+ aquo ion link-
ing clay particles by polar covalent bonding. Water molecules are linked to cations by hydrogen bonding. 
Source: Rengasamy and Sumner.[4]
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chemical Améliorants

Gypsum

Soluble sources of calcium ions are the most suitable sodic soil ameliorants. While gypsum is used most 
often, not all sources of gypsum are similarly effective or similarly suitable for each specific problem from 
sodicity. It was found[1,5] that only “by-product” gypsum, as a surface application, could prevent crusting. 
Mined gypsum was too slowly soluble for the purpose.[1] Gypsum is a by-product of many industrial pro-
cesses.[5] Furthermore, gypsums from different mines can differ quite markedly in purity[6] They can also 
differ in dissolution rate. A finer particle size generally provides a greater solubility.[5] As well, sodium 
salts associated with gypsum (Table 1)[6] decrease its efficiency for amelioration.[7]

Lime

Lime has also been used as an ameliorant for sodic soils.[6,8,9] While generally less soluble than gypsum, 
lime may provide a useful incidental source of calcium ions when used to raise the pH of acid sodic soils. 
It may provide a cheaper alternative to gypsum or else be used in association with gypsum to extend the 
lifetime of the calcium reserves.[6] Because of its increased solubility in the presence of sodium salts, it 
may be more effective than gypsum for the reclamation of saline sodic soils. Lime also contributes less 
to the salt load than gypsum.[9]

Reclamation of calcareous Sodic Soils

Calcareous sodic soils have an abundance of Ca, but it is present as CaCO3, hence is insoluble at the 
high pH of these soils. Their sodicity is often overcome through acid additions,[10,11] either directly, or 
indirectly. Additions of elemental sulfur, pyrite (FeS ), iron and aluminum sulfates,[10,12]

2  and also organic 
matter[13] each provide acid through microbial activity for indirect acidification. Plant growth can also 
help dissolve native calcium carbonate.[12]

Miscellaneous chemical Ameliorants

Sodic soils may be reclaimed with soluble sources of Ca that include waste materials, e.g., acidic cottage 
cheese whey,[1] acid resin by-products of the oil industry, and also CaCl  as an industrial by-product.[3]

2  
Addition of polymers can also increase the permeability of soils.[1] 

Role of Biology and organic Matter

effects of Plant Growth

Rice culture ameliorates sodic soils through the buildup of carbon dioxide and hence dissolution of cal-
cium carbonate, among other effects.[10] Among crops, rice is particularly tolerant to sodicity, and some 
grasses are also highly tolerant[10,12] (Table 2).

Ameliorants are readily leached out of soils, so losing the benefit of the electrolyte effect. In addi-
tion, Na+ from sodium salts often present in soils can replace exchangeable Ca2+. Therefore long-term 
reclamation probably requires increased plant growth, hence enhanced biological activity[13] and stabili-
zation of soil structure. This occurs partly through transient binding agents, e.g., roots, hyphae, polysac-
charides, and hydrophobic binding[13] and partly through associations between soil organic matter and 
Ca2+ in the soil system. Organic matter has a stronger affinity for Ca than for Na,[13] so is most effective 
when used with gypsum or lime to help restore a stable structure to soils.[13] There is a resulting increase 
in stable pores for the transmission of water and nutrients, root growth, and soil stability. 
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effects of Additions of organic Matter

Due to its stabilizing effect on soil structure, organic matter can also help to reclaim sodic soils when 
added to soils, even though additions of organic matter can sometimes also enhance their dispersion, 
with resulting physical problems.[13] The different effects vary with types of soils and also of organic 
 matter.[13] The addition of readily decomposable organic matter tends to reduce the pH of calcareous 
sodic soils, and hence aid their reclamation.[13]

Strategies for the Reclamation of Sodic Soils

Reclamation without the Addition of Ameliorants

Reclamation can be achieved slowly without ameliorants by many cycles of irrigation and cropping.[10] 
As well, underlying calcareous or gypsiferous layers may be incorporated into upper parts of the soil 
profile through deep plowing.[3]

optimal Supply of Ameliorants

The effectiveness of gypsum can be increased by its placement in cracks for their stabilization so that 
they remain open to conduct water, air, and plant nutrients when soils become wet.[1] Water flow to 
subsoil layers, and also aeration, hence higher crop yields, were achieved by incorporating gypsum in 
narrow tilled slots.[12] More generally, gypsum is often incorporated into subsoil layers by tillage.

Ameliorants may also be used in association with other additions. Only a little gypsum applied with 
acidifying nitrogenous fertilizers led to effective reclamation of a saline-sodic soil.[1] This combination 
confers immediate benefits through a higher electrolyte concentration and also medium-term benefits 
through an increased supply of exchangeable Ca ions. Enhanced plant growth from fertilizer use pro-
vides long-term benefits.

Supply of Water for Reclamation

Ameliorants are only effective when dissolved. A supply of water and its flow through the profile are 
required for effective amelioration. Irrigation and/or rainfall may supply water but the quality of water 
available for irrigation can vary. Gypsum can be supplied in electrolyte-free irrigation water, as in parts 
of California.[12] Saline-sodic irrigation water, including water commonly derived from groundwater 
sources, may exacerbate the deleterious effects of sodicity when its application during the dry season is 
followed by rains, as can occur in Israel.[12] In this case, (by-product) gypsum is applied to the surface 

TABLE 2 Relative Tolerance of Crops to Sodicity

ESP Range Cropsa

10–15 Safflower, mash, pea, lentil, pigeon-pea, curd bean
16–20 Bengal gram, soybean
20–25 Groundnut, cowpea, onion, pearl millet
25–30 Linseed, garlic, guar
30–50 Indian mustard, wheat, sunflower, berseem, hybrid napier, guinea grass
50–60 Barley, sesbania, saftal, panicums
60–70 Rice, para grass
70+ Karnal, rhodes, and bermuda grasses
a Yields are about 50% of the potential yields in the respective sodicity ranges.
Source: Gupta and Abrol[10] and Oster and Jayawardene.[12]
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prior to the rainy season.[12] Adequate drainage to beyond the root zone should accompany irrigation in 
order to leach displaced electrolyte but this should not cause increased salinity in underlying ground-
water.[11]

As long as there is provision for the disposal of the salt water, dilution with salt water[3,11] is also useful 
in sodic soil reclamation. Its immediate effect is to increase the hydraulic conductivity of sodic soils by 
the electrolyte effect, but long-tern reclamation will occur provided it also contains sufficient Ca (Ca : 
total cations ≥ 0.3). This can be added as gypsum.

Rate of Supply of Ameliorants

All additives increase costs so their optimal use is required. The cost of transporting gypsum often 
limits application rates. Recommendations from field trial results of the most effective application rates 
for ameliorants are necessarily specific to soil type and climate, among other factors. Nonetheless, both 
simulations[9,14,15] and laboratory studies[16] have shown that the solubility of gypsum increases as the 
proportion of exchangeable sodium on the soil increases. They have also shown that gypsum is more 
effective when mixed throughout the soil than when applied to the soil surface alone. Simulations[9] 
have shown that reclamation is primarily limited to the depth interval in which gypsum was applied 
(Figure 3A). They have also shown (Figure 3B) that the electrical conductivity EC of the solution within 
and below the gypsum-amended layer decreases as the exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) within 
that layer decreases.

Nonetheless, calculations of gypsum requirements have been based on 1) exchange of Na by Ca, rather 
than the attainment of a sufficiently high electrolyte concentration EC to maintain a low permeability; 
and 2) assumptions of chemical equilibrium. The gypsum requirements for the achievement of a suit-
able permeability by the electrolyte effect also depend on the inherent EC of the soil solution.[11] Because 
mineral dissolution can maintain a high EC throughout most of the soil profile, gypsum often needs to 
be added to the soil-surface only, mainly to prevent crusting. Assumptions of equilibrium, while strictly 
invalid, have probably been useful for the calculation of gypsum requirements because of low flow rates 
of percolating solutions and high surface areas of gypsum particles.[10] Models of soil and water flow, 
e.g., UNSATCHEM[16] which consider equilibrium and kinetic expressions for ion exchange and the 
dissolution and precipitation of minerals and also ameliorants, may enable more robust calculations of 
requirements for ameliorants.

Ultimately, the main purpose of reclaiming sodic soils is to obtain the maximum possible improve-
ment of yield of the particular crop in relation to the cost of ameliorant applied. Work in the Australian 

FIGURE 3 Computer-model results (ESP and EC) for reclamation of a soil (initial ESP = 50; CEC = 200 mmolc kg−1 
with gypsum and water (EC = 0). Numbers next to each line are depths of applied water. 
Source: Oster and Frenkel.[9]
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sugar industry[17] has established a quantitative relationship between percentage increase in ESP and 
consequent loss in sugarcane yield. Sugarcane yield decreased by 1.5–2.1 ha−1 for every 1% increase in 
ESP.[17] This relationship forms the basis of a cost–benefit analysis for calculating gypsum application 
rates from the ESP, the quality of the gypsum used, the quality of irrigation water and economic fac-
tors. These include the cost of gypsum and its application, the price for the product (sugarcane) and the 
discount rate.[18] Clearly there are opportunities for more practical calculations of this kind to be carried 
out for other crops and in other soil and climatic environments.
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Tillage Erosion: 

Terrace Formation

Seth M. Dabney and 
Dalmo A.N. Vieira

introduction

All tillage moves soil laterally as well as vertically. While a few implements such as a moldboard 
plow or a one-way disk plow throw soil to only one side, most tillage implements—including tandem 
disks, chisel plows, harrows, and cultivators—throw soil to both sides. With such implements, a till-
age operation along the contour moves some soil uphill, more soil downhill, and still more soil along 
the contour in the direction of travel.[1–3] Within an undulating field, each tillage operation flattens 
the topography as soil is progressively removed from convexities and is deposited in depressions and 
other concavities.

Field boundaries interrupt soil fluxes caused by tillage and can result in the formation of two 
distinct classes of terraces. On sloping land with untilled strips, tillage moves soil toward a down- 
gradient untilled strip and away from an up-gradient untilled strip. This leads to aggradation of soil 
upslope of untilled strips and degradation of soil downslope of them and causes the gradual forma-
tion of bench terraces. The speed of bench terrace formation is greater where the spacing between the 
untilled strips is narrower, where the initial slope is steeper, and where tillage is more intense. The 
other class of terraces formed at field boundaries is due to local ridges and furrows. Depending on 
tillage tool design and operation, some soil often leaves the tilled zone in the form of clods deposited 
along field borders. The combination of clods thrown from the tilled area and dead furrows left behind 
creates small terrace channels at the margins of tilled areas that can intercept and alter runoff flow 
patterns. The impact of these small gradient terraces on hydrology is greatest on gently sloping lands. 
This entry reviews research into terrace formation by tillage, identifies ways in which these terraces 
can be advantageous to soil and water conservation, and discusses problems that have been recognized 
with tillage terraces.
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Ancient Lynchets

Archeologists use the term “lynchets” to refer to soil banks that are believed to be remnants of ancient 
agricultural activities. These ancient soil banks have been studied intensively for over 100 years. Lynchets 
dating from the bronze age, iron age, and medieval periods are all generally recognized to be the mor-
phological response on a hillslope to the presence of field boundaries in cultivated landscapes.[4] While 
medieval lynchets tend to be oriented along the slope, older “Celtic fields” were often square and bounded 
by lynchets on all sides,[5] and some lynchets are oriented up and down the slope.[6] Lynchets form at all 
field boundaries whether bounded by untilled grass strips (balks), hedge rows, paths, fences, or ditches.[6,7] 
Frequently, lynchets contain piles of stones at their core. These stones may have marked property boundar-
ies or may simply represent convenient disposal locations as stones were removed from fields.

contemporary Lynchets

Contemporary lynchet formation has been observed and described around the globe.[7–23] The presence 
of a physical boundary such as field borders, fences, hedge rows, or vegetative barriers creates a local 
interruption of the soil movement created by tillage, resulting in morphological changes in the vicin-
ity of the boundary. Erosion or deposition occurs depending on the orientation of terrain slopes with 
respect to the boundary. When the tilled terrain slopes away from the boundary, the net soil transloca-
tion in the downhill direction creates erosion near the boundary, while soil deposition occurs where 
the terrain slopes toward the boundary. Localized erosion also occurs wherever tillage implements first 
engage the soil, and deposition occurs at locations where tillage tools are removed from the ground 
and turned around. The aggrading side of a field boundary is often termed a “positive lynchet,” while 
the degrading side (the upslope edge of a tilled area) is termed a “negative lynchet” (Figure 1). Positive 
lynchets have deeper, more fertile, and more productive soils than those on negative lynchets, where 
subsoil may be exposed.[12,19,21,22,24]

FIGURE 1 Patterns of erosion and deposition created by tillage and water erosion and deposition in a field near 
Coffeeville, Mississippi, United States. Tillage translocation leads to erosion downslope of each grass hedge, creat-
ing the negative lynchets, while deposition due to tillage and water transport reinforces the positive lynchet.
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A modern example of lynchet formation is provided by a field subdivided by grass hedges planted on 
the contour in North Mississippi, United States, that was surveyed periodically over 16 years (Figure 1). 
Tillage between the hedges led to erosion in the downslope side of each hedge as soil was displaced in 
the downhill direction by tillage, and the hedges caused deposition of sediment transported by water 
and tillage on their upslope side. Lynchets developed rapidly once contour tillage with disks and chisel 
plows began between the grass hedges.[25,26] Changes in elevation reflected the combined influences of 
tillage and water erosion. At each grass hedge, lynchets of up to 0.8 m formed during a period of 16 years, 
and the average slope of field was reduced from 7.2%, when the hedges were first established, to 3.7%.[27]

Hand tillage with a hoe differs from that associated with draft animals or tractors because soil usually 
moves in a direction opposite of the workers’ travel. Because hoeing is hard work, it is common for soil 
to move mainly downhill, with work starting at the bottom of a field and proceeding upslope.[19] Again, 
the net result is gradual terrace formation.

Soil erosion by water generally increases with increasing slope length because of an accumulation of 
runoff. This should lead to the development of concave hillslope profiles with little change in elevation 
near hilltops.[28] In contrast, the quantity of soil moved by tillage is independent of field size and leads 
to rapid soil loss at upslope field boundaries. Since erosion rates are generally considered in terms of 
mass per unit area, the amount of soil “eroded” by tillage is much greater on narrow fields than on long 
slopes.[19,23,29] Thus, the more strips into which a field is divided, the greater the contribution of tillage 
translocation to terrace formation, and the more rapid terrace formation will be.

engineered terraces

Engineered terraces are designed to manage runoff from a certain contributing area. Therefore, when 
a field is to receive more than one terrace, it is common practice to start at the top of the field and work 
down so that the bottom terrace does not get overloaded by a storm that might occur before upslope 
terraces are completed. While specialized equipment such as bulldozers and scrapers are generally used 
for terrace construction, ordinary farm machinery can also be used to form broad-base terraces,[30] 
and proper tillage operations are needed as part of routine maintenance to preserve functionality of 
all  terraces.[8]

Bench terraces

For deep soils, tillage translocation can be used to reduce the cost and increase the farmability of bench 
terraces. On irregular fields, starting at the bottom of the slope may facilitate efficient development of 
straight parallel terrace systems. First, a bulldozer pushes up soil from below into a terrace with extra 
height where it crosses existing gullies.[31,32] A tile outlet near the thalweg drains impounded runoff, 
leaving sediment trapped in the low area. When the thalweg area is sufficiently filled (up to 5 m of fill in 
3 years), further sediment is cut off by construction of the next upslope terrace, parallel to the first. In 
one case, downhill moldboard plowing between terraces accounted for 50% of the soil moved, reducing 
a slope from 14% to 4% over a 15 years period. Similar to the natural development of lynchets that occurs 
when tillage is performed between strips of permanent vegetation, bench terraces can be developed by 
soil moved by tillage operations. Tillage smoothes the benches, and the vegetation conserves soil and 
water while benches gradually develop.

A similar process occurs when fields are tilled between parallel vegetated strips, as described 
with reference to lynchet formation. The vegetation conserves soil and water while benches gradu-
ally develop. This process has been formalized by the U.S. Department of Agriculture–National 
Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) in the vegetative barrier national conservation prac-
tice standard.[33] The vertical interval between vegetated strips should not exceed 2 m, and the planned 
vegetated back slope should not be steeper than 1 on 2, horizontal to vertical, which is consistent with 
historical practice.[8]
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Gradient terraces

Gradient terraces are ridge-and-channel systems that reduce erosion by intercepting surface runoff and 
redirecting it to a stable outlet at reduced velocities. Tillage adjacent to vegetated strips may create small 
berms that form when soil is thrown beyond the implement width into and against the vegetation and 
deposited next to it and within it, later coalescing into a stable ridge. If the tillage boundary remains 
unchanged, subsequent operations increase the berm height until soil cannot be thrown atop the berm. 
When the vegetated strip deviates from the contour, these tillage induced channels can act as gradient 
terraces and divert an appreciable fraction of runoff.

A microtopography survey was conducted at 28 locations along the upslope edge of several grass strips 
in a field with 6%–9% slope steepness,[25] farmed with tandem disks and chisel plows. At every location, 
asymmetrical triangular channels (Figure 2) formed during 7 years of commercial farming. The hydraulic 
radius of the smallest channel was 0.04 m. At 0.2% grade and Manning’s n = 0.025, this smallest channel 
could carry 25 mm/hr of runoff from a 15 m–wide cropped strip more than 100 m long. Since the dis-
tance between local depressions in the field is usually less than 200 m, these tillage-induced channels could 
divert most of the fields’ runoff to these depressions, where a stable outlet could be provided. Reducing 
downslope runoff accumulation interrupts slope length and reduces soil erosion by water.

A more detailed study showed that when tillage was conducted with tandem disks and chisel plows 
immediately adjacent to the vegetation, berms quickly formed along grass hedges planted close to the 
contour at the bottom of experimental plots with 22.1 m–long, 5% slopes.[27] Four years after tillage 
adjacent to hedges had begun, berms of triangular shape attained an average height of 0.13 m (Figure 3), 
forming a shallow channel in the upslope side of the vegetation that diverted runoff. Observations indi-
cated when no soil berm was present, most (>95%) runoff passed through grass hedges planted on 0.3% 
gradient from a true contour. Once tillage berms were formed, however, runoff from small storms no 
longer crossed the vegetation but was diverted to flow along the upslope side of the berm and grass 
hedge. The resulting berms diverted more than 70% of runoff from runoff events less than 10 mm/d and 
more than 55% for events less than 80 mm/d.[34] 

Tillage berms may or may not form, depending on the design and adjustment of tillage tools, which 
affect how soil is displaced to the sides. When soil is thrown beyond the implement’s width, a line of 
deposition is created; if soil is moved away from the boundary, a dead furrow is formed. The presence 
of a grass hedge or other fixed boundary ensures that the position of the first pass near the boundary 

FIGURE 2 Typical channel cross sections observed after several years of tillage with disks and chisel plows. 
When vegetated strips deviate slightly from the contour, small channels can act as small gradient terraces and 
divert an appreciable fraction of the runoff.
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is maintained, facilitating the formation of berms or furrows. Tillage implement type and speed, slope 
steepness, and the superposition of sequential tillage operations determine the formation of berms and 
their dimensions. On flat lands, the creation of dead furrows and ridges associated with the layout of 
lands used to till the fields makes the tillage patterns clearly visible in light detection and ranging topo-
graphic data[35] and can greatly alter surface hydrology.

terrace Benefits and Problems

Bench terraces facilitate contour farming operations. On very steep slopes, mechanical cultivating is 
difficult, and contour plowing can be dangerous due to the risk of overturning. The formation of bench 
terraces reduces the slope steepness and therefore makes contour tillage easier and safer. When tractor 
or animal power is limited, it may be easier to plow or hoe downhill.[11,29] However, when sufficient power 
is available, it is most efficient to plow on the contour because a uniform load can be matched to a tractor 
or team of animals.

Contour tillage reduces runoff and soil erosion, thereby conserving plant nutrients and making more 
water available to grow crops.[36] On the other hand, large fertility differences can develop between the 
negative and positive lynchets.[12,19,24] This reduces uniformity of crop growth where fertilizer and liming 
amendments are not available. In these situations, farmers often cut soil from the terrace back slope and 
distribute it on the degraded negative lynchet. If the upper field is owned by a different landowner, an 
entire terrace may be undermined in this fashion.[12] Manuring, fertilization with seaweed, and liming 
with marl were ancient responses to similar problems.[37]

While tillage berms acting as gradient terraces can improve soil conservation where runoff is diverted 
to a stable outlet, they can have negative consequences on the effectiveness of some conservation prac-
tices. For example, if berms keep a significant fraction of runoff water from entering a grassed waterway, 
erosion on the margin of the waterway may be increased. Tillage berms may keep water from entering 
a vegetated filter strip on very flat fields (Figure 4), which may preclude the filter from improving water 

FIGURE 3 Evolution of topography in the lowest 4 m of research plots with grass hedges and an average contrib-
uting area steepness of 5%. Chisel and disk tillage was kept a distance away from hedges from 1996 through 2000 
and was moved adjacent to the hedges from 2001 through 2004.
Source: Vieira and Dabney.[27]
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quality from small runoff flows. This problem is the main reason why the USDA-NRCS restricts the 
establishment of filter strips to fields with an upslope contributing area steepness greater than 1%.[39] 
Tillage berms are also implicitly recognized in the USDA-NRCS contour buffer strip standard[40] that 
states, “If sediment accumulates just below the upslope edge of the buffer strip to a depth of 6 inches or 
more … relocate the buffer/cropped strip interface location.” 

conclusions

Tillage erosion has come to be recognized as an important contributor to the evolution of agricultural 
landscapes and, in some cases, the degradation of soil resources. With each tillage operation, a tilled 
area becomes flatter, and some soil leaves the tilled zone in the form of clods deposited along field bor-
ders. Over time, these clods, along with stones removed from the tilled area and sediment deposited 
by runoff, coalesce to form terraces or lynchets. If a field is divided into several tilled strips, then the 
consequence will be the gradual development of bench terraces, unless the untilled areas are periodi-
cally relocated. Also, tillage-induced berms located at the upslope edge of the untilled areas may act as 
small gradient terraces that alter runoff flow patterns. On flat lands, tillage berms may dominate surface 
drainage patterns. The formation of such bench and gradient terraces due to agricultural tillage opera-
tions may or may not be desirable but can hardly be avoided if field boundaries on sloping lands are fixed 
for long periods of time.
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introduction

Wind-driven rain can be described as raindrops falling through a wind field at an angle different from 
the vertical under the effects of both gravitational and drag forces. Schematic representation of wind-
driven rain incidental to a sloping soil surface is given in Figure 1.

A study of wind-driven rain erosion is an attempt to investigate the combined effect of wind and rain 
on soil erosion processes in situations where wind and rain occur at the same time.

effects of Wind on Physical characteristics of Rains

Raindrop Size Distribution

In the assessment of the distribution of small-simulated raindrops in a wind tunnel, Erpul, Gabriels, and 
Janssens[1] obtained a narrower raindrop distribution and observed a distinct increase in mean drop diam-
eter under wind-driven rain compared to windless rain. Collisions between small drops occurred more 
frequently as a result of their greater number per unit volume in air leading to an increase in mean drop 
size. For large drops, however, this would not occur, as large drops are less stable and the wind caused some 
of them to break up into smaller drops.[2,3] Basically, the effect of wind on raindrop size distributions is a 
potentially important effect that needs to be considered when estimating the rainfall erosivity.

Raindrop impact energy

Wind-driven raindrops gain some degree of horizontal velocity, which increases their resultant impact 
velocity. The kinetic energy load of the rainfall may be expected to change as a result of increased veloc-
ity and the altered size of the raindrops. The exponential relationship between the horizontal wind 
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velocity and the kinetic energy of raindrops was found in natural rains.[4] The effect of the wind on the 
horizontal component of small raindrops would be greater, so a greater percentage increase in kinetic 
energy would be expected for small raindrops than large raindrops.[5]

Raindrop impact Angle

Wind-driven raindrops strike the soil surface with an angle deviated from the vertical because of their 
horizontal and vertical velocities. This inclination depends on the magnitude of wind velocity. In mid-
latitudes rain mostly falls at considerable inclination from the vertical, and resultant angles of 40–70° 
have been found in rains driven by wind velocity of 10 m/s.[6] Gabriels et al.[7] reported that the mean 
angles of rain inclination were 52°, 66°, and 67° for the simulated rains in a wind tunnel driven by 6, 
10, and 12 m/s of wind velocities, respectively. For these rains, a median drop size was approximately 
1.50 mm. Little is known about the physical impact of raindrops on a soil in situations where this impact 
is not vertical. It is also not known if inclined raindrops have stronger erosive effects than vertical ones. 
The extent and magnitude of the rain-splash detachment increased as the angle of deviation increased 
within the range of 5–30°;[8] whereas, with greater deviations, the impact angle could be so small that 
raindrops would hardly hit the soil surface. Especially when impact angles were less than 30°, the rain-
splash detachment rate decreased greatly (Table 1).

Raindrop impact Frequency

The distribution and the intensity of rain on sloping surfaces differ depending on wind direction and 
velocity. In fact, the angle of rain incidence (π), which is a function of rain inclination (α), slope gradi-
ent (θ), and slope aspect, determines the rain intensity in wind-driven rains. As an example, a wind-
ward facing slope can receive two times more rain intensity than a leeward facing slope, or even exceed 
it in extreme cases for rain inclinations of 40–70°.[6] When the rain inclination and the slope gradient 
increase, the discrepancies in the rain intensity between wind slope and leeward slope become greater 
(Table 1). 

effects of Wind on Rainsplash Detachment and transport

Rainsplash Detachment

Similar to effects on rain characteristics, wind movement and velocities can have a profound effect 
on some aspects of the soil erosion process. When wind accompanies rain, rainsplash detachment 
tends to increase owing to the increased energy of raindrops. Pedersen and Hasholt[4] obtained a better 

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of wind-driven rain with an angle from vertical and incident on 
sloping soil surface.
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correlation between the rainsplash detachment and erosivity indexes, when wind velocity was taken into 
account in the kinetic energy calculation. However, the wind not only increased the raindrop impact 
energy but also altered the angle of rain incidence, resulting in the variations in the raindrop impact 
frequency and the raindrop impact angle. In other words, raindrop impact energy, impact frequency, 
and impact angle determine the magnitude of rainsplash detachment under wind-driven rainfall. The 
influence of each factor on the process is not exclusive and not clearly distinguished, because all are 
closely related and each factor is a function of the wind speed. The highest rainsplash rate occurred with 
the highest impact frequency and the highest impact angle at a given raindrop impact energy under 
wind-driven rains (Table 1).

Rainsplash transport

Wind, as well as slope and overland flow, is another possible factor capable of transporting detached 
particles by raindrop impact. It is possible to find similarities between the movement and trajectory 
of sand saltation by wind and the movement and trajectory of soil particles by rainsplash under wind-
driven rainfall. In saltation, the hitting sand grains, once ejected, initiate the motion of uplift,[9] whereas 
hitting raindrops on the soil surface with an angle initiate a jumping movement of soil particles in 
wind-driven rainfall.[10] A threshold is given by impacting raindrops, and wind does not account for 
the upward movement except that it changes energy, frequency, and angle of raindrop impact. Once 
soil particles are entrained in the splash droplets that have risen into the air by raindrop impact, wind 
velocity gradient will transport these particles. It is found that, together with wind velocity gradient, 
the impact angle is also playing a significant role in determining the extent of the process. At the same 
wind speed, longer mean rainsplash distances (Xc) were observed as the impact angle became greater 
(Table 1). There was a very discernible decrease in Xc in leeward slopes, which was mostly associated with 
the impact angles of less than 30°. These results showed that the raindrop impact angle might determine 
the soil particle ejection angle.

As mentioned above, the amount of soil particles to be transported by the wind will depend upon the 
raindrop impact energy, impact frequency, and impact angle. Subsequently, the soil particle ejection 
angle and the wind velocity gradient will determine the extent of the process (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 Rainsplash transport: raindrop-induced and wind-driven splash trajectories of soil particles falling 
through a wind profile.
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conclusions

Wind could make significant changes in physical characteristics of rains and hence in soil erosion pro-
cesses. The rainsplash detachment and transport under wind-driven rainfall would differ from that 
under windless rain. The rainsplash transport could be a significant process to the extent that it may not 
be negligible in accurately predicting water erosion, and this process could result in a net transportation 
in the prevailing wind direction.
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introduction

Globally, the amount of organic matter in soils, commonly represented by the mass of carbon, is 
 estimated to be 1200–1500 Pg C (1 Pg C = 1015 g carbon) in the top 1 m of soil.[1,2] This is 2–3 times larger 
than the amount of organic matter in living organisms in all terrestrial ecosystems.[1] The exact ratio 
between  living and dead organic matter in terrestrial ecosystems varies, depending on the e cosystem. 
The amount of carbon stored in soil is determined by the balance of two biotic processes—the 
 productivity of terrestrial vegetation and the decomposition of organic matter. Each of these processes 
has strong physical and biological controlling factors. These include climate; soil chemical, physical, and 
biological properties; and vegetation composition. Interactions among these controlling factors are of 
particular importance. These biological and physical factors are the same as the ones that influence the 
above ground structure and composition of terrestrial ecosystems, so there are strong correspondences 
between soil organic matter content and ecosystem type.

organic Matter inputs

Quantity

The amount of carbon stored in soils is to a great extent determined by the rate of organic matter input 
through litterfall, root exudates, and root turnover. The main factors that influence vegetation pro-
duction are suitable temperatures for photosynthesis, available soil moisture for evapotranspiration, 
and rates of CO2 and H2O exchange. Dry and/or cold climates support low vegetation production rates 
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and soils under such climates have low organic matter contents. Where climates are warm and moist, 
 vegetation production is high and soil organic matter contents are correspondingly high. Figure 1 shows 
the striking correspondence between soil organic matter content and general climate measurements 
that results from the relationship between vegetation production and suitable moisture and temperature 
conditions.

Vegetation production depends not only on climate but also on nutrient supply from decomposition 
and geochemical weathering. Walker and Adams[6] hypothesized that the level of available  phosphorus 
during the course of soil development is the primary determinant of terrestrial net primary  production. 
Numerous workers have examined this hypothesis. Tiessen, Stewart, and Cole[7] and Roberts, Stewart, 
and Bettany[8] found that available phosphorus explained about one-fourth of the variance in soil organic 
matter in many different soil orders. The relationship between phosphorus and carbon is s trongest during 
the aggrading stage of vegetation–soil system development.[9] Initially, the production of acidic products 
by pioneer vegetation promotes the release of phosphorus by weathering of parent material. Organic 
matter builds up in the soil, increasing the storage of phosphorus in decomposing organic compounds. 
Nitrogen fixing bacteria populations, which depend on a supply of organic carbon and available phos-
phorus, can grow to meet ecosystem demands for nitrogen. Plant growth is enhanced by this increasing 
nitrogen and phosphorus cycling, resulting in increased rates of weathering. This process continues until 
the vegetation is constrained by other factors affecting phosphorus  availability: Leaching losses become 
larger than the weathering inputs;[10] or an increasing fraction of the  phosphorus becomes unavailable 
by adsorption or precipitation with secondary minerals;[11] or nitrogen  availability (denitrification or 
 leaching is affected) reaching or exceeding nitrogen inputs and fixation.[12] In mature soils, net primary 
production is more likely to be limited by nitrogen. Availability of other nutrients that are largely derived 
from parent materials, such as most base cations, may also influence soil organic matter accumulation 

FIGURE 1 Contours of soil carbon density (kg m−2) plotted on Holdridge diagram[3] for world life-zone 
 classification. Values of biotemperature and precipitation uniquely determine a life zone and associated vegetation. 
Contour lines for mean soil carbon content in the surface meter of soil are determined from data derived from over 
3000 soil profiles.[4,5]
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during early soil development.[13] Soils derived from base cation rich volcanic parent materials (Andisols) 
have much higher carbon contents on average than soils from other parent materials.[4]

Species composition

Biotic factors, in particular plant species composition, also affect soil organic matter dynamics. 
Production and decomposition rates are to some degree controlled by species composition. Each terres-
trial plant species produces different amounts and chemical compositions of leaves, roots, branches, and 
wood of varying decomposability. This range of decomposability may be summarized by the lignin and 
nitrogen content of the organic material.[14,15] Litter decay rate is inversely related to C : N and lignin: 
N ratios and positively related to N content. Species with tissues that have low nutrient or high lignin 
content produce litter that is slow to decay. Nitrogen is made available to plants during the decomposi-
tion process. Nitrogen is a limiting element for productivity in most terrestrial ecosystems so the rate 
at which it is released during decomposition is an important factor in ecosystem production. Thus, 
the interactions between processes regulating plant populations and their productivity and microbial 
processes regulating nitrogen availability result in some of the observed variation in soil carbon and 
nitrogen storage.[16–19]

Placement

The deeper that fresh detritus is placed in the soil, the slower it decomposes. This is a result of declin-
ing decomposer activity and increased protection from oxidation with depth in the soil. Prairies have 
a somewhat lower productivity than forests and produce no slowly decomposing woody material. 
Nevertheless, prairies have a very high soil organic matter content because prairie grasses allocate twice 
as much production to belowground roots and tillers than to aboveground leaves.[20] The result is high 
soil organic matter contents with a uniform distribution in the upper 1 m of soil (Figure 2). In contrast, 
a spruce-fir forest contains 50 percent of its soil organic matter in the top 10 cm. There are interesting 
exceptions to the rule that above-/belowground plant allocation determines soil organic matter dis-
tribution patterns in soil. Tropical moist forest soils show a uniform depth distribution similar to the 
depth distribution of temperate grasslands, however, in tropical forests this is largely due to a long-term 
accumulation of recalcitrant organic materials at lower depths in the soil rather than increased alloca-
tion to roots. Alpine tundra soils support a largely herbaceous flora but show a similar depth distribu-
tion as forest soils because of inhibition of surface litter decomposition by low temperatures and high 
water saturation.

Decomposition

climate

Organic matter decay rates can be related to environmental parameters such as temperature and soil 
moisture. Climatic indices that correlate well with decay rates include plant moisture and tempera-
ture indices,[21,22] linear combinations of temperature and rainfall,[23] and actual evapotranspiration.[15] 
Warm temperatures and available soil moisture enhance microbial, and micro-and macro-invertebrate 
 activity. These environmental conditions are also correlated with plant production. As a result, the 
amount of organic matter present in soil is highest in vegetation types with the highest rates of organic 
matter production. These are ones found in the warm, moist climate regions. The contours of soil carbon 
density displayed in Figure 1 reflect the balance of input by vegetation production and loss from decom-
position imposed by climate. Soil carbon content increases from lower left to the upper right in Figure 1 
as the temperature decreases in the cool temperate, boreal, and sub-polar life zones and as precipitation 
increases in the warm temperate, subtropical, and tropical life zones.
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The combined influence of temperature and precipitation is presented by the third axis of the 
Holdridge diagram (Figure 1) as the ratio of potential evapotranspiration (PET) to annual precipitation. 
When this ratio is less than 1.0, rainfall exceeds PET and vice versa. Life zones bordering the line with 
the PET is equal to precipitation (PET ratio = 1.0) have soil carbon contents around 10 kg m−2 except in 
warm temperate and subtropical zones where strong seasonality limits production, but decomposition 
conditions are favorable for most of the year. Soil carbon content increases as the PET ratio decreases 
indicating that productivity increases faster than the rate of decomposition with increasing moisture 
availability.

organic Matter Quality

On global scale, climate may be the most important factor controlling decay rates, but within a given 
region, substrate chemistry is the more important factor.[15,24,25] Decay rate is often negatively related to 
substrate C : N ratio. Litter C : N is initially much greater than microbial C : N but approaches microbial 
C : N as the microbes release the carbon as CO2 while taking up nitrogen (nitrogen immobilization). 
The further the initial litter C : N is from microbial C : N, the slower the decay rate. Lignin content or 
lignin: N ratios may be better predictors of decay rates because lignin itself is difficult to decompose, 
and it shields nitrogen and other more easily degraded chemical fractions from microbes. Concise and 
simple models of decay rate are based on a combination of chemical and climatic indices.

The effect of litter quality on soil organic matter content is most dramatically expressed in Podzols 
(Spodosol in the United States Department of Agriculture classification). These occur over large areas 
in boreal zones dominated by evergreen conifers, but often occur in other regions on shallow or 

FIGURE 2 Cumulative carbon storage as a function of depth for four ecosystems. Refer text for explanation of 
these patterns. 
Source: Zinke et al.[4]
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sandy soils. Low nitrogen content of organic matter inputs and cool temperatures reduce decompo-
sition and soil animal activity. As a result, large surface organic matter accumulations occur over a 
thin A horizon. Low temperatures combined with leaching of organic acids result in podsolization 
as the predominant soil-forming process. Leaching of iron, aluminum oxides, and organic matter 
result in a distinct E horizon near the surface where these materials are removed and deposited in the 
B horizon. If the surface organic layers are included, these soils can have substantial organic matter 
contents, exceeding the expected amount for the climate conditions. Batjes[2] gives an average value 
for Podzols of 24.2 kg m−2 for the surface meter which is considerably above the mean for most other 
soil types (see Table 1).

Significant Physical and chemical influences

There are several notable exceptions to the climate-based explanation of variation in soil carbon con-
tent. There are two in particular that have lower rates of decomposition and therefore higher accumula-
tions of organic matter than expected (Table 1). These include Histosols due to hydrological conditions 
and Andisols due to parent material chemical effects.

TABLE 1 Mean Organic Carbon Contents (kg m−2) by 
FAO–UNESCO Soil Units to 1 m Depth

Soil Unit Mean C (kg m−2)

Acrisols 9.4
Cambisols 9.6
Chernozems 12.5
Podzoluvisols 7.3
Ferrasols 10.7
Gleysols
Phaeozems

13.1
14.6

Fluvisols 9.3
Kastanozems 9.6
Luvisols 6.5
Greyzems
Nitosols

19.7
8.4

Histosols 77.6
Podzols 24.2
Arenosols 3.1
Regosols
Solonetz

5.0
6.2

Andisols 25.4
Vertisols 11.1
Planosols 7.7
Xerosols 4.8
Yermosols 3.0
Solochaks 4.2

These soil units generally span a wide range of climate conditions and 
therefore present a different view of soil organic matter content based 
on additional soil factors. In particular, the high C content of Podzols, 
Histosols, and Andisols is apparent. Refer text for additional explana-
tion of biological, chemical and physical factors responsible.
Source: Batjes.[2]
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Histosols

In landscape positions where water accumulates at or above the surface of the soil for an appreciable 
part of the growing season, decomposition can be reduced to such an extent that large amounts of unde-
composed organic matter can accumulate. This soil type is called a Histosol and can be found in any 
region in wetlands where decomposition is restricted. The soil-surface of mature or old-growth boreal 
forests over shallow water tables are often covered with Sphagnum moss which may also lead to develop-
ment of Histosols. Histosols with the largest areas and thickest accumulations occur in lowland tundra 
where a mixture of sedges, lichens, and mosses grow at the northern limit of vegetation in the northern 
hemisphere. Production, decomposition, and evaporation are limited by low temperatures and water-
saturated soils. In these cold regions, deeper layers may freeze and not become thawed during the short 
growing season (permafrost). As a result, Histosols have carbon contents over 70 kg m−2 in the surface 
meter (Table 1). Some regions have been accumulating organic matter since the last glacial period with-
out any substantial decomposition. Histosols in such regions may be several meters thick and contain 
over 250 kg C m−2.[2] Globally it is estimated that boreal and sub-arctic Histosols contain 455 PgC that 
has accumulated during the postglacial period.[26]

Andisols

Andisols form on young volcanic stone (basalt lava) rich in nutrients and alkaline. Andisols are weakly 
weathered soils associated with pyroclastic parent materials that are rich in allophane, ferrihydrite, and 
other minerals that readily form complexes with humus molecules. These chemical constituents provide 
conditions promoting high vegetation production and also the retention of organic matter in soil. As a 
result, Andisols typically have higher soil carbon contents (25.4 kg m−2, Table 1) than soils with the same 
environmental conditions but different parent materials.

conclusions

Over long periods of time, organic matter in soils is the result of climatic, biological, and geological 
factors. These factors are not independent. In particular there exists a strong relationship between cli-
mate and vegetation type. In Figure 1, the Holdridge climate based life zones have names that depict 
the dominant vegetation of climates. Jobbágy and Jackson[27] provide a summary of soil data based on 
biomes that demonstrates similar soil carbon distribution as that based on climate (Table 2).

TABLE 2 Mean Organic Carbon Content (kg m−2) by Biome to 
1 m Depth

Biome Mean C (kg m−2)

Boreal forest 9.3
Crops 11.2
Deserts 6.2
Sclerophyllous shrubs 8.9
Temperate deciduous forest 17.4
Temperate evergreen forest 14.5
Temperate grassland 11.7
Tropical deciduous forest 15.8
Tropical evergreen forest 18.6
Tropical grassland/savanna 13.2
Tundra 14.2

Note: Biome classification is based on Whittaker.[28]

Source: Jobbágy and Jackson.[27]
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Over shorter periods of time soil carbon varies with vegetation disturbances and changes in land 
use patterns that affect rates of organic matter input and its decomposition. Various land uses result in 
very rapid declines in soil organic matter from the native condition.[29–32] Losses of 50% in the top 20 cm 
and 30% for the surface 100 cm are average. Much of this loss in soil organic carbon can be attributed to 
 erosion, reduced inputs of organic matter, increased decomposability of crop residues, and  tillage effects 
that decrease the amount of physical protection to decomposition. Evidence from long-term  experiments 
suggest that C losses due to oxidation and erosion can be reversed with soil  management practices that 
minimize soil disturbance and optimize plant yield through fertilization. These  experimental results 
are believed to apply to large regions and that organic matter is being restored as a result of estab-
lishment of perennial vegetation, increased adoption of conservation tillage methods, efficient use of 
fertilizers, and increased use of high yielding crop varieties.[33,34] Additionally, when agricultural land 
is no longer used for cultivation and allowed to revert to natural vegetation or replanted to  perennial 
vegetation, soil organic carbon can accumulate by processes that essentially reversing some of the effects 
responsible for soil organic carbon losses initially—from when the land was converted from perennial 
vegetation—and return them to typical amounts for the climate, vegetation, landscape position, and 
parent material conditions.[35,36]
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introduction

On an extended south-to-north transect at northern latitudes, a transition from ground that never 
experiences seasonal freezing, to those that occasionally freeze during the winter, to those that freeze 
every year, to those that may remain frozen for an extended time could be encountered. The topic of dis-
cussion here is those surface soils and deeper geologic layers that remain at or below freezing for a dura-
tion of two years or more and how they impact people living in this environment. Such frozen ground, 
both unconsolidated and bedrock, are commonly referred to as permafrost.[1] Although at or below the 
freezing point of bulk water (0°C), the term “permafrost” neither implies that water is present or that 
water, if present, is frozen. In fact, it is possible for significant amounts of water to remain unfrozen in 
permafrost; this is also true for water in seasonal frost.

Permafrost characteristics

Spatially extensive permafrost can be found in Russia and Canada as far south as 45°N, and even farther 
south on the elevated Tibetan Plateau and Himalayan Mountains.[2] Approximately 25 million km2 of 
permafrost exist in the northern hemisphere. In the higher latitudes, permafrost is continuous under 
the land surfaces. At intermediate latitudes permafrost is discontinuous or sporadic. Legget[3] reported 
that 20% of the land surface of the world is underlain by permafrost. More than 50% of Russia and 
Canada are underlain by permafrost. Alaska has continuous permafrost in the northern 1/3 of the state 
and discontinuous permafrost in the rest of the state, excluding the coastal areas from the Aleutian 
Islands to southeastern Alaska (Figure 1). In the southern hemisphere, permafrost distribution is con-
fined to Antarctica and high alpine or mountainous regions. Isolated permafrost is common at higher 
elevations, and evidence of past permafrost is common in areas that no longer have permafrost. The 
thickness of permafrost can vary from a thin lens of less than 1 m to greater than 1000 m (Figure 1). 
Permafrost can also be found in coastal areas at the bottom of seas.

Permafrost ground is interesting to the engineer and scientist because the medium is usually com-
posed of two solids (porous medium and ice) and two fluids (air and liquid water). The more compo-
nents that are present in a mixture, the more difficult it is to predict the medium’s response to an input 
of energy or mass. The amount of unfrozen water in saturated ground is strictly a function of the grain 
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size (more specifically surface area) and the freezing temperature. A fine-grained soil such as clay has 
a very high surface area relative to coarse-grained soils such as sand; in frozen ground, this translates 
into much higher unfrozen water contents at the same temperature. The unfrozen water found in per-
mafrost exists as a film of water around each soil particle. It is via these unfrozen films that water moves 
in permafrost. Frozen clay can have as much as 5%–7% unfrozen water by volume at −15°C. As the 
temperature decreases the amount of unfrozen water also decreases. Thermal and hydraulic properties 
of permafrost are quite variable and depend upon the percentages of the various ground components. 
Most heat transfer in permafrost is by conduction and can be modeled by Fourier’s law, although sim-
pler methods have been developed.

A typical temperature profile of permafrost appears in F2. Since there is a geothermal flux outward from 
the center of the earth, this heat has to be successfully transferred to the ground surface or the permafrost 
will warm and melt. In order to maintain the thermal integrity of the permafrost, the soils above the top of 
the permafrost table must completely freeze during the winter so there is a continuously decreasing ther-
mal gradient along which the geothermal heat can be transferred to the surface by conduction (Figure 2).

The seasonally thawed soil layer at the ground surface that goes through freezing/thawing annually 
and mantles the permafrost is called the active layer (Figure 2). This layer acts as a buffer to heat and 
mass transfer to the permafrost. A typical active layer in the continuous permafrost zone would typi-
cally thaw to a maximum depth of 60 cm. The top 15–25 cm of these soils are generally composed of 
organic material, with the deeper soils being mineral. Organic soils are good thermal insulators and, 
when coupled with snow cover during the winter months, they minimize heat loss from the ground. The 
thermal balance of the permanently frozen ground is maintained by heat loss to the atmosphere that 
occurs at high latitudes over the extended winter months.

FIGURE 1 Schematic of permafrost distribution in Alaska on a south-to-north transect.
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Permafrost is usually considered to be impermeable to water movement. This is usually a good 
assumption for short durations of days or even a few months. For longer periods of time, the redistribu-
tion of water within permafrost can be appreciable. During snowmelt and major rainfall events, con-
siderable water enters the active layer. Most of this water resides in the organic soils as the mineral soils 
are usually already near saturation. Since permafrost has relatively low hydraulic conductivity, there is 
no hydraulic connection between the perched water above the permafrost (suprapermafrost ground-
water) and the subpermafrost groundwater below the permafrost (Figure 2). In continuous  permafrost, 
the subsurface hydrology is confined to the active layer. For areas of discontinuous p ermafrost, the 
subsurface hydrology is a combination of shallow flow over the frozen ground and deeper flow around 
and under it.

Surface energy Balance

Any time the ground surface is disturbed, the surface energy balance that sustains permafrost is upset. 
This generally results in warming of the permafrost and thickening of the active layer. Much sporadic 
and discontinuous permafrost is maintained at temperatures just below freezing; climatic warming 
of just a few degrees would result in the melting of this frozen ground and warming of colder perma-
frost. Also where permafrost exists, surface disturbances such as removing vegetation or surface soils 
and ponding of water are sufficient to alter the surface energy balance and cause permafrost degrada-
tion. Permafrost generally appears where the mean annual surface temperature is at least a few degrees 
Celsius below freezing; for instance, Hay River, NWT, Canada has sporadic, shallow permafrost with a 
mean annual temperature of −3.4°C.

In areas of discontinuous permafrost, the south-facing slopes are generally permafrost-free (Figure 1) 
while north-facing slopes have permafrost; the east- and west-facing slopes and valley bottoms may or 
may not have permafrost, depending upon subtle site-specific conditions that impact the energy balance 

FIGURE 2 Typical temperature profile for permafrost, with annual variation indicated near the ground surface.
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(vegetation, slope, moisture content, etc.). Because it took thousands of years for permafrost to develop, 
deep permafrost is a particularly good recorder of past climates, and changes in the temperature profile 
will reflect these impacts. Many general atmospheric circulation models (GCM) predict variable global 
warming in the high latitudes, and in some areas there is already field evidence of atmospheric warm-
ing[4] and permafrost warming.[5] To sustain permafrost, the geothermal heat radiating out from the 
core of the earth must be removed; this only occurs if the active layer is completely frozen during winter.

Living with Permafrost

Permafrost influences many facets of everyday living that are often taken for granted in warmer cli-
mates. Permafrost negatively impacts both the quality and quantity of the available groundwater and 
limits the potential for infiltration of wastewater. As a result, housing units with individual water and 
wastewater systems must be designed with innovative options to replace the traditional groundwater 
well and septic system for wastewater treatment. Utilities that are typically buried are often placed in 
aboveground utilidors. Also as roadways age, they become very bumpy as differential movement of the 
road surface occurs.

The significant property of permafrost from an engineering viewpoint is the ice content. The amount 
of ice can range from essentially none in well-drained ground to values that exceed the porosity of 
poorly drained ground. Within the permafrost, segregated ice with minimal entrained soil exists as 
ice lenses and wedges. As long as the permafrost stays frozen, the ground is relatively stable. However, 
thawing of ice-rich permafrost causes ground to settle or subside. This thaw settlement compromises the 
structural integrity of buildings, roadways, pipelines, and other structures built on it. For areas where 
construction must take place on frozen ground, special efforts—for example the use of insulation and 
thermosyphons—are necessary to maintain the structural integrity of the permafrost. Thermosyphons 
are vertical devices for removing heat from the ground, and they are used extensively under buildings 
and pipelines to maintain below freezing conditions in the ground.

Soil freezing causes additional engineering problems near the ground surface when strong ther-
mal gradients induce water movement from warm ground to cold ground through unfrozen films of 
water on the surfaces of soil particles, regardless of whether it is frozen or not. This process causes 
“frost heave,” as it results in an accumulation of ice in the form of lenses that can cause the ground 
to expand and deform. Surface heaving becomes significant over time periods of several years, and it 
is important for those engineering structures with design lives of tens of years to compensate for this 
additional stress.

conclusions

Permafrost and seasonally frozen ground are very extensive in the high latitudes of Earth. Also, 
resource development and population in these areas is increasing. Initial efforts directed at building 
an infrastructure (roads, airports, water and sewer distribution, etc.), on permafrost assumed that the 
frozen ground was in thermal equilibrium. It is now obvious that because of climatic change that the 
permafrost is not in thermal equilibrium. Instead, it is warming in many areas and this needs to be 
considered in the present design criteria for all engineering structures built on permafrost. Warming, 
with subsequent thawing of permafrost, will affect the surface energy budget, water and gas fluxes 
(potential for release of greenhouse gases), and vegetation; hence, there is a direct feedback with the 
climate system. Just as it took a long time for permafrost to develop, it will take a long time for it to 
completely melt; but the  consequences of thawing permafrost can impact our daily lives in the first or 
second season of melting.
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introduction

Salt-affected soils can be defined as soils on which the growth of most crop plants is limited by an 
excess of easily soluble salts. Salts are considered easily soluble when they are more soluble in water 
than gypsum. Salts may include chlorides, sulfates, carbonates and bicarbonates of sodium, p otassium, 
magnesium, and calcium. The salt concentration in the soil solution is usually measured by the  electrical 
conductivity of the soil saturation extract (EC). A soil is saline if the EC of the extract is higher than 
4 dS/m.[1] However, plant growth may be severely affected or inhibited at much lower levels of EC. 
Limiting EC values change with the ionic composition of the soil solution and with the plant species 
and variety grown. Sodic soils are salt-affected at EC <4 dS/m (Table 1). In sodic soils, the high sodium 
content relative to other cations is the main factor affecting plant growth. The amount of sodium is usu-
ally expressed as exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) or sodium adsorption ratio (SAR). The critical 
level of ESP for growth reduction depends on many interacting factors and may vary from <6% to >15%. 
There is a continuum of plant responses to the continuous increase of salt stress with  increasing salt or 
sodium concentrations in the soil. Saline and sodic conditions, although very different, are often both 
implicated in adversely affecting plant performance so that terms such as salinity, saline, and saliniza-
tion are generically referred to soil conditions and processes leading to salt and sodium stresses on 
plants.[2]
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TABLE 1 General Classification of Salt-Affected Soils

Soil Class EC (dS/m) SAR ESP (%)

Nonsaline nonsodic <4 <13 <15
Saline >4 <13 <15
Saline–sodic >4 >13 >15
Sodic <4 >13 >15
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extent and Distribution

Salt-affected soils are most common in arid climates with evapotranspiration greater than precipitation 
for at least part of the year (aridic, ustic, or xeric soil moisture regimes), but they are present at any lati-
tude and altitude. Salinization by improper irrigation management was a major cause of degradation of 
the Nile Delta, the Mesopotamian Plain, and the valley of the Yangtze and the Hwang Ho.[3] Estimates 
of the extent of soil salinity and sodicity problems vary from 5% to 10% of the world land area. Recent 
estimates of FAO-AGL[4] indicate that >800 million ha are salt-affected, i.e., >6% of the world land area 
(Figure 1). Salinization is a serious hazard in San Joaquin Valley, United States; Murray-Darling Basin, 
Australia; Euphrates Basin, Pakistan; Indo-Gangetic Basin, India; and Aral Sea Basin, Central Asia.[5] 
Global land area degraded by salt-affected soils may be 1 billion hectare (Bha),[6,7] and the world may be 
losing as much as 2000 ha/day.[5] Worldwide 20% of the cultivated land area and 33% of the irrigated 
lands are degraded because of salt-induced problems.[8,9] It is also estimated that salinized area may 
be increasing at the rate of 10% annually. Fifty percent of arable land may be salinized by 2050.[8] Crop 
growth and agronomic productivity in salt-affected soils is adversely affected[10] because of osmotic and 
drought stress,[11] degradation of soil structure especially in sodic soils, and alteration in soil enzymatic 
activity.[12] Salinity problems also affect greenhouse crops, mine spoils, and disposal areas. Part of the 
yield loss occurs on irrigated lands, which are otherwise highly productive. In the irrigation district of 
Ciudad Juarez Valley in Mexico, the productivity of 70% of the lands is hindered by salinity. On aver-
age, 25% of irrigated Mexican lands are salt-affected. The impact of yield losses is magnified at a local 
scale because salt-affected soils are not uniformly distributed, threatening the economic welfare of some 
regions and countries. In Bangladesh, 24% of the total land area is salt-affected with a rapid expansion 

FIGURE 1 Distribution of salt-affected soils. The percentage of salt-affected soils on the total land surface is 
reported for each region of the world. 
Source: FAO-AGL.[4]
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during the last quarter of the 20th century from <1 million ha to >3 million ha. In Australia, almost 20% 
of the land is salt-affected.[4]

Salt-affected soils not currently used for crop production (e.g., salt flats) are a potential source of salts 
for salinization of surrounding fields. According to Oldeman, Hakkeling, and Sombroek,[13] the annual 
rate of loss of agricultural land by salinization, alkalinization, and waterlogging is about 1.5 million ha. 
Previous estimates reported 10 million ha of agricultural land loss per year.[14] The rate of increase is 
likely to vary widely across regions and from year to year, but all data suggest an increasing extent of 
salt-affected lands, especially where the natural resources are scarce and the growing human population 
increases pressure on soils. Changes in the global environment are likely to increase yield losses conse-
quent to soil salinity. The predicted increase of the sea level from thermal expansion of seawater ranges 
from 15 to >50 cm by the year 2100.[15] The rise of seawater is likely to worsen salinity problems from 
tidal inundation of coastal lands. On the other hand, there is no evidence to suggest that elevated atmo-
spheric CO2 would increase the level of salinity suitable for plant growth.[16] Increased CO2 is expected to 
increase plant growth only on nonsaline soils, magnifying yield losses due to soil salinity.

crop tolerance

Soil salinity and sodicity limit the potential area of growth of sensitive crops. All plants are sensitive to 
salts at some concentration, but the limiting concentration varies with plant species and variety. Crop 
tolerance is defined in relation to the level of salinity causing yield losses. High salt concentration may 
lead to plant death and no yield. Decreased growth occurs above a soil critical salt or sodium concentra-
tion (tolerance threshold). Crop yield reductions in salt-affected soils result from alteration of various 
metabolic processes in plants under salt stress. Negative effects of excess of salts in the soil solution 
include increased osmotic pressure limiting water uptake (physiological drought), abnormal pH and 
ionic competition limiting nutrient uptake, and ionic toxicity. Total salinity effects always depend on 
the specific soil ionic composition. The negative response of plants to low water potential may prevail in 
saline soils, while single ion toxicity or nutritional imbalance may be particularly severe in sodic soils. 
Soil structural impedance of plant growth is common in the absence of sufficient Ca2+. Structural prob-
lems derive from crusting, formation of compacted layers, poor infiltration, and poor permeability to 
water and air. In waterlogged soils, anaerobic conditions may enhance salinity stresses.

In all plants growing on saline media, a part of the metabolic energy is diverted to ion transport, 
synthesis of organic osmolytes (contributing to osmotic adjustment to low water potential), and ion 
compartmentation preventing ion toxicity.[2] Osmotic adjustments in salt-tolerant plants need to follow 
seasonal changes in soil salinity and water availability. In general, plants that are more salt-tolerant tend 
to grow more slowly at low salinity levels than less-tolerant plants. Broadly adaptable plants can produce 
good yields where strong temporal changes of soil salinity occur in the soil. But such plants, tolerant to a 
wide range of salinities, perform less well at any salinity than less adaptable plants at their optimal salin-
ity.[8] Reduced yield in tolerant plants can be related to (1) greater allocation of organic C in the roots of 
tolerant plants at the expense of leaf area, (2) decreased use of the solar radiation, and (3) low transpira-
tion rate. Soil salinity interacts with climate and other edaphic factors in determining yield. Reduced 
availability of water in the soil is concomitant to higher evaporative demand in the leaves. Adaptation 
to soil salinity is a reduction in the capacity for photosynthetic carbon assimilation consequent to the 
necessity of minimizing evapotranspiration. In general, crops are less sensitive to salinity in glasshouse 
conditions than outdoors. At low soil fertility levels, plants may appear more tolerant to salinity than at 
high fertility levels if salinity is not the limiting factor of yield. On the other hand, nutrient deficiencies 
induced by salinity and sodicity can further reduce low yields due to low fertility.

In natural conditions, soil salinity varies with depth and time. Plants extract water from the least 
saline parts of the soil surrounding the roots. Plants may be able to tolerate high salinity levels in the 
root zone if occurring only for short periods of time during the growing season. Soil salinity may peak 
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at different stages of the crop, when plants may be more or less sensitive. Consequently, the critical point 
for yield reductions varies with duration of the salt stress and stage of development. Growth can be 
inhibited at any stage of the biological cycle. Severe reductions of yields can be due to low germination 
and limited early plant establishment. Yield reductions can be caused by reduced vegetative growth 
and/or by perturbation of the reproductive phases. Developmental shifts of relative salt tolerance are 
common during plant life and vary with cultivar and environment. Often, qualitative yield reductions 
enhance total yield losses.

Irrigated drylands are at a high risk of salinization,[18] and there are a wide range of reclamation 
measures.[19,20] A common classification of crop salinity tolerance distinguishes five categories (Table 2). 
Sodium is not considered a limiting factor in the above classification.

A classification of sodium tolerance of crops consists of three groups (Table 3). Sodium-tolerance 
tables are usually based on nutritional responses in absence of soil structural degradation, which 
 generally excludes crop production at ESP >30.[9] These classifications are based on the agronomic cri-
terion of comparing the relative yield of each crop on saline media to its yield on normal nonsaline 
media. Published tolerance tables provide a reference of relative salt tolerance of crops under irrigation 
without local climatic specifications. Such data refer to duration of salinity from late seedling stage to 
 maturation with irrigation, fertilization, and pest control maintained optimal for each crop species and 
variety at the time of the experiment. Tolerance tables may apply to individual cultivars in the absence 
of interactions between soil salinity and other environmental factors.

conclusions

Salt-affected soils decrease crop productivity at local and global scales. The extent of soil salt problems 
is likely to increase if no measures are taken to limit soil salinization and sodication. Management and 
reclamation of salt-affected soils require a combination of agronomic practices, including hydraulic, 
mechanical, amending, and cropping practices.[4] The selection of proper management practices is rela-
tive to the soil, water, crop, and human available resources.

Improved crop salt tolerance can contribute to the remediation of soil salt problems because:

• Extends the choice of crops that can grow at each soil salinity level
• Allows irrigation using more saline water
• Increases soil organic matter and improves soil structure.

TABLE 2  Classification of Crop Salt Tolerance Based on the Values of EC above Which Yield Loss Begins

Relative Tolerance Critical EC (dS/m) Examples of Crops

Sensitive <1.3 Beans
Moderately sensitive 1.3–3.0 Rice, corn
Moderately tolerant 3.0–6.0 Wheat
Tolerant 6.0–10.0 Barley, cotton
Unsuitable >10.0 Most crops

Source: Ayers and Wescot.[17]

TABLE 3  Classification of Crop Exchangeable Sodium Tolerance. Growth Is Usually Already Affected at 
Lower Values of ESP and Crop Production Is Usually Excluded at ESP>30

Relative Tolerance ESP (%) Examples of Crops

Sensitive <15 Beans, corn
Semitolerant 15–40 Rice, wheat
Tolerant >40 Barley, cotton

Source: Ayers and Wescot.[17]
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Consequently, tolerant crops may assist in establishing a proper water balance and reduce the need and 
cost of reclamation measures such as leaching.

Information on crop response to salinity and sodicity needs to be updated in relation to changes of 
plant materials, agronomic practices, and climatic conditions. A range of values in the continuum of 
salt and sodium stresses would be better suited than a single critical value to represent the tolerance 
or sensitivity of a plant since the intensity of salt stress depends on many other factors determining 
yields.

List of Abbreviations

EC  electrical conductivity of the soil saturation extract in dS/m
ESP exchangeable sodium percentage in %
SAR sodium adsorption ratio = Na+/([Ca2+ + Mg2+]/2)1/2, where concentrations are in mmol/L
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introduction

Agricultural runoff is surface water leaving farm fields as a result of receiving water in excess of the infil-
tration rate of the soil. Excess water is primarily due to precipitation, but it can also be due to irrigation 
and snowmelt on frozen soils. In the early 20th century, there was considerable concern about erosion 
of farm fields due to rainfall. The concern was primarily related to the loss of valuable topsoil from the 
fields and the resulting loss in productivity. With the passage of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act Amendments of 1972, the potential for pollution of surface water features such as rivers and lakes 
due to agricultural runoff was officially recognized and an assessment of the nature and extent of such 
pollution was mandated.[1,2]

Agricultural runoff is grouped into the category of nonpoint source pollution because the potential 
pollutants originate over large, diffuse areas and the exact point of entry into water bodies cannot be 
precisely identified (see Pollution: Point Sources, p. 2190). Non-point sources of pollution are particu-
larly problematic in that it is difficult to capture and treat the polluted water before it enters a stream. 
Point sources of pollution such as municipal sewer systems usually enter the water body via pipes and 
it is comparatively easy to collect that water and run it through a treatment system prior to releas-
ing it into the environment. Because of the non-point source nature of agricultural runoff, efforts to 
 minimize or eliminate pollutants are, by necessity, focused on practices to be applied on or near farm 
fields themselves. In other words, we usually seek to prevent the pollution rather than treating the 
 polluted water.

Due to the great successes made in treating polluted water from point sources such as municipal and 
industrial wastewater treatment plants, the relative significance of pollution from agricultural runoff has 
increased. Agricultural runoff is now considered to be the primary source of pollutants to the streams 
and lakes in the United States. It is also the third leading source of pollution in U.S. estuaries.[3] The water 
pollutants that occur in agricultural runoff include eroded soil particles (sediments), nutrients, pesti-
cides, salts, viruses, bacteria, and organic matter.
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Agricultural Runoff Quantity

Agricultural runoff occurs when the precipitation rate exceeds the infiltration rate of the soil. Small 
soil particles that have been dislodged by the impact of raindrops can fill and block soil pores with a 
resulting decrease in infiltration rate throughout the duration of the storm. As the excess precipitation 
builds up on the soil surface it flows in thin layers from higher areas of the field towards lower areas. 
This diffuse surface runoff quickly starts to concentrate in small channels called rills. The concentrated 
flow will generally have a higher velocity than the flow in thin films over the surface. The concentrated 
flow velocity may become rapid enough to cause scouring of the soil that makes up the channel sides 
and bottom. The dislodged soil particles can then be carried by the flowing water to distant locations in 
the same field or be carried all the way to a receiving water body. If the quantity of flow and the velocity 
of flow are large enough, the rills can grow so large that they cannot be easily repaired by typical earth 
moving machinery. When this happens, the rill has become a gulley.

The quantity of runoff from agricultural fields is not usually listed explicitly as a concern separate 
from the quality of the runoff. However, it should be considered because it transports the pollutants and 
can cause erosion of receiving streams due to excessive flows. If less runoff is allowed to leave a field, 
there is less flow available to transport pollutants to the stream. Also, if more water is retained on the 
field, there is likely to be a corresponding reduction in the amount of supplemental water that will need 
to be added through irrigation. Runoff quantity varies significantly due to factors such as soil type, pres-
ence of vegetation and plant residue, physical soil structures such as contoured rows and terraces, field 
topography, and the timing and intensity of the rainfall event.

Some agricultural practices increase the infiltration capacity of the soil while other practices can 
result in decreases. The presence of vegetation and plant residues on a field reduce runoff due to improv-
ing and maintaining soil infiltration capacity. Actively growing plants also reduce the amount of water 
in the soil due to evapotranspiration, thus making more room for infiltrating water to be stored in 
the soil profile. Bare soils increase runoff because there is nothing except the soil surface to absorb 
the energy of the falling raindrops. The rain, therefore, dislodges soil particles that will tend to seal the 
surface and reduce infiltration.

Soil erosion and Associated Pollutants

One of the primary pollutants in agricultural runoff is eroded soil. In 1975, 223 million acres of cropland 
produced 3700 million tons of eroded sediments or an average of 17 tons of soil lost per acre of cropland 
per year (see various Erosion entries, pp. 967–1103). It is estimated that cropland, pasture, and rangeland 
contributed over 50% of the sediments discharged to surface waters in 1977.[4] As noted above, the energy 
of raindrops can dislodge and transport soil particles. In the aquatic environment the eroded soil is 
called sediment. There are several concerns related to excessive sediments in aquatic systems. These 
include loss of field productivity, habitat destruction, reduced capacity in reservoirs, and increased 
dredging requirements in shipping channels.

Eroded sediments represent a loss of fertile topsoil from the field, which can reduce the productiv-
ity of the field itself. Soil formation is an extremely slow process occurring over periods ranging from 
decades to centuries.[5] Possible results to a grower from excessive erosion of their fields include increas-
ing fertilizer and water requirements, planting more tolerant crops, and possibly abandoning the field 
for agricultural production.

A second concern is that many of these sediments are heavy and will settle out in slow moving 
portions of streams or in reservoirs. The settled sediments can dramatically alter the ecology of the 
streambed. Aquatic plants, insects, and fish all have specific requirements related to composition of the 
streambed for them to live and reproduce.[6] Sediments in reservoirs reduce the volume of the reservoir 
available to store water. This may result in reduced production of hydroelectric power, reduced water 
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availability for municipal supply, interference with navigation and recreation, and increased dredging 
requirements to maintain harbor navigability.

Another concern with eroded sediments is that they can transport other pollutants into receiving 
waters. The plant nutrient phosphorus, for example, is most often transported from the fields where it 
was applied as fertilizer by chemically bonding to clay minerals. Many agricultural pesticides also bond 
to eroded clays and organic matter. Once these chemicals have entered the aquatic ecosystem, many 
processes occur that can result in the release of the pollutants from their sediment carriers. Phosphorus, 
when released, can contribute to the eutrophication of lakes and reservoirs (see the entry Eutrophication, 
p. 1115). Pesticides and their degradation products can be toxic to aquatic life and must be removed from 
municipal water supplies.

Erosion from animal agriculture such as feedlots and pastures can also result in the transport of 
sediments composed of animal manures (see the various Manure Management entries, pp. 1680–1695). 
These sediments can transport significant quantities of potential pathogens (viruses and bacteria). The 
animal manures are primarily organic in nature and can serve as a food source for natural bacteria in 
the receiving water. When these naturally occurring bacteria begin to utilize the organic matter in this 
way they may lower or deplete the water of dissolved oxygen as they respire and multiply. This use of 
oxygen by aquatic bacteria is known as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). High levels of BOD can 
reduce stream oxygen level to the point that fish and other organisms that require dissolved oxygen suf-
fer, die, or relocate, when possible, to more suitable habitats.[6]

Dissolved Pollutants

Agricultural runoff can carry with it many pollutants that are dissolved in the runoff water itself. These 
may include plant nutrients, pesticides, and salts. Since these pollutants are dissolved in the runoff, 
control measures are most often aimed at reducing the volume of runoff leaving an agricultural field, or 
making the pollutants less available to be dissolved into the runoff water.

One of the major pollutants of concern in agricultural runoff is the plant nutrient nitrogen. Nitrogen 
is a relatively cheap component of most fertilizers and is necessary for plant growth. Unfortunately, 
nitrogen in the form of nitrate is highly soluble in water. Thus nitrate can be easily dissolved in runoff 
water. Just as it does in an agricultural field, nitrogen can promote growth of aquatic vegetation. Excess 
nitrogen and phosphorus in runoff can lead to the eutrophication of lakes, reservoirs, and estuaries (see 
the entry Eutrophication, p. 1115). Nitrogen in the form of ammonia can be dissolved into runoff from 
pastures and feedlots. Ammonia is toxic to many aquatic organisms, thus it is important to minimize 
ammonia in runoff.[7]

Many agriculturally applied pesticides are also soluble in water. They can be dissolved in runoff and 
transported into aquatic ecosystems where there is a potential for toxic effects. These pesticides must 
also be removed from drinking water supplies and, if concentrations are high or persistent, such treat-
ment can be difficult and expensive. Stable, persistent pesticides can bioaccumulate in the food chain 
with the result that consumers of fish from contaminated waters might be exposed to higher concentra-
tions than exist in the water itself.[8]

Runoff from agricultural fields can contain significant concentrations of dissolved salts. These salts 
originate in precipitation, irrigation water, fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals, and from the 
soil minerals. Plants generally exclude ions of chemicals that they do not need. In this way, dissolved 
salts in irrigation water, for example, can be concentrated in the root zone of the growing crop. Runoff 
can redissolve these salts and transport them into aquatic ecosystems where some, naturally occurring 
selenium for example, can be toxic to fish and other wildlife.[9]

Transport of fertilizers and pesticides from their point of application can result in significant environ-
mental costs. This transport, or loss from the field, can also have significant negative economic impacts 
on the grower. Fertilizers lost from the field are not available to promote crop growth. Agricultural 
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chemicals lost from the field, likewise, are not available to protect the plants from pests and diseases. In 
both cases the grower is paying for expensive inputs and paying to apply them. It is always in the grow-
ers’ and the environment’s best interests, therefore, to keep agricultural chemicals in the field where 
they are needed and where they were applied.

control of Agricultural Runoff

One of the most direct methods of controlling pollution by agricultural runoff is to minimize the poten-
tial for runoff to occur. Other methods can be employed to reduce the amounts of sediments and dis-
solved chemicals in runoff. As a whole, management practices designed to minimize the potential for 
environmental damage from agricultural runoff are called best management practices (BMPs), (see the 
entry Nutrients: Best Management Practices, p. 1829). Many times, practices aimed at controlling one 
aspect of agricultural runoff are also effective at reducing other components. This is due to the inter-
relationships between runoff volume, erosion, transport, dissolution, and delivery.

Maintaining good soil tilth and healthy vegetation can minimize runoff. This will promote increased 
infiltration and a resultant decrease in runoff. Other management practices such as terracing, contour 
plowing, and using vegetated waterways to convey runoff can result in decreased quantities of runoff 
by slowing the water leaving the field and allowing more time for infiltration to occur. Construction of 
farm ponds to receive runoff can result in less total runoff from the farm, lowered peak rates of runoff, 
and storage of runoff for use in irrigation or livestock watering.[2]

Control of water pollution by the mineral and organic sediments and associated chemicals in agri-
cultural runoff is most effectively achieved by reducing erosion from the field. The primary method of 
reducing erosion is by maintaining a vegetative or plant residue cover on the field at all times or mini-
mizing areas of the field that are bare. Techniques utilized to accomplish these tasks include conserva-
tion tillage, strip tillage, and the use of cover crops (see the entry Erosion Control: Tillage and Residue 
Methods, p. 1081). Additional measures that can be employed at the edge of the field, or off-site include 
vegetative filter strips and farm ponds.

Methods to control the loss of nitrogen and other plant nutrients from cropland include applying 
nitrogen in the quantity required by the crop and at the time the crop needs it (see the entry Nutrients: 
Best Management Practices, p. 1829). This requires multiple applications and can be difficult for tall 
crops. For this reason, most, or all, of the nitrogen required by the crop is often applied at planting. 
Nitrogen fertilizers have often been applied based on general recommendations for the type of crop to 
be grown. Since nitrogen fertilizers are relatively inexpensive, growers have tended to over apply rather 
than under apply. Soil tests can tell a grower how much nitrogen is already in the soil and how much 
needs to be applied for a specific crop. Efforts have been made to make the nitrogen less soluble by 
changing the form of nitrogen applied to the field so that it becomes available to the plants (and, thus 
available for loss in runoff) more slowly.[10]

One method of controlling the loss of agricultural chemicals is to minimize their solubility in water. 
Another is to minimize their use through programs such as integrated pest management (IPM) where 
some crop damage is allowed until it reaches a point that it becomes economically justified to apply 
pesticides.[11] And a third approach is to make the chemicals more easily degraded so that they do their 
job and then degrade into other, less harmful, chemicals so that they do not stay around long enough to 
be influenced by runoff-producing rainfall events.

conclusion

Agricultural runoff is one of the leading causes of water quality impairment in streams, lakes, and estu-
aries in the United States. It can transport large quantities of sediments, plant nutrients, agricultural 
chemicals, and natural occurring minerals from farm fields into receiving water bodies. In many cases 
the loss of these substances from the field represent an economic loss to the grower as well as a potential 
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environmental contaminants. There are many methods by which the quantity of agricultural runoff 
can be reduced. Many of these methods are referred to generically as BMPs. Adoption of BMPs can 
also improve the quality (reduce contaminant concentrations) of the runoff that does leave the farm. By 
reducing the quantity and improving the quality of agricultural runoff, it will be possible to improve the 
water quality in our streams, river, lakes, and estuaries.
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introduction

The term desertification was coined in the 19708 to graphically represent the state of the Sahelian lands, 
on the southern margin of the Sahara Desert. This was a period when major drought  accompanied by 
big increases in the human population served to cause the desert margins to apparently move into 
formerly more productive land.[1,2] The image of an encroaching desert is powerful and evocative and 
resulted in major international efforts to understand and deal with the problem. Since that time, 
the notion of desertification has been reworked in the light of additional information and improved 
 conceptual frameworks to the extent that the desert is no longer seen as inexorably increasing in size, 
nor restricted to the Sahelian fringe of the Sahara.[3–5] Most rangeland areas in the world have suffered 
some sort of degradation due to the impact of disturbance regimes, and recent reviews[6] have shown 
the process to be not at all restricted to hot deserts or areas of high population density. This is not to 
deny, however, the major effects on the human populations using these lands, and no doubt, much 
human hardship has been endured. This entry describes a process whereby the degree of d esertification 
can be assessed and then used to design restoration activities appropriate to local biophysical and 
 socioeconomic constraints.

Desertification Redefined

This entry focuses on the biophysical aspects of desertification. Traditionally, easy to measure structural 
and functional attributes of vegetation, such as species composition and productivity, were the means by 
which desertification was initially assessed. These methods served to show the effect of  desertification but 
did not provide a predictive understanding of how to combat it. However, recent advances in l andscape 
ecology and restoration technology[7,8,10] have led to generic and practical approaches to study the basic 
nature and reversibility of desertification. Principally, this involves treating the affected l andscapes as 
biophysical systems, comprised of sequences of processes and feedback loops and summarized in a 
 conceptual framework (Figure 1).[8,9]

In this framework, vital resources such as water, nutrients, and topsoil are transported, u tilized 
and cycled in space and time, and the processes are driven by processes such as runoff/runon, 
erosion/ deposition, and plant litter de- composition.[8,11,12] Landscapes are said to be “functional,” or 
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non-desertified, if resources are substantially retained within the system and utilization and cycling 
processes are efficient. “Dysfunctional” or desertified landscapes are characterized by the depletion of 
the stock of some vital resources and the continued flow of these resources out of the system. This 
mind-set emphasizes the system attributes of processes acting in space, over time, in relation to applied 
stress and disturbance, rather than just changes in lists of species, or yields of marketable commodities. 
The role of vegetation as a significant regulator of energy and resources is integral to this approach.[13] 
Desertification should be viewed as a continuum ranging from slight to severe, rather than as a simple 
step function (Figure 2).

FIGURE 1 A conceptual framework summarizing landscape functioning. Numbers refer to the recommended 
sequence of assessing practical function. The disturbance regime shown is generic, and it may impinge on a number 
of landscape processes at the same time. 
Source: A modification of Figure 2 in Tongway and Ludwig[9] (reproduced with permission).

FIGURE 2 Desertification as a continuum. The four new biophysical parameters (bold) are added to the two 
existing desertification descriptors (dotted box) to locate any given landscape on the continuum.
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Assessing the Degree of Desertification

If field sites are characterized according to “resource regulation” capacity, not only can the degree of 
desertification be assessed, but also the critical pathway of resource loss may be identified. Tongway 
and Hindley[14] and Tongway and Ludwig[15] have designed and implemented monitoring programs to 
quickly provide information about biophysical processes and edaphic properties related to plant habitat 
favorability at both landscape and plot or patch scales. Typically, the initial analysis examines the fate of 
rainfall into infiltrated water and runoff water. The data gathered need an interpretational framework 
to facilitate generic application. Graetz and Ludwig[16] proposed that system response to desertification 
be represented by a four-parameter sigmoidal or logistic curve. The curve form acknowledges upper 
and lower asymptotic plateaux, at the non- and highly desertified ends of the spectrum, respectively, 
and a gradual transition between those plateaux. This approach permits questions about whether a 
 system was “fragile,” i.e., easily made dysfunctional, with low restoration potential or “robust,” or rather 
able to withstand stress and disturbance with only low attenuation of biophysical processes (Figure 3). 
Importantly, this curve type enables thresholds and milestones to be predicted and quantified using 
field indicators.[17]

Procedures to Reverse Desertification

Rehabilitation and restoration of desertified landscapes, under the functional biophysical  system 
 mind-set, require that processes that accumulate resources be reintroduced or augmented, thus p roviding 
a rational procedure in the repair and functional recuperation of desertified landscapes. The approach 
explicitly seeks to retain vital resources by ecological processes.[18–20] Once the analysis of resource 
 regulation system has been completed, and the most affected process identified, remedial efforts can 
begin. For example, Rhodes and Ringrose-Voase[20] deduced that ponding water for extended periods on 
clay soils with modest swell/shrink properties would eventually result in soils with high  infiltration and 
water store through sequences of swelling and shrinking processes permitting  infiltration into greater 
soil depths. Recolonization and establishment of plants then began spontaneously, eventually cycling 
organic matter, so that open friable soils developed, colonized by soil macrofauna that further improved 
soil properties. Tongway and Ludwig[18,19] used piles of branches arranged on the contour in gently slop-
ing country to trap water, sediment, and organic matter to effect substantial improvements to a range 
of soil properties, permitting perennial grasses to self-establish. In each of these cases, an analysis of 
the different underlying causes facilitated the selection of the most appropriate techniques to reverse 

FIGURE 3 Examples of response curves for fragile and robust landscapes. The initial response of landscape 
function to stress and/ or disturbance is markedly different. A fragile landscape deteriorates with low applied 
stress and has a much lower base value (y0) than the more robust landscape. Four-parameter sigmoid curves of the 
form y = (y0 + a)/1 + e(−x−x )/b0  provide four practical values reflecting the nature of the landscape. Critical thresholds 
(arrows) for each index of desertification can be determined by curve analysis.
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the observed desertification. Attempting to revegetate desertified areas by simply  reseeding without 
understanding both the current and required edaphic properties needed for the desired  vegetation 
mix  frequently results in unexplained failure. In some instances, where the system function is close to 
the lower asymptote (Figure 3), simple treatments such as exclusion from grazing will be too slow or 
 ineffective and active intervention may be needed to improve one or more functional processes.

Monitoring Rehabilitation

It is important to monitor the progress of processes set in train by the rehabilitation activities. 
Essentially, the degradation curves such as those in Figure 3 need to be driven “in reverse.” The  landscape 
 assessment procedure proposed by Tongway and Hindley and Tongway and Ludwig[15,21] can also be 
used to follow the trajectory of improvement in ecosystem functioning. The procedures use simple, 
rapidly acquired indicators of processes of resource regulation. Data recording biota establishment and 
development are included in this procedure and interpreted in terms of the rising plane of delivery 
of goods and services to the whole system over time. It is important that monitoring should provide 
accurate  information quickly and at low cost. Remotely sensed data, related to landscape function, is a 
cost-effective  procedure,[22] and new products such as Google Earth may, in the future, provide s ynoptic 
assessment of restoration trends at coarse scales. The effect of rare stochastic events such as fires or 
storms may need to be assessed to see if the resultant stress and/or disturbance has set the system back 
beyond a critical threshold or not.

conclusion

We have described an ecosystem-function-based set of data gathering processes by which the funda-
mental nature of desertification can be assessed and combated, using a framework that characterizes 
the biophysical status of the affected system. This can be simply expressed as “assessing the regulation 
of vital resources in space and time.” In deploying the procedure, community groups can be easily 
instructed to “read the landscape.” The procedure enables the user to design or adapt restoration or 
rehabilitation technologies appropriate to the problem at hand because of the predictive understand-
ing acquired, rather than using a “recipe” from another type of landscape elsewhere. The information-
gathering procedure can be adapted to a wide range of bioclimatic situations because it deals with the 
basic processes controlling the availability of vital resources to biota.
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introduction

This entry provides a brief overview of the most significant approaches to prevent and reverse land 
 degradation in drylands, with a special emphasis on conceptual frameworks and on methods to monitor 
and evaluate their impacts.

The entry first discusses the main underlying concepts, in light of recent developments on the 
 conceptual framework of desertification. The methodological developments related to integrated and 
participatory evaluation are then presented. Finally, the implementation of mitigation and restoration 
programs is addressed, with particular reference to the constraints and risk factors and to the practical 
lessons learned in the field.

Desertification: the Underlying concepts

Desertification is defined here as “land degradation in drylands resulting from various factors, 
 including climatic variations and human activities,” in conformity with the UNCCD (United Nations 
Convention to Combat Desertification).[1] Before the entry into force of the UNCCD in 1996, the term 
“ desertification” had been given a number of different definitions.[2–6] The UNCCD definition has been 
and still is the subject of scientific debate; the related evolving concepts have been reviewed by a number 
of papers.[7–12]

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) defines desertification as a persistent reduction in 
the provision of ecosystem services over an extended period.[13,14] The scientific discussion promoted in 
2009 by the UNCCD in view of the First Scientific Conference of its CST (Committee on Science and 
Technology), building on the MA definition, resulted in a proposal to redefine desertification as “an 
end state of the process of land degradation; this process is expressed by a persistent reduction or loss 
of  biologic and economic productivity of lands that are under use by people.”[15] The ongoing discussion 
also focuses on the integrated sets of indicators needed for monitoring and assessing desertification, 
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and on the related conceptual frameworks that would help scientists, practitioners, and policy makers 
organize, use, and communicate the results of that monitoring.[16–18]

While the definition of desertification continues to evolve, ecosystem services are increasingly seen as 
a unifying supporting concept. The MA states that “desertification results from a long-term unbalance 
between demand for and supply of ecosystem services” and that measurement of persistent reduction 
in the capacity of ecosystems to supply services provides a robust and operational way to quantify land 
degradation and desertification. The ecosystem services framework is increasingly thought to provide a 
basis to assess and value the impacts of land change and degradation, as well as the effects of the actions 
aimed at reversing it.[19–21]

Desertification manifests itself through different forms and processes in different ecosystems and 
socioeconomic contexts. Its direct causes are many and can be generally ascribed to different forms 
of land mismanagement, such as overgrazing, deforestation, overuse of irrigation, and non-  resource- 
conservative agriculture and forest practices.[1,7,17] These are at the origin of the major land d egradation 
processes that are globally affecting the provision of ecosystem services, including water and wind 
 erosion, soil salinization, loss of vegetation cover and diversity, and degradation of the hydrological 
cycles.[13]

No satisfying estimates of the global extent and severity of desertification are available thus far; how-
ever, the new World Atlas of Desertification, which is based on multiscale integrated sets of indicators, 
provides global datasets that can be used to identify local or regional areas of concern.[22] Assessment 
and monitoring of desertification, as well as of the impact of the prevention and restoration interven-
tions, still constitute a major research challenge[15] and for this reason are a primary focus of this entry.

Prevention and Reversal

Policy and management responses to desertification can be grouped under two major classes: preven-
tion and reversal.[13] The boundaries between these ones are vague, as in practice they form a continuum 
of potential prevention, mitigation, and restoration actions, to be adapted to particular sites and dynam-
ics through adaptive management approaches (Figure 1). Through integrated land use planning, the 
optimal spatial mix of prevention and reversal responses can be identified, so that in net terms, deserti-
fication can be controlled. This approach, which was endorsed by the country Parties of the UNCCD in 
2017, is known as land degradation neutrality (LDN).[23–25]

Prevention actions can be considered as avoidance approaches either through proactive management 
efforts or through changes in land use and management currently leading to desertification.

Prevention, however, is not enough to address the challenges posed by desertification. Vast areas 
of drylands are already severely degraded, with reduced plant cover and species diversity, falling 

FIGURE 1 Continuum of actions to combat desertification and land degradation.
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 productivity, depleted or eroded soils, and very low potential for spontaneous recovery of ecosystem 
functions, even when degradation forces are no longer stressing the system. Many of these systems have 
changed at a level at which restoration is the only viable option to recover ecosystem services that have 
been lost.[26–28]

Examples of prevention and mitigation actions include measures to improve water management and 
agricultural practices. These are often referred to as soil and water conservation (SWC) or s ustainable 
land management (SLM) practices. The FAO–LADA (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations/Land Degradation Assessment in Drylands)[29] project and WOCAT (World Overview of 
Conservation Approaches and Technologies)[30] provide a framework for classifying and evaluating 
SLM actions. In view of the needs of the UNCCD, SLM has been recently defined as “land managed 
in such a way as to maintain or improve ecosystem services for human wellbeing, as negotiated by all 
stakeholders.”[21]

Examples include long-term crop rotations with cereals/legumes; more efficient use of fertilizers; 
improvements in water-use efficiency; conservation-minded tillage methods; water-harvesting and 
water storage techniques; measures that protect soils from erosion, salinization, and other forms of 
soil degradation; improved crop–livestock integration, combining livestock rearing and cropping to 
allow a more efficient recycling of nutrients within the agricultural system; and in situ conservation 
of genetic resources and better resource use with efficient germplasm.[31] Creating viable livelihood 
 alternatives, including the creation of economic opportunities in urban centers, can also help reduce 
current  pressures on drylands.

For extremely degraded lands, rehabilitation and restoration approaches often involve the 
 improvement in the quantity and/or quality of vegetation cover through, for example, the  establishment 
of seed banks, reintroduction of selected species, control of invasive species, and reforestation programs.

Desertification is driven by a combination of proximate causes and underlying forces, including their 
interactions and feedback; these vary from region to region and change over time.[32] Approaches and 
strategies to prevent and reverse desertification need therefore to address the dynamic causal patterns 
and multiplicity of actors, factors, and scales involved. In general, developing the appropriate engagement 
between scientific and local environmental knowledge is critically important for efforts to prevent and 
reverse land degradation.[33] Desertification is framed within multiscale, coupled human– environmental 
dynamics, and so must be the approaches for desertification prevention and reversal.[34,35] The relation-
ships between land degradation and its causal agents are non-linear and complex. Degradative and 
aggradative trajectories commonly exhibit thresholds and rapid shifts, as well as hysteresis dynamics, 
where the trajectories of degradation and recovery differ.[36–38] Understanding and monitoring these rela-
tionships are critical in the design of strategies to combat desertification.

In addition, socioeconomic conditions impose limitations on the technology and inputs available. 
Therefore, the approaches to combat desertification should incorporate both current conditions and 
scenario projections of socioeconomic and environmental constraints and opportunities.[13]

Finally, there is growing evidence that land degradation in desertification-prone areas is likely to 
increase with climate change.[22] Desertification is linked to biodiversity loss and global climate change 
through the regulation of water and carbon fluxes. Therefore, interlinkages in policy formulations 
aimed at combating desertification, mitigating the effects of climate change, and conserving biodiver-
sity must be beneficially exploited by developing multifunctional strategies that address the three global 
environmental goals.

implementing Solutions in the Field: Lessons Learned

Despite the availability of technological, institutional, and even financial resources, efforts to combat 
desertification often fail because of poor implementation. A list of “lessons learnt” is presented below 
to summarize a range of major constraints and risk factors that can hinder the successful implementa-
tion of the interventions, while highlighting the lessons learned and necessary improvements. Some of 
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those issues stem from the concepts of adaptive management and multiscale human–environmental 
 dynamics as introduced in the previous section. Others are more related to the issues of local participa-
tion and integrated assessment that will be discussed in the following section. Points 1 and 2 deal with 
the quality of the technical design and its degree of adaptation to local conditions and knowledge. Points 
3–7 are related to the ability of the projects to cope with the long-term human–environmental dynam-
ics. Points 8–11 are connected to the quality of the participatory processes implemented by the projects, 
while the last two points are linked to major, common organizational constraints.

1. Lack of awareness of actual land conditions. Sometimes, people (including decision makers) l iving
in degraded areas do not realize that their land still maintains productive potential or perhaps
are unaware of how that potential can be exploited. Preliminary land surveys should be done to
support project design. These baseline assessments are necessary to guide subsequent actions. In
some cases, “no-action” options could be considered. In the case of degraded rangelands, simple
and cost-effective “self-learning” tests based on grazing exclusion and rotation can be proposed
to local communities as a means to demonstrate the effects of pressure mitigation and sustainable 
management. Such tests allow hands-on learning and practical experience, and are much less
risky than the direct introduction of often expensive “all or nothing” rehabilitation programs.

2. Schematic approach. Sometimes, large programs are extensively implemented by adopting
 schematic approaches, which are not able to adapt to specific local land characteristics and the
needs of local people. In other cases, they target geographic areas where they are not necessary or
inadvertently lead to negative side effects. Implementation protocols offering multiple technical
solutions and integrating local stakeholder input on the perceived benefits (and unintentional
consequences) are needed.

3. Lack of long-time planning in restoration. Often the long-term dynamics of the “restored
 human–environmental systems” are not fully considered. This is particularly relevant when
the  interventions are based on introducing fast-growing, income-generating alien species that
may require a “renaturalization” strategy in the long term to balance ecological and social
sustainability.

4. Inability to cope with natural crises. Especially in projects aimed at increasing plant cover, a poor 
or delayed wet season or recurrent droughts may cause the loss of part or all of the investment in
a project. For example, this may happen in the case of fodder shrubs plantations, when farmers
cannot avoid early grazing due to drought and unavailability of alternative feeding resources.
Emergency/contingency funds, quick diagnostic and intervention mechanisms, and flexibility in
project duration are necessary to mitigate against this risk.

5. Socioeconomic and demographic dynamics. Some projects have experienced labor shortfalls
due to the out-migration of young people. In contrast, the return of people onto land previously
“closed for restoration” may cause unsustainable pressure. Addressing economic constraints and
associated demographic pressures such as migration prior to project implementation can reduce
such kind of risks.

6. Market drivers. The dynamics of international and local market prices may completely and quite
rapidly negate achievements produced by years of conservation programs.

7. Contrasting policies. A restoration initiative may be useful in practical terms and yet be over-
whelmed by unrelated policies. A common example is farming incentives that come in conflict
with the goals of mitigation programs, if not accompanied by adequate guidelines.

8. Passive community participation. Community participation should be strongly based on respon-
sible awareness and sharing of project objectives, and participation in its planning, implementa-
tion, and evaluation. Cases where, for example, sectoral administration goals are implemented
through prior agreement with land users (e.g., “I let you do on my land”) may require or even
force farmer action but, in the end, may not represent or address the key concerns or needs of local 
people.
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9. Uncertain community commitment. Stakeholder engagement that fails to bring all parties to the
table can have dire consequences. Comprehensive, balanced, and approved representation is not
easy to obtain, but it is essential for success. The key question often raised is, “Who is committing 
on behalf of whom?” The commitment should include a community contribution or investment
to cover the implementation costs, be linked to final results, and be based on taking ownership
and responsibility after a project ends, rather than simply for the completion of individual tasks.
Community commitment should be clearly defined in a way that can cope with changing com-
munity priorities.

10. Institutional commitment. Complex projects, in which the implementation is based on the sup-
port of local administration staff, need a formal and clear institutional commitment. This may
take time and very rarely can be established before project approval: Projects should have an
inception phase to set agreements.

11. Lack of transparency in the engagement process of the ultimate project beneficiaries. This is
especially true (but not only) when the involvement of individual farmers or other land users in
projects is not mediated by the community. Inappropriate or unrepresentative participation can
lead to failure and loss of credibility. Transparent and objective selection mechanisms must be
understood by all and be followed rigorously by project implementers.

12. Unrealistic project duration. Very often, the most common investment period imposed by
donors (3–5 years) is too short to allow for adequate biophysical response and/or  socioeconomic
 adaptation that would assure success. Of particular concern is enough time for effective “ inception
or  learning phases” for community members to deal with the necessity to adapt to changing
 conditions and needs, to cope with unforeseen events, and most of all to monitor and assess
impacts and sustainability.

13. Spending and reporting difficulties. Spending rules, procurement procedures, “exotic” rules
imposed by the donors, or strict local rules, not well known by the local project management,
often lead to delays and underperformance. More in general, the lack of flexibility can exacerbate
the effects of most of the above-mentioned difficulties.

Finally, our capacity to design effective projects is often undermined by a lack of integrated assessment of 
the progress and success of the previous projects. Projects that are adequately implemented, m onitored, 
and evaluated generate impact, and useful lessons that can feed into successful scaling strategies.[39]

integrated evaluation of Prevention and Restoration Actions

The development of integrated biophysical and socioeconomic analytical methods for  evaluating 
 progress and success, along with a framework for knowledge sharing and transfer, is crucial to  combating 
 desertification.[34] Furthermore, monitoring and evaluation are needed to demonstrate the benefits 
of sustainable dryland management, establish cost-effective thresholds for the various m anagement 
 alternatives, and identify priority areas where actions could be most effective.

In recent years, there have been a number of initiatives to develop common and comprehensive 
 methodologies for assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of management and restoration pro-
grams.[40–44] These approaches focus on indicators that relate to ecosystem integrity and services, and 
human well-being (socioeconomic and cultural variables). Irrespective of the biophysical or socio-
economic attributes assessed, the selected indicators should be relevant, be sensitive to variations of 
 environmental stress, have the capacity to respond to stress in a predictable manner, but also be simple 
and measurable with a reasonable level of effort and cost.[45,46]

Soil conditions and vegetation cover and composition are the most common metrics used for 
 evaluating mitigation and restoration actions.[47,48] However, used in isolation, these indicators can-
not always reflect how well an ecosystem is functioning. During the last decade, a variety of func-
tional assessment approaches that relate to the spatial pattern of vegetation have been proposed.[49–51] 
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Some of these functional assessment methods also incorporate properties relative to the soil surface 
 condition.[52,53] The theoretical framework for these approaches considers that landscapes occur along 
a continuum of functionality from highly patchy systems that conserve all resources to those that have 
no  vegetation patches and leak all resources.[54] For semiarid ecosystems, it has been hypothesized 
that vegetation patchiness could be used as a signature of imminent transitions[55] and that changes in 
patch-size  distributions may be a warning signal for the onset of desertification.[56]

Evaluation frameworks must account for the cross-scale and social–ecological interactions affecting 
the response of degraded lands to mitigation/restoration actions.[13] A multiscale approach is always 
advisable. Farm- and project-scale assessments focus on local resources and productivity, and a private 
economic valuation perspective (market-priced goods and services), while landscape- and  program-level 
indicators address environmental benefits and public/social welfare considerations (Figure 2).

Because of the large spatial and temporal variability of ecosystems, particularly in drylands, it is 
 critical to focus on “slow variables,”[57] so the assessment of long-term changes, and of the sustainability 
of land management, is not confused by short-term variations in land and socioeconomic conditions.[34] 
Assessment methods range from simple, qualitative assessments based on field observations to relatively 
complex protocols based on quantitative measurements of critical ecosystem and landscape attributes 
and socioeconomic surveys.[42] The development and accessibility of remote-sensing (RS) products have 
led some international bodies to recommend the integrated use of RS-based geospatial information with 
ground-based observations to assess land degradation.[13,15,58,59]

Participatory Approaches

While substantive progress has been made in developing more standardized and more relevant envi-
ronmental assessment and monitoring approaches that reflect human–ecological interactions, the 
adoption of evaluation results at the local level remains challenging.[35,60] Though some suggest that 
local interests or even national policies outside the control of evaluators may partially explain this, 
environmental assessments tend to be independent, unilateral, and top-down, with results being deliv-
ered post-assessment. Stakeholder engagement is rare, or all-too-often limited to a period of “public 
comment” immediately before and/or after the assessment. In the same way that adaptive governance 
and ecosystem-based management approaches require local knowledge and continual stakeholder 
engagement, so too must the corresponding monitoring and evaluation if the goal is for results to be 
truly embraced and used.[61–63] Adaptive, ecosystems-based management is data intensive and requires 

FIGURE 2 Example of a multiscale integrated framework and indicators for evaluating mitigation and  restoration 
actions.
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a commitment to a variety of data sources, including local knowledge, which in turn necessitates more 
attention to knowledge integration and methods of analysis at different scales. Adoption of best prac-
tices that in theory come from a well-executed evaluation of a given desertification mitigation or res-
toration action can fail due to poor or limited communication and knowledge exchange among the 
involved actors. Essentially ignoring local knowledge increases the risk of missing essential key local 
factors, opportunities, or constraints.

Engaging stakeholders from the outset of an environmental assessment and maintaining the inter-
action throughout the process can result in the integration of local people and their perceptions into 
management, planning, and evaluation, helping develop feelings of ownership and representation 
while giving voice to locals in the process.[33,64,65] The potential benefits go beyond the assessment itself. 
Analysis of environmental conflict resolution processes suggests that ensuring all parties are at the table 
and are effectively engaged is directly correlated with often-sought outcomes like reaching an agree-
ment, the quality of agreement, and improved working relationships among parties.[66,67]

An additional benefit to a participatory approach to the evaluation and the exchange of ideas among 
stakeholders, including researchers, is the learning that takes place. The collective self-reflection 
through interaction and dialogue among the diverse set of stakeholders involved with or affected by 
environmental challenge and the assessment of associated responses can result in the coproduction 
of knowledge.[68–70] Social groups that develop a shared understanding of a challenge can build up the 
 experience necessary to improve linkages between knowledge and the environment, cope with change, 
and enhance adaptation because social learning helps solidify knowledge systems made up of the 
 relevant sets of actors, networks, or organizations.[71] While the majority of discussion about the benefits 
of encouraging social learning has been focused on improving adaptive management, it is clear that 
the wealth of information explored during an evaluation suggests that an assessment period is an ideal 
time to encourage stakeholder interaction and knowledge exchange. In this sense, the evaluation itself 
becomes a tool for outreach and inreach, where land users, natural resource managers, and scientists 
all stand to learn from and potentially benefit from each other’s insights. The process has the potential 
to empower individuals, build relationships, expand networks, and thereby enhance the relevance and 
impact of decision making.

conclusion

Desertification is one of the major global environment and sustainable development challenges. It 
affects the livelihoods of millions of people, threatening human well-being in drylands.[13] That risk, 
when considered relative to the foreseeable impacts of climate change, stands to grow significantly in the 
future, with estimates suggesting that as many as 50 million people will be in peril of physical displace-
ment in the next ten years.[72]

This entry underscores a range of conceptual and practical issues influencing the design and imple-
mentation of interventions, with a special emphasis on conceptual frameworks and associated methods 
to monitor and evaluate impacts.

Lessons learned in the field highlight several issues threatening the success of prevention/ reversal 
actions. The capacity to design and implement effective restoration actions and other countermea-
sures to desertification is often undermined by a lack of assessment of the outcomes of previous 
projects.

The assessment of actions is complex and requires conceptual tools such as human– environmental 
frameworks for integrated assessment and participatory approaches to foster social learning. These 
should become the basis for the development of multifunctional mitigation strategies and the formula-
tion of interlinked policies to address desertification, climate change, and biodiversity. The development 
of participatory approaches in the assessment of interventions is critical to capacity building and knowl-
edge exchange. Encouraging social learning and a true sense of ownership is essential for successful 
adaptive management.
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Other aspects, lying beyond the scope of the present entry, are crucial to combating desertification.
Primarily, the assessment of intervention programs should involve the policy makers to promote 

the adoption of sustainable rural development policies and to counteract the socioeconomic and 
 policy-driven dynamics of desertification.[73] As a second priority, future interventions should be 
increasingly oriented to income-generating actions to strengthen social and economic sustainability in 
concert with environmental sustainability.[74] Finally, it is important to keep in mind that practices and 
interventions can be considered as “good” or “best” only with reference to their suitability in relation to 
specific human–environmental contexts. In this regard, to develop strategies tuned to the changing land 
features, land evaluation techniques could be updated based on the integrated assessment principles, as 
suggested by the new “anthroscape” concept.[75]
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introduction

Soil erosion is the detachment or breaking away of soil particles from a land surface by some erosive 
agent, most commonly water or wind, and subsequent transportation of the detached particles to 
another location. Usually, erosion occurs when a fluid (air or water) moves into and/or across a soil sur-
face. Fluid and sediment particle impact forces, shear forces, and turbulence act to detach and lift soil 
into the fluid flow that then transports the particles away (Figure 1). The force of gravity moves detached 
soil particles downward, while cohesive forces between soil particles resist detachment and transport. 
Physical and chemical dispersion can disrupt cohesion and break soil aggregates into smaller and more 
easily transported particles. At some time and location away from the initial point of detachment, the 
sediment particles will eventually move back down to a state of rest on a soil surface, in a process known 
as deposition or sedimentation.
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FIGURE 1 Soil erosion by wind, showing the three modes of movement (creep, saltation, and suspension).
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erosion by Wind

Erosion by wind occurs when wind speed exceeds a certain critical or threshold value. Soil particles can 
be detached and moved through suspension, saltation, or creep (Figure 1). Suspension usually lifts the 
smallest soil particles (clays, silts, organic matter) so high into the air mass that they are easily kept in 
motion and can travel for long distances. Soil particles that move by creep are larger sand grains and 
aggregates that stay in contact with the soil surface at almost all times—their motion is often through 
rolling and bouncing. Saltating soil particles are usually moderate in size and, once detached, move 
in trajectories up into the air and then back down to the soil surface. Saltating particles often cause 
 further detachment through abrasion by striking the soil surface with sufficient momentum to dislodge 
 additional soil particles from the in situ soil mass.

erosion by Water

The most common types of soil erosion by water are sheet and rill erosion on upland areas, channel 
and gully erosion in small watersheds, and stream channel and bank erosion in larger catchments. 
Sheet  erosion is caused by the action of raindrops (Figure 2) and shallow overland flows that remove a 
 relatively uniform depth (or sheet) of soil. Because of the uniform nature of the soil loss, it is often dif-
ficult to detect and gauge the extent of damage caused by sheet erosion. On the other hand, rill  erosion 
occurs in well-defined and visible flow concentrations or rills (Figure 3). Soil detachment in rills is large 
because of flow shear stress forces acting on the wetted perimeter of the rill channel (Figure 4). Once 
detached, larger sediment particles move as bedload, rolling and bouncing down slope with the flow, 
and are almost always in contact with the soil (or bed) surface. Smaller sediment particles (silts and 
clays) are much easier to transport and travel in the rill channels as suspended load. Rills are also the 
major pathways for transporting away sediment that is detached by sheet erosion (also known as inter-
rill detachment).

By definition, rill channels are small enough to be obliterated by tillage and will not reform in exactly 
the same location. As one moves from smaller hillslopes to larger fields and watersheds, additional ero-
sion processes come into play, because of the increasing amounts of runoff water. Gullies are incised ero-
sion channels that are larger than rills and form in regions of large runoff flow concentration. Ephemeral 
gullies are a common type of erosion feature in many fields (Figure 5). They are small enough to be tilled 
over but will re-form in the same location owing to the convergent topography in small catchments. 
Runoff flows from large events can erode down through tilled soil layers, until a nonerodible layer is 
reached, and then the ephemeral gully channel will widen and soil detachment will decrease. Classical 

FIGURE 2 Soil detachment by raindrop impact and shallow flow transport.
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gullies are larger erosion features that cannot normally be tilled across (Figure 6). The physical processes 
in classical gullies include other factors such as headcutting, seepage, sidewall sloughing, and clean-out 
of fallen sidewall materials.

As the size of watersheds increases further, and streams increase in size and become perennial 
(because of subsurface water flows from springs and aquifers), the erosion processes in play change as 
well. Stream and channel erosion at these larger scales can include scouring of the channel beds as well 
as the contributions from the channel banks. Areas in streams may be in states of degradation, in which 
active detachment is lowering the level of the channel bed, or they may be in states of aggradation, in 
which sediment deposition is raising the bed level.

Gravity-induced erosion

There are also less frequent but more extreme forms of gravity-induced erosion on steep slopes from satu-
rated soils that can be exacerbated by events such as earthquakes. Large masses of land can slowly or rapidly 
slide down hills when the cohesive forces holding them in place fail (landcreep, landslide, debris flow, etc.). 

FIGURE 3 Rill erosion, which is caused by concentration of flowing water, forms easily recognizable regions of 
detachment on a soil surface. (Courtesy M. Huhnke, Oklahoma State University.)

FIGURE 4 Soil detachment and transport in rills are largely because of flow shear forces.
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These types of erosion events typically occur when large rainfall or snowmelt water depths saturate soil 
profiles and weaken their resistance to slip.

erosion Assessment

Erosion is a serious problem within the United States and throughout the world. In 2015, the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)-Natural Resources Conservation Service estimated that 
about 1.7 billion tons of soils are lost each year from nonfederal rural croplands because of sheet and 
rill erosion by water and erosion by wind.[1] Also, over 20% of cropland in the United States is eroding 
at excessive rates. These estimates are on the low side because erosion of other types (e.g., gully) and at 
other locations (urban lands, federal lands) were not included in this inventory. Throughout the world, 
FAO estimates that 16% of the total land area (21,960,000 km2 of 134,907,000 km2) is subject to significant 
risk of soil erosion.[2] In Asia, South America, and Africa, soil erosion rates are highest at an estimated 
average of 30–40 t/ha/yr, while in Europe and North America average rates are somewhat lower at 
about 17 tons/ha/yr.[3,4] A sustainable rate of soil loss (rate of soil loss is equal to rate of soil formation) is 
thought to be about 1 t/ha/yr.[3]

FIGURE 5 Typical ephemeral gully located in a soybean field in Indiana.

FIGURE 6 Classical gullies in the Loess Plateau of China. Terrace farming is being used to stabilize some of the 
hillslopes.
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Erosion assessment can be a difficult task to perform in the field, and monitoring of soil lost and 
transported by wind or water can be expensive and prone to measurement errors. Gullies are easy to 
recognize, while soil lost to sheet and rill erosion is hard to gauge. Sheet and rill erosion may be occur-
ring on hill slopes that are adjacent to a gully and may actually contribute more sediment to runoff water 
than the gully itself. Visual assessment of rates of wind erosion losses can be even more difficult to per-
form. Mathematical equations or sets of equations have been developed and used since the mid-1900s 
to estimate the rates of soil loss caused by wind (“Wind Erosion Equation”[5]) or water (“Universal Soil 
Loss Equation”[6,7]). More recently, computer models are being applied to simulate soil erosion processes 
and to estimate detachment, transport, and deposition of sediment.[8,9,10,11]

erosion impacts

Erosion has a range of impacts, both on-site and off-site. Soil loss removes fertile topsoil, organic 
matter, and nutrients, thus decreasing the tilth, water-holding capacity, and general productivity of 
a soil for on-site agricultural production. Regions of detachment can expand to dislodge and remove 
small crop seedlings, while regions of deposition can bury and kill small plants. In the case of wind 
erosion, the erosion process can damage fragile young seedlings through abrasion of plant tissue. 
When excessive detachment occurs, such as is the case with gully erosion, whole sections of fields 
may be destroyed or may become inaccessible to farmers and their equipment. Eroded sediment can 
cause a number of off-site problems, including deposition along windbreaks, ditches, and water-
ways. The deposited sediment may require costly dredging and removal operations. Nutrients and 
pesticides associated with sediments can also contaminate air and water bodies. Erosion by wind 
can cause massive dust storms that blind drivers and cause accidents, and sand particles can abrade 
and damage painted surfaces on buildings and vehicles. Some recent estimates are that the cost of 
combined on-site and off-site effects from soil erosion in the United States is as high as $44 billion 
per year.[3]

erosion control and Soil conservation

Many nations have created government agencies or organizations to specifically deal with soil erosion 
problems and to interact with landowners to get conservation practices implemented on the landscape. 
In the United States, the Natural Resources Conservation Service assists in the implementation of 
soil conservation practices on agricultural lands, the Forest Service manages sediment delivery from 
forests and timber harvest roads, and the Bureau of Land Management manages soil loss on range and 
grazing lands. The Department of Defense is responsible for managing erosion and off-site sediment 
delivery from lands that it uses for military training activities. However, in some countries, efforts 
to address and minimize erosion problems are nonexistent or severely limited because of the poor 
 economic conditions, failure to recognize the erosion threat, and/or the extreme magnitude of the soil 
erosion.

A variety of soil conservation methods are available that can be applied on a landscape to mini-
mize erosion problems caused by wind or water. Wind erosion can be controlled through the use of 
windbreaks, crop residues, and tillage to induce significant surface roughness. Control procedures for 
erosion by water need to be determined, based upon the types of active erosion processes. For example, 
if sheet and rill erosion is a major problem, then some type of conservation tillage practice that leaves 
large amounts of crop residues intact on the soil surface may be appropriate. However, if the water 
erosion problem is because of the large amounts of surface runoff concentrating in a field and form-
ing an ephemeral gully, then crop residues may not be adequate; instead, permanent vegetative cover 
in a grass waterway may be necessary, along with appropriate engineering structures (e.g., drop-box). 
Erosion prediction models can be used to assist in selecting and designing appropriate conservation 
practices.
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Through the use of proper conservation planning and application of appropriate soil conservation 
methods, most erosion problems can be minimized or eliminated. This is critically important if the 
soil resource is to be preserved for continuous use in food and fiber production for current and future 
generations.

conclusions

Erosion is a natural process of soil detachment and removal that can be greatly influenced through 
human activities (agriculture, construction, timber-harvesting, etc.). Use of proper erosion  prediction 
technology and appropriate erosion control methodologies is critical if we are to sustain the soil resource 
for use by future generations.
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introduction

Conceptually, rainfall erosivity is the capacity of rain to produce erosion, whereas soil erodibility is the 
susceptibility of the soil to be eroded. Historically, the terms erosivity and erodibility were originally 
associated with the R and K factors in the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE),

A R K L S C P=           (1)

where A is the long-term (e.g., 20 years) annual average soil loss per unit area from sheet and rill erosion, 
R is the rainfall (erosivity) factor defined as the average annual value of the product of the total storm 
kinetic energy (E) and the maximum 30-min intensity (I30, twice the maximum amount of rain that falls 
in any 30-min period during a storm), K is the soil (erodibility) factor, L is the slope length factor, S is the 
slope gradient factor, C is the crop (vegetation) and crop management factor, and P is the conservation 
support practice factor.[1] Numerically, soil erodibility is the mass of soil eroded per unit of the erosive 
index. This means that numerical values of K can only be used when R is as it was originally defined as 
the average annual value of the product of E and I30.

The USLE was designed to predict sheet and rill erosion from field-sized areas and only R and K have 
units. The L, S, C, and P factors each have values of 1.0 for the so-called “unit” plot, a bare fallow area 
22.1 m long on a 9% slope with cultivation up and down the slope. Consequently, the soil loss for the 
“unit” plot (A1) is given by

A R K=  1 (2)

and, for any other situation,

A A L S C P=        1 (3)
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Although, traditionally, K is calculated by dividing A1 by R, K can be perceived as acting similarly to the 
regression coefficient in the direct relationship between event soil loss on the unit plot (A1e) and EI30. 
However, regression analysis of the relationships between storm soil losses on the unit plot and EI30 
tends to produce regression coefficients that may differ appreciably from those calculated using the tra-
ditional method. Consequently, the traditional approach should always be used in determining K values 
from runoff and soil loss plot data.

To reduce the need to run long-term experiments to determine K values for soils where K is unknown, 
Wischmeier[2] developed a nomograph for determining K from soil properties for soils with less than 
70% silt in the United States. Alternatively, K values in customary U.S. units for soils where the nomo-
graph can be used may be obtained using

 K X X X X( )( ) ( ) ( )= − + − + −−2.1  10 12 3.25 2 2.5 3 /1001
1.14 4

2 3 4  (4)

where X1 is % silt multiplied by 100 – % clay, X2 is % organic matter, X3 is the soil structure code used in 
the U.S. soil classification, and X4 is the profile permeability code. A number of other equations have been 
developed for soils at various geographic locations (e.g., El-Swaify,[3] Young and Mutchler,[4] Loch,[5] and 
Zhang et al.[6]), but Eq. (4) is frequently used outside the United States without being validated for the soils 
involved. Division of the right-hand side of Eq. (4) by 7.59 will yield K values in SI units of t h /MJ/mm.

The two-staged mathematical approach shown by Eqs. (2) and (3) results from the fact that the USLE 
is an empirically based model. It was developed in the 1960s and 1970s from more than 10,000 plot years 
of data. Mathematically, the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE[7]) uses Eqs. (2) and (3) in the 
same way as the USLE, but changes were made to how some of the factors in the model are calculated. 
Originally, in the USLE, the events used to calculate R were restricted to those that produced more than 
12.5 mm of rain or at least 6.25 mm of rain in 15 min. That rule was abandoned in the RUSLE when R 
values were calculated for the western part of the United States because it was argued that the rule had 
no appreciable effect on R values. Yu[8] noted that changing the threshold to zero increased the R factor 
by 5% in the tropical region of Australia. However, the abandonment of the rule in the RUSLE failed to 
recognize that that rule had been put in place as a means of discounting storms that tended to be non-
erosive because they produced no runoff.

Variants of the USLe

Eq. (2) operates on the assumption that a direct linear relationship exists between event erosion (Ae) 
and EI30. Although this assumption is appropriate at some geographic locations, it is not appropriate 
at others (Figure 1). Soil measured as a loss from the plots used to develop the USLE was discharged in 
runoff. When runoff occurs, the amount of soil discharged (Qs) in the runoff can be considered to be the 
product of the amount of water discharged (Qw) and the sediment concentration (cs), the amount of soil 
per unit quantity of water,

 Q Q c=s w  (5)

It follows from Eq. (5) that, in the USLE, the sediment concentration is directly proportional to EI30 
divided by runoff amount. However, it has been observed[10] that the sediment concentration for an event 
at some geographic locations is correlated to the product of the kinetic energy per unit quantity of rain 
and I30 (Figure 2). This results in an event erosivity index (Re) that is given by

 R Q EI=e Re 30 (6)

where QRe is the runoff ratio (runoff amount divided by rainfall amount) for the event. This index is 
more effective in accounting for event soil losses at some locations where the EI30 index does not work 
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well (Figure 3). Because Re is not equal to EI30, USLE K factor values cannot be used in conjunction with 
Eq. (6). Soil erodibilities associated with Eq. (6) are calculated dividing A1 by the average annual sum of 
the product of QRe and EI30.

A number of other event erosivity indices have been proposed. Williams[11] proposed a modification 
of the USLE to predict event sediment yield (SYe):

q q K L S C P( )=SY 11.8        e e p
0.56

e e (7)

where qe is the volume of runoff (m3) for the event; qp is the peak flow rate (m3/sec); K, L, and S are 
 standard USLE factors; and Ce and Pe are event C and P factors, respectively. This model is commonly 
known as the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE). It should be noted the value of 11.8 in 

FIGURE 1 The relationships between event erosion (Ae) and EI30 obtained on bare fallow plots in the United 
States: (a) Plot 5 Experiment 3 at Holly Springs, Mississippi, and (b) Plot 5 Experiment 1 at Morris, Minnesota. 
Eff(ln) is the Nash–Sutcliffe[9] efficiency factor for logarithmic transforms of the data.
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Eq.  (7) was generated for the specific situation where Williams[11] obtained measured data. Consequently, 
the general applicability of this value is questionable. In Agricultural Policy/Experimental eXtender 
Model (APEX),[12]

 [ ]=SY         RKOFe e e eX K L S C P  (8)

Xe is selected from

 X EI=e 30 (9a)

 X q q( )= 1.586  DAe e pe
0.56 0.12 (9b)

FIGURE 2 The relationship between event sediment concentration (ce) and the product of I30 and the kinetic 
energy per unit quantity of rain (E/re) for Plot 5 Experiment 1 at Morris, Minnesota.

FIGURE 3 The relationship between event erosion and the product of event runoff ratio (QRe) and EI30 for Plot 5 
Experiment 1 at Morris, Minnesota.
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 X EI q q= +0.65  0.45e 30 e pe
0.33

 (9c)( )
 X q q( )= 2.5e e pe

0.5
 (9d)

 X q q( )= 0.79 DAe e pe
0.65 0.009 (9e)

 X b q qb b b=    DAe 5 e
6

e
7 8 (9f)

where DA is drainage area expressed in hectares, b6‒b8 are user-selected coefficients,[12] and RKOF is 
the coarse fragment factor as defined by Simanton et al.[13] However, Eqs. (7) and (8) with Eqs. (9b‒9f) 
all use USLE K factor values and not ones that are associated with the different erosivity indices used 
and so do not conform with the mathematical modeling rules upon which the USLE model is based. 
Consequently, the MUSLE and APEX models are not valid variations of the USLE. In addition, any 
model that uses event erosivity index values that are calculated using runoff from a vegetated area or 
any area that is not cultivated up and down the slope will violate the mathematical rules if it uses USLE 
C and P factor values.

Mathematical models like the USLE and its derivatives are largely designed to aid management deci-
sions and operate at a level where spatial and temporal variations in the various forms of erosion (splash 
erosion, sheet erosion, rill erosion, interrill erosion) are not considered in any appreciable detail. However, 
rill erosion is driven by flow energy, while sheet and interrill erosion are associated more closely with 
rainfall kinetic energy. In order to better account for this, Onstad and Foster[14] used the equation

 R EI q qα ( )= +0.5 0.5e 30 e p
0.333

  (10)

Eq. (10) indicates that the sediment concentration for an event (ce) in the data set considered by Onstad 
and Foster[14] is given by

 α ( )= [[ ]] + [
[

]
]0.5 / 0.5 /e 30 e p

0.333
e

0.666c EI q q q  (11)

The value of α in Eq. (10) was set so that the long-term average value of Re produced by Eq. (10) was the 
same as the long-term average value produced when Re = EI30. Given that K is, by definition, the amount 
of soil loss per unit of R when Re = EI30, this enabled Eq. (10) to be used with USLE K values to predict 
soil loss from bare fallow areas. Although Williams et al.[15,16] indicated that Onstad and Foster[14] was 
the source of Eq. (9c), there is no provision in APEX to do the same and ensure that USLE K values can 
be used.

Bagarello et al.[17] observed that

 R Q EI= ≥( )30e Re  (12)

with β > 1.0 applied to soil losses from a number of simultaneously operating plots of different length (λ) 
established at the experimental station of Sparacia, Sicily. Subsequent analysis [Bagarello et al.[18]] estab-
lished that β > 1.0 appeared to be the result of an interaction between event runoff (Qe) and slope length 
(λ) on sediment concentration so that

 R Q EI Q= ≥
e Re 30 e

0.0207  (13)

when λ is in meters.
Arguably, from a physical viewpoint, since slope length and gradient influence the erosive stress, 

they can be considered to be factors that influence erosivity, but the USLE model is not designed to 
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model the physical processes themselves. It is designed to predict rainfall erosion based on climate, soil, 
topography, crops, and management factors. Normally, in the USLE model, the effect of slope length on 
soil loss is expressed through the L factor, but in the case of Eq. (13), L would remain at 1.0 irrespective 
of variations in slope length. The positive effect of runoff on sediment concentration may have been 
associated with the fact that the data were collected on a 15% slope. Rainfall erosion on much lower slope 
gradients is not associated with as high an erosion stress from runoff as likely to have been the case at the 
Sparacia site. In fact, the RUSLE makes provision for the cushioning effect of water depth on the energy 
of  raindrop impact on low slopes.

Because, as noted above, Re is not equal to EI30, USLE K factor values cannot be used in conjunction 
with Eqs. (12) and (13). Soil erodibilities associated with Eq. (12) are calculated dividing A1 by the average 
annual sum of (QRe EI30)β. β varies between geographic locations in Italy, and consequently, the units for 
the associated soil erodibilities vary geographically. That is inconsistent with the concept of erodibility 
in the USLE modeling system. However, Kinnell (2018) showed that Eq. (12) can be rewritten as

R a Q EI( )= β   e 1 Re 30 (X1)

where a1 is the ratio of the average annual value of (QRe EI30) to the average annual value of (QRe EI β
30) . 

a1 and β are related mathematically to each other, a1 being equal to 1.0 when β equals 1.0, less than 1.0 
when β is greater than 1.0, and greater than 1.0 when β is less than 1.0. When Eq. (X1) is used, soil erod-
ibilities determined by dividing A1 by average annual value of (QRe EI30) apply at all geographic locations 
irrespective of the value of β.

Rainfall Kinetic energy

Data on storm rainfall kinetic energy are not measured at many geographic locations, and often, kinetic 
energy values are obtained indirectly. If data on storm rainfall intensities are available, then it is  common 
for storm kinetic energies to be estimated from rainfall kinetic energy–intensity relationships. These 
relationships are based on raindrop-size data collected during rainfall events at a geographic lo cation 
assumed to have rainfall characteristics that are consistent with those at the geographic location of 
interest. Various techniques have been employed to do this, and these have generated rainfall  intensity–
kinetic energy relationships which are often used at locations that lie outside the climatic zones where 
the measurements were originally made. In the USLE, the relationship recommended between the 
kinetic energy per unit quantity of rain (e) and rainfall intensity (I) for the United States is expressed by

e I

I <for  3  in. / h
e = 1074,

I ≥for  3  in. / h
(14b)

= +916 331 log ,10
(14a)

where e is in units of foot-tons per acre per inch and I is in inches per hour, following analysis of drop-
size data collected by Law and Parsons.[19] In the RUSLE, Eq. (14) is replaced by

e I( )[ ]= − −1099 1  0.72 exp 1.27 (15)

whose metric equivalent is

e I( )[ ]= −0.29 1  0.72 exp 0.05m m (16)

where em has units of megajoules per hectare per millimeter and Im has units of millimeters per hour. 
Eqs. (15) and (16) use the mathematical form proposed by Kinnell.[20,21] Yu[8] observed that replacing 
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Eq. (14) by Eq. (15) reduced the R factor by about 10% in the tropical region of Australia. A number of 
other mathematical equations have been reviewed by van Dijk et al.[22] Some of these produce negative 
values of rainfall kinetic energy at low rainfall intensities. In RUSLE2 (USDA, 2013),

 e I( )[ ]= −0.29 1  0.72 exp 0.08m m  (X2)

Both Eq. (16) and Eq. (X2) produce response curves that increase non-linearly from low values at low 
intensities with em values remaining close to 0.29 MJ/ha/mm for intensities beyond 75‒100 mm/h, but 
Eq. (X2) gives higher values of em below 75 mm/h. Eq. (X2) was adopted because it produced results 
that were more consistent with the USLE equation (Nearing et al., 2017). However, short-term values 
measured during rainstorms vary greatly about the values produced by Eq. (X2) or any other rainfall 
intensity‒em relationship. Also, although Eqs. (15), (16), and (X2) were developed for use in the United 
States, they have been used in other parts of the world without validation. In reality, storm kinetic ener-
gies calculated from rainfall intensity–kinetic energy relationships are often not close to actual storm 
kinetic energies but are, in effect, numerical values that are biased toward high-intensity rainfall at the 
expense of low-intensity rainfall.

In many geographic locations, there is a lack of rainfall intensity data so that it is not possible to deter-
mine storm kinetic energies using rainfall kinetic energy–intensity relationships. Event or daily rainfall 
amounts are more commonly recorded. One approach that has been used in a number of geographic 
areas such as Canada,[23] Finland,[24,25] Italy,[26] and Australia[27] considers that EI30 is related to a power 
of event rainfall amount (Xp),

 EI a Xb=30 1 P
1 (17)

where a1 and b1 are empirical constants. The value of a1 may show seasonal variation.[25,28] Given that, in 
the context of the criteria associated with the USLE/RUSLE model, daily rainfall provides a reasonable 
proxy for storm rainfall amount[29]; Eq. (17) provides a practical approach to extending observed EI30 
values to areas where appropriate rainfall intensity data are lacking.

Although determining R is a primary requirement for modeling soil loss using the USLE approach, 
temporal variations in erosivity during the year are required in order to account for the effects of crops 
and crop management on erosion. C = 1 when soil is bare, and C = 0 when vegetation completely  protects 
the soil against erosion. Consequently, how erosivity and the protective effect of crops vary during 
the year are factors that are taken into account in determining C for various agricultural systems. In 
RUSLE2, a factor known as “erosivity density” is used (USDA, 2013). Erosivity density is EI30 divided 
by storm rainfall amount. While rainfall storm rainfall amounts are highly variable in time and space, 
erosivity densities are more readily mapped in time and space than EI30 itself. Because storm energy 
is highly influenced by the amount of rain energy that occurs when I30 is measured, storm erosivity 
 densities tend to be highly influenced by variations in I30.

More Process-Based Models

Although the USLE/RUSLE is the most widely used method of predicting soil losses from the land 
worldwide, rainfall erosion results from various forms of erosion (splash erosion, sheet erosion, rill ero-
sion, interrill erosion) that are driven by different forces so that there is no absolute measure of either 
rainfall erosivity or soil erodibility. Consequently, more process-based models have been developed in 
order to predict the contributions of the various forms of erosion more directly. Often, the forms vary 
in a topographic sequence with splash erosion dominating erosion at the upper end of a slope and sheet 
erosion further down before areas of rill and interrill erosion. Particles detached at the top of the slope 
may be transported by a number of different transport mechanisms before being finally discharged 
from the eroding area. The Water Erosion Prediction Program in the United States generated the WEPP 
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model, a more process-based model than the USLE/RUSLE designed to model the spatial contributions 
of rill and interrill erosion in agricultural landscapes.[30] Flow shear stress (τ) is used as the erosivity 
 factor in rill erosion model,

τ τ ( )( )= − −1 /r r c sr rD k q T (18)

where Dr is rill detachment, kr is the rill erodibility factor, τc is the critical shear stress that has to be 
exceeded before detachment occurs, qsr is the sediment load in the flow, and Tcr is the sediment load at the 
transport limit. For erosion to occur, particles must be plucked from within the soil surface where they 
are held by cohesion and interparticle friction. Detachment is the term used to refer to this process. For 
detachment in rills to occur, the flow must have shear stress that exceeds τc. Also, for erosion to occur, 
detached particles must be transported away from the site of detachment. Flows are known to have a 
limited capacity to transport soil material and that limit is represented by Tr in Eq. (18). Consequently, 
the term 1‒qsr/Tr causes Dr = 0 when the sediment load in the rill equals the transport limit. As a result, 
Dr may vary along the length of a rill. Interrill erosion contributes to qsr so that rill erosion may be 
 completely suppressed if the discharge of sediment from the interrill areas is high enough.

Originally, the erosivity factor in the WEPP interrill model was assumed to be the square of rainfall 
intensity (I) so that

D k I=i i
2 (19)

where Di is interrill detachment and ki is the interrill soil erodibility factor. A series of rainfall  simulation 
experiments[31] were undertaken to determine ki values for soils in the United States. Subsequent 
 analysis[32] of the data generated by these experiments established that it was more appropriate to use

D k q I=i iq i (20)

where qi is the runoff rate from the interrill area and kiq is the interrill erodibility factor. The ki values 
determined using Eq. (19) cannot be used in Eq. (20).[32]

Di is determined using data on the amounts of soil material discharged from interrill areas. The use 
of the term “detachment” in relation to Di is not absolutely correct because the transport processes 
involved in moving soil material over interrill areas are not 100% efficient. Also, detachment varies with 
raindrop size and velocity but, in using Eq. (20), that effect is ignored. However, provision is made in 
WEPP to take account of differences in drop-size distribution associated with different rainfall simula-
tors in experiments designed to determine values of kiq.

Eqs. (18) and (20) provide the basic equations that enable WEPP to model the contributions of rill and 
interrill erosion to soil loss more directly than when the USLE/RUSLE model is used but, in WEPP, the 
spatial distribution of rill and interrill areas needs to be well defined. WEPP was originally designed 
to operate in situations where ridge tillage is used. With ridge tillage, interrill erosion is well defined as 
being on the ridge slopes and rill erosion as being in the furrows. In other situations, the distributions 
of rill and interrill areas are more difficult to specify. In rangelands, broad areas of surface water flow 
occur more commonly than rills so that splash and sheet erosion dominate. An alternative to the WEPP 
cropland interrill erosion model,

D k I q=SS SS
1.05

SS
0.59 (21)

where Dss is the “detachment” associated with splash and sheet erosion, kss is the erodibility factor, and 
qss is the runoff rate from the associated eroding surface, has been developed for use in rangelands.[33]

EUROSEM is another erosion model that is more process based than the USLE/RUSLE. In EUROSEM, 
detachment by raindrop impact (Dr) is modeled using
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D k KE zhD

ρ
( )= −  expr

s
(22)

where kD is an index of detachability that is determined experimentally, ρs is particle density, KE is the 
rainfall kinetic energy of the raindrops impacting the ground, z is a factor that varies with soil texture, 
and h is the mean depth of the water layer on the soil surface. Detachment by flow is modeled using

D w v C Cβ ( )= − f s T (23)

where β is an index of detachability, w is flow width, vs is particle settling velocity, C is the sediment 
concentration, and Ct is the sediment concentration at the transport capacity of the flow.

The coefficients used in Eq. (22) result from measurement of soil material transported by splash under 
ponded conditions in the experiments of Torri et al.[34] where increases in water depth were observed to 
reduce splash erosion. The effect of water depth on splash erosion results from (1) dissipation of raindrop 
energy in the water layer and (2) the effect of water depth on splash trajectories. Considering that splash 
does not transport 100% of the material detached by raindrops impacting water, Eq. (22) does not actu-
ally model detachment. Also, erosion by rain-impacted flows where sediment is transported by rolling, 
saltation, and suspension in the flow is the real focus of Eq. (22), and the effect of flow depth on erosion 
by rain-impacted flows is quite different from its effect on splash erosion.[35]

As a general rule, the values of soil erodibility factors have to be determined experimentally, although 
there are cases where they are predicted from soil properties. In areas where detachment results from 
raindrop impact, erodibility is affected by modification of the soil surface generated by the impacts. 
Raindrop impacts on surfaces not covered by water may break soil aggregates and generate surface 
crusts that affect soil erodibility. In areas where soil crusts occur, particles are held more tightly within 
the soil surface than in areas that are not crusted and this reduces detachment. With splash erosion, 
loose particles sit and wait on the soil surface between drop impacts. The transport efficiency of splash 
increases with slope gradient but, over time, a layer of loose particles builds up on the soil surface, and 
energy has to be expended in moving them before detachment can occur. Consequently, this layer pro-
vides a degree of protection against detachment. When raindrops impact a soil surface covered by water, 
the protection provided by loose particles sitting on the surface is in addition to that provided as the 
result of the dissipation of raindrop energy in the water layer.

Although splash erosion may dominate erosion for considerable periods during a rainfall event, rain-
impacted flows are usually more important in moving soil material across the soil surface because the 
transport mechanisms in rain-impacted flows are much more efficient than splash transport. In rain-
impacted flows, particles move across the soil surface by rolling, saltation, and complete suspension. 
Shallow low-velocity flows often do not have the capacity to cause particles to move by rolling and salta-
tion by themselves, but rolling and saltation can be stimulated to occur when raindrops impact the soil 
surface through the flow. Under these circumstances, each rolling or saltation event is of limited dura-
tion and is associated with individual raindrop impacts. Figure 4 illustrates how raindrop and flow fac-
tors influence the detachment and transport processes associated with the erosion of fine particles, silt, 
and sand by rainfall. Particles moving by raindrop-induced rolling and saltation move across the sur-
face at rates that depend on raindrop size, impact frequency, particle size, and density and the velocity 
of the flow. Consequently, depending on the rain and flow conditions, particles in rain-impacted flows 
travel across the surface at virtual velocities that vary from near zero to the velocity of the flow. In effect, 
particles are winnowed from the soil surface at various rates. Large gravel particles may not move at all 
and so, over time, soils that have high gravel contents may become highly resistant to erosion through 
the formation of erosion “pavements.” Particles moving by raindrop-induced rolling and saltation sit 
on the soil surface between drop impacts and so provide a degree of protection against detachment as 
described in the case of splash erosion. As a result, soil resistance to erosion may vary considerably dur-
ing a rainfall event. If H is the degree of protection provided by the loose material, then all the material 
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discharged from the soil surface comes from the layer of loose material when H = 1.0. Consequently, it 
follows from Eq. (20) that, for any given rainfall event,

 D k H Hk q I( )( )= − +1i iq.U iq.P i  (24)

where kiq.U is the interrill erodibility factor when no loose material exists on the surface and kiq.P is the 
soil erodibility factor when loose material completely protects the soil surface from detachment. As 
noted earlier, detachment of soil particles from a cohesive surface varies with cohesion and  interparticle 
friction so that factors such as the development of surface crusts can cause kiq.U to vary with time. The 
soil erodibility term in Eq. (24) is kiq.U(1‒H) + H kiq.P, and values of kiq obtained in rainfall simulator 
experiments like those undertaken by Elliot et al.[31] lie between kiq.U and kiq.P. Where exactly they do lie 
is unknown because H is unknown.

effect of Particle travel Rates on Sediment 
composition and erodibility

As noted above, erodibilities have units of soil loss per unit of the erosivity index used in the model that 
is being considered in the analysis of the data. Factors such as cohesion, particle size, and aggregate 
stability have been observed to influence these erodibilities. Data on the physical and chemical nature 
of the soil involved may, in some cases, be used to predict erodibility, but often little attention is given to 
the composition of the sediment discharged in experiments undertaken to determine erodibility.

The composition of the soil transported from an eroding area by rain-impacted flow during an exper-
iment tends to be finer than the original soil (e.g., Meyer et al.,[36] Miller and Baharuddin,[37] Palis,[38] and 
Parsons[39]), and particle travel rate is one of the factors influencing sediment composition. Fast-moving 

FIGURE 4 Schematic of how variations in raindrop kinetic energy and flow shear stress affect the detachment and 
transport of silt, sand, and fine particles during rainfall erosion. Ec is the critical raindrop kinetic energy required 
to cause raindrop detachment (RD). Its variation during rain with no runoff signifies changes in re sistance to 
detachment caused by, for example, the development of a soil crust. Its variation with flow shear stress  signifies the 
cushioning effect of increasing water depths. τc (bound) is the critical shear stress required to cause flow  detachment 
(FD). τc (loose) is the critical shear stress required to cause flow-driven saltation (FDS). FS is continuous suspension 
in the flow. RIS is raindrop-induced saltation. ST is splash transport.
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particles detached at the top of an eroding area arrive at the downstream boundary well before slow-
moving particles detached at the same place at the same time. Consequently, once sediment transport in 
rain-impacted flow starts, the fine material dominates the early discharge of sediment, but the composi-
tion of the sediment becomes coarser with time as more of the slower-moving particles reach the down-
stream boundary. If the particles are stable, then at the steady state, the composition of the sediment 
discharge must be the same both physically and chemically as the original soil. This is demonstrated by 
the results of laboratory experiments on erosion of sand by rain-impacted flows undertaken by Walker 
et al.[39] In these experiments, 3-m-long sloping beds of sand were eroded for 1 hour by rain-impacted 
flows generated by artificial rain at three rainfall intensities (45, 100, and 150 mm/h). The data shown in 
Figure 5 were generated by rain made up of a single drop size (2.7 mm) falling on rain generated flows 
over beds of sand with two different slope gradients (5% and 0.5%). The least erosive situation is the 
case where 45 mm/h rain fell when the slope gradient was 0.5%. The most erosive situation is the case 
where 150 mm/h rain fell when the gradient was 5%. The enrichment factor is the ratio of the propor-
tion of the material in the sediment discharge to the proportion in the original material. In all cases, the 
discharge of sediment was dominated by fine material at 2 min and, in some cases, coarse material at 
1 h (Figure 5). In the most erosive situation (150 mm/h rain falling on 5% slope), the sediment composi-
tion at 1 hour was close to the composition for the steady state, the composition that occurs when the 

FIGURE 5 Enrichment factor curves for sediment discharged at 2 and 60 min when beds of sand were eroded by 
rain-impacted flows in experiments undertaken by Walker et al.[40] using 2.7 mm raindrops. 
Source: Extracted from Figure 3 of Walker et al.[40]

FIGURE 6 Schematic representation of how detachment and transport processes associated with rainfall erosion 
may vary spatially on planar inclined bare soil surfaces.
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enrichment  factor for all particle sizes equals 1.0. Sediment composition generated by the rain-impacted 
flows varies with the intensity of the rain, the slope gradient, slope length, and time because particles 
of different size and density travel at different rates. The differential rate of transport of particles in 
rain-impacted flows has consequences with respect to erodibility because the actual area contributing 
to the soil loss does not stabilize until the slowest-moving particles detached at the farthest point from 
the downslope boundary at the start of the rainfall event are discharged. This fact is seldom considered 
when  experiments are undertaken to determine erodibility.

Eq. (24) is essentially targeted at situations where raindrop-induced saltation (RIS) controls 
 sediment discharge in situations like that illustrated in Figure 6a. Particles of silt and sand may travel 
over the soil surface in more than one mode before being discharged. For example, as may be perceived 
from Figure 6b, they may leave the point of detachment traveling in splash (ST), then move further 
downslope by RIS, and finally by flow-driven saltation (FDS) as flow energy increases down the slope. 
Transitions between RIS and FDS may vary in time and space during a rainfall event and will depend 
on the  intensity of the rain, the infiltration characteristics of the soil, the length of the slope, and the 

FIGURE 7 Brink (downstream boundary) flow velocities (b) for bare soil of various lengths inclined at 9% pro-
duced by the rainfall-runoff model described by Moore and Kinnell[41] and the rainfall intensities recorded during 
a rainfall event at the Ginninderra Experiment Station, Canberra, Australia (a).
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slope gradient. The effect of the transition can have an appreciable effect on both soil loss and the com-
position of the sediment discharged. Figure 7b shows modeled flow velocities at the brink (discharge 
boundary) of planar bare soil surfaces of various length on a 9% slope resulting from the rainfall event 
shown in Figure 7a. Figure 8 shows the loss of materials of various size and density from those bare 
soil surfaces when a mechanistic model of erosion by rain-impacted flow was used by Kinnell.[42] For 
the surfaces up to 15 m in length, particles larger than 0.1 mm in size traveled over the whole length 
by RIS. Under these conditions, more of the 0.11 mm sand was lost during the event than the 0.46 mm 
coal. On the 20-m-long area, the 0.46 mm coal, which had been traveling slower than the 0.11 sand on 
shorter areas, traveled for a short period of time by FDS during the high-intensity bursts of rain, and, 
as a result, more of the 0.46 mm coal was lost than the 0.11 mm sand. On areas 25 m long and more, 
FDS also contributed to the discharge of the 0.11 mm sand, but the amount lost was always less than 
the amount of the 0.46 mm coal. Little regard is given to the effect of temporal and spatial changes in 
transport mechanism when experiments are undertaken to determine values for soil erodibility factors 
in sheet and interrill erosion areas even though these changes may have a major impact on the amount 
of soil lost from an area.

conclusion

Although conceptually, rainfall erosivity is the capacity of rain to produce erosion, whereas soil 
 erodibility is the susceptibility of the soil to be eroded, the factors controlling the erosive stress applied 
to the soil surface and the factors influencing the resistance of the soil to them vary in time and space 
in complex ways. In all existing predictive models of rainfall erosion, numerous simplifications and 
assumptions have to be made for practical reasons, and, as a result, these models do not have the c apacity 
to deal with such complexity. Consequently, erosivity and erodibility values are specific to the model in 
which they are parameterized and to the scale that the model operates within.
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carbon and nitrogen cycles, 100–101, 101f
nitrogen losses from, 106–108
nitrous oxide emission

from agriculture, 3–4
biomass burning, 5
calculation, 6
denitrification, 4
fertilizer consumption, 6
flooded soils, 5
nitrification, 4
overview of, 3
practices to decrease, 7

organic substrate quality, 105–107, 107f
soil organic matter, 106

overview of, 99
phosphorus, 111, 116

chemical speciation of, 111–112
mobility of, 112
spatial speciation of, 112–115, 114f, 115f

soil microbial activity, 101–102, 102f
organic substrates distribution, 103–106
soil temperature, 102
soil texture, 103
soil water content, 102, 103

Agricultural water management
fuzzy mathematical programming, 375–376
general model, 378–380
IDFCCP, 385–389, 387t
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Agricultural water management (cont.)
interval linear programming, 376–377
IPWM, 380–382, 382t
ISCCP, 383–385, 383t, 386t, 391t
optimization approaches, 374
stochastic mathematical programming, 375

Agriculture sustainability, 251
agroecosystem biodiversity, 252–253
air and atmosphere, 252
soil, 251–252

quality assessment, 253–254
strategies for, 254
water, 252

Agro-ecosystem analysis, 349
Agroecosystem biodiversity, 252–253
Agronomic force, integrated farming systems, 172
Agronomic rate, 452
Air, sustainable agriculture, 252
Allelopathic crops, 21
Alluvial stratigraphy, 268
Almond orchards, navel orangeworm management, 

483–484
Ambient air

modern pesticides in
extract cleanup, 66
extracting analytes from sorbents and filters, 

65–66
sampling techniques, 64–65

AMD, see Acid Mine Drainage (AMD)
Amelioration, 150
Ammonia (NH3), 246–247
Ammonium (NH +

4 ), 246, 247
Amyelois transitella, 483
Anagrus epos, 499
Ancient lynchets, 544
Andisols, 564
Animal pests

anthropogenic measures, 417
phenomenon of biotic (natural) resistance, 416–417
strategy to control, 415–416

Anionic PAM, 285
ANSWERS, see Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed 

Response Simulation (ANSWERS)
Antagonistic microorganisms, 179
Antimicrobial chemicals, 179
APEX model, 614–615
Aphis fabae, 178
Applied population ecology, 349, 350
Aquatic weed management, 486–487
Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed Response 

Simulation (ANSWERS), 294
Aridity index map, 219
ASE, see Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE)
Asia, soil degradation, 221–222
ASW, see Available soil water (ASW)
Atmosphere, sustainable agriculture, 252
Atmospheric CO2, 166–168, 166t, 235

Australia, soil degradation, 228–230
Australian bush fly management, 484–485
Australian Pesticide Act (1999), 50
Automatic sampling equipment, 293
Available soil water (ASW), 206
AVHRR, see Advanced very high-resolution 

radiometer (AVHRR)

B

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), 21, 161, 353, 491
Beauvaria bassiana, 492
Bench terraces, 297

formation, 543
Biocontrol agents, 160, 161
Biodiversity, 185
Bioenergy crops, 275

benefits of, 276, 277
C sequestration, 275–278
overview of, 275
at temporal scale, 276

Biological effects, soil erosion, 155–156
Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF), 425
Biomass burning, 5
Biomass fuels, 275
Biosolids, 451–452
Biotechnology

to food crops, 14
impacts on pest management, 353

Biotic factors, 352
“Black Blizzards,” 226
The Brazilian Agency for Water Resources, 302
Buffer strips, 527
Bulking agents, 451
Bush fly

Australian bush fly management, 484–485
Kwajalein Atoll, 486
origins and habitat, 485

“Business as usual” concept, 228

c

Canadian Organic Products Regulation, 158
Capillary GC, 70
Carbon cycles, 243

in agricultural soils, 100–101
Carbon dioxide (CO2), 244

agricultural sources of, 167
atmospheric, 166–168
soil organic carbon

emission estimation, 238, 239
mass balance approach, 236–239

Carbon gases
soil quality, 243–244

carbon dioxide (CO2), 244
methane (CH4), 244

Carbon monoxide (CO), 244
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Carbon pools, 165, 165t, 166, 166f
Caribbean Environment Program, 228
Caribbean islands, soil degradation, 227, 228
Carpophilus pilosellus, 486
Cascade impactor, 65
Cation exchange capacity (CEC), 155, 199
Cation ratio of soil structural stability (CROSS), 86
Capacity factor, 113
CEC, see Cation exchange capacity (CEC)
Central Andes

agricultural production in, 259–260
droughts in

El Niño Southern Oscillation, 259–263 (see als
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO))

precipitation variability, 260–261
Certified organic crops, 19
ceteris paribus, 125
CFC, see Critical flocculation concentration (CFC)
Chemical deterioration map, 219
Chemical effects, soil erosion, 155
Chemical pesticides, 55, 55t, 56t
Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion from Agricultural 

Systems (CREAMS), 318
Chemical speciation, of phosphorus, 111–112
China, soil erosion in, 119–120, 120f, 120t
Circulation of pesticides

in air, 57–58, 57f
in aquatic environment, 56, 57
in crops, 58
in soil, 58

Clay–cation interaction, 202–204
Clay flocculation, 283, 284
Clay–sodium bonding, 85
Clay-to-clay bonding, 85
Clean Water Act (CWA), 504–505
Climate change, 188

direct and indirect effects of, 31
Climatic erosivity, 122
Climatic (C) factor, wind erosion, 139
Closed ecosystem, 499
Coleomegilla maculata, 500
Community supported agriculture (CSA), 21
Compaction, 189–190
Competitive crops, 160
Compost, 285, 451
Conservation agricultural systems, 104, 104f, 108
Conservation agriculture, 11–12
Conservation practices, 276
Conservation prioritization, 303
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), 277
Conservation structures, 300
Conservation tillage, 343
Contamination, of plant foods, 58
Contemporary lynchets, 544–545
Continuous osmotic phase, 84
Continuous simulation models, 318–319
Contouring, 296, 297

o 

Contour ridges, 299
Controlled traffic farming, 12, 14
Conventional approach, integrated farming systems, 

172, 173
Conventional farming vs. organic agriculture, 22
Conversion to sprinklers, 36
Copidosomopsis plethorica, 483, 484
Cover crops, 158, 159
Coversoil

resources, 268–269, 268t
thickness requirements, 269

Coversoiled acid spoils, 269
CREAMS, see Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion from 

Agricultural Systems (CREAMS)
Critical flocculation concentration (CFC), 283
Crop-livestock systems, 187
Cropping sector, energy in, 10, 13, 15
Crop rotation, 159, 161–162

plan, 21
Crop systems, simulation models of, 351–352
CROSS, see Cation ratio of soil structural stability 

(CROSS)
CRP, see Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
Crust development, 269
CSA, see Community supported agriculture (CSA)
C sequestration, 168–169, 224, 236

bioenergy crops, 275–278
Ctenopharyngodon idella, 487
Cultural services, grazing systems, 186
Curve number method, 46

D

Dairy wastewater
rainwater, 455
recycling through irrigation, 455
water budget development, 456–457

DDL, see Diffuse double layer (DDL)
Decomposition, organic matter

climate, 561–562
C : N ratio, 562–563

Decomposition processes, 244
Deep ripping, 94
Deforestation, 131–132, 132f, 190
Denitrification, 4
Depth-and-width integrated sampling, 293
Depth stratification, 104
Derivatization, of pesticides, 70
Desertification, 188

biophysical parameters, 588
definition, 587, 593–594
degree of desertification, assessment, 589
evaluation frameworks, 597–598
human–environmental frameworks, 599
landscape functioning, 587–588
lessons learned, 595–597
participatory approach, 598–599
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Desertification (cont.)
prevention and mitigation actions, 594–595
rehabilitation monitoring, 590, 595
reversing, 589–590

Desulfobacter, 516
Desulfotomaculum, 516
Desulfovibrio, 516
Detachment, 618
Detention storage, 27
Diffuse double layer (DDL), 202
Dikrella cruentata, 499
Dispersion process, 205, 205f, 207–208, 208t
Dispersion ratio of clay (DRC), 200
Dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction (DLLME), 63
Diversion/graded terraces, 297, 298
DLLME, see Dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction 

(DLLME)
DPSIR, see Driving force–pressure–state–impact–

response (DPSIR)
Drainage, of sodic soils, 95–96
DRC, see Dispersion ratio of clay (DRC)
Driving force–pressure–state–impact–response 

(DPSIR), 230, 231, 231f
Droughts in Central Andes, El Niño Southern 

Oscillation, 259–263
Dryland ecosystems, 188
Dryland/seepage salinity, 213
Dryland sodic soils, 214, 215
Dust storms, 138
Dynamic sampling, 64
Dysfunctional/desertified landscapes, 588

e

Earth Science Data and Information System 
(ESDIS), 219

Earthworm, 344
ECD, see Electron capture detector (ECD)
Ecological agriculture, 491
Ecological infrastructure management, 174
Econometric methods, 353
Economic pressure, 172
Ecosystem services

by grazing systems, 184
cultural services, 186
provisioning services, 185
regulating services, 185
supporting services, 185–186

Electricity generation technologies, 14, 15, 15t
Electron capture detector (ECD), 71
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), 259–261

classification of, 262t
impact on crop yield, 261–263

Embodied energy, 13, 14
Empirical erosion model

soil water erosion
ABAG, 311

development of, 308–309
Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation, 310
overview of, 307–308
predictions, accuracy of, 312–314
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation, 312
Soil Loss Estimation Model for Southern Africa, 

310–311
Soiloss, 312
Universal Soil Loss Equation, 309–310

Empirically based model, 317
Encroachment, 188–189
Endangered Species Act (ESA), 504–505
Energy, in agriculture

cropping sector, 10, 13, 15
electricity generation technologies, 14, 15, 15t
energy audit, 9–10
farming systems, 10

conservation agriculture, 11–12
irrigation methods, 12–13
machinery operation, 10–11

overview of, 9
Energy audit, 9–10
Engineered terraces

bench terraces, 545
gradient terraces, 546–547

ENSO, see El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
Environmental force, integrated farming systems, 172
Environmental legislation, 301, 302
Environmental preservation, 254
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 50, 501, 502
Environmental Quality Indicators Program (EQIP), 22
Environmental sustainability, 251–253
Enzymes, 100
EPA, see Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Ephemeral gullies, 281
EPIC, see Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator 

(EPIC)
EQIP, see Environmental Quality Indicators Program 

(EQIP)
Eroding clods, 295
Erosion, 125–128, 189

assessment, 608–609
control, 609
deforestation, 131–132, 132f
effects on soil quality

biological effects, 155–156
chemical effects, 155
overview of, 153
physical effects, 155

gravity-induced erosion, 607–608
impacts, 609
induced carbon dioxide, SOC

emission estimation, 238, 239
mass balance approach, 236–239

irrigation-induced, 35
control methods, 36–37
unique characteristics, 35–36
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overview of, 131
sedimentation rates, 132–134
snowmelt

amelioration, 150
modeling, 150
overview of, 147–148, 147f
precipitation, 148
runoff events, 150
snow and freezing conditions, 149–150
soil, 148–149

soil, 605
conservation methods, 609–610

water, 606
wind, 606

dynamics, 142, 142f
global hot spots, 137–139, 137f
particle entrainment, 142, 143, 143f
processes of, 141
self-balancing concept, 144, 144f

Erosion by water
empirical erosion model

development of, 308–309
Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation, 310
overview of, 307–308
predictions, accuracy of, 312–314
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation, 312
Soil Loss Estimation Model for Southern Africa, 

310–311
Soiloss, 312
Universal Soil Loss Equation, 309–310

future climate change, 30, 31
impacts of, 30
overview of, 25
problem of accelerated, 30
processes of, 25–28
spatial and temporal scale, 28–29, 28f, 29f

Erosion control, 285
mulch tillage, 346–347
no-till, 344–345
ridge tillage, 345–346
soil erosion, 343
strip tillage, 347
tillage, 343

effect on soil properties, 343–344
Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator (EPIC), 310
Erosion sediment, 41
ESDIS, see Earth Science Data and Information System 

(ESDIS)
ESP, see Exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP)
ESR, see Exchangeable sodium ratio (ESR)
EU-Com: “Strategy for soil protection 1995–2005,” 50
Europe, soil degradation in, 219–221
European soil erosion model (EUROSEM), 294, 319
European tillage-based systems, 10, 11
European Water Framework Directive, 49
EUROSEM, see European soil erosion model 

(EUROSEM)

EUROSEM erosion model, 618–619
EU standard, EEC No. 2092/91, 158
Eutrophication, 449–451
Event erosivity index (Re), 612–613
Event sediment yield (SYe), 613–615
Exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), 85, 86, 

199–201, 200f, 207, 211, 573
Exchangeable sodium ratio (ESR), 199
Extract cleanup

modern pesticides, determination of
in ambient air, 66
in fruit and vegetables, 67–68

F

Farm energy calculators, 10
Farmer field schools (FFS), 492
Farming systems

on energy, 10
conservation agriculture, 11–12
irrigation methods, 12–13
machinery operation, 10–11

Farm irrigation methods, 12–13
Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act 

(FEPCA), 502
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 

(FIFRA), 502
Fertilizer consumption, 6
Field border (FB), 400
Field erosion plots, 291
Filter strip (FS), 400

terraces, 526–527
Filth fly management, dairies and poultry, 487–488
Fingerprinting techniques, 294
Flame photometric detector (FPD), 71
Flood disasters, 121
Flooded soils, 5
Floodplain aggradation, 133
Flow-driven saltation (FDS), 622, 623
Flow surfaces, 295
Food insecurity, 189
Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA), 502
Forage crops, irrigation, 455–456
Forest soils, 131–132
FPD, see Flame photometric detector (FPD)
Freshwater shortage, 122
Frost heave, 570
Fruit and vegetables

modern pesticides in
extract cleanup, 67–68
isolating techniques, 67
sample collection and preparation, 66–67

Functional-group diversity, 185
Functional/non-desertified landscapes, 587–588
Functional pools, 112
Functional-response diversity, 185
Fuzzy approach, 219
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G

Gas chromatography (GC), 70–72
GCMs, see General circulation models (GCMs)
Gel chromatography (GPC), 68
General circulation models (GCMs), 122, 570
Genetically engineered organisms, 159
Genetically modified organisms (GMOs), 20
Genetic modifications, 353
Geographic information system (GIS), 353–354, 532
Geotextiles, 301
German Federal Immission Control Act (2002), 50
German Soil Protection Act (1999), 50
GHGs, see Greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs)
GIS, see Geographic information system (GIS)
The global assessment of soil degradation 

(GLASOD), 139
Global change, 119

soil erosion and, 119, 121, 122
in China and in the World, 119–120, 120t
deteriorates global environment, 121–122
threatens to global food security, 121

Global climate change
agricultural activities, 167–168, 167f
greenhouse gas emissions, 167–168, 167f
overview of, 165–167
world soils

C sequestration, 168
for greenhouse effect mitigation, 168–169

Global environment, soil erosion deteriorates, 121–122
Global food security, soil erosion threat, 121
Global positioning systems (GPS), 529–530
Global warming, 252
GMOs, see Genetically modified organisms (GMOs)
Goniozus emigratus, 483
Goniozus legneri, 483, 484
GPC, see Gel chromatography (GPC)
Grasslands, 183, 185
Grass strips, 525
Gravity-induced erosion, 607–608
Grazing lands, 183, 186
Grazing systems

challenges in, 187
climate change, 188
deforestation, 190
desertification, 188
greenhouse gas emissions, 190
nutrient loss, 189
poverty and food insecurity, 189
soil compaction, 189–190
woody encroachment, 188–189

ecosystem services by, 184
cultural services, 186
provisioning services, 185
regulating services, 185
supporting services, 185–186

knowledge gaps in, 190

management of, 186–187
overview of, 183–184

Greenhouse effect mitigation, 168–169, 169t
Greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), 12–15, 

167–168, 190
Green marketing incentive force, integrated farming 

systems, 172
Green revolution technologies, 20, 301
Griffith University Erosion System Template (GUEST), 

294, 319
Ground residue cover, 318
GUEST, see Griffith University Erosion System 

Template (GUEST)
Gullies, 281
Gully erosion, 148, 148f, 290
Gully stabilization structures, 301, 302
Gypsum, 214, 283–284

H

Hand tillage, 545
HC, see Hydraulic conductivity (HC)
Heisenberg’s theory, 111
Herbicide-resistant crop, 353
Heterogeneous equilibrium, phosphorus, 116
Heterotrophs, 4
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 70
Histosols, 564
HMF samplers, 329–332
Holdridge diagram, 560
HPLC, see High-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC)
Hydraulic conductivity (HC), 93, 94
Hydraulic properties, of sodic soils, 93–94
Hydrological models, water erosion, 46–47
Hydrologic properties, sodicity, 204–206
Hypoxia, 90

i

ICM, see Integrated crop management (ICM)
IFOAM, see International Federation of Organic 

Agriculture Movements (IFOAM)
Impact force, 143
Impact threshold, 143
Indigenous technical knowledge (ITC), 231
Induced wind erosion, 138–139
Industrial desertification, 220
Inexact double-sided fuzzy chance-constrained 

programming (IDFCCP), 385–389
Infiltration excess overland flow, 27
Infiltration rate (IR), 93, 95
Inorganic fertilizer, 173
Inorganic mulches, 282, 285–286
Insecticide Act (1910), 502
Insects, compounds toxic release, 178–179
In situ acid minesoil remediation, 269–270
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In situ sodic minesoil remediation, 269
In situ soil reclamation, 269

acid minesoil remediation, 269–270
sodic minesoil remediation, 269

Integrated crop management (ICM), 171, 174
Integrated farming systems

conventional approach, 172, 173
development of, 172–173
driving forces of, 172
implementation of, 175
overview of, 171
principles of

ecological infrastructure management, 174
integrated crop management, 174
integrated nutrient management, 173–174
minimum soil cultivation, 174
multifunctional crop rotation, 173

Integrated fly management, 486, 492, 493
Integrated nutrient management (INM), 173–174

biofertilizers, 425
components, 420–421
micronutrients, 425
mineral and synthetic fertilizers, 422–423
nitrogen, 423–424
nitrogen-fixing biofertilizers, 427, 427t
nutrient losses, 429
phosphorus, 424
potassium, 424–425
soil fertility improvement, 430–431
toxic accumulation, 430

Integrated pest management (IPM), 171, 174, 177
need, 436–437
packages, 437

Integrated weed management
biologically controlling, 440–443, 441t–442t
other integrated approaches, 443–444

Intensity factor, 112
Intensive rotational grazing systems, 159
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 

3, 7, 236
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 

Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 
(IPBES), 217

International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM), 19, 157

Interval parameter water quality management model 
(IPWM), 380–382, 382t

Interval-stochastic chance-constrained programming 
(ISCCP), 383–385, 383t, 391t

IPBES, see Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform 
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 
(IPBES)

IPCC, see Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC)

IPM, see Integrated pest management (IPM)
IR, see Infiltration rate (IR)
Iron-oxidizing bacteria, 270

Irrigation farming
on sodic soils

drainage, 95–96
hydraulic properties, 93–94
irrigation practices, 95
nutrient status, 94
soil management, 94
water quality, 94–95

Irrigation-induced erosion, 35
control methods

conversion to sprinklers, 36
site modification, 37
soil protection and tillage, 36
water properties, 37

unique characteristics, 35–36
Irrigation methods, in agriculture, 12–13
Irrigation technologies, 226
Isokinetic sampling, 293
ITC, see Indigenous technical knowledge (ITC)

K

Knowledge gaps
in grazing systems, 190

L

Labidura riparia, 486
LADA, see Land Degradation Assessment in 

Drylands (LADA)
Land cover map, 218, 219
Land degradation, 190, 218, 218t
Land Degradation Assessment in Drylands 

(LADA), 219
Land degradation neutrality (LDN), 231, 594
Land intensification, 223
Landscape regrading, 267–268
LDN, see Land degradation neutrality (LDN)
Leaching, 189
Legislation force, integrated farming systems, 172
Light detection and ranging (LIDAR), 531–532
Limburg Soil Erosion Model (LISEM), 294
Lime amendment, 282–283
Limit of detection (LOD), 67
Limonoid azadirachtin, 178
Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE), 63
Liquid manure, 463–464
Liquid manure injection system, 470
LISEM, see Limburg Soil Erosion Model (LISEM)
Livestock production systems, 183, 185, 187, 189, 191
Living mulches, 285
Lixophaga diatraege, 492
LLE, see Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE)
LOD, see Limit of detection (LOD)
Lynchets

ancient, 544
contemporary, 544–545
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M

Machinery operation, agricultural energy, 10–11
Manure, 449–451

flushing manure, 454
Manure management

biosolids, 451–452
compost, 451
dairy

drinking water requirements, 454
estimation, water use, 453
flushing manure, 454
washing cow and equipment, 454–455
waste water management, 455–456
water budget development, 456–457

phosphorus concentration
diet modification impacts, 460–461
practices for environmental protection, 459
reducing manure P concentration, 459–460

poultry manure
collection and handling, 463–464
earthen anaerobic lagoon/outdoor storage, 

464, 467
high-rise layer facilities/indoor storage, 465, 466
storage of solid and liquid manure, 465
uses, 471
utilization, 467–471

MAR, see Mean annual rainfall (MAR)
Mass balance approach, SOC, 236–239, 237f
Mass balance differential equation, 317
Mass flux profiles, 144, 144f
Mean annual rainfall (MAR), 126
Mean organic carbon content, 563, 564
Mechanical properties, sodicity, 206–207
Membrane extraction, 63, 64
Methane (CH4), 244
Micronesia, Australian bush fly management, 484–485
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA), 593–594
Mineralization, 101, 106
Minimum soil cultivation, 174
Mobility, of phosphorus, 112
Modern pesticides, determination of, 58–60

in ambient air
extract cleanup, 66
extracting analytes from sorbents and filters, 

65–66
sampling techniques, 64–65

in fruit and vegetables
extract cleanup, 67–68
isolating techniques, 67
sample collection and preparation, 66–67

in soil samples
isolation and enrichment techniques, 69–70
purification of extract, 70
sample collection and preparation, 68, 69

in water samples
collection and preparation, 62

isolation and enrichment techniques, 62–64, 
63t, 64t

Modified Fournier Index, 126
Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE), 310, 

613–615
Modulus of rupture (MOR), 207
Monitoring process

soil water erosion, 291
field plots, 291
mathematical models, 294
quantitative indicators, 295
sediment transport in watersheds, 292–294
visual indicators, 295

Monoculture, 498
MOR, see Modulus of rupture (MOR)
Mortality composting, 451
M. sorbens, 485, 486
Mulches, 94, 158, 159
Mulch tillage, 346–347
Multifunctional crop rotation, 173
Musca domestica L., 484
MUSLE, see Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation

(MUSLE)
 

n

NASA-EOSDIS, see National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration-Earth Observing 
System Data and Information System 
(NASA-EOSDIS)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration-Earth 
Observing System Data and Information 
System (NASA-EOSDIS), 219

National Landcare Organisation, 230
National Organic Standards Board (NOSB), 19
Natural parasiticide formulations, 22
Natural pesticides, 417
Natural wind erosion, 137–138
Navel orangeworm management, 483–484
Negligence, 507
Neonicotinoids, 59
Net photosynthetic activity, 102
Net primary productivity (NPP), 218, 219
New Zealand Landcare Trust, 230
Nino3.4, 260, 261
Nitric oxide (NO), 245
Nitrification, 4
Nitrogen gases

cycling, 100–101, 101f
losses from agricultural soils, 106–108
soil quality, 244–245

ammonia (NH3), 246–247
loop-within-a-loop, 244, 245, 245f
nitric and nitrous oxides, 245–246
nitric oxide (NO), 245

Nitrogenous fertilizers, 168
Nitrogen phosphorus detector (NPD), 71, 71t
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Nitrous oxide emission
from agriculture, 3–4

biomass burning, 5
calculation, 6, 6t
denitrification, 4
flooded soils, 5
nitrification, 4

fertilizer consumption, 6
overview of, 3
practices to decrease, 7

Nitrous oxides, 245–246
production, 6

N leaching, 108
Nonpoint source pollution, 581
North and Central America, soil degradation in, 

226–228
NOSB, see National Organic Standards Board (NOSB)
No-till, erosion control, 344–345
NPD, see Nitrogen phosphorus detector (NPD)
NPP map, 219
NRCS National Handbook of Conservation Practices, 

397–399
Nuisance, 508
Nutrient cycling, 185–186
Nutrient loss, 189
Nutrient management, 252

diet modification impacts, 460–461
practices for environmental protection, 459
reducing manure P concentration, 459–460

Nutrient status, of sodic soils, 94

o

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active 
Archive Center (ORNL DAAC), 219

Off-grid electricity, 14
OFPA, see Organic Foods Production Act (OFPA)
On-farm energy, 11–13
Open ecosystem, 499
Open pit mining, 267

acid mine drainage, 270
alluvial stratigraphy, 268
coversoil

resources, 268–269
thickness requirements, 269

landscape regrading, 267–268
in situ soil reclamation, 269

acid minesoil remediation, 269–270
sodic minesoil remediation, 269

steep slope reclamation, 270
Oreochromis hornorum, 486
Oreochromis mossambica, 486
Organic agriculture, 157

vs. conventional farming, 22
crop rotation, 21–22
definition of, 19
history of, 19–20

pest management in, 21–22
worldwide statistics, 20–21

Organic farmers, 20, 21, 160, 162
Organic farming

animal pests
anthropogenic measures, 417
phenomenon of biotic (natural) resistance, 

416–417
strategy to control, 415–416

definition, 415
genetically engineered organisms, 159
overview of, 157
pest management practices, 159

diseases, 161–162
insects and other invertebrates, 161
weeds, 160

soil building, 158–159
standards, 157–158

Organic fertilizers, 226
Organic Foods Production Act (OFPA), 19, 158
Organic matter

andisols, 564
decomposition

climate, 561–562
C : N ratio, 562–563

histosols, 564
inputs

placement in soil, 561
plant species composition, 561
quantity, 559–561
soil carbon density, 560

physical and chemical influences, 563
Organic mulches, 282, 285–286
Organic producers, 162, 163
Organic production, 157–158
Organic soil amendments, 177, 285

mechanisms
antagonistic microorganisms, 179
compounds toxic release, 178–179
on plant health and weeds, 177
plant resistance, 178

in pest and disease control, 180
in 21st century, 180

Organic substrates
quality, 105–107
spatial distribution of, 103–106

Organochlorine pesticides, 58–60, 58f, 60t
“Organonitrogen pesticides,” 59, 60f
ORNL DAAC, see Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL 
DAAC)

Osmotic effect, 87–89

P

PAM, see Polyacrylamide (PAM)
Particle entrainment, 142, 143
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PASs, see Passive air samplers (PASs)
Passive air samplers (PASs), 64
Passive dosimeters, 63
Passive fractions, 106
Passive sampling, 64
Pasturelands, 184, 187
PCA, see Principal component analysis (PCA)
Percent tree cover map, 219
Periodic leaching, 95, 96
Permafrost

characteristics, 567–569
climatic change, 570
effects on groundwater, 570
ice content, 570
schematic distribution of Alaska, 568
soil freezing, 570
surface energy balance, 569–570
temperature profile, with annual variation, 569

Pesticide persistence, 44
Pesticides; see also Modern pesticides, 

determination of
characteristics of, 54–55, 55t

application, 55–56
chemical class and structure, 55, 55t
toxicity, 56t

circulation
in air, 57–58, 57f
in aquatic environment, 56, 57
in crops, 58
in soil, 58

dangers result from, 60–61
derivatization of, 70
determining methodologies for, 61–62
organochlorine, 58–60, 58f
overview of, 53
poisoning symptoms of, 60
quantitative determination of, 70–72

Pesticide translocation control
assessment of, 44–46
erosion and runoff control, 49–50
monitoring and modeling, 46–47
soil erosion, 41, 47–49
step-by-step analysis for, 47
water erosion, 42, 43f, 46–47
wind erosion, 42–44, 43f, 44f, 47

Pest management
aquatic weed management, 486–487
biotechnology impacts, 353
bush fly

Australian bush fly management, 484–485
Kwajalein Atoll, 486
origins and habitat, 485

components of, 350f
crop systems, simulation models of, 351–352
diverse cropping systems, 492–493
ecological practices, 492
economical benefits, 493–494

environmental benefits, 493
filth fly, dairies and poultry, 487–488
modeling approaches, 350–351
navel orangeworm management, 483–484
negligence, 507
nuisance, 508
in organic agriculture, 21–22
overview of, 349–350
pesticide

common law actions, 506–507
enforcement power, EPA, 503–504
federal regulations, 504–505
preemption, 506
registration, 502–503
tolerance in food, 504

plant demand-side pests, 352–353
populations, 497–498
regional distribution, 353–354
regulatory trends, 509
risks involved, adopting ecological strategies, 494
statutory laws and regulations, 502
strict liability, 508
supply-side pests, 352
trespass, 507

Pest management practices
organic farming, 159

diseases, 161–162
insects and other invertebrates, 161
weeds, 160

Pests
definition, 415
regulation of animal pests, 416–417

Pheromone traps, 161
Phosphorus, 111, 116

chemical speciation of, 111–112
mobility of, 112
spatial speciation of, 112–115

Phosphorus concentration, manure
diet modification impacts, 460–461
practices for environmental protection, 459
reducing manure P concentration, 459–460

Photosynthesis process, 101
Physical effects, soil erosion, 155
The Physics of Blown Sand and Desert Dunes, 141
Physiological models, pest management, 351
Phytosarcophaga gressitti, 484
Pitting techniques, 270
Plant-available P, 112
Plant demand-side pests, 352–353
Plant pathogens, compounds toxic release, 178–179
Plant resistance, 178
Point sources of pollution, 581
Poisoning symptoms, of pesticides, 60
Polar pesticides, 59
Polyacrylamide (PAM), 284, 285
Polyculture, 498
Polyethylene dosimeters, 63
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Ponding, 27
Potassium fixation, 198
Potential acid sulfate soils (potential acid SS)

sulfidization
biogeochemistry, 515
definition, 518
environments, 518
oxidation of organic carbon, 516
reactive iron, 517–518
saturated soils, 516
sulfate reducing bacteria, 516–517
sulfate reduction, 515–516

sulfuricization
process of, 519–520
sulfide oxidation, 519

Potential C mineralization, 103
Potential evapotranspiration (PET), 562
Poultry manure management

collection and handling, 463–464
storage of solid and liquid manure, 465

earthen anaerobic lagoon/outdoor storage, 
464, 467

high-rise layer facilities/indoor storage, 465, 
466, 466f

uses, 471
utilization, 467–471

Precipitation, 125, 127–128, 128f, 148
Precipitation variability, 260–261
Precision agriculture

GIS, 532
GPS, 529–530
high-speed computer processing systems, 530–531
LIDAR, 531–532
remote sensing, 531–532

Pre-rills, 295
Principal component analysis (PCA), 260–261
Process-based models, 317–318

runoff events, 150
Provisioning services, grazing systems, 185

Q

Quantitative determination, of pesticides, 70–72
Quantitative indicators, 295, 303
Quantity factor/richness factor, 112
QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, 

and safe), 68, 69f
Quesungual agro-forestry method, 227

R

Radioisotopic techniques, 332–333
Raindrop-induced saltation (RIS), 622
Rainfall erosivity, 125–127, 611
Rainfall erosivity index, 125
Rainfall intensity, 125
Rainfall kinetic energy, 616–617

Rainsplash
detachment, 554, 556
redistribution, 25–27
transport, 556

Rangelands, 183–184, 186–187
Rapid wetting, 204
Readily available pool, 112
Rear delivery manure spreaders, 469
Regional pest management, 353–354
Regulating services, grazing systems, 185
Rehabilitation; see also Open pit mining

of open pit mining, 267
alluvial stratigraphy, 268
coversoil resources, 268–269
landscape regrading, 267–268
in situ soil reclamation, 269–270

Remote sensing, 531–532
Renewable energy, 14
Reptation, 143
Resource concentration hypothesis, 498
Resource conservation, 254
Resource degradation poverty traps, 189
Retention/absorption terraces, 297, 298
Reversibly available pool, 112
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE), 125, 

126, 310, 312
Revised wind erosion equation (RWEQ), 47, 335
R-factor, 125, 126
Rhizobia, 4, 158
Ridge tillage, 345–346
Rill erosion, 606–607
Rills, 281, 290, 295
Riparian forest buffer (RFB), 400
Riparian strips, 527, 528
Rough surface elements, 145
Runoff, 189
Runoff control, 35, 49–50
Runoff events, snowmelt erosion, 150
RUSLE, see Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation 

(RUSLE)
RUSLE model, 616
RWEQ, see Revised wind erosion equation (RWEQ)

S

Sahel, 138, 139
Saline environment adaptation, 90–91
Saline–sodic soils, 87
Salinity stress, 87–89
Salinization, 221, 226
Salt accumulation, 211, 214

prevention and removal of, 90
Salt-affected soils

agricultural production in, 90
accumulated salts removal, 90
saline environment adaptation, 90–91
salt accumulation prevention, 90
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Salt-affected soils (cont.)
categories of, 87, 88
classification, 573t
clay–cation interaction, 202–204
crop exchangeable sodium tolerance, 576, 576t
crop tolerance, 575–576, 576t
definition, 573
distribution, 574
hypoxia and salinity effects, 90
management of, 207–208
overview of, 83, 197–199
physical property and behavior, 204

hydrologic, 204–206
mechanical, 206–207

salinization, 575
salt concentration measurement, 573
sodicity, 199–202
sodic soils, 198, 201, 208

global distribution of, 199t
management of, 207–208

soil structural stability in, 85–86, 91
soil water dynamics and salinity stress, 87–89
soluble salts and salinity impact, 84–85
toxic elements in, 87

Saltation, 143
Sampling techniques

modern pesticides, determination of
in ambient air, 64–65
in fruit and vegetables, 66–67
in soil samples, 68, 69
in water samples, 62

SAR, see Sodium adsorption ratio (SAR)
Sarotherodon species, 486, 487
Saturation excess overland flow, 26, 27
SBSE, see Stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE)
Scotia segetum, 417
SDGs, see Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
SDR, see Sediment delivery ratio (SDR)
Sea level change, 123
Sea surface temperature (SST), 259
Secondary salinity, 199
Sedimentation, 290
Sedimentation rates, 132–134
Sediment concentration, 127, 150
Sediment delivery ratio (SDR), 294
Sediment flux, 292
Sediment-laden runoff, 396
Sediment yield, 294
Self-balancing concept, 144
Settling basins, 527
SIC, see Soil inorganic carbon (SIC)
Simulator for Water Resources in Rural Basins 

(SWRRB), 318
Site modification, 37
Slaking process, 85, 198, 204, 205, 207–208, 208t

SLEMSA, see Soil Loss Estimation Model for Southern 
Africa (SLEMSA)

SLM, see Sustainable land management (SLM)
Slower-acting ionic phase, 84
Slow fractions, 106
Snow and freezing conditions, 149–150
Snowmelt erosion

amelioration, 150
modeling, 150
overview of, 147–148
precipitation, 148
runoff events, 150
snow and freezing conditions, 149–150
soil, 148–149

SOC, see Soil organic carbon (SOC)
Socioeconomic interventions, 218
Sodicity

measurement, 199–202
properties and behaviors of soils, 204

hydrologic, 204–206
mechanical, 206–207

Sodic soils, 198, 201, 208, 215
dryland management, 214
global distribution of, 199t
irrigation farming on

drainage, 95–96
hydraulic properties, 93–94
irrigation practices, 95
nutrient status, 94
soil management, 94
water quality, 94–95

management of, 207–208
overview of, 211
physical and chemical properties, 213
root zones of

salt accumulation in, 211, 214
world distribution of, 212t
yield obtained in, 211–213

Sodic soils, reclamation
addition of organic matter, 539
ameliorant

calcareous sodic soils, 537
gypsum, 537, 538
lime, 537

effects of plant growth, 537, 539
exchangeable Na ions, displacement of, 535–536
strategies

optimal supply, ameliorants, 539
rate of supply, ameliorants, 540–541
supply of water, 539–540
without ameliorants, 539

water flow improvement, 535
Sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), 85, 86f, 199, 200, 

269, 573
Soil

holistic management approaches, 253
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modern pesticides in
isolation and enrichment techniques, 69–70
purification of extract, 70
sample collection and preparation, 68, 69

quality assessment, 253–254
snowmelt erosion, 148–149
sustainable agriculture, 251–252

Soil accumulation, 295
Soil acidity, 269–270
Soil adsorption, 44
Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT), 294
Soil biological activity, 159
Soil building, 158–159
Soil carbon density, 560
Soil carbon sequestration, 474–478
Soil compaction, 189–190
Soil conditioner, 282
Soil conservation, 185–186

community-based approach, 412
landcare approach, 412
practices, 156, 296f
vegetative and mechanical approaches, 409–411

Soil conservation practices, 296
Soil contamination, 220–221
Soil cover crops, 94
Soil cultivation, 174
Soil degradation, 217–218, 247

in Africa, 223–224, 223f, 224f
on Asian lands, 221–222, 222f
in Australia, 228–230
in Caribbean islands, 227, 228
in Europe, 219–221
in New Zealand, 229, 230
in North and Central America, 226–228
in South America, 224–226, 226f

Soil erodibility, 397
Soil erosion, 119, 153–154, 154t, 343, 605

biological effects, 155–156
chemical effects, 155
control devices

buffer strips, 527, 527f
filter strip terraces, 526–527
grass strips, 525, 526f
mass planting, vegetative cover, 524
riparian strips, 527, 528
settling basins, 527
vegetated waterways, 525–526
vegetative materials, 523–524

eroded soil organic carbon, 236 (see also Soil 
organic carbon (SOC))

factors, 619
and global change, 119, 121, 122

in China and in the World, 119–120, 120f, 120t
deteriorates global environment, 121–122
threatens to global food security, 121

pesticide translocation control, 41, 47–49

physical effects, 155
productivity impacts, 409
scope and impact, 408
sediment composition and erodibility, 620–623
soil conservation

community-based approach, 412
landcare approach, 412
vegetative and mechanical approaches, 409–411

by water, 317 (see also Soil water erosion)
amendments, 282
continuous simulation models, 318–319
empirical erosion model, 307–308 (see also 

Empirical erosion model)
empirically based model, 317
overview of, 281–282
process-based models, 317–318

Soil erosion by water, 30–31
Soil (K) factor, wind erosion, 139
Soil fauna, 101
Soil freezing, 570
Soil frost models, 150
Soil hydraulic conductivity, 200–204, 206
Soil inorganic carbon (SIC), 165
Soil Loss Estimation Model for Southern Africa 

(SLEMSA), 310–311
Soil loss tolerance, 295
Soil management, 94
Soil map, 218
Soil microaggregates, 85
Soil microbial activity, 101–102

organic substrates distribution, 103–106
soil temperature, 102f
soil texture, 103
soil water content, 102f, 103

Soil microbial biomass, 105–106
Soil organic carbon (SOC), 165–166, 170, 235, 245, 

275–277, 473
carbon dioxide (CO2)

emission estimation, 238, 239, 239t
mass balance approach, 236–239, 239t

erosion, 236
for greenhouse effect mitigation, 168, 169, 169t
hypothetical distribution of, 238
mineralization of, 167
world soil, 168

Soil organic matter (SOM), 106, 122, 473–478
Soil organisms, 155–156
SOILOSS, 312
Soil particle motion, 43
Soil Partnership, 217
Soil perturbation, 277
Soil protection, 36
Soil quality

carbon gases, 243–244
carbon dioxide (CO2), 244
methane (CH4), 244
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Soil quality (cont.)
nitrogen gases, 244–245

ammonia (NH3), 246–247
loop-within-a-loop, 244, 245
nitric and nitrous oxides, 245–246

Soil quality degradation, 121
Soil quality indicators

characteristics of soil and land, 357
concerns, categories of, 357–358
interpretative framework, 359
single indices, 359
spatial and time dimensions, 358
trends, 359

Soil saturation extract (EC), 573
Soil structural stability

in salt-affected soils, 85–86, 91
Soil temperature, 102
Soil test P (STP) concentration, 459, 460
Soil texture, 103
Soil treatments, 179
Soil water content, 102f, 103
Soil water dynamics, 87–89
Soil water erosion, 289

amendments, 282
gypsum, 283–284, 284f
inorganic mulches, 285–286
lime, 282–283
manure, compost, and organic sludge, 285
organic mulches, 285–286
synthetic polymer, 284–285

assessment, 290
controlling methods, 295

conservation structures, 300
contouring, 296, 297, 297f
contour ridges and stone terraces, 299f
environmental legislation, 301, 302
geotextiles, 301
gully stabilization structures, 301, 302
soil conservation practices, 296f
terraces, 296–299
waterways, 299, 300

empirical erosion model
ABAG, 311
development of, 308–309
Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation, 310
overview of, 307–308
predictions, accuracy of, 312–314
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation, 312
Soil Loss Estimation Model for Southern Africa, 

310–311
SOILOSS, 312
Universal Soil Loss Equation, 309–310

integrated environmental management, 303
monitoring process, 291

field plots, 291
mathematical models, 294
quantitative indicators, 295

sediment transport in watersheds, 292–294
visual indicators, 295

overview of, 281–282
problems of, 289–290
sedimentation, 290
sources of, 290

Solid manure, 463–464
Solid phase extraction (SPE), 63, 68
Solid phase microextraction (SPME), 63, 65
Soluble salts, 84–85
Solvent extraction, 67t
SOM, see Soil organic matter (SOM)
South America, soil degradation in, 224–226
Soxhlet extraction, 67
Sparingly available pool, 112
Spatial distribution, of organic substrates, 103–106
Spatial speciation, of phosphorus, 112–115
SPE, see Solid phase extraction (SPE)
Species diversity, 498
Splash erosion, 25
SPME, see Solid phase microextraction (SPME)
Sprinkler irrigation, 36
SSC, see Suspended sediment concentration (SSC)
SST, see Sea surface temperature (SST)
Steep slope reclamation, 270
Stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE), 63
Stone terraces, 299
Strict liability, 508
Strip tillage, 347
Subsoil sodicity, 212–214
Summer precipitation, PCA, 260, 261
Supended sediment flux, 292
Supply-side pests, 352
Supporting services, grazing systems, 185–186
Surface drainage, 95
Surface irrigation systems, 2
Surface residue, 343, 344
Surface residue management, 343, 344, 346, 347
Surface runoff, 396
Surface soil, 198
Surface waterlogging, 206
Suspended sediment concentration (SSC), 292, 293
Sustainable agriculture, 83, 251

agroecosystem biodiversity, 252–253
air and atmosphere, 252
soil, 251–252

quality assessment, 253–254
strategies for, 254
water, 252

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 259
Sustainable land management (SLM), 230, 231, 595
SWAT, see Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT)
SWG, see Switchgrass (SWG)
Switchgrass (SWG), 276, 277
SWRRB, see Simulator for Water Resources in Rural 

Basins (SWRRB)
Synanthedon exitiosa, 484
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Synthetic nitrogen fertilizers, 158, 161
Synthetic polymer, 284–285

t

Tachinaephagus zealandicus, 488
TCCs, see Total cation concentrations (TCCs)
TEC, see Threshold electrolyte concentration 

(TEC)
Terrace formation

benefits, 547–548
engineered terraces

bench terraces, 545
gradient terraces, 546–547

lynchet, 544–545
problems, 547–548

Terraces, 296–299
Thermionic specific detector (TSD), 71
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, 519
Threshold electrolyte concentration (TEC), 93, 94
Tilapia zillii, 486, 487
Tillage, 36, 160, 343

effect on soil properties, 343–344
Tillage berms, 546, 547
Tillage erosion, 153
Tithonia diversifolia, 178
Total cation concentrations (TCCs), 203
Toxic elements, in salt-affected soils, 87
Toxicity, pesticides, 56t
Transgenic crops, 353
Transient salinity, 213
Trespass, 507
Tri-trophic models, 349, 354
TSD, see Thermionic specific detector (TSD)
Tunnel erosion, 290
Turbulence, 142
Tylenchulus semipenetrans, 178

U

UNCCD, see United Nations Convention to Combat 
Desertification (UNCCD)

United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED), 231

United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification 
(UNCCD), 231, 409, 593

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, 252

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
19, 20

United States Department of Agriculture/
Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (USDA-NRCS), 218

United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(USEPA), 450–452

United States Salinity Laboratory (USSL), 201
Universal Index of Onchev, 125

Universal soil loss equation (USLE), 125, 235, 291, 294, 
309–310, 314, 317, 319

rainfall kinetic energy, 616–617
two-staged mathematical approach, 611–612
variants, 612–616

Upland erosion, 281–282
USDA, see United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA)
USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Services 

(NRCS), 22
USDA-NRCS, see USDA-Natural Resources 

Conservation Services (NRCS)
U.S. Department of Agriculture–Agricultural Research 

Service (USDA-ARS), 468
U.S. empirical erosion model, 309
U.S. Environment Protection Agency (EPA), 463
U.S. Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008, 50
USLE, see Universal soil loss equation (USLE); 

Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)
US mine operations, 268
U.S. organic industry, 20
USSL, see United States Salinity Laboratory (USSL)

V

Vegetated waterways, 525–526
Vegetation cover, 133

wind erosion, 139
Vegetative buffers

hydraulic resistance, 400–402
types, 397–400

Visual indicators, 295, 303
Volatilization, 108

W

Water
modern pesticides in

collection and preparation, 62
isolation and enrichment techniques, 62–64

sustainable agriculture, 252
Water budget development, 456–457
Water erosion, 31, 235, 236, 606

control, 295
conservation structures, 300
contouring, 296, 297, 297f
contour ridges and stone terraces, 299f
environmental legislation, 301, 302
geotextiles, 301
gully stabilization structures, 301, 302
soil conservation practices, 296f
terraces, 296–299
waterways, 299, 300

future climate change, 30, 31
hydrological models, 46–47, 47t
impacts of, 30
overview of, 25
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Water erosion (cont.)
pesticide translocation control, 42, 43f
problem of accelerated, 30
processes of, 25–28
by soil (see Soil water erosion)
spatial and temporal scale, 28–29

Water erosion and vegetation controls
increases infiltration, 396
reduced soil erodibility, 397
sediment trapping efficiency, 402–403
slower runoff, 395–396
vegetative buffers

hydraulic resistance, 400–402
types, 397–400

Water Erosion Prediction Program (WEPP), 294, 318, 
319, 617–618

Water erosion vulnerability map, 218
Water Productor Program, 302
Water properties, 37
Water quality, 94–95
Water solubility, 44
Water-soluble products, 51
Water use

drinking water requirements, 454
estimation, 453
flushing manure, 455
washing

cow, 454
milking equipment and parlor, 454
sprinkling and cooling, 455

Waterways, 299, 300
Weed control, 344–347
Weed management, 160
WEPP, see Water Erosion Prediction Program (WEPP)
WEPS, see Wind erosion prediction system (WEPS)
Wildlife habitat, 185
Wind-driven rain

horizontal velocity, 553–554
impact angle, 554

impact frequency, 554
raindrop size distributions, 553
rainsplash

detachment, 554, 556
transport, 556

silt loam soil, 555
Wind dynamics, 142
Wind erosion, 606

causes, 322–323
control, 336–337
dynamics, 142
equation, 335
global hot spots for, 137

induced erosion, 138–139
natural erosion, 137–138

implication, 323–325
models, 333–335
monitoring tools, 326–333
particle entrainment, 142, 143
pesticide translocation control, 42–44, 43f, 44f, 47
prediction system, 335–336
processes of, 141
regions affected, 325–326
self-balancing concept, 144

Wind Erosion Equation, 139
Wind erosion prediction system (WEPS), 47, 333–337
Wind erosion vulnerability map, 218
Winter erosion, 149
Winter hydrology, 147
Woody encroachment, 188–189
World Atlas of Desertification, 139
World soils; see also Global climate change

C sequestration, 168
for greenhouse effect mitigation, 168–169

Worldwide statistics, organic agriculture, 20–21

Z

Zabrus gibus, 417
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Preface

Given the current state of the world as compiled in the massive Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
Report, humans have changed ecosystems more rapidly and extensively during the past 50 years than in 
any other time in human history. These are unprecedented changes that need certain action. As a result, 
it is imperative that we have a good scientific understanding of how these systems function and good 
strategies on how to manage them.

In a very practical way, this multivolume Environmental Management Handbook provides a 
c omprehensive reference to demonstrate the key processes and provisions for enhancing  environmental 
management. The experience, evidence, methods, and models relevant for studying environmental 
management are presented here in six stand-alone thematic volumes, as follows:

VOLUME 1 – Managing Global Resources and Universal Processes
VOLUME 2 – Managing Biological and Ecological Systems
VOLUME 3 – Managing Soils and Terrestrial Systems
VOLUME 4 – Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems
VOLUME 5 – Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems
VOLUME 6 – Managing Human and Social Systems

In this manner, the handbook introduces in the first volume the general concepts and processes used 
in environmental management. The next four volumes deal with each of the four spheres of nature 
(biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere). The last volume ties the material together in its 
application to human and social systems. These are very important chapters for a wide spectrum of 
students and professionals to understand and implement environmental management. In particular, 
features include the following:

• The first handbook that demonstrates the key processes and provisions for enhancing environ-
mental management.

• Addresses new and cutting-edge topics on ecosystem services, resilience, sustainability, food–
energy–water nexus, socio-ecological systems, etc.

• Provides an excellent basic knowledge on environmental systems, explains how these systems 
function, and gives strategies on how to manage them.

• Written by an outstanding group of environmental experts.

Since the handbook covers such a wide range of materials from basic processes, to tools, technolo-
gies, case studies, and legislative actions, each handbook entry is further classified into the following 
categories:

APC: Anthropogenic chemicals: The chapters cover human-manufactured chemicals and their 
activities

COV: Indicates that the chapters give comparative overviews of important topics for environmental 
management
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CSS: The chapters give a case study of a particular environmental management example
DIA: Means that the chapters are about diagnostic tools: monitoring, ecological modeling, ecologi-

cal indicators, and ecological services
ELE: Focuses on the use of legislation or policy to address environmental problems
ENT: Addresses environmental management using environmental technologies
NEC: Natural elements and chemicals: The chapters cover basic elements and chemicals found in 

nature
PRO: The chapters cover basic environmental processes.

Volume 4, Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems, has extensive coverage in over 80 
entries of water supply, water treatment, wetlands, lakes, and other natural water systems. New entries 
cover the evolution of water management, with application of optimization tools, and the innovative 
move toward integrating the energy and water nexus. Case studies include the Aral Sea, Chesapeake 
Bay, Baltic Sea, and Yellow River to name a few. Policy implications regarding wetland conservation, use 
of remote sensing and GIS, and agricultural water use are included.

Brian D. Fath
Brno, Czech Republic

December 2019
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Introduction

A biotic community can be defined as an assemblage of plant or animal species utilizing common resources 
and cohabiting a specific area. Examples could include a fish community of a stream, an insect community 
of a forest pond, or a phytoplankton community of a lake. Interactions among species provide ecological 
linkages that connect food webs and energy pathways, and these interconnections provide a degree of sta-
bility, or balance, to the community. Community balance can be described as a state of dynamic equilib-
rium in which species and their population dynamics within a community remain relatively stable, subject 
to changes through natural adjustment processes. Toxic effects of pesticides can disrupt these processes 
and linkages and thereby cause community balance upsets. For example, this can occur when a pesticide 
has a direct impact on a certain species in a community and reduces its abundance while other unaffected 
species increase in abundance in response to the reduced competition for food resources or increased 
habitat availability. Some of the best examples of pesticide impacts on biological communities are found in 
freshwater studies. Freshwater aquatic communities are usually contained within distinct boundaries or 
systems, and this generates a high degree of connectivity among species, thereby increasing their suscep-
tibility to pesticide-induced disturbances at the community level.

We examine traditional and developing methods for measuring pesticide impacts on freshwater 
communities, with emphasis on recent improvements in risk assessment approaches and analyses, and 
provide some examples for illustration. We then describe some advances in impact mitigation strate-
gies and discuss some ongoing issues pertaining to understanding, assessing, and preventing pesticide 
impacts including probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), population and ecological modeling, and pes-
ticide interactions with multiple stressors. The integration of improved risk assessment and mitigation 
approaches and technologies together with information generated from the numerous impact studies 
available will provide a sound scientific basis for decisions around the use and regulation of pesticides 
in and near water bodies.

1
Aquatic Communities: 

Pesticide Impacts
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Measuring Impacts on Aquatic Communities

Changes in aquatic communities can be measured directly in water bodies by a number of quantitative 
and qualitative sampling methods. Descriptions of those methods can be found in any up-to-date text or 
handbook (e.g., Hauer and Lamberti[1]). Measurements can be in terms of community structure (species 
composition) or community function (a measurable ecosystem process attributable to a biotic commu-
nity that causes a change in condition) and can include both direct and indirect effects.[2,3] Community 
structure is a measure of biodiversity in its most general sense, that is, the number of species or other 
taxonomic units and their relative abundances. Some community functions are referred to as environ-
mental or ecosystem services. Examples include organic matter breakdown and nutrient cycling that 
is largely mediated by microbial communities, or water uptake, filtration, and flood control mediated 
by shoreline plant communities.[4] Both community structure (biodiversity) and function (ecosystem 
services) are being increasingly valued by society and global economies,[5,6] and therefore sustaining 
healthy aquatic communities will be an important driver of pesticide impact mitigation efforts.

Detecting impacts of pesticides typically involves repeated sampling and a comparison of com-
munity attributes among contaminated and uncontaminated test units over time, or across a gradi-
ent of pesticide concentrations. The test units can range from petri dishes to natural ecosystems, with 
a trade-off between experimental control in small test units and environmental realism in field-level 
testing and whole ecosystems.[7] In an effort to incorporate both experimental control and environ-
mental realism in pesticide impact testing, the use of microcosms or model ecosystems for measuring 
impacts on aquatic communities has increased over the past couple of decades.[8,9] Model ecosystems 
for  community-level pesticide testing can be quite simple at lower-trophic levels such as with microbial 
communities  (e.g., Widenfalk et al.[10]) but will necessarily be more complex for testing higher-order 
biological communities (e.g., Wojtaszek[11]). Regardless of the test units, an important consideration 
for measuring pesticide impacts will be an assessment of the duration of impact or rate of recovery. 
A rapid return to pre- pesticide or reference (nopesticide) community condition will reduce the long-
term  ecological consequences of the pesticide disturbance.[12]

Traditional measures of community-level impacts have focused on structure and have usually been 
expressed in terms of single-variable indices such as species richness, diversity, or abundance. These 
indices are useful descriptors of community structure but suffer from the fact that they reduce complex 
community data to a single summary metric and may miss subtle or ecologically important changes in 
species composition across sites or times. Over the last couple of decades, ecotoxicologists have increas-
ingly turned to multivariate statistical techniques for analyzing community response data.[13] A variety 
of multivariate statistical techniques and software are available and are usually considered superior for 
the analysis of community data because they retain and incorporate the spatial and temporal multidi-
mensional nature of biological communities.[14] This includes various ordination techniques that can 
provide graphical representation of spatiotemporal patterns in community structure in which points 
that lie close together in the ordination plot represent communities of similar composition (richness, 
abundance), while communities with dissimilar species composition are plotted further apart.

Figure 1 illustrates the use of an ordination plot generated by nonmetric multidimensional scaling for 
detecting differences among aquatic insect communities in four control and eight insecticide-treated 
streams. These data have been adjusted for illustrative purposes but are based on real invertebrate 
community responses to an insecticide in outdoor stream channels.[15] At both concentrations of the 
insecticide, the community structure of stream insects clearly shifted away from the natural com-
munity composition in control streams as depicted by the separation of treated streams (T1 and T2) 
from controls (C) in the ordination bi-plot. The plot also illustrates that the variability among treated 
streams (relative distance between points) was greater than that among control streams, that the low-
concentration streams (T1) and high-concentration streams (T2) tended to separate along axis 1, and 
that the T2 streams were further removed from controls than the T1 streams, indicating a differential 
response by the insect communities to the two test concentrations. Canonical correspondence analysis 
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and redundancy analysis have also been commonly used to assess aquatic community responses to pes-
ticide contamination.[16,17] A useful refinement of an ordination technique for detecting and interpreting 
pesticide impacts on aquatic communities is principal response curves (PRCs).[18] PRC is derived from 
redundancy analysis, and time-dependent responses in the treatments are expressed as deviations from 
the control or reference system allowing for clear visualization of pesticide effects. 

Assessing Risk of Pesticide Impacts on Aquatic Communities

The likelihood or risk of harmful effects on aquatic communities from exposure to pesticides will 
depend on the exposure concentration, bioavailability, exposure duration, rate of uptake, inherent spe-
cies sensitivities, community composition, and other community attributes. All of these must be mea-
sured, estimated, modeled, or predicted to derive an assessment of risk to aquatic communities for any 
given pesticide. Formalized risk assessment frameworks and guidelines for pesticides have been devel-
oped in the United States,[19] the European Union,[20] Canada,[21] and elsewhere and can be consulted for 
detailed information on the various components of a risk assessment. In brief, pesticide risk assessments 
typically include the following phases: 1) defining the problem by determining the pesticide use patterns 
and developing conceptual models and hypotheses around how it is expected to behave, the anticipated 
exposure regimes, the kinds of organisms that are likely to be at risk, the community or entity that 
is to be protected, and the level of protection that will be acceptable; 2) developing the measurement 
endpoints for assessing risk of harm by establishing which response measurements are relevant and 
applicable, and how the measurements will be made; 3) outlining the risk assessment process by specify-
ing the kinds of data to be used and how they will be derived including simulation modeling, empirical 
laboratory, microcosm or field testing, their appropriate spatial and temporal scales, and their statistical 
analyses; 4) applying the risk assessment by running models or collecting data, completing analyses, 
summarizing outputs, and providing risk estimates; 5) conducting risk communication and manage-
ment by answering questions posed in the problem formulation, suggesting risk mitigation strategies 
if necessary, and communicating those to appropriate users; and 6) conducting follow-up monitoring 
to evaluate the success of mitigation strategies and to implement adaptive management to address defi-
ciencies if or when necessary.[22,23]

Traditionally, pesticide risk assessments have relied on standardized, single-species toxicity tests to 
predict effects on communities, the underlying assumption being that protecting the most sensitive 

FIGURE 1 Ordination by nonmetric multidimensional scaling of aquatic insect communities in stream channels. 
Each point represents the community structure of control channels (C) and channels treated with a neem-based 
insecticide at a low (T1) and high (T2) concentration. 
Source: Adapted from Kreutzweiser et al.[15]
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species will protect whole communities. In this case, the selection and relevance of test species are criti-
cally important to a successful and meaningful risk assessment.[24] However, the accuracy and relevance 
of estimating the potential risk to aquatic communities can be greatly improved by consideration of 
specific species or community attributes. In particular, attribute information can improve the ecological 
relevance and predictive capabilities of conceptual models and the generation of hypotheses in the risk 
assessment process. Insofar as these attributes affect exposure, sensitivity, or both, they can increase or 
decrease risk beyond what could be determined from toxicity estimates or species sensitivity distribu-
tions alone.

Behavioral attributes can elevate the risk of pesticide effects on species by increasing the likelihood of 
intercepting the stressor. For example, young-of-the-year bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix) typically feed 
in estuaries during their early life stages where agricultural runoff can elevate concentrations of pesti-
cides in food items. This feeding behavior can result in bioaccumulation and in adverse effects such as 
reduced migration, overwinter survival, and recruitment success in fish communities.[25] Incorporating 
this kind of information into conceptual models and risk hypotheses will generate more realistic risk 
assessments. In addition, behavioral attributes themselves can be relevant measurement endpoints if the 
pesticide mode of action indicates risk of sublethal behavioral effects at expected concentrations. For 
example, some pesticides have been shown to impair the ability to capture prey in fish[26] and the ability 
to avoid predators in zooplankton.[27] These types of adverse effects can disrupt trophic linkages and 
reduce survival or reproduction, thus impacting community balance.

Inclusion of life history information into conceptual models and risk hypotheses can also refine and 
improve the risk assessment process. Life history strategies can influence a species susceptibility to a 
stressor through effects on a population’s resilience or ability to recover from disturbance.[28] Different 
species exposed to the same pesticide and experiencing similar levels of effect in terms of population 
declines do not necessarily recover at the same rates when recovery is dependent on reproduction or 
dispersion. Populations of organisms with short regeneration times (e.g., several generations per year) 
and/or high dispersal capacity have higher likelihood of recovery from pesticide-induced population 
declines than those with longer regeneration periods and limited dispersal capacity. These differen-
tial life history strategies and their influences on community response and recovery from pesticide 
effects have been demonstrated empirically (e.g., van den Brink et al.[29] and Kreutzweiser et al.[30]) and 
through population modeling.[31] These community balance upsets could not have been predicted from 
 screening-level toxicity data or from species sensitivity data; thus, inclusion of life history information 
in conceptual models can improve risk hypotheses and direct the assessment to focus on species at 
higher risk owing to specific life history strategies.

Life history attributes can also influence the risk of pesticide effects through differential life-stage 
sensitivity or susceptibility. Early life stages are often (but not exclusively) more sensitive to pesticides 
than later stages. An organism’s life stage can also influence its susceptibility to a pesticide by increasing 
or decreasing the likelihood of intercepting the stressor. If a contaminant is present in the environment 
at effective concentrations during a period in which the particular life stage of a species is present, then 
the risk to that species is increased. For some amphibians, aquatic (larval) stages could be at higher 
risk of direct and indirect effects of pesticides than their terrestrial (adult) life stages when their larval 
stage coincides with pesticide contamination of water bodies.[32] Thus, while a species sensitivity and 
geographical distribution may indicate potential risk, the life-stage information coupled with pesticide 
use pattern, timing, or fate information may indicate little likelihood of exposure to the pesticide and 
the risk assessment can be adjusted accordingly.

Functional attributes may also be important for refining or improving pesticide risk assessments. 
Protection goals for populations and communities often include the safeguarding of critical biological 
processes or ecosystem function. Measuring ecosystem function integrates responses of component 
populations and can be a relevant measurement endpoint when species loss affects ecosystem function 
such as energy transfer and organic matter cycling.[33] However, most ecosystems are complex and it 
may not be clear which functional attributes are critical for sustaining ecological processes or the extent 
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to which they can sustain changes in structural properties (e.g., population levels, diversity) without 
adversely affecting ecosystem function. Neither is it clear if functional endpoints are more or less sensi-
tive than structural endpoints for detecting ecosystem disturbance. Some studies investigating the rela-
tionship between species diversity and ecosystem function have indicated that ecosystems can tolerate 
some species loss because of functional redundancy.[34] Functional redundancy is thought to occur when 
several species perform similar functions in ecosystems such that some may be eliminated with little or 
no effect on ecosystem processes. Others have suggested that redundant species are required to ensure 
ecosystem resilience to disturbance as a form of biological insurance, especially at large spatial scales.[35]

Given these discrepancies, measurement endpoints based on functional attributes are not typically 
used in pesticide risk assessments because it is generally accepted that protection of community struc-
ture will protect ecosystem function. However, when specific functional attributes can be identified and 
are known or suspected to be at risk from a pesticide, they can be included in the data requirements for 
a risk assessment. An example would be the risk of adverse effects on leaf litter decomposition (a critical 
ecosystem function in forest soils and water bodies) posed by a systemic insecticide for control of wood-
boring insects in trees.[36] In that case, the protection goal was maintaining leaf litter decomposition, the 
community at risk was decomposer invertebrates feeding on leaves from insecticide-treated trees, and 
the selection of test species was directed to a specific functional group because of the unique route of 
exposure to decomposer organisms identified in the risk hypotheses.

Some Examples of Pesticide Impacts on Aquatic Communities

A few examples will serve to illustrate how pesticides can cause disruptions to aquatic communities. 
DeNoyelles et al.[37] reviewed studies into pesticide impacts on aquatic communities and reported 
that herbicides like atrazine, hexazinone, and copper sulfate were directly toxic to most species of 
phytoplankton (waterborne algae). After herbicide applications, reductions in phytoplankton caused 
secondary reductions in herbivorous zooplankton, resulting from a depleted food source for the zoo-
plankton. They further showed that direct adverse effects on phytoplankton can also cause disrup-
tions to the bacterial-based energy pathways by reducing carbon flow from phytoplankton to bacteria, 
and ultimately to grazing protozoans and zooplankton. Boyle et al.[38] found that applications of the 
insecticide diflubenzuron to small ponds reduced populations of several aquatic invertebrate spe-
cies. This in turn resulted in indirect effects on algae (increased productivity because of release from 
grazing pressure by the invertebrates) and on juvenile fish populations (reduced production because 
of limited invertebrate prey availability). George et al.[39] used a novel approach to predict effects of 
pesticide mixtures on zooplankton communities and then tested the predictions in outdoor micro-
cosms. Responses among zooplankton populations within the community differed, depending on the 
pesticide mixture, and those differences appeared to reflect the relative susceptibilities among specific 
taxa within groups. Cladocerans declined but were less sensitive than copepods to a chlorpyrifos-
dominated mixture, while rotifers actually increased after application in response to release from 
competition or predation pressures.

Kreutzweiser et al.[40] applied a neem-based insecticide to forest pond enclosures and measured effects 
on zooplankton community structure, respiration, and food web stability. Significant concentration-
dependent reductions in numbers of adult copepods were observed, but immature copepods and cla-
docerans were unaffected (Figure 2). There was no evidence of recovery of adult copepods within the 
sampling season. During the period of maximal impact (about 4 to 9 weeks after the applications), total 
plankton community respiration was significantly reduced, and this contributed to significant concen-
tration-dependent increases in dissolved oxygen and decreases in specific conductance. The reductions 
in adult copepods resulted in negative effects on zooplankton food web stability through elimination of 
a trophic link and reduced interactions and connectance.

Van Wijngaarden et al.[41] evaluated the responses of aquatic communities in indoor microcosms 
to a suite of pesticides used for bulb crop protection. At pesticide concentrations equivalent to 5% 
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FIGURE 4 Mean abundance (±1 SE, n = 5) of (a) adult copepods, (b) immature copepods, and (c) cladocerans in 
natural pond microcosms (controls) and microcosms treated at three different rates of a neem-based insecticide
Source: Taken from Kreutzweiser et al.[40]

spray drift deposition, zooplankton taxa within communities showed significant changes relative to 
non-treated controls, reflecting taxon-specific sensitivities. Some copepods and rotifers in particular 
showed significant declines for at least 13 weeks, while many other rotifers and cladocerans were unaf-
fected or increased weeks, while many other rotifers and cladocerans were unaffected or increased. 
Several macroinvertebrate taxa were negatively affected, and this contributed to significant declines 
in leaf litter decomposition among treated microcosms. The herbicide asulam was among the suite of 
pesticides, and it induced significant reduction of the macrophyte Elodea nuttallii. This in turn caused 
significant changes in water chemistry (decreases in dissolved oxygen and pH, increases in alkalinity 
and specific conductance) and increases in phytoplankton biomass from decreased competition for 
nutrients. Increased phytoplankton and reduced zooplankton predators combined to support higher 
abundance of less sensitive zooplankton taxa. The authors point out that most of these effects were not 
measurable at more realistic rates of spray drift deposition.
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Relyea and Hoverman[42] investigated impacts of the insecticide malathion on aquatic communities 
in microcosms designed to mimic a simple aquatic food web that can be found in ponds and wetlands. 
The insecticide generally reduced zooplankton abundance, and these reductions stimulated increases 
in phytoplankton, decreases in periphyton (attached algae), and decreases in growth of frog tadpoles. 
While invertebrate predator survival was not affected, amphibian prey survival increased with insec-
ticide concentration, apparently the result of insecticide-induced impairment of predation success by 
the invertebrates. Overall, the study demonstrated that realistic concentrations of an insecticide can 
interact with natural predators to induce large changes in aquatic community balance.

Reducing Risk of Pesticide Impacts on Aquatic Communities

For pesticides applied to crops and forests, exposure to aquatic communities can be minimized by the 
implementation of vegetated spray buffers or setbacks to intercept off-target spray drift and runoff.[43] 
Pesticide runoff can be further reduced by using formulations that are less prone to wash-off, leaching, 
and mobilization. Recent advances in spray drift reduction and improved spray guidance systems can 
also significantly reduce the off-target movement of pesticides to water bodies.[44] Examples include new 
technologies in map-based automated boom systems for row crops[45] and Geographical Information 
System (GIS)-based landscape analysis for predicting off-target pesticide movement.[46]

The risk of adverse effects on aquatic communities may also be decreased by intentional selec-
tion and use of pesticides that are inherently safer to the environment. This would include so-called 
reduced-risk pesticides that are bioactive compounds usually with unique modes of action and 
derived from microbial, plant, or other natural sources. These are generally thought to be less persis-
tent and toxic to non-target organisms than conventional synthetic pesticides.[47] Examples include 
the bacteria-derived insecticide Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis), the plant-derived insecticide neem, and 
the microbe-derived herbicide phosphinothricin. However, Thompson and Kreutzweiser[48] caution 
that it cannot be assumed that this group of pesticides is inherently safer or more environmentally 
acceptable than synthetic counterparts and that full environmental risk evaluations must be con-
ducted to ensure their environmental safety.

These types of technologies combined with the use of non-pesticide approaches to pest management 
form the basis of integrated pest management (IPM) strategies. IPM strategies are those in which the 
judicious use of pesticides is only one of several concurrent methods to control or manage losses from 
pest damage. This can include the use of natural enemies and parasites, biological control agents, insect 
growth regulators, confusion pheromones, sterile male releases, synchronizing with weather patterns 
known to diminish pest populations, and cultivation methods and crop varieties to improve conditions 
for natural enemies or degrade conditions for pest survival.[49] Increasing the use of IPM approaches can 
reduce reliance on pesticides and thus reduce the risk of pesticide impacts overall.

Recent Advances and Outstanding Issues

Pesticide risk assessments and risk reductions have recently been advanced in terms of ecological real-
ism and effectiveness through some developing methods and techniques. Traditional risk assessments 
have estimated hazards from pesticides by comparing the expected environmental concentration (often 
predicted from worst-case scenarios) to the toxic threshold for the most sensitive test species. When the 
expected concentration is higher than the toxicity threshold, the pesticide is considered to have poten-
tial for environmental effects. These so-called hazard or risk quotient approaches are still widely used 
in pesticide risk assessment and regulation, but more recently, PRA and probabilistic hazard assessment 
(PHA) approaches are being adopted. In these approaches, pesticide exposure levels and the likelihood 
of toxic effects are estimated from probability distributions based on all reliable data available.[50] In 
PRA, exposure and effects distributions are developed from modeling or measurements in laboratory, 
microcosm, or field studies and used to improve the accuracy and relevance of the estimated likelihood 
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FIGURE 3 Schematic illustrating the principle of PRA (a) and PHA (b). PRA is based on a comparison of expo-
sure and effects distributions using a predetermined criterion typically in the range of 5%-10% (shaded area and 
dashed lines in panel A) to determine the probability of exceeding the criterion (ellipse on y-axis); PHA is based 
on a comparison of an endpoint-derived sensitivity distribution within a test species to a threshold value such as a 
hazard quotient (dashed line in panel B).

of environmental effects compared to the traditional worst-case (hazard/risk quotient) approach 
(e.g., Solomon[51]). In PHA, a distribution approach is also used, except that the probability of hazard is 
estimated from distributions built on the relative sensitivity of interspecies endpoints rather than species 
sensitivity itself.[52] Figure 3 illustrates the principles of PRA (Figure 3a) and PHA (Figure 3b). Regardless 
of the approach, one important aspect of PRA that is ongoing is the development and use of uncertainty 
analysis to quantify variability and uncertainty in exposure and effects estimates. Characterizing and 
quantifying uncertainty will provide more meaningful risk assessments and improved decision making 
for minimizing potential risk of pesticide impacts in or near water.[53]

Efforts at incorporating population or ecological modeling into pesticide risk assessments have also 
improved their accuracy and relevance for predicting, and therefore mitigating, risk of harm to aquatic 
communities.[54] The use of ecological models to incorporate a suite of factors including lethal and sub-
lethal effects and their influences on the risks to organisms, populations, or communities can provide 
useful insights into receptor/pesticide interactions and can thereby improve risk assessments and direct 
mitigation measures. Population models that account for differential demographics and population 
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growth rates within communities have been shown to provide more accurate assessments of potential 
pesticide impacts on populations and communities than what conventional lethal concentration esti-
mates can provide.[55] Ecological and population modeling combined with pesticide exposure modeling 
and case-based reasoning (drawing on past experience or information from similar chemical exposures) 
can provide further refinements and improve risk assessment for aquatic communities.[56] Another 
recent advancement in ecological modeling to predict pesticide effects is the use of trait-based informa-
tion such as organism morphology, life history, physiology, and feeding ecology in risk assessments.[57] 
This approach includes some of the functional attributes and concepts described above in the section 
on “Assessing Risk of Pesticide Impacts on Aquatic Communities” and has the advantage of formally 
expressing communities as combinations of functional traits rather than as groups of species, thereby 
yielding a more meaningful description of community structure and function. Taken together, these 
modeling approaches that incorporate probability distributions, toxicological sensitivities, population 
dynamics, ecological information, and functional trait attributes can be integrated into improved risk 
assessments that will inform mitigation and prevention strategies for pesticide use.[58]

Two additional issues that present challenges to pesticide risk assessment and mitigation are pes-
ticide mixtures and the combined or cumulative effects of multiple stressors on pesticide impacts. 
Pesticides frequently occur as mixtures in aquatic systems, particularly in agricultural regions, and 
methods to assess and/or predict pesticide mixture toxicity under laboratory conditions have been 
relatively well developed. However, there are still large uncertainties associated with the predic-
tion of pesticide mixture toxicity, and additional studies are needed to evaluate the performance of 
mixture models when evaluating community-level endpoints and toxicity thresholds over long-term 
exposures.[59] Secondly, whereas most pesticide assessment data are derived from tests or experi-
ments under controlled or semicontrolled environmental conditions, pesticides in natural environ-
ments may interact with a number of other natural or human-caused stressors that can substantially 
alter the likelihood and magnitude of pesticide impacts.[60] Other stressors could include overarch-
ing effects of climate change that can influence water temperature and quality; land use activities 
that result in chemical, sediment, and nutrient pollution of waterways; and biotic interactions with 
invasive species in aquatic communities. A number of studies have examined the combined effects 
of a pesticide with other stressors, but they have usually been single stressor effects tested at the 
si ngle-species level. Examples of studies that examined combined effects include pesticide interac-
tions with water temperature,[61] pH,[62] dissolved organic matter,[63] UV radiation,[64] predators,[65] 
competitors,[66] food availability,[67] elevated sediments,[68] and other chemical stressors.[69] However, 
potential multiple stressors and their interactions with pesticides can be myriad and testing or 
extrapolating to community-level impacts is onerous at best. Sorting out and mitigating pesticide 
impacts from among these multiple stressors continues to be a challenge, and the suggestion by 
Laskowski et al.[70] to include studies of toxicant interactions with a range of environmental condi-
tions in risk assessments seems warranted.

Conclusions

Because of the high degree of connectivity among species in an aquatic community, pesticides pose a 
risk of harm to the community stability or balance. The community structure can be altered by direct 
effects, indirect effects, or both, and this can cause disruptions to the interactions and linkages among 
species and to their ecological function. This risk of harm will depend on exposure concentration, 
bioavailability, exposure duration, rate of uptake, species sensitivities, community composition, and 
other community attributes. Recent advances in pesticide risk assessment for aquatic communities 
have improved the ecological relevance and predictive capabilities for determining, and thus mitigat-
ing, potential harmful impacts. Pesticide impacts on aquatic communities can be minimized by the 
use of improved application technologies to reduce application rates and to decrease off-target move-
ment to water bodies. Potential impacts can be further minimized through the selection and use of 
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pesticides that are demonstrated to be inherently safer to the environment and through the application 
of IPM strategies. Given the preponderance of pesticide impact studies in freshwater aquatic ecosys-
tems, the improved risk assessment frameworks and regulatory requirements for pesticide evaluations, 
and the recent advances in mitigation technologies, many decisions around the use of pesticides can be 
made on a sound scientific basis rather than on misinformed perceptions or politically driven agendas. 
Integrated, science-based pest management strategies including the prudent use of appropriate pesti-
cides will contribute to ensuring the sustainability of aquatic communities in areas subjected to pest 
management programs.
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Introduction

The anthropogenic activity of man in coastal regions and even in areas located far inland is responsible 
for generating a huge amount of pollutants that are transported to marine ecosystems directly or by 
means of coastal watersheds, rivers, and precipitation from air.

Therefore, water pollution is a key global problem that has threatened marine organisms, including 
edible ones, and marine life in general.

There are two types of water pollutants, i.e., point source and nonpoint source.
The point source type is attributable to harmful contaminants released directly to the aquatic envi-

ronment while nonpoint source delivers pollutants indirectly to the site of their approach.
The former one is a single, well-localized source, e.g., directly discharging sewage or industrial waste 

to the sea, whereas in the latter, the source of pollution is not well defined. Examples of such nonpoint 
source are agricultural runoff and windblown debris. Nonpoint sources are considered to be much more 
difficult to control and regulate as compared to point source pollutants.

The following are the classifications of other sources of pollution in coastal waters:

• Discharge of sewage and industrial waste
• Exploration and exploitation of the seabed
• Accidental pollution by oil and other pollutants from the land via air and other routes

Among these sources of pollutants dominate those connected with the discharge of municipal  sewage 
and industrial wastes into coastal or estuarine regions, especially in the case of their inadequate 
 treatment to remove persistent and harmful compounds. However, natural (and not anthropogenic) 
phenomena (e.g., volcanoes, storms, algae blooms, earthquakes, and geysers) could also be responsible 
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for polluting aquatic systems. Their influence causes crucial changes in the ecological status of aquatic 
ecosystems.

The following are factors that determine the severity of pollutants:[1]

• Chemical structure
• Concentration
• Persistence

Independent on their sources in the water, pollutants may be classified as those for which the environ-
ment has some or little/no absorptive capacity. They are named “stock pollutants” (e.g., persistent syn-
thetic chemicals, non-biodegradable plastics, and heavy metals).[2]

Most marine pollutants have land origin. They are often transported via rivers from agricultural 
sources and also via atmospheric trajectory. A lot of pollutants may be taken up by various compart-
ments (biotic and abiotic) of aquatic environments; some of them could be biomagnified along the suc-
cessive members of the food chain. A good example of having such ability to biomagnify is mercury. 
Such biomagnification could have negative effect on the quality of the water and hence on the health of 
the plants, animals, and humans whose lives depend on the quality of aquatic environments.

It should be emphasized that coastal areas are generally damaged from pollution, resulting in con-
siderable impact on commercial coastal and marine fisheries. The pollution problem is very complex 
because of its interactions, interconnectedness, and uncertainty.[3–5] Pollutants, independent of their 
origin (e.g., air, water, land), enter the ocean, whether earlier or later.[3] Spatial distribution patterns of 
contamination concentrations exhibit a trend of their increase during transition from the south to the 
northern part of all oceans, i.e., to areas neighboring with both industrial centers and concentration of 
main pollution sources.[6]

The following are considered major pollutants:[6–11] fertilizers, pesticides, and agrochemicals; domestic 
and municipal wastes and sewage sludge; oil and ship pollution; trace elements; radionuclides; organic 
compounds; plastics; sediments; eutrophication and algal bloom; biological pollution; noise pollution; 
and light.

Heavy Metals and Metalloids

In contrast to organic pollutants, e.g., Polichlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), heavy metals occur as natu-
ral elements of particular abiotic and biotic components of continental and aquatic ecosystems. They 
are present at a natural background level in rocks, soils, sediments, water, and biota. Human indus-
trial and agricultural activities result in the elevation of this natural level to sometimes significantly 
higher values.

Typical metal concentrations are generally observed in open waters of marine ecosystems, although 
these remote regions can be affected by elevated levels of trace elements of anthropogenic or volca-
nic origin. For instance, the atmosphere affects the oceans and continental matter facilitating metal 
fluxes between these two compartments. Therefore, the atmosphere is a very important component as 
it makes it possible to transport metals that are natural in origin into distances far from their sources, 
e.g., from areas closest to forest fires as well as windblown dust, vegetation, and sea aerosols.[12,13] These 
sources are responsible for contributing metals to the lower troposphere, and therefore, their transport 
is associated to local and regional wind patterns, in contrast to specific sources such as volcano erup-
tion, which can be responsible for injecting particulate metals not only into the troposphere but also 
into the stratosphere. In the latter case, particulate metals can be transported long distances under the 
appropriate circumstances.[13] Another example of long-distance transport of metals from their sources 
is dust carried from the Sahara Desert resulting in deposition of Fe, Mn, Al, and trace elements across 
the Mediterranean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, and Caribbean Sea.[13,14] Therefore, wind-driven dust transports 
particulate metals far offshore, in contrast to riverine flux carrying greater pole of mineral compo-
nents from continental material to the coastal waters. These metals are promptly deposited to bottom 
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sediments or taken up by biota, especially by phytoplankton in the surface waters, and transferred next 
to the food chain, recycles or settled to the bottom.[13]

The mass of metal of anthropogenic origin emitted to ecosystems is now equal to or greater than the 
mass introduced to the natural cycle on a global scale.[13] Some metals, e.g., Pb, Hg, and Cd, owing to their 
great toxicity, pose a high health risk; therefore, great attention has been paid to estimate their inputs to 
marine ecosystems, particularly to coastal waters. For instance, the largest masses of Pb are emitted to the 
atmosphere during processing of the metal (smelters) or from combustion-related sources like motor vehi-
cles. Lead from motor vehicle exhaust was identified not only in the atmosphere but also in remote surface 
waters as well as in remote terrestrial areas. A ban on Pb usage in vehicle fuel has resulted in the effective 
reduction of metal inputs to the ecosystem since the 1970s. The decline in atmospheric Pb detected over a 
time scale of 10 years (from 1979 to 1989) because of the reduction of leaded gasoline in western European 
countries should be reflected in decreasing Pb levels in surficial water and biota. In fact, the temporal nega-
tive trend for cod in the Baltic Sea seems to support this argumentation.[15]

According to Mason et al.,[16] preindustrial fluxes and reservoirs of Hg pose one-third of its fluxes in 
the civilization era. It is suggested that modern emission of Hg to the atmosphere increased consider-
ably, even 4 to 5 times, due to the human activities. The extremely elevated levels of Hg are frequently 
associated with Hg mining.

As has been reported, ca. 300 metric tons of dissolved Cd annually enter the oceans from rivers while 
ca. 400 to 700 metric tons of dissolved and particulate Cd are annually deposited to the oceans from 
the atmosphere.[17,18] It is estimated that human activities have contributed to increased Cd inputs to the 
ocean by 60% in the 1980s. It is also found that the higher proportion of land deposition of Cd is associ-
ated to the rapid removal of this metal from the atmosphere near inputs of air pollution. A substantial 
pole of Cd transported by rivers is deposited in estuaries and continental margins of oceans. It is found 
that increased concentrations of Cd occur locally, reflecting its mosaic contamination, especially near 
mining and industrial point sources—not managed.

A significant fraction of Zn entering the oceans is derived from atmospheric deposition.[18] Soils and 
sediments are main natural reservoirs of Zn. Zinc, like Cd, is not distributed evenly across the Earth’s 
surface, since its increased concentrations occur locally in the vicinity of increased inputs, i.e., specific 
points of source inputs.

The concentrations of many trace elements, e.g., Pb, Cd, Hg, Cu, Zn, Se, and As in coastal and estua-
rine waters, especially in highly industrialized areas, are generally significantly greater than those in 
open oceanic waters.[13,18–20] The waters of harbors and marinas around the world contain variable con-
centrations of tributyltin (TBT),[13] but its extremely high levels may be characteristic for marinas in 
southwest England.[21]

Human industrial and agricultural activities affect inputs of several metals to reservoir/reservoirs 
and hence increase their concentrations, even sometimes very dramatically, above natural background 
levels. There are numerous examples of worldwide events leading to serious contamination of coastal 
waters by heavy metals and metalloids.[15] Therefore, relationships between man and ecosystem health 
have been explored, especially in relation to perturbed ecosystems. This includes the pollution status 
of coastal regions harmed by some catastrophes, large-scale pollution, environmental accidents and 
episodes, etc. High risk groups consume extremely high quantities of trace metals present in specific 
assortment of seafood or offal and it concerns seaside populations. Marine fish and shellfish may be the 
dominant dietary sources of Hg for local populations.[22–25] A notable example of aquatic pollution by a 
toxic metal is the Minamata incident, commencing in 1953 and resulting in fish, shellfish, and bird mor-
talities in waters of the partially landlocked Minamata Bay.[15] Dogs, pigs, and especially cats were also 
victims of this incident. By the end of 1974, 107 of 798 officially verified patients had died. According to 
Tomiyasu et al.,[26] the sediments from the Minamata Bay contained levels of Hg that highly exceeded its 
background level. Among other incidents resulting in the release of Hg compounds to the environment, 
the most significant ones happened in the 1960s and early 1970s in Sweden, Canada and the United 
States, northern Iraq, Guatemala, Pakistan, and Ghana.[27–31] MeHg in aquatic ecosystems, especially 
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those that bioaccumulated in fish, is a major public health problem all over the world.[32] Its levels in 
the hair of fishermen represent the critical group for dietary exposure. For instance, the concentrations 
of Hg (total and MeHg) in the hair of fishermen from Kuwait were 2 times higher than the “normal” 
level according to the World Health Organization.[33] Biomass burning in tropical forests also seems to 
have contributed significantly to the Hg input to the atmosphere. Approximately 31% of the Hg con-
centrations were associated with the vegetation fire component.[34] It is postulated (based on long-range 
air mass trajectory analyses) that Hg occurs in the Amazon basin over two main routes: to the South 
Atlantic and to the Tropical Pacific, over the Andes.[34]

Global emission flux estimates exhibited that biomass burning could be major contributor of heavy 
metals and black carbon to the atmosphere.[15] It is estimated that savannah and tropical forest biomass 
burning could emit huge amounts of Cu, Zn, and black carbon to the atmosphere, corresponding to 2%, 
3%, and 12%, respectively, of the global level of these elements.[35]

The toxic effects of TBT were first indicated towards the end of the 1970s in Arcachon Bay, France, 
as the “TBT problem.”[36,37] The release of TBT (from antifouling paints) to the area resulted in shell 
abnormalities and reduced growth and settlement in oysters, Crassostrea gigas, cultured in the 
vicinity of marinas. In much polluted water, oyster production was severely affected by the absence 
of reproduction, resulting in a strong decline in the marketable value of the remaining stock.[37] 
Imposex, i.e., the development of male sexual characteristics in female marine mesogastropoda and 
neogastropoda caused by TBT pollution, is a widespread phenomenon concerning several coastal 
species and, more recently, offshore species as well.[23,38,39] Subsequent regulations in 1990 that pro-
hibit the use of TBT-based antifoulants on vessels less than 25 m in length have been highly effective 
in reducing TBT levels in coastal waters. However, larger vessels have continued the release of TBT, 
and major harbors remained pollution hot spots.[40] The Organotin Antifouling Paint Control Act 
restricted in the United States the use of TBT paints to vessels greater than 25 m in length.[41] The 
voluntary stoppage of TBT production in January 2001 by major U.S. and European manufactur-
ers resulted in the decline of its presence in marine biota, but TBT paint is still being used in most 
Asian countries. The International Maritime Organization (IMO) imposed an international ban for 
the use of organotin compounds in antifouling treatments on ships longer than 25 m. The target is 
to prohibit their application starting 2003 and to require the removal of TBT from ships’ hulls by 
January 1, 2008.[41,42]

The extensive flooding, especially occurred in river area of former or operating metalliferous min-
ing can be responsible for wide-spreading of heavy metals and metalloids far distance from pollution 
source. An example of such environmental events is the flooding of the Severn catchment (United 
Kingdom) in January 1998.[43]

Radionuclides

Physicochemical aspects and applications of radioactivity in the environment were extensively pre-
sented in a book by Valcovic.[8] There are numerous papers reporting on problems resulting from radio-
nuclide pollution and their sources in different ecosystems.[15,44] One of the first low- level emissions of 
radioactivity took place in the Hanford reactors (Columbia River, Washington, United States), which 
released radionuclides (mainly 60Co, 51Cr, and 65Zn) to its environs from 1940 to 1971.[28] The nuclear 
reactors in Cumbria (northwest England) have also been responsible for discharging quantities of radio-
isotopes, i.e., 144Ce, 137Cs, 95Nb, 106Ru, and 95Zr, to the marine environment. Although these emissions 
have been diminished recently, discharges from nuclear power stations such as Sellafield (formerly 
named Windscale) could still be identified, even in distances far away from their source.[45,46] Significant 
quantities of artificial radionuclides (137Cs, 134Cs, 90Sr, 99Tc) have been transported to the North Atlantic 
and Arctic from Sellafield, together with measurable amounts of Pu and Am.[46–48] The nuclear repro-
cessing plant at La Hague in France emitted 137Cs and 239+240Pu to the environment, although this plant 
mainly supplies 129I and 125Sb.[28,48,49] Besides the expected emission of radionuclides from nuclear and 
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reprocessing facilities, significant quantities of radioisotopes contaminate aquatic and terrestrial envi-
ronments from either nuclear weapons testing or nuclear reactor accidents.[15] For instance, the thermo-
nuclear detonation that took place in 1954 at Bikini Atoll resulted in the contamination of a large area 
of the Marshall Islands. A number of atmospheric tests (520 in total) were mostly carried out in the 
Northern Hemisphere, including eight underwater tests, with a total yield of 542 Mt. Moreover, there 
have been a total of 1352 underground tests with a total yield of 90 Mt.[50]

A number of nuclear incidents were concernedly noted, including those affecting the crew of the 
Japanese fishing vessel “Fukuru Maru”.[28] Plutonium released from the Kyshtym accident in the Urals 
has been much probably detected in deep basins of the Arctic Ocean.[51] In 1968, an aircraft from 
the U.S. Strategic Air Command crashed near the Thule Airbase in NW Greenland, releasing to the 
marine   environment ca. 1 TBq 239+240Pu.[52] As a consequence, marine sediments as well as benthic 
organisms, i.e., bivalves, shrimps, and sea stars, have been contaminated by Pu, although their levels 
rapidly decreased.[53] A number of American and Russian nuclear submarines have been lost in the 
world’s oceans. For instance, the Soviet Komsomolets submarine sank at a depth of 1700 m at Bear 
Island in the eastern part of the Norwegian Sea. The estimated radioactivity in the wreck was 2.8 PBq 
90Sr and 3 PBq 137Cs.[54] Some nuclear powered satellites can incidentally be sources of radioactivity. They 
can burn up in the upper atmosphere, resulting in the contamination of the ocean. For instance, such an 
accident happened in 1964 when a SNAP-9A nuclear power generator containing 0.6 PBq 238Pu aboard a 
U.S. satellite re-entered the atmosphere in the Southern Hemisphere. The estimated 238Pu/239+240Pu ratio 
in this region was higher than that in the ocean water from the Northern Hemisphere.[55,56]

Sea dumping was carried out since the late 1940s to mid-1960s mainly by the United States in the 
Atlantic Ocean and Pacific Ocean as well as by the United Kingdom in the Northeast Atlantic Ocean.[56] 
In 1967, an international operation was initiated by the former European Nuclear Energy Agency that 
contributed to the deposition of ca. 0.3 PBq solid waste at a depth of 5 km in the eastern Atlantic Ocean. 
Other international operations were continued until 1982 when ca. 0.7 PBq α activity, 42 PBq β activity, 
and 15 PBq tritium activity have been dumped in the North Atlantic.[57] It has been assessed that the 
radiological impact of the NEA (former European Nuclear Energy Agency) dumping activities resulted 
in some releases of Pu from the dumped waste.[15] This source would be responsible for only a part of the 
total body burden radioactivity in local benthic organisms, e.g., sea cucumbers; the remainder has been 
attributed to fallout.[58] According to Consortium for Risk Evaluation with Stakeholder Participation 
(CRESP) evaluation, the individual dose of a critical group consuming seafood such as molluscs from 
the Antarctic Ocean was estimated to be 0.1 μSv yr–1, in effect labeling 239Pu and 241Am as critical radio-
nuclides. The indefinite collective dose to the world’s population coming from sea dumping was esti-
mated at 40,000 manSv with predominance of 14C and 239Pu.[56,58]

U.S. weapons production facilities account for a large fraction of radiocaesium discharges during the 
1950s.[15] A striking incident occurred at Chernobyl in the former USSR where an explosion of a reac-
tor core of the nuclear plant took place in April 1986. The Baltic countries and a large part of central 
and western Europe have been contaminated principally by 131I, 134Cs, and 137Cs.[28,59] It is found that a 
sig nificant part of the activity fell over the European marginal seas from which the Baltic Sea was the 
most affected by contamination.[56,60] It has been mainly responsible for additional inflow of the radio-
active contaminants to the Northeast Atlantic Ocean.[56] Due to the Chernobyl accident, significant 
levels of 137Cs were also found in the Black Sea. The outflow from this Sea has been the major source of 
additional 137Cs in the Mediterranean Sea.[56] In the summer of 1987, the Chernobyl-derived 137Cs was 
also detected in surficial waters of the Greenland Sea, Norwegian Sea, and Barents Sea as well as in the 
west coast of Norway and the Faroe Islands. According to Aarkrog,[56] the total Chernobyl 137Cs input to 
the world’s oceans was relatively significantly smaller than that estimated for nuclear weapons fallout 
because of the tropospheric nature of this accident that has contaminated the surrounding European 
continental areas.[15]

After the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, the radiation effects from the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear disaster resulted in the release of radioactive isotopes from the crippled Fukushima Daiichi 
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Nuclear Power Plant. The total amount of 131I and 137Cs released into the atmosphere has been estimated 
to exceed 10% of the emissions from the Chernobyl disaster. Large amounts of radioactive isotopes have 
also been released into the Pacific Ocean.[61]

Organic Compounds

The high lipophilicity of many persistent organic pollutants (POPs) enhances their bioconcentration/
biomagnification, resulting in potential health hazards on predators at higher trophic levels, includ-
ing humans. These xenobiotics occur widely in coastal waters and oceans from the Arctic to the 
Antarctic and from intertidal to abyssal. It should be emphasized that most of these compounds exist 
at a very low concentration level, and hence, their threat to marine biota is still not well recognized. 
However, it is well known that exposure to extremely low levels of halogenated hydrocarbons, e.g., 
PCBs, Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), and TBT, may disrupt the normal metabolism of sex 
hormones in fish, birds, and marine mammals. Moreover, sublethal effects of these organic chemicals 
over long-term exposure may result in serious damage to marine populations since some of these POPs 
may impair reproduction functions of organisms while others may show carcinogenic, mutagenic, or 
teratogenic activity.[6] Some of the effects of these compounds have been reported by Goldberg.[62] For 
instance, very low levels of TBT (as endocrine disruptor) cause a significant disruption in sex hormone 
metabolism, resulting in the malformation of oviducts and suppression of oogenesis in female whelks, 
e.g., Nucella lapillus.[63] As a consequence, sex imbalance leads to species decline if not species extinc-
tion in some field populations.[64] Butyltins may be responsible for mass mortality events of bottlenose 
dolphins in Florida through suppression of the immune system.[65] Trace environmental levels of other 
compounds like chlorinated hydrocarbons, organophosphates, and diethylstilbestrol may be respon-
sible for significant endocrine disruption and reproductive failure in different groups of animals, i.e., 
marine invertebrates, fish, birds, reptiles, and mammals.[6] For instance, high levels of DDT, PCBs, and 
organochlorines in the Baltic Sea significantly reduced the hatching rates of the fish-eating whitetailed 
eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla) in the 1960s and the 1970s.[66] Another example of the toxic impact of POPs 
is organochlorine contamination in different cetacean species dependent upon their diet, sex, age, and 
behavior. Many of these compounds, as endocrine disruptors, reduce reproduction and/or suppress 
immune function. DDT and PCBs are known as compounds affecting steroid reproductive hormones 
and can increase mammalian vulnerability to bacterial and viral diseases. Jepson et al.[67] reported a sta-
tistically significant relationship between elevated PCB level and infectious disease mortality of harbor 
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena).

The assessment and monitoring of existing and emerging chemicals in the European marine and 
coastal environment have been overviewed based on numerous, most recent worldwide references.[5] From 
this report, the extensive range of chemicals that are capable of disrupting the endocrine  systems of 
a nimals can be categorized into the following: environmental estrogens (e.g., bisphenol A, methoxychlor, 
octylphenol, and nonylphenol), environmental anti-estrogens (e.g., dioxin, endosulfan, and tamoxifen), 
environmental anti-androgens [e.g., dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE),  procymidone, and vin-
clozolin], chemicals that reduce steroid hormone levels (e.g., fenarimol and ketoconazole), chemicals 
that affect reproduction primarily through effects on the central nervous system (e.g., dithiocarbamate 
pesticides, and methanol), and chemicals with multiple mechanisms of endocrine action (e.g., phthal-
ates and TBT). There is a high level of international concern regarding developmental and reproductive 
impacts on marine organisms from exposure to endocrine- disrupting chemicals. This is the case for 
“new” substances such as alkylphenols; there is also renewed interest for some “old” organochlorines 
such as DDT and its metabolites. Brominated flame retardants (BFRs), particularly the brominated 
diphenyl ethers (BDEs) and hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD), have been detected in the European 
marine environment. It has been reported that the input of BDEs into the Baltic Sea through atmo-
spheric deposition now exceeds that of PCBs by almost a factor of 40. BDEs are found in fish from 
various geographic regions. This resulted from the long-range atmospheric transport and deposition 
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of these substances.[5] HBCD was detected in liver and blubber samples from harbor seals and harbor 
porpoises from the Wadden Sea and the North Sea. It is found that environmental concentrations of 
these BFRs in Japan and South China increased significantly during the last decades. PBDE levels in 
marine mammals and sediments from Japan, after showing peak concentrations in the 1990s, appear to 
have leveled off in recent years. Furthermore, in recent years, HBCD concentrations in marine mam-
mals from Japanese waters appear to exceed those of PBDEs, presumably reflecting the increasing use of 
HBCDs over PBDEs. Pentabromotoluene (PBT) and Decarbomodiphenyl (DBDPE), for example, have 
been found in Arctic samples remote from sources of contamination. It is an indication of their potential 
for long-range atmospheric transport, showing a tendency for accumulation in top predators. Polymeric 
BFRs may be a source of emerging brominated organic compounds to the environment. Medium- and 
short-chain chlorinated paraffins (SC- CPs) are ubiquitous in the environment and tend to behave in a 
similar way to POPs. They have been found in water as well as in fish and marine mammals.[5]

Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), namely, perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS), have been detected 
in marine mammals.[5] They are globally distributed anthropogenic contaminants. PFCs, such as 
PFOS, have been industrially manufactured for more than 50 years and their production and use have 
increased considerably since the early 1980s. The main producer of PFOS voluntarily ceased its produc-
tion in 2002. Furthermore, the large-scale use of PFOS has been restricted. PFOS has been used in many 
industrial applications such as fire-fighting foams and consumer applications such as surface coatings 
for carpets, furniture, and paper. PFCs are released into the environment during the production and use 
of products containing these compounds. About 350 polyfluorinated compounds of different chemi-
cal structures are known.[5] The most widely known are PFOS (C8F17SO3) and perfluorooctanoic acid 
(PFOA; C8F15O2), which are chemically stable and thus may be persistent (substance dependent). PFCs 
do not accumulate in lipid but instead accumulate in the liver, gallbladder, and blood, where they bind 
to proteins. PFCs have been detected worldwide, including the Arctic Ocean and Antarctic Ocean, 
in almost all matrices of the environment. High concentrations of PFCs have been found in marine 
 mammals.[5] A screening project in Greenland and the Faroe Islands indicated high biomagnification of 
PFCs, with elevated concentrations in polar bear liver. A time trend study (1983–2003) showed increas-
ing concentrations for all PFCs for ringed seals from East Greenland. In the United Kingdom, a study 
on stranded and by-catch harbor porpoise liver (1992 and 2003) found PFOS at up to 2420 pg kg-1 wet 
weight. There is a decreasing trend going from south to north.[5]

Antifouling paint booster biocides were recently introduced as alternatives to organotin compounds 
in antifouling products.[5] These replacement products are generally based on copper metal oxides and 
organic biocides. Commonly used biocides in today’s antifouling paints are as follows: Irgarol 1051, 
diuron, Sea-Nine 211, dichlofluanid, chlorothalonil, zinc pyrithione, TCMS (2,3,3,6-tetra- chloro-4- 
methylsulfonyl) pyridine, TCMTB [2-(thiocyanomethylthio) benzothiazole], and zineb. It has been 
reported that the presence of these biocides in coastal environments around the world is a result of 
their increased use (notably in Australia, the Caribbean, Europe, Japan, Singapore, and the United 
States). For example, Irgarol 1051, the Irgarol 1051 degradation product GS26575, diuron, and three 
diuron degradation products [1-(3-chlorophenyl)-3,1-di- methylurea (CPDU), 1-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-
3-methylu- rea (DCPMU), and 1-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)urea (DCPU)] were all detected in marine surface 
waters and some sediments in the United Kingdom. Risk assessments indicate that the predicted levels 
of chlorothalonil, Sea-Nine 211, and dichlofluanid, in contrast to Irgarol 1051, in marinas represent a 
risk to marine invertebrates. Finally, non-eroding silicone-based coatings can effectively reduce fouling 
of ship hulls and are an alternative to biocidal and heavy- metal-based antifouling paints. Although 
polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMSs) are unable to bioaccumulate in marine organisms and their soluble 
fractions have low toxicity to marine biota, undissolved silicone oil films or droplets can cause physical– 
mechanical effects such as trapping and suffocation of organisms.[5]

Human and veterinary pharmaceuticals are designed to have a specific mode of action, affecting 
the activity of, e.g., an enzyme, ion channel, receptor, or transporter protein.[5] Clotrimazole, dextro-
propoxyphene, erythromycin, ibuprofen, propranolol, tamoxifen, and trimethoprim were detected 
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in U.K. coastal waters and in U.K. estuaries. Concentrations of some pharmaceutical compounds are 
effectively reduced during their passage through a tertiary wastewater treatment works, while others 
are sufficiently persistent to end up in estuaries and coastal waters.[5] Compared with mammalian 
and freshwater organisms, there is a lack of experimental data on the impacts of pharmaceuticals in 
marine and estuarine species. However, there is experimental evidence that selected pharmaceuticals 
have the potential to cause sublethal effects in a variety of organisms. It has been concluded that 
antibiotic substances in marine ecosystems can pose a potential threat to bacterial diversity, nutrient 
recycling, and removal of other chemical pollutants. Although data on the occurrence of pharmaceu-
ticals and antibiotics in the marine environment are becoming more available, the true extent of the 
potential risks posed by this group of contaminants cannot, at present, be assessed, mainly due the 
lack of effect data.[5]

Several studies showed that among personal care products (PCPs), synthetic musks (nitromusks, 
polycyclic musks, and macrocyclic musks) are widespread in marine and freshwater environments 
and bioaccumulate in fish and invertebrates.[5] There were identified products such as benzotriazole 
organic UV filters, namely, UV-320 [2-(3,5- di-i-butyl-2-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazole], UV-326 
[2-(3- i-butyl-2-hydroxy-5-ethylphenyl)-5-chlorobenzotriazole], UV-327 [2,4-di-t-butyl-6-(5-chloro-
2H- benzotriazol-2-yl) phenol], and UV-328 [2-(2H-benzotriazol-2yl)-4,6-di-t- pentylphenol]. Their rel-
atively high concentrations were found in marine organisms collected from waters of western Japan. 
There are indications that marine mammals and seabirds accumulate UV-326, UV-328, and UV-327. 
Benzotriazole UV filters were also detected in surface sediments from this area. The results suggest 
a significant bioaccumulation of UV filters through the marine food webs and a strong adsorption 
to sediments. Although a full risk assessment of some of these has been performed (e.g., musks), for 
most PCPs, there is little data on their occurrence and their effects in the marine  environment.[5]

Biological Pollution

Eutrophication and Algal Bloom

Nutrient loadings in coastal waters cause direct responses such as changes in chlorophyll, primary 
production, macro- and microalgal biomass, sedimentation of organic matter, altered nutrient ratios, 
and harmful algal blooms. The indirect responses of nutrient loadings are responsible for changes in 
benthos biomass, benthos community structure, benthic macrophytes, habitat quality, water trans-
parency, sediment organic matter, sediment biogeochemistry, dissolved oxygen, mortality of aquatic 
organisms, food web structure, etc. Moreover, increase in phytoplankton biomass and attributing 
decrease in transparency and light intensity limit growth of submerged vascular plants.[6,68] Generally 
speaking, eutrophication leads to major changes in qualitative and quantitative species composition, 
structure, and function of marine communities over large areas. As for phytoplankton communities, 
such changes are connected with an increase in biomass and productivity.[69] For instance, a general 
shift from diatoms to dinoflagellates, as well as dominance of small-size nanoplankton (microflagel-
lates, coccoids), has been reported. Similar trends were observed in the case of zooplankton communi-
ties, indicating replacement of herbivorous copepods by small- size zooplankton.[70,71] Some examples 
of consequences of eutrophication have been reported based on worldwide references.[15] The harmful 
deoxygenation of water giving rise to fish kills was producing nutrient-derived large mats of mac-
roalgae in the Peel-Harvey Estuary, Western Australia.[72] Similar events took place in the northern 
Adriatic Sea where diatom blooming in summer resulted in the production of mucilage, affecting tour-
ism in northeastern Italy and reducing fish catch.[28,73,74] Insufficient water exchange and increasing 
production of organic matter during this century caused depletion of O2 in all deep waters of the 
Baltic Proper.[15] It resulted in devastating consequences for marine biota, leading to the replacement 
of O2 by H2S in these bottom waters.[75] Although eutrophication generally leads to an increase in fish 
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productivity, it can also cause negative environmental changes in fish populations. Fish such as cod 
and plaice are threatened by O2 depletion in Baltic deep basins, causing decreasing fish catch in Koge 
Bay in the Sound.[75]

The blooms of blue-green algae as well as Nodularia produce a toxic peptide hepatoxin under particu-
lar conditions, which can pass through the food web, affecting top consumers, e.g., man. The toxin is 
responsible for the degeneration of liver cells, promoting tumors and causing death from hepatic hem-
orrhage.[75] Paralytic shell poisoning (PSP) and/or ciguatera has/have been identified predominantly in 
the subtropical and tropical zones such as Australia[76–80] and especially in other Indo-Pacific regions, 
e.g., India, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, and Papua New Guinea.[81,82] Principal toxic dinoflagellate 
species, i.e., Pyrodinium bahamense var. compressa, killed many fish and shellfish from these regions.[15] 
The consumption of seafood in the Indo-Pacific area posed considerable public health problems.[28] The 
significant PSP incidences also took place in temperate zones. For instance, in May 1968, a poisoning 
episode affected 78 persons inhabiting Britain after consumption of soft tissue of the blue mussel Mytilus 
edulis.[83] Another dinoflagellate-poisoning event again happened in northeast England in the summer 
of 1990, possibly attributed to a specific combination of elevated nutrient inputs from rivers and excep-
tionally warm weather conditions, which could be favorable for algae growing.[28]

It has been reported that anthropogenically derived atmospheric N deposition to the North Atlantic 
Ocean was strictly responsible for harmful algal bloom expansion.[84] This event concerned especially the 
Eastern Gulf of Mexico, U.S. Atlantic coastal waters, the North Sea, and the Baltic Sea.[84–95] Expanding 
blooms of the noxious dinoflagellate Alexandrium tamarense have been observed along the Northeast 
U.S. Atlantic coastline.[84,92] There are numerous examples of specific harmful algal bloom expansions 
in coastal and off-shore waters in case of significant atmospheric deposition of N, e.g., in the North Sea, 
Adriatic Sea, Western Mediterranean Sea, and Baltic Sea.[84,96] Great attention has been paid to toxic 
hypoxia- inducing dinoflagellate blooms in the North Sea and the Western Baltic.[84] In the summer of 
1991, a very extensive bloom of Nodularia spumigena in the open Baltic Sea and along the southern and 
southeastern Swedish coasts was observed. Dogs’ mortalities caused by toxic Nodularia blooms have 
been observed in Denmark, Gotland, and the Swedish coastal waters.[15] In other Baltic areas, horses, 
cows, sheep, pigs, cats, birds, and fish also suffered from this event. Nodularia blooms have caused 
human health problems such as stomach complaints, headaches, eczema, and eye inflammation.[75] In 
the Skagerrak and Kattegat, harmful algal bloom expansion of toxic algae species such as Prorocentrum, 
Dinophysis, Dichtyocha, Prymnesium, and Chrysochromulina has taken place.[88] The recent blooms 
mostly killed pelagic organisms and the phyto- and zoobenthic organisms.

Invasive Species

The impacts of introduction and invasion of species throughout the world have recently been identified. 
There are an increasing number of reports that document this phenomenon taking place in coastal, 
estuarine, and marine waters.[6] For instance, the Chinese mitten crab (Eriocheir sinensis), as invasive 
species, now inhabits coastal regions in northwestern Europe, and it has caused damage to flood defense 
walls by burrowing, affecting local community structure.

Worldwide fish species introduction is connected with various consequences.[97] It has been pointed 
out that many aquaculture species are recently genetically modified. Such modified populations are 
frequently released and mixed with the natural populations and are breeding with them. It causes bio-
logical pollution from a molecular level to community and ecosystem levels. An example of such events 
is the flooding in Central Europe that caused the release of hybrid and modified fish like sturgeon 
(Acipenser spp.) from aquaculture installations.[98] The local populations of fish are generally not resis-
tant to the pathogenic organisms carried by the introduced species and vice versa. Therefore, deliberate 
genetic selection and breeding for a long time may have numerous consequences in the aquaculture unit 
itself as well as the loss of the natural stock for numerous species in a global scale.[6,98,99]
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Fertilizers and Pesticides

Agricultural activity as an important pollution source has contributed to significant enrichment of 
nutrients (mainly ammonium ion and nitrates) in coastal marine waters. It is found[100] that wastes, 
manures, and sludges provide soils with significantly more hazardous substances as compared to fer-
tilizers for achieving the equivalent plant nutrient content. The worldwide use of fertilizers, including 
organic fertilizers like manure, is huge. In the case of intensively monocultivated areas, a relatively small 
number of pesticides have been widely used in spite of their variety.[6]

The large mass of pesticide residues is accumulated in the environment since they are not rapidly 
degradable. The total global DDT production from the 1940s to 2004 was estimated as ca. 4.5 Mt.[101] 
Duursma and Marchand[102] estimated the world production of DDT to be ca. 2.8 Mt, of which 25% is 
assumed to be released to the ocean. According to Shahidul Islam and Tanaka,[6] the total emission of 
DDT through agricultural applications amounts to 1030 kt between 1947 and 2000. Organochlorine 
pesticides (OCPs) originating mostly in temperate and warmer areas of the world can be transported to 
coastal waters and even via atmospheric long-range transport and ocean currents to the Arctic. Owing 
to their bioaccumulative abilities (as lipophilic compounds) and biomagnification along the sequential 
trophic levels of the food chain, pesticides are classified as one of the most destructive agents for marine 
organisms. As a consequence, their very high levels can be observed among top predators, including 
man. Their toxic effects to marine organisms are often complex because they may be associated with the 
combination of exposure to pesticides and other POPs with environmental stresses such as eutrophica-
tion and pathogens.[6]

Sewage Effluents

Sewage effluents contain industrial, municipal, and domestic wastes; animal remains; etc. The huge 
amounts of these effluents generated in big cities are transported by drainage systems into rivers or other 
aquatic systems, e.g., coastal waters. It is estimated that the annual production of sewage amounts to ca. 
1.8 × 108 m3 for a population of 800,000. This load is equivalent to an annual release of 3.6 × 103 tons of 
organic matter.[6] Sewages pose significant effects on coastal marine ecosystems because they contain POPs 
(heavy metals/trace elements, organic pollutants) as well as viral, bacterial, and protozoan pathogens and 
organic substances subjected to bacterial decay. In case of such bacterial activity, the content of oxygen in 
water is reduced, resulting in the destruction of proteins and other nitrogenous compounds. Releasing 
hydrogen sulfide and ammonia exhibits toxic activity to marine biota, even at low levels. As for patho-
gens, domestic sewage released to coastal waters contains such harmful pathogens as Salmonella spp., 
Escherichia coli, Streptococcus sp., Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the fungi Candida, 
and viruses such as enterovirus, hepatitis, poliomyelitis, influenza, and herpes.[6] Different bacteria and 
viruses can be transferred to some representatives of marine fauna, e.g., marine mammals.

Oils

The recently observed increase in tanker operations and oil use as well as marine tanker catastrophes 
has been responsible for the presence of excessively large amounts of oil spillage in coastal and marine 
ecosystems. It is estimated that ca. 2.7 million tons of oil pollution enter the ocean each year. The tanker 
accidents between 1967 and 2007 released ca. 4.5 million tons of oil to seawater. Notable examples of 
ecological catastrophes are the huge spill from a drilling platform in Gulf of Mexico (Mexico) in 1979 
and the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig explosion in the Gulf of Mexico (United States) (April 20 to July 
15, 2010), resulting in massive amounts of oil in the gulf. Another similar example took place during the 
Persian Gulf War in 1991, where ca. 2 million tons of oil was spilled, resulting to the death of many  species 
of marine biota.[7,103,104] Therefore, oil pollution poses serious adverse effects on aquatic environment and 
marine organisms represented different trophic levels from primary producers to the top predators.[6] 
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Although aerial and flying birds (e.g., gulls, gannets) are not seriously exposed to oil toxicity, birds that 
spend most of their time in contact with oil on the water surface (e.g., ducks, auks, divers, penguins) are 
at greater risk of oil toxicity. According to Smith,[105] the annual release of hydrocarbon can range from 
0.6 to 1 million tons. Coastal refineries can be an important source of oil pollution since millions of 
gallons of crude oil and its fractions are processed and stored there. During their operation, pollutants 
are continuously released by way of leakages, spills, etc.

Marine Debris and Plastics

Marine debris, especially plastics, is one of the most pervasive pollution problems. Nets, food wrappers, 
bottles, resin pellets, etc., have serious impacts on humans and marine biota. Medical and personal 
hygiene debris can enter coastal water through direct sewage outflows, posing a serious threat to human 
health and safety. Contact with water contaminated with these pollutants and pathogens (e.g., E. coli) 
can result in infectious hepatitis, diarrhea, bacillary dysentery, skin rashes, typhoid, and cholera.[106]

There are numerous reviews devoted to an important topic such as pollution by marine debris.[106–110] 
Entanglement in marine debris such as nets, fishing line, ropes, etc., can hamper an organism’s mobil-
ity, prevent it from eating, inflict wounds, and cause suffocation or drowning. It was estimated that 136 
marine species have been involved in entanglement incidents, including some species of seabirds, marine 
mammals, and sea turtles.[111] The decline in the population of the northern sea lion (Eumetopias jubatus), 
endangered Hawaiian monk seal (Monachus schauinslandi), and northern fur seal has been explained 
by entanglement of young specimens in lost or discarded nets and packing bands.[112] Abandoned fishing 
gear, e.g., fishing net, can contribute to catching and killing marine animals. This process called ghost 
fishing or ghost net can kill a huge number of commercial species.[108] An example of another serious pol-
lution problem is ingestion of debris by marine animals. Plastic pellets and plastic shopping bags can be 
swallowed and lodged in animals’ throats and digestive tracts, causing some animals to stop eating and 
slowly starve to death.[106] According to the U.S. Marine Mammal Commission,[111] ingestion incidents 
concerned 111 species of seabirds, 26 species of marine mammals, and 6 species of turtles. For instance, 
plastic cups were found in the gut of some species of fish from British coastal waters; the ingested cups 
were eventually responsible for their deaths.[112] Even Antarctic and sub-Antarctic seabirds, e.g., Wilson’s 
storm-petrel (Oceanites oceanicus) and white-faced storm-petrel (Pelagodroma marina), are at risk for 
this ingestion hazard.[112–115] It is reported that the proportion of plastic debris among litter increases 
with distance from source because it is transported more easily as compared to a denser material like 
glass or metal and because it lasts longer than other low-density materials (paper). Floating plastic arti-
cles (material less dense than water, e.g., polyamide, polyterephthalate, polyvinyl chloride) pose a global 
problem because they can contaminate even the most remote islands.[107,116] Drift plastics can increase 
the range of some marine organisms or introduce unwanted and aggressive alien taxa species into an 
environment. It could be risky to littoral, intertidal zones, and the shoreline.[112,117] There is also potential 
danger to marine ecosystems from the accumulation of plastic debris (material more dense than water) 
on the seafloor. Such bottom accumulation of plastic can inhibit the gas exchange between overlying 
waters and the pore water. This process can result in hypoxia or anoxia in the benthic fauna, altering the 
makeup of life on the sea bottom.[6] Another threat is connected with potential entanglement and inges-
tion hazards for pelagic and benthic animals.[62,112,118] Plastic can adsorb and concentrate some pollutants 
in coastal waters, including PCBs, DDE, nonylphenyl, and phenanthrene. It has been reported that these 
sorbed POPs could subsequently be released if the plastics are ingested.[109,110] For instance, PCBs in tis-
sues of great shearwaters (Puffinus gravis) were derived from ingested plastic debris.[119]

Noise Pollution

In recent years, the marine biota has been affected by noise pollution. Natural sources of underwa-
ter noise may be physical and biological in character. Physical sources include wind, waves, rainfall, 
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thunder and lighting, earthquake-generated seismic energy, and the movement of ice. Biological sources 
include marine mammal vocalizations and sounds produced by fish and invertebrates.[120,121]

Anthropogenic sound sources can be grouped into six categories, namely, shipping, seismic survey-
ing, sonars, explosions, industrial activity, and miscellaneous.[122] Vessel traffic significantly contributes 
to underwater noise, mainly at low frequencies. Commercial shipping vessels generate noise mainly 
in areas confined to ports, harbors, and shipping lanes.[122] In contrast to wide geographic distribution 
of shipping industry, the oil and gas industry activities have taken place along continental margins in 
specific worldwide areas. Such resources exploration activities have been typically observed in shallow 
waters less than 200 m in depth. Other activities, in spite of their geographically widespread range, 
are also confined to near-shore coastal regions, namely, pile driving, dredging, operation of land- and 
ocean-based wind power turbines, power plant operations, and typical harbor and shipyard activities.[120] 
Offshore wind turbines may have significantly contributed noise to the underwater ecosystem  bearing 
in mind that the relatively recent growth in offshore wind development has increased. It has been sug-
gested that marine mammals may be indirectly affected by noise from offshore wind turbines, e.g., prey 
fish avoiding the sound source as well as the masking of marine mammals’ mating and communication 
calls. On the other hand, a number of mass stranding of marine mammals, especially whales, found on 
worldwide beaches may be associated with the use of concurrent military sonar.[120] Another example of 
noise pollution affecting marine animals is continued exposure to anthropogenic noise pressure in vital 
sea turtle habitats, resulting in potential impact on its behavior and ecology. Brown shrimp exposed to 
higher pressure levels of noise in experimental area exhibited increased aggression, higher mortality 
rates, and significant reduction in their food uptake, growth, and reproduction. Sound exhibits measur-
able damage to sensory cells in the ears of fish.[123]

Light Pollution

A remarkable recent interest concerns the introduction of light to the coastal zone and nearshore envi-
ronment. It is estimated that at least 3351 cities in the coastal zones all over the world are illuminated. It 
is expected that artificial light will be continuously intensified not only by population growth but also by 
dramatically increasing the number of locations of high-intensity artificial light. According to the United 
Nations World Tourism Organization (UN- WTO), there were ca. 900 million international tourist arriv-
als all over the world.[9] Tourist visits to beaches cause light pollution along the coastline since tracking 
the movement of population over time by research using satellite imagery showed that wherever human 
population density increases, the use of artificial light at night also increases. Living organisms are mostly 
sensitive to changes in the quality and intensity of natural light in the ecosystem. For instance, for algae 
and seaweeds, photosynthetic activity is highly dependent on available light, i.e., different cycles in natural 
light intensity and quality.[9] Light pollution takes place when biota is exposed to artificial light, especially 
in coastal areas, resulting in damaging effects on marine species in seas. The behavior, reproduction, and 
survival of marine invertebrates, amphibians, fish, and birds have been influenced by artificial lights. Light 
pollution disrupts the migration patterns of nocturnal birds and can result in hatchling sea turtles to head 
inland, away from the sea, which could be eaten by predators or run over by cars.[124] Ecological effects 
of light pollution concern disruption of predator–prey relationship. For instance, artificial light disturbs 
natural vertical migrations of zooplankton in the water column in accordance with the day-night cycle 
when natural light helps to reduce their predation by fish and other animals.[125]

Conclusion

The anthropogenic activity of man in coastal regions and even in offshore areas is responsible for emis-
sion of a huge amount of pollutants that are transported to marine ecosystems directly or by means of 
coastal watersheds, rivers, and precipitation from air. A lot of pollutants may be taken up by various 
compartments, i.e., biotic and abiotic, of aquatic environments and some of them could be biomagnified 
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along the successive members of the food chain. Therefore, water pollution could have a negative effect 
on the quality of the water and hence on the health of the plants, animals, and humans whose lives 
depend on the quality of aquatic environments. Coastal areas are generally damaged from pollution, 
resulting in considerable impact on commercial coastal and marine fisheries.

There are numerous examples of worldwide events leading to serious contamination of coastal waters 
by persistent pollutants. Therefore, these areas have been extensively explored, especially in relation to 
perturbed ecosystems by heavy metals, radionuclides, POPs, oils, etc.

Elevated levels of nutrients in coastal waters resulted in eutrophication and proliferation of toxic algal 
blooms. The recently observed increase in tanker operations and oil use as well as marine tanker catas-
trophes has been responsible for the presence of excessively large amounts of oil spillage in coastal and 
marine ecosystems. Marine debris, especially plastics, is one of the most pervasive pollution problems. 
Marine pollutants are generally present in increased concentrations in the enclosed seas and coastal 
areas than in the open seawaters. Spatial distribution patterns of contamination concentrations exhibit 
a trend of their increase during transition from the south to the northern part of all oceans, i.e., in areas 
neighboring with industrial centers and concentration of main pollution sources.
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Introduction

Mining activities can impact the quantity, quality, and usability of groundwater supplies. Underground 
mining for coal by longwall or room and pillar mining methods often interrupts and depletes ground-
water, and can also alter its quality. Surface mining can enhance the introduction of surface water with 
dissolved solids into groundwater systems through fractures or other conduits. The type and nature of 
the mining activity, the disturbed geologic strata, and alteration of surface and subsurface materials will 
determine how groundwater supplies will be impacted. As waters contact and interact with disturbed 
geologic materials, constituents such as salts, metals, trace elements, and organic compounds become 
mobilized [1,2]. The dissolved substances can leach into deep aquifers and cause groundwater quality 
impacts [3]. In addition to concerns due to naturally occurring contaminants from disturbance activi-
ties, mining operations may also contribute to groundwater pollution from leaking underground stor-
age tanks, improper disposal of lubricants and solvents, and contaminant spills. Blasting and hydraulic 
fracking activities can provide additional connection to surface water inputs, and underground injec-
tion of wastes can also occur during these operations [4].

In the United States, the Clean Water Act (CWA) and its subsequent amendments establish the 
authority for all water pollution control actions at the federal level [5] and regulate discharges into 
surface streams, wetlands, and oceans. Mining operations must acquire National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) permits for discharges to surface waters. Groundwater quality in the 
United States is regulated by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), which was originally enacted in 1974 
and amended in 1996. The SDWA was passed to protect drinking water supplies by requiring discharges 
into groundwaters to meet the use standard or the ambient condition, whichever is of higher quality [6]. 
This is done by legislating maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) above which waters are considered 
unsafe for human consumption. The Office of Water within the Environmental Protection Agency pro-
vides guidance, specifies scientific methods and data collection requirements, and performs oversight 
for entities that supply drinking water including groundwater. Examples of some water contaminants 
with specified MCLs associated with mining activities are listed in Table 1 [7].

Because mining activities can result in poor-quality groundwaters, enforcement of regulations is 
needed to minimize and/or eliminate potential problems. The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 
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Act (SMCRA) of 1977 identifies policies and practices for mining and reclamation to minimize water 
quality impacts [8]. SMCRA requires that specific actions be taken to protect the quantity and quality of 
both on- and off-site groundwaters. All mines are required to meet either state or federal groundwater 
guidelines, which are generally related to priority pollutant standards described in the CWA and SDWA.

Groundwater Resources

Groundwater resources are the world’s third largest source of water behind oceans (97%) and glaciers 
(2%), and represent 0.6% of the earth’s water content [9]. Approximately 53% of the US population uses 
groundwater as a drinking water source, but this percentage increases to almost 97% for rural house-
holds. In areas of low rainfall, weathering and translocation of dissolved constituents are relatively slow 
compared to high rainfall areas. For example, only 12% of precipitation will recharge underground 
water supplies in a dry coal mining area like Gillette, Wyoming, while almost 47% of precipitation was 
available for recharge in coal mining areas of Tennessee [10]. Transport of contaminants from surface 

TABLE 1 Selected Contaminants in Drinking Waters That May Be 
Influenced by Mining Activities [7]

Contaminant MCL (mg/L) MCLG

Inorganics
Arsenic 0.010 0
Cadmium 0.005 0.005
Chromium 0.1 0.1
Copper LV 1.3
Cyanide 0.2 0.2
Fluoride 4.0 4.0
Lead LV 0
Mercury 0.002 0.002
Nitrate (NO3-N) 10 10
Selenium 0.05 0.05
Sulfate 500 500

Radionuclides
Radium 5 pCi/L 0
Uranium 30 ug/L 0

Organics
Benzene 0.005 0
Carbon tetrachloride 0.005 0
Pentachlorophenol 0.001 0
Toluene 1 1
Xylenes 10 10

Microbiological
Total coliforms LV 0
Viruses LV 0

MCL, Maximum contaminant levels permissible for a contaminant in 
water that is delivered to any user of a public water system; MCLG, 
Maximum contaminant level goals of a drinking water contaminant that 
is protective of adverse human health effects and which allows for an 
adequate margin of safety; LV, Lowest value that can be achieved using 
the best available technology.
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and subsurface environments to groundwaters is generally accelerated as the amount of percolating 
water increases.

Infiltrating water moves through the vadose zone (unsaturated region) into groundwater zones (satu-
rated region). The upper boundary of the groundwater system (e.g., water table) fluctuates depending 
on the amount of water received or removed from the groundwater zone. Groundwater movement is a 
function of hydraulic gradients and hydraulic conductivities, which represent the combined forces with 
which water moves as a function of gravitational, osmotic, and pressure forces and the permeability of 
geologic strata. Groundwater moves faster in coarse-textured materials and where hydraulic gradients 
are high. Aquifers are groundwater systems that have sufficient porosity and permeability to supply 
enough water for specific purposes. For an aquifer to be useful, it must be able to store, transmit, and 
yield sufficient amounts of good-quality water. Important hydrogeological characteristics of a site that 
determine groundwater quantity and quality are listed in Table 2.

Groundwater Contaminants

Several types of substances affect groundwater quality [1,11]. Water contaminants include inorganic, 
organic, and biological materials. Some have a direct impact on water quality, while others indirectly 
cause physical, chemical, or biological changes that make the water unsuitable for its designated use. 
Substances that degrade groundwaters include nutrients, salts, heavy metals, trace elements, and 
organic chemicals, as well as contaminants such as radionuclides, carcinogens, pathogens, and petro-
leum wastes (Table 3, [12]). Several types of organic chemicals entering groundwaters are less dense 
than water and tend to move to and along the surface of the water table. Changes can also occur in 
groundwaters due to temperature fluctuations and odors. Some groundwaters near coal seams contain 
natural organic substances (such as dissolved methane gas) and synthetic organic chemicals. Methane 
gas can be extracted from coal beds where underground and surface mining operations are projected, 

TABLE 2 Important Hydrogeological Characteristics of a Site That Determine Groundwater Quantity and Quality

Geological
Type of water-bearing unit or aquifer (rock type, overburden).
Thickness and areal extent of water-bearing units and aquifers.
Type of porosity (primary, such as intergranular pore space, or secondary, such as bedrock discontinuities, e.g., fracture or 

solution cavities).
Presence or absence of impermeable units or confining layers.
Depths to water tables; thickness of vadose zone.
Permeability and connectivity to other voids or conduits.

Hydraulic
Hydraulic properties of water-bearing unit or aquifer (hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, storability, permeability, 

dispersivity).
Pressure conditions (confined, unconfined, leaky confined).
Groundwater flow directions (hydraulic gradients, both horizontal and vertical), volumes (specific discharge), rate (average 

linear velocity).
Recharge and discharge areas.
Groundwater or surface water interactions; areas of groundwater discharge to surface water or vice versa.
Seasonal variations of groundwater conditions.

Groundwater Use
Existing or potential underground sources of drinking water.
Existing or near-site use of groundwater.
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and this extraction can alter methane gas concentrations in groundwaters [10]. Organic contamination 
may also result from leaking gas tanks, oil spills, or runoff from equipment-serving areas. In these cases, 
the source of the contamination must be identified and removed. Gasoline, diesel, or oil-soaked areas 
should be immediately excavated and disposed of by approved methods.

The chemistry of groundwaters and potential levels of naturally occurring contaminants are related 
to (1) groundwater hydrologic conditions, (2) mineralogy of the mined and locally impacted geological 
materials, (3) mining operations (e.g., extent of disturbed materials and its exposure to atmospheric 
conditions), and (4) time. Movement of metal contaminants in groundwaters varies depending on the 
chemical of concern. Solubility considerations include metals such as cobalt, copper, nickel, and zinc 
being more mobile than silver and lead, and gold and tin being even less mobile [1]. As conditions such 
as pH, redox, and ionic strength change over time, dissolved constituents in groundwaters may decrease 
due to adsorption, precipitation, and chemical speciation reactions and transformations.

Acid mine drainage (AMD) is the most prevalent groundwater quality concern at inactive and 
abandoned surface and underground mine sites. If geologic strata containing reduced S minerals 
(e.g., pyrite (FeS2)) are exposed to weathering conditions, such as when pyritic overburden materials 
are brought to the surface during mining activities and then reburied, high concentrations of sulfuric 
acid (H2SO4) can develop and form acid waters with pH levels below 2 [2]. Neutralization of some or 
all of the acidity produced during the oxidation of reduced S compounds can occur when carbonate 
minerals in proximity to the acid-producing materials dissolve [3]. Neutralization can also occur 
when silicate minerals dissolve, but sometimes high levels of potentially toxic metals such as Al, Cu, 
Cd, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb, and Zn may be released. For example, mining of coal in the Toms Run area of 
northwestern Pennsylvania resulted in groundwater contamination by AMD containing high con-
centrations of Fe and sulfate (SO4) that leached into the underlying aquifer through joints, fractures, 
and abandoned oil and gas wells.

The Gwennap Mining District in the United Kingdom contained numerous mines that operated 
over several centuries to extract various mineral resources. One of these mines, the Wheal Jane metal 
mine in Cornwall, extracted ores that included cassiterite (Sn-containing mineral), chalcopyrite (Cu), 
pyrite (Fe), wolframite (tungsten, W), arsenopyrite (arsenic, As), in addition to smaller deposits of Ag, 
galena (Pb), and other minerals. After closure in the early 1990s, extensive voids remaining in the Wheal 
Jane mine that contained oxidized and weathered minerals were flooded. Initial groundwater quality 
was poor with a pH of 2.9 and a total metal concentration of 5000 mg/L, which contained elevated levels 
of Fe, Zn, Cu, and Cd. Water quality worsened with depth, and at 180 m, the groundwater had a pH of 
2.5 and a metal concentration of 7000 mg/L. Treatment of discharge waters originating from the mine 
involves an expensive process that will continue long term to preserve environmental quality in surface 
and groundwaters in the region. A similar situation occurred when a Zn mine in southwestern France 
was closed. In this case after flooding, discharge mine waters had a solution pH near neutral, but the 
water still contained high concentrations of Zn, Cd, Mn, Fe, and SO4.

Within the Coeur D’ Alene District of Idaho at the Bunker Hill Superfund site, groundwater samples 
were found to contain high concentrations of Zn, Pb, and Cd [13]. The contamination originated from 
the leaching of old mine tailings deposited on a sand and gravel aquifer. When settling ponds were 

TABLE 3 Different Classes of Groundwater Pollutants and Their Causes [12]

Water Pollutant Class Contributions

Inorganic chemicals Toxic metals and acidic substances from mining operations and various industrial wastes
Organic chemicals Petroleum products, pesticides, and materials from organic wastes industrial operations
Infectious agents Bacteria and viruses
Radioactive substances Waste materials from mining and processing of radioactive substances or from improper 

disposal of radioactive isotopes
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constructed to catch the runoff from the tailings, water from the ponds infiltrated into the aquifer and 
caused an increase in metal concentration in the local groundwater system [14].

Gold mining operations have used cyanide as a leaching agent to solubilize Au from ores, which 
often contain arsenopyrite (As, Fe, and S) and pyrite [1]. Unfortunately, cyanide, in addition to being 
toxic on its own, is a powerful nonselective solvent that solubilizes numerous substances that can be 
environmental contaminants. These ore waste materials are often stored in tailing ponds and, depend-
ing on the local geology and climate, the cyanide present in the tailings can exist as free cyanide (CN−, 
HCN); inorganic compounds containing cyanide (NaCN, HgCN2); metal-cyanide complexes with Cu, 
Fe, Ni, and Zn; and/or the compound CNS. Because cyanide species are mobile and persistent under 
certain conditions, a large potential exists for trace element and cyanide migration into groundwaters. 
For example, a tailings dam failure resulted in cyanide contamination of groundwater at a gold mining 
operation in British Columbia, Canada [1].

Arsenic and uranium (U) contamination has resulted from extensive mining and smelting of ores 
containing various metals (Ag, Au, Co, Ni, Pb, and Zn) and/or nonmetals (As, P, and U). Arsenic-
contaminated groundwaters have been a source of surface recharge and drinking water supplies. At 
one site, a nearby river had As levels 7 and 13 times greater than the recommended national and local 
drinking water standards, respectively [1]. Arsenic is known as a carcinogen and has been the contribut-
ing cause of death to humans in several parts of the world that rely on As-contaminated drinking water 
[11]. Waters from dewatering a U mine in New Mexico had elevated levels of U and radium (Ra) activi-
ties as well as high concentrations of dissolved Mo and Se, which were detected in stream water 140 km 
downstream from the mine.

Groundwater Analysis

Both the remediation and prevention of groundwater contamination by nutrients, salts, heavy metals, 
trace elements, organic chemicals (natural and synthetic), pathogens, and other contaminants require 
the evaluation of the composition and concentration of these constituents either in situ or in ground-
water samples [2,10]. Monitoring may require the analysis of physical properties, inorganic and organic 
chemical compositions, and/or microorganisms according to well-established protocols for sampling, 
storage, and analysis [15]. For example, if groundwater will be used for human or animal consumption, 
the most appropriate tests would be nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), trace metals, pathogens, and organic 
chemicals. Several common constituents measured in groundwaters are listed in Table 4. However, 
other tests can be conducted on waters including tests for hardness, electrical conductivity (EC), chlo-
rine, radioactivity, water toxicity, and odors [16].

Recommendations based on interpretation of the groundwater test results should be related to the 
ultimate use of the water [2]. The interpretation and recommendation processes may be as simple as 
determining that a drinking water well exceeds the established MCLs for NO3-N and recommending the 

TABLE 4 Groundwater Quality Parameters and Constituents Measured in Some Testing Programs [16]

Physical 
Metals and Trace 

Elements Nonmetallic Constituents
Organic 

Chemicals
Microbiological 

Parameters

Conductivity
Salinity
Sodicity
Dissolved solids

Al, Ag, As, Ca, Cd, Cr, 
Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Na, 
Ni, Pb, Se, Sr, Zn

pH, acidity, alkalinity, dissolved oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, bicarbonate, B, Cl, CN, F, 
I, ammonium, nitrite, nitrate, P, Si, sulfate

Methane
Oil and grease
Organic acids
Volatile acids

Fecal coliforms
Bacteria
Viruses

Temperature
Odors

Organic C
Pesticides
Phenols
Surfactants
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well should not be used as a drinking water source or that a purification system be installed. However, 
interpretations of most groundwater analyses can be quite complicated and require additional infor-
mation for proper interpretation. If a contaminant exceeds an acceptable concentration, all potential 
sources contributing to the pollution and pathways by which the contaminant moves must be identified. 
In many cases, multiple groundwater contaminants are present at different concentrations. Because the 
interpretation of water analyses is a complex process, recommendations should be based on a complete 
evaluation of the water’s physical, chemical, and biological properties. Integrating water analyses into 
predictive models that can assess the effects of mining activities on water quality is needed in the long 
term to determine the most effective means to preserve and restore water quality.

Strategies for Remediating Contaminated Groundwaters

Mine sites that have been contaminated generally contain mixtures of inorganic and/or organic con-
stituents, so it is important to understand these multi-component systems in order to develop remedia-
tion strategies. Therefore, a proper remediation program must consider identification, assessment, and 
correction of the problem [17,18]. Identification of a potential problem site requires that the past history 
of the area and activities that took place are known, or when a water analysis indicates a site has been 
contaminated. Assessment addresses questions such as (1) what is the problem, (2) where and to what 
extent is the problem, and (3) who and what is affected by the problem. Afterward, a remediation action 
plan must be developed that will address the specific problems identified. A remediation action program 
may require that substrata materials (e.g., backfill) and groundwater be treated.

If remedial action is considered necessary, then three general options are available: (1) containment, 
(2) in situ treatment, or (3) pump-and-treat method (Figure 1). The method(s) used for the containment 
of contaminants are beneficial for restricting contaminant transport and dispersal. Of the remediation 
techniques, in situ treatment measures are the most appealing because they generally do less surface 
damage, require a minimal amount of facilities, reduce the potential for human exposure to contami-
nants, and when effective, reduce or remove the contaminant so that the groundwater can be utilized 
again [18]. In situ remediation can be achieved by physical, chemical, and/or biological techniques. 
Biological in situ techniques used for groundwater bioremediation can either rely on the indigenous 
(native) microorganisms to degrade organic contaminants or on amending the groundwater environ-
ment with specialized microorganisms (bioaugmentation). The pump-and-treat method, however, 
is one of the more commonly used processes for remediating contaminated groundwaters [17]. With 
the pump-and-treat methods, the contaminated waters are pumped to the surface where one of the 

FIGURE 1 Remedial options to consider if cleanup of contaminated groundwater is deemed necessary.
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many treatment processes can be utilized. A major consideration in the pump-and-treat technology 
is the placement of wells, which is dependent on the contaminant and site characteristics (see Table 2). 
Extraction wells are used to pump the contaminated water to the surface where it can be treated and 
re-injected or discharged. Injection wells can be used to re-inject the treated water, water containing 
nutrients and other substances that increase the chances for chemical alteration or microbial degrada-
tion of the contaminants, or materials for enhanced oil recovery.

Treatment techniques can be grouped into three categories, namely, physical, chemical, and biologi-
cal methods [2,18].

Physical methods include several techniques. Adsorption methods physically adsorb or trap contami-
nants on various types of resins. Separation treatments include physically separating contaminants by forc-
ing water through semipermeable membranes (e.g., reverse osmosis). Flotation, or density separation, is 
commonly used to separate low-density organic chemicals from groundwaters. Air and steam stripping can 
remove volatile organic chemicals. Isolation utilizes barriers placed above, below, or around sites to restrict 
movement of the contaminant. Containment systems should have a permeability of 10−7 cm/s or less.

Chemical methods are also numerous. Chemical treatment involves addition of chemical agent(s) 
in an injection system to neutralize, immobilize, and/or chemically modify contaminants. Extraction 
(leaching) of contaminants uses one of the several different aqueous extracting agents such as an 
acid, base, detergent, or organic solvent miscible in water. Oxidation and reduction of groundwater 
contaminants are commonly done using air, oxygen, ozone, chlorine, hypochlorite, and hydrogen 
peroxide. Ionic and nonionic exchange resins can adsorb contaminants, thus reducing their leaching 
potential.

Biological methods for contaminant remediation are less extensive than physical and chemical tech-
niques. Land treatment is an effective method for treating groundwaters by applying the contaminated 
waters to lands using surface, overland flow, or subsurface irrigation. Activated sludge and aerated sur-
face impoundments are used to precipitate or degrade contaminants present in water and include both 
aerobic and anaerobic processes. Biodegradation is one of the several biological-mediated processes that 
transform contaminants, and it utilizes vegetation and microorganisms.
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Introduction

Groundwater is widely used for domestic and public water supplies, particularly in rural areas.[1] When 
it resurfaces, groundwater also becomes surface water that ultimately flows through streams and lakes 
to the oceans. Generally, groundwater is quite pure unless it contains natural contaminants such as 
high iron, sulfur, or possibly an intrusion of saltwater if the aquifer is located close to an ocean or estu-
ary. Such contaminants usually result from the geological formations through which the groundwa-
ter source is flowing or residing in. Another groundwater contaminant, nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), can 
originate naturally but is most often associated with areas where human intervention and the manage-
ment practices being used have significantly increased the amount of NO3-N that is available for leach-
ing as water moves through soil and the underlying geology into groundwater aquifers.

Why is NO3-N in groundwater a problem? When water with high nitrate (NO3) concentrations is 
consumed by humans, it can cause several adverse health problems. One of the most common is known 
as “blue baby syndrome” or methemoglobinemia, an illness that arises when an infant’s blood is unable 
to carry enough oxygen to body cells and tissue. Consumption of high-NO3 water has also been associ-
ated with increased levels of nitrosamine and some types of cancer. High levels of NO3-N in streams, 
lakes, and oceans can stimulate excess growth of plants and bacteria, which upon death and decay 
subsequently deplete much of the oxygen in water. This causes fish kills and “dead zones,” such as the 
hypoxic area in the Gulf of Mexico.

Elevated levels of NO3-N in groundwater have been reported in many parts of the world.[2,3] Although 
this can occur naturally, leaching of N fertilizer is often a major factor responsible for high NO3-N 
concentrations in groundwater. This occurs because nitrogen (N) is an essential plant nutrient, and to 
achieve optimum crop yields, the amount of N that becomes available through natural cycling must 
be supplemented with additional N from either inorganic (i.e., fertilizer) or organic (i.e., manure or 
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legume) sources. When the total amount of N provided through natural and supplemental sources 
exceeds that removed by harvested portions of the crop, excess N can accumulate in the soil profile and 
become available for leaching into subsurface drainage lines or directly into groundwater aquifers. The 
challenge of providing adequate plant-available N without creating an excess that is available for leach-
ing has been studied for decades in attempts to determine the economically optimum N level (EON). 
Such studies have been conducted not only for agronomic crops (e.g., maize, wheat, cotton, and rice) but 
also for turf grasses and containerized horticultural crops, which usually receive frequent and high N 
fertilizer rates. Despite these efforts to identify EON rates, there are some situations when there will still 
be a positive yield response to N fertilizer at rates exceeding the amount of N that the plants will utilize. 
When this occurs, excess NO3-N accumulates in the soil profile and becomes available for leaching, thus 
resulting in NO3-N concentrations that exceed the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for drinking 
water (i.e., 10 mg L−1). Many approaches can be used to reduce the NO3 leaching potential. This includes 
reducing overall N fertilizer inputs; applying N in split applications, coinciding with the time when 
plants can use the N most efficiently; using slow-release N fertilizers; and growing cover crops to capture 
part of the residual N accumulating in the soil profile before it can be leached to the groundwater. This 
entry focuses on groundwater and how it is impacted by NO3-N leaching. Several factors contributing to 
leaching are addressed and supported by accompanying references, but space does not permit this to be 
a comprehensive literature review. Our primary emphasis is given to alternate management practices for 
row crops, grasslands/turf, and containerized horticultural crops that can be used to reduce potential N 
loss to groundwater resources.

Why N in Groundwater Is a Problem

Human Health Impacts

Groundwater is a major source of water for human consumption. When contaminated, the N is usu-
ally in the form of NO3, which can pose major human health concerns at high levels, especially for 
infants. The link between high NO3 in polluted water and serious blood changes in infants was first 
reported in 1945. From 1947 to 1950, 139 cases of methemoglobinemia were reported, including 14 
deaths in Minnesota alone. In response to this documented threat to human health, a MCL standard 
has been set stating that NO3 in excess of 45 mg L−1 (10 mg L−1 NO3-N) is considered hazardous to 
human health.[4]

Even though the number of reported cases of methemoglobinemia has greatly decreased, recent stud-
ies indicate possible adverse impacts on human health at NO3 levels below MCL.[5–7] Occurrences of 
bladder and ovarian cancer[8] and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma[9] have been linked to people with long-
term exposure to public water supplies with NO3-N concentrations of 2 to 4 mg L−1.

Environmental Impacts

As part of the hydrologic cycle, a portion of what is classified as groundwater, especially shallow ground-
water, resurfaces to feed streams, rivers, reservoirs, and eventually, estuaries and oceans. Nutrients and 
pollutants in the groundwater are thus transported in surface waters as well. A major challenge associ-
ated with groundwater contamination is that its flow is generally very slow. It can take years or decades 
for water to move through an aquifer from recharge areas to discharge areas and for land management 
changes/chemical applications to be reflected in “downstream” groundwater quality.[1,10,11] Green et al.[12] 
concluded that current fertilizer management practices in the United States will likely affect regional 
groundwater quality for decades to centuries.

Over the past 40 years, there has been an eightfold increase in the use of synthetic N fertilizers.[13] 
This has led to increased NO3-N contamination in both groundwater and surface water bodies.[2,14,15] 
High NO3-N levels can cause excess plant and bacterial growth in aquatic systems. Subsequently, the 
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decay of this organic matter can deplete much of the oxygen in the water, causing fish kills and dead 
zones to appear. Phosphorus receives much of the attention with regard to eutrophication in fresh waters 
because it often is the limiting nutrient, but as water systems become more brackish, N often becomes 
the limiting factor.[16] Well-known examples of this situation include hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico,[17] 
Danish coastal waters,[18] the western Indian continental shelf,[19] and the Changjiang Estuary in the 
East China Sea.[20] Hypoxia occurs when the concentration of dissolved oxygen is less than 2 mg L−1. 
Nitrogen contributions to the Gulf of Mexico, and other large bodies of water, come from multiple 
sources, including surface runoff, subsurface drainage, and resurfacing of groundwater. There are sev-
eral sources of N, e.g., fertilizer, animal manures, septic tanks, atmospheric deposition, land application 
of treated wastewater and biosolids, and mineralization of organic matter that can contribute to NO3-N 
contamination. For example, in a 960 km2 basin in Florida, it was estimated that fertilizer applied to 
cropland, lawns, and pine stands contributed 51% of the annual N load to groundwater in the basin.[21]

Agricultural Practices Contributing to Groundwater NO3

Row Crops

High levels of NO3-N in subsurface drainage from row crops, especially corn (Zea mays L.), are well 
documented. Nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in tile drainage from silt loam soils in Iowa that were fer-
tilized for either continuous corn or corn grown in rotation with soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] were 
reported to exceed 10 mg L−1 more than two decades ago.[22–24] Similar findings have been reported for 
clay loam soil in Minnesota,[25–27] silty clay loam in Illinois,[28] silt loam in Indiana,[29] silt loam and silty 
clay loam in Ohio,[30] and clay over silty clay loam and fine sand over clay in Ontario, Canada.[31] Analyses 
of subsurface water collected with monolith lysimeters[32,33] and ceramic porous-cup samplers[34,35] are in 
agreement with these findings.

Nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in tile drainage have been studied frequently because of the  widespread 
use of artificial drainage throughout the U.S. Corn and Soybean Belt and the relative ease of collecting 
water samples. The majority of NO3-N moves in the subsurface water during the late autumn, winter, 
and early spring recharge period[28,29,32] in this region. There are several factors influencing the amount 
of N exported via tile drainage, including timing, rate, source, and area receiving N  fertilization.[28] 
Variable weather patterns, especially rainfall amounts, have a major influence on the amount of drainage 
that occurs. Increasing subsurface drain spacing can decrease NO3-N losses,[25,29] although the NO3-N 
concentration in the drainage water may change very little.[29] Furthermore, even though the increased 
spacing may reduce NO3-N losses through the drainage water, it probably increases NO3-N losses in seep-
age below the drains. Model simulation studies show that reducing N fertilization rates will have much 
greater impact for reducing NO3-N losses than changing tile drain spacing or depth.[25]

There are many management factors contributing to the leaching loss of NO3-N. Nitrogen is an 
essential plant nutrient that exhibits easily recognizable visual symptoms (e.g., yellow or light green 
plants, slow growth and development, decreased yield) when plant-available supplies are low. Also, until 
recently, N fertilizer was relatively inexpensive, and therefore, to reduce the risk of encountering a defi-
ciency, it was often applied at rates in excess of crop need to ensure that inadequate N would not limit 
crop yield. Another factor is the difficulty in synchronizing N application with crop need because of the 
narrow window of time that producers may have if weather conditions are not optimum. As a result, it 
has been shown conclusively that there is a direct relationship between NO3-N loss by leaching and N 
application rates that exceed crop needs.[34,36,37] Soil NO3-N in excess of current plant needs can result 
from overapplication of N fertilizer or manure or from not accurately accounting for residual N from 
previous years, mineralization of organic N, or decomposition of legume crops. The latter is especially 
true following a dry year because if water limits crop growth, the plant will not utilize as much N as 
when a “normal” amount of water is available.[27] When this occurs, there is an increased amount of 
residual N to begin the next cropping season. Nitrogen management is therefore very difficult, and even 
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when EON practices are used, it is not unusual to find NO3-N concentrations in subsurface water that 
exceed the 10 mg L−1 MCL standard for drinking water.[34–36] This leads to the conclusion that optimum 
corn production will likely result in elevated NO3-N concentrations in groundwater.[36] Stated in another 
manner, to achieve NO3-N concentrations in groundwater that are less than the MCL, N fertilizer rates 
will need to be below the level associated with normal crop production recommendations.[37]

Nitrogen fertilizer management is also difficult within irrigated production systems, as evidenced 
by high NO3-N concentrations found in subsurface water beneath sprinkler-irrigated crops in Spain[38] 
and Nebraska.[39] High NO3-N concentrations also occurred in North Dakota[40] with sprinkler-irrigated 
corn and intermittent soybean and potato (Solanum tuberosum L.). The different crops did not directly 
affect NO3-N concentrations. The most important factor leading to increased NO3-N moving through 
the root zone and into groundwater was the amount of fall residual NO3-N in the soil profile. Flood-
irrigated wheat in Arizona[41] also produced high NO3-N concentrations in groundwater, and even with 
best management practices (BMPs) for flood irrigation, NO3-N concentrations in groundwater in excess 
of the MCL can be expected.

Animal manures are generally land applied for both disposal and their fertilizer nutrient value. This 
is especially true for organic production systems. High rates of manure application can result in high 
groundwater NO3-N concentrations,[42,43] but even at low rates, manure management can be very dif-
ficult. For example, when liquid swine manure was applied at rates to meet the N requirements for 
either continuous corn or the corn phase of a corn/soybean rotation in Iowa, NO3-N concentrations in 
tile flow from manure and urea ammonium NO3 treatments consistently exceeded the MCL for drink-
ing water. Furthermore, NO3-N concentrations from the manure treatment exceeded those from the 
fertilizer treatments.[42] In another Iowa study, swine manure applications to both corn and soybean 
in a corn/soybean rotation were compared with application to only the corn phase of the rotation.[44] 
Average flow-weighted NO3-N concentrations and leaching losses to subsurface drainage water were 
more than 50% greater when manure was applied to both corn and soybean. This response was credited 
to greater total N application when manure was applied every year compared with every other year. The 
studies also identified some of the challenges associated with using manure as a nutrient source. These 
include variability in manure composition and the importance of knowing the composition at the time 
of application.[43] Because of these factors, knowing the quantity of manure-applied N is much more 
difficult than for mineral fertilizer. Therefore, manure is often applied at a target rate to meet crop P 
requirements, with additional N subsequently being applied using another source.

Although leaching of NO3-N dominates N loss to surface and groundwater, movement of dissolved 
organic N (DON) has also been recognized for more than 100 years.[45] Numerous studies have shown 
that DON leaching from forest ecosystems can be substantial, but DON leaching from agricultural 
soil has received little attention. Significant amounts of DON leaching were reported for agricultural 
soils in England,[46] and for cropped soils in Germany, DON leaching accounted for 6–21% of the total 
N flux.[47] In Ohio, DON accounted for 32–37% of the total N leaching from corn/soybean rotations,[48] 
with the primary source of DON in agricultural soils being crop residues and soil organic matter.[45] Just 
as for mineral N dynamics,[46] several factors, including leaching, mineralization, immobilization, and 
plant uptake, also affect DON leaching.

Grasslands/Turf

Because of the animal component, NO3-N leaching in grazed grassland is very complex,[49,50] and even 
on highly fertilized pastures, much of the N loss has been attributed to excreta.[51,52] Considerable NO3-N 
leaching can occur from the feces and urine in a management-intensive grazing system[53] and can result 
in a greater impact on water quality than moderate N fertilization.[54] A New Zealand study showed that 
when subsurface drainage occurred immediately following intensive grazing, drainage water had higher 
total N concentrations as a result of total organic N and NH4-N from direct drainage or preferential flow 
of cattle urine.[55] However, those elevated concentrations were short lived and contributed a relatively 
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small amount to the total N loss. Studies in England,[56,57] the Netherlands,[58] and the eastern United 
States[59,60] have shown that NO3-N concentrations in subsurface water are often greater than the MCL 
when >100 kg N ha−1 was applied annually to grazed grasslands. In grazed bahiagrass (Paspalum nota-
tum Fluegge) pastures in Florida that were fertilized with 76.5 kg N ha−1 (the recommended rate), NO3-N 
leaching was not harmful to water quality.[61] Other processes, including accumulation of  fertilizer N 
during drought or release of N from decaying plant material following tillage or chemically killing the 
sod in preparation for reseeding, may affect N leaching from pastures more than the loss from small 
areas affected by urine.[51] Once again, management is the key as demonstrated by a field experiment 
in the Netherlands showing that cattle slurry can replace some or most of the mineral N fertilizer for 
cut grassland on wet sandy soils without increasing NO3-N leaching if the slurry is applied during the 
growing season and at rates that do not exceed crop uptake.[62] This was not the case on dry sandy 
soil, perhaps because denitrification in the wet soil minimized the amount of N available for leaching. 
Nevertheless, long-term leaching risk may increase as soil organic N increases unless mineral N applica-
tions are decreased accordingly.[61] In some nongrazed systems, NO3-N leaching from highly fertilized 
systems has been reported to be very low, e.g., 29 kg N ha−1 lost from ryegrass (Latium perenne L.) receiving 
420 kg N ha−1.[63]

Fertilized turf, whether for home lawns or golf courses, is another N source with potential environ-
mental issues. Annual applications up to 244 kg N ha−1 to turfgrass on sandy loam soils in Rhode Island 
did not appear to pose a threat to drinking water aquifers,[64] but overwatering did increase N loadings 
to bays and estuaries in coastal areas. A literature review by the Horsley Witten Group[65] concluded that 
a 20% loading rate to groundwater was an adequate estimate for modeling N leaching in the Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, area. The excess N movement was most prevalent with late-summer N applications. 
Several studies have shown that late-fall applications of N fertilizer to turf result in higher N leaching 
rates during the late fall and winter.[66–69] Some late-season (October through December) N fertilization 
recommendations are for the purpose of maintaining/improving turf color, but increased N leaching 
from such applications indicated they should be managed to achieve acceptable water quality and not 
to maximize turf color.[67,70] Slow-release formulations of N fertilizer have also shown great reductions 
in the rate of N leaching.[66,69] The differences were even greater during a high-precipitation year than 
during a low-or normal-precipitation year,[69] especially with high autumn precipitation.[68] Irrigation 
management is critical, as evidenced by studies showing that increasing irrigation from 70% to 140% 
replacement of daily pan evaporation increased N leaching by almost 400%[71] and that flushing porous 
golf greens with high rates of irrigation can leach elevated rates of N.[72] Grass species is an important 
factor influencing N leaching, with less occurring beneath grasses with greater aboveground biomass 
and deeper root systems, e.g., bentgrass species (Agrostis spp.). High-quality grass could also reduce 
fertilizer N leaching under sand-based putting greens.[73]

Turfgrass is most vulnerable for NO3-N leaching during establishment. Even though this period rep-
resents a small period of the average turf ’s life,[65] the soil disturbance, limited root biomass and N 
uptake, and tendency of turf managers to overfertilize during this period cause the NO3-N leaching 
losses to exceed the MCL.[74,75] A mature turf may have actual N requirements below recommended 
levels. Research in Michigan on a 10-year-old Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) compared annual 
applications of 245 kg N ha−1 (49 kg N ha−1 per application) and 98 kg N ha−1 (24.5 kg N ha−1 application).[76] 
With resultant NO3-N leachate concentrations often greater than 20 mg L−1 and below 5 mg L−1, respec-
tively, the conclusion was that applying high rates of water-soluble N to mature turfgrass should be 
avoided to minimize the potential for NO3-N leaching. Returning clippings to the turfgrass ecosystem 
reduced the N fertilizer requirement by 25–60%, with the reduction increasing as the time after estab-
lishment increased from 10 to more than 50 years.[77]

Grass sod has the capacity to use large amounts of N, with 85–90% of fertilizer N being retained in 
the turf-soil ecosystem.[78] Roots and thatch can represent a large N pool that becomes available for min-
eralization and subsequent leaching if disturbed.[79] Reseeding and sod establishment within 2 mo of 
“turfdeath” can stabilize this N pool.[78] High rates of NO3-N leaching can occur at very high N fertilizer 
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rates, e.g., 450 kg N ha−1 per year. Although most NO3-N leaching occurred during autumn and winter, 
it was the accumulation of all N fertilizer applications and not just the autumn application[68] that deter-
mined the actual loss. Excess soil NO3 in the fall is the driving force that causes leaching, regardless of 
N source or time of application. Therefore, high rates of N application to turf should be avoided in the 
fall because it can result in high NO3-N leaching rates. A significant portion of the N leached can be in 
the organic form.[71] A survey of several golf courses across the United States indicated that NO3-N con-
centrations above the MCL occurred in only 4% of the samples,[80] with most of these being attributed to 
prior agricultural land use. Pollution of groundwater by NO3-N leaching from N-fertilized turf should 
be minimal with good management, which includes consideration of soil texture, N source, rate and 
timing, and irrigation/rainfall.[81]

Containerized Horticultural Crops

Although the acreage for containerized horticultural crops is small compared with row crops or grass-
lands, the production intensity is great, and “hot spots” of potential NO3-N leaching can develop. 
Assuming 80,000 pots ha−1 for a typical foliage plant nursery and using a soluble granular fertilizer, over 
650 kg N ha−1 could be lost annually through leaching.[82] During a 10-week greenhouse study of pot-
ted flowers, average NO3-N in the leachate ranged from 250 mg NL−1 to 450 mg NL−1.[83] Irrigation and 
fertilization are critical management components of this intensive industry. Trickle irrigation has been 
shown to move less water and leach less N than overhead irrigation,[84] but precipitation could nullify 
this difference.[85] Increasing the irrigation rate, e.g., from 1 to 2 cm day−1, increased the amount of water 
lost and N leached[86] even though N concentrations were decreased. The use of controlled-release fertil-
izers (CRFs) is one practice that can significantly reduce leaching losses.[82,87] Even with the use of CRF, 
NO3-N concentrations can be high in leachate[88]; if the use of CRF is combined with large irrigation 
volumes, NO3-N can move into the soil profile beneath containers.[89] Water management is crucial, as 
illustrated by one experiment that compared a low leaching fraction (0.0 to 0.2 of the irrigation water) 
with a high leaching fraction (0.4 to 0.6). The lower leaching fraction reduced irrigation volume, efflu-
ent volume, and NO3-N in the effluent by 44%, 63%, and 66%, respectively.[90] However, these gains in 
efficiency resulted in a 10% loss in total plant growth (shoots and roots). Thus, establishing an acceptable 
balance among the level of plant growth, water and nutrient use efficiencies, and the potential environ-
mental impacts becomes a management decision. Although beyond the scope of this entry, vegetable 
crops also have a high N demand but low apparent N recovery, as illustrated by sweet peppers,[91] which 
can leave large amounts of N in the soil and residues at harvest.

Practices That Can Mitigate NO3  Leaching from Agriculture

Nitrate contamination of groundwater is not caused by any single factor, because non-agricultural and 
agricultural practices contribute to the problem. Fertilizer management decisions (i.e., rates, formula-
tions, timing, etc.) are an agricultural contributing factor, but so are tillage, crop selection, soil organic 
matter levels, and drainage.[92] Temperature and precipitation patterns also combine with these fac-
tors. Likewise, various strategies and approaches are needed to reduce NO3-N loss to groundwater. This 
includes using appropriate N fertilizer rates, proper timing, soil testing and plant monitoring, nitrifica-
tion inhibitors, cover crops, diversified crop rotations, and reduced tillage[92] as well as various combina-
tions of these and other management practices.

Testing, Timing, Rates of Application, and Nitrification Inhibitors

Preplant N tests or pre-side-dress N tests[93] can assess soil N levels from cover crops and help provide 
adequate N credits for legume or fertilizer carryover from prior crops. For example, in Iowa, use of the 
late-spring NO3 test reduced fertilizer N application[94] and resulted in up to a 30% decrease in NO3-N in 
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discharge waters compared with using traditional fall application. Testing plant tissue for N concentra-
tion can determine in-season crop N status and be used to guide supplemental N fertilizer applications. 
Calibrated chlorophyll meter readings have been correlated to plant N status[95–97] and used to increase 
N fertilizer efficiency and reduce leaching.[96] Splitting N applications also has the potential to reduce the 
total application rate and to apply the fertilizer N when it is needed by the crop. However, one disadvan-
tage of applying N fertilizer after initial crop growth is that weather conditions may create a very small 
window of opportunity for side-dress N applications.

Nitrification inhibitors used with ammoniacal N sources can slow the rate of oxidation to NO3-N and 
thus decrease the amount of NO3-N available for leaching,[98] especially with fall N applications. In a 
Minnesota study, NO3-N losses in subsurface drainage from a corn/soybean rotation were reduced 14% 
by spring N application compared with late-fall anhydrous ammonia application and 10% by late-fall 
N application using the nitrification inhibitor nitrapyrin.[99] The use of nitrapyrin with spring-applied 
N showed no further reduction of N losses. However, even with these improved practices, it may be 
necessary to reduce the N fertilization rate to below the EON level to achieve NO3-N concentrations in 
groundwater that are below the MCL[37] for drinking water.

Winter Cover Crops, Diversified Crop Rotations, and Reduced Tillage

Winter cover crops have been shown to be an effective strategy for reducing NO3-N leaching.[100–103] 
A variety of crops including annual grasses, cereals, and legumes have been used as cover crops with 
varying degrees of success—often depending upon the specific soil and climatic pattern of cropping 
sequence being used. Winter rye (Secale cereale L.) is the most common cover crop used to reduce 
NO3-N leaching following corn or corn-soybean rotations in the United States.[100,101,104–106] Winter cover 
crops have also significantly reduced NO3-N leaching for broccoli (Brassica oleracea L.) crops[107] and 
potato (S. tuberosum L.)–based rotations[108] in the United States. For potato, spring wheat (Triticum 
aestivum L.), sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.), and oat (Avena sativa L.) rotation in the Netherlands, adding 
cover crops helped to decrease NO3- N concentrations in leachate to near or below the European Union 
standard (11.3 mg L−1).[109] Care needs to be exercised with long-term cover crops because if they are dis-
turbed, some of the accumulated N may become mineralized and actually increase NO3-N leaching.[110] 
Even in short-term situations, the efficacy of cover crops to reduce NO3-N leaching is relatively low when 
considering the entire crop succession, and N saved by the cover crop generally does not increase N 
utilization by the next crop.[111] Deep-rooted cover crops may help capture N leached to deeper soil 
layers,[112] and rapid establishment of a deeprooting system is one factor influencing the efficacy of cover 
crops for reducing NO3-N leaching.[113] Although sometimes cover crops are considered to be a BMP 
for reducing NO3-N leaching,[114] this is not always true. For example, on the Delmarva Peninsula in 
the mid-Atlantic United States, a rye winter cover crop following corn did not reduce NO3-N leach-
ing, presumably because the existing corn crop did not allow the rye to be seeded early enough in the 
autumn. Similarly, owing to the restricted time for cover crop growth in a Wisconsin study, winter rye 
did not utilize significant amounts of fertilizer N from the previous crop residues or soil.[115] However, in 
temperate regions with mild winters that favor long growing seasons and winter N mineralization, cover 
crops have been demonstrated as a valuable tool to reduce NO [1

3-N leaching. 16]

Diversifying cropping systems to include perennial crops is another strategy that will probably reduce 
NO -N leaching.[117]

3  Compared with annual crops, perennials have an extended period of growth and 
therefore greater N utilization. However, having an adequate market for satisfactory economic return on 
such crops can be problematic. Fortunately, the emerging biofuel industry provides a potential market 
that may make such cropping systems more profitable.

Reduced tillage is a BMP for reducing soil erosion, but it is not usually an option for N management. 
Tillage promotes N mineralization from soil organic matter, which decreases soil quality and makes 
more N available for oxidation and subsequent leaching. Although water movement through the soil 
profile tends to be greater with no-till than conventional or limited tillage, NO3-N concentrations are 
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usually lower with no-till. Therefore, the amount of NO3-N leaching can be either similar or less with 
no-till.[118] Overall, differences are small, and it is often concluded that tillage has less impact on NO3-N 
leaching than factors such as crop rotation.[92,117,119]

Use of Alternate Grassland/Turf Management

Demonstrated management options to reduce NO3-N leaching from grasslands include using 
grass–legume mixtures instead of highly fertilized grass[52,120]; ensuring total N input does not exceed 
100 kg ha−1[59,60]; coordinating fertilizer application rate and timing with other N sources (e.g., manure 
applications); avoiding excessive N application rates[121]; using irrigation, especially during dry peri-
ods, to encourage N uptake[52]; and integrating forage cutting and grazing for optimum management 
throughout the year. Concentrations of NO3-N in groundwater associated with high-fertility, high-
stocking-density grazing systems can also be reduced by continuous grazing or haying if external N 
inputs are reduced or eliminated.[122]

In areas where NO3-N contamination from turf is a concern, late-summer N fertilizer applications 
should be reduced, and the amount of irrigation water should be limited.[64] Other management practices 
for reducing N leaching from turf include using slow-release fertilizers,[66,69] avoiding excess irrigation, 
and using grass species with greater aboveground biomass and deeper root systems.[73] Because the vul-
nerability for leaching during turf establishment, irrigation and fertilizer rates should be limited until 
the turf root system is well developed. Throughout the midwestern United States, excess soil NO3-N in 
the fall is the driving force responsible for NO3-N leaching. Therefore, using any or all of the manage-
ment practices mentioned above should help avoid this buildup and thus help reduce NO3-N leaching.

Conclusions

High NO3-N concentrations in drinking water can pose human health problems, and when found in 
surface water bodies, they can create many environmental problems. Several factors have contributed 
to high groundwater NO3-N concentrations, including the increased use of relatively inexpensive N 
fertilizer to minimize the yield risk associated with encountering nutrient deficiencies. The unintended 
consequence is that when N is applied at rates exceeding levels to which crops respond, the potential for 
excess N to accumulate in the soil and leach is increased. Thus, EON rates may often produce NO3-N 
levels in groundwater that exceed MCLs. This has been measured with grain crops, grasslands, and turf, 
which receive high rates of fertilizer N, and nursery container crops.

There are several management practices that can help reduce excess N application. These include 
splitting applications of N so that it is most available when plants need it; using preplant, pre-side-
dress, and plant tissue N tests to determine appropriate rates of application; applying slow-release 
fertilizer sources so that the N is available as plants need it instead of all at once; improving timeli-
ness of irrigation to help plants take up N during drought periods and to avoid excess irrigation, 
which will reduce leaching; avoiding late-season fertilizer applications, especially common for turf; 
and using cover crops to capture excess N that remains in the soil profile after growth of the crop so 
that NO3-N leaching is reduced.

Research challenges to improve N management and reduce NO3-N leaching are multidisciplinary. 
Although precision agriculture is a term generally applied to using soil tests, yield results, and Geographic 
Information system (GIS) mapping to match fertilizer rates with yield responses in a field, it also has the 
potential to reduce NO3-N leaching by encouraging the use of variable N rates instead of a constant rate 
for an entire field. Traditionally, the sole focus for agriculture has been on crop yield, but to simultane-
ously address groundwater quality, effects of climate change, and other emerging factors, interactions 
with other crops must also be included. Collectively, these practices can improve overall N use efficiency 
and have both economic and environmental benefits.
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Introduction

Trace concentrations of most of the commonly used pesticides have been confirmed in groundwaters of 
the United States. Since groundwater is the source of 53% of the potable water, the more toxic pesticides 
and their transformation products are a concern from the standpoint of human health. Others are a 
risk to the environment in areas where contaminated groundwater enters surface water. Through toxi-
cological testing, the USEPA has established Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) or lifetime Health 
Advisory Levels (HALs) for several pesticides (Table 1).

The EPA also has a separate list of unregulated compounds, including newly registered pesticides and 
their transformation products, such as acetochlor and alachlor ESA, that are presently being evaluated 
or being considered for toxicological evaluation. Based on the results of the EPAs National Pesticide 
Assessment,[2] 10.4% of 94,600 community systems contained detectable concentrations of at least one 
pesticide. Evaluation of these results led to an estimated 0.6% of rural domestic wells containing one or 
more pesticides above the MCL.

Pesticide Use

In the United States about 80% of pesticide usage is in agriculture. The remainder is used by industry, 
homeowners, and gardeners. About 500 million pounds of herbicide, 180 million pounds of insecticide, 
and 70 million pounds of fungicide were applied for agricultural purposes in 1993.[3] Several maps of 
the United States delineate usage patterns of several pesticides.[4] The majority of the triazine and amide 
herbicides are applied to fields in the north central corn belt states of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Commonly used organophosphorus insecticides are more 
heavily applied to fields in California and along the southeastern seaboard than in the northern corn 
belt. Carbamate and thiocarbamate pesticides are heavily used in potato growing areas of northern 
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Maine, Idaho, the Delmarva Peninsula, and vegetable fields of California and the southeastern coastal 
states. Fungicide use is concentrated in high humidity and irrigated areas of the coastal states and to 
some extent along the Great Lakes and Mississippi River Valley. The fumigants carbon tetrachloride 
and ethylene dibromide (EDB) were used heavily in the past at grain storage elevators throughout the 
Midwest and elsewhere in the United States.

Associated Pesticide Behavior in Soils and Water

Although pesticide use is a dominant factor in groundwater contamination, leaching variability among 
pesticides exhibiting similar behaviors is striking and explains why several heavily used pesticides sel-
dom if ever are detected in groundwater. In general, pesticides within a class have similar chemical 
characteristics upon which soil leaching predictions can be made based on persistence, solubility, and 
mobility. Pesticide class relationships with soils and water transport described in the following text are 
detailed in Weber.[5] Individual frequencies of groundwater pesticide detection, in parenthesis next to 
commonly used products, are calculated from the Pesticide Groundwater Data Base (PGWDB)[4] and 
the National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA) database.[6] High frequencies of detection identify 
those pesticides with a disposition to leach.

Insecticides

Chlorinated hydrocarbons are one of the oldest chemical classes of insecticides. Some of the best-
known compounds include aldrin, dieldrin, DDE, DDT, endrin, and toxaphene. Although banned 
since the 1960s, their extremely persistent nature precludes their detection in very trace quanti-
ties in groundwater of the upper Midwest. On the other hand, heavily used organophosphates like 
malathion, methylparathion, disulfoton, and others have been extensively surveyed during several 
groundwater monitoring studies and have not been detected. The organophosphate insecticides, 
parathion (not reported (NR), <1), % occurrence from PGWDB, % occurrence from NAQWA data. 
terbufos (<1, <1), fonofos (<1, <1), and chlorpyrifos (<1, <1), which are heavily used on corn and sor-
ghum, were also seldom detected. Diazinon (1.1, 1.3), the common garden insecticide, is occasionally 
detected in groundwater. Generally, the organic phosphates are rapid degraders and are strongly 
retained on soils.

For the most part, carbamates and thiocarbamates are very sparingly soluble and exhibit low to 
moderate soil retention; however, a small number have high solubility and low soil retention. Most 
carbamates are characterized as having short longevities. Generally, pesticides in this group having 
half-lives of 30 days or more have the potential to leach. The thiocarbamates butylate (<1, <1) and 

TABLE 1 U.S. Maximum Contaminant Levels for Drinking Water

Organic Chemical Name MCL (mg/L) Organic Chemical Name MCL (mg/L) Organic Chemical Name MCL (mg/L)

2,4,5-TP (Silvex) 0.05 Chlordane 0.002 Heptachlor 0.0004
2,4-D 0.07 Dalapon 0.2 Heptachlor Epoxide 0.0002
Alachlor 0.002 Dinoseb 0.007 Lindane 0.0002
Aldicarb 0.007 Diquat 0.02 Methoxychlor 0.04
Aldicarb sulfone 0.007 Endothall 0.1 Oxamyl (Vydate) 0.2
Aldicarb sulfoxide 0.004 Endrin 0.002 Picloram 0.5
Atrazine 0.003 Ethylene dibromide 0.00005 Simazine 0.004
Carbofuran 0.04 Glyphosate 0.7 Toxaphene 0.003
Carbon tetrachloride 0.005

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.[1]
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EPTC (2.6, <1) are extensively used in agriculture and have relatively short half-lives. Aldicarb (<1, <1) 
and carbofuran (14.7, <1) are at the high end for solubility and longevity in their class. Their metabo-
lites have been frequently detected beneath high use crops, such as potatoes in the potato growing 
regions of the United States.

The pyrethroid insecticides have low solubilities, short half-lives, and high soil retentions that make 
them unlikely to leach. Yet, permethrin (<1, <1) is occasionally detected in very trace quantities in 
groundwater.

Fungicides and Fumigants

Fungicides are non-volatile organometallic compounds with low aqueous solubility that inhibit 
growth of actinomycetes and many fungi. The best-known fungicides zineb (not detected (ND), NR) 
and captan are zinc-based, and maneb (ND, NR) is manganese-based. Some, like bordeaux, are cop-
per sulfate-based. Although their detection frequency is very low, fungicides have not been analyzed 
in many surveys.

Fumigants are very volatile halogenated compounds that generally are knifed below the soil surface. 
These compounds have high aqueous solubility and very low soil retention. The fumigants EDB and 
1,3-dichloropropene have been frequently detected in the subsurface and in groundwater in high-use 
regions, such as California.[7] Ethylene dibromide and carbon tetrachloride were also used in grain stor-
age facilities during the 1950s and 1960s. Spills, leaks, and improper handling resulted in 400 reported 
groundwater contamination sites in Kansas and Nebraska.

Herbicides

There are at least eight major chemical classes of herbicides. These include: quaternary N, basic, acidic, 
carboxylic acid, hydroxy and aminosulfonyl, amide and anilide, dinitroaniline, and phenylurea 
 herbicides.[5] Several herbicide classes have similar behaviors with respect to soil and water.

Both quaternary N and dinitroaniline herbicides are very highly retained by soils and are not 
expected to be detected in groundwater. However, paraquat, pendimethalin, and trifluralin have been 
reported several times in groundwater. Their presence indicates that transport is dependent on factors 
not directly related to compound longevity, solubility, and mobility. Vertical transport by preferential 
flow through macropores is a commonly accepted mechanism used to explain these detections. In some 
instances, compounds have been described as preferentially transported attached to colloidal material.

Carboxylic, hydroxy, and aminosulfonyl acids, and thiocarbamate herbicides have very low to low 
soil retention and very short to moderate longevity. Thus, the more heavily used and persistent pes-
ticides in these groups are the ones most generally detected in groundwater. They include the acids, 
dicamba (2.0, NR), picloram (2.5, <1), bromacil (1.8, 1.0), and dinoseb (1.4, <1).

Phenylurea herbicides have low to high soil retentions and short to moderate longevity. Linuron 
(16.7, <1) and diuron (<1, 1.9) are the most frequently detected in groundwater and both have moderately 
long half-lives ranging from 60 to 90 days.

Amide and anilide herbicides have low soil retention and short to moderate longevity. Several amide 
herbicides and their transformation products have been detected in groundwater. The commonly used 
amides in the Midwestern corn belt, namely alachlor (1.7, 2.7), metolachlor (<1, 12), propachlor (1.2, <1), 
and acetochlor (NR, <1), are the most frequent offenders because they are relatively persistent.

As suggested by the name, basic herbicides behave as bases. The group contains several subclasses 
including aniline, formamidine, imidazole, pyrimidine, thiadiazole, triazines, and triazole. Basic her-
bicides have low to high soil retention and very short to moderate longevity. Again, it is generally the 
most persistent and heavily used pesticides that are more frequently found in groundwater. The most 
frequently detected compounds in the group are the triazines, namely atrazine (5.6, 30), metribuzin 
(4.2, 1.9), cyanazine (2.0, 1.4), simazine (2.0, 14.8), and prometon (2.1, 11.6).
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Groundwater Contamination

It stands to reason that there are generally good associations between pesticide use and their detection 
in groundwater. Since groundwater flows very slowly at rates normally ranging from 0.1 ft/day to 3 ft/
day, pesticide sources are generally very near the monitored well. Thus, high frequencies of triazine 
and acetamide detections are reported in the states of the northern corn belt. More fungicides and 
fumigants were detected in warm humid states of California and Florida where vegetable and fruit 
crops dominate the landscape. In an analysis of the 20 NAWQAs for pesticides, frequencies of pesticide 
detection in groundwater were significantly related to the estimated amount of agricultural use within 
a 1 km radius of the sampled site.[6] They also emphasized that pesticides were detected beneath both 
agricultural (60.4%) and urban areas (48.5%). Discontinued used pesticides have been detected numer-
ous times in shallow aquifers.

In general, families of pesticides have similar chemical characteristics from which predictions have 
been made as to the product’s potential for contamination of groundwater; however, differences in the 
leaching behavior of pesticides exhibiting similar chemistry can be appreciable and is the reason several 
heavily used pesticides are seldom, if ever, detected in groundwater.

Management of Point Sources of Groundwater Contamination

Important steps are being taken to reduce water quality pollution by pesticides occurring from spills 
and back siphoning events (point sources). Since it is easier to resolve point than non-point sources, 
laws have been enacted to eliminate contamination of surface water bodies, which may be in hydraulic 
contact with groundwater, from used pesticide containers and rinseate from chemical wash downs. 
Check valves are mandatory when pesticides are mixed and/or diluted and prevent backflow to ground-
water. Soils at and adjacent to agrichemical supply facilities have been surveyed in several states and 
found to be highly contaminated with pesticide residues. The herbicides, atrazine, alachlor, metolachlor, 
cyanazine, and metribuzin are the worst offenders from the standpoint of pesticide mass in the soils at 
sites in Wisconsin and Illinois.[4] Many of these sites and those in other states are now involved in soil 
cleanups, which are designed to protect underlying groundwater from further pollution.

Management of Non-Point Sources of 
Groundwater Contamination

Normal farm chemical applications of pesticides are generally considered potential non-point sources 
of groundwater contamination because they are dispersed over large areas ranging from fields to water-
sheds. Management strategies are in place to reduce leaching of field applied chemicals.[8] These strate-
gies vary from regulatory restrictions to outright bans on application in areas deemed more vulnerable 
to leaching. Integrated pest management, fostered by the office of pesticide management at the USEPA, 
is designed to reduce chemical applications. The practice of banding applications has reduced amounts 
applied. Both target more efficient pesticides and genetically engineered plants sensitive only to specific 
herbicidal action have been and are being developed. These new pesticides and pesticide-plant combi-
nations require less chemical than in the past, and the altered plants allow for pest control with more 
environmentally sensitive chemicals. The USEPA has announced a plan to reduce the mass of applied 
chemicals from commonly used triazines and amides that are frequently detected in groundwater.

Irrigation Management

Irrigation practices can influence pesticide leaching. Atrazine was vertically transported deeper and 
faster when using flood rather than sprinkler irrigation.[19] Sprinkler systems allow for much more uni-
form and efficient water management practices than furrow irrigation, and recent studies have shown 
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that they reduce chemical leaching.[10] In the Nebraska’s Platte Valley[11] and in the Walnut Creek water-
shed in Iowa,[12] peak herbicide concentrations were strongly related to rapid flushing beneath drain-
age areas where surface water ponds during heavy rainfall events on the cropped fields. Application of 
excess irrigation water also was reported to increase herbicide leaching.[9,11]

Future Research

More research is necessary to evaluate the health risks of transformation products from heavily used 
pesticides that are frequently detected in groundwater. Research needs to focus on precision application 
of pesticides to specific field problem areas as a potential mechanism to reduce chemical application.

There is a need to evaluate the environmental cost/benefit of safer product replacements used in 
conjunction with genetically altered crops. As new products are registered to replace more persistent 
and mobile pesticides, long-term fate studies, including the monitoring of the transformation product 
impact, on groundwater quality are necessary.
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Introduction

Surface water is one of the most important natural resources in the world. It has been explicitly estab-
lished that water of good quality is a fundamental element to sustainable socioeconomic development. 
It is the habitat for a large number of species and is a crucial component for metabolic activities of plants 
and animals. Aquatic ecosystems are endangered on a worldwide scale by a multitude of pollutants as 
well as damaging land-use or water-management practices. Some problems have been present for a long 
time but have only recently reached a critical level, while the rest are recently emerging. Oxygen balance 
in the aquatic systems is severely affected by organic pollution, which often results in severe pathogenic 
contamination. Enrichment of aquatic systems with nutrients from various origins, predominantly 
domestic sewage, agricultural runoff, and agro-industrial effluents, results in enhanced eutrophication, 
of which lakes and reservoirs are affected the most.

Lakes and reservoirs are the major resources of fresh surface water. They are larger and deeper than 
ponds and are not part of the ocean. Lakes and reservoirs are major resources as these hold about 90% of 
the world’s fresh surface water and are the key freshwater resources for agriculture, fisheries,  domestic, 
industrial, recreational, landscape entertainment, and energy production. Natural lakes are bodies 
of water, created by volcanic, tectonic, or glacial activity, whereas reservoirs are artificial impound-
ments. A lake is a relatively large lentic freshwater or saltwater body, which is localized in a basin 
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surrounded by land. Natural lakes are generally found in mountainous areas, rift zones, and areas with 
ongoing glaciations. In some parts of the world, there are many lakes formed due to chaotic drainage 
patterns left over from the last ice age. They are the habitats of a variety of flora and fauna, making them 
a source of fish and a destination for migratory birds to reproduce or rest. A reservoir, which is known 
as an artificial lake, is constructed for the benefit of man’s water needs, sometimes for one particular 
purpose, but more recently for multiple purposes. Reservoirs are different from lakes in many ways. 
They have usually larger drainage basins than lakes, and many are located in watersheds with extensive 
agricultural activities.

Direct contamination of surface waters with metals in discharges from mining, smelting, and 
industrial manufacturing is a long-lasting phenomenon. The emission of airborne pollutants has now 
reached such proportions that long-range atmospheric transport causes contamination, not only in 
the vicinity of industrial regions but also in more remote areas. Similarly, precipitation of acid rain 
occurs, when moisture in the atmosphere combines with gases such as sulfur dioxide, which are pro-
duced when fossil fuels are burnt. This may cause significant acidification of surface waters, especially 
lakes and reservoirs. Contamination of water by synthetic organic micropollutants and emerging 
contaminants results either from direct discharge into the surface waters through runoff or after 
transport through the atmosphere.

This entry briefly presents classification of lakes and reservoirs based on the flow of water in and out 
of the system and their utility, respectively, followed by the problems associated with lakes and reser-
voirs causing deterioration of water quality. A discussion on monitoring of water quality and various 
protective and restorative measures is also made through a literature survey, which may be useful to 
future research aspirants and water resource professionals in identifying economically and environ-
mentally sustainable lake and reservoir management strategy.

Classification of Lakes and Reservoirs

All lakes are temporary over geologic time scales, as they will slowly fill in with sediments or spill out of 
the basin.[1] Water enters into lakes from a variety of sources such as seepage through groundwater storage, 
runoff from watershed, direct precipitation into the lake, and other surface waters bodies (like streams or 
rivers). Water may drain out from lakes through deep percolation to join groundwater table or through 
surface water flow and evaporation. Natural lakes can be classified into four major types based on how 
water enters and exits the lake. Water may enter into the lake through one source or multiple sources. 
The water quality of a lake and its biodiversity are significantly influenced by the type of lake. Depending 
upon the way of entrance and exit of water, lakes can be classified into four categories as shown in Figure 1.

Seepage lakes do not have a distinct inlet or an outlet, and occasionally overflow. The major sources 
of water are direct precipitation, surface runoff from the immediate drainage area, and seepage through 
groundwater storage, as seepage lakes are landlocked water bodies. Since seepage lakes are sensitive to 
groundwater levels and local rainfall patterns, water levels may fluctuate seasonally. These lakes may 
have a less diverse fishery as the direct source of water is not a flowing water body or stream. Seepage 
lakes also have a smaller drainage area, which may help to account for lower nutrient levels. Spring lakes 
have no distinct inlet, but do have an outlet. The major source of water for spring lakes is groundwa-
ter flowing into the bottom of the lake from inside and outside the immediate surface drainage area. 
Groundwater drained lakes have no inlet, but similar to spring lakes, these may have an uninterrupt-
edly flowing outlet. Drained lakes are not groundwater fed and their principal sources of water are 
precipitation and direct drainage from the surrounding land. The water levels in drained lakes fluctuate 
frequently depending on the supply of water. Under severe conditions, the outlets from drained lakes 
may become intermittent. Drainage lakes have both an inlet and an outlet where the main water source 
is stream drainage. These lakes support fish populations that are not necessarily identical to the streams 
connected to them. Drainage lakes mostly have higher nutrient levels than natural seepage or spring 
lakes.[2] Depending on the utility, reservoirs can be classified into four classes as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 1 Classification of lakes.

FIGURE 2 Classification of reservoirs.

Storage/conservation reservoirs retain excess water supplies during peak flows and release water gradually 
during low flows as and when needed. A flood control reservoir stores a portion of the flood flows so that it 
can minimize the flood peaks in the areas to be protected downstream. A multipurpose reservoir is meant 
for serving multiple purposes such as water supply, flood and soil erosion control, hydroelectric power gen-
eration, recreation, irrigation, etc. A distribution reservoir is connected with a network of primary water 
supply and is used to supply water to the end users according to fluctuations in demand over a short time 
period and serves as local storage in the case of emergency. Such reservoirs, thus, support the water treat-
ment plants to work at a uniform rate and can store water when there is less demand and, thus, supply water 
during high-demand periods. Water quality in both lakes and reservoirs is influenced by many factors such 
as water body type, ecosystem characteristics, land use and land cover, and human activities.[3]

Freshwater/Saline Lakes

Most lakes hold freshwater, but some, particularly those where water cannot discharge via a river, can 
be salty. As a matter of fact, some lakes such as the Great Salt Lakes are saltier than the oceans. Lakes 
whose salinity content is more than 3 g/L are considered as saline lakes. They are prevalent and present 
on all regions, including Antarctica(e.g., Caspian Sea, Dead Sea, etc.). Though the inland saline water 
constitutes around 45% of the total inland water, a few deep lakes (mainly the Caspian Sea) occupy a 
significant volume of these saline waters. Salinity has a great influence on the freezing point of water, 
amount of dissolved oxygen, etc.[4]  

Trophic Status

Lakes can be classified based on their trophic state as “eutrophic,” “mesotrophic,” and “oligotrophic.” 
The word “trophic” means nutrition or growth. A eutrophic lake is characterized by the presence of a 
high concentration of plant nutrients and associated excess plant growth. On the other hand, an oligo-
trophic lake is characterized by low nutrient concentrations and low plant growth. Mesotrophic lakes 
fall in between these two. The major factors that regulate the trophic status of a lake are as follows: 1) rate 
of nutrient supply; 2) climatic condition (sunlight, temperature, precipitation, lake basin turnover time, 
etc.), and 3) morphometry/shape of lake basin (mean and maximum depth, volume and surface area, 
watershed-to-lake surface area ratio, etc.).[5]
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Problems Associated with Lakes and Reservoirs

Although more than three-fourths of the earth is occupied with water, only less than 0.3% (including 
surface water and groundwater) is available for human consumption.[6] The total area of the lakes on 
earth amounts to approximately 2.5 × 106 km2 or 1.8% of the continental area, containing 1.2 × 105 km3 
of water. The 253 largest lakes (larger than 500 km2) of the planet contain an estimated 78% of the 
world’s unfrozen fresh surface water and thus represent an essential global life support system.[7] 
Though the amount of water in lakes and reservoirs is very small, because of its rapid renewal, these 
habitats are the primary sustainable supplier of freshwater for most regions. Since freshwater on the 
earth is scarce, sincere efforts are required for the conservation of existing water resources to ensure 
the availability of sufficiently good quality water. The surface water resources are more susceptible 
to pollution as compared to the groundwater resources due to the ease of access of pollutants and 
contaminants in the former.[8,9]

Most of the lakes and reservoirs around the world face environmental stress, and the appropriate 
functioning of various vital ecosystems is in danger. Due to the explosion in human population, supple-
mentary demand-related damage is forced on lakes and reservoirs. Water levels become lower as a result 
of higher consumption by households and industries; a growing number of human population results in 
shrinking and altering their water resources; inappropriate use of the land, particularly hills and moun-
tains, results in increased sedimentation on their basins. Ultimately, pollution from agricultural lands 
and from domestic and industrial sources may produce eutrophication, resulting in undesirable effects 
such as the presence of toxic algae, reduction of oxygen, and generation of foul odor. The proliferation 
of contaminants within lake and reservoir systems can deteriorate water quality significantly. In many 
regions, lake ecosystems have already degraded and restoration to desirable water quality needs enor-
mous effort and high cost. Following the present status, none can predict for how long these resources 
can serve as renewable sources of pure surface water for domestic, industrial, and agricultural uses, or 
as sources of protein-rich food.[10] Lakes and reservoirs have a more vulnerable and complex ecosystem 
than rivers as they do not have a self purifying ability and, hence, readily accumulate pollutants. Because 
of their importance, their beauty, their religious and cultural significance, and their relative susceptibil-
ity to degradation, lakes and reservoirs require more concerted attention than is paid generally to river 
systems.[11] The next few paragraphs elaborate the major pollution problems of lakes and reservoirs.

Eutrophication

It can be defined as the process of enrichment of waters with plant nutrients that causes raw water qual-
ity loads, such as high primary production, low oxygen concentrations, and increased concentrations of 
hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, dissolved iron, and manganese in the hypolimnion.[12] It is considered 
as one of the serious negative effects faced by the lentic water bodies such as lakes, ponds, and reservoirs 
and is one of the major water quality problems worldwide[13] and the most serious challenge for water 
management professionals in densely populated areas.[14] Water from eutrophic reservoirs may have 
meager taste, odor, and color, and some have high concentrations of naturally occurring organic com-
pounds that may form trihalomethanes, which are carcinogenic and mutagenic and other by-products 
of disinfection.[15,16]

Seasonal pattern is prominently influenced by the availability of solar insolation and nutrients. 
Usually, the shallower the lake, the less the check of internal nutrient recycling by thermal stratification 
and light availability by critical depth as compared to mixing depth. During summer wind events, the 
lakes that are having an Osgood Index (OI)[17] less than 7 will show a strong tendency for mixing, as a 
result of which, nutrients from sediments/hypolimnion undergo recycling and enter into the photic 
zone. Such events entrain nutrients and cause summer blooms.[18] Thus, in highly dynamic lakes, the 
pattern of phytoplankton abundance/species composition differs with wind events.
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Toxic Materials

It includes mainly heavy metals, toxin-producing microphytes, and pesticides from agricultural land. 
Toxic substances may enter water bodies directly as land runoff from urban streets and mining areas or 
as agricultural runoff including forestry drainage, discharge of inadequately treated sewage, and indus-
trial effluents, and through deposition of airborne pollutants. Toxic substances can also be created in 
drinking water when chemicals from treatment plants interact with organic molecules in the raw water 
to form carcinogenic compounds such as trihalomethanes. A range of heavy metals such as mercury, 
arsenic, lead, and cadmium; chlorinated substances such as dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), 
dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE), and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs); organic substances 
such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs); Dieldrin; etc., create toxic conditions.

A large diversity of organic pollutants poses a serious threat to aquatic ecosystems. PCBs and 
3,4-benzpyrene were confirmed as jeopardizing Lake Constance.[19] However, pesticide is the major 
group of contaminants in the top layers of sediments. The recognition of DDT as being harmful to 
human and animals served as the eye opener to serious consequences of various pesticides. PCBs are 
also considered as persistent organic pollutants and, thus, have huge potential hazards. The main 
sources of pesticides in lakes and reservoirs are 1) agriculture and forestry; 2) actions against aquatic 
weeds (e.g., water fern Salvinia molesta, Eichhornia crassipes); 3) actions against parasites and water-
borne diseases (e.g., malaria and schistosomiasis); and 4) regulation of fish populations with rotenone 
(an active ingredient of derris, which is used as a fish poison for centuries). Atrazine, which is used 
for the protection of corn from weeds, is demonstrated as detrimental to human, and hence, it has 
recently been proscribed in many countries. Likewise, lindane, a persistent organochlorine insecti-
cide, is toxic to fish in concentrations as low as 1 ppm. Pesticides are applied for curbing undesirable 
weeds such as water fern Salvinia sp. and Azolla sp., water hyacinth E. crassipes, water lettuce Pistia 
stratiotes, etc. Application of the pesticides should only be considered in cases where mechanical and 
biological approaches fail.[19]

Sedimentation

Sedimentation of lakes is a common phenomenon; in general, it takes place very slowly. Any process 
in a lake watershed that disturbs the soil can significantly hasten this process. Most of these activities 
are anthropogenic and comprised farming on fragile soils and on steep slopes, surface mining, and 
construction activities. Suspended sediment and sedimentation have many degrading effects on lakes 
and shoreline ecosystems. Peripheral wetlands can be completely covered by silt, eradicating their 
value as nutrient sinks, wave absorbers, nursery areas for fishers, and habitat. As silt settles in a lake, 
spawning areas are covered and lake volume is reduced, and this causes degradation in fishery pro-
duction. As a result of reduced storage capacity, both the volume and extent of flooding can increase. 
In the case of hydroelectric amenities, generating capacity may reduce significantly. The increase in 
shoal areas as a result of sedimentation can enhance increased macrophyte growth and can interfere 
with recreational activities such as boating and fishing. Soil loss and suspended silt also contribute to 
eutrophication and lake contamination since the silt generally includes attached nutrients, herbicides, 
pesticides, and other chemicals. This increases water treatment costs and maintenance problems of 
water treatment plants.

Acidification

Atmospheric pollution by sulfur dioxide and nitrous oxides is the major cause of acidification in aquatic 
systems, through precipitation (dry or wet deposition) and, to a larger extent, through leaching from 
affected land. Other sources of acid deposits include industrial effluents and mining wastes.
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Fish Depletion

Fish provides a substantial portion of animal protein consumed by humans. In tropical developing 
countries, 60% of the people depend on fish and 40% or more of total protein intake comes from fish.[20] 
The majority of the world’s landed fish catch (87%) comes from marine areas. New developments in 
watersheds, such as dams and reservoirs to control the annual distribution of water, frequently cause 
large losses in floodplain fertility and species diversity. Floodplains are needed by many species of fish 
for reproduction and for refuge. The natural seasonal flooding and drying are signals used by some 
river-dwelling animals to begin to reproduce or migrate. Proper timing of water level drawdowns in 
upstream reservoirs is therefore important, especially to enhance spawning of certain species.

Stratification

Stratification is a significant feature influencing water quality in reasonably stagnant, deep waters, such 
as lakes and reservoirs, which occurs mainly because of the difference in temperature, leading to a varia-
tion in density. Occasionally, it can be due to the difference in solute concentrations. Water quality in 
various layers of stratified water body is subjected to different influences. Solar insolation will be more 
in the upper layer while the lower layer is physically detached from the atmosphere and may be in touch 
with decaying sediments that exert an oxygen demand. Because of these varying influences, the lower 
layer will usually have a reduced oxygen concentration relative to the upper layer. The anoxic condition 
thus produced will enhance the diffusion of constituents from sediments and form various compounds 
such as ammonia, nitrate, phosphate, sulfide, silicate, iron, and manganese.

During summer and spring, the surface layer of the water body in temperate regions becomes warmer 
and hence less dense. A resistance to vertical mixing is formed, because of the existence of warm water 
over cold water. The top warmer surface layer is known as the epilimnion and the colder water stuck 
underneath is the hypolimnion. There is a shallow zone called metalimnion or the thermocline, in 
between epilimnion and hypolimnion, where the temperature changes from warmer epilimnion to 
colder hypolimnion. Normally, wind-and surface-current-induced mixing is limited to epilimnion, 
while hypolimnion remains stagnant. The density difference between two layers (viz., epilimnion and 
hypolimnion) is diminished gradually when the weather becomes cooler. This will enhance the wind-
induced vertical mixing between these two layers, which will result in the phenomenon known as “over-
turn,” which can occur quite rapidly. The frequency of overturn and mixing governs predominantly on 
climate (temperature, solar insolation, and wind) and the characteristics of the lake and its surround-
ings (depth and exposure to wind). Lakes may be classified according to the frequency of overturn as 
follows:

• Monomictic: once a year—temperate lakes that do not freeze
• Dimictic: twice a year—temperate lakes that do freeze.
• Polymictic: several times a year—shallow, temperate, or tropical lakes
• Amictic: no mixing—arctic or high-altitude lakes with permanent ice cover, and underground 

lakes
• Oligomictic: Poor mixing—deep tropical lakes
• Meromictic: incomplete mixing—mainly oligomictic lakes but sometimes deep monomictic 

and dimictic lakes Because of the action of crosswind and the flow of water, thermal stratifica-
tion is not seen in lakes, which have depths less than 10 m. In shallow tropical lakes, complete 
mixing occurs several times a year, whereas in very deep lakes, stratification may continue 
all over the year, even in tropical and equatorial regions. This stable stratification results in 
“meromixis.”

In the case of tropical lakes, as a result of moderately constant solar insolation, seasonal changes in 
water temperature are small. The annual water temperature range is only 2–3°C at the surface and even 
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less at depths greater than 30 m.[21] Winds and precipitation, both play a vital role in mixing. Because 
of the large difference in rainfall between wet and dry seasons, large variation in water level is seen in 
some tropical lakes. Such variations have a prominent influence on dilution and nutrient supply, which, 
in turn, affect algal blooms, zooplankton reproduction, and fish spawning. Wind speeds are usually 
greater during the dry season and evaporation rates are at their highest. The subsequent heat losses, 
combined with the turbulence caused by wind action, stimulate the process of mixing.

As far as recreation is concerned, reservoirs are as important as natural lakes but have surplus 
scopes for flood control, hydropower generation, and water supply. Although both lakes and res-
ervoirs are subjected to silt, organic, and nutrient loadings, reservoirs usually having hefty water-
sheds and peculiar morphometric conformations are subjected to more water quality problems. Even 
though lakes and reservoirs have biotic and abiotic processes in common and similar habitats, they 
have some significant differences. They differ in their geologic history and setting, basin morphology, 
and hydrologic factors.[22,23]

Non-point source of water pollution generated by expanding agricultural production is consid-
ered as a major environmental threat to some lakes. Many chemicals in common agricultural use 
have a strong affinity for fine soil particles. When the latter erode, these chemicals are carried with 
them into surface waters. The soil itself is a problem when it accumulates in great quantity in lakes. 
Lake Pittsfield lost nearly a quarter of its volume to sedimentation in only 24 years. Transport and 
deposition of eroded materials as well as substances dissolved in runoff and attached to soil particles 
lead to negative impacts on agricultural land and the Three Gorges Reservoir including water qual-
ity decline,[24,25] which are generally thought to be caused by land use changes of converting forest 
resources to agriculture in watersheds. Conversion of cropland with a slope greater than 10° into for-
estland meets the reduction goal.[26]

Over recent decades, the water quality of lakes and reservoirs has been deteriorating rapidly due to 
external and internal pollution including that from the sediment, and the eutrophication phenom-
enon has become a more serious global threat. Some researchers suggest applying a plan of sediment 
dredging to this water body. After dredging, however, a vast amount of sediment would become 
solid pollutants containing high concentrations of heavy metals (mainly Hg and Cd), which would 
certainly cause secondary pollution. This pollution should not be ignored, and a further research is 
therefore needed on the elaborate restoration scheme for these precious drinking-water sources.[27] 
Major pollution issues of lakes and reservoirs with few representative past studies are tabulated in 
Table 1.

TABLE 1 Major Pollution Issues of Lakes and Reservoirs

Sl. No. Pollution Issue Effects Representative Case Studies

1 Eutrophication High primary production, low oxygen 
concentrations and increased concentrations of 

West Twin Lake, Ohio[28]

hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, dissolved iron, 
and manganese in the hypolimnion

2 Sedimentation Volume will be decreased, macrophytes growth may 
be enhanced

Lake Superior at Superior 
Harbor, Wisconsin[29]

3 Acidification Adverse effects on the most sensitive aquatic species Many Scandinavian lakes[11]

4 Toxic substances and 
heavy metal 
contamination

Bioaccumulation of these toxicants poses health 
hazards to all members of the food chain including 
humans

Lake Nainital, India[30]

5 Fish depletion As the fishery plays a vital role in the supply of 
animal protein, its depletion affects the food 
security and economy of a significant portion of 
humans

Lake Victoria, Uganda[11]
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Sources of Lakes and Reservoir Pollution

Lakes and reservoirs tend to collect not only sediments but also most of the pollutants that are washed 
into them, and thus they function, in part, as environmental sinks. Eroded soil dissolves in the water 
and fills in lake bottoms—this activity has significantly degraded lake ecosystems across the world. The 
sources of pollution can be mainly classified into two: 1) point sources and 2) non-point sources. A point 
source of pollution is a single identifiable localized source of air, water, thermal, noise, or light pollution.[31] 
In earlier days, control of “point source” nutrients and toxic contaminants was the principal focus of 
exertions for the protection and restoration of lakes and reservoirs, but nowadays, the substantial con-
taminant and nutrient sources to lakes and reservoirs are “non-point” type such as agricultural runoff, 
erosion from urban or deforested areas, surface mining, or atmospheric depositions. Most lake water is 
rich in nutrients that support growth of many aquatic macrophytes and algal blooms. Besides, water is 
contaminated with metals like chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), nickel (Ni), lead 
(Pb), and zinc (Zn). High concentrations of these metals are also found in sediments, but it is found that 
the level of metal concentrations of lake varies considerably in different seasons.

In earlier days, we believed that lakes and reservoirs were enriched with nutrients and organic matter 
from “point” sources such as industrial discharges and wastewater treatment plant outfalls. However, 
for many lakes, non-point or diffuse nutrient loading, both internal and external, is found to be momen-
tous. These non-point sources are challenging to assess and regulate,[32] and water quality in many lakes 
has remained deteriorated following diversion or treatment of point sources.

The main pollutants that enter through non-point sources are various forms of phosphorus and nitro-
gen such as total phosphorus, phosphate phosphorus, nitrate nitrogen, nitrite nitrogen, ammoniacal 
nitrogen, organic nitrogen, chlorine, sodium, calcium, and suspended solids. The exports of all con-
stituents occur mostly during rainfall-or snowmelt-generated runoff events during the spring runoff 
period. It has been shown that one of the major reasons for the enrichment of lakes is the conversion of 
previously cropped land into agricultural production while conversion to forests has very little impact 
on enrichment.

The runoff of nutrients from old fields depends on the nutrient status of the soils and soil water. This 
nutrient status reflects the soil type, fertilizer and cropping practices prior to abandonment, number of 
years since abandonment, and the succeeding vegetation present at any particular point. Soil data iden-
tify the reservoir of nutrients available for runoff, provide a means to relate runoff to nutrient content of 
that particular soil, and provide the data necessary for design of management schemes to prevent release 
of nutrients. Farm lands that have been abandoned for 15 to 20 years are not major non-point sources of 
pollution.

Water Quality Monitoring

Water quality monitoring refers to the acquisition of quantitative and representative information on 
the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of a water body over time and space.[33] It is a 
complex task, comprising all the activities to extract information with respect to the aquatic system. A 
variety of contaminants, in addition to a multitude of imprudent water quality management practices 
and destructive land uses, are currently threatening aquatic systems on a worldwide scale. In addition, 
it has been shown that water of good quality is a critical component for sustainable socioeconomic 
development.[34] The impact and behavior of contaminants in an aquatic ecosystem are complex and 
may involve adsorption-desorption, precipitation-solubilization, filtration, biological uptake, excretion, 
and sedimentation-suspension. Besides natural processes affecting water quality, there are also anthro-
pogenic impacts, such as man-induced point and non-point sources, xenobiotic, and alteration of water 
quality due to unwise water use and river engineering projects (e.g., irrigation, damming, etc.).[35]

The degradation of water resources has increased the need for determining the ambient status of water 
quality, in order to provide an indication of changes induced by anthropogenic activities. To understand 
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the process dynamics of a watershed, a well-designed water quality monitoring network identifies water 
quality problems while establishing baseline values for short-and long-term trend analysis. The need to 
evaluate observed water quality conditions and their suitability for the intended uses reflects a need for 
cost-effective and logistically practical water quality monitoring network design methods.

Types of Monitoring

Lake Sampling

It characterizes the water quality of the lake to identify status and trends. Two main types of lake moni-
toring are water-column sampling and near-shore (shallow water) sampling. Water-column sampling 
tries to quantify the overall response of the lake to contamination. The lake’s trophic status, as desig-
nated by phosphorus, turbidity, chlorophyll-a, and dissolved oxygen, is of particular concern. Some 
invasive species, such as spiny water flea, can also be identified by water-column sampling. During 
seasons when the lake is stratified, the water-column sample should be sampled in both the epilimnion 
(the warm upper layer) and hypolimnion (lower layer of cold water).

Near-shore refers to the depth at which rooted plants can grow. Sampling can be adequately done at 
the end of a dock. Sampling for pathogens and pathogen indicators is important because of contact rec-
reation such as swimming. Near-shore monitoring allows study of the lake bottom including sediment 
sampling for heavy metals, macroinvertebrates, and attached or rooted invasives such as zebra mussels 
and Eurasian watermilfoil.

Tributary Mass Load Sampling

It determines the tributary mass loads of water contaminants entering the lake. A significant portion of 
the lake’s water pollution is brought by the tributaries flowing into it. Determination of tributary mass 
loads is particularly important for management of the lake’s phosphorus and sediment problems.

Tributary Water Quality Sampling

It characterizes the water quality of tributaries to identify status and trends. Tributaries may be threat-
ened by contaminants or stresses that affect the stream health but are not significantly detrimental to 
the lake. The tributaries are valued for recreation and aesthetics, drinking water, irrigation, and wildlife 
habitat and deserve protection.

Biological Integrity Sampling

It characterizes the long-term ecological health of the lake and tributaries. Ecological sampling is use-
ful for detecting the effects of impairments that are not present at the time of sampling, for evaluating 
habitat health and for determining the biological integrity of surface waters. Ecological sampling may 
include bioassessments of fish and benthic macroinvertebrate communities, periphyton, and single- 
species monitoring (trout, salmon, and freshwater mussels are often used). Biological indices, a compos-
ite of different indicators, can be developed.

Citizen Monitoring

It encourages citizen participation in the measurement of watershed quality. To the extent that people 
care about the watershed’s lands and waters, the watershed will be protected and enhanced for genera-
tions to come. One way to encourage such stewardship is through involvement of students and other 
citizens in water quality monitoring. Monitoring conducted by citizen volunteers increases public 
awareness and knowledge about water quality and its protection.

The design of efficient water quality monitoring network is essential for effective water management. 
To date, many water quality monitoring networks for surface freshwaters have been rather arbitrarily 
designed without a consistent or logical design strategy. Moreover, design practices in recent years 
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indicate a need for cost-effective and logistically adaptable network design approaches.[36] Furthermore, 
the monitoring in a water quality management program is recognized as a statistical approach, so that 
both the assessment and the design problems can be addressed via a statistical method. In this view, 
the statistical methods have been found very efficient for redesigning and assessment of water quality 
monitoring networks (WQM).

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines water quality monitoring as: “the 
programmed process of sampling, measurement and subsequent recording or signaling, or both, of var-
ious water characteristics, often with the aim of assessing conformity to specified objectives.” This gen-
eral definition can be differentiated into three types of monitoring activities that distinguish between 
long-term, short-term, and continuous monitoring programs:

• Long-term observation and standardized measurement of the aquatic environment for defining 
the water quality status and prediction of the trend are known as monitoring.

• Intensive programs for the measurement and observation of status of the aquatic environment for 
a specific purpose are known as surveys. These are of limited duration.

• Continuous measurement and observation of the aquatic environment for the management of the 
quality of the water and other operational activities are known as surveillance.

The constituents that decide the quality of the water are transported by water from the watershed. 
Therefore, we have to construct a perfect water budget, as it plays a key role in identifying a lake’s (res-
ervoir’s) problem. By conducting a reconnaissance survey of water from the watershed, main tributaries 
can be selected. Since high flows are the chief segment of the water budget and huge volume influxes 
are followed by high concentration, continuous gauge recording is recommended for the determination 
of flow in major tributaries. From a successive record of inflow and outflow in the main tributaries, an 
annual water budget is constructed so that estimated inflows equal outflows with a correction for lake 
storage.

The water budget is formulated as:[37]

SFi o+ +GW DP + WW = SF + EVP + EXF + WS + ΔSTOR

where SFi and SFo are stream flow in and out, respectively; GW is groundwater in (includes deep and 
subsurface seepage); DP is direct precipitation on the lake surface; WW is wastewater, if any; EVP is 
evaporation; EXF is exfiltration; WS is removal for water supply, if any; and ASTOR is the change in 
lake volume.

Protective and Restorative Measures

Removal or treatment of direct input of wastewater, stormwater, or both constitutes the primary step 
in the restoration of water quality of eutrophic lakes and reservoirs, as these sources frequently contain 
comparatively high concentrations of phosphorus and nitrogen. For the realization of any long-term 
benefits from in-lake treatments, such external loadings should be reduced. In some cases, reduction of 
external loading is adequate to restore the water body (e.g., Lake Washington[38,39]), but in others, where 
internal loading of nutrients is significant, in-lake treatments may be indispensable to accomplish lake 
quality improvement (e.g., Lake Trummen[40]).

Advanced wastewater treatment (AWT) and diversions are two most commonly used techniques 
for the reduction of external inputs. In diversion, the treated sewage or industrial wastewater is car-
ried away from the degraded water body to waters that are having high assimilative capacity, by the 
installation of interceptor lines. AWT involves the reduction of phosphorus concentration in waste-
water effluent by using chemicals such as alum (aluminum sulfate), lime (calcium hydroxide), or ferric 
chloride. Stormwater runoff is the next dominant source of external enrichment. Even though the P 
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concentration in stormwater is very low (2%–10%), and solubility is less than that of sewage effluent, 
such non-point sources can denote momentous contributions. P retention in wet detention basins and 
wetlands, rapid filtration through soil, and P removal in predetention basins are the principal P removal 
methods applied for runoff water. If internal loading of P is anticipated to hinder the recovery following 
primary treatments such as diversion or AWT, then supplementary in-lake treatments may be justified 
to accelerate reclamation. Lakes and reservoirs lose volume due to siltation. Sediment removal, together 
with land management and construction of device to trap silt, is an example of their restoration and 
protection. Some management approaches are institutional arrangement, formation and operation of 
lake association, sports fishery management, etc.

Eutrophication can be controlled if the phosphorus (P) concentrations in the water body are lowered 
to a level that will limit the growth of the algae. This can be achieved by diversion of external input, dilu-
tion, flushing, or a combination of these approaches. Where there is substantial loading reduction, com-
paratively augmented rate of algal flushing, and negligible recycling from sediment, in-lake phosphorus 
concentration can be reduced significantly and trophic state can be improved rapidly. Lake Washington 
is a good example for this approach.[40,41] However, for many lakes, internal phosphorus release sustained 
the lake’s enriched trophic state and reinforced the state of continued eutrophication, in spite of the 
removal of a noteworthy fraction of external loading by diversion.[42,43] In those lakes, following nutri-
ent diversion, supplementary in-lake treatment may be necessary, to avoid an extended eutrophic state.

Other methods are dilution and flushing, which are used interchangeably. Dilution involves the 
reduction in the concentration of the nutrients and a washout of algal cells, whereas flushing comprises 
only the latter. Where there is a high nutrient load, water should be diverted if possible for the low dilu-
tion rate to be most effective. This plan provides for a reduction in biomass primarily through nutrient 
limitation. If only moderate to high nutrient water is available, flushing may work well if the loss rate of 
cells is sufficiently great relative to the growth rate. Flushing rate on the order of 10%–15% per day will 
afford some control through washout. We can opt for the technique such as “phosphorus inactivation,” 
which involves, usually, the application of salts of aluminum, such as aluminum sulfate (alum), sodium 
aluminate, etc., to precipitate phosphate as aluminum phosphate and thus to bind a significant fraction 
of P. Aluminum hydroxide floc, which is formed during this process, enhances the settling of the pre-
cipitate and it will continue to sorb and retain P in their molecular lattices.

Nutrient reduction mainly consists of processes such as source reduction in the watershed, issuance 
of fertilizer guidelines, setting up of shoreland buffer strips, and restriction of motorboats. Biological 
control involves processes such as use of bacteria for algae control, use of algae-eating fishes, bioma-
nipulation, aquascaping, and bioscaping. Lake aeration comprises conventional aeration, solar powered 
aeration, wind-powered aeration, fountain aeration, and hypolimnetic aeration. Addition of chemicals 
includes use of barley straw, alum, buffered alum for sediment treatments, calcium compounds, liquid 
dyes, chlorine, and algicide[44] (Figure 3). Copper is an efficient algicide. Copper sulfate application, 
the typical treatment for algal problems for many decades, is often effective for short-term solution 
to a current algae problem, predominantly in water supply reservoirs. However, there is substantial 

FIGURE 3 Major algal control measures.
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confirmation against the prolonged usage of this chemical. Its effects are found to be temporary, cost can 
be higher, there are major negative impacts to non-target organisms, and significant copper contamina-
tion of sediments can be possible. We can go for long-term and permanent options such as control of 
external and internal nutrient loading for the effective management of algal bloom. For a better water 
quality, and if the P is not estimated to reach an algal limiting level, an in-lake treatment for the control 
sediment should be established soon after external controls are in place.

Macrophytes includes all macroscopic aquatic flora, comprising macroalgae such as the stoneworts 
Chara and Nitella, aquatic liverworts, mosses, ferns, and flowering vascular plants. Aquatic plant man-
agement aims to curb annoyance species, to exploit the favorable features of plants in water bodies, and 
to reorganize plant communities. Its principal objective is the establishment of stable, diverse, aquatic 
plant communities comprising high percentages of desirable species. An exhaustive understanding of 
macrophytes biology is the foundation for evolving innovative management tactics. Continued research 
and development will advance our understanding of the relationship of aquatic plants to overall lake 
and reservoir quality and our capability to manage aquatic plant communities to preserve or improve 
that quality.[36,37] Table 2 shows major restoration measures for the lakes and reservoirs.

Eutrophication Model Framework

Phosphorus-loading models are often employed for the evaluation of eutrophication problems in lakes 
and reservoirs. In these models, phosphorus loading is linked to the average total phosphorus concen-
tration in the lake water and to other indicators of water quality that are associated to algal bloom, such 
as chlorophyll and transparency. Physical and hydrologic features influence the response of the lake 
to phosphorus loading and thus these models take in to account various characteristics such as lake 
volume, average depth, flushing rate, etc. The underlying principles behind the eutrophication model 
are as follows: 1) phosphorus acts as the limiting nutrient for algal growth; 2) any change in the amount 
of phosphorus discharged into a lake over an annual or seasonal period will alter the average concen-
tration of P in lakes and hence the extent of algal bloom; and 3) the capacity of the lake to adjust with 
the P loading, without causing algal blooms increases with the volume, depth, and the flushing rate of 
the lake. Models recapitulate these relationships in mathematical forms, based upon observed water 
quality responses of large numbers of lakes and reservoirs. Eutrophication models are pitched for the 
prediction of average status of water quality over a season or a year. Averaging is mainly done over three 
 dimensions: 1) depth; 2) sampling stations; and 1) season.[45]

TABLE 2 Major Restoration Measures for the Lakes and Reservoirs

Sl. No. Restoration Measure Advantage(s) Drawback(s)

1 Diversion Reduce the overall nutrient loading Presence of another water body (having high 
to the system assimilative capacity) is required in the near 

vicinity
2 Advanced wastewater Control eutrophication by limiting Accumulation of chemicals in the system and 

treatment nutrient concentration with high cost
suitable chemicals

3 Dilution and flushing Control eutrophication by limiting Cannot accommodate high nutrient loading
the P concentration

4 Application of 
appropriate algicide 
(such as copper 
sulfate)

Control eutrophication by curbing 
algal growth

Its effects are found to be temporary, higher 
cost, there are major negative impacts to 
non-target organisms, and significant copper 
contamination of sediments can be possible

5 Sediment removal 
(dredging)

Sediment removal, together with 
land management can restore the 
lake, affected by siltation

High cost and, in some cases, may cause 
environmental damage
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Conventions for the Protection of Lakes and Reservoirs

Lakes and Wetlands—Ramsar Convention, Iran, February 2, 1971

The Ramsar Convention (The Convention on Wetlands of International Importance) is an international 
treaty for the conservation and sustainable utilization of wetlands. The convention was developed and 
implemented by participating countries at a meeting in Ramsar, hosted by the Iranian Department of 
Environment, and came into force on December 21, 1975. The Ramsar List of Wetlands of International 
Importance presently comprises 1950 sites (known as Ramsar Sites) covering around 1,900,000 km2 up 
from 1021 sites in 2000. The nation with the highest number of sites is the United Kingdom at 168; the 
nation with the greatest area of listed wetlands is Canada, with more than 130,000 km2. Presently, there are 
161 contracting parties, up from 119 in 1999 and from 21 initial signatory nations in 1971. Signatories meet 
every 3 years as the Conference of the Contracting Parties (COP); the first was held in Cagliari, Italy, in 
1981. There is a standing committee, a scientific review panel, and a secretariat. The headquarters is located 
in Gland, Switzerland, shared with the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).[46]

UNECE Water Convention, Helsinki, March 17, 1992

The Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes 
(Water Convention) is intended to strengthen national measures for the protection and ecologically 
sound management of transboundary surface waters and groundwater. The Parties to this convention are 
obliged to prevent, control, and reduce transboundary impact; use transboundary waters in a reasonable 
and equitable way; and ensure their sustainable management. Parties bordering the same transboundary 
waters shall cooperate by entering into specific agreements and establishing joint bodies. The Convention 
includes provisions on monitoring, research and development, consultations, warning and alarm systems, 
mutual assistance, and exchange of information, as well as access to information by the public.

Protocol on Water and Health, London, June 17, 1999

The Protocol on Water and Health aims to protect human health and well-being by better water man-
agement, including the protection of water ecosystems, and by preventing, controlling, and reducing 
water-related diseases. It is the first international agreement of its kind adopted specifically to attain 
an adequate supply of safe drinking water and adequate sanitation for everyone and effectively protect 
water used as a source of drinking water. Parties to the Protocol commit to set targets in relation to the 
entire water cycle.[47]

Conclusion

Many of the lakes and reservoirs are situated in developing countries or industrializing countries that 
only now identify the devastating economic and social impact that pollution, overfishing, and habitat 
degradation are having on their water resources. Once these natural systems are severely polluted, they 
often cannot be restored completely; they can at best only be improved to a level where they can meet 
basic functions, and society must bear the increased costs and risks to human health.

The reviewed case studies in this entry and elsewhere illustrate that contaminated lakes and reser-
voirs can be restored, at least partially. The entry presented a number of examples where this process has 
been undertaken effectively. From an economic and environmental point of view, it appears wise to pre-
vent the occurrence or exacerbation of problems, rather than going for radical and expensive restorative 
actions. Ample evaluations of water resources should be conducted to understand the state of lakes and 
reservoirs, so that we can provide the essential means for the establishment of imperative water resource 
management goals and objectives.
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All-inclusive watershed management programs that comprise significant water quality objectives 
precise to the hydraulic characteristics of lakes and reservoirs should be prepared. The differences 
between temperate and tropical lake situations need to be highlighted. During the formulation of man-
agement strategies, all exertion should be made to avert the discharge of toxic substances to lakes and 
reservoirs. Introduction of exotic and invasive species should be banned, unless there has been ample 
environmental assessment.

We should incorporate the “precautionary” approach and the “polluter pays” principle in the man-
agement of lakes and reservoirs, which can benefit from various economic tools and ample financial 
policies. Primary action areas for protection and restoration of lakes and reservoirs involve watershed 
assessment, watershed control measures, and best management practices, which comprise manage-
ment of pollution from agriculture, silviculture, mining, industrial pollution, urban runoff, and other 
pollutant sources, predominantly for nutrients and persistent toxic pollutants. Management programs 
for lakes and reservoirs should be comprehensive in scope and watershed-wide in nature. If necessary, 
joint governance institutions, such as joint commissions, composed of high-level government officials, 
should be established to improve management of transboundary lake and reservoir basins. The formula-
tion of legal instruments, treaties, and a hierarchy for making the decision are essential for the advance-
ment of the water resources management. It is clear that the world’s lake reservoirs are threatened. In 
many cases, lake degradation is so advanced that populations depending on them are in great danger. 
The scope, magnitude, and dimension of the problem demand an international cooperation as well as 
national exertions.

A logical and consistent design methodology that allows more efficient and effective data collec-
tion and, hence, more useful information extraction should be developed. Such an approach not only 
permits better water pollution control recommendations and better allocation of financial resources 
but also, ultimately, a better understanding of the ecosystems. To appreciate the challenges of design-
ing water quality networks, it is crucial to clearly define objectives and identify statistically acceptable 
assumptions. Assumptions are an inherent part of the monitoring network design process, mainly due 
to the stochastic influences on water quality variables in the aquatic environment. The number and 
type of simplifying assumptions made or allowed are dependent upon network objectives. Furthermore, 
assumptions in monitoring network design should be made relative to water quality hydrologic prin-
ciples, applicable statistics, information utilization, and budget constraints.
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Introduction

What Is Acid Mine Drainage?

Acid mine drainage refers to metal-rich sulfuric acid solutions released from mine tunnels, open pits, 
and waste rock piles (Table 1). Similar solutions are produced by the drainage of some coastal wetlands, 
resulting in the formation of acid sulfate soils. Acid mine drainage typically yields pH values ranging 
from 2 to 4; however, extreme sites such as Iron Mountain, California, have produced pH values as low 
as –3.6.[1] Neutral to alkaline mine drainage is also common in areas where the surrounding geologic 
units contain carbonate rocks to buffer acidity (Table 1).

Why Is Acid Mine Drainage a Problem?

Landscapes exposed to acid mine drainage do not support vegetation and are susceptible to erosion. 
When acid mine drainage enters natural waterways, changes in pH and the formation of voluminous 
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TABLE 1 Summary of Mine Drainage Chemistry from 101 Bituminous Coal 
Mine Sites in Pennsylvania

Range Median Mean

pH 2.7–7.3 5.2 3.6
Fe (mg/L) 0.16–512.0 43.0 58.9
Al (mg/L) 0.01–108.0 1.3 9.8
Mn (mg/L) 0.12–74.0 2.2 6.2
SO4 (mg/L) 120–2000 580.0 711.2

Unpublished data from C. Cravolta, III, 2001. USGS, Lemoyne, PA.
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FIGURE 1

precipitates of metal hydroxides can devastate fish populations and other aquatic life (Figure 1). The 
corrosion of engineered structures such as bridges is also greatly accelerated. There may be as many 
as 500,000 inactive or abandoned mines in the United States, with mine drainage severely impacting 
approximately 19,300 km of streams and more than 72,000 ha of lakes and reservoirs.[2,3] Once initiated, 
mine drainage may persist for decades, making it a challenging problem to solve.

What Causes Acid Mine Drainage?

Mine drainage results from the oxidation of sulfide minerals such as pyrite (cubic FeS2), marcasite 
(orthorhombic FeS2), pyrrhotite (Fe1–XS), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), and arsenopyrite (FeAsS). These min-
erals are commonly found in coal and ore deposits and are stable until exposed to oxygen and water. 
Their oxidation causes the release of metals and the production of sulfuric acid. This process can occur 
as a form of natural mineral weathering but is exacerbated by mining because of the sudden, large-scale 
exposure of unweathered rock to atmospheric conditions.
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Mine Drainage Chemistry

Mine drainage is a complex biogeochemical process involving oxidation-reduction, hydrolysis, precipi-
tation, and dissolution reactions as well as microbial catalysis.[1] The entire sequence is commonly repre-
sented by Reaction 1, which describes the overall oxidation of pyrite by oxygen in the presence of water 
to form iron hydroxide [Fe(OH)3] and sulfuric acid.

3 1FeS2( )s + +3 O 32 g( ) H O2 ( )1 → Fe ( )OH 3 s +( ) 2H S2 O4 a( ) (1
4 2 q )

The actual oxidation process is considerably more complicated.
Pyrite and related sulfide minerals contain both Fe and S in reduced oxidation states. When exposed 

to oxygen and water, the sulfur moiety is oxidized first, releasing Fe2+ and sulfuric acid to solution 
(Reaction 2). The rate of oxidation is dependent on environmental factors like temperature, pH, Eh, and 
relative humidity, as well as mineral surface area and microbial catalysis.

1FeS + +3 O H O 2+ −2 +
2 s( ) 2 g( ) 2 (1) → Fe( )aq + 2SO4 a( )q + 2H( )2 aq  (2)

Reaction 2 is most important in the initial stages of mine drainage generation and can be either strictly 
abiotic or mediated by contact with sulfur-oxidizing bacteria.[4] The Fe2+ released by pyrite decomposi-
tion is rapidly oxidized by oxygen at pH > 3 as per Reaction 3.

2 1Fe + + 1
( )aq + +O H2 a( )q ( )aq → Fe3+

aq + H O
4 ( ) 2 2 ( )1  (3)

If acidity generated by Reaction 2 exceeds the buffering capacity of the system, the pH eventually 
decreases. Below pH 3, Fe3+ solubility increases and a second mechanism of pyrite oxidation becomes 
important[5] (Reaction 4).

FeS 14Fe3 8H O 15Fe + −
1 2( ) + + 2 2

( )aq 2 (1) → +
( )aq + 2SO4 a( )q +16H( )aq  (4)

In this case, pyrite is oxidized by Fe3+ resulting in the generation of even greater acidity than when 
oxygen is the primary oxidant. Pyrite decomposition is thus controlled by the rate at which Fe2+ is 
converted to Fe3+ at low pH.[6] At pH < 3, Fe2+ oxidation is very slow unless it is catalyzed by popula-
tions of iron-oxidizing bacteria like Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans or Leptospirillum ferrooxidans. These 
acidophilic bacteria oxidize Fe2+ as a means of generating energy to fix carbon. In doing so, they supply 
soluble Fe3+ at a rate equal to or slightly greater than the rate of pyrite oxidation by Fe3+.[5] Pyrite oxida-
tion then regenerates Fe2+ (Reaction 4), creating a cyclic situation that leads to vigorous acidification of 
mine drainage water.

Mine Drainage Mineralogy

The hydrolysis of Fe3+ causes the precipitation of various iron minerals—generally represented as 
(Fe[OH]3)—that are often the most obvious indicators of mine drainage contamination (Reaction 5).

Fe3+ +
( )aq + →3H2O( )1 Fe ( )OH 3 s +( ) 3H( )aq  (5)

These precipitates are yellow-to-red-to-brown in color and have long been referred to by North American 
miners as “yellow boy.” The actual mineralogy of the precipitates is determined by solution parameters 
like pH, sulfate, and metal concentration and can vary both spatially and temporally. Some of the most 
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common mine drainage minerals are goethite (α-FeOOH), ferrihydrite (Fe5HO8.4H2O), schwertman-
nite (Fe8O8[OH]6SO4), and jarosite ([H,K,Na] Fe3[OH]6[SO [7]

4]2).
Goethite is a crystalline oxyhydroxide that occurs over a wide pH range, is relatively stable, and may 

represent a final transformation product of other mine drainage minerals.[8] Ferrihydrite is a poorly 
crystalline ferric oxide that forms in higher pH (>6.5) environments. Schwertmannite is commonly 
found in drainage waters with pH ranging from 2.8 to 4.5, and with moderate to high sulfate contents. It 
may be the dominant phase controlling major and minor element activities in most acid mine drainage. 
Jarosite group minerals form in more extreme environments with pH < 3, very high sulfate concentra-
tions, and in the presence of appropriate cations like Na and K.

Mine Drainage Microbiology

The most studied bacterial species in mine drainage systems belong to the genus Acidithiobacillus 
 (formerly Thiobacillus)[9] Species like Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans and A. ferrooxidans are impor-
tant to sulfur and iron oxidation in acid drainage; however, many other microorganisms may also be 
involved.[10] Bacteria have been found in close association with pyrite grains and may play a direct role 
in mineral oxidation, but they most likely function indirectly through oxidation of dissolved Fe2+ as 
described previously. In low pH systems (<3), A. ferrooxidans can increase the rate of iron oxidation as 
much as five orders of magnitude relative to strictly abiotic rates.[6]

Iron-oxidizing bacteria are chemolithotrophic, meaning they oxidize inorganic compounds, like 
Fe2+, to generate energy and use CO2 as a source of carbon. Iron oxidation, however, is a very low energy 
yielding process. It has been estimated that the oxidation of 90.1 mol of Fe2+ is required to assimilate 
1 mol of C into biomass.[11] Thus, large amounts of Fe2+ must be oxidized to achieve even modest growth.

In addition to mediating iron oxidation, bacteria may play an additional role in mineral formation. 
Bacteria in mine drainage systems have been shown to be partially encrusted with mineral precipitates.[12] 
Bacterial cell walls provide reactive sites for the sorption of metal cations, which can accumulate and 
subsequently develop into precipitates, using the bacterial surface (living or dead) as a template.[13,14]

Environmental Impacts of Mine Drainage

Mine drainage is primarily released from open mine shafts or from mine spoil left exposed to the atmo-
sphere. The drainage produced can have devastating effects on the surrounding ecosystem. Chemical 
precipitates can obstruct water flow, dramatically increase turbidity, and ruin stream aesthetics. 
Dissolved metals and acidity can also affect plant and aquatic animal populations.

Besides iron, Al is the most common dissolved metal in acid mine drainage. The primary source of Al 
is the acid dissolution of aluminosilicates found in soil, spoils, tailings deposits, and gangue material.[7] 
At high concentrations, Al can be toxic to plants, and colloidal aluminum precipitates can irritate the 
gills of fish, causing suffocation. Aluminum occurs as a dissolved species at low pH but rapidly hydro-
lyzes at about pH 5 to form felsöbanyáite [Al4(SO4)(OH)10 4H2O] or gibbsite [Al(OH) ].[7,15]

3  Aluminum 
precipitates are white in color but are readily masked by associated iron compounds.

Elevated levels of trace elements like As, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn may be released during the oxidation of 
sulfide minerals. These elements can play a role in mineralization processes by forming  coprecipitates[16,17] 
but occur primarily as sorbed species.[18] Mine drainage precipitates can retain both anions and cations, 
depending on pH. While coprecipitation and sorption function to immobilize trace elements by remov-
ing them from solution, this effect may not be permanent. Dissolution of precipitates and shifts in pH 
can result in the release of sorbed species, providing a latent source of pollution.[19]

Dealing with Mine Drainage

Successful control of mine drainage usually involves elements of both prevention and treatment.
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Prevention

Prevention techniques include sealing mine shafts, burying or submerging spoil piles, and adding 
bactericides to limit the function of iron-oxidizing bacteria. These techniques often have limited suc-
cess. Sealing of mines is extremely difficult due to fractures and the permeability of surrounding rocks. 
Covering spoil with soil material can decrease the degree of sulfide oxidation by limiting exposure to 
oxygen, but establishment of a vegetative cover is necessary to prevent erosion from re-exposing the 
spoil. Inhibition of iron-oxidizing bacteria with bactericides can decrease sulfide oxidation and reduce 
metal mobility; however, reapplication is necessary and adequate distribution to all affected areas is 
difficult. In addition, target bacteria may develop resistance, and beneficial bacteria may be harmed.[20]

Treatment

Solution pH usually underestimates the total acidity of mine drainage. Total acidity is the sum of “pro-
ton acidity” and “mineral acidity” generated upon oxidation and hydrolysis of metals like Fe2+, Fe3+, 
Mn, and Al3+.[21] The traditional approach to treatment of acid mine drainage involves neutralization of 
total acidity by the addition of alkaline agents like caustic soda (NaOH) or hydrated lime [Ca(OH)2]. 
This method is effective in neutralizing acidity and precipitating dissolved metals; however, it requires 
continuous oversight and produces large amounts of waste sludge that require disposal. Newer remedia-
tion strategies focus on low-cost, sustainable methods for treatment of drainage waters. For example, 
limestone drains coupled with settling ponds or compost wetlands have shown some promise as pas-
sive remediation technologies.[22] In these systems, drainage is channeled through either oxic or anoxic 
limestone substrates to neutralize active acidity. Dissolved metals are then allowed to hydrolyze and 
precipitate in ponds or wetland cells. A major difficulty is the loss of reactive surface by armoring of 
limestone particles with precipitates of Fe and Al that eventually obstruct flow.

Compost wetlands are designed to stimulate the development of anaerobic microbial populations, 
particularly sulfate- reducing bacteria. The bacteria use the compost as an organic substrate and remove 
sulfate from solution, either by converting it to H2S, which is lost to the atmosphere, or by forming 
insoluble iron sulfides (Reactions 6 and 7).

2CH CHOHCOO− −+ →SO2
3 2 −

( )aq 4( )aq CH COO + −
3 ( )aq 2HCO3( )aq +H2S( )g  (6)

H2S F( ) + →e2+ +
s ( )aq FeS( )s + 2H( )aq  (7)

Bicarbonate is formed as a by-product of sulfate reduction and functions to buffer acidity. These systems 
have also shown limited success in the field. The sulfate removal rates are usually low (<10%), and pH 
often remains unchanged or decreases within the wetland.[23]
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Introduction

Acidification of rivers and lakes was one of the major environmental issues in the second half of the 
20th century. As a consequence of the release of large amounts of acidifying gases (SO2 and NOx) to the 
atmosphere, mostly from coal burning and vehicle exhausts, the pH of precipitation dropped below 5.6. 
Acid deposition was responsible for lowering of the pH of surface waters and soils, and in many regions 
of the world, it resulted in forest decline and fish kills.

This entry presents the problem of acidification of rivers and lakes caused by natural and anthro-
pogenic factors that contribute to decrease in the pH of freshwaters. In the first section, a definition of 
acidification and characteristics of processes causing acidification are provided with a brief descrip-
tion of the metrics used for acidification measurements. Historical perspectives of the problem are also 
briefly described. In a subsequent section, natural and anthropogenic acidification of rivers and lakes is 
discussed in more detail. The final part of the entry summarizes the consequences of freshwater acidifi-
cation and the attempts made to solve this issue.

What Is Acidification, and How Is It Measured?

The most frequently used parameter that characterizes the acidity or alkalinity of natural waters is the 
pH. It is defined as a negative logarithm of hydrogen (hydronium) ion activity. Typical pH values in 
lakes and rivers are in the 6–9 range. The term “acidification” is usually used for freshwater with a pH 
of about 5.0 (and alkalinity below 0).[1] Some authors suggest that the pH threshold for acidified water 
should be 5.65 because this value characterizes pure water in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2.[2] Two 
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types of acidification of lakes and rivers can be distinguished: 1) chronic or long term in case acidifying 
factor is permanent (on a decade– century timescale), for example, related to bedrock or soil character-
istics; and 2) episodic or short term (on an hour– day timescale), when acidifying factor is temporal, for 
example, acidic metal-rich effluent, snowmelt runoff, heavy rainfalls etc.

Acidification of surface waters begins when the concentration of hydrogen ions exceeds base ions 
present in water. The bases are produced during hydrolysis of carbonate minerals (mostly calcite) that 
occur in rocks and soils. The difference between the sum of the cations of strong bases and the sum of 
the anions of strong acids is termed acid-neutralizing capacity (ANC). This parameter is widely used in 
modeling of freshwater acidification and in assessment of freshwater sensitivity to acidification (critical 
load concept). Its components include both strong (OH−) and weak bases (e.g., carbonate species, alu-
minohydroxides, organic acids). Alkalinity expresses the ability of water to neutralize acids. It is often 
understood as a synonym of ANC only measured in filtered water samples, whereas ANC is measured 
in unfiltered samples.[3] The buffering capacity of natural waters is mostly governed by a bicarbonate 
buffering system. Gaseous CO2, which is a product of weathering of carbonate rocks or decay of organic 
remains, dissolves in water and produces carbonic acid, which subsequently dissociates to form H+, 
HCO −

3 , and CO 2−
3  ions. These reactions remain in equilibrium:

CO2 2+ ↔H O H C2 O3 ↔ HCO− ++ H ↔ CO2− + 2H+
3 3  

Bicarbonate and carbonate ions are capable of removing H+ from water, causing the reactions to shift 
to the left. The bicarbonate buffering system results in a relatively constant pH and is mainly respon-
sible for the alkalinity of natural waters. Thus, the influence of acidifying compounds on freshwater 
pH is more complex and it depends on ANC of the catchment area. The concept of “critical load” was 
 introduced to find catchments that are the most vulnerable to acidification. Critical loads, defined as 
“an ecological threshold or intolerance to the accumulation of a pollutant in an ecosystem,”[4] can be 
estimated precisely on the basis of deposition rates of acidifying compounds and freshwater chemistry 
(empirical approach). The critical loads for lakes is a pH of 6.0 and an ANC of 0.02 meq/L.[5] Waters that 
have low alkalinity values (in the range of 0–10 mg/L CaCO ) are highly sensitive to acidification.[6]

3

Alternatively, information about local geologic makeup, soil, and the land use of a study area may be 
employed to assess the sensitivity of freshwater to acidification.[7] The response of diatom assemblages to 
acid deposition and calcium levels in waters can also be used to calculate critical loads.[8] The difference 
between deposition of acidifying compounds and critical load values is termed the exceedance of criti-
cal load, and its values are crucial in assessment of potential acidification of freshwaters in a given area.

Paleoenvironmental data and fly-ash particle analysis in dated sediment cores are applied to the study 
of the history of surface water acidification and allow one to address the question regarding the origin of 
acidification (anthropogenic or natural). Paleolimnological pH reconstruction is based on the assump-
tion that diatom and chrysophyte microfossils in dated sediment core intervals reflect the pH of water 
at a time when these organisms thrived in it. Based on the diatom techniques, it is possible 1) to evalu-
ate models of acidification; 2) to determine critical loads of acidity; 3) to study the extent of episodic 
acidification; and 4) eventually to monitor lakes and rivers that are recovering from acidification.[9] 
The results of paleolimnological studies have indicated that the pH of some lakes located in northern 
Europe, eastern Canada, and northeastern United States have dropped by 0.5–1.5 from the early 1800s 
to recent times.[10]

Historical Perspectives

Acid deposition has been studied since the onset of the industrial revolution when Robert Smith, 
a creator of the term “acid rain”, published the first results of his study on the rainwater chemistry 
in Manchester, U.K.[10] Surprisingly, it took more than 100 years to recognize the influence of acid 
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deposition on freshwater acidification.[11,12] Although the first studies on acid deposition were carried 
out in Europe, the impact of precipitation chemistry on freshwater ecosystems was originally identi-
fied in North America in the late fifties by Gorham.[11] In 1968, Svante Odén showed the relationship 
between sulfur emissions in continental Europe and sulfate deposition affecting acidification of lakes 
in Scandinavia.[12]

Fleisher and others[13] have distinguished three periods of research regarding acidification of the 
 environment: 1) an inventory period (during the 1960s and 1970s); 2) a period of mechanism studies 
(late 1970s and 1980s); and 3) a synthesizing period (1990s). This sequence of scientific interests has been 
supplemented by Herrmann[14] who suggested that a consequence of detailed knowledge on this issue 
should trigger a period of implementation.

Lake and river acidification became one of the major environmental issues in the 1970s and 1980s, 
when most of the reports from regional monitoring surveys were published. Freshwater acidification was 
most intensively studied in Europe (the U.K. and Scandinavian countries including Norway, Sweden, 
and Finland) and North America (Canada and United States).

During the 1980s, the concept of critical load was applied to quantify ecosystem vulnerability to acid-
ification. This approach was also widely used in an assessment of freshwater sensitivity to acidification, 
mostly in Europe, North America, and Asia.[6] Recent research activities are focused on the recovery of 
lakes and rivers from long term acidification in most susceptible to acidification areas throughout the 
world, with some constraints to their future.[15–17] Attention is also being given to the emerging acidifica-
tion of freshwaters in developing countries that experience rapid industrialization (Asia, Africa, Latin 
America).[18,19]

Sources of Freshwater Acidification

Factors influencing freshwater acidification may be natural (Figure 1) or anthropogenic (Figure 2) in 
origin. The lowest pH values are recorded in inland waters influenced by natural sources of acidify-
ing compounds, especially of geologic origin. However, it should be stressed that natural acidification 
is commonly overlapped or enhanced by anthropogenic influences. Hence, separating natural acidity 
from anthropogenic freshwater acidification due to their different effects on biota is reasonable.[20] An 
important difference between anthropogenic and natural acidification is that the former one is revers-
ible, as shown by many studies conducted after decreasing SO2 and NOx emissions.[21]

FIGURE 1 The most important natural factors influencing freshwater acidification.
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Natural Sources of Freshwater Acidification

Geological Factors

Acidification of lakes and rivers as a consequence of natural processes in the environment is highly 
dependent on geologic factors, such as the presence of volcanic and geothermal activity and lithology/
mineralogy of parent rocks. The volcanic/postvolcanic processes are responsible for formation of the 
world’s mostly acidified surface waters; for example, the pH of caldera lake Kawah Ijen in western Java, 
Indonesia, is <0.3,[22] whereas the Banyupahit river, which originates from this lake, exhibits a pH in the 
range of about 0.7 to 3.3. Another example is the Kuril Islands (currently Russia) where many lakes and 
rivers are influenced by volcanic/postvolcanic activity. The main constituents of exhalations are sulfuric 
and hydrochloric acids. For example, the pH of Lake Usoriko (Japan) varies from 3.4 to 3.8.[23]

The extremely low pH values of inland waters are also caused by oxidation of pyrite and iron-bearing 
sulfide minerals (e.g., chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and marcasite). The mechanism of this process is natu-
ral and is known as “acid rock drainage" (ARD). It should be emphasized that ARD formation rate is 
usually accelerated by mining activities, and this process is called “acid mine drainage” (AMD), which 
will be further discussed in the next section. A series of reactions accompany the weathering of pyrite. 
Pyrite can undergo oxidation by two natural oxidants: 1) oxygen and 2) the even more effective ferric 
iron (Fe3+), according to simplified reactions[24]:

FeS2 2( )pyrite + +3.5O H2O→ Fe2+ −+ 2SO2 + 2H+
4  (1)

FeS + +14Fe3+ +
2 8H2O→15Fe2 + 2SO2− +16H+

4  (2)

The first reaction is assisted by acidophilous bacterium species Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans. In case 
of the second reaction, Fe3+ rapidly oxidizes pyrite in abiotic and anaerobic conditions. These two reac-
tions (1 and 2) bring about a substantial drop in pH and an increase in concentrations of ferrous (Fe2+) 
and sulfate ions in water. Subsequently, the Fe2+ undergoes oxidation and the dissolved Fe3+ supports the 
second reaction or may hydrolyze and ferric hydroxide precipitates according to the following simplified 
reactions:

Fe2+ ++ +1/4O H → Fe3+
2 +1/2H2O 

Fe3+ ++ →3H2O Fe( )OH 3 ↓ 3H  

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2 The most important anthropogenic factors influencing freshwater acidification.
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This acidity has further been generated by complex processes of transformation of iron oxyhydroxysul-
fates and oxyhydroxides into goethite (α-FeOOH).

Although geologic processes lead to the formation of extremely low pH waters, their detrimental 
influence on the environment is usually restricted to relatively small areas. Besides, these factors occur 
in the environment for a long time, creating a unique ecological niche for acid tolerant organisms. 
Table 1 presents examples of surface inland waters acidified mostly by geological factors.

Geochemical Factors

Rock–Soil–Water Interactions The pH and concentrations of metals in surface waters are largely 
 controlled by the chemistry and mineralogy of bedrock and soils. In areas where bedrock consists 
of igneous and metamorphic rocks (granites, gneisses, porphyries) or silicoclastic rocks, soils have 
a low buffering capacity, resulting in a naturally low pH of lakes and rivers. The slow weathering of 
rocks contributes particularly to increasing freshwater acidification. This process can be accelerated 
by  construction activities or land melioration. The extent of exposure of mineralized rock formations 
to weathering at the surface, the amount of scattered sulfide minerals, and the presence or absence of 
buffering carbonate rocks or gangue minerals are decisive factors that affect the range of acidification 
of surface waters. Other geochemical factors having an influence on acidification are acidic metallifer-
ous springs, whose waters have interacted with mineralized rock formations, and unmined mineral 
deposits. 

Other soil properties can affect the pH of surface waters, mostly through ion-exchange reactions and 
their influence on water buffering capacity. Lakes and rivers located in areas with natural acidic soils are 
more susceptible to acidification.

Acid sulfate soils are soils abundant in pyrite and other sulfide minerals. These soils, formed under 
waterlogged conditions, when exposed to the air (e.g., by draining, excavation, cultivation), undergo 
chemical reactions that are responsible for sulfuric acid generation and subsequent acidification. 

TABLE 1 Examples of Surface Inland Waters Acidified Mostly by Geological Factors

Name Type pH Country Reference

Influence of volcanic/geothermal activity
Kawah Ijen Lake <0.3 Indonesia [22]
Banyupahit River 0.7–3.3
Usoriko Lake 3.4–3.8 Japan [23]
Caviahue Lake 2.40–2.48 Argentina [25]
Upper River 1.78
Rio Agrio
Yugama Lake 0.90–1.80 Japan [26]
Popocatépetl Lake 1.37–1.50 Mexico [27]
Poás Lake 0 Costa Rica [28]
Kislyi Creek River 2.45 Russia [29]
Lesnaya River 4.8

Influence of bedrock lithology/mineralogy or acid rock drainage
Woods Lake Lake 4.4–5.9 United States [30]

(Adirondack Mts)
Lake Härkälampi Lake 3.8–7.3 Finland [31]
Langedalstjenn Lake 4.4 Norway [32]
Isiurqutuuq Lake 4.5 Canada [33]
Snake River River 3.0 United States, Colorado [34]
Rio Tinto River <3.0 Spain [35]
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Pyrite-rich soils that are not exposed to weathering pose no hazard to the environment and are called 
“potential acid sulfate soils” or cat-clays.

Most of the acid sulfate soils formed during the last 10,000 years following the postglacial sea level 
rise and the eustatic uplift of landmass. The acid sulfate soils occur mostly in lowland coastal regions 
(Australia, southeastern Asia, Finland), but they may also be associated with other environmental com-
partments favoring pyrite formation and oxidation, such as freshwater wetlands or, as mentioned above, 
areas with sulfide-scattered rock formations. It is estimated that acidic sulfate soils encompass an area 
of about 20 million ha globally.[36] The impact of acidic sulfate soils on freshwaters is highlighted by 
leaching of oxidation products into streams and lakes. The increased acidity of both soils and waters 
intensifies the mobility of many elements creating potentially toxic environments for living organisms.

Although acidic sulfate soils influence surface water acidification, there are also other soil types that 
may contribute to this process. Red soils developed on silicate rocks in Okinawa Island, Japan,[37] are 
one example. Their pH is low (4.5–5.5) and surface waters in the red-soil-dominated areas exhibit a pH 
within the range of 4.9–5.8.

Redox Reactions in Water–Sediment Systems

Freshwater pH can be changed by redox processes in sediments. During oxidation reactions, H+ ions are 
produced, which decreases the pH of water. Nitrogen and sulfur (as inorganic and organic species) and 
iron are the most important elements in sediment/water redox processes. The changes in their oxidation 
state are usually microbially mediated. The effective acid production capacity (APCeff) is a measure of 
acidification caused by oxidation reactions in sediment suspension. It is defined as

APCeff =V W/ .( )⎡⎣H+ +⎤ − ⎡⎦ H ⎤
e O⎣ ⎦  

where V is the suspension volume, W is the solid mass, and [H+] +
e,o is the H  concentration before and 

after oxidation.[38] The oxidation reactions that are responsible for acid generation in aquatic systems 
include 1) oxidation of sulfur from hydrogen sulfide, atomic sulfur, metal sulfides, and organic com-
pounds (R-SH); 2) oxidation of pyrite (FeS ) and Fe2+ ions; and 3) oxidation of N from NH +, NO−

2 4 2 
(nitrification), and organic species (R-NH2) (ammonification).

Several important buffer reactions occur in sediments, which can consume excess hydrogen ions and 
contribute to an increased ANC. These reactions involve CaCO3, Al2O3, and Fe2O3:

CaCO + →2H+ +Ca2
3 + H2 2O + CO  (5)

Al O + →6H+ +
2 3 2Al3 + 3H2O (6)

Fe O + →6H+ +
2 3 2Fe3 + 3H2O (7)

Table 2 presents examples of surface inland waters acidified mostly by geochemical factors.

Biological Factors

Metabolic processes of living organisms also can contribute to the lowering of surface water pH. 
This  drop in the pH values may be caused by numerous oxidation reactions that are mediated by 
 microorganisms and produce H+ as described in the previous sections.

As suggested by Rosenqvist as early as 1978,[44] expansion of coniferous forests brought about a 
decrease in the pH of surface waters in Norway. Afforestation of acid sensitive areas may result in fresh-
water acidification due to the following factors: 1) increased evapotranspiration; 2) intensive uptake of 
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cations during the tree-stand growth; 3) increased filtering of gases and aerosols in the canopy and a 
subsequent increase of dry deposition; and 4) influx of organic acids from litter fall decay.[45] Acidifying 
effects of afforestation depends on the tree-stand maturity. After reaching a state of equilibrium between 
the standing and dead biomass, the forest-induced acidity decreases due to the lower uptake of cations 
from the soil by mature trees.[46]

Organic acids produced by living organisms are also responsible for acidification of freshwater. 
It has been estimated that organic acids may change the pH of lake waters having ANC values within 
the range of 0–50 μeq/L by 0.5–2.5 pH units.[47] On the other hand, organic acids prevent surface waters 
from further acidification due to their role as buffering substances for acids originating from acid depo-
sition. Dissociation of humic and fulvic acids increases H+ concentrations in waters leading to their pH 
decrease. The typical pH of lakes affected by organic acids generated by Sphagnum mosses is 3.3–4.5.[1] 
Table 3 presents examples of surface inland waters acidified mostly by biological factors.

Climatic Factors

The influence of climatic factors on freshwater acidification is mostly related to precipitation and 
temperature variations. Several processes are involved with acidification brought about by seasonal 
c limatic changes. Water table lowering during long drought periods accelerates oxidation reactions 
and  accompanying production of H+ ions, especially in wetlands.[55] Water table rising during floods 
causes intensive water flow through surface soil horizons, which are usually more acidic as a result of 
higher organic acid concentrations and higher susceptibility to anthropogenic acidification in relation 
to underlying horizons. During winter, the ice-covered lake waters accumulate CO2 originating from 
respiration, organic decay, and rock weathering. Due to this process, the pH of waters in epilimnion 

TABLE 2 Examples of Surface Inland Waters Acidified Mostly by Geochemical 
Factors

Name Type pH Country Reference

Cudgen Lake
Rocky Mouth Creek
Esse River

Lake
Stream

2.5
<4.5

5.9–6.8

Australia
Australia

[39]
[40]
[41]

Purmo River Rivers 4.8
Kronoby River 5.0 Finland [42]
Kovjoki River 4.7
Larsmo Lake Lake 4.7–5.7
Colour Lake Lake 3.6–4.7 Canada [43]

TABLE 3 Examples of Surface Inland Waters Acidified Mostly by Biological Factors

Name Type pH Country Reference

Valkea-Kotinen Lake 5.0–5.4 Finland [48]
Rio Negro River 4.63–5.80 Brazil [49]
Rio Daraá River 3.91
Dumai River 4.3 Indonesia [50]
Pebbleloggitch Lake 4.3 Canada [51]
Yuanyang Lake 4.8–5.5 Taiwan [52]
Grosse Fuchskuhle Lake 4.2–6.1 Germany [53]
Liepsalas Lake 4.1–4.3
Murmasts Lake 3.7–3.9 Latvia [54]
Pieslaistes Lake 4.0–4.2
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is decreased. Precipitation waters are ionically deficient and have a very low ANC. Therefore, their 
discharges to surface waters during spring snowmelt floods or heavy storms bring about an episodic 
decrease in the pH of surface waters.

Occasional acidification of lakes and rivers in coastal areas is caused by deposition of marine aerosol 
salts during high wind periods, changing cation-exchange equilibria in soil. Cations present in seawa-
ter (Na+ and Mg2+) undergo cation-exchange reactions with hydrogen and aluminum ions, which are 
released from soil to water. This phenomenon is termed “sea-salt effect.”[45]

Winds that carry CaCO3-rich. dusts may increase ANC and pH of surface waters by mitigating the 
effect of freshwater acidification, as was reported for the influx of Saharan dust to southern Alps.[56] 
Table 4 presents examples of surface inland waters acidified mostly by climatic factors.

Anthropogenic Acidification of Rivers and Lakes

Air Pollution with Acidifying Compounds

Serious attention to the problem of freshwater acidification was given when it became clear that there 
was an influence of air pollutants on the formation of acid precipitation and subsequent changes in the 
pH of surface waters and soils. Atmospheric deposition of acidifying compounds from anthropogenic 
sources has greatly contributed to the river and lake acidification. Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides 
undergo chemical transformations in the air, producing sulfuric and nitric acids, which are then depos-
ited on the land surface, lowering the pH of surface waters. Oxidation of SO2 may undergo gas-phase 
or aqueous-phase reactions, and the sulfuric acid produced may occur as liquid aerosols, or it may dis-
solve in clouds or rainwater. It is noteworthy that only a small fraction of acid precipitation is deposited 
directly in rivers and lakes; freshwaters are mostly impacted by surface runoff.

Most of the studies on the influence of acid deposition on acidification of soils and waters have been 
focused on SO2 emissions derived from fossil fuel combustion and smelting of sulfide minerals, as well 
as on NOx released from fossil fuel combustion and vehicle exhausts.[67] Before reduction of SO2 emis-
sions, acid precipitation was mostly attributed to sulfuric acid. Since the 1990s, nitrogen compounds 
have been regarded as a major contributor to lowering of the precipitation pH.[68] Hydrochloric acid 
also causes a decrease in the precipitation pH, although to a much lesser extent than sulfur and nitro-
gen oxides. Anthropogenic emissions of NH3, derived mostly from livestock farming and agriculture, 
neutralize acids that occur in the atmosphere. However, after deposition, NH4+ ions affect freshwater 
pH through nitrification reactions that produce H+ ions and via uptake of NH +

4  ions, which in turn 

TABLE 4 Examples of Surface Inland Waters Acidified Mostly by Climatic Factors

Name Type pH Country Reference

Induced by drought or flood
Swan Lake Lake 4.5 Canada [57]
White pine Lake Lake 4.1– 5.7 Canada [58]
Hermanninlampi Lake 4.0 Finland [59]
Sink Beck Pool 4.3 U.K. [60]
Van Campens Stream 4.5 United [61]
Brook States
Biwa Lake 4.5– 6.5 Japan [62]

Sea-salt effect (pH values measured during episodes)
Svela Stream 4.45 Norway [63]
Lake Terjevann Lake 4.28 Norway [64]
Espedal River 4.6 Norway [65]
Allt a’Mharcaidh Stream <5.5 U.K. [66]
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release H+ to soil solution. The acidification caused by strong acids contained in precipitation occurs 
immediately, whereas the acidification brought about by NH3/NH +

4  deposition is delayed in time. It is 
interesting to note that the acidification of ecosystems from NH3 emissions may be equal to that from 
SO2 emissions or even greater than that from NOx emissions.[69]

Acid Mine Drainage

Acidification of freshwaters can be triggered by weathering of pyrite and other iron-bearing sulfide 
minerals in metal and coal mining areas. This process is termed acid mine drainage (AMD). Mine 
waste piles, mineral ponds, underground mines, and lignite open pits can potentially form acidic and/or 
metal-rich effluents that can enter local streams and rivers, which in turn may eventually reach various 
inland water bodies. The mechanism of acid formation resulting from pyrite oxidation was previously 
described in the subsection “Geological Factors.”

AMD was responsible for serious environmental disasters in many areas throughout the world where 
metal ores or coals were mined.[70] The acid mine waters lead to lowering of the pH combined with the 
increase of sulfates and toxic element levels in surface water and groundwater. The most acidified waters in 
the world, originating from abandoned metal ore mines, were found in the Iron Mountain mining area in 
Shasta County, northern California.[71] In this area, several mines extracted pyrite (for sulfuric acid produc-
tion) and Ag, Au, Cu, Fe, and Zn sulfide ores from the 1860s to 1962. The abandoned mines contain approxi-
mately 600,000 m3 of strongly acidic water having a pH of about 1 and concentrations of Zn, Cu, and Cd in 
the range of several grams per liter. Prior to remediation, extremely high loads of dissolved Cd, Cu, and Zn 
(about 300 tons/yr) were discharged to the Sacramento River. Several massive fish kills were recorded as a 
consequence of high runoff episodes. Subsequent to the closure of the mines, more than 20 such events have 
occurred, with the most severe one in 1967, when at least 47,000 trout were killed during a single week.[72] 
Table 5 presents examples of surface inland waters acidified mostly by anthropogenic factors.

Other Sources

Aside from the natural and anthropogenic factors that were described in the previous subsections, there 
are also numerous sources of surface water acidification that are manifested by small-scale pH varia-
tions or are related to very specific cases.

Acidic wastewaters are also generated by metal processing industries, electroplating, oil refineries, 
and other chemical industries. Some wastewaters are not acidic, but eventually will become so after they 
undergo microbially mediated transformations (e.g., brewery wastewaters rich in organic carbon). The 
knowledge of wastewater properties enables us to control and avoid their detrimental influence on the 
environment with the help of the proper treatment technology.

Land use is sometimes responsible for acidification of surface waters. One of the examples is defor-
estation, which causes increased sensitivity of lakes and streams to acidification due to the removal of 

TABLE 5 Examples of Surface Inland Waters Acidified Mostly by Anthripogenic Factors

Minimal pH 
Name Type Value Country Reference

Big Moose Lake 4.6 United States (Adirondack Mts.) [73]
Spring Creek Stream 2.5 United States (Iron Mountain, California) [74]
Lohi Lake 4.4 Canada [75]
ML111 Mining lake 2.54 Germany (Lusatia) [76]
Lake Orta Lake 3.9 Italy [77]
Lysevatten Lake 4.5 Sweden [78]
Vikedal River 5.35 Norway [79]
Gentil Sapin Stream 4.16 France [80]
Čertovo Lake 4.3 Czech Republic [81]
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cations with harvested biomass and intensification of nitrification of soils.[2] The increased acidity of 
lakes and rivers may also occur in agricultural lands, where acidification may come from fertilizers.

There are some additional natural factors contributing to surface water acidification, which need 
mentioning. Acidification of lakes depends on the watershed location because headwater lakes are more 
susceptible to acidification than downstream ones. Lakes located in the headwaters have a lower ANC.[82] 
Large amounts of sulfur dioxide released during natural fires in exposed lignite beds in Smoking Hills 
(Canada) caused acidification from deposition of sulfuric acid that was produced in the atmosphere.[83]

Environmental Problems Caused by 
Acidification of Lakes and Rivers

Inland water acidification has serious consequences for living organisms and ecosystem functioning. 
The direct influence of low pH on aquatic biota includes 1) the loss of species, especially fish (below pH 
4.5), zooplankton, phytoplankton, benthic invertebrates, and periphyton; and 2) decreased or inhibited 
reproduction of fish and amphibians.[84]

Biological response to acidification may be rapid (a short-term effect) or delayed in time (a long-
term effect).[85] Rapid response is caused by episodic events that result in a sudden decrease in the water 
pH, such as spring floods, heavy storms, or discharge of acidic wastewaters. The long-term effects on 
aquatic biota are highlighted mostly by changes in the ecosystem structure, with some reductions in 
species diversity and disappearance of acidsensitive species and dominance of acid-tolerant ones. The 
reduced biodiversity of freshwater systems in turn has an influence on the balance in biogeochemical 
cycles[86] and causes adverse changes in food chains. Acidification of lakes and rivers affects geochemical 
 processes, including 1) higher mobility of most metals (e.g., Al, Pb, Zn, Mg, Cd); 2) increased methyl-
mercury production; and 3) decreased phosphorus availability.

Aluminum mobilization from soil minerals to waters is responsible for increased fish mortality. 
The lethal aluminum toxicity to aquatic animals is most often recorded when acidic water mixes with 
alkaline water and Al(OH)3 precipitates on the gills and filtering apparatus.[87] Some authors regard 
the release of free aluminum ions, which represent a bioavailable form for aquatic biota, as the most 
 detrimental effect of freshwater acidification.[2]

Although methylmercury production is reduced at a low pH, synthesis of dimethylmercury by base-
catalyzed disproportionation contributes to conversion of dimethyl mercury to monomethyl mercury 
by acid hydrolysis:

(CH3 )2 Hg + →H+ +CH3 4Hg + CH ↑ (8)

As a consequence of this reaction, an easily available and very toxic form of mercury is released to acidi-
fied surface waters.[86]

Bioavailability of phosphorus in acidified surface waters is diminished, as this element is adsorbed on 
aluminum oxides and hydroxides and may be irreversibly retained in sediments.[88] Acidic freshwaters 
decrease bioavailability of essential elements, such as calcium and magnesium.[89]

The response of aquatic biota to natural and anthropogenic acidification is believed to be different.[90] 
The  mechanism of this difference is not well understood and can be explained by biogeographical 
 histories of the region or the long-term evolutional adaptation to natural acidification sources.[90,91]

Solutions to the Problem of Freshwater Acidification

The problem of freshwater acidification has stimulated actions to minimize its consequences, mostly 
through legislation and various international initiatives that allowed reduction of the levels of acidifying 
air pollutants. An important tool for rehabilitation of acidified waters has been offered by technology. 
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Every effort undertaken to reduce the risk of freshwater acidification, apart from its character, has been 
driven by progress in scientific research as well as by international cooperation.

Environmental Legislation

Environmental legislation, both on national and international scales, has led to substantial reduction 
of SO2 and NOx emissions in Europe and North America in recent decades and has ameliorated the 
effect of acid precipitation on acidification of rivers and lakes. One of the most important documents 
concerning the control of acidifying compounds is The Convention on Long-Range Transboundary 
Air Pollution (LRTAP) under the auspices of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe.[92] 
This Convention has been extended by four Protocols that control emission of acidifying compounds: 
1)  the 1999 Protocol to Abate Acidification, Eutrophication, and Ground-Level Ozone, supplemented 
with the revised guidance document on ammonia; 2) the 1994 Protocol on Further Reduction of Sulphur 
Emissions; 3) the 1988 Protocol Pertaining to the Control of Nitrogen Oxides or Their Transboundary 
Fluxes; and 4) the 1985 Protocol on the Reduction of Sulphur Emissions or their Transboundary 
Fluxes by at least 30%. One of the initiatives directly regarding acidification of lakes and rivers is The 
International Cooperative Programme on Assessment and Monitoring of Acidification of Rivers and 
Lakes (ICP Waters), which is the action of The Working Group on Effects within LRTAP Convention. 
The ICP Waters initiative collects data that are essential for monitoring the effects of acid precipitation 
on surface waters from 18 European countries, United States, and Canada.

For European Union member states, the emission standards of SO2 and NOx from specific sources are 
regulated by adequate directives, for example, emission limit values for new plants and industrial facili-
ties from the Large Combustion Plant Directive (88/609/EEC) or the Directives 98/70/EC and 1999/32/
EC that establish the limits on the sulfur content of gas oil for stationary and mobile sources and for 
heavy fuel oil.[93] In Europe, present emissions of SO2 are less than half of the 1980s levels and emissions 
of NOx have been reduced by about 20%.[21]

In the United States, reductions in SO2 and NOx emission are regulated by the Amendment to the 
Clean Air Act, Title IV: Acid Deposition Control, also known as the Acid Rain Program, which was 
implemented in 1990. This document imposed reductions in SO2 and NOx emissions from fossil fuel 
power plants. The emissions of SO2 from power generating plants in the United States were reduced 
from 17.3 million tons in 1980 to 11.2 million tons in 2000 and those of NOx from 6.0 to 5.1 million tons, 
respectively.[94]

Technology

Both environmental technology and engineering help to reduce the emissions of acidifying gases from 
industrial sources and facilitate the proper management of acidified freshwaters. The practice, which is 
most commonly used for rehabilitation of acidified lakes and rivers, is liming. Its purpose is to restore 
the water to its preacidification state, which is often reconstructed with paleolimnological techniques. 
Limestone powder can be dispersed on the whole surface of the lake or, alternatively, can be dosed 
onto the ice cover. It is suggested that liming of lakes and inlet streams should be done with terres-
trial liming, which ameliorates the effect of reacidification of the littoral zone during the ice cover 
and the snowmelt events.[95] Liming was extensively applied in Scandinavian countries; for example, 
in Sweden, it was used for about 8000 lakes and 12,000 km of surface waters to achieve the following 
restoration goals: pH > 6 and ANC > 100 meq/L.[96] Although liming is very popular, there are some 
limitations in its application; for example, Wällstedt and Borg,[97] in their study on remobilization of 
metals from limed and nonlimed lake sediments, have shown that there is a risk of potential toxicity of 
Al, Cd, Mn, and Zn in lakes that have been limed. Moreover, some toxic anionic metalloids (especially 
arsenic), which are more mobile at a higher pH, may be released from the sediment to the water column 
in case of alkalization by lime.
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The Swedish Forest Agency has recommended that wood ash (received from timber waste combusted 
for energy production) should be used to mitigate acidification and to supplement nutrient removal.[98] 
In  this method, the wood ash is added to the soil cover. Treatment of acidified waters is also possi-
ble with the use of ecotechnologies, such as constructed wetlands or controlled eutrophication.[99] The 
employment of these methods has many advantages. They are cost-effective, they are based on natural 
processes, and they can be applied to reduce acidification originating from non-point pollution sources 
(e.g., AMD).

Conclusion

Lake and river acidification has been probably one of the most often discussed environmental issues in 
recent decades. Although natural acidic freshwaters occur throughout the world, the human-induced 
changes in water pH have aroused international concern, especially in countries where anthropogenic 
emissions of SO2, NO2, and NH3 caused a substantial decrease in the freshwater pH due to their low 
ANC (Scandinavian countries, eastern Canada, northeastern United States). Acidic lakes and rivers have 
jeopardized aquatic biota, not only due to the low acid tolerance of living organisms but also because of 
the geochemical changes that have led to increased geo and bioavailability of toxic metals (Al, Zn, Mn, 
Pb, Hg, Cd) and reduction in the amount of bioavailable essential elements (Ca, Mg, P). The long-term 
international interest in the problem of acidification resulted in better understanding of the acidifica-
tion processes and mechanisms and in well-established knowledge of the methods of monitoring and 
remediation and proper management of acidified rivers and lakes. As a result of international efforts in 
the abatement of SO2 and NOx emissions from industrial sources, many lakes and streams have already 
recovered from anthropogenic acidification. Both environmental legislation and technology have con-
tributed to substantial improvement of the quality of surface inland waters. The lessons learned from 
almost 50 years of studies on acidification and its mitigation have shown that environmental pollution 
is a global problem, which can only be solved with cooperation of governments, scientists, and societies. 
Whether these lessons will protect us from similar problems in the future is an open question. Many 
authors claim that acidification will soon develop in rapidly developing countries of Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America. The experience gained from remediation of acidified lakes and rivers in the northern 
hemisphere may thus become invaluable for the global sustainable future.
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Introduction

More than 97% of all water on Earth is salty, and most of the remaining 3% is frozen in the polar ice 
caps. The atmosphere, rivers, lakes, and underground stores hold less than 1% of all freshwater and this 
tiny amount has to provide the freshwater needed to support the earth’s population. Most of the water 
for human consumption originates from riverine system. The quantity of this water is very important 
for human life because the concentration of chemical and biological pollutants in many rivers is high.[1,2] 
The big rivers of Asia are the most polluted rivers in the world. They contain three times as many bacteria 
from human waste as the global average and 20 times more lead than rivers in industrialized countries. 
Water from half of the tested sections of China’s and Indian’s seven major rivers was found to be undrink-
able because of pollution.[3–7] Almost 40% of America’s rivers are too polluted for fishing, swimming, or 
aquatic life. The Mississippi River—which drains nearly 40% of the continental United States, including 
its central farmlands—carries an estimated 1.5 million metric tons of nitrogen pollution into the Gulf of 
Mexico each year. The resulting hypoxic coastal dead zone in the Gulf each summer is about the size of 
Massachusetts.[8–12] Also, other major rivers in the world (Amazon, Niger, big Russian rivers, and Australian 
rivers) are polluted by trace elements and heavy metals.[13–18] The King River is Australia’s most polluted 
river, suffering from a severe acidic condition related to mining operations.[19,20] In European Union coun-
tries, rivers are polluted with sewage or fertilizer. The Sarno is the most polluted river in Europe, featuring 
a nasty mix of sewage, untreated agricultural waste, industrial waste, and chemicals.[21]

Apart from anthropogenic pollutants, continental material from land is also transported to the 
marine ecosystem through rivers. The total flux of dissolved and suspended matter transported by riv-
ers is estimated to be 20 ×1015 g yr–1, i.e., 15.5 × 1015 and 4.5 × 1015 g yr–1 for solid and dissolved loads, respec-
tively.[1] The total load of pollutants in the river ecosystems varies among several regions and depends 
on the population density, location of industry centers, and the abundance as well as intensity of the 
exploitation of natural resources. The anthropogenic sources of riverine pollutants are mainly indus-
trial wastewater, leakage from products in use and those removed from service, natural degradation of 
pro-products, as well as pollution from different types of land use, e.g., fertilizing and mining.[22] Most 
freshwater pollution is caused by the addition of organic material, which is mainly sewage but can be 
food waste or farm effluent. Bacteria, viruses, or parasites cause diseases such as cholera, typhoid, schis-
tosomiasis, dysentery, and other diarrheal diseases. Moreover, other microorganisms feed on organic 
matter and large populations quickly develop, using up much of the oxygen dissolved in the water.[23–27] 
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Normally, oxygen is present in high quantities, but even a small drop in the level can have a harmful 
effect on the river animals. Animals can be listed according to their ability to tolerate low levels of oxy-
gen. In the following species of animals are listed in the order of the least tolerant to the most tolerant 
to low oxygen levels: stone-fly nymphs, mayfly nymphs, freshwater shrimps, freshwater hog lice, blood 
worms, tubifex worms, and rat-tailed maggots.[23]

Sources of River Pollution

The general important sources of water pollution that work together to reduce the overall river water 
quality are acid rain and industrial and agricultural discharge liquid waste products. Rain, as it falls 
through the air or drains from urban areas and farmland, absorbs contaminants. Serious incidents 
resulting from spillages or discharges of toxic chemicals are pollution events that make the news.[1]

Acid Rain

Rain, when falling through polluted air, absorbs some pollutants. The main pollutant gases are sulfur diox-
ide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NxOy), which are formed when fuels are burned. They react with rainwater 
to form sulfuric and nitric acids. On reaching the ground, the acid liquid produces a number of effects. It 
can release harmful substances such as aluminum and heavy metals from the soil. These substances are 
normally present in an inert, harmless state; however, in acid conditions, they can turn into compounds 
that are poisonous to plant and animal life. When washed into lakes and streams, aluminum can kill small 
water creatures and fish. Particularly at risk is the dipper, a river bird that actually walks underwater to 
catch its insect food. If acid rain kills the insects, then the dippers will disappear in turn.[28,29]

Industrial Pollution

Factories use water from rivers to power or cool down machinery. Dirty water containing chemicals 
flows back in the river. Water used for cooling is warmer than the river itself. Raising the temperature of the 
water lowers the level of dissolved oxygen and upsets the balance of life in the water. Many industrial wastes 
discharged into river water are mixtures of chemicals that are difficult to treat. Some industrial wastes are 
so toxic that they are strictly controlled, making them an expensive problem to deal with. Some companies 
try to cut the costs of safely dealing with waste by illegally dumping chemicals at times and in places where 
they think they will not be caught.[30–32] Chemical waste products from industrial processes are sometimes 
accidentally discharged into rivers. Examples of such pollutants include cyanide and toxic heavy metals 
(zinc, lead, copper, cadmium, and mercury) as well as oil. These substances may enter the water in such high 
concentrations that fish and other animals are killed immediately. Sometimes, the pollutants enter a food 
chain and accumulate until they reach toxic levels, eventually killing birds, fish, and mammals.[1,33,34]

Agricultural Pollution

Farmers use fertilizers and pesticides to enhance crop growth. However, these fertilizers and pesticides 
can be washed through the soil by rain, to end up in rivers. If large amounts of fertilizers or farm waste 
drain into a river, the concentration of nitrate and phosphate in the water increases considerably.[35] Algae 
use these substances to grow and multiply rapidly, turning the water green. This massive growth of algae, 
called eutrophication, leads to pollution. When the algae die, they are broken down by the action of bac-
teria, which quickly multiply, using up all the oxygen in the water, leading to the death of many animals. 
Also, when organic farm wastes such as silage or liquid manure (slurry) escape into rivers, the amount of 
oxygen in the water is reduced.[36,37] Nitrate pollution problems occur when too much chemical fertilizer 
is applied to the land. The excess runs off and can find its way into drinking water sources, or can trickle 
into rivers and lakes. Some experts believe that high levels of nitrate in drinking water may pose a threat 
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to health. A European directive states that drinking water should not contain more than 50 mg of nitrates 
per liter of water. In rivers, streams, ponds, and lakes, too much nitrate can create a “pea soup” effect. The 
water becomes clogged with fast-growing plant life such as algae and weeds.[36−39]

Radionuclides

Radionuclides and radioactive waste are stored in riverine water ponds next to nuclear power stations. 
Nuclear atmospheric weapons tests and the Chernobyl accident were sources of many artificial radio-
nuclides in oceans.[40–44] The river runoff of radioactive substances is an important source of marine 
radionuclide pollution, especially for closed seas, estuaries, and coastal zones. For example, the annual 
runoff of radiocesium, radiostrontium, polonium, uranium, and plutonium is an important source of 
radionuclides in southern Baltic Sea. The total runoff of these radionuclides from rivers to the southern 
Baltic Sea was calculated to consist of about 3.3 TBq of 90Sr, 5.2 TBq of 137Cs, 0.7 TBq of 210Po, 4.5 TBq of 
234+238U, and 1.3 GBq of 239+240Pu.[45]

Removal of Pollutants in River Waters

Many types of pollution are discharged into rivers, and purification processes remove them at different 
speeds. Some heavy metals, for example, are removed relatively quickly because suspended clay and 

FIGURE 1  Impact of inflow of pollutants from riverine systems on ecological conditions of several coastal zones, 
estuaries, and closed seas.
Source: Grinning Planet, Water Pollution Facts, 26th July 2005, http://www.grinningplanet.com/2005/07-26/water-
pollution-facts-article.htm.[46]
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organic particles have a slight electric charge and adsorb the metal atoms. When the clay or organic 
particles settle out of the water, they take the metal atoms with them. Unfortunately, some pollutants are 
very persistent in the water and can accumulate downstream, causing great hazard.[1] Suspended solids 
in a moving body of water will settle out at various points or be carried within longer distances, depend-
ing on their size and the rate of the flow. The higher the amount of suspended solids is, the cloudier or 
more turbid the water becomes. Suspended matter can affect the amount of light entering the water, 
thus restricting the amount of photosynthesis that can occur, which consequently can limit the growth 
of plants. Small particles settling out in large amounts on the bottom of a water body can prevent some 
organisms from living there as well as prevent green plants from photosynthesizing.[19,21] 

Conclusions

Rivers are contaminated by many natural and anthropogenic industrial pollutants. A lot of these pollut-
ants are highly toxic to river organisms and to humans. The most important toxic chemicals in the seas 
are organic compounds (PCBs, DDT, PAHs, pesticides, furans, dioxins, phenol, oil), heavy metals, and 
radionuclides. Chemical and biological pollutants flow from big areas of river catchments to the seas 
and oceans. This runoff of toxic substances through river water is very dangerous, especially for coastal 
and estuarine zones and closed small seas. Figure 1 presents 10 of the most polluted areas and bodies of 
water in the world.[46]
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Introduction

Pollution is the release of harmful environmental contaminants, or the substances so released. Generally, 
the process needs to result from human activity to be regarded as pollution. Even relatively benign 
products of human activity are liable to be regarded as pollution, if they precipitate negative effects later 
on. The different forms of pollution are as follows: air pollution, water pollution, soil contamination, 
radioactive contamination, noise pollution, light pollution, and thermal pollution. Chemical pollutants 
can be natural substances (organic and mineral matter), or synthetic degradable or non-degradable sub-
stances (plastics, pesticides). They can be toxic or not with varying endurance. For example, in humans, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) play a part in causing breast, lung, liver, and colon cancers. It can 
cause retardations in neurological development and growth. Persistent organic pollutants, drugs and 
their metabolites, and brominated organic compounds are concentrated in soft tissue of marine organ-
isms and other filters, and they can develop typhoid, hepatitis, and other illnesses if they are ingested.[1–3]

Marine pollution occurs when harmful effects, or potentially harmful effects, can result from 
the entry into the ocean system of chemical, industrial, agricultural, and residential wastes, as well 
as invasive organisms. Marine pollution is, in the majority of cases, of land and atmospheric origin. 
Catastrophic accidents (shipping, platform) are also an important factor of marine pollution. Generally, 
sea pollutants are classified as having chemical and biological origin; however, toxic chemical sub-
stances are dominant. The most important chemical substances belong to the next group: trace and 
heavy toxic metals, metalo-organic compounds (tributyltin, TBT), nutrients, acid gases, radionuclides 
(especially artificial), radioactive waste, military toxic substances, and organic toxic substances (oil, 
pesticides, dioxins, furans, phenols, halogeno-organic compounds—especially DDT, PCBs, polychlo-
rinated terphenyls [PCT], and their metabolites, as well as aromatic hydrocarbons polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbon, [PAHs]). Toxins can accumulate in the tissues of many species of aquatic life in a process 
called bioaccumulation.[1–3]

Many potentially toxic chemicals adhere to tiny particles that are taken up by marine organisms 
(plankton and benthos animals), most of which are either deposit or filter feeders (bivalvia). In this way, 
by bioconcentration of dissolved species, the toxins are concentrated upward within ocean food chains. 
When pesticides are incorporated into the marine ecosystem, they quickly become absorbed into marine 
food webs. Once in the food webs, these pesticides can cause mutations, as well as diseases, which can be 
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harmful to humans as well as the entire food web. Toxic metals, metalloids, and radionuclides can also 
be introduced into marine food webs. These can cause a change to tissue matter, biochemistry, behavior, 
reproduction, and suppress growth in marine life. In addition, many animal feeds have a high fish meal 
or fish hydrolysate content. In this way, marine toxins can be transferred to land animals, and appear 
later in meat and dairy products. Pollution in marine environment is often classified as point source 
or non-point source pollution. Point source pollution occurs when there is a single, identifiable, and 
localized source of the pollution. An example is a direct discharge of sewage and industrial waste into 
the ocean. Pollution such as this occurs particularly in developing nations. Non-point source pollution 
occurs when the pollution comes from ill-defined and diffuse sources.[4,5]

Sources of Marine Pollution

There are many different ways to categorize and examine the inputs of pollution into our marine eco-
systems. In principle, there are three main types of inputs of pollution into the ocean: direct discharge 
of waste into the oceans, runoff into the waters due to rain, and pollutants that are released from the 
atmosphere.[1,6]

Land and River Runoffs

Between 75% and 80% of marine pollution is caused by land, particularly agriculture, and 30% of 
this is from the atmosphere; however, around 12% of the pollution is caused by marine transport.[7] 
In South America, 98% of domestic wastewater ends up, untreated, in the sea. The countries along 
the Mediterranean Sea throw 50 million tons waste into it every year, and the Chinese throw 60 
million tons of waste into the Yellow Sea daily.[8,9] Also, closed marine basins, such as the Baltic, 
Caspian, and Black Seas, are polluted every year with many million tons of chemical waste. Baltic 
fauna is practically decimated on half of the central Baltic’s seabed as an effect of land-based pol-
lution, especially nitrogenous.[1] In the Caspian Sea, 140 million tons of pollutants are poured every 
year in the northern part, especially that of the Volga delta. Also, the Black Sea is polluted by the 
Dniestr, Dniepr, Danube, and Don rivers. For eutrophication reason, 80% drop in fishing yield, only 
6 species of fish can still be fished out of the 26 that could previously be commonly marked in this 
basin.[3] One important common path of entry by land and atmosphere contaminants to the sea are 
rivers.[9] The evaporation of water from oceans exceeds precipitation. The balance is restored by rain 
over the continents entering rivers and then being returned to the sea. Pollutants enter rivers and the 
sea directly from urban sewerage and industrial waste discharges, sometimes in the form of hazard-
ous and toxic wastes (inorganic, radioactive, and organic). Most of the pollution is simply soil, which 
ends up in rivers flowing to the sea. More than 80% of all marine pollution comes from land-based 
activities, and many pollutants are deposited in estuarine and coastal waters. Here, the pollutants 
enter marine food chains, building up their concentrations until they reach toxic levels. It often takes 
human casualties to alert us to pollution and such was the case in Minamata Bay in Japan, when 649 
people died from eating fish and shellfish contaminated with mercury and 3500 people had mercury 
poisoning. A factory was discharging waste containing mercury in low concentration into the sea 
and, as this pollutant passed through food chains, it became more concentrated in the tissues of 
marine organisms until it reached toxic levels.[10]

Surface water runoff contains pollutants from farming. Also, urban runoff and runoff from the 
construction of roads, buildings, ports, channels, and harbors can carry soil and particles laden with 
carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and minerals. This nutrient-rich water can lead to fleshy algae and phy-
toplankton thriving in coastal areas, known as algal blooms, which have the potential to create hypoxic 
conditions by using all available oxygen. Polluted runoff from roads and highways can be a significant 
source of water pollution in coastal areas.[11]
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Oil and Ship Pollution

About 2.7 million tons of oil pollution enters our oceans each year. Of this, less than 10% is from 
natural seepage of oil from the ocean floor and sedimentary rock erosion. The remaining 90% comes 
from human activities. Offshore drilling, as a result of accident spills and other operations, accounts 
for only 2%. Spills from large tankers, which are reported worldwide, account for just over 5%.[3] Air 
pollution from cars and industry accounts for just over 13% of the total, as the hundreds of tons of 
hydrocarbons land in our oceans from particle fallout aided by rains, which washed the particles 
from air. Almost 4 times the amount of oil that comes from spills from large tankers spills, 19% is 
regularly released into the ocean from routine maintenance, which includes discharge as well as 
other ship operations. Oil is perhaps the most publicly recognized toxic pollutant. Tanker accidents 
between 1967 and 2007 spilled to the oceans nearly 4.5 million tons of oil. Now, from May 2010, the 
next million tons of oil has been delivered to the Gulf of Mexico, as a result of platform crash (BP 
accident). The biggest spill ever recorded took place during the 1979 drilling platform in the Gulf of 
Mexico as well as the 1991 Persian Gulf War, when about 2 million tons of oil was spilled. The effect 
of oil pollution on wildlife can be terrible. Many marine organisms (fishes, invertebrates, mammals, 
and birds) died.[3]

Ships can pollute waterways and oceans in many ways. Oil spills can have devastating effects. While 
being toxic to marine life, PAHs, the components in crude oil, are very difficult to clean up and last for 
years in the sediment and marine environment.[1,2] Discharge of cargo residues from bulk carriers can 
pollute ports, waterways, and oceans. In many instances, vessels intentionally discharge illegal waste 
despite foreign and domestic regulations prohibiting such actions. It has been estimated that container 
ships lose over 10,000 containers at sea each year (usually during storms). Ships also create noise pol-
lution that disturbs natural wildlife, and water from ballast tanks can spread harmful algae and other 
invasive species. Also, ballast water taken up at sea and released in port is a major source of unwanted 
exotic marine life. The invasive marine species, native to the Black, Caspian, and Azov Seas, were trans-
ported to other basins (Baltic Sea, Great Lakes) via ballast water from a transoceanic vessel. Invasive 
species can take over once occupied areas, facilitate the spread of new diseases, introduce new genetic 
material, alter underwater seascapes, and jeopardize the ability of native species to obtain food.[12] Some 
strong toxic metalo-organic substances, especially TBT, are a source of marine pollution, as a result of 
commercial shipping.[13–16]

Atmospheric Pollution

Another important pathway of pollution occurs through the atmosphere.[17–21] Wind-blown dust and 
debris, including plastic bags, are blown seaward from landfills and other areas. Dust from the Sahara, 
moving around the southern periphery of the subtropical ridge, moves into the Caribbean and Florida 
during the warm season as the ridge builds and moves northward through the subtropical Atlantic. Dust 
can also be attributed to a global transport from the Gobi and Taklamakan deserts across Korea, Japan, 
and the Northern Pacific to the Hawaiian Islands.[22] Since 1970, dust outbreaks have worsened due to 
periods of drought in Africa. There is a large variability in dust transport to the Caribbean and Florida 
from year to year; however, the flux is greater during positive phases of the North Atlantic Oscillation.[23] 
Atmospheric particles containing chemical pollutants can be transported over thousands of kilometers, 
and airborne particles with heavy metals and radionuclides originating from anthropogenic sources 
can be detected even in remote areas.[24–26] The trace and heavy metals produced and emitted in Europe 
or North America are transported by air and deposited in the North Atlantic environment.[27,28] Also, 
organic toxic substances (especially pesticides) used in agriculture by farmers in warm regions (Africa 
and South Asia) are sublimated to air and transported to Arctic Ocean and accumulated in fish and 
mammals.[29]
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Deep Sea Mining

Deep sea mining is a relatively new mineral retrieval process that takes place on the ocean floor; how-
ever, the complete consequences of full-scale mining operations are still unknown. Ocean mining sites 
are located usually around large areas of polymetallic nodules or active and extinct hydrothermal vents 
at about 1400–3700 m below the ocean’s surface.[30] The vents create sulfide deposits, which contain pre-
cious metals such as silver, gold, copper, manganese, cobalt, and zinc.[31,32] The deposits are mined using 
either hydraulic pumps or bucket systems that take ore to the surface to be processed. As with all mining 
operations, deep sea mining raises questions about environmental damage to the surrounding areas. 
The removal of parts of the seafloor will result in disturbances to the benthic layer, increased toxicity 
of the water column, and sediment plumes from tailings. Removing parts of the seafloor disturbs the 
habitat of benthic organisms, possibly depending on the type of mining and location, causing perma-
nent disturbances.[33] Among the deep sea mining products, sediment plumes could have the greatest 
impact. Plumes are caused when the tailings from mining (usually fine particles) are dumped back into 
the ocean, creating a cloud of particles floating in the water. Two types of plumes occur: near-bottom 
plumes and surface plumes.[30] Near-bottom plumes occur when the tailings are pumped back down 
to the mining site. The floating particles increase the turbidity, or cloudiness, of the water, clogging 
filter-feeding apparatuses used by benthic organisms. Surface plumes cause a more serious problem. 
Depending on the size of the particles and water currents, the plumes could spread over vast areas. The 
plumes could affect zooplankton and light penetration, in turn affecting the food web of the area.[30,34]

Acidification and Acid Rains

The ocean waters absorb carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and trioxide (SO3), and nitrogen 
oxides (NxOy) from the atmosphere. Because the atmospheric concentrations of these gaseous oxides are 
increasing, the oceans are becoming more acidic.[35] The potential consequences of ocean acidification 
are not fully understood; however, there are concerns that structures made of calcium carbonate may 
become vulnerable to dissolution, affecting corals and the ability of shellfish to form shells.[36,37] Oceans 
and coastal ecosystems play an important role in the global carbon cycle and have removed about 25% 
of the carbon dioxide emitted by human activities between 2000 and 2007. Rising ocean temperatures 
and ocean acidification means that the capacity of the ocean carbon sink will gradually become weaker. 
Also, the methane clathrate reservoirs, containing large amounts of the greenhouse gas methane, under 
sediments on the ocean floors, can potentially release the methane when oceanic water becomes warm. 
In 2004, the global inventory of ocean methane clathrates was estimated to occupy between 1 and 5 
million cubic kilometers. This estimate corresponds to 500–2500 gigatonnes carbon (Gt C), and can be 
compared with the 5000 Gt C estimated for all other fossil fuel reserves.[38]

Radioactive Waste

Radionuclide and radioactive wastes are stored in marine water ponds next to nuclear power stations 
(electricity nuclear power and nuclear reprocessing factory) until it is considered safe for disposal. The 
waste is released directly into the sea about some kilometers from the coast. The ocean depth is used 
to dump high-level nuclear waste.[39,40] The liquid waste is sealed in glass, a process called vitrifica-
tion, and stored steel canisters contain concrete. These containers are dumped in the sediment on the 
ocean floor. Also, nuclear atmospheric weapons test and the Chernobyl accident were sources of many 
artificial radionuclides in oceans.[24] Natural radionuclides in the environment can also be enhanced 
owing to human activity: industry, coal power, phosphate fertilizers in agriculture, and domestic and 
industrial sewage.[39] Moreover, coal mining is a source of huge amounts of waste containing large quan-
tities of natural radionuclides, especially polonium, thorium, and uranium. During ashing of coal in 
power plants, some natural radionuclides are emitted to the atmosphere as a gas and radioactive dust, 
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whereas the others stay as concentrated ash.[41,42] Also during production of phosphate fertilizers, about 
10% of the initial of 226Ra, 20% of uranium, and about 85% of 210Po is found in the phosphogypsum 
waste.[43] Phosphogypsum wastes are often located near coasts of seas and enhance the concentration 
of soil groundwater and river water. For this reason, the surroundings of phosphogypsum waste are 
strongly polluted by natural radionuclides.[44,45] The runoff of radioactive substances are important 
sources of marine radionuclides pollution, especially for closed seas. For example, the total runoff of 
natural and artificial radionuclides from rivers to the southern Baltic Sea was calculated to comprise 
about 3.3 TBq of 90Sr, 5.2 TBq of 137Cs, 0.7 TBq of 210Po, 4.5 TBq of 234+238U, and 1.3 GBq of 239+240Pu.[46] In 
turn, some basins of the North Sea (Irish Sea and French Channel) are strongly contaminated with arti-
ficial radionuclides (especially, radiocesium and plutonium) emitted from European nuclear reprocess-
ing facilities in Sellafield and Cap de la Hague.[40] Radionuclides in the marine environment are strongly 
accumulated by biota, and the values of bioaccumulation factor for some radioactive elements (polo-
nium, plutonium, americium) in sea algae, benthic animals, and fish are more than 5000.[47] Transuranic 
elements belong to the group of pollutants caused by human activity and are important from the radio-
logical point of view owing to their high radiotoxicity, long physical lifetime, high chemical reactivity, 
and long residence in biological systems in the marine environment.[48]

Eutrophication

Eutrophication is an increase in chemical nutrients, typically compounds containing nitrogen or phos-
phorus, in an ecosystem. It can result in an increase in the ecosystem’s primary productivity (excessive 
plant growth and decay), and further effects, including lack of oxygen and severe reductions in water 
quality and in fish and other animal populations.[11] The biggest culprits are rivers that empty into the 
ocean, and along with it many chemicals used as fertilizers in agriculture as well as waste from live-
stock and humans. An excess of oxygen-depleting chemicals in the water can lead to hypoxia and the 
creation of a dead zone.[49–51] Estuaries tend to be naturally eutrophic because land-derived nutrients are 
concentrated where runoff enters the marine environment in a confined channel. The World Resources 
Institute has identified 375 hypoxic coastal zones around the world, concentrated in coastal areas in 
Western Europe, the eastern and southern coasts of the United States, and East Asia, particularly in 
Japan. In the ocean, there are frequent red tide algae blooms that kill fish and marine mammals and 
cause respiratory problems in humans and some domestic animals when the blooms reach close to 
shore.[52–54] In addition to land runoff, atmospheric anthropogenic nitrogen can enter the open ocean. A 
study in 2008 found that this could account for around one-third of the ocean’s external (non-recycled) 
nitrogen supply and up to 3% of the annual new marine biological production. It has been suggested that 
accumulating reactive nitrogen in the environment may have consequences as serious as putting carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere.[54]

Plastic Debris

Marine debris is mainly discarded human rubbish that floats on, or is suspended in the ocean. Eighty 
percent of marine debris is plastic—a component that has been rapidly accumulating since the end of 
World War II. The mass of plastic in the oceans may be as high as 100 million metric tons. Discarded 
plastic bags, six-pack rings, and other forms of plastic wastes that finish up in the ocean constitute 
dangers to wildlife and fisheries. Aquatic life can be threatened through entanglement, suffocation, and 
ingestion. Fishing nets, usually made of plastic, can be left or lost in the ocean by fishermen. Known 
as ghost nets, they entangle fish, dolphins, sea turtles, sharks, dugongs, crocodiles, seabirds, crabs, and 
other creatures, restricting movement, causing starvation, laceration and infection, and, in those that 
need to return to the surface to breathe, suffocation. Many animals that live on or in the sea consume 
flotsam by mistake, as it often looks similar to their natural prey. Plastic debris, when bulky or tangled, is 
difficult to pass, and may become permanently lodged in the digestive tracts of these animals, blocking 
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the passage of food and causing death through starvation or infection.[55] Plastics accumulate because 
they do not biodegrade in the way many other substances do. They will photodegrade on exposure to 
the sun, but they do so properly only under dry conditions, and water inhibits this process. In marine 
environments, photodegraded plastic disintegrates into ever smaller pieces while remaining polymers, 
even down to the molecular level. When floating plastic particles photodegrade down to zooplankton 
sizes, jellyfish attempt to consume them, and in this way the plastic enters the ocean food chain. Many of 
these long-lasting pieces end up in the stomachs of marine birds and animals, including sea turtles and 
black-footed albatross.[56,57] Plastic debris tends to accumulate at the center of ocean gyres. In particu-
lar, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch has a very high level of plastic particulate suspended in the upper 
water column. In samples taken in 1999, the mass of plastic exceeded that of zooplankton (the dominant 
animal life in the area) by a factor of 6.[57] Midway Atoll, in common with all the Hawaiian Islands, 
receives substantial amounts of debris from the garbage patch. When it comes to 90% plastic, this debris 
accumulates on the beaches of Midway where it becomes a hazard to the bird population of the island. 
Midway Atoll is home to two-thirds (1.5 million) of the global population of Laysan Albatross. Nearly 
all of these albatrosses have plastic in their digestive system and one-third of their chicks die.[58] Some 
plastic additives are known to disrupt the endocrine system when consumed; others can suppress the 
immune system or decrease reproductive rates. Floating debris can also absorb persistent organic pol-
lutants from seawater, including PCBs, DDT, and PAHs.[58] Aside from toxic effects, when ingested, 
some of these are mistaken by the animal brain for estradiol, causing hormone disruption in the affected 
wildlife.[59]

Noise Pollution

Marine life can be susceptible to noise or sound pollution from sources such as passing ships, oil explo-
ration seismic surveys, and naval low-frequency active sonar. Sound travels more rapidly and over larger 
distances in the sea than in the atmosphere. Marine animals, such as cetaceans, often have weak eye-
sight, and live in a world largely defined by acoustic information. This applies also to many deeper sea 
fish, which live in a world of darkness. Between 1950 and 1975, ambient noise in the ocean increased by 
about 10 dB (i.e., a tenfold increase).[3] Noise also makes species communicate louder, which is called the 
Lombard vocal response. Whale songs are longer when submarine detectors are on. If creatures do not 
“speak” loud enough, their voice can be masked by anthropogenic sounds. These unheard voices might 
be warnings, finding of prey, or preparations of net bubbling. When one species begins to speak louder, 
it will mask other species’ voices, causing the whole ecosystem to eventually speak louder. Undersea 
noise pollution is like the death of a thousand cuts. Each sound in itself may not be a matter of critical 
concern, but taken altogether, the noise from shipping, seismic surveys, and military activity is creating 
a totally different environment than that existed even 50 years ago. That high level of noise is bound to 
have a hard, sweeping impact on life in the sea.[3,60]

Conclusions

The seas and oceans are contaminated with many natural and anthropogenic industrial pollutants. A lot 
of them are strongly toxic to the organisms and to humans. Apart from plastic, a very particular prob-
lem are toxins in the marine environment that do not disintegrate rapidly enough. The most important 
toxins in the seas are organic compounds (PCBs, DDT, PAHs, pesticides, furans, dioxins, phenol, oil), 
heavy metals, and radioactive waste. Heavy metals (especially, mercury, lead, nickel, and cadmium) are 
toxic (in the oxidized form, as ions) or poisonous at low concentrations. These toxins can accumulate in 
the tissues of many aquatic species. In particular, accumulation of toxins in benthic animals and fish in 
contaminated estuarine areas and closed seas is very dangerous, due to the high position of these organ-
isms in the food chain and the strong toxicity of the chemicals. Moreover, surface runoff of pesticides to 
the marine environment can genetically alter the gender of snails and fish species, transforming male 
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into female fish. Finally, the marine environment is an important part of the natural environment con-
sisting of people and human activities, which in the last century have been responsible for production 
and deposition of many toxins in the oceans and seas.
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Introduction

Among the various alternative technologies to augment water resources, rainwater harvesting is a sim-
ple, decentralized solution and imposes insignificant impact on the environment. It is an important 
water source in many areas with significant rainfall but lacking any kind of conventional, centralized 
supply system. It is also a good option in areas where good-quality fresh surface water or groundwater 
is lacking. Rainwater harvesting systems have been used since ancient times and evidence of roof catch-
ment systems dates back to early Roman times. In the Negev Desert in Israel, in Libya and Egypt, in 
Mexico, and in the Andes Range in South America as well as in the Arizona Desert in North America, 
stone dams and tanks were built to divert and store rainwater for irrigation purposes.

Advantages of Rainwater Harvesting

Rainwater harvesting systems can provide water at, or near, the point where water is needed or used. The 
systems can be both owner-operated and utility-operated, and owner-managed and utility-managed. 
Rainwater collected using existing structures (rooftops, parking lots, playgrounds, parks, ponds, and 
flood plains) has few negative environmental impacts compared with other water resources develop-
ment technologies.[1] Rainwater is relatively clean and the quality is usually acceptable for many pur-
poses with little or even no treatment. The physical and chemical properties of rainwater are usually 
superior to sources of groundwater that may have been subject to contamination.

Other advantages of rainwater harvesting include the following:

1. Rainwater harvesting can coexist with, and provide a good supplement to, other water sources 
and utility systems, thus relieving pressure on other water sources.

2. Rainwater harvesting provides a water supply buffer for use in times of emergency or breakdown 
of public water supply systems, particularly during natural disasters.
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 3. Rainwater harvesting can reduce storm drainage load and flooding in cities.

5. Rainwater harvesting technologies are flexible and can be built to meet almost any requirements.

Types of Rainwater Harvesting Systems

Collection systems can vary from simple households to large catchment systems. The categorization of 
rainwater harvesting systems depends on factors such as the size and nature of the catchment areas and 
whether the systems are in urban or rural settings.[2]

Simple Rooftop Collection Systems

The main components of a simple rooftop collection system are the cistern itself, the piping that leads 
to the cistern, and the appurtenances within the cistern (Figure 1). The materials and the degree of 
sophistication of the whole system largely depend on the initial capital investment. Some cost-effective 
systems involve cisterns made with ferrocement. In some cases, the harvested rainwater may be filtered 
or disinfected.

Large Systems for Educational Institutions, 
Stadiums, Airports, and Other Facilities

When the systems are larger, the overall system can become more complicated (e.g., rainwater collection 
from roofs and grounds of institutions, storage in underground reservoirs, and treatment and use for 
non-potable applications) (Figure 2).

Rooftop Collection Systems for High-Rise Buildings in Urbanized Areas

In high-rise buildings, roofs can be designed for catchment purposes and the collected roof water can be 
kept in separate cisterns on the roofs for non-potable uses.

Land Surface Catchments

Ground catchment techniques (Figure 3) provide more opportunity for collecting water from a larger 
surface area. By retaining small creek and stream flows in small storage surfaces or underground reservoirs, 

 4. The owners who operate and manage the rainwater catchment system are more willing to exercise 
water conservation.

 

FIGURE 1 A simple roof catchment system (illustrated by Chia-Ming Lin).
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FIGURE 2 An indoor storage system in a monastery in China (photographed by K. F. Andrew Lo).

FIGURE 3 A land catchment system (illustrated by Chia-Ming Lin).
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can meet water demands during dry periods. However, there is a possibility of high seepage loss to the 
ground. The marginal quality of the water collected is suitable for use mainly in agriculture.  

Collection of Stormwater in Urbanized Catchment

The surface runoff collected in stormwater ponds/reservoirs from urban areas is subject to a wide vari-
ety of contaminants. Keeping these catchments clean is of primary importance; hence the cost of water 
pollution control can be considerable.

Design and Maintenance of Rainwater Harvesting Systems

Typically, a rainwater harvesting system consists of three basic elements: the collection system, the con-
veyance system, and the storage system.

Catchment Surface

The effective catchment area and the material used in constructing the catchment surface influence 
collection efficiency and water quality. Materials commonly used for roof catchment are corrugated 
aluminum and galvanized iron, concrete, fiberglass shingles, tiles, and slates. Mud is used primarily in 
rural areas. Bamboo roofs are least suitable because of possible health hazards. The catchment surface 
materials must be non-toxic and must not contain substances that impair water quality. Roofs with 
metallic paint or other coatings are not recommended because they may impart tastes or color to the 
collected water. Catchment surfaces and collection devices should be cleaned regularly to remove dust, 
leaves, and bird droppings to minimize bacterial contamination and to maintain the quality of collected 
water. Roofs should also be free from overhanging trees because birds and animals in the trees may 
defecate on the roofs.

When land surfaces are used as catchment areas, various techniques are available to increase runoff 
capacity: 1) clearing or altering vegetation cover; 2) increasing the land slope with artificial ground 
cover; and 3) reducing soil permeability by soil compaction. Specially constructed ground surfaces (con-
crete, paving stones, or some kind of liner) or paved runways can also be used to collect and convey rain-
water to storage tanks or reservoirs. Care is required to avoid land surface damage and contamination 
by people and animals. If required, these surfaces should be fenced to prevent people and animal entry. 
Large cracks in the paved catchment because of soil movement, earthquakes, or prolonged exposure 
should be repaired immediately. Maintenance, typically consisting of the removal of dirt, leaves, and 
other accumulated materials, should take place annually before the start of the major rainfall season.

Conveyance Systems

Conveyance systems are required to transfer the rainwater collected on catchment surfaces to storage 
tanks. This is usually accomplished by making connections to one or more downpipes connected to col-
lection devices. The pipes used for conveying rainwater, wherever possible, should be made of plastic, 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or other inert substance because the pH of rainwater can be acidic and may 
cause corrosion and mobilization of metals in metal pipes.

When it first starts to rain, dirt and debris from catchment surfaces and collection devices will be 
washed into the conveyance systems. Relatively clean water will only be available sometime later in the 
storm. The first part of each rainfall should be diverted from the storage tank. There are several possible 
options for selectively collecting clean water for the storage tanks. The common method is a sediment 
trap, which prevents debris entry into the tank. Installing a first-flush (or foul-flush) device is also useful 
to divert the initial batch of rainwater away from the tank.[3]
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Rainwater pipes must be permanently marked in such a way that there is no risk of confusing them with 
drinking water pipes. Gutters and downpipes need to be periodically inspected and carefully cleaned. 
A good time to inspect gutters and downpipes is while it is raining, so that leaks can be easily detected.

Storage Tanks

Various types of rainwater storage facilities can be found in practice. Storage tanks should be con-
structed of inert material. Reinforced concrete, fiberglass, polyethylene, and stainless steel are suitable 
materials. Ferrocement tanks and jars made of mortar or earthen materials are commonly used. As 
an alternative, interconnected tanks made of pottery or polyethylene may be suitable. They are easy to 
clean. Bamboo-reinforced tanks are less successful because they may become infested with termites, 
bacteria, and fungi.

Precautions are required to prevent the entry of contaminants into storage tanks. The main sources of 
external contamination are pollution from debris, bird and animal droppings, and insects. A solid and 
secure cover is required to avoid breeding of mosquitoes, to prevent insects and rodents from entering 
the tank, and to keep out sunlight to prevent algae growth inside the tank.[4] A coarse inlet filter is also 
desirable for excluding coarse debris, dirt, leaves, and other solid materials.

All tanks need cleaning and their designs should allow for thorough scrubbing of the inner walls and 
floors. A sloped bottom and the provision of a pump and a drain are useful for collection and discharge 
of settled grit and sediment. Chlorination of the cisterns or storage tanks is necessary if the water is to be 
used for drinking and domestic uses. Cracks in the storage tanks can create major problems and should 
be repaired immediately.

The extraction system (taps/faucets, pumps) must not contaminate the stored water. Taps/faucets 
should be installed at least 10 cm above the base of the tank because this allows any debris entering the 
tank to settle on the bottom.[5] If it remains undisturbed, it will not affect the quality of the water. The 
handle of taps might be detachable to avoid misuse by children. Periodic maintenance should also be 
carried out on pumps used to lift water.

Conclusion

In the future, water scarcity in both developing and developed countries is inevitable.[6] The challenge of 
meeting the water demand can be largely met by appropriate understanding, study, and application of 
rainwater harvesting. Rainwater harvesting is about to come of age.[7] It has an appropriate image about 
it that meshes well with the gentler ideas of the late 20th century. Because the technique makes use of an 
untapped resource—precipitation that would otherwise be evaporated before it had a chance to play a 
useful role in feeding the human population—it looks like getting something for nothing. Making use 
of such a resource has certain poetry to it, particularly in a field where the resource itself can never be 
increased or decreased; unlike food, water cannot be grown to order, even given the right soil and the 
right fertilizer. But, like food, water can be harvested more efficiently. Doing so is a major priority for 
the 21st century.
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Water Harvesting

Gary W. Frasier

Introduction

Water is one of the critical elements to support life. Without water, life as we know it cannot exist. 
Without water, plants will die. Humans and animals will die without drinking water. Yet, the planet we 
call earth has more area covered with water than landmass. From space, the planet looks blue from the 
water in the seas and the clouds. Even with all this water, there are many places on the land, classified as 
arid and semiarid land, where there is not enough drinking water for man and animals to live or plants 
to grow. In many of these arid and semiarid places, sufficient water can be obtained for drinking-water 
supplies and growing of plants by a process called water harvesting. In technical terms, water harvesting 
is defined as “the process of collecting and storing precipitation (rain or snow) for beneficial use from an 
area that has been treated or modified to increase precipitation runoff.”[1]

With the modern advent of water transfers via canals and deep wells for supplying water for homes 
and irrigation of crops, there is a tendency to consider water harvesting as a “new” water supply tech-
nique. In actuality, water harvesting is an ancient practice that has been dated back to the Edom 
Mountain areas of Southern Jordan 9000 years ago.[2] There is evidence that water harvesting systems 
were used 3000 to 4000 years ago in various places of what we now call the Middle East. Some of these 
early systems were located in areas having less than 200 mm annual precipitation.[3] Water harvesting 
systems are currently being used for water supply in various places around the world such as Israel, 
Egypt, Jordan, Mexico, Australia, and the United States.

General Description

There are two general classifications of water harvesting systems. One group is used for providing 
 drinking-water supplies for human and animal consumption. The other group is used to provide water 
for the growing of plants (runoff farming). All water harvesting systems have two major components: an 
area where the precipitation is collected (catchment area) and some means for storing the collected water.

The water collection area can be any surface that has been modified to increase precipitation run-
off. They can include rock outcroppings with diversion facilities at the lower edge to direct the runoff 
water to a central point; smoothed compacted soil, chemically treated soil surfaces; soil covered with 
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membranes of rubber, wood, or metal; and building rooftops. The water storage facility can be a tank, 
pond, or cistern with an impermeable lining or, in the case of runoff farming, the soil around the plants.

Water Harvesting for Livestock Drinking Water

Providing animal, domestic, and wildlife drinking water supplies is one of the newer applications of 
water harvesting (past 20–30 years). The catchment area can be a hillslope, an area covered or treated to 
reduce water infiltration and increase surface water runoff, or even roofs of buildings. The catchment 
area can be modified via various techniques, frequently separated into 3 general categories: 1) topog-
raphy modification; 2) soil modification; and 3) impermeable coverings or membranes. Topography 
modification consists of land smoothing and clearing and frequently yields 20%–35% runoff efficiency. 
Some typical soil modification treatments used are sodium salts mixed in the top 6–12 cm of soil and 
compacted with runoff yields of 50%–80%. Water repellents and paraffin wax applied to the soil surface 
will yield 60%–95% runoff. Asphalts or bitumen sprayed on the soil surface provide 50%–80% runoff. 
More expensive catchment treatments consist of various impermeable coverings. They consist of gravel-
covered sheeting (75%–95% runoff); asphalt membranes (85%–95% runoff); and concrete, sheet metal, 
and artificial rubber sheeting (60%–95% runoff).[4,5]

Storage of the collected water is a key component of any water harvesting system, but it is also one 
of the most expensive components. Unlined pits or ponds are usually not suitable unless seepage losses 
can be stopped. There are many types, shapes, and sizes of wooden, metal, concrete, or reinforced plastic 
storage containers that can be used. Also, in most arid and semiarid areas where the precipitation events 
are erratic, it is necessary to provide some means of controlling evaporative losses from the stored-water 
facility. Evaporation control on sloping-sided pits or ponds is difficult because the water surface area 
changes with depth.[5]

Water Harvesting for Domestic Use

Most of the techniques used for water harvesting for livestock and wildlife drinking supplies can be used 
to provide water for domestic uses. One technique that is used in several places in the world today is 
the collection of water from the roofs of buildings.[6] A relatively small roof area can provide significant 
quantities of water if collected and stored. One millimeter of precipitation will yield 1 L of water. This 
technique is very effective in areas where there are frequent precipitation events but little or no surface 
water, because of highly permeable soils or groundwater that has high concentrations of undesirable 
minerals. A simple wooden or metal tank or concrete cistern stores the collected water.

Water Harvesting for Growing of Crops

One form of water harvesting used for growing crops is termed runoff farming. Runoff farming maxi-
mizes the effect of limited precipitation by collecting surface runoff from a large area and applying it to 
a smaller cropped area. The collected water can be applied directly to the crop area during the precipita-
tion event, referred to as floodwater farming,[3] or stored and applied later by some form of irrigation 
system.[7] A modified version is termed microcatchment farming, where a small runoff area is situated 
directly upslope of the growing area. This technique has been used for tree crops such as pistachio, olive, 
and almond.[3]

Other Considerations

Water harvesting should not be considered as a cheap or inexpensive means of water supply. It can sup-
ply water in areas where other water sources are unattainable or unsuitable. Water harvesting is not 
a new means of water supply or source but is receiving renewed interest in many places in the world. 
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It became a water source of interest with the work of Evenari and his colleagues[8] in the early 1960s 
reconstructing ancient water harvesting systems in the Negev Desert of Israel. Following this work, sev-
eral research organizations around the world conducted extensive studies, primarily exploring various 
low-cost means of treating the soil to reduce infiltration and increase precipitation runoff. Much of this 
effort has currently been completed. Many water harvesting systems are being used around the world, 
most notably in arid and semiarid, underdeveloped areas where there is plentiful labor. At the same 
time, there are many places where the systems have failed. One of the most common reasons for failure 
is the lack of adequate maintenance of the collection area and the water storage facility. When properly 
designed and maintained, a water harvesting system can last for decades.
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Introduction

Human beings have a tendency to live near coastal areas. About 23% of the world’s population lives 
within 100 km of the coast. This figure is likely to increase to 50% in the next 25 years. In the United 
States, 54% of all Americans now live in 772 coastal counties adjacent to the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, 
the Gulf of Mexico, and the Great Lakes. By the year 2025, nearly 75% of all Americans are expected to 
live in coastal counties.

Coastal aquifers serve as major sources for freshwater supply in many countries around the world, 
especially in arid and semiarid zones. Many coastal areas are also heavily urbanized, a fact that makes the 
need for freshwater even more acute. Coastal aquifers are highly sensitive to disturbances. Inappropriate 
management of a coastal aquifer can lead to its destruction as a source for freshwater much earlier than 
aquifers that are not connected to the sea. The reason is the threat of seawater intrusion into freshwater 
aquifers.

The origin of saltwater intrusion into freshwater aquifers can come from natural sources such as sea-
water and deep formation brines or from anthropogenic sources such as deicing salt, agricultural return 
flow, and leachate from landfills. The most frequent occurrences are found in coastal regions where over-
exploitation of groundwater has caused the encroachment of seawater into freshwater aquifers. Once an 
aquifer is invaded, a part of the salt will adsorb onto the solid surface, making it difficult to reverse the 
process and restore the aquifer. The slow movement of groundwater also makes the remediation time 
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long. Salinity in water poses a health hazard for humans and livestock, damages crops, and corrodes 
pipes and boilers in industrial uses. Hence, the invasion of saltwater into a freshwater aquifer means the 
loss of that aquifer for water sources.

Saltwater Intrusion Problems around the World

Serious saltwater intrusion problems exist in many parts of the world. In the following, we shall review 
some of the more prominently reported cases.

United States

In the United States, the potential for saltwater intrusion was recognized as early as 1824 in New Jersey 
and 1854 on Long Island, New York.[1] In modern times, serious problems of saltwater intrusion into 
aquifers are found in the Miami, Long Island, Hawaii, and Los Angeles areas.

Seawater intrusion into aquifers is a problem throughout coastal Florida. Particularly, in the Miami 
area, a network of drainage canals was constructed from 1909 through the 1930s. The resulting drainage 
lowered water levels about 2 m in the Everglades. This drainage, combined with coastal pumping, caused 
seawater to advance progressively into the Biscayne aquifer.[2] The intrusion front has reached several 
kilometers inland.[3] The South Florida Water Management District is one of the regional water manage-
ment agencies in the state that has the regulatory power to issue or deny a well construction permit, to 
require the installation of monitoring wells, and to impose restrictions on groundwater extraction dur-
ing drought periods based on seawater intrusion considerations.

In Los Angeles County, California, severe groundwater overdraft from the early 1900s to the late 
1950s caused water levels to drop below sea level, allowing saltwater to intrude into the potable aquifers, 
rendering coastal wells out of service. In an effort to halt the intrusion, groundwater management agen-
cies took three major steps from the mid-1950s to mid-1960s, including the following: 1) construction 
of freshwater injection wells along the coast to prevent the saltwater intrusion; 2) limiting the amount 
of groundwater that could be pumped annually; and 3) creation of the Water Replenishment District of 
Southern California to purchase artificial replenishment water to make up the annual and accumulated 
overdrafts.[5]

For the Oahu Island of Hawaii, fresh groundwater exists as a lens floating on top of saltwater. In the 
predevelopment time (pre-1880), the freshwater lens in the Pearl Harbor area was estimated to be 400 
m to 500 m thick.[6] In 1990, measured salinity profiles showed the freshwater lens to be only 200 m to 
300 m thick.[7] Thus, the 100 years of development has caused the freshwater lens to reduce to half its 
thickness.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands is located on river deltas, with much of its territory below sea level, reclaimed from the 
sea. The low- lying lands, known as polders, are particularly susceptible to the invasion of seawater. To 
keep out the brackish water, year-round recharge of aquifers using reclaimed water is needed.[8]

A great concern for the Netherlands is the threat of sea level rise, as a result of the global warming 
trend. The rise of sea level can inundate land and push the saltwater-freshwater equilibrium point fur-
ther inland. It will also increase the hydraulic pressure of seepage flow for the low-lying areas. Possible 
countermeasures have been investigated.[9]

Israel and Palestinian Territories

Due to the semiarid climate, Israel and Palestinian territories (Gaza Strip and West Bank) are critically 
dependent on groundwater for water supply. In fact, the sandstone Quaternary aquifer that underlies 
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coastal Israel and the Gaza Strip is being “mined,” and the Mediterranean Sea intrudes along a saltwater 
front.[10,11] The water demands have been so much that the strategy is no longer to push the saltwater front 
outward to sea. The management goal is to allow the aquifer to be contaminated and to intercept the 
largest possible percentage of freshwater outflow to sea.

Mexico

The aquifer in northwestern Yucatan contains a freshwater lens that floats above a denser saline water 
wedge. It has been shown that at certain locations, the penetration of saline water can be more than 100 km 
inland.[12] The aquifer, which is unconfined except for a narrow band along the coast, is the sole freshwater 
source in northwestern Yucatan. Development of industry and agriculture and other land use changes 
pose a potential threat to the quantity and quality of freshwater resources in the Yucatan Peninsula.[13]

Italy

In the 1920s, Venice went through an Industrial Revolution. During this time period, water was con-
stantly being pumped from the underlying aquifer. The lowering of the piezometric head has caused not 
only land subsidence but also the contamination of aquifer by saline water. Geophysical investigations 
have shown that the saline water may extend inshore up to 20 km from the Adriatic Sea coastline. The 
saltwater plume is observed from the near ground surface down to 100 m.[14,15] The combined effect of 
sea level rise and land subsidence can further enhance the saltwater contamination and the related soil 
salinization, with serious environmental and socioeconomic impacts.

Other Parts of the World

Saltwater intrusion problems are also found in the Nile Delta of Egypt,[16] Cap Bon of Tunisia,[17] China,[18] 
Cyprus,[19] Morocco,[20] and many other parts of the world.

Mechanisms of Saltwater Intrusion

Figure 1 gives a simplified view of seawater intrusion into an unconfined aquifer. We observe that saltwater 
is heavier and hence tends to stay underneath the freshwater. The freshwater, however, has a hydraulic 
gradient with head decreasing from inland toward the sea, thus driving a freshwater flow to the sea. This 
outflow momentum counteracts the density-driven seawater. Without it, seawater will continue to move 
inland until the entire aquifer below sea level is occupied by the heavier saltwater. However, since such 
a hydraulic gradient always exists due to the precipitation recharge inland, an equilibrium position of 
saltwater and freshwater will be established, schematically shown as the interface in Figure 1.

Ghyben-Herzberg Relation

The earliest and the simplest explanation of the saltwater intrusion mechanism was provided by Du 
Cummun,[21] Badon-Ghyben,[22] and Herzberg,[23] commonly known as the Ghyben-Herzberg relation. 
By making the following assumptions—1) a sharp interface exists, separating saltwater from freshwater; 
2) the freshwater flow lines are approximately horizontal; and 3) there is no flow in the saltwater zone—a 
simple relation between the freshwater free surface elevation, hf, and the interface location below the sea 
level, η, can be developed as (see Figure 1)

ρη = f h h≈
ρ ρs f− f f40  (1) 
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where ρf is freshwater density (1 g/cm3) and ρs is saltwater density (approximately 1.025 g/cm3). This is 
known as the

What the above relation says is that for every meter of freshwater head above sea level, the interface 
is pushed down 40 m below sea level. When the interface touches the bottom of an aquifer, a toe for the 
seawater wedge is located (Figure 1). Landward from the toe (zone 2), only freshwater exists; seaward 
from the toe (zone 1), saltwater and freshwater coexist.

FIGURE 1 Seawater intrusion into an unconfined aquifer.

FIGURE 2 Typical vertical cross sections of seawater intrusion in coastal aquifers: (a) unconfined aquifer with 
replenishment; (b) confined aquifer; (c) freshwater lens on an island; (d) unconfined aquifer with pumping.
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Figure 2 presents some typical cross sections with interfaces in coastal aquifers under natural condi-
tions (a–c) and with pumping (d). Like all figures that describe aquifers, these figures are highly dis-
torted, with vertical scale much more magnified.

Up-Coning

This 40:1 ratio mentioned above based on the Ghyben–Herzberg relation may sound like good news for 
repelling saltwater by freshwater head. However, if pumping activity is increased in the coastal zone, as 
often is the case due to increasing population and economic activities, the reduced freshwater head will 
allow saltwater to move a large distance landward. Also, if a pumping well is situated above the interface 
in the saltwater-freshwater coexisting zone, the drawdown of a water table or piezometric head will 
cause the interface to rise up steeply to meet the well. This phenomenon is known as up-coning. Once 
the saltwater reaches the well, the well is generally considered to be lost.

For a pumping well situated at a distance d above an undisturbed interface (Figure 3), a formula that 
predicts the maximum allowable discharge, Qmax, before the saltwater entering the well is given by[24,25]

Qmax < π0.6 ΔsKd2 ≈ 0.047Kd2 (2)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity, and Δs = (ρs – ρf)/ρf ≈ 0.25. Take, for example, K = 100 m1/day; 
then a well with its screened section situated 10 m above the interface can pump up to 470 m2/day. On 
the other hand, if the distance d is reduced to 5 m, then the pumping rate is restricted to 117 m3/day.

In Figure 4, we demonstrate a few saltwater intrusion scenarios with a well pumping above the 
 interface. Figure 4a shows a confined aquifer with a well pumping at a relatively small rate. In this case, 
a freshwater capture zone is formed similar to a capture zone in the entirely freshwater region. Below the 
well, although there is an up-coning, the well is pumping freshwater.

In Figure 4b, the pumping rate is increased but not large enough to cause the interface to reach 
the well. At the cross section where the well is located, the (three-dimensional) capture zone touches 
the interface. Near the interface, there exists mixing of saltwater and freshwater due to hydrodynamic 
d ispersion. Thus, trace salt content may be observed in the well. Figure 4c shows a similar situation as 
Figure 4b but for an unconfined aquifer.

Figure 4d gives a two-dimensional situation. A two dimensional pumping situation can be created 
either by a gallery (collector) well, that is, a perforated pipeline parallel to the coastline, or by a number 
of wells along the coast and close to each other, such that their influence zone overlaps. In this case, 
as long as the discharge per unit length of the gallery well does not exceed the freshwater outflow per 
unit length of coastline, the excess freshwater must flow underneath the well; hence, the interface can-
not reach the well. In this way, the well can pump nearly as much as the entire freshwater outflow, not 

 

FIGURE 3 Interface up-coning below a pumping well.
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FIGURE 4 Up-coning, freshwater flow directions and capture zone in the vicinity of a well pumping above inter-
face: (a) confined aquifer, smaller discharge; (b) confined aquifer, larger discharge; (c) unconfined aquifer; and (d) 
two-dimensional flow (with gallery well).
Source: Bear and Cheng.[26]
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wasting any available freshwater. This type of skimming well that distributes the pumping rate over a 
line or over an area to avoid concentrated local up-coning beneath a point well has been practiced in 
Israel,[27] Palestinian territories,[28] and Pakistan.[29,30]

Transition Zone

In the above figures, saltwater and freshwater are shown to be separated by a sharp interface. This is a sim-
plification of the actual situation, as saltwater and freshwater are miscible liquids. Actually, they constitute a 
single liquid phase—water—with different concentrations of total dissolved solid (TDS), such as salt. Often, 
the term “interface” is used for the iso-density surface that is midway between freshwater and seawater.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall continue to refer to two liquids—freshwater and seawater. The 
passage from the portion of the aquifer that is occupied by one liquid to the other takes the form of a 
transition zone, rather than a sharp interface. Depending on the extent of seawater intrusion and certain 
aquifer properties, this transition zone may be rather wide or narrow. The width of the transition zone 
is dictated by three phenomena:

FIGURE 5 Transition zones between saltwater and freshwater regions: (a) an unconfined aquifer; (b) two aquifers 
separated by a semipervious layer; and (c) with a pumping well above interface.
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• Hydrodynamic dispersion (dispersion and molecular diffusion)
• Advection of water—fresh and mixed—toward the sea (or, under certain conditions, landward)
• Recirculation of seawater and mixed water

Figure 5 demonstrates a few scenarios of transition zones between the saltwater and freshwater region. In 
Figure 5a, we observe that we can approximate a sharp interface location as the 50% relative concentration 
line. Figure 5b depicts a multilayer situation, where there are two transition zones. As the partition layer is 
semipervious, saltwater and freshwater exchange can also take place by leakage through the semipervious 
layer. Figure  5c shows the case with a pumping well above the interface, creating an up- coning situation.

Monitoring and Exploration of Saltwater Intrusion

Geological Investigation

A direct way of detecting saltwater intrusion is by the geological technique of drilling monitoring wells. 
In aquifers where a thick saltwater-freshwater transition zone exists, it is of interest to monitor the con-
tinuous change in salt concentration across the transition zone. Monitoring such information requires 
taking water samples at different depths. This can be achieved by the use of packers that seal sections of 
the well, selectively, such that each section has its own screen. Water samples taken from different sec-
tions are not mixed with each other. Obviously, such an operation is tedious, and the data obtained are 
limited to the well’s location and to the elevation of the screened portions of the well. In order to cover a 
large area, a large number of wells need to be drilled, and the associated costs are usually high. The data 
obtained, however, are the most direct and, probably, the most accurate. Data obtained by this method 
are often used to calibrate data obtained by indirect methods, such as geophysical methods.

One way to reduce the effort and cost of monitoring is to utilize the Ghyben-Herzberg relation to 
interpret the interface location. In this case, monitoring wells need only to reach the phreatic surface, 
and water sampling for salt concentration is not necessary. With the Ghyben-Herzberg relation, it is 
possible to map the saltwater-freshwater interface using the following steps in a field investigation:

1. A network of shallow wells is deployed to observe the water table height, to give the freshwater 
head hf above mean sea level.

2. The water table surface can be created using an interpolation procedure, such as kriging, expressed 
as hf(x,y).

3. The interface depth h(x,y) below mean sea level is represented by the same function hf(x,y), except 
that it is amplified by a factor of 40, as indicated by Eq. 1.

5. The intersection of the two surfaces h(x, y) and b(x,y) is sought, which represents the toe location 
of the saltwater wedge. 

 

 

 

 4. The location of aquifer bottom b(x,y) is interpolated from geological coring or map.
 

FIGURE 6 Locating saltwater toe by Ghyben–Herzberg relation.
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This procedure is illustrated in Figure 6 using a vertical cross section. The above procedure is applicable 
for confined as well as unconfined aquifers.

The Ghyben–Herzberg relation, Eq. 1, contains the assumption that the saltwater is static. A better 
approximation for locating the interface that does not contain this assumption is given by[31]

ρ ρη = f h h
ρ ρ− f − s

ρ ρ− s  (3)
s f s f

The above relation states that if we can measure at the same location both the freshwater head hf and the 
saltwater head hs, as illustrated in Figure 6, then the interface location can be better determined.

Geophysical Investigation

Geophysical methods make use of physical properties, such as the velocity of seismic waves, electrical 
conductivity, electromagnetic permeability, thermal conductivity, etc., of the geomaterials, such as the 
soil, and the water occupying the void space, with the latter varying with the concentration of dissolved 
matter. The typical advantages of the geophysical methods are the following:

• Measurements are taken at ground surface, although some techniques also utilize existing or 
specially drilled boreholes.

• Sometimes, measurements can be conducted airborne by aircraft. Usually, this means less time 
consumed and lower cost.

• Measurements cover a large surface area, thus making the methods more suitable for field-scale 
investigations.

The disadvantage of the surface-based geophysical methods, however, is that they are indirect, measur-
ing some analogous quantities, thus often requiring calibration from direct measurements. The optimal 
solution to this problem is to conduct an integrated survey that combines results from geophysical tech-
niques with data obtained from direct water sampling.

Several geophysical methods that can be used for detecting the presence of saline water in geological 
formations are briefly discussed below, based on Stewart:[32]

• Direct current (DC) resistivity. The method is based on the increase in electrical conductivity 
with increasing pore water salinity. The principal advantages of the method are its simplicity 
and the relatively low cost of the required equipment. In the DC method, an electrical current is 
introduced into the ground through electrodes driven into the soil. The resulting electrical poten-
tial (voltage) is measured between the two electrodes. The measured resistance represents the 
integrated resistivity over the electrically heterogeneous soil. In the more advanced equipment, 
multiconductor cables connect a large number of electrodes along a profile. A receiver then cycles 
sequentially through the electrodes, producing a series of closely spaced soundings along the pro-
file. A computer program then performs 2-D or 3-D resistivity inversions on the field data. The 
inversion, however, is not unique and is dependent on the assumed ’’model,” e.g., the number of 
soil layers and their thickness. This technique may not be robust enough to accurately determine a 
continuously varying salt concentration in a transition zone. In the case of a sharp interface, how-
ever, there is a distinct change in electrical conductivity across such interface; hence, the interface 
location can, generally, be determined quite accurately.[33]

• Frequency-domain electromagnetic methods (FDEMs). The FDEM involves the generation of an 
electromagnetic field, which induces current in the soil, which in turn causes the subsurface to 
create a magnetic field. By measuring this secondary magnetic field, various subsurface proper-
ties and features can be deduced. The currents in the soil, termed eddy currents, are induced by 
time-varying magnetic fields produced by a frequency- controlled AC (alternating current) in a 
transmitter coil. The transmitted electromagnetic field is called the primary field. The induced 
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eddy currents in the soil produce a secondary field, which is usually 90° out of phase with the 
primary one. The ratio of the out-of-phase component of the secondary field to the in-phase com-
ponent of the primary one is an indication of the terrain’s conductivity. The depth of investigation 
by the FDEM is primarily a function of the frequency of the primary field, with lower frequencies 
having greater penetration.

• Airborne electromagnetic methods. The FDEM creates eddy currents through electromagnetic 
induction, so that, actually, no contact with the ground is required. This means that a frequency 
EM system can be flown by fixed-wing aircraft or by helicopters. The typical airborne system 
uses several receiver-transmitter coil pairs at varying frequencies. These coil pairs are placed in 
a “bird,” which is towed behind the aircraft at elevations of 25–50 m above ground surface. The 
depth of investigation is determined by the transmitter’s frequencies. Common frequencies range 
from 200 to 56,000 Hz, yielding penetration depths from tens of meters to less than one meter, 
respectively. The output, as an apparent resistivity map for each frequency, is produced by an 
inverse method. Interpretation is normally qualitative and typically needs to be calibrated with 
ground surface data. The airborne method is generally applied to surveys of large areas; it has 
been successfully applied to the detection of saltwater intrusion in freshwater aquifers and to the 
exploration of freshwater lenses in saltwater environments.

• Time-domain electromagnetic methods (TDEMs). The TDEM (transient) employs a transmitter 
that drives an AC through a square loop of insulated electrical cable laid on the ground. The cur-
rent consists of equal periods of time on and time off, with base frequencies that range from 3 to 
75 Hz, producing an electromagnetic field. Similar to the FDEM, the electrical current generates 
a primary, time-varying electromagnetic field, which in turn creates a secondary electromagnetic 
field. Time-domain electromagnetic method soundings can be used to detect saltwater at depths 
of 5 m to several hundred meters below land surface. The TDEM has several significant advan-
tages over DC soundings, notably depths of investigation up to twice the transmitter coil dimen-
sion and the ability to sound through a conductive, near-surface unit, such as a clay confining 
layer. Time-domain electromagnetic method equipment, however, is more expensive and com-
plicated to use than DC equipment, and the interpretation of TDEM data requires sophisticated 
interpretation software.

Other geophysical investigation techniques that have been employed for the detection of saline water in 
the subsurface include the ground penetrating radar, the loop-loop electromagnetic method, the very-
low-frequency electromagnetic method, and various borehole geophysical methods. More details can 
be found in Stewart.[32]

Geochemical Investigation

As a part of exploration of freshwater contaminated by intruding saline water, it is important to identify 
the origin of the latter. In coastal aquifers, seawater encroachment inland is the most common reason 
for the increase in salinity; however, other sources or processes can contribute to groundwater salinity. 
Custodio[34] lists a number of salinity sources that can contaminate freshwater supply, which are not 
directly related to seawater encroachment. These include entrapped fossil seawater; sea-spray accumu-
lation; evaporite rock dissolution; displacement of old saline groundwater from underlying or adjacent 
aquifers or aquitards through natural or man-imposed advection or by thermal convection; leaking 
aquitards through fault systems; and anthropogenic pollution from various sources, including sewage 
effluents, industrial effluents, mine water, road-deicing salts, effluents from water softening or deioniza-
tion plants, and agriculture return flows.

In general, seawater has a uniform chemistry due to the long residence time of the major constituents. 
Its main features are[35] predominance of Cl− and Na+, with a molar ratio of 0.86; an excess of Cl− over 
the alkali ions (Na and K); and Mg greatly in excess of Ca2+ (Mg/Ca = 4.5–5.2). In contrast, continental 
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fresh groundwater is characterized by a highly variable chemical composition, although the predomi-
nant anions are HCO−

3  , SO−4
3   and Cl−. If not anthropogenetically polluted, the fundamental cations are 

Ca2+ and Mg2+ and, to a lesser extent, the alkali ions, Na+ and K+. In most cases, Ca2+ predominates over 
Mg2+. Seawater solutes are specifically characterized by Mg > SO4 + HCO3, whereas meteoric waters 
(dilute or saline), even if dominated by resolution of marine salts, reflect Na > Cl. In contrast, sedi-
mentary basin fluids can carry significant Ca and perhaps K excess over SO4 + HCO3, due to diagenetic 
carbonate or silicate reactions.

Geochemists generally use the following criteria to define the signature and to distinguish the sources 
of salinization:[35]

• Salinity: In coastal aquifers, a time series of steadily increasing chloride concentrations can 
i ndicate the early evolution of a salinity breakthrough from seawater, due to the overexploitation 
of groundwater and reduction of the piezometric head.

• Cl/Br ratios: The Cl/Br ratio can be used as a reliable tracer, as both Cl and Br usually 
behave c onservatively, except in the presence of very high amounts of organic matter. Seawater 
(Cl/Br weight ratio = 297) is distinguished from relics of evaporated seawater (hypersaline brine 
Cl/Br <297), evaporite-dissolution products (over 1000), and anthropogenic sources like sewage 
effluents (Cl/Br ratios up to 800) or agriculture return flows (low Cl/Br ratios).

• Na/Cl ratios: Na/Cl ratios of saltwater intrusion are usually lower than the marine values (i.e., 
<0.86 molar ratio). On the other hand, high (>1) Na/Cl ratios typically characterize anthropogenic 
sources, like domestic waste waters. Thus, low Na/Cl ratios, combined with other geochemical 
parameters, can foretell the arrival of saltwater intrusion, even at relatively low chloride concen-
trations, during early stages of salinization.

• Ca/Mg, Ca/(HCO3 + SO4) ratios: One of the most conspicuous features of saltwater intrusion is 
the enrichment of Ca over its concentration in seawater. High Ca/Mg and Ca/(HCO3 + SO4) ratios 
(>1) are further indicators of the intrusion of seawater.

• O and H isotopes: The stable O and H isotopes can be used to describe the mixing process between 
saline water and freshwater. Fresh groundwater is generally depleted in both 18O and 2H (deute-
rium) relative to seawater. Mixing of freshwater and seawater should result in a linear correlation. 
Different sources with high salinity (e.g., agriculture return flows, sewage effluents) would result 
in different slopes due to evaporation processes that would change the isotopic composition.

• Boron isotopes: One of the processes that modify the chemistry of seawater intrusion is the adsorp-
tion of potassium, boron, and lithium onto clay minerals in the host aquifer. These elements are 
relatively depleted in saline water associated with seawater intrusion. Hence, the boron isotopic 
composition of groundwater can be used as a tool to discern the salinization sources, in particular, 
to distinguish seawater from anthropogenic contamination, such as domestic waste water.

As a conclusion of this section, we observe that many of the techniques discussed above for the explora-
tion of an environment intruded by saline water are of a qualitative nature. Hence, in island or coastal 
regions, an exploration program usually requires the conjunctive and integrated use of two or more 
complementary geophysical, geological, and geochemical methods. Using several methods can increase 
the confidence level of the interpretation of observed data. The collected data can be used to validate 
the numerical model constructed for the simulation of seawater intrusion for management purposes.

Mathematical Modeling

The use of field surveys, such as geophysical and geochemical studies, can reveal the present state of salt-
water intrusion and perhaps some insight into its history. However, it cannot make predictions into the 
future and, particularly, cannot be used for scenario building and impact assessment based on different 
levels of anthropogenic activities. Mathematical models are needed for these purposes.
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The Ghyben–Herzberg relation is a highly simplified model. More rigorously, the dynamic move-
ment of groundwater flow and the solute transport of salt need to be considered. Generally speaking, 
there does not exist a sharp division between saltwater and freshwater zones, as implied in Figure 1. The 
salt concentration continuously changes from that of seawater to that of freshwater. A solute transport 
model including advection and dispersion is needed for the modeling. In addition, the salt at higher 
concentration is an active solute, because it can affect the density of water and can drive the flow. Hence 
a density- dependent solute transport model should be used. There are occasions, however, when the 
predominant change of concentration from saltwater to freshwater takes place within a narrow region 
called the transition zone. In that case, a simplified model using the sharp interface assumption can be 
attempted. Furthermore, if the aquifer modeled is of regional scale, then the flow variables are often 
averaged in the depth direction to reduce the three-dimensional problems to two-dimensional ones.

While these different models are discussed in more detail in Bear[36] and Bear and Cheng,[26] in the 
following, only the governing equations for the density-dependent solute transport model are presented.

First, rather than using a piezometric head h associated with a variable density p, we shall define a 
reference piezometric head h', associated with the (constant) freshwater density ρ

f, as[37]

h′( ) px y, , z ,t = +z  (4)
ρ f g

In the above, p is pressure, z is the elevation above datum, and g is gravity acceleration. Next, we define 
the mass fraction (mass of dissolved salt, or TDS, per unit mass of fluid) as

cω =  (5)
ρ

where c is the concentration of salt in fluid (mass of dissolved salt per unit volume of fluid). The normal-
ized salt mass fraction is defined as

ω ω−
C ;= f  0 ≤ ≤C 1.0 (6)

ω ωs f−

where ω, ωs, ωf, are respectively the salt mass fraction in mixed (salt- and fresh-) water, unmixed seawa-
ter, and unmixed freshwater.

Constitutive Equations

Constitutive equations express the relationship between the fluid density and viscosity with the pressure 
and the salt mass fraction. For fluid density, we ignore the pressure effect and present only the linearized 
constitutive equations here:

ρ = +ρ βf c( )1 C  (7)

where βc is a density difference factor defined as

β = −β ω″
c sω ( )ω f  (8)

and βω′′   is a coefficient expressing the effect of the change in salt mass fraction on the fluid density (at 
constant pressure), given by

1 dρβω′′ = . (9)
−ρ f dω
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The constitutive equation for the fluid dynamic viscosity can be expressed as[38]

μ μ= +0 ( )1 1.85ω − 4.1ω 2 2+ 44.5ω  (10)

in which the reference viscosity μο corresponds to viscosity at ω = 0.

Darcy’s Law

Darcy’s law can be written in terms of h' and C as

K
q f = ∇( )h C′+ ∇βc z  (11)

μr

where μr = μ/μο is the relative viscosity,

ρ f gk
K f  (12)

μ f

is the hydraulic conductivity with respect to the reference density and viscosity (of freshwater), and k is 
the intrinsic permeability.

Mass Balance Equation for Water

The mass balance of water can be expressed in terms of h' and C as

∂h′ ρ ∂C ⎡1+βcC ⎤
So c+φβ =∇⋅⎢ K Df c⋅ ∇( )h C′+ ∇β φz + ⋅βc ∇C⎥∂t ρ f ∂t ⎣ μ ⎦

 
ρ+ −R Q C1 Q+
ρ R c( )β p (13)

f

where So is the aquifer’s specific storativity; ϕ is porosity; D is the coefficient of mechanical dispersion, a 
second- rank tensor; QR and QP are, respectively, rate of injection (recharge) and withdrawal (pumping) 
of water from the aquifer; and ρR is the density of the recharged water.

Mass Balance Equation for Dissolved Salt

The mass balance of TDS can be expressed as

∂φρC = −∇⋅( )ρ φC Cq D− ρ h R⋅∇ + ρ CRQ − ρC
∂t R QP (14)

where Dh = D + D* is the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion, D* is the coefficient of molecular dif-
fusion, and CR is the salt mass fraction of recharged water.

Well-Posed Initial and Boundary Value Problem

Eq. 11, Darcy’s law, predicts the specific discharge q, which can be used to eliminate that quantity in 
Eqs.  13 and 14. The equations of state given in the Constitutive Equations subsection tie the proper-
ties, such as density and viscosity, to the normalized salt mass fraction C. Hence, the two mass balance 
equations, Eqs. 13 and 14, contain two unknowns, h' and C. Given a domain, together with a set of 
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well-posed initial and boundary conditions (see Bear[36] or Bear and Cheng[26] for a full description of 
initial and boundary conditions under various physical conditions), the system can be solved for these 
two unknowns.

Computer Models

With the exception of some simple geometries of saltwater intrusion, for which analytical solutions 
are available,[39] numerical solutions are needed for practical applications. Two of the most widely used 
computer codes are the SHARP[40,41] for sharp interface model and the SUTRA[42,43] for the density-
dependent solute transport model; both are developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). However, 
like many complex engineering problems, there is no single code that can be most versatile, efficient, 
accurate, and stable at the same time, thus dominating the rest of the codes. Depending on the avail-
ability and reliability of input data, and the limited resources dedicated to modeling, different computer 
codes have been developed to offer a wide range of choices. A few of these codes are listed below. A 
comprehensive survey can be found in Sorek and Pinder[44] and Bear and Cheng.[26]

• SHARP (a quasi-three-dimensional, numerical finite difference method that simulates freshwater 
and saltwater flow separated by a sharp interface in layered coastal aquifer systems)[40,41] is an 
implicit finite-difference code that simulates layered aquifers with Dupuit assumption.

• MOCDENSE (a two-constituent solute transport model for groundwater with variable density)[45] 
and MOCDENSE3D[46] are, respectively, the two-dimensional and three-dimensional rendition 
of MOC (computer model of two-dimensional solute transport and dispersion in groundwater)[47] and 
MOC3D (three dimensional method-of-characteristics groundwater flow and transport model)
[48] to allow for variable- density modeling.

• SUTRA (model for 2D or 3D saturated-unsaturated, variable-density groundwater flow, with sol-
ute or energy transport)[42,43] is a Galerkin finite-element code that solves groundwater flow and 
transport problems under saturated and unsaturated conditions.

• SEAWAT (computer program for simulation of three dimensional variable-density groundwater 
flow)[49] is a USGS code that combines MODFLOW[50] and MT3DMS[51] into a single computer 
program for the purpose of simulating saltwater intrusion. It is a finite- difference, Eulerian-
Lagrangian code, in contrast to SUTRA, which is a finite-element code.

• CODESA-3D (coupled variable-density and saturation 3D model)[52] is0 a finite-element code, 
similar to SUTRA.

• FEMWATER (three-dimensional finite-element model of water flow through saturated- 
unsaturated media).[53] The code is available from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Combating Saltwater Intrusion

One of the most effective ways of combating saltwater intrusion is to regulate pumping activities. 
Generally speaking, the amount of groundwater extraction should not exceed that of natural replenish-
ment. Optimization of pumping patterns to maximize the yield and minimize the extent of intrusion 
is a high-priority management issue. Recharge of natural surface water or reclaimed wastewater into 
aquifers can increase the freshwater outflow rate to push back saltwater wedge. A recharge near the 
coast can build a local freshwater mound that forms a barrier to protect the water table depression 
inland. Extraction of saltwater in an invaded saltwater wedge can also protect the freshwater behind, if 
a proper way can be found to dispose of the extracted saltwater. A similar method involving pumping 
simultaneously in the upper freshwater zone and the lower saltwater zone to prevent up-coning, known 
as double pumping, has been attempted. Using collector wells (horizontal wells) to skim the thin layer 
of freshwater floating on top of the saltwater wedge has been effectively used in water-poor countries 
such as Israel. Land reclamation has the added effect of pushing saltwater to the sea. Finally, in places 
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where large freshwater springs flowing to the sea can be identified, physical barriers, such as solid walls 
or slurry curtains, can be used to intercept freshwater.

Planning and Management

Groundwater resource planning and management in coastal areas is similar to the traditional water 
resource planning in inland areas but with the additional complication of saltwater intrusion to eventu-
ally render portions of the coastal aquifer unusable as a source of drinking water. The recommended 
planning elements for managing coastal aquifers include the following:[54]

1. Collect and analyze existing data: Data like piezometric head, chlorine concentration, aquifer 
transmissivity, formation thickness, well location, screen depth, etc., need to be collected.

2. Develop an integrated database: The data need to be organized and integrated, typically using 
geographic information system software.

3. Identify saltwater intrusion problem and hypothesize intrusion scenarios, such as horizontally 
from the sea or vertically from the bottom brackish water.

4. Develop a groundwater simulation model using one of the above-mentioned computer codes and 
collected data.

6. Set planning objective: Once the extent and the time scale of the threat are understood, planning 
objectives, such as reducing pumping, increasing recharge, etc., should be set by consulting with 
the stakeholders.

7. Identify solutions and actions: One or more of the saltwater intrusion combating strategies can be 
recommended.

8. Evaluate management alternatives: Water resource management involves complex tradeoffs. 
The alternative actions need to be evaluated and selected using a multicriteria decision-making 
process.
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Uniformity of Water Application and Design Considerations

Introduction

With the increasing consequence of limited water resources and the increasing need for environmen-
tal protection, drip irrigation will play an even more important role in the future. Drip irrigation 
systems can be used for many different types of agricultural crops, including fruit trees, vegetables, 
pastures, specialty crops such as sugarcane, ornamentals, golf course grasses, and high economic 
value crops grown in greenhouses. An understanding of drip irrigation systems, irrigation schedul-
ing, crop response, and economic ramifications will encourage greater use of drip irrigation in future 
agricultural production.

The desired uniformity of water application and the specific crops to be grown guides the creation of 
drip irrigation systems. There are two types of drip irrigation uniformity: system uniformity and spa-
tial uniformity in the field. The consistency of system distribution of water into the field describes the 
system uniformity. The spatial uniformity is the regularity of water distribution considering overlap-
ping emitter flow and translocation of water in the soil. For drip irrigation systems designed for trees 
with large spacing, the system uniformity is equal to the water application uniformity in the field. 
For high-density plantings, the emitter spacing should be designed considering overlapped wetting 
patterns and the spatial uniformity in the field. The uniformity of a drip irrigation system depends 
primarily on the hydraulic design, but must also consider the manufacturer’s variation, temperature 
effects, and potential emitter plugging. The effect of water temperature is generally negligible when 
using turbulent flow emitters. A combination of proper filtration and turbulent emitters can control 
emitter plugging. When grouping a number of emitters together as a unit, such as those designed to 
irrigate an individual plant’s root system, the uniformity of water application with respect to the plant 
will improve.
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Hydraulic Design of Drip Irrigation Systems

Many expressions have been used to describe uniformity. The system uniformity, or emitter flow 
uniformity, can be expressed as the range or variation of water distribution in the field. This term was 
initially used for hydraulic design of drip irrigation systems given that the minimum and maximum 
emitter flows could be calculated and determined.[1] When more emitter flows are used or more samples 
are required for determining variation or spatial uniformity in the field, the Christiansen uniformity 
coefficient (UCC)[2] and coefficient of variation (CV), which is the ratio of standard deviation and the 
mean, are used. Each of the uniformity expressions are highly correlated with one other.

Once selection of the type of drip irrigation emitter is complete, the hydraulic design can be made to 
achieve the expected uniformity of irrigation application.

The hydraulic design of a drip irrigation system involves designing both the submain and lateral 
lines. Early research in drip irrigation hydraulic design concentrated mainly on the single lateral line 
approach,[1,3,4] but in 1985 Bralts and Segerlind developed a method to design a submain unit. The hydrau-
lic design is based on the energy relations in the drip tubing, the friction drop, and energy changes due 
to slopes in the field. Direct calculations of water pressures along a lateral line or in a submain unit are 
made by using an energy gradient line approach.[1] All emitter flows along a lateral line and in a submain 
can be determined based on their corresponding water pressures. Once the emitter flows are deter-
mined, the emitter flow variation, qvar is expressed by

q qq = max m− in
var  (1)

qmax

where qmax is the maximum emitter flow and qmin is the minimum emitter flow. Based on these data, 
other uniformity parameters such as UCC and CV can also be determined. There is a strong correlation 
between any two of the three uniformity parameters in the hydraulic design of drip irrigation systems, 
thus any one of the uniformity parameters can be used as a design criterion. This correlation also justi-
fies using the simple emitter flow variation qvar for hydraulic design. The emitter flow variation qvar is 
converted to the CV when it is combined with the manufacturer’s variation of emitter flow.

The total emitter flow variation caused by both hydraulic and manufacturer’s variation can be 
expressed by[5]

CVHM = +CV2
H CV2

M (2)

where CVHM is the coefficient of variation of emitter flows caused by both hydraulic and manufacturer’s 
variation; CVH and CVM are the coefficients of variation of emitter flows caused by hydraulic design and 
manufacturer’s variation, respectively.

The design criterion for emitter flow variation qvar for drip irrigation design is arbitrarily set as 
10.0%−20.0%, which is equivalent to a CV, from 0.033 to 0.076, or 3.0%−8.0%. Based on the research of 
last 30 years, the manufacturer’s variation of turbulent emitters is maintained only in a range 3.0%−5.0%, 
expressed by CV. When this variation is combined with emitter flow variation caused by hydraulic 
design with a range 3.0%−8.0% in CV, the total variation determined by the equation above will be lim-
ited to a CV of less than 10.0%. This variation illustrates that the drip irrigation systems are designed to 
achieve high uniformity and irrigation application efficiency.

Economic return can also be the basis of design criteria for drip irrigation. A new set of design criteria 
for drip irrigation was developed,[6] based on achieving an expected economic return with various water 
resources and environmental considerations (Table 1).
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Drip Irrigation for Optimal Return, Water 
Conservation, and Environmental Protection

When the uniformity of a drip irrigation system is designed with a UCC of 70.0%, 30.0% or less in CV, 
the irrigation application is expressed as a straight-line distribution,[7,8] as shown in Figure 1. This figure 
was plotted using percent of area (PA) against a relative irrigation depth, X, which is the ratio of required 
irrigation depth to mean irrigation application. The straight-line distribution in the dimensionless plot 
can be specified by a minimum value, a, a maximum value, (a + b), in the X-scale and a slope b, where b 
specifies the uniformity of water application.[9]

When a drip irrigation system is designed with fixed uniformity, it is possible to determine the sloped 
straight line with known value of a and b. A value (X) can then be selected between value a and (a + b) 
and plotted (Figure 1). The triangle formed above the horizontal line (X) results in an irrigation deficit 
and yield reduction. The triangle below the horizontal line results in over-irrigation and deep seepage.

An important irrigation scheduling parameter, the relative irrigation depth, (X) indicates how much 
irrigation water is applied. The effectiveness of drip irrigation is shown not only by the high uniformity 
of the drip irrigation system, but also by the irrigation requirement and the strategy of irrigation sched-
uling. As illustrated in Figure 1, the irrigation scheduling parameter (X) affects the areas of overirriga-
tion and water deficit conditions in the field and is directly related to the economic return. Practically 

TABLE 1 Design Criteria for Uniformity of Drip Irrigation System Design

Design Consideration CV (%) UCC (%)

Water is abundant and no environmental 30−20 75−85
pollution problems
Water is abundant but with environmental protection considerations
Limited water resources but with no environmental pollution problems
Considerations for both water conservation and environmental protection

20−10
25−15
15−

80−90
80−90
8 −955 5

FIGURE 1 A linear water application model for drip irrigation.
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speaking, the X parameter is selected in a range from a to (a + b), as shown in Figure 1. Three typical 
irrigation schedules can be expressed by X and are as follows:

An optimal irrigation schedule for maximum economic return was determined[9] based on cost of water, 
price of the yield, and damage such as environmental pollution and groundwater contamination caused by 
over irrigation. Different irrigation strategies require different amounts of water application. Water con-
servation and environmental protection are realized by comparing any two of the irrigation strategies.[10]

Conclusion

Drip irrigation is an irrigation method that can distribute irrigation water uniformly and directly into 
the root zone of crops. It is one of the most efficient irrigation methods and can be designed and sched-
uled to meet the water requirement of crop and produce maximum yield in the field.

When the drip irrigation system is designed with high uniformity, the slope b of the straight line of 
water application function (Figure 1) can be controlled to achieve the desired variation. In this case the 
conventional irrigation schedule, X = a, optimal irrigation schedule, X0, which is a location between a 
and (a + b), and the irrigation schedule for environmental protection, X = a + b, are in close proximity. 
This closeness shows that the drip irrigation system can achieve optimal economic return, water conser-
vation, and environmental protection.
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X = a This schedule is a conventional irrigation schedule, which is based on the minimum emitter or minimum 
water application. The field is fully irrigated and whole field is over-irrigated except the point of 
minimum irrigation application.

X = X0 For an optimal return there is a value of X for the irrigation scheduling parameter between a and (a + b).
X = (a + b) This irrigation schedule is based on the maximum emitter flow or maximum irrigation application.

The whole field is under deficit condition except the point of maximum water application.
There is no deep percolation.
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Introduction

Irrigation is vital to food production in the world. However, irrigation-induced soil erosion reduces 
productivity of irrigated land and can cause off-site water quality problems. Surface irrigation utilizes 
the soil to distribute water through the field. Water flowing over soil inherently detaches and transports 
sediment. Sprinkler and drip irrigation distribute water through fields in pipes, eliminating erosion 
from water distribution, but erosion can still occur if water is applied faster than it can infiltrate into 
the soil. This entry will briefly discuss the importance of irrigation to global food production and then 
discuss the important factors affecting soil erosion for surface-and sprinkler-irrigated land. Much of 
the information will focus on the United States, with international information included when possible.

Importance of Irrigation

Irrigated agriculture contributes a disproportionate amount to global food production. The most cited 
statistics indicate that irrigated cropland produces about one-third of the world’s crop production on 
only 16% of the cropland that is irrigated.[1] In the United States, farms with all cropland irrigated account 
for only 8% of the total cropland and about half of the total irrigated land.[2] These farms produce 33% of 
the market value of crops and 12% of the market value of livestock. Over half of the crop value (55%) is 
produced on farms with some irrigated land, and these farms account for only 26% of the total cropland 
in the United States.[3] In some areas, irrigation provides essentially all of the water necessary for crop 
growth. In other areas, irrigation provides only a small portion of the total crop water requirement but 
reduces the potential for water stress during critical periods.

While irrigation is critical to global food production, applying water to soil can cause erosion. This 
is especially true with surface irrigation, where the soil conveys and distributes water through a field by 
gravity. Sprinkler irrigation and microirrigation use pipes to distribute water through the field. Surface 
irrigation is generally thought to cause more erosion than sprinkler irrigation; however, erosion can 
occur any time water flows over soil. Water can be applied with sprinkler irrigation so no runoff occurs, 
and therefore, no erosion will occur. However, there are situations, especially with moving irrigation 
systems like center pivots, where water is applied faster than it can infiltrate into the soil, resulting in 
ponding and, possibly, runoff.
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Unique Aspects of Irrigation Erosion

The factors affecting soil erosion from irrigation are the same as rainfall. Water detaches and transports 
sediment in both situations. However, there are some unique differences in how the factors occur with 
irrigation.[4] For example, rainfall occurs relatively uniformly over an entire field, whereas irrigation 
is seldom applied to an entire field at the same time. Irrigation is a controlled procedure where water 
is applied to a specific field, or portion of a field, at a specific time. This can affect the hydrology of the 
erosion processes on surface- and sprinkler-irrigated fields. A center pivot, for example, is essentially a 
moving storm that covers only 1%–2% of the field at any given time. This results in unique runoff condi-
tions where water can do the following: 1) flow parallel to the lateral under similar conditions as rainfall; 
2) flow from wet soil onto dry soil if the lateral is moving downhill; or 3) flow onto wet soil if the lateral 
is moving uphill.

In surface irrigation, water flow rate decreases with distance during surface irrigation as water infil-
trates. Furrow flow rates also increase with time as infiltration rate decreases (Figure 1). This creates a 
condition where sediment can be detached on the upper end of the field and deposited on the lower end. 
Trout[4] documented erosion rates on the upper end of a field that were 6 to 20 times greater than the 
field-average erosion rates. Figure 2 shows eroded furrows on the upper end of a field after one furrow 
irrigation. During rainfall, raindrops wet the soil surface and detach soil particles. As runoff begins, 
rills form in wet soil. In contrast, irrigation furrows are formed prior to irrigation, and water flows onto 
initially dry soil. Furrows with initially dry soil have greater soil erosion than furrows that were prewet 
immediately before furrow irrigation.[5] Irrigation water flowing in furrows is not exposed to falling 
raindrops that can increase sediment detachment and decrease deposition.

The quality of irrigation water can vary dramatically among water sources, or even within an 
i rrigation tract if drainage water is reused. Conversely, electrolyte concentration of rainfall is quite 
consistent. Electrolyte concentration in irrigation water affects erosion for both surface and sprinkler 
irrigation. Furrow-irrigation erosion was greater on a silt loam when irrigation water had low electri-
cal conductivity (EC = 0.7 dS m−1) and high sodium adsorption ratio (SAR = 9.1) compared with low EC 
(0.5 dS m−1) and low SAR (0.9), high EC (2.1 dS m−1) and low SAR (0.5), and high EC (1.7 dS m−1) and high 
SAR (9.3).[6] Soil erosion was also greater with low-EC water in laboratory and field rainfall simulation 
studies.[7,8] Lower electrolyte concentrations in water cause greater dispersion of soil particles, which 
tends to reduce infiltration and increase soil loss.[9]

FIGURE 1 Furrow flow rate with time at five points in a 150 m–long furrow.
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Surface-Irrigation Erosion

Surface irrigation continues to be the most common method of irrigation in the world. The four coun-
tries with the most irrigated land are India (60.8 Mha), China (57.8 Mha), United States (22.4 Mha), and 
Pakistan (19.6 Mha).[10] These four countries account for 58% of the irrigated area in the world. All other 
countries have less than 10 Mha of irrigated land.[10] According to the country fact sheets on the Food 
and Agriculture Organization’s Aquastat Web site,[11] surface irrigation is used on 97% of the irrigated 
land in India, 94% in China, 44% in the United States, and 100% in Pakistan.

Koluvek et al.[12] provided a good overview of soil erosion from irrigation in the United States. 
Unfortunately, this information has not been updated, and similar information is not readily avail-
able from other countries, so it is difficult to track erosion trends on irrigated lands. Some early 
studies documented erosion rates as great as 145 Mg ha−1 in 1 h[13] and 40 Mg ha−1 in 30 min.[14] While 
these rates represent extreme conditions that can occur, not typical season-long soil loss rates, these 
studies indicate the potential severity of the problem. One study measured annual soil losses of 1 
to 141 Mg ha−1 from 33 fields with silt loam soils.[15] The greatest soil loss occurred on a sugar beet 
(Beta vulgaris L.) field with 4% slope. The authors noted that erosion increased sharply when field 
slope was greater than 1%. Close-growing crops like alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) or wheat (Triticum 
 aestivum L.) on fields with 1% slope had annual soil loss of less than 1 Mg ha−1. A recent study in the 
same area documented that average soil loss from an 80,000 ha irrigated watershed decreased from 
450 kg ha−1 in 1970 to less than 50 kg ha−1 in 2005.[16] This watershed was approximately 90% furrow 
irrigated in 1970 and 60% furrow irrigated in 2005. Another study measured daily sediment loads 
of 0.4 kg ha−1 in a watershed with no furrow irrigation compared to 19 kg ha−1 in a watershed with 
58% of the cropland furrow irrigated.[17] Irrigation method explained 67% of the variation in soil loss 
measured in April and May in these nine watersheds.

The main factors affecting surface-irrigation erosion are soil type, field slope and flow rate. Soil ero-
sion is typically not a concern where field slopes are less than 0.5% (Figure 3). However, erosion tends to 
increase exponentially for increasing inflow rate and field slope, with an exponent between 1 and 3 for 
flow rate, and between 2 and 3 for slope.[12,18,19,20] Increasing inflow rate 20% increased erosion 30% and 
70% on the upper quarter of two fields.[4] Increasing inflow rate another 20% increased erosion 50% and 
100%, which indicates that the exponent between erosion and flow rate was between 2 and 3.[4] Figure 4 
shows soil loss from 10 furrows during a 4 h irrigation at Kimberly, Idaho, with inflow rates randomly 
set for each furrow.

FIGURE 2 Eroded furrows on the upper end of a furrow-irrigated field in Idaho with approximately 1% slope.
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Reducing field slope by grading the land is a costly practice that is not feasible in most situations 
compared with alternatives like installing a sprinkler-irrigation system. Reducing inflow rate is a 
good practice as long as the water advances down the field fast enough to uniformly irrigate the field. 
Slow water advance rates from low inflow rates cause overirrigation on the inflow end of the field and 
underirrigation on the lower end of the field due to differences in infiltration opportunity time. This 
results in poor distribution uniformity but little runoff. Soil loss decreases as distribution unifor-
mity decreases.[20] An excellent practice for reducing irrigation erosion without affecting irrigation 

FIGURE 3 Level furrow irrigation in Arizona. (Photo by Jeff Vanuga, USDA Natural Resources Conservation 
Service [NRCSAZ02037]).

FIGURE 4 Relationship between furrow flow rate and soil loss for 10 and 30 m-long furrows with randomly set 
inflow rates.
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uniformity is applying small amounts of polyacrylamide (PAM) with irrigation water.[21,22] Dissolving 
10 mg L−1 of high-molecular-weight, anionic PAM in furrow-irrigation inflow can reduce soil loss 
60%–99% compared with untreated furrows. Other technologies like filter strips and sediment ponds 
on the lower end of the field remove sediment from the water rather than reducing erosion from 
occurring on the field. 

Sprinkler-Irrigation Erosion

Ideally, sprinkler-irrigation systems are designed and managed to have all applied water infiltrate 
into the soil where it was applied. When all water infiltrates, there is no runoff or soil erosion. Solid-
set (sprinklers located in the same position for the entire irrigation season) or set-move (sprinklers 
remaining in a location for 12 to 24 h, then moved to the next set) irrigation systems usually apply 
water at a low rate (e.g., 3 to 6 mm h−1), so irrigation application rate does not exceed the soil infiltra-
tion rate and no soil erosion occurs. Moving irrigation systems, like center pivots, traveling guns, 
and lateral-move systems, often apply water faster than the infiltration rate. This occurs because the 
irrigation system must apply enough water as it moves across the field to meet crop water needs until 
the next time it irrigates that portion of the field. For example, a center pivot operating at 60 h per 
revolution needs to apply 20 mm per revolution to meet an 8 mm d−1 crop water requirement. The 
irrigation application rate increases with distance from the center pivot because the lateral irrigates 
more land as the radial distance from the pivot point increases.[23] Near the pivot point, the mean 
application rate could be about 4 mm h−1 (assuming 15 m wetting diameter). Near the end of the 
pivot, about 400 m, the mean application rate would be about 60 mm h−1. An important fact about 
moving irrigation systems is that the application rate is a function of irrigation system capacity, or 
system flow rate. Operating the system faster decreases only the application depth, not the applica-
tion rate. For example, the same center pivot operating at 48 h per revolution will apply 16 mm of water 
at the same application rates.

Center-pivot irrigation is the most popular type of irrigation system in the United States. According 
to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Agricultural Statistics Service, center-
pivot irrigation was used on 47% of the irrigated land and 83% of the sprinkler-irrigated land in 2008, an 
increase from 25% of the irrigated land in 1988.[2] More land was irrigated by center pivots in the United 
States in 2008 (10.4 Mha) than all types of gravity irrigation combined (8.9 Mha). As center pivots gained 
popularity, researchers began to consider runoff potential, mainly to efficiently apply irrigation water. 
Most sprinkler-irrigation studies were not concerned with soil erosion, probably because the effects of 
sprinkler-irrigation erosion tend to occur within the field rather than off site.

A 1969 study evaluated center-pivot runoff from a theoretical perspective and showed the impor-
tance of modifying infiltration parameters, determined from pond infiltration tests, for the low initial 
application rate that occurs with moving irrigation systems.[23] Their theoretical evaluation showed 
that 0%–40% of the applied water could run off with typical operating conditions. A 1971 field study 
documented 11%–41% runoff on four center pivots operated by farmers.[24] Runoff with center-pivot 
irrigation became a more important issue as low-pressure sprinklers began to be used to reduce energy 
costs. Early types of low-pressure sprinklers applied water to a smaller area, which increased applica-
tion rates and potential runoff.[25] Low-pressure sprinklers (40 and 100 Pa) averaged 69 or 70 mm of 
runoff compared with 8 to 10 mm of runoff for high-pressure sprinklers (170 and 345 Pa) during a 
4-year field study.[26] Reducing pressure from 380 to 140 Pa increased irrigation runoff 30% for a center 
pivot with impact sprinklers.[27] Peak application rate at the outer end of a center pivot would be about 
30 mm h−1 for a high-pressure impact sprinkler with 20 m wetted radius and more than 100 mm h−1 
for a low-pressure spray sprinkler with 5 m wetted radius.[25] Figure 5 shows two sprinkler application 
rate curves with time and an infiltration rate curve. The volume of water applied when application 
rate exceeds infiltration is potential runoff. All of this water may not run off if some is ponded or 
stored on the soil surface.
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FIGURE 5 Example of soil infiltration rate and sprinkler application rates for high- and low-application-rate 
sprinklers. Runoff potentially occurs when sprinkler application rate exceeds the soil infiltration rate.

Many types of sprinklers are now available for center pivots. Some apply water in defined streams 
with a wetted diameter over 20 m with nozzle pressure of 200 Pa or less. Others distribute water evenly 
over the wetted area with various combinations of droplet sizes. Various sprinkler designs are the result 
of manufacturers trying to reduce the kinetic energy applied to the soil during irrigation, so all applied 
water can infiltrate. Kincaid[28] developed a model in 1996 to estimate kinetic energy per unit drop 
volume for common sprinkler types. Calculating area-weighted kinetic energies per unit drop volume 
for individual sprinklers showed that sprinklers with the smallest drop size distributions had the low-
est kinetic energy. Sprinklers with smaller sized drops tend to have smaller wetted diameters because 
small drops cannot travel as far as large drops. Larger drops travel farther and therefore cover a greater 
portion of the circular wetted area for an individual sprinkler. A smaller wetted diameter also results 
in a higher application rate when sprinkler application patterns are overlapped like occurs on a center 
pivot. An alternative method for characterizing sprinkler kinetic energy is calculating the rate that 
energy is applied to the soil, or specific power, as a function of radial distance from the sprinkler.[29] 
The specific power distribution is energy per drop volume multiplied by the application rate and can 
be overlapped, like water application rate, to develop a composite specific power profile for a sprinkler 
system. A flat-plate sprinkler with small-sized drops had higher average composite specific power than 
two other sprinklers with larger drop sizes and larger wetted diameter.[29] Recent field research on small 
plots showed that soil erosion was significantly greater with the flat-plate spray sprinkler compared with 
the two other sprinklers with larger drop size distributions.[30] This directly contradicts previous con-
ventional thinking that sprinklers with smaller drops caused less erosion.

The most effective way to control sprinkler-irrigation erosion is to eliminate runoff, which also 
increases water application efficiency. One way to control runoff is to increase water storage on the soil 
surface.[25] Reservoir tillage is a practice that forms small pits in the soil to store water. Each pit can hold 
5 to 10 L of water.[31] This is especially important on sloping fields. Reservoir tillage reduced runoff 68% 
and soil erosion 92% during a 50 mm simulated irrigation on a field with 10% slope.[32] Runoff was not 
different when field slope was only 1%. Increasing surface residue also decreases sprinkler-irrigation 
runoff similar to rainfall runoff.[27] Disking corn stubble prior to planting, which left approximately 30% 
of the soil surface covered with crop residue, reduced runoff to 17% of applied irrigation compared with 
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25% runoff for moldboard plow plots in a 4 years study.[33] In addition to reducing runoff, disking also 
reduced soil loss about 50% compared with moldboard plowing.

Applying PAM with sprinkler irrigation can also improve infiltration, which reduces runoff and soil 
erosion. Field studies have shown that erosion decreased under moving sprinkler systems when 20 kg 
PAM ha−1 was applied to the soil before irrigation.[34,35] Lower PAM application rates can be effective 
when PAM is applied with irrigation water rather than sprayed directly on the soil surface. In laboratory 
studies with 2 m2 soil boxes, applying 2 to 4 kg PAM ha−1 at 10 to 20 mg L−1 with sprinkler-irrigation water 
reduced soil erosion 75% compared with untreated soil, but these benefits decreased with  subsequent 
irrigations without PAM.[36] In a similar laboratory study, applying 1 kg PAM ha−1 with three consecutive 
irrigations reduced cumulative runoff 50% compared with untreated soil, while applying 3 kg PAM ha−1 
with one irrigation only reduced runoff by 35%.[37] Field tests in the United States showed that applying 
PAM with four irrigations (2 to 3 kg ha−1 total applied) significantly reduced soil erosion from 52 and 
34 kg ha−1 for the control to 21 and 5 kg ha−1 for the PAM treatment during the 2 years of the study.[38] Soil 
erosion was not significantly different for a similar field study in Portugal with lower PAM application 
rates (0.3 kg ha−1).[38]

Conclusions

Irrigation is vital to world food production, but soil erosion during irrigation threatens the long-term 
productivity of irrigation. Soil erosion is generally greater from surface irrigation because water flows 
over the soil during irrigation. Surface-irrigation management is often a tradeoff between irrigation 
uniformity and erosion. High flow rates can cause erosion; low flow rates can cause poor irrigation uni-
formity. Ideally, sprinkler irrigation should not have any runoff; however, moving irrigation systems, 
like center pivots, often apply water faster than it can infiltrate into the soil. Current research is attempt-
ing to quantify runoff and erosion potential for various types of center-pivot sprinklers so manufac-
turers can improve sprinkler designs. Irrigation can be managed to minimize erosion and maintain 
productivity.
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Introduction

In hydrologic studies it is common engineering practice to quantify the impact upon the stream(s) from 
which the irrigation water is diverted. The impact upon the stream is actually of two kinds: 1) diversions 
that decrease the streamflow and 2) return flows that increase the streamflow. The engineering term 
used to describe the overall impact is “streamflow depletion” which means the net reduction in stream-
flow resulting from diversion to irrigation uses. Actual stream depletions are a function of many factors 
including the amount and timing of diversions, the type of diversion structure (well vs. ditch), crops 
grown, soil type, depth to groundwater, irrigation method, irrigation efficiency, properties of the allu-
vial aquifer, area irrigated, and evapotranspiration of precipitation, groundwater, and irrigation water.

Depletion

Depletion, in this context, is the consumptive abstraction of water from the hydrologic system as a result 
of irrigation. It is in addition to consumptive water use that would have occurred in the unmodified 
natural situation. As an example, waters of the Bear River Basin of Southern Idaho, Northern Utah, 
and Western Wyoming, because it is an interstate system, are administered by a federally established 
commission under the authority of the Bear River Compact.[1] Depletion is the basis, in the compact, 
for allocating Bear River water use among the three states. It is defined by a “Commission Approved 
Procedure” which includes consideration of land use and incorporates an equation for estimating deple-
tion based on evapotranspiration. In a study for the commission, Hill[5] defined crop depletion as

Dpl = −Et Smco−Pef  (1)

where Dpl is estimated depletion for a given site or sub-basin; Et is calculated crop water use; SMco is 
moisture which is “carried over” from the previous non-growing season (October 1–April 30) as stored soil 
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water in the root zone available for crop water use subsequent to May 1; and Pef is an estimate of that por-
tion of precipitation measured at an NWS station during May–September, which could be used by crops.

The carry-over soil moisture (SMco) was estimated by assuming that 67% of adjusted precipitation 
from October through April could be stored in the root zone. If this exceeded 75% of the available soil 
water-holding capacity of the average root zone in the sub-basin, the excess was considered as lost to 
drainage or runoff and not available for crop use. Growing season precipitation was considered to be 
80% effective in contributing to crop water use. The effectiveness factor of 80% allowed for precipitation 
depths throughout a sub-basin that might differ from NWS rain-gage amounts. It also included a reduc-
tion for mismatches in timing between rainfall events and irrigation scheduling.

Hydrograph Modification

Diversion of significant amounts of water from rivers and streams for irrigation and subsequent return flows 
alters the shape and timing of downstream hydrographs. In watersheds where mountain snowmelt provides 
the irrigation supply, such as in the Western United States, diversion during the spring runoff attenuates the 
peak flow rate while later return flows extend the flow duration into late summer and early fall.

Reservoir Storage

Storage of water in reservoirs can significantly modify the natural stream hydrograph depending on 
the timing and quantity of the storage right. Irrigators with junior rights may only be able to store 
during time periods with low irrigation demand, such as during the winter, or during peak flow peri-
ods. Reductions of stream flow during the winter time may have considerable impact on downstream 
instream flows. Whereas, storage during periods of peak runoff may not affect minimum in-stream flow 
needs, but could deposit considerable amounts of sediment in the reservoir.

Irrigation Return Flows

Irrigation return flows are comprised of surface runoff and/or subsurface drainage that becomes available 
for subsequent rediversion from either a surface stream or a groundwater aquifer downstream (hydrologi-
cally) of the initial use. Reusable return flow can be estimated as irrigation diversion minus crop related 
depletions minus additional abstractions. Additional abstractions include incidental consumptive use 
from water surfaces as in open drains, along with non-crop vegetation. The timing of return flow varies 
from nearly instantaneous (recaptured tailwater) to delays of weeks and months or perhaps longer with 
deep percolation subsurface drainage. In a hydrologic model study of the Bear River Basin[4] delay times 
between diversion and subsequent appearance of the return flow at the next downstream river gage varied 
from 1.5 months to as long as 6 months. The delay appeared to be related to sub-basin shape and size.

Irrigation Methods

Four general irrigation methods are used: surface, subsurface, sprinkler, and trickle (also known as low 
flow or drip). Surface methods include wild or controlled flooding, furrow, border-strip, and ponded 
water (basin, paddy, or low-head bubbler). Hand move, wheel move, and center pivot are examples of 
sprinkler irrigation. Trickle irrigation includes point source emitters, microspray, bubbler, and line-
source drip tape (above or below ground). Whereas the efficiency of surface irrigation is dependent 
upon the skills and experience of the irrigator, the performance of trickle and sprinkler systems is more 
dependent on the design. Generally, the more control that the system design (hardware) has on the irri-
gation system performance, the higher the application efficiency (Ea) can be. Thus, typical wheel move 
sprinklers have higher Ea values than surface irrigation, but lower values than for center pivots or trickle, 
assuming better than average management practices for each method.
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The impact on river flows can be quite different among the various irrigation methods. The nature 
of furrow and border surface irrigation generally produces tail water runoff, which can be immedi-
ately recaptured and reused, as well as deep percolation, which may not be available for reuse until 
after a period of time. Tailwater is essentially eliminated and deep percolation reduced with sprin-
klers (Figure 1) compared to conventional surface irrigation. Whereas, with drip methods, deep 
percolation can be further reduced. The reduction of deep percolation implies increased salt con-
centration in the root zone leachate, but, perhaps significant reduction in salt pick-up potential from 
geologic conditions.

FIGURE 1 Comparison of basin efficiencies between surface and sprinkler irrigation methods with four return 
flow reuse cycles.
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Irrigation Efficiencies

Although a full discussion of the several variations of irrigation efficiency is beyond the scope herein, 
two terms will be defined and discussed. More complete discussions relating to irrigation efficiencies 
and water requirements are given elsewhere.[6–9,13] Keller and Bliesner[9] give a particularly thorough 
presentation of distribution uniformity and efficiencies.

Application efficiency (Ea):

 100
Volume of water stored in the root zone

Volume of water delivered in the farm or fielda
s

f

( )
( )= ×E

V
V

.

Distribution uniformity:
The distribution uniformity is a measure of how evenly the on-farm irrigation system distributes the 

water across the field. The definition of DU is:

 DU 100
Average of the lowest 25% of infiltrated water depth

Average of all infiltrated water depths across the field 
= × .

On-farm or field application efficiencies can be affected by the distribution uniformity and vary widely 
for both surface and sprinkle irrigation methods. This is largely due to difference in management prac-
tices, appropriateness of design in matching the site conditions (slope, soils, and wind), and the degree 
of maintenance. In addition, for a given system uniformity, the higher the proportion of the field that is 
adequately irrigated (i.e., infiltrated water refills the soil water deficit) the lower will be the application 
efficiency. This is due to greater deep percolation losses in the overirrigated portions of the distribution 
pattern. Some values determined in recent Utah field evaluations are:

The Ea for a particular field may vary greatly during the season. Cultivation practices, microconsolida-
tion of the soil surface and vegetation will alter surface irrigation efficiency both up and down from the 
seasonal average. Seasonal and diurnal variations in wind, humidity, and temperature will also affect 
sprinkle application efficiencies.

Basin Irrigation Efficiency

The actual irrigation efficiency realized for several successive downstream fields where capture and 
reuse of return flows is experienced is higher than the Ea of an individual field. This notion of “Basin 
Irrigation Efficiency”[12,13] is illustrated in Figure 1. This simple example comparison of surface and 

Observed

Method High (%) Low (%) Typical (%)

Ea

Tailwater

Surface irrigation
72
55

24
5

50
20

Deep percolation 65 20 30

Ea

Evaporation
Deep percolation

Sprinkler irrigation
84
45
37

52
8
8

70
12
18
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sprinkle methods assumes four reuse cycles. In each of the five “fields” Et is assumed to be 50 units. The 
surface runoff is captured for reuse on the next field. All of the irrigation-related evaporation is assumed 
“lost” as well as 5 units of deep percolation. After the fifth field, all surface and subsurface flows are lost. 
The basin efficiency for surface is 78%, which is the sameas for sprinkle. The surface irrigation basin 
efficiency increase is dependent upon the surface return flow reuse, which is 20 units in this example. 
However, the depletion is greater for sprinkler due to the extra evaporation. In a Colorado field study, 
Walter and Altenhofen[11] found a progressive increase in irrigation efficiencies from field (average Ea of 
45%), to farm, to efficiency of ditch or sectors (average of 83%). This was due to the reuse of tailwater 
(10%–20% of delivery) and deep percolation (46% of delivery).

Environmental Concerns

The process of evapotranspiration, or crop water use, extracts pure water from the soil water reservoir, 
which leaves behind the dissolved solids (salts) contained in the applied irrigation water. The “evapo-
concentration” of salts is an inevitable result of irrigation for crop production. As stated by Bishop and 
Peterson:[2]

…Other uses add something to the water, but irrigation basically takes some of the water away, con-
centrating the residual salts. Irrigation may also add substances by leaching natural salts or other mate-
rials from the soil or washing them from the surface. Irrigation return flow is a process by which the 
concentrated salts and other substances are conveyed from agricultural lands to the common stream or 
the underground water supply…

Water Quality Implications for Agriculture

Irrigated agriculture is dependent upon adequate, reasonably good quality water supplies. As the level of 
salt increases in an irrigation source, the quality of water for plant growth decreases. Since all irrigation 
waters contain a mixture of natural salt, irrigated soils will contain a similar mix to that in the applied 
water, but generally at a higher concentration. This necessitates applying extra irrigation water, or taking 
advantage of non-growing season precipitation, to leach the salts below the root zone.

Salt Loading Pick-Up

Water percolating below the root zone or leaking from canals and ditches may “pick-up” additional 
salts from mineral weathering or from salt-bearing geologic formations (such as the Mancos shale of 
Western Colorado and Eastern Utah). This salt pick-up will increase the salt load of return flows and 
consequently increase the salinity of receiving waters.

In the Colorado River Basin in the United States and Mexico salinity is a concern because of its 
adverse effects on agricultural, municipal, and industrial users.[10] The Salinity Control Act of 1974 
(Public Law 93–320) created the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program to develop projects 
to reduce salt loading to the Colorado River. Salinity control projects include lining open canals and 
laterals (or replacing with pipe) and installing sprinklers in place of surface irrigation for the pur-
pose of decreasing salt loading caused by canal leakage and irrigated crop deep percolation. Recently 
selenium in irrigation return flow has become a concern[3] and may also be reduced by salinity reduc-
tion projects.

In-Stream Flow Requirements

Diversions in some reaches in some Western United States streams are “dried up” immediately down-
stream of diversion structures during times of peak irrigation demand. This condition eliminates 
any use of the reach for fisheries and other uses which depend on in-stream flow. In some instances, 
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negotiated agreements with senior water rights users have allowed for bypass of minimal amounts of 
water to sustain the fishery or habitat, and for control of tail-water runoff to reduce agricultural related 
chemicals in the receiving water.
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Introduction

As water becomes more limited, there is increasing use of saline waters for irrigation that were previously 
considered unsuitable. Rhoades, Kandiah, and Marshali[1] classified saline waters as shown in Table  1. 
Electrical conductivity is a convenient and practical method for classifying saline waters because there is 
a direct relationship between the salt content of the water and the conductance of an electrical current 
through water containing salts. Electrical conductivity values are expressed in siemens (S) at a standard 
temperature of 25°C.

Most waters used for irrigation have electrical conductivities less than 2 dS m−1.[1] When water 
higher than this level is used, there can be serious negative effects on both plants and soils. As 
salinity in the root zone increases, the osmotic potential of the soil solution decreases and therefore 
reduces the availability of water to plants. At some point, the concentration of salts in the root zone 
can become so great that water will actually move from the plant cells to the root zone because of 
the osmotic effect. Salts containing ions such as boron, chloride, and sodium can also be toxic to 
plants when accumulated in large quantities in the leaves. The extent that plant growth is affected by 
saline water is dependent on the crop species. Some plants, such as barley and cotton, are much more 
resistant to salt than crops like beans. Rhoades, Kandiah, and Marshali[1] list the tolerance levels of 
a wide range of fiber, grain, and special crops; grasses and forage crops; vegetable and fruit crops; 
woody crops; and ornamental shrubs, trees, and ground cover. Soils are also negatively impacted by 
salt, particularly sodium salts. Sodium ions tend to disperse clay particles and this has deleterious 
effects on infiltration rate, structure, and other soil physical properties.

Irrigating with Saline Waters

Water limitations and the need to increase food and fiber production in many parts of the world have 
resulted in the use of water for irrigation containing increasing levels of salts. The United States, Israel, 
Tunisia, India, and Egypt have been particularly active in irrigating with saline waters.[1] Rhoades, 
Kandiah, and Marshali[1] published an extensive paper on the use of saline waters for crop production 
and it is a valuable guide for anyone interested in the subject. They reported that many drainage waters, 
including shallow ground waters underlying irrigated lands, fall in the range of 2 dS m−1 to 10 dS m−1 
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in electrical conductivity. Such waters are in ample supply in many developed irrigated lands and have 
good potential even though they are often discharged to better quality surface waters or to waste out-
lets. These waters can be successfully used in many cases with proper management. Reuse of second-
generation drainage waters with electrical conductivity values of 10 dS m−1 to 25 dS m−1 is also sometimes 
possible but to a much lesser degree because the crops that can be grown with these waters are atypical 
and much less experience exists upon which to base management recommendations.

Miller and Gardiner[2] suggest that successful irrigation with saline water requires three principles. 
First, the soil should be maintained near field capacity to keep the salt concentration as low as possible. 
Second, application techniques should avoid any wetting of the foliage. Third, salts accumulating in the 
soil should be periodically leached. To accomplish these objectives, Miller and Gardiner[2] recommend 
the following general rules:

• Apply water at or below soil surface. Sprinklers should be used only if they avoid wilting the foli-
age (such as sprinkling before plant emergence or below-canopy to avoid salt-burn damage).

• Keep water additions almost continuous, but at or below field capacity so that most flow is unsatu-
rated. This maintains adequate aeration.

• Enough water should be added to keep salts moving downward, thus avoiding salt buildup in the 
root zone.

Miller and Gardiner[2] stress that these rules are difficult to meet and are best satisfied by some form of 
drip irrigation. They also state that due to the need for high water levels and because of high sodium 
ratios that sandy soils are more adaptable to the use of saline waters than soils containing high percent-
ages of silt and clay particles.

Rhoades, Kandiah, and Marshali[1] also list specific management practices for producing crops with 
salty waters. Their list includes the following guidelines:

• Selection of crops or crop varieties that will produce satisfactory yields under the existing or pre-
dicted conditions of salinity or sodicity.

• Special planting procedures that minimize or compensate for salt accumulation in the vicinity of 
the seed.

• Irrigation to maintain a relatively high level of soil moisture and to achieve periodic leaching of 
the soil.

• Use of land preparation to increase the uniformity of water distribution and infiltration, leaching 
and removal of salinity.

• Special treatments (such as tillage and additions of chemical amendments, organic matter and 
growing green manure crops) to maintain soil permeability and tilth. The crop grown, the quality 
of water used for irrigation, the rainfall pattern and climate, and the soil properties determine to 
a large degree the kind and extent of management practices needed.

TABLE 1 Classification of Saline Waters

Electrical Conductivity Salt Concentration 
Water Class (dSm−1) (mg L−1) Type of Water

Non-saline <0.7 <500 Drinking and irrigation
Slightly saline 0.7–2 500–1500 Irrigation
Moderately saline 2–10 1500–7000 Primary drainage and groundwater
Highly saline 10–25 7000–15,000 Secondary drainage and groundwater
Very highly saline 25–45 15,000–35,000 Very saline groundwater
Brine >45 >45,000 Seawater
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Blending Low-Salt and Salty Waters

Miller and Gardiner[2] reported that countries such as Israel have developed extensive canal and reser-
voir systems where both low-salt and salty waters are mixed to obtain usable water. Rhoades, Kandiah, 
and Marshali,[1] however, state that blending or diluting excessively saline waters with good quality 
water supplies should only be undertaken after consideration is given to how this affects the volumes of 
consumable water in the combined and separate supplies. They suggest that blending or diluting drain-
age waters with good quality waters in order to increase water supplies or to meet discharge standards 
may be inappropriate under certain situations. More crop production can usually be achieved from the 
total water supply by keeping the water components separated. Serious consideration should be given 
for keeping saline drainage waters separate from the good quality water, especially when the good qual-
ity waters are used for irrigation of salt-sensitive crops. The saline waters can be used more effectively 
by substituting them for good quality water to irrigate certain crops grown in the rotation after seeding 
establishment.

Conclusion

There is ample evidence that saline waters once considered unacceptable for irrigation can be used suc-
cessfully provided that they are properly managed. There is also ample evidence, however, to show that 
these waters can be highly damaging to the environment and to the soil resource base when improperly 
managed. Therefore, saline waters should be only used for irrigation after careful study and considering 
as many factors as possible. Then, when the waters are used for irrigation, a careful monitoring program 
should be implemented of both the crops produced and of the resulting soil and environmental changes.
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Introduction

One of the primary functions of soil is to buffer environmental change. This is the result of the biologi-
cal, chemical, and physical processes that occur in soils. The soil matrix serves as an incubation cham-
ber for decomposing organic wastes including pesticides, sewage, solid wastes, and many other wastes. 
Soils store, decompose, or immobilize nitrates, phosphorus, pesticides, and other substances that can 
become pollutants in air or water. Consequently, soil has, for centuries, been used for the application 
of sewage effluents. Sewage effluent provides farmers with a nutrient-enriched water supply and society 
with a reliable and inexpensive means of wastewater treatment and disposal. It should not, however, be 
assumed that irrigation is always the best solution for wastewater disposal. Disposal by irrigation should 
always be compared with alternative options based on environmental, social, and economic costs and 
benefits.

While disposal is the primary objective in many cases, the need of water for irrigation is becom-
ing more often the driver for using sewage effluent on land. This is particularly true in areas like the 
Middle East where population growth is resulting in severe water shortages. The guidelines for using 
effluent for irrigation vary considerably among countries and other governing bodies. Cameron[1] con-
ducted a literature review and found wide differences of guidelines for effluent irrigation projects being 
used throughout the world. In general, however, sustainable and environmentally sound systems can be 
developed in most situations provided proper management practices are followed.

Concerns of Irrigating with Sewage Effluent

In spite of the documented benefits associated with the use of sewage effluent for irrigation, there are 
numerous concerns. Many industrial wastewaters have been routinely dumped into municipal sew-
age lines. While this issue has been addressed in some jurisdictions, it has not in many others. In the 
United States, the Environmental Protection Agency requires that wastewaters be treated prior to dis-
posal into municipal treatment plants or back into groundwater. Irrigating with wastewaters partially 
cleans water by percolation through the soil, but soluble salts and some inorganic and organic chemicals 
may continue to flow with the water to groundwater or surface supplies. In general, the Environmental 
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Protection Agency allows sewage effluents to be used for irrigation only if it does not cause: 1) extensive 
groundwater pollution; 2) a direct public health hazard; 3) an accumulation in the soil or water of haz-
ardous substances that can get into the food chain; 4) an accumulation of pollutants such as odors into 
the atmosphere; and 5) other aesthetic losses, within the limits.[2]

Bouwer[3] has also expressed concerns about the use of sewage effluent for irrigation. He is particu-
larly concerned with pathogens and warns that complete removal of viruses, bacteria, and protozoa and 
other parasites should be required before the effluent can be used to irrigate fruits/vegetables consumed 
raw or brought into the kitchen, or parks, playgrounds and other areas with free public access. Bouwer 
also stresses that long-term effects of sewage effluent irrigation on underlying groundwater should be 
considered in addition to the changes in nitrate and salinity. Ground water in low rainfall regions can 
be highly affected by percolating sewage effluent because much of the water is used by the growing crops 
and this greatly concentrates the chemicals in the small amounts of water that actually percolate to the 
groundwater. These chemicals can include disinfection byproducts, pharmaceutically active chemicals, 
and compounds derived from humic and fulvic acids formed by the decomposition of plant material. 
Bouwer claims that many of these chemicals are suspected carcinogens or toxic. Therefore, Bouwer con-
cludes that while sewage irrigation looks good on the surface, a more extensive look reveals a potential 
for serious contamination of groundwater. He states that municipalities and other entities responsible 
for irrigation with sewage effluent should do a groundwater impact analysis to develop management 
protocols and be prepared for liability actions. Those who benefit are local and state institutions in water 
resources, environmental quality protection, public health, consultants, and operators of effluent irriga-
tion projects.

Reuse Standards

The standards for using sewage effluent for irrigation of agricultural crops vary widely among different 
countries of the world. Mexico and many South American countries, e.g., use untreated wastewater 
for irrigation.[4] Most of these countries do not have the resources or capital to treat sewage effluents. 
Wastewater is utilized after little or no treatment, and health risks are minimized by crop selection. 
Mexico does not allow wastewater to be used to irrigate lettuce, cabbage, beets, coriander, radishes, 
carrots, spinach, and parsley. Acceptable crops include alfalfa, cereals, beans, chili, and green toma-
toes. In contrast, Israel has very stringent water reuse requirements. Effluent water requires a high level 
of treatment (large soil-aquifer recharge systems with dewatering) before the water can be reused for 
irrigation of vegetables to be consumed raw.[5] Health guidelines for irrigation with treated wastewater 
developed in California indicate that effluent waters used on food crops must be disinfected, oxidized, 
coagulated, clarified, and filtered.[6] Total coliform counts cannot exceed a median value of 2.2/100 mL 
or a single sample value of 25/100 mL. Total coliforms must be monitored daily and turbidity cannot 
exceed 2 nephelometric turbidity units and must be monitored continuously. Less restrictive guidelines 
developed by Shuval et al.,[7] and adopted by most of the international agencies, suggested that effluent 
water reuse was relatively safe to use if it contained less than 1 helminth egg L–1, and less than 1000 fecal 
coliforms/100 mL.

Monitoring Guidelines

Site selection is a critical and necessary step in initiating a sewage effluent irrigation system. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency[8] published detailed information on site characterization and evalu-
ation. Information was provided on the design of systems, site characteristics, expected quality of the 
effluent water after land treatment, and typical permeabilities and textural classes suitable for each land 
treatment process. Information was provided for designing and monitoring site characteristics for slow 
rate processes (sprinkler and other typical farm irrigation systems), rapid infiltration basins, and over-
land flow systems. Monitoring requirements will vary considerably among projects depending on the 
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cropping patterns, soil characteristics, and specific environmental concerns. In most cases, monitoring 
procedures and criteria will be site specific. In all cases, however, the objectives should be to use the 
resources effectively, protect the land, protect the groundwater, protect the surface water, and protect 
the community amenity.
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Introduction

Irrigation is an ancient practice that predates recorded history. While irrigated farmland comprises only 
about 15% of the worlds’ total farmland, it contributes about 36% of the total supply of food and fiber, 
and it stabilizes production against the vagaries of weather.[1] In 30 years time, irrigated agriculture is 
expected to have to supply 50% of the worlds’ food production requirements.[1] However, over the last 
20 years, irrigation growth has actually slowed to a rate that is now inadequate to keep up with the pro-
jected expanding food requirements.[1] Furthermore, irrigation has resulted in considerable salination 
of associated land and water. It has been estimated variably that the salinized area is as low as 20 and as 
high as 50% of the worlds’ irrigated land.[2–4] Worldwide, about 76.6 Mha of land have become degraded 
by human-induced salination over the last 45–50 years.[3] It has been estimated that the world is losing at 
least three hectares of arable land every minute to soil salination (about 1.6 Mha per year), second only to 
erosion as the leading worldwide cause of soil degradation.[5–7] These data imply that the rate of saliniza-
tion in developed irrigation projects now exceeds the rate of irrigation expansion.[8]

Surviving the salinity threat requires that the seriousness of the problem be recognized more widely, 
the processes contributing to salination of irrigated lands be understood, effective control measures be 
developed and implemented that will sustain the viability of irrigated agriculture, and that practical 
reclamation measures be implemented to rejuvenate the presently degraded lands.[9,10]

Deleterious Effects of Salts on Plants, Soils, and Waters

Salt-affected soils have reduced value for agriculture because of their content and proportions of salts, 
consisting mainly of sodium, magnesium, calcium, chloride, and sulfate and secondarily of potassium, 
bicarbonate, carbonate, nitrate, and boron. Saline soils contain excessive amounts of soluble salts for the 
practical and normal production of most agricultural crops. Sodic soils are those that contain excessive 
amounts of adsorbed sodium in proportion to calcium and magnesium, given the salinity level of the 
soil water. An example of a salt-affected irrigated soil is shown in Figure 1.

Soluble salts exert both general and specific effects on plants, both of which reduce crop yield.[11] 
Excess salinity in the seedbed hinders seedling establishment and in the crop root zone causes a general 
reduction in growth rate. In addition, certain salt constituents are specifically toxic to some plants. For 
example, boron is highly toxic to susceptible crops when present in the soil water at concentrations of 
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only a few parts per million. In some woody crops sodium and chloride may accumulate in the tissue 
over time to toxic levels. These toxicity problems are, however, much less prevalent than is the general 
salinity problem.

Salts may also change soil properties that affect the suitability of the soil as a medium for plant 
growth.[12] The suitability of soils for cropping depends appreciably on the readiness with which they 
conduct water and air (permeability) and on their aggregate properties (structure), which control the 
friability (ease with which crumbled) of the seedbed (tilth). In contrast to saline soils, which are well 
aggregated and whose tillage properties and permeability to water and air are equal to or higher than 
those of similar nonsaline soils, sodic soils have reduced permeabilities and poor tilth. These problems 
are caused by the swelling and dispersion of clay minerals and by the breakdown of soil structure (slak-
ing and crusting), which results in loss of permeability and tilth. Sodic soils are generally less extensive 
but more difficult to reclaim than saline soils.

Beneficial use of water in irrigation consists of transpiration and leaching for salinity control 
(the leaching requirement). Plant growth is directly proportional to water consumption through 
 transpiration.[13] From the point of view of irrigated agriculture, the ultimate objective of irrigation is to 
increase the amount of water available to support transpiration. Salts reduce the fraction of water in a 
supply (or in the soil profile) that can be consumed beneficially in plant transpiration.[14] In considering 
the use of a saline water for irrigation and in selecting appropriate policies and practices of irrigation 
and drainage management, it is important to recognize that the total volume of a saline water supply 
cannot be consumed beneficially in crop production (i.e., transpired by the plant). A plant will not grow 
properly when the salt concentration in the soil water exceeds some limit specific to it under the given 
conditions of climate and management.[11] This is even true for halophytes.[15] Thus, the practice of blend-
ing or diluting excessively saline waters with good quality water supplies should be undertaken only 
after consideration is given to how it affects the volumes of consumable (usable) water in the combined 
and separated supplies.[14]. 

Causes of Salination Induced by Irrigation and Drainage

While salt-affected soils occur extensively under natural conditions, the salt problems of greatest impor-
tance to agriculture arise when previously productive soils become salinized as a result of agricultural 
activities (the so-called secondary salination). The extent and salt balance of salt- affected areas has 
been modified considerably by the redistribution of water (hence salt) through irrigation and drainage. 

FIGURE 1 Photograph of salt-affected irrigated field.
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The development of large-scale irrigation and drainage projects, which involves diversion of rivers, con-
struction of large reservoirs, and irrigation of large landscapes, causes large changes in the natural 
water and salt balances of entire geohydrologic systems. The impact of such developments can extend 
well beyond that of the immediate irrigated area. Excessive water diversions and applications are major 
causes of soil and water salination in irrigated lands. It is not unusual to find that less than 60% of the 
water diverted for irrigation is used in crop transpiration.[9] This implies that about 40% of the irrigation 
water eventually ends up as deep percolation. This drainage water contains more salt than that added 
with the irrigation water because of salt dissolution and mineral weathering[14] within the root zone. 
It often gains additional salt-load as it dissolves salts of geologic origin from the underlying substrata 
through which it flows in its down-gradient path. This drainage water often flows laterally to lower 
lying areas, eventually resulting in shallow saline groundwaters of large areas of land (waterlogging). 
Salination occurs in soils underlain by saline shallow groundwater through the process of “capillary 
rise” as groundwater (hence, salt) is driven upwards by the force of evaporation of water from the soil 
surface. Correspondingly, saline soils and waterlogging are closely associated problems.

Seepage from unlined or inadequately lined delivery canals occurs in many irrigation projects and is 
often substantial. Law, Skogerboe, and Denit[16] estimated that 20% of the total water diverted for irriga-
tion in the United States is lost by seepage from conveyance and irrigation canals. Biswas[17] estimated 
that 57% of the total water diverted for irrigation in the world is lost from conveyance and distribution 
canals. Analogous to on-farm deep percolation resulting from irrigation, these seepage waters typically 
percolate through the underlying strata (often dissolving additional salts in the process), flow to lower 
elevation lands or waters, and add to the problems of waterlogging and salt-loading associated with 
on-farm irrigation there. A classic example of the rise in the water table following the development of 
irrigation has been documented in Pakistan and is described by Jensen, Rangeley, and Diele-man[9] and 
Ghassemi, Jakeman, and Nix.[2] The depth to the water table in the irrigated landscape located between 
three major river-tributaries rose from 20 to 30 m over a period of 80–100 years, i.e., from preirrigated 
time (about 1860) to the early 1960s, until it was nearly at the soil-surface. In one region, the water table 
rose nearly linearly from 1929 to 1950, demonstrating that deep percolation and seepage resulting from 
irrigation were the primary causes. Ahmad[18] concluded that about 50% of the water diverted into irri-
gation canals in Pakistan eventually goes to the groundwater by seepage and deep percolation.

The role of irrigated agriculture in salinizing soil systems has been well recognized for hundreds 
of years. It is of relatively more recent recognition that salination of water resources from agricultural 
activities is a major and widespread phenomenon of likely equal concern to that of soil salination. The 
causes of water salination are essentially the same as those of soils, only the final reservoir of the dis-
charged salt-load is a water supply in the former case.[14] The volume of the water supply is reduced 
through irrigation diversions and irrigation; thus, its capacity to assimilate such received salts before 
reaching use-limiting levels is reduced proportionately. Only in the past 15 years has it become apparent 
that trace toxic constituents, such as selenium, in agricultural drainage waters can also cause serious 
pollution problems.[19]

Irrigation and Drainage Management to Control Soil Salinity

The key to overall salinity control is strict control that maintains a net downward movement of soil water 
in the root zone of irrigated fields over time while minimizing excess irrigation diversions, applications, 
and deep percolation.[20] The direct effect of salinity on plant growth is minimized by maintaining the 
soil-water content in the root zone within a narrow range at a relatively high level, while at the same time 
avoiding surface-ponding and oxygen deletion and minimizing deep percolation. Combined methods 
of pressurized, high-frequency irrigation and irrigation scheduling have been developed that permit 
substantially the desired control to be achieved.[21,22] These systems transfer control of water distribution 
and infiltration from the soil to the irrigation equipment. This results in less excess water (and hence, 
less salt) being applied overall to the field to meet the needs of a part of the field area having lowest intake 
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rate, as done in the more traditional gravity irrigated systems. However, gravity irrigation systems can 
be designed to achieve good irrigation efficiency and salinity control, even though surface ponding 
still does occur. The so-called level-basin, multi-set, cablegation, surge, and tailwater-return systems 
are among them.[21,22] The need for irrigation and the amount required to meet evapotranspiration and 
leaching requirement is determined from plant stress measurements, calculations of evapotranspira-
tion amounts, measurements of soil-water depletion, measurements of soil (or soil-water) salinity, or a 
combination of them.[21,22]

In addition to effective methods of irrigation scheduling and application, appropriate irrigation and 
salinity management also require an effective delivery system. Delivery systems have generally been 
designed to provide water on a regular schedule. Efficient irrigation systems require more flexible deliv-
eries that can provide water on demand as each crop and particular field have need of it. Delivery sys-
tems can be improved by lining the canals, by containing the water within closed conduits, and by 
implementing techniques that increase the flexibility of delivery.

As briefly discussed earlier, irrigated agriculture is a major contributor to the salinity of many riv-
ers and groundwaters, as well as soils. Reducing deep percolation generally lessens the salt load that is 
returned to rivers or groundwater and their pollution.[14] Additionally, saline drainage waters should be 
intercepted before being allowed to mix with water of better quality. The intercepted saline drainage 
water should be desalted and reused, disposed of by pond evaporation or by injection into some suitably 
isolated deep aquifer, or better yet it should be used for irrigation in a situation where brackish water is 
appropriate. Various irrigation and drainage strategies have been developed for minimizing the pollu-
tion of waters from irrigation and for using brackish waters for irrigation.[14,23] Desalination of agricul-
tural drainage waters is not now economically feasible, but improved techniques for doing this exist and 
some are being implemented. However, more needs to be done in this regard.

Traditionally, the concepts of leaching requirement and salt-balance index have been used to plan and 
judge the appropriateness of irrigation and drainage systems, operations and practices with respect to 
salinity control, water use efficiency, and irrigation sustainability. However, these approaches are inad-
equate. The recommended method is to monitor directly the root-zone salinity levels and distributions 
across fields as a means to evaluate the effectiveness of salinity, irrigation, and drainage management prac-
tices, to detect problems (current and developing), to help determine the underlying causes of problems, 
and to determine source areas of major water and salt-load contributions to the underlying groundwater. 
Theory, equipment, and practical technology have been developed for these purposes.[24] More informa-
tion about irrigation and drainage management to control soil and water salinity is found elsewhere.[25–27]
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Introduction

Water scarcity has become a global issue as freshwater demand keeps soaring from the rapid increase in 
population and food demand under fast social-economic development, with additional pressure from 
altered water supply under climate change driven by anthropogenic emissions (Vörösmarty et al. 2000; 
Piao et al. 2010). Many regions in the world are already under severe water shortages and may suffer 
even worse water crisis under projected climate change (Konikow and Kendy 2005). Hotspots, such 
as the intensive cropped and heavy irrigated fertile major cropping zone of North China Plain (NCP), 
experience severe environmental problems from underground water over-exploitation for agricultural 
irrigation. This area is likely to experience more frequent deadly heatwave under projected future cli-
mate (Kang and Eltahir 2018). This will threaten both crop production and food security, risk farmer 
livelihoods, and constrain social-economic development in the future.

As the biggest freshwater consumption sector, agricultural production has achieved great success in 
food security with vast irrigation expansion since the “green revolution”. Only 20% of the cropland with 
irrigation produced as much as 40% of the total agricultural production in the world (Molden 2007). 
However, to achieve these results, irrigated crops consume 70% of global total freshwater withdrawal 
(Rosegrant et al. 2009) and cause rapid groundwater depletion in many major cropping zones such as 
North China, Northwestern India, and US high plains (Konikow and Kendy 2005). In NCP, the fast 
groundwater table decline has already caused severe environmental issues of dried-up rivers and lakes, 
seawater intrusion, land subsidence, and ground fissures (Xue et al. 2000). Public health may also be 
threatened when groundwater table drops to a deep level containing toxic levels of fluoride and arsenic 
(Currell et al. 2012).
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Groundwater irrigation-intensive crops should be abandoned, and cropland fallow should be adopted 
for water-sustainable development (Wang et al. 2015, 2016). Shifting double cropping system (wheat–
maize rotation) to single cropping system (winter fallow–spring maize rotation) and wheat fallow sub-
sidy are highly recommended and already adopted by local farmers and government for groundwater 
recovery in the NCP (Feng et al. 2007; Zhong et al. 2017; Ren et al. 2018).

In this chapter, we reviewed the models, measurements, strategies, and projects for agricultural 
water consumption, conservation, and adaptation at the field, regional, and global levels. With a specific 
focus on the NCP, where experienced a significant transformation of agricultural practice and policies 
from previous water-intensive high-yield production-oriented to recent sustainable agricultural water 
management and cropland fallow with ecological compensation. With all the existing studies covering 
physical water saving, freshwater transfer, “virtual water” flow, and water footprint via food trade in the 
semi-arid NCP, farmers, scientists, stakeholders, and government from other water-deficit regions with 
heavy food production will get deeper insights into the water crisis and inspire local adaptations for the 
sustainable social-economic development around the world.

Models for Agricultural Water Consumption Estimation

Hydrological Models

Hydrological models are effective tools to simulate local water resources, hydrological processes, and 
crop growth at sub-basin/watershed level. Simulating cropland water balance is possible under different 
crop growth and water management with evapotranspiration, surface runoff, infiltration, percolation, 
shallow, and deep aquifer flow (Arnold et al. 1998). Major hydrological models include the Soil and 
Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) (Arnold et al. 1998), Variable Infiltration Capacity model (VIC) (Wood 
et al. 1992), and Systeme Hydrologique European (SHE) model (Abbott et al. 1986). These models pro-
vide a better understanding of the climate variability on hydrological processes and water resources for 
agricultural production (Sun and Li 2013; Wang et al. 2016). Advantages of the hydrological models are 
applied in the watershed level to optimize crop irrigation schedules for different crops (Sun and Li 2014) 
and identify the groundwater depletion from cropland irrigation expansion (Zhang et al. 2016). But the 
relatively simplified crop growth processes compared with dynamic crop models make the crop module 
within the macro-scale hydrological models focus more on the change of hydrological resources under 
given local water management conditions, rather than design the water-saving irrigation technologies 
or schedules (Xiong et al. 2019). In fact, the optimal crop irrigation schedule for water saving using 
hydrological model is obtained in tandem with field-based experiments (Yu et al. 2006).

Dynamic Crop Models

Process-based dynamic crop models have great advantages in simulating the interaction between crop 
growth and the sounding environment at a daily time step. Those models are widely used to deter-
mine optimal crop water management. Major crop models include Decision Support System for 
Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) (Jones et al. 2003), Environmental Policy Integrated Climate (EPIC) 
(Williams et al. 1989), Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) (McCown et al. 1996), and 
AquaCrop (Steduto et al. 2009). The DSSAT model was employed to identify the long-term relationship 
between crop irrigation water consumption and groundwater level depletion in the Piedmont of NCP 
(Yang et al. 2006). For the regional agricultural water consumption simulation, a spatial parameteriza-
tion by integrating the agroecological zones with site field information of all the sites was developed for 
the DSSAT model upscaling (Tian et al. 2012) and applied to simulate crop water consumption under 
different cropping systems in the NCP (Zhong et al. 2017, 2019; Tian et al. 2018).

Several limitations of the dynamic crop models need to be mentioned: (1) Crop models require heavy 
inputs for model calibration, validation, and simulation, but detailed information that will affect the 
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total water consumption is lacking at the regional scale, especially the field water management. As most 
upscaling methods depend on observations from experiment sites, agricultural water consumption will 
be overestimated as field management levels in those sites are much higher than the farmer’s practice 
(Tian et al. 2012). (2) Because process-based crop models mainly focus on soil water balance in the root 
zone during the crop growing period, hydrological processes, such as additional water sources from 
the surface stream, other water bodies, and underground water flow are not included. For example, the 
mountain-front discharge in the Piedmont of the Hebei Plain is an important groundwater recharge 
source but only considered in site experiment with field observations (Oort et al. 2016). Groundwater 
recharge from precipitation and irrigation water deep percolation are usually simplified or ignored 
(Yang et al. 2015) (Table 1).

Hybrid Models

To overcome the constraint of the process-based models and hydrological models in optimizing agri-
cultural water management, there is a growing trend of integrating/coupling modeling studies. For exam-
ple, there are case studies in NCP to improve the groundwater depletion simulation by coupling the crop 
model (DSSAT) with hydrology model (SWAT) and groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) (Hu et al. 
2010). The Catchment‐based Ecohydrology model was integrated with the crop model (DSSAT) to simu-
late the impact of agricultural water consumption on groundwater resources (Nakayama et al. 2006). In 
addition, there is a great potential of applying these model-based studies to identify the sustainable water 
management for different crops and various cropping systems under future climate projections, which will 
greatly support the agricultural adaptation decisions for the local farmers, stakeholders, and government.

TABLE 1 Models for Agricultural Water Consumption Estimation

Model Types Model Name Description Model References

Hydrological 
Models

SWAT The SWAT model is developed to assess the impact of 
management on water supplies and nonpoint source 
pollution, and predict the impact of management on 
water, sediment, and agricultural chemical yields in 
watersheds.

Arnold et al. (1998)

SHE/MIKE SHE The SHE/MIKE SHE is a differential model to simulate the 
surface water movement from the hydrological processes 
of mass, energy, and momentum in a river basin.

Abbott et al. (1986)

VIC The VIC model simulates land-surface hydrology from 
infiltration variation, with a simplified approach of 
estimating infiltration, evaporation, and a base flow.

Wood et al. (1992)

Dynamic crop 
models

DSSAT The DSSAT model is a modular structure with separate 
primary scientific components (soil, crop, weather, and 
management) and various process-based models that can 
be added or replaced.

Jones et al. (2003)

EPIC The EPIC model is developed to estimate the soil 
productivity as affected by soil erosion, plant growth, and 
related processes.

Williams et al. 
(1989)

APSIM The APSIM model focuses more on the “system” aspect of 
cropping, such as crop growth, rotation, fallow, and 
dynamic crop management to the soil processes and 
climate conditions.

McCown et al. 
(1996)

AquaCrop The AquaCrop model is a water-driven process model that 
focuses on the differential sensitivity to water stress of key 
plant processes and the biomass water productivity 
during the crop growth cycle.

Steduto et al. (2009)
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Environmental Extended Multi-Region Input–Output Model

In addition to the water resources and direct consumption simulated by physical models, the indirect vir-
tual water embodied in interregional food trade is also estimated by using the environmental extended 
multi-region input–output model (Wiedmann 2009). The virtual water or water footprint represents 
both the direct and indirect volumes of freshwater consumption to produce goods and services which are 
consumed by social and economic activities (Hubacek et al. 2009). The agricultural virtual water, which 
includes irrigation water as blue water, rainwater as green water, and wastewater as gray water, was intro-
duced to identify the embodied water import and export from interregional trade and to design alternative 
water management strategies (Chapagain and Hoekstra 2004). A more comprehensive understanding of 
the direct and indirect water consumption, especially the groundwater depletion embodied food trade, will 
support local agricultural adaptations and reallocation/alleviation of water stress in water-deficit regions 
via food and product trade (Dalin et al. 2017). For example, by tracking “virtual water” embodied in the 
global and regional food trade, researchers showed that a great amount of food is exported from the water-
deficit arid and semi-arid regions at the expense of greater groundwater depletion, and it is not reasonable 
for those regions to continue their role as “breadbasket” for other regions in the world (Dalin et al. 2017; 
Ren et al. 2018).

Water-Sustainable Agricultural Adaptations

As the biggest water consumption sector, agriculture plays a critical role in local water management. 
Reducing irrigation water and increasing water-use efficiency are critical to the environment and 
ecosystem sustainability, especially in the major cropping regions under arid and semi-arid climate.

Field Water-Saving Irrigation Technologies

Directly reducing agricultural irrigation is the most prevalent measure to save water. Field experiments 
have been designed and validated to identify the optimal water management for different crops in the 
arid and semi-arid regions. There are two major field water-saving practices: (1) water-saving irrigation 
and optimal irrigation schedule, and (2) plastic/straw mulching and no tillage.

Various water-saving irrigation technologies were developed to reduce the frequency and amount 
of irrigation. Compared with traditional flood or sprinkler irrigation, the dripping irrigation will 
significantly increase the water-use efficiency by the crops with little “waste” water from surface 
runoff and percolation (Alcon and Burton 2011; Ayars et al. 2015). More aggressive deficit irriga-
tion with the tradeoffs of crop yield loss was also adopted in the arid regions (Geerts et al. 2010; 
Al-Ghobari and Dewidar 2018). Optimizing the irrigation schedule with lower frequency and a 
focus on the critical crop growth stages is another effective practice (Jiang et al. 2016). Experiments 
showed that optimal irrigation could reduce irrigation water by about 50 mm compared with local 
farmer’s current practices in the NCP (Sun et al. 2011). Maize irrigation amount could reduce up 
to 50% in the Yingke irrigation district in Northwest China under the optimal irrigation schedule 
(Jiang et al. 2016). However, water conservation subsidies for water-efficient irrigation may con-
sume even more water as groundwater recharge reduced while more water was extracted to meet 
the demand of water-intensive crops, more comprehensive social and economic policies are needed 
to achieve groundwater conservation instead of solely focusing on water-saving technologies (Ward 
and Pulido-Velazquez 2008).

Plastic mulching during the crop seedling stage is an effective way to reduce irrigation by decreasing 
soil evaporation and conserve soil moisture during the dry spring in Northwest China (Ran et al. 2018). 
Because of the negative environmental impact of plastic film, a more environment-friendly straw resid-
ual mulching and no tillage practice was developed: winter wheat straw residuals were left after harvest 
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and no tillage was applied for soil moisture conservation before the following summer crop sowing (Tan 
et al. 2017). Experiments in the Luancheng Station of the NCP showed that soil evaporation could be 
reduced up to 40% with higher water-use efficiency of maize (Chen et al. 2007).

Cropping System Adaptations

However, no matter how much efforts were put on reducing irrigation water, the groundwater still 
dropped in the NCP, even when reducing the irrigation frequency to one time per crop growth cycle 
(deficit irrigation at the expense of limit crop yield reduction) (Sun et al. 2015). This is because the water 
requirements of the existing intensive wheat–maize double cropping systems are far more than local 
water supply. Agricultural deintensification and water-sustainable cropping systems become a feasible 
alternative (Zhong et al. 2017).

Many groundwater neutral (no groundwater table drop) cropping system with less water demand 
crops or cropland fallow were introduced to further reduce irrigation. For example, because of the dry 
winter and spring in NCP, winter wheat required much more irrigation water than other crops. Many 
alternative cropping system with partially or completely wheat fallow were introduced to replace the 
dominant wheat–maize cropping system in this region, including single cropping of spring maize (Pei 
et al. 2015), double cropping per year of early maize and late maize (Meng et al. 2017), and triple harvests 
in 2 years of WM-S followed by spring maize (Meng et al. 2012), and strip–relay intercropping of wheat 
followed by spring maize (Gao et al. 2009). A slow adaptation of wheat planting area shifting has hap-
pened at the farmer’s initiative in the NCP. A “spring maize belt” was established in the driest regions of 
the NCP. Farmers had already abandoned winter wheat and replaced the wheat–maize double cropping 
system with spring maize single cropping (Feng et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2016); and, a north–south shift 
of winter wheat planting area occurred where more wheat was planted in the wetter part of NCP (Wang 
et al. 2015). Inevitably, the regional total grain production will suffer a loss when less intensive cropping 
systems are adopted for groundwater recovery. The current situation of groundwater over-exploitation 
should come to an end before there is “no water” to use when extreme drought happens and a great food 
production failure under projected warmer and drier climate in NCP (Oort et al. 2016).

Fortunately, policies have been made and implemented in the groundwater over-exploited NCP, 
where a pilot project has started to leave cropland area fallow. Ecological compensation was also esti-
mated for winter wheat fallow in NCP (Wang et al. 2016). Investments to improve the cropland irrigation 
infrastructure, such as concrete canals to reduce leakage of water when transferring, are also needed to 
enhance the water saving and groundwater recovery.

Physical Water Transfer or Virtual Water Flow

Freshwater Diversion Projects

The uneven distribution of freshwater resource (e.g., the arid and semi-arid NCP produces 1/2 and 1/3 of 
the national total wheat and maize production, respectively, while south China has much more freshwa-
ter resources) and the soaring water demand from rapid urbanization and industrialization have driven 
many massive surface water diversion projects (Aeschbach-Hertig and Gleeson 2012; Zhao et al. 2015). 
The biggest one is the South-North Water Transfer (SNWT) project, with a designed water delivery 
capacity of 20 billion m3 water from the western route, 9.5 billion m3 water from the central route, and 
14.8 billion m3 water from the eastern route (Liu et al. 2013).

This SNWT project has also raised great controversy because of its huge investment and cost for main-
tenance/operation every year and the environmental impact to the downstream (Barnett et al. 2015). 
Moreover, studies also pointed out that even with the supplementary water from SNWT project, the 
groundwater table level would not stop declining in Shijiazhuang city in North China (Shu et al. 2012). 
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Adaptations, such as improving agricultural water-use efficiency and reducing crop irrigation, increas-
ing urban water supply from rainwater harvesting and wastewater recycling, should play a more impor-
tant role for the water sustainability in those regions (Barnett et al. 2015).

Virtual Water Flows via Food Trade

Compared with physical water transfer, the virtual water flow as embodied water in the interregional 
food and production trade is much bigger. Physical water flows via the major water transfer projects 
amounted to 4.5% of national water supply, whereas virtual water flows accounted for 35% in 2007 (Zhao 
et al. 2015). This suggests the demand-oriented water management should be highlighted rather than 
solely focusing on physical water saving, especially reducing the export of water-intensive products from 
the water-deficit regions. For example, the physically transferred freshwater was less than the embodied 
blue water export from Hebei Province to Beijing and Tianjin and had worsened the local groundwa-
ter depletion. Moreover, export from Hebei province with much less water-use efficiency to the higher 
water-use efficient Beijing and Tianjin was also not reasonable (Zhao et al. 2017). Case studies in the 
NCP indicated that reducing the export from low water-use efficiency and high-water-stress regions will 
be more effective than transfer freshwater via huge water diversion projects, despite the negative sides of 
huge investment, cost of maintain and migration, and environment impact to the downstream (Zhang 
2009; He et al. 2010). Therefore, reducing the heavy-water-intensity products’ export, increasing water-
use efficiency, and giving up the role of “breadbasket” for Beijing and Tianjin should be the next step 
in Hebei Province (Ren et al. 2018). Appropriate subsidies to compensate the local farmers’ income loss 
are critical to the success of cropland fallow in the NCP (Wang et al. 2016), and 87% of the local farmers 
would adopt the winter wheat fallow policy (Xie et al. 2017).

Conclusions

Soaring global water consumption from agriculture, urbanization, and industrialization, which is 
expected to grow up to 21% in 2050 (Rosegrant et al. 2009), and the unsustainable use of groundwater 
have caused severe environmental issues in many arid and semi-arid regions. The potential water crisis 
has raised great concern from the public and government. As the biggest water consumption sector, 
improving agricultural water-use efficiency and reducing crop irrigation water consumption is critical 
to global water sustainability.

Various models, agricultural water-saving adaptations, and water alleviation strategies were developed 
and tested at the field, regional, and global levels. Many water-saving irrigation technologies showed the 
potential of reducing crop irrigation and maintaining high level of food production. Initial plans and poli-
cies had already taken to slow or stop the drop in the groundwater drop in the over-exploited regions. On 
the other hand, instead of only focusing on improving field water-saving technologies, water-sustainable 
cropping systems adaptations, and supplementary freshwater transfer projects to alleviate the water defi-
cit, it is also very important to increase the overall water-use efficiency and reduce the water footprint in 
all social-economic activities. “Virtual water” flow and economic cost-effective approaches should also 
be taken into consideration when deciding the local water diversion projects. In addition, a broader view 
of the water management should include social-economic water demand/consumption and local water 
resource. The Global Hydro-economic Model (Wada et al. 2016) can provide a feasible solution for the 
water management under different future climate projections and social-economic development scenarios.

Nevertheless, local water sustainability needs joint efforts from local farmers, government, and even 
global corporations. Future risks from projected climate change, growing population, and urbanization, 
shifting to more water-intensive lifestyle in many developing countries, still put global water shortage in 
an alarming situation, and continued efforts to improve the water management are required for sustain-
able development.
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Runoff Water

Zaneta Polkowska

Introduction

The composition of the stream of wet deposition changes significantly on contact with the substrate, be 
this natural or artificial. Following contact with the surfaces of artificial objects (e.g., roofs, roads, airport 
aprons and runways, steel and timber structures, communal and industrial landfill, cultivated fields) or 
natural surfaces (e.g., trees, shrubs, conifer needles, leaves, grass, vegetated fallow land),  precipitation 
and atmospheric deposits (rain, dew, fog, melting snow, hoar frost, or rime), flow over them (runoff) or, 
trickling through the soil, replenish groundwaters (Figure 1). The extent of surface runoff depends on 
the properties of the soil and the degree to which it is covered by plants—the lusher the vegetation, the 
less runoff there is. Certain properties of the soil, such as minimal adsorption or good permeability, 
promote the vertical movement of water in the soil, enabling it to reach the groundwater; the intensity 
of surface runoff is therefore less. Conversely, if the properties of a surface favor runoff (e.g., heavy, 
impermeable soils, asphalt, or concrete surfaces), pollutants are transported across the land surface.[1,2]

Pollutants in runoff come from three main sources: dry deposition (from the atmosphere), wet depo-
sition (precipitation and atmospheric deposits), and flushing from the surface of the material with which 
precipitation and deposits come into contact (e.g., roof coverings, the crowns and trunks of trees, culti-
vated fields, roads and railway lines, landfill sites).[3]

Modification of the Stream of Wet Deposition following 
Contact with Substances in/on the Substrate

The composition of atmospheric water changes radically on contact with the Earth’s surface. The com-
position of runoff depends to a large extent on the type of surface (including that of the land) in which 
precipitation falls on. Runoff from fields may contain pesticides and nutrients. Urban areas may be the 
source of many different substances, such as aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs), fatty acids, ketones, and heavy metals.
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FIGURE 1 Modifications to the flow of wet deposition obstructed by different surfaces (trees, lawns, roofs, 
roads, motor vehicles, airport aprons and runways, steel and timber structures, communal and industrial 
 landfill sites).

The composition of precipitation in wooded areas changes mainly under the influence of the 
ph ysiological processes taking place in plants and the dissolution or flushing of atmospheric aerosols 
and gaseous contaminants from the surfaces of branches, bark, and leaves.[4–15]

Runoff from urban areas may also contain petroleum hydrocarbons. Road runoff contains dusts 
derived from the wear and tear of asphalt road surfaces and rubber tires.[16–48] The material from which 
a roof covering or guttering is made is a potential source of pollution taken up by water falling onto 
these  surfaces. The compounds leached out of these materials react with the contaminants in the 
rainwater, changing its composition and properties. Roof runoff usually contains heavy metals and 
 pesticides.[1,43,49–70] On the other hand, runoff from landfill sites and refuse tips are variously aggressive 
towards the environment, depending on the state of degradation of the refuse. On this, however, the 
 literature  supplies no data. A considerable number of papers have been published on runoff from differ-
ent surfaces, although there is hardly any information on the concentrations of the constituents of runoff 
samples  collected in Poland; what little there is refers to runoff from the crowns and trunks of trees.[5,15]

Road Runoff

Waters running off motorways contain heavy metals in two forms: suspended solid particles and dis-
solved forms. Figure 2 gives the results of determinations of different heavy metal ions in samples of 
road runoff from Europe and the United States. Similar studies were carried out in New Zealand. The 
results of these studies were the basis for concluding that the content of lead ions in plants (growing near 
roads) depends significantly on how far from the roadside they are growing.[47]

Road runoff is to a large extent contaminated by organic compounds like petroleum constituents, 
fuels, fats, and greases. Studies done in Madrid have shown that there is a strict relationship between 
the intensity of urban road traffic and the levels of PAHs and petroleum hydrocarbons in urban road 
runoff.[17,19] Vehicle emissions—residues of fuel and its incomplete combustion—are the chief source 
of these compounds in runoff.[48] Figure 3 illustrates the results of determinations of various PAHs in 
runoff samples collected in Europe and the United States. The concentrations were highest in the runoff 
samples collected along roads with a high intensity of traffic (Spain, Poland).
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FIGURE 2 Concentrations of iron, zinc, lead, and manganese ions determined in samples of runoff water in 
Europe and the United States (literature data).

FIGURE 3 PAH content in samples of runoff water collected in England, Hungary, Poland, and Spain.
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Studies regarding the presence of volatile organochlorine compounds (VOCCs) in road runoff were 
carried out in Poland (Tri-City: Gdansk, Sopot, Gdynia). VOCCs were found in every single sample. The 
most common VOCC analytes were chloroform, dichlorobromomethane, and trichloroethene. Table 1 
lists the ranges of concentrations and mean concentrations of analytes in road runoff samples.[74]

Road runoff samples from Poland have also been analyzed for the presence of PAHs. The highest 
levels were recorded for naphthalene and phenanthrene + anthracene, while fluoranthene, pyrene, 
benzo(a)anthracene + chrysene, benzo(b+k)fluoranthene, and benzo(a)pyrene were also quite frequent. 
The properties of asphalt road surfaces (rather smooth and impermeable) favor runoff; thus, contami-
nants derived mainly from road vehicles (exhaust fumes, wear and tear of asphalt, and rubber tires) are 
transported across the land surface. The levels of PAH analytes rise conspicuously in the winter months 
(November to January).[75 76]

’

The organochlorine pesticides usually detected in road runoff samples from Poland include 
he ptachlor epoxide (a product of the metabolization of heptachlor, which is synthesized in plants, 
the soil, and homeothermic organisms) and o,p′-DDE (a derivative of DDT, an insecticide that used 
to be widely applied). The most common of the organonitrogen and organophosphorus pesticides to 
be detected in road runoff are propazine and bromofos (selective weed killers). Table 2 lists the mean 
concentrations and ranges of concentrations of pesticides determined in road runoff samples from 
the Tri-City area of Poland.[74,77]

The most commonly detected petroleum hydrocarbons in runoff samples from Poland were benzene 
and toluene, whereby the former compound was present in every sample analyzed. Weather conditions 
and the street layouts of towns and cities, i.e., the speed and direction of the wind and the proximity 
of city buildings to one another, are important factors affecting the spread of these pollutants. Table 3 
lists the maximum, minimum, and mean concentrations of analytes found in samples; the number of 
samples in which an analyte was detected is also given.[74,76,77]

Formaldehyde was detected in all samples of road runoff from Poland (from 0.235 to 0.433 mg/L). 
Figure 4 compares the levels of formaldehyde in samples of rainwater and runoff from roads in the 
Gdansk area and from roadside sampling points in Poland.

The formaldehyde content in road runoff is high as it is a typical pollutant produced by road vehicles. 
It is formed as a result of the partial oxidation of fuel in the cylinder due to the chain reactions oxidizing 
fuel being interrupted by the “extinguishing” effect of the fairly cool cylinder walls or to a local oxygen 
deficit, and is emitted with the exhaust into the atmosphere, from which it may be scavenged by dry or 
wet deposition. Investigations have demonstrated unequivocally that formaldehyde levels increase with 
increasing motor vehicle traffic in both rainwater and runoff.[78,79]

The total concentration of phenol derivatives has also been determined in road runoff samples from 
Poland. The usual compounds in this respect were phenol and 3,4-di- methylphenol, and the  highest 
levels were recorded for phenol (from 91 to 120 ng/L), chlorophenol (613 ng/L), and p-nitrophenol 
(469 ng/L). o-Cresol was not detected in any of the samples. This level of pollution by phenols in runoff 

TABLE 1 Ranges of Concentrations and Mean Concentrations of 
Analytes in Road Runoff Samples

Concentration (μg/L)

Analyte Minimum Maximum Mean

CHCl3

CHBrCl2 + C2HCl3

CHBr2Cl
CCl4

0.01
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

0.53
0.08
0.01
0.01

0.59
0.02

–
–

Note: n.d., not determined.
Source: Polkowska et al.[74]
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TABLE 2 Mean Concentrations and Ranges of Concentrations 
of Pesticides Determined in Road Runoff Samples

Analyte

Concentration (μg/L)

Minimum Maximum Mean

Organo-N,-P pesticides
Simazine n.d. 0.48 0.27
Atrazine n.d. 4.10 0.71
Propazine n.d. 12.1 3.25
t-Butazine n.d. 12.4 2.38
Bromofos n.d. 2.86 0.27
Malathion n.d. 0.46 0.11
Chlorfenvinfos n.d. 0.13 0.057
Phenitrothion n.d. 0.13 0.08

Organochlorine pesticides
α-HCH n.d. 5.83 3.36
γ-HCH n.d. 61.4 31.3
Aldrin n.d. 21.1 2.68
Heptachlor n.d. 57.1 8.75
epoxide 127 18.1
o,p′-DDE n.d. 8.38 3.09
p,p′-DDD n.d. 1308 212
o,p′-DDD n.d. 213 29.4
p,p′-DDE n.d. 2.41 1.38
o,p′-DDT n.d. 2.88 1.66
p,p′-DDT n.d. 5.70 2.63
Methoxychlor n.d.

Note: n.d., not determined.
Source: Polkowska et al.[77]

TABLE 3 Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Concentrations of 
Analytes Found in Samples

Concentration of Analyte (μg/L)

Compound Minimum Maximum Mean

Benzene 0.86 109 48.9
Toluene 0.52 54.3 32.5
Ethylbenzene 0.12 39.8 18.6
p, m-xylene <0.03 15.3 0.96
o-xylene <0.03 27.0 0.99
Styrene <0.03 11.3 1.18
Cumene 0.1 2.54 0.16
m-Dichlorobenzene <0.03 12.7 4.15
Heptane <0.03 <0.03 -
Isooctane <0.03 14.3 3.50
Octane <0.03 16.7 6.23
Cyclohexanone <0.03 <0.03 -
Decane <0.03 14.1 4.03
Dodecane <0.03 14.2 2.50

Source: Polkowska et al.[77]
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samples from the Tri-City area is due largely to the intensity of motor vehicle traffic and the proximity of 
industrial plants in the city, including the oil refinery, which discharges an average of 118 kg/yr of phenol 
derivatives into surface waters. The phenols present in the samples analyzed were probably formed as 
a result of photochemical reactions with the products of the incomplete combustion of fuel—benzene, 
toluene, and xylene.[80]

Roof Runoff

The most systematic investigations into the chemical composition of roof runoff have been carried out 
in countries where one of the sources of drinking water is water obtained from precipitation. The fol-
lowing factors affect the quality of water running off roofs:[81] the material from which the roof covering 
is made (its chemical composition, surface roughness, the area of roof covered, age, weather resistance), 
the physical boundary conditions (parameters) of the roof (surface area, inclination, exposure to the 
weather), the factors affecting precipitation (the direction and intensity of the wind, levels of pollutants in 
precipitation), other meteorological factors (season, type of air mass, duration of precipitation), the physi-
cochemical properties of the pollutants (vapor pressure, partition coefficient, solubility in water, Henry’s 
constant), and the concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere (the source and magnitude of emission, 
transport and spread, decomposition and degradation period, the physical form of the pollutant).

According to the available data, the pH of roof runoff is more basic than that of rainwater. In some 
cases, the pH may be higher, if basic soil particles have been windblown from eroded soil onto the roof 
surface. Roofs containing cement (concrete tiles, corrugated asbestos-cement sheet, and gravel) may 
cause the runoff pH to change, since they contain CaCO3, which dissolves in rainwater. Table 4 presents 
information on the variability in runoff pH from various types of roofing materials.[54]

An in-depth study of the chemical composition of rainwater and roof runoff was carried out by 
German investigators. Concentrations of all the ions (except NH +

4 ) were nearly twice as high in runoff 
waters than in rainwaters. The slight differences in the contents of ions in runoff from five types of 
roofing material suggest that the source of anions is more likely to be dry deposition than the roofing 
material.[56]

The contamination of roof runoff by heavy metals is widely described in the literature.[50,61,62,82,83] In this 
case, it is the roofing material that is the main factor affecting the level of these contaminants in water. 
Metals are the products of the corrosion of roofing and guttering materials; hence, water running off a 
galvanized sheet roof will contain large amounts of zinc and a certain quantity of cadmium, while roofs 

FIGURE 4 Formaldehyde (HCHO) levels determined in samples of rainwater and runoff from roads in the 
Gdansk area from roadside sampling points in Poland.
Source: Duncan.[78]
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made from copper sheeting will be a source of copper in the runoff.[64] Nonetheless, the metals present in 
roof runoff do not get there just as a result of leaching, since large quantities of metals have been found 
in runoff from roofing made from non-metallic materials, e.g., ceramic tiles, polyester, roofing felt. This 
does depend, however, on the location of the sampling point.[65] Heavy metal levels in roof runoff were 
highest in samples from the roofs of buildings situated in urban and industrial areas. Other factors affect-
ing the amounts of heavy metals in roof runoff include the pH of rain and the angle of inclination of the 
roof.[64] Table 5 sets out the results of relevant research carried out in many scientific centers.

Pesticides and herbicides are frequently encountered in runoff waters. These compounds are increas-
ingly being used in the production of roofing materials to prevent the growth on roofs of mosses and 
other plants. Evidence that pesticides are leached out of roofing materials was supplied by research 
carried out in Switzerland by a team of scientists from Eidgenössische Anstalt für Wasserversorgung, 
Abwasserreinigung und Gewässerschutz (EAWAG). Pesticide concentrations were lowest in runoff from 
ceramic tile roofs, higher in polyester roof runoff, and the highest from roofs covered with roofing felt. 
Particularly striking is the very high concentration of (R,S)-mecoprop in runoff from felt-covered roofs. 
This compound is not used on farms in Switzerland. The presence of (R,S)-mecoprop in runoff was due 
to the hydrolysis of Preventol® B2—a pesticide applied to root crops. It is used in large quantities as an 
additive to bitumen applied as a thin coating to areas on walls and roofs particularly susceptible to leaks, 
e.g., at the spot where the roofing felt is stuck to the wall.[51,84]

Table 6 lists the pesticides (and their concentrations) most commonly detected and determined in 
runoff from different types of roofing. The highest levels were recorded for heptachlor epoxide (roofing 

TABLE 5 Levels of Metals in Samples of Roof Runoff with Respect to the Type of Roofing Material

Cu Zn Cd Pb

Type of Roofing Material (μg/L)

Ceramic tiles 1905 360 2.1 172
Polyester 6817 2076 3.1 510
Gravel 140 36 0.2 22
Gravel 1.0–56 0.05–468 0.01–0.48 0.01–2.73
Roofing felt 7.6 103.5 0.65 37.4
Cement tiles 355 53.5 0.425 38.6
Corrugated asbestos-cement sheet 10.5 22.6 0.14 24.6
Galvanized sheeting 26.4 43,500 1.23 37.6
Gravel 4.75 9,150 0.03 2.9
Ceramic tiles 71–304 10–48 0.07–0.4 13–41
Polyester 217–842 27–15 0.1–0.3 4.9–24
Gravel 18 9 0.11 2.7
Various roofing materials 14–240 582–12,357 0.2–4.5 76–2,458

Source: Quek and Forster,[50] Boller,[61] Mason et al.,[62] Zobrist et al.,[82] and Gromaire et al.[83]

TABLE 4 pH of Runoff Water from Different Types of Roofing Material

Type of Roofing Material Median Minimum Maximum

Roofing felt
Cement tiles

5.2
5.4

3.8
4.6

6.3
6.5

Galvanized sheeting
Gravel roof

6.9
7.1

6.5
6.8

7.6
7.6

Concrete tiles 7.4 7.3 7.5

Source: Kennedy et al.[54]
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felt, galvanized sheeting, corrugated asbestos-cement sheeting), p,p′-DDT (corrugated  asbestos-cement 
sheeting), o,p′-DDD (corrugated asbestos-cement sheeting), p,p′-DDD (ceramic tiles), o,p′- DDE 
(c orrugated asbestos-cement sheeting, ceramic tiles), aldrin (roofing felt, galvanized sheeting),  bromofos 
(metal sheet tiles, ceramic tiles), and atrazine (metal sheet tiles, corrugated asbestos-cement  sheeting). 
The roofing materials from which runoff samples most often contained pesticides were corrugated 
asbestos-cement sheeting, ceramic tiles, and metal sheet tiles.[85–87]

Table 7 summarizes the concentrations of analytes determined in samples of roof runoff from build-
ings in Poland. The most frequently detected VOCC analytes were CHCl3 and CQ14. The presence of 
VOCCs in roof runoff is probably due to the use of many of these compounds as solvents and degreasing 
agents.

The most frequently detected petroleum hydrocarbons were benzene and toluene. Their presence 
in roof runoff samples points to the possible leaching of these compounds from roofing materials 
like roofing felt, tar, and bituminous tiles as well as to the strong adsorption of these analytes to roof 
surfaces.[85]

TABLE 6 The Most Commonly Recorded Pesticides and Their Concentrations in Samples of Runoff Water from 
Roofs Depending on the Type of Roofing Material

Type of Roofing Material Analyte (ng/L)

Roofing felt Aldrin (6020), methoxychlor (430), heptachlor epoxide (19970), p,p′ -DDD (520), 
o, p′-DDE (540), o,p′ - DDD (340), p, p′-DDE (450), o, p′-DDT (190), p, p′-DDT 
(370), α-HCH (200), γ-HCH (400), propazine (1070), tert-butylazine (120)

Ceramic tiles Aldrin (130), methoxychlor (430), heptachlor epoxide (430), p,p-DDD (4610), 
o,p′-DDE (2800), o,p′-DDD (1210), p, p′ -DDE (1360), p, p′ -DDT (1080), α-HCH 
(740), γ-HCH (600), propazine (1110), tert-butylazine (120), bromofos (2720)

Corrugated asbestos-cement 
sheeting

Aldrin (610), methoxychlor (130), heptachlor epoxide (14540), p, p′ -DDD (500), 
o, p′-DDE (4640), o, p′ - DDD (7040), p, p′-DDE (1040), o, p′-DDT (750), p, p 
′-DDT (8460), α-HCH (460), γ-HCH (840), atrazine (1210), tert-butylazine (130), 
bromofos (310)

Metal sheet tiles Heptachlor epoxide (1640), o,p′ -DDE (920), o,p′ -DDD (1890), p,p′ -DDE (680), 
o,p′ -DDT (490), p,p′ - DDT (830), α-HCH (320), γ-HCH (500), propazine (400), 
bromofos (4912), atrazine (2980), simazine (620), malathion (1960), fenitrothion 
(630), chlorfenvinfos (180)

Galvanized sheeting Aldrin (6020), methoxychlor (430), heptachlor epoxide (19970), p,p-DDD (520), 
o,p′ -DDE (540), o,p′ - DDD (340), p,p′-DDE (450), o,p′-DDT (190), p,p′-DDT 
(370), α-HCH (200), γ-HCH (400), propazine (1070), tert-butylazine (120)

Bituminous roofing felt Heptachlor epoxide (1680), bromofos (50)
Teflon Bromofos (40)

Source: Grynkiewicz et al.[80] and Polkowska.[87]

TABLE 7 Total Concentrations of Selected Analytes 
Determined in Samples of Roof Runoff

Total Concentrations (μg/L)

Organochlorine Compounds Petroleum Hydrocarbons

Station no. 1
0.01–0.17 0.11–35

Station no. 2 (crossroads)
0.01–0.63 0.12–33

Station no. 3 (crossroads)

0.03–1.07 0.61–64
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Roof runoff samples from Poland were also analyzed for the presence of formaldehyde. The highest 
level of this compound was 1.37 mg/L, while its mean concentration was 0.54 mg/L and was comparable 
to the mean value recorded in rainwater samples.[78,79]

Table 8 lists the most frequently detected and determined ions (and their concentrations) in samples 
of runoff from roofs made from different materials.

Chloride and sulfate were found in all the samples analyzed. F− ions were detected in only 4 of 
68 samples analyzed. The highest concentrations of both chlorides and sulfates were found in runoff 
from ceramic tiled roofs. As far as cations are concerned, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ were determined in 
all samples, the highest levels being registered for Na+ and Ca2+. The highest concentration of sodium 
ions was recorded in runoff from roofs covered with roofing felt and ceramic tiles, whereas the highest 
calcium levels were found in samples from roofs covered with tiles and corrugated asbestos-cement 
sheeting.[85,86]

Throughfall

In forest geoecosystems, precipitation does not reach the substrate directly, but as it trickles through 
the crowns of trees and down their trunks, it undergoes chemical changes. The chemical composition 
of rainwater in forest areas changes mainly under the influence of the physiological processes of plants 
and the dissolution and flushing from branches, bark, and leaves of aerosols and gaseous contaminants 
absorbed from the air. The species composition of the trees, their age, and health can also alter the prop-
erties of rainwater, giving it new physicochemical properties.

The runoff (throughfall) from tree trunks is less interesting than that from tree crowns as it makes 
up at most a few percent of the rainwater. In addition, trunk runoff is much less in coniferous trees, the 
branches of which point downwards, taking the rainwater beyond the trunk itself.[3] The proportion of 
throughfall in the total deposition transported to the forest floor is less than 10%. It has been found that 
in pine forests, 3% of precipitation reaches the ground as trunk runoff, but 83% as crown runoff.[8] The 
variety and numbers of different contaminants present in crown runoff are affected primarily by the 
type of leaves, the density of the crown, the age of the tree, the quantity of precipitation, and the wind 
direction.[5]

According to the results published in the literature regarding the content of cations and anions in 
throughfall, the concentrations of particular ions in both crown runoff and trunk runoff are consider-
ably higher than in precipitation falling on open terrain.[88] The elevated levels of potassium, magnesium, 

TABLE 8 Levels of Cations and Anions in Samples of Runoff from Roofs Covered with Different Materials

Type of Roofing Material Cations and Anions (meq/L)

Roofing felt F− (0.01), Cl− (0.22), NO3
− (0.08), SO4

2− (0.44), Na+ (0.14), NH4
+ (0.21), K+ (0.04), 

Mg2+ (0.07), Ca2+ (0.39)
Ceramic tiles F− (0.02), Cl− (3.17), NO3

− (1.93), SO4
2− (4.59), Na+ (1.13), NH4

+ (0.13), K+ (0.50), 
Mg2+ (1.30), Ca2+ (4.28)

Corrugated asbestos-
cement sheeting

Cl− (0.16), NO3
− (0.12), SO4

2− (1.45), Na+ (0.20), NH4
+ (0.14), K+ (0.05), Mg2+ (0.07), 

Ca2+ (1.92)
Metal sheet tiles F− (0.01), Cl− (0.20), NO3

− (0.04), SO4
2− (0.17), Na+ (0.11), NH4 (0.15), K+ (0.05), 

Mg2+ (0.04), Ca2+ (0.27)
Galvanized sheeting F− (0.01), Cl− (0.12), NO3

− (0.09), SO4
2− (0.92), Na+ (0.11), NH4

+ (0.10), K+ (0.07), 
Mg2+ (0.07), Ca2+ (1.20)

Bituminous roofing felt 
Teflon

Cl− (0.05), NO3
− (0.02), SO4

2 (0.32), Na+ (0.08), NH4
+ (0.04), K+ (0.01), Mg2+ (0.06), 

Ca2+ (0.59)
Cl− (0.02), NO3

− (0.03), SO4
2− (0.04), Na+ (0.04), NH4

+ (0.04), K+ (0.03), Mg2+ 
(0.02), Ca2+ (0.08)

Source: Polkowska.[86]
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calcium, and manganese ions in crown runoff compared to their content in rainwater sampled in open 
country were due to their being flushed off leaves and needles. This was particularly noticeable in the 
case of spruce needles, which have a much greater surface area than the leaves/needles of other tree 
species.

A Japanese study has shown that a high nitrogen load in atmospheric deposition (including dry 
 deposition) may be a factor contributing to the deterioration of pine stands. This was particularly 
 conspicuous in urban areas, where levels of nitrate and ammonium ions in runoff were high.[8,89]

Comparative studies were carried out in Japan and Spain to illustrate the effect of the location of a 
woodland system on the composition and numbers of contaminants entering the environment. Samples 
were collected at two sites: in a forest close to a road, traffic, and urban areas (exposed), and in a wood 
situated far from urban areas (sheltered by mountains), where the effect of pollutants is less. The respec-
tive concentrations of nitrate and sulfate ions in trunk and crown runoff were far higher in the urban 
area (34.4 and 50 μeq/L) than in the mountains beyond the city (4.8 and 28.8 μeq/L) and were several 
times higher than the levels recorded in free precipitation.[8,12] Table 9 lists the range of concentrations 
and the mean concentrations of contaminants (including metals from the platinum group) in samples 
of runoff from tree crowns.

The data on formaldehyde concentrations in throughfall have been published in paper.[79]

Runoff from Farming Areas

Good conditions for farmland runoff containing substantial loads of nutrients exist in spring. At this 
time of the year, the plant cover is not yet dense enough to prevent surface runoff, and the ground, 
still frozen after the winter, also facilitates this. Most pesticides and fertilizers are applied directly to 
the soil or sprayed onto arable land, plantations, and forests; they therefore gain direct entry into the 
environment and are the source of much contamination (aerosols containing pesticides and nitrogen 
and phosphorus compounds). The inappropriate storage of pesticides and mineral fertilizers (directly 
on the ground, without any proper protection from the elements) contributes to the leaching of active 
substances, which, through the mediation of surface runoff, enter surface waters, causing their eutro-
phication. This leads to deleterious changes in aquatic ecosystems manifested by an increase in nutrient 

TABLE 9 Range of Concentrations, Mean Concentrations and Frequency of Occurrence of Analytes in 
Throughfall Samples

Concentration Range Concentration Range (mean) 
Parameter (mean) [μeq/dm3] Parameter [peq/dm3]

pH 4.2–7.4 (5.6) Fe 0.030–0.55 (0.19)
Conductivity (μS/cm) 0.020–0.050 (0.15) Total phenols 0.20–1.6 (0.49)
Cl− 0.050–3.5 (0.62) TOC 22–108 (45)
F− 0.0010–0.11 (0.028) Pt (0.21–0.6) × 10−7 (0.4 × 10−7)
Br− (1.1–2.6) × 10−6 (1.7 × 10−6)

3−PO4 0.0070–1.0 (0.15) Pb 0.035–0.053 (0.046)
2−SO4 0.098–1.0 (0.39) Zn 0.0014–0.00409 (0.0022)
−NO3 0.0040–0.78 (0.20) Cd 0.0039–0.014 (0.0068)

Li+ 0.00027–0.00040 (0.00034) Co 0.037–0.058 (0.0508)
Na+ 0.24–1.77 (0.64) Mn –

+NH4 0.39–0.43 (0.35) V 0.039–0.26 (0.14)
K+ 0.21–0.14 (0.13) Cr 0.46–1.4 (1.1)
Mg2+ 0.080–0.13 (0.10) Ni 0.105–0.35 (0.21)
Ca2+ 0.080–0.32 (0.19) Sn 0.0067–0.0101 (0.0084)
Formaldehyde 0.060–0.51 (0.18) Mo 0.0081–0.015 (0.012)

– Pd
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levels (nitrogen and phosphorus compounds), a drop in the level of dissolved oxygen, and mass blooms 
of algae. These contaminants can also permeate into the shallow groundwater circulation, which serves 
as a source of drinking water in rural areas. Studies carried out worldwide confirm that farmland runoff 
carries very large amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds; Cl−, K+, Ca2+, Na+, and Mg2+ ions; 
and pesticides.[32,90–92]

Runoff from Airports

Air transport is the most modern and the fastest developing type of transport. In 1993–2000, the num-
ber of passengers traveling by air in European Union countries increased by ca. 10% each year. Forecasts 
for the next 20 years put the annual increase in the global number of air passengers at around 5%.

This burgeoning development of air transport also concerns Poland. To a large extent, this is the result 
of the rapid expansion of the so-called budget airlines onto the Polish market and the reconstruction of 
many regional airports. Their operation is an unavoidable interference in the natural environment. Air 
transport contributes to the destruction of the ozone layer, and the harmful effects of air transport are 
visible on the ground as well. Precipitation runoff from airports affects surface water and groundwater 
to a substantial extent. Along with rainwater and snowmelt, petroleum derivatives, surfactants, de-icing 
agents (in winter), and other contaminants get into the environment. However, it is the de-icing agents 
applied when air temperatures are low that pose the greatest danger of polluting waters running off 
airport aprons and runways. The composition of airport runoff changes during the year and depends 
on a number of factors, such as the weather, the quantities of de-icing agents applied, the duration of 
precipitation, and the intensity of traffic at the airport in question.

Airport authorities use not only the environmentally dangerous ethylene and propylene glycols for 
de-icing aircraft but also the environmentally rather more friendly mixtures of acetates and formates 
for de-icing runways, taxiing areas, and aprons.[93,94] Airports do not usually have their own sewage 
treatment plants, and all the effluents, carrying petroleum derivatives, surfactants, de-icing agents, and 
other organic and inorganic pollutants, flow with rainwater and snowmelt into the surrounding soil 
and surface waters. These contaminants may significantly affect the fauna and flora of rivers, causing 
the death of fish and aquatic vegetation; therefore, it is crucial to monitor the runoff from such areas on 
a continuous basis.[95–97]

Figures 5–7 show the mean concentrations of selected analytes in samples of runoff collected at 
 airports in Poland (Gdańsk and Warsaw) and the United States.[97,98]

FIGURE 5 Comparison of mean concentrations of Ca in samples of runoff from airports in Gdansk and the 
United States.
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of mean concentrations of Fe in samples of runoff from airports in Gdansk and the 
United States.

FIGURE 7 Comparison of mean concentrations of sum of phenols in samples of runoff from airports in Gdansk 
and the United States.

The highest levels of potassium and sodium ions were recorded in runoff from the Gdansk airport in 
2009—this may have been due to the large quantities of de-icing agents (sodium and potassium formate) 
used during the winter. At the other airports, the mean concentrations of these analytes were very much 
lower. The mean concentrations of calcium ions determined in the runoff from the Gdansk airport were 
lower than those from American airports.  

The highest level of total iron by far was found in samples from the Bradley International Airport 
(United States); the level of this particular contaminant at Gdansk was lower than those at U.S. airports. 
Comparison of the mean levels of magnesium ions shows that they have been at similar levels at all the 
airports, although the Mg level was lowest at Gdańsk.

The highest mean concentration of total phenols was recorded in samples taken in winter at the 
Gdansk airport, whereas mean Total organic carbon (TOC) levels at this time were comparable in the 
samples from the airports at Gdansk, Kansas City, and Bradley (United States).
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FIGURE 8 Comparison between mean concentrations of organic compounds determined in precipitation and 
runoff samples; 1–5, runoff samples; 6-precipitation. (March 19, 2008—black; April 8, 2008—gray).

The following organic compounds have been shown to be present in runoff from the Gdansk 
a irport: anionic and cationic detergents, formaldehyde, phenols, PAHs, pesticides, and polychlorinated 
 biphenyls (PCBs). Figure 8 shows the mean concentrations of cationic detergents contained in samples 
of precipitation and runoff.

Changes in the Composition of Samples Depending on the 
Moment of Sampling during Precipitation or Runoff

Literature reports indicate that atmospheric contaminants are removed during the early phases of pre-
cipitation, usually in the “first flush,” and their concentrations in the precipitation drop exponentially as 
its volume increases. In its simplest form, this relation can be expressed by the equation

c = a·exp(b·V) (1)

where c is the concentration of contaminant in the precipitation (mol/L), V is the volume of precipitation 
collected (L), and a and b are constants.[99]

Analysis of the results of studies carried out in Germany and Switzerland shows that concentrations 
of contaminants (heavy metals, pesticides, cations, anions, PAHs) are the highest in the first phase of 
precipitation and in the first flow of runoff.[1,56,62,87] Table 10 lists the relevant data.

From these data, it can be inferred that the presence of pesticides and inorganic compounds in the 
first flush of precipitation and in roof runoff may be influenced by the following: the flushing of dry 
deposition accumulated in the period preceding rainfall, the leaching of compounds from roofing and 
guttering materials and the corrosion of these materials, and the reduction in concentration of constitu-
ents with increasing amounts of precipitation, as a result of the removal by raindrops of aerosol particles 
and gases contained in the air.[82]

When rainfall is intense, the period of contact between the rainwater and the roofing material is short 
and just the contaminants accumulated on its surface are washed away; hence, in this case, the type 
of roofing material is practically irrelevant. However, when rainfall is less intense, the type of roofing 
material takes on greater significance, because contaminants are adsorbed on roofs with a rough surface 
like roofing felt or cement tiles, which is why the first flush of rainwater and the initial runoff do not 
then contain larger amounts of contaminants. These are only flushed away after a long period of rain.[54]

As far as runoff from tree crowns is concerned, there is a drop in the concentration of ions in precipi-
tation and runoff samples with increasing intensity of rainfall.[5]
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Summary

The atmosphere is one of the main non-point sources of pollution, and its dynamics causes a diversity 
of the ways that it can affect the level of contamination of soils and surface water. The composition of 
precipitation is closely related to a degree of pollution of air. After passing through developed areas 
(buildings, roads, woodland, farmland, waste dumps), wet deposition enters the environment almost 
exclusively as runoff.

The composition of runoff water depends to a large extent on the kind of terrain on which 
 precipitation fell. The road runoff can contain hydrocarbons of petrochemical origin, dust, and 
heavy metals. The level of contamination of roof runoff depends on the roof material, which can be a 
source of many organic and inorganic pollutants, such as pesticides and heavy metals (copper, zinc). 
The dump runoff is characterized by variable aggressiveness towards the environment, dependent 
on the degree of processing of the refuse while the edge-of-field runoff can contain pesticides and 
biogenic substances. A large fraction of runoff water with the pollutants present in it enters surface 
water and groundwater, which can be used as a source of drinking water. Although the flux of pol-
lutants into soil and groundwater is usually small, hazardous chemicals can undergo accumulation 
over a period of time.
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Introduction

Salt marshes are coastal wetlands within the intertidal zone, characterized by highly saline soils and 
anoxic conditions associated with tidal flooding and vegetated by macrophytes. Salt marshes occur 
globally along the low-energy depositional coasts of temporal and sub-Arctic climates both in mic-
rotidal and macrotidal regimes (Allen and Pye, 1992). Commonly, salt marshes occupy broad flat 
areas often referred to as the marsh platform. At the landform scale, salt marshes classify based on 
the  physical settings that include open-coast marshes, poorly developed and vulnerable to wave action 
(Figure 1a); back-barrier marshes that formed on the sheltered side of barrier islands or spits (Figure 1b 
and f);  estuarine marshes that fringe estuaries and coastal lagoons where muddy sediments accumulate 
(Figure 1e); embayment marshes that fringe the edge of open or restricted-entrance tidal embayment 
(Figure 1c and d); ria/loch-head marsh, occurring mostly in Europe (Brittany, Ireland and Scotland) 
(Figure 1g). Salt marshes can also develop where a gently shelving coast is combined with a high concen-
tration of suspended sediment, such as the chenier plain (Rogers and Woodroffe, 2014).

Salt Marsh Ecosystem Characteristics

While there are several types of salt marshes, in the temporal climates, salt marshes are commonly 
divided into low marsh vegetated by salt-tolerant Spartina alterniflora, high marsh dominated by 
Spartina patens, Distichlis spicata, S. alterniflora (stunted), and Juncus roemerianus, and the upper 
marsh, the transitional zone from salt marsh to freshwater upland that is commonly occupied by 
Phragmites australis, Iva frutescens, Cladium jamaicense, Typha spp., and Schoenoplectus spp. (Adams, 
1963; Tiner, 1987; Stuckey and Gould, 2000; Nikitina et al., 2003) (Figure 2).

Low biodiversity of the salt marsh ecosystem is related to frequent disturbance and stressful condi-
tions (i.e., high salinity and hypoxia), where differences in plant community are controlled by surface 
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FIGURE 1 Geomorphological classification of salt marshes. 
Source: Allen, 2000.

FIGURE 2 Salt sub-environments and floral communities. (Photo credit: D. Nikitina.)

elevation, salinity regime, and duration and frequency of inundation (McKee and Patrick, 1988; Morris 
et al., 2002). Low salt marsh with monotypic stands of S. alterniflora occurs between mean tide level 
(MTL) and mean high water (MHW). Height variations within S. alterniflora are common, with interior 
marsh areas having lower vegetation and edges having taller vegetation. The tall (~1.5 m) herbaceous 
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vegetation creates a dense habitat, both above and below ground, and provides habitat for fish, shellfish, 
and birds (Allen et al., 2018).

The high marsh lies between MHW and mean high high water (MHHW). Higher elevation zones can 
be more saline in drier climates, due to evaporative concentration of salts, or less saline in higher rain-
fall areas, due to frequent flushing of salts by fresh rainwater. In the area with hypersaline conditions, 
communities of succulent salt marsh plants, Batis and Salicornia spp. often develop (Allen et al., 2018).

The upper marsh occupies the brackish zone at elevations from MHHW to the highest astronomical 
tide (HAT) where tides mix with freshwater runoff. In climatic zones with warmer winter temperatures, 
temperate salt marshes naturally transition to mangrove or, in areas with lower precipitation, to salt 
flats. Arctic marshes are relatively narrow, species-poor, and uniform.

Salt Marsh Ecosystem Services

Salt marshes are economically important coastal landforms and productive ecosystems. Despite occu-
pying <2% of the land, they provide critical ecosystem functions, such as production of organic material 
and nutrient cycling (Weinstein and Kreeger, 2000; Hopkinson et al., 2012; Howard et al., 2014). They 
act as nursery grounds for fisheries (Boesch and Turner, 1984; Tupper and Able, 2000); act as biological 
filters by sequestering pollutants from terrestrial runoff (Brin et al., 2010; Nelson and Zavaleta, 2012); 
buffer shorelines from storms by attenuating waves and currents that contribute to coastal inundation 
and damage (Costanza and Folke, 1997; De Groot et al., 2002); and provide tourism and recreation 
opportunities, education and research (Barbier et al., 2011).

In addition, coastal salt marshes contain 0.1% of the global sequestered terrestrial carbon and have 
been identified as a “Blue Carbon” ecosystem that plays a significant role in the Global Carbon System 
(Chung et al., 2011; Mcleod et al., 2011). Overall, “Blue Carbon” ecosystems are responsible for up to 50% 
of total ocean C burial and contain up to five times more C per unit area than terrestrial forest sediments 
and 20 times more than deep-sea sediments (Duarte et al., 2005, Cai, 2011, Ouyang and Lee, 2014).

C storage and accumulation capacity are high in salt marshes due to the continuous accumulation of 
organic C at a greater rate per unit area than any other “Blue Carbon” ecosystem (Chambers et al., 2001; 
Schlesinger and Lichter, 2001; Duarte et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2011, Chmura, 2013). Sources of organic 
C in a salt marsh include cordgrasses (primarily Spartina spp.), benthic algae, bacteria, allochthonous 
material including terrestrial and marine organic matter; however, the majority of C is being produced 
in situ by macrophytes (Ember et al., 1987; Radabaugh et al., 2018). Along the submerging coasts, rising 
sea level produces accommodation space for organic-rich sediments, thereby increasing the inventory 
of buried organic C through time, as long as salt marsh accretion keeps pace with the rate of rising sea 
(Kirwan and Blum, 2011; Kirwan and Mudd, 2012). After microbial decay, some portion of the buried C 
is sequestered over millennia in the marsh sediments (Mcleod et al., 2011, Chmura, 2013). If salt marshes 
are left undisturbed, then the C stored in the belowground sediments can remain for thousands of years 
due to anoxic conditions that prevent decomposition (Murray et al., 2011).

Salt Marsh Sustainability

However, despite protective measures, salt marshes are disappearing around the world at an alarming 
rate. It is estimated that at least 35% salt marshes have been lost globally (Duarte et al., 2008; Pendleton 
et al., 2012). In some countries, the loss is 70%–80% in the last 50 years (Hopkinson et al., 2012). Coastal 
marshes have been declining due to industrial development, aquaculture, agricultural reclamation, 
coastal erosion, and sea-level rise (French, 1997; Blackwell et al., 2004; Kirwan et al., 2010). Many salt 
marshes are at risk because of pollution by nutrient fluxes, with the largest increases in N flux occur-
ring at coastlines with large areas of intertidal marshland in the temperate zones (Deegan et al., 2012). 
However, shoreline erosion and inundation are suggested to be the main mechanisms for current 
global salt marsh loss (Schwimmer, 2001; Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2010; Theuerkauf et al., 2015).
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In the United States, >96% of salt marsh loss is attributed to conversion of marsh to open water 
(Stedman and Dahl, 2008). In some places, this process could outpace C storage, especially if the depth 
of erosion at the seaward marsh edge is equal to or greater than the thickness of the marsh sediments 
(Theuerkauf et al., 2015). The potential future deterioration of marshes and the resulting conversion of 
their organic sediment to greenhouse gases (CO2 and CH4) represent significant impacts on the Global 
Carbon Budget contributing to global warming and will create positive feedbacks to sea-level rise and 
ocean acidification (Cai, 2011; Chmura et al., 2011).

The long-term sustainability of salt marsh ecosystem is dependent upon maintaining its elevation 
within intertidal zone by accumulating organic matter and trapping inorganic sediments (Stumpf, 1983; 
Morris et al., 2002). However, the processes controlling salt-marsh surface elevation are complex and 
operate in response to a number of factors including the rate of sea-level rise, sediment supply, tidal 
range, type of vegetation and primary production (Stevenson et al., 1986; Reed, 1995).

Despite multiple threats, salt marshes are resilient systems. Their ability to accrete vertically depends 
on concentration of suspended sediment, time of tidal submergence, and biomass density of the plants. 
Flooding is the main mechanism for sediment delivery to the marsh platform. During flooding, sus-
pended sediments are transported with the tidal currents and partially deposited in distinctive spatial 
patterns across the marsh platform (Fagherazzi et al., 2012). While the hydrologic regime is largely deter-
mined by marsh position within the intertidal range, it is also controlled by geomorphological setting, 
mainly the proximity to tidal channel. Sedimentation rates across the salt marsh platform are found 
to decrease with increasing distance from tidal channels and from the seaward marsh edge (French et 
al., 1995; Leonard, 1997; Reed et al., 1999; Temmerman et al., 2003). Areas along the channel banks and 
marsh edge vegetated by dense canopy of S. alterniflora trap great amount of sediments (Christiansen 
et al., 2000). Interior areas, which are generally lower in elevation, are more susceptible to submergence 
and transition to open water, resulting in a disaggregated marsh landscape (Figure 3).

On the other hand, the lower portions of the marsh platform are flooded more frequently for a longer 
time period, so that more sediment is supplied and deposited. As sediments accrete vertically, sedimen-
tation rates decrease with increasing platform elevation (Stoddart et al., 1989; Cahoon and Reed, 1995).

Hydrologic regime and marsh morphology can be directly modified by anthropogenic activity, 
including dredging, channelization, upstream modification of rivers and coastal engineering (Kennish, 
2001; Turner, 2010). Indirect human modification of the environment including roads, pipelines, dams, 
oil and water wells and other structures not directly related to salt marsh may affect water and sediment 
flow, produce a barrier to plant and/or animal migration and contribute to habitat fragmentation, veg-
etation disturbance and marsh drowning (Allen et al., 2018). Dense vegetation cover favors sedimenta-
tion by decreasing tidal current velocities and turbulence once the water flows from the tidal channels 
into the marsh platform (Leonard and Luther, 1995; Yang, 1998; Christiansen et al., 2000).

FIGURE 3 Interior salt marsh platform recently converted to a salt pond, Slaughter beach salt marsh, Delaware, 
USA. (Photo credit: D. Nikitina.)
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Perhaps the main threat to salt marshes globally is the recent acceleration in the relative sea-level rise 
(RSLR). Salt marshes have been developing under rising sea-level regime for the last 4000–7000 years 
by accreting vertically and keeping pace with rates of sea-level rise (Redfield and Rubin,  1962; 
Redfield, 1965; Stuiver and Daddario, 1963). During the 20th and early 21st centuries, rates of RSLR 
varied from 2.5 to 3.7 mm/yr (Kopp et al., 2014). For comparison, RSLR along the US Atlantic coast 
during the last 4000 years varied between 0.6 and 1.7 mm/yr and was mostly driven by glacio-isostatic 
adjustment of Earth’s crust since the melting of the last ice sheet ~7000 years before present (Carlson 
et al., 2008; Engelhart et al., 2009). Geological data and the tide-gauge records show that RSLR became 
more rapid throughout the region since the Industrial Revolution identifying the US mid-Atlantic 
coast as a “hot spot” for sea-level rise (Kemp et al., 2011; Sallenger et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2013). Similar 
trends were observed elsewhere, reporting the global average rate of sea-level rise from 1880 to 2006 
to be 1.7 ± 0.2 mm/yr, while the rate of global average sea-level rise measured from 1993 to 2013 was 
almost twice as high (3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr), and this rate appears to be globally accelerating (Church and 
White, 2006; Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Nerem et al., 2010; Church et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011; Gehrels and 
Woodworth, 2012; Gregory et al., 2012).

Predicted marsh responses to RSLR is either retreat and conversion to tidal flat, tidal lagoon, or open 
water, if the future rates of RSLR exceed marshes’ ability to maintain their elevation in equilibrium with 
sea level (Reed, 1995; Morris et al., 2002; French, 2006), keep pace with RSLR, or migrate landward. 
Analysis of geological data, modern observations and simulation studies suggest that salt marshes are 
resilient to rates of RSLR of ~7.1 mm/yr and likely to retreat when this value exceeds (Horton et al., 2018). 
Some landscape models using future projections of RSLR increase up to 20 mm/yr predict up to an 80% 
decrease in global tidal marsh area by 2100 (Spencer et al., 2016; Kopp et al., 2017).

By contrast, other studies suggest that, through biophysical feedback and inland marsh migra-
tion, marsh resilience to retreat is possible at RSLR rates in excess of 10 mm/yr (Rodger et al., 2012). 
Undisturbed vegetation on the marsh platform is a key factor in supporting equilibrium between marsh 
platform elevation and rapidly rising sea level (Morris et al., 2016). While salt marsh can rapidly subside 
and transition to open water, subsidence can be compensated by increased production of S. alterniflora 
regulating the elevation of sediment surface toward an equilibrium with mean sea level (Morris et al., 
2002). In addition, dense vegetation canopy reduces peak flow velocities, turbulence and shear stress due 
to friction, enhancing the deposition of suspended sediment and ability of marsh to maintain its eleva-
tion within the tidal frame (Leonard and Luther, 1995; Christiansen et al., 2000; Neumeier and Ciavola, 
2004; Bouma et al., 2005; Lightbody and Nepf, 2006; Möller et al., 2014).

Marshes also respond to RSLR by migrating into adjacent uplands where they are not restricted by 
topographic and anthropogenic barriers (Raabe and Stumpf, 2016). The rate of upslope marsh migration is 
determined by the slope and availability of suspended sediments. Computer simulations of marsh‐upland 
system evolution under a variety of RSLR rates on a gently sloping upland, typical of Atlantic and Gulf 
coastal plains, suggest that marsh will contract in width under relatively low RSLR rates and low suspended 
sediment concentration (SSC) and expand under low-moderate-fast RSLR rates and high SSC (Kirwin 
et al., 2016). The rate of marsh landward transgression depends on the land use of the marsh-adjoining 
areas, where agricultural fields are more exposed to projected sea-level rise effects than grasslands or for-
ested uplands (Fagherazzi et al., 2019). Construction of dikes, revetments and seawalls prevents salt marsh 
migration resulting in “coastal squeeze” that leads to marsh loss because erosion of the seaward salt marsh 
edge cannot be compensated by landward migration (Van der Wal and Pye, 2004).

Recent geological evidence suggests that salt marshes may be significantly eroded during storms 
and intense hurricane events (van de Plassche et al., 2006; Nikitina et al., 2014). Storm surges dur-
ing hurricanes move large volumes of water mainly as fast sheet flow producing very high velocities, 
bottom shear stresses, and drag forces jeopardizing the stability of the vegetation and underly-
ing sediments (Temmerman et al., 2005). Stripping of vegetation and platform erosion was wide-
spread during hurricanes Katrina and Rita along the coast of Gulf of Mexico, USA (Morton and 
Barras 2011, Turner et al., 2006). While category 2–4 hurricanes are extreme and relatively rare 
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events, salt marshes are often subject to erosion during the smaller storms because during a surge 
waves  propagate over the marsh platform without impacting the edge of the marsh (Leonardi and 
Fagherazzi 2014, 2015).

Conclusion

Overall, salt marshes are highly dynamic coastal landforms vulnerable to many environmental stresses, 
mostly RSLR, storm erosion and anthropogenic impact. On the other hand, they are highly resilient 
coastal ecosystems. Their emergence and continued survival are driven by the rising sea level over millen-
nia. Numerous feedbacks between tidal flooding, plant growth, organic matter production and sediment 
transport allow marshes to adapt to a wide range of RSLR rates in the vertical and lateral dimension. The 
global record of recent salt marsh decline correlates with anthropogenically induced acceleration in sea-
level rise superimposed on other human activities (e.g., drainage and conversion to agriculture, coastal 
development, dredging). In many cases, the lateral expansion, the survival mechanism of salt marshes, is 
impossible due to the presence of topographic or anthropogenic barriers that limit salt marsh migration. 
However, the major risk of tidal marsh loss in the 21st century is the future rates of RSLR.
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Introduction

Water resources are crucial for lives, livelihoods, biodiversity, ecosystems, and economic development. 
The adequate management of these water resources is therefore intrinsic to sustainable and inclusive 
development. Water problems can be broadly characterized in terms of quantity, quality, and the effects 
of extreme weather events (UNE 2019). Water quantity challenges can be absolute or relative (i.e., depen-
dent on the ratio between water availability and demand), with ‘chronic water shortages’ defined as 
annual water supplies below 1000 m3 per person within a certain area drop and ‘absolute water scarcity’ 
as less than 500 m3 per person (FAO 2012). These challenges may be caused or aggravated by overabstract-
ing water from rivers and groundwater resources. Quantitative challenges can also relate to the unequal 
distribution of water resources within an area and inequality of access. Qualitative water challenges 
relate to pollution from point sources (e.g., untreated industrial or domestic wastewater discharge) and 
diffuse pollution (e.g., fertilizers and pesticides from agriculture and surface runoff in urban areas) 
(Martinez-Santos et al. 2014; Elmqvist et al. 2013). Water-related risks linked to extreme weather events 
include droughts, floods, and landslides, with devastating consequences on human settlements, agricul-
ture, and ecosystems (GRID 2018).

These challenges are affected by five driving forces that have put increased pressures on water systems 
around the world: (1) population dynamics, (2) urbanization, (3) technology development, (4) a constant 
pursuit of economic growth, and (5) climate change (UNE 2019). These, in turn, affect land use and land-
use changes, such as deforestation to clear land for agriculture and urbanization; these lead to further 
deterioration of water quality by disturbing ecosystems and the hydrological cycle (Azzam et al. 2014; 
Avissar and Werth 2005). Climate variability and change affect hydrological systems by making extreme 
weather events more intense and more frequent (IPCC 2014).

Water resources management aims to address these challenges and underlying driving forces. 
Management encompasses ‘the processes of decision-making, coordination, and resource deployment 
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that occur within a given institutional setting assuming no change in rules and norms’ (Hatfield-Dodds 
et al. 2007, 3). Although management approaches rely on scientific and technical knowledge, they are 
also influenced by available human and financial resources, as well as contextual factors, politics, and 
power relations. Indeed, “the challenge of the water crisis is first and foremost a ‘crisis of governance’” 
(UNESCO 2006, 1), relating not only to how management systems are designed but also to how water 
is conceptualized, who owns water, how boundaries are delineated for management purposes, and 
how links to other issues are framed (Gupta et al. 2013). Water resources management approaches, in 
this sense, are a particular strategy of governance. They influence the institutional tools selected for 
allocating, regulating, and preserving water resources, the type of water (blue, black, gray, and green), 
infrastructure and technologies, and information systems. Water resources management approaches 
have evolved over time and increasingly incorporate notions of sustainability and inclusiveness, and 
this is reflected at global level through the adoption of a specific goal on water within the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) (UNGA 2015), while many other goals are directly or indirectly linked to 
water. Nevertheless, as water-related challenges multiply and increase in complexity, there is growing 
uncertainty about the most adaptive approach to manage water resources. The sections below discuss 
several of the main paradigms that have shaped water resources management over time, including the 
control of water resources to consolidate power, which started with the first ancient civilizations; water 
resources management as an instrument of colonization; the hydraulic paradigm; Integrated Water 
Resources Management (IWRM); Adaptive Management (AM); the Water–Energy–Food Nexus; and 
urban-centric approaches to water management.

Water Resources Management in Pre-Modern Times

Rules on managing water first developed in local customary law which later spread through the expan-
sion of the early river basin civilizations (Gupta and Dellapenna 2009). Major rivers historically attracted 
communities; early states aimed at consolidating power by controlling water resources (Wittfogel 
1955). Harnessing water resources was essential for the development of agriculture in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt, around 5700–3200 BCE, which included systems of communal canals, irrigation works, 
and legal frameworks to govern these (Angelakis and Zheng 2015; Kornfeld 2009). The Indus Valley 
civilization developed around the Indus Valley. In ancient Rome, aqueducts, fountains, and pipes on a 
large-scale supplied freshwater to cities and removed wastewater (Wilson 1998). Complex management 
systems developed first in areas where water was scarce such as the Middle East and influenced Islamic 
and Jewish water law and policy. The Aztecs founded Tenochtitlán (now Mexico City) in 1324 on an 
island surrounded by lakes within an endorheic basin. The lakes protected them from enemy invad-
ers and provided fish and food from floating farms and through canals and irrigation infrastructures 
(Sosa-Rodriguez 2010). Their dependence on the lakes meant that it was essential for their survival that 
they preserved the hydrological balance. Exposed to frequent droughts and floods, the Aztecs also suf-
fered from insufficient water supply, low-quality water, and inadequate sanitation. To exercise control 
over the basin’s hydrology, they not only built drains, dams, dikes, floodgates, and aqueducts but also 
implemented strict rules such as the prohibition of waste disposal into water bodies. In the Netherlands, 
the water boards established in the 13th century to protect the lowest-lying regions from floods still 
exist and have been institutionalized into about 200 boards today (Lazaroms and Poos 2004). These 
democratically elected decentralized government authorities manage local to regional water bodies to 
manage water quality- and quantity-related issues and are allowed to raise resources through taxes.

The fall of civilizations has frequently been attributed to water mismanagement. The Sumerian and 
Indus Valley civilizations may have collapsed from soil salinization through irrigated agriculture in an 
arid climate (Alam et al. 2007). The Maya civilization’s downfall in the early 900s may have been caused 
by a series of drought events that urban elites were unable to adapt to (Lucero et al. 2011). Overall, water 
resources management and the ability to adapt to changing conditions have been key to both the rise 
and fall of civilizations.
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Colonial Times

During colonial times, water was central for exploration, establishing sovereignty and commercial 
benefits. River navigation played an important role. Portuguese colonizers in Brazil strategically used 
navigation to explore the newly conquered territory, map the land, control rivers, and facilitate state 
integration (Paganini 2008; Leite Farias 2009). In the next stage, administrating colonies required water 
resources management and institutions for irrigation, flood and drought prevention, and transporta-
tion (Bhattacharya 2017). After the fall of ancient civilizations, their sophisticated irrigation techniques 
and hydraulic works disappeared almost everywhere except in China, but these reappeared in the 19th 
century, as colonial powers mobilized massive corvée labor and diverted rivers to irrigate alluvial planes 
and deltas at great social cost (Molle et al. 2009). Colonial powers frequently cast aside indigenous 
water management knowledge and practices to impose theirs while possessing little understanding 
of local hydrology. For instance, the Spaniards transformed the basin’s hydrology after they invaded 
Tenochtitlán. They associated the Aztec city’s surrounding lakes with an unhealthy environment and 
a source of disease, and soon began ambitious efforts to drain the lakes, which aggravated recurrent 
floods (Sosa-Rodriguez 2010).

Water resources management institutions imposed as part of the colonization process often partly 
or largely replaced customary water regimes and asserted the colonial state’s ownership over water 
resources (Cullet and Gupta 2009). Customary laws often continue to influence water regimes and co-
exist with colonial and post-colonial institutions, leading to dual legal regimes (Nilsson and Nyanchaga 
2009). In rural early America, water use was considered a community right and, as the nation consoli-
dated, water use acquired some standing as an individual right. Conflicts between the two led to the 
doctrine of riparian rights, which states that water belongs to the person whose land borders a body 
of water (Burke 1956). With increasing competition for water resources in the 19th century, the rule 
of prior appropriation was introduced (‘first in time, first in right’), particularly in the western states 
(Hanak et al. 2011).

Overall, colonialism commodified water resources while dismantling community control, causing 
the impoverishment of rural populations, as was the case in India where indigenous water harvesting 
systems were purposely destroyed (D’Souza 2006). Infrastructure and technology for drinking water 
provision were mainly developed in areas occupied by the colonizers as European powers were reluc-
tant to invest in their overseas colonies unless this would be profitable, but rapidly growing cities, such 
as Bombay in the British Empire, experienced deterioration in urban conditions and rising tensions 
(Anand 2011; Nilsson and Nyanchaga 2009; Gandy 2008).

The Hydraulic Paradigm

Scientific developments, fascination with ‘scientific irrigation’, and ideas such as the domination of 
nature and the creation of new Edens in deserts cumulated into large public investments in dams and 
irrigation systems as of the beginning of the 20th century (Molle et al. 2009; Smythe 1905). States devel-
oped water systems as part of a ‘Hydraulic mission’ that aimed to increase food production, raise rural 
incomes, respond to growing urban water demand, strengthen state building, and legitimize govern-
ments (Hanak et al. 2011; Molle et al. 2009). In Spain, this was part of a response to the humiliating 
loss of colonies and the turn of colonial ambitions inward to dry and poor rural areas (Lopez-Gunn 
2009). The state-led hydraulic policy served to legitimize the state, reinvent the economy, and assuage 
the threat of a discontented peasantry. Technological advancements, such as drilling and gasoline- and 
diesel-powered pumps, enhanced access to groundwater and further expanded agricultural land in dry 
regions such as California (Hanak et al. 2011).

The hydraulic paradigm spread worldwide, as water managers and governments strived to control the 
natural environment through infrastructures for reducing floods, generating hydropower and supply-
ing cities with drinking water (Custódio 2012; Swyngedouw 1999; Lopez-Gunn 2009; Molle et al. 2009), 
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requiring large investments and centralized management (Pahl-Wostl et al., 2007; Huitema and 
Meijerink, 2017). Within the United States, urban water supply systems were initially often built by 
small, private companies and mainly served wealthier neighborhoods (Porse 2014). However, seeking 
more reliable options for public health, flood control, and economic growth in urban areas, water deliv-
ery, and stormwater and sewage conveyance services were increasingly centralized and municipalized 
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Rietveld et al. 2016; Domènech 2011). As cities grew, dams 
and aqueducts were built to bring water from distant locations and replaced dwindling or polluted 
local sources (Porse 2014; Hanak et al. 2011), and the emphasis was on supply augmentation rather than 
demand management (Xie 2006).

The creation of national water bureaucracies in the post-World War II period and efforts to modern-
ize customary, state, and colonial water laws soon followed to regulate many issues including large-scale 
engineering works (Hanak et al. 2011). The physical integration of waterworks in fragmented countries sup-
ported their integration and often became a focal point for nation-building (Huitema and Meijerink 2017). 
However, this process often involved the expropriation of rights from private owners to state bureaucracies 
in order to further national economic interests by strengthening agriculture and emerging industries. This 
included local and indigenous water rights under colonial and post-colonial regimes (Boelens 2009). Water 
management tasks were generally allocated to government agencies at provincial or national levels (Huitema 
and Meijerink 2017). Different tasks were the responsibility of different sectors (agriculture, domestic use, 
industry, environmental protection, etc.) with often little coordination between them (Xie 2006).

The Hydraulic Era gave way to different forms of water control. Large-scale, centralized infrastructure 
provided many societal and economic benefits but could not cover distant areas and vulnerable groups. 
In California, lakes dried up and rivers became wastewater canals, aquatic species declined sharply, and 
farmers complained about increasing salinity in their water supplies due to upstream diversions (Hanak 
et al. 2011). With the start of the environmental movement in the 1970s, demands for regulating pollution 
of water became more important. This movement spread around the world, strengthening environmental 
legislation and also emphasizing nature as a legitimate user of water resources (Hanak et al. 2011; Kallis and 
Coccossis 2002). This was institutionalized through measures such as the establishment of minimum envi-
ronmental flows and maximum groundwater extractions, environmental impact assessments, and stricter 
regulations regarding wastewater discharges. This influenced water governance. Another feature influenc-
ing water governance was the shift from ‘government to governance’ and ‘governance-beyond-the-state’ 
(Huitema and Meijerink 2017; Swyngedouw 2005) and the rise of the non-state actor. This coincided with 
the neo-liberal demand for lean states and deregulation and led to water resources being managed by 
assemblages of public, private, and civil society actors with different approaches to water, shaping not 
only how they address problems but also how they interact with other actors (Brandeler et al. 2014). Power 
is transferred to both lower and higher levels. Decentralization processes have brought decision-making 
closer to those affected, enhancing democratic legitimacy (Dryzek 1997) and resulting in policies more 
likely to be supported at local levels (Kasemir et al. 2003). However, this has also led to a lack of account-
ability and patchy institutions that are unable to address society’s needs.

Meanwhile, the recognition of global water drivers and cumulative impacts and the need for common 
norms have increased support for global water governance in order to address the global drivers (Gupta 
and Pahl-Wostl 2013; Vörösmarty et al. 2013). With the adoption of the SDGs, water governance can no 
longer be seen as independent of all the other goals. Some scholars see that the IWRM paradigm may 
have to evolve into a Nexus paradigm in order to be able to preempt the problems of tomorrow.

IWRM – Dominant Paradigm Today

The ideas behind the concept of IWRM emerged in the 1970s through practitioners, and these first appeared 
in official water policy circles at the global water conference in Mar del Plata in 1977, which emphasized 
the need for coordinating different users and authorities, participation, and legal frameworks to ensure 
effective water allocation (WWAP 2009). It was developed in the late 1980s and was adopted in the Dublin 
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Principles adopted by the International Conference on Water and the Environment in Dublin. The four 
principles recognized freshwater as ‘a finite and vulnerable resource’, integrated, participatory management 
at the ‘lowest appropriate level’, emphasis on the central role of water as well as on the economic value of 
water (ICWE 1992). The Global Water Partnership (GWP) defined IWRM as ‘a process that promotes the 
coordinated development and management of water, land, and related resources, in order to maximize the 
resultant economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of 
vital ecosystems’ (GWP-TAC 2000). IWRM has since become the dominant paradigm for water resources 
management, having been adopted by international agencies and transnational actors such as the World 
Bank, the European Union (EU) (e.g., Water Framework Directive and EU Water Initiative), and the United 
Nations, most recently through the latter’s SDGs (UNGA 2015; Abers and Keck 2013; Wallington et al. 2010; 
Abers 2007; Molle 2009) but also by a growing number of national governments to frame their laws and 
policies (Gupta and Pahl-Wostl 2013; UNEP 2012).

IWRM strives to address social equity, including the water-related needs of the poor (Hooper 2005; 
Rahaman and Varis 2005). It promotes the integration of human and natural systems (Dzwairo et al. 
2010), sectoral responses, and viewpoints and interests (Medema et al. 2008; Jønch-Clausen and Fugl 
2001). While marginalized people are given a voice, IWRM also mirrors general governance shifts 
towards greater private sector involvement through emphasis on cost recovery, the establishment of 
pricing mechanisms and cost-benefit analyses, and allocation to the most beneficial uses (Huitema and 
Meijerink 2017; Xie 2006). Environmental sustainability is addressed through concerns about the eco-
logical impacts of water resources management activities, including through disruption to the water 
cycle, pollution control, development planning, demand management, and biodiversity conservation 
(Medema et al. 2008; Savenije and Van der Zaag 2008; Grigg 2008). In addition, although IWRM works 
through national-level legislation, policies, and institutions, it emphasizes the river basin as the ideal 
unit for water resources management and the creation of river basin organizations (RBOs) (Butterworth 
et al. 2010; Hooper 2005; Abdullah and Christensen 2004). It is considered as crucial to integrate 
upstream and downstream concerns, to foster bottom-up planning (Molle 2009; Xie 2006). This systems 
approach is often seen as the key innovation of IWRM (Huitema and Meijerink 2017).

However, there are many criticisms regarding the limitations of the IWRM concept and how to 
implement it in practice. River basins follow hydrological boundaries and therefore frequently cut 
across administrative boundaries, including national borders (Butterworth et al. 2010). This can create 
tensions between hydrological and institutional logics and create cooperation challenges. In addition, 
achieving effective participation that leads to greater inclusiveness is challenging because, even with 
the best intentions, it requires significant resources and time commitments from participants, as well 
as expert knowledge to follow and intervene in discussions (Brandeler et al. 2014; Butterworth et al. 
2010). Similarly, the multiple integration goals (i.e., land/water, surface/groundwater, human/nature, 
upstream/downstream) are unrealistic (Biswas 2008), in particular in contexts of uncertainty, insuf-
ficient data, low political will, and limited financial resources (Agyenim 2011; Molle 2008; Watson 2004; 
Allan 2003). Moreover, the principle of water as an economic good can lead to it being treated as a com-
modity, at the expense of its nonmonetary value (Rahaman and Varis 2005). IWRM is often depoliti-
cized, even though it is fundamentally a political process, as it involves choices such as the allocation of 
water between competing users (Jønch-Clausen and Fugl 2001). Despite the legitimacy and mandates 
that they are given, RBOs are faced with the traditional powerful line agencies, such as irrigation and 
agriculture authorities, which create obstacles for these organizations to assert themselves as sites of 
decision-making (Molle 2008; Wester and Warner 2002).

A search was conducted in ScienceDirect for IWRM and other concepts discussed below (Adaptive 
Water Management or AWM, Water–Energy–Food Nexus, Integrated or Sustainable Urban Water 
Management or SUWM) in titles, abstracts, and key words for the period 1980–2018. Figure 1 illustrates 
the sharp rise in publications for all these concepts since the turn of the 21st century. The growing rec-
ognition of IWRM’s limitations may explain the concept’s relative loss of ground to other approaches 
in the past decade.
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Adaptive Management

AM can be traced back to the late 1970s and is based on the recognition that, although interactions 
between people and ecosystems can be unpredictable, it is necessary to take management action 
(Medema et al. 2008; Johnson 1999; Walters and Hilborn 1978; Holling 1978). It arose in a context of 
rising environmental challenges and public pressure to address these and aimed to support govern-
ments and policy makers through new conceptualizations (Hurlbert 2016). AM is a systematic, iterative 
process, centered on a learning model to not just cope with complex water-related challenges but to 
learn from them and improve management policies (Medema et al. 2008; Pahl-Wostl 2008). It should 
enable experimentation and comparison between selected policies and practices (Medema et al. 2008). 
As IWRM, AM therefore promotes some degree of institutional reform. However, IWRM does not 
clarify how implementation works within a context of uncertainty nor does it refer explicitly to adaptive 
capacity (Agyenim 2011; Butterworth et al. 2010). While enhancing democratic legitimacy and contex-
tual responses, the participatory and deliberative forums of IWRM may be unequipped to deal with 
rapid changes (Brandeler et al. 2018).

AM is not exclusively centered around water resources and the term ‘Adaptive Water Management’ 
(AWM) is sometimes used to designate an explicit focus on these. As climate change and other global 
changes impact hydrological systems, the need for adaptive capacity and flexibility, AWM is increas-
ingly recognized, as it allows for speeding up the learning cycle and faster assessments and responses 
(Pahl-Wostl, Craps, et al. 2007). AM encourages networked forms of governance and participatory pro-
cesses that enable shared knowledge production and knowledge exchange between sectors and insti-
tutions (Pahl-Wostl, Craps, et al. 2007). This can foster social learning – understood as a process of 
collaborative learning through regular interaction between stakeholder groups – and thereby facilitate 
joint solutions, leading to more adaptive governance. Social learning processes can be strengthened by 
building trust and social capital and by providing space for out-of-the-box thinking and experiments 

FIGURE 1 Evolution of water resources management approaches within academic literature.
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(Pahl-Wostl, Sendzimir, et al. 2007). In addition, more flexible and diverse management measures can 
reduce vulnerability to unpredictable shocks. AM is increasingly being complemented by adaptive gov-
ernance, which includes the study of multiple social structures, interconnected resources and actors, 
and promotes resilience across different scales (Hurlbert and Gupta 2016). This includes measures such 
as scenario-building and strategic planning to prepare for a range of possible futures.

As with IWRM, AM has been described as difficult to implement and sustain in practice, especially 
in terms of attaining broad collaboration and the inclusion of stakeholders beyond experts and authori-
ties (Huitema et al. 2009; Medema et al. 2008). The concept has multiple and ambiguous definitions that 
make it difficult for managers to apply (Medema et al. 2008). Adaptation can also be at odds with water 
management institutions, which tend to be path dependent and resistant to change due to institutional 
and technological ‘lock-in’ effects (Marlow et al. 2013). The large sunk costs and long life cycle of legacy 
infrastructure disincentivize innovative alternatives (Pahl-Wostl 2007). Another challenge of AM is 
that it assumes that current management processes are the cause of water resources problems and that 
these can be untangled, and it ignores the inherent political risks with making management ‘experi-
ments’ (Medema et al. 2008).

Water–Energy–Food Nexus

In the context of water management, the Nexus approach refers to a set of interrelated activities –  
t ypically surrounding water, energy, and the environment – and their linkages as well as the bound-
ary around them, providing a particular frame with which to address water-related problems (Muller 
2015; Lofman et al. 2002). The origins of this approach can be traced back to the 1970s. The 1977 UN 
Water Conference in Mar del Plata highlighted the multiple linkages and interactions between water, 
food, and energy and the need for a coherent approach to multipurpose water resources development 
(Muller 2015). However, the Nexus approach gained little traction during the 1980s – seen as a lost 
decade for international water policy – and was further sidelined by the emergence of IWRM in the 
1990s (Scheumann and Klaphake 2001). A search in ScienceDirect for the term ‘Water–Energy–Food 
Nexus’ in titles, abstracts, and/or keywords reveals that publications were virtually nonexistent 
before 2010 but have since grown exponentially (see Figure 1). The Nexus Conference in Bonn in 2011 
became the first internationally recognized event on this theme, and it has since been promoted by 
the EU, the German Development Cooperation, and the United Nations in its SDGs (Benson et al. 
2015). This sudden popularity has been described as a response to disillusionment with the IWRM 
paradigm (Muller 2015).

Through the Nexus approach, water is seen as a crosscutting issue rather than a sector or spe-
cific issue area (Gupta et al. 2013). Discussions on ‘virtual water’ or embodied or embedded water 
and the role of the food trade in water-scarce regions first highlighted the linkages between water 
and food (Allan 1998). The focus on the relationship between water and energy arose separately, in 
particular, regarding electrification in rural areas and groundwater overuse (Shah 2009). Similar to 
the IWRM approach, the Nexus approach aims for holistic and coordinated management between 
different aspects of water systems, and it promotes better resource use to allow societies to develop 
in an environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable way (Benson et al. 2015; Hoff 2011). 
This is also based on cooperation between actors and citizen participation (Hoff 2011). However, 
it differs from IWRM, which is a water-centric approach, by granting equal importance to differ-
ent sectors (Benson et al. 2015). It considers these as inextricably interlinked and seeks to address 
externalities across them (e.g., energy intensity of desalinization), reduce trade-offs, and increase 
system efficiency (Olsson 2013; Hoff 2011). In addition, rather than a focus on the river basin with an 
overarching centralized approach for national policy, the Nexus is implemented in ‘problemsheds’ 
where boundaries are drawn around a set of interrelated activities that take place at multiple scales 
(Muller 2015; Benson et al. 2015; Rouillard et al. 2014).
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Criticism of the Nexus approach includes its limited emphasis on integrating water resources man-
agement with broader social and economic development activities and its lack of specific emphasis on 
nature, ethics, power relations, public policies, and other issues (Muller 2015; Leck et al. 2015). This may 
be a reflection of its focus on cross-sectoral policy coherence rather than on more normative goals, but 
this also depoliticizes the challenges surrounding water resources management. In addition, implemen-
tation of the Nexus approach is challenging at the institutional level, as sectoral decisions often take 
place at different levels (i.e., national, provincial, local) and remain decoupled (Benson et al. 2015; Scott 
et al. 2011). Overall, there is a burgeoning literature operationalizing this concept at multiple levels of 
governance, each using its own approaches and methods.

Water Management in an Increasingly Urban World

The dynamics of a growing world population is accompanied by increasing rural–urban migration with 
68% of the population expected to be concentrated in cities by 2050 (UN-DESA 2018). There is a short 
window of opportunity as many of these cities are expected to be expanded and reach maturity in the 
next 20–30 years (UNE 2019). The infrastructure that is developed for water is thus critical for the future. 
Increasing urbanization leads to the concentration of water demand and pressure on water resources in 
cities’ rural hinterlands (ARUP 2018). The economic development often associated with urban growth 
further increases per capita water use (McDonald et al. 2014). This pressure on water resources can 
lead to the over-exploitation of aquifers, reliance on inter-basin transfers, and conflicts between users. 
Urbanization causes water quality degradation due to drastic interferences in ecosystems and the hydro-
logical cycle, including from the inadequate disposal of sewage and solid waste (Azzam et al. 2014). This 
aggravates regional water stress by reducing water available for use, which tends to disproportionally 
affect marginalized communities (Varis et al. 2006). Rapid urbanization combined with inadequate 
urban planning also increases vulnerability to extreme weather events, as populations move into risk-
prone areas (UCLG 2016). Urban dwellers are particularly exposed to climate change as many cities are 
located on river banks and in coastal or flood-prone areas (Varis et al. 2006). It is expected that 40% of 
urban land will be in high-frequency flood zones in 2030, up from 30% in 2000 (Güneralp et al. 2015).

IWRM may not be an adequate framework to address the challenges of water in and around cit-
ies. Although it aims to coordinate between all users, it does not specifically clarify how to address 
urban water challenges (Brandeler et al. 2018). Cities, and in particular large metropolitan areas, are 
characterized by complex institutional landscapes with multiple jurisdictions and differing or even 
conflicting interests. This can lead to fragmented decision-making; a challenge for IWRM (i.e., inte-
grated management and participation), Adaptive Management and Governance (i.e., social learning 
through collaborative processes), or the Nexus approach (i.e., dominance of urban interests over 
those of other sectors). Moreover, there are often important power imbalances between urban and 
rural areas, which affect users’ ability to access water resources (Swyngedouw et al. 2002). In heavily 
urbanized basins where water resources are relatively scarce, competition and conflict between urban 
and rural users may arise due to water resources allocation regimes (Molle and Mamanpoush 2012).

City-centric frameworks, such as Integrated Urban Water Management (IUWM) and SUWM, have 
emerged, with roots in IWRM (Bahri 2012). IUWM promotes a holistic view of the urban water cycle, 
involving stakeholder participation and a flexible mode of strategic planning (Closas et al. 2012; Varis 
et al. 2006; Brown 2005). SUWM frames water as central to sustainability in cities and a potential 
starting point for urban planning (Daigger 2011). It aims to combine large and centralized infrastruc-
ture with alternative, decentralized and hybrid systems, such as green infrastructure and water reuse 
(Closas et al. 2012; Younos 2011; Van de Meene et al. 2011). However, such shifts are often hindered in 
practice by investment and technological ‘lock-in’ (Marlow et al. 2013). Institutional inertia, caused 
by factors such as overcentralization, bureaucratic inefficiencies, and a lack of sustainable finance, 
further limits the implementation of IUWM and SUWM, in particular as urban water challenges 
become increasingly large and complex (Brown and Farrelly 2007; Lee 2000). Another issue with 
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these frameworks is that they do not address water resources beyond urban boundaries (Brandeler 
et al. 2018). Ultimately, water management approaches are in constant flux (see Figure 2). As climate 
change and urbanization increasingly shape water-related challenges, water management approaches 
will need to adjust to these drivers. 

Conclusion

This overview of a few of the dominant approaches to water resources management throughout history 
highlights society’s constant struggle with harnessing the potential of water resources while mitigat-
ing its associated risks and challenges. Management approaches have had to adjust to new types of 
challenges, as population growth has increased water demand and competition between users and sec-
tors and with climate change as a risk-multiplier. In the past three decades, multiple paradigms have 
emerged. Despite their differences, these approaches shared multiple commonalities, such as decentral-
ization, the integration of issues and sectors, the inclusion of a larger range of actors at multiple levels, 
and a shift away from exclusively engineering-based solutions towards conservation, efficient water use, 
and green infrastructure. Around the world, water resources management actors have incorporated 
good governance principles within laws and policies.

However, institutional change is slow, in particular, due to path dependency and the ‘lock-in’ effect 
and as power relations often favor the status quo, leading to a lack of adherence to good governance 
principles in practice. To support changes in practice, it is crucial that water managers have access to 
reliable data and that actors across sectors and at multiple levels can effectively share knowledge and 
information. Decentralization has supported more inclusive and context-relevant decision-making, but 
effective coordination mechanisms are necessary to avoid fragmentation between actors and incoherent 
responses. In addition, cash-strapped agencies struggle to carry out their responsibilities, especially in 
the Global South. This requires not only adequate pricing mechanisms but also political will and a long-
term perspective from leaders seeking fast results.

FIGURE 2 Timeline of water resources management approaches.
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There is an urgent need to preempt possible future damage through better institutional and infra-
structural design today. Although there are no panaceas to address complex water resources challenges, 
lessons can be learned from the advantages and limitations of past and present management approaches.
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Introduction

Municipalities are normally responsible for providing water and disposing of wastewater, either by 
 privately or publicly owned utilities. A water utility is responsible for the source, transmission, treat-
ment, and distribution of potable water. Water usage is metered at the user. A wastewater treatment 
utility is responsible for collection, treatment, and disposal. Industrial wastewater is often metered. 
Residential wastewater charges are based on water usage.

Municipalities are also responsible for the collection and disposal of runoff, which consists of storm-
water, misplaced or excessive irrigation, domestic car washing, etc. Runoff collects in gutters or holding 
ponds; then goes to storm sewers; and is dumped into a nearby river or, in coastal cities, directly into 
the ocean. This water carries with it a variety of pollutants: fertilizer, animal waste, oils, tire dust, etc. 
For municipalities that do not have combined storm and sanitary sewers, this runoff is dumped without 
treatment. Worse, in severe storms, combined sewer systems are likely to dump runoff combined with 
untreated sewage. Furthermore, runoff is not metered, so the municipality bears the cost of installing 
and maintaining the infrastructure. Possible approaches to reducing pollution of natural waters are 
(a) enactment of ordinances to make property owners responsible for reducing runoff and its pollut-
ants, (b) diverting light flow or the first flow in a storm to a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), and 
(c) installing treatment facilities to make runoff suitable for reuse. (The city of Santa Monica, California 
recently demonstrated its SMURRF (Santa Monica Urban Runoff Recycling Facility), the first of its kind 
in the nation.)

Water

The primary objective of water treatment is to make it safe for human consumption at a reasonable cost. 
It is possible to produce safe water that has objectionable taste, odor, or color, so a secondary goal is to 
make the water appealing to the consumer. Turbidity and color are qualities apparent to the naked eye. 
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The former is caused by particles in suspension and is measured in nephalometric turbidity units (NTU) 
by passing light through a sample. These particles can be removed by settling or filtering. Colloidal par-
ticles will not settle in a reasonable amount of time and must be removed by other physical processes. 
Dissolved substances are removed or transformed by chemical treatment. Color may be caused either by 
materials in solution (true color) or in suspension (apparent color).[1]

History

Early water treatment focused on what was apparent to the senses: appearance, taste, and odor. These 
qualities were improved by removing turbidity through filtration or precipitation. It was found much 
later that particles in the water harbored pathogens, which were largely removed while clarifying the 
water.

A slow sand filter (SSF) designed by James Simpson was commissioned in 1829, but it was some time 
before its full importance was realized. This simple device is essentially a tank filled with sand with 
water introduced at the top and removed at the bottom. Sometime after the filter is started up (a few 
days to a few weeks), the upper layer of sand becomes coated with a gelatinous biological layer called 
the schmutzedecke, made up of algae, bacteria, protozoa, and small invertebrates. This sticky layer is 
biologically active and converts organic matter in the water to water, carbon dioxide, and harmless salts 
(i.e., it is mineralized). Later, research showed the importance of biological removal and also showed 
that the SSF was very effective in that respect. In particular, the SSF is effective in removing Giardia and 
Cryptosporidium oocysts, which are nearly unaffected by chlorination.[1,2]

In the famous Broad Street pump episode of 1854, an outbreak of cholera in the Soho district of 
London killed more than 600 people. Dr. John Snow, who had theorized that the disease was spread by 
contaminated water, traced it to water from the Broad Street pump. The likely cause was from a leak-
ing and cholera-infested cesspool located only three feet from the Broad Street well. In fact, cesspits lay 
under many of the houses in the district.[3] Acceptance of Snow’s theory was slow, as was conversion to 
a sewer system that conveyed wastewater to central plants.

Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Academy of Engineering 
named water treatment as one of the most significant public health advancements of the 20th century.[4] 
This is rightly so, for in the first half of the 20th century, life expectancy in the United States increased 
dramatically, primarily because of water treatment, which has greatly reduced the incidence of water-
borne bacterial infections such as cholera, typhoid fever, and dysentery. Even so, waterborne disease 
does occur in this country, the most well-known instance of which is the cryptosporidiosis outbreak of 
1973 in Milwaukee. Most episodes are due to contamination of raw or treated water, inadequate treat-
ment, and cross-contamination between sewers and water mains.

Standards and Monitoring

The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 and its amendments of 1986 and 1996 are the primary pieces 
of  federal legislation protecting drinking water supplied by public water systems. Primary regulations 
under the act are for the protection of public health; secondary regulations are for regulations pertain-
ing to taste, odor, and appearance.

The Surface Water Treatment Rule mandates that surface water or groundwater under the influence 
of surface water must be treated to remove or inactivate 99.9% of Giardia lamblia cysts and 99.99% of 
enteric viruses. These requirements are commonly stated as “log removals,” where n-log removal is 
removal of a 1–10−n fraction of the pollutant. Treatment processes using filtration are judged to comply 
by providing an adequate concentration/ contact time (Ct) product, where C is the concentration of the 
disinfectant in mg/L and t is the time in minutes.[5]

The Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule requires a 2-log removal of Cryptosporidium. Systems 
using filtration are granted credit if they meet certain turbidity criteria. The Filter Backwash Recycling 
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Rule requires treatment plants to recycle filter backwash water through the entire process cycle. 
The Disinfectants/Disinfection Byproduct Rule establishes maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) on 
total trihalomethanes, haloacetic acids, bromate ion, and chlorite ion.[5]

The most common way of testing the quality of drinking water is the coliform test, as specified by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Coliforms are bacteria that are gram-negative, aerobic and 
facultative anaerobic, nonspore-forming rods, which ferment lactose with gas formation in 48 h at 35°C. 
When a sample tests positive for coliforms, it must be tested for fecal coliforms. Fecal or thermotolerant 
coliforms include all coliforms that can ferment lactose at 44.5°C. It is common to identify Escherichia 
coli uniquely with fecal coliforms.[5]

Sources and Transmission

Large-scale sources are primarily surface water and groundwater. Desalinated ocean water is not yet a 
major source in the United States, although Spain is a major producer and user of desalinated water. In 
the past 30 years, the energy required for desalination has fallen from 12 to 3 or 4 kWh/m3 using reverse 
osmosis.[6] In a few areas, recycled water (treated wastewater) is used for irrigation. Water is transmit-
ted by way of natural water courses, lined open channels, or pressure pipe. Los Angeles, for example, 
receives water from the Sacramento Delta via a concrete-lined open channel, from snowmelt in the 
Sierra via a natural watercourse that is diverted into an iron pipe aqueduct. New York reservoirs sup-
ply water to treatment plants through a series of underground tunnels. In some cases, water treatment 
plants are located right at the site where water is drawn from a river or lake.

Treatment

Treatment is tailored somewhat to the characteristics of the influent and the effluent limits, but in  general, 
large particles are removed first by screening and then by settling. Next are particles that will float or 
settle with some assistance, such as air floatation or mixing with coagulants. Colloids and dissolved 
materials are removed last. The water should be nearly clear before disinfection so that  contaminants 
may not hide in turbidity.

Standard water treatment (Figure 1) consists of coagulation, flocculation (aggregation into a wooly 
mass), sedimentation, filtration, and disinfection. The size of the units and major equipment are 
 determined by the hydraulic loading. The examples below are based on a plant with an average flow of 
24 mgd (million gal per day). Plants are commonly designed for a maximum daily flow that is 1.5 times 
the average daily flow. Plants whose main supply is groundwater will have a somewhat different process 
chain because the water will contain less settleable and suspended solids but probably more dissolved 
metals. Plants that draw from a river should have at their head a coarse screen for tree branches, etc., 
and a grit chamber for sand and silt, because this kind of grit will cause a serious maintenance problem 
with pumps.

FIGURE 1 Water treatment.
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The coagulation operation consists of the addition and flash mixing of chemicals meant to remove the 
charge on colloids and suspended solids so that they will aggregate in the flocculation step. Depending 
on the type of chemical used, flash mixing should occur in about one to five seconds. The addition of 
more than the optimum amount of chemicals can compensate for less-than-optimum mixing. A poten-
tial problem in this step is the clogging of feed lines. Various methods of flash mixing are available, the 
best of which are diffusion mixing by water jets and inline static mixing. Proper operation at this step 
requires choosing the right chemicals and quantities in response to the raw water quality and flow rate. 
Chemicals used in this step include aluminum sulfate (alum), polyaluminum chloride, various iron 
compounds, polymers, and bentonite.[5]

Flocculation is slow mixing that increases the rate of collisions between particles whose electrostatic 
repulsive forces have been neutralized in the coagulation step. Now the particles will stick together into 
sizes that will settle. Flocculation mixing is performed by mechanical mixers, baffles, or other methods. 
Paddle reels with a horizontal axle perform well. In a reasonable design for two parallel, 12-mgd floc 
tanks, each of three chambers in a tank might be about 13.5 ft2 in cross section so that a 13-ft horizontal 
paddle reel would nearly fill a chamber. Perforated baffle walls separate the chambers to promote good 
mixing. Proper operation of this step requires continual monitoring of and adjusting for the floc size, 
and removing scum from the surface of the water, sludge from the bottom of the tank, and algae from 
the vertical surfaces (walls and baffles). Transfer of the flocculated water to the sedimentation tank must 
be done at low velocity to avoid breaking up the floc.

Four progressive stages of sedimentation are distinguished. Type I sediment consists of separate, 
destabilized particles. Type II is made of larger groups of flocculated particles. In Type III, the particles 
have formed a blanket that initiates hindered settling. Type IV settling is compression of the sludge 
blanket at the bottom of the tank.

A typical filter bed is made up of a layer of sand and a layer of coal, charcoal, or granular activated 
carbon. The water from the sedimentation tank is introduced at the top of the filter and moves by gravity 
down through the media to the underdrain. It is most desirable to have the filter backwashed once per day. 
Thus, the design depends upon the quality of the raw water, the required throughput, the local climate, and 
the skill level of the operators. The backwash water is required to be recirculated to the head of the plant.

Filter efficiency is determined by the unit filter run volume (UFRV), which is the ratio of the amount 
of water processed during a filter cycle to the amount that could be processed if no backwashing were 
necessary. The effective filtration rate, Re, is

 ( )= −R UFRV UBWV /e  T

where UBWV (unit backwash volume), gal/ft2; T, filter cycle time, min; and

 = =V A V AUFRV /  UBWV /f  b

where Vf, volume filtered per filter cycle, gal; A, area of filter, ft2; Vf, volume of backwash water, gal.
The design filtration rate, Rd, is the maximum filtration rate, which can be achieved only if no back-

wash were necessary. Then the production efficiency is

 ( )= −R R/ UFRV UBWV /UFRBVe d  

Example 1. Find the production efficiency and the filter cycle time for a filter with UFRV equal 
to 7500 gal/ft2, UBWV equal to 200 gal/ft2, and design filtration rate equal to 5 gpm/ft2.

Solution. The effective filtration rate, filter efficiency, and filter cycle time are

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦5 gpm/ft 7500 gal/ft 200 gal/ft / 7500 gal/fte
2 2 2 2R

= 4.87 gpm/ft2 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )= −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦R R/ 7500 gal/ft 200 gal/ft / 7500 gal/fte d
2 2 2

= 0.973 

and

 ( ) ( ) ( )= −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦T 7500 gal/ft 200 gal/ft / 4.87gpm/ft2 2 2  

=1499 min  

Note that the filter cycle time is very close to one day (1440 min). Also, increasing the filtration rate will 
not necessarily increase the amount of water filtered per day. Increasing the rate increases the amount 
of deposition on the filter media, reducing the filter run time.

Most of the water treatment plants in this country disinfect with chlorine. Common alternatives are 
ozone, chloramine, and ultraviolet light. The disinfectant is sometimes added at the head of the plant to 
give an adequate concentration-contact time product. When chlorine is used, disinfection byproducts 
can be formed—most notably, tri- halomethanes. To suppress this, ammonia might be added at the end 
of sedimentation to form chloramines. Then the water is lightly rechlorinated in the clearwell to sup-
press regrowth of pollutants in the distribution system.

In small municipalities across the heartland, treated water is pumped into elevated tanks emblazoned 
with the name of the town. These towers serve to keep the water clean, meet surges in demand, and supply 
even pressure at the tap. Large cities tend to keep the water in open reservoirs, an unfortunate but perhaps 
necessary practice that leaves the water subject to the reintroduction of various undesirable substances.

Hydraulics

Flow through the plant is described by Bernoulli’s equation, where all the components are expressed in 
terms of head in feet,

 + γ + = + γ + +z P V z P V H/ /2g / /2g1 1 1
2

2 2 2
2

L 

and zi, distance of water level above datum; Pi/γ, pressure head at surface; V 2
i /2g, velocity head; HL, 

head loss; i = 1, upstream; i = 2, downstream.
The head-loss term is made up of entrance and exit losses, pipe friction losses, and minor losses. 

Hydraulic calculations are best made starting at the clearwell and working upstream.[1]
It is preferable to have the water flow through the plant by gravity. The head losses through the A par-

ticle with settling velocity satisfying HRT = D/Vs will reach the bottom of the tank before being swept up 
and out (as will particles with Vs greater than this). Then processes are approximately (a) rapid mixing, 
1 ft; (b) flocculation, 2 ft; (c) sedimentation, 2 ft; (d) and filtration, 10 ft, for a total of 15 ft. If the water 
comes into the plant at the level of the clearwell, this head and the friction losses in the lift pipe must be 
provided by a pump. At the pump discharge, the water horsepower is HPw; the pump input is the motor 
brake horsepower, HPb; and the power required to drive the motor is P, where

 
= =

=
/   /
/  

w 1 b 1 P

2 m

HP QH C HP QH C e
P C HP eb

 

and Q, pump flow rate, gal/min; H, pump discharge head, ft; C1, constant, (550 ft-lb/s-hp) (60 s/min)/
(8.34 lb/gal) 3960 ft-gal/min-hp; ep, pump efficiency; C2, constant, 0.746 kW/hp; em, motor and drive 
efficiency.
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Example 2. Size the motor, and find the input power required to provide 15 ft of head for a 
24-mgd water treatment plant. Ignore plumbing losses. Take the pump efficiency to be 70% and 
the motor/drive efficiency to be 90%.

Solution. The flow rate is (24 × 106 gal/da)/[(24 h/da) (60 min/h)] = 16,667 gal/min. Thus

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )= −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ =/ 16,667 gal/min 15 ft / 3960 ft gal/min hp 0.70 90hpb 1 pHP QH C e −

and

 ( )( ) ( )= = =P C HP e/ 0.76kW/hp 90hp / 0.90 75kW2 b m

Because a motor is just as efficient at 75% load as at full load, a 125-hp motor should be installed.
The important hydraulic parameters of a sedimentation tank (Figure 2) are the hydraulic retention 

time (HRT), the horizontal velocity of the water through the tank (Vh), and the surface overflow rate 
(SOR). For a tank with dimensions L, W, D for length, width, and depth, the volume ∀ , is LWD; the 
surface area, As, is LW; and the vertical crosssectional area is Ac = WD. Therefore, the horizontal velocity 
and the SOR are

 = = =V Q A Q DW Q A/ /  and SOR /h c s 

The HRT is

 ∀( )= = =HRT / / / /hL V L Q DW Q  

A particle with settling velocity satisfying HRT = D/Vs will reach the bottom of the tank before being 
swept up and out (as will particles with Vs greater than this). Then

 =V Q D V/ / s 

= = =V DQ V Q LWor    / / SORs   

That is, for a particle to settle, the settling velocity must be equal to the SOR (or greater).
The power (P) required for mixing or flocculation with an impeller in a tank is dependent upon the 

average velocity gradient (G) in the fluid, dynamic viscosity (μ) of the fluid, and volume (∀ ) of the tank: 
P = G2 μ ∀  For wastewater treatment, the average velocity gradient for rapid mixing is about 500–1500/s 
and for flocculation is about 50–100/s.[5]

FIGURE 2 Sedimentation parameters.
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Example 3. Find the power (P) required to achieve an average velocity gradient (G) of 100/s in a 
1 million-gal flocculation tank whose contents are at a temperature (T) of 40°F.

Solution. The dynamic viscosity of water at 40°F is μ = 2.359 × 10−5 lb-s/ft2. Therefore,

 ( )( )( )= × −−100/s 2.359 10 1b s/ft 10  gal2 5 2 6P

( )( ) ( )× − −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦0.746 kW/hp / 550 ft 1b/s hp 7.48 gal/ft3

= 42.8 kW

 

 

Example 4. Consider a plant with an input flow rate of Q = 24 mgd = 24 × 106 gal/da. The two 
sedimentation tanks are 300 ft long, 40 ft wide, and 13 ft deep. Find the HRT, the velocity of the 
water through the tank, and the SOR.

Solution. The flow rate through each tank is Q = (24/2 × 106 gal/da)/[(24 h/da)(60 min/h)] = 
8333 gal/min = (8333 gal/ min)/[(7.48 gal/ft3) (1440 min/da)] = 1114 ft3/min. Therefore, 
the velocity in each tank is V = (1114 ft3/min)/[(40 ft) (13 ft)] = 2.14 ft/min, and the 
surface overflow rate is SOR = (8333 gal/min)/[(40 ft) (300 ft)] = 0.694 gal/min-ft2.

Wastewater

Some authors make the following distinction: wastewater is water that has been used for domestic, 
industrial, or commercial purposes, whereas sewage is more inclusive in that it can include water that 
has not been used, such as rain runoff. In the past 50 years, sanitation agencies have made a great effort 
to confine runoff to storm sewers and out of treatment plants, so the term WWTP is appropriate. These 
facilities are also called publicly owned treatment works (POTWs).

History

The history of wastewater treatment is a sordid one of determined ignorance and apathy. Until 1965, for 
example, Salt Lake City was dumping raw sewage into a 9-mi open canal that emptied into the Great Salt 
Lake.[7] In other parts of the world, this kind of practice continues to the present day.

Dr. John Snow in London convincingly linked cholera with the consumption of contaminated 
waters. This most famous episode in the history of both epidemiology and water treatment occurred 
in the late summer of 1854. Repeated outbreaks of cholera had occurred between 1831 and 1854 in the 
industrial cities of England, with little being done to prevent or contain it. The particularly sudden 
and violent episode in and around Broad Street in September gave Dr. Snow the opportunity to verify 
his belief that the cause was in contaminated water. When he persuaded the authorities to remove the 
handle from the Broad Street pump, the spread of the disease was halted. Later, Snow established that 
wastes from a single infected individual had been dumped into a leaking cesspit near the Broad Street 
well. After some time, people accepted the fact that fecal contamination of drinking water was a major 
cause of disease.[3]

With better water supplies and sewer systems, there was a sharp decrease in the incidence of water-
borne diseases, even before the agents were identified. After half a century of research, the concept of 
waterborne disease was established. The cause was known to be microorganisms in the digestive tract 
and the associated health hazards had been proven. Then work proceeded on two fronts: analytical 
methods for the detection of fecal pollution and the development of treatment methods and facilities. 
Research led to publication of the first edition of Standard Methods in 1901,[8] and the SSF was an early 
and very effective method for treatment. (In fact, the newer and faster conventional rapid sand filter 
does not remove dissolved constituents as effectively.)
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Standards and Monitoring

The Clean Water Act of 1972 and subsequent legislation placed increased emphasis on the importance 
of reducing the discharge of pollutants to natural waters. The minimum national standards now for 
secondary treatment are the “30/30” rule: a 30-day average of no more than 30 mg/L of BOD5 (5-day 
biochemical oxygen demand) and TSS (total suspended solids), as well as pH to be between 6.0 and 9.0 
at all times. Unfortunately, meeting these standards does not guarantee the absence of disease-causing 
agents—notably, Giardia lamblia and Cryptosporidium parvum. Increased sophistication of monitoring 
techniques is leading to better treatment techniques and stricter standards.[9]

Sources and Collection

Sanitary sewers receive some groundwater infiltration and stormwater. Otherwise, 90% or more of the 
intended influent is of residential or commercial origin. Industrial users are either direct dischargers 
dumping into a waterway or indirect dischargers dumping into a POTW. (Some industrial liquid waste 
may also be hauled off.)

Influent is collected in closed pipe, mostly by gravity flow. When pump lift is necessary, the flow is 
into short runs of pressure pipe, eventually returning to gravity flow lines. Because plants are often 
located next to natural waters, they are typically at the low points of terrain, which keeps pumping to a 
minimum.

Treatment

Several levels of increasing care are defined. Preliminary treatment is the removal of large items, sand 
and grit, floatables, and grease. Wastewater typically contains floatable materials—particularly fats, oils, 
and grease (FOG)—whereas (fresh) water does not. Removal is accomplished purely by physical pro-
cesses such as screening and gravity, and is intended to protect the plant equipment. Primary treatment 
is the removal of suspended solids and organic matter, often by the addition of chemicals. Secondary 
treatment is a biological process that removes organics and suspended solids (and sometimes nitrogen 
and phosphorus), followed by disinfection. Tertiary treatment removes remaining suspended solids by 
fine filtering, and may include disinfection and nutrient removal. The standard today for wastewater is 
full secondary treatment, meaning that all the influent to a plant is given secondary treatment. When a 
plant cannot handle the flow, partial secondary treatment means that all the influent is given prelimi-
nary and primary treatment, but only part of it is given secondary treatment.

A typical process chain for secondary treatment is the activated sludge process shown in Figure 3.[9] 
Large items are screened out. Dense noncontaminants are removed purely by gravity in the grit cham-
ber. Primary treatment is a chemical/physical process, whereby small particles agglomerate (flocculate) 

FIGURE 3 Activated sludge wastewater treatment.
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and gravitate out. Secondary treatment is biological, in which microbes consume the dissolved and 
suspended organic matter. Disinfection kills most of the remaining contaminants.

Preliminary and primary treatment for wastewater is much like that for water. Preliminary screening 
of wastewater is necessary because large objects sometimes find their way into the sewer, an unfortu-
nate example being construction debris illegally dumped into a manhole (alternatively, “maintenance 
hole”). (Note that a manhole cover is round for at least three reasons: (a) It will not fall through the hole, 
no matter how oriented; (b) it is easy to move by rolling; and (c) it need not be rotated to fit.) Primary 
 treatment for both is nominally flash mix, flocculation, and sedimentation. Wastewater undergoes 
 secondary treatment, in which microbes remove biological pollutants.

Both organic and inorganic particulates may be removed by settling, flotation, or filtering, depend-
ing on particle size and density. Carbon filtration is preferable to vaporizing, because the latter merely 
moves the substance from the water to the atmosphere.

Most reactions in waste treatment are of first order—that is, the rate of reaction is proportional to the 
concentration of the pollutant.

 = −C t kCd /d  

where C is concentration of pollutant (mg/L); t is time (min); k is reaction constant (mg/L-min).
Reactors are of three types: complete mix (or batch), plug flow, and dispersed flow. In a complete 

mix reactor, the reactor is filled; the reaction is allowed to take place; and then the reactor is emptied. 
The concentration of pollutant is equal throughout the tank. Complete mix reactors are approximately 
cubical and can be set up in sequence to provide an increasing proportion of removal. In a plug flow 
reactor, the flow moves through the reactor with the reaction taking place so that the concentration 
of pollutant is less at the outlet than at the inlet. These tanks are long in proportion to their length 
and width. Turbulence should be minimized to retain the form of the plug. Most reactors are of the 
 dispersed flow type, intermediate between the other 2.[9]

Liquid and Solids Disposal

By the principle of conservation of mass, treatment does not make the contaminants disappear; it merely 
separates them from the water that bears them. When most of the contaminants have been removed and 
the water is sufficiently clean, it may be discharged to a natural waterway, such as a river, lake, or ocean. 
Most of the processes in Figure 3 produce residuals. These impurities—such as sediment, sludge, waste 
washwater, and brine—are left behind to be treated and disposed of in other ways. Large items from 
screening and grit from the grit chamber are sent to landfill. Sludges from primary and secondary treat-
ment are sent to a digester, which itself produces waste. Waste washwater from the filters is recycled, but 
because it adds to the throughput volume, it should be kept to a minimum.

Industrial Waste

For both direct dischargers and indirect dischargers, the content of industrial wastewater is regulated. 
Industrial users are allowed to send the first fraction of runoff from rainstorms to the sanitary sewer, 
for the purpose of keeping pollutants out of the storm sewers and, ultimately, out of natural waters after 
which it must be diverted to storm sewers.

Because POTWs are set up to treat organic waste, much industrial waste is incompatible with public 
treatment systems, so is usually subject to pretreatment. The objectives of such treatment are to pre-
vent interference with the process in the POTW, to prevent pass-through of pollutants to the receiving 
waters, and to make possible reuse of the effluent and sludge from the POTW.[10]

Some treatment strategies are flow equalization to prevent shock loading to the POTW; solids removal 
by straining or settling; removal of FOG by dissolved air floatation or centrifuging; neutralization of 
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high-pH or low-pH solutions; and hydroxide precipitation of heavy metals. A notable exception to the 
last is the removal of Cr+6, which will not respond to hydroxide precipitation. Instead, it is converted by 
chemical reduction at low pH to Cr+3, which can be removed by hydroxide precipitation. Dissolved inor-
ganics may be removed by hydroxide precipitation, ion exchange, or membrane filtering.[10] It should be 
noted that diluting industrial wastewater to reduce the concentration of pollutants is not acceptable, and 
that “dilution of pollution is not a solution, and can lead to prosecution.” The most important principle 
is segregation: keeping the pollutants separated so that they can be treated individually.

Issues

Wastewater treatment plants are designed to treat organic wastes. Other substances (nutrients in 
f ertilizer, pharmaceuticals, etc.), can pass through and cause problems in receiving waters (e.g., algal 
growth and abnormal growth in fauna). Yet others, such as heavy metals and toxic chemicals, can cause 
interference (also called upset)—disruption of the process in the biological reactor.

Failed equipment can cause raw or partially treated wastewater to flow into storm drains and then 
into natural waters. Runoff from heavy storms can flow into sanitary sewers and overwhelm treatment 
plants. Cities with combined sewers are especially subject to this problem. Inadequately sized treatment 
plants will discharge partially treated wastewater in times of heavy flow.

Everything removed from wastewater must be disposed of. Sometimes, objections are raised to the 
release of volatiles into the atmosphere. Although the creators believe that digested sludge is a fertilizer 
rich in nutrients, others are not convinced.[11]

More radically, some have questioned the wisdom of the whole process of fouling great quantities of 
cleaned water and then cleaning it again.[12]

Conclusion

A basic requirement of human existence is an adequate supply of clean water. Today, very few have 
access to clean, untreated water. Wealthy societies obtain clean water by treating it, while poor ones 
often rely on polluted sources and suffer from the resulting waterborne diseases.

The idea that many municipalities draw from surface waters that are used for the disposal of waste-
water is sobering, if not chilling. In the United States, the Safe Drinking Water Act mandates water 
treatment standards, and the Clean Water Act mandates wastewater treatment standards. Observance 
of these standards has made the practice of having a common source and sink acceptable.

The conventional water treatment process described in this entry has been very effective in remov-
ing bacterial pathogens. Dechlorination to control disinfection byproducts created by chlorination was 
instituted as a result of the Safe Drinking Water Act. The most recent major issue is the resistance 
of Cryptosporidium oocysts to chlorination. Membrane filtration is an effective way to remove these 
and other very small suspended pathogens. New water treatment plants are likely to be based on this 
 technique because of its effectiveness and ease of operation.[5]

The most important developments required in wastewater treatment are (a) building or  expanding 
facilities to provide the capacity to subject all flow to complete secondary treatment, (b) repairing 
and maintaining the collection system to ensure that all wastewater reaches the treatment plant, and 
(c) finding practicable ways to dispose of the residual solids.
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Municipal Wastewater

The composition of domestic sewage varies surprisingly little from place to place, although to a certain 
extent, it reflects the economic status of the society.

A typical composition including biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), chemical oxygen demand 
(COD), suspended matter, and nutrients is shown in Table 1.

Most industrialized countries require treatment of municipal wastewater. The standards vary for 
the European Union, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan, but it is generally 
required to reduce BOD5 to about 10 mg/L, nitrogen to about 10 mg/L, and the phosphorus concentra-
tion to 1–2 mg/L. To obtain the required reductions, a combination of the methods presented in the 
entry “Waste Water Treatment: Overview of Conventional Methods” can be applied. The combinations 
of methods applied for the treatment of municipal wastewater are presented in the next sections, and 
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TABLE 1 Typical Composition of Municipal Wastewater (in milligrams per liter)

Constituent Soluble Particulate Total

BOD5 100–200 50–100 150–300
COD 200–500 100–200 200–700
Ammonium-N 20–40 0 20–40
Nitrate-N 5–20 0 5–20
Organic nitrogen 0 5–20 25–60
Suspended matter – 40–80 40–80
Carbohydrates 20–40 10–15 30–55
Amino acids 10–15 15–25 25–40
Fatty acids 0 50–80 50–80
Surfactants 10–20 5–10 15–30
Creatinine 3–5 0 3–5
Phosphorus 2–4 4–10 6–14

Source: Jørgensen[1] and Jørgensen.[2]
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it will be demonstrated that it is possible by a suitable combination of methods to meet all realistic 
effluent standards. Municipal wastewater can, however, also be treated by ecotechnological methods, 
for instance, by waste stabilization ponds and by constructed or natural wetlands. These methods are 
presented in the entries Pollution: Point and Non-Point Source Low Cost Treatment (p. 2174), Waste: 
Stabilization Ponds (p. 2652), Wetlands (p. 2846), and Wetlands: Treatment System Use (p. 2885).

Combinations of Methods for the Treatment of 
Municipal Wastewater (Reduction of Bod5)

Models are used increasingly to design and optimize wastewater treatment methods. For details about 
the applied models, see Jørgensen’s Handbook of Ecological Models Used in Ecosystem and Environmental 
Management,[1] which has a comprehensive entry devoted to models of wastewater treatment systems.

There are a number of different possible designs of biological treatment plants.[2]

The use of mechanical-biological wastewater treatment is a classical method, or rather the combina-
tion of the two methods. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of a classical mechanical and activated sludge 
plan as it is generally used all over the world. The processes involve screening, a separation of grease and 
sand in the grit chamber, a primary settling, and an aeration step followed by sedimentation. Chlorine 
is often added before discharge to the receiving water, particularly when it is used for swimming and 
bathing. The sludge is most often digested anaerobically, which produces biogas. In the activated sludge 
plant, a rapid adsorption and flocculation of suspended matter take place. Organic matter is oxidized 

FIGURE 1 A flow diagram of a conventional activated sludge plant. It is widely used to treat municipal wastewa-
ter. Number 1 is untreated municipal wastewater that would have a BOD5 of about 150–300 mg/L, total nitrogen of 
about 25–45 mg/L, and total phosphorus of about 6–12 mg/L. The mechanical treatment (sample at point 2) will 
reduce BOD5 and total N by about 25%–40%, while the reduction of total phosphorus will be minor. The totally 
treated wastewater (point 3) will have a BOD5 of about 10–15 mg/L, while the nitrogen is only reduced 35%–50% and 
the phosphorus concentration only about 10%–20%.
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and decomposed. Sludge particles are dispersed and settled by the secondary settling. The processes are 
conceptualized in Figure 2.  

Oxidation ditches (see Figure 3) can replace the activated sludge plant and the secondary settling. 
The rotor provides the aeration to oxidize the organic matter. The influent and the rotor are usually 
stopped during the night, when the inflow is low anyhow, to allow settling. The supernatant is with-
drawn through an effluent launder. The retention time is usually 2–5 days.

A trickling filter is a bed packed with rocks, although recently, plastic media (celite pellets[3]) and bio-
blocks with a high surface area due to the high porosity are also applied. They require substantially less 
space than the stone-packed trickling filter. They have usually a specific surface of 100 m2/m3 or even more. It 
is at least 2–3 times the specific surface for a rock trickling filter. The medium is covered by a slimy microbio-
logical film. The wastewater is passed through the bed and oxygen and organic matter diffuse into the film, 
where oxidation occurs. Recirculation improves the removal efficiency. A flowchart of a treatment plant 
combining a trickling filter and an activated sludge plant is shown in Figure 4. The alternative ecotechno-
logical methods used for BOD5 reduction, lagoons, and waste stabilization ponds are presented in the entry 
“Waste Stabilization Ponds.” Various solutions to reduce BOD5 based on natural and constructed wetlands 
are covered by several entries, all with wetlands as the key word in the title.

FIGURE 2 Processes characteristic for the biological treatment.

FIGURE 3 Oxidation ditch.
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Physical–chemical methods have been proposed to replace mechanical–biological treatment, for 
instance, the so-called AWT system, which is based on the application of a combination of mechanical 
treatment, precipitation, adsorption on activated carbon, and sand filtration (see Figure 5).

It has been considered that recovering proteins and grease could at least partially cover the costs of 
the treatment of wastewater in slaughterhouses, fish industries, starch factories, and other foodstuff 
industries. Figure 6 shows a method that has been applied in several, but still relatively few, cases. 

If the wastewater has high concentration of grease, oil, and fat, it is possible to apply a flotation unit, 
offering an alternative to sedimentation. A portion of water is pressurized by 3–10 atm, and when this 
water is returned to the normal atmospheric pressure in the flotation unit, air bubbles are created. The 
air bubbles attach themselves to particles, and the air-solute mixture rises to the surface where it can be 
skimmed off, while the clarified water is removed from the bottom of the flotation unit. Figure 7 shows 

FIGURE 4 Treatment of municipal wastewater, combining trickling filter and activated sludge treatment.

FIGURE 5 The AWT system consisting of mechanical treatment, chemical precipitation, settling, adsorption on 
activated carbon, and filtration. The method is not used very much. It has the advantage that it is easier to control 
but it is also more expensive with respect to both investment and operation.
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a flotation unit. Usually, the retention time in a flotation unit is 3–6 times less than for a settling unit, 
which means that a significant volume reduction is obtained. Flotation has therefore most frequently 
replaced sedimentation in slaughterhouses, fish industries, and oil industries.

Methods for the Treatment of Municipal Wastewater 
(Reduction of the Phosphorus Concentration)

Nutrient removal is most frequently carried out by chemical precipitation, often combined with 
mechanical–biological treatment. Chemical precipitation can be applied at three different points in the 
mechanical–biological plant as shown in Figure 8. Sometimes, both direct precipitation and posttreat-
ment is applied, which together with sand filtration makes it possible to obtain 0.1 mg P/L or less in 
the effluent. In many cases where such a low phosphorus concentration is needed for particular sensi-
tive receiving waters (mainly lakes), this double precipitation is a very attractive method, because it is 

FIGURE 6 Recovery of proteins and grease from the wastewater discharge from the foodstuff industries is pos-
sible by a combination of precipitation and ion exchange. The recovery pays partially for the treatment of the waste-
water by the process.

FIGURE 7 Flotation unit.
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relatively cost moderate compared with other alternatives. Without the sand filtration and only a single 
precipitation, it is usually relatively easy to obtain a concentration of phosphorus in the effluent between 
1.0 and 1.5 mg/L. 

Aluminum sulfate, various polyaluminates, calcium hydroxide, and iron(III) chloride can be applied 
for the precipitation. The amount of hydrated lime or calcium hydroxide needed for the precipitation 
is usually 2.5–6 times higher than for the aluminum and iron compounds, because a high efficiency of 
the precipitation requires a pH of 10.0 or higher, which, dependent on the hardness of the water, is not 
possible without the indicated amount of calcium hydroxide. For a hardness of 15–30 hardness degrees, 
the amount is 100–480 mg calcium hydroxide per liter. It would usually give an efficiency of 90%–95% 
precipitation of the phosphorous compounds, which is slightly better than for most precipitations with 
aluminum and iron compounds. The disadvantage of precipitation with lime is the high pH, which 
makes adjustment of the pH after the precipitation and settling necessary. Carbon dioxide produced by 
incineration of the sludge or solid waste can be used for this purpose. If the sludge is incinerated, it is 
possible to partially recycle the calcium hydroxide and thereby reduce the costs of precipitation chemi-
cals. Recycling 3–5 times is possible, and afterwards it can be applied as fertilizer, as it has a relatively 
high phosphorus concentration. A flowchart with direct precipitation and recycling of calcium hydrox-
ide is shown in Figure 9. 

If the sludge after calcium hydroxide precipitation cannot be incinerated, an adjustment of pH is 
needed before anaerobic digestion or aerobic sludge treatment. Heavy metals are removed more effec-
tively by the use of calcium hydroxide than by aluminum and iron compounds. Lead, copper, and chro-
mium are removed by a very high efficiency by all the mentioned precipitation chemicals, while only 
calcium hydroxide would give a high removal efficiency for cadmium and zinc.

FIGURE 8 Precipitation by aluminum sulfate or other aluminum compounds, iron(III) chloride, and calcium 
hydroxide is able to reduce the phosphorus concentration in wastewater significantly. The precipitation is applied 
often in combination with mechanical biological treatment and can be carried out after the sandtrap: (a) direct 
precipitation, before the activated sludge plan: (b) simultaneous precipitation or after the mechanical–biological 
treatment: (c) posttreatment. The arrow + “Chemical” indicates the three different possibilities for addition of the 
precipitation chemical and “chlorine?” indicates where chlorine eventually can be added.
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The amount of aluminum and iron compounds can be found in Figures 10 and 11 or by the use of the 
following equation based on Freundlich adsorption isotherms:

 ( )− =C C n a Cb/  O
*

where Co is the initial concentration of phosphorus (mg P/L), C is the final concentration, n is the dose 
of chemical expressed as milligrams of Al per liter or milligrams of Fe per liter, and a and b are charac-
teristic constants that can be found in Table 2.

FIGURE 9 Chemical precipitation with partial recirculation of calcium hydroxide and use of carbon dioxide 
from incineration of the sludge for pH adjustment.
Source: Jørgensen.[1]

FIGURE 10 Addition of iron (III) as f(P-concentrations) at different P-concentrations in the effluent.
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A more rapid flocculation, precipitation, and settling can be obtained by the addition of synthetic organic 
polymeric flocculants. They may be cationic polyelectrolytes, anionic polyelectrolytes, or non-ionic poly-
mers. It is hardly possible to indicate which one of the polymeric flocculants would give the best result, as 
the ionic characteristics of municipal wastewater vary significantly. It is recommendable to test the various 
types of polyflocculants from case to case. The optimum design of a flocculator, before the settling of the pre-
cipitated material, should be based on a mathematical model (see Dharmappa et al.[4] and Thomas et al.[5]). 

It is possible to remove phosphorus by biological treatment. Activated sludge systems with anaerobic 
and aerobic zones in sequence have been developed to achieve a higher phosphorus removal. The system is 
called EDPR—enhanced biological phosphorus removal. The shift between aerobic and anaerobic condi-
tions activates the microorganisms to take considerably more phosphorus than under aerobic conditions, 
particularly if the wastewater contains relatively high concentrations of easily biodegradable organic mat-
ter. With a P/BOD5 ratio of more than 20, a phosphorus removal of 80%–90% can be obtained.

Methods for the Treatment of Municipal Wastewater 
(Reduction of Nitrogen Concentration)

A combination of biological nitrification and denitrification can significantly reduce the nitrogen con-
centration in the effluent. The applied chemical processes are

 

+ → + +
+ + → + +

+ − +
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FIGURE 11 Addition of aluminum salts as f(P-concentrations) at different P-concentrations in the effluent.

TABLE 2 TThe Constants in Freundlich’s Adsorption 
Isotherms for Aluminum Sulfate and Iron (III) Chloride

Precipitation with a b

Aluminum sulfate 0.63 0.2
Iron(III) c]hloride 0.26 0.4

Source: Jørgensen.[2]

Note: With good approximation, the constants for aluminum sulfate 
can also be applied for other aluminum compounds.
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The ammonium is oxidized to nitrate and the nitrate is used to oxidize organic matter by anaerobic 
conditions—here indicated just as C. Thereby, the nitrate is reduced to dinitrogen, which is released to 
the atmosphere, where there is about 78% dinitrogen, and a minor addition of dinitrogen is therefore 
harmless.

Effective nitrification occurs when the sludge age is greater than the reciprocal rate of the constant 
of the nitrifying microorganisms.[6] The sludge age is defined as X/ΔX, where X is the mass of sludge in 
the system and ΔX is the sludge yield per unit of time. Usually, the time unit applied is 24 hours. The 
relationship between nitrification efficiency in percentage and the sludge age is shown in Figure 12.

The nitrification process is a two-step biological process. Firstly, ammonia is oxidized to nitrite by 
Nitrosomonas. Secondly, nitrite is oxidized to nitrate by Nitrobacter. The optimum pH range for the 
nitrification is 6.7–7.0.[7] The oxygen concentration for the nitrification has to be at least 2 mg/L. Heavy 
metal ions are toxic to the nitrification at rather low concentrations. Toxic levels of about 0.2 mg/L are 
reported for chromium, nickel, and zinc. The nitrification process is sensitive to the temperature and an 
Arrhenius expression can be applied:

 ( ) = ( )−Kn rate constant 1 / 24h 0.18*1.128 temperature   15

The denitrification takes place by a number of heterotrophic bacteria present in activated sludge. 
Anaerobic conditions are absolutely required. The optimum pH for this process is about 7.0. About 3 
times as much BOD5 as nitrate-N (both expressed in milligrams per liter) should be applied to ensure 
adequate denitrification. The process can be realized even at high concentrations of nitrate or at high 
salinities.[2] Addition of organic carbon—for instance, methanol—has been proposed to ensure proper 
denitrification, but it is of course not an attractive method to apply. Alternatives are as follows:

 1.  To switch between aerobic and anaerobic conditions. It is called alternative operation (for more 
details, see Diab et al.[8] and Halling-Sørensen and Jørgensen[9]).

 2. To recycle a patty of the wastewater containing nitrate after the treatment is completed.

Both methods work properly. Other possibilities are the use of zeolite ion exchange material to obtain 
simultaneous nitrification and denitrification,[9] the use of electrolysis for denitrification,[10] and the use 
of activated carbon to enhance the denitrification.[11]

Ammonia can be removed by blowing air through the wastewater. The process is called stripping, and 
the equipment shown in Figure 13 can be used. It is of course required that the pH is sufficiently high 

FIGURE 12 Nitrification efficiency as function of sludge age.
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enough to ensure that the gas ammonia is present. The equilibrium between ammonium and ammonia 
can be expressed by the following equation: 

 [ ] [ ]= +pH pK log  ammonia / ammonium ,

where pK is 9.3 for water with low concentrations of ions.
The cost of stripping is relatively low, but the process has three crucial limitations:

 1. It is practically impossible to work at temperatures lower than 7°C due to the cooling effect of the 
evaporation.

 2. Deposition of calcium carbonate can reduce the efficiency or even block the tower.
 3. After the ammonia removal, pH is high and must be adjusted to 8.0 or below.  

Ammonia can be removed by chlorination and adsorption on activated carbon. Chlorine can oxidize 
ammonia to NH2Cl, NHCl2, and NCl3, and the activated carbon is able to adsorb the chloramines 
formed by these oxidation processes. By the adsorption process, it is most likely that dinitrogen and 

FIGURE 13 A sketch of a stripping tower is shown. The efficiency of the process is dependent on 1) pH; 2) tem-
perature; 3) the amount of air relatively to the amount of water; and 4) the stripping tower height. Figures. 14 and 
15 show how these factors influence the efficiency. As the air volume-to-water volume ratio is very high, there is a 
significant evaporation in the tower, which will cool the water.
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chloride ions are formed. In the order of 10 parts by weight of chlorine are required for each part of 
ammonium-N. As the wastewater may typically contain 30 mg ammonium-N/L, 300 mg/L of chlorine 
is required. It would give a cost of $0.10 per cubic meter to cover only the costs of chlorine. When the 
capital costs and the costs of the recovery of activated carbon are added, the total costs per cubic meter 
may reach about $0.30. The method has therefore not found a wide application due to the high costs. The 
method has however a high removal efficiency even if the ammonium concentration is low, provided 
that sufficient chlorine is applied. Chlorination followed by active carbon adsorption can therefore be 
used as the last treatment for the removal of ammonium, where very low concentrations are required 
in the effluent.

Ion exchange by the use of the natural clay material clinoptilolite can be used for the removal of 
ammonium ions.[9] Clinoptilolite has a high selectivity for ammonium ions and about one-third to one-
half of the ion exchange capacity, which is about 1.5 eq/L, and can, in many practical cases, be applied for 
the uptake of ammonium ions. It means that 1 L of clinoptilolite will be able to remove at least 1.5*14/3 g 
of ammonium-N = 7 g ammonium-N.

Ion exchange has furthermore been applied to remove nitrate from drinking water. A general anion 
exchanger is applied. It has an ion exchange capacity of about 2.5–3.0 eq/L, but the selectivity is not very 
high. It is however not necessary to remove the nitrate ions completely but to reduce the concentrations 
to the regional standards for nitrate in drinking water.

For further details about the ion exchange of wastewater and drinking water, see the entry denoted 
“Ion Exchange.”

Recycling of Municipal Wastewater

By a combination of the available treatment methods, it is possible to recycle municipal wastewater, i.e., 
to produce drinking water from municipal wastewater. The recycling takes about 8–10 days from toilets 
back to the water taps. All drinking water is in principle recycled. It takes normally nature a couple of 
thousands years to recycle water on average, which of course ensures a much better water quality than a 
recycling with a duration of 8–10 days.

FIGURE 14 Stripping efficiency as function of temperature and pH.
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Recycling of wastewater has been applied in Pretoria, South Africa, and in Windhoek, Namibia, due 
to an insufficient supply of natural water for production of potable water. In Pretoria, a treatment con-
sisting of the following steps is applied: mechanical-biological treatment, aeration, lime precipitation, 
ammonia stripping, sand filtration, chlorination, adsorption on activated carbon, and a second chlori-
nation. The plant in Windhoek has the same steps except ammonia stripping.
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Introduction

Water is one of our most precious natural resources, covering nearly 70% of the Earth’s surface, but 
only 2.5% of the Earth’s water is fresh and suitable for consumption.[1] Thus, it is quite an understate-
ment to say that freshwater is a scarce resource for the nearly 7 billion people living on Earth today.[2] 
Many nations around the world are currently ill equipped to deal with the demand for water. Nearly 1 
billion people lack access to safe water.[3] The health and economic impacts of inaccessibility to water 
are staggering.

It is predicted that the problem will worsen with the increase in human population and the continued 
growth of the global economy. By 2050, the world population is expected to grow to more than 9 billion 
people, placing a strain on water utility systems around the world to meet the growing demand for the 
human consumption of water that is necessary for survival coupled with the need to utilize water as a 
tool of industry to maintain a competitive edge in the global marketplace.[3] Nations around the world 
must develop a coherent plan of action to deal with this problem. This entry discusses management 
issues related to water quality and quantity concerns that have occurred as a result of increased global-
ization. The purpose of discussing these issues is to mitigate water quality and quantity concerns that 
can have an adverse effect on human health and the environment on a global scale.

The results of globalization have created an international environment whereby economic integration 
is essential. Since World War II, the global trend toward greater interdependence among nation-states in 
the exchange of goods, services, and investments has accelerated. Much of this growth can be attributed 
to transnational corporations who have used technology to capitalize on expanding trade partnerships 
and exchanges. This increased international trade has led to an increase in global production, which has 
placed a strain on the environment. With regard to global water resources, urbanization led to heavy 
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exploitation due to major advances in geological knowledge, well drilling, pump technology, and rural 
electrification. Given these circumstances, it is becoming increasingly important to put issues such as 
water quality and quantity in a global context.

The environment, water, and food production are closely interrelated at the international, local, and 
regional levels. Water is the major limiting factor for world agricultural production and implicitly tied 
to global food production.[4] As the human population continues to swell, food production will hinge on 
the ability to manage, preserve, and enhance global water resources.

Throughout the world, freshwater is used for drinking, industrial production, irrigation, transpor-
tation, recreation, waste processing, hydroelectric power, and a habitat for aquatic life.[5] Therefore, 
issues of contamination and local water depletion are intimately connected to the global economy. 
Increased global environmental trade, which increases the demand for “virtual” water, or water 
used to produce crops traded in international markets, can result in declines in water quality and 
quantity.[6] This entry discusses these important water resource topics from a global environmental 
management perspective.

Globalization and Water Resources

As globalization has become a more pervasive force, nations around the world have created devel-
opment plans that prioritize industry over the protection of natural resources such as water.[7] This 
has become an increasingly notable trend in poorer nations. Many leaders in these nations see the 
growth of industry as the only realistic way to grow national industry in order to become a competi-
tive force in the global economy and to increase quality of life standards for their citizens. These 
developing nations have been industrializing at a much faster pace than ever before, which can place 
an extreme burden on the environment. Some Asian countries (i.e., China) are industrializing in 
20 years or less whereas the United States and Europe spent more than 100 years industrializing. 
However, following in the footsteps at the rate of developing nations such as Europe, Japan, and the 
United States can lead to a severe degradation of the environment.[7] The Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment conducted by the United Nations (UN) finds that although there have been substantial 
gains in human well-being over the past 50 years due to industrial growth, broad ecosystems around 
the world are now degraded and under pressure.[8]

With rapidly increasing water demands, the competition among household, industrial, environ-
mental, and agricultural water uses has been escalating in many regions as they are already limited by 
the amount and quality of available water. Human impacts on the quality and quantity of freshwater 
threaten economic prosperity, social stability, and the resilience of ecosystem services and natural capi-
tal.[5] According to Meyer and Turner,[9] human production and consumption is “unprecedented in its 
magnitude and rate and has truly reached a global scale” (p. 39).

Not only is human consumption of water an important aspect of water management, the environ-
mental impacts of the changing hydrologic cycle can have an adverse effect on our accessibility to water. 
It is estimated that “less than 3 percent of all water is fresh enough to drink or to irrigate crops, and of 
that total, more than two-thirds is locked in glaciers and ice caps”[5] (p. 1029). In the coming century, 
global climate change and a growing imbalance among freshwater supply, consumption, and population 
will alter the water cycle dramatically.

Environmental changes that involve the “flow of materials and energy through the chain of extrac-
tion, production, consumption, and disposal of modem industrial society” or the “alteration of the land 
surface (i.e. wetlands, rainforests) and its biotic cover” become global either by “affecting a globally fluid 
system (the atmosphere, world climate, sea level) or by occurring in a localized or patchwork fashion in 
enough places to sum up to a globally significant total”[9] (p. 39). It is these two types of environmental 
change that can affect water resources at a global level.
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Political Control and Global Water Management: 
Policies and Political Structure

With the growing demands on freshwater resources globally, there is an urgent need to link water pol-
icy research with improved water management strategies. Water resources sustainability means using 
water wisely and protecting complex ecosystems with future generations in mind.[10] Better monitoring, 
assessment, and forecasting of water resources will be needed to allocate water more efficiently among 
competing needs and to achieve water resource sustainability.[5] This will require coordination from a 
broad, ideally a global, perspective.

On an international level, the United Nations (UN) plays a critical role in water policy discussions. 
The UN defines public water policy as “the legislation and regulations that underpin water manage-
ment”[11] (p. 7). The UN supports the goal of sustainable water management that “holistically addresses 
equity, economy, and the environment in a way that maintains the supply and quality of water for a 
variety of needs over the long-term, and ensures meaningful participation by all water resource man-
agement stakeholders”[11] (p. 7). The UN supports four dimensions of sustainability that include social 
sustainability (ensuring that the public has access to adequate and affordable water services), environ-
mental sustainability (protecting against threats to the environment), economic sustainability (balanc-
ing costs), and institutional sustainability (establishing institutional frameworks that can function over 
a long-term period).

Much of the trouble in creating a framework that provides for international consensus, however, is 
that policymaking at the international level is decentralized and fragmented with multiple stakehold-
ers. The primary stakeholders that serve as official and unofficial actors in issues of global water policy 
include government agencies at multiple levels, regulatory agencies, private sector firms, consultants, 
scientists, trade union groups, civil society, and religious groups.[12] Each of these stakeholders seeks 
to pursue their own individual agendas. While this statement is easily applicable to a variety of global 
policy issues, it is particularly well suited to global water policy issues because of the disparity in terms 
of how water policy is treated among nations. Essentially, public water policymaking occurs at all levels 
of government. The primary legislative framework is developed at the national level, whereas manage-
ment and operational aspects are implemented at the local level. For example, American water policy 
involves a combination of state, local, and federal laws dealing with surface water and groundwater 
allocation and quality protection. Surface water and groundwater allocation is almost exclusively the 
province of state law, whereas surface water and groundwater quality protection is a mixture of state, 
local, and federal laws.[13] This fragmented decision-making structure leads to an increase in the number 
of stakeholders that influence water policymaking within and, inevitably, among nations.

There is fragmentation on water policy not only at the international level but also at the national level. 
Another aspect of fragmented water policy occurs when discussing specific hydrologic cycle issues and 
ecological water budgets. Precise data about regional hydrologic cycle issues and area-specific estimates 
of water supply and demand are difficult to achieve at the national level.[14] Because water policy decision 
making occurs at the national level in most nations, region-specific issues are the responsibility of state 
and local policymakers and not applicable to other regions. For example, it is often the case that hydro-
logical knowledge and methodologies obtained for one specific geographic region cannot necessarily be 
adapted to other regions. This is especially problematic in large nations that have a multitude of differ-
ing geographical conditions within its political boundaries, such as the United States and the European 
Union. Policy fragmentation also occurs as a result in a changing conceptualization of the hydrologic 
cycle. Classical thinking about the hydrologic cycle has focused on the large-scale (or macro) aspects of 
the cycle, while largely ignoring the smaller microcycles that occur within it. These microcycles are an 
important factor in water resource recovery that can help to restore the natural functions of aquatic sys-
tems around the world to help achieve sustainability within watersheds. Restructuring these thoughts 
about water policymaking to include the smaller microcycles that occur in the classic hydrologic cycle 
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model can be a positive step toward the successful regeneration of these ecological systems, but does 
little to achieve cohesion in national water policymaking.

A negative side effect of this fragmented policymaking is the lack of collaboration and equity in the 
context of water development and management with nations. When policy fragmentation occurs in this 
way, the design of policies, interventions, and programs aimed at the equitable distribution of benefits 
from water resources becomes impossible. It also leads to deficiency and irregularity in data collection 
and interpretation, which makes cohesive policymaking efforts next to impossible.[14]

Balance sheets of micro-, meso-, and macro-watersheds are another challenge in the policy environ-
ment of water policymaking. Evolving a robust and rigorous methodology for assessing the impact of 
watershed (or river basin) projects at the micro, meso, and macro levels is a major challenge facing aca-
demicians, policymakers, and practitioners.[15] Watershed development projects are a continuous pro-
cess, rather than time-bound projects with a well-defined set of activities and clearly earmarked funds, 
which creates methodological problems for studying them. This leads to difficulties in creating policy 
that incorporates these resources. In addition, there has been disagreement on the indicators for suc-
cess. Overall, studies at the watershed scale have been inconclusive with regard to positive effects on soil 
conservation, sustainability, or environmental regeneration.[15] Despite limitations, watershed projects 
have led to at least two positive outcomes, “creation of a large number of structures for soil water con-
servation; and … setting up of participatory institutions for management of the local resources”[15] (p. 1). 
Recent watershed studies include studies in India, the Indo-German Watershed Project, Latin America 
and the Caribbean, the Nile Basin (Africa), the Thukela river basin of South Africa, and the Pangani 
river basin of Tanzania.

In order for watershed projects to have significance in the development of water policy, Shah et al.[15] 
state the following issues must be addressed: “technology, physical treatments and economic returns; 
(creating) institutions that ensure equity and efficiency in resource use; and (creating) market linkages 
essential for enabling the project to sustain beyond the initial funding, and for spreading out to larger 
number of beneficiaries as well as areas” (p. 5). At the micro level, watershed projects will inherently 
require negotiation among territories. At the meso and macro levels, watershed projects will require 
extensive (often international), integrated collaboration among participatory institutions that can be 
very costly.[16] Finally, water policy that seeks to address issues at the watershed scale must address socio-
economic issues that affect utilization of these resources.

There is a large disparity between water policymaking when looking at developed and developing 
countries.[17] There is also disparity when looking at water policymaking among different developed 
nations. In many developed nations, issues of water quality and quantity are managed by a well- 
established regulatory framework that monitors the public water supply. Many developing nations do 
not have such a political framework in place at the national level, leaving most of the policymaking 
decisions for local leaders. This can lead to duplication in implementation and inaction at the local level. 
Ultimately, this can surmount to even greater disparity within nations, which further limits abilities to 
develop a cohesive national water policy agenda and regulatory framework.

Global Surface Water and Groundwater 
Concerns and Issues: Introduction

William Jury and Henry Vaux, at a colloquium held in 2004 to address emerging global water problems, 
stated that the “optimum management of global water resources presents one of the most crucial chal-
lenges of the 21st century” (p. 15,715). Of all the water resource problems, scarcity is considered to be the 
most serious. According to Jury and Vaux,[18] in much of the world, existing water supplies are already 
insufficient to meet all of the urban, industrial, agricultural, and environmental demands.

Globalization also has led to an increase in the contamination of water resources through urbaniza-
tion, agricultural intensification, and land degradation. The lack of a global water quality standard has 
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led to varying levels of water quality around the world. This is significant as water resource contami-
nation can have global effects on human health and the environment through increased international 
trade and resource sharing.

Global water concerns can be divided into two main areas: water contamination and groundwater, 
or aquifer, depletion. The next two sections outline the major causes of these two concerns and current 
issues that are being explored to rectify these issues from a global perspective.

Surface Water and Groundwater Contamination

Quality surface water and groundwater in abundance is needed for human health, agriculture, indus-
try, and recreation. Our surface water resources have a long history of being adversely affected by point 
sources such as industrial and municipal waste disposal, animal waste, recreational vehicles, hazardous 
product spills, and air deposition of particulates. Surface water is typically heavily contaminated and is 
not available for usage in the water supply. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
UN, more than 5 million people die annually from waterborne illnesses from both surface water and 
groundwater contamination. Roads, railways, pipelines, hydroelectric corridors, runoff from mines and 
mine wastes, quarries, well sites, a large variety of recreational land uses including ski resorts, boating 
and marinas, campgrounds, and parks, leachates, and gases (as a result of irrigation) contribute to sur-
face water and, eventually, groundwater contamination.

Groundwater is water that is present below the surface of the Earth in underground sources 
(i.e., streams and aquifers). It is one of the most important natural resources in any nation and serves as 
a major source of water in communities around the world for households, industries, and agricultural 
purposes. In comparison to surface water, it is generally considered to be much less susceptible to con-
tamination. Hence, groundwater becomes the main source for potable water in many parts of the world.

Groundwater contamination is one of the most serious problems that can have an impact on water 
quality. In the past 50 years, groundwater contamination has become one of the most serious envi-
ronmental problems in the world because once polluted, the remediation of aquifers may be very dif-
ficult and even impossible.[19] A groundwater contaminant is any substance that impacts the quality of 
groundwater. Groundwater contaminants include substances found in storage tanks, septic systems, 
hazardous waste sites, landfills, road salts, fertilizers, pesticides, and other chemicals.

Problems with water quality have increased primarily due to contaminations associated with human 
and land-use activities including agricultural activities, leaking municipal sewage treatment facilities, 
poor septic management, uncontrolled cattle access to water bodies, effluents from industries, and run-
off from urban areas.[19] This is a particularly dangerous problem when, as noted, groundwater sources 
constitute the main drinking water supply in a community, as is the case in most nations. Groundwater 
contamination also can occur as a result of contamination in surface waters. If contaminants are pres-
ent in other parts of the hydrologic cycle (i.e., surface water), these contaminants can also be transferred 
into groundwater supplies.

Typically, groundwater contamination does not occur as a result of a lack of legislation that establishes 
rules and guidelines regarding groundwater contamination. In other words, much of the problem is not 
that anticontamination laws do not exist, but that these laws are not necessarily enforced. In China, 
the major culprit of worsening groundwater pollution is industrial wastes.[20] Many industrial plants 
discharge waste without proper treatment because environmental protection laws are not enforced. This 
lack of enforcement coupled with the increase in human activities, largely due to population growth and 
increasing industrialization, has led to an increase in groundwater contamination. In India, the primary 
sources of groundwater contamination include untreated wastewater (which can lead to death and dis-
ease from sewage-borne infection), large quantities of industrial effluents being discharged, and agricul-
tural runoff filled with hazardous chemicals found in fertilizers and pesticides that taints groundwater 
sources.[21] These factors are largely attributed to the fact that contamination laws are not enforced. Lack 
of enforcement can lead not only to decreasing water quality but also to human fatalities. For example, 
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high levels of arsenic found in the surficial aquifer Simav Plain in Kutahya, Turkey, have been linked to 
an increase in deaths related to gastrointestinal cancers from 1995 to 2005.[22]

Because groundwater serves as the primary source of potable water in many communities, water 
quality is a critical aspect of the international water crisis. Part of the problem in regulating these sys-
tems on a global level is the large amount of diversity observed in the provision of water and policy 
approaches to contamination among nations around the world and the different regulatory models 
adopted in different countries. National programs of water quality monitoring throughout the world 
range from limited to non-existent. Few developing countries include water quality within a meaning-
ful national water policy context. Water supply is considered to be a national issue while contamination 
is often considered to be a local problem. This can be problematic as national policy frameworks develop 
that fail to take into consideration the differences in regions.

Many of the national programs that do exist are dysfunctional due to years of neglect, chronic under-
funding, and lack of focus. In some countries, water utilities are natural monopolies whereby public or 
private owners of the system are able to exercise considerable control over pricing and service quality. 
This places users of that system in a vulnerable situation whereby they may have no other options for 
water access. In some developing countries, there may be more competition among water utility ven-
dors. This gives users greater options in terms of accessing quality water.

Yet, the regulation of water systems is critical for economic and social development of a nation. 
Regulatory agencies have been created and established in many different countries to help police utility 
systems and ensure that water quality guidelines are followed. A recent study conducted by Marques[17] 
identified 136 water service regulatory authorities worldwide (in January 2008). These regulators are 
spread across 57 countries, 12 of which are in Africa, 5 in Asia, 16 in Europe (2 in Euro-Asia), 2 in 
Oceania, and 22 in America. About 25% of countries have regulators for the water sector. Marques[17] 
suggests that the trend is moving toward nations creating new agencies to provide for the regulation of 
their water utilities.

In terms of water quality issues, many national governments in developed countries have created a 
system of rules and guidelines that establish minimum criteria that utility systems must follow in the 
provision of drinking water to users of that system. Although the implementation of such rules can pro-
vide heavy cost burdens on those utilities, the framework provides a uniform standardization mecha-
nism that can assure the public that the water they are consuming is safe.

However, even among developed countries, there is little consistency among the treatment of water 
quality issues at the national level. Some have well-developed regulatory frameworks, while others do 
not. The United States passed the Safe Water Drinking Act of 1974 to regulate the nation’s public drinking 
water supply in an effort to protect public health. The Act authorizes the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) to set national health-based standards for drinking water to protect against 
both naturally occurring and man-made contaminants that may be found in drinking water. USEPA, 
individual states, and water systems then work together to make sure that these standards are met. The 
European Union established a Drinking Water Directive in 1983 that protects human health by estab-
lishing healthiness and purity requirements for water. The directive set quality standards for drinking 
water at the tap and obliges member states to regularly monitor drinking water quality.[23] The Japanese 
national government has not only established Environmental Water Quality Standards and water pol-
lution control measures but also established uniform water quality regulations for public water and 
groundwater that operators of utility systems must implement.[24]

Surprisingly, even some larger developed countries lack an established framework. In Canada, there 
is no national strategy in place to address water issues and no federal leadership to conserve, protect, 
and regulate Canada’s water. The Federal Water Policy is more than 30 years old and needs to be updated 
to establish more rigid criteria for water quality monitoring. It is ironic that Canada’s economy is built 
on the myth of an abundance of freshwater, yet only 1% of Canada’s freshwater is considered renew-
able [25] Often associated with increased regulations is a shift toward computerized water quality moni-
toring. Data-driven approaches to water quality can be costly and difficult to implement in developing 
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countries.[26] Over the last several decades, there has been a large shift toward the purchase of techno-
logical upgrades that help monitor water quality and collect data in developing countries. Water quality 
monitoring, as developed in Western countries, is based on the premise that with enough data, a well-
designed program can answer most types of water quality management issues. Traditionally, developing 
countries are data-poor environments. This poses a major challenge for environmental management 
and decision making because nations that lack water monitoring technology are not able to obtain data 
about the water quality in order to make appropriate surface water and groundwater contamination 
policy.[26] In light of the lack of enforceable regulatory systems and lack of knowledge about the actual 
quality of water in many nations, surface water and groundwater contamination are critical concerns 
for many nations around the world in a national context. Because of the diverse nature of water quality 
monitoring in individual nations, forming a cohesive policy regarding groundwater contamination at 
an international level presents considerable challenges.

Groundwater and Aquifer Depletion

By far, the most abundant and available source of freshwater is underground water supplies or well-
springs known as aquifers. Groundwater is the primary source of water for drinking and irrigation. 
At least one-fourth of the world’s population draws its water from underground aquifers and approxi-
mately 99% of all liquid freshwater is found in underground aquifers.[5] Serious difficulties exist in fairly 
allocating the world’s freshwater resources between and within countries.[27]

Conflicts are escalating among new industrial, agricultural, and urban sectors. According to the Global 
Environment Facility, worldwide such conflicts have increased from an average of 5 per year in the 1980s to 
22 in 2000.[27] In 23 countries for which data are available, the cost of conflicts related to the agricultural use 
of water was an estimated $55 billion between 1990 and 1997. At least 20 nations obtain more than half their 
water from rivers that cross national boundaries,[28] and 14 countries receive 70% or more of their surface 
water resources from rivers that are outside their borders.[29,30] One way that governments have sought to 
deal with this imbalance has been to pass laws that set limits on water allocations.

Some of the major causes of groundwater depletion include population growth and increased demand 
for food supply, increased trade, increased agricultural irrigation, and environmental changes including 
changes in rainfall, temperature, evaporation rates, soil quality, vegetation type, and water runoff. This 
section reviews these causes and discusses remedies where available.

In the next 30 years, the Earth’s population is projected to rise by approximately one-third (or 3 
billion people).[5] This growth in global population is projected to be at least 3 times greater than acces-
sible freshwater runoff. The growth in global population and water consumption will place additional 
pressure on freshwater resources. People use freshwater for many purposes including irrigation for crop 
production, industrial and commercial activities, and residential activities. Some water that is used by 
people can be reused; herein lays the difference between water consumption and water use. Water con-
sumption occurs when there is no ability to reuse the water.[27] For example, when humans use water for 
sanitation, it can be reused and is therefore not consumed.

To make matters worse, most of the world’s population growth will occur in developing countries 
where water is already critically short and many of the residents are impoverished. It is estimated that, 
today, more than 1 billion people do not have access to safe and affordable drinking water and perhaps 
twice that many lack adequate sanitation services.[18] Particularly in cities and towns around the world 
where there is population density, there is just not large enough a recharge area to support the needs 
of their inhabitants on a sustainable basis.[31] For example, in Beijing, China, a highly populated city, 
prohibitions have been placed on farmers from using local water for irrigation. Also in the Gulf Coast 
countries (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates) where there 
is arid climate, these countries are experiencing a severe water shortage problem that “threatens the 
sustainable development and hinders the national plans for human, industrial and agricultural develop-
ment” throughout the region[32] (p. 59).
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While floodwater is one way to replenish global water resources, floodwater requires large-scale 
management and coordination of water systems including reservoirs and dams. Water for irrigation, 
industry, and household uses must be delivered in controlled quantities at specific times, making 
floodwater an impractical solution to renewing water resources without the necessary management 
in place.

Also, as the human population has increased, so has trade among nations and more water is used 
to produce these goods and services. As a result of this increase in environmental trade and urban-
ization, countries have tried to overproduce in an effort to maintain a competitive edge in the global 
marketplace. This has placed a burden on the groundwater sources in many nations that have over-
pumped aquifers in an effort to increase production and trade. This is most notable in the agricultural 
community. For example, the three main grain producers, China, United States, and India, have all 
felt the effects of overpumping, or pumping that exceeds the long-term average rate of replenishment. 
Ultimately, overpumping can lead to a depletion of aquifers and consumption of aquifer reserves, which 
may lead to cutbacks in grain harvests. Evidence of substantial and widespread drawdown of the piezo-
metric surface beneath many Asian cities, as a result of heavy exploitation of aquifers, also has been 
accumulating since the early 1970s.

The increase in agricultural production, in both crops and livestock, is significant as much of the 
water that is used for production cannot be recovered or reused; in essence, it is consumed. According 
to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), world agriculture 
consumes 70% of the freshwater withdrawn per year.[27]

Increased crop production and irrigation negatively affects soil quality and water runoff. Irrigation 
causes soil erosion, which diminishes the soil quality by reducing soil depth and soil nutrients. Other 
problems and failures of irrigated agriculture include groundwater overdraft, water quality reduction, 
water logging, and salinization.[33] While these various forms of soil degradation are proven to affect 
water resources, on a global level, they are very hard to track.[9]

Increased livestock production directly and indirectly affects the depletion of water resources in that 
not only do livestock directly consume freshwater but water is also consumed in the production of grains 
that are fed to the livestock. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), increased crop 
and livestock production during the next five to seven decades will significantly increase the demand on 
all water resources, especially in the western, southern, and central United States and in many regions 
of the world with low rainfall.[27] Strategies such as crop rotation, replacement of trees and shrubs, soil 
maintenance, and the use of organic mulch promote water conservation by limiting the damage done 
by crop production.[27]

Appropriate water pricing is important for improved water demand and conservation of water.[27] The 
relatively high cost of treating and delivering water has led many world governments to subsidize water 
for agricultural and household use. For example, some U.S. farmers pay as little as $0.01 to $0.05 per 1000 
L used in irrigation, while the public pays $0.30 to $0.80 per 1000 L treated water for personal use.[34] 
According to the World Bank,[35] the objectives of fair water pricing are 1) to seek revenue to pay for the 
operations and maintenance of water availability; 2) to improve water use efficiency; and 3) to recover 
the full costs of water pumping and treatment.[36]

Finally, there is a growing scientific consensus that the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmo-
sphere is warming the Earth.[5] The continued loss of forests and other vegetation and the accumulation 
of carbon dioxide, methane gas, and nitrous oxide in the atmosphere are projected to lead to global 
climate change or global warming. Over time, such changes may alter precipitation and temperature 
patterns throughout the world.[27] These temperature changes might increase soil erosion and deforesta-
tion, which could result in greater reductions in water availability worldwide. Salati and Vose[37] claim 
that regional forest clearance would have severe climatic consequences. Because of the high propor-
tion of water recycled by the rainforest, deforestation would significantly lessen rainfall and increase 
temperatures.
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Global Water Resource Policy: Toward a Potential Framework

As noted throughout this entry, there are many efforts at the national level to conserve water resources, 
but what is lacking is an integrated worldwide water resource management system. A well-coordinated 
international plan for managing the diverse and growing pressures on freshwater systems and for estab-
lishing goals and research priorities for cross-cutting water issues is required. At the most basic level, 
water resource management must address how to “secure water and related services, avoid degradation 
of water and land resources and of ecosystem integrity, and foresee changes (climate, population, diet 
preferences etc.)”[38] (p. 14).

This plan will have to incorporate the many national, transnational, and private organizations that 
already exist into global water resources conglomerations or networks. Collaboration among this myr-
iad of agencies will inevitably require a change in the culture of water management where water agencies 
have been known to be proprietary in nature. In addition, a redefinition of water policy from a political, 
economic, cultural, and social perspective is needed.

Foster and Chilton[39] note that nations and stakeholders need to “appreciate their social and eco-
nomic dependency on groundwater, and to invest in strengthening institutional provisions and build-
ing institutional capacity for its improved management” (p. 1970). This can be achieved by creating 
global communication strategies to fuse the dialogue between the many water management stakehold-
ers including scientists, policymakers, water managers, and citizens.[18]

Foster and Chilton[39] also state that local field agencies might have to change their roles to aid in the 
development of a broader global water management system. Jury and Vaux[18] agree that many existing 
water management institutions were “created in times and eras when the problems of developing and 
managing water resources were very different from what they are today” and would therefore require 
substantial changes to their institutional arrangements. Currently, water management institutions tend 
to focus on a narrow set of interests, but with the global nature of water resources management today, 
these institutional arrangements will no longer be beneficial to solving world water problems.

For example, Benvenisti[40] argues that there is enough freshwater in the world to meet the existing 
and future needs of the world’s population but that this water is poorly distributed, making the manage-
ment of global water resources predominately about redistribution. Shah et al.[31] agrees that redistribu-
tion and “the co-existence of regions with undeveloped (water) resource and those with overdeveloped 
(water) resource” is central to the future of water management policy.

Redistribution policy management inevitably will bring into play the competing priorities of dif-
ferent uses and users, and since most water resources traverse political boundaries, these competing 
priorities often become regional conflicts between states. Policies aimed at redistribution across political 
boundaries must then be of “collective action despite the varied self-interest” of these regions[40] (p. 385). 
Benvenisti recommends an international law policy framework that borrows aspects of game theory, 
economics, contract legal theory, international relations theory, and international negotiations theory 
to encourage the cooperation needed for the redistribution of global water resources.

In addition, to move toward a global policy framework, much more precise and spatially congruent 
data are needed. Meyer and Turner[9] note that the reluctance of national and international institutions 
to fund the collection of social data is an obstacle that must be addressed. Foster and Chilton[39] note 
that, globally, current data used to assess the status of aquifer degradation are of questionable reliability, 
inadequate coverage, and poor compilation. Since data on aquifer depletion and water contamination 
are collected by many different agencies that might focus on different aspects of water management 
including engineering sciences, hydrology, climatology, and geology, institutional arrangements that 
can bring together these interdisciplinary concepts into a comprehensive data management system will 
have to be created.[18]

Finally, while there is a general consensus on some of the future challenges in a global water manage-
ment system, there are still many unknown factors that may arise. Jackson et al.[5] state that “uncertainty 
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will be the most important feature of freshwater forecasts” and that by “evaluating uncertainties, fore-
casters can help decision makers to anticipate the range of possible outcomes and to design flexible 
responses” (p. 1038). Planning for uncertainties requires “adaptive management” or the “process of 
designing management interventions to decrease the variance of future forecasts and recommend alter-
native management options” (p. 1038). Future global management of freshwater systems must, therefore, 
incorporate adaptive management strategies.

Conclusion

The major water concerns discussed in this entry are associated with the prevailing cultural, political, 
economic, scientific, and social perceptions about how humans should interact with the environment. A 
redefinition of water policy may lead to changes in these perceptions. On a larger scale, the global water 
discussion requires a redefinition of the relationships between industry and environment. A redefinition 
of water policy may lead to changes in human behavior that can help address some of the concerns dis-
cussed in this entry. For decades, the primary engine that has driven the growth of the global market is a 
continued focus of economic gain among nations. This tendency toward capitalist values has continually 
placed a greater value on industry at the expense of protecting the environment. Strategic thinking at the 
international level should emphasize sustainable development. There must be some consensus among poli-
cymakers on water policy goals. A global water policy agenda that focuses on sustainable development is 
necessary to meet the goals of protecting the Earth’s water while meeting human water demand.
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Introduction

Is water really different from other commodities? While water is versatile and has many uses, it is gen-
erally considered as an asset, a consumer good, and a factor of production. If it is a resource, is it a 
renewable or a “non-renewable resource?” Is its value infinite and “thicker than blood?” Can a price for 
water be determined much like for any other commodity? Can water or water permits be traded? What 
constitutes an equitable distribution of this scarce resource? What is a fair price for water? What is the 
full-cost price of water that incorporates its many environmental functions?

These complex questions are provocative and can incite passionate debate, yet they are central to 
water resource management. In this note, we show that economics sheds useful light on how to address 
these questions. This is not to suggest that economics alone can answer all of them. There are complex 
social, environmental, moral, and strategic issues that need to be factored into such an analysis. These 
add complications to the general structure within which water prices will be considered but do not 
change in any fundamental way the conclusions reached.

Before going any further in answering some of these questions, it is useful to outline some of the spe-
cific attributes of water that distinguish it from other commodities. These attributes will also influence 
the way water prices are set and optimal allocations of this scarce resource may be affected.

• Water is a fugitive, reusable, and stochastically supplied resource whose production can be subject 
to economies of scale, which give rise to natural monopoly situations. In this respect, water has 
many of the characteristics of a common property resource and a quasi-public good.

• Water is typically a non-traded commodity that is rarely sold in a competitive market. There are 
few overt water markets where suppliers and demanders exchange water. Markets in water rights 
have emerged in several parts of the world; the most notable examples are in Australia, Colorado, 
California, and Argentina.[1–3] However, most of these markets are within national entities, are 
heavily regulated, and often represent simulated market solutions. There are few international 
examples of water trade, but it is not difficult to conceive schemes that would involve this trade.
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• Water scarcity is not only about physical scarcity, but it is also complicated by economic scarcity 
where actual prices for water are typically only a fraction of the true scarcity price. When prices 
are below scarcity prices, waste and overuse are quickly observed.

• Water values generally differ from the price that would obtain in a free and competitive market. 
The distinction between price and value is crucial. A family’s visit to a local park may have a price 
of $0, but the value of such a visit may be much greater. When prices and values diverge, market 
forces produce inefficient outcomes. Water often has social value that is above what private users 
are willing to pay for it.[4] The allocation of water often reflects national and social policies and pri-
orities toward agriculture, the environment, food security, and national security that go beyond 
serving the interests of private farmers. Social and policy considerations apart, the diversion of 
actual prices from their scarcity values imposes social costs on the domestic economy as well as 
on neighboring countries. Water is part of the tragedy of the commons.[5]

• Water is not only a desirable commodity, but its availability is also critical for life. At sub-
sistence levels, it has no substitute. Furthermore, that every person is entitled to a minimum 
quantity that is considered consistent with human dignity is now enshrined in international 
human rights law.[6,7]

• The secure supply of water in many regions of the world is quite low. Security of supply is defined 
here as the probability of its average flow availability for 9 out of 10 years. In Canada, a country 
rich in water, this probability is less than 30%, whereas it is less than 5% in the Middle East.[8]

• While the total water supply may be limited and few, if any, substitutes exist for it, there exist 
substantial possibilities for intersectoral and interregional substitutions. As well, there are a 
number of technologies and conservation programs that rationalize demand and raise the effi-
ciency of its use.

• Part of the water scarcity crisis is the fact that agriculture on average uses about 70% of the total 
global supply.[9] It is typically the case that other needs are suppressed, but this leaves a wide room 
for intersectoral reallocations and shuffling water between users and uses.

• While the quantity of water is in short supply, concern for preserving its quality is perhaps more 
pressing. Pollution and saline intrusion of the aquifers are being increasingly recognized as criti-
cal factors in planning for the future.

• Water is the “universal solvent.”[10] It performs numerous ecosystem services including the absorp-
tion, transportation, and dilution of pollutants. Water is indispensable to the environment’s pol-
lution abatement capacity.[11]

Competitive Markets and Water Prices

The scarcity of water suggests that it should have a price that reflects this scarcity. Since economics is 
particularly suited for dealing with how scarce resources are, or should be, allocated to various uses and 
users, it can shed useful light on its use and value.

Indeed, water has a value as does any scarce resource, input, or asset. There is a monetary equivalent 
to water, although this is not the way people typically speak about water. This value need not emerge 
from competitive markets. However, it has or could be constructed to have many of the characteristics 
that are associated with competitive prices. The price should reflect the scarcity of water and dissemi-
nate information about this relative scarcity. It should also invite, if not provoke, the correct responses 
(incentives) that prices in general are expected to do. Higher prices persuade consumers to economize 
on its use and suppliers to raise their quantities offered. In competitive markets, the market price is what 
buyers are willing to spend for an additional unit of the commodity and the extra cost of producing it 
(marginal cost). If the price is larger than the marginal cost of the last unit of water, this provides a signal 
that more is needed of the commodity and more should be produced.[12] Conversely, if the price is below 
marginal cost, additional units will not be produced as society will have to sacrifice more than what 
people would value the additional units.
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It is generally accepted, however, that water is not bought and sold in competitive markets. This is 
because in the case of water, at least five of the basic properties of competitive markets are generally 
absent.[4] These five properties include the following:

• Free markets lead to an efficient allocation of scarce resources if these markets are characterized 
by competitive structures, that is, these markets include a large number of independent small 
sellers and a similarly large number of independent small buyers that no single supplier or buyer 
is significant enough to influence the price. Each and every buyer and seller in this market is a 
price taker.

• Competitive markets require freedom of entry and exit and that no barriers that preclude easy 
entrance or exit exist.

• The product must be homogeneous enough that each unit is quite similar to any other unit.
• For a free market to lead to an efficient allocation, externalities must be absent. In economics, 

an externality or spillover of an economic transaction is an impact on a party that is not directly 
involved in the transaction. An efficient allocation can emerge from a free market when social 
costs coincide with private costs. Water production, however, involves many “externalities.”[4] In 
particular, extraction of water in one place reduces the amount available in another. Further, 
pumping water from an aquifer in one location can affect the cost of pumping elsewhere. Such 
externalities do not typically enter the private calculations of individual producers and drive a 
wedge between private and social costs.

• In a free market that efficiently allocates scarce resources, social benefits must coincide with pri-
vate ones. If not, then (as in the case of cost externalities) the pursuit of private ends will not lead 
to socially optimal results. In the case of water, many uses have social benefits that exceed the pri-
vate ones. The use of water in agriculture may result in benefits that exceed the private returns to 
farmers. Among these are food security, border security, environmental objectives, and national 
interest.

These conditions are often violated in the case of water, where water sources are relatively few; barriers 
to entry are real and high (high cost of infrastructure); a large gap exists between private and social 
costs; and benefits and water units are not homogeneous, with a large spectrum of different qualities 
observed. This, perhaps, is why it is often the case that water production facilities are owned by the state. 
In many respects, water is not a private good; it has what we alluded to above, many of the characteristics 
of quasi-public goods.

Although water is not bought or sold in competitive markets, it is possible to develop prices that 
reflect its value.[13–15] In practice, the full value of water is not revealed in competitive markets. It is pos-
sible, however, to build specific models of water allocations that simulate competitive conditions and 
where the optimal nature of markets is restored. The model can explicitly optimize the benefits to be 
obtained from water, taking into account the five points made above. It is also true that now we have a 
rich body of literature that informs the setting of water prices and tariffs to overcome some of the five 
points listed above. The prices that emerge from formal optimization models not only maximize profits 
for the producers (producer surplus) but also maximize the utility of the consumer (consumer surplus). 
Furthermore, as is shown later, a multi-objective framework can be developed to design prices that satisfy 
goals beyond pure economic efficiency. These constructed prices permit the optimal allocation of water 
to its best uses as would emerge under competitive conditions. In many respects, the constructed prices 
are designed to serve as guides to consumers and producers in much the same way as competitive prices.

Optimizing Model: Simulating a Competitive Water Market

The underlying economic theory of the “optimizing model” is simple and compelling.[14,16,17] (This sec-
tion draws heavily on Fisher[4] and Fisher and Huber-Lee.[17]) In Figure 1, we show an individual house-
hold’s demand curve for water, with the amounts of water (on the horizontal axis) that the household 
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will buy at various prices (on the vertical axis). The curve slopes down, representing the fact that the 
first few units of water are very valuable, while later units will be used for purposes less essential than 
drinking and cooking.

Now consider how much it will be worth to the household in question to have a quantity of water, Q*, 
as depicted in Figure 1. We begin by asking how much the household would be willing to pay for the first 
small unit of water. The price that would be paid is given by a point on the curve above the interval on 
the horizontal axis from 0 to 1. Thus, the amount that would be paid is (approximately) the area of the 
leftmost vertical strip in Figure 1 (one unit of water times the price in question). Similarly, the amount 
that would be paid for a second unit can be approximated by the area of the second-to-left vertical strip, 
and so on until we reach Q*. It is easy to see that if we make the size of the units of water smaller and 
smaller, the total amount that the household would be willing to pay to get Q* approaches the area 
under the demand curve to the left of Q*. 

It is quite simple to reinterpret Figure 1 so that it represents not the demand curve of an individual 
household but the aggregate demand curve of all households in a given region. The gross (private) ben-
efits from the water flow Q* can thus be represented as the total area under the demand curve to the left 
of Q*. These benefits are gross benefits as the cost of providing this water is not subtracted. To derive the 
net benefits from Q*, we must subtract the costs of providing Q*.

In Figure 2, the line labeled “marginal cost” shows the cost of providing an additional unit of water. 
That cost increases as more expensive sources of water are used. The area under the marginal-cost curve 
to the left of Q* is the total cost of providing the supply, Q*, to the households involved. Thus, the net 
benefit from providing Q* to these households is the shaded area in the diagram, the area between the 
demand curve and the marginal-cost curve.

The amount of water that should be delivered so as to maximize the net benefits (the sum of consumer 
and producer surpluses) from water is Q*, where the two curves intersect. This is the largest area between 
the two curves and represents the sum of the consumer surplus, defined as the difference of what house-
holds would be willing to pay and what they actually pay (the price that rules in the market at the intersec-
tion between supply and demand), and the producer surplus, defined as the amount of profits producers 
realize as the price of water exceeds its marginal cost. Both of these areas are defined in Figure 2.

Social value of water can exceed its private value as society may value this water beyond the benefits 
individuals would derive from it. A national policy to subsidize water for agriculture by say, 10 cents 
per cubic meter, at all quantities simply means that water to agriculture is worth 10 cents per cubic 
meter more to society than farmers are willing to pay for it.[17] This is represented in Figure 3. The lower 

FIGURE 1 Demand curve for water.
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demand curve represents the private value of water to agriculture; the upper demand curve also includes 
the additional public value as reflected in the policy, an additional value of 10 cents per cubic meter. 
As this illustrates, any consistent water policy can be represented as a change in the demand curve for 
water. Once such a policy has been included in the demand curves, the methods used above can be 
employed to measure net benefits. 

Shadow Prices and Scarcity Rents

(This section too draws heavily on Fisher.[4])
As already discussed, purely private markets and the prices they generate cannot be expected to opti-

mize net social benefits of water. Nevertheless, prices in an optimizing model can play a role very similar 

FIGURE 2 Net benefits from water.

FIGURE 3 Social value of water as revealed by a subsidy.
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to that which they play in a system of competitive markets. Dr. Franklin M. Fisher[4] and his team devel-
oped such a model, called “WAS” (for “Water Allocation System”) at Harvard University.[18] The model 
allocates water so as to maximize the net benefits (consumer surplus plus producer surplus) obtained 
from this allocation. The maximization of net benefits is done subject to constraints. An example of such 
constraints includes that at each location, the amount of water consumed cannot exceed the amount 
produced there plus net imports (imports minus exports) into that location.

Corresponding to the optimum quantities, there is a dual solution that defines the associated prices 
at the optimized level of activities. It is a general theorem that when maximization involves one or more 
constraints, there is a system of prices involved in the solution. These prices are called “shadow prices” 
or “Lagrange multipliers.” Each shadow price shows the rate at which the quantity being maximized 
(here, net benefits from water) would increase if the associated constraint were relaxed by one unit at the 
optimal solution. In effect, the shadow price is the amount the maximizer would be just willing to pay 
(in terms of the quantity being maximized) to obtain an additional unit of the associated constrained 
quantity.[19]

The Role of Shadow Prices

Since water does not generally command a market price, economists have constructed models that esti-
mate the scarcity (shadow) price of water that reflects many of its competitive equilibrium character-
istics. The shadow price associated with any particular constraint shows the extent by which the net 
benefits from water would increase if that constraint were loosened by one unit. For example, where a 
pipeline is limited in capacity, the associated shadow price shows the amount by which benefits would 
increase per unit of pipeline capacity if that capacity were slightly increased. This is the amount that 
those benefiting would just be willing to pay for more capacity.

The shadow price of water at a given location is the amount by which the benefits to water users (con-
sumers and producers) would increase were there an additional cubic meter per year available at that 
location. It is also the price that the buyers at that location who value additional water the most would 
just be willing to pay to obtain an additional cubic meter per year.

There are a number of defining characteristics of the shadow prices that need further explanation.[4] 
These include the following:

• Shadow prices are not necessarily the prices that water consumers are charged. That would be 
true in a purely private, free market system. However, in the WAS model, as in reality, the prices 
charged to some or all consumers can (and often will) be a matter of social or national policy. 
When such policy-driven prices are charged, the shadow prices of water will reflect the net ben-
efits of additional water given the policies adopted.

• Shadow prices are outputs of the model solution, not inputs specified a priori. They depend on the 
policies and constraints put in by the user of the model.

• The shadow price of water in a given location does not generally equal the marginal cost of provid-
ing it there. If demand for water from a source is sufficiently high, the shadow price of that water 
will not be zero even if it costs nothing to produce it; benefits to water users would be increased if 
the capacity of the source were greater. Equivalently, buyers will be willing to pay a nonzero price 
for water in short supply, even though its direct marginal costs are zero.

• When demand at the source exceeds capacity, it is not costless to provide a particular user with 
an additional unit of water. That water can be provided only by depriving some other user of its 
benefits; that loss of benefits represents an opportunity cost. In other words, scarce resources have 
positive values and positive prices even if their direct marginal cost of production is zero. Such a 
positive value, the shadow price of the water in situ, is called a “scarcity rent.”

• The shadow price of water used in any location equals the direct marginal cost plus the scarcity 
rent. For water in situ, the shadow price is the scarcity rent.
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• Water will be produced at a given location only if the shadow price of water at that location exceeds 
the marginal cost of production. Equivalently, water will be produced only from sources whose 
scarcity rents are nonnegative.

• If water can be transported from location A to location B, then the shadow price of water at B can 
never exceed the shadow price at A by more than the cost of transporting water from A to B. If 
water is transported from A to B, then the shadow price at B will equal the shadow price at A plus 
the transportation costs. Equivalently, if water is transported from A to B, then the scarcity rent 
of that water should be the same in both locations.

Shadow prices generalize the role of market prices,[4] as can be seen from the following propositions:

• Where there are only private values involved, at each location, the shadow value of water is the 
price at which buyers of water would be just willing to buy and sellers of water just willing to sell 
an additional unit of water.

• Where social values do not coincide with private values, this need not hold. In particular, the 
shadow price of water at a given location is the price at which the user of water would be just will-
ing to buy or sell an additional unit of water. That payment is calculated in terms of net benefits 
measured according to the user’s own standards and values.

• Water in situ should be valued at its scarcity rent. That value is the price at which additional water 
is valued at any location at which it is used, less the direct marginal costs involved in transporting 
it there.

Structuring a Price (Tariff) of Water

Water utilities routinely design water tariffs and prices. Their choice of the price is motivated by consid-
erations other than pure economics. They simply choose the price at a level that would help cover their 
operating costs plus a capital charge in addition to several other objectives, particularly environmental 
and sustainability objectives. Few utilities, if any, seek solely to generate sufficient revenue to cover their 
private costs. The generation of revenue is rarely the only purpose of a tariff, nor is it the sole consider-
ation.[20] It has been generally recognized that water tariffs are powerful management tools with a num-
ber of complex and important functions. The tariff could create incentives for the efficient production 
and use of water. In this way, the tariff promotes environmental sustainability. As well, tariffs can be 
set to recover the full cost (including externalities, both economic and environmental) of an activity or 
structured to subsidize poorer customers.

Rogers, Bhatia, and Huber[21] make an interesting distinction between economic and environmen-
tal externalities. Economic externalities are more readily quantifiable and involve costs such as those 
imposed on downstream users by upstream diverters and polluters. Environmental externalities include 
the value of ecosystem degradation; the loss of biodiversity; and the health effects on human, plant, 
and animal populations. Each objective would lead to a different tariff design. The “best” design is the 
“one that strikes the most desirable balance among the different objectives.”[20] However, is the “best” 
tariff the optimal one? Standard optimization theory tells us that net social benefits are maximized 
where marginal social benefit equals marginal cost. However, there is more than one cost perspective 
to consider when structuring an optimal tariff or price for water. Given the many different definitions 
for full supply cost, full economic cost, and full cost, the question remains as to which marginal cost 
should be equated with the marginal benefit. Full-cost pricing requires a quantitative assessment of 
water’s intrinsic and cultural values, as well as the net of environmental externalities. The legitimacy of 
any such quantification is, however, severely limited by the subjectivity and unavailability of relevant 
data.[11,21,22] However, optimality requires quantification, and this has become a major issue in setting the 
optimal water tariff. The different definitions and their relevance for designing the optimal water tariff 
are presented in the table below.
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Substitutability and Environmental Considerations

Economic theory predicts that as the price of natural resource inputs rises, agents will substitute pro-
duced capital to take their place. The feasibility of the substitution of produced capital for natural 
resources is mixed. In some areas, the argument offers a viable solution. For example, the scarcity of 
whale oil, which resulted from overfishing, was made nearly irrelevant by the introduction of the elec-
tric light bulb. In telecommunications, fiber optics has been heavily substituted for copper. High energy 
costs promote the substitution of higher-quality insulation for fuel.[24–26] It is important to recognize and 

Opportunity Cost
The opportunity cost of a commodity or service is the value of its next-best alternative use. If good X has only two possible 

uses, A and B, the opportunity cost of using good X for use A is the foregone benefit of employing it in use B. Similarly, the 
opportunity cost of using X for B is A. That is, it is the value of the foregone best alternative use. As Rogers, Bhatia, and 
Huber[21] argue, neglecting the value of water’s opportunity costs “undervalues water, leads to failures to invest, and causes 
serious misallocation of the resource between users.”

Full Supply Cost
This is the sum of costs directly involved in delivering water to the end user. This may include pumping, purification, 

storage, fixed infrastructure costs, capital investment costs, government taxes, and connection and metering costs. Full 
supply costs exclude all externalities and opportunity costs.[21] Capital and infrastructure costs are particularly 
heterogeneous vectors that vary widely depending on the types of delivery systems involved. Wells, house connections, 
pipes of various flow capacities, desalination projects, and recycled and treated water can lead to vastly different nominal 
values for full supply cost.[23]

Full Economic Cost
This is an economic concept that refers to the full supply cost plus the opportunity costs and net of economic externalities.

Full Cost
This is the full economic cost plus environmental externalities (these are more diffused and indirect and not easily 

quantifiable; Figure 4).

FIGURE 4 Full-cost prices. 
Source: Rogers, Bhatia, and Huber.[21]
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exploit the ability to substitute produced capital for natural resource inputs, but it is also important to 
recognize that these abilities are not universal and that they are not infinite.

This is particularly the case when it comes to water where the possibilities of substitution are more 
limited. As prices rise due to the introduction of full-cost pricing, human capital may be substituted for 
water in the form of genetically engineered seeds that yield a better harvest index. Water-scarce regions 
may shift production away from water-intensive activities to reflect relative scarcities (from producing 
wheat to producing barley) or import embodied water (virtual water, particularly agricultural prod-
ucts such as fruits and vegetables). Irrigation technologies that minimize evaporation and leakages will 
become more attractive in the face of rising water prices. Despite these possibilities, the inimitability 
of water and its centrality to life severely limit the potential scope and scale of substituting produced 
capital for water.

Given the fact that water prices are not determined in competitive markets, there exists an oppor-
tunity for economic policy makers to develop a pricing structure that incorporates broader goals. The 
multiple identities of water as an asset of society, a factor of production, and a consumer good are com-
plementary and interdependent while simultaneously being rivalrous and independent. This presents a 
unique set of challenges for policy makers interested in setting the “right” price for water. Such a price 
must balance these competing identities while facilitating cooperation where they overlap. (We have 
abstracted in this entry from issues of intertemporal allocations of water. The models we have used are 
steady-state models. Treating water as an asset carries serious implications for intergenerational alloca-
tions. Suffice it to say here that sustainability requires that annual water extractions must not exceed 
the replenishment rates. A price that does not reflect this intertemporal conservation will misallocate 
resources over time.) Water as a factor of production and as an asset of society is inextricably linked 
by the concept of sustainable development. Similarly, the asset of society and the consumer goods are 
connected by the cultural and social identities associated with water use. Finally, the consumer goods 
and the factor of production are related by the externalities they impose upon each other. This analysis 
is not limited to the national level, and it is equally applicable in bilateral, multilateral, and global con-
texts. Given these relationships, the following principles and objectives have been identified as necessary 
ingredients in determining a price for water. Each of these is broadly defined and adopted in varying 
degrees with different weights placed on each from case to case. In Figure 5, we sketch a multiple-criteria 
framework for choosing prices that deal with complex objectives that balance economic, environmental, 
and sociocultural issues.

Economic Efficiency

Here, efficiency also incorporates multiple goals. Fees for water services must be sufficient to ensure that 
the utility recovers at least the full supply cost of delivery to the end user, a concept known as revenue 
sufficiency. Any fraction less than this fails to send the signal that water is a scarce resource; withholds 
information from consumers, the utility, and the regulatory agency; and prevents the proper inter-agent 
allocation of water (Figure 5). 

It is worth noting that the standard approach to economic efficiency includes the concept of “full cost 
recovery,” which the United Nations World Water Development Report defines as a situation in which 
“users pay the full cost of obtaining, collecting, treating, and distributing water, as well as collecting, treat-
ing, and disposing of wastewater.”[27] In practice, as well as in theory, full cost recovery and revenue suf-
ficiency refer only to the full supply cost.[20,21,28–30] We argue below that this is undesirable. This particular 
characterization is, however, of interest because it directly addresses the management of wastewater. That 
the importance of the economics of wastewater management has been largely ignored is demonstrated by 
the vast differences in progress toward the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), 
and the new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for water and sanitation.[27]

In stark contrast to convention, we argue that pricing at the full cost of supply does not support true 
economic efficiency. Supply-cost pricing brings us closer to the outcome that would exist if water were 
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traded in a perfectly competitive market. This price for water would fail to properly incorporate the 
value of opportunity costs, economic externalities, and environmental externalities.[21,31] Any such price 
prevents socially optimal allocations by promoting overuse, undervaluation, and waste. For this reason, 
we argue that wherever possible, full cost or full economic cost, as they are defined above, be used in the 
development of water tariffs.

Equity and Fairness

The principles of equity and fairness are contentious and have evoked controversy. However, given the 
increased recognition that a minimum amount of water is a basic human right, fairness imposes a con-
straint on water tariff setting. There are two dimensions to equity. On the one hand, equity has been 
defined as “treating equals equally” in the sense that those who purchase water that has identical costs 
should face identical prices.[20] On the other hand, equity and fairness are also grounded in the ideas 
of social justice, and water as a human right suggests that treating equals equally may satisfy only one 
dimension of equity. A balanced view of equity would also require treating unequals unequally. In areas 
of high-income inequality, poor users may be unable to afford even the minimum amount of water nec-
essary to sustain basic human health and dignity. In such cases, some form of subsidy is required. This 
can take the form of internal cross-subsidization embedded in the pricing structure or of government 
transfers and income redistribution from other areas of the economy. The complexity of equity and fair-
ness is hard to overstate, and policy makers are often forced to make difficult choices. The relative merits 
of different objectives for water subsidies are discussed in detail below.

Simplicity

Prices serve multiple objectives; one of the most important is to synthesize and convey information. 
Complex pricing structures confuse this information, making it difficult for producers, consumers, and 

FIGURE 5 Multiple-criteria framework of prices.
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regulators to respond appropriately to price signals. Simplicity and transparency also limit the potential 
for corruption. Insofar as simplicity facilitates the gathering and dissemination of information and eco-
nomic signals, it promotes conservation, socially optimal allocations, and economic efficiency.

Sustainability

The concept of sustainability is central to each of water’s roles depicted in Figure 5. Prices need to reflect 
this by encouraging conservation and substitution where possible.[22] A fundamental feature of the eco-
nomics of sustainability is that assets are maintained over time. Water is a crucial component of natural 
capital. Depletion, diversion, and degradation of water assets represent an erosion of this natural capital 
asset, and therefore a depletion of society’s wealth.

Stability and Quality

Here, stability refers to price stability, service stability, and revenue stability, all of which are interde-
pendent. Stable prices convey stable information, avoid confusion, and promote smooth consumption. 
Revenue stability promotes and attracts investment while protecting service providers from shocks. 
Service stability reduces waste by eliminating the need to “hoard,” eliminates time and travel costs of 
finding alternative sources of supply, promotes investment in connection to the system (which in turn 
increases the customer base, decreasing costs per user via economies of scale), and has the potential to 
raise revenue for producers as well as increase consumer surplus.

Evidence has shown that even in poor areas of developing countries, willingness to pay for improved 
service stability is well above current water prices. There are several reasons for this. First, the poor 
incur significant costs resulting from low-quality service, including travel and time costs, purification 
costs, reduced labor productivity due to illness and workdays lost, investment in individual water stor-
age tanks, and purchasing expensive bottled water from private vendors.[29,32,33] A study conducted in 
Kathmandu, Nepal, showed that nearly 80% of respondents with a piped connection would be willing 
to pay as much as four times their current monthly water bill for improved water quality, stability, and 
more transparent billing.[32]

Water Tariffs and Pricing Strategies

The water tariff is the primary tool with which a policy maker can combine the various objectives and 
considerations into a socially optimal price regime. The tariff is central to the utility’s ability to attract 
capital, creates incentives for efficiency in production and consumption, and distributes costs across 
consumers and time.[20]

Traditionally, decreasing block tariff (DBT) pricing strategies have been employed in water deliv-
ery systems for several reasons.[34] The DBT, as shown in Figure 6, involves prices based on quantity 
consumed.

The initial block, or quantity of water, costs the most, and prices decrease as consumption rises. DBTs 
score well on stability grounds as revenue is insulated from climatic shocks (to both supply and demand) 
and because the largest share of revenue comes from the initial units of water consumed. They exploit 
the economies of scale that arise from falling average costs as quantities supplied rise.[34] The problem, 
however, is that on grounds of efficiency, equity, and sustainability, this structure has less to offer than 
an increasing block tariff (IBT) scheme. In terms of efficiency, DBTs send exactly the wrong message 
to consumers. They fail to convey the fact that water is a scarce resource that must be conserved; they 
promote waste and fail to encourage socially optimal interagent, intersectoral, and intertemporal allo-
cations. Furthermore, as the utility reaches capacity, the marginal cost of supply it faces rises; however, 
under the DBT regime, the marginal cost faced by consumers is falling. In terms of equity and fairness, 
the DBT fails to treat equals equally because consumers of water with identical costs of supply face 
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different prices. By charging higher prices for the initial units of water, the DBT also ensures that the 
poor who consume the least water face the highest prices (Figure 6).

In recent years, DBTs have largely been replaced by IBTs, which have become the strategy of choice in 
the developing world. This is because they have gained preference by donor institutions; management, 
engineering, and financial advisors; and water experts as being the most effective way of synthesiz-
ing the goals and principles of water supply and demand.[29] The IBT (the pricing scheme depicted in 
Figure 2) also features different prices based on quantities consumed; however, in this case, prices rise 
with quantity consumed.

In terms of economic efficiency, this is a significant improvement over the DBT. Here, tariffs are 
consistent with marginal-cost pricing and create an incentive structure that conveys the necessary sig-
nals to encourage socially optimal use. IBTs score well on fairness grounds because income and water 
demand are positively correlated and the prices faced by consumers rise with consumption. That is, IBTs 
are progressive, so wealthier customers that consume more water face higher prices. Furthermore, IBTs 
can exhibit “internal subsidization” or cross-subsidization in which large consumers pay sufficiently 
high prices that the first units of water consumed can be sold below cost. This feature enables the util-
ity to provide water to the poor below the full cost of supply without violating the principle of revenue 
sufficiency.

The practical implementation of IBTs has yielded mixed results. If blocks are not properly structured 
in quantities that are relevant for the consumers in question, the benefits of IBTs are lost.[20,28,30,31,35] 
Specifically, the compatibility of fairness with the other principles of water pricing requires that the first 
block be sufficient to cover the basic requirements of human health and dignity but not more. Much 
attention must be paid to determining the relative block sizes and their prices, and finding the appropri-
ate values for both requires data that are frequently unavailable.

It is possible that in some cases, low initial block prices may yield a result in which metering costs 
may exceed the revenue collected from low-income users. In such situations, the utility provider incurs 
a loss not only from the provision of water below full supply cost but also on the metering operations.[30] 
Alternatively, if tariffs faced by large-scale consumers such as heavy industry and agriculture are suf-
ficiently high, these consumers may opt to disconnect from the utility and seek alternative sources of 
water, such as in-house direct extraction.[29,30] Even where this is illegal, government capacity to enforce 
such laws is frequently limited. The effect of this would be to remove the highest-paying customers, which 
in turn would eliminate the feasibility of internal subsidization, increase average costs, and distribute 

FIGURE 6 Decreasing block tariffs.
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fixed-capital costs across a smaller customer base. That is, the benefits of IBTs are highly dependent 
upon the participation of the highest-paying customers; however, these are exactly the  customers who 
have the greatest incentive to search for alternative sources of water.

Even where subsidies are absolutely necessary in order for the poor to meet their basic needs, it may 
not be ideal to provide these subsidies through the tariff structure. Chile subsidizes water consumption 
for the poor via transfer payments from municipal and national budgets. Many have claimed that this 
approach enhances equity and economic efficiency because the tariff received by the utility treats equals 
as equals.[30] Although we accept Yepes’[30] claim in principle, we do so with some trepidation. For the 
argument to hold, it must be shown that the welfare loss incurred by using the tariff structure to inter-
nally subsidize water for the poor is greater than that incurred by appropriating funds from elsewhere 
in the economy to fund government transfers. This reservation may be especially relevant in developing 
countries, where the tax base is small, government capacity is limited, and corruption is significant.

An interesting extension to the principle of IBTs involves the concept of two-tariff design. The price 
that end users face for water can be divided into two components: volumetric usage charges and fixed-
rate charges, commonly referred to as connection fees. The two-tariff system provides an economic 
incentive for end users to conserve water through its volumetric component while providing an element 
of revenue security for the supplier through its fixed-rate component. This structure has evolved into 
the structure of choice in most Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
countries.[31,34]

A two-tariff system can be carried out in the context of an IBT scheme so that a fixed cost is paid 
for “connection,” but low levels of water can still be provided at a rate that is subsidized by larger con-
sumers. In many areas, connection fees are sufficiently high that they exclude the poorest consumers. 
Since the cross-subsidization inherent in the IBT structure is beneficial only to those with connections, 
an argument can be made for higher subsidies on connection costs combined with lower subsidies on 
volumetric consumption. This approach incorporates the poorest strata of society while continuing to 
expand the customer base, which decreases average costs for all.

This is especially important in situations where land tenure rights are insecure. In such cases, the 
incentives and capacity for household investment in connection to the water utility are extremely low. It 
may be the case that these areas realize their greatest economic surplus by providing shared public taps 
that face a fixed rate rather than an IBT. There is already some evidence to support such a conclusion. 
Poor neighborhoods that face IBT prices often share a single connection between multiple households. 
These meters read high volumes of consumption, so the absolute poorest face higher prices due to the 
structure of the IBT.

Raising the price of water to its full cost would enhance economic efficiency and sustainability. 
Furthermore, Rogers, de Silva, and Bhatia[31] argue that this can be done without sacrificing equity 
and fairness. Situations exist in which Pareto improvements (improvements that leave at least some 
agents better off without making others any worse off) are possible even in cases where relative equity 
decreases.[29]

Conclusions

Water is not traded in competitive markets. High infrastructure costs raise barriers to entry, ruling 
out competitive conditions, whereas economies of scale, limited substitutes, human rights issues, and 
environmental externalities combine to complicate the design of a fair, efficient, and sufficient price for 
water.

The multiple roles that water plays in the economy, society, and the environment increase the com-
plexity of structuring prices that capture scarcity and the multiple values of water. Economics alone 
cannot deal with this complex commodity, resource, and input. However, optimal allocations of this 
scarce resource among competing users and uses are basically an economic issue. The optimality cri-
teria could be salvaged and applied where net social benefits are maximized within an idealized model 
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capable of simulating competitive conditions. The shadow prices for water that emerge from the model 
solutions can be used to guide allocation of this scarce resource to optimize net social and environmen-
tal benefits. It is also feasible to construct a price-designing exercise where it is possible to capture the 
full cost of producing and delivering water and to preserve and balance multiple objectives. Many utili-
ties do that now on a routine basis.

Water is valuable, but it is not thicker than blood, and an economic price can be set that embodies 
many of the competitive efficiency criteria in addition to other valuable societal and environmental 
objectives. Of particular importance is the sustainability consideration where the present generation 
must limit its water consumption to preserve quality and sufficient quantity for future generations. The 
emphasis must be particularly on quality, as increasingly societies face major issues of degradation of 
water quality and desertification.
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Introduction

Methane (CH4) is a radiatively active trace gas that plays an important role for atmospheric chemistry 
and the energy balance of the Earth. At present, its contribution to the greenhouse effect is about 22%, 
which can be compared to carbon dioxide (CO2) that contributes approximately 65% to the climate 
forcing of all long-lived greenhouse gases (excluding water vapor).[1] In addition to the direct warming 
effects, where infrared radiation is absorbed and returned to the Earth’s surface, chemical and photo-
chemical reactions with CH4 in the troposphere and stratosphere indirectly cause greenhouse warming. 
The preindustrial atmospheric concentration of CH4 was about 0.75ppmv (parts per million by volume) 
and since then it has more than doubled to approximately 1.73ppmv.[1] Anthropogenic sources of CH4 
include cattle (about 15% of the annual CH4 release), rice paddies (20%), coal mining and oil produc-
tion (14%), biomass burning (10%), natural gas leaks, and landfills and sewage disposal, while the major 
natural sources include wetlands (20%–25%) and termites (5%).[2] Because of the substantial contribu-
tion from natural wetlands, knowledge about the dynamics leading to CH4 formation and emission is 
of great importance to understand how these ecosystems interact with the climate and how they would 
respond to climate change.

Methane Production and Consumption

Methane is produced by strictly anaerobic archaebacteria that are limited to the use of only a few simple 
substrates for biosynthesis and energy production.[3] If available carbon compounds are not directly 
supplied, they depend on other groups of micro-organisms for the initial breakdown of more complex 
organic structures into simpler molecules. The reduction of CO2 with hydrogen is a common pathway to 
CH4 formation, but acetate and formate are also important precursors of CH4 in natural environments. 
Growth of methanogenic bacteria further requires a very low redox potential (Eh below –400mV) and 
the ideal environmental conditions are often met in permanently waterlogged wetlands. However, CH4 
efflux from wetlands to the atmosphere depends not only on the rate of production (methanogenesis), 
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but also on the extent of CH4 consumption (methanotrophy) that may occur in oxic surface layers and 
in the close vicinity of plant roots.[4–6] In this process, CH4 is oxidized to CO2, and the rate of CH4 
emission that can be measured at the surface is hence the net result of two counteracting processes— 
methanogenesis and methanotrophy.

Environmental Controls on Methane Emissions

Water Table Position

Water table position in relation to the surface is considered to be the most important factor controlling 
CH4 flux, because it indicates the boundary between anaerobic CH4 production and aerobic CH4 con-
sumption (Figure 1). Negative correlations between water table depth and rates of CH4 emission have 
frequently been reported.[7–9] It has also been found that the lowering of the water table may result in 
increased CH4 emissions when episodic releases of CH4 trapped in pore water occur and the diffusivity 

FIGURE 1 The depth of the water table is important in determining net CH4 emissions from natural wetlands 
because it indicates the boundary between anaerobic CH4 production and aerobic CH4 consumption. Methane may 
be transported from the soil to the atmosphere via diffusion through the soil profile, by bubble ebullition or by 
plant-mediated transport. In the first case, CH4 is subjected to methanotrophic oxidation as it passes through the 
oxic surface layer and this acts to decrease net CH4 emissions. Bubbles are quite stable, meaning that little oxidation 
takes place, and the same is also true when CH4 is transported through vascular plants. Vascular plants are sources 
of methanogenic substrate because they release labile carbon compounds into the soil via root exudation and root 
turnover. Leakage of O2 from roots may lead to inhibition of methanogenesis and methanotrophic CH4 consump-
tion in the otherwise anoxic soil.
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of gases in air-filled pore spaces increases.[10,11] Field experiments in peat-forming wetlands reveal a high 
spatial variability of CH4 emissions caused by distinct microtopographical features on the wetland sur-
face.[12] Interactions between vascular plants and mosses create differences in elevation, and therefore 
distance to the water table within a radius of less than a meter.[13] Scaling up of spot CH4 emission mea-
surements to larger areas without careful consideration of experimental plot location may therefore be 
misleading. Laboratory incubations have shown that there is a potential for CH4 production both above 
and below the water table,[14] but the actual production in the field peaks at approximately 5–15 cm below 
the water table.[8] For methanotrophic CH4 consumption to occur, a simultaneous supply of both CH4 
and oxygen is necessary. The abundance and activity of methanotrophic bacteria are therefore highest at 
the interface between anoxic and oxic conditions, i.e., at the depth of the water table.[5,14] Watson et al.[5] 
used a model to show a high capacity for CH4 oxidation in peat, where methanotrophy accounted for 
85% of the oxygen uptake potential when both oxygen and CH4 were present in excess. In the absence of 
CH4, maximum oxygen uptake potential was near the surface. 

Soil Temperature

Correlations between soil temperature and CH4 production and emission have been found at scales 
ranging from laboratory incubations and monolith experiments[8,11,15] to field investigations at the plot[16] 
and landscape scale.[9] There is a direct effect of temperature on the metabolic rate of CH4-producing 
micro-organisms, but the sensitivity to temperature change is different for methanogens and methano-
trophs.[11,17] In a study carried out with peat slurries under laboratory conditions, Dunfield et al.[17] found 
that CH4 production in peat samples from temperate and subarctic areas was more sensitive to changes 
in temperature as compared to CH4 consumption in the same samples. Increasing or decreasing temper-
atures also interact with other parameters with potential to control CH4 production and emission to the 
atmosphere. One such interactive effect would be the relationship between temperature and water table 
position, where increasing temperatures lead to enhanced evaporation and plant transpiration, with 
lowering of the water table as a consequence.[18] It has also been suggested that the temperature depen-
dence of CH4 production is constrained by substrate limitation and that temperature has an effect on 
methanogenesis mainly via its influence on substrate availability.[19] In peat samples from a Swedish acid 
mire, CH4 production was stimulated by increased temperatures only when substrate (glucose) would 
be the relationship between temperature and increased.[15] It has further been found that decomposition 
of labile material is more strongly controlled by temperature than decomposition of more recalcitrant 
components.[18] From the same study, it was also concluded that substrate availability lagged behind 
rapid temperature changes and that the thermal/hydrological history of the soil was important to deter-
mine the rate of CH4 production.

Methane Transport: Diffusion, Bubble Ebullition, 
and Transport through Plants

The solubility of CH4 in water is low, and it escapes through waterlogged soil to the atmosphere by dif-
fusion, bubble ebullition, or by transport through vascular plants (Figure 1). The rate of CH4 emission is 
largely controlled by the mode of transport because the different transportation pathways are associated 
with more or less extensive CH4 consumption in the soil profile. Methane diffusing through oxic envi-
ronments is subjected to methanotrophic oxidation to CO2, and a water table depth of only a few centi-
meters may cause considerable reductions of CH4 emissions to the atmosphere. Bubbles form when the 
rate of CH4 production causes the sum of the partial pressures of dissolved gases to exceed the value of 
the hydrostatic pressure in the soil. However, the concentration of CH4 in bubbles will be at equlibrium 
with dissolved pore water CH4. At low rates of methanogenesis and with no vascular plants present, 
the main release of CH4 to the atmosphere is likely to be by diffusion, but bubbles begin to form when 
the production rate exceeds the capacity for diffusive loss.[20] Once formed, bubbles are quite stable, 
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meaning that little methanotrophic CH4 oxidation occurs even as they pass through oxic environments. 
Studies conducted in rice paddies have shown that bubble formation tends to decrease as the plants 
mature because the progressively better developed rooting system acts as gas conduits and efficiently 
transports gases out of the soil.[21] However, a close relationship between vascular plant production and 
the availability of methanogenic substrate (discussed in the next section) may also speed up the rate 
of methanogenesis to such an extent that bubble formation is promoted. In order to supply oxygen for 
respiration to submerged structures, certain vascular plant species develop lacunae in stems, roots, and 
rhizomes.[22] Depending on the species, the ventilation of growing roots is carried out either by pressur-
ized bulk flow or by simple diffusion that follows concentration gradients between the atmosphere and 
the soil. Leakage of oxygen may give rise to CH4 oxidation and inhibition of methanogenesis in the close 
vicinity of the roots.[5,6] However, net CH4 emission is generally enhanced by the presence of vascular 
plants with a deep rooting system because of a “chimney effect,” where CH4 transported from the soil to 
the atmosphere within plant lacunae is withdrawn from consumption in oxic conditions.[12,23,24]

Vascular Plants and Substrate for Methane Production

Vascular plants are sources of substrates for CH4 production because they easily release degradable 
carbon compounds into the soil via root exudation and root turnover (Figure 1).[20,24,25] In peat-form-
ing wetlands, the organic matter becomes increasingly recalcitrant with depth[26] and several studies 
have pointed out that plant-derived inputs of labile carbon compounds could significantly contribute 
to increased CH [20,23,27]

4 production.  This “loading” of substrates into the soil may further be correlated 
to the photosynthetic rate of the vascular plants in the ecosystem,[24,28] because the amount of carbon 
allocated to belowground plant structures and eventually released to the soil is likely proportional to 
the CO  fixation rate.[24]

2  The overall primary productivity in the ecosystem may therefore be of great 
importance for the CH4 emission rates from a wetland area.
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Introduction

Lake Maryut is located on the Mediterranean coast of Egypt, in the delta of the River Nile and defines 
the southern boundary of the city of Alexandria.[1] The lake extends for about 80 km along the north-
west coast of Alexandria and 30 km south and has a wetted surface area of 65 km2 (Figure 1). It is a 
shallow water lake[2] with a water depth of approximately 1.5 m across the different basins and, unlike 
any of the other Nile deltaic lakes, is not directly connected to the Mediterranean Sea. The water level 
of the lake is kept below mean sea level, and freshwater is supplied, through irrigation canals, from the 
Rosetta branch of the Nile.[3] Throughout literature, the lake is referred to variously as Mariout, Mariut, 
or Maryut Lake. For this entry, the lake will be identified as Lake Maryut.

The lake has been in existence for more than 6000 years, as part of the Nile deltaic formation. In an 
extensive study of the evolution of the lake,[4] several drivers for the current form of the lake were estab-
lished, namely, eustatic sea level, climate oscillations, compaction, sediment transport, and more recent 
anthropogenic influences such as land reclamation, irrigation, and agricultural practices. It is a mixture 
of these anthropogenic influences that has shaped the development of the lake in more recent years, 
along with its connection to the city of Alexandria.

During the Greco-Roman period, Alexandria was an active port, serving as a key navigational route 
from the Mediterranean, through Lake Maryut, up the Nile to Cairo. Canals linked the lake with the 
sea to the north and the Nile to the east. However, the siltation of the canopic mouth of the Nile in the 
12th century[5,6] severed the freshwater influx to the lake and with it the navigational links. During this 
period, the city of Alexandria went into a phase of decline, and the lake went through several phases, 
which included coastal connection and influx and coastal disconnection and drying out.
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In 1892, the irrigation system of the Beheirah district was established, which restored a flow of 
f reshwater to the lake. The lake remained disconnected from the coast, with excess water pumped to 
the bay through El Mex station (Figure 1), and navigation permitted through sea locks.[7] This is similar 
to the form the lake takes today, where the principal drainage inflows arise from agricultural irrigation 
channels fed by the main River Nile.

Over the years, Lake Maryut has provided Alexandria and Egypt with a source of fish, and cur-
rently, part of the lake is dedicated to aquaculture (Fisheries Basin, Figure 1). Over 7000 fishermen have 
rights to fish in the lake, and recent pollution levels and increased vegetation growth affect their catch.[8] 
Tilapia species are the predominant catch, representing approximately 90% of the total.[9] In addition to 

FIGURE 1 Lake Maryut: location map.
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fisheries, the lake acts as a source of water for irrigation and for raising animals and provides areas for 
dwelling beside its shores.

In its current form, canals divide the lake water body into several basins. The earth embankments 
along the canals have several breaches that allow water to flow from the canals into the basins and vice 
versa, creating interaction between water bodies. There are three main inflows to the Lake Maryut: the 
Qala drain located to the northeast part of the lake, the Omum drain located at the east of the lake, and 
the Nubaria navigational canal located at the south of the lake (Figure 1). In addition to this, there are 
three minor inflows: one from the West Nubaria drain, one from the petrochemical industrial area, 
and the third from the West Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWWTP) (see Figure 1). The main outflow 
from the Lake Maryut is El Mex pumping station, which consists of two buildings, each housing six 
pumps with nominal capacities of 12.5 m3/sec.[7] Small flows are lost to the system through the naviga-
tional locks as well as through evaporation.

As a consequence of high nutrient loadings due to the agricultural and industrial activities upstream 
and in its surrounds, Lake Maryut has become a highly polluted and eutrophic lake. Eutrophication of 
lakes is a natural process that can be accelerated by human activities (Figure 2) that introduce an excess 
of nutrients together with other pollutants.[10] The main sources of nutrients and pollutants to Lake 
Maryut are human sewage, industrial waste, farm, and urban runoff.[11,12]

Eutrophic lakes often experience an excessive growth of algae and larger aquatic plants. Such growth 
consumes dissolved oxygen (DO), vital for the fish and other animal life.[10] This growth and subsequent 
proliferation of vegetation occurs in Lake Maryut due to the high nutrient loadings that has entered 
the lake for a number of years. Currently, 60% of the surface area of the lake is covered by vegetation 
(Phragmites australis and Eichornia crassipes), which reduces the DO concentrations in the lake, espe-
cially in the main basin. Significant discharge of domestic sewage (with basic primary treatment) from 
the Qala drain and the East Wastewater Treatment Plant (EWWTP) enter the lake. The Omum and 
Nubaria Canals are less polluted than the Qala drain; however, they also contribute nutrient loadings 
to the lake, albeit to a lesser extent. Finally, nonpoint sources such as agricultural runoff containing 
 pesticides and fertilizers contribute to the deterioration of the environmental quality of the lake.

The lake also suffers from other anthropogenic pressures including urbanization, unplanned 
 settlements, and land reclamation (which has reduced the surface area of the lake gradually). An  analysis 
of the stakeholders directly responsible for managing the lake was undertaken in 2007.[13] This showed 
that Alex Company for Sanitary and Drainage, the Fishing Authority, and The Ministries of Industry, 
Water Resources, and Environment are the main authorities responsible for the lake. The coordination 

FIGURE 2 Fishing activities on the lake.
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and communication regarding the management of the lake between these authorities are known to be 
poor, with each developing management plans in isolation.

Between 2007 and 2009, a European Union (EU)-funded SMAP III project was set up to analyze 
the current functioning of the lake in more detail and to develop an integrated action plan for the 
 environmental management of the lake. This entry will cover the development of this plan, specifically 
focusing on the scientific models set up to support the plan development and to investigate the results 
of different interventions.

Current State of Lake Maryut

The current functioning of the lake has been investigated through a mixture of studies commis-
sioned to gather specific information and ongoing monitoring surveys. Hydraulic information was 
gathered through a United States Agency for International Development (USAID) project in 1996,[7] 
hydrologic information was sourced from the local airport weather station (Nouzha airport), and a 
longer data series was obtained from the weather station at Port Alexandria.[14] Bathymetric informa-
tion of the lake came from a survey completed in 2008 by the National Institute of Oceanography and 
Fisheries (NIOF).[15] The ecosystem functioning and health of the basin were constructed using a num-
ber of surveys,  principally the long-term monitoring strategy undertaken annually by the Egyptian 
Environmental Affairs Authority (EEAA),[16] a comprehensive sampling campaign by NIOF[15] in 2008 
and the EU-funded Water Demand Integration (WADI) project.[8]

Using these data, a comprehensive picture of the lake can be assembled.

Hydraulic and Hydrological Functioning

Table 1 shows the monthly average meteorological data for the lake. It is clear that, generally, precipita-
tion in the region is very low, with the lowest values recorded between April and October. During the 
same period, along with significant sunlight hours recorded, evapotranspiration is highest.

Table 2 summarizes the main inflows to the lake (Figure 1) over the year. These flows are known 
to remain reasonably steady throughout the year, though rising slightly in the months of August to 
February due to the connection with the main river (Nile) and agricultural requirements. The Omum 
drain carries the greatest flow to the basin. Direct inputs to the lake from the WWWTP, West Nubaria 
drain, and the petrochemical area (Figure 1) are detailed in Table 3. These flows are considered to be 

TABLE 1 Average Monthly Meteorological Data

Precipitation 
(mm/day)[14]

Wind Speed 
(m3/sec)[15]

Solar Radiation 
(J/m2/day)[20]Month Evapotranspiration

January 1.73 1.4 3.23 10,000,000
February 0.92 2.2 3.97 12,000,000
March 0.44 1.7 3.57 17,000,000
April 0.12 4.0 4.17 22,000,000
May 0.04 4.0 3.60 24,000,000
June 0.00 5.6 3.54 26,000,000
July 0.00 6.4 3.32 25,000,000
August 0.01 7.7 3.04 23,000,000
September 0.04 9.3 2.15 20,000,000
October 0.25 5.5 2.58 16,000,000
November 1.15 3.4 2.92 12,000,000
December 1.82 1.3 3.77 10,000,000
Average 1.4 3.32 18,083,333
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constant inflows to the lake. El Mex pumping station manages the outflow of the lake. Twelve pumps 
with nominal capacities of 12.5 m3/ sec[7] maintains the water level in the lake to –2.8 m below sea level [7,17] 
In addition, small flows are lost from the lake through the navigational locks and of course through 
evaporation. Water depths vary throughout the lake, with the deepest occurring in the canals due to 
the navigational requirements. Depths in the basins vary between 0.5 and 1.2 m,[15] and in places, this is 
maintained by dredging and vegetation removal.

The flow direction in the lake is generally concentrated down the canals. Interaction of the canal water 
with the basin water occurs through the breached bunds; however, velocities and, hence,  mixing in these 
sections are low. The point where the greatest interaction of canal and basin flow can be observed is at 
the junction between the Omum and Nubaria Canals in the main basin.

Water Quality and Ecosystems

Table 4 shows the time period available for each of the data sources, and Figure 1 shows the  location 
of the sampling points. As a whole, the data of these sources were consistent and a similar  magnitude 
was observed between sources. Table 5 presents the seasonal values available from the EEAA[16] 
data. Typical effluent concentrations from treatment plants with primary treatment can be found 
in  literature.[18,19]

TABLE 2 Monthly Flow Discharges

Month

Discharges (m3/day)

Qala Omum Nubaria

January 529,920 3,368,640  959,040
February 466,560 2,478,640 1,270,080
March 475,200 3,248,640  462,240
April 532,224 3,318,640  666,144
May 671,328 3,680,640  691,200
June 414,720 3,453,038  243,792
July 673,920 3,136,320  285,120
August 734,400 3,412,800  838,030
September 676,500 4,275,690  492,480
October 873,500 4,813,000  559,800 
November 853,500 5,353,000  559,800 
December 693,500 4,103,000  559,800

Source: USAID.[7]

TABLE 3 Constant Flow Discharges

Discharges (m3/day)

WWWTP[17] West Nubaria Drain Petrochemical Area[16]

410,325 259,200 47,398

TABLE 4 Water Quality Data Sources

Source Sampling Period Number of Measurements Number of Stations

EEAA[16] 2004–2008 2–3 per year  6
NIOF[15] March–May 2008 5 10
WADI[8] March 2007 1 31
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The data clearly show that the most polluted basin is the main basin, and the source of that pollution 
comes from the Qala drain, which carries with it effluent from the EWWTP. The highest. Biological oxy-
gen demand (BOD) values and the lowest DO% values are found at station B (Figure 1) at the entrance 
of the Qala drain. Similarly, the highest nitrogen loading enters the main basin through the Qala drain, 
along with the highest phosphorus loading. Station C shows generally lower values of the N and P as the 
water from the drain enters the lake and becomes mixed.

In general, the proportion of total N arising from ammonia was higher than that from nitrates, par-
ticularly in the main basin. It is thought that this is due in part to the source of pollution arising from 
the Qala drain and the low DO values recorded. In the West Basin, the proportion of ammonia is lower 
than that in the main basin, which is corroborated by the findings of El Rayis.[21] Since the levels of DO 
are also higher in this basin, it is believed that the nitrification process is more evident here.

This poor water quality has led to a drastic reduction in biodiversity.[8] The eutrophic nature of the 
lake results in a significant dominance of P. australis, while at the outfalls from the WWTPs, significant 
growths of the lead tolerant species E. crassipes is found. Periodic cutting of the Phragmites is practiced 
to increase the nitrogen removal from the lake. This intervention is necessary to prevent the lake area 
being dominated by vegetation, which in turn reduces the area available for fish habitat.

It is clear that in its present state, Lake Maryut is severely polluted with reduced biodiversity. 
A c ontinual deterioration in the status of the basin will lead to a significant reduction in economic and 
industrial development potential.

Social Considerations and Governance

There are no specific studies that survey those living by the lake. However, the Integrated Action Plan 
research[22] identifies three main groups, namely, fishermen, poorer communities, and a scattered 
 population, totaling approximately 30,000. It is estimated that 62% of the population is aged between 
15 and 55, which is the average employment age in Egypt. There are high unemployment rates (up to 
15%–20%) within this group, leading to low annual incomes. High illiteracy, poor health services, 
high mortality rates, high crime levels, and a tendency to marry young are also characteristics of the 
demographic.

A significant proportion of the population are living in settlements and accommodation that are 
tem porary or informal. In these scattered settlements, some common issues arise: 1) lack of, or poor 
infrastructure coverage, particularly water supply and sanitation/wastewater networks and paved roads; 
2) inadequate local services, especially health care, education, and youth facilities; 3) poor  housing 
 conditions; 4) lack of secure land tenure in the squatter settlements; and 5) high unemployment.

An analysis of the stakeholders directly responsible for managing the lake was undertaken in 
2007.[13] This showed that the Alex Company for Sanitary and Drainage, the Fishing Authority, and 
The Ministries of Industry, Water Resources, and Environment are the main authorities responsible for 
the lake. The coordination and communication regarding the management of the lake between these 
authorities are known to be poor. Each authority makes strategic plans for the lake in isolation, with 
little discussion; hence, an integrated vision of the lake did not exist.

Integrated Environmental Management

Integrated Plan Concept

The integrated action plan for Lake Maryut draws on the principles of Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management (ICZM) to develop integrated actions for the sustainable development of Lake Maryut. 
Central to the ICZM approach is participation from stakeholders in the development of a plan that 
integrates strategic actions to address the environmental, economic, administrative, social, and urban 
issues of the lake.[22] The outcomes of this process defined four specific objectives of the action plan:
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• Improve the ecological and chemical status of Lake Maryut.
• Enhance levels of economic, urban, and social development in a sustainable manner.
• Increase the potential for industrial activities around the lake and their environmental 

management.
• Adapt the governance system of the lake to execute the plan.

Strategic actions were proposed for each of the objectives, following analysis of the current state of the 
lake, and where feasible, these actions were tested. This entry will focus on the process completed for 
the first objective in detail and will present a short summary of the actions identified for the other three 
objectives.

Scenario Identification

The geographic scope of the plan was taken as the general boundary of the lake (Figure 1) and the 
natural extension to these boundaries according to the interaction of the lake. To the north, the plan 
includes the navigational locks and the El Mex pumping stations (necessary connections to the sea). 
To the east, the limit is bounded by the main road to Alexandria from Cairo, plus the position of the 
EWWTP and the Qala drain. To the west, the limit was the industrial area and a 500 m perimeter to 
the lake, and finally, the 500 m perimeter was extended to the south of the lake as the limit to the plan.

Through a participatory process, which included four training events and six participation work-
shops, a series of scenarios and potential actions for the improvement of the water ecosystem were 
defined by key stakeholders. These can be summarized as follows:

• Redevelopment of the waterfront and potential development of islands in the lake for urban 
regeneration projects.

• Improve lake mixing.
• Removal or improvement of the WWTP discharges into the lake.
• Vegetation management and sediment management.
• Industrial effluent improvement.
• Installation of wetland areas for nutrient removal.

Model Development

To assess the impact of certain actions, tools were developed to predict the hydrodynamic functioning 
and ecosystem functioning of the lake. Given the level of information available to create these tools and 
the complex nature of the processes in the lake, a mixture of approaches was proposed. To investigate 
the hydrodynamics and mixing of Lake Maryut, a two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamic model was 
developed. To investigate the ecological improvements as a result of intervention, a point model of eco-
system functioning of different basins was set up.[23]

Hydraulic Model

Using the data set out in Tables 1–3, a 2D hydraulic model of the lake was built using MIKE21 software.[24] 
The computational mesh is shown in Figure 3, which defines the principal flow routes through the 
canal. A roughness map was developed to represent vegetation growth in the basins.[25] The model was 
 calibrated for water levels but not velocities due to lack of data. A comprehensive sensitivity study was 
undertaken, which showed that the main control on the lake’s hydraulic system is the pumping station 
at El Mex.[26] Figure 4 shows the general circulation patterns predicted by the model. The interactions are 
mainly driven by the drain inflows and clear areas of the lake where no vegetation is found.

To investigate the impact of particular actions on the hydraulics, a number of simulations were 
 undertaken (Figure 5). These included the land reclamation from the lake and addition of islands to 
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promote urban regeneration of the lakeshore, as well as the design of different entry configurations 
for the Qala drain to promote mixing. Figure 6 shows the magnitude of velocities predicted in the 
basin following these interventions. The change in velocities is highest in the main basin where most 
interventions are proposed; however, the magnitude of change is only in the order of a 9% increase.[26] 
While areas in the main basin become better mixed, areas of stagnation occur, most notably around 
the islands. From these results, it becomes clear that increasing mixing significantly would be difficult 
unless an increase to the inflow to the lake could be facilitated.

Ecological Model

Using the data set out in Tables 1–5, a dynamic 0-dimension ecological model was built for the  different 
basins of Lake Maryut. The software PCLAKE describes the dominant ecological interaction in a 
 shallow lake ecosystem.[23] This model was chosen for its ability to model the complex processes and 
allow a number of different proposed actions to be modeled, including vegetation management on a 
 seasonal basis, dredging, wetland installation, and improvements to discharges. It should be noted that 
the model assumes mixing across a basin, which, for Lake Maryut, is a simplification; however, the 
model is detailed enough to give an indication of the potential change caused by an action.

The model was built using the seasonal data available from the EEAA monitoring for the inflows, and 
this was complemented by the WADI and NIOF data. Calibration was possible, comparing monitoring 
data available in the lake itself.

FIGURE 3 Computational mesh: Hydraulic model. 
Source: Duran and Beevers.[26]
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FIGURE 4 General circulation patterns: Hydraulic model. 
Source: Duran and Beevers.[26]

FIGURE 5 Scenario modifications: Hydraulic model. 
Source: Duran and Beevers.[26] 
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A significant number of actions were tested in the ecological model. Available literature was used to 
represent the actions in the lake:

• Secondary treatment of effluent from the WWTPs.[27]

• Addition of aluminum to the WWTP process.[18]

• Installation and removal efficiencies of constructed wetlands (for the Qala drain).[28–31]

• Vegetation and sediment management.
• Table 6 shows the predicted improvement to different parameters if the following actions are 

taken:
• Removal of the WWWTP from the lake (outfall to the sea) after upgrade to secondary treatment.
• Upgrade of EWWTP to secondary treatment plus additional treatment using aluminum.
• Upgrade of industrial effluent through improved environmental management.
• Dredge sediments in the Qala drain and installation of a constructed wetland.
• Aquatic vegetation management.

The oxygen consumption in Lake Maryut is mainly attributed to the respiration of aquatic  organisms 
including plankton and aerobic bacteria and the oxidation of organic matter.[32] High values of organic 
carbon have been reported in sediments close to the treatment plants.[21] The oxidation of these 

FIGURE 6 Velocity predictions: Hydraulic model. 
Source: Duran and Beevers.[26]
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sediments, rich in organic matter, is one of the factors that increases the DO consumption and therefore 
decreases the DO concentrations in the water column. Improving the treatment processes for the treat-
ment plants has a significant impact on the model results, indicating up to a 300% improvement to DO 
levels in the main basin.

Ammonium is generated by heterotrophic bacteria as the primary nitrogenous end product of decom-
position of organic matter. NH4-N concentrations are usually low in oxygenated waters of oligotro-
phic lakes since it is utilized by plants in the nitrification process. However, at low DO concentrations, 
nitrification ceases, the absorptive capacity of the sediments is reduced, and an increase of the release 
of NH4-N from the sediments occurs. As a result, the NH4-N concentration of shallow lakes would 
increase.[33] Increasing the levels of DO through improved treatment of wastewater and a reduction in 
pollutant loads arriving to the lake as a result of constructed wetlands has the potential to reduce overall 
ammonia levels in the main basin by up to 47%.

Chlorophyll-a is a primary productivity indicator and a very good estimate for monitoring and 
assessing the eutrophication status of lakes.[34] The supply of P and N is considered to be one of the main 
factors that determine the magnitude of the primary production.[35] In cases where pollution is caused 
by domestic wastewater with a high nutrient content, the algae production in the recipient watercourse 
increases considerably.[34] With the improvement to N and P and the increase in the DO predicted, a 
decrease in chlorophyll-a of up to 85% could be achieved for the lake.

Finally, the Secchi depth is a measure of the transparency of a water column. Secchi readings between 
0.1 and 0.4 m were reported in the main basin,[32] which are directly related to the high production rate 
of phytoplankton. Eutrophic lakes present low values of Secchi depth due to the high concentrations 
of algae and detritus that increase turbidity and therefore decrease transparency. With the proposed 
measures and reduction in detritus, an increase in the transparency of the lake is predicted to be greater 
than 370%.[36]

Proposed Actions

The modeling component tested a number of actions for the improvement of the water ecosystem and 
showed that a significant improvement could be achieved. In addition to these, actions were proposed 
to address the other strategic objectives of the plan.[22] The following is a summary of such objectives:

• Prepare a Lake Maryut land and water plan.
• Promote urban regeneration around the lake shoreline and create ports and markets in the main 

basin.

TABLE 6 Ecological Model Results

Parameter Unit Baseline Value (average)

Improvement with Stated Actions

Increase % Decrease %

DO mg/L  1.3 303
NH4-N mg N/L 13.4 47
NO3-N mg N/L  0.8 120
Organic N mg N/L  6.4 83
N total mg N/L 20.5 52
P total mg P/L  4.9 72
Chlorophyll-a mg/m3 93.4 85
Phyto-biomass mg DW/L  5.9 85
Zoo biomass g DW/m2   0.53  39
Detritus mg/L 83.5 82
Secchi depth m  0.1 377

Source: Alvarez-Mieles and Beevers.[36]
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• Promote ecotourism and encourage new ecological economic activities.
• Upgrade informal settlement areas and integrate social housing into urban development projects.
• Plan and develop fisheries activities.
• Prepare online monitoring systems along with water quantity and quality maps.
• Regulate specific limits for industrial water discharge into Lake Maryut.
• Establish a Lake Maryut Authority and set up a management unit with a clear structure and 

purpose.
• Establish a robust monitoring system for water quality.

The plan aims to address all four strategic objectives defined at the outset. To monitor the effect of any 
potential implemented action as part of the plan, a monitoring program is suggested. The implemen-
tation of such a monitoring plan would allow the incorporation of adaptive management techniques 
should unexpected impacts become evident.

Conclusions

An integrated action plan for Lake Maryut is proposed, using a participatory process and supported by 
a technical modeling study that was used to predict the impact of potential actions. It is clear from the 
study that significant improvement to the lake can be achieved, thus encouraging economic develop-
ment and urban regeneration. However, this improvement requires substantial investment. The plan 
suggests that to achieve this, a financial strategy that links the urban and industrial future development 
potential with the environmental interventions is required to improve the lake, thereby linking poten-
tial future economic gains to the required lake renovation.

Since the completion of the proposed plan in 2009, there have been follow-up activities that move 
towards the adoption of a sustainable development strategy for the lake. A lake management unit is 
established and receives technical input from Centre for Environment and Development for the Arab 
Region and Europe (CEDARE) for Geographical Information System (GIS) support and NARSS 
(National Authority for Remote Sensing and Space Sciences of Egypt) for model development. In addi-
tion, the Ministry for Housing has proposed to use the outcomes of the study for the development of a 
new urban territorial plan for Alexandria that includes an integrated sustainable development vision for 
the Lake Maryut zone.

The study has shown that, with a coordinated and integrated approach to environmental manage-
ment, the current deteriorating trend of Lake Maryut could be reversed. However, to achieve this goal, 
actions addressing environmental, social, and governance issues must be implemented.
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Introduction

The cause is attributed to a vast expansion of irrigation in the Central Asian Republics beginning in the 
1950s, which greatly reduced inflows to the Sea. The diversion of water for massive irrigation  development 
was done deliberately by Soviet Union officials, unconcerned about the consequences of their actions.

The environmental, social, and economic damage has been immense. Winds pick up dust from the 
dry seabed and deposit it over a large populated area. The dust likely contains pesticide and chemical 
residues that are blamed for the serious rise in mortality and health problems in the region. The Sea, and 
the now exposed dry seabed, may also be contaminated by runoff from a former Soviet military base and 
a biological weapons lab. The ecosystem of the Aral Sea has collapsed, and climate changes in the Aral 
Sea Basin have been documented. Hundreds of agreements have been signed since 1980s on programs 
designed to address the “Aral Sea Problem” which, to date, have not been effective at preventing the 
continuing shrinking of the sea.

Aral Sea Basin

The Aral Sea is located in Central Asia and lies between Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan in a vast geological 
depression, the Turan lowlands, in the Kyzylkum and Karakum Deserts. In the 1950s, the sea covered 
66,000 km2, contained about 1090 km3 of water, and had a maximum depth of about 70 m. The Aral 
Sea supported vast fisheries and shipping industries. At that time the sea was fed by two rivers, the 
Amu Darya (2540 km) and the Syr Darya (2200 km), which originate in the mountain ranges of cen-
tral Asia and flow through the five republics of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and 
Turkmenistan.

The two rivers provide most of the fresh water used in Central Asia. In the last 50 years, about 20 dams 
and reservoirs and 60 major irrigation schemes have been constructed. About 82% of river diversions 
are for agricultural use and 14% is for municipal and industrial use (Table 1).

Water demand due to population growth and industrial expansion continues to increase (Table 2). 
Since 1960, the population of the Central Asian republics has increased 140% and totals over 50 
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million. Likewise, industrial production using large amounts of water has also increased. Examples 
include steel production which rose 200%, cement production by 170%, and electricity generation by 
a factor of 12.

The total inflows to the Aral Sea began decreasing rapidly in the 1960s, and by 1990 the storage vol-
ume of the sea has decreased by 600 km3 (Table 3). As the water level fell, salinity levels have tripled, 
rising from about 1000 ppm to just under 3000 ppm today. By the 1980s, as the Aral Sea problem became 
well known in the Soviet Union, government officials proposed ambitious projects to divert water from 
other rivers, including ones in South Russia and Siberia, to be transported to the Aral Sea in massive 
canals. However, these plans died with the breakup of the Soviet Union.

The decrease in sea level has now split the Aral Sea into two separate water bodies: the Small and 
Large Aral Seas (Maloe More and Bol’shiye More) each separately fed by the Syr Darya and the Amu 
Darya, respectively. The once vast Amu Darya delta which once covered 550,000 ha has now shrunk to 
less than 20,000 ha.

TABLE 1 Average Water Supply and Demand in the Aral Sea Basin

Total Water Available km3 %

Amu Darya Basin 84.3 64
Syr Darya Basin 47.8 36
Total 132.1 100
Water demand
Agriculture
Amu Darya Basin 44.8 81.6
Syr Darya Basin 34.6
Municipal Water
Amu Darya 3 6.5
Syr Darya 3.3
Industry
Amu Darya 3 8.2
Syr Darya 5
Livestock
Amu Darya 0.2 0.2
Syr Darya 0
Fishery
Amu Darya 2.6 3.5
Syr Darya 0.8
Total 97.3 100

TABLE 2 General Statistics of the Aral Sea Basin Countries in 1995

Kazakhstan Uzbekistan Turkmenistan Kyrgyzstan Tajikistan

Area, km2 2,717,300 447,400 488,100 198,500 143,100
Irrigated land, km2 23,080 41,500 12,450 10,320 6.940
Population 17,376,615 23,089,261 4,075,316 4,769,877 6,155,474
Population growth rate, % 0.62 2.08 2.5 1.5 2.6
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Irrigation and Cotton

For thousands of years, Central Asian farmers diverted water from the Amu Darya and Syr Darya 
Rivers, transforming desert into green oases and supporting great civilizations. Historically, irrigation 
water use was conducted at a sustainable level. The creation of the Soviet Union and the collectivization 
of farmlands resulted in the end for traditional agricultural practices. Beginning as early as 1918, Soviet 
leaders began expanding irrigated land in Central Asia for export and hard currency. Cotton was known 
as “white gold.” The USSR became a net exporter of cotton by the 1930s, and by the 1980s, was ranked 
fourth in the world in cotton production.

The policy of emphasizing cotton production was accelerated in the 1950s as Central Asia’s irri-
gated agriculture was expanded and mechanized. In 1956, the Kara Kum Canal was opened, divert-
ing one-third of the flow in the Amu Darya to new cultivated areas in the deserts of Uzbekistan and 
Turkmenistan. The year 1960 represents the critical junction when the Aral Sea began to drop. Irrigated 
cotton production and water diversions continued to be expanded until the break-up of the Soviet 
Union (Table 4).

Estimates are that upwards of 80% of the workforce is employed in agriculture. The main agricultural 
crops in the basin are cotton (6.4 million ha), forage (1.7 million ha), rice (0.4 million ha), and tree crops 
(0.4 million ha).

Some Central Asian irrigation experts estimate that only 20%–25% of the water diverted from 
the rivers is actually used by the crops, the rest being lost in the canals that transport the water to 
the fields and due to inefficient irrigation practices used on-farm. It is believed that over the past 
decade, adequate maintenance, repair, and renovation of the irrigation infrastructure were not per-
formed at a  meaningful level, and water losses from deteriorating canals, gates, and other facilities 
have increased.

Most land is under furrow irrigation, with drip irrigation accounting for about 5% of the irrigated crop-
land (used primarily on orchard crops), and sprinkler irrigation accounts for about 3%. Even though the 

TABLE 3 Decline of the Aral Sea during the 1980s and Total Estimated Inflows from the 
Amu Darya and Syr Darya Rivers

Aral Sea

Year
Inflows
(km3)

Volume
(km3)

Surface Area
(km2)

1911–1960 56.0 1064 66,100
1981  6.0  618 50,500
1982   0.04  583 49,300
1983  2.3  539 47,700
1984  7.9  501 46,100
1986  0.0  424 41,100
1987  9.0
1988 23.0 41,000
1989  300 30,000

TABLE 4 Cultivated Land along the Amu Darya and Syr Darya Rivers

Before 1917 1960 1980 1992

Millions of hectares 5.2 10 15 18.3
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water saving benefits of gated pipe are well known in the region, less than one-sixth of the farms use 
this technology. Reasons may include costs and product availability. Most farms follow the centuries’ old 
practice of cutting earthen canals with shovels in order to divert water into the field. The volume of water 
available at these farm ditches is not sufficient to provide an even distribution of water over the field. As a 
result, water logging and soil salinity now affects about 40% of all the cultivated land in the region.

Muynak and Aralsk

Of all the villages affected by the drying of the Aral Sea, Muynak is the best known. Historically, 
Muynak was located on an island of the vast Aral Sea delta at the convergence of the Amu Darya River 
in Karakalpakstan (a semi-autonomist republic in Uzbekistan). In 1962, the island became a peninsula. 
By 1970 the former seaport was 10 km from the sea. The retreat of the sea accelerated and the town was 
40 km from the sea by 1980, 70 km in 1995, and close to 100 km today.

Over 3000 fishermen once worked the abundant waters around Muynak which supported 22 different 
commercial species of fish. In 1957, Muynak fishermen harvested 26,000 tons of fish, about half of the 
total catch that year taken from the Aral Sea. Muynak also produced 1.1 million farmed muskrat skins 
which were used to produce coats and hats.

The Kazakhstan city of Aralsk, was once located on the northern edge of the Aral Sea, and like 
Muynak, had major fisheries and commerce industries. A major shipping and transport industry existed 
between these two cities. As the Aral Sea skunk, Aralsk found itself farther and farther from the shore 
which had retreated nearly 129 km by the 1980s. In the early 1990s, a dam was built just to the south of 
the mouth of the Syr Darya, to protect the northern part of the Aral Sea, letting the southern portion 
of the Aral Sea evaporate. Although only 10% of the water in the Syr Darya River reaches the northern 
part of the Aral Sea, the Little Aral has risen 3 m since the construction of the dam, and the shoreline 
has crept to within 16 km of the town.

Environmental Problems

The Aral Sea is an unfortunate example of an old Uzbek proverb: “at the beginning you drink water, at the 
end you drink poison.” As the rivers flow through cultivated areas, they pick up fertilizers, pesticides, and 
salts from runoff, drainage water and groundwater flow. In the 1960s, it was common for about 550 kg ha−1 
of chemicals to be applied to cotton fields in Central Asia, compared to an average of 25 kg used for other 
crops in the Soviet Union. Residues of these chemicals are now found on the dry seabed. Estimates are that 
millions of tons of dust are picked up from the seabed and distributed over the Aral Sea region.

The Sea may have been contaminated from runoff from by two former USSR military installations 
in the area. A chemical weapons testing facility was located on the Ust-Jurt Plateau (north shore), and 
was closed in the mid-1980s. Renaissance Island (Vozrozhdeniya Island), located in the central Aral 
Sea, was the site of the former USSR Government’s Microbiological Warfare Group which produced the 
deadly Anthrax virus. Some scientists believe that some containers holding the virus were not properly 
stored or destroyed. As the Aral Sea continues to dry and water levels recede, the ever-expanding island 
will soon connect to the surrounding land. Scientists fear that reptiles, including snakes that have been 
exposed to the various viruses, will move onto the surrounding land and possibly infect the humans 
living around the shores of the Aral Sea.

The Aral Sea once supported a complex ecosystem, an oasis in the vast desert. Over 20 species of fish 
are now extinct. Karakalpakstan scientists believe that a total of about 100 species of fish and animals 
that once flourished in the region are now extinct, as are many unique plants.

Residents believe that there is a direct correlation between the drying of the sea and changes in 
climate of the Aral Sea Basin. The moderating effect of the sea has diminished and temperatures are 
now about 2.5°C higher in the summer and lower in the winter. Rainfall in the already arid basin has 
decreased by about 20 mm.
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Human Tragedy

Over the last 50 years, there has been a large increase in mortality, illnesses, and poor health in the 
region. Some estimate that 70%–90% of the population of Karakalpakstan suffer some an environmen-
tally induced malady. Tuberculosis is rampant. Hardest hit are women and children. Common health 
problems include kidney diseases, thyroid dysfunctions, anemia, bronchitis, and cancers.

Conclusion

Some accounts are that since 1984, hundreds of international agreements have been signed to address 
Aral Sea problems. The early agreements had the goals of first stabilizing the Sea, then slowly increasing 
flows to restore its ecosystem. In 1992, the Interstate Commission for Water Coordination was formed 
by the five central Asian republics, which also accepted, in principle, to adhere to the limits on water 
diversions as set during the Soviet era in 1984 and 1987. To date, however, no progress has been made on 
stabilizing or reversing the declining inflows. With no water reaching the Aral Sea from the Amu Darya, 
scientists predict that this portion of the sea (the Large Aral Sea) will disappear by 2020 (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 This NASA photograph (STS085–503-119) was taken in August 1997 and looks toward the southeast. 
The Amu Darya River is visible to the right and the Syr Darya on the left. The Aral Sea is now separated into the 
Small Aral to the north and the Large Aral to the south. Shown are the approximate extent of the Aral Sea in 1957 
before a massive expansion of irrigation diversions from the rivers.
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Introduction

The Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary within the U.S.A.[1] Fresh water flows to the Chesapeake Bay 
from a watershed that covers an estimated 166,709 km2, including portions of Delaware, Maryland, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, DC, and West Virginia (Figure 1). The ecological produc-
tivity of the estuary has made it an important resource for Native Americans, European immigrants, 
and current residents in the region.[2] The population in the contributing watershed in recent years has 
swelled to over 15 million people, resulting in extensive direct and indirect impacts that are now a focus 
of a large-scale restoration effort led by the US Environmental Protection Agency.[1]

Discussion

Located along the Mid-Atlantic coast of the U.S.A. within the limits of Maryland and Virginia, the 
Bay is approximately 304-km long, has an estimated surface area of 11,603 km2, a width that ranges 
from 5.5 to 56 km, and an average depth of approximately 6.4 m.[1] Salinity in the tidal portions of the 
estuary transition from “fresh” conditions (i.e., 0–5 parts per thousand (ppt) salt concentration) at the 
northern-most end to “marine” conditions (30–35 ppt salt concentration) at the southern boundary with 
the Atlantic Ocean.

Evidence indicates that the modern Chesapeake Bay began forming approximately 35 million years 
ago with a meteorite impact in the proximity of what is now the confluence of the Bay with the Atlantic 
Ocean.[2,3] The impact created a topographic depression that influenced the location and alignments of 
several large river valleys, including those associated with the present day Susquehanna, Rappahannock, 
and James Rivers. Since then, the river valleys have been periodically exposed and flooded in response 
to cycles of global glaciation and associated fluctuations in sea level. The most recent, the Wisconsin 
glaciation, began retreating approximately 18,000 years ago. The retreat resulted in a rise in sea level by 
almost ninety meters, drowning the river valleys and forming the current Bay.

Eleven large rivers drain the Bay’s watershed, the Susquehanna River from Pennsylvania and New 
York providing the largest contribution with an average of 98 million m3/day flowing into the northern 
end of the estuary. The rivers drain one or more of five different physiographic provinces within the 
watershed, including the Appalachian Plateau, Ridge and Valley, Blue Ridge, Piedmont, and Coastal 
Plain (Figure 1).[4] Each province’s geologic composition and history creates dramatically different land-
scape settings from the western to eastern sides of the drainage basin. The Appalachian, Ridge and 
Valley, and Blue Ridge are characterized by mountainous terrain, a dominance of sandstone along ridge 
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tops, and several carbonate valleys. The Piedmont has less relief, is dominated by metamorphic rocks, 
and is characterized by a surface that has been dissected by dendritic stream channel networks. Further 
to the east, the Coastal Plain is characterized by thick layers of unconsolidated geologic materials over-
lying bedrock deep beneath the surface. Waterways that flow from the Piedmont into the Coastal Plain 
traverse the “Fall Zone,” a region that is easily distinguished by waterfalls coincident with an abrupt 
drop in the underlying bedrock elevations. Major ports and cities were developed along the Fall Zone, 
including Washington, DC, Baltimore, Maryland, and Richmond, Virginia, because of their locations at 
the upstream terminus of navigation from tidal waters and proximity to hydropower sources.

The Chesapeake Bay estuary is naturally dynamic and characterized by physical conditions that 
can be stressful to aquatic organisms. The salinity gradient broadly governs the spatial distribution of 
aquatic habitat types. Alterations in currents, wind, and freshwater inputs can cause salinity conditions 
to vary over time. The shallow depths also cause colder winter and warmer summer water temperatures 
compared to the open ocean. These spatial and temporal fluctuations can create physiologically chal-
lenging conditions. However, many organisms have adapted and use the abundant nutrients and physi-
cal habitat in different portions of the estuary for specific periods of their life cycles or seasons of the 
year. As a result, the Bay supports an estimated 3600 species of plants, fish, and animals, including 348 
finfish and 173 shellfish species. Some of the most notable of these include striped bass, American shad, 
blueback herring, blue crab, and the American oyster.[5] The name “Chesapeake” itself was coined from 
the Algonquin American-Indian word “Chesepiooc” meaning “great shellfish bay.”[5]

FIGURE 1 The Chesapeake Bay estuary and its watershed, including physiographic provinces and state boundar-
ies. (Courtesy of M. Herrmann, Maryland Department of Natural Resources.)
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Archaeologists estimate that Native American inhabitants first arrived in the Bay region from the 
south or west approximately 12,000 years ago as the ice sheets associated with the Wisconsin glaciation 
began to retreat and temperatures increased.[2] The first inhabitants are presumed to have been nomadic; 
however, archeological evidence suggests that selective food production started as early as 5000 years 
ago and settled towns began to be formed approximately 1300 years ago as the population density in 
the region increased. Recovered artifacts provide evidence of the extensive use of the Bay by the early 
inhabitants for travel, communication, tools, and food.

The first recorded European contact with the Chesapeake Bay region was by the Italian captain, 
Giovanni da Verrazano in 1524.[2] The English established one of the most well known early settlements 
at Jamestown, Virginia in 1607. English colonization expanded through expeditions to the north in 
the Bay, partly led by the famed Captain John Smith. Immigration to the region increased throughout 
the 1600s and much of the area was settled by the mid-1700s. The colonists made extensive use of the 
resources provided by the estuary, its wetlands, and tributaries. Shellfish, including oysters, blue crabs, 
and hard and soft clams, were harvested from shallow water areas.[2] The numerous piles of oyster shells 
that can be found near Coastal Plain tidal areas provide support for written claims of the extensive 
oyster beds that existed in the Bay when the European colonists arrived. Traps and nets were used to 
harvest finfish, including herring, striped bass, and shad. Migratory waterfowl, such as ducks and geese, 
were also plentiful food sources.

The rapid growth in the human population since European colonization of the Chesapeake Bay region 
dramatically increased the harvest of finfish, shellfish, waterfowl, and mammals naturally supported by 
the estuary. Extensive landscape alterations also caused direct and indirect physical changes to the Bay 
and its tributaries. The combination of overharvesting, pollution, and physical alterations has severely 
impacted the ecosystem and many of the species that historically flourished in the estuary.[1] Dramatic 
declines have been documented by the harvest records of popular commercial fisheries such as shad and 
striped bass. Records indicate a decline in the catch of blue crabs per unit of effort since the 1940s. The 
oyster harvest is currently at less than 1% of historic levels, although this reduction is partly attributed 
to disease. Many other species not harvested commercially have also been affected by the alterations in 
the Bay ecology that have accompanied European settlement and population growth.

One of the most important impacts to the Chesapeake Bay has been the increased erosion rates and 
downstream sedimentation caused by extensive deforestation of the watershed.[6] The influx of sediment 
into the tidal estuary has reduced the water depths in many embayments that once served as navigable 
ports.[7] Elevated suspended sediment inputs during storm events also increase turbidity in the tidal 
water column.[6] The resulting decrease in water clarity, which has been exacerbated by algal blooms 
associated with nutrient runoff pollution, reduces submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) growth in shal-
low areas (i.e., depths less than 2 m). SAV coverage on the Bay bottom is estimated to have declined from 
approximately 80,900 hectares in 1937 to 15,400 hectares in 1984.[1] The loss has negative implications for 
a variety of species that use the vegetation for habitat, including blue crabs and juvenile finfish.

An extensive effort to restore the Bay has been undertaken by the US federal government in coordina-
tion with states in the watershed.[1,8] A large part of this effort has been focused on the recovery of the 
historic SAV distributions, as well as reversal of the abnormally low oxygen levels that now occur in the 
main stem of the Bay and its major tidal tributaries during summer months.[1,9] As with the water clarity 
problems, the low dissolved oxygen is related to excess nutrient inputs, mainly nitrogen and phosphorous, 
which stimulate algal production. The oxygen depletion occurs because of algal decomposition, resulting 
in, estuarine habitat degradation. Substantial reductions in nutrients from watershed runoff have been 
concluded to be necessary to achieve restoration goals related to both SAV and low dissolved oxygen.[1,9]

Conclusions

The Chesapeake Bay is a large and historically productive estuary on the Mid-Atlantic coast of the U.S.A., 
with extensive fisheries and wildlife resources. The Bay ecosystem has been impaired by watershed 
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alterations and overharvesting accompanying human population growth in the region, thereby inspir-
ing an extensive government-supported restoration effort. A large part of the restoration focuses on 
sediment and nutrient pollution associated with runoff from the contributing watershed.
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Introduction

Both natural and anthropogenic disturbances along rivers in Mediterranean-type climates are thought 
to promote the spread of invasive plant species in natural as well as altered riparian ecosystems.[1–5] 
A large bamboo-like member of the grass family (Poaceae), giant reed (Arundo donax L.), is one of 
the greatest invasive species threats to streams in arid and Mediterranean-type climate regions. A. 
donax forms extensive monotypic stands, successfully invading rivers in these regions. Infestations of 
A. donax are known to increase risks of flooding, compete with indigenous riparian species for scarce 
water resources, create unnatural fire hazards, and reduce the value of riparian habitat for most wildlife. 
Although many organizations are actively removing small areas of A. donax from streams in California, 
larger strategic watershed-scale removal is necessary to prevent further invasion and impacts to water 
resources.

Biology and Ecology

A. donax is one of the most successful weedy invaders in the highly dynamic, disturbance-defined riv-
ers and riparian ecosystems of arid and Mediterranean-type climate regions[6,7] (Figure 1). A. donax is a 
tall, erect perennial grass species with culms 1–4 cm in diameter and 2–10 m in height, with two ranked 
leaves 2–6 cm wide at the base tapering to a point and up to 70 cm in length or more, and tough fibrous 
roots that penetrate more than 8 ft deep emanating from large horizontal creeping rhizomes. Although 
the seeds of this reed-like grass species are mostly sterile outside its native range,[8,9] A. donax colonizes 
readily via vegetative propagation; it is dispersed downstream when small pieces of its culm or rhizome 
break off during flooding and land on bare, moist substrates.[1,6,7,10,11] Fragments of the rhizome or culm 
as small as 2 cm2 sprout under most soil types, depths, and soil moisture conditions.[7,10,11] Growing at 
an extremely rapid rate (up to 6.25 cm per day under optimal conditions), A. donax quickly establishes 
on exposed or sparsely vegetated soil and grows to more than 8 m in height after only a few months.[12,13] 
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Once established, A. donax clumps expand outward by clonal propagation (large rhizomes), crowding 
and displacing indigenous shrubs, herbs and grasses, and trees, especially under elevated soil moisture, 
nutrient, and light conditions.[8] In this manner, A. donax forms extensive stands, or monocultures, along 
floodplains and terraces of river and stream systems. A. donax is able to persist in ecosystems that experi-
ence seasonal drought by storing carbohydrate reserves in large rhizomes and sharing water resources 
through clonal integration.[14,15] When stressful conditions subside, shoots emerge.

A. donax is thought to be indigenous to freshwaters of Eurasia,[16] extending from Southeast Asia to 
the Mediterranean Basin, although the precise extent of its native distribution is unclear. Herbivore 
diversity suggests that it is Mediterranean in origin, but its native range may extend much farther. 
Several thousand years ago, A. donax was thought to have been spread around the Mediterranean 
Basin for use in erosion control; production of reeds for wind instruments; and construction of roofs, 
ceilings, fences, and baskets.[17] It has been introduced to most tropical and warm, temperate regions 
worldwide, including North and South America, Southern Africa, and Australia, and thrives below 
350 m in elevation.[6,18] In North America, A. donax has become especially devastating to riparian 
habitats in California’s Mediterranean climate region, creating significant impacts to natural river 
functioning and sustainability.[19] In Southern California, A. donax was originally planted along irriga-
tion canals for erosion control and used as building materials and windbreaks.[20] Carried by floodwa-
ters, A. donax eventually made its way to adjacent streams and rivers, and by the 1820s, patches were 
commonly found along floodplains of many streams, including the Los Angeles River.[20] However, it 
appears that A. donax has only recently succeeded in invading natural riparian ecosystems in Southern 
California (i.e., replacing native riparian vegetation).

Because of its clonal growth strategy, ability to colonize rapidly after disturbance, use of available 
resources, tolerance of stress, and high growth rate, A. donax is one of the most successful riparian 
weedy invaders in arid and Mediterranean-type climates.[12] Following an era of human alterations to 
river systems in Southern California, it was widely dispersed throughout riparian ecosystems in the 
floods of 1969, established in terrace and floodplain locations, and is now thriving in riparian eco-
systems throughout this region.[21] Factors such as water, nutrients, light, and fire that are abundant 

FIGURE 1 A. donax infestation along the Santa Clara River in Ventura County, California.
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in highly modified riparian ecosystems of arid and Mediterranean-climate regions increase the com-
petitive ability of A. donax.[21] Although A. donax grows primarily in floodplains and terraces of low-
gradient river and stream systems,[21,22] it may be found on beaches, around homes, in higher elevations, 
and next to hot springs where planted. A. donax forms huge infestations in open floodplains with high 
soil moisture and excess nutrients and in areas susceptible to wildfire.[21] A. donax successfully invades 
areas consisting of any soil type and once established can grow well in many soil moisture regimes.[7,21,23] 
Established stands recover readily after aboveground biomass is removed by wildfire, floods, frost, or 
mechanical means. In fact, the natural flood and wildfire regime characteristic of Mediterranean-type 
climates promotes growth and invasion of A. donax.[21]

From the time of early human settlement in arid and Mediterranean-type climates, humans have 
dammed, channelized, mined, diverted, and developed along rivers.[24,25] These alterations have mag-
nified the susceptibility of streams in these regions to plant invasions by weedy species.[26,27] Human 
alterations associated with urbanization of watersheds in California in addition to the natural flood 
and wildfire processes have created ideal conditions for A. donax invasion. Increased water, nutrients, 
and light availability, as well as occurrence of fire in riparian ecosystems in Southern California, are 
thought to promote A. donax invasion.[6,21,28,29] Ever-expanding residential and agricultural development 
in coastal Southern California has led to increased water availability and nutrient loading of riparian 
ecosystems. The once vast low-lying areas of riparian forest continue to be removed to make room for 
agriculture, golf courses, and residential and commercial development. Consequently, open areas along 
floodplains formed by floods and clearing of terraces for development create an ideal location for A. 
donax to establish and invade riparian ecosystems. Furthermore, fire is more frequent in riparian cor-
ridors owing to anthropogenic ignition during the dry summer and fall months when A. donax-infested 
areas provide a large amount of dry fuel.[21,30] Because of higher post-fire growth rate and immediate 
growth response compared to native plant species, fire appears to contribute to the A. donax invasion 
process, especially in riparian terraces located next to fire-prone shrublands.[21]

Effects on Streams and Water Resources

Infestations of A. donax have created serious physical and biological problems along streams in arid and 
Mediterranean-type climates.[6,13,22,29] Where it grows extensively along floodplains, A. donax physically 
obstructs natural water flow, thereby increasing the risk of flooding. A. donax uses more water than 
native plant species, outcompetes native riparian species, thus reducing the value of riparian habitats for 
wildlife, and creating unnatural fire hazards.[21]

Flooding

Large infestations of A. donax within the active floodplains increase stream roughness during moderate 
to large flood events, forcing flood stages to higher levels and flooding adjacent property. During very 
high winter flows in California, A. donax is removed from the floodplain, floats downstream, and cre-
ates debris dams at bridges and culverts.[22] In addition, A. donax biomass collects in large piles along 
beaches after large flood events (Figure 2). Although originally planted to assist in erosion control, it 
now acts as an agent of erosion in California streams. The shallow rhizomes of the large, top-heavy 
plants growing along stream banks are undercut by high flows, causing bank erosion and instability. 
Economic losses due to effects of A. donax invasion include costs associated with repair of flood damage 
to property and bridges, beach cleanup, and bank stabilization repair.

Water Use

Water loss due to high evapotranspiration (ET) of A. donax infestations is of increasing concern in arid 
and Mediterranean-type climates where water resources are scarce and the plant continues to spread. 
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Using transpiration rates of rice (another C3 species thought to have similar transpiration rates), esti-
mates of A. donax water use suggest that it uses three times more water than native riparian species.[31] 
Other studies using a variety of methods indicate that ET of A. donax (1.2–7.5 m/yr) may be much 
higher than that of native riparian vegetation such as Salix spp., Populus spp. (1.0–3.3 m/yr), and mixed 
riparian communities of arid and Mediterranean-type climates (0.11–1.6 m/yr).[32–35] On the Santa Ana 
River alone, A. donax was estimated to transpire 37,500 acre-feet more water per year than native plants 
worth approximately $12 million at drinking water costs.[31] However, comprehensive studies are needed 
that compare water-use efficiency (WUE) of A. donax to various native species under different envi-
ronmental conditions to determine exactly how much water is lost due to this invasive species. Excess 
water used in A. donax transpiration could be salvaged for groundwater recharge, drinking water sup-
ply, agricultural irrigation, and augmentation of in-stream flow for native vegetation and wildlife.[36] 
Furthermore, saturated soils that persist after flood events provide a lasting legacy to sustain plants 
over longer timescales. Using oxygen (δ18O) and hydrogen (δ2H) stable isotopes analyses, Moore et al.[37] 
found that groundwater was not the dominant source for A. donax when soil moisture was sufficient for 
plant uptake following a flood.

Recent studies focused on water use, photosynthetic performance, and growth of A. donax under 
varying levels of soil moisture, carbon dioxide, and drought conditions. Watts and Moore[38] found 
that stands of A. donax used approximately 8.8 ± 0.9 mm of water per day during the peak of the grow-
ing season on the Lower Rio Grande in South Texas, the high end of the spectrum for plants. They 
also found that transpiration and leaf area index declined as water availability decreased, suggesting 
a sensitivity to drought and declining water tables. In another study, A. donax plants were subjected 
to a gradual drought stress for 3 weeks, after which they were returned to fully hydrated soil condi-
tions for 1 week.[39] Overall, plant dry weight and key growth parameters were not significantly affected; 
however, photosynthetic performance was impaired. Physiological functions were restored after rewa-
tering, reflecting the environmental plasticity of A. donax. Both atmospheric enrichment of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and increased drought are predicted to occur in regions where A. donax grows in arid and 
Mediterranean regions of the United States. Nackley et al.[40] found that increased CO2 affected growth 
and water use of A. donax, reducing transpiration rates significantly. Reduced transpiration delayed 

FIGURE 2 A. donax debris litters beaches in California after winter storms.
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drought responses, increased WUEs, and extended periods of assimilation but could not prevent desic-
cation and photosynthetic decline during extreme drought.

Wildfire

Wildfires ignited by humans at unnatural and dangerous times of the year burn rapidly through ripar-
ian corridors infested with A. donax and may help spread fires across watersheds and along riparian cor-
ridors.[21] Historically, dense biomass that accumulated over a period of 30–50 years or more in chaparral 
communities of California and shrublands in other Mediterranean-type climate regions caused fires to 
ignite.[41–44] Although fire was once a natural part of shrubland ecosystems in many Mediterranean-type 
regions, large riparian ecosystems provided natural firebreaks because native vegetation retained foliar 
water that resisted ignition.[13] Lightning was the primary cause of wildfires, especially during July and 
August under dry, low-humidity conditions and would commonly burn slowly for months.[42] Currently, 
however, most wildfires in these areas are anthropogenic in origin, occur much more frequently, and 
during strong Santa Ana wind conditions starting in September. For example, all 14 concurrent fires in 
October 2003 (739,597 acres burned) resulted from human activities.[41] 

Invasion of annual grass species has been linked to altered fire regimes in rangelands, deserts, 
and wild lands of California and the Western United States.[41,47–49] However, A. donax may be an 
even bigger problem in riparian ecosystems of altered Southern California fire regimes because of its 
perennial growth form (the large volume of biomass produced) and rapid recovery after fire (Figure 3a 
and b).[21] Several accounts suggest that infestations of giant reed have increased fuel load as well as 
fire frequency and intensity along riparian corridors.[12,13,30,50] Thus, A. donax invasion appears to have 
created a positive feedback cycle or an invasive plant-fire regime[21] similar to those presented by other 
grass species.[45,46]

Biodiversity and Wildlife

A. donax has little habitat or food value for wildlife because of its dense growth structure and high content 
of noxious chemicals.[6,12,13] The federally endangered least Bell’s vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus) and other ripar-
ian birds require structural diversity provided by riparian scrub and mature forest communities for breed-
ing.[6,13,51] When naturally diverse riparian vegetation types are replaced by thick stands of A. donax, bird 
species abundance and other native wildlife have been found to decline.[6,13,45,46] Movement of medium to 
large mammals is most likely impaired by dense A. donax infestations. Herrera and Dudley[52] showed that 
arthropod abundance and diversity associated with native riparian vegetation was twice that associated 
with A. donax infestations. In addition, fish and aquatic invertebrates may be affected by increased stream 
temperature owing to lack of shading where A. donax has replaced mature riparian forests.[6]

Control Methods, Restoration, and Revegetation

Tens of millions of dollars ($7–$25 thousand per acre) have been spent in efforts to remove A. donax 
from riparian ecosystems in the Central Valley and coastal California. Although most attempts have 
been successful in removing small infestations on riparian terraces, A. donax continues to thrive in 
floodplains. An understanding of the ecological conditions that promote continued growth and inva-
sion of A. donax is needed for its effective control. Management strategies for the control and removal of 
A. donax should be based on the location and size of the infestation. Priority should be given to removal 
of A. donax from riparian terrace habitats where infested areas are easily accessible and require less 
maintenance than along floodplains, especially infestations located adjacent to fire-prone shrubland 
plant communities.[53] Removal of large A. donax infestations on riparian terraces with high soil mois-
ture and nutrient availability will be most difficult but is essential in removing the largest source of 
propagules to prevent future reinfestation. Active revegetation with native plants after A. donax removal 
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is recommended to prevent reinfestation of A. donax or other weeds and restore functional riparian 
ecosystems. Unless A. donax is removed from floodplains on a watershed-scale working from the head-
waters downstream, it is likely to recolonize removal areas after flood events. Watershed removal plan-
ning is underway in several large streams in Southern California to eradicate A. donax from floodplains, 
including the Santa Clara and Santa Ana Rivers.

Both mechanical and hand clearing techniques may be used to remove A. donax. Mechanical clear-
ing methods include mulching or total excavation of all aboveground and belowground biomass. Hand 
clearing methods include either painting of A. donax stumps with herbicide after cutting or foliar 

FIGURE 3 Three weeks (a) and 6 months (b) after Verdale–Simi Fire, A. donax invades riparian terrace along 
Santa Clara River in Ventura County.
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applications of herbicide (glyphosate).[54] Research on biocontrol agents for A. donax is underway on the 
Santa Clara River, California and in Weslaco, Texas (Dudley, Personal Communication, 2006).

Conclusions

One of the biggest threats to streams and water resources in Mediterranean-type climates is invasion 
of A. donax. Forming large monocultures under ideal resource conditions along streams, A. donax 
increases flooding, promotes the spread of wildfire, outcompetes natives for water resources, and 
decreases wildlife value of riparian habitat. Although millions of dollars are spent every year to remove 
A. donax in California, many rivers and streams are still heavily infested. Effective removal and control 
strategies must be based on an ecological understanding of the invasion process and removal areas 
prioritized based on gaining the greatest ecological benefit for the least effort. Control of A. donax from 
watersheds in Mediterranean-type climates is an important initial step in restoration and long-term 
sustainability of riparian ecosystems.
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Introduction

Shallowing, desiccation, and degradation of freshwater and salt lakes and inland seas are among the 
major environmental problems at the beginning of the 21st century. All over the globe, water is being 
diverted for industrial, agricultural, and household uses, and many lakes are suffering from the result-
ing lack of inflow. There are clear indications that the growth of human population and the increasing 
use of natural resources, especially water, combined with climate changes, exert a considerable stress 
on closed or semi-enclosed seas and lakes. In many regions of the world, marine and lacustrine hydro-
systems are or have been the objects of severe or fatal alterations ranging from changes in regional 
hydrological regimes and/or modifications of the quantity or quality of water resources, deterioration 
of geochemical balances (increased salinity, oxygen depletion, etc.), to mutations of ecosystems (eutro-
phication, decrease in biological diversity, etc.), to socioeconomic perturbations, which have been the 
consequences or may soon be in the near future.[1]

About 97.5% of earth’s water is saltwater in oceans and seas.[1] Around 1% of that is brackish ground-
water. The remaining 2.5% is freshwater. Nearly 70% of the world’s freshwater is frozen in the Antarctic 
and Greenland ice sheets, glaciers, and permanent snow cover and ice. About 30% of all freshwater is 
groundwater. Lakes and rivers contain only about 0.25% of all freshwater. In 2002, the United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP) announced that about 3 billion people would face severe water short-
ages by 2025, if the present consumption rates persist. Global and regional climate change, global and 
regional warming, and droughts amplify the freshwater problem. According to NASA Goddard Institute 
for Space Studies, the year 2018 was the fourth warmest since 1880. It was ranked behind those of 2016, 
2017, and 2015. The past 5 years were the warmest years in the modern record.[2]

The goal of this chapter is to pay attention to the degradation of inland seas and lakes all over the 
world. They are very often called “dying” or “critical,” meaning that the lake or inland sea is facing either 
a severe anthropogenic pressure in some form or a rapid change of its physical conditions owing to 
regional/global climate change.[3–6] In many cases, both mechanisms work together, and it is really very 
difficult to discriminate between natural and anthropogenic impact and to quantitatively assess them.
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In this chapter, we address the most known examples of the degradation of the lakes all over the 
world, and then we focus on two Central Asia case studies—the Aral Sea and the Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay. 
Conclusions summarize this chapter and briefly touch on future prospects related to the state of the 
Central Asia water bodies.

Degradation of Lakes in the World

A significant fall in the water level and/or increase in salinity of many large saline lakes and inland 
seas have taken place worldwide during the past century.[3–6] Examples include the following: in 
North America—Great Salt Lake (Utah), Walker and Pyramid lakes (Nevada), Lake Mead (Nevada, 
Arizona), Owens and Mono lakes and the Salton Sea (California), and Deadmoose Lake (Canada); 
in South America—Llancanelo (Argentina); in the Middle East—the Dead Sea (Israel/Jordan/West 
Bank) and Lake Van (Turkey); in Central Asia—the Aral and Caspian seas and Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay 
(Turkmenistan), Lake Balkhash (Kazakhstan), and Lake Issyk-Kul (Kyrgyzstan); in China—Lop Nor 
and Qinghai Hu lakes; in Africa—Lake Chad and Lake Elmenteita (Kenya); in Japan—Lake Biwa; and 
in Australia—Keilambete, Eyre, Corangamite, Gnotuk, and Bullenmerri lakes.[5]

The most striking examples include (1) the Lop Nor Lake in China, which completely dried up by 
1972; (2) the Aral Sea, which is following such a fate; (3) the Dead Sea, whose level dropped 23 m from 
1970 to 2006; and (4) Lake Chad, which at the same time shrunk to about 5% of its size in 1963.

Northern and northwestern China has been experiencing a desiccation process since the 1950s owing 
to a decrease in precipitation by at least 30%.[3] As a result, Lake Lop Nor vanished completely in 1972 and 
became a nuclear testing site; the depth of Lake Ohlin at the head of the Yellow River dropped by more than 
2 cm annually; the Qinghai Hu Lake water level decreased by an average of 10 cm/yr between 1959 and 1982 
owing to a decrease in rainfall, groundwater supply, and the unsustainable use of the water for irrigation 
(the total drop since 1908 reached 11.7 m; the lake salinity increased from 5.6 to 12 g/L since 1950). Because 
of rapid population growth, the surface of Ebi Nor, the largest salt lake in northwest China’s Xinjiang 
Uygur Autonomous Region, has shrunk to 530 km2 in the past five decades (its surface was 1200 km2 in 
the 1950s). As a result, many plant and animal species living in and around the lake have been extirpated.

The Dead Sea is a 378 m deep salty terminal lake at the border between Israel, Jordan, and the West 
Bank. The Dead Sea waters are among the saltiest (340 g/L) and densest (1.237 g/cm3) lake waters/sea-
waters in the world.[7] Its level is determined by the balance between river runoff, precipitation, and 
evaporation. Since the 1960s, the hydrological regime of the Dead Sea has been strongly influenced 
by use of its watershed by Israel, Syria, and Jordan. Moreover, Israel and Jordan use the seawaters for 
mineral production at salt evaporation ponds located south of the sea, responsible for 25%–30% of the 
total Dead Sea evaporation. As a result, evaporation exceeded freshwater inflow to the sea. Since 1977, 
the length of the sea decreased from 80 to 50 km and the level has dropped by 23 m (1970–2006) at rates 
of 0.6–1.0 m/yr.[7] From 2000 to 2018, the sea level has dropped with a rate of 1.1 m/yr. The Dead Sea level 
drop has been followed by a groundwater level drop, causing brines in the underground layers near the 
shoreline to be flushed out by freshwater. This is the cause of the recent appearance of large sinkholes 
along the western shore. Plans have been developed to construct a pipeline to bring water from the Red 
Sea into the Dead Sea to stabilize or raise the water level. The pipeline, referred to as the “Peace Conduit” 
project, would bring about 450 × 106 m3 of Red Sea water into the Dead Sea annually.[4] In May 2009 at 
the World Economic Forum, Jordan announced its plans to construct the “Jordan National Red Sea 
Development Project” (JRSP). This is a plan to convey seawater from the Red Sea near the Gulf of Aqaba 
to the Dead Sea. Water would be desalinated along the route to provide freshwater to Jordan, with the 
brine discharge sent to the Dead Sea for replenishment. In 2016, Ministry of Water and Irrigation of 
Jordan announced that the project will be completed by 2021.

Global warming (during the 20th century, the mean land surface temperature in Africa has increased 
by 0.9°C) and withdrawal and/or diversion of water from inflowing rivers are the reasons for the water 
level drop in several African lakes.[3–5] Lake Chad, once one of the largest in Africa, has been a source 
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of freshwater for irrigation projects in Chad, Niger, Nigeria, and Cameroon. Since 1963, the lake has 
shrunk to nearly 1/20th of its original size (from 25,000 to 1,350 km2 in 2000), owing to both climatic 
changes (including a 50% decline in rainfall) and high agricultural water (between 1983 and 1994, irriga-
tion water use increased fourfold). The UNEP says that about half of the lake’s decrease is attributable to 
human water use such as inefficient damming and irrigation methods. The other half of the shrinkage 
is due to regional climate change. There are considerations that the lake will shrink further and perhaps 
even disappear in the course of the 21st century.

Lake Victoria, shared by Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania, with a surface area of 68,000 km2, is the 
world’s second largest and the largest African body of freshwater in terms of surface area.[3] It is of great 
socioeconomic importance for 20 million people living in the basin. Over the past few decades, Lake 
Victoria has been subjected to drastic ecological and water quality changes owing to pollution (includ-
ing sewage discharges and agricultural runoff), sediments resulting from soil erosion in the catchment 
area because of deforestation and overgrazing and industrial pollution from many local industries. All 
these factors have resulted in the eutrophication of the lake because of the increase in nutrient supply 
to the lake, algal blooms, and massive fish deaths. Moreover, the introduction of exotic fish species such 
as the Nile perch has altered the freshwater ecosystem of the lake and driven several hundred species of 
native cichlids to extinction or near extinction. The water hyacinth Eichhornia crassipes, a native of the 
tropical Americas, was introduced by colonists to Rwanda and then advanced by natural means to Lake 
Victoria where it was first sighted in 1988. Without any natural enemies, it became an ecological plague. 
By forming thick mats of vegetation, it causes difficulties to transportation, fishing, hydroelectric power 
generation, and drinking water supply.

A number of lakes in North America have also experienced desiccation in the past century.[3,5] For 
instance, the Pyramid Lake in Nevada experienced a 21 m level drop since 1910, accompanied by a salin-
ity increase from 3.8 to 5.5 g/L between 1933 and 1980.

In California, Owens Lake (once 280 km2 large and 7–15 m deep) dried completely by 1926 due to 
irrigation diversions and withdrawals. The dry bed of Owens Lake has produced enormous amounts of 
windblown dust since the desiccation of the lake. The lake bed is probably the largest single source of 
PM10 dust (aerosol particles smaller than 10 microns in aerodynamic diameter) in the United States (by 
one estimate, 900,000–8,000,000 metric tons per year).[8] Unusually fine-grained, alkaline dust storms 
from the dry lake bed are a significant health hazard to residents of Owens Valley and nearby areas and 
impact air quality in a large region (40 km) around the lake bed.

In California, the Mono Lake’s level dropped 17 m from 1919 to 1982 owing to diversions of their tribu-
tary system to the Los Angeles Aqueduct system. By 1982, the lake was reduced to 153 km2, having lost 
31% of its 1941 surface area. Before 1941, average salinity was approximately 50 g/L, but in January 1982, 
when the lake reached its lowest level (1942 m), the salinity had nearly doubled to 99 g/L. In 2002, it was 
measured at 78 g/L and is expected to stabilize at an average of 69 g/L as the lake replenishes (in August 
2019, its level was at 1946 m).

Even the world’s largest freshwater system, the North American Great Lakes, may be shrinking. They 
contain about 95% of the fresh surface water supply for the United States and 20% for the world. In 2002, 
the aggregate level of the five Great Lakes was at the lowest in more than 30 years. Since 1997, Lakes 
Huron, Michigan, and Erie have dropped over 1 m, and an additional drop of 0.5–1 m has been predicted. 
These changes are attributed to decrease in precipitation, enhanced evapotranspiration, and reduced ice 
cover because of higher temperatures and irreversible loss of water for urban and industrial uses (e.g., 
Chicago sends its used water taken from the lakes to the Mississippi basin after treatment, instead of 
back to the Great Lakes).

From the late 1990s until 2005, a multiyear drought in the Upper Colorado River Basin caused water 
level drop in Lake Powell. As people’s demands on the river overcame the rate of recharge, the volume 
of the lake dropped to only 33% of capacity in 2005.[9]

In August 2010, Lake Mead reached its lowest level since 1956. The largest reservoir in the United 
States was straining from 12 years of persistent drought and increasing human demand after decades of 
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population growth in the American Southwest. In August 2010, Lake Mead held just 37% of the lake’s 
capacity (35 km3). The lake level dropped 39 m since August 1985. Refilling the lake depends almost 
entirely on snowmelt from the Rocky Mountains and how much of that water is released from dams and 
reservoirs in the upper basin of the Colorado River (Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico).[10]

The Aral Sea

Before 1960, the Aral Sea (Figure 1) was a water-abundant sea lake in Central Asia that was the fourth 
largest in the world list of lakes after the Caspian Sea (USSR, Iran), Great Lakes (United States, Canada), 
and Victoria Lake (Africa).[11–18] The Aral Sea was about the size of the Netherlands and Belgium taken 
together. It is located in the largest deserts—Karakum and Kyzylkum. Navigation and the fishery (yearly 
catches of 44,000 tons) were developed here. The deltas of the Amu Darya, the major river of Central 
Asia, and Syr Darya bringing their waters into the Aral Sea were famous for their biodiversity, fishery, 
muskrat rearing, and reed production. The local population found occupation in the spheres related to 
the water infrastructure. This was a natural and stable period of the Aral Sea evolution that since 1960 
was followed by the anthropogenic one, which continues until the present day.

The Aral Sea existed thanks to runoff from the two main rivers of Central Asia—Amudarya and 
Syrdarya. However, since 1960, riverine water resources have been irrationally used for increasing irri-
gation of agricultural lands and creation of artificial water reservoirs. As a result, the Aral Sea water 
balance was disrupted and irreversible alterations in the sea regime appeared that later escalated into 
one of the “largest ecological disasters of the 20th century.” During the last 50 years, we have observed 
a progressive degradation of the Aral Sea and its environment. During this time period, the sea shrunk 
in size from 66,100 km2 (in 1961) to 10,400 km2 (in 2008), its volume decreased from 1066 to 110 km3, the 
sea level dropped by 24 m (maximum depth of 69 m was observed in 1961), and its salinity (mineraliza-
tion) rose from 10 to 116 g/L in the Western Large Aral Sea and about 210 g/L in the Eastern Large Aral 

FIGURE 1 Satellite image (MODIS-Terra, 250 m resolution) of the Aral Sea on August 19, 2000, with a black line 
indicating the 1960 shoreline (http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/WorldOfChange/aral_sea.php, accessed 
on October 15, 2010).
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Sea (Figure 1).[15,18,19] Today, the Aral Sea represents two isolated water bodies—a narrow and relatively 
deep the Western Large Aral Sea and the Small Aral Sea located in the north-eastern part of the sat-
ellite image presented in Figure 2. The former bottom of the Large Aral Sea is now a desert which is 
often called the Aralkum. Recent measurements (May 2019) of physical and chemical characteristics in 
the Western Large Aral Sea, performed by P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, Russian Academy of 
Sciences yearly since 2002, have recorded that the sea level has dropped by 30 m since 1961, and salin-
ity is of 121 g/L (Personal communication by P.O. Zavialov). The ongoing desiccation, shallowing, and 
salinization of the Aral Sea have resulted in profound changes in its shape and its physical, chemical, 
and biological regime. The Aral Sea lost its economic importance, and the aftermath of its degradation 
represents a serious threat to the local population due to a lack of freshwater, water quality loss, saliniza-
tion of soils, dust and salt storms, climate deterioration, various diseases, etc.

Until the 1960s, the deltas of the Amudarya and Syrdarya rivers, which received a lot of water and 
sediments, were among the most dynamic in the world, were notable for their high biodiversity and 
biological productivity, and resisted well against the deserts of Central Asia. As a result of dramatic 
man-induced reduction of river flow and a drop of the Aral Sea level, the deltas of the Amudarya and 
Syrdarya rivers, their hydrographic network, and landscapes have undergone severe degradation.

FIGURE 2 Satellite image (MODIS-Terra, 250 m resolution) of the Aral Sea on August 9, 2019 (https://
wvs.earthdata.nasa.gov/?LAYERS=MODIS_Terra_CorrectedRef lectance_TrueColor,Reference_Features& 
CRS=EPSG:4326&TIME=2019-08-09&COORDINATES=42.967532,57.612308,46.834720,61.596683&FORMAT= 
image/jpeg&AUTOSCALE=TRUE&RESOLUTION=250m, accessed on August 11, 2019).
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The ongoing desiccation of the Aral Sea has resulted in significant changes in the distributions of 
dissolved gases in the residual water body. In particular, the once fully oxygenized sea developed anoxic 
conditions and intermittent hydrogen sulfide contamination in the bottom layers. The sulfide content 
depends on the density stratification and is mainly controlled by the physical regime of the sea. However, 
H2S is a variable rather than a permanent feature of the present Aral Sea.[15,17]

In the first half of the 20th century in the Aral Sea, 33 species of fishes, 61 species of bottom inver-
tebrates, 49 species of zooplankton, 306 species of phytoplankton, and 37 species of macrophytes were 
found. The Aral Sea accounted for 7% of the total internal waters fishery of the USSR. The main trade 
species were roach, sazan, and bream. From 1960 until now, the fauna of the Aral Sea evolved from 
mainly freshwater to hyperhalinic with the increase in water salinity. During the first decade of salini-
zation, more than 70% of the species of fish and invertebrates vanished. By 2004, when mineralization 
had reached 90 ppt in the Large Aral Sea, fish fauna of the Large Aral had progressively disappeared. In 
2008, zooplankton was represented by only one hypersaline species, Artemia parthenogenetica, intro-
duced into the Aral Sea in 1996.[17]

It is generally accepted that the main reason for desiccation of the Aral Sea has been irrational use 
of Amudarya and Syrdarya waters for development of irrigation of agricultural lands and the fill-
ing of artificial water reservoirs, but regional climate change (rise of air temperature and decrease of 
atmospheric precipitation) also plays an important role in this process. According to estimates of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the trend of the mean annual air temperature in 
the Aral region in 1901–2005 was 1.1°C–1.7°C per 100 years, and only in 1979–2005, it was 0.3°C–0.7°C 
per 100 years. The results of these estimates presented in the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC have 
indicated that by the late 21st century, the air temperature in the Aral region depending on the emission 
scenarios may become 2°C–7°C higher compared to 1981–2000.[20] Our estimates of the amount of water 
precipitated from the atmosphere over the catchment areas of the Amudarya and Syrdarya rivers for 
the period 1979–2001 revealed a marked decreasing trend for the Amudarya catchment area from 7–8 to 
4–5 km3/mo on average.[21] Thus, both the effects of regional climate change significantly influenced the 
water balance of the Aral Sea in the past 40 years leading to its supplementary desiccation.

By the mid-1980s, the Aral crisis had been acknowledged by the whole world and became one of the 
most significant environment protection issues.[11−16] The Aral Sea crisis redoubled when, after disinte-
gration of the USSR in 1990–1991, the investigations and monitoring of the sea practically ceased. Almost 
all hydrometeorological stations have been closed, sea expeditions have been stopped, and assessments 
of ongoing quick changes in the Aral Sea environment have ceased. At the same time, the interest in the 
Aral Sea problem has risen sharply on the international level. Many United Nations (UN) organizations 
(UN University, UNDP, UNESCO, UNEP, UNIDO, FAO, WMO, UN High Commissioner for Refugees, 
and the International Labor Organization), financial organizations (World Bank, Asian Development 
Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International Monetary Fund, and 
Global Environment Facility), European Union Programs (TACIS, INTAS, INCO-Copernicus, 
OSCE, and TEMPUS), international nongovernmental organizations (“Doctors Without Borders”), 
regional organizations (International Fund for Saving of the Aral Sea, Interstate Coordination Water 
Commission, Commission on Sustainable Development, and Central Asian Economic Community), 
and bilateral organizations [U.S. Agency for International Development, Soros Foundation (United 
States), Konrad Adenauer Foundation, Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Germany Agency for Technical 
Cooperation (Germany), NOVIB (the Netherlands), NATO Program “Science for Peace,” JAIKA, Global 
Infrastructure Fund Research Foundation (Japan), and others] were involved in the implementation of 
several hundreds of projects.[16,17]

Many of the abovementioned projects produced a lot of interesting scientific results, which traced in 
detail the development of the environmental crisis, but unfortunately did not result in real measures 
promoting salvation of the Aral Sea. Scientists, researchers, designers, and politicians could not come 
to a consensus on a strategy for the preservation and restoration of the Aral Sea. By the end of 2019, we 
can state that the main progress made towards saving of the Aral Sea occurred only in Kazakhstan with 
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the construction of the Kokaral dam between the Small Aral Sea and Eastern Large Aral Sea in August 
2005. Thus, the Small Aral Sea is now slowly reviving, while the Large Aral Sea continues to disappear 
progressively (Figure 2).

Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay

Kara-Bogaz-Gol is a bay that incises deeply into the mainland and forms a highly saline bay on the 
eastern side of the Caspian Sea (Figure 3).[22−24] Kara-Bogaz-Gol is a Turkmen name that means “Black 
Trap Bay.” Ancient legends say that in the bay, there was a very deep hollow that trapped the Caspian 
waters and even the ships that took a risk to call at this vast lagoon. This is the Caspian’s largest salt-
generating lagoon separated from the sea with two sand spits extending meridionally for more than 
90 km (Figure 4). These sand spits form a strait 7–9 km long, 120–800 m wide, and 3–6 m deep. Due to 
the difference of water levels in the Caspian Sea and the bay, the waters from the sea rush at a speed of 
50–100 cm/s along the strait to the bay where they evaporate completely (at a rate of 800–1000 mm/yr, on 
the average). Therefore, with the average annual atmospheric precipitations in this region being no more 
than 110 mm, Kara-Bogaz-Gol represents an enormous natural evaporation basin of seawater. Due to 
high evaporation, the bay is filled with brine, the salinity of which reaches 270‰–300‰ and even more. 
This brine is a concentrated solution of salts such as chlorides of sodium, magnesium, and potassium; 
magnesium sulfate; and small quantities of rare earth elements. The Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay is the largest 
salt deposit where up to 20 salt minerals are found. The salt deposits of the bay accumulated a dozen 
billion tons of various salts that make the most valuable raw material for development of the chemical 
industry, agriculture, nonferrous metallurgy, medicine, and other branches of the economics.[23,24]

In the first decades of the 20th century, the level difference between the sea and the bay was about 
0.5 m, and they were hydraulically linked. The level in Kara-Bogaz-Gol was close to –26.5 m relative to 
the world ocean. The area of the bay (in the beginning of the 20th century and after 1996) was greater 
than 18,300 km2, the volume of water was 130 km3, and the prevailing depths were 8–10 m (maximum 
depth was 13 m). 

Starting from the 1930s, the nature of Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay has experienced significant changes related 
to the sharp fall in the level of the Caspian Sea.[22] In 1939, the supply of seawater to the bay decreased to 
6 km3/yr (from 20 to 25 km3/yr in 1929–1930) and the water balance was distorted. The maximum depth 
of the bay decreased from 12 m in the 1920s–1930s to 4.5 m in the early 1950s. The decrease in the water 
volume of Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay, accompanied by the long-term sea-level fall and related growth in the 
salt concentration in the brine and changes in its chemical composition, negatively affected the condi-
tions of sulfate mining.

In the 1960s, the difference between the levels of the sea and the bay became larger and the world’s 
only sea waterfall about 3.7 m high (1970) was formed in the strait mouth. The maximum flow velocity 
in this waterfall was more than 2.5 m/s. In the 1960s to early 1970s with the water flow being 9–10 km3, 
the bay area varied around 10,000–11,500 km2, while the volume of water was 25–29 km3 and the maxi-
mum depth of the bay decreased to 3.5 m. In the late 1970s, the Caspian water flux into the bay reduced 
to 5–7 km3/yr, the water level in the lagoon dropped to −32 m, the area decreased to 10,000 km2, and the 
volume of water decreased to 20–22 km3, while the brine concentration increased to 270‰–300‰.[24] In 
order to reduce the Caspian Sea water use and retard the fall of the water level in the Caspian Sea that in 
1977 reached its absolute minimum for the last 400 years (–29 m), in March 1980, the strait was dammed, 
thus stopping the inflow of seawater into the bay.

Construction of a dam led in late 1983 to complete desiccation of the bay and considerable reduction 
of chemical products manufactured here (sodium sulfate, etc.). By the end of 1983, the area of the bay was 
only 1000 km2, its volume was 0.2 km3, and its depth was 0.1–0.3 m. Brine salinity reached 330‰–380‰. 
By late August 1984, no common brine surface remained. In September 1984, tubes were installed in 
the dam body to direct the seawater into the bay in the amount of 1.6–1.8 km3/yr. Such restricted supply 
of seawater lasted for nearly a decade and did not result in noticeable improvement of the hydrological 
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and hydrochemical situation in the bay. In June 1992, the Turkmenistan president ordered to dismantle 
the dam, and by 1996, the bay was filled with Caspian water until its equilibrium state (Figure 4). At the 
high water level in the Caspian Sea in 1993–1995, the annual water flow reached 37–52 km3/yr and the 
difference between levels in the sea and bay decreased from 6.9 m in June 1992 to 0.2–0.6 m in 1996.[24] 
The situation became stable, the behavior of the bay returned back to its natural conditions related to the 
Caspian Sea, and the salt production increased.

FIGURE 3 Satellite image of the Caspian Sea and Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay obtained from MODIS-Terra on 
July 30, 2019 (MODIS Land Rapid Response Team, NASA GSFC, https://wvs.earthdata.nasa.gov/api/v1/sna
pshot?REQUEST=GetSnapshot&LAYERS=MODIS_Terra_CorrectedRef lectance_TrueColor,Reference_
Features&CRS=EPSG:4326&TIME=2019-07-30&BBOX=36.027841,46.596679,47.629403,55.327149&FORMAT=im
age/jpeg&WIDTH=1987&HEIGHT=2640&AUTOSCALE=TRUE&ts=1565516768981, accessed on August 11, 2019).
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Conclusions

The history of Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay has been instructive and showed that without multidisciplinary and 
comprehensive research of the ecological, economic, and social aftereffects, one should not alter natural 
equilibriums reached over thousands of years, and human intervention into the complicated environ-
mental processes may lead to catastrophic results.

Within a life span of only two generations, the Aral Sea as a single natural water body practically 
ceased to exist, and the main reason for this should be sought in man’s economic activities. Since 1960, 
riverine water resources have been irrationally used for increasing irrigation of agricultural lands and 
creation of artificial water reservoirs. From the other side, regional climate change significantly influ-
enced the water balance of the Aral Sea in the past 30 years leading to its supplementary desiccation. 
Thus, both effects have led the Aral Sea to one of the “largest ecological disasters of the 20th century.”

Desiccation of the Aral Sea in the so-called anthropogenic period (since 1961) led not only to con-
siderable changes in its morphometric, physical, chemical, biological, and other parameters but also to 
the disappearance of infrastructure in the coastal zone, including meteorological and sea-level gauge 
stations, ships, ports, villages, and roads. The current lack of reliable in situ measurements and time 
series for sea surface temperature, sea level, ice cover, and morphometric characteristics since the mid-
1980s may be successfully replaced by using corresponding satellite information available directly from 
satellites or through the world databases.[19,21,25,26] Images from the Advanced Very High-Resolution 
Radiometers (AVHRR onboard National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites) 
and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometers (MODIS onboard Terra and Aqua satellites) pro-
vide a possibility to follow the changes in the sea’s coastline and observe interesting phenomena in the 
water, in the atmosphere, and on the dried parts of the Aral Sea.[19]

FIGURE 4 Satellite image of Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay obtained from MODIS-Terra on August 5, 2019 (MODIS Rapid 
Response System, NASA GSFC, https://wvs.earthdata.nasa.gov/api/v1/snapshot?REQUEST=GetSnapshot&LAY
ERS=MODIS_Terra_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor,Reference_Features&CRS=EPSG:4326&TIME=2019-08-
05&BBOX=40.465395,52.395631,42.230532,54.867555&FORMAT=image/jpeg&WIDTH=1125&HEIGHT=803&AU
TOSCALE=TRUE&ts=1565517161424, accessed on August 11, 2019).
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Regular measurements of the sea/lake level are practically absent in many regions such as Central 
Asia and Africa. Monitoring of the evolution of these and other water bodies worldwide may be accom-
plished by satellite altimetry from the TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1/-2/-3, ERS-1, ERS-2, GFO, and Envisat 
satellites.[26–31]

In 1986, the International Lake Environment Committee and UNEP started a project called “Survey 
of the State of World Lakes,” aimed at collecting and analyzing environmental data on >500 lakes from 
73 countries.[32,33] The results have indicated that environmental problems, common for the lakes in all 
continents, may be classified in the following categories:[32]

 1. Lake shallowing and salinization owing to overuse of water from lakes and/or tributary rivers, 
resulting in a degradation of water quality and lake ecosystems.

 2. Accelerated sedimentation in lakes and reservoirs resulting from anthropogenic or natural soil 
erosion.

 3. Lake water acidification resulting from acid precipitation, which may result in the extinction of 
ecosystems and contamination of water with toxic agricultural and/or industrial chemicals.

 4. Eutrophication owing to inflow of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds or other nutrients in the 
discharged water or wastewater inflows, strongly affecting biodiversity.

 5. In extreme cases, a complete collapse of aquatic ecosystems and desiccation of lakes.

Increased freshwater consumption for agricultural, industrial, and urban uses and uncontrolled irriga-
tion pose a serious threat to inland seas, lakes, rivers, and wetlands as well. In addition, shallowing and 
desiccation of inland seas often lead to nonhydrologic consequences, such as air pollution from dust/salt 
storms caused by wind erosion of exposed lake beds.

Global warming is expected to lead to large air and water temperature anomalies and make droughts 
and desertification more severe in the future. Climate change is also the reason for the water level drop. 
Shallowing or desiccation of lakes has caused local climate changes in numerous drainage basins, and if 
the present climatic trends persist, global climate changes could trigger almost untenable environmen-
tal effects for people and aquatic ecosystems. One of the principal tasks for future research is the delimi-
tation of the anthropogenic and natural climate change impacts on lakes and inland seas. Degradation 
of many inland water bodies is a continuing global environmental problem, and its social and economic 
implications have attracted the growing attention of many individuals, organizations, and governments, 
resulting in many national and international research projects.
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Introduction

Detection of oil pollution is among the most important goals of monitoring a coastal zone. Public inter-
est in the problem of oil pollution arises mainly during dramatic tanker and oil platform catastro-
phes such as those that involved the following: Amoco Cadiz (France, 1978), Ixtoc I (Gulf of Mexico, 
1979–1980), Exxon Valdez (Alaska, 1989), The Sea Empress (Wales, 1996), Erica (France, 1999), Prestige 
(Spain, 2002), and Deepwater Horizon (Gulf of Mexico, 2010). However, tanker and oil platform catas-
trophes are only one among the many causes of oil pollution. Oil and oil product spillages at sea take 
place all the time, and it would be a delusion to consider tanker accidents as the main environmental 
danger. According to the International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation (ITOPF), over the period 
of 1970–2017, spillages resulting from collisions, groundings, tanker holes, and fires amounted to 52% 
of total leakages during tanker loading/unloading and bunkering operations.[1] In the category of 7–700 
tons, some 38% of spills occurred during routine operations, most especially loading or discharging 
(31%). Accidents were the main cause of large spills (>700 tons), with groundings and collisions account-
ing for 61% of the total during the period 1970–2017.[1] Other significant causes included hull failures and 
fire/explosion. Discharge of wastewater containing oil products is another important source, by pollut-
ant volume comparable to offshore oil extraction and damaged underwater pipelines. The greatest but 
hardest-to-estimate oil inputs come from domestic and industrial discharges, direct or via rivers, and 
natural hydrocarbon seeps. The long-term effects of this chronic pollution are arguably more harmful 
to the coastal environment than a single, large-scale accident.

Each year, ships and industries damage delicate coastal ecosystems in many parts of the world by 
releasing oil or pollutants into ocean, coastal waters, and rivers. Offshore environments are polluted 
by mineral oil mainly due to tanker accidents, illegal oil discharges by ships, and natural oil seepage. 
Shipping activities in European coastal seas, including oil transport and oil handled in harbors, have 
a number of negative impacts on the marine environment and coastal zone. Oil discharges from ships 
represent a significant threat to marine ecosystems. Oil spills cause the contamination of seawater, 
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sediments, shores, and beaches, which may persist for several months and even years and represent a 
threat to marine resources.[1,2]

As highlighted by Oceana in its report The Other Side of Oil Slicks, chronic hydrocarbon contamina-
tion from washing out tanks and dumping bilge water and other oily waste represents a danger at least 
three times higher than that posed by the oil slicks resulting from oil tanker accidents.[3,4] For example, 
in the North Sea, the volume of illegal hydrocarbon dumping is estimated at 15,000–60,000 tons/year, 
added to which are another 10,000–20,000 tons of authorized dumping. Oil and gas platforms account 
for 75% of the oil pollution in the North Sea via seepage and the intentional release of oil-based drilling 
muds.[5] In the Mediterranean Sea, it is estimated at 400,000–1,000,000 tons/year. Of this, about 50% 
comes from routine ship operations and the remaining 50% comes from land-based sources via surface 
runoff.[5] In the Baltic Sea, this volume is estimated at 1750–5000 tons/year.[3,4] In 2004, the Finnish 
Environment Institute[6] estimated the total annual number of oil spills in the Baltic Sea to be 10,000 
and the total amount of oil running into the sea to be as much as 10,000 tons, which is considerably 
more than the amount of oil pouring into the sea in accidents. In 2014, an analysis of different sources of 
information on oil pollution gave annual values of 20–20,000 tons for the Baltic Sea.[7] It is impressive to 
note that the total amount of oil spilled annually worldwide from all sources to the ocean is estimated as 
1.7–8.8 million tons (the more realistic value was about 3.2 million tons) in the 1970s, 0.47–8.3 (1.3) mil-
lion tons in the 1990s, and 2.6–4.8 million tons in the 2000s, which is about 0.05%–0.1% from the world 
oil production (4.76 billion tons in 2011).[7]

One of the most important goals of the ecological monitoring of European seas is monitoring and 
detection of oil pollution.[8–11] After a tanker accident or illegal oil discharge, the biggest problem is to 
obtain an overall view of the phenomenon, getting a clear idea of the extent of the slick and predict-
ing the way it will move. For natural and man-made oil spills, it is necessary to operate regular and 
operational monitoring. Oil pollution monitoring in the Mediterranean Sea, North Sea, and Baltic Sea is 
normally carried out by aircrafts or ships. This is expensive and is constrained by the limited availability 
of resources. Aerial surveys over large areas of the seas to check for the presence of oil are limited to the 
daylight hours, good weather conditions, and maritime boundaries between countries.

Satellite imagery can help greatly in identifying probable spills over very large areas and in guid-
ing aerial surveys for precise observation of specific locations. The synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 
instrument, which can collect data independently of weather and light conditions, is an excellent 
tool to monitor and detect oil on water surfaces.[7–11] This instrument offers the most effective means 
of monitoring oil pollution: oil slicks appear as dark patches on SAR images because of the damping 
effect of the oil on the backscattered signals from the radar instrument. This type of instrument is 
currently on board the European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) Sentinel-1A and -1B satellites, the Canadian 
Space Agency’s RADARSAT-2 satellite, the German Earth observation satellite TerraSAR-X, and 
other spacecraft. ASAR/SAR (advanced synthetic aperture radar) instrument is used for mapping 
sea ice and oil slick monitoring, measurements of ocean surface features (currents, fronts, eddies, 
internal waves), ship detection, oil and gas exploration, etc. Users of remotely sensed data for oil spill 
applications include the Coast Guard, national environmental protection agencies and departments, 
oil companies, shipping, insurance and fishing industries, national departments of fisheries and 
oceans, and other organizations.

In this entry, we will focus on oil pollution in the Baltic Sea, briefly describing main sources of oil 
pollution, the number of oil spills observed yearly, the results of operational satellite monitoring and 
numerical modeling of oil spills, and the remaining problems.

Main Sources of Oil Pollution in the Baltic Sea

Crude oil and petroleum products account for about 40% of the total exports of Russia. Russian 
Federation stands as one of the leading operators in the international oil business, being the largest oil 
exporter after Saudi Arabia. In 2000, Russia exported approximately 145 million tons of crude oil and 
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50 million tons of petroleum products. Since 2000, exports of petroleum and petroleum products began 
to grow and virtually doubled for the period from 1996 to 2005. According to the Federal Customs 
Service of Russia, in 2008, Russia exported 221.6 million tons, and in 2017, 253 million tons of oil.

The ports on the Baltic Sea play a huge role in the export of oil from Russia. The main oil terminals 
here used to be the Latvian port of Ventspils and the Port of Tallinn, Estonia. In the last 20 years, a 
number of new oil terminals have been built in the Baltic Sea area, resulting in increased transport of oil 
by ships and, consequently, an increased risk of accidents and increased risk of pollution of the marine 
environment. Today, in the Gulf of Finland, there are more than 20 oil terminals in Russia, Finland, 
and Estonia. The following are the major existing and projected oil terminals in the Gulf of Finland 
from Russia: Primorsk, Vysotsk, Big Port of St. Petersburg, Ust-Luga, Batareinaya, Vistino, Gorki, and 
Lomonosov.[12,13]

Primorsk is the largest Baltic oil terminal located on Russian territory. In 2008, 75.6 million tons of 
oil products were exported from Primorsk, 13.6 million tons from Vysotsk, and 14.4 million tons from 
the St. Petersburg oil terminal. In 2018, 53.5 million tons of oil were exported from Primorsk, maximum 
export possibility of the Primorsk terminal is estimated at 120 million tons, while that of Vysotsk is at 
20.5 million tons. In November 2000, Lukoil has opened an oil terminal in Kaliningrad. In 2001, the 
company built another terminal in Kaliningrad with a declared capacity of 2.5 million tons. These ter-
minals can overload up to 3–5 million tons of oil annually.

According to estimates of the Centre for Maritime Studies at the University of Turku (Finland), in 2007, 
263 million tons of cargo were transported through the Gulf of Finland, among which the share of oil is 
56%.[13] Russian ports handled 60% of goods, Finnish ports handled 23%, and Estonian ports handled 17%. 
The share of imports was 22%, that of export was 76%, and that of local transportation was 2%. Russian 
ports held 68.6% of the total turnover of petroleum products, Estonian ports held 17.2%, and Finnish ports 
held 14.2%.[13] The major ports were the following: Primorsk (74.2 million tons), St. Petersburg (59.5 million 
tons), Tallinn (35.9 million tons), Skoldvik (19.8 million tons), Vysotsk (16.5 million tons), and Helsinki 
(13.4 million tons). In 2007, the ports of the Gulf of Finland carried out about 53,600 ship calls, most of 
which were in St. Petersburg (14,651), Helsinki (11,727), and Tallinn (10,614). In 2009, vessels entered or left 
the Baltic Sea via Skaw 62,743 times; this is 20% more than in 2006. Approximately 21% of those ships were 
tankers, 46% were other cargo ships, and 4.5% were passenger ships.[14]

The growth of oil and other cargo through the terminals and the Baltic ports inevitably leads to an 
increase in the number of tankers and other types of vessels, which then leads to an increase in chronic 
sea pollution and a higher probability of ship accidents. According to statistics, shipping accounts for 
45% of oil pollution in the ocean, while oil production at the shelf accounts for only 2%. In the Baltic 
Sea, about 2000 large ships and tankers are at sea every day; thus, shipping, including oil transport, 
has a major negative impact on the marine environment and coastal zone. Illegal discharges of oil and 
petroleum products from ships, ship accidents, collisions, and groundings represent a significant threat 
to the Baltic Sea.[8]

According to Global Marine Oil Pollution Information Gateway,[15] major oil spills in the region 
in 1970–2007 resulted from the following ship accidents: Othello (1970, Tralhavet Bay, Sweden, spill 
of 60,000 tons), Tsesis (1977, off Nynäshamn, Sweden, spill of 1000 tons), Antonio Gramsci (1979, off 
Ventspils, Latvia, spill of 5500 tons; another incident in 1985, off Porvoo, Finland, spill of 580 tons), 
Jose Marti (1981, off Dalarö, Sweden, spill of 1000 tons), Globe Asimi (1982, off Klaipeda, Lithuania, spill 
of 16,000 tons), Sivona (1984, in The Sound, Sweden, spill of 800 tons), Volgoneft (1990, off Karlskrona, 
Sweden, spill of 1000 tons), Baltic Carrier (2001, international waters between Denmark and Germany, 
spill of 2700 tons), Fu Shan Hai (2003, between the Danish island of Bornholm and coast of Sweden, 
spill of 1200 tons), Haaga (2003, St. Petersburg port, Russia, spill of 1300 tons), and Golden Sky (2007, off 
Ventspils, Latvia, spill of 25,000 tons).

According to HELCOM data (http://www.helcom.fi), the total number of accidents on ships in 2000–
2004 is 374, of which 29 resulted in the pollution of marine waters. The number of accidents has risen 
since 2006, which can be linked to the 20% increase in ship traffic. Now, there are 120–140 shipping 
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accidents yearly in the Baltic Sea area.[14] The majority of accidents are groundings and collisions. The 
share of groundings in the total number of accidents is higher for the Baltic Sea than for other European 
waters. On average, 7% of the shipping accidents in the Baltic Sea result in some kind of pollution, 
usually containing not more than 0.1–1 ton of oil. For the last 10 years, no major accidental oil spill has 
happened in the Baltic Sea.[14]

As far as oil exploitation at sea and on the coast is concerned, offshore operations have been taking 
place for some years in Polish waters (two jack-up rigs); Germany operated two platforms very close to 
the coast; in March 2004, Russia started oil production at Lukoil D-6 platform in the waters between 
the Kaliningrad area (Russian Federation) and Lithuania, and Latvia plans to drill for oil in the waters 
between them and Lithuania.[15]

Oil Spill Observations, Statistics, and Tendencies

Every ship entering the Baltic Sea must comply with the antipollution regulations of the Helsinki 
Convention and MARPOL (marine pollution) Convention. Even though strict controls over ships’ dis-
charges have been established by the Baltic Sea countries, illegal spills and discharges continue to hap-
pen.[14] Fortunately, the number of illegal oil spills detected by aerial surveillance has been reduced 
significantly over the last 30 years, from 763 spills in 1989 to 52 spills in 2017 (Table 1 and Figure 1). Also, 
the volume of the spills has been decreasing—most are between 1 and 0.1 m3 today.[14,16]

A decreasing trend in the number of observed illegal oil discharges despite rapidly growing density of 
shipping, increased frequency of surveillance flights (Figure 1 and Table 2), and usage of satellite imag-
ery, provided by the CleanSeaNet satellite service of the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) 
(http://cleanseanet.emsa.europa.eu/), illustrates the positive results of the complex set of measures 
known as the Baltic Strategy, implemented by the Contracting Parties to the Helsinki Convention.[16]

FIGURE 1 Total number of flight hours and observed oil spills in the HELCOM area during aerial surveillance in 
1989–2017. (Annual Report on discharges observed during aerial surveillance in the Baltic Sea in 2017.[16])
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In order to obtain the geographical distribution of oil spills, we put the spills observed in 1988–2002 
on the same map (Figure 2). Analysis of Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 2 shows the following:

 1. HELCOM data seem to be underestimated in figures in comparison with other estimates.[3,4,6,7]

 2. Since 1993, Russia does not carry out aerial surveillance in the Southeastern Baltic Sea and in the 
Gulf of Finland.

 3. Since 1994, Lithuania seems to have no regular and effective aerial surveillance, because no oil 
spills have been detected.

 4. Since 2005, Latvia seems to have no effective aerial surveillance, because 0–5 oil spills yearly are 
not realistic figures.

 5. Traces of oil spills in Figure 2 show the main ship routes in the Baltic Sea, as well as the approaches 
to major sea ports and oil terminals.

 6. Figure 2 proves that ships are primarily responsible for the oil pollution in the Baltic Sea. 

TABLE 1 Country-Wise Data on the Number of Illegal Oil Discharges Observed in National Waters in 
the Baltic Sea in 1988–2017

Denmark Estonia Finland Germany Lithuania Latvia Poland Russia Sweden Total

1988 129 90 40 82 168 509
1989 159 139 69 184 212 763
1990 34 45 73 88 184 424
1991 46 85 8 20 14 3 197 373
1992 18 18 76 34 15 92 13 278 544
1993 17 7 43 28 6 110 250 461
1994 30 4 75 104 375 588
1995 48 3 26 55 72 445 649
1996 36 42 44 50 241 413
1997 38 3 104 34 25 234 438
1998 53 10 53 23 33 33 249 454
1999 87 33 63 72 18 18 197 488
2000 68 38 89 51 17 51 158 472
2001 93 11 107 51 0 6 24 98 390
2002 54 8 75 44 21 25 117 344
2003 37 4 40 60 14 39 84 278
2004 30 19 36 42 0 13 10 143 293
2005 28 24 32 34 0 5 5 2 94 224
2006 41 31 29 22 0 0 3 110 236
2007 43 58 29 30 2 15 61 238
2008 41 46 28 24 5 22 44 210
2009 34 20 16 15 1 27 65 178
2010 33 25 15 22 1 0 14 0 39 149
2011 18 14 16 13 0 0 5 0 56 122
2012 19 8 24 25 0 0 5 0 58 139
2013 14 8 9 7 1 0 27 0 64 130
2014 25 9 11 16 0 0 10 46 117
2015 3 12 17 12 0 0 9 29 82
2016 3 5 17 4 0 0 7 17 53
2017 4 2 8 7 0 0 9 22 52

Source: Annual Report on discharges observed during aerial surveillance in the Baltic Sea in 2017.[16]
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The Baltic Sea States aerial surveillance fleet today consists of more than 20 airplanes and helicop-
ters, most of which are equipped with up-to-date remote-sensing equipment—side-looking airborne 
radar, SAR, infrared (IR) and ultraviolet scanner, microwave radiometer, laser fluorosensor (lidar), and 
forward-looking infrared (FLIR) high-resolution camera. The Baltic Sea States have to conduct aerial 
surveillance for detecting oil pollution and suspected ships at a minimum of twice per week over regu-
lar traffic zones including approaches to major sea ports as well as in regions with regular offshore 
activities. Other regions with sporadic traffic and fishing activities should be covered once per week.[16] 
Also, the Coordinated Extended Pollution Control Flights, which constitutes continuous surveillance 
of specific areas in the Baltic Sea for 24 hours or more, should be carried out twice a year.[16] Although 
the number of observations of illegal oil discharges shows a decreasing trend over 30 years, it should be 
noted that for some areas and countries, aerial surveillance is not evenly and regularly carried out and 
therefore there are no reliable figures for these areas.[16]

TABLE 2 Number of Aerial Surveillance Flight Hours Performed by the HELCOM Countries in 1989–2017

Denmark Estonia Finland Germany Lithuania Latvia Poland Russia Sweden Total

1989 142 131 1618 1600 3491
1990 292 168 400 164 1600 2624
1991 199 129 348 408 140 629 1600 3453
1992 172 267 78 127 62 32 1700 2438
1993 153 40 201 133 24 49 1900 2500
1994 253 420 290 18 179 2038 3198
1995 225 420 355 291 8 301 1953 3553
1996 275 305 400 313 65 8 345 1763 3474
1997 209 284 355 288 64 291 2189 3680
1998 325 236 649 206 577 465 2544 5002
1999 416 268 603 286 320 375 2565 4833
2000 497= 212 660 439 250 436 362 2374 5230
2001 463 161 567 466 300 412 187 2281 4837
2002 412 153 605 469 387 320 2518 4864
2003 510 201 615 446 414 228 2532 4946
2004 265 198 644 491 100 365 239 3231 5534
2005 251 178 625 549 54 384 141 3455 5638
2006 290 471 517 504 64 311 131 2842 5128
2007 271 410 529 598 41 343 380 1397 3969
2008 246 503 438 650 298 406 2063 4603
2009 240 371 351 638 66 61 561 2758 5046
2010 156 266 605 558 48 421 10 2215 4279
2011 188 315 645 648 3 18 499 3225 5541
2012 227 220 631 769 4 318 2921 5090
2013 207 327 625 470 0 19 387 2283 4317
2014 239 362 505 596 5 12 393 1823 3935
2015 254 356 490 700 0 8 259 1995 4062
2016 271 267 484 726 0 0 290 2256 4295
2017 324 268 428 891 0 0 321 2098 4331

Source: Annual report on discharges observed during aerial surveillance in the Baltic Sea in 2017.[16]
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Since 2007, aerial surveillance in the Baltic Sea was supported by the satellite remote-sensing technique 
for oil spill detection. CleanSeaNet is a near-real-time satellite-based oil spill and vessel- monitoring 
service.[8] It entered into operation on April 16, 2007.[16] The service is continually being expanded and 
improved and provides a range of different products to the Commission and European Union member 
states. The legal basis for the CleanSeaNet service is Directive 2005/35/EC on ship-source pollution and 
on the introduction of penalties, including criminal penalties, for pollution offenses (as amended by 
Directive 2009/123/EC). EMSA has been tasked to “work with the Member States in developing techni-
cal solutions and providing technical assistance in relation to the implementation of this Directive, in 
actions such as tracing discharges by satellite monitoring and surveillance.”[16]

Operational Satellite Monitoring of Oil Pollution

A satellite-based remote-sensing system is capable of ensuring a relatively low-cost, high-standard 
observational system for oil pollution monitoring. SAR is the best instrument for the detection of oil 
slicks on the sea surface from space because slicks modify seawater viscosity and damp short waves 
measured by SAR. SAR images can be acquired regardless of cloud cover and light conditions. Along 
with 300–400 km wide swath, this is the main advantage of SAR in comparison with aerial surveillance. 
However, oil spill detection by SAR has a problem of distinguishing oil slicks from look-alikes, such as 
sea areas covered by organic films, algal bloom, sea ice, wind shadows, rain cells, and upwelling zones. 
Therefore, reliable automatic detection of oil spills on the basis of SAR data is not yet achieved and there 

FIGURE 2 Oil spills detected in the Baltic Sea by aerial survey in 1989–2002 based on HELCOM data. (Kostianoy 
et al.[19])
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is a risk of false alarms. This problem can be significantly reduced by a new approach, which consists in 
the combined use of all available quasi-concurrent satellite, oceanographic, and meteorological infor-
mation, along with numerical modeling of oil spill transport. This operational system was specially 
elaborated in the beginning of 2004 for monitoring oil pollution in the vicinity of the Lukoil D-6 oil 
platform in the Southeastern Baltic, Russian Federation.[8,17–21]

Since 1993, regular aerial surveillance of the oil spills in the Russian sector of the Southeastern Baltic 
Sea and in the Gulf of Finland has stopped (Tables 1 and 2, Figure 2). In June 2004, we organized daily 
service for monitoring of oil spills in the Southeastern Baltic Sea based on the operational receiving and 
analysis of ASAR ENVISAT and SAR RADARSAT-1 data as well as of other satellite IR and optical (VIS) 
data, meteorological information, and numerical modeling of currents required for the identification of 
the slick nature in the sea and forecast of the oil spill drift.[8,17–21] This work was initiated and financed by 
Lukoil-Kaliningradmorneft (Kaliningrad, Russia) in connection with the start of oil production from 
the continental shelf of Russia in March 2004. The principal differences from the existing projects and 
satellite services were (1) an operational monitoring regime of 24 hours/day, 7 days/week for 18 months 
and (2) a complex approach to the oil spill detection and forecast of their drift.

The general goals of the satellite oil pollution monitoring in the Baltic Sea were as follows:

 1. Correct detection of oil spills in the vicinity of the D-6 oil platform as well as in the large area of 
the Southeastern Baltic Sea between 54°20′–58°N and 18°–22°E

3. Forecast of the oil spill drift by different methods
 2. Identification of sources of oil pollution
 
 4. Data systematization and archiving
 5. Cooperation with authorities.

Operational monitoring of oil pollution in the sea was based on the processing and analysis of ASAR 
ENVISAT (every pass over the Southeastern Baltic Sea, frame of 400 × 400 km, 75 m/pixel spatial res-
olution) and SAR RADARSAT-1 (300 × 300 km, 25 m/pixel resolution) images received from KSAT 
Station (Kongsberg Satellite Services, Tromsø, Norway) in operational regime (1–2 hour after the sat-
ellite’s overpass). For interpretation of ASAR ENVISAT imagery and forecast of the oil spill drift, IR 
and VIS AVHRR (the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer aboard the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) (Terra and Aqua) images were received, processed, and analyzed, as well as the QuikSCAT 
scatterometer and the Jason-1 altimeter data.[18–21] The total area covered by the monitoring was equal to 
about 60,000 km2, which is almost one-sixth of the Baltic Sea total surface.

The satellite receiving station at the Marine Hydrophysical Institute (MHI) in Sevastopol was used 
for operational (24 hours/day, 7 days/week) receiving of the AVHRR NOAA data for the construction 
of the sea surface temperature (SST), optical characteristics of seawater, and currents maps. SST vari-
ability and intensive algae bloom (high concentration of blue–green algae on the sea surface in the sum-
mertime) allow one to highlight meso- and small-scale water dynamics in the Baltic Sea and to follow 
movements of currents, eddies, dipoles, jets, filaments, river plumes, and outflows from the Vistula 
and Curonian bays. Sequence of daily MODIS IR and VIS imagery allows reconstruction of a real field 
of surface currents (direction and velocity) with 0.25–1 km resolution, which is very important for a 
forecast of a direction and velocity of a potential pollution drift including oil spills. The combination of 
ASAR ENVISAT images with high-resolution VIS and IR MODIS images allows understanding of the 
observed form of the detected oil spills and prediction of their transport by currents.[18–21]

Sea wind speed fields were derived from scatterometer data from every path of the QuikSCAT satel-
lite over the Baltic Sea (twice a day). These data were combined with data from coastal meteorological 
stations in Russia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and Poland and 
numerical weather models. Altimetry data from every track of the Jason-1 satellite over the Baltic Sea 
were used for compilation of sea wave height charts, which include the results of the FNMOC (Fleet 
Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center, the United States) World War III Model. Both data 
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were used for the analysis of the ASAR ENVISAT imagery and estimates of the oil spill drift direction 
and velocity.[18–21]

In total, 274 oil spills were detected in 230 ASAR ENVISAT images and 17 SAR RADARSAT-1 images 
received during 18 months (June 2004 to November 2005).[8,20] One example from the oil spill gallery is 
shown in Figure 3 where an illegal release of oil from three ships was detected on August 25, 2005. 

The interactive numerical model Seatrack Web of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute (SMHI) was used for a forecast of the drift of satellite-detected oil spills and ecological risk 
assessment of the Lukoil D-6 oil platform.[18–20]

FIGURE  3 A release of oil from three ships on August 25, 2005 (ASAR ENVISAT). The length of the spill in front 
of Klaipeda is 33.6 km, surface—8.6 km2. The length of another long spill is 22 km.
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Since 2006, the satellite monitoring of the D-6 oil platform was transformed, reduced in size to about 
24,000 km2, and unfortunately, it lost its main peculiarity—a complex approach to the oil spill detection 
and forecast of their drift. In 2006–2009, 638 oil spills have been identified on 804 ASAR images, from 
which 319 spills were detected in this reduced area.[21] Combined analysis of the location and shape of 
the detected spills with location of the ships thanks to AIS (Automatic Identification System for ships) 
clearly indicates that the major source of sea pollution is shipping. In the Southeastern Baltic Sea, an 
area with no HELCOM statistical data, we also observe a decreasing trend in oil spill number and 
their total surface. In 2006, the total number of oil spills (and area of oil pollution) amounted to 114 
(371.7 km2); in 2007, 94 spills (213.7 km2); in 2008, 67 spills (198.7 km2); and in 2009, 44 spills (81.7 km2).[21]

The satellite monitoring of the D-6 oil platform continues till present.[21–28] A map of all oil spills 
detected by the analysis of the ASAR ENVISAT, RADARSAT-1, RADARSAT-2, Cosmo-SkyMED-1, -2, -3, 
-4, and TerraSAR-X imagery in the given area of the Southeastern Baltic Sea from June 12, 2004, until 
December 31, 2015, is shown in Figure 4. A real form and dimension of oil spills are shown. A square 
southwestward of Klaipeda shows the location of the D-6 oil platform. Oil spills clearly revealed the 
main ship routes in the Baltic Sea directed to ports of Ventspils, Liepaja, Klaipeda (routes from differ-
ent directions), Kaliningrad, and along Gotland Island (Figure 4). No spills originated from the D-6 oil 
platform were observed. 

From June 12, 2004, to December 31, 2015, 1232 oil spills were detected with clear interannual ten-
dency to reduction of oil pollution in the Southeastern Baltic Sea from 2006 to 2011 when 44 oil spills 
(147 km2) were recorded. In 2012, an increase in the number of detected oil spills (86), and as a result, 
increase of a total area of oil pollution (470 km2) was observed. In 2013, with a relatively small number of 
oil spills (52), we have observed a high total area of oil pollution (341 km2) what is explained by huge oil 

FIGURE 4 Map of all oil spills detected by the analysis of the ASAR/SAR satellite imagery from June 2004 to 
December 2015.
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spills detected on September 13, 2013, and September 20, 2013. In 2014 and 2015, the number of oil spills 
has reduced to 47 and 39 with a total surface of about 188 km2 for both years.[26]

A significant seasonal variability in oil spill detection is observed. During autumn and winter, we 
detect oil spills four times less than in spring and summer.[27] This huge difference is explained by limi-
tations of the SAR method to detect oil spills when the wind is stronger than 10 m/s, which is very often 
during the cold season in the Baltic Sea. In addition, strong wind-wave mixing contributes to more rapid 
formation of emulsions (“water in oil” and “oil in water”), thus preventing formation of the oil slicks on 
the sea surface.

Image comparison of the number of detected oil spills in the morning (about 11:00 local time) and in 
the evening (about 22:00 local time) for 2006–2009 showed that the probability of finding oil pollution 
in the morning is about 40% higher than that in the afternoon and evening.[21] This fact indicates that the 
illegal discharge of oil from vessels occurs more often at night, when it is impossible for patrol aircraft or 
ships to record this fact by photo and video camera. This once again confirms the advantages of satellite 
radar imagery for monitoring of oil pollution.

Based on the number of oil spills detected in 2014 and 2015 (about 40 spills yearly on the area of about 
24,000 km2), we can estimate the total number of oil spills for the Baltic Sea (377,000 km2) as about 630 
yearly and the total surface of oil pollution as about 3000 km2 yearly. These values are six to seven times 
higher than reported by HELCOM for the same years (Table 1). These values may double and even triple 
if we take into account the following: (1) SAR satellites pass over a specific area in the Baltic Sea every 
2 days in average, (2) significant reduction of oil spill observation in autumn and winter due to unfavor-
able weather conditions, and (3) spatial resolution of SAR/ASAR imagery of 25–75 m/pixel.

Numerical Modeling of Oil Spill Drift

The abovementioned satellite monitoring of the Southeastern Baltic Sea was coupled with numerical 
modeling of oil spill transport. The interactive numerical model Seatrack Web SMHI was used for a 
forecast of the drift of (1) all large oil spills detected by ASAR ENVISAT in the Southeastern Baltic Sea 
and (2) virtual (simulated) oil spills from the Lukoil D-6 platform. The latter was done daily for the 
operational correction of the action plan for accident elimination at the D-6 and ecological risk assess-
ment (oil pollution of the sea and the Curonian Spit).

This version of a numerical model on the Internet platform has been developed at the SMHI in close 
cooperation with the Danish Maritime Safety Administration, Bundesamt fur Seeschifffahrt und 
Hafen, and the Finnish Environment Institute.[29] The first version of Seatrack Web was introduced in 
1995, and since then, Seatrack Web has been used successfully for oil spill drift forecast. It was developed 
to be a friendly tool for authorities responsible for oil spill response in the Baltic Sea region. Seatrack 
Web’s main purpose is to calculate the drift and transformation of oil spills in the Gulf of Bothnia, the 
Gulf of Finland, the Baltic Sea Proper, the Sounds, the Kattegat, the Skagerrak, and part of the North 
Sea (to 3°E).[29] The program can also be used for substances other than oil, such as chemicals, algae, and 
floating objects. In addition to an oil drift forecast, it is possible to make a backward calculation. Then, 
calculation starts at the position where a substance was found and the program calculates the drift back-
ward in time and traces the origin of the substance or an object.

Today, the Seatrack Web is hosted by SMHI and developed together by SMHI in close coopera-
tion with the FCOO (Defence Centre for Operational Oceanography) in Denmark, the BSH (Federal 
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency) in Germany, and the FMI (Finnish Meteorological Institute) in 
Finland. Current fields are modeled with the NEMO-Nordic model (Nucleus of European Modeling of 
the Ocean), which is a three-dimensional circulation model covering the Gulf of Bothnia, the Gulf of 
Finland, the Baltic Sea, the Sounds, the Kattegat, the Skagerack, the North Sea, and the English Channel. 
The meteorological model used in Seatrack Web is ECMWF (the European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts), forecast for 4 days ahead and 6 days backward. The Seatrack Web provides oil spill 
drift with a time step of 15 min and 2 n.m. spatial resolution. 
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The oil spreading calculation is added to the currents, as well as oil evaporation, emulsification, sink-
ing, stranding, and dispersion.[30]

The AIS functionality in Seatrack Web is a tool to identify the ship that causes an oil spill. The AIS 
function gives the ship tracks in the area where the spill was detected and backward to its probable 
origin. By using the ship tracks simultaneously with the oil tracks, the probability of identifying a sus-
pected ship increases. This powerful system was recommended by HELCOM for operational use in the 
Baltic countries.[30]

The Seatrack Web model was very useful for ecological risk assessment related to exploitation of the 
Lukoil D-6 oil platform, which is installed 22.5 km from the Curonian Spit, a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site. Virtual (simulated) oil spills of 10 m3 were released daily from the platform for 6 months in order 
to calculate the shape, direction, distance, and velocity of their drift. Then, all 180 oil tracks were accu-
mulated on one map showing the potential impact of oil pollution in case of an accident at the platform. 
Statistics, based on daily forecast of the oil spill drift in July–December 2004, shows potential prob-
ability (%) of the appearance of an oil spill in any point of the area during 48 hours after an accidental 
release of 10 m3 of oil (Figure 5). The probability of the oil spill drift directed to the Curonian Spit (150° 
sector from D-6) is equal to 67%, but only in half of these cases did oil spills reach the coast due to a 
coastal current.[18,20] This new technology allowed a quantitative assessment of ecological risks in the 
whole Baltic Sea.[31]

Later, the same methodology was applied to the risk assessment of the Nord Stream gas pipeline con-
struction and assessment of the impact of oil pollution along the ship routes on the Baltic Sea Marine 
Protected Areas (BSPAs).[24,31] Figures 6 and 7 show two examples of oil spill drift modeling and a probabil-
ity of the drift for specific points along main ship routes in the Gulf of Finland and southward of Gotland 
Island for July and August 2007. Figure 6a shows a drift of a virtual oil spill of 10 m3 during 48 hours, which 

FIGURE 5 Probability of observation of potential oil pollution from the D-6 platform during the first 48 hours 
after an accidental release of 10 m3 of oil (based on 6 months daily release of oil spill from the oil platform).
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was released on July 23, 2007, at a specific point (red square) of the ship route passing through the Gulf 
of Finland. The same numerical experiment was performed daily from July 1 to August 31, 2007. Thus, 
based on the compilation of 62 maps of oil spill drifts, we could construct Figure 6b and calculate a prob-
ability of oil spill drift. Figure 6b shows that for this time period, there is no impact of possible oil spill 
drift on the surrounding BSPAs along the coasts of Finland and Estonia, which are marked by blue and 
rose colors. This is explained by low wind speed and weak currents observed during July and August 2007. 
These weather conditions differ from those observed from July 26 to August 15, 2006, when a virtual oil 
spill could drift 33.5 nautical miles during 2 days with a velocity up to 50 cm/s (Figure 6c). Thus, potential 
releases of oil spills from the ships may represent a threat to seven protected areas located along the coasts 
of Finland and Estonia, as well as to the islands and coasts of these Baltic countries. The same dot lies on 
the trajectory of the Nord Stream gas pipeline (upper line in Figure 6c), which was under construction in 
the Gulf of Finland since May 2010. Risk assessment for the construction of the gas pipeline was performed 
using the same methodology in 2006 for seven key points of the pipeline.[32]

Figure 7a shows a simultaneous release of oil from a long part of the ship route located southward of 
Gotland Island. Figure 7b shows a significant impact of oil pollution produced by this virtual oil release. 
Both BSPAs were subjected to oil pollution, but at different degrees, so that a quantitative estimation was 
possible with the help of the Seatrack Web model (Figure 7c and d). For instance, about 60% of the first BSPA 
and 95% of the second one will be polluted with the indicated probability. In this case, even the coastal zone 
of Gotland Island was potentially threatened by oil pollution with a clearly calculated probability.[32]

FIGURE 6 Modeling of oil spill drift in the Gulf of Finland. Panel (a) shows oil spill drift on July 23, 2007. Panel 
(b) shows probability (%) of oil spill drift calculated on the basis of daily modeling at this point for real wind and 
current conditions in July–August 2007. Panel (c) shows probability (%) of oil spill drift calculated for July 16 to 
August 15, 2006. BSPAs along the coastlines are shown in light grey color; important bird areas are in grey colors. 
The lines in panel (a) and (b) show MARIS response zones. The upper line in panel (c) shows  approximate position 
of the Nord Stream gas pipeline, while the lower line is the MARIS response zones.

(Continued)
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FIGURE 6 (CONTINUED) Modeling of oil spill drift in the Gulf of Finland. Panel (a) shows oil spill drift on July 
23, 2007. Panel (b) shows probability (%) of oil spill drift calculated on the basis of daily modeling at this point for 
real wind and current conditions in July–August 2007. Panel (c) shows probability (%) of oil spill drift calculated for 
July 16 to August 15, 2006. BSPAs along the coastlines are shown in light grey color; important bird areas are in grey 
colors. The lines in panel (a) and (b) show MARIS response zones. The upper line in panel (c) shows  approximate 
position of the Nord Stream gas pipeline, while the lower line is the MARIS response zones.
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FIGURE 7 Modeling of oil spill drift released from a long part of the ship route located southward of Gotland. 
Panel (a) shows oil spill drift on July 12, 2007. Panel (b) shows probability (%) of oil spill drift calculated on the basis 
of daily modeling at this line for real wind and current conditions in July–August 2007. Panels (c) and (d) show the 
impact of this part of the ship route on both BSPAs.

(Continued)
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Problems and Solutions

The main challenge is that the real degree of oil pollution in the Baltic Sea is unknown, because the 
number of observed oil spills and estimates differ significantly. Partially, this is explained by known 
differences in aerial surveillance and satellite monitoring. Both methods have their own advantages and 
limitations and should complement each other. It is clear that statistics on oil spills is not complete and 
not comparable in different parts of the sea due to different efforts and methods applied for oil pollution 
monitoring (different number of oil patrol ships, aircraft, and helicopters per country and per unit of the 
sea area; the number of flight hours per country and unit of the sea area; use of satellites; a number of 
ASAR/SAR images acquired and analyzed yearly; application of complex satellite monitoring based on 
the multisensor and multiplatform approach along with the analysis of metocean data; local peculiari-
ties of the water area; and numerical modeling).

For example, since 1993, Russia does not carry out aerial surveillance in the Gulf of Finland and 
the Southeastern Baltic Sea. The existing satellite monitoring is performed on a regular basis only 
in the Southeastern Baltic Sea and by a private company, Lukoil-Kaliningradmorneft. According to 
HELCOM data, since 1994 and 2005, respectively, Lithuania and Latvia seem to have had no regular 
aerial surveillance of oil pollution. Well-equipped regular aerial surveillance is very expensive, and 
it is clear that countries in economic recession reduce their aerial and in situ monitoring. Satellite 
monitoring may partially solve this problem, because satellites cover simultaneously very large areas 
of the Baltic Sea.

Organization of the Baltic International Satellite Monitoring Center in HELCOM could solve 
many problems in the operational monitoring of oil pollution in the Baltic Sea.[33] It will:

 1. Ensure full and uniform coverage of the Baltic Sea area by remote-sensing control
 2. Reinforce aerial surveillance and improve the oil pollution monitoring
 3. Establish satellite monitoring for the countries where it is not yet applied

FIGURE 7 (CONTINUED) Modeling of oil spill drift released from a long part of the ship route located south-
ward of Gotland. Panel (a) shows oil spill drift on July 12, 2007. Panel (b) shows probability (%) of oil spill drift cal-
culated on the basis of daily modeling at this line for real wind and current conditions in July–August 2007. Panels 
(c) shows the impact of this part of the ship route on both BSPAs.
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 4. Remove duplication of satellite monitoring for the same area performed by neighboring countries
 5. Significantly reduce the total cost of operational satellite monitoring for all countries
 6. Provide data to all the Baltic Sea States in the same format
 7. Solve the problem regarding different technologies, methods, and algorithms used for the analysis 

of satellite data in different countries
 8. Solve the problem of the “night” oil spill pollution that is getting more and more acute
 9. Stimulate exchange of data and cooperation between countries
 10. Contribute to early warning in case of transboundary oil spill drift
 11. Improve the ecological state of the Baltic Sea, coastal zones, and shores of the Baltic Sea States
 12. Stimulate organization of analogous operational monitoring centers for the seas with a high 

density of shipping and/or oil/gas exploration/production industry, i.e., the North Sea, the 
Mediterranean Sea, the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, etc.

Wide usage of the SMHI Seatrack Web model for oil spill drift forecast is required. Originally, the model 
was not devoted to the ecological risk assessment, but we found it very useful for this purpose as well.
[31] The ecological risk assessment for all ports, oil terminals and platforms, subsurface oil pipelines, ship 
routes, the Baltic Sea Protected Areas, and any part of the 8000 km long coastline of the Baltic Sea can 
be performed based on the methodology we elaborated in 2004 and successfully used for Lukoil D-6 
oil platform and Nord Stream gas pipeline construction.[18,20,24,31,32] This will quantitatively and precisely 
reveal the hot spots in the marine area, islands, and coastline of the Baltic Sea that are vulnerable to the 
impact of the shipping oil pollution. Such a general map of the Baltic Sea with calculated probability for 
any point of the sea and the coastline to be polluted may serve as a guideline for the Baltic Sea States to 
improve their monitoring systems.

Conclusions

Oil is a major threat to the Baltic Sea ecosystems. In the last decade, maritime transportation in the 
Baltic Sea region has been growing steadily, reflecting the intensified trade and oil export. An increase 
in the number of ships also means that we can expect a larger number of illegal oil discharges. Both oil 
tankers and all types of ships are responsible for oil pollution of the Baltic Sea. Any discharge into the 
Baltic Sea of oil, or diluted mixtures containing oil in any form including crude oil, fuel oil, oil sludge, 
or refined products, is prohibited. This applies to oily water from the machinery spaces of any ship, 
as well as from ballast or cargo tanks from oil tankers. Every ship entering the Baltic Sea must com-
ply with the antipollution regulations of the Helsinki Convention and MARPOL Convention. Even 
though strict controls over ships’ discharges were established by the Baltic Sea countries, illegal spills 
and discharges still happen. The number of illegal oil spills has been reduced significantly over the last 
30 years, from 763 spills in 1989 to 52 spills in 2017, and this is an evident and positive tendency, resulted 
from the long-term efforts of HELCOM.[16]

However, the actual total number of oil spills and their volume seem to be unknown because these 
values contradict significantly (10–20 times) with estimates of different organizations[3,4,6,8] and with the 
results of complex operational satellite monitoring performed in 2004–2017 in the Southeastern Baltic 
Sea.[8,21–28] Although the number of observations of illegal oil discharges shows a decreasing trend over 
the years, it should be kept in mind that for some areas and countries, aerial and satellite surveillance 
is not evenly and regularly carried out and, therefore there are no reliable figures. We have to add to the 
uncertainties in the oil pollution statistics considerable seasonal variability in observations of oil spills 
on the sea surface and predominance of the “night” discharge of oil spills from the ships used to avoid 
any direct visible evidence of pollution and responsibility for this fact.

So far, as the Baltic Sea ecosystem undergoes increasing human-induced impacts, especially associ-
ated with intensifying oil transport and production, further research on the link between physical, 
chemical, and biological parameters of the ecosystem; the complex monitoring of the Baltic Sea States; 
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and, especially, oil spill monitoring are of great importance. Oil spill behavior, modeling, prevention, 
effects, control, and cleanup techniques require supplementary information about a large number of 
complex physical, chemical, and biological processes and phenomena.

ASAR/SAR satellite imagery provides effective opportunities to monitor oil spills, particularly in 
the Baltic Sea, as well as in other European seas.[8–11] Combined with satellite remote sensing (AVHRR 
NOAA, MODIS-Terra and -Aqua, QuikSCAT, Jason-1, etc.), of the SST, sea level, chlorophyll and 
suspended matter concentration, meso- and small-scale dynamics, and wind and waves, this observa-
tional system represents a powerful method for long-term monitoring of the ecological state of semi-
enclosed seas especially vulnerable to oil pollution. Our experience in the operational oil pollution 
monitoring in the Baltic Sea could be easily applied to the Caspian, Black, Mediterranean, and other 
European seas.

Since 2004, we have elaborated several operational satellite monitoring systems for oil and gas com-
panies in Russia and performed complex satellite monitoring of the ecological state of coastal waters in 
the Baltic, Black, Caspian, and Mediterranean seas.[24,34] The accident on the BP oil platform “Deepwater 
Horizon” on April 20, 2010, in the Gulf of Mexico showed that the absence of such a permanent complex 
satellite monitoring system makes all efforts related to cleaning operations at sea and on the shore dur-
ing the first weeks after the accident less effective.[35]

A large number of discharges of hydrocarbons that annually take place in European waters, the 
vast quantity of waste generated by the sea traffic in Europe, the lack of adequate port installations 
for waste management, and the toxicity of compounds thrown into the sea make solving the chronic 
hydrocarbon pollution problem a priority for improving the environmental quality of European seas. 
The growing availability of satellite and sea observation data should encourage interest, involvement, 
and investment into the complex operational monitoring systems from the side of the state authori-
ties responsible for the environment, pollution control, meteorology, coastal protection, transport, 
fisheries, and hazard management, as well as from the side of private companies operating in the sea 
and coastal zone.
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Introduction

During the past few decades with the discovery of newer arsenic sites around the world, high  arsenic 
c ontamination in drinking water has emerged as a major public health problem. Asian countries, 
 especially the Ganga–Meghna–Brahmaputra (GMB) plain of India and Bangladesh, are the worst affected 
among the world arsenic scenario. This chapter gives a brief update of the global arsenic  contamination 
situation with a detailed update of arsenic contamination in the GMB plain. It appears that a good 
 portion of all states and countries in the GMB plain, comprising an area of more than 569,749 km2 and a 
population of more than 500 million, may be at risk from groundwater arsenic contamination 

Background

The natural arsenic content in soil is found at an average value of 5 mg/kg in the range of 1–40 mg/kg.[1,2] 
Agricultural soils have been detected to contain mean As concentrations in the range of 50–60 mg/kg.[3] 
Large variations of arsenic content can be found in sediments of lakes, rivers, and streams.[4] In surface 
water and groundwater not polluted by arsenic, its concentration is 10 μg/L, and in open ocean water, 
its concentration is typically 1–2 μg/L.[5] Arsenic can be found in inorganic forms of As (III) and As (V). 
Arsenite [As (III)] is the dominant form under reducing conditions, while arsenate [As (V)] is generally 
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the stable form of arsenic in oxygenated environments. Presently, there have been 42 incidents of arsenic 
contamination reported from 38 countries in the world. Figure 1 illustrates the update of these incidents. 

However, the magnitude of arsenic contamination is considered highest in the following four Asian 
countries: Bangladesh, India, China, and Taiwan. Based on the survey carried out over the last 23 years, 
it can be said that the groundwater of some parts of all the states (Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, 
West Bengal, Arunachal Pradesh, and Assam) in GMB plain in India and six out of seven of the north-
eastern states (all except Mizoram) will be arsenic affected. By the year 2014, the number of states in the 
pockets of GMB plain where groundwater is reported to be As polluted has increased from seven to ten; 
Haryana, Punjab, and Karnataka have been added to the abovementioned list of states.[6] Figure 2 shows 
the arsenic-affected states and countries in the GMB plain. The scenario of groundwater As contamina-
tion in the affected states in India is given in detail in Table 1. 

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in West Bengal, India

The severity of Arsenic pollution in groundwater of the districts was categorized into severely affected 
(>300 μg/L), mildly affected (10–50 μg/L) and unaffected (<10 μg/L).[6] The districts of Maldah, 
Murshidabad, Nadia, North 24 Parganas, South 24 Parganas, Bardhaman, Howrah, Hugli, and Kolkata 
are the nine affected districts. During the last 20 years, SOES analyzed 140,150 hand tube-well water 
 samples for the presence of arsenic above the WHO’s recommended level from the aforementioned nine 
districts of West Bengal.[7] From the findings, it was observed that 49.7% of these tube wells had arsenic 
>10 μg/L, 24.7% had arsenic >50 μg/L, and 3.4% of the analyzed tube wells had arsenic  concentrations 
>300 μg/L (the concentration predicting overt arsenical skin lesions).[8] A maximum arsenic 
c oncentration of 3700 μg/L was found in the Ramnagar village of Gram Panchayat (GP) Ramnagar II, 

FIGURE 1 Current arsenic contamination scenario around the world.
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FIGURE 2 Groundwater arsenic contamination situation in India and Bangladesh in the GMB plain.

TABLE 1 Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in India[24,25]

Level of As 
S. No. Name of the States Name of the Districts Contamination (μg/L)

1 West Bengal Maldah, Murshidabad, Nadia, North 24 Parganas, 
South 24 Parganas, Bardhaman, Howrah, Hugli, and 
Kolkata

50–3700

2 Bihar Darbhanga, Katihar, Khagaria, Kishanganj, Lakhisarai, 
Munger, Patna, Purnea, Samastipur, Saran, Vaishali, 
Begusarai, Bhagalpur, Bhojpur, Buxar

>50

3 Uttar Pradesh Bahraich, Balia, Balrampur, Bareilly, Basti, Bijnor, 
Chandauli, Ghazipur, Gonda, Gorakhpur, 
Lakhimpur Kheri, Meerut, Mirzapur, Moradabad, 
Raebareli, Sant Kabir Nagar, Shahjahanpur, 
Siddharthnagar, Sant Ravidas Nagar, Unnao

>50

4 Jharkhand Sahibgunj >50
5 Assam Sivasagar, Jorhat, Golaghat, Sonitpur, Lakhimpur, 

Dhemaji, Hailakandi, Karimganj, Cachar, Barpeta, 
Bongaigaon, Goalpara, Dhubri, Nalbari, Nagaon, 
Morigaon, Darrang, and Baksha

50–657

6 Chhattisgarh Rajnandgaon 52–88
7 Haryana Ambala, Bhiwani, Faridabad, Fatehabad, Hissar, 

Jhajjar, Jind, Karnal, Panipat, Rohtak, Sirsa, Sonepat, 
Yamunanagar

>50

8 Karnataka Raichur and Yadgir >50
9 Punjab Mansa, Amritsar, Gurdaspur, Hoshiarpur, Kapurthala, 

Ropar etc.
>50

10 Manipur Bishnupur and Thoubal 798–986
11 Tripura North Tripura, Dhalai, West Tripura 65–444
12 Nagaland Mokokchung and Mon >50
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Baruipur block in South 24 Parganas district. Groundwater arsenic contamination in all the districts 
of West Bengal is shown in Figure 3. The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) collaborated with 
the Public Health Engineering Department (PHED), Government of West Bengal. They tested 132,262 
government-installed hand tube wells and private tube wells for arsenic from eight arsenic-affected dis-
tricts of West Bengal.[9] Those tube wells that have water with an arsenic concentration >10 μg/L account 
for 57.9% of the tested hand tube wells; similarly, 25.5% of the tested hand tube wells contained water 
that has arsenic concentration >50 μg/L. It is estimated that about 9.5 million people could be drinking 
water contaminated with an arsenic level of 10 μg/L. A recent study on Nadia, West Bengal reported 
that all the 17 blocks are affected with arsenic in groundwater. It has been found that about 51.4% and 
17.3% of the tube wells had As >10 and 50 μg/L, respectively. The maximum observed level of arsenic in 

FIGURE 3 Present groundwater arsenic contamination situation in the state of West Bengal in India.
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Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Kolkata, India

groundwater is found to be 3200 μg/L.[10] Chakdah is one of the worst affected blocks in Nadia where the 
shallow aquifers as well as the agricultural land show a high magnitude of arsenic content. According to 
a survey carried out in the nine districts, out of 135,555 samples of groundwater pumped up by tube well, 
As concentration of above 10 μg/L was reported in 67,306 (49.7%) samples and above 50 μg/L in 33,470 
(24.7%) samples. In affected areas, the demographic survey showed that 13.85 million people were under 
the threat of As concentration above 10 μg/L of which 6.96 million people are exposed to a concentration 
above 50 μg/L.[11]

The present demand of drinking water in Kolkata per day is around 1262 million liters per day (MLD) 
which is supplied through the pipelines laid down by Metropolitan authority. Out of that, 1096 MLD is 
treated surface water and the rest is groundwater. A total of 3626 samples of hand tube-well water was 
collected from 100 out of 141 administrative wards in Kolkata. Tube wells in 65 wards in Kolkata have 
arsenic concentration levels >10 μg/L, and in another 30 wards, arsenic concentration was found to be 
>50 μg/L. Based on water samples from 1057 wells, dug deeper than 100 m, 220 samples (20.8%) have 
shown arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L, 113 samples (10.7%) have arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L, and 
72 samples (6.8%) have arsenic concentrations >100 μg/L. Water samples were collected from 977 wells 
that were 91–100 m deep. Of 977 samples, 149 (15.3%) have arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L and 13 (1.3%) 
have arsenic concentrations >100 μg/L. However, the tube wells that were deeper than 300 m have been 
detected with arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L. Maximum arsenic concentration in this region was found 
to be at 800 μg/L at a depth of 20 m. An analysis of water from these Kolkata Municipal Corporation 
(KMC) wells shows that out of 734 wells, 121 (16.5%) have arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L, 26 (3.6%) have 
arsenic concentrations of 50 μg/L, and only 2 (0.2%) have arsenic concentrations >300 μg/L. It has also 
been found that the southern part of the city is more contaminated by arsenic than the northern and 
central parts (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4 Present groundwater arsenic contamination situation in all the 141 wards of KMC, West Bengal.
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At present in Kolkata, 70% of KMC area, i.e., 100 out of 144 wards, has been reported with As 
 concentration above permissible limit in shallow unconfined aquifers with 51 wards (i.e. 35.4%) having 
As concentration >50 μg/L and remaining 49 wards having As concentration between 11 and 50 μg/L.[12] 
During the past 23 years, 14.2% of samples throughout 77 wards in KMC, exceeded the permissible limit 
of As in drinking water and around 5.2% samples in 37 wards showed five times higher value of the 
permissible limit of As in drinking water.[13]

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Bihar, India

Water samples from 19,961 tube wells were analyzed, and arsenic content in water samples was found 
to be >50 μg/L in 12 districts of Bihar. SOES’s analysis of water samples from these tube wells revealed 
that 313 villages have water containing arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L and 240 villages have water 
co ntaining arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L. Analytical results show that 32.7% of tube wells in that 
region have concentrations >10 μg/L, 17.75% tube wells have arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L, and 
4.55% have arsenic concentrations >300 μg/L. The maximum arsenic concentration was found in 
the Chakani village of Brahampur GP belonging to the Barahara block of Buxar district. The level of 
arsenic concentration in its tube well’s water is 2182 μg/L. In the two districts of Bihar, Vaishali, and 
Bhagalpur were reported to have arsenic contamination in groundwater where the maximum arse-
nic concentration was found to be 20 and 143 μg/L, respectively; 73% of the groundwater samples 
showed As  (III)-dominant species whereas 27% showed As (V). Katihar being the most vulnerable 
district because of the socioeconomic and biophysical conditions needs a serious concern followed 
by Vaishali, Samastipur, Khagaria, and Purnia. They investigated 17 districts out of 37 and a total of 
87 of 532 community blocks for groundwater arsenic contamination where 72 community blocks are 
reported with arsenic beyond permissible limit in drinking water.[14] On a further analysis by SOES, 
Jadavpur, it has been observed that on analysis of 4704 tube-well water samples from all 88 villages 
of Shahpur block of the district Bhojpur of Bihar, India, 21.1% of water samples is contaminated with 
arsenic >50 μg/L according to BIS, 2009, whereas nearly 40.3% of water samples is found containing 
arsenic >10 μg/L (WHO, 2004). The mean and maximum arsenic concentration is found to be 43.5 and 
1805 μg/L, respectively.

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination 
in Uttar Pradesh, India

It was perceived in 2003 that UP is arsenic contaminated.[15] The rural population of the Allahabad 
d istrict and the urban population of Shuklaganj-Kanpur of the Unnao district in the  Allahabad-Kanpur 
track of the upper Ganga plain first reported cases of arsenic contamination in 49 districts in January 
2009.[16] A recent report[11] showed that in a survey done in 2003 in 25 villages of Ballia district, 
Ghazipur, and Varanasi were added making a total of 20 districts affected by As where the people 
mostly depended on water from hand pumps which pumped the groundwater from shallow aqui-
fers (20 m deep). Furthermore, it was reported[17] that only 3 out of 72 samples had As concentration 
<10 μg/L, while 95.83% had As concentration above the permissible limit. The maximum As concen-
tration in the samples collected during pre-monsoon and monsoon was reported to be 75.6 and 74.46 
μg/L, respectively. A total of 136 groundwater samples were collected and analyzed from 12 villages 
on the floodplain of the Rapti River. About 42% of 103 samples collected from nine villages situated 
on the left bank were reported to have As concentration >10 μg/L with maximum concentration of 
399 μg/L while none of the samples collected from the three villages situated on the right bank had 
As concentration above the permissible limit.[18] On analyzing 5044 water samples from five districts 
of UP, SOES found 43.1% of those samples to have arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L and 27.5% to have 
arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L. 
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Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Jharkhand, India

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Assam, India

In this state, there are only three districts affected by arsenic concentration.[19] It was observed that the 
groundwater As concentration in Sahibganj district during three seasons was highest in post-monsoon 
ranging between 1 and 133 μg/L compared to (2–98 μg/L) in monsoon and (7–115 μg/L) in pre-monsoon 
with the trend of As concentration increasing with depth.[20] SOES has conducted several surveys in the 
nine blocks of the Sahibganj district (in the middle of Ganga plain) from December 2003 till now, where 
they have analyzed 3832 hand tube-well water samples for arsenic concentration. The findings suggest 
that 32.28% of the water samples had arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L, 13.44% contained arsenic concen-
trations >50 μg/L, and 2.61% had arsenic concentrations >300 μg/L. The highest arsenic concentration 
in water has been detected in the Hajipur Vitta village of Hajipur Porsun GP, Sahibganj block, in the 
Sahibganj district of Jharkhand. The amount of arsenic concentration found in the water sample from 
that region is 1018 μg/L. 

Dhemaji and Karimganj in Assam have been surveyed for groundwater arsenic contamination, and 
both have been found arsenic contaminated in January 2004. So far, water samples from 241 hand tube 
wells have been analyzed for arsenic contamination from these two districts, and it has been found that 
42.3% of these samples have arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L and 19.1% of these samples have arsenic 
concentrations >50 μg/L.

A total of 27 villages have been identified from these two districts where groundwater arsenic concen-
trations are above 50 μg/L. Initially, As concentration >50 μg/L was found in a few samples of ground-
water collected from Karimganj, Dhubri, and Dhemaji districts. Eighteen out of twenty three districts 
covering 76 blocks, and a population of 603 are reported to be affected by As toxicity according to a new 
report by UNICEF.[11] A work in 2014 reported that the mean As concentration in the groundwater of 
Titabor, Jorhat, Assam is 210 μg/L.[21] It was also noticed that among the six blocks of Golaghat district, 
Assam, the most severely affected area was Gamariguri block, where 100% of the samples had an As 
concentration >10 μg/L. The other blocks were also badly affected showing arsenic contamination in 
groundwater by 87.5%, 71.9%, 42.4%, 42.1%, and 36.4% in the blocks Podumoni, Kathalguri, Dergaon, 
Morangi, and Kakodonga, respectively.[22]

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Manipur, India

Since the preliminary study in Manipur in May 2006, SOES confirmed groundwater arsenic contami-
nation in two districts of Manipur. They are the districts of Thoubal and Imphal. Findings suggest that 
41.27% of the collected and analyzed samples have arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L and 64.72% of the 
samples have arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L. After the preliminary study by SOES in 2006, again 628 
water samples of tube wells were analyzed in the Manipur valley which consists of four districts, where 
63.3% sample holds arsenic concentration in groundwater >10 μg/L. Among the four districts, Thoubal 
is the most affected one where 77.6% groundwater contains arsenic >10 μg/L.[23]

Apart from Assam and Manipur, the other north-eastern states like Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, 
and Tripura are also reported with high range of arsenic contamination in groundwater (50–986 μg/L). 

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Haryana, India

The districts on the banks of Yamuna, originating from Himalaya, and its tributaries are covered by 
alluvial aquifers resulting in groundwater contamination due to mobilization of As from As-containing 
minerals. The alluvial sediments are the main source of As in the sporadic region. Under Aquifer 
Mapping Project, 2013, groundwater As concentration >50 μg/L has been reported in Chandigarh.[11]
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Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Punjab, India

In 2004, 261 shallow groundwater samples were analyzed to find As concentration more than 10 μg/L 
in 12 districts including Ropar, Amritsar, Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur, and Kapurthala. In July 2010, out of 
105 samples collected from the district of Mansa at a depth ranging from 13 to 35 m, six locations were 
reported with As concentration more than 10 μg/L.[11]

Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in Bangladesh

In International Conference on Arsenic, Dhaka, held in 1998, it was reported that 66% of water from 
hand tube wells from Bangladesh contain arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L and 51% have arsenic concen-
tration levels >50 μg/L. The researchers also said that the arsenic detected in the groundwater of 52 dis-
tricts is >10 μg/L and that in 41 districts is >50 μg/L.[26] In surveys carried out by the British Geological 
Survey (BGS) along with the Department of Public Health Engineering (DPHE), it was further reported 
that water samples from 46% of 3534 analyzed tube wells exceeded arsenic concentrations of 10 μg/L 
and 27% of the samples exceeded arsenic concentration levels of 50 μg/L. This survey had taken samples 
from tube wells from all over Bangladesh, leaving out the Chittagong Hill tract. Based on their study, 
BGS-DPHE reported that 57 million and 35 million people could be drinking As-contaminated water 
>10 μg/L and 50 μg/L, respectively.[27] Between 2000 and 2001, half of 6500 tube wells were sampled for 
testing by Van Geen in the Araihazar Police Station, which is known as Thana/Upazila. It was found 
that half of these water samples contain arsenic with concentrations >10 μg/L and one-quarter of these 
samples contain arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L.[28] It can be found from this database that 1.4 million 
out of 4.8 million water samples, which is 30% of the water samples in Bangladesh, contain arsenic con-
centrations >50 μg/L.[29]

The important incidents related to groundwater arsenic contamination in the GMB plain are shown 
in Table 2.

Bangladesh can be divided into four existing geomorphological regions of which the hill tract and 
the tableland are free from arsenic contamination. The highly contaminated regions of Bangladesh fall 
within the deltaic region (Figure 5).

Arsenic content in water in the tableland area (detected in 17 out of 9755 analyzed hand tube wells, 
which is 0.2%) is >50 μg/L. In another 204 out of the total of 9755, which is 2.1%, arsenic concentration 
was found between 10 and 50 μg/L. In the floodplain region of Bangladesh, there are 229 thanas in total. 
Out of these, 19,845 water samples were collected from 158 thanas and were analyzed which suggest 
that 50.8% of these samples have arsenic concentrations greater than 10 μg/L and another 34.9% of the 
samples have arsenic concentrations >50 μg/L. Another survey by BGS-DPHE in 1999 has brought out 
data that indicate that 4587 out of 16,513 (27.8%) of the water samples analyzed have shown concentra-
tions of arsenic >50 μg/L. This survey was also held in the same region. A total of 22,113 water samples 
from hand tube wells in the deltaic region including the coastal belt were taken for analysis. These sam-
ples were collected from 97 of the 139 thanas in that region. On analysis, it was found that 54.7% of the 
samples have arsenic concentrations >10 μg/L and 32.8% >50 μg/L. In 1999, BGS-DPHE also reported 
about 12,245 water samples from 126 thanas of this region. A total of 3344 samples (27.5%) have arsenic 
concentrations >50 μg/L. The study had only collected samples from Chittagong and Cox’s Bazar dis-
tricts. The percentage of samples that have arsenic concentrations >1000 μg/L in the floodplains is 1.14% 
(227 samples), which is greater than % found in the deltaic region, which is 0.33% (74 samples). Shallow 
tube wells varying in depth from 10 to 70 m are highly contaminated compared to deep aquifers leading 
to Arsenic contamination in 61 out of 65 districts of Bangladesh.[30] The maximum arsenic concentra-
tion found in the three regions are 134, 4730, and 2190 μg/L, respectively (n = 9755, 19,845 and 22,113, 
respectively). Groundwater As contamination in different areas of Bangladesh reported so far has been 
given in Table 3.
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Bangladesh and West Bengal are considered the two worst arsenic-affected areas in the world. In 
Bangladesh, 42.1%, 27.2%, and 7.5% of the hand tube wells had As 10, 50, and 300 μg/L, respectively, whereas 
in West Bengal, the corresponding values were 48.1%, 23.8%, and 3.3%. SOES has detected 301—(0.6%) hand 
tube-well water samples with arsenic concentrations >1000 μg/L in Bangladesh, whereas 187 (0.1%) water 
samples had arsenic concentrations >1000 μg/L in West Bengal. 

FIGURE 5 Status of As contamination in groundwater in Bangladesh.[26]
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Conclusion

The situation of As contamination has been deteriorating ever since the first evidence of As in Asian 
countries such as India, Bangladesh, China, Nepal, Taiwan, and Vietnam as well as Mexico, Argentina, 
etc. Besides the geogenic cause, excessive withdrawal of groundwater to satisfy the increasing demand 
of the growing population has played an important role in groundwater As pollution. In spite of several 
mitigation strategies already undertaken, the global situation is even worse than before due to lack of 
awareness and insufficient steps taken to deal with the problem in domestic level. Since the toxicity of As 
is directly dependent on the nutritional status as well as economic condition of the people, efforts should 
be made to improve the condition at ground level. 
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Introduction

Since 1949, China has made unremitting efforts to harness the Yellow River. A number of water  control 
projects were undertaken, hydropower stations had been built, and the dykes in the lower reaches had 
been strengthened and heightened. The eroded land on the Loess Plateau had been  harnessed and 
water and soil loss was restricted. Soil and water conservation improved both agricultural production 
 conditions and the ecological environment. Since 1949, the Yellow River has never been breached, 
thus ensuring the safety of its people and property and promoting the development of economy and 
society.

Discussion

The Yellow River originates from the Yueguzonglie Basin, which has an elevation of 4500 m and is 
located at the northern slope of the Bayankera Mountain in the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau. From west to 
east, it flows through nine provinces/autonomous regions: Qinghai, Sichuan, Gansu, Ningxia, Inner 
Mongolia, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Henan, and Shandong, and empties into the Bohai Sea in Kenli County, 
Shandong Province. The trunk is 5464 km in length and the basin area is 795,000 km2. Within the river 
basin, the population is 110.08 million, accounting for 8.7% of the total population in China; the cul-
tivated land is 13.1 million ha.[1] The Yellow River basin is the cradle of Chinese nationality and the 
birthplace of ancient Chinese civilization. As early as 1 million years ago, the “Lantian Man” had been 
living in the Yellow River Basin. In this very long historical period, the basin was the center of politics, 
economy, and culture in China.

The terrain of the Yellow River basin is high in the west and low in the east, thus showing great 
 disparity.  The west section of the basin belongs to the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau with an elevation of 
3 000–5000 m. The middle section is mostly located in the Loess Plateau and reaches the east side of 
Taihang Mountain, with an elevation of 1000–2000 m. The east section starts from east of Taihang 
Mountain and ends at the Bohai Sea, lying in the Huanghuaihai Plain, with an elevation of lower than 
100 m.[1] Based on the geographical position and the feature of the river, the trunk stream of the Yellow 
River can be divided into upper, middle, and lower reaches. The upper reaches are from the source 
of the river to Hekouzhen (Tuoketuo county) in Inner Mongolia, with length of 3472 km and area 
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of  428,000 km2. The middle reaches are from Hekouzhen, then extend to Taohuayu (Zhengzhou) of 
Henan province, comprising 1206 km in length and 344,000 km2 in area. Starting from Taohuayu, the 
lower reaches run through nearly 800 km, occupy 23,000 km2 of area, and end at the mouth of the river.[1] 
Because of the height difference, the climate in the Yellow River basin is very distinct, ranging from arid 
climate in the west through semiarid to semihumid climate in the east. Average annual temperature is 
−4°C at the source, 1–8°C in the upper reaches, 8–12°C in the middle reaches, and 12–14°C in the lower 
reaches. The average annual precipitation of the basin is 452 mm. The maximum is in the southeast part 
of the basin, reaching 800–1000 mm; whereas the minimum annual precipitation is less than 200 mm 
in the northwest part of the basin, including Ningxia and Inner Mongolia, which features the inland 
climate.[1] The Yellow River basin is rich in mineral and energy resources that are of great importance in 
China. Out of the 45 proved major mineral resources in China, 37 are found in the Yellow River basin.[1] 
The water energy in the upper-middle reaches of Yellow River, the coal in the middle reaches, and the oil 
and natural gas in the middle-lower reaches are all quite rich in deposits. Thus the Yellow River basin is 
called the “energy resources basin,” playing an important role in China.[1]

The Yellow River provides the major water resource for northwest and north China, but the amount 
is comparatively poor. The average annual runoff in the basin is 58 billion m3, making up only 2% of that 
in China, whereas the area of the Yellow River basin accounts for 8.3% of the land area of the country.[1] 
The distributions of runoff in different areas are different. Annual runoff in the upper, middle, and lower 
reaches contributes 55.6%, 40.8%, and 4.6% of the total annual runoff, respectively. It also varies with 
seasons. More than 60% of the annual runoff happens during the period from July to October, while less 
than 40% occurs from November to June.[1] The Yellow River basin is an important production area in 
agriculture. The main crops are wheat, cotton, oil-bearing plants, tobacco, etc. The irrigation area along 
the Yellow River basin is about 7.3 million ha,[2] most of which is in the Ningxia–Inner Mongolia Plain 
at the upper reaches, Fen-Wei basin at the middle reaches, and the irrigation area drawing water from 
the Yellow River at the lower reaches. Agricultural irrigation consumes 28.4 billion m3 of water from 
the Yellow River annually, accounting for 92% of the overall annual water consumption of the river.[2] 
With high-speed development of the economy and continued population growth, water consumption 
has increased rapidly and the competition between water supply and demand has become more acute. 
As a result, zero flow in the lower reaches has resulted in recent years. From 1972 through 1998, zero 
flow occurred in 21years with accumulated duration of 1051 days. The worst was in 1997, when Lijin, near 
the river mouth, had zero flow for 226 days; the zero-flow section extended upstream even to Kaifeng of 
Henan Province.[2]

The Yellow River flows through the Loess Plateau, where the surface is characterized by loose soil and 
sparse vegetation, and the climate is dominated by dry weather and heavy storms concentrated mostly 
in the summer. Therefore, it is the largest area affected by water and soil loss and the strongest intensity 
in erosion in China. Based on the data collected by remote sensor in 1990, the area experiencing water 
loss and soil erosion is up to 454,000 km2, which makes up 70.9% of the Loess Plateau’s area. The area of 
water erosion with the annual erosion mean exceeding 8000 Mg/km2 is 85,000 km2, accounting for 64% 
of the congener area in China. The severe water degradation area with annual erosion mean exceeding 
15,000 Mg/km2 is 36,700 km2, about 89% of the congener area.[1] Average annual amount of sediment 
and sand washed into the river is about 1.6 billion Mg with sand content of 35 kg/m3. The maximum 
sand content is 933 kg/m3, which was measured at Longmen on July 18, 1966.[3] In the lower reaches of 
the Yellow River, a large amount of sediment is left behind to raise the riverbed. Nearly 9.2 billion Mg 
of sediment were deposited in the lower reaches of the Yellow River from 1950 through 1998. Thus, the 
riverbed is 4–6 m higher than the ground outside the river on an average. At some places, this number 
could even reach 10 m or more.[2] For this reason, the lower reaches of the Yellow River are called the 
“suspended river.” Because of rainstorms occurring in the middle reaches and the channel in the lower 
reaches being wider in the upper part and narrower in the lower part, the lower reach area frequently 
suffers from heavy floods. Records indicated that from 602 bc to 1949 ad, the Yellow River was breached 
1590 times and changed its route 26 times, i.e., on the average, “breach twice every three years and 
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changing its route every century.”[4] Heavy floods affected a large area from Tianjin City in the north to 
Huaihe River in the south, crossing 250,000 km2. On the other hand, drought is another disaster that 
occurs frequently in the Yellow River basin. In 582 years from 1368 to 1949, severe drought occurred in 
107 years, once every 5.4 years.[5] Records show that an extraordinarily serious drought lasted 4 years, 
from 1875 to 1878, through the whole basin of the Yellow River.

Harnessing of the Yellow River has always been a major issue concerning China’s prosperity and 
the people’s peaceful life. Since 1949, China has made unremitting efforts to harness the Yellow River 
and, therefore, ensured the safety of its people and property, promoted the development of economy 
and society, and improved the ecological environment. On the trunk of the Yellow River, 15 key water 
 control projects and hydropower stations have been built or are being built, providing a total water 
capacity of 56.6 billion m3, a total installed capacity of 11.13 million kW, and an average annual power 
supply of 40.1 billion kWh.[2] By the end of 2000, 1400 km of dykes along the lower reaches had been 
strengthened and heightened four times. Large-scale channel improvement had been performed. 
Reservoirs exceeding 10,000 in number and in different sizes have been built, with a total storage 
c apacity of 72 billion m3. Among them, 22 of the largest reservoirs are able to hold 61.7  billion m3 of 
water.[2] Other projects for irrigation and water supply had also been accomplished and the  groundwater 
had begun to be developed. As a result, the irrigation area has increased from 0.8 million ha in 1950 to 
7.3 million ha now, including 2.4 million ha that are located outside of the basin.[2] Until 2000, the area 
of 180,000 km2 of eroded land on the Loess Plateau, which is one-third of the land with soil  erosion, 
had been  harnessed. To some extent, water and soil loss and desertification have been restricted. The 
amount of sediment and sand being washed into the Yellow River each year had decreased by about 300 
million Mg.[2] Soil and water conservation improved the agricultural production condition and eco-
logical environment. By taking these measures, the average annual grain yield has increased by more 
than 5 billion kg, which can provide enough food and clothing for more than 10 million people.[2] Since 
1949, the Yellow River has never been breached, even when heavy flood with flow of 22,300 m3/sec 
occurred in July of 1958.[3]

Conclusion

Compared with other rivers in China, the Yellow River is characterized by shortage of water, high con-
tent of sand, and serious loss of water and soil. Average annual runoff is only 58 billion m3, taking up 
only 2% of that in China, and annual amount of sediment and sand washed into the river is about 1.6 
billion Mg with sand content of 35 kg/m3. The riverbed in lower reaches is 4–6 m higher than the ground 
outside the river on average. Floods and droughts are two major disasters in the Yellow River basin. 
Breach occurred frequently in its history. The Chinese government has made great efforts to harness the 
river. A number of water control projects have been undertaken, hydropower stations have been built, 
and dykes in the lower reaches had been strengthened and heightened. To a certain extent, the eroded 
land on the Loess Plateau had been harnessed and water and soil loss was restricted. The implementation 
of the great-development-of-the-west strategy of China will further prompt the harnessing and exploita-
tion of the Yellow River along with the development of economy and society.
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Introduction

A model is an entity built to reproduce some aspect of the behavior of a natural system. In the co ntext 
of groundwater, aspects to be reproduced may include: groundwater flow (heads, water velocities, etc.); 
 solute transport (concentrations, solute fluxes, etc.); reactive transport (concentrations of  chemical 
 species reacting among themselves and with the solid matrix, minerals dissolving or precipitating, 
etc.); multiphase flow (fractions of water, air, non-aqueous phase liquids, etc.); energy (soil temperature, 
 surface radiation, etc.); and so forth.

Depending on the type of description of reality that one is seeking (qualitative or quantitative), mod-
els can be classified as conceptual or mathematical. A conceptual model is a qualitative description 
of “some aspect of the behavior of a natural system.” This description is usually verbal, but may also 
be accompanied by figures and graphs. In the groundwater flow context, a conceptual model involves 
defining the origin of water (areas and processes of recharge) and the way it flows through and exits the 
aquifer. In contrast, a mathematical model is an abstract description (abstract in the sense that it is based 
on variables, equations, and the like) of “some aspect of the behavior of a natural system.” However, the 
motivation of mathematical models is not abstraction, but rather quantification. For example, a ground-
water flow mathematical model should yield the time evolution of heads and fluxes (water movements) 
at every point in the aquifer.

Both conceptual and mathematical models seek understanding. Some would argue that understand-
ing is not possible without quantification. In the reverse, one cannot even think of writing equations 
without some sort of qualitative understanding. The methods of conceptual modeling are those of con-
ventional hydrogeology (study geology, measure heads and hydraulic parameters, hydrochemistry, etc.). 
On the other hand, the methods of mathematical modeling (discretization, calibration, etc.) are more 
specific. Yet, it should be clear from the outset that conceptualization is the first step in modeling and 
that mathematical modeling helps in building firm conceptual models.

Depending on the manner in which equations are solved, models can be classified as analog, analyti-
cal, and numerical. Analog models are based on a physical simulation of a phenomenon governed by 
the same equation(s) as that of our natural system. For example, because of the equivalence between 
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electrostatics and steady state flow, one may use conductive paper subject to an electrical current to solve 
the flow equation (a parallelism can be established between electric potential and hydraulic head). This 
kind of application, however, is restricted mainly to teaching. Boxes of resistances and condensators 
were used in the 1950s and 1960s as analog aquifer models, but they have become inefficient compared 
to computers. As a result, analog models are no longer used in practice.

Analytical models are based on closed-form solutions to the groundwater flow and transport equa-
tions. They are convenient in the sense that they are easy to evaluate and intuitive (visual inspection of 
the equation may yield an idea of the phenomenon). As a result, they are used very frequently. Examples 
include solutions of problems in well hydraulics, tracer movement, etc.

Numerical models are based on discretizing the partial differential equations governing flow and 
transport. This leads to linear systems of equations that can only be solved with the aid of computers. 
The advantage of numerical models lies in their generality. Analytical models are constrained to homo-
geneous domains and very simple geometry and boundary conditions. Numerical models, on the other 
hand, can handle spatially and temporally variable properties, arbitrary geometry and boundary condi-
tions, and complex processes. The price to pay is methodological singularity. Analytical models are easy 
to use. Numerical models can be complex and, often, difficult.

Because of the methodological singularity mentioned above, this entry concentrates on mathemati-
cal numerical models. Analytical solutions are not discussed. In addition, conceptual modeling will be 
discussed as the first step in modeling, but not by itself.

What Can Be Modeled and What For?

Modeled Phenomena

The most basic phenomenon is groundwater flow (Figure 1) because of its intrinsic importance and because 
it is needed for subsequent processes. In essence, the flow equation expresses two things. First, ground-
water moves according to Darcy’s law. Second, a mass balance must be satisfied in the whole aquifer and 
in each of its parts. Therefore, the main output from flow models is a mass balance: classified inflows, 
outflows, and storage variations. The output also includes where water flows through the aquifer (water 
fluxes) and heads (water levels in the aquifer). In essence, input data are a thorough description of hydrau-
lic conductivity (and/or transmissivity), storativity, recharge/discharge throughout the model domain, as 
well as conditions at the model boundaries. Obviously, these data are never available, and the modeler has 
to use a good deal of ingenuity to generate them. This is where the conceptual model becomes important.

Specific cases of flow phenomena are unsaturated and multiphase flow. In the first case, one mod-
els water flow in the vadose zone or, in general, in areas where water does not fill all the pores.[1] 
Therefore, besides heads and fluxes, one must work with water contents (volume of water per unit 
volume of aquifer), capillary pressures and suctions (difference between water and air pressure). 
From the input viewpoint, the main singularity of unsaturated flow is the need to specify the reten-
tion curve (water content vs. suction) and relative permeability (permeability vs. water content). The 
multiphase flow case is similar, but includes several fluids (phases). It is used to represent the flow 
of air or mixtures of liquids, singularly non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs), which have been the 
subject of much research in recent years.[2]

Conservative transport refers to the movement of inert substances dissolved in water. Solutes are 
affected by advection (displacement of the solute as linked to flowing water) and dispersion (dilution 
of contaminated water with clean water, which causes the size of the contaminated area to grow while 
reducing peak concentrations). The main input to a solute transport model is the output of a flow model 
(water fluxes). Additionally, porosity and dispersivity need to be specified (Figure 1). The output is the 
time evolution and spatial distribution of concentrations. While the amount of data needed for solute 
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transport modeling is relatively small, it must be stressed that solute transport is extremely sensitive 
to variability and errors in water fluxes. A flow model may be good enough for flow results (heads 
and water balances) but insufficiently detailed to yield water fluxes good enough for solute transport. 
Therefore, modeling solute transport ends up being rather difficult.

Reactive transport refers to the movement of solutes that react among themselves and with the soil 
phase. Reactions can be of many kinds, ranging from sorption of a contaminant onto a solid surface to 
redox phenomena controlling the degradation of an organic pollutant. Input for reactive transport mod-
eling includes not only the output of flow and conservative transport models but also the equilibrium 
constants of the reactions (usually available from chemistry databases) and the parameters controlling 
reaction kinetics. However, the most difficult input is the proper identification of relevant chemical pro-
cesses. Model output includes the concentrations of all chemical species, the reaction rates, etc.

Coupled models refer to models in which different phenomena are affected reciprocally. Density 
dependent flow is a typical example. Variations in density affect groundwater flow (e.g., dense sea water 
sinks under light fresh water), which in turn affects solute transport and, hence, density distribution. 
Other coupled phenomena are the non-isothermal flow of water (coupling flow and energy transport) 
and the mechanically driven flow of water (coupling flow and mechanical deformation equations).

FIGURE 1 A groundwater flow model involves using a flow simulator to take aquifer parameters, boundary con-
ditions, and internal sink and sources as inputs and obtain heads and water fluxes as output. Water fluxes are used 
in conservative transport models, together with porosity, diffusivity, and solute mass inflows, to yield time evolu-
tion and spatial distribution of inert tracers.
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What Are Models Built For?

While discussing the usage of models, it is convenient to distinguish between site-specific models and 
generic models. The former are aimed at describing a specific aquifer while the latter emphasize pro-
cesses, regardless of where they take place.

Groundwater management is the ideal use of site- specific models. Management involves deciding 
where to extract and/or inject water to satisfy water needs while ensuring water quality and other con-
straints. In this context, it is important to point out that a model is essentially a system for accounting 
water fluxes and stores (Figure 2) in the same way that the accounting system of a company keeps 
track of money fluxes and reserves. No one would imagine a well-managed company without a proper 
accounting system. Aquifers will not be managed accurately until they have a model running on real 
time. Unfortunately, at present, this is still a dream. Because of the difficulties in building and maintain-
ing models and because of legal and practical difficulties to manage aquifers in real time, models are 
rarely, if ever, used in this fashion.

Instead, models are often used as decision support tools. Building an accurate model is very difficult 
and time consuming. As a result, one can rarely expect models to yield exact predictions. However, 
approximate models are much easier to build. These do not result in precise forecasts but normally allow 
reasonable assessments of the outcome of different management alternatives, i.e., the relative advantages 
and disadvantages of each alternative can be evaluated and the options ranked. This is usually all one 
needs for decision making.

This type of use is very frequent in aquifer rehabilitation, where one has to choose among several 
alternatives, including the option of doing nothing.[3] Models are also used for supporting aquifer explo-
ration policies, i.e., for answering questions such as “how much water can be extracted?,” “where should 
one pump to minimize environmental impact?,” etc. In fact, a large body of literature is devoted to this 
kind of questions in an optimal fashion.[4]

Site-specific models are most frequently used, however, as a tool to support aquifer characterization 
efforts. This is somewhat ironic because a model is an essentially quantitative tool while site charac-
terization is rather qualitative. Yet, experience dictates that modeling is the only way to consistently 
integrate the kind of data available in site characterization. These data are very diverse and range from 
geologic maps to isotope concentrations. One can use vastly different models to verbally explain all 
observations. Quantitative consistency is not so easy to check and requires the use of a model. Because 
of the difficulties in fully describing all data, this kind of model use is rarely described in the scientific 
literature.

FIGURE 2 A groundwater model is the accounting system of an aquifer. It keeps track of the balance of each 
section (cells or compartments in the groundwater language) by evaluating exchanges with the outside (pumping 
Qi, recharge, ri, etc.) and with the adjacent sections ( fij). The difference between inflow and outflow is equal to the 
variation in reserves (storage variation, ΔSi,). A well-managed company needs an accounting system, and so does 
an aquifer.
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Models can also be used in generic fashion as teaching or research tools to gain understanding on 
physicochemical phenomena. In these cases, they do not aim at representing a specific aquifer, but at 
evaluating the role of some processes under idealized conditions. A classical example of this type of 
use is the analysis of flow on regional basins.[5] Models are used in this fashion to explain geological 
processes.[6,7] Much emphasis has been placed in recent years on the evaluation of the effects of spatial 
variability. This involves issues such as upscaling, i.e., finding the relationship between large-scale effec-
tive parameters and small-scale measurements;[8] or analysis of hydraulic tests.[9]

How Are Models Built: The Modeling Process

The procedure to build a model is outlined in Figure 3. First, one defines a conceptual model (i.e., zones 
of recharge, boundaries of aquifers, etc.). Second, one discretizes the model domain into a finite element 
or finite difference grid. This can be entered as input data for a simulation code. Unfortunately, output 
data will rarely fit the observed aquifer heads and concentrations. This is what motivates calibration, i.e., 
the modification of model parameters to ensure that model output is indeed similar to what has been 
observed in reality. The model thus calibrated can be considered a “representation of the natural system” 
and can be used for management or simulation purposes.

The above procedure is formally described in Figure 4. This section is devoted to discussing in detail 
the modeling steps as previously described.[10–12] In practice, the effort behind each of these tasks may be 
very sensitive to the objectives of the studies and model. For the time being, we will assume that one is 
building a model aimed at describing reality in detail for the purpose making predictions.

Conceptualization

Modeling starts by defining which processes are important and how they are represented in the model. 
Definition of the relevant processes is termed “process identification” and it is needed for several rea-
sons. First, the number of processes that may affect flow and transport is very large. For practical rea-
sons, the modeler is forced to select those that affect the phenomenon under study, most significantly. 
Second, not all processes are well understood and they have to be treated in a simplified manner. In 
short, process identification involves simplifications, both in the choice of the processes and in the way 
they are implemented in the model.

Model structure identification refers to the definition of parameter variability, boundary conditions, etc. 
In a somewhat narrower but more systematic sense, model structure identification implies expressing the 
model in terms of a finite number of unknowns called model parameters. Parameters controlling the above 
processes are variable in space. In some cases, they also vary in time or depend on heads and/or concentra-
tions. As discussed earlier, data are scarce so that such variability cannot be expressed accurately. Therefore, 
the modeler is also forced to make numerous simplifications to express the patterns of parameter variations, 
boundary conditions, etc. These assumptions are reflected on what is denoted as model structure.

The conceptualization step of any modeling effort is somewhat subjective and dependent on the mod-
eler’s ingenuity, experience, scientific background, and way of looking at the data. Selection of the physico-
chemical processes to be included in the model is only rarely the most difficult issue. The most important 
processes affecting the movement of water and solutes underground (advection, dispersion, sorption, etc.) 
are relatively well known. Ignoring a relevant process will only be caused by misjudgments and should be 
pointed out by reviewers, which illustrates why reviewing by others is important. Difficulties arise when try-
ing to characterize those processes and, more specifically, the spatial variability of controlling parameters.

In spite of the large amount of data usually available, their qualitative nature prevents a detailed 
definition of the conceptual model. Thus, more than one description of the system may result from the 
conceptualization step. Selecting one conceptual model among several alternatives is sometimes per-
formed during calibration, as discussed later.
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Discretization

Strictly speaking, discretization consists of substituting a continuum by a discrete system. However, 
we are extending this term here to describe the whole process of going from mathematical equations, 
derived from the conceptual model, to numerical expressions that can be solved by a computer. Closely 
related is the issue of verification, which refers to ensuring that a code accurately solves the equations 
that it is claimed to solve. As such, verification is a code-dependent concept. However, using a verified 
code is not sufficient for mathematical correctness. One should also make sure that time and space dis-
cretization is adequate for the problem being addressed. Moreover, numerical implementation of a con-
ceptual model is not always straightforward international code comparison projects; INTRANCOIN 

FIGURE 3 Building a model involves three basic steps: conceptualization, discretization, and calibration. 
Example from the Almonte-Marismas aquifer.
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and HYDROCOIN have shown the need for sound conceptual models and independent checks of cal-
culation results. Even well-posed mathematical problems lead to widely different solutions when solved 
by different people, because of slight variations in the solution methodology or misinterpretations in the 
formulation.[13] The reasons behind these differences and ways to solve them only become apparent after 
discussions among them.

The main concern during discretization is accuracy. In this sense, it is not conceptually difficult, 
although it can be complex. Accuracy is not only restricted to numerical errors (differences between 
numerical and exact solutions of the involved equations) but also refers to the precision with which the 
structure of spatial variability reproduces the natural system.

Calibration and Error Analysis

The choice of numerical values for model parameters is made during calibration, which consists of 
finding those values that grant a good reproduction of head and concentration data (Figure 3) and are 
consistent with prior independent information.

Calibration is rarely straightforward. Data come from various sources, with varying degrees of accu-
racy and levels of representativeness. Some parameters can be measured directly in the field, but such 
measurements are usually scarce and prone to error. Furthermore, since measurements are most often 
performed on scales and under conditions different from those required for modeling purposes, they 
tend to be both numerically and conceptually different from model parameters. The most dramatic 
example of this is dispersivity, whose representative value increases with the scale of measurement so 
that dispersivities derived from tracer tests cannot be used directly in a large-scale model. As a result, 
model parameters are calibrated by ensuring that simulated heads and concentrations are close to the 
corresponding field measurements.

FIGURE 4 A formal description of the modeling process. Modeling starts with an understanding of the natural 
system (conceptual model), which is based on experience about such kind of systems (science) and on data from 
the site. Writing the conceptual model in a manner adequate for computer solution requires discretization. The 
resulting model is still dependent on many parameters that are uncertain. During calibration, these parameters 
are adjusted so that model outputs are close to measurements (recall Figure 3). Model predictions may be uncertain 
because so are the fitted parameters or because different models are consistent with observations. If uncertainty 
is unacceptably high, one should perform additional measurements or experiments and redo the whole process.
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Calibration can be tedious and time consuming because many combinations of parameters have to 
be evaluated, which also makes it prone to be incomplete. This, coupled to difficulties in taking into 
account the reliability of different pieces of information, makes it very hard to evaluate the quality of 
results. Therefore, it is not surprising that significant efforts have been devoted to the development of 
automatic calibration methods.[14–16]

Model Selection

The first step in any modeling effort involves constructing a conceptual model, describing it by means 
of appropriate governing equations, and translating the latter into a computer code. Model selection 
involves the process of choosing between alternative model forms. Methods for model selection can be 
classified into three broad categories. The first category is based on a comparative analysis of residu-
als (differences between measured and computed system responses) using objective as well as subjec-
tive criteria. The second category is denoted parameter assessment and involves evaluating whether or 
not computed parameters can be considered as “reasonable.” The third category relies on theoretical 
measures of model validity known as “identification criteria.” In practice, all three categories will be 
needed: residual analysis and parameter assessment suggest ways to modify an existing model and the 
resulting improvement in model performance is evaluated on the basis of identification criteria. If the 
modified model is judged an improvement over the previous model, the former is accepted and the lat-
ter discarded.

The most widely used tool of model identification is residual analysis. In the groundwater context, the 
spatial and frequency distributions of head and concentration residuals are very useful in pointing towards 
aspects of the model that need to be modified. For example, a long tail in the breakthrough curve not prop-
erly simulated by a single porosity model may point to a need for incorporating matrix diffusion or a simi-
lar mechanism. These modifications should, whenever possible, be guided by independent information. 
Qualitative data such as lithology, geological structure, geomorphology, and hydrochemistry are often 
useful for this purpose. A particular behavioral pattern of the residuals may be the result of varied causes 
that are often difficult to isolate. Spatial and/or temporal correlation among residuals may be a conse-
quence of not only improper conceptualization, but also measurement or numerical errors. Simplifications 
in simulating the stresses exerted over the system are always made and they lead to correlation among 
residuals. Distinguishing between correlations caused by improper conceptualization and measurement 
errors is not an easy matter. This makes analysis of residuals a limited tool for model selection.

An expedite way of evaluating a model concept is based on assessing whether or not the parameters 
representing physicochemical properties can be considered “reasonable;” i.e., whether or not their val-
ues make sense and/or are consistent with those obtained elsewhere. Meaningless parameters can be a 
consequence of either poor conceptualization or instability. If a relevant process is ignored during con-
ceptualization, the effect of such process may be reproduced by some other parameter. For example, the 
effect of sorption is to keep part of the solute attached to the solid phase, hence retarding the movement 
of the solute mass; in linear instantaneous sorption, this effect cannot be distinguished from standard 
storage in the pores. Therefore, if one needs an absent porosity (e.g., larger than one) to fit observation, 
one should consider the possibility of including sorption in the model. However, despite this example, 
parameter assessment tends to be more useful for ruling out some model concepts than for giving a 
hint on how to modify an inadequate model. Residual analysis is usually more helpful for this purpose.

Instability may also lead to unreasonable parameter estimates during automatic calibration, despite 
the validity of the conceptual model. When the number of data or their information content is low, 
small perturbations in the measurement or deviations in the model may lead to drastically different 
parameter estimates. When this happens, the model may obtain equally good fits with widely differ-
ent parameter sets. Thus, one may converge to a senseless parameter set while missing other perfectly 
meaningful sets. This type of behavior can be easily identified by means of a thorough error analysis and 
corrected by fixing the values of one or several parameters.[14]
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Predictions and Uncertainty

Formulation of predictions involves a conceptualization of its own. Quite often, the stresses, whose 
response is to be predicted, lead to significant changes in the natural system, so that the structure used 
for calibration is no longer valid for prediction. Changes in the hydrochemical conditions or in the flow 
geometry may have to be incorporated into the model. While numerical models can be used for network 
design or as investigation tools, most models are built in order to study the response of the medium to 
various scenario alternatives. Therefore, uncertainties on future natural and man-induced stresses also 
cause model predictions to be uncertain. Finally, even if future conditions and conceptual model are 
exactly known, errors in model parameters will still cause errors in the predictions. In summary, three 
types of prediction uncertainties can be identified: conceptual model uncertainties; stresses uncertain-
ties; and parameters uncertainties.

The first group includes two types of problems. One is related to model selection during calibration. 
That is, more than one conceptual model may have been properly calibrated and data may not suffice 
to distinguish which one is the closest to reality. It is clear that such indetermination should be carried 
into the prediction stage because both models may lead to widely different results under future condi-
tions. The second type of problems arises from improper extension of calibration to prediction condi-
tions, i.e., from not taking into account changes in the natural system or in the scale of the problem. The 
only way we think about dealing with this problem consists of evaluating carefully whether or not the 
assumptions in which the calibration was based are still valid under future conditions. Indeed, model 
uncertainties can be very large.

We do not think that, strictly speaking, the second type of uncertainties, those associated with future 
stresses, falls in the realm of modeling. While future stresses may affect the validity of the model, they 
are external to it. In any case, this type of uncertainty is evaluated by carrying out simulations under a 
number of alternative scenarios, whose definition is an important subject in itself.

The last set of prediction uncertainties is the one associated with parameter uncertainties, which can 
be quantified quite well.

Conclusion

Groundwater modeling involves so many subjective decisions that it can be considered as an art. 
This is somewhat contrary to the widely accepted perception of models as something objective. The 
fact is that numerous assumptions need to be made both about the selection of relevant processes 
and about the manner of representing them in the computer. All these assumptions are specified in 
the conceptual model.

The result relies so heavily on conceptualization that models ought to be viewed as theories about 
the behavior of natural systems. Model predictions should rarely be viewed as firm statements about 
the future evolution of aquifers. Rather, they should be considered references against which actual data 
has to be compared. Codes do exist for modeling most processes affecting groundwater (flow, transport, 
reactions, thermomechanics, etc.). It is lack of understanding and lack of data what limits the actual 
application of those codes.

Having specified a conceptual model, the remaining steps (discretization, calibration, uncertainty 
analysis, prediction) are relatively objective, in the sense that systematic procedures can be followed. 
This explains why conceptualization is so important. It also explains why modeling is the best way of 
integrating widely different data. Uncertain as it is, it may represent unambiguously the overall knowl-
edge of the aquifer.

Models represent the water balance (or solute balance, or energy balance) at the overall aquifer and 
at each of its parts. Therefore, they can also be viewed as accounting systems. It is argued that well-
managed aquifers need real time models to help decision making, the same way that well managed com-
panies need financial accounting systems. This is the challenge modelers must meet in the near future.
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A Generic Numerical Method for 
Solving Groundwater Flow

As mentioned earlier, all methods require, first, discretizing and, second, approximating the physical 
phenomenon. For the generic method we are going to present here, discretization will be performed as 
shown in Figure 1. That is, the continuum aquifer domain will be substituted by a discrete number of 
cells. Furthermore, the continuum aquifer heads, h(x,y), are substituted by a discrete number of model 
heads, hi.

The second step, approximation, can be made in different manners. For the purpose of this section, 
it is sufficient to bear in mind that the flow equation is nothing but a mass balance. Therefore, we will 
express the mass balance in cell i as change in storage equals inflows minus outflows.

 S f f f f gi ij il im in iΔ = + + + +  (1)

where ∆Si is the rate of change in storage during one time step (say, between time tk and time tk+1); fij is 
the inflow into cell i from cell j (and the same for fil, fim, and fin); and gi are external inflows into cell i (for 
example, recharge, minus pumping, minus evaporation, minus river outflow, etc.). Each of the terms in 
Eq. 1 is relatively easy to approximate. Storage variation can be derived from the definition of storage 
coefficient, (S is the change in volume of water stored per unit surface area of aquifer and per unit change 
in head):
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where Ai is the surface area of cell i, hk
i  is the head in node i at time k and ∆t = tk+1 – tk is the time step. 

Darcy’s law gives lateral inflows
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where T is transmissivity; wij is the width of the connection between nodes i and j; Lji is the length of 
such connection; and aij is implicitly defined as –Twij/Lij. The remaining inflow terms, fil, fim, and fin are 
defined likewise. Changing these terms to the left-hand side of Eq. 1 and rearranging terms yield:
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where aii = − aij − ail − aim − ain. If an equation like Eq. 4 is written for all cells from i = 1 through N, N 
being the number of cells (nodes), the resulting system of equations can be rewritten in matrix form as:
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D Ah g  (5)

where D is a diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal term is precisely SAi. This matrix is often called  storage 
matrix. A is the conductance matrix, a square symmetric matrix whose components are aij. Finally, g is 
the source vector.

All the numerical methods to be outlined in subsequent sections lead to equations analogous to Eq. 5. 
Moreover, the meaning of the terms in such equations is always similar to that in Eq. 5. Namely, the 
system represents the mass balance at each of the N nodes (cells); specifically the i-th equation represents 
the mass balance at the i-th node. The first term, D(hk+1 – hk)/∆t, always represents storage variations. 
The second term, Ah, represents outflows from minus inflows into the i-th cell from the adjacent cells. 
Finally, term g represents external inflows minus outflows (recharge, pumping, etc.) at all i.

Equation 5 needs to be integrated in time. For this purpose, let us assume that Ah is evaluated at time 
k + 1 (Ahk+1). Then, Eq. 5 can be rewritten as:
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Δ
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This is simply a linear system, which can be solved using conventional methods.

FIGURE 1 The system of equations for a generic groundwater model is obtained by establishing a water balance 
(inputs minus outputs equal storage variations) at each cell. Inputs and outputs include water exchanges with the 
outside (pumping Qi, recharge, ri, etc.) and with adjacent cells fij). The latter are expressed, using Darcy’s law, as 
fij = Tijwij(hj –hi)/Lij.
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 k =+Bh 1 b (7)

where B = A + D/∆t and b = g + Dhk/∆t. This system is solved sequentially in time.
That is, most codes solve Eq. 7 using the following steps (Figure 2):

 1. Input all data. Set k = 0
 2.  Compute g, A (Eq. 3); D (Eq. 5) and B (Eq. 7)
 3. Set k = k + 1
 4.  Build b (Eq. 7)
 5.  Solve Bhk+1 = b
 6.  If k = kmax (maximum number of time steps), end. Otherwise, return to step 3

Most codes follow a structure such as this, although each method displays specific features. Some of 
these are outlined below.

Finite Differences (FD)

As mentioned at the beginning, numerical methods differ in the way in which the domain is discretized 
and in the way in which the partial differential equation is transformed into a linear system of equa-
tions. In finite differences, the problem domain is discretized in a regular grid (Figure 3a), usually rect-
angular (equilateral triangles or hexagons are possible, but very rare). The grid may be centered at the 
corners (nodes are located at the vertices of the squares) or at the cells (nodes are located at the center of 
the squares, such as in Figure 3a).

Regarding the approximation of the partial differential equations, several alternatives are possible. 
The most intuitive consists of substituting all derivates by an incremental ratio. That is, the derivative 
between adjacent nodes i and j is approximated as:

FIGURE 2 Basic steps involved in simulating groundwater flow. Heads hk+1 are computed by solving equation 
Bhk+1 = b. They may be written for later drawings. They are used as initial head for the next time increment. These 
steps (time loop) are repeated sequentially until the last time is reached.
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where hi and hj are heads at nodes i and j, respectively, and ∆x is the distance between them. 
Approximating all derivatives by means of equations analogous to Eq. 8 leads to a system identical to 
Eq. 5. In fact, the finite differences method is often introduced using a mass balance approach such as the 
one in the section “A Generic Numerical Method for Solving Groundwater Flow,” only using a regular 
instead of a generic grid. This is the method used in MOD- FLOW,[1] HST3D,[2] and their children.

Integrated Finite Differences (IFD)

The basic philosophy of this method is very similar to that of the generic method introduced in the 
generic numerical section. Basically, the domain is discretized in a number of cells centered around 
arbitrarily located nodes. Frequently, the cells are the Thiessen polygons of the set of nodes. This allows 
adapting the node density to the problem (e.g., increasing nodes density where accuracy is needed most).

Model equations can be derived using a mass balance approach, such as in the generic method sec-
tion. Integrating the flow equation over each cell and applying Green’s identity to transform volume 
integrals in boundary fluxes can also yield model equations. This type of approach is the basis of the 
finite volume method, which is widely used nowadays.

Finite Element Method

Finite element method (FEM) discretization consists of elements and nodes. Elements are generalized 
polygons (normally triangles or curvilinear quadrilaterals). Nodes are points located at the vertices and, 
sometimes, at the sides or the middle of the element. Unlike FD or IFD, cells around the nodes are not 
defined. Still, in many cases, one may write the equations in such a way that the mass balance formula-
tion of the generic method section is still valid. However, the most singular feature of the FEM is the way 
the solution is interpolated, so that it becomes defined at every point. That is, head (or concentrations) 
is approximated as:

FIGURE 3 The most widely spread methods of discretization are Finite Differences, which consists of subdi-
viding the model domain into regular rectangles, and Finite Elements, which is based on dividing the aquifer 
region into elements of arbitrary shape (often triangles). Finite Volumes, also called Integrated Finite Differences, 
divides the region into polygons. The Boundary Element Method is very convenient, when applicable, because it 
only requires discretizing boundaries (both internal and external).
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where hi are nodal heads and Ni are interpolation functions. Since is not the exact solution, it would 
yield a residual if substituted in the flow equation. Minimizing this residual, which requires somewhat 
sophisticated maths, leads to a system similar to Eq. 5.

Boundary Element Method

The idea behind the boundary element method (BEM) is similar to that of the FEM. The main difference 
stems from the choice of interpolation functions, which are taken as the fundamental solutions of the 
flow equation (or whatever equation is to be solved). As a result, when the corresponding ĥ is substituted 
in the flow equation, the residuals are zero. Since the equation is satisfied exactly in the model domain, 
one is only left with boundary conditions. In fact, as shown in Figure 3d, discretization is only required 
at the boundaries, where boundary heads are defined so as to satisfy approximately the boundary con-
ditions. This method is extremely accurate, but its applicability is limited by the need of finding the 
fundamental solutions. This constrains the BEM to flow problems in relatively homogeneous domains.

Simulating Solute Transport

All the methods discussed above can be used for simulating solute transport. They are called Eulerian 
methods because they are based on a fixed (as opposed to moving) grid and all derivatives are based on 
a fixed coordinate system. They work fine when dispersion is dominant. Otherwise, they may lead to 
numerical problems (Figure 4). Two dimensionless numbers are used to anticipate numerical difficul-
ties. Specifically, discretization must satisfy the following conditions.

Peclet number

 Pe v x
D

x
α

= Δ ≅ Δ <    1
2

 (10)

Courant number

 Co v t
x

= Δ
Δ

<1 (11)

where v is the solute velocity, α is dispersivity, ∆x is the distance between nodes and we have assumed 
that D ≌ αv. The condition on the Courant number implies that the solute at one node will not move 

FIGURE 4 Difficulties typically associated to numerical simulation of solute transport: a) front smearing: the 
concentration front is more dispersed than it should; b) instability oscillations: too high and/or too low (even 
 negative) concentrations.
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beyond the following node downstream during one time step. This condition is easy to meet because 
usually groundwater moves slowly and also reducing ∆t to satisfy Eq. 11 is not difficult. The  condition 
on the Peclet number, Eq. 10, implies that ∆x is smaller than α/2, which may require very small 
 elements, leading to a huge computational burden. Because of this, conventional Eulerian methods 
are not  applicable to many groundwater problems, which have motivated the search of alternative 
methods.

Alternative methods can be Eulerian or Lagrangian. Among the former, the most popular is upstream 
weighting, introduced by Heinrich et al.[3] in the FEM, but with a huge number of papers thereafter. 
It consists of slightly modifying Eulerian equations so as to ensure stability. The problem is that, in 
doing so, it introduces numerical dispersion. As a result, the wiggles at the solute front in Figure 4 are 
 substituted by an artificially smeared front. However, the vast majority of alternative formulations for 
solute transport are Lagrangian in the sense that time variations are written in terms of the material 
derivative, which expresses the rate of change in concentration of a particle that moves with the water. 
In this way, the advective term, which is the cause of problems in Eulerian formulations, disappears.

The number of Lagrangian methods is very large and many researchers have devoted much effort 
to find one, which is universal. The fact that so many methods have survived to date suggests that the 
effort has not been fully successful. Still, in practical problems, one can usually find a suitable method. 
Following is an outline of some of the most popular methods, with a discussion of their advantages and 
disadvantages and early references. The interested reader should seek further.

The most natural Lagrangian method is to write the equations on a moving grid, that is on a grid 
whose nodes move with water. This method is highly accurate, but expensive because the grid has to be 
updated every time step. Moreover, the grid can become highly deformed over time.

To avoid problems with moving grids it is frequent to work with particles. Displacing the particles 
with the moving water represents advection, while dispersion can be represented with a variety of 
 methods. One such possibility is to add a random component to each particle basis displacement. This is 
statistically equivalent to each particle basis dispersion and is the basis of the “random walk” method.[4] 
The method requires careful implementation, but its main drawback is the fact that the solution is given 
in terms of number of particles per cell. If one is interested in spatial distributions of the solute, a huge 
number of particles may be needed.

The method of characteristics (MOC) overcomes the above difficulty by assigning concentrations 
to particles and interpolating them onto a fixed grid, where dispersion and, possibly, other transport 
processes are modeled. Concentrations are then interpolated back onto the particles. The method has 
become very popular in groundwater because of the USGS MOC Code.[5] The method is very practical, 
but the interpolation back-and-forth between particles and grid may introduce numerical dispersion 
and mass balance errors.

The modified method of characteristics[6] tries to overcome the problems associated to  interpolating 
particle concentrations by redefining them in each time interval so that at the end of the time step 
they coincide with a node location. The method is very accurate, although some interpolation errors 
still occur when the front is abrupt. Some of these problems are overcome by the Eulerian–Lagrangian 
Localized Adjoint Method,[7] which looks as the most promising method.

Conclusion

Computer codes are available for simulating all phenomena affecting groundwater. In essence, they 
represent the balance of water (or salt, contaminants, or energy) in a manner that can be solved by the 
computer. This is achieved by, first, discretizing the problem and, second, rewriting it as a system of 
equations. This type of approach has been successful for flow problems. Solute transport, on the other 
hand, remains elusive. No single method is universally successful. Instead, one must seek the appropri-
ate code in each case.
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Introduction: Importance of Nitrogen

The United Nations recently reported that a changing climate will be one of the biggest challenges that 
humanity will be confronting this century, especially with respect to the potential impacts of climate 
change on food security.[1] One of the problems of climate change is the potential increase in extreme 
events.[2] Adapting to the occurrence of these extreme events will be critical since the potential for 
higher soil erosion is also significant.[3] Increased precipitation or higher amounts of irrigation increase 
the potential for nitrate leaching losses.[4–9] However, there is potential to use conservation management 
practices to reduce losses of nitrate leaching and adapt to a changing climate.[10] Humanity will need to 
implement the best management policies for soil and water conservation, including nutrient manage-
ment, if it is to be able to adapt to a changing climate to help ensure that agricultural production is 
increased over the next decades and food security is achieved.[10,11]

With the projected global population increase of over two billion by 2050 and the challenges  humanity 
faces as far as a changing climate, reduction of water resources, and more frequent  occurrence of extreme 
events, there is a need to continue developing new management practices that help to increase nitrogen 
use efficiencies. This is because increases in grain and other agricultural products will require additional 
inputs of nitrogen, yet we do not want to increase the pressure in the metaphorical nitrogen pipes of 
these intensive agricultural systems, which could then potentially increase nitrogen leakages from these 
systems. Conservationists and nutrient managers across the world will be asking themselves questions 
about how to increase yields and nitrogen inputs while simultaneously  minimizing the losses of reactive 
nitrogen to the environment, especially leaching losses of nitrate nitrogen, which can quickly move to 
water bodies in cases of shallow aquifers, tile systems, and surface water bodies. Increases in agricul-
tural production will be necessary to supply grain for a larger world population, and larger quantities 
of grain and forage will be needed to meet the additional demand for meat and dairy products as large 
populations in growing economies such as China, and other regions increase in affluence.

Nitrogen management, including management of inorganic fertilizer inputs, management of animal 
manure and other by-products, and management of nitrogen across the environment from agricultural 
fields to non-agricultural areas across the watershed, will certainly be at the center of the world’s emerg-
ing sustainability challenges in the coming decades. Independent of what policies are implemented, 
nitrogen management will be at the core of agricultural systems since most of the world’s systems 
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depend on agricultural inputs to maximize agricultural productivity.[10] As we move closer to the middle 
of the 21st century and we have more limited soil and water resources, we will need a global agricultural 
system that is both more productive and more sustainable. Best nitrogen management practices will be 
an essential component of efforts to increase productivity and sustainability.

Nitrogen Leaching Contributes to Environmental Problems

Although agricultural production has increased with the use of nitrogen fertilizer, nitrogen inputs 
also have contributed to increased losses of reactive nitrogen from agricultural systems that have con-
tributed to global environmental impacts.[12–16] The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
reported that drinking water with nitrate concentrations above 10 mg NO3–N L−1 can negatively impact 
humans, and is thus unfit for human consumption.[17] It is important that we reduce the transport of 
reactive nitrogen from agricultural systems to reduce the negative impacts of reactive nitrogen on the 
environment and human health.[18,19] Several scientists have reported that nitrogen contributes to the 
hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico.[20–25] There are hypoxic zones across the USA and around the world, 
and another example of an area impacted is Lake Erie, with its hypoxic zone and high microcystin 
 levels.[26] Microcystin-LR concentrations above 1.0 μg/L in treated drinking water have been reported to 
be unsafe by the World Health Organization,[27] while the USEPA reported a much lower concentration 
of 0.3 μg/L to be unsafe for children less than six years old.[28] Microcystin concentrations above 0.3 μg/L 
can negatively impact children less than six years old.[28] Health effects from exposure could include 
gastroenteritis, and liver and kidney damage.[28]

It has been widely reported across the scientific literature that nitrogen losses could impact surface 
and groundwater quality.[29,30] Nitrate leaching is a major pathway for nitrogen loss that contributes to 
poorer water quality of aquifers across the world; examples of affected areas include regions of the North 
China Plain,[31] Europe,[15,32] South America,[33] and the USA.[29,30,34] The Midwest region of the USA has 
been reported to contribute large amounts of nitrate which is transported to the Gulf of Mexico, and 
tile systems have been reported as a major pathway for this nitrate mass that moves from agricultural 
fields to coastal systems.[20–23,34,25] Domestic wells that are sources of drinkable water across the USA 
have also been impacted by nitrate leaching as reported by Dubrovsky et al.[25] in his extensive study that 
found the nitrate levels were higher than the 10 mg NO −1

3–N L  safe limit established by the USEPA for a 
significant percentage of the wells.

Applying higher-than-needed N rates does not necessarily mean that all the pathways for nitrogen 
losses will be affected at the same magnitude, since site-specific properties affect the main mechanism for 
nitrogen losses. For example, in our adaptation of the metaphorical pipe concept, a higher-than-needed 
N rate for a coarser-textured soil or a soil system with tile drainage will have a bigger  metaphorical pipe 
for nitrate leaching losses since coarser soils or tile drainage systems will have higher nitrate leaching 
potential. In other words, applying more nitrogen than needed to a coarser-textured soil or a tile system 
will most likely increase the pressure in the nitrate leaching pipe and the potential for NO3–N leaching 
losses in this system. Another point to consider is that leaching is driven by water movement, so arid 
systems are less susceptible to leaching than humid systems with higher precipitation. Similarly, irri-
gated systems are also more susceptible to leaching, and water management practices (e.g., management 
of type of irrigation) can be used to reduce the leaching potential in irrigated systems. An example of a 
very sensitive system would be shallow-rooted crops grown in coarse-textured soils in flood-irrigated 
systems, which results in high potential for nitrate leaching. The good news is that we could use man-
agement practices (e.g., the inclusion of cover crops in a rotation with irrigated, shallow-rooted crops 
grown in coarse-textured soils) to try to reduce the pressure on the NO3–N leaching pipe and the losses 
of nitrogen from the system. Randall et al., Delgado et al., and Delgado and Follett discussed in detail 
how best management practices could be used to reduce nitrate leaching to the environment.[5,35,36]

As previously discussed, nitrogen application rates that are higher than needed increase the flow 
through the metaphorical pipes to the environment, increasing the potential for nitrogen losses that 
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New Ecotechnology: Quick Tools/Indicators

will potentially impact air and water quality. However, best nitrogen management practices can 
be used to reduce the pressure in the pipes and minimize the leakage. Practices that will increase 
denitrification, contributing to conversion of NO3–N as it is transported across water bodies to N2 
(e.g., wood chips, wetlands), will minimize the environmental impact of reactive nitrogen on the 
environment. Although this is a beneficial approach environmentally, there is still an economic loss 
due to the losses of NO3–N from field applications, and increasing nitrogen use efficiencies at a field 
level while reducing NO3–N leaching losses from the field will be a way to reduce the  environmental 
impact and reduce field-level economic losses. Aside from this consideration, best management 
practices such as denitrification traps will be good practices to reduce the transport of NO3–N to the 
environment.

For global sustainability, we could use many different management practices to increase nitrogen 
use efficiencies and yields while reducing losses of reactive nitrogen to the environment across global 
agricultural systems. Quick nitrogen tools that can use some general principles of soil hydrology and 
soil chemical and physical properties while accounting for irrigation and precipitation balances can be 
used to assess practices for different cropping systems on an annual basis. New, advanced tools such as 
the Nitrogen Index are among the new ecotechnologies that can be applied.[35–37]

There are a variety of indexes that have been used to assess the risk of nitrate leaching.[38] Shaffer and 
Delgado[39] proposed a nitrate leaching index that considers the effects of management (e.g., manure, 
crops, fertilizer, irrigation), soils, climate, and off-site factors; that is easy to use; and that can conduct a 
quick but strong assessment of the risk of nitrate leaching. They discussed the different indexes that have 
been developed in the past to assess the risk of nitrate leaching and the advantages and disadvantages 
of these indexes. Delgado et al. [35,40–44] developed such an index considering hydrological and ecologi-
cal factors. This new ecotechnology has been used for about the last decade by different US agencies 
and other national and international institutions to assess the risk of nitrate leaching for a given set of 
management practices under a given set of weather, soil, and off-site conditions. The tool is available 
for download at the website of the National Agricultural Library, and the code of the Nitrogen Index 
is available to download as well (https://data.nal.usda.gov/dataset/cce-nitrogen-index-tool/resource/
ec68e0b2-f3e6-4adc-88f4-aee430f6603d).

In addition to the Nitrogen Index, there are other indexes that have been used to assess nitrogen use 
efficiencies. Shaffer and Delgado[39] and Buczko et al.[38,45] discussed the advantages and disadvantages 
of several nitrogen indexes approaches. Assessment of the risk of nitrate leaching potential has been 
conducted in New York with the New York Nitrate Leaching Index[46] and in California with the Nitrate 
Leaching Hazard Index.[47] However, none of these indexes conduct a quick assessment of the mass 
of nitrate leaching at different root depths, and the new California Nitrogen Index and new generic 
Nitrogen Index can be used to conduct a quick assessment of the mass of nitrate leaching at different 
root depths.[35,40] One of the indexes used to assess nitrate leaching is the water Leaching Index (LI) by 
Williams and Kissel[48] that assesses the potential for water leaching and extrapolates that risk to nitrate 
leaching. However, since there is no assessment of the mass of nitrate leaching or the risk of nitrate 
leaching, this water leaching index is at a disadvantage in assessing the risk since it does not consider N 
inputs and N dynamics.[39]

Delgado[49–51] studied the movement of nitrate across the soil profile to assess the nitrate leaching 
potential of cropping systems with different root depths and found a significant correlation between the 
root depths of cropping systems and nitrate leaching, with a higher nitrate leaching potential for crops 
with more shallow root systems. Similarly, he assessed the nitrate leaching potential across different 
soil textures and nitrate leaching spatially across fields and found a significant correlation between soil 
texture and nitrate leaching potential when fields were managed similarly, with a higher nitrate leaching 
potential for the areas of the field with coarser-textured soils.[52]
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Sharpley et al.[53–55] and Lemunyon and Gilbert et al.[56] reported about the need to join the  Phosphorus 
Index with a nitrogen index to conduct a multi-nutrient assessment of the risk of losses of nitrogen and 
phosphorus to the environment. Heathwaite et al.[57] developed a joint nitrogen and phosphorus index. 
OMAFRA[58] also proposed a joint index. Similarly, Delgado et al.[35] proposed to join the new Nitrogen 
Index to currently available P indexes. Bolster et al.[59] developed a nitrogen and a phosphorus index 
analysis for USDA-NRCS in Kentucky.

De Paz[15] tested the new Nitrogen Index approach joined with GIS capabilities across one of the 
regions of Europe most impacted by nitrate leaching.[15,32] De Paz et al.[15] found a correlation between 
the nitrate leaching and water leaching predicted by the Nitrogen Index, and measured nitrate leaching 
and water leaching. They also found that the nitrate leaching predicted by the Nitrogen Index was sig-
nificantly correlated with the measured nitrate leaching across this Mediterranean region and that the 
areas with higher groundwater nitrate concentrations were correlated with the areas estimated to have 
higher nitrate leaching potential by the Nitrogen Index.

These results from De Paz et al. are another example indicating that the hole-in-the-pipe model 
p roposed by Firestone and Davidson[60] describing the losses via emissions of greenhouse gases from the 
soil in the nitrogen cycle can be applied to the whole nitrogen cycle in agricultural systems, as described 
in the present work, and that the application of higher nitrogen rates than needed increases the pressure 
in the system, resulting in increased leaking from the system, and thus higher concentrations of nitrate, 
impacting groundwater quality.

Figueroa et al.[61] found that in intensive manure systems in Mexico that received large manure 
 applications, the risk of nitrate leaching was higher. The tool was used to assess the effects of manure 
management practices on residual soil nitrate in the profile.[61] The Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones 
Forestales Agricolas y Pecuaris (INIFAP), a research institution in Mexico, conducted studies in Mexico 
and reported that the Nitrogen Index was a tool that can be used to assess the nitrate leaching risk in 
forage systems in this country.[42] Saynes et al.[16] were also able to use the Nitrogen Index to assess the 
effects of management practices in Mexico on emissions of N2O from these fertilized systems. This is 
another example that this simple tool can be used to validate the hole-in-the-pipe model proposed by 
Firestone and Davidson[60] as adapted in the present work in international systems since the emissions 
of N2O increased with higher fertilizer rates.[16]

Conclusion

The Nitrogen Index has been tested and calibrated using data from North America,[4,35,43,44,59,62]  different 
regions in Mexico,[16,41,42,61,63,64] the Caribbean[65] region, different regions of South America[35,66,67] (Andean 
region and Pampas region), a Mediterranean region,[15] and the North China Plain,[35] where personnel 
from various national and international agencies, universities, and/or research centers have used the 
tool. Results of these efforts show that the Nitrogen Index is able to evaluate the effect of management 
on residual soil nitrate, water leaching, nitrate leaching, emissions of nitrous oxide, crop nitrogen use 
efficiencies, and crop nitrogen uptake. Additionally, measured groundwater nitrate  concentrations have 
also been correlated with nitrate leaching predicted by the Nitrogen Index, validating the potential of 
using the tool to assess the risk of nitrate leaching to the environment.

Although it is recommended that users get familiar with the capabilities and limitations of the 
Nitrogen Index, the correlation between predicted and observed values for these different losses of 
 reactive  nitrogen suggests that this is a robust tool capable of being used to assess the risk of  management 
practices on potential nitrate leaching and losses via other pathways. These results also support using 
the Nitrogen Index as part of an ecological engineering approach to soil and water conservation 
 planning.[35,43] There is potential to use this tool to assess the effects of nitrogen inputs from manure, 
fertilizer and other organic sources, and management practices, and to rank the risk of losses of  reactive 
nitrogen, including the nitrate leaching pathways, as very low, low, medium, high, or very high risk. 
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The Nitrogen Index can potentially be used as an indicator to assess the risk of nitrate leaching to the 
environment, helping conservation practitioners and nutrient managers  implement best management 
practices to increase nutrient use efficiencies while reducing the nitrate leaching risk and losses of reac-
tive nitrogen through different pathways. This tool is a new approach and is available for download, 
along with the code for the tool. The Nitrogen Index shows promise for being used as a quick and effec-
tive assessment tool for global sustainability.
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Importance of Nitrogen

Nitrogen is an essential nutrient with very important functions for life; it is a component of nucleic 
acids, the building blocks of genetic information encoded in DNA, and protein, the building blocks of 
biological tissues such as muscles or hair. As evidenced by its contribution to increased yields of crop-
ping systems during the 20th century, nitrogen is also important for food security and therefore global 
stability and peace. Almost all global cropping systems respond to nitrogen inputs with higher yields 
and economic returns. When its management is combined with conservation practices, the results are 
very positive; for example, just recently Delgado et al. reported that in systems implementing conserva-
tion agriculture in the Andean region of South America, nitrogen inputs increased profits for farmers 
by 22%, and that these improved best management practices of fertilizer application and conservation 
agriculture could increase the profits for 200,000 small farmers.[1]

The ever-increasing global population creates additional pressure to increase agricultural intensifica-
tion to achieve the needed increase in agricultural production needed to feed 2 billion additional people 
by 2050. The success of the green revolution has contributed to increased global production of grains and 
other crops such as potatoes, as well as increased yields per area during the last 100 years. [2] Similarly, 
the total use of nitrogen and nutrients worldwide has also been increasing as the human population and 
fertilizer needed to increase total global production also increase.[3] It is expected that the use of nitrogen 
and other nutrients will continue to increase during the 21st century; thus, management of nitrogen 
and other nutrients will be key to reducing the environmental impacts of adding additional nutrients to 
intensive agricultural systems to avoid repeating the errors of the 20th century that contributed to losses 
of reactive nitrogen to the environment in large quantities.

Environmental systems around the world are under pressure due to different factors such as severe 
droughts, extreme events, reduction of water sources, deforestation, erosion, and impacts of nutrients 
on aquatic and other natural systems, among others. The projected additional use of nitrogen and other 
nutrients at a global scale will continue to put additional pressure on these already impacted environ-
mental systems. Nitrogen will continue to be key during the 21st century and important for food secu-
rity, global stability and peace. The projected increase in the use of nutrients, the effects of extreme events 
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and a changing climate will all put additional pressure on agricultural systems and increase the potential 
for losses of nutrients such as nitrogen. Adding more reactive nitrogen to the global nitrogen cycle will 
also increase pressure on these systems since nitrogen cycles through the environment in a phenomenon 
known as the nitrogen cascade,[4,5] creating a cascade of effects that accompanies this cycling. 

Ribaudo et al. discussed the effects of reactive nitrogen from agricultural sources across the environ-
ment and concluded that removing nitrate from drinking water costs about 1.7 billion dollars annually 
in the United States.[6] Follett et al. reported on the effects of reactive nitrogen on human health and the 
importance of reducing losses of nitrogen to the environment.[7] In a recent paper, Temkin et al. calcu-
lated that exposure to nitrate could be connected to close to 3,000 cases of low birth weight and about 
2,300–12,500 cancer cases annually in the United States, with annual economic impacts ranging from 
250 million to 1.5 billion US dollars, as well as potentially 1.3–6.5 billion US dollars in lost productivity.[8] 
These impacts will be much higher on a global scale.[8,9] In addition to the impact of nitrate on ground-
water and surface water (which will need to be removed for safety if the concentration is above 10 ppm 
NO –N),[10]

3  surface water with hypoxic zones and algae blooms around the world could potentially 
develop high microcystin levels.[11] Microcystin-LR concentrations above 1.0 μg/L have been reported 
to be unsafe by the World Health Organization,[12] while the US Environmental Protection Agency 
(USEPA) reports that safe concentration limits of microcystin are 0.3 μg/L for children less than 6 years 
old[13] and that microcystin could contribute to gastroenteritis, and liver and kidney damage.[13] Since 
current projections suggest that use of nitrogen and other nutrients will continue to increase around 
the world to produce the additional food needed to feed the growing population, the use of conservation 
practices and management to reduce losses of nutrients will be of great importance.[14,15] Use of nitro-
gen trading tools that could assess the positive effects of best management practices will be needed so 
that savings (reductions in nitrogen loss) could be traded in ecosystem markets during the 21st century. 
Nitrogen is important for global food security, sustainability and peace; the question is how to manage 
it in the 21st century in the face of a changing climate, which could contribute to higher losses and make 
management of nitrogen more complex, and how to avoid the errors that were made in the 20th century, 
which contributed to a stable food supply but resulted in greater losses of nitrogen to the atmosphere, 
groundwater and surface water.

Need for Nitrogen Loss Measurements

As climate change continues, the occurrence of extreme events such as droughts and floods, deserti-
fication, shrinking water resources and other challenges are beginning to put additional stress on 
agricultural systems throughout the world. These challenges increase the pressure on these systems 
to maintain productivity and keep up with the growth in food demand that follows human popula-
tion growth. Humans are significantly impacting the global nitrogen cycle; these impacts are reflected 
in, for example, increased concentrations of N2O in the atmosphere, increased nitrate (NO3) levels in 
groundwater or surface water resources and increased ammonia (NH3) deposition in natural areas. Not 
only can these reactive nitrogen losses impact human health, as has been previously reported, they can 
also impact ecosystem health and ecosystem balances.[7–9] Over 20 years ago, the USEPA established that 
the safe limit for drinking water was 10 mg NO3–N/L[10]; however, a recent paper has reported a positive 
correlation of NO3–N in drinking water as low as 0.14 mg/L nitrate with a colorectal cancer risk of one 
in a million and greater risk at higher concentrations.[8]

The correlation of food security with nitrogen application is strong, and there is a delicate balanc-
ing act to be made: on the one hand, nitrogen applications provide food production benefits, but on 
the other hand, there are environmental impacts from nitrogen applications. This presents a quandary 
for humanity as far as how to continue to maximize productivity across agricultural systems, which 
requires nitrogen inputs, while minimizing nitrogen losses to the environment. Nitrogen trading tools 
and quantification of savings in nitrogen losses that could be traded in water and air quality markets 
can help provide some answers to this quandary since farmers that improve management of nitrogen 
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Water Quality Trading Programs

could be compensated by trading these savings in air and water quality markets.[6,16,17] Users of the NTT 
should look at the effects of improved management in the context of the nitrogen cycle; this will help 
make it possible to sort out the effects of the practices on losses of reactive nitrogen via emissions of N2O 
to the atmosphere (i.e., direct emissions of N2O) and the losses of nitrogen (e.g. NO3) through surface 
transport or leaching, which could impact groundwater or surface waters. How management practices 
interact with crop rotations depends on the previous and current crops, previous history at the site due 
to previous manure applications, and the site-specific factors (weather, crops, hydrology and landscape) 
of a given field, and this can be assessed by these types of tools to reduce nitrogen losses.[6,16,18]

Several researchers have proposed the concept of using payments as part of an ecosystem services pay-
ment system in an environmental trading/water quality trading program to reduce the negative effects of 
reactive nitrogen in the environment.[19–23] Hey and Hey et al.[19,21] recommended the strategic placement 
of wetlands across the Mississippi watershed that could be used as filters to remove nitrate as it enters 
these wetlands to reduce the transport of nitrogen to the Gulf of Mexico and have farmers receive envi-
ronmental payments for developing wetlands for their farms to remove the nitrate. This approach is one 
of a series of precision conservation approaches that could be used with other conservation practices that 
could be set up strategically in fields and the landscape to increase the efficiency of conservation prac-
tices such as sediment traps, riparian buffers and denitrification traps to remove nitrate, phosphorus and 
sediment from water traveling to the Mississippi River and water bodies.[24–28] These precision conserva-
tion approaches together with precision regulation can contribute to increased adoption of conservation 
practices that will reduce losses of nitrogen and other nutrients to the environment. These practices can 
be among the key tools in the 21st-century toolbox to adapt to a changing climate and avoid some of the 
errors made in the 20th century.[26,28] The concept of Sustainable Precision Agriculture and Environment 
(SPAE)[29] is similar to the 7 R’s approach to reduce the transport of nitrogen to the environment and the 
transport of other nutrients and sediment.[26,28] There are tools such as the Nutrient Tracking Tool and 
COMET-VR that can be used to assess the effect of management practices and quantify the reductions of 
nitrogen losses, nutrient losses and sediment transport across the environment so these reductions can 
potentially be traded in water quality and air quality markets.[30,31]

A review of potential trading markets by Lal et al.[32] found that precision conservation approaches have 
been considered by the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Pennsylvania, 
Ohio and Oregon, and that these markets could benefit from the use of an NTT approach. The state 
of Pennsylvania’s DEP has a nutrient trading program and additional  information could be found at 
the  program’s website (https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Water/CleanWater/NutrientTrading/Pages/
default.aspx). The nutrient trading program in Pennsylvania has developed Excel files used in calcula-
tions to assess practices such as cover crops, wetlands restoration,  riparian buffers and grass  buffers 
(https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Water/CleanWater/NutrientTrading/Pages/TradingResources.
aspx) and their reduction of nitrogen losses. 

The World Resources Institute (WRI) and the Chesapeake Bay Foundation have reported that these 
nutrient trading approaches in the states that are part of the Chesapeake Bay area can contribute to 
reduced environmental impact and could provide income for a farmer that installs a grass buffer along a 
stream to filter out fertilizer runoff and trades these credits with municipal wastewater treatment plants 
or stormwater management units that are having trouble reducing their pollution (https://www.wri.org/
blog/2017/03/podcast-how-we-can-clean-chesapeake-and-save-money-process).

The concept of nutrient trading for water quality has been supported by the USEPA (https://www.epa.
gov/nutrient-policy-data/collaborative-approaches-reducing-excess-nutrients#creating) with  policies 
and regulations. Figure 1 shows nutrient trading for water quality efforts in the United States up to 
2016. These nutrient trading efforts have contributed to localities and regions achieving compliance with 
the regulatory requirements of the Clean Water Act. The USEPA has implemented efforts to leverage 
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emerging technologies and facilitate broader adoption of market-based programs. Customers of the 
water quality trading effort under the Clean Water Act can use this option for compliance with water 
quality-based effluent limitations with a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permit. Ribaudo and Gottlie[33] and Ribaudo et al.[34,35] reviewed different trading markets that can be 
used to reduce environmental effects from agriculture and reported that tools like the NTT could be 
used to reduce the uncertainty and provide information that could be used for these market systems.

Payments for Environmental Services Programs

Various reviews have been conducted about worldwide water quality trading programs or other types 
of trading programs. Selman et al. reported in 2009 that water quality trading programs were gaining 
traction and that there were 57 water quality trading programs worldwide, with 26 active programs, 21 
under consideration for development and 10 inactive, with the majority of the programs in the United 
States and others in Australia, New Zealand and Canada. Stanton et al.[36] reported that there were 288 
watershed payment programs. They reported that in 2008 there were 14 active water quality trading 
programs and 113 payments for watershed service programs with a value of transactions of 9.3 billion 
dollars, protecting 50.1 billion hectares.[36] They reported that in 2008 there were programs across 24 
 different countries including the United States, Brazil, Canada, France, China and New Zealand. 

Forest Trends has a map of current active ecosystem markets that displays current watershed projects 
worldwide (https://www.forest-trends.org/project-list/#s). These projects have been identified as projects 
where people or organizations pay for conservation practices. They identified 466 watershed projects 
worldwide covering over 330,000,000 hectares. The water quality trading in the United States in 2016 can 
be found at the USEPA website (https://www.epa.gov/nutrient-policy-data/collaborative-approaches-
reducing-excess-nutrients#creating), with a large number of programs concentrated around the north-
east and in the Midwest. At this webpage, the user could click on each identified point on the map and 
find specific information about the program (Figure 2).

The Nature Conservancy identified 391 carbon sequestration projects worldwide covering over 
52,000,000 hectares. These carbon projects can be used to produce carbon offsets (reductions in CO2 emis-
sions) that are sold in carbon markets. These sold offsets in CO2 can be used to offset greenhouse gas emis-
sions elsewhere. The Environmental Defense Fund has a website describing 19 multinational, national, 

FIGURE 1 A map of water quality trading in the United States in 2016 (USEPA webpage).
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regional and local emissions trading systems (https://www.edf.org/worlds-carbon-markets). They reported 
that there are over 50 jurisdictions around the world with emission trading programs (or carbon markets). 

The NTT has been reported as a potential tool that could be used to assess the effects of management 
practices on reductions of greenhouse gases (GHG).[6,16,30,31] Delgado et al. reported that since nitrogen 
fertilizers increase N2O emissions and we could use the NTT to assess the effects of practices that reduce 
emissions of N2O and that reduce NH3 volatilization and NO3 leaching losses that contribute to indirect 
emissions of N2O, the NTT could be used to trade reductions of direct and indirect N2O emissions.[6,16] 
Recent advances with tools such as the Nutrient Tracking Tool and COMET-VR also put these tools in 
a strong position to be used to assess the effects of management practices on carbon sequestration and 
reductions of direct and indirect N2O emissions.[30,31] Both of these tools are being used by NRCS.[30,31]

The Nutrient Tracking Tool (NTT) is a tool being used by NRCS and is a free, online, user-friendly 
tool that quantitatively calculates the nitrogen, phosphorus and sediment losses from crop and pas-
ture lands, and these savings could potentially be used for trade in water and air quality markets. The 
COMET-Farm tool is the official greenhouse gas quantification tool of USDA, and it could be used to the 
assess effects of management practices on reductions of GHG (https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/
nrcs/detail/national/programs/?cid=stelprdb1261363).

The American Carbon Registry is a nonprofit carbon market in the United States that is a  voluntary 
greenhouse gas registry (https://americancarbonregistry.org/). Among the different factors that this vol-
untary registry can keep track of is carbon sequestration in soils as well as potential reductions in N2O 
emissions from agricultural fields. This registry lists accepted methodologies for quantifying reductions 
in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from changes in fertilizer management, such as improvement 
in nitrogen fertilizer management practices, which could contribute to reductions in N2O  emissions 
(https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/emissions- 
reductions-through-changes-in-fertilizer-management). Examples like this show that water and air 
(carbon) quality markets are connected, in that improved nitrogen management practices that increase 
nitrogen use efficiencies and reduce losses of nitrate, generate savings that can be traded in water qual-
ity markets, and increase efficiency, simultaneously reducing emissions of N2O and generating savings 
that can be traded in air (carbon) trading markets. The 21st century will continue to bring opportunities 
to farmers to improve their nitrogen management practices and trade these savings in nitrate leaching 
losses and direct and indirect emissions of N2O in water and air (carbon) trading markets.

FIGURE 2 A map of water quality trading in the United States in 2016 (USEPA webpage). The user could click on 
each identified point on the map and find specific information about the program.
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Conclusion

There are new ecotechnologies such as the Nitrogen Trading Tool (NTT) that could be used to quickly 
assess how best management practices may reduce the losses of reactive nitrogen via several pathways, 
including nitrate leaching and direct and indirect N2O emissions. The first NTT was developed by ARS 
in cooperation with NRCS.[6,16,37] The concept and capabilities of the original Nitrogen Trading Tool 
(NTT) were expanded in the Nutrient Tracking Tool (NTT), which can assess the effects of management 
practices on reductions of nitrogen and phosphorus losses and reductions in erosion.[18,30] Additionally, 
the new COMET-VR model can also assess the effects of conservation practices on reductions of green-
house gas emissions and assess carbon sequestration in farms. There is potential to use the Nutrient 
Tracking Tool (NTT) and COMET-VR tools, which are both robust and have a strong scientific back-
ground, across the United States and internationally. Both the NTT and COMET-VR are currently 
being used by USDA as their tools to assess the effects of conservation practices on potential reductions 
in greenhouse gases and protection of water quality.

There is also potential to use other tools and approaches that could quantify the effects of manage-
ment practices on reduction of nitrogen losses to the environment. For example, various water quality 
trading markets have developed coefficients and Excel files to quantify the reductions in nitrogen 
losses when a given conservation practice is applied (www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Water/CleanWater/
NutrientTrading/Pages/default.aspx; https://www.wri.org/blog/2017/03/podcast-how-we-c an-clean-
chesapeake-and-save-money-process). Webpages developed by the EPA and Forest Trends are 
 examples of online tools that track the development of active water and air quality markets where 
there are opportunities for tools like the NTT be to applied (https://www.epa.gov/nutrient-policy-data/
collaborative-approaches-reducing-excess-nutrients#creating; https://www.forest-trends.org/project- 
list/#s). Independent of what tools are being used to assess the benefits of management practices in 
reducing losses of reactive nitrogen to the environment, application of  conservation  practices across 
watersheds will provide opportunities to reduce losses of nitrogen that can  potentially impact water 
quality and air (carbon) quality. The use of new technologies and tools like the Nutrient Tracking 
Tool and COMET-VR that can assess temporal and spatial variability will allow us to assess hot-
spot sources of nitrate leaching and greenhouse gas emissions across the  environment and effectively 
apply conservation practices by considering spatial and temporal variability with precision conser-
vation management and precision regulation.[27–31] The concept of the NTT and new ecotechnolo-
gies such as COMET-VR and the Nutrient Tracking Tool will help nutrient managers, conservation 
practitioners, farmers and other users quickly identify conservation  practices that maximize nitro-
gen use efficiency while reducing nitrogen losses to the environment, providing an opportunity to 
trade the saved  nitrogen in water and air (carbon) markets and contributing to conservation of the 
biosphere.[6,16,18,17,29–31]

Disclaimer

Trade and manufacturer’s names are necessary to report factually on available data; however, the USDA 
neither guarantees nor warrants the standard of the product, and the use of the name by USDA implies 
no approval of the product to the exclusion of others that may also be suitable.
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Introduction

Water use and energy consumption are highly interwoven in economic networks due to their intercon-
nections in both the production and consumption of primary, intermediate, and final goods and ser-
vices (Chen 2016; Chen and Lu 2015). At all stages of the production chain, water and energy resources 
are used and “embodied” in the products. Nexus analysis highlights the interconnections and inter-
dependencies for all kinds of economic activities (Dai et al. 2018; Hoff 2011). The tracking of energy 
and water flows among regions and the quantification of their interdependencies are fundamental for 
 coordinated management of regional resources (Liu et al. 2018).

Most of the recent research on energy–water nexus has explored the energy or water sector alone or 
impacts of specific technologies on sectors with energy minimization and water use options (Kenway 
et al. 2011; Wang and Chen 2016; Wang et al. 2017a). However, there are few works published that con-
ceptualize the role of the nexus in reconfiguring the interactions between energy- and water-related 
sectors in a socioeconomic system (Chen et al. 2018; Owen et al. 2018). Some studies have explored the 
direct and indirect interdependencies between energy and water in socioeconomic systems (Duan and 
Chen 2016; Fang and Chen 2017; Liu et al. 2019). By tracking sectoral economic flows through a supply 
chain, input–output analysis (IOA) can be used to investigate these interdependencies, which are a 
common focus in nexus studies (Wang et al. 2019; Wang and Chen 2016). Based on these sectoral inter-
actions and exchanges with other economies through the supply chain, IOA-based approaches can 
assess both the direct and indirect energy (or water) consumption required to produce goods and ser-
vices in a region (Wang et al. 2017b; Wang and Chen 2018). Compared with conventional nexus stud-
ies, which prioritize specific interdependencies (e.g., by defining that specific processes require certain 
resources), the system-wide approach of IOA presents a more comprehensive picture that includes 
direct and indirect use profiles and hotspots. Pioneering works have used IOA case studies to focus 
on the interplay involved in the water–energy nexus (Cao et al. 2018; Chen and Chen 2016; Wang et al. 
2019). For example, Wang et al. (2017b) proposed a modified IOA that provided a unified framework 
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to analyze the tradeoffs between urban energy and water systems. Fang and Chen (2017) used IOA and 
linkage analysis to detect synergetic effects of water and energy consumption and their interactions 
among economic sectors. Marsh suggested various IOA techniques to address multiple dimensions of 
the nexus (linkage, dependency, multiplier, and scenario analyses) (Marsh 2008). Kahrl and Roland-
Holst built relevant metrics to quantify the nexus from physical, monetary, and distributive perspec-
tives (Kahrl and Roland-Holst 2008).

Ecological network analysis (ENA), a system-based approach, has its unique strength in examin-
ing the structure and function of system from a system perspective (Fath 2007, 2015). The control and 
dependence analysis of ENA may also provide insights into the interwoven relationships among nodes 
due to the direct and indirect flows, which can be used to identify the regulating pathways for the sys-
tem. Also, Wang and Chen (2016) established a multiregional nexus network based on multiregional 
IOA and ENA to explore the structural properties and sectoral interactions within urban agglomera-
tions. However, nexus issues in energy and water policy are rarely studied from a systems perspective, 
an area that urgently requires investigation. Particularly in energy development planning, the role of 
water stress issues is insufficiently considered as a part of nexus management (Font et al. 2017; Williams 
et al. 2014).

Water is directly or indirectly required in all types of power generation technologies for cooling pur-
poses, steam generation, and infrastructure manufacturing. There is a great diversity of water intensi-
ties among different energy types. The water intensity gap among different electricity types provides 
us the opportunity to reduce the power generation’s vulnerability to water shortages. In this study, we 
will propose an accounting framework to extend the energy development scenarios into nexus to study 
interwoven connections of energy consumption and water use in economic supply chain based on IOA 
and ENA.

Accounting Framework

In our accounting framework, we will first quantify the energy-related water and water-related energy 
from consumption and production perspectives combining a bottom-up method and a life cycle analy-
sis. Then, energy and water flows among regions and sectors will be calculated based on IOA. The direct 
and indirect energy and water-related energy were then combined as embodied energy to build the 
nexus network model. By merging the energy-related water and direct water, we will build a regional 
energy–water nexus network to investigate its system properties. The nexus point is built to form the 
energy and water flows in the same nexus network. The tools from ENA were used to explore the energy 
and water control and dependence relationship among sectors under the nexus impact background. 
Flow analysis was used to identify critical pathways for nexus management. We investigated the sectoral 
nexus impact for energy system by comparing energy and water-related energy network to identify criti-
cal sectors for energy-side nexus management. The sectoral nexus impact under different scenarios was 
compared and analyzed based on ENA. Finally, network impact through direct and indirect pathways 
is used to reveal the effect of energy–water nexus on all sectors in a more explicit and predictable way 
and the tradeoffs among energy, water, and carbon using nexus accounting and the scenario features 
can be discussed.

Thus, we can capture both intensities and structures of regional nexus and how they alter the local 
consumption. Integrated analysis and modeling of the water–energy nexus require the simulation of 
many human and natural systems and their complex interactions and dynamics (Wang et al. 2018, 2019). 
By doing this, we are trying to reveal energy–water nexus impacts of pathways and sectors on the system 
and track energy and water flows among sectors. System properties, such as cycling index and system 
robustness, can help us to identify the risks in the energy–water nexus and leverage points to promote 
sustainable regional energy and water management.
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Introduction

Water quality models are based on some representation of hydrology and may include movement of 
surface water, groundwater, and mixing of water in lakes and water bodies. Based on the hydrology, 
water quality models then simulate some combination of sediment, nutrients, heavy metals, and xeno-
biotics such as pesticides. Some water quality models, especially those that deal with nutrients, may 
contain substantial detail related to biological processes including algal growth, nutrient transforma-
tions, and respiration. Most water quality models that portray the movement of water within a land-
scape or landscape components (e.g., fields, forests, streams) portray the interaction of water with soil 
in a variety of ways. Newer water quality models and add-ons to older water quality models are able to 
portray the effects of water quality parameters on the biota of lakes and streams or incorporate stream 
bank, riparian zone, and/or channel functions to understand the effects of these areas on chemical and 
sediment transport. Other water quality models are used to simulate the effects of critical inputs on the 
biological communities of lakes and rivers. These aquatic ecosystem models may or may not be tied to 
watershed models that provide simulated loading to the aquatic ecosystem under varying land use and 
management.

Classification of Water Quality Models

Water quality models are either built on hydrologic models, are used in conjunction with hydrologic 
models, or use empirical hydrologic data. Although water quality models can be physical representa-
tions of the real world such as channels and ditches built to scale, mathematical or formal models are 
more common.[1] Mathematical water quality models are quantitative expressions of processes or phe-
nomena that are known to occur in the real-world. The expressions are simplifications of real-world 
systems through a series of equations governed by conservation of mass. Mathematical water qual-
ity models are often a combination of theoretical and empirical representations of the real-world sys-
tem. Empirical models use water quality observations to provide estimates of water quality parameters 
through regression analysis. Process based or theoretical representations use physical, chemical, and 
biological causal relationships to describe the workings of a conceptual system.
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Although the real world is subject to random occurrences of weather and management that drive 
hydrology and water quality, many models ignore the randomness of inputs and spatially distributed 
attributes and assume that there is a known value for all model parameters. Conversely, stochastic (or 
random) models use probability distributions of parameters in time or space and can provide outputs 
based on the distribution. Most water quality models are deterministic models in the sense that one 
set of inputs will provide only one set of outputs. The difference in a stochastic and deterministic 
model can be illustrated by how models deal with something simple like how fast water moves in a 
soil. A deterministic model would use one value for each soil while a stochastic model would vary the 
movement rate based on the range and distribution of measured water movement rates. Deterministic 
models are often used with a range of key parameters in order to produce a range of outputs that 
would better represent real world conditions. Another critical distinction among water quality mod-
els is whether they provide continuous or event-based simulations. Continuous simulation models 
generally provide at least some representation of groundwater/surface water interactions, while event-
based models are more likely to provide only representations of hydrologic processes that take place 
during rainfall events.

A final distinction among models is whether they are lumped or distributed parameter models. A 
lumped parameter model contains little or no spatial realism and represents landscape units as homo-
geneous with respect to the parameters and inputs that drive the model. A distributed parameter model 
represents certain aspects of the landscape structure, typically by representing areas that are homoge-
neous with respect to soils, vegetation, and/or land use. Each of these discrete areas is modeled sepa-
rately and then outputs from all the discrete areas are put together and routed through the system. 
Because most water quality models are tied to hydrologic models, the water quality outputs from source 
areas in the model are typically routed through either surface flow pathways, subsurface flow pathways, 
or both. Models that deal only with events are typically routed through surface flow pathways. Models 
that simulate continuous or daily water quality in a watershed or field generally must deal with both 
subsurface or groundwater routing and surface water routing.[2]

Uses of Water Quality Models

Risk Assessment of Pesticides

Knowledge of fate and transport of pesticides in the environment is essential to the assessment of 
risk due to dietary and drinking water exposure. The passage of the Food Quality Protection Act 
(FQPA) lead to a pressing need to quantitatively predict ranges and magnitudes of expected envi-
ronmental pesticide concentrations in drinking water. Health-based safety standards mandated by 
FQPA require USEPA to consider drinking water exposures of humans to pesticides during the 
risk assessment process. Some state agencies and USEPA use screening models to estimate pesticide 
concentrations in groundwater and surface water to identify those food-use pesticides that are not 
expected to contribute enough exposure via drinking water to result in unacceptable levels of aggre-
gate risk.[3] The models are used to guide regulatory agencies such as USEPA to identify where more 
detailed field data are needed.

Evaluation of Best Management Practices (BMPs)

Water quality improvement from extensive land uses such as agriculture and forestry depends largely 
on the use of BMPs. Agricultural water quality modeling attempts to adequately represent the differ-
ences among various management practices in order to compare and choose which BMPs lead to the 
least transport of pollutants. These models are typically structured to represent homogeneous land-
scape units such as fields or portions of fields in order to compare management features such as tillage, 
fertilizer sources, manure use, and pesticide use and predict the relative impacts on local transport of 
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pollutants such as sediment, nitrogen, phosphorus, and pesticides. Existing models may be used to test 
the application of BMPs to areas for which no water quality data are available or to determine the effects 
of BMPs that are similar to those for which water quality effects have been quantified.

Evaluation of Sources and/or Impacts of Pollutants

Both process based and empirical models have been used successfully to examine the sources of pollut-
ants in watersheds and the impact of pollutants or non-pollutants on aquatic ecosystems. The need to 
quantify the non-point source contributions for watersheds and small basins is largely driven by total 
maximum daily load (TMDL) assessments and implementation plans mandated by the federal Clean 
Water Act.[4] The TMDL assessments are done with a water quality accounting approach that typically 
uses water quality models to estimate non-point source pollution. The non-point and point sources of a 
pollutant that are causing the water quality impairment are then combined and compared to observa-
tions in the water body. If the water quality is impaired due to the direct presence of a pollutant, then the 
model estimates of non-point source pollution are used to design a plan for reducing non-point sources 
or trading point sources for non-point. If pollutants are tied indirectly to the impairment, for instance 
nutrient enrichment that causes low dissolved oxygen, then the behavior of the pollutant in the water-
body is modeled in order to determine the necessary pollutant load reduction.

Explanation of Large-Scale Systems Behavior

As the behavior of large-scale systems becomes more of an issue and as water quality monitoring data 
become more available, attempts have been made to combine monitoring and modeling to predict the 
transport of water-borne pollutants on large scales—river basins and continents. Regression models are 
used to relate measured pollutant transport in streams to spatially referenced descriptors of pollutant 
sources, land surface characteristics, and stream channel characteristics.[5] Although mechanisms of 
pollutant transport are not modeled directly, coefficients that serve as surrogates for processes are used 
to achieve substantial explanatory power for observed water quality data.
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Introduction

Land drainage is the practice of removing excess water from the land, and it is one of the most important 
land management tools for improving crop production in many parts of the world. Drainage  systems 
may be broadly divided into surface drainage (comprising land grading and open ditches), shallow 
drainage (such as subsoiling to mechanically loosen the upper layer of soil), subsurface or groundwater 
drainage (buried perforated pipes or deep ditches), and the main drainage systems (commonly open 
channels) used to convey the drain water away.[1] Drainage will inevitably affect the pattern of water 
flows from the land and into the receiving watercourses. It is these downstream impacts of farmland 
drainage on the timing and magnitude of peak flows that are considered here, using the results of exper-
imental studies and computer simulations, to present a coherent picture, and to answer most of the 
apparent anomalies and conflicts.

Hydrologic Impacts

Concern about the possible downstream effects of drainage is shown by many published papers 
 worldwide, in North America,[2,3] Great Britain,[4,5] and continental Europe, including France,[6] 
Netherlands,[7] Ireland,[8,9] Fin- land,[10] and Germany.[11] The role of drainage has often been highlighted 
by serious flood events—for example, in the Midwest of the United States in 1993, and across Europe in 
1997—which reawakened concerns that drainage could aggravate flooding downstream.

There has been a debate about the effects of drainage on streamflow for well over a century, but until 
recently, due to the lack of appropriate data, the debate has been largely speculation. Too often, the 
absence of evidence has erroneously been taken as evidence of an absence of effect. The earliest pub-
lished account[12] was a report of a 4-day meeting held at the Institution of Civil Engineers in London 
in 1861. Many of the arguments and opinions expressed have resonance today, but due to the absence 
of objective measurements, the participants were unable to reach any conclusions and the meeting was 
inconclusive.

These conflicting opinions resulted from differences in the emphasis given to the two processes of 
water storage and routing. Considering the former, it may be argued that because drainage lowers the 
water table, the available storage capacity in the soil is enlarged and able to absorb more storm rain-
fall, thereby reducing peak flow rates. In contrast, according to the routing argument, the purpose of 
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drainage is to “remove water from the land more quickly” than under natural conditions, so peak out-
flows must necessarily increase.

Probably more work has been carried out in Britain upon the effects of agricultural drainage upon 
streamflow than in any other country. Britain was the originator of modern field drainage[13] and so 
became the first country where concern arose about its downstream effects; it is also one of the most 
extensively drained countries in the world.

It is only in the last few years that it has been possible to obtain a coherent picture based on observa-
tions of field processes and supported and extended by computer modeling. This has shown that general 
statements that drainage “causes” or “reduces” flood risk downstream are oversimplifications of the 
complex processes involved, and that any consideration of the impact of drainage on streamflow must 
identify the point of interest, whether at the outfall from the field, along the main channel, or a combina-
tion of both at the catchment scale.

Experimental studies indicate that the provision of surface drainage will result in higher peak flows 
downstream. This was shown by a long-term experiment at Sandusky in Northern Ohio[14] and is a result 
of the reduction/ elimination of surface storage capacity, as well as the provision of more efficient faster 
flow routes. This has been demonstrated conclusively both by experimental studies and by computer 
simulations.

In contrast, there seems to be general agreement from experimental studies that subsurface drainage 
of waterlogged, poorly permeable clay soils reduces peak out- flows.[15–17] Since this is one of the most 
common situations where artificial drainage is used, it might be considered to represent the most gen-
eral result of field drainage.

There are, however, instances where even on heavy soils this result may not apply. Due to their low 
hydraulic conductivity, most water movement in clay soils is confined to flow through macropores, such 
as cracks. As a result of clay shrinkage and cracking in warm, dry summers, rapid macropore flow can 
result in larger peak flows from the drained land than from the undrained land. The role of macropores 
on the seasonality of peak flows from drained land was demonstrated in detail.[18]

More permeable, drier soils may also be drained where there is an economic justification—for exam-
ple, drainage of land producing high-value crops. In contrast to clay soils, relatively few scientific field 
studies have investigated the impact of draining lighter, more permeable soils. This may be partly due 
to the emphasis on draining clay soils, but also, no doubt, results from the greater practical difficulty 
encountered in plot definition where the soils are more permeable. Nevertheless, data from several 
drainage experiments on permeable soils are available. At Withernwick,[19] flow peaks were increased in 
the first year after drainage and there was then a reduction in the following years due to the progressive 
deterioration of the secondary system of subsoiling designed to improve the soil structure. Supporting 
evidence of increased peak flows following the drainage of more permeable soils also comes from stud-
ies at Cockle Park in northern Britain[20] and Ellingen in Central Germany.[21]

To identify factors influencing drainage response, the results of field drainage experiments under 
temperate northern European climates were analyzed in terms of their site characteristics.[22,23] This 
included topography, precipitation, drainage depth and spacing, natural (i.e., pre-drainage) soil water 
regime, and the soil properties. The only characteristic distinguishing sites, where drainage increased 
peak flows from those where they were reduced, were those relating to the soil water regime before 
drainage. The experimental sites all had similar land practices on the drained and the undrained land.

Drainage reduced peak flows on sites that had wetter soils and with poor natural drainage, and sig-
nificant amounts of storm runoff were generated as overland flow and near-surface flow in the thin 
upper layers of the soil. These sites had higher topsoil clay contents and shallower depths to a poorly 
permeable subsoil horizon. When artificially drained, the surface saturation was largely eliminated, 
greatly increasing the soil water storage capacity.

In contrast, at sites with more permeable, loamy soils that were not routinely saturated before drain-
age, natural storm flow occurred predominantly by slower subsurface flow, and the artificial drainage 
pipes provided more rapid flow routes leading to increases in peak outflows.
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The findings are summarized in Figure 1. This shows the topsoil texture, together with the effect 
of drainage on peak flows, and provides the engineer or conservationist with an initial guide to 
predict the effect on flows of the drainage of a site, based on knowledge of the predrainage site 
characteristics.

Further insights into the factors controlling the impact of drainage may be obtained by the applica-
tion of modeling techniques to investigate the important interaction between soil properties and climate 
in determining soil water regimes. DRAINMOD[24] was applied to two of the field sites with similar cli-
mates: a heavy clay soil at Grendon and a more permeable loam at Withernwick. The model was applied 
to each site using actual field values of drain and soil parameters, and the simulated peak flows from 
drained and undrained land were compared for similar rainfall inputs. The results showed a 70% lower 
median peak flow after drainage of clay soil and an increase of 40% in the median peak flow from the 
more permeable land.[23]

The modeled fluxes and water stores confirmed that the reduction in peaks from the clay soil after 
drainage was achieved by a change in storm runoff generation from overland flow (caused by soil satura-
tion) to subsurface drainflow. For the loamy soil, the model indicates that the increase in peak subsur-
face flow rates was due to the steeper hydraulic gradients created by the closer-spaced artificial drains.

The model also demonstrated the effect of different climatic conditions. If the loam soil site at 
Withernwick had double the normal rainfall (1200 mm yr−1 instead of 600 mm yr−1), the resulting 
increase in ground wetness would be sufficient to generate substantial amounts of overland flow on 
the undrained land. Artificial drainage in this case would then reduce peak flows—exactly as happens 
for a clay soil (where, in contrast, the ground wetness is caused by the low soil permeability). Using the 
model in this way enables these effects of site characteristics to be explored in an objective manner. The 
overall dominant criterion—the amount and frequency of surface runoff from undrained land—can be 
assessed in terms of both soil properties and climatic characteristics.

FIGURE 1 Observed impact of pipe drainage on downstream peak flows (increase/reduce), showing the impor-
tance of soil texture. Model simulations of climate changes indicate that higher rainfall and wetter ground condi-
tions will shift the balance towards drainage schemes reducing peak flows. See text for details.
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Conclusions

The effect of subsurface drainage on peak flows depends upon site wetness. If the water table is close to 
the surface (due to high rainfall or poor permeability), natural flows occur either over the surface or 
through the upper, more permeable layers of the soil. Drainage will increase soil water storage capacity 
and hence the amount of water that can infiltrate, thereby reducing surface runoff and peak storm flows. 
If the water table is deeper, due to a dry climate or due to more permeable soils, natural flows will occur 
through the body of the soil. In this case, artificial drainage will increase peak flows as a result of the 
shorter flow paths and steeper hydraulic gradients.

It must be noted that these conclusions depend upon the scale of the drainage considered. At the river 
catchment scale, main channel improvements will undoubtedly increase the speed of flow routing, and 
the timing of arrival of flows from different subcatchments will influence the peak discharge at the point 
of interest. The relative importance of field drainage and main drainage channels will vary with storm 
size: field drainage being dominant for small and medium storms, but main channel  improvements 
becoming dominant for large events. In extreme situations where the rainfall intensity exceeds the 
infiltration capacity of the soil, the effects of the subsurface drains will be minimal, but the associated 
improved watercourses will rapidly carry away the surface runoff.

Overall, it seems likely that in large catchments, drainage schemes with substantial associated surface 
drainage and main channel improvements will lead to higher flow peaks downstream, even though 
locally, the effect of drainage may be to lower the peak flows.
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Management

Glenn J. Hoffman

Introduction

Soil water must drain through the crop root zone when salinity is a hazard to prevent salts from increas-
ing to levels detrimental to crop production. Drainage occurs whenever irrigation and rainfall provide 
soil water in excess of the soil’s storage capacity. In humid regions, rainfall normally satisfies crop water 
requirements and precipitation infiltrating into the soil in excess of this requirement leaches (drains) 
salts present below the crop root zone. In subhumid areas, rainfall is often inadequate in amount or 
temporal distribution to satisfy crop needs and irrigation is implemented. For arid regions, rainfall is 
never abundant and the preponderance of the crop water requirement must be provided by irrigation. 
Regardless of the climate, if soluble salts are present, water in excess of that needed to satisfy the crop 
water requirement must be provided to leach excess salts. Leaching may be accomplished continuously 
or at intervals, depending on the degree of salinity control required. It may take decades or as little as 
one season, depending on the hydrogeology of the area, but without drainage, agricultural productivity 
cannot be sustained where salinity is a threat. For a more complete discussion on drainage design for 
salinity control, the reader is referred to Hoffman and Durnford.[1]

Drainage Conditions

All soils have an inherent ability to transmit soil water provided a hydraulic gradient exists. If the 
hydraulic gradient is positive downward, drainage occurs. Soils with compacted layers, fine texture, or 
layers of low hydraulic conductivity may be so restrictive to downward water movement that drainage 
is insufficient to remove excess salts. In some areas, the hydrogeology may be such that the hydraulic 
gradients are predominantly upward. This leads to water logging and salination.

Before designing a man-made drainage system, the natural drainage rate should be determined. If 
the natural hydraulic gradient causes soil water to drain out of the crop root zone, the capacity of the 
artificial system can be reduced, thereby decreasing the cost for drainage. In some situations, upward 
flow into the crop root zone from a shallow aquifer can significantly increase the drainage requirement. 
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The upward movement of groundwater leads to salination as the water evaporates at the soil surface, 
leaving salts behind. If upward flow is ignored, the drainage system may be inadequate. Regardless of 
the source, an artificial drainage system will not function unless it is below the surface of the water table.

Drainage Requirement

Saline Soils

The amount of drainage required to maintain a viable irrigated agriculture depends on the salt content 
of the irrigation water, soil, and groundwater; crop salt tolerance; climate; soil properties; and manage-
ment. At present, the only economical means of controlling soil salinity is to ensure an adequate net 
downward flow of water through the crop root zone to a suitable disposal site. If drainage is inadequate, 
harmful amounts of salt can accumulate.

In irrigated agriculture, water is supplied to the crop from irrigation, rainfall, snow melt, and upward 
flow from groundwater. Water is lost through evaporation, transpiration, and drainage. The difference 
between water inflows and outflows is the change in soil water storage. A water balance, expressed in 
terms of equivalent depths (D) of water, can be written as

 = + + − − −D D D D D D Ds i r g e t d (1)

where the subscripts s, i, r, g, e, t, and d designate storage, irrigation, rainfall and snow melt, groundwa-
ter, evaporation, transpiration, and drainage, respectively. The corresponding salt balance, where S is 
the amount of salt and C is salt concentration, can be expressed as

 = + + + + − − −S D C D C D C S S D C S Ss i i r r g g m F d d p c (2)

with Ss being salt storage, Sm is the salt dissolved from minerals in the soil, Sf indicates salt added as 
fertilizer or amendment, Sp is precipitated salts, and Sc is the salt removed in the harvested crop.

Rarely do conditions prevail long enough for steady state to exist in the crop root zone. However, it 
is instructive to assume steady state to understand the relationship between drainage and salinity. If 
upward movement of salt, the term (Sm + Sf − Sp − Sc), and the change in salt storage are all essentially 
zero, then the salt balance Eq. (2) can be reduced to

 = +D C D C D Cd d i i r r  (3)

The leaching fraction, L, is the ratio of the amount of water draining below the crop root zone, Dd, and 
the amount applied, Di + Dr. The ratio of the salt concentration entering and leaving the root zone can 
also be used to estimate L. Since Cr is essentially zero.

 L C C D D D/ /i d d i r= = +  (4)

The concept in Eq. (4) is important because it illustrates the relationship between leaching fraction and 
salinity.

The minimum leaching fraction that a crop can endure without yield reduction is termed the leach-
ing requirement, Lr. The leaching requirement is the minimum amount of drainage required to pre-
vent excess accumulations of salt that result in loss of crop yield. Several models have been proposed 
to estimate the drainage (leaching) requirement. Of the four models tested,[2] the one presented in 
Figure 1 agrees well with measured values of the drainage requirement through the range of agri-
cultural interest. The drainage requirement given in Figure 1 is the fraction of the volume of applied 
water that must pass through the crop root zone as a function of the salinity of the applied water and 
the salt tolerance of the crop.
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Sodic Soils

A soil is said to be sodic if an excessive concentration of sodium causes a deterioration of soil  structure. 
The impact of excess sodium is a reduction in hydraulic conductivity and crust formation. Sodic con-
ditions decrease the rate of drainage. Before a sodic soil can be restored to full productivity the excess 
sodium in the soil must be replaced with calcium or magnesium. This process frequently requires 
c opious amounts of leaching to reclaim the soil. The design of an artificial drainage system that may be 
required, however, is based upon the long-term requirement for drainage as estimated in Figure 1 rather 
than the anticipated high drainage requirements for reclaiming a sodic soil.

Drainage System Design

There are three types of subsurface systems used to control soil salinity: relief drains, shallow wells, 
and interceptor drains. Relief drains, usually consisting of perforated corrugated plastic tubes buried 
in a regularly spaced pattern, is the most common subsurface system. Laterals for relief drains are typi-
cally placed 2.0–3.5 m deep and are spaced horizontally ten to hundreds of meters apart where salinity 
is a hazard. Shallow wells, called tube wells in some regions, can also be used to lower the water table 
by allowing pumping from shallow, unconfined aquifers. Tube wells are spaced at distances of a few 
hundred meters to several kilometers and may be a few meters to a hundred meters deep. Interceptor 
drains are used to remove excess soil water from saline seeps. Frequently, one subsurface drain, properly 
located at the upslope side of the seep, is sufficient. Regardless of the type of drainage system, the depth 
of the water table must be maintained low enough that (1), salts in the soil profile move to the water table 
(2), the rate of water movement by capillary flow to the soil surface because of evaporation is minimal, 
and (3), upflow of saline groundwater into the root zone is prevented.

FIGURE 1 Drainage requirement as a function of the salinity of the applied water (reported as the volume 
weighted electrical conductivity) and the salt tolerance threshold value for the crop (T). 
Source: Adapted from Hoffman and Van Genuchten.[15]
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Relief Drains

A relief drainage system consists of a main drain, collector drains, and field drains (laterals). The main 
drain is frequently a surface stream or an open drainage canal. Collectors and laterals are usually buried 
in a regular parallel pattern. Either open ditches or perforated pipes can serve as collectors and laterals. 
Open ditches are not normally installed now because they occupy land, are difficult to maintain, and are 
only capable of shallow drainage. Laterals are up to 300 m long and terminate in a collector drain. Both 
single- and double-sided entries by laterals into a collector are common.

Drain Depth

Subsurface drains are installed much deeper for salinity control in arid regions than drains for water 
table control in humid regions. The goal for salinity control is to place the drains deep to limit salina-
tion of the root zone by capillary upflow. Drains are placed at depths of 2.0–3.5 m in arid regions.[3] The 
appropriate drain depth depends upon the depth capacity of the installation machinery, the location of 
a shallow soil layer that impedes water movement, and anticipated benefits compared to additional costs 
of deeper installation.

Drain Spacing

The spacing between laterals is often estimated using simple drainage design equations. Drain  spacing 
determinations can be based on criteria of steady-state, falling- water-table, or fluctuating-water-table 
conditions.[4] For large drainage projects or where more accurate values are desired, computerized 
drainage design models are available. An early computer model developed by Skaggs[5] has been altered 
by several for irrigated conditions.[6,7] Other models present drainage designs for irrigated areas based 
on optimization,[8] decision support systems,[9] or reuse of drainage water.[10]

Drainage Wells

Shallow or tube wells offer a viable alternative to relief drains when the aquifer has sufficient transmis-
sivity to provide a significant yield of drain water and the vertical permeability between the crop root 
zone and the aquifer is adequate. Under these conditions, tube wells have the advantages of being able to 
lower the water table to greater depths than relief drains and also provide supplemental water for irriga-
tion if the quality is appropriate.

Because drainage wells can be installed at convenient locations within the area to be drained and can 
be operated either continuously or intermittently, the management of a system of drainage wells is more 
versatile than relief drains. Relief drains are typically a passive drainage system relying on gravity and 
designed to operate continuously.

Economic comparisons between the costs of drainage wells and relief drains vary. It is generally found 
that relief drains have lower construction and operation costs.[11] However, Mohtadullah[12] showed tube 
wells were a better economic choice than relief drains for the Indus Basin.

Saline Seeps

The occurrence of saline water at the soil surface downslope from a recharge area is referred to as a 
saline seep. Saline seeps can occur because of the reduction of evapotranspiration that occurs when 
grasses or forests are converted to cropland in the upland (recharge) areas of a watershed. Dryland 
farming practices that include fallow periods tend to aggravate the seepage problem. Salination occurs 
as water infiltrating in the upper elevations of the watershed moves through salt-laden substrate on its 
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path to a discharge site at a lower elevation. In the discharge area of the seep, crop growth is reduced or 
the plants killed by an intolerable level of salinity. Saline seeps can be distinguished from other saline 
soil conditions by their recent origin, relatively local extent, saturated soil profile, and sensitivity to pre-
cipitation and cropping systems.[13] Saline seeps occur throughout the Great Plains of North American 
and in Australia, India, Iran, Turkey, and Latin America.[14]

Planting crops in the recharge area that consume soil water before it percolates below the crop root 
zone will prevent saline seeps. Failing this, improved drainage may provide a solution. Installing an 
interceptor subsurface drain immediately upslope from the saline seep is frequently a successful solu-
tion. Interceptor drains to control seepage should be installed as deep as practical. If the layer restricting 
soil water flow is not too deep, placing the interceptor drain just above this layer is the most effective 
location.
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Introduction

The 21st century is anticipated as the century of the environment. In this regard, it is crucial to remedy 
pollution and conserve resources, particular with respect to aqueous ecology, for fostering a healthy 
environment. Water reservoirs, whether natural or artificial, differ in methods of lake basin formation. 
The former exist as a result of physical and physicochemical processes occurring in nature; the latter 
appear due to human interference. Natural water reservoirs of relatively slow exchange of the liquid 
found therein are defined as lakes.[1,2]

Artificial reservoirs, in turn, also referred to as barrier lakes, are formed by closing river valleys with 
water dams or drops as damming structures. Several of these reservoirs may also be natural barrier 
lakes with regulated outflows.[3]

According to their functions, three main types of water reservoirs may be distinguished:[2]

• Dry reservoirs: periodical storage of water during the passage of flood peaks
• Flow-through reservoirs: maintenance of steady retention levels
• Retention reservoirs: storage of water at times of surplus in order to utilize it at other times (sub-

types include flood control, navigation, power engineering, water equalization, municipal, indus-
trial, agricultural, or rock waste control reservoirs)

Another classification, which takes into account land configuration, includes mountain, submountain, 
and lowland reservoirs. The first of these are usually the deepest, with short and high dams. The lowland 
ones occupy the largest areas and are less deep.[2]

Such considerable diversification of both formation methods and localities causes lakes to be charac-
terized by varying parameters of lake basin morphometry, water transfer speed and routes, water qual-
ity therein, etc. Lake shape and dimensions condition lake susceptibility to degradation. Wind speed is 
higher over large lakes than over small ones, which results in stronger waving and better water oxygen-
ation. Waters in lakes whose elongation follows the most frequent wind directions are also better mixed 
than in those with transverse orientation.[4]

Low values of the mean-to-maximum depth ratio suggest that large depths are found in a small part 
of the lake; hence, they may not be of considerable importance for lake functioning. The occurrence of 
thermal stratification and the size of the littoral zone that uses the biogenes found in the water are both 
dependent on lake depth.
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Each lake, together with the surrounding land and watercourses, forms a catchment characterized 
by parameters such as topographic features, plant cover, basal complex, and climate conditions, which 
determine the volume of water resources in a given area. A catchment shaped by low atmospheric pre-
cipitation and lowland topographic features provides less water than one with high precipitation and 
mountainous topographic features, facilitating surface wash. The direction of precipitation waters, 
accompanied by a variety of compounds, is determined by the basal complex that conditions the river 
network density and, thus, inflow and outflow volumes. The vegetation found in a particular area stores 
the water and then gives it off to the atmosphere via the process of transpiration.[2]

At moderate latitudes, water exchange in reservoirs occurs twice yearly: in spring and in autumn. 
During spring circulation, winter-specific temperature distribution changes when bottom temperatures 
reach 4°C and upper layers of the reservoir become cooler. As a result of more intensive solar radiation 
and air warming, surface water temperatures rise. As they reach 4°C, the temperatures of the vertical 
section equalize because water temperature at the reservoir bottom is 4°C.[5]

As a consequence of wind-induced circulation currents, the entire water mass is mixed (spring 
h omothermy). Further warming of surface waters causes near-surface waters to become lighter than 
the near-bottom waters whose temperature reaches 4°C (summer stagnation), and an upper warm layer 
called the epilimnion is formed. The lower layer of cold water is called the hypolimnion. In the met-
alimnion, i.e., the lake middle or transition water layer, a sharp temperature drop occurs at that time.[6]

In autumn, surface waters cool until they reach a state in which, upon reaching the temperature of 
4°C, they attain density identical to that of near-bottom waters. In a way analogous to spring, waters are 
mixed by wind-induced motion (autumn homothermy). Further cooling of surface waters makes them 
obtain temperature that approximates 0°C, as well as lesser density than that of near-bottom waters. 
Subsequently, on the surface, the ice cover is formed (winter stagnation).[5]

Thermal stratification is related to oxygen content stratification in reservoir waters, thus affecting 
organic life growth. Because the epilimnion is a layer of intensive wind-induced water mixing as well 
as easy solar radiation access, it displays better oxygenation than deeper layers. As a result of intensive 
photosynthesis, in summer, water may become supersaturated with oxygen. Spring and autumn circula-
tions cause oxygen to be distributed over the entire water mass.[5,7]

Temperature also conditions other processes that occur in the lake, including the rates of all chemi-
cal, biological, and physical reactions.[5] Higher temperature, for example, intensifies the processes of 
phosphorus release from bottom sediments (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 Phosphorus release from bottom sediments affected by temperature.
Source: Bajtkiewicz-Grabowska and Zdanowski.[8]
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Water temperature increase in the reservoir decreases water viscosity and density. This is particularly 
significant for plankton organisms as it accelerates the sedimentation speed and changes locomotive 
conditions. Consequently, the rates of chemical and biochemical reactions increase, and solubility of 
most substances is enhanced as well, while gas solubility is reduced. The intensification of the processes 
occurring in the reservoir results in increased use of oxygen. Photosynthetic processes are accelerated, 
which may lead to cyclical supersaturation of upper water layers. A sudden water temperature rise by 
10°C may lead to thermal shock or even death of organisms.[9]

Temperature increase may cause spontaneous discharge of bottom sediments and intensify gas 
 liberation to the extent that the material collected at the bottom is loosened and discharged into water.

Access to solar radiation conditions the growth of autotrophs in the water, as well as that of the organ-
isms situated behind them in the food chain, because the fluctuations in producer numbers affect level 1 
(and further) consumer numbers. The propagation of solar radiation in the lake is affected by lake size 
and shape, i.e., morphometry. For instance, it determines thermal stratification of lake waters as well as 
chemical, physical, and biological processes that occur in reservoirs.[10]

Natural water reservoirs are efficiently operating ecosystems, capable of maintaining internal homeo-
stasis despite the operation of adverse factors. Yet, human proximity and in particular the effects of 
human existence have far-reaching consequences (frequently negative) for the environment. Human 
activity takes forms against which a lake cannot defend naturally. Pollutants rich in biogenic elements 
from a variety of sources (including municipal waste, agricultural fertilizers, degraded woodland and 
communication routes) are discharged into lakes and rivers, causing considerable increase in the  fertility 
of lake waters and rivers that serve as lake outflows. In raw municipal waste, for instance,  nitrogen 
concentrations are contained in the 25–50 mgdm–3 range, while total phosphorus concentrations are 
in the range 4.0–12 mgdm–3.[3] According to Vollenweider,[11] limiting concentrations of  phosphorus 
and   nitrogen compounds in waters, in excess of which mass algal growth may occur, amount to 
0.01 mg Pdm–3 and 0.3 mg Ndm–3, respectively.

For the assessment of external factors affecting a particular lake, an assessment of the catchment 
in terms of yearly delivery of biogenic (N and P) compounds into lake waters must be performed. 
The  calculations are based on the formulas:[3,11]

 / 1 2L I P g yr mj= ⋅ ⋅− −  (1)( )

 1I I I I I I I I kg yrpr pl pz o k w l= + + + + + + ⋅ −  (2)( )
where Pj is lake area (m2), I is total load, Ipr is grassland load, Ipl is woodland load, Ipz is built-up area 
load, Io is atmospheric precipitation load, Ik is bathers load, Iw is anglers load, and Il is linear source load.

The values of external nitrogen and phosphorus loading in a particular lake are then compared with 
Vollenweider’s criteria,[11] which define permissible and hazardous nitrogen and phosphorus loadings to 
a lake:
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where z is mean lake depth, Ld(N) is permissible reservoir N loading (mg⋅yr–1⋅m–2), Ld(P) is permissible 
reservoir P loading (mg⋅yr–1⋅m–2), Ln(N) is hazardous reservoir N loading (mg⋅yr–1⋅m–2), Ln(P) is hazardous 
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reservoir P loading (mg⋅yr–1⋅m–2), 25 is the limiting loading rate for oligo- and mesotrophic reservoirs, 
and 50 is the limiting loading rate for meso- and eutrophic reservoirs.

External loading of a reservoir with biogenic compounds per area unit is a major indicator specifying 
the reservoir’s trophy. Trophy increase is based primarily on increased concentrations of biogenic com-
pounds such as nitrogen and phosphorus, and this phenomenon is referred to as eutrophication. It is 
worth noting that the process of eutrophication is a most natural phenomenon. Organic substances are 
delivered to the lake starting from the moment of its formation and deposited at the bottom in the form 
of bottom sediments. Yet, due to intensified pollutant inflow, the phenomenon of eutrophication begins 
to intensify until it becomes a major threat to lakes.

Recultivation Methods

The growing eutrophication rate of water reservoirs and the increasing number of degraded reservoirs 
create the demand for effective prevention methods. In the 1960s, attempts at recultivation of degraded 
lakes were made. However, adequate know-how resulting from experience in this field was lacking, 
particularly because each water reservoir operates under different internal and external conditions. The 
current know-how and further developments in other fields of science, not only in natural sciences, have 
made it possible to explore theoretical issues related to water reservoir recultivation on the basis of the 
practical experience obtained.

As water ecosystems, lakes are located in land depressions; hence, they provide natural receiving 
water for the pollutants that come from the catchment area. Due to the functions that they perform in 
human environment and economy, it is crucial to take appropriate steps in order to improve the qual-
ity of degraded waters or protect those in better condition. To this end, scientific, organizational, and 
technological actions are undertaken jointly, known as recultivation. This process consists in elimina-
tion of possible chemical contamination of waters and sediments, improvement of oxygen and nutri-
ent balance, maintenance of flora and fauna at a level appropriate for a given water ecosystem, and 
provision of engineering elements of flow regulation in the form of desired depths, erosion control, 
and speeds.[12–15]

The idea of lake recultivation is to restore the previous functions of lakes (e.g., water storage, recre-
ation, household, and agriculture), as well as physical, chemical, and biological features approximating 
as closely as possible the natural ones. The selection of an appropriate method is determined by the 
diversity of individual lakes, differences in the ways and scopes of pollution, together with their location 
in a catchment. The type of the recultivation method used depends on the reservoir size, the nature of 
the fauna and flora resident therein, connection with watercourses, and proximity to clean water reser-
voirs in the vicinity of the reservoir under recultivation.[12,14]

Recultivation of water reservoirs is a four-phase process, including the phases of preparation, plan-
ning, implementation, and verification monitoring (Figure 2). The duration of actions aimed at restora-
tion of utility values to a particular area, from the initial phase to the final stage of implementation, is 
typically measured in years.

The first stage is the collection of information as well as the development of a detailed inventory of 
the immediate catchment. The following may also be helpful: soil maps; maps of localities with erosion-
susceptible land and soils, utility or arable lands adjacent to rivers and reservoirs, and critical terrain 
(with its specific problems); maps of areas where surface waters supply groundwaters; and urbanization 
plans for the building in catchment areas and industrial development trends.

In view of the above, an individualized approach to each reservoir and planning a complete ecosys-
tem restoration process are necessary. While taking any recultivation actions, it should be remembered 
that physical, chemical, external, and internal environmental factors may cause profound changes, 
destabilize the water ecosystem, and push it into one of the two alternative stable states. It must also 
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be borne in mind that biological elements and processes conditioned thereby, which occur in a water 
ecosystem, stabilize and perpetuate its status quo.

A significant element of recultivation is the specification of a monitoring program, i.e., catchment con-
trol at critical points as well as in terms of registration of environmental quality indicators important for 
the recultivation process. This program assumes the establishment of observation sites, equipped with 
control and measurement apparatus. After a set monitoring time, all data from field observation sites 
are covered in a technical study that enables developing a representation of a catchment demonstrating 
the origin of possible pollutants and the problems to be tackled. Following from an extensive data base, 
including input from various sources, and complete with monitoring program results, it becomes pos-
sible to enter the definition phase for particular elements and actions necessary to achieve recultivation 
effect for a particular reservoir.

Nevertheless, it must be stressed that Research Monitoring I usually differs from the subsequent 
phases of monitoring, which results from task implementation at individual stages. During the invento-
rying process, maximum quantities of data concerning pollutant sources and migration routes, as well 
as the quantity and quality of substances delivered, ought to be collected. In contrast, the objective of 
Monitoring II is to obtain information on whether the selected recultivation method is well adjusted to 
the lake’s individual characteristics.

To improve the situation in a degraded lake, it is not enough to restore its condition to that from 
before the disturbance: much feedback in the lake perpetuates the postchange status, and lakes tend to 
demonstrate resilience, i.e., immunity to recultivation actions. Very often, the condition for the appli-
cation of any recultivation method is prior reduction of phosphorus concentration in the water to the 
0.050–0.100 mg PO  · dm–3

4  level and phosphorus removal/ inactivation in sediments (internal import 
inhibition).[12–14]

FIGURE 2 Recultivation phases.
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TABLE 1 Most Commonly Used Lake Recultivation Methods and Techniques with Their Characteristics

Method/Technique Characteristics Model Application Literature

Dredging Bottom sediment removal from the entire lake, 
deepest waters and inflow (in flow-through lakes); 
complete sediment removal to reach mother rock 
guarantees radical improvement in water quality; 
necessity of thorough physico-chemical tests to 
determine the chemical composition of the 
sediments, their thickness and distribution in the 
reservoir (specification which sediment layer and 
in which lake parts ought to be removed); a 
sensitive issue is to find sites for storage and 
management of extracted sediments treated as 
hazardous

Mission Lake, Kansas; Lake 
Elkhorn, Columbia; Saluda 
Lake, South Carolina; Chain 
Lake, British Columbia

[16–19]

Macrophyte 
reintroduction

Bentonite is a good macrophyte substratum, which 
enables macrophyte layer reconstruction as well as 
restoration of destroyed trophy web structures

Alderfen, Barton, Belaugh [20]
and Cockshoot Broads, 
Norfolk;

Flushing, rewashing Provision of clean, nutrient-deficient water, removal 
of strongly eutrophicated hypolimnion waters 
and replacing them with well-oxygenated waters 
from outside the lake; requires a source of clean 
water in the vicinity of the lake; lake water 
exchange ought to be performed a couple of times 
a year

Lake Veluwe, the Netherlands; 
Willow Lake, Arizona

[21,22]

Macrophyte 
removal

Comprises artificial lowering of lake water level, lake 
icing in winter, in-freezing of plant stalks into ice, 
raising the river level and plant uprooting, 
collection of floating plant remains and removal 
from the lake; the quantities of phosphorus thus 
removed are much lower than the loads introduced 
to the reservoir; effective in the case of lakes which 
are strongly polluted with biogenes, accumulated 
mostly in littoral vegetation

Lakes: Mary, Ida and Bass, 
Minnesota; Boreal Lake, 
Ontario

[23,24]

Hypolimnion water 
removal

Procedure possible in flow-through reservoirs; 
consists in liquid removal from the profundal layer 
via a hose; a disadvantage of this method is the 
pollution of the watercourse discharged from 
the lake; during near-bottom water removal, the 
sediments which remain in chemical balance with 
them become depleted; the process may cause 
reservoir pollution with H2S, accumulated in the 
sediments and temperature increase near the 
bottom, which leads to hypolimnion oxygen 
depletion

Bled, Yugoslavia; Lake 
Kortowo, Olsztyn

[14,25]

Sparging, 
oxygenation 
(aeration)

Introduction of a duct into the water through which 
air is pumped, without disturbance (near-bottom 
liquid temperature is low: slow rate of organic 
matter decomposition) or with disturbance of 
natural lake stratification (entire water mass mixing 
and water oxygenation: near-bottom layer 
temperature increase, intensification of chemical 
and biological processes, including enhanced 
mineralization and internal supply); enhances 
hypolimnion oxygen conditions as well as enforcing 
lake water circulation

Canyon Lake, Teksas; Lake 
Commabbio, Lombardy; 
Kieleckie Bay, Kielce

[26–28]

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Most Commonly Used Lake Recultivation Methods and Techniques with Their 
Characteristics

Method/Technique Characteristics Model Application Literature

Artificial 
destratification

Destruction or prevention of the lake’s thermal 
stratification, stimulating mass algal growth in the 
top (warmed and lighted) water layer; very often 
linked to sparging

Canyon Lake, California; Lake 
Catherine, Arkansas; Lake 
Starodworskie, Olsztyn

[29–31]

Nutrient deposition 
and deactivation 
in water and 
sediments

Possible in small reservoirs; does not guarantee 
permanent phosphorus removal from water; 
enduring results depend on coagulant properties 
(FeCl3, Al2(SO4)3, FeSO4); optimum water pH 6–8 
and high Redox potential level; phosphorus 
inactivation in sediments is possible due to 
application of a mixture of bentonite clay with 
lanthanum, which becomes a phosphorus bonding 
element upon adsorption on bentonite

Kielecki Bay, Kielce; Jessie 
Lake, Alberta; Lake 
Głçboczek, Tuchola; Lake 
Sønderby, Sønderby

[28,32–
34]

Sediment isolation 
(capping)

Possible in small reservoirs where water transfer is 
low and does not cause mobility of the introduced 
layer; used in order to counter chemical exchange in 
the sediments-water system; physical isolation: sand 
and foil; chemical isolation: +Al+3 diatomite, 
bentonite or other clayey minerals

Great Lakes, North America; 
Onondaga Lake, Central 
New York; Venice Lagoon, 
Porto Marghera

[35–37]

Precipitation 
(chemical 
methods)

Use of herbicides, including algaecides (e.g. barley 
straw, tree leaves) to fight algae; short-lasting 
procedure results due to appearance of other algae in 
place of the removed blooms; causes introduction of 
large amount of hazardous substances into water

Shoecraft Lake, Washington; 
Eight lakes located in the 
eastern and western portions 
of southern Michigan; Joliet 
Junior College Lake (JJC 
Lake), Illinois

[38–40]

Biomanipulation Change in living conditions of organisms or 
quantitative ratios in a given ecosystem by means of 
several food chain dependencies: limiting the 
populations or complete elimination of individual 
groups of organisms (e.g. increase in the amount of 
zooplankton and introduction of selected fish species 
in order to reduce algal population, introduction of 
silver carp to the lake to limit the growth of 
phytoplankton; introduction of white amur to 
eliminate excess of macrophysical vegetation; 
introduction of predators such as pike, pike perch or 
perch in order to limit plankton-eating fish 
populations); use of biomanipulation requires 
thorough analysis of dependencies occurring in a 
given ecosystem

Lake Terra Nova, Loosdrecht 
Lakes ; Lake Eymir, Ankara

[41–43]

Fish catch Regular catch of fast-growing fish (important is good 
cooperation with the lake management) enables 
reducing lake fertility (so-called trophy) and 
systemic enhancement of water quality; effective in 
the case of lakes which are strongly polluted with 
biogenes, accumulated mostly in the ichtiofauna

Lake Fure, Copenhagen; Lake 
Ringsjön, Skåne County

[44,45]

Seston removal/
catch

Pumping out water at sites richest in seston, its 
subsequent filtration in appropriate apparatus; in 
barrier lakes, zooplankton removal may be 
accomplished by water inflowing through bottom 
culverts when zooplankton density is highest at the 
bottom

Lake Jussi, Pikkjärv [46]

Source: Cooke,[12] Klapper,[13] Sengupta and Dalwani,[14] and Gupta et al.[15]
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As a rule, each catchment and its environment are distinct, but from a practical viewpoint, it is 
 possible to distinguish several actions, techniques, and methods enabling renewal or protection of the 
status quo of the lake at issue (Table 1).

The most popular methods that provide significant effects in biogene removal are those based on 
sparging and dredging. Reservoir water sparging enables reduction of excessive algal and waterweed 
growth. Aeration is performed with the use of either mechanical apparatus or compressed air. Water 
sparging by means of mechanical apparatus may be performed by water spraying or direct penetration 
of air into the reservoir.[26,27] 

Spraying occurs when water passes along a perforated hose through which it is catapulted into the air 
in the form of fine droplets. This effect can also be achieved by directing water to purpose-made diffus-
ers. The most important element of this technique is the generation of adequately sized water droplets. 
The finer the water droplets that penetrate into the atmosphere, the larger the area of gas exchange 
between the droplet and the air, thanks to which better aeration effects are obtained—more oxygen is 
transferred into the water.[12–14]

The apparatus used for direct transfer of oxygen into a reservoir includes, for example, aerators with 
horizontal and vertical rotation axes, including surface, turbine- driven subsurface, and combina-
tion aerators. Aerators may also be classified according to paddle-wheel shapes: some may be straight, 
whereas others have single- or multisided curvatures.

The simplest is the surface aerator. Its operation relies on a turbine or rotor pumping the water 
upwards and then downwards, thus causing turbulence and splashing on water surface. Oxygen is deliv-
ered through water droplets in contact with atmospheric air. This type of aerator is used in ponds, water 
reservoirs, and rivers.

Combination aerators, which display features of both surface and turbine-driven aerators, are char-
acterized by high capacity for oxygen transfer and provide good sparging results in deep reservoirs. In 
this type of devices, the surface rotor and the turbine are usually powered by the same aggregator, which 
causes high power demand, high noise levels, and possible icing during operation.[13,14]

The other types of aeration devices have vertical axes, which enables operation in both open and 
closed setups. In open aerators, the liquid is centrifugally catapulted, which causes the occurrence of the 
suction force that sucks the air into the so-called hopper and inter-paddle-wheel space. At the outlet of 
this space, a mixture of air and liquid appears and is then splashed on the surface of the aerating cham-
ber. This construction provides for the mixing of the liquid and the air in the entire volume. In closed 
aerators, the liquid is propelled onto paddle-wheels by means of a pump. The air is thus sucked from the 
atmosphere by means of suction resulting from the flowing liquid at set sites in the inter-paddle-wheel 
channel.[47]

The compressed air aerator consists of a blower or a fan, sources of compressed air, and distribution 
ducts and sparging devices. In order to obtain the largest possible contact area between the two phases, 
a variety of porous elements are used for air dispersion. They are made of ceramic or artificial materials, 
and are pipe or plate shaped.[47]

In the process of selection of lake aeration systems and methods, the following factors ought to be 
taken into consideration:

• Oxygen concentration in the water and at the bottom of water reservoirs, which depends on water 
reservoir eutrophication degree, oxygen deficit volume in bottom sediments, with allowances 
being made for sediment resuspension, temperature, spring and autumn circulation intensity, 
and possible waving effects.

• Nominal result of aerator operation, which depends on total nominal hydraulic efficiency, 
 reservoir depth at installation site, reservoir area, air volume fed into the aerator, and aerator 
construction type, such as the following:
– Pump and surface dispersion
– Pump and reversal-to-bottom with surface dispersion (with a thin water jacket)
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– Pump and reversal-to-bottom (with a thick water jacket)
– Pump with deep suction—in all the above types[48–50]

Overall change to oxygen and dynamic conditions at aerator installation site, i.e., genuine efficiency, 
depends on lake type and operation mode selected, i.e., aerator construction, as exemplified by the air-
stream bottom aerator (ASB) (Figure 3).

During the method selection process, it is also necessary to answer the question of what immediate 
effect is expected from aeration since the procedure of aeration alone can bring positive results only in 
few cases.

An equally popular method of lake recultivation is dredging. During sediment removal, it is 
 necessary to construct single or multiple thick-structure islands. Scarps, or island shores, should be 
equipped with bottom baffle piers that will constitute initial base for the benthos. At the early stage of 
island  construction, the circumference wall should not be closed completely. Through the gap, waters 
overlying the sediment will be discharged. The gap ought to be secured with sedimentation barriers as 
well as a set of directional ASBs operating in the countercurrent to the outlet from the closed area. The 
applied  cofferdam will only be temporary. At the end of island filling, the outlet gap ought to be closed 
with a cofferdam. Upon completion of sediment dredging, the whole ought to be covered with stable 
material.[48–50]

Upon completion of engineering work, red osier (for instance) needs to be planted. This type of 
islands can be used for recreation as well as natural purposes. Appropriate, separated parts of the islands 
can become nesting areas for many bird species. Sediments remaining at the bottom, whose thickness 
should not exceed 20 cm, may be immobilized by means of a baffle pier grid.

In the course of recultivation procedures, supply points ought to be perpetually monitored. If bio-
genes are found to be introduced via these routes, it is necessary to place biological barriers, possibly 
active (with aeration) at inflow inlets.[51,52]

The negative influence of surface wash can also be limited by barriers of appropriate plantings paral-
lel to the shoreline. When forming the islands, it would be advisable to dredge a couple of local deepest 

FIGURE 3 ASB operation mode options depending on lake type.
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waters (ca. 5–6 m). At those sites, an aerator is placed to disable the occurrence of oxygen deficits at 
windless periods. Artificial sparging enhancement ought to be sustained until balance is obtained 
between food and consumers, as well as between producers and reducers. Hence, in order to reduce 
power costs, in near-shore island zones and non-developed shore segments, installation of artificial reef 
as initial base for benthos is recommended. The ichtiopopulation status and composition also need to 
be considered.[48–50]

Another method aimed at restoration of good water quality is chemical bonding and inactivation 
of nitrogen and phosphorus. This system, used in Scandinavia, has been adapted to Polish conditions 
and tested at several sites, e.g., Lake Dlugie in Olsztyn. The phosphorus inactivation method is recom-
mended for those lakes in which, despite cutoff of external sources of biogenic compounds, high fertility 
is sustained through deposition of these compounds from bottom sediments. Used primarily in shallow 
lakes, this method relies on removal of excess phosphorus from the pelagic zone and trapping it in bot-
tom sediments. It also increases sorption capacity of degraded lake bottom sediments. Strongly eutro-
phicated lakes are characterized by high biogenic compound content, which causes blooms (increased 
phytoplankton population). At this degree of degradation, the lake no longer fulfills its recreational or 
economic functions. Chemical deposition of phosphorus by means of aluminum (PAX) and ferric (PIX) 
coagulants reduces the quantity of biogenic (nutrient) compounds, thus limiting algal growth intensity, 
which results in improvement of water quality and transparency.[53,54]

In the case of shallow reservoir recultivation, it is necessary to mitigate the deoxygenated layer of 
benthic water, the so-called oxicline. The oxicline generally occurs in the summer, appearing as a result 
of oxygen depletion in the course of chemical reactions. These reactions occur at the contact zone 
between bottom sediment and water, depending, among others, on ambient temperature: the warmer 
the water, the faster the reactions proceed. Under the circumstances, more and more  frequently, 
actions are taken to place aerators equipped with a phosphorus inactivation system in reservoirs. This 
method has also been used in the Kielce Lake, where a pulverizing aerator was installed in May 2008. 
It is powered with wind energy and has a built- in installation dosage system for iron sulfate, which 
bonds phosphorus.[28]

Most efforts to alleviate the detrimental and undesirable effects of eutrophication on aquatic systems 
address the problem of P reduction in the inflows. Despite many cases of success in the reduction of 
nutrient loads of lakes in recent years, the expected corresponding reduction of phytoplankton abun-
dances has often been delayed by many years. Sometimes, lakes have been reported to be resistant in 
their response to loading reductions. Recycling of P from the sediments becomes more important if the 
P in inflows is reduced.[55]

Phosphate inactivation in bottom sediments enables the elimination of internal transport in the res-
ervoir (release of biogenes accumulated in bottom sediments into the pelagic zone), which is the cause 
of self-maintenance of high trophy levels—a feature of overfertile lakes, conditioning the occurrence 
of blue-green algae blooms. This means that as a result of the application of this method, the cause is 
removed, rather than the effects of excess of biogenes in the water. This testifies to greater efficiency of 
the above technique.[56]

The only alternative for application of the phosphorus inactivation method in bottom sediments is 
lake dredging. This is a technique that is equally effective, but very expensive, long-lasting, and accom-
panied by the problem of storage and further treatment of the removed sediments. It must be stressed 
that the storage site must not be located in the lake catchment area so that effluent waters together with 
their biogene load cannot find their way back to the reservoir. Similarly, treatment of the sediments is 
connected with the need for a recipient, transportation, etc. The phosphorus inactivation method in 
bottom sediments is far less costly, is incomparably faster at application, and provides enduring results 
of reduced phosphorus concentration in the water.[56,57]

The oldest method of phosphate inactivation in sediments, with simultaneous mineralization 
of organic matter, is the Riplox method, which yields good results. The required labor intensity and 
technical complexity make it extremely unpopular. Other techniques are its modifications, the Prote 
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method being a case in point. The similarity lies in the fact that in both cases, air and the flocculant are 
simultaneously supplied to bottom sediments. A major difference is prior induction of intense sediment 
resuspension and flocculant application to a very carefully delineated sediment layer. The responsibility 
for the success of lake recultivation with this method lies with an effective device, providing precision 
dosage of flocculants to lake bottom sediments.[56,58]

To that end, several purpose-made mixes, containing a variety of substances as well as enzyme com-
plexes, selected bacteria, biological activators, complete with extended-surface mineral carriers and 
stabilizers, have been developed. A preparation introduced into a water reservoir strongly activates the 
detritus food chain and increases the participation of autotrophic bacteria in matter circulation.[56,58]

The effects are so enduring that the following results are observed over 2 years:[56,58]

• Acceleration of organic matter decomposition in the sediments: quantitative reduction of accu-
mulated bottom sediments and deceleration of natural reservoir shallowing

• Elimination of anaerobic zones in the hypolimnion and acceleration of sediment surface oxidation
• Enhanced elimination of biogenic compounds from matter circulation
• Blue-green algae bloom intensity control
• Boosting the growth of submerged water vegetation.
• Increased fish biomass[56,58]

Achieving enduring improvement of reservoir condition takes time and efficient implementation of the 
stages aimed at reduction of external supply, internal supply (elimination of anaerobic zones), and the 
quantity of biogenes in circulation (trophy reduction).

The experience in terms of external supply reduction has shown that the main condition that deter-
mines the efficiency of this technique is possibly the fastest reduction of external biogene supply. If this 
requires improvement of wastewater management in the reservoir catchment, the issue may seem prob-
lematic and distant in time due to the need for a wastewater treatment plant to be modernized or con-
structed. In contrast, the application of the Trigger-1 and Trigger-2 biopreparations in already-existing 
household, municipal, or industrial treatment plants enables limitation of pollutant inflow into the lake. 
Because the elimination of 1 kg of phosphorus and nitrogen in the process of wastewater treatment, even 
at plants with inadequate technical equipment, is far easier and cheaper than in the water environment, 
it is not advisable to wait for the construction to be completed, instead using all the methods to enable 
the reduction of external supply.[59]

In reservoirs where storage of large internal loads at stagnation periods has already occurred, the 
occurrence of anaerobic zones above the bottom is observed in the water. This triggers the mechanism 
of internal supply, i.e., releasing the previously accumulated biogenes from bottom sediments. This leads 
to accelerated degradation of the reservoir, although initially, only increased reservoir productivity is 
noted (primary and secondary productivity). Natural processes that occur in the reservoir are acceler-
ated several times and result in rapid expansion of anaerobic zones. The methods applied to check this 
phenomenon, such as aeration, are expensive and carry a high risk of failure. A less costly method that 
does not require complex technical procedures is the application of a biopreparation, such as Trig- ger-
3max, which, without changing water stratification, eliminates anaerobic zones in the hypolimnion, 
reducing the internal supply and eliminating anaerobic zones.

Recently, many biopreparations containing saprophytic microorganisms are commercially avail-
able and commonly offered for use in ponds, lakes, and reservoirs. These preparations usually consist 
of selected bacterial strains immobilized on a mineral carrier. Sometimes, the preparations are also 
enriched by bacterial enzymes such as biocatalyzators. Some preparations are even enriched by nutri-
ents as growth stimulants at the beginning of growth after addition into the water. However, in most 
cases, parallel aeration or sediment oxidation by adding another electron acceptor such as nitrate will be 
necessary to support the growth and activity of added microbes. Otherwise, the method hardly brings 
any effects. With regard to many bacterial extracellular exudates that have been reported to inhibit 
the growth of cyanobacteria, a direct effect on cyanobacterial development may be possible as well. 
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However, no scientific proof of such an effect in the case of application of these commercially available 
biopreparation is available.[56,60]

All biogenes that occur in a water reservoir ecosystem are in circulation, the major stages of which are 
transformations of the dissolved phase into the solid phase and back into the dissolved phase. The main 
mechanisms of this change are the initial placement of elements in the biomass (solid and molecular phase), 
and their subsequent release from mortified organisms and fecal matter (dissolved phase). Phosphorus is 
the quickest to be released, and consequently, it circulates in the epilimnion, passing many times from the 
dissolved phase to the solid before falling onto the sediments. The application of a biopreparation will thus 
enable a reduction of the quantity of biogenes in circulation, thus limiting lake trophy.[48]

More and more frequently, attempts are made to develop and apply sustainable methods of water 
reservoir qualitative enhancement, based on “bio” structures. A case in point is the bio-hydro structure 
(biofilter filling), as well as active biological and mechanical filters, which may be used in open water 
reservoirs, thanks to which the processes of mineralization and biomass growth are induced.[48,61]

Components of biofilter filling are manufactured as standard panels. They are five-layer grids, made 
of wide strips, with single net-mesh dimensions. Each subsequent layer is shifted in relation to the previ-
ous layer in two directions, by half a net-mesh module.[48]

When this packet is placed vertically, the vertical strip plane is perpendicular to the panel plane. The 
horizontal strip plane is differently inclined to the panel plane. This geometric arrangement enables 
directing the stream upward or downward, depending on flow direction. Consequently, this structure 
may be used as, for instance, a sedimentation element, a lift component, or a resuspension barrier and 
initial base for the complex of plant (phytobenthos) and animal (zoobenthos) organisms, which occupy 
the water reservoir bottom.[61]

Strip surface is rough (knurled) and made of chemically neutral plastic, which enables occupancy 
by a variety of sedentary species. Despite the fact that the extended surface of such filters amounts to 
122 m2 · m–3, the filter displays a low degree of flow suppression and relatively large vacant internal space. 
Due to this, upon placement in the pelagic zone, it very soon becomes the habitat of a very wide range of 
periphyton. By being an ecological niche in its own right, it also acts as an attractant to many sedentary 
species as well as fish fry. Above the pelagic zone, autonomously, on the top elements of the panels, a 
wide variety of hydrophilous plants settle.[48]

In the 1980s, at Biotechnika Company, the occupancy extent of these filters was studied in Lakes 
Karczemne and Klasztorne. On average, one standard panel came to be occupied by biomass in the 
amount of ca. 70 kg. If such an occupied filter is removed from the reservoir at the right moment, then, 
together with the biomass, the built-in biogenic compound load will also be removed. The certainty of the 
effect achieved, in contrast to chemical methods for example, consists in the fact that the application of 
chemical deposition does not guarantee that, under certain conditions (pH, redox potential), the sorption 
capacity of metals in the coagulants applied will not be destroyed. As data demonstrate, this is a very fre-
quent occurrence and then, apart from the still unsolved problem of phosphorus removal, the additional 
“foreign” load in the form of metal compounds is found in the water. Then, the phenomenon of system 
adjustment to new conditions, which can moreover take a completely unknown direction, arises.[48]

Sparging, in connection with bio-hydro barriers, also offers several options, including passive bio-
logical barriers as well as active biological and mechanical filters. If a lake receives a strongly polluted 
watercourse, the inlet of the watercourse may be separated from the remaining area with a barrier 
( consisting of several layers to make it most advantageous) made of bio-hydro structures placed jointly, 
streamwise—first downwards and then upwards. Mechanically, this setup will function as a sedimenta-
tion barrier, which will, due to autonomous occupancy, after a short period of time, also and perhaps 
primarily become a biological barrier.

On account of its structure, despite initial passivity, as occupancy progresses, it becomes an attrac-
tant for an increasing variety of species, in most cases beneficial to further development of reservoir 
biocenosis and further recultivation procedures. During the observation of this type of barrier placed in 
Lake Rybnickie, it was noted that it had become a “refuge,” initiating changes in both animal and plant 
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populations. A double-positive effect was thus achieved: the inflowing pollutant load that degraded the 
lake has been set to work towards beneficial renewal of the reservoir.

In Lake Rybnickie, the positive result of barrier operation was visible as soon as after 1 year of work-
ing. Positive results of water quality tests restored the recreational value of the reservoir, and after many 
years, the State Sanitary and Epidemiological Board ultimately permitted bathing.[48]

Conclusions

Fertility or abundance of a water reservoir with biogenic mineral substances gradually increases in time, 
and may be either a natural process or one resulting from human activity. Natural eutrophication proceeds 
slowly, whereas anthropogenic eutrophication is characterized by a rapid change rate. At the initial stage, an 
increase of primary and secondary productivity is observed, but as eutrophication progresses, the  efficiency 
of secondary productivity decreases and algal biomass gradually accumulates. The reservoir basin gradu-
ally fills with sediments and the water volume decreases, which, even at no biogenic inflow, simultaneously 
accelerates eutrophication. Further succession leads to the reservoir being turned into land.

In order to preserve a lake, human intervention becomes necessary. All recultivation strategies require 
sensible planning, time, and, frequently, considerable financial outlay. Their results are not always cer-
tain, but the current know-how concerning the subject enables appropriate selection and implementation 
of an effective recultivation process in a particular lake. The type of the method and technique used 
depends on the size of the reservoir, the nature of fauna and flora resident therein, the character of the 
catchment, and the type of adjacent land development. Effectiveness and efficiency of the work performed 
depend on accurate assessment of the reservoir status and adoption of an appropriate action plan.

While analyzing the efficiency of various procedures carried out in the world’s lakes, it must be stated 
that before embarking on recultivation, it is necessary to

• Define the current trophic status of the lake as well as causes and sources of its degradation basing 
on physicochemical and biological tests of lake waters, inflows and outflows, complete with an 
analysis of sediment chemical composition, considering exchange processes between sediments 
and water.

• Specify the feasibility of the water reservoir recultivation in view of its natural, recreational, and 
economic value.

• Design and perform protective procedures consisting of the elimination, or at least limitation, of 
individual pollution sources.

• Develop the most advantageous concept of a recultivation method that ought to make allow-
ances for the trophic status as well as morphometric and hydrological conditions of the reservoir, 
together with possible uses of margin land, its development, ownership status, access to the shore 
and a power supply, duration of the process, and financial outlay required.

• Ensure that recultivation will be performed by an expert team under the supervision of an expe-
rienced limnologist at all times.

• Document the course of recultivation and its effects through the results of monitoring carried out 
at particular stages.

• Deem recultivation unfeasible in view of its failing to offer an opportunity for water quality 
enhancement, if it is found that excess loading of the lake is impossible to eliminate.

• Have a close connection with appropriate regulations, enabling the protection of a lake subject to 
recultivation procedures from further degradation processes.
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Wastewater Use in 

Agriculture: Policy Issues

Dennis Wichelns

Introduction

Treated and untreated wastewaters have been used for many years to irrigate farms, landscapes, and golf 
courses in both developed and developing countries. Public officials in arid countries have promoted 
wastewater use primarily to extend their limited national water supplies. Officials in other countries 
have promoted the benefits of using treated wastewater in agriculture or landscape maintenance as an 
alternative to discharging the wastewater into a stream or ocean. Their rationale is based partly on cost 
and partly on environmental implications. Treating wastewater is expensive, and a portion of the cost 
can be recovered by using the wastewater in a productive endeavor. From an environmental perspective, 
applying the treated wastewater to a farm field provides another layer of quality improvement before the 
water is finally returned to a stream or ocean.

Many farmers in developing countries use untreated wastewater for irrigation, often because it is the 
only source of water available. Many small-scale farmers obtain irrigation water from streams or ditches 
that are polluted with effluent from a nearby city, industry, or housing development. The farmers likely 
would prefer higher-quality water, but in most cases, they have no alternative source for irrigation. 
There can be agronomic value in the nutrients in the untreated wastewater (the nitrogen, phosphorus, 
and potassium), but there are also pathogens and chemicals that threaten the health of farmers, food 
vendors, and consumers. Irrigating with untreated wastewater is risky business in developing countries, 
yet it generates household income for families with limited livelihood alternatives. Most farmers using 
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untreated wastewater for irrigation likely would vote to continue using the wastewater, even if they 
understood all the risks, in the absence of an alternative, higher-quality water supply.

In a sense, farmers using untreated wastewater provide a public service by removing effluent from 
polluted streams and applying it to soils, thus reducing the pollutant load in downstream locations. Soils 
filter some of the undesirable constituents, and plants consume some of the nutrients. However, waste-
water irrigation also generates risk for farm communities and consumers of farm products. Polluted 
canals and ditches and wastewater-irrigated fields create hazards in which children and other residents 
are exposed to harmful pathogens and chemicals. Consumers of farm produce also are at risk of ill-
ness when they handle and ingest contaminated vegetables, particularly when the food is eaten raw or 
 prepared with inadequate care toward reducing contamination risk.

The goal of this entry in the encyclopedia is to describe policy issues pertaining to wastewater use in 
agriculture. The issues in developed countries are somewhat straightforward and mature. Public agen-
cies have largely determined appropriate water quality criteria and implemented treatment protocols to 
support wastewater use in irrigation. Future issues will include refining those standards and protocols 
and continually evaluating the costs and benefits of alternative levels of wastewater treatment and use in 
agriculture and other activities. There will also be discussions of who should pay for wastewater treat-
ment and who should have priority in receiving limited supplies. These issues involve costs, returns, and 
the division of economic rents, but they generally do not involve decisions that can support or destroy 
livelihood opportunities, whether intentionally or as the unintended consequences of seemingly ben-
eficial policy choices.

Policy issues are more challenging in developing countries, where most of the wastewater used for 
irrigation is untreated and much of the use is informal and unintentional. Farmers, communities, 
and consumers are at risk from harmful constituents in the untreated wastewater, yet each group also 
obtains critically important benefits. Farmers generate financial returns that enhance their livelihoods 
and improve the economic status of farm communities. Consumers gain nutritional value by having 
affordable access to locally grown fresh vegetables. The public, more generally, benefits also when farm-
ers divert effluent for use in irrigation, rather than allowing it to continue flowing downstream.

There are no easy—and affordable—policy choices regarding the use of untreated wastewater in 
developing countries. Public funding for treating all wastewater will not be available in many countries 
within the foreseeable future. Lacking the treatment alternative, public agencies must identify mea-
sures that will reduce the risks of using untreated wastewater, while still maintaining a notable portion 
of the benefits that accrue to farmers, consumers, and the larger community. In this review of policy 
issues pertaining to wastewater use in irrigation, we focus largely on issues involving the informal use 
of untreated wastewater in developing countries. The issues in such countries are more challenging, 
and the potential rewards of identifying and implementing successful risk reduction measures are 
substantial.

Wastewater Is a Resource in Waterscarce Settings

With increasing demands on water resources in arid and humid regions, the role of wastewater as a 
resource in municipal, industrial, and agricultural applications will continue to gain importance in 
many countries. Large numbers of farmers irrigate with wastewater in developed and developing coun-
tries, yet we do not have good statistics on the areal extent or the value of output generated through 
wastewater irrigation. This is due partly to the difficulty of identifying and measuring farm areas irri-
gated fully or partially with treated or untreated wastewater. In most countries, wastewater is used to 
irrigate vegetables, fruits, cereals, cotton, and fodder crops (Table 1). Fruits and vegetables are often 
consumed without cooking and thus pose a higher risk of illness due to pathogens or chemicals in 
wastewater.
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Wastewater Use in Developed Countries

Farmers and landscape managers have been using treated wastewater for many years in Australia, Israel, 
Spain, the United Arab Emirates, the United States, and other developed countries.[2–5] Treated wastewa-
ter is used directly in some applications and indirectly in others, often following storage in an aquifer or 
discharge to a drain or stream from which farmers obtain irrigation water at some distance from a water 
treatment facility.[6,7] Over the years, scientists and practitioners have improved their understanding of 
the impacts of using treated wastewater for irrigation, and public officials have implemented policies 
and regulations consistent with current knowledge and experience.[8–11]

Persistent water scarcity in the Middle East and North Africa has led many governments to advance 
the state of knowledge regarding irrigation with wastewater and desalinized water. Wastewater is a key 
irrigation resource in Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Iran, Oman, and Saudi Arabia.[12,13] In Israel, where 73% of 
treated municipal sewage is recycled[10] the government has supported the construction of pipelines to 
deliver wastewater to agricultural areas where many farmers use drip irrigation systems to minimize 
potential harm from contact with the wastewater.[14] Treated effluent also is stored in aquifers before 
recovery and delivery to farmers.[10] In Jordan, 95% of the treated wastewater volume is used each year, 
primarily for irrigation in the Jordan Valley.[15] In Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, many 
farmers and municipal landscape agencies irrigate with secondary and tertiary treated wastewater.[16–18] 
Tunisia, Egypt, and Morocco also have notable programs in which farmers are provided with treated 
wastewater for use in irrigation.[13]

Treated wastewater is used extensively for irrigation also in Australia and in the arid southwest and 
the humid southeast of the United States. In Australia, as in Israel, treated municipal effluent is infil-
trated into aquifers, and farmers later retrieve the water for irrigating horticultural crops.[19] Most of the 
irrigation with wastewater in the United States is found in California and Florida, where strict water 
quality standards are enforced to protect consumer health and to sustain positive market acceptance of 
crops produced in these heavily agricultural states.[13]

TABLE 1 Examples of Wastewater Reuse in Selected Countries

Region and Country Examples of Use

Africa
Tunisia Citrus, fodder
Morocco
Americas

Vegetables, fodder

Argentina
Chile
Mexico
Peru
United States
Middle East

Vegetables, fodder
Vegetables, grapes
Vegetables, cotton, fodder, parks, and greenbelts
Vegetables, cotton, fodder
Vegetables, cereals, fodder, greenbelts, golf courses

Israel Cotton
Kuwait
Saudi Arabia
Asia

Vegetables, orchards, fodder
Cereals, fodder, greenbelts

India Vegetables, cereals

Source: Gupta and Gangopadhyay.[1]
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Wastewater Use in Developing Countries

Perhaps the greater challenge regarding wastewater use in agriculture in the future pertains to develop-
ing countries in which there is inadequate capacity to collect, treat, and distribute wastewater in ways 
that minimize potential harm to public health.[20] Millions of farmers in developing countries rely on 
untreated, partially treated, or haphazardly blended wastewater as a source of irrigation supply. They 
produce grains, vegetables, and fruits with the low-quality water, often for sale at attractive prices in 
urban markets.[21,22] The farmers and their family members who have contact with the untreated and 
partially treated wastewater are at risk of health damage due to biological and pathogenic constituents.[23] 
The consumers of leafy vegetables also are at risk if they do not take adequate precautions in preparing 
the vegetables prior to consumption.[24,25] In many cases, some consumers are unaware that vegetables 
have been produced using wastewater, and they have no experience of becoming ill after eating raw 
 vegetables. Hence, they are not inclined to implement the necessary precautions.[26]

Worldwide, an estimated 800 million farmers are engaged in urban agriculture. One-fourth of these 
farmers produce crops for sale in local markets on small plots of land of which they might or might not 
have ownership, using low-quality irrigation water that often contains untreated wastewater.[27] Market 
demand for irrigated vegetables in tropical areas is strong, and those produced locally are particularly 
important in warm regions where modern transportation and storage facilities are largely unavailable. 
Farmers in urban and periurban areas can bring their highly perishable vegetables to market quickly, 
thus generating household income and providing an important source of vitamins for consumers.[24]

Many farmers in sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia rely on untreated wastewater for a portion of 
their irrigation supply. Some farmers utilize wastewater taken directly from tanker trucks or sewage 
lines, while others divert irrigation water from streams and ditches polluted with untreated municipal 
wastewater.[20,28] In many areas, farmers irrigate crops and sell them in local markets (Figure 1), with few 
precautions taken to minimize risks in production or consumption.[23]

More than 60% of the vegetables consumed in many West African cities are produced locally in urban 
and periurban areas.[29] In Kumasi, the second largest city in Ghana, urban farmers produce 90% of the 

FIGURE 1 Selling wastewater-irrigated leafy vegetables in local markets generates revenue for small-scale 
 farmers, while creating a risk of contamination for consumers.
Source: Sanjini de Silva, IWMI, Hyderabad.
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lettuce and spring onions consumed in the city. With irrigation, urban farmers can harvest 9 to 11 crops 
per year on their small plots (0.1 hectare), thus generating annual incomes of $400 to $800 per year.[24] 
Farmers place substantial value on the availability and reliability of their irrigation supply, even though 
it contains wastewater from the city.

Farmers along the Musi River, downstream of Hyderabad, India, irrigate rice and fodder grass with 
untreated wastewater discharged into the largely dry riverbed from many locations in the city. Farmers 
rely on the wastewater as their only source of irrigation water.[30] While reporting negative health effects 
due to wastewater exposure, farmers also report that the availability of wastewater in the Musi River 
enhances their livelihoods.[31,32] Farmers irrigating with wastewater report greater occurrence of fever, 
headaches, and skin and stomach problems than farmers who do not use wastewater.[31] Although irriga-
tion enhances incomes, substantial costs are imposed on households by illnesses that might be caused 
by exposure to wastewater. It is in such settings that effective policies are needed to enhance farm fam-
ily health and to protect consumers from the potentially negative impacts of consuming wastewater- 
 irrigated vegetables.

Farmers in periurban areas of Calcutta, India, irrigate about 5000 hectares of rice using untreated 
wastewater from the city’s sewage collection system. Many farmers use wastewater for aquaculture as 
well, thus enabling them to generate a steady annual income and provide employment opportunities for 
local workers.[1] The sustainability of the system is uncertain, as much of the wastewater contains heavy 
metals that accumulate in soils and can be taken up by vegetables.

Untreated wastewater is used also by farmers in periurban areas of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, where 
only 3% of the residents are served by a centralized sewer system.[33] The farmers appreciate the nutrient 
content of the wastewater in a region where the price of imported fertilizer has been increasing by as 
much as 20% per year. Controlled experiments on urine-irrigated plots in Ethiopia, and in trials on farm 
fields, have demonstrated the agronomic value of the nitrogen and phosphorus contained in untreated 
wastewater.[33]

Policies Are Needed to Ensure Wise Use

From a policy perspective, the use of wastewater in agriculture provides both opportunities and chal-
lenges that require public intervention. In one sense, wastewater is an effluent requiring treatment or dis-
posal, subject to regulations that protect public health. In the absence of regulations, private generators 
of wastewater would have little incentive to reduce volume or to manage the flow of wastewater beyond 
their property line. Because wastewater generation is a negative externality in most settings, regulations 
and incentives are needed to minimize the potential harm from wastewater in the environment.

Wastewater management has public-good characteristics in that once it is provided, many members 
of society benefit. At the same time, it is difficult to exclude individuals from enjoying the benefits of a 
cleaner, healthier environment once the decision has been made to collect and treat all wastewater in 
a community. The non-rival nature of the benefits and the difficulty of exclusion provide the basis for 
managing wastewater treatment within the public sector.

The public-goods perspective is appropriate when viewing wastewater as an effluent requiring treat-
ment or disposal. However, when viewing wastewater as a resource, there are notable private benefits for 
which individuals will be willing to invest time, effort, and funding to enhance their opportunities. The 
private-goods perspective pertains to both treated and untreated wastewater. Several water agencies in 
Australia, Israel, and the United States sell treated wastewater (directly or through an aquifer recharge 
program) to farmers and golf course owners who obtain private benefits through irrigation.[34,35] Often 
there is a price differential between treated wastewater and fresh water, thus providing a financial incen-
tive for irrigators to select the treated wastewater.[36,37]

Farmers in developing countries also obtain private benefits, but the distribution of wastewater 
among them is much less formal, and the wastewater generally has not been treated. An estimated 80% 
of the sewage generated in developing countries is discharged untreated into the environment, and half 
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the population is exposed to polluted water sources.[38,39] Many farmers acquire untreated wastewater 
when they divert irrigation water from a stream or ditch that carries effluent from a nearby city or 
from households in an urban, periurban, or rural area. Water diversions and the use of wastewater in 
such settings generate private benefits for the farmers. The public gains also as the farmers remove the 
low-quality water from streams and ditches. However, the primary motivation for farmers is to boost 
their productivity and increase their net returns in agriculture. By doing so, they risk the health of their 
families through exposure to untreated wastewater, and they create situations in which consumers also 
are at risk of eating harmful produce. Public policies are needed to reduce these risks and to optimize 
the management of wastewater from the public’s perspective.

Policy Issues in Developed Countries

Current policy issues regarding wastewater use for irrigation are best described separately for developed 
and developing countries. In developed countries, the primary policy issues involve economics and 
finance. The public generally has already determined that protective water quality guidelines must be 
followed when using wastewater for irrigation. The technology for treating wastewater is well under-
stood, and advances in technology that lower the costs and increase the benefits will be forthcoming in 
response to market demands and in accordance with government-sponsored research programs. The 
question will not be whether wastewater will be treated but who will pay for treatment and how much of 
the cost will be passed along to the users. In some areas, public officials also will seek to determine the 
economically optimal level of wastewater treatment, as a function of its intended uses.[40]

Key policy questions will also involve the appropriate levels of government involvement in wastewa-
ter treatment and reuse programs. Where the private, farm-level benefits of wastewater use are notable, 
farmers should be financially motivated to invest in production methods and develop market outlets 
that support irrigation with wastewater. Farmers should also be able and willing to pay for treated 
wastewater delivered by a public agency or water user association. Using contingent valuation methods 
in a survey of Greek farmers, Bakopoulou et al.[41] determined that 58% of the participants would be 
willing to pay half the fresh water price to purchase treated wastewater for irrigation. Small-scale farm-
ers on the island of Crete expressed a greater willingness to pay for treated wastewater after attending a 
session in which they learned of the private and social benefits of wastewater irrigation.[42]

Farmers should also have incentive to invest in communal facilities for collecting, treating, and deliv-
ering wastewater to farms, as the price and availability of wastewater improve over time, relative to the 
price and availability of fresh water. Public agencies can hasten a farm-level switch from fresh water to 
wastewater with water pricing and investment incentives and also by informing farmers and consumers 
of the safety and benefits of irrigating with treated wastewater.

Policy Issues in Developing Countries

The primary policy questions in developing countries are more challenging, in part, because financial 
resources are limited and there are many competing demands on public funds. In addition, much of the 
wastewater irrigation takes place in decentralized, informal settings in which individual farmers gain 
access to wastewater very simply by diverting polluted water from a stream or ditch. Property rights to 
the water are not defined, and there is no communal agency or water user association that coordinates 
irrigation activities. Millions of individual farmers will be very reluctant to stop diverting polluted water 
for use in irrigation, given that their livelihoods currently depend on the sale of irrigated farm produce.

Public officials in developing countries must address the following question: How do we minimize 
the risks to farmers and consumers, while not destroying or severely diminishing the livelihoods of 
those farmers who currently irrigate with wastewater? This is not an easy question to answer. Public 
officials will be mindful of the benefits that farmers provide by diverting and using polluted water for 
irrigation. If not for that activity, larger volumes of wastewater would continue flowing downstream in 
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many watercourses, creating greater risk for downstream residents and causing environmental harm 
over a larger area. Farmers who irrigate with wastewater generate one set of risks for their families and 
consumers while reducing another set of risks to residents downstream.

Public officials also will note that some of the pollutants in municipal wastewater (such as nitrogen, 
phosphorous, and potassium) are plant nutrients. In areas where inorganic fertilizer is costly and dif-
ficult for small-scale farmers to obtain, those nutrients have substantial agronomic value. The nutrients 
contained in the average amount of urine and feces generated by one person each year are sufficient 
to produce enough grain to sustain that person. Urine is a particularly good source of nitrogen, phos-
phorus, and potassium (Table 2). Efforts to collect and transport urine directly to farms, rather than 
discharging it to waterways, would allow farmers to manage their nutrient applications with greater 
care and accuracy.

In summary, farmers generate both private and public benefits when they divert polluted water from 
streams and ditches to irrigate crops in urban areas. The nutrient content of wastewater is sufficient to 
increase crop yields, provided that farmers do not apply excessive amounts of some nutrients, such as 
nitrogen.[1,43] Public officials in developing countries must determine how to sustain these beneficial 
aspects of wastewater irrigation and the livelihoods of farm families, while minimizing risks to those 
same families and the consumers of their produce.

Policy Options Include Treatment and 
Non-Treatment Alternatives

The policy options available to public officials for reducing the risks associated with wastewater 
 irrigation in developing countries, while sustaining livelihood benefits, might be placed into four 
categories:

 1. Improve and extend centralized wastewater treatment
 2. Improve and extend decentralized wastewater treatment
 3. Regulate (with enforcement) the use of untreated wastewater in agriculture
 4. Complement existing wastewater use patterns with risk reduction interventions to protect farm 

families, communities, and consumers

The first category is likely the most costly and the least likely to be implemented along a reasonable time-
line. There might be affordable opportunities in some settings within developing countries, in which 
new, large-scale wastewater treatment plants can be constructed to improve the quality of water avail-
able for agriculture. Yet it seems that if such opportunities were affordable, if they compared favorably 
with alternative public investments, and if an affordable source of finance were available, then such 
efforts would already be underway. It is difficult to imagine that the pace of investments in large, cen-
tralized wastewater treatment plants will be sufficient to improve water quality for many of the farmers 
who currently use wastewater for irrigation in developing countries.

The second category includes options that should be more affordable than building large, centralized 
wastewater treatment plants. The goal within this category is to identify opportunities for enhancing 

TABLE 2 Average Nutrient Availability in Human Excreta per Person, per Year

Amount of Nutrient Available (kgs)

Amount of Nutrient Required to ProduceIn Urine In Feces 

Nutrient (500 liters) (50 liters) Sum 250 kg of Cereal (kgs)

Nitrogen 4.0 0.5 4.5 5.6
Phosphorus 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.7
Potassium 0.9 0.3 1.5 1.2
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irrigation water quality at an appropriate scale and within a meaningful distance from the point of 
wastewater use. Small-scale wastewater treatment plants might be designed with the expressed pur-
pose of making higher-quality water available for irrigation. The construction costs and operating 
criteria for such plants might be different—and less expensive—than those pertaining to centralized 
wastewater treatment plants that discharge water intended for uses outside agriculture.[44] For example, 
it is important to remove solids, salts, and pathogens from water intended for use in irrigation, but 
farmers can accommodate higher nutrient levels than wastewater users in municipal and industrial 
settings.

The third option likely will be challenging in many developing-country settings, given the decentral-
ized, informal nature of wastewater use and the strong dependency of farm households on wastewater. 
Regulations will be politically unpopular, and enforcement will be difficult to achieve. In Syria, for 
example, the government disallows the irrigation of vegetables with wastewater, but compliance with 
the restriction is not complete. Syrian officials resort to destroying vegetable crops irrigated with waste-
water when they find such situations. As a result, less than 7% of the area irrigated with wastewater near 
the city of Aleppo is in vegetable production.[27] The opportunity costs involved in planting and cultivat-
ing crops, only to have them destroyed by the government, can be substantial for farm households with 
limited sources of income.

The financial burden of treating wastewater in developing countries and the challenge of regulating 
wastewater use by farmers will remain substantial for the foreseeable future. Hence, many farmers will 
continue using wastewater, and their workers and families will remain at risk of infection while apply-
ing irrigation water. Consumers will remain susceptible to sickness caused by handling and consuming 
the irrigated produce. Given this near-term outlook, public agencies in developing countries should 
seek opportunities to reduce the risks of infection and sickness by intervening at selected stages of the 
process, which includes wastewater generation, capture, irrigation, crop production, harvest and han-
dling, and food preparation and consumption. Thus, we focus on the fourth category of policy options—
reducing risk to farm households, communities, and consumers.

Policy Interventions Should Focus on Reducing Risk

Conventional wastewater treatment might be viewed as the ultimate risk reduction measure when con-
sidering the use of wastewater in irrigation.[45] Establishing and enforcing water quality standards, in 
conjunction with a wastewater treatment program, can be effective in removing potentially harmful 
constituents. However, the cost of treating wastewater and enforcing water quality standards will exceed 
affordability in many developing countries. Recognizing this challenge, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) recommends shifting the policy focus from reliance on wastewater treatment and water quality 
standards to establishing health-based targets that might be achieved by implementing a range of risk-
reducing interventions.[11,45]

The WHO[46] describes three sets of health protection measures pertaining to the three groups most 
susceptible to health impacts of wastewater irrigation: 1) farmers and their families; 2) consumers of 
farm products; and 3) agricultural communities. We consider each group in turn.

Farmers and Their Families

When delivering irrigation water or working in fields irrigated with wastewater, farmers, family mem-
bers, and other farm workers can be exposed to microbial pathogens, including viruses, bacteria, hel-
minths (nematodes and tapeworms), and protozoa.[47] Wastewater also can contain endocrine- disrupting 
chemicals, pharmaceutically active compounds, and residuals of personal care products.[48–51] Exposure 
to wastewater can result in skin irritation and diseases related to pathogens in human waste products. 
The WHO[46] recommends the following protective measures to be considered when designing public 
policies and intervention strategies:
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 1. Treating wastewater
 2. Supporting the use of personal protective equipment.
 3. Providing access to safe drinking water and sanitation on farms
 4. Promoting good health and hygiene practices
 5. Providing chemotherapy and immunization
 6. Controlling disease vectors and intermediate hosts
 7. Reducing contact with disease vectors

One or more of these measures would be helpful in breaking or disrupting the pathway of contamina-
tion from wastewater to farm family members and farm workers. However, success will be determined 
by how effectively the benefits of these measures are communicated to farmers and how aggressively 
farm workers adopt them. The farm-level cost of any measure also will be a key determinant of its suc-
cessful adoption.

Agricultural Communities

In a sense, many residents of agricultural communities are susceptible to the same types of risks as 
farmers and their families, particularly if they utilize water in irrigation canals or ditches or if they have 
access to farm fields. In many irrigated areas, community residents use water from irrigation canals or 
ditches for cleaning clothes, washing livestock, and watering kitchen gardens (Figure 2).[52] Young chil-
dren often swim or play in irrigation ditches, while some residents rely on irrigation canals as a source 
of household drinking water.[53] The lack of knowledge regarding the potential health risks in many 
rural and periurban settings and the scarcity of fresh water supplies create situations in which many 
residents are at substantial risk. The WHO[46] recommends the following measures to protect members 
of agricultural communities:

 1. Treating wastewater
 2. Restricting access to irrigated fields and canals and ditches

FIGURE 2 Community members are at risk of contamination from wastewater carried in local stream, as they 
withdraw water for cooking, cleaning, and other purposes.
Source: Ben Keraita, IWMI, Ghana.
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 3. Providing safe recreational water, particularly for adolescents
 4. Providing safe drinking water and sanitation facilities to communities
 5. Promoting good health and hygiene practices
 6. Providing chemotherapy and immunization
 7. Controlling disease vectors and intermediate hosts
 8. Reducing contact with disease vectors

Several of these measures are similar to those recommended to protect farm families and farm work-
ers, given the similarity in exposure opportunities on farms and in the larger community. Many of the 
challenges involved in implementing the measures and encouraging sustainable adoption also would 
be similar.

Consumers of Farm Products

In many settings, in the absence of policy intervention, consumers might be the least informed group 
regarding the potential health risks due to wastewater irrigation. They might be unaware that farmers 
using wastewater have produced some of the fruits and vegetables for sale in local markets. They might 
also be unaware that some of the farm produce carries harmful pathogens and chemicals or that cook-
ing the produce might reduce the likelihood of damage from infectious pathogens. Given these consid-
erations, the WHO[46] recommends the following measures to reduce the risk to consumers:

 1. Treating wastewater
 2. Restricting the crops that are irrigated with wastewater
 3. Promoting irrigation practices that minimize contamination of plants
 4. Implementing withholding periods that allow pathogens to die between the last irrigation and 

harvest
 5. Promoting hygienic practices at food markets and during food preparation
 6. Promoting good health and hygiene practices
 7. Promoting produce washing, disinfection, and cooking
 8. Providing chemotherapy and immunization

Although enforcement will be difficult, public agencies might consider disallowing wastewater irriga-
tion of vegetables and other crops that consumers often eat without cooking. Leafy vegetables, such 
as lettuce and spinach, are particularly prone to accumulating pathogens on edible portions of the 
plant when wastewater is applied directly over the plants and when irrigators splash contaminated soil 
particles on the leaves (Figure 3).[54] Modifying the spouts of watering cans will reduce contamination 
by reducing the splashing of soil particles (Figure 4).[54] Drip irrigation on the soil surface or below 
ground will minimize contamination,[55] but many poor farmers will not have the funds to invest in 
such  systems (Figure 5).

Withholding periods between the date of last irrigation and harvest are sensible approaches as well, 
but monitoring and enforcement might be problematic in areas where wastewater irrigation is preva-
lent. Some farmers report that irrigating lettuce on the morning of the day of harvest freshens the crop 
and enhances its appearance in local markets.[54] Encouraging farmers to change such practices will be 
challenging, particularly given the perishable nature of leafy vegetable crops. Farmers generally want 
to obtain the highest price possible and to sell their produce quickly, before its appearance and quality 
begin to fade.

Public efforts to improve hygienic practices and food preparation at homes and in the marketplace 
also will be challenging. In areas where small-scale farmers sell produce to small-scale vendors who 
resell the produce in a restaurant or fast-food outlet, individuals have little incentive to assume the extra 
cost of enhanced food treatment. This situation in which information is limited and asymmetric can be 
described also an externality involving producers and consumers. The benefits of a cleaner, safer food 
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FIGURE 3 Leafy vegetables are susceptible to contamination by pathogens in wastewater used for irrigation, 
particularly when watered with sprinklers or cans, as in this photograph from Ghana.
Source: Ben Keraita, IWMI.

FIGURE 4 Using a watering can spout with many small holes reduces the splashing of soil particles onto leaves 
of lettuce and other leafy vegetables.
Source: Ben Keraita, IWMI.
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supply accrue to consumers and communities, rather than to the farmers and food shop owners who 
will incur higher costs if they implement improved production, washing, and handling practices. Public 
policy is needed to ensure that farmers and vendors internalize the external costs of their activities.

Motivating Safe Practices along the 
Wastewater Exposure Pathway

From a policy perspective, it is helpful to view the use of wastewater in irrigation as an activity along 
a pathway on which many individuals and communities are exposed to potential contamination. The 
pathway begins with wastewater generation in households, companies, and industries. Farmers,  fishers, 
and members of urban and rural communities who utilize water in streams or drains carrying waste-
water are exposed to contamination as they conduct their activities. Farmers and laborers applying 
i rrigation water or working in farm fields are exposed, as are community members who spend time 
in fields irrigated with wastewater. The exposure pathway continues from the farm to food processors, 
vendors, and consumers.

Along the wastewater exposure pathway, farmers and food vendors generate value as they produce 
and market crops that are desired by consumers. That value provides motivation for reducing risk, while 
maintaining irrigation opportunities. The value also can provide a partial source of finance for imple-
menting measures to reduce risk. Both farmers and food vendors have a financial stake in sustaining 
their activities, and they should be able and willing to pay some portion of the cost of achieving accept-
able risk levels. Given this perspective, cost-sharing programs in which farmers pay a portion of the cost 
of adopting safer irrigation methods might be helpful in promoting rapid adoption. Food vendors also 
might be offered cost-sharing programs for adopting measures that will improve hygiene and prepara-
tion of irrigated produce.

Local officials might also consider ways to motivate farmers and food vendors to participate actively 
in the study and enhancement of crop production and food preparation methods in areas where waste-
water is used for irrigation. At present, it is likely that many farmers and vendors prefer to operate 

FIGURE 5 Drip irrigation minimizes contact of irrigation water with plant foliage, thus reducing the risk of 
contamination by pathogens in wastewater.
Source: Frank Rijsberman, IWMI.
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with minimal visibility, to reduce the probability that a public agency or consumer organization might 
endeavor to end the practice of wastewater irrigation. The public will gain value by encouraging farm-
ers and vendors to explain their practices, maintain production records, gather information regarding 
water quality and food safety, and participate in training programs on irrigation and food prepara-
tion. Public officials might offer farmers greater security of land tenure or access to affordable credit, in 
exchange for active participation. Food vendors also might respond positively to the offer of affordable 
credit or the opportunity to obtain a license that enables them to sell food products in a desirable loca-
tion for several years.

Consumers also can be expected to contribute some portion of the cost of reducing risk along the 
wastewater exposure pathway. Consumer willingness to pay market prices for fresh produce reflects 
the value generated by farmers and food vendors in making the produce available. Fresh fruits and veg-
etables enhance dietary intake in important ways, provided the produce is free of pathogens and chemi-
cals. The net value consumers actually obtain from wastewater-irrigated produce will be diminished if 
they become ill due to interaction with pathogens or chemicals. Hence, they should be willing to pay a 
premium for produce that is certified free from potentially harmful constituents.

Local governments might consider implementing food safety assurance programs, in which trained 
professionals monitor and certify the production of farm produce in areas where wastewater is used for 
irrigation. The programs might be started on a voluntary basis, with the goal of eventually including all 
farmers using wastewater to produce vegetables for sale in local markets. Funds for the program could 
be generated through an assessment on the sale of farm products to food vendors, or at the point of 
sale from vendors to consumers. In either case, consumers would pay a portion of the cost of assuring 
food safety.

In summary, a key question for policy makers is how to enhance the values generated along the waste-
water exposure pathway, while also encouraging farmers and food vendors to use a portion of those val-
ues to improve food safety and reduce farm-level and community risks. Poor farmers might initially be 
resistant to changing irrigation practices in ways that reduce contamination of their produce, but they 
should be encouraged to consider their financial situation with and without access to wastewater. To 
the extent that wastewater irrigation enhances farm-level net income, there should be some farm-level 
willingness and ability to invest in safe irrigation practices. Public officials might consider implement-
ing cost-sharing programs to encourage farmers to invest in drip irrigation systems or other watering 
methods that reduce the risks associated with wastewater irrigation.

The same perspective applies with regard to food vendors. To the extent that their sales are 
enhanced through access to crops irrigated with wastewater, food vendors should be able and willing 
to invest some portion of their net returns in efforts to improve food safety. They might be encouraged 
to purchase vegetable washing devices and to clean all produce carefully before it is sold to consum-
ers. A successful campaign of improving food safety might enhance food sales, as consumers learn 
of the campaign and as they suffer fewer health effects from consuming vegetables produced by local 
farmers.

Public officials also might consider implementing farm produce certification programs in which 
farmers who agree to improve their cultural practices in ways that reduce contamination are given spe-
cial recognition. For example, one can envision a “consumer-safe” labeling program in which vegetables 
produced using risk-minimizing irrigation methods are given a label denoting that status. If imple-
mented along with an innovative marketing campaign, consumers might be willing to pay a premium 
price for consumer-safe produce, thus rewarding farmers for investing in safe irrigation practices.

A similar program could be implemented for food vendors who purchase consumer-safe produce 
from farmers and then prepare the food for sale using safe handling and preparation practices. One can 
envision a consumer- safe label affixed to the storefronts of participating food vendors. Over time, if the 
program is successful, market forces might guide both farmers and food vendors to join the consumer-
safe program, as the demand for non-labeled produce and food diminishes.
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Examples of Public Policies

Helpful examples of public policies regarding wastewater use in irrigation are found in the Middle East 
and North Africa and other regions where farmers have been using treated and untreated wastewater 
for many years. In some countries, such as Egypt, the volume of municipal wastewater exceeds the 
treatment capacity, and large volumes of untreated wastewater enter agricultural drains.[56] The govern-
ment attempts to manage the blending of treated and untreated wastewater with agricultural drainage 
water and the use of blended water by farmers, but success is limited by the scale of the problem and the 
strong demand for supplemental water supplies in the Nile Delta. Irrigation with treated wastewater will 
increase over time, with the expansion of wastewater treatment capacity. Egypt has developed a code of 
practice for using treated wastewater in agriculture (Table 3).

Several countries in the region, including Algeria, Cyprus, and Tunisia, do not allow the irrigation 
of vegetables with treated wastewater. Cyprus also disallows the irrigation of ornamental plants des-
tined for sale in international markets.[57] Wastewater policies are well developed in Cyprus and Tunisia, 
where the governments actively support and regulate wastewater treatment and reuse. In Cyprus, the 
government pays for large portions of the cost of water treatment plants in cities and villages, while also 
paying for the distribution of wastewater to farmers (Table 4). Tunisia requires that industries comply 
with wastewater discharge standards designed to support reuse on farms, golf courses, and landscapes, 
and also for aquifer recharge (Table 4). Saudi Arabia plans to use all of its treated wastewater, primarily 
in agriculture. The city of Muscat in Oman has installed an extensive drip irrigation system for irrigat-
ing landscapes with treated municipal wastewater.[60]

In other regions, Italy has established water quality criteria regarding the use of treated wastewater 
on vegetables and grazing crops, while several autonomous provinces in Spain have developed legal 
prescriptions or recommendations regarding wastewater reuse.[61] Wastewater accounts for an estimated 
41% of the irrigation water used on Spanish golf courses.[62]

The government of Botswana encourages greater reuse of wastewater in irrigation and mining, in 
part, by ending its policy of providing fresh water supplies at subsidized prices.[63] Botswana also is 
considering how to account for wastewater volumes within its national water accounting framework.[64]

Public officials in countries with little experience in regulating the use of wastewater in irrigation 
can gain value by reviewing the examples presented here and by considering ways to engage producers 
and consumers in active discussion of wastewater issues. As in many regulatory settings, the prospect of 
new rules and procedures regarding wastewater irrigation and food preparation will be viewed initially 
as a cost-increasing outcome that will harm the financial performance of individual farmers and food 
vendors. Hence, the rational strategy from an individual’s perspective involves a combination of main-
taining a low profile and quietly lobbying against the adoption of any new programs. Yet, in aggregate, 
net social welfare is decreased if the sum of damages from using wastewater in irrigation exceeds the 
sum of the benefits.

TABLE 3 The Cairo East Bank Effluent Re-use Project
Goal
Examine the potential for reusing in agriculture the treated wastewater from three sewage treatment plants that serve Cairo 

communities on the east bank of the Nile River.
Key Issues
 1. What is the best way to distribute and allocate the treated wastewater?
 2. What are the safest and most efficient ways to supply and use the wastewater?
Outcomes
 1. A draft code of practice, which addresses irrigation requirements, legislative needs, water quality standards, health issues, 

and monitoring programs.
 2. An institutional framework to ensure the design of safe and efficient water reuse projects.

Source: Angelakis et al.[58]
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Perhaps the key to starting policy discussions is to demonstrate the potential gains in aggregate net 
benefits. Farmers, food vendors, and consumers can gain value together as they work with public offi-
cials to develop safe practices in crop production and food preparation. Individual farmers and food 
vendors will not be disadvantaged if everyone agrees to adopt safe practices and if consumers are will-
ing to pay higher prices in return for safety assurances. Details regarding policy parameters and effec-
tive monitoring and enforcement programs can be developed over time, once all parties appreciate the 
potential gains in net benefits made possible through the safe and efficient use of wastewater in agricul-
ture and the preparation of healthful food products.

Conclusions

Policy issues regarding the use of wastewater in irrigation are quite different in developed and develop-
ing countries. In developed countries, most municipal and industrial wastewater is treated, and thus, 
most of the wastewater used in agriculture is treated. Protective guidelines regarding the quality of 
wastewater used for irrigation have been in place for many years. Policy issues in developed countries 
pertain largely to financial and economic considerations regarding the improvement and expansion of 
wastewater treatment facilities. Public officials and water management agencies motivate greater use of 
wastewater by providing financial incentives and increasing public awareness of the safety and benefits 
of using treated wastewater on farms, golf courses, and urban landscapes.

Policy issues in developing countries also include financial and economic questions regarding invest-
ments in wastewater treatment. However, in many countries, the pace of such investments will not 
be sufficient to meet demand. Much of the wastewater generated in cities and rural areas will remain 
untreated for many years. As a result, farmers will continue to use untreated wastewater for irrigation, 
and its use will be largely unintentional and informal. Public officials must therefore implement risk 
reduction programs that protect farm families, communities, food vendors, and consumers from the 
potentially harmful effects of exposure to the pathogens and chemicals in untreated wastewater.

TABLE 4 Examples of Wastewater Policies in the Middle East
Cyprus
The government pays for 75% of the cost of water treatment plants in villages. In cities, the government pays the full costs of 

construction and operation of tertiary treatment plants.
In addition, the government pays the cost of distributing wastewater to farmers.
Egypt
The Ministry of Agriculture supports the restricted reuse of treated wastewater for irrigation of nonfood crops, including 

trees for timber and green belts designed to stabilize sand dunes. Large volumes of untreated wastewater flow into 
agricultural drains, where farmers withdraw water for irrigation.

Jordan
Wastewater treatment standards were introduced in 1982, and they have been modified in recent years. Vegetables may not 

be irrigated directly with treated wastewater.
Kuwait
Treated wastewater may not be used for landscape irrigation. It may be used only to irrigate “safe crops.”
Saudi Arabia
The Kingdom plans to use all of its treated wastewater, primarily in agriculture. Other uses include landscape irrigation and 

aquifer recharge. Guidelines requiring secondary and tertiary treatment have been developed to support the unrestricted 
use of wastewater for irrigation.

Syria
Wastewater irrigation is restricted to fodder crops, industrial crops, and fruit trees, but enforcement is not complete.
Tunisia
Industries must comply with discharge standards to support intensive development of wastewater reuse on farms, golf 

courses, and landscapes, and also for aquifer recharge.

Source: Bakir.[59]
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Policy options in developing countries will reflect a range of interventions along the pathway that 
includes wastewater generation, irrigation water capture and use, crop production and harvest, food 
preparation, and consumption. Public officials can implement risk-reducing guidelines and programs at 
each stage along the wastewater exposure pathway. For example, public officials can support improve-
ments in wastewater treatment at the point of generation, when funds for such improvements are avail-
able. Officials also can call for changes in household and industrial production practices that would 
reduce the loads of harmful constituents in wastewater, thus reducing concentrations of those constitu-
ents in the irrigation water diverted from streams and ditches by farmers.

At the farm level, public agencies can provide technical assistance regarding water diversion and 
irrigation methods that would reduce potential exposure of farm workers to harmful pathogens and 
chemicals. Technical assistance regarding irrigation methods that reduce contamination of leafy veg-
etables and other produce consumed without cooking is essential for reducing risks to food vendors and 
consumers. Although difficult to enforce, regulations that establish a minimum time period between 
the dates of last irrigation and harvest would be helpful in reducing the risk of contamination from 
agricultural products.

Public officials in developing countries might also consider implementing certification programs for 
consumer-safe farm produce, particularly in markets where local farmers sell their irrigated vegetables. 
Public agencies can begin such programs, with support from farmers and food vendors, but eventually, 
market forces must arise to sustain them. Consumers must find value in certified produce, and they 
must be willing to pay a small premium that compensates farmers and vendors for their costs in provid-
ing the safer produce. Educational and marketing campaigns can be helpful in boosting demand for safe 
produce among consumers.

The policy issues we describe in this entry pertain largely to near-term strategies for minimizing 
the risk of negative health effects, while also enabling farmers to gain the potential benefits of using 
untreated and partially treated wastewater in agriculture. This approach is appropriate for countries 
that presently cannot afford to build, operate, and maintain a full complement of modern wastewa-
ter treatment facilities. Over time, as the demand for water in agriculture and other uses continues to 
increase, public officials in all countries should endeavor to provide wastewater treatment that matches 
end uses, including the irrigation of crops, landscapes, and golf courses. In developing countries, it will 
be necessary also to ensure that small-scale farmers retain access to a reliable source of irrigation water 
when the untreated and commingled wastewater they once relied on becomes unavailable, with the 
expansion of wastewater treatment programs.
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Introduction

This entry explains what a “total maximum daily load” (TMDL) is and how TMDLs help regulators 
to achieve the ultimate goals of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA), more commonly 
known (since the 1977 amendments) as the Clean Water Act.[1] A TMDL is both a regulatory and an 
informational tool that helps regulators to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological 
integrity of the Nation’s waters”[2] by ensuring that each water body in the United States meets its water 
quality standards. As such, the Act’s TMDL provisions also force regulators to take a broader look at 
water body integrity, and hence, the TMDL requirements could prompt state water quality managers in 
particular to move water quality regulation beyond individual source requirements to a more systemic 
and watershed-based pollution control program.

Congress first enacted the FWPCA in 1948.[1] However, early versions of the FWPCA left water qual-
ity regulation almost entirely to the states, providing almost nothing that qualifies as a true regulatory 
program, although the 1965 Water Quality Act unsuccessfully tried to prompt states to adopt water 
quality standards programs.[1] In 1972, however, Congress significantly amended the Act in order to 
better protect water quality, significantly expanding the federal role in water quality regulation and cre-
ating mandatory regulatory requirements.[1] Specifically, Congress relied upon three main mechanisms 
to improve the quality and integrity of the Nation’s waters: two federal permit programs that regulate 
the discharges of pollutants from point sources and state nonpoint source control programs that are 
 supposed to manage more diffuse sources of water pollution, such as agricultural runoff.[1]

The Act’s two permit programs and the state nonpoint source control programs are source-focused 
mechanisms for improving water quality—that is, they control water pollution by regulating or managing 
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the sources of that pollution.[3] Point sources—that is, “discernible, confined, and discrete conveyances,” 
like pipes[4]—receive one of two kinds of permits. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permits dictate limits on how much of what kinds of pollutants the source can discharge into 
the water, predominantly based on technology-based effluent limitations.[1] Section 404 “dredge and 
fill” permits limit both how much dredged or fill material a source can discharge into waters and the 
broader impacts of construction projects in waters.[1] Similarly, when states manage nonpoint sources, 
they generally dictate how those nonpoint sources should manage water pollution, such as through best 
management practices (BMPs).[1]

However, neither the permit programs nor the state nonpoint source management programs dic-
tate specific goals for water quality regulation—that is, nothing in the permit limitations or in BMPs 
specifies the ultimate water quality goals that their regulatory mechanisms are intended to achieve. 
Moreover, a single set of national water quality goals would not suffice, because water bodies naturally 
differ in their water quality characteristics. A headwater stream in the Rocky Mountains is not the 
Mississippi River, and Lake Erie is not Crater Lake.

Instead, the Clean Water Act uses water quality standards to determine the individual water quality 
goals for specific water bodies[1] (see Figure 1). The regulatory issue then becomes the following: how 
do regulators connect the Clean Water Act’s two regulatory programs and the state nonpoint source 
management programs to these water quality standards? Although other mechanisms also exist,[1] 
the TMDL is the ultimate calculation that the Clean Water Act prescribes to connect water quality 
s tandards—the water quality goals for particular water bodies—and the Act’s source-based regulatory 
mechanisms.

A TMDL is, literally, the “total maximum daily load”—that is, the maximum amount of a given pol-
lutant that can be added to a particular water body on a daily basis while still having that water body 
meets its water quality standards. Individual states and the federal EPA use TMDLs when the national 
technology-based effluent limitations in NPDES permits, the water quality requirements in Section 404 
dredge and fill permits, and the standard state nonpoint source control requirements are not stringent 
enough to allow a particular water body to achieve its water quality standards. Proper employment of 
a TMDL can require adjustments to the discharge permits, adjustments to the nonpoint source control 
requirements, or both.

Regulation of Point Sources

Statutory Trigger: A “Discharge of a Pollutant”

Total maximum daily loads cannot be understood without understanding the Clean Water Act’s over-
all regulatory structure. As a starting point, the Act’s regulatory provisions prohibit any “discharge of 
a  pollutant” except as in compliance with the Act.[5] The Act defines “discharge of a pollutant” to be 

FIGURE 1 Clean Water Act overview.
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“(A) any addition of any pollutant to navigable waters from any point source, (B) any addition of any 
pollutant to the waters of the contiguous zone or the ocean from any point source other than a ves-
sel or other floating craft.” [4] The Act does not define “addition,” but case law has defined that term to 
mean any human-controlled contribution of pollutants to regulated waters.[1] The Act defines “pollut-
ant” broadly to mean “dredged spoil, solid waste, incinerator residue, sewage, garbage, sewage sludge, 
munitions, chemical wastes, biological materials, radioactive materials, heat, wrecked or discarded 
equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt and industrial, municipal, and agricultural waste discharged into 
water.”[4] Case law has made clear that the Act does not apply to small, isolated waters.[6] By regulation, 
the “navigable waters,” the “contiguous zone,” and the “oceans” are defined so as to include almost 
everything else,[4] but in 2006, the U.S. Supreme Court issued an indecisive opinion regarding the test 
that the agencies and the courts should use to determine whether other smaller waters should qualify as 
“navigable waters” under the Act.[7] Finally, a “point source” is “any discernible, confined and discrete 
conveyance,” like a pipe.[4]

NPDES Permit Program

In order to comply with the Clean Water Act, point sources that discharge pollutants must get a permit. 
The Act’s most generally applicable permit program is the NPDES permit program, which applies to 
any “discharges of a pollutant” except discharges of dredged or fill material.[8,9] At the federal level, the 
EPA has the primary authority to implement the NPDES permit program,[8] although it has delegated 
much of its permitting authority to the individual states.[10] Even where states issue the NPDES permit, 
however, the EPA retains supervisory authority and can override state authority to issue individual 
permits.[8,11]

When a point source gets an NPDES permit, most of the requirements governing its discharge will be 
based on national effluent limitations[1] (see Figure 2). Effluent limitations are “end of the pipe,” numeri-
cal limitations on the concentrations of pollutants that a discharger can discharge.[4] The EPA generally 
sets effluent limitations on an industry-wide basis.[5] Moreover, the effluent limitations are technology 
based. For example, the EPA currently sets most effluent limitations for most industries on the basis 
of the “best available technology economically achievable” for each category of industry.[5] In contrast, 
effluent limitations for publicly owned treatment works (or sewage treatment plants) are based on sec-
ondary treatment of the sewage. Where the EPA has not issued national technology-based effluent limi-
tations, states write equivalent limits into individual permits.

FIGURE 2 Components of an NPDES Permit.
Source: Adopted from U.S. EPA.[32]
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Section 404  Dredge and Fill Permit Program

The Clean Water Act’s second permit program, the Section 404 dredge and fill permit program, applies 
only to discharges of dredged or fill material.[9] At the federal level, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
received the primary authority to implement this permit program, although the EPA retains oversight 
authority and can veto Section 404 permits.[9] States can also acquire authority to issue some Section 404 
permits,[9] but to date, only two states—Michigan and New Jersey—have chosen to do so.[12] As a result, 
the Army Corps issues most Section 404 permits.

Under the Army Corps’ regulations, “the term discharge of dredged material means any addition of 
dredged material into, including redeposit of dredged material other than incidental fallback within, the 
waters of the United States”[13]; “dredged material” is “material that is excavated or dredged from waters 
of the United States.”[13] In turn, “[t]he term discharge of fill material means the addition of fill mate-
rial into waters of the United States,”[13] where “fill material” is “material placed in waters of the United 
States where the material has the effect of: (1) Replacing any portion of a water of the United States with 
dry land; or (2) Changing the bottom elevation of any portion of a water of the United States.”[13] Thus, 
Section 404 permits most often regulate construction in or filling of waters of the United States, espe-
cially wetlands.

In issuing an individual Section 404 permit (general permits are available for several kinds of smaller 
activities with limited impact on the environment), the Army Corps reviews the proposed activity 
against two sets of permitting criteria: the EPA’s Section 404(b) Guidelines[9,14] and the Corps’ public 
interest review requirements.[15] Both sets of criteria provide the Army Corps and, in its oversight capac-
ity, the EPA with means to deny individual Section 404 permits to activities that are too damaging to 
the environment. However, the more common result of the agencies’ review of projects in light of the 
Guidelines and the public interest criteria is that the permit applicant will have to modify the project’s 
design, engage in mitigation, or both in order to receive the Section 404 permit.

Role of Water Quality Standards in Point Source 
Permitting, before the TMDL Process

The states received the primary authority to set water quality standards.[16] As noted, water quality stan-
dards establish the ultimate goals of water pollution regulation for individual water bodies. Specifically, 
water quality standards “consist of the designated uses of the navigable waters involved and the water 
quality criteria for such waters based upon such uses” (emphasis added).[16]

As far as designated uses are concerned, Congress directed states to consider waters’ uses for public 
water supply, fish and wildlife support, recreation, agriculture, industry, and navigation.[16] However, 
states are free to designate other uses, as well (see Figure 3).

Water quality criteria, in turn, can be either numeric or narrative. State water quality criteria for 
toxic pollutants, for instance, have often been narrative in form—typically, “no toxic pollutants in toxic 
amounts.” However, the EPA is strongly encouraging states to move to numeric water quality criteria for 
all pollutants of concern, and states setting numeric water quality criteria often borrow the EPA’s water 
quality criteria guidelines.[17]

Whether numeric or narrative, however, the water quality criteria are supposed to specify the water 
quality, along multiple parameters (temperature, salinity, turbidity, toxicity, oxygen content, and so 
forth), that is necessary to achieve the waterway’s designated uses.[16] For example, waters designated 
for salmon populations generally require cold, clear water, whereas waters designated for industrial use 
need not be so pristine.

In choosing the designated uses of particular water bodies and then establishing the associated water 
quality criteria necessary to achieve and support those uses, states particularize the meaning of the 
Clean Water Act’s general goal of “chemical, physical, and biological integrity”[2] for specific water bod-
ies. In theory, a state could create different water quality standards for every single water body in the 
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state. In practice, however, states tend to create categories of water bodies and then set water quality 
standards on that categorical basis.

Although the states received the primary authority to set water quality standards, the EPA retains the 
authority to set those standards for states that refuse to do so.[16] For example, in 2010, the EPA proposed 
numeric water quality criteria for nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) for the state of Florida.[18] The 
EPA also has the authority to disapprove state water quality standards that are inconsistent with the 
Act’s requirements.[16]

Besides setting the water quality goals for individual water bodies, water quality standards also 
directly influence the two point source permitting programs. For example, in NPDES permitting, if the 
industry-wide technology-based effluent limitations are insufficient to achieve the water quality stan-
dards for a particular water body, the state or the EPA should instead use water quality–based effluent 
limitations in the permits of point sources discharging into that water body[19] (see Figure 2). The Army 
Corps, in turn, must ensure that projects requiring a Section 404 dredge and fill permit will not violate 
state water quality standards, and states can ensure that the project will comply with state water quality 
standards through their Section 401 certification authority.[20–22]

State Management of Nonpoint Sources

State Nonpoint Source Management Plans

The federal permit programs apply only to point sources—that is, “discernible, confined, and discrete 
conveyances”[4]—of water pollution. In contrast, a nonpoint source of water pollution is any source that 
is not a point source. Common nonpoint sources are uncontrolled and contaminated runoff or snow-
melt or deposition onto water of air pollution.[23]

The Clean Water Act leaves the states in charge of managing nonpoint source water pollution. Initially, 
states were supposed to address nonpoint source pollution through their Section 208 area-wide waste 
treatment management programs.[24] These plans emphasized the construction of treatment works.[24] 
However, they were also supposed to do the following: 1) “identify, if appropriate, agriculturally and 
silviculturally related nonpoint sources of pollution” and establish controls for them; 2) identify and 
control “mine related sources of pollution”; 3) identify and control “construction activity related sources 
of pollution”; and 4) identify and control salt water intrusion problems.[24]

FIGURE 3 An example of Designated Uses: IOWA.
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Dissatisfied with states’ progress in controlling nonpoint source pollution under Section 208, 
Congress in 1987 added Section 319 to the Clean Water Act, which encouraged states to enact more 
specific and detailed nonpoint source management programs.[25] Section 319 nonpoint source manage-
ment plans are supposed to include BMPs for all relevant nonpoint sources in the state, enforcement 
and assistance programs, and annual milestones against which to judge the state’s progress in reducing 
nonpoint source pollution.[25]

Role of Water Quality Standards in Nonpoint Source 
Management before the TMDL Process

The ultimate goal of nonpoint source management, as in the regulatory provisions of the Clean Water 
Act generally, is to achieve the “chemical, physical, and biological integrity” of the Nation’s waters,[2] 
which, as noted, is defined as a practical matter through the states’ water quality standards. Thus, state 
nonpoint source management programs are often keyed to state water quality standards. Idaho, for 
example, explicitly requires that the designated BMPs for nonpoint sources ensure compliance with 
state water quality standards.[26]

As a more elaborate example, Washington explicitly ties its forest practice rules, which prescribe 
BMPs for forest activities that cause nonpoint source pollution, to its water quality standards, requir-
ing the forest practice rules to be protective of water quality standards in waters affected by forestry-
related nonpoint source pollution.[27] Once that connection is made, however, a forestry activity that 
complies with the forest practice rules is deemed to be in compliance with the state’s water quality 
requirements.[27]

Role of TMDLs in Achieving Water Quality Standards

Introduction

As noted, Congress intended the regulatory mechanisms in the Clean Water Act “to restore and main-
tain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.”[2] The state-set water quality 
standards define such integrity for particular water bodies, and hence, water quality standards are the 
measure of whether the Act’s goals have been achieved for an individual water body.

The Act’s TMDL process provides a means for adjusting both permit requirements and the non-
point source management requirements for the particular sources that contribute pollution to a water 
body that cannot achieve its water quality standards through the application of “normal” source-based 
requirements. The TMDL thus provides the information necessary to “ratchet down” the Clean Water 
Act’s regulatory requirements to meet the water quality needs of specific water bodies.

Section 303  Impaired Waters List

The first step in the Clean Water Act’s TMDL process is the state’s creation of a Section 303(d) impaired 
waters list.[17] Specifically, the Act requires each state to identify water bodies or segments within its 
boundaries for which the effluent limitations “are not stringent enough to implement any water quality 
standard applicable to such waters.”[17] States vary considerably in how many impaired waters they have.

Impaired waters are also known as “water-quality-limited water bodies.” It is important to remem-
ber, however, that the designations of impairment depend on the following: 1) the exact water quality 
standards that each state has decided to apply to a particular water body; and 2) how the state decides 
to segment its water bodies in general. Given these particularities of state law, the number of impaired 
water bodies is actually a poor basis for attempting to compare actual water quality across state lines. 
For example, the fact that Pennsylvania has thousands of impaired water bodies may mean that most 
waters in Pennsylvania have poor water quality—but it could also mean that Pennsylvania has chosen 
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very stringent water quality standards, applied water quality standards to very small segments of riv-
ers and streams, and/or monitors water quality quite comprehensively. On the other hand, the fact that 
Alaska has identified less than 100 impaired waters might mean that water bodies in Alaska are gen-
erally  pristine—but it could also mean that Alaska applies its water quality standards to entire rivers 
and lakes (creating fewer regulatory “water bodies”), has less stringent water quality standards than 
Pennsylvania, and/or monitors water quality less comprehensively than Pennsylvania.

Once a state identifies water bodies within its borders that do not meet their applicable water  quality 
standards, it must rank those impaired water bodies for the purpose of establishing TMDLs for them.[16] 
The priority ranking must “tak[e] into account the severity of the pollution and the uses to be made 
of such waters.” [16] States have considerable discretion in ranking their impaired water bodies. At the 
same time, the state must also “identify those waters or parts thereof within its boundaries for which 
controls on thermal discharges … are not stringent enough to assure protection and propagation of a 
balanced indigenous population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife.”[16] States submit their lists of impaired 
waters to the EPA biennially,[28] and these lists—known as the Section 303(d) lists—are subject to the 
EPA’s approval.[16]

Setting the TMDL and State Water Planning

Once a state has identified water-quality-impaired water bodies within its borders, establishing a TMDL 
is mandatory, and the EPA must establish the required TMDLs if the state fails to do so.[16] In establish-
ing a TMDL, the state estimates, “in accordance with the priority ranking, the total maximum daily 
load” of all pollutants contributing to the violation of the relevant water quality standards that the EPA 
has determined can be subject to such a numeric calculation.[16] The state must establish the TMDL “at 
a level necessary to implement the applicable water quality standards with seasonal variations and a 
margin of safety which takes into account any lack of knowledge concerning the relationship between 
effluent limitations and water quality.”[16] Thus, the TMDL should be somewhat conservative, allowing 
for both scientific uncertainty and natural variations in water quality.

Under the EPA’s regulations, “TMDLs may be established using a pollutant-by-pollutant or biomoni-
toring approach. In many cases both techniques may be needed. Site-specific information should be 
used wherever possible.”[28] Moreover, the state must establish TMDLs for “all pollutants preventing or 
expected to prevent attainment of water quality standards.”[28]

Similarly, for thermally impaired waters, the state must estimate “the total maximum daily thermal 
load required to assure protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, 
fish, and wildlife.”[16] Statutory factors for setting a thermal TMDL include “normal water temperatures, 
flow rates, seasonal variations, existing sources of heat input, and the dissipative capacity of the identi-
fied waters or parts thereof.”[15] Moreover, like other TMDLs, thermal TMDLs are set conservatively, 
because they must include a margin of safety to account for scientific uncertainty.[16]

Once a state has established its TMDLs, it submits them to the EPA. The EPA must approve or disap-
prove the TMDLs within 30 days of submission.[16] If the EPA disapproves of the TMDLs, it has 30 days 
to establish its own TMDLs.[16]

For each TMDL established, the state must allocate the total daily load of the relevant pollutant 
among the sources that contribute that pollutant to the impaired water. The EPA recognizes that the 
TMDL’s total pollutant load must be allocated among three sources (see Figure 4): background or “natu-
ral” sources of the pollutant; nonpoint sources of the pollutant (the “load allocation,” or LA); and point 
sources of the pollutant (the “waste load allocation,” or WLA).[29]

These allocations then provide the basis for strengthening the regulation of the relevant sources so 
that the water body can achieve its water quality standards. For example, the WLA provides the total 
amount of the relevant pollutant that the point sources can discharge. As a result, it becomes the basis 
for calculating water quality–based effluent limitations that should then be incorporated into the point 
sources’ NPDES permits.[29] Moreover, the Clean Water Act limits the states’ abilities to amend these 
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TMDL-based effluent limitations so long as the water body remains impaired: such standards “may be 
revised only if (i) the cumulative effect of all such revised effluent limitations based on such total maxi-
mum daily load or waste load allocation will assure the attainment of such water quality standard, or (ii) 
the designated use which is not being attained is removed. …”[16] Removing designated uses is difficult, 
however, because the Act incorporates an antidegradation policy.[16,30]

The LA, in turn, allows for the possibility that the state will also amend its nonpoint source manage-
ment requirements—especially for waters impaired entirely or predominantly as a result of nonpoint 
source pollution. As the EPA recognizes in its regulations, “[i]f Best Management Practices (BMPs) or 
other nonpoint source pollution controls make more stringent load allocations practicable, then was-
teload allocations can be made less stringent. Thus, the TMDL process provides for nonpoint source 
control tradeoffs.” [29]

If the EPA approves the state’s TMDLs, or if the EPA establishes TMDLs for the state, the state also 
incorporates those TMDLs into its continuing planning process for water quality.[16] The state’s continu-
ing planning process includes the following: 1) effluent limitations and schedules of compliance, includ-
ing effluent limitations stringent enough to meet water quality standards; 2) the applicable Section 208 
area-wide waste management plans; 3) the TMDLs; 4) procedures for revision; 5) authority for intergov-
ernmental cooperation; 6) mechanisms to implement new and revised water quality standards, includ-
ing schedules of compliance; 7) controls for the disposal of residual wastes from wastewater treatment; 
and 8) an inventory and priority ranking of treatment works.[16]

Two Examples: Applying a TMDL

The potential impacts of a TMDL, and the potential tradeoffs between point source regulation and 
nonpoint source regulation, are best illustrated by example (see Table 1). Suppose that, in its Section 303 
water quality standards, State A has designated both the Blue River and the Green River as cold-water 
rivers to support native trout populations. To support this designated use, State A establishes water qual-
ity criteria for sediment. Moreover, it includes standard effluent limitations for sediment in the NPDES 
permits that it issues to point sources. State A’s nonpoint source management program includes exten-
sive BMPs for farming, which has been a traditional source of water pollution in the state. However, 
forestry is a relatively new industry in State A, and the state has not amended its nonpoint source man-
agement program to account for water pollution from those activities.

FIGURE 4 Allocation of the TMDL.
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During its most recent biennial Section 303(d) review of impaired waters, State A discovers that 
both the Blue River and the Green River are violating their water quality standards for sediment, caus-
ing harm to the native trout populations. Through the TMDL process, State A estimates that 100 kg of 
sediment can be added to each river each day without violating the sediment water quality standard 
for trout, leaving an ample margin of safety and allowing for seasonal variations, such as increased 
 sediment runoff during the rainy season.

State A then identifies the sources contributing sediment to each river (Table 1).
Given these sources, State A should take a different approach to implementing the sediment TMDL 

on the Blue River than it does to implementing the sediment TMDL on the Green River. To ensure that 
the Blue River will meet its water quality standards, State A will need to adjust the point sources’ WLA. 
As a result, to ensure compliance with the Blue River’s water quality standards, State A will need to 
amend each of the point sources’ NPDES permits to incorporate more stringent water quality–based 
effluent limitations for sediment.

In contrast, to ensure that the Green River will meet its water quality standards, State A will have 
to address the nonpoint sources’ LA. Most obviously, State A should amend its nonpoint source man-
agement plan to impose nonpoint source control requirements, such as BMPs, on the timber compa-
nies. Such BMPs may, for example, require the use of buffer zones, require selective logging instead of 
 clear-cutting, or limit the amount of road building and land clearing allowed.

Conclusion

Congress designed the TMDL process to ensure that every “water of the United States” would eventually 
enjoy chemical, physical, and biological integrity, as defined by the states in water quality standards. 
While TMDLs have been part of the Act since 1972, states ignored the TMDL process for many years.[31] 
Instead, citizen litigation drove the establishment and implementation of TMDLs, and many states are 
still working their way through court orders that require them to set TMDLs.[31]

Given that litigation context, TMDL implementation focused initially on adjusting the effluent limi-
tations in point sources’ Clean Water Act permits. However, as it becomes clear that nonpoint source 
pollution is the most significant remaining source of water quality impairment, TMDLs are increasingly 
becoming the mechanism that encourages states to adequately control those nonpoint sources of water 
pollution, as well.
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Introduction

The need for natural resource conservation must be considered in any agricultural development plans 
involving conversion of new land use to increase production. An action plan to minimize natural 
resources degradation must be based on the principles of sustainability so that soil can be handed over 
to the future generation under better conditions than received from the previous generation. Thus, 
management practices must be ecologically sound, economically feasible, and socially and politically 
acceptable.

Natural resources degradation can be contained by adopting the watershed as a hydrological unit for 
development and management. This approach is multidisciplinary, broad based, and intensive vis-a-vis 
the simple “Seed and Fertilizer Approach.” Despite the investment, it is an economic approach in the 
long run.[1]

The degradation of improperly used watersheds happens because of increase in soil erosion, decline 
in soil productivity, reduction in livestock-carrying capacity, decline in forest cover and perturbation 
in ecological equilibrium, and reduction in biodiversity. The problem requires a hightech solution with 
back-up policy decisions.

Remote sensing (RS) and geographic information system (GIS) are important technologies for 
add ressing challenges in sustainable management of natural resources. Remotely sensed data (e.g., a erial 
photographs and satellite imagery) can be used to obtain information on soils, land use, vegetation, slope 
gradient, runoff, erosion, etc. However, recent developments in multispectral scanner, radar  system, and 
a multitude of quantitative techniques for analyzing and processing such data provide opportunities for 
data acquisition through RS and array of techniques for data analyses.

GIS is an important tool for tracking spatial data. GIS draws the composite map by superimpos-
ing the data and image files obtained from traditional methods and satellite imageries, allows us to 
develop, analyze, and display spatially explicit information, and gives us the ability to deal with the 
larger spatial scales in process such as soil erosion and drainage (500 acres) and regional landscape 
(several million acres).
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Inventorying and Monitoring

Despite efforts at inventorying and monitoring, conventional techniques provide only sketchy informa-
tion on resources in a watershed, their location, and spatial and dynamic distribution. Of inventorying 
and monitoring, the latter is probably the major new thrust for resource managers and scientists.

Improved management practices are not thought of spontaneously prior to testing and implementa-
tion. Such practices have evolved over time through experimentation, experience, and trial and error. 
A case in point is the Bunga watershed in Ambala, Haryana, India.[10] As was expected, numerous 
c omponents did not work properly. Neither the rate of runoff nor the outflow from the reservoir was in 
harmony in the initial stage. High rate of siltation of Sukhana Lake near Chandigarh, Haryana, India, 
due to severe soil erosion in the catchment area is another example of dire need for inventorying of data 
prior to starting any project.[11] Because of high siltation, the ponded area of Sukhana Lake decreased 
by about 30ha between 1980 and 2000. During this period, the courses of Sukhana and Kansal streams 
feeding the lake also changed considerably. The siltation of Sukhana Lake is the result of poor vegetation 
cover and heavy runoff in the catchment within the Shiwalik Hills.[11]

It is thus important that RS and GIS specialist and the resource managers must work together to deter-
mine the specific information needed (e.g., the nature of earth surface cover and their characteristics; the 
location, size, terrain, and other characteristics of the watershed area involved). Relevant information 
needed includes the format (e.g., maps, tables, scales, etc.); time frame for both collecting and processing 
the data; level of accuracy and reliability; costs of obtaining and interpreting/processing the data.

Research and Development

Using watershed, landscape or ecosystem approaches have broad support as a means in achieving sus-
tainable use of natural resources and integrating objectives on a practical scale. Yet, addressing water-
shed management issues on large scales requires enhanced technical capabilities and modern set of tools 
and facilities.

Landsat-1 was launched in 1972 and the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) type of data has been in 
existence only since 1984. Thus, a tremendous progress has been made over short time in developing 
effective methods of processing and analyzing such data. The last decade of 20th century witnessed 
rapid advances and significant increase in the operational use of remotely sensed data.[3]

Landsat-7 launched in 1998 carries Enhanced Thematic Mappers (ETM) and pointable sensor with 
improved spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (Table 1). The Earth Observing System consists of a 
morning (AM) and an afternoon (PM) components and carries five separate sensors including MODIS, 
a 36-narrow band imager with 1-km spatial resolution.[2] These sensors are significantly improved in 
their capability to map watershed information classes. These advanced sensors and computational capa-
bility have new requirements for satellite data processing algorithms. Added to the image analysis sys-
tem, there is also a need for RS algorithms for estimating biophysical parameters necessary to drive and 
validate the watershed process models.[5]

ETM: enhanced thematic mapper; HRVIR: high resolution visible and middle infrared; LISS:  linear 
imaging self scanner system; SAR: synthetic aperture radar; VIRS: visible infrared scanner; TMI: 
TRMM microwave imager; CERES: clouds earth’s radiation energy system; AVHRR: advanced very 
high resolution radiometer; OCTS: ocean color and temperature scanner; AVNIR: advanced visible and 
near infrared radiometer; ASTER: advanced space borne thermal emission and reflectance radiometer; 
MODIS: moderate resolution imaging spectrometer-nadir; PAN: panchromatic; MS: multi spectral; 
IFOV: instantaneous field of view.[5]

During the 1980s, advances in computer hardware, particularly speed and data storage, catalyzed the 
development of software for handling spatial data. One of the most significant products of this period 
of rapid technological change was the development of GIS (Table 2). It has made a tremendous impact 
in identifying strategies of watershed development by manipulating and analyzing individual “layers” 
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of spatial data and providing tools for analyzing and modeling the interrelationship among layers. The 
GIS also provides a means of displaying complex watershed information in a comprehensible manner.

The GIS also provides a means of predicting the outcomes of alternative courses of action, from both 
spatial and temporal perspective and in a timely and cost-effective manner. However, it does not preclude 
the need for monitoring the ground truth as a guide to development of future management practices.

The last decade of the 20th century witnessed rapid advances and a significant increase in the opera-
tional use of RS and GIS in watershed management.[8] Much of this increase in operational use is due 
to the continued integration of RS, GIS, GPS (global positioning system), and Crop Model (CM) tech-
niques.[4] These four technologies form a powerful, interrelated combination (Figure 1). In watershed 
management, there has been a continuous increase in the use of RS data to provide input to new GIS 
database, upgrade existing database, and monitor land use changes.

TABLE 1 Recent RS Satellites with Advanced Sensors

Sensor

Satellite Country Name Spectrum IFOV

Landsat-7
SPOT-4

U.S.A.
France

ETM+

HRVIR
0.45 μm ~ 12.50 μm (8 bands)
0.50 μm ~ 1.75 μm
(5 bands)

30 m
10 m

IRS-1D India PAN
LISS-III

0.50 ~ 0.75
0.45 ~ 0.86
1.55 ~ 1.70
(5 bands)

5.8 m
24.0 m

WIFS
SAR
VIRS
TMI
CERES

0.67 ~ 0.86
5.3 GHz
0.63 ~ 10.7 (5 bands)
10.65 GHz ~ 85.5 GHz
0.3 m  50 m (3 bands)

188 m
25 m × 28 m
2km
5.6 km × 3.8 km
25 km

RADARSAT
TRMN

Canada
Japan

μ ~ μ
LIS
AVHRR/3

0.7774 nm
0.58 μm ~ 12.40 μm
(6 bands)

5 km
0.5 kmNOAA-M U.S.A.

CRSS U.S.A. PAN
MSS

0.45 μm ~ 0.90 μm
0.45 μm ~ 0.90 μm
(4 bands)

0.82 m
3.20 m

ADEOS Japan OCTS

AVNIR

0.402 μm ~ 12.5 μm
(12 bands)

700 m

0.40 μm ~ 0.92 μm
(5 bands)
0.52 μm ~ 11.3 μm
(3 bands)

8 m

EOS-AM U.S.A. ASTER 15 m

EOS-PM U.S.A. MODIS-N 0.659 μm ~ 14.24 μm
(5 bands)

250 m

EOSAT U.S.A. PAN
MS

0.45 μm ~ 0.90 μm
0.45 μm ~ 0.90 μm
(4 bands)

1 m
4 m

Note: ETM: enhanced thematic mapper; HRVIR: high resolution visible and middle infrared; LISS: linear imaging self 
scanner system; SAR: synthetic aperture radar; VIRS: visible infrared scanner; TMI: TRMM microwave imager; CERES: 
clouds earth’s radiation energy system; AVHRR: advanced very high resolution radiometer; OCTS: ocean color and 
temperature scanner; AVNIR: advanced visible and near infrared radiometer; ASTER: advanced space borne thermal 
emission and reflectance radiometer; MODIS: moderate resolution imaging spectrometer-nadir; PAN: panchromatic; 
MS multi spectral; IFOV: instantaneous field of view.
Source: JSRS Remote Sensing Note.[5]
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In addition to providing input to GIS database, the RS data enables significant improvements in 
c lassification accuracies. Further, GPS capabilities provide effective cartographic control to the GIS 
database, and will enable field plots to be located efficiently and accurately in the data set.

The integration of GIS and CMs has proven very successful for alternative land use planning in the 
watershed. The important ones are DSSAT (Decision Support System for Agro-technology Transfer), 
AEGIS/WIN (Agricultural and Environmental Information System for Windows), IDSS (Intelligent 
Decision Support System), and DSSE (Decision Support System Engine). These simulation models are 
capable of predicting the potential yields of crops (rice, cassava, potato, sugarcane, sunflower, maize, 
wheat, barley, millet, sorghum, soybean, peanut, drybeans, tomato, and chickpea) in different physio-
graphic units of a particular watershed. In addition, several GIS-based simulation models have been 
developed for natural resources management and are used in watershed management.[9] The important 
ones are SNAP (Scheduling and Network Analysis Program), LUCAS (Land Use Analysis System), and 
LANDSIM and LANDIS (Land Information System). All these models involve database (nonspatial), 
GIS, model base (simulation analysis), and a GUI (Graphic User Interface).

Challenges and Opportunities Ahead

Rapid advances in RS and GIS technologies can bring about quantum leap in watershed management. 
Yet the challenge lies in assuring that RS and GIS technologies continue to serve the practitioners and 
users, but not vice versa.

TABLE 2 Different Types of GIS

GIS Origin PC WS Vector Raster Analysis DTM Network

ARC=INFO ESRI
MGE
Geo=SQL
GFIS

Intergraph
Generation 5 Technology
IBM

IDRISI
GRASS

Clark University, U.S.A.
GRASS Information Center

ERDAS ISRI
GRAMM++ IIT Bombay, India

CPU Data Model Applications

̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌
̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌

̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌
̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌
̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌
̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌
̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌
̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌ ̌

Source: Maguire[6] and Morehouse.[7]

FIGURE 1 Relationship between RS, GIS, GPS, and CM.
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However, GIS and RS are both a panacea and a Pandora’s box. These are panacea because of the 
promise to meet the challenges of resource inventory and monitoring, and planning and policy analysis. 
These are Pandora’s box because of the numerous pitfalls of using the tools wrongly, capturing the data 
poorly, miscommunicating information, conveying incorrect results, and overselling the capabilities.

The dilemma can be addressed by a careful integration of RS, GIS, and other simulation models in 
watershed management and with due consideration of the following:

• Designing the classification system as totally exhaustive, mutually exclusive, and hierarchical
• Determining the temporal and spatial scale of the watershed by accommodating GIS and RS at 

multiple scales without compromising flexibility and quality of a project
• Identifying the appropriate data sources (video, aerial photography, satellite imagery, airborne 

scanner, etc.), for different land cover
• Assessing and reporting the accuracy of the data needs
• Limiting the scope of the project according to the budget and schedule
• Standardizing the formats needed for the exchange of information across projects and eliminat-

ing duplication

Future changes may include the following:

 1. Developing effective techniques of integration and analysis of data from various sources such as 
AVHRR and Landsat TM or SPOT data or Landsat TM plus satellite radar data.

 2. Converting research into operational applications in watershed management.
 3. Developing effective expert system to assist the analyst.
 4. Educating and training the user community in principles and theory of these technologies so that 

they can use these powerful tools wisely, appropriately, and effectively.

Anticipated developments and opportunities in these technologies comprise the following:

• Economic availability of satellite optical sensor data with improved spatial, spectral, radiometric, 
and temporal resolutions

• Availability of operational multifrequency, multipolarization synthetic aperture radar data from 
satellite altitudes

• Improvement in computer storage and processing capabilities
• Better understanding and use of combined data from optical, microwave, and other remote 

sensors
• Integration of RS, GIS, GPS, and CM technologies
• Increased use of expert systems for data analysis

These developments will improve the quality and characteristics of the data and analytical capabilities 
in the area of watershed management. A combination of knowledgeable resource managers and practi-
cal farmers with the technological tools and data available to them holds great promise for identifying 
effective watershed management technologies.

Conclusions

A variety of information about the characteristics and condition of the area is needed for judicious 
management of watershed. Aerial photography has been used since the 1950s for obtaining informa-
tion on soils, land use, vegetation, slope, runoff, erosion, etc. The advent of space research through 
satellite, multispectral scanner, and radar data, and quantitative analytical techniques of processing 
such data has increased the array of data, analysis procedure, and results that can be obtained using 
RS capabilities.

During the 1980s, advances in computer hardware for processing and data storage catalyzed the devel-
opment of software for handling spatial and image digital data. These technologies played an important 
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role in the development of GIS for natural resource management, especially in preparing composite map 
superimposing the data and image files.

During the 1990s, significant development in GIS technology and integration of RS, GIS, GPS, and 
Crop Simulation Model techniques have created additional complexity and opportunities of using vari-
ous data sources and analysis techniques for obtaining the information needed by the resource manag-
ers. Yet, there are some critical issues that need to be addressed for integration of RS, GIS, and other 
technologies to obtain information needed for sustainable natural resource management through 
watershed development.
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Relationship between Policy and Wise Use

Introduction

Meeting the challenge of conserving wetlands requires comprehensive national policies to provide a 
foundation for domestic action and a framework for international and national cooperation. Such policy 
is valuable as countries seek to address the management and habitat requirements for wildlife and other 
natural resources, such as soil and water, as well as human needs. Implementation of a national wet-
land policy is a key feature of the wise use principles of the Convention on Wetlands of International 
Importance (the Ramsar convention). However, such policy remains an elusive goal for many of the 
145 nations that today (May 2005) are contracting parties to this global environmental treaty.

Responding to recommendations by the Convention, in 1998–1999 the author led a team of  writers 
in preparing guidelines for developing and implementing national wetland policies.[1] These Policy 
Guidelines complement the convention’s guidance on wetland legislation.[2] The following entry pro-
vides highlights of the guidelines and reports on the status of wetland policy development around the 
world, effective mid-1999.

The wise use principles are a hallmark of the Ramsar convention. “Wise use” applies not only to sites 
listed as wetlands of international importance (as of May 2005 covering over 125 million hectares at 1429 
sites), but also to all wetlands in the territory of contracting parties. These principles help contracting par-
ties improve institutional and organizational arrangements, address legislative and policy needs, increase 
knowledge and awareness of wetland values, inventory and monitor the status of wetlands, identify pro-
gram priorities, and develop action plans for specific sites as components of a national wetland policy.

The formulation of national wetland policies sometimes involves a lengthy and complex process. 
Political, jurisdictional, institutional legal, and financial constraints affect policy formulation in addi-
tion to social and economic factors that continue to contribute to wetland loss while the policy process 
is under way.
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What Are Wetland Policies, and Are They Needed?

A policy can simply be a document. However, making is also a process involving consensus building, 
encapsulation of ideas and commitments, implementation, accountability, and review complemented by 
legislation, strategies, and operational programs. It is a mechanism for an administration to capture the 
public will or mandate on an issue, and refine it with its own vision.

A national wetland policy is nationwide in scope but it may be developed at several levels of govern-
ment. In Australia and Canada, for example, both the federal government and state/provincial gov-
ernments have developed wetland conservation policies. This reflects the federal nature of these two 
nations, wherein constitutional authority for natural resources management (including wetlands) is 
divided between the levels of government.

Wetlands are seldom explicitly covered in other natural resource management policies such as for 
water, soil, forest, land, or agriculture at a national level. Development of a “stand-alone” wetland pol-
icy and/or strategy can be an important step in recognizing and solving wetland problems. A wet-
land policy recognizes wetlands as ecosystems requiring different approaches not masked under other 
sectoral management objectives. Articulation of goals and objectives for these ecosystems identifies 
clear responsibilities of the government and a public expectation that the government will deliver these 
commitments.

Wetland policy objectives need to focus on a variety of themes as they become the image of the policy. 
However, practical implementation of the Policy may result in only one or two of these objectives receiv-
ing the greatest public attention. For example, Canada’s announcement of its federal wetland policy in 
1992 contained seven objectives but “no net loss of wetland functions” has proven to be its catch phrase.

Guidelines

The Guidelines review the key steps and issues that may arise in both developing and implementing a 
National Wetland Policy. These include over 20 detailed sections defining the purpose of such an ini-
tiative, organizing a suitable process, deciding how to present the content of the policy document, and 
developing strategies for implementation and monitoring. The text is complemented by seven wetland 
policy essays: 1) defining stakeholders’, 2) consultations; 3) wetland policies within a federal state; 4) sec-
toral policies and legislation; 5) compliance strategies; 6) role of nongovernment organizations; and the 7) 
development and coordination process. The guidelines provide a reference against which all nations can 
review their wetland action plans and strategies at the national level.

A team of contributors with governmental or nongovernmental work experience and expertise in 
wetland policy development prepared the guidelines. The team included writers from Ramsar national 
authorities in Australia, Canada, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, and the United States of America. 
Contributors from Bird Life International, University of Massachusetts, IUCN Environmental Law 
Centre, and Wetlands International were also involved.

Implementation Strategies

A National Wetland Policy includes specific implementation strategies that demonstrate the priorities of 
the government, but also fosters the cooperation and involvement of other interests. Linkages between 
these strategies and national water, soil, biodiversity, and sustainable development policy initiatives are 
explored in the guidelines.

An analysis of the strategies used in selected National Wetland Policies is summarized in Table 1. 
These include the policies/action plans of Australia, Cambodia, Canada, Columbia, Costa Rica, Finland, 
France, Jamaica, Malaysia, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uganda. These initiatives have many 
common strategic approaches including: a) ensuring public awareness and education; b) developing 
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cooperation and partnerships between levels of government from national to local; c) developing and 
supporting legislation and interrelated land and water use policies and programs; d) implementing 
wetland site management responsibilities; e) developing a sound basis for the policy through scientific 
research and expertise; f) developing institutional and financial capacity for policy implementation; and 
g) meeting international commitments. These strategies have been drafted to evoke a clear vision and 
acceptance across the nation.

Global Review of the Status of Wetland Policies and Strategies

Significant progress is evident globally in the development of National Wetland Policies since the 
Ramsar Convention focused attention on this issue in 1987.[1,3,4] Meetings of the contracting parties 
every three years allow regular review of the status of wetland policies. The Contracting Parties last 
met in November 2002 when there were 123 Contracting Parties while now (May 2005) there are 145 
Contracting Parties.

Policies

As of November 2002, 60 (56%) of the 107 Ramsar Contracting Parties that submitted national reports to 
the Eighth Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the Convention on wetlands indicated that they were 
engaged in development or implementation of a National Wetland Policy. Between 1987 and 2002, the 
number of nations with a National Wetland Policy officially adopted grew from 0 to 41. An additional 19 
nations indicated that a National Wetland Policy was in draft or under consideration. However, 47 (44%) 

TABLE 1 Implementation Strategies in Selected National Wetland Policies

Country 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Australia X X X X X X
Cambodia X X X X X X X
Canada X X X X X X
Colombia X X X X X X X X
Costa Rica X X X X X X X
Finland X X X X X X X
France X X X X X
Jamaica X X X X
Malaysia X X X X X X X X X
Peru X X X X X X
Trinidad and Tobago X X X X X X
Uganda X X X X X X X X

Policy strategies:
 1. Management of national wetland networks
 2. Integration with other policies such as water, soil and forests
 3. Public awareness and education
 4. Partnerships
 5. Science, monitoring, assessment, and research
 6. International commitments
 7. Managing special sites
 8. Administration and institutions, capacity building
 9. Enforcement, regulation, and legislation
 10. Financial mechanisms
 11. Restoration of degraded sites
 12. Sustainable use and conservation
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of the Ramsar Contracting Parties did not yet report any actions being taken in support of National 
Wetland Policy development. A number of nations, particularly those with a commonwealth or fed-
eral make-up, reported wetland policies and strategies at the sub-national level also. National Wetland 
Policies have also been called a “National Wetland Strategy” or “Action Plan.”

Table 2 summarizes the status of the development and adoption of National Wetland Policies from 
1987 through November 2002. This table was developed by reviewing the reports and conference papers 
that summarize Convention activities every three years by each country. In 1987, only two nations indi-
cated that they were involved in developing any sort of national wetland policy/strategy. By 2002, this 
number grew to at least 60 nations. Table 3 summarizes the countries by Ramsar’s regions (Africa, Asia, 
Europe, Neotropics, North America, and Oceania) that have either a national wetland policy or national 
wetland strategy adopted, being drafted or considered up to May 2005.

TABLE 2 Evolution of Ramsar Convention on National Wetland Policies/Strategiesa

Status of National Wetland 
Policies or Strategies

1987
Regina 
COP3

1990
Montreux 

COP4

1993
Kushiro 
COP5

1996
Brisbane 

COP6

1999
San Jose 
COP7

2002
Valencia 

COP8

National wetland policies 
Policy/strategy adopted

0 0 3 6 12 41

Policy/strategy in draft or 
under consideration

2 5 12 21 30 19

No policy/strategy activity 
reported

15 40 36 65 72 47

Number of national reports 
tabled at this COP

17 45 51 92 98 107

a As of May 2005, the Ramsar Convention had 145 Contracting Parties and will next report on this issue in November 2005.

TABLE 3 Summary of National Wetland Policies and Strategies by Ramsar Regions (2002)

Ramsar Region
National Wetland Policy or Strategy 

Adopted by Government
National Wetland Policy or Strategy in 

Preparation or under Consideration

Africa Congo Rep., Côte d’Ivoire, Senegal, South 
Africa, Uganda

Algeria, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Chad, 
Comoros, Dem. Rep. Congo, Egypt, The 
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, 
Mali, Morocco, Namibia, Niger, Togo, Zambia

Asia Indonesia, Japan, Thailand, Vietnam Bangladesh, Cambodia, P.R. China, Georgia, 
India, Rep. Korea, Malaysia, Mongolia, 
Philippines, Russia,a Turkey

Europe Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Greece, Iceland, Malta, 
Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Romania, 
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom

Austria, Belarus, Croatia, Czech Rep., 
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Russia,a Slovak 
Rep., Slovenia, Ukraine, F.R. Yugoslavia

Neotropics 
(Central and

Colombia, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Argentina, Bahamas, Chile, Ecuador, 
Guatemala,

South America 
and Caribbean)

Peru, Trinidad and Tobago Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, 
Venezuela

North America Canada, United States Mexico
Oceania (Australia 

and Pacific)
Australia, New Zealand —

a Russia straddles Asia and Europe.
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Conclusions

Development and implementation of a national wetland policy in the 145 countries that have acceded 
to the Ramsar Convention is proceeding throughout the World. The Convention’s Wise Use Principles 
and Guidelines on National Wetland Policy,[1] complemented by guidelines for wetland legislation,[2] are 
effective tools in fostering the completion and use of National Wetland Policies and Strategies as impor-
tant cornerstones of this Convention. At least 56% of the Ramsar Convention’s Contracting Parties now 
are implementing or developing national wetland policies/strategies.

One of the most interesting aspects of the Ramsar Convention is its capacity to foster sharing of expe-
rience. Interchanges by wetland policy experts are now occurring internationally that involve short-
term invited visits or sabbaticals, informal exchange of documents, confidential advice, and review 
of draft policy. Consultation workshops, working with non-government groups, meeting with senior 
government officials, exploring funding mechanisms, and assistance in drafting of text have also been 
involved. Experience gained in one nation’s development of these policies can be shared and local exper-
tise enhanced, filling a need among the Ramsar family.
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Introduction

Subsurface drip irrigation (SDI) is generally defined as the application of water below the soil surface 
through emitters, with discharge rates in the same range as drip irrigation.[1] While this definition is not 
specific regarding depth below the soil surface, most SDI laterals are installed at a depth sufficient to 
prevent interference with surface traffic or tillage implements and to provide a useful life of several years 
as opposed to annual replacement of surface or near-surface drip laterals.

Development of drip irrigation accelerated with the availability of plastics following World War 
II, primarily in Great Britain, Israel, and the United States. SDI was part of drip irrigation develop-
ment in the United States beginning about 1959, especially in Hawaii and California. While early drip 
irrigation products were relatively crude by modern standards, SDI devices were being installed in 
both experimental and commercial farms by the 1970s. As drip irrigation products improved during 
the 1970s and early 1980s, surface drip irrigation grew at a faster rate than SDI, probably because of 
emitter plugging problems and root intrusion. However, interest in SDI increased during the early 
1980s, increased rapidly during the last half of the 1980s, and continues today, especially in areas with 
declining water supplies, with environmental issues related to irrigation, and where wastewater is 
used for irrigation. Initially, SDI was used primarily for sugarcane, vegetables, tree crops, and pine-
apple in Hawaii and California. Later, SDI use was expanded to other geographic areas and to agro-
nomic and vines crops, including cotton, corn, and grapes. Currently in the United States, the major 
uses of SDI are for cotton, processing tomato, corn, and onions using various installation depths and 
other design aspects.[2]

SDI has the advantage of multiple-year life, reduced interference with cultural practices, dry plant 
foliage, and a dry soil surface. Multiple-year life allows amortization of the entire system cost over 
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several years, often more than ten. There are a few systems in the United States that have achieved 
20 years are more in longevity.[3] If all system components are installed below tillage depth, surface 
cultural practices can be accomplished with minimal concern for system damage. Dry soil surfaces can 
reduce weed growth in arid climates and may reduce evaporation losses of applied water. Because the 
plant canopy is not irrigated, the foliage remains dry, which may reduce the incidence of disease. SDI is 
also very adaptable to irregularly shaped fields and low-capacity water supplies that may provide design 
limitations with other irrigation systems.

The major disadvantages of SDI include system cost, difficulty in locating and repairing system leaks 
and plugged emitters, and poor soil water manipulation near the soil surface. Most system components 
are installed below the soil surface and are neither easy to locate nor directly observable. In a properly 
designed and managed SDI system, the soil surface should seldom be wet. Consequently, seed germina-
tion, especially for small seeds, can be very difficult.

SDI systems offer considerable flexibility, both in design and operation. For example, SDI systems can 
apply small, frequent water applications, often multiple times each day, to very specific sites within the 
soil profile and plant root zone. Fertilizers, pesticides, and other chemical amendments can be applied 
via the irrigation system directly into the active root zone, often at a modest increase in equipment 
cost. In many cases, the operational cost may be less than that for applying these chemicals via conven-
tional surface equipment.

System Design

Site, Water Supply, and Crop

Design of subsurface drip systems is similar to that of surface drip systems, especially with regard to 
hydraulic characteristics.[3,4] Specific crop and soil characteristics are used in the design process to select 
emitter spacing and flow rate, lateral depth and spacing, and the required system capacity. Emitter 
properties and lateral location are influenced by soil properties such as texture, soil compaction, and 
soil layering because these affect the rate of water movement through the soil profile and the subsequent 
wetting pattern for each emitter.

The water supply capacity directly affects the design of an SDI system. The size of the irrigated 
field or zone is often determined by the water supply capacity. For example, in some humid areas, 
high-capacity wells are not available but multiple low-capacity wells can be distributed throughout 
a farm. Fortunately, the design of SDI systems can be economically adjusted to correspond to the 
field size and shape, to the available water supply capacity, and to other factors. Water supply quality 
should be tested by an approved laboratory before proceeding with system design. This information 
is needed for the proper design and management of the water filtration and treatment system. Some 
water supplies require frequent or intermittent injection of acids and/or chlorine. Other saline and/
or sodic water supplies may require treatment or special management. As water supplies become 
more limited, treated wastewater is becoming an increasingly important alternative water supply 
that can be applied through SDI systems. Camp[5] listed several reports that emphasized water sup-
plies (saline, deficit, and wastewater) for SDI systems.

The SDI system is usually designed to satisfy peak crop water requirements, which vary with specific 
site, soil, and crop conditions. When properly designed and managed, SDI is one of the most efficient 
irrigation methods, providing typical application efficiencies exceeding 90%. In comparison with other 
methods of irrigation, reported yields with SDI were equal to or greater than those with other irrigation 
methods. Generally, water requirements with SDI are similar or slightly lower than those with other 
irrigation methods. In some cases, water savings of up to 40% have been reported.[5] However, unless 
more specific information is available, it is usually best to use standard net water requirements for the 
location when designing SDI systems.
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Lateral Type, Spacing, and Depth

SDI lateral depth for various cropping systems is normally optimized for prevailing site conditions and 
soil characteristics.[3,5] Where systems are used for multiple years and tillage is a consideration, lateral 
depths vary from 0.20 to 0.70 m. Where tillage is not a consideration (e.g., turfgrass, alfalfa), depth is 
sometimes less (0.10–0.40 m). Lateral spacing also varies considerably (0.25–5.0 m), with narrow spac-
ing used primarily for turfgrass and wide spacing used for vegetable, tree, or vine crops. In uniformly 
spaced row crops, the lateral is usually located under either alternate or every third midrow area (fur-
row). For crops with alternating row spacing patterns, the lateral is located about 0.8 m from each row, 
usually in the narrow spacing of the pattern.

The lateral should be installed deep enough to prevent damage by tillage or injection equipment but 
shallow enough to supply water to the crop root zone without wetting the soil surface. Generally, laterals 
in SDI systems are placed at depths of 0.1–0.5 m, at shallower depths in coarse-textured soils, and at slightly 
deeper depths on finer-textured soils. The selection of emitter spacing and flow rate is influenced by crop 
rooting patterns, lateral depth, and soil characteristics. It is also desirable to select an emitter spacing that 
provides overlapping subsurface wetted zones along the lateral for most row crops. For wider spaced crops 
such as trees and vines, emitters are normally located near each plant and may have wider spacings that do 
not provide overlapping patterns. Lateral spacing is determined primarily by the soil, crop, and cultural 
practice and should be narrow enough to provide a uniform supply of water to all plants.

Special Requirements

Site topography must be considered in system design and selection of components as with any irrigation 
system, but SDI is suitable for most sites, ranging from flat to hilly. For sites with considerable elevation 
change, especially along the lateral, pressure-compensating emitters should be used.

Two special design requirements for SDI systems, which are significantly different from those for 
surface drip systems, are the needs for flushing manifolds and air entry valves. Flushing manifolds are 
needed to allow frequent flushing of particulate matter that may accumulate in laterals. Air relief valves 
are needed to prevent aspiration of soil particles into emitter openings when the system is depressur-
ized. These valves must be located in sufficient number and at the higher elevations for each lateral or 
zone to prevent negative pressures within the laterals.

Emitter plugging caused by root intrusion is a major problem with some SDI systems but can be 
minimized by chemicals, emitter design, and irrigation management. Chemical controls include the use 
of herbicides, either slow-release compounds embedded into emitters and filters or periodic injection of 
other chemical solutions (concentrated and/or diluted) into the irrigation supply. Periodic injection of 
acid and chlorine for general system maintenance can also modify the soil solution immediately adja-
cent to emitters and reduce root intrusion. In some cases, emitters plugged by roots may be cleared via 
injection of higher concentrations of chemicals, such as acids and chlorine.

Emitter design may also affect root intrusion. Smaller orifices tend to have less root intrusion but are 
more susceptible to plugging by particulate matter. Some emitters are constructed with physical barri-
ers to root intrusion. Root intrusion appears to be more severe when emitters are located along dripline 
seams, which can be an area of preferential root growth. However, root intrusion problems appear to be 
greater for emitters, driplines, and porous tubes that are not chemically treated.

Irrigation management can also be used to influence root intrusion by controlling the environment 
immediately adjacent to the emitter. High-frequency pulsing that frequently saturates the soil imme-
diately surrounding the emitter can discourage root growth in that area for some crops but not others. 
Conversely, deficit irrigation sometimes practiced to increase quality or maturity, or to control vegeta-
tive growth, can increase root intrusion in lower rainfall areas because of high root concentrations in 
the soil zone near emitters.
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System Components

Pumps, Filtration, and Pressure Regulation

Pump requirements for SDI are similar to those for other drip irrigation systems, meaning water must 
be supplied at a relatively low pressure (170–275 kPa) and flow rate in comparison to other irrigation 
methods. Because of the flushing requirement for SDI systems, a flow velocity of about 0.3 m/s must 
be achievable, either by reducing the zone size while using the same pumping rate or by increasing the 
pumping rate without changing the zone size.

Water filtration is more critical for SDI systems than for surface drip systems because the conse-
quences of emitter clogging are more severe and more costly. Generally, the better the water quality, 
the less complex the filtration system required. Surface and recycled or wastewater supplies require the 
most elaborate filtration systems. However, good filtration is the key to good system performance and 
long life and should be a major emphasis in system design. Filtration systems range from simple screen 
filters for relatively clean water to more elaborate and complex disc and sand media filters for poorer 
quality water.

The pressure regulation requirement in SDI systems is similar to that in surface drip systems. When non-
pressure-compensating emitters are used on relatively flat areas, pressure is typically regulated within the 
system supply lines (main and/or submain) using pressure-regulating valves. When  pressure-compensating 
emitters are used, typically on more hilly terrain, the pressure within the system supply lines is controlled 
at a higher, but more variable, pressure that is within the recommended input pressure range for the emit-
ters used. Water pressure should be monitored on a regular basis at the pump or supply port and at various 
locations throughout the SDI system, especially at the both ends of laterals.

Laterals and Emitters

Many types of driplines have been used successfully for SDI and most have emitters installed as an inte-
gral part of the dripline. This is accomplished by one of three methods: (1) molded indentions created 
during the fusing of dripline seams, (2) prefabricated emitters welded inside the dripline, or (3) circular 
prefabricated in-line emitters installed during extrusion. Regardless of the emitter used, dripline wall 
thickness and expected longevity must be considered along with other design factors in selecting the 
lateral depth. Flexible, thin-walled driplines typically are installed at shallow depths and normally have 
a shorter expected life. Thicker-walled, flexible driplines have been used successfully for several years 
provided they are installed deep enough to avoid tillage, cultivating, and harvesting machinery but 
shallow enough to prevent excessive deformation or permanent collapse of the dripline by machinery or 
soil weight. Rigid tubing with thicker walls can be installed at deeper depths without deformation and 
is often used on perennial crops or annual crops for longer time periods (>10 years). Some driplines are 
impregnated with bactericides or other chemicals to reduce the formation of sludge or other material 
that could plug emitters.

Chemical Injection

Subsurface drip systems offer the potential for precise management of water, nutrients, and pesticides if 
the system is properly designed and managed. The marginal cost to add chemical injection equipment is 
generally competitive with other, more conventional application methods. Water and fertilizers can be 
applied in a variety of modes, varying from multiple continuous or pulsed applications each day to one 
application in several days. Choice of application frequency depends upon several factors, including soil 
characteristics, crop requirements, water supply, system design, and management strategies. If labeled 
for the purpose, some systemic pesticides and soil fumigants can be safely injected via SDI systems. Use 
of the SDI system for chemical applications has the potential to minimize exposure to workers and the 
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environment, reduce the cost of pesticide rinse water disposal, and improve precision of application to 
the desired target (root pests). Injection of other chemicals, such as acids and chlorine, is often required 
to clean and maintain emitters in optimum condition. However, a high level of management with sys-
tem automation and feedback control is required to minimize chemical movement to the groundwater 
when chemicals are used.

Air Entry and Flushing

Air entry valves must be installed at higher elevations in SDI systems to prevent the emitter from ingest-
ing soil particles that could plug emitters when the system is depressurized. Typically, air entry valves 
are located in water supply lines near the head works or control station and in both the supply and 
flushing manifolds. In some cases, such as turf or pasture, air entry valves may be installed below the 
soil surface and enclosed within a protective box. Flushing valves installed on the flushing manifold are 
required to control periodic system flushing.

Operation and Maintenance

Operation

SDI systems can be operated in several modes, varying from manual to fully automated. Overall, SDI 
systems are probably more easily automated than many other types of irrigation. One reason is that 
most are controlled from a central point using electrical or pneumatic valves and controllers that vary 
from a simple clock system to microprocessor systems, which are capable of receiving external inputs to 
initiate and/or terminate irrigation events.

Irrigation scheduling is as important for SDI systems as for any other type of irrigation. Choosing to 
initiate an irrigation event and how much water to apply during each event depends on crop, soil, and 
irrigation system type and design. Factors that affect those decisions include soil water storage volume, 
sensitivity of the crop to water stress, irrigation application rate, weather conditions, and water supply 
capacity. Camp[5] discussed several irrigation scheduling methods that have been used successfully with 
SDI. However, the important point is that a science-based scheduling method can conserve the water 
supply and increase profit.

If seed germination and seedling establishment and growth are critical, especially in arid climates 
when initial soil water content is not adequate, either sprinkler or surface irrigation is often used for 
germination. However, the need for two systems increases cost and decreases economic return. If sub-
surface drip is used for germination, an excessive amount of irrigation is often required to wet the seed 
zone for germination, which could result in excessive leaching and off-site environmental effects as well 
as increased cost. Surface wetting can also occur when the emitter flow rate exceeds the hydraulic con-
ductivity of the soil surrounding the emitter, but wetted areas are often not uniform.

Because salts tend to accumulate above the lateral, high salt concentrations may occur between the 
lateral and soil surface in arid areas where rainfall is not available to leach the salts downward. Salts 
may also be moved under the row when laterals are placed under the furrow.[6] Supplemental sprinkler 
irrigation may be required in some areas to control salinity if precipitation is inadequate for leaching 
during several consecutive years.

Maintenance

Often, SDI systems must have a long life (>10 years) to be economical for lower value crops. Thus, appro-
priate management strategies are required to prevent emitter clogging and protect other system compo-
nents to ensure proper system operation. Locating and repairing/replacing failed components is much 
more difficult and more expensive with SDI systems than with surface systems because most system 
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components are buried, difficult to locate, and cannot be directly observed by managers. Consequently, 
operational parameters such as flow rate and pressure must be measured frequently and used as indica-
tors of system performance. Good system performance requires constant attention to maintain good 
water quality, proper filtration, and periodic system flushing to remove particulate matter that could 
plug emitters. Periodic evaluation of SDI system performance in relation to design performance can 
identify problems before they become serious and significantly affect crop yield and quality.

Conclusion

Although there is a general consensus that use of SDI is increasing on a worldwide basis, this growth 
is difficult to document. In the 10-year period (2003–2013), SDI in the United States increased by 89% 
from 164,017 to 310,361 ha according to USDA-NASS irrigation surveys.[2] Use of SDI should continue 
to increase in the future, depending primarily upon the economic and water conservation benefits in 
comparison to other irrigation methods. As water supplies become more limited, the high application 
efficiency and water-conserving features of SDI should increase its application. Also, SDI offers potential 
advantages such as reduced odors and exposure to pathogens when using recycled domestic and ani-
mal wastewater. The SDI technology offers the capability to precisely place water, nutrients, and other 
chemicals in the plant root zone at the time and frequency needed for optimum crop production. With 
proper design, installation, and management, SDI systems can provide excellent irrigation efficiency 
and reliable performance with a system life of 10–20 years.
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Introduction

Managing water resources under hydroclimatic uncertainty is a primary focus with respect to water 
resources management (Brown et al. 2015; Poff et al. 2015). There is a scientific consensus that climate 
change is going to impact current water systems in a variety of ways. For example, expected impacts 
on California’s water resources include increase in evaporation rates and water demands (Hayhoe et al. 
2004); reduction in crop yield as a consequence of higher temperatures (Pathak et al. 2018); less pre-
cipitation falling as snow and more as rain translating into wetter wet seasons and drier dry seasons 
(Mallakpour et al. 2018), which may force operators to lower reservoir levels to allow for space and 
reduce the risk of flood events; increase in water temperatures affecting aquatic and riparian ecosys-
tem (Poff et al. 2012); and sea-level rise, which will increase seawater intrusion into coastal aquifers 
(Ferguson and Gleeson 2012). Meanwhile, there is, however, uncertainty on their magnitude and extent, 
which raise the question of how we can develop management strategies that account for the range of 
possible future alternatives.

Water systems modeling has been crucial to answer such questions because of the advancement of 
computational power. Water systems modeling was often deterministically developed, considering 
some variables such as temperatures, precipitation, streamflow, or water demands as known parameters. 
Despite recognizing their hydrologic variability, the only available data are often treated as a statisti-
cal description of hydrologic variables resulting into unreliable forecasts. Deterministic models treat 
stochastic parameters as known quantities reducing – to some extent – the complexity of the model 
(Chen et al. 2018). Depending on the application of the model, such assumptions can be sustained. 
Nevertheless, the simplifications cannot retain all the essential characteristics of the original data and 
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may lead to unsatisfactory results given the complex behavior of a system (Puente et al. 2018). Climate 
change is bringing extreme hydroclimatic events of low probabilities but high impacts that – as noted – 
deterministic approaches do not capture well (Farmer and Vogel 2016; Philbrick and Kitanidis 1999). 
Thus, there is a need for integrating the seemingly random behavior of precipitation, temperature, 
streamflow, and other sometimes-unknown variables (e.g., soil properties, water quality) for developing 
water management strategies suitable for a variety of future socioeconomic and climatic alternatives.

This chapter describes recent approaches from the scientific literature that incorporate hydroclimatic 
uncertainty to develop robust water management strategies. This chapter is divided into three sections. 
The first section describes the development of robust reservoir operations, a main technical area in water 
resources. The second section describes an approach to achieve water systems sustainability that goes 
beyond common performance criteria (e.g., economic, reliability) by integrating stakeholder-defined 
performance metrics within the modeling framework. The last section outlines how to move forward 
and incorporate uncertainty into the decision-making process, a crucial component pertaining to real-
life activities.

Robust Reservoirs Management

Reservoirs around the world provide storage to supply water for urban, agriculture, and industry sec-
tors; flood protection; hydropower; and support recreational activities. However, in some cases, these 
benefits came at the cost of environmental and social degradation (WCD 2000). Leaving aside the con-
troversy of building dams, it is important to recognize that most of the current reservoirs will persist 
despite their contribution to the degradation of river ecosystems. Given the uncertainty and variability 
of hydroclimatic conditions under climate change, droughts and floods may worsen, turning reservoir 
management vital to prevent or reduce expected drought and flood events (Cristina and Tullos 2017).

Modifying reservoir operations offers an opportunity for mitigating hydrologic responses to climate 
change as current operation rules tend to be static and based on historical inflows and outflows observa-
tions. Given the new recurrence and magnitude of hydroclimatic events, some reservoir operation rules 
are no longer suitable for managing drought periods and floods or for reaching the full potential of a 
reservoir (Howard 1999; Moy et al. 1986). New reservoir operations that incorporate projected hydrocli-
matic variability may be an effective strategy for reducing the impacts of changes in water supplies and 
demands (Vonk et al. 2014). Reservoir operations developed with new available tools and information 
contribute to increased resilience of water management systems and ecosystem restoration.

Alternative approaches to improve long-term reservoir operations have utilized multi-objective 
genetic programming (Ashofteh et al. 2015), machine learning (Herman and Steinschneider 2018), and 
stochastic modeling (Ermoliev et al. 2019) to incorporate climate change projections and a broader set 
of observations and forecasts. Such approaches link hydroclimatic observations and predictions with 
water resources management decisions to improve tradeoffs among human and environmental water 
supply and flood management objectives.

Another recently proposed framework presents a two-stage stochastic optimization model that maxi-
mizes regional economic benefits as a function of reservoir deliveries to water users (Ortiz-Partida et al. 
2019). The first-stage decisions allocate water based on an expected deficit for the whole system, while 
in the second stage, the now known deficit is allocated in a way that maximizes economic benefits. This 
framework was applied to the single reservoir system of Luis L. Leon dam in the Rio Conchos, the main 
tributary to the Rio Grande of North America. The model result is a set of robust monthly reservoir 
releases that can cover most of the water demands – including the environment – and reduce the fre-
quency and magnitude of flood events under a wide range of hydroclimatic conditions.

Results from these different approaches suggest that robust operations could improve long-term 
planning by making the water system more reliable and resilient, and less vulnerable to extreme hydro-
climatic events. However, these technically complex approaches tend to have bigger scale implications 
and usually lack stakeholder involvement, making them difficult to implement.
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Integrated Framework

Attaining water sustainability needs to go beyond historically used criteria (e.g., economic performance) 
and integrate socioeconomic, environmental, and climate components. As such, decision makers are 
seeking for robust decisions with satisfactory performance across a large range of plausible futures. To 
make plans that are flexible and enhance long-term decision-making, various model-based frameworks 
have been proposed (Kwakkel et al. 2016). One of the frameworks that distinguishes from others is 
decision scaling (DS). DS integrates stakeholder-defined performance metrics that allow for inclusion 
and empowerment to foster collaboration across historically conflicting perspectives (Brown et al. 2011, 
2012). In addition, DS attempts to find alternative solutions for multi-objective water resources systems 
under a variety of nonstationary hydroclimatic conditions and modeling uncertainties. Steinschneider 
et al. (2015) advanced previous applications of DS to identify long-term planning alternatives with the 
use of Monte Carlo simulations and by quantifying uncertainty in each stage of the modeling chain. 
Such a novel approach efficiently selects future climate realizations to assess the effects of hydrologic 
modeling uncertainty. Its limitation lies on a computational burden and required high-performance 
computing facilities to handle large multi-reservoir systems.

DS has been further developed by Poff et al. (2015) into the eco-engineering decision-scaling (EEDS) 
framework that explicitly and quantitatively explores tradeoffs across management actions under 
hydroclimatic uncertainty and incorporates ecological and engineering performance metrics. EEDS 
has five main steps that include (1) developing a clear definition of performance criteria, unacceptable 
thresholds, and management options; (2) building a systems model that relates hydroclimatic vari-
ables with the defined performance criteria; (3) performing a vulnerability analysis under a variety of 
hydroclimatic and social alternatives to discard unacceptable options and identify robust management 
strategies; (4) evaluating management options on the basis of their ability to satisfy both engineering 
and ecosystem performance under uncertain future conditions; and lastly, (5) selecting an alterna-
tive or developing new performance criteria based on political and institutional feasibility through 
converting the framework into an iterative process. As a case study around Coralville Dam, Poff et al. 
(2015) identified the most robust management strategy that would satisfy economic and ecological 
goals (Figure 1).

In truly achieving robustness and avoiding undesirable consequences, Herman et al. (2015) argue that 
(1) alternative decisions should be searched and not prespecified, (2) uncertainty should be discovered 
with sensitivity analysis and not assumed, and (3) stakeholders should carefully select their satisfactory 
measure of robustness based on their problem-specific performance requirements.

Moving Forward

Robust water management strategies need to go beyond water data and incorporate uncertainty in 
socioeconomic, environmental, and climate variables to be capable of assessing a broader range of 
future alternatives. Moreover, other information related to global climate change, population growth, 
land-use change, globalization, or even political stability makes long-term water resources planning 
difficult. Projected information of these variables is pertinent to long-term sustainable water resources 
strategies. A lack of information regarding interactions among these variables often misleads outputs 
from models entailing uncertainties to be adopted by water managers, planners, and decision makers. A 
first step towards creating robust water management strategies is to improve data collection and moni-
toring, which can be costly, suggesting that benefits and tradeoffs between investments in monitoring 
and development should be considered properly (Wada et al. 2016).

Adequate performance of long-term water resources management highly depends on a modeling 
chain that links technical, socioeconomic, environmental, and climate components. This is because 
each stage of the modeling chain is vulnerable to uncertainty. Such uncertainties include nonstationar-
ity in future climate and potential shifts in large-scale synoptic circulation (Sheridan and Lee 2010) as 
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well as nonstationarity in water demands (Kang and Lansey 2012). As observed and experienced, it is 
difficult to propose long-term robust approaches without better prediction of climatic shifts and water 
demand variability (Korteling et al. 2013; Matrosov et al. 2013; Prudhomme et al. 2010; Turner et al. 
2014). In fact, these frameworks attempt to bring the pieces together for decision-making rather than 
accounting each component individually.

To meet diverse water demands, Groves et al. (2019) recently applied “robust decision making (RDM)” 
to (a) identify water management strategies to reduce vulnerabilities in the Colorado River Basin and 
(b) develop robust investment strategies for the Green Climate Fund that reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions. This work suggests that RDM addresses long-term policy challenges associated with multifaceted, 
nonlinear, natural, and socioeconomic systems for defining policy pathways in a beneficial way. Existing 
water system models still need to address issues related to current human impact modeling and associ-
ated indicators and their limitations in representing regional water management. In this way, one can 
integrate land use and climate interaction to integrate human behavior into a large-scale modeling and 
to fill the gap among human–water management information. Advancing water system models coupled 
with human–water systems over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales will be beneficial for water 
science community and for understanding the climate and Earth system science communities.

Conclusions and Future Needs

Current water management strategies and infrastructure were not designed for some of the hydrocli-
matic changes that we have observed in the last decades. Robust water resources management strate-
gies provide an opportunity to cope and adapt to the changing climate. This chapter presents different 
approaches to incorporate hydroclimatic uncertainty for developing robust water resources manage-
ment strategies. Technically complex approaches tend to have bigger scale implications and usually 
lack stakeholder involvement, which leads to simplified social and environmental components. Long-
term planning with stakeholder involvement tends to simplify climate processes. Ultimately, the social, 
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economic, environmental, and climate components must be considered for developing sustainable and 
resilient water management systems. Despite potential model and data limitations, one important step 
is to account more realistically for the nature of socioeconomic and environmental components to iden-
tify associated uncertainties and data gaps. Such considerations may lead to accurately assess future 
sustainability of water use under the current envisaged population growth, ecosystems degradation, 
and climate change.
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52
Rivers: Restoration

Anna Rabajczyk

Introduction

River ecosystems play a significant role in the human environment and economy. They are character-
ized by a remarkable variety of plant and animal organisms, while simultaneously acting as ecological 
corridors and exerting considerable landscaping and recreational impact. The riverbed, riparian zones, 
and the valley support vegetation, whereas the mass of the flowing water, the bottom soil substratum, 
riverbanks, and riparian land support a rich generic and onthogenic variety of fauna. The occurrence 
of these organisms is connected with microhabitats formed owing to the river’s morphological diver-
sity, resulting from natural processes occurring over the centuries.[1,2] The naturalness of the river 
course,  including its various curvatures, their radiuses and central angles; the diversification of flow 
volume, directions, and velocity; the fluctuations of the river water level; and the riverbed bottom type 
all affect the appearance and maintenance of the morphological diversity. All these factors are subject 
to change in time and along the river course under the influence of human activity, but also of natural 
phenomena and processes. If natural processes predominate, living organisms adapt to them and the 
entire natural system remains stable, due to which rivers can create favorable conditions for the develop-

[2,3]ment of  various organisms and river ecosystems display very high biological diversity.
However, over the centuries, humans have been using rivers, regulating and straightening their 

courses, building water drops, clearing riverside carrs, and draining floodplains in order to enhance 
river navigability, and expand farming acreage and area allocated to industrial and housing infrastruc-
ture. In many cases, this has led to changing natural watercourses into homogeneous channels deprived 
of natural value, whose function has become limited to water removal. Simultaneously, the rapid prog-
ress of land development, together with farming and industrial advances, has become the source of 
many pollutants, considerably diversified in terms of quantity and quality, and frequently hazardous to 
the functioning and life of plants, animals, and humans.[1–5]

Widespread environmental degradation has forced the authorities to take appropriate steps aimed 
at the introduction of principles of sustainable development to provide social welfare, understood as 
a possibility to satisfy fundamental needs not only by the present-day but also by future generations, 
with a focus on eco-safety. Appropriate policies and legislative regulations are being introduced to 
enable the determination of water quality, and guidelines are being developed for actions to be taken to 
improve it.[5,6]

One of the objectives in water resources management is to restore and maintain good water quality. 
First and foremost, it is necessary to specify the subject of river maintenance. To specify the types and 
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scopes of actions geared at river protection and maintenance, it may prove helpful to use a diagram that 
shows river and stream quality in terms of the so-called limit of kindness (Figure 1).[7]

In the case of very good, good, and moderate quality of water ecosystems, with focus on very good 
and good quality, only stream protection is justified since actions need to be taken to enable both main-
tenance and protection of high-quality natural river ecosystems. Another type of action is the recovery 
of conditions, or restoration, used in the case of rivers characterized by moderate quality, whose “limit 
of kindness” suggests the hazard of rapid deterioration of the ecosystem’s conditions. It is vital to take 
actions geared at the restoration of natural (primary) characteristics and values from a period taken as 
a reference point, including, but not limited to

• Natural water quality range
• Natural sedimentation and flow regime (including seasonal fluctuations in a year and multiyear 

seasons, according to flood patterns)
• Natural riverbed geometry and its stability, determined according to stability ratios, from that 

period
• Natural riparian vegetation
• Restoration of indigenous aquatic flora and fauna[2,5–9]

Rehabilitation, in turn, pertains to cases of more serious degradation of natural ecosystems and/or 
when complete restoration of natural features is impossible (e.g., due to technical or economic reasons). 
Rehabilitation comprises enhancement and improvement of major environmental features of the water-
course so that valuable characteristics thereof are created to define ecological quality.

Another method is to implement remediation, which does not lead to the reconstruction of the pri-
mary ecosystem but to the construction of a completely new, different one (Figure 2).[7] This pertains 
primarily to strongly urbanized (urban) areas, in particular to situations when

• Natural watercourses became degraded in the past and are currently being “brought back to life.”
• Ditches were used as storm drains and, partly, as sewage sludges in the past, and are now, upon 

the introduction of new, closed systems of municipal sewers, often treated as natural.[8–11]

It ought to be stressed that, as a result of adequate actions, it is possible to create new ecosystems, of high 
biological functionality, yet depleted in terms of biodiversity

River recultivation can only be effective when approached holistically—as an element of comprehen-
sive protection and maintenance of water ecosystems. Consequently, as part of the recultivation process, 
the planned and implemented actions ought to

FIGURE 1 Types and scopes of actions geared at river protection and maintenance in terms of quality.
Source: Based on Phillips et al.[7]
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• Be integrated, i.e., a particular watercourse (a river segment or the entire river subject to 
 recultivation), together with its appurtenant ecosystem, ought to form one whole, immune to 
possible environmental impact (seasonal high water, depleted oxygen content, etc.), clearly, up 
to a limit.

• Reflect the catchment’s capacity for natural self-renewal.
• Take into account the physical structure of a given watercourse that fosters the development of 

desirable flora and fauna (morphological changes, riverbed straightening, or cutoffs from ecosys-
tems may promote degradation).

• Take into account the influence of catchment area users on a particular water body (this is related 
to the impact of industry, urban areas, or commercial centers).

• Take into account all the reasons for the existing situation, in particular the immediate causes of 
degradation (including toxic waste discharge, changes to land use, expanded hard road surface in 
proportion to green areas, and water-logged area elimination).

• Be based on strict guidelines and their methodological implementation, and on adequate moni-
toring of actions taken to improve the situation.[8–17]

Methods Used in River Recultivation

Adequate implementation of individual actions requires clearly specified methods, techniques, and 
technical procedures. However, first of all, a conceptual framework ought to be established to specify 
the principles of operation in terms of

• An assessment of the current status, consistent with legal requirements as well as local/ domestic 
conditions and limitations resulting from both data availability and historical and cultural 
contexts.

• Principles of operation for the restoration of those features of the ecosystem that determine its 
capacity for the maintenance of continuity, as well as the major characteristics that constitute the 
value of ecological quality.

• Following the establishment of the conceptual framework and set of principles, detailed stan-
dards are to be developed that will enable the methodological, technical, and technological imple-
mentation of appropriate solutions. That is why specialists in a variety of scientific disciplines 
(such as ecology, water environment biology, hydrology, hydraulics, geomorphology, construc-
tion engineering, spatial planning, communications, and sociology) ought to participate in the 
works.[11,18–26]

FIGURE 2 Actions aimed at restoration of relevant features of a water ecosystem.
Source: Based on Phillips et al.
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Each catchment and its environment are, as a rule, unique, and each case requires an individualized 
approach, hence the first step is to collect information on the catchment structure and development 
from a number of sources. This should be complemented with results of research monitoring over a 
specified period (such as several months or a hydrological year) as well as the catchment area located 
before the final part of the segment subject to recultivation.[27,28] Only by basing on a wide range of data 
collected from several sources is it possible to pass on to the phase of specification of individual elements 
and procedures necessary to obtain recultivation results in a particular watercourse.

The development of criteria for an assessment of a particular watercourse’s quality enables standard 
assessment of current river quality, followed by verification of the actions implemented as part of the 
recultivation process (Figure 3). These should take into account not only the valid worldwide, European, 
and domestic regulations, but also the uniqueness resulting from locality, together with environmental 
and economic functions.[29]

In view of the above, preparatory recultivation works cover watercourse assessment in accordance 
with adopted criteria, on the basis of which it is possible to describe the status quo and pinpoint short-
comings in relation to an upgraded status. A partial function assessment is based on the lowest rating 

FIGURE 3 Guidelines and recommendations for planning and development of river recultivation programs.
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for the criteria appurtenant with that function; the segment rating covers the function’s lowest partial 
rating, with allowances being made for the weakest-link principle. The content of this kind of a docu-
ment enables fast identification of hotspots whose adjustment will allow for value enhancement of a 
particular watercourse segment. On this basis, appropriate procedures and diverse actions are selected.

As part of complex works toward river ecosystem renewal, actions are taken to influence various ele-
ments of the environment (Figure 4). This course of recultivation allows the objective of river renewal to 
be achieved. In most cases, single-tasking actions do not yield expected results, or the results take much 
longer to become visible than they would in the case of a wider spectrum of actions.[29]

Multitasking actions ensure high diversity in the methods and techniques that may be, and are, used 
in the process of river recultivation. Yet, according to recultivation assumptions, the performed opera-
tions ought to enable the intensification of watercourses’ natural capacity for cleansing. Consequently, 
possible works include the following[30–36]

• Construction of aeration-enhancing drops and step falls
• River course regulation
• Elimination of isolated still water pools where oxygen depletion is easy to occur

FIGURE 4 Example of multitasking for river recultivation.
Source: Bojarski et al.[30]
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• Dredging sediments in selected river segments
• Formation of riparian vegetation strips
• Removal of excess vegetation from the riparian zone
• Formation of infiltration pools and ditches along river- banks to enable both surface runoff limi-

tation and precipitation water pretreatment
• Establishment of small-scale water retention facilities
• Precipitation water management in urban areas
• Groundwater remediation

Not all cases require a full range of actions; it is not always and not everywhere that implementation 
of all assumptions will be possible. That is why the recultivation process ought to be implemented in 
stages. First and foremost, the most vital actions need to be taken, i.e., those that will yield optimum 
natural results, and whose implementation is acceptable to other water users. Of particular importance 
is, however, the development of strategic action plans that ought to outline both further actions aimed 
at bringing waters close to nature and result monitoring of the operations performed, complete with 
reactions adequate to the results obtained.

A complex approach to the problem of river recultivation is renaturization, understood as restoring 
the river, previously regulated or reshaped in another way, into a state close to the natural (existing 
before the regulation or found in nature). At times, the notion of river revitalization is used to describe 
these actions. Yet, it covers a narrower scope of actions than renaturization and is conceived as restoring 
ecological functions to the river, without technical operations to restore the natural characteristics of 
the riverbed, riverbank, or valley.[33,34]

One of the major objectives of renaturization is to restore diversified riverbed morphology to regu-
lated rivers, which may be obtained, e.g., through shaping a more curvilinear river course, cross- sections 
varying in shape and dimensions, or the introduction of diversified vegetation. Most frequently, this is 
a long-lasting process, comprising a variety of technical undertakings, such as

• Anti-erosion drop replacement with slides enabling communication of water organisms as well as 
elimination of water-tight defenses.

• Works, which—upon completion—do not produce ready-made elements of renaturized water but 
foster a natural process that can restore naturalness to waters (e.g., vegetation planting).

• Maintenance works consisting in minor corrections to natural transformations when these are 
not progressing toward a state close to the natural; replacement of fallen trees and bushes.

• Water maintenance during the renaturization process (maintenance and conservation proce-
dures, water quality protection and enhancement).

• Discontinuation of selected actions concerning water management and leaving them to natural 
impact only.[33–38]

• A river functionality analysis suggests that a significant role in river naturalness restoration is 
played by vegetation. As part of renaturization operations, the following are implemented: ripar-
ian plant structure, tree planting in riparian zones and flood areas, introduction of vegetation 
into the existing riparian technical structures (the so-called revitalization of existing structures 
or replacement with plant defenses).[36]

Conducted recultivation procedures, both technical and biological, constitute a long-lasting and 
 difficult-to-design process whose course requires expert supervision, including result monitoring. 
Hence, riparian vegetation that improves riverbank stability and carries high natural and landscape 
importance ought to be distributed in stories comprising trees, bushes, perennial grasses, and gramine-
ous plants already found on the site, which meet the necessary requirements. New replacements and 
seedings of species from nearby habitats are also needed. Tall vegetation ought to be rarefied so that 
gramineous plants receive enough light. The interface of the tree-covered area and the river ought to be 
as long as possible, taking tree thinning into account.[27–29]
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It must be stated that, when selecting flora and fauna elements, local species are recommended, as 
their functioning is conditioned by local hydraulic and hydrological determinants. In the spatial dis-
tribution of vegetation, they may fulfill natural functions (e.g., those related to ornithology). The intro-
duction of elements from beyond a given ecological system may cause unwanted disturbance in the 
environment. Moreover, the plants selected ought not to display antagonisms.[2,5,36]

The elongation of river bankline fosters the dovetailing of the riverbed with the adjacent land strip. 
Over newly formed water habitats, vegetation plantings accelerate the watercourse’s integration with 
the landscape. This is of particular significance in urban areas. In addition, slides situated in the bottom 
to break up the watercourse gradient, together with islands and boulders to disturb the flow, serve to 
diversify the current. Hence, they enable the enrichment of the streambed structure and the formation 
of various minor biotopes for the animal world.[36–38]

The objective of technical actions is to eliminate obstacles that prevent or limit the course of natural 
fluvial processes. These works are meant to initiate a return to conditions approximating the natural, 
and affect both abiotic and biotic conditions.[36]

Upon removal of obstacles to shaping morphological conditions in accordance with natural laws, the 
second stage of renaturization follows. This is a spontaneous transformation implemented by nature as, 
due to succession and natural transformation, the environment comes to approximate the natural. Most 
frequently, this spontaneous process comprises riverbed transformations and shaping hydromorpho-
logical conditions, as well as vegetation and animal organism development. It is long lasting and may 
occasionally take from 10 to 15 years, or even up to 30 years.

Recultivation through renaturization ought to make allowances for the multifunctionality of rivers 
and valleys.[37,39] The chances for implementation of renaturization procedures in rivers increase when 
these actions, apart from enhancement of the natural state of the rivers, bring other benefits, includ-
ing economic, municipal, recreational, etc. A case in point may be the improvement of flood control 
by restoration of the valley retention function. The municipal aims of renaturization may be, e.g., the 
enhanced self-cleansing capacity of the waters, as well as upgrading the protection status of particular 
infrastructure. The objective of renaturization in urban areas may be, in turn, the enhancement of a 
city’s (and its surroundings’) landscape value, thanks to the restored naturalness of existing water bod-
ies and through the establishment of new ones. These actions are desirable in many cities; however, at 
the same time, they encounter much difficulty posed by urbanization.[36,40–43]

The most effective, from the natural viewpoint, are renaturization actions conducted in riverbeds 
and riparian zones in order to increase the diversity of riverbed morphology. This diversity is among 
the most significant natural features of rivers. It results from water and debris movement as well as 
the closely related phenomena of erosion and sedimentation. Increased morphodynamic activity may 
be achieved through elimination or limitation of factors that restrict the process: changes to the river 
course, riparian defenses and the long profile, or inducing the removal of obstacles disturbing the river 
debris movement regime.[36,37]

The recreation of the natural shape of the river course (altered as a result of river regulation) is rarely 
possible as ox-bow lakes are usually buried or permanently cut off from the regulated river. Due to these 
reasons, as part of renaturization procedures, reclamation usually comprises only fragments of ox-bow 
lakes, or provision of organisms with opportunities for mobility between ox-bow lakes and the main 
riverbed. Another option is that a regulated (straightened) river receives a curvilinear shape, resembling 
those found in natural rivers.[36,39–45]

However, even this kind of local recovery of the river course is very often impossible and the resto-
ration of naturalness is limited to a reconstruction of structures characteristic of natural rivers, i.e., 
bays, headlands, islands, and local barriers that affect velocity distribution, leading to enhancement 
of riverbed morphology. This pertains, in particular, to large regulated rivers in which renaturiza-
tion operations may only cover segments of the riverbank, elimination or replacement of ripar-
ian defenses, clearing lateral river arms, renewal of intergroyne space, or partial reclamation of 
 floodplains.[10,14,30]
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A significant element in restoration of good ecological quality to rivers is to increase the diversity of 
crosssection forms. Under natural conditions, this diversification results from the complex hydraulic 
structure of a water stream as it runs along a curving route. If the restoration of the curvilinear river sys-
tem is deemed impossible, in order to diversify bottom topography, facilities that steer the water stream 
(deflectors, digger logs, or appropriately shaped drops) are introduced. Diversification of cross-section 
width and placement of barriers in the riverbed to enable changing the flow velocity, thus enhancing the 
diversity of the riverbed morphology, are also practicable.[35–40]

The diversified river banklines thus obtained enable the expansion of the interface between the sub-
stratum and water, causing the appearance of a variety of biotopes: a system of fissures in the watercourse 
gravel substratum, the water area, the interface between water and land, the water level fluctuation zone, 
the riparian area, and other humid habitats.

The research conducted suggests that, as a result of riverbed renaturization, in the cases of minor low-
land rivers with sandy bottoms, where riparian impact significantly affects flow resistance, flow resistance 
increases. This changes several parameters characterizing water flow and debris drag transport conditions. 
If riverbed dimensions and flow regime do not change, the increase in scarp coarseness will cause increased 
falls of the water plane, riverbed filling, and stream impact on the bottom. At constant flow intensity, the 
drag rate will increase and cause deep riverbed erosion. In view of the above, in river renaturization proj-
ects, it is necessary to check not only the riverbed capacity but also the debris drag conditions.[33–40]

To maintain and enhance the ecological quality of rivers, regardless of renaturization procedures, 
other actions also ought to be taken. A case in point may be adequately conducted river maintenance 
and conservation works.

These works ought to take into account major requirements of natural protection. Special attention 
must be paid to the methods used in technical solutions for river development and use. The principles 
of environmentally friendly river regulation (natural river regulation) ought to be implemented, basing 
on the preservation of riverbed morphological diversity, through restricted riverbed transformation. 
This results in the limitation of adverse effects of planned actions on the natural environment. Natural 
regulation solutions are based on the following principles[36,38,40–49]:

• The river route ought to remain unchanged, and crosssections ought to preserve their diverse 
forms and dimensions.

• River rerouting ought to be seen as an exception, which may be justified only by very important 
arguments and lack of alternative solutions.

• River bed structures, i.e., islands, slower flow areas, river outwash, silts, and other riverbed diver-
sifications, should not be eliminated.

• Riverbanks ought to be reinforced only in those segments where the occurring erosion may cause 
major hazards.

The application of environmentally friendly river regulation principles enables obtaining a compromise 
solution that will ensure the protection of the most valuable natural resources as well as the fulfillment 
of major economic goals.

Yet, if riverbed regulation is needed, the solutions should be based on the following principles[36,38,40–49]:

• Natural riverbed protection: rechanneling is done through initializing the meander pool by 
imposing a triangular section.

• Smoothing natural riverbed meanders by means of linear structures with cross-beams: dams are 
replaced with river walls that only reinforce concave banks and are pitched against the existing 
banks (apart from cases when this solution cannot be used).

• Meandering, including riverbank walls or short structures resembling groyne heads (only for 
riparian protection, low impact on riverbed flows and the riverbed itself).

• Transverse structures that stabilize the riverbed bottom: made as gentle-sloped erratic riffles 
(1:10 is the optimum gradient, tested in practice), thus preserving the biological passability of the 
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watercourse; if possible, the location of the riffle is selected so that it can also act as a cataract and 
not only as bottom gradient reducer and stabilizer.

• Stone backfill with appropriate scarp inclination from 1:2.5, the recommended ratio being 1:4 and 
lower (wherever possible): more capacious watercourse bed, accessible to people and animals; 
regulative structures are more durable.

• Preservation of the riverbed’s and the river bottom’s morphological form: construction of stone 
backfill from the meander pool bottom (elimination of the necessity to disturb the natural gravel 
bottom shield during the formation of partitions from these alluviums; the structures are made 
without partitions).

• Stone backfill durability and visual appeal enhancement: boulder placement and turfing initial-
ization by soil filling of interboulder space and grass seeding according to pertinent formulas.

• Application of defenses made of stone netting baskets: only for protection of building structures 
situated in the vicinity of the watercourse bank.

• River bar or island leveling or correction—riverbank reinforcement.

As part of the recultivation process, it is necessary to take action in the field of precipitation water man-
agement, which is important in view of the current change in climate, and increasing freshwater use and 
degradation. The construction of retention and infiltration basins enables establishment of the so-called 
small-scale water retention facilities at the sites where precipitation occurs.

Enhancement of individual forms of retention may be obtained through a variety of methods. Briefly 
speaking, technical, planning, and agrotechnical procedures may be distinguished. The group of tech-
nical methods includes the majority of hydrotechnology and melioration works, aimed at limitation of 
surface water runoff, e.g.,[5,37,39]

• Surface water retention through the construction of small water reservoirs; lake damming; and 
construction of damming structures in watercourses, ditches, and channels.

• Regulation of water runoff from drainage systems and ditch networks.
• Increase in underground water reservoir supply through the construction of infiltration ponds 

and wells.
• Application of adequate methods for rainwater removal from sealed surfaces (roofs, squares, and 

streets), enabling water infiltration in adjacent nonsealed areas.
• Limitation of rapid surface water runoff through renaturization of small watercourses and recon-

struction of floodplains where possible due to economic (farming) reasons.

A significant role in water management, including water quality protection and enhancement, is played 
by relevant spatial arrangement in rural areas, particularly in terms of formation of such systems in 
which precipitation and meltwater runoff does not occur rapidly. The methods used in this respect are 
defined as planning. These include, but are not limited to the following[26–29,30–39]:

• Development of an appropriate arrangement of arable fields, green areas, and woodland in the 
catchment.

• Peat land, swamp, and wetland protection and reconstruction.
• Formation of protective vegetation strips (bushes and trees: increased catchment woodiness), 

reconstruction of as many as possible ecological sites, including aquatic gardens.
• Reconstruction of floodplains in river valleys.
• Establishment of protective areas with appropriate facilities.
• The application of appropriate agrotechnical methods, including observance of the Code of Good 

Agricultural Practice, may contribute to improvement and reconstruction of natural conditions 
in rivers. The basic actions in this respect, which form the so-called group of agrotechnical meth-
ods, include but are not limited to the following[45,48–50]:

• Soil retention increase through soil structure enhancement and soil humus content increase 
 (correct tillage, agromelioration procedures, fertilizing, and liming).
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• Surface runoff limitation through erosion control and aftercrops planting.
• Evapotranspiration decrease through appropriate plant selection and limitation of soil surface 

evaporation.

The suggested methods for catchment retention capacity enhancement do not introduce any signifi-
cant change to the natural water regime, but only necessary corrections aimed at improving the water 
balance structure without disturbing the ecosystem’s biological balance. Also in terms of precipita-
tion water management, complex solutions are recommended, which comprise urban area drainage, 
including roofing, downspouts, and underground pipes, thus providing for rapid and effective rainwater 
removal to a retention and infiltration box system.[27–29,32,50–54] There are several solutions available in the 
field of rational rainwater removal:

 1. Infiltration: used in permeable and poorly permeable soils, with the maintenance of the mini-
mum 1-m distance from the bottom of the box, which is wrapped with non-woven geotextile to 
the groundwater level; the water infiltrates to the soil; the most popular solution in rainwater 
management.

 2. Retention: used in firm grounds and at high groundwater levels; the water is stored for subsequent 
runoff to storm drains or waterways; the box system is wrapped with a geomembrane, which pre-
vents water infiltration into the soil.

 3. Storage: an alternative solution for open surface reservoirs; precipitation water is stored in boxes 
wrapped with geomembrane, and may be used later, e.g., as fire water supply.

The variety of methods and techniques that may be used in the recultivation process enables their adap-
tation to individual needs and objectives (Table 1).

The works in the field of watercourse restoration are subject to numerous technical, legal, adminis-
trative, economic, and natural constraints. Under the circumstances, a compromise is needed between 
approximating nature and achieving economic results. If a river’s naturalness has been lost, for instance, 
owing to the building of hydrotechnical facilities, it cannot be fully restored without the demolition of 
these facilities. Consequently, that would mean the community’s return to conditions that, in the past, 
made living difficult (floods or swamping) to the extent that led to decisions being taken to improve the 
situation. While undertaking recultivation procedures, it is necessary to bear in mind that the scope 
will be limited in proportion to what might be implemented if there is no need to meet the economic 
requirements. That means that the recovery of natural values in the scope in which they are found in 
rivers untampered with by humans will not be achieved.

Serious limitations for river recultivation may also result from lack of space for appropriate actions. 
“Human nature” conflicts most frequently arise in situations when morphological diversification of 
the riverbed is intended, including addition of a curve to a straightened river; riverbed diversifica-
tion through the introduction of changeable bottom widths or scarp gradients; or the introduction of 
islands, headlands, bays, breaches, precipices, and beach segments. The reason is that these require the 
taking of land adjacent to the river and disturbing the riverbanks, whose shaping is perceived differently 
by land owners and by ecologists. There is little chance of reaching a compromise on these issues, so the 
best solution would be to purchase the strip of riparian land where appropriate actions, such as river 
bankline diversification or allowing for riverbank erosion, may be taken.

Recultivation actions may also be constrained by technical reasons. The restoration of natural 
elements to rivers, including cutoff meanders, ox-bow lakes, or connections between the river, land 
 depressions, and marshes, will only become possible if, after the regulation, these structures have not 
been completely demolished and the land has not been developed. Relatively frequent are cases when 
the existing, necessary riverbed facilities as well as the ways in which they are used (e.g., the river run-
ning across a built-up area, a walled riverbed, a link between the river and the water economics sys-
tem) render transformation of rivers into more natural ones completely unfeasible or feasible only to a 
small extent.
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TABLE 1 Sample Procedures Geared at River Restoration with Their Characteristics

Method/
Technique

Model
Application Characteristics Literature

Dredging Buffalo 
River

Primarily relies on natural sedimentation processes after dredging to 
achieve dredge residual performance standards established during 
detailed design; remediation area was approximately 164 acres, 
including 138 acres in the Buffalo River and 26 acres in the City Ship 
Canal

[55]

Eel River Excess sand and all peat excavated during site restoration work were 
placed in the former sand borrow pits around the perimeter of the 
bogs; insecticide-affected peat was buried beneath a variable layer of 
sand; once filled—sand borrow pits into the surrounding upland 
forest; a layer of top soil was imported and placed as a final cap over 
the former borrow pits, revegetated with native plantings, and 
monitored over time to ensure growth and survival

[56]

Capping Buffalo 
River

Introduced for remediation of the end of the City Ship Canal, beyond 
the limits of the authorized navigation channel, to isolate underlying 
sediment contaminants and provide a clean sediment surface; 
capping depths and cap materials were designed to optimize and 
enhance habitat restoration plans while providing adequate 
protection against damage from root penetration; cap placement 
was performed by either of the following methods: 1) extending a 
navigational channel to the downstream end; 2) through hydraulic 
means; or 3) in dry conditions using earth moving equipment, by 
temporary sheeting and dewatering the proposed cap area and using 
the adjoining upland areas for material handling

[55]

Renaturization Izara River Along a 14-km-long segment, the riverbank structures were removed; 
there appeared gravel river bars, shoals, main riverbed forks, and 
stagnant waters; in selected segments, modern fish ladders were 
built and riparian communities originated

Concrete gutters were removed from stream bottom and banks; so 
was the irregular stream bank shaping; islands and widenings were 
installed; stones were introduced into the streambed bottom; slides 
(ramps) were built and planted with vegetation

Irregular widenings were formed (at two sites, forking the river by 
means of islands); the bottom shape was diversified, the scarp 
inclination of 1:4–1:5 was obtained; the watercourse gradient was 
increased to 2.7%; dead willow fascine was used; structures were 
erected with the use of reed beds; plantings of tree shoots were 
inserted into the substratum, and seedings were made (vegetation 
was mostly obtained from floodplains and nearby areas)

[57]

Mistelbach 
Stream

[58]

Enz River [59,60]

Kwacza 
River

Riparian alders were felled; six bypasses were made for the existing 
riverbed; in the riverbed, fallen trees were retained, providing 
valuable natural microhabitats; in the current, artificial structures in 
the forms of stone piles were placed; wooden and stone deflectors 
were made, as well as wooden log drops and in-stream digger logs 
made of tree trunks (deflectors); riverbank defenses were made of 
tree trunks; the connection between the major riverbed and the 
ox-bow lake was reconstructed; bays and stagnant water pools were 
formed; several hundreds of tons of gravel and stones were used to 
increase bottom material graining so that its composition would 
approximate the natural salmonid spawning sites

[61]

Skjern 
River

Elimination of hydrotechnical structures, restoration of the river’s 
meandering course, and purchase of farming land adjacent to the 
river

[62]

(Continued)
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Conclusion

The recultivation of flowing surface waters may be based on tested case studies from other regions of the 
country or abroad. Yet, it should be remembered that each environment, while similar in terms of the 
problems encountered, is unique. The adaptation of solutions must then be carried out with due care.

TABLE 1 (Continued) Sample Procedures Geared at River Restoration with Their Characteristics

Method/
Technique

Model
Application Characteristics Literature

Rehabilitation River 
Frome

Dig a borrow pit to create a supply of clay; use clay to raise the 
riverbed level (specific depth to be agreed on site); win gravels from 
embankments (old river dredgings or borrow pit); return gravel to 
the river creating riffles and gravel features; spoil created from bank 
reprofiling used to infill the borrow pit (less material available—in 
the original pit volume, a small pond or wetland was created), 
giving varied habitats

Restore the loop to these dimensions tempering them with uncovered 
in-channel features (basic river archaeology using remnant channel 
features as a guide in favor of theoretical section design); fix the 
channel features at the upstream and downstream end of the system 
to prevent channel adjustment between the canalized section and 
the restored naturalized section (headward recession, etc.); restore 
the effect of the lock gates and system to prevent any passage of flow 
down the canal and divert all flows through the loop

[63]

River 
Rother

[64]

Restoration River Avon Physical features and geomorphological processes of the watercourse 
habitat were re-established at six river restoration demonstration 
sites; approximately 7 km of river and banks was enhanced and 
woody debris introduced; an estimated 0.36 ha of new spawning 
area for Atlantic salmon, bullhead, and lamprey was created 
(Atlantic salmon are already spawning on the new gravel)

[65]

Restoration of 
native 
terrestrial 
plants

Niagara 
River

Restore extirpated species to gorge; close unauthorized trails; upgrade 
existing trails with water bars, fencing, signs; initiate trail steward 
program; selectively remove aggressive nonnative species from the 
vicinity of gorge and gorge rim; use flow restriction or diffusion 
devices on outfalls; eliminate perched outfalls; restore water flow to 
Devil’s Hole; reduce acidification; restore original character of cove; 
exclude birds (removal of nests, egg oiling); reduce soil acidification; 
reduce direct trampling or pulling of plants by gulls; reduce input of 
alien seeds in material brought in by gulls

[66]

Remediation Sumida 
River

Waterfront amenity improvement coexisted with flood prevention; 
gently sloping levees and high standard levees were constructed as 
substitutes for linear levees to increase durability; river edge terraces 
(promenades) were improved and levees were forested to improve 
water amenities; improvement of the sewage system and activities of 
citizens’ groups

[67]

Revitalization River 
Brent

Restored two sections of this river by remeandering the straightened 
channel along its original route, creating a backwater channel, and 
naturalizing the river’s banks; linked up with the earlier restoration 
work to enhance the entire park

[68]

River 
Thames

Activities covered by the tributaries were carrying pollutants, e.g., 
creation of a natural channel in place of a buried culvert; creation of 
sustainable instream, marginal, wetland, and floodplain habitats; 
potential for improved biodiversity in the area and increased flood 
storage capacity; reconnected the two stretches of seminatural 
channel up- and downstream of Brookmill Park

[69,70]
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More and more often, an ideal model of a watercourse is taken as a starting point during the recultiva-
tion planning process. The model corresponds to natural conditions of the watercourse, unchanged by 
humans. It is only on that basis that its current state, and deficits, or degradation rating, are assessed. 
Subsequently, taking into account socioeconomic boundary conditions, such as the degree of valley 
occupancy, navigation, fire safety, and environmental protection requirements, development goals are 
set, i.e., the character of the watercourse after recultivation is determined. The actions taken are based 
on a variety of methods and techniques, individually adapted to the local situation and the specified 
objectives. They include technical, engineering, biological, and hydrological procedures. Nonetheless, 
the scope of the works conducted must demonstrate multitasking and be capable of complex inclusion 
of selected environmental elements, at the same time stimulating their reconstruction process.

It must be stressed that recultivation procedures do not usually yield direct economic benefits, 
which constitutes another obstacle. The improvement of a river’s natural condition or enhancement 
of  landscape values in themselves are not sufficient arguments in favor of beginning the recultivation.

Such actions, understandable and convincing from the point of view of the natural environment and 
its needs, tend to breed substantial controversy if local economic expectations are considered. It is then 
vital to recognize hydrological and hydraulic conditions, and describe the phenomenon of water supply 
to the land subject to recultivation procedures, together with recognition of farming water needs in the 
area. Social and sociological surveys that would answer the questions related to the intentions of the 
farmers themselves, the prospects for local agriculture, possibility of land sale, etc., are also needed.

The chief obstacle is indeed found in the mentality of local communities who expect the proprietor of 
flowing waters to fulfill the protective obligations. These include deepening and narrowing the riverbed 
and the streambed so that they no longer flood; reinforcing riverbanks and securing private facilities 
built nearby; and creating or establishing conditions for recreational river use. Yet, the responsibility to 
protect the environment as our shared asset remains a shared obligation.
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Waste: Stabilization Ponds

Sven Erik Jørgensen

Application of Waste Stabilization Pond Systems

A more detailed review of waste stabilization ponds (WSPs), their kinetics, and design can be found in 
Kayombo et al.[1]

WSPs are large, shallow basins in which raw sewage is treated entirely by natural processes involving 
both algae and bacteria.[2] They are used for sewage treatment in temperate and tropical climates and 
represent one of the most cost-effective, reliable, and easily operated methods for treating domestic 
and industrial wastewater. WSPs are very effective in the removal of fecal coliform bacteria. Sunlight 
energy is the only requirement for its operation. Further, it requires minimum supervision for daily 
operation, by simply cleaning the outlets and inlet works. The temperature and duration of sunlight in 
tropical countries offer an excellent opportunity for high efficiency and satisfactory performance for 
this type of water-cleaning system. They are well suited for low-income tropical countries where con-
ventional wastewater treatment cannot be achieved due to the lack of a reliable energy source. Further, 
the  advantage of these systems, in terms of removal of pathogens, is one of the most important reasons 
for its use.

Types of WSPS and Their Specific Uses

WSP systems comprise a single string of anaerobic, facultative, and maturation ponds in series, or sev-
eral such series in parallel. In essence, anaerobic and facultative ponds are designed for removal of bio-
chemical oxygen demand (BOD), and maturation ponds are designed for pathogen removal, although 
some BOD removal also occurs in maturation ponds and some pathogen removal occurs in anaerobic 
and facultative ponds.[3,4] In most cases, only anaerobic and facultative ponds will be needed for BOD 
removal when the effluent is to be used for restricted crop irrigation and fishpond fertilization, as well 
as when weak sewage is to be treated prior to its discharge to surface waters. Maturation ponds are 
only required when the effluent is to be used for unrestricted irrigation, thereby having to comply with 
the World Health Organization guideline of >1000 fecal coliform bacteria/100 mL. The WSP does not 
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require mechanical mixing, needing only sunlight to supply most of its oxygenation. Its performance 
may be measured in terms of its removal of BOD and fecal coliform bacteria.

Processes in WSPS

Anaerobic Ponds

Anaerobic ponds are commonly 2–5 m deep and receive wastewater with high organic loads (i.e., usually 
greater than 100 g/m2 24h, equivalent to more than 3000 kg/ha/ day for a depth of 3 m). They normally 
do not contain dissolved oxygen or algae. In anaerobic ponds, BOD removal is achieved by sedimen-
tation of solids and subsequent anaerobic digestion in the resulting sludge. The process of anaerobic 
digestion is more intense at temperatures above 15°C. The anaerobic bacteria are usually sensitive to 
pH <6.2. Thus, acidic wastewater must be neutralized prior to its treatment in anaerobic ponds. A prop-
erly designed anaerobic pond will achieve about a 40% removal of BOD at 10°C and more than 60% at 
20°C. A retention time of 1.0–1.5 days is commonly used.

Facultative Ponds

Facultative ponds (1–2 m deep) are of two types: Primary facultative ponds that receive raw wastewater, 
and secondary facultative ponds that receive particle-free wastewater (usually from anaerobic ponds, 
septic tanks, primary facultative ponds, and shallow sewerage systems). The process of oxidation of 
organic matter by aerobic bacteria is usually dominant in primary facultative ponds or secondary facul-
tative ponds. The processes in anaerobic and secondary facultative ponds occur simultaneously in pri-
mary facultative ponds, as shown in Figure 1. It is estimated that about 30% of the influent BOD leaves 
the primary facultative pond in the form of methane.[2] A high proportion of the BOD that does not leave 
the pond as methane ends up in algae. This process requires more time, more land area, and possibly 
2–3 weeks water retention time, rather than 2–3 days in the anaerobic pond. In the secondary facultative 

FIGURE 1 Pathways of BOD removal in primary facultative ponds.
Source: After Marais.[2]
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pond (and the upper layers of primary facultative ponds), sewage BOD is converted into “algal BOD” 
and has implications for effluent quality requirements. About 70%–90% of the BOD of the final effluent 
from a series of well-designed WSPs is related to the algae they contain.

In secondary facultative ponds that receive particle-free sewage (anaerobic effluent), the remain-
ing non-settleable BOD is oxidized by heterotrophic bacteria (Pseudomonas, Flavobacterium, 
Achromobacter, and Alcaligenes spp). The oxygen required for oxidation of BOD is obtained from photo-
synthetic  activity of the micro-algae that grow naturally and profusely in facultative ponds. Facultative 
ponds are designed for BOD removal on the basis of a relatively low surface loading (100–400 kg 
BOD/ha/day), in order to allow for the development of a healthy algal population, since the oxygen for 
BOD removal by the pond bacteria is generated primarily via algal photosynthesis. The facultative pond 
relies on naturally growing algae. The facultative ponds are usually dark green in color because of the 
algae they contain. Motile algae (Chlamydomonas and Euglena) tend to predominate the turbid water in 
facultative ponds, compared to non-motile algae (Chlorella).

The algal concentration in the pond depends on nutrient loading, temperature, and sunlight, but is 
usually in the range of 500–2000 μg chlorophyll-a per liter.[3,4] Because of the photosynthetic activi-
ties of pond algae, there is a diurnal variation in the dissolved oxygen concentration. The dissolved 
oxygen concentration in the water gradually rises after sunrise, in response to photosynthetic activity, 
to a maximum level in the mid-afternoon, after which it falls to a minimum during the night, when 
photosynthesis ceases and respiratory activities consume oxygen. At peak algal activity, carbonate 
and bicarbonate ions react to provide more carbon dioxide for the algae, leaving an excess of hydroxyl 
ions. As a result, the pH of the water can rise to above 9, which will kill fecal coliform. Good water 
mixing, which is usually facilitated within the upper water layer by strong wind, ensures a uniform 
distribution of BOD, dissolved oxygen, bacteria, and algae, thereby leading to a better degree of waste 
stabilization.

Kinetics of the Processes in Facultative Ponds

The growth of the mixed culture was studied at concentrations ranging between 200 and 800 mg COD/L, 
in a series of batch static reactors. From laboratory data, the specific growth rate (μ) was determined, 
using the modified Gompertz model.[1,5] There are several growth models in the literature used to evalu-
ate growth parameters, first-order reaction, logistic models, etc. The maximum specific growth rate 
(μmax) and half saturation coefficients (Ks) were calculated using the Monod kinetic equation, which is 
the generally applied expression:

 max S / S K*
sμ μ ( )( ) ( )= +

S in this equation is the substrate concentration usually expressed as mg/L BOD5 or COD.
The maximum observed growth rate (μmax) for heterotrophic bacteria was 3.8 L/24 hr, with a Ks of 

200 mg/L when COD was applied as unit for S.
The μmax for algal biomass, based on volatile suspended solids, was 2.7 L/24 hr, with a Ks of 110 mg 

COD/L. The μmax of algae, based on chlorophyll-a, was 3.5 L/24 hr with a Ks of 50 mg COD/L. The indi-
cated constants were all found on the basis of literature values that were found from data. The regression 
coefficients for the constants were all 0.96–0.99 according to the literature.

The observed specific substrate removal by heterotrophic bacteria varied between the concentrations 
of substrate used, with an average value of 0.82 (mg COD/mg biomass). Thus, the determined Monod 
kinetic parameters are useful for defining the operation of secondary facultative ponds. The specific 
substrate utilization rate in the bioreactors was directly proportional to the specific growth rate.

Although the Monod equation was developed for the pure culture of bacteria growing in a single 
organic substrate, the results may be used correctly also for a mixed culture of algae and heterotrophic 
bacteria growing in a heterogeneous-mixed organic carbon. The Ks values obtained are the characteristic 
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of the wastewaters containing a complex mixture of organic carbon. The Monod constants for algae 
depend on the method used in determining the biomass as indicated above.

Knowledge of the effects of the pH on the growth rate of algae and heterotrophic bacteria, and its 
subsequent impacts on the degradation of organic matter, is useful for better operation and design of 
secondary facultative ponds. The kinetics of microbial growth and product formations are influenced 
by diurnal variation in the pH in the pond resulting from diurnal variations in the carbon dioxide.[6] 
Algae require large quantities of dissolved carbon dioxide during photosynthesis, causing a depletion of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and leading to a shift in the carbonate-bicarbonate (CO32−–HCO3−) equilibrium, 
resulting in an increase in pH due to the formation of hydroxyl (OH−) ions.[7] The effects of pH on the 
growth rate of heterotrophic bacteria and algae in secondary facultative ponds were investigated, using 
batch growth at a pH value between 5 and 11. The optimum pH was found to be between 7.0 and 8.0. The 
results indicate that, for a pH value higher than 8, the chlorophyll-a content decreases. However, the 
specific growth rate of heterotrophic bacteria and algae was high with a pH value between pH 6.5 and 8. 
At a pH value above 9, the specific growth rates of both biomasses decrease.

Oxygen tension in WSPs is an operational parameter with a great deal of daily and hourly variation. 
The rate of oxygen production is a function of the algal concentration. Because algal growth is both 
light and temperature dependent, the rate of oxygen production (photosynthetic) follows the same 
pattern. Temperature also is a parameter exhibiting marked seasonal and daily variation in WSPs. 
It influences photosynthesis, the growth of microorganisms, and the bio-decomposition of organic 
carbon in the system. The fluctuation in pH influences the kinetics of microbial growth, species com-
petition, and product fomations in the pond.[6] Microbial species can grow within a specific pH range, 
which typically extends over 3 to 4 pH units, with an optimum growth rate near the midpoint of the 
range. Values of pH up to 11 are not uncommon in WSPs, with the highest levels being reached in the 
late afternoon. These results lead to the conclusion that the most useful rate that may be used to govern 
the processes from the WSP should be those determined from the combined influence of the various 
forcing functions.

Maturation Ponds

The maturation ponds, usually 1–1.5 m deep, receive the effluent from the facultative ponds. Their pri-
mary function is to remove excreted pathogens. Although maturation ponds achieve only a small degree 
of BOD removal, their contribution to nutrient removal can be significant. Maturation ponds usually 
show less vertical biological and physicochemical stratification, and are well oxygenated throughout 
the day. The algal population in maturation ponds is much more diverse than in the facultative ponds. 
The algal diversity generally increases from pond to pond along the series.[3] Although fecal bacteria are 
partially removed in the facultative ponds, the size and numbers of the maturation ponds especially 
determine the numbers of fecal bacteria in the final effluent. There is some removal of solids-associated 
bacteria in anaerobic ponds, principally by sedimentation. The principal mechanisms for fecal bacterial 
removal in facultative and maturation ponds are now known to be

 1. Time and temperature
 2.  High pH (>9)
 3.  High light intensity, combined with high dissolved oxygen concentration

Time and temperature are the two principal parameters used in designing maturation ponds. Fecal 
bacterial die-off in ponds increases with both time and temperature. High pH values (above 9) occur in 
ponds, due to rapid photosynthesis by pond algae, which consumes CO2 faster than it can be replaced 
by bacterial respiration. As a result, carbonate and bicarbonate ions dissociate, as follows:
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The resulting CO2 is fixed by the algae, and the hydroxyl ions accumulate, often raising the pH to val-
ues even above 10. Fecal bacteria (with the notable exception of Vibrio cholerae) die very quickly at pH 
values higher than 9.[8] The role of high light intensity and high dissolved oxygen concentration has 
recently been elucidated. Light of wavelengths between 425 and 700 nm can damage fecal bacteria by 
being absorbed by the humic substances ubiquitous in wastewater. They remain in an excited state suf-
ficiently long to damage the cell. Light-mediated die-off is completely dependent on the presence of oxy-
gen and is enhanced at high pH values. Thus, the sun plays a threefold role in directly promoting fecal 
bacterial removal in WSP and in increasing the pond temperature, and more indirectly by providing the 
energy for rapid algal photosynthesis. This not only raises the pond pH value above 9, but also results in 
high dissolved oxygen concentrations, which are necessary for its third role, namely, promoting photo-
oxidative damage.

Nutrient Removal in WSPs

In anaerobic ponds, organic nitrogen is decomposed to ammonia. Thus, the effluent from anaerobic 
ponds usually has higher concentrations of ammonia than what is found in raw sewage. In faculta-
tive and maturation ponds, ammonia is incorporated into algal biomass. At high pH values, ammonia 
leaves the pond through volatilization. There is little evidence for nitrification (and hence denitrifica-
tion, unless the wastewater has a high nitrate content).[3] This is due to the fact that the population of 
the nitrifying bacteria is low because of the lack of physical attachment sites in the aerobic zone. Total 
nitrogen and ammonia removal from WSP can reach 80% and 95%, respectively.[3] Phosphorus removal 
in WSP is associated with its uptake by algal biomass, precipitation, and sedimentation. Mara[3] sug-
gested that the best way to remove much of the phosphorus in the wastewater by WSP is to increase the 
number of maturation ponds. However, both nitrogen and phosphorus must be removed in order to 
prevent eutrophication in receiving water bodies. The common practice in the design of the WSP is not 
based on nutrient removal; rather, it is based on BOD and fecal coliform removal.

Design of WSPs

Design Parameters

There are four important design parameters for WSP, including temperature, net evaporation, flow, and 
BOD. The climate also is important in as much as the processes responsible for BOD5 and fecal bacterial 
removal are temperature dependent. Further, algal photosynthesis depends on solar insulation, which 
is a function of latitude and cloud cover. Cloud cover periods are seldom a problem because the solar 
insulation during the day in tropical and subtropical regions generally greatly exceeds the saturation 
light intensity of the algae in the ponds. The design temperature usually is the mean air temperature in 
the coolest month (or quarter). The pond water is usually 2–3°C warmer than the air temperature in the 
cool season, with the reverse also being true in the warm season.

Because the bacteria responsible for treatment are mesophilic, high temperatures are not a prob-
lem. However, low temperatures can be, since they slow down the treatment process. In the case of the 
methanogenic bacteria (crucial to anaerobic digestion), methane production virtually ceases below tem-
peratures of 15°C. Thus, in areas where the pond temperature remains below 15°C for more than a couple 
of months of the year, careful consideration should be given to deciding whether or not anaerobic units 
are needed. Net evaporation (evaporation minus rainfall) must be taken into account during the design 
of facultative and maturation ponds, but not for anaerobic ponds.[9] Anaerobic ponds generally have a 
scum layer, which effectively prevents significant evaporation of the water.

+Total nitrogen and free ammonia (NH3, rather than NH4  + NH3) are important in the design of 
wastewater-fed fish ponds. Typical concentrations of total nitrogen in raw domestic wastewater are 
20–70 mg N/L, and total ammonia (NH +

4  + NH3) concentrations are 15–40 mg N/L. Fecal coliform 
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numbers are important if the pond effluent is to be used for unrestricted crop irrigation or for fishpond 
fertilization. Grab samples of the wastewater may be used to measure the fecal coliform concentration 
if wastewater exists.

Estimation of Water Flows and BOD Concentrations

The mean water flows should be carefully estimated, since they have direct effects on the size of the 
ponds and the construction costs. A suitable design is 85% of the in-house water consumption. The 
BOD may be measured if wastewater exists, based on 24 hr flow weighted data. Alternatively, the BOD 
may be estimated from the value 30 to 70 g/(capita/24 hr), with rich communities producing more BOD 
than poor communities. In medium-sized towns, a value of 50 g/(capita/24 hr) is more suit-able.[10,11] A 
typical design figure for an urban area in a developing country would be 40–50 g BOD5/(capita/24 hr).[9] 
Although it is dangerous to generalize, in view of the wide variations that can be expected with differing 
social customs, religion, etc., a BOD5 per capita contribution of 40 g/day with a wastewater contribution 
of about 100 L/(capita/24 hr) is probably a reasonable initial estimate where there is a household water 
supply; however, flows also could be considerably less. The usual range of fecal coliform in domestic 
wastewater is 107–108 fecal coliform/100 mL, with a suitable design value being 5 × 107/100 mL.

Design of Anaerobic Ponds

The anaerobic ponds are designed on the basis of a recommended volumetric loading between 100 and 
400 g BOD5/m3/24 hr, in order to maintain anaerobic conditions. Once the organic loading is selected, 
the volume of the pond is then determined and the hydraulic retention time is calculated. A retention 
time of less than 1 day should not be used for anaerobic ponds. If it occurs, however, a retention time of 
1 day should be used, and the volume of the pond should be recalculated accordingly.

Design of Facultative Ponds

Facultative ponds can be designed on the basis of kinetic or empirical models. The rate at which the 
organic matter is oxidized by bacteria is a fundamental parameter in the rational design of biologi-
cal wastewater treatment systems. It has been found that BOD removal often approximates first-order 
kinetics; that is, the rate of BOD removal (rate of oxidation of organic matter) at any time is proportional 
to the quantity of BOD (organic matter) present in the system at that time. The simple approach to the 
rational design of facultative ponds assumes that they are completely mixed reactors in which BOD5 
removal follows first-order kinetics[12] with the kinetic constant, k  at 20°C to be equal to 0.3/day.[13]

1  
For the temperature dependence, the Arrhenius expression is used, with the constant between 1.01 and 
1.09—an average value of 1.05 is recommended to be applied generally. A minimum retention time value 
of 5 days should be adopted for temperatures below 20°C, and 4 days for temperature above 20°C. This 
is to minimize hydraulic short-circuiting and to give algae sufficient time to multiply (i.e., to prevent 
algal washout).

Design of Maturation Ponds for Fecal Coliform Removal

The method of Marais[2] is generally used to design a pond series for fecal coliform removal. This assumes 
that fecal coliform removal can be reasonably well represented by a first-order kinetic model in a com-
pletely mixed reactor. The numbers of fecal coliform/100 mL in the effluent and influent are used as unit 
in the applied first-order equation. kT, the first-order rate constant for fecal coliform removal, is 2.6 L/24 
hr, and it is highly dependent on the temperature. If an Arrhenius expression is used to calculate the 
influence of the temperature, an Arrhenius constant as high as 1.19 should be applied. Thus, kT changes 
by 19% for every change in temperature of 1°C. The first-order equation represents the removal of fecal 
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coliform in a series of ponds as a whole reasonably well. Maturation ponds require careful design to 
ensure that the fecal coliform removal is sufficient. Marais,[2] and Mara,[13] recommend a value of 3 days 
as the minimum retention time of the maturation ponds, although at temperatures below 20°C, values 
of 4–5 days are preferable. The BOD loading on the first maturation pond must be checked and must 
not be higher than that on the preceding facultative pond; in fact, it is preferable that it be significantly 
lower. The maximum BOD loading in the first maturation pond should normally be 75% of that on the 
preceding facultative pond. It is not necessary to check the BOD loadings on subsequent maturation 
ponds, as the non-algal BOD contribution to the load is very low. The loading on the first maturation 
pond is calculated on the assumption that 70% of unfiltered BOD has been removed in the preceding 
anaerobic and facultative ponds (or 80% for temperatures above 20°C). Mara and Pearson[11] and Mare[14] 
also suggested 90% cumulative removal in anaerobic and facultative ponds, and then 25% in each matu-
ration pond, for temperatures above 25°C (80% and 20%, respectively, for temperatures below 20°C), 
when the BOD is based on filtered BOD values.

Helminth Egg Removal

Helminth eggs are normally removed by sedimentation, with the process occurring in the anaerobic 
or primary facultative ponds. If the final effluent is to be used for restricted irrigation, it is necessary to 
ensure that it contains no more than one egg per liter.

Water Quality and WSPs

By the right design of WSPs, it is possible to obtain close to 90% removal of BOD5 (i.e., a BOD5 of 
about 10–20 mg/L), a phosphorus removal of about 20%–35%, and a total nitrogen removal of at least 
25%–50%. Usually, nitrate is removed very effectively. The organic nitrogen is easily oxidized to ammo-
nia but ammonia may be removed by a relatively low efficiency due to insufficient oxygen concentrations 
in the ponds. By aeration (even rather moderate aeration), for instance, in the last facultative pond, it is 
possible to increase the nitrogen removal to almost 85% by oxidation of ammonium to nitrate, which, as 
indicated above, is removed usually with high efficiency. By careful design of the maturation ponds, the 
removal of coliform bacteria will be satisfactory.

Kayombo et al.[1] present several models that are able to give a fully acceptable design of WSPs. The 
same reference gives several equations for an empirical design, but as the model can consider interac-
tions of several factors of importance for the design, it is recommendable to apply models for the design 
of WSPs whenever it is possible.

WSPs are, with very few exceptions, only applied in the tropical region, because the treatment results 
would not be sufficient during the winter months in the temperate zone, where the industrialized coun-
tries are using mostly high-technological treatment methods.
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Introduction

In the last 50 years, conventional and alternative wastewater treatment systems (e.g., lagoons and tundra 
wetlands) have been used in remote Arctic communities in Canada for wastewater treatment. Current 
knowledge of the performance of these systems is limited, as little research has been conducted and 
regulatory monitoring has been poorly documented or not observed at all. Also, in the past, the ratio-
nal design process of treatment systems in Arctic communities has not acknowledged cultural and 
socioeconomic aspects, which are important for the long-term management and performance of the 
 treatment facilities in Canadian Arctic communities.

Wastewater treatment in extreme cold climate regions of world, such as the Canadian Arctic, is a 
comparatively recent exercise in the history of wastewater treatment. The term extreme cold climate 
wastewater treatment is used in this entry as cold climate wastewater has been coined for treatment in 
more temperate locations where mean annual ambient air temperatures are above 0°C. In comparison, 
the regions discussed in this entry all have mean annual ambient air temperatures well below –5°C, and 
often below –10°C.

Most communities in the far north regions of Canada, as well as other localities globally such as 
Greenland, have primarily relied on dilution of small volumes of wastewater by the receiving environ-
ment. However, with rapid population growth occurring in Arctic regions because of resource extrac-
tion and exploration, risk to the receiving environment has become a concern. In communities where 
wastewater treatment technologies have been employed, performance evaluations of the systems are now 
required to determine whether they can cope with the growing demand on them. This entry includes an 
overview of wastewater treatment in the Canadian Arctic with a specific emphasis on the use of tundra 
wetlands to treat municipal wastewater from the region’s remote communities.
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The corresponding objectives of this entry are as follows: (1) to provide a detailed description of cur-
rent wastewater treatment practice in the Canadian Arctic with special consideration on the use of wet-
land systems; (2) to convey the current knowledge of wastewater treatment performance using natural 
wetlands in the Canadian Arctic; (3) to explore the potential for the application of ecotechnologies, 
namely, constructed or engineered wetlands in remote Arctic communities; and (4) to discuss a case 
study on a natural treatment wetland (Paulatuk, Northwest Territories, Canada) as an example to illus-
trate performance as well as describe other challenges associated with remote extreme cold climate 
wastewater treatment.

State of Current Knowledge and Practice

Current knowledge of performance of Canadian Arctic wastewater treatment systems is largely 
restricted to governmental reports, consultant reports, and other sources of gray literature. Only a few 
peer-reviewed documents exist to contribute to our current understanding of performance and are con-
fined to the performance of lagoons.

In the Canadian Arctic, wastewater treatment facilities such as lagoons and wetlands are largely 
designed and managed using southern engineering standards, adopting design models to reflect Arctic 
temperature.[1–3] Since the 1970s, our knowledge of wastewater treatment in remote Canadian Arctic 
communities has grown very little despite a half-century of operation. Much of our understanding has 
been developed from site-specific consultant and government reports[4,5] and only a few peer-reviewed 
entries, as well as conference proceedings.[6,7]

The entries that have been listed above primarily address the performance of lagoon treatment sys-
tems. Only Doku and Heinke discuss the potential for greater use of natural and constructed wetlands 
(CWs) to treat wastewater in Northern Canada in detail.[8] The work of Dubuc et al. is one of very few 
papers to investigate long-term performance of treatment wetlands in Northern Canada, with a study 
on a hydro-construction camp along the 55th parallel in the province of Quebec.[9] To date, no long-term 
monitoring of treatment wetlands has occurred in the Canadian Arctic, except for research conducted 
by the authors in several wetland systems between the years 2008 and 2010. Unfortunately, in the past 
10 years, additional long-term studies have not continued. Nor has there been any extensive discussion 
or study of mechanistic functions of tundra wetlands to treat wastewater in peer-reviewed literature 
except for some sporadic example works conducted since 2013.[10,11] Still, the closest approximation for 
mechanistic functionality in Arctic treatment wetlands is drawn from cold temperate climate regions 
of southern Canada, Scandinavia, and northern United States; examples from extensively studied loca-
tions being from Minot Wetland in North Dakota and Houghton Lake wetland in Michigan.[12,13] Only 
an entry by Kadlec and Johnson addresses some mechanistic function in a Canadian Arctic treatment 
wetland but does not provide significant background data.[1] Furthermore, much of the current knowl-
edge on plant and microbial influence on wastewater treatment in the Arctic derives from smaller-scale 
fertilizations and carbon cycling studies in different Arctic environments.[14,15]

The authors would also like to note the lack of attention that has been given to the planning practice 
of wastewater treatment in the Canadian Arctic. In both peer-reviewed and gray literature, evidence 
of planning practice for wastewater treatment has been minimal. Only Ritter and Johnson directly 
touch upon the issue of planning and wastewater management in remote Arctic communities in North 
America.[16,17] More recently, more discussion has been made on public health risks in the Canadian 
Arctic with respect to wastewater.[18,19] The remainder of current thought on the subject relies on contri-
butions from indirect sources on waste management and contamination in the Arctic.[20,21] Unpublished 
work by author Yates discusses these issues in great detail and identifies several primary factors that 
have compounded the problem of sanitation in Arctic communities, including the climate, their remote 
localities, and in some cases physiographic features. A few experts in sanitation and wastewater treat-
ment have proposed and implemented conventional techniques in the Canadian Arctic with varying 
degrees of success in terms of (1) performance of the technology and (2) acceptance or understanding 
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by the community.[6,23,24] Despite this, there remains a great deal of uncertainty with regard to which 
approaches are most suitable for Arctic communities. This uncertainty is because there is limited 
knowledge of how Arctic environments respond to increased loads of nutrients, other pollutants, and 
water, and how conventional systems respond to Arctic conditions.[7] Therefore, appropriate loading 
rates and predictions of expected performance are still largely speculative. Socioeconomic issues are 
also an ever-present concern, especially in the Canadian Arctic. This is related to a lack of resources 
and trained personnel as well as other factors.[16] Furthermore, there is distrust caused by a lack of com-
munication and discussion between aboriginal groups in the Canadian Arctic and government agencies 
over treatment approaches and, more recently, concerns over compliancy to existing and proposed new 
regulatory standards.[25]

As previously described, there is a paucity of seasonal and long-term performance data of tundra treat-
ment wetlands. Therefore, unsurprisingly, we know even less with respect to treatment mechanisms in 
tundra treatment wetlands. Attention still needs to be given to testing alternative technologies for waste-
water treatment, such as CWs or engineered wetlands in these remote communities as well as emerging 
technologies that may provide low cost, effective, and socioculturally acceptable. The following discussion 
presents some evidence on the capability of tundra wetlands’ ability to treat municipal wastewater.

A Discussion of Performance

Cold climate treatment wetlands have been identified as a significant area of interest for those study-
ing treatment wetlands in the past three decades.[26] Vymazal also identified the important role that 
natural wetlands historically have played in our understanding of wetland function for wastewater 
treatment.[26] However, because of the growing knowledge of the importance of wetland function and 
values early in the adoption of wetlands to treat wastewater, their use has largely ceased except in con-
trolled  conditions[29,30] and in a few other locations around the world.[22] The tundra wetlands in the 
Canadian Arctic are among those still used to treat wastewater.

During a period over about 5 years (2008–2013), significant effort and funding were made available 
to characterize wastewater treatment wetlands in the Canadian Arctic for performance and to make 
recommendations on how to best manage these extreme cold climate systems. This work was largely 
conducted by CAWT (Fleming College) and Dalhousie. In the following discussion, a case study is used 
to illustrate the performance of Arctic tundra wetland wastewater treatment the authors conducted dur-
ing that time. The authors also draw on some preliminary results collected in other tundra treatment 
wetlands that they have studied throughout the Canadian Arctic (Figure 1) and provide discussion on 
the potential for CWs.

Case Study of Paulatuk Treatment Wetland

This case study documents unpublished data collected by the authors in 2009 in a remote community of 
the Canadian Arctic (see summary of water quality data from Paulatuk and other selected wetland sites in 
Table 1). The Hamlet of Paulatuk is located in the Northwest Territories, Canada (69°N 124°W). The system 
is composed of a facultative lake and wetland serving approximately 294 residents.[31] Since this time, the 
population has decreased to 265 residents.[32] Wastewater from households and a small number of busi-
nesses is trucked to the facultative lake daily. The community is only accessible by aircraft, as few physical 
transportation corridors exist between the majority of communities in the Canadian Arctic (Figure 2).

Background Information

In 2007, it was estimated that approximately 11,200 m3 of wastewater was being discharged into the lake 
(~31 m3/day). The lake is estimated to have a volume of 103,000 m3.[33] Basic estimates of effluent flow 
rate from a preferential flow channel as measured by Yates and Wootton showed a rate of 1.2 m3/day.[34] 
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The wetland ranged from 40 to 80 m in width, extending approximately 350 m from the facultative lake 
to the Arctic Ocean (Figures 3–8). The wetland was characterized as wet-sedge tundra, dominated by 
Carex and Poa spp. In drier upland areas along the wetland boundaries, Salix spp. were observed to be 
dominant. The highest daily maximum temperature for the area is 15°C for July; mean annual tempera-
ture is approximately –9.2°C.[35] Paulatuk’s wetland hydraulic loading rate into the facultative lake was 
estimated at 31 m3/day, assuming that the amount of water continuously discharged from the facultative 
lake is equal to the amount as it receives a Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen Demand (cBOD5) areal 
loading rate of 0.9 kg/ha/day. However, the flow rate into the wetland is much less because of evapora-
tion and some loss into groundwater. Precipitation and runoff from neighboring hillsides may add to the 
flow through the wetland but only a minimal amount as this region only receives 84 mm of precipitation 

FIGURE 1 Map of Arctic Canada and its regions. Locations of each of the communities where treatment wetlands 
were studied are located in Nunavut and Northwest Territories. (Created by Noreen Goodliff.)

TABLE 1 Influent and Effluent Concentrations from Selected Tundra Treatment Wetlands in Arctic Canada

Taloyoak Paulatuk Gjoa Haven

Influent Effluent % Removal Influent Effluent % % Removal Influent Effluent % Removal

Ammonia (NH3N) 4.58 0.127 97 3.19 0.01 99 102 5.75 94
Total phosphorus 3.86 0.324 91 2.42 0.04

40
98 12.3 2.08 94

cBOD5 12 3 75 2 95 138 3 83
Total suspended 

solids
– – – 35 3 91 22 3 97

E. coli 1.30E+03 2.40E+01 98 2.85E+03 1.00E+00 99 2.42E+03 3.30E+01 86

Note: All values are expressed as milligrams per liter (mg/L) except for E. coli, which was recorded as colony-forming units 
(cfu)/100 mL.
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FIGURE 2 Aerial view of Paulatuk facultative lake and treatment wetland. The wetland is located on the upper 
right of the photo. Effluents flow to the right and a distance of approximately 350 m to the Arctic Ocean.
Source: Photo courtesy of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada North Mackenzie District.

FIGURE 3 View of facultative lake flowing into the beginning of the wetland system.
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FIGURE 4 View of productive vegetation in wetland.

FIGURE 5 View of wetland showing discrete boundaries.
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FIGURE 6 Upslope view of wetland.

FIGURE 7 Downslope view of wetland.
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from June to October.[35] Background water quality concentrations for cBOD5, NH3–N, and Escherichia 
coli from a nearby reference wetland were measured to be 2 mg/L, 0.01 mg/L, and 9 colony-forming units 
(cfu)/100 mL, respectively.

Methods

The authors conducted an extensive characterization analysis on the treatment wetland, collecting sur-
face and subsurface water samples throughout the wetland. A onetime sampling of the site was con-
ducted over a week in early September 2009 with a sample size of n = 41. Spatial interpolative analysis 
was conducted to illustrate concentration changes throughout the wetland. Measurements for cBOD5, 
NH3–N, and E. coli were taken. Samples were shipped within 24 hours to an ISO 17025 accredited labo-
ratory and processed using Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. Tension 
spline was used to conduct interpolation analyses mapping of water quality parameters.

Results

The interpolation analysis showed that treatment for all parameters was found to be occurring in the 
first 50–100 m of the wetland. After 150 m, flows of wastewater were difficult to detect, as wastewater 
appeared to be flowing evenly at low velocities across much of the wetland. With a basic understanding 
of the rate of flow and loading of the wetlands and interpolation of concentration of specific wastewa-
ter parameters, it is possible to discuss the performance of the system. Treatment of wastewater was 
observed to occur primarily in the upper portions of the wetlands, with concentrations quickly dissipat-
ing to background levels (Figure 9).

FIGURE 8 View of wetland discharging into the Arctic Ocean.
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Expected effluent concentrations for the identified active portions of the wetlands were calculated 
using a first-order kinetic model at 10°C. We calculated expected effluent concentrations using P-k-C* in 
order to determine expected effluent values for cBOD5. The van’t Hoff–Arrhenius equation as described 
in Crites and Tchobanoglous was adopted[31]:
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The P-k-C* model is described in Campbell and Ogden as follows[32]:
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The kt value for the P-k-C* model was determined by using a k10 value of 1.0; the θ-factor used was 1.14. 
A high θ-factor was deemed appropriate for extreme temperature cases as determined for a Minnesota 
horizontal subsurface flow wetland with a temperature range from 1°C to 17°C, as outlined in Kadlec 
and Wallace.[30]

Expected cBOD5 effluent values calculated for the Paulatuk wetland were 3 mg/L. In the Paulatuk 
wetland, cBOD5 levels were actually observed to decrease rapidly (Table 1) within the first 50–100 m. This 
was likely due to the low influent levels from pretreatment facilities, allowing the top end of the wet-
land to assimilate or treat remaining organic matter. The influent demand was observed to be 40 mg/L. 
Effluent demands were observed to be 2 mg/L. However, a level of 2 mg/L was observed to consistently 
appear less than halfway down the wetland during the study. Effluent oxygen demands were observed to 
be the same as background conditions measured in the nearby reference sites.

Nutrient parameters, specifically ammonia (NH3–N), also decreased rapidly down each of the wet-
lands; concentrations quickly dissipated within the first 50 m of the wetland, again likely due to the low 
influent concentrations (Figure 10).

Observed NH3–N concentration in the influent was 3.19 mg/L. Effluent concentration was observed 
to be 0.01 mg/L. Like cBOD5, NH3–N concentrations dissipated rapidly, achieving background concen-
trations in approximately 150 m. Pathogen removal by the wetland was also observed to occur quickly in 

FIGURE 9 Concentration gradients of cBOD5 in the Paulatuk treatment wetland.
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the pretreated wastewaters entering the wetlands in Paulatuk. Concentrations of E. coli were observed 
to be low at the influence of the wetland: 2.85E3 cfu/100 mL. E. coli was observed to be quickly removed, 
only observed in trace amounts within a third of the wetland distance. Variation throughout the wet-
land is likely explained by natural background concentrations from local wildlife (Figure 11).

Discussion

Microbial activity and plant growth influenced by soil temperature are likely the most important mech-
anisms for the treatment of wastewater in Arctic wetlands.[36] Arctic soil is known to be an excellent 
sink of organic matter and nutrients, immobilizing nutrients within the frozen matrix and within the 
microbial community.[37] Phosphorus has been shown to be bound to soils in the Arctic, rendering it 

FIGURE 10 Concentration gradients of NH3–N in the Paulatuk treatment wetland.

FIGURE 11 Concentration gradients of E. coli in the Paulatuk treatment wetland.
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unavailable for plant uptake.[38] However, it is unknown how much the soil matrix is responsible for 
“treatment” by locking nutrients. Fertilization studies in various Arctic habitats, including wet-sedge 
tundra, have shown that in nutrient-limiting conditions, plant communities respond to increased 
nutrient input based on small nutrient additions,[39–41] especially when nutrients were added simultane-
ously,[27] as would be the case with wastewater. Some Arctic plants have even demonstrated the ability 
to uptake organic forms of N because mineralization of organic material is slow due to low soil tem-
peratures.[39] Plants in tundra treatment wetlands, such as those presented here, may be utilizing the 
readily available nutrients in such a manner, which may explain low values of inorganic N in a similar 
study conducted on Arctic treatment wetlands.[28] A study by Yates et al. showed that plants may play 
a significant role in treatment.[11] However, actual nutrient uptake rates in these systems have not been 
studied to determine rate or percentage of nutrients discharged into the system or taken up by the plant 
community. The microbial community may also play an equal role in the uptake of available nutrients 
in wastewater in these Arctic wetlands. Similar to plant communities, microbial activity is generally 
limited by temperature and available nutrients. Arctic microbial species are more efficient at lower tem-
peratures than temperate microbial species; Arctic species continue to transform nutrients throughout 
the winter.[42,43] Hobbie and Chapin also suggested that microbial activity is able to utilize nutrients in 
soils at temperatures as low as –5°C.[36] Nutrient uptake at low temperatures was recently validated by 
Edwards and Jefferies.[16] These observations likely contribute to the rapid increase in wetland perfor-
mance from late June to early July due to increases in microbial populations as a result of additional 
nutrient availability in still semi-frozen soils observed by Yates et al.[28] Whether winter microbial activ-
ity is sufficient to continue to mineralize organic matter and nutrients is unknown. It is likely that the 
microbial community would not be able to significantly consume the excess nutrient and organic loads 
at the top of the wetland, resulting in the gradual infilling of organics at the influence.

Natural ultraviolet radiation plays an important role in the disinfection of wastewater in surface wet-
lands and lagoon systems in more temperate systems. The long exposure of sunlight in the Arctic during 
the summer months in theory should promote increased disinfection. However, if water temperatures 
are not optimal, lysis of bacteria may not occur, as cold temperatures appear to stabilize populations, at 
least in lagoon environments.[2] In wetlands that do not maintain large areas of open water, solar radia-
tion cannot penetrate the water column because of the plant canopy,[44] which is often the case in tundra 
wetlands that maintain dense stands of Carex.

Finally, sedimentation of solids occurs on the wetland surface, in various preferential flow channels 
throughout the wetlands, and also through entrapment in vegetation. Personal observations in field 
notes show accumulations of organic matter in many of the wetlands surveyed throughout the Arctic. 
As discussed earlier, decomposition rates by the microbial community are not as high as deposition 
rates. Although it was observed that water quality was low in organic load throughout much of the wet-
land, it would be expected that deposition would occur further down the wetland in the future.

Potential for CWs

The authors have also studied numerous other tundra wetland wastewater treatment systems through-
out the Canadian Arctic observing similarly positive results. Examples of preliminary results can be 
found on Chesterfield Inlet’s tundra treatment wetland,[28] as well as a subsurface flow CW in Baker 
Lake,[45] the latter being examined in some detail in the following discussion. Data from other com-
munities that the authors have studied are included below and exemplify in/out performance of tundra 
treatment wetlands (Table 1).

Current findings in Arctic wetlands correspond with the results presented by Andersson et al. and 
Kadlec, demonstrating that natural wetlands can effectively polish pretreated wastewater, often in a 
much small area than was originally calculated by mass balance equations.[13,46] The performance results 
observed further prove the ability of wetlands, specifically natural systems, to treat wastewater in a cold 
climate, but more significantly, these early results demonstrate the resilience of wetlands to produce 
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low-concentration effluents following approximately 9 months of frozen conditions. Although early 
studies by the authors did not aim to determine which mechanisms are largely responsible for tundra 
wetlands’ high efficacy, specialized bacteria and macrophytes that have evolved in the low-temperature 
conditions of the Canadian Arctic are likely candidates. More importantly, these results indicate that 
ecotechnologies such as CWs could potentially be an appropriate technology for extreme cold climate 
wastewater treatment.

CWs or engineered wetlands have been applied around the world in numerous climates.[26,47–49] Most 
definitions of CWs simply acknowledge a CW as a man-made structure that emphasizes the natural 
characteristics of wetlands to transform and absorb contaminants.[30] Vymazal provides a similar defi-
nition: “CWs are engineered systems that have been designed and constructed to utilize natural pro-
cesses involving wetland vegetation, soils, and the associated microbial assemblages to assist in treating 
wastewaters.”[47] Throughout this entry, CWs are defined in the following manner: CWs are engineered 
systems that are lined to prevent significant exfiltration of wastewater into the underlying ground prior 
to passing through the system and maintain mechanisms to control influent and effluent flow. The pre-
ceding definition is used because various measures have been used to manipulate flow regimes in tundra 
wetlands in the Canadian Arctic. For example, some tundra systems have made use of some engineered 
structures, such as berms and inflow/outflow pipes, or make use of natural liners, such as bedrock, to 
contain or control flow. These systems are described as augmented natural wetlands.

Early belief was that cold climate conditions would not allow wetlands to optimally treat wastewa-
ter, and therefore, treatment wetlands would not find a place in cold climate wastewater treatment.[48] 
Studies from both North America and Scandinavia have largely shown that this has not been the case, 
and in most instances, only minor impediments to treatment have been observed.[50–52] Despite early 
convictions, CWs have shown great promise as alternative low-cost technologies to treat wastewater in 
remote, economically challenged regions and small communities even in cold climatic conditions.[53–55] 
However, despite their extensive successful use in cold temperate climates around the world,[48,51,52] they 
have yet to be tested in extreme cold climate conditions, like the Canadian Arctic. Communities in the 
Canadian Arctic in theory make excellent candidates for alternative wastewater treatment technologies, 
because of limited economic resources, physiographic characteristics, and trained personnel to operate 
and maintain more conventional mechanical treatment facilities.[18] For a number of decades, commu-
nities in the Canadian Arctic have been using tundra wetlands to treat their wastewater.[1,56] Although 
our knowledge is growing and understanding of treatment performance and mechanisms of the tundra 
wetlands is limited, some evidence has shown excellent (sometimes orders of magnitude below regula-
tory standards) removal for regulated wastewater effluent parameters during the summer months.[1,28] 
Because of the socioeconomic conditions and the extensive use of tundra wetlands in the Canadian 
Arctic, CWs warrant experimentation in this region. However, testing of these systems in the Canadian 
Arctic will require research trials on different design specifications to account for low soil/water tem-
peratures, short frost-free period, slow rate of decomposition of organic matter, and therefore slow 
mineralization rates of various nutrients. Engineered designs to optimize existing tundra wetlands, 
augmented natural wetlands to increase hydraulic residency time (HRT), and increase active treatment 
zones (decrease areal loading rates) have been adopted in a few instances in the Arctic; Cambridge Bay, 
Nunavut, is an example of one such system.[1] However, the Arctic does provide an environment that in 
theory provides optimal treatment conditions, for example, 24 hours of sunlight in summer, and plants 
and bacteria that have evolved in a cold and nutrient-limited environment, giving them characteristics 
that allow them to utilize excess nutrients efficiently.

As tundra wetlands are extensively used in the Canadian Arctic, CWs have excellent potential to 
act as low-cost technologies for Arctic communities. The authors studied the performance of the first 
known experimental engineered HSSF system in the Canadian Arctic. The system demonstrated very 
promising results in its first year (2009) of operation despite high loading rates; observed reductions 
of wastewater concentrations were 25%, 31%, 52%, 99.3%, 99.3%, and 5% for cBOD5, COD, TSS, E. coli, 
total coliforms, and TP, respectively.[45] In 2010, the system was operated with lower loading rates. It was 
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expected that the system would achieve greater reductions, but this was not the case. Concentrations in 
the wetland effluent were observed to be greater than the effluent. Based on these observations, it was 
concluded that high organic loading prior to biofilm and plant establishment and high organic loading 
during the first year of study saturated the system with organics, resulting in the release of solids and 
unmineralized nutrients into a less concentrated influent. Overall, the HSSF system did not perform as 
expected but did demonstrate the potential for use in remote Arctic communities. Further investiga-
tions of other CW designs should be undertaken in the future.

The issues discussed to this point have largely pertained to wastewater management in the Canadian 
Arctic. However, they do reflect similar conditions in remote communities elsewhere in the world, cold 
and warm climates alike. Similar scenarios have been recently described by Jenssen in Greenland, which 
have similar demographics to the Canadian Arctic.[56] In the mid-1990s, rural communities in Estonia 
were also facing similar challenges with insufficient treatment facilities because of shortcomings in eco-
nomic resources.[57] Denny and Kivaisi both describe how CWs could have potential for developing coun-
tries, specifically those in Africa.[55,58] As suggested by the previous examples, the discussion of wastewater 
management for developing countries is prevalent in the literature, yet little attention until this point has 
been directed towards remote underdeveloped communities in the Canadian Arctic. It is important to 
note that many common themes run throughout all of these regions that are not dissimilar to those 
described in the Canadian Arctic; these include but are not limited to low-economic capacity, absence 
of skilled labor, and complex sociocultural environments. The recommendations made for wastewater 
management in the Canadian Arctic contribute to knowledge development in all remote regions glob-
ally. Also, a similar set of approaches that include the use of an adaptable management framework, and 
accounting for differences in understanding from the experts in the field (e.g., engineers and planners) 
designing systems to those adopting the technology (e.g., wastewater operators) in the communities, 
could be easily adopted or tested outside the Canadian Arctic. The continued optimized use of wetlands, 
particularly CWs, is one approach that could be more extensively explored in all cases.

Modeling Treatment Wetlands

To support the United Nations Millennium Development Goals of reversing the loss of environmental 
resources as well as halving by 2015 the proportion of people without access to safe drinking water 
and sanitation, the United Nations Environment Programme promotes and facilitates environmentally 
sound technologies (ESTs). Natural wetlands and CWs are considered to be ESTs for wastewater treat-
ment. Design and use of treatment wetlands are facilitated with the use of models to replicate processes 
and provide practical tools for sanitation.

SubWet, software for the design of subsurface horizontal flow artificial wetlands for water quality 
improvement and treatment, was originally developed by United Nations Environment Programme–
Division of Technology, Industry and Economics–International Environmental Technology Centre 
(UNEP–DTIE–IETC). After being successfully used as a design tool in 15 cases in Tanzania, it was felt 
that the model should be upgraded for cold climate application. The Centre for Alternative Wastewater 
Treatment of Fleming College further developed a new version in collaboration with UNEP–DTIE–IETC, 
creating SubWet 2.0 to accommodate temperate and cold climatic conditions including summer Arctic 
and temperate winter conditions.[58] The model simulates removal of nitrogen (including  nitrogen in 
ammonia, nitrate, and organic matter), phosphorus, and BOD5 in milligrams per liter and the correspond-
ing removal efficiencies in percentage. Design inputs in the model for the wetland are as follows: width, 
length, depth, slope, % particulate matter, precipitation factor (total flow rate included  precipitation/flow 
rate of treated water), hydraulic conductivity, and selected flow rate (in cubic meters per day).

The forcing functions applied for the model are the following: volume of wetland; flow of water; 
p orosity; input of BOD5, ammonium, nitrate, total phosphorus, and organic nitrogen; fraction of 
BOD5, phosphorus, and organic N as suspended matter; average oxygen concentration; and average 
temperature. The length of model simulations must be indicated as number of days. The model uses 
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16 parameters, for example, the temperature coefficient of nitrification, and has a version for warm 
climate and a version for cold climate. The difference between the two versions is only the set of param-
eter values. The model uses 25 differential process equations. The model calculates the values of BOD5-
out, nitrate-out (NIT-out), ammonium-out (AMM-out), total phosphorus-out (TPO-out), and organic 
nitrogen-out (ORN-out) and can be shown in the form of both tables and graphs.

SubWet 2.0 has been developed to support decision-making processes by assisting experts and water 
managers in the design and evaluation of CWs to improve water quality and treat domestic wastewater. 
Furthermore, SubWet 2.0 can also be used as a tool to improve the efficiency of low- or non-performing 
systems. Due to its characteristics, this software is very useful for training technicians and students who 
are interested in modeling natural and artificial wetlands used for wastewater treatment and can also be 
used as a tool by engineers and regulators.

Finally, some other technologies have emerged to try solving the challenge effectively and econom-
ically that are worth noting including chemical coagulation, UV, and peracetic acid disinfection in 
Greenland[59] and Bioelectrochemical Anaerobic Sewage Treatment, or BEAST. However, little data have 
been published on the success of these technologies to date in small Arctic communities.

Conclusion

Wastewater treatment in extreme cold climates will continue to be a challenge into the future until 
more knowledge is gained in the field and new technological advancements are tested in these regions. 
Socioeconomic barriers will likely persist even longer and will only become exacerbated in the short 
term as regions such as Canada’s northern territories cope with rapid growth. However, as the authors 
have described, tundra wetlands can provide preferred levels of treatment of domestic wastewater in 
remote Canadian Arctic communities. The successful use of natural systems indicates that further 
experimentation of the use of CWs and engineered wetlands in extreme cold climates is warranted. 
Finally, much study is still required in tundra wetlands to identify the primary mechanistic functions 
responsible for the removal of nutrients and organic matter from wastewater in these systems.
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Introduction

Human activities and population growth have placed the environment under increasing stress. 
Furthermore, indiscriminate use of natural resources is accompanied by increased local and global pol-
lution levels, which are reflected in imbalances in our ecosystems. The generation of large quantities of 
wastewater with a high organic content and toxicants is one obvious product of excessive consumption. 
It has been known for many years that environmental discharges of high loads of organic matter can 
result in oxygen depletion in receiving waters due to stimulated microbial activity. This oxygen deple-
tion and the presence of trace toxicants found in wastes also negatively influence ecosystems, including 
reduced biodiversity and environmental health. Therefore, negative environmental impacts have driven 
our need to understand the effect of pollution on water bodies and develop proper measures to reduce 
discharges, including treatment processes.
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Different technologies are available to treat wastes. However, biological wastewater treatment meth-
ods are most valuable because their economic benefits are high, especially when coupled with waste 
stabilization and resource recovery. The optimal treatment processes depend on the waste type and 
treatment goals. Wastewater generally originates from two sources: 1) domestic wastewater from gray 
water, toilets, and other domestic activities; and 2) industrial wastewater, generated by industries dur-
ing the normal course of activity, which often rely on the local sewerage systems for waste processing. 
Therefore, the composition of wastewater, including quantity and constituents, varies considerably from 
place to place, depending on suite of sources, social behavior, the type and number of industries within a 
catchment, climatic conditions, water consumption, and the nature of the wastewater collection system. 
Given this variety, wastewater treatment processes must be innately versatile, but also sometimes must 
be tailored to the specific waste and conditions. The purpose of this entry is to describe different biologi-
cal treatment methods and then discuss their relative capacities to treat different wastes on the basis of 
waste characteristics and the desire for resource recovery.

Wastewater Treatment Options

Special handling and treatment of wastes have been performed for thousands of years in response to 
their perceived importance, although approaches have changed as perceptions have changed over his-
tory. In 4th century b.c. in Greece, the Athenian Constitution written by Aristotle[1] proscribed provi-
sions for the appropriate handling of sewage. Concern was based on aesthetics, probably odors, because 
relationships between domestic wastes and health were not yet known. It was not until the mid-1800s 
that links between wastes and human health became more apparent, which led to a progression of waste 
management approaches and technologies to address health concerns.

Treatment technologies evolved slowly over time, including physical, chemical, and biological 
approaches, many of which are still used in different sectors. Physical methods are based on the applica-
tion of physical forces, such as screening, mixing, flocculation, sedimentation, flotation, filtration, and 
gas transfer. Alternately, chemical processes treat contaminants by adding chemicals or by stimulating 
specific chemical reactions. Precipitation, adsorption, and disinfection are common examples of chemi-
cal treatment methods. Physical and chemical methods are often combined, especially in industrial 
treatment scenarios. In contrast to physiochemical processes, biological processes remove organic con-
taminants (e.g., biodegradable organic material) largely through microbiological activity. Commonly 
used biological treatment methods include aerobic treatment in ponds, lagoons, trickling filters, and 
activated sludge plants,[2] and anaerobic treatment[3,4] in similar reactor systems. Processes that combine 
anaerobic and aerobic unit operations are also common.[5]

The best overall treatment approach depends on the source and nature of waste, such as production 
rates, constituents, and relative concentrations. As such, optimal process trains and designs should be 
as simple as possible in design and operation, while being efficient in removing key pollutants and mini-
mizing energy consumption and negative by-products. More complex operations are only used when 
absolutely necessary.

Within a typical treatment plant, each type of treatment has a different purpose. For example, the 
main objective of biological treatment is to treat soluble organic matter in the wastes, which often 
requires physical pretreatment to remove solids before biological treatment.[2] For domestic wastewa-
ter, the main objective is to reduce the organic content and, in growing numbers of cases, secondary 
nutrients (nitrogen, N; phosphorus, P). For industrial wastewaters, the objective is usually to remove 
or reduce the concentration of organic compounds, especially specific toxicants that can be present 
in some wastes, which is why chemical processes are also included in industrial treatment systems. 
However, biological processes are almost always used when possible.

Biological degradation of organics is accomplished through the combined activity of microorgan-
isms, including bacteria, fungi, algae, protozoa, and rotifers. To maintain the ecological balance in the 
receiving water, regulatory authorities have set standards for the maximum amount of the undesirable 
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compounds present in the discharge water. In a typical wastewater treatment plant, the following steps 
are carried out to achieve the desired quality of the effluent before it can be safely discharged into the 
receiving water.

Pretreatment/Preliminary Treatment

Pretreatment is primarily used to protect pumping equipment and promote the success of subsequent 
treatment steps. Pretreatment devices such as screen and/or grit removal systems are designed and 
implemented to remove the larger suspended or floating solids, or heavy matter that can damage pumps. 
Sometimes, froth flotation is also used to remove excessive oils or grease in the wastes.

Primary Treatment

Most of the settleable solids are removed from the wastewater by simple sedimentation, a purely physi-
cal process. In this process, the horizontal velocity of the water through the settle is maintained at a 
level that provides solids adequate time to settle and floatable material be removed from the surface. 
Therefore, primary treatment steps consist of settling tanks, clarifiers, or flotation tanks, which send 
separated solids to digestion units and supernatant to subsequent, typically microbiological, treatment 
units.

Secondary Treatment

Secondary treatment uses microbial communities, under varying growth conditions, to biochemically 
decompose organic compounds in the waste that have passed from primary treatment units. An array 
of reactors are employed for biological treatment, which include suspended biomass, biofilm, fixed-film 
reactors, and pond or lagoon systems.

Secondary Clarification

Most biological treatment processes produce excess biomass through the conversion of waste carbon to 
new cells. As such, before the final treatment steps, such as disinfection or nutrient removal, solids must 
be separated from the secondary treatment effluents. This is usually by settling, but membranes are also 
employed. The separated solids are either recycled back to the head of the process train or sent to digest-
ers for solids reduction and processing, depending on the type of the digester system.

Tertiary/Advanced Treatment

Advanced or tertiary treatment consists of processes that are designed to achieve higher effluent qual-
ity than attainable by conventional secondary treatment methods. These include polishing steps such 
as activated carbon adsorption, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, chemical oxidation, and 
nutrient removal. Although not technically a tertiary process, final effluent disinfection is often per-
formed after secondary or tertiary treatment using chlorination, ultraviolet methods, ozonation, and 
other methods designed specifically to kill residual organisms in the wastewater after all previous treat-
ment steps.

Biological Treatment Options

Biological processes are classified according to the primary metabolic pathways present in the dominant 
different microorganisms active in the treatment system. As per the availability and utilization of oxy-
gen, the biological processes are classified as aerobic, anoxic, and anaerobic.
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Aerobic Processes

Treatment processes that occur in the presence of molecular oxygen (O2) and use aerobic respiration to 
generate cellular energy are called aerobic processes. They are most metabolically active, but also gener-
ate more residual solids as cell mass.

Anoxic Processes

These are processes that occur in the absence of free molecular oxygen (O2) and generate energy through 
anaerobic respiration. Microorganisms use combined oxygen from inorganic material in the waste (e.g., 
nitrate) as their terminal electron acceptor. Anoxic processes are common biological nitrogen removal 
systems through denitrification.[2]

Anaerobic Processes

These are the processes that occur in the absence of free or combined oxygen, and result in sulfate reduc-
tion and methanogenesis. They usually produce biogas (i.e., methane) as a useful by-product and tend to 
generate lower amounts of biosolids through treatment.

Apart from a classification based on microbial metabolism and/or oxygen utilization, biological 
wastewater treatment processes also can be classified based on the growth conditions in the reactor (see 
Figure 1). In this case, the two main categories are suspended growth and attached growth processes.

FIGURE 1 Different biological treatment processes. S, substrate concentration available to microorganisms; Sbulk, 
substrate concentration in the bulk of the liquid; ASP, activated sludge process; SBR, sequencing batch reactor; TF, 
trickling filter; RBC, rotating biological contactor; ACP, anaerobic contact process; AF, anaerobic filter; UASB, 
upflow anaerobic sludge blanket; AFBR, anaerobic fluidized bed reactor.
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Suspended Growth Processes

In these processes, the microorganisms, which are responsible for the conversion of waste organic mat-
ter to simpler compounds and biomass, are maintained in suspension within the liquid phase. However, 
there are different types of aerobic and anaerobic suspended growth processes. Aerobic processes 
include activated sludge, aerated lagoons, and sequencing batch reactors, whereas anaerobic processes 
include bag digesters, plug-flow digesters, stirred-tank reactors, and baffled reactors with organisms 
primarily in the liquid phase.

Attached Growth Process

In these processes, the microorganisms responsible for degrading the waste are attached to surfaces 
(e.g., stones, inert packing materials), or are self-immobilized on flocs or granules in the system. 
Attached growth processes can be aerobic or anaerobic. Aerobic attached growth processes include 
trickling tilters, roughing filters, rotating biological contactors, and packed-bed reactors. Anaerobic 
systems include upflow packed-bed reactors, down-flow packedbed reactors, anaerobic rotating biologi-
cal contactors, anaerobic fluidized bed reactors, upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactors, and 
various hybrid anaerobic reactors (HAR). UASBs are widely used reactors for the anaerobic treatment 
of industrial and domestic wastewater.

Aerobic Biological Waste Treatment Processes

Typical aerobic waste treatment systems provide a location where microbes are exposed to molecular 
oxygen (O2) to oxidize complex organics present in the waste, producing carbon dioxide, simple organ-
ics, and new cell biomass. The activated sludge process (ASP) is very well known and the most widely 
used biological treatment process in developed countries.

Activated Sludge Process

Classic ASPs are aerobic suspended cell systems. Mineralization of waste organic compounds is accom-
panied by the formation of new microbial biomass and sometimes the removal of inorganic compounds, 
such as ammonia and phosphorus, depending on the particular process design. Activated sludge pro-
cesses were first conceived in the early 1900s with the word “activated” referring to solids that catalyze 
the degradation of the waste. It was subsequently discovered that the “activation” part of the sludge 
was a complex mixture of microorganisms. The liquid in activated sludge systems is called the “mixed 
liquor,” which includes both wastewater and the resident organisms.

There have been several incarnations of the ASP. The most common designs use conventional, step 
aeration, and continuous-flow stirred-tank reactors.[2] A conventional ASP consists of standard pre-
treatment steps, an aeration tank, and a secondary clarifier, an example of which is shown in Figure 2. 
The aeration tank can be aerated by subsurface or surface aerators designed to supply adequate dis-
solved oxygen to the water for the microorganisms to thrive. The wastewater flows through the tank and 
resident microorganisms consume organic matter in the wastewater. The aeration tank effluent flows to 
the clarifier where the microorganisms are removed. The clarifier supernatant is then transferred to dis-
infection or treatment units, and then ultimately discharged to the receiving water. Biosolids from the 
settler are recycled back to the head of the treatment system or sent to digesters for further processing.

Aeration Tanks

Aeration tanks are usually designed uncovered, open to the atmosphere. Air is supplied to the micro-
organisms by two primary methods: mechanical aerators or diffusers. Mechanical aerators, such as 
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Important Operating Parameters in Activated Sludge Systems

surface aerators and brush aerators, aerate the surface of the water mechanically and promote diffusion 
of oxygen to water from the atmosphere. The concentration of dissolved oxygen in the liquid can be con-
trolled by adjusting the speed of the rotors. Both mechanical aerators and diffusers are the largest energy 
consumers in aerobic biological wastewater treatment processes. Diffusers bubble air directly into the 
tank at depth and are usually preferred because of higher oxygen transfer efficiencies.

As previously indicated, aeration provides O2 to the microorganisms and also serves to mix the liquor 
in the tank. Although complete mixing is desired, there are usually “dead zones” in the tank where 
anaerobic/anoxic conditions develop in poorly mixed areas. It is desirable to keep these zones to a mini-
mum to minimize undesired odors and also problems with sludge bulking, which can reduce settling 
efficiency in secondary clarifiers.

Secondary Clarifiers

Clarifiers are used to separate the biomass and other solids coming out of the aeration tank by means 
of gravity settling. The flow rate of the liquid is maintained in such a way that the upflow velocity of the 
liquid is less than the settling velocity of the biosolids present in the liquid. As noted, some of the settled 
biosolids are returned back to the aeration tank to increase the solids’ contact time with the wastes and 
also maintain the desired biomass levels in the aeration tank.

Key operating parameters and typical values for activated sludge systems are provided in Table 1. All 
parameters ultimately are used to guide and pseudo-control biosolids levels, and they profoundly affect 
process performance. The total suspended solids in the aeration tank are known as mixed-liquor sus-
pended solids (MLSS). This term refers to the amount of solids in a certain volume of the water (usually 
milligram of solids per liter). The actual biomass fraction of the solids is estimated as the solids that 
can be volatilized at 550°C. The volatile fraction is known as mixed-liquor volatile suspended solids 
(MLVSS). Therefore, MLVSS is frequently used as a proxy for the active biomass treating the waste. 
MLVSS ranges from about 70% to 90% of the MLSS concentration in most activated sludge systems.[6]

Solid Retention Time

The most important design parameter in activated sludge systems is the mean cell residence time of cells 
in the reactor, also known as the sludge age or solid retention time (SRT). The SRT can be controlled by 
manipulating the rate at which excess sludge is wasted and is influenced by hydraulic flow conditions 
through the reactor. It is the ratio of the total solids in the system and the total solids leaving the system.

FIGURE 2 Activated sludge process.
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where SRT is the mean cell residence time (day); V is the volume of aeration basin (e.g., L); X is the mixed 
liquor suspended solids concentration (mg/L); Q is the volumetric flow rate (e.g., L/day); Xe is the effluent 
suspended solids concentration (mg/L); Qw is the waste sludge flow rate (e.g., L/day); and Xw is the waste 
sludge suspended solids concentration (mg/L).

Sludge Volume Index

The sludge volume index (SVI) is another key parameter and used to describe the settling characteristics of 
the sludge. The SVI is expressed as the volume occupied by 1 g of sludge (mL/g) after 30 min of settling time. 
Well- settled sludge normally yields a clear separation between the water and the sludge. However, if the 
sludge has any problems, such as bulking, pinpoint floc formation of tiny, poorly settling floc, or ashing, 
the interface between the sludge and the water may not be seen clearly. Such conditions usually result from 
problems in the aeration tank and cause reduced effluent quality because of poor settling in the clarifier.

Dissolved Oxygen Concentration

Microorganisms in an activated sludge system require adequate oxygen to oxidize organics in the 
waste. The basic oxidation reaction for organics degradation can be approximated as (stoichiometry not 
provided)

 CHON + O2 + microorganisms → CO2 + H2O + NH3 + more microorganisms

Organics are consumed by microorganisms, and new microbial cells are synthesized with ratio of organ-
isms produced relative to the organics consumed being the sludge yield. As noted, oxygen is supplied 
by mechanical aerators or diffusers in the aeration tank. Required oxygen levels in the system depend 
on the process, but the design goal is to minimize oxygen addition due to energy costs. The dissolved 
oxygen concentration can be controlled by either adjusting the speed of the air pump or throttling the 
air pipes. Air pumps are more widely used to aerate the wastewater because of their lower operational 
and maintenance costs.

Food-to-Microorganism Ratio

The food-to-microorganism ratio (F/M) is a good indicator for designing and regulating the operation 
of the aeration tank.[7] The F/M ratio is expressed as the amount of organic biodegradable material 

TABLE 1  Typical Design Parameters for ASP

Process Components or Variables Typical Values Reference

Aeration tank [2]
Depth (m) 5–8
Width (m) 7–12
SRT (day) 5–15 [2]
MLSS (kg/m3) 1500–4000 [9]
SVI (kg/m3) 40–150 [7]
F/M 0.2–0.4 [6]
Organic loading rate (kg COD/m3day) 20–60 [6]
Oxygen requirement 1.4–1.6 [9]
(kg/kg COD removed)
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[milligrams of 5-day biological oxygen demand (BOD5)] available for the amount of microorganisms 
present (mg MLVSS) per day.

 / /oF M QS X( )=

where F/M is the food-to-microorganism ratio (day-1); So is the influent BOD5 concentration (mg/L); X is 
the MLVSS concentration (mg/L); and Q is the volumetric flow rate (L/day).

The targeted F/M ratio for any treatment system varies depending on the design of the system, and 
values can range widely. However, since influent BOD cannot be controlled, MLVSS is typically modu-
lated by varying the return activated sludge rate from the secondary clarifier, the goal being to maintain 
an optimum F/M ratio for specific activated sludge design.

Organic Loading Rate

The amount of organic matter in wastewater is commonly measured by BOD5, chemical oxygen demand 
(COD), or the total organic carbon content.[8,9] If there are excess organics in the influent or inadequate 
organisms in the aeration tank, incomplete treatment will result.

Common Microorganisms in Activated Sludge Systems

Activated sludge is a complex mixture of broadly differing microorganisms.[10] Major categories are 
as follows: bacteria, fungi, algae, protozoa (e.g., flagellates, ciliates, and rotifers), and viruses. Viruses 
and pathogenic bacteria are often present in wastewater, which is the primary reason for having post- 
biological disinfection steps in treatment plants.

Attached Growth Processes

Attached growth processes, such as trickling filters (Figure 3), can achieve similar treatment objectives 
as activated sludge systems. Conversion processes in these systems are typically mass transport limited: 
microorganisms in the outer layers of the biofilm contribute most to the overall substrate removal. 
The support material in trickling filters is chosen to provide sufficiently large pore spaces to allow air 
through the trickling filter regardless of biofilm growth and water trickling down the filter. Wastewater 
is distributed using rotary arms at the top and then trickles down the filter. Trickling filters are mainly 
used for the oxidation of carbon and ammonia, but can also achieve denitrification when convection of 
air through the system is optimized.[11]

Anaerobic Wastewater Treatment Processes

Anaerobic treatment technologies are widely practiced in different industries on the basis of their 
requirement and suitability. The processes have some advantages and disadvantages in treating dif-
ferent wastes, and few of them are summarized in Table 2. Under anaerobic conditions, organic 
matter is degraded through the sequential and syntrophic metabolic interactions of various trophic 
groups of prokaryotes, including fermenters, acetogens, methanogens, and sulfate-reducing bacteria 
(SRB).[12,13] Metabolic interactions between these microbial groups lead to the transformation of com-
plex organic compounds to simple compounds such as methane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and 
ammonia.[14] The digestion process is essentially accomplished in four major reaction stages involving 
different  microorganisms in each stage.[15,16]

Stage 1: Hydrolysis—The organic waste material mainly consists of carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids. 
Complex and large substances are broken down into simpler compounds by the activity of the microbes 
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and the extracellular enzymes released by these microbes. The hydrolysis or solubilization is mainly 
done by hydrolytic microbes such as Bacteroides, Bifidobacterium, Clostridium, and Lactobacillus. 
These organisms hydrolyze complex organic molecules (cellulose, lignin, proteins, lipids) into soluble 
monomers such as amino acids, glucose, fatty acids, and glycerol. These hydrolysis products are used by 
the fermentative acidogenic bacteria in the next stage.[14,17]

FIGURE 3 Aerobic trickling filter.

TABLE 2  Advantages and Disadvantages of Anaerobic Wastewater Treatment
Advantages
High efficiency: Good removal efficiency can be achieved in the system, even at high loading rates and low temperature.
Simplicity: The construction and operation of these reactors are relatively simple.
Flexibility: Anaerobic treatment can easily be applied on either a very large or a very small scale.
Low energy consumption: As far as no heating of the influent is needed to reach the working temperature and all plant 

operations can be done by gravity, the energy consumption of the reactor is almost negligible.
Energy recovery: Energy is produced during the process in the form of methane.
Low sludge production: Sludge production is low, well stabilized, and has good dewatering property.
Low nutrient and chemical requirement: Especially in the case of sewage, an adequate and stable pH can be maintained 

without addition of chemicals.
Disadvantages
Low pathogen and nutrient removal: Pathogens and nutrients are partially removed and hence post-treatment is needed.
Long start-up: Due to low growth rate of methanogenic organisms, the start-up takes longer time.
Possible bad odor: Hydrogen sulfide is produced. Proper handling of biogas is required to avoid bad smell.
Necessity of post-treatment: Post-treatment of the anaerobic effluent is generally required to reach the discharge standards for 

organic matter and pathogen.

Source: Data from Seghezzo et al.[22]
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Stage 2: Acidogenesis—Fermentative acidogenic bacteria convert simple organic materials such as 
sugars, amino acids, and long-chain fatty acids into short-chain organic acids such as formic, acetic, 
propionic, butyric, valeric, isobutyric, isovaleric, lactic, and succinic acids; alcohols and ketones (etha-
nol, methanol, glycerol, and acetone); carbon dioxide; and hydrogen. Generally, acidogenic bacteria 
have high growth rates and are the most abundant bacteria in any anaerobic digester.[18] The high activ-
ity of these organisms implies that acidogenesis is never the rate-limiting step in the anaerobic digestion 
process.[19] The volatile acids produced in this stage are further processed by microorganisms character-
istic for the acetogenesis stage.

Stage 3: Acetogenesis—In this stage, acetogenic bacteria, also known as obligate hydrogen-producing 
acetogens, convert organic acids and alcohols into acetate, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide, which are 
subsequently used by methanogens and SRB. There is a strong symbiotic relationship between aceto-
genic bacteria and methanogens. Methanogens and SRB use hydrogen, which helps achieve the low 
hydrogen pressure conditions required for acetogenic conversions.[20]

Stage 4: Methanogenesis—It is the final stage of anaerobic digestion where methanogenic archaea 
convert the acetate, methanol, methylamines, formate, and hydrogen produced in the earlier stages 
into methane. The growth rate of methanogens is very low, and therefore, in most cases, this step is 
considered as the rate-limiting step of the anaerobic process, although there are also examples where 
hydrolysis is rate limiting.[21]

UASB Reactors

The most common and widely used anaerobic reactor is the UASB reactor.[22] It is an attached, self-
immobilized cell system, which consists of a bottom layer of packed sludge bed (sludge blanket) and an 
upper liquid layer, as shown in Figure 4.[23]

Wastewater flows upward through a sludge bed consisting of bacterial aggregates floating blanket, and 
the microbes present in the sludge bed convert the complex organic materials to methane, carbon diox-
ide, and hydrogen.[24] The granular sludge (1–5 mm in diameter) has high biomass content (MLVSS) and 
specific activity, and good settling properties. The upward flow of the liquid inside the reactor is obtained 
by means of effluent recirculation. Because of the high density of biomass present in the self-immobilized 
granular sludge, the reactor is able to support a high SRT, which is diverse from the hydraulic retention 
time (HRT) and require no support material. The major drawback of the UASB is the requirement of high 
HRT to achieve desired biodegradation. Maintenance of high HRT demands huge reactor volume. These 
problems are overcome by using HAR where the advantages of AFBR are coupled with UASB opera-
tion by maintaining a high upflow velocity (4–8 m/hr) inside the reactor.[25] With higher upflow velocity, 
better mass transfer is obtained in the reactor, which reflects on the higher degradation with less HRT 
operation. The main purpose of these reactors is to achieve better degradation of waste and increase the 
production of biogas (methane) in a substantially reduced-size anaerobic reactor.

Important Operating Parameters in Anaerobic Reactors

Different operating parameters such as pH, temperature, HRT, and nutrients, among others, and their 
disturbances can manifest in case of industrial wastewaters treatment in anaerobic reactors, even under 
normal operational conditions.[26,27] Some of these factors are discussed below.

pH

The optimum degradation is achieved when the pH value of wastewater in the digester is maintained 
between 6.5 and 7.5. In the initial period of fermentation, as large quantities of organic acids are pro-
duced by acidogens and acetogens, a drop in pH occurs inside the digester. This low pH condition 
inhibits methanogens and subsequently reduces methane production. As the digestion proceed, the pH 
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increases owing to the conversion of organic nitrogen to NH4. When the methane production level is 
stabilized, the pH range remains buffered between 7.2 and 7.8.[28,29]

Waste Composition

To attain optimum degradation, wastewaters have to be nutritionally balanced in terms of carbon (C), 
nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P), and sulfur (S). The C/N/P ratio of 700:5:1 is recommended for efficient 
anaerobic digestion.[30] A fairly high concentration of acetate is required to prevent SRB outcompeting 
methanogens for acetate and hydrogen.[31]

Temperature

Methanogens are inactive at extremely high and low temperatures.[32] Few psychrophilic methanogens 
have been discovered, which can grow at a temperature range of 4–6°C.[33] Most of the methanogens can 
grow well from 25°C to 65oC temperatures.[34] The optimum temperature for the growth of the meso-
philic methanogens is 35–37°C.[34] When the ambient temperature goes down to 10°C, gas production 
virtually stops. Satisfactory gas production takes place in the mesophilic range, from 30°C to 40°C.

Loading Rate

High organic loading rate may lead to acid accumulation and reduction of methane production. 
Similarly, if the plant is underfed, the gas production will also be low.[15]

FIGURE 4 Upflow anaerobic sludge blanket reactor.
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Retention Time

The retention time depends on the growth rate of the microbial population and reactor configuration 
(attached cell or suspended cell system), waste strength, and waste composition.

Toxicity

The presence of toxicants in the wastewater, such as oxygen (lethal to obligate anaerobes), ammonia, 
chlorinated hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and long-chain fatty acids, among 
several others, may also result in occasional failures of anaerobic digesters.[15] The presence of trace 
amount of metals (e.g., nickel, cobalt, molybdenum) also stimulates the growth of microbes. Excess vol-
atile fatty acid (VFA) concentrations are reported to inhibit the growth of several microbial species.[35] 
The undissociated forms of VFA can diffuse across the cell membrane and dissociate intracellularly, 
which results in reduction in growth rate.[35,36] The 50% inhibition of acetoclastic-methanogenesis in 
granular sludge was observed at a concentration of 13,000, 3,500, and 15,000 mg/L of acetate, propionate, 
and butyrate, respectively.[37] Small amounts of sulfide, a vital sulfur source, are beneficial for metha-
nogens.[38] Acetoclastic methanogens are the most sensitive in terms of sulfide inhibition. Fifty percent 
inhibition was observed at total sulfide concentrations of 220–980 mg/L over the pH range 6.5–8.0.[39]

Granule Deterioration

Lipids present in the wastewater creates problem by forming long-chain fatty acids during hydroly-
sis in the anaerobic reactor. Long-chain fatty acid imparts toxic effect to acetogenic and methano-
genic microbes. It also becomes adsorbed onto the sludge, inducing sludge flotation and resulting in 
washout.[40] Some long-chain fatty acids also act as surfactant at neutral pH and obstruct the floc for-
mation by lowering the surface tension between water and the hydrophobic bacteria and promote their 
washout.[41] Addition of polyelectrolytes (calcium salts) may prevent inhibition to some extent, but it 
does not prevent flotation.[42]

Biological Removal of Nitrogen

The conventional biological nitrogen removal is a two- step process, nitrification followed by denitrifica-
tion. The process is slow due to low microbial activity and yield. Nitrification involves a chemolithoauto-
trophic oxidation of ammonia to nitrate under strict aerobic conditions. This oxidation is a result of two 
sequential oxidative stages: ammonia to nitrite (ammonia oxidation) and nitrite to nitrate (nitrite oxida-
tion). Different microorganisms involved in these stages use molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor 
and carbon dioxide as carbon source. The oxidation of ammonia to nitrite is performed by nitrifier 
microorganisms such as Nitrosomonas, Nitrosococcus, Nitrosospira, Nitrosovibrio, and Nitrosolobus. In 
the nitrite oxidation stage, Nitrobacter, Nitrospira, Nitrospina, Nitrococcus, and Nitrocystis are known to 
be involved in the production of nitrate.[10,43] Ammonia uptake rate varies according to reactor configu-
ration, substrate type, and influent ammonium concentration. Denitrification is the second stage of the 
nitrogen removal process. It is a heterotrophic bioconversion process carried out by the heterotrophic 
denitrifiers under anoxic conditions. The oxidized nitrogen compounds (NO –

2  and NO –
3 ) are reduced 

to nitrogen gas by the denitrifiers that use nitrite and/or nitrate as terminal electron acceptors and 
organic matter as carbon and energy source. Pseudomonas, Alcaligenes, Paracoccus, Thiobacillus, and 
Halobacterium are commonly found in dentrification systems.[44]

Few advanced processes, including partial nitrification, anaerobic ammonium oxidation (Anammox) 
and autotrophic nitrogen removal (Canon) are also being practiced in different treatment plants accord-
ing to the characteristics of the wastewater. A combined system of partial nitrification and Anammox is 
advantageous as no extra carbon addition is needed, a negligible amount of sludge is produced, and less 
energy and oxygen are required compared with the conventional two-stage process.[45]
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Sharon Process

The Sharon (single-reactor high-activity ammonium removal over nitrite) process is used for removal of 
ammonia through nitrite formation.[45,46] In this process, both autotrophic nitrification and heterotro-
phic denitrification take place in a single reactor with intermittent aeration. The denitrification in the 
Sharon process is achieved by adding methanol as a carbon source. Although the process is not suitable 
for all wastewaters due to a high temperature dependency, the Sharon process is suitable for removing 
nitrogen from waste streams having high ammonia concentrations (>0.5 g/L).

Anaerobic Ammonium Oxidation

Anaerobic ammonium oxidation (Anammox) is a highly exergonic, lithoautotrophic biological conver-
sion process where ammonia becomes converted to nitrogen by the activity of a group of planctomycete 
bacteria.[47] These microorganisms use CO2 as the sole carbon source and have a capability to oxidize 
ammonia to gaseous nitrogen by using nitrite as the electron acceptor in an anoxic condition.

Combined Nitrogen Removal

Ammonia-rich wastewater can be treated by Anammox, which requires nitrite as precursor. Thus, 
before feeding into the Anammox process, ammonia has to be preoxidized to nitrite. Thus, a partial 
Sharon process can be used before the Anammox process to improve the nitrogen removal efficiency. 
Partial nitritation (conversion of 55%–60% of ammonium to nitrite) is achieved in the Sharon process 
without heterotrophic denitrification. Nitrite-rich waste is then treated in an Anammox reactor. In the 
partial Sharon-Anammox digester, overall 83% ammoniacal nitrogen removal can be obtained from the 
waste stream has a total nitrogen load of 0.8 kg N/m3/day.[48]

Canon Process

The Canon (completely autotrophic nitrogen removal over nitrite) process is also the combination of 
partial nitritation and Anammox processes. In this process, two groups of aerobic and anaerobic micro-
organisms (e.g., Nitrosomonas and planctomycetes) perform two sequential reactions in a single and 
aerated reactor. The nitrifiers consume oxygen and oxidize ammonia to nitrite. Consumption of oxygen 
creates an anoxic condition the Anammox process needed. The performance of the Canon process is 
very much dependent on operational parameters such as dissolved oxygen, biofilm thickness, nitrogen-
surface load, and temperature.[49]

Biological Phosphorus Removal

The removal of phosphorus from the wastewater by the biological means is known as biological removal 
of phosphorus. The groups of microorganisms that are largely responsible for phosphorus removal 
are known as the polyphosphate-accumulating organisms (PAOs). These organisms are able to store 
phosphate as intracellular polyphosphate, leading to phosphorus removal from the bulk liquid phase 
through PAO cell removal in the waste activated sludge. Enhanced biological phosphorus removal 
can be achieved through the ASP by recirculating sludge through anaerobic and aerobic conditions.[50] 
Unlike most other microorganisms, PAOs can take up carbon sources such as VFAs under anaero-
bic conditions, and store them intracellularly as carbon polymers, namely poly-β-hydroxy-alkanoates 
(PHAs). The energy for this biotransformation is mainly generated by the cleavage of polyphosphate 
and release of phosphate from the cell. Reducing power is also required for PHA formation, which is 
produced largely through the glycolysis of internally stored glycogen.[51] The principal advantages of 
biological phosphorous removal are reduced chemical costs and less sludge production as compared 
with chemical precipitation.
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The different types of bacteria used in biological phosphorus removal are Acinetobacter, Pseudomonas, 
Microlunatus phosphovorus, Aeromonas, and Lampropedia. Acinetobacter calcoaceticus has a very high 
capacity to intracellularly accumulate polyphosphate from various activated sludges. It can accumulate 
phosphate of an amount of 0.9%–1.9% of dry cell weight.

Conclusion

Biological treatment processes have a proven track record of dealing adequately with various kinds of 
wastes generated by human activities. They mimic natural processes occurring in streams and rivers. 
Waste treatment processes are increasingly engineered in such a way that they perform this task effi-
ciently with a minimal input of energy. Traditionally, treatment has relied on technological approaches 
designed to mimic aerobic processes occurring in the water column of streams and rivers. To become 
truly sustainable, however, we must move away from energy-consuming aerobic processes and switch 
to anaerobic treatment processes, again mimicking natural processes, but now those occurring in the 
anaerobic sediments of the aforementioned streams and rivers. For example, there is a new focus in 
the water industry to integrate these two processes into systems where the waste is initially digested in 
an anaerobic step followed by an aerobic polishing step. Only by integrating these two processes, and 
variants thereof such as partial nitrification and Anammox wastewater treatment, will waste treatment 
become truly energy efficient and sustainable. Finally, it should be noted that anaerobic digestion to 
methane is not the only sustainable option. Great strides are now being made in microbial fuel cell tech-
nology within waste treatment with chemical energy from wastes being captured as electricity. All told, 
we are finally beginning to see again that wastes are not problems to be solved but are valuable resources, 
and new technologies continue to be developed to capture this capacity.
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Wastewater Treatment: 
Conventional Methods

Sven Erik Jørgensen

Pollution Problems Associated with Wastewater

The water pollution problems associated with municipal and industrial wastewaters include their 
 content of

• Nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) causing eutrophication
• Biodegradable organic matter causing oxygen depletion
• Bacteria and viruses affecting the sanitary quality of water, which is of particular importance, 

when the water is used for bathing, swimming, and drinking purposes
• Heavy metals, mainly lead, zinc, and cadmium from gutters, heavy metals from fungicides and 

other agricultural chemicals, and a wide range of other heavy metals in minor concentrations
• Refractory organic matter, originating from industries, hospitals, the use of pesticides, and the 

use of a wide spectrum of household entries

Wastewater Treatment

Tables 1 and 2 provide an overview of the wide range of conventional wastewater treatment methods, 
their efficiencies, and costs. Clearly, there is, with good approximations, a method available to virtu-
ally any of the aforementioned problems. This overview presents the conventional methods. To give a 
complete overview of all available methods, it is necessary to supplement this overview with a summary 
of low-cost methods and recently developed methods of wastewater treatment. Moreover, ecological 
engineering methods are not included. Particularly, the application of constructed wetland offers an 
attractive alternative to some of the methods presented here.

Industrial wastewaters can cause the same water pollution problems as municipal wastewater. In 
addition, they may contain higher concentrations of toxic organic and/ or inorganic compounds (par-
ticularly heavy metals and persistent organic pollutants). However, it is necessary in most cases to 
solve the problems associated with industrial wastewater at the source. They can hardly be solved by 
municipal wastewater treatment methods. It is also the general legislation all over the world today that 
industries are obliged to treat wastewater before it is discharged to the public sewage system. In many 
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countries, the practice of the polluter-has-to-pay system has forced industries to solve their pollution 
problems to keep their production costs low. The major portion of toxic substances is therefore today 
removed by the industries themselves, at least in most industrialized countries. They are only partially 
removed, if at all, at municipal wastewater treatment plants, as this could contaminate the sludge pro-
duced at municipal wastewater treatment plants, thereby eliminating the possibility of the use of the 
sludge as a soil conditioner.

Application of the methods identified in Tables 1 and 2 gives only approximate results, and the indica-
tions should therefore be used with caution. However, first estimates such as those shown in the tables 
are useful for evaluations of various alternative solutions to wastewater pollution problems. The men-
tioned biological treatment may either be an activated sludge plant or a trickling filter of different design.

The cost of treating 100 m3 of wastewater is based on approximate estimations, as the included cost 
(labor, electricity, and so on) varies from place to place, and is furthermore highly dependent on the 
size of the waste-water treatment plant. The costs are calculated as the running costs (electricity, labor, 
chemicals, and maintenance) plus 10% of the investment to cover interest and annual appreciation. The 
annual water consumption of one person in an industrialized country corresponds to approximately 
100 m3. For comparison, the treatment of municipal wastewater on waste stabilization ponds (WSPs) 
amounts to $3–$12/100 m3, and that on constructed wetlands amounts to $6–$18/100 m3. In most cases, 
WSPs cannot achieve a BOD5 reduction above 85%–88%. In some cases, more than 90% efficiency is 
required. Constructed wetlands can, in most cases, with the right design, offer a fully acceptable water 
quality, particularly when they are used after WSPs.

The removal of high concentrations of biodegradable organic matter at the source is most often 
strongly recommended, since it is usually much more cost-effective to remove these pollutants, at least 
partially, when they are present in high concentrations. High concentrations of biodegradable organic 
matter are found in wastewater from slaughterhouses, starch factories, fish industries, dairies, and 
canned food industries.

The listed methods are often used in combinations of two or more steps to obtain the overall removal 
efficiency required by the most cost-moderate solution. The methods can of course also be applied in 
combination with cleaner technology or ecotechnology. Because wastewater treatment is often costly, 
it is recommended in the planning phase to examine all possible combinations of treatment options in 
order to identify the most feasible and appropriate one. For a more comprehensive presentation of all the 
features of the methods listed in Tables 1 and 2.[1]

A combination of treatment methods is needed in most cases, and the most applied combinations for 
treatment of municipal wastewater are presented in the entry “Municipal Waste Water.”

Upgrading of Existing Wastewater Treatment Plants

Many existing municipal wastewater treatment plants were constructed years or decades ago, and 
may not meet today’s higher standards. Nevertheless, upgrading existing wastewater treatment 
plants is possible and may be more cost-moderate than building new ones.[2,3] Because the funding 
allocated to pollution abatement is often limited, the overall effect of upgrading wastewater treatment 
plants that can be upgraded with sufficient efficiency will be to the benefit of the environment. An 
attractive solution is often to introduce tertiary treatment by chemical precipitation and flocculation 
in an existing mechanical–biological treatment plant, with the addition of chemicals and flocculants 
before the primary sedimentation phase. The installation costs for this solution are minor, and the 
additional running costs are limited to the costs of chemicals. The result is an 85%–95% removal of 
phosphorus at low cost. Similarly, nitrification and denitrification, ensuring an 80%–85% removal 
of nitrogen, can be realized with the installation of additional capacity for biological treatment 
(the overall water retention time in the plant is increased by 4–18 hr, depending on the standards and 
composition of the wastewater), which is considerably less costly than the installation of a completely 
new treatment plant.[4,5]
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Selection of Treatment Method

Any removal efficiency of pertinent parameters (BOD5, nutrients, bacteria, viruses, toxic organic 
compounds, color, taste, heavy metals) can be obtained with a suitable combination of the available 
treatment methods, as is evident from Tables 1 and 2. However, which removal efficiencies are needed 
in a considered case? Because wastewater treatment is costly, the maximum allowable concentrations 
should not be set significantly lower than the lake or reservoir receiving the effluents can tolerate. 
The ban of phosphate detergents to decrease phosphorus concentrations in municipal wastewater 
treatment plant effluents is a point to consider in this context, as the treatment costs can be reduced 
considerably by the introduction of phosphorus- free detergents. On the other hand, it might be 
even more expensive to install an insufficient treatment plant. Thus, the potential effects of a wide 
range of possible pollutant inputs on water quality and on the receiving aquatic ecosystem should be 
assessed as the basis for selecting an acceptable option. This requires a quantification of the impacts 
of various possible pollutant inputs and the consideration of a wide range of solutions. All processes 
and components affected  significantly by the impacts should be included in the quantification. It is 
usually very helpful to develop a water quality/ecosystem model to assist in the selection of specific 

TABLE 1 Survey of Generally Applied Wastewater Treatment Methods

Method Pollution Problem Efficiency Costs ($/100 m3)

Mechanical treatment Suspended matter removal 0.75–0.90 3–5
BOD5 reduction 0.20–0.35

Biological treatment BOD5 reduction 0.70–0.95 25–40
Flocculation Phosphorus removal 0.3–0.6 6–9

BOD5 reduction 0.4–0.6
Chemical precipitation Phosphorus removal 0.65–0.95 10–15
Al2(SO4)3 or FeCl3 Reduction of heavy metal concentrations 0.40–0.80

BOD5 reduction 0.50–0.65
Chemical precipitation Phosphorus removal 0.85–0.95 12–18
Ca(OH)2 Reduction of heavy metal concentrations 0.80–0.95

BOD5 reduction 0.50–0.70
Chemical precipitation Phosphorus removal 0.9–0.98 12–18

and flocculation BOD5 reduction 0.6–0.75
Ammonia stripping Ammonia removal 0.70–0.95 25–40
Nitrification Ammonium is oxidized to nitrate 0.80–0.95 20–30
Active carbon COD removal (toxic substances) 0.40–0.95 60–90

adsorption BOD5 reduction 0.40–0.70
Denitrification after Nitrogen removal 0.70–0.90 15–25

nitrification
Ion exchange BOD5 reduction (e.g., proteins) 0.20–0.40 40–60

Phosphorus removal 0.80–0.95 70–100
Nitrogen removal 0.80–0.95 45–60
Reduction of concentrations 10–25

Chemical oxidation Oxidation of toxic compounds 0.90–0.98 60–100
(e.g., with Cl2)

Extraction Heavy metals and other toxic compounds 0.50–0.95 80–120
Reverse osmosis Removes pollutants with high efficiency, 100–200

but is expensive
Disinfection methods Reduction of microorganisms High, can hardly be indicated 6–10
Ozonation + active Removal of refractory compounds 0.5–0.95 100–120

carbon adsorption
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environmental treatment methods. It is important to emphasize that a model has an uncertainty in 
all its predictions that must be considered in making a final decision. Thus, it is essential to use safety 
factors to the benefit of the environment, in order to ensure that the selected treatment methods will 
have the anticipated effects. If the uncertainty is not taken into account for the sake of economy, as 
is unfortunately often done, the investment may be wasted because the foreseen recovery of the eco-
system will not be realized.

A problem in many developing countries is the relatively high cost of wastewater treatment. This 
cost justifies the application of “soft technology” or “ecotechnology,” but proper planning at an early 
phase and the consideration of all predictable problems will always offer a wider range of cost-effective 
 possibilities and may allow the prevention of pollution problems before they occur.

Corrections at a later stage, when pollution has already degraded the water quality and associated 
ecosystems, are possible, but will always be more expensive than the costs of proper wastewater treat-
ment at an early stage. This is due in part to the fact that the accumulation of pollutants in an ecosystem 
over time will always cause additional problems and therefore result in additional costs. Thus, prevent-
ing pollution at an early stage is better than curing pollution at a later stage. Removal of phosphorus 
from wastewater at an early stage, for example, is always beneficial since the surplus phosphorus will 
accumulate in the sediments to a large extent, allowing its remobilization back into the water column 
under certain chemical conditions in the water body.

Completely new approaches have emerged in regard to sustainable development. For instance, serious 
consideration is being given to separation toilets in some locations, which collect urine separately from 
feces, thereby allowing utilization of the septic urine as fertilizer.

The selection of proper wastewater treatment methods for point sources of pollution is summarized 
in the following points:

• Develop models for the impacts of the wastewater on freshwater ecosystems, considering the 
impacts on the water quality and the entire lake ecosystem.

• Apply the model to identify the maximum allowable pollutant concentration in the treated waste-
water. Any uncertainty associated with the model predictions should be reflected in identifying 
the lower maximum allowable concentrations.

• Select the combination of available treatment methods able to meet the standards at the lowest 
costs without impacting the proper operation of the plant.

• If the investment needed for a proper solution to a problem cannot be provided, the application of 
cost-moderate technology that will reduce the accumulation of pollutants in the aquatic ecosys-
tem should be considered. Any measures taken at an early stage will inevitably reduce the costs 
at a later stage.
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Filters
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Introduction

Windhoek, Namibia, a city in an arid region, suffered chronic freshwater scarcity. In the late 1960s, 
due to prolonged droughts, the only alternative for survival was to use treated wastewater for drinking 
purposes. In 1968, it became the first city in the world to directly supplement its drinking-water sup-
plies with treated wastewater.[1] Windhoek has approximately 2,00,000 residents, with yearly increase of 
the population of about 5%. Since 1973, an epidemiological study of Windhoek residents has shown no 
adverse health impacts associated with drinking reclaimed wastewater. It provides 30% of the demand. 
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In 2002, this treatment plant was rebuilt, and the wastewater effluent is now the primary source for 
drinking water. This plant treats 24,000 m3/day and has preozonation, flocculation, and filtration units 
comprising a rapid sand filter, a biological activated carbon filter, and two granular activated carbon 
(GACs) filters in a series, followed by ultrafiltration (UF).[2] This is a classic example of significance of 
filtration systems in water and wastewater treatment.

Water treatment commonly refers to the actions taken to purify water for domestic and industrial 
purposes. Generally, processes used for water treatment are physicochemical. Wastewater or sewage 
treatment processes are mainly biological. Most of the treatment plants purifying surface waters might 
have two stage processes—filtration and disinfection. For the wastewaters, normally, two more pro-
cesses are added—pre- and postclarification. Water quality as far as suspended solids are concerned is 
achieved by filtration. Most of the filters are composed of granular media such as sand, anthracite, soil, 
etc. These filters have the ability to produce high-quality water when perfectly operated. Clarification 
and filtration processes are complimentary to each other.

Traditionally, settling of solids was the main process of clarifying water. Filtration was also practiced 
in ancient times. The earliest filters seem to be very simple—infiltration wells excavated near the banks 
or lakeshores. Wells on the seashore usually were dug tapping sweet water aquifers flowing from the 
land to the sea. The technology is modernized with addition of sophisticated UF or reverse osmosis for 
better-quality water. Filters can be classified based on the following: 1) filtration rate—slow, rapid, and 
pressured; 2) direction of flow—downflow, upflow, and biflow; 3) filtration medium—sand, soil, and 
synthetic media; 4) layers of media—single, dual, and multimedia; 5) input water quality—water, sew-
age, industrial effluents, etc.

Water or wastewater treatment is the process of removing undesirable chemical or biological contam-
inants. These can be gaseous or solid constituents. Concentration of gaseous contaminants is dependent 
on factors like solubility, temperature, partial pressure, etc. They can be removed physically by diffusion 
or temperature increment Size of solid contaminants may range from millimeters to angstroms—less 
than a nanometer. These contaminants are different types of solids that can be categorized based on 
their sizes or physicochemical properties. Origin of these solids can be nonbiological or biological. They 
can be divided into two—depending on their chemical composition—organic and inorganic, as shown 
in Figure 1. Suspended or dissolved solids having different sizes are shown in Figure 2. Solids larger than 
suspended solids are termed as floating solids like plastic, paper, cloth, etc. They can be easily removed 
by putting a screen across the path of water flow, but smaller particles need finer sieves.

Treatment of Water and Wastewater

Treatment includes physical, chemical, and biological processes to remove physical, chemical, and bio-
logical contaminants. Its objective is to produce an environmentally safe fluid waste stream (or treated 
effluent) and solid waste (or treated sludge, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sludge) suitable for disposal or 

FIGURE 1 Classification of solids in water.
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reuse (usually as farm fertilizer). Using advanced technology, it is now possible to reuse sewage effluent 
for drinking water. Singapore has advanced to convert sewage into drinking water on mass scale.

In general, a conventional water treatment plant usually consists of physical treatment (screening, 
sedimentation, flotation, and/or filtration) and chemical treatment (pH adjustment, coagulation-floc-
culation process, oxidation- reduction process, adsorption process).[3] The degree of the complexity of 
the treatment plant also depends on the quality of raw water and treated water requirement. In indus-
trial processing, water is used in numerous applications requiring likewise different qualities of water. 
Examples of different uses are cooling water, water for rinsing and chemical production, boiler feed 
water, purified water, and water for injection. The growth in population, the increasing costs of treat-
ment and distribution, contamination of fresh water sources, and the sophistication of end users some-
how force the development of better water treatment technology.[4,5]

Filtration Process

Filtration means a process of solid-liquid separation using some form of physical barrier. In sedimen-
tation or floatation, no barrier is used. Depending on other supportive mechanisms, the filters can be 
divided into mechanical or biological filters keeping the built-in solid–liquid stage. In 1685, Porzio, an 
Italian physician, used a filter to protect the health of soldiers in the Austro–Turkish war of that year. 
In 1790, James Peacock was granted the first patent for an upflow filter with graded support gravel and 
reverse- flow wash. James Simpson built a 1-acre slow sand filter, and it was commissioned satisfactorily 
in 1829. In 1858, the use of a rake was proposed to break the schmutzdecke (surface clogging layer). Holly, 
in the United States in 1871, patented the reverse-flow wash downflow filter, and in 1877, Cook developed 
the concept of a battery filter for keeping standby options during the washing of used filters.[6] In India, 
similarly, an underground filtration flow system was developed in Pune in 18th century to cater the 
people’s needs for fresh and clean water.[7]

It has been noticed that very small particles and large particles are predominantly removed by diffu-
sion and straining mechanisms, respectively. Five different mechanisms other than simple straining[8]

Generally, in conventional water or wastewater treatment plants, filtration is considered as the core 
of the process in which the solids are substantially removed. Incoming flow to the filters is clearly non-
potable or turbid, but after filtration, it becomes clean and transparent. If the water is disinfected, then 
it can be used for human consumption.

FIGURE 6 Different sizes of solid contaminants in water.
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The process of filtration is composed of passing water through a granular bed of sand or any other 
suitable medium at a designed flow rate. To achieve the desired quality of filtered water, the filtration 
system has to remove particles, and the sizes of the openings are crucial. It has been noticed that very 
small particles and large particles are predominantly removed by diffusion and straining mechanisms, 
respectively. Five different mechanisms other than simple straining[9] are identified in the filtration pro-
cess when particles in a flow of water pass through a filter, viz., interception, sedimentation, diffusion, 
hydrodynamic action, and inertia (Figure 3).

Particles moving uniformly may collide with a grain of filter media; their transport is intercepted. 
Efficient interception is possible by decreasing the size of the media or increasing the size of the par-
ticle to be removed. Larger particles are removed more efficiently. Sedimentation is a result of gravita-
tional forces acting on the particles depending on the ratio of settling velocity and velocity of the flow 
approaching the media. Diffusion as a result of Brownian motion is effective only for small particles. 
It becomes more pronounced with increasing temperature. Hydrodynamic action arising from the 
velocity gradient separates small particles from the flow. This is comparatively nonsignificant. Inertia 
(impaction) is useful only when hydrodynamic diversion is less. At less velocity, inertia is not signifi-
cant. In addition to these mechanisms, coagulation, flocculation, adsorption, and absorption play major 
roles in the effectiveness of a filtration system.

Filtration with a granular bed is composed of indivisible grains that rest on each other, leaving voids 
in between. Dirt is removed when water flows through these voids. The real filter media are composed 
of irregular grains-often unpolished rounded edges. Sands are the most readily available material from 
natural sources such as the sea coast and riverbeds. Granular media can be obtained by crushing mate-
rials such as basalt, slag, and anthracite. The voidage increases with angularity of the material, e.g., 
crushed anthracite has more voidage (45%) than sand (38%) after gentle tapping. Filtration media retain 
solids while permitting water having turbidity less than 0.2 NTU (nephelometric turbidity unit) to pass.

Solids are collected on the surface of the filter bed, forming a surface mat or “mud cake.” This needs 
to be regularly cleaned to avoid resistance to flow. A granular bed filter having a mass of leading edges 
and space for accumulation of deposits helps in retaining the grains that are no longerin the line of 
flow. They are like silt on the sand bed of a river. These materials are comparatively cheaper than fibrous 
materials that are used for large-scale water or wastewater applications. If the grain does not dissolve in 

FIGURE 3 Filtration mechanisms.
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water, then its chemical nature is not important. Therefore, structurally weak materials such as activated 
carbon (granular or powdered) can be used for filtration purposes.

Filters operate best normally at a low concentration of solids as a result of limited volume of pores 
(about 40% of the bed volume). A granular bed filter having a mass of leading edges and space for accu-
mulation of deposits helps in retaining the grains that are no longer in the line of flow. Therefore, such 
filters operate at 0.2 bar (2 m head), but media such as a cloth, paper, porous sinter, or membrane tend to 
accumulate deposits, and then it requires high pressure (up to 7 bars) to maintain its permeability. The 
depth in simple granular filters may be 600–1000 mm for its desired effectiveness. Failure of the filters is 
associated with cleaning the mechanism either manually or mechanically with water or air backwash.

Types of Granular Filters

There are three basic types of granular filters, viz., sand filters, rapid gravity (RG) filters, and pressure 
filters. Slow sand filters—operating at low loading rates—are the oldest variety of filters. These filters 
made up of fine sand have two processes—physical straining and biological action. Rapid filters func-
tion at higher loading rates using coarse media with a higher permeability. In addition to sand, GAC 
is used to adsorb chemicals dissolved in water. Coagulation helps in effective removal of solids by RG 
filters. Simple RG filters use single-medium sand, but a multimedia version uses two or more types of 
media. These are cleaned by reversing the flow of water to wash out the dirt. Pressure filters are the vari-
ety operating under pressure in large closed vessels. These are normally used for treating groundwater 
sources, which are pumped from boreholes. Various types of filters are shown in Figure 4.

Slow Sand Filter

Slow sand bed filters are very-low-flow-rate filters. They are used in rural areas or where the water flow 
rate required is low. A slow sand filter can even remove turbidity and suspended solids. Pathogens 
are also removed, additionally producing water with very reasonable taste and no color. An opera-
tional advantage of slow sand filters is that no backwashing is done. They require few operator skills. 
Sometimes, slow sand filters are used in the treatment of sewage as a final polishing stage for the treated 
effluent and as a bed to dewater the sludge produced during treatment.

Rapid Gravity Filter with Coagulant Aid

Purification of water for drinking purposes is done using chemicals to flocculate as much particulate 
matter to be removed as quickly as possible in the filter. Coagulation of the particulate matter is achieved 
by adding highly charged cations, such as aluminum sulfate (alum) and small amounts of charged poly-
mer chains. Coagulation and flocculation processes require contact time and agitation in tanks before 
the water is filtered so that a reasonably sized floc can be formed. This process is pH dependent. Thus, 
it is necessary to adjust the pH of the water to ensure efficient removal of water. A rapid gravity sand 
filter strains out the floc and the particles, including bacteria trapped within them. The medium of the 
filter has grain sizes to allow the water to pass through the filter rapidly. This filter is backwashed with 
clean water on a regular basis as the pores are clogged by particulate matter (flocs), indicated by a rapid 
drop-off in the flow rate of water through the filter. This backwash water is run into settling tanks so that 
the floc can settle out, and it is then disposed of as residue. Supernatant water is then run back into the 
treatment process or disposed of as a wastewater stream.

Pressure Sand Filter

Applying pressure to the water passing through a sand filter will give a greater flow rate, while 
using smaller grains of sand in a filter allows a greater surface area of filtration medium to remove 
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particulate  matter. Smaller grain size requires more pressure to drive the water through the sand 
bed. Sand grain size in pressure filters is typically 0.6–1.2 mm, and large particulates (>100 pm) are 
removed. This causes rapid blinding of the filter with floc and the need for too-frequent backwashing. 
Pressure sand filters are typically 0.6–1.8 m in depth and operate under a maximum flow rate of about 
9m3/m2/hr under a feed pressure of between 2 and 5 bars. Buildup of particulate solids causing an 
increase in pressure across the bed for a given flow rate will need to be backwashed when the pressure 
drop is around 0.5 bar. Particulate solids are then washed away with the backwash water. It is diverted 
to a settling tank to separate the solids from water. A small amount of sand can be lost in the back-
washing process. Then, the sand bed may need to be topped up from time to time. Most pressure filters 
in industry or large water works employ an automated multiport valve together with sophisticated 
pressure and flow sensors.

FIGURE 4 Different types of filters.
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Cartridge Filter

This type of filter has a removable housing, into which different types of filtration elements can be 
placed. A domestic cartridge filter element will often be rated at 30–50 μm or larger, whereas specialist 
industrial filter elements may be rated at 5 μm or less. Some cartridge filters are made effective by using 
some resins that are designed to remove specific contaminants from the water, such as nitrates, fluoride, 
or lead. Granulated activated carbon is used in filters to remove color, odor, volatile organics, and chlo-
rine from water.

Biofilters

Biological treatment or biofiltration has become the mainstay of wastewater treatment systems over a 
period of time because of simplicity. Odor control using biofiltration has been patented from the 1950s 
for huge trickling filter plants and soil filters. Biofilters have primary applications for odor control at 
wastewater treatment plants and composting operations. They are being used also in the treatment of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), as an innovative method to treat toxic air emissions from indus-
trial processes. The chronological development of biofilters is as shown below:

• 1923: To treat odorous compounds, Bach thought of using a biologically active biofilter to control 
emissions of H2S from a wastewater treatment plant.

• 1955: A biofilter was applied to treat odorous emissions in low concentrations in Germany.
• 1959: A soil bed was installed at a sewage treatment plant in Nuremberg for the control of odors 

from an incoming sewer main.
• 1960s: Biofiltration was first used for the treatment of gaseous pollutants both in Germany and 

the United States.
• 1970s: Biofiltration became widespread in Germany.
• 1980s: Biofiltration is used for the treatment of toxic emissions and VOCs from industry.

Biological Aerated Filters

Biological aerated filters or biofilters combine filtration with biological carbon removal and nitrification 
or denitrification processes. A biologically aerated filter usually includes a reactor filled with a filter 
medium, which is either in suspension or supported by a gravel layer at the foot of the filter. The dual 
purpose of this medium is to support highly active biomass that is attached to it and to filter suspended 
solids. Carbon reduction and ammonia conversion occur in aerobic mode and are sometimes achieved 
in a single reactor, while nitrate conversion occurs in anoxic mode. Biological aerated filters are operated 
either in up- flow or downflow configuration.

Trickling Filters

The first trickling filter became operational in 1893. The concept of trickling filters was developed 
from contact filters—which were watertight basins filled with stones. Clogging, long resting period, 
and relatively low loading rate were some of the limitations of contact filters. The modern trickling 
filter is composed of a permeable medium (rock or plastic media) for the attachment of bacteria. 
Through this biofilter, wastewater percolates—trickles down. The filter medium is either rock (size 
varies from 25 to 100 mm) or slag or plastic packing materials. The depth of the rock medium is about 
1–2.5 m. Wastewater is distributed on the top of the rock bed by rotary distributor. Plastic media are 
either round or square or irregularly shaped. Depth of plastic media varies from 4 to 12 m. Depending 
on packing, the trickling filter can be categorized into three groups, viz., vertical flow, cross-flow, and 
random.
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The components of a trickling filter are the following:

• A bed of filter medium on which a layer of microbial slime is developed
• A container that houses the bed of filter medium
• Distribution of wastewater over the filter medium
• Removal and disposal of any sludge from the treated effluent

Filters are provided with underdrains for collection of treated wastewater and biosolids detached from 
the media. Underdrain systems are important as far as air circulation is concerned. Organic matter is 
degraded by the microorganisms present in the biological film or slime layer attached to the filter media 
(Figure 5). The outer layer of biofilm, about 0.1–0.2 mm, is aerobic, and the layer near the surface of 
filter media becomes anaerobic due to diffused oxygen and thus cannot penetrate the full depth of the 
slime layer. The inner layer is starved of nutrition of pollutants as the slime layer thickens. Endogenous 
degradation of bacteria in the inner layer leads to sloughing due to shear velocity of trickling water. 
Facultative microorganisms dominate the biological communities in the slime layer of the trickling 
filter. With these organisms, fungi, algae, protozoans, worms, insect larvae, and sometimes snails also 
dwell in the trickling filter.[9,10] Their presence in the filter is useful to maintain the bacterial population 
in a state of high growth or high rate of food consumption.

An excellent material for trickling filter is that having more surface area per unit volume, low cost, dura-
bility, and no tendency for clogging. Until the 1960s, a commonly used material was high-quality granite 
or blast furnace slag. River gravel or crushed stones were also used. All underdrains are developed to 
maintain and facilitate air ventilation. Sufficient airflow in the system is a key to successful operation of the 
trickling filter. In case of natural ventilation, the temperature difference between the ambient air and air 
in the pores of media is the key reason for air circulation. Good design may provide airflow at least 0.3 m3/
minm3 of the filter area in either direction. Trickling filters can be classified on the following bases: 1) fre-
quency of hydraulic and organic loading—slow rate, high rate, batch, intermittent, continuous; 2) nature of 
filtering media—natural, synthetic; 3) direction of inflow—downflow, up- flow, sectionalized; 4) internal 
environment of the filter— aerobic, anaerobic, anoxic; 5) depth of media—shallow, deep; 6) method of 
ventilation—natural, forced; and 7) extent of treatment expected—complete, roughing, polishing.

Membrane Filtration

The major breakthrough in the development of membrane technology was recorded in the late 1950s. 
The membrane bioreactor (MBR) has developed quite rapidly to become this important. The idea of 
combining sludge digestion with a very fine filter was first developed in the mid-1960s by Dorr Oliver, 

FIGURE 5 Trickling filter and slime layer.
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as a system with flat-plate membranes in a sidestream loop. This development was made possible by the 
appearance on the market of commercial-scale microfiltration (MF) and UF membranes. Membrane 
bioreactors have served industries that can afford an expensive system. The submerged membrane was 
innovated in Japan in 1989, which led to a Japanese government initiative to find better ways of waste-
water treatment. Submerged or immersed MBRs used less energy than the sidestream version. This 
version entered the European market in the mid-1990s. Since 1990, the numbers of MBR installations 
have grown exponentially.

Technologies of secondary biological treatment systems for municipal wastewater generally involve 
microorganisms suspended in the wastewater to treat it. They have some deficiencies, including the 
difficulty of growing the exact types and numbers of microorganisms and the physical requirement 
of a large site. Application of MFMBRs surmounts many limitations of conventional systems. These 
membrane filtration systems combine the suspended biological growth with solids removal via filtration 
(Figure 6).

The basic MBR consists of two processing steps—a bioreactor, in which aerobic bacteria digest organic 
material in the presence of dissolved oxygen, and a membrane module, through which relatively pure 
water separates from the suspension of organic matter and bacteria. These two units may be set up to 
run in succession (i.e., the liquid flows first through the bioreactor, where it is held for as long as neces-
sary for the reaction to be completed, and then through a loop containing the membrane separation 
stage), with a recycle of some of the separated sludge to the bioreactor. This is often called sidestream (or 
external) operation. Membranes are suspended in the slurry in the bioreactor, which is appropriately 
partitioned to achieve the correct airflows, with the surplus sludge withdrawn from the base of the bio-
reactor at a rate to give the required sludge retention time. This is termed as a submerged (or immersed) 
MBR.

Membranes can be designed for and operated in small spaces and with high removal efficiency of con-
taminants such as total suspended solids, nitrogen, phosphorus, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and 
bacteria. The membrane filtration system in effect can replace the secondary clarifier and sand filters in a 
typical activated sludge treatment system for large sewage treatment plants. Membrane filtration allows a 
higher biomass concentration to be maintained, thereby allowing smaller bioreactors to be used.

Membrane filtration involves the cross-flow of water containing pollutants across a membrane. Waste 
matters left behind do not accumulate at the membrane surface. They are removed from the system by 
gravity for disposal. Water passing through the membrane is called the permeate or filtrate, while water 
with more concentrated pollutants is called the concentrate, retentate, or reject. Membranes are com-
posed of cellulose or other polymers having a number of pores. The requirement is that the membranes 

FIGURE 6 Typical flow chart of membrane filtration for sewage treatment and filtration through membrane.
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filter out particles and microorganisms more than 1 μm (0.001 mm) in size. Two configurations most 
often used are hollow fibers grouped in bundles or flat plates for MBR designs.

Membrane filtration is an alternative to remove waterborne pathogens in water treatment, replacing 
the disinfection step in conventional water treatment plants to avoid risks and side effects of chemicals. 
Membrane processes can be classified in many ways, i.e., based on their nature, structure, or driving 
force. Hydrostatic pressure differences are used in MF and nanofiltration (NF), as well as in reverse 
osmosis (RO) and gas separation as a driving force for mass transport through the membrane. The MBR 
takes the place of the whole secondary stage of conventional activated sludge processing—and does it 
better and in a much smaller space. The excess biodegradation products can be removed for subsequent 
treatment.

The sludge settlement stage of the conventional secondary process is a slow one, so the removal of the 
clear liquid from the slurry by membrane filtration is a better option. A major advantage of the MBR 
system is that it can operate at a much higher concentration of solids in the bioreactor than that of a con-
ventional activated sludge plant. An MBR plant can work effectively at concentrations of mixed liquor 
suspended solids typically in the range of 8000–12,000 mg/L (or 0.8%–1.2%) and can be extended up to 
3%, whereas conventional activated sludge plants work at about 2000–3000 mg/L, because of the limita-
tions on settling. This high sludge concentration capability enables an MBR system to deal effectively 
with strong industrial wastes, especially in places where water is short and factories are seeking to close 
their water cycles. It also results in a much smaller digestion tank, and thus a much smaller footprint 
for the whole plant. The smaller space footprint of an MBR plant will make it much more attractive for 
construction in developed urban areas.

The longer sludge retention times in the MBR permit the destruction of molecules difficult to bio-
degrade, such as detergents. With proper system design, nitrogen and phosphorus content can also be 
significantly reduced. The quality of water produced as effluent by an MBR is excellent and usually well 
under the local consent limits. Figures of less than 2 mg/L for BOD and less than 0.5 mg/L for total sus-
pended solids are readily achievable, along with ammoniacal nitrogen of less than 0.5 mg/L and turbid-
ity of less than 0.2 NTU. Particularly relevant are the capabilities of UF membranes (the most common 
form used) for removing pathogens such as protozoa, bacteria, and most viruses.

Most membrane filtration processes require quite a high transmembrane pressure in order to pro-
duce an acceptable permeate flow rate. However, an MBR operates with a low differential, about 0.5 bar. 
This can be provided by a vacuum pump, sucking on the permeate discharge line, through a receiver, or 
by the hydrostatic head of a deep bioreactor tank, or by a low level of pressurization of the tank.

Future Developments of MBR

The MBR (including its most common form, submerged MBR—not to be confused with the moving 
bed bioreactor) is a fascinating combination of two steps of waste treatment: the bacterial digestion of 
waste organic matter and the separation of the treated effluent from residual suspended solids. Its prime 
advantage is that it can constitute the whole of the secondary phase of the traditional three- phase 
municipal sewage treatment process and can eliminate some parts of the tertiary phase.

In the long history of wastewater treatment (over 110 years), the MBR is quite a recent invention, 
and so, not surprisingly, it is still in a period of intense development. Key areas of system investigation 
include the following:

• Aeration system design, to ensure minimal energy consumption and maximum mixing and 
scouring

• Use of enriched air or pure oxygen for aeration
• The possible use of non-membrane MF media
• The design and manufacture of MBR membranes truly defying fouling, enabling a realistic 

“ fit-and-forget” situation
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• Development of an MBR capable of continuous use
• Use of MBR “in reverse” to add nutrients in a controlled fashion to remove gases from bioreactor
• Extraction of specific pollutants from bioreactor zone
• Development of an MBR for use in gray water recycling
• Conversion of MBR from an aerobic process to anaerobic operation, thus producing more energy 

(in the form of methane) than the plant consumes, the anaerobic digestion UF system

A major disadvantage of MBR systems is the higher capital and operating costs than conventional sys-
tems for the same quantum of wastewater. Operation and maintenance costs include membrane clean-
ing, fouling control, and eventual replacement of membrane Energy costs are also higher because of the 
need for air scouring to control bacterial growth on the membranes. Additionally, the waste sludge from 
such a system may have a low settling property.

Applicability

Membrane bioreactor systems are also well suited for some industrial and commercial applications. The 
high- quality treated water produced by MBRs makes them particularly applicable to reuse applications 
and for surface water discharge applications requiring extensive nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) 
removal. Designers of MBR systems require only basic information about the wastewater characteristics 
(e.g., influent characteristics, effluent requirements, flow data) to design an MBR system. Depending on 
effluent requirements, certain supplementary treatment steps can be clubbed with the MBR system, e.g., 
chemical coagulation before the primary settling tank or before the secondary settling tank, before the 
MBR or final filters for phosphorus removal.

Ultrafiltration

Ultrafiltration is a fractionation technique that can simultaneously concentrate macromolecules or 
c olloidal substances in a process stream.[11] It can be described as simultaneous purification, concentra-
tion, and fractionation of macromolecules or fine colloidal suspensions.

Ultrafiltration membranes are developed from both organic (polymer) and inorganic materials. The 
preference of a given polymer as a membrane material is dependent on very specific properties such 
as molecular weight, chain flexibility, and chain interaction. Some of these materials are polysulfone, 
polyethersulfone, polyvinylidene fluoride, polyacrylonitrile, cellulosics, polyimide, polyetherimide, 
and aliphatic polyamides. Inorganic materials have also been used such as alumina and zirconia.[9] 
The structure of a UF membrane can be symmetric or asymmetric. Thickness of symmetric membrane 
ranges from 10 to 200 μm. Resistance to mass transfer is determined by the thin top layer. Membrane 
material should have chemical, thermal, and mechanical stability. Specification of UF is determined 
based on molecular weight cut-off—a measure of membrane pore dimensions—to describe the retention 
capabilities of UF membrane. It is the molecular mass of a macrosolute (typically, polyethylene glycol, 
dextran, or protein) for which the membrane has a retention capability greater than 90%.

Performance of UF

One of the critical factors determining the overall performance of aUF system is the rate of solute or 
particle transport in the feed side. Steady state conditions are achieved when the convective transport 
of solute to the membrane is equal to the sum of the permeate flow plus the diffusive back-transport of 
the solute.[12] The accumulation of solutes/particles at the membrane surface can affect the permeate flux 
in two ways.[13] First, the accumulated solute can generate an osmotically driven fluid flow back across 
the membrane from the permeate side toward the feed side, thereby reducing the net rate of solvent 
transport. Second, the solutes/particles can irreversibly foul the membrane due to specific physical and/
or chemical interactions, thereby generating an additional hydraulic resistance. These interactions can 
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be attributed to one or more of the following mechanisms: 1) adsorption; 2) gel layer formation; and 3) 
plugging of the membrane pores. The severity depends on the membrane material, the nature of solutes, 
and other variables such as pH, ionic strength, solution temperature, and operating pressure.[14]

Ultrafiltration System Design

Ultrafiltration is a low-pressure system operating at transmembrane pressures of 0.5–5 bars. A UF system 
comprises series/parallel modules operating according to various modes, ranging from an intermittent 
single-stage system to a continuous multistage system.[15] Ultrafiltration membranes can be fabricated 
essentially in tubular or flat sheet forms. Two major types of UF modules can be used, i.e., hollow fibers 
(capillary) and spiral wound. Other modules are plate and frame, tubular, rotary modules, vibrating mod-
ules, and Dean vortices. Operation of a UF membrane can be performed in two different service modes, 
viz., dead-end flow and cross-flow. The dead-end flow approach allows optimal recovery of feed water in 
about a 95%–98% range, but is generally limited to feed streams of low suspended solids (<1 NTU). The 
cross-flow mode differs from the dead-end mode in that there is an additional flow—the concentrate. The 
cross-flow mode of operation typically results in lower recovery of feed water, about 90%–95%.[16]

Ultrafiltration in Water Treatment

Ultrafiltration can be used to replace clarification steps, i.e., coagulation, sedimentation, and filtration, 
in a conventional water treatment plant. Thus, it can be defined as a clarification and disinfection mem-
brane operation. All particulate biological contaminants, viz., viruses and bacteria, are rejected. The 
main advantages of low- pressure UF membrane processes compared with conventional clarification 
processes are no need for chemicals and size-exclusion filtration for constant quality of treated water in 
terms of particle and microbial removal.

Source water quality directly impacts UF membrane performance. Depending on the quality of raw 
water, UF can be operated as single operation or in combination with another process (coagulation, 
adsorption, etc.), or hybrid membrane system (UF/MF). In water application, UF can be the main pro-
cess or used as pretreatment, for example, in an RO system.[17] It is a preferred alternative to conventional 
technology to remove water-borne pathogens in the preparation of drinking water.[16]

Ultrafiltration alone is not very effective for removing dissolved substances in general. It has limited 
capability in removing organic matter. Thus, the use of powdered activated carbon (PAC) in combina-
tion with a UF membrane is attracting increasing interest for the removal of organic compounds in 
drinking-water treatment.[17] It is found that the combination of UF with PAC/GAC could improve the 
removal of organics and other micropollutants such as agrochemicals. Another potential application of 
UF is to produce ultrapure water, acting as a pretreatment of RO unit. Microfiltration/UF can be con-
sidered as an alternative water treatment in aquaculture.[18] A sufficient supply of good-quality water is 
essential to any aquaculture operation. Ultrafiltration generates highly pathogen-free water.

Reverse Osmosis System

Reverse osmosis is a hi-tech filtration method that removes many types of large molecules and ions from 
solutions by applying pressure to the solution. Dissolved solids are not removed by any other filtration 
technique. The result is that solute is retained on the pressurized side of the membrane, and the pure 
solvent is allowed to pass to the other side. Selectively, this membrane does not allow large molecules 
or ions through the pores (holes) but allows smaller components of the solution (such as the solvent) 
to pass freely. The process of osmosis through semipermeable membranes was first observed in 1748 
by Jean Antoine Nollet. For the following 200 years, osmosis was only a phenomenon observed in the 
laboratory. In 1949, the University of California at Los Angeles first investigated desalination of seawater 
using semipermeable membranes.
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In the normal osmosis process, the solvent naturally moves from an area of low solute concentration, 
through a membrane, to an area of high solute concentration. The movement of a pure solvent to equal-
ize solute concentrations on each side of a membrane generates pressure, i.e., osmotic pressure. Applying 
an external pressure to reverse the natural flow of pure solvent is the RO. The process is very similar to 
membrane filtration, but the only difference is between flow of solvents and filtration. Reverse osmosis 
involves a diffusive mechanism so that separation efficiency is dependent on solute concentration, pres-
sure, and water flux rate.[19] The membranes used for RO have a dense barrier layer in the polymer matrix 
where most separation occurs. In most cases, the membrane is designed to allow only water to pass 
through the dense layer, while preventing the passage of solutes such as salt ions. This process requires 
high pressure, usually 2–17 bars (30–250 psi) for fresh and brackish water and 40–70 bars (600–1000 psi) 
for seawater (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_osmosis-cite_note-2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Reverse_osmosis-cite_note-water-0).

One of the first membrane applications for the utilization of membrane technology was the conver-
sion of seawater into drinking water by RO. AnRO system separates dissolved solutes (includes single 
charged ions, such as Na+, Cl−) from water. Reverse osmosis can be described as a diffusion-controlled 
process. Physical holes may not exist in an RO membrane, which differentiates it from other filtration 
systems. An RO membrane is very hydrophilic; therefore, water will be able to readily diffuse into and 
out of the polymer structure of the membrane. An RO membrane is capable of rejecting contaminants 
as small as 0.001 μm.[20]

Four types of modules are used for RO membrane, i.e., plate and frame, tubular, hollow fiber, and 
spiral wound. However, the spiral-wound element is the most common by far for the production of 
drinking water. Reverse osmosis configurations include single-stage, two-stage, and two-pass systems. 
A two-stage system is common for brackish water use, where it is necessary to increase the overall recov-
ery ratio.[21] Nowadays, the RO system has become a popular water treatment technology in industry 
requiring desalination and in residential units to improve the taste of water and to remove unhealthy 
contaminants. Reverse osmosis has increased the water supply by making possible the use of brackish 
waters. Recent advances in membrane materials and pretreatment have made RO desalination economi-
cally attractive even for seawater. The scale of membrane applications is now very large; plants with 
capacity in excess of 19 million liters per day (MLD) are common.[22] An RO desalination plant with a 
capacity of 100 MLD is being developed in Chennai, India.[23]

Reverse osmosis membranes are comparatively more sensitive than thermal desalination processes to 
scaling, fouling, and chemobiological attacks. The susceptibility to fouling is one of the major shortcom-
ings of the RO membrane. Hence, though RO is an energy-efficient alternative to thermal processes, it 
still continues to face competition due to the requirements of pretreatment. Pretreatment is important 
when working with RO and NF membranes due to the nature of their spiral-wound design (Figure 7). 
Material is engineered in such a fashion as to allow only one-way flow through the system. Since accu-
mulated material can-not be removed from the membrane surface systems, they are highly susceptible 
to fouling. Therefore, pretreatment is a necessity for any RO or NF system.

Pretreatment has four major components:

• Screening of solids. Suspended solids to be removed to prevent fouling of the membranes by fine 
particles or biological growth to reduce the risk of damage to high- pressure pump components.

• Cartridge filtration. String-wound polypropylene filters used to filter particles between 1 and 
5 mm.

• Dosing. Oxidizing biocides, such as chlorine added to kill bacteria, followed by bisulfite dosing to 
deactivate the chlorine, which otherwise can destroy a thin-film composite membrane.

• Prefiltration pH adjustment. If the pH, hardness, and alkalinity in the feedwater result in a scaling 
tendency (estimated using the Langelier saturation index), acid is dosed to maintain carbonates in 
their soluble carbonic acid form. Use of antiscalant is recommended[24] (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Reverse_osmosis - cite_note-8).
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Integrated Membrane System

The integrated membrane system (IMS) design approach to water treatment systems has some sig-
nificant advantages over RO systems designed with conventional pretreatment. The pretreatment 
of feed water prior to RO is intended to lower the silt density index, remove excessive turbidity or 
suspended solids, and adjust and control the pH.[25] The choice of IMS system depends on the foul-
ing properties of the feed water, which may necessitate additional (pre)treatment based on the local 
circumstances. The combination of UF with a precoagulation at low dose helps in controlling the UF 
membrane fouling and providing filtered water in a steady-state condition.[26] Operation of an RO 
seawater unit at a higher flux and recovery rate enables optimization of the RO process and reduc-
tion of water cost.[27]

Water and Wastewater Purification

Rainwater collected from storm drains can be purified using reverse osmosis. Treated water can be 
used for landscape irrigation and industrial cooling. It works out to be an acceptable solution to the 
problem of water shortages. It is also used to purify the effluent and brackish groundwater. The efflu-
ent in larger volumes should be treated in an effluent treatment plant first, and then the clear effluent is 
subjected to reverse osmosis system. The process of reverse osmosis can be used for the production of 
deionized water. The RO process for water purification does not require thermal energy. Flow through 
an RO system can be regulated by a high-pressure pump. In 2002, the Singapore government developed 
NEWater using reverse osmosis to treat domestic wastewater before discharging the NEWater back into 
the treated water storages.

Eco-Filtration Systems

Zero-electricity systems with comparatively negligible maintenance can be developed using the ecosys-
tem approach. Constructed wetlands, soil scape filters (vertical eco-filtration), green bridge (horizontal 
eco-filtration), etc., are useful in absorbing the pollutants and rendering them nontoxic through various 
degradative pathways to such an extent that they become nutrients for various groups of organisms. 

FIGURE 7 Pretreatment for RO system. 
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Various applications like in situ treatment are evolving to cope with the pollution from nonpoint sources 
for which there is no economically viable solution in conventional systems.

Constructed Wetlands

Constructed wetlands can either be surface-flow or subsurface-flow and horizontal- or vertical- flow 
systems.[28] They may include engineered reedbeds and plant beds and belong to the family of phytores-
toration and eco-technologies. A high degree of biological improvement takes place due to bioassimi-
lation of pollution. These systems can act as a primary, secondary, and sometimes tertiary treatment. 
They are known to be highly productive systems as they copy natural wetlands, called the “kidneys of 
the earth” for their fundamental recycling capacity of the hydrological cycle in the biosphere. Robust 
and reliable, their treatment capacities improve as time goes by, the opposite of conventional treatment 
plants whose machinery ages with time. They are being increasingly used, although adequate and expe-
rienced designs are more fundamental than for other systems, and space limitation may impede their 
use (Figure 8).

Soil Biotechnology

Some advancement is being developed by researchers in erstwhile soil-based technologies for odor con-
trol in the 20th century. A process called soil biotechnology (SBT), developed in the Indian Institute of 
Technology in Mumbai, has encouraging results in process efficiency enabling total water reuse, due to 
extremely low operating power requirements of less than 50 J per kg of treated water.[32] Typically, SBT 
systems can achieve chemical oxygen demand (COD) levels less than 10 mg/L from sewage input of 400 
mg/L COD. Soil biotechnology plants exhibit high reductions in COD values and bacterial counts as a 
result of the very high microbial densities available in the media. Unlike conventional treatment plants, 
SBT plants produce insignificant amounts of sludge, precluding the need for sludge disposal areas that 
are required by other technologies.[29] 

Potential and Scope of Eco-Technology

Engineering applications of ecological principles and succession of biological communities are very 
useful inconsuming organic and inorganic pollutants from the water and bioconverting them into non-
toxic form.[30,31] The consortia of organisms at different trophic levels utilize pollutants as nutrients. 

FIGURE 8 Flourishing artificial wetland wastewater treatment system (courtesy of SERI, Pune, India).
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These eco-transformations, eco-conversions, and degradation or bioutilization of pollutants to nutrients 
are part of ecological and biogeochemical cycles. An attempt has been made to apply natural flora and 
fauna in a well-designed manner to develop technologies like Green Bridge, Green Lake Eco-Systems, 
Green Channel, BIOX (Biological Oxidation) and Stream Eco-Systems.

Many growing cities need cost-effective and less energy-intensive treatment methodology to control 
their pollution emanating from point and nonpoint sources. The eco-technological treatment systems, 
vertical filtration systems for point sources, and horizontal filtration systems promise results with mini-
mal electricity as compared with conventional aerobic or anaerobic treatment systems.

Eco-filtration (vertical and horizontal) systems are based on the principle of living systems in action 
for pollution treatment. Efficiency of treatment is dependent on expression of multispecies intelli-
gence—adaptability of organisms to changing environmental conditions while continuing the degrada-
tion or conversion of pollutants into utilizable form. When changes occur in the natural systems due to 
external inputs, biogeochemical cycles and food chains are reorganized and balanced. A new dynamic 
order emerges in the eco-filtration systems suitable to the environmental changes superimposing on it 
(Figure 9).

Detritus-feeding organisms in the eco-filtration systems consume the pollutants and wastes (bio-
degradation products) generated from this process and are useful for green plants. Secondly, the green 
plants absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and produce oxygen, which is transferred to the eco-
reactor in the rootzone area. Thus, the pollutants are transferred to natural cycles, i.e., biogeochemical 
cycles, and carbon gets stored in vegetation and subsequently in the soil. Plants store carbon in the form 
of live biomass. Once plants die, the biomass becomes a part of the food chain again and eventually 
enters the soil as soil carbon. This is a natural process that does not need electricity at all or any chemical 
for coagulation or activated carbon for adsorption. This makes the eco-filtration system very economi-
cal and routine operations very simple.

Soil Scape Filter

This is the simulation of natural filtration of wastewater through the ecofert—mixed cultures and 
fragmented rock materials. A soil scape filter contains layers of bioactive (i.e., biologically activated) 
organic material—bacterial mixtures derived from nontoxic and nonhazardous materials. This vertical 

FIGURE 9 Aquatic biochemical equilibrium.
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eco-filtration process harnesses the ecological principles of interactions and interrelationships of biota 
with their environment and eco-transformations of substrates into assimilable form by treating, trans-
forming, and detoxifying the pollutants using solar energy[33] (Figure 10). 

Green Bridge Technology

Green Bridge technology uses filtration power of biologically originated cellulosic/fibrous material in 
combination with sand, gravels, root systems of green plants, and microorganisms.[34] It is an innovative 
approach to minimize the cost of pollution treatment when the cellulosic/ fibrous materials like coconut 
coir, dried water hyacinth, or aquatic grasses are compacted and woven to form a bridge/porous wall-
like structure strengthened by stones and sand (Figure 11). All the floatable and suspended solids are 
trapped in this biological bridge, and the turbidity of flowing water is reduced substantially. The green 
plants growing there help in absorption of soluble substances, including heavy metals.

Other Emerging Filtration Techniques

Disc Filters

With disc filters, the divergence in woven filtration media and flow pattern makes each application 
unique. Both inside-out and outside-in configurations perform to expectations, considering that these 
devices have been marketed for the relatively clean waters of municipal tertiary applications. Inside-
out technique provides better sustainability and life cycle cost. One major drawback of these systems 
is the biological growth that occurs on the inside face (the filtrate side) of the filter cloth. It is common 
with unchlorinated filter feed/secondary effluents. Another problem of these systems is the need to shut 
down the process in order to accomplish the washing of cloth/filtering medium. These negative aspects 
result in lengthy rinsing schedule, sizeable washwater volumes, and redundancy requirements to ensure 
continuous wastewater treatment. 

FIGURE 10 Sewage treatment using soil scape filter (courtesy of SERI, Pune, India).
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Pleated Filtration Panel innovation

Inside-out and outside-in techniques rely on filtration media configured in a flat panel design. The effec-
tive filtration area is therefore the available area that is perpendicular to the direction of flow and should 
not account for any impervious surfaces of supporting structures such as frames, panel boxes, and metal 
works.

The disc filter with inside-out configuration brings a pleated design to the filtration panels, increas-
ing the effective filtration area by 40% over flat panel designs. This also augments the overall strength of 
the filtration panel, allowing higher operating headloss. The pleated configuration makes the filtration 
panel less prone to deformities of the cloth media. Combination of higher filtration surface area and 
depth of the disc filter leads to high throughput capacity. The internal assembly of the disc/drum has a 
sliding cover of stainless steel for ease of inspection and maintenance. This is beneficial during installa-
tions in any weather conditions.

Conclusion

Technology can be related on the basis of—type of solids—colloidal or dissolved—chemical or biologi-
cal species—capital and operational costs. Various types of sand filters are useful in treating surface or 
subsurface waters for drinking purposes. They can be supplemented with GAC or membrane filtrations 
to yield high-quality water required for industrial processes and production. Trickling filters, biofilters, 
and eco-technological filters have applications in treating domestic wastewaters before being discharged 
into the receiving water bodies or for land irrigation. These wastewater filters can be used as polishing 
systems also to improve the quality of secondarily treated water by reducing the expenditures on tertiary 
treatment. Eco-technological filters are found to be useful in treating industrial wastewaters by reducing 

FIGURE 11 Green Bridge installation for ecological restoration of Ahar River of Udaipur, India (courtesy of 
SERI, Pune, India).
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the ecological toxicity of polluted waters. Disc filters or pleated filters are in the development stage. All 
these filters can be selected to treat waters or wastewaters depending on their source, the desired quality 
of treated water, land availability, electricity, skilled manpower requirements, etc.
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Wetlands: Constructed 

Subsurface

Jan Vymazal

Introduction

Constructed wetlands (CWs) with subsurface flow have been used to treat various types of wastewater 
for more than four decades.[1] In general, there are two types of CWs with subsurface flow: horizontal 
flow (HF) and vertical flow (VF).[2–4]

In HF CWs, the wastewater is continuously fed in at the inlet and flows slowly through the porous 
medium under the surface of the porous filtration material planted with emergent vegetation to the 
outlet where it is collected before leaving via a water level control structure.[4,5] As a consequence of the 
continuous saturation, the majority of the processes responsible for pollutant removal are either anoxic 
or anaerobic.[3] VF CWs are fed intermittently on the wetland surface. Wastewater then percolates down 
through the bed and is collected by a drainage network at the bottom. The bed drains completely and 
that allows air to refill the bed. Thus, VF CWs provide greater oxygen transfer into the bed, thus allow-
ing for aerobic processes, such as nitrification, to occur.[4]

Horizontal and vertical CWs could be combined in several stages in so-called hybrid systems. These 
systems use the advantages of both types of systems to enhance removal of pollution, especially nitro-
gen. Hybrid systems may comprise various types of CWs but the combination of VF and HF CWs is the 
most common.[6]

During the 1980s and the early 1990s, the CWs with subsurface flow were used primarily in Europe 
for treatment of municipal or domestic wastewater.[7] During the late 1990s and 2000s, subsurface flow 
CWs spread throughout the world and were used to treat also various industrial and agricultural efflu-
ents, landfill leachate, and various stormwater runoff waters.[2,3]
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Technology Background

HF Systems

Horizontal subsurface flow CWs are lined trenches or beds about 0.8 m deep, filled with porous materi-
als such as pea gravel (Figure 1) and planted with wetland emergent macrophytes. The filtration material 
should be coarse enough to sustain subsurface flow. In the early systems designed by Seidel, coarse sand 
was proposed as filtration material.[8] The later concept proposed by Kickuth[9] used heavy cohesive soils 
that provided high level of treatment but failed to sustain subsurface flow due to clogging problems.[10] 
Based on the experience in the United Kingdom in the late 1980s,[4] the HF CWs have used gravel since 
then, usually with size fraction between 5 and 20 mm. During passage through the filtration material, 
the wastewater comes into contact with a network of aerobic, anoxic, and anaerobic zones. Most of the 
bed is anoxic/anaerobic due to permanent saturation of the beds. The aerobic zones occur around roots 
and rhizomes that leak oxygen into the substrate.[4,5]

The macrophytes growing in CWs have several properties in relation to the treatment process that 
make them an essential component of the design.[11] The macrophytes, among other functions, pro-
vide oxygen to the rhizosphere through the radial oxygen loss,[12] insulate filtration bed during winter 
 periods,[13] provide substrate for the growth of attached bacteria,[14] can contribute to nutrient removal 
when harvested,[3,15] and exudate various antimicrobial compounds.[16] Therefore, they should 1) be toler-
ant of high organic and nutrient loadings; 2) have rich belowground organs (i.e., roots and rhizomes) in 
order to provide substrate for attached bacteria and oxygenation (even very limited) of areas adjacent 

FIGURE 1 Constructed wetlands with horizontal subsurface flow. Left: filtration bed sealed with plastic liner, 
right: filtration bed filled with crushed rock with inflow and outflow zones filled with stones.
Source: Photos courtesy of Jan Vymazal.
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to roots and rhizomes; and 3) have high aboveground biomass for winter insulation in cold and tem-
perate regions and nutrient removal via harvesting.[17,18] The most frequently used plant for HF CWs is 
Common reed (Phragmites australis) (Figure 2).[3]

A large number of wetland systems have shown an exponential decrease of pollutant concentration 
level with the distance through the wetland from inlet to outlet. The observation is consistent with a 
first-order removal model, with the removal rate being proportional to the pollutant concentration. 
The removal can thus empirically be described with first-order plug-flow kinetics:[2,4,19]

 ln  ln   /i oC C A k QA( )− =  (1)

 expo i
  A/= ( )−C C A k Q  (2) 

or for the k-C* model:[20]

 ln /   /i
*

o
*

AC C C C A k Q( ) )− −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ =  (3)

where
A = area of the bed (m2)
Q = average flow rate (m3 day−1)
Ci = inflow concentration of the pollutant (mg L−1)
Co = outflow concentration of the pollutant (mg L−1)
kA = first-order areal rate constant (m day−1)
C* = background concentration of a pollutant (mg L−1),

which is a concentration caused by an internal release of particulate and dissolved biomass to the water.[20]

As BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) was the primary target, the value of first-order areal rate con-
stant kA used for the design was kBOD. The formerly proposed value of 0.19 m day−1 by Kickuth[9,19] resulted 
in too small area of the bed and consequently lower treatment effect. The extensive field measurements 
in Denmark in the mid-1980s found the average kBOD value of 0.083 ± 0.017 m day−1.[21] Cooper et al.[4] 
reported values between 0.067 and 0.1 m day−1 in the United Kingdom and Vymazal and Kröpfelová[3] 
reported an average kBOD value of 0.087 m day−1 for 31 systems in the Czech Republic. This generally 

FIGURE 2 Common reed (Phragmites australis) growing in a HF constructed wetland.
Source: Photo courtesy of Jan Vymazal.
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means that the value of A is about 5 m2 per one population equivalent (PE) for mechanically pretreated 
municipal or domestic wastewater. However, HF CWs may be designed with other target parameters 
than BOD5 and therefore appropriate constants were developed for other pollutants as well (Table 1). 
When a CW is designed with more target parameters at the same time, e.g., BOD5, TSS, nitrogen, and 
phosphorus, then it is necessary to select the largest area according to all four calculations.

At present, the state-of-the-art k-C* model seems to be best available design tool if the designer makes 
sure that all the assumptions are fulfilled and if he or she is aware of many pitfalls in the model.[22] One 
of the most important uncertainties comes from the fact that background concentrations inevitably 
change over the operation period as the system matures. In addition, Stein et al.[23] suggested that C* is 
temperature dependent. Kadlec and Knight[20] suggested C* values (in mg L−1) for BOD5 (3.5 + 0.053Ci), 
TSS (7.8 + 0.063Ci), TP (0.02), and TN (1.5).

Recently, the so-called P-k-C* model has been developed:[2]

 / 1/ 1 /o
*

i
*

AC C C C k Pq
P( ) ( ) ( )− − = +  (4)

where
kA = modified first-order areal constant (m day−1)
P = apparent number of TIS (tanks in series)
q = hydraulic loading rate (HLR) (cm day−1)

In HF CWS, pollution is removed through a complex of aerobic, anoxic, and anaerobic processes that occur 
simultaneously in the filtration bed with aerobic processes being restricted only to the thin area adjacent 
to macrophyte roots.[3,24,25] The treatment efficiency of HF CWs has recently been thoroughly evaluated by 
Vymazal and Kröpfelová.[3] Organic compounds are removed primarily by microbial processes; particulate 
and colloid organics may be filtered out through the wastewater passage through the bed. Suspended solids 
are removed in HF CWs via filtration and sedimentation. Systems that have been designed with a specific 
area of about 5 m2 PE-1 have usually very high treatment efficiency for organics and suspended solids. The 
removal efficiency in most cases equals the efficiency of conventional treatment systems. However, contrary 
to conventional treatment systems, e.g., activated sludge systems, HF CWs can handle wastewaters with 
very low concentrations of organics such as wastewaters from combined sewer systems.[26,27]

Removal of nitrogen is usually low due to lack of oxygen in filtration bed, which limits nitrification of 
ammonia-nitrogen.[28] On the other hand, HF CWs provide suitable conditions for denitrification due to 
anoxic/anaerobic conditions in the filtration beds. Plant uptake is responsible for removal of only small 
part of the inflow nitrogen loading and usually does not exceed 10% of the inflow.[29,30] For municipal 
sewage, the removal of ammonia-N usually varies between 20% and 40%.[3]

HF CWs are seldom built with phosphorus being the primary target of the treatment, and therefore, 
materials with relatively low sorption capacity but high hydraulic conductivity such as river gravel or 
crushed rock are commonly used.[3] In this case, removal efficiency for municipal sewage is usually between 
20% and 50%. In order to achieve high phosphorus removal, it is necessary to select materials with high 
P adsorption capacity. Such materials may include minerals with reactive Fe or Al hydroxide or oxide 

TABLE 1 First-Order Areal Rate Constant kA (m day−1) for Total 
Suspended Solids (TSS), Total Phosphorus (TP), Total Nitrogen (TN) and 
Ammonia-Nitrogen (NH4-N) Reported by Various Authors in the 
Literature

Reference TSS TP TN NH4-N

[3] 0.085 0.026 0.025 0.024
[10] 0.025 0.033
[22] 2.74 0.033 0.074 0.093
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groups on their surfaces, or calcareous materials that can promote precipitation of Ca-phosphate,[31–33] 
lightweight aggregates,[34] industrial by-products and waste products such as electric arc furnace steel 
slags[35,36] or fly ash.[31] By using materials with high sorption capacity, the phosphorus removal efficiency 
may exceed 90%, but it is necessary to keep in mind that the sorption capacity is always limited and the 
material will have to be replaced in the future in order to keep a high rate of P removal.

Microbial pollution is removed through a complex of physical, chemical, and biological factors, 
which all participate in the reduction of the number of bacteria of anthropogenic origin. Physical fac-
tors include mechanical filtration, straining, adsorption, and sedimentation. Chemical factors include 
oxidation, exposure to biocides excreted by some plants, and adsorption to organic matter; biological 
removal factors include antibiosis, predation by nematodes, protozoa and zooplankton, attack by lytic 
bacteria and viruses, and natural die-off.[3,37–40]

One of the major threats for the long-run treatment performance of HF CWs is clogging and sub-
sequent surface flow[41,42] and therefore efficient mechanical pretreatment should always be installed 
before the wastewater enters the filtration beds. For small systems, septic tank is usually used; for larger 
systems, Imhoff tank is suitable. In case of combined sewer systems, i.e., systems where wastewater is 
mixed with stormwater runoff, grit chamber should be included (Figure 3).

VF Systems

The earliest form of VF CW is that of Seidel in Germany in the 1960s where vertical filters were used to 
oxygenate anaerobic septic tank effluents.[43] Interest in the particular process seemed to wane, but it has 
been revived in the 1990s because of the need to produce beds that nitrify.[4]

FIGURE 3 Mechanical pretreatment: screens and horizontal grit chamber. (Source: Photo courtesy of Jan 
Vymazal).
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VF CWs comprise a flat bed of sand or graded gravel planted with macrophytes (Figure 4). Contrary 
to HF CWs, vertical systems are fed intermittently with large batches on the bed surface. The distribu-
tion system should allow for even wastewater distribution across the bed (Figure 5). The intermittent 
feeding creates conditions where the filter completely drains, thus enabling oxygen to diffuse into the 
bed. On the other hand, VF CWs do not provide suitable conditions for denitrification to complete 
conversion to gaseous nitrogen forms that escape to the atmosphere. The major purpose of macrophyte 
presence in VF CWs is to help maintain the hydraulic conductivity of the bed.[4]

The early VF systems have usually been composed of several stages with two to four beds in the first 
stage that were fed with wastewater in rotation. Such VF systems are now called first-generation VF 
systems.[44] The early VF systems were frequently the first stage of the hybrid systems.[45,46] Recently, 
VF systems with only one bed have been used. These systems are called second-generation VF CWs or 
compact VF beds.[47,48]

FIGURE 4 Distribution of wastewater on the surface of a vertical flow constructed wetlands. Experimental sta-
tion, Carrión de los Céspedes, Spain. (Source: Photo courtesy of Jan Vymazal).

FIGURE 5 Vertical flow CWs at Saint Thomé, France. (Source: Photo courtesy of Jan Vymazal).
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VF CWs require pretreatment in order to prevent clogging, but in France, hundreds of systems 
are fed directly with raw sewage onto the first stage, allowing for easier sludge management in 
c omparison to dealing with primary sludge from an Imhoff tank.[49,50] While compact VF systems 
are usually small, VF systems treating raw sewage in France are often much larger. The calculation 
of VF bed area has evolved in years, but at present, the area varies between 2 m2 PE−1 (split into 1.2 m2 
and 0.8 m2 for the first and second stage, respectively) in France[49] and 4 m2 PE−1 in Austria and 
Germany.[51–53] Danish design recommendations are set for 4 m2 PE−1.[54] One of the major threats 
of good performance of VF systems is clogging of the filtration substrate,[55,56] and therefore, it is 
important to properly select the filtration material and the HLR and distribute the water evenly 
across the bed surface. HLRs reported in the literature vary greatly between about 3 cm day−1 up 
to 150 cm day−1,[47,57] but to avoid flooding due to clogging, HLRs should probably be kept below 
80 cm day−1.[58]

VF CWs provide high removal of organics and suspended solids and are also effective in removing 
ammonia- N. However, they have very limited capacity to denitrify; therefore, the removal of total nitro-
gen is about the same as for HF CWs. Removal of phosphorus is also within the same range as for HF 
CWs unless special media with high sorption capacity are used.[3]

Hybrid Systems

Various types of CWs may be combined in order to achieve higher removal efficiency, especially for 
nitrogen. Many of these systems are derived from original hybrid systems developed by Seidel at the 
Max Planck Institute in Krefeld, Germany.[43] The design consists of two stages, several parallel VF beds 
followed by two or three HF beds in series. The VF wetland is intended to remove organics and sus-
pended solids and to provide nitrification, while in the HF wetland, denitrification and further removal 
of organics and suspended solids occur.

In the early 1980s, several hybrid systems of Seidel’s type were built in France with the systems at 
Saint Bohaire and Frolois being the best described.[59] A similar system was built in 1987 in the United 
Kingdom at Oaklands Park,[60] and in the 1990s and the early 2000s, VF–HF systems were built in many 
countries such as Norway,[61] Ireland,[62] Estonia,[63] or Thailand.[64]

In the mid-1990s, Brix and Johansen[65] introduced a HF–VF hybrid system with a large HF bed placed 
first and a small VF bed as the second stage. In the first bed, removal of organics and suspended solids 
takes place while nitrification takes place in the second VF wetland. In order to remove nitrate produced 
during nitrification, the water have to be recirculated to the front end of the system where denitrification 
can take place in the less aerobic HF bed using the raw feed as a source of carbon needed for denitrifica-
tion.[65] The hybrid systems of this type have been reported from other European countries,[66,67] North 
America,[68] or Asia.[69]

Use for Various Types of Wastewater

Subsurface flow CWs have predominantly been used to treat municipal (secondary as well as tertiary 
treatment) or domestic wastewater.[1–4] However, recently, they have been used to treat a variety of 
wastewaters including industrial and agricultural effluents, landfill leachate, or stormwater runoff 
(Table 2).

When organics and suspended solids are the primary target of the treatment, the HF CWs are usu-
ally used. These systems perform effectively and the operation and maintenance costs are very low as 
compared to conventional treatment systems. When removal of ammonia is required, VF CWs are 
more effective. These systems usually require electricity, but despite that, the operation and mainte-
nance costs are still relatively low. However, to remove both ammonia- and nitrateN, hybrid CWs pro-
vide a suitable and effective option. Hybrid CWs are also often used to treat more complex wastewaters 
(Table 2).
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Conclusions

Constructed treatment wetlands have evolved during the last five decades into a reliable treatment tech-
nology applicable to all types of wastewater including sewage, industrial and agricultural wastewaters, 
landfill leachate, and stormwater runoff. The subsurface CW technology started in Germany but spread 
quickly to all continents. At present, subsurface constructed treatment wetlands provide a viable alter-
native to conventional treatment systems.

The subsurface technology has substantially improved over the years, but there are still gaps that need 
to be solved. Among others, the low-cost filtration medium that provides high removal of phosphorus 
is still to be determined, and the problem of system longevity and filtration material replacement or 
cleaning are under investigation. Recently, also more attention has been paid to dual-purpose or mul-
tipurpose services of constructed treatment wetlands such as flood control, carbon sequestration, or 
wildlife habitat. Another gap where a lot of work has been done recently is the modeling of HF CWs.[106]
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TABLE 2 Examples of the Use of Subsurface CWs for Various Types of Wastewater

Type of Wastewater Location Type of CWs Reference

Petrochemical United States, China HF [70,71]
Pakistan VF [72]

Chemical industry United Kingdom HF [73]
Portugal, United States, Germany VF [74–76]

Paper and pulp wastewaters United States HF [77]
Abattoir Mexico, Ecuador HF [78,79]

Poland VF–HF [80]
Textile industry Australia HF [81]
Tannery industry Portugal HF [82]
Mixed industrial Slovenia HF–VF–HF [83]
Food industry Slovenia, Italy HF [84,85]
Distillery and winery India, Italy HF [86,87]
Pig farm Australia, Lithuania HF [88,89]

Thailand VF–HF [90]
Fish farm Canada, Germany HF [91,92]
Dairy United States, Germany HF [93,94]

The Netherlands VF [95]
France, Japan VF–HF [96,97]

Highway runoff United Kingdom HF [98]
Airport runoff United States HF [99]

Canada VF [100]
Nursery runoff Australia HF [101]
Greenhouse Korea HF–VF–HF [102]
Landfill leachate Poland HF [103]

Australia VF [104]
Slovenia VF–HF [105]

Compost leachate France VF–HF [94]
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Problems of Sedimentation in Wetlands

Sediment Accretion

The accretion of particulate material in wetlands limits the lifetime of these systems, advancing their 
succession to a terrestrial ecosystem as a function of sedimentation rates. Three sources of particulate 
material can be identified: suspended particles derived from the inflow, production of microbial par-
ticles in the wetland, and the production of detritus from macrovegetation. The latter two increase with 
increased primary production in wetlands. The former is a function of hydraulic loading, defined as the 
flow, Q, per unit area of wetland, A, i.e., QA–1. Natural wetlands are prominent components of riparian 
ecosystems that exist either as floodplains, receiving periodic submersion, or as part of the riparian 
corridor, receiving continuous, though varying, inflow. In both cases, flow transports suspended sedi-
ments to wetlands. Suspended material is often deposited as current velocities decrease in broad, shal-
low expanses of wetlands. Sediment transport is a function of total flow (and thus rainfall intensity) in a 
watershed but also depends on the slope of the landscape and the susceptibility of soils to erosion. Steep 
slopes with highly unconsolidated soils will contribute to large suspended sediment loads during high 
runoff events. For low-flow events suspended sediment concentrations do not exceed 20 mg/L while for 
high flows they can exceed 80 mg/L.[1] In extreme cases of accretion, sedimentation rates of 26.67 cm/yr 
can bury emergent grasses because sediment accumulation outpaces plant growth.[2] In contrast, con-
structed wetlands are designed to treat wastewater having steady and high suspended solid concentra-
tions, ranging from 20 to 75 mg/L, and volumetric ratios of settable solids from 5 to 20 mL/L.[3]

Reduced Conductivity of the Bed

Wetlands can experience reduced infiltration rates as particulate matter clogs bottom substrates. Generally, 
a reduction of hydraulic conductivity occurs with increasing hydraulic loading to the wetland. As a conse-
quence of lower current velocities and higher sedimentation rates with increasing distance from the inlet, 
the hydraulic conductivity is lowest near the inlet and highest near the outlet. A general design criterion 
for wetlands is a hydraulic conductivity 1500 m/ day based on bed of 1.25–2.5 cm diameter gravel.[4]
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Phosphorus Accumulation

The accretion of organic material on the bed results in wetlands with a high ion exchange capacity. The 
beds are partially responsible for removal of phosphates by sorption until they become saturated. 
The movement of phosphorus through the bed is slower than the hydraulic conductivity as a result of the 
storage (exchange) capacity of the bed.[5] Plant uptake of phosphates is limited because a reduced hydrau-
lic conductivity decreases infiltration and thus transport of phosphates to plant roots.[6] A more con-
sistent process for phosphate removal is by adsorption onto suspended sediments and their subsequent 
deposition.[7] Phosphorus (P) loading is directly proportional to suspended sediment concentrations and 
hydraulic loading. It is estimated that 40 mg P accompanies each gram of suspended solids entering wet-
lands.[1] Higher loading rates occur for flows over landscapes rich in P, such as agricultural lands. During 
periods of inundation, wetlands are characterized by aerobic and anaerobic soil zones. In anaerobic zones 
the decreased redox potential leads to an increase in the solubility of particulate phosphorus, which may 
be discharged from the wetlands. This dynamic feedback between removal of P by sedimentation and 
release of P after particulate accretion often leads to variable retention of P by wetlands. Despite miner-
alization of particulate P, wetlands are generally sinks for P, with removal as high as 97%.[8] The retention 
of P, however, decreases as P loading increases[9] and often decreases through the life of the wetland.[10]

Particle Types and Sedimentation Processes in Wetlands

The size distribution of particles in a wetland varies from nanometer-sized colloidal material through 
micrometer phytoplankton and heterotrophic organisms to millimeter- and centimeter-sized leaf detri-
tus and sediments. For discrete particles, settling results from the force balance between particle weight 
(Fw) and drag on the particle such that

 
2w D D pr

2

p gρ ρ ρ( )= = = −F F C A w V  (1)

where CD is the drag coefficient on a 2D surface, Apr is the projected area of the particle, w is the settling 
speed, 𝜌p and 𝜌 are the particle and water densities, respectively, V is the volume of the particle, and g is 
the gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/sec2). Solving for settling rate, w, gives
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Thus, the settling rate of a particle is proportional to the excess density of the particles over that of 
water and the length scale of the particle defined by VA –1

pr . Providing flow is not turbulent, specified as 
a Reynolds number Re <0.1, and particle shape is unimportant to the drag; CD can be approximated as
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where R is the radius of the particle. Assuming a spherical particle, the above equation reduces to
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the celebrated Stokes’ Law for sinking particles. Here the excess density is written as
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For biological material, excess density is less than 0.1%, and size is the determining factor. For this 
reason small microbial organisms will sink slower than larger detrital material. The excess density of 
suspended sediments can reach 260%, indicating that the density is responsible for the high settling 
rates of suspended sediments.

Sedimentation in a wetland will occur if the settling speed is greater than the surface loading rate 
per area of wetland, or w > QA–1. Given the large spectrum of particle types in natural flows, w is usually 
calculated based on the size and density of the particle type to be removed. Dividing the depth by the 
sinking rate gives the retention time in the wetland. Particles that are vertically well mixed as they enter 
a wetland will have a uniform concentration distribution comprised of the spectrum of particle sizes. If 
the settling rate of the particle, wp, is greater than w, the particle will be deposited in the wetland cell. For 
particles with wp < w, the fraction of particles that will be removed is Xp. Thus, the total particle removal 
by a wetland can be calculated as

 FR 1 c
1

r∑( )= − + Δ−X QA X x (6)

where 1–Xc is the fraction of particles removed with sinking speeds wp > w and QA–1ΣXrΔx is the fraction 
with a settling speed wp < w that are removed over a distance Δx, along the path of the flow.[3] The crucial 
step in determining the sedimentation rate in wetlands is first determining the settling rate of each con-
centration fraction, either by settling columns or size-concentration measurements.

Often aggregations of particles form in wetlands,[11] a process called flocculation. Sedimentation rates 
of aggregates are dominated by organic particles of fractal dimension.[12] Aggregates tend to settle faster 
than their discrete component particles, and the only way to determine removal rate is by carefully 
transferring flocs to a settling column and determining the percent removal as a function of the height 
of the column and time.[3]

In wetlands with a high concentration of suspended solids, settling is affected by the contact between 
particles. This would occur in the bottom sediments of most wetlands where two settling processes can 
be identified: hindered and compression settling.[3] The hindered zone is marked by a large gradation in 
particle concentrations, which is less than the total concentrated in the compression zone. By plotting 
the concentration of particles over the height of a settling column as a function of time, a break point 
can be found in the time from hindered settling to compression settling.[3]

Because large, heavy particles settle out first, the highest sedimentation rates in wetlands are near the 
inlets. As mentioned above, the hydraulic conductivity through the bottom sediment decreases as clog-
ging occurs. Because clogging is also a function of distance from the inlet, the most accurate estimate of 
the hydraulic conductivity is to measure the change in water surface elevation with increasing distance 
from the inlet. However, as Kadlec and Watson[11] show, this is not a simple function of Darcy’s Law but 
must include evapotranspiration in the wetland. For newly constructed wetlands, the hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the bottom substrate (gravel, sand, and mud) cannot be used because clogging will result from 
sediment accretion.[4]

Ecological Engineering Solutions to Sedimentation

To keep suspended particles entrained by flows from accruing in wetlands and clogging bottom sedi-
ments, one or more settling basins can be included between the inlet channel and the wetland cell. This 
would have two effects: first, to collect all but the finest and least dense suspended particles and, second, 
to remove phosphorus from the inflow.

To overcome the problem of detrital accumulation in wetlands, woody plants could be substituted for 
grasses and periodically harvested. This would not only reduce the amount of biomass accrued in the 
wetland but would also increase the efficiency of nutrient uptake in the unclogged root zone and pro-
vide a potentially marketable resource. Because phytoplankton are the most abundant nutrient filters 
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in a wetland and have intrinsically low sinking rates, a wetland could be designed with low retention 
of suspended plankton to further reduce sedimentation while improving nutrient removal. A settling 
basin could then be sized to accumulate these nutrient-rich particles for harvesting before nutrients are 
remineralized. To keep flocs of particles from forming in wetlands, cells could be mixed with aerators or 
inlet pumps. This would break up flocs, which would be exported as discrete particles.

Conclusions

Because wetlands are always shallow to promote macrophtye growth, they essentially act as flat plate 
collectors of sinking particles. The dominant particles in wetlands are suspended particles in the inflow 
and biomass of vegetation resulting from growth in the wetlands. The processes of sedimentation can 
reduce a wetland’s storage capacity, its efficiency to retain nutrients, and its lifetime. Future efforts 
should be aimed at enhancing nutrient removal while reducing sedimentation. This can be done with 
engineered structures, such as settling basins and grit chambers, or by less costly technologies such as 
stilling wells. More innovative green solutions are on the horizon.
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How Do Wetlands Work?

Wetlands can be used to treat wastewater because they process contaminants. However, they treat waste-
water more slowly than traditional treatment plants. Oxygen, and the manipulation of oxygen levels, is 
a primary concern for wastewater treatment because many of the necessary biological and chemical 
treatment processes require oxygen. Traditional treatment plants can easily manipulate oxygen levels 
by pumping air into the wastewater. Oxygen enters wetlands by slower, natural processes. Increasing 
oxygen concentration, by increasing wastewater contact with air, plant roots, or photosynthetic algae, 
often can enhance the processing ability of wetlands.

When considering wastewater treatment by constructed wetlands, five contaminant groups are of 
primary importance: sediments, organic matter, nutrients, pathogenic microbes, and metals. Wetlands 
slow down water movement, allowing sediments to settle out of the water. Organic matter can be pro-
cessed, or decomposed, by highly competitive microbes. Less competitive microbes called nitrifiers pro-
cess nitrogen. Both microbe types require oxygen. Because the nitrifiers are less competitive, oxygen 
levels become very important to insure that both organic matter and nitrogen are fully processed. The 
other two, pathogenic microbes and metals, are more situational, related to the specific waste being 
treated. Wetlands treat pathogenic microbes by detaining them until they naturally die off, are eaten by 
other predatory organisms in the wetland, or are exposed to UV radiation near the water surface. Metals 
are processed by being adsorbed to other particles and settling out of the water.

The remainder of this entry further explains wetland processes and design considerations. References 
are provided for more in-depth information.
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Treatment Wetland Types

Constructed vs. Natural Wetlands

Wetlands constructed as treatment systems differ from natural wetlands in several important ways. 
Constructed wetlands usually are built with uniform depths and shapes designed to provide consistent 
detention times and maximize contaminant removal. In contrast, natural wetlands are irregular in 
depth and shape, which causes irregular flow, allows water to by-pass the shallow treatment zones by 
moving through the deeper channels, and leads to less effective treatment. In addition, water-quality 
regulations in the United States dictate that if a natural wetland is associated with an existing water 
body of the United States, as most are, wastewater discharges into the wetland must meet specific qual-
ity standards, similar to other water bodies. Wetlands constructed as wastewater treatment systems 
typically are located in uplands where wetlands did not exist before and are not subject to inflow water-
quality regulations. Natural wetlands are not recommended for use as treatment wetlands.

Constructed wetlands increasingly are being used for wastewater treatment in a variety of  applications 
(Table 1). Examples can be found of wetlands being used to treat municipal sewage, urban runoff, onsite 
residential wastewater, animal feedlot and barnyard runoff, cropland runoff, industrial wastewater, 
mine drainage, and landfill leachate. Each application takes advantage of a combination of physical, 
chemical, and biological processes characteristic of natural wetlands to reduce the concentration of 
contaminants in water. Such contaminants include sediments, organic materials, nutrients (particularly 
nitrogen and phosphorus), metals, microbial pathogens, and pesticides.

Free-Water vs. Submerged-Bed Wetlands

Constructed wetlands have two common types. Free-water surface (FWS) wetlands (also called surface-
flow wetlands) have plants that grow in a shallow layer of water over a soil substrate (Figures 1 and 2). 
The location of the plants in the system can vary: the plants can float on the water surface with their 
roots suspended in the water (free-floating macrophyte systems); they can be rooted in the soil with the 

TABLE 1 North American Wetlands as of 1994

Wastewater 
Type Quantity

Size (ha)

Minimum Median Maximum

Agricultural
Industrial

58
13

0.0004
0.03

0.1
10

47
1093

Municipal
Stormwater

159
6

0.004
0.2

2
8

500
42

Other 7 3 376 1406

Source: Kadlec et al.[1]

FIGURE 1 FWS wetland with emergent macrophytes.
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entire leaves and stems below the water surface (submerged-macrophyte systems); they can be rooted 
in the soil having leaves and stems that rise above the water surface (emergent macrophyte systems); 
or the wetland may use a combination of planted and open-water zones. About two-thirds of existing 
wetlands as of 1994 were FWS.[1] In vegetated submergedbed (VSB) wetlands (also called subsurface flow 
wetlands or rock-plant filters), plants are rooted in a porous media, such as sand or gravel, and water 
flows through the media in either horizontal or vertical direction (Figures. 3 and 4). About one-quarter 
of treatment wetlands were VSB systems.[1] However, these systems are currently used in thousands of 
smaller-scale, onsite residential applications in the United States that do not appear in this database.

Treatment Processes

Many wastewaters entering constructed wetlands must be pretreated to avoid excessive contaminant 
loading, particularly of mineral and organic solids. Pretreatment technologies include septic tanks for 
onsite systems or anaerobic lagoons for animal waste, municipal, or mine-drainage treatment systems. 
In each case, the anaerobic condition in the pretreatment process reduces production of additional algae 
solids. Typical contaminant levels entering treatment wetlands are summarized in Table 2.

The wetland type impacts the processes used to retain or remove contaminants. In a VSB system, 
wastewater flows through pore spaces of the media and comes into direct contact with the roots of 
plants. In a FWS system, water flows across the media surface and contacts plant stems and leaves. 
In either system, solid particles, including sediments (clay and silt particles and colloids) and organic 
matter (manure particles, organic residues, and algae or other phytoplankton), settle out of the water 
column or are trapped or filtered as water passes through a wetland. Contaminants that are adsorbed 

FIGURE 2 A three-cell, FWS wetland for treating dairy wastewater. This system is in its first year of operation; 
plants were recently established.
Source: Photo by Peter Clark.

FIGURE 3 VSB wetland with emergent macrophytes.
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to sediments (e.g., P, NH4, fecal bacteria) or absorbed within organic solids (e.g., nutrients) are also 
removed. However, these constituents can be re-suspended or desorbed back into the wetland water. 
This natural cycling of materials is an important function of wetlands, although it makes system design 
and interpretation of treatment complex.

Once entrapped, organic materials and associated contaminants are decomposed in wetlands by 
microbial and chemical transformations. In the degradation process, microbes use oxygen. The amount 
of oxygen used is related to the amount of organic material in the water. The controlled measurement 
of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) is a common way to illustrate the amount of organic matter in 

FIGURE 4 VSB wetland for treating onsite residential wastewater. This system uses gravel media and variety of 
wetland plants.
Source: Photo by Barbara Dallemand.

TABLE 2 Wetland Influent Concentrations

bod5

(mg/L)
TSS

(mg/L)
TN

(mg/L)
nh4-n

(mg/L)
no3-n

(mg/L)
TP

(mg/L)
FC (per 
100 mL)Wastewater Type

Residential-septic tank[2] 129–147 44–54 41–49 28–34 0–0.9 12–14 105.4−106.0
Municipal-primary[2] 40–200 55–230 20–84 15–40 0 4–15 105.0–107.0
Municipal-pond[2] 11–35 20–80 8–22 0.6–16 0.1–0.8 3–4 1008–1056
Livestock13 [avg.] 263 585 254 122 3.6 24 1.6 × 105
Livestock13 [median] 81 118 274 60 1.1 20 1.7 × 103
Landfill leachate[4] 312–729 241–7840 287–670 254–2074 0–3 0.9

Note: BOD5 = 5-day biochemical oxygen demand, TSS = total suspended solids, TN = total nitrogen, NH4-N = 
 ammonium nitrogen, NO3-N = nitrate nitrogen, TP = total phosphorus, FC = fecal coliform bacteria. FWS wetlands
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water. When wastewater lacks oxygen, or is anaerobic, it requires the addition of oxygen to degrade 
organic matter. Oxygen is also required for transformation of ammonium to nitrite and nitrate (nitrifi-
cation), whereas anaerobic conditions are required for transformation of nitrate to nitrogen gas (deni-
trification). Aerobic wetland conditions often remove metals by aerobic oxidation of iron; subsequently 
iron hydroxides and other metals precipitate in the wetland.[5] Although some oxygen diffuses into a 
wetland from the air, a common assumption is that oxygen also is transported through wetland plants 
and made available to microbes in close proximity to leaky roots.[6] This mechanism may be less impor-
tant than once thought, though.[2] Treatment wetlands are thought to function effectively because they 
combine anaerobic zones in the water column with aerobic zones near the water interfaces with air and 
roots. However, because the microbes that break down organic carbon can out compete nitrifiers for 
oxygen, nitrogen removal in higher strength wastewaters is often low. 

Design Considerations

Design and resulting effectiveness of constructed wetlands (Table 3) depend upon many factors: climate 
(precipitation, temperature, growing season, evapotranspiration), wastewater characteristics (constitu-
ents, loading, flow rate, and volume), topography, and wildlife activity. Wetland designs must specify 
total area; the number, depth, and size of wetland cells; hydraulic retention times; vegetation types and 
coverage; inlet and outlet configuration and location; and internal flow patterns.[2] Details for design can 
be found in numerous references[2,7–11] and some elements are discussed here.  

VSB Wetlands

Properly designed VSB systems can achieve high removal rates. Treatment in a VSB wetland is governed 
by system residence time and wastewater contact with media and plant-root surfaces. Because of this, 
depth is a critical dimension and is often chosen according to the rooting depth of the selected plant 
(e.g., cattails: 30 cm; reeds: 40 cm; bulrush: 60 cm). Once depth is chosen, crosssectional area (and thus 
wetland width) is selected to assure adequate flow rates. Then, volume (and thus wetland length) is 
determined from the retention time needed to treat the wastewater to the desired quality. Proper design 
of inlet and outlet control structures helps maintain uniform flow patterns and depth, avoids problems 
with clogging and freezing, and minimizes system operation and maintenance (O and M) problems. 
High loading from influent solids and clogging can lead to surface flows and poor treatment. VSB sys-
tems must receive influents that are pretreated to remove solids (e.g., septic tank and effluent filter or 
anaerobic lagoon). 

Properly designed FWS systems also can achieve high removal rates. Design typically follows one of 
two methods. The areal loading approach allows a designer to select the wetland surface area according 
to the influent load and the desired effluent quality.[13] Another approach allows a designer to select the 
wetland area by knowing the biological reaction rate, wastewater concentration, and flow rate along 
with selected water depth and target outflow water quality.[7,8] Again, depth is a critical dimension and 
is governed by plant tolerance to standing water and treatment objectives.

TABLE 3 Wetland Treatment (%)

Wastewater Type BOD5 TSS TN nh4-n TP FC Metals

Municipal[11] [avg.] 74 70 53 54 57 — —
Livestock[13] [avg.] 65 53 42 48 42 92 —
Landfill leachate[12] [range] 11–90 45–97 7–45 13–88 — — 8–95+

Note: BOD5 = 5-day biochemical oxygen demand, TSS = total suspended solids, TN = total nitrogen, NH4−N = ammonium 
nitrogen, TP = total phosphorus, FC = fecal coliform bacteria, metals = Fe, Cu, Pb, Ni, or Zn.
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FWS vs. VSB Systems

Selection of the most appropriate wetland system depends on wastewater characteristics, treatment 
requirements, and site constraints. VSB systems generally require less land area, are less susceptible 
to freezing and mosquito problems, and have no exposed wastewater at the surface (avoiding contact-
related health problems). FWS systems are less expensive to construct (without the cost of media), have 
greater potential for wildlife habitat, and are easier to maintain if solids accumulate.

Operation and Maintenance

O and M of treatment wetlands are relatively simple. The goal of an O and M plan is to assure that the 
wetland system continues to operate as planned, designed, and constructed. Several sources provide 
specific O and M guidance,[14] and most design manuals also contain such guidelines. Operation should 
be consistent with treatment objectives while maintaining structural integrity of the system, uniform 
flow conditions, and healthy vegetation as well as minimizing odors, nuisance pests and insects. Most 
maintenance plans require such items as checking water levels, checking for evidence of leaks or wildlife 
damage, and maintaining plant health on a weekly or monthly basis.

Conclusion

Constructed wetlands are complex natural-treatment systems that are well suited for many applications. 
They are low in cost and maintenance, provide significant reductions of many contaminants, and offer 
an aesthetic appearance. More work is needed to characterize treatment processes in constructed wet-
lands and improve design procedures to account for variability in wastewater and climate.
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Factors Leading to Cyanobacterial Dominance

The taxonomic composition of phytoplankton communities, the abundance and the relative dominance 
of the different species and groups present, undergo seasonal changes. This process of continuous com-
munity change is termed succession. Under undisturbed conditions, most phytoplankton populations 
are of relatively short duration. Typically, the growth and decline cycle of one specific population lasts, 
on average, 4 to 8 weeks. The “seasonal paradigm” of phytoplankton succession[1] describes the typi-
cal pattern of phytoplankton succession corresponding to the prevailing nutrient cycle in temperate, 
undisturbed lakes: a spring maximum of diatoms, sometimes followed by a second maximum in the 
autumn, an early summer maximum of Chlorophyceae (green algae) and a late summer maximum of 
Cyanophyta (blue-green algae).

It is generally accepted that with excess nutrients in the water column, in particular phosphorus, the 
phytoplankton flora deviates from the traditional seasonal community pattern with a shift toward cya-
nobacterial dominance. However, it must be stressed that nutrient limitation does not, in itself, provide 
cyanobacteria with the ability to become dominant; it is the combination of a multitude of abiotic and 
biotic factors. Enrichment experiments demonstrated that the maximum biomass of temperate lakes 
is ultimately limited by the phosphorus supply.[2] Increasing supplies of phosphorus lead to an increase 
of phytoplankton growth until other essential nutrients become limited. The first nutrient to become 
limited after phosphorus is usually nitrogen. Cyanobacteria are the only species that are able to fix 
atmospheric nitrogen. Whereas other algae become nitrogen limited, the ascendancy of nitrogen-fixing 
cyanobacteria is favored.

Apart from their ability of fixing atmospheric nitrogen, cyanobacteria feature some adaptations that 
enable them to outcompete other species. Eutrophic conditions result in large suspended stocks of phy-
toplankton, which reduce light penetration. Cyanobacteria possess gas vacuoles to control buoyancy. 
When subjected to suboptimal light conditions, they respond by increasing their buoyancy (regulated 
by the rate of photosynthesis) and move nearer to the surface and hence to the light.[2] Additionally, 
the possession of chlorophyll a together with phycobiliproteins allows them to harvest light efficiently 
and to grow in the shade of other species. Cyanobacteria are supposed to be more tolerant of high pH 
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conditions and have an additional selective advantage at times of high photosynthesis because of their 
ability to use CO  as carbon source.[3]

2  Some genera are able to offset the effects of photoinhibiting UV 
radiation encountered by near-surface populations. The resistance to photoinhibition is achieved by 
producing increased amounts of carotenoid pigments, which act as “sunscreens.”[4] Once established, 
cyanobacteria are able to inhibit the growth of other algae by producing secondary metabolites that are 
toxic to species of other genera.[5]

Consequences of Cyanobacterial Blooms

Like any phytoplankton, bloom proliferation of blue-green algae reduces water quality in terms of 
human water use but also results in a reduction in diversity of the aquatic species assemblage at all 
trophic levels. The presence of “pea soup green” water, the accumulation of malodorous decaying algal 
cells, and the buildup of sediments rich in organic matter lead to user avoidance with the associated 
problems and implications for water quality management. The most obvious sign of an advanced 
blue-green algae bloom is the formation of green “scum,” which leads to deoxygenation of underlying 
waters, subsequent fish kills, foul odors, and lowered aesthetic values of affected waters.[6] In addi-
tion, certain genera and species produce taste and odor compounds, typically geosmin and 2-methyl 
iso-borneol, which cause non-hazardous but unpleasant problems for suppliers and users of potable 
water.[4]

The most serious public health concerns associated with cyanobacteria arise from their ability to 
produce toxins. Since the first published reported incidence of mammal deaths related to a toxic cya-
nobacterial bloom in 1978, more than 12 species belonging to nine genera of blue-green algae have been 
implicated in animal poisoning.[7] For human exposure, routes are the oral route via drinking water, the 
dermal route during recreational use of lakes and rivers, or consumption of algal health food tablets. 
Toxins produced in a random and unpredictable fashion by cyanobacteria are called cyanotoxins and 
classified functionally into hepatotoxins, neurotoxins, and cytotoxins. Additionally, some cyanobac-
teria produce the lesser toxic lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and other secondary metabolites that may be 
of potential pharamacological use.[8] One of the most tragic encounters of humans with cyanobacterial 
toxins led to the deaths of 60 dialysis patients due to contaminated water supply used in a hemodi-
alysis unit.[9] Presently, a drinking water guideline of 1 ng L−1 of toxin has been developed and imple-
mented only for microcystin-LR.[4] Haider et al.[8] stress that the biggest challenge for water treatment 
procedures for the removal of cyanobacterial toxins is that one is faced with soluble and suspended 
substances. Thus, the most common treatment, chlorination, in general has been found not to be an 
effective process in destroying cyanotoxins.

Monitoring and Management of Algal Blooms

Drinking water treatment strategies are not always successful in removing algal toxins. Thus, detection 
of early-stage (emergent) blooms of cyanobacteria, especially if the bloom has not started to produce 
toxins, is important to allow municipalities and recreation facilities to implement a response plan. It has 
been shown that remote sensing technology can be used to estimate the concentration and distribution 
of cyanobacteria through measurement of the concentration of the pigment phycocyanin.[10]

Once detected, the growth of nuisance algae is prevented by the use of chemicals; the commonest is 
copper sulfate. Other algicides include phenolic compounds, amide derivatives, quaternary ammonium 
compounds, and quinone derivatives. Dichloronaphthoquinone is selectively toxic to blue-greens. The 
inherent problem of algicides is that on cell lysis, toxins contained in the algae cell are released into 
the surrounding water. In 1979, almost 150 people had to be hospitalized for treatment of liver damage 
after a reservoir contaminated with Cylindrospermopsis was treated with copper sulfate.[4] Biological 
control by zooplankton is, in principle, possible, although not always practical or effective because 
of the low nutrient adequacy, toxicity, and inconvenient size and shape of most blue-green  algae. 
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The  only  zooplankton reported to successfully graze on blue greens is Daphnia sp., but it tends to 
decrease with increasing nutrient content of the water[11] More effective is the use of microorganisms, 
as certain chytrids (fungal pathogens) and cyanophages (viral pathogens) specifically infest akinetes 
and other heterocysts, whereas Myxobacteriales (bacterial pathogens) can affect rapid lysis of a wide 
range of unicellular and filamentous blue-greens, although heterocysts and akinetes remain generally 
unaffected.[12]

The consensus regarding the management of blue-green algal blooms is the management of excess 
nutrient loads into receiving water bodies.[13,14] Management options can be divided into two broad cat-
egories: catchment management (decrease of nutrient export) or lake management (decrease of internal 
nutrient supply). Catchment options are, e.g., management of urban and agricultural runoff, biological 
and chemical treatment of wastewater, nutrient diversion, and implementation of legislation. Lake man-
agement options are dredging, chemical sediment treatment, and biomanipulation.[13]

Conclusions

Cyanobacteria pose a serious threat to ecosystem health and human livelihood. From a human perspec-
tive, the most serious threat associated with blue-greens are their toxins. Routes for human exposure are 
the oral route via drinking water, the dermal route during recreational use of lakes and rivers, or con-
sumption of algal health food tablets. Removal of these algae and their toxins from water bodies poses a 
great logistical problem. However, it is important to understand that the proliferation of blue-greens and 
thus the presence of their toxins is a response to human-induced “cultural” eutrophication. Increasing 
awareness of the need of proper watershed management is urgently needed among municipalities and 
stakeholders, especially because chlorination has been shown not to be very effective in removing toxins 
from the water.
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Introduction

In the whole world, estuaries are the seat of the same paradox: they are among the most productive 
ecosystems while being strongly impacted by anthropogenic activities. Considering the value of the 
world’s ecosystem service and natural capital, estuaries are among the most productive systems.[1] 
More than 76% of all commercially and recreationally important fish and shellfish species are estuarine 
dependent.[2] By using the specific search term “estuary” in the Marine Pollution Bulletin database, 553 
titles emerged to date (July 2011), highlighting the importance of pollution threats to these ecosystems. 
This estuarine paradox is well exemplified in Figure 1, showing the mouth of the Loire estuary, one of 
the big estuaries along the northwestern Atlantic coast. On the north bank, the town of Saint Nazaire 
(65,000 inhabitants) is highly industrialized, being particularly famous for its shipyards. Between Saint 
Nazaire and the urban community of Nantes (580,000 inhabitants) 60 km upstream, industrial areas 
receive large plants, such as a company producing fertilizers, an oil refinery, and an electrothermal 
plant. Agricultural areas destined to meadows and livestock farming, open fields, and specialized cul-
tures (market gardening, horticulture, wine yards, etc.) are inserted between industrial areas. The south 
bank is less urbanized, less industrialized, and consequently less artificialized. As shown in the picture, 
at low tide, large mudflats emerge. They are home to rich invertebrate fauna, including small crus-
taceans, bivalves, and worms, which are at the bases of food chains leading to different fish species 
 (flounder, eel, sole, sea bass, etc.) of economic interest and to vast populations of wading birds.

Worldwide, there are some 1200 major estuaries (discharges of 10 m3/s), with a total area of approxi-
mately 50 million ha.[1] Tidal flats and estuaries have been widely degraded and lost. Sea traffic has 
required the fitting of dikes, the dredging of channels, and land reclamation to support harbors and 
industry with drastic ecological consequences such as the reduction of mudflats and also wetlands, which 
are important for the protection of water quality and are ecosystems of floristic and faunistic interest.
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Origins of the Problems of Estuaries

Drivers of loss and change to wetland ecosystems have been listed in the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment.[1] Influx of nutrients due to river transport is at the basis of the biological wealth of estua-
rine areas, but on the other hand, the fluxes of reactive (biologically available) nitrogen and high phos-
phorus loading from anthropogenic sources result in eutrophication.[3] The degradation of primary 
producers responsible for eutrophication is oxygen consuming as is also the degradation of anthropo-
genic influx of NH4 (present in wastewater treatment effluents) into nitrates. Thus, episodes of hypoxia 
may be observed, and in many estuaries they are also favored by the presence of a natural entrapment 
zone [estuarine turbidity maximum (ETM)] where the accumulation of suspended organic and min-
eral matter enhances bacterial activity.[4] In estuarine environments, bacteria are generally attached to 
particles, and their behavior is related to the dynamics of suspended matter.[5] Bianchi[3] reports that the 
abundance and production of virus-like particles (viriobenthos) in sediments are considerably higher 
than those found for water column virus particles (virioplankton).

The processes controlling movement of sediments in estuaries have been described by Bianchi.[3] The 
location of the ETM is generally considered to be controlled by tidal amplitude, volume of river flow, 
and channel bathymetry. Due to rapid and high sedimentation rates in the ETM, the accumulation of 
particles in the benthic boundary layer can result in the formation of mobile and fluid muds, [3] but 
resuspension episodes frequently occur, for instance, during spring tide and storm events.

Urban and industrial activities are responsible for the input of contaminated effluents and microbes 
in the aquatic environment, whereas agriculture results in diffuse inputs of pesticides and fertilizers. 
Contaminants are a source of concern for the growth and reproduction of cultivated species as well as 
a risk for the health quality of seafood products, particularly for pollutants able to biomagnify in food 
chains (e.g., methylmercury, polychlorinated biphenyls [PCBs]). In industrial areas, the role of estuaries 
as waterways leads to dredging activities in order to keep a convenient bathymetry. Because dredged 
sediments are loaded with a cocktail of many classes of contaminants, dredging activities are a serious 
source of concern.

The Eisler’s Encyclopedia of Environmentally Hazardous Priority Chemicals[6] provides 142 instances 
when using the search terms “estuary” or “estuarine.” Bianchi[3] also provides a review of the literature 
dealing with nutrients and contaminants entering estuaries: trace metals, either essential at low doses 
(e.g., Cu, Zn) or nonessential and toxic even at low doses (e.g., Hg, Pb); PCBs, very stable so they are still 

FIGURE 1 The Loire estuary near its mouth showing the contrast between the north bank, urbanized and indus-
trialized, and the south bank, with intertidal mudflats that are crucial for feeding of fish and wading birds.
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present despite their ban; and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Bianchi[3] also reports that 
inputs of these multiple stressors can interact to reduce, enhance, and/or mask the individual effects of 
each. Emerging contaminants of concern in coastal and estuarine environments have been reviewed 
by Hale and La Guardia.[7] They include brominated flame retardants, natural and synthetic estrogens, 
alkylphenol ethoxylates, and associated degradation products, pharmaceuticals, and personal care 
products. The recent advances in nanotechnology and the increasing use of nanomaterials in every sec-
tor of society have resulted in uncertainties regarding environmental impacts. Deposit-feeding benthic 
estuarine organisms may be particularly at risk given the likelihood of nanoparticles to agglomerate, 
aggregate, and settle.[8]

The public and scientists realized environmental problems of estuaries first because of the disastrous 
depletion of populations of migratory fish, especially salmon and eels. This blindness is partly explained 
by the erroneous confidence in the following: 1) the power of dilution of pollutant fluxes in huge volumes 
of seawater at river mouths; and 2) the ability of estuarine species to cope with chemical stress as they are 
able to cope with dramatic changes in ecological conditions (salinity, temperature, turbidity, oxygen). 
On the contrary, organisms living at the limits of their tolerance to natural variations are generally more 
sensitive to any additional stress.[9,10]

Environmental Assessment of Estuarine Ecosystems

Environmental assessment is classically based on a triad of analysis including the following: 1) chemical 
analyses in environmental matrices; 2) bioassay methods for the evaluation of toxic effects of contam-
inants; and 3) biological responses at the level of community structure. This approach was particu-
larly well developed as the Sediment Quality Triad[12] since in the aquatic environment, sediment is the 
main store for most contaminants entering ecosystems. In estuaries, all assessment techniques need 
to consider the unique and complex dynamic processes at work, in particular, salinity effects, but also 
key estuarine parameters such as temperature, pH, dissolved O2, redox potential, hydrodynamics and 
sedimentary processes, and their spatiotemporal changes.[13,14] These parameters, indeed, strongly influ-
ence estuarine biogeochemical processes, controlling contaminant exchanges between sediment and 
the water column as well as contaminant bioavailability and toxicity.[13] They also govern the biological 
features of estuarine communities according to the concept of the estuarine quality paradox.[15,16]

Legislation has been adopted on a worldwide scale to determine the ecological integrity of surface 
waters including estuaries (United States’ Clean Water Act [CWA], 1972; European Community Water 
Framework Directive, [WFD]).[17] The so-called ecological quality status (EcoQS)[17] must be assessed by 
comparison with undisturbed conditions, but at the beginning of the third millennium, the formulation 
of reference values is highly questionable. Anyway, effects at the community level become significant 
only after severe environmental degradation has already occurred, thus leading to expensive remedi-
ation processes. In this context, the methodology of biomarkers provides predictive tools applicable 
much earlier in any environmental degradation process.[18,19]

Chemical Analyses in Environmental Matrices

Knoery and Claisse[20] have described the experience of the French marine chemical monitoring net-
work over the last 33 years. They highlight the rationale for using different environmental matrices, 
namely, water, sediment, and biota (suspension feeders such as Mytilus sp. and Crassostrea gigas, as 
recommended in NAS[21]), to describe spatiotemporal variations of chemical pollution (PAHs, PCBs, 
organochlorinated pesticides, metals). Despite being recognized in the WFD, water is not a suitable 
matrix to answer this aim due to analytical problems at environmentally very low levels of contam-
inants combined with the low spatial and temporal representativeness of water samples collected at 
insufficient frequencies (even if recent progress in the field of passive samplers allows the measurement 
of time-weighted average concentrations; see, for instance, Mills et al.[22]). Using analyses in organisms, 
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which reflect past exposure in the environment, with higher contaminant levels due to bioaccumu-
lation, tremendously increases the reliability of data. This strategy was complemented by monitoring 
chemical contaminants in sediments for integration over several years. The public can access the data 
as time series plots through Ifremer’s Web site at http://wwz.ifremer.fr/envlit/resultats/surval__1 and 
as maps at http://wwz.ifremer.fr/var/envlit/storage/documents/parammaps/contaminants-chimiques/
index.html. The main estuaries are clearly among the most contaminated sites.

However, the gross concentrations of contaminants in any of the compartments of the environment 
have poor ecotoxicological significance. A greater knowledge of the biogeochemical cycling in estuar-
ies, which involves the transformation, fate, and transport of chemical substances, is critical in under-
standing the effects of contaminants.[3] The role of bacteria in biogeochemical cycles is well established, 
and in the field of pollution studies, a focus has been made on the role of bacteria in the methylation of 
mercury, a process that is responsible for a higher bioavailability and a higher toxicity of this element for 
aquatic organisms.[6] More generally, there is clearly a need to put more “bio” into biogeochemical cycles 
(Ouddane et al. in Ref. [14]).

Bioassay Methods for the Evaluation of Toxic Effects of Contaminants

In their book devoted to Coastal and Estuarine Risk Assessment, Newman, Morris, and Hale[7] under-
lined the predominant freshwater focus for risk assessment and discussed the use of more abundant 
data for freshwater species to predict consequences to saltwater species. They concluded that improving 
the current practice effectively will require substantially more data for marine species. In an inventory 
of marine biotest methods, estuarine species, belonging to different taxa, are listed among relevant bio-
logical models.[23] On the copepod Acartia tonsa—known as highly tolerant toward salinity and tem-
perature fluctuations—combined stresses from suboptimal temperature and salinity and toxic stress 
were tested.[24] However, toxicological stress altered the established response pattern of A. tonsa toward 
temperature and salinity, confirming that organisms living in stressful or extreme environments may 
experience profound interaction effects of anthropogenic and natural stress factors. On the other hand, 
a review performed by the European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals[25] suggests 
a reasonable correlation between the ecotoxicological responses of freshwater and saltwater biota.

Bioassays are used for the determination of predicted no-effects concentrations (PNECs) as described 
in detail in the Technical Guidance Document on Risk Assessment (TGD) in support of European 
Commission regulations.[26] The determination of the PNECs takes into account the number of bioas-
say results available for different species representative of different trophic levels and the availability 
of long-term toxicity data. However, the notion of long term in the framework of the methodology of 
bioassays[23] differs from the notion of long term when considering ecological consequences at higher 
levels of biological organization.

The relevance of the TGD[26] for in situ assessment in estuarine environments was tested by determin-
ing local PNECs for atrazine in a highly polluted estuary, the Seine estuary, France. For downstream, 
middle, and upstream sections of this estuary, key species important for local food chains were selected. 
Because the number of ecotoxicological data was restricted at the local scale compared with the global 
scale, a higher security factor needed to be used. In fact, differences between European Union PNECs[27] 
and local PNECs were limited.[28]

Estuarine Community Structure

Estuarine Quality Paradox

In agreement with Dauvin[15] and Elliott and Quintino[16] describe this paradox as follows: “the dominant 
estuarine faunal and floral community is adapted to and reflects the high spatial and temporal variabil-
ity of highly naturally-stressed areas. However, this community has features very similar to those found 
in anthropogenically-stressed areas, thus making it difficult to detect anthropogenically-induced stress 
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in estuaries. Furthermore, as estuaries are naturally organically rich, the biota thus is similar to anthro-
pogenically-organic rich areas. Because of this, there is a danger that any indices based on these features 
and used to plan environmental improvements will be flawed.” Although numerous bioindicators and 
indices are used to define the EcoQS of coastal waters, very few of them were developed specifically for 
environments with a mosaic of conditions and salinity levels. Natural and anthropogenic stressors make 
estuaries highly heterogeneous environments, which may generate thousands of potential combinations 
(Figure 2). According to the WFD, the elements of biological quality must be determined by comparison 
with reference conditions. Because of habitat heterogeneity in estuaries, it has been proposed that refer-
ence conditions should be habitat specific in order to reflect natural gradients.[29]

Tolerance and the Monitoring of Communities

This topic has been recently reviewed by Berthet et al.[11] A biological community is composed of  different 
species, the inherent sensitivity of which toward a given toxicant is highly variable. Thus, in a contami-
nated environment, the most sensitive organisms are lost, whereas tolerant organisms are maintained. 
The variability of interspecific responses is used in the concept of the pollution-induced community 
tolerance developed by Blanck, Wängberg, and Molander[31] and revisited by Tlili and Montuelle.[11] 
Depending on the functional role of different species in the community, different indirect effects of 
tolerance may be expected. If a sensitive species is a prey or a host species, its extinction will lead to 
a depletion of its predator or symbiont populations. On the other hand, the extinction of a sensitive 
 species that is a competitor or a predator of a tolerant species will favor the latter.

Determining ecological integrity to answer the needs of legislations (CWA, WFD) typically empha-
sizes analyses of phytoplankton, macroalgae, angiosperms, benthic macrofauna, and ichthyofauna. In 
this aim, existing data were revisited, whereas new data were obtained, for instance, in the framework 
of the WISER Project (Water bodies in Europe: Integrative Systems to assess Ecological status and 

FIGURE 2 Heterogeneity of estuarine conditions that can potentially result from interactions between natural 
stressors and anthropogenic activities.
Source: Adapted from Dauvin et al.,[30] with permission.
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Recovery, http://www.wiser.eu/programme/). Only a few results had already been published in interna-
tional journals, but many reports have been prepared, and an inventory was made by Courrat, Foussard, 
and Lepage[32] for the different categories of biotic communities in the framework of BEEST (for good 
ecological status of large estuaries), a research project funded by the French ministry of environment, 
http://seine-aval.crihan.fr/web/pages.jsp?currentNodeId=7).

Concerning phytoplankton, the WISER project aims at developing assemblage phytoplankton met-
rics, including the potential use of pigment data, taking into account sources of uncertainty on the 
determination of biomass and community composition due to spatiotemporal heterogeneity. In the 
ETM region of macrotidal estuaries, high light attenuation results in low primary production, at least 
as phytoplankton in the water column.[33,34] Thus, it has been proposed to explore the feasibility of using 
microphytobenthos, an important component in primary estuarine production.[35] The spatiotemporal 
variability of microphytobenthos on intertidal mudflats is largely unknown because traditional tech-
niques based upon spot sampling techniques do not allow a sound assessment of large-scale distribu-
tion. It is only recently that remote sensing techniques have been applied to obtain synoptic information 
on microphytobenthos distribution in estuarine intertidal zones.[36,37]

Due to phytoplankton paucity in the ETM region, it is interesting to propose another indicator for 
the water column. In estuaries, the omnivorous copepod Eurytemora affinis is especially prevalent 
in ETM regions worldwide(Forget-Leray et al. in Ref. [14]).[33] Many references quoted in Souissi and 
Devreker[38] show that the life cycle of certain species is well described and responds to the presence of 
pollutants or toxins. These authors also highlight that estuarine copepods, restricted to water masses 
with a well-defined salinity, are not affected by spatiotemporal natural fluctuations as much as ben-
thic species. This limitation of confounding factors favors clear responses to stress. An international 
inquiry about the potential use of zooplankton as an indicator of estuarine water quality (22 partici-
pants from 13 countries in Europe, North America, and Asia) was made in the framework of BEEST.[38] 
Because of its abundance and key role in the estuarine trophic web, zooplankton was recognized as a 
good candidate.

Indicators and index approaches based on benthic macroinvertebrate communities are the most 
consistently emphasized methods for the environmental assessment of aquatic ecosystems. According 
to Dauvin, Bellan, and Bellan-Santini,[39] this is because macrobenthic organisms are “relatively non-
mobile and therefore useful for studying the local effects of physical and chemical perturbations; some 
of these species are long-lived; their taxonomy and their quantitative sampling is relatively easy; and 
there is extensive literature on their distribution in specific environments and on the effect of the vari-
ous stresses that these organisms could encounter.” In the framework of the WISER project, 13 single 
metrics (abundance, number of taxa, and several diversity and sensitivity indices) and 8 of the most 
common indices used within the WFD for benthic assessment were tested. The different indices are 
largely consistent in their response to pressure gradient (preliminary classification based on profes-
sional judgment), but in transitional waters, inconsistencies between indicator responses were most 
pronounced.[40]

Fish-based indices have been recently reviewed.[32,41] In most European countries, sound scientific 
bases exist for regional assessment (Basque country, [42] the United Kingdom, [43] Belgium, [44] France[45,46]).

Amiard-Triquet and Rainbow[14] have underlined that on estuarine intertidal mudflats, bacteria, 
microalgae, and meiofauna (including foraminiferans, nematodes, and harpacticoid copepods) are 
relatively abundant compared with macrofaunal taxa. They also tend to exhibit higher diversity than 
macrofauna, increasing the range of potential responses to pollutants and potential sensitivity for 
the detection of an impact. Thus, data can be obtained with small samples and minimized impact 
on the study site while having high information content that facilitates statistical analysis. In addi-
tion, because of short generation times and low dispersal characteristics of most of these taxa, rapid 
population responses to environmental perturbations may be expected. On the other hand, such 
microscopic taxa often require specialist taxonomic skills, expertise that is of decreasing availability 
throughout the world.
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Question of the Reference Site

All index developers invest a large amount of effort on the formulation of reference values, that is, the 
quality or conservation value given to pristine, undisturbed, condition, or reference status.[41] At the 
best, sites as clean as possible may be used as references, but of course, they will not be found among 
large estuaries, strongly occupied by human populations, but only in small estuaries, less affected by 
human impacts, but which also differ from large ones by many natural factors.[14] These confounding 
factors, which cannot be controlled (salinity, granulometry, organic content, hydrodynamics, food 
availability, etc.), must at least be measured in parallel with ecological and ecotoxicological determina-
tions to mitigate the interpretation of indicators and indices. In this context, the WFD provides a list of 
hydromorphological, chemical, and physicochemical parameters that must be monitored as sustaining 
biological parameters.

The notions of biological or ecological integrity and the good chemical and ecological status, which 
are, respectively, at the basis of the U.S. CWA and the WFD, are still topics of discussion. They are based 
on an ecocentric point of view including the conservation of biodiversity with reference to a nearly 
undisturbed situation, in agreement with the concepts of climax and resilience, which have been devel-
oped in the 1960s but today are reexamined by scientific ecologists.[47,48] For nonscientists involved in 
ecology, reaching the good status may be more or less perceived as the recovery of a kind of Garden of 
Eden, the so-called pristine areas that in fact no longer exist at the present time. Sociological inquiries 
carried out in France in the framework of the BEEST project showed that for users and inhabitants liv-
ing in estuarine areas, points of view differ depending on their relation to estuaries: fishing, social and 
recreational activities, aesthetic relationship, etc.

Concurrently to the ecocentric approach, an anthropocentric approach (Figure 3), based on the con-
servation of goods and services, may be proposed. It leads to the concept of good ecological potential 

FIGURE 3 From the ecological integrity (CWA) or good ecological status (WFD) to the good potential of estuaries.
Source: Adapted from Synthèse du projet BEEST Vers une approche multicritère du Bon Etat des grands ESTuaires 
atlantiques.[49]
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rather than good ecological status, allowing a prospective construction including, for instance, expec-
tations and demands of the public or uncertainties like global change. It is also in agreement with the 
WFD, which mentions limitations that must be taken into account (environmental and social needs, 
excessive costs, maintaining people’s security, higher general interest) and explicitly imposes the infor-
mation, consultation, and involvement of the public, including users.

Assessing the good potential of an estuary needs tools other than those useful to describe only the situa-
tion at a given time (Figure 3). It is indispensable to characterize the key elements of ecological functioning 
through the following: 1) by considering the concept of functional habitat; 2) by using indicators allowing 
a better integration of functional aspects of estuarine ecosystems; and 3) by searching out evolutionary 
trends rather than quality thresholds, which are not really relevant in this highly variable context.[49] 

New Tools

Ecosystem Functioning or Ecosystem Structure?

According to Elliott and Quintino,[16] “functional characteristics either as well as or rather than struc-
tural ones should be used in detecting environmental perturbations in estuaries.” Indicators described 
above may be used for a better characterization of ecosystem functioning. Phytoplankton and microphy-
tobenthos may serve as proxies for primary production, and in addition, Underwood and Kromkamp[35] 
underscore that microphytobenthic biofilms may play an important role in biogeochemical cycles 
(exchanges between sediment deposits and water phase, effects on bacterial processes). Because of its 
central place in the trophic web, zooplankton is a useful indicator of good ecological functioning rather 
than an indicator of structure.[38] Fish-based indices are generally constructed by using ecological and 
trophic guilds, thus allowing the description and explanation of transitional waters’ community struc-
ture and estuarine functionalities.[46] For instance, taking into account juvenile marine fish can allow 
the characterization of the role of a given estuary as nursery.

Biomarkers

Despite biomarkers having been defined by Depledge in 1994[50]: “A biochemical, cellular, physiologi-
cal or behavioral variation that can be measured in tissue or body fluid samples or at the level of whole 
organisms that provides evidence of exposure to and/or effects of, one or more chemical pollutants (and/
or radiations),” they are still “new” since their use is limited or ignored in environmental regulations 
(CWA, WFD) even if they are well incorporated in some monitoring procedures, for instance, under 
the OSPAR Convention. They suffer mainly from three kinds of criticisms: 1) their responsiveness to 
confounding factors; 2) their insufficient specificity of response toward a given class of  chemical; and 3) 
their lack of ecological relevance.

As for other parameters reviewed above, biomarkers may be responsive to spatiotemporal changes 
of natural conditions. In addition, they also respond to biological parameters such as the size, sex, and 
reproductive status of organisms. Thus, before using a sentinel species, it is needed to determine the 
sources of fluctuations[51,52] to limit them and, for those that cannot be controlled, to determine correc-
tion factors.[53]

“Specific” and “nonspecific” biomarkers may complement each other to assess the health status of 
estuarine ecosystems.[14] Among nonspecific biomarkers, those that are linked directly or indirectly to 
the success of reproduction and the sustainability of populations have been termed “biomarkers of eco-
logical relevance.”[54] They include changes in lysosomal stability, immunotoxicity, energy metabolism, 
behavior, endocrine disruption, and genotoxicity. When such impairments are demonstrated, it is nec-
essary to identify the main classes of contaminants which may be responsible for such impairments by 
using a multibiomarker approach based on “more specific biomarkers” (e.g., metallothioneins induced 
by different metals, delta aminolevulinic acid dehydratase, specific to lead toxicity; imposex of gastro-
pods in the presence of tributyltin). Then, the quantification and characterization (specific fractions, 
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metabolites) of chemicals in water, sediments, and biota may allow the validation of hypotheses based 
on biomarker studies.

How Can We Solve the Problem?

Preventing and controlling pollution must be based on a combined approach aiming at reducing pol-
lution at source by determining emission limit values and environmental quality standards (EQSs, e.g., 
WFD). Environmental management aiming at the improvement of chemical and ecological quality in 
estuaries must be based on robust risk assessments. Retrospective risk assessments are performed when 
sites have potentially been impacted in the past. When they show a degradation of environmental qual-
ity, the restoration of degraded habitats and ecosystems must be addressed. Prospective or predictive 
risk assessments aim at assessing the future risks of anthropogenic pressure such as climate change or 
chemical releases into the environment.

Environmental Quality Standards and Guidelines

Establishing EQSs (concentration in water, sediment, or biota that must not be exceeded) is a major tool 
to protect the aquatic environment and human health. The procedures recommended for their deter-
mination[17] are similar to those described for PNECs in the TGD,[26] and very often, EQSs are identical 
to PNECs. In Europe, EQSs for priority substances and certain other pollutants in surface waters have 
been recently published.[27] However, for persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic pollutants, it is not pos-
sible to ensure protection against indirect effects and secondary poisoning by EQS for surface water 
alone. It is therefore appropriate to establish EQS for sediment and biota. The PNECoral is the quality 
standard for biota tissue with respect to secondary poisoning of top predators as an objective of protec-
tion. According to the OSPAR/International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) experts,[55] 
the risk to marine predators is calculated as the ratio between the concentration in their food (marine 
fish) and the no-effect concentration for oral intake (PNECoral-predator) with the help of bioaccumula-
tion models (Abar-nou in Ref. [14]). However, in estuaries, the presence of top predators is limited, and 
the major risk is for human consumers, which is a reason why oyster culture or fishing is forbidden in 
certain sites as a consequence of the overrun of quality standards for human health.

At this stage, no EQSs were set in sediments under the WFD partly because the significance of gross 
concentrations of potentially toxic chemicals in sediments is not easily established, and this is particu-
larly difficult in estuaries where the mobility and bioavailability of contaminants is deeply affected by 
salinity changes.[13] In the United States, the Washington State Department of Ecology has published 
sediment management standards.[56] Bioavailability may be examined by using the methods described 
by Hansen et al.[57] for PAH mixtures and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)[58] for metals. 
When EQSs are not available, sediment quality guidelines (SQGs) are commonly used by official organ-
isms. such as the effects-range low (ERL) and the effects-range median (ERM) values that were derived 
for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) with numerous modeling, labora-
tory, and field studies performed in marine and estuarine sediments.[59] Australian sediment quality 
guidelines were adapted from ERL/ERM.[60] The threshold effect level (TEL) and the probable effect level 
(PEL) initially described by MacDonald et al.[61] are also used by the NOAA.[62]

Mean SQG quotients can be calculated by dividing chemical concentrations in sediments by their 
respective SQGs and calculating the mean of quotients for individual chemicals. The resulting index 
provides a method of accounting for the presence and concentrations of multiple chemicals in sedi-
ments, relative to their effects-based guidelines.[56]

Sediment quality guidelines are also of great use in the regulation of dredging activities. This activity 
is particularly well regulated at the international level, and all these regulations share the same philoso-
phy. For details, the reader can refer to the revised OSPAR guidelines for the management of dredged 
material.[63]
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Environmental monitoring is indispensable to verify if EQSs are honored or if it is necessary to 
adopt decisions in order that the environment and human health may be adequately protected. Once 
again, the procedures are comparable in different areas in the world, at least in economically developed 
countries, and for instance, the Coordinated Environment Monitoring Programme (CEMP) provides 
a monitoring manual Web page that is regularly updated to take into account scientific and technical 
advances provided by the OSPAR commission in collaboration with the ICES (http://www.ospar.org/
content/content.asp?menu=00900301400135_000000_000000).

How the Biota Will Respond to Restoration

From a large number of examples examined by Borja et al.,[64] including the recovery from a list of differ-
ent stressors, it appears that only in a few cases, recovery can take less than 5 years, but more frequently, 
a minimum of 15–25 years is needed to attain the original biotic composition, and diversity may lag far 
beyond that period. Similarly, Hering et al.[65] conclude that it cannot be expected that European aquatic 
ecosystems will fully recover within 15 or even 30 years from over a century of degradation. Considering 
such situations, the common saying “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” makes sense.

Predictive Risk Assessment of New and Existing Chemicals

Predictive risk assessment aims at assessing the future risks from chemical releases into the environ-
ment. In the United States, the Federal Toxic Substances Control Act gives the EPA authority to regulate, 
and even ban, the manufacture, use, and distribution of both new and existing chemicals. In Europe, 
a significant improvement has occurred recently with a new chemical policy, REACH (Registration, 
Evaluation, and Authorization of Chemicals).[66] The pros and cons of REACH have been analyzed, with 
some details in Hansen[24] and Verdonck et al.[67]

Risk assessment under REACH will be carried out mainly by applying existing methodologies.[26] The 
risk quotient approach needs the determination of predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) and 
PNECs. Very simplistically, if the PEC/PNEC ratio is greater than 1, the substance is considered to be of 
concern, and risk reduction measures must be envisaged. According to Verdonck et al., [67] uncertainty 
is hidden and concealed in risk quotient numbers that appear to be certain and, therefore, create a false 
sense of certainty and protectiveness. These authors propose strategies to improve uncertainty analy-
sis in risk assessment of chemicals. Management obstacles have been summarized by Hansen, [24] who 
considers that “there are few areas of applied science where the connection between science and policy 
is as difficult and complicated as in the area of risk management of chemicals.” She underlines the lack 
of communication of uncertainties between assessors and decision makers. Even in the cases where 
there is an important set of data on a given chemical, there may be little consensus regarding what the 
actual risk is. Quoting Chapman,[68] Hansen[24] bewails that the effect of all this uncertainty is generally 
the continued production and use of possible harmful chemicals. Even with “old” contaminants very 
well studied, the complexity of field situations often leads to a lack of decision. This is well illustrated by 
Hameedi et al.:[62] despite substantive scientific evidence that points to copper as a contaminant of con-
cern in the St. Lucie Estuary, it is debatable as to how much the observed levels of copper in the estuary 
are adversely affecting the flow of products (such as fish) or services (such as recreation) of the estuary. 
This approach poses the problem of what is environmental risk for different actors, as previously men-
tioned in the section “The Question of the Reference Site.”

Conclusions

In aquatic environments, an important set of methods and techniques is available to provide decision 
makers with tools allowing the prevention, control, and remediation of pollution inflows and impacts. 
However, because estuaries are highly dynamic and complex systems, the application of these methods 
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is particularly complicated, generating a high degree of uncertainty, whatever the category of assess-
ment tools considered among the classical triad of analysis (chemistry, bioassays, community structure) 
as well as other assessment strategies such as biomarkers. Many authors have underlined that only a few 
toxicity data are available for estuarine species compared with marine and, moreover, freshwater spe-
cies. Thus, toxic impacts on estuarine biota are often derived from toxicological parameters determined 
in non-estuarine species.

Among tolerant organisms, some are keystone species, with important roles in ecosystem function-
ing, on which numerous species will depend. Depending on the harshness of natural conditions in 
different ecosystems, the number of species able to fulfill the same functional role is strikingly variable. 
As estuarine species are much less numerous than freshwater or marine species, it is evident that the 
extinction of even a small number of species is sufficient to affect ecosystem functioning.

The state of knowledge would allow considerable improvement of risk assessment and monitoring. 
The integration of scientific advances in regulations and management needs decade(s). Some of the rea-
sons for that are the higher technicity and the higher cost of certain new tools. Is the society ready to pay 
for better conservation of the environment? Furthermore, for what kind of conservation: recovery of the 
Garden of Eden or sustainability of estuaries for the benefits of nature to human beings?
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Everglades
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Introduction

The Everglades of south Florida was originally a broad, shallow “River of Grass”[1] that extended from 
the south shore of Lake Okeechobee to Florida Bay at the southern tip of the state, east to the Coastal 
Ridge, and west to the Immokalee Ridge. Historically, the area was a vast sawgrass marsh, dotted with 
tree islands and interspersed with wet prairies and sloughs covering an area about 40 mi wide by 100 mi 
long. One of the unique regions of the world, it has steadily decreased in size and declined in health dur-
ing the past century. Half its wetland area has been lost to agriculture and urban development and the 
remaining segments are impacted by lack of a clean, dependable water supply. Natural water flows have 
been diverted for irrigation, drinking water, and flood protection. The conveyance system of canals, 
levees, structures, and pumps developed for flood control has altered natural patterns of water flow 
and storage, adversely affecting food webs that supported a diverse ecosystem. Nutrient runoff from 
urban and agricultural sources is transported by the conveyance system to the remaining natural wet-
land areas, causing undesirable changes in flora and fauna. Hydroperiod changes have altered natural 
fire patterns and stimulated invasion of exotic species. A multi-agency state and federal task force has 
developed a Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP)[2] to address and reverse these major 
changes to this unique wetland ecosystem. The major hydrologic modifications to be addressed in the 
Everglades restoration include: 1) regain lost storage capacity; 2) restore more natural hydropatterns; 3) 
improve timing and quantities of fresh water deliveries to estuaries; and 4) restore water quality con-
ditions. The Comprehensive Plan, considered the world’s largest such project, includes more than 60 
components proposed for implementation over a period of four decades with an estimated investment 
approaching $8 billion. State and federal legislation provides for a 50/50 cost share between the federal 
and state governments to implement the plan.

Everglades Water Management—Past, Present, and Future

History

Primitive canals were dug in portions of the Everglades as early as the late 1800s in attempts to reclaim 
fertile swampland for agriculture.[3] Early promoters and developers led people to believe that a produc-
tive subtropical agriculture was possible in the entire Everglades region. These early attempts at land 
reclamation were largely unsuccessful until the 1920s when a period of less than normal rainfall helped 
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dry the region around Lake Okeechobee for farming. Following severe hurricane damage in the region 
in the late 1920s and again in 1947, the focus was shifted from land reclamation to flood protection and 
the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control Project was authorized and implemented beginning in 
1948. Over the next 15 years, this project resulted in a perimeter dike around Lake Okeechobee and the 
extensive conveyance system of canals, levees, structures, and pumps currently in place. It also allowed 
development of the Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA), a highly productive, 700,000-acre region of 
organic soils in the northern Everglades used primarily for sugar cane and winter vegetable production.[4]

Environmental Issues

By the mid-1960s, concerns were already growing about conservation issues and adverse environmen-
tal impacts. Additional areas along the eastern border of the Everglades have since experienced urban 
encroachment. A total of about 1 million acres, roughly 50% of the Everglades wetlands, have been 
transformed for human uses during the past half-century. The 1700 mi of canals and levees in the region 
have interrupted connections between the central Everglades and the adjacent wetlands, resulting in 
over-drainage in some areas and excessive flooding in others. This system provides water supply, flood 
protection, water management, and other benefits to south Florida, but it must be modified to reduce the 
negative impacts on the environment. The current canal system works very effectively, discharging an 
average of 1.7 billion gal of water per day to the ocean and gulf. This discharge must be reduced if future 
urban, agricultural, and environmental demands for water are to be met.

Today’s remaining Everglades have been significantly affected by the current water management sys-
tem. Wading birds and other wildlife populations are greatly decreased. Tree islands, with their unique 
combination of wetland and terrestrial vegetation and wildlife, are considered to be an excellent indica-
tor of the overall health of the Everglades. Many of these tree islands have disappeared from the north-
ern Everglades over the past 50 years, and many others have been taken over by exotic vegetation. These 
effects are mainly due to changes in the quantity, quality, timing, and distribution of water that have 
occurred over the years as a result of changed water management. Water depth, duration, and timing 
are important to both wildlife and vegetation. The sawgrass wetlands of the Everglades developed under 
very low nutrient conditions with rainfall as the main source of phosphorus. Nutrient inflows, especially 
phosphorus, as a result of development and modified water management have influenced changes in 
vegetation type.[5] Where phosphorus concentrations have increased, sawgrass and spike rush have been 
replaced by cattail causing undesirable changes in the ecosystem. Native vegetation remains healthy 
where phosphorus concentrations are low.

Restoration

Restoration of the remaining Everglades depends upon a knowledge and understanding of the original 
conditions. Efforts are focusing on improving upstream water quality and the distribution, timing, depth, 
and flow of surface water into and through the Everglades. Early historical information sources, combined 
with further interpretation and analysis, are being used to estimate original drainage patterns and soil, 
topographic and vegetation conditions before canal drainage began in the late 1800s. Results of these stud-
ies indicate that the predrainage landscape of the Everglades probably was configured in subtle ridges and 
sloughs with two major flow pathways: a flow path southeastward to the Atlantic Ocean, and a southwest-
ward flow path along Shark Slough to the Gulf of Mexico.[6] These flow patterns may have influenced the 
ridge and slough landscape configuration that is important to the health of the ecosystem. Redevelopment 
of these flow patterns and landscape configuration will be important to the restoration process. About 70% 
less water flows through the Everglades today compared to the historic Everglades system.

The main goal of Everglades restoration is to deliver the correct amount of water, with the correct 
quality, to the correct locations, and at the correct time.[7] Most of the water currently lost to the ocean or 
gulf will be stored in surface and subsurface storage areas until needed, when 80% of it will be allocated 
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to the environment and 20% to increase urban and agricultural water supplies. Water to be stored for 
future use will be routed through surface storage reservoirs and wetland-based stormwater treatment 
areas to improve its quality. Additional water quality improvements can be expected from compre-
hensive integrated water quality planning efforts currently in progress. To restore water flow paths, 
more than 240 mi of canals and levees will be removed in the Everglades. This will allow more natural 
overland water flow in the remaining natural areas of the Everglades. Water held and released will be 
managed to match natural discharge patterns more closely. Operational plans will be developed in some 
areas to simulate natural rainfall patterns with water releases to improve the timing of water flowing 
through the Everglades ecosystem. These strategies are all being designed to enhance not only ecosys-
tem restoration, but also urban and agricultural water supply and flood protection as part of the process 
of moving toward a more sustainable south Florida.

Conclusion

The Everglades landscape is a unique combination of subtropical wetlands and uplands, including 
sawgrass marshes, sloughs, wet prairies, tree islands, tropical hardwood hammocks, pinelands, and 
mangroves. It provides important habitat for many threatened and endangered species. Water manage-
ment for flood control and water supply purposes has caused some areas to become drier and others to 
become wetter than normal. More than half of the original wetland area has been lost to agricultural 
and urban development. The introduction of increased nutrients resulting from this development has 
caused undesirable shifts in vegetation communities. Hydrologic changes have altered the extent of nat-
urally occurring fires and promoted the growth of exotic species. While the current water management 
system performs well for flood protection it must be modified to reduce adverse environmental impacts 
and conserve more fresh water to meet a variety of needs. A Comprehensive Everglades Restoration 
Plan received initial authorization in 2000 to begin the restoration of the south Florida ecosystem and 
provide for water-related needs of the region. This plan addresses the quantity, quality, distribution, and 
timing of water to the Everglades. A large amount of additional information regarding the Everglades 
is available on the web at http://www.sfwmd.gov/koe_section/2_everglades.html and http://www.ever-
gladesplan.org/.

The following quote from the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan web site[7] conveys the 
importance of the Everglades and the current restoration program. The significance of the remain-
ing Everglades to the nation and the world has been affirmed time and again. Congress established 
Everglades National Park. The Everglades have also been designated an International Biosphere 
Reserve, a World Heritage Site, and a Wetland of International Significance. Identified as one of the 
world’s major ecosystem types, the Everglades are home to 68 threatened or endangered plant and 
animal species. The benefits and functions of these plants and animals may never be known if we do 
not restore and protect their habitat. Saving the Everglades requires us to save the entire south Florida 
ecosystem. The ecological and cultural significance of the Everglades is equal to the Grand Canyon, 
the Rocky Mountains, or the Mississippi River. As responsible stewards of our natural and cultural 
resources, we cannot sit idly by and watch any of these disappear. The Everglades deserves the same 
recognition and support.
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Water Quality: Range 
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Introduction

Livestock and clean water are two products that can be simultaneously obtained from range and pasture 
lands. This requires that ecological and hydrological principles be applied when crafting a grazing man-
agement strategy that is compatible with predetermined water quality goals. Making protection of water 
quality the starting point of land use planning is a philosophical foundation of 1972 U.S. Clean Water 
Act and subsequent amendments. This goal is operationalized by management agencies establishing 
total maximum daily load (TMDL) standards for waterways. A TMDL is a calculation of the maximum 
amount of a pollutant from all contributing point sources (a specific location such as a confined animal 
feedlot operation [CAFO]) and non-point sources (pollution that occurs over a wide area such as may 
originate from grazing).

Physical Characteristics

Suspended Sediment

Suspended sediment is the most pervasive non-point source pollutant from grazing lands. All waterways 
naturally contain some suspended sediment attributable to the geologic (natural) erosion influenced by 
stream type (primarily determined by the geology, topography, and location within the watershed) and 
ecological factors (e.g., climate, vegetation, soil). Therefore, formulation of TMDL suspended sediment 
standards must be catchment specific so that geologic erosion can be differentiated from accelerated 
erosion associated with human activities such as grazing management.

Grazing management can effect the erosion rate of a site primarily by influencing the degree to which 
livestock impact the soil and vegetation.
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Livestock Impacts on Soil

Soil structure is the arrangement of soil particles and intervening pore spaces. The size of soil particles 
(aggregation) and their stability when wetted determines the porosity of the soil, which governs the rate 
at which water will enter the soil (infiltration). If the rainfall rate is greater than the infiltration rate, 
water will run off the site, carrying sediment with it.

Livestock trampling compacts the soil, increasing the bulk density (i.e., the pore volume is 
reduced resulting in decreased infiltration rate). The degree of damage associated with trampling 
at a particular site depends on soil type, soil water content, seasonal climatic conditions, and the 
intensity of livestock use.[1] Compacted trails form on sites where livestock traffic is concentrated. 
The  density of trails tends to increase as the number of pastures is increased within an intensive 
 rotation  grazing system. Another common reason for trail formation is repeated movement to and 
from limited sources of water, mineral supplements, or shelter. The low infiltration rate of trails 
results in concentrated runoff, which may eventually create gullies. Roads across hilly range and 
pasture lands are also a serious erosion source, especially since they are often poorly designed and 
maintained.[2]

Another way livestock trampling causes surficial problems is by churning dry soil to dust. This is very 
detrimental to infiltration because the disaggregated soil particles are carried by water and lodge in the 
remaining soil pores making them smaller or sealing them completely. This “washed in” layer where 
clay particles clog soil pores is a common way that soil crusts are formed. Soil crusts can reduce infiltra-
tion by 90%, thereby dramatically increasing runoff and sediment transport.[3] Trampling a crusted soil 
does break the crust and incorporates mulch and seeds into the soil. However, this benefit is short lived 
because the subsequent impact of falling raindrops re-seals the soil surface after several minutes. To 
effectively address a soil- crusting problem, livestock grazing systems must concentrate on addressing 
poor aggregate stability, which is the cause of crusting. This requires protecting the soil surface from 
direct raindrop impact through maintaining vegetation cover and facilitating organic matter buildup 
in the soil via litter deposition.

Livestock Impacts on Vegetation

Direct raindrop impact on soil represents the greatest potential erosive force on grazing land; therefore 
it is very important that raindrop energy be dissipated by striking some form of cover before reaching 
the soil.[4] The amount of cover is positively associated with vegetation litter deposition. Litter slows 
overland flow, resulting in reduced ability to transport sediment. Litter also aids formation of stable 
aggregates (associated with high infiltration and low erosion rates) by binding soil particles together 
with adhesive byproducts produced by decaying litter and microbial synthesis.[5]

Grazing impacts on the vegetation community may be manifest by physical removal of stand-
ing vegetation through herbivory or through a gradual change in the composition of vegetation. As 
grazing pressure increases, the amount of cover and the amount of organic matter returned to the 
soil is reduced, resulting in an increased likelihood of runoff and erosion. Cover and infiltration rate 
tends to be greatest under trees and shrubs, followed in decreasing order by bunchgrass, shortgrass, 
and bare ground.[6] There is little impact on species composition with moderate or light grazing but 
composition change is great in response to heavy grazing, regardless of grazing strategy.[7] Often 
the change in species composition associated with heavy grazing is toward dominance by annuals 
or shortgrass species that have more runoff and erosion associated with them.[8] By the time erosion 
becomes obvious it may be too late to implement economically viable conservation options. Early 
recognition of a developing degradation pattern requires knowledge of range ecology, for the first 
signs of an impending erosion problem almost invariably are manifest by changes in plant density, 
composition, and vigor.[9]
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Chemical Characteristics

Dissolved Chemicals

Nutrient loss from grazing lands via leaching or runoff is normally negligible, i.e., less than the input of 
nutrients from rainfall.[10] Most of the dissolved chemical constituents in runoff are contributed from 
the soil. Nutrients and organic matter adsorbed to the soil particles are also lost via erosion. Therefore, 
the most important role of a grazing system in nutrient loss is manifest through land use activities that 
alter the volumes or timing of runoff and erosion.[11]

Most of the nitrogen in urine is lost via volatilization, and most of the nitrogen in feces is sequestered 
by microorganisms or eventually transferred to soil organic matter. Nitrate is very mobile during heavy 
rain periods but loss by leaching is probably insignificant on most grasslands.[12] Feces contain almost all 
of the phosphorus excreted by livestock. Phosphorus is very resistant to leaching as it is rapidly precipi-
tated or absorbed by other soil minerals. Nitrogen or phosphorus contamination of waterways is only of 
imminent concern when livestock are allowed to congregate near waterways.[13] Because of this concern, 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency interpretation of the Clean Water Act has deemed location 
of feedlots near waterways an unacceptable practice.

Dissolved Oxygen

Dissolved oxygen decreases when organic matter, such as animal manure, is added to water. This 
decrease occurs because biological decomposition processes consume available oxygen, as does oxida-
tion of other reduced compounds such as ammonium. Excessive additions to surface water of nutrients 
such as nitrogen or phosphorus lead to eutrophication, often expressed by enhanced growth of aquatic 
plants and reduced water transparency (especially due to increases in algae). As the aquatic plants decay 
the microbes consume oxygen, lowering the concentration of oxygen available needed to support higher 
forms of aquatic life such as macroinvertrebrates and fish.

Biological Characteristics

The primary types of pathogens associated with livestock and wildlife feces are bacteria (e.g., 
Campylobacter jejuni, Escherichia coli, Leptospira interrogans, Salmonella spp.) and water-borne pro-
tozoa (e.g., Cryptosporidia parvum, Giardia duodenalis). These infectious pathogens can pose poten-
tial health risks to human drinking water supplies. Environmental fluctuation in temperature and soil 
moisture of grazing land creates a harsh environment for bacteria and the oocycsts of protozoa. Fecal 
coliforms can survive for several months in soil but can survive for up to a year within feces.[14] There 
is a rapid mortality of most oocysts when feces are deposited on land,[15] however, viable oocysts can be 
transported overland, especially when fresh feces are washed by an intense storm.[16] Once pathogens 
reach a water body, the threat of contamination may last from days to months,[17] with freshwater sedi-
ments being the site of greatest concentration and survival.[18]

Few detailed studies have explicitly studied the link between livestock grazing and water-borne 
pathogens. Much of the research has relied upon indicator coliforms that are more easily cultured but 
have been shown to be poorly correlated with some types of pathogenic bacteria.[14] Furthermore, many 
wildlife species harbor the same pathogens that livestock do, thus the natural occurrence of pathogens 
must be considered when analyzing water quality and making the relationship to livestock use of an 
area. The greatest threat of pathogen contamination of waterbodies occurs when livestock are allowed to 
concentrate along streams.[19] In situations where risk of bacteriological contamination is unacceptable, 
it is necessary to restrict livestock access to streams or riparian areas. Livestock use of these sensitive 
sites can be significantly reduced through development of water supply away from streams.[20]
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Conclusions

Two broad objectives must be achieved to protect water quality associated with range and pasture 
grazing.

Limit Runoff and Erosion

Suspended sediment is the most common pollutant associated with grazing. Best management prac-
tices (BMPs) to limit runoff and erosion rely on maintenance of soil structure. Vegetation provides 
the organic matter necessary to enhance formation of stable aggregates and provides the cover to dis-
sipate the erosive force of direct raindrop impact. Appropriate range and pasture grazing systems are 
designed to maintain vegetation cover and composition by adjusting intensity, frequency, and season of 
use. Flexibility needs to be built into grazing systems to adjust for unexpected fluctuation in the climate 
or market prices. The underdevelopment of climate and market risk management planning and policy 
regarding grazing plans is perhaps the most formidable threat to progress in improving water quality 
since these variables continue to be used as an excuse for water quality deterioration and/or the lack of 
progress in improving it.[21]

Limit Direct Livestock Use of Waterways and Sensitive Riparian Areas

Contamination of waterways by nutrients and pathogens is a predominant concern only on sites that 
allow livestock to congregate near water. On sites with limited water distribution, livestock tend to stay 
in the vicinity of water so long as forage is available. This increases the likelihood of excrement being 
deposited directly into the waterway. It also causes deterioration of the soil structure and plant com-
munity near the waterway, resulting in accelerated runoff and erosion. Streambanks and moist soil 
around springs and streamside meadows are particularly susceptible to erosion damage and compac-
tion. Livestock impacts to streams and riparian sites can be limited by providing water, mineral supple-
ments, and shelter at locations away from natural water sources. Special fencing or livestock herding 
may also be needed to protect sensitive areas from excessive use at critical times. Another reason for 
protecting wetland or riparian sites is that they serve as vegetation buffer strips that slow runoff and trap 
sediment before it reaches a waterway.
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Introduction

Water is a source and a basis of life on earth, and is a substance vital and necessary for humans and their 
well-being. It is a main part of our daily diet, transporting many necessary macro- and  microelements 
in the human body. Excluding fat, water composes approximately 70% of the human body by mass. We 
drink 2 to 3 L of water every day; thus, the quality of drinking water is  important. Humans can  survive for 
several weeks without food, but for only a few days without water. Additionally, clean water is becoming 
a much desirable and expensive product. Desertification of large areas of the world,  increasing industri-
alization, and intensification of agriculture result in a large input of toxic organic and inorganic com-
pounds, significantly reducing the quality of  surface waters, which are a source of  drinking water for a 
large part of the world population. Other dangers include biological pollution by bacteria and viruses, 
human fecal pathogens, and parasites,  causing waterborne diseases. Over large parts of the world, 
humans have inadequate access to potable water and use sources contaminated with  unacceptable levels 
of dissolved chemicals or bacteria and viruses. Thus, water, especially  drinking water, can create a seri-
ous hazard to human health and life, as well as to the life and health of flora and fauna. Sources of drink-
ing water include spring water and groundwater; surface water from  rivers, streams, lakes, and glaciers; 
water from precipitation (rain, snow); and seawater after desalination. All industrialized countries have 
100% access to safe drinking water (data from the United Nations Children’s Fund from 2000); however, 
some countries, especially those from Africa (Kenya, Uganda), have limited access.[1] The population 
percentages from chosen countries with  limited access to safe drinking water are listed in Table 1. It was 
estimated that in 2006, about 1.1 billion people lacked proper drinking water. Waterborne diseases were 
estimated to cause 1.8 million deaths each year.[2]

Unfortunately, quality water from groundwater supply, which is practically non-renewable, is dimin-
ishing. In addition, anthropogenic groundwater pollution has become a fact of life. The majority of 
anthropogenic water pollutants are toxic not only to humans but also to animals and plants. These 
pollutants should be removed or destroyed during water treatment, and determined and monitored in 
surface and tap water. Water pollutants can be divided into physical, biological, radioactive, inorganic, 
and organic.
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For many millennia, the basic criteria of water suitability for drinkable purposes was organoleptic 
analysis—checking the taste, smell, and appearance of water. These criteria are included, even now, 
in guidelines for drinking water quality; however, they had to be dramatically verified when in 1854 
it was established in London that water from the well at Brad Street, very popular because of its taste, 
smell, and appearance, was the source of a cholera epidemic.[3] Threshold limit values for bacteriological 
contamination of water (the so-called coliform count) were the first standard introduced for control-
ling drinking water quality (in 1914 in the United States). The presence of coliform bacteria is the most 
convenient for a class of harmful fecal pathogens. This standard is still valid today. Microbial pathogenic 
parameters are very important because of their immediate health risk. The following were included in 
guidelines for drinking water quality: metals and anions since 1925, organic compounds since 1942, and 
radioactive substances since 1962. The Public Health Service and later the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) have prepared such guidelines for the United States.[4,5] The World Health Organization 
(WHO)[6] worldwide and the European Community (EC)[7,8] in Europe also elaborate and publish such 
guidelines. On these guidelines, each country defines its maximum admissible concentrations (MACs) 
of contaminants in drinking water. Each member state is responsible for establishing the required polic-
ing measures to ensure that the legislation is implemented.[9]

Drinking water should fulfill the following requirements:

• It should be clear, without smell, colorless, and refreshing in taste
• It should not contain pathogenic bacteria; animal parasites and their larvae or eggs; toxic com-

pounds; and excessive quantities of calcium, magnesium, iron, or manganese compounds
• It should be easily accessible, be always of good quality, and occur in appropriate amounts
• It should be permanently protected from contamination.
• It should contain substances that are necessary for human life in the proper amounts

Inorganic Components and Pollutants of Drinking Water

The problem of the presence of mineral components and anions in drinking water is very complicated 
because some elements are necessary for human life.[10–12] They play a significant role in physiological 
processes and metabolic functions. We can divide these into two groups:

• Macroelements, such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen (the main components of organic 
matter), as well as sulfur, potassium, magnesium, calcium, sodium, phosphorus, and chlorine

• Microelements, such as boron, cobalt, chromium, copper, fluorine, iron, lithium, molybdenum, 
manganese, nickel, rubidium, selenium, silicon, vanadium, and zinc (which also participate in the 
metabolic function and are components of enzymes), as well as hormones, vitamins, etc

Table 2 shows some macro- and microelements, their recommended daily intake, and the effects of 
 deficiency in these elements. Some of these elements are toxic at higher concentrations, and very often 

TABLE 1 Percentage of Population with Access to Safe Drinking Water (2000)

Country % Country % Country %

Algeria 89 Indonesia 78 South Africa 86
Azerbaijan 78 Iran 92 South Korea 92
Brazil 87 Iraq 85 Sudan 67
Chile 93 Kenya 57 Syria 80
China 75 Mexico 88 Turkey 82
Cuba 91 Morocco 80 Uganda 52
Egypt 97 Peru 80 Venezuela 83
India 84 Philippines 86 Zimbabwe 83

Source: United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).[1]
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the difference between an indispensable and a toxic dose is very small. Insufficient or excessive daily 
intake of these elements can cause harmful effects (see Tables 2 and 3).[9,11,12] In drinking water, we 
can find all elements and inorganic substances present in nature and introduced by industry, some 
not needed by organisms and toxic to humans. The most dangerous are lead, mercury, cadmium, 
and  arsenic (the so-called Big Four), but the following are hazardous as well: aluminum, antimony, 
a sbestos, barium, boron, chromium, cobalt, copper, cyanides, manganese, nickel, silver, tin, vanadium, 
and zinc.[12–49] The h armfulness of metals is mainly due to their persistence in the environment and 
b iomagnification in the food chain, as well as their tendency to accumulate in selected tissues. Metals 
can be  transported with water and air, and thus can endanger humans also through the water they 
drink. In Table 3, the toxicity of the most dangerous elements, their daily intake, and their typical and 
recommended  concentrations in drinking water are listed.[4–9,23–34]

Underground and even mineral water, used as a source of drinking water, are not as clean as we would 
expect. Very often, overly high natural concentrations of manganium, iron, fluorides, ammonia, and 
hydrogen sulfide occur, and these waters should be treated before consumption. Volatile compounds 
such as ammonium and hydrogen sulfide can be removed by aeration, whereas manganium and iron 
can be removed by precipitation in the form of hydroxides and filtration or biotechnological methods. 
Fluorides present the biggest problem.[50] The best solution is to mix high-fluoride water with water con-
taining no or very small concentrations of fluorides. An additional problem concerns pipes made from 
asbestos-cement materials or lead, used in the past in water distribution systems. Lead can be diluted 
in water, particularly when water is treated by chlorination or ozonization. Asbestos can contaminate 
drinking water as a result of corrosion, and thereby accumulate in lung tissues, resulting in symptoms 
that can develop many years after exposure. Asbestos fibers in water are usually shorter than 10 pm, and 
can cause cancer of the gastrointestinal and urinary systems. When they are transferred from water to 
air, after water spillage and drying, asbestos fibers can cause lung and throat cancer upon inhalation. 
Such an episode was described by Webber,[51] when in Woodstock, New York, in water transported by 
eroded asbestos-cement pipes in the distribution system; 10,000 asbestos fibers per liter was detected in 
some samples and up to 0.12 fiber per milliliter was detected in household air.

All these elements and substances and their recommended MACs are listed in the WHO and EC 
Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality, or in the EPA and national MACs,[4–9] and have to be determined 

TABLE 2 Macro- and Microelements, Their Recommended Daily Intake, and the Effects of Deficiency

Element

Recommended 
Concentration in Drinking 

Water in Poland (mg/L)
Recommended 

Daily Intake (mg) Effects of Deficiency

Ca — 900–1200 Osteoporosis, rickets, neurological disorders
Fe 0.2 14–18 Anemia
P — 700–900 Muscular weakness, bone aches, lack of 

appetite
Mg 30–125 300–370 Gastrointestinal problems, muscular cramps
Na 200 1000 Gastrointestinal problems, diarrhea, 

weakness, headache
K — 2–3.5 Muscular weakness, neurological disorders
Zn — 13–16 Hair loss, skin lesions, reduced resistance to 

infection
Cu 2 2–2.5 Anemia, heart arrhythmia, blood vessel 

rupture
F 1.5 1.5–4 Tooth decay
I — 0.15–0.16 Underactive thyroid, goiter
Se 0.01 0.06–0.075 Cancer, heart diseases, reduced resistance to 

microbiological and viral infection, 
reduced antibody production
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in drinking water. In Tables 2 and 3, recommended MACs for some metals from the WHO Guidelines 
for Drinking Water Quality and Polish standards are listed as examples. Excessive concentrations of 
pollutants, above maximum contaminant levels, not only warn consumers but also signal the existence 
of uncontrolled discharge of wastes, improperly operating treatment plant, lack of enforcement of legis-
lation dealing with water management, or other violations of environmental laws. To be able to monitor 
environmental pollutants properly and effectively, analysts need a variety of methods for the isolation 

TABLE 3 Toxicity of the Most Dangerous Elements, Their Daily Intake, and Typical and Recommended 
Concentrations in Drinking Water

Element

Concentration in Drinking Water (mg/L)

Daily Intake (mg)Typical

Recommended MAC

EC WHO Poland Toxicity

Al 0.02–0.1 0.1–
0.2

0.2 20–45 Senile dementia of the Alzheimer’s type

As <0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01–0.02 Respiratory and gastrointestinal tract, skin, and 
central nervous system effects leading to coma and 
death, peripheral artery disease, cardiovascular 
disease, diabetes mellitus, various cancers, 
neurological effects; the inorganic form of arsenic 
(As3+) is the most toxic, whereas elemental as well 
as organic arsenic compounds are considered to be 
virtually non-toxic

B
Cd

0.1
0.002

1
0.005

0.5
0.003

1
0.003

1.3–4.5
0.03–0.04

Dry skin and gastric disorders
Proteinuria, renal dysfunction, damage to the blood 

vessel system, lung cancer, low reproduction 
functions, emphysema, hypertension

Cr 0.002 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04–0.08 Dermatitis, skin ulcers, respiratory and 
gastrointestinal problems, liver and kidney damage

Co 0.005 — — — 0.04–0.05 Gastrointestinal problems, heart dilation, secondary 
thrombosis, neurotoxicological symptoms

Cu <0.1 2 2.0 2–4 Congenital disorder causing accumulation of 
copper in the liver, brain, and kidney resulting in 
hemolytic anemia and neurological abnormalities

Fe 0.001–0.5 — — 0.2 12–16 Gastrointestinal problems, fibrosis, heart disease, 
abnormal glucose metabolism

Pb 0.002–0.01 0.01 0.01 0.025 0.1–0.5 Carcinogenic, anemia, hypertension, renal 
dysfunction, insomnia, weakness

Mn 0.02–0.05 0.4 0.05 3.7 Apathy, anorexia, insomnia, speech disturbance, 
central nervous system effects

Hg 0.0002–0.0003 0.001 0.006 0.001 0.6 Organic forms of mercury (methyl- and 
dimethylmercury)— the most toxic of the 
discussed metals; central nervous damage; DNA 
deformation; immunological impairment; 
mutagenic, carcinogenic, and teratogenic effects; 
coronary disease; brain damage

F 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5–2 Osteoporosis, fluorosis, central nervous system 
effects, carcinogenic (osteosarcoma)

Ni 0.001–0.002 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.1–0.9 Dermatoses, potential carcinogenity
Se <0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.15 Atrophy and decompensation of the heart, renal 

glomerulonephritis, liver cirrhosis, anemia
V 4–222 — — — 2 Irritation of skin and eyes, discoloration of the 

tongue and oral mucosa
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and determination of these contaminants, taking into account both physical-chemical properties of 
individual compounds and groups of compounds, as well as the characteristics of the matrices in which 
these compounds occur.

Consequently, there is a need for continuous monitoring of the degree of pollution of potable and 
 surface waters by all these elements and substances. The following have been used mainly for final 
 analysis: flame atomic emission spectrometry; flame atomic absorption spectrometry; electrothermal 
atomic absorption spectrometry; inductively coupled plasma (ICP) coupled with atomic  emission, 
atomic absorption, or mass spectrometry (MS); and electrochemical methods (anodic stripping 
 voltammetry).[12,24,52–63]

Organic Pollutants of Drinking Water

The majority of organic compounds in water are of natural origin. They represent a large and  diversified 
group of mostly unidentified compounds such as humic and fulvic acids, tannins, peptides, amino 
acids, etc. Their total concentration varies from 0 to 1 mg/L in groundwater, from 1 to 5 mg/L in most 
surface waters, and from 20 to 25 mg/L in some waters with the highest concentration of organic 
 matter.[20,52,53,63–67] These compounds are predominantly non-toxic, but they can be precursors of toxic 
c ompounds in the process of water treatment. The main hazard to life and health of humans and flora 
and fauna comes from anthropogenic organic compounds. The number of known organic compounds 
is now estimated to be about 16 million,[3] 2 million of which are produced by synthesis alone. Every 
year, approximately 250,000 new compounds are synthesized, about 1000 of which are manufactured 
on an industrial scale.[68] Presently, ca. 70,000 organic compounds are commercially available with an 
annual global production of 100–200 million tons. Approximately one- third of all organic compounds 
produced end up in the environment, including water. More than 700 chemical compounds, including 
more than 600 organic compounds,[64,69] many of which are biologically active, have been detected in 
some water supply samples. Using gas chromatography (GC)-MS, Coleman et al.[69] identified approxi-
mately 460 organic compounds in Cincinnati drinking water.

Particularly important pollutants among organic compounds are volatile organohalogen compounds 
and pesticides as a result of their common use, persistence in the environment, and toxicity. They 
are primarily anthropogenic. Volatile organohalogen compounds are used mainly as solvents, clean-
ing and degreasing agents, blowing agents, polymerization modifiers, and heat-exchange fluids. It is 
e stimated that the annual global production of organohalogen solvents alone amounts to several million 
tons.[64] The most important source of organohalogen compounds in drinking water,  particularly vola-
tile ones, is water disinfection by chlorination[14,63–65,70–75] for killing pathogenic bacteria. It is a paradox 
that  during this process, harmless and naturally occurring humic and fulvic compounds in water (the 
 so-called  precursors) are converted into organohalogen compounds, which are dangerous to human life 
and health (see Figure 1). The largest group of compounds formed during chlorination comprises triha-
lomethanes (THMs), i.e., trichloromethane (chloroform, the most abundant compound), bromodichlo-
romethane, dibromochloromethane, and tribromomethane. Organobromine compounds are formed 
when the water being chlorinated contains a large amount of bromides or when the chlorine used for 
disinfection is contaminated with bromine. Hypobromous acid formed in the reaction of bromide 
ions with hypochlorous acid reacts with an organic matrix about 200 times faster than hypochlorous 
acid does.[76] The amount and kind of organohalogen compounds formed depend on the water pH, the 
amount of chlorine used, and the content of organic matrix (total organic carbon, TOC) in chlorinated 
water.

Apart from THMs, other organohalogen compounds are formed in the course of chlorination, 
in smaller quantities. Volatile organohalogen compounds such as tetrachloromethane, chloroeth-
ylene, 1,1-dichloroethylene, 1,1,2-tri-chloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, and 
1,2-d ichloroethane are also commonly found in chlorinated water. In addition, more than 100 other 
derivatives after chlorination of humic substances have already been identified, including chlorinated 
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acetone, chlorinated acetonitrile, chloropicrin, chloral, chloroacetic acids, chlorinated ethers, chlo-
rophenols, chlorinated ketones, etc.[71] Koch and Krasner[74] estimated that among organohalogen 
compounds formed during chlorination of water, 77% are THMs, 15% are haloacetic acids, 3% are 
halonitriles, 4% is trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate, and 1% are the remaining compounds. Typical con-
centrations of  trichlorometh-ane (chloroform), the most frequently present compound in chlorinated 
water,  varied from 1 to 30 μg/L. Volatile organohalogen compounds have been determined primarily 
in tap water;[3,63–65,68–76] however, they also occur in surface water, groundwater, rainwater,[65,70,77,78] or 
even in the water and ice of polar regions.[65] Several volatile organohalogen compounds fall into the 
category of known or suspected carcinogens. In Table 4, the carcinogenic potential of organohalogen 
compounds occurring in drinking water and recognized by the EPA[2,4,5] as toxic or carcinogenic is 
presented. The MAC for drinking water varied from 0.3 μg/L for 1,1-dichloroethene (WHO, Norway) 
to 100 μg/L (EU, WHO, EPA, United Kingdom) and 350 μg/ L (Canada) for the total THMs. The MAC 
in the directives of WHO, Poland, and Great Britain for chloroform in tap water is 30 μg/L. Besides the 
groups of compounds discussed above, large amounts of other toxic pollutants, including pesticides, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), crude oil derivatives, phe-
nols, endocrine disruptors, etc., can be present in drinking water. Pesticides enter water either directly 

FIGURE 1 The haloform reaction—THMs formation.
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by their application for mosquito control, or indirectly from drainage of agricultural lands, perme-
ation through soil, erosion, wastewater from pesticide production, municipal wastes (fungicides and 
bac tericides), etc. Consequently, a number of papers have been published confirming the presence of 
pesticides and PCBs not only in  surface waters but also in potable water, particularly in water from wells 
existing in  agricultural areas, in rainwater, as well as in water and ice from polar regions.[66,79–81] For 
humans, the major route of exposure to these pollutants is the gastrointestinal system, mainly by way 
of food (because of bioaccumulation and biomagnification in the food chain), but also through drink-
ing water. Pesticides, PCBs, phenols, and some PAHs are carcinogenic, mutagenic, and  teratogenic, and 
cause cardiovascular,  neurological, and other diseases;[14,20,64,66,69,82] thus, there is a need for continuous 
 monitoring of the degree of pollution by these compounds of potable and surface waters. Owing to the 
possibility of bioaccumulation of organic compounds, even low concentrations can result in poisoning 
of an organism. WHO, the EC, and most countries, including Poland, introduced a MAC for some toxic 
organic compounds present in tap water.[4–9,83] In Table 5, the MACs for toxic organic compounds rec-
ommended by WHO and those established by Poland are listed.[6,9]

Consequently, there is a need for continuous monitoring of the degree of pollution of potable and 
surface waters by toxic anthropogenic organic compounds. To be able to monitor environmental pol-
lutants properly and effectively, analysts need a variety of methods for the isolation and determination 
of these contaminants, taking into account both physical-chemical properties of individual compounds 

TABLE 4 Carcinogenic Potential of Organohalogen Compounds Occurring in Drinking Water and Recognized by 
the U.S. EPA as Toxic or Carcinogenic

Compound
Carcinogenic Potential 

(μg/kg body/day)
Certainty of 

Hazard

Chloromethane 2.5 S
Dichloromethane 2.2 3
Trichloromethane (causes hepatocellular carcinomas and 

liver and kidney tumor in mice, and renal tumor in rats 
after chronic exposure)

11 CA

Tetrachloromethane (induces preneoplastic changes in the 
liver of rats, and liver tumors in male rats and mice)

0.4 CA

Bromodichloromethane 55 S
Dibromochloromethane 250 S
Tribromomethane 1100 S
Dichloroiodomethane 2.2 S
1,2-Dichloroethane 9.4 CA
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 20 S
Vinyl chloride 0.017 CU
Trichloroethylene (causes increases in the incidence of 

hepatocellular carcinomas, pulmonary carcinoma, and 
malignant lymphomas in mice)

1.6 CA

Tetrachloroethene (induces high incidence of nephropathy 
in mice and rats, and hepatocellular carcinomas in mice)

0.73 CA

1,4-Dichlorobenzene 1.4 S
1,3-Dichlorobenzene 88 S
1,2-Dichlorobenzene 6.9 S
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 4.4 S
2,4-Dichlorophenol 1.7 S
Pentachlorophenol 40 S
Polychlorinated biphenyls 53 S

Note: CA, animal carcinogen; CU, human carcinogen; S, suspected carcinogen.
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TABLE 5 WHO Guideline Values for Organic Compounds That Are of Health Significance in Drinking Water 
(In Milligrams per Liter) and the Established Macs for Drinking Water in Poland

Compound WHO Poland Compound WHO Poland

Acrylamide 0.0005 0.0001 Edetic acid (EDTA) 0.6
Alachlor 0.02 0.0001 Endrin 0.0006 0.0001
Aldicarb 0.01 0.0001 Epichlorohydrin 0.0004 0.0001
Aldrin and dialdrin 0.00003 0.0001 Ethylbenzene 0.3
Atrazine 0.002 0.0001 Fenoprop 0.009 0.0001
Benzene 0.01 0.001 Hexachlorobutadiene 0.0006 0.0001
Benzoja jpyrene 0.0007 0.00001 Isoproturon 0.009 0.0001
Bromodichloromethane 0.06 0.015 Lindane 0.002 0.0001
Bromoform 0.1 2-Methyl-4-

chlorophenoxyacetic acid
0.002 0.0001

Carbofuran 0.007 0.0001 Mecoprop 0.01 0.0001
Carbon tetrachloride 0.004 0.002 Metoxychlor 0.02 0.0001
Chlordane 0.0002 0.0001 Metolachlor 0.0001
Chloroform 0.3 0.03 Microcystin LR 0.001 0.001
Chlorotoluron 0.03 0.0001 Molinate 0.006 0.0001
Chlorpyrifos 0.03 0.0001 Monochloramine 3
Cyanazine 0.0006 0.0001 Monochloracetate 0.02
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 0.03 0.0001 Nitrilotriacetic acid 0.2
Dichlorodiphenylotrichloroethane 

and metabolites
0.001 0.0001 N-Nitrosodiethylamine 0.1

Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 0.008 0.02 Pendimethalin 0.02 0.0001
Dibromoacetonitrile 0.07 Pentachlorophenol 0.009
Dibromochloromethane 0.1 Permethrin 0.3 0.0001
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 0.001 Perlproxylen 0.3
1,2-Dibromomethane 0.0004 Simazine 0.002 0.0001
Dichloroacetate 0.05 Styrene 0.02
Dichloroacetonitrile 0.02 2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxyacetic 

acid
0.009

1,2-Dichlorobenzene 1 Terbuthylazine 0.007 0.0001
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 0.3 Toluene 0.7
1,2-Dichloroethane 0.03 0.003 Trichloroacetate 0.2
1,2-Dichloroethene 0.05 Tetrachloroethene 0.04 0.01
Dichloromethane 0.02 Trichloroethene 0.02
1,2-Dichloropropane 0.04 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 0.2 0.2
1,3-Dichloropropene 0.02 Trichloromethanes, total 1 0.15
Dichloroprop 0.1 0.0001 Vinyl chloride 0.0003 0.0005
Dimethoate 0.006 0.0001 Xylenes 0.5
1,4-Dioxane 0.05 Pesticides, total 0.0005

Concentration in  
Drinking Water  

(mg/L)

Concentration in 
Drinking Water 

(mg/L)

Recommended  
MAC

Recommended 
MAC
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and groups of compounds and the characteristics of the matrices in which these compounds occur. 
Volatile organohalogen compounds, pesticides, and other organic pollutants occur in water at relatively 
low concentration levels; thus, there is a need for the isolation of organic compounds from a complex 
aqueous matrix and their preconcentration.

Methods of isolation and preconcentration of organic compounds from water are closely associ-
ated with the kind of analytes, their volatility, polarity, stability, water solubility, solubility in organic 
solvents, etc. Numerous techniques for the isolation and enrichment of organic analytes have been 
developed, the most common ones being solvent extraction, solid sorbent extraction, techniques uti-
lizing the distribution of solute among the liquid and the gaseous phase (headspace, purging), as well 
as less commonly used techniques such as freezing out, lyophilization, vacuum distillation, steam dis-
tillation, and membrane processes (reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration, dialysis).[53–58,61–70,84–91] A schematic 
diagram of utilization of various isolation techniques for the determination of organic compounds in 
water is shown in Figure 2. The only method of determination of organohalogen compounds in water 
that avoids the isolation and preconcentration step uses direct injection of an aqueous sample onto 
a GC  column and an electron capture detector (direct aqueous injection-electron capture detection, 
 DAI-ECD).[63,65,70,92–97] This method requires a special injector allowing cold on-column injection and 
special  capillary columns (see Figure 3). Cooling of the injector prevents sample evaporation from the 
needle of a syringe before its withdrawal. The DAI-ECD technique has been successfully used for the 
determination of volatile organohalogen compounds containing one or two carbon atoms (the products 

FIGURE 2 A general procedure for the analysis of trace organic pollutants in water.
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of chlorination of humic substances; THMs) in tap water and surface water.[63,65,90,92–96] The method 
avoids the problems associated with incomplete recovery of the analytes during their isolation from 
the aqueous phase, the effect of potential contaminants when using solvent or solid-phase extraction, 
and losses of the analytes during the enrichment step. The main advantages of DAI-ECD include its 
si mplicity (no  isolation and  preconcentration methods are necessary), repeatability, reduction of the 
p ossibility of sample  contamination, and low detection limits (0.015–0.6 μg/L depending on the per-
centage of  halogen in the compound). The detection limit of the method is related to the amount of the 
analyte in the sample injected onto the column and the volatility of the analytes.

For final determination, GC with specific detectors such as ECD, nitrogen-phosphorus detector 
(NPD), flame photometric detector, atomic emission detector (AED), and electrolytic conductivity 
detector (ELCD), or GC with universal detectors such as flame ionization detector (FID) or mass spec-
trometry (MS) is used. Liquid chromatography methods with ultraviolet (UV), MS, diode-array (DAD), 
electrochemical, or fluorescent detectors are also often used.[53–58,62,63,65–68,92–96] In Figure 2, two main 
ways of determining organic compounds in water are shown: determination of individual compounds 
or of total parameters. Total parameters such as total organic carbon or halogen (TOC, TOX), dissolved 

FIGURE 3 Schematic diagram of non-vaporizing septum-less, cold on-column injector: 1—the oven wall; 2—the 
secondary air cooling; 3—the principal air cooling system; 4—the carrier gas inlet; 5—the stainless steel rotating 
valve; 6—the valve seal; 7—the syringe; 8—the valve lever; 9—the upper part of injector; 10—the column seal; 
11—the bottom part of injector; 12—the cooling jacket; 13—the capillary column.
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organic carbon or halogen (DOC, DOX), and suspended organic carbon or halogen (SOC, SOX) are 
used to characterize the content of organic compounds in water. Other parameters are defined in terms 
of the method of isolation of an organic fraction from water: volatile (VOC, VOX) or purgeable (POC, 
POX), extractable (EOC, EOX), and adsorbable (AOC, AOX) organic carbon or halogen. However, total 
parameters measuring the carbon content in an organic fraction are not particularly suitable as an esti-
mate of anthropogenic water pollutants and their hazard to human health since a decisive majority of 
organic compounds in water are biogenic.

Characteristics of Some Water Bacteria 
and Pathogens in Drinking Water

Natural non-contaminated groundwater and surface water contain relatively low numbers of micro-
organisms. In general, groundwater has fewer bacteria than surface water. Microbial abundance and 
species composition depend on the depth of water-bearing stratum, soil type, and the geological struc-
ture and sanitary conditions in the given area. Aquatic bacteria are both autochthonic and allochtonic 
organisms. Autochthonic organisms, the so-called local microbes, reside permanently in the waters of a 
given water body, while allochtonic (alien) organisms are transferred into the water basin from the atmo-
sphere and soil and through municipal and industrial wastewaters. Autochthonic microflora consists 
of autotrophic bacteria that are capable of photo- and chemosynthesis. It also includes heterotrophic 
organisms that cannot synthesize their own food. Purple as well as green bacteria are among the pho-
tosynthesizing autotrophs. Chemosynthetic bacteria are represented by nitrifying bacteria, iron- and 
sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, and hydrogen bacteria. Many species of autochthonic bacteria are heterotro-
phic organisms that feed exclusively on non-organic matter of allochthonous origin. Typical hetero-
trophic bacteria belong to the genera Pseudomonas, Spirocheta, Vibrio, and Aeromonas. Allochthonic 
organisms are mostly heterotrophic. They consist of saprophytes (feeding on organic compounds that 
are the products of decomposing remnants of plants and animals) as well as parasites (feeding at the 
expense of other live organisms). The most abundant saprophytic group is represented by a rod-shaped 
species such as Escherichia coli, Aerobacter aerogenes, and Serratia marcescens. Moreover, the rods from 
the genera Bacillus and Clostridium that become transferred from soil into the natural waters during 
rainfall can be classified as allochtonic aquatic bacteria. Water, which is not the natural environment 
of disease-causing microorganisms, plays a very important role in the process of their transfer. In cases 
when infectious diseases occur among the general public or when people become disease carriers, it 
is possible that potable water can become contaminated with the excrements of infected humans. The 
use of such water for drinking or food preparation and the exposure to it during washing may result in 
infection. The survival times of disease-causing organisms in the aquatic environment depend on many 
factors, inter alia, the pH of water, UV radiation, the presence of chemical compounds, and the level of 
water contamination. The main source of disease-causing microorganisms in natural waters is waste-
water of human and animal origin. Pathogenic bacteria that become transferred into the water bodies 
through excrements, wastewater, and runoff from the fields are mainly related to digestive tract disor-
ders in humans and animals.[98–100] The most typical bacteria of this kind come from the rod-shaped 
genus Salmonella and cause a variety of digestive system infections. The main genera of disease-causing 
bacteria that are transferred by water and the diseases caused by these bacteria are presented in Table 6. 
In water delivered by the water supply system, there can be microorganisms that have no influence on 
human health but form a film or membrane on the inside of the pipeline walls. The growth of such bac-
teria has a detrimental effect on water quality. A typical manifestation of biological fouling inside the 
water supply system is the altered color, turbidity, and undesirable taste and smell of water. In addition, 
the parameters of water exploitation may worsen owing to microbiological corrosion, plugging of the 
water-bearing stratum, and the lowered efficiency of the well.
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Microbiological Research Methods for 
Analysis of Drinking Water

The danger of humans contracting infections from water necessitates the permanent sanitary control 
of drinking water by bacteriologists and hygienists. Simple methods that can indicate the presence of 
pathogenic organisms are used because indirect methods are laborious and time consuming. Currently, 
in routine studies, intermediate methods based on indicative bacteria are used. The organism indicative 
of contamination has to comply with the following conditions:

• It has to be a permanent inhabitant of the intestine that occurs in large numbers
• It cannot be a pathogenic bacterium
• It cannot form spores
• It cannot multiply in water
• should be easy to detect
• It has to exist longer than pathogens in the natural environment (water, soil)
• It should be removed during the water conditioning in a similar way as the pathogen organisms

Water samples for microbiological analysis must always be collected in a sterile container. The samples 
should be refrigerated and transported to the testing laboratory as soon as possible. Fecal contamination 
of water can be determined by the presence of fecal coliforms or enterococci in a water sample by the 
multiple-tube technique. The bacteria can also be detected by the membrane filtration technique. The 
membrane filtration technique is based on the entrapment of the bacterial cells by a membrane filter 
(pore size, 0.22 or 0.45 μm). After filtration, the membrane with the microorganisms is placed on a petri 
dish containing the appropriate medium and incubated. After incubation at the correct temperature 
and time, characteristic colonies on the membrane surface are counted. Confirmatory tests are carried 
out where necessary. The membrane filtration method is especially useful for testing drinking water 
because large volumes of sample can be analyzed in a short time. The main indicating organisms of 
water fecal contaminations are E. coli, lacto-positive bacteria, coliform bacteria, thermotolerant E. coli 
types, fecal enterococcus, and Clostridium species. Several of the above-mentioned indicator conditions 
are fulfilled by E. coli and, to a lesser extent, by coliform bacteria and thermotolerant E. coli types. E. coli 
belongs to the family Enterobacteriaceae. It is a small, non-spore-forming, gram-negative, rod-shaped 
bacterium. It lives in the large intestine of humans and animals, where its density reaches a maximum of 
109 cells per gram of fecal matter. These bacteria are grown at temperatures of 44–45°C on complex cul-
ture media. Usually, they are able to ferment lactose and mannitol with formation of acid and aldehyde, 
and they are able to produce indole from tryptophan. E. coli possesses two enzymes: β-galactosidase and 
β-glucoronidase; however, it does not form oxidase and does not hydrolyze urea. Lacto-positive bacteria 
are able to form colonies in aerobic conditions at 36 ± 3°C on culture medium with lactose, with acid 

TABLE 6 Main Kinds of Pathogenic Bacteria Found in Water and the Diseases They Cause

No. Pathogenic Bacteria Diseases

1 Rod-shaped Salmonella Abdominal typhoid fever, Paratyphoid fever, salmonellosis
2 Rod-shaped Shigella Bacterial dysentery
3 Curved rods Vibrio cholerae Cholera
4 Francisella tularensis Tularemia
5 Spirochaeta from Leptospira genus Spirochetal jaundice, leptospirosis
6 Rod-shaped Escherichia coli Acute dysentery, infection sticks of colon
7 Legionella pneumophila Acute pneumonia, Legionnaires’ disease
8 Aerobic, spore-forming bacilli Bacillus Corneal abrasion, ankylosing spondylitis, feed poisoning, anthrax
9 Rod-shaped Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
10 Yersinia enterocolitica Yersiniosis
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formation. Coliform bacteria are non-spore-forming, oxidase-negative, gram-negative, rod-shaped bac-
teria that are able to ferment, at 35–37°C, lactose to acids and aldehydes within 24–48 hr. Thermotolerant 
E. coli types are able to ferment lactose at 44–45°C. Enterobacter, Citrobacter, and Klebsiella also belong 
to this group. Coliform bacteria do not have to be directly connected with fecal contamination or with 
the occurrence of pathogens in drinking water. They could be present in drippings, in nutrient-rich 
water, in soil, and in decayed vegetable residues. These bacteria cannot occur in conditioned drinking 
water. Their presence in water suggests improper conditioning of water, secondary contamination, and 
excessive content of nutrient substances in conditioned water. These bacteria could be exploited as an 
indicator of the effectiveness of water conditioning. The frequency of indicative bacteria is determined 
to set the coliform titer—the lowest volume of water (milliliters) in which these bacteria are detected. 
According to ISO standards, the final Result is given as an index of coliform bacteria of E. coli in 100 mL 
of water tested. Fecal enterococci are spherical or oval, catalase-negative, gram-positive bacteria, occur-
ring as a short chain. They can reduce 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolic chloride to formazine and hydrolyze 
esculin at 44°C. They express D Lancefield antigen. The term fecal Enterococcus refers to those bacte-
ria that occur in droppings of humans. Fecal enterococci that are not found in droppings of humans 
but occur in droppings of animals do not belong to the fecal enterococcus group. They die quickly in 
the external environment, faster than many pathogenic bacteria. The presence of fecal enterococcus 
in water can indicate fresh contamination of water; thus, it also proves the potential menace of patho-
genic bacteria. Because these bacteria are resistant to drying, they could be helpful in routine control 
of water quality carried out after new water supply systems are built or after their repair. After E. coli, 
they could be the second fecal enterococcus that can be used as an indicative organism of contamina-
tion. Clostridial bacteria are sulfite-reducing, gram-positive, spore-forming bacilli that can survive in 
soil and water for a long time (even for many years). They are usually found in droppings, but they can 
originate from other sources. These bacteria are grown at 37°C. Breeding of these species can indicate 
a very “old” water contamination, after the death of all pathogenic bacteria. The spores of Clostridium 
are resistant to disinfection; thus, their presence in disinfected water may indicate a shortcoming in 
water conditioning. These bacteria are not recommended for the routine monitoring of water quality 
or detecting fresh contamination because of their length of survival. Clostridium might be present for a 
long time after the appearance of the contamination and far away from the place of this contamination. 
In sanitary analysis of drinking water, besides the presence of indicative bacteria, the general number of 
psychrophilic and mesophilic bacteria in 1 mL of water is determined. Culturing of psychrophilic bac-
teria is carried out on a solid agar culture medium for 72 hr at 22°C—the optimum conditions for these 
bacteria. A large quantity of these bacteria can indicate the inflow of organic substances to water, which 
creates favorable conditions for the growth of saprophytic bacteria. Culturing of mesophilic bacteria is 
performed on a solid agar culture medium for 24 h or 48 h at 37°C. The thermal optimum for these bac-
teria is the temperature of the human body, 37°C. The overall quantity of mesophilic bacteria consists 
of effluent bacteria and some soil bacteria. Their presence in water is a proof that contamination with 
domestic sewage and industrial waters has occurred.
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Water: Surface

Victor de Vlaming

Introduction

In numerous aquatic ecosystems across the United States losses of biodiversity and significant popula-
tion declines of multiple species have been documented over the past 40 years. These aquatic ecosystems 
are imperiled due to human activities such as habitat destruction, damming and diversion of waters, 
introduction of exotic species, and release of toxic concentrations of chemicals, including pesticides, 
into surface waters.

Pesticide Use

Quantities of pesticides used in the United States have increased approximately 50-fold since the 1960s 
such that more than a billion pounds of pesticide active ingredients are used each year.[1] Hundreds of 
different pesticides have been developed for application in agricultural and other settings to control 
weeds, insects, fungus, and other pests. The characteristics of pesticides have evolved over the past 
30 years from chemicals such as the organochlorines (OC) that are very persistent in the environment 
but tend to have relatively low toxicity, to chemicals such as organophosphorus (OP) and carbamate 
insecticides that are toxic at very low concentrations (e.g., parts per trillion) but generally are not very 
persistent. The majority of pesticide use is agricultural (70%–80% of total), but there is also use in urban 
areas for gardens, lawns, homes, and buildings, as well as in forestry, along roads and railways, and in 
various industrial and commercial situations.

Pesticide Transport and Patterns of Occurrence

Unfortunately pesticides do not always remain where they are applied. Off-site movement occurs irre-
spective of applications made according to label instructions. Off-site movement can occur by aerial 
drift of sprays, by evaporation, in storm and irrigation water runoff, and by seepage. Surface waters are 
vulnerable to pesticide contamination because most agricultural and urban areas drain into streams 
and rivers. Since pesticides are designed to be lethal to organisms, they pose a significant risk to biota 
when they enter aquatic ecosystems. Many of the currently used pesticides are so lethal that runoff of 
less than 1% of the quantities applied in a watershed into surface waters can have profound effects on 
aquatic biota.
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The most extensive program for monitoring surface waters for chemical contaminants in the United 
States is the National Water-Quality Assessment (NAWQA) Program of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Initiated in 1991, the focus in NAWQA has been on major watersheds distributed throughout the United 
States, encompassing 60%–70% of national water use. Pesticides have been one of NAWQA’s top priori-
ties. Much of the information summarized below was collected in the NAWQA program.[1−3]

Pesticides have been detected in every region of the United States where surface waters were analyzed 
for these chemicals. Although no individual study analyzed for every pesticide, a wide variety of pesti-
cides including insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides have been identified in surface waters through-
out the United States. The distribution of pesticides in surface waters generally follows geographic and 
seasonal agricultural patterns and also the influence of urban areas. That is, frequency of detections 
and highest concentrations are recorded in streams and rivers where agriculture is a major land use and 
pesticide use is intense. In most agricultural areas, the highest concentrations of pesticides occur as sea-
sonal pulses, with duration of a few weeks to several months. Frequency of occurrence and highest con-
centrations also are associated with seasonal application patterns, being greatest coincident with or after 
applications. In urban-dominated streams, seasonal patterns are less obvious, pesticide concentrations 
being elevated for longer periods. In these urban streams, insecticides are detected at higher frequencies 
and concentrations than in streams draining agricultural areas. The largest areas where high quantities 
of pesticides are applied to crops occur in California, Florida, the Midwest, the lower Mississippi River 
Valley, and the coastal areas of the Southeast.

Herbicides are detected more frequently, and at the highest concentrations, than other pesticides in 
surface waters. Considering data collected from across the United States, herbicides occurring most 
frequently and at the highest concentrations are atrazine, simazine, metolachlor, prometon, DEA, ala-
chlor, and cyanozine. The insecticides measured most frequently and at the highest concentrations are 
diazinon, chlorpyrifos, carbaryl, carbofuran, and malathion.

Pesticides are encountered most often and at elevated concentrations in streams and rivers draining 
agricultural areas just prior to and during the growing season. Also, a greater number of pesticides 
occur in surface waters coincident with these periods. These mixtures of pesticides have a potential for 
additive and synergistic adverse impacts on aquatic ecosystem health. An exposure pattern that is devel-
oping is one of long-term exposure to relatively low concentrations of pesticide mixtures punctuated 
with seasonal pulses of high concentrations, the effects of which are not currently known.

Off-site movement is a critical issue with regard to pesticide contamination of aquatic ecosystems. 
The relationship between quantities of pesticides applied (amount per unit area and total area of applica-
tion) and detection frequency, as well as concentrations in surface waters was stated above. While this 
is a general principle, it does not apply to all pesticides and situations. Some pesticides, which are used 
rather extensively in agriculture, are seldom detected in surface waters. This low detection rate in sur-
face waters relates to physical/chemical and/or degradation properties. Some such properties can result 
in pesticides adsorbing to particles (organic or soil) that may reduce off-site movement while different 
properties of other pesticides favor rapid degradation.

One might conclude that use of pesticides with a lower potential for off-site movement would reduce 
risk of impacting aquatic ecosystem health. While there is some truth in this idea, such physical/chemi-
cal properties often render pesticides more persistent. Furthermore, organic and soil particles to which 
pesticides are adsorbed can be transported by erosion (associated with rainfall, irrigation, or wind) 
into streams and rivers. Pesticides adsorbed to particles can settle into surface water sediments and 
have deleterious effects on bottom-dwelling organisms. Such physical/chemical properties also tend to 
result in bioaccumulation by aquatic organisms. These pesticides can bioaccumulate in aquatic species 
to levels that are detrimental and/or biomagnified to adverse levels in the food chain as contaminated 
organisms are eaten.

Examination of fish and bivalve tissues reveal that they are being exposed to a variety of bioaccumu-
lable pesticides in both agricultural- and urban-dominated waterways. Residues of some pesticides in 
fish tissues can be such that they are harmful to human health. Organochlorine (e.g., DDT, chlordane), 
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pyrethroid, and other hydrophobic insecticides are examples of pesticides that adsorb to organic materi-
als, are persistent, bioaccumulate, and biomagnify. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of information on 
what pesticide tissue residue levels are deleterious to organisms or to other species that eat them.

Effects of Pesticides

The occurrence of pesticides in surface waters of the United States is widespread. What is the signifi-
cance of this phenomenon? Adverse effects of chemicals, including pesticides, are determined by con-
centration, as well as by duration and frequency of exposure. The federal Clean Water Act (CWA) was 
enacted to protect human and aquatic organism health, requiring that no chemical can occur in surface 
waters at toxic concentrations. CWA requirements are implemented through enforceable water quality 
standards for specific chemicals and toxicity. Water quality standards and criteria have been established 
by various agencies for only a few pesticides. These standards and criteria are an estimate of a chemical 
concentration in water below which detrimental effects are not expected to occur. Comparing concen-
trations of a chemical in surface water to such standards and criteria provides an indication of potential 
antagonistic impacts on aquatic biota.

Standards for human health apply to treated drinking water supplied by community agencies. 
Therefore, the standards do not apply directly to most surface waters. While these standards do not 
pertain to concentrations of pesticides in surface waters, they do afford a benchmark to which measured 
pesticide concentrations can be compared. Chemical analyses of surface water samples do not include 
all pesticides; however, few pesticides included in analyses were detected at concentrations exceeding 
any drinking water standards. The pesticides most often exceeding standards are the triazine and acet-
anilide herbicides, atrazine, alachlor, cyanazine, and simizine.[1] Some, but not all, treatments of water 
to be used for drinking destroy or remove these herbicides.

For the more than 120 pesticides detected in surface waters there exist only 13 U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency criteria developed for the protection of aquatic ecosystem health. For most currently 
used insecticides and for all herbicides there are no criteria for the protection of aquatic life. Canada has 
a larger number of aquatic life criteria, which are more stringent than U.S. criteria. U.S. pesticide aquatic 
life criteria are commonly exceeded in streams and rivers collecting from agricultural lands and/ or 
urban areas. Aquatic life criteria of four OP insecticides, azinphos-methyl, chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and 
malathion are the most frequently exceeded by concentrations in surface waters. Data collected from 
across the United States indicate that azinphos-methyl and chlorpyrifos exceed aquatic life criteria for 
more days per year than other insecticides monitored.[1,3] Major concerns regarding OP insecticides are 
that they are toxic to aquatic species at very low concentrations, different OPs repeatedly co-occur in 
surface waters, and their toxicity is additive.

In some regions of the country, where their use is high, carbamate insecticides are threats to aquatic 
biota. More than 20 years after being banned, OC insecticides continue to be detected in surface waters 
and sediments at concentrations that exceed aquatic life criteria. Especially in streams and rivers drain-
ing agricultural areas, but also in urbandominated streams, two or more pesticides often cooccur at 
concentrations that exceed their respective aquatic life criteria. Several studies from across the country 
reported high occurrences of diseased, deformed, and highly parasitized fish, as well as fish with a high 
incidence of tumors in surface waters where pesticide concentrations exceed aquatic life criteria and/or 
are elevated.

Measuring pesticide concentrations in surface waters does not furnish direct information of bioavail-
ability (the percentage of the analytically measured amount of a chemical that produces toxic effects) 
or toxicity to aquatic biota. Toxicity testing of surface waters provides a direct measure of capacity of 
these waters to support healthy aquatic organisms. Standardized toxicity tests with aquatic species are 
available that measure lethal and sublethal (e.g., inhibition of reproduction, growth, etc.), effects. As 
a diagnostic tool for assessing water quality, toxicity testing has several merits. Toxicity tests afford 
an integrative measure of adverse effects of chemicals on organism health and viability, as well as the 
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bioavailabity of chemicals.[4] Also, results of these toxicity tests have been reliable predictors of impacts 
on aquatic ecosystem biota. Chemical analyses of water cannot provide such information.

Statewide monitoring programs in California have disclosed that, on a seasonal basis, agricultural- 
and urban-influenced streams and rivers are lethal to test species.[4,5] Complex toxicological, chemical, 
and physical procedures (toxicity identification evaluation-TIE) that specifically identify the chemical(s) 
causing toxicity demonstrated that the pesticides most commonly responsible for the surface water tox-
icity are diazinon and chlorpyrifos. Carbofuran, malathion, carbaryl, methyl-parathion, thiobencarb, 
diuron, and molinate also have been shown to be causes of toxicity in California’s surface waters. These 
surface water toxicity testing programs are not common in other regions of the United States. Such sur-
face water toxicity is likely to occur in most urban streams and in surface waters collecting runoff from 
areas where agriculture is the predominant land use and where pesticides are used intensively.

Gaps in Knowledge

Pesticide adverse impacts on aquatic ecosystem health throughout the United States are most likely 
underestimated for several reasons. 1) The number of U.S. streams and rivers thoroughly monitored is 
very limited so that the distribution and extent of pesticide contamination is unknown. 2) Most inves-
tigations have been incomplete for one or more reasons, including too few sampling sites, sample col-
lection was in frequent, and study duration was abbreviated. 3) None of these monitoring investigations 
included the complete range of pesticides that could impact aquatic biota. 4) Analytical detection limits 
for pesticides have been a problem in assessing detrimental effects on aquatic ecosystem health. In most 
monitoring projects analytical detection limits for many pesticides were higher than known toxic effects 
on aquatic species, as well as above aquatic life criteria. 5) Sublethal and delayed effects of pesticides, 
including bioaccumulation and biomagnification responses, generally are not evaluated. For example, 
several pesticides, including alachlor, atrazine, 2,4-D, metribuzin, trifluralin, aldicarb, carbaryl, para-
thion, some pyrethroids, benomyl, mancozeb, maneb, zineb, and ziram, commonly used in U.S. agri-
culture, have been shown to disrupt endocrine systems in some aquatic species.[6,7] Existing aquatic 
species toxicity screening procedures are inadequate for assessing endocrine disruption. 6) Seldom are 
indirect effects considered. For example, direct adverse effects on zooplankton during a period when 
they are critical food for larval fish could indirectly impact fish populations. 7) As stated above, aquatic 
organisms are exposed to pesticide mixtures in many watersheds across the United States. Assessments 
of impacts infrequently involve analysis of exposures to multiple chemicals.

Pesticides, especially insecticides, are having widespread impacts on surface water quality and aquatic 
ecosystem health throughout the United States. To reduce risks of pesticide impacts on aquatic ecosys-
tem health, measures should be identified, developed, and implemented to eliminate or reduce off-site 
movement of these chemicals. More extensive and thorough monitoring of pesticides and of toxicity 
caused by these chemicals is advisable to assess the extent of pesticide-caused water quality degradation, 
as well as the effectiveness of remediation projects.
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Introduction

Wetland is a universal term used to describe the collection of flooded or saturated environments that 
have been referred to as marshes, swamps, bogs, fens, salinas, pocosins, mangroves, wet meadows, sum-
plands, salt flats, varzea forests, igapo forests, bottomlands, sedgelands, moors, mires, potholes, sloughs, 
mangals, palm oases, playas, muskegs, and other regional and local names. It has been defined as a basis 
for inventorying these natural resources, for conducting scientific studies, and, in some countries, for 
regulating uses of these areas. Given that wetlands include a diverse assemblage of ecosystems, clas-
sification schemes have been developed to separate and describe these different systems and to group 
similar habitats. Wetlands provide a number of functions that are considered valuable to society (e.g., 
surface water storage to minimize flood damages, sediment retention and nutrient transformation to 
improve water quality, shoreline stabilization, streamflow maintenance, and provision of vital habitat 
for fish, shellfish, wildlife, and plants that yield food and fiber for people). Because of these values and 
the widespread recognition of wetlands as important natural resources, numerous wetland definitions 
and classification systems have been developed to inventory these resources around the globe. The pur-
pose of this entry is to provide readers with an understanding of what wetlands are (wetland defini-
tion), how they vary globally (wetland types), and their extent as determined by various inventories. 
This entry should serve as a starting point for learning about wetlands, with the listed references being 
sources of more detailed information.

Wetland Definitions

Wetlands are aquatic to semiaquatic ecosystems where permanent or periodic inundation or prolonged 
waterlogging creates conditions favoring the establishment of aquatic life. Wetlands are often located 
between land and water and have, therefore, been referred to as ecotones (i.e., transitional communities). 
However, many wetlands are not ecotones between land and water, since they are not associated with a 
river, lake, estuary, or stream.[1] Wetlands may derive water from many sources, including groundwater, 
river overflow, surface water runoff, precipitation, snowmelt, tides, melting permafrost, and seepage 
from impoundments or irrigation projects.

While the term “wetland” has many definitions, all definitions have common elements (see Table 1; 
some definitions even include deepwater habitats.). The presence of water in wetlands may be permanent 
or temporary. Their water may be salty or fresh. Wetlands may be natural habitats or artificially created. 
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They range from shallow water environments to temporarily wet (i.e., flooded or saturated) areas. All 
are wet long enough and often enough to, at least, periodically support hydrophytic vegetation and other 
aquatic life (including anaerobic microbes), to create hydric soils or substrates, and to activate biogeo-
chemical processes associated with wet environments.

Wetland Types

Differences in climate, soils, vegetation, hydrology, water chemistry, nutrient availability, and other fac-
tors have led to the formation of a multitude of wetland types around the globe. In general, wetlands 
are characterized by their hydrology (e.g., tidal vs. nontidal, inundation vs. soil saturation, frequency 
and duration of wetness), the presence or absence of vegetation (vegetated vs. nonvegetated), the type 
of vegetation (forested or treed, shrub, emergent, or aquatic bed), and soil type (e.g., organic vs. inor-
ganic, peatland vs. nonpeatland). Table 2 presents brief descriptions of some North American types and 
Figure 1 shows examples of vegetated wetlands.

Various countries have devised classification systems for describing differences among their wet-
lands and for categorizing wetlands for natural resources inventories. Scientists have created systems 
to organize certain wetlands into meaningful groups for analysis and management (e.g., peatland clas-
sifications; see Tiner[1] for details). In 1998, the Ramsar Convention Bureau published a multinational 
classification system to provide consistency for inventorying wetlands and designating wetlands of 
international importance.[2] This system includes 11 types of marine or coastal wetlands (i.e., shallow 
water and intertidal habitats: permanent shallow marine waters; marine subtidal aquatic beds; coral 
reefs; rocky marine shores; sand; shingle or pebble shores; estuarine waters; intertidal mud, sand, or salt 
flats; intertidal marshes; intertidal forests; coastal brackish/saline lagoons; coastal freshwater lagoons). 
This system also includes 19 inland wetland types (i.e., permanently flooded aquatic habitats to inter-
mittently flooded sites are represented: permanent inland deltas; permanent rivers/streams/creeks; 
seasonal, intermittent, or irregular rivers/streams/creeks; permanent freshwater lakes; seasonal or inter-
mittent freshwater lakes; seasonal or intermittent saline/brackish/alkaline lakes and flats; permanent 
saline/brackish/alkaline marshes and pools; seasonal or intermittent saline/brackish/alkaline marshes 
and pools; permanent freshwater marshes and pools; seasonal or intermittent freshwater marshes and 
pools; nonforested peat-lands; alpine wetlands including meadows and temporary snowmelt waters; 
tundra wetlands; shrubby-dominated wetlands; freshwater tree-dominated wetlands on inorganic soils; 
forested peatlands; freshwater springs and oases; geothermal wetlands; and subterranean karst and cave 
hydrological systems). Lastly, nine man-made wetland types (aquaculture ponds; ponds; irrigated land 

TABLE 1 Examples of Wetland Definitions Used for Inventories

Country/Organization Wetland Definition [Source]

International/Ramsar “areas of marsh, fen, peatland, or water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or temporary, 
with water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish, or salt, including areas of marine water the 
depth of which at low tide does not exceed 6 m ……. may incorporate riparian and coastal 
zone adjacent to wetlands, and islands or bodies of marine water deeper than 6 m at low tide 
lying within the wetlands.”[2]

Australia “areas of seasonally, intermittently, or permanently waterlogged soils or inundated land, 
whether natural or artificial, fresh or saline, e.g., waterlogged soils, ponds, billabongs, lakes, 
swamps, tidal flats, estuaries, rivers, and their tributaries.[12]

Canada “land that is saturated with water long enough to promote wetland or aquatic processes as 
indicated by poorly drained soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and various kinds of biological 
activity which are adapted to a wet environment.”[3]

U.S. “lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or 
near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water.” Wetland attributes include 
hydrophytic vegetation, undrained hydric soil, or saturated or flooded substrates.[4]

Source: Photos courtesy of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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including rice paddies; seasonally flooded agricultural land; salt exploitation sites; water storage areas 
including impoundments generally more than 8ha; excavations; wastewater treatment areas; and canals 
and drainage channels) are also included in the system.

In North America, the Canadian and United States wetland classification systems were developed 
by government agencies interested in wetland conservation and management. The Canadian system 
emphasizes wetland origin (class), form, and vegetation in describing the wetland types.[3] Five wetland 
classes are recognized: bog, fen, marsh, swamp, and shallow water. Within each class, different forms 
and types are characterized. Eight general vegetation types are defined by the presence or absence of 
vegetation (treed, shrub, forb, graminoid, moss, lichen, aquatic bed, and nonvegetated). These types 
may be subdivided into other types (e.g., treed into coniferous or deciduous, shrub into tall, low, and 
mixed, graminoids into grass, reed, tall rush, low rush, and sedge, aquatic bed into floating and sub-
merged). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s wetland and deepwater habitat classification[4] is the offi-
cial federal system used for mapping wetlands and for reporting the status and trends of wetlands in 
the U.S. The features separating wetlands include general ecological and physical factors and specific 
features such as vegetation, soil/substrate composition, hydrology, water chemistry, and human altera-
tions. Classification follows a hierarchical approach with five main levels designated: ecological system 
(marine, estuarine, lacustrine, riverine, and palustrine), subsystem, class (vegetated: forested, scrub-
shrub, emergent, and aquatic bed; nonvegetated: unconsolidated shore, rocky shore, streambed, and 
reef), subclass, and modifiers. The modifiers are used to describe a wetland’s hydrology (water regime), 
pH and salinity (water chemistry), soils, and the influence of humans and beaver (special modifiers). 
Common types include estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands (e.g., salt and brackish marshes), estua-
rine intertidal unconsolidated shore (e.g., tidal flats and beaches), palustrine emergent wetlands (e.g., 
marshes, fens, and wet meadows), palustrine forested wetlands, and palustrine scrub-shrub wetlands 
(e.g., shrub bogs and shrub swamps).

A hydrogeomorphic approach (HGM) to wetland classification has also been developing in the 
U.S.[5] The HGM system emphasizes abiotic features important for assessing wetland functions. Seven 

TABLE 2 Brief Nontechnical Descriptions of Some Wetland Types in North America

Wetland Type General Description

Marsh Herb-dominated wetland with standing water through all or most of the year, often with 
organic (muck) soils

Tidal marsh Herb-dominated wetland subject to periodic tidal flooding
Salt marsh Herb-dominated wetland occurring on saline soils, typically in estuaries and interior arid 

regions
Swamp Wetland dominated by woody vegetation and usually wet for extended periods during the 

growing season
Mangrove swamp (Mangal) Tidal swamp dominated by mangrove species
Peatland, mire, moor, or 

muskeg
Peat-dominated wetland

Bog Nutrient-poor peatland, typically characterized by ericaceous shrubs, other woody species, 
and peat mosses

Fen More or less nutrient-rich peatland, often represented by sedges and/or calciphilous herbs and 
woody species

Wet meadow Herb-dominated wetland that may be seasonally flooded or saturated for extended periods, 
often with mineral hydric soils

Bottomland Riverside or streamside wetland, usually on floodplain
Flatwood Forested wetland with poorly drained mineral hydric soils located on broad flat terrain of 

interstream divides, common on coastal plains and glaciolacustrine plains
Farmed wetland Wetland cultivated for rice, cranberries, sugar cane, mints, or other crops

Note: These types may be defined differently in other regions.
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hydromorphic classes are identified: riverine, depressional, slope, mineral soil flats, organic soil flats, 
lacustrine fringe, and estuarine fringe. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has adapted the HGM approach 
to provide additional modifiers to its classification system on a pilot basis. These HGM-type descriptors 
include landscape position (i.e., lotic, lentic, terrene, estuarine, and marine), landform (i.e., slope, basin, 

FIGURE 1 Some examples of North American wetlands: (a) tidal salt marsh, (b) inland marsh, (c) pothole marsh, 
(d) wet meadow/shrub swamp, (e) northern peatland, (f) bottomland swamp, (g) hardwood swamp, and (h) flat-
wood wetland.
Source: Photos courtesy of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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interfluve, floodplain, flat, island, and fringe), and water flow path (i.e., inflow, outflow, throughflow, 
bidirectional flow, isolated, and paludified).[6] These descriptors provide the required information to aid 
the evaluation of functions of wetlands across watersheds and large geographic areas.

Extent of Wetlands

Comprehensive wetland inventories do not exist in most countries. There are many inconsistencies among 
the inventories (e.g., different levels of effort, focus on particular types, and artificial wetlands such as rice 
paddies are often not included in wetland inventories).[7] Consequently, comparative analysis is fraught with 
problems. Nonetheless, Table 3 provides some perspective on the extent of wetlands in many regions. Most 
of the data came from a series of reports produced for the Bureau of the Ramsar Wetlands Convention.[8] 
Globally, estimates for wetlands range from about 750 million ha[7] to about 1.5 billion ha. Ten countries 
have over 2 million ha of peat-lands alone, with Canada leading at nearly 130 million ha (represents about 
18% of the country) followed by the former U.S.S.R. at 83 million ha.[9,10] About a third of Finland is covered 
by peatlands (10 million ha). The Pantanal of South America, perhaps the largest wetland in the world, 
reportedly covers about 200,000 km2 (or 2 million ha) during the wet season.[11]  
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TABLE 3 Estimates of the Current Extent of Wetlands in Different 
Regions of the World

Region/Country Wetland Extent (ha) Source

Africa 121,321,683–124,686,189 [13]
Asia 211,501,790–224,117,790 [14]
Central America
Mexico 3,318,500 (very incomplete) [15]
Europe
Eastern 225,849,930 [16]
Western 28,821,979 [17]
Middle East 7,434,790 [18]
Neotropics 414,996,613 [19]
North America
Canada 127,199,000–150,000,000 [20]
U.S. 114,544,800 [1]
Oceania 35,748,853 [21]
South America
Tropical region 200,000,000 [22]
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68
Eutrophication

Sven Erik Jørgensen

Eutrophication Problem

Many aquatic ecosystems suffer from eutrophication: lakes, reservoirs, estuaries, lagoons, fjords, and 
bays. It is a worldwide problem and, together with the oxygen depletion problem, is probably the most 
serious pollution problem of aquatic ecosystems.

The word eutrophy is generally taken to mean “nutrient rich.” In 1919, Nauman introduced the 
concepts of oligotrophy and eutrophy, distinguishing between oligotrophic lakes containing little 
planktonic algae and eutrophic lakes containing much phytoplankton. The eutrophication of aquatic 
ecosystems all over the world has increased rapidly during the last decade due to increased urbanization 
and the consequently increased discharge of nutrients. The discharges in industrialized countries are 
about 1.8 kg N/yr and 0.5 kg P/yr. The production of fertilizers has grown exponentially in this century, 
and the concentration of phosphorus in many lakes reflects this.

The word eutrophication is used increasingly in the sense of the artificial addition of nutrients, 
mainly nitrogen and phosphorus, to waters. Eutrophication is generally considered to be undesirable, 
but this is not always true. The green color of eutrophied lakes makes swimming and boating less safe 
due to the increased turbidity, and from an aesthetic point of view, the chlorophyll concentration should 
not exceed 100 mg/m3. However, the most critical effect from an ecological point of view is the reduced 
oxygen content of the hypolimnion, caused by the decomposition of dead algae, particularly in the fall. 
Eutrophic aquatic ecosystems sometimes show a high oxygen concentration (at the surface during the 
summer time) but a low concentration of oxygen in the hypolimnion, which may be lethal to fish. The 
oxygen depletion in the hypolimnion will often imply that the eutrophication is more difficult to abate, 
because anaerobic sediment will more easily release its content of phosphorus. Iron (III) is reduced to 
iron (II) by anaerobic conditions. As iron (III) has a very insoluble phosphorus salt, while iron (II) phos-
phate is readily soluble, the phosphorus release by anaerobic conditions is dependent on the composi-
tion of the sediment, particularly of course the iron content. One of the most applied lake restoration 
methods is the pumping of air or oxygen to the hypolimnion, which is used to significantly reduce the 
release of phosphorus from the sediment.

Water makes up 75%–90% of the total wet weight of plant tissue. It means that except for oxygen and 
hydrogen, the relative composition on dry weight basis would be 4–10 times higher. For phytoplankton, 
the carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus content on dry weight basis are, respectively, approximately 40%–
60%, 6%–8%, and 0.75%–1.0%. Phosphorus is considered the major cause of eutrophication in lakes, 
as it was formerly the growth-limiting factor for algae in the majority of lakes. Its use has increased 
tremendously during the last decade. Nitrogen is limiting in a number of East African lakes as a result 
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of the nitrogen depletion of soils by intensive erosion in the past. Nitrogen is furthermore often limiting 
in the coastal ecosystems, at least for part of the year. However, today, nitrogen may become limiting in 
lakes as a result of the tremendous increase in the phosphorus concentration caused by the discharge of 
wastewater, which contains relatively more phosphorus than nitrogen. While algae use 5–10 times more 
nitrogen than phosphorus (see the content of these two elements in phytoplankton above), wastewater 
generally contains only 3 times as much nitrogen as phosphorus. In lakes, a considerable amount of 
nitrogen is furthermore lost by denitrification (nitrate → N2). Lakes that have received wastewater for a 
longer period may therefore be limited by nitrogen. In environmental management, the key question 
is, however, not which element is the limiting factor but which element can be most easily controlled as 
a limiting factor. As phosphorus generally can be removed more easily and cheaply, it is often the most 
effective abatement of eutrophication to remove phosphorus effectively from wastewater discharge to 
the lake. Further details are given below.

It is a good management strategy for an abatement of eutrophication in aquatic ecosystems to find 
quantitatively all the sources of nitrogen and phosphorus. In most cases, based on this information, it 
is easy to find possible solutions and the corresponding costs. In this context, it is beneficial to apply 
an ecological model. Eutrophication models have been developed and applied for all these ecosystems. 
Many eutrophication models have been applied for environmental management, particularly for lakes 
and reservoirs. The Handbook of Ecological Models Used in Ecosystem and Environmental Management[1] 
gives a good overview of the available ecological models, including eutrophication models.

Growth of Phytoplankton

The growth of phytoplankton is the key process of eutrophication, and it is therefore important to 
understand the interacting processes that regulate growth. Primary production has been measured in 
great detail in a number of aquatic ecosystems and presents the synthesis of organic matter. The overall 
process can be summarized as follows:

 + + → +Light 6CO 6H O C H O 6O22 2 6 1 6 2 (1)

The composition of phytoplankton is not constant. The composition of phytoplankton and plants in 
general reflects to a certain extent the concentration of the water. If, e.g., the phosphorus concentra-
tion is high, the phytoplankton will take up relatively more phosphorus—this is called luxury uptake. 
Phytoplankton consists mainly of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and phosphorus: without these 
elements, no algal growth will take place. This leads to the concept of the limiting nutrient, which has 
been developed by Liebig as the law of the minimum. However, the concept has been considerably mis-
used due to oversimplification. First of all, growth might be limited by more than one nutrient. The 
composition as mentioned above is not constant but varies with the composition of the environment. 
Furthermore, growth is not at its maximum rate until the nutrients are used, at which point growth 
stops, but the growth rate slows down as the nutrients become depleted.

The sequence of events leading to eutrophication has often been described as follows: Oligotrophic 
waters will have a ratio of N to P greater than or equal to 10, which means that phosphorus is less abun-
dant than nitrogen for the needs of phytoplankton. If sewage is discharged into the aquatic ecosystem, 
the ratio will decrease, since the N-to-P ratio for municipal wastewater is 3:1, and consequently, nitrogen 
will be less abundant than phosphorus relative to the needs of phytoplankton, as indicated above. In this 
situation, however, the best remedy for the excessive growth of algae is not necessarily the removal of 
nitrogen from the sewage, because the mass balance might then show that nitrogen-fixing algae will give 
an uncontrollable input of nitrogen into the system. It is particularly the case if the aquatic ecosystem is 
a lake or reservoir. It is necessary to set up mass balances for each of the nutrients as already pointed out, 
and these will often reveal that the input of nitrogen from nitrogen-fixing blue-green algae, precipitation, 
and tributaries is contributing too much to the mass balance for the removal of nitrogen from the sewage 
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to have any effect. On the other hand, the mass balance may reveal that the phosphorus input (often more 
than 95%) comes mainly from sewage, which means that it is better management to remove phosphorus 
from the sewage than nitrogen. Thus, what is important in environmental management is not which 
nutrient is most limiting, but rather, which nutrient can most easily be made to limit the algal growth.

The conceptual diagram in Figure 1 shows the nitrogen cycle, and Figure 2 shows the phosphorus 
cycle of aquatic ecosystems and illustrates the processes behind the cycling of these nutrients. As clearly 
pointed out above, it is always beneficial to use a mass balance to choose the most important compo-
nents, forcing functions, and state variables to be considered in the management context. Let us illus-
trate the needed mass balance considerations by use of an example. Let us anticipate that it is an open 
question whether birds should be included in the selected management strategy (and in the eutrophi-
cation model). Birds may contribute considerably to the inputs of nutrients by their droppings. If the 
nutrients—nitrogen and phosphorus—coming from the birds’ droppings are insignificant compared 
with the amounts of nutrients coming from drainage water, precipitation, and wastewater, inclusion of 
birds in the management strategy is only an unnecessary complication that only would contribute to 
the uncertainty. There are, however, a few cases where birds may contribute as much as 25% or at least 
more than 5% of the total inputs of nutrients. In such cases, it is of course important to include birds in 
the management and as a model component or at least as an important forcing function. A mass balance 
is always needed to uncover the main sources of a pollution problem—in the example of the inputs of 
nutrients. It is, however, rare (a good guess based on the author’s experience is about 1% of aquatic eco-
systems) that it is necessary to consider the droppings of birds as a significant source of eutrophication. 

FIGURE 1 The conceptual diagram of a nitrogen cycle in an aquatic ecosystem. The processes that connect the 
state variables and forcing functions are the following: 1) uptake of nitrate and ammonium by algae; 2) photosyn-
thesis; 3) nitrogen fixation; 4) grazing with loss of undigested matter; 5–7), predation and loss of undigested matter; 
8) settling of algae; 9) mineralization; 10) fishery; 11) settling of detritus; 12) excretion of ammonium from zooplank-
ton; 13) release of nitrogen from the sediment; 14) nitrification; 15–18) inputs/outputs; 19) denitrification; and 20–22) 
mortality of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and fish.
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The so-called Michaelis–Menten equation can be applied to describe the growth of phytoplankton:

 gr grmax NS / kn NS(= )+  (2)

Or

 gr grmax PS / kp PS( )= +  (3)

dependent on which nutrient is limiting, N or P. grmax, kn, and kp are parameters. If both nutrients are 
limiting in different periods of the year, the formulation is

 gr grmax min NS / kn NS ,  PS / kp PS( ( )( )= +   )+ (4)

The product or average of several limiting factors has also been proposed and applied.
For the influence of the temperature, there are two possible formulations:

 the so called Arrhenius equationt
TEMP 20 ( )−( )−K  (5)

Or

 exp TEMP OPT / TEMP MAXTEMP*( ( ) ( )− −A ) (6)

FIGURE 2 The phosphorus cycle. The processes are the following: 1) uptake of phosphorus by algae; 2) photosyn-
thesis; 3) grazing with loss of undigested matter; 4–5) predation with loss of undigested material; 6, 7, 9) settling of 
phytoplankton; 8) mineralization; 10) fishery; 11) mineralization of phosphorous organic compounds in the sedi-
ment; 12) diffusion of pore water P; 13–15) inputs/outputs; 16–18) mortalities; and 19) settling of detritus.
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Kt is a parameter, which in most cases is between 1.04 and 1.06 and is on average 1.05. OPT is the opti-
mum temperature for phytoplankton growth, and MAXTEMP is the maximum temperature. OPT, 
MAXTEMP, and A are all parameters that are different for different phytoplankton species.

The description of phytoplankton growth by equations using the constant stoichiometry approach 
is a simplification, because the phytoplankton growth is in reality a two-step process, as illustrated in 
Figure 3 and applied in the non-constant approach. The first step is uptake of nutrients, and the second 
step is growth of phytoplankton (increase of the biomass). The more correct description can be formu-
lated mathematically by the following equations:

 ( ( )= = +Uptake rate  dPA/d PA*maxupp* PS/ kp PSP t

* PAMAX PA / PAMAX PAMIN  (( ) ( )− −

Parallel for uptake rate N

)
 )
  (7)

 ( )= = +Uptake rate   dCA/d CA*maxupc* CS/kc CS *C t

( ) (( ) ( ) ( )− − + −CAMAX CA / CAMAX CAMIN *   / KL RESPL L

>IF  L1,   is used; if  L2 L1, L1 is used;L L L

> + −if   L2, L1 L2  is used for L L L

 

 

  (8)

PA, NA, and CA are state variables that cover the amount of phosphorus, nitrogen, and carbon, in the 
form of phytoplankton, expressed as mg P, N, or C per liter of water. Notice that the unit is mg in 1 L of 
water. maxupp, maxupn, macups, kp, kn, kc, PAMAX, PAMIN, NAMAX, NAMIN, CAMAX, CAMIN, 
KL, L1, and L2 are all parameters. PAMAX, PAMIN, NAMAX, NAMIN, CAMAX, and CAMIN are, 

FIGURE 3 The two-step model of phytoplankton growth. The first step is uptake of nutrients PS, NS, and CS, 
followed by a growth of phytoplankton dependent on the nutrient concentrations in the phytoplankton cells, PA, 
NA, and CA. The uptake of carbon is dependent on light, while the uptake of phosphorus and nitrogen can take 
place even in darkness. It is a more physiologically correct description of phytoplankton growth than the (constant 
stoichiometry) approach.
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however, known fairly well. They are the phytoplankton concentration times, respectively, 0.025, 0.005, 
0.12, 0.05, 0.6, and 0.4 with good approximations. It is of course more difficult to calibrate the two-step 
growth equations than the constant stoichiometry approach due to the higher number of parameters in 
the NC equations, although the approximate knowledge that is available to the six parameters, PAMAX, 
PAMIN, NAMAX, NAMIN, CAMAX, and CAMIN, facilitates the calibration slightly. Notice that the 
uptakes of phosphorus, nitrogen, and carbon are, according to the equations, dependent both on the 
concentrations of the nutrients in the water and on the concentrations of nutrients in the cells.

The closer the nutrient concentrations in phytoplankton are to the minimum, the faster is the uptake. 
When a nutrient concentration, on the other hand, has reached the maximum value, the uptake stops. 
The carbon uptake opposite the uptake of phosphorus and nitrogen is dependent also on light, accord-
ing to a Michaelis–Menten expression that includes the light prohibition. Finally, RESP covers the res-
piration. Of course, only carbon is involved in the respiration.

The growth process is quantified by the following equation:

 =Growth grmax*phytoplankton* ( (( )/min PA PAMIN

− −( )), (( )/PAMAX PAMIN NA NAMIN

− −( )), (( )/NAMAX NAMIN CA CAMIN

−( )))CAMAX CAMIN

−

 

 

  (9)

grmax is a parameter in line with the corresponding parameter in Eq. 1. Eq. 9 indicates that the higher 
the nutrient concentrations are compared with the minimum levels, the faster the growth is.

The phytoplankton growth model based on this approach has four state variables: PA, NA, CA, and 
phytoplankton. They are all assumed to be expressed in mg/L. As the minimum and maximum values 
are presumed to be a parameter times the phytoplankton concentration, they are also expressed in mg/L.

The two-step description is of course more difficult to calibrate, validate, and use generally, which 
of course raises the following question: when should the two-step description be applied instead of 
the more easily applicable constant stoichiometric approach? Di Toro and Conolly[2] have revealed that 
the need for the two-step description increases with the shallowness and eutrophication of the aquatic 
ecosystem; see Figure 4. It is definitely recommended for shallow, very eutrophied aquatic ecosystems 
to apply the two-step description, while it is hardly needed for deep mesotrophic or oligotrophic aquatic 
ecosystems.

Solutions to the Eutrophication Problem

It is usually necessary to apply a wide spectrum of methods to solve eutrophication problems, because 
the nutrients have many sources. The amount of nutrients discharged with the wastewater can be 
reduced by several wastewater treatment methods; see for instance the overview of conventional waste-
water treatment methods and municipal wastewater and its treatment. Nutrients can be discharged by 
drainage water, including drainage water from agriculture, which may have high nutrient concentra-
tion; this can be removed or reduced by a number of ecological engineering methods, for instance, 
wetlands; see these entries.

It is possible to reduce the nutrient concentrations in the aquatic ecosystems by use of environmental 
technological methods, ecotechnological methods, cleaner technology, and environmental legislation. 
There are a number of cases where a consequent environmental strategy has solved the problems, but 
there are also many examples of insufficient environmental management, which has led to only a partial 
solution or no solution at all of the eutrophication problem. From experience, it can be concluded that 
quantitative nutrient balances, including all sources of nutrients, are the best starting point for a good 
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environmental management strategy, because the nutrient balances show clearly which sources are 
important to eliminate or reduce, and they facilitate a comparison of the costs for various management 
strategies. For further details about selection of an environmental management strategy, see Jørgensen[3] 
and Jørgensen et al. [4]
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FIGURE 4 The need for the two-step description of phytoplankton growth increases with nutrient concentration 
and decreases with depth.
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Introduction

The volume of wastewater generated by domestic, industrial, and commercial water use has increased 
with population, urbanization, improved living conditions, and economic development. With the 
increase in wastewater generation, its productive use in agriculture has increased, particularly down-
stream of cities where often farmers have no or limited alternative sources of reliable irrigation water.[1–3] 
In developing countries, treated, partly treated, diluted, or untreated wastewater is used in urban and 
peri-urban areas to produce vegetables as a market-ready product. In addition, rice, wheat, fodder, and 
industrial crops are produced. In developed countries, wastewater is treated and mostly used for land-
scape irrigation, particularly in cities though extensive and well-regulated use in agriculture occurs as 
well.[4]

Despite official restrictions and potential health implications, farmers in many freshwater-scarce 
developing countries tend to opt for wastewater irrigation where available because (1) wastewater is 
a reliable or often the only water source available for irrigation throughout the year; (2) wastewater 
irrigation often reduces the need for fertilizer application as it is a source of nutrients; (3) wastewater 
use involves less energy cost even when pumping, if the alternative clean water source is from deep 
groundwater; and (4) wastewater generates additional benefits such as greater income generation from 
cultivation and marketing of high-value crops such as vegetables, which create year-round employment 
opportunities.[5,6]

As wastewater irrigation is in most instances part of the informal irrigation sector, authorities face 
challenges controlling or regulating the practice. The protection of consumer and farmer health and 
environment is especially the main concern.[7] Thus, sustainable use of wastewater must address three 
major aspects: pertinent policies, regulations, and institutional arrangements; wastewater treatment per 
intended reuse option; and risk management practices that eliminate or minimize the health and envi-
ronmental impacts, particularly when wastewater treatment is limited. This entry addresses on-farm 
management practices with a focus on crop, water, and soil management interventions.
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Crop Selection and Diversification

Where wastewater is used for irrigation, crop selection is determined by more factors than usual fresh-
water irrigation conditions. While the market potential of the crop is always an important criterion, 
the suitability of the crop to its biophysical environment requires more attention than is usually given. 
Even more important is the potential risk to consumers, which becomes a decisive factor influencing 
enforcement of regulations and crop restrictions. Especially if irrigated crops are eaten raw, as with 
salad greens, microbial contamination can be high; hence, different crops should be chosen. In guide-
lines addressing safe use of wastewater, it is advised to avoid cultivating crops eaten uncooked and prefer 
cereal and fodder crops, and trees.[8]

A particular challenge for farmers is the salinity of the wastewater as considerable variation exists 
among crops in their ability to tolerate saline conditions.[9] An appropriate selection of plant species 
capable of producing adequate biomass is vital while using saline water for irrigation.[10] Such selection 
is generally based on the ability of the species to withstand elevated levels of salinity in irrigation water 
and soil[9] while also providing a salable product or one that can be used on-farm.[11,12] The salt tolerance 
of a crop is not an exact value because it depends on several soil, crop, and climatic factors. This diversity 
can be exploited to identify local crops that are better adapted to saline and/or sodic soil conditions.[13,14]

Based on the linear response equation proposed by Maas and Hoffman,[9] crops can be characterized 
for their salt tolerances. The following are two parameters obtained from the Maas–Hoffman equation: 
(1) the maximum allowable soil salinity for a crop without yield reduction (the threshold soil salinity) 
and (2) the percent decrease in crop yield per unit increase in salinity beyond the threshold salinity 
level for the crop (the slope). Both values can be used to calculate relative yield for any given soil salinity 
exceeding the threshold level (Table 1).

Research efforts have led to the identification of several field crops, forage grasses and shrubs, bio-
fuel crops, and fruit-tree and agroforestry systems, which can suit a variety of salt-affected environ-
ments.[15] Such systems linked to secure markets should support farmers in finding the most suitable 

TABLE 1 Yield Potentials of Some Grain, Forage, Vegetable, and Fiber Crops as a Function of Average Root Zone 
Salinity

Common Name Tolerance Based On

Yield Potential (%) at Specified Salinity (dS/m)

50% 80% 100%

Durum wheat Grain yield 19 11 6
Barley Grain yield 18 12 8
Cotton Seed cotton yield 17 12 8
Rye Grain yield 16 13 11
Sugar beet Storage root 16 10 7
Wheat Grain yield 13 9 6
Sorghum Grain yield 10 8 7
Alfalfa Shoot dry weight 9 5 2
Spinach Top fresh weight 9 5 2
Broccoli Shoot fresh weight 8 5 3
Eggplant Fruit yield 8 4 1
Rice paddy Grain yield 7 5 3
Potato Tuber yield 7 4 2
Maize Ear fresh weight 6 3 2

Source: Based on the salt tolerance data of different crops and percentage decrease in yield per unit increase in root zone 
salinity in terms of dS/m as reported by Maas and Grattan.[14]

Note: These data serve only as a guideline to relative tolerances among crops. Absolute tolerances can vary between varieties 
also depending on climate, soil conditions, and cultural practices.
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and sustainable crop diversifying systems to mitigate any perceived production risks, while ideally also 
enhancing the productivity per unit of saline wastewater and protecting the environment.

Aside from excess salts in the water, there is an increasing possibility of heavy metal contamination 
where industrial effluent contributes to the water that farmers use. In terms of potential toxicity of the 
metals and metalloids, Hamilton et al.[16] classified them into four groups based on their retention in soil, 
translocation in plants, phytotoxicity, and potential risk to the food chain. They categorized cadmium, 
cobalt, selenium, and molybdenum as posing the greatest risk to human and animal health because they 
may appear in wastewater-irrigated crops at concentrations that are not generally phytotoxic; that is, farm-
ers cannot rely on their plants dying before concentrations reach levels not recommended for humans.

Guidelines for maximum allowable levels of metals and metalloids in irrigation water are summa-
rized in Table 2. Where these limits are exceeded, Simmons et al.[17] describe available methods for 
damage control.

TABLE 2 Recommended Maximum Concentrations (RMCs) of Selected Metals and Metalloids (mg/L) in 
Irrigation Water

Element RMCa Remarks

Aluminum 5.00 Can cause non-productivity in acid soils (pH < 5.5), but more alkaline soils at pH > 7.0 will 
precipitate the ion and eliminate any toxicity

Arsenic 0.10 Toxicity to plants varies widely, ranging from 12 mg/L for Sudan grass to less than 
0.05 mg/L for rice

Beryllium 0.10 Toxicity to plants varies widely, ranging from 5 mg/L for kale to 0.5 mg/L for bush beans
Cadmium 0.01 Toxic at concentrations as low as 0.1 mg/L in nutrient solution for beans, beets, and turnips. 

Conservative limits recommended
Chromium 0.10 Not generally recognized as an essential plant growth element. Conservative limits 

recommended
Cobalt 0.05 Toxic to tomato plants at 0.1 mg/L in nutrient solution. It tends to be inactivated by neutral 

and alkaline soils
Copperb 0.20 Toxic to a number of plants at 0.1–1.0 mg/L in nutrient solution
Ironb 5.00 Non-toxic to plants in aerated soils, but can contribute to soil acidification and loss of 

availability of phosphorus and molybdenum
Lithium 2.50 Tolerated by most crops up to 5 mg/L. Mobile in soil. Toxic to citrus at low concentrations 

with recommended limit of <0.075 mg/L
Manganeseb 0.20 Toxic to a number of crops at a few tenths to a few milligrams per liter in acidic soils
Molybdenum 0.01 Non-toxic to plants at normal concentrations in soil and water. Can be toxic to livestock if 

forage is grown in soils with high concentrations of available molybdenum
Nickel 0.20 Toxic to a number of plants at 0.5–1.0 mg/L; reduced toxicity at neutral or alkaline pH
Lead 5.00 Can inhibit plant cell growth at very high concentrations
Selenium 0.02 Toxic to plants at low concentrations and toxic to livestock if forage is grown in soils with 

relatively high levels of selenium
Zincb 2.00 Toxic to many plants at widely varying concentrations; reduced toxicity at pH ≥ 6.0 and in 

fine textured or organic soils

Source: Modified from Ayers and Westcot.[22]

a The maximum concentration is based on a water application rate that is consistent with good irrigation practices (10,000 m3/
ha/yr). If the water application rate greatly exceeds this, the maximum concentrations should be adjusted downward accord-
ingly. No adjustment should be made for application rates less than 10,000 m3/ha/yr. The values given are for water used on a 
long-term basis at one site.
b Synergetic action of copper and zinc, and antagonistic action of iron and manganese have been reported in certain plant 
species’ absorption and tolerance of metals after wastewater irrigation. If irrigation water contains high concentrations of 
copper and zinc, copper concentrations in the tissue may increase greatly. In plants irrigated with water containing a high 
concentration of manganese, manganese uptake in plants may increase, and consequently, the concentration of iron in the 
plant tissue may be reduced considerably. Generally, metal ion concentrations in plant tissue increase with concentrations in 
irrigation water. Metal ion concentrations in roots are higher than those in leaves[26] and metal ion concentrations such as 
cadmium concentrations in leafy vegetables are higher than those in non-leafy species.[27]
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The examples show that the selection of crops for irrigation with wastewater has to consider a range of 
factors uncommon in freshwater irrigation. Finding the best compromise between the various criteria 
while targeting profits (i.e., high market demand) limits the choice of crop significantly in most cases.

Irrigation Management

In addition to the choice of the most appropriate crop(s), irrigation water management (ranging from 
water access to the type of irrigation, application rates, and scheduling) offers a variety of important 
management practices to address the particularities of wastewater irrigation.[15,17,18]

There are different ways in which crops are irrigated with wastewater, such as surface or flood irriga-
tion, manual irrigation with watering cans, furrow irrigation, sprinkler irrigation, and micro-irrigation 
such as drip or trickle irrigation. There are also different ways of water access, from manual water fetch-
ing to pumping and gravity flow. Each method has a different level of risk for farmers (through farmers’ 
contact with the irrigation water) and consumers [through the contact of the harvested (and eventually 
consumed) crop part and the water]. Several parameters for the evaluation of commonly used irrigation 
methods in relation to risk reduction are given in Table 3.[7,19] Key criteria are health risks, costs, and 
water use efficiency.

Flood irrigation is usually a low-cost method with, however, also low water use efficiency. Health 
protection is limited for the farmers and—if the crops are low growing—for the consumers as well. With 
medium level of health protection, furrow irrigation needs more soil preparation and is suitable when 

TABLE 3 Parameters for Evaluation of Selected Irrigation Methods in Relation to Risk Reduction for Crops and 
Humans

Evaluation 
Irrigation Method

Parameter Furrow Irrigation Flood Irrigation Sprinkler Irrigation Drip Irrigation

Farmer exposure to Low to medium Medium to high Low when sprinkler Very low
pathogens is off

Crop exposure to Low if planted on ridge High only for High Very low
pathogens low-growing crops

Possibility of leaf No foliar injury as the Some bottom leaves Severe leaf damage No foliar injury likely
damage from salts crop is planted on the may be affected, but can occur resulting 
resulting in poor ridge the damage is not so in significant yield 
yield serious as to reduce loss

yield
Root zone salt Salts tend to accumulate Depending on soil Salt drainage is Salt movement is radial 

accumulation with in the ridge, which texture, salts might limited as water along the direction of 
repeated could harm the crop move vertically amounts are low. water movement. A salt 
applications downwards or can Surface crusting wedge is formed between 

accumulate in the root possible drip points; clogging of 
zone pipes can occur

Ability to maintain Plants may be subject to Plants may be subject to Not possible to Possible to maintain a high 
high soil water stress between water stress between maintain high soil and well-targeted soil 
potential (risk of irrigations irrigations water potential moisture content 
soil moisture throughout the throughout the growing 
stress) growing season season

Suitability to handle Fair to medium. With Fair to medium. Good Poor to fair. Crops Excellent to good. Almost 
brackish good management and irrigation and drainage might suffer from all crops can be grown 
wastewater drainage, acceptable practices and leaf damage with very little reduction 
without significant yields are possible conditions can resulting in low in yield, unless the pipes 
yield loss produce acceptable yields clog

levels of yield

Source: Modified from Pescod.[19]
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there is a greater leaching need to remove high levels of salts. Irrigation with sprinklers is medium to 
high cost, does not require soil preparation, but has medium-level water use efficiency. Sprinkler irriga-
tion systems have the advantage of reducing the amounts of water and salts applied to soil and crop.[20,21] 
The disadvantage compared to flood and furrow irrigation is that sprinklers distribute any water con-
taminants straight on the top of the plants. The same applies to the use of watering cans unless they are 
directed towards the roots. Overhead irrigation may also cause leaf burn under direct sunlight, from 
salts absorbed directly through wetted leaf surfaces,[22] which can be avoided by irrigating at night.[14,23,24]

Drip irrigation systems are costly, but highly efficient in water use along with the highest levels of 
health protection for farmers and consumers. The clogging of drippers on the other hand may limit 
the use of drip irrigation systems for many types of wastewater. Therefore, prior filtration is needed to 
prevent clogging of emitters.[25]

Irrigation frequency is an ambivalent issue in wastewater irrigation. Because soluble salts reduce the 
availability of water in almost direct proportion to their concentration, irrigation frequency should 
gener ally be high. This will help in maintaining the moisture content and salinity of irrigated soils 
at acceptable levels, which is important especially during seedling establishment.[23] On the other 
hand, a low frequency of irrigation—if possible even the cessation of irrigation for several days before 
h arvest—supports the natural die-off of pathogens and is an important low-cost measure for health risk 
 reduction.[7]

Other options for on-farm interventions addressing risks from pathogens are summarized in Table 4. 
Options to cope with salinity or heavy metals were recently summarized by Qadir and Drechsel[10] and 
Simmons et al.[17]

Soil- and Health-based Interventions

Good management practices play a crucial role in the preservation of key soil properties while irrigating 
with wastewater. Soil-based interventions are important, particularly in case of inorganic contaminants, 
which usually accumulate in the upper part of the soil because of strong adsorption and precipitation 
phenomena. For moderate levels of metals and metalloids in wastewater, there is no particular man-
agement needed if the soils are calcareous, i.e., contain appreciable levels of calcite that renders most 
metals immobile. However, metal ions may be a problem in acid soils, which need specific management 
measures such as liming, avoiding use of fertilizers with acidic reactions, and selection of crops that do 

TABLE 4 On-Farm Options for Pathogen Reductions

Control Measure
Pathogen Reduction 

(Log Units) Notes

Alternative safe water source >6 Depends on availability of safe groundwater and/or alternative 
farm land

Crop restrictions >6 Acceptance depending on controls and profit margin of the 
alternative crop

Drip irrigation 2–4 2-log unit reduction for low-growing crops, and 4-log unit 
reduction for high-growing crops

Pathogen die-off 0.5–2 per day Die-off after last irrigation before harvest (rate depends on 
climate, crop type, etc.)

Slow sand filter 1–3 Depends on appropriate particle size
Furrow irrigation 1–2 Might reduce cropping density and yield
Reduced splashing 1–2 Splashing adds contaminated soil particles onto the crop, 

which can be avoided
Allow sedimentation in ponds 

and dugouts
1–2 During dry season via natural die-off. Reduction of helminths 

to less than 1 egg over 2–3 days possible

Source: Modified from WHO.[8]
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not accumulate the metals of concern.[22] In case of irrigation with wastewater containing elevated levels 
of sodium, care should be taken to avoid soil structure deterioration. Application of a source of calcium 
such as gypsum is desirable. Procedures to determine the rate of gypsum application to mitigate the 
effects of sodium resulting from sodic wastewater irrigation are available.

The quality and depth of groundwater prior to wastewater irrigation determine the detrimental 
effects of salts, nitrates, and metals reaching groundwater. The deeper the groundwater, the longer it 
will take to have such effects. In case of shallow groundwater or coarse-textured soils, i.e., sandy soils, 
which are highly permeable, care must be taken to prevent groundwater pollution.

Although the fertilizer value of undiluted wastewater, in particular, is of great importance as nutri-
ents in wastewater contribute to crop requirements, periodic monitoring is required to estimate the 
nutrient loads in wastewater and adjust fertilizer applications accordingly.[20] Excessive nutrients not 
only can cause nutrient imbalances, undesirable vegetative growth, and delayed or uneven maturity, but 
can also reduce crop quality while polluting groundwater and surface water. The amount of nutrients 
applied via wastewater irrigation can vary considerably if it is raw, treated, or diluted with stream water. 
The contribution in terms of nutrient addition to the soil from irrigation with recycled wastewater is 
given in Table 5.

It becomes obvious that irrigation with wastewater has a variety of implications steering farmers’ 
decision-making process in view of crop selection as well as soil and water management. Most of them 
are limiting the choice of options. However, while a wrong choice, for example, in view of salinity man-
agement or any other phytotoxic hazard usually results in a quick learning process for the farmer, haz-
ards affecting farmers’ and especially consumers’ health might remain less obvious and hidden among 
various confounding factors, such as poor sanitation at home. With economic interests being of para-
mount importance in most cases, it is not surprising that farmers might opt for those options that yield 
highest returns while keeping investments as low as possible. The result is the common picture of high-
value exotic vegetables irrigated with low-cost watering cans or via flood irrigation, both imposing high 
risks for human health. Increasing awareness about these risks and providing incentives and regulations 
to encourage alternative crop choices in spite of possible disadvantages will create the conditions that 
would favor the utilization of farm-based interventions for the safe and productive use of wastewater in 
irrigated agriculture.

Conclusions

In the arid and semi-arid areas of the world, wastewater is mainly used for agriculture because of the 
competition between agriculture and municipal sectors. While wastewater is managed safely and used 
in treated form mostly for landscape irrigation in developed countries, the situation is different in devel-
oping countries, where wastewater is rarely used in treated form but mostly in partly treated, diluted, 
or untreated forms to produce a range of crops, mostly vegetables as a market-ready product. Such 

TABLE 5 Contribution of Irrigation with Recycled Wastewater in Terms of Nutrient 
Addition to the Soil

Fertilizer Contribution (kg/ha)

Nutrient Concentration (mg/L) Irrigation at 3,000 m3/ha Irrigation at 5,000 m3/ha

Nitrogen 16–62 48–186 80–310
Phosphorus 4–24 12–72 20–120
Potassium 2–69 6–207 10–345
Calcium 18–208 54–624 90–1040
Magnesium 9–110 27–330 45–550

Source: Lazarova and Bahri.[20]
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wastewater use in developing countries continues to offset local water scarcity despite official restric-
tions and potential health implications. Thus, it is important to consider a range of risk management 
practices to eliminate or minimize the health and environmental impacts, particularly in situations 
where wastewater is used for irrigation in partly treated, diluted, or untreated forms. On-farm manage-
ment practices can play a major role to eliminate or minimize the health and environmental impacts. 
The following aspects are the key features and have to be considered: 1) selection and diversification of 
wastewater-irrigated crops to reduce possible health risks, accounting for their market value and toler-
ance against ambient stress from salts, metals, and metalloids; 2) irrigation water management address-
ing water access, on-farm treatment, type of irrigation, application rates, and irrigation scheduling; 
and 3) soil- and health-based interventions considering soil characteristics, soil preparation practices, 
and application of fertilizers and amendments. Increasing awareness about health and environmental 
risks, and knowledge and implementation of best farm-based interventions by the wastewater-irrigating 
farmers will help create the conditions that would favor the safe and productive use of wastewater in 
agriculture.
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Role of Hydrology

Wetlands differ significantly in their water source and seasonal hydrologic regime. Hydrological pat-
terns (i.e., flooding frequency, duration and hydroperiod) influence physical and chemical charac-
teristics (e.g., salinity, oxygen and other gas diffusion rates, reduction–oxidation potential, nutrient 
solubility) of a wetland. In return, these internal parameters and processes control flora and fauna dis-
tribution as well as ecosystem functions. Plants, animals and microbes are often oriented in predictable 
ways along the hydrological gradient (Figure 1). Conversely, the biotic component affects the hydrology 
by eventually modifying flow or water level in a wetland.[1,2] Species also influence nutrient cycles and 
other ecosystem functions.[3]

A Landscape Perspective

Although the hydrology is part of the ecological signature of an individual wetland, wetlands are nei-
ther considered as aquatic nor terrestrial systems. They have characteristics from both systems and 
are defined as ecotones placed under this dual influence.[4] Because wetlands are located at the inter-
face of multiple systems, they assure vital functions (e.g., wildlife habitats) beneficial at the landscape 
level. Reduction of wetland area often reduces biodiversity in the land-scape.[2,5] Increases in biodiversity 
occur when wetlands are created or restored in a disturbed landscape.[6]

Wetland Flora

Wetland plants are adapted to a variety of stressful abiotic conditions (e.g., immersion, wave abrasion, 
water level fluctuation, low oxygen conditions). Identical adaptations to common environmental fea-
tures have led taxonomically distinct species to sometimes look similar in terms of morphology, life 
cycle and life forms.[7] Traditionally, wetland plants have been classified into groups of different life 
forms, primarily in relation with hydrological conditions. Helophytes are defined as plant species with 
over-wintering buds in water or in the submerged bottom.[8] They are differentiated from hydrophytes 
in that their vegetative organs are partially raised above water level.[8] Hejny’s classification is based on 
relatively stable vegetative features that determine the ability of wetland plants to survive two unfavor-
able conditions, cold and drought.[7] This classification uses the types of photosynthetic organs present 
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in both the growth and flowering phases. Other classifications include both life form and growth form. 
When a species has a range of growth form, it is classified under the form showing the greatest achieve-
ment of its potential.[7]

Plant communities in wetlands can be more or less homogeneous, mosaic-like, or distributed along 
a gradient resulting in a clear zonation of species. A gradient exists if one or several habitat parameters 
change gradually in space. This phenomenon is common in fresh water marshes that present a gradi-
ent of water depth and water saturated soils (Figure 1). Such a gradient is often accompanied by differ-
ences in peat accumulation that is influenced by waves or currents. General principles of the zonation 
of aquatic plants have been largely described.[7,9,10] Littoral vegetation can belong to several types of 
communities, which derived from the general principle that, from deeper water to the shore, we may 
expect successively submergent, floating, and emergent macrophytes. The most important habitat fac-
tor is water depth, depending on slope and peat accumulation.[10] Other factors may be poor irradiance 
caused by high turbidity or exposure to waves or flow.[7,10]

Riparian ecosystems are found along streams and rivers that occasionally flood beyond confined 
channels or where riparian sites are created by channel meandering in the stream network. Riparian or 
bottomland hardwood forests contain unique tree species that are flood tolerant. Species distribution is 
associated with floodplain topography, flooding frequency, and flooding duration.[11,12] In southeastern 
U.S. bottomland, seasonally flooded forests are colonized by Platanus occidentalis (sycamore), Ulmus 
americana (American elm), Populus deltoides (cottonwood) and are flooded between 2% and 25% of the 
growing season (Figure 1). Other species such as Fraxinus pennsylvanica (green ash), Celtis laevigata 
(sugarberry) and Carya aquatica (water hickory) colonized bottomlands that are flooded by less than 
2% of the growing season.[11] Freshwater marshes are dominated with emergent macrophytes rooted in 

FIGURE 1 Species distribution along the hydrological gradient in a freshwater marsh.
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the bottom with aerial leaves (i.e., helophytes). Species such as Typha (cattail), Phragmites (reed grass) 
and Scirpus (bulrush) are often clonal. A plant community is usually organized in sequence of patches 
that are dominated by one species. The second plant groups are the rooted plants with floating leaves 
(Nymphaeid). Lotus (Nelumbo) and water lilies (Nymphea) have very identical morphology (i.e., simi-
lar leaves and flowers) but a genetic analysis showed that lotus is more closely related with plane-tree 
than with water lilies.[10] Submerged plants include elodeids (i.e., cauline species whose whole life cycle 
can be completed below the water surface or where only the flowers are emergent) and isoetids (i.e., 
species growing on the bottom whose whole life cycle can be completed without contact with the sur-
face). Submerged species include species such as coontail (Ceratophyllum demersum) and water milfoil 
(Myriophyllum spp.). Plant species found in salt marshes are called halophytes (i.e., plants which com-
plete their cycle in saline environments). A saltmarsh can be divided into low, middle, and upper marsh, 
according to flooding frequency and duration. Each zone is dominated by different plant species accord-
ing to their tolerance to saline immersion.[10]

A dominant competitive species—often a clonal species—can modify the theoretical zonation. 
Change in water chemistry (i.e., eutrophication) or hydrology may favor a particular species over the 
natural plant community. Highly competitive species are often invasive and aggressive in displacing 
native species. The expansion of Phragmites australis into tidal wetlands of North America causes a 
reduction in biodiversity as many native species of plants are replaced by a more cosmopolitan species.[13] 
In riparian ecosystems, biodiversity is usually higher in the intermediate zones, whereas it is lower 
upstream and downstream (Figure 2). The percentage of exotic species is low in upstream areas, but can 
represent up to 40 in downstream zones (Figure 1).[14]

Wetland Fauna

Diversity of vertebrate and invertebrate species is the result of a diverse community composed of resi-
dent and transient species, which use the space differently and at various times of day and year. The 

FIGURE 2 Total richness and invasive species distribution along a stream longitudinal gradient.
Source: Planty-Tabacchi.[14]
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density and variety of animal populations at a particular wetland site is also explained by climatic events 
that affect geographic areas on a large scale. For example, the population of waterfowl during winter is 
largely dependent on climate variations in the northern part of the continents.[15]

Resident species are often dependent on the type of vegetation. Animal communities are generally 
distributed along a zonation pattern, parallel to the plant communities, which is driven by the hydro-
logical gradient. A few species depend entirely on a single plant species for their survival. One beetle 
(Donacia spp.) may depend on reeds, at least during its larval stage where another beetle (Gale-rucella 
spp.) uses only water lilies as their habitat and diet. For many other residents, their habitats extend to 
several plant communities during their life span. It is generally the case for many vertebrates such as 
amphibians, rodents, passerines, and waterfowl.

Many amphibian species depend on wetland or riparian zones for reproduction and larval stage. 
Likewise, wet meadows are necessary as a reproduction zone and nursery for a number of freshwater 
fishes. About 220 animals and 600 plant species are threatened by a serious reduction of wetlands in 
California, and the state’s high rate of wetland loss (91% since the 1780s) is partly responsible.[15] Many 
waterfowl species are sensitive to areas of reduction, patch size and distribution, wetland density, and 
proximity to other wetlands.[16] When the Marais Poitevin (France), one of the principal wintering and 
passages sites for waterfowl in the Western Europe, underwent agricultural intensification in the 1980s, 
the population of ducks and waders declined tremendously. This decline was partly due to a 50% reduc-
tion of wet meadows between 1970 and 1995, primarily caused by the conversion to arable farmlands.[17] 
Thus, maintenance of biodiversity depends on the existence of inter connections between wetlands, 
and between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. In fact, some authors have pointed out that increase in 
biodiversity occurs when wetlands are created or restored in a disturbed landscape.[6,18]

Conclusions

Despite the importance of wetlands, conservation efforts have ignored them for a long time. It is urgent 
to conserve the existing wetlands, and also to restore and create wetland ecosystems. A wide range of 
local, state, federal, and private programs are available to support the national policies of wetland “No 
Net Loss” in the U.S., and around the world. From a biodiversity perspective, on-going wetland protec-
tion policies may not be working because restored or created wetlands are often very different from 
natural wetlands.[19] Created wetlands often result in the exchange of one type of wetland for another, 
and result in the loss of biodiversity and functions at the landscape level.[19] We know now that it takes 
more than water to restore a wet- land,[20] even if an important place should be given to the ability of 
self-design of wetland ecosystems.[21]
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Introduction

The increase in the concentration of “greenhouse gases” in the troposphere and its relation to human 
activities is now well-documented.[1] Carbon fixation via photosynthesis and carbon release during 
decomposition have always been two important processes regulating the concentrations of CO2 and 
CH4 in the atmosphere, even in prehistoric and pre-industrial times. In addition to these internal pro-
cesses, wetland ecosystems receive and release organic carbon through hydrologically-driven mass 
fluxes. Thus, the carbon pool within any wetland ecosystem is in balance between primary production, 
microbial decomposition, and carbon fluxes within interconnected ecosystems (Figure 1). Wetlands 
play a particularly complex role in controlling greenhouses gases, as these ecosystems are intimately 
associated with all aspects of the production and consumption of both CO2 and CH4 (Figure 2).

Carbon Sequestration with Primary Production

The concept of primary productivity is directly related to the ideas of energy flow in ecosystems. A por-
tion of the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), which is radiation in the 400–700 nm wave band, 
received by an ecosystem is absorbed by autotrophic organisms (photosynthetic plants and microorgan-
isms). The absorbed energy is reradiated, lost as latent heat, or stored by the activity of photosynthesis in 
organic substances. This last flow of energy corresponds to net primary production (NPP). Fundamental 
ecological questions relating to the global carbon budget, the location of the missing carbon sink, and 
predictions of global climate change rely on obtaining good estimates of NPP.

Wetland ecosystems can have very high standing biomass values and correspondingly high NPP.[2,3] 
The annual aboveground NPP of macrophytes is reported to be up to 5 kg dry matter in the most pro-
ductive sites.[2] This production varies according to species, wetland type, and latitude[2,3] and is often 
well correlated with the maximum aboveground standing crop. Belowground production is much more 
difficult to estimate because roots and rhizomes grow and die at different rates and times and because 
materials are translocated to and from shoots. The ratio of belowground to aboveground production can 
vary from 0.2 to 2.5 according to various studies.[2] The connectivity of a wetland to hydrological fluxes 
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(i.e., saltmarshes flooded by tides, coastal freshwater marshes flooded by seiche, riparian bottomland 
forests flooded by floods) is one of the most important factors enhancing primary productivity.[4]

Net carbon capture from herbaceous vegetation is minimal compared to the long-term accumula-
tion of carbon in bottomland hardwood forests. At the end of the growing season, most of the carbon 
trapped in the biomass of herbaceous macrophytes is found in dead plant litter and is released as CO2 or 
CH4 during decomposition or exported as dissolved or particulate organic matter to adjacent systems. 

FIGURE 1 Conceptual model showing the fluxes of organic carbon in wetlands.

FIGURE 2 View of a freshwater wetland.
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Bottomland hardwood forests store carbon in tree biomass for a much longer period of time. The pro-
ductivity of bottomland forest ranges between 200 g and 2000 g dry organic matter per year.[5]

Carbon Sequestration in Soils

Carbon fixed in photosynthesis either remains in the sediment as carbon accretion or is decomposed 
to CO2 and CH4 by a suite of fermentative microbes involved in soil organic matter decomposition. A 
diversity of biological, chemical, and physical mechanisms is also known to selectively “protect” dif-
ferent pools of soil organic matter from decomposition by soil microorganism. Most of the recalcitrant 
carbon destined for sediment accretion is derived from heavily lignified biomass. Organic soil is a result 
of the anaerobic conditions created by standing water or poorly drained conditions.

Carbon is even better protected in acidic environments, in marine sediments and under low tem-
peratures. Peat accumulation is a result of reduced oxidation of the biomass produced in wetlands. The 
northern peatlands have accumulated 25–38 Pmol C since the last glaciation, equivalent to 50%–70% of 
the total amount of carbon currently present in the atmosphere.[6] Peat accumulation is greater in bogs 
than in fens due to differences in nutrient availability. Decomposition rates are enhanced in minerotro-
phic fens receiving nutrients from adjacent mineral soils relative to ombrotrophic bogs, which are fed 
only by rainwater.

Canadian wetland soils store about 154 Gt C, representing an average of 60% more carbon than what 
is stored in Canadian forests (95 Gt C in biomass and soils), which in turn is two orders of magni-
tude larger than the agricultural soil carbon pool[7] (Table 1). Peatlands are a sink for between 20 and 
30 g Cm−2 yr−1, which means that Canadian peatlands sequester about 0.03 Gt Cyr−1 (Table 1). The seques-
tration rate of peatlands is currently smaller than the rate computed for boreal forests. However, the 
major difference between forests and peatlands is that a forest sink is transient and cannot be sustained 
continuously. If peatlands also have a theoretical limit to growth, it is reached only after many thou-
sands of years.[8] However, the fluxes of CO2 and CH4 from peatlands vary highly according to seasons, 
years, species and sites. Inter-annual measurement schemes—such as those that have been developed 
for forest ecosystems with the Ameriflux and Euroflux programs—are needed are needed to establish 
more precise fluxes of CO2.

Impact of Human Activities on Carbon Storage

Rates of plant production are limited by phosphorus supply in freshwater systems and by nitrogen sup-
ply in saltwater and terrestrial systems.[9,10] An excess of nutrients leads to an increase of both primary 
production and decomposition in terrestrial systems.[11] Decomposition rates increase, however, at a 
slower rate than primary production, leading to a potential increase of carbon storage in soil.[11] In wet-
lands, little is known about the effect of excess nutrients on the denitrification process, which is directly 
linked to the amount of soil organic matter.[12]

Wetlands have been drained on all continents due to human development. Rapid changes occur in 
organic soils after drainage as aerobic microbial decomposition is enhanced, releasing large amounts 
of CO2 into the atmosphere. Carbon losses can lead to subsidence of the soil profile, changes in bulk 
density, and decreases in carbon content of the remaining soil.

TABLE 1 Summary of Carbon Stocks and Fluxes in Canadian Wetlands/Peatlands, Forests and Agricultural Fields

Land Use Area (km2) C Stock (Gt C) Fluxes (Gt C yr−1) Potential Duration (Years)

Peatlands/wetlands soils
Forests

1.24 × 106
5.15 × 106

154
95

−0.03
−0.2

1000 years (?)
50

Agriculture fields 0.45 × 106 6 0.0034 50

Source: Adapted from Roulet.[7]
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Creation of Wetlands to Sequester Carbon

Wetlands—particularly bottomland hardwood forests— are considered as potentially excellent “carbon 
sinks” because they take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and store it in living plant tissues and soil 
organic matter. Wetland creation might provide an opportunity to positively address wetland habitat 
losses while also addressing global warming [8,13] However, a question, still remains: are we capable of 
constructing wetlands that function in similar ways as natural wetlands? How well these created and 
constructed wetlands mimic natural wetlands is still being debated.[14,15]

Various studies have indicated that created wetlands might not function in the same capacity as 
adjacent reference wetlands.[16] In created Spartina alterniflora salt marshes, vegetation rapidly achieves 
100% cover, although soil nitrogen and organic matter are slow to accumulate. Salt marshes constructed 
in North Carolina 25 years ago have lower soil organic carbon (SOC) and lower total N reservoirs than 
a 2000-year-old natural marsh.[16]

Their C accumulation rates are similar to those of reference sites, but N accumulation rates are higher, 
thus C/N ratios have declined over time. In Oregon, 95 restored freshwater marshes had lower soil 
organic matter than natural marshes and no evidence of accumulation.[17]

Because bottomland hardwood forests combine both a long-term carbon storage in tree biomass and 
a slow release of soil organic carbon under flooded conditions, they are considered as excellent ecosys-
tems that could potentially be used to sequester carbon. Restoration of bottomland hardwood forests on 
marginal agricultural lands in the Mississippi River Valley offers significant net carbon sequestration 
in the south-central region of the U.S.[13] However hardwood plantings have problems with slow initial 
growth and excessive early mortality rates. The use of herbaceous weed control and bedding may offer 
the potential to overcome these difficulties.[13] Under the initiative of the U.S. Department of Energy, an 
80 acre pilot study is currently underway in Louisiana. Abandoned marginally productive agricultural 
fields were planted in January 1997 with seven bottomland hardwood species. Following planting, the 
site will be monitored for planting success and survival. When the trees attain heights >4.5 ft, growth 
data and carbon sequestration per acre will be calculated.[13]

Conclusions

The primary production in wetland ecosystems is greatly enhanced by hydrological fluxes, which leads 
to high biomass, primary production and accretion rates. The carbon that is either fixed stored in stand-
ing biomass, released by soil decomposing microorganisms, or stored in soil sediments. With the con-
tinual destruction of wetlands worldwide, more of this sequestered carbon is released to the atmosphere. 
The protection of wetlands will preserve the amount of carbon already stored in these ecosystems.

The creation and restoration of new wetlands will certainly contribute to sequestration of carbon and 
should be considered as one way to mitigate greenhouse emissions.
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Nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), in groundwater, 45
agricultural practices contributing to

containerized horticultural crops, 50
grasslands/turf, 48–50
manure application, 48
nitrogen fertilizer, 48
row crops, 47–48

elevated levels of, 45–46
environmental impacts, 46–47
health problems by, 45, 46
by leaching of N fertilizer, 45–46
nitrogen sources of, 46
occurrence of, 46
strategies, for reducing NO3-N leaching, 51–52

cover crops, 51–52
diversified crop rotation, 51
grassland/turf management, 52
nitrification inhibitors, 50–51
reduced tillage, 51–52
soil testing and plant monitoring, 50

Nitrate pollution, 106
Nitrification inhibitors, 50–51
Nitrogen (N), 47, 407

concentration, reduction in municipal wastewater, 
260–263, 261f–263f

losses of measurements, need for, 416–417
and NO3-N contamination, 46

Nitrogen cycle, 695, 695f
Nitrogen fertilizer, NO3-N contamination from, 46
Nitrogen oxides (NxOy), 106
Nitrogen trading tools (NTTs), 415–420, 416
NO3 test, late-spring, 50
Noise pollution, 116

in coastal waters, 27–28
Non-motile algae, 537
Non-point source, of water pollution, 71
Non-potable uses, of water, 124
Non-saline water, 172t
Nonspecific biomarkers, 642–643
Nuclear atmospheric weapons tests, 107
Nutrient reduction, 75–76
Nutrient removal, WSPS, 539
Nutrient tracking tool, 420

O

Oat (Avena sativa L.), 51
Ocean color and tem (OCTS), 492, 493t
Oil and ship pollution, 113
Oil pollution, in Baltic Sea, 349–366

observations of, 352–355
oil spill drift, numerical modeling of, 359–364, 

360–364f
operational satellite monitoring of, 355–359
problems and solutions of, 364–365
sources of, 350–352
statistics of, 352–355
tendencies of, 352–355

Oils, in coastal waters, 26–27
Oil spills drift, numerical modeling of, 359–364, 

360–364f
O isotopes, for saltwater detection, 143
Oman, 463, 474
Operational satellite monitoring, of oil pollution, 

355–359
Opportunity cost, 284
Optimizing model, 279–283

scarcity rents, 281–282
shadow prices, 281–283

Organic compounds, in coastal waters, 22–24
Organic loading rate, 568
Ovarian cancer, by NO3-N exposure, 46
Owens Lake, degradation of, 339
Owner-operated rainwater harvesting, 123
Oxamyl (Vydate), 60t
Oxygenation, 446–447, 450t

P

Paleoenvironmental data and fly-ash particle analysis, 88
Palestine, saltwater intrusion, 134–135
Paspalum notatum (Bahiagrass), 49
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Pathogen, in sewage effluent, 176
Paulatuk treatment wetland, 545–546, 546t, 547f
Pb contamination, in coastal waters, 19
Peat accumulation, 717
Peclet number, 404
Percolation, 166, 167, 175
Permethrin, 61
Pesticide

in coastal waters, 26
risk assessment, 428

Pesticide groundwater database (PGWDB), 60
Pesticide impacts, on aquatic communities balance, 3

examples, 7–9
measuring impacts, 4–5
recent advances and outstanding issues, 9–11
risk assessment and, 5–7
risk reduction, 9

Pesticide-plant combinations, 62
Pesticides in groundwater

groundwater contamination, 62
management of, 62

irrigation management, 62–63
maximum contaminant levels (MCL), 59, 60t
in soils and water

fumigants, 61
fungicides, 61
herbicides, 61–62
insecticides, 60–61

use of, 59–60
Pest management, 62
Phenylurea herbicides, 61
Phosphorous concentration reduction, municipal 

wastewater, 257–260, 258f–260f
Phosphorus cycle, 696, 696f
Phosphorus-loading models, 76
Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), 715
Phragmites, 711
Phragmites australis, 215, 605, 605f, 711
Physical methods, for contaminant remediation, 42
Physical water transfer

freshwater diversion projects, 189–190
via food trade, 190

Phytoplankton growth, 694–698, 697f
Picloram, 60t, 61
Pipe drainage, impact of, on downstream peak flows, 

435, 435f
Plastic(s)

in coastal waters, 27
debris, 115–116

Platanus occidentalis, 710
Pleated filtration panel filters, 600
PNECoral, 643
Poa pratensis (Bluegrass), 49
Policy vs. wise use, 497, 498
Pollution

biological, 24–25
in coastal waters, 17–29

light, 28
noise, 27–28
wastewater treatment, 577

Polyacrylamide (PAM), 159, 161
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), 111
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 195
Polyethylene tanks, 127
Polyphosphate-accumulating organisms (PAOs), 573
Pomatomus saltatrix, 6
Populus deltoides, 710
Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.), 48, 51
Potential acid sulfate soils, 92
Precipitation, 451t
Predicted no-effects concentrations (PNECs), 638
Pre-modern times, 226
Preplant N tests, 50–51
Pre-side-dress N tests, 50–51
Pressure sand filters, 587–588
Principal response curves (PRCs), 5
Probabilistic hazard assessment (PHA), 9
Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), 3, 10
Protective and restorative measures, 74–76
The Protocol on Water and Health, 77
Publicly owned treatment works (POTWs), 247
Public water policy, 267
Pump-and-treat method, 42
Pumping, to manage saltwater intrusion, 146
Punjab, groundwater arsenic contamination in, 375
Pyramid Lake, degradation of, 339
Pyrethroid, insecticides, 61
Pyrite, oxidation of, 82–83

Q

Qinghai Hu Lake, degradation of, 338
Quaternary N herbicides, 61

R

Radioactive waste, 114–115
Radionuclides, 107, 114

in coastal waters, 20–22
Rainwater harvesting

advantages of, 123–124
design/maintenance of

catchment surface, 126
conveyance systems, 126–127
storage tanks, 127

importance of, 123
types of

land surface catchments, 124, 124f, 125f, 126
large systems, 124, 125f
rooftop collection systems for high-rise 

buildings, 124
simple rooftop collection systems, 124, 124f
stormwater collection in urbanized 

catchment, 126
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Rainwater pipes, 126
Ramsar Convention, 77
Random walk method, 404
Range and pasture lands

biological characteristics, 657
dissolved chemicals, 657
livestock impacts

soil, 656
vegetation, 656

protecting water quality
limit livestock use of waterways, 658
limit runoff and erosion, 658
wetland/riparian sites, 658

suspended sediment, 655
Rapid gravity filters, 587
RDM, see Robust decision making (RDM) Road runoff samples, 196–200, 197f, 198t, 199t, 200f

formaldehyde (HCHO) levels, 198, 200f
maximum, minimum, and mean concentrations of 

Recommended Maximum Concentrations (RMCs), 703t
Recultivation, 521
Redox reactions

in water-sediment systems, 92–94
biological factors, 92–93, 93t
climatic factors, 93–94, 94t
surface inland waters, 93t

Reduced tillage, 51–52
Registration, Evaluation, and Authorization of 

Chemicals (REACH), 644
Rehabilitation, 520, 530t
Reinfestation of A. donax, 331
Relative sea-level rise (RSLR), 219
Relief drains, 442
Remediation, 530t
Remote sensing (RS)

advances in, 493t
inventorying and monitoring, 492
research and development, 492–494, 493t, 494f, 

494t
satellites with sensors, 493t
in watershed management, 491–496, 493t

Renaturization, 524
Reservoirs, 66–67

dry, 445
flow-through, 445
retention, 445
storage, 166
tillage, 160

Restoration, 530t
of native terrestrial plants, 530t

Retention, 528
reservoirs, 445

Revegetation, 331–333
Revenue stability, 287
Reverse osmosis, 594–596, 596f
Revitalization, 530t
Rewashing, 450t
Rhizome or culm, 327
Riparian ecosystems/bottomland hardwood forests, 

327, 328, 710

Riplox method, 454
River

ecosystems, 528
functionality analysis, 524
recultivation, 521–528

multitasking for, 523, 523f
planning and development, 522f

restoration, 519–521
River pollution, 105–108

removal of pollutants, 107–108
sources, 106–107

acid rain, 106
agricultural pollution, 106–107
industrial pollution, 106
radionuclides, 107

analytes, 199t
mean concentrations of analytes in, 198t
organochlorine pesticides, 198
pesticides determined in, 199t
ranges of concentrations in, 198t

Robust decision making (RDM), 514t
Robust reservoirs management, 512
Rock-soil-water interactions, 91–92
Roof catchment, materials used for, 126
Roof runoff, 200–203, 201t, 202t, 203t

concentrations of analytes, 202, 202t
detected and determined ions, 203, 203t
material type, 201, 201t
pH of roof runoff, 200, 201f
types of roofing, 201, 202t

Rooftop collection systems
for high-rise buildings in urban area, 124
simple, 124, 124f

Row crops, 47–48
Runoff farming, 130
Runoff water, 195

wet deposition, 195–196, 196f
Ryegrass (Latium perenne L.), 49

S

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), 37, 242, 250
Safe Water Drinking Act of 1974, 270
Saline seeps, 442–443
Saline soils, drainage requirement, 440–441, 441f
Saline waters

classification of, 172t
effect on soil, 171
irrigation with, 171–172
low-salt and salty waters, mixing, 173

Salinity Control Act of 1974, 169
Salinity control projects, 169
Salt loading pick-up, 169
Salt marshes
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blue carbon ecosystems, 217
geomorphological classification, 215, 216f
hot spot, 219
hydrologic regime, 218
interior platform, 218, 218f
marsh morphology, 218
sub-environments, 215, 216f

Salt(s)
concentration, 172t
in soil, 171

Saltwater intrusion
in groundwater, 133–147

combating, 146–147
computer models, 146
Israel and Palestinian territories, 134–135
Italy, 135
mathematical modeling, 143–146
mechanisms, 135–140
Mexico, 135
monitoring and exploration of, 140–143
Netherlands, The, 134
planning and management, 147
transition zones, 139–140, 139f, 144
into unconfined aquifer, 136f
United States, 134
vertical cross sections of, 136f

Saudi Arabia, 463, 474
Scarcity rents, 281–282
Scheduling and Network Analysis Program 

(SNAP), 494
School of Environmental Studies (SOES), 

survey of, 370
Schwertmannite, 84
Scirpus, 711
SEAWAT, for saltwater intrusion, 146
Secale cereale (Winter rye), 51
Sedimentation, 69
Sediment ponds, 159
Sediment Quality Triad, 637
Sediments

isolation, 451t
nutrient deposition/deactivation in, 451t

Sediment trap, 126
Seed and Fertilizer Approach, 491
Seepage lakes, 66
Serratia marcescens, 671
Service stability, 287
Seston removal/catch, 451t
Sewage effluents, in coastal waters, 26
Sewage effluents for irrigation

in California, 176
coliform counts in, 176
in Israel, 176
long-term effects of, 176
in Mexico, 176
in Middle East, 175
monitoring guidelines for, 176–177

objectives of, 175
reuse standards, 176
untreated, 176

Shadow prices, 281–283
Sharon process, 573
SHARP, for saltwater intrusion, 146
Shifting double cropping system, 186
Signal-to-noise ratio, 492, 493t
Simazine, 60t
Simulation of solute transport, 403–404, 403f
Single cropping system, 186
Site-specific models, groundwater modeling, 392–393
Slow sand bed filters, 587
Slow sand filter (SSF), 242
Sludge volume index (SVI), 567
Smith, John, 325
Smoothing natural riverbed, 526
Socioeconomic system, 423, 424f
Sodic soils, drainage requirement, 441
Sodium salts, 171
Soil

matrix, 175
primary function of, 175
retention, 527

Soil and water assessment tool (SWAT), 186, 
187, 187t

Soil-aquifer recharge systems with dewatering, 176
Soil salinity

irrigation and, 179–182
causes, 180–181
deleterious effects, 179–180
management strategies, 181–182

Soil scape filter, 598–599
Soil temperature

bubble ebullition, 295–296
diffusion, 295–296
transport through plants, 295–296
vascular plants, 296

Solanum tuberosum (Potato), 48, 51
Solid retention time (SRT), 566–567
Solute transport, simulation of, 403–404, 403f
South Florida Water Management District, 134
South-north water transfer (SNWT) project, 189
Soybeans (Glycine max L. Merr.), 47
Spain, 463, 474
Sparging, 450t, 452
Spartina alterniflora, 215, 218, 219, 718
Spartina patens, 215
Species invasion, 25
Specific biomarkers, 642–643
Sprinkler-irrigation erosion, 159–161
Sprinkler irrigation system, 166, 167f
Sprinklers, 62, 172
Standard water treatment, 243, 243f
State-of-the-art k-C* model, 606
Stochastic (or random) models, water quality, 428
Stone backfill, 527
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Storage, 528
and conservation reservoirs, 67
matrix, 400
tanks for rainwater, 126
variation (groundwater), 399
of water, 165

Stormwater, collection in urbanized catchment, 126
Stratification, 70–71
Streamflow depletion, 165
Stream longitudinal gradient, invasive species 

distribution, 711, 711f
Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), 325
Subsurface drip irrigation (SDI), 505–510

air entry and flushing, 509
chemical injection, 508–509
defined, 505
development of, 505
laterals and emitters, 508
lateral type, spacing, and depth, 507
maintenance, 509–510
operation, 509
pumps, filtration, and pressure regulation, 508
site, water supply, and crop, 506
special requirements, 507
system components, 508–509
system design, 506

SubWet 2.0, 556
Sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.), 51, 157
Sulfur dioxide (SO2), 106
Surface irrigation, 157–159, 166, 167f
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act 

(SMCRA), 37–38
Surface runoff, 126

limitation, 528
Surface waters, 66

contamination, 269–271
direct contamination of, 66
runoff, 112

Suspended growth processes, 565
Suspended sediment concentration (SSC), 219
Sustainable development goals (SDGs), 226
SUTRA, for saltwater intrusion, 146
Swedish Forest Agency, 98
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), 350, 355–356, 493t

advanced, 350
Syria, 468
Systeme Hydrologique European (SHE) model, 186, 187t

T

Tailwater, 166
Technical Guidance Document (TGD), 638
Terbufos, 60
Thematic Mapper (TM), 492
Thermally impaired waters, 487
Thiocarbamate herbicides, 60
Thiocarbamate pesticides, 59

Throughfall, 203–207
from airports, 205–207, 205f–207f
from farming areas, 204–205

Tile drainage, nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in, 47
Time-domain electromagnetic methods (TDEMs)

for saltwater detection, 142
Total dissolved solids (TDS)

for saltwater intrusion, 139, 145
Total maximum daily load (TMDL), 429, 

481–482, 655
in achieving water quality standards, 486
application of, 488–489
nonpoint source state management

water quality standards before TMDL process, 
485–486

nonpoint source state management plans, 485–486
point source regulation and

NPDES permit program, 483, 483f
pollutant discharge, 482–483
section 402 dredge and fill permit program, 484

section 297 impaired waters list, 486–487
state water planning and, 487–488
water quality standards in point source permitting 

before TMDL process, 484–485
Total organic carbon (TOC), 206
Toxaphene, 60t
Toxic chemicals, 176
Toxicity, 572
Toxic materials, 69
Toxins, 111
Transition zone, between saltwater and freshwater 

regions, 139–140, 139f, 144
Triazines, 61
Tributary mass load sampling, 73
Tributary water quality sampling, 73
Tributyltin (TBT), 19
Trickle irrigation, 166
Trickling filters, 589–590, 590f
Trihalomethanes (THMs), 665–666, 666f
Triticum aestivum (Wheat), 51, 157
Trophic status, lakes and reservoirs, 67
Trunk runoff, 203
Tunisia, 463, 474
Turf, NO3-N contamination from, 48–50
Typha, 711

U

UASB reactor, 570, 571f
Ulmus americana, 710
Ultrafiltration, 593–594
United Arab Emirates, 463
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), 372
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO), 272
United States, 463, 465

saltwater intrusion in, 134
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United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(USEPA), 270, 408

Unit filter run volume (UFRV), 244
Up-coning, 137–139, 138f
Upgrading existing wastewater treatment plants, 578
Uranium, groundwater contamination, 41
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), 272
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 243
Utility-operated rainwater harvesting, 123
Uttar Pradesh, groundwater arsenic contamination, 374

V

Variable infiltration capacity model (VIC), 186, 187t
Vegetated submergedbed (VSB) wetlands, 623, 623f
Verdale-Simi Fire, 332f
Vireo bellii pusillus, 331
Virtual water flow

freshwater diversion projects, 189–190
via food trade, 190

Visible infrared scanner (VIRS), 493t
Volatile organochlorine compounds (VOCCs), 198
VSB, see Vegetated submergedbed (VSB) wetlands

W

Waste composition, 571
Waste load allocation, 487
Waste stabilization pond system (WSPS)

design of, 539
anaerobic ponds, 540
design parameters, 539–540
facultative ponds, 540
Helminth egg removal, 541
maturation ponds for fecal coliform removal, 

540–541
water flows and BOD concentrations, 540

nutrient removal in, 539
oxygen tension in, 538
processes in, 536

anaerobic ponds, 536
facultative ponds, 536–537
facultative ponds, kinetics, 537–538
maturation ponds, 538–539

types of, 535–536
water quality and, 541

Wastewater, 461–462
collection, 248
exposure, motivating safe practices along, 472–473
history, 247
industrial, 461–462
industrial waste, 249–250
issues, 250
liquid disposal, 249
monitoring, 248
policy interventions and risk reduction, 468

agricultural communities, 469–470

farmers and families, 468–469
farm product consumers, 470, 472

policy issues
in developed countries, 466
in developing countries, 466–467

policy requirement, 465
public policy examples, 474–475
as resource in water-scarce settings, 462

in developed countries, 463
in developing countries, 464–465

solids disposal, 249
sources, 248
standards, 248
treatment, 248–249, 248f

and non-treatment alternatives, 467–468
Wastewater irrigation

challenges, 701
crop selection, 702–703, 702t
frequency, 705
maximum allowable levels, metals and metalloids, 

703–704, 703t
methods used, 704–705, 704t
pathogen reductions, 705t
soil-based nutrient interventions, 705–706, 706t

Wastewater treatment, 248–249, 248f, 562–563
activated sludge process

operating parameters in, 566–568
solid retention time, 566–567

aerobic biological waste treatment processes, 
565–566

activated sludge process, 565, 566f
aeration tanks, 565–566
secondary clarifiers, 566

anaerobic wastewater treatment
granule deterioration, 572
loading rate, 571
retention time, 572
temperature, 571
toxicity, 572
waste composition, 571

biological phosphorus removal, 573–574
biological removal of nitrogen, 572

anaerobic ammonium oxidation, 573
Canon process, 573
combined nitrogen removal, 573
Sharon process, 573

biological treatment options, 563–565
aerobic processes, 564
anaerobic processes, 564
anoxic processes, 564
attached growth process, 565
suspended growth processes, 565

Canada, 543
efficiency matrix, 579, 580t
extreme cold climate, 543
industrial wastewaters, 577–578
pollution problems, 577
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Wastewater treatment (cont.)
pretreatment, 563
primary treatment, 563
secondary clarification, 563
secondary treatment, 563
selection of, 579–581
survey of, 579t
tertiary treatment, 563

Wastewater treatment, wetlands
CWs vs. natural, 622
design, 625–626
FWS, 622–623, 625, 626
influent concentrations, 624t
operation and maintenance, 626
treatment process, 623–625, 624f
VSB, 622–623, 625, 626
working, 621

Water, 241–247
aquatic ecosystems and pesticides

herbicides, 680
impacts, 682
measuring concentrations, 681–682
occurrence, 679–681
off-site movement, 679–680
transport, 679–681
usage, 679

history, 242
hydraulics, 245–247
loss, 329
monitoring, 242–243
nutrient deposition/deactivation in, 451t
safe drinking

access to, 661, 662t
analysis of trace organic pollutants, 

669–670, 669f
characteristics of bacteria and pathogens, 

671–672, 672t
DAI-ECD technique, 669–671, 670f
microbiological research methods, 672–673
mineral components, 662–663, 663t
organic compounds, health significance, 

668–669, 668t
organic pollutants, 665–667, 667t
suitability, 662
toxic elements, 664–665, 664t

sources, 243
standards, 242–243
standard water treatment, 243–245, 243f
transmission, 243
use, 329–331

Water–energy–food nexus, 231–232
Water–energy nexus, 423–424, 425f
Water flows and BOD concentrations, 540
Water harvesting

classification, 129–130

definition, 129
domestic uses, 130
livestock drinking water, 130
runoff farming, 130
usage, 130–131

Water leaching index, 409
Water prices, 277

competitive markets and, 278–279
multiple-criteria framework, 286f
optimizing model, 279–283

scarcity rents, 281–282
shadow prices, 281–283

structuring, 283
economic efficiency, 285–286
equity and fairness, 286
full cost, 284
full economic cost, 284
full supply cost, 284
opportunity cost, 284
simplicity, 286–287
stability and quality, 287
substitutability, 284–285
sustainability, 287
water tariffs and pricing strategies, 287–289

Water quality
for agriculture, 169
criteria, 484
monitoring, 72–74

biological integrity sampling, 73
citizen monitoring, 73–74
lake sampling, 73
trading programs, 417–418
tributary mass load sampling, 73

tributary water quality sampling, 73
and WSPS, 541

Water Quality Act (1965), 481
Water quality modeling, 427

BMPS, 428–429
classification, 427–428
large-scale systems behavior, 429
overview, 427
risk assessment of pesticides, 428
sources/impacts of pollutants, evaluation of, 429
uses, 428

Water resources, 266
ecological water budgets, 267
global water management, 267–268
hydrologic cycle issues, 267
political control, 267–268
robust and rigorous methodology, 268

Water resources management evolution, 225–234
adaptive management, 230–231
colonial times, 227
five driving forces, 225
hydraulic paradigm, 227–228
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increasingly urban world, 232–233, 233f
IWRM – dominant paradigm today, 228–229, 230f
‘lock-in’ effects, 231
Nexus approach, 231–232
pre-modern times, 226

Watersheds
management

Geographic information system (GIS) for, 
491–496, 493t

remote sensing (RS), 491–496, 493t
Water supply buffer, 123
Water-sustainable agricultural adaptations

cropping system adaptations, 189
field experiments, 188–189

Water systems modeling, 511
Water treatment; see also individual filters

classification of solids, 584–585, 584f, 585f
definition, 584
filtration mechanisms, 585–587, 586f
granular filters

pressure sand, 587–588
rapid gravity, 587
slow sand bed, 587

process, 584
types, 588f

Water utilities, 241–250
Well-posed initial and boundary value problem, for 

saltwater intrusion, 145–146
West Bengal, groundwater arsenic contamination, 370, 

372–373, 372f, 373f
Wet deposition, roof runoff, 195–196
Wetlands

carbon sequestration
creation as “carbon sinks,” 718
human activities, impact of, 717
net carbon capture, 716–717
organic carbon fluxes, 715–716, 716f
primary productivity, 715–717
soils, 717

current extent, 689, 689t
CWs

classification, 603
definition, 603
HF systems, 604–607, 604f, 607f
hybrid systems, 609
various types of wastewater, uses in, 609–610, 

610t
VF systems, 607–609, 608f

definitions, 685–686
fauna, 711–712
flora, 709–711
functions, 685

greenhouse gases, 715
guidelines, 498–500
hydrological patterns, 709
landscape, 709
national policies in support of, 712
North America, 687f
policy vs. wise use, 497, 498
sedimentation problems

accretion, 617
ecological engineering solutions, 619–620
phosphorus accumulation, 618
reduced conductivity, bed, 617
size distribution, particles, 618–619

types, 686–689
wastewater treatment

CWs vs. natural, 622
design, 625–626
FWS, 622–623, 625, 626
influent concentrations, 624t
operation and maintenance, 626
treatment process, 623–625, 624f
VSB, 622–623, 625, 626
working, 621

Wheal Jane metal mine, Cornwall, 40
Wheat (T. aestivum L.), 51, 157
Wildfire, 331, 332f
Wildlife, biodiversity and, 331
Windhoek, Namibia, 583–584
Winter cover crops, for reducing NO3-N leaching, 

51–52
Winter rye (Secale cereale L.), 51
WISER project, 639–640
Wise use vs. policy, 497, 498
World Health Organization (WHO), 370, 374, 468, 469
World War II, 228, 265

Y

Yellow boy, 83
Yellow River, 383–385

distributions of runoff, 384
harnessing of, 385
irrigation area, 384
overview, 383
terrain of, 383

Z

Zea mays, 47
Zinc (Zn) contamination, in coastal waters, 19
Zineb, 61
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Preface

Given the current state of the world as compiled in the massive Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 

Report, humans have changed ecosystems more rapidly and extensively during the past 50 years than in 

any other time in human history. These are unprecedented changes that need certain action. As a result, 

it is imperative that we have a good scientific understanding of how these systems function and good 

strategies on how to manage them.

In a very practical way, this multi-volume Environmental Management Handbook provides a com-

prehensive reference to demonstrate the key processes and provisions for enhancing environmental 

management. The experience, evidence, methods, and models relevant for studying environmental 

management are presented here in six stand-alone thematic volumes, as follows:

VOLUME 1 – Managing Global Resources and Universal Processes

VOLUME 2 – Managing Biological and Ecological Systems

VOLUME 3 – Managing Soils and Terrestrial Systems

VOLUME 4 – Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems

VOLUME 5 – Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems

VOLUME 6 – Managing Human and Social Systems

In this manner, the handbook introduces in the first volume the general concepts and processes used 

in environmental management. The next four volumes deal with each of the four spheres of nature 

(biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere). The last volume ties the material together in its 

application to human and social systems. These are very important chapters for a wide spectrum of stu-

dents and professionals to understand and implement environmental management. In particular, the 

features include the following:

• The first handbook that demonstrates the key processes and provisions for enhancing environ-

mental management.

• Addresses new and cutting-edge topics on ecosystem services, resilience, sustainability, food–

energy–water nexus, socio-ecological systems, etc.

• Provides an excellent basic knowledge on environmental systems, explains how these systems 

function, and gives strategies on how to manage them.

• Written by an outstanding group of environmental experts.

Since the handbook covers such a wide range of materials from basic processes, to tools, technolo-

gies, case studies, and legislative actions, each handbook entry is further classified into the following 

categories:

APC: Anthropogenic chemicals—the chapters cover human-manufactured chemicals and activities

COV: Indicates that the chapters give comparative overviews of important topics for environmental 

management
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CSS: The chapters give a case study of a particular environmental management example

DIA: Means that the chapters are about diagnostic tools—monitoring, ecological modeling, ecologi-

cal indicators, and ecological services

ELE: Focuses on the use of legislation or policy to address environmental problems

ENT: Addresses environmental management using environmental technologies

NEC: Natural elements and chemicals—the chapters cover basic elements and chemicals found in 

nature

PRO: The chapters cover basic environmental processes.

Overall, these volumes will be a valuable resource for all libraries supporting programs in environmen-

tal science and studies, earth science, geography, and policy.

In this volume, #5, the focus is on managing air quality and the closely related topic of energy sys-

tems, as represented in over 50 entries. Energy basics and physics for conventional and alternative 

sources are considered. Specific impacts such as global climate change, acid rain, and ozone are covered. 

New entries include specific tools to measure road traffic emissions, the importance of managing micro-

power grids, and the role of individual and household behavior in emission scenarios. Case studies look 

at energy conversion and the impact of wind farm noise. This volume contains a number of entries on 

air pollution control strategies.

Brian D. Fath

Brno, Czech Republic

December 2019
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Air Pollutants

Air pollution can be generated by natural and anthropogenic sources. The natural sources, such as 

 electrical discharge, decomposition of organic matter, volcano eruption, and natural fires, do not depend 

on human actions and emit large amounts of pollution, usually in restricted and sparsely  populated 

areas.

The anthropogenic sources can be stationary or mobile. Stationary sources are mainly industries 

that cause local problems of air contamination. Their pollution emissions are determined by the 

 characteristics of the manufacturing processes, which include the sort of raw materials and fuels used 

and the products furnished, as well as by the efficiency of the industrial processes and the control 

 measurements adopted. 

Mobile sources consist of automotive vehicles, trains, airplanes, ships, and motorboats, which release 

pollutants into the atmosphere due to incomplete burning of fossil fuels. However, the automotive 

 vehicles are the main mobile sources.

The atmosphere in large cities is usually contaminated by a range of pollutants from stationary and 

mobile sources. The pollutant emissions of mobile sources are difficult to be controlled, mainly because 

of the increasing number of automotive vehicles in the last 50 years. This number increased tenfold 

 during this period.[1] The emissions of air pollutants in urban centers have been causing great concerns 

all over the world and have been causing harmful effects on living organisms.

The main pollutants in urban centers are gases such as carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur oxides, and 

organic compounds such as hydrocarbons, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and particulate matter. 

They will be described below.

The gas carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless, and tasteless gas formed during the incomplete 

combustion of carbon-containing fuels.[2]

The main source of sulfur dioxide (SO2) is the combustion of fuels. Fossil fuels have 1%–5%  sulfur 

in their composition. During combustion, the sulfur is converted to SO2. Nowadays, in developed 

c ountries, a large quantity of the sulfur is removed from motor fuels during the refining process and gas 

emission from chimneys. However, in developing countries, unabated burning of coal and the use of 

fuel oils and automotive diesel with higher sulfur content are major sources of SO2.
[2]

1
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4 Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems

The nitrogen derived from the combustion process of fossil fuels is converted to nitrogen oxides[2] 

such as nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). They are considered the precursors of 

tropospheric ozone (O3) formation. Nitrogen dioxide diffuses into the atmosphere, where it is usually 

oxidized and can react with water to form acid rain, causing corrosion in materials and damage to 

human beings.[3]

The nitrogen oxides and VOCs are considered precursors and produce by photochemical reactions 

many secondary pollutants, among them O3 and peroxyacetyl nitrate,[1,3] which compose so-called 

 photochemical smog.

When O3 is formed in an atmosphere without pollutants, it is consumed within minutes by the 

ph otostationary equilibrium between NO and NO2. Nevertheless, in a polluted atmosphere, NO 

is  converted to NO2 and can be consumed by RO2 (organic radical), and, as a consequence, O3 is 

 accumulated.[3,4] The O3 is considered one of the most damaging gaseous pollutants to human health and 

plants, because it forms the reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and 

hydroxyl, among others. Reactive oxygen species are oxidative and affect lipids, proteins, and nucleic 

acids; the cell membranes, composed by polyunsaturated fatty acids, represent the initial target of ROS, 

c hanging their permeability and triggering lipid peroxidation,[5] amino acid oxidation, and inactivation 

of enzymes.[6]

The particulate matter (PM) is a mixture of solid or liquid particles suspended in the air,  including 

smoke, fumes, soot, and other combustion by-products, besides natural particles such as wind-

blown dust, sea salt, pollen, and spores.[7] These components can be characterized by their size and 

 composition.[1] Based on the aerodynamic diameter, which ranges from 0.002 to 100 μm, the particulate 

matter is  classified into three categories: 1) coarse particles, ranging from 2.5 to 100 μm; 2) fine particu-

late matter, below 2.5 μm; 3) ultrafine particles, below 0.1 μm.[8]

Air quality is now regulated by standard concentrations established by laws, based on experiments on 

humans and/or animals and epidemiological investigations. The standards for air pollutants in Europe 

are proposed by the European Commission and in the United States by the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA). In Brazil, the standard values for air quality control are defined by a resolution proposed 

by the National Council of Environment (CONAMA; Table 1).[9]

Although these standards are often revised in order to protect the human health, the World Health 

Organization states that around 2.4 million people still die each year due to causes related to air pollution. 

TABLE 1 Standard Values for Pollutants Established by Environmental Agencies (European Commission, EPA, and 

CONAMA)

European 

CommissionPollutant Sampling Time EPA CONAMA

CO (carbon monoxide) 1 hr 26 ppm 35 ppm 35 ppm

8 hr 10 mg/m3 –

NO2 8 hr – – 9 ppm

1 hr 200 μg/m3 100 ppb 320 μg/m3

PM10 (particulate matter) Annual 40 μg/m3 53 ppb 100 μg/m3

24 hr 50 μg/m3 150 μg/m3 150 μg/m3

PM2,5 (particulate matter) Annual 25 μg/m3 150 μg/m3 50 μg/m3

24 hr – 35 μg/m3 –

O3 8 hr 120 μg/m3 80 ppb 120 μg/m3

24 hr – 120 ppb 125 μg/m3

SO2 24 hr 125 μg/m3 140 ppb 125 μg/m3

Annual – 75 ppb 80 μg/m3

–

Source: Adapted from “Air Quality Standards,”[16] “National Ambient Air Quality Standards,”[17] and “Qualidade do Ar.”[18]

–, Limit not defined.



5Genotoxicity and Air Pollutions

About 1.5 million deaths are attributable to indoor air pollution (estimated deaths).[2] Epidemiological 

studies suggest that Americans and Europeans have high rates of deaths from cardiopulmonary dis-

eases arising from air pollution.[10] Worldwide, the number of deaths per year caused by pollution is 

greater than that caused by car accidents.[11] The individual response to air pollutants depends of the 

type of pollutant, the degree of exposure, the health conditions and the individual genetics[12] and still, 

socioeconomic profile.[13,14]

Air pollutants affect the vital molecules of human beings, such as nucleic acids, causing genotoxic 

effects, among numerous other health problems. Thus, this will be the main focus of this entry from 

here on. The genotoxic effects most commonly reported in the literature and bioassays proposed for 

prognosis of genotoxic risks will be reported. Finally, other effects to human health will be mentioned 

at the end of this entry.

Genotoxic Effects of Air Pollutants

Genotoxicity is defined as every alteration occurring in genetic material that causes loss of cellular 

integrity.[15]

The literature defines that mutations can modify the amino acid sequence of the gene encoding the 

protein or damage in the DNA molecule. They may occur over the life span of living beings. This pro-

cess is of extreme importance for the evolution of species. Among gene mutations, we may find the 

following cases: 1) when a single nucleotide base is replaced by another; and 2) when extra base pairs 

are added or deleted from the DNA. These are also referred to as insertions and deletions, respectively. 

These  mutations can be devastating, because the messenger RNA is translated into new groups of three 

nucleotides and the protein produced can cause serious damage.

The mutations that encompass larger portions of DNA are called macrolesions, which change the 

structure of chromosomes, resulting in damage of the genotype and phenotype of the organism, 

such as translocations, inversions, deletions, and duplications. They occur most frequently during 

meiosis.[19]

The mutation may result from exposure to different environmental or chemical agents. Throughout 

the numerous and successive divisions, the cell can accumulate a large number of mutations and trigger 

the loss of division control and contribute to the initial stage of tumor development.[20] Therefore, the 

genotoxic agents are considered mutagenic or carcinogenic,[15] and there is a slight difference between 

these classifications: 1) mutagenic effect is an alteration in the genetic material of the cell of a living 

organism that is more or less permanent and that can be transmitted to the cell’s descendants; and 2) car-

cinogenic effects are caused by genotoxic substances that can produce tumors, abnormal tissue growths 

caused by a loss of control in cell replication. Nevertheless, repairing mechanisms of DNA are present 

in all organisms, and their complexity is directly proportional to the complexity of the  organism.[21] 

The mechanisms can be classified into direct reversal, damage excision, or recombination.[22]

In human beings, most of the pollutants studied are particulate matter.[7,23,24] In the previous section, 

we said that smaller fractions of PM, i.e., <2.5 μm, are more harmful, and this was confirmed by Rossner 

and colleagues,[25] who analyzed the organic fractions of PM of polluted sites and found DNA damage. 

A similar result was found by Coronas and colleagues;[26] they employed cells of lymphocytes and buccal 

mucosa cells to assess the genotoxic potential of PM in people living and working near refinery oil. The 

authors used two genotoxicity assays—comet assay and micronucleus assay—and pointed out that the 

comet assay was more sensitive. These tests will be detailed in the next section.

Other studies show organic extracts of particulate matter to cause genotoxicity. Roubicek and col-

leagues[27] found that in regions polluted in Mexico City, organic extracts of PM containing Cd and 

PAHs induce micronucleus formation in human epithelial cells. In several European cities were col-

lected organic extracts mixtures of PAHs and particulate matter, confirmed this genotoxic, using 

HepG2 cells have the metabolic capacity for PAHs similar to human hepatocytes and represent the best 

in vitro model for investigating the genotoxic potential of complex mixtures containing PAHs.[28]
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Another study found DNA damage in human lung cells when exposed to particulate matter.[29] Still, 

Gilli and colleagues[30] obtained positive correlations statistically between PM10 and mutagenicity, 

 bioavailable iron, sulfates, and nitrates.

Genotoxicity Tests

Currently, there are numerous protocols with prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, which evaluate 

the mutagenic effects of different substances in order to identify risks that living organisms are exposed 

to. The genotoxic tests most used to detect genotoxicity of air pollutants will be mentioned below.

The Ames test is also known as the Salmonella mutagenicity test. This test was developed by Bruce 

Ames and colleagues and aimed to evaluate the carcinogenic potential of different substances using 

mutant strains of auxotrophic Salmonella typhimurium with respect to histidine. It detects muta-

gens that cause the displacement of the reading frame (frameshift) or substitution of base pairs of 

DNA.[31,32]

Other tests use eukaryotic organisms, aiming to evaluate the mutagenic potential of different 

sub stances by means of numerical and/or structural chromosomal abnormalities involving at least 

10 million base pairs (10 Mb). Among them, we may include the in vitro cytogenetic test in mammalian 

cells (mouse lymphoma assay) that quantifies the genetic changes that affect the expression of the TK 

gene of the enzyme thymidine kinase (tk) cells in cultures of L5178Y tk+/tk– lymphoma mice. Although 

the mammalian cells present locus heterozygosity, only one gene copy is functional in this mouse strain. 

Loss of locus heterozygosity of the enzyme thymidine kinase, when the gene is affected by a mutagen, 

causes the resistance of cells mutated to supplementation of medium with trifluorothymidine (TFT). 

The TFT causes inhibition of metabolism, preventing cell division and leading to death of cells that have 

the entire way of nucleotides recovery. This test was developed by Clive and colleagues in 1979[33] and 

modified by Cole and colleagues in 1990.[34]

The comet assay is also a well-known test. It is used to detect not chromosomal mutations but genomic 

lesions. The test is based on the technique of gel electrophoresis, which detects DNA damage. Since 

DNA is negatively charged, the electric current causes migration of small broken pieces through the gel, 

faster and farther than larger pieces. As a result, the damaged cell looks like a comet, with the pieces 

of  damaged DNA forming the tail. The smaller the pieces of DNA, the more they migrate from the cell 

body. Therefore, a longer tail with smaller pieces implies a greater genetic damage. The content and 

 fragment length of the tail are directly proportional to the amount of DNA damage.

Among mutagenic tests, the micronucleus test is widely used because it is applicable with  different 

eukaryotic organisms. By definition, the micronucleus is a small nucleus, regarded as a product of 

 breakage of genomic DNA of eukaryotic cells. During cell division, genetic material is duplicated and 

 distributed equally between two daughter cells. Radiation and chemicals can cause  chromosomal 

 breakage or damage, affecting the distribution of genetic material between daughter cells. Parts 

or  fragments of chromosomes resulting from this damage can be distributed to any of the daughter 

cells. It is not incorporated into the new core; they may be presented in the form of micronuclei clearly 

 observable on optical microscope.[35]

The micronucleus test in erythrocytes of bone marrow of rodents was developed by Matter and 

Schmid[36] and modified by Heddle and Salamone[37] in the following years and more recently by 

Mavournin and colleagues.[38] The test is based on the fact that the effect of genotoxic agent is observed 

in polychromatic erythrocytes. In addition, the micronuclei are easily observed, and the frequency of 

micronuclei is dependent on the sampling time.

The micronucleus test in human peripheral blood lymphocytes is also used to detect the mutagenic 

potential of substances. Nonetheless, some technical problems occur due to the fragility of the cell and the 

variability in the process of mitotic lymphocytes. These problems were solved by cell  hypotonization[39] 

and radioactive labeling with cytochalasin B to identify the cells that suffered mitosis by  inhibiting 

cytokinesis without blocking mitosis.[40]
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Although studies on animals used to detect the effects of air pollution are successful,[41] simple and 

more efficient analyses to investigate the environmental risks and to determine the genotoxicity induced 

by pollution are needed. The bioassays with plants are generally more sensitive than other systems for 

this purpose.[42] Several studies with genus Tradescantia have been considered since 1960 as effective 

biomarkers for determining the genotoxic potential of air pollutants.[43–50]

The Tradescantia micronucleus bioassay is the quantification of micronuclei formed in meiotic 

p rophase I, better seen in the young tetrad stage.[44] Among the genus Tradescantia, we may highlight 

the 4430 clone (hybrid between Tradescantia hirsutiflora and T. subacaulis).[44,48] A cultivar of T. pallida 

Purpurea from Mexico and Honduras has also been used for the micronucleus test since 1999.[47,49]

Nonetheless, in urban areas, gaseous and particulate pollutants interact with each other, thereby 

enhancing the genotoxic effects on the living organisms. Some studies with Tradescantia showed a 

 significant increase in genotoxic potential in plants exposed in the urban environment compared with 

the rural environment,[49,51,52] also to detect the genotoxic potential of water-soluble fraction of PM [47]
10  

and a dose of 60 ppb ozone in fumigation chambers.[53]

Furthermore, other tests are also conducted with micronuclei in different plant species such as 

Allium cepa and Vicia faba; however, the micronuclei are formed from errors in mitotic division in 

those  species.[50]

Another test used to evaluate the risks caused by mutagens also using the genus Tradescantia is the 

Tradescantia stamen hair bioassay.[54] It was developed by Arnold H. S. Sparrow based on the fact that 

the stamen hair cells of plants are heterozygous for color, making it possible to detect mutations based 

on the change in pigmentation from blue (dominant) to pink (recessive).[55] A pink mutant cell can 

 continue to divide, giving rise to a series of contiguous pink cells, representing a single mutation event. 

Two mutant cells separated by blue cells are considered two mutation events.[54,56]

In addition to the genotoxic tests using plant species, there is another test known as pollen abortion, 

which has the ability to detect lethal mutations in haploid cells (microsporous) that end up affecting the 

development of pollen grains.[57,58] This was confirmed by Micieta and Murín,[59] who evaluated approxi-

mately 40 species of native vegetation in Slovakia subjected to industrial pollution, and they observed a 

positive relationship, i.e., high rate of pollen abortion in polluted area.

Other plant species used in genotoxic tests, like Nicotiana tabacum, in different degrees of polluted 

environments show the largest amount of DNA damage in high pollutant concentrations.[52]

The genotoxic effects caused by air pollutants are studied with more emphasis on the respiratory 

system in human beings. Effects as changes in pulmonary functions, modification of biochemical and 

cellular functions, or secretions could happen in the respiratory epithelium. Pacini and colleagues[60] 

observed a higher amount of DNA damage in people living in the polluted region in Florence, when 

c ompared with those living in less polluted areas in Sardinia, both in Italy. In Suwon, Korea, the 

 genotoxic potential of organic extract of PM2,5 in lung bronchial epithelial cells was also detected.[61] 

In addition, the same genotoxic effect can be observed when human beings were exposed to different 

concentrations of NO2.
[62] Additionally, Tova-lin and colleagues[63] noted the severity of DNA damage in 

workers in a large urban center, due to the combination of air pollutants VOC, PM25, and O3.

A considerable amount of tests to detect the mutagenicity of different substances is available, 

although only the most used were described. A review on urban air mutagenicity and experimental 

systems reported that 50% of the studies apply the Salmonella assay (Ames test); about 30% apply the 

plant systems (micronucleus tests, chromosomal aberrations, among others); and the other 20% of the 

studies used other bioassays (such as damage in DNA), animals, and other combinations of studies.[64]

Air Pollutants and Other Health Effects

Historically, the harmful effects of air pollution on human health have become evident. The associa-

tion between high levels of pollution and diseases manifested by the population exposed has been long 

detected. Perhaps the most known episode occurred in London in December 1952, where a thermal 
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inversion was responsible for 4000 deaths in 2 weeks.[65] Other similar episodic events confirm this 

e vidence, for example, Meuse Valley in Belgium in 1930,[66] Donora in Pennsylvania in 1948.[67] and St. 

Louis in 1985.[68]

There is evidence to support the concept that particulate matter causes human mortality, 

 morbidity,[69,70] and genotoxic effects.[71] There is an association between particulate matter and  alteration 

in the  respiratory system with restricted activity and severe breathing conditions (acute  bronchitis 

and asthma), resulting in difficulty in breathing and insomnia in adults,[72] emergency room visits, 

 hospital admissions,[73] and pulmonary vasoconstriction.[74,75] It affects lung growth in rats after chronic 

 exposure[76] and significant association between lung cancer and long-term exposure to fine particles, 

reinforcing the role of fine particulates in the pathogenesis of lung cancer.[77]

 

Still, in the circulatory system, the fine particulate matter reaches the alveolar regions, transposes 

the alveolar capillary barrier, and, as a consequence, intensifies the risk of functional  abnormalities,[78] 

such as acute vascular dysfunction, increases thrombus formation,[79,80] arrhythmia, and sudden 

death.[81]

The toxicity of carbon monoxide has been widely investigated and is well known. Studies show that 

a major change in humans is the formation of a stable complex between CO and hemoglobin, called 

carboxyhemoglobin. It decreases the release transport of oxygen to the tissues via blood.[82] In relation 

to nitrogen dioxide, epidemiological studies have shown that it affects the respiratory system of humans 

when inhaled[83] and, in high levels of concentration, can be correlated with increased symptoms of 

asthmatic bronchitis and reduced lung function in children.[2]

In humans, high concentrations of O3 are associated with reduced forced expiratory volume in 

1 sec and forced expiratory flow at 50% and 75% of forced vital capacity.[83] Regions with higher ozone 

 concentrations present a higher incidence of asthmatic patients.[83,84] Additionally, according to Pereira 

et al.,[85] this pollutant showed a positive correlation with the incidence of lung and larynx cancer. 

Animal studies suggest that O3 may damage the ciliate cells of the epithelium with changes in the  air–

blood  barrier permeability, causing an inflammatory response.[86]

The complex mixtures of pollutants may affect the human circulatory system, with changes in the 

levels of fibrinogen, increases erythrocyte count, and plasma viscosity.[87–89] Some studies evidenced 

deleterious effects on lung defense mechanism, causing inflammatory changes in the airway and distal 

lung parenchyma.[90–92] Others confirm the carcinogenic effect resulting from air pollution, which acts 

as a promoter and/or initiator of pulmonary tumor in mice.[93,94]

Over the past few years, some evidence focused particularly on male fertility and pregnancy, show-

ing the negative effects of urban air pollutants on reproductive health in humans.[95–97] Moreover, few 

studies have been able to demonstrate an association between air pollution and changes in fertility 

in women, probably due to multiple factors involved in female reproductive function.[98] Male and 

female mice exposed to urban pollution in São Paulo, Brazil, show changes in the genus distribution 

in their offspring, suggesting that air pollution can change the proportion of XY sperm in exposed 

animals.[99]

Previous studies showed that air pollution has a significant impact on female reproductive function in 

mice. Exposure to fine particulate matter has been implicated in disruption of the pattern of segregation 

of inner cell mass and trophectoderm cell lineages at the blastocyst stage,[100,101] an important marker of 

embryo viability and development potential.[102] A retrospective epidemiological study  confirmed the 

increased risk of early pregnancy loss, which was already observed in experimental  studies in women 

exposed to air pollution. In addition, an association between brief exposure to high levels of environ-

mental particles during pre-conception and early pregnancy loss was found, independently from con-

ception method (natural or after in vitro fertilization treatment), and the risk of miscarriage increased 

2.6-fold.[100] Furthermore, a positive association between air pollution and intrauterine mortality was 

found in a study conducted in São Paulo, southeastern Brazil, suggesting that pollution in São Paulo 

may promote adverse effects on fetuses.[103]
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Conclusion and Remarks

Air pollution is a reality in megacities, and it is intensified mainly by a huge number of vehicles 

c irculating. According to the literature, the major air pollutants that human populations are exposed 

to in urban areas have a number of substances with carcinogenic activity. These substances can cause 

mutations and trigger neoplasias.

Therefore, the high levels of vehicular emissions require complex demands and strict actions from 

the government. These solutions can be taken individually with proper maintenance of vehicles; indeed, 

need the improvement of public transport, which means efficient and rapid tubes, trains, trams, and 

buses. Alternative measurements such as rodizio have been implemented in large cities such as São 

Paulo, Mexico City, and Beijing, aiming to reduce the daily and enormous traffic and, consequently, the 

direct emissions from sources.

Although not emphasized in this entry, industrial air pollution also should not be underestimated. 

However, the emissions of industries are more easily controlled and must be applied, followed by  periodic 

monitoring, employment of cleaner technologies, and cleaning up of filters on the chimneys, which 

should be constructed with enough height to guarantee adequate dispersion of pollutants. Furthermore, 

it is important to choose raw materials that produce waste with lower pollution potential at the end of 

the production process. It is mandatory to apply more resources to develop new technologies, which 

can be developed at universities, research institutes, and private companies. The use of cleaner energy 

sources, such as wind and biogas, is desirable.

Nevertheless, the pollutants produced locally may not stay in the same place and its surrounding 

area. It can also damage remote areas of the planet due to long-term transportation. Each country has its 

own formulation of public policies that impose limits on environment pollution levels. Finally, not only 

signed agreements among governments will bring significant changes to reduce emissions of  pollutants. 

Individual and local actions organized by nongovernmental organizations, schools, and media are 

equally important to preserve life.
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Introduction

The atmospheric concentration of methane (CH4) has increased rapidly in recent years. Because it is a 

radiative trace gas and takes part in atmospheric chemistry, the rapid increase could be of significant 

environmental consequence. Of the wide variety of sources, rice fields are considered an important 

source of atmospheric CH4, because the harvest area of rice has increased by about 70% during last 

50 years and it is likely that CH4 emission has increased proportionally. Recent estimates suggest that 

global emission rates of CH4 from rice fields account for about 4%–19% of the emission from all sources.[1] 

Due to the large amount of the global emission from rice cultivation, reduction of CH4 emission from 

this source is very important in order to stabilize atmospheric concentration. In addition, because of the 

possibility of controlling the emission by agronomic practices, rice cultivation must be one of the most 

hopeful sources for mitigating CH4 emission.

Processes Controlling CH4 Emissions from Rice Fields

Table 1 provides a summary of measured methane emissions at a number of specific research sites 

around the world.[2] It should be noted that methane fluxes from rice fields show pronounced diel and 

seasonal variations and vary substantially with different climate, soil properties, agronomic practices, 

and rice cultivars.

Processes involved in CH4 emission from rice fields are illustrated in Figure. 1. Like other biogenic 

sources, CH4 is produced by the activity of CH4 producing bacteria, or methanogens, as one of the 

ter minal products in the anaerobic food web in paddy soils. Methanogens are known as strict anaer-

obes that require highly reducing conditions. After soil is flooded, the redox potential of soil decreases 

 rapidly by sequential biochemical reactions.

Flooded paddy soils have a high potential to produce CH4, but part of CH4 produced is consumed by 

CH4 oxidizing bacteria, or methanotrophs. In rice fields, it is possible that a proportion of CH4 produced 

in the anaerobic soil layer is oxidized in the aerobic layers, such as the surface soil–water interface and 

the rhizosphere of rice plants.

The emission pathways of CH4 that is accumulated in flooded paddy soils is: diffusion into the flood 

water, loss through ebullition, and transport through the aerenchyma system of rice plants. In the 
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temperate rice fields, more than 90% of CH [5
4 is emitted through plants, ] while significant amounts 

of CH4 may evolve by ebullition, in particular during the early part of the season in the tropical rice 

fields.[6] Therefore, it is concluded that possible strategies for mitigating CH4 emission from rice cultiva-

tion can be made by controlling either production, oxidation, or transport processes.

TABLE 1 Methane Emission from Rice Fields in Various World Locationsa

Daily Average 

(g/m2 day)

Flooding Period 

(days)

Season Total

Average 

(g/m2)

Range 

(g/m2)Country

China 0.19–1.39 75–150 13 10–22

India 0.04–0.46 60 10 5–15

Italy 0.10–0.68 130 36 17–54

Japan 0.01–0.39 110–130 11 3–19

Spain 0.10 120 12

Thailand 0.04–0.77 80–110 16 4–40

U.S.A. 0.05–0.48 80–100 25 15–35

a The data are for the fields without organic fertilizer.

FIGURE 1 Production, oxidation and emission of CH4 in rice paddy fields.

Source: Conrad[3] and Knowles.[4]
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Options for Mitigating CH4  Emission

Water Management

Mid-season drainage (aeration)in flooded rice fields supplies oxygen into soil, resulting in a reduc-

tion of CH4 production and a possible enhancement of CH4 oxidation in soil.[7,8] A study using an 

automated sampling and analyzing system clearly showed that short-term drainage had a strong 

effect on CH4 emission, as shown in Figure. 2. Total emission rates of CH4 during the cultivation 

period were reduced by 42%–45% by short-term drainage practices compared with continuously 

flooded treatment.[9] These results indicate that improvement in water management can be one of the 

most promising mitigation strategies for CH4 emission from rice fields. Increasing the rate of water 

percolation in rice fields by installing underground pipe drainage may also have an influence on CH4 

production and emission.

Soil Amendments and Mineral Fertilizers

The progress of soil reduction can be retarded by adding one of several electron acceptors in the sequen-

tial soil redox reactions. Sulfate is one of the most promising candidates for this strategy because it is 

commonly used as a component of mineral fertilizer and soil amendment. Field measurements have 

shown that CH4 emission rate decreased by at most 55%–70% by application of ammonium sulfate or 

gypsum.[10,11]

Additions of other oxidants, such as nitrate and iron-containing materials, may influence CH4 emis-

sion from rice fields. As well as adding oxidants, dressing paddy fields with other soils that contain a 

large amount of free iron and manganese may decrease CH4 emission. Other chemical candidates are 

nitrification inhibitors and acetylene releasing materials.  

FIGURE 2 Effect of water management on CH4 emission from a rice paddy field. The arrows indicate period of 

midseason drainage in the intermittent irrigation plot and the timing of final drainage in both of the plots.
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Organic Matter Management

In rice cultivation, fresh organic matter and animal wastes are often applied as fertilizers. In the fields, a 

proportion of the biomass of previous crops and weeds remains in soils at the start of rice cultivation. Such 

organic matter is decomposed in soils and acts as a substrate for fermentation reactions. Many researchers 

have demonstrated that incorporation of rice straw and green manure into rice paddy soils dramatically 

increases CH4 emission.[7,10,12] The impact of organic amendments on CH4 emissions can be described by 

a dose–response curve which adopts correction factors for composted and fermented organic matter.[6] 

Mitigation of CH4 emission requires that the quantities of organic amendments be minimized.

Field experiments also indicated that composted or fermented organic matter increased CH4 emis-

sion much less than fresh organic matter, due to a lower content of easily decomposable carbon.[6,7] 

Therefore, stimulation of composting organic amendments appears to be a promising mitigation option. 

Plowing the fields during the fallow period and promoting aerobic degradation of organic matter is also 

likely to reduce CH4 emission.

Others

Different tillage and cropping practices change the physical, chemical, and microbiological properties 

of the plow layer soil and may reduce CH4 emission. These include deep tillage, no tillage, and flooded 

rice-upland crop rotation.

Selecting and breeding rice cultivars that emit lower CH4 is a desirable approach because it is easy to 

adopt. There are four points to consider for selecting cultivars: 1) they should exude low levels carbon 

from their roots; 2) they should have a low level of CH4 transport and a high level of CH4 oxidation in 

the rhizosphere; 3) they should have a higher harvest index, in order to reduce organic matter input into 

soil after harvest; and 4) they should be suitable and have a high productivity when other mitigation 

options are performed.

Problems and Feasibility of the Options

If the above mitigation options could be applied to world’s rice cultivation, global CH4 emission from 

rice fields could decrease significantly. However, there are several formidable obstacles to adopting the 

mitigation options into local rice farming. Table 2 summarizes the problems and feasibility of the indi-

vidual mitigation options along with the efficiency of the options.

Application of some options is limited to specific types of rice fields. In particular, altering water 

management practices may be limited to rice paddy fields where the irrigation system is well equipped. 

Long midseason drainage and short flooding may cause possible negative effects on grain yield and soil 

fertility. Improving percolation by underground pipe drainage requires laborious engineering work. 

The increased water requirement is another problem in the water management options because water is 

a scarce commodity in many regions.

Cost and labor are serious obstacles for applying each option to local farmers. Most of the mitiga-

tion options will decrease profitability and the farmer net returns in the short run. To overcome these 

obstacles, an effort to maximize net returns by joining CH4 mitigation and increased rice production 

will be needed, as well as political support.

It is recognized that the mitigation options should not have any significant trade-off effects, such 

as decreased rice yield, a decline in soil fertility, or increased environmental impact by nitrogen com-

pounds. The development of anaerobic conditions in soil by flooding decreases decomposition rates of 

soil organic matter compared with aerobic soils, resulting in soil fertility being sustained for a long time. 

Flooded rice cultivation shows very little growth retardation by continuous cropping. Some mitigation 

options may reduce these advantages of rice fields. Application of sulfate-containing fertilizer may cause 

a reduction in rice yield due to the toxicity of hydrogen sulfide. Mid-season aeration and soil amend-

ments may induce nitrogen transformation resulting in enhanced N2O emissions.[16,17]
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TABLE 2 Evaluation of the Mitigation Options for Methane Emission from Fields

CH4 Mitigation 

Efficiency

Problem for Application

Applicability Economy Effects On
Time 

Span

Other Trade-off 

EffectsIrrigated Rain-fed Cost Labor Yield Fertility

Water management

Midseason 

drainage

◻ o • ~ ↑ + ~ o May promote N2O 

emission

Short flooding ◻ o • ~ ~ – – o May promote N2O 

emission

High percolation ◻ o • ↑ ↑ + ~ o May promote nitrate 

leaching

Soil amendments

Sulfate fertilizer ◻ o o ↑ ~ Δ – o May cause H2S injury

Oxidants ◻ o o ↑ ↑ Δ – o

Soil dressing o o o ↑ ↑ – – o

Organic matter

Composting ◻ o o ↑ ↑ + + o

Aerobic ◻ o o ~ ↑ ~ ~ o

decomposition ◻
Burning o o o ~ ↑ ~ ~ o Causing atmospheric 

pollution

Others

Deep tillage o o o ↑ ↑ – – o

No tillage ? o o ~ ↓ – ~ o

Rotation o o Δ ~ ↑ – – o

Cultivar o o o ~ ~ ~ ~ •

Source: Ranganathan et al.,[13] Neue et al.,[14] and Yagi et al.[15]

Key:

◻ Very effective

o Effective/applicable Δ Case by case

• Not applicable/require long time

? No information

↑ Increase

↓ Decrease

~ About equal to previous situation

+ Positive

– Negative
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Introduction

Historically, environmental analyses focused on monitoring compounds that pose a threat to humans 

and their environment. Petroleum hydrocarbon compounds are among them. Contamination of water, 

soil, and sediment samples by petroleum hydrocarbons is a common and severe environmental problem 

caused by improper handling, storage, transport, or use of petrochemical products or raw materials.

Petroleum products are the major source of energy for industry and daily life. Leaks and acciden-

tal spills occur regularly during exploration, production, refining, transport, and storage. In addition, 

natural processes can result in seepage of crude oil from geologic formations below the seafloor. The 

total input of crude oil and petroleum into the environment is estimated to be 1.3 million tons per year. 

To understand the potential effect of petroleum contaminations on the environment, it is important to 

understand the nature and distribution of sources and their inputs. Petroleum poses a range of envi-

ronmental risks when released into the environment. Catastrophic and large-scale spills have a very 

severe physical impact in addition to the chemical pollution that they cause; chronic discharges and 

small releases can damage and eventually kill the exposed flora and fauna due to toxicity of many of 

the individual compounds contained in petroleum. Oil contamination in the environment is primarily 

assessed by measuring the chemical concentrations of petroleum products in the affected environmen-

tal compartment (e.g., sediment, biota, water).

This entry provides a discussion of the environmental relevance of petroleum hydrocarbons; the prin-

cipal sources of petroleum contaminations in the environment; and the nature and composition of crude 

oil and petroleum products derived from it. The fate of petroleum hydrocarbons in the environment, 

possible effects from exposure to them, and their toxicity are discussed as well. The entry is concluded by 

an overview of analytical methods for determination of petroleum hydrocarbon contamination.
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Petroleum Hydrocarbons and Their Environmental Relevance

Oil and gas resources are organic compounds, formed by the effects of heat and pressure on sediments 

trapped beneath the earth’s surface over millions of years. The remains of animals and plants that lived 

millions of years ago in a marine environment were covered by layers of sand and silt over the years. Heat 

and pressure from these layers helped the remains turn into crude oil or petroleum.[1] The word “petro-

leum” means “rock oil” (from Greek: petra [rock] + Latin: oleum [oil])[2] or “oil from the earth.” While 

ancient societies made some use of these resources, the modern petroleum age began less than a century 

and a half ago, when in 1859, Colonel Drake discovered oil in Oil Creek in Titusville, Philadelphia, United 

States. From that time on, the world’s demand for fossil fuel and the production of oil have continuously 

increased. From the 1980s, in particular, after the second oil crisis of 1979, the petroleum business has 

developed into a high-technology industry. Advances in technology have greatly improved the ability to 

find and extract oil and gas and to convert them to efficient fuels and useful consumer products. About 

100 countries produce crude oil. Russia, Saudi Arabia, the United States, Iran, and China are the top five 

producing countries in 2009 (Table 1).[3] In the United States, the oil and gas industry employs 1.4 mil-

lion people and generates about 4% of U.S. economic activity. It is larger than the domestic automobile 

industry and larger than education and social services, the computer industry, and the steel industry 

combined.[4] At a refinery, different fractions of the crude oil are separated into useable petroleum prod-

ucts. Various sources of information provide a good overview of the different processes in petroleum 

refining.[5–7] Petroleum products are used worldwide for energy production, as fuel for transport, and 

as a raw material for many chemical processes. The United States is the biggest consumer of oil in the 

world (Table 1). Although there exist well-developed alternatives to the use of oil (particularly for energy 

production and transportation), our societies are still strongly dependent on oil, which is an environ-

mental burden, an economic problem, and a political hazard. However, at the current time, the economic 

situation still favors the use of petroleum and petroleum products for these applications rather than its 

alternatives, which at the moment are not competitive from an economic point of view.

Petroleum poses a range of environmental risks when it is released into the environment (whether 

by catastrophic spills or through chronic discharges). In addition to the physical impact of large spills, 

the toxicity of many of the individual compounds contained in crude oils or petroleum products is 

 significant. Information on how petroleum hydrocarbons enter and diffuse in the environment is 

 abundant.[8,9] The sources of petroleum input to the environment, particularly to the sea, are diverse. 

They can be categorized effectively into four major groups, namely, natural seeps, petroleum extraction, 

petroleum transportation, and petroleum consumption.

Natural seeps are frequently encountered phenomena that occur when crude oil seeps from the 

geologic strata beneath the seafloor to the overlying water column as a natural process.[10] Recognized 

by geologists for decades as indicating the existence of potentially exploitable reserves of petroleum, 

these seeps release vast amounts of crude oil annually. Yet these large volumes are released at a rate low 

enough that the surrounding ecosystem can adapt and even thrive in their presence; which is not true in 

case of the catastrophic and accidental impact of a tanker or oil well spill. Natural processes are, there-

fore, responsible for over 45% of the petroleum entering the marine environment worldwide (Table 2).[11]

As result of human activities, about 700,000 tons of petroleum is released annually into the sea 

worldwide. Processes such as petroleum extraction, transportation, and consumption can cause soil 

and groundwater contamination in case of equipment failure or operation errors and other reasons. 

Petroleum extraction can result in release of both crude oil and refined products as a result of human 

activities associated with efforts to explore and produce petroleum. The nature and size of these releases 

are highly variable—see Table 3 for the largest oil spills observed until 2010[12]—and can include acciden-

tal spills of crude oil from platforms and blowouts such as that of the oil rig Deepwater Horizon in the 

Gulf of Mexico in April 2010 or slow chronic releases of water produced from oil- or gas- bearing forma-

tions during extraction. Under current industry practices, this “produced water” is treated to separate 

from crude oil and either injected back into the reservoir or discharged overboard. Produced water is 
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TABLE 1 Annual Production and Consumption of Oil by the Top 10 Industrial Nations and by the Top 10 

Countries in the European Union

Oil production by country Oil consumption by country in the world

Amount

bbl/day

Percentage

%

Amount

bbl/d

Percentage

%Rank Country Date Rank Countries Date

1 Russia 10,120,000 2010 11.9 1 United States 18,690,000 2009 22.6

2 Saudi Arabia 9,764,000 2009 11.5 2 China 8,200,000 2009 9.9

3 United States 9,056,000 2009 10.7 3 Japan 4,363,000 2009 5.3

4 Iran 4,172,000 2009 4.9 4 India 2,980,000 2009 3.6

5 China 3,991,000 2009 4.7 5 Russia 2,740,000 2010 3.3

6 Canada 3,289,000 2009 3.9 6 Brazil 2,460,000 2009 3.0

7 Mexico 3,001,000 2009 3.5 7 Germany 2,437,000 2009 2.9

8 United Arab Emirates 2,798,000 2009 3.3 8 Saudi Arabia 2,430,000 2009 2.9

9 Brazil 2,572,000 2009 3.0 9 Korea, South 2,185,000 2010 2.6

10 Kuwait 2,494,000 2009 2.9 10 Canada 2,151,000 2009 2.6

Total 84,764,555 Total 82,769,370

Oil production by EU member states Oil consumption by EU member states

Amount

bbl/d

Percentage

%

Amount

bbl/d

Percentage

%Rank Countries Date Rank Countries Date

1 United Kingdom 1,502,000 2009 60.4 1 Germany 2,437,000 2009 16.2

2 Denmark 262,100 2009 10.5 2 France 1,875,000 2009 12.5

3 Germany 156,800 2009 6.3 3 United Kingdom 1,669,000 2009 11.1

4 Italy 146,500 2009 5.9 4 Italy 1,537,000 2009 10.2

5 Romania 117,000 2009 4.7 5 Spain 1,482,000 2009 9.9

6 France 70,820 2009 2.8 6 Hungary 1,373,000 2009 9.1

7 Netherlands 57,190 2009 2.3 7 Netherlands 922,800 2009 6.1

8 Poland 34,140 2009 1.4 8 Belgium 608,200 2009 4.1

9 Spain 27,230 2009 1.1 9 Poland 545,400 2009 3.6

10 Austria 21,880 2009 0.9 10 Greece 414,400 2009 2.8

Total (EU, 27 countries): 2,485,550 2009 Total (EU, 27 countries): 15,012,050

Norway 2,350,000 2009 Norway 204,100

Turkey 52,980 2009 Turkey 579,500

Source: Adapted from Energy Statistics: Oil-Production (Most Recent) by Country.[3]

bbl, barrel; EU, European Union. 1 bbl ≈ ca. 159 L.

TABLE 2 Petroleum Input to the Sea

North America Worldwide

Source of Input Tons % Tons %

Natural seeps 160,000 61 600,000 46

Petroleum extraction 3,000 1 38,000 3

Petroleum transportation 9,100 4 150,000 12

Petroleum consumption 84,000 32 480,000 37

Other 3,900 2 32,000 2

Total input: 260,000 tons 1,300,000 tons

Source: Adapted from Oil in the Sea III Inputs, Fates, and Effects.[11]
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the largest single wastewater stream in oil and gas production. The amount of produced water from a 

reservoir varies widely and increases over time as the reservoir is depleted. Petroleum transportation 

can result also in releases of dramatically varying sizes of petroleum products (not just crude oil) from 

major incidents (mostly from tankers, such as the one in 1979 off the coast of Tobago, when two tankers 

collided and one of these, the Atlantic Empress, sank, losing all its freight) to relatively small operational 

releases that occur regularly, such as those from pipelines.

Releases that occur during the consumption of petroleum, whether by individual car and boat own-

ers, non-tank vessels, or runoff from urban or industrial areas, are typically small but frequent and 

widespread and are responsible for the vast majority (70%) of petroleum introduced to the environment 

through human activity.

TABLE 3 Top 10 Oil Spills in the World as of 2010

Magnitude 

of Oil Spill 

(gallons)Incident Location Year Type of Incident

1 Gulf War Kuwait 1991 Oil spill due to war action and sabotage of oil drilling stations and 

pipelines, encompassing also the dumping of the charge of several 

oil tankers into the Persian Gulf by Iraqi troops during the Gulf 

War.

520,000,000

2 Deepwater 

Horizon

Gulf of 

Mexico

2010 Oil spill as a consequence of a methane blowout (which could not 

be prevented due to a technical problem) at the oil rig Deepwater 

Horizon, which caused an explosion and and the subsequent loss 

of the oil drilling platform. The well continued to leak for over 

100 days.

172,000,000

3 Ixtoc I Mexico 1979 After an unexpected blowout at the offshore oil rig Ixtoc 1 in the 

Gulf of Mexico, the platform exploded and collapsed. Oil escaped 

freely from the well for almost 1 year until the well could be 

capped.

138,000,000

4 Atlantic 

Empress/ 

Aegean 

Captain

Trinidad 

and 

Tobago

1979 Collision of two ships, the Aegean Captain and the supertanker 

Atlantic Empress, during a heavy storm in the Caribbean Sea. 

The Atlantic Empress exploded, sank, and lost its freight.

90,000,000

5 Fergana 

Valley/ 

Mingbulak

Russia 1992 Technical failure of an oil well in the Fergana Valley located 

between Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan from which oil blew out for a 

period of 8 months.

88,000,000

6 Nowruz Oil 

Field

Persian 

Gulf

1983 Collision of an oil tanker with an oil platform at the Nowruz Oil 

Field during the Iran–Iraq War. After the oil drilling platform 

collapsed, the wellhead was destroyed and leaked oil into the 

Persian Gulf for more than 6 months before being capped. A similar 

event at the same oilfield resulted directly form war action.

80,000,000

7 Castillo de 

Bellver

South 

Africa

1983 A fire at the tanker Castillo de Bellver caused the ship to drift and 

then break into two separate pieces. Relatively little damage was 

done to the South African coastline since the oil may have sunk 

into the sea or burned during the fire.

79,000,000

8 The Amoco 

Cadiz

France 1978 The crude oil carrier Amoco Cadiz ran aground off the French 

Atlantic coast and finally spilt into halves, whereby it lost its 

complete freight, which contaminated 200 km of the French 

coastline.

69,000,000

9 ABT 

Summer

1991 Following a fire aboard the oil tanker ABT Summer, it sank and all 

its freight either leaked to the sea or sank to the ground about 900 

miles from the coast of Angola.

51,000,000

10 The MT 

Haven

Genova, 

Italy

1991 After unloading the oil tanker MT Haven, a fire broke out, followed 

by explosions after which the ship sank and continued to leak oil 

for 12 years.

45,000,000

Angola

Source: Adapted from Top 10 Worst Oil Spills.[12]
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Because crude oil and petroleum products are a complex and highly variable mixture of hundreds 

to thousands of individual hydrocarbon compounds, characterizing the risks posed by petroleum- 

contaminated soil and water has proven to be difficult and inexact. It is very important to have an under-

standing of the toxicology, analytical science, environmental fate and behavior, risk, and technological 

implications of petroleum hydrocarbons in order to interpret, evaluate the risk of, and make decisions 

about the hazardous effect to and ensure the appropriate protection of the environment.

General Chemical Composition Features of 
Crude Oils and Petroleum Products

Crude oil is an extremely complex mixture of several thousands of different compounds; its composi-

tions and physical properties vary widely depending on the source from which the oils are produced, 

the geologic environment, and location in which they migrated and from which they are extracted. 

The nature of the refining processes has an effect on crude oil compositions as well. As indicated in 

Table 4, petroleum and petroleum products contain primarily hydrocarbons, heteroatom compounds, 

and relatively small concentrations of (organo)metallic constituents.[13,14] The complexity of petroleum 

and petroleum products increases with carbon number of its constituents, so it is impossible to iden-

tify all components. Petroleum and petroleum products are typically characterized in terms of boiling 

range and approximate carbon number. Raw petroleum is usually dark brown or almost black, although 

some fields deliver a greenish or sometimes yellow petroleum. Depending upon the oil field and the way 

the petroleum composition was formed, the crude oil will also differ in viscosity. The composition of 

crude oil impacts certain physical properties of the oil, and it is these physical properties (e.g., density 

or viscosity) by which crude oils are generally characterized, classified, and traded. These physical prop-

erties can be used to classify crude oils as light, medium, or heavy. The American Petroleum Institute 

(API)  gravity[15] is a measure of the specific gravity of a petroleum liquid compared with water (API = 10). 

TABLE 4 Main Constituents of Petroleum Hydrocarbons and Representative Examples

Petroleum Hydrocarbon Compounds

Aliphatics/Alicyclics Aromatics

Saturated hydrocarbons Unsaturated hydrocarbons
Benzene and 

alkylbenzenes 

(BTEX)

Polynuclear 

aromatics 

(PAH)

Alkenes 

(olefins)

Alkynes

(acetylenes)

Heterocyclic 

compoundsAlkanes(paraffins) Cycloalkanes

Single carbon bonds, 

straight and 

branched structure

Straight and 

cyclic structure

One or more 

double 

carbon 

bonds, 

straight, 

branched, or 

cyclic

One or more triple 

carbon bonds, 

straight, branched, 

or cyclic

Single aromatic 

ring or with 

attached 

functional 

group

Two or more 

aromatic 

rings fused 

together, can 

be with 

attached 

functional 

group

Aromatic ring 

structures 

with one or 

more 

heteroatom 

(N, S, O) in 

the ring

CnH2n+2 CnH2n CnH2n CnH2n-2

n-Decane

3-Methylnonane

Cyclohexane 1-Octene 1-Hexyne Benzol

Toluene

Naphthalene Pyrrole
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Light oils are defined as having an API < 22.3, heavy oils are those with API > 31.1, and medium oils have 

an API gravity between 22.3 and 31.1.

Regardless of the complexity, petroleum compounds can be separated into two major categories: 

hydrocarbons and non-hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbons (compounds composed solely of carbon and 

hydrogen) comprise the majority of the components in most petroleum products and are the com-

pounds that are primarily (but not always) measured as total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH).[16] The 

nonhydrocarbon components are heterocyclic hydrocarbons (compounds containing heteroatoms such 

as sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen in addition to carbon and hydrogen). These heterocyclic hydrocarbons are 

typically present in oils at relatively low concentrations and can be found in most refined motor fuels 

as they are concentrated in the heavier fractions and residues during refining. Most organic nitrogen 

hydrocarbons in crude oils are present as alkylated aromatic heterocycles, mostly with a pyrrolic struc-

ture. Crude oils also contain small amounts of organometallic compounds (of nickel, vanadium, and 

other metals up to atomic number 42, with the exception of rubidium and niobium) and inorganic salts. 

Although, depending on the analytical method, sulfur-, oxygen-, and nitrogen-containing compounds 

are sometimes included in the value reported as TPH concentration, they do not fall under the defini-

tion of petroleum hydrocarbons in the strict sense.[16]

Depending on the structure of petroleum hydrocarbons, the individual compounds are grouped 

into aliphatic(saturated and unsaturated) hydrocarbons and aromatics. Saturated hydrocarbons are 

the major class of compounds found in crude oil. The common names of these types of compounds 

are alkanes and isoalkanes or, as used in petroleum industry, paraffins and isoparaffins, respectively. 

Unsaturated hydrocarbons have at least one multiple bond (double bond [alkenes] or triple bond 

[alkynes]), and they are typically not present in crude oil but can be formed during the cracking process. 

Aromatic hydrocarbons are based on the benzene ring structure and are further categorized depend-

ing on the number of rings. Benzene rings are very stable and therefore persistent in the environment, 

and particularly, the mono- and polycyclic aromatic compounds can have toxic effects on organisms. 

Aromatic hydrocarbons with one benzene ring and with one or more side chains are alkyl benzenes and 

include benzene; toluene; ethylbenzene; and o-, p-, and m-xylenes (BTEX). This class of compounds has 

significant water solubility and is more mobile in the environment. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) are aromatic compounds with two or more fused aromatic rings. Occurrence of PAH com-

pounds in oils is dominated almost completely by the C1- to C4-alkylated homologues of the parent 

PAH, in particular, for naphthalene, phenanthrene, dibenzothiophene (a sulfur-containing aromatic 

heterocycle), fluorine, and chrysene. These alkylated PAH homologues form the basis of chemical char-

acterization and identification of oil spills.[17,18] A typical crude oil may contain 0.2% to more than 7% 

total PAHs. Of the hydrocarbon compounds common in petroleum, PAHs appear to pose the greatest 

toxicity to the environment.

Different crude oil sources usually have a unique hydrocarbon composition.[19,20] The actual overall 

properties of each different petroleum source are defined by the percentage of the main hydrocarbons 

found within petroleum as part of the petroleum composition. The percentages for these hydrocarbons 

can vary greatly. It gives the crude oil a quite-specific compound personality depending on geographic 

region. The typical percentage of hydrocarbons (although covering very wide ranges) is as follows: paraf-

fins (15%–60%), naphthenes (30%–60%), aromatics (3%–30%), and asphaltenes making up the remain-

der. Furthermore, due to differences in refining technologies and refinery operating conditions, each 

refining process has a distinct impact on the hydrocarbon composition of the product.

Refined petroleum products are primarily produced through distillation processes that separate 

 fractions from crude oil according to their boiling ranges. Production processes may also be directed 

to increase the yield of low-molecular-weight fractions, reduce the concentration of undesirable sul-

fur and nitrogen components, and incorporate performance-enhancing additives. Therefore, each 

p etroleum product has its unique, product-specific hydrocarbon pattern. The petroleum products are 

composed of both aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons in a range of molecules that include C6 and 

greater. The different classes of compounds contained in various petroleum products are summarized 
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in Table 5.[20,21] The main products are gasoline (benzene), naphtha/solvents, jet fuels, kerosene, diesel 

fuel, and lubricating (motor) oils. Due to the variety of components in petroleum, they are typically 

characterized using the boiling range of the mixture and the carbon number rather than individual 

components. For example, diesel is a fraction with boiling points between 200°C and 325°C and is 

represented as C10–C22.

While a physical property such as boiling range may establish the initial product specification, other 

finer specifications define their ultimate use in certain applications. A lighter, less dense, raw petroleum 

composition with a composition that contains higher percentages of hydrocarbons is much more profit-

able as a fuel source. On the other hand, other denser petroleum compositions with a less flammable 

level of hydrocarbons and containing higher levels of sulfur are expensive to refine into a fuel and are 

therefore more suitable for plastics manufacturing and other uses. In contrast to the ever-increasing 

demand, the world’s reserves of light petroleum (light crude oil) are severely depleted, and refineries are 

forced to refine and process more and more heavy crude oil and bitumen.

Petroleum fractions are among the most complex samples an analyst can face in terms of the num-

ber of compounds present. The characterization of petroleum fractions is typically done by gas chro-

matography (GC). As can be seen in Figure 1, the petroleum products contain such a large number of 

hydrocarbon constituents that complete chromatographic separation is not possible. Even then, GC 

remains the most informative analytical technique, providing both quantitative information (deduced 

from the total signal recorded in a chromatogram) and qualitative information, which derives from the 

fact that the retention times in the chromatograms can be correlated with the boiling points of the com-

pounds contained in the petroleum. To illustrate the complexity of chemical composition of petroleum 

products, Figure 2 shows the chromatograms for six different petroleum products, including a crude 

oil with API of 18.7 and the BAM (Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung, Berlin) petroleum hydrocarbon 

standard. The BAM standard K-010 is a certified reference material for the determination of mineral 

hydrocarbons, which is a synthetic mixture of a diesel and a lubricating oil. It is evident that these six 

samples are very different according to their carbon ranges. The difference is clearly seen from the com-

parison of their chromatograms. The volatile fuel with a content of hydrocarbons with less than 10 C 

atoms (benzene and premium gasoline) has the majority of its constituents at the beginning of chro-

matogram (Figure 2c). The peaks in the chromatogram of diesel are shifted to the retention time win-

dow where hydrocarbons from C10 to C22 are eluted (Figure 2d). In turn, the chromatogram of motor 

oil shows a characteristic “bump” (because the fraction of saturated alkanes is very small) situated in the 

TABLE 5 Overview of Petroleum Products with Respect to Boiling Point Ranges, Approximate Carbon Number, 

and Average Percentage Amount of Aliphatic and Aromatic Compounds

Fractions Hydrocarbons

<C7

(% w/w)

C7–C10

(% w/w)

C10–C40 

(% w/w)

>C40

(% w/w)Boiling Range Aliphatic Aromatic

Statfjord C (39.1)a 11.6 18.1 56.6 13.7

Crude oil (API = 18.7) 0.9 3.0 63.2 32.8

Granea

Normal benzeneb 40–200oC ~100 (C5–C12) ~70% 20%–50%

Jet fuelb 150–300oC ~100 (C6–C14, C16) 80%–90% 10–20%

Keroseneb 150–300oC ~100 (C6, C9–C16) 60%–80% 5%–20%

Dieselb 200–325oC ~100 (C10–C22) 60%–90% 30%–40%

Light heating oilb 200–325oC ~100 (C10–C22)

Lubricant or motor oilb 325–600oC ~100 (C20–C40) 70%–90% 10%–30%

Heavy heating oilb 325–600oC ~100 (C20–C50)

aSource: Data from Crude Oil Assays.[20]

bSource: Data from Statoil Web site.[21]
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FIGURE 1 Chromatogram of a mixture of petroleum products (diesel and lubricating oil, 1:1), obtained by 

GC with FID.

FIGURE 2 Comparison of chromatograms of different oil samples: (a) BAM; (b) crude oil (API = 18.7); (c) gaso-

line; (d) diesel; (e) motor oil; and (f) heavy heating oil with the same concentration (20 ppm oil in water) obtained 

by GC-FID method
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region where heavier hydrocarbons C20–C40 are eluted (Figure 2e). Thus, GC- based methods provide 

important qualitative information, which in the ideal case even allows the assignment of the source of 

contamination. This is proven by the comparison of chromatograms of different oil samples (Figure 2).

Fate of Petroleum Hydrocarbons in the Environment

The effects of petroleum hydrocarbons entering the environment are a complex function of the magni-

tude and the rate of release; the nature of the released petroleum (its physicochemical properties and, 

in particular, the amount of toxic compounds it may contain); and the affected geographical, hydrogeo-

logical, and biological ecosystem. The fate of petroleum-type pollutants in the environment has been 

investigated in many studies.[22] Complex transformation and degradation processes of oil in the envi-

ronment start from its first contact with the atmosphere, seawater, and soil. They depend on the physical 

properties (volatility, solubility, etc.), as well as on the chemical properties (chemical composition) of the 

oil. While the former are responsible for transport, or diffusion of the petroleum hydrocarbons in the 

environment, the latter are responsible for their chemical, photo-, and microbial degradation. The main 

processes affecting the environmental fate of petroleum hydrocarbons after their release to the environ-

ment are thus their volatilization, dissolution/dispersion and emulsification in water, adsorption to soil, 

oxidation, destruction, and biodegradation.[23,24] In addition to the parameters that characterize the oil’s 

composition, reactivity, and toxicity, the environmental conditions, i.e., the meteorological and hydro-

logical factors, also play an important role in the fate of petroleum hydrocarbons.

When petroleum hydrocarbons are released to the water column, certain fractions will float on top 

and form thin surface films. This process is controlled by the viscosity of the oil and the surface ten-

sion of water. A spill of 1 ton of oil can disperse over a radius of 50 m in 10 min, forming a slick 10 mm 

thick. Later, it spreads, gets thinner, and covers an area of up to 12 km2.[11] It should be pointed out that 

much of the environmental and ecological damage caused by oil spills actually is due to this oil film that 

covers the surface of the sea, or the coastline, thus physically impairing birds and other animals and 

causing suffocation of fish as oxygen will not permeate the oil layers to a sufficient degree anymore. In 

the first days after the spill, the volatile compounds from oil evaporate. Only a small proportion of the 

hydrocarbon constituents of petroleum products are significantly soluble in water. Dissolution takes 

more time compared with evaporation, considering that most oil components are soluble in water only 

to a limited degree (although the degradation products typically are more polar and thus more soluble). 

Other heavier fractions (up to 10%–30%) will accumulate in the sediment at the bottom of the water, 

which may affect bottom-feeding fish and organisms. This happens mainly in the narrow coastal zone 

and shallow waters, where water is intensively mixing.

Crude oil released to the soil may percolate and reach the groundwater. Because petroleum has a 

lower specific gravity than water, free (undissolved) product and most dissolved contamination are usu-

ally concentrated near the top of the groundwater.[25] This may then lead to a fractionation of the original 

complex mixture, depending on the chemical properties of the compound. Some of these compounds 

will evaporate, while others will dissolve into the groundwater and be diffused from the release area. 

Other compounds will adsorb to soil or sediments and will remain there for a long period of time, while 

others will be metabolized by organisms found in the soil.[26,27]

While evaporation and dissolution redistribute the oil, photochemical oxidation and bacterial degra-

dation transform it. Where crude oil is exposed to sunlight and oxygen in the environment, both pho-

tooxidation and aerobic microbial oxidation take place. The photochemical oxidation of hydrocarbons 

is dependent upon ultraviolet (UV) radiation and will therefore occur only in the upper surface layers. 

The aromatic hydrocarbons absorb UV radiation with high efficiency and are transformed mainly into 

hydrogen peroxides. Alkanes are much less efficient in absorbing UV radiation, and only small quantities 

are transformed by this process. The final products of oxidation (hydroperoxides, phenols, carboxylic 

acids, ketones, aldehydes, and others) usually have increased water solubility and toxicity. Where oxygen 

and sunlight are excluded in anoxic environments, anaerobic microbial oxidation takes place.[28,29]
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Generally, saturated alkanes are more quickly degraded by microorganisms than aromatic compounds; 

alkanes and smaller-sized aromatics are degraded before branched alkanes, multiring and substituted 

aromatics, and cyclic compounds.[30,31] Polar petroleum compounds such as sulfur- and nitrogen- 

containing species are the most resistant to microbial degradation. Complex structures (e.g., branched 

methyl groups) and the stability of hydrocarbons decrease the rates of mineralization, which are likely 

a consequence of the greater stability of carbon–carbon bonds in aromatic rings than in straight-chain 

compounds. Emulsification also provides greater surface area for microorganisms to attach.

It has been shown in experiments that n-alkanes are among the most biodegradable hydrocarbons, 

and therefore, they are easily broken down and preferentially depleted from soil samples.[32] Also, it has 

been proven in simulation experiments of the biodegradation of two different samples of crude petroleum 

(paraffinic and naphthenic type) that microbial cultures that were isolated as dominant microorganisms 

from the surface of a wastewater canal of an oil refinery (most abundant species: Phormidium foveola-

rum, filamentous Cyanobacteria [blue-green algae] and Achnanthes minutissima, diatoms, algae) show 

a strongly differentiated degradation behavior with clear preference for the degradation of n-alkanes 

and isoprenoid aliphatic alkanes.[33] As can be seen in Figure 3, the largest degree of biodegradation was 

achieved in a medium containing the base nutrients Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, K2HPO4.7H2O, KCl, FeCl2, and 

K2SO4, at pH ≈ 8 and exposed to light. Biodegradation activity is somewhat lower with the same medium 

in the dark. With a medium containing not only the nutrient broth but also organic compounds (tryp-

tone, yeast extract, glucose, at pH ≈ 7), degradation occurs at a much lower rate, especially without light.

When crude oil or petroleum products are accidentally released to the environment, they are imme-

diately subjected to a variety of weathering processes that lead to compositional changes and to the 

depletion of certain hydrocarbon compounds. Weathering processes include all previously mentioned 

physicochemical processes, such as dissolution, evaporation, photooxidation, polymerization, adsorp-

tive interactions between hydrocarbons and the soil, and some biological factors. Furthermore, due to 

the fact that the degree of biodegradation is different for different types of petroleum hydrocarbons and 

varies depending on their nature, the weathering rate also depends on the type of petroleum contami-

nant. If we thus observe in the analysis of petroleum hydrocarbon contaminants changing patterns of 

hydrocarbons with time, this may be either due to the segregation of the oil according to the physical 

properties or due to the action of bacteria and microorganisms. As these are able to degrade only certain 

classes of compounds, or at least they exhibit a strong preference for some over other compounds, char-

acteristic changes of the hydrocarbon pattern will result, as observed by GC (Figure 3).

Possible Toxic Effects from Exposure to Petroleum Hydrocarbons

As it was discussed earlier, crude oil and petroleum products are complex mixtures of groups of com-

pounds. Many of the compounds are apparently benign, but many others are known to have toxic effects. 

Due to petroleum hydrocarbon toxicity, spilled hydrocarbons pose a threat that affects not only the sea 

and land but also the lakes, rivers, and groundwater and can be harmful for animals and human health.

Much of what is known about the impacts of petroleum hydrocarbons comes from studies of cat-

astrophic oil spills and chronic seeps. Large oil spills usually receive considerable public attention 

because of the obvious environmental damage, oil-coated shorelines, and dead or moribund wildlife, 

including, in particular, oiled seabirds and marine animals. The acute toxicity of petroleum hydrocar-

bons to marine organisms is dependent on the persistence and bioavailability of specific hydrocarbons. 

The exposure to them may alter an organism’s chances for survival and reproduction in the environ-

ment, and the narcotic effects of hydrocarbons on nerve transmission are a major biological factor in 

determining the ecologic impact of any release. Marine birds and mammals may be especially vul-

nerable to oil spills. In addition to acute effects such as high mortality, chronic, low-level exposure 

to hydrocarbons may affect reproductive performance and physiological impairment of seabirds and 

some marine  mammals as well.[11] Petroleum contamination may also cause unfavorable impacts on 

nearby plants and animals. Plants growing in contaminated soils or water may die or appear distressed. 
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In turn, natural seeps, leaking pipelines, and production discharges release small amounts of oil over 

long periods of time, resulting in chronic exposure of organisms to oil and oil chemical compounds. 

The lower-molecular-weight compounds are usually the more water-soluble components of a product, 

and hence, attention has also been paid to the water-soluble fractions of petroleum and related products. 

Concentrations in the environment are usually comparatively low, and chronic effects are usually more 

significant.[26] The persistence of some compounds such as PAH in sediments, especially in urban areas, 

is also an example of chronic pollution and toxicity.

Nowadays, humans can be exposed to petroleum hydrocarbons through ingestion of contaminated 

drinking water and soil residues; inhalation of vapors and airborne soils; and contact of contaminants 

with skin (dermal exposure) from many sources, including gasoline fumes at the pump, spilled crankcase 

FIGURE 3 Gas chromatograms of the alkane fractions derived from crude oil Sirakovo (Sir, paraffinic type) after 

90 days of simulated biodegradation with Phormidium foveolarum and Achnanthes minutissima with inorganic 

medium in the light (Sir-1), with inorganic medium in the dark (Sir-2), with organic medium in the light (Sir-3), 

and with organic medium in the dark (Sir-4), together with chromatogram of alkane fraction typical for the control 

experiments (Sir-1C), pristane (Pr), phytane (Phyt).

Source: Adapted from Antić et al.[33]
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oil on pavement, chemicals used at home or work, or certain pesticides that contain petroleum hydro-

carbon components as solvents. Most petroleum hydrocarbon constituents will enter the bloodstream 

rapidly when inhaled or ingested. Incorporated petroleum hydrocarbons are widely distributed by the 

blood throughout the body and quickly are metabolized into less harmful compounds. Others may be 

degraded into more harmful chemicals. Even other compounds are distributed by the blood to other 

parts of the body and do not readily break down but are accumulated instead in fat tissue. The resorp-

tion of petroleum compounds through dermal tissue is slower; that is why direct exposure of the skin to 

petroleum hydrocarbons is generally harmless when exposure is only occasional and of short duration.

Studies on animals have shown effects on the lungs, central nervous system, liver, kidney, develop-

ing fetus, and reproductive system from exposure to petroleum compounds, generally after breathing 

or swallowing the compounds. Health impacts of exposure to petroleum contamination may include 

lung irritation, headaches, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea, cramps, and nervous system effects. Benzene and 

other chemicals found in petroleum products have been determined to be carcinogenic (cause cancer). 

More information regarding toxicity of petroleum chemicals is available, for example, from the Agency 

for Toxic Substances and Diseases Registry (ATSDR), an agency of the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services,[34] or from the European Chemicals Agency.[35]

Oil products are complex mixtures of hundreds of chemicals, with each compound having its own 

toxicity characteristics. There are many difficulties associated with assessing the health effects of such 

complex mixtures with regard to hazardous waste site remediation. This means that the traditional 

approach of evaluating individual components is largely inappropriate. Toxicity information is in the 

best case available for the pure product; however, once a petroleum product is released to the environ-

ment, it changes its composition as a result of weathering. These compositional changes may be reflected 

in changes in the toxicity of the product.

One approach for assessing the toxicity of oil products is to use toxicity information from studies con-

ducted on the whole product. A second approach is to identify and quantify all components and then 

consider their toxicities. This approach produces data that theoretically could be compared with the 

known toxicity of each compound. The impracticality of this approach stems from its high analytical 

cost and the lack of toxicity data for many of the component chemicals found in hydrocarbon mixtures. 

A third approach is to consider a series of hydrocarbon fractions and determine appropriate tolerable 

concentrations and toxicity specific for those fractions. A number of groups have examined such an 

approach, but the most widely accepted and internationally used are the ones developed by the Total 

Petroleum Hydrocarbons Criteria Working Group (TPHCWG) and the Massachusetts Department of 

Environmental Protection (MA DEP) in the United States, although they have been subject to adjustments 

in many cases. For example, in the United Kingdom, the TPHCWG approach is modified and extended 

to consider heavier hydrocarbon fractions. It has been developed as part of the Environment Agency’s[36] 

environment sciences program and published in documents related to petroleum hydro- carbons.[37]

The MA DEP introduced in 1994 the concept of petroleum hydrocarbon size-based fractions for use 

in evaluating the human health effects of exposure to complex mixtures of hydrocarbons[38,39] and pro-

vided oral toxicity values for each of the fractions. The toxicity value assigned for each fraction is used 

in dose–response evaluations. Cancer risks or hazard amounts are subsequently summed across the 

fractions to get the total values. The TPHCWG has developed and published a series of five mono-

graphs[16,40–42] detailing the data on petroleum hydrocarbons and, in addition, has developed tolerable 

intakes for a series of total hydrocarbon fractions. The TPHCWG independently identified largely simi-

lar groupings of hydrocarbon fractions with somewhat different toxicity values in 1997. Of the 250 indi-

vidual compounds identified in petroleum by the TPHCWG, toxicity data were available for only 95. Of 

these 95, the TPHCWG concluded that there were sufficient data to develop toxicity criteria for only 25.

As there are differences in toxicity between different hydrocarbon compounds, it is impossible to 

accurately predict toxic effects of contamination for which only total hydrocarbon data are available. 

Health assessors often select surrogate or reference compounds (or combinations of compounds) to 

represent TPH so that toxicity and environmental fate can be evaluated. Correspondence dates relating 
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the toxicologically derived hydrocarbon fractions and their toxicity values to the analytically defined 

reporting fractions (by MA DEP) are contained in Table 6 for ingestion and inhalation exposure. 

Inhaled or ingested volatile hydrocarbons have both general and specific effects. The toxicity values 

are represented as a reference dose (RfD), which is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) 

maximum acceptable oral dose of a toxic substance. Significant efforts have been undertaken by MA 

DEP to describe an approach for the evaluation of human health risks from ingestion exposure to com-

plex petroleum hydrocarbon mixtures. The methods offered by MA DEP for determination of air-phase 

(APH), volatile (VPH), and extractable (EPH) petroleum hydrocarbons[43–45] are designed to comple-

ment and support the toxicological approach. The ranges of quantified hydrocarbons within each 

method and their reporting limits are shown in Table 7.

The components of petroleum can be generally divided into broad chemical classes: alkanes, cycloal-

kanes, alkenes, and aromatics. A review of Table 6 shows that a U.S. EPA RfD is available for only one alkane, 

n-hexane. In general terms, alkanes have relatively low acute toxicity, but alkanes having carbon numbers 

in the range of C5–C12 have narcotic properties, particularly following inhalation exposure to high con-

centrations, because of their relatively high volatility and low solubility in water. Repeated exposure to high 

TABLE 6 Oral and Inhalation Toxicity Values by MA DEP for Petroleum Hydrocarbon Fractions and Individual 

Compounds Present in Petroleum Products

Toxicity Value, RfD

Inhalation

mg/m3

Oral

mg/kg/dayCarbon range Compound Critical Effect

Aliphatic

C5–C8 0.2 0.04 Neurotoxicity

n-Hexane 0.2 0.06

C9–C18 0.2 0.1 Neurotoxicity, hepatic, and hematological effects

C19–C32 NA 2 Liver granuloma

Aromatic

C6–C8 Use individual RfCs for compounds in this range

Benzene NA 0.03

Toluene 0.4 0.2

BTEX Ethylbenzene 1.0 0.1

Styrene 1.0 0.2

Xylene (o-, p-, m-) NA 2

C9-C18 0.05 Body weight reduction; hepatic, renal, and 

developmental effects

Isopropylbenzene 0.4 0.1

Naphthalene 0.003 0.02

Acenaphthene NA 0.06

Biphenyl NA 0.05

Fluorene NA 0.04

Anthracene NA 0.3

Fluoranthene NA 0.04

Pyrene NA 0.03

C9–C32 0.3 Neurotoxicity

C19–C32 NA

Source: Adapted from The U.K. Approach for Evaluating Human Health Risks from Petroleum Hydrocarbons in Soil[37] and 

Interim Final Petroleum Report Development of Health-Based Alternative to the Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon TPH 

Parameter.[38]

NA, not applicable.
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concentrations, for example, of n-hexane (RfD, 0.06 mg/kg/day) may lead to irreversible effects on the ner-

vous system. Hexane is considered to be the most toxic compound in the C5–C8 aliphatic fraction. No RfDs 

are available for other alkanes, nor for any cycloalkane or alkene. Alkenes exhibit little toxicity other than 

weak anesthetic properties. Alkanes and cycloalkanes are treated similarly and have similar toxic effects.

Aromatic compounds with less than nine carbon atoms (such as BTEX) are evaluated separately 

because the toxicity values for each are well supported and these compounds have a wide range of toxic-

ity. However, most of the smaller aromatic compounds have low toxicity, with the exception of benzene, 

which is a known human carcinogen (RfD, 0.029 mg/kg/day). Most petroleum hydrocarbon mixtures 

contain very low concentrations of PAHs. The major concern regarding PAHs is the potential carci-

nogenicity of some of these. Benzo(a)pyrene and benz(a)anthracene are classified as probable human 

carcinogens. Benzo(a)pyrene is normally considered to be the most potent carcinogenic PAH, but the 

carcinogenic potency of most PAHs is not well characterized. In case of spills of petroleum products 

affecting water, PAHs are not usually a specific concern; however, this concern becomes more specific if 

these compounds are released into the soil due to a bioaccumulation of PAH in soil.

Different regulations and guidelines to protect public health have been developed. These public health 

statements tell as well about petroleum hydrocarbons and the effects of exposure. The U.S. EPA[46] iden-

tifies the most serious hazardous waste sites in the United States. The EPA lists certain wastes containing 

petroleum hydrocarbons as hazardous. It regulates certain petroleum fractions, products, and some 

individual petroleum compounds. General health and safety data are as well discussed by the Energy 

Institute,[7] which is the main professional organization for the energy industry within the United 

Kingdom that promotes the safe, environmentally responsible, and efficient supply and use of energy in 

all its forms and applications. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the Food and 

Drug Administration are other agencies that develop regulations for toxic substances in the United 

States. The information provided by all of them is regularly updated as more information becomes avail-

able. The Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM), has been involved in 

a number of studies on risk assessment for petroleum hydrocarbons which were commissioned by the 

Dutch government and the European Commission.[47] Also the U.K. Environment Agency, mentioned 

before, is the leading public body protecting and improving the environment in the United Kingdom, 

including protection from petroleum contaminations.

TABLE 7 The Ranges of Hydrocarbons Quantified within the Methods for Determination of APH, VPH, and 

EPH by MA DEP and Their Reporting Limits

APH

28°C–218°C

VPH

36°C–220oC

EPH

150°C–265oC

Aliphatic C5–C8 C9–C12 1C5–C8 C9–C12 C9–C18 C19–C36

C9–C10

Aromatic C9–C10 Reporting limits C11–C22 PAH

For the individual 
target analytes

In air phase 2–5 g/m3

In soil 0.05–0.25 mg/kg 20 mg/kg 0.2–1 mg/kg

In water 1–5 μ g/L 100μ g/L 2–5 μg/L

For the collective
hydrocarbon ranges
In air phase 10–12 g/m3

In soil 5–10 mg/kg 20 mg/kg

In water 100–150 μg/L 100 μg/L

Source: Adapted from Interim Final Petroleum Report Development of Health-Based Alternative to the Total Petroleum 

Hydrocarbon TPH Parameter.[38]
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Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons and Analytical 
Methods for Determination of Petroleum 
Hydrocarbons in Environmental Media

Due to the compositional complexity of petroleum products, it is impossible to assess the extent of 

petroleum hydrocarbon contamination by directly measuring the concentration of each hydrocarbon 

contaminant. For this reason, at the present time, no single analytical method is capable of providing 

comprehensive chemical information on petroleum contaminants. Total petroleum hydrocarbon is one 

parameter and definition that is currently widely used for expressing the total concentration of nonpolar 

petroleum hydrocarbons in soil, water, or other investigated samples. In the United States, for example, 

there are no federal regulations or guidelines for TPH in general. Many states have standards for con-

trolling the concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons or components of petroleum products. These are 

designed to protect the public from the possible harmful health effects of these chemicals. Analytical 

methods are specified as well, many of which are considered to be methods for TPH. These generate 

basic information that is a surrogate for contamination, such as a single TPH concentration. Such data 

are not suitable for risk assessment. However, they are relatively quick and easy to obtain and can offer 

useful preliminary information.

The term TPH is widely used, but it is rarely well defined. In essence, TPH is defined by the analyti-

cal method—in other words, estimates of TPH concentration often vary depending on the analytical 

method used to measure it. Thus, the ATSDR defines the TPH as a term used to describe a broad fam-

ily of several hundred chemical compounds that originally come from crude oil. In this sense, TPH 

is really a mixture of chemicals. As per the TPHCWG, TPH, also called “hydrocarbon index,” refers 

sometimes to mineral oil, hydrocarbon oil, extractable hydrocarbon, oil, and grease. The TPHCWG 

also says that the TPH measurement is the total concentration of the hydrocarbons extracted and 

measured by a particular method, and it depends on the analytical method used for determination. 

According to the MA DEP, the TPH is also a loosely defined parameter, which can be quantified using a 

number of different analyses, and this parameter is an estimate of the total concentration of petroleum 

hydrocarbons in a sample. Again, depending on the analytical method used to quantify TPH, the TPH 

concentration may represent the entire range of petroleum hydrocarbons from C9 to C36 or the sum 

of concentrations of a number of single compounds (for instance, BTEX) and groups of compounds 

(fractions, e.g., primarily aliphatics C9–C18, C19-C36, and aromatics C11–C20). Great improvements 

in the definition and analysis of TPH were finally introduced by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO)[48] in 2000, when it published the standard method ISO 9377-2:2000[49] for the 

quality control of water in which a method for the determination of the hydrocarbon oil index within 

the C10–C40 range in waters by means of GC is specified. The definition of “hydrocarbon oil index by 

GC-FID” was introduced, which defines the fraction of compounds extractable with a hydrocarbon 

solvent, boiling point between 36°C and 69°C, not adsorbed on Florisil, and which may be chroma-

tographed with retention times between those of n-decane (C10H22) and n-tetracontane (C40H82). 

(Substances complying with this definition are long-chain or branched aliphatic, alicyclic, aromatic, or 

alkyl -substituted aromatic hydrocarbons.)

The TPHCWG and MA DEP evaluated the risk implications and arrived at the conclusion that TPH 

concentration data cannot be used for a quantitative estimation of the human health risk. The same 

concentration of TPH may represent very different compositions and very different risks to human 

health and the environment because the TPH parameter includes a number of compounds of differing 

toxicities and the health effects associated with exposure to particular concentrations of TPH cannot 

be determined. For example, two sites may have the same amount of TPH, but constituents at one site 

may include carcinogenic compounds while these compounds may be absent at the other site. If TPH 

data indicate that there may be significant contamination of environmental media, then fractionated 

measurements and the separate determination of BTEX compounds and PAHs are necessary so that 
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potential risk to human health can be quantitatively assessed.[50] The hydrocarbon index is thus a good 

indicator of the (magnitude of the) relative contamination of oil; however, it will not be suitable to give a 

true representation of the actual concentration of TPH in the investigated sample. There are several rea-

sons why TPH data do not provide the ideal information for investigated samples and do not establish 

target cleanup criteria. This is due to many factors including the complex nature of petroleum hydro-

carbons, their interaction with the environment over time, and the non-specificity of some of the meth-

ods used. The scope of the methods used for TPH determination varies greatly. There are few, if any, 

methods that are capable of quantifying all hydrocarbons without interference from non-hydrocarbons. 

All methods are subject to interferences from non-hydrocarbons, some to a greater extent than others.

There are numerous established analytical methods that are available for detecting, measuring, or 

monitoring TPH and its metabolites. Analytical methods used for analysis of petroleum hydrocarbons 

in environmental media should provide a sufficient degree of robustness. At the current time, however, 

the correctness and precision of results for the petroleum hydrocarbon determination strongly depend 

on the proper choice of method and measurement parameters whose correct selection is left to the judg-

ment of the analyst. Besides methods that measure the TPH concentration, two other types of meth-

ods can be distinguished. These are methods that measure the concentration of a group or fraction of 

petroleum compounds and methods that measure individual petroleum constituent concentrations. For 

product identification, the results of analyses of the petroleum groups or fractions can be useful because 

they separate and quantify different categories of hydrocarbons. Individual constituent methods quan-

tify concentrations of specific compounds that might be present in petroleum-contaminated samples, 

such as BTEX and PAHs, which can be used to evaluate human health risk.

There are several basic steps related to the separation of analytes of interest from a sample matrix 

prior to their measurement, such as extraction, concentration, and cleanup. These steps are common to 

the analytical processes for all methods, irrespective of the method type or the environmental matrix. 

Each of these steps together with the sampling, which is also an important step in performing petro-

leum analyses, affects the final result and has a certain impact onto the measurement uncertainty.[51,52]

Sample taking and sample handling have been recognized as probably the most significant factors 

that contribute random errors and uncertainties in the analysis of offshore oil in produced water. There 

are some general guidelines available through a number of studies that have been carried out on this 

subject. To separate the analytes from the matrix, extraction is performed using one of the many avail-

able extraction methods. Heating of the sample or purging with an inert gas can be used in the analysis 

of volatile compounds; solid-phase extraction or extraction into a solvent is usually applied for water 

samples, the latter extraction method also being used for soil samples. For some types of solid sam-

ples, the extraction efficiency depends on the extraction method and time. However, ultrasonication 

and extraction by shaking are equally used for this purpose. It was demonstrated by some studies that 

extraction and cleanup are the most crucial steps in sample preparation procedures. According to the 

results. the most critical factors affecting TPH recovery are extraction solvent and type of cosolvent, 

extraction time, adsorbent and its mass, and the TPH concentration.[53] The results of a study where the 

occurrence of matrix effects in the gas chromatographic determination of petroleum hydrocarbons in 

soil was evaluated indicate that solid-phase extraction does not appear to be effective enough in remov-

ing interfering matrix components from the extract.[54]

Most of the methods for the determination of TPH involve a cleanup step using Florisil (a particular 

form of magnesium silicate) and sodium sulfate (anhydrous), which essentially aims at removing the 

polar, non-petroleum hydrocarbons of biological origin and remaining traces of water. It appears that 

the found hydrocarbon concentration strongly depends on the used cleanup technique. The efficiency of 

the cleanup procedure for removing polar compounds is not limited to heteroatomic substances like O-, 

N-, or Cl-containing compounds. Also, some hydrocarbons have a tendency to adsorb on Florisil, e.g., 

aromatic compounds with p- electrons or alkyl aromatics. The TPH recoveries after a cleanup procedure 

might depend on the composition of the oil investigated. Lower TPH recoveries may be expected for 

oils containing high concentrations of unsaturated hydrocarbons or PAHs. Also, lubricating oils often 
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contain different amounts and types of (non-petrogenic) additives that may behave differently from the 

other compounds during the cleanup procedure.[55] The results demonstrate also that the ratio of Florisil 

amount and extract volume are of importance for the recovery of the purified extracts.[56]

The three most commonly used TPH testing methods include GC,[49,57–60] infrared absorption 

(IR),[61,62] and gravimetric analysis.[63–65] Conventional TPH methods are summarized in Table 8.

Methods based on solvent extraction followed by quantitative IR measurement (at a frequency of 

2930 cm-1, which corresponds to the stretching vibration of aliphatic CH2 groups) have been widely used 

in the past for TPH measurement because they are simple, quick, and inexpensive. However, the use of 

these methods has been discontinued, since the sale and use of Freons (required for the extraction of 

hydrocarbons from the sample) is no longer allowed, and Freons are generally phased out worldwide 

due to their ozone layer–destructing potential. Recently, a new IR-based method was introduced, based 

on Freon- free extraction. This method defines oil and grease in water and wastewater as the fraction 

that is extractable with a cyclic aliphatic hydrocarbon (for example, cyclohexane) and measured by 

IR absorption in the narrow spectral region of 1370–1380 cm–1 (which corresponds to the excitation 

 frequency of the symmetrical deformation vibration of CH3 groups) using mid-IR quantum cascade 

lasers.[62] The method also considers the volatile fraction of petroleum hydrocarbons, which is lost by 

gravimetric methods that require solvent evaporation prior to weighing, as well as by solventless IR 

methods that require drying of the employed solid-phase material prior to measurement. Similarly, a 

more complete fraction of extracted petroleum hydrocarbon is accessible by this method as compared 

with GC  methods that use a time window for quantification, as petroleum hydrocarbons eluting outside 

these windows are also quantified. On the other hand, IR-based methods hardly provide any informa-

tion on the chemical composition of the oil or the presence or absence of other relevant compounds 

(aromatics, PAHs). In contrast, they even detect compounds that are not typically considered as TPH, 

such as surfactants, which also may absorb IR radiation due to the presence of CH bonds. However, this 

statement is only partially true, since it depends mainly on the cleanup whether the IR method deter-

mines also compounds other than the TPH.

Gravimetric-based methods are also simple, quick, and inexpensive; they measure anything that 

is extractable by a solvent, not removed during solvent evaporation, and capable of being weighed. 

Consequently, they do not offer any selectivity or information on the type of oil detected. Gravimetric-

based methods may be useful for oily sludges and wastewaters at high(er) concentrations but are not suitable 

for measurement of light hydrocarbons (less than C15), which will be lost by evaporation below 70–85°C.

Gas chromatography–based methods are currently the preferred laboratory methods for TPH 

measurement because they detect a broad range of hydrocarbons, they provide both sensitivity and 

selectivity, and they can be used for TPH identification as well as quantification. The potential of GC 

for producing information on the product-specific hydrocarbon pattern has been long recognized by 

researchers in the field of petroleum hydro-carbon analysis. [66–68]

Currently, there are several standard methodologies based on GC for different types of samples 

(water, soil, wastes). The ISO has published the standard ISO 93772:2000 for the quality control of water 

and specifies a method for the determination of the hydrocarbon oil index within the C10–C40 range 

in waters by means of GC. The method is suitable for surface water, wastewater, and water from sewage 

treatment plants and allows the determination of the hydrocarbon oil index in concentrations above 

0.1 mg/L. Due to systematic differences, which became evident between the results from the DIN ISO 

method and those from the IR-based method, the GC-based method was subsequently modified.[69,70] As 

a result, the modified version of DIN ISO 9377-2:2000, the OSPAR (Oslo–Paris commission) reference 

method,[58] was published in 2005 and taken into force as a reference method in the field of petroleum 

production in January 2007. The OSPAR reference method is applicable for the determination of dis-

persed oil content in produced water and other types of wastewater discharged from gas, condensate, 

and oil platforms. It also allows the determination of the dispersed mineral oil content in concentrations 

above 0.1 mg/L and includes the determination of certain hydrocarbons within the C7–C10 range, with 

the TEX (toluene, ethylbenzene, and o-/p-/m-xylene) compounds being reported separately.
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Gas chromatography–based methods are based on the extraction of water samples with a nonpolar 

(hydrocarbon) solvent, the removal of polar substances by cleanup with Florisil, and capillary GC mea-

surements using a nonpolar column and a flame ionization detector (FID), cumulating the total peak 

area of compounds eluted between n- decane (C10H22) and n-tetracontane (C40H82) for the DIN ISO 

9377-2:2000 standard method and for the DIN ISO 16703:2005–12[59] standard method for soil samples. 

The OSPAR method was modified in order to include the determination of certain hydrocarbons with 

a boiling point between 98°C and 174°C (that is, from n-heptane to n-decane), with the TEX com-

pounds being determined separately by integration and subtraction of their peak areas from the total 

integrated area. The GC-based methods usually cannot quantitatively detect compounds with a lower 

boiling point than n-heptane because these compounds are highly volatile and are interfered by the 

solvent peak. Furthermore, the EPA method 8240,[61] which is used to determine volatile organic com-

pounds in a variety of waste matrices by GC/mass spectrometry (MS), exists. It can be used to quantitate 

most volatile organic compounds that have boiling points below 20°C and that are insoluble or slightly 

soluble in water. The estimated quantitation limit of the EPA 8240 method for an individual compound 

is approximately 5 μg/kg (wet weight) for soil/sediment samples, 0.5 mg/kg (wet weight) for wastes, and 

5 μg/L for groundwater.

Gas chromatography–based methods are suitable for surface water, wastewater, and other types of 

wastewater discharged from gas, concentrate, and oil platforms and allow the determination of hydro-

carbon oil concentration above 0.1 mg/L. To reach the required detection limit, the method according to 

DIN ISO 9377-2:2000 foresees preconcentration of the extracts by solvent evaporation, which bears the 

risk of losing the more volatile constituents of the sample. In contrast to this, the OSPAR method does 

not allow for any external apparatus for preconcentration, for which reason the GC must be equipped 

with an injection system that allows the injection of a volume of up to 100 μL of the extract. This is most 

easily realized with programmed-temperature vaporizer large-volume injectors. This technique can 

reduce the loss of volatile analytes, can increase sensitivity, and is a viable, fast, and automated alterna-

tive to an external preconcentration procedure.[71–73]

Petroleum products easily contain thousands of different compounds. Classical capillary GC cannot 

resolve such mixtures up to the level of individual compounds. A powerful analytical tool for separation 

of complex mixtures, such as petroleum hydrocarbons, is comprehensive two-dimensional GC (GC×GC 

or 2D-GC).[74–76] The use of 2D-GC with MS detection (GC×GC/MS) is expected to not only allow the 

separation of the various constituents of complex TPH samples but also to identify them based on MS 

detection (Figure 4b). It is known that a certain class of chemical compounds (a series of  “homologues”) 

forms a very distinct, clearly identifiable pattern in the two-dimensional space of the GC×GC separa-

tion. The diesel total ion (TIC) GC×GC/MS chromatogram, illustrated in Figure 4a, is characterized 

by very typical group-type patterns: saturated hydrocarbons, which present low  second-dimension 

retention times, are followed by monocyclic and dicyclic aromatics; tri-and  tetracyclic aromatics are 

the most retained on the secondary polar column.[77] Moreover, partial overlapping between chemical 

groups occurs, the monocyclic aromatics are situated in a rather narrow band, and the tri-and tetracy-

clic  aromatics are hardly visible in the two-dimensional chromatogram. The analytical potential of such 

a two-dimensional system is great.

Conclusion

Due to the importance and widespread use of petroleum hydrocarbons for energy production, for trans-

port, and as a raw material in the chemical industries, there are many routes for their inadvertent or 

accidental release into the environment. Thus, they do represent one of the most important sources of 

large-scale environmental pollution. While petroleum hydrocarbons also are introduced into the oceans 

from natural seeps, these continuous emissions of comparatively low intensity represent a less significant 

environmental problem since the resident flora and fauna have adapted to this continuous input of hydro-

carbons and effects are limited to local scale. Large oil spills in contrast exceed the self-cleaning capacity 
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FIGURE 4 (a) TIC GC×GC-qMS (quadruple-mass spectrometry) chromatogram of diesel oil. SH, saturated 

hydrocarbons; MCAH, monocyclic aromatics; DCAH, dicyclic aromatics; TriCAH, tricyclic aromatics; TetraCAH, 

tetracyclic aromatics. (b) TIC LC-GC×GC- qMS chromatogram of the monocyclic aromatic fraction of diesel oil. A) 

Indane, B) 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-2,7-dimethyl naphthalene, C) 1-Cyclohexyl 3-methyl benzene, D) 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-

2,5,8-trimethyl naphthalene.

Source: Adapted from Sciarrone et al.[77]
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of the ecosystem, which cannot regenerate without human intervention to both physically and chemi-

cally immobilize, bind, and remove oil from the affected region. Although such techniques are available, 

large-scale oil spills always have caused severe damage to the environment, with the affected ecosystems 

recovering only slowly. Analytical methods are available for the qualitative and quantitative determina-

tion of the composition of oil samples and the assessment of pollution levels in various environmental 

compartments. Gas chromatographic techniques mostly have supplanted the former analytical standard 

method based on Freon extraction and mid-IR determination, but there is further research and develop-

ment going on to develop either more powerful analytical methods—such as two- dimensional GC—or 

alternative detection methods, such as the ones based on mid-IR lasers as light sources.
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Introduction

The transport sector is a major contributor of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions worldwide. 

Governments around the world are under pressure to deal with the consequences of climate change while 

also striving to meet growing transport demands. The prime challenge is to find and apply measures that 

reduce the environmental impact of transport, i.e., emissions (including air pollution, greenhouse gases, 

noise and vibration), land use, separation effects, and effects on landscape.

This chapter focuses solely on the topic of emissions, which includes energy consumption, air pollutants 

and greenhouse gases of road traffic and their measurements, as well as the possibility to model and influ-

ence the reduction of emissions via traffic planning measures, traffic management, or economic policy and 

user-related measures. Off-road emissions from vehicles are not included in this article, nor are upstream 

or downstream processes (e.g., well-to-tank emissions). Noise also contributes to road-traffic emissions but 

is not discussed here; however, it is important to note that the impact of noise can have major consequences 

on humans and animals.

Particularly in emerging economies, the aviation and road transport sectors have contributed consid-

erably to the increase in emissions worldwide (although the latter sector has a high potential for emis-

sion reduction). The problems caused by road-traffic emissions can be separated into three categories:

– Climate Impact (mainly CO2 emissions): In 2016, the transport sector produced around 

8.0 GtCO2 (25% of the total emissions that year), which measured 71% higher than those in 1990 

(International Energy Agency 2018); 74% of those emissions were produced by road transport 

(International Energy Agency 2018).
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– Major Share in Oil Consumption: With 92% of transport-final energy demand being composed 

of oil products, the transport sector is the least diversified energy end-use sector (International 

Energy Agency 2017). Hence, limited fossil fuel resources ensure a large share of mobility needs, 

especially in rural but also in urban areas today. Despite future energy efficiency gains and a wider 

application of electric cars, fuel needs will be higher in 2040 than they are today as a direct result 

of an increase in car use (International Energy Agency 2018).

– Air Pollutant Emissions: Many substances directly impact human health; in particular, there is high 

emission density in urban areas, which drives cities to develop solutions such as anti- pollution schemes.

Emissions are released in gaseous or particulate form into the atmosphere and are subject to physical 

and chemical transformation processes as well as to the influence of meteorological parameters dur-

ing the transmission process (from the source to the place with pollution damage). Depending on the 

lo cation, pollution damage has an effect on human health, vegetation, soil, water, building materials, 

and the climate. These substances can be grouped by the following impact categories (VDI 2019):

– Climate relevant substances (e.g., CO2, CH4, N2O, black carbon)

– Substances contributing to ozone formation (e.g., NOx, non-methane hydrocarbons [NMHC], 

c arbon monoxide [CO])

– Eutrophying substances (e.g., NOx, SO2)

– Acidifying substances (e.g., NH3, NOx)

– Toxic substances (e.g., black carbon, heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, CO)

– Carcinogenic substances (e.g., black carbon, heavy metals, lead [Pb], aromatic hydrocarbons, 

e.g., benzene [C6H6], polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons).

In the context of emissions and pollutants, the substances PM10 and NOx (NO and NO2) present the 

 biggest problems in transportation. Particulate matter (PM) includes particles <10 μm in diameter 

(PM10) as well as particles <2.5 μm in diameter (PM2.5) (Pfäfflin 2018). PM occurs in incomplete com-

bustion processes or due to abrasion and resuspension. PM may cause respiratory and cardiovascular 

diseases, and the smaller the size of the particle, the more dangerous it is to human health. NOx is 

formed during high-temperature and high-pressure combustion processes and can lead to respiratory 

disorders, inflammation, and bronchitis. With long-term exposure, the number of heart attacks and 

fatalities as a result of respiratory disease significantly increases (Pfäfflin 2018).

Table 1 illustrates thresholds for nitrogen dioxide (NO2), PM10, and PM2.5 in Europe. It is clearly vis-

ible that the guideline values of the WHO (World Health Organization) are substantially lower than the 

legally effective values of the European Union.

The European Union legislation directed toward creating a framework for the compliance of motor 

vehicles and their components limits the mass and number of particles, NOx, and additional air pol-

lutants, as well as greenhouse gases for vehicles (DIRECTIVE 2007/46/EC 2007), (REGULATION No 

TABLE 1 Thresholds for Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), PM10, and PM2.5

PM10 

[μg/m3]

PM2.5 

[μg/m3]NO2 [μg/m3]   

EU 40 Annual mean of hourly 

measurements

40 Annual mean of hourly 

measurements

25 Annual mean of 

hourly 

measurements

– – 50 24-hour mean with 35 

permitted exceedances

–

WHO 40 Annual mean of hourly 

measurements 

20 Annual mean of hourly 

measurements

10 Annual mean of 

hourly 

measurements

200 1-hour mean 50 24-hour mean 25 24-hour mean

 

–

Source: According to (DIRECTIVE 2008/50/EC 2008) and (WHO 2006).
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715/2007/EC 2007). Mainly CO2 emissions are relevant regarding the direct climate impact of road 

transportation. As greenhouse gases do not cause local environmental damages or injuries to health, 

there is no need for local greenhouse gas thresholds. In 2009, the European Union introduced manda-

tory targets for average CO2 emissions of 130 g CO2/km for 2015 and 95 g CO2/km for 2021 to be applied 

to each newly manufactured vehicle fleet (REGULATION No 333/2014/EU 2014).

Road vehicles are certified according to exhaust emission standards. In the United States, the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) manages emission standards nationally. The European Union 

has its own set of emission standards, which all new vehicles must meet: The latest Euro 6 targets pas-

senger cars, light commercial vehicles, and motorcycles, and the Euro VI is for large goods vehicles and 

coaches (DIRECTIVE 2007/46/EC 2007), (REGULATION No 715/2007/EC 2007). Many Asian coun-

tries adopted these European emission standards; however, since the specified driving cycles, e.g., the 

WLTC (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycle), do not adequately represent real driving 

performance, the official limit values for air pollutants1 and greenhouse gases (CO2) are below actual 

driving emissions (although the vehicles fulfill the requirements of the test) (Hooftman et al. 2018). 

Therefore, the official exhaust thresholds cannot be used for a true and reliable emission calculation. 

In recent years, the topic of air pollution has received remarkable attention from the public, as well 

as from environmental and consumer organizations. Legal actions have been enforced upon vehicle 

manufacturers (e.g., Volkswagen, Daimler, Fiat, and Chrysler) for emission frauds (i.e., not complying 

with the limit thresholds of their vehicles) and upon cities and governments due to noncompliance with 

air quality standards.

Reliable emission projections/inventories combined with an integrated and systematic reduction of 

emissions—preferably in the form of pro-active prevention—are greatly needed. Substantial energy 

use and high levels of exhaust emissions are an unwanted outcome of transport demand; these are a 

consequence of many individual and non-individual interconnected processes. Mode choice and route 

choice, for example, are behaviors which could be adjusted rather quickly toward more sustainable 

options, while the implementation of change on the density of transportation networks, transportation 

 planning, land use, and other economic factors would require an extensive amount of time and plan-

ning. In addition, emission factors (how much each vehicle emits per km [g/km or g/s]) and fuel use 

factors [l/km] of the vehicles, depending on, for example, vehicle type choice, topography, and driving 

behavior, are influencing coefficients for exhaust emissions.

This chapter is organized as follows: “Modeling of Road-Traffic Emissions” section gives an 

o verview of energy consumption, vehicle propulsion technologies, default parameters of emission 

calculation, and types of emissions; “Potential Influences on Emission Reduction and Their Impacts” 

section introduces the modeling of road-traffic emissions by presenting different approaches and 

model types, followed by an example of an emission model and validation measures of emissions; and 

“Conclusion” section is dedicated to the potential influences for emission reduction and their impact, 

which can also be found in anti-air pollution schemes and climate action plans of cities and countries.

Energy Consumption and Types of Emissions

Default Parameters for Emission Calculation

Figure 1 summarizes the default parameters (all boxes on top) for determining road-traffic emissions. 

Colored (straight) arrows indicate effects to the type of emissions (all boxes in the middle); for example, the 

roughness of road surface will have an impact on abrasion and resuspension emissions. Moreover, vehicle 

fleet composition and traffic mileage affect the sum of all traffic emissions (box at the bottom). Resultant 

effects are shown as black (arcuated) arrows which close the circuit in a mutually reinforcing manner: An 

increase in the release of emissions directly affects climate change and meteorological conditions, just as 

1 True notably for NOx (from diesel cars), but not necessarily for other regulated pollutants.
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weather conditions affect driving dynamics (driving behavior) and road surfaces. Though not shown in 

Figure 1, emissions from trains, ships, airplanes, power stations and industry, domestic fuels and small 

businesses, mobile sources, agriculture, and biogenic sources are also part of the circuit.

Basics of Driving Dynamics

A vehicle moves or accelerates by converting externally added energy (fuel, electricity) into kinetic 

energy. When braking, kinetic energy is transferred to thermal energy. Some vehicle concepts are also 

able to recuperate and store electric energy for subsequent vehicle movement.

The level of energy consumption of a vehicle is dependent on the kinetic energy demand (to overcome 

driving resistances) as well as on the degree of efficiency of the engine and the use of auxiliary units such 

as air conditioning or lighting.

Kinetic energy demand arises from vehicle parameters and traffic situations (Pfäfflin 2018). Vehicle 

parameters include

– Acceleration Resistance: Overcoming vehicle mass inertia (including loading) and rotating 

masses (wheels, gearboxes, engine)

– Air Resistance: Force of displacement depending on vehicle size, drag coefficient, and speed of the 

vehicle

– Rolling Resistance: A result of tire contact with the road, the inner frictional resistance, and the 

weight force

– Gradient Resistances: Dependent on vehicle mass and topography.

During low speeds or stop-and-go traffic situations, the energy demand for the acceleration of vehicle 

mass is the decisive parameter. With a constant driving speed, rolling resistance and air resistance—

especially at higher speeds—are the dominating factor for energy demand.

Energy Conversion in the Vehicle

As previously mentioned, kinetic energy is generated in either a combustion or an electric engine. 

Electric engines have a higher degree of efficiency than combustion engines. A hybrid vehicle obtains 

its energy from an electric engine and a fuel-based engine. Combustion engines are characterized by 

FIGURE 1 Default parameters (all boxes on top) for determining road-traffic emissions with resultant effects.
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a cyclic, non-stationary, and non-optimal combustion process (Pfäfflin 2018). For a comparable vehicle 

type with similar engine power, the diesel engine has an advantage in terms of fuel consumption as 

compared to the gasoline engine. The spark ignition of the diesel leads to a more energy-efficient yield 

of fuel: This combustion process results in less fuel consumption and lowers CO2 emissions; however, 

rising combustion temperatures lead to greater NOx emissions.

Types of Emissions

The following is a list of the main types of emissions, divided by their components, as well as the 

c hemical reactions in which they are released:

• Ammoniac (NH3) and Dinitrogen (N2O)—Released through catalytic converters

• Lead (Pb)—If the fuel contains lead

• Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2)—During the combustion of fuel

• Hydrocarbons (HC)—During the combustion and evaporation of fuel

• PM (PM10/PM2.5)—In incomplete combustion or abrasion and resuspension

• Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)—During the combustion of sulfurous fuel

• Nitrogen Oxide (NOx)—During combustion process, especially from diesel engines.

There exist further emissions in road traffic, e.g., heavy metals, however, their effects on humans and the 

environment have yet to be sufficiently researched.

The following is a list of the main types of emissions, divided by point of origin:

• Hot/Warm

These are emissions (CO, CO2, NOx, PM, HC, etc.) released when the engine and the 

exhaust reduction systems are hot, i.e., have reached their ideal operating temperature. 

Furthermore, hot emissions depend on traffic situations. Except for PM, hot/warm emissions 

have the highest share of total emissions on national inventories. Hot/warm emissions are 

given in units of [g/km].

• Cold Start

When a vehicle has been parked for a minimum of 12 hours before the start of the engine, 

engine and exhaust reduction systems have reached cold start/ambient temperature; these 

technical systems are not at an ideal operating temperature. Upon start, an optimal operat-

ing temperature is first attained after a few kilometers. This produces cold-start supplement 

emissions, especially carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons (HC). Cold-start emissions 

are given as excess emissions (in [g/start]). A cool start arises in standstill times between 0.5 

and 12 hours.

• Abrasion and Resuspension

Abrasion from tires, brakes, clutch, and road surfaces are sources for non-exhaust parti-

cles (PMs). In addition, resuspension of generated and deposited particles from road surfaces 

occurs as a result of vehicle-induced airflow and wind. Technical improvements have reduced 

engine-based particles; thus, the emissions from abrasion and resuspension can exceed exhaust 

emissions.

• Evaporation

Evaporative emissions in the form of HCs can be distinguished as follows:

• Hot/warm soak emissions, given in [g/stop]—These emissions occur after switching off the 

engine when the engine is still hot or warm.

• Diurnal evaporative emissions per vehicle given in [g/day].

• Running losses—Generated as a result of vapor in the fuel tank during vehicle operation, 

given in [g/km].
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Modeling of Road-Traffic Emissions

Overview of Approaches

In general, there are two different approaches for calculating road-traffic emissions for air pollutants 

and greenhouse gases: the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach. The selection of the suitable 

approach depends on the acceptable tolerance limit.

In the top-down approach, emissions are calculated based on “fuel sold” or “fuel used” (not including 

fuel exports to other countries) (European Environment Agency 2016). This approach is a simple means 

for calculating the (national) total quantity of emissions and is well suited for large-scale areas (in which 

the volume of fuel sold/fuel used within the country is known and inventoried), without, however, the 

use of temporal or spatial differentiation parameters or vehicle data. Moreover, the fuel-based approach 

is exact for CO2 emissions (calculated from fuel quantity) but only approximate for some air pollutants.

All emission types for specific street sections as well as for partial or complete road networks on the 

meso- and microlevels can be calculated only with a bottom-up approach for all temporal and spatial 

differentiations on the basis of vehicle data, i.e., by means of (agent-based) traffic and emission models 

or by modeled vehicles. These two bottom-up approaches try to imitate or model driving behavior. 

Therefore, all the following remarks relate to the bottom-up approaches based on vehicle data only.

The bottom-up quantification of emissions can be implemented in different degrees. Potential spatial 

and temporal resolutions depend on the detail level of (available) input variables. Ericsson (2000) identi-

fies cause–effect relationships (partly also interacting with each other) that influence variability of driving 

patterns: driver factors, vehicle factors, weather factors, traffic factors, street environment factors, and 

travel behavior factors (see Figure 2). Figure 2 allows a more detailed perspective into the top boxes of 

Figure 1 that can be used in a bottom-up approach.

Fontaras et al. (2017) add to Figure 2 driving style and vehicle maintenance (for driver factors), wind 

(for weather factors), aerodynamic and rolling resistance and auxiliary systems (for vehicle factors), 

road grade (for street environment factors), and none for travel behavior factors and traffic factors.

FIGURE 2 Cause–effect model of variability in driving patterns. [According to Ericsson (2000).]
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Two technical possibilities for measuring emissions and one for modeling emissions are known. 

Emissions can be measured as a function of time or distance (known as emission factors):

– Either by a Portable Emission Measurement System (PEMS) at the exhaust of a test car that moves 

in traffic (exact, but costly)

– Or emissions can be determined in the laboratory with engine test facilities or chassis dynamom-

eters. The necessary engine power to overcome driving resistances and the engine speed (accord-

ing to a gearshift model) generate emission maps which allow for the calculation of emissions.

Emission models provide emission factors representative of vehicle classes/layers under specific driv-

ing situations. The model approach is ideal for the emission determination of large traffic networks, 

as it is less complex than individual measurements on each street. A traffic-supply model, a traffic-

demand model, and an emission model are coupled. Data components for each model are discussed in 

the  following sections.

Traffic-Supply Model

A traffic-supply model includes all infrastructure data of the road network (e.g., length of road sections, 

number of lanes, speed limits, gradients, traffic lights, and road surfaces). The result is a geo-referenced 

static traffic model allowing for the mapping of emissions back to their place of origin.

Traffic-Demand Model

The factors for the specification of driving dynamics (see Figure 2) are bundled in a traffic (demand) 

model. Traffic volume, traffic mileage (traffic volume multiplied by road section length), traffic flow, 

traffic composition, and traffic quality all serve as input variables for the energy demand of vehicles and 

emissions. Traffic volume is modeled either as Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) based on an aver-

age day of the year or in a higher temporal resolution with traffic flow by means of time series of a day, 

a week, or a year. Traffic flow is the number of vehicles which cross a specific road section over a certain 

period of time.

Traffic factors have to be quantified by indicators to make them useful for emission calculations in 

the study area. Ericsson (2000) identifies three parameter categories, which represent changes in driving 

patterns and have a high impact on fuel use and emissions:

– Level Indicators: Level measures describe, e.g., (average) speed, vehicle kilometers traveled, and 

number of vehicles. However, no information is given about variation or frequency of variation.

– Oscillation Indicators: Oscillation measures describe frequency, e.g., relative positive acceleration 

(RPA). RPA is defined as (see Eq. 1)

 ∫= +1/ *  RPA x v a dt
 (1)

where x = total distance, v = speed, a+ = (positive) acceleration, and t = time.

– Distribution Indicators: Distribution measures indicate the distribution of a variable in a certain 

section, e.g., the percentage time share of acceleration (a > 1.5 m/s2).

According to Ericsson (2000), the five most important parameters for fuel consumption are

– Relative positive acceleration

– Number of accelerations per 100 m

– Percentage of time with a > 1.5 m/s2

– Percentage of time with −2.5 m/s2 < a < −1.5 m/s2

–  Percentage of time with v < 15 km/h.
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Data sources for quantifying traffic factors can be traffic detectors, radar, video detection, Floating car 

data (FCD), short-time counting, traffic messages, and data from police and traffic models with origin–

destination matrices and assignment processes.

Traffic-Emission Model Types

The literature encompasses two general bottom-up approaches for calculating vehicle emissions by 

means of a traffic model: the macroscopic modeling approach with aggregated network parameters, 

which has rather low accuracy but enables faster computation of emission estimates, and the micro-

scopic modeling approach with instantaneous vehicle emission rates, using either vehicle engine or 

vehicle speed/acceleration data (Jiang et al. 2018). According to Smit et al. (2010), there are five different 

types of traffic-emission models (see Table 2) with different input data and different interfaces between 

traffic volume and emission factors.

The first step for creating the model is to allocate road infrastructure data and traffic activity data into 

different categories (e.g., point sources, line sources, area sources) and into different temporal resolu-

tions which refer back to each road section by means of geographical (interpolation) approaches and 

by assignment processes in traffic models. The second step is to select the emission factors of the model 

type that correspond as accurately as possible to the merged data of the road section. Subsequently, 

activity data (A) per road section are multiplied with specific emission factors (EF) per vehicle category, 

where E = emission (see Eq. 2):

E A= * EF (2)

The total amount of emissions of a road network results in the sum of all mentioned vehicle emissions 

that are released on the road sections.

An emission model implies classed emission factors per substance, country, and year for all vehicle 

categories. These vehicle categories exist for the bottom-up approach (VDI 2019):

– Cars

– Light duty vehicles (≤ 3.5 tons permissible total weight, e.g. small buses, camper vans)

– Heavy duty vehicles (> 3.5 tons permissible total weight, e.g., trucks, truck trains, semitrailer 

trucks)

– Buses (regular buses, coaches)

– Motorized two-wheelers (motorcycles and mopeds)

– Per vehicle layer/segment: Vehicle category with the same propulsion technique and same size 

(mass or engine capacity) with the same emission performance to make emission calculation 

more manageable.

 

TABLE 2 Different Types of Traffic-Emission Models

Model Type Input Data Source Example Models

Average speed 

models 

Mean traveling speed Traffic models or field measurements COPERT, 

MOBILE or 

EMFAC 

Traffic situation 

models 

Vehicle kilometers traveled per traffic 

situation

Traffic models ARTEMIS or 

HBEFA

Traffic variable 

models 

Traffic-flow variables Macroscopic and microscopic traffic models TEE or Matzoros 

Cycle variable 

models 

Function of driving cycle variables at 

high resolution (seconds to minutes)

Obtained from vehicle movements (equipped 

with GPS) or microscopic traffic models

MEASURE or 

VERSIT+
Modal models Function of driving cycle variables Obtained via engine or vehicle operating 

models at the highest resolution (one to 

several seconds)

PHEM, CMEM, 

or VeTESS

Source: Own Representation Based on Smit, Ntziachristos, and Boulter (2010).
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Vehicle-specific components depend predominantly on the following:

– Vehicle size (weight and motorization)

– Drive concept (induced engine [spark ignition engine], or autoignition [diesel engine], natural 

gas, hybrid)

– In-Engine technology-based reduction measures (e.g., exhaust gas recirculation [EGR]) or exhaust 

gas after-treatment systems (particulate traps, selective catalytic reduction [SCR], lean NOx trap, 

three-way catalytic converter)

– Gear ratio

– Air resistance

– Rolling resistance of tires

– Vehicle conditions (age, mileage, maintenance).

Operational-specific components depend predominantly on the following:

– Engine and exhaust gas temperature

– Gear selection

– Operation of accessories (e.g., air conditioner, alternator)

– Cargo load

– Fuel quality

– Gradient of road

– Ambient temperature

– Height above sea level

– Driving behavior.

To manage the multiple variability of emission calculations, vehicles with similar technical attributes are 

summarized into the abovementioned vehicle categories with similar consumption and emission behav-

ior, and then, emission factors are attached. The lowest level of detail are vehicle layers. Each vehicle is con-

sidered homogenous with respect to its emission characteristics and reasonably distinct from any other 

layer. Layer criteria are the abovementioned vehicle-specific components. The share of each vehicle layer 

in the vehicle category changes over time and place due to fleet modernization; therefore, the emission 

factors are updated yearly for the whole vehicle fleet. Traffic-mileage-related emission calculations need 

fleet compositions which are weighted accordingly, as average yearly traffic mileage may vary within the 

vehicle layers (e.g., cars with diesel engines have a higher traffic mileage than cars with gasoline engines).

The HBEFA Traffic Situation Model

The Handbook of Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA) provides a traffic situation model which 

can be used for large-scale emission calculations while also taking driving dynamics into consideration.

HBEFA maps a comprehensive range of real driving specifications through 1190 classed driving 

cycles, simulated with the emission model Passenger Car and Heavy Duty Emission Model (PHEM). 

Kinematic parameters (velocity, percentage of standstill time, and RPA) are considered by traffic situa-

tions. They are differentiated by

– Area (urban area/rural area)

– Road type (motorway, arterial road, collecting roads, etc.)

– Speed limit

– Traffic conditions/levels of service (LOS): Fluent, dense, saturated, stop and go, etc.

HBEFA model generates emission factors for all current vehicle categories and concepts for different 

countries (Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, France, and Norway).

Figure 3 shows NOx emission factors for a HBEFA traffic situation with examples given for differ-

ent vehicle categories, such as diesel cars, gasoline cars, light duty vehicles, heavy goods vehicles, and 
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motorcycles (all from the 2019 German vehicle fleet; ordered from left to right in figure 3), on an urban 

trunk road with speed limit = 50 km/h without gradient for different LOS (INFRAS 2017).

Validation of Emissions

According to Smit et al. (2010), the calculated emissions can be validated at different spatial scales 

(local, road, journey, area) by means of six different methods:

 1. In laboratory measurements, driving conditions can be imitated under controlled parameters

2. Onboard measurements are able to test real driving conditions of a vehicle.

3. Tunnel validation measures at the tunnel entrance and exit, linked with tunnel features, e.g., tunnel 

airflow, cross-sectional areas, road length, and traffic density, measure emissions from a large sample 

of the on-road fleet.

4. Compared to the tunnel validation with relatively “controlled” conditions, ambient con-

centration measurements require results from combined emission and dispersion modeling 

(including background concentrations from households, industry, agriculture, and natural 

resources).

5. In the remote sensing method, an infrared/ultraviolet beam is directed from a pylon across the 

road to measure instantaneous ratios of various pollutants of a large sample of the fleet.

6. Ambient mass balance studies specify emission fluxes (kg/h) through the measurement of pollut-

ant concentrations upwind and downwind of certain areas at different heights to compare these 

data with area-wide emission prognoses by the model for the same period.

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to the above methods, Poehler et al. (2019) use the plume chasing method to measure real 

vehicle emissions of a vehicle with a testing vehicle driven behind. The ratio of a pollutant (e.g., NOx) to 

FIGURE 3 Emission factors produced by the HBEFA traffic situation model (urban area/speed limit = 50 km/h 

on a trunk road) for an average German car in 2019. (INFRAS 2017.)
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CO2 is independent from the dilution of the exhaust plume after correction of the background concen-

tration. The ratio enables the calculation of the emission values of the vehicle.

Potential Influences on Emission Reduction and Their Impacts

As mentioned in “Energy Consumption and Types of Emissions” section, traffic demand and the result-

ing environmental impacts are embedded in complex interdisciplinary relationships. Therefore, system-

atic emission–reduction measurements, preferably implemented as pro-active prevention approaches, 

are needed—for example, by covering the dimensions of the four “E’s”. These include

– Engineering (e.g., technical reduction possibilities, traffic planning measures)

– Encouragement/Economy (e.g., pricing measures, incentives to change traffic behavior)

– Education (e.g., pedagogical and communicative measures, such as the promotion of 

 environmentally-friendly modes)

– Enforcement (e.g., legislative measures, control, and monitoring).

The four “E’s” merge in a bundle of vehicle-related, infrastructural, traffic-planning-related, traffic-

management-related, and user-related measures, in which the impacts increase as more measures are 

implemented together (Schlag 1998).

Vehicle-Related Measures

Undesirable secondary outcomes emerge from combustion processes while driving. Their amount can 

be reduced by using high-quality fuel and in-engine technology as well as through the utilization of five 

different after-treatment systems of exhaust gases, as follows:

 1. A three-way catalytic converter (for suction pipe gasoline engines) oxidizes the air pollutants 

c arbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), and nitrogen oxides (NOx) to CO2 and inert N2, if 

the exhaust temperature is sufficiently high.

 2. An oxidation catalytic converter (for diesel engines and gasoline engines with direct injection) 

oxidizes HC, CO, and soluble particles.

 3. SCR reduces nitrogen oxides with ammoniac (NH3)—based on an aqueous urea solution—to 

nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O).

 4. In particulate reduction systems, the exhaust gases flow over porous surfaces in open or closed 

filter systems.

 5. EGR mixes exhaust gases back to the combustion chamber to reduce thermic NOx (Pfäfflin 2018).

Infrastructural, Traffic Planning, Traffic Management-Related Measures

Traffic-planning measures—often coupled with traffic-management measures—reveal steering effects 

on traffic flows, which usually include, in addition to primary local (desired) impacts, secondary 

(unwanted) effects on the transportation system (e.g., induced traffic2 [increasing traffic], spatial shift of 

traffic flows, etc.). Thus, traffic-planning measures are typically valued on a case-by-case basis. Often, 

the effectiveness of a planning measure is also dependent on framework conditions and the type of 

 chosen implementation. Pfäfflin (2018) has outlined seven typical planning measures as follows:

 1. Measures of improvement of traffic efficiency/decongestion include, for example, capacity expan-

sions or construction of roundabouts (consider maximum thresholds of traffic volume) from an 

infrastructure perspective. From a traffic management perspective, traffic control centers can 

implement environmentally oriented traffic management based on the following:

2 Hills (1996) explains the usage of this term in the context of transportation.
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• Traffic models for an interpolation or prognosis of traffic scenarios and strategies

• Data archives to recognize traffic behavior patterns and causal relations

• Strategy management systems to run predefined strategies.

Traffic control centers use Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS); these include sensor systems 

for traffic monitoring, devices for transfer systems for traffic incidents (e.g., road works, accidents, 

events), devices to control traffic flow (e.g., [virtual] variable message signs), and further informa-

tion devices for transportation users. Further traffic management scenarios are optimization of 

traffic lights (green waves), ramp metering, dedicated lanes for vehicle with high occupancy (HOV 

lane), or high-occupancy toll lanes (HOT lanes), in which high-occupancy vehicles are without 

charge, and other vehicles are required to pay a variable, demand-adjusted fee.

All these measures lead—under the assumption of same boundary conditions—to an improve-

ment in local traffic quality with less stop and go and, thus, less emissions; however, rebound 

effects must be considered. Lower travel times induce traffic (either from changed-route choice or 

from modal shift from public transport) which may lead to an increase in the total emissions in 

the network than before the implementation of the traffic planning measure.

2. Construction of new bypass roads leads to traffic shifts and/or induced traffic with a shift or 

increase of emissions. Dismantling of main through-roads reduces the risk of the abovementioned 

rebound effects.

3. Access and transit prohibitions restrict temporarily or permanently an entry of certain vehicle 

categories or vehicle groups to specified roads or areas, e.g., implemented as environmental zones 

or city-center tolls. An environmental zone can lead to an acceleration of vehicle-fleet moderniza-

tion with less specific emissions—also outside of the environmental zone. In contrast, traffic shifts 

and a rise in vehicle kilometers traveled (due to longer trips to detour around the environmental 

zone) can lead to increased emissions.

4. Parking management includes the dismantling or creation of parking spaces as well as the estab-

lishment of parking guidance systems. Parking guidance systems reduce the emissions created 

by traffic in search of parking; yet, at the same time, the attractiveness of parking spaces has the 

counter effect of induced traffic (increasing traffic). Consistent parking-space management zones 

of sufficient size with homogenous prices will reduce variable attractiveness between parking 

options and, thus, avoid extended searches for parking.

5. The reduction of permissible maximum speed is a measure that does not directly affect emissions 

but rather driving behavior. A maximal reduction in emissions can be seen in the mid-speed 

range of 60–80 km/h. Emissions increase at faster speeds due to higher engine power demand; 

they also increase at speeds below 50 km/h as a result of external factors such as traffic control, 

traffic signal settings, and gradient. Therefore, an overarching statement concerning permissible 

maximum speed is not possible.

6. The attraction of environmentally-friendly modes includes modes of transportation with zero

or less emissions than motorized traffic, e.g., walking, cycling, public transportation, or trains. 

Measures that increase attractiveness of these modes include a safe infrastructure for non-motor-

ized traffic, an increase in network density and frequency, barrier-free vehicles, public relations 

(information and communication, marketing, consultations), educational measures (e.g., biking 

safety classes), carsharing, ridesharing, and intermodal mobility stations (mobility as a service). 

For the most part, reducing environmental impacts can only be achieved when pull measures are 

combined with push measures of motorized transportation (reduction of parking spaces, increase 

of parking prices, etc.).

 

7. Measures without secondary effects to traffic quality and traffic volumes include construction of 

noise-protection barriers for lowering emissions, planting vegetation, or installing photocatalytic 

surface coatings for the reduction of NO2 concentrations. The reduction potential is very low 

compared to other measures.
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User-Related Measures: Internalizing External Costs of Environmental 
Impact, Mobility Management, and Land Use Planning

The abovementioned traffic-planning measures have a predominantly local or regional impact on trans-

portation. International policies must set incentives for all emission sectors to develop and implement a 

common cooperation strategy for reducing and eliminating emissions. This can be achieved through the 

realization of a climate-friendly legal framework which follows the true-cost principle (i.e., usage-related 

charges with no external effects on other regions, people, or time frames) combined with municipal and 

operational mobility management (a target-oriented approach for influencing individual mobility behav-

ior by perceiving, revealing, and assessing mobility options for traffic prevention). A climate-friendly 

transportation policy and legislation also encourages the development of livable, green, and healthy 

 cities / (small) towns composed of the following:

– Diversity: Buildings and public spaces serve multiple purposes, such as for employment, shop-

ping, or recreation.

– Density: Critical for short distances and the (public) transit system, density concentrates trip 

 origins or destinations, allowing for ride sharing to become practical as well as economical.

– Design: This provides an accessible, barrier-free, safe, and rewarding infrastructure with an 

e asy-to-understand orientation system. Streets would not only have link functions (which mini-

mize travel times) but also have place functions (which maximize the time traffic participants 

spend for social interaction in public spaces) (Cervero and Kockelman 1997).

A successive realization of the true-cost principle in transport with social compensation measures leads 

to traffic behavior changes, sustainability, and a shift toward eco-conscious transportation.

Conclusion

Transport emissions are a significant contributor to total emissions worldwide; in particular, road-traffic 

emissions have been increasing, and this trend will continue in the future. The substances PM10 and NOx 

(NO and NO2) present the greatest problems in transport, with the resultant CO2 contributing directly to 

global warming. Fuel-based vehicles are the majority, but electric vehicles gain market shares. Emissions 

arise from combustion processes, abrasion, resuspension, and evaporation. Either the emissions can 

be measured with test vehicles or the emissions can be modeled with traffic and emission models for 

large networks. Several methods exist on different spatial scales to validate emissions. Emissions can 

be reduced most effectively with an integrated approach consisting of vehicle-related, infrastructural, 

 traffic-planning-related, traffic-management-related, and user-related measures. (Rebound effects must 

also be considered.) Traffic and emission models can be used for environmentally oriented traffic man-

agement. A realization of the true-cost principle will support a shift toward eco-conscious transportation.
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Introduction

Regenerative resources like wind and solar energies, running and falling water (hydropower), biomass 

processed in some way and geothermic energy are in a position to replace crude oil, natural gas, coal, 

and uranium step by step depending on both technological innovations and political decisions. Here, 

technological innovations are not meant to require fundamental inventions to render some renewable 

resource useful for energy (electric current) “harvesting.” Rather, this is about making existing tech-

nologies cheaper and overcoming specific material problems, like device corrosion and fast “blocking” 

of underground heat exchange pathways with geothermic energy, storage in an easy-to-handle form 

(methanol?) for both solar energy and biomass, or using less toxic and less brittle semiconductors in 

much thinner layers in photovoltaics [thin-film cells based on either copper indium dichalcogenides 

(chalcopyrites) or organic semiconductors].

Given the relativeness of time and the notorious “difficulty to make predictions which refer to 

the future,” what does it say about classical fossil resources running out in the foreseeable future? 

Putting this into proper context means to distinguish between “reserve” and “resource”: “reserve” 

just encompasses those deposits of energy carriers that are actually known and can be really accessed 

following both technical and economic criteria. In the pre-1973 world of %2.70 per barrel of crude 

oil (some $19 per ton), it would have been considered a fancy to try to extract oil from shales or sand 

and drill deep below the seafloor (now always performed in the Atlantic Ocean and the Mexican 

Gulf, off Brazil and Angola) or in remote arctic regions. Currently, the meaning of underground hard 

coal production or making access to very deep natural gas deposits is doubtful. While oil produc-

tion from oil sands (Alberta Province, Canada) is now economically viable—but still an ecological 

disaster in a sensitive surrounding—other methods of accessing certain fossil resources will probably 

never be viable: it simply takes more energy to extract and process traces of 235U dissolved in seawater 

than can be obtained from its fission afterwards. As the term “reserves” by definition (“share of total 

potential which can be mined and exploited economically reasonable by currently available techni-

cal means”) includes both the present level of technology and current pricing, reserves are subject to 
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changes other than due to ongoing prospection and exploitation. For example, when disregarding the 

environmental and safety issues associated with either kind of fossil energy carrier for this moment, 

both oil sands and shale gas are close to the lower limit of economic feasibility given the current 

crude and natural gas prices. However, available amounts are not settled with shale gas, not permit-

ting to include it into the reserves, while oil sands—although a  blueprint for ecological disaster—are 

economically and  technically  feasible to  produce and hence are part of (Canada’s and global) crude 

reserves. Matters are different once again if the technology to  actually obtain energy from some fossil 

or far-spread reservoir around is not yet at hand or it is doubtful whether energy required to mine 

and concentrate that particular source might even exceed the energetic payback obtained thereafter: 

consider amounts/concentrations of deuterium, 6Li, and 235U in seawater. The former two (6Li being 

a precursor to fusion “fuel” tritium) would combine to an inexhaustible source of energy if “only” 

net-energy-yield nuclear fusion would be at hand already, while there are just some 15 ng (!) of 235U 

that can be actually extracted from 1 L of ocean water,  providing a few hundred joules (≈10−4 kWh) 

of electric energy in nuclear (now, fission) power plants thereafter. Even though the corresponding 

extraction was already demonstrated in Japan, using ion-exchange  resins, the energy for producing 

the resins and running the device is so large that ocean-derived  uranium is not a viable resource 

either and thus cannot be counted among the reserves.

“Resources,” on the other hand, are those energy carriers either already discovered (not a single 

“ele phant field” of crude oil was spotted after the 1960s anywhere in the world!) or reasonably believed 

to exist from geological arguments in Earth’s crust, but cannot be exploited right now for either 

te chnological or economic reasons. Due to the difficulties and risks associated with drilling either below 

some 9 km underground or into active magma regions, most of the huge amounts of geothermic energy 

can never be actually used. Hence, for fossil resources as well, we are left with what is in the crust or 

the ocean (floor). Given this distinction, the residual economic lifetimes for traditional forms of energy 

 carriers such as oil, natural gas, brown and hard coal, or uranium given in Figure 1 are obtained.

Energy Depletion of Fossil Fuels

Counting from year 2000 onwards, the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources 

estimated in 2002 that reserves of oil, natural, gas and uranium will last for just another 40 to 65 years. 

Reserves of both hard and brown coal will still last up to 200 years, whereas the resources of coal and gas 

and uranium are to last more than 200 years. Things are more critical with crude oil, reserves of which 

will be gone within 60 years while resources are estimated to last for 160 years at best. Data and predic-

tions in Figure 1 do not cover and include the energy consumption of current growth regions [BRICS 

states like Brazil, Russia, India, China (PR), and other Latin American countries], leaving us with the 

FIGURE 1 Predicted reserves/resources of fossil energy carriers from year 2000 onwards.

Source: German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, 2002.
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conclusion that we are left with much less time to change our bases of energy supply altogether.[1−4] 

The resources of crude oil are much disputed. Apparently, most of the additional stockpiles—beyond 

established reserves still considered a few years ago—simply do not exist. Speculation on oil term in 

markets is considerably influenced by this insecurity of affairs while the big oil companies obviously 

produce an exaggerated picture of resources rather than make speculation go its way.

Another matter is the regional distribution of these reserves/resources all around the globe (Figure 2; 

Federal Institute for Geosciences and Raw Material Research.[5]): the problem is obvious with crude 

oil, and everybody is aware of it, but there are also biases/imbalances with hard coal. Considering the 

total energy stored in it, some 60% of it rests with brown or hard coal; the smaller part is included in 

liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons. Note that efficiencies of power plants differ considerably among these 

energy carriers, with hard coal and gas steam plants being superior to others (ηel > 55%). Crude oil, which 

may be produced by current technologies, reasonably amounts to 6682 EJ, a little less than with natural 

gas (7136 EJ). 1000 EJ (exajoule) = 1021 J. Standard heats of formation of the compounds/mixture/combus-

tion products involved are as follows:

Thus, 1 mol (44 g) of CO2 produced from combustion of natural gas (CH4, essentially), crude oil, and 

coal yields 818 kJ, 611 kJ, and 394 kJ, respectively. The annual global anthropogenic CO2 output is of the 

order of gigatons (1015 g, Pg), with the atmosphere containing some 770 Pg of it now, considerably more 

than which is tied up in living biota (about 610 Pg). One gigaton of CO2 from hard coal, crude oil, and 

natural gas natural translates into somewhat less than 9, 13.9, and 18.6 EJ of thermal energy, respectively. 

Thus, actually combusting the above-estimated resources would leave us with some 50,000 gigatons, 

that is, 65 times (!) the present CO2 inventory of the atmosphere.

CH4 −50 kJ/mol

C (graphite) zero [by definition (standard state of an element)]

“CH2” (fraction of crude oil) ≈ −20 kJ/mol

CO2 −394 kJ/mol

H2O −237 kJ/mol

FIGURE 2 Estimate of the regional/continental distribution of oil/gas/coal reserves.[5] As for the Commonwealth 

of Independent States (former USSR except of Baltic states and Georgia), the biggest share is with just three of 

them: Russia (the current biggest oil producer in the world), Azerbaijan (both oil and gas), and Turkmenistan 

(almost gas only).
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The total energy from conventional fossil energy carriers (resources combined) would be some 

448,289 EJ, 97% of these resources being hard or brown coal. Besides the above-mentioned conventional 

energy carriers, there are substantial amounts of other energy carriers such as oil sands, oil shales, tars, 

and other kinds of the heaviest, most condensed oils, natural gas from dense storage sites, carbon depos-

its (adsorbed), or aquifer waters, plus gas (CH4) hydrates on deep shelf (below some 350 m of seawater or 

in the uppermost sediments down there) reserves and resources that correspond to an energy equivalent 

of 2368 EJ and 116,270 EJ, respectively.[6]

Most industrial activities now depend on oil, as do almost all traffic systems, be it airplanes, ships, 

or cars. Oil getting scarce thus does not only cause prices to rise; there will also be ramifications on 

workforce in petrochemical branches and political implications. The largest share of oil (2005), some 

742 billion barrels, is located in Central and Southern Asia (Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, and parts of Iran).

Considering the global oil reserves according to British Petrol in 2005, this translates into 62% of 

global stockpiles, whereas North America commands just 5%, being one of the meta-regions scarcest in 

oil besides Asia/Pacific and Europe.

With oil getting scarce, a one-sided economic dependence on the Middle East poses increasing 

political risks, causing everybody to consider oil and gas resources located elsewhere and how they 

and additional geological goods might be obtained. Thus, there is a recent growing geopolitical inter-

est in the Arctic region, which will become void of drifting ice during the next 20 or 30 years due to 

climate change. According to the U.S. Geological Survey Institute,[7] some 30% of natural gas and 13% 

of crude oil are located there. However, most of these are located far offshore [the remainder already 

exploited for decades in Russia (Taimyr Peninsula) and Alaska], with most of the gas belonging to the 

Russian Federation while oil is scattered among Canada, Alaska, and Greenland (still partly governed 

by Denmark). Though very large, experts say[7] that these deposits are not enough to consider reloca-

tion of most production activities from the Middle East. In addition, long transport distances (thus, 

costs) and still adverse weather and climate conditions pose grave problems. Everybody is still aware of 

what can happen with deep sea-based oil production considering the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe 

of April 2010, environmental concerns translating into larger political obstacles, higher insurance fees, 

and eventually less consumer acceptance.

That the so-called peak-oil level where global oil production has reached its maximum ever was 

already achieved in the beginning of the 21st century is evident from a depiction of development of oil 

production from 1930 until (predicted) 2050 (Figure 3): scarce oil means there will be no more cheap 

oil. Until the beginning of the 21st century, one barrel of oil commanded between $20 and a maximum 

FIGURE 3 Oil findings and delivery rates from 1930 to 2050 with the outlook after Campbell (2006).[8] The deliv-

ery rate per year is calculated by the Association for Peak-Oil and Gas Studies, Germany. Data from ExxonMobil 

(2002). Peak oil: point of time when the maximum rate of global petroleum extraction is reached.

Source: Figure modified from Blum (2005).[9]
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of $40. The financial crisis made it (Brent) rise up to $147 after 2007. Declining somewhat, it now (2011) 

stabilizes around $100. In the long term, it is more likely to increase again, having severe drawbacks on 

economic conditions in industrialized countries especially.

Figure 1 tells us that hard and brown coal reserves are to last another about 200 years, rendering 

coal-fired power plants most attractive if it were not for coal being one of the most polluting sources of 

energy. Combustion of coal produces plenty of CO2, and therefore, it contributes to the anthropogenic 

part of greenhouse effect warming of our atmosphere.

Climate Protection

CO2 is one of the most prominent greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, contributing to heating the 

atmosphere and thus the Earth’s surface.[10,11] There is both a natural and an anthropogenic (share of) 

gr eenhouse effect. CO2, produced by animal respiration, wildfires, and volcanoes, is a natural (<300 ppm) 

component of the atmosphere, heating our planet from a radiation equilibrium (“blackbody”) value of 

some −18°C to a global average of +15°C, that is, by a considerable 33°C.

A global increase of average atmospheric temperatures is now seen for decades, with Figure 4 display-

ing the distribution of this effect for 2000–2009 as compared to the reference time frame of 1951–1980. 

Satellite measurements by the NASA Earth Observatory showed the largest increases of the average 

temperature in the Arctic parts of the Northern Hemisphere, besides some parts of Antarctica. Between 

the beginning and the end of the 20th century, the average increase was 0.74 ± 0.18°C.

Time is imminent for rethinking energy production with a focus on sustainability in all ecologi-

cal, economic terms and social acceptance. Man-made radiative greenhouse forcing is established for 

more than 20 years now. It causes enhanced glacier meltdown rates in the Arctic (Greenland actually 

turns green again), the Alps, and other mountainous regions, as well as sea level rising (both due to 

meltdown waters and to thermal expansion of warmed surface water), with more frequent droughts 

causing limnetic waters to evaporate often completely. We also would be urged and obliged to seri-

ously think about what we are doing if, as some scientists still maintain to argue, this would be a 

FIGURE 4 Regional distribution of relative greenhouse effect warming. The map shows the 10 years average 

(2000–2009) global mean temperature anomaly relative to the 1951–1980 mean. The largest temperature increases 

are in the Arctic and the Antarctic Peninsula. The darker the gray shades in the picture of NASA,[14] the larger the 

increase in local average temperatures.

Source: NASA Earth observatory.
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normal climate excursion as occurred in the later Middle Ages. It does not take much proficiency in 

the natural sciences to acknowledge the problems associated with the industry emitting greenhouse 

gases[12] while striving to maintain and enhance our common well-being. The destruction of the envi-

ronment concomitant with the exploitation of the developing Third World countries has already been 

an issue some 40 years ago, prompting the first Conference on the Human Environment at Stockholm 

(Sweden) on June 16, 1972,  initiated and organized by the United Nations. Twenty years after, in 1992, 

the most  comprehensive global conference on such issues ever held, the United Nations Conference 

on Environment and Development (UNCED), took place in Rio de Janeiro. One hundred years ago, 

Wilhelm Ostwald  mentioned in his approach “Die Mühle des Lebens,”[13] “Do not waste energy, rather 

use it wisely,” This is in opposite to the Kantian imperative at this time, and the first energetic step to a 

so-called sustainable chemistry of today.[15]

A total of 178 countries dedicated themselves to Agenda 21 to oblige the 118 more developed  countries 

to embrace environmental restoration, preservation, and social development. Their aims are to meet the 

challenge of global warming, pollution, and biodiversity and to solve the interrelated social problems 

of poverty, health, and population. The Agenda 21 program furthermore encompasses constructing a 

network of “new and equitable global partnership through the creation of new levels of cooperation 

among States, key sectors of societies and people, while working towards international agreements 

which respect the interests of all and protect the integrity of the global environmental and developmen-

tal system.”

In 1997, the World Climate Summit was held at Kyoto, Japan, focusing on the future climate  protection 

policy and measures. The 158 states that had so far signed and ratified the Framework Convention on 

Climate Protection and 6 “observer states” had sent a total of almost 2300 delegates, plus another 3900 

observers from non-governmental and other international organizations and 3700 journalists from 

global media, making up a total of close to 10,000.[16] The Kyoto process unleashed by this huge meet-

ing now describes the attempts to maintain climate protection agreements beyond the Kyoto protocol 

running out in 2012 and to do so in a way that still is safeguarded by agreements of international law.

The industrialized states listed in Appendix 1 of the Kyoto Protocol agreed to reduce their collective 

greenhouse gas emissions by 5.2% from the 1990 levels by the year 2012. The common (purported) aim 

of the international community is to limit the increase of global average temperature within 2°C. By 

now, it has become most doubtful whether this “two-degree aim” can be kept at all. In addition, it was 

proven that even an aggressive forestation policy could not cope by photosynthetic absorption (assimi-

lation) with the present upsurge of CO2 produced. The progress made so far is modest at best, with real 

successes still to be waited for. The subsequent UN Climate Conference at Copenhagen (Denmark) in 

late 2009 saw just a communiqué of minimal consent without any mandatory aims in CO2 reduction 

although the “two-degree aim” was once again acknowledged to be worthwhile.

Role of Nuclear Power

The Fukushima (Japan) sequence of catastrophic events began on March 11, 2011 [the strongest earth-

quake ever recorded in Japan (Richter magnitude 9.1)], causing coolant pipes to break and starting a 

sequence of reactor core meltdowns in at least three adjacent nuclear power plants (NPPs). The area was 

then hit by a tsunami; any semblance of control of the preceding events was lost. Finally, the uncooled 

reactor systems exploded one after the other, releasing large amounts of radioactivity and visibly 

destroying reactor block 3. People reconsidered the risks of nuclear energy all over the world, although 

with grossly differing political consequences.

Now introduced into IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) accident level VII, the events at 

Fukushima were set equal to the Chernobyl disaster [April 1986, Ukraine (officially: Ukrainian Soviet 

Socialist Republic)] and considered worse than the explosion of a nuclear fission waste storage tank at 

Kyshtym in 1957 [near Chelyabinsk, Urals, then RSFSR (Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic), 

USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republic); level VI accident], which delivered very large amounts of 
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90Sr [several EBq (exabecquerel: 1018 Bq)] that an area of some 15,000 km2 had to be abandoned for any 

human use up to now. Japan is known to be tectonically most active, prompting the authorities and 

engineers to consider earthquakes up to Richter magnitude 7.9 in design. Two matters demand further 

consideration here:

a. What causes, e.g., main coolant pipes to break is acceleration and the mere amplitude of disloca-

tion combined with inertia, that is, parameters rather covered by the “old-fashioned” Mercalli 

scale of earthquake intensity, with Mercalli 13 denoting accelerations larger than that of the 

Earth’s gravity. Such quakes actually happened, e.g., the Easter quake of 1964 in Central Alaska 

(there is a very impressive movie showing cars and humans and even some homes losing contact 

with the ground during the quake). In contrast, Richter scaling gives the energy unleashed by 

a quake [or a landslide or an underground explosion (be it chemical or nuclear in origin)] in 

a logarithmic way: Depending on the depth of the epicenter, i.e., the amount of matter located 

above the vibrating or breaking sample of crustal matter, accelerations due to a given amount of 

tectonic energy can be quite different: the “fairly moderate” Haiti quake of February 2010 (Richter 

7.1) became a real killer not because of its energy but since its epicenter was located just a few 

kilometers below the surface, producing a massive acceleration, thus aggravating the effects of 

non-adapted architecture. Inertia also is a matter of dislocation of the ground, which provides 

a kind of reference frame, physically speaking, to which any device that can vibrate, etc., will 

respond: this dislocation was about 2.5 m in Japan on March 11, 2011, that is, much larger than in 

the even stronger (more energetic) Chile 1960 (Richter 9.5) and Sumatra Christmas 2004 (Richter 

9.3) earthquakes.

b. At least two NPPs, one of them in Japan, had already experienced earthquakes exceeding these 

limits of design: at Niigata (NW Japan) and at then Leninakan in Armenian Soviet Socialist 

Republic (SSR) in 1988. Hence, the design was obviously short of reasonable expectations [Central 

Europe, German, Swiss, and French NPPs next to the Upper Rhine Rift Valley do not take account 

of the fact that Basle City was almost completely destroyed by a quake in historic times (in 1356)].

The Fukushima earthquake was far stronger than this. The tragedy was worsened by a tsunami caused 

by this quake; it took thousands of lives in cities and villages near the coast, but most likely, the crucial 

damage to the Fukushima NPPs was caused by the earthquake, though the NPP area was inundated 

soon after. Certain radionuclides, mainly highly volatile ones were released; that core meltdowns had 

occurred was first contested and then confirmed by Japanese authorities only 2 1/2 mo later. These highly 

volatile radionuclides include 131I, 134;137Cs and some noble gases, and traces of 132Te but not Sr, Ba, and 

rare earth elements. Apparently, the temperatures during core meltdown did not yet suffice to vaporize 

alkaline earths or rare earth element compounds (cesium becomes highly volatile as a hydroxide, CsOH 

molecules sublimating as easily as NaOH and KOH do), neither did volatile chlorides form after NaCl 

from seawater pumped inside to cool the reactor cores solidified. Including those still missing, their 

whereabouts unaccounted for but unlikely still to be alive, there were some 23,000 fatalities due to the 

quake and tsunami, and several workers received massive radiation damages during cleanup, with a 

nuclear catastrophe still looming ahead. The number of people forced to abandon their homes and jobs 

(permanently) at Fukushima and Iitate provinces [40 km NW Fukushima (the NPP site, not the town of 

Fukushima)] is more than 80,000 now, that is, close to that of people who became homeless due to the 

Chernobyl accident. Responses from different countries were different: while politicians and citizens 

in certain countries started to abandon energetic uses of nuclear fission (Germany and Switzerland) or 

reaffirmed prior decisions of this kind [New Zealand, referendum in Italy with a 94% (2011) turnout, 

Belgium], others chose to keep a pronuclear course or even kept up decisions to build national first-ever 

NPPs (Poland).

On a global scale, the issue of nuclear energy is controversial in all developing countries, classical 

industrialized states, and “official” and “unofficial” nuclear-arms-possessing states. While the United 

States plans to commence building the first new NPPs after a moratorium of some third of a century,[17] 
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Italy officially revoked the schedule to abandon nuclear energy adopted by a 1994 referendum (but only 

so in the old Berlusconi regime, the Monti administration being undecided on this issue), and the spring 

2012 presidential election campaign in France triggered a broad discussion on the future of NPPs there 

for the first time. Several developing states extend their present NPP program apparently as a pretext to 

obtain more fissionable material for nuclear arms, like India and Iran, regardless of whether they signed 

the Non-Proliferation treaty (Iran), did not sign (India and Israel), or left the protocol some time later 

(North Korea). In “established” nuclear powers, on the other hand, NPP extension also is a means to get 

rid of excess amounts of weapons-grade or “special” nuclear fuels (United States, Russia, U.K.). The most 

interesting case is some 2 tons of 233U left over from the thorium/uranium breeding cycle, which is/was 

used only in India for energy production and formerly in the United States for making arms. Now, the 

United States is left with a stockpile of this nuclide, a nuclide that actually would be usable by very-low-

technology groups or states to produce “efficient” and reliable-yield warheads (different from that with 

any plutonium isotope [-mixture]!) and correspondingly must safeguard it to a level that would not be 

necessary with any other isotope—unless they “burn” it in reactors.

Hence, the ambiguity of nuclear technologies continues to influence decisions on introducing or 

maintaining it as an energy source, far beyond, and competing with, considerations of supply reliability 

(the number of states that provide/export significant amounts of uranium is considerably smaller than 

those that provide all natural gas, crude oil, and hard coal). Political decisions on increased or renewed 

use of nuclear energy in certain countries hence cannot be considered a signal that is globally signifi-

cant, except for their drawbacks to the issue of proliferation.

The classical argument in favor of nuclear energy production is their releasing much less CO2 as 

compared to oil, coal, or natural gas power plants, enabling economies to meet Kyoto ends more easily. 

For certain countries that produce nuclear fuels but command few other natural resources, there is the 

bonus of apparent independence; this includes Japan. In the EU, the Czech Republic presently is the only 

state to mine domestic uranium ores, globally large producers being differently organized and reliable 

in political terms [Australia, Canada, the United States, Kazakhstan, Niger, Gabon (Central Africa)].

Nuclear energy is rather “compact,” a GW-class power plant taking a few hectares at most, which is 

important in countries as densely populated as Japan (or India, or Belgium), with Japan covering a total 

area hardly larger than that of Germany (372,000 km2). Next to the United States (104) and France (59), 

Japan has the largest number of NPPs [53, from which 6 at Fukushima and 3 at another highly earth-

quake-prone site (scheduled for shutdown) must be subtracted; thus, effectively it is only 44] due to 

an experience from the 1970s: the OPEC oil crisis in 1973, rapidly increasing the prices of crude, of 

course hit all the already then industrialized countries except for those producing sufficient fossil fuels 

of their own (Canada, Australia) or relying on other sources mainly for different reasons (Norway, 

New Zealand, South Africa) but worst so in Japan: in fact, there were large-scale electricity shutdowns 

badly hurting Japan’s economy. Hence, Japan—once again in its history—became eager for independent 

supply, planning to build yet more NPPs before Fukushima happened. By now, unlike France, Belgium, 

the United States, or formerly Lithuania, which obtains 60% or more of its electricity from NPPs, Japan’s 

rate is 30%. During the period of Soviet dominance, Lithuania even had the largest NPP in the world, 

a 2400 MWel plant at Ignalina (now Visaginas) of the notorious (Chernobyl) RbmK (reaktor bolshoy 

moshchnosti kanalniy: high-power channel-type reactor) construction type. Relying on nuclear energy 

by >70% shortly after regaining independence, Lithuania had to close down this plant as a precondition 

for joining the EU, as Bulgaria had with Kozloduy. Now, Lithuanians plan to erect a new, similarly huge 

NPP at the same site next to the border triangle with Latvia and Belarus to supply all of the three Baltic 

states even though Latvia is now the EU’s champion in regenerative energy supply, producing almost 

40% of its (admittedly rather limited) demand mainly from hydropower, wind, and some biomass use, 

and suffers from financial crisis (much like Ireland and Greece but less perceived to do so since they still 

maintain their own currency, the Lat). Figure 5 shows the global pattern of distribution of NPPs that is 

almost complete [note that there are 1) considerable differences in electric outputs of individual plants 

and 2) some plants were primarily meant to produce radionuclides rather than electricity, although they 
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are connected to the public current grids (e.g., Dimona in Southern Israel)]. The total number is about 

450 NPPs.

As shown above (Figure 1), uranium reserves are to last for just another about 30 years from now 

(2011), adding another problem to safety concerns and disposal of radioactive wastes (see below) associ-

ated with nuclear (fission) energy. The increase in prices during the last 5 years even relatively surpassed 

that of oil, the process probably going on as demands for uranium did not yet reduce considerably on 

a global scale after Fukushima. Figure 6 shows a map indicating the 10 most prolific uranium-mining 

countries (by 2008).

Let us turn to the third issue associated with nuclear energy: radioactive wastes, which are produced by 

all nuclear fission, then located in “used” (irradiated) fuel rods, neutron impact on non-fissionable 238U, 

and on construction materials from Zircaloy to concrete, and their first decay products, sometimes dis-

solved in activated wastewaters including dissolution residues (nitric acid) in nuclear fuel reprocessing 

(now banned in both the United States and Germany), must be disposed of and stored until radioactive 

towards stable products is essentially complete. A fuel rod in an NPP is a metal (Zr mainly) tube filled with 

cylindrical sintered pellets of UO2 or some mixture of UO2 and PuO2; metal alloys or other compounds 

(carbide UC2, hydride UH3) are used in minireactors only. After a while, a fuel rod is “spent,” reducing the 
235U content from the original 3.5% to some 1.3% while 1–1.5% of plutonium—most of it fissionable also—

were produced from 238U in situ. Although use could be continued by further pulling out the control rods 

that absorb excess neutrons, it would be no longer safe to work with such rods. Thus, they are replaced, 

usually a third of them every year or so. The “spent” rods are stored for several decades, usually next to 

“their” reactor to get rid of the highly active short-lived isotopes of high yields, e.g., 141;144Ce and 103;106Ru and 
91Y, then either processed or put to a final depository (if there is one, by now only in Finland).

The case is not at all settled; there are no operating final deposit sites but only such ones meant to 

contain (withhold) the waste for a few decades. Obviously, radioactive waste solutions were discarded 

into the open sea or rivers both after accidents and routinely during nuclear reprocessing [Windscale/

Sellafield (U.K.) and La Hague (France), Mayak near Chelyabinsk (Russian Federation)], not to mention 

simply dumping entire discarded reactors from nuclear-powered submarines into the sea, with or with-

out the rest of the vessels … What can be done responsibly with nuclear waste instead?

FIGURE 5 Nuclear power worldwide in 2009 (the figure was transferred from Wikipedia; the number of nuclear 

power plants has been added by collecting information separately by Wikipedia). The number of nuclear power 

plants is not complete.
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The periods of time over which radionuclides from fission reactors must be stored and safeguarded 

are outright unimaginable and far beyond any other time frame of political or economic planning: there 

are nuclides with half-lives of several million years (94Nb, 129I, 237Np); thus, they will create a danger for 

107 year or the like. With 237Np (tons of which currently exist) and 243Am (americium, tens of kilograms 

of which exist), there is an additional problem: during very long storage, enriched samples of either 

nuclide will spontaneously turn into fissionable materials (233U and 239Pu, respectively), causing heat and 

neutron release to increase after millennia.

Here are some examples: 

While actinides [from the third, protactinium (Pa, Z = 91) onwards] generally are extremely chemo-

toxic, this does only matter for long-lived nuclides like the natural uranium isotopes, 237Np, 242;244Pu, 

or 247;248Cm. In the other cases, say at T1/2 ≤ 105 years for α emitters with negligible spontaneous fission 

shares, radiotoxicity, i.e., the effects caused by particles of ionizing radiation emitted during decay, pre-

vails even against this chemotoxicity. Among these nuclides, 239;240Pu (which are produced together in 

a reactor given there is substantial irradiation of a uranium sample) are peculiar in their radiotoxicity 

but are rather long lived as they do reside in the body at very sensitive points: the marrow and mucosa 

around or in bones and liver, while radioactive (“hot”) particles may be inhaled and reside in the lung, 

exposing it to radiation. Note that some 6 tons (!) of 239Pu that escaped fission during nuclear bomb 

tests were spread up into the stratosphere as an aerosol that still keeps on being deposited (“fallout”) 

apart from some other transuranic nuclides: from analyses of fallout composition, 1100 kg of 240Pu and 

substantial amounts of 241;243Am (produced in nuclear weapons containing 241Pu or 242mAm as fission-

able nuclides, which have much smaller critical masses with fast neutrons than all 233;235U and 239Pu) 

Uranium 238U 4.468 billion years

Uranium 235U 704 million years

Iodine 129I 15 million years

Neptunium 237Np 2.144 million years

Plutonium 239Pu 24,110 years

FIGURE 6 The 10 states (dark gray) that produced the largest amounts of uranium ores (in 2008). Besides the 

spatially largest states outside of South America and except for China and India, most are located in Western Africa, 

including Gabon (Central Africa) whose ultra-high-grade (>60% U) deposits at Oklo and neighboring sites gave 

rise to natural reactors some 2 billion years ago (map from Wikipedia.de).
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are determined. Estimated amounts of the latter are 25 kg 241Pu, 70 kg of its decay daughter 241Am, and 

2.5 kg 238Pu [most of it from breakup of a RIG (radioisotope thermoelectric generator) during re-entry 

in a 1960s space probe mission; data calculated from Breban et al.[18] Besides this, there are natural con-

tributions of plutonium in the biosphere: some 5 kg of 244Pu is still left over from the origins of the solar 

system owing to its 83-milion-year half-life and trace amounts (<1 g) of 238Pu from the double-β-decay 

branch of 238U. Most fallout radioactivity is still due to 241Pu (T1/2 = 14 years), but this is less destructive in 

radiotoxicological terms because it does undergo β-decay, rather than α-decay, followed by each compa-

rable activities of 239;240Pu and 241Am (T1/2 = 433 years). This compromises sensitive tissues.

Cancer rates, e.g., bone skin sarcomas and their metastases, will thus increase after a Super-GAU 

(German: größter anzunehmender Unfall means worst case, meltdown) if plutonium is released, like in 

the 1951 Mayak accident (Russian Federation) or after a Pu-based nuclear fission bomb was destroyed 1) 

in an airplane crash at Thule (Greenland) in 1968 or 2) by mis-ignition (“fizzle”) in the Hardtack Quince 

test (explosion yield but 0.02 kt TNT) at Runit Island, Enewetak Atoll (now some part of Republic of 

Marshall Islands) in 1958. Both latter events spread several kilograms each of 239Pu over a very restricted 

area, which made effectively cleaning it impossible. The doubtful results of (2 out of 5) nuclear bomb 

tests in Pakistan (1998) and the first one in North Korea (2006)—neither yet precluding burst of Pu and 

fission products to the surface though these were underground test “fizzles”—must be added to this list. 

Runit Island (Pacific Ocean) is now used as a dumpsite for highly contaminated materials from nearby 

test craters, the hole capped by a concrete dome of some 100 m diameter. This is the gravest possible 

kind of catastrophe from an ecological and ecotoxicological point of view, going beyond even what hap-

pened at Fukushima or Chernobyl. The environment, including groundwater, is so polluted that access 

is strongly impeded for centuries or even longer.

As with Chernobyl and the Bikini Atoll test site, animals and plants apparently adapted to the harsh 

radiological conditions there. Starting soon after the Chernobyl accident, researchers noted that diverse 

animals (including wolves, foxes, lynx, moose, hares, and many kinds of birds)—and some humans—

returned to the off-limits area around Chernobyl, including the so-called Red Forest and the decontam-

ination lake. Among these, there are species that try to avoid man, prompting them to invade an area 

where there are (almost) no humans left behind. In addition, biodiversity is lower than in comparable 

areas, brain sizes tend to be reduced in both mammals and birds, and there are other malformations, 

tumors, and evidence of genetic alterations.[19] Likewise, there are lots of aquatic life in Bikini Atoll 

[except for the crater basin of the largest ever U.S. test, Castle Bravo (1954, some 15 MT)], but once again, 

there is reduced biodiversity.

At least since 9/11 some 10 years ago, but actually ever since the first threat to attack a NPP by a flying 

passenger airplane abducted before (in 1972 over Oak Ridge, Tennessee) citizens and public authorities 

of countries which make use of nuclear fission power: while older NPPs—all over the world—must be 

considered to be improperly protected against even the impact of a smaller airliner there is virtually none 

anywhere to withstand the perpendicular impact of a fighter plane. The jet engine compressor axle in a 

military plane is about 3–3.5 m long, made of dense metals such as niobium alloys, then hitting a concrete 

(ρ ≈ 2.8 g/cm3) shell at about the speed of sound. This will suffice to penetrate some 10 m (!) of concrete, 

as compared to an actual containment thickness of less than 2 m. In addition, global warming and eutro-

phication combine to increase the likelihood that river or ocean water cooling can no longer be taken for 

granted in summer at least: in 2003, rivers became so warm all over Central Europe (probably related to 

global warming) that NPPs from France to Lithuania had to be shut down for many weeks. In the same 

summer, cooling water entries at the Russian Sosnovy Bor plant were blocked by algae excessively grow-

ing in the adjacent Bight of Helsinki. Either problem is likely to occur more often in the future.

Transmutation[20,21] is discussed as a means of faster disposal of fissiogenic radionuclides,  exposing 

the nuclide mixture obtained by fuel reprocessing to a high-energy proton beam. Fission products that 

are distinguished by a considerable excess of neutrons in their nuclei hence are brought closer to sta-

bility while actinides will either undergo fission directly or produce at least nuclides of much shorter 

lifetimes. It is completely unsettled and doubtful whether this can be done on a scale of tons of material.
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Rethinking in the Way for Ecological Economics

The previous entry was mainly concerned with the problems of conventional and nuclear energy sources 

from an economic, ecological, and political point of view, which will challenge us more and more in 

the near future. There are several quite different—and mutually independent— reasons to switch to 

alternative,[4,22–251] that is, regenerative, resources of energy, including resources of fossil fuels becom-

ing scarce(r), constraining greenhouse gas emissions, and striving for geopolitical risk management 

( spreading suppliers among most diverse regions and political systems, if you are not in a position to 

produce the materials related to your energy demands domestically). Although there are numerous 

incentives, this transformation will take several decades not only on a global scale but also in national 

dimensions, and it depends on both economic interest positions and technical innovations. While wind 

energy is, at  present, technically “ripe,” the size of rotors being no longer limited by  mechanical 

 problems with generators, etc., exposed to vibrations and bending along a horizontal axis, but by the size 

of  available cranes required to erect them (maximum: some 200 m rotor diameter, 7–9 MW peak power), 

and  photovoltaic devices that reasonably benefit from technologies of semiconductor  processing—

which is now advanced much beyond anything that would ever be required in solar energy  conversion—

becoming a large-scale-business as well [the combined area of highly integrated chips that make it to the 

market in  computers and numerous other devices (some 70 of them alone in a common car) annually is 

in the square kilometer region also], extracting energy from the oceans actually still takes an engineer’s 

ingenuity to make it reasonably work. For solar energy, the “surviving” technical innovation challenges 

are restricted to thin-layer and organic semiconductor systems and to conversion/storage in a conve-

nient chemical storage form, like methanol.

The following part of this entry will deal with both those energy forms already present on the global 

market for energy conversion devices, plus a discussion of how energy can be harvested from the open 

sea, keeping in mind which will be the challenges for Germany or Italy who both decided either to aban-

don (D) the use of nuclear energy until 2022 or not to restart it (I). This prompts the question whether 

redesigning the energy supply of a medium-sized highly industrialized country, including consumers 

which are really demanding, within some 10 years, merits further consideration which is added, too.

Globally View of Renewable Energy

Available energy resources are “renewable” when they are sustainable and environmentally benign 

(which need not coincide) if

• They renew themselves in the short term by itself (e.g., biomass).

• Their use does not contribute to the depletion of the source (e.g., wind, sun, water).

• They do not have an impact on the environment.

Sustainability in that sense means a triad related to ecology, economy, and social affairs. Figure 7 gives 

an overview of different energy sources like sun, wind, water, geothermal energy, and biomass for the 

establishment of technical supported renewable energies.[4,22,24,26,27]

In 2010, the Global Status Report on Renewable Energies[28] was published, parts of which are now to 

be quoted. In its preface, El Ashry (UN Foundation) already noted more than a hundred states to have 

political agendas or strategies in 2010 in favor of spreading and widening the use of renewable energy 

sources, about a doubling from just 55 five years before. In 2009, the largest increases were observed with 

wind power and photovoltaics, investing some $150 billion into extending capacities and producing and 

implementing renewable energies vs. only $30 billion in 2004. Except sometimes for advancement of 

nuclear energy, more money is allocated into capacities and growth of renewable energy sources than into 

fossil types. By reaching substantial shares of energy input (particularly in some less-populated countries 

like Denmark, Latvia, or Mongolia), renewable energies did have a turning point, which renders them 

significant, as they also address the problems of climate change. As implied before, acceptance and broad 
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application of renewables are not (no longer) restricted to highly developed industrialized countries but 

extend to developing nations now displaying more than half of implemented and operating renewable 

energy supply systems. However, it remains to be seen as to how far this is actually in favor of domestic 

development, better situations especially in rural areas, or larger autonomy towards globalized oil and 

coal markets or is another blueprint for export of goods to the North: growing sugar cane and oil palms 

for biofuel exports in Brazil or Indonesia threatens local primary forests if not even the food supply there. 

The Desertec blueprint (http://www.desertec.org) for producing lots of hydrogen from solar sources in 

Northern Africa revives existing supplier roles with countries like Algeria once again.

Figure 8 gives a more precise idea of the present relevance of renewables, their share being some 19% 

of total in 2008. Share of final energy means: at the point of end use, as electricity, heat, and directly used 

fuels. This method counts all forms of electricity equally, regardless of origin. The European Commission 

adopted this method in 2007 when setting the EU target of a 20% renewables share of energy by 2020. 

Thus, it could be called the “EC method.”[29] This includes all traditional sources of biomass energy car-

riers (biogas, ethanol, wood, etc.), large hydropower plants, and the “novel” kinds of renewables such 

as small-scale hydropower plants, modern biomass sources, wind and solar energy, geothermics, and 

biofuels. To be exact, it should be noted that some of the “modern” ones actually are rather old, from 

small-scale water mills also delivering electricity up to biofuels [Rudolf Diesel demonstrated his engine 

to be run with peanut oil fuel already at the 1900 World Fair (EXPO) at Paris].

FIGURE 7 Renewable energy sources: onshore and offshore wind power, biomass, solar power, geothermal, hydro-

power. (a) Onshore wind turbines located outside of Palm Springs, California (photograph: Wikipedia, Tim1337); 

(b) sugar cane is a major supplier of biomass, which is used either as food or as energy supplier (photograph: 

Wikipedia, Culture sugar cane, Avaré, Sao Paulo. José Reynaldo da Fonseca, 2006); (c) newly constructed offshore 

windmills on the Thornton Bank, 28 km offshore, on the Belgian part of the North Sea (photograph: Wikipedia, 

Hans Hillewaert, 2008); (d) photovoltaic array near Freiberg (Germany) (photograph: Wikipedia, I, Eclipse.sx); 

(e) Krafla Geothermal Station (2006), North Iceland (photograph: Wikipedia, Mike Schiraldi); (f) Grand Coulee 

Dam is a hydroelectric gravity dam on the Columbia River in the U.S. state of Washington. It is the largest electric-

power-producing facility in the United States (photograph: Wikipedia, (http://users.owt.com/chubbard/gcdam/

html/photos/exteriors.html) U.S. Bureau of Reclamation). Larger dams are located in Russia, Brazil, and China.
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Most of these 19% (13%, i.e., relatively 70% among the renewables) rests with traditional biomass 

used for cooking and heating. This, however, is subject to some change and even cutbacks, especially 

because there is virtually no possible firing wood (not even small branches) left over around (and this 

is to say, up to 50–70 km from the outer edge of “informal suburban settlements”!) megacities[30] all 

over developing and threshold countries, causing to replace with more advanced (e.g., solar cook-

ing devices) or at least more efficiently use these resources. Hydropower represents 3.2% (17% out of 

renewables) and is  growing modestly but from an already advanced level. The other renewable energies 

contribute 2.7% (relative share: some 14%) and undergo very fast growth in both industrialized and 

certain developing countries.

In developing countries, renewable energies have a particular role in national support and 

c orresponding policies as well, contributing to their present share of renewable energy capacities of 

more than 50% [but compare this to both their share of global population, which, including the BRICS 

(Brazil, Russia, India, China) states except Russia, is >80%, on one hand, and their share of global energy 

consumption, on the other hand]. China now leads in several indicators of market growth. Among 

 suppliers of wind energy, India now ranks No. 5 globally, owing to its substantial expansion of biogas 

and photovoltaic capacities especially in the countryside (India also plans to install another 15 NPPs 

owing to its being populated as densely as, e.g., Belgium or the Netherlands in total and citing grow-

ing industrial energy demands). Brazil is now a key supplier of ethanol from sugar cane, adding to 

other kinds of biomass and wind power in its renewable energy portfolio. Concerning the complete 

array of renewable energy sources, Argentina, Costa Rica, Egypt, Indonesia, Kenya, Tanzania, Thailand, 

Tunisia, Uruguay, and others boast high growth rates, often even surpassing their sometimes impressive 

gross economic growth rates.

In a nutshell, the geographical distribution and political significance of renewable energies have 

c onsiderably been altered in favor of near-global distribution and application. As compared to quite a 

few countries in the 1990s, there are at least 82 countries presently operating wind power plants. As for 

manufacturing these devices, production was relocated from Europe to Asia, with the largest shares in 

China, India, and South Korea, which additionally become more devoted to renewable energy applica-

tions. China not only is the “production yard” of the world for conventional items including consumer 

electronics but also made, in 2009, 40% of PV devices (from solar cells to complete panels with control 

and DC/AC converter units), 30% of the world’s wind power plants, and even 77% of solar-driven water-

heating collectors. All over Latin America, countries like Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and 

Peru increase their production, including exports of biofuels, additionally investing in other kinds and 

technologies of renewable energies. More than 20 countries in the “Solar Belt” of the Middle, Northern, 

and sub-Saharan Africa are involved in renewable energy markets.

FIGURE 8 Global final energy consumption of conventional and renewable energy in 2008 after REN 21 (2010). 

Also consider footnote 327 of REN 21 (2010).[28]
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Large economic gains and considerable further technological changes are to be achieved from this 

state of affairs and developments beyond the principal players of the highly developed world such as the 

European Union (EU), the United States, Australia, Canada, or Japan. With renewable energies gaining 

a truly global footage and application area, there is internationally growing confidence into renewable 

energies being less susceptible towards perturbations by either political turnovers or market changes 

such as financial crises than “classical” energy carriers (which readily, like other raw materials, become 

an item of speculation undergoing tremendous price level oscillations in such conditions).

Another impetus to renewable energy development—as to every other kind of large-scale technical 

innovation—is its inherent potential to create entire new industries (or at least create vast uncharted 

fields of opportunities for existing technical branches) and thus millions of new workplaces. In 

ph otovoltaics, much larger amounts of semiconductor-grade to medium-purity silicon, SiHx, and 

GaAs are used than in integrated (chip) solid-state microelectronics (e.g., GaAs chips are applied in 

cellphones), whereas technologies required to obtain control of a large rotating propeller in changing 

conditions, originally developed for helicopters, now increase reliability and output of wind power 

systems. Creating new workplaces is, by the way, the positive, friendly side of the “dual-use” problem: 

both engineers and blue-collar technicians who were mainly concerned with development and pro-

duction of arms systems had to strive to save and “humanize” their workplaces after the Cold War 

came to an unanticipatedly happy end around 1990; these highly skilled metal workers and engineers 

at Kiel harbor (Germany) then started to focus on wind power plants (with rotor techniques bor-

rowed from military helicopters) and integrated current-heat support systems (using diesel engines 

originally designed for tank propulsion to consume and convert plant and waste oils to produce some 

1 MW each of electricity and heat). Hence, although not creating environmentally benign branches 

from scratch, this “Arbeitskreis für Alternative Produktion” (workgroup planning alternative pro-

duction) and similar endeavors in U.S., British, Australian, and French arms enterprises effectively 

increased the array of possible customers much beyond the state (i.e., department of defense and 

sometimes police forces) and in the same turn reduced political-military dependences even though 

most of the respective employers did not really like the idea of employees considering what should 

(better) be produced on their own.

This is part of the ethical issues and bonuses associated with alternative energy production: there 

is a considerable bonus in terms of both workplace safety and numbers of workers required to install 

and run 1 GWel of alternative energies as compared to fossil and nuclear types; besides, there are fewer 

risks associated with making PV devices than with coal or uranium mining for the miners themselves, 

counting and comparing, for example, mine accidents and cancer fatalities per MWy. In 2009, there 

were an estimated three million workforce directly related and devoted to renewable energies, about 

half of them concerned with biofuels, and many more than this in branches indirectly connected with 

renewables (Table 1).

What are the recent performances of renewable energies as of 2009 (Figure 9, source: REN 21[28])? 

For the second consecutive year, in 2009, in both the United States and the EU, the newly installed 

renewable energy capacities exceeded those of combined conventional fossil energies and nuclear power. 

Renewables accounted for 60% of newly installed power capacity in Europe in 2009, and nearly 20% of 

annual power production.

Christopher Flavin (Worldwatch Institute) pointed out in his entry “Renewable Energy at the Tipping 

Point” within the REN 21[28] report that China’s recent leader role in producing wind rotors and pho-

tovoltaic devices just gives proof of the political prerogatives in favor of renewable energy exploitation, 

including both laws and funding, to be successful. Although there were initial problems, the important 

reforms in China starting with the national legislation on renewable energies of 2005 caused fast and 

efficient development there. China since then increased its efforts to become a leading innovative power 

as well as key producer of renewable energy technologies.

Table 2 shows the five countries that are the most important players concerning renewable energies, 

as of 2009.
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Owing to the well-known variabilities of renewable energy output, which are due to weather, time 

of day, and longer-period (tidal power plants) periodic or aperiodic changes, there are much larger 

t heoretical (peak power output) renewable energy technical potentials than average yields. The  present 

(as of end of 2009) capacity of a global 1.23 TW (1230 GW) that now constitutes just more than 25% of total 

electric generating capacity worldwide thus is considerably larger than the actual share/ contribution of 

produced electricity.

What about Ocean-Related Energy [Waves, Ocean Currents, Tidal Power Plants, Osmotic Energy 

Conversion, Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)]?

The power associated with flowing water is impressive and has motivated people to use it many centu-

ries ago in mills located at running creeks and rivers. It was an obvious idea to extend this technique to 

tapping ocean currents, like the Gulf current, as well as tidal water flows[31] that can reach speeds much 

above those seen in most rivers [e.g., some 6 m/sec (11 knots/hr) along the Welsh coast of the Atlantic 

TABLE 1  Jobs Worldwide from Renewable Energy (REN 21[28] with Added Information from the United Nations 

Environment Programme Report 2010)

Industry Estimated Jobs Worldwide Selected National Estimates

Biofuels >1,500,000 Brazil, 730,000 for sugar cane and ethanol production

Wind power >500,000 Germany, 100,000; United States, 85,000; Spain, 42,000; 

Denmark, 22,000; India, 10,000

Solar hot water ~300,000 China, 250,000

Solar PV ~300,000 Germany, 70,000; Spain, 26,000; United States, 7,000

Biomass power – Germany, 110,000; Unites States, 66,000; Spain, 5,000

Hydropower – Europe, 20,000; United States, 8,000; Spain, 7,000

Geothermal – Germany, 9,000; United States, 9,000

Solar thermal power ~2,000 Spain, 1,000; United States, 1,000

Total >3,000,000

Note: Further information about the evaluation of the data are reported in REN 21,[28] p. 75, note 226. The table is incomplete.

FIGURE 9 Renewable power capacities in 2009 without inclusion of large-scale hydropower: Developing World, 

European Union, and Top Six Countries (REN 21 2010).[28]

Note: Only includes small hydropower <10MW.
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Ocean (rather than perpendicular to it)], providing concentrated energy as flow speeds are close to those 

in air (wind), with water being 800 times as dense; thus, a rotor of equal diameter exposed to a water flow 

of equal speed delivers 800 times as much power [or the same power at 1/8003 ( ). this speed, i.e., some 

10.8%]. Basins that are filled with water at maximum level differences of a few meters are commonplace in 

electric storage (in German: Pumpspeicherwerk), with the same being offered by tidal changes of ocean 

and estuary water levels [the largest tides are seen in river mounds, e.g., River Severn (Wales) or River 

Rance (France, Normandy) at some 10 m], and not just after pumping water into them by electrical power 

obtained otherwise, but for free twice a day (actually even 4 times daily using differences of either levels).

Concerning periodical filling and uncharging of storage basins connected to flowing water turbines, 

there is but one large power plant (240 MWel) in the world still connected to the French grid back in 

1967. It is located at La Rance in the mounding of River Rance, next to the famous island Mont St. Michel 

(Figure 10).

TABLE 2 The Five Countries That Are the Most Important Players concerning Renewable Energies [as of 2009[28]]

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Annual amounts in 2009

New capacity investment Germany China United States Italy Spain

Wind power added China United States Spain Germany India

Solar PV added (grid connected) Germany Italy Japan United States Czech Republic

Ethanol production United States Brazil China Canada France

Biodiesel production France/Germany United States Brazil Argentina

Existing capacity as of end of 2009

Renewables’ power capacity China United States Germany Spain India

(including only small hydro)

Renewables’ power capacity China United States Canada Brazil Japan

(including all hydro)

Wind power United States China Germany Spain India

Biomass power United States Brazil Germany China Sweden

Geothermal power United States Philippines Indonesia Mexico Italy

Solar PV (grid connected) Germany Spain Japan United States Italy

FIGURE 10 Aerial photograph of the world’s biggest tidal power station. The Rance Tidal Power Station is located 

at La Rance (NW France) in the mounding of River Rance, next to the famous island Mont St. Michel.

Source: Photograph: Wikipedia.
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Here, the tidal water level differences are far larger than the global average of about 3.5 m (isolated 

ocean basins, such as the Black Sea and the Baltic Sea, and even the Mediterranean Sea, tend to lack 

any significant tides, e.g., average tides in the Baltic Sea are some 20 cm); the minimum tidal heights 

required for a meaningful operation of a tidal power plant are estimated to be some 5 m.[32] Obviously, 

the gain of energy from a basin of given size interacting with the tide flows increases by the square of 

tidal water level changes: the amount of water flowing in and out is proportional to tidal height and so 

is the energy gain from a given mass of water flowing through the turbines. Now being operated for 

more than 40 years (it was connected to the French grid in 1967), effects from this plant and its overall 

performance can be well evaluated:

• Local tidal height decreased from some 14 m (!) to <8 m due to deposition and relocation of 

sediments.

• Corrosion is an issue, requiring both to avoid combination of different alloys in the construction 

to exclude galvanic effects in seawater, and active electrochemical protection measures.

• There were some ecological side effects concerning distributions of limnetic and marine fishes in 

and on either side of the basin, with the power plant shifting the limits of marine and limnetic 

populations of fishes somewhat downstream into the estuary. The turbines rotate so slowly that 

both fishes and squids can pass through them without being hurt, much unlike classical running-

water power plants.

• Actual average output to the grid is some 540 GWh/yr, which is an average of 62 MW, about 25% 

of nominal power production.

Nevertheless, the La Rance plant remained unique, being the only large-scale plant existing, although 

sites having even higher tidal heights such as Bay of Fundy (Canada, up to 19 m) were used for yet smaller 

installations.

Waves[33] may be destructive, but their energy can also be technically exploited, e.g., with transducers 

based on either bending of some part of the device [hydraulically or by piezoelectric (piezoelectricity 

means electricity resulting from applying pressure, squeezing) devices]. Other devices employ either 

systems operating on periodically compressing and expanding air by by-passing volumes in a volume 

(some hollow metal or concrete bunker) under which the waves pass through and pass this air over a 

rotating turbine or using the alternating flow directions of water or directly converting the water level 

oscillation into electricity by electromagnetic induction.

It is estimated that one can gain some 15 kWel (130,000 kWh/yr) from a single meter of coastline 

around the North Sea, which is comparable to the gain earned by covering about 1 km of land behind 

this shoreline by photovoltaics in the same climate (this sounds stunning if not paradoxical but consider 

the width of the seas where the waves could gain energy before from wind rather efficiently converting 

solar energy). So far, wave energy converters were constructed at Western ocean coasts in the Northern 

Hemisphere, including SW Norway (Toftestallen, near Bergen), the northernmost Scotch coast, open 

to the Atlantic Ocean and Oregon. A most straightforward way to convert mechanical movements into 

electricity, besides piezoelectric techniques, is by magnetic induction. A buoy is towed to the seafloor, 

with a magnetic shaft tethered to it, while the floating part of the buoy contains some induction coil that 

hence moves up and down around the shaft within the magnetic field produced by the latter, directly 

producing an alternating current even though its voltage and frequency still have to be adjusted.

Of course, such interferences with natural water flows may alter and affect the ecological situation in 

estuaries especially; in the best cases, using both tidal and wave energy reduces coastal erosion.

Less obvious sources of energy associated with ocean and shoreline,[34] respectively, include the 

 temperature difference between surface waters and the deep sea (particularly in the tropics, except for 

the Red Sea and its annexes like the Gulf of Aqaba/Eilat), some 25–30°C there and the gradient in salt 

content and, thus, the osmotic pressure difference of some 26 bar between the ocean and freshwater 

from rivers and creeks running into it (the latter being identical to have this water falling through a 

Pelton turbine from about 260 m of height).
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At a surface temperature of some 300–305°K in tropical waters, the Carnot (most efficient heat 

engine) maximum efficiency would be about 8%–10%. Usually, in OTEC plants, ammonia is used as 

a heat-transferring working medium; actual efficiencies are about 3% due to long hoses required to 

exchange hot and cold waters. Rather than steep cliffs selected earlier, OTEC plants are now located 

on either ships or floating constructions much like those employed in crude oil production. Given the 

problems associated with coral bleaching due to surface waters exceeding 30°C, some larger use of the 

OTEC technology should even provide a real ecological bonus while mixing nutrients between deep and 

surface waters might cause problems of eutrophication.

The osmotic pressure of some solution is about the pressure that would be exerted if the same 

concentration of dissolved entities (i.e., ions from, say, MgCl2 solutions, to be counted individually, 

hence producing 3 times the osmotic pressure in water or acetonitrile than if dissolved in non-

ionizing solvent like a long-chain alcohol); 1 M/kg of solvent (here water) hence is equivalent to a 

gas compressed to 1 M/L, which is tantamount to a pressure of some 24 bar at 20°C. A unimolar 

MgCl2 solution in water would thus produce an osmotic pressure of more than 70 bar, while the cor-

responding value for seawater—which is 0.55 M NaCl solution to a first approximation—is about 26 

bar [the actual value for Norway is a little smaller because of 1) the water being colder and 2) some 

dilution by the very freshwater discharges into the Fjord site used, which is rather remote from the 

open ocean].

Before dreaming of what the latter source could deliver when passing but substantial parts of the 

freshwater flows of giant rivers like River Amazon, Mississippi, Yangtzekiang (China’s largest river), 

Kongo, or the Siberian rivers like Yenisei through such devices, be reminded of some problems that are 

not yet solved. The only demonstration plant existing so far is located at a creek mounding into a fjord in 

Norway, producing some 3–4 kW of electric power since November 2009. There are three quite different 

kinds of converting osmotic potentials into electricity:

• Using a water-permeable yet pressure-proof membrane (this is done in Norway). The saltwater 

content of this closed membrane volume is going to absorb pure water from the freshwater passed 

along outside (i.e., in the mounding of the river). Due to the osmotic pressure, the water level 

inside will increase considerably, allowing to pass it over a falling-water turbine and produce 

electricity eventually. This process is a somewhat periodical one: as the saltwater gets diluted 

during the process, you need to discard it into the ocean sooner or later and refill the chamber 

with “pure” (3.5% salt) ocean water. By now, electric power output is about 1 W/m2 of membrane 

interface area; the aim is to achieve 5 W/m2 soon.

• Electrochemical settings using the diffusion potential: concentration differences leveled off by 

diffusion create electric potentials even though no redox reactions are involved in charge  transfer. 

Likewise, second-type electrochemical cells draw upon concentration potentials: an electrode 

made of combined silver and AgCl (both solid and mixed among each other) will adjust its poten-

tial according to the concentration level of chloride ions. This can be used both in analytical 

chemistry and for producing electric currents from chloride solutions that differ in concentration 

(freshwater typical values being 1–2 mM/L as opposed to 0.55 M/L in seawater, giving an open-cell 

voltage of 150–170 mV).

• Theoretically speaking, the zeta (electrokinetic) potential could also be used in osmotic energy 

conversion: by osmotic pressure differences forcing water through some membrane, or a column 

filled with a packed solid, it will produce an electrical potential difference between either side of 

the interface. This potential is due to selective adsorption of cations or anions onto a typically 

charged particle, charging being caused by oxide/ hydroxide particles (say, wet alumina) behaving 

as an acid (adsorbing hydroxide) or base (adsorbing protons) depending on local pH, co-sorbents, 

and material (point of zero zeta potential). Then, the other, non-adsorbed ions will be passed 

through along the solvent, and a potential of typically half a V forms. The effect is reversible 

 (electrokinetic water pumping).
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The problems are with membrane stability and, more generally, also affecting electrochemical sys-

tems, clogging of the interfaces by biomass (mainly phytoplankton) or even mineral concretions. The 

Norwegian success terminated a history of decades of failed experiments on osmotic power production.

Things became a little different—and better, rather more advanced—because of OTEC. The first 

plant ever of this kind was constructed by French Georges Claude (1870–1960) at the coast of Cuba 

back in the late 19th century. OTEC devices are simple thermal power plants using rather small T 

differences, more like a steam engine compared to turbines, coal-fired plants, or internal combustion 

engines.

The global distribution of chances for this way of harvesting is solar energy indirectly (having hot 

water from insolation in the tropics while cooling is provided by Arctic or Antarctic undercurrents at 

some 1000–2000 m of depth).

Eventually, there can be integrated offshore energy parks making use of almost all the energy sources 

discussed above combined on, or beneath, a tethered floating island.

Geothermal Energy

For many decades, geothermal energy[35,36] has been well established for heating purposes in countries 

like Iceland, New Zealand, and several developing countries in Central America such as El Salvador. 

Although electrical uses, with geothermal (fumarole) vapors directly run through a steam turbine, were 

first tried in Italy more than a century ago (at Larderello in 1904, delivering about 200 W), corrosion and 

clogging problems remain severe until this day. The obvious reason is the “contamination” of fumaroles 

with both clogging agents like boric acid and hydrolyzable volatile metal chlorides, besides the large 

shares of corrosive gaseous acid precursors like SO2, HCl, and HF. Thus, one has to create a primary 

heat exchange cycle directly exposed to these corrosive items, as well as a secondary one linked to the 

heat/mechanical/electrical conversion systems, much like in NPPs and mainly for the same reasons (if 

not even worse here), and worse, due to the rather small heat difference, this decreases total efficiency 

of conversion. When obtaining the vapor from underground wells drilled several kilometers into the 

Earth’s crust rather than operating close to active volcanoes, clogging of drilling holes or rock fractures 

required to circulate some operating medium also remains critical. Hence, it is safe to predict that geo-

thermics will remain more concerned with heating (houses, swimming pools, etc.,) than with electricity 

production in the near future as well.

Wind Power

Wind power now is an established source of energy, with average production costs per energy unit (e.g., 

cent per kilowatt-hour) coming close to those by conventional (fossil) energy sources.[37–40] In certain 

countries, the share of wind power in total electricity production exceeds 20% (Denmark, Mongolia), 

and there is a broad international consensus that state subsidies are no longer required nor given to 

enhance the rate of implementation. Rather, as with all kinds of renewable energies that are subject 

to considerable periodic (sunlight) or non-periodic changes of supply, the optimum strategy of stor-

age becomes imminent. Hence, electrolysis of water (and possibly secondary production of methane or 

methanol) by “excess” wind power (excesses being produced by mismatches with the grid also), storage 

of H2 or CH3OH, and use of the latter energy carriers in either vehicles or stationary fuel cells connected 

to the electric grid are gaining importance.

The size of individual plants is limited by the necessity to erect them and thereby place 100-ton items 

more than 100 m above the ground within millimeter precision, that is, by size of the available cranes. 

The largest wind power systems thus now have 200 m rotor diameter and deliver some 8 MW while 

arrays of them (“wind parks”) can produce outputs in the size of classical power plants and NPPs both 

on- and offshore. However, in either case, interactions with local fauna may become significant.
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Solar

Solar energy is the key source of almost all the biological and meteorological processes operating on 

Earth.[41,42] Semiconductor solid-state devices allow for a remarkably efficient exploitation of this source, 

with an additional role for thermal processes that latter rely on focusing and, thus, on non-scattered 

sunlight, that is, on clear skies. These thermal processes include production of fuels by cycles involving 

zinc or cerium oxides as well as metallurgical transformations.

Solar thermal power plants, augmented by natural gas or biogas combustion during night and other 

dark times, are now realized in a scale of hundreds of megawatts, while photovoltaics in 2011 first yielded 

an all-year average of more than 2000 MW (2 GW) electrical output in Germany (some 3% of total cur-

rent). The price breakdown in production and processing of semiconductors (which need not be that 

pure or advanced than with electronic microdevices) supports the “boom” furthermore, regardless of 

fast cuts in state subsidies paid for supplying PV current to the public grid in all the EU member coun-

tries now.

When considering very large plants such as in the Desertec initiative, the increase of radiation 

absorption however becomes likely to influence the performance of solar parks by itself: large volumes 

of heated air will rise right above the plants, causing an increased dust advection to the panels as well 

as clouds to form on their top (both sailplane pilots and birds of prey look for typical kinds of clouds to 

spot regions of upwind over hotter surface areas!). High-yield photovoltaics by thin-layer solar cells [a 

few micrometers’ total thickness, unlike 0.3–0.5 mm with polycrystalline SiHx (“blue silicon”)] demands 

rare (e.g., In) and/or highly toxic (Cd, As, Se, Te) elements, causing problems in all mining, processing 

them and eventually abandoning old PV devices when their performance sharply decreases after several 

decades.

Biomass

Biomass can be used in a variety of ways as a source of energy, with combustion of wood and vegetable 

or animal oils for both heating and illumination purposes dating back as far as the Stone Age.[43,44] 

More recently, plant oils were introduced into internal combustion engines (first with peanut oil; diesel, 

1900), while other engines were fed with either wood distillates (containing mainly CH3OH and acetone 

besides H2 and CO) or ethanol produced by microbial activity, much after steam engines had been 

powered by either wood, wood-processing residues (e.g., sawdust), or peat to replace hard coal (which is 

biogenic in itself, of course).

Conversion methods of brown coal—lignite—by hydrogenation, gasification (steam gas process), and 

liquefaction can also be readily applied to biomass, including less obvious representatives of biomass 

such as sewage sludge (chiefly containing heterotrophic bacteria), and then mostly even take less vigor-

ous conditions in terms of all temperature, H2 pressure (3–10 bar rather than hundreds of bars), and 

needed catalysts. Finally, motivated by the fact that biomasses, especially scrap biomasses, became an 

item of fuel production (and waste treatment/compaction) once again, the very former coal liquefaction 

plants in, e.g., South Africa are now used for this purpose. Regionally, in Germany, success and eco-

nomic performance were poorer, however.

Using scrap or digestible waste fractions relieves an ethical problem from the competition among 

food/fodder and “energy plants” for the same agrarian areas, but even after avoiding this, one must 

bear in mind the poor area productivity of photosynthesis—the only economically viable source 

of biomass energy carriers in a large scale—which typically is 0.5% or a few kilograms of reduced 

C/m2*a, i.e., far short of photovoltaics. While there will be a role in waste processing, a large-scale 

use of biomass for energy purposes such as in Brazil poses a lot of difficult problems, including 

ecological ones associated with monocultures, possible fertilization/eutrophication, and high water 

requirements.
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Renewable Energy in Germany and the Planned Nuclear Exit

Concerning its gross domestic product (GDP), Germany is the largest national economy in Europe and 

No. 4 in the world. In 2009, it was second in export and third in import values. Like with the GDP, 

Germany ranks No. 4 in energy consumption [measured in fossil fuel (hard coal) mass equivalents (BTU: 

British thermal unit)] but just No. 21 among the energy producers in the world).[46] The intention of the 

Federal Government of Germany in fulfilment of Kyoto Protocol obligations is a reduction of greenhouse 

gas production of about 40% by 2020 and up to about 80%–95% reduction by 2050. Quite recently, the 

greenhouse gas issue and the risk of NPPs (disaster of Fukushima in 2011) were aggravated by the decision 

to abandon nuclear energy use in Germany in the early 2020s. Figure 11 shows the fuel mix in 2010 and the 

aimed fuel mix in 2050 in Germany, which mainly will be supplied by wind and solar power.

By steadily replacing fossil energy sources with renewables, the share of the latter will increase, even 

allowing for a slight increase in energy consumption (which, in Germany, like most other highly devel-

oped countries, is rather constant for decades now, notwithstanding a slight decrease in population 

happening soon). Hydropower is fully established now except for reactivation of very small local plants, 

many of which had been in operation since the early 20th century. Hence, the present 3% share will 

remain almost the same; 35% from photovoltaics corresponds to an average output of some 23 GW, 

which, in our climates, is tantamount to an introduced peak power of 130–150 GW, more than twice that 

what now is funneled into the entire grid by all kinds of power plants. Dealing with this excess energy 

on sunny summer afternoons, possibly by chemical storage (water electrolysis, then linked to fuel cells), 

remains to be figured out. The total area required to produce this amount of PV electricity is about 

1000 km2 [<0.3% of Germany’s total area (356,000 km2) and <10% of the fields on which “energy plants” 

are now grown (>12,000 km2 are covered with rape alone)], even assuming no further improvement in 

today’s Si hydride polycrystallinic or CuIn(S; Se)2 thin-layer solar cells (some 13% efficiency).

Growth and Booming Region Ems-Axis, Lower Saxony (NW Germany)

The previous entries dealt with the global-scale relevance of renewable energies. Besides the environ-

mental issue, there are both economic and social surpluses produced by creating novel workplaces.

This can turn a formerly “just” agrarian region into some diversified boom area as will be shown by 

the example of the so-called River Ems-Axis (Lower Saxony, Northwestern Germany). For more than a 

decade now, the region keeps increasing its workforce by 3% per year—no “Mc jobs” but fully qualified 

jobs that produce social security and modest earnings, with >10,000 enterprises that keep expanding 

and creating new jobs one year after another. The regional motto reads: “Powerful, innovative and ready 

to achieve by unconventional solutions—these are our region’s benchmarks.”

FIGURE 11 Energy mix contributions in Germany in 2010 and the probable future in 2050.[45]
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As the Ems-Axis is located next to the North Sea, maritime-related activities are prominent by 

locating shipyards, shipping companies, and wind power plant producers, among suppliers of other 

renewable energies. This model region was created through a combination of prudent political support, 

improvement of infrastructures, synergy among regionally active enterprises, and finally the support of 

the public. It is located near the Dutch border in Central Europe, making use of already existing East-

West connections, and, in addition, links the North Sea shores to the German megalopolis Ruhr dis-

trict, which is the most populated part of the most populated and economically prolific Bundesland of 

Germany. The Ems-Axis includes the counties Wittmund, Aurich, Leer, Emsland, Grafschaft Bentheim, 

and Emden City with its large harbor (see Figure 12).

FIGURE 12 The growth region Ems-Axis in Northwestern Germany. This figure shows the excellent infrastruc-

ture that will imminently cause new enterprises to settle and expand here. The East-West and South-North high-

ways (motorways) are marked with Nos. 7, 28, 30, 31, and 37, while rivers and channels for ship travel are marked 

medium gray. These are the River Ems, which is deep and wide enough to permit economically meaningful trans-

portation by ship, and the Dortmund–Ems channel, which extends almost parallel to it. Railway tracks are outlined 

in black and white. Framed: the cities of Leer and Haren/Ems are among the most important locations for ship 

owners all over Germany. In Papenburg, there is the Meyer shipyards, among the largest in Europe and moreover 

the one producing the biggest ships (passenger and cruise ships). Other notable shipyards located next to the shore 

at Emden recently rather switched to producing wind power plants. The Ems-Axis is distinguished by intense 

economic activities covering all energy supply, integrated maritime activities, agriculture, and tourism; processing 

plastics and metals; building vehicles and machines; and providing logistical infrastructure.

Source: The main figure of the Ems-Axis is modified after http://www.emsachse.de. The figure on the right is from 

Wikipedia, TUBS.
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There are six permanent workgroups concerned with energy, integrated maritime economy, tourism, 

production of plastics items, vehicles and machines, and finally logistics to initiate and run projects. It 

is the aim of these workgroups and the economic region to make Ems-Axis an independent axis along 

which economic, travel, and transport activities will organize. This implies strengthening economy-

related infrastructure and creating networks for regional economy.

The cities of Haren and Leer combine to be the second-largest shipowner’s site in Germany. A total of 

750 ships are run from here, making these two special and significant players in running ship travel and 

dockyards and providing additional maritime goods and items, together with Papenburg. The existing 

travel infrastructure allows to process materials inshore and, using local logistics, build huge ocean 

liners such as that for Disney Cruise Line (340 m long and 37 m wide, 128,000 tons, can accommodate 

2500 passengers) at Papenburg’s Meyer dockyards (Figure 13). The latter commands the world’s most 

advanced instrumentation and facilities for building ships, its workforce being about 2500.

One should mention that there is minimal required bureaucracy used to acquire these infrastruc-

tures. This enabled Motorway 31—a crucial North-South connection—to be completed years ahead of 

planning, with the region providing the required funds itself by joint and coordinated action. Another 

ambitious project was Euroharbour Emsland at Haren (operated jointly with nearby Meppen city), the 

construction of which began in 2007. In August 2011, construction of the plant of ENERCON wind 

power devices began here. ENERCON is the manufacturer of the most advanced wind rotors (the actual 

propellers), producing blades that are aimed to deliver 3 MW per unit at the Emsland Euroharbour site. 

The principal administrative person (Landrat) of the largest of the involved counties and cities of Ems-

Axis, Emsland itself, uses to call this a “pro-climate climate,” stressing that currently, an impressive 82% 

of the energy consumed in the county are derived from renewable energy. The location of Euroharbour, 

the 24,000-population town of Haren, even boasts a 100% renewable electric current production. Among 

the renewables, wind is most important for the Ems-Axis region. With the shore nearby and little ter-

rain roughness, it is most suited to create onshore wind plants; thus, NW Germany outcompetes the 

southern parts of the country in this respect.

Yet, there are also offshore wind power parks in the region now. In 2010, the first one in German 

domestic waters, “Alpha Ventus,” was erected and connected to the grid. As for crucial parts of wind 

power technology, BARD Energy at Emden both produces rotor blades specifically designed for offshore 

application (there are special criteria to withstand salt corrosion, impact of water drops on the fastly 

moving blades, etc.,) and likewise constructs entire power plants at offshore sites (Figure 14).

Suffice this to show features of the booming Ems-Axis economic region, which additionally sports, 

for example, the Transrapid (maglev) testbed at Lathen, and notably a big plant at Werlte, which will be 

the first in the world to convert excess wind power energy via hydrogen and hydrogenation of CO2 into 

methane for energy storage purposes (to be combined with natural gas CH4 and biogas). With regard 

to issues of energy use efficiency and extending the amount of renewable energy supply, the Ems-Axis 

consortium stated in May 2011:

FIGURE 13 Meyer shipyards at Papenburg (NW Germany). The largest dock is incredibly 504 m long. Right fig-

ure: Norwegian Jewel in front of the 70 m tall Meyerwerft Hall.

Source: Pictures courtesy of Wikipedia: left, C. Walther; right, satermedia.de, C. Brinkmann.
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“Partners in growing region Ems-Axis consider big chances for local and regional economy to be 

obtained from making energy supply a cornerstone of economical politics. Simultaneously they respond 

to their environmental responsibility by making energy use more efficient and increasing the share of 

renewable energy sources.

Growing region Ems-Axis is capable of becoming a model (blueprint) energy supply region for the 

future. Concerning Germany, this region both has the largest concentration of wind power plants and 

is the site of globally active producers of wind power devices. In addition, renewable energy is earned 

here from all biomass, sun and geothermal resources. So there is a bandwidth of competence in energy 

supply which yields new impetus to the region by enhanced cooperation and thus advantages in compe-

tition which in turn once more improves the economic performance of the local enterprises”.

More pieces of information on the Ems-Axis region, including pertinent enterprises, can be obtained 

via http://www.emsachse.de.

Conclusion

The present mix of renewable resources used in both thermal and electrical energy delivery represents a 

superposition of both technical problems still to be overcome (the less so) and political decisions, many 

of which are made in favor of protecting the respective domestic industries for both producing energies 

and the very power plants required to obtain and convert them: this partly is a quite reasonable and, 

to some extent, even responsible industrial policy. Now, there are “old” energy sources, exploitation of 

which has become so costly that it is worthwhile only in certain most simple conditions, including hard 

coal and, in another way, oil sands. This statement refers to all economic costs of exploitation, ecological 

side effects (as well as cultural ones such as destruction of villages and first-nation settlements in favor of 

open pits), and risk production causes to the workers. The renewables make it to the market step by step 

with their increasing ability to compete economically and the perspective to relieve old dependences, in 

addition to avoiding the above risks by offering genuine technical alternatives.

Of course, this might produce problems for countries that have virtually nothing else to offer to 

today’s global markets than their fossil energy carriers, including uranium, but not to some of the 

“big shots” in fossil fuel mining—highly industrialized countries such as the Unites States, Canada, 

Australia, and Russia. Apparently, however, there is no convincing perspective of sustainable develop-

ment by which the common population might benefit from exploitation of fossil energy carriers alone 

for countries such as Niger in Western Africa (uranium) or Yemen in the Middle East (oil). Other large 

uranium suppliers like Gabon (West Central Africa) or Kazakhstan (Central Asia/ Eastern Europe) 

FIGURE 14 BARD Emden Energy GmbH & Co. KG produces rotor parts, etc., for offshore wind power plants, 

then mounting them at sea also. Located at Emden, it belongs to the economic region Ems-Axis. Photos: (Left) 

German special crane ship for the setups of offshore wind farms called Wind Lift I (BARD) in the harbor of Emden.

Source: Wikipedia, photographer Carschten. (Right) BARD offshore 1 (Mai, 2011). Courtesy of the BARD Group.
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have a more diversified supply portfolio. Several of the Arab oil-producing countries are very aware of 

what might happen to them, their regimes, their population, and their common welfare (which is often 

truly restricted to some indigenous minorities) when oil continues to get scarce, and there are caution-

ary economic examples of countries, societies, and national economies running out of the single, princi-

pal minable resource the entire economy was based on, such as the tiny South Pacific Republic of Nauru 

(phosphate) and Bolivia in Central South America (tin, silver).

Nevertheless, the exchange of our joint economic basis for energy production appears feasible glob-

ally within some 50 years from now. It remains to be seen whether this is fast enough both to control cli-

mate effects from fossil combustion within acceptable limits and to reorganize completely our strategies 

of personal transportation while avoiding yet more catastrophes like those in Chernobyl or Fukushima 

[as well as the failure of a hydropower plant in Longarone (Friaul, NE Italy) which took some 2000 lives 

in 1963]. Besides this, nuclear power plants—like other technical systems—can run into operation states 

where they almost or entirely escape control. If a catastrophic accident then can be avoided due to self-

regulation or simply luck, it is by no means satisfying or consoling that, e.g., nuclear reactors arrived at 

states that were not even known to their own operators for extended periods of time (like in Forsmark, 

Sweden, in 2006), let alone these people would be able to influence it anymore.

The future awaits us but is notoriously hard to predict, but we should take chances, even severe 

ones, if we decide either way, and we should be aware that doing nothing is tantamount not only to 

taking chances but also pursuing ways that we know for sure to be not sustainable, not even in the 

shorter term.
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6
Energy and Environmental 

Security

Muhammad Asif

Introduction

The economies of all countries, and particularly of the developed countries, are dependent on secure 

supplies of energy. Energy security means consistent availability of sufficient energy in various forms at 

affordable prices. These conditions must prevail over the long term if energy is to contribute to sustain-

able development. Owing to the pivotal role of energy in the modern age, energy security is at the heart 

of national and international energy policies across the world.

The global environmental scene has changed dramatically over the last century. Global warming and 

its consequent climatic changes driven by human activities, in particular the production of greenhouse 

gases (GHGs), directly impact the environment. The environmental security to a certain extent is linked 

with the energy security as there is an intimate relationship between energy and environment. The pro-

duction and use of all energy sources results in undesirable environmental effects, which vary based 

on the health of the existing ecosystem, the size and health of the human population, energy produc-

tion and consumption technology, and chemical properties of the energy source or conversion device. 

A shorthand equation for the environmental impacts of energy production and use has been provided 

by Solomon:[1]

I P= AT

where I is the environmental impact, P is the size of the human population, A is the affluence of the 

population (e.g., per capita income and/or energy use), and T is the technology (e.g., energy efficiency, 

emission rate of air and water pollution). A comparison of different types of energy systems in terms of 

CO2 emissions is provided in Table 1.[2]

The energy resources, presently being consumed in the world, can be broadly classified into three 

groups: fossil fuels, nuclear power, and renewable energy. Fossil fuels contribute to more than 80% 
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of world’s total energy supplies and are mainly classified into the following three types: coal, oil, and 

nat ural gas. It is the set of fossil fuels that primarily bond the environmental security with energy 

 security. Global warming—the predominant threat to environmental security—to a great extent is a 

consequence of fossil fuel consumption. As the two issues go side by side, their potential solutions would 

also be closely related.

Energy and Sustainable Development

Energy is at the heart of the existence of present-day societies. The accomplishments of civilization have 

largely been achieved through the increasingly efficient and extensive harnessing of various forms of 

energy to extend human capabilities and ingenuity. Providing adequate and affordable energy is essen-

tial for eradicating poverty, improving human welfare, and raising living standards worldwide. The per 

capita energy consumption is an index used to measure the socioeconomic prosperity in any society—

the human development index (HDI) of a country has strong relationship with its energy prosperity.[3] 

A direct correlation between the access to electricity and the economic well-being in a range of coun-

tries, for example, is indicated in Figure 1.[4] Throughout the course of history, with the evolution of 

civilizations, the human demand for energy has continuously swallowed. Of present, key factors driving 

the growth in energy demand include increasing human population, modernization, and urbanization.

Poverty, hunger, disease, illiteracy, and environmental degradation are among the most important 

challenges facing the world. Poor and inadequate access to secure and affordable energy is one of the 

crucial factors behind these issues. Electricity, for example, is vital for providing basic social services 

such as education and health, water supply and purification, sanitation, and refrigeration of essential 

medicines. Electricity can also be helpful in supporting a wide range of income-generating opportuni-

ties. Access to electricity remains to be a serious issue in developing countries as around 13% of the 

world’s population—do not have access to it yet.[5] As of 2017, around 3 billion people rely on traditional 

biomass, including wood, agricultural residues, and dung, for cooking and heating. More than 99% of 

people without electricity live in developing regions, and four out of five live in rural areas of South Asia 

and sub-Saharan Africa.[6,7]

There is a global consensus that the provision of secure, affordable, and socially acceptable energy 

services is a prerequisite for eradicating poverty in order to achieve the Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs). The Earth Summit 2002 strongly urged the nations to “Take joint actions and improve efforts 

to work together at all levels to improve access to reliable and affordable energy services for sustain-

able development sufficient to facilitate the achievement of the MDGs, including the goal of halving 

the proportion of people in poverty by 2015, and as a means to generate other important services that 

mitigate poverty, bearing in mind that access to energy facilitates the eradication of poverty.” United 

TABLE 1 Comparison of CO2 Emissions from Different Energy Systems

Type of Power Plant Fuel/Type of Energy CO2 (kg/kWh)

Steam power plant Lignite 1.04–1.16

Steam power plant Hard coal 0.83

Gas power plant Pit coal 0.79

Thermal power plant Fuel oil (heavy) 0.76

Gas turbine power plant Natural gas 0.58

Nuclear power plant (pressurized water) Uranium 0.025

Thermal power plant Natural gas 0.45

Solar thermal power plant Solar energy 0.1–0.15

Photovoltaic power plant Solar energy 0.1–0.2

Wind power plant Solar/wind energy 0.02

Hydroelectric power plant Hydropower 0.004
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Nations also acknowledged that “without increased investment in the energy sector, the MDGs will not 

be achieved in the poorest countries.” 

With the growing world population and people’s innate aspirations for improved life, a central and 

collective global issue in the new century is to sustain socioeconomic growth within the constraints of 

the Earth’s limited natural resources while at the same time preserving the environment. This target—

sustainable development—can only be met by ensuring energy sustainability.

Energy Security

Energy has attained the status of an indispensable strategic commodity, and ensuring its availability is 

one of the important responsibilities of governments across the world. Failure to ensure robust provi-

sion of interruption-free and affordable energy may result into serious financial and social problems. 

Breach of energy security is also prone to lead to national instability. A great number of countries in 

the world, particularly the industrialized mature economies, have placed energy security on top of their 

national policies. The high degree of multidisciplinary interdependency among nations makes energy 

security vital from both national and international perspectives. German Foreign Minister Frank-

Walter Steinmeier emphasizes this fact by stating that maintaining global security in the 21st century 

will “inseparably also be linked to energy security.”[8] At their summit in Brussels in March 2007, the 

European Union (EU) leaders adopted a road map, the highlight of which was “Energy is what makes 

Europe tick. It is essential, then, for the European Union to address the major energy challenges facing 

us today and in future.” Similarly, the 2006 G8 summit held in St. Petersburg had energy security on top 

of its agenda ahead of issues such as education, health, trade, environment, and terrorism.[9] The sev-

enth sustainable development goal (SDG) by the United Nations—ensure access to affordable, reliable, 

 sustainable, and modern energy—is all about energy security.[5]

Owing to a great degree of dependency upon oil and gas, the international energy market generally 

gauges the energy security in terms of secure supplies of these two commodities. The balance of evi-

dence suggests that the present international energy market is vulnerable to different types of  security 

risks. Energy security risks can be broadly classified into two categories: first, man-made— international 

FIGURE 1 Relationship between economic prosperity and availability of electricity.
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geopolitical and geostrategic conflicts resulting into military attacks and wars, and sabotage and ter-

rorist activities on relatively smaller scale; and second, natural— depletion of fossil fuel reserves, floods, 

fires, and earthquakes.

Risk Assessment

As with the supply of any commodity, the security of energy supply depends on the availability, size, 

and location of the energy reserves. The availability and the size of the reserves and their location then 

determine the supply line: the exploitation, transportation, and utilization arrangements. Conversely, 

the security of the exploitation, transportation, and utilization arrangements then determines the secu-

rity of energy supplies. Using a very simple model, the major components of the risk can be identified:

• The number of potential disruptive events

• The probability that, given a potential disruptive event, the supply line will be successfully 

disrupted

• The potential consequences of such a disruption.

The contingency strategy could have three possible prongs. In order to minimize the risk, the number of 

potential disruptive events must be made as low as possible. Similarly, the probability that such an event 

will result in disruption must also be minimized. Finally, contingencies must be in place to successfully 

survive such a disruption.

The effects of human errors can be minimized by proper education and training of the operators, 

and by ergonomically suitable design. Energy companies have always strived to achieve this but failed 

spectacularly on a number of occasions, such as Windscale in the U.K., Chernobyl in the Ukraine, 

or Three Mile Island in the United States, and most recently Fukushima in Japan. However, based on 

past experience, the probability of human error can be estimated with relative accuracy. Determining 

the probability of sabotage or a military attack is difficult, since it depends upon various political 

and  economic considerations. Nevertheless, it can be observed that such events are more frequent in 

unstable countries with many unresolved internal and external conflicts. Finally, the probability and 

severity of the natural events can be, once again, estimated for various locations, based on geographi-

cal, geological, and historical data.

In order to minimize the subsequent disruptions, or the effect of the potentially disruptive events, 

defense systems or protection and safeguards systems are employed. These systems have been well devel-

oped, and in order to maximize their effectiveness, they use the principles of defense in depth, redun-

dancy, and diversity. All energy companies are geared to deal with human errors and natural events, but 

problems can be encountered when dealing with sabotage or military attacks. To minimize the impact 

of sabotage and military attacks, security services must be called for assistance. These services are gen-

erally able to deal with these problems domestically in countries without serious internal and external 

conflicts. However, in countries with serious internal and external conflicts, either the internal security 

forces can be ineffective, particularly in remote locations, or their loyalty can be divided. In these cases, 

the governments sometimes require security support from other countries, which, while improving the 

defenses, may make the internal conflicts worse and lead to an increasing frequency of attacks. Hence, 

stable countries, where the probability of an initial attack is already low, can, generally, protect their 

installations, but countries, with significant internal and external conflicts, where the probability of an 

initial attack is already high, cannot, generally, protect their installations.

All developed countries have contingency plans in place to deal with the effects of supply disruptions 

in the form of strategic sock reserves. These plans used to be based on the diversity of the energy supplies 

and the availability of strategic stocks. Due to the reliance on oil and natural gas by the developed coun-

tries, the principle of diversity of energy supplies holds less and less. All developed countries now deal 

with the potential problems primarily by having strategic reserves of oil supplies. By definition, the stra-

tegic reserves would be only available for certain activities and a certain period of time. This selectivity 
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and time limit would provide a serious blow to the economies of the developed countries, if the reserves 

had to be used for a significant period of time.

Many of the world’s leading oil-producing countries such as Iraq and Nigeria are politically unstable. 

The Middle East region as a whole has quite a volatile geopolitical situation and has experienced fre-

quent conflicts over the last 100 years. There are serious reservations regarding security of oil; produc-

tion and supply channels of many countries are regarded as the legitimate targets of radical elements 

because of various internal and external conflicts.

Getting oil from the well to the refinery and from there to the service station involves a complex 

transportation and storage system. Millions of barrels of oil are transported every day in tankers, 

pipelines, and trucks. This transportation system has always been a possible weakness of the oil 

industry, but it has become even more so in the present volatile geopolitical situation, especially 

in the Middle East region. The threats of global terrorism have made the equation more complex. 

Tankers and pipelines are quite vulnerable targets. There are approximately 4000 tankers employed, 

and each of them can be attacked in the high seas and more seriously while passing through narrow 

straits in hazardous areas. Pipelines, through which about 40% of the world’s oil flows, are no less 

vulnerable, and due to their length, they are very difficult to protect. This makes pipelines potential 

targets for terrorists. In recent years, there have been an increased number of pipeline sabotages 

in different countries particularly Nigeria and Iraq, sending shockwaves in international energy 

markets.

Depleting Oil Reserves

A combination of constrained production capacity and growing fears of a rapid depletion of oil reserves 

in the world is also an important factor that has been playing its behind-the-scene role in pushing 

oil prices. In recent years, global oil infrastructure particularly with regard to extraction and refining 

capacity has been stretched to its limits. The production capacity of various oil-rich countries in the 

world, such as Iraq and Venezuela, has also been curtailed. The aspect of depleting oil reserves, despite 

its critical role, for various reasons, is not being publicly accepted by the market forces.

The world’s ultimate conventional oil reserves are estimated at 2,000 billion barrels. This is the 

amount of production that would have been produced when production eventually ceases. The demand 

for oil has grown rapidly over the last few decades as shown in Table 2.[10] The surging demand for oil 

has already stretched the production to its limits—in mid-2002, there were more than 6 million barrels 

per day of excess production capacity, but by mid-2003, the daily excess capacity was below 2 million 

barrels, which further skewed to less than 1 million barrels by 2006.[11]

Different countries are at different stages of their reserve depletion curves. Some, such as the United 

States, are past their midpoint and are in terminal decline, whereas others are close to midpoint such 

as U.K. and Norway. However, the five major Gulf producers—Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, and 

United Arab Emirates—are at an early stage of depletion and can exert a swing role, making up the dif-

ference between world demand and what others can supply.

The expert consensus is that the world’s midpoint of reserve depletion will be reached when 1,000 

billion barrels of oil have been produced—that is to say, half the ultimate reserves of 2,000 billion 

barrels. It is estimated that around 1,000 billion barrels have already been consumed and 1,000 bil-

lion barrels of proven oil reserves are left in the world.[12] According to BP statistical review of oil 

reserves in 2017, the reserve-to-production ratio for North America, South and Central America, 

Europe, Asia Pacific, Middle East, and Africa was 12, 48, 13, 32, 120, and 62, respectively. The reserve-

to-production ratio for the whole world is reported to be equal to 52 years.[13] In the backdrop of a 

continuous growth in oil demand—as according to the U.S. Department of Energy, by 2025 the 

global daily demand could be as much as 110 barrels/day—the global reserves are actually going to 

run out much quicker than 42 years.[14]

A growing number of opinions among energy experts suggest that global oil production will prob-

ably peak sometime during this decade as indicated in Table 3.[15] A siren call regarding energy 
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security was also raised in a recent speech made by the British Ambassador to the United States, 

Sir David Manning. He eloquently puts forward the case thus: “The International Energy Agency 

predicts that, if we do nothing, the global oil demand will reach 121 million barrels per day by 2030, 

up from 85 million barrels today. That will require increasing production by 37 million barrels per 

day over the next 25 years, of which 25 million barrels per day has yet to be discovered. That is, we’ll 

have to find four petroleum systems that are each the size of the North Sea. Production from exist-

ing fields is dropping at about 5% per year.” Only one barrel of oil is now being discovered for every 

TABLE 2 Growth in World Oil Demand

Average Daily Oil Demand 

(million barrels/day)

World Average per Capita 

Consumption (barrels/yr)Year World Population (million)

1965 3310 31.23 3.65

1968 3520 39.04 4.05

1971 3750 51.76 5.04

1974 3990 59.39 5.44

1977 4200 63.66 5.53

1980 4410 64.14 5.31

1983 4650 58.05 4.56

1986 4890 61.76 4.60

1989 5150 65.88 4.67

1992 5400 66.95 4.52

1995 5610 69.88 4.54

1998 5870 72.92 4.51

2001 6140 75.99 4.53

2004 6400 82.35 4.67

2007 6610 86.30 4.76

2010 6958 86.41 4.53

2013 7213 91.82 4.64

2016 7466 96.15 4.70

TABLE 3 Various Projections of the Global Oil Reserves and the Peak Year (billions of barrels)

Estimated Ultimate 

ReservesAuthor Affiliation Year Peak Year

Hubert Shell 1969 2100 2000

Bookout Shell 1989 2000 2010

Mackenzie Researcher 1996 2600 2007–2019

Appleby BP 1996 2010

Ivanhoe Consultant 1996 2010

Edwards University of Colorado 1997 2836 2020

Campbell Consultant 1997 1800–2000 2010

Bernabe ENI 1998 2005

Schollenberger Amoco 1988 2015–2035

IEA OECD 1998 2800 2010–2020

EIA DOE 1998 4700 2030

Laherrere Consultant 1999 2700 2010

USGS International Department 2000 3270

Salameh Consultant 2000 2000 2004–2005

Deffeyes Princeton University 2001 1800–2100 2004
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four consumed as highlighted in Figure 2. Globally, the discovery rate of untapped oil peaked in 

the late 1960s. Over the past decade, oil production has been falling in 33 of the world’s 48 largest 

oil-producing countries, including 6 of the 13 members of OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries).[16]

Concerns over Security of Supplies from the Middle East

Oil and gas are jointly contributing to around 56% of the present global energy requirements. In terms of 

existence, both oil and gas are extremely localized by their very nature. Vast majority of their resources 

are found in relatively confined regions. For example, almost 88% of the world oil reserves exist within 

ten countries. Middle East is the oil headquarters of the world, holding almost 48% of the global oil as 

highlighted in Figure 3.[13] The situation with natural gas is even more intense. Statistics indicate that of 

the remaining known gas reserves in the world, equivalent to 6260 trillion cubic feet (tcf), around 57% 

are shared by only three countries: Russia, Iran, and Qatar, as shown in Figure 4.[17]

Middle East has been under the limelight for its vast oil reserves for nearly a century now. By the 

1950s, it had established its standing as the oil-rich region of the world—its oil reserves were equal to 

the rest of the world’s combined and double the U.S. reserves.[18] For the last six decades, Middle East 

FIGURE 2 An overview of global oil discoveries and production.
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FIGURE 3 Remaining oil reserves in the world, 2017.
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has been the source of abundant and cheap oil that propelled the economic growth of the world over 

this period. In 2006, it produced about 28% of the world’s total oil. During the same year, the region 

exported 18.2 million barrels of oil per day. Besides oil, the region also has huge reserves (2509 tcf) of 

natural gas, accounting for 41% of total proven world gas reserves.[19]

The importance of the Arabian Gulf countries is several-fold. The oil and gas reserves in non-Middle 

East countries are being depleted more rapidly than those of Middle East producers. If production con-

tinues at the present rate, many of the largest, non-Middle Eastern producers in 2002, such as Russia, 

Mexico, United States, Norway, and Brazil, will cease to be relevant players in the oil market in less 

than two decades. At that point, the Middle East will be the only major reservoir of abundant crude 

oil—within 20 years or so, about four-fifths of oil reserves could be in the hands of the Middle Eastern 

countries as shown in Figure 5.[11] The role of the region in future oil supplies of the world is thus going 

to become even more prominent.

Global Warming

Since the industrial revolution, human activities have resulted in a sharp rise in the concentration of 

GHGs in the Earth’s atmosphere. The GHGs such as carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O),  methane 

(CH4), ozone (O3), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and perfluorocarbons (PFCs) 

are widely considered to be the root cause of a rapid increase in the atmospheric temperature, a phenom-

enon recognized as global warming. As a consequence of global warming, the climatic patterns of the 

earth are experiencing wide-ranging changes that are having numerous and far-reaching implications 

for the planet. The concentration levels of GHGs in the atmosphere are usually described in terms of car-

bon dioxide equivalent (CO2e). Estimates suggest that since the advent of the industrial revolution, the 

level of GHGs in the atmosphere has grown from 280 parts per million (ppm) CO2e to 430 ppm CO2e. 

FIGURE 4 Remaining natural gas reserves in the world, 2009.

FIGURE 5 Growing share of Middle Eastern oil reserves.
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Scientific circles believe that in order to avoid catastrophic implications, the level should be limited to 

450–550 ppm CO [20]
2e.  The growing concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere has increased the global 

average temperature. Some estimates suggest that the global temperature has increased by 0.8°C since 

the industrial revolution. The rise in the atmospheric temperature leads to the melting of glaciers and 

ice sheets, which, in turn, increases the sea level. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), over the last century, the global sea level has increased at a rate of around 2 mm/yr. 

Estimates also indicate that the sea level rose twice as much between 1993 and 2003 as in the previous 

three decades.[21]

Global warming and climate change lead to a pattern of more frequent and more intense weather 

events such as floods, storms, droughts, heat waves, diseases, and loss of habitat. These events affect 

people across the world and result into huge casualties. According to the World Health Organization 

(WHO), as many as 160,000 people die each year from the side effects of climate change, and the 

numbers could almost double by 2020. These side effects range from malaria to malnutrition and 

diarrhea that follow in the wake of floods, droughts, and warmer temperatures.[22] Evidence suggests 

that the weather-related disasters have quadrupled over the last two decades. According to Oxfam, 

from an average of 120 disasters a year in the early 1980s, there are now as many as 500, with the rise 

to be attributed to unpredictable weather conditions caused by global warming. The year 2007 saw 

floods in South Asia, across the breadth of Africa and Mexico, which affected more than 250 million 

people. Devastating floods in 2010 affected a similar magnitude of people in China and Pakistan 

alone.[23] Statistics also suggest that over the last 25 years, the number of people affected by disasters 

has risen by 68%, from an average of 174 million a year from 1985 to 1994 to 254 million a year from 

1995 to 2004.[24]

Climate change is responsible for huge economic consequences. Between the 1960s and the 1990s, the 

number of significant natural catastrophes such as floods and storms rose nine-fold, and the associated 

economic losses rose by a factor of nine. Figures indicate that the economic losses as a direct result of 

natural catastrophes over 5 years between 1954 and 1959 were $35 billion, while between 1995 and 1999, 

these losses were around $340 billion.[25] Natural catastrophes associated with global warming killed 

more than 190,000 people in 2004, twice as many as in 2003, with an economic cost of $145 billion. The 

August 2005 Hurricane Katrina was responsible for taking more than 1,000 human lives. Hurricane 

Katrina caused at least $125 billion in economic damage and could cost the insurance industry up to $60 

billion in claims. That is significantly higher than the previous record-setting storm, Hurricane Andrew 

in 1992, which caused nearly $21 billion in insured losses in today’s dollars.[26] Katrina shut down large 

portions of oil and gas production in the Gulf of Mexico at a time when worldwide energy output was 

already stretched thin. While the storm’s impact was most acute in the United States, it also sent fuel 

costs higher around the globe, squeezing consumers in Europe and Asia.[27] It has been reported that 

since the advent of the 20th century, natural disasters such as floods, storms, earthquakes, and bushfires 

have resulted in an estimated loss of nearly 8 million lives and over $7 trillion of economic loss.[27]

The scale and intensity of global warming are set to increase in the 21st century. Global mean tem-

perature is forecast to rise by between 1°C and 4.5°C by 2100, with best estimates somewhere between 

2°C and 3°C. All projections produce rates of warming that are greater than those experienced in the 

last 10,000 years. Sea level is projected to rise by about 50 cm by 2100 (with a range of 20–90 cm).[11,28] 

Temperature and sea level changes will not be globally uniform. Land areas, particularly at high lati-

tudes, will warm faster than the oceans, with a more vigorous hydrological cycle potentially affecting 

the rate and scale of various extreme events such as drought, flood, and rainfall. Impacts on natural 

and semi-natural ecosystems, agriculture, water resources, human infrastructure, and human health 

are subject to many uncertainties, but all will be subject to stresses that will exacerbate stresses from 

other sources such as land degradation, pollution, population growth and migration, and rising per 

capita exploitation of natural resources. Global warming is also set to have colossal ramifications on 

biodiversity—Stern Report suggests that a warming of even only 2°C could leave 15–40% species facing 

extinction.[20]
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Global Warming Threats for Developing Countries

Although global warming is a threat to the whole planet, its intensity is not uniformly distributed. It 

is the low-lying and small island countries that are being hit harder. Most of them are actually poor 

and developing countries. It is feared that several hundred million people in densely populated coastal 

regions—particularly river deltas in Asia—are threatened by rising sea levels and the increasing risk of 

flooding. It is estimated that more than one-sixth of the world’s population live in areas affected by water 

sources from glaciers and snow pack that will very likely disappear.[29] The number of people at risk of 

flooding by coastal storm surges is projected to increase from the current 75 million to 200 million by 

2080, when sea levels may have risen by more than 1 ft. In the United Nation’s list of countries under 

severe threat by global warming, Bangladesh is at the top. Being a low-lying and densely populated 

country, Bangladesh would be worst hit by any rise in the sea level. Coastal areas would experience ero-

sion and inundation due to intensification of tidal action. A rise in seawater would enable saline water 

to intrude further inland during high tides. Destruction of agricultural land and loss of sweet water 

fauna and flora could also occur. The shoreline would retreat inland, causing changes in the coastal 

boundary and coastal configuration. The process will also shrink the land area of Bangladesh. Worst 

scenarios suggest that by the year 2050, one-third of the country could be under water, making more 

than 70 million people homeless.[30] For small island developing states (SIDSs), global warming poses an 

enormous set of challenges for their livelihood, safety, and security. Since most of the infrastructure in 

these countries is on the coast, the damage from consequent erosion and flooding is likely to be hugely 

burdensome for their already fragile economies. Owing to their smaller land area compared to other 

countries, they cannot afford to lose land due to surging sea level. For some, for example, Maldives, it 

threatens their very existence.

The health-related implications of global warming are also expected to be more formidable for devel-

oping countries. The WHO estimates that global warming is already causing about 5 million extra cases 

of severe illness a year. By 2030, however, the number of climate-related diseases is likely to more than 

double, with a dramatic increase in heat-related deaths caused by heart failure, respiratory disorders, 

the spread of infectious diseases, and malnutrition from crop failures. Countries with coastlines along 

the Indian and Pacific oceans and sub-Saharan Africa would suffer a disproportionate share of the extra 

health burden. According to WHO experts, many of the most important diseases in poor countries, 

such as diarrhea and malnutrition, are highly sensitive to climate. Also, that the health sector is already 

struggling to control these diseases and climate change threatens to undermine these efforts.[31]

One of the significant heartbreaks of global warming is that developed and industrialized countries 

are acutely responsible for the phenomenon, but the heavier price is to be paid by the poor and develop-

ing nations. For example, the average value of the per capita energy consumption—an index to mea-

sure the contribution towards global warming—in industrialized and developed countries is almost six 

times greater than that in developing countries. In 2007, the former U.S. Vice President Al Gore, in his 

famous work on global warming, heavily criticized the United States for turning a blind eye on the issue 

of global warming. According to him, the U.S. stance on the Kyoto Protocol is unfavorable despite the 

fact that it alone is responsible for more than 30% of the world GHG emissions. He concludes that a 

U.S. citizen emits nearly six times greater amount of carbon as compared to the world average emis-

sion as indicated in Figure 6, whereas compared to African or South Asian countries such as Pakistan, 

India, and Bangladesh, the per capita carbon emission in the United States is around 22 times higher.[32] 

Figure 7 provides a relationship between carbon dioxide emissions and gross national income (GNI) of a 

range of developing and developed countries. It can be seen that China has a substantially higher emis-

sion rate compared to other countries. Australia, Canada, and the United States also have a significantly 

higher emission rate in comparison with other developed countries. According to the World Wildlife 

Fund (WWF), in terms of eco-footprint, an index of sustainability, the excessive consumption of natural 

resources by the developed countries is imposing serious implications on the ecosystem of the planet.[33] 

These pieces of evidence indicate that the responsibility of the disturbance in the global ecosystem, also 
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leading to the phenomenon of global warming and climate change, to a great extent rests on the shoulders 

of the developed and industrialized countries of the world.

In the backdrop of the trajectory of the issue, the Kyoto Protocol urges the industrialized countries 

to reduce their collective emissions of GHGs by 5.2% compared to the year 1990. However, compared 

to the emission levels that would be expected by 2010 without the Protocol, this target represents a 29% 

cut. The goal is to lower overall emissions of six GHGs—carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur 

hexafluoride, HFCs, and PFCs—calculated as an average over the 5-year period of 2008–2012. National 

targets range from 8% reductions for the EU and some others to 7% for the United States and 6% for 

Japan. The developing countries of the world have been spared any emission reduction obligations not 

only in the Kyoto Protocol but also in its predecessor accords such as Agenda 21. According to Professor 

Jonathan Patz, it is incumbent on those countries bearing the greatest responsibility for climate change 

to show moral leadership. He goes on to say: “Those least able to cope and least responsible for the GHGs 

that cause global warming are most affected. Herein exists an enormous global ethical challenge.”[34] On 

similar lines, Sir Nicholas Stern acknowledges that the developed countries should realize their respon-

sibility towards addressing global warming. He concludes that climate change is the greatest and widest-

ranging challenge mankind has ever faced. All countries will be affected by climate change, but the 

poorest countries will suffer earliest and most. Loss of biodiversity is another inevitable  consequence—

more than 40% of the species are likely to face extinction. He further urges that climate change should 

be fully integrated into development policy, and rich countries should honor pledges to increase support 

through overseas development assistance.[20]

FIGURE 6 Annual per capita carbon emission in tons.

FIGURE 7 The per capita values of grams of carbon dioxide emitted for each international dollar of GNI in vari-

ous countries.
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To tackle global warming, a radical change in human attitude towards the environment and con-

sumption of natural resources is required. A major shift in energy consumption practices—from the 

reliance on currently employed environmentally dangerous resources to the environmentally friendly 

ones—would be imperative to attain sustainable development. To safeguard the future of coming gen-

erations, the world thus has to move towards low-carbon energy systems.

Renewable Energy

Renewable energy as the name implies is the energy obtained from natural resources such as wind power, 

solar energy, hydropower, biomass energy, and geothermal energy. Renewable energy resources have also 

been important for humans since the beginning of civilization. Biomass, for example, has been used for 

heating, cooking, and steam production; wind has been used for moving ships; both hydropower and 

wind have been used for powering mills to grind grains. Renewable energy resources are abundant in 

nature and have the potential to provide energy services with zero or almost zero emissions. Renewable 

energy is acknowledged as a vital and plentiful source of energy. Technically, renewable energy resources 

have enormous potential and can meet many times the present world energy demand. However, due to 

their intermittent nature, they have to be used in conjunction with other energy resources. They can 

enhance diversity in energy supply markets, secure long-term sustainable energy supplies, and reduce 

local and global atmospheric emissions. They can also provide commercially attractive options to meet 

specific needs for energy services (particularly in developing countries and rural areas), create new 

employment opportunities, and offer possibilities for local manufacturing of equipment.

Renewable energy’s favorable dimensions in terms of resources availability, reducing cost trends, and 

environmental friendliness are propelling its rapid growth.[35,36] Technological advancements and support-

ive policy frameworks have also played a vital role in the rapid growth of renewable energy application 

around the world.[37–39] In 2017, renewable energy technologies received a cumulative investment of $280 

billion. At the end of the year, the global installed capacity of renewables stood at 2,195 GW. Renewables 

contributed to over 26% of the world’s total electricity supplies.[40] Overall, renewables accounted for an 

estimated 70% of net additions to global power capacity in 2017. Solar photovoltaic (PV) made up led the 

renewables march, making up nearly 55% of the newly installed renewable power capacity in the year. Wind 

power and hydropower with respective shares of 29% and 11% account for most of the remaining capacity 

additions. Renewable energy technologies are becoming competitive with conventional power systems—

in 2017, solar PV and wind power projects received bids as low as $30/MWh. Since 2010, the global weighted 

average levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of utility-scale solar PV has dropped by over 73%.[35]

Conclusions

The world faces stringent energy and environmental challenges. Fossil fuels, contributing to more than 

80% of global energy supplies, interlink the security of energy and environment. The present energy 

scenario has a number of concerns including depletion of fossil fuel reserves, surging energy prices, geo-

political conflicts in fossil-fuel-rich regions, and emission of GHGs. The emission of GHGs leads to envi-

ronmental insecurity by contributing to global warming. The intensity of the global warming concerns 

can be gauged from the fact that the average atmospheric temperature is forecasted to rise by as much 

as 4.5°C during the 21st century compared to a 0.8°C increment since the industrial revolution. Global 

warming and the consequent sea level rise—which could be up to 50 cm over the same period—would 

have catastrophic implications for natural and seminatural ecosystems, agriculture, water resources, 

human infrastructure, and human health. Even the very existence of some of the small island countries 

is under threat. Energy and environmental security is thus absolutely vital for sustainable development. 

The world needs to shift to energy resources that are more reliable, affordable, secure, and environmen-

tally friendly. Renewable energy is one possible solution that can significantly help address the energy 

and environmental security concern.
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Introduction

This entry provides an overview of commissioning—the processes one employs to optimize the 

 performance characteristics of a new facility being constructed. Commissioning is important to 

achieve customer satisfaction, optimal performance of building systems, cost containment, and energy 

 efficiency, and it should be understood by contractors and owners.

After providing an overview of commissioning and its history and prevalence, this entry  discusses 

what systems should be part of the commissioning process, the benefits of commissioning, how 

c ommissioning is conducted, and the individuals and teams critical for successful commissioning. 

Then the entry provides a detailed discussion of each of the different phases of a successful commission-

ing process, followed by a discussion of the common mistakes to avoid and how one can measure the 

success of a commissioning effort, together with a cost-benefit analysis tool.

The purpose of this entry will be realized if its readers decide that successful commissioning is one 

of the most important aspects of construction projects and that commissioning should be managed 

c arefully and deliberately throughout any project, from predesign to postacceptance. As an  introduction 

to those unfamiliar with the process and as a refresher for those who are, the following section provides 

an overview of commissioning, how it developed, and its current prevalence today.
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Overview of Commissioning

Commissioning Defined

Commissioning is the methodology for bringing to light design errors, equipment malfunctions, 

and improper control strategies at the most cost-effective time to implement corrective action. 

Commissioning facilitates a thorough understanding of a facility’s intended use and ensures that the 

design meets the intent through coordination, communication, and cooperation of the design and 

installation team. Commissioning ensures that individual components function as a cohesive  system. 

For these reasons, commissioning is best when it begins in the predesign phase of a construction  project 

and can in one sense be viewed as the most important form of quality assurance for  construction 

projects.

Unfortunately, there are many misconceptions associated with commissioning, and perhaps for 

this reason, commissioning has been executed with varying degrees of success, depending on the 

level of understanding of what constitutes a “commissioned” project. American Society of Heating, 

Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (AHSRAE) guidelines define commissioning as: the 

process of ensuring that systems are designed, installed, functionally tested, and capable of being oper-

ated and maintained to perform conformity with the design intent … [which] begins with planning and 

includes design, construction, startup, acceptance, and training, and is applied throughout the life of 

the building.[4] However, for many contractors and owners, this definition is simplified into the process 

of system startup and checkout or completing punch-list items.

Of course, a system startup and checkout process carried out by a qualified contractor is one impor-

tant aspect of commissioning. Likewise, construction inspection and the generation and completion of 

punch-list items by a construction manager are other important aspects of commissioning. However, 

it takes much more than these standard installation activities to have a truly “commissioned” system. 

Commissioning is a comprehensive and methodical approach to the design and implementation of a 

cohesive system that culminates in the successful turnover of the facility to maintenance staff trained in 

the optimal operation of those systems.

Without commissioning, a contractor starts up the equipment but doesn’t look beyond the startup to 

system operation. Assessing system operation requires the contractor to think about how the  equipment 

will be used under different conditions. As one easily comprehended example, commissioning requires 

the contractor to think about how the equipment will operate as the seasons change. Analysis of the 

equipment and building systems under different load conditions due to seasonal conditions at the time 

of system startup will almost certainly result in some adjustments to the installed equipment for all but 

the most benign climates. However, addressing this common requirement of varying load due to sea-

sonal changes most likely will not occur without commissioning. Instead, the maintenance staff is simply 

handed a building with minimal training and left to figure out how to achieve optimal operation on their 

own. In this seasonal example, one can just imagine how pleased the maintenance staff would be with 

the contractor when a varying load leads to equipment or system failure—often under very hot or very 

cold conditions!
Thus, the primary goal of commissioning is to achieve optimal building systems performance. For 

heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, optimal performance can be measured by 

thermal comfort, indoor air quality, and energy savings. Energy savings, however, can result simply 

from successful commissioning targeted at achieving thermal comfort and excellent indoor air qual-

ity. Proper commissioning will prevent HVAC system malfunction—such as simultaneous heating and 

cooling, and overheating or overcooling—and successful malfunction prevention translates directly 

into energy savings. Accordingly, energy savings rise with increasing comprehensiveness of the com-

missioning plan. Commissioning enhances energy performance (savings) by ensuring and maximiz-

ing the performance of specific energy efficiency measures and correcting problems causing excessive 

energy use.[3] Commissioning, then, is the most cost-effective means of improving energy efficiency 
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in commercial buildings. In the next section, the two main types of commissioning in use today— 

acceptance-based and processed-based—are compared and contrasted.

Acceptance-Based vs. Process-Based Commissioning

Given the varied nature of construction projects, contractors, owners, buildings, and the needs of 

the diverse participants in any building projection, commissioning can of course take a variety of 

forms. Generally, however, there are two types of commissioning: acceptance-based and process-

based. Process-based commissioning is a comprehensive process that begins in the predesign phase 

and  continues through postacceptance, while acceptance-based commissioning, which is perceived to 

be the cheaper method, basically examines whether an installation is compliant with the design and 

 accordingly achieves more limited results.

Acceptance-based commissioning is the most prevalent type due to budget constraints and the lack 

of hard cost/benefit data to justify the more extensive process-based commissioning. Acceptance-based 

commissioning does not involve the contractor in the design process but simply constitutes a process to 

ensure that the installation matches the design. In acceptance-based commissioning, confrontational 

relationships are more likely to develop between the commissioning agent and the contractor because the 

commissioning agent and the contractor, having been excluded from the design phase, have not “bought 

in” to the design and thus may be more likely to disagree in their interpretation of the design intent.

Because the acceptance-based commissioning process simply validates that the installation 

matches the design, installation issues are identified later in the cycle. Construction inspection and 

regular  commissioning meetings do not occur until late in the construction/installation phase 

with  acceptance-based commissioning. As a result, there is no early opportunity to spot errors and 

 omissions in the design, when remedial measures are less costly to undertake and less likely to cause 

emba rrassment to the designer and additional costs to the contractor. As most contractors will readily 

agree,  addressing issues spotted in the design or submittal stages of construction is typically much less 

costly than addressing them after installation, when correction often means tearing out work completed 

and typically delays the completion date.

Acceptance-based commissioning is cheaper, however, at least on its face, being approximately 80% 

of the cost of process-based commissioning.[2] If only the initial cost of commissioning services is 

considered, many owners will conclude that this is the most cost-effective commissioning approach. 

However, this 20% cost differential does not take into account the cost of correcting defects after the fact 

that process-based commissioning could have identified and corrected at earlier stages of the project. 

One need encounter only a single, expensive-to-correct project to become a devotee of process-based 

commissioning.

Process-based commissioning involves the commissioning agent in the predesign through the con-

struction, functional testing, and owner training. The main purpose is quality assurance—assurance 

that the design intent is properly defined and followed through in all phases of the facility life cycle. It 

includes ensuring that the budget matches the standards that have been set forth for the project so that 

last-minute “value engineering” does not undermine the design intent, that the products furnished and 

installed meet the performance requirements and expectation compliant with the design intent, and 

that the training and documentation provided to the facility staff equip them to maintain facility sys-

tems true to the design intent.

As the reader will no doubt already appreciate, the author believes that process-based commission-

ing is far more valuable to contractors and owners than acceptance-based commissioning. Accordingly, 

the remainder of this entry will focus on process-based commissioning, after a brief review of the his-

tory of commissioning from inception to date, which demonstrates that our current, actively evolving 

construction market demands contractors and contracting professionals intimately familiar with and 

expert in conducting process-based commissioning.
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History of Commissioning

Commissioning originated in the early 1980s in response to a large increase in construction litigation. 

Owners were dissatisfied with the results of their construction projects and had recourse only to the 

courts and litigation to resolve disputes that could not be resolved by meeting directly with their con-

tractors. While litigation attorneys no doubt found this satisfactory approach to resolving construction 

project issues, owners did not, and they actively began looking for other means to gain assurance that 

they were receiving systems compliant with the design intent and with the performance characteristics 

and quality specified. Commissioning was the result.

While commissioning enjoyed early favor and wide acceptance, the recession of the mid-1980s placed 

increasing market pressure on costs, and by the mid-to late 1980s it forced building professionals to 

reduce fees and streamline services. As a result, acceptance-based commissioning became the norm, 

and process-based commissioning became very rare. This situation exists in most markets today; how-

ever, the increasing cost of energy, the growing awareness of the global threat of climate change and 

the need to reduce CO2 emissions as a result, and the legal and regulatory changes resulting from both 

are creating a completely new market in which process-based commissioning will become ever more 

important, as discussed in the following section.

Prevalence of Commissioning Today

There are varying degrees of market acceptance of commissioning from state to state. Commissioning 

is in wide use in California and Texas, for example, but it is much less widely used in many other states. 

The factors that impact the level of market acceptance depend upon

• The availability of commissioning service providers

• State codes and regulations

• Tax credits

• Strength of the state’s economy[1]

State and federal policies with regard to commissioning are changing rapidly to increase the demand for 

commissioning. Also, technical assistance and funding are increasingly available for projects that can 

serve as demonstration projects for energy advocacy groups. The owner should investigate how each of 

these factors could benefit the decision to adopt commissioning in future construction projects.

Some of the major initiatives driving the growing market acceptance of commissioning are:

• Federal government’s U.S. Energy Policy Act of 1992 and Executive Order 12902, mandating that 

federal agencies develop commissioning plans

• Portland Energy Conservation, Inc.; National Strategy for Building Commissioning; and their 

annual conferences

• ASHRAE HVAC Commissioning Guidelines (1989)

• Utilities establishing commissioning incentive programs

• Energy Star building program

• Leadership in Energy Environmental Design (LEED) certification for new construction

• Building codes

• State energy commission research programs

Currently, the LEED is having the largest impact in broadening the acceptance of commissioning. 

The Green Building Council is the sponsor of LEED and is focused on sustainable design—design and 

construction practices that significantly reduce or eliminate the cradle-to-grave negative impacts of 

buildings on the environment and building occupants. Leadership in energy efficient design encourages 

sustainable site planning, conservation of water and water efficiency, energy efficiency and renewable 

energy, conservation of materials and resources, and indoor environmental quality.
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With this background on commissioning, the various components of the commissioning process can 

be explored, beginning with an evaluation of what building systems should be subject to the commis-

sioning process.[5]

Commissioning Process

Systems to Include in the Commissioning Process

The general rule for including a system in the commissioning process is: the more complicated the 

system is the more compelling is the need to include it in the commissioning process. Systems that are 

required to integrate or interact with other systems should be included. Systems that require specialized 

trades working independently to create a cohesive system should be included, as well as systems that 

are critical to the operation of the building. Without a commissioning plan on the design and construc-

tion of these systems, installation deficiencies are likely to create improper interaction and operation of 

system components.

For example, in designing a lab, the doors should be included in the commissioning process because 

determining the amount of leakage through the doorways could prove critical to the ability to maintain 

critical room pressures to ensure proper containment of hazardous material. Another common example 

is an energy retrofit project. Such projects generally incorporate commissioning as part of the measure-

ment and verification plan to ensure that energy savings result from the retrofit process.

For any project, the owner must be able to answer the question of why commissioning is important.

Why Commissioning?

A strong commissioning plan provides quality assurance, prevents disputes, and ensures contract 

compliance to deliver the intended system performance. Commissioning is especially important for 

HVAC systems that are present in virtually all buildings because commissioned HVAC systems are 

more energy efficient.

The infusion of electronics into almost every aspect of modern building systems creates increasingly 

complex systems requiring many specialty contractors. Commissioning ensures that these complex 

subsystems will interact as a cohesive system.

Commissioning identifies design or construction issues and, if done correctly, identifies them at the 

earliest stage in which they can be addressed most cost effectively. The number of deficiencies in new 

construction exceeds existing building retrofit by a factor of 3.[3] Common issues that can be identified 

by commissioning that might otherwise be overlooked in the construction and acceptance phase are: air 

distribution problems (these occur frequently in new buildings due to design capacities, change of space 

utilization, or improper installation), energy problems, and moisture problems.

Despite the advantages of commissioning, the current marketplace still exhibits many barriers to 

adopting commissioning in its most comprehensive and valuable forms.

Barriers to Commissioning

The general misperception that creates a barrier to the adoption of commissioning is that it adds extra, 

unjustified costs to a construction project. Until recently, this has been a difficult perception to combat 

because there are no energy-use baselines for assessing the efficiency of a new building. As the cost of 

energy continues to rise, however, it becomes increasingly less difficult to convince owners that com-

missioning is cost effective. Likewise, many owners and contractors do not appreciate that commission-

ing can reduce the number and cost of change orders through early problem identification. However, 

once the contractor and owner have a basis on which to compare the benefit of resolving a construction 

issue earlier as opposed to later, in the construction process, commissioning becomes easier to sell as a 

win–win proposal.
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Finding qualified commissioning service providers can also be a barrier, especially in states where 

commissioning is not prevalent today. The references cited in this entry provide a variety of sources for 

identifying associations promulgating commissioning that can provide referrals to qualified commis-

sioning agents.

For any owner adopting commissioning, it is critical to ensure acceptance of commissioning by all of 

the design construction team members. Enthusiastic acceptance of commissioning by the design team 

will have a very positive influence on the cost and success of your project. An objective of this entry is to 

provide a source of information to help gain such acceptance by design construction team members and 

the participants in the construction market.

Selecting the Commissioning Agent

Contracting an independent agent to act on behalf of the owner to perform the commissioning pro-

cess is the best way to ensure successful commissioning. Most equipment vendors are not qualified 

and are likely to be biased against discovering design and installation problems—a critical function 

of the commissioning agent—with potentially costly remedies. Likewise, systems integrators have the 

background in control systems and data exchange required for commissioning but may not be strong 

in mechanical design, which is an important skill for the commissioning agent. Fortunately, most 

large mechanical consulting firms offer comprehensive commissioning services, although the desire 

to be competitive in the selection processes sometimes forces these firms to streamline their scope on 

commissioning.

Owners need to look closely at the commissioning scope being offered. An owner may want to 

solicit commissioning services independently from the selection of the architect/mechanical/ electrical/

plumbing design team or, minimally, to request specific details on the design team’s approach to 

 commissioning. If an owner chooses the same mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) firm for 

design and commissioning, the owner should ensure that there is physical separation between the 

designer and commissioner to ensure that objectivity is maintained in the design review stages. An 

owner should consider taking on the role of the commissioning agent directly, especially if qualified 

personnel exist in-house. This approach can be very cost effective. The largest obstacles to success with 

an in-house  commissioning agent are the required qualifications and the need to dedicate a valuable 

resource to the commissioning effort. Many times, other priorities may interfere with the execution of 

the  commissioning process by an in-house owner’s agent.

There are three basic approaches to selecting the commissioning agent:

Negotiated—best approach for ensuring a true partnership

Selective bid list—preapproved list of bidders

Competitive—open bid list

Regardless of the approach, the owner should clearly define the responsibilities of the commissioning 

agent at the start of the selection process. Fixed-cost budgets should be provided by the commission-

ing agent to the owner for the predesign and design phases of the project, with not-to-exceed budgets 

submitted for the construction and acceptance phases. Firm service fees should be agreed upon as the 

design is finalized.

Skills of a Qualified Commissioning Agent

A commissioning agent needs to be a good communicator, both in writing and verbally. Writing skills 

are important because documentation is critical to the success of the commissioning plan. Likewise, 

oral communication skills are important because communicating issues uncovered in a factual and 
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nonaccusatory manner is most likely to resolve those issues efficiently and effectively. The commis-

sioning agent should have practical field experience in MEP controls design and startup to be able to 

identify potential issues early. The commissioning agent likewise needs a thorough understanding of 

how building structural design impacts building systems. The commissioning agent must be an effec-

tive facilitator and must be able to decrease the stress in stressful situations. In sum, the commission-

ing agent is the cornerstone of the commissioning team and the primary determinant of success in the 

commissioning process.

At least ten organizations offer certifications for commissioning agents. However, there currently 

is no industry standard for certifying a commissioning agent. Regardless of certification, the owner 

should carefully evaluate the individuals to be performing the work from the commissioning firm 

selected. Individual experience and reputation should be investigated. References for the lead commis-

sioning agent are far more valuable than references for the executive members of a commissioning firm 

in evaluating potential commissioning agents. The commissioning agent selected will, however, only be 

one member of a commissioning team, and the membership of the commissioning team is critical to 

successful commissioning.

Commissioning Team

The commissioning team is composed of representatives from all members of the project delivery team: 

the commissioning agent, representatives of the owner’s maintenance team, the architect, the MEP 

designer, the construction manager, and systems contractors. Each team member is responsible for a 

particular area of expertise, and one important function of the commissioning agent is to act as a facili-

tator of intrateam communication.

The maintenance team representatives bring to the commissioning team the knowledge of current 

operations, and they should be involved in the commissioning process at the earliest stage, defining 

the design intent in the predesign phase, as described below. Early involvement of maintenance team 

representatives ensures a smooth transition from construction to a fully operational facility, and aids 

in the acceptance and full use of the technologies and strategies that have been developed during the 

commissioning process. Involvement of the maintenance team representatives also shortens the build-

ing turnover transition period.

The other members of the commissioning team have defined and important functions. The architect 

leads the development of the design intent document (DID). The MEP designer’s responsibilities are 

to develop the mechanical systems that support the design intent of the facility and comply with the 

owner’s current operating standards. The MEP schematic design is the basis for the systems installed 

and is discussed further below. The construction manager ensures that the project installation meets the 

criteria defined in the specifications, the budget requirements, and the predefined schedule. The systems 

contractors’ responsibilities are to furnish and install a fully functional system that meets the design 

specifications. There are generally several contractors whose work must be coordinated to ensure that 

the end product is a cohesive system.

Once the commissioning team is in place, commissioning can take place, and it occurs in defined and 

delineated phases—the subject of the following section.

Commissioning Phases

The commissioning process occurs over a variety of clearly delineated phases. The commission plan 

is the set of documents and events that defines the commissioning process over all phases. The com-

missioning plan needs to reflect a systematic, proactive approach that facilitates communication and 

cooperation of the entire design and construction team.
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The phases of the commissioning process are:

Predesign

Design

Construction/installation

Acceptance

Postacceptance

These phases and the commissioning activities associated with them are described in the following 

sections.

Predesign Phase

The predesign phase is the phase in which the design intent is established in the form of the DID. 

In this phase of a construction project, the role of commissioning in the project is established if 

process-based commissioning is followed. Initiation of the commissioning process in the predesign 

phase increases acceptance of the commissioning process by all design team members. Predesign 

discussions about commissioning allow all team members involved in the project to assess and accept 

the importance of commissioning to a successful project. In addition, these discussions give team 

members more time to assimilate the impact of commissioning on their individual roles and respon-

sibilities in the project. A successful project is more likely to result when the predesign phase is built 

around the concept of commissioning instead of commissioning’s being imposed on a project after it 

has been designed.

Once an owner has decided to adopt commissioning as an integral part of the design and construc-

tion of a project, the owner should be urged to follow the LEED certification process, as discussed above. 

The commissioning agent can assist in the documentation preparation required for the LEED certifica-

tion, which occurs in the postacceptance phase.

The predesign phase is the ideal time for an owner to select and retain the commissioning agent. 

The design team member should, if possible, be involved in the selection of the commissioning agent 

because that member’s involvement will typically ensure a more cohesive commissioning team. Once 

the commissioning agent is selected and retained, the commissioning-approach outline is developed. 

The commissioning-approach outline defines the scope and depth of the commissioning process to be 

employed for the project. Critical commissioning questions are addressed in this outline. The outline 

will include, for most projects, answers to the following questions:

What equipment is to be included?

What procedures are to be followed?

What is the budget for the process?

As the above questions suggest, the commissioning budget is developed from the choices made in this 

phase. Also, if the owner has a commissioning policy, it needs to be applied to the specifics of the par-

ticular project in this phase.

The key event in the predesign phase is the creation of the DID, which defines the technical criteria for 

meeting the requirements of the intended use of the facilities. The DID document is often created based 

in part upon the information received from interviews with the intended building occupants and main-

tenance staff. Critical information—such as the hours of operation, occupancy levels, special environ-

mental considerations (such as pressure and humidity), applicable codes, and budgetary considerations 

and limitations—is identified in this document. The owner’s preference, if any, for certain equipment 

or contactors should also be identified at this time. Together, the answers to the critical questions above 

and the information in the DID are used to develop the commissioning approach outline. A thorough 

review of the DID by the commissioning agent ensures that the commissioning-approach outline will 

be aligned with the design intent.
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With the commissioning agent selected, the DID document created, and the commissioning approach 

outline in place, the design phase is ready to commence.

Design Phase

The design phase is the phase in which the schematics and specifications for all components of a project 

are prepared. One key schematic and set of specifications relevant to the commissioning plan is the MEP 

schematic design, which specifies installation requirements for the MEP systems. As noted, the DID is 

the basis for creating the commissioning approach outline in the predesign phase. The DID also serves 

as the basis for creating the MEP schematic design in the design phase. The DID provides the MEP 

designer with the key concepts from which the MEP schematic design is developed.

The completed MEP schematic design is reviewed by the commissioning agent for completeness and 

conformance to the DID. At this stage, the commissioning agent and the other design team members 

should consider what current technologies, particularly those for energy efficiency, could be profitably 

included in the design. Many of the design enhancements currently incorporated into existing build-

ings during energy retrofitting for operational optimization are often not considered in new building 

construction. This can result in significant lost opportunity, so these design enhancements should be 

reviewed for incorporation into the base design during this phase of the commissioning process. This 

point illustrates the important principle that technologies important to retrocommissioning should be 

applied to new building construction—a point that is surprisingly often overlooked in the industry today.

For example, the following design improvements and technologies should always be considered for 

applicability to a particular project:

• Variable-speed fan and pumps installed

• Chilled water cooling (instead of DX cooling)

• Utility meters for gas, electric, hot water, chilled water, and steam at both the building and system 

level

• CO2 implementation for minimum indoor air requirements

This list of design improvements is not exhaustive; the skilled commissioning agent will create and 

expand personalized lists as experience warrants and as the demands of particular projects suggest.

In addition to assisting in the evaluation of potential design improvements, the commissioning agent 

further inspects the MEP schematic design for:

• Proper sizing of equipment capacities

• Clearly defined and optimized operating sequences

• Equipment accessibility for ease of servicing

Once the commissioning agent’s review is complete, the feedback is discussed with the design team to 

determine whether its incorporation into the MEP schematic design is warranted. The agreed-upon 

changes or enhancements are incorporated, thus completing the MEP schematic design.

The completed MEP schematic design serves as the basis on which the commissioning agent will 

transform the commissioning-approach outline into the commissioning specification.

The commissioning specification is the mechanism for binding contractually the contractors to the 

commissioning process. Expectations are clearly defined, including:

• Responsibilities of each contractor

• Site meeting requirements

• List of the equipment, systems, and interfaces

• Preliminary verification checklists

• Preliminary functional-performance testing checklists

• Training requirements and who is to participate

• Documentation requirements
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• Postconstruction documentation requirements

• Commissioning schedule

• Definition for system acceptance

• Impact of failed results

Completion of the commissioning specification is required to select the systems contractor in a com-

petitive solicitation. Alternatively, however, owners with strong, preexisting relationships with systems 

contractors may enter into a negotiated bid with those contractors, who can then be instrumental in 

finalizing the commissioning specification.

Owners frequently select systems contractors early in the design cycle to ensure that the contractors 

are involved in the design process. As noted above, if there are strong, preexisting relationships with 

systems contractors, early selection without a competitive selection process (described in the following 

paragraph) can be very beneficial. However, if there is no competitive selection process, steps should be 

taken to ensure that the owner gets the best value. For example, unit pricing should be negotiated in 

advance to ensure that the owner is getting fair and reasonable pricing. The commissioning agent and 

the MEP designer can be good sources for validating the unit pricing. The final contract price should be 

justified with the unit pricing information.

If the system selection process is competitive, technical proposals should be requested with the sub-

mission of the bid price. The systems contractors need to demonstrate a complete understanding of the 

project requirements to ensure that major components have not been overlooked. Information such 

as the project schedule and manpower loading for the project provide a good basis from which to mea-

sure the contractor’s level of understanding. If the solicitation does not have a preselected list of con-

tractors, the technical proposal should include the contractor’s financial information, capabilities, and 

reference lists. As in the negotiated process described above, unit pricing should be requested to ensure 

the proper pricing of project additions and deletions. The review of the technical proposals should be 

included in the commissioning agent’s scope of work.

A mandatory prebid conference should be held to walk the potential contractors through the 

re quirements and to reinforce expectations. This conference should be held regardless of the approach—

negotiated or competitive— used for contractor selection. The contractor who is to bear the financial 

burden for failed verification tests and subsequent functional-performance tests should be reminded of 

these responsibilities to reinforce their importance in the prebid meeting. The prebid conference sets the 

tone of the project and emphasizes the importance of the commissioning process to a successful project.

Once the MEP schematic design and commissioning specification are complete, and the systems 

contractors have been selected, the construction/installation phase begins.

Construction/Installation Phase

Coordination, communication, and cooperation are the keys to success in the construction and instal-

lation phase. The commissioning agent is the catalyst for ensuring that these critical activities occur 

throughout the construction and installation phase.

Frequently, value engineering options are proposed by the contractors prior to commencing the 

installation. The commissioning agent should be actively involved in the assessment of any options 

proposed. Many times, what appears to be a good idea in construction can have a disastrous effect on 

a facility’s long-term operation. For example, automatic controls are often value engineered out of the 

design, yet the cost of their inclusion is incurred many times over in the labor required to perform their 

function manually over the life of the building. The commissioning agent can ensure that the design 

intent is preserved, the life-cycle costs are considered, and the impact on all systems of any value engi-

neering modification proposed is thoroughly evaluated.

Once the design aspects are complete and value engineering ideas have been incorporated or rejected, 

the submittals, including verification checklists, need to be finalized. The submittals documentation is 
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prepared by the systems contractors and reviewed by the commissioning agent. There are two types of 

submittals: technical submittals and commissioning submittals. Both types of submittals are discussed 

below.

Technical submittals are provided to document the systems contractors’ interpretation of the 

design documents. The commissioning agent reviews the technical submittals for compliance and 

completeness. It is in this submittal review process that potential issues are identified prior to instal-

lation, reducing the need for rework and minimizing schedule delays. The technical submittals should 

include:

• Detailed schematics

• Equipment data sheets

• Sequence of operation

• Bill of material

A key technical submittal is the testing, adjusting, and balancing submittal (TAB). The TAB should 

include:

• TAB procedures

• Instrumentation

• Format for results

• Data sheets with equipment design parameters

• Operational readiness requirements

• Schedule

In addition to the TAB, other technical submittals, such as building automation control submittals, will 

be obtained from the systems contractors and reviewed by the commissioning agent.

The commissioning submittal generally follows the technical submittal in time and includes:

• Verification checklists

• Startup requirements

• Test and balance plan

• Training plan

The commissioning information in the commissioning submittal is customized for each element of the 

system.

These submittals, together with the commissioning specification, are incorporated into the commis-

sioning plan, which becomes a living document codifying the results of the construction commission-

ing activities. This plan should be inspected in regular site meetings. Emphasis on the documentation 

aspect of the commissioning process early in the construction phase increases the contractors’ aware-

ness of the importance of commissioning to a successful project.

In addition to the submittals, the contractors are responsible for updating the design documents 

with submitted and approved equipment data and field changes on an ongoing basis. This update design 

document should be utilized during the testing and acceptance phase.

The commissioning agent also performs periodic site visits during the installation to observe the 

quality of workmanship and compliance with the specifications. Observed deficiencies should be dis-

cussed with the contractor and documented to ensure future compliance. Further inspections should be 

conducted to ensure that appropriate corrective action has been taken.

The best way to ensure that the items discussed above are addressed in a timely manner is to hold 

regularly scheduled commissioning meetings that require the participation of all systems contractors. 

This is the mechanism for ensuring that communication occurs. Meeting minutes prepared by the com-

missioning agent document the discussions and decisions reached. Commissioning meetings should be 

coordinated with the regular project meetings because many participants in a construction project need 

to attend both meetings.
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Typical elements of a commissioning meeting include:

• Discussing field installation issues to facilitate rapid response to field questions

• Updating design documents with field changes

• Reviewing the commissioning agent’s field observations

• Reviewing progress against schedule

• Coordinating multicontractor activities

Once familiar with the meeting process, an agenda will be helpful but not necessary. Meeting minutes 

should be kept and distributed to all participants.

With approved technical and commissioning plan submittals, as installation progresses, the con-

tractor is ready to begin the system verification testing. The systems contractor generally executes the 

system verification independently of the commissioning agent. Contractor system verification includes:

• Point-to-point wiring checked out

• Sensor accuracy validated

• Control loops exercised

Each of the activities should be documented for each control or system element, and signed and dated 

by the verification technician.

The documentation expected from these activities should be clearly defined in the commissioning 

specification to ensure its availability to the commissioning agent for inspection of the verification pro-

cess. The commissioning agent’s role in the system verification testing is to ensure that the tests are com-

pleted and that the results reflect that the system is ready for the functional-performance tests. Because 

the commissioning agent is typically not present during the verification testing, the documentation 

controls how successfully the commissioning agent performs this aspect of commissioning.

In addition to system verification testing, equipment startup is an important activity during this 

phase. Equipment startup occurs at different time frames relative to the system verification testing, 

depending on the equipment and system involved. There may be instances when the system verification 

needs to occur prior to equipment startup to prevent a catastrophic event that could lead to equipment 

failure. The commissioning agent reviews the startup procedures prior to the startup to ensure that 

equipment startup is coordinated properly with the system verification. Unlike in verification testing, 

the commissioning agent should be present during HVAC equipment startup to document the results. 

These results are memorialized in the final commissioning report, so their documentation ultimately is 

the responsibility of the commissioning agent.

Once system verification testing and equipment startup have been completed, the acceptance phase 

begins.

Acceptance Phase

The acceptance phase of the project is the phase in which the owner accepts the project as complete 

and delivered in accordance with the specifications, and concludes with acceptance of the project in its 

entirety. An effective commissioning process during the installation phase should reduce the time and 

labor associated with the functional-performance tests of the acceptance phase.

Statistical sampling is often used instead of 100% functional-performance testing to make the process 

more efficient. A 20% random sample with a failure rate less than 1% indicates that the entire system 

was properly installed. If the failure rate exceeds 1%, a complete testing of every system may need to be 

completed to correct inadequacies in the initial checkout and verification testing. This random sampling 

statistical approach holds the contractor accountable for the initial checkout and test, with the perfor-

mance testing serving only to confirm the quality and thoroughness of the installation. This approach 

saves time and money for all involved. It is critical, however, that the ramifications of not meeting the 

desired results of the random tests are clearly defined in the commissioning specifications.
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The commissioning agent witnesses and documents the results of the functional-performance tests, 

using specific forms and procedures developed for the system being tested. These forms are created 

with the input of the contractor in the installation phase. Involvement of the maintenance staff in 

the functional-performance testing is important. The maintenance team is often not included in the 

design process, so they may not fully understand the design intent. The functional-performance test-

ing can provide the maintenance team an opportunity to learn and appreciate the design intent. If the 

design intent is to be preserved, the maintenance team must fully understand the design intent. This 

i nvolvement of the maintenance team increases their knowledge of the system going into the training 

and will increase the effectiveness of the training.

Training of the maintenance team is critical to a successful operational handover once a facility is 

ready for occupancy. This training should include:

• Operations and maintenance (O&M) manual overview

• Hardware component review

• Software component review

• Operations review

• Interdependencies discussion

• Limitations discussion

• Maintenance review

• Troubleshooting procedures review

• Emergency shutdown procedures review

The support level purchased from the systems contractor determines the areas of most importance in 

the training and therefore should be determined prior to the training process. Training should be vid-

eotaped for later use by new maintenance team members and in refresher courses, and for general ref-

erence by the existing maintenance team. Using the O&M manuals as a training manual increases the 

maintenance team’s awareness of the information contained in them, making the O&M manuals more 

likely to be referenced when appropriate in the future.

The O&M manuals should be prepared by the contractor in an organized and easy-to-use manner. The 

commissioning agent is sometimes engaged to organize them all into an easily referenced set of  documents. 

The manuals should be provided in both hard-copy and electronic formats, and should include:

• System diagrams

• Input/output lists

• Sequence of operations

• Alarm points list

• Trend points list

• Testing documentation

• Emergency procedures

These services—including functional-performance testing, training, and preparing O&M  manuals—

should be included in the commissioning plan to ensure the project’s successful acceptance. The long-

term success of the project, however, is determined by the activities that occur in the  postacceptance 

phase.

Postacceptance Phase

The postacceptance phase is the phase in which the owner takes beneficial occupancy and forms an 

opinion about future work with the design team, contractors, and the commissioning agent who com-

pleted the project. This is also the phase in which LEED certification, if adopted, is completed. Activities 

that usually occur in the acceptance phase should instead occur in the postacceptance phase. This is 

due to constraints that are not controllable by the contractor or owner. For example, seasonal changes 
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may make functional-performance testing of some HVAC systems impractical during the acceptance 

phase for certain load conditions. This generally means that in locations that experience significant 

seasonal climate change, some of the functional-performance testing is deferred until suitable weather 

conditions exist. The commissioning agent determines which functional-performance tests need to be 

deferred and hence carried out in the postacceptance phase.

During the postacceptance phase, the commissioning agent prepares a final commissioning report 

that is provided to the owner and design team. The executive summary of this report provides an overall 

assessment of the design intent conformance. The report details whether the commissioned equipment 

and systems meet the commissioning requirements. Problems encountered and corrective actions taken 

are documented in this report. The report also includes the signed and dated startup and functional-

performance testing checklists.

The final commissioning report can be used profitably as the basis of a “lessons learned” meeting 

involving the design team so that the commissioning process can be continuously improved and adap-

tations can be made to the owner’s commissioning policy for future projects. The owner should use the 

experience of the first commissioned project to develop the protocols and standards for future projects. 

The documentation of this experience is the owner’s commissioning policy. Providing this policy and 

the information it contains to the design and construction team for the next project can help the owner 

reduce budget overruns by eliminating any need to reinvent protocols and standards and by setting the 

right expectations earlier in the process.

Commissioning therefore should not be viewed as a onetime event but should instead be viewed as 

an operational philosophy. A recommissioning or continuous commissioning plan should be adopted 

for any building to sustain the benefits delivered from a commissioning plan. The commissioning agent 

can add great value to the creation of the recommissioning plan and can do so most effectively in the 

postacceptance phase of the project.

Figure 1 depicts the information development that occurs in the evolution of a commissioning plan 

and summarizes the information presented in the preceding sections by outlining the various phases of 

the commissioning process.

FIGURE 1 The commissioning plan.
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With this background, the reader is better positioned for success in future commissioning projects 

and better prepared to learn the key success factors in commissioning and how to avoid common mis-

takes in the commissioning process.

Commissioning Success Factors

Ultimately, the owner will be the sole judge of whether a commissioning process has been successful. 

Thus, second only to the need for a competent, professional commissioning agent, keeping the owner 

or the owner’s senior representative actively involved in and informed at all steps of the commission-

ing process is a key success factor. The commissioning agent should report directly to the owner or the 

owner’s most senior representative on the project, not only to ensure that this involvement and informa-

tion transfer occur, but also to ensure the objective implementation of the commissioning plan—a third 

key success factor.

Another key success factor is an owner appreciation— which can be enhanced by the commissioning 

agent—that commissioning must be an ongoing process to get full benefit. For example, major systems 

should undergo periodic modified functional testing to ensure that the original design intent is being 

maintained or to make system modification if the design intent has changed. If an owner appreciates 

that commissioning is a continuous process that lasts for the entire life of the facility, the commissioning 

process will be a success.

Most owners will agree that the commissioning process is successful if success can be measured in 

a cost/benefit analysis. Cost/benefit or return on equity is the most widely used approach to judge the 

success of any project. Unfortunately, the misapplication of cost/benefit analyses has been the single 

largest barrier to the widespread adoption of commissioning. For example, because new construction 

does not have an energy baseline from which to judge energy savings, improper application of a cost/

benefit analysis can lead to failure to include energy savings technologies—technologies the commis-

sioning agent can identify—in the construction process. Similarly, unless one can appreciate how com-

missioning can prevent schedule delays and rework by spotting issues and resolving them early in the 

construction process, one cannot properly offset the costs of commissioning with the benefits.

Fortunately, there are now extensive studies analyzing the cost/benefit of commissioning that justify 

its application. A study performed jointly by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Portland Energy 

Conservation, Inc.; and the Energy Systems Laboratory at Texas A&M University provides compelling 

analytical data on the cost/benefit of commissioning. The study defines the median commissioning cost 

for new construction as $1 per square foot or 0.6% of the total construction cost. The median simple 

payback for new construction projects utilizing commissioning is 4.8 years. This simple payback calcu-

lation does not take into account the quantified nonenergy impacts, such as the reduction in the cost and 

frequency of change orders or premature equipment failure due to improper installation practices. The 

study quantifies the median nonenergy benefits for new construction at $1.24 per square foot per year.[3]

While the primary cost component of assessing the cost/benefit of commissioning lies in whether 

there was a successful negotiation of the cost of services with the commissioning service provider, the 

more important aspect of the analysis relates to the outcomes of the process. For example, after a com-

missioning process is complete, what are the answers to these questions?

Are the systems functioning to the design intent?

Has the owner’s staff been trained to operate the facility?

How many of the systems are operated manually a year after installation?

Positive answers to these and similar questions will ensure that any cost/benefit analysis will demon-

strate the value of commissioning.

To ensure that a commissioning process is successful, one must avoid common mistakes. A commis-

sioning plan is a customized approach to ensuring that all the systems operate in the most effective and 

efficient manner. A poor commissioning plan will deliver poor results. A common mistake is to use an 
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existing commissioning plan and simply insert it into a specification to address commissioning. Each 

commissioning plan should be specifically tailored to the project to be commissioned.

Also, perhaps due to ill-conceived budget constraints, commissioning is implemented only in the 

construction phase. Such constraints are ill conceived because the cost of early involvement of the 

commissioning agent in the design phases is insignificant compared with the cost of correcting design 

defects in the construction phase. Significant cost savings can arise from identifying design issues prior 

to construction. Studies have shown that 80% of the cost of commissioning occurs in the construc-

tion phase.[2] Also, the later the commissioning process starts, the more confrontational commissioning 

becomes, making it more expensive to implement later in the process.[2] Therefore, adopting commis-

sioning early in the project is a key success factor.

Value engineering often results in ill-informed, last-minute design changes that have an adverse and 

unintended impact on the overall building performance and energy use.[3] By ensuring that the commis-

sioning process includes careful evaluation of all value engineering proposals, the commissioning agent 

and owner can avoid such costly mistakes.

Finally, the commissioning agent’s incentive structure should not be tied to the number of issues 

brought to light during the commissioning process, as this can create an antagonistic environment that 

may create more problems than it solves. Instead, the incentive structure should be outcome based and 

the questions outlined above regarding compliance with design intent, training results, and postaccep-

tance performance provide excellent bases for a positive incentive structure.

Conclusion

Commissioning should be performed on all but the most simplistic of new construction projects. The 

benefits of commissioning include:

• Optimization of building performance

—Enhanced operation of building systems

—Better-prepared maintenance staff

—Comprehensive documentation of systems

—Increased energy efficiency

—Improved quality of construction

• Reduced facility life-cycle cost

—Reduced impact of design changes

—Fewer change orders

—Fewer project delays

—Less rework or postconstruction corrective work

—Reduced energy costs

• Increased occupant satisfaction

—Shortened turnover transition period

—Improved system operation

—Improved system reliability

With these benefits, owners and contractors alike should adopt the commissioning process as the best 

way to ensure cost-efficient construction and the surest way to a successful construction project.
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Introduction

Energy can exist in many forms and be converted from form to form by energy-conversion technolo-

gies. Society and the people within it use energy carriers (often simply referred to as energy), which are 

produced from energy sources, in all aspects of living.

A basic understanding of renewable energy and non-renewable energy is provided in this entry. 

Renewable energy includes the energy received directly and indirectly from the sun as well as energy 

derived from other natural forces. Non-renewable energy includes non-renewable energy resources as 

well as energy forms that do not exist naturally but are produced by people. The main types of renewable 

energy are listed in Table 1, and the main types of non-renewable energy are listed in Table 2. All of these 

have been studied extensively.[1–10]

From the breakdown of renewable and non-renewable energy in Tables 1 and 2, it is clear that energy 

resources are often categorized into two groups: (1) those generally acknowledged to be finite and non-

renewable and therefore not sustainable over the long term (e.g., fossil fuels, peat, uranium) and (2) those 

generally considered renewable and therefore sustainable over the relatively longer term (e.g., sunlight, 

wind, tides, falling water). Wastes (convertible to useful energy forms through, for example, waste-to-

energy incineration facilities) and biomass fuels are also sometimes viewed as renewable energy sources.

In this entry, energy forms, sources, and carriers are explained. Renewable energy and non-renewable 

energy are discussed, and energy-conversion technologies are described. Then, energy use and factors 
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TABLE 1 Types of Renewable Energy

Direct solar radiation

Solar-related energy*
 Water based

  Hydraulic energy (falling and running water, including large and small hydro)

  Wave energy

  Ocean thermal energy (from temperature difference between surface and deep waters of the ocean)

 Air based

  Wind energy

 Land based

  Biomass (where the rate of use does not exceed the rate of replenishment)

  Geothermal energy (ambient)

 Non-solar-related energy

 Geothermal energy (internal heat of the earth)

 Tidal energy (from gravitational forces of the sun and moon and the rotation of the earth)

*As explained in the text, fossil fuels are originally solar energy, but with a very long time lag for their 

transformation. So t echnically, they are solar-related energies. But for practical purposes, fossil fuels are 

 non-renewable, so they are not listed in this table.

TABLE 2 Types of Non-Renewable Energy

Energy sources

 Fossil fuels

  Conventional

   Coal

   Oil

   Natural gas

  Alternative

   Oil shales

   Tar sands

   Peat

 Non-fossil fuels

  Uranium

  Fusion material (e.g., deuterium)

  Wastes (which can be used as energy forms or converted to more useful energy forms)

Energy currencies

 Work

 Electricity

 Thermal energy

  Heat (or a heated medium such as hot air, steam, exhaust gases)

  Cold (or a cooled medium such as cold brine, ice)

 Secondary chemical fuels

  Conventional

   Oil products (e.g., gasoline, diesel fuel, naphtha)

   Synthetic gaseous fuels (e.g., from coal gasification)

   Coal products (e.g., coke)

  Non-conventional

   Methanol

   Ammonia

   Hydrogen
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in energy selection are discussed. Finally, efficiencies for energy use are presented, along with measures 

to improve energy efficiency.

Forms, Sources, and Carriers of Energy

Energy comes in a variety of forms, including fossil fuels (e.g., coal, oil, natural gas), fossil fuel-based 

products (e.g., gasoline, diesel fuel), uranium, electricity, work (e.g., mechanical energy in a rotating 

engine shaft), heat, heated substances (e.g., steam, hot air), and light and other electromagnetic radiation.

Energy sources (sometimes called primary energy forms) are found in the natural environment. 

Some are available in finite quantities (e.g., fossil fuels, fossil fuel-containing substances such as oil 

sands, peat, and uranium). Some energy resources are renewable (or relatively renewable), including 

sunlight (or solar energy), falling water, wind, tides, geothermal heat, wood, and other biomass fuels 

(provided the growth rate exceeds or meets the rate of use). Energy sources are often processed from 

their raw forms prior to use.

Energy carriers (sometimes called energy currencies) are the energy forms that we transport and 

use, and include some energy sources (e.g., fossil fuels) and processed (or secondary) energy forms 

(e.g.,  gasoline, electricity, work, heat). The processed energy forms are not found in the environment.

The distinction between energy carriers and sources is important. Energy carriers can exist in a 

variety of forms and can be converted from one form to another, while energy sources are the origi-

nal resource from which an energy carrier is produced. Misunderstanding sometimes results between 

energy sources and carriers because some energy sources are also energy carriers. For example, hydro-

gen is an energy carrier, not an energy source, and can be produced from a wide range of resources using 

various energy-conversion processes (e.g., water electrolysis, reforming of natural gas, coal gasification). 

In this way, hydrogen energy is analogous to electricity. Nevertheless, hydrogen is often erroneously 

referred to as an energy source, especially in discussions of its potential future role as a chemical energy 

carrier to replace fossil fuels.

Renewable Energy

Renewable energy includes the solar radiation incident on the earth and the energy forms that directly 

result from that radiation. Renewable energy also includes the energy supplied by other natural forces, 

such as gravitation and the rotation of the earth. The types of renewable energy are summarized in Table 1. 

It is this energy that makes possible the existence of ecosystems, human civilizations, and life itself.

Solar Energy

Direct solar radiation is the main type of renewable energy.[11] The daily energy output of the sun is 

8.33 ×  1025 kWh, of which the earth receives 4.14 × 1015 kWh. At any instant, the rate of solar energy 

reaching the earth is 1.75 × 1017 W, which is about 20,000 times greater than the total energy-use rate of 

the world. Solar radiation can be converted directly to electricity in photovoltaic devices. Also, solar 

energy can be collected as heat and used for thermal processes such as space and water heating or 

 concentrated for use for in high-temperature heating and thermal electricity generation.

Most of the energy that enters the system of the earth and its atmosphere eventually exits to space. 

This concept can be demonstrated by considering the earth–sun energy balance (see Figure 1). A general 

energy balance

Energy input− =Energy output Energy accumulation

can be applied to the earth when
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• The energy input is the short-wave solar radiation entering the atmosphere.

• The energy output is the long-wave radiation exiting the atmosphere to space.

• The energy accumulation term is the increase in energy of the earth and its atmosphere.

The main implication of this global energy balance is that since the average temperature of the earth is 

relatively constant, the energy accumulation term is zero. Therefore, the energy output is equal to the 

energy input for the planet.

Global warming is caused by a disruption in the earth–sun energy balance. The main cause of global 

warming is increased releases of atmospheric “greenhouse gases” that absorb radiation in the 8–20 μm 

region. When greenhouse gas concentrations increase in the atmosphere, energy output from the earth 

and its atmosphere (Figure 1) is reduced while energy input remains constant. Thus, the energy accumu-

lation term becomes positive, leading to an increase in the average temperature of the earth. Eventually, 

if concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stabilize at new levels, the energy balance is 

re-established but at some higher average planetary temperature.

Solar-Related Energy

Several types of renewable energy are a consequence of solar radiation. These can be loosely arranged 

into water, air, and land groupings. Some forms of solar-derived energy are more common, for reasons 

of practicality, economics, and environmental impact.

Water-Based Solar-Related Energy. The most common solar-related energy is hydraulic energy, which 

includes falling and running water in natural settings such as rivers and waterfalls. Large-scale hydro-

electric generating installations are common. Most economically utilizable hydraulic resources have 

already been developed. Recently, interest in the potential uses of small-scale hydro has grown. Other 

forms of solar-related energy involve water. Wave energy systems that take advantage of the motion of 

waves have been proposed, although the potential contribution from wave energy is relatively small. 

Ocean thermal energy arises from the temperature difference between surface and deep waters of the 

ocean. This temperature difference can be utilized to drive a heat engine, and several ocean thermal 

energy-conversion (OTEC) devices have been tested.

Land-Based Solar-Related Energy. Biomass energy includes wood and other forms of plants and 

organic matter. Biomass can act as a fuel itself or can be converted into more desirable fuels. Several fast-

growing trees have been identified as good candidates for biomass energy production. Biomass energy is 

only a renewable resource when the rate at which it is used does not exceed the rate at which it is replen-

ished. Another form of solar-related energy that involves land is ambient geothermal energy. This is the 

FIGURE 1 Earth–sun energy balance.
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energy at ambient temperatures in the ground near the surface, which is maintained predominantly by 

solar radiation and ambient air temperatures. This ambient energy can be used for heating and/or cool-

ing, especially in conjunction with technologies like heat pumps.

Air-Based Solar-Related Energy. Wind energy is used extensively in some countries (e.g., Denmark) for 

electricity generation. Its use is growing in recent years, making it more widespread than even a decade ago.[12]

Non-Solar-Related Energy

The main types of renewable energy in this category are geothermal energy,[13] which exists as a consequence 

of the internal heat of the earth, and tidal energy, which is attributable to the gravitational forces of the sun 

and moon and the rotation of the earth. Both of these energy sources have been used in limited ways.

Non-Renewable Energy

Non-renewable energy, often called secondary energy, includes both energy resources that are available 

in limited quantities and not renewable and energy forms produced by humankind.[2–7,13] Different types 

of non-renewable energy are summarized in Table 2. Non-renewable energy is related to the level of 

technological development of a society.

Two main categories exist for non-renewable energy:

• Energy resources that are not renewable. The most common of these are fossil fuels, which are the 

basis of the economy for most industrialized countries. In addition to conventional fossil fuels, 

there exist alternative fossil fuels such as oil shales, tar sands, and peat. Other non-renewable 

energy resources include uranium and fusion material (e.g., deuterium).

• Energy currencies not existing naturally. This category of non-renewable energy encompasses 

energy currencies that do not exist naturally. They include such basic energy forms as work, electric-

ity, and thermal energy. The latter can be either heat or a heated medium like steam or cold water.

At this point, a note on the non-renewability of fossil fuels is necessary for clarity and comprehensive-

ness. Fossil fuels are originally solar energy, but with a very long time lag for their transformation. Thus, 

considering the origin of fossil fuels, they could in theory be listed in Table 1 along with other solar-

related energies. The non-renewability of fossil fuels deals with the lengthy time lag as well as the unique 

conditions on Earth that permit the creation of biomass at a much faster rate than its decomposition. 

Thus, fossil fuels are for practical purposes non-renewable, so they are not listed in Table 1.

Thermal energy in the form of heat or cold can be transported to users over long distances in district 

heating and/or cooling systems. District heating systems use centralized heating facilities to produce a 

heated medium that is transported to many users connected along a district heating network. For exam-

ple, buildings in the cores of many cities are often connected by pipes through which hot water or steam 

flows to provide space and water heating. Similarly, district cooling involves the central production of 

a cold medium, which is transported to users through a piping network to provide cooling. Many cities 

and industrial parks utilize such district energy systems.

Wastes, which include recovered materials and energy that would otherwise be discarded, are also some-

times considered as an energy source in the category of non-renewable energy. Wastes can be used directly 

as energy forms or converted to more useful forms. Waste materials and waste heat can be recovered for 

utilization both within a facility and in other facilities where they are needed. For example, waste heat from 

hot gases (e.g., stack gases) and liquids (e.g., cooling-water discharges) can sometimes be recovered. Also, 

material wastes can be used in waste-to-energy incineration facilities, which burn garbage to provide heat 

and to generate electricity. Utilizing such wastes offsets the need for further supplies of external energy.

Non-renewable energy also includes secondary chemical fuels. Some conventional ones include oil-

derived products such as gasoline, diesel fuel, and naphtha, as well as synthetic gaseous fuels (e.g., from 

coal gasification) and coal products (e.g., coke). The types of non-conventional chemical fuels proposed 

are numerous and include methanol, ammonia, and hydrogen.
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Life Cycle Considerations

As many types of non-renewable energy can be produced from energy resources or converted from 

other types of energy, it is important to understand and consider all the steps in the entire life cycle of 

an energy product. The following life stages are usually included in assessments:

• Extraction or collection of raw energy resources

• Manufacturing and processing of the desired energy form(s)

• Transportation and distribution of the energy to users

• Energy storage

• Use of the energy to provide services and tasks

• Recovery and reuse of output energy that would otherwise be wasted (e.g., waste heat recovery)

• Recycling of wastes from any of the above steps

• Disposal of final wastes (e.g., materials such as stack gases and solid wastes including ash).

For example, the life cycle of a general energy form may involve the following chain of events:

Raw resource → Finished resource → Energy product → Waste → Waste disposal

Two or more types of energy can be simultaneously produced in some systems. For example, cogenera-

tion is a process that usually refers to the combined generation of electricity (or work) and heat (or a 

heated medium). Trigeneration refers to an extended cogeneration process in which cooling is provided 

as a third product.

Some examples of the different life cycles for electricity generation methods from a range of energy 

sources are presented in Table 3. In that table, methods based on fossil fuels and non-fossil resources are 

considered. In addition, electricity generation from different energy sources via a less conventional tech-

nology, fuel cells, is considered in Table 4. All processes in Tables 3 and 4 include equipment disposal as 

a final step in the life cycle, although that step is not shown.

 

TABLE 3 Life Cycles for Selected Energy Sources and Methods for Electricity Generation

Method and Energy Source Energy-conversion Processes in the Life Cycle

Fossil fuel-based methods

Natural gas Extraction via gas well → Transport → Processing → Natural gas-fired power plant

Coal Coal mining → Transport → Processing → Coal-fired power plant

Oil Extraction via oil well → Transport (tanker or pipeline) → Refining → Oil-fired power plant

Non-fossil-based methods

Nuclear Uranium mining → Transport → Processing → Nuclear power plant

Hydro Hydraulic turbine

Wind Wind generator

Solar (thermal) Solar energy collection → Thermal power plant

Solar (non-thermal) Solar photovoltaic panels

Geothermal Well to geothermal source → Geothermal power plant

Ocean (thermal) OTEC power plant

TABLE 4 Life Cycles for Electricity Generation from Various Energy Sources Using Fuel Cells

Energy Source Energy-conversion Processes in the Life Cycle

Fossil fuels Fossil-based hydrogen production → Fuel cell

Non-fossil energy sources Hydrogen production → Fuel cell

High-temperature heat (e.g., solar) Hydrogen production via thermochemical cycle → Fuel cell
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Energy Use

Energy use involves the production of useful energy forms through energy-conversion processes, as well 

as energy transportation, distribution and storage, and the utilization of energy resources and processed 

forms of energy to provide services and perform tasks.

Energy-Conversion Technologies

Desired energy carriers are produced from energy sources, or converted from one form to another, 

using energy-conversion technologies. The energy-conversion technology appropriate in a given 

instance depends on the initial (or source) and final (or desired) energy forms. Conventional energy-

conversion technologies include hydroelectric, fossil fuel, and nuclear generating stations; oil refineries; 

engines and motors; and heaters.[14–16] Some examples of less conventional energy-conversion technolo-

gies include fuel cells, solar photovoltaics, and high-efficiency and/or clean technologies for fossil fuels 

(e.g., combined-cycle systems).[4,17,18] Some energy-conversion technologies yield more than one product 

(e.g., cogeneration). Various technologies for electricity generation are listed in Tables 3 and 4.

A major energy-conversion process is combustion, which drives furnaces, engines, transportation 

vehicles, etc., and which can be expressed for a hydrocarbon fuel as

 ( )+ → + + +Hydrocarbon fuel Air  mainly O   and  N CO H O N  Other substances2 2 2 2 2

The other substances are leftover reactants and other reaction products. The reaction for stoichiometric 

combustion (i.e., complete combustion with a balanced amount of reactants and no reactions that yield 

other products) of a general hydrocarbon (CmHn) in air (treated as only nitrogen and oxygen) can be 

written as

 ( )( ) ( )+ + + → + + +C H / 4 O 3.76N  CO   / 2H O 3.76    / 4 N2 2 2 2 2m n m n m nm n

Here, m and n are variables that take on different values for different hydrocarbons (e.g., in approximate 

terms, m = 1 and n = 4 for natural gas, which is mainly methane, m = 1 and n = 2 for oil, m = 1 and n = 1 for 

typical coal, and m = 1 and n = 0 for pure carbon). Several important points stem from these  expressions. 

First, carbon dioxide is an inherent product of the combustion of any carbon-containing fuel. Generally, 

the only way to avoid carbon dioxide emissions is to eliminate the use of carbon-based fuels (e.g., by 

using hydrogen as a fuel). Second, if insufficient oxygen is available (or if mixing is poor or reaction time 

short), the carbon will often only partially combust, yielding CO. Third, excess air (over  stoichiometric) 

is usually used to improve fuel burnup, often lowering combustor efficiencies since some of the fuel 

energy must go towards heating the excess air. Fourth, often the fuel is not a pure hydrocarbon and 

contains other substances, e.g., sulfur. Sulfur combusts, yielding heat, and reacts to sulfur dioxide.

Energy Selection

Energy selection involves choosing both energy carriers and sources. The selection often depends on the 

energy service to be provided and the energy-conversion technologies available. Some energy selections 

involve energy or fuel substitution (e.g., heating with natural gas rather than electricity).

To prevent environmental impact, energy sources are usually preferred, which are renewable and 

cause relatively lower environmental impacts.[19–23] By extension, preference is also placed on energy 

sources and carriers that can be used with higher efficiency and more environmentally benign energy-

conversion technologies (e.g., boilers having low emissions of nitrogen oxides, NO [
x).

9,24,25]

Renewable energy sources (Table 1), usually being derived from sunlight or solar-derived sources 

(e.g., wind, waves), are sustainable. A major barrier to renewable energy sources is that they are usually 
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more costly to use than non-renewable energy sources such as fossil fuels, although this observation is 

not true in some niche applications.

Environmental Considerations

The use of fossil fuels leads to combustion emissions. Problematic pollutants are generally lower for fuels 

having higher hydrogen-to-carbon atomic ratios, so natural gas is more benign than oil, which is more 

benign than coal. There are no emissions during normal operation of nuclear power facilities except the 

spent fuel, which remains radioactive for many years. Although falling and running water, derived from 

solar energy, drive hydroelectric generation, flooding of lands sometimes occurs. The use of renewable 

energy is relatively benign, but resources are required to build the relevant energy-conversion technolo-

gies and large land tracts are often needed (e.g., for solar collectors or wind generators). In all assess-

ments of environmental impact, adoption of a life cycle perspective is critical.

Energy Efficiency and Other Measures of Merit for Energy Use

Many efficiencies can be defined for energy use. Other measures are also often used to assess the merit 

of energy use relative to other criteria. One important measure is energy intensity, which reflects the 

energy use per some unit of output, e.g., energy consumption per monetary unit of gross domestic 

product for a country or region. Since they deal with raw materials, primary processing industries (e.g., 

petroleum/coal production, chemicals production, primary metals) generally have higher energy inten-

sities than intermediate and secondary processing industries, which, although they come in a wide 

variety of forms, tend to deal with more finished products.

Numerous methods and technologies exist for improving energy efficiency:

Use of High-Efficiency Devices. Energy efficiency can generally be increased via high-efficiency ver-

sions of energy intensive devices (e.g., home appliances, furnaces, air conditioners, motors, boilers). 

New lighting fixtures (including bulbs, reflectors, diffusers, and ballasts), for instance, have significantly 

higher efficiencies and longer lives than older equipment. Lighting efficiency can also be increased by 

task lighting (i.e., directing light where it is needed), reducing lighting to levels adequate for the human 

eye and the nature of the facility, and using timers, dimmers, and occupancy sensors.

Energy Leak and Loss Prevention. Energy losses are associated with energy leaks. Approaches to avoid 

such energy leaks include (1) applying leak-prevention technologies and methods (e.g., sealing leaks in 

storage vessels and pipelines and insulating to reduce undesired heat flows) and (2) inspecting periodi-

cally to detect leaks and initiate appropriate actions.

Application of Advanced and Integrated Energy Systems. Many advanced energy systems feature 

increased efficiencies compared to conventional technologies. Efficiency can also be increased by advan-

tageously integrating energy systems so that wastes become inputs to other processes. Waste-recovery 

and waste-to-energy plants normally increase efficiency by offsetting some of the need for external 

energy. Cogeneration and trigeneration are often more efficient than separate processes for the individ-

ual products. Compared to the alternative of each facility having its own heating and/ or cooling plant, 

district heating and/or cooling often provide increased efficiency and reduced environmental impact 

because many efficiency-improvement and environmental control measures are possible in centralized, 

large-scale facilities. Attempts have been made to optimize regional heat markets and systems.[26]

Improved Monitoring, Control, and Maintenance. Energy efficiency can be improved through  better 

monitoring, control, and maintenance of operations, so that performance degradation from design 

specifications is avoided. Computer systems allow automated acquisition of frequent and widespread 

readings and diagnostic evaluations. The life span of energy equipment can be increased through dili-

gent maintenance (e.g., cleaning, lubricating, calibrating, tuning, regular testing, periodic overhauling, 

replacing consumable items regularly).
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Improved Matching of Energy Supplies and Demands. Rather than supply an energy form of a level 

that greatly exceeds that required for a specific energy demand, it is usually more efficient to supply an 

energy form of a better matched level. For instance, better matching can often be achieved for heat-

transfer flow temperatures (e.g., for space heating at about 22°C, a heat supply of perhaps 40°C could be 

sufficient, rather than furnace combustion gases at hundreds of degrees). Thus, industrial waste heat and 

low-temperature cogenerated heat can satisfy some heating needs.

Energy Storage. Sometimes, available energy supply exceeds demand, and the energy is not 

 utilized. [27,28] At times, the supply is not controllable (e.g., sunlight may be available for heating during 

the day whether or not it is needed), while in other cases, the supply may not be easily alterable (e.g., 

the waste heat from a factory). Energy storage can improve system efficiency by storing energy between 

times when it is available and needed.

Improved Building Envelopes. The energy efficiency of a building can be improved by increasing 

insulation to reduce heat infiltration in summer and heat loss in winter, applying weather stripping 

and caulking to reduce air leakages, and utilizing advanced and high-efficiency windows. The latter 

reduce heat losses by using multiple glazings that are sometimes separated by insulating gases or a 

vacuum, electronic and photosensitive windows that automatically reflect or absorb excessive sunlight, 

low-emissivity window coatings that increase a window’s resistance to heat loss, and efficient window 

shades that adjust themselves using photosensitive sensors to block excessive sunlight while permitting 

natural room lighting.

Use of Passive Strategies to Reduce Energy Use. Passive, as opposed to active, methods can be used 

to reduce energy use. The following are some examples: adjusting design temperatures such as those 

used for space heating in winter and space cooling in summer; shutting energy devices during periods 

of non-use and using timers to control operating hours; using daylight harvesting to reduce artificial 

lighting needs; applying “free cooling” by using cool outdoor air when it is available to cool warm 

indoor spaces, rather than active air conditioning; using solar radiation to heat buildings by exploiting 

the thermal storage capacity of buildings; and locating trees, windows, and window shades so as to keep 

buildings cool during summer.

Use of Exergy Analysis. Exergy analysis is used to improve and optimize the efficiency and perfor-

mance of energy and other systems and processes.[1,13,29–31]

Energy Sustainability

Achieving appropriate energy technologies, resources, and efficiencies can help in efforts to make energy 

systems more sustainable, in terms of environmental protection as well as economic and social develop-

ment.[32] Energy sustainability requires appropriate energy sources and carriers, efficiencies, and envi-

ronmental protection, in addition to other needs.[33,34] Efforts to achieve energy sustainability greatly 

support efforts to achieve overall sustainability,[35] and contribute significantly to attaining the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals for 2015–2030.[36]

Example

Many examples can illustrate the methods and technologies described in the section “Energy Efficiency 

and Other Measures of Merit for Energy Use” for improving energy efficiency. Here, we focus on the use 

of high-efficiency lighting. New fixtures have significantly higher efficiencies and longer lives than older 

equipment. Several operating parameters for various types of lighting are shown in Table 5. For example, 

the efficiencies for some light sources (in lumens of light delivered per watt of electricity consumed) are 

as follows: incandescent (10–30), mercury (20–55), fluorescent (20–60), high-pressure sodium (50–130), 

and low-pressure sodium (80–155). Thus, the same amount of light can be delivered with high-efficiency 

lighting using much less than 20% of the electricity required for an incandescent bulb. Lighting using 
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light-emitting diode (LED) technology is capable today of over 100 lumens per watt, and some proto-

types have demonstrated the ability to achieve 200 and even 300 lumens per watt.

On a regional or national level, the savings can be significant. Since lighting is a significant energy 

consumer, accounting for about 20% of U.S. electrical energy use, the use of high-efficiency lighting 

across the United States could reduce that country’s electricity consumption by 18% (i.e., 90% of the 20% 

of electricity use attributable to lighting). Of course, cost and other considerations limit the implemen-

tation of high-efficiency lighting.

Note that other measures to increase lighting efficiency could reduce the electricity used for lighting 

further. If, for instance, electricity use for lighting is reduced by an additional 5% through application of 

(1) timers, dimmers, and occupancy sensors to turn lights off when rooms are unoccupied; (2) reduced 

lighting intensities; and (3) task lighting, then electricity use in the United States could be reduced by 

19% (i.e., 95% of the 20% of electricity use attributable to lighting).

Conclusion

Categorizing energy forms as renewable energy and non-renewable energy allows for improved under-

standing of energy systems. Renewable energy and non-renewable energy are important in societies, 

particularly since they affect many facets of life and living standards. These energy categories and their 

applications are described in this entry, as are energy forms, sources, carriers, and technologies; energy 

use; energy selection and efficiencies; and efficiency-improvement measures.

Glossary

m number of carbon atoms in a hydrocarbon

n number of hydrogen atoms in a hydrocarbon
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for Lighting (W/lumens)
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Range

Lower 
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Increase in 
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Output (%)a
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9
Energy: Physics

Milivoje M. Kostic

Introduction: From Work to Heat to General Energy Concept

Energy is a fundamental concept indivisible from matter and space, and energy exchanges or transfers 

are associated with all processes (or changes), thus indivisible from time. Actually, energy is “the build-

ing block” and fundamental property of matter and space, thus a fundamental property of existence. 

Energy transfer is needed to produce a process to change other system properties. Also, among all prop-

erties, energy is the only one that is directly related to mass and vice versa: E = mc2 (known in some 

literature as mass energy, or mass-energy equivalence; the c is the speed of light in a vacuum); thus, mass 

and energy are interrelated. Mass and energy are a manifestation of each other and are equivalent; they 

have a holistic meaning of mass energy.[1,2]

Energy moves cars and trains, and boats and planes. It bakes food and keeps it frozen for storage. 

Energy lights our homes and plays our music. Energy makes our bodies alive and grow, and allows our 

minds to think. Through centuries, people have learned how to use energy in different forms in order 

to do work more easily and live more comfortably. No wonder that energy is often defined as ability to 

perform work, i.e., as a potential for energy transfer in a specific direction (displacement in force direc-

tion), thus achieving a purposeful process, as opposed to dissipative (less-purposeful) energy transfer 

in the form of heat. The above definition could be generalized as: “energy is providing existence, and if 

exchanged, it has the ability to perform change.”[3,4]

Any and every material system in nature possesses energy. The structure of any matter and field is 

“energetic,” meaning active; i.e., photon waves are traveling in space, electrons are orbiting around an 

atom nucleus or flowing through a conductor, atoms and molecules are in constant rotation, vibration, 
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or random thermal motion, etc., (see Table 1 and Figure 1). Thus, energy is a property of a material sys-

tem (simply referred here as system) and, together with other properties, defines the system equilibrium 

state or existence in space and time.

Energy in transfer (Etransfer) is manifested as work (W) or heat (Q) when it is exchanged or transferred 

from one system to another, as explained next (see Figure 2).

Work

Work is a mode of energy transfer from one acting body (or system) to another resisting body (or sys-

tem), with an acting force (or its component) in the direction of motion, along a path or displacement. A 

body that is acting (forcing) in motion-direction in time is doing work on another body that is resisting 

the motion (displacement rate) by an equal resistance force, including inertial force, in opposite direc-

tion of action. Energy transfer is a forced-displacement interaction between inertial material systems, in 

effect accelerating the reacting mass-energy sink system (i.e., its structure) at the expense of decelerating 

TABLE 1 Material System Structure and Related Forces and Energies

Particles Forces Energies

Photons Electromagnetic Electromagnetic

Atom nucleus Strong and weak Nuclear

Electron shell, or electron flow Electromagnetic Electrical, magnetic, 

electromagnetic

Atoms/Molecules Interatomic/molecular Chemical

Molecules Inertial kinetic due to random collision and 

potential Intermolecular

Sensible thermal

Molecules Potential Intermolecular Latent thermal

Molecules Potential Intermolecular Mechanical elastic

System mass Inertial kinetic and gravitational Mechanical kinetic and 

gravitational potential

FIGURE 1 Different types of energy. (a) Potential gravitational and electromagnetic radiation. (b) Organized 

energy as work transfer. (c) Disorganized thermal energy as heat transfer.

FIGURE 2 Energy as material system property and energy transfer from one system to another.
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an acting-source system structure. The acting body (energy source) is imparting (transferring away) its 

energy to the resisting body (energy sink), and the amount of energy transfer is the work done by the 

acting onto the resisting body, equal to the product of the force component in the motion direction 

multiplied with the corresponding displacement, or vice versa (force multiplied by displacement com-   
ponent in the force direction, see Figure 3). If the force (F ) and displacement vectors (ds = dr ) are not 

constant, then integration of differential work transfers from initial (1) to final state (2), defined by the 
 

corresponding position vectors r , will be necessary (see Figure 4).

Work is a directional energy transfer. However, it is a scalar quantity like energy and is distinctive 

from another energy transfer in the form of heat, which is due to random motion (chaotic or random in 

all directions) and collisions of system molecules and their structural components.

Work transfer cannot occur without existence of a resisting body or system, or without finite dis-

placement in the force direction. This may not always be obvious. For example, if we are holding a heavy 

weight or pushing hard against a stationary wall, there will be no work done against the weight or wall 

(neglecting their small deformations). However, we will be doing work internally due to the contraction 

and expansion of our muscles (thus force with displacement), thus converting (spending) a lot of chemi-

cal energy via muscle work and then dissipating it into thermal energy and heat transfer (sweating and 

getting tired).

FIGURE 3 Work, force, and displacement.

FIGURE 4 Work along arbitrary path.
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Heat

Heat is another mode of energy transfer from one system at a higher temperature to another at a lower 

temperature due to their temperature difference. Fire was civilization’s first great invention, long before 

people could read and write, and wood was the main heat source for cooking and heating for ages. 

However, true physical understanding of the nature of heat was discovered rather recently, in the middle 

of the 19th century, thanks to the development of the kinetic theory of gases. Thermal energy and its 

transfer as heat are defined as the energy associated with the random motion of atoms and molecules. 

The prior concept of heat was based on the caloric theory proposed by the French chemist Antoine 

Lavoisier in 1789. The caloric theory defines heat as a massless, colorless, odorless, and tasteless, fluid-

like substance called the caloric that can be transferred or “poured” from one body into another. When 

caloric was added to a body, its temperature increased and vice versa. The caloric theory came under 

attack soon after its introduction. It maintained that heat is a substance that could not be created or 

destroyed. Yet it was known that heat can be generated indefinitely by rubbing hands together or from 

mechanical energy during friction, like mixing or similar. Finally, careful experiments by James P. Joule 

(1843) quantified correlation between mechanical work and heat, and thus put the caloric theory to rest 

by convincing the skeptics that heat was not the caloric substance after all. Although the caloric theory 

was totally abandoned in the middle of the 19th century, it contributed greatly to the development of 

thermodynamics and heat transfer. Actually, if conversion of all other energy types to heat (thermal 

energy “generation” from all types of “phlogistons”) is included, i.e., conservation of energy in general, 

then caloric theory will be valid in general as stated by Clausius.[5]

Heat may be transferred by three distinctive mechanisms: conduction, convection, and thermal 

radiation (see Figure 5).[6] Heat conduction is the transfer of thermal energy due to interaction between 

the more energetic particles of a substance, like atoms and molecules (thus at higher temperature), 

and the adjacent, less energetic ones (thus at lower temperature). Heat convection is the transfer of 

thermal energy between a solid surface and the adjacent moving fluid, and it involves the combined 

effects of conduction and fluid motion. Thermal radiation is the transfer of thermal energy due to the 

emission of electromagnetic waves (or photons), which are products of random interactions between 

energetic electron shells of substance particles (thus related to the temperature). During those inter-

actions, the electron shell energy level is changed, thus causing emission of photons, i.e., electromag-

netic thermal radiation.

Joule’s experiments of establishing equivalency between work and heat paved the way to establish 

the concept of internal thermal energy, to generalize the concept of energy, and to formulate the gen-

eral law of energy conservation. The total internal energy includes all other possible but mechanical 

energy types or forms, including thermal, chemical, and nuclear energies. This allowed extension of 

FIGURE 5 Heat as energy transfer by (a) conduction, (b) convection, and (c) radiation is due to difference in 

temperature.
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the well-established law of mechanical energy conservation to the general law of energy conservation, 

known as the first law of thermodynamics, which includes all possible energy forms that a system could 

possess, and heat and all types of work as all possible energy transfers between the systems. The law of 

energy conservation will be elaborated later.

Energy

Energy is fundamental property of a physical system and refers to its potential to maintain a system 

identity or structure and to influence changes with other systems (via forced interaction) by impart-

ing work (forced directional displacement) or heat (forced chaotic displacement/motion of a system’s 

molecular or related structures). Energy exists in many forms: electromagnetic (including light), electri-

cal, magnetic, nuclear, chemical, thermal, and mechanical (including kinetic, elastic, gravitational, and 

sound), where, for example, electromechanical energy may be kinetic or potential, while thermal energy 

represents overall potential and chaotic motion energy of molecules and/or related microstructure.[3,7,8]

Energy, Work, and Heat Units

Energy is manifested via work and heat transfer, with corresponding Force × Length dimension for 

work (N·m, kgf·m, and lbf·ft, in SI, metric, and English system of units, respectively), and the caloric 

units, in kilocalorie (kcal) or British thermal unit (Btu), the last two defined as heat needed to increase a 

unit mass of water (at reference state: specified pressure and temperature) for one degree of temperature 

in their respective units. Therefore, the water specific heat at reference state is 1 kcal/(kg °C) = 1 Btu/

(lb °F) by definition, in metric and English system of units, respectively. It was demonstrated by Joule 

that 4187 Nm of work, when dissipated in heat, is equivalent to 1 kcal. In his honor, 1 N·m of work is 

named after him as 1 joule, or 1 J, the SI energy unit, also equal to electrical work of 1 W·s = 1 V·A·s. The 

SI unit for power, or work rate, is watt, i.e., 1 J/s = 1 W, and also corresponding units in other system of 

units, like Btu/hr, etc. Horsepower is defined as 1 HP = 550 lbf·ft/sec = 745.7 W. Other common units for 

energy, work, and heat are given in Table 2.

Energy Forms and Classifications: Energy 
Transfer versus Energy Property

Any and all changes or processes (happening in space and time) are caused by energy exchanges or 

transfers from one substance (system or subsystem) to another (see Figure 2). A part of a system may be 

considered as a subsystem if energy transfer within a system is taking place, and inversely, a group of 

interacting systems may be considered as a larger isolated system, if they do not interact with the rest 

of the surroundings. Energy transfer may be in organized form (different types of work transfer due to 

different force actions) or in chaotic disorganized form (heat transfer due to temperature difference). 

TABLE 2 Typical Energy Units with Conversion Factors

Energy Units J kWh Btu

1 joule (J) 1 2.78 × 10−7 9.49 × 10−4

1 kilowatt hour (kWh) 3.6 × 106 1 3.412 × 103

1 kilocalorie (kcal = Cal = 1000 cal) 4187 1.19 × 10−3 3.968

1 British thermal unit (Btu) 1055 2.93 × 10−4 1

1 pound-force foot (lbf · ft) 1.36 3.78 × 10−7 1.29 × 10−3

1 electron volt (eV) 1.6 × 10−19 4.45 × 10−26 1.52 × 10−22

1 horsepower × second (HP · s) 745.7 2.071 × 10−4 0.707
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Energy transfer into a system builds up energy potential or generalized force (called simply potential for 

short, like pressure, temperature, voltage, etc.) over energy displacement (like volume, entropy, charge, 

etc.). Conversely, if energy is transferred from a system, its energy potential is decreased. That is why net 

energy is transferred from a higher to a lower energy potential until the two equalize, due to virtually 

infinite probability of equipartition of energy over system microstructure, causing system equilibrium; 

otherwise, virtually impossible singularity of energy potential at infinite magnitude would result.[4]

There are many forms and classifications of energy (see Table 3), all of which could be classified as micro-

scopic (or internal within a system microstructure) and/or macroscopic (or external as related to the system 

mass as a whole with reference to other systems or fields). Furthermore, energy may be  “quasi-potential” 

(associated with a system equilibrium state and structure, i.e., system property) or “quasi-kinetic” (energy 

in transfer from one system or one structure to another, in the form of work or heat).

Every material system state is an equilibrium potential “held” by forces (space force fields); i.e., the forces 

“define” the potential and state—action and reaction; otherwise, a system will undergo dynamic change 

(in time) or quasi-kinetic energy exchange towards another stable equilibrium. Atoms (mass) are held by 

atomic and electromagnetic forces in small scale and by gravity in large scale (see Figure 1a); otherwise, 

mass would disintegrate (“evaporate” or radiate into energy) like partly in nuclear reactions—nuclear 

energy and/or electromagnetic radiation. Molecules are held by electrochemical bonding (e.g., valence) 

forces (chemical reactions—chemical energy). Liquids are held by latent intermolecular forces (gas con-

densation, when kinetic energy is reduced by cooling—latent thermal energy). Solids are held by “firm” 

intermolecular forces (freezing/fusing/solidification when energy is further reduced by  cooling—latent 

thermal energy again). Sensible thermal energy represents intermolecular potential energy and energy of 

random molecular motion and is related to the temperature of a system. “Holding” potential forces may 

be “broken” by energy transfer (e.g., radiation, heating, high-energy particle interactions, etc.). States and 

potentials are often “hooked” (i.e., stable) and thus need to be “unhooked” (or to “be broken”) to overcome 

existing “threshold” or equilibrium, like in igniting combustion, starting nuclear reaction, etc.

As stated above, energy transfer can be directional (purposeful or organized) and chaotic (dissipa-

tive or disorganized). For example, mass in motion (mechanical kinetic energy) and electron in motion 

(electrical kinetic energy) are organized kinetic energies (Figure 1b), while thermal energy is disorganized 

chaotic energy of motion of molecules and atoms (Figure 1c). System energy may be defined with reference 

to position in a force field, like elastic potential (stress) energy, gravitational potential energy, or electro-

magnetic field energy. There are many different energy forms and types (see Table 3). We are usually not 

interested in (absolute) energy level, but in the change of energy (during a process) from an initial state 

(i) to a final state (f), and thus zero reference values for different energy forms are irrelevant, and often 

taken arbitrarily for convenience. The following are basic correlations for energy changes of several typi-

cal energy forms, often encountered in practice: motion kinetic energy (EK = KE) as a function of system 

velocity (V); potential elastic deformational, e.g., pressure or spring elastic energy (EPdeff = EPp = EPs), as a 

function of spring deformation displacement (x); gravitational potential energy (EPg = PEg) as a function of 

gravitational elevation (z); and sensible thermal energy (EU = U) as a function of system temperature (T):

 E m V V E k x xk ( ) ( )Δ = − Δ = −1

2

1

2
f
2

i
2

Ps f
2

i
2  (1)

E mg z z E mc T T( ) ( )Δ = − Δ = −Pg f i U v f i 

If the reference energy values are taken to be zero when the above initial (i) variables are zero, then the 

above equations will represent the energy values for the final values (f) of the corresponding variables. 

If the corresponding parameters, spring constant k, gravity g, or constant-volume specific heat cv, are 

not constant, then integration of differential energy changes from initial to final state will be necessary.
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Energy transfer via work W (net-out), and heat transfer Q (net-in), may be expressed for reversible 

processes as product of related energy potentials (pressure P, or temperature T) and corresponding 

energy displacements (change of volume V and entropy S, respectively), i.e.:
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PV = mP/ ρ
Deformation X X

Thermal Uth

x —Sensible Uth = mcavgT Heating X X

x —Latent Uth = Hlatent Melting X

Evaporation

x Chemical Uch Chemical reaction X X

x Nuclear Unucl Nuclear reaction X X

Electrical Eel
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V(It) or LI2/2 Electro-current flow X X

x —Electrostatic (It)2/(2C) Electro-charging X X

Magnetic Emagn Magnetization X X

xd Electromagnetic Eel_mag Radiation Xd Xe X

X

a Electromechanical kinetic energy type (directional/organized, the highest energy quality) is preferable since it may be 

 converted to any other energy form/type with high efficiency.
b All processes (involve energy transfer) are to some degree irreversible (i.e., dissipative or chaotic/disorganized).
c Due to mass position in a gravitational field.
d Electromagnetic form of energy is the smallest known scale of energy.
e Thermal radiation.
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Note, in Eq. 2, that force cannot act at a point but is distributed as pressure (P) over some area A (with 
 

orthogonal unit vector n), which when displaced will cause the volume change ΔV. Also, note that it 

is custom in some references to denote heat transfer “in” and work transfer “out” as positive (as they 

appear in the above equations and a heat engine). In general, “in” (means “net-in”) is negative “out” 

(means “net-out”) and vice versa.

In general, energy transfer between systems is taking place at the system boundary interface and 

is equal to the product of energy potential or generalized force and the corresponding generalized 

displacement:[7–9]
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where the quantities after the last equal sign are temperature and entropy; pressure and volume; surface 

tension and area; tangential stress and area with tangential displacement, voltage, and electrical charge; 

electric field strength and volume-electric dipole moment per unit volume product; and permeability of free 

space, magnetic field strength, and volume-magnetic dipole moment per unit volume product, respectively.

The total system energy stored within the system, as energy property, is:
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where the quantities after the equal sign are kinetic, potential gravitational, potential elastic deforma-

tional, thermal, chemical, nuclear, electric, magnetic energies, etc.

First Law of Energy Conservation: Work-Heat-Energy Principle

Newton formulated the general theory of motion of objects due to applied forces (1687). This provided for 

concepts of mechanical work, kinetic and potential energies, and development of solid-body mechanics. 

Furthermore, in absence of non-mechanical energy interactions, excluding friction and other dissipa-

tion effects, it is straightforward to derive (and thus prove) energy conservation, i.e.:
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The above correlation is known as the work-energy principle. The work-energy principle could be easily 

expended to include work of gravity force and gravitational potential energy as well as elastic spring 

force and potential elastic spring energy.

During a free gravity fall (or a free bounce) without air friction, for example, the potential energy 

is being converted to kinetic energy of the falling body (or vice versa for free bounce) and at any time 

the total mechanical energy (sum of kinetic and potential mechanical energies) is conserved, i.e., stays 

the same (see Figure 6). The mechanical energy is also conserved if a mass freely vibrates on an ideally 

elastic spring, or if a pendulum oscillates around its pivot, both in the absence of dissipative effects, like 

friction or non-elastic deformation. In general, for work of conservative forces only, the mechanical 

energy, Emech, for N isolated systems is conserved since there is no dissipative conversion into thermal 

energy and thus no heat transfer, i.e.:

 E E E E mv mgz kxK pg Ps
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1
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The mechanical work-energy concept could also be expended to fluid motion by inclusion of elastic-

pressure force and potential elastic-pressure energy (referred to in some references as flow work; however, 

note that elastic- pressure energy is a system property while flow work is related energy transfer; see 

the Bernoulli equation below). For flowing or stationary fluid without frictional effects, the mechanical 

energy is conserved, including fluid elastic- pressure energy, PV = mP/ρ (where V is volume, whereas v is 

used for velocity here), as expressed by the Bernoulli or hydrostatic equations below (see also Figure 7).[3]

FIGURE 6 Energy and work due to conservative gravity force.
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Work against inertial and/or conservative forces (also known as internal, or volumetric, or space poten-

tial field) is path independent, and during such a process, the mechanical energy is conserved. However, 

work of nonconservative, dissipative forces is process path dependent and part of the mechanical energy 

is converted (dissipated) to thermal energy (see Figure 8a).

When work of non-conservative (dissipative) forces, Wnc, is exchanged between N isolated systems, 

from an initial (i) to final state (f), then the total mechanical energy of all systems is reduced by that 

work amount, i.e.:
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Regardless of the traveled path (or displacement), the work against conservative forces (like gravity or 

elastic spring in above cases) in absence of any dissipative forces will depend on the final and initial 

position (or state) only. However, the work of non-conservative, dissipative forces (Wnc) depends on 

the traveled path since the energy is dissipated during the force displacement, and mechanical energy 

will not be conserved but in part converted (via dissipation and heat transfer) into thermal energy. This 

should not be misunderstood with the total energy conservation, which is always the case, and it must 

include both work and heat transfer.

As already stated, there are many different types of work transfer into (or out of) a system that will 

change the corresponding energy form stored in the system (system properties). In addition to work, 

energy may be transferred as heat caused by temperature difference and associated with change of the 

thermal energy of a system. Furthermore, different forms of stored energy are often coupled so that one 

type of energy transfer may change more than one form of stored energy, particularly due to inevitable 

dissipative conversion of work to heat, i.e., to internal thermal energy. Conversely, heat and thermal 

FIGURE 7 Conservation of fluid mechanical energy: Bernoulli equation, hydrostatic equation, and Torricelli’s 

orifice velocity.
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energy may be converted into other energy forms. In the absence of a powerful nuclear reaction (conver-

sion of mass into energy, E = mc2, is virtually negligible), we then may assume that the mass and energy 

are conserved separately for an isolated system, a group of isolated systems, or for the Universe. Since 

the material system structure is of particulate form, then systems’ interactions (collisions at different 

scale sizes) will exchange energy during the forced displacement— and similarly to the mechanical 

energy conservation—the totality of all forms of energy will be conserved[7,8] (also see Figure 8), which 

could be expressed as:
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FIGURE 8 System energy and energy boundary interactions (transfers) for (a) arbitrary, (b) adiabatic, and (c) 

caloric processes.
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Energy interactions or transfers across a system boundary, in the form of work, WnetIN = 

∑ ⎞
W WIN − =∑ ∑⎛OUT −⎜ WOUT −∑W⎝ IN⎟ = −∑W netI = −⎠ netOUT, and heat, Q QN ∑ ∑IN QOUT , will 

change the system total energy, Δ =E ESys Sys, 2 − ESys, 1. Different energy-type transfers are process (or process 

path) dependent, for the same ΔESys change, except for special two cases: for adiabatic processes with work 

interaction only (no heat transfer, but fully irreversible, all work to heat generation) or for caloric processes 

with heat interaction only (no work transfer) (see Figure 8a–c). For the latter caloric processes without work 

interactions (no volumetric expansion or other mechanical energy changes), the internal thermal energy is 

conserved by being transferred from one system to another via heat transfer only, known as caloric. This 

demonstrates the value of the caloric theory of heat that was established by Lavoisier and Laplace (1789), the 

great minds of the 18th century. Ironically, the caloric theory was creatively used by Sadi Carnot (1824) to 

develop the concept of reversible cycles for conversion of caloric heat to mechanical work as it “flows” from 

high- to low-temperature reservoirs that later helped in dismantling the caloric theory. The caloric theory 

was discredited by establishing the “heat equivalent of work, e.g., mechanical equivalent of heat” by Mayer 

(1842) and experimentally confirmed by Joule (1843), which paved the way for establishing the first law of 

energy conservation and new science of thermodynamics (Clausius, Rankine, and Kelvin, 1850 and later). 

Prejudging the caloric theory now as a “failure” is unfair and unjustified since it made great contributions 

in calorimetry and heat transfer, and it is “valid” for caloric processes (without work interactions).[5] The 

coupling of work-heat interactions and conversion between thermal and mechanical energy are outside of 

the caloric theory domain and are further developed within the first and second laws of thermodynamics.

The first law of energy conservation for the control volume (CV, with boundary surface BS) flow 

process (see Figure 9) is:
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The first law of energy conservation equation for a material system in a differential volume per unit of 

volume around a point (x, y, z) in a flowing fluid is:[8]

                 Dt
V P V k Tijρ τ( )( ) ( )= − ∇ + ∇ + ∇⋅ ∇  .   . .

energy change in time work rate

of normal pressure stresses
work rate

of shearing stresses

heat rate

via thermal conduction

 (12)
  De

FIGURE 9 Control volume (CV) energy and entropy, and energy and entropy flows through the boundary inter-

face of the CV.
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∇⋅  where V ) is the bulk-viscosity dissipation and Φ is the shear-viscosity dissipation function, 

which is the rate of mechanical work conversion to internal thermal energy for a differential volume per 

unit of volume, with [W/m3] unit, given for Newtonian fluid as:
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The power or work rate of viscous dissipation (irreversible conversion of mechanical to thermal energy) 

in a control volume V is:

 .W dV

V

∫= ΦΦ

 

 (15)

Second Law of Energy Degradation: Entropy and Exergy

Every organized or directional kinetic energy will, in part or in whole (and ultimately in whole), dis-

organize/dissipate in all directions within the microstructure of a system (in time over its mass and 

space) into disorganized thermal energy. Entropy represents the measure of energy disorganization or 

random energy redistribution to smaller-scale structure and/or space, per absolute temperature level. 

Contrary to energy and mass, which are conserved in the universe, entropy is continuously gener-

ated (increased) due to continuous redistribution and disorganization of energy in transfer and thus 

degradation of the quality of energy (“spreading” of energy towards and over lower potentials in time 

until equipartitioned over system structure and space). Often, we want to extract energy from one 

system in order to purposefully change another system, thus to transfer energy in organized form 

(as work, the ultimate energy quality). No wonder that energy is defined as ability to perform work, 

and a special quantity, exergy, is defined as the maximum possible work that may be obtained from 

a system by bringing it to the equilibrium in a process with reference surroundings (called reference 

dead state). The maximum possible work will be obtained if we prevent energy disorganization, thus 

with limiting reversible processes where the existing non-equilibrium is conserved (but rearranged 

and could be reversed) within interacting systems. Since the energy is conserved during any process, 

only in ideal reversible processes will entropy (measure of energy disorganization or degradation) and 

exergy (maximum possible work with regard to the reference surroundings) be conserved, while in 

real irreversible processes, entropy will be generated and exergy will be partly (or even fully) destroyed 
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or permanently lost. Therefore, conversion of other energy types in thermal energy or heat generation 

and transfer are universal manifestations of all natural and artificial (man-made) processes, where all 

organized potential and/or quasi-kinetic energies are disorganized or dissipated in the form of thermal 

energy, in irreversible and spontaneous processes.

Reversibility and Irreversibility: Energy Transfer and 
Disorganization, and Entropy Generation

Energy transfer (when energy moves from one system or subsystem to another) through a system 

boundary and in time is of kinetic nature and may be directionally organized as work or directionally 

chaotic and disorganized as heat. However, the net-energy transfer is in one direction only, from a 

higher to a lower energy potential, and the process cannot be reversed. Thus, all processes are irrevers-

ible in the direction of decreasing energy potential (like pressure and temperature) and increasing 

energy displacement (like volume and entropy) as a consequence of energy and mass conservation in 

the universe. This implies that the universe (as isolated and unrestricted system) is expending in space 

with entropy generation (or increase) as a measure of continuous energy degradation, i.e., energy 

redistribution and disorganization per unit of absolute temperature. It is possible in the limit to have 

an energy transfer process with infinitesimal potential difference (still from higher to infinitesimally 

lower potential, P). Then, if infinitesimal change of potential difference direction is reversed (P + dP 

→ P − dP, with infinitesimally small external energy, since dP → 0), the process will be reversed too, 

which is characterized by infinitesimal entropy generation, thus in the limit, without energy degra-

dation (no further energy disorganization) and no entropy generation—thus achieving a limiting, 

ideal reversible process. Such processes at infinitesimal potential differences, called quasi-equilibrium 

processes, maintain the system space equilibrium at any instant but with incremental changes in 

time. The quasi-equilibrium processes are reversible and vice versa. In effect, the quasi-equilibrium 

reversible processes are infinitely slow processes at infinitesimally small potential differences, but they 

could be reversed to any previous state and forwarded to any future equilibrium state, without any 

“permanent” change to the rest of the surroundings. Therefore, the changes are “fully” reversible and, 

along with their rate of change and time, completely irrelevant, as if nothing is effectively changing—

time is irrelevant as if it does not exist since it could be reversed (no permanent change and relativity 

of time). Since the real time cannot be reversed, it is a measure of permanent changes, i.e., irrevers-

ibility, which is, in turn, measured by entropy generation. In this regard, time and irreversible entropy 

generation are related.[2]

Entropy and the Second Law of Thermodynamics

Entropy is also a system property, which, together with energy, defines its equilibrium state and actually 

represents the system energy displacement or random energy disorganization (dissipation) per absolute 

temperature level over its mass and the space it occupies. Therefore, entropy as property of a system, 

for a given system state, is the same regardless whether it is reached by reversible heat transfer (Eq. 16) 

or irreversible heat or irreversible work transfer (caloric or adiabatic processes, Eq. 17). For example, 

an ideal gas system entropy increase will be the same during a reversible isothermal heat transfer and 

reversible expansion to a lower pressure (heat-in equal to expansion work-out), as during an irreversible 

adiabatic unrestricted expansion (no heat transfer and no expansion work) to the same pressure and 

volume, as illustrated in Fig. 10a and b, respectively.

If heat or work at higher potential (temperature or pressure) than necessary is transferred to a system, 

the energy at excess potential will dissipate spontaneously to a lower potential (if left alone) before a 

new equilibrium state is reached, with entropy generation, i.e., increase of entropy (energy degradation 

per absolute temperature level). A system will “accept” energy if it is transferred at minimum necessary 

(infinitesimally higher) or higher potential with regard to the system energy potential. Furthermore, the 
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higher potential energy will dissipate and entropy increase will be the same as with minimum necessary 

potential, like in reversible heating process, i.e.

 dS
Q

T
S

Q

T
S∫δ δ= = +or  ref (16)

However, source entropy will decrease to a smaller extent over higher potential, thus resulting in overall 

entropy generation for the two (or all) interacting systems, which may be considered as a combined 

isolated system (no energy exchange with the rest of the surroundings). The same is true for energy 

exchange between different system parts (could be considered as subsystems) at different energy poten-

tials (non-uniform, not at equilibrium at a given time). Energy at higher potential (say, close to bound-

ary within a system) will dissipate (“mix”) to parts at lower energy potential with larger entropy increase 

than decrease at higher potential, resulting in internal irreversibility and entropy generation, i.e., energy 

“expansion” from higher potential over more mass and/or space with lower potential. Entropy is not 

only displacement for heat as often stated but also displacement for any energy dissipation (energy dis-

organization) and the measure of irreversibility. Examples are spontaneous heat transfer or throttling 

(unrestricted expansion) where “work potential” is lost (Wpot, LOSS), i.e., spontaneously converted (dis-

sipated) in thermal energy, known as heat generation (Qgen = Wpot, LOSS), resulting in entropy generation:

 S
Q

T
Q W= ≥ =where ref

gen
gen pot, LOSS (17)

Eq. 17 may refer to the entropy generation rate at any instant within infinitesimal system or for the 

entropy generated during a larger process duration for an integral system. Therefore, entropy generation 

is the fundamental measure of irreversibility or “permanent change” that cannot be reversed, and there-

fore cannot be negative. This is true in general for closed and open processes and without any exception, 

thus representing the most general statement of the second law of energy degradation.[10]

However, there are two classical statements of the second law (both negative, about impossibility; 

see Figure 11).[7–9] One is the Kelvin-Planck statement, which expresses the never-violated fact that it 

is impossible to obtain work in a continuous cyclic process (perpetual mobile) from a single thermal 

reservoir (100% efficiency impossible, since it is not possible to spontaneously create non-equilibrium 

within the single reservoir in equilibrium), and the second is the Clausius statement, which refers to the 

direction of heat transfer, expressing the never-violated fact that it is impossible for heat transfer to take 

place spontaneously by itself (without any work input) from a lower- to a higher-temperature thermal 

reservoir: it is impossible to spontaneously create non-equilibrium. Actually, the two statements imply 

each other and thus are the same, as well as imply that all reversible cycles between the two temperature 

reservoirs (or all reversible processes between the two states) are the most (and equally) efficient with 

regard to extracting the maximum work out of a system or requiring the minimum possible work into 

the system (thus conserving the existing non-equilibrium).

Even though directionally organized energy transfer as work does not possess or generate any entropy 

(no energy disorganization, Figure 1b), it is possible to obtain work from the equal amount of disorga-

nized thermal energy or heat if such process is reversible. There are two typical reversible processes 

where disorganized heat or thermal energy could be entirely converted into organized work, and vice 

versa. Namely, they are the following:[2]

 1. Reversible expansion at constant thermal energy, e.g., isothermal-heating ideal-gas expansion 

(δW = δQ) (Figure 10a)

 2. Reversible adiabatic expansion (δW = −dU)

During a reversible isothermal heat transfer and expansion of an ideal-gas system (S) for exam-

ple (Figure 10a), the heat transferred from a thermal reservoir (R) will reduce its entropy for ΔSR 
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magnitude, while ideal gas expansion in space (larger volume and lower pressure) will further disorga-

nize its internal thermal energy and increase the gas entropy for ΔSS, and in the process, an organized 

expansion work, equivalent to the heat transferred, will be obtained (W12 = Q12). The process could be 

reversed, and thus, it is a reversible process with zero total entropy generation (SG = ΔSS – ΔSr = 0). On 

the other hand, if the same initial system (ideal gas) is adiabatically expanded without any restriction 

(Figure 10b, thus zero expansion work) to the same final state, but without heat transfer, the system 

FIGURE 10 (a) Isothermal reversible heat transfer and restricted reversible expansion. (b) Adiabatic unrestricted 

irreversible expansion of the same initial system to the same final state (thus the same system entropy change).
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internal energy will remain the same but more disorganized over the larger volume, resulting in the 

same entropy increase as during the reversible isothermal heating and restricted expansion. However, 

this process cannot be autonomously reversed, since no work was obtained to compress back the sys-

tem, and indeed the system entropy increase represents the total entropy generation (SG = ΔSS > 0). 

Similarly, during reversible adiabatic expansion, the system internal thermal energy will be reduced 

and transferred in organized expansion work with no change of system entropy (isentropic process), 

since the reduction of disorganized internal energy and potential reduction of entropy will be com-

pensated with equal increase of disorder and entropy in expanded volume. The process could be 

reversed back and forth (like elastic compression-expansion oscillations of a system) without energy 

degradation and entropy change, thus a reversible isentropic process. In reversible processes, energy 

is exchanged at minimum needed, not higher-than-needed potential, and isolated interacting systems 

as a whole do not undergo any energy-potential- related degradation/disorganization and with total 

conservation of entropy. The total non-equilibrium is conserved by reversible energy transfer within 

interacting systems, i.e., during reversible processes.

Heat Engines

Heat engines are devices undergoing thermomechanical cycles (converting thermal into mechani-

cal energy), similar to the one in Figure 12, with mechanical expansion and compression net-

work (W = Qh − Qc), obtained as the difference between the heat transferred to the engine from the 

FIGURE 11 The second law: (a) Kelvin-Planck and (b) Clausius statements.
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high-temperature heat reservoir (at Th) and rejected to a low-temperature (cold) heat reservoir (at Tc), 

thus converting part of the thermal energy into mechanical work. In a close-system cycle, the net-work-

out is due to net-work of thermal expansion and thermal compression. Therefore, heat engine cycle 

cannot be accomplished without two thermal reservoirs at different temperatures, one at higher temper-

ature to accomplish thermal expansion and work out, and another at lower temperature to accomplish 

thermal compression to initial volume and thus complete the cycle.[10]

The combustion process itself is an irreversible one, where chemical energy (electrochemical energy 

binding atoms in reactants’ molecules) is chaotically released during combustion, i.e., converted in ran-

dom thermal energy of products’ molecules and cannot be fully converted into directional work energy. 

The second law of thermodynamics limits the maximum amount of work that could be obtained from 

thermal energy between any two thermal reservoirs at different temperatures, hot Th and cold Tc, by 

using the ideal, reversible Carnot cycle (see Figure 12), with thermal efficiency given by Eq. 18. As an 

example, consider Tc = 293 K and Th = 2273 K, then:
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where W = WT − WC is the net-work of expansion, usually turbine (WT) and compression (WC) differ-

ence. The maximum efficiency is achieved if heat is supplied at the highest possible temperature, Th, and 

released at the lowest possible temperature, Tc. However, both temperatures are limited by the fact that 

fuel combustion is performed using oxygen with ambient air, resulting in the maximum so-called adia-

batic, stoichiometric combustion temperature, Tad, which is for most fuels about 2000°C or 2273 K. A 

part of the heat supplied at high temperature, Th, must be released to the surroundings at a low tempera-

ture of about Tc = 20°C = 293 K, which results in a Carnot efficiency of 87.1% (see Eq. 18 and Figure 12). 

However, the fuel heating value energy, QHV = Qad_var, is not all available at the adiabatic temperature 

of the products but is distributed over their variable temperature range from an initial surrounding 

FIGURE 12 Heat engine ideal Carnot cycle.
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temperature before combustion, Tc, to a final adiabatic temperature, Tad. For such a variable heat reser-

voir, a large number (infinite in the limit) of ideal Carnot engines operating at different temperatures 

(with dW = dQ) must be employed to achieve a reversible cycle, resulting in the variable- temperature 

Carnot cycle with the maximum possible combustion-products-to-work conversion efficiency:[1]
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Eq. 19 is valid if the cyclic medium has constant specific heat; otherwise, integration will be required. Due 

to engine material property limitations and other unavoidable irreversibilities, it is impossible to reach 

the ideal Carnot efficiency. Different actual heat engines undergo similar but different cycles, depending 

on the system design. For example, internal combustion engines undergo the Otto cycle with gasoline 

fuel and the Diesel cycle with diesel fuel, while the steam and gas turbine power plants undergo the 

Rankine and Brayton cycles, respectively.[7,8] However, with improvements in material properties, effec-

tive component cooling and regeneration, and combining gas and steam turbine systems, the efficiencies 

above 50% are being achieved, which is a substantial improvement over the usual 30%–35% efficiency. 

The ideal Carnot cycle is an important reference to guide researchers and engineers to better understand 

limits and possibilities for new concepts and practical performance improvements of real heat engines.

The reversible Carnot cycle efficiency (Eq. 18) between the two thermal reservoirs does not depend 

on the cycling system, but only on the ratio of the absolute temperatures of the two reservoirs (T = Th 

and Tref = Tc), known as Carnot cycle efficiency. Then, we may deduce the following ratio equality, where 

Q = Qh and Qref = Qc, i.e.:
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The above correlation, also known as the Carnot ratio equality, is much more important than what it 

appears at first. Actually, it is probably the most important equation in thermodynamics and among the 

most important equations in natural sciences.[10] Not only does Eq. 20 define the thermodynamic (abso-

lute) temperature scale, which is independent of the substance of a thermometer, but it was also used 

by Clausius to deduce a fundamental property of matter, the entropy S, as well as the related  process- 

equilibrium functions and correlations, and to quantify irreversibility (loss of work potential) and the 

far-reaching second law of thermodynamics.

The entropy balance equation for the control-volume flow process, complementing the related energy 

balance (Eq. 11, see Figure 9), is:[7–9]
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Exergy and the Second-Law Efficiency

Exergy, EX, as described above, is defined as the maximum possible work (i.e., the work potential) that 

may be obtained from a system by bringing it to the equilibrium in a process with reference surround-

ings (called reference dead state). The maximum possible work will be obtained if we prevent energy dis-

organization, thus with limiting reversible processes where the existing non-equilibrium is conserved 
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(but rearranged and could be reversed) within interacting systems. The specific exergy per unit of  system 

mass, eX, with reference to the surroundings with To, Po, Vo = 0, and zo = 0, is:[7]

 e u u P v v T s s V gz
    1

2
x o o o o o

2( ) ( ) ( )= − + − − − + +  (22)

The specific exergy of a flowing fluid, used for control- volume analysis, in addition to Eq. 22 includes 
 

the so- called flow exergy, (P − Po), v  resulting in:

 e h h T s s V gz
  1

2
xf o o o

2( ) ( )= − − − + +  (23)

  
where system state is defined by its specific properties (internal energy u, enthalpy h, specific volume v , 

entropy s, velocity V, and elevation z, while 0th subscripted properties refer to the corresponding system 

properties in equilibrium with the surroundings (at To and Po).

 

The exergy balance equation for the control-volume flow process, complementing the related energy 

and entropy balance (Eqs. 11 and 21, see Figure 9), is:[7,–9]
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The destroyed or lost exergy (EX, LOSS), or irreversibility (I), is a measure of energy degradation causing 

entropy generation (Sgen), or vice versa (see Eq. 17), and represents the lost work potential (Wpot, LOSS) 

with regard to reference or “dead” state (surroundings at To absolute temperature), as expressed by the 

following correlation:

 I W E T S= = = ≥ 0pot, LOSS X, LOSS o gen  (25)

The second-law efficiency is defined by comparing the real irreversible processes or cycles with the cor-

responding ideal reversible processes or cycles:
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The second-law efficiency is true efficiency related to the “goodness” or quality of energy processes. 

For example, the ideal Carnot cycle has the second-law efficiency 100% as the best possible heat-engine 

conversion process, and the efficiency (quality) of the rejected heat to the surrounding is 0%; i.e., the 

rejected heat in an ideal cycle has no value at all; therefore, it is not a “waste energy” as usually presented 

but is a useful and necessary one for accomplishing the heat engine cycle. Many other misconceptions 

based on the first-law analysis are clarified using the second-law or exergy analysis.

Concluding Remarks: Energy Provides 
Existence and Is Cause for Change

Energy is the fundamental property of a physical system and refers to its potential to maintain a system 

identity or structure and to influence changes (via forced-displacement interactions) with other sys-

tems by imparting work (forced directional displacement) or heat (forced chaotic displacement/motion 

of a system’s molecular or related structures). Energy exists in many forms: electromagnetic (includ-

ing light), electrical, magnetic, nuclear, chemical, thermal, and mechanical (including kinetic, elastic, 
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gravitational, and sound). Note that if all energy is literally expelled from a confined space, then nothing 

will be left (empty space). As long as any matter is left, it will contain energy—even at zero absolute tem-

perature, the electrons will be orbiting around very energetic nucleus. Matter is and must be energetic, 

E = mc2; thus, literally, “energy is everything”—no energy, nothing in the space. Mass and energy are a 

manifestation of each other and are equivalent; they have a holistic meaning of mass energy.

The philosophical and practical aspects of energy and entropy, including reversibility and irrevers-

ibility, could be summarized as follows:

• Energy is a fundamental concept indivisible from matter and space, and energy exchanges or 

transfers are associated with all processes (or changes), thus indivisible from time.

• Energy is “the building block” and fundamental property of matter and space, thus a fundamen-

tal property of existence. Any and every material system in nature possesses energy.

• For a given system state (structure and phase), addition of energy will spontaneously tend to ran-

domly redistribute (disorganize, degrade, dissipate) over the system’s finer microstructure and 

the space it occupies, called thermal energy, equalizing the thermal energy potential (tempera-

ture) and increasing the energy randomization per absolute temperature (entropy), and vice versa.

• Entropy is an integral measure of (random) thermal energy redistribution (due to heat transfer 

and/or irreversible heat generation due to energy degradation) within a system mass and/or space 

(during system expansion), per absolute temperature level. Entropy is increasing from a perfectly 

ordered (singular and unique) crystalline structure at zero absolute temperature (zero reference) 

during reversible heating (entropy transfer) and entropy generation during irreversible energy 

conversion (loss of work-potential to degraded thermal energy), i.e., energy degradation or ran-

dom equipartition within system material structure and space per absolute temperature level. 

Energy and mass are conserved within interacting systems (all of which may be considered as a 

combined isolated system not interacting with its surrounding systems), and energy transfer (in 

time) is irreversible (in one direction) from a higher to a lower energy potential only, which then 

results in continuous generation (increase) of energy displacement, called entropy generation, 

which is a fundamental measure of irreversibility or permanent changes.

• Exergy refers to the maximum system work potential if it is reversibly brought to the equilibrium 

with reference surroundings; i.e., exergy is a measure of a system’s non-equilibrium with regard 

to the reference system. Exergy is not conserved but is destroyed or lost during real irreversible 

processes commensurate to the related entropy generation.

• Reversible energy transfer is only possible as a limiting case of irreversible energy transfer at infin-

itesimally small energy potential differences, thus in quasiequilibrium processes, with conserva-

tion of entropy (no entropy generation). Since such changes are reversible, they are not permanent 

and, along with time, irrelevant.

• Non-equilibrium, i.e., non-uniform distribution of mass energy in space, tends in time to spon-

taneously and irreversibly redistribute over space towards a common equilibrium; thus, non-

equilibrium cannot be spontaneously created. Therefore, all natural spontaneous or autonomous 

processes (proceeding by itself and without interaction with the rest of the surroundings) between 

systems in non-equilibrium have irreversible tendency towards a common equilibrium—and 

thus irreversible loss of the original work potential (measure of nonequilibrium), by converting 

other energy forms into the thermal energy accompanied with increase of entropy (random-

ized equipartition of energy per absolute temperature level). The spontaneous forced tendency of 

mass-energy transfer is due to a difference or nonequilibrium in space of the mass-energy space 

density or mass-energy potential. As mass energy is transferred from a higher to a lower potential, 

and thus conserved, the lower mass-energy potential is increased on the expense of the higher 

potential until the two equalize, i.e., until a lasting equilibrium is established. This explains a 

process tendency towards the common equilibrium and impossibility of otherwise (impossibility 

of spontaneous creation of non-equilibrium).[10]
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In summary, energy provides existence and is cause for change. Energy is possessed (thus equilibrium 

property) by material systems and redistributed (transferred) between and within systems, due to sys-

tems’ non-equilibrium, via forced- displacement interactions (process) towards the equilibrium (equi-

partition of energy over mass and space); thus, energy is conserved (the first law) but degraded (the 

second law). Finally, we may unify the two laws of thermodynamics as one grand law of nature: The 

universe consists of local material (mass energy) structures in forced equilibrium and their interac-

tions via force fields. The forces are balanced at any time (including inertial—process rate forces), thus 

conserving momentum, while charges/mass and energy are transferred and conserved during forced 

displacement in space all the time, but energy is degraded (dissipated) as it is redistributed (transferred) 

from a higher to a lower non-equilibrium potential towards equilibrium (equipartition of energy).

Glossary

Energy: It is a fundamental property of a physical system and refers to its potential to maintain a 

 material system identity or structure (force field in space) and to influence changes (via forced-

displacement interactions, i.e., systems’ restructuring) with other systems by imparting work 

(forced directional displacement) or heat (forced chaotic displacement/motion of a system’s 

molecular or related structures). Energy exists in many forms: electromagnetic (including 

light), electrical, magnetic, nuclear, chemical, thermal, and mechanical (including kinetic, 

elastic, gravitational, and sound).

Energy conservation: It may refer to the fundamental law of nature that energy and mass are con-

served, i.e., cannot be created or destroyed but only transferred from one form or one system 

to another. Another meaning of energy conservation is improvement of efficiency of energy 

processes so that they could be accomplished with minimal use of energy sources and minimal 

impact on the environment.

Energy conversion: A process of transformation of one form of energy to another, like conversion of 

chemical to thermal energy during combustion of fuels, or thermal to mechanical energy in 

heat engines, etc.

Energy efficiency: Ratio between useful (or minimally necessary) energy to complete a process and 

actual energy used to accomplish that process. Efficiency may also be defined as the ratio 

between energy used in an ideal energy-consuming process versus energy used in the cor-

responding real process, or vice versa, for an energy- producing process. Energy, as per the 

conservation law, cannot be lost (destroyed), but part of energy input that is not converted into 

“useful energy” is customarily referred to as “energy loss.”

Entropy: It is an integral measure of (random) thermal energy redistribution (due to heat transfer or 

irreversible heat generation) within a system mass and/or space (during system expansion), 

per absolute temperature level. Entropy is increasing from a perfectly ordered (singular and 

unique) crystalline structure at zero absolute temperature (zero reference) during reversible 

heating (entropy transfer) and entropy generation during irreversible energy conversion (loss 

of work potential to thermal energy), i.e., energy degradation or random equipartition within 

system material structure and space per absolute temperature level.

Exergy: It is the maximum system work potential if it is reversibly brought to the equilibrium with 

reference surroundings; i.e., exergy is a measure of a system’s nonequilibrium with regard to 

the reference system.

Heat: It is inevitable (spontaneous) energy transfer due to temperature differences (from a higher to 

a lower level), to a larger or smaller degree without control (dissipative) via chaotic (in all 

directions, non-purposeful) displacement/motion of system molecules and related micro-

structure, as opposed to controlled (purposeful and directional) energy transfer referred 

to as work.
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Heat engine: It is a device undergoing thermomechanical cycle that partially converts thermal energy 

into mechanical work and is limited by the ideal Carnot cycle efficiency. The cycle mechanical 

expansion and compression net-work is obtained due to difference between heat transferred to 

the engine from a high-temperature heat reservoir and rejected to a low temperature reservoir, 

thus converting part of thermal energy into mechanical work.

Mechanical energy: It is defined as the energy associated with ordered motion of moving matter at a 

large scale (kinetic) and ordered elastic potential energy within the material structure (poten-

tial elastic), as well as potential energy in gravitational field (potential gravitational).

Power: It is the energy rate per unit of time and is related to work or heat transfer processes (different 

work power or heating power).

System (also Particle or Body or Object) refers to any arbitrarily chosen but fixed physical or  material 

system in space (from a single particle to a system of particles), often called “closed system,” 

which is subject to observation and analysis. System occupies a so-called system volume within 

its own enclosure interface or system boundary and thus separates itself from its surround-

ings, i.e., other surrounding systems.

Temperature: It refers to the average kinetic energy during thermal interaction of disordered micro-

scopic motion of molecules and atoms. The concept of temperature is complicated by the par-

ticle internal degrees of freedom like molecular rotation and vibration and by the existence of 

internal interactions in solid materials, which can include the so-called collective molecular or 

atomic behavior. All of these phenomena could contribute to the kinetic energy during particle 

(thermal) interactions. When two objects are in thermal contact (i.e., interaction of random 

motion of their particles), the one that tends to spontaneously give away (lose) energy is at the 

higher temperature. In general, temperature is a measure of the tendency of an object to spon-

taneously exchange thermal energy with another object until their temperatures equalize, that 

is, until they achieve interacting particle kinetic energy equipartition (statistically equalize).

Thermal energy: It refers to the energy associated with the random, disordered motion of molecules and 

potential energy of intermolecular forces, as opposed to the macroscopic ordered energy asso-

ciated with ordered “bulk” motion of system structure at a large scale, and excluding internal 

binding energy within atoms (nuclear) and within molecules (chemical).

Total internal energy: It refers to the energy associated with the random, disordered motion of mol-

ecules and intermolecular potential energy (thermal), potential energy associated with chemi-

cal molecular structure (chemical), and atomic nuclear structure (nuclear), as well as with 

other structural potentials in force fields (electrical, magnetic, elastic, etc.). It refers to the 

“invisible” microscopic energy on the subatomic, atomic, and molecular scale as opposed to 

“visible” mechanical, bulk energy.

Work: It is a type of controlled energy transfer when one system is exerting force in a specific direction 

and thus making a purposeful change (forced displacement) in the other systems. It is inevita-

bly (spontaneously) accompanied, to a larger or smaller degree (negligible in ideal processes), 

by dissipative (without control) energy transfer referred to as heat (see above).
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Introduction

Renewable energy is a category of energy supply that is receiving increasing attention in the United 

States. The term refers, of course, to energy sources that can be fully utilized without diminishing future 

supplies. The obvious contrast is with fossil fuels which, once used, are no longer available.

Renewable energy is certainly nothing new. Mankind lived on it almost exclusively until the indus-

trial revolution in the 1700s. Falling water and wind provided mechanical energy for tasks like pumping 

water or grinding grain, while ships were propelled by wind. Wood fires provided heat for dwellings or 

for tasks like smelting metals.

This entry examines the various renewable energy resources in the United States and the status of 

conversion technologies. Because the largest two sources are also intermittent, integration into reliable 

supply systems is also examined. This turns out to be a less formidable task than it first appears to be.

Present energy end uses are examined in order to see how renewable sources might be deployed in a 

highly renewable energy future.

Renewable Energy Forms

Renewable energy comes in many forms, though most sources come directly or indirectly from solar 

radiation. Solar energy may be used directly as a source of heat as, for example, in heating water. It 

may also produce electricity, either directly in photovoltaic cells or by using concentrating collectors 

to produce steam for turbines. Wind energy, which is derived from solar energy, is now used almost 

exclusively to produce electricity, as is falling water. Winds over ocean waters produce waves, which are 

beginning to be harnessed as a source of electricity. Ocean currents or temperature differences between 

surface and deep waters also offer opportunities to extract useful energy.
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Trees, crops, and other plant matter (referred to as “biomass” in the renewable energy literature) 

likewise represent stored solar energy. Half the world still uses wood as a fuel, while forest product 

industries in the industrial world use wood waste to produce process heat, steam, and electricity. Energy 

crops, trees, or even grasses could be grown. Fuel alcohols are now produced mostly from sugarcane and 

corn, and they are beginning to be produced from cheaper, more abundant cellulosic biomass materi-

als, such as wheat straw or other waste products. Other biomass sources include animal manures and 

sewage, which can produce methane through anaerobic digestion. There are a few renewable sources of 

energy that do not derive from solar sources.

The moon’s gravitational pull on the earth creates tidal movements of ocean waters. In some loca-

tions, the rise and fall of water levels is sufficiently great to generate electricity.

Heat generated from nuclear processes deep in the earth sometimes comes close enough to the sur-

face to be captured as useful energy. When underground water is present as well, steam or hot water may 

be available for electricity generation.

The principal difference between age-old uses of renewable energy and the present possibilities is 

the availability of modern technologies with conversion efficiencies much higher than those previously 

available. Most importantly, all forms of renewable energy can be converted into electricity—the most 

versatile form of energy for human purposes.

Potential Renewable Resources in the United States

Solar radiation falling on the lower forty-eight states amounts to an estimated 44,000 quads (quadrillion 

Btu) annually—440 times the annual energy use for the nation.[1] Few other resources are found in such 

abundance. Windpower, the next most abundant renewable energy source, has an estimated electricity-

generating potential of 10,000 billion kilowatt-hours in the United States, almost three times present annual 

electricity consumption.[2] This estimate is for on-shore wind turbines only; the additional offshore poten-

tial is large, but has not been as carefully estimated. Moreover, recent studies find the U.S. potential to be 

underestimated in quantity and in the number of areas with economic wind-generating potential.[3]

Hydroelectric facilities already generate 7%–8% of the nation’s electricity, with another 3%–4% that 

might still be developed.[4] Geothermal resources that are suitable for electricity generation are found 

only in the western third of the United States, but they amount to 25,000 megawatts— enough to provide 

25%–30% of that area’s present electricity use. Geothermal heat is available to more of the nation, with 

a much larger potential.[5] The wave-generating potential has not yet been fully assessed in the United 

States. It appears to be substantial along the Pacific coast and the North Atlantic coast. Tidal power pos-

sibilities in the United States are limited to Alaska, Maine, and Washington.

As for biomass sources, U.S. forests and farms now produce materials with an energy content of 

some 14 quads. With energy crops, this could increase fourfold, according to estimates of the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory.[6] Other recent estimates give a near-term potential of 19–20 quads over 

and above materials taken for food, feed, and forest products, given relatively minor modifications in 

farm and forestry practices.[7] The author gives a figure of 1 cent per kwh in Japan, but this calculation 

does not include amortization of the equipment or annual maintenance costs.

There is clearly no shortage of renewable energy. It comes in many forms and, with respect to solar 

radiation and windpower, in great abundance.

In order to be useful in human activities, renewable energy must be captured and converted into 

forms which are consistent with energy demands. Time gaps between availability and need must also be 

bridged. For these tasks, equipment that is reliable, durable, and affordable must be available.

Conversion Efficiencies

Conversion efficiencies for various forms of renewable energy vary considerably. The growth of trees and 

other plant life generally convert only 0.5%–1% of solar radiation into stored biomass energy, which can 
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be used commercially. The fastest growing species in areas with long growing seasons (sugarcane, for 

example) convert 2%–3% of solar energy into recoverable energy.[8]

Other renewable technologies, fortunately, have much higher conversion ratios. Solar panels for heat-

ing water convert 40%–55% of the solar energy that falls on their surfaces to useful energy.[9] Crystalline 

silicon photovoltaic cells now on the market convert 11%–14% of solar radiation into electricity, lab mod-

els reach 33%, and nanotechnologies hold some promise of yet-higher figures.[10] It is these conversion 

efficiencies that facilitate the use of large quantities of renewable energy collected in a relatively small 

portion of a nation’s total area.

State of Technologies: Costs

Technologies Now Fully Developed and Cost Competitive

Hydroelectricity has been competitive since the earliest days of grid electricity. Expansion in the United 

States is constrained by environmental considerations, though output can be expanded by repowering 

existing facilities or installing generators at small existing dams. Hydro capacity becomes extremely 

valuable in grids with high components of intermittent power from wind and solar sources because it 

enables them to operate over a considerable range without further backup.

Wind energy is competitive with conventional fuels in areas with good wind resources and its costs 

continue to fall.

Geothermal Electricity

This technology is now well established in suitable sites around the world. Initial capital costs are 

high, both for drilling into steam or hot water sources and for generating equipment. California 

has 2200 megawatts in operation, and new facilities are planned or under construction in several 

Western states.[11]

Biomass

About three quads are already used annually for energy in the United States. The forest products indus-

tries use 1.8 quads of wood and wood wastes for process heat and cogenerated electricity. Firewood 

heats three million homes and supplies some occasional heat to another 20 million. These uses are fully 

competitive with fossil fuels, as is methane collected from landfills.[12] Other biomass possibilities are 

listed in the following section.

Ocean Sources

A small number of tidal plants have been installed around the world, but none have been installed as 

of yet in the United States. Other technologies for using ocean energy, except for waves, are not under 

active development at this time.[13]

Technologies That Are Well Developed but Not Yet Fully Cost Competitive

Solar Water Heating

This is a relatively simple technology consisting basically of water pipes in a box covered with glass and 

painted black. Today’s versions are, to be sure, much more sophisticated, with freeze-protection features to 

make the devices useable nationwide. Making costs competitive with present energy sources will be pos-

sible upon mass production and mass installation of the equipment, a feat long since accomplished in Israel.

Photovoltaic Electricity

Fifty years of research and development efforts have brought higher efficiencies and greatly reduced costs. 

Costs are still too high, by a factor of two or three, for photovoltaic electricity to be fully competitive on 
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customer facilities in the United States. They are already competitive for users remote from a power grid 

or for utilities at peak summer hours.

Cost reductions in photovoltaic systems manufacturing are proceeding more slowly than anticipated 

in the 1980s and 1990s, while conventional generation, with which these systems compete, has shown 

declining inflation- adjusted cost, as well. Authoritative analyses in the 1980s projected cost reductions 

of photovoltaic modules and other system costs to about one dollar per peak watt (two dollars in 2005 

prices), which implied Photovoltaic (PV) electricity costs of six to seven cents per kilowatt-hour.[14] Module 

prices have indeed declined to about $3.50 for volume purchases in 2005 (in current dollars).[15] Costs are 

not likely to fall significantly until some alternatives to the (now) standard silicon wafer are developed 

for volume production. Nonetheless, manufacturing costs have fallen below three dollars for modules.[16] 

With rapid market and manufacturing development, Japan can produce photovoltaic  electricity at about 

15 cents per kwh, competitive with (expensive) Japanese-delivered grid electricity.[17]

Photovoltaic equipment benefits from its potential location at the point of consumption, thus avoid-

ing most of the costs of transmission and distribution. PV electricity, therefore, can be priced higher 

than electricity from central generating plants. Because there is already enough rooftop space to accom-

modate nearly any conceivable volume of photovoltaic power, site costs are avoided as well.

Other Biomass Sources

Subsidized fuel ethanol is made mostly from corn, but more abundant cellulose sources are beginning to 

be utilized. Scale economies and cost decreases with production experience should make this technology 

competitive in the next few years. Iogen, the Canadian producer of ethanol from wheat straw, estimates a 

price of $1.30 per gallon from a proposed plant in Idaho.[18] Economically feasible processes and equipment 

to produce methane from animal wastes are already available, but the technology is still not widely used.

Technologies for Which Further Development Is Required

Solar Industrial Process Heat

Development of equipment for these tasks received some attention in the late 1970s, but was abandoned 

after that as fuel prices declined. Industrial process heat requirements and insolation overlap consid-

erably in the United States, so their potential remains to be exploited.[19] Further development awaits 

higher fossil fuel costs and some renewed research attention.

Wave Energy

Several small demonstration facilities now operate. The first full-scale commercial generation facilities 

are about to be installed in Portugal by British and Portuguese firms using British designs.[20]

Ocean Currents and Thermal Differences between Surface and Deep Ocean Waters

There is very little activity at present.

In summary, hydroelectric, wind, and geothermal electricity are fully cost-competitive with fossil and 

nuclear-generated electricity in areas with good resources. These areas are, respectively, three-qu arters 

of the states for wind, all but three or four states for hydroelectricity, and the western third of the nation 

for geothermal. Biomass-based heat and electricity are likewise well-established sources and they are 

available in every state. Widespread market penetration of solar hot water systems awaits economies of 

mass production and mass installation. Biomass-based liquid fuel production is set to expand rapidly. 

Sales of photovoltaic equipment are rising rapidly, but still with subsidies and incentives. Cost reduction 

proceeds apace at about 4%–5% per year, while several promising new and potentially much cheaper 

versions are moving into production.

Solar industrial process heat is receiving little attention, though it probably will as oil and gas prices 

trend upward in coming decades.
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Dealing with Intermittent Sources

Solar radiation and wind are the most abundant renewable energy sources, but they are also intermit-

tent in nature. This feature raises issues of complementarity and energy storage. Utilities think of gener-

ating capacity in terms of baseload, intermediate, and peaking capacities. Because intermittent sources 

do not fit into any of these categories, they are likely to be relegated to marginal roles.

Inquiries that pose the question of usefulness in another way have produced much more favorable 

conclusions. Utilities are already accustomed to demand patterns that are subject to seasonal, daily, 

weather-related, and random fluctuations. Their supply sources, in contrast, can be turned on or off as 

they wish. The more fruitful approach in considering intermittent sources is to regard them as “negative 

demand”—the side which is already subject to variations. Models that start with actual hour-by-hour 

demand loads through the year and then subtract out wind or solar contributions, hour-by-hour, con-

sistently show sizeable potential contributions from intermittent renewables without further backup. 

Needless to say, the presence of hydroelectric facilities or pumped storage units supports the ability to 

accommodate intermittent sources.

A simulation of the British electricity system showed that windpower, though not steadily available 

and not correlated with demand patterns, could still meet 25%–45% of system demand without addi-

tional backup, provided that the conventional components could be reconfigured to accommodate wind 

patterns.[21] A U.S. simulation found that in a system with demand patterns similar to those of most 

utilities, a grid with a substantial hydroelectric component could accommodate 50% of its outputs from 

intermittent renewable sources (i.e., wind and solar) and at costs no higher than those for conventional 

generation.[22] These are certainly counter-intuitive results, and they would need to be supplemented by 

modeling studies of other utilities. The findings, though, are consistent with experiences in Denmark 

and North Germany. Denmark now obtains 21% of its electricity from wind turbines, without evident 

problems of integrating this output into the national grid. German reports of strains on the grid seem to 

have more to do with transmission bottlenecks than generation sources.

Solar electricity has the advantage, for most utilities, of coinciding in availability with summer peaks 

in air-conditioning use. A recent New Jersey study found that photovoltaic generation would not only 

supply peak power (and thereby displace fuel generation) but 40%–70% of PV capacity would displace 

the capital costs of conventional generation, fractions which rose quickly in the presence of grid storage 

capacity.[23]

These results are so much at variance with traditional thinking in utility managements that time, 

experience, and external pressures will be required to bring solar and wind technologies into wide-

spread use, even when they are cost-competitive. Therein lies the case for incentives and regulatory 

requirements, such as the renewable portfolio standards now found in 18 states. Expanding markets 

enable the solar and wind equipment manufacturers to scale up and further reduce costs, while the utili-

ties gain actual operating experience with intermittent sources.

Moving toward an All-Renewable Energy Future

A consideration of energy futures in which renewable sources contribute most or all energy needs begins 

with an assessment of the quantity of energy that is likely to be needed, and its appropriate forms. As a 

starting point, one examines present energy sources and end uses in the economy, and then allows for 

increasing efficiencies. One must show that renewable resources are sufficient in quantity, quality and 

cost to provide for each of the end uses.

A word of caution is in order. It is much too easy to focus on energy supply, while neglecting the rich 

possibilities for improving energy efficiency in all end uses. One thus can miss the most economical 

opportunities for meeting energy demands because efficiency measures usually are less expensive than 

any new supplies, renewable or conventional. The reader is referred to the many entries in this ency-

clopedia that deal with the significant potential of increasing the efficiency with which energy is used.
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Present U.S. Energy Use

U.S. primary energy use is now running at about 100 quads per year and growing at about the same rate 

as population, unlike the growth pattern prior to 1973. Data for 2003 are shown in Table 1.

As the table indicates, primary energy use in the United States in 2003 was 98.7 quads. About 40% of 

this primary energy was used to generate electricity, and two-thirds (26.7 quads) of that was lost as waste 

heat in generation and transmission. End-use energy was thus 72 quads. Transportation and industry 

each take about one third of end-use energy, with the rest going to the residential and commercial sec-

tors. In U.S. energy statistics, electricity losses are allocated to each of the sectors in order to see the 

primary energy demand occasioned by the activities of each sector.

Table 1 also lists the kinds of energy end-uses provided by fuels because these would have to be sup-

plied from renewable sources in the absence of fuels. (Sector end- uses for electricity are not shown, 

since electricity is readily produced from renewable sources.) In the residential sector, for example, 

fuels are used mostly to heat space and water or, put differently, to provide low temperature (under 100 

degrees centigrade) heat. A much smaller use of fuel is for cooking, which utilizes temperatures in the 

100–250 degree centigrade range. Fuel use in the commercial sector is applied for similar purposes. 

Eighty percent of industrial energy use is in manufacturing, while 20% goes to mining, agriculture, and 

construction or is used for fuel-based feedstocks. Manufacturing end-use energy is 19 quads of which 

three to four quads is for refining petroleum.

Energy Efficiency Gains

All of these uses can be reduced with gains in energy efficiency, and some of them can be reduced signifi-

cantly. Indeed, if the best practices already existing in building design and construction, lights, appli-

ances, heating and cooling systems, vehicle mileage, and industrial processes were uniformly applied 

in the whole economy, end-use energy demands use would be 50%–70% lower, or in the 22–36 quad 

range—not the 72 quads shown in Table 1.[24] These potential reductions in energy use make renewable 

energy futures much more readily conceivable for high-income, high-output nations. Any energy supply 

system in a world of diminishing oil and gas output would be hard pressed to meet the energy demands 

of our present inefficient economy.

TABLE 1  Fuel and Energy Use by Sector, United States, 2003 (Quadrillion Btus)

Sector Fuel Electricity Total End Energy Use Electricity Losses Total Primary Energy Fuel End Uses in Sector

Residential 7.2 4.4 11.5 8.7 21.3 Space heat

Commercial 4.3 4.1 8.4 9.2 17.6 Water heat Space heat

Transportation

Industry

26.8 —a 26.8 0.1 26.9 Water heat Liquid fuel

Manufacturing

Agriculture, 

Mining

15.8 3.4 19.2 7.7 26.9 Process heat

Construction 3.0 —a 3.0 3.0

Feed stocks 3.0 — 3.0 3.0

Total industry 21.8 3.4 25.2 7.7 32.9

Total all sectors 60.1 11.9 72.0 26.7 98.7

aLess than 0.1 quad.

Source: Adapted from Energy Information Administration (additional detail for industry from International Energy 

Agency, IEA Energy Statistics, 2003, Energy Balance Table for the United States).[25]
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Adequacy of Renewable Resources

The questions for renewable energies then become:

1.  In the United States, can renewable energy sources provide 22–36 quads, of which 6 to 9 or so 

would meet efficiency-reduced electricity demands, 3 to 5 quads would be used for heat in build-

ings, 7 to 10 quads or so would power the transportation sector, and 6 to 10 quads would be com-

posed of fuels for industry?

2. If that can be shown, then can these sources provide for any continuing growth in the economy?

3. What technological developments are needed for this potential to be realized?

The adequacy of renewable energy sources, considered in gross, is easy to establish. Wind and solar 

resources alone provide these amounts of energy many times over. In addition, the “nonintermittent” 

renewable sources (biomass, hydroelectric, and geothermal resources) sum to another 17 quads at a 

minimum.

As to end-uses, 6 to 9 quads of electricity fall well under available sources, with storage capability 

being required only in areas lacking hydroelectric resources.

Space and water heat can be provided in part from direct solar sources, with the rest coming from 

biomass or perhaps electricity.

For those who envision a hydrogen-fueled transportation system, intermittent sources of renewable 

electricity are tailor-made. Hydrogen can be produced by electrolysis whenever solar or wind sources 

exceed grid demands. Liquid fuels from biomass are likely to be available, as well, especially with emerg-

ing technologies to produce liquid fuels from cellulosic materials.

Industrial process heat would come primarily from biomass sources, with some assistance from solar 

equipment or perhaps hydrogen produced from renewable electricity.

As to growth over time in energy demands over time, one can observe that economic growth in the 

United States, at least in per capita terms, is directed toward sectors that generally do not have high 

energy contents (services vs. basic commodities). If the United States is ever to reach a measure of sus-

tainability with respect to its physical resource demands, its population must level off, as must that of 

any other nation seeking sustainability.

There are two major technological developments that remain to be achieved in order to make an all-

renewable future attainable. The first is cost reductions in the manufacture and installation of photovol-

taic systems and the second is the rapid commercialization and cost reduction in processes which make 

fuel ethanol from cellulosic materials, rather than foods. These developments are already well underway.

Space does not permit an extended analysis of these matters; this brief discussion is intended to estab-

lish, in general terms, that a largely or wholly renewable energy future is possible, given several decades 

to adjust. This view is not now widely accepted, yet it is certainly the most hopeful one for mankind in 

an age of diminishing fossil fuel resources.
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Introduction

Although specific types of energy storage are introduced below, note that this encyclopedia has sepa-

rate and detailed entries on batteries, compressed air storage, and pumped hydroelectricity. First, some 

definitions are given:

• Primary storage methods are designed for a single use. A regular flashlight cell is used once and 

discarded (NOT into landfill).

• Secondary storage methods allow energy to be stored and recovered repeatedly. Rechargeable 

flashlight cells are available.

• Renewable energy is endlessly available in nature. Wind and solar power are currently in the 

spotlight.

The greater part of the entry concerns secondary storage. Renewables and primary storage are discussed 

briefly. A glossary is included at the end of the entry.

Need for Storage

Depending upon the use, energy is stored for varying periods. The energy stored in the gas tank of an 

automobile is used over a period of about a week. Part of that energy is stored in the car’s battery, to be 

used two or several times in a day.

Power companies use large-scale energy storage[1] to defer investment in new generation,  transmission, 

and distribution facilities. It is useful for integration with renewables, for voltage and frequency regu-

lation, for demand leveling, and in lieu of spinning reserves. Long-term energy  storage might depend 

upon availability and the cost of transporting it, such as the pile of coal at a generating plant.

Rate payers can use energy storage for load leveling and to protect themselves from the vagaries of 

the grid. Large quantities of electric energy generated at night when utility rates are cheap are stored in 

order to be released in daytime when rates are high. Smaller quantities are stored indefinitely to keep 

critical or sensitive equipment running during power failures or surges, sometimes only for seconds 

or minutes, until backup generators can come on line. A small and isolated user might want to store 
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irregular energy supplied by wind or sun rather than build a road, pipeline, or power line for access to 

conventional sources.

Example 1. Consider electric rates that are $10.00/kW-mo and $0.10/kWh during weekdays from 

noon to 6:00 p.m. and $5.00/kW-mo and $0.05/kWh during weeknights from midnight to 6:00 a.m. and 

on weekends. Making reasonable assumptions about on-peak and off-peak hours, calculate a benefit of 

this use of energy storage.

Solution. Using an average of 22 weekdays and 8 weekend days per month gives 132 hr/mo on-peak 

hours and 324 hr/mo off-peak hours. Storing energy over all the offpeak hours will reduce the demand 

contribution to the stored energy cost. Assuming 75% round-trip efficiency apportioned evenly between 

storage and recovery (86.6% each way) and spreading the demand cost cover each hour of use, the 

blended cost of stored energy is

 
$5.00/kW mo/324hr/mo $0.05/kWh

0.866
$0.076/kWh

− + =  (1)

while the blended cost of recovered energy is

 
$10.00/kW mo/132hr/mo $0.10/kWh

0.866
$0.20/kWh

− + =  (2)

Valuation Criteria

Energy storage methods can be evaluated by many different criteria, with importance depending upon 

the application. Possible criteria are first cost in $/kWh, lifetime in cycles or hours, maintenance cost, 

energy density in kWh/lb, allowable depth of discharge, footprint in kWh/ft2 and area in ft2, reliability, 

and safety.

Storing Electricity

A journal entry[2] whose title implies the possibility of storing electric energy seems to allow in its con-

tent that, technically, one cannot. The methods cited require conversion and reconversion, with storage 

in any of several non-electric forms. For storage in batteries, electricity is converted to chemical energy. 

For flywheel storage, electricity is converted to rotational kinetic energy. In pumped hydroelectric stor-

age, electricity is converted to gravitational potential energy. Compressed air and energy stored in springs 

are mechanical potential energy. Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) is magnetic energy. 

The energy stored in a capacitor is in an electric field, so at least this can be called stored electric energy.

Renewable Energy

A distinction is commonly made between stored energy and renewable (natural) energy. Some might 

say that energy is “stored” in the wind or ocean waves where it is available to be converted into a more 

useful form. Others contend that at least some processing is required for energy to qualify as stored, for 

instance, oil from a well must be refined, transported, and stored in a tank. For another example of pri-

mary stored energy, sulfur, charcoal, and saltpeter are combined to make gunpowder. Other examples 

of renewable energy are waterfalls, sunlight, trees and other biomass (saw grass, bagasse, corn), and 

geothermal energy. The case of water behind a dam is not so simple.

However, once some of these resources are harvested, processed, transported, and deposited at the 

consuming site, they can be considered as primary stored energy. Yet another category of natural energy 

becomes available at unpredictable times, such as that in volcanoes, hurricanes and tornadoes, and 

falling trees. A fascinating example of this type[3] is the energy in rocks tumbling down the San Gabriel 

Mountains into the backyards of suburban Los Angeles.
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Hydrocarbons (coal, oil, and gas) are not considered renewable because they require eons to form, 

and indeed, they are being used up much faster than they form.

Primary Storage

Primary storage involves extraction or manufacture and a storage site or vessel, for example: 1) coal 

mined, transported, and stored at a power plant; 2) gasoline in the fuel tank of an automobile; and 3) 

uranium ore mined and processed into pellets of fuel. Examples of manufactured products contain-

ing primary stored energy are gunpowder, candles, lamp oil, and, indeed, non-rechargeable flashlight 

batteries (cells). Taking this one step further, the energy used in manufactured durable goods is stored 

when the goods are inventoried. This has the advantage of a very low dissipation rate but the disadvan-

tage of frozen capital.

Secondary Methods

Storing on the Grid

References to storage on the electric grid conjure visions of electrons running about on transmission 

lines, looking for a place to light. In fact, the term merely means storage facilities connected to the grid, 

and it is in vogue because the lack of such storage is an impediment to the development of renewable 

power.[4] The problem is the need for a stable supply of power combined with the erratic availability of 

renewables. The solution is threefold: 1) an extended grid from the sources to the users; 2) increased stor-

age facilities to receive energy when available and to supply it when needed; and 3) improved controls to 

gain access to stored energy and/or to limit the demand by users.

Capacitors

The energy, E, stored in a capacitor is equal to

 c
1

2

2=E V  (3)

where the capacitance, C, of a plate capacitor is equal to

 C
A

d

ε=  (4)

where ε is the permittivity of the dielectric between the plates, V is the voltage across the plates, A is the 

area of each plate, and d is the distance between the plates.

Evidently then, a high-energy capacitor requires a high voltage, a high permittivity, and a large area-

to-separation ratio.

Conventional electrostatic capacitors have two metal plates separated by a dielectric. Electrolytic 

capacitors[5] are made up of two aluminum foils. The anode foil is coated with aluminum oxide, Al2O3, 

and the cathode is the other foil with a spacer saturated with electrolyte facing the oxide layer. Many 

types of both aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes have been used.

Electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), also known hyperbolically as supercapacitors or ultraca-

pacitors, have, between the electrodes, two layers of a sponge-like material with a separator that takes 

the place of plates. The material is typically activated carbon, although carbon nanotubes are envisioned 

for the purpose. These materials have thousands as much area per volume as conventional dielectrics 

and the distance between charges is submicroscopic, thus making their capacitance and energy den-

sity that much greater than that of electrolytic capacitors. Because of the small spacing, the voltage is 

only 2–3 V.
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A major use of EDLCs is in combination with batteries. While batteries store more energy, EDLCs 

can charge and discharge much faster. Thus the EDLC is used in cameras to supply the flash and in 

 electric cars to assist in hill climbing and acceleration or to absorb braking energy.

Chemical Batteries

The lead–acid battery has several disadvantages. It is heavy, toxic, maintenance-intensive, and short-

lived. However, the technology is well-developed, and the materials are inexpensive, and this trumps all 

the disadvantages. The positive electrode (cathode) is PbO2, lead dioxide, the negative electrode (anode) 

is Pb, lead, and the electrolyte is sulfuric acid, H2SO4. The overall reaction is

 PbO Pb 2H SO 2PbSO 2H O2 2 4 4 2+ + ↔ +  (5)

moving to the right during discharge and to the left during charging. Thus both electrodes and the elec-

trolyte are used up during discharge, forming lead sulfate and water. The reaction can be reversed by 

application of a reverse current at the electrodes. A half-reaction occurs at each electrode, with electrons 

being produced at the anode and absorbed at the cathode.

A large lead–acid battery test facility[6] was built by Southern California Edison in Chino, California, 

and went into operation in 1998. Four strings of series-wired cells were housed in each of two large 

 buildings, with a smaller building in between to house the converter and controls. Each string consisted 

of 1032 two-volt cells tied in series to provide a nominal voltage of 2000 Vdc. The facility was programed 

for an 80% depth of discharge to provide 20.8 kAh, or 40 MWh plus the energy to run auxiliaries, primar-

ily the air compressor and air handlers. Typical discharge cycles were 5 MW for 8 hr or 10 MW for 4 hr.

Compare these figures to those for an automotive SLI (starting, lighting, ignition) battery that has six 

2V cells to provide 40 Ah or 480 Wh. The SLI battery is designed for high current for a short time and 

for shallow discharge, whereas a traction battery, e.g., a 6, 8, or 12V golf cart battery, is designed for deep 

discharge and power over long periods.

Compressed Air

In the compressed air energy storage (CAES) method,[7] air is stored at high pressure in an underground 

cavern for use in a gas turbine. Since a conventional gas turbine consumes about two-thirds of its fuel to 

compress air at the time of generation, the CAES method benefits by using electricity from the grid at 

off-peak times for use at on-peak times in lieu of the gas turbine compressor. One improvement to the 

basic method is a surface pond connected to the cavern that serves to keep the pressure in the cavern 

constant. When air is stored, water is displaced, and when air is withdrawn, water reenters. Second, 

between the compressor and the cavern is a thermal storage device to store the heat of compression. 

When the air is withdrawn, it is reheated.

Example 2. Compute the specific work required to compress air at 1 atm and 20°C to 50 atm in an 

adiabatic compressor having an isentropic efficiency of 80%. Assuming the air is stored at 20°C in a 

cavern of 200,000 m3, what total work is required?

Solution. The specific work of compression is
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Flow Batteries

These batteries are so named because the electrolyte flows between the cell and a storage tank for each 

electrode. In the best-known flow battery the electrolyte is a solution of vanadium and sulfuric acid and 

the reaction is an oxidation-reduction reaction, hence the name vanadium redox battery[8] (VRB). The 

cathode electrolyte carries V5+ and V4+ ions, while the anode electrolyte carries V2+ and V3+ ions. The 

reactions during discharge are oxidation at the cathode

 V V e4 5+ ++ + − (9)

and reduction at the anode

 V e V3 2+ →+ − + (10)

These reactions are reversed during charging. The electrodes are separated by a permeable ionic mem-

brane to allow hydrogen ions to pass through to complete the circuit.

The electrodes do not take part in the reactions, so they do not deteriorate as in a lead–acid battery. 

The electrolyte can be recycled indefinitely, eliminating the problem of disposal. The battery can be fully 

discharged without damage, it can be discharged at high voltage, and it could be “instantly” recharged 

by replacing the electrolyte.

Flywheels

Originally, flywheels were used to regulate the speed of rotating machinery. By virtue of its large rota-

tional inertia, the flywheel tended to oppose any tendency in the machine to slow down or speed up. 

Now flywheels are being used as energy storage devices.

Modern energy storage flywheels are massive rotating cylinders supported on stators by 

 magnetically levitated bearings to eliminate bearing wear. The flywheel is operated in a low vacuum 

environment to reduce drag. Some of the key features of flywheels are low maintenance, long life, and 

inert material.

The choice of solid steel vs. composite rims is based on the system cost, weight, and size. Steel is 

denser (heavier) but composites can withstand much higher tip speeds. Actual delivered energy depends 

on the speed range of the flywheel as it cannot deliver its rated power at very low speeds.

The energy stored in a flywheel can be calculated as follows: The energy of translation of a particle of 

mass m and velocity v is 1/2mv2, so the energy of rotation of a particle of mass m and rotational speed ω 

rotating about a center at distance r is 1 / 2m r( )ω 2
. For a group of particles all at distance R and totaling 

mass M, the rotational energy 1/2MR2 2ω , is or 1/2Iω 2 where I M= R2 is the rotational inertia (or moment 

of inertia). Therefore to maximize the stored energy, a flywheel should be heavy (large M), big (large R), 

fast (large ω), and have the mass concentrated at the outer rim (mass at R).

Flywheels are used to provide power to uninterruptible power supplies.[9] They pair well with batteries 

in this application, since flywheels are tolerant to frequent cycling (which batteries are not), and batter-

ies can provide power for longer periods. Comparative advantages of flywheels over batteries are longer 

life, smaller footprint, less maintenance, and less stringent housing conditions. The main disadvantage 
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of a flywheel is the short period in which backup power can be supplied because of the continuously 

decreasing speed of rotation. This can be overcome by introducing special circuitry, but this adds cost 

and complexity.

Example 3. Consider a modest-sized flywheel of 40 kg mass and 0.3 m diameter rotating at 5000 rpm. 

Find the stored energy. Assume all the mass to be located at the extremity.

Solution. The rotational speed is (5000 rev/min) (2π)/(60 sec/min) = 523.6 rad/sec. The kinetic energy 

in the wheel is (1/2) (40 kg) (0.3 m)2 (523.6 rad/sec)2 = 493,500 (kg-m/sec2)-m (= N-m = J = W-sec). If only 

10% of this energy is usable until the flywheel slows to an unacceptable speed, 49,350 W-sec is available, 

or about 5 kW for 10 sec until a longer-term backup can be brought on line.

Fuel Cells

Fuel cells are not properly an energy storage device, but an energy conversion device, since they take a 

continuous flow of materials and combine them to produce energy and heat. However, they have a cer-

tain analogy with chemical batteries. Fuel cells convert hydrogen and oxygen into electricity and heat. A 

fuel cell, like a battery, is made up of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte. A current is produced when 

hydrogen ionizes at the anode with the aid of a catalyst. The hydrogen ions pass through the electrolyte 

to the cathode, where they combine with oxygen to produce water. The electrons released at the anode 

travel through an electric circuit to the cathode. The overall reaction is

 2H O 2H O2 2 2+ →  (11)

Notice that the reaction only goes to the right, i.e., it is not reversible as in an energy storage device. As 

in a lead-acid battery, the half-reactions produce electrons at the anode and absorb them at the cathode.

Fuel cells use a variety of electrolytes, including phosphoric acid, molten carbonate, solid oxide, and 

a proton exchange membrane.

Pumped Hydroelectricity

In this method, water is pumped into an elevated reservoir, with the energy recovered when the water 

flows back down to a lower reservoir through a turbine generator. The reservoirs may be man-made 

or natural bodies of water. Reversible turbine/pumps reduce the equipment required. Pumped hydro 

is particularly advantageous in conjunction with gas- or coal-fired plants, first by demand leveling, 

allowing the thermal plant to run at its most efficient load, and second by responding quickly to fluctua-

tions in demand, where a thermal plant cannot. Pumped hydro also has been found to pair well with 

wind power and its variations in availability. Of course pumped hydro can be used on a regular sched-

ule of pumping at night when rates are cheap and recovering by day when rates are high. The energy 

stored, E, is the potential energy of position, E = mgh, where m is the mass of water, g is the acceleration 

due to gravity, and h is the difference in height between reservoirs. Conversion efficiency is good, with 

losses depending on efficiency of the motor/generator and pump/turbine, pipe friction, and evaporation/ 

seepage. Dam failures notwithstanding, this method is generally safe. The essential requirement is a site 

where high and low reservoirs are naturally available or can be constructed at a reasonable cost.

Springs

The force, F, required to stretch or compress a linear spring is F = kx, where k is the spring constant and x 

is the change in length. The energy, E, stored is the integral of force over the change in length, E k= 1/2 x 2. 

The torque, τ, required to twist a linear torsion spring is τ = kθ, where k is the spring constant and θ is 

the change in angle. The energy, E, stored is the integral of torque over the change in angle, E k= 1/2 θ 2. 
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Torsion springs are typically used in instruments in spiral form. A torsion pendulum is a heavy disk that 

rotates at the end of a wire in torsion.

It is interesting to note that a bolt is a spring, and the clamping force (i.e., the stored energy) is the 

stretch in the bolt times its spring constant.

Superconducting Magnets

SMES is the storage of a current, I, in a cryogenically cooled inductor with energy E equal to

 E LI
1

2
2=  (12)

where the inductance of a coil, L, is equal to

 L
N A

X

2μ=  (13)

where μ is the permeability of the core, N is the number of turns in the coil, A is the cross-sectional area 

of the coil, and X is the length of the coil.

Evidently then, a high-energy SMES requires high current, a highly permeable core, many turns, and 

a large cross-sectional area-to-length ratio.

The energy is maintained without dissipation by cryo-genically cooling the coil.[10] Helium is used as a 

coolant because its freezing temperature is 4.2°C above absolute zero. The salient characteristic of SMES 

is fast response with extremely high power. Thus a prominent use would be to stabilize short-term faults 

in grid power. Advantages cited for this method of energy storage are high conversion efficiency because 

of low resistance losses, and low maintenance because of few moving parts.

Thermal Storage

A wag has suggested that the thermos bottle is the greatest invention of the human mind because it 

keeps hot things hot and cold things cold. How does it know? Three examples of thermal storage are 

discussed here: chilled water, regenerators, and Trombe walls.

The energy consumed by a chiller can be stored in the form of chilled water or ice in an insulated 

tank, usually as a play on varying electric rates. Water is an excellent medium for this since it is inex-

pensive but also because it has a high specific heat, giving a good energy-to-volume ratio. For instance, 

an energy-efficient chiller will operate at 0.5 kW/T, (T = ton) so that over 6 hr, a 100T chiller will make

 100T 12,000 Btu/hr T 6hr 7.2 MMBtu( )( )( ) − =  (14)

of cooling for 

 0.5 kW/T 100 T 6 hr. 300 kWh of electrity( ) ( )( ) =

This energy can be stored by chilling water from 70°F to 35°F, which will require a volume of water 

equal to

 
7.2 MM Btu

1 Btu/1 bm F 70 35 F 62.41bm/ft
3300ft

3

3

( )( )( )− ° − °
=  (15)

which is equivalent to a cubical tank about 15 ft on a side. The energy would typically be recovered by 

running the chilled water through an air handler to provide air conditioning. Good insulation, the 
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small temperature difference between the medium and the surroundings of the tank, and the relatively 

short storage time would keep the storage loss low.

A regenerator is a regenerative heat exchanger, in which energy is stored in the material of the heat 

exchanger itself. A regenerator cycles such that half of it is heated by hot flue or exhaust gases while cool 

combustion air is drawn in and heated in the other half. In the second half of the cycle, cool air enters 

through the previously heated material of the regenerator. For example, older industrial furnaces have 

two chimneys, where combustion air enters in one while flue gases heat the other. Then the paths are 

switched so that new air is heated as it descends the first, heated chimney. A newer type of regenerator 

is a slowly rotating heat wheel, with half of it being heated by exiting flue gas and the other half heating 

the incoming air. The paths of the intake and exhaust remain constant while the heat-storing element 

moves.

A Trombe wall[11] (after the engineer Felix Trombe who used it extensively) is a form of passive solar 

energy storage. It is most commonly used in small buildings in combination with other passive 

 energy-saving methods. The wall is a south-facing thick construction of brick or concrete with a 

layer of glass on the outside and an air space between. The greenhouse effect allows solar radiation to 

heat the wall but blocks the longer-wavelength, lower-temperature radiation from the wall. The wall 

stores heat during the day and releases it into the living space at night. Vents with one-way flaps pierce 

the wall at the top and bottom, whereby cool air from the room enters the air space at the bottom, 

is heated, rises to the top of the space, and reenters the room through the top vent. The flaps block 

reverse flow.

Conclusion

Stored energy is considered here as involving some human activity, ruling out natural energy contained 

in the winds or the tides or the Earth’s crust. Primary storage is advantageous when the energy source 

is cheap or available. A disadvantage of acquiring in advance of need is that energy leaks from the 

medium.

Most secondary methods involve converting from and to electrical energy, so the electric grid 

becomes a primary factor. The practice of “buy low, sell high” leads to storing energy during off-peak 

hours and recovering it during on-peak hours. The availability and location of renewables causes that 

energy to be transported from the source to the point of use and stored until most valuable. Finally, the 

grid is not completely reliable, so energy is stored to carry critical services through outages.

Since energy is lost in every round trip to and from a storage medium, ongoing efforts to improve 

conversion efficiencies are of great economic importance.

Glossary

Bagasse the solid residue of a plant, e.g., sugarcane, after the juice has been extracted

Battery a collection of chemical cell 

Btu British Thermal Unit, 1055 J or 778 ft-lbf

CAES See Compressed Air Energy Storage

Chemical Cell a unit that stores chemical energy and converts it from and electric energy

Chemical Energy energy stored or released in a chemical reaction

Chiller a mechanical device that cools a refrigerant in a thermodynamic cycle

Combustion a chemical reaction that oxidizes fuel and releases thermal energy

Compressed Air Energy large-scale secondary storage, used in gas turbines

storage

Demand Leveling what the power company does to reduce the peak demand

EDLC electric double-layer capacitor
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Energy the capacity to do work, usual units Btu or kWh

Ethane C2H6, a minor component of natural gas

Ethanol C2H6O, ethyl alcohol, sometimes used as a component of automotive fuel

Ethanol ethyl alcohol, grain alcohol, C2H5OH

Flow battery a battery in which the electrolyte flows between the cell and a storage tank

Flywheel a device that spins to store kinetic energy

Fuel Cell an energy conversion device that generates energy from hydrogen and oxygen

Gasoline primarily octane

Geothermal Energy energy associated with heat in the Earth’s crust

Heat Energy more properly called thermal energy

Kinetic energy associated with motion

Latent Energy energy associated with a change in phase, also called latent heat

Load Leveling what the rate payer does to reduce the peak demand

Mechanical Energy kinetic or potential energy

Methane CH4, the main component of natural gas, 1000 Btu/ft3

MMBtu million Btu

MMBtu/hr million Btu per hour

Natural Gas a mixture of hydrocarbon gases, primarily methane

Natural Energy renewable energy

Octane C8H18, the main component of gasoline

Potential Energy energy associated with the position of a system or its component parts

Regenerator an energy-storing heat exchanger

Renewable Energy energy endlessly available in nature

Saw Grass a sedge, with leaves having edges set with small sharp teeth, a source of ethanol

Sensible Energy energy associated with a change in temperature, also called sensible heat

SMES See superconducting magnetic energy storage

Superconducting Magnetic energy stored by energizing (inducing a magnetic  current in) a magnet

Energy Storage

T ton of cooling, 12,000 Btu/hr

Thermal Energy sensible plus latent internal energy

Trombe Wall a building component that stores heat from the sun
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Introduction

Currently, fossil fuels supply about 86% of global primary energy consumption (39% oil, 24% coal, and 

23% natural gas), providing energy for transportation, electricity generation, and industrial,  commercial 

and residential uses. The air emissions of fossil fuel combustion are transported by winds and  dispersed 

by atmospheric turbulence, eventually falling or migrating to the surface of the earth or ocean at  various 

rates. While in the atmosphere, pollutants cause considerable harmful effects on human health,  animals, 

vegetation, structures, and aesthetics.

In recent decades, it has become evident that rising levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide (and other 

greenhouse gases) have already warmed the earth’s surface slightly. It is predicted that, with  continuous 

and increasing use of fossil fuels, the warming trend will increase. Most of the increase in carbon  dioxide 

levels is a direct consequence of fossil fuel combustion.

The goal of this entry is to describe the characteristics of fossil fuel-generated air pollutants, including 

carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, their transport and fate in the atmosphere, and their effects 

on human health, the environment, and global climate change.

Ambient and Emission Standards of Air Pollutants

Air pollutants, when they exceed certain concentrations, can cause acute or chronic diseases in 

humans, animals, and plants. They can impair visibility, cause climatic changes, and damage  materials 

and  structures. Regulatory agencies in most developed countries prescribe ambient standards 

( concentrations) for air pollutants. The standards are set at a level below which it is estimated that no 

harmful effect will ensue to human health and the environment. On the other hand, if the standards are 
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exceeded, increased human mortality and morbidity, as well as environmental degradation, is expected. 

For example, in the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets National Ambient 

Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six pollutants, the so-called criteria pollutants: carbon monoxide 

(CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), sulfur dioxide (SO2), particulate matter (PM), and lead (Pb). 

The standards are listed in Table 1. In the past, particulate matter was regulated regardless of size (the so-

called Total Suspended Particles, TSP). Starting in 1978, particles were regulated with an aerodynamic 

diameter less than 10μm. This is called PM10. In 1997, a new standard was introduced for particles with 

an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5μm. This is called PM2.5. The reason for regulating only small 

particles is that these particles can be lodged deep in the alveoli of the lungs, and hence are detrimental 

to our health, whereas the larger particles are filtered out in the upper respiratory tract. While there is 

a standard for lead concentrations in the air, this pollutant is no longer routinely monitored. With the 

phasing out of leaded gasoline in the 1970s, lead concentrations in the air steadily declined, and alleg-

edly, in the United States, airborne lead no longer poses a health hazard. (Of course, lead in its other 

forms, such as in paint, pipes, groundwater, solder, and ores, is still a hazard.)

In addition, the EPA sets emission standards for stationary and mobile sources. Stationary sources 

include power plants, incinerators, steel, cement, paper and pulp factories, chemical manufacturers, 

refineries, and others. Mobile sources include automobiles, trucks, locomotives, ships, and aircraft. 

As an example, Table 2 lists the U.S. emission standards (New Source Performance Standards) for 

 vfossil-fueled steam generators, which include large fossil-fueled power plants and industrial boilers 

that were constructed after 1970. The emission standards are set in terms of mass emitted per fuel heat 

input (g/GJ). However, in 1978, new regulations were implemented. Instead of numerical emission stan-

dards, EPA prescribed emission control technologies, the so-called best available control technologies 

(BACT), purporting to reduce emissions to a minimum with practical and economic pollution abate-

ment devices. For example, current BACT for sulfur oxides is a “scrubber,” usually employing a slurry of 

pulverized limestone (CaCO3) counter-flowing to the flue gas that contains the sulfur oxides. For con-

trol of nitric oxides (NOx), the current BACT is the low-NOx-burner (LNB). Because the LNB reduces 

TABLE 1 U.S. 2000 National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)

Pollutant Standard Averaging Time

Carbon monoxide 9 ppm (10 mg/m3) 8-ha

35 ppm (40 mg/m3) 1-ha

Lead 1.5 μg/m3 Quarterly Average

Nitrogen dioxide 0.053 ppm (100 μg/m3) Annual (arithmetic mean)

Particulate matter (PM10) 50 μg/m3 Annualb (arithmetic mean)

150 μg/m3 24-ha

Particulate matter (PM2.5) 15.0 pg/m3 Annualc (arithmetic mean)

65 μg/m3 24-hd

Ozone 0.08 ppm 8-he

Sulfur oxides 0.03 ppm Annual (arithmetic mean)

0.14 ppm 24-ha

– 3-ha

aNot to be exceeded more than once per year.
bTo attain this standard, the 3-year average of the weighted annual mean PM10 concentration at each monitor within 

an area must not exceed 50 μg/m3.
cTo attain this standard, the 3-year average of the weighted annual mean PM2.5 concentrations from single or multiple 

community-oriented monitors must not exceed 15.0 μg/m3.
dTo attain this standard, the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of 24-h concentrations at each population-oriented 

monitor within an area must not exceed 65 μg/m3.
eTo attain this standard, the 3-year average of the fourth-highest daily maximum 8-h average ozone concentrations 

measured at each monitor within an area over each year must not exceed 0.08 ppm.
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NOx emissions only up to 50%, new sources may be required to employ more efficient NOx-reducing 

technologies, such as selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR), 

based on ammonia or urea injection into the flue gas. For control of particulate matter, the current pre-

scribed technology is the electrostatic precipitator (ESP). Because the ESP is not efficient in removing 

sub-micron and 1–2 pm particles, and in view of the new PM2.5 standard, new sources may be required 

to install instead of an ESP a Fabric Filter (FF), also called a bag house. The FF consists of a porous fabric 

or fiberglass membrane that filters out efficiently the smallest particles, albeit at an increased cost and 

energy penalty compared to the ESP. The detailed description of the workings of these emission control 

technologies is beyond the scope of this entry; the reader is referred to the excellent handbooks on the 

subject.[1,2]

Table 3 lists the U.S. emission standards in units of mass emitted per length traveled (g/km) for 

passenger cars and light trucks for the different model years from 1968 to 1994. At present, the 1994 

standards are still in effect. Notice that light truck standards are not as strict as those for light duty 

vehicles. This dichotomy is very controversial, because the light truck category includes sport utility 

vehicles (SUV), minivans, and pick-up trucks, which are mostly used for personal and not for cargo 

transport. Therefore, their emission standards ought to be equal to those for passenger cars. Until now, 

these vehicles captured the majority of sales in the United States. (With rising gasoline prices, this 

trend may be reversed.) The achievement of the emission standards relies on emission control technolo-

gies. For unleaded gasoline-fueled vehicles, the prevailing control technology is the three-way catalytic 

converter, which simultaneously reduces carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxides (NOx), and fragmentary 

hydrocarbon (HC) emissions. Unfortunately, the catalytic converter would not work on diesel-fueled 

vehicles, because the relatively high sulfur and particle emissions from diesel engines would poison the 

catalyst. Automobile and truck manufacturers are intensively investigating possible technologies that 

would reduce emissions from diesel-fueled autos and trucks.

In addition to the aforementioned criteria pollutants, one finds in the air a host of other gaseous and 

particulate pollutants, generally designated as hazardous air pollutants (HAP), or simply air toxics. The 

EPA has identified 189 HAPs. Of course, not all HAPs are related to fossil fuel usage. Examples of fossil 

fuel HAPs are products of incomplete combustion (PIC), volatile organic compounds (VOC), polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), toxic metals (e.g., mercury, cadmium, selenium, arsenic, vanadium, etc.) 

Many of the fossil fuel–related HAPs are found as condensed matter on particles emitted by stationary 

sources (e.g., fly ash from power plants) or mobile sources (e.g., exhaust smoke from trucks). While HAPs 

may be more harmful to our health than the criteria pollutants (some of them are carcinogens), it is dif-

ficult to establish a dose–response relationship. Therefore, instead of setting HAP emission standards, 

TABLE 2 U.S. New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for Fossil Fuel Steam Generators 

with Heat Input >73 MW

Pollutant Fuel Heat Input (g/GJ)

SO2 Coal

Oil

516

86

NO2

PMa

Gas

Coal (bituminous)

Coal (subbituminous)

86

260

 210

Oil 130

Gas 86

All 13

aPM, particulate matter. For PM emissions an opacity standard also applies, which allows a maximum 

obscuration of the background sky by 20% for a 6-min period.

Source: Data from EPA. Standards of performance for new stationary sources. Electric steam generating 

units. Federal Register, 45, February 1980, 8210–8213.
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the EPA mandates that specific control technologies be installed on major emitting sources. These are 

called maximum achievable control technologies (MACT). For example, for toxic volatile gases, the 

most often used control technologies are physical adsorption on porous adsorbents ( usually activated 

carbon), or chemical absorption in solvents, including water, that have a large  absorption capacity for 

these gases. When the concentration of toxic gases in the effluent is high, secondary incineration of 

the effluent may be warranted. For detailed descriptions of MACTs, the reader is also referred to the 

 appropriate handbooks.[1,2]

Pollutant Transport and Dispersion

When air pollutants exit a smoke stack or exhaust pipe (called the sources), they are transported by 

winds and dispersed by turbulent diffusion. Winds blow from high pressure toward low-pressure cells 

at speeds that depend on the pressure gradient. Because of the Coriolis force, wind trajectories are cur-

vilinear in reference to fixed earth coordinates, although within a relatively short (few to tens of km) 

distance, wind trajectories can be approximated as linear. Winds have a horizontal and vertical compo-

nent. Over flat terrain, the horizontal component predominates; in mountainous and urban areas with 

tall buildings, the vertical component can be significant, as well at the land/sea interface.

In the bottom layer of the atmosphere, called the troposphere, the temperature usually declines 

with altitude. For a dry atmosphere, the temperature gradient is −9.6°C/km. This is called the dry 

a diabatic lapse rate. In a moist atmosphere, the temperature gradient is less. Under certain  conditions 

(e.g.,   no cturnal radiative cooling of the earth surface), the temperature gradient may even become 

 positive. This is called inversion. The global and temporal average temperature gradient in the 

 troposphere is −6.5°C/km. When a negative temperature gradient exists, upper parcels of the air are 

denser than lower ones, so they tend to descend, while lower parcels buoy upward, giving rise to eddy 

or turbulent mixing. The more negative the temperature gradient, the stronger the turbulence, and the 

faster the dispersion of a pollutant introduced into the troposphere. Wind shears also cause turbulence. 

A wind shear exists when, in adjacent layers of the atmosphere, winds blow in different directions and 

speeds.

 

TABLE 3 U.S. Federal Vehicle Emission Standards

Light-duty Vehicles (Auto) Light-duty Trucks (Gasoline)

Model Year HC (g/km) CO (g/km) NO (g/km) PM (g/km) HC (g/km) CO (g/km) NOx (g/km) PM (g/km)

1968 2.00 20.50

1971a 2.90 29.20 2.49

1974 2.11 24.20 1.86

1977 0.93 9.32 1.24

1978 0.93 9.32 1.24 1.24 12.40 1.93

1979 0.93 9.32 1.24 1.06 11.20 1.43

1980 0.25 4.35 1.24 1.06 11.20 1.43

1981 0.25 2.11 0.62 1.06 11.20 1.43

1982 0.25 2.11 0.62 0.37 1.06 11.20 1.43

1985 0.25 2.11 0.62 0.37 0.50 6.21 1.43 0.99

1987 0.25 2.11 0.62 0.12 0.50 6.21 1.43 1.62

1988 0.25 2.11 0.62 0.37 0.50 6.21 0.75 1.62

1994 0.25 2.11 0.25 0.05 0.50 3.42 0.60 0.06

aTest method changed in 1971.
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During an inversion, there is little turbulence, and a pollutant will disperse very slowly. Inversions 

may also occur aloft, that is, a negative temperature gradient exists at the bottom, followed by a posi-

tive gradient above. The layer up to the altitude at which the inversion occurs is called the mixing layer 

and the altitude at the inversion is called the mixing height. The shallower the mixing layer, the greater 

chances for air pollution episodes to develop, because pollutants emitted near the ground are confined 

to the shallow mixing layer. This often occurs in cities such as Los Angeles, Houston, Atlanta, Salt 

Lake City, Denver, Mexico City, Sao Paulo, Athens, Madrid, Rome, and Istanbul. Some of these cities 

are surrounded by mountain chains. In the basin of the mountain chain, or in the valley, the mixing 

layer is shallow, and the winds in the layer are usually weak, leading to poor ventilation. During the 

morning rush hour, pollutants are emitted into the shallow mixing layer, where they are concentrated 

because of the “lid” imposed by the inversion aloft. Later in the day, when solar radiation breaks up the 

i nversion, the pollutants disperse to higher altitude, and the pollutant concentration becomes more 

diluted. The photo in Figure 1 shows a pollution episode in Los Angeles. The mixing height extends only 

to the middle of the tall building. The lower part is obscured by the smog, the upper part, which is above 

the mixing layer, is in relatively clear air.

Air Quality Modeling

The estimation of ambient pollutant concentrations in space and time due to emissions of single or 

multiple sources is called air quality modeling (AQM), or source–receptor modeling (SRM). The basic 

ingredients of AQM are the emission strengths of the sources, meteorological conditions, and solar 

irradiation. Air quality models are of the trajectory-type, where the coordinate system moves together 

with the plume of pollutants, or grid-type, where the coordinate system is fixed over an area, and the 

emission strengths and meteorological variables are inserted in each grid of the model domain. Some 

models consider only conservative pollutants, where the emitted pollutant does not change en route to 

the receptor. Other models consider chemical transformation processes and “sinks,” e.g., dry and wet 

deposition to the ground. Air quality models where transformation and deposition processes need to be 

considered are acid deposition, regional haze, and photo-oxidants.

FIGURE 1 Los Angeles smog. Note the low inversion beneath which the smog accumulates. Above the inversion, 

the air is relatively clear. Photo by the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
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Acid Deposition

While commonly called acid rain, acid deposition is a better term, because deposition can occur both 

in the wet and dry form. The ingredients of acid deposition are sulfuric and nitric acids. The primary 

pollutants are SO2 and NOx, which is the sum of NO and NO2 molecules. Both SO2 and NOx result from 

fossil fuel combustion. Sulfur is a ubiquitous ingredient of coal and petroleum. When these fuels are 

burned in air, SO2 is emitted from a smoke stack or the exhaust pipe of a vehicle. Coal and petroleum 

also contain nitrogen in their molecular make-up, resulting in NOx emissions when these fuels are 

 combusted in air. In addition, some NOx is formed from the recombination of air oxygen and nitrogen 

at the high flame temperatures. So, even the combustion of natural gas, which has no nitrogen in its 

molecular make-up, produces some NOx

Primary emitted SO2 and NOx are transformed in the atmosphere to sulfuric and nitric acids. The 

resulting acids can be either deposited in the dry phase on land or water, a process called dry deposi-

tion, or scavenged by falling rain drops or snow flakes, resulting in wet deposition.[3] Acid deposition 

modeling is successful in predicting the amount of acid deposition given the emission strength of the 

precursors SO  and NO .[4]
2 x  From these models, it was concluded that acid deposition within a geo-

graphic domain is approximately linearly dependent on SO2 and NOx emission strength in that domain, 

so a certain percentage of precursor emission reduction results in a proportional deposition reduction 

of sulfuric or nitric acid. Indeed, in countries and continents where serious curtailments of precursor 

emissions have been made, a proportional reduction of acid deposition occurred. In the United States, 

as a result of reducing emissions of SO2 by approximately one-half since the enactment of the Clean Air 

Act of 1990, sulfuric acid deposition has declined by approximately one-half.[5] Nitric acid deposition has 

not fallen appreciably, because the control of NOx is much more difficult to accomplish than the control 

of SO2, especially from dispersed sources such as commercial and residential boilers and furnaces, auto-

mobiles, and diesel trucks.

Regional Haze

Small particles (also called fine particles or aerosols), less than 1–2 μm in diameter, settle very slowly 

on the ground. Small particles can be either in the solid or liquid phase. For example, fly ash or 

smoke particles are solid; mist is liquid. Small particles can be of natural origin (e.g., volcanic dust, 

wind blown soil dust, forest and brush fires) or of anthropogenic origin (e.g., fly ash, diesel truck 

smoke). They can be emitted as primary particles or formed by transformation and condensation 

from primary emitted gases. They can travel hundreds to thousands of kilometers from their emit-

ting sources. The particles can envelope vast areas, such as the northeastern or southwestern United 

States, southeastern Canada, western and central Europe, and southeastern Asia. Satellite photos 

often show continental areas covered with a blanket of haze. The haze may extend far out over the 

ocean. This phenomenon is called regional haze. Small particles are efficient scatterers of sunlight. 

Light scattering prevents distant objects from being seen. This is called visibility impairment. Figure 

2 shows an encroaching haze episode on a mountain chain in Vermont. As the haze thickens, dis-

tant mountain peaks are no longer visible, and eventually neighboring peaks disappear. Increasing 

concentration of particles in urbanized parts of continents causes the loss of visibility of the starlit 

nocturnal sky. These days, small stars, less than the fifth order of magnitude, rarely can be seen from 

populated areas of the world.

The composition of fine particles varies from region to region, depending on the precursor emis-

sions. In the northeastern United States, central Europe, and southeastern Asia, more than half of the 

composition is made up of sulfate particles, due to the combustion of high sulfur coal and oil. The rest is 

made up of nitrate particles, carbonaceous material (elemental and organic carbon), and crustal matter 

(fugitive particles from soil, clay, and rock erosion).
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FIGURE 2 Regional haze in the Vermont green mountains. Note that as the pollution episode progresses,  adjacent 

peaks are no longer visible. Photo by the Vermont agency of environmental conservation.

Photo-Oxidants

The family of photo-oxidants includes tropospheric ozone, O3 (the bad ozone), ketones, aldehydes, and 

nitrated oxidants, such as peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) and peroxybenzoylnitrate (PBN). The modeling of 

photo-oxidants is more complicated than that of acid deposition.[6] Here, the primary precursor is NOx, 

which as mentioned previously, is emitted because of fossil fuel combustion. A part of NOx is the NO2 

molecule, which splits (photo-dissociates) by solar ultraviolet and blue photons into NO and atomic 

oxygen. The photo-dissociation rate is dependent on solar irradiation, which, in turn, is  dependent 

on latitude, season, time of day, and cloudiness. Atomic oxygen combines with molecular oxygen to 

form O3. The NO that is formed in the photo-dissociation is quickly re-oxidized into NO2 by peroxy 

radicals, RO2, present in the polluted atmosphere. The peroxy radicals are formed from VOCs that are 

emitted as a consequence of incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, or from evaporation and leakage of 

liquid fossil fuels and solvents. The VOCs are oxidized in a complicated sequence of photo-chemical 

reactions to the peroxy radicals. The oxidation rates of VOCs are also dependent on solar irradiation and 

on the specific VOC molecule. Long-and branch-chained hydrocarbons (e.g., n-octane and isooctane) 

are more reactive then short-and straight-chained ones (e.g., methane and ethane); unsaturated hydro-

carbons (e.g., ethene) are more reactive than saturated ones (e.g., ethane). Aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., 

benzene) are more reactive than aliphatic ones (e.g., hexane), and so on.

Thus, photo-oxidants have two kinds of precursors, NOx and VOCs, which make abatement of these 

secondary pollutants, as well as their modeling, so complicated. First of all, as mentioned previously, 

complete NOx emission control is difficult to accomplish, because in addition to coming from large 

stationary sources, NOx is emitted from a myriad of dispersed sources, such as home and commercial 
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furnaces and boilers, automobiles, trucks, off-road vehicles, aircraft, locomotives, and ships. In principle, 

anthropogenic VOCs could be substantially controlled, for example, by ensuring complete combustion 

of the fossil fuel, or with the catalytic converter on automobiles. But, not all VOCs are of anthropogenic 

origin. Trees and vegetation emit copious quantities of VOCs, such as terpenes and pinenes, which are 

pleasant smelling, but they do participate in photo-chemical reactions that produce photo-oxidants. 

Even though great effort and expenses are being made in many developed countries to control precur-

sors, photo-oxidant concentrations over urban-industrial continents have improved only slightly, if at 

all. In less developed countries that do not have the means of controlling photo-oxidant precursors, 

their concentrations are on a steady increase.

Global Warming

Of all environmental effects of fossil fuel usage, global warming, including its concomitant climate 

change, is the most perplexing, potentially most threatening, and arguably most intractable problem. 

It is caused by the ever-increasing accumulation in the atmosphere of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other 

gases, such as methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and chloro-fluoro-carbons (CFC), collectively called 

greenhouse gases (GHG). Atmospheric aerosols, natural as well as anthropogenic, also may contribute 

to global warming.

The term greenhouse effect is derived by analogy to a garden greenhouse. There, a glass-covered 

structure lets in the sun’s radiation, warming the soil and plants that grow in it, while the glass cover 

restricts the escape of heat into the ambient surroundings by convection and radiation. Similarly, the 

earth atmosphere lets through most of the sun’s radiation, which warms the earth surface, but the GHGs 

and some aerosols trap outgoing terrestrial infrared (IR) radiation, keeping the earth’s surface warmer 

than if the GHGs and aerosols were absent from the atmosphere.

A schematic of the greenhouse effect is represented in Figure 3. To the left of the schematic is the 

atmospheric temperature structure, which defines the various spheres. In the troposphere, the tempera-

ture decreases on average by 6.5°C/km. This sphere is thoroughly mixed by thermal and mechanical 

turbulence, and this sphere contains most of the air pollutants mentioned in the previous sections. In 

the stratosphere, the temperature increases steadily. Because of the positive temperature gradient, this 

sphere is very stable with very little turbulence and mixing. At about 50–60 km height, the temperature 

declines again with altitude, giving rise to the mesosphere. Finally, above 90–100 km, the tempera-

ture gradient reverses itself, and becomes positive. The highest sphere is called the thermosphere. Its 

temperature can reach hundreds to one thousand degrees, depending on solar radiation intensity that 

directly heats this sphere.

The average solar radiation that impinges on the top of the atmosphere is about 343 W/m2. This is the 

annual, diurnal, and spatial average irradiation. Of this irradiation, currently about 30% (103 W/m2) 

is immediately reflected into space by land, ocean, icecaps, and clouds, and scattered into space by 

 atmospheric molecules. The reflected and scattered sunlight is called albedo. The albedo may not remain 

constant over time. With increased melting of the ice caps, and increased cloud cover, in part due to 

anthropogenic influences, the albedo may change over time. The remaining 70% of solar irradiation 

heats the earth’s surface, land, and oceans. Currently, the global average surface temperature is 288 K 

(about 15°C). A body (the so-called black body) that is heated to 288 K radiates 390 W/m2. The earth’s 

surface radiation occurs in the far IR. This is called earth shine. A part of the earth shine is reflected 

back to the earth’s surface by clouds and aerosols; another part is first absorbed by certain gaseous 

molecules, and then re-radiated back to the surface. The absorption/re-radiation occurs by poly-atomic 

molecules, including water vapor and the GHGs: CO2, CH4, N2O, O3, CFCs, and others. The reflection 

and re-radiation to the earth’s surface of the outgoing terrestrial IR radiation is causing the earth’s sur-

face to become warmer than it would be merely by solar irradiation. This is the greenhouse effect. With 

increasing concentrations of anthropogenic GHGs and aerosols, the earth’s surface temperature will 
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increase. It should be emphasized that the greenhouse effect is not due to trapping of the incoming solar 

radiation, but outgoing terrestrial IR radiation. In fact, because of the trapping of earth shine by GHGs, 

the upper layers of the atmosphere (primarily the stratosphere) will become colder, not warmer.[7]

The extent of global warming can be predicted by radiative transfer models. These models include the 

radiative properties of GHGs and their distribution in the earth’s atmosphere, as well as the temperature 

and pressure gradients in the atmosphere. There is general agreement among the models as to the extent 

of surface warming due to GHG absorption/re-radiation, called radiative forcing. Based on the models, 

it is predicted that the average earth surface temperature will increase as shown in Figure 4. The middle, 

“best,” estimate predicts a rise of the earth’s surface temperature by the end of the 21st century of about 

2°C; the “optimistic” estimate predicts about 1°C, and the “pessimistic” estimate predicts about a 3°C 

rise. The optimistic estimate relies on the slowing of CO2 and other GHG emissions; the pessimistic 

estimate relies on “business-as-usual,” i.e., on the continuing rate of growth of CO2 and other GHG 

emissions, and the “best” estimate is somewhere in between.[8] If the GHG concentrations increase in 

the atmosphere at their current rate, by the year 2100, CO2 will contribute about 65% to global warming, 

CH4 15%, N2O 10%, and CFC about 5%–10%. (By international conventions, CFCs are being phased out 

entirely. But because of their very long lifetime in the atmosphere, they still will contribute to global 

warming by the year 2100.)

In addition to radiative forcing, global warming may be enhanced by the so-called feedback effects. 

For example, water vapor is a natural GHG. When the temperature of the ocean surface increases, the 

evaporation rate will increase. As a consequence, the average water vapor content of the atmosphere 

will increase. This causes more absorption of the outgoing infrared radiation and more global warming. 

Furthermore, increased evaporation may cause more cloud formation. Clouds and aerosols also can 

FIGURE 3 Schematic of the greenhouse effect.
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trap outgoing terrestrial radiation, further increasing global warming. Melting ice caps and glaciers 

decrease the reflection of incoming solar radiation (reduced albedo), which also increases global warm-

ing. The prediction of the feedback effects is more un-certain than the prediction of radiative  forcing, 

but  generally, it is assumed that the feedback effects may double the surface temperature increases 

because of radiative forcing alone.

Has the surface temperature already increased due to anthropogenic activities? Figure 5 plots the 

global average surface temperature over the last century and a half. Even though there are large annual 

fluctuations, the smoothed curve through the data points indicates an upward trend of the  temperature. 

From 1850, the start of the Industrial Revolution, to date, the global average surface temperature 

increased by about 0.5°C–1°C. This is in accordance with radiative models that predict such a trend, 

considering the increase of GHG concentrations over that period.

FIGURE 4 Projected trend of the earth surface temperature increase. Upper curve: pessimistic scenario with 

no emission curtailment; lower curve: optimistic scenario with significant emission curtailment; middle curve: 

in-between scenario. 

Source: Cambridge University Press (see Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change).[8]

FIGURE 5 Global average surface temperature trend 1850–2000. 

Source: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (see CO2 Information Center[9]).
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Other Effects of Global Warming

Because of increased GHG concentrations in the atmosphere, the earth’s surface temperature may 

rise, as discussed in the previous section. The surface temperature rise may cause several ancillary 

effects on global climate and hydrogeology, which in turn will affect human habitat, welfare, and 

ecology.

Sea Level Rise

With increasing surface temperatures, the average sea level will rise because of three factors: melting 

of polar ice caps, receding of glaciers, and thermal expansion of the ocean surface waters. Combining 

all three factors, it is estimated that by the end of the next century, the average sea level may be 30–50 

cm higher than it is today. This can seriously affect low-lying coastal areas, such as the Netherlands in 

Europe, Bangladesh in Asia, and low-lying islands in the Pacific and other oceans.[8]

Climate Changes

Predicting global and regional climatic changes because of average surface temperature rise is extremely 

difficult and fraught with uncertainties. It is expected that regional temperatures, prevailing winds, 

and storm and precipitation patterns will change, but where and when, and to what extent changes 

will occur, is a subject of intensive investigation and modeling on the largest available computers, the 

so-called supercomputers. Climate is not only influenced by surface temperature changes, but also by 

biological and hydrological processes, and by the response of ocean circulation, which are all coupled 

to temperature changes. It is expected that temperate climates will extend to higher latitudes, probably 

enabling the cultivation of grain crops further toward the north than at present. But crops need water. 

On the average, the global evaporation and precipitation balance will not change much, although at any 

instant, more water vapor (humidity) may be locked up in the atmosphere. However, precipitation pat-

terns may alter, and the amount of rainfall in any episode may be larger than it is now. Consequently, the 

runoff (and soil erosion) may be enhanced, and areas of flooded watersheds may increase. Hurricanes 

and typhoons spawn in waters that are warmer than 27°C, in a band from 5 to 20° north and south 

latitude. As the surface waters become warmer, and the latitude band expands, it is very likely that the 

frequency and intensity of tropical storms will increase.

The sea level and climatic changes may cause a redistribution of agricultural and forestry resources, 

a considerable shift in population centers, and incalculable investments in habitat and property 

protection.

Greenhouse Gas Concentrations Trends

Currently, about 6.8 Gt/y of carbon (25 Gt/y CO2) are emitted into the atmosphere by fossil fuel 

 combustion. Another 1.5 ± 1 Gt/y are emitted due to deforestation and land use changes, mainly 

 artificial burning of rain forests in the tropics, and logging of mature trees, which disrupts photosyn-

thesis. Figure 6 plots the trend of atmospheric concentrations of CO2, measured consistently at Mauna 

Loa, Hawaii since 1958 to date. At present, the average CO2 concentration is about 375 parts per million 

by volume (ppmv). The plot shows seasonal variations due mainly to assimilation/respiration of CO2 by 

plants, but there is a steady increase of the average concentration at a rate of approximately 0.4%/y. If 

that rate were to continue into the future, a doubling of the current CO2 concentration would occur in 

about 175 years. However, if no measures are taken to reduce CO2 emissions, then due to the population 

increase, and the concomitant enhancement of fossil fuel use, the rate of growth of CO2 concentration 

will increase more than 0.4%/y, and the doubling time will be achieved sooner.
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Methane emissions are in part due to fossil energy usage, because CH4 leaks from gas pipes,  storage 

tanks, tankers, and coal mine shafts. Anthropogenic emissions of CH4 from fossil fuel usage amount to 

about 100 Mt/y. However, CH4 is also emitted from municipal waste landfills,  sewage treatment,  biomass 

burning, cultivated rice paddies, enteric fermentation of cattle, and other anthropogenic  activities, 

so that the total amount of CH4 emissions is about 400 Mt/y. Currently, the average  atmospheric 

 concentration of CH4 is about 1.7 ppmv, growing at about 0.6%/y. Nitrous oxide (N2O) is a minor product 

of combustion of fossil fuels. Currently, the concentration of N2O is about 0.3 ppmv, growing by about 

0.25%/y. CFCs are not directly associated with fossil fuel usage; however, they are emitted inadvertently 

from energy using devices, such as refrigerators, air  conditioners, chillers, and heat pumps. Current 

concentrations of the various CFCs are about 0.5 parts per billion by volume (ppbv), and their concen-

trations are slowly declining due to the  phase-out of production of CFCs.

What Can Be Done about Global Warming

Global warming could be lessened by reducing significantly the emissions of GHGs into the atmo-

sphere. Most GHG emissions are a consequence of fossil fuel use. While it is important to reduce 

the emissions of all GHGs, the greatest preventative measure would come from reducing CO2 emis-

sions. CO2 emission reductions can be accomplished by a combination of several of the following 

approaches.

FIGURE 6 Carbon dioxide concentration trend 1958–2002. 

Source: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (see CO2 Information Center).[9]
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Demand-Side Conservation and Efficiency Improvements

This includes less space heating and better insulation, less air conditioning, use of more fluorescent 

instead of incandescent lighting, more energy efficient appliances, process modification in industry, and 

very importantly, more fuel efficient automobiles. Some measures may even incur a negative cost, i.e., 

consumer savings by using less energy, or at least a rapid payback period for the investment in energy 

saving devices.

Supply-Side Efficiency Measures

Here we mean primarily increasing the efficiency of electricity production. Natural gas combined cycle 

power plants (NGCC) emit less CO2 than single cycle coal fired power plants. First, because NG emits 

about one-half the amount of CO2 per fuel heating value than coal, and second, because the thermal 

efficiency of combined cycle power plants is in the 45%–50% range vs. the 35%–38% range of single 

cycle plants. In the future, integrated coal gasification combined cycle power plants (IGCC) may come 

on-line with a thermal efficiency in the 40%–45% range reckoned on the basis of the coal heating 

value. Furthermore, IGCC may enable the capture of CO2 at the gasification stage, with subsequent 

 sequestration of the captured CO2 in geologic and deep ocean repositories.

Shift to Non-Fossil Energy Sources

The choices here are agonizing, because the largest impact could be made by shifting to nuclear and 

hydro electricity, both presently very unpopular and fraught with environmental and health hazards. 

The shift to solar, wind, geothermal, and ocean energy is popular, but because of their limited availabil-

ity and intermittency, and because of their larger cost compared to fossil energy, a substantial shift to 

these energy sources cannot be expected in the near future.

None of these options can prevent global warming by itself. They have to be taken in combination and 

on an incremental basis, starting with the least expensive ones and progressing to the more  expensive 

ones. Even if the predictions of global climate change were to turn out exaggerated, the fact that  fossil fuel 

usage entails many other environmental and health effects, and the certainty that fossil fuel resources 

are finite, makes it imperative that we curtail fossil energy usage as much as possible.

Summary and Conclusions

The use of fossil fuels to supply energy for the use of the world’s population has resulted in the release 

to the atmosphere of troublesome chemical byproducts that present harm to humans and other natural 

species. These effects can be localized (near the emission source), can extend to large regional areas 

(involving sub-continents), and can even cover the globe, from pole to pole. A large portion of the 

human population is exposed to one or more of these environmental effects. The scientific understand-

ing of how fossil fuel use causes these effects is well advanced, providing quantitative means for explain-

ing what is currently observed and predicting what changes will occur in the future from projected 

future fuel consumption. These projections provide a basis for modifying the amount and character 

of future energy supply so as to lessen harmful environmental consequences. The technological sys-

tems that employ fossil fuel energy have been developed to lessen the amounts of harmful emissions, 

albeit at significant energy and economic cost. Further improvements can be expected, but at increas-

ing marginal cost. The most severe emission control problem, in terms of economic and energy cost, is 

CO2, a major contributor to global warming. The implementation of policies by national governments 

and international bodies to curtail the use of fossil energy and the concomitant emissions of CO2 will 

become a growing task for humankind in this century.
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Introduction

With increasing awareness of the detrimental effects of the burning of fossil fuels on the environment, 

there has been an increasing interest worldwide in the use of clean and renewable energy sources. 

Although geothermal energy is categorized in international energy tables as one of the “new renew-

ables,” it is not a new energy source at all. People have used hot springs for bathing and washing clothes 

since the dawn of civilization in many parts of the world.[1] Heat is a form of energy, and geothermal 

energy is, literally, the heat contained within the Earth that generates geological phenomena on a plan-

etary scale. “Geothermal energy” is often used nowadays, however, to indicate that part of the Earth’s 

heat that can, or could, be recovered and exploited by man, and it is in this sense that we will use the 

term from now on.[2] Geothermal energy utilization is basically divided into two categories, i.e., electric 

energy production and direct uses. Direct use of geothermal energy is one of the oldest, most versatile, 

and also the most common form of utilization of geothermal energy.[3] The early history of geother-

mal direct use has been well documented for over 25 countries in the Stories from a Heat Earth—Our 

Geothermal Heritage[4] that documents geothermal use for over 2000 years.[5]

Geothermal energy has until recently had a considerable economic potential only in areas where ther-

mal water or steam is found concentrated at depths less than 3 km in restricted volumes, analogous to 

oil in commercial oil reservoirs. The use of ground-source heat pumps has changed this. In this case, the 

earth is the heat source for the heating and/or the heat sink for cooling, depending on the season. This 

has made it possible for people in all countries to use the heat of the earth for heating and/or cooling, as 

appropriate. It should be stressed that the heat pumps can be used basically everywhere.[1]
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Based on country update papers submitted for the World Geothermal Congress 2010 (WGC-2010), 

covering the period 2005 to 2009, an estimate of the installed thermal power for direct utilization at the 

end of 2009 is 50,583 MWt, almost a 79% increase over the 2005 data, growing at a compound rate of 

12.3% annually with a capacity factor of 0.27. Te thermal energy used is 438,071 TJ/yr (121,696 GWh/yr),  

about a 60% increase over 2005, growing at a compound rate of 9.9% annually. Te distribution of ther-

mal energy used by category is approximately 49.0% for ground-source heat pumps, 24.9% for bathing 

and swimming (including balneology), 14.4% for space heating (of which 85% is for district heating), 

5.3% for greenhouses and open ground heating, 2.7% for industrial process heating, 2.6% for aquacul-

ture pond and raceway heating, 0.4% for agricultural drying, 0.5% for snow melting and cooling, and 

0.2% for other uses. Energy savings amounted to 307.8 million barrels (46.2 million tons) of equivalent 

oil annually, preventing 46.6 million tons of carbon and 148.2 million tons of CO [5]
2  being released to 

the atmosphere, which includes savings in geothermal heat pump cooling (compared to using fuel oil 

to generate electricity). 

Te main objective of this entry is to provide a comprehensive picture about geothermal energy 

resources and their use for various purposes, ranging from power production to hydrogen produc-

tion. It frst gives a brief historical development of geothermal energy resources and geothermal energy  

applications. Te following sections delve the nature of geothermal resources, classifcation of geother-

mal resources by energy and exergy, Lindal diagram, and some energetic and exergetic parameters for 

practical applications. 

Historical Background 

Early humans probably used geothermal water that occurred in natural pools and hot springs for cook-

ing, bathing, and hot water and heating purposes. Archeological evidence indicates that the Indians of 

the Americas occupied sites around these geothermal resources for over 10,000 years to recuperate from  

battle and take refuge. Many of their oral legends describe these places and other volcanic phenomena.  

Recorded history shows uses by Romans, Japanese, Turks, Icelanders, Central Europeans, and the Maori 

of New Zealand for bathing, cooking, hot water, and space heating. Baths in the Roman Empire, the 

middle kingdom of the Chinese, and the Turkish baths of the Ottomans were some of the early uses of 

balneology, where body health, hygiene, and discussions were the social custom of the day. Tis custom 

has been extended to geothermal spas in Japan, Germany, Iceland, and countries of the former Austro-

Hungarian Empire, the Americas, and New Zealand. Early industrial applications include chemical  

extraction from the natural manifestations of steam, pools, and mineral deposits in the Larderello 

region of Italy, with boric acid being extracted commercially starting in the early 1800s. At Chaudes-

Aigues in the heart of France, the world’s frst geothermal district heating system was started in the 14th  

century and is still in use. Te oldest geothermal district heating project in the United States is on Warm  

Springs Avenue in Boise, Idaho, which came on line in 1892 and continues to provide space heating for 

up to 450 homes.[2,4] 

As outlined in various literature (e.g., Dickson and Fanelli[2] and Cataldi[4]), a brief summary is given 

as follows. Te frst use of geothermal energy for electric power production was carried out in Italy with  

some experimental tests by Prince Gionori Conti between 1904 and 1905. Te frst commercial power 

plant with a capacity of 250 kWe was commissioned in 1913 at Larderello, Italy. An experimental plant  

was installed in the Geysers in 1932 to power a local resort. Such initiatives were followed in Wairakei 

(New Zealand) in 1958, with an experimental plant in Pathe (Mexico) in 1959, and the frst commercial 

plant at Te Geysers in the United States in 1960. Japan followed with a capacity of 23 MWe in Matsukawa  

in 1966. All of these early plants utilized steam directly from the earth (mainly dry steam felds), except 

the one in New Zealand, which was considered the frst to use fashed or separated steam for running 

the turbines. Te former USSR produced power from the frst true binary power plant with a capac-

ity of 680 kWe using 81°C water in Paratunka on the Kamchatka Peninsula—the lowest temperature 
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at that time. Iceland frst produced power at Namafall in the Northern part of the country by using 

a 3 MWe non-condensing turbine. Tese were later followed by various plants in El Salvador, China, 

Indonesia, Kenya, Turkey, Philippines, Portugal (Azores), Greece, and Nicaragua in the 1970s and 1980s.  

Some recent plants have been installed in Tailand, Argentina, Taiwan, Australia, Costa Rica, Austria,  

Guatemala, and Ethiopia, with the latest installations in Germany and Papua New Guinea. 

More recently, renewable energy resources have received increasing interest for sustainable hydrogen 

production. In this regard, Balta et al.[6,7] have recently studied on geothermal based hydrogen pro-

duction methods comprehensively and defned various potential methods using thermochemical and 

hybrid cycles driven essentially by heat, as considered appropriate for geothermal sources. Tis has fur-

ther widened the scope of geothermal energy resources. Geothermal based hydrogen production ofers 

potential advantages over other sources for a growing hydrogen economy. Tese advantages do not 

ensure that geothermal based hydrogen will be the only option, but it will compete with other hydro-

gen production options. In some countries, geothermal energy is considered a primary energy source  

of producing hydrogen since it provides reliable energy supply in an environmentally benign manner. 

Hydrogen can be produced from geothermal energy using fve potential methods such as 1) direct pro-

duction of hydrogen from geothermal steam; 2) water electrolysis using the electricity generated from  

a power plant; 3) high- temperature steam electrolysis; 4) thermochemical cycles driven by geothermal 

heat; and 5) hybrid cycles driven by geothermal heat and electricity. A comprehensive discussion of  

these methods is available elsewhere.[6,7] 

Nature of Geothermal Resources 

Te geothermal gradient expresses the increase in temperature with depth in the Earth’s crust. Down 

to the depths accessible by drilling with modern technology, i.e., over 10,000 m, the average geother-

mal gradient is about 2.5–3°C/100 m. For example, if the temperature within the frst few meters below 

ground level, which on average corresponds to the mean annual temperature of the external air, is 15°C,  

then we can reasonably assume that the temperature becomes about 65–75°C at 2000  m depth, 90–105°C 

at 3000 m, and so on for a further few thousand meters. Tere are, however, vast areas in which the geo-

thermal gradient is far from the average value. In areas in which the deep rock basement has undergone 

rapid sinking, and the basin is flled with geologically “very young” sediments, the geothermal gradient  

may be lower than 1°C/100 m. On the other hand, in some “geothermal areas,” the gradient is more than 

10 times the average value (further details are given in Dickson and Fanelli[2]). 

Geothermal energy essentially comes from the natural heat of the earth as a result of the decay of the 

naturally radioactive isotopes of uranium, thorium, and potassium. Because of the internal heat, the 

Earth’s surface heat fow averages 82 mW/m2 with an equivalent total heat loss rate (the mean terrestrial  

heat fow of continents and oceans is 65 and 101 mW/m2) of about 42 million MW.[2,8,9] Te estimated 

total thermal energy above mean surface temperature to a depth of 10 km is 1.3 × 1027 J, which is equiva-

lent to burning 3.0 × 1017 barrels of oil. Since the global energy consumptions for all types of energy are 

equivalent to use of about 100 million barrels of oil per day, the Earth’s energy to a depth of 10 km could 

theoretically supply all of mankind’s energy needs for about 6 million years (as further discussed in  

Wright[8] and Lund[9]). 

A geothermal system essentially consists of three elements, namely, 1) a heat source; 2) a reservoir;  

and 3) a heat-carrying fuid (geothermal liquid) as illustrated in Figure 1. Te heat source can be either 

at very high temperature greater than 600°C with magmatic intrusion at relatively shallow depths  

(5–10 km) or at relatively low temperatures. As mentioned above, the Earth’s temperature increases with 

depth. Te reservoir is a volume of hot permeable rocks from which the circulating fuids extract heat 

and connected to a surfacial recharge area through which the meteoric waters can replace or partly 

replace the fuids that escape from the reservoir through springs or are extracted by boreholes. Te 

geothermal fuid is water (in the majority of cases, meteoric water) either in liquid or in vapor phase,  
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FIGURE 1 Geothermal system. 

depending on its temperature and pressure. Te geothermal water ofen carries with it some chemicals 

and gases such as CO2 and H2S. 

Geothermal Energy and Environmental Impact 

Problems with energy supply and use are related not only to global warming but also to such envi-

ronmental concerns as air pollution to climate change, forest destruction, and emission of radioactive 

substances. Tese issues must be taken into consideration simultaneously if humanity is to achieve a 

bright energy future with minimal environmental impacts. Much evidence exists, which suggests that 

the future will be negatively impacted if humans keep degrading the environment. 

One solution to both energy and environmental problems is to make much more use of renewable 

energy resources, particularly geothermal. Tis cause is sometimes espoused with a fervor that leads 

to extravagant and impossible claims being made. Engineering practicality, reliability, applicability, 

 economy, scarcity of supply, and public acceptability should all be considered accordingly. 

In order to achieve the energetic, economic, and environmental benefts that geothermal ofers, the 

following integrated set of activities should be acted accordingly: 

• Research and Development: Research and development priorities should be set in close consulta-

tion with industry to refect their needs. Most research is conducted through cost-shared agree-

ments and falls within the short-to- medium term. Partners in these activities should include a 

variety of stakeholders in the energy industry, such as private-sector frms, utilities across the 

country, provincial governments, and other federal departments. 

• Technology Assessment: Appropriate technical data should be gathered in the laboratory and 

through feld trials on factors such as cost beneft, reliability, environmental impact, safety, and 

opportunities for improvement. Tese data should also assist the preparation of technology status  

overviews and strategic plans for further research and development. 

• Standards Development: Te development of technical and safety standards is needed to encour-

age the acceptance of proven technologies in the marketplace. Standards development should be 

conducted in cooperation with national and international standards writing organizations, as  

well as other national and provincial regulatory bodies. 

• Technology Transfer: Research and development results should be transferred through  

 sponsorship of technical workshops, seminars, and conferences, as well as through the devel-

opment of   training manuals and design tools, Web tools, and the publication of technical  

reports. 

Such activities will also encourage potential users to consider the benefts of adopting geothermal 

energy technologies. In support of developing near-term markets, a key technology transfer area is to 

accelerate the use of geothermal energy technologies, particularly for district heating applications and 

power generation. 
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Geothermal Energy and Sustainability 

Sustainable development requires a sustainable supply of clean and afordable energy resources that do 

not cause negative societal impacts. Supplies of such energy resources as fossil fuels and uranium are 

fnite. Energy resources such as geothermal are generally considered renewable and therefore sustain-

able over the relatively long term. 

Sustainability ofen leads local and national authorities to incorporate environmental considerations into  

energy planning. Te need to satisfy basic human needs and aspirations, combined with increasing world  

population, will make the need for successful implementation of sustainable development increasingly   

apparent. Various criteria that are essential to achieving sustainable development in a  society follow:[10,11] 

• Information about and public awareness of the benefts of sustainability investments 

• Environmental education and training 

• Appropriate energy and exergy strategies 

• Te availability of renewable energy sources and cleaner technologies 

• A reasonable supply of fnancing 

• Monitoring and evaluation tools 

Geothermal as a renewable energy has an important role to play in meeting future energy needs in  

both rural and urban areas. Te development and utilization of geothermal energy applications should 

be given a high priority, especially in the light of increased awareness of the adverse environmental 

impacts of fossil-based generation. Te need for sustainable energy development is increasing rapidly in 

the world. Widespread use of geothermal energy is important for achieving sustainability in the energy  

sectors in both developing and industrialized countries. 

Geothermal energy can be a key component for sustainable development for three main reasons: 

1. Tey generally cause less environmental impact than other energy resources. Te variety of geo-

thermal energy applications provides a fexible array of options for their use.

2. Tey cannot be depleted. If used carefully in appropriate applications, renewable energy resources 

can provide a reliable and sustainable supply of energy almost indefnitely. In contrast, fossil fuel 

and uranium resources are diminished by extraction and consumption. 

3.  Tey favor both system centralization and decentralization and local solutions that are some-

what independent of the national network, thus enhancing the fexibility of the system and pro-

viding economic benefts to small isolated populations. Also, the small scale of the equipment 

ofen reduces the time required from initial design to operation, providing greater adaptability in 

responding to unpredictable growth and/or changes in energy demand. 

 

Not all renewable energy resources are inherently clean in that they cause no burden on the environment 

in terms of waste emissions, resource extraction, or other environmental disruptions. Nevertheless, 

use of geothermal almost certainly can provide a cleaner and more sustainable energy system than  

increased controls on conventional energy systems. 

To seize the opportunities, it is essential to establish a geothermal energy market and gradually build up  

the experience with the cutting-edge technologies. Te barriers and constraints to the difusion of geother-

mal energy use should be removed. Te legal, administrative, and fnancing infrastructure should be estab-

lished to facilitate planning and application of geothermal energy projects. Government could/should play  

a useful role in promoting geothermal energy technologies through fundings and incentives to encourage  

research and development as well as commercialization and implementation in both urban and rural areas. 

Classifcation of Geothermal Resources 

Tere is no standard international terminology in use throughout the geothermal community, which is  

unfortunate, as this would facilitate mutual comprehension.[2] In the following, some of the most com-

mon classifcations in this discipline are presented in terms of energetic and exergetic aspects. 
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Classifcation of Geothermal Resources by Energy 

Te most common classifcation of geothermal resources is done based on the enthalpy values of the 

geothermal fuids, acting as the energy carrier for transporting the heat from deep hot rocks to the 

Earth’s surface. In this regard, enthalpy and temperature levels are accordingly considered as given 

in Table 1. Te temperatures of these geothermal resources range from the mean annual temperature 

of around 20°C to over 300°C. In general, resources above 150°C are used for electric power genera-

tion, although power has recently been generated at Chena Hot Springs Resort in Alaska using a 74°C 

geothermal resource.[12] Resources below 150°C are usually used in direct-use projects for individual  

and district heating and cooling applications. Furthermore, the ambient temperatures in the range of  

5–30°C can be used with geothermal (ground source) heat pumps to provide both heating and cooling. 

Te resources may also be categorized into three enthalpy levels (low, medium, and high) according to 

criteria that are generally based on the energy content of the fuids and their potential forms of utiliza-

tion. Furthermore, Table 2 presents a summary of the types of geothermal resources, reservoirs tem-

peratures, reservoirs fuids, applications, and systems. 

Although numerous criteria can be utilized for classifcation, the reservoir temperature still remains 

as the primary criterion. Table 3 lists a possible scheme in which geothermal resources are classifed into 

TABLE 1 Geothermal Resource Types and Temperature Ranges 

Resource Type Temperature Range (°C) 

Convective hydrothermal resources Vapor dominated 

Hot water dominated 

≈240 

20–350 

Other hydrothermal resources Sedimentary basin 

Geopressured 

Radiogenic 

20–150 

90–200 

30–150 

Hot rock resources Solidifed (hot dry rock) 

Part still molten magma 

90–650 

>600 

Source: Adapted from Lund[12] and Dickson and Fanelli.[13] 

TABLE 2 Geothermal Resource Types, Applications, and System Types 

Reservoir Temperature Reservoir Fluid Applications Systems 

High temperature (>220°C) Water or steam Power generation 

Direct use 

Medium temperature 

(100–220°C) 

Water Power generation 

Direct use 

Low temperature 

(50–150°C) 

Water Direct use 

• Flash steam 

• Combined (fash and binary) cycle 

• Direct fuid use 

• Heat exchangers 

• Heat pumps 

• Binary  cycle 

• Direct fuid use 

• Heat exchangers 

• Heat pumps 

• Direct fuid use 

• Heat exchangers 

• Heat pumps 

Source: Adapted from World Bank, Geothermal Energy.[14] 
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seven categories based on temperature, while they are explained in more detail in Sanyal.[15] Tis clas-

sifcation includes non-electrical grade (<100°C), very low temperature (100°C to <150°C), low tempera-

ture (150°C to 190°C), moderate temperature (190°C to <230°C), high temperature (230°C to <300°C),  

ultrahigh temperature (>300°C), and steam felds (approximately 240°C with steam as the only mobile 

phase).[16] In the frst four classes of reservoirs, liquid water is the mobile phase; in the “high” and “ultra-

high” temperature reservoirs, the mobile fuid phase is either liquid or a liquid–vapor mixture. Tus,  

this makes steam fraction a second criterion. Unfortunately, there is no readily available procedure to 

classify enhanced geothermal systems or hot dry rock resources other than perhaps considering tem-

perature-based classifcation as discussed above. 

Classifcation of Geothermal Resources by Exergy 

Although many agree on the classifcation of geothermal resources based on temperature and enthalpy 

levels as part of the energy aspects under the frst law of thermodynamics, there are still some ambi-

guities with respect to their quality that address the second law of thermodynamics through exergy. 

Terefore, geothermal resources should be classifed by their exergy, a measure of their ability to do 

work[17,18]). 

Lee[17] proposed a new parameter, the so-called specifc exergy index (SExI) for better classifcation 

and evaluation as follows: 

 

which is a straight line on an h−s plot of the Mollier diagram. Straight lines of SExI = 0.5 and SExI = 0.05  

can therefore be drawn in this diagram and used as a map for classifying geothermal resources by taking 

into account the following criteria: 

• SExI < 0.05 for low-quality geothermal resources 

• 0.05 ≤ SExI  < 0.5 for medium-quality geothermal resources 

• SExI ≥ 0.5 for high-quality geothermal resources 

Here, the demarcation limits for these indexes are exergies of saturated water and dry saturated steam 

at 1 bar absolute. 

In order to map any geothermal feld on the Mollier diagram as well as to determine the energy and 

exergy values of the geothermal brine, the average values for the enthalpy and entropy are then calcu-

lated from the following equations:[18] 

 

 

Te above-given exergetic classifcation has been used by some investigators in their studies. From  

these, Quijano[19] performed an exergy analysis of the Ahuachapán and Berlin geothermal felds.  

Afer plotting the thermodynamic states of both felds on the Mollier diagram and calculating  
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the values of SExI, he classifed these geothermal felds as the medium high exergy zone. Ozgener  

et  al.[20] and Baba et al.[21] utilized this index (SExI) for the Balcova geothermal feld located in the  

w estern part of Turkey, endowed with considerably rich geothermal resources. Te number of the  

op erating wells in this feld varies depending on the heating days and operating strategies. Taking  

into account the eight operating wells and using Eqs. 1–3, the SExI is found to be 0.07 since it falls  

into  the medium-quality geothermal resources according to the classifcation of Lee.[17] However,  

given the classifcation of the Balcova geothermal feld with respect to its average reservoir as 113.9°C,  

the Balcova geothermal feld becomes an intermediate-enthalpy resource. Tis clearly indicates that  

the classifcation with respect to the SExI is more meaningful as there is no need for a temperature  

range classifcation. Ozgener et al.[22,23] also determined the SExI values for the Gonen and Salihli  

geothermal felds in Turkey as 0.025 and 0.049, respectively. Tey concluded that both these felds  

fall into the low-quality geothermal resources according to the classifcation of Lee. Etemoglu and  

Can[24] studied geothermal resources in Turkey based on SExI. In their analysis, the triple point of  

water was selected as the dead-state conditions since the enthalpy and entropy values were zero.  

Geothermal resources with SExI values of 0.56 were classifed as high-exergy resources; those whose  

values were  <0.05 were low-exergy resources, and those whose values are between these two were  

medium-exergy resources. 

The Lindal Diagram 

Tere is another way of classifying the geothermal felds developed by Lindal[25] as illustrated in Figure 2.  

Tis diagram has frequently appeared in books, reports, and articles on direct uses of geothermal energy  

and shows the temperature required for both current and potential applications of geothermal energy. 

In other words, the minimum production temperatures in a geothermal feld are generally required for 

the diferent types of use as shown in the diagram. Tis is now widely used by the geothermal commu-

nity to depict temperature as the yardstick of direct applications. Te boundaries, however, serve only 

as guidelines. Conventional electric power production is limited to fuid temperatures about 150°C, but 

considerably lower temperatures can be used with the application of binary fuids (outlet temperatures  

commonly at 100°C, while there are also some applications up to 74°C). Te ideal inlet temperature into 

houses for space heating using radiators is about 80°C, but by using radiators of foor heating, or by  

applying heat pumps or auxiliary boilers, thermal waters with temperatures only a few degrees above 

the ambient can be used benefcially. It is a common misconception that direct use of geothermal is con-

fned to low-temperature resources. High-temperature resources can, of course, also be used for heating 

and drying purposes even if the process is at a very low temperature. Refrigeration is, in fact, only pos-

sible with temperatures above about 120°C.[26] 

Some Energetic and Exergetic Parameters 

Coskun et al.[27] have introduced some geothermal energy systems-related parameters, namely, energetic 

renewability ratio, exergetic renewability ratio, energetic reinjection ratio, and exergetic  reinjection 

ratio: 

• Energetic renewability ratio: Tis is defned as the ratio of useful renewable energy obtained  

from the system to the total energy input (all renewable and non-renewable together) to the  

system. 
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FIGURE 2 Lindal diagram indicating the applications for geothermal resources depending on the temperature. 

Source:  Adapted from Hepbasli.[28] 
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• Exergetic renewability ratio: Tis is defned as the ratio of useful renewable exergy obtained from  

the system to the total exergy input (all renewable and non-renewable together) to the system: 

 

Here, total energy and exergy input terms include the wellhead geothermal water energy only in energy 

and exergy efciencies. However, in the above equations for energetic and exergetic renewability ratios, 

all renewable and non-renewable energy and exergy inputs are considered for input. 

• Energetic reinjection ratio: Tis is defned as the ratio of renewable energy discharged to 

 environment or reinjected to the well from the system to the total geothermal energy supplied to 

the system: 

 

• Exergetic reinjection ratio: Tis is defned as the ratio of renewable exergy discharged to environ-

ment or reinjected to the well from the system to the total geothermal exergy supplied to the 

system: 

 

Here, the monthly variations of the above-listed parameters as studied by Coskun et al.[27] for the Edremit 

Geothermal District Heating System (GDHS) are illustrated in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 3a and b, both  

energetic and exergetic renewability ratios decrease with increasing temperature in the  summer season. 

Here, one can extract the following: 

• Te energetic renewability ratio varies between 0.32 and 0.33 for the Edremit system during 

s ummer when heating is not required. 

• Te exergetic renewability ratio varies between 0.25 and 0.35 for the Edremit system during the 

summer when heating is not required. 

It was observed that the outdoor reference ambient temperatures do not have a direct efect on both 

mass fow rate and energy/exergy losses as a result of no heating requirement for the summer season. 

Domestic hot water requirement is one important parameter for the summer season. Domestic hot water 

requirement increases for hot days. Because of the increase in domestic hot water requirement, pump  

energy consumption in total energy input increases. Moreover, calculations show that total exergy loss/ 

destruction tended to increase in the summer season. For instant, pump exergy destruction increases 

in the summer season as a result of the increase in the required domestic mass fow rate. In the heat-

ing season, total “winter” heat demand is the sum of the domestic hot water + heating proper. Te mass  

fow rates for the network water and geothermal water vary during the season dependent on the average 

useful energy demand. Te demand is the highest in January, declines until May, and begins increasing 

until the end of December. It is obvious that based on the demand, the mass fow rates proportionally 

change. Te energetic and exergetic renewability ratios become the lowest in January, increasing until 

May, and begin decreasing until the end of December. We have understood from these results that heat 

demand and renewability ratio values are opposite characteristic properties. Te renewability values are 

given for the heating season as below: 

• Te energetic renewability ratio varies between 0.33 and 0.34 for the Edremit system. 

• Te exergetic renewability ratio varies between 0.53 and 0.63 for the Edremit system. 
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In addition, both energetic and exergetic reinjection ratios are calculated using Eqs. 6 and 7 for the 

Edremit GDHS annually as given in Figure 3c and d, respectively. Tese fgures can be explained for 

summer and winter seasons as follows. Te energetic reinjection ratio increases in higher temperatures  

with the efect of pump energy consumption. Tey vary between 0.59 and 0.62 for the Edremit system 

during the summer season when heating is not required (Figure 3c). Variation of the exergetic reinjec-

tion ratio depends on outdoor temperature and has similar characteristic with average annual tempera-

ture (see Figure 3d). Used geothermal water exergy rate decreases as a result of increase in reference  

ambient temperature in the summer season. Used geothermal exergy rate decreases through the middle 

of summer, at the highest temperature. Te exergetic reinjection ratio varies between 0.10 and 0.20 for 

the Edremit system during the summer season (see Figure 3d). 

Furthermore, Hepbasli[28] has recently proposed the following new exergetic parameters, based on 

the system given in Ozgener et al.[29] while their energetic approaches may be also considered using their 

exergetic relations: 

FIGURE 3  (a) Change of energetic renewability ratio for the Edremit GDHS annually. (b) Change of exergetic 

renewability ratio for the Edremit GDHS annually (modifed from Coskun et al.[27]).  

(Continued) 
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FIGURE 3 (CONTINUED)  (c) Change of energetic reinjection ratio for Edremit GDHS annually. (d) Change of 

exergetic reinjection ratio for Edremit GDHS annually (modifed from Coskun et al.[27])S

 1.  Distribution cycle exergetic ratio (RDCEx): Tis is defned as the ratio of the exergetic capacity of the 

district heating water circulating through the district heating distribution network (MW) to the 

exergetic capacity of the geothermal reservoir in the feld considered (MW): 

2.  Energy consumptions circuit exergetic ratio  (RECCEx): Tis is defned as the ratio of the exergetic 

capacity of the fuid circulating through the energy consumptions circuit (building substations)  

district heating distribution network (MW) to the exergetic capacity of the geothermal reservoir 

in the feld considered (MW): 



 

 

 

  Energy input − Energy output = Energy accumulation (12)
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Te average values for the enthalpy and entropy to be used in the calculations may be calculated from  

Eqs. 2 and 3.

 3.  Reservoir specifc exergy utilization index (RSExUI): Tis is defned as the ratio of the exergetic 

capacity of the geothermal reservoir in the feld considered (MJ) to the total heating surface area 

of all the buildings (m2) and given by 

 

 4. Geothermal brine specifc exergy utilization index (GBSExUI): Tis is defned as the ratio of the 

geothermal brine exergy input value (MJ) to the total heating surface area of all the buildings (m2) 

and given by 

 

Some more details on the use of exergy for design and analysis of geothermal district heating systems 

are available elsewhere.[30] 

Performance Evaluation 

From the thermodynamics point of view, exergy is defned as the maximum amount of work that can be  

produced by a system or a fow of matter or energy as it comes to equilibrium with a reference environ-

ment. Exergy is a measure of the potential of the system or fow to cause change, as a consequence of not 

being completely in stable equilibrium relative to the reference environment. Unlike energy, exergy is 

not subject to a conservation law (except for ideal, or reversible, processes). Rather, exergy is consumed 

or destroyed, due to irreversibilities in any real process. Te exergy consumption during a process is  

proportional to the entropy created due to irreversibilities associated with the process. 

Exergy analysis is a technique that uses the conservation of mass and conservation of energy prin-

ciples together with the second law of thermodynamics for the analysis, design, and improvement of 

geothermal energy systems as well as others. It is also useful for improving the efciency of energy-

resource use, for it quantifes the locations, types, and magnitudes of wastes and losses. In general, more 

meaningful efciencies are evaluated with exergy analysis rather than energy analysis, since exergy ef-

ciencies are always a measure of how nearly the efciency of a process approaches the ideal. Terefore, 

exergy analysis identifes accurately the margin available to design more efcient energy systems by  

reducing inefciencies. We can suggest that thermodynamic performance is best evaluated using exergy 

analysis because it provides more insights and is more useful in efciency-improvement eforts than  

energy analysis. For exergy analysis, the characteristics of a reference environment must be specifed. 

Tis is commonly done by specifying the temperature, pressure, and chemical composition of the refer-

ence environment. Te results of exergy analyses, consequently, are relative to the specifed reference 

environment, which, in most applications, is modeled afer the actual local environment. Te exergy of  

a system is zero when it is in equilibrium with the reference environment. 

Energy and exergy balances for an unsteady-fow process in a system during a fnite time interval can 

be written as: 

 



.Enetη = .  (17)
Etot 

       Exergy input − Exergy output − Exergy consumption = Energy accumulation (13) 
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For a general steady-state, steady-fow process, it is assumed that the accumulation terms in the above  

equations become zero. Terefore, input terms become equal to output terms. 

For a steady-state, steady-fow process, the mass balance equation can be expressed as 

∑ =∑  (14)
. m.min out 

 

For a general steady-state, steady-fow process, the general energy and exergy balance equations can also 

be written more explicitly as 

. .Q +∑ hin = W +∑ hout (15)
. .min mout 

 

And 

 

We can generally defne the energy and exergy efciencies as follows: 

 

And 

 

For further details of both energy and exergy analyses and applications to various energy systems, see 

Dincer and Rosen.[31] 

Note that in the calculations, the temperature T0 and pressure  P0 of the environment are ofen taken  

as standard-state values, such as 1 atm and 25°C. However, these properties may be specifed diferently  

depending on the application.  T0 and  P0 might be taken as the average ambient temperature and pres-

sure, respectively, for the location at which the system under consideration operates. Or, if the system uses  

atmospheric air,  T0 might be specifed as the average air temperature. If both air and water from the natural  

surroundings are used, T0 would be specifed as the lower of the average temperatures for air and water. 

Detailed energy and exergy as well as exergoeconomic analysis methodologies for geothermal energy  

systems are given elsewhere.[22,23] 

Case Study 

Here, we present a case study analysis of the Salihli Geothermal District Heating System (SGDHS), 

which has a maximal yield of 87 L/s at an average reservoir temperature of 95°C, with a minimal capac-

ity of 838 MW.[30] Te SGDHS was originally designed for 20,000 residences equivalence. Of these, 2400 

residences equivalence are heated by geothermal energy as of February 2004. Te outdoor and indoor  
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FIGURE 4 A schematic of the SGDHS. 

Source:  Adapted from Dincer et al.[30] 

design temperatures for the system are 4°C and 22°C, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates a schematic of 

the SGDHS where two hospitals and ofcial buildings heated by geothermal energy were also included. 

Te SGDHS consists mainly of three cycles, such as 1) energy production cycle (geothermal well loop  

and geothermal heating center loop); 2) energy distribution cycle (district heating distribution network); 

and 3) energy consumption cycle (building substations). At the beginning of 2004, there were seven 

wells ranging in depth from 70 to 262 m in the SGDHS. Of these, fve wells were in operation at the date 

studied and two wells (K5 and K6) were out of operation. Four wells (designated as K2, K3, K4, and K7) 

and one well (K1) are production and balneology wells, respectively. Te well head temperatures of the 

production wells vary from 56°C to 115°C, while the volumetric fow rates of the wells range from 2 to 

20 L/s. Te geothermal fuid is basically sent to two primary plate-type heat exchangers and is cooled  

to about 45°C, as its heat is transferred to secondary fuid. Te geothermal fuid[30] is discharged via   

natural direct discharge, with no recharge to Salihli geothermal feld production, but reinjection studies 

are expected to be completed in the near future. Te temperatures obtained during the operation of the 

SGDHS are, on average, 98°C/45°C for the district heating distribution network and 62°C/42°C for the 

building circuit. By using the control valves for fow rate and temperature at the building main station, 

the needed amount of water is sent to each housing unit and the heat balance of the system is achieved. 

Geothermal fuid, collected from the four production wells at an average well heat  temperature of  

95.5°C, is pumped to the inlet of the heat exchanger mixing tank later through a main collector (from 

four production wells) with a total mass fow rate of about 47.62 kg/s. Geothermal fuid of intermingling 

molecules of diferent species through molecular difusion was neglected in this study. As a result, not 

only irreversibility of the mixing tank was assumed equal to zero but also heat losses from the tank and 

main collector pipeline through the mixing process were neglected. In the SGDHS investigated, the 

thermal data on pressures, temperatures, and fow rates of the fuids were measured using a number of 

devices and employed in the models.[22,23] 

Results and Discussion 

Te thermodynamic data used in the case study are based on the actual data taken from the SGDHS  

on February 1, 2004. Te number of the wells in operation in the Salihli geothermal feld may nor-

mally vary depending on the heating days as well as operating strategy. Taking into account the  

four productive wells when this study was conducted, the specifc exergy index (SExI) is found to  

be 0.049, which is very close to the limit of the medium-quality geothermal resources. Tis shows  
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FIGURE 5 System fow diagrams for (a) energy and (b) exergy. 

(Source: Adapted from Dincer et al.[30] 

that the Salihli geothermal feld falls into the low-quality geothermal resources according to the 

 classifcation of Lee.[18] 

Te total mass fow rates of the geothermal fuid at the inlet of the heat exchanger (the total mass  

fow rate of the production wells) were measured to be 47.62 kg/s at an average temperature of 44.2°C 

on February 1, 2004. If hot water losses measured in the district heating distribution network are above  

5 m3/h, the water is generally added via a pump (using pressurized water tanks) to the network in order 

to cover the leaks taking place. However, the hot water losses were neglected in this study as these losses 

were below 5 m3/h on the day of the study. 

We present our calculation results, based on the actual data taken, given elsewhere.[30] Tese include 

all energetic and exergetic as well as other thermodynamic parameters along with the efciencies. Te 

energy and exergy efciencies of the SGDHS are determined to be 55.5% and 59.4%, respectively. Here, 

the exergy efciency is higher due to the recirculation and heat recovery processes. 

We also present our energy and exergy fow diagrams in Figure 5. As illustrated in Figure 5a, the 

natural direct discharge of the system accounts for 44.5% of the total energy input. An investigation of 

the exergy fow diagram given in Figure 5b shows that 40.56% (accounting for about 1040 kW) of the 

exergy entering the system is lost, while the remaining 59.44% is utilized. Te highest exergy loss of 

20.44% occurs from the natural direct discharge in this study. Te second largest exergy destruction 

occurs from the heat exchanger with 17.90% (about 459 kW) of the total exergy input. Tis is followed by 

the total exergy destruction associated with the pumps amounting to some 57 kW, which accounts for 

2.22% of the exergy input to the system. 

Conclusions 

Tis entry has presented some historical background on geothermal energy resources and geothermal  

energy applications and classifed geothermal resources by energy and exergy in detail along with some 

practical cases studies. It has discussed energetic, environmental, and sustainability aspects of geother-

mal energy and systems and proposed some energetic and exergetic parameters. Also, a procedure for 

performance assessment of geothermal energy systems is presented. A case study on how both energy 

and exergy analyses are necessary for better performance of the systems is likewise presented. 
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Green energy can be considered a catalyst for energy security, sustainable development, and social, 

te chnological, industrial, and governmental innovations in a country. An increase in the green energy 

consumption of a country provides a positive impact on the economic as well as the social  development of 

the country. Moreover, the supply and utilization of low-priced green fuel are particularly  signifcant for 

global stability and peace because energy plays a vital role in industrial and technological  developments 

around the world. 

Critical energy issues in the 21st century will likely include energy security for almost 7 billion people, 

the expected global population by the middle of the 21st century, and global warming, mainly caused  

by CO2s emissions generated from the combustion of fossil fuels.[1,2] Fossil fuels have caused some major 

problems for human health and human welfare due to their extensive use in various industrial and 

nonindustrial sectors. In reality, the main source of these problems is the extensive use of fossil-based 

technologies and strategies used by humans to govern throughout the centuries. In recent decades, the 

world has struggled with shortages of fossil fuels, pollution, and increased global energy requirements  

due to fast population growth, fast technological developments, and higher living standards. Tese 

factors have led to world population transition, migration, hunger, environmental (especially air and 

water pollution) problems, deteriorating health and disease, terrorism, energy and natural resources 

concerns, and wars. Also, problems with energy supply and use are related not only to global unrest, 

but also to such environmental concerns as air pollution, acid precipitation, ozone depletion, forest 

destruction, and the emission of radioactive substances. Tese issues must be taken into consideration 

simultaneously if humanity is to achieve a bright energy future with minimal environmental impact. 
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Other environmental considerations have been given increasing attention by energy industries and the 

public. Te concept that consumers share responsibility for pollution and its cost has been increasingly 

accepted. In some jurisdictions, the prices of many energy resources have increased over the last one to 

two decades, in part to account for environmental costs. Global demand for energy services is expected  

to increase by as much as an order of magnitude by 2050, while primary-energy demands are expected 

to increase by 1.5 ± 0.3 times.[2] Accordingly, humans have reached energy shortage and    pollution   

 levels that are not tolerable anymore. Te urgent need in this regard is to develop green energy–based  

 permanent solutions for a sustainable future without any negative environmental and societal impacts.  

As a  consequence, investigations for green energy should be encouraged particularly for green  energy– 

based sustainability and future world stability. 

In this book contribution, the authors present key information on green energy–based sustainability 

and global stability in accordance with major considerations that are presented in the following sub-

titles. In addition, this presents some key parameters like the green energy impact ratio and the green 

energy–based sustainability ratio. Moreover, anticipated patterns of future energy use and consequent  

environmental impacts (focusing on acid precipitation, stratospheric ozone depletion, and the green-

house efect) are comprehensively discussed. Also, potential solutions to current environmental prob-

lems are identifed along with green energy technologies. Te relationships between green energy and 

sustainable development are described. Troughout the entry, several issues relating to green energy, the 

environment, and sustainable development are examined from both current and future perspectives. 

Te specifc objectives of this entry can be enumerated as follows: 

• To help understand the main concepts and issues about green energy use and sustainability 

aspects 

• To develop relationships between green energy use and sustainability development 

• To encourage the strategic use and conservation of green energy sources 

• To provide methods for energy security, implementation, and development 

• To increase motivation on the implementation of green energy strategies for better energy supply 

• To provide solutions to reduce negative environmental impacts by considering the possible green 

energy strategies 

• To discuss possible green energy strategies for sectoral use 

Green Energy 

Te most important property of green energy sources is environmental compatibility. In line with this  

characteristic, green energy sources will likely become the most attractive energy sources in the near 

future and will be the most promising energy sources for the technological and environmental perspec-

tives of the 21st century, particularly in the context of sustainable development for the future. Green 

energy is one of the main factors that must be considered in discussions of sustainable development and 

future world stability. Several defnitions of sustainable development have been put forth, including the 

following common one: “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”[3,4] Tere are many factors that can contribute to 

achieving sustainable development. One of them is the requirement for a supply of energy resources that 

is fully sustainable. A secure supply of green energy resources is generally agreed to be a necessary but 

not sufcient requirement for development within a society. 

Furthermore, sustainable development within a society demands a sustainable supply of green energy 

sources and an efective and efcient utilization of green energy technologies. Green energy can be 

defned as an energy source that has zero or minimum environmental impact, is more  environmentally 

benign and more sustainable, and is produced from solar, hydro, biomass, wind, and geothermal, etc., 

energies. Tese types of green energy reduce the negative efects of fossil energy resources and the 

 overall emissions from electricity generation and decrease greenhouse gases. Tey give an opportunity 
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to take an active role in improving the environment and meet clean energy demand for both industrial 

and nonindustrial applications. Considering the benefts of green energy, it can be said that the sustain-

ability of green energy supply and progress is assumed to be a key element in the interactions between 

nature and society. In addition, sustainable development requires a supply of energy resources that is 

sustainably available at reasonable cost and causes no or minimal negative societal impacts. Clearly,   

energy resources such as fossil fuels are fnite and thus lack the characteristics needed for sustainability 

while others such as green energy sources are sustainable over the relatively long term.[5] Particularly, 

low-priced green energy is the most essential means for increasing the sustainable technological devel-

opment and industrial productivity as well as people’s living standards in a society. Terefore, achiev-

ing solutions to the energy shortages and environmental problems presented today requires long-term 

potential actions for sustainable development. In this regard, green energy sources and technologies 

appear to be the one of the most efcient and efective solutions. It can be said that one solution to the 

impending energy shortage and environmental problems is to make much more use of green energy 

sources and technologies. Another important solution is to develop permanent and efective sustainable 

green energy strategies for the increase of sustainable global stability.[1,6] For these purposes, engineering 

practicality, reliability, applicability, economy, scarcity of supply, and public acceptability should also be 

considered. 

Green Energy and Environmental Consequences 

Some of the global problems afecting world stability are presented in Figure 1. Fossil fuel  utilization 

efects such as global climate change, world energy conficts, and energy source shortages have  

 increasingly threatened world stability. Tese negative efects may be observed locally, regionally, and 

globally. 

Tis concern arises due to world population growth, fast technological development, and  increasing 

energy demand. In the past, fossil energy sources could be used to solve world energy problems. 

However, in this century, fossil fuels cannot continue indefnitely as the principal energy sources due to 

the rapid increase of world energy demand and energy consumption. Due to world population growth 

and the advance of technologies that depend on fossil fuels, the reserves of fossil fuels eventually will  

FIGURE 1 Problems afecting global stability. 



   2WPEC = 143.57 × Y − 277808 (R = 0.9902) (1)

  WPEC = 113.61 × Y − 219092 (R2 = 0.9968) (2)
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not be able to meet world energy demand. Energy experts point out the fact that reserves account for less  

than 40  years for petroleum, 60 years for natural gas, and 250 years for coal.[1] Te increase of the energy  

consumption and energy demand indicates our dependence on the fossil fuels. If the increase of fossil 

fuel utilization continues in this manner, it is likely that the world will be afected by many negative  

problems due to fossil fuels. As one outcome, global stability will probably decrease. Tis efect is pre-

sented as fow chart in Figure 2. For instance, shortages of fossil fuel reserves and global environmental 

problems will likely lead to global unrest throughout the world. As a result, local, regional, and world 

conficts may appear across the world. 

To further support these arguments, the observed and predicted consumptions of world primary 

energy, fossil fuels, and green energy from 1965 to 2050 are displayed in Figure 3 based on the data taken 

from literature.[7,8] 

According to Figure 3, the quantities of world primary energy consumption are expected to reach 

16502 Mtoe (Million tons of oil equivalent) by the year 2050. World population is now over 6 billion, 

double the population of 40  years ago, and it is likely to double again by the middle of the 21st century. 

Te world’s population is expected to rise to about 7.0 billion by 2010. Even if birth rates fall so that 

the world population becomes stable by 2050, the population will still be about 10 billion. Because the 

population is expected to increase drastically, conventional energy resource shortages are likely due to 

insufcient fossil fuel resource supplies. In the near future, therefore, green energy will become increas-

ingly important to compensate for shortages of conventional resources. Te correlations that have been 

applied here are as follows: 

For world primary energy consumption: 

 

For world fossil fuel consumption: 

 

FIGURE 2 Some possible efects and results of the global unrest. 



   2WPEC = 29.956 × Y − 58715 (R = 0.9985) (3)
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FIGURE 3  Observed and projected quantities of world primary energy, fossil fuels, and green energy 

c onsumptions (Mtoe: million tons of oil equivalent). 

For world green energy consumption: 

 

Here, WPEC is world primary energy consumption (Mtoe); WFFC, world fossil fuel  consumption 

(Mtoe); WGEC, world green energy consumption; Y is time (years); and R is the correlation coefcient. 

Energy shortages will accelerate the fuctuations of energy prices and economic recessions and  

decrease living standards and increase the unrest among countries. Decreased available fossil fuel  

reserves and increased fuel costs since the middle to late 1900s have led to variations in lifestyles and  

standards of life. Tese efects have, in some regions, decreased living standards of entire  societies.  

Countries that need more energy resources have been purchasing cheaper energy sources. Countries  

that look afer the future welfare of their societies have received the attention of countries that  

 possess fossil fuel supplies, posing the potential for world confict. Problems are ofen  attributed  

to decreases in fossil fuel energy reserves. Tose who seek a clean world must fnd appropriate  

 alternatives to fossil fuels. Why not green energy? Green energy that is abundantly available all over  

the world can help: 

• Reduce or stop conficts among countries regarding energy reserves 

• Facilitate or necessitate the development of new technologies 

• Reduce air, water, and land pollution and the loss of forests 

• Reduce illnesses and deaths caused by direct or indirect use of energy 

Terefore, green energy and related technologies are needed to improve global stability by reducing the 

harmful efects of fossil-based energy consumption. Tus, the importance of green energy in reducing  

world problems and achieving a sustainable energy system should be emphasized and a transition to the 

green economy should be encouraged. 
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Energy, Environment, and Sustainability 

Environmental concerns are an important factor in sustainable development. For a variety of reasons, 

activities that continually degrade the environment are not sustainable over time, e.g., the cumulative  

impact on the environment of such activities ofen leads over time to a variety of health, ecological, 

and other problems. A large portion of the environmental impact in a society is associated with its 

utilization of energy resources. Ideally, a society seeking sustainable development utilizes only energy 

resources that release no or minimal emissions to the environment and thus cause no or little environ-

mental impact. However, because all energy resources lead to some environmental impact, it is reason-

able to suggest that some (not all) of the concerns regarding the limitations imposed on sustainable 

development by environmental emissions and their negative impacts can be in part overcome through 

increased energy efciency. Clearly, a strong relation exists between energy efciency and environmen-

tal impact because for the same services or products less resource utilization and pollution is normally 

associated with increased energy efciency. While not all green energy resources are inherently clean, 

there is such a diversity of choices that a shif to renewables carried out in the context of sustainable 

development could provide a far cleaner system than would be feasible by tightening controls on con-

ventional energy.[9] Furthermore, being by nature site-specifc, they favor power system decentralization 

and locally applicable solutions more or less independent of the national network. It enables citizens  

to perceive positive and negative externalities of energy consumption. Consequently, the small scale of 

the equipment ofen makes the time required from initial design to operation short, providing greater 

adaptability in responding to unpredictable growth and changes in energy demand. In this regard, sus-

tainability ofen leads local and national authorities to incorporate environmental considerations into 

energy planning. Te need to satisfy basic human needs and aspirations combined with the increasing 

world population will make the need for successful implementation of sustainable development increas-

ingly apparent. Various criteria that are essential to achieving sustainable development in a society are 

as follows:[3,4,10] 

• Information about and public awareness of the benefts of sustainability investments, environ-

mental education, and training 

• Appropriate energy strategies 

• Te availability of green energy resources and technologies 

• A reasonable supply of fnancing 

• Monitoring and evaluation tools 

Environmental concerns are signifcantly linked to sustainable development. Activities which continu-

ally degrade the environment are not sustainable. For example, the cumulative impact on the envi-

ronment of such activities ofen leads over time to a variety of health, ecological, and other problems. 

Clearly, a strong relation exists between efciency and environmental impact because for the same 

services or products, less resource utilization and pollution is normally associated with increased ef-

ciency.[3] Improved energy efciency leads to reduced energy losses. Most efciency improvements pro-

duce direct environmental benefts in two ways. First, operating energy input requirements are reduced 

per unit of output and pollutants generated are correspondingly reduced. Second, consideration of the 

entire life cycle for energy resources and technologies suggests that improved efciency reduces envi-

ronmental impact during most stages of the life cycle. In recent years, the increased acknowledgment of  

humankind’s interdependence with the environment has been embraced in the concept of sustainable 

development. With energy constituting a basic necessity for maintaining and improving standards of 

living throughout the world, the widespread use of fossil fuels may have impacted the planet in ways 

far more signifcant than frst thought. In addition to the manageable impacts of mining and drill-

ing for fossil fuels and discharging wastes from processing and refning operations, the greenhouse 

gases created by burning these fuels is regarded as a major contributor to a global warming threat. 
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Global  warming and large-scale climate change have implications for food chain disruption, fooding,  

and severe weather events. 

Terefore, use of green energy sources can help reduce environmental damage and achieve sustain-

ability. Te attributes of green energy technologies (e.g., modularity, fexibility, low operating costs)  

difer considerably from those for traditional, fossil-fuel-based energy technologies (e.g., large capi-

tal investments, long implementation lead times, operating cost uncertainties regarding future fuel  

costs). Green energy technologies can provide cost-efective and environmentally benefcial alterna-

tives to conventional energy systems. Some of the benefts of the green energy- based systems are as  

follow:[3,10] 

• Tey are relatively independent of the cost of oil and other fossil fuels, which are projected to rise 

signifcantly over time. Tus, cost estimates can be made reliably for green energy systems and 

they can help reduce the depletion of the world’s nongreen energy resources. 

• Implementation is relatively straightforward. 

• Tey normally cause minimum environmental degradation and so they can help resolve major 

environmental problems. Widespread use of green energy systems would certainly reduce 

 pollution levels. 

• Tey are ofen advantageous in developing countries. In fact, the market demand for renewable 

energy technologies in developing nations will likely grow as they seek a better standard of living. 

Under these considerations, green energy resources have some characteristics that lead to problematic 

but ofen solvable technical and economic challenges: 

• Generally difuse 

• Not fully accessible 

• Sometimes intermittent 

• Regionally variable 

Te overall benefts of green energy technologies are ofen not well understood, leading to such technol-

ogies ofen being assessed as less cost-efective than traditional technologies. For green energy technolo-

gies to be assessed comprehensively, all of their benefts must be considered. For example, many green 

energy technologies can provide, with short lead times, small incremental capacity additions to existing 

energy systems. Such power generation units usually provide more fexibility in incremental supply than  

large devices like nuclear power stations. 

Green Energy and Sustainable Development 

Sustainability has been called a key to the solution of current ecological, economic, and  developmental 

problems by Dincer and Rosen[10] A secure supply of energy resources is generally agreed to be a 

ne cessary but not sufcient requirement for development within a society. Furthermore, sustainable 

de velopment demands a sustainable supply of energy resources that, in the long term, is readily and sus-

tainably available at reasonable cost and can be utilized for all required tasks without causing  negative  

societal impacts. Supplies of such energy resources as fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) and   uranium  

are generally acknowledged to be fnite; other energy sources such as sunlight, wind and falling water 

are generally considered renewable and therefore sustainable over the relatively long term. Wastes 

(c onvertible to useful energy forms through, for example, waste-to-energy incineration facilities) and 

biomass fuels are also usually viewed as sustainable energy sources. 

In general, the implications of these statements are numerous and depend on how sustainable is 

defned.[3] For sustainable development, green energy can play an important role for meeting energy 

requirements in both industrial and local applications. Terefore, development and utilization of 

green energy sources and technologies should be given a high priority for sustainable development in 
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a country. Te need for sustainable energy development is increasing rapidly in the world. Widespread 

use of green energy sources and technologies is important for achieving sustainability in the energy sec-

tors in both developing and industrialized countries. Tus, green energy resources and technologies are 

a key component of sustainable development for three main reasons: 

• Tey generally cause less environmental impact than other energy sources. Te variety of green 

energy resources provides a fexible array of options for their use. 

• Tey cannot be depleted. If used carefully in appropriate applications, green energy resources can 

provide a reliable and sustainable supply of energy almost indefnitely. 

• Tey favor system decentralization and local solutions that are somewhat independent of the 

national network, thus enhancing the fexibility of the system and providing economic benefts to 

small isolated populations. Also, the small scale of the equipment ofen reduces the time required 

from initial design to operation, providing greater adaptability in responding to unpredictable 

growth and changes in energy demand. 

• Major considerations involved in the development of green energy technologies for sustainable 

development as modifed from[10] are presented in Figure 4. 

As a consequence, it can be said that green energy and technologies are defnitely needed for sustain-

able development that ensures a minimization of global unrest. Te relation between green energy and 

sustainability is of great signifcance to the developed countries as well as developing or less devel-

oped countries. Moreover, examining the relations between green energy sources and sustainability  

makes it clear that green technology is directly related to sustainable development. Terefore, attaining 

FIGURE 4  Major considerations involved in the development of green energy technologies for sustainable 

development. 
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sustainable development requires that green energy resources be also used, and is assisted if resources 

are used efciently.[4,10] Tus, if sustainable green energy technologies are efectively put into practice, 

the countries may maximize the benefts from the green energy sources and technologies while mini-

mizing the global unrest[1] associated with the use of fossil fuel energy sources. It is expected that this  

initiative can contribute to development over a longer period of time, i.e., to make development more 

sustainable. 

Green Energy Resources and Technologies 

Since the oil crises in the early 1970s, there has been active worldwide research and development in 

the feld of green energy resources and technologies. During this time, energy conversion systems that 

were based on green energy technologies appeared to be most attractive because of facts such as the  

projected high cost of oil and the cost efectiveness estimates and easy implementation of green energy 

t echnologies. Furthermore, in more recent times, it has been realized that green energy sources and  

technologies can have a benefcial impact on essential technical, environmental, economic, and political 

issues of the world. As pointed out by Hartley,[3,9] green energy technologies produce marketable energy  

by converting natural phenomena into useful energy forms. Tese technologies use the energy inherent  

in sunlight and its direct and indirect impacts on the earth (photons, wind, falling water, heating efects, 

and plant growth), gravitational forces (the tides), and the heat of the earth’s core (geothermal) as the 

resources from which they produce energy. Tese resources represent a massive energy potential which 

dwarfs that of equivalent fossil resources. Terefore, the magnitude of these is not a key constraint on  

energy production. 

However, they are generally difused and not fully accessible, some are intermittent, and all have 

distinct regional variabilities. Such aspects of their nature give rise to difcult, but solvable, technical, 

institutional, and economical challenges inherent in development and the use of green energy resources.  

Despite having such difculties and challenges, the research and development on green energy resources 

and technologies has been expanded during the past two decades because of the facts listed above. 

Recently, signifcant progress has been made by (1) improving the collection and conversion efciencies, 

(2) lowering the initial and maintenance costs, (3) increasing the reliability and applicability, and (4) 

understanding the phenomena of green energy technologies. 

Green energy technologies become important as environmental concerns increase, utility (hydro) 

costs climb, and labor costs escalate.[3,9] Te uncertain global economy is an additional factor. Te situa-

tion may be turned around with an increase in research and development in the advanced technologies  

felds, some of which are closely associated with green energy technologies. Tis may lead to innovative  

products and job creation supported by the governments. Te progress in other technologies, espe-

cially in advanced technologies, has induced some innovative ideas in green energy system designs. 

Te ubiquitous computer has provided means for optimizing system performance, costs/benefts, and 

environmental impacts even before the engineering design was of the drawing board. Te operating 

and fnancial attributes of green energy technologies, which include modularity and fexibility and low 

operating costs (suggesting relative cost certainty) are considerably diferent than those for traditional,  

fossil-based technologies, whose attributes include large capital investments, long implementation lead 

times, and operating cost uncertainties regarding future fuel costs. Te overall benefts of green energy 

technologies are ofen not well understood and consequently they are ofen evaluated to be not as cost 

efective as traditional technologies. In order to comprehensively assess green energy technologies, how-

ever, some of their benefts that are ofen not considered must be accounted for. Green energy technolo-

gies, in general, are sometimes seen as direct substitutes for existing technologies so that their benefts 

and costs are conceived in terms of assessment methods developed for the existing technologies. Many 

government organizations and universities recognize the opportunity and support the eforts to exploit 

some commercial potential by: 
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• Analyzing opportunities for green energy and working in consultation with industry to identify 

research, development, and market strategies to meet technological goals. 

• Conducting research and development in cooperation with industry to develop and commercial-

ize technologies. 

• Encouraging the application of green energy technologies to potential users, including utilities. 

• Providing technical support and advice to industry associations and government programs that 

are encouraging the increased use of green energy. In order to realize the energy and the eco-

nomic and environmental benefts that green energy sources ofer, the following integrated set of 

activities should be acted on accordingly.[3,9,10] 

• Conducting research and development. Te priorities should be set in close consultation with  

industry to refect their needs. Most research is conducted through cost- shared agreements and 

falls within the short-to-medium term. Partners in research and development should include a 

variety of stakeholders in the energy industry such as private sector frms, utilities across the 

country, provincial governments, and other federal departments. 

• Assessing technology. Data should be gathered in the lab and through feld trials on factors such 

as cost beneft, reliability, environmental impact, safety, and opportunities for improvement. 

Tis data should also assist the preparation of technology status overviews and strategic plans for 

research and development. 

• Developing standards. Te development of technical and safety standards is needed to encour-

age the acceptance of proven technologies in the marketplace. Standards development should be 

conducted in cooperation with national and international standards writing organizations as well  

as other national and provincial regulatory bodies. 

• Transferring technology. Research and development results should be transferred through the 

sponsorship of technical workshops, seminars, and conferences, as well as through the develop-

ment of training manuals and design tools and the publication of technical reports. Such activities 

will also encourage potential users to consider the benefts of adopting green energy technologies. 

In support of developing near-term markets, a key technology transfer area is to accelerate the use 

of green energy technologies in a country’s remote communities. 

Such activities will also encourage potential users to consider the benefts of adopting renewable energy 

technologies. In support of developing near-term markets, a key technology transfer area is to accelerate 

the use of green energy technologies in a country’s remote communities. 

Essential Factors for Sustainable Green Energy Technologies 

Tere are various essential parameters, as outlined and detailed in Figure 5. Tese factors can help 

in identifying and achieving required green energy strategies and technologies for sustainable devel-

opment. As shown in Figure 5, green energy technologies are largely shaped by broad and powerful 

trends that are rooted in basic human needs. In conjunction with this, the increasing world population  

requires the defnition and successful implementation of green energy technologies. Briefy, the impor-

tant parameters and their interrelations, as outlined in Figure 5, are defnitely required to carry out the 

best green energy program and to select the most appropriate green energy technologies for sustainable 

development. 

Exergetic Aspects of Green Energy Technologies 

Te impact of energy resource utilization on the environment and the achievement of increased resource-

utilization efciency are best addressed by considering exergy. Te exergy of an energy form or a sub-

stance is a measure of its usefulness, quality, or potential to cause change and provide the basis for an 

efective measure of the potential of a substance or energy form to impact the environment. In practice, 
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FIGURE 5 Essential factors for green energy technologies. 

a thorough understanding of exergy and the insights it can provide into the efciency,  environmental 

impact, and sustainability of green energy technologies are helpful if not required for the engineer 

or scientist working in the area of green energy–based environmental systems.[4,11] For green energy 

 technologies, applications of exergy methods can have numerous broad and comprehensive benefts: 

• A better knowledge of the efciencies and losses for the technologies and systems and how they 

behave and perform 

• A clearer appreciation of the environmental impacts of green energy technologies as well as the 

mitigation of environmental that they can facilitate 

• Better identifcation of the ways green energy technologies can contribute to sustainable 

development 

Green Energy Applications 

Green energy technologies are expected to play a key role in sustainable energy scenarios for the future. 

Te foremost factor that will determine the specifc role of green energy and technologies will likely 

be energy demand. Terefore, in order to compensate the energy requirement, it will be possible to 

produce green energy from renewable energy sources such as hydraulic, solar, wind, geothermal, wave  

and  biomass, etc. If so, the green energy and technologies can be utilized for many application felds as  

shown in Figure 6. 
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FIGURE 6 Possible application felds of green energy and technologies for sustainable 

Tus, it can be said that green energy and technologies, which are abundantly available, can help: 

• Provide more environmentally benign and more sustainable future 

• Increase energy security 

• Facilitate or necessitate the development of new, clean technologies 

• Reduce air, water, and soil pollution and the loss of forests 

• Reduce energy-related illnesses and deaths 

• Reduce or stop conficts among countries regarding energy reserves 

Terefore, green energy and related technologies are needed to ensure global stability by reducing the 

harmful efects of fossil-based energy consumption. Tus, the importance of green energy in reducing  

the world problems and achieving a sustainable energy system should be emphasized considering the 

sustainable green energy strategies; and a transition to green energy economy should be encouraged 

and developed countries in particular should increase investments in green energy and technologies. 



  Rges = Rgei × Rgeu  (4)
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Green Energy Analysis 

In light of the above major considerations, in order to accelerate the use of green energy sources and 

technologies and the implementation of green energy strategies, and in this regard, to describe the 

relationship between the global stability and sustainable development, some key steps are presented as 

follows: 

• Key strategies 

•  Green energy based sustainability ratio 

• Global unrest and peace 

Green Energy-Based Sustainable Development Ratio 

In order to discuss the key role of green energy for sustainable development and global stability, the gen-

eral algebraic form of the equation that is the green energy-based sustainable development ratio should 

be presented based on the above strategies. For this purpose, the works that were early presented by  

Midilli et al.[1,2,6,12] and Dincer[3,10] were taken as the reference basis. Te following important parameters, 

which are sectoral, technological, and practical application impact ratios, are taken into consideration 

to estimate the green-energy-based sustainable development ratio. Te detailed derivations of these 

parameters are presented in the literature.[2] Briefy, the green energy–based sustainable development 

ratio is mainly based on the following parameters: 

• Sectoral impact ratio,  (Rsi) (ranging from 1 to 1/3), is based on the provided fnancial support 

(Cp, si) of public, private, and media sectors for transition to green energy–based technologies, and 

depending on the total green energy fnancial budget (Cgeb), as a reference parameter.[2] 

• Technological impact ratio, (Rti) (ranging from 1 to 1/3), is based on the provided fnancial support 

(Cp, ti) for research and development, security, and analysis of green energy–based technologies, 

and also depending on the total green energy fnancial budget (C e para ter.[2] 
geb) as a referenc me

• Practical application impact ratio, (Rpai) (ranging from 1 to 1/3), is based on the provided fnan-

cial support (Cp, pai) for projection, production, conversion, marketing, distribution, manage-

ment, and consumption of green fuel from green energy sources, and also depending on the total 

green energy fnancial budget (Cgeb), as a reference parameter.[2] Here, it should be emphasized  

that these parameters can be defned as the ratio of the provided fnancial support to the total 

green energy fnancial budget in a country. In addition, it should be always remembered that it is  

assumed that the fnancial share of each parameter is equal to one-third of the total green energy 

fnancial   budget in a country. Te utilization ratio of green energy depends on the green energy  

ut ilization and the world primary energy quantity. Green energy–based global stability is a func-

tion of ut  ilization ratios of coal, petroleum, and natural gas, and utilization ratios of green energy  

at  certain utilization ratios of these fuels, and utilization ratio of green energy. Terefore, the 

green-ener  gy-based sustainable development ratio is written in algebraic form as follows:[2] 

 

where 

Rgei  = (Rsi  + Rti  + Rpai  )  green energy impact ratio; Rsi = Cp,  si /Cgeb sectoral impact ratio, which is esti-

mated based on the provided fnancial support of the public, private, and media sectors for transition to 

green energy (Cp, si) and also the green energy budget allocation of a country:(Cgeb); 

Rti = Cp, ti /Cgeb  technological impact ratio, which is estimated based on the provided fnancial  supports 

for research and development, security, and analysis of green- energy-based technologies (Cp, ti) and also 

the green energy budget allocation of a country (Cgeb); 



GP = UH2 × 1
 (6)

Q (GU)wpec 

 

 

⎜ ⎟
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Rpai =Cp,  pai /Cgeb practical application impact ratio, which is estimated based on the provided fnancial 

supports for projection, production, conversion, marketing, distribution, management, and con-

sumption of green fuel from green energy sources, and also the green energy budget allocation of a 

country (Cgeb); 

Rgeu = −1 Qwffc /Qwpec green energy utilization ratio, which is also defned as a function of fossil fuel   

utilization ratio (Rfu). 

Here  Qwfc explains world fossil fuel consumption (M) and Qwpec world primary energy 

consumption  (M). 

Global Unrest and Peace 

Fossil fuels such as petroleum, coal, and natural gas, which have been extensively utilized in industrial 

and domestic applications for a long time, have ofen been the cause of global destabilization and unrest. 

Tis problem is likely to increase in signifcance in the future and suggests the need for investigations  

of, among other factors, the role of hydrogen energy relative to future global unrest and global peace. 

In general, the global unrest arising from the use of fossil fuels is considered as a function of the usage 

ratios of these fossil fuels.[12] In order to estimate the level of global unrest, it is important to select a 

proper reference value. Terefore, it is assumed that the lowest value of global unrest and the highest 

value of global peace are equal to 1, which is a reference point to evaluate the interactions between global 

unrest and global peace.[12] Consequently, the general algebraic case form of global unrest expression is  

as follows[12]: 

where  qp, qc and  qng defne the consumption quantities of petroleum, coal, and natural gas, respectively; 

qwpec defnes the quantity of world primary energy consumption; rH2− p  is the utilization ratio of hydrogen 

from nonfossil fuels at a certain utilization ratio of petroleum; rH2−c is the utilization of hydrogen from  

nonfossil fuels at a certain utilization ratio of coal; rH2 n− g is the utilization of hydrogen from nonfossil

fuels at a certain utilization ratio of natural gas. Te values of  qp, qc, qng, and qwpec can be taken from the 

literature.[8] Te values for rH 2− p , rH 2−c ,  and  rH2 n− g can be taken depending on the utilization ratios of the

petroleum, coal, and natural gas presented in the literature. 

In order to estimate the level of global peace quantitatively, it is assumed that the highest value of 

global peace is equal to 1, which is a reference point to evaluate the interactions between global unrest 

and global peace.[12] Tus, the relationship between global unrest and global peace can be written as a 

function of the utilization ratio of hydrogen from nonfossil fuels. Te general algebraic case form of  

global peace expression proposed is as follows: 

where  UH2 defnes the utilization of hydrogen from non-fossil fuels, which can be taken from the 

literature. 

Case Study 

Te frst case study is given to determine the green-energy- based sustainability ratio depending on the 

three subcases that are carried out based on the sectoral impact ratio, the technological impact ratio, 

and the practical application impact ratio by using actual data from the literature.[8] All cases are pre-

sented in Table 1. Te results of the frst case study are presented in Figures. 7 and 8a–c. 
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TABLE 1 Te Cases Depending on Green Energy Impact Ratio for the Green Energy–Based Sustainability Ratio 

Efect of Variable 

Parameters (entity) 10% 30% 70% 90% 

Percent of Total Financial 

Budget for Green Energy Cases Green Energy Impact Ratio (Rgei) 

I 2 constant 

parameters 

1 variable 

parameter 

n/3 

k ×(1/3) × ∈ 

0.699 0.766 0.833 0.899 0.966 

II 1 constant 

parameter 

2 variable 

parameters 

n/3 

k ×(1/3)× ∈ 

0.400 0.533 0.666 0.800 0.933 

III 3 variable 

parameters 

k × (1/3) × ∈ 0.100 0.300 0.500 0.700 0.900 

Here, n defnes the number of constant parameters; k, the number of variable parameters. 

FIGURE 7 World fossil fuel consumption ratio as a function of green energy consumption ratio. 

Te second case study is performed to determine the global unrest and global peace level based on 

the predicted utilization ratios of hydrogen from nonfossil fuels. In this regard, two important empirical 

relations that describe the efects of fossil fuels on world peace and global unrest are taken into consid-

eration for this case study. Te results of this case study are presented in Figure 9. 
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FIGURE 8  (a) Green energy–based sustainability ratio versus time depending on the actual and projected green 

energy consumption data for 10% of green energy fnancial budget allocation. (b) Green energy–based  sustainability 

ratio versus time depending on the actual and projected green energy consumption data for 50% of green energy 

fnancial budget allocation. (c) Green energy–based sustainability ratio versus time depending on the actual and 

projected green energy consumption data for 90% of green energy fnancial budget allocation. 
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FIGURE 9  Comparison of levels of global unrest and global stability as a function of hydrogen utilization ratios  

from non-fossil fuels. 

Results and Discussion 

In accordance with the objective of this entry, the projection data is obtained using actual data of pri-

mary energy, fossil fuel, and green energy consumptions. Considering the technological impact ratio 

(max. value  = 1/3 of the green energy fnancial budget), the sectoral impact ratio (max. value = 1/3 of the 

green energy fnancial budget allocation), and the practical application impact ratio (max. value  = 1/3 of 

the green energy fnancial budget allocation), three cases are analyzed and discussed in detail in this 

part. 

Figure 7 shows the variations of the fossil fuel utilization ratio (world fossil fuel consumption/ 

world primary energy consumption) as a function of the green energy utilization ratio (world green 

energy consumption/world primary energy consumption). It is found out from this fgure that the 

fossil fuel utilization ratio decreases depending on the rise of the year while green energy utilization 

ratio increases. For example, the green energy utilization ratio was 5.71% in 1970, 8.25% in 1980, 11.67% 

in 1990, and 13.27% in 2000 while the fossil fuel utilization ratio was 94.29% in 1970, 91.75% in 1980, 

88.32% in 1990, and 86.77% in 2000, based upon the actual data. However, it is observed that the green 

energy utilization ratio increased and reached 12.31% while fossil fuel utilization ratio decreased to 

87.69% in 2004. Based on the projected data, it expected that green energy utilization ratio will reach 

almost 13.52% in 2006, 14.09% in 2012, 14.58% in 2018, 15.01% in 2024, and 15.38% in 2030. However,  

it is expected that the fossil fuel utilization ratio will decrease to almost 86.48% in 2006, 85.91% in  

2012, 85.42% in 2018, 85.99% in 2024, and 84.62% in 2030. Tus, in order to increase the green energy  

 utilization ratio and to reduce the harmful efects resulting from the fossil fuel consumption, the 

investments on green energy should be encouraged and the green energy strategies should be put into 

practice for sustainable development. 

First, it should be stated that one or two of the parameters that are sectoral, technological, and prac-

tical application impact ratios can be selected as constant parameters. As shown in Table 1, a variable 
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and two constant parameters are considered in Case 1, two variables and one constant parameter are 

considered in Case 2, and three variable parameters are considered in Case 3. When Case 1 is applied  

for green energy supply and progress, it is found that the green energy impact ratio changes between 

0.699 and 0.966 depending on the percentages of the variable parameter. In the application of Case 2 it is  

obtained that the green energy impact ratio varies between 0.40 and 0.933 depending on the percentages 

of two variable parameters. In the application of Case 3, it is calculated that the green energy impact  

ratio changes from 0.1 to 0.9 depending on the percentages of three variable parameters. When the three 

Cases are compared to each other, it can be said that the highest values of green energy impact ratio are 

found by applying Case 1, and also that Case 3 gives the lowest green energy impact ratios. Tus, Case 1 

should be selected to increase the green energy impact ratio and the green-energy-based sustainability  

ratio. 

Figure 8a–c show a variation of the green energy–based sustainability ratio (Rges) as a function of year  

by depending on the percentages of the green energy fnancial budget as 10%, 50%, and 90%, or the efect 

of the parameters in the Cases, respectively. Te values of green-energy-based sustainability ratios were  

calculated using Figure 4. 

As shown in these fgures, the values of Rges increase with time based on the cases. Te  highest  

values of  Rges are obtained when Case 1 is applied, as shown in Figure 8a–c. For example, the  

g reen-energy-based sustainability ratios are estimated to be 9.46% in 2006, 9.86% in 2012, 10.21% in  

2018, 10.50% in 2024, and 10.76% in 2030 in case of 10% of green energy fnancial budget; 13.06% in  

2006, 13.62% in 2012, 14.09% in 2018, 14.51% in 2024, and 14.86% in 2030 in case of 90% of green energy  

fnancial budget. 

It is important to implement green energy strategies through green energy systems and applications 

for sustainable future. If so, the green energy–based sustainability ratio increases and green energy is 

more easily supplied, thus its technologies are more preferred and applied. Hence, as long as  sustainable 

green energy strategies are increasingly applied and the green technologies are more utilized and 

encouraged, the negative efects stemming from the fossil fuel utilization will decrease and the green- 

energy-based sustainability ratio will increase. 

Figure 9 compares the levels of global unrest and global peace as a function of the predicted  utilization 

ratio of hydrogen from non-fossil fuels. Figure 4 indicates that there is an inversely proportional 

rel ationship between global peace and global unrest, depending on the utilization ratio of hydrogen 

from non-fossil fuels. 

To better appreciate this fgure, some of the key energy- related reasons for global unrest need to be 

understood. Tey include: 

• Increases in fossil fuel prices 

• Environmental efects of energy use, including pollution due to emissions, stratospheric ozone 

layer depletion, and global warming 

• Decreases in the amount of fossil fuel available per capita and the associated decrease in living 

standards 

• Increases in energy demand due to technological developments attributable to and based on fossil 

fuels 

• Depletion of fossil fuel reserves 

• Increases in conficts for fossil fuel reserves throughout the world 

• Te lack of afordable and practical alternative energy sources to fossil fuels 

It is found out from Figure 9 that an increase in hydrogen utilization accordingly decreases the rea-

sons for global unrest, allowing the benefts of global peace to be realized over time; and the lowest  

levels of global unrest occur when hydrogen from non-fossil fuels is substituted completely for fossil  

fuels. In general, the level of global unrest is higher than 1 and the problems causing global unrest  

can be reduced by using hydrogen energy from non-fossil sources instead of fossil fuels. Figure 5 sug-

gests that the utilization of hydrogen from non-fossil fuels at certain ratios of petroleum, coal, and 
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natural gas decreases the amount of fossil fuel consumption and thus reduces the level of global unrest  

closer to 1. As shown in Figure 9, it is expected that, depending on the actual and projected fossil fuel 

c onsumption data, the levels of global unrest will be approximately 4.78 in 2006, 4.66 in 2012, 4.56 in  

2018, 4.48 in 2024, and 4.41 in 2030 when the utilization ratio of hydrogen is zero. If the utilization ratio 

of hydrogen from non-fossil fuels is lower than 100%, the level of global peace is less than 1 and the 

reasons for global unrest increase. Terefore, it is benefcial to encourage the utilization of hydrogen 

from non-fossil fuels in place of fossil fuels. Te highest level of global peace is attained when 100% of  

hydrogen from non-fossil fuels is used in place of fossil fuels. Some advantages of having the highest  

level of global peace are: 

• Lifetimes of fossil fuel reserves are extended and real fossil fuel prices, consequently, can be held 

constant or reduced relative to present prices. 

• Environmental efects from using fossil fuels are reduced or prevented because of the utilization 

of hydrogen from renewable energy sources and technologies. 

• Technological developments based on hydrogen from nonfossil fuels increase and the  requirement 

of technologies based on fossil fuels decrease. 

• Living standards are probably higher than at present due in part to the increased consumption of 

the technologies related to hydrogen from sustainable green energy sources. 

• Pressures to discover energy sources reduce because hydrogen can be abundantly produced and 

conficts for energy supplies subside. 

To increase global peace, the relationship of hydrogen to renewable energy sources needs to be 

 understood, as does the importance of producing hydrogen from renewable energy sources. 

Figure 10 describes routes using sustainable green energy sources for green power production. It is 

expected that the utilization of sustainable green energy sources will reduce the negative energy-related  

environmental efects such as global climate change and emissions of CO, CO2, NOx, SOx, non-methane 

hydrocarbons, and particulate matter. In this regard, some potential solutions to decreasing the global 

unrest associated with the harmful pollutant emissions have evolved, including:[3] 

FIGURE 10  Routes for green power production from sustainable green energy sources. 
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• Education and training for a sustainable future 

• Renewable energy technologies 

• Energy conservation (efcient energy utilization) 

• Cogeneration and district heating 

• Energy storage technologies 

• Alternative energy dimensions for transport 

• Energy source switching from fossil fuels to environmentally benign energy forms 

• Coal cleaning technologies 

• Optimum monitoring and evaluation of energy indicators 

• Policy  integration 

• Recycling 

• Process change and sectoral shifment 

• Acceleration of forestation 

• Carbon or fuel taxes 

• Greener materials substitution 

• Promoting public transport 

• Changing life styles 

• Increasing public awareness 

Considering the above explanations, the following important remarks can be extracted. Fossil fuel 

 consumption and green energy consumption are expected to reach 13807.2 and 2694.9 M, respectively, 

by the year 2050. Tis increase indicates that humans will still be dependent on fossil fuels. Based on the 

projected data, the green energy consumption ratio expects that the green energy utilization ratio will  

reach almost 16.33% and the fossil fuel utilization ratio will decrease to almost 83.67% in 2050. If the 

increase of fossil fuel consumption continues in this manner, it is likely that the world will be afected  

by many negative problems due to fossil fuels. More utilization of fossil fuels will harm world stability 

and increase local and global environmental problems, resulting in increasing global unrest. It is thus 

suggested that the utilization of fossil fuels should be reduced, and fossil-based technologies should be  

gradually converted to green-energy-based technologies. 

Case 1 gives better results than Case 2 and Case 3. Terefore, for a higher green energy impact ratio 

in practice, Case 1 should be applied to increase the green energy sustainability ratio depending on the 

green energy strategies. Moreover, Case 1 gives the best results of the green energy–based sustainability 

ratio depending on the green energy impact ratio and the green energy utilization ratio. 

Te approximate quantifed measures developed for level of global peace (ranging between 0 and 1) 

and level of global unrest (ranging between 1 and ∞)expressions can help understand and measure 

levels of global unrest and global peace. Te highest level of global peace occurs when GP   = 1 and 

 correspondingly, the lowest level of global unrest when GU  = 1, and eforts to increase global peace and 

stability should cause the values of GP and GU to shif towards these limiting cases. Hydrogen from 

non-fossil fuels can replace oil, coal, and natural gas to reduce the level of global unrest. 

Sustainable green energy strategies are defnitely required to ensure the global stability by reducing 

the harmful efects of fossil-based energy consumption. So, it is suggested that the importance of green 

energy and technologies that probably reduce world problems and achieve a sustainable energy system 

should be emphasized with consideration of the sustainable energy strategies. Moreover, a transition 

to a green energy–based economy should be encouraged and developed countries in particular should 

increase investments in green energy and technologies. Progress of green energy and technologies is 

based on sustainable green energy strategies for future green energy scenarios. Te foremost factor 

that will determine the specifc role of green energy and technologies will likely be energy demand. 

In order to balance the energy demand now and in the future, it is suggested that sustainable green 

energy sources and technologies be taken into consideration to increase the sustainable development 

in a country. 
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Conclusion 

Green energy for sustainable development has been discussed and some key parameters to increase green 

energy–based sustainability and the global peace level have been presented. Te efects of   technological, 

sectoral, and practical application impact ratios on the green energy impact ratio and the green energy-

based sustainability ratio are examined thoroughly. In addition, the key role of hydrogen—one of the 

most green energy carriers for the future—is discussed in terms of global unrest and peace. Accordingly, 

sustainable green energy and technologies are defnitely required to ensure global stability by reducing 

the harmful efects of fossil-based energy consumption. Te most important scenario that encourages  

the transition to green energy and technologies and promotes green energy–based technologies is to 

supply the required incentives and interactions among the countries, scientists, researchers, societies, 

and all. Terefore, the investments in green energy supply should be, for the future of world nations, 

encouraged by governments and other authoritative bodies who, for strategic reasons, wish to have a 

green alternative to fossil fuels. 
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Introduction 

Te Earth’s ozone layer shields all life from the sun’s harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation. It is mainly 

located in the lower stratosphere, between 12 and 30 km above Earth’s surface. Ozone is a gas that 

is  present naturally in the Earth’s atmosphere; it is continuously being made by the action of solar 

 radiation on molecular oxygen, predominantly in the upper stratosphere and at low latitudes; it is also  

continuously being destroyed throughout the atmosphere by a variety of chemical processes. Te ozone 

abundances in the atmosphere are therefore determined by the balance between chemical production 

and destruction processes. 

Te average concentration of ozone in the atmosphere is about 300 parts per billion by volume (ppbv); 

most of it (~90%) is contained in the stratosphere. Even though it occurs in such small quantities, ozone 

plays a vital role in sustaining life on Earth by absorbing most of the biologically damaging UV sunlight. 

However, the fragile ozone layer is being depleted since the late 1970s as a consequence of the emission of 

human-made chemicals, chlorofuorocarbons (CFCs), to the atmosphere. Te CFCs are industrial chem-

icals that have been used in the past as coolants for refrigerators and air conditioners,  propellants for 

aerosol spray cans, foaming agents for plastics, and cleaning solvents for electronic components, among 

other uses. Tey are thought of as “miracle” compounds because they are non-fammable,  noncorrosive, 
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and unreactive with most other substances. Ironically, it is their chemical inertness that creates a global 

scale problem by enabling them to reach the stratosphere, where they decompose,  releasing chlorine 

atoms that deplete the ozone layer. 

Observations of the ozone layer itself showed that depletion was indeed occurring; the most dramatic 

loss was discovered over Antarctica—far from the emitted sources. In response to the likelihood of 

increasing depletion of ozone in the stratosphere, an international agreement, the Montreal Protocol on 

Substances that Protect the Ozone Layer, was signed by most national governments of the world calling 

for an orderly phase out of all ozone-depleting substances (ODSs). Tus, ozone, a trace constituent in  

the atmosphere, has become an issue of global prominence and the model for international cooperation 

to protect the environment from unintended consequences of human activities. 

While the Montreal Protocol has made great strides in phasing out ODSs, new challenges are 

emer ging. Changes in climate are expected to have an increasing infuence on stratospheric ozone in the 

coming decades. International eforts to protect the ozone layer would require improved  understanding 

of the complex linkages between stratospheric ozone and climate change. Moreover, some new ODSs  

re placements are extremely powerful global warming gases and represent a potential focal area 

within the overall climate change challenge. Tis entry describes the discovery of the ozone depletion 

pheno menon, the chemicals that cause ozone depletion in the stratosphere, polar ozone destruction 

processes, impacts of ozone depletion on human health and on ecosystems, international treaties that 

regulate the ODSs, and the linkage between stratospheric ozone and climate change. 

Atmospheric Ozone 

Ozone was discovered by the German chemist Christian Schoenbein in 1840 while observing an 

ele ctrical discharge; he noted its distinctively pungent odor and named it “ozone, “ which means “smell’’ 

in Greek. An ozone (O3) molecule is made of three oxygen atoms, instead of two of the normal oxygen 

molecule (O2), which makes up 21% of the air we breathe. Ozone is found mainly in two regions of the 

Earth’s atmosphere (Figure 1): 

FIGURE 1  Typical atmospheric ozone profle. Ozone abundances are shown here as the pressure of ozone at each 

altitude using the unit “milli-Pascals” (mPa) (100 million mPa = atmospheric sea-level pressure). 
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 1. Stratosphere, from about 10–16 km above Earth’s surface up to 50 km. The ozone in this region is 
commonly known as the ozone layer.

 2. Troposphere, the lowest region of the atmosphere, between Earth’s surface and the stratosphere. 
Some of the tropospheric ozone is generated by atmospheric photochemical reactions (smog), and 
some is transported from the stratosphere.

The ozone molecules in the stratosphere and the troposphere are chemically identical; however, they 
have very different roles in the atmosphere and very different effects on humans and the biosphere. 
Stratospheric ozone—sometimes referred to as “good ozone’’—plays a beneficial role by absorbing most 
of the biologically damaging UV sunlight (UV-B), allowing only a small amount to reach the Earth’s 
surface (Figure 2). At the Earth’s surface, ozone is a key component of urban smog and is harmful to 
human health, agriculture, and ecosystems; hence, it is often referred as “bad ozone.” Furthermore, 
because ozone is a powerful greenhouse gas, increase in tropospheric ozone contributes to global 
 warming.[1] Thus, depending on where ozone resides, it can have positive or negative impacts on human 
well-being and the environment.[2]

Origin of Ozone

The fundamental ozone formation–destruction mechanism consists of the following reactions, 
 suggested initially by the British physicist Sidney Chapman[3] in the 1930s:

 O UV light O O2 + → +  (1)

 O O M O M2 3+ + → +  (2)

 O UV light O O3 2+ → +   (3)

 O O O O3 2 2+ → +  (4)

Molecular oxygen absorbs solar radiation at ~200 nm and releases oxygen atoms (Reaction 1), which rap-
idly combine with oxygen molecules to form ozone (Reaction 2). Ozone absorbs solar radiation very effi-
ciently at wavelengths ~200 to 300 nm.[4] This absorption process leads to the decomposition of ozone, 

FIGURE 6 Spectrum of electromagnetic radiation.



   NO +O3 →NO2 +O2 (5) 

 

 
 

 
O3 +UV light → +O2 (O for Reaction 3) 

Net: 2 O3 → 3 O2 
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producing oxygen atoms (Reaction 3), which in turn regenerate the ozone molecule by Reaction   2. 

Tus, the net efect of Reactions 2 and 3 is the conversion of solar energy into heat, without the net loss 

of ozone. Tis process leads to an increase of temperature with altitude, which is the feature that gives 

rise to the stratosphere; the inverted temperature profle is responsible for its large  stability toward  

 vertical movements (Figure 3). In contrast, the troposphere is characterized by decreasing  temperature 

with altitude because of the heating efects from the absorption of the sun’s energy at the Earth’s  surface. 

Because hot air rises, this causes rapid vertical mixing so that chemical substances emitted on the 

ground can rise to the tropopause (transition zone between troposphere and stratosphere) in a matter 

of days; they are also dispersed horizontally throughout the troposphere on the time scale of weeks 

to months by winds and convection. However, once they reach the stratosphere, the transport time 

scales in the stratosphere are much slower and mixing in the stratosphere can take months to years.  

Movement of air between the troposphere and stratosphere is very slow compared to the movement of  

air within the troposphere itself. However, this small air exchange is an important source of ozone from 

the  stratosphere to the troposphere. 

Most of the time, oxygen atoms react with molecular oxygen to make ozone (Reaction 2), but 

 occasionally they destroy ozone (Reaction 4). Te overall amount of ozone is determined by a balance 

between the production and the removal processes. Models based only on the Chapman’s mechanism 

were found to overpredict stratospheric ozone levels; thus, there are other reactions that contribute to 

the destruction of ozone. 

In the early 1970s, Crutzen[5] suggested that trace amounts of nitrogen oxides (NOx  = NO  + NO2) 

formed in the stratosphere through the decomposition of nitrous oxide (N2O), which originates from 

soil-borne microorganisms, control the ozone abundance through the following catalytic cycle: 

NO2 O +O2 (6)+ →NO  

FIGURE 3 Typical variation of atmospheric temperatures and pressures with altitude. 



  OH + NO2 → HNO3 (7)

   OH + O3 → HO2 + O2 (8) 

 
   

 
HO2 + O3 → OH + 2O2 

(9) 
Net: 2 O3 → 3 O2 
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Te term “catalyst” refers to a compound that reacts with one or more reactants to form intermedi-

ates that subsequently give the fnal reaction product, in the process regenerating the catalyst. In  

the above cycle, the species NO (nitric oxide) and NO2 (nitrogen dioxide) are still present afer these  

three reactions have occurred, but two molecules of ozone have been destroyed. Tese species have  

an odd number of electrons; they are free radicals and are chemically very reactive. Although the  

concentration of NO and NO2 is small (several ppbv), each radical pair can destroy thousands of  

ozone molecules before being temporarily removed, mainly by reaction with hydroxyl (OH) radical  

to form nitric acid: 

 

Independently, Johnston[6] suggested that the NOx chain reaction can be initiated by the direct release of 

NOx in the exhaust of supersonic transport (SST) aircraf and could disturb the delicate natural balance 

between ozone formation and destruction. 

In the troposphere, NOx, together with volatile organic compounds in the presence of sunlight, are 

the ingredients for the photochemical formation of ground-level ozone. Tus, NOX plays a dual role, 

destroying or generating O3 depending on the altitude. 

Other free radicals that destroy stratospheric ozone are OH and HO2, derived from the water molecule: 

Chlorine atoms are also very efcient catalysts for ozone destruction and may proceed in a similar 

cycle[7–9] as will be discussed below. Small amounts of chlorine compounds of natural origin exist in  

the stratosphere; the most important source is methyl chloride (CH3Cl), which is emitted mainly from 

oceanic and terrestrial ecosystems. Most of the CH3Cl is destroyed in the troposphere, but a few percent 

reaches the stratosphere. Tere are also large natural sources of inorganic chlorine compounds at the 

Earth’s surface, e.g., NaCl and HCl from the oceans; however, they are water soluble and are removed 

efciently from the atmosphere by clouds and rainfall. 

Measurements and Distribution of Stratospheric Ozone 

In the 1920s, the British meteorologist G.M.B. Dobson developed the Dobson spectrophotometer 

that measures sunlight at two UV wavelengths: one that is strongly absorbed by ozone and one that   

is weakly absorbed. Te diference in light intensity at the two wavelengths provides the total ozone 

above the   location of the instrument.[10] In 1957, a global network of ground-based, total ozone  observing 

s tations was established as part of the International Geophysical Year; currently, there are about 100 sites 

d istributed throughout the world. Ozone concentrations are also being routinely measured by a variety  

of instruments on balloons, aircraf, and satellites. One of the most commonly used units for measuring 

ozone concentration is called “Dobson unit” (DU), which is a measure of how much ozone is contained in  

a vertical column of air. Te average amount of ozone in the atmosphere is about 300 DU, equivalent to a 

layer 3 mm thick. By comparison, if all of the air in a vertical column that extends from the ground up to 

space were collected and squeezed together at 0°C and 1 atm pressure, that column would be 8 km thick. 

As shown in Figure 4, the distribution of total ozone over the globe varies with latitude, longitude, 

and season.[11] Te variations are caused by large-scale movements of stratospheric air and the chemi-

cal production and destruction of ozone. In general, the total ozone is highest in the polar regions and 

lowest at the equator. In the Northern Hemisphere, the ozone layer is thicker during spring and thinner 

during autumn. 
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FIGURE 4  Global satellite maps of total ozone in 2009 showing the variation with latitude, longitude, and  season. 

Te variations are demonstrated here with 2-week averages of total ozone in 2009 as measured with a satellite 

instrument. Total ozone shows little variation in the tropics (20°N–20°S latitudes) over all seasons. Total ozone 

outside the tropics varies more strongly with time on a daily to seasonal basis as ozone-rich air is moved from 

the tropics and accumulates at higher latitudes. Te low total ozone values over Antarctica in September constitute 

the “ozone hole” in 2009. Since the 1980s, the ozone hole in late winter and early spring represents the lowest values 

of total ozone that occur over all seasons and latitudes. 

Source: Fahey and Hegglin).[11] 

CFCS and the Ozone Layer 

CFCs: The Miracle Compounds 

In the 1930s, American mechanical engineer and chemist Tomas Midgley[12,13] invented the CFCs 

 during a search for nontoxic and non-fammable substances that could be used as coolants in home  

refrigerators and air conditioners. Te CFCs are compounds that contain only chlorine, fuorine, and 

carbon; they are also known under trademarks such as Freon (DuPont) and Genetron (Allied Signal). 

Te two important properties that make the CFCs commercially valuable are their volatility (they can 

be readily converted from a liquid to a vapor and vice versa) and their chemical inertness (they are  stable, 

nontoxic, and nonfammable). Te CFCs were thought of as miracle compounds and soon replaced the 

toxic ammonia and sulfur dioxide as the standard cooling fuids. Subsequently, the CFCs found uses 

as propellants for aerosol sprays, blowing agents for plastic foam, and cleaning agents for electronic 

components. All of these activities doubled the worldwide use of CFCs every 6 to 7 years and eventually 

reached over 700,000 metric tons annually by the early 1970s. 



 CIO+ →  +CI O2O
 (12)

Net: O +O3 →O2 +O2 

   CCI F +UV light → +CCI F 3 CI 2 (10) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Te chlorine-containing product species HCl, ClONO2, and HOCl function as temporary inert 

reservoirs: they are not directly involved in ozone depletion, but they are eventually broken down 

by reaction with other free radicals or by absorption of solar radiation, thus returning chlorine to  

its  catalytically active free radical form. At low latitudes and in the upper stratosphere, where the 
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CFCs and the Destruction of Stratospheric Ozone 

In the early 1970s, James Lovelock showed that trichlorofuoromethane (CCl3F or CFC-11) was present 

in the air over Ireland using a newly developed electron capture detector.[14] Subsequently, Lovelock and 

co-workers[15] detected measurable levels of CCl3F in the atmosphere over the South and North Atlantic 

and concluded that the CFCs were carried over by large-scale wind motions. Teir interest in CFCs lies 

in the potential use of these compounds as inert tracers; they did not expect the CFCs to present any 

conceivable harm to the environment. 

In 1973, Molina and Rowland[7,8,16–18] decided to investigate the ultimate fate of these new miracle 

compounds upon their release to the atmosphere. Afer carrying out a systematic search of chemical  

and physical processes that might destroy the CFCs in the lower atmosphere, they concluded that these 

compounds would break up in the middle stratosphere (~25–30  km) by solar UV radiation. 

Because the CFCs are chemically inert and practically insoluble in water, they are not removed by the 

common cleansing mechanisms that operate in the lower atmosphere. Furthermore, the CFC molecules 

are transparent from 230 nm through the visible wavelengths; they are efectively protected below 25 km 

by the stratospheric ozone layer that shields the Earth’s surface from UV light. Instead, they rise into the 

stratosphere, where they are eventually destroyed by the short-wavelength (~200 nm) solar UV radiation 

to yield radicals that can destroy stratospheric ozone through a catalytic process.[7] Because transport 

into the stratosphere is very slow, the atmospheric lifetime for the CFCs is about 50 to 100 years. 

Te destruction of CFCs by high-energy solar radiation leads to the release of chlorine atoms, as  

shown in Reaction 12 for CCl3F: 

Te chlorine atoms attack ozone within a few seconds and are regenerated on a time scale of minutes;  

the net result is the conversion of one ozone molecule and one oxygen atom to two oxygen molecules. 

CI +O3 →CIO +O2 (11) 

 

In the above cycle, chlorine acts as a catalyst for ozone destruction because Cl and ClO react and are 

reformed, and ozone is simply removed. Oxygen atoms are formed when solar UV radiation reacts with 

ozone and oxygen molecule (Reactions 1 and 3). It is estimated that one Cl atom can convert 100,000 

molecules of ozone into oxygen molecules before that chlorine becomes part of a less reactive com-

pound, e.g., by reaction of ClO with HO2 or NO2 to produce hypochlorous acid (HOCl) or chlorine 

nitrate (ClONO2), respectively, or by reaction of the Cl atom with methane (CH4) to produce the rela-

tively stable hydrogen chloride (HCl): 

CIO +HO2 →HOCI +O2 (13)

CIO +NO2 →CINO2 (14)

CI +CH4 →HCI +CH3 (15)
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FIGURE 5 Schematic representation of the CFC-ozone depletion hypothesis. 

formation of ozone is fastest, a few percent of the chlorine is in this active form; most of the chlorine 

is in the inert reservoir form, with HCl being the most abundant species. Te temporary chlorine 

reservoirs remain in the stratosphere for several years before returning to the troposphere, where they  

are rapidly removed by rain or clouds. A schematic representation of these processes is presented in  

Figure 5. 

Other ODSs 

Besides CFCs, there are other chlorine substances from human activities that destroy ozone in the 

stratosphere. Carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform are important ODSs that are used as fre 

extinguisher, cleaning agents, and solvents. 

Another category of ODSs contains bromine. Tere are industrial sources of brominated ODSs as   

well as natural ones; the most important are the halons and methyl bromide (CH3Br). Halons are halo-

carbon gases containing carbon, bromine, fuorine, and (in some cases) chlorine; they are produced  

industrially as fre extinguishers. Methyl bromide is both natural and human-made; it is used as an  

agricultural fumigant. Tese sources release bromine to the stratosphere at pptv levels, compared with  

ppbv for chlorine. On the other hand, bromine atoms are about 60 times more efcient than chlorine 

atoms for ozone destruction on an atom-per-atom basis;[19–21] a large fraction of the bromine compounds 

is present as free radicals because the temporary reservoirs are less stable and are formed at considerably 

slower rates than the corresponding chlorine reservoirs. 

Many of the ODSs contain fuorine atoms in addition to chlorine and bromine. However, in contrast 

to chlorine and bromine, fuorine atoms abstract hydrogen atoms very rapidly from methane and from  

water vapor, forming the stable hydrogen fuoride (HF), which serves as a permanent inert fuorine 

reservoir. Hence, fuorine free radicals are extremely scarce and the efect of fuorine on stratospheric 

ozone is negligible. Halogen source gases that contain fuorine and no other halogens are not classi-

fed as ODSs. An important category is the hydrofuorocarbons (HFCs) discussed in the “International 

Response: Montreal Protocol” section. 
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Te publication of the 1974 Molina–Rowland article[7]  stimulated numerous scientifc studies, includ-

ing laboratory studies, computer modeling, and feld measurements, to understand the impacts of chlo-

rine and bromine on stratospheric ozone.[20,21] Te U.S. National Academy of Sciences issued two reports  

in 1976, verifying the Molina-Rowland fndings.[22,23] 

Stratospheric Ozone Depletion 

Discovery of the Antarctic Ozone Hole 

In 1985, Joseph Farman and coworkers[24] reported that the ozone concentrations recorded at the Halley  

Bay Observatory in Antarctica has dropped dramatically in the spring months starting in the early 

1980s, compared to the data obtained since 1957, when the British Antarctic Survey began ozone mea-

surements using a Dobson Spectrometer. Te 1984 October monthly ozone averaged less than 200 

DU, about 35% lower than the 300 DU levels recorded in 1957–1958 and on through the 1960s. Farman  

et   al.’s fndings were subsequently confrmed by satellite observation from the total ozone mapping 

spectrometer (TOMS).[25] Furthermore, satellite measurements confrmed that the bulk of the chlorine  

in the stratosphere is of human origin.[26] Additional measurements from ground-based Dobson instru-

ments[27]  and from satellites indicate that the extent of ozone depletion over Antarctica in the spring 

months continued to increase afer 1985, with concentrations as low as 85 to 95 DU reported from some 

of the polar stations. 

Measurements show that ozone was also being depleted in the Northern Hemisphere, particularly 

at high latitudes and in the winter and spring months. Examination of the ozone records shows that 

signifcant changes have also occurred in the lower stratosphere at mid- latitudes.[20,21] Figure 6 shows an  

acute drop in total atmospheric ozone during October in the early and mid-1980s measured by instru-

ments from the ground and from a satellite.[28] 

Te discovery of the depletion of ozone over Antarctica—the ozone hole—was not predicted by the 

atmospheric scientists (see Figure 7). Te large magnitude of the depletion suggests that the stratospheric 

FIGURE 6  Average total amount of ozone measured in October over Antarctica. Instruments on the ground (at 

Halley Bay) and high above Antarctica (the TOMS and ozone monitoring instrument [OMI] measured an acute 

drop in total atmospheric ozone during October in the early and middle 1980s). 

Source: Adapted from NASA Ozone Hole Watch.[28] 
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FIGURE 7 Antarctic ozone hole. Lef panel: Vertical distributions of Antarctic ozone. A normal ozone layer was 

observed to be present between 1962 and 1971. In more recent years, as shown here for October 9, 2006, ozone is 

almost completely destroyed between 14 and 21  km in the Antarctic in spring (Source: Adapted from Fahey and 

Hegglin[11]). Right panel: Te darker shaded regions over the Antarctic continent show the severe ozone depletion 

or ozone hole on October 9, 2006, measured by satellite instrument. Te hole reached 26.2 million km2, the greatest 

extent recorded in the Antarctic.  

Source: NASA Ozone Hole Watch.[28] 

ozone is infuenced by processes that had not been considered previously. Researchers all over the world 

raced to develop plausible explanation; the cause of this depletion soon became very clear. Laboratory  

experiments, feld measurements over Antarctica, and model calculations showed unambiguously that  

the ozone hole over Antarctica can indeed be traced to the industrial CFCs.[20,21] 

Polar Ozone Chemistry 

Characteristics of the Polar Regions 

ODSs emitted at Earth’s surface are transported over great distances to the stratosphere by atmospheric 

air motions and are present throughout the stratospheric ozone layer. Yet, the most dramatic ozone 

depletion was over Antarctica—the ozone hole—far from the emitted sources. A major reason why an 

Antarctic ozone hole of the observed extent could happen is because of the unique atmospheric and 

chemical conditions that exist there. Te very low winter temperatures in the Antarctic stratosphere 

cause polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) to form. Special reactions that occur on PSCs, combined with 

the relative isolation of polar stratospheric air, allow chlorine and bromine reactions to produce the 

ozone hole in the Antarctica when the sunlight returns in the springtime. 

Both polar regions of the earth are cold, primarily because they receive far less solar radiation  

than the tropics and mid-latitudes do. Moreover, most of the sunlight that does shine on the polar  

regions is refected by the bright white surface. Winter temperatures at the North Pole can range  

from about –45°C to –25°C and summer temperatures can average around the freezing point (0°C). 
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In  comparison, the annual mean temperature at the South Pole is about –60°C in the winter and  

–28°C in the summer. 

What makes the South Pole so much colder than the North Pole is that it sits on top of a very thick 

ice sheet, which itself sits on the continent of Antarctica. Te surface of the ice sheet at the South Pole 

is more than 2700  m (9000 f) above sea level; Antarctica is by far the highest continent on the earth. In 

contrast, the North Pole is at sea level in the middle of the Arctic Ocean, which also acts as an efective 

heat reservoir. 

Stratospheric air in the polar regions is relatively isolated from other stratospheric regions for long 

periods in the winter months. Te isolation comes about because of strong winds that encircle the 

poles, forming a polar vortex (or polar cyclone), which prevents substantial air masses into or out of 

the polar  stratosphere. Tis cyclonic circulation strengthens in winter as stratospheric temperatures 

decrease.[11] All through the long, dark winter, chemical changes occur in polar regions from reactions 

on PSCs inside the vortex; the isolation preserves those changes until the spring sunlight strikes the 

stratosphere above the frozen continent in late August. Te result is massive ozone destruction inside 

the vortex forming an ozone hole, as described below. Te polar vortex diminishes when the continent 

and the air above it begin to warm up and ozone-rich air from outside the vortex fows in, replacing 

much of the ozone that was destroyed. 

Te Antarctic polar vortex is more pronounced and persistent than its Arctic counterpart with the 

result that the isolation of air inside the vortex is much more efective in the Antarctic than in the 

Arctic. In addition to being signifcantly warmer, the Northern Hemisphere also has numerous moun-

tain ranges and a more active tropospheric meteorology, giving rise to enhanced planetary wave and a 

less stable Arctic vortex. 

Polar Stratospheric Clouds 

Te conditions in the polar stratosphere are unique in several ways. Firstly, ozone is not generated there 

because the high-energy solar radiation that is absorbed by molecular oxygen is scarce over the poles.  

Secondly, the total ozone column abundance at high latitudes is large because ozone is transported 

toward the poles from higher altitudes and lower latitudes. Tirdly, the prevailing temperatures over the 

stratosphere above the poles in the winter and spring months are the lowest throughout the atmosphere, 

particularly over Antarctica. Typically, average daily minimum values are as low as –90°C in July and 

August over Antarctica and near –80°C in late December and January over the Arctic (Figure 8). Ozone 

is expected to be rather stable over the poles if one considers only gas-phase chemical and photochemi-

cal processes, because regeneration of ozone-destroying free radicals from the reservoir species would 

occur very slowly at those temperatures. However, another unique feature of the polar stratosphere is 

the seasonal presence of PSCs (Fig. 9). Diferent types of liquid and solid PSC particles form when strato-

spheric temperatures fall below –78°C. As a result, PSCs are ofen found over large areas of the winter 

polar regions and over signifcant altitude ranges. With a temperature threshold of –78°C, PSCs exist in 

larger areas and longer periods in the Antarctica than in the Arctic. 

Te stratosphere is normally very dry; water is present only at a level of a few ppmv, comparable to 

that of ozone itself. Over the poles, a somewhat larger amount of water is present, resulting from the 

oxidation of methane. Furthermore, the temperature can drop below –85°C over Antarctica in the win-

ter and spring months, leading to the formation of ice clouds. Te presence of trace amounts of nitric 

and sulfuric acids enables the formation of PSCs a few degrees above the frost point (the temperature at 

which ice can condense from the gas phase); these acids can form cloud particles consisting of crystal-

line hydrates. 

Solomon et al.[29] frst suggested that PSCs could play a major role in ozone depletion over Antarctica 

by promoting the release of photolytically active chlorine from its reservoir species (HCl, ClONO2, and 

HOCl). Tis occurs mainly by the following reaction: 
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FIGURE 8  Arctic and Antarctic temperatures. Air temperatures in both polar regions reach minimum values in  

the lower stratosphere in the winter season. Typically, average daily minimum values are as low as –90°C in July 

and August in the Antarctic and near –80°C in late December and January in the Arctic. PSCs are formed in the 

polar ozone layer when winter minimum temperatures fall below the formation temperature of about –78°C. Note  

that the dashed black lines denote the upper limits of the Antarctic temperature range where they overlap with the 

Arctic temperature range.  

Source: Fahey and Hegglin.[11] 

FIGURE 9  Polar stratospheric clouds. Te frozen crystals that make up PSCs provide a surface for the reactions 

that free chlorine atoms in the Antarctic stratosphere (lef panel[28]) and in the Arctic stratosphere (right panel[11]). 



 

 
 

2[C1+ O3 → C1O + O2 ] (for Reaction 11) 
Net: 2 O3 → 3 O2 

  C1OO + M → C1 + O2 + M (20) 

C1O + C1O + M → C1OOC1 + M (18)

C1OOC1 + sunlight → C1 + C1OO (19)
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HCI + CIONO2 → CI2 + HNO3 (16) 

CI2 + sunlight → CI + CI (17) 

Indeed, laboratory studies have shown that this reaction occurs very slowly in the gas phase;[30] however,  

it proceeds with remarkable efciency in the presence of ice surfaces.[31] Te product, Cl2, is immediately 

released to the gas phase while the other product, HNO3, remains in the condensed phase. Cl2 decom-

poses readily to Cl atoms even with the faint amount of sunlight present over Antarctica in the early 

spring: 

When average temperatures begin increasing by late winter, PSCs form less frequently and their sur-

face conversion reactions produce less ClO. Without continued ClO production, ClO amounts decrease 

and other chemical reactions re-form the reactive reservoirs, ClONO2 and HCl. Te most intense period 

of ozone depletion will end when PSC temperatures no longer occur. 

An important feature for Reaction 16 in the presence of PSCs is the removal of NOx from the gas 

phase; the source for these free radicals in the polar stratosphere is nitric acid, which condenses in  

the cloud particles. NOx normally interfere with the catalytic ozone loss reactions by scavenging ClO 

to form chlorine nitrate (Reaction 14). In the absence of NOx, the fraction of chlorine compounds in  

the form of free radical is larger and makes it possible for the ozone depletion reaction to occur. Tese 

experimental results have been corroborated by other studies.[32] Further laboratory studies[33,34] and  

theoretical calculations[35] indicate that HCl solvates readily on the ice surface, forming hydrochloric 

acid. Terefore, chlorine activation reactions on the surfaces of ice crystals proceed through ionic mech-

anisms analogous to those in aqueous solutions. 

Another natural source of ozone depletion is the sulfate aerosols that come from volcanic eruptions.  

Te most recent large eruption was that of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, which ejected large amounts of sulfur 

dioxide into the stratosphere, resulting in up to a 10-fold increase in the number of particles available 

for surface reactions. Tese particles increased the global ozone depletion by 1%–2% for several years 

following the eruption.[11] 

Polar Ozone Destruction 

While the presence of the PSCs explains how chlorine can be released from the inactive reservoir chemi-

cals, it remains unanswered how a catalytic cycle might be maintained to account for the large ozone 

destruction observed. Te ClOx cycles such as Reactions 11 and 12 are not efcient in the polar strato-

sphere because they require the presence of free oxygen atoms, which are scarce at high latitudes. 

Several catalytic cycles have been suggested as occurring over Antarctica during winter and spring. 

One of the dominant cycles involving ClO dimer or chlorine peroxide (ClOOCl) was proposed by 

Molina and Molina.[36] Te cycle is initiated by the combination of two ClO radicals forming ClOOCl, 

which then photolyzes to release molecular oxygen and free chlorine atoms: 

 

 

No free oxygen atoms are involved in this cycle. Visible sunlight is required to complete and  maintain  

the cycle; thus, this cycle can occur only in late winter/early spring when sunlight returns to the  



 

 

 
 

C1+O3 → C1O+O2 (for Reaction 11) 
Net: 2 O3 → 3 O2 

BrO+C1O + sunlight → C1+Br + O2 (21)

+ 3 → BrO  (22)Br O  + O2 
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polar region. Laboratory studies have shown that the photolysis products of ClOOCl are indeed  

Cl atoms.[37,38] 

Another important cycle operating in the polar stratosphere involves the reaction of bromine 

mo noxide (BrO) with ClO suggested by McElroy et al.:[39] 

 

 

Field Measurements of Atmospheric Trace Species 

Ground-based and aircraf expeditions were launched in the years following the ozone hole discovery 

to measure trace species in the stratosphere over Antarctica.[40] Te results provided strong evidence for  

the crucial role played by industrial chlorine in the ozone depletion. One of the most convincing evi-

dence was provided by the NASA ER-2 aircraf measurements in 1987, which few into the Antarctic vor-

tex. Te fight data (Figure 10) showed an anticorrelation between ClO measured by Anderson et al.[41]  

with in situ ozone measurements monitored by Proftt et al.[42] Te results show that the ClO + ClO cycle 

accounts for about three-quarters of the observed ozone loss, with the BrO + ClO cycle accounting for 

the rest. Furthermore, NOx levels were found to be very low and nitric acid was shown to be present in 

the cloud particles, as expected from the laboratory studies. 

Recent laboratory measurements of the dissociation cross section of ClO dimer[43] and analyses of  

observation from aircraf and satellites have reafrmed that polar springtime ozone depletion is caused 

primarily by the ClO + ClO catalytic ozone destruction cycle, with substantial contributions from the 

BrO + ClO  cycle.[44] 

Field measurements have also been conducted in the Arctic stratosphere,[45] indicating that a large 

fraction of the chlorine is also activated there. Nevertheless, ozone depletion is less severe over the Arctic 

and is not as localized because the atmosphere above the Arctic is warmer than above the Antarctic; the  

active chlorine does not remain in contact with ozone long enough and at low enough temperatures to 

destroy it before the stratospheric air over the Arctic mixes with warmer air from lower latitudes. Tis 

warmer air also contains NO2, which deactivates the chlorine. On the other hand, cold winters can lead 

to signifcant ozone depletion—30% or more—over large areas, as described below.[46] 

Depletion of the Global Ozone Layer 

Global total ozone levels are infuenced not only by the concentrations of ODSs but also by atmospheric 

transport (winds), incoming solar radiation, aerosols (fne particles suspended in the air), and other 

natural compounds. Global total ozone has decreased beginning in the 1980s, reaching a maximum of 

about 5% in the early 1990s (Figure 11a). Te lowest global total ozone values occurred in the years fol-

lowing the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, which resulted in up to a 10-fold increase in the number of  

sulfuric-acid-containing particles available for surface reaction in the stratosphere, thereby increased 

global ozone depletion for several years before they were removed from the stratosphere by natural 

processes. Te depletion has lessened since then; the average global ozone for 2005–2009 is about 3.5% 

below the 1964–1980 average. 

Observed total ozone loss varies signifcantly with latitude on the globe. Figure 11b shows how the 

2005–2009 ozone depletion varies with latitude. Te ozone loss is very small near the equator and 

increases with latitude towards the poles. Te largest decreases have occurred at high latitudes in both 
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FIGURE 10  Aircraf measurements conducted on August 23 and September 16, 1987, of chlorine monoxide (ClO) 

by Anderson et al.[41] and of ozone (O3) by Proftt et al.[42] 

Source: Adapted from Anderson.[41] 

hemispheres because of the large winter/spring depletion in the polar regions; the losses are greater in 

the Southern Hemisphere because of the Antarctic ozone hole. Since the 1980s, Antarctic ozone loss in  

the springtime has been quite large, covering nearly the entire continent with virtually all of the ozone 

destroyed between 15 and 20 km. Ozone loss over the Arctic is smaller than its Antarctic  counterpart; it 

is modulated strongly by variability in atmospheric dynamics, transport, and temperature. Te degree 

of spring Arctic depletion is highly variable from year to year, but large Arctic depletion has also  

been observed recently with the most dramatic occurring in the spring of 2011. Observations over the 

Arctic region as well as from satellites show an unprecedented ozone column loss comparable to some  

Antarctic ozone holes. Te formation of the “Arctic ozone hole” in 2011 was driven by an anomalously 

strong stratospheric polar vortex and an unusually long cold period, leading to persistent enhancement 

of active chlorine and severe ozone loss that exceeded 80% over 18–20 km altitude. Tis result raises the 

possibility of yet more severe depletion as lower stratospheric temperatures decrease. More acute Arctic 
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FIGURE 11  Global total ozone changes. Satellite observations show depletion of global total ozone beginning  

in the 1980s. Panel (a) compares annual averages of global ozone with the average from the period 1964 to 1980  

before the ozone hole appeared. Seasonal and solar efects have been removed from the observational data set. On  

average, global ozone decreased each year between 1980 and 1990. Te depletion worsened for a few years afer  

1991 following Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Panel (b) shows variation of the 2005–2009 depletion with latitude over  

the globe. Te largest decreases have occurred at high latitudes in both hemispheres because of the large winter/ 

spring depletion in polar regions; the losses are greater in the Southern Hemisphere because of the Antarctic  

ozone hole.  

Source: Fahey and Hegglin.[11] 

ozone loss could exacerbate biological risks from exposure to increased UV radiation, especially if the 

vortex shifed over densely populated mid-latitudes, as it did in April 2011.[46] 

Ozone depletion is also observed at the mid-latitudes between equatorial and polar latitudes. Total 

ozone averaged for 2005–2009 is about 3.5% lower in northern mid-latitudes (35°N–60°N) and about 

6% lower at southern mid-latitudes (35°S–60°S) compared with the 1964–1980 average (Figure 11b). 

Chemical destruction processes occurring at midlatitudes contributes to observed depletion in these 

regions, although it is much smaller than in the polar regions because the amounts of reactive   halogen 

gases are lower and a seasonal increase of the most reactive halogen gases in Antarctic late winter 

does not occur in mid-latitude regions. Changes in mid-latitude ozone are also afected by changes 

 occurring in the polar regions when the ozone-depleted air over both polar regions is dispersed 

away from the poles following the vortex breakdown, thus reducing average ozone concentrations at 

 nonpolar latitudes. 
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Ozone Depletion and Biological Effects 

Because ozone absorbs UV radiation from the sun, depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer is expected 

to lead to increases in the amount of solar UV radiation reaching the Earth’s surface, predominantly 

in the wavelength range of 290 to 320 nanometers (UV-B radiation). UV-B radiation is also partially 

shielded by clouds, dust, and air pollutants. Large ozone losses in the Antarctica have produced a clear 

increase in surface UV radiation. Ground-based measurements show that the average spring erythemal 

(sunburning) irradiance for 1990–2006 is up to 85% greater than the modeled irradiance for 1963–1980, 

depending on site. Te Antarctic spring erythemal irradiance is approximately twice that measured in 

the Arctic for the same season. 

Analyses based on surface and satellite measurements show that erythemal UV irradiance over 

mid-latitudes has increased since the late 1970.[44] Tis is in qualitative agreement with the observed 

decrease in column ozone, although other factors (mainly clouds and aerosols) have infuenced long-

term changes in erythemal irradiance. Clear-sky UV observations from unpolluted sites in midlatitudes 

show that since the late 1990s, UV irradiance levels have been approximately constant, consistent with  

ozone column observations over this period. 

Te environmental and health efects of stratospheric ozone depletion have been summarized in  

sev eral assessment reports.[47–49] UV-B radiation can induce acute skin damage in humans, such as  

s unburn, as well as eye diseases and infectious diseases.[50,51] Human epidemiological studies and 

a nimal experiments have established that UV-B radiation is a key risk factor for development of skin  

cancer, both melanoma and non-melanoma, especially in light-skinned population. Non-melanoma  

(squamous cell carcinoma and basal cell carcinoma) is the more common form of skin cancer and can 

be readily treated and is rarely fatal,[51] whereas melanoma is the most dangerous and the leading cause 

of death from skin cancer. Absorption of strong UV radiation damages the DNA molecule, eventu-

ally leading to faulty replication and mutation.[52] Numerous experiments have shown that the cornea  

and lens of the eye can also be damaged by UV-B radiation, and that chronic exposure to this radia-

tion increased the likelihood of certain cataracts.[49] Studies in human subjects show that exposure to 

UV-B radiation can suppress proper functioning of the body’s immune system. Animal experiments 

i ndicate that overexposure to UV-B radiation decreases the immune response to skin cancers and some 

 infectious agents.[53,54] 

Terrestrial plants can also be afected by UV-B radiation, although the response varies to a large 

extent among diferent species. In addition to plant growth, the changes induced by UV radiation can be 

indirect, for example, by afecting the timing of developmental phases or the allocation of biomass to the 

diferent parts of the plant.[55] Aquatic ecosystems can also be damaged by UV-B radiation; for example,  

there is evidence for impaired larval development and decreased reproductive capacity in some amphib-

ians, shrimp, and fsh.[56] Tere is also direct evidence of UV-B efects under the ozone hole on the pro-

ductivity of natural phytoplankton communities in Antarctic waters.[57] 

International Response: Montreal Protocol 

Following the publication of the Molina–Rowland article,[7] the U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

issued two reports in 1976 stating that the atmospheric sequence outlined by Molina and Rowland was 

essentially correct.[22,23] Te United States, Canada, Norway, and Sweden responded in late 1970s by  

banning the sale of aerosol spray cans containing CFCs; this caused a temporary halt in the growing 

demands for CFCs. However, worldwide use of the chemicals continued and the production rate began 

to rise again. 

Te discovery of the massive ozone losses in Antarctica in 1985 spurred a rush of scientifc research 

activities, leading to improved understanding of stratospheric chemistry and the evolution of the ozone 

layer. Tese new scientifc developments have provided the foundation for the critical policy decisions 

that followed. 
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In 1985, under the auspices of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), 20 nations 

signed the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.[58] In September 1987, the rec-

ognition that CFC use was increasing and the mounting scientifc evidence that this increase would 

cause large ozone depletions led to an international agreement limiting the production of CFCs.[58] Tis  

agreement, the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, initially called for a 

reduction of only 50% in the manufacture of CFCs by the end of the century. In view of the scientifc evi-

dence that emerged in the following years, the initial provisions were strengthened through the London  

(1990), Copenhagen (1992), Montreal (1997), and Beijing (1999) amendments as well as several adjust-

ments by both controlling additional ODSs and by moving up the date by which already controlled 

substances must be phased out. At the 19th Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol in 2007, 

the Parties agreed to adjust their commitments related to the phase out of HCFCs.[58] Fig. 12 shows the 

projected abundance of ODSs in the stratosphere according to the provisions of the Montreal Protocol 

and  subsequent amendments.[44] 

Te Montreal Protocol is now more than 20  years old and has been ratifed by 196 countries, although  

not all the parties have ratifed the subsequent amendments. It is widely regarded as one of the most 

efective multilateral environmental agreements in existence. Te production of CFCs in   industrialized  

countries was phased out at the end of 1995, and other compounds such as the halons, methyl   bromide,  

carbon tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform (CH3CCl3) were also regulated. Developing  countries 

were allowed to continue CFC production until 2010, to facilitate their transition to the newer  CFC-free 

 technologies. An important feature of the Montreal Protocol was the establishment of a funding 

 mechanism to help these countries meet the costs of complying with the protocol and with its  subsequent 

amendments.[58] 

A signifcant fraction of the former CFC usage is being dealt with by conservation and recycling. 

Some of the former use of CFCs is being temporarily replaced by hydrochlorofuorocarbons (HCFCs)— 

compounds that have similar physical properties to the CFCs, but their molecules contain hydrogen 

atoms and are less stable in the atmosphere. A large fraction of the HCFCs released industrially reacts  

FIGURE 12  Measured and projected chlorine concentrations in the stratosphere according to the provisions of 

the Montreal Protocol and subsequent amendments. EESC is the equivalent efective stratospheric chlorine. 

Source: Fahey and Hegglin.[11]  
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in the lower atmosphere with the OH radical before reaching the stratosphere, forming water and an  

organic free radical that rapidly photo-oxidizes to yield water-soluble products, which are then removed 

from the atmosphere mainly by rainfall. Although HCFCs are more ozone friendly than CFCs, they still 

destroy some ozone. Tey are now also regulated under the Montreal Protocol; the concentrations of 

HCFCs are projected to grow for another two decades before decreasing. 

Some HFCs, which do not contain chlorine atoms, are now being used as CFC replacements; they  

are ozone friendly because fuorine forms stable compounds in the stratosphere. However, they have  

the potential to contribute to global warming. HFCs are now regulated under the Kyoto Protocol, an 

a greement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. 

About half of the CFC usage has been replaced by not-in-kind alternatives; for example, CFC-113— 

used extensively as a solvent to clean electronic components—has been phased out by CFC-free   cleaning 

technologies such as soap and water or terpene-based solvents; there are also new  technologies to 

m anufacture clean electronic boards. Other examples include the use of stick or spray pump  deodorants 

to replace CFC-12 aerosol deodorants and the use of mineral wool to replace CFC, HFC, or HCFC insu-

lating foam. 

Overall, the provisions of the Montreal Protocol have been successfully enforced. Atmospheric   

me asurements indicate that the abundance of chlorine contained in the CFCs and other halocarbons 

has declined in response to the Montreal Protocol regulations.[44] On the other hand, because of the 

long lifetime of the CFCs in the atmosphere, relatively high chlorine levels in the stratosphere—with the 

consequent ozone depletion—are expected to continue well into the 21st century. 

Te total tropospheric abundance of chlorine from ODSs and methyl chloride had declined in  

2008 to 3.4 parts per billion (ppb) from its peak of 3.7 ppb between 1992 and 1994. However, the  

rate of decline in total tropospheric chlorine was only two-thirds as fast as was expected because  

of the increase in the HCFC abundances. Te rapid HCFC increases are coincident with increased  

p roduction in the    developing countries, particularly in East Asia. Te rate of decline of total   

t ropospheric bromine from controlled ODSs was close to that expected and was driven by changes  

in methyl bromide.[44] 

By the middle of the 21st century, the amounts of halogens in the stratosphere are expected to be 

similar to those present in 1980 prior to the onset of the ozone hole. However, the infuence of climate 

change could accelerate or delay ozone recovery.[44] 

Stratospheric Ozone and Climate Change Linkage 

Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change 

Te Earth absorbs energy from the Sun, and also radiates energy back into space. However, much of  

this energy going back to space is absorbed by greenhouse gases occurring naturally in the atmosphere, 

such as CO2, CH4, water vapor, N2O, and ozone. Because the atmosphere then radiates most of this   

energy back to the Earth’s surface, our planet is warmer than it would be if the atmosphere did not 

contain these gases. Tis is the natural “greenhouse efect,” which maintains the surface of the Earth at 

a temperature that is suitable for life as we know it today. However, this natural greenhouse efect has 

intensifed since the start of the industrial era as human activities emit more greenhouse gases to the 

atmosphere, including industrial compounds such as CFCs, HFCs, perfuorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur  

hexafuoride (SF6), resulting in a shif in the radiative balance of the Earth’s atmosphere. 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, there is now visible and unequivo-

cal evidence of climate change impacts, and there is a consensus that greenhouse gas emissions from 

human activities are the main drivers of change. Te Earth’s average temperature has been recorded to 

have increased by approximately 0.74°C over the past century.[1] Climate change is now recognized as  

a major global challenge that will have signifcant and long-lasting impacts on human well-being and 

development.[59] 
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One way of quantifying the contribution of greenhouse gases to climate change is through the 

s tandard metric known as radiative forcing, which is defned as positive if it results in a gain of energy  

for the Earth system (warming) and negative if it results in a loss (cooling).[1] Te largest radiative  

forcing comes from CO2, followed by CH4, tropospheric ozone, halocarbons, and N2O. All of these  

gases absorb infrared radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface and re-emit it at a lower temperature,  

thus decreasing the outgoing radiation fux and producing a positive forcing, leading to warming. 

In contrast, stratospheric ozone depletion represents a small negative forcing, which leads to cooling 

of Earth’s surface (Fig. 13); however, this contribution is expected to decrease as ODSs are gradually 

removed from the atmosphere. 

Halocarbons and Climate Change 

Te understanding of the interaction between ozone depletion and climate change has been strengthened 

in recent years.[44,49] Stratospheric ozone and tropospheric ozone both absorb infrared radiation emitted 

by Earth’s surface. Stratospheric ozone also signifcantly absorbs solar radiation. Terefore, changes 

in the stratospheric ozone and tropospheric ozone are directly linked to climate change. Stratospheric 

ozone and climate change are also indirectly linked because both ODSs and their replacements are 

greenhouse gases and represent an important contribution to the radiative forcing (see Fig. 13). 

One approach of comparing the infuence of individual halocarbons on ozone depletion and climate 

change is to use ozone depletion potentials (ODPs) and global warming potentials (GWPs). Te ODP 

and GWP of a gas quantify its efectiveness in causing ozone depletion and climate forcing, respectively. 

GWP is defned as the total forcing attributed to a mass of emitted pollutant during a specifed time 

afer emissions (typically 100 years) as compared to the same mass of CO2. ODP is the relative value that 

indicates the potential of a substance to destroy ozone as compared with the potential of CFC-11, which 

is assigned a reference value of 1. 

Table 1 lists the atmospheric lifetime, global emissions, ODP, and GWP of some halogen source gases 

and the HFC replacement gases.[11,44] All ODSs and their substitutes shown here have a non-zero GWP, 

FIGURE 13  Radiative forcing of climate change. Lef panel: radiative forcing of major greenhouse gases. Right 

panel: radiative forcing of halocarbons (darker shading designates Kyoto Protocol gases). 

Source: Adapted from Fahey and Hegglin.[11] 
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TABLE 1  Atmospheric Lifetimes, Global Emissions, ODPs, and GWPs of Some Halogen Source Gases and 

HFC-Substituted Gases 

Atmospheric 

Lifetime 

Global Emissions 

(2008) (kt/yr)a Gas ODP GWPb 

Halogen source gases 

Chlorine gases 

CFC-11 45 52–91 1 4,750 

CFC-12 100 41–99 0.82 10,900 

CFC-113 85 3–8 0.85 6130 

Carbon tetrachloride (CClq) 26 40–80 0.82 1400 

HCFCs 1–17 385–481 0.01–0.12 77–2220 

Methyl chloroform (CH3CCl3) 5 <10 0.16 146 

Methyl chloride (CH3Cl) 1 3600–4600 0.02 13 

Bromine gases 

Halon-1301 65 1–3 15.9 7140 

Halon-1211 16 4–7 7.9 1890 

Methyl bromide (CH3Br) 0.8 110–150 0.66 5 

Very short-lived gases (e.g., CHBr3) <0.5 c Very lowc Very lowc 

HFCs 

HFC-134 13.4 149 ± 27 0 1370 

HFC-23 222 12 0 14,200 

HFC-143a 47.1 17 0 4180 

HFC-125 28.2 22 0 3420 

HFC-152a 1.5 50 0 133 

HFC-32 5.2 8.9 0 716 

aIncludes both human activities (production and banks) and natural sources. Units are in kilotons per year. 
bOne-hundred-year GWPs. Values are calculated for emissions of an equal mass of each gas. 
cEstimates are very uncertain for most species. 

Source: Fahey and Hegglin[11] and WMO.[44] 

with values spanning the wide range of 4 to 14,000; they are far more efective than equivalent amount of 

CO2 in causing climate forcing. Terefore, the future selection of specifc HFCs as replacement for ODS 

will have important consequences for climate change. 

Te CFCs, halons, and HCFCs are ODSs; they are controlled under the Montreal Protocol. Tus,  the  

Montreal Protocol has provided collateral beneft of reducing the contributions of ODSs to   climate  

change. In 2010, the decrease of annual ODS emissions under the Montreal Protocol is estimated  

to be about 10 gigatons of avoided CO2-equivalent emissions per year, which is about 5 times larger  

than the annual emissions reduction target for the frst commitment period (2008–2012) of the Kyoto  

Protocol.[44] 

Te HFCs, used as ODSs substitutes, do not destroy ozone (ODPs equal zero) and are considered  

ozone safe and have become the major replacement for CFCs and HCFCs. However, like the ODSs  

they replace, many HFCs have high GWP. HFCs, together with CO2, CH4, N2O, PFCs, and SF6, are 

controlled under the Kyoto Protocol. According to a new UNEP report, emissions of HFCs are growing 

at a rate of 8% per year due to growing demand in emerging economies and increasing populations.  

Without intervention, the increase in HFCs emissions is projected to ofset much of the climate beneft 

achieved by the earlier reduction in ODS emissions. It is therefore important to select HFCs with low 

GWP potential and short lifetimes to minimize the climate impact while protecting the ozone layer.[60]  

Tis is one of the focal areas for the newly launched Climate and Clean Air Coalition on Short-lived 

Climate Pollutants.[61] 
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Impact of Climate Change on Ozone 

Te ODSs have declined as a result of the Montreal Protocol and its subsequent amendments; it 

is expected that this will lead to the recovery in the stratospheric ozone abundances. However, it is  

d ifcult to attribute ozone increases to the decreases in ODSs alone during the next few years because of 

nat ural variability, observational uncertainty, and confounding factors, such as changes in   stratospheric 

tem perature or water vapor. In contrast to the diminishing role of ODSs, changes in climate are expected 

to have an increasing infuence on the recovery of ozone layer from the efects of ODSs. 

Stratospheric ozone is infuenced by changes in temperatures and winds in the stratosphere. 

For  e xample, lower temperatures and stronger polar winds could both increase the extent and  severity  

of winter polar ozone depletion. Observations show that the global-mean lower stratosphere has cooled  

by 1–2°C and the upper stratosphere cooled by 4–6°C between 1980 and 1995. Tere have been no 

sig nifcant long-term trends in global-mean lower stratospheric temperatures since about 1995. Te 

two main  reasons for the cooling of the stratosphere are depletion of stratospheric ozone and increase  

in atmospheric greenhouse gases. Ozone absorbs solar UV radiation, which heats the surrounding air 

in the stratosphere. Loss of ozone means that less UV light gets absorbed, resulting in cooling of the 

s tratosphere. A signifcant portion of the observed stratospheric cooling is also due to  human-em itted 

greenhouse gases. While the Earth’s surface is expected to continue warming in response to the net 

positive radiative forcing from greenhouse gas increases, the stratosphere is expected to continue 

cooling. 

A cooler stratosphere would extend the time period over which PSCs are present in winter and early 

spring, leading to increased polar ozone depletion. In the upper stratosphere at altitudes above PSC for-

mation regions, a cooler stratosphere is expected to increase ozone amounts because lower temperatures 

decrease the efectiveness of ozone loss reactions. 

Climate change may also afect the stratospheric circulation, which will signifcantly alter the dis-

tribution of ozone in the stratosphere. Tese changes tend to decrease total ozone in the tropics and 

increase total ozone at mid- and high latitudes. Changes in circulation induced by changes in ozone can 

also afect patterns of surface wind and rainfall. Te projected changes in ozone and clouds may lead 

to large decreases in UV at high latitudes, where UV is already low, and to small increases at low lati-

tudes, where it is already high. Tis could have important implications for human and ecosystem health. 

However, these projections depend strongly on changes in cloud cover, air pollutants, and aerosols, all of 

which are infuenced by climate change. It is therefore important to improve our understanding of the 

processes involved and to continue monitoring ozone and surface UV spectral irradiances both from  

the surface and from satellites.[62] 

Conclusions 

Te depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer exemplifes the global environmental challenges human 

face: it is an unintended consequence of human activity. Strong involvement and cooperation of 

s takeholders at all levels (scientists, technologists, economic and legal experts, environmentalists, and  

policy makers); strengthening of human and institutional capacities, coupled with suitable mechanisms 

for facilitating technological and fnancial fows; and changes in human behavior have been critical to 

the success in phasing out the ODSs. 

Te 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer is a landmark agreement that 

has successfully reduced the global production, consumption, and emissions of ODSs. By  protecting the 

ozone layer from much higher levels of depletion, it has provided direct benefts to human health and 

agriculture, which in turn provide economic benefts by decreasing health costs and increasing crop 

production. Furthermore, because many ODSs are also potent greenhouse gases, the Montreal Protocol  

has provided substantial co-benefts to climate change. 
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On the other hand, demand for replacement substances such as HFCs has increased. Many of these 

substances are Kyoto gases. Additional climate benefts could be achieved by managing the emissions 

of replacement fuorocarbon gases and by implementing alternative gases with lower GWPs, as well as 

designing buildings that avoid the need for air conditioning. 

Assuming full Montreal Protocol compliance, midlatitude ozone is expected to return to 1980 levels  

before mid-century. Te recovery rate will be slower at high latitudes. Springtime ozone depletion is   

expected to continue to occur at polar latitudes, especially in Antarctica, in the next few decades. It is 

estimated that the ozone layer over the Antarctica will recover to pre-1980 levels between 2060 and 2075, 

and probably one or two decades earlier in the Arctic. However, efective control mechanisms for new 

chemicals threatening the ozone layer are essential; continued monitoring of the ozone layer is crucial 

to maintain momentum on recovering the ozone layer while simultaneously minimizing the infuence 

on climate. 

Changes in climate are expected to have an increasing infuence on stratospheric ozone in the coming 

decades. An important scientifc challenge is to project future ozone abundance based on an improved 

understanding of the complex linkages between stratospheric ozone and climate change. 

Human activities will continue to change the composition of the atmosphere and new challenges  

that require international cooperation and collaboration will emerge. Te ozone-hole phenomenon 

demo nstrates the importance of long-term atmospheric monitoring and research, without which 

depletion of the ozone layer might not have been detected until more serious damage was evident. It is 

important for national and international agencies to continue their coordinated eforts on atmospheric 

monitoring, research, and assessment activities to provide sound scientifc data needed to understand 

environmental changes on both regional and global scales. 
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Termodynamics is concerned with the interaction between matter and energy on a macroscopic level. 

It is therefore the basic science that underlies the engineering of the use of energy in all its forms. It 

is governed by two basic laws with far-reaching implications. Te frst concerns the conservation of  

energy, and the second puts limits on the amount of energy that can be converted into work over and 

above what the frst law might be thought to imply. 

Te actual performance of practical process equipment can be predicted by application of these two 

laws. Tat, in turn, depends on the ability to estimate the thermodynamic properties of the streams 

that enter and leave this equipment. Te exact equations needed to calculate these properties can be  

derived from the formalism of thermodynamics. Certain simplifcations, such as the ideal gas law 

or the assumption of an equation of state, are usually required to make numerical estimates of these 

properties. 

First Law of Thermodynamics 

Formulation 

Te frst law of thermodynamics is a statement of the principle of conservation of energy for a closed  

system—namely, one in which there is no transfer of mass across the system boundaries. 

Δ = − total (1)U Q W   
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FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of any thermodynamic process. 

Tis equation ignores certain efects such as diferences in fuid velocities, which become important only 

at very high velocities, and diferences in fuid elevations, which become important only when there are 

greatly varying elevations. U is a thermodynamic property called internal energy. It accounts for energy  

due to the motion of molecules in a fuid and the exchanges of energy between them. Te Δs refer to 

diferences in the property value between the fnal and initial states of the system. U, Q, and W all have  

units of energy. However, this equation can also have another interpretation for open fow systems at 

steady state. Such systems have input and outlet streams, and possibly an exchange of heat or work with  

the surroundings (Figure 1). However, the stream fows and property values throughout the system 

are all considered constant over time. In this case, the frst law is a rate equation. ΔU is the diference 

between the sum of  U times the mass fow rate for all the output streams minus that same sum for all the 

inlet streams.  Q and  W are rates of energy transfer. Te arrows in Figure 1 indicate the direction of the 

fow of work, W, and heat, Q, when these quantities are positive. 

When applying Eq. 1 to a fow process, Wtotal includes the work done in moving fuids into and out 

of the process. To eliminate these efects, another thermodynamic property, namely enthalpy, H, is 

defned, 

= +H U PV  (2) 

where  P is pressure and V is volume. 

For a fow process at steady state, this changes the frst law to 

Δ = −H Q W (3) 

In Eq. 3, W is the work produced by the process apart from that involved in moving fuids into and out 

of the process. It is ofen called the shaf work. 

In these equations, it is important to make a distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic properties. 

Te former are properties per unit mass or per mole, whereas the latter are total values of the property 

for the mass fow of the given process stream. Tese and other thermodynamic relationships can be 

applied to either, provided that they are applied consistently. 

U, H, P, and V are examples of thermodynamic state functions—that is, their intrinsic values depend 

only on the state of the fuid (usually its temperature, pressure, and composition) and not on the process 

used to bring the fuid to that state. On the other hand, quantities like Q and  W are not state functions.  

When a fuid makes a transition from one state to another, the values of Q and  W associated with that  

transition are dependent on the “path” over which that transition was made. 

Enthalpies of Formation and Reaction 

Enthalpy cannot be calculated in an absolute sense. It requires the defnition of a reference state, at   

which it is taken to be zero. Enthalpies in all other states are referenced to this state. Te most rigorous  

defnition of a reference state is to take it as comprising the constituent atomic species in their normal 
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molecular confgurations at some temperature and pressure—typically 25°C and 1 atm. Normal molec-

ular confguration means the normal confguration the atomic molecules take in nature, such as O2, 

H2, N2, etc. Tus, these molecules would be taken to have zero enthalpy at 25°C and 1 atm. Te phases  

of these elemental species also have to be stated. Tey are generally taken to be the normal phase of the 

element at the stated conditions. Te reference states for gases are usually taken to be in their “ideal gas 

state” (ig). (Te ideal gas state is difcult to describe briefy. It is a fuid with the same heat capacity as 

the real fuid’s heat capacity at very low pressure. However, unlike the real fuid, it obeys the ideal gas 

law. For low-pressure calculations, the diference between the ideal gas state and the real fuid at low 

pressure is not important.) 

With these ideas as a starting point, the enthalpies of compounds can be built up by considering real  

or imaginary reactions through which they are formed from their constituent elements. For example, the 

enthalpy of formation of methane would be the enthalpy change associated with the following reaction: 

where s indicates solid and ig indicates the ideal gas state. Such chemical reactions are usually accom-

panied by the absorption or release of a certain amount of heat. If the reaction is carried out at constant 

temperature and pressure, and if no work is done, according to the frst law, this heat is the enthalpy difer-

ence of the reaction and defnes the standard enthalpy (or heat) of formation of the resulting compound. 

Standard enthalpies of formation are widely tabulated. An excellent source is the collection by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).[1] Enthalpies of formation for some common  

species are given in Table 1. Tey are given both in the units that appear in the NIST collection and in 

nondimensionalized form. Te latter permits their use in any system of units simply by multiplying 

by RT0 in the desired units. To is taken to be 0°C (= 273.15°K = 459.67°R), and  R is the Universal Gas 

Constant. Note that  °R represents degrees Rankine and °K represents degrees Kelvin. 

Many diferent units are used in energy calculations. Te values of some useful conversion factors and 

the values of the universal gas constant appear in Table 2. 

Tese enthalpies of formation can be combined to produce enthalpy changes for any chemical reac-

tion whose species have known enthalpies of formation. For example, in the combustion reaction 

CH4 + 2O2 = CO2 + 2H O2 

the enthalpy change may be calculated as follows: 

Δ = Δ  CO ) 2 H H O) − Δ  CH ) −  ΔH OH H ( + Δ  ( H ( 2 ( )  f 2 f 2 f 4 f 2 

= −( 393.51) + 2(−285.830)  (− −74.84) − 0 = −890.3kj/gmole 

TABLE 1 Enthalpies of Formation of Some Common Compounds 

Chemical Specie Formula State MW ΔHf (T = 298.15°C) ΔHf (Non dim.) 

Methane CH4 IG 16.04 −74.87 −32.968 

Ethane C2H6 IG 30.08 −83.8 −36.901 

Propane C3H8 IG 44.10 −104.7 −46.104 

n-Octane C8H18 IG 114.23 −208.4 −91.767 

n-Octane C8H18 L 114.23 −250.3 −110.217 

Carbon dioxide CO2 IG 44.01 −393.51 −173.278 

Carbon monoxide CO IG 28.01 −110.53 −48.671 

Water H2O IG 18.02 −241.826 −106.486 

Water H2O L 18.02 −285.830 −125.863 

Note: Units of ΔHf = kJ/gmole; Non-dimensionalization, ΔHf /RT0 where T0 = 273.15°K. 



      Fuel +aO ig → bCO ig + cH O ig or 1 +Any other products(51°C,1 atm)2 ( )  2 ( )  2 ( ) 
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TABLE 2  Some Useful Conversion Factors and Constants 

Type Value Conversion 

Length 1 m 3.28084 f 

39.3701 in. 

Mass 1 kg 2.20462  lbm 

Force 1 N 1 kg m/s2 

0.224809 lbf 

Pressure 1 bar 105 N/m2 

105 Pa 

0.986923 atm 

14.5038 psia 

Pressure 1 atm 14.6960 psia 

Volume 1 m3 35.3147 f3 

Density 1 g/cm3 62.4278 lbm/f3 

Energy 1 J 1 N m 

1 m3 Pa 

10−5 m3 bar 

10−3 kW s 

9.86923 cm3 atm 

0.239006 cal 

5.12197 × 10−3 f3 psia 

0.737562 f lbf 

9.47831  × 10−4 Btu 

Power 1 kW 103 J/s 

239.006 cal/s 

737.562 f lbf/s 

0.94783 Btu/s 1.34102 hp 

Note: Values of the universal gas constant, R 

8.314 J/gmole K = 8.314 m3 Pa/(gmol K) = 83.14 cm3 bar/(gmole K) 82.06 cm3 atm/(gmole K) 

1.987 cal/(gmole K) = 1.986 Btu/(lbmole R) 

0.7302 f3 atm/(lbmole R)  = 10.73 f3 psia/(lbmole R) 

1545 f lbf/(lbmole R) 

If  ΔH is positive, the reaction is called endothermic, whereas if it is negative, it is called exothermic.  

Because this particular reaction is a combustion reaction, the absolute value of its enthalpy change is 

also called the enthalpy change (or heat) of combustion. 

Application to Combustion 

Te goal of a power cycle is to convert the chemical energy of a fuel into usable mechanical energy that 

can produce useful shaf work or drive a generator to produce electricity (Figure 2). What one hopes to 

do is to convert as much of the fuel’s chemical energy into useful work. Te hope for this ideal is refected 

in what is called the heating value of the fuel. It is taken to be the negative of the enthalpy change of the 

combustion reaction through which a fuel is completely oxidized at the so-called ISO (International  

Organization for Standardization) conditions—namely, 15°C and 1 atm pressure. (ISO conditions for air 

also include a relative humidity of 60%.) Tus, it is the negative of the enthalpy change of the following 

kind of reaction: 
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FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of a power cycle. 

TABLE 3 Heating Values of Some Common Fuels 

HHV LHV LHV/ 

Fuel Btu/lbm Btu/gal Btu/lbm Btu/gal HHV 

No. 2 oil 19,580 142,031 18,421 133,623 0.9408 

No. 4 oil 18,890 146,476 17,804 138,055 0.9425 

No. 6 oil 18,270 150,808 17,312 142,901 0.9476 

Diesel fuel 19,733 18,487 0.9368 

Hydrogen 61,007 51,635 0.8464 

Methane 23,876 21,518 0.9012 

Typical natural gas 22,615 20,450 0.9019 

Propane 21,653 19,922 0.9201 

Butane 21,266 19,623 0.9227 

Gasoline 19,657 121,808 18,434 114,235 0.9379 

Reformulated 19,545 120,103 18,304 112,377 0.9365 

gasoline 

Methanol 11,274 73,882 10,115 66,289 0.8972 

Anthracite coal 14,661 14,317 0.9765 

Bituminous coal 14,100 13,600 0.9645 

Source: Based on calculations by the author and data from Te Association of Energy Engineers.[2–4] 

where  a, b, and c are coefcients that depend on the particular fuel. 

It is unfortunate that ISO conditions difer from the reference state at which enthalpies of formation 

are usually tabulated. Nevertheless, the latter can be adjusted to ISO conditions, and values for some 

common fuels appear in Table 3. 

Heating Values, Heat Rates, and Power Cycle Efficiency 

One area of confusion about heating values comes because of the choice of the phase of the water 

p roduced as a combustion product. If the product water is considered to be a liquid, its enthalpy will be  

lower than that if it is considered to be a vapor. Te former choice leads to a higher heating value (HHV),  

whereas the latter leads to a lower heating value (LHV). If the chemical composition of the fuel is known, 

the heating value is the mole fraction average of the heating values of the individual constituents divided 

by the average molecular weight of the fuel. Where the composition of the fuel is not known, accurate 

heating values are determined experimentally. 

Te heat rate is one ofen-tabulated measure that is used to describe the efectiveness of a machine— 

such as an internal combustion engine or a gas turbine—used to convert the chemical energy of a fuel 

into usable mechanical or electrical energy. Several defnitions go into it. 
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Heat Energy Input(Btu/s) 

= First Law  Available Chemical Energy 

= Heating value of a Fuel (Btu/lb) × Fuel  flow rate  (lb/s) 

Heat Rate (Btu/kWh) 

= Heat  Energy Input (Btu/s) × 3600(Btu/s)/Power Produced  (kW) 

Te heat rate is based on a particular choice of either HHV or LHV of the fuel. Te higher the heat rate, 

the more fuel is being used per kW of power produced and therefore the less efcient the machine. Te 

heat rate is directly related to the efciency. 

Comparison with the previous equations yields Efciency 

Efficiency = Conversion Factor  (Btu/kWh) / Heat  Rate(Btu/kWh) 

Te conversion factor’s role is strictly to convert the units. In the units shown it is equal to 

Conversion Factor = 9.47831 ×10−4 Btu/J × 1000J/kW − s × 3600s/h = 3412.19Btu/kWh 

When the power-generating equipment is used to produce electricity, the efciency is ofen called the 

electrical efciency. 

Te efciency calculated by the above equations is based on the hope of converting the entire heating 

value of the fuel into useful work. It is unfortunate that this has come to be the standard because there is 

a further limitation imposed by the second law of thermodynamics. It tells us that nature will not allow 

conversion of this much chemical energy into useful work, even if the power cycle were constructed as 

perfectly as possible under the most ideal conditions. 

The Second Law of Thermodynamics 

Reversibility 

Before stating the second law specifcally, it is necessary to introduce the concept of reversibility. Most  

processes produce changes in the substances on which they operate. Reversibility has to do with how 

easy it would be to undo the changes that are produced in a substance through some process. Specifcally,  

reversibility means that a change that a process makes on a substance could theoretically be undone 

(reversed) with only an infnitesimal change in the conditions in the process. 

For example, suppose that heat is exchanged by allowing heat to fow from a hotter substance to a 

cooler one. For this change to be reversible, temperatures at every point where heat transfer takes place 

must difer only infnitesimally. Tus, if we raised the temperature profle of the cooler substance by just 

an infnitesimal amount, the heat could be transferred back to the hotter substance. 

As another example, suppose that a gas is compressed in a cylinder by moving a piston in such a way 

that it reduces its volume. For the change to be reversible, the pressure the piston exerts must be only 

diferentially greater than the pressure of the gas. In this case, if the piston pressure were reduced only 

infnitesimally, the gas could be expanded back to its original state, and all the work of compression 

would be recovered. On the other hand, if a pressure were applied that difered substantially from that 
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of the gas in the piston, the change brought about would be irreversible, because a diferential change in  

the applied pressure could not reverse the efects of the compression. 

Formulation 

Te second law of thermodynamics has a certain mystique to it because unlike most physical laws, it 

is not a conservation law (e.g., conservation of mass, energy, momentum, etc.). Instead, it puts certain 

limits on what nature allows in spite of the great conservation laws. It is also not as intuitive as the other 

great laws. Terefore, much has been written to try to explain it. However, it can be applied rigorously 

based on the following three-part formulation. Tis formulation refers to a given substance of constant 

mass that experiences changes from an initial to a fnal state through the possible exchange of heat and 

work with its surroundings. 

Part 1: Tere is a thermodynamic state function, called entropy, S, which is defned by the following 

equation: 

 

where dS is the diferential change in entropy and dQrev  refers to a diferential amount of heat trans-

ferred to or from a substance in a reversible manner. Tat is, to calculate fnite entropy diferences, this 

equation needs to be integrated along a reversible path. 

Stating that entropy is a state function is not a trivial claim. What it means is that no matter what 

reversible path is chosen, the net change in entropy will be the same, provided that the initial and fnal  

states are the same. 

Part 2: No matter how a change of state is brought about in a given substance 

ΔSsubstance +ΔSsurrounding ≥ 0 (5) 

Te diferences implied by the Δs are diferences between the end state and the initial state of both the 

substance and surroundings. Notice that there is such a thing as a change in the entropy of the sur-

roundings as well as the substance. It too can be calculated by Eq. 4. 

Part 3: Te inequality in the previous equation becomes an equality if, and only if, the process used 

to bring about the change is completely internally reversible and if the process also exchanges heat with  

the surroundings in a completely reversible manner. 

Tus, this third part becomes a criterion of reversibility for a process or piece of equipment. 

Furthermore, the greater the inequality, the greater the irreversibility. 

In general, the surroundings are considered to be at a constant ambient temperature, T0. Tus, 

 

where the two Qs are heat transfers to the surroundings and substance, respectively, which are the same 

in magnitude but opposite in sign. Tis equation can be combined with Eq. 5 to give 

≤ Δ  (7)Q T S  0  

Along with the frst law for fow processes, this gives 

W T S≤ Δ −ΔH  (8)0

In these equations, the subscripts have been dropped and all quantities refer to the substance, not 

the surroundings. Furthermore, although these equations were derived for changes in a substance of 
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constant mass (closed system), as with the frst law, they can also be applied to a steady fow system. In 

this case, the  Δs refer to diferences in the fuxes of the thermodynamic properties between the output 

and inlet streams. 

Te implications of these two equations are very signifcant. Tey mean that in a fow process, if the 

inlet and outlet conditions of the various streams are fxed, there are an upper bound to the amount of  

heat that can be transferred to the process and an upper bound on the amount of work it can produce. 

Te latter claim has an impact on power generation systems because it imposes a limit on the amount of 

power that can be produced from a given amount of fuel, regardless of its energy content. Furthermore, 

because the entropy change of such processes is usually negative, another implication of Eq. 7 is that 

a certain amount of heat must be rejected to the surroundings regardless of how well the process is  

designed internally. 

Carnot Engine 

Some of the implications of the second law can be illustrated through the so-called Carnot engine. Tis 

is an imaginary reversible engine in which heat, QH, is transferred from a high-temperature source at TH  

into a reversible engine, which produces work, W, and discards heat, QC, into a cold sink—possibly the 

environment—at  TC (Figure 3). From the frst law, 

W Q  Q  = H − C

From the second law, 

If the Carnot efciency is defned as the amount of work that can be produced from the high-tem perature 

heat (i.e., W/QH), 

 

Te last term on the right is of particular interest. It means that the Carnot efciency depends on only 

the temperatures of the two heat reservoirs. All the heat in a high-temperature source can never be con-

verted to work, even if the apparatus is perfectly reversible. Te higher the temperature of the hot source 

relative to the cold sink, the higher the Carnot efciency. 

FIGURE 3 Te Carnot engine. 



  Wideal = ΔT0 S −ΔH  (10)
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Ideal Work, Lost Work 

Te second law gives a means to measure the irreversibility of a process or piece of equipment. Tat, in 

turn, is a measure of its departure from an ideal design—one which makes changes to substances in a 

way that most preserves their work-producing potential. Tis analysis begins by imagining a perfectly 

reversible process and defning Wideal and  Qideal to be the limiting values defned by Eqs. 7 and 8 (see  

Figure 4). 

 

Q = Δ  (11)ideal T0 S  

Tese ideal values can be determined from the enthalpies and entropies of the various streams entering 

and leaving the process alone, without reference to any of the internal details of the process. 

Te level of irreversibility in a real process or in some part of it can be quantifed through what is  

called lost work.[5] Because the actual work that can be obtained from any real process is always less than  

that what would have resulted from a completely reversible process, this leads to the following defnition: 

lost W = ideal W −W  (12) 

By combining this with Eqs. 10 and 3, this becomes 

lost W 0= ΔT S −Q  (13) 

A real process—or any subprocess—can be represented as shown in Figure 5. Te Wlost stream is not an  

actual work output. However, showing it in this manner is a reminder that in any real process a certain 

amount of the potential to do work has been lost due to the irreversibilities of the process. Furthermore, 

the lost work of all the subprocesses within the overall process sum up to the lost work of the process 

as a whole, 

Wideal =W +∑Wlost  (14) 

FIGURE 4 Schematic representation of a reversible thermodynamic process. 

FIGURE 5 Schematic representation of any process showing lost work. 
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where the summation is carried out over each of the subprocesses. When analyzing a process, Eq. 13 

can be applied to each piece of equipment. Ten the Wlost for each of these can be summed according to 

Eq. 14. Such an analysis brings out where the greatest irreversibilities occur and therefore shows where 

the greatest opportunities are for improvement. 

Exergy 

Lost work is related to the modern concept of exergy. Lost work gives a quantitative measure of the 

irreversibility of a process or subprocesses within it. Furthermore, the term “lost work” seems quite 

descriptive. However, it is also possible to assign values—perhaps even monetary values—to streams as  

well as equipment. Tis can be done through the concept of exergy. 

Te exergy of a stream is the maximum amount of work that could theoretically be extracted from 

that stream if its temperature and pressure were reduced to that of the environment and if the concen-

trations of its chemical species were brought to that of the environment. It should be clear that from  

a power-production point of view, the economic value of a stream is related to its exergy because the 

production of work is usually more valuable than the production of heat alone. 

Exergy analysis is based on the idea that it costs something in terms of equipment, power, adding  

costly streams, etc., to raise a stream’s exergy—and hence its value. If what it costs to raise the value of a 

given stream is less than the increased value of the stream, it is a desirable thing to do. 

Exergy is generally divided into four parts: physical, chemical, kinetic (having to do with the velocity 

of the fuid), and potential (having to do with its height above some datum level). Te frst two of these 

parts are of primary interest here. Physical exergy is the negative of the ideal amount of work that could 

be extracted from a stream if its temperature and pressure were reduced to ambient conditions. Tat is, 

ePh = ΔH −T0ΔS (15) 

In Eq. 15 and the following equations, the Δs refer to diferences between the present state of the fuid 

and its state at ambient conditions. 

Chemical exergy,  eCh, also has to be added because the exergy, say, of a fuel at ambient conditions 

ought to be higher than that of its eventual combustion products at those conditions because it has the 

potential of producing work in being transformed into its products. Tis can be accounted for in an 

equation similar to the one above, but this time involving properties of formation at ambient conditions. 

eCh = ΔHf −T0ΔSf  (16) 

Exergy is not quite a thermodynamic state function because it depends on environmental temperature. 

Also, unlike enthalpy or internal energy, it is not conserved in a process. Nevertheless, it is a useful mea-

sure of the power-producing value of a process stream. In any real processes, every process step results 

in a net loss of exergy. 

Te relationship between exergy and lost work is very straightforward—namely,

 Lost Work =∑Exergies of incoming streams −∑Exergies of outgoing streams (17) 

where the summations are carried out over all incoming and outgoing streams, respectively. 

Reversibility Revisited 

Te preceding analysis shows how the second law can be used to provide a measure of the irreversibility 

of a process or part of a process. Every irreversibility causes a loss in the potential to convert energy into 

work. In this era of diminishing supplies of cheap fuels and increasing demands for electric power, this 



 

 

 

 

  dG VdP  −SdT  = (22) 

⎡ ⎛ ∂V ⎞ ⎤ 
dH C dT  + V − dP (18)= p ⎢ T⎜ ⎟ ⎥ ⎝ ∂Tp ⎠[⎢ ⎦⎥ 

⎛ Cp ⎞ ⎛ ∂V ⎞
dS = ⎜ ⎟ dT −⎜ ⎟ dP (19)⎝ T ⎠ ⎝ ∂T ⎠ P 

⎛ ∂H ⎞
Cp = ⎜ ⎟  (21)

⎝ ∂T ⎠ P 
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is an important consideration. Furthermore, irreversibilities in one part of a process reduce the amount  

of work that can be produced—or else increase the amount of work that is needed—in the rest of the  

process, even though the source of the irreversibility may be far removed from the place in the process 

where work is produced or consumed. 

Te following is a list of some process steps that introduce irreversibility into processes, including 

power cycles: 

• Heat transfer across a nonzero temperature diference 

• Mixing of fuids of difering pressures, temperatures, or compositions 

• Pressure drops that do not recover work 

• Chemical reactions that do not take place at equilibrium conditions 

• Flashing of liquids when pressure is reduced 

• Two-phase contact and mass transfer between fuids whose various species have concentrations  

that difer from their equilibrium values 

• Temperature and pressure shocks when fuids enter equipment at diferent temperatures or pres-

sures from those that are present within the equipment 

Te most thermodynamically efcient designs—those that most preserve the work-producing potential 

of the fuids in the process—are those that strive for the greatest reversibilities in the various pieces 

of process equipment. However, there is another side to this question. Te more reversible a piece of  

equipment is, the greater its capital cost is apt to be. Tus, in the practical design of equipment there is  

ofen a trade-of between reversibility and capital cost. Processes need to be evaluated not only for their 

thermodynamic efciency, but also for their thermoeconomic efectiveness. 

Calculation of Thermodynamic Properties 

Rigorous Equations 

Process equipment cannot be designed or evaluated apart from the ability to estimate the thermody-

namic properties of the entering and exiting streams. Te following are rigorous equations for the calcu-

lation of some of the important thermodynamic properties of pure or constant-composition substances 

(Te equations can be found in many thermodynamics text books. A concise useful summary is found 

in Van Ness and Abott.)[6]: 

 

 

G H= −TS (20) 

Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, defned by 

 

G is called the Gibbs free energy or Gibbs function and has importance in equilibrium calculations. 

Eq. 20 can be considered its defnition. By diferentiation and comparison with the other two, it can be 

shown that 
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Tese are diferential equations that emphasize that these properties need reference values from which 

diferences can be calculated. To obtain values for the property diferences for real substances, the 

 pressure–volume–temperature (PVT) behavior of the fuid needs to be inserted into the equations,  

which would then be integrated to produce the fnal results. 

Ideal Gas 

One way of inserting PVT behavior is through equations of state. One of the simplest models for gases 

is that of the ideal gas, whose equation of state on a molar basis is 

PV = RT (23) 

Tis equation refects the fact that the molecules in the gas do not interact in any way, although they may 

have very complex energy interactions within a given molecule. 

When this equation is inserted into the rigorous equations, one obtains 

dH * =C* 
pdT  (24) 

 

dG* = RTd In P − S*dT  (26) 

where the asterisk designates the properties as those of an ideal gas. 

Te integrated forms of Eqs. 24 and 25 are 

T 2 

* *ΔH P( 2,T 2;P1,T1) = CpdT  (27)∫ 
T1 

 

 

Te heat capacity has been lef behind the integral sign because even for most ideal gases, it varies with  

temperature. However, neither ideal gas heat capacities nor enthalpies vary with pressure, but ideal gas 

entropies do. Ideal gas heat capacity data is ofen presented in the form of an analytical equation. One 

common form used by NIST[7] is 

 

NIST tabulates the constants (A, B, etc.), for many compounds. 

Real Fluids 

Real fuids may be represented by the following general equation of state: 

V =Z P, T RT/P( )  (30) 

where  Z is the compressibility factor, which can be a function of both  P and  T. It is common to report  

PVT data in the form of the compressibility factor. For an ideal gas, Z  = 1. Tus, the compressibility  

 factor is a measure of the deviation from ideal gas behavior. 



B T( )  C T( )  D T( )
1 + + 

3 
+... (33)Z = +  

2V V V 
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When Eq. 30 is substituted in Eqs. 18 and 19, one obtains 

 

 

One consequence of these equations is that thermodynamic properties of real fuids can be calculated  

from their ideal gas–heat capacity (as a function of temperature) and their PVT behavior. Tis follows 

from the fact that to get from one state to another, these equations can frst be integrated to zero pres-

sure (which requires only PVT data), then integrated at zero pressure to the fnal temperature (which  

requires only ideal gas heat capacity data), and then integrated back to the end-point pressure. 

Several approaches have been used to apply these equations for practical calculations. A frst approach  

is to take known ideal gas-heat capacity and PVT data, and use them directly in these equations. Such 

data are not ofen available, and even when they are, this is a tedious process. Nevertheless, it has been 

done for a number of well-studied chemical species, most notably water. Tis is the basis of the steam 

tables, which have been put into analytical form for easy computer calculations.[8] 

A second approach is through generalized correlations. An early attempt to describe the PVT behav-

ior of many fuids was begun by Pitzer[9] through the use of his so- called acentric factor. His correlations 

have been extended so that they can be used to predict the more important thermodynamic properties 

of real no-polar fuids in both vapor and liquid phases.[10] 

A third approach is to insert an equation of state into Eqs. 31 and 32 so that they may be integrated 

analytically. One excellent equation of state for low-density gases is the virial equation 

 

where  B, C, D, etc., are functions of temperature only and are called the second, third, fourth, etc., virial 

coefcients. Tere is a great deal of data for the second virial coefcients.[11] Where data are not available,  

correlations have been developed to estimate them.[12,13] Tird virial coefcients are usually not avail-

able, but prediction methods have been proposed.[14] Very little information is available for higher-order 

coefcients. Other equations of state have also enjoyed success in predicting properties of real fuids,  

both in the vapor and liquid phases. Among the more successful are the Soave–Redlich–Kwong[15] and  

Peng–Robinson[16] equations. 

Solutions 

Te properties of solutions—whether they are gas or liquid mixtures—are not merely the mole  fraction 

averages of the properties of the pure components. For any thermodynamic property, M, the exact 

e quation for the properties of mixtures is 

 

where  Mi is called the “partial molal property of i” and  x  is a vector containing all of the compositions  

of the various constituents of the solution. Te summation is carried out over all constituents. Mi  is the  

property of constituent  i at pressure, P, and temperature, T, as it exists in solution of composition  x . In 

general, this is diferent from its value as a pure substance. 

̅



⎛ nM∂(  )⎞
M =  (35)i ⎜ ⎟⎝ ∂ni ⎠

P T, ,nj  

 

 

 

  Sid = x Si i  −R xi Inxi (38)∑ ∑  
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 V ⎛ B ⎞
P = −A  (40)log10 ( )  ⎜ ⎟⎝ T C+ ⎠ 
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Te most general equation through which partial molal properties may be evaluated is 

 

where n is the total number of moles and ni is the number of moles of specie “i”. 

Te partial derivative implies that the extensive property, nM, is diferentiated with respect to the 

particular specie of interest,  i, with pressure, temperature, and all of the other constituent amounts held 

constant. If properties of the various possible mixtures are known or can be approximated analytically, 

this equation provides a means to calculate their partial molal properties. 

An important approximation for solutions is that of so- called “ideal solutions,” whose properties are 

calculated as follows, 

id i iV =∑x V  (36)

i 

 

H id =∑x H  (37)i i 

i 

 

 

G id =∑x G  +RT∑x  Inx  (39)i i  i i 

i i 

 

where the superscript, “id,” designates these as the properties for ideal solutions. All ideal gases are ideal 

solutions. Te ideal-solution approximation is useful in some situations, but most liquids depart from  

it signifcantly. Notice also that properties involving entropy have a mixing efect (second terms on the 

right side of Eqs. 38 and 39) even if they are ideal solutions. Tis refects the fact that the entropy of a 

solution is always higher than the combined entropies of its constituents. 

Te true properties of solutions can be calculated from their PVT behavior. For humid air, for exam-

ple, the mixing efect is ofen neglected. However, one recent study done by M. Conde Company[17]  

includes virial coefcient information, including information for mixtures, sufcient to produce very  

accurate psychrometric properties of air-water mixtures. 

Phase Equilibrium 

Phase equilibrium can also be predicted from thermodynamic properties. Te way this is done 

goes beyond the scope of this entry. However, several ideas can be stated here. One aspect of phase 

 equilibria—namely pure-component vapor pressures—has been widely measured and can be used as a 

starting point for multicomponent phase equilibrium estimates. Vapor pressure data is ofen correlated  

by the Antoine equation, 

 

where  A, B, and  C are constants. Such constants for many compounds also appear in the NIST 

 collection.[18] 

One calculations is the two-phase equilibrium between (1) pure special case of interest in energy  

 liquid water and (2) a vapor phase one of whose components is water vapor. If the vapor phase is con-

sidered to be an ideal gas (and thus an ideal mixture), and if certain other assumptions are made, the 

composition of water in the vapor phase can be estimated by 



 
PV 

yH O  =  (41)2 
P 
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where the vapor pressure can be calculated from the Antoine equation. Tis is a useful approximation 

that can be refned if PVT data for the vapor mixture are available. 

Conclusions 

Tis entry attempts to give an introduction to some of the basic principles of thermodynamics and how 

they relate to various energy engineering applications. Te two main laws of thermodynamics govern 

the performance of any energy-conversion process. Teir application requires the ability to estimate the 

thermodynamic properties of the various process streams. Such estimates are also based on the formal-

ism that thermodynamics provides. Tus, thermodynamics provides the basic framework within which 

the design and evaluation of all energy-conversion equipment and processes must be performed. 
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Nomenclature 

All thermodynamic properties have the units of energy or energy per unit time except where otherwise 

specifed. 

Cp Heat capacity at constant pressure (energy/temperature) 

eCh Chemical exergy 

ePh Physical exergy 

G Gibbs free energy, or Gibbs function 

H Enthalpy 

M General thermodynamic property 

Mi Partial molal property of specie “i” 

n total number of moles 

ni number of moles of specie “i” 

P Pressure (force/area) 

PV Vapor pressure (force/area) 

Q Heat or heat fux added to a process (energy or energy per unit time) 

Qideal Heat or heat fux added to a completely reversible process (energy or energy per unit time) 

R Universal gas constant (energy/temperature) 

S Entropy (energy/temperature) 

T Temperature 

T0 Reference temperature or temperature of the surroundings 

U Internal energy 

V Volume (length3) 

W Work or power produced by a process. Usually does not include work done by or on fuids entering 

or leaving the process (energy or energy per unit time) 

Wideal Work or power produced by a perfectly reversible process (energy or energy per unit time) 

Wlost Lost work or power (energy or energy per unit time) 

Wtotal Total work or power produced by the process (energy or energy per unit time) 

Xi mole fraction of specie “i” 
x vector containing all mole fractions 
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yH2O Mole fraction of water vapor in a vapor phase 

Z Compressibility factor 

Δ Diference in the value between two states or diferences between the properties of outlet and input 

streams 

ΔHf Enthalpy of formation 

ΔSf Entropy of formation (energy/temperature) 

Subscripts 

f Formation 

o Base or reference state 

C Cold sink 

H Hot source 

rev Reversible 

Superscripts 

* Ideal gas or ideal gas state 

id Ideal solution 
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Te overall objective of this entry is to provide the basics of energy conversion processes and to present 

thermochemical data for coal and biomass fuels. Energy represents the capacity for doing work. It can 

be converted from one form to another as long as the total energy remains the same. Common fuels 

like natural gas, gasoline, and coal possess energy as chemical energy (or bond energy) between atoms 

in molecules. In a reaction of the carbon and hydrogen in the fuel with oxygen, called an oxidation  

reaction (or more commonly called combustion), carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) are produced,  

releasing energy as heat measured in units of kJ or Btu (see Table 1 for energy units). Combustion pro-

cesses are used to deliver (i) work, using external combustion (EC) systems by generating hot gases 

and producing steam to drive electric generators as in coal fred power plans, or internal combustion  

(IC) engines by using the hot gases directly as in automobiles or gas turbines; and (ii) thermal energy, 

for applications to manufacturing processes in metallurgical and chemical industries or agricultural  

product processing. 
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TABLE 1 Energy Units and Terminology 

Te section on energy Units and Conversion factors in Energy is condensed from Chapter 01 of Combustion Engineering by 

Annamalai and Puri [2005] and Tables. 

Energy Units 

1 Btu (British thermal unit) = 778.14 f lbf = 1.0551 kJ, 1 kJ = 0.94782 Btu = 25,037 lbmf/s2 

1 mBtu = 1 k Btu = 1000 Btu, 1 mmBtu  = 1000  k Btu  = 106 Btu, 1 trillion Btu = 109 Btu or 1 giga 

Btu 

1 quad = 1015 Btu or 1.05 × 1015 kJ or 2.93 × 10n kW h 

1 Peta J = 1015 J = 1012 kJ»0.00095 Quads 

1 kilowatt-hour of electricity = 3,412 BTU = 3.6 Mj 

1 cal: 4.1868 J, One (food) calorie = 1000 cal or 1 Cal 

1 kJ/kg = 0.43 Btu/lb, 1 Btu/lb = 2.326 kJ/kg 

1 kg/GJ = 1 g/MJ = 2.326 lb/mmBtu; 1 lb/mmBtu = 0.430 kg/GJ = 0.430 g/MJ 

1 Btu/SCF = 37 kJ/m3 

1 Term  = 105 Btu = 1.055 × 105 kJ 

1 m3/GJ = 37.2596 f3/mmBTU 

1 hp = 0.7064 Btu/s = 0.7457 kW = 745.7 W = 550 lbf f/s = 42.41 Btu/min 

1 boiler HP = 33475 Btu/h, 1 Btu/h = 1.0551 kJ/h 

1 barrel (42 gal) of crude oil = 5,800,000 Btu = 6120 MJ 

1 gal of gasoline = 124,000 Btu = 131 MJ 

1 gal of heating oil = 139,000 Btu = 146.7 MJ, 1 gal of diesel fuel = 139,000 Btu = 146.7 MJ 

1 barrel of residual fuel oil = 6,287,000 Btu = 6633 MJ 

1 cubic foot of natural gas = 1,026 Btu = 1.082 MJ, 1 Ton of Trash = 150 kWh 

1 gal of propane = 91,000 Btu = 96 MJ, 1 short ton of coal = 20,681,000 Btu = 21821 MJ 

Emission reporting for pollutants: (i) parts per million (ppm), (ii) normalized ppm, (iii) emission Index (EI) in g/kg fuel, 

(iv) g/GJ, v) mg/ m3 of fue gas: 

Conversions in emissions reporting: (ii) normalized ppm = ppm  × (21-O2% std)/(21-O2% measured); (iii) EI of species k: 

C % by mass in fuel × mol Wt of k × ppm of species k × 10−3/{12.01(CO2% + CO%)}, (iv) g/GJ = EI/ {HHV in GJ/kg}; 

(v) mg/m3  = ppm of species k × Mol Wt of k/24.5 

Volume of 1 kmol (SI) and 1 lb mole (English) of an ideal gas at STP conditions defned below: Pressure at 101.3 kPa (1 atm, 

14.7 psia, 29.92 in.Hg, 760 Torr) fxed; T changes depending upon type of standard adopted 

Scientifc (or SATP, standard  

ambient T and P) 

US standard (1976) or 

ISA (International 

standard  

atmosphere) 

NTP (gas industry reference Chemists-standard-

atmosphere (CSA) 

25°C (77°F) 15°C (60°F) 20°C(68°F), 101.3 kPa 0°C (32°F), 

24.5 m3/kmol (392 f3/lb mole); 

ρair,SATP  = 1.188 kg/m3  = 0.0698 

lbm/f3 

23.7 m3/kmol 

(375.6 f3/lb mole); 

ρair,ISA  = 1.229 kg/m3  

= 0.0767 lbm/f3 

24.06 m3/kmole or 385 f3/lb 

mole; ρair,NTP  = 1.208 kg/m3  

= 0.0754 lbm/f3 

22.4 m3/kmol (359.2 f3/lb 

mole), ρair,CSA  = 1.297 kg/m3  

= 0.0810 lbm/f3 

Fuels can be naturally occurring (e.g., fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and gas, which are residues of 

ancient plant or animal deposits) or synthesized (e.g., synthetic fuels). Fuels are classifed according to 

the phase or state in which they exist: as gaseous (e.g., natural gas), liquid (e.g., gasoline or ethanol), or 

solid (e.g., coal, wood, or plant residues). Gaseous fuels are used mainly in residential applications (such 

as water heaters, home heating, or kitchen ranges), in industrial furnaces, and in boilers. Liquid fuels 

are used in gas turbines, automotive engines, and oil burners. Solid fuels are used mainly in boilers and 

steelmaking furnaces. 

During combustion of fossil fuels, nitrogen or sulfur in the fuel is released as NO, NO2 (termed  

ge nerally as NOx) and SO2 or SO3 (termed as SOx). Tey lead to acid rain (when SOx or NOx combine 

with H2O and fall as rain) and ozone depletion. In addition, greenhouse gas emissions (CO2, CH4, N2O,  
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FIGURE 1 Total CO2 emission in million metric tons per year: History and Projected 1980–2025. 

Source: DOE-EIA.[1] 

CFCs, SF6, etc.,) are becoming a global concern due to warming of the atmosphere, as shown in Figure 1  

for CO2 emissions. Global surface temperature has increased by 0.6°C over the past 100 years. About 

30%–40% of the world’s CO2 is from fossil fuels. Te Kyoto protocol, signed by countries that account 

for 54% of the world’s fossil based CO2 emissions, calls for reduction of greenhouse gases by 5% from  

1990 levels over the period from 2008 to 2012. 

Te total worldwide energy consumption is 421.5 quads of energy in 2003 and is projected to be 600 

quads in 2020, while U.S. consumption in 2004 is about 100 quads and is projected to be 126 quads in 

2020. Te split is as follows: 40 quads for petroleum, 23 for natural gas, 23 for coal, 8 for nuclear power, 

and 6 for renewables (where energy is renewed or replaced using natural processes) and others sources. 

Currently, the United States relies on fossil fuels for 85% of its energy needs. Soon, the U.S. energy con-

sumption rate which distributed as electrical power (40%), transportation (30%), and heat (30%), will 

outpace the growth in the energy production rate, increasing reliance on imported oil. Te Hubbert 

peak theory (named afer Marion King Hubbert, a geophysicist with Shell Research Lab in Houston,  

Texas) is based upon the rate of extraction and depletion of conventional fossil fuels, and predicts that 

fossil-based oil would peak at about 12.5 billion barrels per year worldwide some time around 2000. Te 

power cost and percentage use of coal in various U.S. states varies from 10 cents (price per kWh) at 1%  

coal use for power generation in California to 48 cents at 94% use of coal in Utah. 

Biomass is defned as “any organic material from living organisms that contains stored sunlight (solar  

energy) in the form of chemical energy.”[1] Tese include agro-based materials (vegetation, trees, and 

plants); industrial wastes (sawdust, wood chips, and crop residues); municipal solid wastes (MSWs), 

which contain more than 70% biomass (including landfll gases, containing almost 50% CH4); and ani-

mal waste. Biomass is a solid fuel in which hydrogen is locked with carbon atoms. Biomass production  

worldwide is 145 billion metric tons. Biomass now supplies 3% of U.S. energy, and it could be increased 

to as high as 20%. Renewable energy sources (RES) include biomass, wind, hydro, solar, fowing water or 

hydropower, anaerobic digestion, ocean thermal (20°C temperature diference), tidal energies, and geo-

thermal (a nonsolar source of energy), and these supply 14% of the world demand. Te RES constitute 

only 6%, while coal, petroleum, and natural gas account for 23%, 40%, and 24%, respectively. About 9% 
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of biomass energy and H2 energy cycles. 

of the world’s electricity is from RES, and 65% of the electricity contributed by biomass. About 97% of 

energy conversion from biomass is by combustion. Many U.S. states have encouraged the use of renew-

ables by ofering REC (Renewable Energy Credits). One REC = 1 MW/h = 3.412 mmBtu; hence the use of  

1 REC is equivalent to replacing approximately 1500 lb of coal, reducing emission of NOx and SOx by 1.5  

lb for every 1 REC, assuming that emissions of NOx and SOx are 0.45 lb per mmBtu generated by coal. 

Several emission-reporting methods and conversions are summarized in Table 1. Recently, H2 is being  

promoted as a clean-burning, non-global-warming, and pollution-free fuel for both power generation  

and transportation. 

Figure 2 shows a comparison between biomass and hydrogen energy cycles. In the biomass cycle, 

photosynthesis is used to split CO2 into C and O2, and H2O into H2 and O2, producing Hydrocarbons  

(HC) fuel (e.g., leaves) and releasing O2. Te O2 released is used to combust the HC and produce CO2  

and H2O, which are returned to produce plant biomass (e.g., leaves) and O2. On the other hand, in the 

hydrogen cycle, H2O is disassociated using the photosplitting process to produce H2 and O2, which are 

then used for the combustion process. Te hydrogen fuel can be used in fuel cells to obtain an efcient 

conversion. Photosynthesis is water intensive; most of the water supplied to plants evaporates through 

leaves into the atmosphere, where it re-enters the hydrology cycle. 

Tis entry is organized in the following format: (i) coal and biosolid properties; (ii) coal and biosolid 

pyrolysis (a process of thermal decomposition in the absence of oxygen), combustion, and gasifcation; 

(iii) combustion by cofring coal with biosolids; (iv) gasifcation of coal and biosolids (a process that 

includes pyrolysis, partial oxidation due to the presence of oxygen, and hydrogenation); and (v) reburn  

for NOx reduction. 

Fuel Properties 

Fuel properties play a major role in the selection, design, and operation of energy conversion systems. 

Solid Fuels 

Te primary solid fuel widely used in power plants is coal containing combustibles, moisture, and 

intrinsic mineral matter originating from dissolved salts in water. During the “coalifcation” process, 

lignite, the lowest rank of coal (low C/O ratio), is produced frst from peat, followed by subbituminous  



          HHVfuel (kJ/kg fuel) = 35,160 Yc + 116, 225 YH − 11, 090 YO + 6280 YN + 10465 YS (1) 

          HHVfuel (BTU/lb fuel) = 15,199 YC + 49,965 YH − 4768 YO + 2700 YN + 4499 YS , (2) 
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(black lignite, typically low sulfur, noncaking), bituminous (sof coal that tends to stick when heated  

and is typically high in S), and fnally anthracite (dense coal; has the highest carbon content,  >90%,  

low volatile <15%) with a gradual increase in the coal C/O ratio. Te older the coal, the higher its rank. 

Anthracite (almost carbon) is the highest-ranked coal, with a high heating value. To classify coals and 

ascertain the quality of coal, it is essential to perform proximate and ultimate analyses according to 

American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) standards. 

Proximate Analysis (ASTM D3172) 

A solid fuel consists of combustibles, ash, and moisture. Combustibles together with ash are called the 

solid content of fuel. A proximate analysis provides the following information: surface moisture (SM) or 

dry loss (DL), i.e., moisture in air-dried coal; the inherent moisture in the coal (M); volatile matter (VM; 

produced by pyrolysis, a thermal decomposition process resulting in release of water, gases, oil and tar); 

fxed carbon (FC; skeletal matter lef afer release of volatiles); mineral matter (MM; inert collected with 

solid fuel); and heating value (HV). On combustion, the MM may be partially oxidized or reduced, and 

the material lef afer combustion of C and H in the fuel is called ash (CaO, CaCO3, Fe2O3, FeO, etc.). 

Table 2 shows comparative proximate analyses of coal, advanced feedlot biomass (FB, low-ash cat-

tle manure; see “Coal and Bio-Solids Cofring”), and litter biomass (LB, chicken manure).[2] Feedlot 

manure has higher moisture, nitrogen, chlorine, and ash content than coal. With aging or composting, 

the VM in manure decreases as a result of the gradual release of hydrocarbon gases or dehydrogenation, 

but fuel becomes more homogeneous. 

Ultimate/Elemental Analysis (ASTM D3176) 

Ultimate analysis is used to determine the chemical composition of fuels in terms of either the mass per-

cent of their various elements or the number of atoms of each element. Te elements of interest are C, H,  

N, O, S, Cl, P, and others. It can be expressed on an “as received” basis, on a dry basis (with the moisture 

in the solid fuel removed), or on a dry ash free (DAF) basis (also known as the moisture ash free basis 

MAF). Tables 3 and 4 show the ultimate analyses of various types of coal and biomass fuels.[3] While  

nitrogen is not normally present in natural gas, coal has 1%–1.5%; cattle manure and chicken waste con-

tain high amounts of N (Table 2). 

Heating Value (ASTM D3286) 

Te gross or higher heating value (HHV) of a fuel is the amount of heat released when a unit (mass 

or volume) of the fuel is burned. Te HHV of solid fuel is determined using ASTM D3286 with an 

 isothermal jacket bomb calorimeter. For rations fed to animals and animal waste fuels, the HHV for 

DAF roughly remains constant at about 19,500 kJ/kg (8400 Btu/lb),[4] irrespective of stage of decompo-

sition of animal waste. Te HHV can also be estimated using the ultimate analysis of the fuel and the 

following empirical relation from Boie[5]: 

where  Y denotes the mass fraction of an element C, H, O, N, or S in the fuel. Te higher the oxygen 

 content, the lower the HV, as seen in biomass fuels. 

Annamalai et al. used the Boie equation for 62 kinds of biosolids with good agreement.[6] For most  

biomass fuels and alcohols, the HHV in kilojoules per unit mass of stoichiometric oxygen is constant at 

14,360–14,730 kJ/kg of O2 (6165–6320 Btu/lb of O2).
[7] 
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ASTM 

Rank 

State  

(U.S.A.) 

Ash, % 

(dry) 

HHV 

Est kj/kg C H N S* O** CO2 kg/GJ N kg/GJ S kg/GJ 

Lignite ND 11.6 63.3 4.7 0.48 0.98 30.5 24,469 94.8 0.196 0.401 

Lignite MT 7.7 70.7 4.9 0.8 4.9 22.3 28,643 90.4 0.279 1.711 

Lignite ND 8.2 71.2 5.3 0.56 0.46 22.5 28,782 90.7 0.195 0.160 

Lignite TX 9.4 71.7 5.2 1.3 0.72 21.1 29,070 90.4 0.447 0.248 

Lignite TX 10.3 74.3 5 0.37 0.51 19.8 29,816 91.3 0.124 0.171 

Sbb. A WY 8.4 74.3 5.8 1.2 1.1 17.7 31,092 87.6 0.386 0.354 

Sbb. C WY 6.1 74.8 5.1 0.89 0.3 18.9 30,218 90.7 0.295 0.099 

HVB IL 10.8 77.3 5.6 1.1 2.3 13.6 32,489 87.2 0.339 0.708 

HVC IL 10.1 78.8 5.8 1.6 1.8 12.1 33,394 86.5 0.479 0.539 

HVB IL 11.8 80.1 5.5 1.1 2.3 11.1 33,634 87.3 0.327 0.684 

HVB UT 4.8 80.4 6.1 1.3 0.38 11.9 34,160 86.2 0.381 0.111 

HVA wv 7.6 82.3 5.7 1.4 1.8 8.9 34,851 86.5 0.402 0.516 

HVA KY 2.1 83.8 5.8 1.6 0.66 8.2 35,465 86.6 0.451 0.186 

MV AL 7.1 87 4.8 1.5 0.81 5.9 35,693 89.3 0.420 0.227 

LV PA 9.8 88.2 4.8 1.2 0.62 5.2 36,153 89.4 0.332 0.171 

Anthracite PA 7.8 91.9 2.6 0.78 0.54 4.2 34,974 96.3 0.223 0.154 

Anthracite PA 4.3 93.5 2.7 0.24 0.64 2.9 35,773 95.8 0.067 0.179 

Measured 

HHVm 

aEstimated 

HHV Biomass C H O N S Residue CO2 g/MJ N, g/MJ S, g/MJ 

Field crops 

Alfalfa seed straw 46.76 5.40 40.72 1.00 0.02 6.07 18.45 18.27 92.9 0.542 0.011 

Bean straw 42.97 5.59 44.93 0.83 0.01 5.54 17.46 16.68 90.2 0.475 0.006 

Com cobs 46.58 5.87 45.46 0.47 0.01 1.40 18.77 18.19 90.9 0.250 0.005 

Com stover 43.65 5.56 43.31 0.61 0.01 6.26 17.65 17.05 90.6 0.346 0.006 

Cotton stalks 39.47 5.07 39.14 1.20 0.02 15.10 15.83 15.51 91.4 0.758 0.013 

Rice straw (fall) 41.78 4.63 36.57 0.70 0.08 15.90 16.28 16.07 94.0 0.430 0.049 

Rice straw 34.60 3.93 35.38 0.93 0.16 25.00 14.56 12.89 87.1 0.639 0.110 

(weathered) 

Wheat straw 43.20 5.00 39.40 0.61 0.11 11.40 17.51 16.68 90.4 0.348 0.063 

Switchgrassb 42.02 6.30 46.10 0.77 0.18 4.61 15.99 15.97 96.3 0.482 0.113 

Orchard prunings 

Almond 51.30 5.29 40.90 0.66 0.01 1.80 20.01 19.69 93.9 0.330 0.005 

prunings 

Black Walnut 49.80 5.82 43.25 0.22 0.01 0.85 19.83 19.50 92.0 0.111 0.005 

English Walnut 49.72 5.63 43.14 0.37 0.01 1.07 19.63 19.27 92.8 0.188 0.005 

Vineyard  

prunings 

Cabernet 46.59 5.85 43.90 0.83 0.04 2.71 19.03 18.37 89.7 0.436 0.021 

Sauvignon 
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TABLE 3 Coal Composition (DAF basis) 

Notes: HHVest: Boie Equation. CO2 in g/MJ or kg/GJ = C content in % ×36645/{HHV in kJ/kg}. CO2 in lb per mmBtu =  
Multiply CO2 in (g /MJ) or kg/GJ by 2.32. N in g/MJ or kg/GJ = N% × 10000/{HHV in kJ/kg}. For NOx estimation, multiply N 

content in g/MJ by 1.15 to get NOx in g/MJ which assumes 35% conversion of fuel N; For SO2 estimation, multiply S content in 

g/MJ by 2 to get SO2 in g/MJ assuming 100% conversion of fuel S (Multiply HHV in kJ/kg by 0.430 to get Btu/lb); *Organic 

sulfur; **by diference. 

TABLE 4 Ultimate Analyses and Heating Values of Biomass Fuels 

(Continued ) 
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TABLE 4 (Continued ) Ultimate Analyses and Heating Values of Biomass Fuels 

Measured aEstimated 

Biomass C H O N S Residue HHVm HHV CO2 g/MJ N, g/MJ S, g/MJ 

Chenin Blanc 48.02 5.89 41.93 0.86 0.07 3.13 19.13 19.14 92.0 0.450 0.037 

Pinot Noir 47.14 5.82 43.03 0.86 0.01 3.01 19.05 18.62 90.7 0.451 0.005 

Tompson 47.35 5.77 43.32 0.77 0.01 2.71 19.35 18.60 89.7 0.398 0.005 

seedless 

Tokay 47.77 5.82 42.63 0.75 0.03 2.93 19.31 18.88 90.7 0.388 0.016 

Energy Crops 

Eucalyptus 

Camaldulensis 49.00 5.87 43.97 0.30 0.01 0.72 19.42 19.19 92.5 0.154 0.005 

Globulus 48.18 5.92 44.18 0.39 0.01 1.12 19.23 18.95 91.8 0.203 0.005 

Grandis 48.33 5.89 45.13 0.15 0.01 0.41 19.35 18.84 91.5 0.078 0.005 

Casuarina 48.61 5.83 43.36 0.59 0.02 1.43 19.44 19.10 91.6 0.303 0.010 

Cattails 42.99 5.25 42.47 0.74 0.04 8.13 17.81 16.56 88.5 0.415 0.022 

Popular 48.45 5.85 43.69 0.47 0.01 1.43 19.38 19.02 91.6 0.243 0.005 

Sudan grass 44.58 5.35 39.18 1.21 0.08 9.47 17.39 17.63 93.9 0.696 0.046 

Forest residue 

Black Locust 50.73 5.71 41.93 0.57 0.01 0.97 19.71 19.86 94.3 0.289 0.005 

Chaparral 46.9 5.08 40.17 0.54 0.03 7.26 18.61 17.98 92.3 0.290 0.016 

Madrone 48 5.96 44.95 0.06 0.02 1 19.41 18.82 90.6 0.031 0.010 

Manzanita 48.18 5.94 44.68 0.17 0.02 1 19.3 18.9 91.5 0.088 0.010 

Ponderosa Pine 49.25 5.99 44.36 0.06 0.03 0.3 20.02 19.37 90.1 0.030 0.015 

Ten Oak 47.81 5.93 44.12 0.12 0.01 2 18.93 18.82 92.6 0.063 0.005 

Redwood 50.64 5.98 42.88 0.05 0.03 0.4 20.72 20.01 89.6 0.024 0.014 

White Fur 49 5.98 44.75 0.05 0.01 0.2 19.95 19.22 90.0 0.025 0.005 

Food and fber 

processing wastes 

Almond hulls 45.79 5.36 40.6 0.96 0.01 7.2 18.22 17.89 92.1 0.527 0.005 

Almond shells 44.98 5.97 42.27 1.16 0.02 5.6 19.38 18.14 85.0 0.599 0.010 

Babassu husks 50.31 5.37 42.29 0.26 0.04 1.73 19.92 19.26 92.5 0.131 0.020 

Sugarcane 44.8 5.35 39.55 0.38 0.01 9.79 17.33 17.61 94.7 0.219 0.006 

bagasse 

Coconut fber 50.29 5.05 39.63 0.45 0.16 4.14 20.05 19.2 91.9 0.224 0.080 

dust 

Cocoa hulls 48.23 5.23 33.09 2.98 0.12 10.25 19.04 19.56 92.8 1.565 0.063 

Cotton gin trash 39.59 5.26 36.33 2.09 16.68 16.42 16.13 88.4 1.273 0.000 

Macadamia shells 54.41 4.99 39.69 0.36 0.01 0.56 21.01 20.55 94.9 0.171 0.005 

Olive pits 48.81 6.23 43.48 0.36 0.02 1.1 21.39 19.61 83.6 0.168 0.009 

Peach pits 53 5.9 39.14 0.32 0.05 1.59 20.82 21.18 93.3 0.154 0.024 

Peanut hulls 45.77 5.46 39.56 1.63 0.12 7.46 18.64 18.82 90.0 0.874 0.064 

Pistachio shells 48.79 5.91 43.41 0.56 0.01 1.28 19.26 19.25 92.8 0.291 0.005 

Rice hulls 40.96 4.3 35.86 0.4 0.02 18.34 16.14 15.45 93.0 0.248 0.012 

Walnut shells 49.98 5.71 43.35 0.21 0.01 0.71 20.18 19.45 90.8 0.104 0.005 

Wheat dust 41.38 5.1 35.19 3.04 0.19 15.1 16.2 16.78 93.6 1.877 0.117 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a HHV based on Boie equation. 
b  Aerts et al[20]; [Adapted from Ebeling and Jenkins[3] and AnnamalaiJ[17] See foot note of Table 3.2 for conversions to English 

units and estimation of NOx and SO2 emissions. 



  Estimate of CO2 Emission 

            K = 2290 −1.89H O + 5.06 Ash − 0.309 H O Ash − 0.180 H O 2T ( )  2 2 2 2 − 0.108 Ash  (3) 

              ( )F 3650 − 2 + 9.10 Ash − 0.556 H O Ash − 0.324 H O2 
2T ° =  3.40 H O 2 2 − 0.194 Ash  (4) 
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FIGURE 3 Emission of CO2 as a function of H/C and O/C atom ratios in hydrocarbon fuels. 

Source: Adapted from Annamalai and Puri.[8] 

Using the Boie-based HVs for any fuel of known elemental composition, one can plot the CO2 emission 

in g/MJ (Figure 3) as a function of H/C and O/C ratios.[8] Comparisons for selected fuels with known 

experimental HVs are also shown in the same fgure. Coal, with H/C ratio ≈ 0.5, releases the highest 

CO2, while natural gas (mainly CH4) emits the lowest CO2. Because the United States uses fossil fuels 

for 86% of its energy needs (100 quads), the estimated CO2 emission is 6350 million ton/year, assuming 

that the average CO2 emission from fossil fuels is 70 kg/GJ (methane: 50 kg/GJ vs coal: 90 kg/GJ). Figure 

1 seems to confrm such estimation within a 10% error. 

Flame Temperature 

Figure 4 shows a plot of maximum possible fame temperature vs moisture percentage with combustion  

for biomass fuels. Te result can be correlated as follows[4]: 

 

Te adiabatic fame temperature decreases if the ash and moisture contents increase. 



   3 ⎛ H ⎞ 2 
⎛ H ⎞

Flue gasvol (m / GJ) = 4.96⎝⎜ ⎠⎟ − 38.628⎝⎜ ⎠⎟ + 389.72 (5)
C C 

 3 ⎛ H ⎞ 2 
⎛ H ⎞

Flue gasvol (ft / mmBtu) = 184.68⎝⎜ ⎠⎟ −1439.28⎝⎜ ⎠⎟ +14520.95 (6) 
C C 
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FIGURE 4 Correlation of adiabatic fame temperature with moisture and ash contents. 

Flue Gas Volume 

Te fue gas volume for C–H–O is almost independent of O/C ratios. Te ft at 6% O2 in products gives  

the following empirical equation for fue gas volume (m3/GJ) at SATP[8]: 

 

Liquid Fuels 

Liquid fuels, used mainly in the transportation sector, are derived from crude oil, which occurs naturally 

as a free-fowing liquid with a density of ρ ≈ 780 kg/m3–1000 kg/m3, containing 0.1% ash and 0.15%–0.5% 

nitrogen. Crude oil normally contains a mixture of hydrocarbons, and as such, the “boiling” tempera-

ture keeps increasing as the oil is distilled. Most fuel oils contain 83%–88% carbon and 6%–12% (by 

mass) hydrogen. 

Gaseous Fuels 

Te gaseous fuels are cleaner-burning fuels than liquid and solid fuels. Tey are a mixture of HC but 

dominated by highly volatile CH4 with very little S and N. Natural gas is transported as liquefed natural 

gas (LNG) and compressed natural gas (CNG), typically at 150–250 bars. Liquefed petroleum gas (LPG) 

is a byproduct of petroleum refning, and it consists mainly of 90% propane. A low-Btu gas contains 

0–7400 kJ/SCM (Standard Cubic Meter, 0–200 Btu/SCF, standards defned in Table 1); a medium-Btu 

gas. 7400–14,800 kJ/SCM (200–400 Btu/SCF); and a high-Btu gas, above 14,800 kJ/SCM (more than 

400 Btu/ SCF). Hydrogen is another gaseous fuel, with a heat value of 11,525 kJ/SCM (310 Btu/SCF). 

Because the fuel quality (heat value) may change when fuel is switched, the thermal output rate at a fxed 

gas-line pressure changes when fuels are changed. 
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Coal and Biomass Pyrolysis, Gasifcation, and Combustion 

Typically, coal densities range from 1100  kg/m3 for low-rank coals to 2330  kg/m3 for high-density  

py rolytic graphite, while for biomass, density ranges from 100 kg/ m3 for straw to 500 kg/m3 for forest  

wood.[9] Te bulk density of cattle FB as harvested is 737  kg/m3 (CF) for high ash (HA-FB) and 32 lbs/CF 

for low ash (LA-FB).[10] Te processes during heating and combustion of coal are illustrated in Figure 5,  

and they are similar for biomass except for high VM. Te process of release of gases from solid fuels in 

the absence of oxygen is called pyrolysis, while the combined process of pyrolysis and partial oxidation 

of fuel in the presence of oxygen is known as gasifcation. If all combustible gases and solid carbon are 

oxidized to CO2 and H2O, the process is known as combustion. 

Pyrolysis 

Solid fuels, like coal and biomass, can be pyrolyzed (thermally decomposed) in inert atmospheres to 

yield combustible gases or VM. While biomass typically releases about 70%–80% of its mass as VM 

(mainly from cellulose and hemicellulose) with the remainder being char, mainly from lignin content of 

biomass, coal releases 10%–50% of its mass as VM, depending upon its age or rank. Typically, a medium-

rank coal consists of 40% VM and 60% FC, while a high-rank coal has about 10% VM. Bituminous coal 

pyrolyzes at about 700 K (with 1% mass loss for heating rates <100°C/s), as in the case of most plastics. 

Pyrolytic products range from lighter volatiles like CH4, C2H4, C2H6, CO, CO2, H2, and H2O to heavier 

molecular mass tars. Apart from volatiles, nitrogen is also evolved from the fuel during pyrolysis in the 

form of HCN, NH3, and other compounds or, more generally, XN. 

Sweeten et al. performed the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of feedlot manure.[4] Te results are 

shown in Figure 6. In the case of manure, drying occurred between 50 and 100°C, pyrolysis was initi-

ated around 185°C–200°C for a heating rate of 80°C/min, and the minimum ignition temperature was 

approximately 528°C. Te gases produced during biomass pyrolysis can also be converted into trans-

portation fuels like biodiesel, methanol, and ethanol, which may be used either alone or blended with 

gasoline. 

FIGURE 5 Processes during coal pyrolysis, gasifcation, and combustion. 



d Fuel [ ] kg ⎛ −E ⎞ a b− , = A exp Y[ ] Y
3 fuel [⎝⎜ ⎠⎟ O2 ]

dt m  sec  RT 
(8)

 

 

        Reaction I.  C + 1
2  O2 → CO

      Reaction II. C + O2 → CO2

      Reaction III.  C + CO2 → 2 CO

      Reaction IV. C + H2O → CO + H2 

 2 n ⎛ E ⎞ 
m. O2 ≈πdPB TI exp  − ρ∞YO2,w. (9)

⎝⎜ V P  ⎠⎟R T  
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FIGURE 6  Termo-gravimetric analyses of Feedlot Biomass (FB or cattle manure), coal, and 90:10 coal: FB 

blends. 

Source: Sweeten et al.[4] 

Volatile Oxidation 

Once released, volatiles (HC, CO, H2, etc.,) undergo oxidation within a thin gas flm surrounding 

the solid fuel particle. Te oxidation for each HC involves several steps. Te enveloping fame, due to 

 volatile combustion, acts like a shroud by preventing oxygen from reaching the particle surface for 

 heterogeneous oxidation of char. Following Dryer,[11] the one-step global oxidation of a given species 

can be written as 

oxidation 

Fuel +υCO2 O2 → υCO2 CO 2 +υH O2 H O 2  (7) 

 

where [ ] represents the concentration of species in kg/m3, Y the mass fraction, A the pre-exponential 

factor, E the activation energy in kJ/kmole, and a and b the order of reaction; they are tabulated in 

Bartok and Sarofm for alkanes, ethanol, methanol, benzene and toluene.[11]  

Char Reactions 

Te skeletal char, essentially FC, undergoes heterogeneous reactions with gaseous species. Te heteroge-

neous combustion of carbon or char occurs primarily via one or more of the following reactions:

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

Assuming a frst-order reaction for scheme I, the oxygen consumption rate is given as 

 



λ ln 1( + B)α c = 8  (13)
cP ρc 

   
cp{T∞ −Tw } YO2,∞ hc

B = + , (10) 
L νO2 L 

 

 

 

m. ≈ 2π λ 
dpln(1+ B) (11)

cp 

d0
2 

tb = , (12)
α c 
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Te dominant oxygen transfer mechanism at high temperatures is via reaction I with an E/R (a ratio  

of activation energy to universal gas constant) of about 26,200 K, where BI  = 2.3  × 107 m/s and n  = 0.5  

to 1. Reaction II has an E/R of 20,000 K, and BII  = 1.6  × 105 m/s. Reaction III, the Boudouard reduction 

reaction, proceeds with an E/R of about 40,000 K. Te reduction reactions, III and IV, may become 

signifcant, especially at high temperatures for combustion in boiler burners. Reaction with steam is  

found to be 50 times faster than CO2 at temperatures up to 1800°C at 1 bar for 75–100 micron-sized  

Montana Rosebud char.[12] Te combustible gases CO and H2 undergo gas phase oxidation, producing 

CO2 and H2O. 

Ignition and Combustion 

Recently, Essenhigh et al. have reviewed the ignition of coal.[13] Volatiles from lignite are known to ignite 

at T > 950 K in fuidized beds. Coal may ignite homogeneously or heterogeneously depending upon size  

and volatile content.[14,15] A correlation for heterogeneous char ignition temperature is presented by Du 

and Annamalai, 1994. 

Once ignited, the combustion of high volatile coal proceeds in two stages: combustion of VM and  

combustion of FC. Combustion of VM is similar to the combustion of vapors from an oil drop. Te 

typical total combustion time of 100-micron solid coal particle is on the order of 1 s in boilers and is 

dominated by the time required for heterogeneous combustion of the residual char particle, while the 

pyrolysis time (t 6
pyr  = 10  (s/m2) d2

p) is on the order of 1/10th–1/100th of the total burning time. Since bio-

solid contains 70%–80% VM (coal contains 10% VM), most of the combustion of volatiles occurs within  

a short time (about 0.10 s). 

For liquid drops and plastics of density ρc, simple relations exist for evaluating the combustion rates 

and times. If the transfer number B is defned as 

where  Tw  ≈ TBP for liquid fuels; Tw  =  Tg, the temperature of gasifcation for plastics; L is the latent heat 

for liquid fuel and L = qg, heat of gasifcation for plastics; YO2∞  is the stoichiometric oxygen mass per unit  

mass of fuel (typically 3.5 for liquid fuels); and hc is the lower heating value of fuel; then the burn rate (m. ) 

and time (tb) for spherical condensates (liquid drops and spherical particles of diameter dp and density 

ρc) are given by the following expressions: 

 

 

Where 

 

and  cp and  λ are the specifc heat and thermal conductivity of gas mixture evaluated at a mean tempera-

ture (approximately 50% of the adiabatic fame temperature). 

Te higher the B value, the higher the mass loss rate, and the burn time will be lower. Te value of 

B is about 1–2 for plastics (polymers), 2–3 for alcohols, and 6–8 for pentane to octane. Te burn time 

of  plastic waste particles will be about 3–4 times longer than single liquid drops of pentane to octane  

(≈ gasoline) of similar diameter. 
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Combustion in Practical Systems 

Te time scales for combustion are on the order of 1000, 10, and 1 ms for coal burnt in boilers and liquid 

fuels burnt in gas turbines and diesel engines. Coal is burnt on grates in lumped form (larger-sized par-

ticles, 2.5 cm or greater with a volumetric intensity on the order of 500 kW/m3), medium-sized particles  

in fuidized beds (1  cm or less, 500 kW/m3), or as suspensions or pulverized fuel (pf; 75 micron or less,  

200 kW/m3) in boilers. 

Apart from pyrolysis, gasifcation, and combustion, another option for energy conversion (particu-

larly if solid fuel is in slurry frm, such as fushed dairy manure), is the anaerobic digestion (in absence of  

oxygen) to CH4 (60%) and CO2 (40%) using psychrophilic (ambient temperature), mesophilic (95°F) and  

thermophilic (135°F) bacteria in digesters.[10] Typical options of energy conversion, indicated in Figure 7, 

include anaerobic digestion (path 1, the biological gasifcation process), thermal gasifcation with air 

to produce CO, HC, CO2 (path 2A) or with steam to produce CO2 and H2 (path 2B), cofring (path 3), 

reburn (path 4; see “Reburn with Bio-Solids”), and direct combustion (path 5). 

Suspension Firing 

In suspension-fred boilers, solid fuel is pulverized into smaller particles (dp  = 75  μm or less) so that 

more surface area per unit mass is exposed to the oxidant, resulting in improved ignition and com-

bustion characteristics. Typical boiler burners use swirl burners for atomized oil and pulverized coal 

fring, while a gas turbine uses a swirl atomizer in highly swirling turbulent fow felds. A swirl burner 

for pf fring is shown in Figure 8. Te air is divided into a primary air stream which transports the coal 

(10%–20% of the total air, heated to 70°C–100°C to prevent condensation of vapors and injected at about 

20 m/s to prevent settling of the dust, loading dust and gas at a ratio of 1:2) and a secondary air stream 

(250°C at 60–80 m/s) which is sent through swirl vanes, supplying the remaining oxygen for combustion  

and imparting a tangential momentum to the air. In wall-fred boilers, burners are stacked above each 

other on the wall; while in tangential-fred boilers, the burners are mounted at the corners of rectangu-

lar furnaces. 

FIGURE 7 Flow chart showing several energy conversion options for a typical dairy or cattle operation. 
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FIGURE 8 Pulverized Fuel (pf) fred swirl burner. 

Stoker Firing 

Te uncrushed fuel [fusion temperature <1093°C (2000°F); volatile content >20%; sizes in equal 

prop ortions of 19 mm  × 12.5  mm (3/4 in.  ×  ½ in.), 6.3 mm × 3.2 mm (½ in.  ×  ¼ in.), 3.2 mm × 3.2  mm  

(¼ in  ×  ¼ in.)][16] is fed onto a traveling chain grate below to which primary air is supplied (Figure 9), 

which may be preheated to 177°C (350°F) if moisture exceeds 25%. Te diferential pressure is on   

the order of 5–8 mm (2–3 in.). Te combustible gases are carried into an over-fre region into which 

 secondary air (almost 35% of total air at three levels for low emissions) is fred to complete combustion. 

Te over-fre region acts like a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR). It is apparent that solid fuels need not be 

ground to fner size. 

Fixed Bed Combustor 

Te bed contains uncrushed solid fuels, inert materials (including ash), and processing materials (e.g., 

limestone to remove SO2 from gases as sulfates). It is fed with air moving against gravity for complete 

combustion, but the velocity is low enough that materials are not entrained into the gas streams. Large 

solid particles can be used. 

Fluidized Bed Combustor 

When air velocity (V) in fxed bed combustor (FXBC) is increased gradually to a velocity called mini-

mum fuidization velocity  Vmf, the upward drag force is almost equal to the weight of the particle, so that 

solids foat upward. Te bed behaves like a fuid (like liquid water in a tank), i.e., it becomes fuidized. 

If  V  > Vmf, then air escapes as bubbles and is called a bubbling fuidized bed combustor (BFBC). Te bed 

has two phases: the bubble phase, containing gases (mostly oxygen), and the emulsion phase (dense 

phase, oxygen defcient), containing particles and gas. Many times gas velocity is so high that gaseous  

combustibles produced within the bed burn above the bed (called free board region), while solids (e.g., 

char and carbon) burn within the bed. Fluidized Bed Combustor (FBC) is suitable for fuels which are 

difcult to combust in pf-fred boilers. 
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FIGURE 9 Schematic of stoker fring.  

Source: Loo and Kessel.[39] 

Circulating Fluidized Bed Combustor (CFBC) 

When air velocity in FBC is increased at velocity V >> Vmf, particles are entrained into the gas stream. 

Since the residence time available to particles for combustion is shorter, unburned particles are captured  

using cyclones located downstream of the combustor and circulated back to the bed. 

Te residence time (tres) varies from a low value for pf-fred burners to a long residence time for 

f xed-bed combustors. Te reaction time (treac) should be shorter than tres so that combustion is complete.  

Te reaction time includes time to heat up to ignition temperature and combustion. Te previous sec-

tion on fuel properties and the homogenous (e.g., CH4, CO oxidation) and heterogeneous (e.g., carbon  

oxidation) reaction kinetics can be used to predict treac or burn time tb. 

Coal and Bio-Solids Cofring 

General Schemes of Conversion 

Most of the previously reviewed combustion systems typically use pure coal, oil, or gas. Te same 

s ystems require redesign for use with pure biomass fuels. A few of the technologies, which utilize bio-

solids as an energy source, are summarized in Annamalai et al.[17] Tese technologies include direct  

combustion (fuidized beds), circulating fuidized beds, liquefaction (mostly pyrolysis), onsite gasifca-

tion for producing low to medium Btu gases, anaerobic digestion (bacterial conversion), and hydrolysis 

for fermentation to liquid fuels like ethanol.[18,19] 

Cofring 

Although some bio-solids have been fred directly in industrial burners as sole-source fuels, limitations  

arose due to variable moisture and ash contents in bio-solid fuels, causing ignition and combustion 

problems for direct combustion technologies. To circumvent such problems, these fuels have been fred 
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along with the primary fuels (cofring) either by directly mixing with coal and fring (2%–15% of heat 

input basis) or by fring them in between coal-fred burners.[20–24] 

Cofring has the following advantages: improvement of fame stability problems, greater potential for 

commercialization, low capital costs, fexibility of adaptation of biomass fuels and cost efective power 

generation, mitigated NOx emissions from coal-fred boilers, and reduced CO2 emissions. However, a 

lower melting point of biomass ash could cause fouling and slagging problems. 

Some of the bio-solid fuels used in cofring with coal are cattle manure,[25,26] sawdust and sewage 

sludge,[21] switch grass,[20] wood chips,[24,27] straw,[22,28] and refuse-derived fuel (RDF).[21] See Sami et al. 

for a review of literature on cofring.[7] 

Coal and Agricultural Residues 

Sampson et al. reported test burns of three diferent types of wood chips (20%, HHV from 8320 to 8420 

Btu/lb) mixed with coal (10,600 Btu/lb) at a stoker (traveling grate) fred steam plant.[24] Te particulate 

emission in grams per SCF ranged from 0.05 to 0.09. An economic study, conducted for the 125,000 lb/h 

steam power plant, concluded that energy derived from wood would be competitive with that from coal 

if more than 30,000 tons of wood chips were produced per year with hauling distances less than 60 mi.  

Aerts et al. carried out their experiments on cofring switch grass with coal in a 50-MW, radiant, wall-

fred, pulverized coal boiler with a capacity of 180 tons of steam at 85 bar and 510°C (Figure 10). Te NOx  

emissions decreased by 20%, since switchgrass contains lesser nitrogen (Table 4).[20] It is the author’s  

hypothesis that a higher VM content of bio-solids results in a porous char, thus accelerating the char 

combustion process. Tis is validated by the data from Fahlstedt et al. on the cofring of wood chips, 

olive pips and palm nut shells with coal at the ABB Carbon 1 MW Process Test Facility; they found that 

blend combustion has a slightly higher efciency than coal-only combustion.[27] 

Coal and RDF 

Municipal solid waste includes residential, commercial, and industrial wastes which could be used as 

fuel for production of steam and electric power. MSW is inherently a blended fuel, and its major com-

ponents are paper (43%); yard waste, including grass clippings (10%); food (10%); glass and ceramics  

(9%); ferrous materials (6%); and plastics and rubber (5%). Refer to Tables 5 and 6 for analyses. When 

FIGURE 10  A cofring scheme for coal and biomass (Alternate Fuel Handling Facility at Blount St. Generating 

Station). 

Source: Aerts et al.[20] 
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TABLE 5 Chemical Composition of Solid Waste 

Percent 

Proximate Analysis Range Typical 

Volatile matter (VM) 

Fixed carbon (FC) 

Moisture 

30–60 

5–10 

10–45 

50 

8 

25 

Ash 10–30 25 

Percent by Mass (dry basis) 

Ultimate Analysis 

Yard wastes 

C 

48 

H 

6 

O 

38 

N 

3 

S 

0.3 

Ash 

4.7 

Wood 50 6 43 0.2 0.1 0.7 

Food wastes 50 6 38 3 0.4 2.6 

Paper 

Cardboard 

44 

44 

6 

6 

44 

44 

0.3 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

5.5 

5.5 

Plastics 60 7 23 10 

Textiles 56 7 30 5 0.2 1.8 

Rubber 76 10 2 12 

Leather 60 9 12 10 0.4 8.6 

Misc. organics 

Dirt, ashes, etc. 

49 

25 

6 

3 

38 

1 

2 

0.5 

0.3 

0.2 

4.7 

70.3 

TABLE 6  Heat of Combustions of Municipal Solid Waste Components 

Inerts (%) Heating Values (kJ/kg) 

Component Range Typical Range Typical 

Yard wastes 2–5 4 2,000–19,000 7,000 

Wood 0.5–2 2 17,000–20,000 19,000 

Food wastes 1–7 6 3,000–6,000 5,000 

Paper 3–8 6 12,000–19,000 17,000 

Cardboard 3–8 6 12,000–19,000 17,000 

Plastics 5–20 10 30,000–37,000 33,000 

Textiles 2–4 3 15,000–19,000 17,000 

Rubber 5–20 10 20,000–28,000 23,000 

Leather 8–20 10 15,000–20,000 17,000 

Misc. organics 2–8 6 11,000–26,000 18,000 

Glass 96–99 98 100–250 150 

Tin cans 96–99 98 250–1,200 700 

Nonferrous 90–99 96 

Ferrous metals 94–99 98 250–1,200 700 

Dirt, ashes, etc. 60–80 70 2,000–11,600 7,000 

raw waste is processed to remove non-combustibles like glass and metals, it is called RDF. MSW can 

decompose in two ways, aerobic and anaerobic. Aerobic decomposition (or composting) occurs when 

O2 is present. Te composting produces CO2 and water, but no usable energy products. Te anaerobic 

decomposition occurs in the absence of O2. It produces landfll gas of 55% CH4 and 45% CO2. 

Coal and Manure 

Frazzitta et al. and Annamalai et al. evaluated the performance of a small-scale pf-fred boiler burner 

facility (100,000 Btu/h) while using coal and premixed coal manure blends with 20% manure. Tree  



    NOx Reduction % = 0.0008(COF% 
2 +0.0006 COF% ( ) )  +0.0752, (14)
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types of feedlot manure were used: raw, partially composted, and fully composted. Te burnt fraction  

was recorded to be 97% for both coal and coal-manure blends.[25,26] 

NOx Emissions 

During combustion, the nitrogen evolved from fuel undergoes oxidation to NOx; and this is called  

fuel NOx to distinguish it from thermal NOx, which is produced by oxidation of atmospheric  nitrogen.  

Unlike coal, most of the agricultural biomass being burned is very low in nitrogen content (i.e., wood  

or crops), but manure has a higher N content than fossil fuels. A less precise correlation exists between  

cofring levels on a Btu basis and percent NO reduction under cofring. Te following Eq.  (valid  

between 3 and 22% mass basis cofring) describes NOx reduction as a function of cofring level on a  

heat input basis: 

 

where COF% is the percentage of co-fring on a heat input basis. Te mechanisms used to reduce NOx  

emissions by cofring vary between cyclone fring and PC fring. 

Figure 11 shows the percentage reduction in NO with percentage cofring of low-N agricultural  

 biomass fuels. Tis relationship does not apply to high-N biofuels such as animal manure. 

Fouling in Cofring 

Hansen et al. investigated the ash deposition problem in a multi-circulating fuidized bed combustor 

(MCFBC) fred with fuel blends of coal and wood straw.[25] Te Na and K lower the melting point of 

ash. For ash fusion characteristics see Table 7. Rasmussen and Clausen evaluated the performance of 

an 80-MW co-generation power plant at Grenaa, Denmark, fred with hard coal and bio-solids (sur-

plus straw from farming). Large amounts of Na and K in straw caused superheater corrosion and 

FIGURE 11  NOx due to cofring with low-N agricultural residues. 

Sou rce: Grabowski.[40] 
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TABLE 7 Ash Fusion Behavior and Ash Composition, Fusion Data: ASTM D-188 

FB PRB Coal Blend 

Ash Fusion, (reducing) 1140 (2090) 1130 (2060) NA 

Initial deformation, IT, oC (oF) 

Sofening, oC (oF) 1190 (2170) 1150(2110) NA 

Hemispherical, HT, oC (oF) 1210(2210) 1170(2130) NA 

Fluid, oC (oF) 1230 (2240) 1200 (2190) NA 

Ash fusion, (oxidizing) 1170(2130) 1190(2180) NA 

Initial deformation, IT, oC (oF) 

Sofening, oC (oF) 1190 (2180) 1200 (2190) NA 

Hemispherical, HT, oC (oF) 1220(2230) 1210(2210) NA 

Fluid, oC (oF) 1240(2270) 1280 (2330) NA 

Slagging Index, Rs, oC (oF) 1160(2120) 1140 (2090) 

Slagging classifcation High Severe 

Ash composition (wt%) SiO2 53.63 36.45 43.56 

Al2O3 5.08 18.36 12.87 

Fe2O3 1.86 6.43 4.54 

TiO2 0.29 1.29 0.88 

CaO+ 14.60 19.37 17.40 

MgO+ 3.05 3.63 3.39 

Na2O
+ 3.84 1.37 2.39 

K2O
+ 7.76 0.63 3.58 

P2O5 4.94 0.98 2.62 

SO3 3.71 10.50 7.69 

MnO2 0.09 0.09 0.09 

Sum 98.84 99.11 99.00 

Volatile Oxides 30.77 28.25 

Basic oxides 32.73 35.51 

Silica ratio 0.73 0.53 

Na2O + K2O 11.60 2.00 5.97 

Inherent Ca/S Ratio 6.71 1.86 2.48 

kg alkali (Na2O + K2O)/GJ 5.37 0.06 0.29 

combustor fouling.[29] Annamalai et al. evaluated fouling potential when feedlot manure biomass (FB)  

was cofred with coal under suspension fring.[30] Te 90:10 Coal:FB blend resulted in almost twice the 

ash output compared to coal and ash deposits on heat exchanger tubes that were more difcult to remove  

than baseline coal ash deposits. Te increased fouling behavior with blend is probably due to the higher 

ash loading and ash composition of FB. 

Gasifcation of Coal and Bio-Solids 

Gasifcation is a thermo-chemical process in which a solid fuel is converted into a gaseous fuel 

( primarily consisting of HC, H2 and CO2) with air or pure oxygen used for partial oxidation of FCs.  

Te main products during gasifcation are CO and H2, with some CO2, N2, CH4, H2O, char particles,  

and tar (heavy hydrocarbons). Te oxidizers used for the gasifcation processes are oxygen, steam, or  

air. However, for air, the gasifcation yields a low-Btu gas, primarily caused by nitrogen dilution present 

in the supply air. Syngas (CO + H2) is produced by reaction of biomass with steam. Te combustible  

product, gas, can be used as fuel burned directly or with a gas turbine to produce electricity; or used to 

make chemical feedstock (petroleum refneries). However, gas needs to be cleaned to remove tar, NH3, 
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FIGURE 12  Fluidized-bed gasifcation for Integrated Gasifcation Combined Cycle (IGCC) Process. 

and sulfur compounds. Te integrated gasifcation combined cycle (IGCC) (Figure 12), for combined  

heat and power (CHP), and traditional boilers use combustible gases from gasifers for generation of  

electric power. 

Typically in combined cycles, gaseous or liquid fuel is burnt in gas turbine combustors. High-

temperature products are expanded in a gas turbine for producing electrical power; a low-temperature 

(but still hot) exhaust is then used as heat input in a boiler to produce low-temperature steam, which 

then drives a steam turbine for electrical power. Terefore, one may use gas as a topping cycle medium, 

while steam is used as fuid for the bottoming cycle. Te efciency of a combined cycle is on the order of 

60%, while a conventional gas turbine cycle has an efciency of 42%.[31] Commercial operations include 

a 250-MW IGCC plant at Tampa, Florida, operating since 1996; a 340-MW plant at Negishi, Japan, since 

2003; and a 1200-MW GE-Bechtel plant under construction in Ohio for American Electric Power, to 

start in 2010.[31]  

Tere are three basic gasifcation reactor types: (i) fxed-bed gasifers (Figure 13); (ii) fuidized-

bed  gasifers, including circulating-bed (CFB) or bubbling-bed; and (iii) entrained-fow gasifers. Te 

 principles of operation are similar to those of combustors except that the air supplied is much below 

 stoichiometric amounts, and instead of a combination of steam, air and CO2, air can also be used. Te 

oxidant source could also include gases other than air, such as air combined with steam in Blasiak et al.[32] 

Futuregen 

FutureGen is a new U.S. initiative to build the world’s frst integrated CO2 sequestration and H2 produc-

tion research power plant using coal as fuel. Te technology shown in Figure 14 employs modern coal 

gasifcation technology using pure oxygen, resulting in CO, CnHm (a hydrocarbon), H2, HCN, NH3, N2, 

H2S, SO2, and other combinations which are further reacted with steam (reforming reactions) to pro-

duce CO2 and H2. Te bed materials capture most of the harmful N and S compounds followed by gas-

cleaning systems; the CO2 is then sequestered and H2 is used as fuel, using either combined cycle or fuel 

cells for electricity generation or sold as clean transportation fuel. With partial oxidation of gasifcation 

products and char supplying heat for pyrolysis and other endothermic reactions (i.e., net zero external 
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FIGURE 13  Updraf fxed-bed gasifer. 

FIGURE 14  FutureGen layout. Source: http://www.fe.doe.gov. 



 
       

   
 

Reaction V C6.3H4.4 N0.0076 O1.15 S0.014 + 8.14 H2O( )l + 1.67 O2 → 6.3 CO2 + 10.34 H2 

+ 0.038 N2 + 0.014 SO2 
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heat supply in gasifer), the overall gasifcation reaction can be represented as follows for 100 kg of DAF 

Wyoming coal: 

It is apparent that the FutureGen process results in enhanced production of H2, using coal as an energy 

source to strip H2 from water. For C–H–O fuels, it can be shown that theoretical H2 production (NH2) in 

moles for an empirical fuel CHhOo is given as {0.4115 h – 0.6204 o  + 1.4776} under the above conditions. 

For example, if glucose C6H12O6 is the fuel, then empirical formulae is CH2O; thus, with h  = 2, o  = 1,  

NH2  = 1.68 kmol, using atom balance, CH2O + 0.68  H2O(ℓ) + 0.16  O2 CO2  + 1.68 H2. 

Reburn with Bio-Solids 

NOx is produced when fuel is burned with air. Te N in NOx can come both from the nitrogen- 

containing fuel compounds (e.g., coal, biomass, plant residue, animal waste) and from the N in the 

air. Te NOx generated from fuel N is called fuel NOx, and NOx formed from the air is called thermal 

NOx. Typically, 75% of NOx in boiler burners is from fuel N. It is mandated that NOx, a precursor of 

smog, be reduced to 0.40–0.46 lb/mmBtu for wall and tangentially fred units under the Clean Air Act 

Amendments (CAAA). Te current technologies developed for reducing NOx include combustion con-

trols (e.g., staged combustion or low NOx burners (LNB), reburn) and post-combustion controls (e.g., 

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction, SNCR using urea). 

In reburning, additional fuel (typically natural gas) is injected downstream from the primary com-

bustion zone to create a fuel rich zone (optimum reburn stoichiometric ratio (SR), usually between SR  

0.7 and 0.9), where NOx is reduced up to 60% through reactions with hydrocarbons when reburn heat 

input with CH4 is about 10%–20%. Downstream of the reburn zone, additional air is injected in the 

burnout zone to complete the combustion process. A diagram of the entire process with the diferent 

combustion zones is shown in Figure 15. Tere have been numerous studies on reburn technology found 

in literature, with experiments conducted, and the important results summarized elsewhere.[33] Table 8 

shows the percentages of reduction and emission obtained with coal or gas reburn in coal-fred instal-

lations and demonstration units. 

Te low cost of biomass and its availability make it an ideal source of pyrolysis gas, which is a more 

efective reburn fuel than the main source fuel, which is typically coal. Recently, animal manure has 

been tested as a reburn fuel in laboratory scale experiments. A reduction of a maximum of 80% was 

achieved for pure biomass, while the coal experienced a reduction of between 10 and 40%, depending 

on the equivalence ratio.[34] It is believed that the greater efectiveness of the feedlot biomass is due to 

its greater volatile content on a DAF basis and its release of fuel nitrogen in the form of NH3, instead  

of HCN.[35] 
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FIGURE 15  Schematic of reburn process. 

TABLE 8 Percentage Reduction in NOx: Demonstration and/or Operating Reburn Installations on Coal-Fired 

Boilers in the United States. 

Type of Burner % Reburn Heat in % Reduction NOx with Reburn lb/mmBtua 

Gas reburning 

Tangential 18 50–67 0.25 

Cyclone 20–23 58–60 0.39–0.56 

Wall without LNB 18 63 0.27 

Coal reburn 

Cyclone (micronized) 30 (17) 52 (57) 0.39 (0.59) 

Tangential (micron) with LNB 14 28 0.25 

Note: LNB: Low NOx Burners. 
a1 lb per mmBtu = 0.430 kg/GJ. 

Source: DOE.[38] 
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Decarbonization of the economy requires massive worldwide eforts and a strong involvement of regions,  

cities, businesses, and individuals in addition to commitments at national levels (1). Human consump-

tion, in combination with a growing population, contributes to climate change by increasing the rate 

of green house gas (GHG) emissions (2,3). Over the last decade, instigated by the Paris Agreement, the 

eforts to limit global warming have been expanding. However, signifcant attention is being devoted to 

new energy technologies on both the production and consumption sides, while changes in individual  

behavior and management practices as part of the mitigation strategy are ofen neglected (4–8). 

Although demand-side solutions are promising, they are not given the same level of attention as  

technological supply-side solutions in assessments, like the IPCC’s AR5, and in integrated assessment 

models (IAMs) in general, or in the popular media, as mirrored in the observation that directed inno-

vation perversely privileges energy-supply technologies over efcient end-use technologies (10). Tis 

potentially has two main reasons: (a) demand-side solutions are ofen embedded in a complex network 

of social institutions and practices (11), and thus less prone to quantitative analysis and clear-cut imple-

mentation; (b) demand-side solutions also ofen involve explicit normative positions, or values, making 

those solutions subject to value-laden discourses (12). Specifcally, as demand-side solutions presuppose 

modifed behavior, they are less compatible with the revealed-preference framework prevalent in eco-

nomics. Both reasons apply less to supply-side solutions: people consume electricity via plug-in, and the 

original supply of energy for electricity is irrelevant for actual consumption. 

Table 1 shows the potential contribution to climate change mitigation from three sectors: buildings, 

transport, and food under two main perspectives: (a) hard infrastructures, such as the built environ-

ment, and (b) sof infrastructures, such as habits and norms. On the one hand, hard infrastructures,  

epitomized by the urban built infrastructure, provide a physical setting for shaping preferences, 
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practices, and opportunity spaces. On the other hand, changing norms, practices, and nudges modify 

the opportunity space and can induce direct behavioral change (13). 

In building sector, the behavioral change potential can be as high as 50% over long periods of time 

(Table 1). Tere is a range in the energy savings achievable in buildings due to behavioral changes, 

depending on the type of end use. For example, savings from heating loads of 10–30% are possible for 

changes in the thermostat setting. Similarly, cooling savings of 50–67% are recorded with measures  

such as substituting air-conditioning with fans in moderately hot climates with tolerable, brief heat   

exposures. Meanwhile, subsequent literature has provided quantitative estimates of the importance of  

urban transport and behavioral options (14). Overall, behavioral and infrastructural measures in cities 

can potentially reduce GHG emissions from urban passenger transport by 20–50% until 2050 (15). Tis 

may be achieved via three routes, technological change, modal shif, and reduced travel demand, and 

TABLE 1  Climate Mitigation Options and Teir Quantitative Reduction Potential 

End-User Sector Mitigation Option Reduction Potential Reference(s) 

Urban areas and 

spatial planning 

Transportation 

Tourism 

Buildings 

Agriculture and 

other land use 

Modifying the emerging urbanization 

Optimal pricing 

Compactness 

Behavioral measures (marketing, information 

provision, and tailored services) 

Transport modal shifs and increases in average 

length of stay 

Developed context: short-term behavioral 

change potential 

Developed context: long-term behavioral chang

potential 

Developing context: behavioral change potentia

Heating: adjusting thermostat setting 

Cooling: using substitutes for air-conditioning, 

increasing thermostat setting, changing dress 

codes 

Clothes washing and drying behavior (e.g., by 

operation at full load versus one-third to  

one-half load) 

Water-heating and cooking energy savings (e.g.,

by shorter showers, using diferent cooking 

practices) 

Lighting energy savings (e.g., by turning of 

unneeded lights) 

Refrigerator energy savings (e.g., by smaller 

refrigerators) 

Dishwasher energy savings (e.g., by full-load 

operation) 

e 

l 

 

Technical potential of demand-side options for 

2050 

Healthy diet: meat, fsh, and egg consumption of 

90 g/(person/day) 

20–25% reduction of future  

urban energy use until 2050 

15–20% reduction in 

automobile transport 

United States: 10% reduction 

in distance traveled 

Europe: 5% reduction in 

distance traveled 

10% reduction in transport 

demand 

44% emission reductions  

worldwide until 2035 

>20% 

50% 

Relevant but lower potential 

10–30% 

50–67% 

10–100% 

50% 

70% 

30–50% 

75% 

70% 

36% greenhouse gas savings 

(17) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20,21) 

(22) 

(2) 

(23,24) 

(25,26) 

(27) 

(27,28) 

(29) 

(29) 

(29) 

(29) 

(29) 

(30,31) 

(32) 

Source: Ref. (13). 
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information technology plays a key role in all three areas of innovation (16). Behavioral options could 

be fostered by information campaigns that facilitate social learning, active choice, and frame alternative 

mobility choices. 

Reshaping urban forms and the urban environment provides ample opportunity to make private 

car travel obsolete and save high amounts of energy in buildings. Both transport and buildings also 

ofer signifcant opportunities for reduced energy demand by sof measures, such as providing targeted 

information on sustainable mobility for specifc groups of people. In agriculture, demand-side action, 

in particular, dietary shif, could reduce emissions by more than 70% compared to the trend in 2055, 

thereby surpassing the potential of technological options. 

Demand-Side Solutions 

Demand-side solutions for mitigating climate change include strategies targeting technology choices, 

consumption, behavior, lifestyles, coupled production–consumption infrastructures and systems, ser-

vice provision, and associated sociotechnical transitions. Disciplines vary in their approaches and in the 

research questions that they ask on demand-side issues (4). For example, psychologists and behavioral 

economists focus on emotional factors and cognitive biases in the decision-making process (33); econo-

mists elaborate on how, under rational decision-making, carbon pricing and other fscal instruments 

can trigger change in demand (34); sociologists emphasize everyday practices, structural issues, and 

socioeconomic inequality (35); anthropologists address the role of culture in energy consumption (36); 

and studies in technological innovation consider sociotechnical transitions and the norms, rules, and 

pace of adoption that support dominant technologies (37). 

Figure 1 proposed a demand-side assessment framework and discuss key topics that need to be  

addressed: the characterization of demand; policy instruments and how they would afect demand; 

techno-economic evaluation; implications for well-being; mitigation pathways; and the sustainable 

development context.  

Te starting point for a demand-side assessment seeks to characterize patterns of demand for energy, 

mobility, food and shelter, and the associated GHG emissions. Hence, the frst question to ask is: what 

norms, values, preferences, and structural factors shape energy demand and GHG emissions (Figure 1a)? 

Policy instruments can spur demand-side solutions, in ways that depend on the specifc energy service 

and socioeconomic context. Diferent disciplines have provided important pieces of this big jigsaw, but 

much remain to be done to put the assessment of policy instruments together in a truly interdisciplinary 

efort and address the questions posed (Figure 1b). 

Beyond specifc technologies, research should take a wider scope and ask for the efcient and reliable 

provision of end-use services, rather than efcient technology design alone (Figure 1c). Technological 

studies contribute to an understanding of dynamic systems, describing cost reductions and strategies to  

overcome barriers on the path from research and development of a technology to market-scale deploy-

ment and uptake. Another question is: how do demand-side mitigation measures afect well-being 

(Figure 1d)? Reducing energy use or GHG emissions need to be balanced with the goal of enhancing 

human well-being (39). 

Sketched approaches such as transition theory, study of behavioral tipping points and social norms, 

and political economy insights into policy sequencing have the potential for laying out short-term and 

action-oriented mitigation pathways. Such approaches, together with bottom-up assessments from 

technological studies, can be sof-coupled and combined with IAMs and similar economic models 

that assess system-wide potentials, refecting the interaction between sectors and mitigation options 

(Figure 1e). Te linkage between sustainable development and climate change is also articulated in the 

‘nationally determined’ language of the Paris Agreement, which promotes climate mitigation that coin-

cides with nationally determined development outcomes. A demand-side assessment should also be able 

to inform sustainable development pathways (Figure 1f). 
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FIGURE 1  Key research questions and contributing disciplines for assessing demand-side solutions. (From Ref. 38.) 

Modeling Individuals Energy Behavioral Changes 

Te understanding of how bottom-up processes can impact climate mitigation guides us to efective 

development and implementation of policies (9,40). In the last decade, a variety of macroeconomic 

models and assessment tools emerged (41–43) and were predominately used to support climate-energy 

policy decisions (44) range from the assessment of macroeconomic and cross-sectoral impacts (45–47), 

to detailed micro-simulation models for a specifc technology (5,47,48). Much can be done to make the 

assumptions in macroeconomic and integrated assessment models more realistic concerning the scale 

and nature of damage (5). Tese models usually assume that economic agents form a representative   

group(s), have perfect access to information and adapt instantly and rationally to new situations, maxi-

mizing their long-run personal advantage (49–52). 

Unlike other approaches, agent-based model (ABM) is not limited to perfectly rational agents or to 

abstract microdetails in aggregate system-level equations. Instead, ABM can represent the behavior 

of energy consumers – such as individual households – using a range of behavioral theories (9,50,53). 

In addition, ABM has the ability to examine how interactions of heterogeneous agents at micro-level 

give rise to the emergence of macro-outcomes, including those relevant for climate mitigation such as  

an adoption of low-carbon behavioral strategies and technologies over space and time (54). Te ABM  

approach simulates complex and nonlinear behavior that is intractable in equilibrium models (52). 
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Individual energy behavior, especially when amplifed through social context, shapes energy demand  

and, consequently, carbon emissions. By changing their behaviors, individuals can play an essential 

role in the transformation process towards a low-carbon society and global emissions reduction (9). 

However, explaining and afecting human behavior is a difcult task since human nature is complex and 

heterogeneous. As a result, quantitative tools to assess cumulative household emissions, given the diver-

sity of behavior and a variety of psychological and social factors infuencing it beyond purely economic 

considerations, are scarce (6,40,55). 

BENCH Agent-Based Model 

To assess the impact of individual behavior on carbon emissions, we went beyond classical economic  

models and the stylized representation of a perfectly informed optimizer. An agent-based simula-

tion model was designed and developed to quantify the cumulative impacts of individual behavioral  

changes on regional dynamics of saved energy and CO2 emissions (40). Te BENCH (Behavioral change 

in ENergy Consumption of Households) model1 builds up on the advances in agent-based modeling   

applied in the energy domain, and adds theoretically and empirically grounded individual behavioral 

rules that drive households’ energy-related choices (40,52). 

Driven by the empirical evidence from environmental behavioral studies (56–61), the BENCH model 

assumes that a decision regarding energy action is driven by psychological and social factors in addition  

to the standard economic drivers such as prices relative to incomes (40,52,55). Behavioral factors includ-

ing personal norms and awareness may either amplify the economic logic behind a decision-making or 

impede it, serving either as a trigger or a barrier (Figure 2). 

Household agents in  BENCH are heterogeneous in socioeconomic characteristics, preferences, and 

awareness of environment and climate change, so they can pursue various energy choices and actions. 

Figure 3 illustrates our conceptual framework that represents household energy behavioral change as 

a dynamic process unfolding in stages. Knowledge and awareness can have an important role in trig-

gering individual behavior change (4,15,62–67). If individuals have enough knowledge and awareness 

about climate, environment, and energy issues, a feeling of guilt develops and activates motivational fac-

tors, which may lead to energy-related behavior change. Motivation is enhanced by personal and social 

norms (58,67), which can lead to a feeling of responsibility and provoke an individual to change their 

behavior. When intentions for the latter are high, individuals do a formal feasibility assessment accord-

ing their income, dwelling conditions, and own perceived behavioral control. Individuals compare their 

current energy-use habits with alternatives, and if things can be improved, the intention to pursue an 

alternative rises and may lead to a behavior change. Tis conceptual framework combines some behav-

ioral constructs that are common between TPB (in red) and NAT (in green). 

l and 

Actions (Behavior change) 

Investment (A1) 

Conservation (A2) 

Switching (A3)
s 

Behavior factors 

Knowledge, awareness, persona
social norms 

Economic factors 

Income, costs, price

FIGURE 2 Factors afecting household decision-making regarding their energy use. (From Ref. 52.) 

1 Behavioral change in  ENergy  Consumption of Households Model. 

Income, costs, prices
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FIGURE 3 conceptual representation of multi-stage household behavioral change. (From Ref. 68.) 

Empirical Data 

Household agents in  BENCH are heterogeneous in socioeconomic characteristics, preferences, and 

awareness of environment and climate change, so they can pursue various energy choices and actions. 

In order to quantify which factors – socioeconomic (e.g., income, age), behavioral (e.g., personal and 

social norms, knowledge and awareness about the environment, social infuence), and structural (e.g., 

size and type of house) – trigger or attenuate a transition to a lower and greener energy footprint at the 

household level, the comprehensive survey (N  = 1,790 households) was designed and conducted in two 

provinces in Europe. 

Our data analysis demonstrates that awareness and personal and social norms are equally as impor-

tant as monetary factors when it comes to individual energy actions. Education and structural dwelling 

factors, e.g., size and type of dwelling appear to be very signifcant in bottom-up actions contributing to 

the reduction of the regional CO2 footprint from the residential sector (68) (Figure 4). 

End-User Scenarios 

Te BENCH calculated changes in electricity consumption annually and implied carbon emissions 

based on the primary source of energy by simulating individuals’ behavior under diferent end-user 

behavioral and climate scenarios. Te results indicate that accounting for demand-side heterogeneity 

provides a better insight into possible transition pathways to a low-carbon economy and climate change 

mitigation. Namely, the model including household heterogeneity, as represented by socio-demographic,  

dwelling, and behavioral factors, shows rich dynamics and provides a more realistic image of socioeco-

nomics by simulating the economy through the social interactions of heterogeneous households. 

Four end-user scenarios are designed and analyzed, which varied from the baseline scenario through 

the introduction of agent heterogeneity, the intensity of social interactions among households (slow or 

fast), and the lack or presence of carbon price (52). By comparing end-user scenarios, the relative impact 

of bottom-up drivers (social dynamics and learning on the difusion of information) and top-down 

market policies (carbon price) on carbon emission reduction are estimated (Figure 5). 

Te impact of household attribute heterogeneity and social dynamics brought about a 5–9% CO2  

emission reduction by 2030. Adding carbon price cuts CO2 emission down to 55% compared to the base-

line scenario, which mimics the traditional economic setup of a representative rational, fully informed 

household making the optimal decision. 
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FIGURE 4  Survey case studies: the Overijssel province in the Netherlands and the Navarre province in Spain. 

(From Ref. 68.) 

Tese insights have also implications for more standard policymaking. As preferences are malleable, 

and change with infrastructures and policy environments (13,69), policies themselves need to consider 

social norms and malleable preferences to avoid inefciencies, or to even crowd out desirable outcomes 

(70,71).  

Conclusion 

Avoiding and shifing consumption plays a key role to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

and for climate change mitigation. We can achieve the environmental targets (e.g., SDGs) through con-

trolled consumption. Demand-side management should hence be better represented in energy systems 

scenarios. Demand-side management covers a broad range from technology interventions and difu-

sion to energy efciency solutions and behavioral changes. Designing energy systems scenario requires 

an urgent understanding of which human activities are more culpable, what causes them, and how we  

can efectively change them. Since the nature of human is complex and heterogeneous, explaining and 

afecting human behavior is a difcult task. Terefore, this requires quantitative tools to assess cumula-

tive individual emissions, given the diversity of behavior and variety of psychological and social factors 

infuencing it beyond purely economics considerations. 

Te potential of individual behavioral changes in reducing carbon emissions attracts considerable 

attention as one of the climate change mitigation strategies (13,52). Te theoretically and empirically 
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FIGURE 5  Macroimpact of heterogeneous households behavioral change combing (bottom-up) strategy and 

carbon price pressure (top-down) strategy on CO2 emissions over time. Combining behavioral-climate  scenarios: 

combination of carbon price and slow and fast social dynamics (SDC, FDC) (2017–2030). Te shaded bounds 

around the curves indicate the uncertainty intervals across 100 runs. (From Ref. 52.) 

grounded modeling tools such as the BENCH model can serve as useful instruments to quantify regional 

impacts of qualitative and untraceable individual behavioral aspects. Te model can serve as a simula-

tion platform to support the engagement of stakeholders. Te results of this novel model indicate that 

accounting for the demand-side heterogeneity provides better insights into possible transition path-

ways to a low-carbon economy and into potential of behavioral changes as a climate change mitigation  

strategy (72). In order to facilitate this transition, the broader view on the social environment, cultural  

practices, public knowledge, producers technologies and services, and the facilities used by consumers 

are needed to design implementable and politically feasible policy options. It ofers policymakers ways 

to explore various policy mixes combining price instruments (subsidies and taxes) with various targeted 

information policies to amplify the positive efect of individual behavioral changes regarding energy  

use. Te refected consideration have important implications for management practices and profession-

als. Tey point to the importance of seeing avoid and shif measures as part of management in business, 

administrations, and among professions. 

Te key message is the individuals are more than just consumers in climate change mitigation.  

Terefore, climate mitigation policies should go beyond economic cost-beneft incentives (e.g., subsidies  

and taxes). First, the social environment, cultural practices, public knowledge, producer technologies and  

services, and facilities used by consumers – all should be considered when designing implementable and 

politically feasible policy options. Second, various fnancial, social, and other instruments in the policy  

mix should be designed as a coherent set to reinforce each other, optimizing the joint efectiveness. In  

particular, policies such as the provision of targeted information, social advertisements, and power of  

celebrities for the broader public in combination with education can be used to create more knowledge 

and awareness in the longer run and could accompany and reinforce the efectiveness of other stimuli 

such as subsidies. Tese types of policies (sof policies) may prove to be more efective in promoting green  

energy solutions implemented by households compared to fscal policy measures alone.  
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Planning authorities, environmental agencies, and policy makers in many parts of the world are seek-

ing information on possible links between wind turbine noise and health in order to legislate permis-

sible noise levels or setback distances. Concurrently, larger and noisier wind turbines are emerging, and 

consent is being sought for progressively larger windfarms to be placed even closer to human habitats. 

While noise standards can efectively and fairly facilitate decision-making processes if developed prop-

erly, the current standards on ofer sufer severe conceptual difculties. Specifcally, noise metrics con-

sidered by many in the industry as best practice may in fact relate little to health outcome variables such 

as annoyance or sleep disruption. In this entry, we describe the physical characteristics of wind turbine 

noise, review the impact of such noise on humans, and critique current approaches to mitigation. 

Industrial Wind Turbines 

Industrial wind turbines transform kinetic energy from the wind into electricity, a practice dating back 

over 100 years. Structurally, wind turbines can be decomposed into three key components (Figure 1). 

First, wind turbines possess a rotor, consisting of one or more blades designed to rotate when exposed 

to wind. Te rotor can be thought of as a type of sail, catching wind in order to induce movement. 

Depending on the axis of blade rotation, wind turbines can be categorized as either horizontal-axis (the 

most common) or vertical-axis turbines. Te second major component is the generator or “dynamo.” 

Te generator component includes a gearbox to regulate the speed of the dynamo and components to 

change blade pitch and plane of rotation with respect to wind direction. Te dynamo can be used as a 

motor to maintain rotation at very low wind speeds. Tird, there is a tower supporting the rotor and,  

typically, the generator. Te size of a wind turbine can be specifed either as a dimension (e.g., tower 
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FIGURE 1 Components of a typical horizontal-axis wind turbine. 

height measured from the ground to the top of a blade at its highest point) or as an electrical output 

(e.g., watts). Currently, turbines range from approximately 2 to 200 m high and from approximately 50 

W to 6 MW. 

Wind turbines can be erected in isolation or in sets and be located either onshore (i.e., terrestrial) or 

ofshore (i.e., marine), though the latter is associated with higher construction costs. Industrial-scale 

wind energy generation, involving the saturation of an optimum number of wind turbines in a fxed 

area of land, gives rise to the concept of the “windfarm” or “wind park.” Wind energy developers seek 

areas that have good consistent wind fow and close access to energy grids. Te proliferation in the 

number of windfarms established globally in the past decade has been largely driven by environmental 

concerns such as climate change, renewableness and sustainability, and strategic energy considerations 

relating to the depletion of fossil fuels.[1] However, in the absence of large-scale electricity storage devices 

(i.e., batteries), the contribution of wind energy to a nation’s electricity needs is likely to be peripheral. 

Another barrier is social acceptance, with reviewed social surveys indicating citizens supporting renew-

able energy in principle but opposed to having windfarms in their immediate vicinity due to visual 

impacts on the landscape, shadow ficker from the blades, and fears of noise-induced annoyance and 

sleep disruption. 

Acoustic Profle of Wind Turbine Noise 

Te sound generated from a windfarm is qualitatively diferent from any sound source commonly met 

in the environment, can rapidly switch from being stationary to nonstationary, and can vary by as 

much as 20 dB within a single minute. When it interferes with human activities, wind turbine sound 

becomes a type of noise. Analysis of windfarm noise poses distinct challenges, including the identifca-

tion of acoustic energy that can be directly attributed to the turbines and the detection of special audible 

characteristics, including distinct tonal complexes and modulation efects. Windfarm noise is ofen a 

broadband low-amplitude noise constantly shifing in character (“waves on beach,” “rumble-thump,” 

“plane never landing.” etc.). In this respect, windfarm noise is not like, for example, trafc noise or the 

continuous hum from plant and machinery. When assessed, wind turbine noise is ofen related to either 

wind speed (m/s) or electrical output (watts) and typically increases with both. 

When the wind reaches a blade, it fows both over and under the blade. Te part of the airfow with 

momentum great enough to break away forms trailing vortexes and turbulence behind the blade,  

p roducing a set of sound sources. Te power of each sound source depends on the strength of the 

t urbulence, which in turn depends on the speed of airfow; the compressibility and viscosity of the air;  

the design and surface texture (roughness) of the blade; the wind speed; and the velocity of the blade 
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at  that point. Te faster the blade rotates, the earlier the breakup in the boundary vortexes and the 

greater the interaction between the vortexes emanating by adjacent wind turbines. An amplifcation of 

potential noise occurs when two or more turbines are, or nearly are, synchronous, such that the blade  

passing pulses coincide and then go out of phase again.[2] With exact synchronicity, there is a fxed inter-

ference pattern; with near synchronicity, concurrent arrival of pulses will change over time and place. 

Noise emissions from modern wind turbines are primarily due to turbulent fow and trailing edge 

sound, blade characteristics, blade/tower interaction, and to a lesser degree, mechanical processes. Te 

most commonly used description of wind turbine noise is the A-weighted sound pressure level, which 

is expressed in decibels (notated dBA). Te most commonly used noise compliance assessment methods  

for windfarms involve the “time average” sound level LAeq or the background sound level LA90. Tese 

levels are quite diferent as the time-averaged ambient sound level includes all noises from near and far.  

Te diference between these levels, and other common levels, is illustrated in Figure 2. Te chart shows 

that sound levels change over time and that any derived sound level index is a summary of fuctuating 

levels in that time period. In a relatively short time period, such as 10 minutes, the unique noise events 

such as bangs or thuds from turbines shifing in the wind may be captured. If the time period is rela-

tively long, for example, an hour, then evidence of unique short-term noise events is reduced because 

the sound energy is “averaged” over the whole hour, and the single-value A-weighted level will not rep-

resent short-term variations in sound character. If extraneous noise (e.g., insect noise) is included in the 

wind turbine measurement, its contribution to the overall level must be determined, though how this is 

undertaken remains a challenge.[3] 

Te A-frequency–weighted sound pressure level or “sound level” is the most common sound   

 descriptor and is reputedly analogous to our hearing at medium sound levels. Tis is not strictly true, 

and the A-weighting has a signifcant restriction in that it does not permit measurement or assessment 

of low-frequency sound (i.e., 20 to 250 Hz). For more complex situations where dominant tonal compo-

nents are signifcant (i.e., special audible characteristics), a procedure for determining tonal adjustment  

requiring one-third octave band frequency or narrow-band analysis is needed. Tese assessment pro-

cedures require the “C” weighting for low frequency or the unweighted (also known as “Z”) response 

to measure both low-frequency and infrasonic sound. Whereas the dBC metric is able to include low-

frequency sounds such as the audible rumble and thump from wind turbines, the dBZ response is more 

FIGURE 2  Chart illustrating diferent noise descriptors. L10 is the level exceeded 10% of the time, while L90 is the 

level exceeded 90% of the time. Te time-average (equivalent continuous) sound pressure level, Leq, represents the 

average acoustic energy across a defned measurement epoch. 
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FIGURE 3  One-third octave band analysis of time-average unweighted sound pressure level (dBZeq) for wind 

turbine sound measured from 7:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. outside of a residence. 

suitable for infrasound measurements (i.e., typically inaudible energy below 20 Hz). Figure 3 presents a 

third octave band analysis of outdoor wind turbine noise recorded over a 6-hr period. Other measures  

include assessments for tonality or low- frequency sound referenced to third octave bands and the “G” 

weighting for infrasound. Aside from physical measures of amplitude (e.g., dBA), wind turbine noise 

can be quantifed with a variety of other acoustical and objective psychoacoustic measures, including 

amplitude modulation (for example, 100 msec samples of peak, time-average, or fast response), sound 

quality (including audibility, dissonance, roughness, fuctuation strength, sharpness, tonality), loudness  

(for steady, time-varying, and impulsive sounds), and unbiased annoyance.[4] 

Certifcation of wind turbine noise is undertaken in accordance with the International Standard IEC 

61400-11:2002.[5] Emission levels are to be reported as A- weighted time-averaged (LAeq) sound levels in  

one-third octave bands. Audibility is calculated by reference to tones. An informative entry in IEC 

61400-11 states the following: “In addition to those characteristics of wind turbine noise described in  

the main text, this emission may also possess some, or all of the following: infrasound; low- frequency 

noise; impulsivity; low-frequency modulation of broad band or tonal noise; other, such as a whine,   

hiss, screech, or hum, etc., distinct pulses in the noise, such as bangs, clatters, clicks or thumps, etc.” 

Unfortunately, many of these parameters are not reported by the turbine manufacturer and cannot 

be predicted with the simple calculation methods currently available. Te prediction of windfarm  

sound levels is most ofen referenced to national or international standards that have been based on  

ISO 9613-2.[6] Te propagation method is calculated with the receivers being downwind from the noise 

source(s). All prediction models have uncertainty to their accuracy of prediction. Table 5 of the ISO 

9613-2 standard gives an estimated accuracy for broadband noise of  ±3 dB at between 100 and 1000  m.  

Tis is due to the inherent nature of the calculation algorithms that go into the design of the model, 

the assumptions made in the implementation of the model, and the availability of good source sound 

power data. Te ISO 9613-2 method holds for wind speeds of between approximately 1 and 5 m/s, mea-

sured at a height of 3 to 11 m above the ground. However, wind turbines are sound sources that operate  

at higher wind speeds than allowed for under the standard, and an accuracy of ±7  dB can be expected. 
[3] Ultimately, the received noise levels at residences will vary subject to varying meteorological condi-

tions in the locality (e.g., wind speed and direction, wind shear, temperature, humidity, inversions),  
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TABLE 1 Factors Afecting the Prediction of Wind Farm Noise Levels at a Receivera 

• Te true sound power level of the turbine(s) at the specifed wind speed 

• Te reduction in sound level due to ground efects 

• Te increase or reduction in sound level due to atmospheric (meteorological) variations and wind direction 

• Te variation due to modulation efects from wind velocity gradient 

• Increase and reduction in sound levels due to wake and turbulence modulation efects due to turbine placement and 

wind direction 

• Increased sound levels due to synchronicity efects of turbines in phase due to turbine placement and wind direction 

• Building resonance efects for residents inside a dwelling 

a A conservative set of noise predictions should take all factors into account. 

among other factors (see Table 1), all of which must be accounted for when  measuring or modeling 

wind t urbine noise levels. 

Human Impacts of Wind Turbine Noise 

A Psychological Description of Wind Turbine Noise 

At the psychological level of description, wind turbine noise is most frequently characterized as a swish-

ing or lashing sound or less commonly as thump/throb, low- frequency rumble, or a rustling sound.[7,8]  

Wind turbines produce noise with an impulsive character[9] and while the actual cause of the swishing 

or thumping has not yet been fully elucidated, it has been demonstrated that the swishing or thumping 

pattern is common with larger turbines[10] and may result from a fuctuating angle of attack between 

the trailing edge of the rotor blade and wind, or wind speed inequalities across the area being swept 

by the rotor blades.[11] It is thought that the swishing sound may be linked to activity in the 2000 to 

4000 Hz band, with the pace of the rotor blades determining the degree of amplitude modulation.[12]  

Unfortunately, such amplitude-modulated sounds are generally attenuated poorly by background noise,  

especially so in rural areas.[13] Further, because human sensory systems behave as contrast analyzers,  

fuctuations in the incoming stimulus feld tend to direct attention and so are more easily detected. 

Tus, amplitude-modulated sounds such as wind turbine noise are readily perceived and difcult to 

flter out, making them especially intrusive.[14] Te loudness of a wind turbine depends on a number of  

factors, including wind speed, sound-attenuating materials between the turbines and the receiver, other 

masking sounds, the season, and time of day. Te loudness of a modern 2 to 3 MW wind turbine can be  

compared to a car on a motorway, autobahn, or freeway,[15] with a sound power level of 94 to 104 dBA at 

a windspeed of 8 m/s.[16] Wind turbine noise is perceived louder at night and during the summer months 

and when the wind is blowing from the direction of the turbines toward the receiver.[7,8] 

Quantifying the Health Impacts of Wind Turbine Noise 

Elucidating a causal mechanism between an environmental event and health is a complicated under-

taking, and noise efects are commonly “indirect” as opposed to “direct.” According to the biomedical  

model of health (Figure 4a), a direct health efect implies a direct pathological relationship between 

an environmental parameter (e.g., noise level) and a target organ. An alternative approach (Figure 4b) 

distinguishes between direct health efects and psychosomatic illness, the latter indicting that any 

physiological illness coinciding with the onset of wind turbine noise is caused by a negative psycho-

logical response to the noise and not the noise per se. Tus, anxiety or anger in the presence of wind 

 turbine noise induces stress and strain that, if maintained, can eventually lead to adverse health  efects.  

A counter argument to this approach is that some individuals are simply more susceptible to noise  
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FIGURE 4  Tree models representing the relationship between noise and health: the biomedical model (a) stipu-

lating a direct causal relationship and indirect models (b and c) containing moderators and mediators. 

than other individuals, which fts with the general concept of biological and physical variation. In  

the feld of epidemiology, the diferential susceptibilities of individuals are known as risk factors or  

vulnerabilities, with noise sensitivity being one risk factor related to negative responses to intrusive  

noise. A second challenge to the psychosomatic approach comes from documented instances of indi-

viduals who initially welcomed wind turbines into the community but who later campaigned to have  

them removed due to undesirable noise exposure.[17] Lastly, the veracity of psychosomatic arguments  

lessens in the face of feasible biological mechanisms describing the relationship between health and  

noise.[18] 

An alternative and more accepted approach would be to adopt the World Health Organization’s  

(WHO’s) defnition of health:[19] “A state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and   

not merely the absence of disease or infrmity.” Te forerunner of the biopsychosocial model, the  

WHO’s defnition states that optimal human functioning is determined by the interplay of bio-

logical, environmental, psychological, and social factors. Figure 4c displays a model consistent   

with the WHO’s approach, in which the impact of noise is moderated by environmental, psycho-

logical, and social  factors. A context-relevant model proposed by van den Berg and colleagues,[8]  

based on previous wind turbine literature, takes a similar shape to that presented in Figure 4c. Tey  

d ichotomize  mo derators (denoted “M” in Figure 4c) into environmental moderators (e.g., degree  

of urbanization, house type, and ambient sound level) or psychological and demographic modera-

tors (e.g., age, gender, education, employment status, attitudes to wind energy, noise sensitivity, and  

whether the individual receives a monetary return from the turbines). Other models linking wind  

turbine sound and health have been proposed[20] but can be considered extensions of that presented  

in Figure 4c. 

As a new source of noise, the impact of wind turbine noise is understandably understudied rela-

tive to aviation and road trafc noise. Consequently, little data exist with which to assess the impacts 

of wind turbine noise on health, a state of afairs compounded by rapid development of wind turbine 

technology, in which data collected for smaller and less powerful turbines are not generalizable to larger, 

more modern turbines.[9,21] As of 2011, there have been two approaches to collecting wind turbine noise 

impact data, either epidemiological studies relying on masked surveys or direct clinical case studies.[22]  

Both approaches typically focus on the emotional impacts of noise (i.e., annoyance), upon sleep disrup-

tion, and/or the degradation of well-being and increases in stress that arise from sleep disturbance and 

annoyance. Irrespective of approach, however, case studies,[23–25] and epidemiological studies[7,8,20] have  

provided evidence that, like road trafc and aviation noise, wind turbine noise can be associated with  

negative health outcomes. 
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Wind Turbine Noise and Annoyance 

People generally respond more negatively to man-made noise than to natural sounds,[26] and this gen-

eralization holds true for wind turbine noise.[16] From a psychological perspective, chronic exposure to 

community noise can impact health through information overload, overarousal, loss of coping strate-

gies, loss of privacy, and loss of perceived control. Tese mechanisms give rise to a number of subjec-

tive responses to noise, of which the most common is annoyance. As a psychological stressor,[27] noise 

annoyance can express itself through malaise, fear, threat, uncertainty, restricted liberty, excitability, or  

defenseless- ness.[28] Furthermore, annoyance may be accompanied by intense anger, especially if one 

believes that they are being harmed unnecessarily. Tus, the term “annoyance” is ofen misinterpreted 

by the layperson as a feeling brought about by the presence of a minor irritant. Te medical usage, in 

contrast, exists as a precise technical term and defnes annoyance as a mental state capable of degrading 

health and well-being,[29,30] and it is classifed as an adverse health efect by the WHO.[31] 

Tere have been few studies estimating the health impacts of windfarms, with a series of studies 

undertaken in Scandinavia contributing the most to current knowledge. A seminal Swedish study 

undertaken by Pedersen and Persson Waye[7] sought to document the prevalence of wind turbine– 

induced annoyance and, further, to generate dose–response relationships between the two. Respondents 

were located between 150 and 1200 meters from the nearest wind turbine and were classifed into noise 

exposure categories (see Figure 5). A signifcant relationship between dose (dBA) and annoyance was 

reported, but the variability in annoyance scores explained by noise level was small (adjusted R2  = 0.13).  

Tose reporting annoyance indicated a daily or nearly-everyday intrusion of windfarm noise. Tose  

describing the noise as “swishing” were more likely to report noise annoyance, a fnding replicated in  

a subsequent study reporting a high correlation (r  = 0.664) between the swishing sound and annoy-

ance.[14] Among those who noticed the noise, 11.2% reported being annoyed when indoors. A small but 

signifcant correlation was found between noise annoyance and noise sensitivity, with approximately 

50% of the rural-dwelling respondents describing themselves as noise sensitive. Tose making negative  

appraisals of the wind turbines, for example, as visually incongruent with the landscape, were at higher 

risk of an annoyance response. On the basis of their data, the authors undertook follow-up studies[14–16,22]  

supporting their conclusion that wind turbine noise maybe more potent than other categories of envi-

ronmental noise (e.g., road or aviation) and appealed for further studies to determine why this might be. 

In a later report, Pedersen[22] suggests that coping strategy may moderate the relationship between wind  

turbine noise and stress. 

Van den Berg et al.[8] analyzed data from 725 Dutch nationals residing within 2.1 km of a wind turbine 

and who were exposed to calculated outdoor noise levels between 24 and 54 dB(A). Approximately 60% 

of the sample could hear the turbines outdoors, while 33% reported that they could hear the wind tur-

bines indoors. Of the 45% (n  = 231) who noticed the sound of the rotor blades, 24.7% were not annoyed,  

25.8% were slightly annoyed, 19.5% were rather annoyed, and 29.9% were very annoyed. Te sound level 

explained approximately 25% of the variability in annoyance scores, and those who compared the noise 

to an amplitude modulation (i.e., swishing or lashing) were more likely to be annoyed, though this is not  

a novel fnding.[14,32,33] Figure 5 plots the data from van den Berg et al., presenting proportions of detec-

tion and elicited annoyance as a function of noise level, for their entire dataset (Figure 5, circles) and 

for those receiving no economic beneft (Figure 5, squares). Note that, for those receiving no economic 

beneft, a monotonic relationship is evident, while a nonmonotonic function occurs when individuals 

benefting fnancially from the turbines are included. Van den Berg[8] reports that this depreciation in  

annoyance of those benefting economically can be explained by the control they have over the wind 

turbines, such that they can impede their operation if noise levels increase. Finally, it was reported  

that annoyance was positively correlated with stress scores, though a causal relationship could not be  

inferred. 

It is accepted that both the physical parameters of the noise and the psychological characteristics of 

the listener combine to produce noise annoyance.[34] On the physical side, the relatively high annoyance 
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FIGURE 5  Perception of wind turbine noise as a function of noise level for three sets of data: Tables 7.25 (complete 

data set) and 7.26 (no economic beneft of turbines) from van den Berg et al.[8] and Pedersen and Persson Waye’s[7]  

Table V. Plot (a) is percentage noticing the noise, while plots (b) to (d) are for annoyance. Plot (b) includes data from 

plots (c) and (d), and plot (c) includes data from plot (d). 
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levels elicited by wind turbine noises (e.g., swishing or thumping) may be explained by the increased 

 fuctuation of the sound, up to 4 to 6 dB for a single turbine operating in a stable atmosphere.[11] Individuals  

are also highly sensitive to changes in frequency modulation variations of approximately 4 Hz or greater.[4]  

Noting that amplitude-modulated sound is known to be more annoying than unmodulated sound, Lee 

et al.,[34] in a laboratory setting, demonstrated that amplitude-modulated wind turbine noise was con-

sistently judged to be more annoying than its unmodulated counterpart. Tus, the dominant acoustic 

driver of annoyance is likely to be noise dynamics rather than noise level. Other physical parameters 

linked to annoyance include terrain complexity, with rural terrain associated with greater annoyance 

than urban areas, possibility due to more complicated terrain exhibiting various focusing or defocusing 

efects and greater ground refection. 

While there is a strong correlation between the sound pressure level (i.e., amplitude) of a sound wave 

and the perceived loudness of a sound, there is no one-to-one mapping between sound pressure level 

and the psychological responses that individuals have to a sound.[35] Many non-acoustical factors deter-

mine how annoyed one will become toward a source of noise.[36–38] Tus, the response of the individual  

to the sound is just as important as the parameters of the acoustic wave, and the “people” side of noise 

should not be omitted from acoustical reports. Table 2 lists, in no particular order, non-acoustical fac-

tors found to infuence levels of noise annoyance.[39] In relation to windfarms, the personal factors listed  

in Table 2 have been found to strongly infuence how exposed individuals perceive the noise.[16] In addi-

tion, perceptions of amenity, individuals seeking refuge from urban noise, or the lower ambient sound 

levels typical of the rural environment may explain why annoyance responses are higher in rural as  

opposed to urban settings.[13,16] 

When considering wind turbine noise and annoyance data emerging from the literature, a num-

ber of risk factors are evident, including an efect of age and educational status but not gender.[8]  

Employment status was also linked to wind turbine noise–induced annoyance in one study, pos-

sibly due to impeded restoration,[16] but to date, there are no data meaningfully comparing ethnicity  

or national groups (but see Pedersen et al.[40]). Te general public view wind turbines as necessary  

but ugly,[14] and it is  possible that the visual impact of a windfarm can interact with noise level to  

cause moderate annoyance. Tis amplifcation of annoyance is possibly due to a violation of the land-

scape soundscape continuum constructed by those who choose to live in areas that later contain  

windfarms,[41] or alternatively, multisensory engagement may enhance detection and identifcation of  

wind turbine noise.[42] Te degree of infuence of the visual aspects of windfarms has yet to be deter-

mined, with laboratory studies  suggesting that it is wind turbine noise and not the visual impact that  

underlies the annoyance response,[41] while epidemiological studies suggest that the visual efects are 

 nontrivial. [40] 

TABLE 2  Non-Acoustical Factors Infuencing the Degree of Annoyance to Noise 

• Perceived predictability of the noise level changing 

• Perceived control, either by the individual or others 

• Trust and recognition of those managing the noise source 

• Voice, the extent to which concerns are listened to 

• General attitudes, fear of accidents, and awareness of benefts 

• Personal benefts, how one benefts from the noise source 

• Compensation, how one is compensated due to noise exposure 

• Noise sensitivity 

• Home ownership, concern about plummeting house values 

• Accessibility to information relating to the noise source 

Source: Flindell and Stallen.[39] 
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Wind Turbine Noise and Sleep 

Te deleterious efects of noise on sleep and the consequences of sleep loss are well documented and 

are a major concern for governments.[43] In comparison with road, rail, and aircraf noise, there is little  

research on the efects of wind turbine noise on sleep. However, there is no doubt that wind turbine 

noise can and does disturb the sleep of those living nearby. Sleep disruption is the predominant symp-

tom in the thousands of anecdotal cases reported in the press and on the Internet and is confrmed by  

more structured surveys.[25] Te quantity, consistency, and ubiquity of complaints has been taken as 

prima facie epidemiological evidence of a causal link between wind turbine noise, sleep disruption, and 

ill health.[44] 

Early investigations into wind turbine noise and sleep are difcult to interpret as researchers used  

imprecise outcome measures, generally relying on recalled sleep disturbances such as difculty in 

 initiating or returning to sleep, which tends to underestimate the magnitude of the noise impact and its 

 consequences.[45] One of the earliest studies (n  = 128) reported that approximately 16% of respondents 

living at calculated outdoor turbine noise exposures exceeding 35  dB LAeq stated that wind turbine noise  

disturbed their sleep.[7] A New Zealand study of 604 households within 3.5 km of a windfarm found that 

42 reported occasional and 26 frequent sleep disturbance.[46] Te largest wind turbine noise study to date, 

“Project WINDFARM- perception,”[8] concluded that turbine noise was more of an annoyance at night 

and that interrupted sleep and difculty in returning to sleep increased with both indoor and  outdoor 

calculated noise levels. Even at the lowest noise levels, 20% of 725 respondents reported disturbed sleep 

at least one night per month. In a meta-analysis[40,47] of three European datasets (n  =  1764),[7,8,16] there  

was a clear increase in levels of sleep disturbance with dB LAeq in two of the three studies. In one study,  

an increment in self-report sleep disturbance occurred between 35 and 40 dBA, while in the other, it 

occurred between 40 and 45 dBA. 

More recent research into wind turbine noise and sleep includes two studies reported by Nissenbaum, 

Aramini, and Hanning.[48] In the frst, a pilot study, a structured questionnaire was administered to 22 

subjects living 370 to 1100 m from 28 1.5 mW turbines and a control group (n  = 28) living at least 4.5 km 

from the nearest turbine. Te study group had clinically and statistically worse sleep  disturbance,  

 headache, vestibular symptoms, and psychiatric symptomatology. Te second study, using validated 

questionnaires, administered the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Epworth Sleepiness Score 

(ESS), and Short- form health survey (SF36) to 79 subjects living between 375 and 6600 m from two 

windfarms. Tose living within 375–1400 m reported worse sleep, were sleepier, and had worse SF36  

mental summary scores than those between 3 and 6.6 km from a turbine. Psychiatric symptom scores 

(irritability, stress, anger, hopelessness, and anxiety) were signifcantly greater, as was a composite 

 mental health score. Tey were also more likely to report headaches, nausea (31.6% vs. 12.2%), and a 

willingness to move away. Modeled dose–response curves of both sleep and health scores against dis-

tance from nearest turbine (Figs. 6–8) were signifcantly related afer controlling for gender, age, and 

household clustering. Tere was a sharp increase in efects between 1 and 2 km. Tis study is the frst to 

use appropriate sleep outcome measures[45] and to use a control group. While the sample size is modest 

(n  = 78), it is convincing evidence that wind turbine noise adversely afects sleep and health for those 

living within 1.5 km of turbines. 

Mechanisms explaining the efects of wind turbine noise on sleep have been considered, but would 

beneft from further empirical support.[45] Noise of any description can interfere with sleep by prevent-

ing the onset of sleep either at sleep initiation or at the return to sleep afer a spontaneous or induced 

 awakening. Te amplitude, character, and associations of the noise are all important as is the noise 

 sensitivity of the individual and the psychological response to the noise. In this respect, wind turbine 

noise seems to be particularly annoying, possessing an impulsive nature with short bursts of low- 

frequency sound, making it audible 10–15 dBA below background level.[38,49] Nocturnal atmospheric sta-

bility ensures that wind turbine noise is maintained while ground level ambient noise diminishes. Indoor  

noise levels for most noise sources can be reduced by closing windows; however, the low-frequency 
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FIGURE 6  Mean Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) scores as a function of setback distance. Te dashed lines 

are 95% confdence intervals. 

Source: Nissenbaum, Aramini, and Hanning.[48] 

FIGURE 7  Mean Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) scores as a function of setback distance. Te dashed lines are 

95% confdence intervals. 

Source: Nissenbaum, Aramini, and Hanning.[48] 
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FIGURE 8  Mean SF36 mental component score (MCS) as a function of setback distance. Te dashed lines are 

95% confdence intervals.  

Source: Nissenbaum, Aramini, and Hanning.[48] 

content of wind turbine noise means that it may be more audible indoors than outdoors. Additionally, 

during warmer months, windows are more likely to stay open to control thermal parameters, whence 

the inability to control or modify wind turbine noise will contribute to the annoyance and, presumably, 

the efect on sleep onset.[16] 

Noise may also cause awakenings and arousals. Arousal is a brief lightening of sleep that is not 

recalled. Sleep becomes fragmented and, if enough arousals occur, induces the same consequences as   

reduction of total sleep time. Awakenings are arousals of sufcient degree for wakefulness to be reached 

and long enough (greater than 10 sec) to be recalled. Arousals are more likely than awakenings, and   

thus, relying on reported awakenings underestimates the magnitude of the noise efects. Te likelihood  

of an arousal depends upon the volume, character, and duration of the noise as well as the sleep stage 

and  individual propensity (i.e., noise sensitivity). In an investigation into hospital noise, dose–response 

curves were  created for diferent noises in diferent sleep stages.[50] Noises with characteristics designed to 

alert (e.g., tele phone, alarms) were more likely to arouse. Tese noises tend to be impulsive in character,  

as does wind turbine noise. Noises that were classifed as continuous broadband noises (e.g., trafc noise)  

were less likely to arouse. Another study[51] has shown that subjects with fewer sleep spindles (electro-

physiological markers characteristic of stage II sleep) are more easily aroused by noise (Figure 9). Sleep 

spindles are taken as a marker of sleep stability and may provide a physiological marker of sleep quality. 

To date, there are no electrophysiological studies of wind turbine noise on sleep. However, it is rea-

sonable to expect that, in common with road, rail, and aircraf noise, it will induce arousals, fragment-

ing sleep, as well as preventing the onset of and return to sleep. Te sleep measures used in the study by  

Nissenbaum, Aramini, and Hanning[48] (i.e., ESS and PSQI) are average scores, determining sleepiness 

and sleep quality, respectively, over a period of weeks. Tus, occasional sleep disturbance would not alter 

scores as the sleep loss would have been compensated quickly over one or two nights. Te study results 

imply strongly that sleep was being disturbed to some degree on sufcient nights to prevent compensa-

tion occurring, thus leading to persistent daytime symptoms. 
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FIGURE 9  Sleep stability as a function of sound level for noise-resistant (high-spindle) and noise-sensitive 

 (low-spindle) groupings. 

Source: Estimated from Dang-Vu et al.[51] 

Wind Turbine Syndrome 

Wind turbine syndrome refers to a cluster of symptoms, which Pierpont,[24] who coined the phrase, 

claims are associated with exposure to wind turbine noise. Using direct clinical case studies, Pierpont  

describes the following symptoms to be characteristic of many individuals residing in close vicinity of 

wind turbines: insomnia, headaches, dizziness, unsteadiness, nausea, exhaustion, anxiety, anger, irrita-

bility, depression, memory loss, eye problems, problems with concentration and learning, and tinnitus. 

Pierpont hypothesizes that wind turbines may afect the vestibular system, that part of the inner ear that 

plays an important role in the maintenance of balance and stable visual perception. Wind turbines may 

compromise this system in two ways: frst, by the visual disturbance of the moving blades and shadows 

(i.e., the ficker), and second, by direct vibration of the vestibular system. Such a model would explain 

why some residents in the close proximity of wind turbines (i.e., less than a kilometer) complain of ver-

tigo, dizziness with nausea, and migraines. Wind turbine syndrome awaits further validation from the 

medical and scientifc establishments, specifcally the confrmation of a cause-and-efect relationship  

between wind turbine noise and vestibular function. 

Wind Turbine Noise and Low-Frequency/Infrasound Components 

Recent enquiry has focused on the impacts of low-frequency (20–200 Hz) and infrasonic frequencies 

(typically taken as below 20 Hz) being emitted by wind turbines. Infrasound is characterized by fuctu-

ating pressure sensations at the eardrum, is atonal and countable, and is of a level proportional to wind 

speed.[21] Low-frequency acoustic waves emitted by wind turbines may be amplifed by ground refection 

and originate from varying lif forces as the rotors travel through spaces difering in wind speed and 

density.[21] Compared with medium (i.e., 250 to 4000  Hz) and high frequencies (above 4000  Hz), low-

frequency energy decays slowly with distance, is less attenuated by conventionally designed structures, 

causes certain building materials to vibrate, and can sometimes resonate within rooms and undergo 
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amplifcation. Te efect of air absorption must also be taken into account, in which higher frequencies 

are attenuated at a greater rate as a function of distance, resulting in a shifing of the spectrum toward 

lower frequencies. Te relationship between low-frequency wind turbine noise and building type   creates 

an interesting proposition in which the low-frequency sound may be louder inside a  dwelling than  

out,[21,52] and the assumption that walls and windows attenuate sound by 15 dB may not be applicable to 

frequencies below 200 Hz. 

Research has shown that low-frequency noise increases cortisol levels in those who are sensitive to 

noise[12] and disturbs rest and sleep at levels below noise otherwise free from lower-frequency compo-

nents.[31] Low-frequency noise and infrasound are known disturbers of sleep; however, the contribution, 

if any, of the low-frequency noise emissions of wind turbines to the sleep disturbances they induce  

remains to be scientifcally determined. Beyond infrasound, the phenomenon of vibroacoustic disease 

is worthy of note. Humans chronically exposed to infrasound may exhibit elevated cortisol levels and 

generalized cell damage: a condition known as vibroacoustic disease.[53] A number of human and animal 

models explaining how infrasound can lead to cardiovascular and respiratory disease have been pro-

posed[54] and applied to wind turbine noise.[55] Te phenomenon of vibroacoustic disease is supported 

by correlational evidence coupled with a thoroughly detailed mechanism. However, further research is  

required to establish the veracity of this approach to human health within and beyond the wind turbine 

context. 

Mitigation 

Tere are multiple ways in which to reduce the impacts of audible and inaudible wind turbine noise.  

Te frst, and ofen the most efective, method is to control audible noise at the sound source. Tus,  

mechanical solutions invite technologies designed to attenuate wind turbine noise or to shif its  spectral 

character in order to eliminate salient tonal characteristics. To safeguard health is more difcult, how-

ever, because wind turbine noise is largely aerodynamic in origin,[7] and it is not possible to obtain  

solutions that completely attenuate the noise at its source. Having minimized the noise through the 

implementation of technology, other approaches are ofen required, normally involving the application 

of noise standards to limit exposure levels or the determination of “safe” setback distances to mitigate 

noise impact. Still other approaches involve the positioning of wind turbines around preexisting noise 

generators,[15] in remote areas away from human habitations, or using social processes to determine 

wind turbine location.[27,56] 

Regulating Permissible Noise Level 

Permissible or safe exposure levels are ofen set in national noise standards, which may or may not be  

specifc to wind turbine noise. Tese standards may serve one of two purposes, or sometimes both, 

with noise compliance guidelines naturally emerging from the two. Te frst purpose relates to meth-

odologies for the physical quantifcation of the noise. Tis may involve standardized procedures for 

me asuring noise from preexisting windfarms or detailing accepted mathematical models afording 

noise predictions of a planned windfarm. Te second purpose is to determine what exposure levels can 

be considered safe and to clearly state criteria to this efect. However, there are a number of faws inher-

ent in wind turbine noise standards, including the metrics used to represent the noise, oversimplifed  

modeling approaches that yield unrealistically low predictions of noise levels representing “best case” 

conditions,[5] or stimulus-oriented approaches that fail to account for human factors.[3,57] 

Tere exists, in respect to levels-based noise standards, disagreement as to the relevance of physical  

measures such as dBA to human response,[58] not only for windfarm noise[14] but also for trafc and 

aviation noise. Of the few parametric studies that have been published,[7,8] only marginal dose–response  

relationships between wind turbine noise intensity and health measures have emerged. For example,  

Pedersen[22] noted that stress was not related to wind turbine noise level but rather noise annoyance.  
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Persson Waye and Öhtrsöm[12] reported that annoyance ratings varied for fve distinct recordings of   

wind turbine noise, even though all fve had equivalent noise levels. Others note that both laboratory  

and feld studies have consistently found that the equivalent dBA measure fails to account for the rela-

tionship between wind turbine noise and annoyance.[14] 

To some degree, then, it must be accepted that there is an uncoupling between wind turbine noise 

level and human response. A hitherto rarely measured characteristic of wind turbine noise is amplitude 

modulation, whereby noise levels fuctuate periodically as a function of blade passing frequency. Lee 

et al.[34] recommend that standardized metrics based on the modulation depth spectrum be developed  

and used in conjunction with sound levels. Other approaches to measuring amplitude modulation have  

existed for some time[4,59] but have yet to be seriously applied to the wind turbine noise context. However,  

the inability to account for amplitude modulation arises primarily due to the time-averaged dBA lev-

els applied by noise standards, and arguably, smaller sampling epochs of around 100 msec should be 

adopted as best practice in order to record the amplitude modulation inherent in turbine noise.[60,61] Te 

New Zealand Standard[62] applies a penalty for amplitude modulation, but does not describe an objective 

assessment. Furthermore, using aggregated metrics that average noise level over long periods underesti-

mates the efect of peak levels and crest factors, important when considering sleep disturbance. 

For the most part, the acceptable noise limits recommended by noise standards are derived from 

WHO guide-lines.[31,63,64] However, as Figure 10 demonstrates, using recommended noise levels from  

guidelines based on transport data risks exposing the population to unacceptable levels of noise. It fol-

lows that the Ldn (the “day–night” level in the United States) or Lden (the “day–evening– night” level in 

Europe) measures, derived from the measured LAeq sound level can be used in a wind farm context, but 

with caution.[65] Inspection of Figure 10 suggests that, relative to transport guidelines, at least a 10 dBA 

penalty should be placed on wind turbine noise. Te diferences in annoyance ratings between wind 

turbine noise and transport noise maybe accounted for by amplitude modulation, the typical location 

FIGURE 10  Annoyance plotted as a function of noise level for four theoretical models (rail, road, and air param-

eters: Miedema and Oudshoorm;[66] wind turbine parameters: Pedersen et al.;[7] and four sets of data obtained from  

Tables 7.24–7.26 of van den Berg et al.[8]). For the data, closed symbols are for the entire sample, while open symbols 

are for those who identifed that they had no economic interest. Circles represent the percentage of “very annoyed”  

responses, while squares represent the sum of “very annoyed” and “rather annoyed” responses. 
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of windfarms (e.g., rural areas), or the over-representation of noise-sensitive individuals. A recent meta-

analysis of three epidemiological studies revealed a consistent trend in wind turbine noise exposure and 

both annoyance and sleep disruption.[22] On the basis of her analysis, Pederson recommends that out-

door levels should not exceed 40 dBA, though this level could be more-or-less depending on situational 

factors, that is, ambient noise levels or the building’s construction materials. When noise is continu-

ous, the WHO[31] stipulates an indoor limit of 30 dBA, though for noises containing lower frequencies  

(e.g., wind turbine noise), a lower limit still is recommended. Tus, careful examination of the lower end 

of the frequency spectrum is important when judging appropriate exposure to wind turbine noise, and 

the use of dBC or spectral analysis in one-third octave bands or narrow bands is necessary. 

In the comparison of global wind turbine noise level standards, there exist two chief methodolo-

gies, namely, sound levels not to be exceeded (usually in dBA) or a not- to-be-exceeded limit derived 

from the sum of the preconstruction ambient limit and a constant (e.g., LA90+10 dBA). Critique of both  

these approaches can be found in Torne.[3] Te fact that noise limits difer between, and even within, a 

country is testament to the impoverished research database guiding their development or the political 

sensitivities around wind turbine placement. Examples of noise limits are presented in Table 3, and the 

variability in guidelines is evident. Based on the authors’ collective experience, an interim guideline,  

providing a conservative noise limit capable of protecting the health of the public and susceptible 

individuals, would be a sound level of LAeq 35 dBA outside the residence and below the individual’s  

threshold of hearing inside a residence. More specifc guidelines are presented in Appendix A of this  

document. 

Regulating Setback Distances 

A setback distance is defned as the minimum distance between a dwelling and the closest wind tur-

bine required to protect the health of the inhabitants. One difculty is whether such setback distances 

can be standardized, as they will difer depending on a number of factors, including turbine type, 

terrain, and climate. Lee et al.[34] report that the perception of amplitude-modulated noise decreases 

with distances beyond a kilometer, though others claim that amplitude-modulated turbine noise can 

be heard up to 4km away from the source.[67] Setback distances maybe based on noise level, which, as  

TABLE 3  A Comparison of Wind Turbine Noise Guidelines Taken from Nine Countries 

Background Plus  

Constant Country State Limit (dBA) 

Australia Victoria 

South Australia 

LA90 35 or 40 

LAeq 35 or 40 

LA90  + 5 dBA 

LA90  + 5 dBA 

Australia Queensland LAeq 30 

indoors 

Health and 

well-being criteria 

Canada 

Denmark 

France 

Ontario LAeq 40 to 51 

40 

Day: LA90  + 5 dBA 

Night: LA90  + 3 dBA 

Netherlands 40 

New Zealand LA90 35, 40 LA90  + 5 dBA 

United Day: 40 

Kingdom Night: 43 LA90  + 5 dBA 

United States Illinois Day: 50 

Night: 46 

Michigan 55 

Oregon 35 
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discussed in the preceding section, maybe an invalid approach. Instead, a better approach may be to 

link setbacks to turbine type. M0ller and Pedersen,[21] investigating the detection and annoyance of  

lower-frequency sound emitted from wind turbines, suggest that, for fat terrain, the minimum setback 

distance for modern turbines (2 to 3.6 MW) should be between 600 and 1200 metres. Other approaches  

rely on the establishment of dose–response curves relating a health outcome variable (e.g., annoyance 

or disturbed sleep) and distance (e.g., Figure 6). Medical professionals have proposed setback distances 

of 2.4 km[23,24] or 1.5 km.[45] Other research recommends a minimum of 2 km if wind turbines are sited 

in rough terrain.[3,20] 

Conclusion 

Windfarms have signifcant potential for sleep disruption and annoyance due to the intermittent nature 

and amplitude modulation of their sound emissions, even though exposure may be of low amplitude. 

Te interactions between ambient levels, amplitude modulation, and the tonal character of windfarm 

noise overlaid within a soundscape are complex and difcult to measure and assess in terms of health  

and individual amenity. Additionally, currently employed sound level measurement and prediction 

approaches for complex noise sources of this nature are only partially relevant to environmental risk 

assessment. Aside from acoustic parameters, other factors such as noise sensitivity or amenity expecta-

tions may also predict the human response to wind turbine noise. Unfortunately then, for policymakers, 

there appears to be no proportional relationship between wind turbine noise levels and health, as these 

outcome factors will be infuenced by characteristics associated with both the noise and the listener.[39] 

As a relatively new source of intrusive noise, there is little research to draw upon when judging if a 

proposed windfarm constitutes a health threat to the exposed public. A liberal approach to assessing 

health impact will involve the application of previous knowledge obtained from other noise sources 

(e.g., road, aviation). A conservative approach, consistent with the precautionary principle, will con-

sider wind turbine noise more potent than these other harmful noise sources. Tus, at this time, a 

constellation of acoustic and social metrics should be taken at preexisting wind farms in order to assess 

potential threat. Peak and crest noise levels, level metrics assessing low-frequency contributions (e.g., 

dBC), and amplitude modulation indices constitute the acoustic measures of importance. It should also 

be remembered that predicted levels derived from computer models represent estimates and not precise 

values, are constrained by numerous assumptions, contain substantial uncertainty, and as such should 

not constitute the sole criteria for wind turbine positioning. What form the social measures will take is  

yet to be elucidated, but research suggests that noise sensitivity[67] and procedural fairness[27] are the best 

approaches to minimize the health impacts and facilitate social acceptance of windfarms. 
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Appendix A 

‘Proposed Wind Turbine Siting Sound Limits’, a revision by Torne, R, of the Kamperman James criteria 

(2008) to include updates to ISO 1996-2 and U.K. Court of Appeal (Hulme re: Den Brook). 

1.  Audible Sound Limit 

a. No wind turbine or group of turbines shall be located so as to cause an exceedance of the 

preconstruction/operation background sound levels by more than 5 dBA. Te background  

sound levels shall be the LA90 sound descriptor measured during a pre-construction noise 

study during the quietest time of evening or night. All data recording shall be a series of 
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contiguous ten (10) minute measurements. LA90 results are valid when LA10 results are no more 

than 15 dBA above LA90 for the same time period. Noise sensitive sites are to be selected based 

on wind development’s predicted worst-case sound emissions in LAeq and LCeq which are to be  

provided by the developer. 

b. Test sites are to be located along the property line(s) of the receiving non-participating 

property(s). 

c. A 5 dB penalty is applied for tones as defned in IEC 61400-11 at the turbine and ISO1996-2 at 

any afected residence. 

d. A 5 dB penalty is applied for amplitude modulation as defned following. When noise from the  

wind farm has perceptible or audible characteristics that are perceived by the complainant as  

being cause for complaint, or greater than expected, the measured sound level of the source shall  

have a 5 dB penalty added. Audible characteristics include tonal character measured as amplitude  

or frequency modulation (or both); and tonality (where the tonal character/tonality of noise is  

described as noise with perceptible and defnite pitch or tone). Amplitude modulation is the mod-

ulation of the level of broadband noise emitted by a turbine at blade passing frequency. Amplitude  

modulation will be deemed greater than expected if the following characteristics apply: 

i.  A change in the measured LAeq, 125 ms turbine noise level of more than 3 dB ( represented 

as a rise and fall in sound energy levels each of more than 3 dB) occurring within a 

2 second period. 

ii. Te change identifed in (i) above shall not occur less than 5 times in any one minute 

period provided the LAeq, 1 minute turbine sound energy for that minute is not below 28 dB. 

iii. Te changes identifed in (i) and (ii) above shall not occur for fewer than 6 minutes in any 

hour. 

Noise emissions are measured outside a complainant’s dwelling and shall be measured not 

further than 35 metres from the relevant building, and not closer than within 3.5 metres of any 

refective building or surface, or within 1.2 metres of the ground. 

2.  Low Frequency Sound Limit

 a.  Te  LCeq and LC90 sound levels from the wind turbine at the receiving property shall not 

exceed the lower of either:

 i.   LCeq -LA90 greater than 20 dB outside any occupied structure, or 

ii. A maximum not-to-exceed sound level of 50 dBC measured as the background sound 

level (LC90) from the wind turbines without other ambient sounds for properties located 

at one mile or more from state highways or other major roads or measured as the back-

ground sound level (LC90) for properties closer than one mile. 

iii.  Tese limits shall be assessed using the same night-time and wind/weather conditions  

required in 1(a). Turbine operating sound emissions (LAeq and LCeq) shall represent worst 

case sound emissions for stable night-time conditions with low winds at ground level and 

winds sufcient for full operating capacity at the hub.

 3.  General  Clause 

a.  Sound levels from the activity of any wind turbine or combination of turbines shall not 

exceed LAeq 35 dB within 100 feet of any noise sensitive premises. 

b.  Te monitoring shall include all the sound levels as required by these noise conditions and 

shall include monitoring for the characteristics described in Annex A of IEC 61400-11 includ-

ing infrasound, low-frequency noise, impulsivity, low-frequency modulation of broad-band 

or tonal noise, and other audible characteristics. Wind speed and wind direction shall be  

measured at the same location as the noise monitoring location.

 4. Requirements 

a.  All instruments must meet ANSI or IEC Class 1 integrating sound level meter performance 

specifcations. 

b. Procedures must meet ANSI S12.9, IEC61400-11 and ISO1996-2 
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c.  Procedures should meet ANSI, IEC and ISO standards applicable to the measurement of  

sound or its characteristics. 

d.  Measurements must be made when ground level winds are 2m/s (4.5 mph) or less. Wind shear  

in the evening and night ofen results in low ground level wind speed and nominal operating 

wind speeds at wind turbine hub heights. 

e. IEC 61400-11 procedures are not suitable for enforcement of these requirements except for the 

presence of tones near the turbine.

 5.  Defnitions 

ANSI S12.9 Quantities and Procedures for Description and Measurement of Environmental 

Sound, Parts 1 to 6. 

IEC 61400-11 Wind turbine generator systems—Part 11: Acoustic noise measurement techniques. 

ISO 1996-2 Acoustics—Description, measurement and assessment of environmental noise— 

Part 2: Determination of environmental noise levels. 

LA90, LA10 Statistical measures calculated under ANSI S12.9. 

LAeq, LCeq Time average levels calculated under ANSI S12.9 or ISO 1996-2. 

Noise sensitive premises includes a residence, hotel, hostel or residential accommodation 

premises of any type.
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Energy analysis is based on the frst law of thermodynamics, which embodies the principle of conser-

vation of energy and is the traditional method used to assess the performance and efciency of energy 

systems and processes. 

Exergy analysis is a thermodynamic analysis technique for systems and processes that is based on  

the second law of thermodynamics. Exergy analysis has been increasingly applied over the last several 

decades, in large part because of its advantages over energy analysis: 

•  More meaningful efciencies are evaluated with exergy analysis because exergy efciencies are  

always a measure of the approach to the ideal. 

• Inefciencies in a process are better pinpointed with exergy analysis because the types, causes, 

and locations of the losses are identifed and quantifed. 

In this entry, the role of exergy analysis in the assessment and improvement of energy systems is exam-

ined. First, exergy and its use as an analysis technique are briefy described. Second, the ranges of energy 

systems that have been assessed with exergy analysis are surveyed. Tird, several example applications  

of exergy analysis are presented, ranging from simple devices to large and complex systems. 

Exergy 

Exergy can be regarded as a measure of the usefulness or quality of energy. Technically, exergy is defned 

as the maximum amount of work that can be produced by a stream of energy or matter, or from a sys-

tem, as it is brought into equilibrium with a reference environment. Unlike energy, exergy is consumed 
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during real processes due to irreversibilities and conserved during ideal processes. Exergy and related 

concepts have been recognized for more than a century.[1] 

Exergy analysis is a methodology that uses the frst and second laws of thermodynamics for the anal-

ysis, design, and improvement of energy and other systems.[2–14] Te exergy method is useful for improv-

ing the efciency of energy-resource use, for it quantifes the locations, types, and magnitudes of wastes 

and losses. In general, more meaningful efciencies are evaluated with exergy analysis rather than   

energy analysis because exergy efciencies are always a measure of the approach to the ideal. Terefore, 

exergy analysis accurately identifes the margin available to design more efcient energy systems by  

reducing inefciencies. 

In evaluating exergy, the characteristics of the reference environment must be specifed,[2–15] usually  

by specifying the temperature, pressure, and chemical composition of the reference environment. Te 

results of exergy analyses, consequently, are relative to the specifed reference environment, which in 

most applications is modeled afer the actual local environment. Te exergy of a system is zero when  

it is in equilibrium with the reference environment. Te tie between exergy and the environment has 

implications regarding environmental impact.[7,8,16,17] 

Te theory and the applications of exergy have been described in specialized books, e.g.,[2–8] general 

thermodynamics texts, e.g.,[9,10], and journal entries, e.g.,[11–14]. Many applications of exergy analysis have  

been reported in felds ranging from power generation,[18] hydrogen energy,[18] and cogeneration[9,19] to 

district energy,[19] thermal processes,[20,21] and thermal energy storage[21–23] and on to systems as large as 

countries[24] and the world.[25] 

Exergy and the Reference Environment 

Exergy quantities are evaluated with respect to a reference environment. Te intensive properties of the 

reference environment in part determine the exergy of a stream or system. Te reference environment is 

in stable equilibrium, with all parts at rest relative to one another and with no chemical reactions occur-

ring between the environmental components. Te reference environment acts as an infnite system and 

is a sink and source for heat and materials. It experiences only internally reversible processes in which 

its intensive state remains unaltered (i.e., its temperature T0, pressure P0, and the chemical potentials μi00  

for each of the i components present remain constant). Te exergy of the reference environment is zero. 

More information on reference-environment models can be found in this encyclopedia in an entry by  

the present author entitled “Exergy: Environmental Impact Assessment.” 

Exergy Balances 

Energy and exergy balances can be written for a general process or system. 

Since energy is conserved, an energy balance for a system may be written as 

Energy input − Energy output = Energy accumulation (1) 

Energy input and output refer, respectively, to energy entering and exiting through system boundaries. 

Energy accumulation refers to build-up (either positive or negative) of the quantity within the system. 

By contrast, an exergy balance can be written as 

Exergy input − Exergy output − Exergy accumulation = Exergy accumulation (2) 

Tis expression can be obtained by combining the principles of energy conservation and entropy non-

conservation, the latter of which states that entropy is created during a process due to irreversibilities. 

Exergy is consumed due to irreversibilities, with exergy consumption proportional to entropy creation. 

Equations 1 and 2 demonstrate an important diference between energy and exergy—energy is 

c onserved while exergy, a measure of energy quality or work potential, can be consumed. 
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Defnitions 

It is helpful to defne some terms related to exergy for readers. Te following are exergy quantities: 

Exergy: A general term for the maximum work potential of a system, a stream of matter, or a heat 

interaction in relation to the reference environment (see defnition below) as the datum state; or 

the maximum amount of shaf work obtainable when a steady stream of matter is brought from  

its initial state to the dead state (see defnition below) by means of processes involving interactions 

only with the reference environment. 

Physical exergy: Te maximum amount of shaf work obtainable from a substance when it is brought  

from its initial state to the environmental state (see defnition below) by means of physical pro-

cesses involving interaction only with the environment. 

Chemical exergy: Te maximum work obtainable from a substance when it is brought from the 

environmental state to the dead state by means of processes involving interaction only with the 

environment. 

Thermal exergy: Te maximum amount of shaf work obtainable from a given heat interaction using 

the environment as a thermal energy reservoir. 

Exergy consumption: Te exergy consumed during a process due to irreversibilities within the system 

boundaries. 

Te following terms relate to the reference environment and its state: 

Reference environment: An idealization of the natural environment, which is characterized by a 

 perfect state of equilibrium, i.e., absence of any gradients or diferences involving pressure, tem-

perature, chemical potential, kinetic energy, and potential energy. Te reference environment 

constitutes a natural reference medium with respect to which the exergy of diferent systems is  

evaluated. 

Dead state: Te state of a system when it is in thermal, mechanical, and chemical equilibrium with a 

conceptual reference environment, which is characterized by a fxed pressure, temperature, and 

chemical potential for each of the reference substances in their respective dead states. 

Environmental state: Te state of a system when it is in thermal and mechanical equilibrium with the 

reference environment, i.e., at the pressure and temperature of the reference environment. 

Reference state: A state with respect to which values of exergy are evaluated. Several reference states 

are used, including environmental state, dead state, standard environmental state, and standard  

dead state. 

Exergy Analysis 

Exergy analysis involves the application of exergy concepts, balances, and efciencies to evaluate and 

improve energy and other systems. Many engineers and scientists suggest that devices are best evaluated 

and improved upon using exergy analysis in addition to or in place of energy analysis. 

A journal devoted to exergy matters entitled  The International Journal of Exergy was established by  

Inderscience. Some extensive bibliographies have been compiled, including one by Goran Wall (see the 

website http://exergy.se). 

A simple procedure for performing energy and exergy analyses involves the following steps: 

• Subdivide the process under consideration into as many sections as desired, depending on the 

depth of detail and the understanding desired from the analysis. 

• Perform conventional mass and energy balances on the process, and determine all basic quanti-

ties (e.g., work, heat) and properties (e.g., temperature, pressure). 

• Based on the nature of the process, the acceptable degree of analysis complexity and accuracy, and 

the questions for which answers are sought, select a reference-environment model. 
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• Evaluate energy and exergy values relative to the selected reference-environment model. 

• Perform exergy balances, including the determination of exergy consumptions. 

• Select efciency defnitions depending on the measures of merit desired, and evaluate the 

efciencies. 

• Interpret the results and draw appropriate conclusions and recommendations relating to such  

issues as design changes and retroft plant modifcations. 

Exergy Analysis and Efficiency 

Increases in efciency are subject to two constraints, which are ofen poorly understood: 

• Teoretical limitations, which establish the maximum efciency theoretically attainable for a 

process by virtue of the laws of thermodynamics 

• Practical limitations, which further limit increases in efciency. 

First, consider practical limitations on efciency. In practice, the goal when selecting energy sources 

and utilization processes is not to achieve maximum efciency, but rather to achieve an optimal trade-

of between efciency and such factors as economics, sustainability, environmental impact, safety, and 

societal and political acceptability. Tis optimum is dependent on many factors controllable by society.  

Furthermore, these factors can be altered to favor increased efciency (e.g., governments can ofer fnan-

cial incentives that render high-efciency technologies economically attractive or provide disincentives 

for low-efciency alternatives through special taxes and regulations). 

Next, consider theoretical limitations on efciency, which must be clearly understood to assess the 

potential for increased efciency. Lack of clarity on this issue in the past has ofen led to confusion, in  

part because energy efciencies generally are not measures of how nearly the performance of a process 

or device approaches the theoretical ideal. Te consequences of such confusion can be signifcant. For  

example, extensive resources have at times been directed towards increasing the energy efciencies  

of devices that in reality were efcient and had little potential for improvement. Conversely, devices 

at other times have not been targeted for improved efciency even though the diference between the 

actual and maximum theoretical efciencies, which represents the potential for improvement, has 

been large. 

Te difculties inherent in energy analysis are also attributed to the fact that it only considers quanti-

ties of energy and ignores energy quality, which is continually degraded during real processes. Exergy  

analysis overcomes many of the problems associated with energy analysis. 

Overview of Exergy Analysis Applications 

Exergy analysis has been applied to a wide range of processes and systems, including those that are 

mechanical, thermal, electrical, and chemical. Te types of applications of exergy methods that have  

been reported over the last several decades include 

• Electricity generation using both conventional devices such as fossil and nuclear power plants as 

well as alternative devices such as fuel cells and solar energy systems 

• Energy storage systems such as batteries, pumped storages, and thermal energy storages 

• Combustion technologies and systems and engines of various types 

• Transportation systems for land, air, and water transport 

• Heating and cooling systems for building systems and industrial applications 

• Cogeneration systems for producing heating and electrical needs simultaneously 

• Chemical processes such as sulfuric acid production, distillation, and water desalination, as well 

as petrochemical processing and synthetic fuels production 

• Metallurgical processes such as lead smelting. 
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Examples of Exergy Analysis Applications 

Tree examples of difering complexity of applications of exergy analysis are presented: 

• An electrical resistance space heater (a simple component) 

• A thermal energy storage system (a simple system containing a number of components) 

•  A coal-fred electrical generating station (a complex system). 

Electrical Resistance Space Heater 

An electrical resistance space heater converts electricity to heat at a temperature suitable for room com-

fort and is illustrated in Figure 1a. 

Te energy efciency of electric resistance space heating ofen exceeds 99%, implying that the maxi-

mum possible energy efciency for electric resistance heating is 100%, corresponding to the most ef-

cient device possible. 

Tis understanding is erroneous; however, energy analysis ignores the fact that in this process, high-

quality energy (electricity) is used to produce a relatively low-quality product (warm air). Exergy analy-

sis recognizes this diference in energy qualities and indicates the exergy of the heat delivered to the 

room to be about 5% of the exergy entering the heater. Tus, the exergy efciency of electric resistance 

space heating is about 5%. 

Te exergy results are useful. Since thermodynamically ideal space heating has an exergy efciency 

of 100%, the same space heating can in theory be achieved using as little as 5% of the electricity used in 

conventional electric resistance space heating. In practical terms, one can achieve space heating with a 

greatly reduced electricity input using an electric heat pump (see Figure 1b), using 15% of the electricity 

that electric resistance heating would require, for a heat pump with a “coefcient of performance” of 7. 

Thermal Storage System 

A thermal energy storage system receives thermal energy and holds it until it is required. Termal stor-

ages can store energy at temperatures above or below the environment temperature, and they come in 

many types (e.g., tanks, aquifers, ponds, caverns). 

Te evaluation of a thermal energy storage system requires a measure of performance which is  

 rational, meaningful, and practical. Te conventional energy storage efciency is inadequate. A more 

perceptive basis is needed if the true usefulness of thermal storages is to be assessed and their economic 

beneft optimized, and exergy efciencies provide such performance measures. 

FIGURE 1  Comparison of the quantity of electricity required to provide 100 kJ of space heat using two diferent 

heating devices: (a) an electric resistance heater and (b) an electric heat pump. Here, η denotes the energy efciency  

and COP the coefcient of performance. 
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Te notion that energy efciency is an inappropriate measure of thermal storage performance can be  

illustrated. Consider a perfectly insulated thermal storage containing 1,000 kg of water, initially at 40°C.  

Te ambient temperature is 20°C, and the specifc heat of water is taken to be constant at 4.2 kJ/kg K. 

A quantity of 4,200 kJ of heat is transferred to the storage through a heat exchanger from an external 

body of 100 kg of water cooling from 100°C to 90°C. Tis heat addition raises the storage temperature 

1.0°C to a value of 41°C. Afer a period of storage, 4200 kJ of heat is recovered from the storage through 

a heat exchanger, which delivers it to an external body of 100 kg of water, raising the temperature of that 

water from 20°C to 30°C. Te storage is returned to its initial state at 40°C. 

For this storage cycle, the energy efciency—the ratio of heat recovered from the storage to heat 

injected—is 4,200kJ/4,200 kJ = 1, or 100%. But the recovered heat is at only 30°C and is of little use, hav-

ing been degraded even though the storage energy efciency was 100%. Te exergy recovered in this 

example is 70 kJ and the exergy supplied 856 kJ. Tus, the exergy efciency, the ratio of the thermal 

exergy recovered from storage to that injected, is 70/856 = 0.082 or 8.2%, a much more meaningful  

expression of the achieved performance. 

Consequently, a device which appears to be ideal on an energy basis is correctly shown to be far from 

ideal on an exergy basis, clearly demonstrating the benefts of using exergy analysis for evaluating ther-

mal storage. 

Coal-Fired Electrical Generating Station 

Energy and exergy analyses are applied to the former Nanticoke coal-fred electrical generating station 

in Ontario, Canada, which has a net unit electrical output of approximately 500 MWe and is operated 

by the provincial electrical utility, Ontario Power Generation (formerly Ontario Hydro). Tis exam-

ple illustrates how exergy analysis allows process inefciencies to be better pinpointed than an energy 

a nalysis does and how efciencies are to be more rationally evaluated. 

A detailed fow diagram for a single unit of the station is shown in Figure 2. Te symbols identi-

fying the streams are described in a–c for material, thermal, and electrical fows, respectively, with 

c orresponding data. Figure 2 has four main sections: 

• Steam Generation. Eight pulverized-coal-fred natural circulation steam generators each pro-

duce 453.6 kg/s steam at 16.89 MPa and 538°C and 411.3 kg/s of reheat steam at 4.00 MPa and 

538°C. Air is supplied to the furnace by two 1,080 kW 600-rpm motor-driven forced draf fans. 

Regenerative air preheaters are used. Te fue gas passes through an electrostatic precipita-

tor rated at 99.5%  collection efciency and exits the plant through two multifued, 198 m high 

chimneys.

• Power Production: Te steam passes through a series of turbine generators linked to a transformer. 

Extraction steam from several points on the turbines preheats feedwater in several low- and high-

pressure heat exchangers and one spray-type open deaerating heat exchanger. Te low-pressure 

turbines exhaust to the condenser at 5 kPa. Each station unit has a 3,600-rpm, tandem- compound, 

impulse-reaction turbine generator containing one single-fow high-pressure cylinder, one

 double-fow intermediate-pressure cylinder, and two double-fow low-pressure cylinders. Steam

exhausted from the high-pressure cylinder is reheated in the combustor.

• Condensation: Cooling water from Lake Erie condenses the steam exhausted from the turbines.

Te cooling-water fow rate is adjusted to achieve a specifed cooling-water temperature rise 

across the condenser.

• Preheating: Te temperature and pressure of the feedwater are increased in a series of pumps and

feedwater-heater heat exchangers.

Te reference-environment model used here has a temperature of 15°C (the approximate mean  

 temperature of the lake cooling water), a pressure of 1 atm, and a chemical composition consisting of 

air  saturated with water vapor, and the following condensed phases at 15°C and 1 atm: water (H2O),  
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FIGURE 2  A unit of the coal-fred electrical generating station. Lines exiting the turbines represent extraction 

steam. Te station has four main sections: Steam Generation (Device A), Power Production (B–E),  Condensation  

(F), and Preheating (G–K). Te external inputs for Device A are coal and air, and the output is stack gas and 

solid waste. Te external outputs for Device E are electricity and waste heat. Electricity is input to Device G and 

Device J, and cooling water enters and exits Device F. A: steam generator and reheater, B: high- pressure turbine, 

C:  intermediate-pressure turbine, D: low-pressure turbines, E: generator and transformer, F: condenser, G: hot 

well pump, H: low-pressure heat exchangers, I: open deaerating heat exchanger, J: boiler feed pump, and K: high-

pressure heat exchangers. 

gypsum (CaSO4 • 2H2O), and limestone (CaCO3). For simplicity, heat losses from external surfaces are 

assumed to occur at the reference-environment temperature of 15°C. 

Energy and exergy values for the streams identifed in Figure 2 are summarized in Tables 1a–1c. 

Exergy-consumption values for the devices are listed, according to process section, in Table 2. Figure 3a 

and b illustrates the net energy and exergy fows and exergy consumptions for the four main process 

sections. 

Overall energy and exergy efciencies are evaluated as  

Energy Efficiency = (Net energy output with electricity)/(Energy input) (3) 

and 

Exergy Efficiency = (Net exergy output with electricity)/(Exergy input) (4) 

Coal is the only input source of energy or exergy, and the energy and exergy efciencies are 37% and 

36%, respectively. Te small diference in the efciencies is due to the fact that the specifc chemical 

exergy of coal is slightly greater than its energy. Although the station energy and exergy efciencies are 

similar, these efciencies difer markedly for many station sections. 

In the  Steam Generation section, exergy consumptions are substantial, accounting for 659 MW 

(or 72%) of the 916 MW station exergy loss. Of this 659, 444 MW is consumed with combustion and 

215  MW with heat transfer. Te energy and exergy efciencies for the Steam Generation section,  

c onsidering the increase in energy or exergy of the water as the product, are 95% and 49%, respectively. 



Mass Flow 

Rate (kg/s)a 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Pressure  

(N/m2) 

Vapor  

Frac.b 

Energy Flow 

Rate (MW) 

Exergy Flow 

Rate (MW) Stream 

S1 41.74 15.00 1.01 × 105 solid 1367.58 1426.73 

S2 668.41 15.00 1.01 × 105 1.0 0.00 0.00 

S3c 710.15 1673.59 1.01 × 105 1.0 1368.00 982.85 

S4 710.15 119.44 1.01 × 105 1.0 74.39 62.27 

S5A 453.59 538.00 1.62 × 107 1.0 1585.28 718.74 

S8 42.84 323.36 3.65 × 106 1.0 135.44 51.81 

S10 367.85 35.63 4.50 × 103 0.0 36.52 1.20 

S11 367.85 35.73 1.00 × 106 0.0 37.09 1.70 

S12 58.82 188.33 1.21 × 106 0.0 50.28 11.11 

S13 18,636.00 15.00 1.01 × 105 0.0 0.00 0.00 

S14 18,636.00 23.30 1.01 × 105 0.0 745.95 10.54 

S15 410.75 323.36 3.65 × 106 1.0 1298.59 496.81 

S20 367.85 360.50 1.03 × 106 1.0 1211.05 411.16 

S21 410.75 538.00 4.00 × 106 1.0 1494.16 616.42 

S22 15.98 423.23 1.72 × 106 1.0 54.54 20.02 

S25 26.92 360.50 1.03 × 106 1.0 88.64 30.09 

S33 309.62 35.63 4.50 × 103 0.93 774.70 54.07 

S34 10.47 253.22 3.79 × 105 1.0 32.31 9.24 

S35 23.88 209.93 2.41 × 105 1.0 71.73 18.82 

S36 12.72 108.32 6.89 × 104 1.0 35.77 7.12 

S37 11.16 60.47 3.45 × 104 1.0 30.40 5.03 

S38 58.23 55.56 1.33 × 104 0.0 11.37 0.73 

S39 367.85 124.86 1.00 × 106 0.0 195.94 30.41 

S40 453.59 165.86 1.00 × 106 0.0 334.86 66.52 

S41 453.59 169.28 1.62 × 107 0.0 347.05 77.57 

S42 453.59 228.24 1.62 × 107 0.0 486.75 131.93 
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TABLE 1A  Data for Material Flows for a Unit of the Coal-Fired Electrical Generating Station 

a Te composition of all streams is 100% H2O, except that, on a volume basis, the composition of S1 is 100% carbon, of S2 is 

79% N2 and 21% O2, and of both S3 and S4 is 79% N2, 6% O2, and 15% CO2. 
b Vapor fraction is listed as 0.0 for liquids and 1.0 for superheated vapors. 
c Stream S3 (not shown in Figure 2) represents the hot product gases for adiabatic combustion. 

TABLE 1B  Data for Principal Termal Flows for a Unit of the 

Coal-Fired Electrical Generating Station 

Stream Energy Flow Rate (MW) Exergy Flow Rate (MW) 

Q5 5.34 0.00 

Q6 5.29 0.00 

 

TABLE 1C  Data for Principal Electrical Flows for a Unit of the 

Coal-Fired Electrical Generating Station 

Stream Energy (and Exergy) Flow Rate (MW) 

P1 0.57 

P8 523.68 

P15 12.19 



Section/Device 

Exergy Consumption 

Rate (MW) 

Steam generation 

 Steam generator (including combustor) 659.0 

659.0 

Power production

  High-pressure turbine 26.4

 Intermediate-pressure turbine 22.3

 Low-pressure turbines 59.2

 Generator 5.3

 Transformer 5.3 

118.5 

Condensation

 Condenser 43.1 

43.1 

Preheat 

 Low-pressure heat exchangers 10.7 

 Deaerating heat exchanger 5.1 

 High-pressure heat exchangers 6.4 

 Hot well pumps 0.1 

 Boiler feed pumps 1.1 

23.4 

Total 844.0 
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TABLE 2  Breakdown of Exergy Consumption Rates for a Unit of the 

Coal-Fired Electrical Generating Station 

Te Steam Generation section thus appears signifcantly more efcient on an energy basis than on 

an exergy basis. Physically, this discrepancy implies that although 95% of the input energy is trans-

ferred to the preheated water, the energy is degraded as it is transferred. Exergy analysis highlights this  

degradation. 

In the condensers, a large quantity of energy enters (775 MW for each unit), of which close to 100% is 

rejected, while a small quantity of exergy enters (54 MW for each unit), of which about 25% is rejected 

and 75% is internally consumed. Tus, energy analysis leads to the erroneous conclusion that almost 

all losses in electricity-generation potential for the station are associated with the heat rejected by the 

condensers, while exergy analysis demonstrates quantitatively and directly that the condensers are 

responsible for little of these losses (see Figure 3b). Tis discrepancy arises because heat is rejected by  

the condensers at a temperature very near that of the environment. 

In the  Power Production and  Preheating sections, energy losses are small (less than 10 MW) and 

exergy losses moderately small (118 MW in  Power Production and 23 MW in  Preheating). Te exergy  

losses are almost completely associated with internal consumptions. 

In assessing the thermodynamic characteristics of a coal-fred electrical generating station, several 

illuminating insights into performance are acquired: 

• Although energy and exergy efciencies are similar for the station, energy analysis does not iden-

tify the location and cause of process inefciencies, while exergy analysis does. Energy losses are 

associated with emissions (mainly heat rejected by condensers), and exergy losses are primarily 

associated with consumptions (mainly in the combustors). 

• Because devices with the largest thermodynamic losses have the largest margins for efciency 

improvement, eforts to increase the efciencies of coal-fred electrical generating stations should 

focus on the combustors. For instance, technologies capable of producing electricity without 
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FIGURE 3  (a) Diagram for a coal-fred electrical generating station unit indicating net energy fow rates (MW) 

for streams. Stream widths are proportional to energy fow rates. Station sections shown are Steam Generation  

(S.G.),  Power Production (P.P.), Condensation (C.), and Preheating (P.). Streams shown are electrical power (P), heat 

input (Q), and heat rejected (Qr). (b) Diagram for a coal-fred electrical generating station unit indicating net exergy 

fow rates for streams and consumption rates (negative values) for devices (in MW). Stream widths are proportional 

to exergy fow rates and shaded regions to exergy consumption rates. Other details are as in (a). 

combustion (e.g., fuel cells) or utilizing heat at high temperatures could increase efciencies 

 signifcantly. Tis suggestion is, of course, overly simplistic, as such decisions must also account 

for other technical and economic factors. 

• Te use of heat rejected by condensers only increases the exergy efciencies by a few percent. 
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Applications beyond Thermodynamics 

Exergy concepts can be applied beyond thermodynamics in such felds as environmental impact 

 assessment,[7,8,16,17] economics,[5,17,20,26] and policy.[27,28] 

Exergy and Environment 

Many suggest that the impact of energy utilization on the environment is best addressed by consider-

ing exergy. Although the exergy of an energy form or a substance is a measure of its usefulness, exergy 

is also a measure of its potential to cause change. Te latter point suggests that exergy may be or may 

provide the basis for an efective measure of the potential of a substance or energy form to impact the 

environment. Te relation between exergy and the environment is discussed in this encyclopedia in an  

entry entitled “Exergy: Environmental Impact Assessment.” 

Exergy and Economics 

Another area in which applications of exergy are increasing is that of economics. In the analysis and  

design of energy systems, techniques are ofen used that combine scientifc disciplines like thermo-

dynamics with economics to achieve optimum designs. For energy systems, costs are conventionally 

based on energy. Many researchers, however, have recommended that costs are better distributed 

among outputs based on exergy. Methods of performing exergy-based economic analyses have evolved 

(e.g.,  t hermoeconomics, second-law costing, and exergoeconomics). Tese analysis techniques recog-

nize that exergy, not energy, is the commodity of value in a system, and assign costs and prices to 

exergy-related variables. Tese techniques usually help in appropriately allocating economic resources  

so as to optimize the design and operation of a system and its economic feasibility and proftability 

(by  obtaining actual costs of products and their appropriate prices). 

Conclusion 

Exergy analysis provides information that infuences design, improvement, and application decisions,  

and it is likely to be increasingly applied. Exergy also provides insights into the “best” directions for 

research, where “best” is loosely considered most promising for signifcant efciency gains. Tere are 

two main reasons for this conclusion: 

• Unlike energy losses, exergy losses represent true losses of the potential to generate the desired 

product from the given driving input. Focusing on exergy losses permits research to aim at 

re ducing the losses that degrade efciency. 

• Unlike energy efciencies, exergy efciencies always provide a measure of how closely the 

op eration of a system approaches the ideal. By focusing research on plant sections or processes 

with the lowest exergy efciencies, efort is directed to those areas that inherently have the larg-

est margins for efciency improvement. By focusing on energy efciencies, on the other hand, 

research can inadvertently be expended on areas for which little margins for improvement exist, 

even theoretically. 

Exergy analysis results typically suggest that improvement eforts should concentrate more on internal 

rather than external exergy losses based on thermodynamic considerations, with a higher priority for 

the processes that have larger exergy losses. Of course, efort should still be devoted to processes having 

low exergy losses when cost- efective ways to increase efciency can be identifed. 

Energy-related decisions should not be based exclusively on the results of energy and exergy analyses  

even though these results provide useful information to assist in such decision-making. Other factors must  

also be considered, such as economics, environmental impact, safety, and social and political implications. 
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Glossary 

COP  coefcient of performance 

i  component 

P  pressure  

P0  reference-environment pressure 

T  temperature 

T0  reference-environment temperature 

η  energy efciency 

μ  chemical potential 

μ00  reference-environment chemical potential 
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Concern about air quality is not new. Te frst reports of air pollution problems appear to have been 

made by writers in ancient Rome who were aware of its adverse efects on human health. Air pollu-

tion and its consequences had originally been considered to be relatively local phenomena associated 

with urban and industrial centers. Complaints were recorded in the 13th century when coal was frst 

used in London. Now, it has become apparent that pollutants may be transported long distances in the 

air, causing adverse efects in environments far removed from the source emission. Scientifc research, 

conducted over 200 years, has evidently shown that polluted air has a negative infuence on health and,  

in some cases, may lead to death. Te World Health Organization (WHO) appraises that air pollu-

tion causes approximately 2 million premature deaths worldwide per year. Te levels of pollutants, 

which have a negative infuence on life, are nowadays well defned. Because current thresholds set by  

national or global air quality guideline values are frequently exceeded, further reductions of emissions 

are necessary. 
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Te frst essential step in controlling and mitigating air pollution is to quantify the emissions of  

air pollutants. Most countries entail controlling a range of key pollutants at their point of discharge.  

Te most important tool in environmental protection is monitoring. Environmental monitoring is  

the general term for systematic observations of what is going on in the environment. In the broadest  

context, environmental monitoring is defned as a system of measurements, evaluations, and fore-

casts of environmental states, and the collecting, processing, and spreading of information on the  

environment. 

Air pollution and its control are a global issue demanding international cooperation. Monitoring  

of air pollution is a very important source of data. However, measurement of air pollutant concentra-

tions, in comparison to monitoring of other elements of the environment, is the most difcult. Tis is  

related to the dynamics of the atmosphere, making it the main route of pollutant transport between  

the remaining environmental compartments. Unlike the case of water and soil pollution, environ-

mental pollution is not geographically restricted, as a result of which large human populations can  

be exposed to it. Another problem is low concentration of air pollutants and their interaction with  

other gases. 

Tis entry reviews the issues in the feld of air pollution monitoring. At the beginning, the general  

objectives of air monitoring, ambient air quality standards for so-called criteria pollutants, and their  

sources are presented. In the next part, both analytical methods and instruments for monitoring of ambi-

ent air and stack gases are briefy presented. Additionally, other approaches applied in air pollution moni-

toring, such as biomonitoring, geographical information system (GIS), or remote monitoring, are also  

briefy characterized. 

Objectives of Air Monitoring 

Collecting information on the presence and concentration of pollutants in the environment, both  

nat urally occurring or from anthropogenic sources, may be achieved by measurements of such 

sub stances or phenomenon of interest. For realistic assessment, temporal and spatial variations of con-

centrations in the particular environmental compartment, repeated measurements rather than single  

ones, are made. 

Te general aim of monitoring is to provide information about the actual levels of harmful or  

p otentially harmful pollutants to indicate areas in which the quality of air does not fulfll proper 

s tandards. Te main objectives of air monitoring are as follows: 

• To measure pollutant mixing ratios and their interactions, patterns, and fate in the  

environment. 

• To carry out ecotoxicological studies and assessment of the efects of pollution on man and the 

environment, to identify possible cause-and-efect relationship between pollutant concentration 

and health efects. 

• To assess emission sources and the need for legislative controls on emissions of pollutants and to 

ensure compliance with emission standards. 

• To activate emergency procedures in areas prone to acute pollution episodes. 

• To obtain a historical record of air quality to provide a database for future use. 

Te area of applications of air monitoring data is presented in Figure 1. 

When the objectives of monitoring are clearly defned, several decisions should be made to generate 

suitable data for the intended use. Decisions on what to monitor, when and where to monitor, and how to 

monitor are usually undertaken at the beginning. More difcult are next decisions, e.g., establishing the 

number and location of sampling sites, the duration of the survey, and the time resolution of sampling. 

All the steps in the design of a monitoring program are presented in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2 Steps in the design of a monitoring program. 

History of Air Pollution Legislation 

A growing concern over the infuence of diferent air pollutants on human health was the main driving 

force to develop and implement air quality criteria and standards. Impetus was given to the develop-

ment of air quality standards in 1958 when it was realized that photochemical problems could not be  

resolved without control of motor vehicle emission. 

Air Quality Standards 

Eforts to regulate air quality by law were discussed and undertaken in the 1960s. One of the frst propo-

sition was presented by Atkisson and Gaines[1] in 1970. Te initial regulations were set in California in  

response to concerns over human health.[2] Afer that, similar air quality programs were soon adopted 

nationally. In 1967, the U.S. Congress enacted the Air Quality Acts, the frst modern environmental law. 

Te Clean Air Act,[3] which was last amended in 1990, requires the United States Environmental  

Protection Agency (US EPA) to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for pollutants con-

sidered harmful to public health and the environment. Te Clean Air Act established two types of national  

air quality standards.  Primary standards set limits to protect public health, including the health of “sensi-

tive” populations such as asthmatics, children, and the elderly.  Secondary standards  set limits to protect  

public welfare, including protection against decreased visibility and damage to animals, crops, vegetation,  

and buildings. EPA has established NAAQS for six principal pollutants, which are called  criteria pollutants:  

sulfur dioxide, particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, ozone, and lead. Tese stan-

dards are threshold concentrations based on a detailed review of scientifc information related to efects. 



Pollutant 

Averaging 

Time WHO EPA EU UK France Germany Poland 

SO2 10–15 min 500 – –C  266 (not more 

than 35 times) 

– – – 

30 min – – – – – – 

1 hr – –       350 (not more 

than 24 times) 

 350 (not more 

than 24 times) 

350 (not more   

than 24 times) 

350  350 (not more 

than 24 times) 

3 hr – 1,300 – – – – – 

24 hr 125 365 125 (not more 

than 3 times) 

 125 (not more 

than 3 times) 

 125 (not more 

than 3 times) 

125  125 (not more 

than 3 times) 

Year 50 80 20 20 20 20 20 

NO2 30 min – – – – – 200 – 

1 hr 200 –  200 (not more 

than 18 times) 

200 (not more 

than 18 times) 

230 (not longer 

than 0.2 % of 

time) 

–  200 (not more 

than 18 times) 

24 hr – – – – – 100 – 

Year 40 100 40 40 46 – 40 

PM10 30 min – – – – – – – 

24 hr 20 150 50 (not more 

than 35 times) 

 50 (not more 

than 35 times) 

50 (not more 

than 35 times) 

50  50 (not more 

than 35 times) 

Year  50  –  40  40  40  40  40

CO 10–15 min 100,000 – – – – – – 

30 min 60,000 – – – – – – 

1 hr 30,000 4,000 – – – – – 

8 hr 10,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 

24 hr – – – – – – – 

Year  –  –  –  –  –  – –

O3 30 min – – – – – – – 

1 hr – 235 – – – – – 

8 hr 100 157 120  100 (not more 

than 10 times) 

120 120  120 (not more 

 than 25 days) 

Pb 24 hr – – – – – 5 – 

3 months – 1.5 – 0.5 – – – 

Year 0.5 – 0.5 – 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Benzene Year – – 5 16.25 8 – 5 
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In Europe, the frst international air quality standards were introduced by the European Commission  

in 1980 for SO2 and suspended particulates, mainly aimed at protecting human health. A few years later, 

the WHO, recognizing ecological damage as being relevant to human health, introduced air quality 

guidelines for Europe, which include the former as well as the latter revision in 2000.[4] Te newest direc-

tive on ambient air quality and cleaner air of the European Union (EU) entered into force in June 2008.[5]  

It merges four earlier directives and one Council decision into a single directive on air quality. Te new 

directive of the EU on air quality takes into account concerns from latest WHO air quality guidelines[6]  

on fne particles. Refecting the latest WHO air quality guidelines that identify fne particles (PM2.5) as 

one of the most dangerous pollutants for human health, the new EU directive sets objectives and target 

dates for reducing population exposure to PM2.5. It also maintains limits for concentration of coarser 

particles known as PM10 and other main pollutants already subject to legislation. 

Table 1 presents examples of air quality standards issued by the EPA, the WHO, and some states. 

TABLE 1 Comparison of Limit Values (pm/m3) for a Given Averaging Time and the Number of Exceedances per 

Year Issued by Diferent Countries and Organizations 

 

  

Source: WHO.[6] 
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Air Quality Index 

Te Air Quality Index (AQI), also known as the Air Pollution Index (API) or Pollutant Standard Index 

(PSI), is a number used by diferent government agencies to characterize the quality of the air at a given 

location. Te index aims to help the public easily understand air quality level and protect the health of 

people from air pollution. As the AQI increases, an increasingly large percentage of the population is  

likely to experience increasingly severe adverse health efects. Computing the AQI requires an air pol-

lutant concentration from a monitor or model. Te function used to convert air pollutant concentration 

to AQI varies by pollutant and is diferent among countries. AQI values expressed in diferent values 

(most frequently from 0 or 1 to 10, 100, or to 500) are divided into ranges (from 4 to 10), and each range 

is assigned a descriptor and a color code. Standardized public health advisories are associated with each 

AQI range. An agency might also encourage members of the public to take public transportation or  

work from home when AQI levels are high. 

Not all air pollutants are characterized by AQI. Many countries monitor only some pollutants, e.g., 

ground-level ozone, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide, and calculate AQIs for 

these pollutants.[7] 

Te EPA in the United States measures air quality in all parts of the country and publishes a daily 

AQI based on the data obtained. Te following six priority pollutants are measured regularly in order 

to generate the AQI: carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, particulates, sulfur dioxide, ozone, and lead. 

EPA has assigned a specifc color to each AQI category to make it easier for people to understand quickly 

whether air pollution is reaching unhealthy levels in their communities. For example, the color orange 

means that conditions are “unhealthy for sensitive groups,” while red means that conditions may be  

“unhealthy for everyone,” and so on. 

In Canada, API has values of 0 up to 100+ and is divided into four categories (from good to very poor). 

CITEAIR (Common Information to European Air) has developed the frst AQIs in Europe.[8] An  

important feature of the indices is that they diferentiate between trafc and city background condi-

tions. Te Common Air Quality Index (CAQI) is designed to present and compare air quality in near  

real time on an hourly or daily basis. Te CAQI has fve levels, using a scale from 0 (very low) to >100  

(very high) and the matching colors range from light green to dark red. Te Year Average Common Air 

Quality Index (YACAQI) uses a diferent approach adopting the diference to target’s principle. If the 

index is higher than 1.0, it means that for one or more pollutants, the limit values are not met. If the index 

is below 1, it means that on average the limit values are met. Both indices are practically implemented 

on a Common Operational Webpage (COW).[9] Te project CITEAIR II will further develop the AQIs.[10] 

Te EU’s Sixth Environment Action Programme (EAP), “Environment 2010: Our Future, Our Choice,”  

includes Environment and Health as one of the four main target areas requiring greater efort—air pol-

lution is one of the issues highlighted in this area. Te Sixth EAP aims to achieve levels of air quality that 

do not result in unacceptable impacts on, and risks to, human health and the environment. 

Te EU is acting at many levels to reduce exposure to air pollution: through EC legislation, through  

work at the international level to reduce cross-border pollution, through cooperation with sec-

tors responsible for air pollution, through national and regional authorities and NGOs, and through 

research. Te Clean Air for Europe (CAFE) initiative has led to a thematic strategy setting out the objec-

tives and measures for the next phase of European air quality policy.[11] 

Regulated Air Pollutants 

Te contaminants in ambient air that are of concern are basically categorized as criteria and non-c riteria 

pollutants.[12] 

Criteria air pollutants are those air contaminants for which numerical concentration limits have  

been set as the dividing line between acceptable air quality and poor or unhealthy air quality. Criteria 

pollutants include fve gases/vapors and two solids: nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2),  



  μg / m3 = ppm × MW/0.02445 = ppb × MW/24.45, 

Pollutant Sources Impact 

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) Power generation, industry Acid deposition, smog formation, threat 

to human health, smog formation 

Nitrogen oxides (NO, N2O, NO2) Transport, power generation, industry  Acid deposition, smog formation, O3 

precursor, threat to human health 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) Combustion processes, power 

generation, transport, landflls 

Global warming 

Carbon monoxide (CO) Combustion processes, power generation Toxic to humans 

Particulate matter (PM) Power generation, industry, transport Treat to human health, reduced 

visibility 

Volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) 

Transport, industry  Photochemical smog, O3 precursor, 

global warming 

Ozone (O3) Photochemical reactions between VOCs 

and NOx 

 Photochemical smogs, respiratory 

irritant, crop damage 

Methane (CH4) Landflls, agriculture, gas industry Global warming 

Benzene, 1,3-butadiene Transport industry Carcinogenic 

Ammonia (NH3) Industry, farming, refrigeration, power 

plant 

Toxic to humans and wildlife 

Heavy metals Industry, transport Toxic to humans and wildlife 

Dioxins and furans Incineration, electrical equipment Toxic to humans 
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carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), benzene, PM10, and lead (Pb). Non-criteria pollutants are those 

c ontaminants designated as toxic or hazardous by legislation or regulation. Tey fall in two further 

subcategories, depending on the legislation that defnes them. In general, hazardous air pollutants may 

pose a variety of health efects, whereas toxic ones focus on one physiological response. 

Main Sources of Air Pollutants 

Air pollution may be defned as a situation in which substances change the qualitative composition of  

air in relation to average composition of troposphere sufciently high above their normal ambient air 

levels to produce a measurable efect on humans, animals, vegetation, or material.[13–17] 

Pollutants (both organic and inorganic) may be present in diferent forms such as gases, aerosols 

(liquid, solid), and sorbates and have a very broad range of concentration. 

Te concentrations of ambient air pollutants are expressed in terms of either a mass per unit vol-

ume ratio, such as  μg/m3, or a volumetric ratio (i.e., volumes of contaminant per million or billion  

volumes of air). Te conversion between mass units and volumetric ratios at standard temperature or  

pressure is:[12] 

where: 

μg/m3—micrograms per cubic meter 

ppm—parts per million by volume (1:106) 

ppb—parts per billion by volume (1:109). 

MW—molecular weight of the contaminant 

Some of the most important atmospheric pollutants, their sources, and impacts on the environment and 

human health are presented in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 Atmospheric Pollutants and Teir Sources and Efects 

Source: Bogue.[18] 
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Urban trafc has become the most important cause of air pollution in the cities.[15] Road trafc is 

responsible for emission of several air pollutants; the most important of which are nitrogen oxides (NO 

and NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), PM, carbon monoxide (CO), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 

all of which can pose a health hazard. 

Characteristics of Criteria Air Pollutants 

Air pollutants arise from a wide variety of sources although they are mainly a result of the combustion 

process.[15] Te largest sources include power generation, motor vehicles, and industries. Te emissions 

of pollutants to the atmosphere badly infuence vegetation, human and animal life, agriculture, and cli-

mate. Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and hydrocarbons are controlled by  

catalytic converters on new gasoline-driven cars. Emissions of sulfur oxides are being reduced through 

a lower sulfur content in gasoline. However, emissions of PM are not decreasing. Any successful strate-

gies for controlling or countering these problems must be based on reliable air quality monitoring data 

for management, to make informed decisions on air pollution control. 

Volatile organic compounds is a collective name for a very large number of diferent chemical species,  

including hydrocarbons, halocarbons, and oxygenates that have diferent physicochemical properties  

and are directly emitted from both anthropogenic and natural sources, and which can contribute to the 

formation of secondary pollutants with diferent efciencies. For vehicular emissions, the list of com-

pounds is long and variable depending on fuel, type of engine, and operating conditions. Hydrocarbons  

such as ethane, ethyne, higher aliphatic hydrocarbons, benzene, toluene, and xylenes are typical emis-

sions in most cases. Each of these compounds can be released unreacted or can undergo oxidation 

reactions. One of them, benzene, is found in highest concentrations. Ambient concentrations are typi-

cally between 1 and 50 ppb, but close to major emissions can be as high as several hundred parts per 

billion. In the unreacted state, it has undesirable ecotoxicological properties. Besides causing annoy-

ing  physiological reactions such as dizziness and membrane irritation, it is known to be a human 

carcinogen. 

Te two nitrogen oxides, NO and NO2 (together called NOx), from anthropogenic sources are present 

as a consequence of various combustion processes from both stationary sources, i.e., power generation  

(21%), and mobile sources, i.e., transport (44%). Tese species have very short atmospheric lifetimes,  

around 5 days, and have been ultimately converted to nitric acid and removed in rainfall. However, 

nitrogen oxide is important because it is a precursor to tropospheric ozone. Whereas NO does not afect 

climate, ozone does. A typical sea-level mixing ratio of NO is 5 ppt (parts per trillion, 1:1012), but in urban 

regions, NO mixing ratios reach 0.1 ppm in the early morning, but it decreases to zero by midmorning 

due to reaction with ozone. A major source of NO2 is oxidation of NO, with NO2 being intermediary  

between NO emission and O3 formation. Nitrogen dioxide is one of the six criteria air pollutants for 

which ambient standards are set by the US EPA under CAAA70 (Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970). 

In the urban regions, the mixing ratio of NO2 ranges from 0.1 to 0.25  ppm. It is more prevalent during  

midmorning than during midday or afernoon because sunlight breaks down most NO2 past midmorn-

ing. Exposure to high concentrations of NO2 harms the lungs and increases respiratory infections. It  

may trigger asthma by damaging or irritating and sensitizing the lungs, making people more susceptible 

to allergens. At higher concentrations, it can result in acute bronchitis or death. 

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is a strong-smelling, colorless gas that is formed by the combustion of fossil fuels, 

smelting, manufacture of sulfuric acid, conversion of wood pulp to paper, incineration of refuse, and 

production of elemental sulfur. Power plants, which may use coal or oil high in sulfur content, can be 

major sources of SO2, accounting for about 50% of annual global emissions. SO2 and other sulfur oxides 

contribute to the problem of acid deposition and can be major contributors to smog. Natural back-

ground levels of SO2 are about 2 ppb. Hourly peak values can reach 750 ppb on infrequent occasions. 

Sulfur dioxide can lead to lung diseases. SO2 is a criteria air pollutant. 
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Ozone (O3) is not directly emitted from both anthropogenic and natural sources. Its only source into 

air is chemical reaction. In the urban air, ozone mixing ratios range from less than 0.01 ppm at night 

to 0.5 ppm (during afernoons in the most polluted cities worldwide), with typical values of 0.15 ppm 

during moderately polluted afernoons. Ozone causes headaches at concentrations greater than 0.15   

ppmv, chest pains at mixing ratios greater than 0.25 ppm, and sore throat and cough at mixing ratios 

greater than 0.30  ppm. Exceeding the level 0.30 ppm, it decreases lung functions. Symptoms of a respira-

tory condition include coughing and breathing discomfort. Ozone can also accelerate the aging of lung 

tissue. It also interferes with the growth of plants and deteriorates organic materials, such as rubber, 

textiles, and some paints and coatings. Furthermore, ozone increases plant and tree stress and their 

susceptibility to disease, infestation, and death. 

PM, frequently described simply as particle pollution, in the atmosphere arise from natural sources,  

such as wind-borne dust, sea spray, and volcanoes, and from anthropogenic activities, such as com-

bustion of fuels. Particle pollution in the air includes a mixture of solids and liquid droplets and come  

in a wide range of sizes. Tose less than 10 micrometers (μm) in diameter (PM10) are so small that  

they can get into the lungs, potentially causing serious health problems. Particles less than 2.5 pm  

in diameter are called fne particles. Tese particles are so small that they can be detected only with  

an electron microscope. Sources of fne particles include all types of combustion, including motor  

vehicles, power plants, residential wood burning, forest fres, agricultural burning, and some indus-

trial processes. Particles between 2.5 and 10  μm in diameter are referred to as coarse. Sources of coarse  

particles include crushing or grinding operations and dust stirred up by vehicles traveling on roads.  

Afer releasing into air, particles can change their size and composition by condensation of vapor spe-

cies or by evaporation, by coagulating with other particles, or by chemical reaction. Particles with a  

diameter smaller than 1 pm generally have atmospheric concentrations in the range from around 10 to  

several thousands per cubic meter; those exceeding 1 pm diameter are usually found at concentration  

less than 1 cm−3. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless gas that is produced by the incomplete burning of   

c arbon-based fuels including petrol, diesel, and wood. It is also produced from the combustion of natu-

ral and synthetic products such as cigarettes. Natural background levels of CO fall in the range of 10–200  

ppb. Levels in urban areas are highly variable, depending upon weather conditions and trafc density.  

Eight-hour mean values are generally less than 10  ppm, but sometimes, they can be as high as 500  ppm.  

Carbon monoxide lowers the amount of oxygen that enters the blood. It can slow human refexes and 

make people confused and sleepy. 

Air Quality Monitoring 

Design of Monitoring Networks for Air Pollution 

For the purpose of monitoring and reporting air pollution, most industrialized countries have been 

divided into regions or zones and urban areas or agglomeration, e.g., in Europe, in accordance with 

EC Directive 96/62/EC.[19] Tis Directive sets a framework for ways how to monitor and report ambient 

levels of air pollutants. Other directives set ambient air limit values for particular pollutants: 

• Directive 99/30/EC for nitrogen dioxide and oxides of nitrogen, sulfur dioxide, lead, and PM. 

• Directive 2000/69/EC for benzene and carbon monoxide. 

• Directive 2002/3/EC for ozone. 

Te monitoring sites are organized into automatic and non-automatic networks (regional and national) 

that gather a particular kind of information using a particular method. For example, across the U.K., 

there are more than 1500 monitoring sites that monitor air quality, and these are organized into net-

works (automatic and non-automatic) that gather a particular kind of information, using a particular  

method. Te pollutants measured and method used by each network depend on the reason for setting 
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FIGURE 3 Stationary monitoring station of the ARMAAG network. 

FIGURE 4 General view of an interior of a monitoring station. 

up the network, and what the data are to be used for. In Poland, monitoring of air quality has been 

 performed systematically since 1992, mainly by using automatic air monitoring stations. Air qual-

ity monitoring data are used at national, voivodship (provincial), and local scale. An exemplary air 

automated monitoring station, together with a general view of analyzers situated in them, is shown 

in Figures 3 and 4. Tis station belongs to the Agency of Regional Air Monitoring of the Gdansk 

Agglomeration (ARMAAG), which is Poland’s frst local government-owned air monitoring network.  

Foundation ARMAAG   provides information of air condition in Gdansk agglomeration in real time 

from the  automatic measurement network. 

Te obtained data from air monitoring are used in air quality inventories and bulletins. 
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FIGURE 5  Schematic diagram of diferent sampling techniques used for getting information on concentration of 

pollutants in determined measuring time. 

Types of Information Obtained from Air Monitoring 

Te obtained information concerns diferent types of concentration of investigated pollutants   depending  

on applied sampling techniques and measuring period. Te results of measurements may be referred to 

real time (instantaneous concentrations) or to a selected period of time (e.g., 1 hr, 8 hr, 24 hr, 1 month, 

1 year). Final measurements represent averaged concentrations. 

Figure 5 presents schematically diferent forms of concentration obtained as a function of s  ampling 

time.[20] 

Considering the frequency of sampling, discrete, periodic, and instantaneous measurements are 

 distinguished. Taking into account space, parameter measurements are divided to a point, averaged 

along a defned part of space, and averaged on the selected area. Point monitoring is inadequate to 

measure poorly mixed gases such as fugitive emissions over large areas. If the point instrument is 

wrongly placed, measurement results are not representative. Final measurements enable determination 

of weighted average concentrations over the sampling period. 

General Requirements of the Instruments Used in Monitoring 

Monitoring of air pollution is a prerequisite of air quality control and is carried out by a wide variety of  

analytical methods employing diferent measuring instruments (analyzers) that have diferent sensitivi-

ties and specifcities.[21] 
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Te basic requirement of the analyzers for air monitoring is high measurement sensitivity, i.e., the low 

limit of detection (LOD) and the low limit of quantitation (LOQ). It gives a chance to detect the pollut-

ants at required levels. Te instruments that should acquire analytical data in real time or only with a 

small time delay have to possess the following additional capabilities: 

• Providing high data resolution (characterized by low response time). 

• Providing automatic calibration and zeroing. 

• Long functioning without service. 

Te last demand means that they should be equipped with an independent power supply and be able  

to automatically regenerate or exchange worn-out flters and, depending on the type of detector used 

( sensor), fulfll special demands, e.g., for electrochemical sensors, exchange or supplement the work-

ing solution and reagents, and in devices with Flame Ionisation Detector (FID) or Flame Photometric 

Detector (FPD) detection, protect against fame extinguishing. 

Depending on the number of analytes that an instrument can determine in a single sample, they can 

be single-parameter (single gas) or multiparameter (multigas) instruments. 

Based on sampling frequency, analyzers can be discrete (for single measurement), periodic (for 

me asurements at preset intervals), or continuous (for permanent monitoring). 

Classifcation of the Instruments Used for the 
Detection and Monitoring of Air Pollutants 

Te analytical instruments currently used for the detection and determination of atmospheric 

p ollutants can be classifed according to various criteria. 

Recently, measuring techniques based on a physical (or physicochemical) principle are more 

f requently used in the assessment of air quality. Such methods involve direct determination of a physi-

cal property of a pollutant, sometimes afer its interaction with another compound. In this approach, 

better stability, sensitivity, and reliability may be easily achieved. Furthermore, the practical application 

requires less maintenance. Instruments based on this principle can be easily automated, which enables 

their use in providing continuous measurements needed for up-to-date assessments of air quality. It  

is especially relevant to environmental monitoring because many existing standards refer to specifed 

period of time, i.e., 1 hr, 24 hr, or 1 year. 

According to the location where measurements are taken, instruments can be stationary or on-site. In  

the frst case, analysis is performed in the laboratory and sophisticated instruments are applied, such as 

mass, electron mobility, or x-ray fuorescence spectrometers. On-site systems enable measuring of pol-

lution levels in the feld. Since access to a sophisticated laboratory is not required, the devices (usually 

uncomplicated, relatively cheap, and portable) hold great promise for use in remote locations. Te main 

advantage of on-site analysis is the potential for rapid assessment and response to a particular problem. 

All monitoring systems can be classifed as mobile or stationary. Most existing systems monitoring 

gaseous pollutants of atmospheric air and ambient aerosols, both automatic and manual, usually per-

form stationary measurements; i.e., they are directly linked to a specifc point or space in the vicinity of 

that point. Basing on the data obtained from single monitoring sites, it is not possible to assess spatial 

and temporal variations of air pollutants. 

Mobile refers to a continuous-monitoring instrument that is portable or transportable. Tey are usu-

ally designed to perform analytical measurements without preliminary operations. Portable refers to 

self-contained, battery-operated, or worn or carried by the person using it, or may require the use of 

special vehicles for placement in a specifc area to be monitored. Transportable gas monitors can be 

mounted on a vehicle such as a car, plane, balloon, ship, or space shuttle, but not to a mining machine 

or industrial truck. 

For mobile systems, the registered values of pollutants have to be correlated with information about  

the geographical site and actual meteorological conditions (temperature and humidity). 
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Portable systems for feld measurements should meet the following requirements: 

•  Compactness and robustness 

• Ease of handling 

• Adaptability to on-site measurements 

• Automated operation with a long-lasting power supply 

• Stability under aggressive environmental conditions 

Several contributions published during the last decade have proven the advantages of mobile systems 

in getting information concerning the spatial and temporal distribution of atmospheric trace gases,  

without the need of a dense network of stationary stations. Most of the proposed systems are based 

on application of mobile laboratories,[21–23] equipped with appropriate monitors. Tere are also systems 

that allow to measure pollutants in a stream of vehicles but the measuring unit is installed on any 

vehicle[24–27] rather than attached to a dedicated van.[28,29] 

Te general trend in the feld of creating instruments for air quality assessment is combining  several 

instruments into one system and forming so-called hybrid multisensor systems, controlled by a 

 microprocessor capable of transferring the obtained data to a central station, frequently using a wireless 

system. In the central station, the data are collected both from single objects (houses, plants) and from 

large areas. Many systems are equipped with devices for testing the sensors and for providing diagnosis 

of the whole instrument. Frequently, they have alarms that warn the user of any dangerous situation due 

to the breaching of some value limit. Such systems are battery powered and able to work continuously 

for several days or months. 

Te environments in which analyzers are used difer from the relative calm of the laboratory. 

Analyzers have to withstand wide ambient temperatures, fuctuations, and vibrations. Due to this, 

many systems are completely sealed so as to operate independent of outside conditions and be able to 

 withstand the onslaught of monkey-wrench mechanics. 

General Characteristics of the Methods and 
Analytical Instruments for Air Monitoring 

Due to the complexity of environmental problems and the variety of pollutants and their diferent con-

centrations (typically parts per million or percentage levels in stack gases and parts per billion in air), 

there is a wide range of methods and instruments used in measuring ambient air quality. 

Based on physicochemical principles, the monitoring instruments involve direct determination of  

the diferent physical properties of the pollutant or following its interaction with another compound. 

Tese methods allow determination of air pollutants in a continuous and automatic way. Such approach  

requires extremely sensitive instrumentation. Terefore, the most advanced techniques, comprising 

chemistry, physics, and microelectronics, should be used. As a result, the instruments are combina-

tions of many diferent devices giving one measuring system. In developing such a system, it should be 

remembered that it will be exposed to environmental impact, such as changes in temperature, dustiness, 

humidity of air, aggressive components of air, vibrations, and transportation stress. 

Te typical instruments used for atmospheric ambient monitoring are based on optical, electrochem-

ical, and semiconductor principles. Among spectroscopic techniques, chemiluminescence, infrared  

(IR), and fuorescence are the most frequently applied. 

Te range of typical measuring methods and techniques used in air monitoring is shown in Table 3. 

Among the many diferent optical spectroscopic methods, diferential optical absorption spectros-

copy (DOAS) has found wide use in atmospheric research and air quality monitoring. Te technique 

is based on the measurements of absorption features of gas molecules along a path of known length 

in the open atmosphere. Te DOAS systems, due to the calibration-free absolute measurements and 

the unequivocal identifcation of many trace pollutants, such as CO, SO, NO, and VOCs, and highly 
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TABLE 3 Air Quality Monitoring Techniques Used in Air Monitoring 

Pollutant Emissions Ambient Air 

CO2 FTIR, NDIR, TDLAS NDIR, DOAS 

CO FTIR, NDIR, TDLAS, DOAS NDIR (gas flter correlation variant) 

SO2 UV fuorescence 

NOx Chemiluminescence 

PM Triboelectric, opacity, beta ray 

attenuation 

Beta ray attenuation, oscillating 

microbalance, gravimetric 

VOCs FID, GC FID, GC 

CH4 NDIR, FTIR,TDLAS, FID FID, GC 

O3 UV absorption spectroscopy, 

DOAS, electrochemical sensors 

NH3 FTIR,TDLAS, chemiluminescence GC Chemiluminescence, DOAS GC 

Benzene, 1,3-butadiene In situ GC-MS with continuous sampling MS, GC-MS 

Dioxins and furans XRF, LIBS, cold vapor AFS, atomic Sampling plus MS or GC-MS 

Metals Emission spectrometry Sampling plus ICP-MS, DOAS (for Hg) 

Source: Bogo.[29] 

FTIR, Fourier transform infrared absorption spectroscopy; NDIR, non-dispersive infrared absorption; TDLAS, tunable laser 

diode absorption spectroscopy; DOAS, diferential optical absorption spectroscopy; FID, fame ionization detector; GC, gas 

chromatography; MS, mass spectrometry; XRF, x-ray fuorescence; LIBS, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy; ICP, 

 inductively coupled plasma; AES, atomic emission spectrometry; AFS, atomic fuorescence spectrometry. 

reactive   radicals, e.g., OH, NO, and halogen oxide radicals, are exploited by air quality monitoring 

 agencies around Europe and in the United States. Te physical and chemical principles, the current state 

of this measurement method, and details for users are broadly presented in a recently published book.[30] 

In Europe, standard/reference methods (EN) are provided by the European standardization body 

(CEN). Te standard methods use the following principles: 

Chemiluminescence for NO EN 14211 

Nitrogen oxide reacts with ozone, generated within the instrument, produces an excited molecule of 

nitrogen dioxide, which emits light returning to its original state. A photomultiplier tube measures the 

emitted light that, if the volumes of sample gas and excess ozone are carefully controlled, is proportional 

to the concentration of NO in the gas sample.[31] 

Te chemiluminescent method used for nitrogen oxides is based on the following reactions: 

Te chemiluminescence technique may be used to measure total oxides of nitrogen (NOx) by passing the  

sample over a heated catalyst to reduce all oxides of nitrogen to NO. Tis is done within the instrument,  

just prior to the reaction chamber. Some instruments can perform the automatic switching of the catalyst  

in and out of the sample path so that the resulting signals may be compared to indirectly measure NO2. 

Sulfur dioxide is measured without chemical pretreatment by gas-phase fuorescence spectrometry in  

the UV region. Molecules of SO2 are excited by UV radiation (200–220  nm) into unstable forms, which 

return to a basic state, emitting radiation in the range of 240–420 nm according to following reactions:[32] 
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Te intensity of fuorescence radiation is proportional to sulfur dioxide in the sample. 

Non-Dispersive Infrared for CO EN 14626 

Te analytical principle is based on absorption of IR light by the CO molecule. NDIR-GFC (non- 

dispersive infrared-gas flter correlation) analyzers operate on the principle that CO has a sufciently 

characteristic IR absorption spectrum such that the absorption of IR by the CO molecule can be used as  

a measure of CO concentration in the presence of other gases. CO absorbs IR maximally at 2.3 and 4.6 

pm. Because many other molecules also absorb IR radiation in practice, diferent technical designs are 

proposed. Te following approaches are typically applied:[33] 

• Measurement of IR absorption at specifc wave for CO (2.3 or 4.6 pm) 

• Analyzers with two cells, one of which is flled with pure air (compensation of drif) 

• Analyzers with turning circle (GFC) 

Upon exposure to UV light, ozone absorbs some of the light and the intensity diference is directly 

 proportional to the concentration of ozone. Frequently, the UV light source is a 254 nm emission line 

from a mercury discharge lamp.[34] 

Online Gas Chromatography for Benzene EN 14662-Part 3 

A measured volume of sample air is drawn or forced through a sorbent tube. Provided suitable sor-

bents are chosen, benzene is retained by the sorbent tube and thus is removed from the fowing air  

stream. Te collected benzene (on each tube) is desorbed by heat and is transferred by inert  carrier  

gas into a gas chromatograph equipped with a capillary column and a fame ionization detector  

or another suitable detector, where it is analyzed. Prior to entering the column, the sample is con-

centrated either on a cryo trap, which is heated to release the sample into the column, or on a pre-

column, where higher boiling hydrocarbons are removed from the pre-column by back fush. Two  

general types of instruments are used. One is equipped with a single sampling trap and the other  

is equipped with two or more traps. Te single-trap instrument samples for only part of the time  

in each cycle, whereas the multitrap instrument samples continuously. Typical cycling times are  

between 15 min and 1 hr.[35] 

PM is usually determined using active flter method by gravimetry as the reference method.[36] In this  

method, the air is passed through a flter that stops particles above 10 pm (PM10) or 2.5 pm (PM2.5). 

Measurements are made over a period of 24 hr or longer. Te flters are collected and the adsorbed  

particles are measured in the laboratory. Other methods use beta ray absorption or tapered element 

oscillating microbalance (TEOM) of PM. In beta gauge instruments, which are used for real-time mea-

surements of particulate emissions from stationary sources, the mass of the sample deposited on the 

flter tape is automatically measured by beta ray attenuation. Te measurement is made frst on a blank,  

then on the particulate-laden flter. Te range is 2–4000 mg/m3 without interference or efect from color, 

size, or atomic mass of the dust. 

An interesting review on  online analyzers for monitoring of VOCs was recently published.[37] 
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Other Monitoring Approaches 

Biomonitoring Using Plants 

Modern air instruments cannot measure the efects air pollution has on living cells and are limited 

to measuring the present conditions. Biological materials can be an excellent basis for establishing a 

biomonitoring network on large areas for a long time. Biomonitoring, as a continuous observation 

of an area with the help of bioindicators, can allow a qualitative survey and quantitative estimation  

of the pollutants in the environment. Since the 19th century, biological monitoring as a rather simple 

observation has turned into a serious alternative if not a useful complement to the traditional methods 

of assessing contamination, from both natural and anthropogenic sources. In the case of airborne pol-

lution, its heyday really began afer World War II. Te expensive growth of biomonitoring research  

works has gained momentum mainly from lower organisms such as lichens, bryophytes, and, to a lesser 

degree, fungi. Te use of cosmopolite organisms for assessing pollution has developed notably during 

the last two decades. 

Bioindicators are organisms or organs of such organisms that respond to a certain level of pollution 

by the change in their life cycle or accumulation of the particular pollutant. Bioindicators, in contrast  

to direct analysis, refect complex efects of harmful substances, as such organisms show not only the 

synergistic efects of a sum of parameters but also a time-integrated picture of the history of their life  

span. Another advantage is the selective uptake of such substances, as an organism exposed to an envi-

ronmental pollutant, either through air or via direct uptake, absorbs the bioavailability fraction only. 

Tey readily refect the proportion of the pollutants, which may be dangerous to human beings as well. 

In air monitoring, two organisms, i.e., lichens and mosses, have become the most popular bioindicators. 

Lichens are unusual organisms because they consist of fungal threads and microscopic green alga 

living together and functioning as a single organism. Lichens grow on rocks, soil, trees, or artifcial 

structures in unpolluted habitats. Lichens act like sponges, taking in everything that is dissolved in the 

rainwater and retaining it. Diferent species of lichens vary in sensitivity to air pollution. Lichens are 

commonly used as air quality indicators since some species are more pollution tolerant than others. 

Te most sensitive lichens are shrubby and leafy, whereas the most tolerant lichens are crustose. In city  

centers, lichens may be entirely absent. If the air is clean, shrubby, hairy, and leafy lichens colonize every 

available surface. 

Lichens may be used as bioindicators in two diferent ways: 

• By mapping all species present in a specifc area. 

• Trough the individual sampling of lichen species and measurement of the accumulated  pollutants 

or by transplanting lichens from a clean environment to a contaminated one. 

Lichens are used as biomonitors in the examination of the level of pollutants such as sulfur, nitrogen, and 

phosphorus compounds, as well as ozone, fuorides, chlorides, and heavy metals. Several biomonitoring 

methods using lichens have been described since the 1970s when Hawksworth and Rose[38,39] proposed  

a method based on the determination of zones (from 0—strong pollution to 10—clear air) with selected  

epiphytic lichens (on two diferent kinds of tree bark) that relate to levels of sulfur dioxide pollution. Tis 

method was widely adopted (both in the original scale and in relation to the real  concentrations of sul-

fur dioxide) in many countries mainly due to its simplicity. Over the last decade, new techniques like the 

European method for mapping lichen diversity (LDV), as an indicator of  environmental stress/ quality, 

have been proposed. Te procedure is based on the fact that epiphytic lichen diversity is impaired by 

air pollution and environmental stress. It provides a rapid, low-cost method to defne zones of diferent  

environmental quality. In addition to information on the long-term efects of air pollutants, data on 

eutrophication, anthropization, and climatic change on sensitive organisms may likewise be obtained. 

Data quality depends on the uniformity of growth conditions, and usually  standardization in sampling 

procedure is necessary. 
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Te relative ease of sampling, the absence of any need for complicated and expensive equipment, and 

the accumulative and time-integrative behavior of the monitor organisms that make biomonitoring of 

atmospheric pollutants possible could be continued for the foreseeable future, especially in large-scale 

surveys.[40–45] 

GIS in Air Quality Monitoring 

Reliable information on air quality is needed not only on temporal trends in air pollution (as, for 

 example, provided by data from fxed-site monitoring stations) but also on geographical variations. 

Maps are needed, for example, to identify so-called hot spots, to defne at-risk groups, to show changes 

in spatial patterns of pollution, and to provide improved estimates of exposure for epidemiological 

 studies. Te development of GIS techniques ofers considerable potential to mapping air pollution. GIS 

technology enables obtaining statistical and spatial data on air quality by estimation of environmental 

levels of regulated contaminants.[46] 

Remote Monitoring Techniques 

Remote monitoring techniques enable the measurement of atmospheric pollutants in remote,  

poorly accessible, and dangerous regions.[47–49] Remote sensing is especially recommended for the  

detection of difuse emissions that are hard to quantify with typical ground-point measurements,  

but its use is restricted to specialized monitoring demands due to very considerable cost of the  

equipment. 

Te cheapest and most widely used methods are those of aerial photography, including IR sensing 

and optical spectroscopy. Diferent spectrometers, whether they are ground based in a mobile labora-

tory or airborne, are the most common instruments used in air pollution for determination of SO2 and  

NO2 concentrations in plumes from tall stacks. Te results provide reliable data for studying the trans-

port and dispersion of a plume. 

Typical gaseous pollutants such as NOx, SO2, CO, and O3 may be monitored using diferent types  

of lasers, which, due to long-path absorption measurements, enable the determination of pollutants  

at very low concentrations. In laser absorption methods, a detector is used to monitor absorption  

of specifc wavelengths in light paths. Lidar (light detection and ranging) transmits light out to a  

target and part of this light is refected/scattered back to the instrument where it is analyzed. Te  

time for the light to travel out to the target and back to the lidar is used to determine the range to the  

target, allowing spatial resolution of pollutant concentration data within the light path; by monitor-

ing back-scatter intensity at two close wavelengths, the species concentration as well as its spatial  

distribution may be inferred. Tis method has been successfully used for measurements of SO2 up  

to a range of 2 km. 

Tere are three basic generic types of lidars: range fnder lidars, diferential absorption lidars (dial), 

and Doppler lidars. 

Range fnder lidars are used to measure the distance from the lidar instrument to a solid or hard 

target. Dial is used to measure pollutant concentration in the atmosphere on the basis of the diference 

of the two return signals having two diferent wavelengths (one is absorbed by the molecule of interest 

while the other is not absorbed). Te Doppler lidar is used to measure the velocity of a target. Te target  

can be either a hard target or an atmospheric target. 

Another type of device used for remote monitoring is sodar (sound detection and ranging). Te 

Doppler sodar sends out sound pulses of several frequencies in slightly diferent directions. Te acoustic 

signals are back-scattered by inhomogeneities in the atmosphere. 

Further signifcant developments of laser techniques use the Raman back-scatter, which is highly 

characteristic of the scattering molecule. 
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Monitoring of Flue and Exhaust Gas Emissions 

Diferent industrial branches, e.g., coal-fred power plants, chemical plants, petrochemical plants,  

oil refneries, PVC factories, heavy industries, and incinerators, are principal stationary pollution  

sources emitting, usually by chimneys, stack (fue) gases, containing diferent pollutants. Monitoring  

of such emission sources needs continuous, automatically acting systems that are usually a multiele-

ment, integrated, and cooperative set of measuring devices, auxiliary equipment, and calibration  

appliance.[50,51] 

Systems for Continuous Monitoring of Stack Gases 

Te monitoring systems for continuous monitoring can be classifed on the basis of diferent criteria. 

Depending on the way in which measurement is made, and especially on the applied sampling mode, 

extractive and in situ systems are distinguished.[52] 

In extractive systems, as the name implies, the sample is extracted continuously from a duct or stack 

from a representative volume of stack gases and transported by transfer line to analyzers (one or more 

single-component analyzers or one multicomponent analyzer). However, in most cases, some condi-

tioning of the sample is required to remove water vapor and PM. Te two main types of extractive 

systems are fully extractive (sometimes called simply “extractive”) and dilution extractive (also known 

as “dilution”). 

A typical extractive system (Figure 6) has a stainless steel probe, with a flter to remove coarse  

 particulates. Afer fltration, a heated, unchanged sample is transferred to a sample conditioner located 

in the system enclosure. Calibration gas is delivered from the enclosure to the probe and back through 

the sample tubing to calibrate the system. Te simplest sampling conditioning method is cooling the 

sample and allowing the moisture to condense and drain out of the system. 

Instruments based on spectroscopic techniques (mainly UV and IR), paramagnetic properties, and 

solid electrolytes (zirconium dioxide) for oxygen determination are frequently used to monitor CO, 

CO2, NOx, and SO2. For low concentrations of NOx and SO2, a chemiluminescent method can be applied. 

Fully extractive systems can be sometimes used without moisture removal, especially when the sample 

contains components that are easily soluble in water. 

Fully extractive systems are recommended for monitoring of pollutants in stack gases with diferent 

physicochemical parameters of compounds. Another advantage of such systems is the possibility of 

monitoring several locations using one analyzer (time-share systems). 

FIGURE 6  Schematic diagram of a fully extractive system for continuous emission monitoring of stack gases: 1, 

stack gases; 2, probe; 3, flter; 4, heated sampling line; 5, moisture removal; 6, analyzers; 7, storage unit. 
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FIGURE 7  Schematic diagram of a dilution-extractive system for continuous emission monitoring of stack 

gases:  1, stack gases; 2, probe; 3, flter; 4, clean and dry dilution air; 5, diluted sample to analyzers; 6, dilution  control  

unit; 7, analyzers; 8, storage unit. 

FIGURE 8  Schematic diagram for a point-type in situ system for continuous emission monitoring of stack gases 

(sensor mounted in the box with the sensor electronics): 1, stack gases; 2, sensor; 3, electronics in enclosure; 4,  

signal. 

Dilution of the sample gas (Figure 7) with clean, dry air to the sample (usually from 50:1 to 250:1)  

c onsiderably facilitates sample handling and reduces the dew point of the sample gas so that the  sampling 

line can be unheated. Furthermore, the diluted sample is similar in respect of pollutant concentration to 

ambient air, enabling the use of ambient analyzers. Relatively small amounts of sampled gases increase  

the time between cleaning the flters. Because most dilution-extractive systems are afected by changes 

in temperature and barometric pressure, it is recommended that temperature and pressure sensors be 

installed at the sampling location to compensate these efects. Te dilution systems are  recommended 

for plants fueled with carbons when high levels of particulates are present in stack gases (0.1 g/m3) and 

corrosive substances (e.g., HCl or SO3).  

In in situ systems (Figure 8), a gas probe is inserted into the wall. It allows monitoring the sample 

without removing it from the source and does not require sample conditioning or transport of the 

sample gas, thus minimizing the measurement errors during sampling, transferring, and conditioning 
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FIGURE 9  Schematic diagram of a single-path-type in situ system for continuous emission monitoring of stack 

gases: 1, stack gases; 2, light source; 3, receiver. 

FIGURE 10  Schematic diagram of a dual-path-type in situ system for continuous emission monitoring of stack 

gases: 1, stack gases; 2, light source; 3, receiver; 4, refector. 

the sample. An optical beam is contained within the probe. Tis optical beam represents the absorption  

path that enables the analysis. Te sample is drawn into the probe but remains under the conditions 

found in the stack. Te sample is never removed or extracted from the stack.  

In practice, two types of in situ systems are used: point and path monitoring systems (Figures 9 

and 10). In point monitoring systems, a sample probe and analyzer are installed inside the stack. Tey 

are also called in-stack monitors and measure gas at a single point. Terefore, it is important to choose 

a location that is representative in terms of the components of interest. As analyzers in such systems,  

spectroscopic instruments are used (based on absorption of UV and IR radiation) as well as electro-

chemical devices. In situ monitoring systems are recommended for locations with easy stack access 

and for measuring SO2 and O2 in combustion sources because point monitors are very cost-efective for 

measuring only one or two components. 

Path monitoring systems minimize errors that can arise when the location of a measuring point is not 

representative and due to the disturbances in the fow of stack gases. Tey measure gas concentration 

along a path, usually across the diameter of the stack or duct. A light source is mounted on one side of  

the stack and a beam is passed through to the other side. A single-pass system measures the light that 

reaches the other side of the stack, whereas a double-pass system uses a refector and passes the light 

back across the stack before performing the measurements. Two parameters are limited in these sys-

tems: the length of the measuring path (no less than 0.5 m, no more than 8–10 m) and the temperature 

of stack gases (no more than 300°C). 
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In situ systems are usually mounted in the ducts afer electrostatic precipitators or in chimney ducts. 

Te systems for stack sampling can be easily adapted to process monitoring or even ambient (closed 

or open path) monitoring. 

Conclusions 

Air quality has unquestionably adverse efects on human health. For example, air pollution is increas-

ingly being cited as the main cause of lung conditions such as asthma—twice as many people sufer from 

asthma today compared to 20  years ago. 

Tis is the main reason that the issue of air quality is now a major concern for many countries that 

have been working to improve air quality by controlling emissions of harmful substances into the 

 atmosphere, improving fuel quality, and integrating environmental protection requirements into the 

transport and energy sectors. Despite these improvements in air quality over the last few years, the prob-

lem of air pollution still remains. Terefore, more needs to be done at the local, national, and interna-

tional level. For example, a wide interest is observed to establish common criteria (e.g. AQIs-Air Quality 

Criteria (AQC)) to compare the state of the air for diferent countries that follow diferent directives. 

During the last decade, diferent types of AQC were proposed in literature[53,54] and/or adopted  

by governments. An interesting review on AQI published recently online by the Italian Group of  

Environmental Statistics (GRASPA) (http://www.graspa.org) shows the lack of a common strategy to 

compare the state of the air for cities that follow diferent directives.[55] Te major diferences between 

the indices in the literature are found in the number of index classes (and their associated color) and 

relative descriptive terms (e.g., considered pollutants, averaging time, frequency). Also, the guidelines 

themselves are sometimes consistently diferent from state to state, not only in indicating the pollut-

ants to be monitored but also in setting the threshold values and the number of exceedances per year. 

Furthermore, the way air quality is interpreted on the basis of a country-or city-specifc AQI difers 

considerably. 

Monitoring of air pollution is a prerequisite of air quality control and is carried out by a wide variety 

of analytical methods employing diferent measuring instruments that have diferent sensitivities and 

specifcities. Monitoring plays a critical role in protecting the environment and is a key element of all 

actions related with management and protection of ambient air. 

Every developed country has legislation to control or limit emissions of atmospheric pollution. Te 

air quality standards that could be regulated by law and achieved were established. Concentrations of  

selected pollutants would have to be determined, and reliable analytical methods would be required to 

measure the levels of the pollutants. Monitoring actions are based on using stationary networks of mea-

suring stations and/ or mobile laboratories equipped with proper instruments. 
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A closely related group of emissions come from aerosols of liquid droplets, generally below 5 μm. Tey  

can be oil or other liquid pollutants (e.g., freon) or may be formed by condensation in the atmosphere. 

Fumes are condensed metals, metal oxides, or metal halides, formed by industrial activities, predomi-

nantly as a result of pyro-metallurgical processes: melting, casting, or extruding operations. Products 

of incomplete combustion are ofen emitted in the form of particulate matter. Te most harmful com-

ponents in this group are particulate polycyclic organic matter (PPOM), which are mainly derivatives 

of benz[a]pyrene. 

When considering particulate pollution, the source should be categorized with regard to the contami-

nant type. Inert particulates are distinctly diferent from active solids in the nature and type of their 

potentially harmful human health efects. Inert particulates comprise solid airborne material, which 

does not react readily with the environment and does not exhibit any morphological changes as a result  

of combustion or any other process. Active solid matter is defned as particulate material that can be 

further oxidized or react chemically with the environment or the receptor. Any solid material in this 

category can, depending on its composition and size, be considerably more harmful than inert matter 

of similar size. 

urces of Particulate Pollution So
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 2.  Impaction (determined by diferences in concentrations by use of Fick’s law, particles between 5 

and 20 μm)
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Natural sources of particulate pollution are sandstorms, forest fres, and volcanic activity. Te major 

sources in towns are vehicles, combustion of fossil fuel for heating and electricity production, and 

industrial activity. 

Te total global emission of particulate matter is in the order of 107 t per year. Deposition of particles 

may occur by three processes: 

1.  Sedimentation (Stokes law may be applied, particles >20  μm) 

3.  Difusion  (particles  <5μm)  

Particles <20  μm are identifed as suspended particulate matter. Particles >20  μm may be denoted dust, 

which will be deposited close to the source due to the high sedimentation rate. Dry deposition  consists 

of gases or dry particles. Wet deposition is raindrops containing gases and particles. Particles may 

 consist of minor concentrations of dissolved salts in water drops, crystals, or a combination of the two. 

Particulate Pollution Problem 

Particulate pollution is an important health factor, most crucially the toxicity and size distribution. 

Many particles are highly toxic, such as asbestos and those of metals such as beryllium, lead,  chromium, 

mercury, nickel, and manganese. In addition, particulate matter is able to absorb gases, which enhances 

the efects of these components. In this context, the particle size distribution is of particular  importance, 

as particles greater than 10 μm are trapped in the human upper respiratory passage and the specifc 

 surface (expressed as square meter per gram of particulate matter) increases with l/d, where d is the  

particle size. Te adsorption capacity of particulate matter, expressed as grams adsorbed per gram of  

particulate matter, will generally be proportional to the surface area. Table 1 lists some typical particle 

size ranges. However, size as well as shape and density must be considered. Furthermore, particle size is 

determined by two parameters: the mass median diameter, which is the size that divides the particulate 

sample into two groups of equal mass, i.e., the 50% point on a cumulative frequency versus particle size  

plot, and the geometric standard deviation. 

Control Methods Applied to Particulate Pollution 

Particulate pollutants have the ability to adsorb gases including sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon  

monoxide, and so on. Te inhalation of these toxic gases is frequently associated with this adsorption, as 

the gases otherwise would be dissolved in mouthwash and spittle before entering the lungs. Particulate 

pollution may be controlled by modifying the distribution pattern. Tis method is described in detail 

below. In principle, it represents an obsolete philosophy of pollution abatement, dilution, but it is still 

widely used to reduce the concentration of pollutants at ground level and thereby minimizes the efect 

of air pollution. Particulate control technology can ofer a wide range of methods aimed at the removal 

of particulate matter from gas. Tese methods are settling chambers, cyclones, flters, electrostatic pre-

cipitators, wet scrubbers, and the modifcation of particulate characteristics. 

Modifying the Distribution Patterns 

Although emissions, gaseous or particulate, may be controlled by various sorption processes or 

mechanical collection, the efuent from the control device must still be dispersed into the atmosphere. 

Atmospheric dispersion depends primarily on horizontal and vertical transport. Te horizontal trans-

port depends on the turbulent structure of the wind feld. As the wind velocity increases, so does the 

degree of dispersion and there is a corresponding decrease in the ground-level concentration of the 

contaminant at the receptor site. 
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TABLE 1  Typical Practical Size Ranges 

μm 

Tobacco smoke 0.01–1 

Oil smoke 0.05–1 

Ash 1–500 

Ammonium chloride smoke 0.1–4 

Powdered activated carbon 3–700 

Sulfuric acid aerosols 0.5–5 

Source: Jørgensen[10] 

Te emissions are mixed into larger volume of air, and the diluted emission is carried out into essentially  

unoccupied terrain away from any receptors. Depending on the wind direction, the diluted efuent may be  

funneled down a river valley or between mountain ranges. Horizontal transport is sometimes prevented  

by surrounding hills that form a natural pocket for locally generated pollutants. Tis particular topo-

graphical situation occurs for instance in the Los Angeles area, which sufers heavily from air pollution. 

Te vertical transport depends on the rate of change of ambient temperature with altitude. Te dry 

adiabatic lapse rate is defned as a decrease in air temperature of 1°C per 100 m. Tis is the rate at which, 

under natural conditions, a rising parcel of unpolluted air will decrease in temperature with elevation 

into the troposphere up to approximately10,000  m. Under so-called isothermal conditions, the tempera-

ture does not change with elevation. Vertical transport can be hindered under stable atmospheric con-

ditions, which occur when the actual environmental lapse rate is less than the dry adiabatic lapse rate. 

A negative lapse rate is an increase in air temperature with latitude. Tis efectively prevents vertical 

mixing and is known as inversion. 

Te dispersion from a point source (a chimney for instance) may be calculated from the Gaussian  

plume model (see, for instance, Reible.[1]) 

Tese diferent atmospheric conditions are illustrated in Figure  1 where stack gas behavior under the 

various conditions is shown. Further explanations are given in Table 2. Te distribution of   particulate 

material is more efective the higher the stack. Te maximum concentration,  Cmax, at ground level can 

be shown to be approximately proportional to the emission and to follow approximately this expression: 

Cmax = kQ  H  2/  (1) 

where  Q is the emission (expressed as grams per particulate matter per unit of time), H is the efective  

stack height, and k is a constant. Te efective height is slightly higher than the physical height and can be  

calculated from information about the temperature, the stack exit velocity, and the stack inside diameter. 

Tese equations explain why a lower ground-level concentration is obtained when many small stacks 

are replaced by one very high stack. In addition to this efect, it is always easier to reduce and control 

one large emission than many small emissions, and it is more feasible to install and apply the necessary 

environmental technology in one big installation. 

Particulate Pollution Control Equipment 

Environmental technology ofers several solutions to the problem of particulate matter removal. 

Te methods and their optimum particle size and efciency are compared in Table 3. Te cost of the 

v arious installations varies of course from country to country and is dependent on several factors 

(m aterial applied, standard size or not standard size, automatized, and so on). Generally, electrostatic 

precipitators are the most expensive solution and are mainly applied for large quantities of air. Wet 

scrubbers also belong among the more expensive installations, while settling chamber and centrifuges 

are the most cost-efective solutions. 



Strong lapse (looping)  Environmental lapse rate > adiabatic lapse rate 

Weak lapse (coning)  Environmental lapse rate < adiabatic lapse rate 

Inversion (fanning) Increasing temperature with height 

Inversion below, Increasing temperature below, App. 

lapse alof (lofing) adiabatic lapse rate alof 

Lapse below, inversion App. adiabatic lapse rate below, 

alof (fumigation) increasing temperature alof 

Device 

Optimum 

Particle Size (μm) 

Optimum 

Concentration(g–3) 

Temperature 

Limitations (°C) 

Air Resistance 

(mm H2O) 

 Efciency 

(% by Weight) 

Settling chambers >50 >100 –30 to 350 <25 <50 

Centrifuges >10  >30 –30 to 350 <50–100 <70 

Multiple centrifuges >5 >30 –30 to 350 <50–100 <90 

Filters >0.3  >3 –30 to 250 >15–100 >99 

Electrostatic 

precipitators 

>0.3  >3 –30 to 500 <20 <99 

Wet scrubbers >2–10 >3–30 0 to 350 >5–25 <95–99 
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FIGURE 1  Stack gas behavior under various conditions. (a) Strong lapse (looping); (b) weak lapse (coning); 

(c) inversion (fanning); (d) inversion below, lapse alof (lofing); (e) lapse below, inversion alof (fumigation). 

TABLE 2  Various Atmospheric Conditions 

Source: Jørgensen.[10] 

TABLE 3 Characteristics of Particulate Pollution Control Equipment 

Source: Jørgensen.[10] 
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Settling Chambers 

Simple gravity settling chambers depend on gravity or inertia for the collection of particles. Both forces  

increase in direct proportion to the square of the particle diameter, and the performance limit of these 

devices is strictly governed by the particle settling velocity. Te pressure drop in mechanical collectors is  

low to moderate, 1–25  cm water in most cases. Most of these systems operate dry, but if water is added, it  

performs the secondary function of keeping the surface of the collector clean and washed free of particles. 

Te settling or terminal velocity can be described by the following expression, which has general 

applicability: 

 

where  Vt is terminal velocity,  ∂p is particle density,  ∂ is gas density,  dp is particle diameter, and μ is  gas  

viscosity. 

Tis is the Stokes’ law and is applicable to

Where 

 

Te intermediate equation for settling can be expressed as: 

 

Tis equation is valid for Reynolds numbers between 1.9 and 500, while the following equation  can be 

applied for NRe  > 500 and up to 200,000: 

 

Te settling velocity in these chambers is ofen in the range 0.3–3 m/sec. Tis implies that for large 

volumes of emission, the settling velocity chamber must be very large in order to provide an adequate 

residence time for the particles to settle. Terefore, the gravity settling chambers are not generally used  

to remove particles smaller than 100 μm (= 0.1 mm). For particles measuring 2–5 μm, the  collection 

e fciency will most probably be as low as 1% –2%. A variation of the simple gravity chamber is the 

bafed separation chamber. Te bafes produce a shorter settling distance, which means a shorter 

re tention time. Te shown equations can be used to design a settling chamber. 

Cyclones 

Cyclones separate particulate matter from a gas stream by transforming the inlet gas stream into 

a confned vortex. Te mechanism involved in cyclones is the continuous use of inertia to produce a 

t angential motion of the particles towards the collector walls. Te particles enter the boundary layer close 

to the cyclone wall and lose kinetic energy by mechanical friction. Te forces involved are the centrifugal 

force imparted by the rotation of the gas stream and a drag force, which is dependent on the particle den-

sity, diameter, shape, etc. A hopper is built at the bottom. If the cyclone is too short, the maximum force 
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will not be exerted on some of the particles, depending on their size and the corresponding drag forces.[2]  

If, however, the cyclone is too long, the gas stream might reverse its direction and spiral up the center. 

It is therefore important to design the cyclone properly. Te hopper must be deep enough to keep the 

dust level low. Te efciency of a cyclone is described by a graph similar to Figure  2, which shows the 

efciency versus the relative particle diameter, i.e., the actual particle diameter divided by  D50, which is  

defned as the diameter corresponding to 50% efciency. D50 can be found from the following equation: 

 

where  Dc is the diameter of cyclone,  Vc is inlet velocity, ∂p is the density of particles, μ is gas viscosity, and 

K is a constant dependent on cyclone performance. 

If the distribution of the particle diameter is known, it is possible to calculate the total efciency from 

a graph such as Figure  2: 

eff =∑mi 
*effi (7) 

where  mi is the weight fraction in the ith particle size range and efi is the corresponding efciency. 

Te pressure drop for cyclones can be found from: 

From these equations, it can be concluded that higher efciency is obtained without increased pressure 

drop if  Dc can be decreased while velocity Vc is maintained. Tis implies that a battery of parallel  coupled 

small cyclones will work more efectively than one big cyclone. Such cyclone batteries are available as  

blocks and are known as multiple cyclones. Compared with settling chambers, cyclones ofer higher 

removal efciency for particles below 50  μm and above 2–10  μm, but involve a greater pressure drop. 

FIGURE 2 Efciency plotted against relative particle diameter. Notice that it is a log–log plot. 
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Filters 

Particulate materials are collected by flters by the following three mechanisms: 

Impaction, where the particles have so much inertia that they cannot follow the streamline around 

the fber and thus impact on its surface. 

Direct interception, where the particles have less inertia and can barely follow the streamlines around 

the obstruction. 

Difusion, where the particles are so small (below 1  μm) that their individual motion is afected by  

collisions on a molecular or atomic level. Tis implies that the collection of these fne particles is a result  

of random motion. 

Diferent fow patterns can be used, as demonstrated in Figure 3. Te types of fbers used in fabric 

flters range from natural fbers, such as cotton and wool, to synthetics (mainly polyesters and nylon), 

glass, and stainless steel. 

FIGURE 3 Flow pattern of flters. 

TABLE 4 Properties of Fibers 

Fabric Acid Resistance Alkali Fluoride Strength Tensile Abrasion Resistance 

Cotton 

Wool 

Poor 

Good 

Good 

Poor 

Poor 

Poor 

Medium 

Poor 

Very good 

Fair 

Nylon 

Acrylic 

Polypropylene 

Orlon 

Poor 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Good 

Poor 

Poor 

Poor 

Fair 

Good 

Medium 

Very good 

Medium 

Excellent 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Dacron 

Tefon 

Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Very good 

Fair 
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Some properties of common fbers are summarized in Table 4. As can be seen, cotton and wool 

have a low temperature limit and poor alkali and acid resistance, but they are relatively inexpensive. 

Te selection of flter medium must be based on the answer to several questions:[3,4] 

What is the expected operating temperature? 

Is there a humidity problem that necessitates the use of a hydrophobic material, such as, e.g., nylon? 

How much tensile strength and fabric permeability are required? 

How much abrasion resistance is required? 

Permeability is defned as the volume of air that can pass through 1 m2 of the flter medium with a  

pressure drop of no more than 1 cm of water. 

Te flter capacity is usually expressed as cubic meter of air per square meter of flter per minute. 

A typical capacity ranges between 1 and 5 m3/m2/min. 

Te pressure drop is generally larger than for cyclones and will in most cases be 10–30 cm of water, 

depending on the nature of the dust, the cleaning frequency, and the type of cloth. 

Tere are several specifc methods of flter cleaning. Te simplest is backwash, where dust is removed 

from the bags merely by allowing them to collapse. Tis is done by reverting the airfow through the 

entire compartment. Te method is remarkable for its low consumption of energy. Shaking is another 

low-energy flter-cleaning process, but it cannot be used for sticky dust. Te top of the bag is held still 

and the entire tube sheath at the bottom is shaken. Te application of blow rings involves reversing the 

airfow without bag collapse. A ring surrounds the bag; it is hollow and supplied with compressed air to 

direct a constant stream of air into the bag from the outside. 

Te pulse and improved jet cleaning mechanism involves the use of a high-velocity, high-pressure air 

jet to create a low pressure inside the bag and induce an outward airfow, cleaning the bag by sudden 

expansion and reversal of fow. 

In some cases, as a result of electrostatic forces, moisture on the surface of the bag, and a slight degree  

of hygroscopicity of the dust itself, the material forms cakes that adhere tightly to the bag. In this case,  

the material must be kept drier, and a higher temperature on the incoming dirty airstream is required. 

Filters are highly efcient even for smaller particles (0.1–2  m), which explains their wide use as particle 

collection devices. 

Electrostatic Precipitators 

Te electrostatic precipitator consists of four major components:

 1.  A gas-tight shell with hoppers to receive the collected dust, inlet and outlet, and an inlet gas 

distributor

 2.  Discharge electrodes

 3.  Collecting electrodes

 4. Insulators 

Te principles of electrostatic precipitators are illustrated in Figure 4. Te dirty airstream enters a flter,  

where a high, 20–70 kV, usually negative voltage exists between discharge electrodes. Te  particles accept 

a negative charge and migrate towards the collecting electrode. Te efciency is usually expressed by use 

of Deutsch’s equation (see the discussion including correction of this equation in the work of Gooch and 

Francis[5]). Tis equation entails that the relationship between migration velocity and  particle diameter 

has a minimum between 0.1 and 1.0 μm. 

Te operation of an electrostatic precipitator can be divided into three steps:

 1.  Te particles accept a negative charge. 

 2.  Te charged particles migrate towards the collecting electrode due to the electrostatic feld. 

 3.  Te collected dust  is removed from the collecting electrode by shaking or vibration, and is collected 

in the hopper. 
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FIGURE 4  Te dust is precipitated on the electrode P. E has a high, usually negative voltage and emits a great 

number of electrons that give the dust particles a negative charge. Te dust particles will therefore be attracted to P. 

r, the specifc electrical resistance, measured in ohm meter, determines the ability of a particle to accept 

a charge. Te practical specifc resistance can cover a wide range of about four orders of magnitude, in 

which varying degrees of collection efciencies exist for diferent types of particles. Te specifc resis-

tance depends on the chemical nature of the dust, the temperature, and the humidity. 

Electrostatic precipitators have found wide application in industry. As the cost is relatively high, the 

airfow should be at least 20,000  m3/hr; volumes as large as 1,500,000  m3/hr have been treated in one 

electrostatic precipitator. 

Very high efciencies are generally achieved in electrostatic precipitators and emissions as low as 

25  mg/m3 are quite common. Te pressure drop is usually low compared with other devices—25 mm 

water at the most. Te energy consumption is generally 0.15–0.45 Wh/m3/hr. 

Wet Scrubbers 

A scrubbing liquid, usually water, is used to assist separation of particles, or a liquid aerosol from the 

gas phase. Te operational range for particle removal includes material less than 0.2 μm in diameter 

up to the largest particles that can be suspended in air. Gases soluble in water are also removed by this 

process. Four major steps are involved in the collection of particles by wet scrubbing. First, the particles 

are moved to the vicinity of the water droplets, which are 10–1000 times larger. Ten, the particles must  

collide with the droplets. In this step, the relative velocity of the gas and the liquid phases is very impor-

tant: If the particles have an excessively high velocity in relation to liquid, they cannot be retained by the 

droplets unless they can be wetted and thus incorporated into the droplets. Te last step is the removal 
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of the droplets containing dust particles from the bulk gas phase. Scrubbers are generally very fexible.  

Tey are able to operate under peak loads or reduced volumes and within a wide temperature range.[6]  

Tey are smaller and less expensive than dry particulate removal devices, but the operating costs are 

higher. Another disadvantage is that the pollutants are not collected but transferred into water, which 

means that the related water pollution problem must also be solved.[7] 

Several types of wet scrubbers are available and their principles are outlined below:

 1.  Chamber scrubbers are spray towers and spray chambers that can be either round or rectangular.  

Water is injected under pressure through nozzles into the gas phase.

2.  Baffle scrubbers are similar to a spray chamber but have internal bafes that provide additional  

impingement surfaces. Te dirty gas is forced to make many turns to prevent the particles from 

following the airstream.

3.   Cyclonic scrubbers are a cross between a spray chamber and a cyclone. Te dirty gas enters 

t angentially to wet the particles by forcing its way through a swirling water flm onto the walls. 

Tere, the particles are captured by impaction and are washed down the walls to the sump. Te 

saturated gas rises through directional vanes, which are used solely to impart rotational motion 

to the gas phase. As a result of this motion, the gas goes out through a demister for the removal of 

any included droplets.

4. Submerged orifce scrubbers are also called gas induced scrubbers. Te dirty gas is accelerated 

over anaerodynamic foil to a high velocity and directed into a pool of liquid. Te high velocity  

impact causes the large particles to be removed into the pool and creates a tremendous number 

of spray droplets with a high amount of turbulence. Tese efects provide intensive mixing of gas 

and  liquid and thereby a very high interfacial area. As a result, reactive gas absorption can be 

combined with particle removal.

5.  Te  ejector scrubber is a water jet pump (see Figure 5). Te water is pumped through a uniform 

nozzle and the dirty gas is accelerated by the action of the jet gas. Te result is aspiration of the 

gas into the water by the Bernoulli principle and, accordingly, a lowered pressure. Te ejector 

s crubber can be used to collect soluble gases as well as particulates.

6.  Te  venturi scrubber involves the acceleration of the dirty gas to 75–300 m/min through a mechanical  

constriction. Tis high velocity causes any water injected just upstream of or in the venturi throat to  

be sheared of the walls or nozzles and atomized. Te droplets are usually 5–20  μm in size and form  

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5 Principle of ejector scrubber. 
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into clouds from 150 to 300 μm in diameter, depending on the gas velocity. Te scrubber construction  

is similar to that of the ejector scrubber, but the jet pump is replaced by a venturi constriction.

 7.  Mechanical scrubbers have internal rotating that which break up the scrubbing liquid into small 

droplets and simultaneously create turbulence.

 8.  Charged-droplet scrubbers have a high voltage ionization section where the corona discharge 

 produces air ions (as in electrostatic precipitators). Water droplets are introduced into the  chamber 

by the use of spray nozzles or similar devices. Te additional collection mechanism provided by 

the induction of water droplets increases the collection efciency.

 9.  Packed-bed scrubbers have a bottom support grid, and a top retaining grid (see Figure  6). Te fuid 

(ofen water or a solution of alkali or acid) is distributed as shown in the fgure over the top of the 

packed section, while the gas enters below the packing. 

Te fow is normally counter current. Packed-bed scrubbers ofer the possibility of combining gas 

absorption with the removal of particulate material. Te pressure drop is ofen in the order of 3 cm water 

per meter of packing. If the packing consists of expanded fber, the bed scrubber is known as a fber-bed  

scrubber. Te packed-bed scrubber has a tendency to clog under high particulate loading, which is its 

major disadvantage. 

Common packing includes saddles, rings, etc., like those used in absorption towers. Some  important 

parameters for various scrubbers are plotted in Figure 7, which demonstrates the relationship between 

pressure drop, energy consumption, and D50 (the diameter of the particles removed at 50% efciency). 

FIGURE 6 Packed-bed scrubber. 
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FIGURE 7  Relationship between  D50  (μm), pressure drop (mm H2O, lower axis), and energy consumption 

(kW/m3/sec; upper axis). A: Packed-bed scrubber. B: Bafed scrubber. C: Venturi scrubber. 

Air Pollution Problems of Carbon Hydrides and 
Carbon Monoxide: Sources of Pollutants 

All types of fossil fuel will produce carbon dioxide on combustion, which is used in the photosynthetic 

production of carbohydrates. As such, carbon dioxide is harmless and has no toxic efect, whatever the 

concentration levels, but see the entries about the greenhouse efect of carbon dioxide. An increased 

carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere will increase absorption of infrared radiation and the 

heat balance of the earth will be changed. 

Carbon hydrides are the major components of oil and gas, and incomplete combustion will always 

involve their emission. Partly oxidized carbon hydrides, such as aldehydes and organic acids, might also 

be present. 

Te major source of carbon hydrides pollution is motor vehicles. 

In reaction with nitrogen oxides and ozone, they form so-called photochemical smog, which consists  

of several rather oxidative compounds, such as peroxyacyl nitrates and aldehydes. In areas where solar 

radiation is strong and the atmospheric circulation is weak, the possibility of smog formation increases 

as the processes are initiated by ultraviolet radiation. 

Incomplete combustion produces carbon monoxide. By regulation of the ratio of oxygen to fuel, more 

complete combustion can be obtained, but the emission of carbon monoxide cannot be totally avoided. 

Motor vehicles are also a major source of carbon monoxide pollution. On average, 1 L of gasoline 

(petrol) will produce 200 L of carbon monoxide, while it is possible to minimize the production of this  

pollutant by using diesel instead of gasoline. 

Te annual production of carbon monoxide is more than 200 million tons, of which 50% is produced  

by the United States alone. 

In most industrial countries, more than 75% of this pollutant originates from motor vehicles. 



 Control Methods Applied to Carbon Dioxide, Carbon 
Hydrides, and Carbon Monoxide Pollution 
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Pollution Problem of Carbon Hydrides and Carbon Monoxide 

Carbon hydrides, partly oxidized carbon hydrides, and the compounds of photochemical smog are all 

more or less toxic to man, animals, and plants. Photochemical smog reduces visibility, irritates the eyes, 

and causes damage to plants, with immense economic consequences, for example, for fruit and tobacco 

plantations. It is also able to decompose rubber and textiles. 

Carbon monoxide is strongly toxic as it reacts with hemoglobin and thereby reduces the blood’s 

capacity to take up and transport oxygen. Ten percent of the hemoglobin occupied by carbon monoxide 

will produce symptoms such as headache and vomiting. It should be mentioned here that smoking also 

causes a higher carboxyhemoglobin concentration. An examination of policemen in Stockholm has 

shown that non-smokers had 1.2% carboxyhemoglobin, while smokers had 3.5%. 

Carbon dioxide pollution is inevitable with the use of fossil fuels. Terefore, it can only be solved by the 

use of other sources of energy. 

Legislation plays a major role in controlling the emission of carbon hydrides and carbon monoxide. 

As motor vehicles are the major source of these pollutants, control methods should obviously focus on  

the possibilities of reducing vehicle emission. Te methods available today are as follows:

 1. Motor technical methods

2.  Aferburners 

3.  Alternative energy sources 

 

Te frst method is based upon a motor adjustment according to the relationship between the composi-

tion of the exhaust gas and the air/fuel ratio. A higher air/fuel ratio results in a decrease in the carbon  

hydrides and carbon monoxide concentrations, but to achieve this, a better distribution of the fuel in 

the cylinder is required, which is only possible through the construction of another gasifcation system. 

Tis method may be considered cleaner technology. 

At present, two types of aferburners are in use—thermal and  catalytic afterburners. In the former 

type, the combustible material is raised above its autoignition temperature and held there long enough 

for complete oxidation of carbon hydrides and carbon monoxide to occur. Tis method is used on an  

industrial scale[8,9] when low-cost purchased or diverted fuel is available; in vehicles, a manifold air   

injection system is used. 

Catalytic oxidation occurs when the contaminant-laden gas stream is passed through a catalyst bed, 

which initiates and promotes oxidation of the combustible matter at a lower temperature than would 

be possible in thermal oxidation. Te method is used on an industrial scale for the destruction of trace  

solvents in the chemical coating industry. Vegetable and animal oils can be oxidized at 250–370°C by 

catalytic oxidation. Te exhaust fumes from chemical processes, such as ethylene oxide, methyl meth-

acrylate, propylene, formaldehyde, and carbon monoxide can easily be catalytically incinerated at even 

lower temperatures. Te application of catalytic aferburners in motor vehicles presents some difcul-

ties due to poisoning of the catalyst with lead. With the decreasing lead concentration in gasoline, it 

is becoming easier to solve that problem, and the so-called double catalyst system is now fnding wide 

application. Tis system is able to reduce nitrogen oxides and oxidize carbon monoxide and carbon  

hydrides simultaneously. New catalysts are currently coming on the market and ofer a higher efciency. 

Lead in gasoline has been replaced by various organic compounds to increase the octane number.  

Benzene has been applied, but it is toxic and causes air pollution problems because of its high vapor  pressure.  

MTBE (methyl tertiary butyl ether) is another possible compound for increasing the octane number. It is,  

however, very soluble and has been found as a groundwater contaminant close to gasoline stations. 



 Air Pollution of Sulfur Dioxide: Sources, 
Problems, and Solutions 
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Application of alternative energy sources is still at a preliminary stage. Te so-called Sterling motor is 

one alternative, as it gives more complete combustion of the fuel, but there have been several improve-

ments of the efciency of the motor during the last years due to the increasing cost of fossil fuel. Much 

interest has, however, been devoted to electric and hybrid vehicles. 

Fossil fuel contains approximately 2%–5% sulfur, which is oxidized by combustion to sulfur dioxide. 

Although fossil fuel is the major source, several industrial processes produce emissions containing 

 sulfur dioxide, for example, mining, the treatment of sulfur containing ores, and the production of  

paper from pulp. Te total global emission of sulfur dioxide has been decreasing during the last 25  years 

due to the installation of pollution abatement equipment, particularly in North America, the European 

Union, and Japan. Te concentration of sulfur dioxide in the air is relatively easy to measure, and sulfur 

dioxide has been used as an indicator component. High values recorded by inversion are typical. 

Sulfur dioxide is oxidized in the atmosphere to sulfur trioxide, which forms sulfuric acid in water.  

Since sulfuric acid is a strong acid, it is easy to understand that sulfur dioxide pollution indirectly causes  

the corrosion of iron and other metals and is able to acidify aquatic ecosystems.[10] 

Te health aspects of sulfur dioxide pollution are closely related to those of particulate pollution. 

Te gas is strongly adsorbed onto particulate matter, which transports the pollutant to the bronchi and 

lungs. Tere is a clear relationship between concentration, efect, and exposure time, which is refected  

in the emission standards for sulfur dioxide (see Table 5). 

Clean Air Acts were introduced in all industrialized countries during the 1970s and 1980s. Table 5 

illustrates some typical sulfur dioxide emission standards, although these may vary slightly from  

 country to country. 

Te approaches used to meet the requirements of the acts as embodied in the standards can be 

 summarized as follows: 

 1. Fuel switching from high to low sulfur fuels. 

 2. Modifcation of the distribution pattern—use of tall stacks. 

 3. Abandonment of very old power plants that have a particular high emission. 

 4. Flue gas cleaning. 

Desulfurization of liquid and gaseous fuel is a well-known chemical engineering operation. In gaseous 

and liquid fuels, sulfur either occurs as hydrogen sulfde or reacts with hydrogen to form hydrogen 

sulfde. Te hydrogen sulfde is usually removed by absorption in a solution of alkanol- amine and 

then converted to elemental sulfur. Te process in general use for this conversion is the so-called Claus 

 process. Te hydrogen sulfde gas is fred in a combustion chamber in such a manner that one-third of 

the volume of hydrogen sulfde is converted to sulfur dioxide. Te products of combustion are cooled 

and then passed through a catalyst-packed converter, in which the following reaction occurs: 

2H S2 + SO2 = 3S + 22H O (9) 

TABLE 5  SO2 Emission Standards 

Concentration 

(ppm) Duration Comments 

Month 0.05 

24 hr 0.10 Might be exceeded once a month 

30 min 0.25 Might be exceeded 15 times/month 

Source: Jorgensen.[10] 



 1. Adsorption of sulfur dioxide on active metal oxides with regeneration to produce sulfur. 

 2.  Catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide to produce sulfuric acid. 

 3.   Adsorption of sulfur dioxide on charcoal with regeneration to produce concentrated sulfur   

dioxide. 

 4. Reaction of dolomite or limestone with sulfur dioxide by direct injection into the combustion 

chamber. A lime slurry is injected into the fue gas beyond the boilers. 

 5. Fluidized bed combustion of granular coal in a bed of fnely divided limestone or dolomite 

m aintained in a fuid-like condition by air injection. Calcium sulfte is formed as a result of these 

processes. 

 Air Pollution Problems of Nitrogenous Gases: 
Sources, Problems, and Control 
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Te elemental sulfur has commercial value and is mainly used for the production of sulfuric acid. 

Sulfur occurs in coal both as pyritic sulfur and organic sulfur. Pyritic sulfur is found in small  discrete 

particles within the coal and can be removed by mechanical means, e.g., gravity separation methods.  

However, 20%–70% of the sulfur content of coal is present as organic sulfur, which can hardly be  

removed today on an economical basis. Since sulfur recovery from gaseous and liquid fuels is much 

easier than that from solid fuel (which has other disadvantages as well), much research has been and is 

being devoted to the gasifcation or liquefaction of coal. It is expected that this research will lead to an  

alternative technology that will solve most of the problems related to the application of coal,  including 

sulfur dioxide emission. Approach (2) listed above has been mentioned earlier in this entry, while 

approach (3) needs no further discussion. Te next subsection is devoted to (4) fue gas cleaning. 

Flue Gas Cleaning of Sulfur Dioxide 

When sulfur is not or cannot be economically removed from fuel oil or coal prior to combustion, 

removal of sulfur oxides from combustion gases will become necessary for compliance with the stricter 

air pollution control laws. 

Te chemistry of sulfur dioxide recovery presents a variety of choices and fve methods should be 

considered: 

In particular, the two latter methods have found wide application, particularly to large industrial  

i nstallations. It is possible to recover the sulfur dioxide or elemental sulfur from these processes,  making 

it possible to recycle the spent sorbing material. 

Seven diferent compounds of oxygen and nitrogen are known: N2O, NO, NO2, NO3, N2O3, N2O4, and 

N2O5— ofen summarized as NOx. From the point of view of air pollution, it is mainly NO (nitrogen  

oxide) and NO2 (nitrogen dioxide) that are of interest. Nitrogen oxide is colorless and is formed from  

the elements at high temperatures. It can react further with oxygen to form nitrogen dioxide, which is 

a brown gas. Te major sources of the two gases are combustion of gasoline and oil (nitrogen oxide) 

and combustion of oil, including diesel oil (nitrogen dioxide). Te production of NO is favored by high 

temperature. In addition, a relatively small emission of nitrogenous gases originates from the chemical 

industry. Te total global emission is approximately 10 million tons per year. Tis pollution has only 

local or regional interest, as the natural global formation of nitrogenous gases in the upper atmosphere 

by the infuence of solar radiation is far more signifcant than the man-controlled emission. 

As mentioned above, nitrogen oxide is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide, although the reaction rate is  

slow—in the order of 0.007/hr. However, it can be accelerated by solar radiation. Nitrogenous gases take 

part in the formation of smog, as the nitrogen in peroxyacyl nitrate originates from nitrogen oxides. 

Tey are highly toxic but as their contribution to global pollution is insignifcant, local and regional 
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problems can partially be solved by changing the distribution pattern (see the section on Control 

Methods Applied to Particulate Pollution). 

Te emission from motor vehicles can be reduced by the same methods as mentioned for carbon  

hydrides and carbon monoxide. Te air/fuel ratio determines the concentration of pollutants in exhaust 

gas. An increase in the ratio will reduce the emission of carbon hydrides and carbon monoxide, but 

unfortunately will increase the concentration of nitrogenous gases. Consequently, the selected air/ fuel 

ratio will be a compromise. A double catalytic aferburner is applied today, and it is able to reduce 

nitrogenous gases and simultaneously oxidize carbon hydrides and carbon monoxide. Te application 

of alternative energy sources will, as for carbon hydrides and carbon monoxide, be a very useful control 

method for nitrogenous gases at a later stage. 

Between 0.1 and 1.5 ppm of nitrogenous gases, of which 10%–15% consists of nitrogen dioxide, are 

measured in urban areas with heavy trafc. On average, the emission of nitrogenous gases is approxi-

mately 15  g per liter of gasoline and 25  g per liter of diesel oil. 

Nitrogenous gases in reaction with water form nitrates that are washed away by rainwater. In some  

cases, this can be a signifcant source of eutrophication. For a shallow lake, for example, the increase in 

nitrogen concentration due to the nitrogen input from rainwater will be rather signifcant. In a lake with 

a depth of 1.7 m and an annual precipitation of 600 mm, which is normal in many temperate regions, the 

annual input will be as much as 0.3 mg/L. 

Te methods used for control of industrial emission of nitrogenous gases, including ammonia, will  

be discussed in the next section that discusses industrial air pollution, but as pointed out above, indus-

trial emission is of less importance, even though it might play a signifcant role locally. Te emission 

of nitrogenous gases by combustion of oil for heating and the production of electricity can hardly be  

reduced. 

Industrial Air Pollution, Overview, and Control Methods 

Te rapid growth in industrial production during recent decades has exacerbated the industrial air 

pollution problem, but due to increased application of continuous processes, recovery methods, air 

p ollution control, use of closed systems, and other technological developments, industrial air pollution 

has, in general, not increased in proportion to production. 

Industry displays a wide range of air pollution problems related to a large number of chemical 

c ompounds in a wide range of concentrations. 

It is not possible in this context to discuss all industrial air pollution problems; instead, we shall touch 

on the most important problems and give an overview of the control methods applied today. Only the 

problems related to the environment will be dealt with in this context. 

A distinction should be made between air quality standards, which indicate that the concentration of  

a pollutant in the atmosphere at the point of measurement should not be greater than a given amount, 

and emission standards, which require that the amount of pollutant emitted from a specifc source  

should not be greater than a specifcally indicated amount. 

Te standards refect, to a certain extent, not only the toxicity of the particular component but also 

the possibility for its uptake. 

Here, the distribution coefcient for air/water (blood) plays a role. Te more soluble the component 

is in water, the greater the possibility for uptake. For example, the air quality standard for acetic acid, 

which is very soluble in water, is relatively lower than the toxicity of aniline, which is almost insoluble 

in water. 

Since industrial air pollution covers a wide range of problems, it is not surprising that all three classes 

of pollution control methods mentioned previously have found application: modifcation of the dis-

tribution pattern, alternative (cleaner) production methods, and particulate and gas/vapor control 

technology. 
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All the methods mentioned in the section on  Control Methods Applied to Particulate Pollution also  

apply for industrial air pollution control. 

In gas and vapor technology, a distinction has to be made between condensable and non-condensable 

gaseous pollutants. Te latter must usually be destroyed by incineration, while the condensable gases 

can be removed from industrial efuents by absorption, adsorption, condensation, or combustion. 

Recovery is feasible by the frst three methods. 

Gas Absorption 

Absorption is a difusion process that involves the mass transfer of molecules from the gas state to the 

liquid state along a concentration gradient between the two phases. Absorption is a unit operation that is  

enhanced by all the factors generally afecting mass transfer, i.e., high interfacial area, high solubility, high  

difusion coefcient, low liquid viscosity, increased residence time, turbulent contact between the two 

phases, and possibilities for reaction of the gas in the liquid phase. Tis last factor is ofen very  signifcant  

and almost 100% removal of the contaminant is the result of such a reaction. Acidic  components can 

 easily be removed from gaseous efuents by absorption in alkaline solutions, and, correspondingly, alka-

line gases can easily be removed from efuent by absorption in acidic  solutions (Table 6). 

Carbon dioxide, phenol, and hydrogen sulfde are readily absorbed in alkaline solutions in accor-

dance with the following processes: 

+ + 2−+CO2 + 2N OH → 2Na CO  (10)a 3  

H S 2NaOH+ → 2Na 
+ + S + 22 2− 2H  O (11) 

C H OH + NaOH → C H O− + N+ + H O (12)6 5 6 5 a 2  

Ammonia is readily absorbed in acidic solutions: 

NH3 + H SO4 → 4
2− 

2 2NH4 + SO  (13) 

Gas Adsorption 

Adsorption is the capture and retention of a component (adsorbate) from the gas phase by the total 

surface of the adsorbing solid (adsorbent). In principle, the process is the same as when dealing with  

wastewater treatment; the theory is equally valid for gas adsorption. 

Adsorption is used to concentrate (ofen 20 to 100 times) or store contaminants until they can be 

recovered or destroyed in the most economical way. Figure 8 illustrates some adsorption isotherms 

applicable to practical gas adsorption problems. Tese are ofen described as either Langmuir’s or  

Freundlich’s adsorption isotherms. Adsorption is dependent on temperature: increased temperature   

TABLE 6  Absorber Reagents 

Reagents Applications 

KMnO4 Rendering, polycyclic organic matter 

NaOCl Protein adhesives 

Cl2 Phenolics, rendering 

Na2SO3 Aldehydes 

NaOH CO2, H2S, phenol, Cl2, pesticides 

Ca(OH)2 Paper sizing and fnishing 

H2SO4 NH3, nitrogen bases 
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means that the molecules move faster and therefore it is more difficult to adsorb them. There are four 

major types of gas adsorbents, the most important of which is activated carbon, but aluminum oxide 

(activated aluminum), silica gel, and zeolites are used as well.

The selection of adsorbent is made according to the following criteria:

 1. High selectivity for the component of interest.

 2. Easy and economical to regenerate.

 3. Availability of the necessary quantity at a reasonable price.

 4. High capacity for the particular application so that the unit size will be economical. Factors 

affecting capacity include total surface area involved, molecular weight, polarity activity, size, 

shape, and concentration.

 5. Pressure drop, which is dependent on the superficial velocity.

 6. Mechanical stability in the resistance of the adsorbent particles to attrition. Any wear and  abrasion 

during use or regeneration will lead to an increase in bed pressure drop.

 7. Microstructure of the adsorbent should, if at all possible, be matched to the pollutant that has to 

be collected.

 8. The temperature, which has a profound influence on the adsorption process, as already mentioned.

Regeneration of the adsorbents is an important part of the total process. A few procedures are available 

for regeneration:

 1. Stripping by use of steam or hot air.

 2. Thermal desorption by raising the temperature high enough to boil off all the adsorbed material.

FIGURE 8 Adsorption isotherms, at 20°C.
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 3. Vacuum desorption by reducing the pressure enough to boil off all the adsorbed material.

 4. Purge gas stripping by using a non-adsorbed gas to reverse the concentration gradient. The purge 

gas may be condensable or non-condensable. In the latter case, it might be recycled, while the use 

of a condensable gas has the advantage that it can be removed in a liquid state.

 5. In situ oxidation based on the oxidation of the adsorbate on the surface of the adsorbent.

 6. Displacement by use of a preferentially adsorbed gas for the desorption of the adsorbate. The 

 component now adsorbed must, of course, also be removed from the adsorbent, but its removal might 

be easier than that of the originally adsorbed gas, for instance, because it has a lower boiling point.

Although the regeneration is 100%, the capacity of the adsorbent may be reduced 10%–25% after  several 

regeneration cycles, due to the presence of fine particulates and/or high molecular weight  substances 

that cannot be removed in the regeneration step. A flowchart of solvent recovery using  activated carbon 

as an adsorbent is shown in Figure 9 as an illustration of a plant design.

Combustion

Combustion is defined as rapid, high-temperature gas-phase oxidation. The goal is the complete oxida-

tion of the contaminants to carbon dioxide and water, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide.

The process is often applied to control odors in rendering plants, paint and varnish factories, rub-

ber tire curing, and petrochemical factories. It is also used to reduce or prevent an explosion hazard by 

burning any highly flammable gases for which no ultimate use is feasible. The efficiency of the process is 

highly dependent not only on temperature and reaction time but also on turbulence or the mechanically 

induced mixing of oxygen and combustible material. The relationship between the reaction rate, r, and 

the temperature can be expressed by Arrhenius’ equation:

E
r A= −*e  (14)

RT

where A is a constant, E is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 

A distinction is made between combustion, thermal oxidation, and catalytic oxidation, the latter two 

being the same in principle as the vehicle afterburners.

 

FIGURE 9 Flow chart of solvent recovery by the use of activated carbon.
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Heavy Metals as Air Pollutants

Heavy metals, which may be defined as the metals with a specific gravity >5.00 kg/L, comprise 70 

 elements. Most of them are, however, only rarely found as pollutants. The heavy metals of environ-

mental interest form very heavy soluble compounds with sulfide and phosphate and form very stable 

complexes with many ligands present in the environment. It means, fortunately, that most of the heavy 

metals are not very bioavailable in most environments (see also Bioremediation, p. 408).

A number of enzymes activated by metal ions and metalloenzymes are known. Members of the first 

mentioned group, comprising iron, cobalt, chromium, vanadium, selenium, copper, zinc, iron, cobalt, 

and molybdenum, are able with a stronger bond to form metalloenzymes: metalloproteins, metallopor-

phyrins, and metalloflavins.

Heavy metals are emitted to the atmosphere by energy production and a number of technological 

processes (see Table 7). It makes the atmospheric deposition of heavy metals originating from human 

activities the dominant pollution source for the vegetation of natural ecosystems— forests, wetlands, 

peat lands, and so on. The heavy metal content in sludge and fertilizers plays a more important role for 

agricultural land where also the inputs of heavy metals by irrigation, natural fertilizers, and application 

of chemicals including pesticides may add to the overall pollution level. The atmosphere and hydrosphere 

both have a well- developed ability for “self-purification”—for heavy metals by removal  processes, for 

instance, sedimentation. The lithosphere has a high buffer capacity toward the effects of most pollutants 

and also has an ability to self-purify, for instance, by runoff and uptake by plants, although the rates usu-

ally are much lower than in the two other spheres. Table 8 illustrates the removal rates.

Heavy metals are bound to clay particles due to their ion-exchange capacity and to hydratized metal 

oxides, such as iron sesquioxide (As, Cr, Mo, P, Se, and V) and manganese sesquioxides (Co, Ba, Ni, 

and lanthanides). Calcium phosphate is further better able to bind As, Ba, Cd, and Pb in alkaline soil. 

Fulvic acids (molecular weight about 1000) and humic acid (molecular weight about 150,000) are able to 

form complexes with a number of heavy metals, Hg(II), Cu(II), Pb(II), and Sn(II). The mobility of heavy 

me tals is dependent on a number of factors. The soil pore water contains soluble organic compounds 

(acetic acid, citric acid, oxalic acid, and other organic acids), partly excreted by the roots. These small 

TABLE 7 Important Atmospheric Pollution Sources of Heavy Metals

Source Heavy Metals

Incineration of oil V, Ni

Incineration of coal Hg, V, Cr, Zn, As

Gasoline Pb (leaded gasoline)

Metal industry Fe, Cu, Mn, Zn, Cr, Pb, Ni, Cd, and others

Application of pesticides Hg, Cr, Cu, As

Incineration of solid waste Hg, Zn, Cd, and others

Source: Jørgensen.[10]

TABLE 8 Removal of Heavy Metals by Runoff and Drainage 

from a Typical Cultivate Clay Soil

Metal Removal (mg/m2/yr) Removal % of Pool 1–3

Pb 0.5 1–3

Cu 1.2 2–3

Zn 15.9 30–50

Cd 0.07 15–30

Source: Waid.[8]
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organic molecules form chelated, soluble compounds with metal ions such as Al, Fe, and Cu. Activity 

of living organisms in soil may also enhance the mobility of heavy metal ions. Fungi and bacteria may 

utilize phosphate and thereby release cations. Formation of insoluble metal sulfide under anaerobic 

 conditions from sulfate implies a reduced mobility. The lower oxidation stages of heavy metals are 

 generally more soluble than the higher oxidation stages, implying increased mobility.

The many possibilities of binding heavy metals in soil explain the long residence time. Cadmium, 

 calcium, magnesium, and sodium have the most mobile metal ions with a residence time of about 

100 years. Mercury has a residence time of about 750 years, while copper, lead, nickel, arsenic, selenium, 

and zinc have residence times of more than 2000 years under temperate conditions. Tropic residence 

times are typically lower (for all heavy metals, about 40 years).

The biological effect of heavy metal pollution occurs in accordance with Sections 4.4 and 4.5 on two 

levels: on an organism level and on the higher level—the ecosystem level.

Plant toxicity is very dependent on the presence of other metal ions. For instance, Rb and Sr are very 

toxic to many plants, but the presence of the biochemically more useful K and Ca is able to reduce or 

eliminate toxicity. The toxicity of arsenate and selenate can be reduced in the same manner by sulfate 

and phosphate.

Formation of complexes by reaction with organic ligands also reduces toxicity due to reduced 

 bioavailability. The plant toxicity of heavy metals in soil is consequently also correlated with the 

 concentration of heavy metal ions in the soil solution.

The heavy metals that are most toxic to plants are silver, beryllium, copper, mercury, tin, cobalt, 

nickel, lead, and chromium. With the exception of silver and chromium, the divalent form is most toxic. 

For silver, it is Ag+, and for chromium, it is chromate and dichromate that are most toxic. Silver and 

mercury ions are very toxic to fungus spores, and copper and tin ions are very toxic to green algae; lethal 

concentrations may be as low as 0.002–0.01 mg/L.

One of the key processes on ecosystem level is the mineralization process, because it determines the 

cycling of nutrients. Heavy metals can inhibit the mineralization due to the blocking of enzymes. The 

effect is known not only for the enzymes produced in the organisms but also for extracellular enzymes—

exoenzymes—originated from dead cells or excreted from roots and living microorganisms. As the 

various processes forming the cycling of nutrients are coupled, the entire mineralization cycle is dis-

turbed if only one process is reduced. It is therefore possible to determine the change of the mineraliza-

tion cycle by measuring the respiration, the transformation of nitrogen, and the release of phosphorus. 

As low a concentration of copper as 3–4 times the background concentration may imply a reduced soil 

respiration. A few hundred milligrams of copper per kilogram of soil is furthermore able to diminish 

the nitrogen release rate by one half.

The most sensitive mineralization process is phosphorus cycling. Biological material binds phospho-

rus as esters of phosphoric acid. The phosphate is released by the hydrolysis of the ester bond, a process 

catalyzed by phosphatase. This process is inhibited by the presence of heavy metals. The inhibition 

is decreasing in the following sequence: molybdenum (VI) > wolframate (VI) > vanadate (V) > nickel 

(II) > cadmium > mercury (II) > copper (II) > chromate (VI) > arsenate (V) > lead (II) > chromium (III).

The inhibition of exo-enzymes by heavy metals does not form a clear pattern. It is therefore difficult 

to generalize. Most experiments, however, give a clear picture of the influence of heavy metals on min-

eralization: the rate of mineralization may be reduced significantly with a consequent reduction of the 

productivity of the entire ecosystem.

In Denmark (a country with relatively little heavy industry and good pollution control), atmospheric 

deposition causes an average annual increase of the total content of heavy metal in soil between 0.4% 

and 0.6%, but it varies very much from location to location. In accordance with the many possibilities 

for side reactions of heavy metals in soil, including adsorption to the soil particles, the amount of heavy 

metal ions that are available to plants is only a fraction of the total content. If only the bioavailable heavy 

metals are used as the basis, the annual percentage increase in the soil concentration due to atmospheric 

deposition is probably higher.
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Most lead in soil is not mobile and cannot be transported via the root system to the leaves and stems. 

This is in contrast to cadmium, which is very mobile. About 50% of the cadmium in soil will be found in 

the plants after the growth season, although the concentration may be very different in different parts of 

the plants. The cadmium in grains for instance has not increased parallel to the increased atmospheric 

deposition of cadmium.

The heavy metal pollution of soil is one of the major challenges in environmental management in 

industrialized countries. Due to the many diffuse sources of heavy metal pollution, the solution of the 

problem requires a wide spectrum of methods, the first of which is application of cleaner technology 

(see the section on Industrial Air Pollution, Overview, and Control Methods). It is in other words neces-

sary to reduce the total emission of heavy metals. Dilution (for instance, higher chimneys) is not an 

applicable solution. Moreover, as pollution, particularly air pollution, has no borders, it is necessary to 

take international initiatives and agree on international standards, particularly for the most problematic 

heavy metals, i.e., cadmium, mercury, nickel, chromium, and vanadium. A three-point program must 

be adopted:

• A nationally and internationally accepted environmental strategy.

• Agreed international standards and long-term goals.

• A monitoring program to assess the pollution level and compare the measured concentrations 

with standards.
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Introduction

Approximately 70% of the earth’s surface is covered with water, a resource that has been exploited for 

many centuries. Hydropower is currently the most common and the most important renewable energy 

source: throughout the world, it produces 3288 TWh, just over 17% of global production and the 84% of 

energy produced by renewable energy sources[1] from an installed capacity of about 850 GW.[2]

The International Energy Agency (IEA) has developed a number of scenarios that describe the efforts 

needed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The “business-as-usual” baseline scenario foreshadows 

the situation in the absence of policy change and major supply constraints leading to increases in oil 

demand and CO2 emissions. The “BLUE” scenario is the most ambitious, bringing emissions at 50% of 

the 2005 level by 2050. This implies of course higher investment costs, as well as greater needs in tech-

nological and policy developments. In Energy Technology Perspectives 2010, it states that hydro could 

produce up to 6000 TWh in 2050.

The main characteristics that make hydropower a successful energy source are its plant storage capac-

ity and fast responses to meet sudden fluctuations in electricity demand. Global hydropower generation 

has increased by 50% since 1990, with the highest absolute growth in China, as shown in Figure 1.

IEA estimates the global technically exploitable hydropower potential (the technically exploitable 

 potential is the annual energy potential of all natural water flows that can be exploited within the limits of 

current technologies[3]) at more than 16,400 TWh per year.[1] However, hydroelectric plants of big dimen-

sions, with million cubic meter water basins, have negatively affected the natural and social environment 

of the territories. Small plants are characterized by a different management, distributed on the territory, 

managed in small communities, integrated in the multiple and balanced use of the water resources.
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FIGURE 1 Evolution of global hydropower generation, 1990–2008.

Source: International Energy Agency.[1]

The contribution of small hydropower (SHP) plants, defined as those with installed capacity of up to 

10 MW, to the worldwide electrical supply is about 1%–2% of the total one, amounting to about 61 GW.[2] 

Europe with about 13 GW installed capacity has the second biggest contribution to the world’s installed 

capacity, just behind Asia. Moreover, the SHP potential is estimated in 180,000 MW.

SHP has a key role to play in the development of renewable energy resources and an even greater role 

in developing countries. In the face of increasing electricity demand, international agreements to reduce 

greenhouse gases, environmental degradation from fossil fuel extraction and use, and the fact that, 

in many countries, large hydropower sites have been mostly exploited, there is an increasing  interest 

in developing SHP. Indeed, SHP has a huge, as yet largely untapped potential, which will enable it to 

make a significant contribution to future energy needs, offering a very good alternative to conventional 

sources of electricity, not only in the developed world but also in developing countries.

A hydropower sector technological maturity has already been reached during the last century, but 

only big plants have received all the benefits from technological development, while those of smaller 

dimension have been neglected. Nowadays the economy of scale, social and environmental implications, 

 suggest this solution due to their economical feasibility and environmental respectful, allowing sustain-

able distributed production with an easy installation and great applicability in developing countries.

This entry is organized as follows: first, a classification of the hydropower plants is given. Then, the 

basics of the technology of mini and micro-hydro plants are illustrated, together with a description of 

the main civil works that occurred in a hydropower scheme. Finally, a conclusion on the potential and 

shortcomings of the hydropower technology is drawn.

Classification of the Hydroelectrical Plants

Hydropower plants can be generally classified in terms of power outputs:

Micro-hydro plant, with a nominal power lower than 100 kW, subdivided into low-head plants, when the 

vertical drop is lower than 50 m, and low-flow rate plants, when the water flow is lower than 10 m3/sec.

Mini-hydro plant, with a nominal power between 100 kW and 1000 kW, subdivided into mini-head 

plants, when the vertical drop is between 50 and 250 m, and mini-flow rate plants, if the water flow 

is between 10 and 100 m3/sec.

Small hydro plants, with a nominal power between 100 kW and 10 MW, subdivided into medium-

head plants, when the drop is between 250 and 1000 m, and medium flow-rate plants, when the 

water flow is between 100 and 1000 m3/sec.

Big hydro plants, as shown in Figure 2, with a nominal power of more than 10 MW, defined as high-

head plants if the drop is higher than 1000 m and as high-flow rate plants with a water flow of more 

than 1000 m3/sec.
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Mini-Hydro Plants

Mini-hydropower (MHP) plants have an installed power lower than 1 MW actually in Europe is 3 MW 

but in many country (in particular USA 5 MW) it may be more. Generally, these plants need less civil 

works, consistently reducing the costs connected to the realization of the plant and justifying their 

realization also under an economic point of view. If the plants are well planned and placed, their envi-

ronmental impact is reduced for their limited dimensions. The simplicity of construction allows them 

to be introduced in contexts where the technology of the sector is not yet developed and there is a 

strong need for mechanical or electrical power. Also in those cases, MHP plants can be operated and 

FIGURE 2 Big hydro storage scheme.

Another important way to classify hydroelectric plants is on the basis of their typology. In particular, 

they can be classified as follows:

Run-of-river scheme: or fluent water plants, they take a portion of a river through a canal 

or p enstock. They do not require the use of a dam or catch basin. Because of that, they aim to 

affect upstream water levels and downstream stream flow less than any other power plants. 

Electricity generation from these plants could change in the amount of water flowing in 

the river.

Storage scheme: an impound water behind a dam, as a reservoir. Water is released through turbine 

generators to produce electricity. The water storage and release cycles can be relatively short, for 

instance, storing water at night for daytime power generation, or the cycles can be long, storing 

spring runoff for generation in the summer, when air conditioner use increases power demand. 

Some projects operate on multiyear cycles carrying over water in a wet year to offset the effects 

of dry years.

Pumped-storage scheme: these plants use off-peak electricity to pump water from a lower reservoir 

to an upper reservoir. During periods of high electrical demand, the water is released back to the 

lower reservoir to generate electricity.

The following sections focus on mini and micro-hydropower plants and run-of river scheme.
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maintained locally, even with less-specialized technicians. Changing hydropower plant size or typology, 

many things are the same, such as a turbine installation. This entry focuses on mini-hydro due to its low 

environmental impact and its opportunities of developing in the future.

Water Resource

Hydraulic energy, as almost every forms of energy on the earth, comes from the sun, which is the 

“engine” of the hydrological cycle. The sun, irradiating and warming up the atmosphere, makes seas and 

lakes evaporate; the water vapor rises up and thickens the clouds that move because of the wind, also 

generated by the sun; the clouds then produce precipitations in the form of snow, hail, and rain. When 

the rainfall ends up in the natural basin situated at a higher level, energy is transformed to potential 

energy. This energy is naturally stocked in rivers and in creeks that flow into the sea, closing in this way 

the hydrological cycle (see Figure 3).

The amount of available energy, which the water basin can produce at a given height, comes from the 

water level reached at the end of the cycle. In other words, to know the potential energy of a basin, it 

is necessary to evaluate the available rise, depending on the orography of the territory and on specific 

water works such as dams or small barriers.

The amount of water available is defined as the mass of water flowing per time unit (flow rate). 

In  general, the potential power from a reservoir can be calculated by the following equation:

P g0 0= ⋅ρ ⋅Q ⋅H  (1)

where

P0 = theoretical power (W)

ρ = water density (1000 kg/m3)

g = gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/sec2)

Q = flow rate (m3/sec)

H0 = net head (m)

The output power of the plant is a percentage of it, due to mechanical, electrical, and friction losses.

Hydrology and Rain Measurements

In order to exploit the energy of water for power purposes, a hydro geological analysis of the territory 

is needed, particularly for catch basins. The analysis is based on the evaluation of the supply of the basin 

and its outflow. To obtain a balanced catch basin, it has to take into consideration the meteoric flow rate, 

 

FIGURE 3 Hydrological cycle. (Source: Harvey et al.[4])
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evaporation, and both superficial and underground circulation. The quantity of water from the rainfall to 

the basin, the meteoric supply, must be evaluated not only on the water surface of the basin itself but also 

on the whole area in which the rainfall is collected as well as the streams towards the basin (see Equation 2). 

The flows, which depend on soil permeability, are essentially of two types: superficial and underground, 

i.e., when the water filters through the soil and supplies underground basins and water-bearing stratum.

It is possible to evaluate the meteoric supply—superficial flow, as:

 = + + −( )P E D I C  (2)

where P is the meteoric supply to the basin, E is the contribution given to the evaporation, D is the out-

flows, and I and C are the increase and decrease of the basins, respectively.

The term E is the amount of the following different contributions:

• Evaporation of water from the soil

• Transpiration of plants

• Evaporation of water intercepted by vegetation

• Evaporation of internal basins

Similarly, the term in relation to draining—underground flow—can be subdivided into the following:

• Natural water draining underground toward the external (groundwater)

• Artificial draining water toward the external (inversion)

• Natural superficial water inflow from the external (water flows)

• Underground natural water inflow (water-bearing stratum)

• Artificial inflow from the external (adduction)

Joining of different rivers has to be considered as well. The evaluation of the meteoric intake is usually 

performed through specialized devices, such as rain gauges, very common all over the world (see Figure 4).

The intensity of the rainfall flow rate is not constant through time and it has to be referred to different 

periods of the year (usually a multiyear). Not all the water from the rainfall ends up in the catch basin as 

FIGURE 4 Example of a rain gauge.
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shown before. Generally, the phenomenon is estimated by introducing a coefficient of draining, depend-

ing on the waterfall and the water collected into the catch basin, as shown in Equation 3:

 =
0

C
V

V
 (3)

where V is the real caught volume and V0 is the waterfall.

Once V is determined, it is possible to calculate directly the energy exploitable from the plant in a 

given site:

E H= ⋅0.00273 η ⋅ 0 ⋅V  (4)

where H0 indicates the net drop, in other words, the available drop minus the losses in the work of 

adduction with η output efficiency of the turbine.

Within a natural hydrological basin, it is necessary to analyze the head and the flow rate available 

along the whole river bed, through the hydrodynamic curve (see Figure 5). It shows the surfaces of the 

catch basin on the horizontal axes and the height of the water flow on the vertical one. Through the 

hydrodynamic curve, it is possible to optimize the entire use of a catch basin, while for the realization 

of a single plant, without having the intention to optimize the use of the resource along the whole river 

bed, it is enough to measure the flow rate of the river and the consequent evaluation of the quantity of 

water that can be taken from the basin or from the available drop.

 

Measure of the Water Flow

The determination of the water flow of a catch basin can be done by using specific devices, but it has to 

be undertaken only in absence of historical data of the course along the years. Different methods exist.[4] 

However, for each of them, it would be necessary to repeat the measures along a period of time to obtain 

the variation that occur throughout the year.

FIGURE 5 Example of a hydrodynamic curve.
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One of the simplest methods that can be used is to force the flow to get into a container of known 

dimensions, measuring the necessary time to fill it up. This method is known for its simplicity; however, 

it is limited in that it can be applied only in rivers with small water flows.

A second method (Figure 6) consists of the realization of a weir of known dimensions, in which the 

river is forced to get into—the weir method. This method can be used to bring up to around 1 m3/sec. 

To measure how much is carried, the second level reached by the water is taken into consideration as 

illustrated in Figure 7.

The water flow  can be calculated using:Q

 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅0.41 2Q B H g H  (5)

In this formula, H can be calculated as the difference between H2 and H1 (see Figure 7), B is the width of 

the weir, and g is the gravitational acceleration.

Another method of measuring water flow involves the evaluation of water velocity on the cross- 

sectional area. Velocity measurements can be made through a very simple method: with a floating, 

not too light in order to avoid the friction with the air, in a place where the river is pretty regular and 

flat, measuring the time that the floating takes to cover a specific distance. The measurement must be 

repeated more than once and the sought value taken into consideration must be the average between 

the distance covered and the time spent to cover it. The final velocity must be corrected with a factor 

between 0.75 and 0.85, given by the losses due to the friction with the sides of the canal.

FIGURE 6 Weir method.

FIGURE 7 Weir realization.
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The velocity can be obtained also through different methods, such as the use of “titled solutions,” tak-

ing into account the variations on the electricity conductivity of the river when it flows with a known 

quantity of salt inside.

Once the cross section is evaluated, the water flow can be then calculated through the formula of 

Manning:[5]

 = ⋅ ⋅
2

3

1

2

Q
A R S

n
 (6)

where A represents the cross section, R is the hydraulic radius, and S is the slope of the water surface. The 

value of n can be obtained from Table 1.

Flow Duration Curve

Water flow measurements are always referred to a specific period, as the water of the river changes dur-

ing the year, passing several times from huge quantities of water to smaller ones. In general, the curve is 

uneven as it reports the water flow rate throughout the year as shown in Figure 8.

To organize the collected measurement data, it is possible to use another graphic that puts them all 

together. Indeed, in Figure 8, it is possible to note that there are two evident points of absolute maximum 

and absolute minimum, corresponding to the maximum quantity of water that occurs for a very short 

period and the minimum quantity of water that is the quantity available all year. Moreover, Figure 9 

shows a flow duration curve, which presents the duration of each amount of the flow rate.

TABLE 1 Value of the Factor of Manning (n) for Different River Bed Typologies

River Bed Typology n

Regular river bed with a minimum annual flow

Stable flow condition

0.030

0.035

River with stagnant water, aquatic vegetation, and meanders

River with stones and shrubs with shallow pools and lush vegetation

0.045

0.060

FIGURE 8 Example of a daily flow curve.
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Measurements of the Gross Head

To measure the height difference between two points, it is necessary to utilize a level and to follow 

the scheme in Figure 10. The operator must simply read the values of each ruler to come out with the 

height by computing the difference between the two values. This procedure can be repeated until the 

final point is reached. If a level is not available, it is possible to use a table with a carpenter level—even 

if it requires a lot of patience—or to proceed with a plastic transparent pipe filled up with water, which 

fulfills the same characteristics of a level. While measuring from the available head, it is wise to also 

calculate the length of the forced penstock as distance from the hold point to the arrival of the penstock 

itself. This is essential both for the choice of the material of the penstock and for the evaluation of the 

pressure drop.

FIGURE 9 Example of a flow duration curve.

FIGURE 10 Example of measurement of the gross head.
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Instream Flow and Environmental Impact

The balance of any catch basin is connected not only to the water balance but also to the real possibility 

of exploitation, characterized by other aspects:

Rivers can be used not only for power purposes. Before proceeding to the derivation of the outflow, it 

is necessary to be sure that it will not have a negative impact on further communities. It is neces-

sary to verify all the aspects connected with the multiple uses of the water resource.

The subsistence of the natural balances involved in the river and in the catch basin itself. An example, 

to adduce water to a riverbed of a catch basin, can be useful for the fish fauna, although the flow 

rate is high and it comes from nearby.

The use of the water resource of a catch basin refers to a wider issue that generally is approached letting a 

minimum natural course of the river, generally indicated as minimum instream flow (IF), defined as “the 

minimum height of water needed to maintain the values of the basin at an acceptable level.” The calcula-

tion of the IF is essential: in fact, if the minimum flow rate is lower than the IF during the  planning stage, 

the no-working periods of the plant can be estimated.

To guarantee a minimum flow means to preserve the biological balance and the need of the use of a 

civil work as a caption downriver. The derivation established on the basis of this context must be lower 

than the limit beyond which it may influence the river ecosystem and may cause the entering in crisis 

however the natural water regime must be guaranteed.

The river regime model must therefore take into account the following aspects:

Biological species that would suffer from the uncontrolled derivation of water.

Hydrologic characterization for the protection of water balance (equilibrium) and the defense of soil.

The use of the water resource represented by the social and economic wardship of needs.

Two different relations are commonly used for the calculation of the minimum IF:

15 ⋅ ⋅α Q
Q

media
IF =  (7

⎡⎣ln( )α ⋅Q 2
)

media ⎦⎤

where α is the coefficient of perpetuity given by the relation between low intake and the medium IF val-

ues, expressed in liters per second:

IF 6hydrol. = .IFmicrohabitat (8)

The equation shows that conserving the IF from a hydrological point of view also means, with a big 

margin, that the conservation of IF from a biological point of view is connected with the microhabi-

tat. If the value of the low intake is unknown and only the average is known, it is possible to assume 

that the coefficient of perpetuity α is equal to 0.24, showing the outflow of hydropower plant that 

guarantees the preservation of the fish fauna and hydrology. Figure 11 shows a typical example of the 

realization of a canal to guarantee the conservation of hydrology and of the fish fauna in a hydro-

power plant.

 

 

Civil Works in MHP Plants

The civil works for hydropower facilities have the functions to capture, to exploit, and to return the water 

downriver. In small rivers, the realization of those works is done by deflecting the water flow for a short 

period of time, to operate in dry conditions. To deflect the river, a provisional river bed has to be built or 

the plant must be realized during the dry season, if feasible.
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Dams and Weirs

The choice of the typology of the dam must be made taking into consideration the orography of the ter-

ritory and the water resource to exploit.[6] Generally, hydraulic works must create a good drop between 

mountain and valley, to have the possibility to exploit the potential energy from the mass of water. 

The structure can be dams (Figure 12) or catch basins (Figure 13).

A dam is a “lung” of water available that is able to compensate, partially and totally depending on the 

volume created, the variation of the flow rate of the river during the year. Although the creation of a dam 

needs a big investment, this makes it practically not usable in MHP.[7]

A type of barrier—often installed in small plants—is the derivation weir. The derivation weir is smaller 

and more cost-effective than a traditional dam and generally the water overflows the traverse, reversing 

in the natural path of the river. If the plant is big enough, the derivation weir turns into a small dam that 

basically does not function like a water accumulator, but it aims at raising the level of the water flow. 

FIGURE 11 Example of a system to conserve fish fauna.

FIGURE 12 Example of a dam.
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The derivation weir can be realized with several different materials and, when possible, it is suggested 

that locally available material, such as rocky materials, be used. Otherwise, it is possible to use blocks of 

flat rocks and soil kept altogether by metal nets to constitute the barrage.

It is important that the barrage is realized with a central waterproof nucleus, made with clay, and 

supported with soil or minerals. If there sand or gravel is available, a barrier made of concrete can be 

also taken into consideration.

If the regimes of full flow are huge, it is necessary that the intake must be drained through ad hoc dis-

chargers not easy to realize when the barrage has been made in the river. Instead, in places with much seis-

mic activities or in very cold climates, it is better to avoid rigid structures, so floor barriers are preferred.

Stability of the Dam

In small plants, the stability of the dam generally depends on the weight of the dam itself. The strains 

that the dam applies to the ground through its own weight can be higher than those that the ground can 

take. It is necessary to minimize the infiltration of water underneath the dam with the use of spillway 

drain and erosion or diaphragms.

Also, the stability to the overturning of the dam must be guaranteed in all the conditions of charge 

concerning the hydrostatic push related to the dragging of solid material or to seismic waves. In order to 

guarantee that, it is enough to ensure that all the strains against the ground are not negative, in order to 

avoid dangerous situations that can bring the structure to overturn. This entails designing a dam where 

all the horizontal and vertical strains fall internally in the central part of its own basement (see Figure 14).

As the hydrostatic strains generally go from upstream to downstream, the side of the dam facing 

downstream is more sloping as compared to the perpendicular of the basement; thus, the profile of the 

dam upstream has to be more vertical than the downstream.

System of Elevating the Free Water Surface

To control the water flow, floodgates are generally used. Given that most of these devices are used to 

control the free water surface elevation being stored or routed, they are also known as crest gates.

FIGURE 14 Stability of the dam.

FIGURE 13 Example of a catch basin.
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A removable type of floodgates is flashbooks gates— wooden panels usually installed on the cap of the 

barrier that allow the increase of the water surface and that can be removed during floods, avoiding the 

inundation of the upstream fields.[8]

Generally, to avoid the manual intervention and to check upstream flooding, it is possible to install a 

gate that can be opened progressively during full intakes. Another solution is to install fusegates, con-

crete crates that flip over when the water level is reached (Figure 15). Finally, another type is the dinghy, 

anchored to the cap of the barrier that blows up during full intakes of water, only to deflate again during 

the rest of the year.

Spillway

If the flow rate varies during the year, it could be that the floodgates systems are not enough to guarantee 

the integrity of the plant. In this case, it is necessary to foresee a system that takes the surplus flow rate to 

downstream— the spillway. Except during flood periods, water does not normally flow over a spillway. 

The surplus water usually flows at a high velocity and often it is necessary to insert a system to reduce its 

kinetic energy. In small plants, the introduction of a drainage, which allows emptying the loading tank 

to help in the maintenance of the plant, is always considered.

The spillway is also used in times of emergency, i.e., shutting down the plant.

Intake

The water intake (see Figure 16) is a structure in which water is adduced in order to bring it to the forebay 

tank. It must be able to address in the penstock or in the drainage canal the amount of water estimated 

in the project. It is pleonastic to underline how the civil work has to be studied and realized in a way 

to minimize friction losses and the impact on the environment. It must also be designed to minimize 

maintenance and to reduce the costs. Practical aspects of the project related to civil work therefore must 

follow the following criterion: Hydraulics and structural works have to guarantee the resistance of the 

pipes to minimize the waste of energy and to be cost-effective, to avoid transportation of solid material 

inside the pipes to the powerhouse and for easier maintenance, and to reduce the passage of fishes and 

to not compromise the ecosystem of the area in which it has been realized.

FIGURE 15 Example of fusegates: “Sant’Antonio 1” IdroPower Station (Italy).
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FIGURE 16 Example of intake works.

The water intake works can be realized in different ways, depending on the peculiarity of the orogra-

phy of the territory. Often it is a channel that brings the water to the point where the forced pipe is. In 

this case, the channel is realized in a way that the water flows slowly with a contained slope of the pipe 

in order to contain the losses and the erosion of the walls and to preserve the jump.

The choice of the dimension of the intake channel and the water velocity are results of a compromise 

to avoid frequent maintenance due to the deposits of sand and slime, to avoid losses and erosion against 

the wall. Generally, the water flows along the channel with a velocity between 0.1 and 0.4 m/sec. If the 

quantity of solid materials to be transported is huge, then a bigger tank, where the deposits end up due 

to the reduction of the speed of the water as a result of a bigger section, is needed, based on the funda-

mental hypothesis of the continuity of the intake.

The sedimentation tank is necessary if the channel has not an open surface, due to the costs connected 

to the maintenance of the closed channel. In small plants, the drainage tank usually works as a sedi-

mentation tank as well; however it must be cleaned more frequently and it will have a bigger dimension 

due to the sedimentation process. The transportation of solid material is very deleterious not only for 

turbine performance but also for the life of the device itself.[5]

The orientation of the intake is crucial when choosing a project, as it can reduce the accumulation 

of material over the grid itself and the frequency of the intervention of maintenance. The best position 

is parallel to the flow letting the full flows the task of removing the material stuck in front of the grid. 

Anyway, it does not have to be located in areas of stagnant water as the whirlpool and the parasite flows 

tend to accumulate solid material in front of the grill. If there is a discharger, it is good to place the grill 

next to it to simplify maintenance as the deposits can be pushed to the discharger as well.

Forebay Tank

At the end of the channel or coincident with the intake, replacing the channel of charge, a little tank, known 

as forebay tank or basin of charge, has to be realized. Its function is to guarantee the presence of upstream 

water in the penstock, in order to avoid the entrance of air along the pipe and the formation of whirlpools.
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Channel

If the plant needs it, the sampling of the flow to adduce in the central, is done by using a channel. 

The channel can be realized both as open channel and as under pressure pipe. In the small plant, the 

technical solution is oriented towards an open surface channel, the sizing of which is done consider-

ing first the intake to derive. The intake is the function of the section of the channel as well as of the 

slope and the roughness that depends on the material used and on the degree of finishing of the wall. 

The channel can be made from different materials such as soil, wood, and concrete.

Generally, for small plants where the banks have an inclination of 45° with the base, if the width is L, 

the width of water surface is 2L and the height is L/2. Concerning concrete structures, using one that is 

rectangular shaped, which helps in the cleaning of the channel, is usually preferred.

Penstock and Pressure Drop

The penstock (see Figure 17) takes the water from the load tank and pushes it to the turbine. It can be 

realized with the use of different materials. One should take into account the cost, weight, type of joints, 

and the conditions of the ground when choosing the type of material to be used. The penstock is also 

characterized by the diameter of the conduit itself that must contain the loss of load.

The choice of the pipe diameter has to be made as a compromise between three needs:

1. Keeping the costs down and therefore realizing a small-diameter pipe.

2. Containing load losses.

3. Realizing a bigger pipe to increase the energy.

The first head measure can be seen as a gross head, keeping into consideration the losses inside the con-

duits and all the other works of adduction.

The real head exploited by the turbine is lower than the first value above. Indeed, the definition of 

drop goes together with the net head that identifies the usable jump by the turbine; thus, the gross head 

minus the losses of the adduction works. Such a definition allows dividing the losses of the hydraulic 

parts from those related to the turbine. The value of the net head obviously depends on the pressure 

 

 

 

FIGURE 17 Example of a penstock.
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drops occurring inside the penstock. Through the definition of net head, it is also possible to define the 

output of the section of the hydraulics work simply as:

 η =idr
n

0

H

H
 (9)

where n and 0 refer to the net head and the gross head, respectively. The bigger is the hydraulic output of 

the plant, the better will be the exploitation of the water resource as higher power can be obtained with 

the same load or the same power can be obtained with less load. Moreover, if the entity of the load losses 

compared to the available drop is modest in high- and very-high-fall plants, in the low-fall plant with 

6 m of available drop, a load loss of 1 m is almost 20% of the produced power. Thus, the hydraulic works 

of an adduction channel have to be realized with focus on MHP plants.

The penstock is the part of the plant in which the water flows faster. Considering that the losses are 

proportional to the square of the speed, the realization of the penstock is very important in terms of 

hydraulic performances of work of adduction.

The amount of water that flows inside the penstock is functional to the section of the pipe, its diam-

eter and the water velocity. Once the flow is designed, a relation between speed flooding and penstock 

diameter is needed.

The problem can be solved with a dimensional analysis that puts into evidence how the Fanning  factor 

is a  function of the Reynolds number and relative roughness, known from fluid dynamic theory. The 

Fanning factor is connected to load losses and it represents their adimensionalization; the Reynolds 

number comes from the relation between inertia forces, viscosity, and velocity. Relative roughness is 

connected to the choice of material and the level of superficial finishing. Generally speaking, it is verified 

that, depending on the fluid regime, the Fanning factor tends to depend only on one of the variables.[8]

Walls

The thickness of the walls and veins are subject to the pressure of the impulse load, which also includes a 

water hammer. Nevertheless, in the case of a water hammer, plastic pipelines react better than iron ones, 

because the elasticity of the plastic tends to absorb overpressure better than other materials.

Once the ideal material is selected, the formula of the thickness can be found using the Mariotte’s 

formula:[9]

 
σ

= ⋅
2 f

t
P D

 (10)

where t is the thickness of the pipe, P stands for the hydrostatic pressure, D is the diameter, and σ is the 

allowable stress.

Equation 10 is only valid for stationary systems, where both capacity reductions and closure opera-

tions are not verified. Moreover, it does not take into account the problems that occur in iron pipes. 

Therefore, Equation 11 should be amended, and, taking into account the types of joints, it becomes:

 
σ

= ⋅
⋅

+ ⋅
2 f f

t
P D

k
t s  (11)

where kf is the efficiency of the welding and t × s represents the overpressure due to corrosion. kf can be 

derived using Table 2.

In general, the value obtained as the thickness is always corrected when it is too low to take into 

account other factors: the tube must have achieved a sufficient rigidity to be moved without deforma-

tion. If the plant has a high fall, then a conduct with variable thicknesses (based on the pressure) can 
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be used in order to reduce the cost of the materials. In addition to resistance to pressure increases, a 

conduct has also to withstand internal depressions to avoid collapsing:

 = ⋅⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟882.500

3

P
t

D
c  (12)

where Pc is the pressure of collapse.

The depressions can be avoided through an aerophore with a minimum diameter:

 = 7.47d
Q

Pc

 (13)

where d is the diameter of the aerophore.

Finally, to conclude the calculation of the wall thickness, a water hammer has to be considered. The 

Allievi-Michaud formula can be modified if the pressure is expressed in water column, as:

 Δ = Δ
P c

V

g
 (14)

where c is the propagation speed in the middle of the pressure wave that depends on the water density 

and the elasticity of the material:
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where k is the water cubic compression module (2.1 × 109 MPa); E is Young’s modulus of the conducting 

material; t and D are the thickness and diameter of the tube, respectively; and ρ is the water density. 

By applying the relationships (Equations 14 and 15) to PVC and iron pipes, it is possible to calculate for 

an instant closure (d of 400 mm, PVC thickness of 14 mm, and iron thickness of 4 mm):

 = 305 m/secpvcc  

=1023 m/secacciaioc  

Δ =123 mpvcP  

Δ = 417 macciaioP  

This provides a quantitative demonstration of the previously described nature of the two materials. If 

the operating time increases, the pressure is drastically reduced. Indeed, the maneuvering speed plays a 

crucial role in the generation of the overpressure. In large systems, it is common not to install pipes that 

 

 

 

TABLE 2 Value of kf for Different Types of Joints

Type of Joint kf

Without welding 1

Welding checked with x-ray 0.9

Welding checked with x-ray and subjected to a relaxation 1
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can withstand overpressure, or water hammer, but rather to install mechanisms for the exclusion of the 

load to prevent the turbine from going into “overspeed.”

Another device that serves to absorb the pressure waves that can occur within the pipes is the 

 piezometric borehole. To evaluate if its installation is needed, the following formula can be considered:

 = ⋅
I

V L

gH
 (17)

where I is the constant acceleration. If I is less than 3, it can be assumed that the piezometric borehole 

is not necessary.[5]

The penstocks are also anchored to the ground, or supported on special works such as anchor blocks 

or saddles. The distance between two saddles or between two anchor blocks has to be as much as to make 

the pipe’s arrow acceptable when it is full.

Water Turbines

A turbine converts energy in the form of falling water into rotary shaft power. The selection of the 

best turbine depends on several factors: the net head of the plant, the nominal flow, the power rating, 

and the shape of the turbine. The most installed turbine models, mainly used in big hydro plants, are 

three different typologies: Pelton, Francis, and Kaplan. In MHP, the turbine choice is made on different 

considerations, not only economical. Indeed, its construction and operational simplicity become essen-

tial, especially in developing contexts. Often, it is possible to install simpler versions of big hydro plant 

 turbines—not for the Pelton model, which is the simplest one yet, for example, changing the blade edges.

As stated before, the choice of the turbine depends on the net head and the flow rate, as well as on the 

available water resources and the plant typology. A good criterion to select the turbine is resumed in the 

following well-known diagram, where they have a range in head and flow (Figure 18).

It should be stressed that the fields of employment are not very narrow and are only suggestions for 

the best choice. In fact, a Pelton turbine could be installed in a low head-high flow rate plant, even if the 

turbine efficiency will be strongly penalized. This results in areas of the diagram where different typolo-

gies of turbines can be used at the same time. The final choice has to be taken considering also other 

factors, such as the operation of the plant.

Conclusion

Hydropower has been used as far back as the Roman empire and through history has been used to 

power water mills, textile machines, sawmills, and irrigation systems. In the early 1800s, however, peo-

ple started to see that the use of water to power small factories and machines is but a minor applica-

tion of its potential. As early as the 19th century, waterpower was being used as a source of electricity. 

Though primitive hydropower technology only consisted of wheels, buckets, and river flow, it was from 

this point on that waterpower’s potential as one of the most efficient and abundant sources of renewable 

energy became apparent.

Mini-hydropower is probably the least common of the three readily used renewable energy sources 

(i.e., water, sun, and wind), but it has the potential to produce the most power, more reliably than solar 

or wind power if you have the right site. Small-scale hydro is in most cases run-of-river, without dam or 

water storage, and is one of the most cost-effective and environmentally benign energy technologies for 

developing countries and further hydro development in Europe.[17]

In this entry, a summary of the main advantages and shortcomings of small-scale hydropower has been 

presented. The hydro resource is a much more concentrated energy resource than either wind or solar 

power and the energy available is readily predictable. Moreover, no fuel and only limited maintenance 
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FIGURE 18 Values of flow and height for each field of application of different turbines.

are required and, if well designed, it has almost no environmental impact. On the other hand, it has to be 

considered that it is a site-specific technology and no general consideration has to be taken in the design 

of the plant; otherwise, environmental, social, or economical problems could occur, such as conflicts 

with fisheries interests on low-head plants and with irrigation needs on high-head plants. Furthermore, 

river flows often vary considerably with the seasons, especially where there are monsoon-type climates, 

and this can limit the firm power output to quite a small fraction of the possible peak output.

However, where a hydropower resource exists, experience has shown that there is no more cost- 

effective, reliable, and environmentally sound means of providing power than a hydropower system. 

Even with the various advantages of hydropower, it is still an underused alternative energy source. As 

of 2008, only 6% of the United States’ electricity production came from hydropower, while nearly 50% 

came from the non-renewable source that is coal.[12] Due to a lack of economic speculation, a vast amount 

of potential for renewable hydropower remains untapped. Third world countries and underdeveloped 
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areas have many areas that would be highly conducive to hydropower. The construction and use of 

hydropower facilities in these countries/areas, along with an increase in hydropower in the United 

States, could result in a great increase in renewable, affordable, and non-polluting energy.

However, if the prospected potential has to be realized, significant challenges have to be faced, in 

terms of decision-making process, establishing an equitable, credible, and effective environmental 

assessment procedure that takes into account both environmental and social concern and that takes 

into consideration the share of the benefits with local communities, both in the short term and in the 

long term. Finally, increasing efficiency, developing high-tech turbines, and reducing the costs of very 

low-head schemes, along with proper technology transfer of appropriate turbines to local manufactur-

ers and technical support to the developers, will help realize our long-term objectives.
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Introduction

Nowadays, fossil fuels are the main sources of energy from which electricity is obtained, but these 

sources will not last forever, so in due course renewable energies will have to replace them in this role. 

One of these new sources is solar energy. Each year, the Earth receives around 1 × 1018 kWh of solar 

energy, which is more than 1000 times the current global energy demand. This is therefore a vast source 

of energy that can be tapped to satisfy human energy requirements. To generate electricity from sun-

light, solar cells (photovoltaic cells) are used. These devices are based on the photovoltaic effect, in which 

a p–n semiconductor is exposed to light, and photons are absorbed by electrons, providing an electric 

current. The electrons that are set free are pulled through the electric field and into the n-area. The holes 

produced move in the other direction, into the p-area.

The use of solar energy releases no CO2, SO2, or NO2 gases and does not contribute to global warm-

ing. Photo-voltaics is now a proven technology that is inherently safe, as opposed to some dangerous 

electricity-generating technologies. Over its estimated life, a photovoltaic module will produce much 

more electricity than was used in its production. A 100 W module will prevent the emission of more than 

2 tons of CO2. Photovoltaic systems make no noise and cause no pollution while in operation.
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Photovoltaic Effect

The solar cells now in use are the practical application of fundamental physical phenomena observed 

already in the 19th century (see Table 1).

The absorption of light in semiconductors takes place when electrons are released from interatomic 

chemical bonds. In order to produce a free electron in a given semiconductor material, a certain quan-

tity of energy must be supplied, equal at least to that of the energy band gap, which in the case of silicon 

at a temperature of 300 K is Eg = 1.12 eV. The liberated electron leaves behind it a hole that can move 

about by diffusion or drift under the influence of an electrical field owing to its being positively charged 

(Figure 1).

The introduction of other atoms in place of the parent atoms (or at interstitial positions) of a pure 

intrinsic semiconductor considerably improves its electrical conductivity. Energy levels of elements 

with one valence electron more than the semiconductor atoms form donor levels in the neighborhood 

TABLE 1 The Beginnings of Photovoltaics Worldwide

Year Achievement

1839 Alexander Edmund Becquerel observed the photovoltaic effect in a circuit of two illuminated 

electrodes immersed in an electrolyte.

1843 Fritts produced the first tin–selenium solar cell.

1879 Adams and Day observed the photovoltaic effect at the interface between two solid bodies 

(selenium–platinum).

1930 The first copper/copper oxide solar cell.

1941 Ohl patented the silicon cell (monocrystalline silicon doped during its growth).

1954 At the Bell laboratory (United States), Chapin, Fuller, and Pearson developed a cell on 

monocrystalline silicon with a diffusion p–n junction of 6% efficiency, which was subsequently 

manufactured by two companies.

1954 Lindmayer and Allison obtained a cell with an efficiency of 16% (radiation intensity, 1000 w/m2).

1954 Reynolds produced the first multiple-junction Cu2S/ CdS cell.

1958 Monocrystalline solar cells were used for the first time in the Vanguard I satellite, where 

modules of six cells supplying 5 W of electrical power were installed; the traditional batteries 

ran out after a few months, but the photovoltaic panels powered the satellite’s transmitter for 

another 6 years.

1962 The first thin-layer Cu2S/CdS photocell was obtained.

FIGURE 1 The generation of an electron–hole pair by a photon of energy hv > Eg.
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of the conduction band (n-type). Energy levels of elements with one valence electron less than the semi-

conductor atoms form acceptor levels in the vicinity of the valence band (p-type).

If a p –n junction is formed from the p- and n-type areas of the semiconductor, then the charge carri-

ers move around in such a way that the Fermi level will be identical throughout the crystal (Figure 2b). 

At room temperature (300 K), practically all donor and acceptor dopants are ionized; hence, the concen-

trations of majority carriers (electrons in the n-type area and holes in the p-type area) are approximately 

equal to the concentrations of the relevant dopants (Figure 2a).

At the instant these two areas are brought into intimate contact, a very large concentration gradient 

of electrons and holes across the boundary between them comes into existence. This gradient causes 

electrons to diffuse from the n-type area to the p-type area and the holes to move in the opposite direc-

tion. As a result of this diffusion, a space charge region comes into being near the junction: on the 

n-type side, this is positive, since electrons have left this area, while the uncompensated positive charges 

of immobile donor ions remain along with the holes newly arrived from the p-type area; on the p-type 

side, it is negative, because in the same way carrier diffusion has given rise to an area of negative charge 

consisting of immobile acceptor ions and electrons newly arrived from the n-type area. In this way, a 

dipole space charge layer is formed in the area around the p–n junction (Figure 3). A potential barrier 

and electric field are formed within this layer that counteract further diffusion and restrict the diffusion 

FIGURE 2 Formation of an abrupt p–n junction (b) as a result of the juxtaposition of n- and p-type areas (a), 

ΔE = e(Vn + Vp).

FIGURE 3 Equilibrium in the p–n junction region.
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current. Apart from majority carriers, there are minority carriers in the two areas on either side of the 

junction, which come about as a result of the thermal generation of electron–hole pairs. The potential 

barrier formed as a result of majority carrier diffusion favors the outflow of minority carriers from both 

areas. The movement of these carriers creates a dark current, which flows in the opposite direction to 

that of the diffusion current.

If the p–n junction is illuminated by photons with an energy equal to or greater than the band gap 

width Eg (hv ≥ Eg), then electron–hole pairs form on either side of the junction, as in the case of thermal 

generation (Figure 4).

Carriers forming no farther from the potential barrier than the diffusion length of minority 

 carriers will diffuse towards the potential barrier and will be distributed there by the electric field 

due to the presence of the junction (the diffusion length is the mean distance that minority carriers 

have to move before they recombine with majority carriers). This field causes the carriers to move in 

opposite directions—electrons to the n-type area and holes to the p-type area. If an electron–hole 

pair forms on the p-type side of the junction, the electron reaches the junction before it has any 

chance of recombining with the hole (if recombination does occur, the resultant energy is emitted 

in the form of heat, and the effect is entirely useless as far as the photovoltaic effect is concerned), 

and the hole in this pair stays on the p-type side since it is repelled by the barrier in the junction. 

There is no danger of recombination here as there is an excess of holes in this region. The same thing 

happens when an electron–hole pair is generated by light on the n-type side of the junction. Then, 

the liberated electron remains on the n-type side, as it is repelled by the barrier. On the p-type side, 

however, we now have very few free electrons capable of recombining. This causes an increase in 

negative charge on the n-type side and of positive charge on the p-type side, which leads to a charge 

imbalance in the cell. This charge separation gives rise to a potential difference across the junction. 

As a result, a photoelectric current If comes into being in a closed circuit, regardless of the height of 

the potential barrier.

The generation of a photoelectric current If by a stream of photons in a solar cell can be demonstrated 

using the model of a current generator connected in parallel with a diode representing the p–n junction 

of the cell. As Figure 5 shows, the output current I flowing through the series resistance rs of the cell 

and the load resistance is equal to the difference between the generated photoelectric current If and the 

diode current Id.
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where Is is the saturation current and m is the diode ideality factor.

It emerges from the above equation that for cell operated at open circuit (I = 0):
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FIGURE 4 The potential barrier in a solar cell distributes the charge carriers generated by light.
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From this last relationship, we obtain:
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For an exact description, however, we replace the single-diode electrical model with a two-diode 

 equivalent circuit, which has two resistors: rs is the series resistance of the cell, which consists of a 

n umber of components, and rp is the effect of all defects in the crystal in the p–n junction area and is a 

shunt resistor (Figure 6).

In this model, the current generated is described as a function of the cell voltage as follows:[2]
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where Iph is the photoelectric current, Is1 and Is2 are saturation currents, and m1 and m2 are non-ideality 

factors of the characteristics of the two diodes.

The parameters of the model are defined in such a way as to ensure that the above equation gives a 

good description of the real characteristic of a photovoltaic cell. The first exponential term in the charac-

teristic equation represents the diffusion current, whereas the second one represents the recombination 

currents in the entire cell, particularly in the space charge region. The characteristics, which also enable 

the parameters of the two-diode model to be determined, are measured when the cell is polarized in the 

FIGURE 5 Electrical model of a solar cell.

FIGURE 6 Equivalent circuit of a two-diode model of a solar cell. 

Source: Stutenbaeumer and Masfin.[1]
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forward direction and in the complete absence of any illumination, the dark current being measured as 

a function of the external voltage.

Solar Cell Characteristics

The usable voltage from solar cells depends on the semiconductor material. In silicon cells, it amounts 

to approximately 0.6 V.

Under illumination, the fourth quadrant of the light I–U is the region of interest (Figure 7), and the 

figures of merit for the device are the following:

 1. The open-circuit voltage (Uoc) is the maximum voltage obtainable under open-circuit conditions 

(Figure 8).

 2. The short-circuit current (Isc) is the maximum current through the load under short-circuit con-

ditions (Figure 8).

 3. Fill factor (FF).

The output voltage of the photovoltaic cell is only slightly dependent on irradiance, while the current 

intensity increases with intensity of insolation. The working point of the solar cell therefore depends on 

load and insolation. In addition, the output voltage of a solar cell is temperature dependent. A higher cell 

working temperature leads to lower output and, hence, to lower efficiency (Figure 9)

FIGURE 7 Current–voltage characteristic of illuminated photovoltaic solar cell.

FIGURE 8 Current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics of the solar cell.
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FIGURE 9 Temperature dependence of the solar cell characteristic. 

Source: Radziemska and Klugmann.[3]

An important parameter as regards the application of a PV module in photovoltaics is the peak power 

obtainable from the module at the load resistance Ropt, where the rectangle under the  characteristic 

I(U) has the maximum area equal to the maximum power Pmpp = IMPP UMPP, and the point of intersec-

tion with the curve of I(U) is in this case the maximum power point (MPP). The load resistance R in 

the cell circuit or PV module should be chosen such that the power it generates takes the maximum 

value, i.e., P = PMpp.

The MPP is the point at which the coordinates IMPP and UMPP form a rectangle with the largest possible 

area under the I(U) curve.

The level of efficiency indicates how much of the radiated quantity of light is converted into usable 

electrical energy. The photovoltaic conversion efficiency of the cell ηPV is calculated from the maximum 

output power point (MPP) in the I(U) curve:

where SC is the total surface of solar cell and E is the irradiance (W/m2).

To describe solar cell quality, a special parameter—the fill factor (FF)—is used. It can be calculated 

from the following equation:

where IMPP is the MPP current, UMPP is the MPP voltage, Isc is the short-circuit current, and Uoc is the 

open-circuit voltage.

For the ideal solar cell, the fill factor is a function of open-circuit parameters and can be calculated 

as follows:

where voc is the voltage, calculated from the equation:

where k is the Boltzmann constant = 1.38 × 10–23 J K–1, T is the temperature (K), e is the charge on an 

electron = 1.6 × 10–19 C, and m is the diode ideality factor (–).
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Solar Cell Materials: Production and Features

Silicon

The most important material for solar cell production is silicon. At the present time, it is almost the only 

material used for the mass production of solar cells. Being the most often used semiconductor material, 

it has some important advantages.

In nature, it is readily found in large quantities. Silicon dioxide forms one-third of the Earth’s crust. 

It is environmentally friendly and not poisonous, and its waste does not cause any problems. It is  easily 

melted and handled and it is fairly easy cast into its monocrystalline form. Its electrical properties, 

which remain unchanged up to temperatures of 125°C, allow the use of silicon semiconductor devices 

even in the harshest environments and applications.

In technology, pure silicon is the only widely used chemical element produced at such a high level 

of purity. The percentage of pure silicon in “pure silicon” is at least 99.9999999%. The concentration of 

silicon is 5 × 1022 atoms/cm3, which means 5 × 1013 impure atoms/cm3. Quantities of impure atoms are 

measured using sophisticated physical methods like mass spectrometry.

Pure silicon is produced from sand (silicon dioxide—SiO2) by reduction at carbon electrodes at 

1800°C in specially designed furnaces. The final material contains 98%–99% pure silicon. The complete 

reaction is:

SiO2 2+ →C Si +CO . 

Such silicon is the raw material for the production of pure silicon. It is also used in steel and alumin-

ium production as a supplementary material. The most important producers of raw silicon are Canada, 

Norway, and Brazil. Fifteen to twenty-five kilowatt-hours of electrical energy is needed to produce 1 kg 

of silicon. Silicon tetrachloride (tetrachlorosilane) gas is obtained by the chlorination of finely ground 

metallurgical-grade silicon in a special reactor. Additions or impurities are eliminated in the form of 

chlorine salt.

Si + →2CI SiCI4 . 

The following reaction produces trichlorosilane gas:

SiCI2 3+ →HCI SiHCI  .

This gas is then further purified with the removal of any remaining tetrachlorosilane and other silanes. 

The purification is followed by reduction in a hydrogen atmosphere at 950°C:

4SiHCl3 2+ →H 2Si + SiCl4 + SiCl2 + 6HCl. 

Besides pure silicon, the procedure yields a number of gaseous by-products, which condense outside the 

reactor. Tetrachlorosilane is one of these by-products. At 1200°C, it can be converted into trichlorosilane 

using the following reaction:

SiCl4 2+ →H SiHCl3 +HCl 

This example illustrates one possible way of producing pure silicon. There are other procedures using 

different chemical reactions, but the end product is the same—pure silicon.
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Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells

Polycrystalline as well as monocrystalline solar cells belong to this group. The basic form for 

 crystalline solar cell production is the silicon ingot (see the description of the production proce-

dure above). The ingot (block of silicon), cut with a diamond saw into thin wafers, is the basis of 

solar cell production. One-millimeter-thick wafers sawn accurate to 1/10 mm are placed between two 

 plane-parallel metal plates rotating in opposite directions. This procedure enables the wafer thick-

ness to be adjusted to within 1/1000 mm. The subsequent procedure for solar cell production consists 

of the following steps:

• Doped wafers are first etched some micrometers deep. The procedure removes crystal structure 

irregularities caused by sawing and cleans the wafer. During the extraction of pure silicon, the 

material is doped either as powdered polycrystalline silicon or by the addition of a suitable gas. 

This is then followed by diffusion. Phosphorus, supplied inside the material in gaseous form, dif-

fuses at 800°C. The n-doped layer and the p-rich oxide layer form on top of the wafers as a result 

of reaction with oxygen.

• The wafers are then folded to form a cube and etched in oxygen plasma, which removes the 

n-doped layer from the edges. Wet chemical etching then removes the oxide layers from the top 

of the wafer.

• At the rear, the contact surface is produced from silver containing 1% aluminium. Special proce-

dures enable silver to be printed over mask on cell surface. The pressed cells are then sintered at 

high temperatures. A similar procedure is used to print the contacts on the front cell surface, and 

the anti-reflex layer is applied likewise. In this case, titanium paste is used, which, on sintering, 

forms titanium dioxide (TiO2) or silicon nitride (Si3N4).

Polycrystalline Silicon Production

The extraction of pure polycrystalline silicon from trichlorosilane can be carried out in special 

f urnaces, such as those developed by Siemens. The furnaces are heated by electric current, which, 

in most cases, flows through silicon electrodes. These 2 m long electrodes are 8 mm in diameter. The 

 current flowing through the electrodes can be as much as 6000 A. The furnace walls are cooled to pre-

vent the formation of unwanted reactions producing gaseous by-products. The procedure yields pure 

polycrystalline silicon, which is used as a raw material for solar cell production. Polycrystalline silicon 

can be extracted from silicon by heating it up to 1500°C and then cooling it down to 1412°C, which 

is just above the  melting point of the material. As material cools, a 40 × 40 × 30 cm ingot of fibrous 

 polycrystalline silicon forms.

Monocrystalline Silicon Production

Two different technological procedures are used to produce monocrystalline silicon from pure silicon.

Czochralski’s Method

In 1918, the Polish scientist Jan Czochralski discovered a method for producing monocrystalline silicon, 

from which monocrystalline solar cells could be manufactured. The first monocrystalline silicon solar 

cell was constructed in 1941. In Czochralski’s method, silicon is extracted from the melt in a graphite-

lined induction oven at a temperature of 1415°C. A silicon crystal with a set orientation is placed on 

a rod. Spinning the rod in the melt makes the crystal grow. The rod spins at 10 to 40 revolutions per 

minute and grows in length at a rate of between 1 μm and 1 mm per second. This allows the production 

of rods measuring 30 cm in diameter and several meters in length. The whole process takes place in an 

inert atmosphere. Possible impurities are burnt or eliminated in the melt.
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Float Zone Method

With this method, monocrystalline silicon is produced from polycrystalline silicon. The main  advantage 

of this procedure over the previous one is the better yield of pure silicon.

The silicon rods produced measure 1 m in length and 10 cm in diameter. This procedure, in which 

an induction heater travels along the rod melting the silicon, also takes place in an inert atmosphere. 

Monocrystalline silicon is produced during the cooling stage. Monocrystalline or polycrystalline silicon 

ingots are then sawn and the wafers are worked upon until they can serve as a foundation for solar cell 

production. Sawing causes approximately 50% of the material to be wasted.

Amorphous Solar Cells

Amorphous silicon is produced in high-frequency furnaces under partial vacuum. In the presence of a 

high-frequency electrical field, gases like silane, B2H6, or PH3 are blown through the furnaces, supplying 

silicon with boron and phosphorus.

Amorphous solar cells are produced with technologies similar to those used in the manufacture of 

integrated circuits. Due to this procedure, these modules are also known as thin-film solar cells (thin-

film modules). Here is a brief summary of amorphous solar cell production:

• The glass substrate is cleaned thoroughly.

• The lower contact layer is applied.

• The surface is then structured—it is divided into bands.

• The amorphous silicon layer is applied under vacuum and in the presence of a high-frequency 

electric field.

• The surface is rebanded.

• The upper metal electrodes are fixed.

Other Solar Cells

The less frequently used solar cell types include solar cells produced by the EFG (edge-defined film-fed 

growth) method, as well as Apex solar cells made from silicon, cadmium telluride (CdTe) solar cells, 

and copper-indium selenide (CIS) solar cells. EFG monocrystalline solar cells are produced directly 

from the silicon melt, which eliminates wafer sawing; production costs are thus lower and material is 

saved since there is no “sawdust.” In the EFG procedure, an octagonal tube of silicon, several meters 

long, is extruded from the silicon melt. The flat sides of this tube are then laser sawn into separate solar 

cells. Most solar cells are square in shape and 100 × 100 mm in size. Consequently, the module power 

is greater with a smaller surface compared to crystal modules of square cells with truncated sides. 

Contacts take the form of copper bands. The separate cells are then combined in the same way as other 

cell types.

EFG cells are produced by Schott Solar. In contrast to EFG cells, Apex cells are polycrystalline. 

Their production procedure is protected by patent. The production procedure was developed by 

Astropower Inc.

Cadmium Telluride

Thin-film material produced by deposition or by sputtering is a promising low-cost foundation for pho-

tovoltaic applications in the future. The disadvantage of this procedure, however, is that the materials 

used in production are toxic. The efficiency of solar cells in the laboratory is as high as 16%, but that of 

commercial types is only 8%.
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Copper-Indium-Diselenide (CuInSe2, or CIS)

CuInSe2 is a thin-film material with an efficiency of up to 17%. The material is promising, but not yet 

widely used owing to production-specific problems. CdTe and CIS cells have so far been used mostly in 

laboratory research. Commercial modules made from these materials are still hard to find.

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)

GaAs is used in the production of high-efficiency solar cells. It is often utilized in concentrated PV 

systems and space applications. Their efficiency is as good as 25%, and even 28% at concentrated solar 

radiation. Special types have an efficiency of more than 30%.

Structure and Manufacture of Photovoltaic 
Cells from Crystalline Silicon

In principle, a photovoltaic cell consists of the following elements (see Figure 10):

• A mono-or polycrystalline silicon wafer in which a p–n junction has been formed.

• Contacts, i.e., the front and rear electrodes; the front one should be shaped in such a way that 

the maximum amount of incident radiation can reach the junction region, the depth of which is 

limited by the permeability of silicon to radiation.

• An antireflective coating (ARC) on the front side of the cell.

The manufacture of a crystalline cell takes place in the following stages.

Surface Preparation

The surfaces of silicon wafers, cut from monocrystalline ingots, are degreased, cleaned, polished 

(mechanically or chemically), and etched in an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (40% NaOH) 

at a temperature of 383 K. A pyramidal surface structure is thereby obtained, which is then rinsed in 

hydrochloric or nitric acid. Dry (plasma) etching is also possible.

FIGURE 10 The structure and functioning of a photovoltaic cell (not to scale).
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Diffusion Formation of a p–n Junction

A dopant, usually an acceptor, is added to the silicon base during crystal growth, whereas the n–p 

 junction is produced by the diffusion of a dopant (usually a donor) to the p-type base wafer across one of 

its surfaces. If the donor concentration in the subsurface layer of the silicon (initially p-type) is greater 

than the acceptor concentration, this layer then becomes an n-type semiconductor.

The source of the dopant may be a solid or a gas. There are a number of techniques involving diffusion 

from the solid phase:

• Vacuum deposition of a thin layer of dopant

• Doping a vacuum-deposited layer of SiO2

• Doping a mechanically deposited or screen-printed layer of SiO2

• Coating the silicon wafer with a material containing phosphorus and silicon dioxide

If the diffusion of phosphorus to silicon is carried out at a temperature of 1220 K, 10 min are sufficient to 

obtain an n-type layer 0.25 μm in thickness.

Formation of an p–n Junction by Ion Implantation

Ion implantation is a technique for obtaining shallow, abrupt n–p junctions; it allows precise  control 

of junction depth and dopant concentration. It is based on the implantation of dopant ions into silicon 

when its surface is bombarded with a beam of ions (of the order of 1016 ions/cm2) of energy 5–300 keV.

The depth of the junction depends on the energy of the ions. A drawback of this method it that its 

gives rise to a large number of structural defects in the silicon; these can be removed after implantation 

by either heating the silicon wafer or irradiating it with an electron or laser beam. Ion implantation is 

quite a costly method—the necessary equipment (ion source, ion separator and accelerator, vacuum) is 

expensive.

Passivation of the Silicon Surface

Both the quantum efficiency for blue light and the open circuit voltage can be considerably enhanced 

if the front surface of the silicon is passivated. This is easily done with a layer of silicon dioxide, which 

forms on the surface when this oxidizes. Such a thin layer of SiO2 of controlled thickness can be obtained 

by heating the silicon wafer in a stream of neutral gas like nitrogen containing a small quantity of dry 

oxygen. In the cells designed by Green, there is also a very thin layer of SiO2 (ca. 2 nm thick) underneath 

the metal front electrode.

Metal Contacts

Since cells are an integral part of an electrical installation, metal contacts are made on either side of the 

cell. The front electrode is a fine grid, so as to reduce shading of the light-sensitive surface to a mini-

mum. The “fingers” are ca. 0.1 mm wide, and the bus bar is from 1.5 to 2 mm wide. During the module’s 

construction, the bus bar is connected to the rear electrode of the adjacent cell by means of copper strips 

soldered to it.

The metallic layers in a cell should be in ohmic contact with the silicon and have a low contact resis-

tance, good adhesion to the silicon surface, and good soldering properties. Various techniques are used 

worldwide for producing metal contacts fulfilling these requirements.

Unlike the front electrode, the rear one can cover the entire area of the wafer. To improve efficiency, 

the rear electrode is made from a layer of aluminium vacuum deposited on the silicon surface between 

silver contacts in the form of strips or squares 2.5–6 mm wide. When this electrode is heated at tem-

peratures from 770 to 1070 K, aluminium diffuses to the silicon forming a thin p+ layer. To obtain a p–p+ 
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junction, the p+ layer must be far thicker (0.2 μm); this is achieved by heating the cell to a temperature 

of 970–1070 K.

A very much cheaper method of making the two electrodes is the chemical deposition of nickel, or 

screen printing using a paste containing silver, aluminium, copper, or some other metal. Screen  printing 

is a method that was used to produce lettering with a stencil over a thousand years ago. In 1975, it was 

first used in silicon cell technology to deposit the front and rear electrodes, thus replacing the costly 

vacuum deposition technique.

Silver paste is used for producing the front electrode, while aluminium paste combined with a small 

quantity of silver is usually used for the rear one. The silver pastes used for screen printing metal  contacts 

on a silicon surface consist of a conducting phase (powdered silver of grain size 1–3 pm), an auxiliary 

phase (assisting the sintering of solid-phase grains—an enamel formed from the melting of a mixture 

of inorganic oxides), and an organic carrier facilitating the screen-printing process, which is burnt off 

when the layer is fired. The silver layers are usually sintered at 850°C.

About 86% of the silicon cells produced in 2006 had screen-printed metal contacts. At present, 

s tandard silicon cells with screen-printed electrodes achieve an efficiency of around 15% if they are 

polycrystalline and ca. 18% if they are monocrystalline (produced by Czochralski’s method). During 

the screen printing of metal contacts, the mesh must be placed at a constant distance from the front side 

of the wafer. Silver paste is applied to the mesh and then imprinted using two squeegees. To ensure that 

the paste properly fills all the openings in the mesh, one squeegee moves along it, spreading the paste 

down its whole length. The other squeegee then applies just enough pressure to force the paste out of the 

mesh openings onto the wafer surface. After drying at 120°C for ca. 60 min, the printed layer consists of 

an aggregation of loose grains 1–2 μm in size; this must now be fired in order to impart stability to the 

layer.[4]

Cells with Rear Contacts

In cells of this type, both the positive and negative contacts are made on the rear surface of the cell. 

In this way, the whole of the front light-sensitive surface can be used to harvest light and the space 

between the cells can be minimized. The SunPower company produces commercial cells and modules 

of this type from n-type monocrystalline silicon—the efficiency of the cells is 21.5%, and that of the 

modules is 18.6%. The p–n junction is produced in the lower layer in the form of bands. This means that 

the   photogenerated charges have to cover quite a long distance to reach the junction region, so only 

 high-quality silicon is suitable for this type of cell.

Deposition of the ARC

One of the most significant parameters affecting the efficiency of a cell is the coefficient of light reflection 

from its surface—in the case of silicon, this is 33%–54%. This can be minimized by applying a transpar-

ent ARC to the cell’s active surface.

ARCs can be applied in various ways: chemical vapor deposition (CVD), spraying, spin-on, and 

screen printing. The spin-on technique is the simplest one, as it does not require expensive equipment 

and is very efficient, but it can only be usefully applied to silicon wafers with a smooth, polished surface. 

If the wafer surface is textured, the ARC obtained in this way will not be of uniform thickness. Plasma-

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) produces ARCs with very good refractive index, pho-

tonic band gap, homogeneity, chemical composition, and controlled thickness. The surfaces of silicon 

wafers are usually coated with one or two antireflective layers.

The presence of an ARC is responsible for the color of the cells: polycrystalline cells are blue and 

monocrystalline ones are dark blue to black. By optimizing the thickness of the ARC, it is now possible 

to produce cells that are green, gold, brown, and violet in color, but this is only at the expense of their 

efficiency. One can, of course, do without the ARC and apply the cells in their original silver (polycrys-

talline) or dark gray (monocrystalline) colors; depending on architectural requirements, solar panels 

without an ARC can be integrated, for example, into the façades of buildings.
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Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Dye-sensitized cells (DSCs) imitate the way that plants and certain algae convert sunlight into energy. 

The cells are inexpensive, easy to produce, and can withstand long exposure to light and heat compared 

with traditional silicon-based solar cells. This is a relatively new class of low-cost solar cell. It is based on 

a semiconductor formed between a photosensitized anode and an electrolyte, a photoelectrochemical 

system.

The fruits, flowers, and leaves of plants are tiny factories in which sunlight converts carbon diox-

ide gas and water into carbohydrates and oxygen. Although not very efficient, they are very effective 

over a wide range of sunlight conditions. Despite the low efficiency and the fact that the leaves must 

be replaced, the process has worked for hundreds of millions of years and forms the primary energy 

source for all life on earth. On the basis of this principle, there were early attempts to cover crystals 

of semiconductor titanium dioxide with a layer of chlorophyll. Unfortunately, the efficiency of the 

first solar cells sensitized in this way was about 0.01%. In 1991, Michael Grätzel and Brian O’Regan 

at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland) used a sponge of small particles, 

each about 20 nm in diameter, coated with an extremely thin layer of pigment to obtain the effective 

surface area available for absorbing light.[5] These dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs or DSCs) are 

also known as Grätzel cells. Following much academic research, the energy conversion efficiency of 

laboratory cells made on glass substrates with liquid electrolytes has steadily increased to around 

10% at air mass 1.5, 1 Sun conditions (for testing, the cells, regardless of design and active material, 

are typically insolated at a constant density of roughly 1000 W/m2, which is defined as the standard 

1 Sun value).

Dye-sensitized photoelectrochemical solar cells differ from conventional photovoltaic solar cells in 

that they separate the function of light absorption from charge carrier transport. The cells are made up 

of a porous film of tiny (nanometer sized) white pigment particles of titanium dioxide. These are covered 

with a layer of dye that is in contact with an electrolyte solution. Photoexcitation of the dye results in 

the injection of an electron into the conduction band of the oxide. The original state of the dye is sub-

sequently restored by electron donation from a redox system, such as the iodide/tri-iodide couple. This 

process results in the conversion of sunlight into electrical energy.

In the case of the original Grätzel design, the cell has three primary parts. On the top is a transparent 

anode made of fluorine-doped tin dioxide (SnO2:F) deposited on the back of a (typically glass) plate. On 

the back of the conductive plate, a thin layer of titanium dioxide (TiO2) is deposited, which forms into 

a highly porous structure with an extremely high surface area. The plate is then immersed in a mixture 

of a photosensitive ruthenium-polypyridine dye and a solvent. After the film has been soaked in the dye 

solution, a thin layer of the dye is left covalently bonded to the surface of the TiO2. A separate backing 

is made with a thin layer of the iodide electrolyte spread over a conductive sheet, typically platinum 

metal. The front and back parts are then joined and sealed together to prevent the electrolyte from 

leaking. The construction is simple enough that there are hobby kits available for hand-constructing 

them. Although they use a number of advanced materials, these are inexpensive compared to the silicon 

needed for normal cells because they require no expensive manufacturing steps. TiO2, for instance, is 

already widely used as a paint base.

Principles

DSSCs separate the two functions typical of a traditional silicon cell design. In the crystalline silicon 

solar cells, the silicon acts as the source of photoelectrons and provides the electric field to separate the 

charges and produce the current.

In the DSSC, the bulk of the semiconductor is used solely for charge transport, while the photoelec-

trons are provided from a separate photosensitive dye. Charge separation occurs at the semiconductor/

dye/electrolyte interface.
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Although photoelectrochemical cells can operate without an organic dye, the efficiency of such cells 

is very low due to the low light-harvesting ability of inorganic n-conductors, which normally absorb 

light only from the high-energy ultraviolet region of the solar spectrum. The introduction of an organic 

dye makes for a significant increase in the absorption ability of the cells that extends across almost the 

entire solar spectrum.

DSC Structure

The structure of currently produced DSSCs is similar to those produced by Grätzel and O’Regan: 

on the top, there is a transparent anode made of indium tin oxide (ITO), deposited on the back of 

a glass plate. ITO (or tin-doped indium oxide) is a solid solution of indium (III) oxide (In2O3) and 

tin (IV) oxide (SnO2), typically 90% In2O3 + 10% SnO2 by weight. In thin layers, it is transparent 

and colorless, but in bulk form, it is yellowish to gray. In the infrared region of the spectrum, it is a 

metal-like mirror. ITO’s main feature is the combination of electrical conductivity and optical trans-

parency. A compromise has to be reached during film deposition, as a high concentration of charge 

carriers will increase the material’s conductivity but decrease its transparency. Thin films of ITO are 

most commonly deposited on surfaces by electron beam evaporation or a range of sputter deposition 

techniques.

The thin oxide coating on one side of the glass makes the glass surface electrically conducting. On 

the back of the conductive plate, a thin layer of titanium dioxide (TiO2) is deposited, which forms into 

a highly porous structure with an extremely high surface area—a 10 μm layer of randomly stacked 

nanoparticles (ca. 20 nm in diameter) (Figure 11).

The plate is then immersed in a mixture of a photosensitive ruthenium–polypyridine dye and a sol-

vent. After the film has been soaked in the dye solution, a thin layer of the dye is left covalently bonded 

to the surface of the TiO2. A separate backing is made with a thin layer of the iodide electrolyte spread 

over a conductive sheet, typically platinum metal. The front and back parts are then joined and sealed 

together to prevent the electrolyte from leaking. Sunlight enters the cell through the transparent top 

contact, striking the dye on the surface of the TiO2.

Titanium Dioxide

Titanium dioxide, also known as titanium(IV) oxide or titania, is the naturally occurring oxide of tita-

nium TiO2. When used as a pigment, it is called titanium white.

Titanium dioxide occurs in nature as the well-known, naturally occurring minerals rutile (the most 

common and stable form), anatase, and brookite. Crude titanium dioxide is purified via titanium tetra-

chloride in the chloride process. In this process, the crude ore (containing at least 90% TiO2) is reduced 

with carbon, oxidized with chlorine to give titanium tetrachloride.

This titanium tetrachloride is distilled and then reoxidized with oxygen to give pure titanium diox-

ide. Another widely used process utilizes ilmenite as the titanium dioxide source, which is digested in 

sulfuric acid (as in Millennium Inorganic Chemicals). The by-product, iron(II) sulfate, is crystallized 

FIGURE 11 DSC structure.
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and filtered off to yield only the titanium salt in the digestion solution, which is processed further to 

yield pure titanium dioxide.

The TiO2 semiconductor has three functions in the DSSC:

1.  It provides the surface for the dye adsorption.

2.  It functions as electron acceptor for the excited dye.

3.  It serves as electron conductor.

Colloid preparation and layer deposition have been developed to optimize the TiO2 for these functions. 

Most important for the performance of desensitized solar cells was the development of a mesoporous 

semiconductor structure. This becomes evident considering the limited light capture of a dye monolayer 

on a flat surface.

The conductivity of nanophase TiO2 films in a vacuum has been found to be very low, ~10–9 (Ω cm)–1 at 

room temperature.[6] However, on exposure to UV light, the conductivity is much increased, indicating 

that the low conductivity in the dark is due to the low electron concentration in the conduction band 

rather than to poor electrical contacts between the particles.

Untreated TiO2 is an insulator that becomes “photodoped” and therefore conductive following elec-

tron injection of the adsorbed dye. Electronic contact between the nanoparticles is established by sinter-

ing the nanoparticles together, which enables the entire surface-adsorbed molecular layer to be accessed 

electronically. The interconnection of the nanoparticles by the sintering process allows the deposition of 

a mechanically stable, transparent film, typically a few microns thick. It is not necessary to increase the 

free electron concentration in the dark; indeed, this may even be detrimental to the photoelectrochemi-

cal behavior of the TiO2. Among several semiconductors studied for photoelectrochemical applications, 

TiO2 is by far the most commonly used, because of its energetic properties, its stability, and the ability 

to attach dyes. It is, furthermore, a low-cost material that is widely available. TiO2 is used in its low-

temperature stable form anatase (pyramid-like crystals), as rutile shows non-negligible absorption in 

the near-UV region (350–400 nm). This excitation within the band gap leads to the generation of holes, 

which are strong oxidants and cause long-term instability issues in the solar cell.

Mechanism of Operation

Photons striking the dye with enough energy to be absorbed will create an excited state in the dye, from 

which an electron can be injected directly into the conduction band of the TiO2, and from where it moves 

by diffusion (as a result of an electron concentration gradient) to the clear anode on top (Figure 12).

Meanwhile, the dye molecule has lost an electron and the molecule will decompose if another elec-

tron is not provided. The dye strips one from the iodide in the electrolyte below the TiO2, oxidizing it to 

tri-iodide. This reaction occurs quite quickly compared to the time that it takes for the injected electron 

to recombine with the oxidized dye molecule, thus preventing the recombination reaction that would 

 

 

 

FIGURE 12 Photogeneration of charge carriers in DSC.
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effectively short-circuit the solar cell. The tri-iodide then recovers its missing electron by  mechanically 

diffusing to the bottom of the cell, where the counter electrode reintroduces the electrons flowing 

through the external circuit.

The dye-sensitized oxide is usually deposited on a highly doped transparent conducting oxide 

(TCO), which allows light transmission while providing sufficient conductivity for current collection. 

Recently, high-conductivity organic polymers deposited onto plastic foil have found increasing appli-

cation as substrates for flexible devices. The conductivities of metal foils are superior to those of TCOs 

and  polymers. Because of their opacity, the illumination of the cell has to be established through the 

counter electrode. The surface of TCO should make good mechanical and electrical contact with the 

porous TiO2 film.

To reduce dark current losses due to the short-circuiting of electrons in the substrate with holes in the 

hole conductor, a thin underlayer of TiO2 is introduced between the SnO2 layer and the  nanocrystalline 

TiO2 layer. This thin compact layer improves the mechanical adhesion of the porous TiO2 film to the 

substrates, especially to SnO2 layers of low haze, i.e., layers with less surface roughness and thus less con-

tact area. Figure 13 illustrates a model of charge carrier separation and charge transport in a nanocrys-

talline film.[7] The electrolyte is in contact with the individual nanocrystallites. Illumination produces 

an electron–hole pair in one crystallite. The hole transfers to the electrolyte and the electron traverses 

several crystallites before reaching the substrate.

The photogenerated hole always has a short distance (roughly equal to the particle radius) to cover 

before reaching the semiconductor–electrolyte interface whenever an electron–hole pair is created in 

the nanoporous film. However, the probability that the electron will recombine depends on the distance 

between the photoexcited particle and the back contact.

The mechanism for converting solar energy into electrical energy in a DSSC is a five-step process:

1. Solar energy (photons of light hv) causes electrons in the molecular orbitals within the adsorbed 

dye sensitizer (S) molecules to become photoexcited (S*):

S (adsorbed on TiO2) + hv → S* (adsorbed on TiO2)

The trapping of solar energy by a sensitizer molecule is analogous to the light-absorbing chloro-

phyll molecule found in nature, which converts carbon dioxide and water to glucose and oxygen.

 

FIGURE 13 Qualitative model of photocurrent generation in nanocrystalline films.
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 2. The excited electrons escape from the dye molecules:  S* (adsorbed on TiO2) → S+ (adsorbed on 

TiO2) + e–

3. The free electrons then move through the conduction band of TiO2, gather at the anode (the dyed 

TiO2 plate), and then start to flow as an electric current through the external load to the counter 

electrode.

4. The oxidized dye (S+) is reduced to the original form (S) by regaining electrons from the organic 

electrolyte solution that contains the iodide/tri-iodide redox system, with the iodide ions being 

oxidized (loss of electrons) to tri-iodide ions:

S+ (adsorbed on TiO ) + 3/2 I– –
2  → S (adsorbed on TiO2) + 1/2 I3

5. To restore the iodide ions, free electrons at the counter (graphite) electrode (which have travelled 

around the circuit) reduce the tri-iodide molecules back to their iodide state. The dye molecules 

are then ready for the next excitation/oxidation/reduction cycle.

Initially, the solutions of iodine–iodide mixtures in volatile solvents, usually acetonitrile, were used as 

redox electrolytes:

 

 

 

On the basis of different measurements, it is possible to indicate the orders of magnitude for the rate of 

the reaction steps. Upon illumination, the sensitizer is photoexcited in a few femtoseconds and  electron 

injection is ultrafast from S* to TiO2 on the subpicosecond time scale, where they are rapidly (less than 

10 fs) thermalized by lattice collisions and phonon emissions. The nanosecond-ranged relaxation of S* 

is rather slow compared to injection, which ensures that the injection efficiency is unity. The ground 

state of the sensitizer is then recuperated by I– in the microsecond domain, effectively  annihilating 

S+ and intercepting the recombination of electrons in TiO2 with S+, which happens in the millisec-

ond time range. This is followed by the two most important processes—electron percolation across the 

na nocrystalline film and redox capture of the electron by the oxidized relay, I –
3 , within milliseconds or 

even seconds.[8]

Recently, solvent-free redox electrolytes, prepared from ionic liquids (liquid ionic organic  compounds) 

or from ionically conducting polymer–nanocrystal blends were found to be very efficient. Figure 14 

shows the processes taking place during the conversion of light into electrons in a DSSC.

Upon excitation, the dye injects electrons into the conduction band of the titanium oxide. The 

 photo-induced electrons diffuse through the porous TiO2 network and are extracted at the SnO2 

sub strate. The dye itself is regenerated by the electrolyte containing the I–/I –
3  redox pair. In the 

most efficient DSCs, the dye is regenerated by I–, present in an external electrolyte at high (~0.45 M) 

 concentrations.[10] The electronic circuit is closed by the reduction of the iodide couple at the platinized 

SnO2 counter electrode.

Titania Solar Cells: Manufacturing Process

Manufacturing processes utilize the production methodologies and equipment already in use in the 

manufacture of electronic components. Production of cells needs a relatively low capital investment, the 

equipment does not rely on highly skilled operators, and—most importantly—the technology is envi-

ronmentally friendly. A number of these manufacturing processes are protected by patents.

During production, a piece of glass is coated with fluorine-doped tin oxide and then sputtered onto 

a 500 nm thick layer of titanium. The layer is then anodized by placing it in an acidic bath with a mild 

electric current, and the titanium dioxide nanotube arrays grow to about 360 nm. The tubes are then 

Electrolyte: I2 + I– ↔ I3–

Anode (Dye): 2 Dye+ + 3 I– → 2 Dye0 + I3–

Cathode: I3– + 2e– → 3 I–
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FIGURE 14 The electron processes taking place in an illuminated DSSC under open-circuit conditions. 

Source: Anandan.[9]

heated in oxygen so that they crystallize. The process turns the opaque coating of titanium into a trans-

parent coating of nanotubes.

In the next step, the nanotube array is coated with a commercially available dye—this becomes the 

negative electrode. The cell is sealed with a positive electrode, which contains an iodized electrolyte.

The most important advantages of the DSC manufacturing processes are as follows:

• The materials can be produced cheaply in large quantities.

• They use standard processing and assembly equipment.

• They are not very energy intensive (about 32 kWh/m2).

• They can be automated.

• The equipment consists of a number of processing stations, each easily reprogrammable to adopt 

a wide range of DSC designs.

DSSCs can be connected in series or parallel and integrated into solar panels (modules). The tiles are 

normally ochre, but other colors such as gray, green, and blue are to be introduced shortly.

Advantages of DSC in Comparison with Other Solar Cells

The important features that distinguish a DSC from a conventional silicon crystalline solar cell are as 

follows:

• It is a photoelectrochemical cell: charge separation occurs at the interface between a wide band 

gap semiconductor and an electrolyte.

• It is a nanoparticulate titania cell: it is not a dense film like amorphous silicon, but a “light sponge.”

• In a DSC, the dye monolayer chemically absorbed on the semiconductor is a primary absorber of 

sunlight; free charge carriers are generated by electron injections from a dye molecule, excited by 

visible radiation.

• In a DSC, light absorption and charge carrier transport are separate, whereas in a conventional 

cell, both processes are performed by the semiconductor.

• An electric field is necessary for charge separation in the p–n junction cell. Nanoparticles in the 

DSC are too small to sustain a built-in field; accordingly, charge transport occurs mainly via 

diffusion.
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• Inside a p–n junction, minority and majority charge carriers coexist in the same bulk volume. This 

makes conventional solar cells sensitive to bulk recombination and demands the absence of any 

recombination centres such as trace impurities. DSCs are majority charge carrier devices in which 

the electron transport occurs in the TiO2 and the hole transport in the electrolyte. Recombination 

processes can therefore only occur in the form of surface recombination at the interface.

• The maximum voltage generated by DSC in theory is the difference between the Fermi level of 

the TiO2 and the redox potential of the electrolyte, equal to about 0.7 V (Voc)—it is slightly higher 

than Voc for silicon, which has an open cell voltage equal to 0.6 V. However, the most important 

differences are dominated by current production.

• Compared to other solar cells, the titania solar cell has the following advantages:

• It is much less sensitive to the angle of incidence of radiation—it can therefore utilize refracted 

and reflected light.

• It performs over a much wider range of light conditions owing to the high internal surface of the 

titania (light sponge)—it can thus be designed for operation under very poor light conditions.

• It can be designed to operate optimally over a wide range of temperatures; unlike silicon solar 

cells, whose performance declines with increasing temperature, DSSC devices are only negligibly 

influenced when the operating temperature increases from ambient to 60°C.

• There is an option for transparent modules—they can be used for daylighting, roof lighting, and 

displays.

• DSC production needs only commonly available (nonvacuum) processing equipment, making it 

appreciably cheaper to set up facilities.

• DSC has a significantly lower embodied energy than all other forms of solar cell.

• Crystalline silicon PV modules are suited to full sun applications, particularly sun tracking sys-

tems and roofs, and are best suited to cold climates and clear sky conditions.

• In contrast, the DSC is particularly suited to target markets in temperate and tropical climates, 

because of its good temperature stability and excellent performance under indirect radiation, 

during cloudy conditions, and when temporarily or permanently partially shaded.

• The DSC is 7also particularly suited to indoor applications that require stability of voltage and 

power output over a wide range of low-light conditions.

Comparison of Different Types of Solar Cell

Table 2 compares the different solar cell types.

Conclusion

In many countries, the decentralization of power production, the increasing proportion of energy gen-

erated from renewable sources, and the development of cogenerative systems for producing heat and 

electricity are viewed as the paths to be taken by energy production in the future. A secure, long-term 

plan for energy development that takes environmental conservation requirements into account should 

therefore fulfill two conditions:

• The supply of power from conventional sources should decrease.

• The proportion of energy generated from renewable sources should increase.

Electricity consumption is increasing by 1% per annum in developed countries and by ca. 5% per annum 

in developing countries.[11] This implies the necessity to look for sources of electrical energy other than 

the traditional ones. Photovoltaics is one such non-traditional source, which satisfies all the criteria now 

required of energy sources: solar energy is universally available, and photovoltaic cells and modules are 

some of the environmentally safest devices for energy conversion.
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Introduction

The sun produces energy through nuclear fusion at its core, where tremendous amounts of energy are 

released by the fusion of nuclei into more massive nuclei under extreme conditions such as extreme pres-

sures and temperatures. In this way, the conversion of hydrogen nuclei into the much heavier helium 

causes neutrinos and photons to be discharged. This energy travels through space by radiation that is 

a form of energy transmitted in electromagnetic waves. The energy is transferred from the core to the 

photosphere through the convection zone. The photosphere, or the radiating surface of the sun, is where 

the energy will be radiated into space. Electromagnetic radiation is mostly emitted here, though some-

times small amounts of microwave, radio, and x-ray emissions can also be emitted. A typical photon 
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journey lasts about 100,000 years from the core of the sun to its surface, while a photon will take only 

8 min from the sun’s surface to reach the Earth.

Solar intensity can be measured by the Inverse Square Law, where the intensity of radiation hitting 

or striking objects in space, such as planets, asteroids, or dust, can be quantitatively assessed. The total 

energy given off by the sun is very high, owing through the tremendous energy released by nuclear 

fusion. Scientists estimate the energy output at 63,000,000 W/m2 (watts per square meter).

Given the distance of the Earth from the sun, and due to the intercepting atmosphere, this figure 

is definitely much lower. Radiation in the outer atmosphere amounts to approximately 1367 W/m2. Of 

these, only about 40% will reach the surface of the Earth as shown in Figure 1.

The solar energy that reaches the surface of the Earth can be used by a photovoltaic system to produce 

electricity or by a thermal system to produce heat. When the solar energy is used to produce heat, it is 

called solar thermal energy technology. In this case, the solar radiation is used to warm up a fluid (water, 

air, solutions appropriated to each system) that can circulate, mainly:

• In heat exchangers at the beginning of the circuit that will use the returned available heat.

• In pipes and radiant objects put in place to warm up.

• In the refrigeration cycles to evaporate the volatile substances that are used in the condensation 

phase.

Through the surface, rarely adjustable, the solar energy must be accumulated and transformed into 

thermal energy, so it is possible:

• To concentrate it through mirrors or lenses that reflect the radiation towards panels and a boiler to 

be able to use directly to warm water or to the production of vapor in the pipe and into a turbine.

• To collect it from applied panels or integrated panels in closure of buildings (walls, roofs, 

 parapet, etc.) 

The most important application that can be used by everyone is a low-temperature solar thermal technol-

ogy. It consists of a system that uses a solar collector to warm up a liquid. The purpose is to capture and 

to transfer solar energy to produce domestic hot water (DHW) or to control the temperature inside a 

FIGURE 1 Earth’s energy budget.
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building. The term “low temperature” refers to the temperature that a working fluid can reach, generally 

up to 100–120°C.

This technology is ideal for application on a small scale, because it is cost-effective and it is simple to 

install and to manage. Low-temperature solar collectors can be classified as follows:

• Flat plate collectors, the most common type that consists of a dark flat-plate absorber of solar 

energy, a transparent cover that allows solar energy to pass through but reduces heat losses, a heat-

transport fluid (air, antifreeze, or water) to remove heat from the absorber, and a heat-insulating 

backing.

• Unglazed collectors that are realized with tubes in plastic materials such as propylene, neoprene, 

synthetic rubber, and PVC. These are cheap because there is no insulation or transparent  coverage. 

They have good performance only during summertime. They are recommended only if thermal 

energy for open swimming pools (and the like) is requested for.

• Integrated collector storage, recommended only for temperate climates, where the collector itself 

is the storage.

• Evacuated tube panels, where it is possible to eliminate the air between the capturing plate (reduced 

to a strip) and the evolved transparent sheet in a glass cylinder to resist the pressure difference.

The principal elements that are used by solar collectors are as follows:

• The capturing plate

• The insulated material

• The transparent coverage

• The external casing

• The working fluid

Solar Collector Technology

Flat-Plate Solar Collector

The capturing plate is realized with copper or steel and it is treated with satin and dark paint to reduce 

the reflection losses to bost the absorption capability to the wavelength of solar radiations with a low 

emissivity in the infrared radiations.

Normally, the canalizations on the plate are built to resist a pressure of about 6–7 bar; some collectors 

guarantee the resistance to a pressure of up to 10 bar.

The insulated material is a barrier against the conduction losses of the plate toward the external part 

of the collector. The materials used are always characterized by a porous or alveolar conformation in 

order to create microscopic motionless air spaces (that constitute a perfect barrier to the heat transmis-

sion). Polyurethane, polyester wool, glass wool, and rock wool are the most used materials. An enemy of 

the insulating material is humidity, which can appear for many reasons inside the collector (moisture, 

rain due to the gasket caused by little leakage in the pipes); often, the above-mentioned materials are 

covered with a thin aluminum layer that acts as a barrier to humidity and, at the same time, reflects 

towards the absorption plate.

The transparent coverage has the dual function of limiting the loss of energy towards the outside 

of the collector and facilitating the penetration of the radiation inside the collector. To satisfy this 

request, the coverage should be the most transparent as possible to the wavelength typical of the 

solar radiation (approximately between 0.2 and 2.5 mm) and at the same time it should be matt to the 

infrared radiation coming from the pipe-table while their temperature rises. The material that meets 

these qualifications is glass, above all if treated to acquire more transparency. Sometimes, due to some 

adverse elements, such as fragility and weight, plates made of plastic materials (polycarbonate) are 

preferred to glass plates.
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The external casing has the dual function of contributing consistency and mechanical solidity to the 

collector and protecting the internal elements from dirt and atmospheric agents. It can be made of stain-

less steel (zinced) or aluminium.

The working fluid that flows along the pipe system must take the largest quantity as much as possible. 

The fluid should also have a high density even at high temperature. It is important that it does not have a 

corrosive effect along the wall of the circuit; it must be inert and stable at temperatures below 100°C, and 

it should also have limited hardness to avoid limestone deposits. The hardness of the water refers to the 

quantity of magnesium and calcium salts in the water. The fluid should have a low freezing point. The 

option used among the producers of solar panels is a water solution of propylene glycol (not toxic and has 

a good anti-freezing action). In Figure 2, a section of a flat plate collector with all components is shown.

Unglazed or Open Collectors

An unglazed collector is a simple form of flat-plate collector without a transparent cover. Typically, 

polypropylene, Ethylene-Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) rubber, or silicone rubber is used as an 

absorber as shown in the left panel of Figure 3. Used for pool heating, they can work quite well when the 

desired output temperature is near the ambient temperature (i.e., when it is warm outside); moreover, 

they are cost-effective. As the ambient temperature gets cooler, these collectors become less effective. 

They can be used as preheat make-up ventilation air in commercial, industrial, and institutional build-

ings with a high ventilation load. They are called “transpired solar panels,” and they employ a painted 

perforated metal solar heat absorber that also serves as the exterior wall surface of the building. Heat 

conducts from the absorber surface to the 1 mm thick thermal boundary layer of air on the outside of 

the absorber and to air that passes behind the absorber. The boundary layer of air is drawn into a nearby 

perforation before the heat can escape by convection to the outside air. The heated air is then drawn 

from behind the absorber plate into the building’s ventilation system (Figure 3, right panel).

Integrated Collector Storage

An integrated collector storage system is constituted by a unique element that assumes the role of captur-

ing plate, absorber, and external accumulation. In this type of solar collector, the storage is located in the 

collector itself, and it is exposed to a slow heating process.

The water is placed inside the insulated tank and in this case the heat losses due to the exposure 

surface cannot be ignored. The integrated collector storage works without pumps or electrical devices: 

the panel absorbs the solar energy and the water inside the collector rises up for conduction, moving 

towards the outlet pipe and reaching the domestic network when hot water is required (see Figure 4). 

FIGURE 2 Flat plate solar collector scheme.
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FIGURE 3 Unglazed solar collector scheme.

FIGURE 4 Example of an integrated collector storage system.

The performance of such equipment is not fully satisfactory, because during the discharge phase, the 

water temperature decreases rapidly, reducing the overall usability of the collector. 

Evacuated Tube Collectors

The evacuated tube collectors are obtained, reducing the presence of air in the space between the plate and 

the transparent cover, thus avoiding losses caused by convective movements. In spite of their higher cost, 

these collectors are able to perform well even when the environment temperature is low. Among the pos-

sible technological solutions that can be used to build these collectors, the heat pipe technology does not 

limit the exchange of heat between liquids but in the case the fluid flows in thin tube pipes, also between 

vapor and liquid, taking advantage of the heat for the condensation along its way, resulting more efficient 

although more complex. Taking advantage of this type of heat exchange, the pipe system where the ther-

mal vector liquid flows should be depressurized to decrease the evaporation temperature. A collector is 

built by the plate in long metal cylinders (copper) superficially covered with black and selected paint; this 

tube is in a second glass tube, in a way that surface of the first one is perfectly tallying with the internal of 

the second one; it is concentrically inserted in a second glass pipe. Figure 5 shows a section of the collector.
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The air between the two tubes is vacuumed out, until a pressure of P = 5 × 10−3 Pa is reached. 

A small  tube goes lengthwise through the copper cylinder following a U path, inside the thermal 

vector fluid flows reaching a temperature close to 100°C. In order to maximize the use of the heat 

pipe, a bigger pipe can be used in a concentric position; the heating of the fluid in the pipe will 

increase because the captured radiation increases. Heater exchangers are placed at the ends of the 

pipes, in order to transfer heat to the users. The evacuated tube collectors are divided into two main 

types:

 1.  Evacuated pack collectors with direct circulation of thermal vector fluid.

 2. Heat pipe evacuated pack collectors: the fluid inside the pipe system evaporates along the way and 

give its heat, due to the condensation process.

In the first type, the plate is divided in long metal cylinders superficially treated with selected black 

paint, with each of these tubes inserted in a glass tube, which is also inserted in a larger glass tube, and 

then vacuum packed. A small tube goes through the copper cylinder following a U path.

In the heat pipe evacuated pack collectors, the little tube under pressure (heat pipe) receives heat from 

the capturing plate. The tube contains water or alcohol that evaporates at around 25°C under pressure. 

The vapor goes up until the head, where it exchanges heat through the condensation phase giving heat 

to another external fluid.

Energy Balance of a Collector

The phenomena that interact within a manifold are multiple and interconnected: the main energy 

exchanges between solar radiation and the various elements of the system are here described.

As shown in Figure 6, the solar radiation (E0) hits the glass cover. A small amount of radiation (E1) is 

reflected and absorbed by the transparent cover. The copper absorber does not absorb all the remaining 

radiation into useful heat and partly reflects and dissipates heat (E2) by convection, conduction, and 

radiation to the outside. Treatment with selective coatings, as mentioned above, reduces leakages. On 

one side, the transparent cover prevents the reflection of the solar radiation from the plate to disperse 

outwards favoring the greenhouse effect inside the collector, and on the other side, it limits the heat 

convection dispersion (Q1). If a good thermal insulation in the back and sides of the collector is designed, 

with standard insulating materials such as rock wool or polyurethane foam, the energy losses by ther-

mal conduction are reduced to a minimum (Q2).

Only a portion of the incident solar energy (E0) is transferred to the fluid as useful heat (Q3) due to the 

different energy losses (E1, E2, Q1, and Q2).

FIGURE 5 Section of an evacuated tube collector.
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Collector Efficiency Curves

The thermal energy transferred to the fluid per time unit is calculated as the difference between solar 

radiation captured by the plate and converted into heat, and the heat losses by convection, conduction, 

and radiation.

 n pQ E Qc= −  (1)

Ec takes into account the absorbance and transmittance of the glass plate, and it is calculated as the 

product of the irradiance E, the transmittance τ, and absorbance of the plate α, as follows:

 c
* *E E τ α=  (2)

The heat loss depends on the temperature difference between the plate and the environment. As a first 

approximation (for low temperatures of the plate), this relationship is linear and it can be described 

through the coefficient of total losses:

 p
*Q k T= Δ  (3)

where ΔT = Tp − Ta, Tp is the average temperature of the plate, and Ta is the ambient temperature.

By substituting these relations in the efficiency of the collector, the following are obtained:

 η τ α( )= − ΔE k T E/ ,* * *  (4)

η τ α( ) ( )= − ΔE E k T E/ / ,* * *  (5) 

FIGURE 6 Energy balance of a solar thermal collector.
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and

 η τ α ( )= − Δk T E/ ,* *  (6)

Whereas

 .0
*η τ α=  (7)

It follows that the efficiency of the collector is equal to:

 η η ( )= − Δk T E/ .0
*  (8)

Conventionally, it is defined:

 ( )Δ = −T T T Ea / .*
mf  (9)

Finally, the efficiency of a collector can be expressed as:

 η η= ′ − ΔF K T .*
0

*  (10)

In Figure 7, the efficiency curve of a collector is shown.

Instantaneous Efficiency of a Collector

The instantaneous efficiency depends on the optical losses (E1 and E2) and on the temperature 

(Q1 and Q2).

The overall losses of the total heat occurring in the collector by conduction, convection, and radiation 

can be expressed as the coefficient of total loss in K (W/m2 * °C).

The graph shows that, with constant irradiance, the higher is the difference between the average 

 temperature of the fluid and the ambient temperature, the heat losses also increase and, consequently, 

the efficiency of the collector decreases.

FIGURE 7 Efficiency of a solar thermal collector at different operative conditions.
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Comparison between Different Types of Collectors

By comparing the two efficiency curves, the principal characteristics of the collectors can be classified:

• No glass collector is the one with the best possibility to absorb the incidental radiations; its 

 efficiency though decreases fast until zero in situations where the other collectors still have valid 

performances.

• Flat-plate collector with a selective plate has a better performance than the open one, practically 

in every working condition.

• The evacuated collector has a more stable efficiency curve, and it guarantees good performance 

even during bad weather conditions.

From Figure 8, which shows the efficiency curve of different collector types, it is possible to observe that 

the unglazed collectors have better optics than others. In fact, the absence of covering helps eliminate 

the untransparency losses and reflection that often occur with the glass covering.

Natural Circulation Systems

Once the differences between an open and a closed circuit have been examined, it is possible to analyze 

the circulation of the thermal vector fluid of the plant.

Natural circulation and closed circulation systems are based on the convective movements flown 

from the thermal vector fluid caused by a difference of temperature in the fluid itself. Indeed, the fluid 

warms up inside the serpentine of the capturing plate and it naturally goes up to the top of the collector. 

It will need an inclination compared to the floor to maximize the quantity of transferred energy.

Over the collector, a “storage tank” is placed with the heat exchanger inside. In the tank for the accu-

mulation, there are two separate flows: the closed circuit of the collector with the thermal vector fluid 

and the water net of the running system designated to the final users.

The water, in contact with the heat flow, has a lower temperature, with higher heat absorption capac-

ity, thanks to its stratification. While liberating heat to the running water, the fluid cools off moving to 

the lower part of the capturing plate; meanwhile, the part of the fluid that was at a colder temperature, 

being at this point at a higher temperature, tends to go up to the accumulation tank, cooling off while 

transferring heat to the running water. The quantity of fluid inside the solar collector remains constant 

and does not need any regulation pump for the circulation of the water, because a self-regulation natural 

mechanism works thanks to the trigger of the convective movement (see Figure 9).

FIGURE 8 Efficiency curves of different collector systems.
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Forced Circulation Systems

In the system where the circulation is forced, the presence of the circulation pump, driven by a 

d ifferential thermostat, allows the fluid to circulate inside the pipes. After a selected difference between 

the water temperature and the fluid, it activates automatically. The tube in which the thermal vector 

fluid  circulates represents a primary circuit. In the highest part of the accumulation tank, there is an 

exchange of heat coming from an auxiliary traditional circuit that starts functioning when the water 

temperature designated to the users does not arrive to the requested one. The fluid that liberates its heat 

inside the tank of accumulation cools off through a pump of circulation that is sent to the lower part of 

the collector usually sited on the roof. See Figure 10 for the scheme.  

Open Circuit Systems

Open circuit systems have some advantages, such as the simplicity of the hydraulic circuit realization 

and the lowest thermal losses that always occur when heat goes from one fluid to another. There are two 

problems that put limitations to this type of plant: the possible freezing of the water in case the tempera-

ture reaches values below 0°C and the calcium deposits along the tube system of the collector. In both 

cases, the collectors could go out of service.

Closed Circuit Systems

The closed circuit is the most common solution. In this case, there are two different hydraulic systems: 

the main one, in which the thermal vector fluid circulates, and the secondary one, where the water com-

ing from the hydro net is used (a third circuit is foreseen in the large-scale plans for the heat storage).

FIGURE 9 Natural circulation system.
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FIGURE 10 Forced circulation system.

The thermal vector fluid must respond to specific functions:

1. To increase density and specific heat capacity to be able to use the smaller pipe systems.

2. To avoid limestone deposits due to hardness of the water.

3. To reduce freezing points and viscosity.

4. To be not toxic (in the case of plant for sanitary warm water).

5. To be chemically inert, stable, and not corrosive.

The option adopted by most of the producers is a solution of water and polyethylene glycol (usually 

25%–45% of glycol).

The purpose of the thermal vector fluid is to take thermal energy captured by plane and transfer it 

to the water to heat up. In this energy transfer, the fluid can give some heat to the cold water through 

the exchanger in a proportional measure depending on the difference of temperature between the two 

fluids. In Figure 11, the plate exchanger of heat is shown together with the tank with a double exchanger 

and a serpentine plunged. The larger the interface, the greater the amount of energy exchanged. The 

d ifferences in temperature are of the utmost importance. To unify the need of big exchange surfaces 

with compact exchangers, the immersion serpentines are used.

Solar Cooling

The physical principle of generating solar cooling power is almost similar to the operating principle 

of conventional air-conditioning systems (condenser-compressor type) air-conditioning. Both systems 

rely on systems full vacuum single glass heat pipe collector picture liquid-to-vapor phase change energy 

of the refrigerant to attract heat (i.e., to produce cooling effect). The way the two systems achieve this 

is quite different because the condenser machine achieves a cooling effect by expanding compressed 

ref rigerant into a low-pressure chamber, while the solar cooling machine relies on the absorbing 

action of the absorbent to create near-vacuum inside its chamber. In near-vacuum, the refrigerant will 

 evaporate at a very low temperature, removing latent heat from the refrigerant (i.e., producing a cooling 

effect). This happens at a temperature significantly lower than the refrigerant’s evaporation temperature 
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at atmospheric pressure. A cooling effect is thus achieved at usefully low refrigerant temperatures, mak-

ing this principle practical for commercial use.

Heat supply from a field solar collector to the solar air-conditioning system is required not to directly 

provide the cooling action directly but to maintain the absorbent concentration. This ensures that low 

chamber pressure and low evaporation temperature of the refrigerant are maintained.

Preliminary Analysis and Solar Thermal Plant Design

Due to the abundance and benefits of solar energy, solar thermal plants can be very useful especially 

if there is a willingness to invest some capital into them, but the choice should be made taking into 

account the quality of the project and the devices.

The covered need can be high (60%–70% or more), for various reasons such as the randomness of the 

sunshine and the urban or market situations; it will not be able to meet the demand of the users. Most 

of the time, the plant will limit the use of fuel for heat production.

In the supply of DHW (domestic home water) through this type of plant, it must take into consid-

eration that the weather conditions will not always be able to provide a sufficient quantity of energy to 

satisfy the demand and the complete comfort of the users. Demand and supply of heat will not be equal 

at the same time, and so to obtain independent plants in an annual scale, the capturing surface should 

be overestimated for summer (to supply the energy needed during winter).

Nowadays, investing in large seasonal storage is still in an experimental phase and involves very 

interesting cases. Figure 12 shows the offset of the thermal charge compared to the availability of the 

energetic source as the solar radiation incident. The latter is present in a solar thermal plant.

Matching Energy Availability and Thermal Energy Need

The way to estimate the energy needed to consume hot water is simple, but it is important to pay atten-

tion to the details involved.

Previously collected data can be used, but it is important to verify who collected them and what the 

original purpose was. If purposes are not reliable, it is necessary to go through monitoring to carry out 

data collection using a manual or digital device (calorie counter or a simple flow meter), gathering the 

data daily for at least 1 mo. In the sizing of the solar plants, the most important element is the energy 

FIGURE 11 The plate exchanger of heat is shown together with a tank with a double exchanger and a serpentine 

plunged.
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need that will be accumulated and not the power need, which will be obtained at the right moment, from 

the mix of the solar heat storage and the auxiliary heater. Moreover, it is worth to invest on a thermal 

solar plant, as in all the renewable energies, only after a strong initiative to reduce the energy consump-

tion, for example the aerator to be put at the final tap, can reduce up to 50% of the consume of hot water.

The Design Phase

The main design activities for a thermal solar system will be described here. The parameters and the 

different components that must be chosen for the plant and its dimensioning will be analyzed by the 

on-site procedure. It is important to note that in order to obtain the estimation of the costs of a solar 

plant, there is no need to proceed with detailed dimensioning, but it is sufficient to make an estimation 

of the following data:

• The surface of the collectors

• The volume of the tanks

• The thermal energy needs of the user

The phases of the project can be organized in the following way:

 1. On-site investigation

On-Site Investigation

This is the first step in the design of thermal solar plants that includes three main targets:

• A detailed analysis of user energy consumption to estimate energy need (in joules, kilowatt-hours, 

or calories).

• A set of possible solutions to reduce the consumptions through energy saving.

• A check on possible solutions considering the logistic realization of the plant, with particular 

reference to the collectors’ colocation.

Analysis of the Users’ Consumptions

The first step toward a correct project is to estimate the exact heat consumptions; this allows the dimen-

sioning of the solar system to satisfy the user energy needs through solar energy. There are two rapid 

assessment methods through which the evaluation of the users on thermal energy consumption is made:

 2. Selection of the typology of plant and collectors

 3. Dimensioning of the capturing surface

 4. Dimensioning of the different components

FIGURE 12 Offset of the thermal charge compared to the availability of the energetic source as the solar radia-

tion incident.
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 1. The study of energy bills of the previous years

2. The study of the consumption habit of the users 

Saving Energy Interventions

The dimensioning of a solar system cannot be based exclusively on the previous analysis; it needs to 

examine the opportunity to minimize each and every cost, to utilize clean energy after dispersion and 

waste reduction. Saving energy represents an objective of main importance, which can be realized in 

two ways:

1. Working on the demand level, boosting the users to modify their habits (this is called energy 

sacrifice), not always accepted but free of cost.

2. Working on the level of the offer, promoting the substitution of old and common devices with 

high efficiency products having the same performance but lower consumption.

The realization of a recovery intervention implies almost all the time an economic investment, the 

 convenience of which must be analyzed before comparing the saved energy that would be obtained. 

It has to be found out how much is saved.

In the first case, the person who is taking care of the project must underline the waste, applying 

devices of energy saving. For example, in the case of DHW, both flow reducers and an air−water mixer 

limit the flow of hot water. In this way, users have the impression that the jet of water is the same 

although the quantity is much lower.

Logistic Aspects

The purpose of the on-site visit is to analyze some logistic aspects because it is very important to evaluate 

the feasibility of the solar plant. This phase is often ignored but very important. The first examination 

should verify if any historical constraint, related to the buildings or to the landscape in the area, exists. 

There could be situations where it is not possible at all to install a solar plant because it should be a waste 

of time to proceed. Under a technical point of view, it is necessary to find out a free area in which the 

solar panel could be installed, on the surface of which it is necessary to measure:

• Typology and material of the surface (characteristic of the roof, for instance)

• Gross area available

• Obstacles (antenna, chimney, others)

• Shade elements nearby or far away (buildings, trees, etc.)

• Accessibility for the installation and for the following maintenance operations

• Azimuth (orientation compared to the south) and inclination compared to the horizon

With reference to the specific problem of the shade, it can be useful in areas that are growing, to evaluate 

the local urbanization policies on the short and medium terms and to avoid that some years after the 

installation, the panels might fall in the shade of a new building.

Choice of Solar Plant Type

From an initial analysis, it is possible to distinguish the solar thermal plants on the basis of the hydraulic 

circuit. In an open circuit, the thermal vector fluid coincides with the thermal vector fluid used by the 

final users. A closed circuit consists of three hydraulic circuits divided into

 1. Thermal vector fluid

 2. Accumulation fluid

 3. Water from the user
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Analyzing the system circulation two categories of plants can be underlined: systems of natural circula-

tion and systems of forced circulation. In most cases, the plant is designed with a closed circuit because 

there is the possibility of using a thermal vector fluid different from simple water.

The use of water as a fluid has some disadvantages like the presence of calcium and a low freezing 

point on one hand, and the open circuit is more economic and rapid to be installed on the other hand.

Estimation of the DHW Need

The production of DHW represents one optimum solution for the use of solar energy because it allows 

using solar radiation also when it is at its maximum power. A reason that has increased their new dif-

fusion is the economic return in terms of capital investment due to the costs relatively contained for the 

installation and the good reliability of the plant. The evaluation of the theoretical thermal need in the 

systems of DHW can be quantified through the following expression:

Q V * *
ac = −( )tut tal Cs  (11)

where Qac is the needed daily thermal energy (kcal/g), V is the requested water volume (L/g), tal is the 

temperature of water source (°C), tut is the temperature of water output (°C), and Cs is the specific heat 

(kcal/kg * °C).

The supplied temperature depends on the place of the plant installation and on the water net from 

which it is taken, as it is possible to have differences of temperature depending on the period of the year. 

The temperature of warm water supply depends on the user considering that the maximum tempera-

ture of the water to the thermal generation should be tut = 48 + 5°C, where the second term indicates 

the maximum tolerance. To be able to guarantee this temperature until the water reaches the user, it is 

necessary that the distribution system must be suitably insulated. For the buildings that have no isolated 

distribution system, the temperature of supply would be higher than 50–55°C with peaks of 60°C.

The effective calculation takes into consideration the thermal losses that occur in the distribution 

network that brings the water from the production point to where it should be used. These losses make 

one think of the necessity of an effective thermal load higher than the theoretical one, to be able to sat-

isfy the users’ needs.

The total output of the distribution network depends on the grade of the insulation of the network 

itself. The average of the final output can have values in the following ranges:

• 0.85 to 0.90 in the case of recent constructions with insulated pipe system and with the 

recirculation.

• 0.75 to 0.85 for the constructions with plants without recirculation or with a cycle that works only 

during the day.

• 0.65 to 0.705 for the construction of plants with a working recycle during full time.

Sizing the Collector Field Surface

The first step to designing a solar plant system is to evaluate the surface needed for the plant as a com-

promise between the technical need and the economic need: unless a solar roof is used, it is necessary to 

think about the tilt angle and its right positioning. Basically, the exposure should not face north and the 

surface should be enough to have all the collectors needed. That surface of collectors must avoid getting 

over economic convenience, even only on log term. The dimension of the capturing also depends on the 

type of chosen collectors, particularly on their performance and on the orientation of the tilt in the roof.

The quantity of energy on the surface of the collectors varies in function of two angles: the azimuth 

angle θ and the tilt angle φ. The azimuth angle θ is the projection on the horizon plane surface and the 

tilt angle φ defines the inclination of the collector to the surface as shown in Figure 13.
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The tilt angle depends on the building on which the plant is installed and on the orientation of the 

building itself as well. Since it is often not economically and aesthetically convenient, they are fixed 

directly on the top of the roof to create an ad hoc structure to hold the collectors.

About the typology of collectors, the choice depends on the conditions of the performance that will 

influence the output, and so from

• The internal temperature: the temperature to which the water is heated up.

• The external temperature: it depends on the period of the year in which it will be used.

The most important data (for the output) are the difference between the temperatures of the collector 

and the external environment because it characterizes the thermal losses. If data on consumptions are 

not yet available (for example, the building has just been built), an estimation on the energy needed 

(referring to average values) must be done. The corrections match the increases of the surface in bad 

orientation conditions, as seen in Table 1.

For combined plants, used for house heating and for the production of DHW would be appropriate to 

increase the value of the inclination to reduce the difference between the summer and winter production 

as underlined in Figure 14.  

Heat Storage System

The energy needed for a large number of applications depends on the time, but often in a different way 

from solar energy. As a consequence, it is necessary that the accumulation of thermal energy produced 

with solar panels firstly in those cases in which the solar energy must cover an important fraction of 

consumes. The optimal skill of the heat storage system depends on

FIGURE 13 Azimuth and tilt angles.

TABLE 1  Increment of the Surface of the Collectors under Suboptimal Conditions

Tilt Angle

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90°
South 12% 3% 0% 1% 8% 20% 45%

South/East or South/West

East and west

12%

12%

6%

14%

3%

15%

5%

20%

11%

28%

23%

41%

43%

61%
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 1. The availability of solar energy.

2. The nature of the loads.

3. The level of reliability needed in supply processes.

4. The economic analysis that sets the optimal percentage of traditional means.

Normally, a thermally isolated tank and a boiler are used. The boiler should store the solar energy when 

available and give it back when requested.

The most common energy discrepancy include alternation of day and night, sunny days as against 

cloudy days, and the summer season compared to the winter season. The latter is very important under 

a technical point of view because it reduces the technical problems connected to the summer overpro-

duction as well.

A typical situation is a plant with accumulation. Paste Figs. 9 and 10:

Heat Storage Systems Dimensioning

Considering the time course of thermal loads and solar energy available:

• Gc represents the incident solar power.

• qu represents the power delivered to the fluid.

• L is the power required by the loads that vary over time.

The areas above the red line and below the green one represent the time intervals that exceed the energy 

needs and must be accumulated. In contrast, the areas above the line in red and green show the time 

intervals in which the heat must be supplied to the loads from the storage system as in Figure 15.

The storage systems can be divided into two broad categories:

• Sensible heat storage systems

• Latent heat storage systems

In the sensitive system, energy is stored by raising the temperature of a suitable material. Latent heat 

storage systems take advantage of the latent energy at the phase change (usually the liquefaction) of a 

substance, and in this case, the process takes place at constant temperature.

 

 

 

FIGURE 14 Monthly average solar radiation during a year at 40° latitude. 
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In the first type, energy is taken by decreasing the temperature of the substance in storage while in the 

second type, stored energy is made available, causing a phase change.

In the build-sensitive systems, adopted in most cases, the energy is proportional to the temperature 

change of the substance contained in the batteries themselves:

 s p sQ Mc T= Δ  (12)

where Qs represents the accumulated energy, M is the mass storage, cp is the specific heat of substance 

accumulation, and ΔTs is the temperature variation.

Often a single temperature does not characterize the accumulation, because it cannot be considered 

perfectly mixed; it is actually layered. The top tank is the hottest part and the bottom is colder. The 

stratification is beneficial because of the collectors; reducing the average temperature of the absorber 

plate improves the efficiency to capture solar energy.

The best storage material in liquid systems is certainly water, since it has a low cost, has high specific 

heat, and is not toxic, and its boiling temperature at atmospheric pressure is high enough. The size of the 

storage system depends on the absorbing surface. Recommended values for solar systems for hot water 

are 100 L/m2. The most important aspect to consider is, as already mentioned, the stratification of the 

water tank. As an index to assess the extent of the stratification of the water in a reservoir, the extraction 

efficiency is defined as:

 /*Qt Vη ( )=  (13)

where Q is the volumetric tank drain, V is the volume of accumulation, and t* is the time required for 

starting from a completely mixed storage; the temperature difference of input-output has fallen to 90% 

of initial value.

Since the tank has a considerable cost, mainly due to heat insulation, sizing is necessary to make 

technical evaluations of economics. The storage tanks can be recharged in a sunny day or in an entire 

season. The first are those most commonly used and consist of an insulated tank to maintain hot water 

t emperature. The degree of isolation of the accumulation should be as high as possible if the tank is 

installed outside, as often happens in systems with forced circulation. The storage tanks must also 

 possess other important characteristics:

• They must be suitable for containment of potable water and must have had internal anticorrosion 

treatment.

• They must be resistant to high pressure (6 bar).

• They must be equipped with safety devices such as air vent, expansion vessel, and safety valve.

• They must be equipped with the following measuring devices: temperature gauge and pressure 

gauge for measuring pressure.

FIGURE 15 Energies during the day for a typical plant with storage.
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When the heat demand is roughly constant during the day, usually about 20 L/m2 of collector is sufficient, 

while this figure varies between 50 and 100 L/m2 of collector daily batch loads such as residential use, 

where consumption of water for showers are concentrated at certain times of day (morning or evening).

An important phenomenon is the stagnation of the system. In summer, the energy produced is often 

greater than the amount of thermal energy users and, if the accumulation is too small or absent, the 

excess energy increases the temperature inside the collector to allow evaporation of the fluid heat trans-

fer. This leads to the thermal gradients and overpressure under serious problem the hydraulic compo-

nents of the system, and it can compromise the integrity of the plant. Also, bear in mind that the plant 

also has air release valves to eliminate the air that enters the piping system itself, inevitably compromis-

ing the thermal exchanges and thus the operation. If it is used, an automatic valve (Jolly) is strongly 

discouraged, due to the stagnation of the primary because the emptying of the liquid transfer medium 

such as air comes out unwanted in automatic air vents. The sizing of the accumulation is performed for 

the reasons outlined above, depending on the surface of the manifold: in practice, it takes an average of 

50 to 90 L of storage per square meter of collector area (see Figure 16).

Size of the Auxiliary

The sizes of the auxiliary are dependent on the diameter pipes that are obviously related to flow values 

(Table 2).

Another very important element, which has a major impact on system performance, is the pressure 

drop. The volume flow can be calculated by the following equation:

FIGURE 16 Example of an expansion tank.

TABLE 2 The Size of the Pipes according to the Scale

Flow (L/hr) External Diameter per Thickness (mm)

<240 15 × 1

240–410 18 × 1

410–570 22 × 1

570–880 28 × 1.5
880–1450 35 × 1.5
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 ( )= ΔP Q c T m v g v  (14)

where Q is the thermal power made available by the solar collector (W/m2); cg = 1.3 Wh/(kg °C), the 

s pecific heat of the fluid; mv is the density of the fluid (1 kg/L,); and ΔT is the temperature difference 

between inlet and outlet collectors (10°C).

The section of pipe can be calculated from the volumetric flow rate and velocity of the fluid Pv.

Prevention and Control of Legionella Exposure Risk

A problem that needs to be focused on in water systems for large facilities (hotels, prisons, hospitals, 

etc.,) is the presence of Legionella.

During the design phase of some facilities, a plant configuration to eventually prevent Legionella 

bacteria has already been furnished. Legionnaires’ disease is contracted by breathing, by inhalation, or 

by aerosol microaspiration that contains the bacterium. The aerosol is formed by the droplets generated 

by water spray or the impact of water on solid surfaces. Most droplets are small; the more dangerous 

water droplets are those with a diameter less than 5 microns as they can more easily reach the lower 

respiratory tract. To ensure a reduction in the risk of legionellosis, the following preventive measures 

should be followed:

• Always keep hot water at a temperature above 55°C.

• Slide the water (either hot or cold) taps and showers that are not used for a few minutes at least 

once a week.

• Keep showers, jet showers, and speaker of the taps clean and free of fouling; replace as needed.

• Clean and disinfect all water filters regularly every 1–3 mo.

• Ensure that any changes made to the system, including new installations, do not create dead arms 

or pipes with no water or stream flows intermittently.

• Adhering to a point, the aim is to ensure a continuous thermal disinfection of hot water.

• Heating the water to 55°C results to, in fact, short-term elimination of Legionella bacteria, as evi-

denced by the Hodgson-Casey diagram taken as a point of reference for setting temperature and 

the time needed to implement thermal disinfection against Legionella.

However, in order to properly set up a continuous thermal disinfection, it is necessary that the water 

plant is at least maintained at 55°C.

It should be considered, in fact, that if the thermal head high facilities are not well insulated and well 

balanced between supply points and certain areas of the circulation thermal head high can be deter-

mined, as shown in the diagram below (Figure 17). So, even if hot water is supplied at a temperature 

below 50°C, there may be circulating in the networks of temperatures and can encourage the develop-

ment of Legionella.

Large Systems

Solar systems are designed to be large to produce hot water for space heating. Possible applications 

include the following (see Figure 18): hospitals, home care for seniors, military barracks, hotels, gyms, 

prisons, and residential complexes—situations where the demand for heat is constant both during the 

day and at different seasons of the year.

They are called large systems when the surface of the solar field is greater than 100 m2. The invest-

ments made to realize these plants are vital because of the current costs of the collectors; thus, before 

spending a lot of money, an in-depth energy audit to evaluate the requests of the users and assess the 

economic breakeven point should be undertaken. These systems, of course, are not able to meet the total 

energy demand, so they must be integrated into a conventional source.
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In support of these investments often involved in campaign financing from the state, such as loans 

to grants and tax deductions on the cost of the material. In recent years, the problem of pollution and 

continuous increases in the cost of traditional energy sources have caused people to engage in new ways, 

i.e., try to change their old habits, often met by indiscriminate consumption of energy.

Solar Integrated Collector Storage System Innovations

The use of a solar integrated collector storage (ICS) system (see Figure 19) represents a well-established 

technology for heat storage in civil and industrial applications.

An innovative solar thermal device has been used as an integrated collector storage providing DHW 

(up to 50–80°C). Here, the collector also acts as a storage unit, without requiring an external vessel. This 

device was successfully used in several circumstances, especially in extreme situations such as in the 

post-earthquake tent cities or to feed remote users in developing countries.

The efficiency of this device is strongly related to the draw-off curve. In fact, it is strongly desirable 

that during the draw-off, the water temperature remains as high as possible. Presently, this aspect is not 

FIGURE 17 Behavior of the Legionella bacteria, depending on different temperatures.

FIGURE 18 Abruzzo region post-earthquake emergency camps (2009).
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optimal, leading to a strong reduction of the water temperature (more than 50% when 50% of the hot 

water filling the collector was discharged).

The collector was designed for use in emergency situations or for feeding remote users. Then, very 

simple configuration was adopted.

A series of eight J-type thermocouples have been placed to measure the temperature during the ther-

mal energy storage phase and during discharge. The accuracy of the thermocouples was ±1.5°C and the 

acquisition frequency was 0.88 Hz. Solar radiation fluctuations have been followed by a pyranometer 

system with an accuracy of ±10 μV/(W m2). The eight thermocouples (seven have been used for monitor-

ing the pipe and one for the ambient temperature) and the pyranometer have been connected through a 

thermocouple and RTD modules, with a National Instrument field point with Ethernet connection, and 

connected to a data processing system through LabVIEW, as shown in Figure 19.

During the charge phase, the pipe has been placed in vertical position in order to be completely 

filled with water and to eliminate the air. Then, it has been placed on its supports, with a tilt of 42°. 

FIGURE 19 Experimental device used for the ICS prototype.

FIGURE 20 Longitudinal view of the temperature (top) and velocity magnitude (bottom) fields in three succes-

sive time steps.
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The  experimental analysis demonstrates that in the present configuration, the ISC has a reasonable 

performance in supplying hot water during the discharge phase.

Conclusions

The investments made to realize the plants are important because of the current costs of the collectors; 

therefore, before spending such quantity of money, it is better to undertake an in-depth energy audit to 

evaluate not only the requests of the users but also the breakeven point.

These plants are not able to supply the total energy demand; therefore, they should be integrated with 

a traditional source.

To support such investments, often there are financial aids from the state, such a free grant loan or 

allowances on the V.A.T. on the costs of the material.

In recent years, the pollution problem and the constant rise in the cost of traditional energy sources 

have resulted to users trying to find new solutions, changing old habits, often entailing excessive energy 

consumption.
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Alternative Energy: 

Wind Power Technology 
and Economy

K.E. Ohrn

Introduction (Web Preview)

This entry is a broad overview of wind power. It covers a range of topics, each of which could be expanded 

considerably. It is intended as an introductory reference for engineers, students, policy-makers, and the 

lay public.

Wind power is a small but growing source of electrical energy. Its economics are well known; there are sev-

eral large and competent manufacturers, and technical problems are steadily being addressed. Wind power 

can now be considered as a financially and operationally viable alternative when planning additional electri-

cal capacity. However, as shown below, wind power is only a minor component of present energy sources.

World final energy consumption (2002)[1]: 100%

World final electrical consumption (2002)[2]: 16.1%

World final wind power consumption (2004)[3]: 0.15%
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Wind power’s main deficiency as a power source is variability. Since wind velocity cannot be controlled 

or predicted with pinpoint accuracy, alternatives must be available to meet demand fluctuations.

Wind power carries few environmental penalties and makes use of a renewable resource. It has the 

potential to become a major but not dominant part of the future energy equation.

History

People have used wind to move boats, grind grains, and pump water for thousands of years. Wind-

powered flour mills were common in Europe in the 12th century. In the 1700s, the Dutch added technical 

sophistication to their windmills with improved blades and a method to follow the prevailing wind. 

Isolated farms in the last century used windmills to generate electricity until the availability of the elec-

trical power grid became widespread.

Past interest in wind power has tended to rise and fall with fuel prices for the predominant method of 

electrical production—thermal plants burning oil, natural gas, and coal.

Current

Electrical Production

Although small, wind power is a fast-growing part of the energy picture. Since 1990, worldwide installed 

capacity has grown about 27% (Table 1).[3]

Business is good for the leading manufacturers of wind power devices. Sales have increased; the tech-

nology is stable and predictable, with low maintenance and high availability.

Geographical Distribution (Countries)

The European Union had around 72% of installed capacity in 2004, and Germany, Spain, and the United 

States accounted for 66.1%. Denmark, Spain, and Germany had by far the largest 2004 capacity in terms 

of MW per million populations, and 10.6% of the world’s population had 81.9% of its wind power capac-

ity. In 2004, Denmark produced about 20% of its electrical power from wind power in 2004 (Table 2).[3]

TABLE 1 Capacity Growth

Year Capacity (MW) Growth Rate Year-over-Year (%)

1990 1,743 13.8

1991 1,983 17.0

1992 2,321 20.7

1993 2,801 26.1

1994 3,531 36.5

1995 4,821 26.6

1996 6,104 25.1

1997 7,636 33.0

1998 10,153 33.9

1999 13,594 27.7

2000 17,357 66.3

2001 28,857 7.9

2002 31,128 26.9

2003 39,500 20.3

2004 47,500 13.8

Average Growth Rate 26.7

Source: Reprinted with permission from European Wind Energy Association.[3]
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Manufacturing capacity in 2002 was largely confined to this group of countries, with five big vendors 

accounting for 76% of sales. European Union vendors accounted for 85% of manufacturing market share.[3]

Economics

Cost per kWh

Wind power is a viable method of producing electricity that is capital intensive with low operating costs. 

The cost of production compares favorably with traditional fossil fuel or nuclear plant costs.

The major cost elements of a modern wind power installation are as follows[3,5,9]:

Capital

Onshore: 1200–1500 USD/kW

Offshore: 1700–2200 USD/kW

Operating: usually about 1.5%–2.0% of capital cost per year.[12]

Capital costs include wind capacity survey and analysis, land surveying, permits, roads, foundations, 

towers and turbines, sensors and communications systems, cabling to transformers and substations, 

maintenance facilities, testing, and commissioning. By far the largest individual capital cost is the tur-

bine (up to 75%).

Operating and maintenance costs include management fees, insurance, property taxes, rent, and 

both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.

Financing costs are a major portion of energy production costs, making them very sensitive to inter-

est rates, incentives and subsidization.

Energy production cost estimates vary considerably. Optimists in the industry, such as the British 

Wind Energy Association, quote a low of 4.8 USD cents per kWh for an onshore plant in an optimal 

location. Pessimists, like the Royal Academy of Engineering in the U.K., quote up to 13.2 USD cents per 

kWh for an offshore plant, partly by including a controversial 3.1 USD cents per kWh cost for “standby 

capacity” required to supply demand when wind power is not available (Table 3).

Capacity Factor

The power generated by a wind turbine depends on the speed of the wind, and on how often it is avail-

able. At any given site, this is measured by the capacity factor, or the ratio of actual generated energy 

TABLE 2 Capacity Distribution

Wind Power Installed Capacity 

(MW)

One-Year

(%)

Three-Year

(%)

Population

(millions)

Capacity

(MW/Million)

Percent of World

CapacityCountry 2001 2002 2003 2004

Denmark 2,456 2,880 3,076 3,083 0.2 7.9 5.4 570.9 6.4

Spain 3,550 5,043 6,420 8,263 28.7 32.5 40.3 205.0 17.2

Germany 8,734 11,968 14,612 16,649 13.9 24.0 82.4 202.1 34.7

Netherlands 523 727 938 1,081 15.2 27.4 16.4 65.9 2.3

USA 4,245 4,674 6,361 6,750 6.1 16.7 295.8 22.8 14.1

Italy 700 806 922 1,261 36.8 21.7 58.1 21.7 2.6

UK 525 570 759 889 17.1 19.2 60.4 14.7 1.9

Japan 357 486 761 991 30.2 40.5 127.4 7.8 2.1

India 1,456 1,702 2,125 3,000 41.2 27.2 1080.4 2.8 6.3

China 406 473 571 769 34.7 23.7 1306.4 0.6 1.6

Total 22,952 29,329 36,545 42,736 16.9 23.0 3073 89.2
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to the theoretical maximum. Wind power turbine electrical output rises as the cube of the wind speed. 

When wind speed doubles, energy output increases eightfold. A typical turbine begins to turn when 

wind speed is at 9 MPH and will cut out at 56 MPH for safety reasons.

Capacity factors vary by site but are typically in the range of 20%–30% with occasional very good 

offshore sites reaching 40%. The yearly energy output from a wind farm is given by the following 

formula:

Site

Power production costs, site size, site design, and energy output and variability will depend mainly on 

details about the wind. These details include wind speed, wind direction, and the geographical distri-

bution of favorable wind profiles. During analysis of potential sites, most planners use high (60 m plus) 

anemometer towers—often several of them—to gather at least one year’s data per site. These data are 

usually correlated with national meteorological observations, if these are available and suitable. If not 

available, it would be prudent to gather site data for a longer period of up to three years.

Investors and regulators are increasingly aware of the crucial nature of wind data in estimating the 

quantity and timing of potential power production at a specific site. This research is crucial to the finan-

cial analysis of a potential wind power venture.

Other site analysis factors are accessibility via road for heavy equipment, electrical grid proximity 

and capacity, land ownership, and environmental impact.

Location

Favored Geography

Many countries have developed wind charts of broad areas based on meteorological data gathered for 

weather and aviation purposes. These charts show potential areas for investigation, where wind strength 

is high and constant over long periods of the year. Once potential sites, and their extent, have been 

identified, on-site data measurements provide the basis for analysis and modeling of potential energy 

production for a specific site.

TABLE 3  Windower Costs

Cents (US) per kWh

Wind Power Costs Wind Onshore Wind Offshore Coal CFB Gas CCGT

RAE [15]

RAE 2a

6.8

10.1

9.9

13.2

4.8

9.2

4.0

6.0

EWEA [3]

AWEA (5)

AWEA 2b

5.5

6.6

5.4

8.5

BWEA (minimum)[4]

BWEA (maximum)c

Euro to USD conversion (2004)

GBP to USD conversion (2004)

4.8

6.8

6.9

9.1

4.8

6.8

4.8

5.9

1.22

1.83

a Adds 3.1 cents per kWh for wind power backup capacity and 1.9–4.6 cents/kWh for coal and gas carbon capture.
b A WEA figures adjusted to delete 1.8 cents US/kWh production tax credit and are for onshore sites with different average 

wind speeds.
c BWEA figures for a range of site types in November 2004 and 1–2 cents/kWh for carbon capture.

Source: RAE, Royal Academy of Engineering[15]; BWEA, British Wind Energy Association[4]; EWEA, European Wind 

Energy Association[3]; AWEA, American Wind Energy Association.[5] 
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After wind modeling, the site’s geographical, environmental, financing, and ownership issues can be 

explored in detail.

Generally, sites are either onshore or offshore. Onshore sites are cheaper to construct, but have lower 

capacity factors due to wind turbulence from nearby hills, trees, and buildings. Offshore sites can have 

more potential energy available due to higher wind speeds and lower turbulence, which also reduces 

turbine component wear. Good offshore sites can be near high-demand load areas such as coastal cities, 

which also increases transmission options. Aesthetic and noise concerns are often fewer offshore, and 

sea-bed environmental concerns can be lower than landuse concerns for an onshore site.

Sizing a Location

Wind farm towers are usually spread over a large area in order to minimize wake losses. A spacing of five 

rotor diameters is often recommended. In a typical wind farm, the land physically occupied by tower 

foundations, buildings, and roads is often less than 2% of overall land area.[6] The remaining land is quite 

suitable for agriculture and other uses.

Limits to Maximum Production

How much capacity exists to generate electricity from wind? Is it possible that we will require more 

energy than wind can provide? After surveying wind patterns in the United States and applying energy 

density and extraction calculations, Elliott and Schwartz[14] concluded in 1993 that 6% of the avail-

able U.S. land mass could provide 150% of then-current U.S. electrical consumption. Furthermore, the 

needed land would be sparsely affected by the wind farm installation, with the vast majority of it (95%–

98%) unoccupied by tower foundations, roads, or ancillary equipment and suitable for farming, ranch-

ing, and other uses. This study excluded land that is environmentally or otherwise unsuitable, such as 

cities, forests, parks, wildlife refuges, and environmental exclusion areas.

In the European Union, potential wind power capacity is also larger than current electrical 

consumption.

Future

Projected Growth

Thanks to increasing concern over the environmental effects of greenhouse gas emissions, the rising 

cost of fossil fuels, and the impending decrease in availability of oil and natural gas, wind power has a 

bright future.

Current 25%–30% growth rates are likely not sustainable, due to equipment production volume con-

straints and limits to perceived need for further capacity. Given the Eurocentric, highly clustered nature 

of current installed capacity, there is significant potential for high-rate growth elsewhere. However, 

even in European countries like Germany and Denmark, steady growth will be driven by predicted cost 

reductions in the 10%–20% range and by regulatory and governmental initiatives aimed at reducing 

emissions from electrical energy production and transitioning to renewable resources.

Projected Cost

Wind power technology is well down the cost improvement curve, with costs having fallen to present 

levels, below ten cents USD per kWh, from over $1.00 U.S. in 1978. Costs for a medium-sized turbine 

have dropped 50% since the mid-1980s, reflecting increasing maturity in the market. Cost projections 

range from a further 9%–17% drop as installed capacity doubles in the near-term future.
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Projected Production

With increasing governmental policy support and commitment, growth rates of 15%–20% appear 

achievable in five to ten years. But there is likely an upper limit to the amount of electrical energy that 

can be produced from the wind.

Reaching Maximum Production

Production limits for wind power are based on its variable nature. Other types of electrical production 

capacity will be needed to provide base-load electrical capacity in the event that there is little wind avail-

able. Wind power will then become one player in a mix of generating technologies.

Hydrogen Economy

As wind power becomes a larger portion of electrical supply, occasionally its supply will exceed demand. 

Rather than simply curtailing wind plant production, it is attractive to think of using this excess electri-

cal power capacity to generate hydrogen via electrolysis. This has the effect of storing wind energy that 

would otherwise not be harvested. This energy, in the form of hydrogen, can be used directly as a non-

polluting fuel or as an input source to fuel cells to produce electricity at a later time.

When there is a significant hydrogen economy, with transmission lines, storage, and fuel cell capac-

ity, this use for wind power will become a very attractive scenario.

Other Issues for the Future

Learning more about wind and forecasting—predicting the best locations, wind farm output, gusts, and 

directional shear.[10] This will help reduce financing costs when wind power plant output and impact on 

the grid are better understood and more predictable.

• Improving the control of demand through incentives around end-user load shedding, reschedul-

ing and simple conservation methods. This could be used to offset wind power production short-

falls as an alternative to other forms of generation.

• Advancing aerodynamics specific to wind turbine blades and control systems.

• Designing extremely large wind tunnels to study wake effects minimization, structural load pre-

diction, and energy output maximization at lower wind speeds.

• Enhancing power system capacity planning models to include wind farm components.

• Re-planting, or upgrading older mechanical and electrical components at existing wind farms.

• Wind farm siting further offshore and on floating platforms.

• Combining wind power and hydroelectric capacity by using surplus wind power to pump water 

behind dams and so store power that might otherwise be wasted.

• Determining how and whether to allocate full costs of environmental impact to fossil and 

nuclear plants.

Strengths and Weaknesses

Strengths

Environment

Wind power installations do not emit air pollution in the form of carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, nitro-

gen oxides, or other particulate matter such as heavy metal air toxins. Wind power installations do not 

use water or discharge any hazardous waste or heat into water. Conventional coal, oil, and gas electric 

power plants produce significant emissions of all kinds. Nuclear power plants produce dangerous and 
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long-lasting radioactive waste. Greater use of wind power means less impact on health and the environ-

ment, particularly regarding climate change due to greenhouse gas emissions.

Renewable

Wind power produces energy from a resource that is constantly renewed. The energy in wind is derived 

from the sun, which heats different parts of the earth at different rates during the day and over the sea-

sons. Unlike fossil and nuclear plants, the source of energy is essentially inexhaustible.

Costs

Wind power’s costs are well known and are dropping to the point at which this technology is very com-

petitive with other means of production. Fuel costs are nil, meaning that fuel costs have no uncertainty. 

Wind power costs should be more stable and predictable over the lifetime of the plant than power costs 

for fossil fuel plants.

Local and Diverse

Wind power plants provide energy source diversity and reduce the need to find, develop, and secure 

sources of fossil or nuclear fuel. This reduces foreign dependencies in energy supply, and reduces 

the chances of a political problem or natural disaster interfering with and diminishing the supply of 

electricity.

Quick to Build, Easy to Expand

Wind power plants of significant capacity can be constructed and installed within a year, a much shorter 

time than conventional plants. The planning time horizon is similar to conventional plants, given the 

need to accurately survey site wind characteristics and deal with normal environmental and related site 

issues. This means that capacity can be increased in closer step with demand than with conventional 

plants. With the right site and design, a wind power plant can be incrementally expanded very quickly.

Weaknesses

Natural Variability

A single wind farm produces variable amounts of energy, and its output is not yet as predictable as a 

traditional plant. As the geographical distribution and number of wind plants increases, and as research 

into predicting wind continues, these problems should be minimized, allowing cost-effective and 

orderly scheduling and dispatch of total grid capacity sources—but it is difficult to see traditional power 

sources disappearing entirely.

Connection to Grid

As the amount of electrical power supplied by wind power plants increases, concern increases over its 

effects on the electrical grid.

In order to maintain a reliable supply of electricity that matches demand, utility operators maintain 

emergency reserve capacity in order to deal with plant outages (failures) and unexpected demand across 

their entire system. This reserve is in the form of purchased power, unused capacity at conventional 

plants running below their maximum, or quick-start plants such as gas-fired turbines. Often, conven-

tional plants on the grid are allocated a cost to cover this reserve based on their capacity (large plant, 

large reserve) and reliability (more outages, more reserve).

The industry is working on ways to determine and allocate this reserve cost for wind power plants. 

Yet to be agreed upon is the statistical basis for calculating such wind power plant reserve costs. 

Improvements in day-ahead wind forecasting will greatly reduce the uncertainty around wind plant 

output, and so decrease the cost burden to provide this reserve.
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Several current estimates prepared for U.S. utilities show this reserve cost burden (or ancillary ser-

vices cost) to increase with the amount of capacity provided by wind power, and to be in the range of 

0.1–0.5 cents USD per kWh for penetrations between 3.5 and 29%. In no case was it thought necessary to 

allocate a reserve equal to 100% of the wind power capacity.[11] German experience is similar,[8] with no 

additional reserve capacity required for the 14% wind energy share of the national electrical consump-

tion forecast for 2015.

When wind power supplies less than 20% of electrical consumption, these problems are not severe. At 

larger penetrations, reserves become a major issue. Interestingly, wind power plants may be subject to 

shutdown or voluntary power reductions in the event of coincident high wind, low demand situations. 

This is occasionally the case today in Denmark and Spain.

In some cases, wind power sites are situated far from the location of high electrical power demand, 

placing strain or potential overload on existing transmission facilities. In these cases, there are often 

cost, ownership and responsibility issues yet to be resolved.

Power quality problems around power factor, harmonic distortions, and frequency and voltage fluc-

tuations are being successfully addressed in modern large production wind farms.[8]

This is one of the most difficult sets of issues facing the future of wind power as it matures from small-

scale and local to large-scale penetration.

Local Resource Shortage

In a few places, high-quality wind power sites are not available or are already in production, leaving 

these places to import electrical power or use traditional sources.

Noise

Noise levels have decreased and are now confined to blade noise in modern units. Generator and 

related mechanical noise has been effectively eliminated. Noise, however, will always be a significant 

factor. Blade noise is described as a “whoosh, whoosh” sound, and is in the 45–50 decibel range at 

a distance of 200–300 m. This noise level is consistent with many national noise level regulations. 

However, this noise buffer zone adds to the overall land requirement for a wind power plant and so 

increases costs.

Visual Impact

Onshore wind farms are highly visible due to the height of towers and the size of the blades and 

generator. The impact of this varies with each person. Each wind plant operator needs to deter-

mine the levels of support and opposition from those who live and work within sight of the plant. 

Offshore plants attract fewer detractors than onshore plants—one of the reasons for their increasing 

popularity.

Offshore wind plants are less likely to cause unwanted noise since they are far from human habita-

tion. This reduces turbine and blade design constraints and can lead to higher capacity factors.

Bird Impact

Bird deaths are a regrettable reality. The bird death rate at a specific wind farm project is quite vari-

able. Several early wind farms (Altamont Pass, California, and La Tarifa, Spain) caused concern over 

death rates. The California Energy Commission estimates the death rate at Altamont (5400 turbines) 

to be 0.33–0.87 bird deaths per turbine per year.[16] The overall recent U.S. national average[13] is 2.3 bird 

deaths per turbine per year. Prudently located sites are off migration routes and not in nesting, over-

wintering, or feeding areas. Their tower designs do not offer nesting or even roosting places. In such 

locations, death rates are lower, and overall impact is much lower than that caused by other types of 

human activity.

Since climate change is a very serious environmental problem faced by bird populations, wind power 

and other renewables are an important part of the solution.
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Technology

Overview

Wind turbine design has three major components, and there are large economies of scale in design.

• Tower height: Wind turbine energy output is proportional to the cube of wind speed. Since mov-

ing air (wind) is subject to drag and turbulence from its contact with the earth and the objects 

on the earth, wind speed increases with height (vertical shear). The higher the tower, the more 

advantage there is for power generation. The tradeoff is between tower costs and increase in power 

generation. Typically, tower heights are rising, and are currently in the 100 m range. Off shore, 

vertical wind shear is generally less than onshore, so towers can be shorter, with wave height 

clearance being the factor that determines tower height (Figure 1).

• Blade diameter: The power capacity (watts) of a wind turbine varies with the square of its blade 

diameter, because a blade with a larger diameter has a larger area available for harvesting the 

wind energy passing through it. The coefficient of performance defines the actual power capacity 

compared to the maximum—how much energy can be extracted from the wind compared to the 

available energy. Modern wind turbines can achieve a coefficient of performance approaching 0.5, 

very close to the theoretical maximum of 0.59 derived by Betz.[3,18] This maximum is derived from 

the concept that if 100% of wind energy were extracted, the wind exiting the turbine would be at 

zero speed, so no new air could enter the turbine. Larger capacity turbines benefit significantly 

from economies of scale in foundation and support costs as well as swept area (Figure 2).

• Controls and generating equipment: The turbine’s hub (or nacelle) is the most costly component 

and contains the generator, gear boxes, yaw controls, brakes, cooling mechanism, computer con-

trols, anemometer, and wind directional vane.

Generators

As the blades turn, they drive a generator to produce electricity. Generating capacity ranges from a 

few hundred kW to over 3 MW. In older designs, there is usually a 40:1 gearbox to match low, fixed 

rotor speeds (~30 RPM) to required generator speed (1200 RPM for a 60 Hz output, 6-pole generator). 

FIGURE 1 Typical large wind turbine. Note entrance steps and utility pole at base for scale.

Source: Photo courtesy of Suncor Energy, Inc.
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The gearbox often incorporates brakes as a part of the overall wind turbine control system. Generators 

that operate at low RPM are available and are called direct drive generators. These would eliminate 

the gearbox.

In more modern designs, rotor speed is variable and controlled to optimize power extraction from the 

available wind. Generator output is converted to d.c. and then back to a.c. at the required grid frequency 

and voltage. The conversion equipment is sometimes located at a central part of the wind power plant.

This is an active area for ongoing technical innovation.

Blades

In order to maximize power capacity through size, blades are very long, up to 50 m. To minimize noise, 

they must turn slowly so as to reduce tip speed, the primary blade noise source. Typical rotation speeds 

are in the 10–30 RPM range. Blades are increasingly made from composites (carbon fibre reinforced 

epoxy resins).

Rotor blade aerodynamics[19] have much in common with the aerodynamics of a propeller or a heli-

copter blade, but they are sufficiently different that the aerodynamics of wind turbine blades is an evolv-

ing field. The difference is that wind turbine airflows are unsteady due to gusting, turbulence, vertical 

shear, turbine tower upstream shadow, yaw correction lag, and the effects of rotation on flow develop-

ment. For example, at present it can be difficult to predict rotor torque (and therefore power output) 

accurately for normal turbine operating conditions. Further development of theory and modeling tools 

should allow the industry to improve rotor strength, weight, power predictability, power output, and 

plant longevity while controlling cost and structural life.

For a given site wind velocity, the rotor blade’s tip has very different air flow than its root, requiring 

the blade to be designed in a careful twist. The outer third of the blade generally produces two-thirds of 

the rotor’s power. The third nearest the hub provides mechanical strength to support the tip, and also 

provides starting torque in startup situations.

Each blade generally has lightning protection in the form of a metallic piece on the tip and a conduc-

tor running to the hub.

Some manufacturers place Whitcomb winglets at the blade tips to reduce induced drag and rotor 

noise, in common with aircraft wing design.

In order to control blades during high wind speeds, some are designed with a fixed pitch that will 

progressively stall in high wind speeds. Others incorporate active pitch control mechanisms at the 

hub. Such control systems use hydraulic actuators or electric stepper motors and must act very quickly 

to be effective.

FIGURE 2 Site assembly of large wind turbine nacelles and blades. 

Source: Photo courtesy of Suncor Energy, Inc.
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Wind Sensors

Wind turbines incorporate an anemometer to measure wind speed and one or more vanes to measure 

direction. These are primary inputs to the control mechanism and data gathering systems usually incor-

porated into a wind turbine.

Control Mechanisms (Computer Systems)

Control systems are used to yaw the wind turbine to face into the wind, and in some designs to control 

blade pitch angle or activate brakes when wind gets too strong. In sophisticated cases, the controllers are 

redundant closed-loop systems that operate pumps, valves and motors to achieve optimum wind turbine 

performance. They also monitor and collect data about wind strength and direction; electrical voltage, 

frequency and current; nacelle and bearing temperatures; hydraulic pressure levels; and rotor speeds, 

vibration, yaw, fluid levels, and blade pitch angle. Some designs provide warnings and alarms to central 

site operators via landline or radio. Manufacturers do not release much detail about these systems, since 

they are a critical contributor to a wind turbine’s overall effectiveness, safety, and mechanical longevity.

Role of Governments and Regulators

Governments play a large part in determining the role and scale of wind energy in our future mix of 

energy production capabilities.

Subsidies, Tax Incentives

As part of programs to encourage wind power production, the following are used in varying ways[7]:

• Outright subsidies, grants and no-interest loans.

• Tax incentives such as accelerated depreciation.

• Fixed prices paid for produced electrical power.

• Renewable energy quantity targets imposed on power utility operators.

Grid Interconnection and Regulatory Issues

Since many power utility operators are owned by governments, and most are regulated heavily, govern-

ments have a role to play in encouraging solutions to grid interconnection issues. There must be a politi-

cal will to address issues, find solutions, and develop practices and different management strategies that 

will allow greater penetration of wind power into the electrical supply.

Improving Wind Information

Climate and environmental information is most often collected and supplied by national governments 

in support of weather and aviation services. Wind atlases are an invaluable resource to the wind plant 

planning process. National efforts to improve long-and short-term wind forecasting, atmospheric mod-

eling tools, and techniques will benefit wind power projects’ ability to forecast power output for long-

term and short-term planning purposes.[10]

Environmental Regulation

In this controversial area, government can tighten its regulation of air quality, carbon emissions and 

other environmental areas. This would have the effect of increasing the apparent cost of conventional 

thermal electrical power, which is responsible for significant emissions. It is often argued that wind 
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power would already be cost competitive if environmental and health costs were to be fully allocated 

to conventional oil, gas, and particularly coal-powered plants, or if such plants were required to make 

investments to significantly reduce emissions.

Conclusion

Western societies depend on a steady supply of energy, much of it in the form of electricity. Most of that 

supply comes from thermal plants that burn oil, natural gas, and coal, or from nuclear plants. Where will 

our electrical energy come from in the future? How will we keep our environment livable and healthy?

One part of this answer lies in wind power. Its costs are within reason; the technology has matured 

with some gains yet to be realized; it carries little environmental penalty; and the source of its energy is 

renewable. As long as the sun heats the earth, wind power will be available.

Wind power will not likely be the complete answer; it is an intermittent source because the wind 

doesn’t always blow. But there is a very large amount of it available for us to harvest. As wind power 

moves quickly from small-scale to large-scale, its future path depends on governments and regulators 

as much as it does on technical innovators and manufacturers.
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Electric Power: Microgrids

Ryan Hanna

Introduction

Microgrids are insular power systems embedded within the bulk power grid that use distributed energy 

resources (DERs), such as fossil fuel generators, renewable generators, and energy storage, to provide 

energy locally near the point of consumption (Figure 1). They may be small or large, for example, a single 

building or a campus with dozens of buildings, and they may be simple or complex, for example, con-

sisting of a single backup generator or numerous DERs working in concert to provide primary power. 

In any case, their defining attribute is their ability to disconnect, or “island”, from the larger grid during 

power outages, thereby shielding customers within from disruptions and improving the reliability of 

electric service. (Some taxonomies include remote or “off-grid” systems—those not embedded within a 

bulk grid.) Although microgrids vary widely in size, from tens of kilowatts to tens of megawatts, those 

powering a small commercial building (approximately hundreds of kilowatts) are indeed “micro” or on 

the order of 10−6 the capacity of the bulk U.S. power grid.

Since their inception, power systems have been built to provide electricity that is reliable and 

 economic—two competing design criteria that require balancing (Billinton and Allan 1996). Today, 

a third criterion—that power systems provide carbon-free electricity in accordance with long-term 

c limate stabilization goals—is now widely accepted. The climate criterion presents new and interesting 

design trade-offs for microgrids. Historically, the fossil fuel pathway—i.e., the use of fossil fuel genera-

tors, first diesel but more recently natural gas—has provided high levels of reliability at low cost. Given 

future projections for very low gas prices, it is likely to remain the status quo absent new carbon-minded 

policy. Some policies are emerging—typically in the form of restrictions on diesel use—while govern-

ments have variously supported low-carbon pathways such as combined heat and power (CHP), renew-

ables with energy storage, biofuels, and hydrogen. Although some options remain far-off, consideration 

is important today because each pathway offers a fundamentally different vision for how microgrids 

interact with a decarbonized energy system. Pathways can differ in use of fuels, generators, load electri-

fication, outside requirements for energy infrastructure, and, importantly, outcomes for carbon emis-

sions and pollution.

Recent support for microgrids has stemmed from concern about potential impacts to power systems 

from an increasing frequency of severe weather, including wildfires, to which climate change is contrib-

uting. The conventional wisdom is that microgrids can increase grid reliability and resiliency while also 
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helping to address climate change. An appraisal of decarbonization pathways, however, shows that this is 

not always so (Section “Decarbonization Pathways for Microgrids”), and comparison of cost, emissions, 

and performance helps explain where co-benefits and trade-offs exist. A picture of historical deploy-

ments and present-day activities around microgrids provides further context (Section “Microgrids, Past 

and Present”). Although the focus here is the U.S.A, deployments are on the rise globally, particularly 

in Asia Pacific (e.g., Australia, India, China, and Japan) where forecasted growth is in fact greatest and 

driven by deployment of remote systems in developing areas that lack grid infrastructure (Willette and 

Asmus 2019).

Microgrids, Past and Present

Microgrids are not a new phenomenon. Today, we recognize the earliest power systems—pioneered by 

Thomas Edison during the 1880s that provided lighting for hundreds of customers across a few New York 

City blocks—as microgrids. These grids, and hundreds in other cities, would first experience decades of 

expansion, as industry pursued larger customer bases and scale economies and governments mandated 

rural electrification in the 1930s–1940s to combat poverty (Tuttle et al. 2016), and later interconnection 

to increase redundancy and power plant utilization rates.

Centralized grids now underpin nearly all of the industrialized world, limiting the role for microgrids 

to niche applications. The high cost of microgrids has been justified where interconnection to the bulk grid 

is impractical or uneconomic, such as with island villages, military bases, and remote industrial facili-

ties. In Alaska, diesel and hydropower microgrids power over 200 remote communities. It has also been 

justified where services within the bulk grid are deemed critical. Microgrids provide backup power for 

FIGURE 1 A simple representation of a grid-connected microgrid. Distributed energy resources (DERs) and 

loads comprise the microgrid and lie behind a single point of common coupling to the bulk grid. The microgrid 

can disconnect from and reconnect to the bulk grid and operate autonomously. (Fossil fuel and thermal energy 

networks are present but, for clarity, not pictured.)
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the health care industry, where hospitals must comply with emergency generator standards and maintain 

onsite a 96-hour supply of diesel fuel, as well as for the telecommunications industry’s enormous network 

of cell towers, where the use of small (<10 kW) diesel generators and lead-acid batteries has dominated. 

More recently, incentives have supported the use of fuel cells—over 3,000 have been deployed since 2007 

(Ma et al. 2017). Microgrids have also been economic in campus settings that have space and the institu-

tional capacity for ownership and operation. Prominent examples include those at New York University, 

Princeton University, the Illinois Institute of Technology, the University of California San Diego, and the 

University of California Irvine, among others. Natural gas cogeneration forms the physical and economic 

backbone of many, providing significant cost savings on electricity, heating, and cooling.

Today, the role for microgrids is expanding as governments begin to take a proactive approach in 

guiding their development. State governments in the northeast U.S.A are seeking to create a role for 

“community” microgrids that embed pockets of resiliency into the grid and serve the public interest. 

Following severe weather in 2012 that caused widespread blackouts, Connecticut in 2013, Massachusetts 

and New Jersey in 2014, New York in 2015, and Maryland in 2019 each enacted a community microgrid 

grant program to increase resiliency at critical infrastructure such as hospitals, police and fire stations, 

wastewater treatment plants, public shelters, and municipal commercial areas. Recent power outages at 

the Atlanta, Las Vegas, Washington D.C., Los Angeles, Hamburg, and Amsterdam international air-

ports have spurred funding for microgrids that support critical airport services.

Other jurisdictions are pursuing a market-based approach with the development of commercializa-

tion pathways that tie in to broader efforts to decentralize electricity generation. California is leading, 

having recently awarded $25.7 million for seven microgrids in 2014 that demonstrate “low-carbon” and 

“renewables-based” configurations and $45 million for nine microgrids in 2018 that demonstrate “repeat-

able, commercial-scale” configurations that support the state’s emissions reduction goals. Hawaii passed 

legislation in 2018 to establish a tariff that defines the value of services exchanged between a microgrid 

and the bulk grid. In the Caribbean, Puerto Rico’s post-Hurricane Maria reconstruction plans aim to 

decentralize generation on the island, and part of that vision includes a new regulatory framework for 

microgrids that encourages deployment by third-party (non-utility) providers. The island’s goals are to 

increase reliability, and reduce fossil fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emissions, among others. 

The U.S. Virgin Islands is also rebuilding through microgrids, deploying two on the island of St. John 

comprised of diesel generators, solar photovoltaics (PV), and battery energy storage.

To what extent are these microgrids low-carbon? In all historical use cases, fossil fuel generators 

have been the preferred technology. This holds true today in the emerging community microgrid para-

digm, despite falling prices for renewable energy and energy storage. For the programs in Connecticut 

(Microgrid Pilot Program Round 1 and 2) and New York (NY Prize Stage 2), for example, for which good 

data on installed or planned DERs exists, natural gas generators comprise 78% of total capacity, of which 

61% is CHP, while PV comprises 4%, which is on par with diesel generators (also 4%). Battery storage, 

on a power capacity basis, comprises 3%. Five of the six microgrids supported by the New Jersey Energy 

Resilience Bank are based entirely on natural gas CHP. By contrast, California has set out to support 

renewable microgrids and its 2014 program produced 73% solar PV, 11% battery storage, and 15% fossil 

fuel generation by capacity. Programs in other jurisdictions remain too nascent to draw conclusions.

Each of these jurisdictions pushing microgrids has enacted climate policies that aim to decarbonize 

the power sector through mandated cuts in greenhouse gas emissions, procurement targets for renew-

able energy, or both. Puerto Rico and Hawaii have passed into law 100% renewable energy portfolio stan-

dards (RPS), for instance, while California has passed a 100% clean energy standard. The five northeast 

states with microgrid grant programs have RPS targets ranging from 25% to 50% by 2030. Accordingly, 

some have acted to limit fossil fuel use in microgrids. Puerto Rico’s 2018 rules, for example, mandate 

renewable energy and restrict fossil fuel use in non-CHP generators in three ways: to 25% of the total 

microgrid energy output on an annual basis, by generator heat rate (not greater than 13,000 btu/kWh), 

and by the total microgrid energy input–output ratio (not greater than 2,500 btu/kWh). CHP genera-

tors qualify but must adhere to efficiency standards (useful thermal energy must be greater than 50% 
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of the total energy output) and generator heat rate (not greater than 7,000 btu/kWh). California’s 2018 

microgrid legislation (SB 1339) prohibits compensation for all diesel use and natural gas generators that 

fail to meet strict emission standards, effectively precluding non-CHP fossil fuel generators. By contrast, 

Hawaii, which is in the process of establishing a microgrid services tariff, has not set any prohibitions 

on fossil fuel use.

Decarbonization Pathways for Microgrids

Although the merits of particular choices for technology and fuel in microgrids are case-specific (Hanna 

et al. 2017; Flores and Brouwer 2018), an assessment of pathways generally should address the three power 

system design criteria—reliability, cost, and emissions. Table 1 summarizes that assessment qualitatively 

for the present day, with characteristics scored from very poor (−−) to very good (++). It also includes the 

practicability of deployment, or dependency on outside energy infrastructure, as well as scalability, or 

the capability of the pathway to scale up to meet a significant portion of society’s electricity needs. Power 

density, a watt per square meter (W/m2) measure of the concentration of energy generation or consump-

tion, is a useful metric with which to assess the capabilities of distributed generators that, unlike rural 

power plants, are confined by limited space in built environments. Here, it is a proxy for reliability.

The diesel pathway, or use of diesel reciprocating engines, is the historical pathway and taken in this 

assessment as the base case against which other pathways are scored. Diesel generators are technologi-

cally mature, highly versatile, and have high power densities and low cost. Overuse can significantly 

degrade local air quality, however, and many jurisdictions limit their application to emergency opera-

tion only, typically a few hundred hours per year. Thus, they are neither scalable nor desirable options 

for widespread decentralization; other solutions are needed. Figure 2 shows the physical features for 

technology choice and fuel that distinguish pathways.

Combined Heat and Power

Over 2,000 CHP systems across the U.S.A provide nearly 2.3 GW of capacity (Darrow et al. 2017). These 

systems are fossil fuel generators like reciprocating engines and turbogenerators that capture and use 

engine waste heat to supply building heating and cooling needs. In making use of heat that is otherwise 

dissipated to the environment, CHP provides two benefits: it increases the efficiency of fuel use, from 

25–45% in standalone (i.e., non-CHP) generators to 65–80% in generators with heat recovery, and it 

reduces (and can eliminate) direct gas combustion for heating as well as electricity for cooling, thereby 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the commercial and residential sectors. CHP is successful in 

reducing emissions today because the combustion of gas to meet electrical and thermal energy demand 

in concert results in a lower carbon intensity (gCO2/MJ) than the separate production of electricity from 

the bulk grid and heat from a gas boiler or furnace.

TABLE 1 Microgrid Pathways—Characteristic Technology Choice, Fuel Use, and Assessmenta

Pathway Technology Fuel

Power 

Density 

CO2 

Emissions

Pollutant 

Emissions Cost Practicability Scalability

Diesel ICE Diesel ++ −− −− ++ ++ −−
CHP ICE-CHP NG ++ – – + ++ +
All-electric 

(solar-plus-storage)

Biomethane

PV, BS, HP

ICE-CHP

None

Biomethane

–

++

++

+

++

–

–

–

++

+

+

−−
Hydrogen FC-CHP Hydrogen ++ ++ ++ −− −− ++

a Abbreviations: ICE (internal combustion engine), CHP (combined heat and power), PV (photovoltaics), BS (battery storage), 

HP (heat pumps), FC (fuel cell), and NG (natural gas).
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FIGURE 2 Physical features for technology choice and fuel that distinguish pathways from one another. The five 

pathways are (a) a diesel genset, (b) gas-fired genset, (c) solar-plus-storage (all-electric), (d) biomethane-fired genset, 

and (e) hydrogen fuel cell. All fueled gensets (less the diesel genset; b–d) make use of CHP. NCL denotes non-

critical load, CL critical load, ICE internal combustion engine, CHP combined heat and power (i.e., infrastructure 

for capturing and using waste heat), and H2 hydrogen.

Governments have supported CHP for decades as non-utility generators. For example, the Obama 

Administration in 2012 set a nationwide target of 40 GW of new capacity by 2020, while in 2010 the 

state of California set a target of 6.5 GW by 2030. Governments are now coupling support of CHP to 

microgrids. California and Puerto Rico, through new microgrid rules, are discouraging (or banning 

outright) the use of standalone generators while encouraging CHP use, while the community microgrid 

programs emerging in the northeast U.S.A are largely supporting natural gas CHP.

The central issue with CHP is its reliance on fossil fuels. The CHP pathway is therefore at most a 

low-carbon pathway. For this reason, it also lacks scalability, as local air quality regulations limit cri-

teria pollutant emissions. Its ability to reduce carbon emissions depends on the carbon intensity of 

grid  electricity, which is expected to decarbonize over time, as well as the presence of gas combustion 

in buildings, which are expected to electrify over time. The fossil CHP pathway is therefore limited in 

efficacy: it locks in long-lived fossil generation that is effective in reducing carbon emissions in the short 

term but whose effectiveness declines as the bulk grid decarbonizes. (Fuel switching from fossil gas to 

renewable gas could make CHP carbon-neutral—but that is a distinct pathway considered separately.)

All-Electric: Solar-plus-Storage

One alternative to the use of fossil fuels is to discard them entirely via a fuel-free “all-electric” pathway 

that pairs solar PV with electric storage such as lithium-ion batteries and that might further include 

electrified loads and heat pumps, deep energy efficiency, and demand response. PV and storage pro-

vide power and substitute for gas generators, electrified loads obviate gas combusted for heating, and 
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responsive demand provides operational flexibility. Combinations of these technologies offer a legiti-

mate path to zero carbon and zero pollution in microgrids.

Of all pathways, the solar-plus-storage option is perhaps the most touted by advocates of decentral-

ization. It maps technologically to other transitions taking shape in the power sector, where utility-

scale PV and batteries are emergent and electrification of load and responsive demand are expected to 

assume important roles in decarbonization. Like CHP, solar-storage microgrids are not dependent on 

technological breakthrough nor new energy infrastructure; they are proven solutions with numerous 

operational today, including three funded in 2014 by the State of California as well as many financed 

privately (Asmus et al. 2017).

Yet the solar-storage pathway faces fundamental challenges related to performance and applicability, 

while high costs remain an issue. Fundamentally, the use case for solar-storage microgrids is limited 

by the high power demand of modern cities and low power density of PV (Smil 2019). For example, an 

 analysis of energy use for a selection of the most common types of buildings in the U.S.A shows power 

densities of 10–250 Wm-2, with warehouses (5–10 Wm-2), retail spaces (15–20 Wm-2), schools (15–60 Wm-2), 

and smaller office buildings (15–55 Wm-2) constituting the lower end and hotels (150–165 Wm-2), large 

offices (190–230 Wm-2), and hospitals (235–260 Wm-2) constituting the higher. Variation derives from 

thermal loads that differ by climate zone—in this example bounded by temperate coastal and hot inland 

conditions in southern California. In comparison, average annual solar irradiance in coastal and inland 

California is approximately 210 Wm-2 and 240 Wm-2, respectively. With 19% efficient PV cells, PV power 

densities are 40–46 Wm-2. Thus, only for a subset of these buildings—warehouses, retail spaces, schools, 

and small office buildings—is PV able to provide a surplus of energy on an annual basis. For the remain-

ing buildings, 100–600% more space is needed for PV installations to achieve parity between annual 

energy demand and generation. In all cases, substantial energy storage is required to shift excess PV gen-

eration to the nighttime when operating in island mode. Demand response can reduce building power 

density during times of stress by turning off or delaying non-critical load, whereas building  electrification 

increases building power density because it electrifies loads otherwise met with gas.

The solar-storage pathway also faces challenges of cost and performance. Compared to solar-storage 

microgrids, microgrids that further include fossil fuel generators can provide higher levels of reliabil-

ity at lower cost because fossil fuel generators are inexpensive by comparison and with fuel reserves 

are able to supply power day and night. Because PV power is weather-dependent, microgrids depend 

heavily on storage during times of stress, possibly requiring significant oversizing of storage to ensure 

islanded operation. As such, microgrids with fossil generators outperform solar-storage microgrids on 

a reliability-per-cost basis.

Ultimately, low power density and lack of space for PV installations in urban environments limit 

scalability. Barring radical breakthroughs in cell efficiency or cost decreases for high-efficiency cells, 

distributed PV will remain unable to meet the power demand of much of modern civilization. A restric-

tion on fossil generators achieves climate benefits but limits applicability because fossil generators are 

high–power-density DERs that are best suited to serving high-density urban areas. Absent new carbon-

minded policy, such as carbon pricing, addressing resiliency and climate change simultaneously with 

solar-storage microgrids, requires sacrificing cost, performance, or both.

Biomethane

A second alternative to the use of fossil fuels is to substitute them with biomethane while keeping the 

generator. Biomethane, or renewable natural gas, is biogas that has been cleaned of impurities, upgraded 

to pipeline quality, compressed, and injected into the natural gas network. Biogas can be sourced from 

landfills, wastewater treatment plants, municipal solid waste, and manure, among others. Although its 

emissions when combusted are similar to those of fossil natural gas, biomethane is considered carbon-

neutral because it displaces fossil gas in the power sector and when sourced from waste streams reduces 

emissions from the source sector (either industry or agriculture).
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Although in some cases microgrids are collocated with a source of biogas—the MCAS Miramar 

microgrid in San Diego, California, which uses landfill gas, is one such example—production and con-

sumption need not be physically linked. With such “directed” biomethane, a source facility captures 

and treats previously vented or flared biogas and injects it into the local gas network, displacing an equal 

volume of fossil gas as a result. The consuming generator, located perhaps tens or hundreds of kilome-

ters distant, combusts pipeline gas locally but through reporting methodologies is credited with the 

combustion of the injected, carbon-neutral biomethane. Allowing for directed biomethane is practical 

because the load centers that microgrids serve may be located far from contracted biogas sources. It also 

enables market forces to identify the cheapest sources of supply. The University of California, as part of 

its 2025 carbon neutrality initiative, has contracted for directed biomethane to permit continued use of 

its CHP gas turbines (Meier et al. 2018).

The biomethane pathway is a carbon-neutral pathway and allows microgrids to retain use of fossil 

fuel generators. Microgrids can therefore achieve high levels of reliability and are not limited in appli-

cability due to issues of power density. Nevertheless, issues of cost, scalability, and pollutant emissions 

constrain and limit its potential. In the short term, biomethane commands a price premium relative to 

fossil gas: prices for pipeline-ready biomethane are $10–24/mmbtu depending on the source (Sheehy and 

Rosenfeld 2017), while U.S. fossil gas prices stand near $3/mmbtu. Whether biomethane microgrids are 

cost competitive with fossil CHP microgrids depends on the contracted price for biomethane and pre-

vailing carbon pricing; whether they are cost competitive with solar-storage microgrids requires granu-

lar analysis of performance and cost that considers local conditions such as electric tariff structures and 

rules limiting air pollution or pricing carbon. Although biomethane prices exceed those of fossil gas, 

governments have created policies and incentives to encourage the development of biogas resources, 

such as methane emission reduction targets and direct financial support for projects. However, the bulk 

of these incentives, notably the federal Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) and Low-Carbon Fuel Standard 

(LCFS) in California, place emphasis on the use of biogas as an alternative transportation fuel rather 

than as a fuel for electricity generation. Competition with the transportation sector may constrict  supply 

or increase price.

A second major issue is that long-term biogas resources are limited. The most recent estimate of 

U.S. biogas availability is 331 billion cubic feet per year or about 1–1.5% of U.S. fossil gas consumption 

(National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2013). Biogas may therefore provide for early adopters, but it 

lacks scalability to support a large customer base. As with fossil CHP microgrids, scalability might also 

become constrained jurisdictionally by air quality regulations. Developers could instead use fuel cells, 

which would emit only water vapor and carbon dioxide, but, at present, these command a significant 

cost premium compared to internal combustion engines and turbines.

Hydrogen

A fourth pathway, and the final discussed here, is the hydrogen pathway—the use of hydrogen fuel with 

engines and fuel cells. Although long-term visions for transitioning to hydrogen (Staffell et al. 2019) 

remain distant, the hydrogen pathway merits inclusion because it is the most promising in theory: it 

offers a path to reliable, scalable, pollution-free, carbon-free electricity. It is similar technologically to 

the CHP and biomethane pathways in its use of fueled generators and can further make use of fuel cells 

to provide pollution-free electricity. In either case, it is a zero-carbon pathway. Although today the 

majority of hydrogen is produced via steam methane reforming of natural gas, an underlying assump-

tion of a future hydrogen system is production from renewable energy and electrolysis.

Hydrogen can be combusted in conventional spark-ignition engines and gas turbines with only 

small modification and efficiency losses and with emissions limited to water vapor and nitrous oxides 

(no carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide). A more efficient, cleaner, and ideal use of hydrogen is via 

electrochemical oxidation in fuel cells, where water vapor is the sole product. Hydrogen microgrids can 

provide high levels of reliability (i.e., they are not limited by low power densities) and are carbon-free. 
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They therefore match CHP and biomethane microgrids for provision of reliability and exceed them for 

emissions reductions, while the reverse is true in comparison with solar-storage microgrids.

Though the most promising, the hydrogen pathway faces the largest hurdles to implementation. Cost 

is a major issue in the short term, as hydrogen fuel commands a cost premium relative to fossil gas 

and the cheapest form of production remains steam methane reforming, which is carbon-intensive. 

Fuels cells also remain expensive relative to engines for prime power generation applications, although 

smaller deployments do exist today—notably over 3,000 hydrogen fuel cells that provide backup power 

for the telecommunications sector (Ma et al. 2019). 

In the long term, the use of hydrogen places the largest demand of any pathway on new infrastruc-

ture outside the microgrid. Although hydrogen can be blended into the natural gas network in small 

amounts (concentrations larger than a few percent on a volume basis may embrittle pipeline materials), 

blending limits are a constraint and require that a future system of centralized hydrogen production use 

a dedicated transmission network. The development of hydrogen microgrids is therefore reliant on sub-

stantial build-out of infrastructure, including pipelines, production facilities, and storage sites—little 

of which exists today—and would require coordinated buy-in from the public, private industry, and 

government. Centralized hydrogen production also requires high penetrations of utility-scale renew-

able energy.

A ubiquitous hydrogen network for production and distribution, as envisioned in a future hydrogen 

economy, would make hydrogen microgrids fully scalable. In its absence, however, incremental scale-up 

is a challenge and the need today for distributed refueling networks limits applicability geographically. 

Experimentation with distributed refueling networks is ongoing, for example, with the U.S. Department 

of Energy’s support for trigeneration fuel cells (U.S. Department of Energy 2016).

Conclusion

In the context of long-term climate stabilization goals, sustainable management and use of microgrids 

requires zero-carbon pathways for technology and fuel use. Competing objectives for reducing cost and 

emissions while increasing reliability preclude a single “best” pathway, while applicability and scalabil-

ity should also be considered when planning long-term support for pathways. With respect to climate 

goals, the all-electric and hydrogen pathways are ideal because they make use of carbon- and pollution-

free generation. The biomethane pathway is also ideal because it incents reductions in industrial and 

agriculture sector emissions, which must be brought to near-zero. Today, these pathways incur high 

costs, however, while low-cost options (diesel and CHP) are the least ideal. Aligning microgrid deploy-

ments with climate goals therefore requires action by policymakers. Carbon and pollution taxes, bans, 

or mandates for technology choice, and technology runtime limits are all policy options that can help 

encourage low-carbon investment choices. It is not the intent here to provide a ranking, however, and 

further work is needed to understand which options are best and why, or whether such policies are in 

fact sensible at this time given the nascency of the microgrid industry.

That microgrids be decarbonized to support climate stabilization goals assumes microgrids will play 

a non-negligible role in the future power system. Their future role remains uncertain, however, and will 

be guided by policy and market forces. There is another distinct possibility that microgrid deployments 

will remain limited in application, for example, to only the most critical of infrastructure. In such a 

scenario, it is possible that negative emissions in other sectors of the economy permit the continued use 

of fossil fuels in a relatively small number of strategic microgrids.
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Executive Summary

“It’s not the age … it’s the mileage” …

It is logical that a car driven 25% less each year will last longer. The same is true for most energy-

consuming equipment, such as lights, motors, and even digital equipment. By turning “off “energy- 

consuming equipment when it is not needed, an organization can find a financial jackpot, which extends 

beyond the utility budget. It doesn’t matter how energy-efficient an organization is, there are savings from 

turning equipment “off” when it is not needed. Listed here are some “secret” benefits of energy conserva-

tion and these are benefits that can be attained without a negative impact on productivity.

Budgetary Improvements

 1. Efficient Net Income: When energy is conserved, utility budgets are reduced. This is no secret, 

but what is noteworthy is that conservation savings impact a bottom line far more efficiently 

than many other investment initiatives. For example: an energy conservation program that saves 

$100,000 in operating costs is equivalent to generating $1,000,000 in new revenue (assuming the 

organization has a 10% profit margin). It is more difficult to generate $1,000,000 in new revenue, 

and would require more marketing, infrastructure, etc. Thus, the energy conservation/efficiency 

program is an investment with less risk and quickly improves cash flow.
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 2. Extended Equipment Lives: If assets are lasting longer (owing to reduced operation per year), 

replacements are less frequent, thereby reducing capital budget requirements. For example, if a 

lighting system is operating 30% fewer hours per year, it could last up to 30% longer. A 15-year 

replacement policy could be changed to 20 years. Further savings could result from considering 

that if equipment lasts longer, then staff/engineering/project management time is reduced for 

reviewing new equipment proposals, evaluating competing bids, overseeing installation efforts, 

coordinating invoices and payables with accounting.

 3. Reduced Maintenance Costs: When equipment runs fewer hours per year, maintenance material/

labor requirements are reduced. For example, if maintenance on a motor is done on a “run hour” 

basis and there are less “run hours” per year, there should be fewer maintenance visits. Further, if the 

motor is part of a ventilation system, air filter replacements would occur less often, reducing mate-

rial and labor costs. Predictive maintenance technologies can also assist in this strategy and reduce 

the cost per horsepower by 50%. (Ameritech)

 4. Reduced Risk to Energy Supply Price Spikes: For example, if less energy is consumed; the opera-

tional budget is less vulnerable when electric/gas/heating oil prices hit their seasonal spikes. The 

avoided costs can be worth millions to a large organization.

Beyond the large financial benefits mentioned here, there are many strategic benefits of energy conser-

vation, which can significantly add to your organization’s “jackpot.”

Long-Term Strategic Benefits

 1. Ability to Sell “Carbon Credits”: Organizations can claim emissions reductions from energy con-

servation. When energy is saved, power plants do not have to produce as much electricity, thereby 

reducing “smoke stack” emissions. Emission benefits from energy conservation can be expressed 

in terms of “equivalent trees planted,” or “equivalent barrels of oil not consumed.” There are envi-

ronmental markets where “emissions credits” (from energy conservation) can be sold, generating 

revenue for an organization. These markets are already liquid in Europe (and are motivated by 

carbon-related legislation). California and other states already require emissions reporting and 

reductions, and federal regulations are in process that will open the door to a similar trading 

environment in the United States.[1]

3. Reduced Risk to Environmental/Legal Costs: If assets are replaced less frequently, an organization 

will generate less waste and be less vulnerable to environmental regulations governing disposal. 

(Disposal of batteries and fluorescent lamps is already regulated in most states) Greater environ-

mental regulations are inevitable and unforeseen legal costs can pose a significant expense and 

political risk.[4,5]

 2. Enhanced Public Image: Organizations that conserve/manage energy (thereby reducing 

 emissions) can differentiate themselves as “environmentally friendly” and “good” members 

of a community. This can have tremendous political, strategic, competitive, and morale-

building  value for organizational leaders. Many benefits (such as attracting and retaining 

better employees, faculty, students, clients, suppliers, etc.,) result from being the “leader” 

in your field. A recent study showed that 92% of young professionals want to work for an 

organization that is environmentally friendly.[2] Even stock prices of corporations have been 

proven to improve dramatically (21.33% on average) when energy management programs are 

announced.[3]

 

As will be shown in the example on the next page, benefits 2–7 represent a significant improvement 

(18%–50%) to the original savings estimates.
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Climate Change and Its Effect on Energy 
Conservation Approaches

“The Writing Is on the Wall…”

The glaciers are melting and climate change is here. Climate change is a result of changes in the Earth’s 

atmosphere. The growth of “greenhouse gases” between 10,000 years ago and the 1800s was approxi-

mately 1% for that period. Since the 1800s, greenhouse gases have increased 33%. Thus, it is logical that 

this growth is due to human-caused activities with the dawn of the industrial age.

— Time Magazine-Special Report, December 2007. Also quoted by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change-February, 2007 as well as the US EPA website: http://www.epa.gov.

The data is compelling and creating change in consumer choices.[6] Consumers are becoming more 

“green-minded” in their purchases, especially young people and college students. Studies show that 

more consumers are choosing to reduce their “carbon footprint,” and thereby are choosing products, 

companies, and colleges that are more environmentally friendly. Carbon offset trading growth is greater 

than 200%: “in June 2007, the Chicago Climate Exchange reported that in the past 6 months, it had 

already traded 11.8 MtCO2e—more than had been traded in the entire year of 2006”[7] and 69% of con-

sumers shop for brands aligned with a social cause.[8] Federal and state governments are introducing leg-

islation that will mandate carbon emissions reporting and management.[9] In September 2006, Governor 

Schwarzenegger signed the California Global Warming Solutions Act, which mandates a 25% cut in 

emissions by 2020 and an 80% cut by 2050. In summary, the need for a “carbon diet” is driving activity 

in the energy-conservation industry.

The “Good” News …

Companies, colleges, and governments are responding to this growing “green” consumer market and 

competitors are innovating to be the “environmental leaders” of their fields. Hewlett-Packard says that 

in 2004, $6 billion of new business depended on answers to customer questions about the company’s 

environmental record—a 660% growth from 2002.[10] “Sustainability efforts protect our license to grow” 

said Wal-Mart CEO Lee Scott in 2005.[11] Energy efficiency/conservation is ranked by corporate execu-

tives as the no. 1 way to reduce emissions in a cost-effective manner.[12] Because buildings contribute 

approximately 43% of the carbon emissions in the USA, an opportunity exists to reduce a large part 

of these emissions and become “environmental heros.”[13] In addition, organizations perceived as more 

“environmentally friendly” can recruit better faculty, students, suppliers, and employees.[14] Finally, the 

“secret benefits” (discussed in the Executive Summary) are increasing in value and importance. An 

energy conservation program is more valuable today because the material, waste, labor, emissions, and 

risk savings are more valuable in today’s economy.

A Simple Example to Demonstrate the “Secret Benefits”

A lighting conservation measure will serve as the example, although similar calculations could be 

applied towards motor systems. Motors and lights consume the majority of electricity in a typical 

 building.[15] Computers and other digital equipment are also worth mentioning, because they can con-

sume considerable amounts of energy, and it is noted that “plug loads” (computers, printers, and other 

digital equipment) have increased significantly during the past 20 years.

For this example, consider a large school with 10,000 light fixtures. Through a variety of 

energy   conservation measures, it is common to reduce consumption by 25%.[16] First, we will cal-

culate  the dollar savings from electricity conservation. Then, we will show the “secret benefits,” 

which  have impacts beyond the utility budgets. A spreadsheet will illustrate the total savings/

benefits.
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Benefit 1:  Reduced Utility Budget from Lighting Conservation

Assume the fluorescent lights are relatively new and consume 60 watts per 2-lamp fixture and oper-

ate 5000 hr/yr. (This example uses a standard T-8 lighting system, although the energy conservation 

savings would be even greater with a less efficient lighting system, such as a T-12.) Our baseline energy 

consumption is:

( )( )( )= 5000 hr/yr 0.060 kW/fix 10,000 fix

= 3,000,000 kWh/yr

 

 

If the school pays approximately $.08/kwh, then the dollars spent on electricity for this lighting system:

 $240,000/yr=

Thus, a 25% reduction from the baseline usage would equal: 750,000 kWh/yr, or $60,000/yr in savings, 

which goes immediately to the bottom line and improves cash flow. Note that we will not count demand 

(kW) savings as the electrical load reduction would most likely occur during non-occupied hours (off-

peak electrical rates). However, it is not unusual for conservation programs to reduce both kWh and kW. 

In addition to “direct dollar savings,” there are tax rebates and credits available that can further improve 

the financial results from energy conservation/ efficiency programs/projects.

Benefit 2:  The Value of Extended Equipment Lives (Reducing Capital Budgets)

If lights are used 25% less, the lighting system (ballasts) should last about 25% longer. Fluorescent fixture 

and wiring replacement costs are not included, as these components typically last longer than the bal-

last. We will address lamp life as a part of “maintenance costs” in Benefit 3. A lighting ballast is rated 

for 60,000 hr of operation. If the school operates the lights 5000 hr/yr, they would need to replace the 

ballasts at the 12th year and dispose of the old ballasts. If there are 5000 ballasts, each costing $25-$55 

(material, installation, and disposal costs vary by geographic location), the replacement cost (minimum) 

at the 12th year would be:

( )$25/ballast (5000 ballasts)=

= $125,000

 

 

Annualized replacement cost would be:

 ( )( )= $125,000 1/12 yr

$10,417/yr= 

With a use rate of only 3750 hr/yr (a 25% reduction), the ballasts should last 16 years. If replacement 

occurs at failure or based on run time, these savings automatically occur. If replacements are planned in 

advance, planners should adjust their schedules to insure that savings are captured from extended equip-

ment lives (not replacing assets pre-maturely). This would reduce the annualized replacement cost to:

 ( )( )= $125,000 1/16 yr

$7813/yr= 
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 $10,417/yr $7813/yr= −

$2604/yr at $25 per ballast( )=

Thus, the Annualized Savings (calculated as the difference between the original replacement cost minus 

the reduced replacement cost) are:

 

Using the same equations, at $55/ballast, the annualized savings, (from replacing at 16 years instead of 

12 years) would be:

 = $5729 per year

Thus, due to extended equipment life, we have reduced the annualized replacement cost by a mini-
mum of $2604/ yr to a maximum of $5729/yr.

Benefit 3:  The Value of Reduced Maintenance Costs (Operating 
Expenses, Not Capital Replacements)

If the lights are used 25% less, the lamps should last about 25% longer. (Note that if lamps are turned “on” 

and “off “ frequently at less than 3 hr intervals, the lamp’s expected life will be reduced by approximately 

25%, which would erode the savings in this category. Lamp life is rated at the factory by turning lamps on 

and off every 3 hr until they burn out. If the frequency of on/off cycling is less than 3 hr, lamp lives will 

decline by 25% on average. Therefore, turning a lamp off for longer periods is better than shorter periods. 

For example, it is better to find locations where you can turn off lamps for 5 hr out of 15 hr, instead of 

1 min out of every 3 min, although the % time off is the same.) A typical fluorescent lamp life is 20,000 hr. 

With a use rate of 5000hr/yr, the school would need to replace lamps at the 4th year. If there are 10,000 

lamps, each costing $3–$5 (material, installation, and disposal costs vary by location), the replacement 

cost (minimum) at the 4th year would be:

( )$3/lamp (10,000 lamp) $30,000= = 

Annualized replacement cost would be $30,000/4 = $7500.

With a use rate of only 3750 hr, the lamps should last 5.3 years, thereby reducing the annualized 

replacement cost to:

 = $30,000/5.3 yr

$5660/yr= 

Thus, Annualized Savings are:

 $7500 $5660/yr= −

$1840/yr  at $3/lamp( )= 

Using the same equations, at $5/lamp, the re-lamping cost would be $50,000 and the annualized savings 

from replacing at 5.3 years instead of at 4 years would be = $3066/yr.

Thus, due to extended lamp life, we have reduced the annualized maintenance cost by a minimum 
of $1840/yr to a maximum of $3066/yr.
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Benefit 4:  The Value of Reduced Risk to Energy Supply Price Spikes

Assume that on average, for one-quarter of the year, energy prices are 25%–50% higher ($.02–$.04 more 

per kWh) due to seasonal/supply spikes. Similar calculations could be used for systems that use natural 

gas, owing to its seasonal volatility.

If we are using less energy, we will pay less of a premium for the price spike. The avoided price spike 

premium is equal to:

( )price premium ( )kWh saved (premium period)=

$.02/kWh 750,000 kWh/yr 1/4( )( ) ( )=

 $3750/yr=

 

 

 

Using the same equations, a 50% price spike would represent an avoided premium worth:

 price premium kWh saved premium period( ) ( )( )=

$.04/kWh 750,000 kWh/yr 1/4( )( )( )=

 $7500/yr=

 

 

Thus, owing to reduced risk from price spikes, the avoided premiums are $3750–$7500/yr.

Benefit 5:  The Value of Carbon Credits

According to the Environmental Protection Agency,[17] 1.37 lbs of CO2 are created for every kWh burned. 

So, if we are saving 750,000 kWh/yr, the avoided power plant emissions would be equivalent to:

( )750,000 kWh saved (1.37 Ibs of  CO2 /kWh)=

= 1,027,500 Ibs of CO  saved per year F2

Translating lbs to Metric Tons:

1,027,500 CO .000454 Metric Tons/Ib2 ( )( )=

= 466.5 Metric Tons of CO  saved per year 2

 

 

 

 

 

These avoided power plant emissions could be claimed as “carbon credits” and sold to another party 

who wants to buy “carbon credits.” An “aggregator” may be required to trade carbon credits in small 

quantities. Note that as of this printing, European prices for carbon credits are well over five times the 

price of carbon credits in the USA. The US carbon market is expected to follow Europe’s lead as US regu-

lations begin to take effect. Therefore, it is logical that the US prices will approach the European prices, 

which are currently at $34/metric ton.

Assuming for now a market price of $6 per metric ton, the additional revenue generated by selling the 

carbon credits would be:

( )466 Metric Tons of CO2 /yr ($6/M Ton)= −

$2799/yr=
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 466 Metric Tons of CO /yr $30/M Ton2( )( )= −

= $13,980 per year

Using the same equations, at $30 per metric ton, the additional revenue generated by selling the carbon 

credits would be:

 

Thus, due to the new carbon market, there is a possible additional revenue stream worth a minimum 
of $2799 to a maximum of $13,980 per year from selling carbon credits. In addition, as carbon prices 
go higher … so does the value of this new revenue stream.

Benefit 6:  The Value of Enhanced Public Image

Although calculation of this value is difficult and is not generalized here, it can be far greater than 

any of the benefits mentioned above. In today’s “green-minded” economy, many organizations such as 

Patagonia, Google, GE, and Home Depot, have used “green” programs as a very effective marketing tool 

to differentiate themselves from the competition, achieve business objectives, secure and retain talent, 

improve productivity, and capture a greater market share.

The green-shaded area of Figure 1 shows the “equivalent environmental benefits” from avoided power 

plant emissions. These reductions/benefits can be published in various places to improve the organiza-

tion’s green image with employees, clients, students, suppliers, distributors, shareholders, and other 

groups relevant to the success of an organization.

Thus, due to energy conservation program, the school can claim environmental benefits equivalent 
to removing 1008 cars off the road, thereby improving the school’s public image. Although not calcu-
lated here, the benefits of attracting better faculty, students, employees, etc., could far out-weigh all 
the benefit estimates in this entry.

See Figure 1 for additional expressions of environmental benefits.

FIGURE 1 Complete emissions calculator.
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Benefit 7:  The Value of Reduced Risk of Environmental/Legal Costs

Although calculation of this value is also difficult and is not generalized here, it can be very significant. 

The risk is real, but unknown. This is demonstrated by the following environmental disasters that sig-

nificantly crippled or destroyed the organizations deemed responsible:

• The Union Carbide accident in Bhopal

• Love Canal’s hazardous waste

• Mercury poisoning at Alamogordo, NM

It is also interesting to note that Exxon’s penalties and fees were four times the actual clean-up costs for 

the Valdez oil spill.

More relevant to this entry is that emissions regulations are quite likely to become a standard in the 

United States. Organizations that are implementing energy conservation programs will have a regula-

tory advantage over those that do not. Inaction could pose legal risks.

Thus, due to its energy conservation program, the school in this example can reduce its risk from 
unknown environmental and legal risks that may arise in the future.

Fi@@g. 2 summarizes the dollar value from the benefits mentioned in this entry. The approach and 

calculations for these benefits could be used as a guide to identify the “secret benefits” of other energy 

consuming systems, such as HVAC and motors, etc.

Conclusion

This entry has presented additional benefits from energy conservation. The example described an energy 

conservation project that was achieving a 25% reduction in electrical consumption from the lighting 

system. Beyond obvious energy savings, the “secret benefits” 2–5 yield additional value worth $10,993 to 

$30,275 per year. In other words, if energy conservation saves 25% of a utility budget, the “secret benefits” 

are worth an additional 4.6%–12.6%.

Looking at this in a different way, the “secret benefits” contribute additional value worth a minimum 

18% improvement from the original estimated savings of $60,000 per year. In other words, if we value 

the secret benefits as worth only an additional $10,993, this represents a minimum improvement of 18% 

to our energy savings of $60,000. In addition, there is a $4660 value improvement for each $10 rise in US 

carbon prices.

FIGURE 2 Secret benefits of energy conservation. (Note: Estimates are Conservative because Dollar Values for 

Benefits #6 and #7 were not included here).
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Finally, all estimates in this entry only included the quantifiable “secret benefits” (benefits 2–5). 

Actual values could be much higher when accounting for enhanced public image and a reduction in 

legal and environmental risks (benefits 6 and 7).

We hope that this entry motivates additional action for energy conservation, dollar savings, and envi-

ronmental benefits.
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Energy Conservation: 

Industrial Processes

Harvey E. Diamond

Introduction and Scope

Energy conservation is a broad subject with many applications in governmental, institutional, com-

mercial, and industrial facilities, especially because energy costs have risen so high in the last few years 

and continue to rise even higher. Energy conservation in industrial processes may well be the most 

important application—not only due to the magnitude of the amount of potential energy and associated 

costs that can be saved, but also due to the potential positive environmental effects such as the reduc-

tion of greenhouse gases associated with many industrial processes and also due to the potential of the 

continued economic success of all of the industries that provide jobs for many people.

This entry will focus on energy conservation in industrial processes—where energy is used to manu-

facture products by performing work to alter feedstocks into finished products. The feedstocks may be 

agricultural, forest products, minerals, chemicals, petroleum, metals, plastics, glass, or parts from other 

industries. The finished products may be food, beverages, paper, wood building products, refined min-

erals, refined metals, sophisticated chemicals, gasoline, oil, refined petroleum products, metal products, 

plastic products, glass products, and assembled products of any kind.

This entry will distinguish industrial processes and the characteristics that differentiate them in order 

to provide insight into how to most effectively apply energy conservation within industries. The level 

of applied technology, the large amount of energy required in many cases to accomplish production, 
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the extreme conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, etc.,) that are frequently required, and the level of 

controls that are utilized in most cases to maintain process control will be addressed in this entry.

This entry will outline the analytical procedures needed to address energy conservation within 

industrial processes and will comment on general analytical techniques that will be helpful in analyz-

ing energy consumption in industrial facilities.

Many of the main energy intensive processes, systems, and equipment used in industries to manu-

facture products will be identified and discussed in this entry and some common ways to save energy 

will be provided.

This entry will cover main energy intensive processes, systems, and equipment in a general format. If 

more in-depth instruction is needed for explanation of a particular industrial process, system, or type of 

equipment or regarding the analytical procedures required for a specific process, then the reader should 

refer to the many other articles included in this Encyclopedia of Energy Engineering and Technology, to 

references at the Association of Energy Engineers, to the references contained in this entry, and if further 

detail is still needed, then the reader should contact an applicable source of engineering or an equipment 

vendor who can provide in-depth technical assistance with a specific process, system, or type of equipment.

In addition to the analytical methods of energy conservation, managerial methods of energy conser-

vation will be briefly discussed. The aspects of capital projects versus managerial and procedural proj-

ects will be discussed. The justification of managerial efforts in industrial processes will be presented.

Industrial Processes—Differentiation

Industrial processes require large amounts of energy, sometimes the highest level of technology, and 

often require very accurate process controls for process specifications, safety, and environmental 

considerations.

Industrial processes utilize an enormous amount of energy in order to produce the tons of production 

that are being produced within industrial facilities. Industrial processes utilize over one-third of the 

total energy consumed in America.[1] Consider the amount of energy that is required to melt all of the 

metals being manufactured, to vaporize all of the oil and gasoline being refined, to dry all of the finished 

products that are made wet, to heat all of the chemicals that react at a certain temperature, to vaporize all 

of the chemicals that must be distilled for purity, to vaporize all of the steam that is used to heat indus-

trial processes, to mechanically form all of the metal objects that we use, etc.,—this list is too long to be 

fully included in this entry. This is an enormous amount of energy that produces all of the things that 

humans need and use—food, clothes, homes, appliances, cars, municipal facilities, buildings, roads, etc.

The level of technology required by current industrial processes is the highest in many cases and it 

is always at a high level in most industrial processes. Most industrial processes are utilizing technology 

that has been developed in the last 100 years or so, and consequently it has been further improved in the 

most recent years. Industrial processes most often utilize aspects of chemistry and physics in a precise 

manner in order to produce the sophisticated products that benefit people in our culture today. Very 

often, industrial processes require a very high or low temperature or pressure. Often they require a very 

precise and sophisticated chemistry and commonly they require highly technical designed mechanical 

processes. The application of electrical equipment and facilities in industrial processes is the highest 

level of technology for electrical power systems.

Industrial processes often require the highest level and accuracy of controls in order to produce prod-

ucts that meet product specifications, keep processes operating in a safe manner, and maintain environ-

mental constraints. Due to each of these requirements or due to a combination of these requirements, 

the process controls for the processes within industrial facilities are often real-time Distributed Control 

Systems (DCSs), that are of the most sophisticated nature. A typical DCS for industrial processes func-

tions to control process variables instantaneously on a real-time basis, whereby each process variable 

is being measured constantly during every increment of time and a control signal is being sent to the 
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control element constantly on a real-time basis. The accuracy of a DCS in an industrial facility today is 

comparable to that of the guidance systems that took the first men to the moon

Most industrial facilities with DCS controls also utilize a process historian to store the value of most 

process variables within the facility for a certain increment or period of time. The stored values of these 

process variables are used for accounting purposes and technical studies to determine optimum operat-

ing conditions and maintenance activities.

Energy Conservation Analyses for Industrial Processes

In any industrial facility, the first analysis that should be performed for the purpose of energy conser-

vation should be that of determining a balance of the energy consumed for each form of energy. This 

balance is used to determine how much energy is consumed by each unit, area, or division of the plant 

or possibly by major items of equipment that are consuming major portions of the energy consumed 

by the plant. This balance should be determined for each form of energy, whether it is for natural gas, 

electricity, coal, fuel oil, steam, etc., (see Table 1 for an example of an energy balance). It might be best 

that this determination not be called a balance (in that the numbers might not exactly come to a precise 

balance) but that it sufficiently quantifies the amount of energy consumed by each unit, area, or division 

of the plant. A better term for this determination might be an “Energy Consumption Allocation.” The 

term balance is more usually applied to chemical and thermodynamic processes where heat and mate-

rial balances are worked together mathematically to determine a calculated variable and the numbers 

have to exactly balance in order to arrive at the correct mathematical solution.

Once the amount of energy that is being actually consumed by each part of a plant has been deter-

mined, an energy consumption analysis should be performed for each item of energy consuming 

equipment and each major energy consuming facility in order to determine how much energy should 

realistically be consumed by each part of the plant. Notice that these calculations are called “realistic” as 

opposed to just theoretical because the object of these calculations is to determine as closely as possible 

how much actual energy each item of equipment or part of the plant should be consuming. By compar-

ing these calculations with the actual energy consumption allocations mentioned above, it should be 

possible to obtain at least an initial indication of where energy is being wasted in a plant (see Table 2 for 

an example of an energy consumption analysis for a process feed heater). During the course of obtain-

ing the values of process variables that are required to make these energy consumption analyses, it is 

TABLE 1 Energy Balance
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possible that indications will be observed of energy wastage due to the presence of an inordinate value of 

some process variable, such as too high or low of a temperature or pressure. When this type of indication 

is discovered, it usually also provides insight into what is operating in the wrong way to waste energy. 

There are numerous instances of energy wastage that can be discovered during these analyses, such as 

the inordinate manual control of a process, loose operational control of a process variable, or simply not 

shutting down a piece of equipment when it is not needed.

The analyses discussed in the above paragraph encompass all technical engineering science subjects, 

such as chemistry, thermal heat transfer, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, mechanical mechanisms, 

and electrical engineering.

The next set of energy conservation analyses that should be performed are used to calculate the 

efficiencies of each item of equipment or facility to which efficiency calculations would be applicable, 

such as boilers, fired heaters, furnaces, dryers, calciners, and all other thermodynamic processes (effi-

ciency calculations for boilers and other combustion equipment is available in the Energy Management 

Handbook by Wayne C. Turner and Steve Doty[2] and in the Guide to Energy Management by Barney L. 

Capehart, Wayne C. Turner, and William J. Kennedy)[3] and for electrical and mechanical equipment 

such as motors, pumps, compressors, vacuum pumps, and mechanical machinery. Once the actual effi-

ciencies of any of the above have been determined, these numbers can be compared to the realistic effi-

ciency for the type of equipment or facility that is prevalent throughout industry. These calculations and 

comparisons will also reveal wastage of energy and will frequently identify the causes of energy wastage 

and the possible issues to be corrected.

The next level of energy conservation analysis that may be performed is process analysis that can 

be conducted on a particular chemical, thermodynamic, thermal, fluid flow, mechanical, or electrical 

process. These analyses are usually performed by experienced engineers to examine the process itself 

and the process variables to determine if the process is being operated in the most effective and efficient 

manner. Here again, an indication will be provided as to whether or not energy is being wasted in the 

actual operation of the process. Chemical, thermo-dynamic, thermal, fluid flow, and other processes, 

as well as combinations of any of these processes can often require process simulation software such 

as PROMAX by Bryan Research and Engineering, Inc.,[4] in order to properly analyze these processes. 

The analysis of distillation columns, evaporators, and dryers can fall into this category. A good example 

would be the process analysis of a distillation column to determine if an effective and efficient level of 

reflux to the column and reboiler duty is being used.

Another analysis that has been very useful in the past few years in identifying energy conserva-

tion projects is Pinch analysis. This analysis is performed on thermodynamic and thermal pro-

cesses in order to identify sources of energy within existing processes that can be used to supply 

heat for these processes instead of having to add additional heat to the entire process. The net effect 

is to reduce the amount of energy required for the overall process. The performance of a Pinch 

analysis on a particular process or facility will usually identify capital projects where revisions to 

the facility can be made to decrease the total amount of energy required. These are very often waste 

heat recovery projects. See “Use Pinch Analysis to Knock Down Capital Costs and Emissions” 

by Bodo Linnhoff, Chemical Engineering, August 1994[5] and “Pinch Technology: Basics for the 

Beginners.”[6]

TABLE 2 Example of Energy Consumption Analysis: Process Feed HTR

• A process feed heater heats 1,199,520 lb/day of liquid feed material with a specific heat of 0.92 Btu/lb-°F, from 67 

to 190°F. A realistic heater efficiency for this type of heater is determined to be 88%. The amount of realistic heat 

required for this heater is calculated to be: Q = 1,199,520 lb/day × 0.92 Btu/lb-°F × (190°F – 67°F) ÷ 0.88 

= 154,247,367.3 Btu/day of realistic heat consumption.

• It is observed that this feed heater is consuming 186,143,720 Btu/day.

• This feed heater is being operated in a wasteful way and is wasting over 20% of its heat.
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Main Industrial Energy Processes, Systems, and Equipment

This section provides an overview and a list of the more common energy intensive industrial processes 

that are used to manufacture products in industrial facilities. Most energy intensive industrial processes 

can be classified into about eight general process categories—process heating, melting, chemical reac-

tions, distillation-fractionation, drying, cooling, mechanical processes, and electrical processes. These 

processes are intended to be the main general energy intensive processes that are most commonly used 

and to which variations are made by different industries in order to make a specific product. In this 

regard, this is an overview—these processes are often not the specific process but a general category to 

which variations can be made to achieve the specific process.

In the following paragraphs, each process will be discussed by addressing its description, what 

systems it utilizes, what products are generally made, how it uses energy, and frequent ways that 

energy can be saved.

Common energy consuming systems and equipment that work to manufacture products in industrial 

facilities are also listed below and discussed in the same manner as the main industrial processes, as 

they are also common to industrial facilities and are related to these processes.

Process Heating

• Description. The addition of heat to a target in order to raise its temperature. Temperatures can 

range from the hundreds to the thousands in industrial process heating.

• Energy form. Heat must be generated and transferred to the intended object or medium.

• Energy unit. Btu, calorie, joule, therm or watt-hour.

• Examples. The application of heat in order to heat feed materials, to heat chemical processes, to 

heat metals for forming, to heat materials for drying, to heat materials in a kiln or calciner, to heat 

minerals and metals for melting.

• Applied systems. Combustion systems, steam systems, thermal systems, hot oil systems, heating 

medium systems such as Dowtherm[7] or Paracymene,[8] and electrical resistance or induction 

heating systems.

• Common equipment. Boilers, furnaces, fired heaters, kilns, calciners, heat exchangers, 

waste heat recovery exchangers, preheaters, electrical resistance heaters, and electrical 

induction heaters.

• Common energy conservation issues. Keeping the heat targeted at the objective—proper insula-

tion, seals on enclosures, eliminating leakage, and eliminating unwanted air infiltration. Control 

issues—maintaining sufficient control of the heating process, temperatures, and other process 

variables to avoid waste of heat. Management issues—shutting down and starting up heating pro-

cesses at the proper times in order to avoid waste of heat and management of important process 

variables to reduce the amount of heat required to accomplish the proper process. Application of 

Pinch Technology—identify process areas where heat can be recovered, transferred, and utilized 

to reduce the overall process heat requirement. Waste heat recovery.

Melting and Fusion

• Description. The addition of heat or electrical arc energy at a high temperature in order to melt 

metals, minerals, or glass. The melting process involves more than just process heating, it involves 

fluid motion, fluid density equilibrium, chemical equilibrium, cohesion, and sometimes electro-

magnetic inductance. Reference: “The study showed that the fluid equations and the electromag-

netic equations cannot be decoupled. This suggests that arc fluctuations are due to a combination 

of the interactions of the fluid and the electromagnetics, as well as the rapid change of the bound-

ary conditions.”[9]
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• Energy forms. Heat at high temperatures or electrical arc energy in the form of high voltage and 

high current flowing in an arc.

• Energy units. Heat, Btu, calorie, joule, or therm.

• Electrical arc. kWhrs.

• Examples. Melting of ores in order to refine metals such as iron, aluminum, zinc, lead, copper, 

silver, etc. Melting of minerals in order to refine minerals such as silica compounds, glass, calcium 

compounds, potassium alum, etc.

• Applied systems. Combustion systems, chemical reactions, and electrical systems.

• Common equipment. Blast furnaces, arc furnaces, electrical resistance heaters, and electrical 

induction heaters.

• Common energy conservation issues. Pre-condition of feed material—moisture content, tempera-

ture, etc. Feed method—efficiency of melting process effected by the feed method, feed combina-

tions, and feed timing. Control of electromagnetics during melting and use of magnetic fields 

during separation. Over-heating can waste energy without yielding positive process results. Heat 

losses are due to poor insulation, the failure of seals, or lack of shielding or enclosure.

Chemical Reactions

• Description. Chemicals react to form a desired chemical, to remove an undesired chemical, or to 

break out a desired chemical. The chemical reaction can involve heat, electrolysis, catalysts, and 

fluid flow energy.

• Energy forms. Heat, electrolysis, and fluid flow.

• Energy units. Heat, Btu, calorie, joule, or therm.

• Electrolysis. kWhrs.

• Fluid flow. ft-lbs or kg-m.

• Examples. Reaction of chemical feed stocks into complex chemicals, petrochemical monomers 

into polymers, the oxidation of chemicals for removal, dissolving of chemicals to remove them, 

reaction of chemicals with other chemicals to remove them, the reaction of lignin with reactants 

in order to remove it from cellulose, the electroplating of metals out of solution to refine them.

• Applied systems. Feed systems, catalysts systems, heating systems, cooling systems, vacuum 

 systems, run-down systems, separation systems, filtering systems, and electroplating systems.

• Common equipment. Reactors, digesters, kilns, calciners, smelters, roasters, feed heaters, chillers, 

pressure vessels, tanks, agitators, mixers, filters, electrolytic cells.

• Common energy conservation issues. Close control of heating and cooling for chemical reactions. 

Close control of all reaction process variables—balance of all constituents, amount of catalyst, 

proper timing on addition of all components. Management of feedstocks, catalysts, and run-

down systems for proper timing and correct balance for highest efficiency. Pinch analysis of feed 

heating, run-down products, cooling system, etc. Conservation of heating and cooling—proper 

insulation, sealing, and air infiltration. Waste heat recovery.

Distillation-Fractionation

• Description. A thermo-dynamic and fluid flow equilibrium process where components of a mixture 

can be separated from the mix due to the fact that each component possesses a different flash point.

• Energy form. Heat and fluid flow.

• Energy units. Heat, Btu, calorie, joule, or therm.

• Fluid flow. Ft-Lbs or KG-M.

• Examples. Distillation-fractionation of hydrocarbons in oil and gas refineries and chemical 

plants. Distillation of heavy hydrocarbons in gas processing plants where natural gas is processed 

to remove water and heavy hydrocarbons.
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• Applied systems. Feed heating systems, over-head condensing systems, reflux systems, reboil sys-

tems, vacuum systems.

• Common equipment. Distillation columns or towers, over-head condenser heat exchangers and 

accumulators—vessels, reflux pumps, reboiler heat exchangers, feed pumps, feed—effluent heat 

exchangers, vacuum steam jet ejectors.

• Common energy conservation issues. Feed temperatures, reflux ratios, reboiler duty. Close con-

trol on pressures, temperatures, feed rates, reflux rates, and reboil duty. Management of overall 

operation timing—running only when producing properly. Concurrent use of vacuum systems—

only when needed. Pinch analysis for feed and effluent streams and any process cooling systems. 

Proper insulation and elimination of lost heat for fired heater reboilers.

Drying

• Description. The use of heat and fluid flow to remove water or other chemical components in order 

to form a more solid product.

• Energy forms. Heat and fluid flow.

• Energy units. Heat, Btu, calorie, joule, or therm.

• Fluid flow. Ft-Lbs or KG-M.

• Examples. Spray dryers that dry foods, sugar, fertilizers, minerals, solid components, and chemi-

cal products. Rotary dryers that dry various loose materials. Line dryers that dry boards, tiles, 

paper products, fiberglass products, etc. Other dryers that dry all kinds of products by flowing 

heated air over finished products in an enclosure.

• Applied systems. Combustion systems, steam systems, thermal heating systems, cyclone systems, 

air filter systems, incinerator systems, Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO) systems.

• Common equipment. Spray dyers, spray nozzles, natural gas heaters, steam heaters, electrical 

heaters, blowers, fans, conveyors, belts, ducts, dampers.

• Common energy conservation issues. Efficient drying process for the components being elimi-

nated. Proper amount of air flowing through dryer for drying. Proper insulation, seals, and elimi-

nation of lost heat due to infiltration. Waste heat recovery.

Process Cooling

• Description. The removal of heat by a cooling medium such as cooling water, chilled water, ambi-

ent air, or direct refrigerant expansion.

• Energy form. Heat.

• Energy unit. Btu, calorie, joule, or therm.

• Examples. Cooling water or chilled water circulated through cooling heat exchanger, an air cooled 

heat exchanger, or a direct expansion evaporator that cools air for process use.

• Applied systems. Cooling water systems, chilled water systems, refrigerant systems, thermal 

systems.

• Common equipment. Cooling towers, pumps, chillers, refrigeration compressors, condensers, 

evaporators, heat exchangers.

• Common energy conservation issues. Use evaporative cooling as much as possible. Keep chillers 

properly loaded. Restrict chilled water flow rates to where 10°F temperature difference is main-

tained for chilled water. Limit cooling water pumps to the proper level of flow and operation. 

Apply Pinch analysis to achieve most efficient overall cooling configuration. Proper insulation, 

seals, and elimination of air infiltration.
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Mechanical Processes

• Description. Physical activities that involve force and motion that produce finished products. 

Physical activities can be discrete or can be by virtue of fluid motion.

• Energy form. Physical work.

• Energy unit. Ft-Lbs or KG-M.

• Examples. Machining of metals, plastics, wood, etc.; forming or rolling or pressing of met-

als, minerals, plastics, etc.; assembly of parts into products; pumping of slurries thru screens 

or  filters for separation; cyclone separation of solids from fluids; pneumatic conveyance 

s ystems  that remove and convey materials or products and separate out solids with screens 

or filters.

• Applied systems. Machinery, electrical motors, hydraulic systems, compressed air systems, forced 

draft or induced draft conveyance systems, steam systems, fluid flow systems.

• Common equipment. Motors, engines, turbines, belts, chains, mechanical shafts, bearings, con-

veyors, pumps, compressors, blowers, fans, dampers, agitators, mixers, presses, moulds, rolls, pis-

tons, centrifuges, cyclones, screens, filters, filter presses, etc.

• Common energy conservation issues. Equipment efficiencies, lubrication, belt slippage, hydrau-

lic system efficiency, compressed air system efficiency. Control of process variables. Application 

of variable speed drives and variable frequency drives. Management of system and equipment 

run times.

Electrical Processes

• Description. The application of voltage, current, and electromagnetic fields in order to produce 

products.

• Energy form. Voltage-current over time; electromagnetic fields under motion over time.

• Energy units. KWh.

• Examples. Arc welding, arc melting, electrolytic deposition, electrolytic fission, induction heating.

• Applied systems. Power generator systems, power transmission systems, amplifier systems, recti-

fier systems, inverter systems, battery systems, magnetic systems, electrolytic systems, electronic 

systems.

• Common equipment. Generators, transformers, relays, switches, breakers, fuses, plates, electro-

lytic cells, motors, capacitors, coils, rectifiers, inverters, batteries.

• Common energy conservation issues. Proper voltage and current levels, time intervals for pro-

cesses, electromagnetic interference, hysteresis, power factor, phase balance, proper insulation, 

grounding. Infrared scanning of all switchgear and inter-connections.

Combustion Systems

Combustion systems are found in almost all industries in boilers, furnaces, fired heaters, kilns, calcin-

ers, roasters, etc. Combustion efficiency is most usually a prime source of energy savings.

Boilers and Steam Systems

Boilers and steam systems may well be the most widely applied system for supplying process heat to 

industrial processes. “Over 45% of all the fuel burned by U.S. manufacturers is consumed to raise 

steam.”[10] Boiler efficiencies, boiler balances (when more than one boiler is used), and steam system 

issues are usually a prime source of energy savings in industrial facilities.
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Flare Systems and Incinerator Systems

Flare and incinerator systems are used in many industrial facilities to dispose of organic chemicals and 

to oxidize volatile organic compounds. Proper control of flares and incinerators is an issue that should 

always be reviewed for energy savings.

Vacuum Systems

Vacuum systems are used to evaporate water or other solvents from products and for pulling water from 

products in a mechanical fashion. Vacuum systems are also used to evacuate hydrocarbon components 

in the petroleum refining process. Vacuum systems are frequently used in the chemical industry to 

evacuate chemical solvents or other components from a chemical process. Steam jet ejectors and liquid 

ring vacuum pumps are commonly used to pull vacuums within these systems. The efficiencies of the 

ejectors and the liquid ring vacuum pumps can be a source of energy savings as well as the management 

of vacuum system application to production processes. Pneumatic conveyance systems that utilize a fan 

or blower to create a low-level vacuum are sometimes used to withdraw materials or products from a 

process and separate the matter within a screen or filter. For large conveyance systems, the efficiencies 

of the equipment and the management of their operation can be a source of energy savings.

Furnaces, Fired Heaters, Kilns, Calciners

The above comments on combustion systems are applicable to these equipment items and additional 

energy savings issues can be found relative to them.

Centrifugal Pumps

Centrifugal pumps are used widely in industries. The flow rate being pumped is a primary determining 

factor for the amount of power being consumed and it is sometimes higher than required. Good control 

of the pumping rate is an important factor in saving energy in centrifugal pumps. The application of 

variable frequency drives to the motor drivers can be a good energy saving solution for this issue.

Fans and Blowers

The flow rate for fans and blowers is analogous to the pumping rate above for centrifugal pumps. Good 

control of the flow rate and the possible application of Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) apply here as 

well for fans and blowers.

Centrifugal Compressors

Compressors are used widely in industry. The above discussions of flow rates, control of flow rates, and 

application of VFDs apply here as well. Centrifugal compressors frequently will have a recycle flow that 

is controlled in order to prevent the compressor from surging. Close control of this recycle flow at its 

minimum level is very important for compressor efficiency.

Liquid Ring Vacuum Pumps

As mentioned above in several places, liquid ring vacuum pumps are used widely in industry. The 

amount of sealing liquid that is recycled to the pump and the temperature of the sealing liquid are 

important determinates of the efficiency of the Liquid Ring Vacuum Pump (LRVP).
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The above overview and list of industrial processes, systems, and equipment has been general in 

nature due to the limitations of this entry. Greater and more specific familiarity with each of these 

industrial energy intensive processes, systems, and equipment will yield greater applicable and effective 

insight into ways to save energy related to each of these items.

Capital Projects versus Improved Procedures

Energy conservation effort applied in industrial facilities can identify capital projects whereby the 

facilities can be changed in order to achieve greater overall energy efficiency or the efforts can iden-

tify changes to in day-to-day operating and maintenance procedures that can reduce waste of energy 

and also improve the overall efficiency of the facility. Frequently, energy-saving procedural changes 

to day-to-day operations and maintenance activities within an industrial plant can be identified by 

taking and recording operating data once the processes, systems, and equipment have been studied 

and analyzed for energy consumption. Procedural changes to operations and maintenance within 

an industrial plant can often amount to low costs or possibly no costs to the facility. This aspect 

of energy conservation is often overlooked by highly technical personnel that have worked hard to 

design industrial facilities because they have technically designed the facility very well for energy 

consumption considerations and the more mundane activities related to day-to-day operation and 

maintenance tend to not register in their highly technical perspective. None-the-less, a considerable 

amount of energy can usually be saved within most industrial processes, systems, and equipment due 

to changes in the way they are operated and maintained. A general tendency within industrial plants 

is that operations will often operate the processes and systems at a point that provides a comfortable 

separation between an operating variable and its limitation in order to understandably ensure no 

upsets occur within the process or system. However, with the cost of energy being what it is today, it is 

frequently found that a significant amount of energy can be saved by operating processes and systems 

more tightly and efficiently, even though it may require more attention, increased control, and the 

monitoring of process variables.

Effective Energy Management Systems

Another aspect of energy conservation that can be very productive in saving energy within industrial 

processes is that of an effective energy management system. An effective energy management system 

is comprised of operational and maintenance managers functioning in conjunction with an accurate 

and concurrent data collection system in order to eliminate waste and improve overall efficiency of 

industrial processes. It is not possible to manage any activity unless the activity is being properly 

monitored and measured with key performance metrics (KPMs). The data collection system part of 

an effective energy management system within any industrial facility provides the accurate and con-

current measurement data (KPMs) that is required in order to identify actions that are needed to 

eliminate waste of energy and improve overall efficiency of the facility. An effective energy manage-

ment system is first built upon acquiring total knowledge of the facility down into every level of opera-

tion and maintenance of the facility. Such a level of thoroughness and complete analysis of energy 

c onsumption within a facility is sometimes referred to as Total Quality Energy management.[11] Once 

an effective energy management system has been established and is effectively controlling energy con-

sumption of an industrial facility, it should be maintained, in effect, so that it will continue to moni-

tor KPMs to maintain energy conservation for the facility. An effective energy management system 

within an industrial manufacturing facility can eliminate as much as two to three percent of the 

energy costs by eliminating waste of energy on a day-to-day operational and maintenance basis. In 

most industrial facilities, this level of cost reduction is significant and will justify an effective energy 

management system.
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Current Need for Greater Energy Conservation in Industry

With the present cost of all forms of energy today, it would certainly seem logical that all of indus-

try would be seeking greater energy conservation efforts within their facilities. Unfortunately, many 

corporate industrial managers are not aware of the true potential of conserving energy within their 

processes and facilities. Greater awareness of the ability to conserve energy on the basis of increased 

efficiencies of processes, systems, and equipment is needed; and also due to the application of an effec-

tive energy management system. For the good of society and environment, corporate industrial man-

agers should be more open to the possibility of the improvement of industry that will work to sustain 

their business and improve the world that we live in. This is in opposition to corporate political think-

ing, which does not want to consider making changes and wants no one to interfere with their present 

activities. Human beings should be willing to examine themselves and make changes that will make 

things better. The same outlook should be applied to businesses and industry in order to make things 

better. Greater management support is needed in industry today to accomplish greater and very much 

needed increased energy conservation.

Current Application of Increased Energy Management

With the recent technological advancements that have been made in digital computer and commu-

nications systems, data collection systems can be implemented in industrial facilities in a much more 

cost effective manner. Wireless communication systems for metering and data collection systems have 

advanced dramatically in the last few years and network-based computer communication has enabled 

whole new systems for measurement and control. With all of these new fields of configuration for data 

collection systems, with the increased technology, and with the lower costs to accomplish data col-

lection systems, it is now possible to apply energy management systems to industry today with much 

greater applicability. Hopefully this will be recognized and result in greater applications of effective 

energy management systems.

From recent observations, it appears that most of industry today is a candidate for improved and 

more effective energy management systems. In conjunction with the increased technology and lower 

cost potentials, it seems that there is a definite match between supply and need for the application of 

increased energy management systems.

Summary

Industrial processes have commonality in processes, systems, and equipment. There are logical and 

systematic analyses that can be performed in industrial processes that can identify ways to save energy. 

Effective energy management systems are needed in industry today and there are great possibilities to 

save energy in industrial processes. Energy can be conserved in industrial processes by analyses that 

will improve efficiencies, by implementation of procedures that eliminate waste, and by application of 

an effective energy management system.
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Energy Master Planning

Fredric S. Goldner 

Introduction

Developing an energy management program or more broadly energy master planning (EMP) is the pro-

cess of transitioning an organization’s culture from the traditional “fixed cost, line item” view of energy 

to one in which energy is recognized as the opportunity and risk that it has become.

An EMP can guide an organization in longer-range planning of energy cost reduction and control as 

part of their facility maintenance, management, and design. An EMP can even lead the energy budget 

to be recognized as a potential profit center and source of opportunity rather than just another business 

expense. An EMP moves beyond the confines of traditional engineering to include energy procure-

ment, energy-related equipment purchasing, measurement and verification (M&V), staffing and train-

ing, communications, and setting energy consumption targets and tracking/feedback loop systems. The 

long-term perspective goes beyond simply cutting last year’s energy use. It makes energy awareness part 

of the everyday operation and “mindset” of the organization.

If you’re thinking this doesn’t apply to your firm or clients because you’re too small, think again. 

This approach works for an organization as small as a single site to an owner with half a dozen small 

buildings to Fortune 100 companies. The effort and level of detail vary, respectively, but the approach 

is basically the same. The good news is that there are resources available to assist professionals and the 

organizations they serve to understand the EMP process and get started on this path.

To be successful an organization must treat energy in the same business-like manner that they do 

all other major expenses, such as labor and materials. “If you can measure it, you can manage it”[1] is 

the catch phrase of Paul Allen, the energy manager at Disney World, who has been instrumental in 

implementing one of the most successful EMPs in the country. “Energy is a competitive opportunity 
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… Winners manage it effectively!” is the driving force of another highly successful program at Owens 

Corning. Many other organizations throughout this country and across the globe have recognized that 

to achieve significant and sustained energy cost control, organization needs to make energy manage-

ment an integrated part of their business/operations. There are various ways to pursue the process, but a 

key requirement is an interdisciplinary mix of engineering/technical, behavioral, and organizational or 

management components. The EMP must be integrated into the basic business operations.

Unexpected Benefits

One of the most potent driving factors in many organizations’ efforts to address energy issues is increased 

profitability that can be realized through reduced/optimized energy expenditures. Beyond the “bottom 

line” impacts, an EMP can also provide an organization with a more secure energy supply, reduced 

downtime of systems, improved equipment availability, reduction in maintenance costs/  premature 

system replacement expenditures, and overall productivity gains. Additional benefits that have been 

documented include quality-of-life improvements, enhanced product quality, better  operational safety, 

reduced raw material waste in industrial plants, and increased rentability in commercial facilities. An 

often overlooked outcome of an EMP is the reduction of emissions, among other environmental impacts 

that help organizations become perceived as better corporate citizens.

As more companies move toward an integrated corporate strategy that links environmental, 

 economic, and social considerations, the results of an EMP can be used to considerable public relations 

advantage. Ratings in one of the sustainability indices and publication of an annual sustainability report 

(using, for example, the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines) can give an organization a higher stand-

ing in the business community and can result in a higher level of trust by stockholders.

A Process for Optimization

Though energy prices are volatile, and energy security is often far from reliable, facilities now face leaner 

operating funds and increased directives to do more with less. Optimizing a facility’s operations bud-

get frequently means cutting energy costs. But how do you do so without cutting occupant comfort or 

productivity? How do you know where to start and what steps to take? And how do you persuade upper 

management that energy costs can be controlled?

While the general goal of an EMP is the same as that of conventional energy management, the two 

disciplines are far from identical. Traditional energy management, which is technically oriented, is 

essentially centered around the boiler or mechanical room. Energy master planning, on the other hand, 

is a business management procedure for commercial, institutional, and industrial operations. With this 

approach, it is not enough simply to manage installations. The process involves:

• Developing strategies

• Creating processes to fulfill those strategies

• Identifying barriers and finding procedures to overcome them

• Creating accountability

• Providing feedback loops to monitor and report progress

Clarification of the terminology for these disciplines is important, as the terms mean different things to 

different people. In other English-speaking nations, for example, the defining feature of “energy man-

agement” is the emphasis on integration with business practices to analyze, manage, and control energy. 

In the U.S., however, “energy management” has traditionally referred to developing technical and oper-

ational measures involving equipment handled by facility managers—not processes such as energy 

procurement and business planning usually handled by purchasing agents, production personnel, and 

corporate economists. A typical U.S. energy manager’s responsibility rarely extends much beyond util-

ity bill analysis, an occasional energy audit, or managing installation of system upgrades.
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Though an EMP encompasses traditional efforts to cut energy costs, it also includes many steps not 

usually taken under standard energy management. Rather than being just equipment-oriented, an EMP 

starts long before a comprehensive energy audit and extends beyond commissioning of new systems. An 

EMP may be thought of as a road map to savings that starts before and continues after energy- efficiency 

measures are involved. Why do you need such a map? Because you can’t get there if you don’t know 

where “there” is. How many of us are willing to undertake a trip that will have costs and risks (like any 

business or personal decision) if we don’t know where we are going? A map makes clear not just your 

final destination, but also how to get there—and it leaves no question about the starting point.

An EMP is a process to organize and improve your existing energy-related resources and capabili-

ties. Resources, in this case, include standard operating procedures, institutional memory, and actual 

records (such as energy bills, plans and blueprints, and energy contracts). Capabilities include facili-

ties staff familiar with mechanical room equipment, consultants for energy costs or usage, energy cost 

accounting and management systems, and meters and software that monitor them. Once organized and 

integrated, these resources and capabilities become powerful tools for managing energy and producing 

savings.

Today’s Practices Found Wanting

Current thinking about managing energy often falls short of the EMP perspective. Today’s energy man-

agement frequently reflects a short-term crisis mentality: A facility manager or energy manager concen-

trates on whatever immediate ‘fires’ have to be put out at his facility. By contrast, with an EMP mindset, 

the energy manager might first look to increase the efficiency of systems already in place and then move 

ahead to lay a solid foundation for improving performance via tight energy specs and training.

Current thinking is also often characterized by piecemeal ‘solutions’ that lead to short-sighted 

component replacement. When equipment breaks down, it gets replaced without anyone’s asking 

whether this is the best option, long-term. Typically, business thinks in a quarterly mindset because 

of the short budget cycles of our economic system. That kind of “right now and right here” viewpoint 

creates situations in which life-cycle thinking is not possible because potentially higher initial costs 

are visible, but potential benefits tend to be invisible. As a result, when first cost becomes the main 

criterion for purchasing, such a focus distorts planning and decision-making. Too often, facilities 

choose the cheapest solution, based on the current quarter’s budget, without realizing it could cost 

them more later.

A critical difference between energy master planning and conventional energy management is an 

orientation toward the future. With an EMP, you don’t just look to increase the efficiency of systems 

already in place. Instead, you plan for new or changed loads based on your detailed information about 

the facility’s long-term business strategy and projected growth.

Energy master planning deals with a longer timeframe than just simple payback periods. For exam-

ple, typical financial constraints for a commercial building upgrade often dictate a 2- to 3-year time-

frame. Energy master planning, however, looks deeper than simple payback and goes beyond merely 

reducing energy use. Therefore, an energy professional with an EMP considers life-cycle costs and views 

long-range planning of energy cost minimization/ optimization as part of overall facility maintenance, 

management, and design. To sustain the savings over time, an EMP calls for hiring an energy manager/

coordinator and setting up an energy team. But who is this energy leader? Not simply the facility man-

ager wearing yet another hat, but rather, a highly trained and, often, certified specialist with sufficient 

acumen and expertise to understand, handle, and maintain whatever new energy systems and practices 

are to be put in place. Willingness to identify (from within the organization) or hire an individual 

with the required qualifications and to define his or her responsibility as managing energy rather than 

managing the facility is a requisite indication of senior management’s true commitment to energy mas-

ter planning. The policy guidance needs to come from senior management levels to convey “buy-in” 

throughout the management structure of the organization.
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Improving Business as Usual

Energy master planning is one way of creating a new norm of “business as usual,” taking its cues from 

time-tested business management practices. For example, rather than carrying out upgrade projects with 

a defined start and end point, an energy manager uses processes that continue to turn up new sources 

of savings. This requires a level of creativity for identifying and capturing new opportunities. If a chiller 

replacement is needed in Building A, for instance, a better approach might be to expand the capacity 

of the existing central chilled water plant in Building B and run piping from Building B to Building A.

Without an EMP, the Purchasing department often buys equipment and energy, rather than the 

Facilities department. And Facilities is so busy handling emergencies that they have little interaction 

with other departments in the organization, let alone industry groups or other end users. An EMP avoids 

either departmental isolation and turf wars by including representatives from such departments on the 

energy team. The team consists of more than an energy manager, facilities personnel, and design and 

construction specialists. To be effective, it needs to incorporate representatives from every department 

in the organization impacted by energy. This may mean including purchasing, accounting, engineer-

ing, environmental affairs, maintenance, legal, health and safety, corporate relations, human resources 

and training, public relations and marketing, and members from the rank and file (hourly employees).

Energy master planning is a significant challenge. It often rejects the status quo and may question exist-

ing components of an organizational culture that do not support energy master planning. If you have 

always done something one way, you don’t necessarily have to perpetuate what could be a costly mistake. 

For example, using outdated specs (e.g., calling for T12 lamps instead of T8) allows inefficiency to continue.

Origins of the American EMP Approach

A common set of energy master planning definitions and processes has taken root in English-speaking 

countries other than the U.S. In the United Kingdom, the energy master planning concept has been 

practiced for well over a decade and vigorously promoted by the government’s Action Energy program. 

It has been so successful that Canada, New Zealand, and Australia have each adapted the process to 

their own conditions.

In the U.S., there are a few recent models cover some, but not all, aspects of energy master planning 

management system for energy (MSE) 2000 is a specialized quality improvement standard (like ISO 

14000), developed by Georgia Tech. It’s an American National Standards Institute (ANSI)-approved 

management system for energy that covers all sectors, not only buildings. Georgia Tech offers a cer-

tificate program to train energy professionals in this standard. The Association of Energy Engineers 

delivers the Developing an Energy Management Master Plan and Creating a Sustainable Energy Plan 

Workshops to both ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ end users. Live presentations and online seminars present an 

energy master planning approach with strong emphasis on integration with business strategy.

Steps to an Energy Master Plan

To fill this gap in the U.S., the Energy Master Planning Institute (EMPI) was established and has 

developed a set of steps that lay out the process for applying energy master planning to a commercial, 

institutional, or industrial facility (See Figure 1). This model, which builds on accepted international 

approaches, offers US organizations a broad and integrated business approach for managing energy that 

is both strategic and sustainable.

The steps presented in Figure 1 appear sequential, but built into the energy master planning process 

are series of feedback loops, evident in Figure 1. These should not be overlooked, as they guarantee the 

viability of the process and offer many points for input from internal and external stakeholders, from 

the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to boiler room personnel, and from the local community to organi-

zational peers across the country.
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Recognize the Opportunity

This is where the process starts—becoming aware of the facility’s major energy-related opportunities 

and challenges. Whether it’s the facility manager or the energy manager, whoever takes the initial action 

must define the opportunities and challenges succinctly so they can be clearly communicated. When 

the leader creates and implements an EMP, that plan can actually generate a revenue stream and gain 

recognition for the leader’s contribution to the company’s bottom line. By integrating energy concerns 

into the overall corporate business strategy, the energy budget will come to be seen as a potential profit 

center and source of opportunity—and not just an uncontrollable expense.

Ignite the Spark

Since top executives in an organization are the ultimate decision-makers, particularly concerning 

funding, it’s critical to spark their attention early in the process. It’s unlikely that the facility man-

ager (or the energy manager, if there is one), has direct access to upper management, so the right 

individual to make the pitch to the CEO or Chief Financial Officer CFO must be identified. This 

could be someone along your management chain, or a consultant or board member or a senior offi-

cer in another department who can sell an idea at the top. To find the right person, it’s important to 

understand the decision-making structure of your organization as well as the vision, mission, and 

long-term business plan.

Develop a Business Approach

To get access to senior executives and persuade them to listen to a new idea, you must speak to them 

in their own language—dollars/ft2/year savings, not kWh. Since most executives have not been intro-

duced to the bottom-line value of energy master planning, your task is to change management culture 

so executives no longer view energy as an uncontrollable expense. Part of the marketing message is that 

managing energy is no different from tracking, controlling, and accounting for the costs of raw materi-

als, IT, personnel, safety, or the corporate fleet.

FIGURE 1 Energy Master Planning Institute (EMPI) steps to an energy master plan (EMP). Copyright 2004. 

Energy Master Planning Institute. All rights reserved.
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Obtain and Sustain Top Commitment

Without question, this step is the most difficult in the energy master planning process. Serious commit-

ment from senior management means providing ongoing financial resources and personnel with appro-

priate credentials. A one-time memo of support is not effective. To secure top executive commitment, 

you must show how an EMP can support key business goals, such as growth, customer satisfaction, or a 

sharper competitive advantage. You might, for instance, explain that lower operating costs and increased 

energy efficiency can bring a higher level of occupant comfort, which, in turn, can mean a lower worker 

absentee rate−and, possibly, a greater employee retention rate. To gain top executive commitment, make 

sure that CEO and CFO see the dollar savings highlighted in the energy team’s regular reports.

Top management commitment is the single most important goal in an effective and lasting EMP. Not 

only is it crucial to have this commitment, it must also be obvious to everyone throughout the organiza-

tion. Top management should participate in the program start-up and continue to reinforce that com-

mitment periodically with both words and actions. Such organizations as Walt Disney have achieved 

this top-level buy-in and gained significant and lasting bottom-line results from energy master planning.

Create an Energy Team

A middle manager in your organization may declare that energy master planning is only the responsibil-

ity of the Facilities department. However, when an energy team represents the company’s broad interests, 

energy concerns can be successfully integrated into the overall business plan. Every department that’s 

impacted by the organization’s energy use should be invited to participate on the team. This includes

• Facilities

• Construction/engineering

• Purchasing

• Accounting

• Inventory

• Environmental, health, safety

• Legal

• Public affairs

• Property/asset management

• Leasing/real estate

• Risk management

• Security

• Financial service

This should result in the creation of an Energy Committee. Depending on the size of the organization, 

there may be separate Technical and Steering Energy Committees. In addition to representatives from 

the departments listed above it is important to include members of the rank and file (hourly employees 

or line workers). By including such folks in the planning process it allows not only those individuals, 

but their peers as well, to become aligned with the EMP objectives and particular initiatives during the 

early stages. Having these employees on the team helps the rest of the rank and file staff (who will be 

needed to carry out many of the activities) see the energy program as something other than ‘just another 

management flavor of the month.’ It also increases success, as feedback from these employees often helps 

address many of the nuts-and- bolts “bugs” in advance.

The energy team should be headed by an energy manager or coordinator. The energy manager needs 

to have a mix of technical, people, and communications skills, and must be enthusiastic. He or she 

should thoroughly understand the organization’s operations and should report to someone as close to 

the top of the organization as possible, so he or she has the clout need to get things accomplished.
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Understand the Organization’s Energy Use

Conduct disciplined information analysis. Collect and use metered–not just billed–energy data, and 

analyze it with software designed to manage energy costs. “Fully understanding current energy use 

practices–the when, where and how much of energy consumption–in detailed qualitative terms is 

an essential precondition to energy management master planning.”[2] For example, to determine 

exactly where the energy is going, specify and install sub-metering and a data acquisition system. 

Such tools will help you monitor and collect, as well as analyze, the meter data for electricity, fossil 

fuels, steam and condensate, and water. For loads of several hundred kW, it’s advantageous to use 

interval meters that allow a close look at 15-minute interval or hour-by-hour use of energy, so you 

can see where peaks and valleys in usage occur. This kind of metering is also essential for internal 

billing. Besides establishing points of excessive usage, it can also help manage loads and pinpoint 

efficiency opportunities.

Cast a Wide Net

Casting a wide net means looking beyond the central plant for savings opportunities, such as lighting, 

office equipment, elevators, and localized process loads. It means making construction and equipment 

specs energy-conscious and creating ways to “enforce” such specs. For example, specifying T8 lamps for 

efficiency upgrades is not sufficient. The architecture, design, and construction staff should build T8s 

into their specs for non-energy-related upgrades, such as converting a library to training rooms. Casting 

a wide net also means revising inventory and purchasing practices to support energy efficiency. As in the 

example above, to ensure that the new installation continues to function properly, the purchasing specs 

need to list T8s, not T12s.

Set or Sharpen Goals

Once the organization’s energy use is determined, strategic thinking linked to the long-term growth 

objectives will determine how much energy you should aim to save, where the savings should come 

from, and when those savings should occur. The energy manager along with the energy team, proposes 

a phase-one timetable with quantifiable goals to reduce energy use and operating and energy costs. 

Senior management, however, must mandate the goals and schedule or they carry no weight. Ideally, the 

CEO, CFO, or the Board issues a position calling for measurable reductions at the end of a 3-year fiscal 

cycle, based on current use: a percentage reduction in peak electrical demand across the entire facility, 

a reduction in annual kWh consumption of electricity, and a reduction in overall British Thermal Unit 

(BTU) for fuel per gross square foot. Lesser annual goals will help keep progress on track. A key is to set 

achievable goals, and then work to meet or beat them.

Implement Upgrades

Because energy managers generally have experience with efficiency upgrades, it is critical not to fall 

into old patterns of sporadic efforts and a piecemeal approach, with an eye on the quickest payback. 

To carry out an EMP, start the upgrade process with a comprehensive energy audit—not just a walk-

through—to determine which upgrades will give the best results, not just the best rate-of-return. For 

example, in a commercial building operation, to avoid a rush upgrade for a new tenant, pre-audit all 

your buildings so you know what work needs to be done before that tenant signs their lease. Or, if 

you’re considering recommissioning, look at it from the longer-term energy master planning perspec-

tive. Recommissioning may not be sufficient, as it means only the existing systems would operate more 

efficiently. But what if they need to be ripped out as part of the upgrade?
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Don’t fall into the common trap of focusing just on the high-profile, capital-intensive, projects. While 

a new chiller or micro-turbine cogeneration system may be a good photo opportunity, focusing on 

the less visible details can often provide the lion’s share of savings through lower-cost measures that 

improve operations and maintenance (O&M) or maintenance and management practices.

Verify Savings

Once the upgrade process is underway, you must first validate the savings with a recognized technique 

such as the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP or MVP). 

However, instead of following the M&V protocol after the fact, build measurement and verification into 

the design—that is, install it as part of the upgrade—so you can identify the savings as soon as the device 

is turned on. Then, set up an energy accounting system that tracks usage and savings, thereby providing 

objective accountability. All too often energy management activities are not perceived as being of value 

because the energy team did not plan ahead and position themselves and theirs efforts for recognizable 

success. A North American floor coverings manufacturer reported how “in the past we would complete 

a project to find that we did not have the baseline or operational data to judge whether the project was 

successful.”[3] How willing will management be to fund the next energy related project or initiative if the 

energy team cannot prove that prior efforts actually saved what was projected?

With an energy accounting system, everyone on the energy team will be working from the same data, 

and you can prepare regular progress reports, plus quarterly reports to the CFO and an annual report 

to the Board. This is critical: The energy team must account for the savings—or lack of savings-to senior 

management, using a feedback process so goals and targets can be reset if they aren’t met. Use this pro-

cess to verify energy use and to help identify any new opportunities for savings, and then to fine-tune 

your goals. If you fall short of your targets, you need to figure out why. Or perhaps you did meet your 

targets, but parts of the data were wrong. Perhaps the metering is off, or the energy accounting sys-

tem needs readjustment. Regularly scheduled feedback from these reports will keep the energy master 

planning process up-to-date and realistic and will ensure accountability. One approach that has been 

successfully used in many organizations is the use of “energy report cards” and “intra-organizational 

listings/scorecards.” Produced by the energy manager and sent out to all facilities/ operating groups/

departments on a monthly basis, these tools inform as well as motivate, based on the certainty that no 

one wants to be on the bottom of the list.

Communicate Results

Successful implementation of all stages of the EMP can be a useful vehicle for departmental—and 

 personal—recognition. With a representative of the corporate PR office already on the energy team—

enlist that individual’s expertise for internal and external communications. Inform the organization’s 

Board about the financial savings and improved asset value. Let the staff and community know about 

the environmental benefits. Apply for energy awards for national recognition in your sector. And use the 

good will generated by the success to keep the energy master planning process moving forward.

Tips for Success

From these steps to an EMP, two points emerge as the most critical to success.

The first is ensuring buy-in from the top, with a long term commitment and binding, formal state-

ment of energy policy for the organization. Commitment to action also means that senior executives 

support the people in the middle—delegating authority to the energy manager or facility manager. If 

the EMP lacks commitment from the top down, no amount of effort by the energy manager will make 

it succeed. Once you’ve caught executives’ attention, keep energy master planning on their radar screen 

by having the energy team build it into the organization’s business plan. Such a commitment must also 
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be apparent. Top management must continue to be seen (by all levels of staff) reaffirming their commit-

ment, lest the EMP be perceived as just another short-term initiative of the organization.

The second critical component is line-management accountability, making specific individuals 

accountable for sustaining the savings. On the management side, executives need to mandate quantifi-

able goals and targets, strengthened by obligatory deadlines. Such requirements should even be built 

into job descriptions and evaluated as part of annual performance standards reviews. Likewise, incen-

tives can be offered through these same personnel standards for individuals who meet their energy 

goals. Employee teams with day-to-day knowledge of the facility’s operation can also be organized to 

identify additional opportunities for savings. At the upper level of the organization, corporate account-

ability for successful energy management can be communicated (and made public) through such mech-

anisms as the Global Reporting Initiative, especially in firms with sustainability principles that follow 

a “triple bottom-line.”

Conclusion

Energy master planning is an effective and long-term shift in organizational cultures to address and 

adapt to the impact energy resources can have on their competitive posture and economic success. 

Energy is a universal raw material and is essential to the operation of almost every commercial, institu-

tional, governmental, and even nonprofit organization. Significant changes to the basic structure of the 

energy supply chain and significant energy price volatility, driven by a wide range of political and physi-

cal events (e.g., climate change, weather), have made energy both a competitive opportunity and a risk 

requiring active long-term planning to manage. Energy master planning requires buy-in from top levels 

of an organization down through the rank and file, selection/hiring of a dedicated energy manager, and 

creation of an energy team with membership from across the organization. This team must be given 

the resources and top-level access to develop and implement long-term planning for procurement and 

operations throughout the organization that places a premium on lasting energy-use reductions and 

cost optimization, rather than “burst” efforts that provide quick and quickly forgotten energy manage-

ment efforts.

Successful organizations do not exist on a quarterly basis. They plan for the long-term in all aspects of 

their operations. Experience has shown that organization-wide adoption of EMP is effective in optimiz-

ing energy costs and needs to ensure competitive posture and success in the long-term business reality 

in which organizations exist. This is the new bottom line for energy.
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Solid Waste, Solid Fuels, and Their Properties

In 2011 the United States was heavily (~50%) reliant on foreign sources for its liquid fuels and somewhat 

(~10%) dependent upon imports for its gaseous fuels. Our country is now expending “blood and trea-

sure” in its efforts to stabilize regions of the globe that supply these premium fuels. Yet the United States 

is well endowed with solid fuels in the form of coal, oil shale, and substantial quantities of renewable 

but wasted solids. As part of a continuing long search for alternatives to oil,[1–10] this entry is focused 

on converting our solid waste to energy by advanced thermal technologies (SWEATTs) while mitigat-

ing environmental and economic problems. Table 1 is a list of United States’ abundant supply of solid 

waste (SW) whose organic matter can be converted into gaseous and liquid fuels as well as charcoal. The 

value society places on a specific fuel or energy type is very sensitive to its physical form as indicated 

in Table 2[11] which gives prices of various forms of energy in the United States at the beginning of 2010. 

The large carbon dioxide neutral (neither net producing nor consuming CO2) plant matter components 

in Table 1 can help in greenhouse heating mitigation. The great diversity of physical and chemical char-

acteristics of fuel wastes (feedstock) in Table 1 implies that the world now needs “omnivorous feedstock 

converters” (OFCs) to change these solid fuels into much more usable liquid or gaseous fuels or better 

solid fuels. Figure 1 is a conceptual illustration of an OFC adapted from a number of prior papers[8–10] 

in which a SW pyrolyzer–gasifier–liquifier–carbonizer is coutilized with a natural gas-fired combined 

cycle (NGCC) system, as will be discussed below.

Table 3 shows major ranks of coals as well as of peat, wood, and cellulose and their ultimate and prox-

imate analyses as measured by industry for over a century. The numbers listed in columns labeled C, H, 
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and O (wt% of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, respectively) essentially apply to ideal carbon, hydrogen, 

and oxygen (CHO) materials by correcting measurements to their dry-, ash-, sulfur-, and nitrogen-free 

(DASNF) form. Then [C]+[H]+[O] = 100 and any two of the three variables fixes the third. In this work 

we mostly focus on the variables [O] and [H] which then essentially specifies [C]. The column labeled 

higher heating values (HHV) gives typical HHV in millions of joules per kilogram (MJ/kg) as measured 

with standard bomb calorimeters after allowing for the minor components.

Figure 2a is mainly a plot of [H] (solid diamonds with values read on the left scale) vs. [O] on the top scale 

for 185 representative DANSF CHO materials taken from ultimate analysis data available in the technical 

literature. The trend can be represented by [H] = 6 (1 − exp([O]/2)). The bottom scales give conventional 

coal ranks, some potential names for the biomass region, and some names that might foster more friendly 

discussions between the coal and biomass sectors. This [H] vs. [O] coalification plot shows that apart from 

the anthracite region, all natural DANSF feed-stock have [H] values that are close to 6%. The [H] and [O] 

coordinates of the three main components of all plant matter are lignin-6.1, 32.6; cellulose-6.2, 49.4; and 

hemi-cellulose-6.7, 53.3. Materials present in SW can depart substantially above and below the coalification 

curve. For example, the coordinates of polyethylene and polypropylene are 14.2 and 0, respectively.

TABLE 1 Potential Sources of Useful Non-Conventional Fuels

Waste Type MDTa

 1.  Agricultural residues 1000

 2.  Forest under-story and forestry residues 400

 3.  Hurricane debris 40

 4.  Construction and deconstruction debris 20

 5.  Refuse-derived fuels 10

 6.  Urban yard waste 20

 7.  Food-serving and food-processing waste 80

 8.  Used newspaper and paper towels 30

 9.  Used tires 60

10.  Energy crops on underutilized lands 50

11.  Ethanol production waste 20

12.  Anaerobic digestion waste 10

13.  Bio-oil production waste 10

14.  Waste plastics 40

15.  Infested trees (beetles, canker, spores) 20

16.  Invasive species (cogon-grass, melaleuca, cat-tail) 50

17. Plastics mined when restoring landfills 30

18.  Biosolids (dried sewage sludge)b 40

19. Poultry and pig farm wasteb 20

20.  Water plant remediators (algae, hydrilla)b 10

21.  Muck pumped to shoreb 10

22.  Manure from cattle feed lots 10

23.  Plants for phyto-remediation of toxic sites 10

24.  Treated wood past its useful life 10

Total 2000

a MDT = million dry tonne.

b Denote water remediation-related items.
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TABLE 2 Market and Energy Prices, December 2010[11]

Fossil Fuels Market Price $/MMBtu

Crude oil $84.93 $/Barrel $14.64

Gasoline $2.865 $/Gallon $22.92

Diesel Fuel $3.116 $/Gallon $24.21

Natural gas $3.56 $/MMBtu $3.56

Liquid Propane (Gulf) $1.11 $/Gallon $12.19

Heating oil $2.084 $/Gallon $15.10

Electricity retail, resid. 12.02 c/kWh $35.23

Coal

Liquid Fuels

$47.25 $/ton $2.00

Ethanol (Iowa) $2.42 $/Gallon $31.78

biodiesel (Iowa) $4.13 $/Gallon $34.96

Soybean oil (Central IL) 51.68 c/Lb $30.40

No 2, Yellow grease

Solid Fuels

$32.88 $/cwt $21.35

Fuel pellets $206.60 $/Ton $12.91

Shelled corn $5.37 $/Bushel $11.76

Compost $25.00 $/cu. yard $3.63

Wheat straw $80.00 $/Ton $5.41

Grass hay (Ig md bale) $50.00 $/Ton $3.33

DDGS $156.00 $/Ton $8.30

Source: Adapted from Jenner.[11]

FIGURE 1 Diagram of the Omnivorous Feedstock Converter (OFC) illustrating the addition of a solid waste 

system to an existing NGCC plant to create an effective SWCC system. 

Source: Pyrolysis in Waste to Energy Conversion (WEC).[10]
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The [C] vs. [O] data calculated with [C] = 100−[O]−[H] for DASNF feedstock are also shown in 

Figure 2A. When the smooth [H] vs. [O] formula is used one gets the smooth upper curve in relation 

to the data. This figure provides strong reasons for regarding peat and biomass simply as lower rank 

coals. The diagram suggests that coalification is a natural geophysical deoxygenating process. Much 

of this treatise on SWEATT will be devoted to attempting to bring some order to the confused litera-

ture on artificial pyrolysis, deoxygenating or carbonizing processes and their gaseous, liquid, and solid 

p roducts. For many purposes, natural solid fuels could be ranked simply by [O] to replace the different 

ranking systems of various countries (a Tower of Babel!). For example, using 34-O for peat, called “turf ’ 

in Ireland, might help temper the “turfwars” in fuel sector competitions and in energy vs. environmen-

tal confrontations on the use of our available fuels.

HHV of various fuels measured with calorimeters are often reported along with proximate analyses. 

Representative values for the various coal ranks are given in the column labeled HHV in Table 3. The 

column labeled VT gives representative “total volatiles,” VT, as determined by an American Standard 

Test Measurement Method. A solid sample is heated (pyrolyzed) in a platinum crucible at 950°C for 7 

minutes. The weight percent loss due to the escaping volatiles is designated as the total volatile yield (VT). 

The balance from 100% then represents the weight percent of the fixed carbon (FC) plus ash. The ash 

wt% is the weight percent remaining after combustion in full atmosphere at 750°C for 6 hours.

The columns of Table 3 labeled Dens and E/vol give the physical density (in g/cc) and relative energy 

density of the various natural solid fuels. These are important factors in determining handling and 

transportation costs. The column labeled charR gives some relative measures of the reactivity of the 

chars that are produced by the pyrolysis of these natural feedstock.

Figure 2b displays HHV data for the compilation of 185 materials after correction to DASNF cases. 

Most points within this scattered HHV data can be fit within a few percent by a two variable form of 

Dulong’s formula:

 HHV in MJ/kg 34.9 0.453 O 0.829 H[ ] [ ]= − +  (1a)

Or

 HHV in MBtu/1b 15.00 0.194 O 0.356 H[ ] [ ]= − +  (1b)

The first form is simplified from the six-variable DuLong formula found by Channiwala and Parikh[12] 

who fit a large body of HHV measurements of biomass and other fuels. The smooth curve in Figure 2b 

shows the trend of the HHV vs. [O] when [H] = 6 (1 − exp([O]/2)) is used. When measured [H] values are 

TABLE 3 Properties of Fuels along Nature’s Coalification Path

Ultimate Analysis Proximate Analysis Other Properties

Name C H O HHV VT FC Dens E/vol charR

Anthracite 94 3 3 36 7 93 1.6 58 1.5

Bituminous 85 5 10 35 33 67 1.4 49 5

Sub-Bituminous 75 5 20 30 51 49 1.2 36 16

Lignite 70 5 25 27 58 42 1 27 50

Peat 60 6 34 23 69 31 0.8 18 150

Wood 49 7 44 18 81 19 0.6 11 500

Cellulose 44 6 50 10 88 12 0.4 9 1600

C, H, and O are wt% of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, HHV = higher heating value (millions of joules per kilogram: MJ/kg), 

VT = weight percent volatiles, FC = fixed carbon weight percent, Dens = g cm–3, E/vol = relative energy density, charR = relative 

char reactivity.
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used the HHV formula given fits within a few percent. From a HHV standpoint deoxygenating biomass 

by pyrolysis endows the char progressively with some properties of the higher ranks of coal except that 

chars tend to be more porous.

The general trends of total volatiles along nature’s coalification curve can approximately be repre-

sented by the empirical formula VT = 62([H]/6)([O]/25)1/2. Note the rapidly increasing trend in VT from 

low [O] materials to high [O] materials (Figure 2c). Because of the large production of volatiles by high 

[O] materials, pyrolysis of these materials is substantially equivalent to gasification. The [H] dimension 

is also important and small deviations of [H] from the smooth coalification path have a large impact on 

the volatile release.

FIGURE 2 (a) Weight percentages of hydrogen [H, left] vs. [O, top] for 185 DANSF carbonaceous materials 

(diamonds) and additional solid waste materials (red circles). Classification labels are given at the bottom axis. 

(b) Higher heating values (HHV) of 185 carbonaceous materials (corrected to DANSF) vs. [O]. The smoothed curve 

represents: Eq. 1a when [H] = 6(1- exp([O]/2)) is used. (c) Total volatile weight percentages (left) vs. [O] for 185 

DASNF carbonaceous materials (squares) from proximate analysis. The curve through the data points satisfies: 

VT = 62([H]/6)([O]/25)1/2. The analytic fixed carbon (FC) vs. [O] is shown as a dashed line. 

Source: Green.[4]
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The three diagrams in Figure 2 all indicate the importance of [O] in determining the fuel and carbon-

ization or pyrolysis properties of organic materials. Coalification might be called nature’s carbonization 

or deoxidization process whereas pyrolysis is an artificial process for carbonization or deoxidation of 

organic feedstock.

Global and U.S. Primary Energy Supplies

Figure 3a presents an overview of the world total primary energy supply (TPES) in 2004 (see International 

Energy Agency website). Among the major sources of energy, combustible renewables and waste (CRW, 

mostly biomass) need only be doubled to be together with coal and natural gas, and tripled to be competi-

tive with petroleum. Note that the global CRW is currently about twice as large as nuclear. On the other 

hand, wind and solar must grow by factors of over 100 to become major global energy supplies.

This global TPES picture is not representative of the industrial world, particularly the United States 

today. Figure 3b shows the percentage subdivisions of the US TPES in 2007 when the total consumption 

FIGURE 3 (a) Total primary energy supply (TPES) for the globe at 2004 (IEA Website). (b) TPES for the United 

States in 2007 (EIAWebsite). *TPES is calculated using the IEA conventions (physical energy content methodology). 

It includes international marine bunkers and excludes electricity/heat trade. The figures include both commercial 

and non-commercial energy. **Geothermal, solar, wind, tide/ wave/ocean. Totals in graph might not add up due 

to rounding. 

Source: IEA Energy Statistics.
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was over 101.5 quads, (quadrillion British thermal units (Btu)/annum or quads). It is seen that about 

39% of our energy consumption is in the form of petroleum that is mainly consumed in our transpor-

tation sector. As Figure 3c illustrates renewables only constitute 7% of the U.S. TPES. The percentage 

subdivisions of these in 2007 are shown in the figure, and it is seen that biomass was 53% of the 7%. The 

major thrust of this work is that the solid wastes listed in Table 1, consisting mostly of biomass, were 

only a minor component (~3.5%) of the U.S. annual TPES, and could in the near term become a major 

component comparable to coal and natural gas, both still at about 23%. The more popular renewables, 

geothermal wind and solar, have much further to go than solid waste before becoming a major primary 

energy source in the United States. Since SWEATT is based on locally available solid waste, it would 

also create good non-exportable local industries and jobs while mitigating serious U.S. energy import 

and waste disposal problems. An Oak Ridge National Laboratory study[13] estimates the sustainable sup-

ply of the first few biomass categories in Table 1 at about 1.4 billion dry tons. The remaining categories 

should readily bring the total sustainable U.S. solid waste available to over 2 billion dry tons. Assuming 

a conservative HHV of 7500 Btu/lb, a simple calculation shows that with SWEATT technologies similar 

to those that are now in place in Japan, U.S. solid waste contribution to its primary energy supply could 

reach the 25% level.

Without a doubt, the biggest energy problem faced by the United States today is the need to find 

alternatives to oil.[1–3] In the 1970s and early 1980s, the United States focused heavily on alternatives to 

oil in the utility sector. The alternatives first were pulverized coal plants and in the late 1980s and 1990s, 

on NGCC systems. The U.S. and the globe have been slow in generating electricity by Solid Waste with 

Advanced Thermal Technologies (SWEATT) and flexible systems such as those illustrated in Figure 1.

It is important to differentiate secondary energy supplies (SESs) from the primary energy supplies 

(PESs) shown in Figure 3. Secondary energy supplies include steam, syngas, reactive chemicals, hydro-

gen, charges in batteries, fuel cells, and other energy sources that draw their energy from PESs. If a 

SES is converted to another type of energy, say mechanical energy via a steam turbine, the mechanical 

energy becomes a tertiary energy supply (TES). This TES can be converted to electrical energy using 

magnetic generators, in which case the electricity is a quaternary (QES) supply. In the case of electric-

ity, the many conversions are usually justified since electricity can readily be distributed by wire and 

has so many uses as a source of energy for highly efficient electric motors, illumination systems, home 

appliances, computers, etc. Table 2 points to the high cost/value placed on electricity and on liquid fuels.

In many communities debates are underway as to whether increasing electricity needs should be 

met with the solid fuel coal, MSW, biomass via conventional steam and steam turbine generator sys-

tems, or via conversion to a gaseous fuel and using integrated gasifier combined cycle (IGCC) systems. 

Granting that the steam turbine route has had many advances over the last century, converting the solid 

fuel to gaseous fuel is increasingly being accepted as the ATT route of the future. The ATT route is not 

only driven by environmentally acceptable waste disposal needs and increased needs for electricity, but 

also by the need for liquid and gaseous fuels. A number of petroleum resource experts have recently 

advanced the date that the globe’s supply of oil and natural gas will run out. The prices of oil and to 

a lesser extent natural gas now reflect this drawdown and are already high enough that conversion of 

organic matter in solid waste to liquid and gaseous fuels makes economic sense. We should recognize, 

however, that for the most part, cartels govern fuel prices not free markets. Thus we should not abandon 

alternative fuels efforts whenever cartels, for their interests, lower prices. 

Advanced Thermal Technologies

The largest solid waste to energy systems in operation today are direct combustion municipal solid 

waste (MSW) incinerators with capacities in the range of 1000–3000 tons SW per day. In such mass 

burn systems, the organic constituents of the solid waste are combusted into the gaseous products CO2 

and H2O. These have no fuel value but can be carriers of the heat of combustion as in coal and biomass 

boiler-furnace systems. Along with the flame radiation, these gases may be used to transfer heat to 
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pressurized water to produced pressurized steam that drives a steam turbine-driven electric generator. 

The steam can also serve as a valuable SES to distribute heat for heating buildings, industrial processes, 

etc. The production and use of steam, along with the steam engine, launched the industrial age.

Instead of using the heat released to raise steam, in SWEATT systems the solid waste is first converted 

into gaseous or liquid fuels and, in pyrolysis systems, partly to char. The volatiles, gases, and vaporized 

liquids fuel then serve as a SES that can be used in efficient internal combustion engines (ICEs), com-

bustion turbines or, in the future, in fuel cells, none of which can directly use solid fuels. Over the past 

century automotive and aircraft developments have pushed ICEs and gas turbines (GT) to very high 

levels of efficiency. Furthermore, with the use of modern high temperature GTs in NGCC systems, the 

heat of the exhaust gases can be used with a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) to drive a steam 

turbine. Alternatively, the HRSG can provide steam for heating buildings or industrial applications of 

steam. These combined heat and power (CHP) system at this time make the most efficient use of the 

original solid fuel energy.

If one considers the United States’ heavy dependence on foreign sources of liquid and gaseous fuels, 

the most challenging technical problem facing the United States today should be recognized as the 

development and implementation of efficient ways of converting our abundant domestic solid fuels into 

more useful liquid and gaseous fuels. In view of the diversity of feedstock represented in agricultural, 

municipal, or institutional solid waste, the United States and the world need an omnivorous feedstock 

converter such as is illustrated in Figure 1. Here, the right block represents a typical NGCC system, 

whereas the left block represents a conceptual Omnivorous Conversion System that can convert any 

organic material into a gaseous or liquid fuel.

We will first consider the gross nature of the output gas from biomass or cellulosic type material, the 

major organic components of most solid waste streams. Apart from minor constituents such as sulfur 

and nitrogen, the cellulosic feed types are complex combinations of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen such 

as (C H O ) that might serve as the representative cellulosic monomer.6 10 5

ATT systems used to produce output can be divided into 1) air blown partial combustion (ABPC) gas-

ifiers; 2) oxygen blown partial combustion (OBPC) gasifiers; and 3) pyrolysis (PYRO) systems. The three 

types of systems for converting waste into a gaseous fuel have many separate technical forms depending 

upon the detailed arrangements for applying heat to the incoming feed and the source of heat used to 

change the solid into a gas or liquid fuel. We use “producer gas” as a generic name for gases developed 

by partial combustion of the feedstock with air as in many traditional ABPC gasifiers that go back to 

Clayton’s coal gasifier of 1694. We will use “syngas” for gases developed by partial combustion of the 

feedstock with oxygen as in OBPC gasifiers, which are mainly a development of the twentieth century. 

We will use “pyrogas” for gases produced by oxygen-free heating of the feedstock such as in indirectly 

heated (pyro)gasifiers. The objective is to replace the natural gas, that is, fossil fuel gas, that has a HHV, 

~1000 Btu/cft = 1 MBtu/cft (with Btu M = 1000) with a biomass-generated fuel gas having similar energy 

and combustion qualities.

When an ABPC gasifier is used with cellulosic materials (cardboard, paper, wood chips, bagasse, 

etc.), the HHV of biomass producer gas is very low, 100–200 Btu/cft. Essentially, the useful product 

of partial combustion of biomass is CO that only has a HHV of 322 Btu/cft. Unfortunately, consider-

able CO2 and H2O are produced during partial combustion and together with the air-nitrogen these 

inerts substantially dilute the output gas. The “syngas” obtained from biomass with OBPC gasifiers 

is better, ~320 Btu/cft, since it is not diluted by the atmospheric nitrogen. However, because of the 

partial combustion it is still somewhat lower than the energy contained within the feedstock mol-

ecules. Additionally, the oxygen separator is a major capital cost component of an OBPC gasifier. 

With a Pyro system, the original cellulosic polymer is broken by the applied indirect heat to its 

monomers and then to the major pyro-products CO, CO2, and H2O as well as hundreds of hydrocar-

bons (HCs) and carbohydrates (HCOs), each with yields that depend upon the applied temperature, 

heating time, and particular processing arrangement. Cellulosic pyrogas can have heating values in 

excess of 400 Btu/cft.
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Among the pyro-volatiles coming from pyrolysis systems are the paraffins (CH4, C2H6, C3H8, …), 

olefins (C2H4, C3H6, …), acetylenes (C2H2, C3H3, …), and various carbohydrates, carbonyls, alcohols, 

ethers, aldehydes and phenols, and other oxygen-containing gaseous products. Attempting to find some 

patterns or regularities in the literature on products of pyrolysis from various natural and man-made 

fuels has been the goal of multiyear effort.[4–26] Table 4 is a list of the families of molecules that have been 

detected in pyrolysis volatiles and the rules that connect the family member, labeled by j = 1, 2, 3, … (see 

“The ASEM and Organization of Pyrolysis Products”).

HC plastics such as polyethylene and polyolefins are heavily represented in many solid waste streams. 

Thus one might use (C2H4) as representative of the monomers in the plastic component of MSW or 

refuse-derived fuels (RDFs). Polyethylene pyrolysis products are dominated by C2–C4 olefins, acety-

lenes, and other HCs and at higher temperatures by H2 as well as aromatics (Ar) and polynuclear aro-

matics (PNAs) identified in Table 4. On a per unit weight basis, all but H2 have gross heating values in 

the range 18–23 MBtu/lb, similar to oil, whereas H2 has a gross heating value of 61 MBtu/lb. On a per 

unit volume basis, polyethylene pyrolysis products have gross heating values ranging from 1 to 5 MBtu/cft 

whereas H2 is 0.325 MBtu/ cft = 325 Btu/cft. Because natural gas is typically about MBtu/cft, we would 

expect the pyrogas from polyethylene to have a gross heating value comparable or greater than that of 

natural gas and much greater than cellulosic pyrogas.

In summary since cellulosic feedstock is already oxygenated compared with pure HC plastics, its 

pyrogas, syngas, and producer gas will all have considerably lower heating values than the corre-

sponding gases from HC feedstock. From the viewpoint of maximizing the HHV of SW derived gas, 

Pyro gasification scores better than OBPC gasification, both of which score much better than ABPC 

ga sification. Pyrolysis also leaves more of a solid residue in char-ash form than ABPC gasification or 

OBPC  gasification. Figure 4 illustrates a typical pattern of evolution of the solid in an indirectly heated 

slow pyrolysis system.[27] For DASNF materials the asymptote of the solid (char) curve would represent 

the FC and the balance from 100% would represent the total volatiles. Figure 4 also shows a typical 

 pattern of evolution of the tar and gas from wood feedstock in the pyrolysis of a small particle of wood 

when its temperature is raised at a slow rate such as 10°C/min. These curves are representative of results 

from the analytical semiempirical model (ASEM).

TABLE 4 Organization of Functional Groups by Families

Families a B c

Paraffins j 2a + 2 0

Olefins j +1 2a 0

Acetylenes j +1 2a – 2 0

Aromatics 5 + j 4 + 2j 0

Polynuclear 6 + 4j 6 + 2j 0

Aldehydes j + 1 2a 1

Carbonyls J 2a 1

Alcohols J 2a + 2 1

Ethers j + 1 2a + 2 1

Phenols 5 + j 4 + 2j 1

Formic acids J 2a 2

Guaiacols 6 + j 6 + 2j 2

Syringols 1 7 + j 8 + 2j 3

Syringols 2 8 + j 10 + 2j 4

Sugars 1 4 + j 10 5

Sugars 2 5 + j 10 + 2j 5

a, b, and c are the subscripts in CaHbOc, j = 1, 2, 3…
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Studies of the evolution of chars, tars (volatiles condensable at standard temperature), gas (not con-

densable at standard temperature), and total volatiles have been carried out at heating rates (r) from 

1°C/min to 1000°C/sec. Usually the heat rate is coupled to the temperature via a linear relationship 

such as T = rt + To (where t is time and To is an initial temperature). The dependence of these products 

upon temperature then changes dramatically from that shown in Figure 4 in ways that are difficult to 

track via standard kinetic modeling. However, they can be relatively easily represented via formulas 

used in the ASEM by letting the parameters of the model be simply dependent upon the heating rate. 

This approach is often dismissed as “just curve fitting” in academic circles where the search for models 

that depend upon fundamentals physical variables has become traditional. Unfortunately, in pyrolysis 

studies, because of the complexity of products released at various temperatures, this quest is still far 

from realization. Accordingly, it appears to some investigators that after the experimental assembly of 

reproducible scientific data (the first step of the scientific method), organizing the results in some robust 

analytical form (the usual second step of the scientific method) cannot only be useful for applications, 

but could help in achieving a fundamental model. 

The ASEM and Organization of Pyrolysis Products

Proximate analyses of coal and biomass measured for over a century provide extensive data on total 

volatile content. However, quantitative data as to the molecular constituents in these volatiles have only 

been reported in recent years and a predictive method for identifying these molecules is still not avail-

able. This despite the fact that such knowledge could provide a more fundamental understanding of 

humankind’s oldest technology (the use of fire). For control and application of a pyrolysis system it 

would be useful to have at least an engineering-type knowledge of the expected yields of the main prod-

ucts from various feedstock subjected to oxygen-free thermal treatment (pyrolysis).

In most attempts to describe the systematic of pyrolysis yields of organic materials such as coal and 

biomass, including the initial CCTL studies,[14–19] it has been customary to characterize the feedstock by 

its atomic ratios y = H/C and x = O/C. In recent studies,[20–26] it has been found more advantageous to 

work with the weight percentages [C], [H], and [O] of the feedstock after correcting to DASNF condi-

tions (i.e., pure CHO materials). Focusing on weight percentages appears to facilitate easier connections 

between the great complexity of compounds that evolve from pyrolysis and the gas, liquid (tar), and 

solid products of pyrolysis.

FIGURE 4 Typical pattern of evolution of char, tar, and gas from wood feedstock as temperature is raised at a 

slowly (10°C/min).
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The ASEM is a phenomenological attempt to find some underlying order in the pyrolysis yields of 

any product CaHbOc vs. the [O] and [H] of the DASNF feedstock and the temperature (T) and time (t) 

of exposure. The ASEM was developed so as to be useful for a number of applications of pyrolysis.[18–26] 

Some progress has been made in including the time dimension but much more work remains on that 

front. When the time dimension is not an important factor, as in many cases of slow pyrolysis, the yield 

Y(T) as a function of temperature of each product for slow pyrolysis (or fast pyrolysis at a fixed time) is 

represented by

 Y T W L T T D F T T D
P q

: , : ,0 0( ) ( ) ( )= ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (2)
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Here L(T) is the well-known logistic function that is often called the “learning curve.” Its complement, 

F(T) = 1 − L(T) thus might be called the “forgetting curve.” For engineering applications this “curve 

fitting” approach provides a more robust and convenient means for organizing pyrolysis data than tra-

ditional methods that use conventional Arrhenius reaction rate formulas.[27] In the ASEM each product 

is assigned five parameters (W, T0, D0, p, q) to represent its yield vs. temperature profile. The objective 

has been to find how these parameters depend on the [H] and [O] of the feedstock and the a, b, c of the 

CaHbOc products for the data from particular types of pyrolyzers. Studies by Xu and Tomita (XT)[28] 

that gave data on 15 products from 17 coals at 6 temperatures have been particularly helpful in revealing 

trends of the parameters with [O] and [H]. In applying the ASEM to the CCTL data collection, the XT 

collection, and several other collections, a reasonable working formula was found for the yield of any abc 

product for any [O], [H] feedstock given by

 Y W z h x L T T D F T T Da b c abc

P q
C H O    : , : ,0 0( ) ( ) ( )= ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

α β γ  (5)

where z = [C]/69, h = [H]/6, and x = [O]/25 and the parameters α, β, and γ. T0, D, p, and q were found 

to have simple relationships to the feedstock and product defining parameters [H], [O], a, b, and c. The 

final ASEM formulas that fit the data could then be used to extrapolate or interpolate the XT results to 

any [H], [O] feedstock and temperature. Figure 5 gives an overview of the interpolated and extrapolated 

outputs Y(T) for a selection of products for six representative feedstock along nature’s coalification path.

Several hundreds, even thousands, of organic products of pyrolysis have been identified in the litera-

ture. Thus, to bring order from chaos will require some comprehensive organization of these products. 

Toward this goal, the ASEM approach groups products into the families as summarized in Table 4, 

which gives rules for the a, b, cs that connect these groups. This list can be subdivided into pure HCs, 

i.e., (CaHb), and the oxygenates (CaHbO, CaHbO2, CaHbO3, …, etc.). Isomers (groups with identical a, b, 

and c) can differ in detailed pyrolysis properties and hence parameters. We use j = 1, 2, 3, … to denote 

the first, second, third, etc., members of each group or the carbon number (n). In the most recent ASEM 

studies[20–26] of specific feedstock, pyrolysis formulas have been proposed and tested for the dependence 

of the W, T0, D0, p, and q parameters upon the carbon number of the product within each group. This 

makes it possible to compact a very large body of data with simple formulas and a table of parameters.

The case of polyethylene is an example of such a study. It is not shown on Figure 2a, as it is far removed 

from the coalification curve having the position [H] = 14.2 on the [O] = 0 axis. Without oxygen in the 
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feedstock, the pyrolysis products are much fewer and the ASEM is much simpler to use than with carbo-

hydrates. Thus, only the first 6 rows of Table 4 are needed to cover the main functional groups involved 

in organizing the pyrolysis products of polyethylene. Figure 31.6 gives an ASEM-type summary of the 

product yields vs. temperature for polyethylene based on fits to the experimental data of Mastral et 

al.[29,30] at five temperatures that were constrained to approximately satisfy mass, [C], and [H] balances. 

Once the parameter systematic is identified, the ASEM representation can be used to estimate the pyrol-

ysis product of polyethylene pyrolysis at any intermediate temperature or at reasonable extrapolated 

FIGURE 5 Weight percent yields (left axis) vs. temperature (in °C, bottom axis) of pyrolysis products of anthra-

cite, bituminous coal, subbituminous coal, lignite, peat, and wood of ([C], [H], [O]) composition as shown. HC 

represents C2 and C3 gasses and aromatics.

Source: Green and Bell.[10]
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temperatures. The experimental data was only available up to 850°C but the extrapolations to 1000°C 

were constrained in detail to conform to mass, [C], and [H] balances. Figure 6 also shows extrapolations 

to 6000°C that might be of interest if one goes to very high temperatures, for example, by plasma torch 

heating. Here we incorporate a conjecture that at the highest temperatures H2 and C emerge among the 

products at the expense of the C1-C2 compounds as well as Ar and PNA components. While we have 

already found that an ASEM can begin to bring some order into pyrolysis yields, clearly there is a long 

way to go. When the time dimension is important, the overall search is for a reasonable function of 

seven variables [H], [O], a, b, c, T, and t. In comparison, Einstein’s special theory of relativity only dealt 

with four variables x, y, z, and t.  

Analytical Cost Estimation and SW-IGCC vs. NGCC

Before World War II (WWII) almost every town had its own gas works, mainly using coal as a feedstock. 

After WWII, cheap natural gas became available and became a major PES for home heating and cooking 

as well as for industrial purposes. In the 1980s, factory produced natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) 

systems became available and natural gas became a base load fuel source for many electric utilities. 

This hastened the drawdown of U.S. conventional domestic supplies and natural gas prices rose to high 

levels. However, natural gas prices have proven very volatile so that pursuing combinations of SWEATT 

with NGCC provides good flexibility in facing high energy price swings. For most biomass and plastic 

feedstock, pyrolysis is substantially equivalent to gasification.

Most comparative economic analyses use detailed life cycle analysis (LCA) or other forms of cost-benefit 

(C/B) approaches. However, it must be recognized that in recent years fuel costs, an important component 

of LCA, or C/B approaches have become so volatile that long-term projections based on assumed fuel cost 

can be grossly inaccurate. Fortunately, the economic feasibility of using a gasifier in front of a gas-fired 

system can be examined with simple arithmetic and algebra using an analytical cost estimation (ACE) 

method.[8–10] ACE takes advantage of the almost linear relationship between the cost of electricity (COE = Y) 

vs. cost of fuel (COF = X) observed in utility practice and in many LCA for many technologies, i.e.,

Y X( ) = +K SX  (6) 

FIGURE 6 Weight percent yields (left axis) vs. temperature (in °C, bottom axis) of pyrolysis products of 

 polyethylene in various hydrocarbon groups. 

Source: Green and Sadrameli.[22]
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In Eq. 6, Y is in ct/kWh (cents per kilowatt hour), X is in $/MMBtu, and S is the slope of the Y(X) line 

in ct/kWh/$/ MMBtu or 10,000 Btu/kWh. S relates to the net plant heat rate (NPHR, see Chapter 37 in 

Stultz and Kitto[31]) via

 S
NPHR

10,000
or efficiency via S

34.12

Eff
= =  (7)

A slope Sng = 0.7 is now a reasonable assignment for a NGCC system reflecting the high efficiency of 

recent gas and steam turbines.

In Eq. 6 the parameter K is obviously the COE if the fuel comes to the utility without cost (i.e., X = 0). 

In previous studies,[8–10] Kng = 2 was used as a reasonable zero fuel cost parameter for a 100-MW NGCC 

system.[32,33] This low number reflects the low capital costs of factory-produced gas and steam turbines in 

NGCC systems. In addition the contribution to the intercept K from operations and maintenance costs 

are reasonable. The Ksw for a solid waste-integrated gasification-combined cycle (SW-IGCC) system is 

higher than Kng because the capital costs and operating cost must include the gasifier and gas cleanup 

system. The value of Ssw is also higher than Sng because we must first make a SES producer gas, syngas, or 

pyrogas which involves conversion losses. A study of the literature[33–37] suggests that Ssw = 1 is a reason-

able estimated slope for a SW-IGCC system. The Xsw for a SW-IGCC system that would compete with a 

NGCC system at various Xng thus must satisfy

K XSW + =SWSSW Kng +XngSng  (8)

It follows that the solid waste fuel cost Xsw that would enable a SWCC system to deliver electricity at the 

same cost as a NGCC system paying Xng is given by
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In the following, all X numbers are in $/MMBtu and all Y and K numbers are in ct/kWh. Let us 

use Eq. 9 with Kkg = 2, Sng = 0.7, Ssw = 1, and Ksw = 4 as reasonable estimates based on several SWCC 

 analyses.[6–10] Then the first term in Eq. 9 is –2. Now when the Xng = 2 to generate SWCC electricity at 

the same cost the solid waste provider must deliver the fuel at a negative price, i.e., pay the tipping fee 

of –0.7. However, if Xng is near 6 as it has been several times between 2004 and 2010 the SWCC util-

ity could pay up to 2.4 for the SW fuel. If the Xng is at 12, the SWCC facility could pay 7.1 to the SW 

supplier. This Xsw price is much higher than that of coal whose delivered price (Xc) these days usually 

is in the 2 range. It is also much higher than a pulp and paper mill would pay for waste wood. This 

simple cost comparison is illustrated in Figure 7 that shows the opportunities for SWCC systems 

when natural gas prices are above say $5/MMBtu. The results are slightly less favorable if the Ksw were 

higher say at K = 5. However, the conclusions that at high natural gas prices SWCC electricity becomes 

competitive with NGCC electricity would be similar. It is conceivable that Ksw could be held as low 

as 2 ct/kWh by retrofitting a NGCC system stranded by high natural gas prices. In this case the first 

term in Eq. 9 vanishes and the competitive Ksw = (Sng/Ssw)Xng. This illustrates the main point that at 

high natural gas prices, with an ATT system, SW can be a valuable PES. Indeed, this simple  algebraic–

arithmetic exercise establishes the feasibility of a new paradigm in which solid waste (mostly biomass) 

can become potentially valuable marketable assets.

As described above, the values of K and S are the key factors in determining the COFsw that can be 

used in a SW-integrated pyrolysis combine cycle (IPCC) to have the COE equal or less than the COE 

with a NGCC system at the available COFng. The ACE method can be extended to the use of SW or bio-

mass with other technologies if we can identify the K and S for each technology. Where actual facilities 
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have been built and placed in operation, the Ks and Ss can be assigned on the basis of actual plant expe-

rience which is the case for many fossil fuel technologies. However, for new technologies proposed for 

the renewable age, some accepted form of C/B analysis is needed to provide COE vs. COF relationships. 

The ACE method cannot serve in this role. However, if a detailed C/B analysis or LCA is available at a 

particular power level, its Y(X) results can generally be cast into the Eq. 6 form which is generally more 

useful and transparent than tables of numbers. A major advantage of doing so is the possibility of then 

making reasonable Y(X,P) extrapolation to other power levels (P) on the basis of many years of economy 

of scale experience with a wide range of technologies.

The ACE method has been applied to reformulations of a large body of COE vs. COF calculations 

on biomass use presented in an Antares Group Inc. report (AGIR)[34] for a number of technologies. The 

technologies investigated in the AGIR were for systems in which 100 tons per day forest thinning were 

available in wild land–urban interface areas. This assumption limited the power level (P) for that tech-

nology quite severely. The technologies in the AGIR included a biomass-integrated gasifier combined 

cycle (B-IGCC) system, a B-IG simple cycle (B-IGSC) system, a B-IG internal combustion (B-IGIC) 

system, a biomass–gasification–coal co-firing B-IGCC system, a direct cofiring of biomass and coal in 

a coal steam boiler BCoSt, a direct use of biomass in a feed water heat recovery arrangement (FWHR), 

direct use of biomass in a Stoker fire boiler steam turbine (SFST) system, and direct firing in a CHP 

plant (CHP) with a steam market at $6/MMBtu. For each technology, it was possible to approximately 

represent the tabulated COE vs. COF results of their detailed economic analysis by Eq. 6 and to evaluate 

K and S for that technology at that power level.

The most interesting result of this ACE digest of the massive tables of the AGIR was that by slight 

extrapolations to higher power levels[9] the competitive results in several important cases were opposite 

to those for the power levels limited by the 100 tons biomass per day assumption.

Several other detailed economic COE vs. COF analyses have been used to refine ACE and general-

ize the ACE methodology. In particular, K has been broken into components K = Kc + Kom + Kne, where 

c stands for capital costs, om for operating and maintenance costs, and en for environmental costs. 

Establishing the magnitudes of these components for various technologies and power levels is still at the 

FIGURE 7 Cost of electricity (COE) vs. the cost of fuel (COF) for an solid waste combined cycle (SWCC) system 

and for a natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) system. COF comparisons of 2, 6, 12 dollar/MMBtu are indicated in 

red lines. 

Source: Green and Bell.[10]
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cutting edge of utility economic analyses, and there are large disagreements particularly on Ken. In one 

generalized component form of ACE (CACE) Eq. 6 is replaced by
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where Kcr, Komr, Ker, and Sr are established on the basis of a detailed analysis at a reference power level 

Pr and α, β, γ and 5 are scaling parameters intended to reflect the tendency of per energy unit cost 

to go down as the power goes up (economy of scale). Table 5 lists CACE parameters extracted from 

a detailed  analysis “Options for Meeting the Electrical Supply Needs of Gainesville” prepared by ICF 

Consulting.[35] Here the final COE is given in 2003 ct/kWh. The third and fourth cases NGCCc and 

NGCC-d have been added to better reflect the high volatility of natural gas prices that have ranged 

from $1/MMBtu to $16/MMBtu over the past 25 years.

The final column shows that at the reference power levels without the NGCCc case the IGCC 

scores the lowest COE as was concluded in the ICF report (ICFR). The value of the ACE analysis is 

that with a bit of algebra anyone can easily consider other fuel cost projections and other power levels 

(with the assigned values of α, β, γ and δ). Based on prior exploratory work and economy of scale 

investigations it was estimated that for costly field erected facilities α = β = 0.3 are reasonable choices. 

However, with factory fabrication of gas and steam turbines these parameters might not follow the 

usual economy of scale pattern and that their α may be somewhat smaller in magnitude. Assigning 

a value for γ is a wide open question since environmental costs and methods of incorporating them 

into the COE are still highly debated issues.[36] Reasonable values for δ are also somewhat difficult 

to find. For NGCCs the author tentatively assigns close to zero or a very small value (∼0.1) perhaps 

because the development of highly efficient aero-derivative turbines has proceeded on a wide range 

of power levels.

A Somewhat simper generalized formula for Y(X,P) has been developed in the form [37]
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Here, αCcr = Kcr at a reference power level where Ccr is the specific capital cost for that facility in dollar 

per watt ($/W or $1000/kW) for that technology at the reference power level. Based on tabular data con-

tained in the RA study a value α = 1.34 was identified as the coefficient the approximately relates specific 

capital costs (in $/W) to Kcr (in ct/kWh). This essentially is the COE when the fuel cost is free and OM 

can be ignored. As for economies of scale, based on an extensive literature survey. Green et al.[37] fond 

TABLE 5 Analytical Cost Estimation (ACE) Results from ICFR for Five Technologies—Four Natural Gas 

Prices Are Assumed for the NGCC Technology

Technology Pr Ko Kom Ken So COF COE

NGCC-a 220 0.598 0.234 –0.17 0.68 11.34 8.37

NGCC-b 220 0.598 0.234 –0.17 0.68 6.1 4.81

NGCC-c 220 0.598 0.234 –0.17 0.68 5 4.06

NGCC-d 220 0.598 0.234 –0.17 0.68 4 3.38

SCPC 800 1.491 0.299 0.714 0.93 1.91 4.28

CFB-CB 220 2.531 0.261 0.618 1.05 1.41 4.89

CFB-B 75 2.845 0.261 0.039 1.39 1.67 5.47

IGCC 220 2.2 0.196 0.407 0.86 1.41 4.02

COE = cost of electricity, COF = cost of fuel.
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the different technologies had scaling parameters in the range 0.13 < γ < 0.33. When no information is 

available one might use some intermediate gamma between these extremes or let γ = 0.

Typical dimensionless values for fom can be identified for various technologies from the Antares report 

on 6 technologies, ICER on 5 technologies, and the RA study of 14 widely ranging technologies. In most 

cases they are less than unity and can be assigned within reasonable bounds on the basis of experience.

In Eq. 11 fe is an added dimensionless “correction” to the delivered COF that reflects environmental 

costs not included in the cost charged by the utility but paid for by the public in other ways (reduced visi-

bility, added coughs, higher cancer rates, etc.). The landmark RA[36] study that incorporated externalities 

into a levelized cost of energy analysis for 14 electric generating plants provided a basis for estimating 

the dimensionless externality correction fe to the price of fuel. Table 6 translates RA’s results for the 14 

utilities using their minimum externality cost estimates into the generalized analytic cost estimation 

(GACE) analytical form of Eq. 11. As one sees these fe are substantially larger than 1 for fossil fuel tech-

nologies but small (0.15) for a biomass system. Wind turbines, photo voltaic, and landfill gas systems 

do not have a fuel cost hence fe cannot be assigned. However, these technologies are directly assigned 

externality Cex by RA. The major uncertainty in the future COE is probably represented by the variable 

X, the externality parameter fe, and possibly the power level of the facility. Having an explicit formula 

with these variables and parameters can help in bringing transparency to important policy decisions.

The GACE approach to reaching decisions in the face of large uncertainties might be viewed as appli-

cation of the operations analysis methods used by one of the authors in WWII.[38] It will be interesting to 

compare this approach with recent European Union operations analysis effort for incorporating exter-

nalities in electricity-generating technology evaluations.[39]

Going back to the 2007 SWEATT study it mainly considered the competition between NG-fueled 

technologies and coal-steam-generated electricity. These included supercritical coal-burning units that 

reached efficiencies as high as 40%. However, when coal-steam turbine’s expensive scrubber costs are 

included in the Kc and environmental costs in their Ken this technology did not compete compared 

with the IGCC. Thus a major conclusion of the 2007 SWEATT study was that the age of making gas 

has returned. At the same time the most favorable EEE position of natural gas among the fossil fuels is 

recognized.

TABLE 6 Roth-Ambs Externality Impacts on Cost of Electricity for 14 Technologies Using Low RA 

Estimates, Impacts, and Derived GACE Parameters

Technology C/W Kc fom S Cof Cex fe COE COEe

Coal Boiler 1.80 2.81 0.36 0.995 1.06 4.45 4.20 4.86 9.29

Adv Fld Bed 2.20 3.52 0.49 0.975 1.04 2.86 2.75 6.26 9.05

IGCC (coal)

Oil Boiler

2.10

1.30

3.28

2.15

0.28

0.19

0.889

0.943

0.95

3.22

2.64

6.03

2.78

1.87

5.05

5.59

7.40

11.27

Gas Turb SC 0.70 10.1 0.12 1.15 3.47 4.62 1.33 15.28 20.59

Gas T Adv 0.40 0.82 0.51 1.09 3.29 4.45 1.35 4.83 9.68

NGCC 0.60 0.91 0.34 0.683 2.11 3.46 1.64 2.66 5.02

MSW Inc. 5.70 9.63 0.44 1.687 5.16 7.7 1.49 22.55 35.54

LFG 1.50 3.3 0.3 1.215 0 0.7 4.29 5.14

SOFC 1.60 2.42 2.71 0.758 2.29 2.75 1.20 10.71 12.79

Wind Turb 1.00 5.74 0.29 0 0 0.7 7.40 7.40

PV Utility

Hybrid solar

Biomass

4.70

3.70

2.40

49.5

20.3

3.54

0.02

0.15

0.73

0

0.346

1.431

0

1.07

2.75

0.25

2.38

0.41

2.22

0.15

50.53

23.64

10.07

50.53

24.46

10.65

COEe are Roth-Amb’s total COE with low externalities.
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It should be noted that in an effort to minimize a major environmental externality, global warming, 

the U.S. Department of Energy is now investing a $4 billion plus effort in carbon capture and storage 

(CCS) technologies that first starts with oxygen-blown coal gasification. DOE funds will be matched 

by about $7 billion from the coal and utility industry. This effort could bring up to ten commercial 

demonstration projects online by 2016. The goal of the program is to provide the information needed to 

evaluate whether such CCS technologies are commercially deployable.

Mercury emission control has recently become mandatory for coal fired plants. Injecting activated 

carbon as a sorbent to capture flue gas mercury has shown the most promise as a near-term mercury 

control technology. The process is still in its early stages and its effectiveness under varied conditions 

(e.g., fuel properties, flue gas temperatures, and trace-gas constituents) is still being investigated.

Bioenergy and Biochar

During the first decade of the 21st century, the most widely pursued sources of renewable biofuels 

were fermentation of corn or corn stover leading to ethanol, anaerobic digestion of animal waste yield-

ing methane, and compression of plant seeds to extract bio-oil. Since this Solid Waste to Energy by 

Advanced Thermal Technologies (SWEATT) work is focused on advanced thermal technologies (ATTs), 

we refer the reader to the literature on these non-thermal conversion methods. This section is largely 

devoted to the economic, environmental, and energy (EEE) impacts on SWEATT that the production of 

“pyro-char” or “black carbon” may have. These terms can be used to include many solid pyrolysis prod-

ucts that might serve as charcoal, biochar, or activated carbon. Charcoal and activated carbon are well 

documented in the technical literature. However, the literature on biochar is just developing. Biochar 

applications have recently inspired an International Biochar Initiative, a community of scientists and 

enthusiasts that envision large-scale conversion of waste biomass into biochar while generating energy 

at the same time.[40,41] This biochar can be applied to soils, both enhancing soil fertility and mitigating 

climate change by sequestering CO2 drawn from the atmosphere.

Charcoal was used as early as 5000 BCE in the smelting of copper, and 2000 years later, it became 

commonplace in the smelting of iron and bronze. Charcoal was burned to produce temperatures in 

excess of 1000°C that are needed to produce these alloys. Other uses include blacksmith forges and 

household cooking, in which maximal heat with minimal smoke is desirable, and the filtering and 

removal of impurities such as in the spirit or sugar processing industries. Charcoal was commonly made 

in covered conical piles of wood, sometimes covered with earth, constructed so as to exclude air, thus 

attaining greater yields of charcoal. Its large-scale production is presumed to have led to widespread 

deforestation of Europe and Eastern North America in the 18th century, until coal supplanted charcoal 

as an industrial fuel.

In an extensive review, Antal and Gronli[42] have summarized knowledge of the production and 

 properties of charcoal that has been accumulated over the past 38,000 years. They point out that  biomass 

carbonization can be carried out, leading to high char yields (~30%) by the manipulation of pressure, 

moisture content, and gas flow involved in the process. The review also provides a good summary 

of measurements of the heat of pyrolysis from various plant feedstock that range from +0.7 MJ/kg 

 (exothermic) to –0.3 MJ/kg (endothermic). When viewed in the light of the fact that the higher heat-

ing values (HHV) for most dry biomass are about 17 MJ/kg and pure carbon is 32 MJ/kg, it should be 

clear that, in any case, the heat cost of pyrolysis is small compared to the heat content of the feedstock. 

However, in various practical biomass pyrolysis arrangements, component system losses need to be 

kept as small as possible so that acceptable conversion efficiencies from the feedstock to the desired 

form of energy are achieved.

Conventional combustion technologies, or even advanced combustion systems, when applied to 

biomass/solid waste (SW), leave little carbon in the fly or bottom ash. Thus, it might be difficult to 

adapt these technologies to the useful production of pyro-char products. Air-blown partial com-

bustion and oxygen-blown partial combustion systems might be adapted since they essentially take 
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advantage of substoichiometric combustion to produce CO fuel rather than CO2 and, depending upon 

the oxygen content of the feedstock, could leave a substantial carbon residue. The solid char residues 

produced during forest fires are an example of natural combustion under limited oxygen conditions. 

The charred woods and plastics remaining after building fires are further examples of limited oxygen 

combustion. An extensive technical literature is available on fire and fire protection technology that 

could be drawn upon if carbonization again becomes a widespread technology. Pyro-char or black 

carbon, when produced intentionally in partial combustion gasifiers or more efficiently in indirectly 

heated pyrolyzers, is now being referred to as “biochar.” Some uses of biochar are quite ancient, while 

others are quite recent.[40–47]

It is only fairly recently that another ancient use of biochar has come to the wider attention of 

environmental scientists. Terra preta are small plots (20 ha, on average) of highly fertile Amazonian 

soils, enriched in organic carbon and nutrients, that are surrounded by Oxisols, typical of tropical 

soils, that are extremely depleted in nutrients and organic matter. Because terra preta are associ-

ated with high concentrations of charcoal and ceramic fragments, and can be dated to have formed 

between 800 BCE and 500 ACE, they are presumed to be anthropogenic, made either intentionally 

by some method of slash and char forestry for agricultural purposes or accidentally through the 

dumping of kitchen fire wastes over long time periods.[41] This discovery has inspired the current 

“biochar movement” and interest in identifying optimum methods of producing and using biochar. 

It is recognized that the optimum characteristics of biochar are still uncertain and are the subject 

of research.

The unique properties of some biochar, particularly its high adsorption capacity, can be attributed 

to its high surface-specific surface area (SA) as well as its surficial functional group content. Although 

charcoal can be “activated,” that is, altered with physical or chemical treatment or by “carbonization,” 

heating above 800°C, to produce extremely high SAs or oxidized surfaces, even non-activated biochars 

can possess some of these features. Biochar SA tends to increase with pyrolysis temperature but start-

ing biomass type and pyrolysis atmosphere and duration of heating will also play a role. For example, 

Zimmerman[48] has reported N2-BET SA of less than 13 m2/g for a variety of biomass types pyrolyzed at 

400°C (3 hr), including grasses as well as softwoods and hardwoods. At 525°C, SA ranged from 31 to 

501 m2/g, and at 650°C, 220–550 m2/g. Between 800°C and 1000°C, SA of between 400 and 1000 m2/g are 

commonly recorded by Downie et al.[44] These measurements, however, include only pores larger than a 

few nanometers (nm) in diameter. Surface present within micropores (pores smaller than about 1.5 nm 

in diameter), measured using CO2 sorptometry, have yielded SA in the range of 160 to 650 m2/g and have 

been found to be more strongly related to the ability of a biochar to sorb low molecular weight organic 

compounds and cations.[40,50]

One can envision a number of possible ways in which the sorbent properties of biochar could be uti-

lized. First, much as activated carbons have been used for many centuries in a wide variety of industrial 

process that require the adsorption of noxious, odorous, or colored substances from gases or liquids, 

biochar could be used as a low-cost alternative, especially in circumstances where large volumes of 

material are required. Much like activated carbon,[51] biochar can be powdered to increase SA or granu-

lated for use in fixed bed filtration systems. Although somewhat lower in SA and, thus, sorption capacity 

compared to activated carbons, its characteristics can be tuned via production conditions, for sorption 

of specific components. For example, biochar made from anaerobically digested bagasse has been shown 

to be a superior sorbent of metal including lead.[52] Its most cost-effective industrial use is likely to be in 

the areas of primary or secondary water treatment or in contaminant remediation as reactive media for 

surficial or subsurface permeable barriers such as trenches, wall barriers, funnels and gates, or landfill 

bottom linings. In all these cases, both the biochar C and the adsorbed C may be sequestered from the 

atmosphere and, thus, may be considered an additional C sink, or at least an avoided C source. With 

the 2010 EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) limitations on mercury emissions from coal plants 

and municipal waste incinerators, one might anticipate a large market increase for mercury-adsorbing 

activated or nonactivated carbons.
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Much as black-carbon-enriched soil such as terra preta in the Amazon has been prized for centuries 

for its ability to produce sustained enhanced crop yields, it is presumed that biochar amendments to soil, 

if carried out properly, can increase soil fertility in both the United States and perhaps more critically in 

the third world where soil depletion is reaching critical levels. Some biochars have high cation exchange 

capacity, lending it the ability to adsorb and retain such essential plant nutrients as nitrate, ammonium, 

calcium, and potassium.[43,46] Biochars have also been shown to adsorb the critical anionic nutrient 

phosphate, though the chemical mechanism for this is unclear. Other positive agricultural effects may 

include better soil moisture retention and the encouragement of unique microbial populations that may 

be beneficial to plant growth.[53] Thus, while not yet shown on a large-scale basis, biochar amendment 

may reduce a farmer’s costs for fertilizer and irrigation, while reducing runoff of environmentally dam-

aging nutrients into surrounding surface waters and groundwater (cultural eutrophication) and reliance 

on inorganic fertilizers made using energy from fossil fuels (another CO2 source).

A recent life-cycle assessment (LCA) study assessed the energy and carbon impacts of four biochar-

cropping systems.[47] They found that, for late and early corn stover, switch grass, and yard waste as 

biomass feedstock sources, the net energy generated was +4116, +3044, +4899, and +4043 MJ t–1 dry 

feedstock, respectively. Most of the energy consumed was in either agrochemicals or feedstock dry-

ing, and most of the energy yield was in syngas heat. Net greenhouse gas emissions were negative for 

both stover types and yard waste, with the majority of the total reductions, 62%–66%, realized from C 

sequestration by the biochar. For switch grass, however, land use change and field emissions were high 

enough to drive net emissions to positive. The main conclusion of this LCA analysis was that the energy 

and carbon impact of small-scale use of pyrolysis systems using yard waste is the most economically 

favorable at this time. However, many numbers used in these calculations were, by necessity, broad esti-

mates. Much more research is required to improve the inputs to these types of models.

Because of biochar’s environmental stability, conversion of biomass to biochar represents a long-

term transfer from a C pool rapidly cycling between biomass and the atmosphere to a pool held 

sequestered within soils or even aquatic sediments. Conversion of 1% of all biomass to biochar each 

year could reduce the atmosphere CO2 by 10% in only 14 years (assuming 50% conversion efficiency 

and no biochar C degradation). These figures are certain not realistic, however. First, it has been 

shown that biochars degrade abiotically as well as microbially at rates ranging from C half-lives of 

a few 100 years (for lower-temperature chars, particularly those made from grasses) to 105 years for 

higher-temperature chars with additional losses to be expected from leaching. Second, the amount of 

biomass that could be reasonably used as feedstock without using major quantities of fossil fuels in the 

process of gathering and transportation, and without endangering soil stocks, habitat, or human food 

resource security (i.e., without land-use conversion), is likely in the range of 2.27 Pg C yr–1.[55] Aside 

from C sequestration and enhanced crop growth, further reduction in greenhouse gas concentration 

and associated climate change may be obtained via reductions in methane (CH4) production associ-

ated with waste land filling and suppression of nitrous oxide (N2O) production when biochar is added 

to soils[43,46] and energy extraction. Using this estimate of maximum sustainable feedstock generation 

and accounting for all possible benefits, biochar production could potentially offset a maximum of 

12% of current anthropogenic CO2-C equivalent emissions each year.[54] Another interesting finding 

of this study was that the greatest environmental benefits are to be had by the biochar approach in 

regions of infertile soils or where water resources are scarce. However, where soils are already fertile, 

and particularly in regions where coal emissions can be offset, bioenergy (see next section) may be a 

better approach.

It is hoped that production of biochars or application of biochar to soils may soon qualify as a “carbon 

offset” or be traded on the open market should a “C cap and trade” policy be implemented. The biochar 

concept has received formal political support in the U.S. and globally. The U.S. 2008 Farm Bill estab-

lished the first federal-level policy in support of biochar production and utilization programs nation-

ally and biochar has been included in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UN-FCCC in Dec. 2009).
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Bio-Liquid Fuels

Intensive use of liquid petroleum products, particularly diesel and gasoline, by automobiles, trucks, 

airplanes, trains, and ships in the 20th century drew down national and global reserves to the point 

that energy security has become a major concern of the United States, other industrial countries, and 

the globe in general. During this same period, CO2, the major product of hydrocarbon combustion, has 

further increased from its preindustrial level of 280 ppm to its current level of 385 ppm. Global warming 

is now emerging as the biggest environmental problem of the 21st century and “What to do about CO2” 

is the biggest environmental question.[56–59]

Producing liquid fuels from plants could potentially mitigate both security and environmental prob-

lems in countries that have land available that is not in food production. Plants use the sun’s energy, the 

atmosphere’s CO2, and the soil’s H2O to make carbohydrates such as cellulosic matter and lignin. When 

biomass, or a converted form of it, is combusted (oxidized), the CO2 is returned to the atmosphere as 

a part of a short-term cycle that can be considered carbon neutral. On the other hand, combustion of 

coal and petroleum fossil fuels adds CO2 that had been extracted by plants from ancient atmospheres to 

today’s atmosphere.

In contrast to solid and gaseous fuels, the convenience of energy storage and transfer makes liquid 

fuels much more useful in the transportation sector. Because ethanol, pyrolysis oil, vegetable oil, and 

biodiesel are biomass-derived liquid fuels that are closer to carbon neutral, they are now under rap-

idly increasing consideration as replacements of or supplements to conventional diesel and gasoline. 

The high monetary value of liquid fuels is illustrated in Table 2. Table 7 lists typical properties of these 

liquid fuels.

Technologies to convert plant simple sugars to ethanol go back to the beginnings of the wine, beer, 

and liquor industries thousands of years ago. In recent years, genetic manipulation[60] has led to microbes 

that can convert cellulose to ethanol as well. We refer the reader to the extensive biochemical literature 

for such recent developments. As compared to ethanol, vegetable oil, biodiesel and diesel in Table 7 have 

about twice the energy/volume, important in transportation applications.

The properties of pyrolysis oils vary over wide ranges depending upon the feedstock, the rate of heat-

ing, the temperature reached, catalysts used if any, the speed of quenching after the polymeric bonds 

are broken, and other specifics of the thermal processing. Fluidized bed systems with fast heat transfer 

followed by rapid quenching produce bio-oil yields ranging from 50% to 75% of feedstock weight, with 

pyro-gas and pyro-char representing most of the remainder material. Extensive R&D efforts are now 

underway to upgrade pyro-oils into more energy dense, water-free, and oxygen-reduced liquid fuels.[61]

Since the 1973 oil embargo, vegetable oils such as corn, soybean, canola, rapeseed, sunflower, palm, 

and coconut have been given serious consideration for liquid fuels.[62] In effect, this would be a return to 

what Rudolf Diesel used with his first compression ignition engine (CIE). Used vegetable oil from fast-

food restaurants has become a favorite inexpensive source of such feedstock. The high viscosity of most 

vegetable oils presents CIE problems, but these problems can be overcome by suitable preheaters. Since 

the supply of used vegetable oil is limited, there has been rising interest in high-yield, non-food vegetable 

oils, such as Jatropha, Camelina, flax, and algae that can be grown on marginal lands.

TABLE 7 Some Key Properties of Biomass-Derived Liquid Fuels and Diesel

Fuel C (wt%) H (wt%) O (wt%) HV (MJ/kg) Density (kg/m3) E/vol (GJ/m3) Visc. cs

Ethanol 52.2 13.0 34.8 22.6 790 17.9 1.1

Pyro-oil

Vegetable oil

Biodiesel

~45

74.5

79.0

~8

10.6

12.9

~47

10.8

8.0

~18

40.4

41.2

~1000

906

920

~18

36.6

37.9

var.

46.7

4.7

Diesel 87 13 0 45.3 852 38.6 3.2
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The trend in bio-oil production is now towards converting vegetable oil to low-viscosity biodiesel by 

mixing it with an alcohol and a catalyst. In this esterification process, the oil’s glycerin is replaced by the 

alcohol, making a mono-alkyl ester, which greatly reduces the viscosity and slightly increases the HHV. 

Biodiesel can be used in unmodified diesel engines as a sole fuel or in mixtures with diesel. Emissions 

of sulfur oxides and other regulated pollutants, apart from NOx, are generally lower from biodiesel than 

from conventional diesel. Since biodiesel is derived from plants that were made with solar energy, it is 

considered approximately carbon neutral.

Several states are initiating non-food vegetable oil programs to meet transportation needs beginning 

with the fuel needs of agriculture and particularly the needs of the individual farmer. In the Pacific 

Northwest, canola (rapeseed) has[63] and is being studied but not yet adopted on a large scale because 

revenues from growing canola are generally somewhat lower than that from wheat. The differential is 

currently being subsidized in the form of a federal blender’s credit of $1.00 per gallon to jump-start this 

new industry.

In Texas, flax, an annual plant and prolific biomass producer, is now under consideration as a source 

of vegetable oil for transportation applications. Flaxseed has long been used as the source of linseed oil, 

which is used as a component of many wood-finishing and other industrial products and as a nutritional 

supplement. In a description of recent developments by a Texas A&M researcher,[64] “It’s kind of like 

[Texas] is coming full circle. Flax was grown on about 400,000 acres in the 1950s and Texas AgriLife 

Research at A&M had an active flax breeding program. Those varieties were known nationwide for hav-

ing good cold tolerance. That’s what we needed, a flax variety that was something you could plant in the 

fall, survive the winter, avoid late freezes, and produce seed in the spring. Now we’re evaluating this as a 

possible biodiesel product or (one which) could be used in the vegetable oil industry.”[64]

Florida is developing a bio-oil production program utilizing Camelina sativa planted on non-food-

producing land.[65] When Camelina seed is cold pressed, 30% (by weight) oil is obtainable. The resulting 

pressed cake called meal has oil content between 10% and 12% (by weight) that can also be extracted with 

organic solvents, but this process is expensive. For biodiesel production to be economically competitive, 

it is essential to minimize production costs and maximize all potential revenue streams. The use of the 

meal as animal feed is one such stream. However, if non-food vegetable oil ever reaches its full transpor-

tation potential, the seed meal and plant residue would far exceed what could be consumed by existing 

cattle herds. With current budget deficits, the prospects for adequate subsidies in the future are not favor-

able. Thus, additional services or commodities must be developed to generate additional revenues.

In the spirit of this overall study of SWEATT, the use of on-site SWEATT systems to extract addi-

tional liquid fuel, energy, biochar, and specialty chemicals from the waste generated in a farmer’s overall 

bio-oil production cycle warrants careful consideration. The meal produced by pressing the canola, flax, 

or Camelina seed and the plant stover could be dried and continuously fed into an on-site pyrolyzer 

yielding thermal energy, pyro-oil, biochar, and possibly activated carbon or other valuable products. The 

biochar then could be used together with local biosolids from wastewater sewage to restore or improve 

the farmer’s soil. The pyro-oil could be collected and distilled off-site into additional transportation fuel 

and chemicals.[61] The thermal energy can be used on-site for heating, drying, hot water, and steam and 

other farm applications. Along with biochar and a productive outlet for sewage sludge (sometimes called 

biosolids) and its otherwise unusable water, such a comprehensive strategic program could provide cost-

competitive renewable liquid fuel alternatives to diesel from imported petroleum.

The production of biodiesel in the United States increased from 75 million gallons in 2005 to 

250  million gallons in 2006 and 450 million gallons in 2007, with an expected capacity of well over 1000 

million gallons in the next few years.[66] This is still a small rate compared to over 60,000 million gallons 

of petroleum-based diesel consumed in the United States in 2009.

Sewage sludge represents a potentially large source of fatty acids for biodiesel production. After com-

pletion of the treatment cycle inside a sewage plant, these biosolids can be chemically processed to 

extract a biodiesel.[66,67] The waste residual solid and liquid can still serve for soil fertility enhancement 

thanks to its nitrogen, phosphate, and other mineral components.
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The displacement of petroleum diesel can be further hastened and increased substantially with ren-

dered animal fats, using thermal animal fat rendering technology, advanced greatly in 1811 by the French 

chemist Chevault. This technology has been further advanced by recent research and development.[68]

Recycling and SWEATT

Waste to energy is viewed by some groups as a threat to recycling, but the opposite is more likely the 

case. Municipal or institutional recycling programs in which the household sorts the SW for collective 

pickup can actually help maximize the return on waste components and minimize environmental prob-

lems. For example, if, at a given time, waste newspaper has no recycling value but, instead represents a 

disposal cost, preprocessing it for use as dry high-energy feedstock for SWEATT systems could be the 

optimum response. In effect, the marketplace could decide whether to recycle via the material recovery 

route or via an energy or fuel recovery route. Separation at the source generally requires simpler, less 

expensive preprocessing technologies than if all the waste sorting was carried out at the SWEATT plant. 

Sorting at the source also lends itself to a front-end pollution prevention program in which problem 

materials are separated and directed to hazardous waste facilities.[69,70]

Recycling with sorting at the source also facilitates application of beneficial feedstock-blending strat-

egies. The analytical semi-empirical model (ASEM) study shows that polyethylene can serve as a rich 

source of energetic hydrogenic compounds. Thus, blending this plastic with biomass in a SWEATT 

pyrolysis system is expected to yield more energetic pyro-gas or pyro-liquid fuels and higher heat out-

puts than simple biomass. This has been demonstrated in high-temperature (1000°C) intermediate 

(between slow and fast) pyrolysis processing of Meals Ready to Eat (MRE) waste in which the heating 

value of the pyro-gas measured about 900 Btu/ft3, quite close to the 980 Btu/ft3 of natural gas. Food 

waste pyrolysis generally is expected to yield a low HHV pyro-gas (<150 Btu/ft3). The high HHV of MRE 

pyrolysis is due to the large percentage of the ethylene monomer (C2H4) contributed by polyethylene 

plastic packaging. Plastics are used extensively in modern agriculture[71] and, after a growing season, 

present either a disposal problem or a good SWEATT feedstock blending opportunity. Alternatively, 

since plastics melt at relatively low temperatures, a sorting–recycling program together with very low 

temperature pyrolysis can relatively easily restore hydrocarbon plastics to liquid fuel forms.[72]

A Biomass Alliance with Natural Gas is a promising fuel blending strategy. Partial combustion 

gasifiers using biomass feedstock produce a low heating gas (~150 Btu/ ft3) that will result in de-rating 

a natural gas-designed turbine-generator system. Coutilizing the biomass pyro-gas with natural gas 

can insure that the input energy requirement matches the output needs at least until the maximum 

rating of the generator is required. In a SW/biomass alliance with natural gas, an additional option 

becomes available when the SW comes from a recycling community. Then, the utility as a means of 

getting a richer gas to follow peak loads without calling upon the full use of natural gas might prepare 

and store high-energy plastics for increased use during times of high electricity demand. Another 

type of co-use strategy might be profitable if natural gas prices are low (≤$4/MMBtu) as they were 

at the end of 2011 and biodiesel is high (≥ $35/MMBtu). Then, the SWEATT system should be con-

figured and operated and use the pyro gas yield supplemented by cheap natural gas to maximize the 

most valued pyro-liquid and pyro-chemical yields.[73] Many other opportunities for efficient co-use of 

domestic resources are described in the Proceedings of an International Conference on Co-utilization 

of Domestic Fuels.[6]

SWEATT: Summary and Conclusions

The acronym SWEATT was inspired by the senior author’s (A.G.) recollection of Winston Churchill’s 

historic call to arms in the darkest hours of World War II while admitting “I have nothing to offer but 

blood, toil, tears, and sweat.” Today, the energy, environmental, economic, and security (EEES) prob-

lems of many nations are such as to bring to mind the problems of the World War II era and the need 
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for bold imaginative solutions. The sustainable supplies of now wasted solids particularly in the United 

States that have an annual energy potential comparable to the total primary energy supply (TPES) con-

tributed by coal as well as the TPES contributed by natural gas is a resource that should be a component 

of these solutions. Converting this SWEATT could multiply its current contribution to the U.S. TPES 

by a factor of about 10.

With low-energy density feedstock, minimizing transportations costs is very important. Thus, in 

addition to robust thermal technologies that can handle municipal solid waste (MSW), small on-site 

SWEATT systems have a particularly important role to play. Such systems should soon be available to 

harvest the energy and valuable chemicals in many of the SW categories listed in Table 1, most of which 

are greenhouse gas neutral and could gainfully be processed on-site, Table 1 does not list oil shale or 

tar sands in the United States that could substantially increase the available “solid waste” tonnage to 

address the U.S. need for liquid transportation fuels. A 2005 Rand study[74] shows that low temperature 

pyrolysis could be used to extract oils from domestic oil shale. The same can be said about hydraulic 

fracturing for the production of both oil and natural gas. Indeed this “fracking” might evolve as a big 

game changer if environmental concerns can be mitigated.

Marginal agricultural lands not in food production that could grow hardy, high-yield, fast-growing 

vegetable oil crops or can be improved to do so represent another form of waste that is gaining atten-

tion to solve energy security and climate change problems and particularly the need for biodiesel. 

Demonstration programs to date look favorable but the biodiesel price comes out higher than con-

ventional diesel (see Table 2). Thus, it is important in such operations to generate additional revenue 

streams or to lower the costs of production. On-site SWEATT systems that convert the pressed seeds 

(meal) and plant residual (stover) into valuable pyro-oil, biochar, and thermal energy and reduce 

waste disposal costs could potentially make biodiesels more price competitive with diesel distilled 

from petroleum. It must be recognized, however, that imported petroleum is priced by cartels rather 

than a free market, Hence, countries poorly endowed with petroleum resources should not abandon 

biodiesel RD&D efforts or subsidies whenever this cartel to regain market share drastically lowers its 

price as in 1986.

Japan, a country with an outstanding sustainability record, has established the technical and envi-

ronmental feasibility of large-scale conversion of SW to energy with thermal pyrolysis and gasifica-

tion systems.[75] This should allay the concerns of environmentalists and risk-averse utility decision 

makers in other countries. A recent comprehensive report on the environmental performance of 

thermal conversion technologies throughout the world[76] identified more than 100 facilities that are 

using conversion technologies to convert MSW (mainly biomass) for energy production. The study 

used independently validated emissions data from operating facilities in five nations and found that 

pyrolysis and gasification facilities currently operating throughout the world with waste feedstocks 

meet each of their air quality emission limits. With few exceptions, most meet all of the current 

emission limits mandated in California, the United States, the European Union, and Japan. In the 

case of toxic air contaminants (dioxins/furans and mercury), every process evaluated met the most 

stringent emission standards worldwide. Facilities with advanced environmental controls are very 

likely to meet regulatory requirements in California. Thus, the report concludes that thermochemical 

conversion technologies possess unique characteristics that as a part of an integrated waste manage-

ment system can generate useful energy and substantially reduce the amount of material that must 

be landfilled.

Finally, the following are our main conclusions:

The United States and most industrial nations are excessively reliant on imported oil for their liquid 

fuels and imported natural gas for their gaseous fuels.

The United States is well endowed with solid coal and oil shale, which can be converted into useful 

liquid and gaseous fuels by ATTs to mitigate its energy security problem, albeit not its problem of exces-

sive CO2 emissions.
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The United States is also well endowed (~2 billion dry tons) with many forms of carbon-neutral forms 

of SW that can be converted to natural gas supplements, bio-liquid fuels, thermal energy, and pyro-char 

by on-site SWEATT systems.

ATTs are the fastest and most efficient SW to energy conversion methods. The high volatile con-

tent of biomass makes high-temperature pyrolysis of the biomass component of SW a direct form of 

gasification.

• If environmental and security externalities are included, renewable energy often compete with 

fossil fuel energy.

Approximate analytic representations of cost of electricity vs. the important controlling variables can be 

helpful in making SWEATT policy decisions in the face of highly volatile natural gas prices and uncer-

tainties as to values assigned to externalities.

• Co-use of volatiles from the pyrolysis of SW with natural gas can be useful in overcoming a num-

ber of EEE problems.

SWEATT generally results in lower harmful emissions than traditional high-temperature waste to 

energy systems (incinerators).

• Given a free biomass source such as SW, SWEATT becomes cost competitive with NGCC energy 

production systems when NG fuel prices are above about $4/ MMBtu.

• Blending feedstock and including inexpensive catalysts can enhance production of energy and 

high-valued products.

Many areas of engineering research will be needed to optimize SWEATT systems.

The solid residuals of SWEATT, biochar, have potential value as soil amendments to boost fertility 

and as industrial and environmental adsorbents.

• The biochar dimension offers promise of achieving systems with carbon negativity. Thus, the 

economic profitability of pyrolysis SWEATT systems could be hastened if and when “C credits” 

or “C trading” becomes available.[40,41]

• Optimizing the production of pyro-char products and its characteristics for specific needs could 

enhance the economic and environmental benefits of SWEATT systems without greatly reducing 

its energy benefits.

• SWEATT can be used in parallel with other fuel-generating enterprises such as biodiesel produc-

tion and presorted waste recycling operations to increase cost- competitiveness and maximize 

environmental benefit.

• At present, biochar might only deliver climate change mitigation benefits and be environmen-

tally and financially viable as a distributed system using waste biomass, i.e., small-scale on-site 

SWEATT.[47]

Finally, the authors conclude that applications of SWEATT can play a significant role in the variety of 

solutions that will be needed to address today’s EEES problems.
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Nomenclature and Acronyms Used in Chapter 

ABPC Air Blown Partial Combustion

ACE Analytical Cost Estimation

AGIR Antares Group Inc. Report

Ar Aromatics

ASEM Analytical Semi-Empirical Model

ATT Advanced Thermal Technologies

BTU British Thermal Units

CCTL Clean Combustion Technology Lab

CHP Combined Heat and Power

CIE Compressed Ignition Engines

DANSF Dry Ash, Nitrogen and Sulfur Free

EU European Union

FC Fixed Carbon

GACE Generalized Analytic Cost Estimation

HHV Higher Heating Values

HRSG Heat Recovery Steam Generator

ICE Internal Combustion Engines

IGCC Integrated Gasifier Combined Cycle

MSW Municipal Solid Waste

NGCC Natural Gas-Fired Combined Cycle

NPHR Net Plant Heat Rate

OBPC Oxygen Blown Partial Combustion

OFC Omnivorous Feedstock Converter

PES Primary Energy Supplies

PNA Polynuclear Aromatics

PYRO Pyrolysis Systems

QES Quaternary Energy Supply quads Quadrillion BTUs

RDF Refuse Derived Fuels

SES Secondary Energy Supplies

SW Solid Waste

SWANG Solid Waste Alliance with Natural Gas

SWEATT Solid Waste to Energies by Advanced Thermal Technologies

TES Tertiary Energy Supply

TPES Total Primary Energy Supply

VT Volatiles

WEC Waste to Energy Conversion
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Energy: Walls and 

Windows

Therese Stovall 

Introduction

The building envelope protects you from the weather, separating the indoor air that you have paid to 

heat or cool from the outdoor air. The walls, roofs, and windows form the major surfaces of this enve-

lope. Energy travels through these surfaces along many paths and in many forms, such as unintended 

air leakage through a wall or sunlight streaming through a window. We can improve the energy effi-

ciency of the building envelope if we carefully consider all of these energy pathways.

Here, we are focusing on energy efficiency, but keep in mind that each part of the building envelope 

performs multiple jobs under challenging conditions. The roof keeps out rain, hail, and snow; bakes 

in the hot summer sun; freezes in the cold winter night; and must be sturdy enough to survive a work-

man’s boots. The walls must repel the rain, hold up the roof, stop the wind, and provide a rigid support 

for windows and doors. The windows have to let in the light, allow ventilation when they are open, 

and keep out drafts when they are shut. Any change we make to the building envelope to conserve 

energy must account for these multiple functions and the complex interactions between the envelope 

components.

Resistance to heat transfer is often expressed as an R-value. For a complete description of R-values and 

their use, please refer to the DOE Insulation Fact Sheet (http://www.ornl.gov/roofs+walls/insulation).

Building Types

Buildings fall into two main classes: high-rise and low-rise. The high-rise buildings are typically  custom 

engineered with structural steel frames. Low-rise buildings are typically divided into commercial, 

 low-rise multifamily, and single-family buildings. The high-rise, commercial, and low-rise multifamily 
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buildings are more likely to have low-slope (often mislabeled as “flat”) roofs, whereas the single-family 

houses are more likely to have pitched or steep-sloped roofs.

Construction methods can be roughly grouped according to the portion of the assembly performed 

on site and the portion performed at a factory. With today’s engineered wood products and premade 

trusses, few buildings are strictly built on site; but we still refer to a stick-built building as the one where 

the greatest part of the assembly takes part on the construction site. At the other end of the spectrum 

are manufactured buildings that can be moved from one site to another with relatively little effort. In 

the middle are factory-built modular buildings and panelized construction. A factory-built modular 

building typically includes one or more modules that are placed on a permanent foundation. In some 

modular buildings, the windows are installed after the modules have been installed. A panelized build-

ing is closer to the site-built model, but will have major wall, floor, or foundation sections prebuilt and 

delivered to the site.

Every building must conform to local building codes, which can limit the material choices or con-

struction methods. Many local building codes now include energy conservation clauses or incorporate 

the Model Energy Code or the International Energy Conservation Code.[1]

Walls

The walls make up most of the exterior surface area of many buildings and therefore the energy trans-

ported through these surfaces is very important. Wall issues vary according to the building type. A 

framed building is constructed with a wood or metal skeleton that provides structural support to both 

the building and all the other wall components. A framed wall is characterized by numerous parallel 

heat paths and multiple layers of different materials. A non-framed building uses bulk material, such as 

masonry or adobe, to provide the structural support. This type of building is characterized by a more 

homogenous heat path and relatively few layers of materials.

For either type of building, the connections between the wall and the roof and between the wall 

and the foundation are important construction details from an energy conservation standpoint. These 

connections can provide unintended air passageways and may be overlooked in the overall insulation 

scheme. An air drywall approach is an effective way to limit air leakage from walls, roofs, and win-

dows. Here, a rubber gasket is fitted along the perimeter of the window frame and along the exterior 

wall’s base board and ceiling plate to compensate for openings that occur as the wood changes shape 

with time. The gasket, once placed, seals against the drywall gypsum board and makes an airtight 

barrier.

Whether the wall is built on a frame or constructed from masonry, there is a wide selection of exte-

rior siding choices. These include brick; wood, fiber cement, or vinyl siding; or an exterior insulation 

finish system (EIFS). For all of these facades, repelling rain and wind is often more complex than it 

looks. For example, a brick wall looks like a solid surface, but the mortar joints provide capillary paths 

for moisture, especially when subjected to wind-driven rain. Similar pathways exist for other cladding 

materials. For this reason, air gaps are often provided behind the outermost wall layer. Depending on 

the vent/drain arrangement, this may provide a true pressure-equalized rain screen or a simple break in 

the capillary path. Old-fashioned wood lap siding is a good example of a simple rain screen, as shown in 

Figure 1. The small air gap behind each wood layer is well vented and drained to the outside, so that the 

air pressure within the air gap is equal to the air pressure outside the wall. This pressure equalization 

reduces the moisture moving into the air space, and therefore reduces the amount of moisture available 

to penetrate the rest of the wall.[2,3]

Proper moisture management is important for energy conservation for two reasons. First, unman-

aged moisture must be removed by additional ventilation, which entails the energy load needed to heat 

and cool the additional air mass. Second, moist building materials will always have a higher thermal 

conductivity than dry materials. When wet, some insulation materials become matted and lose the 

greater part of their insulating value.
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Every wall system stores energy. This storage quality is called “thermal mass.” The thermal mass can 

reduce the amount of heat lost or gained through the wall whenever the outdoor temperature varies 

above and below the indoor temperature on a daily basis. This occurs during the spring, summer, and 

fall for most of the United States, and during the winter as well for the southern regions. The relative 

benefit of thermal mass is therefore determined by both the wall properties and the climate. A wood-

framed wall has very little thermal mass compared with a masonry wall. One study compared the energy 

consumed by a house with traditional wood-framed walls with a house constructed with masonry walls 

for six cities. Depending on the location and wall thickness, the more massive wall reduced the house-

hold energy use by an amount equal to increasing the traditional wall’s thermal resistance by 10%–50%, 

with the savings greatest in Denver and Phoenix and least in Miami.[4]

Although we typically think of the exterior walls when we think about energy losses, the interior 

walls are also important. Air enters the wall cavity through a number of penetrations, some visible and 

some not. Holes made in the drywall to accommodate electrical outlets and plumbing connections also 

allow uncontrolled airflow. Other gaps are often present at the floor–wall and floor–ceiling connections. 

Therefore, it is important to provide a continuous top plate above every wall cavity. This top plate sepa-

rates the interior wall cavity from the attic space, thus preventing a free flow of conditioned air from 

your house into the attic.

In addition to the energy used to heat and cool a building, energy is also embodied in the building 

materials and expended in the construction process. Among low-rise residential buildings, studies have 

FIGURE 1 Simple rain screen within a typical wood lap siding wall.
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shown that many of the building elements, including gypsum drywall, roofing materials, and carpet-

ing, are common to all the wall types. But the wall type still makes a significant difference in the over-

all energy embodied in the building, with a wood-framed house containing about 15% less embodied 

energy than either a metal-framed or concrete house.[5,6]

Wood-Framed Walls

Wall construction methods and materials vary somewhat according to the local climate and natural 

resources, but most walls in the United States are made from wood framing with insulation between 

the studs, drywall on the inner surface, and exterior sheathing layer(s) (Figure 2). The wall studs used 

are either nominal 2 × 4, with a 3.5-in. cavity depth, or nominal 2 × 6, with a 5.5-in. cavity depth. Cavity 

insulation options for new construction include batts, a blown-in mixture of a foam binder and loose-fill 

insulation, blown-in loose-fill insulation secured by nets, or blown-in foam insulation.[8] In commercial 

buildings, high-density batts are sometimes used to provide both thermal insulation and acoustical 

buffering. In retrofit situations, professional installers can blow loose-fill insulation into the wall cavities 

by drilling a series of holes through the interior or exterior facade between each pair of adjacent studs.

Energy flows through the wood studs more easily than through the surrounding insulation. Most 

walls contain much more framing than you would think, as shown in Figure 3. In addition to the studs, 

there is additional wood framing around each window, around each door, at each building corner, 

where the wall sits on the foundation, where the roof sits on the wall, where an interior wall meets an 

FIGURE 2 Typical wall structure for a wood-framed wall with brick cladding. 

Source: ASHRAE Special Publications (see Christian et al.[7])
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exterior wall, and between floors in a multistory building. When you combine all of these thermal “short 

circuits,” a wall (in a one-story ranch style house) filled with R11 insulation provides an overall perfor-

mance of only R9–R10. If you replace that insulation with foam in the wall cavity, thereby increasing the 

cavity insulation from R11 up to about R18, you get an overall performance of R13 or an increase that is 

about half of the increased insulation value. One way to improve the thermal performance of a wall is 

therefore to place insulation between the studs and the exterior surface of the wall. For example, adding 

only 1 in. (R5) of foam sheathing to the R10 wall brings its overall R-value up to R14 (Figure 4).

Advanced framing techniques are available which reduce the amount of lumber required. These 

methods reduce the energy losses through the framing and allow more room for insulation. Many of 

these techniques also provide for improved air sealing.[10]

FIGURE 3 Framing lies behind a significant portion of the wall area in many houses. 

Source: ASHRAE Special Publications (see Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, Remodeling, 

Measuring the Benefits of Home Remodeling[9]).

FIGURE 4 Whole wall R-values for wood-framed (nominal 2 × 4) walls on 16-in. centers with interior gypsum 

and exterior wood siding in a one-story ranch house.
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The wall sheathing provides a flat uniform surface to support the exterior air barrier, vapor retarder, 

and siding. If a wood product is used for the sheathing, it will also provide the structural stiffness 

needed at the building corners. If a foam insulation product is used instead, some form of additional 

bracing will be necessary at the corners. Sometimes a layer of foam is placed on top of a layer of wood 

product sheathing. This greatly improves the wall’s thermal resistance because that layer covers the 

thermal short circuits provided by the wood frame. However, this configuration can require extra care 

during the finishing process, with longer nails needed to fasten siding materials. Also, specialty brick 

ties will be needed if a brick decor is selected for finishing the wall.  

Steel-Framed Walls

Steel-framed walls share many of the characteristics of a wood-framed wall, but the steel components 

themselves have a very high thermal conductivity. Therefore, most steel-framed walls are built with 

a layer of foam sheathing to break that thermal pathway. There is also research underway to produce 

complex steel shapes to provide the structural support needed while providing a longer heat transfer 

pathway, and therefore greater thermal resistance.[11] Some metal-framed products also include an 

integral foam insulation element for the same reason. Connections between the walls and a steel-

framed roof can be problematic from an energy point of view, especially if the steel framing extends 

out in the eaves. Such arrangements act like the fins on a heat exchanger and can cause excessive 

energy consumption if appropriate insulation arrangements are not included in the design. Steel-

framed walls are most attractive where the heating loads are modest and where insect damage is more 

challenging.

Masonry Walls

Masonry walls can refer to walls with a masonry veneer, such as brick or stone, or to a wall where the 

masonry also provides the structural support, such as a poured concrete or concrete block wall. Such 

buildings are relatively resistant to the corrosive environment common near the ocean. Masonry also 

provides thermal mass that can both save energy and improve the interior comfort level in a hot climate 

with daily temperature swings. Aside from this thermal mass effect, masonry veneer walls share the 

same energy characteristics as other wood- or steel-framed walls.

Concrete Block and Poured Concrete

Full masonry walls are often used for foundations or basements. Whole houses built from masonry are 

popular in the warmer climates where termites and other insects are more populous. A full masonry 

wall can be built from concrete blocks or by pouring concrete into forms. For a load-bearing wall, steel 

reinforcement rods, or rebar, are used with either method to add strength. For a reinforced concrete 

block wall, reinforcing rods are placed vertically in the block cavities which are then filled with mortar. 

Steel wires or mesh are laid in the horizontal mortar joints to resist shear stress. In a poured concrete 

wall, the steel reinforcing rods are positioned both vertically and horizontally within the forms before 

the concrete is poured. Because these steel rods tend to be perpendicular to the heat transfer direction, 

they have little effect on the overall wall thermal resistance.

The thermal characteristics of a masonry wall vary, depending on the whether blocks or poured con-

crete is used and on the density of the concrete. But in general, the thermal resistance of the masonry 

portion of such walls will be very small, ranging from R1 to R2 for an 8-in. thick wall, even if the cores 

of a hollow concrete block are filled with perlite or vermiculite.[12] Foam board insulation, with a thermal 

resistance in the range of 5R/in. is often used to increase the total thermal resistance of a masonry wall 

and can be placed on the inside and/or the outside surface. The foam board must be covered by some 
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material with an appropriate fire rating, such as gypsum board. One study has shown that the thermal 

mass is more effective when the concrete is in good thermal contact with the interior building, i.e., when 

the insulation is placed on the outside of the wall.[13]

Autoclaved aerated concrete can be used in place of ordinary concrete for low-rise buildings. This 

type of concrete is much lighter than standard concrete, available in a variety of sizes and shapes, and 

may be reinforced. The autoclaved aerated concrete has a much higher R-value (1.25R/in.) than the stan-

dard concrete (0.05R/in.).[3] The overall R-value of a wall built with this material will depend on the 

shape and thickness of the concrete and on the thermal resistance of other wall components, such as air 

cavities. Several walls tested with aerated concrete (no facings applied), both in the traditional hollow 

concrete block and solid block forms, had R-values between 6 and 9.[14]

Precast Concrete

Walls can be made from reinforced concrete slabs that have been precast into the desired shape. 

Unless insulation is applied, these walls will have approximately the same thermal resistance as a 

site-poured concrete wall, i.e., about R1–R2 for an 8-in. thick wall. This construction method is more 

often used for larger buildings, such as apartment buildings or hospitals, but is also used for resi-

dential buildings. In the smaller buildings, the precast panels were first used for basement walls, but 

precast panels can be used for all exterior walls. The panels are precast and cured in the factory, thus 

avoiding weather limitations associated with pouring and curing concrete at the building site. The 

factory environment also allows the production of concrete that is stronger and more water resistant 

than site-poured concrete. Some of the panels are cast against foam insulation to improve the wall’s 

R-value. In addition to the steel reinforcing, these walls can be produced with cavities for electrical 

wiring and rough openings. Some of the panels have been designed to provide the appearance of 

bricks and limestone, so that a new building will blend into an existing urban neighborhood. A crane 

is usually used to place the precast panels on top of a bed of crushed stone. The panels are then con-

nected in place using weld joints or bolts and sealants. Installation for a typical residential unit can 

be completed in a single day.[15,16]

Insulated Concrete Forms

An insulated concrete form (ICF) wall is composed of a set of joined polystyrene or polyurethane 

forms that are filled with reinforced concrete, as shown in Figure 5. The joining methods vary from one 

manufacturer to another. Some have interlocking foam panels; others are linked with ties made from 

polypropylene or steel. The foam panels become a permanent part of the wall, providing a continuous 

layer of insulation on both the inner and outer wall surfaces. The concrete portion of the wall is rein-

forced with rebar positioned inside the forms before the concrete is poured to provide needed strength. 

The ICF walls can be covered on the outside with light-weight stucco, brick, or wood or vinyl siding. 

Gypsum board fastens onto the interior side. The attachment methods for these facing materials vary 

from one manufacturer to another. In the laboratory, the simple steady-state R-value of unfinished 

ICF walls varied from 12 to 18.[14] The time-varying effective energy performance of these walls is also 

determined by the temperature profile within the wall, which is improved by the walls’ well-insulated 

thermal mass. Therefore, the ICF wall design provides both greater thermal mass and a higher thermal 

resistance than a typical 2 × 4 frame wall. Although the airtightness of any wall system tends to vary 

depending upon the expertise of the construction crew, an ICF wall is generally more airtight than a 

wood-framed wall.

A variant of the ICF wall uses forms made from a polystyrene–cement composite. The composite 

walls may have a greater thermal mass, but provide a significantly lower steady-state thermal resistance 

(about R8 for one 10-in. thick configuration).[14]
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Adobe

In parts of the southwest, adobe walls are popular because they absorb and store the daytime heat until 

it can be released to the cooler night air. Traditional adobe bricks are sun-dried, not fired, mixtures of 

clay, sand, gravel, water, and straw or grass. (For fired or stabilized bricks that are made to look like 

adobe, see the previous section on concrete masonry). The traditional production method produces 

a brick that swells and shrinks depending on its fluctuating water content. Adobe walls are relatively 

fragile and must be sealed with a protective covering.

The low compressive strength of the adobe bricks leads to the use of very thick (10–30 in.) walls that 

are seldom more than two stories high. These thick solid walls provide significant thermal mass. The 

thermal mass effect is especially important because the steady-state thermal resistance of these walls is 

not very great. A 14-in. thick wall would have a thermal resistance of from R2 to R10, depending on the 

density and water content of the wall. Insulation can of course be added to the interior or exterior face 

of the wall if covered with an appropriate coating.[17]

Exterior Insulation Finish Systems

The EIFS can be placed on a wood- or steel-framed wall or a masonry wall. In this system, a layer of 

polystyrene board insulation, one or more inches thick, is applied to the wall which is then covered with 

multiple coatings that produce the finished appearance of stucco. This wall system provides a continu-

ous cover of insulation that breaks all the thermal short circuits associated with the framing materials 

and has the thermal advantage previously shown in Figure 4 for foam sheathing. The EIFS system has 

been and continues to be one of the most popular exterior claddings for commercial and institutional 

buildings. However, residential construction jobs often do not have the same high level of quality con-

trol and job oversight. This difference led to moisture-related problems in residential EIFS walls where 

moisture seeped into inadequately sealed window openings and became trapped within the walls.

Subsequent building failures led to the development of two classes of EIFS: barrier and drainable. 

Both classes are used in the commercial building class, but only the drainable system is allowed for 

residential construction in many locations. In the barrier class, the outer finish layer is designed to be 

FIGURE 5 Insulated concrete form (ICF) wall.
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the one and only weather-resistive barrier on the wall. In the drainable class, some form of spacer is 

placed between the polystyrene board insulation and a second weather-resistive barrier is located atop 

the wall’s structural sheathing layer. This drain plane allows any moisture that seeps into the wall to 

drain safely out of the wall.[3]

Structural Insulated Panels (SIPS)

The SIPS walls are made by sandwiching foam insulation, typically 4–6 in. thick, between two sheets of a 

wood product, thus providing structural support, insulation, and exterior sheathing in a single panel. Each 

manufacturer specifies the proper method and materials to use when joining adjacent panels. Because 

the panels themselves have such a high thermal resistance, these joints are critical in maintaining a high 

thermal resistance for the whole wall. Walls have been measured with R-values of about R14 for a wall with 

a 3.5-in. thick foam core and about R22 for a wall with a 5.5-in. thick foam core.[14] The wall sections are 

relatively light and the exterior walls of a building can often be completed in a day. Two variations of the 

system include the use of metal sheets for the exterior skin and the use of alternative insulation materials.

Straw Bale Walls

Exterior walls can be made from stacked straw bales. The straw is a natural insulation material, but 

must be protected from the weather by an exterior surface, often a stucco-type finish applied over a wire 

mesh. Gypsum board can be used on the interior surface using a number of methods.[3] Experiments 

have shown that it is very important not to leave any air space between the straw and the surfacing mate-

rial. Such air gaps work in concert with the hollow straw tubes to set up convection loops that may cut 

the overall thermal resistance from around R50 down to around R16.[18]

Windows

Transparent glass was first used for windows during Roman times. Technology has gradually advanced, 

improving the smoothness, strength, and clarity, and increasing the maximum size of manufactured 

glass. More recently, double-pane windows became popular as energy costs rose and the use of air con-

ditioning became more common. By the mid-1990s, nearly 90% of all residential windows sold had two 

or more layers of glass.[19] The windows in older homes are being upgraded to double-pane windows as 

well; from 2000 to 2001, about nine million homeowners spent $15 billion on window and door replace-

ments.[20] From 1990 to 2003, the replacement window market made up from 38% to 52% of the total 

window market.[21] However, in 2004, two-thirds of residential buildings and about half of the non-

residential building stock still had single-pane windows. The potential energy savings in this population 

is great, especially with the new selective coating techniques for glass.

Energy Transport

The primary function of windows is to let light and air into a building; so it is not surprising that the 

windows can be very challenging from an energy conservation point of view. Energy travels through a 

window by all three energy transfer phenomena, as shown in Figure 6.

The radiation portion of the energy transport includes short-wave radiation, or ultraviolet, that tends 

to fade the colors in fabric and paint; visible radiation, or light, that we desire; and long-wave radiation 

or heat. Long-wave radiation is a normal part of the solar spectrum. It helps to heat our buildings dur-

ing the winter but increases our air conditioning load during the summer. Some values for the solar 

heat gain through a few prototypical windows are shown in Figure 7. Long-wave radiation also occurs 

between any two surfaces, traveling from the warmer surface to the cooler surface. Because the out-

side environment is warmer than the inside surfaces in the summer and the reverse in the winter, this 
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long-wave radiation travels through the window and increases both our winter heating and summer 

cooling energy use. Newer windows have a “low-e” coating to reduce long-wave radiation and thus 

reduce the energy losses.

The conduction portion of the energy transport includes the heat that travels through the window 

frame and heat conducted through the glass pane(s) and through any gas between the panes. The energy 

that travels through the window frame and sashes is a complex function of the frame material(s), the 

shape (including any hollow cavities), and the exposed surface area. Each material used in windows has 

positive and negative qualities. In general, wood has a lower thermal conductivity than metal or plastic. 

However, wood is more likely to change in shape during its lifetime, so that sealing air leakage out of 

a wood window over a long time period may be more problematic. Also, wood is more susceptible to 

moisture damage and must be kept painted or varnished. Metal frames will conduct more heat than 

wood, but the exposed area can be reduced because the metal is a stronger material. Some of the best 

performance is found in windows that combine multiple materials. For example, a metal- or vinyl-clad 

window frame will require less maintenance than a wood window, but will conduct less heat than a solid 

metal or solid plastic frame. Some special gases, such as argon, have a lower thermal conductivity than 

air and are sometimes used to fill the gap between panes in multiple-pane windows. 

FIGURE 6 Energy traveling through windows.

FIGURE 7 Solar heat gain through various windows.
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The convection portion of the energy transport includes exterior air movement, or wind, across the 

glass surface; gas movement between the panes in a multilayer window; and air movement across the 

interior face of the window. The gas movement within a multilayer window is determined by the thick-

ness of the gap, the height of the window, the gas temperature, and the temperature difference between 

the two panes of glass. Closed draperies or shades can reduce the air flow across the inside pane of glass.

The energy carried by air leakage falls into two major categories. As Figure 6 shows, some air leaks 

around the window frame itself. This leakage path should be sealed when the window is installed, 

although caulking around the frame of an existing window can also reduce the air leakage. Air also 

leaks through any moving joint in a window. These joints must be sealed by weather stripping or special 

gaskets that are built into the windows themselves.

Storm windows have been used for a long time and were very popular in northern climates before the 

introduction of multiple-pane windows. Storm windows require annual installation and storage and 

there are more glass surfaces to clean. Storm windows can be mounted on either the inside or outside of 

the window frame.[22] Tests have shown that the energy savings can be substantial when storm windows 

are added to an existing single-pane window. However, replacing an existing single-pane window with 

a modern double-pane window will save more energy than the addition of a storm window.[23,24]

Window Rating Systems

Considering the complexities of energy transport through windows, it can be difficult for consumers 

to compare one window with another. Fortunately, there are two important tools available to help with 

window selection. The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) has developed a rating system 

that includes a standard label.[25] The U.S. Departments of Environmental Protection and Energy have 

cooperated in the production of an Energy Star label for windows.[26]

The NFRC label (Figure 8) shows four values: the U-factor, the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), the 

visible transmittance, and air leakage. Manufacturers may also choose to show a value for condensa-

tion resistance. The two most important factors used to rate the energy efficiency of a window are the 

FIGURE 8 National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) label.
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U-factor and the solar heat gain coefficient. The U-factor is the inverse of the R-value (the label that is 

quoted for insulation), so that a lower U-factor indicates a slower rate of heat transfer for any given tem-

perature difference.[27] The NFRC U-factor ratings for windows sold nowadays range from 0.2 to 1.2.[28] 

The SHGC ranges from 0 to 1 and measures how much heat from the sunlight incident upon a window 

will enter the building. Windows with lower SGHC ratings do a good job of blocking this heat. 

The Energy Star label is available to windows that have been certified and labeled by NFRC and that 

meet special standards. The standards vary among the four NFRC climatic regions because of the trade-

off between desirable winter heating and undesirable summer heating. The four regions used by the 

Energy Star program for windows are shown in Figure 9 and Table 1 shows the required U-factors and 

SHGCs for each region.[29]

FIGURE 9 Energy Star’s four regions used for window rating program.

TABLE 1 Energy Star Window Criteria

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient

G-Factor (SHGC)Climate Zone U-Factor

Northern

North/Central

≤0.35

≤0.40

Any

≤0.55

South/Central ≤0.40

≤0.41

≤0.40

≤0.36

Prescriptive 

Equivalent 

performance

(excluding CA)

≤0.42 ≤0.31

≤0.43 ≤0.24

Southern ≤0.65

≤0.66

≤0.40

≤0.39

Prescriptive

Equivalent 

performance

≤0.67

≤0.68 ≤0.38

≤0.69 ≤0.037

≤0.70

≤0.71 ≤0.36

≤0.72 ≤0.35

≤0.73

≤0.74 ≤0.34

≤0.75 ≤0.33
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Future Improvements

Researchers are working on a portfolio of window designs with automatic energy-saving features. 

Some forms of “smart” windows with switchable glazing have become commercially available, albeit 

at a relatively high cost. These windows vary the amount of light and heat transmitted based upon an 

electric current, which is usually programmed to respond to either the temperature or the amount 

of sunlight hitting the window. The electrochromic window uses a multilayer electrically conductive 

film where ions are moved from one layer to another by a short electrical signal. In one layer, the ions 

allow only 5% of the sunlight through the window; when the ions move to the other layer, 80% of the 

sunlight is transmitted. This system has the advantage that once the change from one state to another 

has been made, no electrical energy is required to maintain that state. Another switchable glazing, 

the suspended particle display (SPD) places a solution containing suspended particles between two 

glass panes. When an electrical charge is applied, the particles align and light is transmitted through 

the window. Without an electrical charge, the particles move about randomly, blocking up to 90% of 

the light. Other switchable windows are designed to provide privacy by changing from transparent 

to translucent, but are not effective at saving energy.[30,31] Another proposed window design includes 

sensors that automatically raise or lower a blind enclosed between two panes of glass based upon the 

outdoor temperature and solar radiation. This design admits solar radiation when it will help heat 

the house, but lowers the blind to block solar radiation when it will increase the air conditioning 

load.[32]

Conclusion

Walls and windows are often selected to achieve a desired appearance. Considering today’s emphasis on 

energy conservation and overall sustainability, it is important to consider their thermal characteristics 

as well. Selecting more energy-efficient walls and windows will permit the building designer to specify 

a smaller heating and cooling system, so that often the total building cost is little more than that of a 

standard building. When you consider the reduced cost of heating and cooling the building during its 

lifetime, any added investment during construction is returned many times over.

Other Useful Guides

Graphic Guide to Frame Construction: Walls, by Rob Thallon, Published by Taunton Press, 2000, ISBN 

1–56158-3537, # 070470, (http://www.taunton.com/finehomebuilding/pdf/Framing%20Walls.pdf) and 

http://www.taunton.com/finehomebuilding/pdf/Grading%20and%20Drainage.pdf.
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Energy: Waste 
Heat Recovery

Martin A. Mozzo, Jr. 

Introduction

In many industrial and commercial energy applications, only a portion of the energy input is used in 

the process. The remainder of the useful energy is rejected to the environment. This rejected energy 

may potentially be recaptured as useful energy through waste heat recovery. Not all rejected energy 

can be recovered due to quality, usefulness in a host’s load profile, and/or economical reasons that may 

make its recovery infeasible. This entry will serve as a guide to waste heat recovery in order to provide 

a framework for the energy engineer to develop waste heat recovery projects. It will discuss the concept 

of quality vs quantity, engineering concerns in waste heat recovery, sample calculations for waste heat 

recovery, and the types of waste heat recovery equipment that can be used.

Concept of Quality vs. Quantity

While at first glance, a waste heat recovery project may appear feasible, this may not always be the case. 

The concept of quality vs. quantity plays an important role. For the purposes of this entry, there are 

three classifications of waste heat. These are: (1) high-grade waste heat, generally 1000°F and above; (2) 

medium-grade waste heat, generally in the range of 400°F–1000°F; and (3) low-grade waste heat, gener-

ally below 400°F. Typically, the higher the grade of waste heat, the better the application for a successful 

and economical waste heat recovery project. This is referred to as the “quality” of the waste heat. It is bet-

ter to have marginal amounts of high quality waste heat than large quantities of lower-grade waste heat.

There are numerous reasons why higher quality waste heat recovery provides a better application. One 

reason is that the waste heat stream has a much higher temperature than the recovery medium, resulting 

in higher temperature differences, and, thus, waste heat recovery equipment sizes can be smaller. This 

is a result of the higher heat transfer efficiency between the waste heat stream at a higher temperature 

to a lower temperature heat recovery medium. Second, the recovery medium can take on many forms, 

namely air, steam, or hot water, whichever is best suited for the host facility, whereas, with lower quality 

heat recovery, the form may be very limited, especially with low- grade waste heat. For example, if you 

have a waste heat stream that is at 400°F, steam is not a viable heat recovery medium, as the temperature 
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difference will be too low. Finally, cost and savings become important issues in regard to the quality of 

the waste heat recovery system. Generally, the higher the quality of waste heat, the lower the capital costs 

for waste heat recovery equipment. This is because better heat transfer efficiencies will be realized with 

heat recovery equipment. Additionally, the higher the quality of the waste heat stream, the higher the 

savings usually are. Thus, with lower costs and higher savings, simple payback periods will be shortened, 

a result which is generally well- received by management.

A word of caution should be offered regarding the quality of waste heat. There are vendors who will 

reduce the grade of the available waste heat so that their equipment can be used in a heat recovery 

application. One such vendor manufactured only low temperature heat transfer equipment, which he 

was trying to sell as waste heat recovery equipment. His proposals included the dilution of high-grade 

waste heat streams by mixing the high temperature waste heat stream with ambient air in order to bring 

the temperature down to levels that his equipment could handle. His argument was that the total Btu 

content of the waste heat stream was not changed, just the temperature. Unfortunately, in reducing the 

temperature and quality of the waste heat stream, the size of the heat recovery equipment had to be 

increased to recover the waste energy, and the type of waste heat recovery medium was limited. This 

results in higher costs, lower savings, and longer-term payback periods.

There is one instance where the dilution of a waste heat stream may be justified. Steel is usually used 

in the manufacture of waste heat equipment, and there is an upper temperature limit for the waste 

stream where steel can be used. A substitution of other materials, for example, ceramics, can be made; 

however, the capital costs may become too prohibitive. In this instance, the dilution of the waste heat 

stream may be justified to bring the waste stream temperature down for the safe operation of the waste 

heat recovery equipment. It should, however, never be diluted simply to enable the use of a particular 

piece of heat recovery equipment. The primary reason is that by diluting the waste stream, energy sav-

ings may decrease and equipment costs will definitely increase; thus, payback periods will increase, 

perhaps significantly.

Engineering Considerations

There are several engineering factors that must be evaluated when considering and designing a waste 

heat recovery system. In terms of steps, these are: (1) quantifying the waste heat stream; (2) determining 

the value of the waste heat stream; (3) evaluating the best form of heat recovery for the host facility; (4) 

determining the host site heat load profile; (5) determining the grade of waste heat; (6) determining the 

cleanliness and quality of the waste stream; and (7) selecting the proper waste heat recovery equipment 

by considering size, location, and maintainability.

The first step that should be executed is to quantify the waste heat stream by determining how many 

Btu/h are in the waste stream. The equation to calculate this is as follows:

 Q M= × specific heat×delta temp (1)

where Q = total heat flow rate of waste stream in Btu/h; M = mass flow rate in Lb/h; specific heat = for 

air, 0.24 (Btu/Lb/°F); delta temp = (Tupper − Tlower) in °F.

The specific heat (Cp) changes as the temperature of the air rises. For example, at 1000°F, Cp is 0.26. 

Since this value is higher than that of Eq. 1, using the lower value, rather than correcting for tempera-

ture, provides a conservative calculation of the total heat rate in the waste stream.

The mass flow rate (M) is calculated as follows:

 M V= ×ρ  (2)

where M = mass flow rate in Lb/h; ρ = density of the waste stream in Lb/ft3; V = volumetric flow rate in 

ft3/h (in standard cubic feet).
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Note that the value of Q is not the total amount of waste heat that will be recovered, but, rather, the 

total amount of waste heat that is ideally available for recovery. Not all of this waste heat will be recov-

ered, or even can be recovered. The total amount that will be recovered will be determined by numerous 

other factors, such as the cleanliness of the waste stream and the form of recovery (i.e., high pressure, 

superheated steam, saturated steam, or hot water). This step is necessary in determining if there are 

 sufficient volumes available for waste heat recovery.

One common mistake committed when quantifying the amount of waste heat available is assuming 

values for flow and/or temperatures without making measurements. Too often, actual conditions vary 

from assumed conditions, a variation that can often cause disastrous results in a waste heat recovery 

project. The cost of making actual field measurements is a small price to pay to obtain reliable data.

After the quantity of the waste stream is correctly determined, step two is to find the dollar value 

of the waste heat stream to determine how much capital cost a potential project can bear, or if it even 

makes economical sense. In all waste heat recovery projects, the heat recovered will displace a medium, 

such as steam, which would have to be generated using another piece of equipment, such as a boiler. This 

equipment likewise has a related efficiency, and the heat output is always less than the heat input. To 

determine the dollar value of the waste heat stream, use Eqs. 3 and 4 below:

QValue unit cost= ×  (3) 

where value = the dollar value of the waste heat stream, per hour; Q = total heat flow rate of waste stream 

in Btu/h as calculated from Eq. 1; unit cost = unit cost of the waste stream in dollars/Btu.

 Unit cost
fuel cost

efficiency
=  (4)

where unit cost = dollars/Btu; fuel cost = cost for fuel displaced in dollars/Btu; efficiency = efficiency of 

unused equipment. For example, a steam boiler @ 75%.

The third through fifth steps tend to overlap and be interrelated, and are discussed together. In order 

for waste heat recovery to be acceptable to a host facility, its use must be consistent with current energy 

usage at the facility. To best apply waste heat recovery, the engineer needs to examine current energy 

usage patterns, heat loads for the site, and the quality of the waste heat that is available. The load factor 

of the waste heat recovery stream is the first thing to determine. For example, the waste heat recovery 

stream may be exhaust air flows from a process furnace that is periodic in nature, rather than a continu-

ous operation. In this case, the best potential would be to return the waste heat to the process in some 

manner that allows the usage to follow the waste heat stream generation. Examples include utilization 

in a drying operation or as preheated combustion air for the process furnace. In another situation, the 

process furnace may run continuously and be of a high enough grade to generate steam; however, if the 

host facility only uses steam for heating in the winter, the loads do not match and, thus, steam is not a 

good recovery medium. On the other hand, there may be a need for large quantities of hot water in the 

facility, and the loads may match up. A thorough evaluation of both the source and operation of the 

waste heat and potential uses to recover the waste heat must be performed.

The sixth step, determining the cleanliness and quality of the waste stream, is important. If the waste 

heat stream is the product of the combustion of a natural gas-fired or fuel oil-fired operation, then the 

gases should be relatively safe for waste heat recovery. The important issue here would be the condensa-

tion of acidic liquids in the products of combustion gas stream, especially if fuel oil is used. This con-

densation would happen if the temperature of the waste stream is allowed to drop to low temperatures, 

typically below 300°F. The waste stream could also contain a burn-off from the product itself, which 

could condense on the waste heat recovery equipment and cause blockages. Here, it is best to maintain 

the exit temperature significantly above the condensation temperature to avoid the formation of acids 

or other potential hazards from the waste stream.
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If the waste heat stream contains the products of combustion and the products of the process, great 

care must be exercised when utilizing the waste heat. The selection and design of waste heat recovery 

equipment could lower the waste heat exhaust temperature below acceptable levels, resulting in con-

densation or blockage problems with the heat recovery equipment. When unsure of the condensation 

temperatures and the effect on the heat recovery equipment, simple tests must be conducted to obtain 

this information.

Some actual examples wherein the waste heat stream was dirty and created problems follow. The 

first was an air-to-air heat recuperator used in a process operation. The products of combustion gases 

were dirty, creating a buildup on the heat exchanger. A soot blower was used to remove the buildup on a 

periodic basis; however, this was not totally successful. During actual heat recovery operations, the soot 

blowers could not remove the buildup adequately. A solution to this problem occurred accidentally. The 

operation was a 24 h/five days a week, and by mistake one weekend, the soot blower was left on, while the 

waste heat recovery equipment was shut off. Because the buildup and the heat exchanger were composed 

of different materials, the heat exchanger and the buildup thermal contraction rates were different. As a 

result, the soot blower was able to break up the buildup on the heat exchanger surfaces. This method was 

then used to clean the heat exchanger each week. The efficiency of the heat exchanger did decrease some-

what during the week, though not significantly. During the weekend, the buildup was blasted off the 

heat exchanger surface, thus increasing the heat exchanger’s efficiency at the beginning of another week.

The second example did not turn out as well. In this scenario, the quality of the waste heat stream was 

low, and the products of combustion, combined with product burn-off, created a dirty waste stream. 

As a result, a serious problem quickly developed. With the waste heat recovery system in operation, gas 

products in the waste heat stream condensed on the heat exchanger surfaces, and within a very short 

period of time, the heat exchanger was completely blocked. The only corrective action was to remove the 

waste heat recovery equipment from service and steam clean it, a very costly operation that eventually 

resulted in the failure of the project.

The seventh step in the design of a heat recovery system is the selection of the waste heat recov-

ery equipment. Descriptions of several different types of equipment are given in another entry in this 

 encyclopedia. Selection of the proper piece of equipment will be based on the quality of available waste 

heat; the recovery fluid that can be generated, i.e., steam, hot water, or air; the location of the equipment; 

and the maintenance capabilities of the host facility. While the first two criteria should be obvious, the 

last two are sometimes neglected.

The location where the equipment is to be placed is important. It obviously should be close to the 

waste heat stream, yet should not interfere with the other equipment involved in the generation of waste 

heat, for example, a process furnace. The equipment also must not be squeezed into an area where 

maintainability is an issue. Sufficient access for maintenance and overhaul must be included since these 

pieces of equipment will require periodic maintenance. Accessibility to perform maintenance is not just 

desirable, but mandatory.

Sample Calculations

This section describes some sample calculations that are used in the design of waste heat recovery sys-

tems. The first step is to calculate the amount of waste heat that is available for recovery. This is done 

using Eq. 1.

Example—Waste heat is available in the form of hot products of combustion from a natural gas-fired 

furnace. Assume that there are no contaminants in the waste heat stream. Measurements indicate that 

there are 14,000 available actual cubic feet per minute (ACFM) flowing from a process at 1000°F. The 

actual volumetric flow must first be converted to standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM) at 60°F, using 

the following equation:

SCFM ACFM ( )T Tabsolute 60 /( absolute Tactual )= × + +  (5) 
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where SCFM = standard cubic feet per minute; ACFM = actual cubic feet per minute; Tabsolute = 460°F; 

Tactual = actual gas temperature.

Using the data available here,

 ftSCFM 14,000 460 60 /460 1000 4,986  /min3( ) )= × + + =

Since the product of combustion is essentially air, a good approximation of the density of the gases is 

similar to that of air at standard conditions, or ρ = 0.074 Lb/ft3.

Using Eq. 2, we can calculate the mass flow rate for the waste stream as follows:

 M V Lb ft ft h Lb h0.074 / 4,986 /min 60min/ 22,139  /3 3ρ= × = × × =

The next step is to calculate how much waste heat is available for transfer to the heat recovery system. 

The upper temperature has been given as 1000°F. The lower temperature will be determined by the 

medium used for heat recovery, that is, steam, hot water, or air, as well as the cleanliness and condensa-

tion temperature of the waste stream.

To continue the sample calculations, we will use three different applications of heat recovery medi-

ums: 125 PSIG steam, the hot water required at 350°F, and pre-heated combustion air at whatever final 

temperature is available. Each of these applications is analyzed separately.

The first heat recovery application medium is saturated steam at 125 PSIG (140 PSIA). From steam 

tables, we find the enthalpy for saturated liquid (hf) to be 324.82 Btu/Lb. and for saturated vapor (hg) 

1193.0 Btu/Lb. Thus, we need 868.18 Btu for every pound of steam (1193.0−324.82). The temperature of 

steam at this pressure is 353°F. For this temperature of steam, we can take the waste stream down to 

approximately 400°F without the risk of condensation (since condensation usually does not occur above 

about 325°F). Using Eq. 1, we can calculate the available waste heat as follows:

 Q Lb h Btu Lb tu hF22,139 / 0.24 / / 1000 400 3,188,041 Btu/h 3.188041MMB /° ( )= × × − = =

This waste heat stream’s value can be calculated using Eqs. 3 and 4. Assuming we have natural gas priced 

at $8.00/MMBtu in a steam boiler with an efficiency of 75%, the value becomes:

 Unit cost $8.00/MMBtu/0.75 $10.67/MMBtu= =

Value $10.67/MMBtu 3.188,042 MMBtu/h $34.00/h= × = 

To obtain steam mass flow, we must use Eq. 6 below:

 M
Q

h h
Lb hs

3,188,041 Btu/h

1193.0 324.82 Btu/Lb
3,672  /

g f( ) ( )=
−

=
−

=  (6)

The second heat recovery application medium will be hot water leaving the heat recovery equipment at 

250°F, using the same waste stream. Water will be supplied to the heat recovery equipment at 200°F. 

With the temperatures involved, we can take the waste stream down to approximately 300°F, provided 

this low temperature does not cause any condensation issues. For the purposes of this example, we have 

determined that condensation occurs below 325°F. We will use 350°F as our lower limit. Using Eq. 1, we 

can calculate the available heat as:

Q = ×22,139 Lb/h 0.24 Btu/Lb/° F × ( )1000−350  

Btu h3,453,711 /=
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In this case, we need to determine the mass flow rate, expressed as gallons per minute (GPM), of hot 

water we can heat from 200 to 250°F. Eq. 7 below provides the methodology:

 Q V T T500 upper lower( )′ = × × −  (7)

where Q′ = total heat recovered in Btu/h; V = volumetric flow rate of water in GPM. 500 is the constant 

used to convert GPM to Lb of water per hour.

To calculate the volume of water required for this system, we calculate:

 V
Q

T T500 upper lower( )= ′
× −

Btu h3,453,711  /

500 250 200
138 GPM( )=

× −
= 

Thus, our waste heat recovery system will generate approximately 138 GPM of hot water raised from 200 

to 250°F.

The third heat recovery application medium is an air- to-air recuperation system. The waste stream 

is the same as in the previous example, providing 3,453,711 Btu/h (assuming that 350°F will be the 

lower limit that we can go to without condensation issues). The recovery medium will be air applied as 

pre-heated combustion air with an input temperature of 75°F. In this system, we need to provide a set 

volume of combustion air to the waste heat recovery equipment, so we are interested in finding the final 

temperature of the pre-heated combustion air.

Using equation

 Q M T T0.24 upper lower( )= × × −

Btu h Lb h Btu Lb F T3,453,711  / 50,000 / 0.24 / 75upper( )= × −° × − 

Solving for Tupper we get 362.8°F

Heat Recovery Equipment

There is a variety of equipment manufactured and/or sold as heat recovery equipment. The following is 

a list of some more common types of equipment.

 1. Waste heat steam recovery—This piece of equipment can be either a water-tube or fire-tube boiler 

that uses the hot waste heat gas stream to heat boiler feed water to generate either low-pressure or 

high-pressure steam. Typically, this piece of equipment is called a heat recovery steam generator 

(HRSG). The unit can be a heat recovery-specific piece of equipment; however, some boiler manu-

facturers will sell their boilers without a burner package and call them HRSGs. This type of boiler 

can lose some of its effectiveness as a steam generator; however, it still is an acceptable piece of 

equipment. The reason for the decrease in recovery effectiveness is solely based on the possibility 

that the waste heat stream temperature will be somewhat lower than the burner flame temperature.

 2. Recuperator—This piece of equipment is generally an air-to-air heat exchanger that transfers heat 

from the waste heat gas stream to air on the recovery side of the heat exchanger. This air can be 

used as pre-heated combustion air, or host make-up air in the facility.

 3. Shell and tube heat exchanger—This piece of equipment consists of a bundle of tubes within a 

steel shell. It is usually used for water-to-water heat recovery. One of its uses may be to recover 
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heat from a boiler condensate blow down on the shell side to heat up boiler feed water on the 

tube side.

 4. Fin-tube heat exchanger—This type of heat exchanger uses air (usually the waste heat stream) 

blowing across finned coils that contain water. A typical application for this type of heat exchanger 

is using boiler products of combustion gases to preheat boiler feed water. Plugging of the finned 

coils could be a problem if the fins are closely spaced, the exhaust gases are dirty, or the condensa-

tion temperature (of the gases) is approached.

 5. Plate and frame heat exchanger—This piece of equipment consists of two frames sandwiching 

thin plates. It is usually used with fluids of relatively low temperature, which flow through alter-

nate plates. Since the plates are thin, heat transfer is usually good; however, both fluid streams 

need to be relatively clean or the exchanger will plug up.

 6. Heat wheels—These are typically used in low temperature applications, such as the exhaust of 

environmental (space) air coupled with the introduction of outside air. The two ducts, outside 

and exhaust air, must be adjacent to one another so that the wheel turns through both ducts. The 

wheel will turn at low revolutions per minute (RPM) collecting the waste heat or cooling, depend-

ing on what season it is, and exchange the heat or cooling to the outside air being introduced to 

the facility.

 7. Heat pipes—This equipment consists of a pipe heat exchanger with the interior containing a cool-

ant. The coolant is alternately vaporizing and condensing between an exhaust and outside air 

stream, exchanging cooling and heating between the two air streams. The exhaust air and outside 

air ducts must reside together in the same manner as a heat transfer wheel.

 8. Run-around coils—These are similar to heat pipes in operation. They cool or heat exhaust air and 

outside air streams. Their typical construction is a finned water coil with air blown across the coil. 

The advantage of the run-around coil is that the exhaust air and outside air ducts can be physi-

cally separated. The disadvantage is that a pump, with pumping power, is required. Additionally, 

if the coils are subject to freezing conditions, then a water/glycol solution must be used. This solu-

tion will decrease the effectiveness of the heat transfer.

Summary

The purpose of this entry has been to provide the energy engineer with some general guidelines to 

applying waste heat recovery. There are numerous applications in the industrial, institutional, and com-

mercial sectors where waste heat recovery can be used cost effectively. The best applications are situa-

tions wherein the waste heat stream is of high quality, produced for many hours of the year, preferably 

24/7, with a heat load that matches the waste heat availability. Care must be taken by the engineer to 

ensure that the waste heat stream will not block or destroy the waste heat recovery equipment.

There are also numerous pieces of equipment that can be used for waste heat recovery. These include 

steam boilers, hot water boilers, recuperators, coil heat exchangers, shell and tube heat exchangers, plate 

and frame heat exchangers, heat transfer wheels, heat pipes, and run-around coil systems.
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Introduction

The three major types of low-temperature fuel cells are discussed in a separate entry entitled “Fuel 

Cells: Low Temperature.” This entry will elaborate on the intermediate- and high-temperature fuel cells 

including high-temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cells (HT-PEMFCs), phosphoric acid fuel 

cells (PAFCs), molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs), and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). The HT-PEMFCs 

can be considered as the PEMFCs with membranes and other cell components that can tolerate temper-

atures above 100°C. The operating temperature range of HT-PEMFC is about between 100°C and 200°C. 

It is still at the laboratory research level mainly due to the durability issue of the membrane at high 

temperatures and is expected to be more suitable for stationary rather than automotive applications due 

to its slower start-up characteristics (higher operating temperature to be reached) than the conventional 

PEMFC. The PAFC is the most commercially developed fuel cell. It is being used in applications such 

as hospitals, hotels, offices, and schools. It can also be used in larger vehicles such as buses. The operat-

ing temperature range of PAFC is between 160°C and 220°C, and its efficiency is about 40%. The high-

temperature MCFCs and SOFCs have advantages over conventional energy-generating systems in terms 

of reliability, fuel flexibility, modularity, low emission of NOx and SOx pollutants, and environmental 

friendliness. They also show relatively high tolerance to trace levels of impurities in the gas stream. 

In addition, due to their high operating temperatures typically in the range of 600°C to 1000°C, hydro-

carbon fuels such as methane and natural gas can be reformed within the stack, eliminating the need for 

expensive external reformer systems. The high operating temperatures requires that most applications 

for these fuel cells be limited to large, stationary power plants. The high-quality heat produced can be 
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High-Temperature Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells

used in cogenerated hybrid power systems such as space heating, industrial processing, or even in steam 

turbines to generate more electricity, improving the system efficiencies to high levels (up to 90%).

The HT-PEMFCs with operating temperatures higher than 100°C have attracted growing interests in the 

past decade. By comparing with the conventional PEMFCs operating at around 80°C, the HT-PEMFCs 

with elevated operating temperatures feature faster electrochemical kinetics, simpler water manage-

ment (presence of liquid water can be neglected), higher carbon monoxide tolerance, and easier cell 

cooling and waste heat recovery. The operating temperature range of HT-PEMFC is about between 

100°C and 200°C.

Although HT-PEMFCs have many attractive features, technical challenges still remain and are 

mostly related to the PEM. The durability issue of the PEM at high temperatures is the reason that the 

HT-PEMFC remains at the laboratory research level. The conventional PEMs (e.g., Nafion membrane) 

widely used in PEMFCs suffer significant decrement in mechanical strength at the high operating tem-

perature of HT-PEMFCs, and the much lower relative humidity (RH) in HT-PEMFCs than in con-

ventional PEMFCs due to the significantly increased vapor saturation pressure with temperature also 

results in severe reduction of the proton conductivity of the conventional PEMs. Therefore, developing 

PEMs with high mechanical strength at temperatures higher than 100°C and with high proton conduc-

tivity in anhydrous environments becomes the major challenge, and most of the previous HT-PEMFC- 

related researches focused on this important issue.

Among the different high-temperature PEMs being developed, polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes 

have been recognized as promising PEMs when doped with a strong oxo-acid (e.g., phosphoric acid or 

sulfuric acid) for HT-PEMFCs. At present, the phosphoric-acid-doped PBI membrane perhaps offers the 

best combination of durability and proton conductivity for HT-PEMFCs. The durability of HT-PEMFC 

with this type of PEM is over 6000 hr under continuous operation, and the durability with frequent 

start-stop cycles is still questionable. The durability issue and the previously mentioned slow start-up 

make the HT-PEMFC more favorable for stationary rather than automotive applications. Since most 

of the cell components are similar between PEMFC and HT- PEMFC, it is expected that the cost of 

HT-PEMFC is similar to conventional PEMFC.

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells

The PAFC is the most advanced type of fuel cells and is considered to be “technically mature” and 

ready for commercialization after nearly 30 years of RD&D and over half a billion dollars expenditure. 

Therefore, the PAFC has been referred to as the first-generation fuel cell technology. Unlike the alkaline 

fuel cell systems that were primarily developed for space applications, the PAFC was targeted initially 

for terrestrial applications with the carbon-dioxide- containing air as the oxidant gas and hydrocarbon- 

reformed gas as the fuel for electrochemical reactions and electric power generation.

The basic components of a PAFC are the electrodes consisting of finely dispersed platinum catalyst 

or carbon paper, silicon carbide matrix holding the phosphoric acid, and a bipolar graphite plate with 

flow channels for fuel and oxidant. The operating temperature ranges between 160°C and 220°C, and 

it can use either hydrogen or hydrogen produced from hydrocarbons (typically natural gas), ethanol, 

or methanol as the anodic reactant. In the case of hydrogen produced from a reformer with air as the 

anodic reactant, a temperature of 200°C and a pressure of as high as 8 atm are required for better per-

formance. PAFCs are advantageous from a thermal management point of view. The rejection of waste 

heat and product water is very efficient in this system and the waste heat at about 200°C can be used 

efficiently for the endothermic steam-reforming reaction. The waste heat can also be used as a cogenera-

tion for space heating and hot water supply.
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However, the PAFC cannot tolerate the presence of carbon monoxide and H2S, which are commonly 

present in the reformed fuels. These contaminants poison the catalyst and decrease its electrochemical 

catalytic activity. A major challenge for using natural gas reformed fuel, therefore, lies in the removal 

of carbon monoxide to a level of less than 200–300 ppm. Carbon monoxide tolerance is better at the 

operating temperature of above 180°C. However, removal of sulfur is still essential. Further, the PAFC 

has a lower performance, primarily due to the slow oxygen reaction rate at the cathode. Therefore, PAFC 

is typically operated at higher temperature (near 200°C) for better electrochemical reactivity and for 

smaller internal resistance, which is mainly due to the phosphoric acid electrolyte. As a result, PAFC 

exhibits the problems of both high- and low-temperature fuel cells, but possibly none of the advantages 

of either option.

The PAFC system is the most advanced fuel cell system for terrestrial applications. Its major use 

is in on-site integrated energy systems to provide electrical power such as in apartments, shopping 

centers, office buildings, hotels, and hospitals. These fuel cells are commercially available in the range 

from 24 V, 250 W portable units to 200 kW on-site generators. PAFC systems of 0.5–1.0 MW are being 

developed for use in stationary power plants of 1–11 MW capacity. The power density of PAFC system is 

about 200 mW/cm2, and the power density for 36 kW brassboard PAFC fuel cell stack has been reported 

to be 0.12 kW/kg and 0.16 kW/L. One representing PAFC system is the PC-25 from the International 

Fuel Cells in Connecticut (the United States). It costs about $3000/kW, while the conventional thermal 

power generation system costs only about $1000/kW. In fact, present PAFC systems can offer reason-

able durability and performance, and the cost is the primary issue that hinders the commercialization 

of PAFC.

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells

Introduction

The MCFC is often referred to as the second-generation fuel cell because its commercialization 

is normally expected after the PAFC. It is believed that the development and technical maturity 

of the MCFC is about 5–7 yr behind the PAFC. At present, the MCFC has reached the early dem-

onstration stage of precommercial stacks, marking the transition from fundamental and applied 

R&D towards product development. MCFCs are being targeted to operate on coal-derived fuel gases 

or natural gas. This contrasts with the PAFCs, as discussed earlier, which prefer natural gas as 

primary fuel.

The MCFC operates at higher temperature than all the fuel cells described so far. The operating 

temperature of the MCFC is generally around 600–700°C, typically 650°C. Such high temperature 

produces high-grade waste heat that is suitable for fuel processing, cogeneration, or combined cycle 

operation, leading to higher electric efficiency. It also yields the possibility of utilizing carbonaceous 

fuels (especially natural gas) directly, through internal reforming to produce the fuel (hydrogen) 

ultimately used by the fuel cell electrochemical reactions. This results in simpler MCFC systems 

(i.e., without external reforming or fuel processing subsystem), less parasitic load, and less cooling 

power requirements, hence higher overall system efficiency as well. The high operating tempera-

ture reduces voltage losses due to reduced activation and ohmic and mass transfer polarization. The 

ac tivation polarization is reduced to such an extent that it does not require expensive catalysts as 

low-tem perature fuel cells do, such as PAFCs and PEMFCs. It also offers great flexibility in the use 

of available fuels, say, through in situ reforming of fuels. It has been estimated that the MCFC can 

achieve an energy conversion efficiency of 52%–60% (from chemical energy to electrical energy) with 

internal reforming and natural gas as the primary fuel. Some studies have indicated that the MCFC 

efficiency of methane to electricity conversion is the highest attainable by any fuel cell or other single 

pass/simple cycle generation scheme.
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Basic Operating Principle

A schematic of a MCFC is illustrated in Figure 1. A MCFC consists of two porous gas-diffusion elec-

trodes (anode and cathode) and a carbonate electrolyte in liquid form. The electrochemical reaction 

occurring at the anode and the cathode is

 + + =− −Cathode :
2

O CO O2 2 3
2e C

1

and the net cell reaction is

 + =H
1

2
O H O2 2 2

Beside the hydrogen oxidation reaction at the anode, other fuel gases such as carbon monoxide, 

 methane,  and higher hydrocarbons are also oxidized by conversion to hydrogen. Although direct 

e lectrochemical oxidation of carbon monoxide is possible, it occurs very slowly compared to that of 

hydrogen. Therefore, the oxidation of carbon monoxide is mainly via the water–gas shift reaction

CO+ =H2 2O CO +H2 ,

which, at the operation temperature of the MCFC, equilibrates very rapidly at catalysts such as nickel. 

Therefore, carbon monoxide becomes a fuel, instead of a contaminant as in the previously described 

low-temperature fuel cells. Direct electrochemical reaction of methane appears to be negligible. Hence, 

methane and other hydrocarbons must be steam reformed, which can be done either in a separate 

reformer (external reforming) or in the MCFC itself (the so-called internal reforming).

 

FIGURE 1 Schematic of a MCFC.
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As a result, water and carbon dioxide are important components of the feed gases to the MCFCs. 

Water, produced by the main anode reaction, helps to shift the equilibrium reactions to produce more 

hydrogen for the anodic electrochemical reaction. Water must also be present in the feed gas, especially 

in low-Btu (i.e., high CO content) fuel mixtures, to avoid carbon deposition in the fuel gas flow channels 

supplying the cell, or even inside the cell itself. Carbon dioxide, from the fuel exhaust gas, is usually 

recycled to the cathode as it is required for the reduction of oxygen.

The MCFCs use a molten alkali carbonate mixture as the electrolyte, which is immobilized in a 

porous lithium aluminate matrix. The conducting species is carbonate ions. Lithiated nickel oxide is the 

material of the current choice for the cathode, and nickel, cobalt, and copper are currently used as anode 

materials, often in the form of powdered alloys and composites with oxides. As a porous metal struc-

ture, it is subject to sintering and creeping under the compressive force necessary for stack operation. 

Additives such as chromium or aluminum form dispersed oxides and thereby increase the long-term 

stability of the anode with respect to sintering and creeping. MCFCs normally have about 75%–80% fuel 

(hydrogen) utilization.

Acceptable Contamination Levels

MCFCs do not suffer from carbon monoxide poisoning, and in fact, they can utilize carbon monoxide in 

the anode gas as the fuel. However, they are extremely sensitive to the presence of sulfur (<1 ppm) in the 

reformed fuel (as hydrogen sulfide, H2S) and oxidant gas stream (SO2 in the recycled anode exhaust). The 

presence of HCl, HF, and HBr causes corrosion, while trace metals can spoil the electrodes. The  presence 

of particulates of coal/fine ash in the reformed fuel can clog the gas passages.

Major Technological Problems

The main research efforts for the MCFCs are focused on increasing the lifetime and endurance and 

reducing the long-term performance decay. The main determining factors for the MCFC are electrolyte 

loss, cathode dissolution, electrode creepage and sintering, separator plate corrosion, and catalyst poi-

soning for internal reforming.

Electrolyte loss results in increased ohmic resistance and activation polarization, and it is the most 

important and continuously active factor in causing the long-term performance degradation. It is pri-

marily a result of electrolyte consumption by the corrosion/dissolution processes of cell components, 

electric potential-driven electrolyte migration, and electrolyte vaporization. Electrolyte evaporation 

(usually Li2CO3 and/or K2CO3) occurs either directly as carbonate or indirectly as hydroxide.

The cathode consists of NiO, which slowly dissolves in the electrolyte during operation. It is then trans-

ported towards the anode and precipitates in the electrolyte matrix as Ni. These processes lead to a grad-

ual degradation of cathode performance and the shorting of the electrolyte matrix. The time at which 

shorting occurs depends not only, via NiO solubility, on the CO2 partial pressure and the cell temperature 

but also on the matrix structure, i.e., on the porosity, pore size, and, in particular, thickness of the matrix. 

Experience indicates that this cell shorting mechanism tends to limit stack life to about 30,000 hr under 

the atmospheric reference gas conditions, and much shorter for real operating conditions.

Electrode (especially anode) creepage and sintering (i.e., a coarsening and compression of electrode 

particles) result in increased ohmic resistance and electrode polarization. NiO cathodes have quite 

satisfactory sinter and creepage resistance. Creep resistance of electrodes has an important effect on 

maintaining low contact resistance of the cells and stacks. The corrosion of the separator plate depends 

on many factors, such as the substrate, possible protective layers, composition of the electrolyte, local 

potential and gas composition, and the oxidizing and reducing atmospheres at the cathode and anode, 

respectively. Poisoning of the reforming catalyst occurs for direct internal-reforming MCFCs. It is 

caused by the evaporation of electrolyte from the cell components and condensation on the catalyst, 

which is the coldest spot in the cell, and by liquid creep within the cell.
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Technological Status

MCFC technology is in the first demonstration phase and under the product development with full-

scale systems at the 250 kW to 2 MW range. The short-term goal is to reach a lifetime of 40,000 hr. 

It is estimated that the capital cost is about $1000–1600/kW for the MCFC power systems. The cost 

breakdown is, at full-scale production levels, about one-third for the stack, and two-thirds for the bal-

ance of the plant. It is also generally accepted that the cost of raw materials will constitute about 80% 

of total stack costs. Although substantial development efforts supported by fundamental research are 

still needed, the available knowledge and number of alternatives will probably make it possible to pro-

duce precommercial units in the earlier part of the coming decade at a capital cost of $2000–4000/kW. 

Precompetitive commercial units may be expected some years later by which time further cost reduc-

tion to full competitiveness will be guided by extensive operating experience and increased  volume 

production.

Applications

The MCFC is being developed for their potential as baseload utility generators. However, their best 

application is in distributed power generation and cogeneration (i.e., for capacities less than 20 MW in 

size), and in this size range, MCFCs are 50% to 100% more efficient than turbines—the conventional 

power generator. Other applications have been foreseen, such as pipeline compressor stations, com-

mercial buildings, and industrial sites in the near term and repowering applications in the longer term. 

Due to its high operation temperature, it only has very limited potential for transportation applications. 

This is because of its relatively low power density and long start-up times. However, it may be suitable as 

a powertrain for large surface ships and trains.

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

Introduction

SOFCs have emerged as a serious alternative high- temperature fuel cell, and they have been often 

referred to as the third-generation fuel cell technology because their commercialization is expected 

after the PAFCs (the first generation) and MCFCs (the second generation).

SOFC is an all-solid-state power system, including the electrolyte, and it is operated at high tem-

perature of around 1000°C for adequate ionic and electronic conductivity of various cell components. 

The all-solid-state cell composition makes the SOFC system simpler in concept, design, and construc-

tion; two-phase (gas–solid) contact for the reaction zone reduces corrosion and eliminates all the prob-

lems associated with the liquid electrolyte management. The high-temperature operation results in fast 

electrochemical kinetics (i.e., low activation polarization), without the need for noble metal catalysts. 

The fuel may be gaseous hydrogen, H2/CO mixture, or hydrocarbons because the high-temperature 

operation makes the internal in situ reforming of hydrocarbons with water vapor possible. It is specially 

noticed that CO is no longer a contaminant; rather, it becomes a fuel in SOFCs. Even with external 

reforming, the SOFC fuel feedstock stream does not require the extensive steam reforming with shift 

conversion as it does for the low-temperature fuel cell systems. More important, the SOFC provides 

high-quality waste heat that can be utilized for cogeneration applications or combined cycle operation 

for additional electric power generation. The SOFC operating condition is also compatible with the coal 

gasification process, which makes the SOFC systems highly efficient when using coal as the primary 

fuel. It has been estimated that the chemical-to-electrical energy conversion efficiency is 50% to 60%, 

even though some estimates go as high as 70% to 80%. Also, nitrogen oxides are not produced and the 

amount of carbon dioxide released per kilowatt hour is around 50% less than for power sources based 

on combustion because of the high efficiency.
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Basic Operating Principle 

As mentioned earlier, both hydrogen and carbon monoxide can be oxidized in the SOFCs directly. 

Hence, if hydrogen or hydrogen-rich gas mixture is used as fuel, and oxygen (or air) is used as oxidant, 

the half cell reaction becomes (Figure 2)

 Anode : H g O H O g 2e2
2

2( ) ( )+ = +− −

Cathode : 2e
1

2
O g O2

2( )+ =− −

( ) ( ) ( )+ =H
1

2
O H O .2 2 2g g g

 

 

and the overall cell reaction becomes

Note that g represents gaseous phase.

However, if carbon monoxide is provided to the anode instead of hydrogen, the anode reaction 

becomes

 Anode : CO g O CO g 2e2
2( ) ( )+ = +− −

with the cathode reaction remaining the same, the cell reaction becomes

 CO g
1

2
O g CO g2 2( ) ( ) ( )+ =

FIGURE 2 Schematic of SOFC.
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Consequently, the corresponding cathode and overall cell reaction become

 

If the fuel stream contains both hydrogen and carbon monoxide as is the case for hydrocarbon reformed 

gas mixture, especially from the gasification of coal, the oxidation of hydrogen and carbon monoxide 

occurs simultaneously at the anode, and the combined anode reaction becomes

Cathode :
1

2
a b O 2 a b a b O2

2( ) ( ) ( )+ + + = +− −e

Cell :
1

2
a b O a H b CO a H O b CO2 2 2 2( )+ + + = + 

The solid electrolyte in SOFCs is usually yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ); thus, a high operating temper-

ature of around 1000°C is required to ensure adequate ionic conductivity and low ohmic resistance. This 

is especially important because the cell open-circuit voltage is low, compared with low-temperature fuel 

cells, typically around 0.9–1 V under the typical working conditions of the SOFCs. The high-tem perature 

operation of the SOFCs makes the activation polarization very small, resulting in the design operation 

in the range dominated by the ohmic polarization. The conventional material for the anode is nickel-

YSZ-cermet, and the cathode is usually made of lanthanum-strontium-manganite. Metallic current col-

lector plates of a high-temperature corrosion-resistant chromium-based alloy are typically used.

Acceptable Contamination Levels

Because of high temperature, the SOFCs can better tolerate impurities in the incoming fuel stream. 

They can operate equally well on dry or humidified hydrogen or carbon monoxide fuel or on mixtures 

of them. However, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), hydrogen chloride (HCl), and ammonia (NH3) are impuri-

ties typically found in coal gasified products, and each of these substances is potentially harmful to 

the performance of SOFCs. The main poisoning factor for SOFCs is H2S. Though the sulfur tolerance 

level is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than other fuel cells, the level is below 80 ppm. 

However, studies have shown that the effect of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is reversible, meaning that the cell 

performance will recover if hydrogen sulfide is removed from the fuel stream or clean fuel is provided 

after the contaminant poison has occurred.

Major Technological Problems

The high-temperature operation of the SOFCs places stringent requirements on materials used for cell 

construction, and appropriate materials for cell components are very scarce. Therefore, the key techni-

cal challenges are the development of suitable materials and the fabrication techniques. Of the material 

requirements, the most important consideration is the matching of the thermal expansion coefficients 

of electrode materials with that of the electrolyte to prevent cracking or delamination of SOFC com-

ponents either during high-temperature operation or heating/cooling cycles. One of the remedies for 

the thermal expansion mismatch is to increase the mechanical toughness of the cell materials by either 

developing new materials or doping the existing materials with SrO and CaO.

The electrode voltage losses are reduced when the electrode material possesses both ionic and elec-

tronic conductivities (the so-called mixed conduction), for which the electrochemical reactions occur 

throughout the entire surface of the electrode rather than only at the three-phase interface of, e.g., the 

cathode, the air (gas phase), and the electrolyte. Therefore, it is important for performance enhancement 
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to develop mixed-conduction materials for both the cathode and anode, which have good thermal 

expansion match with the electrolyte used and good electrical conductivity to reduce the ohmic polar-

ization that dominates the SOFC voltage losses.

Another focus of the current development is the intermediate-temperature SOFCs operating at 

around 800°C for better matching with the bottoming turbine cycles and lessening requirements for 

the cell component materials. Again, appropriate materials with adequate electrical conductivity are 

the key areas of the development effort, and thermal expansion matching among the cell components 

is still necessary.

Technological Status

There are three major configurations for SOFCs: tubular, flat plate, and monolithic. Even though 

SOFC technology is in the developmental stage, the tubular design has gone through development at 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation since the late 1950s and has been demonstrated at user sites in a 

complete operating fuel cell power unit of nominal 25 kW (40 kW maximum) capacity. The flat plate 

and the monolithic designs are at a much earlier development status typified by subscale, single cell, 

and short stack development (up to 40 cells). The present estimated capital cost is $1500/kW, but it is 

expected to be reduced with improvements in technology. Therefore, the SOFCs may become very com-

petitive with the existing technology for electric power generation. However, it is believed that the SOFC 

technology is at least 5 to 10 years away from commercialization.

Applications

SOFCs are very attractive in electrical utility and industrial applications. The high operating tempera-

ture allows them to use hydrogen and carbon monoxide from natural gas steam reformers and coal gas-

ification plants, a major advantage as far as fuel selection is concerned. SOFCs are being developed for 

the large (>10 MW, especially 100 to 300 MW) baseload stationary power plants with coal as the primary 

fuel. This is one of the most lucrative markets for this type of fuel cells.

A promising field for SOFCs is the decentralized power supply in the megawatt range, where the 

SOFC gains interest due to its capability to convert natural gas without external reforming. In the range 

of one to some tenths of a megawatt, the predicted benefits in electrical efficiency of SOFC-based power 

plants over conventional methods of electricity generation from natural gas can only be achieved by 

an internal-reforming SOFC. Thus, internal reforming is a major target of present worldwide SOFC 

development.

Concluding Remarks

A summary of the preceding discussion, including the operational characteristics and technological 

status of the intermediate- and high-temperature fuel cells, is given in Table 1. Note that the costs for 

PAFC, MCFC, and SOFC are for stationary power systems.

HT-PEMFC is still at the laboratory research level mainly due to the durability issue of the membrane 

at high temperatures and is expected to be more suitable for stationary rather than automotive applica-

tions due to its slower start-up characteristics (higher operating temperature to be reached) than the 

conventional PEMFC. PAFC is the most commercially developed fuel cell operating at intermediate 

temperatures. PAFCs are being used in applications such as hospitals, hotels, offices, and schools with 

relative high conversion efficiency. The high-temperature fuel cells like MCFCs and SOFCs may be most 

appropriate for cogeneration and combined cycle systems (with gas or steam turbine as the bottoming 

cycle). The MCFCs have the highest energy efficiency attainable from methane to electricity conversion 

in the size range of 250 kW to 20 MW, whereas the SOFCs are best suited for baseload utility application 
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operating on coal-derived gases. It is estimated that the MCFC technology is about 5 to 10 years away 

from commercialization, and the SOFCs are probably years afterwards. In addition, due to the high 

operating temperatures and fuel reforming of MCFC and SOFC, the management of the exhaust gases 

(e.g., NOx and SO2) is important due to the environmental concerns.
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TABLE 1 Operational Characteristics and Technological Status of Intermediate- and High-Temperature Fuel Cells

Type of Fuel 

Cells

Operating 

Temperature 

(°C)

Power Density 

(mW/cm2), 

(present) 

Projected

Projected 

Rated Power 

Level (kW)

Fuel 

Efficiency

Lifetime 

Projected 

(hr)

Capital 

Cost 

Projected 

($/kW) Application Areas

HT-PEMFC 100–200 (600) 1–1000 45–70 >40,000 35 Transportation, 

>900 space

PAFC 160–220 (200)

250

100–5000 55 >40,000 3000 Dispersed and 

distributed power

MCFC 600–700 (100)

>200

1000–100,000 60–65 >40,000 1000 Distributed power 

generation

SOFC 800–1000 (240)

300

100–100,000 55–65 >40,000 1500 Baseload power 

generation
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Introduction

Fuel cell technology has been developed and improved dramatically in the past two decades, and this 

has once again captured public attention as well as the industry’s attention concerning the prospect of 

fuel cells as practical power sources for terrestrial applications. Fuel cell is a highly energy-efficient and 

environmentally friendly technology for power generation that is also compatible with alternative fuels 

and renewable energy sources and carriers for sustainable development.

Fuel cell offers additional advantages for both mobile and stationary power generation applications. 

Fuel cell, as an electrochemical device, has no moving components except for peripheral equipment. 

As a result, its operation is very quiet, virtually without vibration and noise, thus capable of on-site 

cogeneration with no need of long distance power transmission lines that consume approximately 10% 

of electric energy delivered to consumers in North America. Its inherent modularity allows for simple 

construction and operation with possible applications for baseload electricity generation, dispersed, 

distributed, and portable power generation, because it may be made in any size from a few watts up 

to a megawatt-scale plant with equal efficiency. Its fast response to the changing load condition while 

maintaining high efficiency makes it ideally suited to load following applications. Its high efficiency rep-

resents less chemical, thermal, and carbon dioxide emissions for a given amount of power generation.

At present, fuel cell technology is being routinely used in many specific areas, notably in space explo-

rations, where fuel cell operates on pure hydrogen and oxygen with over 70% efficiency and drinkable 

water as the only by-product. Fuel cell technology is also being widely used for terrestrial applications; 

impressive technical progress has been achieved in terms of higher power density and better durability 

as well as reduced capital and maintenance and operation cost, and is driving the development of com-

petitively priced fuel-cell-based power generation systems with advanced features for terrestrial use, 
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such as utility power plants and zero-emission vehicles. In light of decreasing fossil fuel reserves and 

increasing energy demands worldwide, fuel cell will probably become one of the major energy technolo-

gies with fiercest international competition in the 21st century.

The major terrestrial commercial applications of fuel cells are electric power generation in the 

utility industry and as a zero-emission powertrain in the transportation sector. For these practical 

applications, the efficiencies of fuel cells range somewhere from 40% to 65% based on the lower 

heating value (LHV) of hydrogen. Typically, the cell electric potential is only about 1 V across a 

single cell, and it decreases due to various loss mechanisms under the operational conditions. 

Thus, multiple cells are required to be connected together in electrical series in order to achieve 

a useful voltage for practical purposes, and these connected cells are often referred to as a fuel 

cell stack. A fuel cell system consists of one or multiple fuel cell stacks connected in series and/

or parallel and the necessary auxiliaries whose composition depends on the type of fuel cells and 

the kind of primary fuels used. The major accessories include thermal management (or cooling) 

subsystem, fuel supply, storage and processing subsystem, and oxidant (typically air) supply and 

conditioning subsystem.

In light of the recent advancement in fuel cell technology and its potential impact on municipal 

utilities, the energy delivery marketplace, and transportation sector, an assessment of the current state 

of fuel cell technology has been conducted. The result of this study is described in the first and second 

parts of this report, which summarizes the state-of-the-art technology for the seven major types of fuel 

cells, including

• Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs)

• Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)

• High-temperature PEMFCs (HT-PEMFCs)

• Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs)

• Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs)

• Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs)

• Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)

A critical parameter that determines the potential applications of each type of fuel cell is the operating 

temperature. For instance, AFCs, DMFCs, and PEMFCs have potential applications in transportation 

because they do not produce much heat (which otherwise would have to be eliminated by some cooling 

device) and, as a result of this, have a very short start-up period (a few minutes). These types of fuel cells 

are discussed in this entry.

On the other hand, HT-PEMFCs, PAFCs, MCFCs, and SOFCs producing high-temperature heat are 

more complex to run and are better fit for stationary applications like combined heat power generation 

or CHP. The fuel cells under this category will be discussed in a separate entry entitled “Fuel Cells: 

Intermediate and High Temperature.”

The study was based on a literature review and search of technical databases, and recent advancement 

of fuel cell technology has been identified and delineated for each of the seven major types of fuel cells 

listed above. The following sections describe each of the three low- temperature fuel cells. Their tech-

nological status is presented with respect to their basic operating principle, acceptable contamination 

levels, the state-of-the-art technology, major technical barriers to commercialization, their economics 

and suitability for utility, and transportation applications.

Alkaline Fuel Cells

AFCs give the best performance among all the fuel cell types under the same or similar operating con-

ditions when running on pure hydrogen and oxygen. Hence, they are among the first fuel cells to have 

been studied and taken into development for practical applications, and they are the first type of fuel 

cells to have reached successful routine applications, mainly in space programs such as space shuttle 
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missions in the United States and similar space exploration endeavors in China and Europe, where 

pure hydrogen and oxygen are used as reactants. Because of their success in space programs, AFCs are 

also the type of fuel cells on which probably the largest number of fuel cell development programs have 

begun in the world in an effort to bring them down to terrestrial applications, particularly in Europe, 

and almost all the AFC development programs have come to an end. In recent years, AFC with solid 

electrolyte membrane has attracted people’s attention once again. Because with solid electrolyte mem-

brane, AFC can be expected to offer similar or better power density and durability when compared with 

PEMFC. In addition to its most efficient energy conversion mechanism among all the fuel cell types, it 

is becoming a promising candidate for energy conversion in automotive applications.

The AFCs have the highest energy conversion efficiency among all types of fuel cells under the same 

operating condition if pure hydrogen and pure oxygen are used as reactants. That was one of the impor-

tant reasons that AFC was selected for the U.S. space shuttle missions. The AFCs used in the shuttle 

missions are operated at about 200°C for better performance (i.e., high energy conversion efficiency of 

over 70% and high power density, which is critical for space applications), and the alkaline electrolyte is 

potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution immobilized in the asbestos matrix. As a result, the AFCs operate 

at high pressure in order to prevent the boiling and depletion of the liquid electrolyte. Consequently, 

these severe operating conditions of high temperature and high pressure dictate extremely strict 

requirement for cell component materials that must withstand the extreme corrosive oxidizing and 

reducing environment of the cathode and anode. To meet these requirements, precious metals such as 

platinum, gold, and silver are used for the construction of the electrodes, although these precious metals 

are not necessary for the electrochemical reactions leading to electric power generation. Each shuttle 

flight contains 36 kW AFC power system. Its purchase price is about $28.5 million, and it costs NASA 

additional $12–19 million annually for operation and maintenance. Although the manufacturer claims 

about 2400 hr of lifetime, NASA’s experience indicates that the real lifetime is only about 1200 hr. With 

sufficient technology development, 10,000 hr are expected as the life potential (or upper limit) for the 

AFC system. This belief is based on the nature of the AFC systems and the data accumulated on both 

stacks and single cells.

The typical working temperature of AFC power systems aimed at commercial and terrestrial appli-

cations ranges from 20°C to 90°C, and the electrolyte is KOH solution (30%–35%) or solid electrolyte 

membrane. There are five different cell types investigated:

 1. Cell with a free liquid electrolyte between two porous electrodes

 2. ELOFLUX cell with liquid KOH in the pore systems.

 3. Matrix cell where the electrolyte is fixed in the electrode matrix

 4. The falling film cell

 5. Cell with solid electrolyte membrane

Research groups are working on the development of technical AFC systems; the group name and the 

current status of the work are listed below:

• Siemens, Erlangen, Germany: stopped working on the AFCs

• VARTA AG, Kelkheim, Germany: terminated working on preparation of technical electrodes and 

technical fuel stacks in 1993

• GH, Kassel, Germany: stopped working on preparation of technical electrodes and technical fuel 

cell stacks in 1994

• ISET, Kassel, Germany: stopped working on technical AFC systems in 1994

• DLR-ITT (German Aerospace Research Establishment), Stuttgart: stopped working on the inves-

tigation of the degradation of technical electrodes, the development of new catalysts for AFC, and 

the theoretical simulation of stacks and systems in 1994

• ELENCO, Antwerpen, Belgium: stopped working on electrodes, stacks, and systems, as well as 

bus demonstration program (it went bankrupt in 1995)
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• Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm: working on the field of stationary fuel cells powered 

by biofuels

• Hoechst AG, Frankfurt: terminated working on AFC electrodes and stopped development of the 

falling film cell

• Technical University, Graz, Austria: planning an investigation of degradation effects

• Zevco with headquarters in London: demonstration of AFCs for mobile applications, particularly 

for bus with ELENCO’s technology

• University of California, Riverside, California: development of solid electrolyte membrane for AFC

The following is a list of some selected technical applications and demonstration projects in Europe in 

recent years:

• Space applications: the space applications are the development of an AFC system for the European 

space shuttle HERMES (Siemens, ELENCO, VARTA/GHK) and the bipolar matrix AFC system 

Photon for space applications (Ural Electrochemical Integrated plant).

• Vehicles: applications of AFCs in vehicles are as follows:

 1. Forklift truck of VARTA AFC

 2. VW Van, 14 kW ELENCO AFC and battery

 3. VW van, 17.5 kW Siemens AFC

 4. Submarine, 100 kW Siemens AFC

 5. EUREKA-Bus, 80 kW ELENCO AFC and battery

• Decentralized energy supply: these supplies comprise the following:

 1. A meteorological station, 5 W, VARTA AFC for long-term operation

 2. A TV-transmitting installation Ruppertshain, 100 W VARTA AFC

 3. A mobile current supply unit for the Belgian Geological Service, 40 kW ELENCO AFC

• Energy storage: the solar hydrogen demonstration plant in Neunburg vorm Wald, 6.5 kW Siemens 

AFC, and the solar hydrogen system at Fachhochschule Wiesbaden, 1.2 kW ELENCO AFC, are 

typical examples. Many problems concerning AFCs are described in the literature. The most 

important problems are the following:

• Preparation method of the electrodes: the electrodes consist of porous material that is covered 

with a layer of catalyst. Generally, it is very difficult to distribute the catalyst at the surface and 

to produce a defined pore system for the transportation of the reactants.

• Costs of the electrode, stacks, and fuel cell systems: the preparation of electrodes with noble 

metal catalysts is very expensive. In general, the electrodes are manufactured in a small-scale 

production with high overhead costs.

• Lifetime of the electrode/degradation: the electrolyte is very corrosive and the catalyst 

materials are sensitive to high polarization. Using nickel and silver as catalysts, in order to 

reduce the costs of the fuel cell, leads to a high degradation of these catalysts. This problem is 

expected to be solved or abated with solid electrolyte membrane.

• Diaphragm made of asbestos: the diaphragm of low- temperature AFCs is made of asbestos. 

This material is hazardous for health, and in some countries, its use is even banned. Therefore, 

new diaphragms should be developed, but it is difficult to find a material with a similar behav-

ior in alkaline electrolyte. This issue is solved when solid electrolyte membrane is used.

• Carbon-dioxide-contaminated fuel and oxidant streams (carbonating of electrolyte and elec-

trodes): the electrolyte intolerance of carbon dioxide is the most important disadvantage of 

air-breathing AFCs with reformate gases from primary fossil fuels. This problem is expected 

to be solved or abated with solid electrolyte membrane.

Other problems associated with the AFC power systems are the concern on the safety and reliability 

of AFC power systems, mainly related to AFCs with liquid electrolyte. For example, the liquid KOH 

electrolyte contained in an asbestos matrix can only withstand a 5 psi limit of pressure differential 
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between the anode and cathode reactant gases. This dictates the need for sophisticated pinpoint pres-

sure control during the operation including transient, start-up, and shutdown process. It is also a safety 

issue because of its greater likelihood of mixing of the reactants occurring in the AFC system with the 

possibility of a serious fire breaking out. In terms of general safety considerations, the use of the cor-

rosive potassium hydroxide electrolyte in the AFCs represents the need for hazardous handling, and 

the handling of asbestos matrix poses potential hazard to one’s health. With flowing reactant gases, the 

potential for the gradual loss of the liquid electrolyte, drying of the electrolyte matrix, reactant cross-

over of the matrix, and ensuing life-limiting reactant mixing (or actual AFC stack failure due to fire) is 

very real in the AFC system. Moreover, the liquid electrolytes, like potassium or sodium hydroxide, do 

not reject carbon dioxide; even the 300–350 ppm of carbon dioxide in the atmospheric air is not toler-

ated (carbon dioxide concentration in both cathode and anode gases must be less than 10–100 ppm by 

volume), while terrestrial applications almost invariably require the use of atmospheric air as oxidant 

due to technical and economic considerations. For municipal electric applications, hydrocarbon fuels, 

especially natural gas, are expected to be the primary fuel, and their reformation into hydrogen-rich 

gases invariably contains a significant amount of carbon dioxide, e.g., steam reforming of the natural 

gas results in the reformate gas consisting approximately of 80% hydrogen, 20% carbon dioxide, and 

a trace amount of other components such as carbon monoxide. Carbonaceous products of aging and 

corrosion shorten AFC life; they degrade the alkaline electrolyte. Whether originating as impurities in 

the gaseous reactants or from some fuel cell materials, oxides of carbon will chemically react with the 

alkaline electrolyte and produce irreversible decay, which will decrease performance and shorten life. 

Consequently, AFCs with liquid electrolyte have been restricted to specialized applications where pure 

hydrogen and oxygen are utilized.

The revival of this technology seems to have started in recent years, mainly due to the development 

of solid alkaline electrolyte membrane. For AFCs with solid electrolyte membrane, most of the above-

mentioned problems can be solved or abated. The solid electrolyte membrane makes the AFC technology 

comparable with PEMFC in terms of safety, cost, power density, and durability. In addition, since AFC has 

the most efficient energy conversion mechanism among all the fuel cell types, it therefore also has higher 

possibility to use no-precious catalyst than PEMFC. Nevertheless, AFC with solid electrolyte membrane 

is still at its early stage of development; the cost, durability, and performance are expected to be further 

examined and improved, and the transport phenomena inside the cell need to be investigated as well.

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells

Introduction

The PEMFC is also called solid polymer (electrolyte) fuel cell. It is perhaps the most elegant of all fuel 

cell systems in terms of design and mode of operation. It was the first type of fuel cell that was put into 

practical application (in Gemini space missions from 1962 to 1966). It consists of a solid polymeric 

membrane acting as the electrolyte. The solid membrane is an excellent proton conductor, sandwiched 

between two platinum-catalyzed porous carbon electrodes. It has fast start capability and yields the 

highest output power density among all types of the fuel cells. Because of the solid membrane as the 

electrolyte, there is no corrosive fluid spillage hazard, and there is lower sensitivity to orientation. It has 

no volatile electrolyte and has minimal corrosion concerns. It has truly zero pollutant emissions with 

potable liquid product water when hydrogen is used as fuel. As a result, the PEMFC is particularly suited 

for vehicular power application, although it is also being considered for stationary power application, 

albeit to a lesser degree.

The proton-conducting polymer membrane belongs to a class of materials called ionomers or poly-

electrolytes, which contain functional groups that will dissociate in the presence of water. The dissocia-

tion produces ions fixed to the polymer and simple counterions that can freely exchange with ions of the 

same sign from the solution. The current available polyelectrolytes have cation as the counterion. In the 
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case of hydrogen, the cation is proton. Therefore, the membrane must be fully hydrated in order to have 

adequate ion conductivity. As a result, the fuel cell must be operated under conditions where the product 

water does not evaporate faster than it is produced, and the reactant gases, both hydrogen and oxygen, 

need to be humidified. Therefore, water and thermal management in the membrane become critical for 

efficient cell performance, are fairly complex, and require dynamic control to match the varying operat-

ing conditions of the fuel cell. Because of the limitation imposed by the membrane and problems with 

water balance, the operating temperature of PEMFCs is usually less than 100°C, typically at 80°C. This 

rather low operating temperature requires the use of noble metals as catalysts in both the anode and 

cathode side with generally higher catalyst loadings than those used in PAFCs.

Currently, the polymer electrolyte used is made of per-fluorinated sulfonic acid membrane, or it is 

essentially acid, though in solid polymeric form. Hence, PEMFCs are essentially acid electrolyte fuel 

cells, with its operational principle essentially the same as PAFCs. As a result, most of PEMFC design, 

material selection, component fabrication, etc., are similar to those of PAFCs. The only difference is the 

humidification of reactant gases dictated by the membrane performance. Reactant humidification is 

often achieved by a number of techniques, e.g., by passing gas stream through a water column, by using 

in-stack humidification section of cell and membrane arrangement, and by spraying water into the reac-

tant streams. In the early stage of the PEMFC development, the membranes were based on polystyrene, 

but since 1968, a Teflon-based product named “Nafion” by DuPont is used. This offers high stability, high 

oxygen solubility, and high mechanical strength.

Basic Operating Principle

The schematic of a single PEMFC is illustrated in Figure 1. The PEMFC requires hydrogen gas as the fuel 

and oxygen (typically air) as the oxidant. The half-cell reactions are

 Anode : H 2H 2e2 = ++ −

FIGURE 1 Schematic of a PEMFC.
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 + + =+ −Cathode :1 2O 2H 2e H O2 2

and the overall cell reaction is

 + = + +H 1 2O H O Heat Generated Electric Energy.2 2 2

The current PEMFCs use perfluorinated sulfonic acid membrane as the proton-conducting electrolyte; 

carbon paper or cloth as the anode and cathode backing layers; and platinum or its alloys, often sup-

ported on carbon black, as the catalyst. The bipolar plate with the reactant gas flow fields is often made 

of graphite plate. The stoichiometry is around 1.1 to 1.2 for the fuel and 2 for the oxidant (oxygen). The 

PEMFCs usually operate at about 80°C and 1–8 atm pressure. The pressures, in general, are maintained 

equal on either side of the membrane. Operation at high pressure is necessary to attain high power den-

sities, particularly when air is chosen as the cathodic reactant.

To prevent the membrane dryout leading to local hot spot (and crack) formation, performance 

degradation, and lifetime reduction, both fuel and oxidant streams are often fully humidified, and 

the operating temperature is limited by the saturation temperature of water corresponding to the 

operating pressure. The product liquid water formed at the cathode can dissolve in the electrolyte 

membrane or be removed from the cell by the excessive oxidant gas stream. The accumulation of liq-

uid water in the cathode backing layer blocks the oxygen transfer to the catalytic sites, thus resulting 

in the phenomenon called “water flooding,” causing performance reduction. Local hot and cold spots 

will cause the evaporation and condensation of water. Thus, an integrated approach to thermal and 

water management is critical to PEMFCs’ operation and performance, and a proper design must be 

implemented.

Cold Start

In winter conditions, it is unavoidable for vehicles driving below the freezing point of water (0°C); 

therefore, for successful commercialization of PEMFC in automotive applications, rapid start-up 

from subzero temperatures must be achieved, which is referred to as “cold start” of PEMFC. The 

major problem of PEMFC cold start is that the product water freezes when the temperature inside 

the PEMFC is lower than the freezing point of water. If the catalyst layer is fully covered by ice before 

the cell temperature rises above the freezing point, the electrochemical reaction may be stopped due 

to the blockage of the reaction site. In addition, ice formation may also result in serious damage to the 

structure of the membrane electrode assembly. Most of the present PEMFCs employ various assisted 

cold start methods such as resistance heating using DC from batteries, coolant heating, hot air blow-

ing, and catalytic hydrogen/oxygen reaction inside the PEMFC. The cold start performance can also 

be improved by design optimizations. Membrane thickness, ionomer content in catalyst layer, total 

heat capacity of the cell, and cell insulation are all important design factors to improve the cold start 

performance.

Acceptable Contamination Levels

As an acid electrolyte fuel cell operating at low temperature, the PEMFC is primarily vulnerable to 

carbon monoxide poisoning. Even a trace amount of CO drastically reduces the performance levels, 

although CO poisoning effect is reversible and does not cause permanent damages to the PEMFC sys-

tem. Further, the performance reduction due to CO poisoning takes a long time (on the order of 2 hr) to 

reach steady state. This transient effect may have profound implication for transportation applications. 

Therefore, the PEMFC requires the use of a fuel virtually free of CO (must be less than a few parts per 

million). Also, high-quality water free of metal ions should be used for the cell cooling and reactant 
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humidification to avoid the contamination of the membrane electrolyte. This requirement has a severe 

implication on the materials that can be used for cell components. On the other hand, carbon dioxide 

does not affect PEMFC operation and performance except through the effect of reactant dilution (the 

Nernst loss).

Major Technological Problems

For practical applications, PEMFC performance in terms of energy efficiency, power density (both size 

and weight), durability, and capital cost must be further improved. This can be accomplished by system-

atic research in the following:

 i. New oxygen reduction electrocatalysts: This includes the development of non-precious catalyst 

and the reduction of precious metal platinum and its alloys loading from 4 mg/cm2 to 0.4 mg/cm2 

or lower without affecting the long-term performance and the lifetime, as well as the development 

of CO-tolerant catalysts.

 ii. New types of polymer electrolyte with higher oxygen solubility, thermal stability, long life, and 

low cost. A self-humidified membrane or a polymer without the need of humidification will be 

ideal for PEMFC operation and performance enhancement with significant simplification of sys-

tem complexities and reduction of the cost.

 iii. Profound changes in oxygen (air) diffusion electrode structure to minimize all transport-related 

losses. The minimization of all transport losses is the most promising direction for PEMFC per-

formance improvement.

 iv. Optimal thermal and water management throughout the individual cells and the whole stack to 

avoid local hot and dry spot formation and to avoid water flooding of the electrode.

 v. Optimal design from single-cell component to system level to enhance the cold start 

performance.

Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of a PEMFC stack and its major components. In addition to the above 

issues, the development of low-cost lightweight materials for construction of reactant gas flow fields 

and bipolar plates is one of the major barriers to PEMFCs’ large-scale commercialization. The success-

ful solution to this problem will further increase the output power density, and it includes an optimal 

design of flow fields with the operating conditions, as well as an appropriate selection of materials and 

fabrication techniques. It has been reported that as much as over 20% improvement in the performance 

of PEMFC stacks can be obtained just by appropriate design of flow channels alone. The current leading 

technologies for bipolar plate design include the following: injection-molded carbon-polymer compos-

ites, injection-molded and carbonized amorphous carbon, assembled three-piece metallic, and stamped 

unitized metallic.

Technological Status

PEMFCs have achieved a high power density of over 2.2 kW/L, perhaps the highest among all types 

of the fuel cells currently under development. It is also projected that the power density may be 

further improved with unitized metallic (stainless steel) bipolar plates. The U.S. Department of 

Energy reported that the capital cost of 80 kW automotive fuel cell system costs in volume produc-

tion ( projected to 500,000 units per year) is $61/kW in 2009, and the future target is $35/kW. It is 

expected that PEMFC technology is about 5 to 10 years from commercialization, and precommercial 

demonstration for buses and passenger vehicles is under way with increasing intensity. The first 

demonstration for residential combined heat and power application has began at the end of 1999, 

and application of PEMFCs in powering portable and mobile electronics such as laptops has already 

been started. 
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Applications

PEMFCs have a high power density, a variable power output, and a short start-up time due to low oper-

ating temperature; the solid polymer electrolyte is virtually corrosion free and can withstand a large 

pressure differential (as high as 750 psi reported by NASA) between the anode and cathode reactant 

gas streams. Hence, PEMFCs are suitable for use in the transportation sector. Currently, they are con-

sidered the best choice for zero-emission vehicles as far as present-day available fuel cell technologies 

are concerned. Their high power density and small size make them primary candidates for light-duty 

vehicles, though they are also used for heavy-duty vehicles. For high-profile automobile application, 

pure hydrogen and air are used as reactants at the present. However, conventional gasoline and diesel 

engines are extremely cheap, estimated to cost about $30–$50/kW. Therefore, the cost of PEMFC sys-

tems must be lowered in order to be competitive with the conventional heat engines in the transporta-

tion arena.

For electricity generation from the hydrocarbon fuels, a reformer with carbon monoxide and sulfur 

cleaning is necessary. It is estimated that the cost of the reforming system is about the same as the fuel 

cell stack itself, which is also the same as the cost of other ancillary systems. Apart from the high cost, 

the optimal chemical-to-electric conversion efficiency is around 40%–45%, and the low operating tem-

perature makes the utilization of the waste heat difficult, if possible at all; for the reforming of hydro-

carbon fuels, cogeneration of heat and combined cycles can be applied. On the other hand, conventional 

thermal power plants with combined gas and steam turbines have energy efficiency approaching 60% 

with a very low capital cost of $1000/kW. Therefore, the best possible application of the PEMFC systems 

interesting to utility industry is the use of PEMFCs in the size of tens to hundreds of kilowatts for remote 

region, as well as a possibility for residential combined heat and power application.

In addition, NASA has been conducting a feasibility study of using the PEMFC power systems for its 

space programs (mainly space shuttle missions) in place of its current three 12 kW AFC power modules. 

As discussed in the “Alkaline Fuel Cells” section, NASA is motivated by the extremely high cost, low 

lifetime, and maintenance difficulty associated with its current AFC systems.

FIGURE 2 Schematic of a PEMFC stack and its components. (Source: Ballard Power Systems: http://www.bal-

lard.com.)
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Direct Methanol Fuel Cells

Introduction

All the fuel cells reviewed above for commercial applications require the use of gaseous hydrogen 

directly or liquid/solid hydrocarbon fuels, e.g., methanol, reformed to hydrogen as the fuel. Pure 

o xygen or oxygen in air is used as the oxidant. Hence, these fuel cells are often referred to as hydrogen-

oxygen or hydrogen-air types of fuel cells. The use of gaseous hydrogen as a fuel presents a number 

of practical problems, such as storage system weight and volume as well as handling and safety issues 

especially for consumer and transportation applications. Although liquid hydrogen has the high-

est energy density, the liquefaction of hydrogen needs roughly one-third of the specific energy, and 

the thermal insulation required increases the volume of the reservoir significantly. The use of metal 

hydrides decreases the specific energy density, and the weight of the reservoir becomes excessive. The 

size and weight of a power system are extremely important for transportation applications, as they 

directly affect the fuel economy and vehicle capacity, although they are less critical for stationary 

applications. The low volumetric energy density of hydrogen also limits the distance between vehicle 

refueling.

Methanol as a fuel offers ease of handling and storage, and potential infrastructure capability for 

distribution. Methanol also has a higher theoretical energy density than hydrogen (~5 kWh/L compared 

with 2.6 kWh/L for liquid hydrogen). Easy refueling is another advantage for methanol. However, in the 

conventional hydrogen-air or hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells, a reformer is needed, which adds complexity 

and cost as well as production of undesirable pollutants such as carbon monoxide. The addition of a 

reformer also increases response time.

Therefore, direct oxidation of methanol is an attractive alternative in view of its simplicity from a 

system point of view. The DMFCs utilizing proton exchange membrane (PEM) have the capability 

of efficient heat removal and thermal control through the circulating liquid, as well as elimination of 

humidification required to avoid membrane dryout. These two characteristics have to be accounted for 

in the direct and indirect hydrogen systems that impact their volume and weight and, consequently, the 

output power density.

Basic Operating Principle

Figure 3 illustrates the basic operating principle of a DMFC. The DMFC allows the direct use of 

an aqueous, low-concentration (3%), liquid methanol solution as the fuel. Air is the oxidant. The 

methanol and water react directly in the anode chamber of the fuel cell to produce carbon dioxide 

and protons that permeate the PEM and react with the oxygen at the cathode. The half-cell reactions 

are as follows:

CH3 2OH( )1 + =H O( )1 CO2 ( )g +6H+ −+6eAnode :

( ) ( )+ + =+ − gCathode : 6H 6e 3/2O 3H O 12 2

 

 

and the net cell reaction is

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )+ = +gCH OH 1 3/2O CO g 2H O 1 .3 2 2 2

Because the PEM (e.g., Nafion membrane) is used as the electrolyte, the cell operating temperature must 

be less than the water boiling temperature to prevent the dryout of the membrane. Typically, the operat-

ing temperature is around 90°C, and the operating pressure ranges from 1 atm to several atmospheres.
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Acceptable Contamination Levels

The system is extremely sensitive to carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S). Carbon mon-

oxide may exist as one of the reaction intermediaries and can poison the catalyst used. There are argu-

ments whether CO is present in the anode during the reaction. Sulfur may be present if methanol is 

made of petroleum oils and needs to be removed.

Major Technological Problems

The PEM used in the DMFCs is the same as that employed in the PEMFCs. Since the electrolyte in 

DMFCs is essentially acid, expensive precious metals (typically platinum or its alloys) are used as the 

catalyst. However, the most serious problem is the so-called “methanol crossover.” This phenomenon 

is caused by the electro-osmotic effect. When the protons migrate through the electrolyte membrane, 

a number of water molecules are dragged along with each proton, and because methanol is dissolved 

in liquid water on the anode side, methanol is dragged through the membrane electrolyte to reach the 

cathode side together with the protons and water. Fortunately, the methanol at the cathode is oxidized 

into carbon dioxide and water at the cathode catalyst sites, producing no safety hazards. However, the 

methanol oxidation in cathode does not produce useful electric energy. The development of a new mem-

brane with low methanol crossover is a key to the success of DMFCs.

Such a low methanol crossover membrane has a number of advantages. First, it reduces the methanol 

crossover, enhancing fuel utilization and, hence, energy efficiency. Second, it reduces the amount of 

water produced at the cathode, leading to a lower activation and concentration polarization, thus allow-

ing higher cell voltage at the same operating current. Third, it allows higher methanol concentration in 

the fuel stream, resulting in better performance.

FIGURE 3 Schematic of DMFC.
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Technological Status

Although methanol itself has simpler storage requirements than hydrogen and is simpler to make and 

transport, its electrochemical activity is much slower than that of hydrogen; that is, its oxidation rate is 

about four orders of magnitude smaller than that of hydrogen. Also, the conversion takes place at low 

temperature (about 80–90°C), and the contaminant problem is one of the serious issues.

The state-of-the-art performance is an energy conversion efficiency of 34% (from methanol to elec-

tricity) at 90°C using 20 psig air, that is, a cell voltage of 0.5 V (corresponding to a voltage efficiency of 

42%) together with the methanol crossover accounting for 20% of the current produced (equivalent to 

a fuel efficiency of 80%). This 20% methanol crossover occurs when the fuel stream used is an aqueous 

solution containing only 3% methanol. It has been projected that with the better membrane developed 

by the University of Southern California (USC) and improvement of membrane electrode assembly, a 

cell voltage of 0.6 V can be achieved with only 5% methanol crossover. This is equivalent to 50%  voltage 

efficiency and 95% fuel efficiency, resulting in an overall stack efficiency of 47% (from methanol to elec-

tricity). The DMFC system efficiency will be lower due to running the necessary auxiliary systems. Since 

the current DMFCs basically use the same cell components, materials, construction, and fabrication 

techniques as the PEMFCs, it is therefore expected that the system and component costs will be similar 

to that of the PEMFCs.

Applications

DMFCs have low power density due to the sluggish reaction kinetics of methanol, but high volumetric 

energy capacity since the volumetric energy density of methanol is high. These characteristics make 

DMFCs unlikely suitable for high power density applications such as powering large vehicles, but ideal 

for smaller applications such as laptops, cellular phones, digital cameras, battery chargers, or other 

electronic devices. Current DMFC systems are available with power outputs from 25 W to 5 kW with 

durations up to 100 hr between refueling operations. DMFCs therefore feature longer working period 

and shorter refueling/recharging time than conventional lithium batteries. In addition, since methanol 

can be made from agriculture products, the use of methanol is also compatible with renewable energy 

sources to allow for sustainable development.

Concluding Remarks

A summary of the preceding discussion, including the operational characteristics and technological 

status of the three major types of low-temperature fuel cells, is given in Table 1.

For stationary power generation in the utility industry, the economic fuels of today and in the near 

future are the fossil fuels. Although AFCs have the best performance when operating on pure hydro-

gen and oxygen, the liquid electrolyte’s intolerance of carbon dioxide eliminates its role for utility 

TABLE 1 Operational Characteristics and Technological Status of Various Low-Temperature Fuel Cells

Power Density 

(mW/cm2), 

(Present) 

Projected

Type of 

Fuel 

Cells

Operating 

Temperature 

(°C)

Projected 

Rated Power 

Level (kW)

Lifetime 

Projected 

(hr)

Capital Cost 

Projected 

($/kW)

Fuel 

Efficiency Application Areas

AFC <90 (100–400)

>300

10–100 4070 >10,000 35 Space, transportation

PEMFC 50–90 (600)

>900

1–1000 45–70 >40,000 35 Transportation, space

DMFC 90 (230) 0.025–5 34 >10,000 35 Portable electronic 

devices, transportation
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applications. However, the development of solid electrolyte membrane for AFC lifts the curtain of 

revival of this technology. The cost of PEMFCs has been significantly reduced in recent years, and it 

is expected to be comparable with internal combustion engines. PEMFCs are believed to be the most 

promising candidate for transportation application because of their high power density, fast start-up, 

high efficiency, and easy and safe handling. DMFCs are most suitable for portable applications such as 

laptops, cellular phones, digital cameras, battery chargers, or other electronic devices, because they have 

low power density but high energy capacity.
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Introduction

It is theoretically possible for plug-in hybrid-electric light transportation vehicles to utilize electricity 

provided by electric utilities to displace almost 75% of the energy of gasoline used for light  transportation 

vehicles (automobiles, SUVs, pickup trucks, minivans, etc.). It was also shown that replacing this gasoline 

energy with electricity would require 200–250 GW of new electrical generating capacity. Calculations 

show that about 930 GW of new electrical generating capacity would be required to produce hydrogen 

by electrolysis to replace all hydrocarbon fuels used in all U.S. transportation systems (including heavy 

trucks, aircraft, military vehicles, etc.). Hence, the choice of fuels for of these new electrical generating 

plants could have a large environmental impact if a significant fraction of gasoline used for light and 

heavy vehicle transportation was replaced by electricity or hydrogen.

Greenhouse Gases

Sunlight enters the atmosphere striking the earth, and it is reflected back towards space as infrared 

r adiation (heat energy). Greenhouse gases absorb this infrared radiation, trapping the heat in the 

at mosphere. Until about 150 years ago, the amount of energy absorbed was about the same as the amount 

of energy radiated back into space. At that time, this equilibrium was upset, and the  concentration of 

greenhouse gases—especially CO2 (carbon dioxide)—began to increase. The concentration is  continuing 

to increase at a rate that seems to parallel the increase in production of CO2. During the same period, the 

average temperature of the atmosphere increased with subsequent climate changes in a manner that is 

thought by many to be a cause–effect relationship.[1]

The principal greenhouse gases are water vapor (60%–65%) and CO2 (20%–25%). Water vapor stays 

in the atmosphere for a relatively short time—a matter of hours or days—whereas CO2 has an average 

residence period of about a century. As a result, the amount of water vapor remains relatively constant 

related to the rate at which it is produced by weather phenomena, while CO2 tends to accumulate as 

the amount emitted increases. All other greenhouse gases (10%–20%) such as methane, ozone, nitrous 

oxide, and carbon monoxide tend to have less effects on the atmosphere over time because of their small 

quantities or short residence times. Hence, the only greenhouse gas considered in this analysis is CO2.

In contrast with the “well to wheels” approach that includes the emissions produced by processing the 

original fuel, this analysis starts with the fuel used to generate electricity or to produce hydrogen. This 

simplification does not materially change the relationship between the emissions of greenhouse gases 

by the various processes analyzed.

Models Used for Analyses

The models to quantitatively evaluate the greenhouse gas emissions, specifically carbon dioxide, when 

electrical energy or hydrogen is used to replace gasoline as an automotive fuel are those used in the 

author’s previous publications.[2,3] These models were based on information provided by or extrapolated 

from data provided by the Department of Energy (DOE) Energy Information Administration (EIA).[4]

These models utilize the following data:

 1. There were 225 million light transportation vehicles in the United States in 2004, including 

133 million automobiles and 92 million light truck-based vehicles (sport utility vehicles, vans, 

pickup trucks, passenger minivans, and delivery vans).

 2. On any given day, 50% of these vehicles traveled less than 32.2 km (20 mi).

 3. The average distance traveled by each vehicle in the United States was 19,749 km/year (12,264 

mi/year). This distance traveled by each average vehicle is derived from the 9 million barrels of oil 

per day used to make gasoline for the 225 million light vehicles having an average fuel consump-

tion of 8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal), the approximate average gasoline mileage reported by EIA.[4]
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CO2  Emissions for Micro, Mild, and Full Hybrid Vehicles

 4. The quantitative index used for comparing electricity and hydrogen produced by different meth-

ods using different source fuels is kilograms of CO2 per vehicle-year (pounds per vehicle-year) 

for the average distance traveled by each vehicle in the United States—19,749 km/year (12,264 

mi/year). Actual emissions of specific vehicles may be greater or less than the values presented 

here depending upon whether the fuel consumption of the particular vehicle is greater or less than 

the average value of 8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal).

CO2 Emissions for Gasoline-Fueled Light Vehicles

TerraPass, a vendor dealing in carbon dioxide emission credits, has developed a “carbon dioxide cal-

culator” that gives the emission of carbon dioxide for virtually all American automobiles for the past 

20 years.[5] Experimenting with this calculator shows that the quantity of carbon dioxide, the most 

important greenhouse gas from combustion of gasoline in internal combustion engines, emitted per 

unit of time is a direct function of the amount of gasoline used in that time. This calculator utilized the 

fact that the combustion of 1 gal of gasoline emits 2.35 kg of CO2 per liter (19.56 lbs of CO2 per gallon) of 

gasoline. Because the average gas mileage in our model is 8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal), the annual emission of 

carbon dioxide is

 
× = −19749 km/year kg CO  per liter

8.51 km/liter
5458 km/vehicle year

2
 

lb CO11,997     per vehicle-year2( )  

Clearly, the amount of CO2 for smaller vehicles is less than for larger vehicles because the gasoline mile-

age is greater. However, the model for this analysis deals with average vehicles that achieve 8.51 km/l 

(20 mi/gal)—the reference performance used for all comparisons.

Because of the energy to propel all traditional types of hybrid vehicles is provided by gasoline, we will 

utilize the increased fuel mileages assigned in the author’s earlier publication[3] and reduce the total CO2 

emissions for traditional hybrid-electric vehicles accordingly, as shown in Table 1.

These values are for hybrid vehicles of a size corresponding to a traditional vehicle that attains 

8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal). A larger or smaller vehicle would have higher or lower emissions, respectively.

CO2  Emissions for Plug-In Hybrid-Electric Vehicles

The model utilized in the author’s hybrid article[3] has half the vehicles traveling 24.2 km (15 mi) per day 

on electricity, or 8816 km (5475 mi) per year. The other half of the vehicles travel 56.4 km (35 mi) per day, 

or 20,572 km (12,775 mi) per year on electricity. These assumptions result in an average of 14,694 km 

(9125 mi) per year on electricity for all vehicles.

TABLE 1  Emissions for Hybrid-Electric Vehicles

Type Hybrid km/l

Gasoline Mileage CO2 per Vehicle-Year

Kg lbmi/gal

Micro hybrid 9.35 22 4,955 10,906

Mild hybrid 10.62 25 4,362  9,598

Full hybrid 12.32 29 3,761  8,274
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The second half of these vehicles must also travel an additional 5055 km (3139 mi) per year as a full 

hybrid using gasoline at 12.32 km/l (29 mi/gal). Because the average total distance traveled by each car 

per year is 19,749 km (12,264 mi), the distance traveled using gasoline is 25.6% of the average distance 

each vehicle travels. The other 74.4% of this distance is traveled using electricity generated by a utility 

using nuclear fuels, fossil fuel, solar energy (wind, hydro, or photovoltaic systems), or renewable energy 

systems. Such a substitution of electricity for gasoline would save 6.7 million of the 9.0 million barrels of 

oil per day used in the United States for light vehicle transportation.

Electricity Generated Using Nuclear, Solar, and Renewable Fuels

Plug-in hybrid vehicles have two sources of CO2—the CO2 emitted due to operation in the full-hybrid 

mode and the CO2 emitted in generating the electrical energy used for the rest of the time. Because 

nuclear, solar, and renewable fuels generate a net of zero CO2, the only CO2 generated is by operation 

in the full-hybrid mode for 25.6% of the distance traveled. Hence, the emission is 25.6% of the value in 

Table 1 for a full-hybrid, 964 kg (2122 lb) per vehicle-year.

Electricity Generated Using Fossil Fuels (Natural Gas, Oil, and Coal)

When the electricity is supplied by utilities using fuels that emit carbon dioxide during combustion, this 

CO2 from generating electricity must be added to the CO2 of the full-hybrid operation discussed above. 

Data on actual emissions from fossil power plants in the United States for 1999 (the last year for which 

 complete data is available), provided by EPA and (DOE) (DOE-EIA 1999) show the emission rates in 

Table 2.

A reasonable average of 0.374 kWh/km (0.603 kWh/ mi) for the expenditure of electrical energy for 

hybrid vehicles that would be comparable to a vehicle getting 8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal) of gasoline using an 

internal combustion engine. Previously in this entry, it was shown that the average distance traveled 

by all plug-in hybrid vehicles while operating on electricity alone was 14,694 km/year (9125 mi/year). 

Hence, the electricity used is

 ( ) ( )× =14,694 km/year     0.374 kWh/km 5,496 kWh/year. 

If we multiply this value by the amount of CO2 emission per kilowatt-hour for the three fossil fuels given 

in Table 2 and add the 964 kg/vehicle-year (2122 lb/vehicle-year) of CO2 for operation in the hybrid 

mode, we get the results for fossil fuels given in Table 3.

TABLE 2 Emission Rates for Fossil Fuels

Fuel to Generate Electricity

CO2 Emission Rate

% of Total Generation kg/kwh lb/kwh

Coal 51.0 0.952 2.095

Oil  3.2 0.895 1.969

Natural gas 15.2 0.600 1.321

Renewables  0.6  0 (net) 0 (net)

Non-fossila 30.0 0 0

aNuclear, Solar, Wind, and Hydro.

Source: Energy Information Administration (see DOE–EIA[6]).
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Hydrogen-Fueled Vehicles

The emission of carbon dioxide from vehicles utilizing electricity generated with fuel cells operating on 

hydrogen is negligible except for the emissions from the various processes used to produce the hydro-

gen. These emissions of carbon dioxide from the production processes must be taken into account to 

give a valid comparison with emissions of greenhouse gases from the other vehicle configurations and 

their potential impact upon climate and weather modification.

Steam Methane Reforming

Some 95% of hydrogen used today is produced by steam methane reforming (SMR) from natural gas 

(~98% methane—CH4). The two steps of SMR are

 

( )
( )+ + → +CO    H O Heat 206 kJ/mol CO 3H

Steam Reforming Reaction

4 2

Catalyst

2
 

( )

( )

+ → + +CO  H O CO H Heat 41 kJ/mol

Water–Gas Shift Reaction

2

Catalyst

2 2
  

The hydrogen comes from the methane and the steam. The steam reforming reaction is endothermic 

with the required 206 kJ/mol heat energy normally produced by combustion of some of the methane. 

The water-gas shift reaction is exothermic, providing 41 kJ/mol heat energy that, if recovered, can reduce 

the amount of methane burned. Then the methane burned has to provide only the net 165 kJ/mol that 

represent ~17% of the total methane energy. About 3.3 mol of hydrogen (~83% of the theoretical maxi-

mum of 4 mol of hydrogen from CH4) are produced for each mol of methane. A well-designed SMR 

plant will yield hydrogen having about 80% of the energy of the methane supplied. Unfortunately, SMR 

produces CO2 in both the methane combustion and in the water–gas shift reaction.

Emissions of Vehicles Using Hydrogen Produced by SMR

In an earlier publication,[3] it was established that 0.228 kWh/km (0.367 kWh/mi) of mechanical energy 

at the tire- pavement interface corresponded to 8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal). If we use the following efficiencies:

• 70% efficiency for the electric motor drive (electricity to mechanical energy at the tire-pavement 

interface), the same used in the above reference,

• 60% efficiency (hydrogen to electricity) for the fuel cell, and

• 85% efficiency is distributing and dispensing the hydrogen to the fuel cell, the needed energy of 

the hydrogen input to the fuel cell is

TABLE 3  Emissions for Fossil Fuels

Emissions of CO2

Fuel to Generate Electricity kg/Vehicle-Year lb/Vehicle-Year

Coal 6,205 13,650

Oil 5,889 12,956

Natural gas 4,271  9,396

Source: Energy Information Administration (see DOE–EIA[6]).
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× ×

0.228  /

0.70 0.60 0.85

kWh km
 

(= 0.638 kWh/km 1.028kWh / mi   )

of hydrogen energy. Because the average total distance traveled per vehicle is 19,749 km/year 

(12,264 mi/year), the total kilowatt-hour per vehicle-year is

 19749 km / year 0.638 kWh of H  energy / km2( ) ( )×  

12607 kWh of H  energy / vehicleyear.2=   

The energy of hydrogen (lower heating value) is 119.9 MJ/kg (51,600 Btu/lb), so the amount of H2 used 

per year is

12607 kWh per vehicle− year
 

119.9 MJ / kg × 0.278 kWh / MJ

= 379kg H2  per vehicle− year 

(834 lb H2  per vehicle-year) 

Goswami indicates that SMR produces a net of 0.43 mol of CO2 for each mol of H2 produced using SMR.[7] 

Because the molecular weights of CO2 and H2 are 44 and 2, respectively, the specific CO2 
 emission can 

be calculated by

( )44 gm / mol CO
(0.43 mol CO / mol  H

2

2 2 )× ( )  
2 gm / mol H2

= 9.46 gm CO2 2/ gm H = 9.46 kg CO2 / kg H2 

and the total emission of CO2 per vehicle-year is

(379 kg H2 per vehicle− year) 

×( )9.46 kg  CO2 2 per kg  H  

= 3,585 kg CO2  per vehicle− year 

(= −7,888 lb CO2  per vehicle year). 

Emission for Vehicles Using Hydrogen Produced by SMR 
with Heat Provided by a High-Temperature Nuclear Reactor

Recent work in Japan has demonstrated the feasibility of substituting high-temperature heat from a 

gas-cooled nuclear reactor to replace the heat supplied by the combustion of methane. This increases 

the amount of hydrogen produced to 4 moles per mole of methane and eliminates the CO2 produced 

by combustion of methane, but not the CO2 produced by the water–gas shift reaction. The overall 

re action of the steam reforming and water shift reactions is the production of 1 mole of CO2 and 4 mol of 

h ydrogen for each mole of CH4. Hence, multiplying this ratio by the molecular weights and the amount 

of hydrogen used per year gives
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1 mol CO

4 mol H

44

2
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2

2× × −  

2,084 kg CO  per vehicle year2= −  

lb CO4,586     per vehicle-year .2( )  

 

 

Emissions for Vehicles Using H2  Produced by Electrolysis

Conventional electrolysis of water to produce hydrogen is a well-developed technology and produc-

tion units as large as 10 MWe are commercially available today. However, the typical overall efficiency 

of hydrogen production using electrolysis based on the thermal content of the generating plant fuel is 

about 25% today, consisting of two components—about 33% efficiency in converting fossil or nuclear 

fuel to electricity and about 75% in using electricity to separate water into hydrogen and oxygen. If a 

high-temperature gas-cooled reactor or a modern high-efficiency gas-fired combined cycle plant is used, 

the overall efficiency in producing hydrogen could approach 45%.

A leading manufacturer of electrolysis equipment indicated that 1 MW of electricity can generate 0.52 

ton (1040 lb) of hydrogen per day or 0.473 kg H2/kW day (1.04 lb H [8]
2/kW day).  In the case of SMR, it 

was calculated that the hydrogen required per year for a vehicle using hydrogen to travel 12,260 mi/year 

was 379 kg of H2/ vehicle-year (832 lb/vehicle-year). Hence, the amount of electricity required per year is

 
379 kg H / year 24 h / day

0.473 kgH / kW day 
19,230 kWh / year.

2

2

( ) ( )×
=  

The carbon dioxide emitted for hydrogen-fueled vehicles is the carbon dioxide emitted in producing the 

electricity required to produce the hydrogen. The choices of fuel for generating electricity are coal, oil, 

natural gas, nuclear energy, and solar energy (wind, photovoltaics, and hydro). Hence, the emissions of 

carbon dioxide are the product of the kilowatt-hour per year and the appropriate emission per kilowatt-

hour from Table 2 for the fuel used.

Emissions for Vehicles Using H2 Produced by Electrolysis 
Using Solar, Nuclear, and Renewable Energy

Because none of these energy sources emit carbon dioxide when generating electricity, there are no 

emissions of greenhouse gases associated with these arrangements.

Emissions for Vehicles Using H2 Produced by Electrolysis 
Using Fossil Energy (Coal, Oil, and Natural Gas)

The emissions of carbon dioxide for these fossil fuels are the products of the 19,230 kWh/year and 

the appropriate emission per kilowatt-hour for the fuel as given in Table 2. The results are shown in 

Table 4.

TABLE 4  Emissions for Fossil Electrolysis

Fuel kg CO2/Year lb CO2/Year

Natural gas 11,538 25,384

Oil 17,211 37,963

Coal 18,307 40,276
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Emissions for Vehicles Using H2 Produced 
by Thermochemical Processes

The overall efficiency of the thermochemical process of producing hydrogen, such as the sulfur–iodine 

process, approaches 50% at 900°C, while the overall efficiency of the electrolysis process is about 

25%. Hence, for the same fuel, the carbon dioxide emissions will be half as much for thermochemical 

 processes as for electrolysis.

Emissions for Vehicles Using Hydrogen Produced by Thermochemical 
Processes Using Solar, Nuclear, and Renewable Energy

Because none of these energy sources emit carbon dioxide when generating electricity, there are no 

emissions of carbon dioxide associated with these arrangements.

Emissions for Vehicles Using Hydrogen Produced by Thermochemical 
Processes Using Fossil Energy (Natural Gas, Oil, and Coal)

The emissions of carbon dioxide for these fossil fuels are half of those for electrolysis, as shown in 

Table 4. The results are shown in Table 5.

Results and Conclusions

The results of this analysis are presented in Tables 6 and 7, which provide emissions of carbon dioxide 

for the various hybrid and hydrogen-fueled vehicle arrangements for the reference case of 8.50 km/l (20 

mi/gal) for the average vehicle being driven 19,749 km/year (12,264 mi/year).

TABLE 5 Emissions for Hydrogen Produced by Thermochemical 

Processes by Fossil Fuels

Fuel kg CO2year lb CO2year

Natural gas 5,769 12,692

Oil 8,605 18,932

Coal 9,153 20,138

TABLE 6  Comparison of Emissions of Carbon Dioxide for Hybrid Vehicles

Vehicle Emissions of Carbon Dioxide kg CO2 Vehicle-Year lb CO2 Vehicle-Year

Reference gasoline vehicle average 8.51 km/l (20 mi/gal) 5,500 12,000

Micro-hybrid vehicle 9.35 km/l (22 mi/gal) 4,950 10,900

Mild-hybrid vehicle 10.62 km/l (25 mi/gal) 4,350  9,600

Full-hybrid vehicle 12.32 km/l (29 mi/gal) 3,750  8,300

Plug-in hybrid vehicle

Electricity generated with nuclear   950  2,100

Electricity generated with solar energy   950  2,100

Electricity generated with renewable   950  2,100

Electricity generated with natural gas 4,250  9,400

Electricity generated with oil 5,900 13,000

Electricity generated with coal 6,200 13,700

Vehicle travels 19,749 km (12,264 mi) per year. 
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Plug-In Hybrid-Electric Vehicles

In Table 6, the vehicle emissions of CO2 for all traditional hybrid-electric vehicles are inversely related to 

the gas mileage. The gasoline mileage for micro, mild, and full hybrids are assumed to be 9.35, 10.62, and 

12.32 km/l (22, 25, and 29 mi/gal), respectively. These are reasonable overall values for the newer, larger 

hybrid vehicles that have larger gasoline engines and electric motors such as the Toyota Highlander and 

Honda Accord hybrids. The rounded emissions in Table 6 for electricity generated using oil and coal 

are greater than for the reference case of gasoline. However, the emission of a plug-in hybrid vehicle 

where the electricity is generated by nuclear or solar energy is less than 20% of the reference gasoline 

case. Hence, the only way to significantly improve the greenhouse gas situation if plug-in hybrids are 

implemented on a large scale is to use only nuclear energy, solar (wind, hydro, or photovoltaic) energy, 

or renewables to generate the needed electricity. Because hydro power is virtually out of the question 

due to limited sites and environmental concerns, renewables have large land requirements, and both 

 photovoltaic and wind are intermittent in nature with availabilities of less than about 30%, nuclear 

power would appear to be the primary choice.

Hydrogen-Fueled Fuel Cell Vehicles

The vehicle emissions of CO2 for hydrogen-fueled fuel-cell-driven vehicles are presented in Table 7, 

where the emissions have been rounded off. Because fuel cells do not emit CO2, the only emissions are 

from the processes used to produce the hydrogen. The carbon dioxide emissions for hydrogen produced 

by steam methane reforming, electrolysis, and thermochemical methodologies are given.

Perhaps the most important observation is that, contrary to the widespread belief that  hydrogen-fueled 

vehicles produce no greenhouse gases, the emissions for hydrogen- fueled vehicles vary widely 

 depending upon the method used to generate the electricity or heat to produce the hydrogen. In the 

case of  electrolysis, in which the electricity is generated using nuclear, solar, and renewable energy, the 

TABLE 7  Comparison of Emissions of Carbon Dioxide for Hydrogen-Fueled Fuel Cell Vehicles

Vehicle Emissions of Carbon Dioxide kg CO2/Vehicle-Year lb CO2/Vehicle-Year

Reference gasoline vehicle utilized an average 8.50 km/l (20 mi/gal) 5,500 12,100

Vehicle uses hydrogen produced using SMR 3,600 7,900

Vehicle using hydrogen produced using SMR with heat supplied by

High temperature gas cooled reactor 2,100 4,600

Vehicle using hydrogen produced using electrolysis with electricity

Produced using natural gas 11,550 25,400

Produced using oil 17,200 37,900

Produced using coal 18,300 40,300

Produced using nuclear energy 0 0

Produced using solar energy (wind, hydro, and photovoltaic) 0 0

Produced using renewables 0 0

Vehicle using hydrogen generated using a thermochemical process 

with heat

Generated using natural gas 5,750 12,700

Generated using oil 8,600 18,900

Generated using coal 9,150 20,100

Generated using nuclear energy 0 0

Generated using solar energy (wind, hydro, and photovoltaic) 0 0

Generated using renewables 0 0

Vehicle travels 19,749 km (12,264 mi) per year. 
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average annual emissions per vehicle-year are negligible. However, the emissions for fossil fuels ( natural 

gas, oil, and coal) are about 11,500, 17,200, and 18,300 kg/year (25,300, 37,800, and 40,200 lb/year), 

 respectively—almost three times those for plug-in hybrid vehicles. These are extremely large emissions 

compared to almost any other method investigated here.

The emissions for producing hydrogen for a hydrogen- fueled vehicles using SMR produces CO2 by 

two methods: combustion of some of the methane to drive the reaction and the water–gas shift reaction. 

These reactions produce about 3600 kg (7900 lb) CO2 per vehicle-year, about the same as a full-hybrid 

vehicle.

If the heat required to drive the reaction in steam methane reforming can be supplied by an outside 

source such as a high temperature gas cooled reactor, then the emission of CO2 is reduced to about 

2100 kg (4600 lb) per vehicle- year.

The conclusion is that using hydrogen in fuel cells to propel vehicles is a complex process with many 

steps (converting thermal energy to electricity to hydrogen to electricity to propelling the vehicle), each 

consuming considerable energy. Hence, the resulting CO2 emissions when fossil fuels are used to gen-

erate the electricity for electrolysis or thermochemical processes are correspondingly high. Given the 

concerns about the influence of CO2 on weather and climate, it seems compelling that fossil fuels not 

be used in producing electricity for electrolysis or thermochemical processes to produce hydrogen for 

transportation.
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Introduction

Lu Aye

This entry provides foundation knowledge about heat pumps for both professional and non-professional 

readers. A brief history of heat pumps, basic terms used in the heat pump industry and research and 

the fundamentals of heat pumps are presented. Working principles of the thermoelectric heat pump, 

the absorption heat pump, the gas compression heat pump and the vapor compression heat pump are 

explained by using schematic diagrams. Performance parameters of the heat pump systems—coefficient 

of performance (COP), energy efficiency ratio (EER), primary energy ratio (PER), and ambient energy 

fraction (AEF)—are also discussed.

Major advances have been made in heat pump technologies over the last 35 years. “Heat pump 

s ystems offer economical alternatives of recovering heat from different sources for use in  various 

i ndustrial, commercial and residential applications.”[1] Heat pumps in their various and diverse 

forms allow one to harness, in a cost-effective manner, solar energy that has already been stored in 

the  atmosphere and  biosphere. To make a fair systematic comparison with other systems that provide 

the same  thermal  output, AEF may be used. The concept and the method of estimating the AEF are 

 discussed. The  relationships between the AEF, the heating coefficient of performance (HCOP) and PER 

are also  presented. The short-term and long-term potential use of the heat pumps and corresponding 

 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are discussed.

  

Brief History

Although most people are familiar with the common household refrigerator, the concept of using such a 

device to provide heating rather than cooling is less widely understood. The basic operational principle 

of this machine called the heat pump, however, was laid down in thermodynamic terms by Lord Kelvin, 
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the first professor of natural philosophy at the University of Glasgow, Scotland, in the middle of the 19th 

century. Whereas the thermodynamic principle of the heat pump was found in 1852, it was not until 1855 

that it was realized for producing heat by means of an open-cycle mechanical vapor recompression unit 

in Ebensee, Austria.[2] Much later, the closed vapor compression process was used for generating useful 

heat. After World War II, heat pump units for air-conditioning homes and individual rooms became 

common. Now, heat pump technology is well known as one of the energy conservation technologies.

Fundamentals

A heat pump is a thermodynamic system whose function is to heat, at the required temperature, with 

the aid of heat extracted from a source at lower temperature.[3] Heat pumps are devices designed to uti-

lize low-temperature sources of energy that exist in atmospheric air, in lake or river water, and in the 

earth. These sources are referred to as “ambient energies.” Heat pumps can also be operated using waste 

heat from commercial and industrial processes, thereby upgrading this to the required temperature 

level for some thermal process operations.[4]

The heat pump can be considered as a heat engine in reverse.[5] A heat engine removes heat from a 

high-temperature source and discharges heat to a low temperature and in doing so can deliver work 

(see Figure 1). Heat pumps capture heat energy from low-grade sources and deliver at a higher tempera-

ture. They require external work (W) to upgrade the heat absorbed (QL) (see Figure 2). Note that the 

heat energy flows from a low-temperature heat source to a higher application temperature. This is the 

FIGURE 1 Thermodynamic model of a heat engine.

FIGURE 2 Energy flow of a heat pump.
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Carnot Coefficient of Performance (Theoretical Cop)

reverse of the natural flow direction of heat from a higher temperature to a lower temperature. For ideal 

 conditions without heat losses, the energy balance of a heat pump provides (Eq. 1):

 Q Q WH L= +  (1)

where QH is the useful heat delivered, QL is the heat absorbed and W is the work input.

The useful heat delivered is always greater than the work input to the heat pump for ideal conditions.

The technical and economic performance of a heat pump is closely related to the characteristics of 

the heat source. Table 1 lists current commonly used heat sources. Ambient and exhaust air, soil and 

groundwater are practical heat sources for small heat pump systems, whereas sea/lake/river water, rock 

(geothermal) and wastewater are generally used for large heat pump systems.[6]

The fundamental theories of heat pumps and refrigerators are the same. In engineering practice, a 

distinction is made between heat pumps and refrigerators. The principal purpose of the latter device is 

to remove heat from a low-temperature heat source, and the purpose of the former device is to supply 

heat to a high-temperature sink. In many practical devices, the heating and cooling elements are inter-

changeable. The term reverse cycle air conditioner is frequently applied to heat pumps with interchange-

able heating and cooling elements. In Japan and in the United States, reversible air-conditioning units 

are called heat pumps, and in Europe, the term heat pump is used for heating-only units.[2]

The heating performance of a heat pump is measured by the HCOP. The HCOP is the ratio of the quan-

tity of heat transferred to the high-temperature sink to the quantity of energy driving the heat pump 

(see Figure 2).

Q
HCOP = H

 (2)
W

In the Carnot ideal heat pump cycle, the heat is delivered isothermally at TH and received isothermally 

at TL. By using the laws of thermodynamics and definition of entropy, it can be shown that the Carnot 

HCOP is given by Eq. 3.

TH T
HCOP = = L +1 (3)

T TH L− T TH L−

No practical heat pump constructed can have a better performance than this theoretical ideal 

HCOP. The best that our practical heat pump cycles can do is struggle towards achieving this ideal 

 performance.[5]

 

 

TABLE 1 Commonly Used Heat Sources

Heat Source Temperature Range (°C)

Ambient air −10 to 15

Building exhaust air 15–25

Groundwater 4–10

Lake water 0–10

River water 0–10

Seawater 3–8

Rock 0–5

Ground 0–10

Wastewater and effluent >10
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Facts about Heating Relevant to Heat Pumps

It is argued that heat pumps are very energy efficient and therefore environmentally benign. The 

International Energy Agency (IEA) Heat Pump Centre provides the basic facts about heat supply and 

discusses the value of heat pumps.[7] The basic facts about heating explained are as follows:

• Direct combustion to generate heat is never the most efficient use of fuel.

• Heat pumps are more efficient because they use renewable energy in the form of low-temperature 

heat.

• If the fuel used by conventional boilers were redirected to supply power for electric heat pumps 

with HCOP of 3.5 to 4.5, about 35–50% less fuel would be needed, resulting in 35–50% less 

emissions.

• Around 50% savings are made when electric heat pumps with HCOP of 4.5 are driven by  combined 

heat and power (CHP) or cogeneration systems.

• Whether a fossil fuel, nuclear energy or renewable energy is used to generate electricity, electric 

heat pumps make far better use of these resources than do resistance heaters.

• The fuel consumption, and consequently the emissions rate of an absorption or gas-engine heat 

pump is about 35–50% less than that of a conventional boiler.

Because heat pumps consume less primary energy than conventional heating systems, they are an 

important technology for reducing the unwanted air pollutants such as respirable particulate matters 

(PMs), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and carbon dioxide (CO2) 

that harm the human environment.

Heat Pump Types

Five major types of heat pump may be identified in the literature.[8,9] These are the following:

• the magnetic heat pump

• the thermoelectric heat pump

• the absorption heat pump

• the gas compression heat pump

• the vapor compression heat pump

The Magnetic Heat Pump

The magnetic heat pump requires a solid magnetic material and it is based on the magnetocaloric 

effect. The magnetocaloric effect is the heating and cooling of a magnetic material in response to the 

 application and removal of a sufficiently high external magnetic field.[10] The principle of the magnetic 

heat pump is shown in Figure 3.[11] With thermal Switch 1 off and thermal Switch 2 on, a magnetic field 

is applied to the solid magnetic material. The solid magnetic material is heated up above the heat sink 

temperature and heat will flow to the heat sink. Next, thermal switch 1 is on while thermal switch 2 

remains on, and the magnetic field is partially removed; this cooled down the magnetic material to 

the heat source temperature. Thermal switch 2 is then off while the magnetic field is totally removed, 

completing the cooling of the magnetic material, and the magnetic material gains the heat from the heat 

source. Thermal switch 2 is then on and a magnetic field is applied to heat the magnetic material. Then, 

thermal switch 1 is off and the cycle is repeated to transfer heat from the low-temperature heat source to 

the higher-temperature heat sink.

The magnetic heat pumps do not use ozone-depleting refrigerants, and they have compact 

c onfiguration, low noise, high efficiency, high stability, and longevity. They have great applicable pros-

pects.[12,13]
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The Thermoelectric Heat Pump

The thermoelectric heat pump uses the Peltier effect. Two materials with different thermoelectric 

 properties (p type and n type) are arranged to form hot and cold junctions and are connected in 

series with a direct current voltage source (Figure 4). These devices do not have moving parts and the 

 cooling and heating elements may be reversed simply by changing the direction of the electric current. 

Current commercially available thermoelectric heat pumps have efficiencies that are well below those of 

vapor compression heat pumps. They are generally used in conditions where the solid-state nature (no 

mo ving parts, maintenance-free) outweighs efficiency, e.g., cooling of electronic components and small 

instruments.

 

The Absorption Heat Pump

An absorption cycle is a heat-activated thermal cycle. The absorption heat pump can be considered as 

a heat engine driving a heat pump (see Figure 5). All absorption cycles include at least three  thermal 

exchanges with their surroundings (i.e., energy exchange at three different temperatures). For the  system 

to operate, the generator temperature (Tg) must be greater than the condenser temperature (Tc) and the 

absorber temperature (Ta), must in turn be greater than the evaporator temperature (Te).

The components of a simple single-effect absorption system are as follows:

• generator (desorber)

• condenser

• refrigerant expansion valve

• evaporator

FIGURE 3 Schematic of a magnetic heat pump.

FIGURE 4 Schematic of a thermoelectric heat pump.
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• absorber

• pump

• solution heat exchanger

• solution pressure reducer

• connecting pipes

The absorption system utilizes a sorbent–refrigerant pair, lithium bromide and water, and water and 

ammonia, being the most widely used. A schematic of the continuous absorption heat pump system is 

shown in Figure 6. The major exchanges with its surroundings are thermal energy, plus a small amount 

of mechanical work at the pump to transport the working fluids.

A high-temperature heat source supplies heat to the generator to drive off the refrigerant vapor 

from solution. The condenser receives the refrigerant vapor from the generator. In the condenser, the 

 refrigerant changes phase from vapor to liquid and heat is rejected at a medium temperature. The 

refrigerant expansion valve reduces the pressure of the refrigerant from the condensing pressure to 

FIGURE 5 Thermodynamic model of an absorption heat pump.

FIGURE 6 Simple absorption cycle.
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the  evaporating pressure. In the evaporator, the liquid refrigerant collects the low-temperature heat 

and changes to vapor phase. In other words, the working fluid (refrigerant) provides the cooling effect 

at the evaporator and the vaporized refrigerant enters the absorber. The strong-concentration sorbent 

absorbs the refrigerant vapor and becomes a weak solution. Note the heat rejected at the absorber. 

The low- pressure weak solution (refrigerant and sorbent) is pumped to the solution heat exchanger 

to exchange heat with the strong-concentration sorbent. The solution pressure reducer accepts the 

 high-pressure strong solution from the generator and delivers low-pressure strong solution to the 

absorber. The  generator receives the high-pressure weak solution from the solution heat exchanger and 

separates the refrigerant and sorbent.

The Gas Compression Heat Pump

Gas compression heat pumps use a gas as the working fluid. Phase changes do not occur during the cycle 

of operation. Major components of a gas compression heat pump system are as follows:

• gas compressor

• high-pressure heat exchanger

• gas expander (or turbine)

• drive motor

• low-pressure heat exchanger

A schematic of a gas compression heat pump is shown in Figure 7. The gas is drawn in to the  compressor 

and compressed. The hot high-pressure gas delivers heat at the high-pressure heat exchanger. At the 

expander (turbine), the high-pressure gas does expansion work that assists to drive the compressor. In 

general, the external work input to the compressor-expander system is provided by a drive motor.

The Vapor Compression Heat Pump

Almost all heat pumps currently in operation are based on either a vapor compression or an  absorption 

cycle.[14] Heat pumps and refrigerators of the vapor compression type utilize a working fluid that 

u ndergoes  phase changes during operation. The phase changes occur principally during the heat 

c ollection and rejection stages of the cycles. The phase-changing processes occurring in the vapor 

c ompression heat pumps are accompanied by extremely favorable heat transfer conditions. Boiling 

a gitation in evaporators and dropwise condensation in condensers make the heat transfer rates very 

high, which helps to improve the system efficiency. To carry out evaporation and condensation, any 

practical heat pump uses four separate components as illustrated in Figure 8:

FIGURE 7 Schematic of a gas compression heat pump.
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• compressor

• condenser

• expansion device

• evaporator

The compressor is the heart of the vapor compression heat pump system. By using mechanical power, 

the compressor increases the pressure of the working fluid vapor received from the evaporator and 

delivers it to the condenser. The working fluid condenses and provides useful heat at the condenser. The 

pressure of the liquid working fluid coming out of the condenser is reduced to the evaporating pressure 

by an expansion device. The low-grade heat is collected at the evaporator and the phase of the working 

fluid changes from liquid to vapor. The working fluid enters the compressor in vapor form to repeat the 

cyclic flow.[15]

Compressors used in practical units are generally of the positive displacement type: either 

 reciprocating or rotary vanes. In practice, nearly all vapor compression heat pumps use thermostatic 

expansion (T-X) valves because of the availability of the valve to handle a wide range of operating 

c onditions and because of the fact that the pressure reduction is essentially isenthalpic. These valves, 

which are relatively  low-cost devices, control the liquid working fluid flow to the evaporator by sensing 

the superheat condition of the working fluid leaving the evaporator. Such control ensures that nearly 

all of the available evaporator surface is covered with a forced convection nucleate boiling film with 

 consequential excellent heat transfer characteristics in the evaporation process.

Reversible circuit heat pumps for building cooling and heating are equipped with a four-way exchange 

valve that can be operated automatically or manually. This valve enables the normal evaporator to 

become the condenser and the normal condenser to become the evaporator so that the machine can be 

made to operate in reverse fashion. This arrangement is often incorrectly called reverse-cycle operation 

because of the end effect achieved—i.e., the interchange of roles for the cooling and heating parts of the 

circuit. It would be better to call this reverse-flow operation as the basic thermodynamic cycle remains 

the same for each mode of operation.

In general, vapor compression heat pumps are classified in many different ways. One method 

 commonly used distinguishes among air, water and ground sources of low-temperature energy, and also 

between the high-temperature energy delivery medium (i.e., air or water). In such a classification, the 

most common types of heat pump units would include air-to-air units and water-to-water units. Solar 

energy could also be captured at the evaporator as a heat source. These types of heat pumps are called 

solar-assisted and solar-boosted heat pumps.[16]

Changes in condensing and evaporating temperatures affect the work input required at the  compressor 

and consequently the COP. Decreasing the condenser or increasing the evaporator temperatures will 

FIGURE 8 Schematic diagram of a vapor compression heat pump.
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decrease the compressor work and increase the COP. Figure 9 shows the effect of condensing  temperature 

on COP for a fixed evaporator temperature. The effect of the evaporating temperature on the COP for a 

fixed condenser load temperature is shown in Figure 10. For simplicity, these curves have been obtained 

assuming operation on the ideal heat pump cycle—i.e., the Carnot cycle of two isothermal and two 

 isentropic (reversible adiabatic) processes not allowing any practical deviations. Although the COP 

 values for real machines will be substantially lower, the trend will be the same.

Performance Parameters

This section defines and explains some performance parameters that are used to compare various heat 

pumps for a particular application and also presents the relationships among them.

SCOP and EER

System coefficient of performance (SCOP) is defined as output heating capacity per unit of power input 

to the system (see Eq. 4).

FIGURE 9 Effect of condensing temperature on ideal COP (evaporating temperature = 10°C).

FIGURE 10 Effect of evaporating temperature on ideal COP (condensing temperature = 70°C).
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 SCOP
Heating capacity  W

Power input  W

( )
( )=  (4)

SCOP is a dimensionless number that measures the performance of a heat pump. If the heating capacity 

is expressed in units other than watts, it is called heating energy efficiency ratio (HEER). Heat pumps 

sold in the United States are often stated in terms of HEER (see Eq. 5).

 
( )
( )=HEER

Heating capacity  Btu/hr

Power input  W
 (5)

Seasonal heating energy efficiency ratio (SHEER) is the time average HEER value for the heating season, 

and it is also known as seasonal performance factor (SPF). In the equation described, HEER has a unit of 

“Btu/hr per W.” It should be noted that 1 Btu/hr = 0.2928 W. Therefore, the relationship between HEER 

and SCOP can be expressed as in Eq. 6.

SCOP = ×HEER 0.2928 (6)

Primary Energy Ratio

The HCOP provides a measure of the usefulness of the heat pump system in producing heat from work. 

It does not express the fact that energy available as work is normally more useful than energy available 

as heat. To assess different heat pump systems using compressor drives from different fuel or energy 

sources, the PER is applied. The PER takes into account not only the heat pump COP but also the effi-

ciency of conversion of the primary fuel into the work that drives the compressor. PER is defined as in 

Eq. 7.[5] This can be also expressed as in Eq. 8.

Useful heat delivered by heat pump
PER =  (7)

Primary energy consumed

Q
PER = =H QH W⋅ =HCOP⋅ηpp (8)

Epe W Epe

where QH is the load, Epe is the primary energy used by the heat pump system, and ηpp is the power plant 

efficiency.

The drive energy of heat pumps is most commonly electricity. “Ideally a heat pump where free 

work is available should be contemplated e.g., wind or water power.”[5] Consider an electric heat pump 

 powered by a conventional power plant fueled by a non-renewable energy (see Figure 11). The power 

plant  efficiency, ηpp, is up to 58% for oil- or gas-fired combined-cycle power plants currently available on 

the market. The PER is equal to the HCOP for direct power generation from renewable ambient energy 

sources such as solar and wind.[2] This concept is illustrated in Figure 12.

FIGURE 11 Energy flow of a conventional electric heat pump.
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f = = s
 (9)
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Q E− E 1

AEF = H pe = −1
pe 1= −1 = −1  (10)

QH QH pPER HCOP×η p

FIGURE 12 Energy flow of a renewable electric heat pump.

The amount of renewable or ambient energy spent (used up) to produce work for the heat pump is 

equal to the amount of work (i.e., Ere = W). For this case, by definition, ηpp = 1.[2] It should be noted that 

unlike the losses in a fossil fuel power plant, the unused ambient energy passing through the renewable 

power plant is still in the form of ambient energy and it is available to be used.

Ambient Energy Fraction

To make a fair systematic comparison of heat pumps and other systems that provide the same heat out-

put, the term AEF was developed by Aye et al.[17] The term solar fraction is widely understood, accepted 

and used in the solar energy field. It is defined as the fractional reduction of purchased energy when a 

solar energy system is used.[18] It is the fraction of the load contributed by the solar energy, which can be 

calculated by Eq. 9.

where L is the load, E is the auxiliary energy supplied to the solar energy system, and Ls is the solar 

energy delivered.

Similar to the solar fraction of a solar system, the term AEF of a heat pump can be defined as the 

f raction of the load contributed by the ambient energy, which may be calculated as in Eq. 10.

Figure 13 illustrates the relationship between the AEF and the PER.

Table 2 shows the AEFs of a heat pump, which has a HCOP of 3.5, for various electric power plants. It 

can be clearly seen from Table 2 that for the same heat pump, the AEF may vary from 1% to 71% depend-

ing on how electricity is generated for driving the heat pump compressor. The AEF for the renewable 

FIGURE 13 The AEF versus the PER.
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electricity–driven heat pump is the highest (71%). The renewable energy used is only 29% (i.e., 100% – 

71%) of the total thermal load. The energy use of the brown coal electricity-driven heat pump is 99% of 

the total thermal load (i.e., 0.99 MJ of brown coal energy is required for 1 MJ of thermal load). Table 3 

shows the effect of heat pump COP on the AEF of a heat pump powered by a renewable source.

Heat Pump Applications

Heat pumps have been used for domestic, commercial, and industrial applications.

Domestic applications are as follows:

• provision of space heating

• provision of hot water

• swimming pool heating

Commercial and industrial applications are as follows:

• space heating

• water heating

• swimming pool heating

• drying and dehumidification

• evaporation and boiling

• desalination

Potential for the Use of Heat Pumps

In 2000, the primary energy used in buildings was 149 EJ, and the world total primary energy used was 

387 EJ.[20] The building sector represented 38% of the total primary energy use and 34% of the total GHG 

emissions in 2000. Price et al.[20] reported that, in 2004, the emissions from the building sector, including 

the electricity consumed, were 8.6 Gt CO2, 0.1 Gt CO2-e N2O, 0.4 Gt CO2-e CH4, and 1.5 Gt CO2-e halocar-

bons (including CFCs and HCFCs). These emissions arise from the following:

TABLE 2 AEFs of a Heat Pump Powered by Typical Power Plants

Gas-Fired 

Combined CyclePower Plant Brown Coal Nuclear Black Coal Renewable

Power plant efficiency, ηpp
 0.29a  0.33b  0.35a  0.58b 1.00

HCOP of heat pump 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50

PER 1.02 1.16 1.23 2.03 3.50

AEF 0.01 0.13 0.18 0.51 0.71

a Typical Australian data.

Source: Taylor and Labson.[19]

b Typical European data.

Source: Gac et al.[3]

TABLE 3 Effect of HCOP on AEF of a Heat Pump Powered by a Renewable Source

HCOP of heat pump 1.50 2.50 3.50 4.50

Renewable power plant 

efficiency, ηpp

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PER 1.50 2.50 3.50 4.50

AEF 0.33 0.60 0.71 0.78
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• direct combustion of fossil fuels in residential and commercial buildings, amounting to 3.3 GtCO2 

(almost 1.7 GtCO2 from combustion of oil, around 1.3 GtCO2 from gas, and about 0.3 GtCO2 

from coal)[21]

• indirect or upstream CO2 emissions from the demand of electricity and district heat were about 

5.4 GtCO [21]
2

• combustion of biomass produces N2O and CH4 equivalent to 0.5 GtCO2-e

• refrigerant or working fluid (halocarbons) leakages accounting for 1.5 GtCO2-e

In 2004, about 60% of total GHG emissions generated by the building sector (6.5 GtCO2-e out of 

10.7 GtCO2-e) is estimated to be due to space heating, space cooling, and water heating. Heat pumps 

can meet these requirements in all types of buildings. Many low-temperature industrial heating 

 requirements can also be met by heat pump technology. It is apparent that heat pumps have a large 

potential for saving energy and GHG emissions due to buildings. Energy and GHG saving potential of 

heat pumps can be estimated by using PER, one of the heat pump performance parameters presented. 

Table 4 shows the estimated GHG saving potential. The following assumptions were made for these 

 estimations until 2030:

• annual GHG emissions growth rate for the building sector is 2.5%

• annual market growth rate for vapor compression heat pump is 10%

• HCOP improvement is 1% per annum

• annual global average power plant efficiency improvement is 3%

The GHG reduction potential of about 3 GtCO2-e in 2030 was estimated for the building sector alone. 

The IEA Heat Pump Centre reported a minimum of 0.2 GtCO2-e saving potential by industrial heat 

pumps in 1997, an estimation based on a study by project Annex 21. The total GHG reduction potential 

of 1.2 GtCO2-e was estimated in the year 2010 by IEA HPC. “This is one of the largest that a single tech-

nology can offer and this technology is already available in the market place.”[22]

Conclusions

The fundamentals of heat pumps have been presented together with the working principles of the 

thermoelectric heat pump, the absorption heat pump, the gas compression heat pump and the vapor 

compression heat pump. It should be noted that vapor compression heat pumps driven by electricity 

dominate the current market. Heat pumps are very energy-efficient and therefore environmentally 

benign compared to other available heating technologies. The technical and economic performance of a 

heat pump is closely related to the characteristics of the heat source.

Various performance parameters are available for comparing heat pumps; HCOP and HEER are 

the most widely used. PER and AEF can be used to compare various heat pump systems  systematically 

and fairly. The AEF of an electric heat pump depends on the HCOP and the power plant  efficiency 

based on the primary energy used. The AEF is highly dependent on the type of power plant used 

TABLE 4 GHG Saving Potential of Heat Pumps (Space Heating, Space Cooling, and Water Heating Applications) 

for the Building Sector

2004 2010 2020 2030

GHG emissions from buildings (GtCO2-e) 6.5 7.5 9.6 12.4

Heat pump market share (%) 3 5 14 36

HCOP 3.5 3.7 4.1 4.5

Average power plant efficiency (%) 30 36 48 65

Global average PER 1.05 1.33 1.98 2.93

GHG saving (Mt CO2-e) 9 100 657 2911
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to generate the electricity that drives the heat pump compressor. Heat pumps driven by renewable 

 electricity offer the possibility of reducing energy consumption significantly. In the future, the AEF 

may be used widely as a performance parameter of heat pumps since energy resource issues are 

becoming more important.
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Introduction

The dynamics of electric utility system operation are such that integrating large amounts of intermittent 

or variable renewable energy resources (such as wind and solar) will require energy storage  mechanisms. 

Wind and solar resources are weather dependent—they generate power when the wind blows or the sun 

shines—they are often unavailable at times when the electric utility’s requirement for power is at or 

near peak levels. Wind generation is often at its peak output when the requirement for electricity is at 

or near its lowest levels. Pumped storage hydro is a commercially available technology that has been in 

use for more than 100 years to provide generation when it is most beneficial. The operational benefits of 

pumped storage hydro enhance the ability of the power system to accommodate renewable generation 

while meeting reliability requirements. These benefits will allow renewable generation to become a more 

significant portion of electric utility generation portfolios around the world.

This entry describes the dynamics of utility system operation. This is followed by information on 

wind and solar renewable energy resources and the historical experience with how and when the wind 

blows and the sun shines, enabling these resources to produce electricity. An overview of various 

energy storage mechanisms is provided, followed by a more in-depth discussion of pumped storage 

hydro. Information on how electric utilities use pumped storage hydro is followed by a  discussion 

of how pumped storage hydro can be integrated with and provide benefits for renewable energy 

resources.
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Dynamics of Utility System Operation

Demand for electricity is constantly changing—with the hour of the day, the season—and it is depen-

dent on customer behavior. Heating and cooling needs of consumers comprise a significant portion of 

the demand for electricity. Electric system operators balance the demand for electricity with its supply 

as electricity has to be used as soon as it has been generated. Generally, there is a greater demand for 

electricity in the summer (hot temperatures) and winter (cold temperatures) than in the more moderate 

temperatures associated with the spring and fall. In the aggregate, customers use more electricity during 

the day and less at night (see Figure 1 where 1 a.m. is hour 1, noon is hour 12, and midnight is Hour 24). 

Demand patterns change from minute to minute and from one hour to the next. Power system operators 

must manage the changes that occur with each of the demand fluctuations to balance the system and 

keep the lights on.[1,2]

Hour-by-hour changes in demand are normally managed by increasing or decreasing the set of 

resources that need to be operating to meet demand in that hour (unit commitment). Minute-by-minute 

fluctuations in demand are managed by directing the more flexible resources to increase or decrease 

their output. Every few seconds, system operators change the generation on specific generating units up 

or down to keep the system in balance.[1] By balancing fluctuations between supply and demand, system 

operators provide an ancillary service referred to as regulation. Some generating units, such as combus-

tion turbines and conventional hydroelectric power, are particularly suited for providing regulation as 

they can operate across a wide range of generating levels. Baseload coal-fired units and nuclear units 

generally cannot operate with this level of flexibility. Highly variable generation resources such as wind 

and solar require a significant increase in the regulation capability of on-line generating resources in 

order to establish the required real-time balance between generation and demand.[3]

Wind and Solar Resources

Renewable energy resources other than hydroelectric are appearing in more and more utility genera-

tion portfolios in significant numbers. This trend is being driven by efforts to reduce carbon emissions 

and other greenhouse gases worldwide and by specific regulatory or other mandates to increase the 

FIGURE 1 Electric customer demand—summer peak day.
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percentage of capacity and the energy generated by these renewable resources. Due to advances in tech-

nology, tax incentives, and cost reductions, wind resources and solar resources are becoming ever more 

common.

However, these two types of technology present a major challenge to the operators of utility systems: 

they only generate electricity when the wind blows or the sun shines but electric load and electric gen-

eration must be balanced at each instant from on-line generation. The system cannot absorb or provide 

extra energy beyond the generating resources operating at any given time. Thus, when the wind dies 

down or the sun goes behind a cloud, the electric utility must have another generation resource ready 

and able to provide backup electricity almost instantaneously. Due to the variability of the electric gen-

eration from these resources, solar and wind resources are often referred to as intermittent resources. 

Solar resources generate electricity during the daylight hours. However, the sun is most intense around 

noon whereas the peak demand for electricity generally occurs in the evening hours in the summer and 

in a bimodal manner (early morning/evening) in the winter. These patterns mean that the peak avail-

ability of solar energy does not occur at the same time as the utility peak; the term used for this by the 

industry is non-coincident.

Wind resources tend to be much more non-coincident with a utility’s peak demand than solar 

resources (see Figure 2).[4] In fact, wind energy resources often peak at night when the electricity demand 

is at its lowest levels.[5]

Energy storage technologies offer a way to continue the encouragement of the development of wind 

and solar resources to maximize the value of the energy they provide and to enable the electric utility 

system to operate reliably once those resources have been added.

FIGURE 2 Bonneville power administration load and generation. 

Source: Courtesy of Bonneville Power Administration.
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Storage Technologies

Energy storage technologies are expected to play an important role in the integration of intermittent 

resources into the electricity grid worldwide. Energy storage involves a device that accepts electrical 

energy from the grid, converts it into an energy form suitable for storage, and then converts it back 

into electricity, which then, minus efficiency losses, is returned to the grid. Energy storage enhances 

the  performance and economics of the power system, as it allows the capture and storage of renewable 

energy resources for later use, thus preserving resources. Energy storage can also be a valuable instru-

ment for providing operational flexibility.[2,6]

Technologies that provide the ability to store intermittently generated power can smooth out the 

variations in the hour-by-hour, minute-by-minute, and second-by-second availability experienced by 

wind and solar resources. Energy storage can increase the usefulness of wind power by absorbing excess 

wind generated overnight and supplying that power to the grid during peak daytime hours. It can also 

help grid operators deal with the second-by-second variability of wind and solar by providing additional 

regulation service.[5]

Energy storage technologies also can help utilities provide the power quality and reliability required by 

increasingly complex and sensitive equipment. Energy storage devices improve system  responsiveness, 

reliability, and flexibility, while reducing capital and operating costs for both suppliers and custom-

ers. Suppliers can use energy storage for transmission line stabilization, spinning reserve, and voltage 

 control, which means customers would receive improved power quality and reliability.[7]

Many generating resources cannot be shut down during the off-peak period and must be kept in 

op eration at minimum levels. For some utilities, a particular challenge is having more resources that 

must be kept operational during off-peak hours than the level of load demanded from customers. Energy 

storage technologies provide a sink for this minimum load energy. In addition, some energy storage 

technologies, such as pumped storage hydro, can actually provide load when needed to meet system 

minimum generation requirements.

In total, benefits of energy storage technologies include the following:[8]

• Enhancement to the value of intermittent renewable energy resources on the power grid by firm-

ing their energy.

• Improvement in power quality by providing ancillary services such as voltage regulation, spin-

ning resources, and so forth.

• Ability to store low-value, excess energy when power supplies exceed demand until the energy can 

be economically used to meet load.

• Enhancement of the flexibility of the existing transmission grid.

• Relief of transmission congestion to defer capital expenditures on system upgrades.

• Conversion of less costly off-peak energy into higher- value on-peak power.

• Reduction of problems associated with minimum generation requirements.

The types of energy storage technologies in service and being evaluated worldwide include the 

following:[9–11]

• Batteries: sodium-sulfur (NaS), vanadium redox flow (VRB), lithium-ion, lead-acid, nickel- 

cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, zinc-bromine

• Pumped storage hydro

• Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)

• Electric double-layer capacitors

• Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)

• Flywheel systems

• Thermal
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• Regenerative fuel cells

• Hydrogen

The commercialization status of each of the energy storage technologies is shown on Table 1.[12,13]

The technology that presents the largest scale for utility application (up to 1000 MW), is able to handle 

large quantities of energy, and is already in the most widespread use is pumped storage hydro.[14,15]

Pumped Storage Hydro

Pumped storage hydro is a form of hydroelectric power generation for electric utilities that incorporates 

an energy storage feature.[16] The water, the source of potential and kinetic energy, moves between two 

reservoirs—an upper and a lower one—with a significant vertical separation (see Figure 3).[17] Water is 

stored in the upper reservoir until such time as the utility determines it is economic to use it to produce 

electricity for the system. The water in the upper reservoir is stored gravitational energy.[18] When the 

water is released, the force of that water spins the blades of a turbine that connects to a generator that 

produces electricity.[19]

TABLE 1 Energy Storage Technology Development Status

Commercial Precommercial Demonstration Phase Developmental

Pumped storage hydro Electrochemical capacitor Lithium ion (grid applications)

Flywheel

Flywheels (local power 

quality)

Flywheel (grid device) Hydrogen loop SMES (grid applications)

CAES Zinc-bromine battery

Lead-acid battery 

(distribution level)

Vanadium redox battery

Nickel-cadmium battery 

(distribution level)

NaS battery (distribution 

level)

FIGURE 3 Schematic diagram of pumped storage hydro. 

Source: Courtesy of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
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Water is generally released from the upper reservoir to produce electricity during peak hours or 

d uring times of system need. After passing through the turbines, the water is discharged into the lower 

reservoir. At night and on weekends or during light load or off-peak hours, water is pumped up from 

the lower reservoir into the upper reservoir by the turbines that have now been reversed to work as 

electric-motor-driven pumps. Figure 4 shows the upper and lower reservoirs of the Rocky Mountain 

Hydroelectric Plant in Georgia, United States.

In the upper reservoir, the water is essentially stored energy. Water can be stored for a long time or 

a short time in the upper reservoir, depending on the needs of the utility (see Figure 5 for a view of the 

upper reservoir of the Taum Sauk Project in Missouri, United States). A vertical separation of at least 

100 m (328 ft) is generally necessary to make a pumped hydro facility economic.[20] This height difference 

between the upper and lower reservoirs is called the head. The amount of potential energy in the water 

is directly proportional to the head, so the greater the height, the more energy that can be stored in a 

reservoir of a given size.[16,21]

FIGURE 4 Rocky mountain hydroelectric plant.

Source: Courtesy of Oglethorpe Power Corporation.

FIGURE 5 Taum Sauk Upper Reservoir. 

Source: Courtesy of Ameren Missouri.
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Pumped storage hydro is the most widespread energy storage system in use on power networks. Its 

main applications are for energy management, frequency control, and provision of reserve. Pumped 

hydro storage may make use of any generating resource on the system. It can be used to absorb 

tem porary generating surpluses, to capture economic energy resources that would otherwise not be 

utilized, and to allow other generating resources to stay on-line by meeting their minimum generating 

 requirements.[22]

Innovations in variable speed motors have helped these plants operate at partial capacity and greatly 

reduced equipment vibrations, increasing plant life.[23] Efficiency of any specific pumped storage 

f acility, which is primarily dependent on the height between the upper and lower reservoirs, ranges 

from 70% to 85%. Many of the proposed pumped storage projects in the United States are off-stream 

from main stem rivers and either use existing reservoirs or are completely closed-loop projects. As such, 

the  environmental impacts resulting from new pumped storage projects are significantly less than 

 traditional large conventional hydroelectric power projects.[24]

Pumped storage hydro was first used in Italy and Switzerland in the 1890s to enable those utilities 

to store surplus nighttime output from run-of-river hydro stations for use in meeting their peak power 

demand requirements the following day. In 1929, the first major pumped storage hydroelectric plant, 

Rocky River, was built in the United States in New Milford, Connecticut. By 1933, reversible pump 

t urbines with motor generators had become available. The turbines could operate both as turbine 

 generators and, in reverse, as electric-motor-driven pumps.[24–26]

About 3% of total global generation capacity, over 127 GW, is pumped storage capacity. In 2010, 

the European Union had nearly 40 GW of pumped storage capacity in operation. In 2010, 42 

projects  provided more than 23 GW of pumped storage capacity in the United States. The largest 

pumped storage facility in the United States is in Bath County, Virginia, which has a capacity of 

2100 MW. Pumped storage plants are characterized by long construction times and high capital 

expenditures.[27–30]

Technology Description

In conventional hydroelectric generation, hydraulic turbines rotate due to the force of moving water 

(its kinetic energy) as it flows from a higher to a lower elevation. This water can be flowing naturally in 

streams or rivers or it can be contained in man-made facilities such as canals, reservoirs, or pipelines. 

Dams raise the water level of a stream or river to a height sufficient to create an adequate head (height 

differential) for electricity generation.[31]

If the dam stops the flow of the river, then water pools behind the dam to form a reservoir or artificial 

lake. As hydroelectric generation is needed by the electric utility, the water is released to flow through 

the dam and powerhouse. In other cases, the dam is simply built across the river and the water in the 

river moves through the power plant or powerhouse inside the dam on its way downstream.[32] This lat-

ter type of hydroelectric facility is referred to as run-of-river.

In either case, as the water actually moves through the dam, the water pushes against the blades 

of a turbine causing the blades to turn. The turbine converts the energy in the form of falling water 

into  rotating shaft power to turn a generator to produce electricity. The mechanical efficiency of 

 hydroelectricity is high, about 95%. Availability of the generators is about 90%.[32–34]

The selection of the best turbine for any specific hydroelectric site is primarily dependent on the head 

(the vertical distance through which the water falls) and the water flow (measured as volume per unit of 

time) available. Generally, a high-head plant needs less water flow than a low- head plant to produce the 

same amount of electricity.[33,35]

The power available in a stream of water is

 P g h V      ,* * * *  .η ρ=
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Where η is turbine efficiency, ρ is power (joules per second or watts), g is acceleration of  gravity 

(9.81 m/sec2), h is head (meters, this is the difference in height between the inlet and outlet water  surfaces), .
and V  is flow rate (cubic meters per second).[36]

This equation can be roughly approximated as:

 POWER kW 5.9 FLOW HEAD,( ) = × ×  

where FLOW is measured in cubic meters and HEAD is measured in meters.[37] In general terms, 1 gal/sec 

falling 100 ft can generate 1 kW of electrical energy.[38]

Hydroelectric power is generally found in mountainous areas where there are lakes and reservoirs 

and along rivers. Hydroelectric power currently provides about 10% of all of the electricity produced 

in the United States. Hydroelectricity provides about one-fifth of the world’s electricity. Worldwide 

 capacity of all hydroelectric capacity as of 2008 was approximately 850,000 MW.[32,38,39]

Producing electricity from hydropower is so economical because once the dam is built and the 

 equipment has been installed, the flowing water has no cost. In addition, the dams are very robust 

 structures and the equipment is relatively mechanically simple. Hydro plants are dependable and long 

lived, and their maintenance costs are low compared to most other forms of electricity generation, 

including fossil-fired and nuclear generation.[35] Traditional hydroelectric power once comprised almost 

40% of U.S. electricity production. Due to land use issues in developed areas, the potential to build 

additional traditional hydroelectric facilities is limited and their relative contribution to the generation 

portfolio in the United States will continue to decrease. There is a significant effort in the United States 

to explore the utilization of existing dams and infrastructure to add power at dams that  currently do not 

have associated electricity generation. At present, there are approximately 80,000 dams in the United 

States, of which about 2400 have powerhouses. Pumped storage hydro generation facilities  capture 

many of the system benefits associated with traditional hydroelectric power.

Pumped storage hydro generation is a specific kind of hydroelectric generation requiring an upper 

and lower reservoir and special equipment that can both generate power as water flows downhill and 

then reverse and serve as a pump to move the water back uphill. This requirement for location in suit-

able topological areas limits the geographic flexibility of pumped storage hydro and, at least in Europe, 

means that most cost-effective sites have already been developed. Some existing conventional hydro-

power dams are, however, being upgraded with pumped storage capacity. In addition, seawater pumped 

storage facilities are being examined and a pilot project in Japan has been developed to research the 

feasibility of using seawater as opposed to freshwater.[40] Modular pumped storage systems, discussed in 

the next section, may provide additional siting opportunities.

Facility Description

A pumped storage hydropower plant typically has three major components: the upper reservoir, the 

lower reservoir, and the pumping/generating facilities (see Fig. 3). The water from the upper reser-

voir used for electricity generation is allowed into the intake shaft through the opening of the head-

gates. Water moves through the high-pressure shaft and steel-lined power tunnel until it reaches 

the turbines in the powerhouse.[16] The water turns the turbines that then drive the  generators to 

produce electricity. The water then moves through the tailrace tunnel until it is discharged into the 

lower reservoir. Water discharge capacity in the upper reservoir can require from several hours to 

several days.[24]

Pumped storage facilities can be categorized as “pure” or “combined.” Pure pumped storage plants, 

also referred to as closed loop, continually shift water between an upper and a lower reservoir.[29] 

Combined pumped storage plants also generate their own electricity like conventional hydroelectric 

plants through natural steam flow. Closed-loop pumped storage systems use closed water systems that 
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are artificially created instead of natural waterways or watersheds and can be as large as traditional large 

hydroelectric power stations. The water for closed-loop storage usually is only put into the system when 

it begins operation, either from groundwater or possibly from municipal wastewater.[31,41] Old iron ore 

quarries and other types of old mines are being examined for use as reservoirs for closed-loop systems 

worldwide.[42,43]

The efficiency of pumped storage plants generally ranges from 70% to 85%. This means that 70–85% 

of the electrical energy used to pump the water into the upper reservoir is actually generated when water 

flows back down through the turbines to the lower reservoir. The losses of energy are primarily related 

to the mechanical efficiency losses during conversion from flowing water to electricity. Such losses are 

higher with older designed equipment.[41]

Today, there are three kinds of pumped storage hydro plants available. The most commonly used is a 

basic version utilizing single or synchronous speed machines that cannot be regulated in pump mode. 

The pumps can only be run at full capacity or not run at all. Some of these plants use a combined pump 

and turbine unit instead of two separate units. The compact size of the equipment is beneficial when the 

plant is built underground.[44]

The second type of pumped storage hydro facility is called “hydraulic short circuit,” which allows 

more flexible operation. Pumps and turbines can be operated simultaneously. The pump can still only 

operate at full capacity. When large amounts of excess electricity are available, the turbine reduces 

capacity and more water is stored.[44]

The third type of plant uses variable speed pump technology in order to quickly adapt to fluctuating 

grid frequency. The operator is able to control how much power is consumed by the pumps. This type of 

pumped storage plant can experience a round-trip efficiency of 85%.[45]

Environmental Issues

Issues related to permitting of conventional hydroelectric and on-steam pumped storage hydroelectric 

facilities include factors relating to establishing both the reservoirs themselves and the operation of the 

facilities. Establishing the reservoirs may involve flooding of land currently in use for other purposes. 

During operation, the level of the water in both the upper and lower reservoirs fluctuates, which can lead 

to environmental concerns as well:[46]

• Water resource impacts—stream flows, reservoir surface area, groundwater recharge, water tem-

perature, turbidity, oxygen content

• Biological impacts—displacement of terrestrial habitat, alteration of fish migration patterns, 

other impacts due to changes in water quality and quantity

• Potential damage to archaeological, cultural, or historic sites

• Visual quality changes

• Loss of scenic or wilderness resources

• Increased risks of landslides and erosion

• Navigation impacts

• Gain in recreational resources

These concerns are much less significant for closed-loop pumped storage plants that are not  associated 

with natural waterways and watersheds. Usually, closed-loop pumped storage plants are specifically 

not located near existing rivers, lakes, streams, and other sensitive environmental areas to avoid 

the regulatory lag time and complexity associated with combined pumped storage hydroelectric 

facilities.[31,46]

In addition to closed-loop systems, underground powerhouses and lines are being used around 

the world to mitigate the environmental effects of pumped storage projects and reduce visual surface 

 disturbances.[26]
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Installed Facilities Worldwide

Pumped storage facilities are currently installed in many countries around the world (see Table 2) and 

numerous new facilities are under construction.[27,47]

Electric Utility Usage of Pumped Storage Hydro

Pumped storage facilities use power from available generating resources to pump water into the upper 

reservoir when it is cost-effective to do so (often at night). This allows the utility to have the water to use 

during higher load periods the next day to generate electricity at the pumped storage facility. Figs. 6 and 7 

TABLE 2 Countries with Pumped Storage Installed or under 

Construction

Argentina India Slovakia

Australia Ireland South Africa

Austria Italy South Korea

Belgium Japan Spain

Bulgaria Lithuania Sweden

Canada Luxembourg Switzerland

China Norway Taiwan

Croatia Philippines Ukraine

Czech Republic Poland United Kingdom

France Portugal United States

Germany Russia

Greece Serbia

FIGURE 6 Pumped storage unit—typical summer operation. 

Source: Courtesy of Oglethorpe Power Corporation.
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show the typical operational patterns for pumped storage usage by a utility in each of the summer and 

winter periods. Power is generated by the pumped storage facility during the higher load hours across all 

seasons and pumping occurs in the off-peak hours and lower load hours.

Conventional hydroelectric power and pumped storage are actively being used as energy storage for 

Danish wind generation. Electricity from wind turbines in Denmark is stored in Norway’s and Sweden’s 

large, conventional storage reservoirs and then is sent back to Denmark during periods of low wind 

generation.[48–50] Pumped storage hydro projects in Germany are also critical to maintaining grid reli-

ability and stable power flows within Denmark. Denmark has no native load balancing, so those balanc-

ing services are provided via its interconnections with Germany, Norway, and Sweden.[11] The curves in 

Fig. 8 demonstrate the non-coincident behavior of the wind generation versus the load demand from 

January 2007.[51]

How Pumped Storage Hydro Can Benefit 
Renewable Energy Resources

Pumped storage hydro is one of the best available energy storage mechanisms for use on electric utility 

systems. Pumped storage hydro allows utilities to integrate renewable energy resources such as wind 

and solar and helps to optimize the operation of the utility grid. Pumped storage hydro helps utilities 

achieve maximum efficiency for the power-generating system through load shifting. The ability for fast 

ramping provides a myriad of benefits from serving as spinning reserve to maintaining power sys-

tem stability to providing voltage control.[52] Pumped storage hydro units can perform black starts and 

FIGURE 7 Pumped storage unit—typical winter operation. 

Source: Courtesy of Oglethorpe Power Corporation.
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deliver electricity within a few seconds. Modern pumped storage plants have the highest efficiency of all 

energy storage systems— 85%.[3,44]

Because of their ability to both pump and generate, pumped storage hydro units provide a load- 

shifting device for system operators. Pumped storage hydro can firm intermittent resources by  absorbing 

excess generation at times of high output and low demand and releasing that stored energy during peak 

demand periods. Pumped storage hydro units can help systems avoid minimum generation problems 

and serve as critical backup facility during periods of excessive demand on the grid system.[3,30,53–56] 

Pumped storage hydro provides system operators a variety of ways to help balance portfolios from rapid 

starts and stops to generation in peak load hours.

Pumped storage hydro can move from idle position to full load very quickly, often in seconds, if so 

designed.[53,57]

This capability allows pumped storage units to provide system frequency control, regulation, and 

voltage control and to compensate promptly for the loss of other generating units or transmission lines. 

It allows pumped storage units to count for spinning reserve and standby reserve/ black start units. 

Typical ramping characteristics of modern pumped storage projects are as follows:[58]

Rapid ramping is particularly desirable in the case of a unit becoming unavailable or forced out of 

service or on utility systems with high amounts of intermittent resources such as solar and wind. For 

example, the Dinorwig pumped storage facility in North Wales, United Kingdom, can go from 0 MW 

FIGURE 8 Western Denmark—wind output and net electricity flows.

• Shutdown to on-line 60–90 sec

• On-line to full-load generating 5–15 sec

• Spinning to full-load generating 5–15 sec

• Shutdown to normal pumping 6 min

• Spinning to normal pumping 60 sec
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to full capacity of 1320 MW in 12 sec and can usually maintain this level until other generating units on 

the utility’s system can be brought on-line. This makes pumped storage plants the “race cars” among 

power-generating facilities.[16,20,41,59] Pumped storage hydro projects can charge or discharge over a 2, 6, 

or even 12 hr period, as necessary for the utility. The Dinorwig station in North Wales, for example, has 

an energy storage capacity equivalent to about 5 hr of operation at full capacity. Most of Japan’s modern 

pumped storage projects have energy storage capacity equivalent to 6 to 8 hr of operation at full capacity. 

The upper reservoirs for many of Japan’s pumped storage projects are designed for long-term seasonal 

storage and drawdown.[26,53]

The dynamic, rapid response capabilities make pumped storage hydro highly valuable for  keeping 

electrical grids stable and reliable with higher percentages of renewable resources, especially as 

pumped storage hydro can provide both real and reactive power.[59] The ability of pumped storage 

hydro to  produce watts (real) and vars (reactive) power enables system operators to better ride out any 

s ystem  disturbances such as the loss of a major generating unit or transmission line or the significant 

 instantaneous increase or decrease in available energy from renewable resources.

Pumped storage hydro contributes no greenhouse gas emissions and thus assists utilities, and 

 countries, achieve a lower carbon footprint. Utility systems that utilize pumped storage units are also 

able to operate their thermal units more efficiently—with fewer stops and starts—also contributing to 

overall reduced emissions.[53,60]

Depending on its location, pumped storage hydro may help optimize transmission line loadings 

and defer the need for additional transmission assets. Pumped storage units near load centers can 

op erate in condenser mode to generate or absorb reactive power as may be required for system voltage 

regulation.[53,60]

Conclusion

Energy storage devices in the form of pumped storage hydro facilities offer many benefits to  utilities 

including the integration of the intermittent renewable resources—wind and solar. Due to the 

 weather-dependent nature of these renewable resources and the fact that much wind generation 

is  non-coincident with utility peak demands, pumped storage hydro provides a way for utilities to 

 utilize the renewable resources more efficiently and more cost-effectively. Where topologically  feasible, 

the  reliability benefits associated with the rapid ramping capabilities of pumped storage hydro, in 

c onjunction with the many other positive operational capabilities, will drive development of this energy 

storage technology worldwide for many years to come.
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Introduction

On August 6, 2003, the Board of Governors of the Electric Power Research Institute reported, “… there 

is a growing concern that the electricity sector’s aging infrastructure, workforce, and institutions are 

 losing touch with the needs and opportunities of the 21st Century. The investment gap— inadvertently 

reinforced by the regulatory uncertainty of electricity restructuring—is exacting a significant  reliability 

cost that is seen as just the tip of the iceberg in terms of the electricity infrastructure’s growing 

 vulnerability to capacity, reliability, security, and service challenges.”[1]

On August 14, 2003, the northeast United States experienced power failure that impacted 50 million 

consumers in the United States and Canada. The front page of the Financial Times stated, “Public to pay 

for power upgrade. Energy Secretary (Spencer Abraham) warns that much of the $50bn (billion) bill will 

be passed on to customers.” The headline that followed on page 3 was, “Failure of the power came as little 

surprise to experts. Wake-up call was just latest alarm.”[2] Energy supply investments are needed, but the 

public cost for energy should decline.

What does not get front-page headlines are the billions of dollars needed to upgrade unreliable, old, 

customer energy supply production and distribution systems like heat, air conditioning, and water. One 

example is APPA: The Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers. APPA reported in 1995 that 

the backlog of deferred maintenance for colleges and universities was $26 billion.[3] The major portion of 

this backlog was needed for utility systems upgrades. The problem has not gone away.
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Investments in electricity generation and transmission systems are essential for social and 

e conomic well-being. Upgrade and expansion of customer production and distribution systems 

are equally  essential and costly. These needs are not problems but opportunities—huge investment 

opportunities.

Electric utilities are large industrial customers who use massive amounts of energy—more than 

any other industry. The second law of thermodynamics states that every time one form of energy is 

c onverted into another form, some energy is lost. On average, two-thirds of the British thermal unit 

(BTU) value of the fuels used to produce electricity is thrown away as waste heat. More BTUs are lost in 

converting and transporting electricity to consumers. Consumers, in turn, convert electricity to heat 

energy to heat water, heat buildings, and cook. Consumers also burn fuels to produce heating, cooling, 

and process steam and distribute it to the end use. Every conversion and transportation event causes 

BTU loss.

The opportunity to save energy in producing and transporting electricity, heat, steam, and chilled 

water is enormous. However, it requires utilities and customers to plan and invest together. Investing in 

reliable electricity that is efficient, competitive, and environmentally friendly, and that offers the  greatest 

financial benefits to utilities and their customers is directly related to how utilities and customers select, 

implement, and manage investments in electric, heat, and cooling capacity and dispatching of all forms 

of energy.

A comprehensive, integrated energy supply investment assessment at Illinois State University (ISU) 

offers a case study of the financial opportunities and energy savings for both ISU and the  electric 

 utility. Investment implementation roadblocks related to cultural practices and risk aversion are 

d iscussed. Through use of an integrated, energy supply system investment methodology adapted from 

de velopment of independent power plants and a Web-based business plan software tool, incentives 

to overcome  cultural inertia and manage life-cycle project risks are detailed. Examples of dynamic 

W eb-based reports serve as a communication medium among the project team members and allow 

them to  conduct  real-time asset management. Finally, profits from electric utility and customer 

 collaboration are highlighted.

Integrated Solution

Imagine if electric utilities could reduce the number of new plants and transmission facilities and 

instead invest in customer heating, cooling, process steam, or other heat energy needs with on-site 

electricity generation and load shifting technologies. Imagine that both utilities and consumers could 

benefit financially by integrating their energy supply investments and reducing the amount of energy 

consumed.

Culturally, electric utilities and customers have diametrically opposed business goals. Utilities want 

to sell the most energy at the highest price possible. Customers want to purchase the least amount of 

energy to reliably meet their operating requirements at the lowest cost. Investments in integrated energy 

supply systems not only create energy efficiency and emission reduction but also result in economic 

benefits to both utilities and consumers. Let us use a case study from ISU to demonstrate how to create 

valuable investment for both utilities and customers.

In 1999, ISU determined that they could fix their facilities operating budget at their 1997 level for 

20 years by investing $37.56 million in utility and building systems infrastructure upgrades. Annual 

budget savings were conservatively estimated to be $3.45 million per year with debt service at $3 million. 

Net present value ranged from $8.7 to $13 million.

Five megawatts of on-site electricity generation was planned. Using the waste heat and load shifting 

technologies, electricity load was leveled and reduced by 3.2 MW. The electrical capacity addition to the 

grid was 8.2 MW. More than half of the waste heat from electrical generation became useful energy. 

Owing to ISU’s level load, the utility was able to gain greater use of its existing power plants by supplying 

the remaining electricity required by ISU on a 24/7 basis.
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Web-Based, Real-Time Communication and Reports

History

For nearly 30 years, the development of energy business plans, using an integrated systems methodol-

ogy with investments sized to meet the business goals of the end users, has demonstrated the ability to:

• Finance millions of dollars of infrastructure upgrades from operating budget savings

• Level electricity load requirements

• Reduce BTU consumption and unit costs

• Improve energy reliability and operating productivity

So why were so few of these opportunities implemented? Customers are not in the utility business. 

Instead, they are focused on investments that provide products and services. As a result, no energy sav-

ings or investment occurs.

More importantly, the problem has been, “How to communicate and manage risks?” How to insure 

risks associated with energy price escalation, building the project on time and budget, costs of financ-

ing and ownership, equipment performance, and changes in business goals can cause major headaches. 

What business manager in his or her right mind would risk his or her career on a performance-based 

investment that cannot be measured or managed?

At the same time, as customers were struggling to update their heat/steam and cooling systems, elec-

tric utility generation investments almost stopped. The risks associated with building central electricity 

generation plants on time and budget, the rising cost of financing, the uncertainty of the regulatory 

world, and competition from independent power producers strangled central power plant development.

On both sides of the meter, risks associated with energy systems investments caused inaction. 

Investing in efficient energy supply systems requires integration. Integrated investment in a dynamic 

marketplace demands that all stakeholders have the ability to measure, manage, communicate, and 

report project status at any point in time.

Stakeholders

An energy supply investment team or stakeholders include the following: chief executive; financial, 

budget, facilities, and utilities managers; engineering, procurement, construction, capital planning, 

maintenance, and information technology personnel; contractors; facility occupants; financiers; and 

investment partners. Every member of the team contributes to the assumptions that go into energy sup-

ply systems planning and implementation.

Once energy master plan assumptions are adopted, each team member now knows the complete 

game plan and his or her performance requirements. As the plan is implemented and measured over 

time, each team member is responsible for communicating changes that will occur. Instantaneously, the 

impact of these changes on the total project performance and each team member’s area of responsibility 

must be calculated, compared with the original plan, and reported to all team members. Team members 

can, in turn, adjust and manage their area of responsibility.

To conduct the investment communication necessary to manage energy investments, it is essential to 

conduct energy planning, investment, and asset management using a dynamic, Web-based tool. The 

tool should not only compare project investment options but also provide timely updates of business 

plan assumptions based on market changes so that all project team members can communicate and 

manage change. Businesses and organizations require adoption and commitment to an operating soft-

ware system that is their master business planning and asset management standard. Web-based work-

flow connects all the elements of integrated energy systems needed to manage market and business 

interactivity and create the lowest energy unit cost at the highest reliability.
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Using the ISU project, let us look at the kinds of reports that team members will need to see. Presented 

here are five examples: Executive Summary, Pro Forma, Cogeneration, Steam, and Chilled Water 

Operating Calculations. Note that although the ISU project includes cogeneration, each consumer is 

encouraged to assess all on-site generation options that apply to the facility/site situation.

Table 1 and Figure 1 are life-cycle examples of a preliminary engineering, implementation, and 

fi nancial assessment of an infrastructure investment strategy for ISU. This project analysis was 

c onservatively conducted and included all campus buildings and utility systems. In summary, the 

TABLE 1 ISU Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Illinois State University - Test Case 3

Current utility budget $7,833,897

Energy cost savings

Facility efficiency $1,264,034

recommendations

Electrical generation $1,880,989

Steam production $392,913

Chilled water production $(89,549)

Water $0

Total utility $3,448,386

budget 

savings

Percent of 44.02%

current 

utility

Project costs

Facility efficiency Electrical 

recommendation generation 

$3,595,110

$2,625,000

Steam systems $4,260,000

Chilled water systems $10,707,100

Infrastructure $7,100,000

Engineering/contingencies $5,657,442

Additional project costs $2,069,200

Total EPC $36,013,851

cost

Annual debt $3,049,409

service

Energy budget savings: Debt service 113.08%

Unit energy costs

Average cost for purchased electricity $0,046 /kWh

Average cost for cogenerated electricity $0,043 /kWh

Average cost for steam $6,994 /KLbs

Average cost for chilled water $0,312 /ton-hr

Financial

Capitalization NPV

Term debt $36,013,851

Before Tax @ 8% $12,927,353

Debt service reserve $1,550,863 10% $10,547,035

(Continued)
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 university could fix its 1997 utility budget at $7.8 million for 20 years and finance $37.5 million in 

 facility and utility  systems upgrades. The cash flow benefit came from simultaneously installing highly 

e fficiency  equipment,  efficiently sizing and dispatching equipment, providing for fuel switching, 

 reducing the amount of BTUs needed to provide reliable service, and lowering the BTU unit costs 

needed to serve the university.

TABLE 1 (Continued) ISU Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Illinois State University - Test Case 3

Total Debt $37,564,714 After Tax @ 12% 8%

$8,718,363 $12,927,353

Equity $0 10% $10,547,035

Total capital $37,564,714 12% $8,718,363

Proforma assumptions

Debt coverage

Term Interest Rate 20 5 85% A Average 1.55

Equity 100% Minimum 1.29

Partner equity Effective Tax Rate 0% 0.00%

Interest on reserves 0.00% Maximum 1.69

FIGURE 1 ISU pro forma.
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The investment reflects a capital investment, which included a 5 MW gas turbine, new boiler, 

boiler plant upgrades, a new boiler structure, steam and condensate lines, electric chillers, thermal 

energy  storage system, new chiller structure, chilled water building loop and distribution system 

upgrades, lighting conversions, air-side HVAC upgrades, new equipment control system, system 

 recommissioning, electrical distribution systems upgrades, a new substation, energy information man-

agement system, and $5 million in asbestos abatement. Total capital costs were estimated to be more 

than $28 million. Engineering, procurement, construction, and contingency costs were $5.6  million 

with additional costs for permitting, legal fees, start-up, and numerous other project costs estimated 

at more than $2 million. The financing term is 20 years with an interest rate of $5.85 and a debt service 

reserve of $1.5 million.

Note the area called Unit energy costs. Unit costs including capital, O&M, and energy are averaged 

by system including costs for purchase of electricity. Change in the technology solutions to any system 

impacts the BTU unit costs for the other systems. For example, if ISU were to purchase steam from 

another provider, the unit costs for electricity and chilled water would be impacted. This Executive 

Summary represents one plan option. To gain the greatest BTU value at the lowest combined BTU unit 

costs, numerous project options should be compared.

Figure 1 presents the annual cash flow of the master energy plan for the project life. Additional reports 

shown later detail the operating calculation assumptions associated with each of the project utility sys-

tems’ financial reports. Cogeneration, steam, and chilled water operating calculation reports are shown 

in Tables 2–4.

Once a capital investment strategy is identified, decision-makers will want to see an assessment of 

what might happen if the assumptions change. Risks in an infrastructure investment largely include 

changes in assumptions related to energy growth and cost escalation, getting the project built on time 

and within budget, financing costs, and long-term operating and maintenance costs. Table 5 shows a 

range of cost impacts to the project if the initial assumptions were to change by −20%, −10%, or −5%. 

Notice that the project shown stays healthy at −5% but loses money at −10%. Its project analysis should 

analyze worse- and best-case scenarios and be prepared to modify the project or find a way to mitigate 

the risks.

An executive Summary, supplemented by systems operating assumptions, a life-cycle financial pro 

forma, and sensitivity analysis are essential to gain the approval from top management to proceed with 

the project. Although this assessment demonstrated that the opportunity for upgrading the university 

infrastructure was significant, the project was not implemented.

Planning Methodology

The OA methodology slide presented in Figure 2 is a summary of the myriad assumptions that are 

needed to create a life-cycle business plan for any facility.

Starting with the first step or lowest level of the OA methodology pyramid, the planning process 

begins with identifying the facility, its owner, and the business goals associated with the use of the facil-

ity over the life of the proposed debt. Infrastructure goals can range from environmental improvements, 

to business expansion, comfort needs, new operating modifications, financing requirements, and code 

compliance. For ISU, the university wanted to fix its energy budget and finance all infrastructure capital 

backlog.

Using a life-cycle approach, the growth assumptions should reflect the energy systems impacts asso-

ciated with the facility use business goals. For ISU, these included growth of electricity, steam, and 

chilled water for 20 years on a year-by-year basis. Cost escalation estimates by year were also inputted 

individually for electricity, natural gas, other fuels, budget growth, O&M, and general inflation. Detail 

of base year budget and tax status is the last group of assumptions usually required to determine the 

business situation for the facility. Obviously, ISU is a tax-exempt entity.
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Determining the assumptions for ISU’s business situation (the first step of the pyramid) begins 

to highlight the risks associated with a final business investment. Just estimating the costs for pur-

chase of natural gas or electricity for the next 20 years is a major guess. As planning continues up 

the pyramid, the stability of the entire project can be compromised by changing assumptions at the 

base. Having the capability to automatically update and integrate the impacts of changes in cost and 

growth  assumptions or any other baseline assumption greatly improves the team’s ability to manage 

and report these impacts.

Step 2 of the pyramid, first offers the ability to determine the base year energy consumption, loads, 

and costs associated with purchasing and producing steam/heat, cooling, and electricity. Further 

data input is needed to describe each system’s equipment, age, operating characteristics, maintenance 

requirements, and other data to calculate each system’s BTU unit costs.

At this stage, a status quo business situation pro forma should be run to determine the life-cycle 

costs of what the business entity will spend if no investments are made. The planner should also chart 

the facility energy load requirements for electricity, steam/heat, and chilled water energy over time 

when compared with the equipment capability for each system to provide reliable service. For example, 

TABLE 2 ISU Cogeneration Operating Calculations

Operational Calculations

Cogeneration Systems

Illinois State University - Test Case 3

Gas turbine/engine Capacity Fuel rate Cap factor Availability Production 

O&M cost (kWh)

Fuel Generator #1 5,000 56 92.00% 88.00% $0.00 35,460,480

Steam turbines Capacity Inlet enthalpy Outlet enthalpy Cap factor Availability Production 

O&M cost (kWh)

Customer annual usage 68,892,296 kWh Retail rate 0.0000 $/kWh

Wheeling 0 kWh

Gas turbine/engine Steam Turbines

Generation capacity 4,400 kW 0 kW

Turbine output 35,460,480 kWh/Yr. 0 kWh/Yr.

Annual fuel usage 397,157 MMBtu 0 MMBtu

Annual fuel cost $1,247,074 $0

Annual O&M cost $0 $0

Annual steam output 0 KLbs.

Fuel chargeable to power 0 Btu/kWh

Annual

Cost breakdown:

Fuel 0.0352 $/kWh $1,247,074

O&M 0.0000 $/kWh $0

Debt service & returns 0.0077 $/kWh $271,297

Total 0.0428 $/kWh

Current avg. cost 0.0558 $/kWh

Projected avg. Cost 0.0460 $/kWh

Weighted avg. Cost 0.0444 $/kWh

Customer Savings from Cogeneration: $1,609,693

Saving Without Debt Service $1,880,989
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TABLE 3 ISU Steam Operating Calculations

Operational Calculations

Steam System

Illinois State University - Test Case 3

Assumptions

Cogen steam output 0 KLbs.

Fuel used From GT 0 MMBtu

Supplemental 0 MMBtu

Cost $0

Projected steam requirements 532,619 KLbs. per Year

Steam required beyond cogen supply 532,619 KLbs. per Year

Projected steam quality Enthalpy Temperature Pressure

High Pressure Intermediate 1,189 Btu/Lb. Btu/Lb. 0 400 deg. F deg. F

Pressure 1,203

0 125 psig psig

Low Pressure 203 Btu/Lb. 200 deg. F 50 psig

Hot Water Condensate 0 5 Btu/Lb. Btu/Lb. 0 85 deg. F deg. F

0 220 psig psig

Steam Production: Capacity Fuel Efficiency Pressure Production

Standard boiler#10 35,000 Primary 81% Intermediate 54,622

Standard boiler #6 85,000 Primary 78% Intermediate 81,933

Standard boiler#7 85,000 Primary 78% Intermediate 191,178

Standard boiler#8 85,000 Primary 81% Intermediate 136,556

Standard boiler #9 65,000 Primary 81% Intermediate 81,933

Summary

Boiler plant:

Total steam capacity 355,000 Lbs./Hr. Operation & Maintenance 

1.50/KLbs.

Annual steam output 546,222 KLbs. MMBTU

Consumption 815,501

Cost $2,560,673

Cost breakdown:

Boiler plant Annual

O&M Fuel 1.50 4.69 /KLbs. /kLbs.

$819,333 $2,560,673

Debt service & returns 0.81 /KLbs. $440,276

6.99 /KLbs.

Steam from Cogen Annual

Fuel 0.00 /KLbs. $0

O&M Debt Service & Returns 0.00 0.00 /kLbs. /kLbs.

$103,351 $0

0.00 /KLbs.

Weighted average cost per klbs $6.99

Current cost per Klbs $6.91

Customer savings from new steam production $(150,714)

Saving without debt service $392,913
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Figure 3 shows the baseline demand (the diamond line) to exceed the central plant capacity (the triangle 

line) within a few years.

Step 3 begins data input to come up with integrated energy supply and production systems technol-

ogy solutions to reliably and efficiently meet business energy needs over time. First, before addressing 

the supply purchase, production, and distribution technologies, investments are needed to make the end 

TABLE 4 ISU Chilled Water Operating Calculations

Operational Calculations

Chilled Water System

Illinois State University - Test Case 3

Assumptions

Chiller Type Capacity COP Production

Existing units Electric 1,500 5.10 1,577,513

New 1000(2) Steam 2,000 0.90 3,155,025

New 2000(2) Electric 5,000 6.00 5,784,213

10,516,751

Projected avg. electrical cost $0.0444 $/kWh

Projected fuel cost $3.14 $/MMBTU

(Delivered to burner tip)

Operation & maintenance $0.01 /ton

Summary

Total chilled water capacity 8,500 tons

Annual production 10,516,751 ton-hrs.

Electric Gas Steam

Consumption 42,766,369 kWh 0 MMBTU 42,664 MMBtu

Cost $1,897,116 $0 $167,254

Cost breakdown: Annual

Fuel $0.1963 /ton-hr. $2,064,370

O&M $0.0100/ton-hr. $105,168

Debt services & returns $0.1052 /ton-hr. $1,106,590

$0.3115 /ton-hr.

Equal to: $25.96 /MMBTU

Current cost per ton of chilled water $0,177 /ton-hr.

Saving on total new chilled water production $(1,196,140)

Saving without debt service $(89,549)

TABLE 5 Sensitivity Analysis

Project cost −20%

$51.9 M

−10%

$47.6 M

−5%

$45.4 M

estimate

$43.3 M

Interest rate −20% −15% 10%

7.02% 6.73% 6.44% 5.85%

Savings −20%

$2.3 M

−15%

$2.5M

10%

$2.6M $2.9M

Electrical cost −15% −10% −5%

4.270 4.090 3.900¢ 3.720¢

Natural gas cost −15%

$3.45

−10%

$3.30

−5%

$3.15 $3.00

12% NPV −$8.5 M −$2.6 M $2.3 M $6.5 M
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FIGURE 2 OA methodology.

FIGURE 3 Twenty-five-year steam peak demand.
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use reliable and efficient. Lighting, controls, commissioning, air-side HVAC improvements, and other 

end-use thermal and electrical improvements need to be identified. For example, if lighting retrofits 

are implemented, the load demand for heating and cooling will change. A new peak demand line or 

adjusted baseline (square line) is added to the peak demand growth chart. Now, the planner is ready to 

select and assess the benefits of new energy supply systems’ equipment solutions. The Base case demand 

(circle line) shows the reduction in steam energy or thousand pounds per hour demand that resulted 

from the improvement in equipment efficiency. The old baseline assumptions are modified to incorpo-

rate the new project technology solution assumptions.

Before running a new pro forma, the planner must input assumptions for how the project will be 

implemented (Step 4). What are the schedule; financing structure; costs for engineering, procurement, 

construction, contingency, permitting, start-up, and project management; legal fees; and the myriad 

other costs associated with implementing the project? Who will own the project? How will it be financed? 

What are the annual principal and interest payments? Are there tax benefits? All these assumptions are 

inputted so a full life-cycle cost pro forma can be run to compare the new business plan with the status 

quo or baseline. ISU Executive Summary and Pro Forma show the comparison of ISU’s new business 

plan with its status quo.

We have now reached the top of the pyramid. Step 5 is the business plan. Look at the assumptions 

that enter into each business investment and asset management decision. The very bottom of the 

 pyramid requires the planner to begin by guessing the cost escalation for primary fuels, electricity, 

labor,  maintenance, inflation, and budgets over the life of equipment. Debt terms could be 20 years. 

Now, factor in the business growth planned for that same period of time and try to project the increases 

or decrease in business growth for electricity, heat, and cooling energy. Planners have not begun to deal 

with equipment selection and performance or the assumptions associated with implementation to get 

a project financed, built on time and within budget, and other investment assumptions that impact 

investment risks.

Weakness in each level of assumptions could make the entire investment crash. The dynamic nature 

of changing energy prices coupled with business changes is already enough to discourage anyone from 

pursuing integrated energy investments by using the old-fashioned paper plan approach. Assumptions 

in a Web-based plan enable constant updates and integrated, real-time impact reporting.

Asset Management

Let us put all those assumptions into a Web model and automate the update of critical assumptions like 

time-of-day energy pricing, equipment performance, and load changes. In addition, let us approach the 

investment in a manner that allows the user to turn on and turn off equipment or conduct fuel switch-

ing based on unit costs. Further, let us integrate price signals into equipment controls to automate the 

activity. Let us look at what new capital planning does to the investment. Let us evaluate proposals from 

potential business partners to determine the value of laying of risk and measuring results.

Software abounds for the following:

• Metering, accounting, billing, tracking, profiling, and verification

• Equipment energy management, measurement, optimization, and automated dispatching

• Integrated energy engineering analysis, calculating technology applications for energy and water 

consumption, load, and cost savings

• Enterprise energy management for energy systems analysis and optimization

• Conversion of hand-drawn prints to an AutoCAD database

• Work order management

The software listed can be accessed, reported, and analyzed for timely decision-making using Web-

based information management software.
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What does not abound are software systems that provide for developing, managing, and reporting 

integrated energy supply investments. Nobody ties supply side energy efficiency investment altogether 

into a financial pro forma, yet all the energy information software described above can be used to update 

and manage the investment.

Let us create a communication and reporting platform where the entire business investment team 

can view real time reports. Reports show the financial pro forma and operating calculation for each 

and all facilities that need to be reviewed. The reports can be delivered from anywhere, disaggregated 

at any level of granularity, evaluated compared with any time sequence, rearranged, and put back 

together. 

All team members are required to work together to create each project’s assumptions and present 

the project for management approval. This includes risk assessment and mitigation options. Each team 

member will know his or her job requirements associated with each project and can be evaluated based 

on meeting his or her portion of the investment plan performance. In addition, each team member is 

responsible for communicating market and business changes in the business plan assumptions with the 

rest of the team.

Now let us connect and integrate consumer energy information systems to electric utility  supply 

s ystems. What if the utility was able to coordinate dispatching of its generation and transmission 

options with consumer energy supply systems dispatching? The optimum use of all investments in 

energy  supply systems can result. Not only does efficiency and emissions control occur, but also fewer 

new  electric  central plants and transportation investments will be needed. Everyone gains greater 

 productivity through modernization, efficiency, and communication. Less energy is consumed.

Risk Management

For decades, independent power producers have set up limited liability corporations (LLCs) and 

financed generation project based on the strength of performance contracts for sale of energy, pur-

chase of primary fuels and standby power, financing, engineering/procurement/construction (EPC), 

and operation/maintenance.

All of these risks can be mitigated contractually. The question is, What is it worth to have business 

relationships or partners who will take the risks compared to the facility owner assuming the risk? The 

fun part of having a Web- based business plan is that it is easy to assess the value of laying off risks onto 

other business entities. Comparison of proposals can be integrated into the Web-based energy plan and 

compared with the cost to the facility owner. During the course of EPC, the plan can track the actual 

costs and schedule. Constant monitoring and updating of the Web plan strengthen the ability of both 

owner and contractor to make decisions and communicate project development.

Risks associated with purchase of fuels or electricity are often most difficult for building owners 

to control. In addition, regulatory changes and changes in business goals can significantly impact 

long-term investments. With the economic and political strength of electric utilities, the fact that 

building and operating energy supply systems are their core competency, and the direct links 

 electric  companies have to fuel supply opportunities, both consumers and utilities can benefit from 

partnering.

Energy service companies, worldwide, are in business to earn profits by taking these risks. However, 

supply system investments often are not integrated. Methods of asset management and reporting are 

varied and often subject to dispute.

Profits

Profits to electric companies from partnering with consumers can be expansive. For example, 

 institutions especially often have EPC rules, and situations where the project cost for EPC can be 

very high—as much as a 100% increase in capital costs. This situation leaves a lot of room for having 
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a business arrangement where another company is paid a profit to build the project and demonstrate 

equipment performance.

Profits can result:

• By adding value to customer energy systems investments and sharing the savings

• Through implementation of EPC contracts

• From operating and maintaining customer energy supply systems

• From sale of primary fuels

• From sale of heat, chilled water, water, and wastewater

• By investing in customer infrastructure

• From tax benefits

• By gaining emissions credits

• Through access to customer information to dispatch integrated systems

• From advanced growth management information

• From firm power sales contracts

• Through optimization of current supply systems’ fixed capital

• From reduced financing costs

In turn, the customer is able to upgrade his or her infrastructure, improve the reliability of energy 

systems, control facility operating budget, and gain an experienced partner who can manage the short- 

and long-term investment risks. Emissions are reduced, and productivity is increased, often with no 

customer debt on his or her balance sheet.

Any and all of these benefits are possible depending on the specific site and partnering options. 

Another paper could be written describing the structure and value of integrated, energy supply systems 

business opportunities. The benefits to all suppliers and customers include the ability to:

• Finance millions of dollars of infrastructure upgrades from operating budget savings

• Level electricity load requirements

• Reduce BTU consumption and unit costs

• Improve energy reliability and operating productivity

• Communicate and manage energy supply systems risks

Thomas Friedman in his book, The World Is Flat, recognizes, “One of the unintended consequences 

of the flat world is that it puts different societies and cultures in much greater direct contact with 

one another.”[51] Promoting electric utility and customer partnering seeks a change in different cul-

tures. Friedman’s vision of a radical new approach to energy use and conservation is not just among 

countries to jointly develop clean alternative energies.[61] Part of the radical new approach is closer to 

home—b  e- tween electric utilities and their customers. Inherent in the solution to energy resource 

efficiency is a radical new approach to earning profits from value-added. To achieve this, new relation-

ships must be developed. Trust is built from sharing a commitment to save energy and communicate 

and manage risk.

Traditionally, energy supplier generation, transmission, consumer production and distribution sys-

tems, and building end use have been dealt with separately—an approach that has proven to be costly 

and inefficient. Rather than losing money and energy through the traditional approach, right now, we 

can build systems as integrated investments, save money, make money, and stop wasting energy.

Inherent to integrated energy investments is commitment to using a methodology and dynamic 

Web-based tool on which to plan, finance, implement, and sustain joint energy supplier and customer 

economic and environmental opportunities.

Conclusion: “Big Collaboration, It Is Now 
and the Subject Is Energy” [4]
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A Note on Sources

Energy gained discussions of energy infrastructure investment practices and solutions rely largely on 

experience and information drawn from publicly available sources: public-sector studies, Web sites, 

industry groups, professional associations, and U.S. government sources. The ISU data resulted from a 

study that my staff and I conducted with the help of the University staff. Extensive reference information 

can be found at the following Web sites: http://www.acee.org, http://www.aeecenter.org, http://www.

appa.org, http://www.chpa.co.uk, http://www.cogeneration.net, http://www.eei.org, http://www.eia.

doe.gov, http://www.ieadhc.org, http://www.epri.com, http://www.naruc.org, and http://www.naesco.

org. Numerous other Web sites exist.

Addendum

Questions

It has been asked, “Would it be possible to give an estimation of how much energy could be saved from 

investment and use of integrated energy systems?” Putting a simple number to answer this question is 

not easy and is complicated by the many ways that experts define and measure energy. The answer var-

ies based on two primary factors: 1) the age, location, pollution costs, and inefficiency of current energy 

systems and 2) our level of commitment to invest in and operate highly efficient, reliable, clean energy 

supply systems.

Our goals are to gain the greatest amount of energy output from every unit of energy mined, 

t ransported, and converted to electricity, heat, and cooling and to size production and distributions 

systems to meet reliable, efficient end-use facilities and equipment. (The complexity of this topic can-

not be fully explained in this short narrative. Further elaboration and definition of terms can be found 

in my textbook, Energy Efficiency: Real Time Energy Infrastructure Investment and Risk Management.) 

The goal also includes how to dispatch and operate the energy commodities listed above to achieve 

efficient, reliable, and nonpolluting water and wastewater systems investments at the lowest production 

and  distribution unit costs.

Although it is important to answer to “how much energy could be saved?,” the more important 

 questions are as follows:

• How do we implement and earn profits from integrated resource efficiency investments?

• How do we evaluate alternative fuels; technologies; operating and maintenance options; 

eng ineering, procurement, and construction progress; financing and ownership structures; life 

cycle operation and maintenance maximization; and regulatory and technology changes; and 

follow market demand changes and numerous other risks to close deals and earn the best returns 

on investments over time?

Savings Potential

In addition to the coal, natural gas, and petroleum used to produce electricity and heat, the U.S. 

Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, reports in its World Consumption of 

Primary Energy by Energy Type and Selected Country Groups, Table 1, the “net” generation of electric-

ity from numerous renewable fuels and nuclear. The efficiency or net output of useful electricity com-

pared to the total energy value contained in the primary fuel during the 20th century is reported to have 

a sustained average in the United States of about 33%. The amount of energy consumed is embedded in 

the conversion factors to change the primary fuel to secondary commodities like electricity and heat. 

Each primary fuel has energy content. When a primary fuel is converted to electric energy in the United 

States, on average, two-thirds of the original energy content is thrown away.
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Further energy losses also result from decisions about selection of sites to build electric, heat, and 

cooling production and transportation systems as well as energy use efficiencies, choices of equipment, 

time of use, fuel switching, storage, and other infrastructure investment efficiency options.

Investment in efficient energy systems requires a comprehensive, integrated approach solving for 

gaining the greatest output and reliability from every energy unit consumed at the lowest energy unit 

cost. Figure A1—Integrated Strategy (Solmes, Leslie, Energy Efficiency: Real Time Energy Infrastructure 

Investment and Risk Management, Springer, 2009, p. 20)—first reflects the traditional way of investing 

in energy systems as separate parts: primary fuels; production and distribution of electricity, heat, and 

cooling systems; and building end-use systems.

In order to create the greatest production and transmission/distribution efficiency, investment 

 analyses begin with updating end-use facilities and equipment based on defined business goals and 

projections of end-use growth and cost escalation for primary fuels, labor, emissions, budgets, and 

other long-term cost considerations that will impact the returns of investment over its life cycle. An 

 assessment of end-use efficiency and system upgrades will result in adjusting baselines for electricity, 

heat, and cooling requirements. Selection and sizing of new production and distribution equipment will 

be affected and often reduced.

Add up the energy and load savings that result from comprehensive, integrated energy systems’ 

investments that include the following:

 1. Updating of all aged, inefficient, unreliable, and polluting end-use facilities and equipment— 

savings of 10%–50%. A July 2009 McKinsey report on energy efficiency projects that there exists 

an investment opportunity of $520 billion that would save $1.5 trillion through 2020, reduce U.S. 

consumption by 23%, and more than offset U.S. expected growth in energy use (http://green.

blogs.nytimes.com/2009/07/29/mckinsey-report-cites-12-trillion-in-potential-savings- from-energy- 

 efficiency/). Success stories abound.

 2. Sizing production and transmission/distribution systems to meet new, efficient end-use loads—

savings based on load reductions from end-use investments, often 20%–30%. End-use efficiency will 

change the size and number of electric, heat, and cooling infrastructure, thus lowering the capital 

costs for replacement and/or new capacity additions and gaining greater optimization and effi-

ciency of new production equipment and reducing the need for distribution systems  expansions. 

For example, just one building retrofit at a major California university showed a 30% reduction 

in chilled water requirements due to end-use efficiency savings. The capital cost, even with 15% 

redundancy, was lowered by 22%.

FIGURE A1 Integrated strategy.
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 3. Sizing on-site generation of electricity to meet the thermal load resulting in the greatest energy 

output from every unit burned—savings from doubling energy output of primary fuel to produce 

electricity and dramatic reduction in consumption of primary fuels to produce heat energy could 

be 40%. The U.S. Clean Heat and Power Association reports that combined heat and power 

i nvestment get up to 2–3 times the useful energy products from the fuel and can effectively cut 

fuel costs by up to two-thirds (http://www.uschpa.org/14a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3297).

 4. Using recycled heat energy to provide heat and cooling also reduces the amount of new equipment 

needed—same as above including reduction in new equipment needed to produce heat energy.

 5. Leveling the electrical load by using recycled heat energy for cooling—savings in electric consump-

tion and need for investments in electric peaking capacity. Optimal equipment sizing for elec-

tricity production usually means that some purchase of electricity from the grid will be needed. 

However, use of waste heat for heating and air conditioning will result in flattening the electric 

load and reducing the need for building electric generation capacity to meet peak loads. It will 

also enable a high percentage of supplemental electricity to be purchased 24/7 thus improving the 

efficiency of the energy supplier’s generation station. (Solmes 2009)

 6. Incorporating multiple production equipment solutions to efficiently address shoulder months 

where heating and cooling vary greatest—savings from turning off equipment operation during 

shoulder months and operating equipment at optimum efficiency. For example, multiple small boil-

ers can be run at full load during low heat demand compared to operating a large boiler for lim-

ited hours or partially loaded.

 7. Incorporating district heating and cooling systems efficiencies—it can result in as much as 50% 

energy savings in industrial, campus, military, hospital, dense city, and similar environments. 

Placing boilers and chillers in each building means buying equipment sized to meet the higher 

heating and cooling loads for each building. Most of the year, this equipment runs partially 

loaded. A central plant with multiple generation units can run equipment to meet the aggregate 

load of multiple buildings, thus optimizing equipment performance efficiency and needing to 

invest in less equipment.

 8. Increasing load and efficiency of electricity purchases from utilities, thus improving existing 

generation efficiency and capital utilization—improved 24/7 use of electric generation capacity. 

See (5).

 9. Reducing investment requirements and losses associated with electricity transport systems— 

savings from elimination of electric transportation losses and reduction in grid requirements.

 10. Improving load requirements on equipment and systems used to provide primary fuels—savings 

from 12-month purchase and/or use of primary fuels. Greater contracting cost leverage can result 

for longer-term contracts.

No doubt, more efficiency items can be listed as a part of integrated energy systems investments. 

Factor in the energy and capital efficiency that can be gained by the combination of all 10 items. Now, 

include the efficiency that results from financing a single larger project rather than numerous small 

ones. Add the savings that result from emissions reductions and reduced need to build new electric-

ity generation and transmission systems. This cascading of energy and capital savings by integrat-

ing energy systems investments can fund the investment debt as well as earn significant returns on 

investment.

Thomas Casten in his book Turning Off the Heat: Why America Must Double Energy Efficiency to Save 

Money and Reduce Global Warming provides an answer to “how much could be saved from integrated 

energy systems investment?”—at least half of current consumption. The opportunity is that due to age 

and inefficiency, use of the integrated approach will result in funding investments, greater productivity, 

less pollution, more jobs, and a stronger economy.
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New Energy Supply Systems Should Reduce Costs to Consumers

The savings reflected by McKinsey is appropriately titled “end-use” energy savings. Although some 

waste heat recovery is reflected in the table, the more than half a billion dollars in energy infrastruc-

ture investment does not address the investment opportunity that exists in investing in highly efficient, 

integrated electricity, heat, and cooling production and distribution systems. When Casten wrote about 

doubling our energy efficiency, he was citing the doubling effect of committing to supply-side resource 

efficiency—conversion of primary fuels to electricity, heat, and cooling production and distribution 

combined with efficient end use. This formula will result in meeting the goals of resource efficiency at 

the lowest cost to the consumer, doubling emissions reductions and tremendous opportunities to earn 

profits from value-added.

Tracking Investment Returns and Managing Risks

Numerous international measurement and verification guidelines and protocols have been developed 

and adopted to determine the energy savings from energy efficiency measures and renewable fuels. The 

oversight of this effort is now done by a non-profit organization called the Energy Valuation Organization 

or EVO. According to EVO’s website, “EVO is the only non-profit organization in the world solely dedi-

cated to creating measurement and verification (M&V) tools to allow efficiency to flourish. Our vision is 

a global market that properly values the efficiency resource, enabling and assisting the optimal invest-

ment in these opportunities.”

The limitation to the work accomplished to date is that Web-based energy systems business invest-

ment plans, real time tracking, and calculation of electric, heat, and cooling unit costs as a means to 

achieve the lowest combined energy unit cost are not available. A software application that communi-

cates, tracks, and reports all the assumptions that go into creating a baseline, comparing the benefits of 

a combination of efficient investment options and investment strategies, and automating the update of 

these assumptions over the term of the debt does not exist.

To gain the greatest value from integrated energy investments, stakeholders need to communicate 

and see the financial impact of market and business changes in real time. Even going through the invest-

ment stages of baseline development to preliminary assessment to detailed engineering, procurement, 

and construction entails very big financial risks if continuous automated tracking and data comparison 

using internet technology are not instituted to address critical time factors for decision making. An 

energy infrastructure investment and risk management software application that provides the answers 

to achieving resource efficiency is the means to successfully accomplish the efficiency investments 

described above and to encourage electric utilities, service companies, consumers, and investors to earn 

returns from integrated efficiency investments. An initiative to create this application standard is how 

to answer the question, “How much energy could be saved from investment and use of integrated energy 

systems?”
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• Low solubility compounds.

• Cometabolism of chlorinated organic compounds.

• Compounds requiring specialized microbial populations or conditions.

• Indoor air applications.

Introduction

Successful biofiltration applications have been limited to control of relatively soluble volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) at low loading rates. Biofiltration is also of limited use for compounds that 

 produce acidic or toxic metabolites or are degraded via cometabolism. To overcome the limitations 

described above, gas-phase biological treatment systems must be developed which (1) incorporate 

mass  transfer of gas-phase pollutants across a media with high specific surface area and low diffusion 

length, (2)  incorporate high biomass concentrations to maintain high biodegradation rates, (3) provide 

a method for wasting biomass to prevent clogging, and (4) provide a method for addition of pH buffers, 

nutrients, cometabolites, and/or other amendments to support the microbial population and neutralize 

acidic metabolites.

Hollow fiber membrane bioreactor (HFMB) systems have been under investigation which meet the 

above requirements and have been shown to achieve high VOC removal efficiencies in small  reactor 

 volumes. A schematic of a typical HFMB system is shown in Figure 1. The hollow fiber membranes 

serve as a support for the microbial population and provide a large surface area for VOC and  oxygen 

mass transfer. Waste gases containing VOCs are passed through the lumen of the hollow fibers. 

Soluble compounds in the gas phase are transferred through the membrane pores and partition into 
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a  VOC-degrading biofilm surrounded by a circulating nutrient media. Compounds in the biofilm are 

available for biodegradation. Potential advantages of HFMBs for waste gas treatment include

• Ability to continuously remove biomass to prevent clogging at high VOC loading rates.

• Ability to remove degradation by-products and add pH buffers, nutrients, and/or co-substrates to 

support the microbial population and neutralize acidic metabolites. 

• Ability to treat low solubility compounds such as nitric oxide (NO) and methane.

• Separation of the microbial process from the gas being treated. This may be useful in indoor air 

applications where carryover of biomass into the ambient air is a concern.

• Optimal humidification of the gas stream.

• Low pressure drop.

• Gas and liquid flow rates can be varied independently without flooding or foaming.

• Modular design, no moving parts.

Disadvantages of HFMBs for waste gas treatment include high capital costs and that the technology has 

not been demonstrated at full scale.

Membrane Bioreactor Applications for Pollution Control

Hollow fiber membrane bioreactors have been used in a number of pollution control applications 

including

• Separation and retention of biosolids.

• Bubble-free aeration of bioreactors.

Clean Air Outlet

Mixing/
Recirculation
Flow

Pressure
Valve

Mixing/
Recirculation
Flow

Hollow
Fiber
Membranes

Contaminated
Inlet Air

Liquid and
Biomass  Waste

Nutrients
and
Water

FIGURE 1 Schematic of a hollow fiber membrane bioreactor for biological air pollution control. (From Shumway, 

1997.)
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• Providing hydrogen and other low solubility gases to bioreactors.

• Extractive membrane bioreactors for controlled transfer of pollutants from industrial wastewaters. 

• Biological air pollution control.

Membrane bioreactors are most often used for separation of biomass. The ultrafiltration of 

m icrofiltration membranes is used as a substitute for sedimentation. These systems are used to 

p roduce high-quality effluent and/or provide high solid retention times without washout of biomass. 

These applications are well documented in the literature and are outside the scope of this discussion 

(Stephenson et al., 2000). 

Gas-to-liquid transfer membrane systems were first introduced for use in blood oxygenation and 

have been studied extensively for this application (Lund et al., 1996). Pollution control research into 

membrane aeration HFMBs has been focused on the enhancement of oxygen transfer for in high oxygen 

demanding applications such as the treatment of high-strength industrial wastewaters (Yamagiwa et al., 

1998) and nitrification (Brindle and Stephenson, 1996; Brindle et al., 1998). These systems have also been 

used for bioreactors degrading VOCs, since the membranes allow for reactor aeration without stripping 

volatile compounds to the atmosphere (Pressman et al., 1999). Due to the low solubility of oxygen, oxy-

gen transfer often limits aerobic degradation of high oxygen demanding wastewaters. Many facilities 

switch from atmospheric air to pure oxygen to enhance oxygen mass transfer; however, conventional 

oxygenation systems have high power requirements and are incompatible with attached growth reac-

tors (Stephenson et al., 2000). Hollow fiber membranes provide a very high surface area for transfer of 

oxygen directly to the biofilm. Hydrophobic hollow fibers have been developed with sealed hydrophilic 

ends that enable 100% utilization efficiency in gas-to-liquid mass transfer applications (Ahmed and 

Semmens, 1992a,b).

A novel application of HFMB gas-transfer technology, hydrogenotrophic denitrification of drinking 

water, has been investigated by several researchers (Gantzer, 1995; Lee and Rittmann, 2000; Ergas and 

Reuss, 2001). A number of common genera of bacteria can use hydrogen as an electron donor and nitrate 

as an electron acceptor under anoxic conditions. These organisms have been shown to denitrify nitrate 

contaminated drinking water to acceptable levels. Disadvantages of hydrogenotrophic denitrification 

include lower denitrification rates and the difficulty in dissolving sufficient quantities of hydrogen into 

the water due to its low solubility. Use of HFMBs has been shown to support high biomass densities 

and improve hydrogen mass transfer rates while preventing the waste of excess hydrogen and avoiding 

accumulation of explosive gasses in a confined space.

Extractive membrane bioreactors have been used to biologically treat industrial wastewaters in the 

presence of high concentration of acids, bases, and salts that can inhibit degradation (Livingston, 1994; 

Livingston et al., 1998). Extractive membrane bioreactors utilize dense silicone membranes that selec-

tively extract organic pollutants such as chloroethanes, chlorobenzenes, and toluene, from polar and 

ionic compounds. A VOC-degrading biofilm grows on the surface of the membranes creating a driving 

force for mass transfer. Due to the selectivity of the membranes, the biofilm is isolated from the harsh 

conditions in the wastewater to ensure high biodegradation rates.

Membrane Fundamentals

A membrane separates two distinct bulk phases of a system while allowing the transport of compounds 

from one phase to the other. In waste gas treatment applications, gases are most often blown through the 

lumen (inside) of tubes made from membrane materials. Pollutants from the gas phase diffuse through 

the membranes to a liquid phase on the shell side (outside) of the membranes. The membranes also serve 

as a support for the microbial population. Once in the liquid, compounds are biodegraded creating a 

concentration gradient, which serves as a driving force for mass transfer. 

Membranes are available in a wide variety of materials, porosities, and pore sizes. For successful 

application, membrane materials must strike a balance between reasonable mechanical strength, high 
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permeability, and high selectivity (Stephenson et al., 2000). For microporous membranes, high selectiv-

ity requires a membrane material with a narrow range of pore sizes, and high permeability requires a 

membrane material with a high porosity. 

Dense and porous membranes are fundamentally different from each other. Dense membranes rely 

on physical–chemical interactions between the permeating compounds and the membrane materials. 

The mass transfer rate through a dense membrane depends on the solubility and the diffusivity of the 

permeating compound in the dense matrix (Reij et al., 1998). Dense membranes are limited to polymeric 

materials, such as latex and silicone, and they can be operated at high gas pressures, and are resistant 

to chemical and mechanical abrasion (Fitch et al., 2000; Stephenson et al., 2000). They have also been 

shown to be more resistant to biofouling than porous membranes (Coté et al., 1988, 1989), possibly 

because the hydrophobic nature of silicone resists attachment of microorganisms. 

Microporous hydrophobic membranes are most often used in gas-transfer applications because they 

provide a high gas permeability, while not allowing transport of water across the membrane. The mem-

brane pores remain gas filled and compounds transfer from the gas stream through the membrane pores 

by gaseous diffusion. At excess liquid side pressures above the critical pressure, ΔPcr, water enters the 

pores of the membranes, dramatically decreasing mass transfer rates (Ergas and Reuss, 2001). Gas side 

pressures greater than the bubble point result in bubble formation in the liquid phase (Semmens et al., 

1999). Thus, over the excess pressure range of 0 to ΔPcr, the gas/liquid interface is immobilized at the 

mouth of the membrane pore on the liquid side.

Microporous hydrophobic membrane materials include polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE), polypropyl-

ene, Teflon™, Gore-Tex™ (PTFE/nylon), and other composites. Hydrophobic microporous membranes 

coated with an extremely thin layer of silicone have also been investigated (Sikar, 1992). The thin sili-

cone layer increases mass transfer resistance but also decrease biofouling. Microporous hydrophobic 

membranes are available with pore diameters between 0.1 and 1.0 μm (Stephenson et al., 2000). The 

membranes are manufactured as small-diameter (200–400 μm ID) hollow fiber bundles that provide 

surface area-to-volume ratios as high as 30–100 cm−1 (Sirkar, 1992). This is an order of magnitude greater 

than equivalent sized packed towers. 

Gas-to-liquid transfer can also be carried out using microporous hydrophilic membranes such as 

polysulfone and cellulose membranes. In these applications, gas pressure must be higher than liquid 

side pressures. The gas/liquid interface is thus immobilized at the pore mouth on the gas side of the 

membrane.

Control of biomass thickness has been shown to be a key operational consideration in continuously 

operated HFMBs for aeration of wastewaters (Stephenson et al., 2000) and biological waste gas treat-

ment (Ergas and McGrath, 1997). Decreased HFMB performance has been observed in bioreactors after 

the development of a thick biofilm due to substrate mass transfer limitations, membrane fiber plugging, 

decreased biomass activity, and/or metabolite accumulation (Brindle and Stevenson, 1996; Freitas dos 

Santos et al., 1997). Hollow fiber bundles also tend to clump together when biofilm growth is high, 

resulting in fiber tangling and reduction of available membrane surface area. Several operational strat-

egies have been used to maintain film thickness at an optimum level including the use of crossflow 

membrane configurations (Ahmed and Semmens, 1996) and periodic shearing of biomass from the 

membranes using high liquid velocities combined with scouring with gas bubbles (Pankhania et al., 

1994; Dolasa and Ergas, 2000). 

Research Overview

A summary of the laboratory-scale investigations of HFMBs for air pollution control is shown in Table 1. 

In an early study by Hartmans et al. (1992), a HFMB was used to control air emissions of toluene and 

dichloromethane. Mass transfer coefficients were determined for a number of different  membrane 

 materials. Using the experimentally determined mass transfer coefficients,  dichloromethane removal was 

simulated. Results of simulations suggested that a significantly lower reactor volume would be required 
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for a HFMB than for a biotrickling filter. Greater than 95% removal of toluene and  dichloromethane 

were observed in experiments with a flat sheet membrane bioreactor. 

Parvatiyar et al. (1996a) used a two module-in-series polysulfone HFMB to investigate toluene removal 

from a contaminated airstream. Toluene removal reached 84% with a 16-second gas residence time and 

an inlet concentration of 600 ppm. A similar experimental system was used by the authors to study 

degradation of trichloroethylene (TCE) (Parvatiyar et al., 1996b). The biofilm was initially  acclimated 

to toluene and then gradually weaned from a toluene/TCE mixture to 100% TCE. A 30% TCE removal 

efficiency was achieved with a 36-second gas residence time. 

Fitch et al. (2000) compared mass transfer and biodegradation rates for benzene and butanol 

c ontaminated gases in HFMBs that utilized dense (latex and silicone), microporous hydrophobic 

( polypropylene), and microporous hydrophilic (polysulfone) membranes. The highest overall pressure 

drops were observed with the polypropylene membranes due to the smaller diameter of these fibers 

compared with the other fibers. Significant sorption of benzene was observed in initial tests with the 

polysulfone membranes; therefore, butanol was used in subsequent experiments with these membranes. 

Removal efficiencies for butanol of up to 99% were obtained at an inlet concentration of 200 ppm. Dense 

high permeability latex and silicone membranes were found to have high benzene mass flux rates, 

p ossibly because the greater solubility of benzene in the polymers than in air creates a greater effective 

concentration gradient than observed in the air phase. The low total surface area of the dense membrane 

tubes limited overall removal; however, and the polypropylene membrane unit was the most effective on 

the basis of removal per total unit volume of reactor. 

In my own laboratory, we have conducted a number of studies using toluene as a model VOC. In 

our first set of experiments (Ergas and McGrath, 1997), a laboratory-scale HFMB was constructed and 

 operated with toluene at varying loading rates. The gasses passed from an inlet manifold to a membrane 

distributor made from 336 polypropylene hollow fibers (280 μm ID, 63% porosity, and an active fiber 

length of 1.1 m). A plot of removal efficiency vs. gas flow rate over the experimental period is shown 

in Figure 2. Toluene removal efficiencies of greater than 97% were achieved with an inlet toluene 

 concentration of 100 ppm and gas flow rates less than 1.0 L/min (1.4 second residence time). When the 

gas flow rate was increased above 1.2 L/min (1.1-second residence time), a significant decrease in removal 

TABLE 1 Summary of HFMB for Waste Gas Treatment Research

Membrane Fiber ID Pore Size Membrane 

Reactor Type Compound Materials (mm) (μm) area (m2) References

– Toluene, Polypropylene – 0.10 0.004 Hartmans et al., 1992

dichloromethane

Flat sheet Propene Polypropylene NA 0.1 0.0040 Reij et al., 1995

Hollow fiber Propene Polypropylene 1.8 0.2 0.10 Reij and Hartsmans, 1996

Hollow fiber Toluene Polysulfone 1.1 – 0.028 Parvatiyar et al., 1996a

Hollow fiber Trichloroethene Polysulfone 1.1 – 0.028 Parvatiyar et al., 1996b

Flat sheet Propene Polypropylene NA 0.1 0.0040 Reij et al., 1997

Hollow fiber Toluene Polyethylene 0.28 – 0.23 Ergas and McGrath, 1997

Hollow fiber Toluene Polypropylene 0.20 0.05 0.37 Ergas et al., 1999

Hollow fiber Toluene/TCE Polypropylene 0.20 0.05 0.37 Dolasa and Ergas, 2000

Hollow fiber Ammonia Polyolefin 0.20 – 0.063 Keskiner and Ergas, 2001

multilayer

Hollow fiber Benzene Latex rubber 9.5 NA 0.012 Fitch et al., 2000

Hollow fiber Benzene Silicone rubber 9.5 NA 0.012 Fitch et al., 2000

Hollow fiber Benzene Polypropylene 0.20 0.2 0.30 Fitch et al., 2000

Hollow fiber Butanol Polysulfone 1.1, 1.9, 2.7 0.05 0.030, 0.022, Fitch et al., 2000

0.013

Hollow fiber Trichloroethene Polypropylene 0.24 0.03 0.70 Pressman et al., 2000
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efficiency was observed. Removal efficiency was found to decrease over the four-month operational 

period due to clogging of the bioreactor with microbial biomass, possibly due to the growth of  nitrifying 

bacteria.

In subsequent experiments (Ergas et al., 1999), we investigated the effects of toluene loading rate, gas 

residence time, and liquid-phase turbulence on toluene removal in a laboratory-scale HFMB. Nitrate 

was used as a nitrogen source to discourage the growth of nitrifying bacteria. Initial acclimation of 

the microbial culture to toluene occurred over a period of nine days, after which a 70% removal effi-

ciency was achieved at an inlet toluene concentration of 200 ppm and a gas residence time of 1.8 seconds 

(e limination capacity of 20 g/m3/min). At higher toluene loading rates, a maximum elimination capacity 

of 42 g/m3/min was observed. Liquid-phase recirculation rate had no effect on toluene removal in the 

HFMB. 

We have also investigated the use of a HFMB to control ammonia using nitrifying bacteria (Keskiner 

and Ergas, 2001). The reactor utilized polyolefin multilayer membrane bundles consisting of 200 fibers, 

with a length of 50 cm, an inner diameter of 200 μm, and a porosity of 42%. Greater than 92% removal 

efficiency was obtained at an inlet ammonia concentration of 60 ppm and a gas residence time of less 

than 0.4 seconds. Ammonia mass transfer rates were found to increase at higher recirculation rates. 

Biomass adhesion and accumulation was not a problem in this system, possibly due to the slow growth 

rates of nitrifying bacteria. Experiments are currently being conducted with this reactor using  nitrifying 

bacteria to remove nitric oxide from combustion gas streams.

Treatment of Low Solubility Compounds

In biological air pollution control systems, compounds must partition from the gas phase into the 

moist biofilm before they can be degraded. Pollutant concentrations at the gas/biofilm interface can be 

described by Henry’s law:

 = /S C HL g  (1)

where H is the Henry’s law coefficient, Cg is the gas-phase concentration, and SL is the liquid phase 

concentration. Conventional biofilters have therefore been limited to the control of relatively 
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FIGURE 2 Removal efficiency in a HFMB gas flow rate. (From Ergas and McGrath, 1997.) Removal efficiency 

was determined after an acclimation period at each flow rate. The inlet toluene concentration was maintained at 

100 ppmv, and the liquid recirculation rate was 4 L/min.
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soluble compounds. A number of environmentally relevant compounds such as nitric oxide (NO), hex-

ane, and methane are biodegradable but have high Henry’s law constants. For these compounds, mass 

t ransfer from the gas phase to the biofilm limits removal unless very large reactor volumes are used. Due 

to their higher mass transfer rates, HFMBs may make biological treatment of these compounds more 

 economically feasible.

A number of studies have been carried out using propene as a model VOC because its low  solubility 

makes it difficult to remove in conventional biofilters (air/water partition coefficient at 25°C of 8.6). 

A flat sheet microporous polypropylene HFMB inoculated with Xanthobacter Py2 was investigated by 

Reij et al. (1995). After five days with an inlet propene concentration of 2,300 ppm, the biofilm  acclimated 

and 58% propene removal was maintained for the duration of the 30-day test. Because of propene’s 

poor solubility, all mass transfer resistance was found to be in the liquid phase. For more soluble com-

pounds, the authors determined that membrane-phase resistance could approach the same order of 

magnitude as liquid-phase resistance. A similar reactor system and bacterial culture was investigated 

by Reij et al. (1997) to degrade propene at concentrations varying from 10 to 1,000 ppm. Once a biofilm 

was  established, propene flux to the membranes was stable, even at low concentrations (9–30 ppm) when 

mass transfer limitations should be greatest. 

Reij and Hartsmans (1996) investigated a HFMB that utilized 40 polypropylene hollow fibers with 

a length of 500 mm, an inner diameter of 1.8 mm and a pore size of 0.2 μm. Propene was again used 

as a model compound due to its low solubility. Maximum propene removal rates were 70–110 g/m3/h. 

A gas residence time of 80 seconds was required for 95% removal at an inlet propene concentration 

of 480 ppm. The reactor was changed from ammonia as a nitrogen source to nitrate to discourage the 

growth of nitrifying bacteria. Increasing the shell side velocity was found to alleviate clogging of the 

fibers with biomass. A gradual decrease in propene degradation was observed, possibly due to aging of 

the biofilm. 

Cometabolism

A number of chlorinated organic compounds, such as TCE, can only be degraded aerobically under 

cometabolic conditions. Cometabolism is defined as the transformation of a compound by a microor-

ganism that is unable to use the substrate as a source of energy or as an essential nutrient element. A 

second substrate (primary substrate) is used to support growth and induce the enzymes necessary to 

cometabolize the target compound. The primary substrates often inhibit metabolism of the target com-

pound due to enzyme competition (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991). In plug-flow reactors, such as 

biofilters, the induced bacteria are located near the inlet of the bioreactor where the primary substrate 

is readily degraded. In these areas, competitive inhibition occurs between the two compounds. In the 

remaining sections, the bacteria do not get sufficiently induced with the low primary substrate concen-

trations remaining to cometabolize the target compound. Microbial activity can also be inhibited by 

the toxicity of the target compound or its metabolites. The result is low removal efficiencies for TCE in 

conventional biofilters (Speitel and McLay, 1993). 

Several researchers have studied HFMBs for cometabolism in TCE in wastewaters. Aziz et al. 

(1995) investigated a HFMB with an external semi-batch reactor for TCE cometabolism. Wastewater 

c ontaminated with TCE flowed inside the hollow fibers, with a liquid media containing an active 

methanotrophic culture circulating around the fibers. At residence times of 5–9 minutes in the fiber 

lumen, TCE conversions of 80–95% were observed. Pressman et al. (1999) presented a follow-up study 

with a similar system and methanol as the primary substrate. Over 93% of the transferred TCE was 

biodegraded.

Pressman et al. (2000) used a HFMB for cometabolism of TCE-contaminated gases. A pure culture 

of Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b PP358 was grown in a continuous-flow chemostat and circulated 

through the fiber lumen of a HFMB, while TCE-contaminated air was circulated on the shell side of 

the reactor. M. trichosporium OB3b PP358 is a methanotrophic bacterium that has the ability to rapidly 
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cometabolize chlorinated solvents when grown on either methane or methanol. Between 54% and 84% 

TCE transfer was observed, and 92–96% of the transferred TCE was cometabolized at gas residence 

times of 1.6–5.0 minutes. Biomass clogging did not occur in this system, possibly because the biomass 

was pumped through the lumen rather than the shell side of the fibers.

In my own laboratory, we have investigated TCE cometabolism in HFMBs using toluene as a primary 

substrate (Dolasa and Ergas, 2000). A TCE cometabolizing culture enriched from a wastewater seed was 

inoculated into the HFMB. Initially, toluene was supplied to the reactor to build a sufficient biomass 

density on the fibers. After steady-state toluene removal was achieved, TCE was added to gas phase of the 

reactor. Toluene was added in three different configurations: (1) as a mixture with TCE in the gas phase, 

(2) by pulsing into the gas phase, or (3) to the liquid phase. Addition of a toluene/TCE mixture through 

the fibers resulted in an initial decrease in toluene removal followed by complete recovery within 5 days 

and a maximum TCE removal efficiency of approximately 30%. Pulsing of toluene and TCE through the 

membranes did not result in significant TCE removal. Adding TCE in the gas phase and toluene in the 

liquid phase resulted in a maximum TCE removal efficiency of 23%; however, results were highly vari-

able and appeared to be related to liquid-phase toluene utilization rates and biofilm thickness.

Theoretical Models

A number of researchers have presented mathematical models of mass transfer and biodegradation 

of substrates by biofilms growing on the surfaces of gas-transfer membranes (Livingston, 1993; Essila 

et al., 2000). The general biofilm model reported here was developed in collaboration with Dr. Mark 

W. Fitch of the University of Missouri, Rolla, and tested using experimental data from HFMB studies 

 conducted using toluene as a model VOC (Ergas et al., 1999). The model uses an inert surface to  establish 

a boundary condition, with substrate entering the biofilm from the gas/liquid interface. The model 

was derived for a single lumen and related to the total removal by the number of fibers. A conceptual 

model of this system is shown in Figure 3. Model assumptions include steady-state operation; Monod 

 biodegradation kinetics; and constant biomass density, ρb. Because concentration varies both axially 

and radially, no analytical solution exists for a single lumen. Therefore, the lumen is divided along the 

axis into n  sections, each with an axial length, Δz. The influent gas concentration to the nth section is 

the concentration exiting the previous section, Cn−1. The concentration exiting the nth section, Cn, is 

equal to the influent less the removal in the section due to the mass transfer and biodegradation. 

Membrane Mass Transfer

The flux, Jn, of substrate through the membrane can be expressed as

 J k A C Cn m m n m n, 1( )= − −  (2)

Membrane Fiber Wall
Reactor
Wall

SuspensionBiofilmCn–1

Cn–1

Cn

Z

Lumen

Z

Z

(n–1)

n

BiofilmSuspension

FIGURE 3 Conceptual model of the phases of the hollow fiber membrane reactor. (From Ergas et al., 1999.)
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where km is the membrane mass transfer coefficient, Am is the area of the membrane in the section, 

and Cn,m is the gas-phase concentration on the outer face of the membrane. A number of authors have 

assumed that gas and membrane resistances are negligible compared to liquid-phase resistance (Ergas 

and McGrath, 1997; Yang and Cussler, 1986; Coté et al., 1989) and therefore Cn,m is approximately equal 

to the concentration in the gas stream, Cn−1. Since the membrane is surrounded by biofilm, the liquid-

phase concentration at the biofilm interface, Sn,0, can be related to Cn−1 using Henry’s law:

 = − /,0 1S C Hn n  (3)

Equation 3 sets the inner surface (left-hand) boundary condition for the biofilm model.

Suspension Mass Transfer and Degradation

The suspension (liquid volume) was treated as a continuous-flow stirred tank reactor (CFSTR). The mass 

flux of the substrate, Jb, from the biofilm to the liquid can be described by

 J k A S Sb L B n i L,( )= −  (4)

where kL is the liquid mass transfer coefficient, Ab is the outer surface area of the biofilm, Sn,i is the VOC 

concentration at the outer surface of the biofilm, and SL is the bulk liquid VOC concentration. Assuming 

Monod biodegradation kinetics, a mass balance on the liquid volume yields:
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where V is the liquid volume, ρL is the biomass density in the liquid, μmax is the maximum specific 

growth rate, Y is the yield coefficient, KS is the half saturation coefficient, Q is the liquid flow rate, and 

SO is the influent VOC concentration to the suspension. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) and solving for 

Sn,i yields
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This relationship sets the exterior surface (right-hand) boundary condition for the biofilm model.

Biofilm Mass Transfer and Degradation

Assuming no advection in the biofilm, steady-state (∂ ∂S t/ 0= ), no concentration gradient in the z 

 direction, and Monod substrate utilization kinetics, the continuity equation for the biofilm in  cylindrical 

coordinates (r, z, and θ) is
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where S is the substrate concentration in the biofilm and DS is the VOC diffusion coefficient in the 

 biofilm. There is no analytical solution for Eq. (7); therefore, a numerical solution was generated. 

To fit the models, the biofilm density was varied until the predicted removal matched the observed 

removal (Ergas et al., 1999). The biofilm biomass density was calibrated at 29,000 mg/L, slightly higher 

than that reported by Characklis and Marshall (1990). The numerical model predicted the observed 

trend that shell side liquid flow rate had little effect on observed removal once a biofilm was established. 

The model slightly underpredicted the effect that substrate loading rate had on removal in the system. 
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The only case of poor prediction by the model was the effect of gas residence time on removal. Observed 

removals were higher than predicted removals for these runs. If the pore space of the membranes 

became water-filled during the course of experimentation, as discussed above, an added resistance to 

mass transfer would be expected, and mass transfer to the biofilm could become dependent upon the 

gas flow rate (gas-to-liquid transfer). Sensitivity analysis indicated that removal was a strong function of 

the biofilm phase biomass density and also of the biofilm diffusion coefficient, with diffusion rates below 

(10)−9 m2/s resulting in decreased removal rates.

Conclusions

Hollow fiber membrane bioreactors are a promising technology for the treatment of biodegradable gas 

phase pollutants. It has been shown to be effective for aerobic degradation of a range of compounds 

including ammonia, benzene, butanol, dichloromethane, propene, TCE, and toluene. Advantages of 

HFMBs include high mass transfer rates, low pressure drops, and small reactor volume requirements. 

In addition, the ability to separate the microbial population from the gases being treated allows for 

independent optimization of each phase of the system. In the opinion of this author, the most promising 

areas of air pollution research for HFMBs include

• Low solubility compounds.

• Cometabolism of chlorinated organic compounds.

• Compounds requiring specialized microbial populations or conditions.

• Indoor air applications.

The greatest disadvantages for the technology are high capital costs and that it has yet to be 

demo nstrated at full scale. Due to their modular design; however, HFMBs should be relatively easy to 

scale up. EnviroGen, Inc. and the Medical University of South Carolina have developed a  prototype 

with  funding from the Department of Energy that they hope to field test in 2001 (Togna, 2000). 

 Long-term studies have been conducted with membrane aeration bioreactors (Stephenson et al., 2000), 

which are  similar in  concept and operation. Membrane reactors have also been in use for several 

decades for blood  oxygenation (Sikar, 1992) and separation and retention of biosolids (Brindle and 

Stephenson, 1996). In common with conventional biofilters, HFMBs have problems with excess biofilm 

growth and  long-term stability of VOC-degrading biofilms. It is also unknown what effect long periods 

of  association of  membrane  materials and biomass will have on mass transfer rates and mechanical 

strength in these systems.
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Introduction

Globally, cities exist as centers of population, economic activity, and innovation. Currently, cities around 

the world are grappling with serious air quality challenges that require action from local and national 

policymakers to protect the well-being of urban residents. Many cities around the world have annual air 

pollution levels exceeding the WHO standards (Health Effects Institute, 2019), and globally, this excess 

ambient air pollution contributed to 2.9 million premature mortalities in 2017 (Stanaway et al., 2018). 

As policymakers attempt to reduce urban air pollution exposure, they are challenged by air pollution 

emission sources which exist outside the city (and which they may not be able to manage) and inequities 

in intracity air pollution levels due to pollution “hotspots”.

Cities are also important centers of climate change action as evidenced by the over 9,000 cities that 

have committed to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy and various organizations 

(e.g., ICLEI and C40) which support cities in their efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change. 

Because cities are embedded within larger infrastructure and trade networks, various tools have been 

developed to assess current community-wide emissions, project future greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-

sions, and assess the impact of climate mitigation policies. 

Because cities are concurrently trying to manage carbon and air pollution emissions, urban envi-

ronmental policies should take into account the co-benefits of carbon mitigation, particularly as they 

relate to reducing local air pollution levels. Recent literature (Mayrhofer and Gupta, 2016; Nemet, 

Holloway, and Meier, 2010) has documented the challenges of quantifying co-benefits, but the health 
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benefits of reducing air pollution are too large to ignore. The health benefits of the reduction in air 

pollutants (PM2.5) from both clean energy and carbon mitigation policies may outweigh the costs of 

carbon mitigation in the United States (Fowlie, 2018) and globally (Markandya et al., 2018). Further, 

we know these benefits will be heterogeneous (Muller and Mendelsohn, 2009; Goodkind et al., 2019), 

and we know they will be concentrated in cities (West et al., 2013). The heterogeneity and size of these 

health benefits means that they also have significant equity implications (Anderson et al., 2018; Cushing 

et al., 2018). It is therefore important to develop accurate estimates of these benefits at the urban scale, 

so that the size and distribution of health co-benefits of carbon mitigation are accurately reflected in 

environmental policies.

For cities grappling with air quality challenges, the first question is how can we reduce annual average 

air pollution levels and the number of acute pollution episodes? The answer to this question varies from 

city-to-city depending on the economic structure of the city and various physical and meteorological 

characteristics. In particular, cities must identify which sectors (industrial, transportation, residential, 

agriculture, etc.) contribute to their local air quality challenges and whether the sources of pollution 

are located within or outside the city. Once policies are identified that will prove beneficial to reduc-

ing exposure to local air pollution, the next question becomes how do we make sure these benefits are 

distributed fairly? Potential approaches to distributing these health benefits equitably are complicated 

by economic (e.g., Where are marginal benefits highest? Where are marginal costs lowest?) and politi-

cal concerns (e.g., Which neighborhoods historically have high levels of pollution? Does a given policy 

reduce this burden?). Policymakers seek to address both sets of questions as they develop strategies for 

urban air quality management; therefore, co-benefit models need to account for emissions inside and 

outside the city, while assessing changes in air quality within the city.

Separately, cities have also been developing carbon emission inventories for local climate action plan-

ning and for reporting to the Global Covenant of Mayors in Climate and Energy. Carbon accounting 

of community-wide emissions for cities has become more standardized over the past few years as cities 

have begun to report emissions through the Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Inventories (GPC) (Fong et al., 2014). Community-wide carbon emissions are reported across 

multiple spatial scales grouped by three categories:

• Scope 1 emissions: Emissions that physically occur within the city

• Scope 2 emissions: Energy-related emissions from the use of electricity, steam, and/or heating/

cooling supplied by grids which may or may not cross city boundaries

• Scope 3 emissions: Emissions that physically occur outside the city but are driven by activities 

taking place within the city’s boundaries.

Historically, cities have used production-based approaches to quantify Scope 1 and 2 emissions. 

Production-based approaches have historically been ill-defined, but many have used the term in refer-

ence to territorial emissions or emissions that are occurring geographically within the city boundary 

(Chen et al., 2019). Recent studies (Lin et al., 2015) have re-defined the term to account for the goods 

and services imported into the city that are used by industries/manufacturers to better account for the 

impact of industrial symbiosis and other interventions improving the efficiency of urban-industrial 

supply chains. But cities may account for different Scope 3 emissions depending on the methodology 

they are following. For example, many cities have used a consumption-based approaches (C40, 2018; Lin 

et al., 2017) which account for Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions due to the production of goods and services that 

are consumed by residents of the city, but exclude emissions from exported goods and services that are 

produced by the city and consumed elsewhere. The production-based approach likely underestimates 

emissions in cities with high consumption activity (such as cities with tourist-based economies), while 

the consumption-based approach has limited application in cities with high industrial or manufactur-

ing activity (Chavez and Ramaswami, 2013). None of these approaches is perfect, but all seek to better 

account for carbon emissions associated with city activity that are outside the geographic boundary, 

and it is therefore critical that there is transparency in the methods used to quantify these emissions. 
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For cities using consumption-based approaches, there may be a spatial mismatch between the emissions 

accounted for in the carbon emissions inventory and the local/regional emissions required for air pol-

lution modeling.

Many models and methods have been developed to manage urban air pollution and carbon emis-

sions, but few models have been able to address the nexus of carbon, air pollution, and health co- benefits 

within cities. Assessing co-benefits at the city scale requires sophisticated models that are able to account 

for the transboundary nature of the supply chains supporting city activity and the potential for non-

local emissions to impact local air quality, while also having the spatial resolution to accurately assess 

intracity air pollution concentrations. This review assesses the state-of-the-science tools that have been 

developed to assess co-benefits at the city scale. 

Overview of City-Relevant Co-Benefit Models

Models which are able to assess carbon, air pollution, and health co-benefits are summarized below 

with a focus on nested models. This list is not meant to be exhaustive but illustrates how carbon and 

air pollution modeling methods can be coupled. Table 1 demonstrates how the authors’ view the scope 

and spatial scale of models that have the ability to assess co-benefits of carbon and air pollution emis-

sion reductions. The first type of models develop carbon and air pollution co-pollutant inventories but 

assign air pollution/health benefits directly to each unit of emission without using air pollution and 

transport modeling to assess changes in air pollution concentration and exposure (e.g., UrbanFootprint, 

2013). A second type of model (e.g., AERMOD) utilizes similar community-scale emission inventories 

to mechanistically estimate how changes in local emissions impact local air pollution concentration and 

exposure levels based upon non-linear dynamics of air pollution transport. 

Nested models, a third type of model, are most applicable to addressing city-scale co-benefits because 

they acknowledge the fact that city activity induces emissions outside the territorial boundary of the city. 

While the location of carbon emissions is not as important due to its global impacts, the location of air 

pollution emissions is critical to determining to associated impacts on air quality and pollution expo-

sure. For example, SIM-Air (Guttikunda, Nishadh, and Jawahar, 2019; Guttikunda and Jawahar, 2012), 

GAINS (Wagner et al., 2018), COBRA (USEPA, 2018), and AP3 (National Research Council, 2010) are 

well-known models which utilize gridded emission inventories and regional estimates of air pollution 

transport and formation to predict changes in air quality/pollution exposure resulting from changes 

in emissions. Models like the Carbon Footprinting and Air Pollution Dispersion (CFAD) (Ramaswami 

et  al., 2017) utilize community-wide carbon and air pollution inventories coupled with air pollution 

models (e.g., AERMOD) to distinguish between how changes in local and regional emissions may 

impact urban air quality and exposure. Lastly, nested-reduced form models, such as InMap (Tessum 

et al., 2019; Hill et al., 2019), have the potential to couple carbon and air pollution inventories at multiple 

scales (national, state, city) with reduced form air pollution models in order to estimate changing air 

quality and exposure at multiple scales resulting from changes in consumption of goods and services.

Air Pollution Models

In order to assess carbon and air pollution co-benefits, air pollution models are required to connect 

spatially explicit carbon and air pollutant inventories with air pollution formation and transport in the 

atmosphere. This is critical because of the non-linear relationship between air pollution emissions and 

air pollution concentrations (e.g., each unit of air pollutant emission may have a varied effect on concen-

tration). Air pollution concentrations then become the unit of analysis for air quality standards, public 

health, and exposure estimates. The relationship between emissions and concentration may be governed 

by physical characteristics of the pollution source (e.g., stack height and toxicity of pollutants), non-l inear 

dynamics of physical processes governing pollution in the atmosphere (e.g., transport, reaction, and 

deposition), and geographic characteristics of the exposure site (e.g., topography and wind patterns). 
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To accurately assess the impact of these factors, air pollution models are needed to determine the dynam-

ics of each unit of emissions once they enter the atmosphere. For city-level co-benefits modeling, these 

tools need to have the potential utilize urban and regional emissions inventories while evaluating air 

pollution concentration at a fine-grained spatial resolution so that intercity and intracity air pollution/

health benefits can be estimated. This means that the air pollution models that are most applicable at the 

city scale need to balance data availability and accessibility with the computational complexity necessary 

to model air pollution transport and formation.

Given the uncertainty in modeling and the need to estimate air quality across varying spatial and 

temporal resolution, various methods exist for estimating air quality. Monitors are generally used to 

track air quality over time and to ensure compliance with air quality regulations; they also provide data 

validation for modeling results. Land use regression techniques use the historical data from monitors 

in comparison with land use variables (e.g., density) to predict air pollution levels with high spatial 

resolution. Recently, aerosol optical dispersion techniques (Di et al., 2017; van Donkelaar et al., 2016) 

have advanced considerably, using satellite data with increasingly high spatial resolution to estimate air 

pollution concentrations over time in locations lacking monitoring data.

While these methods are extremely sophisticated, they do not connect emissions reductions directly 

to concentration reductions. Therefore, these techniques are not able to directly inform policy design 

and implementation but are useful for empirical and historical air quality studies; for example, many 

studies have explored how health outcomes change before and after a policy change (e.g., Ebenstein 

et al., 2017). The models described below estimate air pollution concentrations and changes in expo-

sure based on spatially resolved emissions inventories. This is critical to developing prospective sce-

narios that determine a priori the benefits of policies and interventions which reduce air pollution.

The challenge for air pollution models is to balance the complexity of modeling atmospheric processes 

that induce primary and secondary formation of pollutants with the spatial and temporal resolution 

necessary to answer policy-relevant questions, for example, where are high air pollution concentrations 

located or how can cities improve region-wide air quality? Urban air pollution concentration will be a 

function of the emissions (local and non-local) and the meteorological conditions (wind speed, wind 

direction, mixing height, etc.) that govern pollution formation at any given time. In practice, model-

ers must make the choice between model processing time and spatial resolution (Gilmore et al., 2019; 

Tessum, Hill, and Marshall, 2017). This tradeoff is very important for determining which models can 

assess the benefits of policy-induced emissions reduction at the city scale. 

TABLE 1 Boundary of Carbon Emission Accounting and Air Pollution Models for City-Relevant Co-Benefit Models 

Boundary of Carbon Emission Accounting

Geographic (community-

wide, Scope 1+2)

Geographic (community- Consumption-

based (Scope 

1+2+3)

wide, Scope 1+2+3)

Boundary of Air 

Pollution Modeling

Air pollution emission 

inventories

Community-scale air quality 

models

Nested local-regional-national 

models (source–receptor)

Nested local-regional-national 

models (dispersion)

Nested local-regional-national 

models (reduced form)

Urban Footprint

AERMOD

GAINS, SIM-Air, COBRA, 

AP3

CFAD

InMap

Note: Co-benefit models with the ability to couple across spatial scales are organized based upon the geographic boundaries 

of the carbon emission accounting and air pollution exposure.
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Application of Fine-Scale Air Pollution Models to Co-Benefits in Cities

Air pollution and transport models are tailored to specific spatial and temporal scales, which means they 

can estimate air pollutant concentrations across multiple spatial scales ranging from global to between 

buildings. Figure 1 illustrates the spatial dimensions of carbon and air pollution emission inventories 

compared to the scale at which air pollution models operate. The discussion below will focus on those 

tools that have potential to be applied to urban-scale co-benefits evaluation and policy scenarios. 

Models that are able to address co-benefits at the urban scale need to be designed to utilize emissions 

data that distinguishes between local and non-local emissions, estimate changes in air pollution expo-

sure within cities, and be customizable to policies that are specific to the jurisdiction in question. Not all 

air pollution models will be well suited to evaluate co-benefits at the city-wide scale, because many may 

be designed for alternate purposes such as regulatory compliance. The air pollution models which are 

most relevant need to differentiate between in-boundary and transboundary emissions so that urban 

and non-urban pollution control strategies can be evaluated. They must also account for the variation of 

inter- and intra-city air pollution exposure, so that the distribution of air pollution and health benefits 

can be assessed to determine which areas and populations will benefit most from air pollution control 

policies being considered. To systematically evaluate the air pollution and transport models that have 

the ability to estimate city-scale co-benefits, the following air pollution model characteristics need to 

be considered:

 1. Primary/Secondary PM2.5 formation – Primary PM2.5 drives the local emissions component of urban 

PM2.5 concentrations because it consists of the particles directly emitted during energy combustion, 

industrial, and agricultural processes. In contrast, secondary PM2.5 is formed in the atmosphere by 

reactions between SOx, NOx, NH3, etc. that may occur over larger provincial and regional areas.

FIGURE 1 Spatial Resolution of Carbon Footprinting and Air Pollution Models – Geographic Scale of Carbon/

Air Pollution Models shown as black ovals and geographic scale of emissions inventories shown as black boxes. 

Although carbon and air pollution emissions are aligned at the city scale, carbon and air pollution models evaluate 

outcomes at different scales because air pollution damages occur on a local-regional scale while climate damages 

occur on a global scale. 
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 2. Spatial Resolution – Model inputs (emission inventories) and outputs (concentration estimates) 

will be set to a standardized or variable grid ranging from 0.1 to 50 km. The spatial resolution of 

these grids has implications for data availability and the model’s ability to assess air pollution 

exposure within the city

3. Ground-Truthing and Relevance – Some models are comparable to real-time monitored air pollu-

tion levels, while others are intended to predict changes in air pollution levels based on changes in 

emissions. Recently, a number of reduced form tools (AP3, EASIUR, InMap) have been developed 

to quantify marginal benefits in pollution reduction. Critically, these reduced form tools do not 

claim to be more accurate than previous models, nor is their intention to be used for regulatory 

compliance. Instead, they focus on developing assessments of changes in pollution exposure due 

to policies that reduce local, regional, or national emissions.

4. Application – Certain air pollution models may be better suited for different policy-relevant  questions. 

Models may be tailored to assess the health impacts of changes in emissions and exposure to air pol-

lution, while others may be better suited for the identification of concentrated areas of pollution.

Although a variety of air pollution models exist, the following section is focused on the subset of models 

that can be readily applied to city-scale co-benefits. It is critical to note that the most state-of-the-art 

models may not be widely used by local policymakers due to data, computational, and technical capacity 

limitations. Reduced form models have been developed to make air pollution models more accessible 

and more policy-relevant by reducing computational effort and allowing for broader evaluation tailored 

to location-specific policies/interventions. The following three sections evaluate three types of air pol-

lution models using the criteria above to determine which air pollution and transport models are best 

suited for different questions surrounding co-benefits at the urban scale. 

Dispersion Models

– Description: Gaussian plume dispersion models (e.g., AERMOD) estimate air pollution levels that 

are downwind of individual sources or source groups. They are useful for predicting pollution 

impacts within cities due to nearby sources but are not recommended for predictions of long-

range pollution transport (>50 km) (Cimorelli et al., 2005; USEPA, 2015).

– PM2.5 Formation: Primary PM2.5 only; assumes that increased concentration in cities is mainly 

due to local sources.

– Spatial Resolution: Fine-scale resolution (<1 km) enables assessment of intracity air pollution 

exposure.

– Application: Used for regulatory purposes to determine near-source impacts of large emitters, 

but generally cannot estimate secondary formation of PM2.5 or predict long-range pollution 

transport.

– Co-Benefits Examples: Applied at the local to regional scale, can be nested with carbon footprint-

ing models (e.g., CFAD) (Ramaswami et al., 2017).

Chemical Transport Models

– Description: Chemical transport models (CTMs) are three-dimensional mechanistic models that 

predict ambient concentrations of pollutants using mass balance principles accounting for emis-

sions, transport, dispersion by winds, chemical transformations, and atmospheric removal processes. 

CTMs are the most scientifically sophisticated and rigorous tools available for linking emissions to 

ambient concentrations (e.g., CMAQ, WRF-Chem) (Byun and Ching, 1999; Grell et al., 2005).

– PM2.5 Formation: Primary and Secondary PM2.5 including gridded emission inventory of all 

PM2.5 precursors.

– Spatial Resolution: Coarse (>4 km) due to model complexity, computational processing time, and 

availability of nationwide fine-scale emissions inventory data (US-based models utilize the trien-

nial National Emissions Inventory).
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– Application: Can be compared to real-time air pollution monitoring and used for regulatory 

impact assessment, but limited spatial and temporal resolution.

– Co-Benefits Examples: Applied at the National or Regional Scale (Thompson et al., 2016; Zhang 

et  al., 2016).

Reduced Form Models

– Description: To improve the availability and accessibility of state-of-the-science CTM air quality 

modeling and cost estimates, the air quality research community has recently created a new set of 

simplified models, known as reduced form or reduced-complexity models, to estimate the mar-

ginal social costs of air pollution in terms of monetized health damages per pollutant (Gilmore 

et  al., 2019). These models estimate marginal social costs with nested local-regional-national 

emission inventories.

– PM2.5 Formation: Variable – AP3 (Primary PM2.5 only), InMap (Primary and Secondary PM2.5 

Formation).

– Spatial Resolution: InMap (1–48 km) but coarser than dispersion models.

– Application: Able to model prospective policy scenarios and sensitivity to model/scenario uncer-

tainties due to lower computational intensity. These models are meant to estimate marginal air 

quality and health benefits based upon the changes in air quality that can be attributed to changes 

in emissions; may be limited in their comparability to real-time pollution data.

– Co-Benefits Examples: Applied at multiple scales – national (Markandya et al., 2018), regional 

(Muller and Mendelsohn, 2009), and local (Goodkind et al., 2019; Paolella et al., 2018) (Table 2).

In the US context, air pollution dispersion and CTMs have historically been used by state and national 

regulators to ensure regulatory compliance and perform regulatory impact assessments. These models 

on their own have robust applications to urban air quality management strategies, but are not neces-

sarily aligned with local analyses that seek to address carbon, air pollution, and health co-benefits. 

Dispersion and reduced form models have already been integrated with city-scale carbon accounting 

methods due to their ability to incorporate nested emission inventories at multiple spatial scales. Local 

policymakers and practitioners should use these tools or tools with similar functionality to quantify the 

magnitude and distribution of carbon, air pollution, and health co-benefits 

Conclusion

Reducing air pollution has significant benefits both globally and locally. Environmental policies that are 

designed and implemented at the local-regional scale must take into account both the magnitude and 

distribution of these health benefits because of their implications on cost-benefit analyses and develop-

ing political support for local environmental policies. Models developed to date have been limited in 

TABLE 2 Summary of Air Pollution Models for Urban Application

Increasing Complexity 

Reduced Form Models Air Pollution Dispersion Chemical Transport Models

Example

Contribution

InMap, AP3

Less computationally 

intensive, predictions of 

marginal damages

AERMOD

High spatial resolution, intracity 

variability (identification of 

pollution hotspots)

CMAQ, WRF-Chem 

State-of-the-art physical and chemical 

transport process model, most 

complete spatial/temporal coverage

Limitations Limited temporal coverage, 

limited comparability to 

observed concentrations

Only primary PM2.5, not 

recommended for long-range 

transport

Computationally intensive, coarse 

spatial scale`

Note: In order of increasing computational complexity, this table provides examples, contribution, and limitations of air 

 pollution models that can be applied to urban co-benefits.
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their ability to measure urban carbon and air pollution co-benefits. First, it has been challenging to 

acquire data on activity and emissions delineated between local sources and regional/national sources 

of pollution (>50 km from city). Second, the complexity of state-of-the-art models leads to limitations 

in terms of the software/equipment, computational time, and technical capacity needed to apply these 

tools towards the development of local air pollution and carbon policy. Further, these state-of-the-art 

models have been designed for state/national level assessments and may not have the spatial resolution 

necessary to estimate urban air pollution/health benefits.

A variety of commercially available models have been developed to assess how carbon emissions will 

respond to changes in land use, technology, and policy/behavior changes at the urban scale. Certain 

models also attempt to measure air pollution benefits of these changes using linear marginal benefits 

estimates (UrbanFootprint, 2013) or neural networks to predict air quality changes based on weather, 

traffic, and air pollution sensor data (Siemens, 2019). While these estimates may have some predic-

tive value, these models have limited ability to inform the design and implementation of local policies 

that impact air pollution. Models that inform policy should estimate both the change in criteria air 

 pollutant emissions and the changes in local air pollution concentrations due to the non-linear relation-

ship between air pollution emissions reduction and air pollution exposure reduction. This is critical 

because of the heterogeneity that exists in the marginal benefits of reducing one unit of air pollution and 

because these benefits will be higher within cities but distributed unequally throughout the city. These 

marginal benefits need to be estimated at high spatial resolution (e.g., sub-county scale) because there 

may be an order of magnitude difference within counties (Goodkind et al., 2019).

The recent development of reduced-complexity models is a promising alternative, recognizing the 

importance of estimating the marginal benefits of reductions in air pollution with high spatial resolu-

tion and limited computational complexity (Gilmore et al., 2019). These models combine the ability to 

estimate the impact of both local/long-range pollution sources on air quality levels within cities with 

the granularity to estimate variations in air pollution exposure at the sub-county level. As these models 

develop and become used in discussions around equity (Tessum et al., 2019; Tessum, Hill, and Marshall, 

2017), it is important to assess the relationship between mechanistic and empirical models.

The spatial resolution of relevant co-benefits models is a critical variable to assess, particularly when 

considering equity implications of the distribution of air pollution/health benefits (Paolella et al., 2018). 

Because carbon and air pollution emission inventories also take place across nested spatial scales (city, 

region, national), models addressing co-benefits must also have the ability to differentiate between 

urban and non-urban emission reductions. Models which can couple spatially explicit emission inven-

tories with regional air pollution transport methods are best suited for assessing co-benefits at the city 

scale. If these models can combine regional air pollution transport with high spatial resolution at the 

sub-county scale, then they have the ability to inform environmental policy design so that the health 

benefits of reducing air pollution are both optimal and distributed more equitably. 

Given the uncertainties in underlying local emissions, exposure, and demographic data, policymak-

ers must acknowledge two key truths. First, not all emissions reductions are created equal; improving 

air quality across urban areas requires an understanding of the implications of emitter location and 

physical characteristics of local and non-local emitters. Second, the marginal health benefits of reduc-

ing local air pollution will not be distributed uniformly across the city, so policy needs to be designed to 

account for the presence of concentrated areas of pollution, particularly when addressing multi-pollut-

ant policies (e.g., policies and interventions which reduce multiple pollutants, such as carbon and crite-

ria air pollutant emissions). The complex nature of air pollution and atmospheric transport has resulted 

in multiple models that may be able to serve different co-benefits-related questions. Moving forward, 

it is critical that the modeling community develops tools that are suited to the questions that policy-

makers are asking so that environmental policy design is being informed by the best available science. 

These tools need to have the ability to utilize local and regional emissions data across multiple spatial 

scales spanning the city boundary, while also measuring air pollution exposure variation within the 

city. The existing suite of tools is not perfect but can be used to evaluate the magnitude and distribution 
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of carbon, air pollution, and health co-benefits in cities. Policymakers can use these tools for prospective 
analyses to determine which carbon and air pollution policy options may have the most health benefits 
at the city scale and then utilize other empirical methods involving satellite-derived and air quality 
monitor data to evaluate how these policies change air quality and health outcomes over time. 
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Introduction

The sun is a source of energy on Earth, and in a sense, it is a source of life, as energy is the most impor-

tant commodity for life besides providing light and heat to the planet. The reaction between the sun’s 

energy and Earth’s atmosphere determines weather patterns and rainfall, and Earth’s tilt towards the 

sun creates the seasons. Its role in photosynthesis helps plants to grow and in biodegradation complete 

the natural cycle of ecosystems. The sun also sources several other forms of energy on the planet: wind 

power depends on the sun’s impact on atmospheric movement as it creates wind patterns; through pho-

tosynthesis, sun contributes to bioenergy (wood and other organic materials); and fossil fuels indirectly 

owe their creation millions of years ago to solar energy.[1]

Solar energy is one of the most promising renewable technologies. It is abundant, inexhaustible, 

environmentally friendly, and widely available. Solar energy has the potential not only to play a very 

important role in providing most of the heating, cooling, and electricity needs of the world, but also to 

solve global environmental problems. Solar energy can be exploited through solar thermal and solar 

photovoltaic (SPV) routes for various applications. While SPV technology enables direct conversion of 

sunlight into electricity through semiconductor devices called solar cells, solar thermal technologies 

utilize the heat energy from the sun for a wide range of purposes.
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Solar thermal technologies are quite diverse in terms of their operational characteristics and 

app lications—they include fairly simple technologies such as solar space heating and solar cooking 

as well as complex and sophisticated ones like solar air conditioning and solar thermal power genera-

tion. Solar thermal technologies have also a broad bandwidth in terms of their economical  standing. 

Solar water heating and solar space heating, for example, are very cost-effective and are regarded 

among the most economical renewable energy technologies, while high-temperature technologies 

such as solar thermal power generation and solar air conditioning are on the higher economic band-

width. Solar thermal technologies on the basis of their working temperature can be classified into the 

f ollowing three types:

• Low-temperature technologies (working temperature <70°C)—solar space heating, solar pond, 

solar water heating, and solar crop drying.

• Medium-temperature technologies (70°C< working temperature <200°C)—solar distillation, 

solar cooling, and solar cooking.

• High-temperature technologies (working temperature >200°C)—solar thermal power generation 

technologies such as parabolic trough, solar tower, and parabolic dish.

In the coming sections, this entry provides an overview of these technologies, briefly highlighting their 

technology fundamental and operating principles.

Solar Space Heating

Solar energy can be used to accomplish heat for comfort in buildings. The application, referred to as 

solar space heating, is used to optimize the reduction of auxiliary energy consumption in such a way 

that minimum overall cost is obtained. In combination with conventional heating equipment, solar 

heating provides the same levels of comfort, temperature stability, and reliability as conventional sys-

tems. A building that includes some arrangement to admit, absorb, store, and distribute solar energy as 

an integral part is also referred to as a solar house. A solar space-heating system can consist of a passive 

system, an active system, or a hybrid of the two.

Passive Space Heating

In passive space heating, the buildings are designed or modified so that they independently capture, 

store, and distribute solar heat throughout the building without using any electrical or mechanical 

equipment. Inherently flexible passive solar design principles typically accrue energy benefits with low 

maintenance risks over the life of the building. The design does not need to be complex, but it does 

involve knowledge of solar geometry, window technology, and local climate. Passive solar heating tech-

niques generally fall into three categories: direct solar gain, indirect solar gain, and isolated solar gain, 

as shown in Figure 1.

Direct Solar Gain Design

Direct gain passive designs typically have large windows with predominately equatorial aspects. In this 

design, solar radiation directly penetrates and is stored in the building’s inherent thermal mass, in mate-

rials such as concrete, stone floor slabs, or masonry partitions that hold and slowly release heat.

Indirect Solar Gain Design

In indirect solar passive design, a glazed heat collector, also referred to as Trombe wall, collects and 

stores solar radiation during the day. A Trombe wall consists of an 8–16″ thick masonry wall coated 

with a dark, heat-absorbing material and covered by a single or double layer of glass, placed from about 
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FIGURE 1 Passive solar space-heating principles. a-c captions adequately describe the relevant techniques, same 

is the case with Figure 6.
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¾″ to 6″ away from the masonry wall. Heat from the sun is stored in the air space between the glass and 

the dark material, and conducted slowly to the interior of the building through the masonry through the 

conduction and convection mechanisms.

Isolated Solar Gain Design

In isolated solar passive systems, an extra highly glazed unheated room—a sun-space or conservatory—

is added to the south side of the house. Solar gains always make sun-spaces warmer than the outside 

air, and this reduces heat losses from the house and warms any ventilation air that passes through the 

sun-space. When solar gains raise the sun-space above house temperature, the heat collected can be let 

into the house by opening communicating doors and windows.[2]

Active Space Heating

In active space heating of buildings, additional electrical and mechanical equipment is incorporated 

to circulate solar heated water or air. The main components of an active system are the heat collectors, 

storage tanks or pebble bed storage, heat exchangers, heat emitters, fans/pumps, connecting pipes or 

ducts, and controls. Active solar heating systems can be designed to provide the same levels of control of 

condition in the heated spaces as conventional systems. With indoor temperature essentially fixed at or 

little above a minimum, load estimations can be done by conventional methods. Passively heated build-

ings in many cases are not controlled within the same narrow temperature ranges.[3]

Hybrid Solar Space Heating

Solar space-heating system can also be of hybrid nature, combining both the passive and active modes. 

For example, in a hybrid system, a roof-space collector accomplishes passive collection of solar energy 

that can be actively distributed in the house using a fan and associated ductwork.

Solar Water Heating

Water heating is an essential feature of energy requirements in industrial and commercial sectors in 

general and in domestic sector in particular. A solar water heater consists of two main elements—the 

collector and the water storage tank, which, respectively, have the functions of absorbing solar radiation 

and transferring it to the water, and storing the water for usage. The collectors in solar water heaters can 

be broadly classified into two categories—flat plate and evacuated tube. A flat plate collector consists of 

an absorber plate that absorbs solar energy, while a glazing above it is used to reduce convective heat 

loss. An evacuated tube collector consists of tubes with vacuum maintained between the tubes and glaz-

ing for better protection against convective heat loss.

Solar water heaters come in three main types: thermosyphon, built-in-storage, and forced circulation. 

There are two operating principles for solar water heaters: passive system, which relies on natural circu-

lation of water (such as thermosyphon, built-in-storage types); and active system, which uses an external 

element such as an electric pump to circulate the water (such as the forced circulation type). Another 

criterion that distinguishes solar water heaters is the way they transfer heat to water. Again, there are 

two types: direct system, in which the collector itself transfers heat to water; and indirect system, in 

which a heat-transfer fluid, circulating in collector in a closed loop, transfers heat to water through a 

heat exchanger. Figure 2 shows an indirect active solar water heater.

The efficiency of a solar water heater depends upon its design and the available solar radiation. In 

this entry, solar water heating has been classified as a low-temperature thermal technology because 

most of its application is in residential sector where it operates at a temperature of ≤70°C. Also, in 

industrial applications, solar water heaters are used as preheaters and to hold supply water at almost the 
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same temperature for further heating by conventional means. Solar water heaters are a cost-effective 

te chnology—the payback period of solar water heaters can be as low as 3 years while having a service 

life of more than 20 years. Owing to its technical and economical viability across the world, solar water 

heating is one of the most established and efficient application of solar energy. Among solar thermal 

technologies, solar water heating holds the greatest market share and the highest market growth rate.

Solar Ponds

Solar ponds are naturally occurring salt gradient lakes that collect and store solar energy. A solar pond 

contains salt water with increasing concentrations of salt, hence the density of the solution. When solar 

radiation is absorbed, the density gradient prevents heat in the lower layers from moving upward by 

convection and leaving the pond. This results in an increased temperature at the bottom of the pond 

and a near atmospheric temperature at the top of the pond. The phenomenon of solar ponds was first 

discovered in 1902 by von Kalecsinsky, who reported that the Medve Lake in Transylvania, containing 

nearly saturated NaCl solution at a few meters depth with almost fresh water at its surface, had a bottom 

temperature of 70°C.

A solar pond has three distinctive zones. The top layer is the surface zone that has a low salt con-

tent and is at atmospheric temperature. It is also called the upper convective zone (UCZ), as shown in 

Figure 3. The bottom layer has a very high salt content and is at a high temperature, 70°C–90°C. This 

is the zone that collects and stores solar energy in the form of heat, and it is called the lower convective 

zone (LCZ). There is an intermediate insulating zone with a salt gradient. It establishes a density gradi-

ent that prevents heat exchange by natural convection, and hence, it is called the nonconvective zone 

(NCZ). In this zone, salt content increases with depth, creating salinity.

Solar ponds can be broadly classified into two main types: nonconvective and convective. In noncon-

vective solar ponds, the heat loss to environment is reduced by suppressing natural convection normally 

by using salt stratification. While in convective ponds, heat loss to environment is reduced by covering 

the pond surface with a transparent material. The heat trapped in the solar ponds can be used for many 

different purposes, such as industrial process heating, the heating of buildings, desalination, and to 

drive a turbine for generating electricity.

FIGURE 2 Indirect active solar water heating system.
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The first artificial solar pond was developed in Israel in 1958. Since then, many countries such as 

Australia, the United States, China, India, Iran, Italy, and Mexico have constructed solar ponds, mostly 

for research and development purposes. During the last decade, significant success in operational 

 practices and applications of solar pond technologies has been achieved.[4]

Solar Crop Drying

Drying is the oldest technique used to preserve food. Until around the end of the 18th century when 

canning was developed, drying was virtually the only method of food preservation. Solar energy is the 

main driving force that utilizes warm air to dry food. In drying, the moisture from the food is reduced 

to a certain level—as low as 5–25% depending on the type of food-to prevent decay and spoilage in an 

environment free of contaminations such as dust and insects. Successful drying depends on[5]

• Enough heat to draw out moisture, without cooking the food

• Dry air to absorb the released moisture

• Adequate air circulation to carry off the moisture.

Solar drying can be carried out in open air under the sun by simply spreading the material on a clean 

surface or in particularly designed solar dryers. Solar dryers, however, exhibit many advantages 

over open air drying. First, solar dryers are more efficient because they require lesser drying time 

and area. Second, the product is protected from rain, insects, animals, and dust, which may contain 

fecal material. Third, faster drying reduces the likelihood of mold growth. Fourth, higher drying 

temperatures mean that more complete drying is possible, and this may allow much longer storage 

times (only if rehumidification is prevented in storage). Finally, more complex types of solar driers 

allow some control over drying rates. Solar dryers can be made in many different designs depend-

ing upon various factors, i.e.,  the type of produce, scale of operation, and local economical and 

environmental conditions. In terms of their operational mode, solar dryers can be broadly classified 

into two main types, active and passive dryers, which can both be further subclassified into direct 

(in which the produce is directly heated from sun) and indirect types (in which the produce is not 

directly exposed to sun).

Almost all types of food—for example, vegetables, fruits, milk, herbs, spices, meat, and fish—can 

be dried by solar energy. The advantages of solar food drying are numerous. Dried foods, for example, 

are tasty, nutritious, lightweight, easy to prepare, and easy to store and use. The energy input is less 

than what is needed to freeze or can, and the storage space is minimal compared with that needed for 

 canning jars and freezer containers.

FIGURE 3 Schematic of solar pond power generation system.
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Solar Distillation

Solar distillation is a process that utilizes solar energy to purify water through evaporation and con-

densation processes. The process is also referred to as water desalination when solar energy is used to 

purify water from saline water. Solar water distillation is a solar technology with a very long history. 

Installations were built over 2,000 years ago, although they were to produce salt rather than drinking 

water. Documented use of solar stills (the distillation unit) began in the 16th century. An early large-

scale solar still was built in 1872 that spread over an area of 4,600 m2 capable of producing 23,000 L of 

drinking water for a mining community in Chile. Mass production occurred for the first time during 

the World War II when 200,000 inflatable plastic stills were made to be kept in life-crafts for the US 

Navy.[6] In addition to their use in obtaining drinking water, solar stills are also suitable for the produc-

tion of distilled water if there is appreciable demand for it in industry, laboratories, and medical facilities 

or to fill lead acid batteries.

Solar stills come in different designs; however, the main features of operation are the same for all of 

them. In its simple form, water can be placed in an airtight basin that has a sloped transparent cover 

normally made of glass or plastics, although glass is preferred for its high transparency. The basin is 

coated with a black lining to maximize absorption of solar radiation. The incident solar radiation is 

transmitted through the glass cover and is absorbed as heat by the black surface in contact with the 

water to be distilled. The water is thus heated and gives off water vapor. The vapor condenses on the 

glass cover, which is at a lower temperature because it is in contact with the ambient air, and runs down 

into a tray where it is fed to a storage tank, as shown in Figure 4. The economic viability of solar stills is 

determined to a critical degree by the design, the construction, the materials employed, and the local 

market conditions.

Solar Cooking

A solar cooker or solar oven harnesses solar energy to cook food. The solar cooker was first developed 

by a Swiss scientist Horace de Saussure in 1767.[7] Solar cookers are now being used in many countries 

across the world, especially in remote areas of poor countries. Solar cookers accomplish free cooking 

with environment friendliness as they only capitalize solar energy. Solar cooking can be very helpful 

FIGURE 4 Schematic diagrams of a solar still.
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in reducing the deforestation and pollution that originate from consumption of wood, and animal and 

agricultural residues for cooking in remote areas that lack access to electricity and gas. Solar cookers are 

capable of performing various types of cooking phenomena, i.e., frying, baking, and boiling. The maxi-

mum achievable temperature depends on the intensity of the available solar radiation and the design 

and size of the solar cooker. Solar cookers come in a wide range of designs, which can be categorized 

under the following three major types.

Solar Box Cookers

A solar box cooker consists of an insulated box with a transparent top and a reflective lid. It is designed 

to capture solar radiation and make use of the greenhouse effect to cause heat to accumulate inside. The 

top is removable to allow food pots to be placed inside. Temperatures in a typical box cooker can reach 

above 200°C, but the temperatures achieved obviously depend on the size and design parameters of the 

cooker and the location of use.

Solar Panel Cookers

The solar panel cooker is the simplest solar cooker, and it consists of multiple simple reflectors arranged 

to focus solar radiation onto a covered black pot enclosed in a clear heat-resistant plastic bag or other 

transparent enclosure, such as glass bowel.

Solar Parabolic Cookers

Parabolic solar cookers, also called concentrated cookers, consist of a concave disk that focuses the light 

onto the bottom of a pot that is arranged at the focal length of the disk, as shown in Figure 5. These are 

the most efficient types of solar cookers.

FIGURE 5 Parabolic type of solar cooker.
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Solar Cooling/Air Conditioning

Solar thermal energy can be used for cooling and dehumidification. Collectors play a critical role in 

extracting the energy from solar radiation to operate the cooling device. The collectors used in solar 

thermal cooling could be of various types, such as low-temperature flat plates and high-temperature 

evacuated tubes and concentrators. The basic principle behind solar thermal cooling is the thermo-

chemical process of sorption—a liquid or gaseous substance is either attached to a solid, porous material 

(adsorption) or taken in by a liquid or solid material (absorption). The heat-transfer fluid is heated in 

the solar collectors to a temperature well above ambient and used to power a cooling device—a type of 

heat-actuated pump. The heat-transfer fluid may be air, water, or another fluid; it can also be stored in a 

hot state for use during times of no sunshine. Heat extracted by the cooling device from the conditioned 

space and from the solar energy source is rejected to the environment using ambient air or water from 

a cooling tower.[8]

The solar thermal cooling process can be broadly classified under open cycle systems and closed cycle 

systems. Open cycle systems are those in which the refrigerant is in direct contact with atmosphere and 

is discarded from the system after providing the cooling effect and new refrigerant is supplied in an 

open-ended loop. In closed systems, on the other hand, the refrigerant is not in direct contact with the 

atmospheric air. Open and closed cycle systems can further be distinguished according to the type of 

sorbent used, which can be in a liquid or a solid form. The three main designs of solar thermal cooling 

technologies that have gained the most attraction include solar adsorption, solar absorption, and solar 

desiccant. The key features of these designs are provided in Table 1.[9]

Solar Thermal Power Generation

Solar thermal power generation systems start with capturing heat from solar radiation. Direct solar 

radiation can be concentrated and collected by a range of concentrating solar power technologies to 

provide medium- to high-temperature heat. This heat then operates a conventional power cycle—for 

example, through a steam turbine or a Stirling engine to generate electricity. Solar thermal power plants 

can be designed for solar-only or hybrid operation, where some fossil fuel is used in case of lower radia-

tion intensity to secure reliable peak-load supply. Five distinct solar thermal power generation concepts 

are available:

• Solar pond

• Solar chimney

TABLE 1 Overview of Processes for Thermally Powered Cooling and Air Conditioning

Solar Thermal Cooling 

System Design

Adsorption 

Refrigeration Absorption Refrigeration Desiccant Air Conditioning

Solar collector Vacuum tube collector, 

flat plate collector

Vacuum tube collector Flat plate collector, solar air 

collector

Coolant circulation 

process

Closed refrigerant 

circulation systems

Closed refrigerant 

circulation systems

Open refrigerant circulation 

systems (in contact with 

the atmosphere)

Process basic principle Cold water production Cold water production Air dehumidification and 

evaporative cooling

Sorbent type Solid Liquid Solid

Refrigerant/sorbent Water–silica gel 

ammonia–salt

Water–water–lithium 

bromide, ammonia–water

Water–silica gel water–

lithium chloride–cellulose

Typical operating 

temp.

60°C–95°C 80°C–110°C (one step) 

130°C–160°C (two step)

45°C–95°C
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• Solar parabolic trough

• Solar central receiver or solar tower

• Solar parabolic dish.

Solar pond and solar chimney are nonconcentrated types of technology. In this section, the three con-

centrated types of solar thermal technologies—solar parabolic trough, solar central receiver, and solar 

parabolic dish—are discussed, as they have received the greater degree of attention over the years due 

to their favorable technical and commercial characteristics. These technologies can be used to generate 

electricity for a variety of applications, ranging from remote power systems as small as a few kilowatts 

(kW) up to grid-connected applications of 200–350 megawatts (MW) or more.[10]

Solar thermal power generation systems have three essential elements needed to produce electricity: 

a concentrator (to collect and focus solar radiation), a receiver (to convert concentrated solar radiation 

into heat), and an engine cycle (to generate electricity). Some systems also involve a transport or stor-

age system. Solar collectors have a crucial role to play in the whole system and can be mainly classified 

into two types: concentrating and nonconcentrating. They are further categorized on the basis of their 

concentrator optical properties and the operating temperature that can be obtained at the receiver. Most 

of the techniques for generating electricity from heat need high temperatures to achieve reasonable 

efficiencies. Concentrating systems are hence used to produce higher temperatures. Table 2 shows the 

operational characteristics of concentrated collectors.[11]

Parabolic Trough

The parabolic trough systems consist of large curved mirrors or troughs that concentrate sunlight 

by a factor of 80 or more onto thermally efficient receiver tubes placed in the trough’s focal line, as 

shown in Figure 6a. A thermal transfer fluid, such as synthetic thermal oil, is circulated in the tubes 

at focal length. Heated to approximately 400°C by the concentrated sun’s rays, this oil is then pumped 

through a series of heat exchangers to produce superheated steam.[12] The steam is converted to elec-

trical energy in a conventional steam turbine generator, which can either be part of a conventional 

steam cycle or integrated into a combined steam and gas turbine cycle, as shown in Figure 7. Parabolic 

trough power plants are the only type of solar thermal power plant technology with existing com-

mercial operating systems.

It is also possible to produce superheated steam directly using solar collectors. This makes the ther-

mal oil unnecessary and also reduces costs because the relatively expensive thermo oil and the heat 

exchangers are no longer needed. However, direct solar steam generation is still in the prototype stage.

Central Receiver or Solar Tower

In solar thermal tower power plants, hundreds or even thousands of heliostats (large individually track-

ing mirrors) are used to concentrate sunlight onto a central receiver mounted at the top of a tower, as 

indicated in Figure 6b. A heat-transfer medium in this central receiver absorbs the highly concentrated 

radiation reflected by the heliostats and converts it into thermal energy to be used for the subsequent 

TABLE 2 Characteristics of Typical Concentrated Solar Collectors

Solar Collector Technology

Typical Operating 

Temperature (°C)

Concentration 

Ratio Tracking

Maximum Conversion 

Efficiency (Carnot) (%)

Solar Fresnel reflector technology 260–400 8–80 One-axis 56

Parabolic trough collectors 260–400 8–80 One-axis 56

Heliostat field + central receiver 500–800 600–1000 Two-axis 73

Paraboloidal dish concentrators 500–1200 800–8000 Two-axis 80
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FIGURE 6 Solar thermal power generation technologies.
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generation of superheated steam for turbine operation. To date, the heat-transfer media demonstrated 

include water or steam, molten salts, liquid sodium, and air. If pressurized gas or air is used at very 

high temperatures of about 1000°C or more as the heat-transfer medium, it can even be used to directly 

replace natural gas in a gas turbine, thus making use of the excellent cycle of modern gas and steam 

combined cycles.

Parabolic Dish

A parabolic dish system uses a parabolic concave mirror to concentrate sunlight onto a receiver located 

at the focal point of the mirror, as highlighted in Figure 6c. The concentrated beam radiation is absorbed 

into the receiver to heat a fluid or gas (air) to approximately 750°C. This fluid or gas is then used to gener-

ate electricity in a small piston, Stirling engine, or a microturbine attached to the receiver. These systems 

stand alone, and they are normally used to generate electricity in the kilowatts range.[13]

Solar Thermal Technologies—Market Growth and Trends

Solar thermal technologies, like other renewables, are experiencing a rapid growth. Between 2007 

and 2017, for example, the global installed capacity of solar water heaters increased from 145 GWth 

to 472 GWth. The year 2017 saw an addition of 35 GWth. China alone accounts for over 71% of the 

world’s total solar water heating installed capacity. Other leading countries include Turkey, India, 

Brazil, the USA, and Germany. In terms of collector type, while glazed flat plate collectors are the 

preferred choice around the world, in China and India glazed evacuated tube collectors account for 

over two-thirds of the market. Of the new installations in 2017, vacuum tube collectors had a share 

of 73%. Flat plate  collectors and unglazed collectors accounted for respective shares of 23% and 

with 4%.[14]

Over the past decade, concentrated solar power (CSP) has experienced a rapid growth —between 

2007 and 2017 the global installed capacity increased from 0.45 to 4.9 GW, with around 2 GW of projects 

being under construction. Spain has emerged as the global leader over this period installing 2.3 GW of 

CSP projects. Over 80% of the world’s total installed capacity is in Spain and the USA, the two countries 

having respective figures of 2.3 and 1.7 GW. In terms of the ongoing developments, China is having 20 

projects—including parabolic trough, tower, and Fresnel facilities—at various stages of construction, 

FIGURE 7 Schematic of solar parabolic trough power plant.
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with a combined capacity of 1 GW. The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, being rich in the 

direct solar radiation, has shown a significant interest in the technology. United Arab Emirates (UAE), 

having already installed 100 MW of CSP, has awarded tender for 700 MW (600 MW parabolic basin 

complex and a 100 MW solar tower) of projects. Morocco is having two projects with total capacity 

of 350 MW at advanced stages of completion. Projects are also underway in Kuwait, Israel, and Saudi 

Arabia with respective capacities of 50, 121, and 93 MW. Projects in Chile and Australia of respective 

capacity 110 and 100 MW are also under construction. Driven by factors like competition and tech-

nology cost reduction, the year 2017 has also witnessed record-low tariffs: AUD78/MWh in Australia, 

USD50/MWh in Chile, and USD73/MWh in UAE.[14]

Solar thermal technologies are regarded to be playing an important role in the future energy scenar-

ios. A scenario of what could be achieved by the year 2025 was prepared by Greenpeace International, 

the European Solar Thermal Industry Association, and International Energy Agency (IEA) SolarPACES 

projects. It suggested that by 2025, the total installed capacity of solar thermal power around the world 

will reach over 36 GW. It is also projected that by 2040, more than 5% of the world’s electricity demand 

may be satisfied by solar thermal power.[12]

Conclusions

Solar thermal technologies operate by converting solar radiation into heat, which can be either directly 

utilized in various applications such as solar space heating, solar water heating, and solar air conditioning, 

or can be transformed into electricity to serve any purpose similar to conventional electricity. The key ele-

ment in all solar thermal technologies is the collector, whose function is to gather the heat of solar radia-

tion. Collectors normally come in three different types: flat plate, evacuated tube, and concentrated, and 

they operate in a wide range of temperatures, i.e., from less than 50°C to more than 1200°C. Solar thermal 

technologies normally operate in passive or active modes. Different types of solar thermal technologies 

are gaining huge attention across the world depending upon their technical and economic viability. Solar 

thermal power generation is also expected to grow at a healthy rate in coming years, as it is projected that 

by 2040, more than 5% of the world’s electricity demand could be satisfied by solar thermal power.
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Acid Rain

Umesh Kulshrestha

Introduction

Any form of precipitation (rain, snow, or hail) having high acidity is known as acid rain. The term

“acid rain” was first used by Robert Angus Smith in his book Air and Rain: The Beginnings of a

Chemical Climatology, published in England in 1872.[1] He had chemically analyzed the rainwater near 

Manchester and observed three types of rain composition—”that with carbonate of ammonia in the 

fields of  distance, that with sulfate of ammonia in the suburbs and that with sulfuric acid or acid sulfate, 

in the town.”

In broader perspectives, acid rain refers to wet deposition (rain, snow, hail, cloud water, fog, dew, or 

sleet) and dry deposition (absorption of SO2, NOx, other acidic gases and particles) of acidic compounds. 

High acidity is generally caused by higher levels of sulfuric and nitric acids. These acids are contrib-

uted by their precursor gases (SO2 and NO2), which are emitted by natural as well as anthropogenic 

sources. Natural sources include volcanoes, vegetation decay, various biological processes on the land, 

and oceans, while major anthropogenic sources of these gases are fossil fuel combustion and smelting of 

metal ores. In regions of North America, the rates of anthropogenic emissions of these two gases have 
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gone up to 100 times more than the natural rates, adding to higher atmospheric acidity.[2] Acid rain has 

caused severe damage in Europe, North America, parts of China and Japan through acidification of 

lakes and other water bodies, decline of forests, acidification of soils, and corrosion of building materials.

How Acid Rain Happens

Pure water (H2O) is neutral in nature, having a pH value of 7. Any aqueous solution having a pH higher 

than 7 is said to be alkaline, while one having a pH lower than 7 is known as an acidic solution. Rainwater 

in remote and unpolluted atmospheres has a slightly acidic pH of around 5.6 due to the presence of car-

bonic acid formed at equilibrium due to dissolution of atmospheric carbon dioxide in cloud water:[3]

 CO H O H CO2 2 2 3+ ↔  (1)

In water, carbonic acid is dissociated, forming bicarbonate ion:

 H CO HCO H2 3 3↔ −+ + (2)

Rainwater pH is further depressed to about 5.2 in unpolluted regions by organic acids. However, 

 anthropogenic acid rain arises due to oxidation of SO2 and NO2 in the atmosphere to form sulfuric 

and nitric acids. There are a number of probable reactions for the oxidation of these gases involving 

both homogeneous and heterogeneous oxidation.[4] The gas-phase oxidation of these gases is initiated 

by reaction with hydroxyl radicals:

 SO OH HOSO2 2+ →  (3)

HOSO O HO SO2 2 2 3+ → +  (4)

SO H O H SO3 2 2 4+ →  (5)

 

 

Homogeneous aqueous-phase oxidation of SO2 takes place by its dissolution and dissociation in water, 

forming equilibrium similar to CO2:

 SO H O SO H O2 2 2 2+ ↔  (6)

SO H O  HSO H2. 2 3↔ −+ +  (7)

HSO SO H3 3
2−↔ +− +  (8)

 

 

Gas-phase oxidation of NO2 is faster than SO2 by one order of magnitude:

 NO OH HNO2 3+ →  (9)

In addition, significant formation of nitric acid takes place through ozone and NO3 radical reactions.

During daytime, NO3 radical is formed as follows:

 NO O NO O2 3 3 2+ → +  (10)

NO3 radical so formed reacts with NO2 at nighttime, finally resulting in the formation of HNO3:

 NO NO N O3 2 2 5+ ↔  (11)

N O H O 2HNO2 5 2 3+ →  (12) 
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Natural Acidity Contributed by Organic Acids

At ambient levels of NO, its aqueous-phase oxidation is very slow due to its low solubility in water and 

also the dependence on NO2 concentrations. It can be faster at higher NO2 levels. However, the reaction 

follows the path

 2NO H O 2H NO NO2 2 3 2+ ↔ + − + −+  (13)

Heterogeneous oxidation of SO2 and NO2 involves gas- particle reactions. In the liquid phase, SO2 is rap-

idly converted into sulfate by H2O2. SO2 is also converted into sulfate on freshly emitted soot particles, 

but subsequently, the rate of oxidation is retarded due to saturation of soot particle surface. Preferable 

oxidation of SO2 onto soil dust particles is reported in dusty regions where formation of calcium sulfate 

takes place instead of free sulfuric acid. NO2 is also oxidized onto particles—for example, it reacts with 

NaCl of sea salt, forming NaNO3 on the surface. However, over time, the surface is saturated, and the 

rate of oxidation becomes lower.

History of Acid Rain

The major cause of acid rain is the increased combustion of fossil fuels, which has been practiced at larger 

scale after the industrial revolution. The presence of sulfur compounds in the air of Sweden and England 

was realized in the 18th century. In fact, Robert Boyle, in 1692, mentioned in his book A General History 

of the Air the “nitrous and salino-sulphureous spirits” in the air.[4] The term “acid rain” was first used in 

1872 by Robert Smith, who discovered acid rain in 1852 in the area surrounding Manchester. He referred 

to this term in a treatise on the chemistry of rain published in England in 1872. Robert Smith mentioned 

various factors such as coal combustion and the amount of rain affecting the precipitation. Unfortunately, 

this wonderful publication was overlooked until it was revisited and critiqued by Gorham in 1981.[1]

Acid rain attracted attention of the scientific community and society when Odén[6,7] reported that 

large-scale acidification of surface waters in Sweden could be attributed to pollution from the United 

Kingdom and central Europe. The worst-hit areas of acid rain were Scandinavia and Central and 

Southern Germany. In Europe, the rain pH was observed to be as low as 3.97 in Germany. Drastic loss 

of fish population was seen in lakes of Sweden and parts of southwest Norway. European data show that 

most of the acidity was intensified during 1955–1970, with a sudden increase in the mid-1960s. In parts 

of Germany and other European countries, forest damage and loss of needles from pine and spruce trees 

were noticed due to acid rain. Acid smog killed almost 4000 people in London in 1952.

Sources of Acidity

As mentioned earlier, in natural conditions, atmospheric CO2 when dissolved in water forms carbonic 

acid (H2CO3), which brings down the pH of water. Other gases such as SO2 and NO2 also form acids, viz., 

sulfuric (H2SO4) and nitric acid (HNO3), respectively. The main cause of acid rain is excess contribution 

of H2SO4 and HNO3 in precipitation due to anthropogenic sources, especially through combustion of 

coal and petroleum. Sulfur is present in significant amounts in fossil fuel (coal and petroleum), which is 

the major source of SO2. Oxidation of SO2 is accelerated by higher concentrations of H2O2 and O3 found 

in polluted air. Martin and Barber[8] noticed that acidity of precipitation at several sites in England was 

the highest during spring, when O3 concentrations were higher. During past century, huge consumption 

of fossil fuel in North America and Europe resulted in high SO2 emissions.[9,10]

Apart from sulfuric and nitric acids, acidity in rainwater is also contributed by organic acids. Formic 

acid (HCOOH) and acetic acid (CH3COOH) are the major species reported in rainwater, contributing 

around two-thirds of the total acidity at remote sites.[11] Generally, formic acid is found to dominate over 
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acetic acid. A relatively higher contribution of organic acids is observed at tropical sites than at temperate 

ones. These organic acids are produced in gas phase by the oxidation of isoprene and terpenes emitted by 

the vegetation,[12,13] which are then scavenged by the rain. These are also formed through aqueous-phase 

oxidation of aldehydes. Sometimes, these acids are emitted by soils.[14] It is to be noted that organic acids 

may be important for pH in cloud and rainwater in some areas, but their contribution to acidification of 

soils and surface waters is small because these are quickly consumed by microorganisms.

Spread and Monitoring of Acid Rain

Considering the degree of damage caused by acid rain, several efforts are made by European  countries 

to monitor and control it. The European Air Chemistry Network was started in the early 1950s by 

Stockholm University in collaboration with the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences. Both 

institutes served as centers for the network for the chemical analysis of samples. Originally, the pur-

pose of this network was to study the depositions of plant nutrients to forest and agriculture systems. 

Under this network, continuous data related to chemical composition of precipitation have been avail-

able since 1955.[15] Later on, this network became part of the Swedish National Monitoring Programme. 

A Norwegian program called SNSF, “Acid Precipitation: Effects on Forests and Fish” was run up to 

1980.[16] Immediately after the Stockholm conference in 1972, the European Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD), in 1978, established a network to monitor long-distance trans-

port of pollutants and the impacts of European countries on their neighbors, known as the Cooperative 

Program for Monitoring and Evaluation of Long-Range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe 

(EMEP). Further, in 1983, the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) was 

signed by more than 30 countries, including the United States, Canada, and the European Union, to deal 

with transboundary air pollution.

The discovery of acid rain in Europe attracted attention of scientific community in North America 

too. Odén’s study was followed up by the United Nations (UN).[17] This also led to the first interna-

tional conference on acid rain in Columbus, Ohio, United States, in 1975. Later on, under the Acid 

Precipitation Act of 1980, U.S. Congress formed a national network called National Acid Precipitation 

Assessment Program (NAPAP), which supported the expansion of National Atmospheric Deposition 

Program (NADP) to monitor the trends in long-term precipitation chemistry and deposition. Further, 

the NADP was changed to the NADP National Trends Network, which has around 250 monitoring sites.

Similar to Europe and United States, Canada also experienced acid rains. Environment Canada has 

developed its program called the Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMoN) 

to monitor the regional patterns and trends of atmospheric pollutants. including acid rain, smog, 

pa rticulate matter, etc., Canada started the Canadian Network for Sampling Precipitation in 1978, 

which was renamed as the Air and Precipitation Network (APN). CAP- MoN is the new name of APN 

(changed in 1983).

Later on, the spread of acid rain was also noticed in East Asia. After successful implementation of 

CLRTAP in Europe, the UN Conference on Environmental Development adopted to continue and share 

the experience gained from acid rain programs in Europe and North America and established the Acid 

Deposition Monitoring Network in East Asia (EANET) in 1993. This network includes Japan, Russia, 

China, the Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Thailand, Singapore, Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic 

Republic, Myanmar, Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia.

Measurements through the long-term acid rain network have not been carried out extensively in 

other parts of the world such as India, Africa, and Latin America. However, programs such as the 

Composition of Atmospheric Aerosols and Precipitation in India and Nepal and the Composition of 

Asian Deposition (CAD), as part of the Regional Air Pollution in Developing Countries (RAPIDC) 

program funded by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency), were very effective 

in providing a summarized picture of the acid rain scenario in the Indian region.[18,19] The RAPIDC 

program was coordinated by the Stockholm Environment Institute, which facilitated international 
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cooperation on air pollution issues to develop relevant knowledge to support decision making in 
Asia and Africa. The CAD program was a part of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry/
Deposition of Biogeochemically Important Trace Species (IGAC/DEBITS) activities of the International 
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, which focused on good-quality measurements at rural sites in Asia 
to produce high-quality data so as to understand the Asian wet deposition scenario. In the African 
region, the IGAC/DEBITS-Africa program has its network of 10 stations for the measurement of wet and 
dry depositions at selected sites.

In Australia, acid rain studies have been carried out under the Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) network of sites.[20] Globally, the 1989 initiative of the World 
Meteorological Organization, under the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW), is carrying out precipita-
tion measurements at around 80 stations in different countries. Earlier, GAW used to be known as the 
Background Air Pollution Monitoring Network (BAPMoN).

Regional Acidity of Precipitation

United States

As described by Gibson,[10] northeastern United States and southeastern Canada were the most affected 
areas by acid rain. Likens[21] was the first who evaluated the 1955–1956 and 1972–1973 data and found a 
significant increase in acidity in northeastern United States and southeastern Canada during the two 
decades. He also noticed a significant increase in the spread of acid rain in the areas of southeastern and 
Midwestern United States.[22]

Canada

Long-term measurements of acid deposition in Canada showed that other than local sources, acidity 
was also contributed by the long-range transport of oxides of sulfur and nitrogen from sources located 
southerly in the United States. According to Environment Canada, more than half of the acid deposi-
tion in eastern Canada is originated from the United States. Studies by the APN showed higher acidity 
in southern Ontario, having a pH of around 4.2.[23] Regionally representative sites Long Point and Chalk 
River experienced that, most of the time, wind parcels came from southerly source areas. These sites 
are the receptor sites to the major sources in Ontario and the lower Great Lakes region. Estimates of 
the year 1995 showed that 3.5–4.2 Tg per year of SO2 was transported from the United States to Canada. 
Acid deposition in Canada can be reduced by the joint measures of the United States and Canada. 
Collaborative efforts in this direction are already in progress.

Europe

Areas affected by acid rain in Europe include northern and western Europe, southeast England, 
Germany, the Netherlands, and parts of Denmark. Table 1 shows a drastic decrease of precipitation pH 
in western Europe during the 1950s and 1970s.[24]

TABLE 1 Change in pH of Precipitation in Western Europe during the 1950s and 1970s

Country pH in 1950s pH in 1970s

Southern Norway 5.0–5.5 4.7
Northern Sweden 5.5–6.0 4.3
Southern Sweden 5.5–6.0 4.3
Southeast England 4.5–5.0 4.2

[24]Source: Environmental Resources Ltd. Pearce.
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OECD 1977 estimates indicate that anthropogenic emissions of sulfur in Europe increased by 50% 
during 1955–1970. However, later on (1972–1982), many European countries, viz., the United Kingdom, 
West Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark reduced their sulfur emissions. These 
reduction measures improved the situation in Europe.[15]

Asia

In the Asian region, much of the acid rain problem prevails in East Asia, covering China, Japan, North 
Korea, and Thailand. Among these, China is the biggest polluter. According to estimates, China’s sulfur 
emissions will triple between 1990 and 2020.[25] After the United States and Europe, China is the biggest 
consumer of fossil fuel. Rapid increase in SO2 and NOx emissions from 2000 onward is a major reason 
for the spread of acid rain in China.[26] The area most affected by acid rain in China is south of the 
Yangtze River, where average pH is recorded to be less than 4.5.

Acidity levels in precipitation in Japan show seasonality. During the summer season, most of the acid-
ity is observed to be due to local sources of sulfur oxides, whereas during the winter season, increased 
level of acidity is due to long-range transport from the Asian continent, which results in higher acidity 
of precipitation at the sites in western Japan.[27] Similarly, Thailand also experiences acid rain. Around 
50% of rain events are reported acidic due to high concentration of sulfate and nitrate. Of these oxides, 
70%–80% are contributed by Thai sources.[28]

In the Indian subcontinent, precipitation is reported to have relatively higher pH (>5.6).[19,29] The pH 
of rainwater at some of the continental sites in India is as high as 8.3 (Table 2) due to interference of 
soil dust (rich in calcium carbonate) suspended in the atmosphere. Abundance of soil dust in air is a 

TABLE 2 Average pH of Rainwater at Various Sites in India

Site Nature of Site pH Reference

Calcutta Urban 6.8 Das[31]

Nainital High altitude 6.2 [32]Hegde et al.
Iqbalpur Rural 7.1 [33]Jain et al.
Mumbai (Colaba) Urban 5.9 [34]Khemani et al.
Darjeeling High altitude semiurban 6.4 Kulshrestha[35]

Haflong High altitude rural 7.3 Kulshrestha[35]

Delhi Urban 5.7 [36]Kulshrestha et al.
Hyderabad Urban 6.4 [37]Kulshrestha et al.
Jorhat Rural 5.8 [38]Kulshrestha et al.
Hudegadde Reserve forest 6.0 [38]Kulshrestha et al.
Agra (Dayalbagh) Semiurban 7.1 [39]Kumar et al.
Malikadevi Remote 6.4 [40]Mahadevan et al.
Allahabada Urban 7.1 [41]Mukhopadhyay et al.
Jodhpura Rural 8.3 [41]Mukhopadhyay et al.
Kodaikanala Rural 6.1 [41]Mukhopadhyay et al.
Mohanbaria Rural 6.4 [41]Mukhopadhyay et al.
Nagpura Rural 6.3 [41]Mukhopadhyay et al.
Srinagara Rural 7.0 [41]Mukhopadhyay et al.
Pune Urban 6.3 [42]Pillai et al.
Sinhagad High altitude rural 6.2 [42]Pillai et al.
Silent Valley Reserve forest 5.3 [43]Rao et al.
Agra (Tajganj) Semiurban 7.0 [44]Saxena et al.
Indian Ocean (during Jan–Mar) Northern and central Below 5.6 [45]Kulshrestha et al.

a BAPMoN sites.
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common feature of the Indian atmospheric environment. The pH of most soils of India is very high as 
compared with the pH of soils in acidified regions of the world. Generally, in India, the pH of rainwater 
is the mirror image of the pH of soil in the region. The acidity generated by the oxidation of gases like 
SO2 and NOx is buffered by soil-derived particles. Acidity of SO2 is buffered by CaCO3 of soil dust form-
ing calcium sulfate, which is removed by below-cloud scavenging (Figure 1). Due to this, the spread of 
acid rain at continental sites in India is controlled by the continuous suspension of loose soil during 
prevailing dry weather conditions. However, a bigger number of hot spots of higher wet deposition of 
non-sea salt sulfate (nss SO4) are reported in urban and industrial areas than in rural areas. Several of 
these larger hot spots lie in the Indo-Gangetic region (Figure 2).

Although rainwater pH higher than 5.6 is more frequently recorded in India, sometimes, occurrence 
of acid rain (pH <5.6) is also reported. Figure 3 shows the frequency of acid rain reported from various 
sites in India.[46] Rainwater is noticed to be acidic in India if any of following applies:

 1. Rain continues for a long time, washing off soil dust from the atmosphere. A similar situation 
prevails over the Indian Ocean, where soil dust interference is at a minimum.

 2. In the areas where a large part of ground is covered with vegetation.
 3. In the areas where soil itself is acidic (northeast, east, and southwest India).
 4. Near heavy sources of SO  (e.g., thermal power plants).2

In the African region, the pH of precipitation is reported to be nearly similar to that in the Indian 
region. Longterm data (1994–2005) showed that the acidity of precipitation at Banizaumbou, a regional 

TABLE 3 Average pH and Major Ions (μeq/L) in Precipitation at 
Banizaumbou during 1994–2005

Parameter Value

pH 6.05
2−SO4 9.4

NO3− 11.6
Ca2+ 27.3
NH4+ 18.1

[47]Source: Galy-Lacaux et al.

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram showing alkaline rains by removal of soil dust during below-cloud scavenging 
process in India. 
Source: Kulshrestha.[30]
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representative site in the semiarid savanna region, has high interference of soil dust, resulting in higher 
pH.[47] In addition, neutralization by ammonium ion is also partly responsible for elevated pH in Africa.

At a glance, the model based global distribution of pH of rain water is shown in Figure 4.[48] The distri-
bution of pH shows high acidity in Europe, eastern North America, and East Asia. To some extent, acidity 
is seen in the west coast of South America and Africa also. High acidity in these areas is due to free acidity 

FIGURE 2 Concentration of nss SO4 in rainwater. Data from measurements at rural and suburban (underlined) 
sites obtained with bulk (black) and wet (red) collectors only (scaled to year 2000) compared with the concentra-
tion field obtained with the Multiscale Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry Model (MATCH) for the year 2000.
Source: Kulshrestha et al.[19]

FIGURE 3 Percent frequency of acid rain reported in Indian region. 
Source: Kulshrestha et al.[46]
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contributed by sulfuric acid. However, in areas such as north of South America, northern Africa, South 
Asia, and part of China, the acidity is lower which is due to neutralization by ammonia and soil dust.

Trends in Acidity

United States and Europe

After 1980, significant reduction in SO2 emissions has improved the situation of acidity in Europe.[49] 
Similarly, in Canada and the United States, effective steps of reduction in SO2 emissions have contrib-
uted to improved acidity levels. In the United States, the average reduction in SO2 emissions from 1980 
to 2008 was around 54%, as shown in Figure 5. Overall, the reduction measures have resulted in a 
decrease in H+ in precipitation over these regions. Trends of acidity in the United States show a signifi-
cant improvement after implementation of the 1995 Clean Air Act Amendment, which forced them to 
reduce SO2 emissions. Figure 6 is an example of trends of acidity of precipitation in North Carolina 
during 1985–2005,[52] which shows around 50% reduction in H+ during two decades. In Europe, sulfate 
concentrations increased by approximately 50% between the 1950s and the late 1960s but have been 
declining since the mid-1970s. In Sweden and Norway, an average of 20% reduction in SO4 levels has 
been achieved since the 1970s,[15] followed by higher reductions in more recent decades.     

Asia

China

In the developed countries, efforts have been made to control SO2 emissions, but in the developing 
countries, SO2 emissions continue to be high. In Asia, China is the biggest SO2 emitter. Total Chinese 
SO2 emission increased from 21.7 Tg to 33.2 Tg (53% increase) from 2000 to 2006, showing an annual 
growth rate of 7.3% per year.[53]

FIGURE 4 Estimated global distribution of pH of precipitation.
Source: Rodhe et al.[48]
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Long-term acid precipitation observations show that the temporal and spatial distribution of rain 
acidity in China has changed remarkably since 2000.[26] Future estimates of acidification potential, using 
a dynamic soil acidification model, indicate that sensitive soils in south China and Southeast Asia may 
reach a critical threshold within a few decades.[54] Model-based estimates (Figures 7a and b) indicate 
higher levels of total depositions of S-SOx and N-Nr in East Asia.

India

SO2 emissions in India are relatively less, but the rate of increase is almost doubled from 1985 to 2005. In 
2000, Indian SO2 emission was estimated to be 4.26 Mt.[53] Precipitation studies in India lack long-term 
measurements. Most of the studies were carried out by individual scientists/groups. A few sites under 
the GAW network are in operation. In addition, one study from Pune[56] reports that during 1984–2002, 
there was significant increase in SO4 and NO3 concentrations (Figure 8), which resulted in decrease in 
pH of rainwater from 6.9 in 1982 to 6.5 in 2002. These changes are due to increase in industrial and vehic-
ular activities in the region. Another long-term network study in a rural area of Nandankanan (Orissa 
state in east India) reported 57% frequency of acid rain events during 1997–1998,[57] which was reduced 

FIGURE 5 Trend of SO2 Emissions in the United States from 1940 to 2008.
Source: Adapted from the USEPA Web site[50] and Stensland.[51]

FIGURE 6 Annual volume-weighted average H+ concentration in Wilmington, North Carolina, continental 
(filled circles) and coastal (open circles) precipitation from 1985 to 2005.
Source: Willey et al.[52]
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to 40% during 2005–2007.[58] SO4/Na ratios were also reduced drastically from 1.58 in  1997–1998 to 0.519 
during 2005–2007. In a review compiled by Kulshrestha and coworkers,[19] it is reported that most of the 
Indian precipitation measurements lack quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) in sampling, 
storage, and analysis of samples. Hence, this region really needs quality-controlled measurements of 

FIGURE 7 Estimated total deposition of (a) S (mg m−2 yr−1) of SO −2
x and (b) N (mg m  yr−1) of reactive nitrogen for 

year 2000.
Source: Dentener et al.[55]
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wet and dry depositions at a few selected sites in order to get an idea about the trends of acidity with the 
growing emissions of oxides of S and N.

Acidification of Oceans

Oceans are the biggest sinks for atmospheric CO2. Increasing emissions of CO2 due to anthropo-
genic sources will lead to ocean acidification through excess dissolution of CO2 in seawater. Since the 
 industrial revolution, the acidity of the ocean has increased by 30% (from a pH of 8.2 to 8.1). Future 
projections show that under a business-as-usual scenario, surface ocean pH will be lowered by 0.4 pH 
units by the end of the century. Acidification of the ocean affects the nitrification process, which fur-
ther affects marine biota. Apart from CO2 rise, acid deposition can add to the acidification of oceans. 
Precipitation having very low pH contributes a significant amount of hydrogen ions in seawater, which 
in the long term may alter the pH of seawater. Results from Indian Ocean Experiment showed the pH 
of rainwater to be between 3.8 and 5.6 over the Indian Ocean.[45] The acidic nature of rainwater over the 
Indian ocean is due to insignificant influence of soil dust and the dominance of anthropogenic sulfate 
contributed by long-range transport.[59,60] This aspect needs to be investigated in the future in order to 
protect the marine ecosystem.

Global Sensitivity toward Acidification

Global precipitation acidity and mapping of soil sensitivity to acid deposition suggests three 
main  problematic areas. These are North America, Europe, and southern China (Figure 9), where acid 
rain control is necessary. Already, in North America and Europe, steps have been taken to reduce SO2 
 emissions. Other parts of the world also need to take appropriate steps to reduce sulfur  emissions.[62]

FIGURE 8 Trends of pH, SO , NO , Ca, and NH  in rainwater at Pune during 1984–2000. 4 3 4

Source: Rao et al.[56]
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Global Scenario: Future Projections through Modeling

Recently, the Regional Air Pollution Information and Simulation model has been developed by 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) as a tool for the integrated assessment of 
alternative strategies to reduce acid deposition in Europe and Asia.[63] Dentener and coworkers[55] have 
attempted simulation of the global future scenario (up to 2030) of deposition of oxides of nitrogen and 
sulfur by using 23 atmospheric chemistry transport models. The stud focused mainly upon three emis-
sion scenarios: 1) current legislation (CLE); 2) case of the maximum emission reductions (MFR); and 3) 
pessimistic IPCC SRES A2 scenario. The model output showed a good agreement with observations in 
Europe and North America primarily because of quality-controlled measurements reported from these 
regions. The study suggested that in the future, deposition fluxes are going to be controlled mainly by 
the changes in emissions, with atmospheric chemistry and climate having a very limited role.

Regional Comparison of Precipitation Scenario

Sulfate in the Atmosphere

Normally, free acidity is contributed by the acids of SO2 and NO2. In case of free acidity of H2SO4, pH 
value decreases with increasing concentration of SO4 ions. A comparison of pH and SO4 in rainwater 
at different sites in the United States, Sweden, and India is shown in Figs. 10–12. The United States and 
Sweden are examples of developed and acidified countries, whereas India is a developing country hav-
ing high pH of rainwater. From Figures. 10 and 11, pH decreases with increase of SO4 concentration, 
while at Indian sites (Figure 12), even at higher SO4 levels, higher pH of rainwater is observed. This 
indicates that in the United States and Sweden, the SO4 is present as H +

2SO4, which gives free H  in rain, 
but in India, it is present in a different form that does not contribute free H+ in rainwater. The Indian 
dusty atmosphere is rich in CaCO3, which allows SO2 to form calcium sulfate, due to which pH of 
rainwater in India and other dusty regions is observed to be higher. In the Indian region, the possible 

FIGURE 9 Global sensitivity toward acidification. 
Source: Kuylenstierna et al.[63]
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mechanism of SO2 removal is the adsorption of SO2 onto the CaCO3-dominated dust particles forming 
calcium sulfate.[62]

 CaCO SO 1/2O 2H O CaSO .2H O CO3 2 2 2 4 2 2+ + + → +  (14)

A comparison of typical composition of precipitation in an acidified region and a dusty region has been 
reported by Rodhe and coworkers,[48] establishing such differences very clearly.  

FIGURE 10 Variation of SO4 and pH in rainwater at the sites in the United States.
Source: Trends in Precipitation Chemistry in the United States, 1983–94: An Analysis of the Effects in 1995 of Phase 
I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Title IV.[61]

FIGURE 11 Variation of SO4 and pH in rainwater at Swedish sites. 
Source: Granat.[65]
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Control of Acid Rain

Acid Rain Control Policy of the United States

Due to pressure from the public, the federal government of the United States adopted the Clean Air 
Act in 1970. Under this act, emission standards were set for SO2 and NOx, and states were directed to 
compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Congress formed a 10 years program, 
the NAPAP, and mandated it to conduct scientific, technological, and economic study of the acid rain.

In 1990, under Clean Air Act Amendments, the National Deposition Control Program was 
 implemented. This legislation was to control adverse effects of acidic deposition through reductions in 
emissions of SO2 and NOx. It was targeted to achieve a 50% reduction in annual SO2 emissions by the 
year 2000. In 2001, SO2 emissions from utilities subject to the provisions of the acid rain program were 
39% below their 1980 levels, and total emissions from all sources were 50% less than their 1980 levels.[67] 
These implementation steps will help in environment protection, in particular, to check deterioration of 
historic buildings, to reduce fine particulate matter (sulfates, nitrates) and ground-level ozone (smog), 
and to improve public health.[68]

Since Canada is affected by transboundary pollution, an air quality accord was signed between the 
United States and Canada in 1991 under the framework of the UN Economic Commission for Europe. 
This bilateral accord facilitates the United States’ and Canada’s meeting their emissions targets for SO2 
and NOx and putting coordinated efforts into atmospheric modeling and monitoring the effects of 
transboundary air pollution.[69]

European Policy to Control Acid Rain

Among European countries, most of the scientific research on acid rain effects was conducted in 
Norway and Sweden. In the beginning, acidification of lakes through transboundary pollution was the 
primary issue in Scandinavian countries. In 1972, at the UN Conference on the Human Environment 
in Stockholm, Sweden’s case study on the effects of long-range transport of sulfur compounds was pre-
sented, which emphasized the need for international agreement to reduce damage from acid deposition. 
Soon after the Stockholm conference, in 1978, OECD initiated EMEP to monitor long-range pollution.

FIGURE 12 Variation of SO4 with pH at Indian sites. 
Source: Granat.[65]
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The 1985 Helsinki Protocol was the first binding commitment on the reduction of sulfur emissions or 
their transboundary fluxes by at least 30%. Later, a group of 12 countries decided to sign a declaration to 
reduce by 30% NOx emissions by 1998 as compared with 1986 (base year). The latest agreement is the 1999 
Gothenburg Protocol, which deals with SO2, NOx, NH3, and non-methane volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), aiming to mitigate the problem of acidification, eutrophication, and ground-level ozone. The 

Gothenburg Protocol targets the reduction of Europe’s sulfur emissions by at least 63%, NOx emissions 
by 41%, VOC emissions by 40%, and NH3 emissions by 17% by the year 2010 from their 1990 levels.[70]

Effects of Acid Rain

Acid rain is very harmful to the environment as it damages many living and non-living things over a 
period of time. Acid rain affects both terrestrial as well as aquatic life. There are many inevitable impacts 
of acid rain, which affect natural as well as anthropogenic environments.

Effects on Aquatic Ecosystem

The aquatic ecosystem is visibly affected by acid rain as it directly falls into water bodies like lakes, streams, 
and rivers. Also, the extra acidic rainwater from other terrestrial places like forests and roads flows into 
nearby water bodies. Although the acidic effect of the rain may get diluted after it is mixed into the water 
bodies, it may lower the average pH of the aquatic system over the period, and in case the water body has low 
base cation supply or buffering capacity, it can become acidic faster. Charles and Norton[71] have reviewed 
the situation in lakes in United States and Canada and found that around the 1920s–1950s onward, weakly 
buffered lakes in some regions became more acidic. There are estimated to be around 50,000 lakes in the 
United States and Canada with a pH below 5.3. Out of these, hundreds of lakes have very low pH and are 
unable to support aquatic life, eliminating many existing insect and fish species. At pH lower than 5, the 
life of aquatic animals is threatened as they are unable to absorb oxygen from water. At pH lower than 4.8, 
fishes, frogs, and aquatic insects experience increased mortality. However, constructive steps, such as SO2 
emission reduction and liming of lakes, have significant potential for reversibility.[72,73]

Effects on Vegetation and Soil

In addition to the aquatic ecosystem, acid rain significantly affects trees, plants, forests, and other 
vegetation. Acid rain can damage the leaves and stems of the trees and affect their growth by getting 
absorbed through roots via soil. Acid rain reacts with leaves and stem wax coatings and allows acidic 
water to enter the leaves, thereby damaging the trees and plants. Experimental studies have established 
that acidic deposition causes some physiological effects in plants.[74] Especially at high altitude, the 
forests are surrounded by clouds carrying acidic water. The moisture of the clouds passing through 
the  forests leads to severe damaging effects on the forests. In addition to individual effects on trees and 
forests, there are also effects on the soil, which contains the necessary nutrients and microorganisms 
for the healthy growth of the trees, plants, forests, and other vegetation. Virtual effects of acids rain 
have been observed all over the world, especially in Europe and eastern North America.[75,76] Hedin and 
coworkers[77] have reported evidence of steep decline of base cations in precipitation, which is based on 
long-term quality-controlled measurements, in Europe and North America. These measurements sup-
port that decline in base cations in precipitation might have resulted in increased sensitivity of a weakly 
buffered ecosystem, affecting forests and vegetation. Nitrification of ammonia (NH3) and ammonium 
(NH +

4 ) leads to the acidification of soil, which also adds to nutrient leaching:

 NH O NO 3H 2e3 2 2+ → − + + −+  (15)

 NO H O NO 2H 2e2 2 3− + → − + + −+  (16)
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Effects on Buildings and Monuments

Acid rain can damage buildings and historic monuments as well by reacting with their paints and 

 construction material. The damaged walls of the buildings and monuments leave a rough surface along 

with the moisture, which is a favorable place for the growth of microorganisms. Acid rain can affect 

sculpture and architecture adversely by corrosion. Acid rain can even corrode railway tracks, paints 

of cars, and joints of bridges and flyovers. A BERG report[78] gives more details of evidence of dam-

age to stone and other materials by acid deposition. Under CLRTAP, the International Cooperative 

Programme on Effects on Materials, Including Historic and Cultural Monuments, has been set up, with 

39 test sites, three of which are in the United States and Canada. According to a report, the corrosion 

rates of carbon steel, paint on steel, limestone, and bronze have decreased to about 60% from 1987 values 

in Europe due to decrease in SO  levels.[79]
2

Conclusion

Acid rain, which was a problem of North America and Europe, is now spreading in East Asia due to 

increased emissions of SO2 from fossil fuel combustion. Experiences of the global community show that 

acid rain is spread through transboundary pollution. Scandinavia, Canada, and Japan are such exam-

ples. Acid rain damages water bodies, forests, vegetation, buildings, human health, etc., costing a huge 

loss to the economy. Although appreciable steps are taken by the United States, Canada, and Europe to 

control SO2 and NOx emissions, the considerable increase in SO2 emission rates in China is of concern 

in the Asian region. During the past two decades, Chinese SO2 emissions increased tremendously. Data 

show that spread of acid rain is very much controlled by suspended atmospheric soil dust in Indian and 

African regions. At a glance, the following are concluded:

 1. Decreasing trends of SO2 emissions in Europe and North America will be helpful in improving 

the pH of precipitation in coming decades.

 2. Increasing trends of acidity in China in Asia may result in more acid rains in the region.

 3. Systematic monitoring networks are established in North America, Europe, and East Asia to 

monitor acid deposition.

 4. There is a strong need for long-term studies on acid deposition, including wet and dry depositions 

at selected sites in South Asia, Africa, and South America, through extensive networking.
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Acid Rain: Nitrogen 

Deposition

George F. Vance

Introduction

Air pollution has occurred naturally since the formation of the Earth’s atmosphere; however, the 
 industrial era has resulted in human activities greatly contributing to global atmospheric pollution.[1,2] 
One of the more highly publicized and controversial aspects of atmospheric pollution is that of acidic 
deposition. Acidic deposition includes rainfall, acidic fogs, mists, snowmelt, gases, and dry particulate 
matter.[3] The primary origin of acidic deposition is the emission of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen 
oxides (NOx) from fossil fuel combustion; electric power generating plants contribute approximately 
two-thirds of the SO  emissions and one-third of the NO  emissions.[4]

2 x

Acidic materials can be transported long distances, some as much as hundreds of kilometers. For 
example, 30%–40% of the S deposition in the northeastern U.S. originates in industrial midwestern 
U.S. states.[5] After years of debate, U.S. and Canada have agreed to develop strategies that reduce acidic 
compounds originating from their countries.[5,6] In Europe, the small size of many countries means that 
emissions in one industrialized area can readily affect forests, lakes, and cities in another country. For 
example, approximately 17% of the acidic deposition falling on Norway originated in Britain and 20% in 
Sweden came from eastern Europe.[5]

The U.S. EPA National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) conducted intensive 
research during the 1980s and 1990s that resulted in the “Acidic Deposition: State of the Science and 
Technology” that was mandated by the Acid Precipitation Act of 1980.[6] NAPAP Reports to Congress 
have been developed in accordance with the 1990 amendment to the 1970 Clean Air Act and present 
the expected benefits of the Acid Deposition Control Program,[6,7] http://www.nnic.noaa.gov/CENR/
NAPAP/. Mandates include an annual 10 million ton or approximately 40% reduction in point-source 
SO2 emissions below 1980 levels, with national emissions limit caps of 8.95 million tons from elec-
tric utility and 5.6 million tons from point-source industrial emissions. A reduction in NOx of about 
2 million tons from 1980 levels has also been set as a goal; however, while NOx has been on the decline 
since 1980, projections estimate a rise in NOx emissions after the year 2000. In 1980, the U.S. levels of SO2 
and NOx emissions were 25.7 and 23.0 million tons, respectively.
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Acidic deposition can impact buildings, sculptures, and monuments that are constructed using 
weatherable materials like limestone, marble, bronze, and galvanized steel,[7,8] http://www.nnic.noaa.
gov/CENR/NAPAP/. While acid soil conditions are known to influence the growth of plants, agricul-
tural impacts related to acidic deposition are of less concern due to the buffering capacity of these types 
of ecosystems.[2,5] When acidic substances are deposited in natural ecosystems, a number of adverse 
environmental effects are believed to occur, including damage to vegetation, particularly forests, and 
changes in soil and surface water chemistry.[9,10]

Sources and Distribution

Typical sources of acidic deposition include coal- and oil-burning electric power plants, automobiles,
and large industrial operations (e.g., smelters). Once S and N gases enter the earth’s atmosphere they
react very rapidly with moisture in the air to form sulfuric (H2SO4) and nitric (HNO3) acids.[2,3] The pH 
of natural rainfall in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 is about 5.6; however, the pH of rainfall is less 
than 4.5 in many industrialized areas. The nature of acidic deposition is controlled largely by the geo-
graphic distribution of the sources of SO2 and NOx (Figure 1). In the midwestern and northeastern U.S., 
H2SO4 is the main source of acidity in precipitation because of the coal-burning electric utilities.[2] In
the western U.S., HNO3 is of more concern because utilities and industry burn coal with low S contents 
and populated areas are high sources of NOx.[2]

 
 

 

Emissions of SO2 and NOx increased in the 20th century due to the accelerated industrializa-
tion in developed countries and antiquated processing practices in some undeveloped countries. 
However, there is some uncertainty as to the actual means by which acidic deposition affects our 
 environment,[11,12] http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu/isopleths/maps1999/. Chemical and biological evidence, 
however, indicates that atmospheric deposition of H2SO4 caused some New England lakes to decrease 
in alkalinity.[13,14] Many scientists are reluctant to over-generalize cause and effect relationships in 
an extremely complex environmental problem. Although, the National Acid Deposition Assessment 
Program has concluded there were definite consequences due to acidic deposition that warrant 

FIGURE 1 Acidic deposition across the U.S. during 1999. 
Source: National Atmospheric Deposition Program/National Trends Network http://nadp.sw.uluc.edu.[11]
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remediation[6,7] http://www.nnic.noaa.gov/CENR/NAPAP/. Since 1995, when the 1990 Clean Air Act 
Amendment’s Title IV reduction in acidic deposition was implemented, SO2 and NOx emissions have, 
respectively, decreased and remained constant during the late 1990s.[4]

Both H2SO4 and HNO3 are important components of acidic deposition, with volatile organic 
c ompounds and inorganic carbon also components of acidic deposition- related emissions. Pure water 
has a pH of 7.0, natural rainfall about 5.6, and severely acidic deposition less than 4.0. Uncontaminated 
rainwater should be pH 5.6 due to CO2 chemistry and the formation of carbonic acid. The pH of most 
soils ranges from 3.0 to 8.0.[2] When acids are added to soils or waters, the decrease in pH that occurs 
depends greatly on the system’s buffering capacity, the ability of a system to maintain its present pH 
by neutralizing added acidity. Clays, organic matter, oxides of Al and Fe, and Ca and Mg carbonates 
( limestones) are the components responsible for pH buffering in most soils. Acidic deposition, therefore, 
will have a greater impact on sandy, low organic matter soils than those higher in clay, organic matter, 
and carbonates. In fresh waters, the primary buffering mechanism is the reaction of dissolved bicarbon-
ate ions with H+ according to the following equation:

 H HCO H O CO3 2 2+ = ++ −  (1)

Human Health Effects

Few direct human health problems have been attributed to acidic deposition. Long-term exposure to 
acidic deposition precursor pollutants such as ozone (O3) and NOx, which are respiratory irritants, can 
cause pulmonary edema.[5,6] Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is also a known respiratory irritant, but is generally 
absorbed high in the respiratory tract.

Indirect human health effects due to acidic deposition are more important. Concerns center around 
contaminated drinking water supplies and consumption of fish that contain potential toxic metal levels. 
With increasing acidity (e.g., lower pH levels), metals such as mercury, aluminum, cadmium, lead, zinc, 
and copper become more bioavailable.[2] The greatest human health impact is due to the consumption 
of fish that bioaccumulate mercury; freshwater pike and trout have been shown to contain the highest 
average concentrations of mercury.[5,15] Therefore, the most susceptible individuals are those who live 
in an industrial area, have respiratory problems, drink water from a cistern, and consume a significant 
amount of freshwater fish.

A long-term urban concern is the possible impact of acidic deposition on surface-derived drinking 
water. Many municipalities make extensive use of lead and copper piping, which raises the question 
concerning human health effects related to the slow dissolution of some metals (lead, copper, zinc) from 
older plumbing materials when exposed to more acidic waters. Although metal toxicities due to acidic 
deposition impacts on drinking waters are rare, reductions in S and N fine particles expected by 2010 
based on Clean Air Act Amendments will result in annual public health benefits valued at $50 billion 
with reduced mortality, hospital admissions and emergency room visits.[16]

Structural Impacts

Different types of materials and cultural resources can be impacted by air pollutants. Although the 
actual corrosion rates for most metals have decreased since the 1930s, data from three U.S. sites indicate 
that acidic deposition may account for 31%–78% of the dissolution of galvanized steel and copper,[7,8] 
http://www.nnic.noaa.gov/CENR/NAPAP/. In urban or industrial settings, increases in atmospheric 
acidity can dissolve carbonates (e.g., limestone, marble) in buildings and other structures. Deterioration 
of stone products by acidic deposition is caused by: 1) erosion and dissolution of materials and surface 
details; 2) alterations (blackening of stone surfaces); and 3) spalling (cracking and spalling of stone 
surfaces due to accumulations of alternation crusts.[8] Painted surfaces can be discolored or etched, and 
there may also be degradation of organic binders in paints.[8]
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Ecosystem Impacts

It is important to examine the nature of acidity in soil, vegetation, and aquatic environments. Damage 
from acidification is often not directly due to the presence of excessive H+, but is caused by changes in 
other elements. Examples include increased solubilization of metal ions such as Al3+ and some trace 
el ements (e.g., Mn2+, Pb2+) that can be toxic to plants and animals, more rapid losses of basic cations (e.g., 
Ca2+, Mg2+), and the creation of unfavorable soil and aquatic environments for different fauna and flora.

Soils

Soil acidification is a natural process that occurs when precipitation exceeds evapotranspiration.[2] 
“Natural” rainfall is acidic (pH of ~ 5.6) and continuously adds a weak acid (H2CO3) to soils. This acidi-
fication results in a gradual leaching of basic cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+) from the uppermost soil horizons, 
leaving Al3+ as the dominant cation that can react with water to produce H+. Most of the acidity in soils 
between pH 4.0 and 7.5 is due to the hydrolysis of Al3+,[17,18] http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/ acidrain/
effects/index.html. Other acidifying processes include plant and microbial respiration that produces 
CO2, mineralization and nitrification of organic N, and the oxidation of FeS2 in soils disturbed by 
mining or drainage.[2] In extremely acidic soils (pH < 4.0), strong acids such as H2SO4 are a major 
component.

The degree of accelerated acidification depends both upon the buffering capacity of the soil and the 
use of the soil. Many of the areas subjected to the greatest amount of acidic deposition are also areas 
where considerable natural acidification occurs.[19] Forested soils in the northeastern U.S. are developed 
on highly acidic, sandy parent materials that have undergone tremendous changes in land use in the 
past 200 years. However, clear-cutting and burning by the first European settlers have been almost com-
pletely reversed and many areas are now totally reforested.[5] Soil organic matter that accumulated over 
time represents a natural source of acidity and buffering. Similarly, greater leaching or depletion of basic 
cations by plant uptake in increasingly reforested areas balances the significant inputs of these same 
cations in precipitation.[20,21] Acidic deposition affects forest soils more than agricultural or urban soils 
because the latter are routinely limed to neutralize acidity. Although it is possible to lime forest soils, 
which is done frequently in some European countries, the logistics and cost often preclude this except 
in areas severely impacted by acidic deposition.[5]

Excessively acidic soils are undesirable for several reasons. Direct phytotoxicity from soluble Al3+ or 
Mn2+ can occur and seriously injure plant roots, reduce plant growth, and increase plant susceptibility 
to pathogens.[21] The relationship between Al3+ toxicity and soil pH is complicated by the fact that in cer-
tain situations organic matter can form complexes with Al3+ that reduce its harmful effects on plants.[18] 
Acid soils are usually less fertile because of a lack of important basic cations such as K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+. 
Leguminous plants may fix less N2 under very acidic conditions due to reduced rhizobial activity and 
greater soil adsorption of Mo by clays and Al and Fe oxides.[2] Mineralization of N, P, and S can also 
be reduced because of the lower metabolic activity of bacteria. Many plants and microorganisms have 
adapted to very acidic conditions (e.g., pH < 5.0). Examples include ornamentals such as azaleas and 
rhododendrons and food crops such as cassava, tea, blueberries, and potatoes.[5,22] In fact, considerable 
efforts in plant breeding and biotechnology are directed towards developing Al- and Mn-tolerant plants 
that can survive in highly acidic soils.

Agricultural Ecosystems

Acidic deposition contains N and S that are important plant nutrients. Therefore, foliar applications 
of acidic deposition at critical growth stages can be beneficial to plant development and reproduction. 
Generally, controlled experiments require the simulated acid rain to be pH 3.5 or less in order to produce 
injury to certain plants.[22] The amount of acidity needed to damage some plants is 100 times greater than 
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natural rainfall. Crops that respond negatively in simulated acid rain studies include garden beets, broc-
coli, carrots, mustard greens, radishes, and pinto beans, with different effects for some cultivars. Positive 
responses to acid rain have been identified with alfalfa, tomato, green pepper, strawberry, corn, lettuce, 
and some pasture grass crops.

Agricultural lands are maintained at pH levels that are optimal for crop production. In most cases 
the ideal pH is around pH 6.0–7.0; however, pH levels of organic soils are usually maintained at closer 
to pH 5.0. Because agricultural soils are generally well buffered, the amount of acidity derived from 
atmospheric inputs is not sufficient to significantly alter the overall soil pH.[2] Nitrogen and S soil inputs 
from acidic deposition are beneficial, and with the reduction in S atmospheric levels mandated by 1990 
amendments to the Clean Air Act, the S fertilizer market has grown. The amount of N added to agri-
cultural ecosystems as acidic deposition is rather insignificant in relation to the 100–300 kg N/ha/yr 
required of most agricultural crops.

Forest Ecosystems

Perhaps the most publicized issue related to acidic deposition has been widespread forest decline. For 
example, in Europe estimates suggest that as much as 35% of all forests have been affected.[23] Similarly, 
in the U.S. many important forest ranges such as the Adirondacks of New York, the Green Mountains of 
Vermont, and the Great Smoky Mountains in North Carolina have experienced sustained decreases in 
tree growth for several decades.[6] Conclusive evidence that forest decline or dieback is caused solely be 
acidic deposition is lacking and complicated by interactions with other environmental or biotic factors. 
However, NAPAP research[6] has confirmed that acidic deposition has contributed to a decline in high-
elevation red spruce in the northeastern U.S. In addition, nitrogen saturation of forest ecosystems from 
atmospheric N deposition is believed to result in increased plant growth, which in turn increases water 
and nutrient use followed by deficiencies that can cause chlorosis and premature needle-drop as well as 
increased leaching of base cations from the soil.[24]

Acidic deposition on leaves may enter directly through plant stomates.[1,22] If the deposition is 
 sufficiently acidic (pH ~ 3.0), damage can also occur to the waxy cuticle, increasing the potential for 
direct injury of exposed leaf mesophyll cells. Foliar lesions are one of the most common symptoms. 
Gaseous compounds such as SO2 and SO3 present in acidic mists or fogs can also enter leaves through 
the stomates, form H2SO4 upon reaction with H2O in the cytoplasm, and disrupt many metabolic pro-
cesses. Leaf and needle necrosis occurs when plants are exposed to high levels of SO2 gas, possibly due 
to collapsed epidermal cells, eroded cuticles, loss of chloroplast integrity and decreased chlorophyll 
content, loosening of fibers in cell walls and reduced cell membrane integrity, and changes in osmotic 
potential that cause a decrease in cell turgor.

Root diseases may also increase in excessively acidic soils. In addition to the damages caused by 
exposure to H2SO4 and HNO3, roots can be directly injured or their growth rates impaired by increased 
concentrations of soluble Al3+ and Mn2+ in the rhizosphere,[2,25] http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu. Changes in the 
amount and composition of these exudates can then alter the activity and population diversity of soil-
borne pathogens. The general tendency associated with increased root exudation is an enhancement in 
microbial populations due to an additional supply of carbon (energy). Chronic acidification can also 
alter nutrient availability and uptake patterns.[8,22]

Long-term studies in New England suggest acidic deposition has caused significant plant and soil 
leaching of base cations,[1,21] resulting in decreased growth of red spruce trees in the White Mountains.[6] 
With reduction in about 80% of the airborne base cations, mainly Ca2+ but also Mg2+, from 1950  levels, 
researchers suggest forest growth has slowed because soils are not capable of  weathering at a rate that 
can replenish essential nutrients. In Germany, acidic deposition was implicated in the loss of soil 
Mg2+ as an accompanying cation associated with the downward leaching of SO 2−

4 , which ultimately 
resulted in forest decline.[2] Several European countries have used helicopters to fertilize and lime 
forests.
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Aquatic Ecosystems

Ecological damage to aquatic systems has occurred from acidic deposition. As with forests, a  number 
of interrelated factors associated with acidic deposition are responsible for undesirable changes. 
Acidification of aquatic ecosystems is not new. Studies of lake sediments suggest that increased acidifi-

cation began in the mid-1800s, although the process has clearly accelerated since the 1940s.[15] Current 
studies indicate there is significant S mineralization in forest soils impacted by acidic deposition and 
that the SO 2−

4  levels in adjacent streams remain high, even though there has been a decrease in the 
amount of atmospheric-S deposition.[24]

Geology, soil properties, and land use are the main determinants of the effect of acidic deposition on 
aquatic chemistry and biota. Lakes and streams located in areas with calcareous geology resist acidi-
fication more than those in granitic and gneiss materials.[16] Soils developed from calcareous parent 
materials are generally deeper and more buffered than thin, acidic soils common to granitic areas.[2] 
Land management decisions also affect freshwater acidity. Forested watersheds tend to contribute more 
acidity than those dominated by meadows, pastures, and agronomic ecosystems.[8,14,20] Trees and 
other  vegetation in forests are known to “scavenge” acidic compounds in fogs, mists, and atmospheric 
 particulates. These acidic compounds are later deposited in forest soils when rainfall leaches forest veg-
etation surfaces. Rainfall below forest canopies (e.g., throughfall) is usually more acidic than ambient 
precipitation. Silvicultural operations that disturb soils in forests can increase acidity by stimulating the 
oxidization of organic N and S, and reduced S compounds such as FeS2.[2]

A number of ecological problems arise when aquatic ecosystems are acidified below pH 5.0, and partic-
ularly below pH 4.0. Decreases in biodiversity and primary productivity of phytoplankton,  zooplankton, 
and benthic invertebrates commonly occur.[15,16] Decreased rates of biological  decomposition of organic 
matter have occasionally been reported, which can then lead to a reduced supply of nutrients.[20] 
Microbial communities may also change, with fungi predominating over bacteria. Proposed mecha-
nisms to explain these ecological changes center around physiological stresses caused by  exposure of 
biota to higher concentrations of Al3+, Mn2+, and H+ and lower amounts of available Ca2+.[15] One specific 
mechanism suggested involves the disruption of ion uptake and the ability of aquatic plants to regulate 
Na+, K+, and Ca2+ export and import from cells.

Acidic deposition is associated with declining aquatic vertebrate populations in acidified lakes 
and, under conditions of extreme acidity, of fish kills. In general, if the water pH remains above 5.0, 
few problems are observed; from pH 4.0 to 5.0 many fish are affected, and below pH 3.5 few fish can 
survive.[23] The major cause of fish kill is due to the direct toxic effect of Al3+, which interferes with the 
role Ca2+ plays in maintaining gill permeability and respiration. Calcium has been shown to mitigate 
the effects of Al3+, but in many acidic lakes the Ca2+ levels are inadequate to overcome Al3+ toxicity. Low 
pH values also disrupt the Na+ status of blood plasma in fish. Under very acidic conditions, H+ influx 
into gill membrane cells both stimulates excessive efflux of Na+ and reduces influx of Na+ into the cells. 
Excessive loss of Na+ can cause mortality. Other indirect effects include reduced rates of reproduction, 
high rates of mortality early in life or in reproductive phases of adults, and migration of adults away 
from acidic areas.[16] Amphibians are affected in much the same manner as fish, although they are some-
what less sensitive to Al3+ toxicity. Birds and small mammals often have lower populations and lower 
reproductive rates in areas adjacent to acidified aquatic ecosystems. This may be due to a shortage of 
food due to smaller fish and insect populations or to physiological stresses caused by consuming organ-
isms with high Al3+ concentrations.

Reducing Acidic Deposition Effects

Damage caused by acidic deposition will be difficult and extremely expensive to correct, which will 
depend on our ability to reduce S and N emissions. For example, society may have to burn less fossil 
fuel, use cleaner energy sources and/or design more efficient “scrubbers” to reduce S and N gas entering 
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our atmosphere. Despite the firm conviction of most nations to reduce acidic deposition, it appears 

that the staggering costs of such actions will delay implementation of this approach for many years. 

The 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act are expected to reduce acid-producing air pollutants from 

electric power plants. The 1990 amendments established emission allowances based on a utilities’ his-

torical fuel use and SO2 emissions, with each allowance representing 1 ton of SO2 that can bought, sold 

or banked for future use,[4,6,7] http://www.nnic.noaa.gov/CENR/NAPAP/. Short-term remedial actions 

for acidic deposition are available and have been successful in some ecosystems. Liming of lakes and 

some forests (also fertilization with trace elements and Mg2+) has been practiced in European counties 

for over 50 years.[16,23] Hundreds of Swedish and Norwegian lakes have been successfully limed in the 

past 25 years. Lakes with short mean residence times for water retention may need annual or biannual 

liming; others may need to be limed every 5–10 years. Because vegetation in some forested ecosystems 

has adapted to acidic soils, liming (or over-liming) may result in an unpredictable and undesirable 

redistribution of plant species.
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Carbon Sequestration

Nathan E. Hultman

Introduction

The increasing likelihood of human-caused changes in climate could lead to undesirable impacts on 
 ecosystems, economies, and human health and well-being. These potential impacts have prompted 
extensive assessment of options to reduce the magnitude and rate of future climate changes. Since 
 climate changes are derived ultimately from increases in the concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
in the atmosphere, such options must target either (a) reductions in the rate of inflow of GHGs to the 
atmosphere or (b) the removal of GHGs from the atmosphere once they have been emitted. Carbon 
sequestration refers to techniques from both categories that result in the storage of carbon that would 
otherwise be in the atmosphere as CO2.

CO2 is often targeted among the other GHGs because it constitutes the vast majority of GHG  emissions 
by mass and accounts for three-fifths of the total anthropogenic contribution to climate change. Human 
emissions of CO2 come primarily from fossil fuel combustion and cement production (80%), and land-
use change (20%) that results in the loss of carbon from biomass or soil.

The rate of inflow of GHGs to the atmosphere can be reduced by a number of complementary  options. 
For CO2, mitigation options aim to displace carbon emissions by preventing the oxidation of biologi-
cal or fossil carbon. These options include switching to lower-carbon fossil fuels, renewable energy, 
or nuclear power; using energy more efficiently; and reducing the rate of deforestation and land-use 
change. On the other hand, sequestration options that reduce emissions involve the capture and storage 
of carbon before it is released into the atmosphere.

CO2 can also be removed directly from the atmosphere. While the idea of a large-scale, e conomically 
competitive method of technologically “scrubbing” CO2 from the atmosphere is enticing, such technol-
ogy currently does not exist. Policy has therefore focused on the biological process of carbon absorption 
through photosynthesis, either through expanding forested lands or, perhaps, enhancing photosyn-
thesis in the oceans. This entry describes both the technological and biological approaches to carbon 
sequestration.
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Technological Sequestration: Carbon Capture and Storage

The technological process of sequestering CO2 requires two steps: first, the CO2 must be separated from 
the industrial process that would otherwise emit it into the atmosphere; and second, the CO2 must be 
stored in a reservoir that will contain it for a reasonable length of time. This process is therefore often 
referred to as carbon capture and storage (CCS) to distinguish it from the biological carbon sequestra-
tion that is described later.

Sources of Carbon

The best sites for CCS are defined by the efficiency of the capture technique, the cost of transport and 
sequestration, and the quantity of carbon available. The large capital requirements for CCS also dictate 
that large, fixed industrial sites provide the best opportunities. Therefore, although fossil-fueled trans-
portation represents about 20% of current global CO2 emissions, this sector presents no direct options 
for CCS at this time. The industrial sector, on the other hand, produces approximately 60% of current 
CO2 emissions; most of these emissions come from large point sources which are ideal for CCS, such as 
power stations, oil refineries, petrochemical and gas reprocessing plants, and steel and cement works.[1]

Separation and Capture

Carbon capture requires an industrial source of CO2; different industrial processes create streams with 
different CO2 concentrations. The technologies applied to capture the CO2 will therefore vary according 
to the specific capture process.[2–4] Capture techniques can target one of three sources:

• Post-combustion flue gases
• Pre-combustion capture from gasification from power generation
• Streams of highly pure CO2 from various industrial processes

Post-Combustion Capture

Conventional combustion of fossil fuels in air produces CO2 streams with concentrations ranging from 
about 4 to 14% by volume. The low concentration of CO2 in flue gas means that compressing and stor-
ing it would be uneconomical; therefore, the CO2 needs to be concentrated before storage. Currently, 
the favored process for this task is chemical absorption, also known as chemical solvent scrubbing. 
Cooled and filtered flue gas is fed into an absorption vessel with a chemical solvent that absorbs the 
CO2. The most common solvent for this process is monoethanolamine (MEA). The CO2-rich solvent is 
then passed to another reaction vessel called a stripper column. It is then heated with steam to reverse 
the process, thus regenerating the solvent and releasing a stream of CO2 with a purity greater than 90%.

Scrubbing with MEA and other amine solvents imposes large costs in energy consumption in the 
regeneration process; it requires large amounts of solvents since they degrade rapidly; and it imposes 
high equipment costs since the solvents are corrosive in the presence of O2. Thus, until solvents are 
improved in these areas, flue gas separation by this method will remain relatively costly: just the steam 
and electric load from a coal power plant can increase coal consumption by 40% per net kWhe. Estimates 
of the financial and efficiency costs from current technology vary. Plant efficiency is estimated to drop 
from over 40% to a range between 24 and 37%.[2,5,6] For the least efficient systems, carbon would cost 
up to $70/t CO2 and result in an 80% increase in the cost of electricity.[5] Other studies estimate an 
increase in the cost of electricity of 25%–75% for natural gas combined cycle and Integrated Gasification 
Combined Cycle (IGCC), and of 60%–115% for pulverized coal.[4] A small number of facilities currently 
practice flue gas separation with chemical absorption, using the captured CO2 for urea production, foam 
blowing, carbonated beverages, and dry ice production.
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In addition, several developments may improve the efficiency of chemical absorption.
Several other processes have been proposed for flue-gas separation. Adsorption techniques use s olids 

with high surface areas, such as activated carbon and zeolites, to capture CO2. When the materials 
become saturated, they can be regenerated (releasing CO2) by lowering pressure, raising temperature, or 
applying a low-voltage electric current. A membrane can be used to concentrate CO2, but since a single 
pass through a membrane cannot achieve a great change in concentration, this process requires multiple 
passes or multiple membranes. An alternative use for membranes is to use them to increase the effi-
ciency of the chemical absorption. In this case, a membrane separating the flue gas from the absorption 
solvent allows a greater surface area for the reaction, thus reducing the size and energy requirements of 
the absorption and stripper columns. Cryogenic techniques separate CO2 from other gases by condens-
ing or freezing it. This process requires significant energy inputs and the removal of water vapor before 
freezing.

One of the main limitations to flue-gas separation is the low pressure and concentration of CO2 in 
the exhaust. An entirely different approach to post-combustion capture is to dramatically increase 
the concentration of CO2 in the stream by burning the fuel in highly enriched oxygen rather than 
air. This process, called oxyfuel combustion, produces streams of CO2 with a purity greater than 
90%. The resulting flue gas will also contain some H2O that can be condensed and removed, and 
the remaining high-purity CO2 can be compressed for storage. Though significantly simpler on the 
exhaust side, this approach requires a high concentration of oxygen for the intake air. While this 
process alone may consume 15% of a plant’s electric output, the separated N2, Ar, and other trace 
gases also can be sold to offset some of the cost. Oxyfuel systems can be retrofitted onto existing 
boilers and furnaces.

Pre-Combustion Capture

Another approach involves removing the carbon from fossil fuels before combustion. First, the fuel 
is decomposed in the absence of oxygen to form a hydrogen-rich fuel called synthesis gas. Currently, 
this process of gasification is already in use in ammonia production and several commercial power 
plants fed by coal and petroleum byproducts; these plants can use lower-purity fuels and the energy 
costs of generating synthesis gas are offset by the higher combustion efficiencies of gas turbines; 
such plants are called IGCC plants. Natural gas can be transformed directly by reacting it with 
steam, producing H2 and CO2. While the principle of gasification is the same for all carbonaceous 
fuels, oil and coal require intermediate steps to purify the synthesis fuel and convert the byproduct 
CO into CO2.

Gasification results in synthesis gas that contains 35%–60% CO2 (by volume) at high pressure (over 
20 bar). While current installations feed this resulting mixture into the gas turbines, the CO2 can also 
be separated from the gas before combustion. The higher pressure and concentration give a CO2 partial 
pressure of up to 50 times greater than in the post-combustion capture of flue gases, which enables 
another type of separation technique of physical solvent scrubbing. This technique is well known from 
ammonia production and involves the binding of CO2 to solvents that release CO2 in the stripper under 
lower pressure. Solvents in this category include cold methanol, polyethelene glycol, propylene carbon-
ate, and sulpholane. The resulting separated CO2 is, however, near atmospheric pressure and requires 
compression before storage (some CO2 can be recovered at elevated pressures, which reduces the com-
pression requirement). With current technologies, the total cost of capture for IGCC is estimated to 
be greater than $25 per ton of CO2; plant efficiency is reduced from 43 to 37%, which raises the cost of 
electricity by over 25%.[5]

Pre-combustion capture techniques are noteworthy not only for their ability to remove CO2 from 
fossil fuels for combustion in turbines, but also because the resulting synthesis gas is primarily H2. They 
therefore could be an important element of a hydrogen-mediated energy system that favors the higher 
efficiency reactions of fuel cells over traditional combustion.[7]
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Industrial CO2  Capture

Many industrial processes release streams of CO2 that are currently vented into the atmosphere. These 
streams, currently viewed as simple waste in an economically viable process, could therefore provide 
capture opportunities. Depending on the purity of the waste stream, these could be among the most 
economical options for CCS. In particular, natural gas processing, ethanol and hydrogen production, 
and cement manufacturing produce highly concentrated streams of CO2. Not surprisingly, the first 
large-scale carbon sequestration program was run from a previously vented stream of CO2 from the 
Sleipner gas-processing platform off the Norwegian coast.

Storage of Captured CO2

Relatively small amounts of captured CO2 might be re-used in other industrial processes such as bever-
age carbonation, mineral carbonates, or commodity materials such as ethanol or paraffins. Yet most 
captured CO2 will not be re-used and must be stored in a reservoir. The two main routes for storing 
captured CO2 are to inject it into geologic formations or into the ocean. However, all reservoirs have 
some rate of leakage and this rate is often not well known in advance. While the expected length of 
storage time is important (with targets usually in the 100–1000 year range), we must therefore also be 
reasonably confident that the reservoir will not leak more quickly than expected, and have appropriate 
measures to monitor the reservoir over time. Moreover, transporting CO2 between the point of capture 
and the point of storage adds to the overall cost of CCS, so the selection of a storage site must account 
for this distance as well.

Geologic Sequestration

Geologic reservoirs—in the form of depleted oil and gas reservoirs, unmineable coal seams, and saline 
formations— comprise one of the primary sinks for captured CO2. Estimates of total storage capacity in 
geologic reservoirs could be up to 500% of total emissions to 2050 (Table 1).

Captured CO2 can be injected into depleted oil and gas reservoirs, or can be used as a means to 
enhance oil recovery from reservoirs nearing depletion. Because they held their deposits for millions 
of years before extraction, these reservoirs are expected to provide reliable storage for CO2. Storage in 
depleted reservoirs has been practiced for years for a mixture of petroleum mining waste gases called 
“acid gas.”

A petroleum reservoir is never emptied of all its oil; rather, extracting additional oil just becomes 
too costly to justify at market rates. An economically attractive possibility is therefore using captured 

TABLE 1 CO2 Reservoirs. Carbon Dioxide Storage Capacity Estimates. E Is Defined as the 
Total Global CO2 Emissions from the Years 2000–2050 in IPCC’s Business-as-Usual 
Scenario IS92A. Capacity Estimates Such as These Are Rough Guidelines Only and Actual 
Utilization Will Depend on Carbon Economics

Storage Capacity

Reservoir Type Billion Tonnes CO2 % of E

Coal basins 170 8%
Depleted oil reservoirs 120

700
6%

Gas basins 37%
Saline formations
Terrestrial 276%
Off-shore 192%
Total 10.490 517%

Source: Dooley and Friedman.[8]
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CO2 to simultaneously increase the yield from a reservoir as it is pumped into the reservoir for storage. 
This process is called enhanced oil recovery. Standard oil recovery yields only about 30%–40% of the 
original petroleum stock. Drilling companies have years of experience with using compressed CO2, a 
hydrocarbon solvent, to obtain an additional 10%–15% of the petroleum stock. Thus, captured CO2 can 
be used to provide a direct economic benefit along with its placement in a reservoir. This benefit can be 
used to offset capture costs.

Coal deposits that are not economically viable because of their geologic characteristics provide 
another storage option. CO2 pumped into these unmineable coal seams will adsorb onto the coal 
surface. Moreover, since the coal surface prefers to adsorb CO2 to methane, injecting CO2 into coal 
seams will liberate any coal bed methane (CBM) that can then be extracted and sold. This enhanced 
methane recovery is currently used in U.S. methane production, accounting for about 8% in 2002. 
Such recovery can be used to offset capture costs. One potential problem with this method is that 
the coal, as it adsorbs CO2, tends to swell slightly. This swelling closes pore spaces and thus decreases 
rock permeability, which restricts both the reservoir for incoming CO2 and the ability to extract 
additional CBM.

Saline formations are layers of porous sedimentary rock (e.g., sandstone) saturated with saltwater, 
and exist both under land and under the ocean. These layers offer potentially large storage capacity 
representing several hundred years’ worth of CO2 storage. However, experience with such formations 
is much more limited and thus the uncertainty about their long-term viability remains high. Moreover, 
unlike EOR or CBM recovery with CO2, injecting CO2 into saline formations produces no other com-
modity or benefit that can offset the cost. On the other hand, their high capacity and relative ubiquity 
makes them attractive options in some cases. Statoil’s Sleipner project, for example, uses a saline aquifer 
for storage.

Research and experimentation with saline formations is still in early stages. To achieve the larg-
est storage capacities, CO2 must be injected below 800 m depth, where it will remain in a liquid or 
supercritical dense phase (supercritical point at 31°C, 71 bar). At these conditions, CO2 will be buoyant 
(a density of approximately 600–800 kg/m3) and will tend to move upward. The saline formations must 
therefore either be capped by a less porous layer or geologic trap to prevent leakage of the CO2 and 
eventual decompression.[9] Over time, the injected CO2 will dissolve into the brine and this mixture 
will tend to sink within the aquifer. Also, some saline formations exist in rock that contains Ca-, Mg-, 
and Fe-containing silicates that can form solid carbonates with the injected CO2. The resulting stor-
age as rock is highly reliable, though it may also hinder further injection by closing pore spaces. Legal 
questions may arise when saline formations, which are often geographically extensive, cross national 
boundaries or onto marine commons.

Ocean Direct Injection

As an alternative to geologic storage, captured CO2 could be injected directly into the ocean at either 

intermediate or deep levels. The oceans have a very large potential for storing CO2, equivalent to that 

of saline aquifers (~103 Gt). While the ocean’s surface is close to equilibrium with atmospheric carbon 

dioxide concentrations, the deep ocean is not because the turnover time of the oceans is much slower 

(~5000 years) than the observed increases in atmospheric CO2. Since the ocean will eventually absorb 

much of the atmospheric perturbation, injecting captured CO2 into the oceans can therefore be seen as 

simply bypassing the atmospheric step and avoiding the associated climate consequences. Yet little is 

known about the process or effects—either ecological or geophysical—of introducing large quantities 

of CO2 into oceanic water.

At intermediate depths (between 500 and 3000 m), CO2 exists as a slightly buoyant liquid. At these 
depths, a stream of CO2 could be injected via a pipe affixed either to ship or shore. The CO2 would form 
a droplet plume, and these droplets would slowly dissolve into the seawater, disappearing completely 
before reaching the surface. Depressed pH values are expected to exist for tens of km downcurrent of 
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the injection site, though changing the rate of injection can moderate the degree of perturbation. In 
 addition, pulverized limestone could be added to the injected CO2 to buffer the acidity.

Below 3000 m, CO2 becomes denser than seawater and would descend to the seafloor and pool there. 
Unlike intermediate injection, therefore, this method does not lead to immediate CO2 dissolution in 
oceanic water; rather, the CO2 is expected to dissolve into the ocean at a rate of about 0.1 m/y. Deep injec-
tion thus minimizes the rate of leakage to the surface, but could still have severe impacts on bottom-
dwelling sea life.

The primary obstacles to oceanic sequestration are not technical but relate rather to this question of 
environmental impacts.[10] Oceanic carbon storage might affect marine ecosystems through the direct 
effects of a lower environmental pH; dissolution of carbonates on fauna with calcareous structures and 
microflora in calcareous sediments; impurities such as sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and metals in 
the captured CO2; smothering effects (deep injection only); and changes in speciation of metals and 
ammonia due to changes in pH. Few of these possibilities have been studied in sufficient detail to allow 
an informed risk assessment. In addition, the legality of dumping large quantities of CO2 into the open 
ocean remains murky.

Overall Costs of CCS

The costs of CCS can be measured either as a cost per tonne of CO2, or, for power generation, a change 
in the cost of electricity (Table 2). The total cost depends on the cost of capture, transport, and storage. 
Capture cost is mainly a function of parasitic energy losses and the capital cost of equipment. Transport 
cost depends on distance and terrain. Storage costs vary depending on the reservoir but are currently 
a few dollars per tonne of CO2. The variety of approaches to CCS and the early stages of development 
make precise estimates of cost difficult, but current technology spans about $25–$85/t CO2.

Biological Sequestration: Enhancing Natural Carbon Sinks

The previous sections have described processes by which CO2 could be technologically captured and 
then stored. Photosynthesis provides an alternate route to capture and store carbon. Enhancing this bio-
logical process is therefore an alternative method of achieving lower atmospheric CO2 concentrations by 
absorbing it directly from the air.

Terrestrial Carbon Sinks

Carbon sequestration in terrestrial ecosystems involves enhancing the natural sinks for carbon fixed in 
photosynthesis. This occurs by expanding the extent of ecosystems with a higher steady-state density 
of carbon per unit of land area. For example, because mature forest ecosystems contain more carbon 
per hectare than grasslands, expanding forested areas will result in higher terrestrial carbon storage. 

TABLE 2 Additional Costs to Power Generation from CCS. Approximate Capture and 
Storage Costs for Different Approaches to Power Plant Sequestration

Cost of CCS

Fossil Type ¢ per kWh

Natural gas combined cycle 1−2
Pulverized coal 2−3
Coal IGCC 2−4

Source: Herzog and Golomb,[4] National Energy Technology Laboratory,[5] Dooley et al.,[11] and 
Freund and Davison.[12]
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Another approach is to encourage the additional storage of carbon in agricultural soils. The essential 
element in any successful sink enhancement program is to ensure that the fixed carbon remains in pools 
with long lives.

Afforestation involves planting trees on unforested or deforested land.[13,14] The most likely regions 
for forest carbon sequestration are Central and South America and Southeast Asia because of relatively 
high forest growth rates, available land, and inexpensive labor. However, the translation of forestry 
activities into a policy framework is complex. Monitoring the carbon changes in a forest is difficult over 
large areas, as it requires not only a survey of the canopy and understory, but also an estimate of the 
below-ground biomass and soil carbon. Some groups have voiced concern over the potential for disrup-
tion of social structures in targeted regions.

Soil carbon sequestration involves increasing soil carbon stocks through changes in agriculture, 
forestry, and other land use practices. These practices include mulch farming, conservation tillage, 
agroforestry and diverse cropping, cover crops, and nutrient management that integrates manure, com-
post, and improved grazing. Such practices, which offer the lowest-cost carbon sequestration, can have 
other positive effects such as soil and water conservation, improved soil structure, and enhanced soil 
fauna diversity. Rates of soil carbon sequestration depend on the soil type and local climate, and can 
be up to 1000 kg of carbon per hectare per year. Management practices can enhance sequestration for 
20–50 years, and sequestration rates taper off toward maturity as the soil carbon pool becomes satu-
rated. Widespread application of recommended management practices could offset 0.4 to 1.2 GtC/y, or 

[15]5%–15% of current global emissions.
If sinks projects are to receive carbon credits under emissions trading schemes like that in the Kyoto 

Protocol, they must demonstrate that the project sequestered more carbon than a hypothetical baseline 
or business-as-usual case. They must also ensure that the carbon will remain in place for a reasonable 
length of time, and guard against simply displacing the baseline activity to a new location.

Ocean Fertilization

Vast regions of the open ocean have very little photosynthetic activity, though sunlight and major 
n utrients are abundant. In these regions, phytoplankton are often deprived of trace nutrients such as 
iron. Seeding the ocean surface with iron, therefore, might produce large phytoplankton blooms that 
absorb CO2. As the plankton die, they will slowly sink to the bottom of the ocean, acting to transport 
the fixed carbon to a permanent burial in the seafloor. While some experimental evidence indicates this 
process may work on a limited scale, little is known about the ecosystem effects and potential size of the 
reservoir.[16]

Prospects for Carbon Sequestration

Carbon sequestration techniques—both technological and biological—are elements of a portfolio of 
options for addressing climate change. Current approaches hold some promise for tapping into the 
geologic, biologic, and oceanic potential for storing carbon. The costs of some approaches, especially 
the improved management of agricultural and forest lands, are moderate (Table 3). Yet these opportuni-
ties are not infinite and additional options will be necessary to address rising global emissions. Thus, 
the higher costs of current technological approaches are likely to drop with increasing deployment and 
changing market rates for carbon.

Possible developments include advanced CO2 capture techniques focusing on membranes, ionic 
(organic salt) liquids, and microporous metal organic frameworks. Several alternative, but still experi-
mental, sequestration approaches have also been suggested. Mineralization could convert CO2 to stable 
minerals. This approach seeks, therefore, to hasten what in nature is a slow but exothermic weathering 
process that operates on common minerals like olivine, forsterite, or serpentines (e.g., through selected 
sonic frequencies). It is possible that CO2 could be injected in sub-seafloor carbonates. Chemical looping 
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describes a method for combusting fuels with oxygen delivered by a redox agent instead of by air or 
purified oxygen; it promises high efficiencies of energy conversion and a highly enriched CO2 exhaust 
stream. Research also continues on microbial CO2 conversion in which strains of microbes might be 
created to metabolize CO2 to produce saleable commodities (succinic, malic, and fumeric acids). In 
addition, the nascent science of monitoring and verifying the storage of CO2 will be an important ele-
ment toward improving technical performance and public acceptance of sequestration techniques.
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Introduction

Civilization began when people found out how to use fire extensively. They burned wood and obtained 
sufficiently high temperatures for melting metals, extracting chemicals, and converting heat into 
mechanical power, as well as for cooking and heating. During burning, the carbon in wood combines 
with O2 to form carbon dioxide (CO2), which then is absorbed by plants and converted back to carbon 
for use as a fuel again. Because wood was unable to meet the fuel demand, the Industrial Revolution 
began with the use of fossil fuels (e.g., oil, coal, and gas). Using such fuels has increased the CO2 
concentration in the air, leading to the beginning of global warming. Despite several warnings in the 
past about the risks of greenhouse- gas emissions, significant actions to reduce environmental pol-
lution were not taken, and now many researchers have concluded that global warming is occurring. 
During the past two decades, the public has became more aware, and researchers and policymak-
ers have focused on this and related issues by considering energy, the environment, and sustainable 
development.

Energy is considered to be a key catalyst in the generation of wealth and also a significant compo-
nent in social, industrial, technological, economic, and sustainable development. This makes energy 
resources and their use extremely significant for every country. In fact, abundant and affordable energy 
is one of the great boons of modern industrial civilization and the basis of our living standard. It makes 
people’s lives brighter, safer, more comfortable, and more mobile, depending on their energy demand 
and consumption. In recent years, however, energy use and associated greenhouse-gas emissions and 
their potential effects on the global climate change have been of worldwide concern.

Problems with energy utilization are related not only to global warming, but also to such environ-
mental concerns as air pollution, acid rain, and stratospheric ozone depletion. These issues must be 
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taken into consideration simultaneously if humanity is to achieve a bright energy future with minimal 
environmental impact. Because all energy resources lead to some environmental impact, it is reasonable 
to suggest that some (not all) of these concerns can be overcome in part through energy conservation 
efforts.

Energy conservation is a key element of energy policy and appears to be one of the most effective ways 
to improve end-use energy efficiency, and to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse-gas emissions 
in various sectors (industrial, residential, transportation, etc.). This is why many countries have recently 
started developing aggressive energy conservation programs to reduce the energy intensity of the their 
infrastructures, make businesses more competitive, and allow consumers to save money and to live 
more comfortably. In general, energy conservation programs aim to reduce the need for new generation 
or transmission capacity, to save energy, and to improve the environment. Furthermore, energy conser-
vation is vital for sustainable development and should be implemented by all possible means, despite the 
fact that it has its own limitations. This is required not only for us, but for the next generation as well.

Considering these important contributions, the energy conservation phenomenon should be dis-
cussed in a comprehensive perspective. Therefore, the main objective of this entry is to present and 
discuss the world’s primary energy consumption and production; major environmental problems; 
potential solutions to these issues; practical energy conservation aspects; research and development 
(R&D) in energy conservation, energy conservation, and sustainable development; energy conservation 
implementation plans; energy conservation measurements; and life-cycle costing (LCC) as an excellent 
tool in energy conservation. In this regard, this contribution aims to:

• Help explain main concepts and issues about energy conservation
• Develop relations between energy conservation and sustainability
• Encourage energy conservation strategies and policies
• Provide energy conservation methodologies
• Discuss relations between energy conservation and environmental impact
• Present some illustrative examples to state the importance of energy conservation and its practi-

cal benefits

In summary, this book contribution highlights the current environmental issues and potential solu-
tions to these issues; identifies the main steps for implementing energy conservation programs and the 
main barriers to such implementations; and provides assessments for energy conservation potentials for 
countries, as well as various practical and environmental aspects of energy conservation.

World Energy Resources: Production and Consumption

World energy consumption and production are very important for energy conservation in the future. 
Economic activity and investment patterns in the global energy sector are still centered on fossil fuels, 
and fossil-fuel industries and energy-intensive industries generally have been skeptical about warnings 
of global warming and, in particular, about policies to combat it. The increase of energy consumption 
and energy demand indicates our dependence on fossil fuels. If the increase of fossil-fuel utilization 
continues in this manner, it is likely that the world will be affected by many problems due to fossil fuels. 
It follows from basic scientific laws that increasing amounts of CO2 and other greenhouse gases will 
affect the global climate. The informed debate is not about the existence of such effects, but about their 
magnitudes and seriousness. At present, the concentration of CO2 is approximately 30% higher than its 
preindustrial level, and scientists have already been able to observe a discernible human influence on 
the global climate.[1] 

In the past, fossil fuels were a major alternative for overcoming world energy problems. Fossil fuels 
cannot continue indefinitely as the principal energy sources, however, due to the rapid increase of world 
energy demand and energy consumption. The utilization distribution of fossil-fuel types has changed 
significantly over the past 80 years. In 1925, 80% of the required energy was supplied from coal, whereas 
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in the past few decades, 45% came from petroleum, 25% from natural gas, and 30% from coal. Due to 
world population growth and the advance of technologies that depend on fossil fuels, reserves of those 
fuels eventually will not be able to meet energy demand. Energy experts point out that reserves are less 
than 40 years for petroleum, 60 years for natural gas, and 250 years for coal.[2] Thus, fossil-fuel costs are 
likely to increase in the near future. This will allow the use of renewable energy sources such as solar, 
wind, and hydrogen. As an example, the actual data[3,4] and projections of world energy production and 
consumption from 1980 to 2030 are displayed in the following figures, and the curve equations for world 
energy production and consumption are derived as shown Table 1.

As presented in Figures 1 and 2, and in Table 2, the quantities of world primary energy production 
and consumption are expected to reach 14,499.2 and 13,466.5 Mtoe, respectively, by 2030. World popula-
tion is now over six billion, double that of 40 years ago, and it is likely to double again by the middle of 

TABLE 1 World Energy Production and Consumption Models through Statistical Analysis

Correlation Correlation 
Energy Production (Mtoe) Coefficient Coefficient Consumption (Mtoe) Coefficient

World primary = 148.70 × Year – 287,369 0.998 0.998
World oil = 44.47 × Year – 85,374 0.997 = 42.18 ×Year – 80,840 0.998
World coal = 20.05 × Year – 37,748 0.946 = 23.18 × Year – 43,973 0.968
World NG = 45.73 × Year – 89,257 0.999 = 46.27 × Year – 90,347 0.999

Note: Mtoe, million tons of oil equivalent.

FIGURE 1 Variation of actual data taken from BP[3] and IEE,[4] and projections of annual world energy produc-
tion. Mtoe, million tons of oil equivalent. 
Source: BP[3] and IEE.[4]

= 139.62 × Year – 269,953
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the 21st century. The world’s population is expected to rise to about seven billion by 2010. Even if birth 

rates fall so that the world population becomes stable by 2030, the population still would be about ten 

billion. The data presented in Figures 1 and 2 are expected to cover current energy needs provided that 

the population remains constant. Because the population is expected to increase dramatically, how-

ever, conventional energy resource shortages are likely to occur, due to insufficient fossil-fuel resources. 

Therefore, energy conservation will become increasingly important to compensate for shortages of con-

ventional resources.

FIGURE 2 Variation of actual data taken from BP[3] and IEE,[4] and projections of annual world energy consump-

tion. Mtoe, million tons of oil equivalent. 

Source: BP[3] and IEE.[4]

TABLE 2 Some Extracted Values of World Primary and Fossil Energy Production and Consumption

Year

Primary Energy 

Production (Mtoe)

Primary Energy 

Consumption (Mtoe)

Oil Prod. 

(Mtoe)

Oil Cons. 

(Mtoe)

Coal Prod. 

(Mtoe)

Coal Cons. 

(Mtoe)

NG Prod. 

(Mtoe)

NG Cons. 

(Mtoe)

1994 8,996.9 8,310.1 3237.1 3204.4 2178.1 2185.5 1891.2 1876.7

2000 9,981.9 9,079.8 3614.0 3538.7 2112.4 2148.1 2189.9 2194.5

2006 10,930.3 10,115.7 3833.1 3767.0 2475.3 2515.7 2470.5 2471.8

2012 11,822.5 10,953.4 4099.9 4020.0 2595.6 2654.8 2744.9 2749.5

2018 12,714.7 11,791.1 4366.7 4273.1 2715.9 2793.8 3019.2 3027.1

2024 13,606.9 12,128.8 4633.5 4526.1 2836.2 2932.9 3293.6 3304.7

2030 14,499.2 13,466.5 4900.4 4779.2 2956.5 3071.9 3568.0 3582.3

Note: Mtoe, million tons of oil equivalent.
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Major Environmental Problems

One of the most important targets of modern industrial civilizations is to supply sustainable energy 
sources and to develop the basis of living standards based on these energy sources, as well as implement-
ing energy conservation measures. In fact, affordable and abundant sustainable energy makes our lives 
brighter, safer, more comfortable, and more mobile because most industrialized and developing societ-
ies use various types of energy. Billions of people in undeveloped countries, however, still have limited 
access to energy. India’s per-capita consumption of electricity, for example, is one-twentieth that of the 
United States. Hundreds of millions of Indians live “off the grid”- that is, without electricity-and cow 
dung is still a major fuel for household cooking. This continuing reliance on such preindustrial energy 
sources is also one of the major causes of environmental degradation.[5]

After many decades of using fossil fuels as a main energy source, significant environmental effects 
of fossil fuels became apparent. The essential pollutants were from greenhouse gases (e.g., CO2, SO2, 
and NO2). Fossil fuels are used for many applications, including industry, residential, and com-
mercial sectors. Increasing fossil-fuel utilization in transportation vehicles such as automobiles, 
ships, aircrafts, and spacecrafts has led to increasing pollution. Gas, particulate matter, and dust 
clouds in the atmosphere absorb a significant portion of the solar radiation directed at Earth and 
cause a decrease in the oxygen available for the living things. The threat of global warming has 
been a ttributed to fossil fuels.[2] In addition, the risk and reality of environmental degradation have 
become more apparent. Growing evidence of environmental problems is due to a combination of 
factors.

During the past two decades, environmental degradation has grown dramatically because of the 
sheer increase of world population, energy consumption, and industrial activities. Throughout the 
1970s, most environmental analysis and legal control instruments concentrated on conventional pol-
lutants such as SO2, NOx, particulates, and CO. Recently, environmental concern has extended to the 
control of micro or hazardous air pollutants, which are usually toxic chemical substances and harmful 
in small doses, as well as to that of globally significant pollutants such as CO2. Aside from advances in 
environmental engineering science, developments in industrial processes and structures have led to 
new environmental problems.[6,7] In the energy sector, for example, major shifts to the road transport 
of industrial goods and to individual travel by cars has led to an increase in road traffic and, hence, 
to a shift in attention paid to the effects and sources of NOx and to the emissions of volatile organic 
compounds (VOC). In fact, problems with energy supply and use are related not only to global warm-
ing, but also to such environmental concerns as air pollution, ozone depletion, forest destruction, and 
emission of radioactive substances. These issues must be taken into consideration simultaneously if 
humanity is to achieve a bright energy future with minimal environmental impact. Much evidence 
exists to suggest that the future will be negatively impacted if humans keep degrading the environ-
ment. Therefore, there is an intimate connection among energy conservation, the environment, and 
sustainable development. A society seeking sustainable development ideally must utilize only energy 
resources that cause no environmental impact (e.g., that release no emissions to the environment). 
Because all energy resources lead to some environmental impact, however, it is reasonable to sug-
gest that some (not all) of the concerns regarding the limitations imposed on sustainable develop-
ment by environmental emissions and their negative impacts can be overcome in part through energy 
 conservation. A strong relation clearly exists between energy conservation and environmental impact, 
because for the same services or products, less resource utilization and pollution normally are associ-
ated with higher-efficiency processes.[8]

Table 3 summarizes the major environmental problems such as acid rain, stratospheric ozone 
de pletion, and global climate change (greenhouse effect)-and their main sources and effects.

As shown in Figure 3, the world total CO2 production is estimated to be 18,313.13 million tons in 
1980, 25,586.7 million tons in 2006, 27,356.43 million tons in 2012, and 29,716.1 million tons in 2020 
whereas fossil-fuel consumption is found to be 6092.2 million tons in 1980, 8754.5 million tons in 2006, 
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9424.3 million tons in 2012, and 10,317.2 million tons in 2020. These values show that the CO2 production 
will probably increase if we continue utilizing fossil fuel. Therefore, it is suggested that certain energy 
conversion strategies and technologies should be put into practice immediately to reduce future envi-
ronmental problems.

The climate technology initiative (CTI) is a cooperative effort by 23 Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD)/International Energy Agency (IEA) member countries and 
the European Commission to support the objectives of the united nations framework convention on 
climate change (UNFCCC). The CTI was launched at the 1995 Berlin Conference of the Parties to 
the UNFCCC. The CTI seeks to ensure that technologies to address climate change are available and 
can be deployed efficiently. The CTI includes activities directed at the achievement of seven broad 
objectives: 

• To facilitate cooperative and voluntary actions among governments, quasigovernments, and pri-
vate entities to help cost-effective technology diffusion and reduce the barriers to an enhanced use 
of climate-friendly technologies

• To promote the development of technology aspects of national plans and programs prepared 
under the UNFCCC

• To establish and strengthen the networks among renewable and energy efficiency centers in dif-
ferent regions

• To improve access to and enhance markets for emerging technologies
• To provide appropriate recognition of climate-friendly technologies through the creation of inter-

national technology awards

TABLE 3 Major Environmental Issues and Their Consequences

Issues Description Main Sources Main Effects

Acid 
precipitation

Transportation and 
deposition of acids 
produced by fossil-fuel 
combustion (e.g., 
industrial boilers, 
transportation vehicles) 
over great distances 
through the atmosphere 
via precipitation on the 
earth on ecosystems

Emissions of SO2, NOx and 
volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) (e.g., 
residential heating and 
industrial energy use 
account for 80% of SO2 
emissions)

Acidification of lakes, streams and ground 
waters, resulting in damage to fish and 
aquatic life; damage to forests and 
agricultural crops; and deterioration of 
materials, e.g., buildings, structures

Stratospheric 
ozone 
depletion

Distortion and regional 
depletion of stratospheric 
ozone layer though 
energy activities (e.g., 
refrigeration, fertilizers)

Emissions of CFCs, halons 
(chlorinated and 
brominated organic 
compounds) and N2O (e.g. 
fossil fuel and biomass 
combustion account for 
65%–75% of N2O 
emissions)

Increased levels of damaging ultraviolet 
radiation reaching the ground, causing 
increased rates of skin cancer, eye damage 
and other harm to many biological species

Greenhouse 
effect

A rise in the earth’s 
temperature as a result of 
the greenhouse gases

Emissions of carbon dioxide 
(CO2), CH4, CFCs, halons, 
N2O, ozone and 
peroxyacetylnitrate (e.g., 
CO2 releases from fossil 
fuel combustion (w50% 
from CO2), CH4 emissions 
from increased human 
activity)

Increased the earth’s surface temperature 
about 0.68C over the last century and as a 
consequence risen sea level about 20 cm (in 
the next century by another 28C–48C and a 
rise between 30 and 60 cm); resulting in 
flooding of coastal settlements, a 
displacement of fertile zones for agriculture 
and food production toward higher latitudes, 
and a decreasing availability of fresh water 
for irrigation and other essential uses

Source: Dincer,[9] Dincer,[10] and Dincer.[11]
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• To strengthen international collaboration on short-, medium-, and long-term research; develop-
ment and demonstration; and systematic evaluation of technology options

• To assess the feasibility of developing longer-term technologies to capture, remove, or dispose 
of greenhouse gases; to produce hydrogen from fossil fuels; and to strengthen relevant basic and 
applied research 

Potential Solutions to Environmental Issues

Although there are a large number of practical solutions to environmental problems, three potential 
solutions are given priority, as follows[11]:

• Energy conservation technologies (efficient energy utilization)
• Renewable energy technologies
• Cleaner technologies

In these technologies, we pay special attention to energy conservation technologies and their practical 
aspects and environmental impacts. Each of these technologies is of great importance, and requires 
careful treatment and program development. In this work, we deal with energy conservation technolo-
gies and strategies in depth. Considering the above priorities to environmental solutions, the important 
technologies shown in Figure 4 should be put into practice.

FIGURE 3 Variation of world total fossil-fuel consumption and CO2 production; actual data from BP[3] and pro-
jections. Mtoe, million tons of oil equivalent. 
Source: BP.[3]
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Practical Energy Conservation Aspects

The energy-saving result of efficiency improvements is often called energy conservation. The terms effi-
ciency and conservation contrast with curtailment, which decreases output (e.g., turning down the ther-
mostat) or services (e.g., driving less) to curb energy use. That is, energy curtailment occurs when saving 
energy causes a reduction in services or sacrifice of comfort. Curtailment is often employed as an emer-
gency measure. Energy efficiency is increased when an energy conversion device-such as a household 
appliance, automobile engine, or steam turbine-undergoes a technical change that enables it to provide 
the same service (lighting, heating, motor drive, etc.) while using less energy. Energy efficiency is often 
viewed as a resource option like coal, oil, or natural gas. In contrast to supply options, however, the 
downward pressure on energy prices created by energy efficiency comes from demand reductions instead 
of increased supply. As a result, energy efficiency can reduce resource use and environmental impacts;[12]

The quality of a country’s energy supply and demand systems is increasingly evaluated today in terms of 
its environmental sustainability. Fossil-fuel resources will not last indefinitely, and the most convenient, ver-
satile, and inexpensive of them have substantially been used up. The future role of nuclear energy is uncer-
tain, and global environmental concerns call for immediate action. OECD countries account for almost 50% 
of total world energy consumption: Current use of oil per person averages 4.5 bbl a year worldwide, ranging 
from 24 bbl in the United States and 12 bbl in western Europe to less than 1 bbl in sub-Saharan Africa. More 
than 80% of worldwide CO2 emissions originate in the OECD area. It is clear, then, that OECD countries 
should play a crucial role in indicating a sustainable pattern and in implementing innovative strategies.[11]

From an economic as well as an environmental perspective, energy conservation holds even greater 
promise than renewable energy, at least in the near-term future. Energy conservation is indisputably 
beneficial to the environment, as a unit of energy not consumed equates to a unit of resources saved and 
a unit of pollution not generated.

Furthermore, some technical limitations on energy conservation are associated with the laws of phys-
ics and thermodynamics. Other technical limitations are imposed by practical technical constraints 

FIGURE 4 Linkages between possible environmental and energy conservation technologies.
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related to the real-world devices that are used. The minimum amount of fuel theoretically needed to 
produce a specified quantity of electricity, for example, could be determined by considering a Carnot 
(ideal) heat engine. However, more than this theoretical minimum fuel may be needed due to practical 
technical matters such as the maximum temperatures and pressures that structures and materials in the 
power plant can withstand.

As environmental concerns such as pollution, ozone depletion, and global climate change became 
major issues in the 1980s, interest developed in the link between energy utilization and the environment. 
Since then, there has been increasing attention to this linkage. Many scientists and engineers suggest 
that the impact of energy-resource utilization on the environment is best addressed by considering 
exergy. The exergy of a quantity of energy or a substance is a measure of the usefulness or quality of 
the energy or substance, or a measure of its potential to cause change. Exergy appears to be an effective 
measure of the potential of a substance to impact the environment. In practice, the authors feel that a 
thorough understanding of exergy and of how exergy analysis can provide insights into the efficiency 
and performance of energy systems is required for the engineer or scientist working in the area of energy 
systems and the environment.[8] Considering the above explanations, the general aspects of energy con-
servation can be summarized as shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5 A flow chart of practical energy conservation aspects.
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Research and Development Status on Energy Conservation

Now we look at R&D expenditures in energy conservation to assess the importance attached to energy 
conservation in the long range. The share of energy R&D expenditures going into energy conservation, for 
example, has grown greatly since 1976, from 5.1% in 1976 to 40.1% in 1990 and 68.5% in 2002.[11] This indicates 
that within energy R&D, research on energy conservation is increasing in importance. When R&D expendi-
tures on energy conservation are compared with expenditures for research leading to protection of the envi-
ronment in the 2000s, the largest share was spent on environment research. In fact, it is not easy to interpret 
the current trends in R&D expenditures, because energy conservation is now part of every discipline from 
engineering to economics. A marked trend has been observed since the mid-1970s, in that expenditures 
for energy conservation research have grown significantly, both in absolute terms and as a share of total 
energy R&D. These expenditures also grew more rapidly than those for environmental protection research, 
surpassing it in the early 1980s. Therefore, if R&D expenditures reflect long-term concern, there seems to be 
relatively more importance attached to energy conservation as compared with environmental protection.

In addition to the general trends discussed above, consider the industrial sector and how it has tack-
led energy conservation.

The private sector clearly has an important role to play in providing finance that could be used for 
energy efficiency investments. In fact, governments can adjust their spending priorities in aid plans and 
through official support provided to their exporters, but they can influence the vast potential pool of 
private-sector finance only indirectly. Many of the most important measures to attract foreign inves-
tors include reforming macroeconomic policy frameworks, energy market structures and pricing, and 
banking; creating debt recovery programs; strengthening the commercial and legal framework for 
investment; and setting up judicial institutions and enforcement mechanisms. These are difficult tasks 
that often involve lengthy political processes.

Thus, the following important factors, which are adopted from a literature work[13] can contribute 
to improving energy conservation in real life. Figure 6 presents the improvement factors of energy 
conservation.

Energy Conservation and Sustainable Development

Energy conservation is vital for sustainable development and should be implemented by all possible 
means, despite the fact that it has its own limitations. This is required not only for us, but for the next 
generation as well.

A secure supply of energy resources is generally considered a necessity but not a sufficient require-
ment for development within a society. Furthermore, sustainable development demands a sustainable 
supply of energy resources that, in the long term, is readily and sustainably available at reasonable cost 
and can be utilized for all required tasks without causing negative societal impact. Supplies of such 
energy resources as fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) and uranium are generally acknowledged to 
be finite. Other energy sources (such as sunlight, wind, and falling water) are generally considered to be 
renewable and, therefore, sustainable over the relatively long term. Wastes (convertible to useful energy 
forms through, for example, waste- to-energy incineration facilities) and biomass fuels usually also are 
viewed as being sustainable energy sources. In general, the implications of these statements are numer-
ous and depend on how the term sustainable is defined.[14]

Energy resources and their utilization are intimately related to sustainable development. For societies 
to attain or try to attain sustainable development, much effort must be devoted not only to discovering 
sustainable energy resources, but also to increasing the energy efficiencies of processes utilizing these 
resources. Under these circumstances, increasing the efficiency of energy-utilizing devices is important. 
Due to increased awareness of the benefits of efficiency improvements, many institutes and agencies 
have started working along these lines. Many energy conservation and efficiency improvement pro-
grams have been developed and are being developed to reduce present levels of energy consumption. 
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To implement these programs in a beneficial manner, an understanding is required of the patterns of 
“energy carrier” consumption-for example, the type of energy carrier used, factors that influence con-
sumption, and types of end uses.[15]

Environmental concerns are an important factor in sustainable development. For a variety of reasons, 
activities that continually degrade the environment are not sustainable over time-that is, the cumula-
tive impact on the environment of such activities often leads over time to a variety of health, ecologi-
cal, and other problems. A large portion of the environmental impact in a society is associated with its 
utilization of energy resources. Ideally, a society seeking sustainable development utilizes only energy 
resources that cause no environmental impact (e.g., that release no emissions to the environment). 
Because all energy resources lead to some environmental impact, however, it is reasonable to suggest 
that some (not all) of the concerns regarding the limitations imposed on sustainable development by 
environmental emissions and their negative impacts can be overcome in part through increased energy 
efficiency. Clearly, a strong relationship exists between energy efficiency and environmental impact, 
because for the same services or products, less resource utilization and pollution normally are associ-
ated with increased energy efficiency.

Here, we look at renewable energy resources and compare them with energy conservation. Although not all 
renewable energy resources are inherently clean, there is such a diversity of choices that a shift to renewables 

FIGURE 6 Improvement factors of energy conservation.
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carried out in the context of sustainable development could provide a far cleaner system than would be feasible 
by tightening controls on conventional energy. Furthermore, being by nature site-specific, they favor power 
system decentralization and locally applicable solutions more or less independently of the national network. 
It enables citizens to perceive positive and negative externalities of energy consumption. Consequently, the 
small scale of the equipment often makes the time required from initial design to op eration short, providing 
greater adaptability in responding to unpredictable growth and/or changes in energy demand.

The exploitation of renewable energy resources and technologies is a key component of sustainable 
development.[11] There are three significant reasons for it:

• They have much less environmental impact compared with other sources of energy, because there 
are no energy sources with zero environmental impact. Such a variety of choices is available in 
practice that a shift to renewables could provide a far cleaner energy system than would be feasible 
by tightening controls on conventional energy.

• Renewable energy resources cannot be depleted, unlike fossil-fuel and uranium resources. If used 
wisely in appropriate and efficient applications, they can provide reliable and sustainable supply 
energy almost indefinitely. By contrast, fossil-fuel and uranium resources are finite and can be 
diminished by extraction and consumption.

• They favor power system decentralization and locally applicable solutions more or less indepen-
dently of the national network, thus enhancing the flexibility of the system and the economic 
power supply to small, isolated settlements. That is why many different renewable energy tech-
nologies are potentially available for use in urban areas.

Taking into consideration these important reasons, the relationship between energy conservation and 
sustainability is finally presented as shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7 Linkages between energy conservation and sustainable development.
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Energy Conservation Implementation Plan

The following basic steps are the key points in implementing an energy conservation strategy plan[11]:

 1. Defining the main goals. It is a systematic way to identify clear goals, leading to a simple goal-
setting process. It is one of the crucial concerns and follows an organized framework to define 
goals, decide priorities, and identify the resources needed to meet those goals.

2. Identifying the community goals. It is a significant step to identify priorities and links among 
energy, energy conservation, the environment, and other primary local issues. Here, it is also 
important to identify the institutional and financial instruments.

3. Performing an environmental scan. The main objective in this step is to develop a clear picture of 
the community to identify the critical energy-use areas, the size and shape of the resource-related 
problems facing the city and its electrical and gas utilities, the organizational mechanisms, and 
the base data for evaluating the program’s progress.

4. Increasing public awareness. Governments can increase other customers’ awareness and accep-
tance of energy conservation programs by entering into performance contracts for government 
activities. They can also publicize the results of these programs and projects. In this regard, inter-
national workshops to share experiences on the operation would help overcome the initial barrier 
of unfamiliarity in countries.

5. Performing information analysis. This step carries out a wide range of telephone, fax, email, 
and Internet interviews with local and international financial institutions, project develop-
ers, and bilateral aid agencies to capture new initiatives, lessons learned, and viewpoints on prob-
lems and potential solutions.

6. Building community support. This step covers the participation and support of local indus-
tries and communities, and the understanding the nature of conflicts and barriers between 
given goals and local actors; improving information flows; activating education and advice 
surfaces; identifying institutional barriers; and involving a broad spectrum of citizen and 
government agencies, referring to the participation and support of local industrial and public 
communities.

7. Analyzing information. This step includes defining available options and comparing the possible 
options with various factors (e.g., program implementation costs, funding availability, utility 
capital deferral, potential for energy efficiency, compatibility with community goals, and envi-
ronmental benefits).

8. Adopting policies and strategies. Priority projects need to be identified through a number of 
approaches that are best for the community. The decision-making process should evaluate the 
cost of the options in terms of savings in energy costs; generation of business and tax revenue; and 
the number of jobs created, as well as their contribution to energy sustainability and their benefit 

to other community and environmental goals.
9. Developing the plan. When a draft plan has been adopted, it is important for the community to 

review it and comment on it. The public consultation process may vary, but the aim should be a 
high level of agreement.

10. Implementing new action programs. This step involves deciding which programs to concentrate 
on, with long-term aims being preferred over short-term aims. The option that has the greatest 
impact should be focused on, and all details should be defined, no matter how difficult the task 
seems. Financial resources needed to implement the program should be identified.

11. Evaluating the success. The final stage is evaluating and assessing how well the plan per-
formed, which helps identify its strengths and weaknesses and to determine who is benefiting 
from it. 
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Energy Conservation Measures

For energy conservation measures, the information about the measure’s applicability, cost range, main-
tenance issues, and additional points should be presented. Energy conservation involves efficiency 
improvements, formulation of pricing policies, good “housekeeping practices,” and load management 
strategies, among other measures. A significant reduction in consumer energy costs can occur if con-
servation measures are adopted appropriately. The payback period for many conservation programs is 
less than 2 years.

In spite of the potentially significant benefits of such programs to the economy and their proven 
successes in several countries, conservation programs have not yet been undertaken on a significant 
scale in many developed and developing countries. Some reasons for this lack of energy conservation 
programs relate to the following factors:

• Technical (e.g., lack of availability, reliability, and knowledge of efficient technologies)
• Institutional (e.g., lack of appropriate technical input, financial support, and proper program 

design and monitoring expertise)
• Financial (e.g., lack of explicit financing mechanisms)
• Managerial (e.g., inappropriate program management practices and staff training)
• Pricing policy (e.g., inappropriate pricing of electricity and other energy commodities)
• Information diffusion (e.g., lack of appropriate information)

Reduced energy consumption through conservation programs can benefit not only consumers and 
utilities, but society as well. In particular, reduced energy consumption generally leads to reduced emis-
sions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants into the environment.

Accelerated gains in energy efficiency in energy production and use, including those in the transpor-
tation sector, can help reduce emissions and promote energy security. Although there is a large techni-
cal potential for increased energy efficiency, there exist significant social and economic barriers to its 
achievement. Priority should be given to market forces in effecting efficiency gains. Reliance on mar-
ket forces alone, however, is unlikely to overcome these barriers. For this reason, innovative and bold 
approaches are required by governments, in cooperation with industry, to realize the opportunities for 
energy efficiency improvements, and to accelerate the deployment of new and more efficient technologies.

Here, we look at energy conservation measures, which may be classified in six elements:

• Sectoral measures
• Energy conservation through systematic use of unused energy
• Energy conservation by changing social behavior
• International cooperation to promote energy conservation to counteract global warming
• Enhancing international and government-industry- university cooperation in developing tech-

nologies for energy conservation
• Promoting diffusion of information through publicity and education

The emphasis is on sectoral energy conservation. Table 4 presents some examples of such sectoral energy 
conservation measures. After determining which energy conservation measures are applicable, you 
should read the description of each of the applicable energy conservation measures. Information about 
the savings that can be expected from the measure, maintenance issues related to the measure, and other 
items to consider is provided for each energy conservation measure.

To evaluate the energy conservation measures, the following parameters should be taken into 
consideration[13]:

• Cost estimation. The first step is to estimate the cost of purchasing and installing the energy 
conservation measure. Cost estimates should be made for the entire development rather than 
for a single piece of equipment (e.g., obtain the cost for installing storm windows for an entire 
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development or building, rather than the cost of one storm window). If you are planning to imple-
ment the energy conservation measure without the help of an outside contractor, you can obtain 
cost estimates by calling a vendor or distributor of the product. If, on the other hand, you will be 
using a contractor to install or implement the energy conservation measure, the contractor should 
provide estimates that include all labor costs and contract margins.

• Data survey. In this step, the questions on fuel consumption and cost should be listed for more 
than one possible fuel type (e.g., gas, oil, electric, or propane). The appropriate data for each fuel 
type should be selected and used accordingly for the cost estimation of each fuel.

• Energy savings. The amount of energy or fuel used should be estimated.
• Cost savings. This step determines the level of savings.
• Payback period. The last step in the cost/benefit analysis estimates the simple payback period. The 

payback period is found by dividing the cost of the measure by the annual cost savings.

Life-Cycle Costing

The term LCC for a project or product is quite broad and encompasses all those techniques that take into 
account both initial costs and future costs and benefits (savings) of a system or product over some period of 
time. The techniques differ, however, in their applications, which depend on various purposes of systems or 
products. Life-cycle costing is sometimes called a cradle-to-grave analysis. A life-cycle cost analysis calcu-
lates the cost of a system or product over its entire life span. Life-cycle costing is a process to determine the 
sum of all the costs associated with an asset or part thereof, including acquisition, installation, operation, 
maintenance, refurbishment, and disposal costs. Therefore, it is pivotal to the asset management process.

From the energy conservation point of view, LCC appears to be a potential tool in deciding which 
system or product is more cost effective and more energy efficient. It can provide information about how 
to evaluate options concerning design, sites, materials, etc., how to select the best energy conservation 
feature among various options; how much investment should be made in a single energy conservation 
feature; and which is the most desirable combination of various energy conservation features.

A choice can be made among various options of the energy conservation measure that produces 
maximum savings in the form of reduction in the life-cycle costs. A choice can be made between double-
glazed and triple-glazed windows, for example. Similarly, a life-cycle cost comparison can be made 

TABLE 4 Sectoral Energy Conservation Measures

Sector Measures

Industrial Strengthening of financial and tax measures to enhance adoption and improvement of energy saving 
technologies through energy conservation equipment investments Re-use of waste energy in 
factories and/or in surrounding areas Enhancing recycling that reduces primary energy inputs 
such are iron scraps and used papers, and devising measures to facilitate recycling of manufactured 
products Retraining of energy managers and diffusion of new energy saving technologies through 
them Creating database on energy conservation technologies to facilitate diffusion of information

Residential and 
Commercial

Revising insulation standards provided in the energy conservation law, and introducing financial 
measures to enhance adoption of better insulation Development of better insulation materials and 
techniques Developing’ energy conservation’ model homes and total energy use systems for homes 
Revising or adopting energy conservation standards for home and office appliances Developing 
more energy saving appliances Revising guidelines for managing energy use in buildings, and 
strengthening advisory services to improve energy management in buildings

Transportation Because 80% of energy consumption of the sector is by automobiles, further improvement in 
reducing fuel consumption by automobiles is necessary together with improvement in 
transportation system to facilitate and reduce traffic flow Diffusion of information about energy 
efficient driving Adopting financial measures to enhance the use of energy saving transportation 
equipment such as wind powered boats

Source: Adapted from Energy Conservation Policies and Technologies in Japan: A Survey.[16]
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between a solar heating system and a conventional heating system. The one that maximizes the life-

cycle costs of providing a given level of comfort should be chosen. The application of such techniques 

to energy conservation is related to determining the optimum level of the chosen energy conservation 

measure. Sometimes, energy conservation measures involve the combination of several features. The 

best combination can be determined by evaluating the net LCC effects associated with successively 

increasing amounts of other energy conservation measures. The best combination is found by substitut-

ing the choices until each is used to the level at which its additional contribution to energy cost reduc-

tion per additional dollar is equal to that for all the other options.

Illustrative Example

Here, we present an illustrative example on LCC to highlight its importance from the energy conserva-

tion point of view. This example is a simple LCC analysis of lighting for both incandescent bulbs and 

compact fluorescent bulbs, comparing their life-cycle costs as detailed in Table 5. We know that incan-

descents are less expensive (95% to heat and 5% to usable light) and that compact fluorescent bulbs are 

more expensive but much more energy efficient. So the question is which type of lighting comes out on 

top in an LCC analysis.

This example clearly shows that LCC analysis helps in energy conservation and that we should make 

it part of our daily lives.

Conclusion

Energy conservation is a key element in sectoral (e.g., residential, industrial, and commercial) energy 

utilization and is vital for sustainable development. It should be implemented by all possible means, 

despite the fact that it sometime has its own limitations. This is required not only for us, but for the next 

generation as well. A secure supply of energy resources is generally considered a necessary but not a suf-

ficient requirement for development within a society. Furthermore, sustainable development demands 

a sustainable supply of energy resources that, in the long term, is readily and sustainably available at 

reasonable cost and can be utilized for all required tasks without causing negative societal impact.

An enhanced understanding of the environmental problems relating to energy conservation presents 

a high-priority need and an urgent challenge, both to allow the problems to be addressed and to ensure 

that the solutions are beneficial for the economy and the energy systems.

All policies should be sound and make sense in global terms-that is, become an integral part of the 

international process of energy system adaptation that will recognize the very strong linkage existing 

between energy requirements and emissions of pollutants (environmental impact).

TABLE 5 An Example of Life-Cycle Costing (LCC) Analysis

Cost of Purchasing Bulbs Incandescent Compact Fluorescent

Lifetime of one bulb (hours) 1,000 10,000

Bulb price ($) 0.5 6.0

Number of bulbs for lighting 

10,000 h

10 1

Cost for bulbs ($) 10 × 05 = 5.0 1 × 6 = 6

Energy cost

Equivalent wattage (W) 75 12

Watt-hours (Wh) required for 

lighting for 10,000 h

75 × 10,000 = 750,000 Wh = 750 kWh 12 × 10,000 = 120,000 Wh = 120 

kWh

Cost at 0.05 per kWh 750 kWh × $0.05 = $37.5 120 kWh × $0.05 = $6

Total cost ($) 5 + 37.5 = 42.5 6 + 6 = 12
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In summary this study discusses the current environmental issues and potential solutions to these 

issues; identifies the main steps for implementing energy conservation programs and the main barriers 

to such implementations; and provides assessments for energy conservation potentials for countries, as 

well as various practical and environmental aspects of energy conservation.
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Energy Conservation: 
Lean Manufacturing
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Oppenheim

Introduction

At the time of this writing (2005), the world is experiencing strong contradictory global trends of 

d iminishing conventional energy resources and rapidly increasing global demands for these resources, 

resulting in substantial upwards pressures in energy prices. Because the energy used by industry rep-

resents a significant fraction of the overall national energy use, equal to 33% in the United States in 

the year 2005, a major national effort is underway to conserve industrial energy.[1] The rising energy 

prices place escalating demands on industrial plants to reduce energy consumption without reducing 

 production or sales, but by increasing energy density.

Optimization of industrial hardware and its uses, including motors and drives, lights, heating, 

v entilation and cooling equipment, fuel-burning equipment, and buildings, are well understood, have 

been practiced for years,[2] and are important in practice. However, they offer only limited energy con-

servation opportunities, rarely exceeding a few percent of the preoptimization levels. In contrast, the 

impact of productivity on energy use and energy density offers dramatically higher savings opportuni-

ties in energy and in other costs. In the extreme case, when transforming a factory from the traditional 

“process village” batch-and- queue system to the state-of-the-art, so-called Lean system, the savings in 

energy can reach 50% or more.

The best organization of production known at this time is called Lean, developed at Toyota in Japan.[3] 

It is the flow of value-added work through all processes required to convert raw materials to the finished 

products with minimum waste. Major elements of Lean organization include: steady single-piece flow 

with minimum inventories and no idle states or backflow; flexible production with flexible equipment 

and operators and flexible floor layouts ready to execute the order of any size profitably and just-in-

time; reliable and robust supplies of raw materials; minimized downtime due to excellent preventive 

maintenance and quick setups; first-pass quality; clean, uncluttered, and well-organized work space; 

optimized work procedures; and, most importantly, an excellent workforce–well trained, motivated, 

team-based and unified for the common goals of having market success, communicating efficiently, and 
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being well-managed. The Lean organization of production is now well understood among productivity 

professionals, but it is not yet popular among the lower tier suppliers in the United States. Its implemen-

tation would save energy and benefit the suppliers in becoming more competitive.

The engineering knowledge of energy conservation by equipment improvements is well understood 

and can be quantified with engineering accuracy for practically any type of industrial equipment.[2] In 

contrast, industrial productivity is strongly influenced by intangible and complex human factors such 

as management, work organization, learning and training, communications, culture, and motivation. 

These work aspects are difficult to quantify in factory environments. For this reason, the accuracy of 

productivity gains and the related energy savings are typically much less accurate than the energy sav-

ings computed from equipment optimization. Simple quantitative models with a conservative bias are 

therefore recommended as tools for energy management in plants. This entry includes some examples. 

They are presented in the form of energy savings or energy cost savings that would result from imple-

menting a given productivity improvement, or eliminating a given productivity waste, or as simple 

metrics measuring energy density.

It is remarkable that in most cases, these types of energy savings occur as a natural byproduct of 

p roductivity improvements, without the need for a direct effort centered on energy. Thus, the manage-

ment should focus on productivity improvements. In a traditional non-Lean plant intending to trans-

form to Lean production, the first step should be to acquire the knowledge of the Lean system. It is easily 

available from industrial courses and workshops, books,[3,4] and video training materials.[6] The next step 

should be the actual transformation of production to Lean. Most of the related energy savings will then 

occur automatically. Implementation of individual productivity elements such as machine setup time 

reduction will yield some energy savings, but the result will not be as comprehensive as those yielded by 

the comprehensive implementation of Lean production.

Traditional vs. Lean Production

The traditional organization of production still used frequently in most factories tends to suffer from 

the following characteristics:

• Supplier selection is based on minimum cost, resulting in a poor level of mutual trust and part-

nership, the need for receiving inspection, and often large inventories of raw materials (RM).

• Work-in-progress (WIP) is moving in large batches from process village to process village and 

staged in idle status in queues in front of each machine, while the machine moves one piece at a 

time. This work organization is given the nickname “batch-and-queue” (BAQ).[3]

• Finished goods (FG) are scheduled to complex forecasts rather than customer orders, resulting in 

large inventories.

• The floor is divided into “process villages” populated with large, complex, and fast similar 

machines selected for minimum unit cost.

• Minimum or no information is displayed at workstations, and the workers produce quotas.

• Work leveling is lacking, which results in a random mix of bottlenecks and idle processes.

• Unscheduled downtime of equipment occurs frequently.

• Quality problems with defects, rework, returns, and customer complaints are frequent.

• Quality assurance in the form of 100% final inspections attempts to compensate for poor 

 production quality.

• The floor space is cluttered, which makes moving around and finding items difficult.

• The workforce has minimum or no training and single skills.

• The management tends to be authoritarian.

• A language barrier exists between the workers and management.

• There is a culture of high-stress troubleshooting rather than creative trouble prevention.

In such plants, the waste of materials, labor, time, space, and energy can be as much as 50%–90%.[3]
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The Lean production method developed primarily at Toyota in Japan under the name Just-In-Time 

(JIT), and generalized in the seminal work[3] is the opposite of the traditional production in almost all 

respects, as follows:

• Raw materials are bought from reliable supplier– partners and delivered JIT in the amount needed, 

at the price agreed, and with the consistently perfect quality that obviates incoming inspection.

• Single-piece flow (SPF) of WIP is steadily moving at a common takt time (Takt time is the com-

mon rhythm time of the pieces moving from workstation to workstation on the production line. 

It is the amount of time spent on EACH operation. It precisely synchronizes the rate of all produc-

tion operations to the rate of sales JIT.), from the first to the last process.

• The FG are produced to actual customer orders JIT resulting in minimum inventories.

• The floor is divided into flexible production lines with small simple machines on casters that can 

be pushed into position and setup in minutes.

• The labor is multiskilled, well motivated and well trained in optimized procedures.

• Quality and production status are displayed on large visible boards at each workstation, making 

the entire production transparent for all to see.

• Preventive maintenance assures no unscheduled downtime of equipment.

• All process operators are trained in in-line quality checks and variability reduction.

• No final inspection is needed, except for occasional sampled checks of FG.

• Defects, rework, returns, and customer complaints are practically eliminated.

• The floor space is clean and uncluttered.

• The workforce is trained in company culture and commonality of the plant mission, customer 

needs, workmanship, and quality.

• The culture promotes teamwork, multiple job skills, supportive mentoring management, and 

company loyalty.

• The management promotes trouble prevention and “stopping the line” at the first sign of imper-

fection so that no bad pieces flow downstream.

According to Womack et al. the transformation from traditional to Lean production can reduce overall 

cost, inventory, defects, lead times by 90%, and space by 50%, and vastly increase plant competitiveness, 

customer satisfaction, and workforce morale. The resultant energy savings can be equally dramatic. 

Liker,[4] contains interviews with industry leaders who have succeeded in this transformation.

Impact on Energy

The impact of productivity on plant energy falls into the following two broad categories:

1. Productivity improvements that save infrastructure energy. These improvements reduce the 

energy consumed by all plant support systems, which tend to be energized regardless of the actual 

production activities, such as lights, space cooling and heating devices, cooling towers, combus-

tion equipment (boilers, molten metal furnaces), air compressors, forklift battery chargers, con-

veyors, etc. To the first approximation, the infrastructure energy is reduced in proportion to the 

production time reductions, which can be huge in the Lean system. In order to perform more 

detailed estimates of the infrastructure energy savings, the management would have to conduct 

detailed energy accounting and understand how much energy is used by each support system 

under different production conditions. This knowledge is rarely available; therefore the former 

simplistic approach, combined with conservative estimates, offer useful tools.

2. Process energy savings. In this category, the energy savings of process equipment are obtained 

by improving the process productivity. Examples include the reduction of unscheduled machine 

downtime or setup time and the elimination of process variability, defects, rework, scrap, exces-

sive labor time, etc.
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Single Piece Flow (SPF)

Changing the traditional BAQ production to Lean production is by far the most effective productivity 

transformation a plant can undertake, creating dramatic savings in the overall throughput time, cost, 

quality, and energy. The example shown in Figure 1 compares just one aspect of the transformation—a 

reduction of batch size from five to one, i.e., the SPF. In both cases, four processes of equal one-minute 

takt time are assumed. The benefits of the SPF alone are dramatic, as follows:

 1. In BAQ, the batch is completed in 20 min and in SPF in only 8 min, a 60% reduction.

 2. In BAQ, only one machine at a time produces value, while three others are idle. If the idle machines 

remain energized, as is the case, e.g., with injection molding, three of the four machines (75%) 

would be wasting energy, and doing it for 16 min each, adding up to 64 min of machine energy 

FIGURE 1 BAQ with batch size of five vs SPF.
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wasted. In the SPF system, no machine energy is wasted as no machine would be idle, except for 

the lead and tail of each process of 4 min, adding up to 16 min of machine energy wasted, a savings 

of 75% from BAQ.

3. Reducing the batch throughput time by 60% reduces the infrastructure energy by the same 

amount, assuming the production is completed faster and the plant is de-energized. Alternatively, 

the freed 60% time and energy could be used for additional production and profits.

4. An important additional benefit is that in SPF, a defect can be detected on the first specimen–as 

soon as it reaches the next process, while in the BAQ, the entire batch may be wasted before the 

defect is discovered and a corrective action undertaken, with the energy used for making the 

batch wasted.

 

 

This simple example clearly illustrates the dramatic impact of SPF on both overall productivity and 

energy consumption. Typically, as the factories transform to the Lean system, their sales, production, 

and profits increase simultaneously and the energy used decreases. A convenient metric to track the 

overall benefit is the gross energy density, ED1 or ED2:
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where ECT is the overall annual cost of energy in the plant, P is the number of products produced per 

year and AC is the total annual costs (sales minus net profit). ED1 should be used if similar products are 

made most of the time, and ED2 should be used if the plant has a wide menu of dissimilar products. The 

ED ratios will decrease as progress is made from BAQ to SPF. If the volume of production remains con-

stant during the transformation, energy savings and energy cost savings alone may be more convenient 

metrics to track plant energy efficiency.

Inventory Reduction

All inventories, whether in RM, WIP, or FG, beyond the immediate safety buffers, are detrimental. 

Inventory means that company capital is “frozen” on the floor; cutting into the cash flow; wasting labor 

for inventory control, storage, and security; wasting infrastructure energy for lights, forklift energy, 

and possible cooling or heating of the inventory spaces if the goods require temperature or humidity 

control; wasting space and the associated lease/mortgage fees and taxes; and becoming scrap if not sold 

(a frequent waste in large inventories). Inventory and inventory space reductions lead to infrastructure 

energy savings. Process energy can also be saved by not making the FG that end up in inventory, can-

not be sold, and become scrap. Womack and Jones[3] and Liker[4] contain case studies for, among others, 

inventory reductions. A convenient nondimensional metric to track the overall impact of all inventories 

on energy savings is

 
I

ECT × T
(2)

AC
 

where IT is the number of inventory turns per year.

Workmanship, Training, and Quality Assurance

In the ideal Lean system, the processes, equipment, procedures, and training are perfected to the degree 

that guarantees consistent and robust production with predictable effort, timing, quality, and cost; with 

no variability, defects, or rework, and with maximum ergonomics and safety. This is accomplished by a 
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consistent long-term strategy of continuous improvement of all the above elements, including intensive 

initial training of the workforce and subsequent retraining in new procedures. A procedure must be 

developed for each process until it is robust and predictable and optimized for minimum overall cost, 

required quality, maximum ergonomics, and safety. Process operators must be trained in the proce-

dures as well as in the process quality assurance, and they must be empowered to stop the process and 

take corrective action or call for help if unable to avoid a defect. Management culture must be support-

ive for such activities. Any departure from this ideal leads to costly penalties in quality, rework, delays, 

overtime or contract penalties, crew frustrations, and customer dissatisfaction. These, in turn, have 

negative impacts on energy as follows:

1. Defects require rework, which requires additional energy to remake or repair the part. The best 

metric to use here is the energy or energy cost per part used in the given defective process 

 multiplied by the number of bad parts produced per year.

2. Variability in the process time or delays caused by defects mean that the production takes more 

time and more infrastructure and process energy for the same amount of value work and profits 

when compared with the ideal nonvariable process. Table 1 illustrates cases (1) and (2).

3. Defective processes usually require a massive final inspection to sort out the good products. 

Finding the finished goods defective is the most inefficient means of quality assurance because 

often the entire batch must then be remade, consuming the associated energy. The inspection 

space, labor, and energy represent a direct waste and should be replaced with in-line quality assur-

ance (ILQA) that detects the first bad piece (Governmental, medical, etc., orders usually require a 

100% final inspection. In the Lean system, this is performed as a formality because everybody in 

the plant knows that all pieces will be perfect because all imperfections have been removed in real 

time before the inspection process.) and immediately undertakes a corrective action. Typically, 

the ILQA can be implemented in few days of operators’ training and has the simple payback 

period measured in days or weeks.[5]

 

 

 

Overage Reduction

Many a plant compensates for its notorious defects by routinely scheduling production in excess of what 

the customer orders. Some minimum overage is usually justified for machine setups, adjustments, and 

QA samples. In a Lean plant this rarely exceeds a fraction of one percent. In a traditional plant, the value 

of 5%–15% is not infrequent. A 5% overage means that the plant spends 105% of the necessary costs. If 

the profit margin is 5%, the overage alone may consume the entire profit. The overall energy waste (and 

the opportunity to save energy) is simply proportional to the overage amount. Overage is one of the 

most wasteful ways of compensating for defective processes. The best remedy is to simply identify the 

TABLE 1 Energy Waste from Poor Workmanship

A plant with $20,000,000 in sales and $2,000,000 in profits spends $1,000,000 on energy per year. The typical order 

requires 10 processes of roughly equal energy consumption. The production equipment consumes 60% and the 

supportive infrastructure consumes 40% of the plant energy. Sequential process #5 has the defect rate of 10%. In order to 

compensate for the defects, the first 5 processes must produce 10% extra pieces. The annual waste of energy cost (and the 

energy cost savings, if the defective process is fixed) is then:

($1,000,000/yr)(5/10 processes) (60% process energy) (10% defect rate) = $30,000/yr (3)

The additional production time of 10% waste not only the cost of the process energy computed in (3) but also the 

infrastructure energy cost of:

($1,000,000/yr) (40% infrastructure energy) (10% defects) = $40,000/yr (4)

Such delays also extend the promised delivery time and reduce customer satisfaction and factory competitiveness. Adding 

(1) and (2) together. (not counting the direct productivity losses), the wasted energy cost alone of $70,000/yr represents 

3.5% of the annual profits and 7% in annual energy costs. Based on the author’s experience,[5] these numbers are not 

infrequent in industry. Fixing the productivity of process #5 would eliminate these wastes.
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defective process with ILQA, find the root cause (typically the lack of training, excessive work quotas, or 

bad process or material), and repair it.

Unintentional overage can also be destructive to profits and energy use. Example: A worker is asked 

to cut only a few small pieces from a large sheet of metal, but instead he cuts the entire sheet, thinking, 

“my machine is already setup and soon they will ask me to cut the rest of the sheet anyway, so I may as 

well do it now.” The excessive pieces then move through all processes, unknowingly to the management, 

consuming energy, labor and fixed costs, to end up as excessive FG inventory and, in the worst case, find 

no buyer and end up as scrap. Uncontrolled and careless overage can easily consume all profits, and, of 

course, waste energy proportionately to the overage amount.

Downtime

Equipment downtime and idleness may occur due to scheduled maintenance, unscheduled breakdowns, 

machine setups, and poor process scheduling. The downtime may cause proportional loss of both profits 

and energy. The downtime may have fourfold impact on energy use, as follows:

1. When a process stops for whatever reason during an active production shift, the plant infrastruc-

ture continues to use energy and loosing money, as in Equation 4. A good plant manager should 

understand what fraction of the infrastructure energy is wasted during the specific equipment 

downtime. With this knowledge, the energy waste can be estimated as being proportional to the 

downtime.

2. Some machines continue using energy during maintenance, repair, or setup in proportion to the 

downtime (e.g., the crucible holding molten metal for a die casting machine remains heated by 

natural gas while the machine is being setup or repaired). Reducing the setup time or eliminat-

ing the repair time saves the gas energy in direct proportion to the downtime saved. In order to 

calculate energy savings in such situations, it is necessary to understand the energy consumption 

by the equipment per unit of time multiplied by the downtime reduction.

3. When a particular machine is down, additional equipment upstream or downstream of that 

machine may also be forced into an idle status but remain energized, thus wasting energy. In an 

ideal single-piece flow, the entire production line (As in the saying “In Lean either everything 

works or nothing works”) will stop. In order to estimate the energy-saving opportunity from 

reducing this cumulative downtime, the energy manager must understand which equipment 

is idled by the downtime of a given machine and how much energy it uses per unit time while 

being idle.

4. Lastly, energized equipment should be well managed. A high-powered machine may be left ener-

gized for hours at a time when not scheduled for production. A good practice is to assign each of 

these machines to an operator who will have the duty of turning the machine off when not needed 

for a longer time, if practical, and to turn it back on just in time to be ready for production exactly 

when it is needed.

 

 

 

 

Preventive maintenance and setup time reduction have a particularly critical impact on both productiv-

ity and related energy use, as follows:

Preventive Maintenance

Practical and routine preventive maintenance should be done during the hours free of scheduled pro-

duction (e.g., during night shifts, on weekends, or during layover periods). The maintenance should 

be preventive rather than reactive (The term “preventive” tends to be replaced with “productive” in 

modern industrial parlance). Well-managed “total” preventive[6] maintenance involves not only oil-

ing and checking the machines per schedule but also ongoing training of the mechanics; developing a 

comprehensive database containing information on the particular use and needs of various machines; 

preparing a schedule of part replacement and keeping inventory of frequently used spare parts; and a 
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well-managed ordering system for other parts, including vendor data so that when a part is needed it 

can be ordered immediately and shipped using the fastest possible means. Industry leaders have dem-

onstrated that affordable preventive maintenance can reduce the unscheduled downtime and associated 

energy waste to zero. This should be the practical goal of well-run factories.

Setups

Modern market trends push industry towards shorter series and smaller orders, requiring, in turn, more 

and shorter setups. Industry leaders have perfected routine setups to take no more than a few minutes. 

In poorly managed plants, routine setups can take as long as several hours. In all competitive modern 

plants, serious efforts should be devoted to setup time reductions. The effort includes both training 

and hardware improvements. The training alone, with only minimal additional equipment (such as 

carts), can yield dramatic setup time reductions (i.e., from hours to minutes). Further gains may require 

a change of the mounting and adjustment hardware and instrumentation. Some companies organize 

competitions between teams for developing robust procedures for the setup time reductions. In a plant 

performing many setups, the opportunity for energy savings may be significant, both in the process and 

infrastructure energy, as shown in Table 2.

Flexibility

Production flexibility, also called agility, is an important characteristic of competitive plants. A  flexible 

plant prefers small machines (if possible, on casters) that are easy to roll into position and plug into 

adjustable quick-connect electrical and air lines and that are easy to setup and maintain over the large 

fixed machines selected with large batches and small unit costs in mind (such machines are called “mon-

uments” in Womack and Jones[3]). Such an ideal plant will also have trained a flexible workforce in 

multiple skills, including quality assurance skills. This flexibility allows for the setup of new production 

lines in hours or even minutes, optimizing the flow and floor layout in response to short orders, and 

delivers the orders JIT. The energy may be saved in two important ways, as follows:

• Small machines processing one piece at a time use only as much energy as needed. In contrast, 

when excessively large automated machines are used, the typical management choice is between 

using small batches JIT, thus wasting the large machine energy, or staging the batches for the large 

machine, which optimizes machine utilization at the expense of throughput time, production 

flow, production planning effort, and the related infrastructure energy.

• Small machines are conducive to flexible cellular work layout, where 2–4 machines involved in 

the sequential processing of WIP are arranged into a U-shaped cell with 1–3 workers serving all 

processes in the cell in sequence, and the last process being quality assurance. This layout can be 

made very compact—occupying a much smaller footprint in the plant compared to traditional 

TABLE 2 Energy Savings from Setup Time Reduction

A plant operates on two shifts, 260 days per year, performing on average of 20 two-hour setups per day on their 

electrically heated injection molding machines. Each machine consumes 20 kW when idle bur energized. By a focused 

continuous improvement system and training, the crew reduces the routine setup time 0.5 h, with few, if any expenses 

for additional hardware, thus saving:

(260 days/yr) (20 setups/day) (1.5 h saved/setup) = 7800 machine h/yr.

The resultant process energy saved will be:

(7800 h/yr) (20 kW) = 156,000 kWh/yr (5)

In addition, infrastructure energy will be saved because of the reduced downtime. Using the data from Example 1, if the 

work is done in two shifts for 260 days per year (4160 h/yr.), the plant infrastructure uses 40% of the plant energy, and 

each machine consumes 2% of the plant infrastructure energy during the set up, the additional energy cost savings 

due to the setup time reduction will be:

(7,800 hr/yr) (0.02) (0.04) ($1,000,000)/(4160 h/yr) = #15,000 (6)
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“process village” plants, roughly a reduction of 50%[3,4]—and is strongly preferred by workers 

because it saves walking and integrates well the work steps. Such a layout also saves forklift effort 

and energy and infrastructure energy due to the reduction of the footprint.

Other Productivity Elements

The complete list of productivity elements is beyond the scope of this entry, and all elements have some 

leverage on energy use and conservation. In the remaining space, only the few most important remain-

ing aspects are mentioned, with their leverage on energy. Descriptive details can be found in Ohno[7] and 

numerous other texts on Lean production.

• Visual factory: Modern factories place an increasing importance on making the entire production 

as transparent as possible in order to make any problem visible to all, which is motivational for 

immediate corrective actions and continuous improvements. Ideally, each process should have 

a white board displaying the short-term data, such as the current production status (quantity 

completed vs required); the rate of defects or rejects and their causes; control charts and informa-

tion about the machine condition or maintenance needs; and a brief list and explanation of any 

issues, all frequently updated. The board should also display long-term information such as pro-

cess capability history, quality trends, operator training, etc. Such information is most helpful in 

the optimization of, among other things, process time and quality, which leads to energy savings, 

as discussed above.

• “Andon” signals: The term refers to the visual signals (lights, flags, markers, etc.,) displaying the 

process condition, as follows: “green = all OK,” “yellow = minor problem being corrected,” and 

“red = high alarm, stopped production, and immediate assistance needed.” The signals are very 

useful in identifying the trouble-free and troubled processes, which is conducive to focusing 

the aid resources to the right places in real time, fixing problems immediately and not allowing 

defects to flow downstream on the line. These features, in turn, reduce defects, rework, delays, and 

wasted costs, which improve overall productivity and save energy, as described above. It is also 

useful to display the estimated downtime (Toyota and other modern plants have large centrally 

located Andon boards that display the Andon signal, the workstation number, and the estimated 

downtime.). Knowing the forecasted downtime frees other workers to perform their pending 

tasks which have waited for such an opportunity rather than wait idle. This leads to better utiliza-

tion of the plant resources, including infrastructure energy.

• “5Ss”: The term comes from five Japanese words that begin with the “s” sound and loosely trans-

late into English as: sorting, simplification, sweeping, standardization, and self-discipline (many 

other translations of the words are popular in industry); and describes a simple but powerful 

workplace organization method.[8] The underlying principle of the method is that only the items 

needed for the immediate task (parts, containers, tools, instructions, materials) are kept at hand 

where they are needed at the moment, and everything else is kept in easily accessible and well-

organized storage in perfect order, easy to locate without searching, and in just the right quanti-

ties. All items have their designated place, clearly labeled with signs, labels, part numbers, and 

possibly bar codes. The minimum and maximum levels of inventory of small parts are predefined 

and are based on actual consumption rather than the “just-in-case” philosophy. The parts, tools, 

and materials needed for the next shift of production are prepared by a person in charge of the 

storage during the previous shift and delivered to the workstation before the shift starts. The floor 

is uncluttered and marked with designated spaces for all equipment. The entire factory is spot-

lessly clean and uncluttered. Walls are empty except for the visual boards. In consequence of these 

changes, the searching for parts, tools, and instructions which can represent a significant waste 

of labor and time is reduced, and this, in turn, saves energy. Secondary effects are also important. 

In a well-organized place, fewer mistakes are made; fewer wrong parts are used; less inspection is 
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needed; quality, throughput time, and customer satisfaction are increased; and costs and energy 

are decreased. Figure 2 illustrates a fragment of a messy factory, where the average worker was 

estimated to waste 20% of his shift time looking for and scavenging for parts and tools. This 

percentage multiplied by the number of workers yields a significant amount of wasted produc-

tion time, also wasting plant energy in the same proportion. Sorting, cleaning, and organizing 

the workplace is one of the simplest and most powerful starting points on the way to improved 

productivity and energy savings.

Conclusion

Large savings in energy are possible as an inherent byproduct of improving productivity. The state-of-

the-art Lean productivity method can yield dramatic improvements in productivity. In the extreme 

case of converting from the traditional batch-and-queue and “process village” manufacturing system to 

Lean production, overall costs, lead times, and inventories can be reduced by as much as 50%–90%, floor 

space and energy by 50%, and energy density can be improved by 50%. The amount of energy that can 

be saved by productivity improvements often radically exceeds the savings from equipment optimiza-

tion alone, thus providing a strong incentive to include productivity improvements in energy-reduction 

efforts.

Productivity strongly depends on human factors such as management, learning, and training, 

c ommunications, culture, teamwork, etc., which are difficult to quantify, making accurate estimates of 

the cost, schedule, and quality benefits from various productivity improvements and the related energy 

savings difficult to estimate with engineering accuracy. For this reason, simple metrics and models are 

recommended, and some examples have been presented. If applied conservatively, they can become 

useful tools for energy management in a plant. The prerequisite knowledge includes an understand-

ing of Lean Flow and its various productivity elements and a good accounting of energy use in the 

plant, including the knowledge of the energy used by individual machines and processes both when in 

 productive use and in the idle but energized state, as well as the energy elements used by the infrastruc-

ture (various light combinations, air- compressors, cooling and heating devices, combusting systems, 

conveyers, forklifts, etc.). In the times of ferocious global competition and rising energy prices, every 

industrial plant should make every effort to improve both productivity and energy use.

FIGURE 2 In this messy plant, the workers waste close to 20% of their time looking for items and scavenging 

for parts and tools, also wasting the plant energy.
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Introduction

Concomitant with mankind’s growing numbers and the progression of the Industrial Revolution, there 

has been a significant increase in the burning of fossil fuels (coal, gas, and oil) over the past 200 years, the 

carbon dioxide emissions from which have led to ever-increasing concentrations of atmospheric CO2. 

This “large-scale geophysical experiment,” to borrow the words of two of the phenomenon’s early inves-

tigators,[1] is still ongoing and expected to continue throughout the current century. Furthermore, this 

enriching of the air with CO2 is looked upon with great concern, because CO2 is an important green-

house gas, the augmentation of which is believed by many to have the potential to produce significant 

global warming. Therefore, and because of perceived serious consequences, such as the melting of polar 

ice, rising sea levels, coastal flooding, and more frequent and intense droughts, floods, and storms,[2] a 

concerted effort is underway to slow the rate at which CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere, with the goal 

of stabilizing its concentration at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with 

the planet’s climate system.

Removing Carbon from the Air

Role of Man

There are only two ways to significantly increase the natural flux of carbon from the atmosphere to the 

biosphere within the time frame required for effective ameliorative action if the ongoing rise in the air’s 

CO2 content is indeed a bona fide global warming threat: 1) increase the rate of vegetative CO2 assimila-

tion (photosynthesis) per unit leaf area and/or 2) increase the total plant population of the globe, i.e., 

leaf area per unit land area. Additionally, these things must be done without increasing the rate at which 

carbon is lost from the soil.

Man can do certain things to promote both of these phenomena while meeting the latter 

 requirement as well. He can, for example, increase the rate of CO2 assimilation per unit leaf area 

in agro- ecosystems by supplying additional nutrients and water to his crops. As has recently been 
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noted, however, there are significant carbon costs associated with the production and application 

of  fertilizers, as well as the transport of irrigation water; and factoring the CO2 emissions of these 

 activities into the equation often results in little net CO2 removal from the atmosphere via these 

intensified agricultural interventions.[3]

Man can also draw more CO2 out of the air by increasing the acreage of land devoted to  growing 

crops, but this approach simultaneously releases great stores of soil carbon built up over prior cen-

turies. When the plow exposes buried organic matter and it is oxidized, for example, prodigious 

amounts of CO2 are produced and released to the atmosphere. But if a transition to less intensive 

tillage is made on fields that have a long history of conventional management and have thus been 

largely depleted of carbon, there is a good opportunity for nature to rebuild previously lost stores of 

soil organic matter.[4]

This approach to carbon sequestration is doubly beneficial for it results in a net removal of CO2 from 

the atmosphere at the same time that it enhances a whole host of beneficial soil properties.[4,5] Also, 

abandoned farmlands will gradually replenish their carbon stores, both above- and below-ground, as 

native vegetation gradually reestablishes itself upon them. And, of course, the process can be  hastened 

and made even more effective if trees are planted on such lands. Even without trees, it has been  estimated 

that agricultural “best management practices” that employ conservation tillage techniques have the 

potential to boost the current U.S. farm and rangeland soil carbon sequestration rate of 20 million 

 metric tons of carbon per year to fully 200 million metric tons per year,[6] which is approximately 13% of 

the country’s yearly carbon emissions.[7]

Commercial forests also offer excellent opportunities for CO2 removal from the air for considerable 

periods of time, especially when harvested wood is used to produce products that have long lifetimes. 

In addition, since some species of trees, such as many of those found in tropical rainforests,[8] can live 

in excess of a thousand years, CO2 can be removed from the atmosphere and sequestered within their 

tissues—if man protects the trees from logging—until either long after the Age of Fossil Fuels has run 

its course or until significant changes in energy systems have reduced our dependence on fossil fuels 

and the CO2 content of the air has returned to a level no longer considered problematic. Furthermore, 

carbon transferred to the soil beneath the trees via root exudation and turnover has the potential to 

remain sequestered even longer.

Role of Nature

The fact that the biosphere has maintained itself over the eons in the face of a vast array of  environmental 

perturbations (albeit with significant modifications) suggests that earth’s plant life has great resiliency 

and may even be able to exert a restraining influence on climate change.

A particularly important negative feedback of this type is the biosphere’s ability to intensify its 

rate of carbon sequestration in the face of rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations, as this phenom-

enon slows the rate of rise of the air’s CO2 content and thereby reduces the degree of intensification of 

the  atmosphere’s greenhouse effect. This particular climate-moderating influence of atmospheric CO2 

enrichment was first described in quantitative terms by Idso.[9,10] It begins when the aerial fertilization 

effect produced by the rising CO2 content of the atmosphere elicits an increase in plant CO2 assimila-

tion rate per unit leaf area and when the concomitant plant water use efficiency-enhancing effect of the 

elevated CO2 leads to an increase in the total plant population of the globe, due to the ability of more 

water-use-efficient plants to live and successfully reproduce in areas where it was formerly too dry for 

them to survive. In fact, these two effects are so powerful, they may actually be able to stabilize the 

CO2 content of the atmosphere sometime during the current century, but only if anthropogenic CO2 

emission rates do not rise by an inordinate amount in the interim.[9,10] At the very least, together with 

the things man can do, they have the potential to “buy time” until other less-CO2-emitting technolo-

gies become available.[11]
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Keeping Carbon in the Soil

As more carbon is added to soils via CO2-enhanced root growth, turnover and exudation, as well as 

from CO2- induced increases in leaf litter and other decaying plant parts, the trick of significantly aug-

menting soil carbon sequestration is to keep at least the same percentage of this carbon in the soil as has 

historically been the case and to do so in the face of potential global warming.

A number of studies have addressed various aspects of this subject in recent years, with most of them 

finding that atmospheric CO2 enrichment has little to no significant effect on plant litter decomposi-

tion rates. Furthermore, in nearly all of the cases where elevated CO2 was observed to impact this phe-

nomenon, the extra CO2 was found to actually slow the rate of plant decomposition.[12] Much the same 

results have been obtained when analogous studies have used temperature as the independent variable. 

Warming has had either no effect on CO2 evolution from the soil, or it has led to an actual decrease in 

CO2 loss to the atmosphere.[13] Hence, the balance of evidence obtained from these studies suggests that 

the same—or a greater—percentage of plant material produced in a world of elevated atmospheric CO2 

concentration (and possibly higher mean air temperature) would indeed be retained in the soils of the 

terrestrial biosphere.

Even more compelling are the results of experiments where scientists have made direct  measurements 

of changes in soil carbon storage under conditions of elevated atmospheric CO2. Nearly every such study 

has observed increases in soil organic matter. In a Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiment where 

portions of a cotton field were exposed to a 50% increase in atmospheric CO2, for example, Leavitt et al.[14] 

found that 10% of the organic carbon present in the soil below the CO2-enriched plants at the  conclusion 

of the three-year experiment came from the extra CO2 supplied to the FACE plants. In add ition, some 

of the stored carbon had made its way into a very recalcitrant portion of the soil organic matter that had 

an average soil residence time of 2200 years.

Here, too, most experiments indicate that concomitant increases in temperature do not negate the 

increased carbon storage produced by atmospheric CO2 enrichment. In a two-year study of  perennial 

ryegrass grown at ambient and twice-ambient atmospheric CO2 concentrations, as well as  ambient and 

ambient + 3°C temperature levels, for example, Casella and Soussana[15] determined that the  elevated 

CO2 increased soil carbon storage by 32% and 96% at low and high levels of soil nitrogen  supply, 

re spectively, “with no significant increased temperature effect.” Hence, as in the case of studies of 

plant  decomposition rates, the balance of evidence obtained from these studies also suggests that the 

same—or a greater—percentage of plant material produced in a world of elevated atmospheric CO2 

c oncentration (and possibly higher mean air temperature) would indeed be retained in the soils of the 

terrestrial biosphere.

Conclusions

As the air’s CO2 content continues to rise, there will almost certainly be a significant upward trend in 

the yearly production of terrestrial vegetative biomass, due to the growth-enhancing aerial  fertilization 

effect of atmospheric CO2 enrichment and the concomitant CO2-induced increase in plant water use 

e fficiency that enables plants to grow where it is currently too dry for them. Experimental evidence 

 further suggests that at least the same percent- age—but in all likelihood more—of this yearly- increasing 

mass of plant tissue will be sequestered in earth’s soils. Consequently, it is almost impossible to conclude 

that the carbon sequestering prowess of the planet will not be greatly enhanced in the years ahead, even 

without any overt actions on the part of man. Hence, if the nations of the earth were to implement even a 

modicum of carbon- conserving measures—such as 1)using minimum tillage techniques wherever pos-

sible in agricultural settings; 2) allowing abandoned agricultural land to revert to its natural  vegetative 

state; 3) allowing stands of trees that can grow to very old age to actually do so; and 4) employing wise 

forestry practices to produce wood for making products that have long lifetimes—it is possible that 
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the antiwarming feedback produced by the subsequent removal of CO2 from the atmosphere would be 

sufficient to keep the risk of potential greenhouse gas-induced global warming at an acceptable level. 

Estimates of the carbon-sequestering power of some of these “best management practices” are given in 

Table 1.
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TABLE 1 Potential Rates of Carbon Sequestration (Kilograms Carbon 

per Hectare per Year) due to Land Management Practices That Could Be 

Employed for This Purpose

Improved rangeland management 50 to 150

Improved pastureland management

Commercial fertilizer applications 100 to 200

Manure applications 200 to 500

Use of improved plant species 100 to 300

Improved grazing management 300 to 1300

Nitrogen fertilization of mountain meadows 100 to 200

Restoration of eroded soils 50 to 200

Restoration of mined lands 1000 to 3000

Conversion of cropland to pasture 400 to 1200

Conversion of cropland to natural vegetation 600 to 900

Conversion from conventional to conservation tillage

No till 500

Mulch till 500

Ridge till 500

Source: Adapted from data reported by Follett, R.F.; Kimble, J.M.; Lal, R. 

The Potential of U.S. Grazing Lands to Sequester Carbon and Mitigate the Greenhouse 

Effect; Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL, 2001; 1–442, and by Lal et al.[4]
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Introduction

For the past century, Earth’s climate has been changing due to human activities. Observations show 

that Earth’s surface warmed by approximately 0.6°C (1.1°F) on average in the 20th century. Much of this 

warming has been attributed to increasing abundances of greenhouse gases emitted to the atmosphere 

by human activities, although it is difficult to quantify this contribution against the backdrop of natu-

ral variability and climate-forcing uncertainties. Atmospheric abundances of the major anthropogenic 

greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide; methane; nitrous oxide; halocarbons manufactured by humans, such 

as chlorofluorocarbons; and tropospheric ozone) reached their highest recorded levels at the end of the 

20th century, and all but methane have continued to rise. Major causes of this rise have been fossil fuel 

use, agriculture, and land-use change.

The emerging impacts of climate change on natural systems include melting glaciers and ice caps, 

the rising sea level, extended growing seasons, changes in precipitation regimes, and changes in the 

geographical distributions of plant and animal species. Additional impacts, to which it may be difficult 

for human and natural systems to adapt, could arise from events whose triggers are poorly understood. 

Human-induced global warming will continue during the 21st century and beyond, because many 

parts of the Earth’s system respond slowly to changes in greenhouse gas levels and because altering 

 established energy-use practices is difficult. Uncertainties remain about the magnitude and the impacts 

of future climate change, largely due to gaps in understanding of climate science and the socioeconomic 

drivers of climate change.
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The Climate System and the Natural Greenhouse Effect

While climate conventionally has been defined as the long-term statistics of the weather (e.g., 

 temperature, cloudiness, precipitation), improved understanding of the atmosphere’s interactions with 

the oceans, the cryosphere (ice-covered regions of the world), and the terrestrial and marine biospheres 

has led scientists to expand the definition of climate to encompass the oceanic and terrestrial spheres 

as well as chemical components of the atmosphere (Figure 1). Physical processes within the atmosphere 

are influenced by ocean circulation, the reflectivity of Earth’s surface, the chemical composition of the 

atmosphere, and vegetation patterns, among other factors.

The Sun provides almost all of Earth’s energy. Solar radiation intercepted by Earth first encounters 

the atmosphere, which allows most of it to pass to Earth’s surface. The intensity of radiation at the 

su rface depends on the amount of incident radiation and on the orientation of the surface with respect 

to that radiation. The surface either reflects or absorbs this incoming radiation. Different surfaces reflect 

different amounts of sunlight. The fraction of solar energy reflected is defined as a surface’s albedo. 

Albedos range from about 10% for open water, dark soil, and asphalt to about 80% for fresh snow.[1] 

Earth’s average albedo is about 31%.

Although we do not normally think of it as a radiative body, Earth—like all bodies with a  nonzero 

temperature—emits electromagnetic radiation. For Earth’s temperature, most of this radiation is in the 

form of infrared light. In the absence of an atmosphere, all the radiation emitted by Earth would escape to 

space. The balance of incoming solar radiation and outgoing infrared radiation would result in a global-

mean temperature for Earth of 255 K (–18°C/0°F). However, some molecules in Earth’s  atmosphere 

absorb some of this outgoing infrared light, thereby increasing their temperature. These greenhouse 

gases in the atmosphere emit some energy back toward Earth, warming Earth’s surface. This natural 

FIGURE 1 The climate system. 

Source: National Academies Press (see NRC[5]).
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greenhouse effect, which is present in the absence of human activities, raises the  global-mean surface 

temperature from 255 K to a comfortable 288 K (or about 15°C/59°F).[2]

Greenhouse gases that are present naturally in the atmosphere include water vapor (H2O), carbon 

dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and ozone (O3). The most common greenhouse 

gas by quantity and the one exerting the greatest influence on the climate is water vapor; however, 

because water has a very short lifetime in the atmosphere (~1 week), any human perturbation will 

d issipate quickly. In most cases, the “greenhouse effect” or “climate change” refers not to this natural 

pheno menon but to additional, anthropogenic enhancements to the atmosphere’s capacity to trap heat. 

Much higher concentrations of CO2, CH4, and N2O have been observed in the past century than were 

naturally present for the past 1000 years (Figure 2) and likely much longer.[3] Earth’s surface is warmer 

now on average than it was at any time during the past 400 years, and it is likely warmer now than it was 

at any time in the past 2000 years.[4]

Climate Forcings and Feedbacks

Factors that affect climate change are usefully separated into forcings and feedbacks. Climate  forcings are 

energy imbalances imposed on the climate system either externally or by human activities.[5] Examples 

include human- caused emissions of greenhouse gases, as discussed in the preceding section, as well 

as changes in solar energy input; volcanic emissions; deliberate land modification; or  anthropogenic 

emissions of aerosols, which can absorb and scatter radiation. Climate forcings can be either direct or 

indirect. Direct radiative forcings are simple changes to the drivers of Earth’s radiative balance. For 

FIGURE 2 Concentrations of major greenhouse gases retrieved from gas bubbles trapped in ice cores from 

Antarctica and Greenland. 

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see IPCC[10]).
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example, added CO2 absorbs and emits infrared radiation. Indirect radiative forcings create a radiative 

imbalance by first altering climate system components that lead to consequent changes in radiative 

fluxes; an example is the effect of aerosols on the precipitation efficiency of clouds. Figure 3 provides 

a summary of the estimated contribution from major climate forcings. Additional information about 

specific climate forcings is provided in the discussion below.

Climate feedbacks are internal climate processes that amplify or dampen the climate response to 

an initial forcing.[6] An example is the increase in atmospheric water vapor that is triggered by an 

 initial warming due to rising CO2 concentrations, which then acts to amplify the warming through the 

g reenhouse properties of water vapor (Figure 4). Other climate feedbacks involve snow and ice cover, 

biogeochemistry, clouds, and ocean circulation. Some of the uncertainty about how the climate will 

change in the future stems from unresolved research questions on climate change feedbacks.

Natural Climate Forcings: Solar and Volcanic Variability

Variations in the Sun’s activity and in Earth’s orbital parameters cause natural forcing of climate. 

Radiometers on various spacecraft have been measuring the total solar irradiance since the late 

1970s. There is an 11-year cycle in total solar irradiance of peak-to-peak amplitude ~1 W m–2 (0.1%) 

in the past three cycles. Allowing for reflection of 30% of this incident energy (Earth’s albedo) and 

FIGURE 3 Estimated radiative forcings since preindustrial times for Earth and the troposphere system. The 

height of the rectangular bar denotes a central or best estimate of the forcing, while each vertical line is an estimate 

of the uncertainty range associated with the forcing, guided by the spread in the published record and physical 

understanding, and with no statistical connotation. Each forcing agent is associated with a level of scientific under-

standing, which is based on an assessment of the nature of assumptions involved, the uncertainties prevailing about 

the processes that govern the forcing, and the resulting confidence in the numerical values of the estimate. On the 

vertical axis, the direction of expected surface temperature change due to each radiative forcing is indicated by the 

labels “warming” and “cooling.” 

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see IPCC[10]).
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averaging over the globe, the corresponding climate forcing is of order 0.2 W m–2, although recent 

analyses have found little secular trend in solar irradiance over the past 30 years.[7] Knowledge of 

solar irradiance variations prior to 1979 is less certain, as it relies upon models of how sunspot and 

facular influences relate to solar irradiance observed since then. These models are used to  extrapolate 

variations back to about 1610, when telescopes were first used to monitor sunspots. The amount of 

energy Earth receives from the Sun also depends on Earth’s distance from the Sun, which does not 

remain constant. The eccentricity of Earth’s orbit (currently 0.0167) and the tilt of its axis relative to 

the orbital plane result in continual changes to the amount and distribution of energy Earth receives. 

In modern times, this variation is ±3.5% during the year, with maximum energy and  minimum 

 distance in January.

Volcanic forcing has been the dominant source of natural global radiative forcing over the past mil-

lennium. Emissions from volcanic eruptions have multiple effects on climate, as listed in Table 1.[8] The 

greater prevalence of explosive volcanic activity during both the early and the late 20th century and the 

dearth of eruptions from 1915 to 1960 represent a significant natural radiative forcing of 20th century 

climate.[9] Similarly, longer-term volcanic radiative forcing has been associated with a significant long-

term forced cooling from 1000 to 1900, resulting from a general increase in explosive volcanic activity 

in later centuries.

FIGURE 4 This schematic illustrates just two out of the dozens of climate feedbacks identified by scientists. 

The  warming created by emitting more greenhouse gases leads to evaporation of water into the atmosphere. 

But water itself is a greenhouse gas and can cause even more warming via positive water-vapor feedback. On the 

other hand, if the water vapor leads to more clouds, the result could be to counteract some of the warming because 

clouds can reflect incoming sunlight back to space. This chain of events is negative cloud- reflectivity feedback. 

Trying to understand whether water vapor will create more clouds and what kinds of clouds water vapor will create 

is a major research objective right now. The answer depends on weather patterns, where the evaporation takes place, 

and the amount of small soot particles suspended in the air.
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Greenhouse Gas Forcing

The role of greenhouse gases in the climate system is well understood by scientists because 

i nstruments can accurately measure the abundances of these gases in the atmosphere and their 

r adiative  properties. The concentrations of CO2, CH4, N20, various halocarbons, and O3 have increased 

 substantially since preindustrial times, and they are the greatest contributors to total anthropogenic 

radiative forcing.[10] Many of these greenhouse gases are emitted primarily as a byproduct of fossil 

fuel combustion.

For a given gas, the total amount of heat-trapping ability depends on the efficiency of heat  trapping 

for a given unit of gas (i.e., radiative forcing), the number of units present in the atmosphere, and 

the average length of time a given unit spends in the atmosphere. While these three components 

are enough to characterize a single gas, the large number of gases has prompted the development 

of an index called the global warming potential (GWP), which represents the relative impact of 

a  particular greenhouse gas on the atmosphere’s radiative balance.[10] See Table 2 for some GWP 

 calculations. As the standard reference gas, CO2 has a GWP of 1, by definition. Over a time  horizon 

of 100 years, CH4 and N2O have GWPs of 23 and 296, respectively. In other words, 1 additional kg 

of CH4 in the atmosphere absorbs as much radiation as 23 additional kg of CO2. However, these 

numbers change if the time horizon shifts.[10] By allowing greenhouse gases to be compared directly, 

GWPs enable policies that can reduce total climate impact by addressing the least-cost abatement 

options first.[11,12]

TABLE 1 Effects of Large Explosive Volcanoes on Weather and Climate

Effect and Mechanism Begins Duration

Reduction of diurnal cycle Immediately 1–4 days

Blockage of shortwave and emission of longwave 

radiation

Reduced tropical precipitation 1–3 months

Blockage of shortwave radiation, reduced evaporation

3–6 months

Summer cooling of Northern Hemisphere 

tropics and subtropics

1–3 months 1–2 years

Blockage of shortwave radiation

Reduced Sahel precipitation 1–3 months

Blockage of shortwave radiation, reduced land 

temperature, reduced evaporation

1–2 years

Stratospheric warming 1–3 months

Stratospheric absorption of shortwave and longwave 

radiation

1–2 years

Winter warming of Northern Hemisphere 

continents

6–18 months

Stratospheric absorption of shortwave and longwave 

radiation, dynamics

1 or 2 winters

Global cooling Immediately

Blockage of shortwave radiation

1–3 years

Global cooling from multiple eruptions Immediately Up to 

decades

Blockage of shortwave radiation

1 day

Dilution, heterogeneous chemistry on aerosols

Ozone depletion, enhanced UV radiation 1–2 years

Source: Reproduced/modified by permission of the American Geophysical Union (see Robock[8]).
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Atmospheric Aerosol Forcing

Aerosols are small particles or liquid droplets suspended in the atmosphere. Aerosols both scatter and 

absorb radiation, representing a direct radiative forcing. Scattering generally dominates (except for 

black carbon particles) so that the net effect is of cooling. The average global mean of aerosol-direct 

forcing from fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning is in the range of –0.2 to –2.0 W m–2.[10] This 

large range results from uncertainties in aerosol sources, composition, and properties used in different 

models. Recent advances in modeling and measurements have provided important constraints on the 

direct effect of aerosols on radiation.[13–15] Aerosols have several indirect effects on climate, all arising 

from their interaction with clouds— particularly from their roles as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) 

and ice nuclei (Table 3).

TABLE 2 Radiative Forcing Characteristics of Some Major Greenhouse Gases

Contribution to Direct 

Radiative Forcing

Global Warming Potential (GWP) for 

Different Time Horizons

Wm2 %

Concentration 

in 1998

Lifetime

 (Years) 20 Years 100 Years 500 Years

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 1.46 60 365 ppm 5–200a 1 1 1

Methane (CH4) 0.48 20 1745 ppb 12.0 62 23 7

Nitrous oxide (N2O) 0.15 6 314 ppb 114 275 296 156

Halocarbons and 

related compounds

0.34 14 — 0.3–3200 40–15100 12–22200 4–16300

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see IPCC[10]).

Total direct radiative forcing uncertainty is approximately 10%. The abbreviations parts per million (ppm) and parts per 

 billion (ppb) refer to the ratio of greenhouse gas molecules to molecules of dry air.
a No single lifetime can be defined for CO2 because it is affected by multiple removal processes with different uptake rates.

TABLE 3 Overview of the Different Aerosol Indirect Effects Associated with Clouds

Effect Cloud Type Description

Sign of Top of the 

Atmosphere 

Radiative Forcing

First indirect aerosol effect 

(cloud albedo or Twomey 

effect)

All clouds For the same cloud water or ice content more 

but smaller cloud particles reflect more 

solar radiation

Negative

Second indirect aerosol effect 

(cloud lifetime or Albrecht 

effect)

All clouds Smaller cloud particles decrease the 

precipitation efficiency, thereby prolonging 

cloud lifetime

Negative

Semidirect effect All clouds Absorption of solar radiation by soot leads to 

evaporation of cloud particles

Positive

Glaciation indirect effect Mixed-phase 

clouds

An increase in ice nuclei increases the 

precipitation efficiency

Positive

Thermodynamic effect Mixed-phase 

clouds

Smaller cloud droplets inhibit freezing, 

causing super cooled droplets to extend to 

colder temperatures

Unknown

Surface energy budget effect All clouds The aerosol-induced increase in cloud 

optical thickness decreases the amount of 

solar radiation reaching the surface, 

changing the surface energy budget

Negative

Source: National Academies Press (see NRC[5]).
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Land-Use Change Forcing

Land-use changes include irrigation, urbanization, deforestation, desertification, reforestation, the 

grazing of domestic animals, and dryland farming. Each of these alterations in landscape produces 

changes in radiative forcing, both directly and indirectly.[16,17] Direct effects include the change of 

albedo and emissivity resulting from the different types of land covers. For example, the development of 

 agriculture in tropical regions typically results in an increase of albedo from a low value of forest cano-

pies (0.05–0.15) to a higher value of agricultural fields, such as pasture (0.15–0.20). The Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)[10] reports the globally averaged forcing due to albedo change alone 

as −0.25 ± 0.25 W m−2. Significant uncertainties remain in estimating the effect of land-use change on 

albedo because of the complexity of land surfaces (e.g., the type of vegetation, phenology, density of 

coverage, soil color).

Indirect effects of land-cover change on the net radiation include a variety of processes related to 

(1) the ability of the land cover to use the radiation absorbed at the ground surface for evaporation, 

transpiration, and sensible heat fluxes (the impact on these heat fluxes caused by changes in land 

cover is sometimes referred to as thermodynamic forcing); (2) the exchange of greenhouse and other 

trace gases between the surface and the atmosphere; (3) the emission of aerosols (e.g., from dust); 

and (4) the distribution and melting of snow and ice.[5] These effects are not yet well characterized or 

quantified.

Evidence of Human-Induced Climate Change

Because we do not have a “control Earth” against which to compare the effects of our current 

 changing atmosphere, incontrovertibly linking human activities and observed climate change is 

difficult. Scientists therefore rely on multiple, overlapping evidence of changes and then compare 

observed patterns of change with what our scientific understanding indicates should happen under 

anthropogenic climate change. This two-stage concept of discovering changes in climate and  linking 

them to human activity is called detection and attribution. Evidence used to detect climate change 

is summarized in this section, and the use of climate models for attribution is discussed in the 

 following section.

One piece of evidence of global warming is an increase in surface temperature since the 1900s, with 

particularly rapid increases since the late 1970s (Figure 5). This dataset caused some controversy when 

researchers discovered that readings taken near the surface of Earth with thermometers appeared to 

be higher than readings of the lower atmosphere taken by satellites from above. Subsequent studies 

concluded that the warming trend in global-mean surface temperature observations during the past 

30 years is undoubtedly real and is substantially greater than the average rate of warming during the 

20th century.[18] Satellite-and balloon-based observations of middle-troposphere temperatures, after 

several revisions of the data, now compare reasonably with one another and with observations from 

surface stations, although some uncertainties remain.[19,20]

The ocean, which represents the largest reservoir of heat in the climate system, has warmed by about 

0.118°C (0.212°F), averaged over the layer extending from the surface down to 700 m, from 1955 to 2003 

(Figure 6).[21] Approximately 84% of the total heating of Earth’s system (oceans, atmosphere,  continents, 

and cryosphere) over the past 40 years has gone into warming the oceans. Recent studies have shown that 

the observed heat storage in the oceans is what would be expected by a  human-enhanced  greenhouse 

effect. Indeed, increased ocean heat content accounts for most of the planetary energy imbalance 

(i.e., when Earth absorbs more energy from the Sun than it emits back to space) simulated by climate 

models.[22]

Changes in several other climate indicators have been observed over the past decades, providing 

a growing body of evidence consistent with a human impact on the climate. For example, reductions 
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in snow and ice cover are one important indicator.[10] Satellite observations indicate that snow cover 

has decreased by about 10% since the 1960s, while spring and summer sea-ice extent in the Northern 

Hemisphere has decreased by about 10%–15% since the 1950s. The shrinking of mountain glaciers in 

many nonpolar regions has also been observed during the 20th century.

FIGURE 5 Global annual-mean surface air temperature change derived from the meteorological station net-

work. Data and plots are available from the Goddard Institute for Space Sciences (GISS) at http://data.giss.nasa.

gov/gistemp/graphs.

FIGURE 6 Time series of (i) yearly ocean heat content (1022 J) for the 0–300 m and 0–700 m layers and (ii) 5-year 

running averages for 1955–1959 through 1994–1998 for the 0–3000 m layer.

Source: Reproduced/modified by permission of the American Geophysical Union (see Levitus[21])).
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Attribution of Observed Climate Change to Human Influence

An important question in global climate change is to what extent the observed changes are caused by 

the emissions of greenhouse gases and other human activities. Climate models are used to study how 

the climate operates today, how it may have functioned differently in the past, and how it may evolve 

in response to forcings. Built using our best scientific knowledge of atmospheric, oceanic, terrestrial, 

and cryospheric processes, climate models and their components are extensively tested against the 

full suite of observations of current and past climate to verify that they simulate a realistic  version 

of the climate. Discrepancies between models and observations provide indications that we need to 

improve understanding of physical processes, model representations of the processes, or in some 

cases the  observations themselves. Hence, climate models contain our accumulated wisdom about 

the u nderlying scientific processes and can be no better than our observations of the system and our 

understanding of the climate.

Figure 7 shows how scientists have used climate models to make the case that human activities have 

perturbed the climate since preindustrial times. In this experiment, the model is run with three differ-

ent sets of climate forcings: (a) natural only, (b) anthropogenic only, and (c) natural and anthropogenic. 

When the natural or anthropogenic forcings are employed separately, the model is unable to reproduce 

the global-mean variation of temperature anomalies over the simulated time period. Only when both 

sets of forcings are used does the model capture the nature of the variations, providing evidence that 

human activities have caused a significant fraction of warming in the past 150 years.[10]

FIGURE 7 Climate model results with (a) solar and volcanic forcings only; (b) anthropogenic forcings only; and 

(c) all forcings, both natural and anthropogenic.

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see IPCC[10]).
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Projections for Future Climate Change

The IPCC has concluded that by 2100, global surface temperatures will likely be from 1.4 to 5.8°C 

(2.5°F–10.4°F) above 1990 levels (Figure 8) and that the combined effects of ice melting and seawater 

expansion from ocean warming will cause the global-mean sea level to rise by between 0.1 and 0.9 m.[10] 

Uncertainties remain about the magnitude and impacts of future climate change, largely due to gaps in 

understanding of climate science and the difficulty of predicting societal choices.

Climate changes in the coming century will not be uniformly distributed; some regions will experi-

ence more warming than others. There will be winners and losers from the impacts of climate change, 

even within a single region, but globally, the losses are expected to far outweigh the benefits. A changed 

climate will increase the likelihood of extreme heat and drought events.[23] High latitudes and polar 

regions are expected to see comparatively greater increases in average temperatures than lower lati-

tudes, resulting in melting of permafrost and sea ice, which will result in additional costs for residents 

and in disruption to wildlife and ecosystems.[24] Precipitation changes, which are of great importance to 

agriculture, may have even more regional variability that is hard to predict.

Finally, several elements of Earth’s system seem to be vulnerable to rapid destabilization. For exam-

ple, the West Antarctic ice sheet and the Greenland ice sheet may be more prone to rapid melting than 

FIGURE 8 Climate models are often used to simulate possible future climates to help inform decisions about 

policy responses to potential climate changes. This figure shows the range of plausible global-mean temperature 

change over the next 100 years, simulated by a collection of models. The spread in 2100 temperatures from 1.4 to 

5.8°C reflects two factors: (1) Each model was run multiple times using different scenarios (indicated by different 

line textures) for future climate forcings, and (2) each model makes different assumptions about how the climate 

responds to those forcings. The scenarios range from those that assume continued acceleration of greenhouse gas 

emissions to those that assume more moderate growth or leveling off of emissions rates. SRES refers to the collec-

tion of scenarios presented in the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios. TAR refers to the IPCC Third Assessment 

Report. 

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see IPCC[10]).
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previously thought, and the loss of either of these would result in a large sea-level rise greater than 

5 m. Moreover, the stability of the oceanic circulation that brings heat to Northern Europe has also 

been questioned. Because of feedback processes and the large uncertainty in system sensitivity, these 

outcomes are not easy to model and are usually not included in the gradual climate change projections 

quoted above. Nevertheless, they are nontrivial threats and represent active areas of current research.

Unfortunately, the regions that will be most severely affected are often the regions that are the least 

able to adapt. Bangladesh, one of the poorest nations in the world, is projected to lose 17.5% of its land 

if sea level rises about 1 m (40 in.), displacing tens of thousands of people.[10] Several islands throughout 

the South Pacific and Indian Oceans will be at similar risk for increased flooding and vulnerability to 

storm surges. Although wetland and coastal areas of many developed nations—including the United 

States—are also threatened, wealthy countries may be more able to adapt to sea-level rise and threats 

to agriculture. Solutions could include limiting or changing construction codes in coastal zones and 

developing new agricultural technologies.

Conclusion

Research conducted to understand how the climate system may be changing—and in turn affecting 

other natural systems and human society—has led to significant advancement in scientific understand-

ing, but many questions remain. Society faces increasing pressure to decide how best to respond to a 

changing climate and associated global and regional changes.

One way to address global climate change is to take steps to reduce the amount of greenhouse gases 

in the atmosphere. Because CO2 and other greenhouse gases can remain in the atmosphere for many 

decades, the climate-change impacts from concentrations today will likely continue throughout the 21st 

century and beyond. Failure to implement significant reductions in net greenhouse gas emissions now 

will make the job much harder in the future—both in terms of stabilizing CO2 concentrations and in 

terms of experiencing more significant impacts. While no single solution can eliminate all future warm-

ing, many potentially cost-effective technological options could contribute to stabilizing greenhouse gas 

concentrations. These options range from personal choices such as driving less to national choices such 

as regulating emissions or seeking technologies to remove greenhouse gases from the atmosphere to 

international choices such as sharing energy technologies.

At the same time, it will be necessary to seek ways to adapt to the potential impacts of climate change. 

Climate is becoming increasingly important to public and private decision-making in various fields 

such as emergency management, water-quality assurance, insurance, irrigation and power produc-

tion, and construction. For example, developing practical, “no regrets” strategies that could be used 

to reduce economic and ecological systems’ vulnerabilities to change could provide benefits whether a 

significant climate change ultimately occurs or not. No-regrets measures could include low-cost steps 

to improve climate forecasting; to slow biodiversity loss; to improve water, land, and air quality; and to 

make  institutions—such as the health care enterprise, financial markets, and transportation systems—

more resilient to major disruptions.
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50
Global Climate 

Change: Gas Fluxes

Sampling Techniques, Sample Handling, and Analysis

Chamber Techniques

Flux chambers are simple inverted containers, which form an enclosure for gases emitted from the soil 

surface.[1] Both closed (static) and open (dynamic) chambers can be used. Advantages and disadvantages 

of chamber techniques are listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Closed Chamber, Open Chamber, and Micrometeorological 

Methods to Measure Gas Fluxes from Soils

Method Advantage Disadvantage

Closed chamber Simple and low cost

Multiple gases can be sampled

Small fluxes can be measured

Manual and automated gas sampling 

can be used

Labor intensive

Small area is covered

Only a short-term emission event is monitored 

(1–2 h)

Disturbance of the emitting surface upon 

installation

Altered conditions of temperature and soil 

atmosphere exchange

Different functioning of plants in the chamber

Small area is covered

Disturbance of the emitting surface upon 

installation

Open chamber Relatively simple

Environmental condition close to 

uncovered field

(Continued )
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Closed and Open Chambers

Emissions of CO2, CH4, and N2O are very variable, both spatially and temporally. It has not been 

 determined whether the size of the flux chambers has an influence on this variability. Nevertheless, 

at least six chambers should be used per campaign. Flux chambers (cylindrical, or square or rectan-

gular and box-like) can either be installed as a complete assembly, eventually for a short period and 

then removed until the next sampling occasion (Figure 1a), or they can exist out of a basal part, which 

is installed for the entire duration of the experiment with a gas-tight chamber attached to it for short 

periods (Figure  1b). This last variant is often used in flooded systems (e.g., paddy soils). The normal 

procedure for installation is to make a slit in the soil with a metal cutting edge, the same size and shape 

as the collar of the chamber, and to insert the chamber collar for about 3 cm into the slit.

When a closed chamber is fixed in place, gas samples can be taken from the headspace at different 

time intervals. The change in concentration in the chamber over time is used to calculate the gas flux. 

The calculation of the flux goes through a linear regression analysis of the gas concentration increase 

with time (corrected for eventual temperature changes) and a calculation of the chamber volume and 

area. Typical expressions of fluxes are g GHG ha−1 d−1. A minimum of three measurements should be 

made to check the linearity of concentration increase in the chamber. A non-linear increase could indi-

cate an inadequate sealing of the chamber or an important increase of pressure in the chamber due to 

temperature increases.[2] However, venting of the closed chambers can create large errors. The chamber 

cover should be removed once the final sample has been taken to minimize disturbance of the environ-

mental conditions of the area covered by the chamber.

Open chambers can be used as well (Figure 2). In open chambers outside air flows into the chamber 

via an inlet and is forced to flow over the enclosed soil surface before leaving the chamber via an outlet. 

The concentration of the respective gas is measured at the in- and outlet sides. The gas flux from the soil 

surface can be calculated from the concentration difference between the in- and outlet, gas flow rate, 

and volume and area covered by the chamber.

Manual or Automated Sampling and Analysis

Using closed chambers, the headspace can be sampled by syringe. The gas samples are transferred to 

the laboratory into sealed containers (evacuated vials fitted with rubber septa) for analysis. To obtain a 

representative sample of the headspace, a diffusive mixing over 30 min is adequate, unless a mixing fan 

is used. Gas samples should be taken from the headspace immediately after sealing and at equal time 

intervals, thereafter, during which, gas concentrations increase linearly.

With automatic sampling, manual gas sampling from the chamber is replaced by a gas flow system 

providing a periodic sample transfer to a detector. The basic elements of an automatic system consist 

of closed chambers (equipped with lids that open and close automatically) or open chambers, gas flow 

TABLE 1 (Continued ) Advantages and Disadvantages of the Closed Chamber, Open Chamber, and 

Micrometeorological Methods to Measure Gas Fluxes from Soils

Method Advantage Disadvantage

Continuous long-term monitoring 

possible

Pressure deficits can cause artificially high fluxes

Automated sampling is required

Expensive and sophisticated instrumentation 

needed

Dependence on a uniform, large surface and 

constant atmospheric conditions

Micrometeorological Useful for diurnal and seasonal 

variations

Large areas can be monitored 

(aggregate flux)

Minimal disturbance of the emitting 

surface
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FIGURE 1 (a) Typical closed chamber used for greenhouse gas flux measurements from aerobic soils. Source: 

Adapted from Manual on Measurement of Methane and Nitrous Oxide Emissions from Agriculture.[2] (b) Schematic 

drawing of closed chamber used for greenhouse gas flux measurements in flooded soil.

Source: Lindau.[3]

FIGURE 2 Field set-up of an open chamber with removable lid to measure NO fluxes from forest soils: In the 

front, the outlet with the air sampling tube; in the back, the air inlet with the air sampling tube and the NO analyzer 

with data acquisition system.
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systems (tubing and pump); a sampling unit; an analytical unit (detector); a time controller; and a data 

acquisition system. Automatic sampling is more expensive and it needs to be done in the vicinity of the 

analysis device. However, this technique is helpful when extensive data sets need to be collected over 

longer periods of time. It increases the reliability of the emission data obtained, because the number of 

manipulations is reduced. In most cases open chambers are sampled automatically.

Analytical Aspects

Gas Chromatography

Gas samples are injected into the gas chromatograph (GC) either manually or through the use of a sam-

ple loop (automated). Depending on the type of gas to be analyzed, specific GC settings and columns 

are used. Carbon dioxide is detected using a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Methane is detected 

using a flame ionization detector (FID). Nitrous oxide is detected using a 63Ni electron capture detector 

(ECD). For analysis of N2O, care must be taken to remove both CO2 and water vapor. In experiments 

with acetylene, to block the last step in the denitrification process, one may need to bypass the ECD with 

the acetylene in the sample after it exits from the chromatographic column. Acetylene alters both the 

sensitivity and stability of some ECDs.[2]

Photo-Acoustic-Infrared Detector (PAID)

The measuring principle is based on photo-acoustic detection of the absorption of infrared light. This 

means that any gas that absorbs infrared light of a specific wavelength can be measured. The most com-

mon PAID is the Brüel and Kjær multi-gas monitor. The PAID is equipped with a pump, which draws 

air from the flux chamber into an analysis cell inside the gas monitor. This cell can be sealed hermeti-

cally. Light from an infrared source is pulsated by a mechanical chopper and then passes through one 

of the optical filters of the filter carousel. The filter produces an infrared wavelength, which is selectively 

absorbed by the gas being monitored. Absorption of infrared light by the gas in the closed analysis 

cell causes the temperature to increase. Because the infrared light is pulsating, the gas temperature 

increases and decreases. In the closed cell this results in an increase and decrease of the pressure, which 

can be measured via 2 microphones. This acoustic signal is proportional to the concentration of the 

gas monitored. The Brüel and Kjær multi-gas monitor allows the analysis of 5 different gases and water 

vapor from 1 sample in approximately 120 sec. The device has the ability to compensate for temperature 

fluctuations and water vapor interference. Using an automated sampling system, careful calibration of 

the multi-gas monitor and the sampling unit is required.[4]

Micrometeorological Methods

The basic concept of micrometeorological methods for measuring trace gas fluxes to or from the soil 

surface is that gas transport is accomplished by the eddying motion of the atmosphere which displaces 

parcels of air from one level to another. Transport of a gas through the free atmosphere is provided by 

turbulent diffusion and convection in which the displacement of individual eddies is the basic transport 

process. Micrometeorological methods are based on the assumption that the flux to or from the soil 

surface is identical to the vertical flux measured at the reference level some distance above the surface. 

Therefore, a flat and homogeneous terrain is needed. The flux measured at the reference level provides 

than the average flux over the upwind area (fetch), provided that sampling point at the reference level is 

in the height range in which the vertical flux is constant with height (fetch ≈ 100H, where H = height of 

the sampling point). In the simplest of the micrometeorological methods, the flux may be measured by 

sensing the concentrations and velocities of components of the turbulence. [5,6]
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Two general micrometeorological techniques are used to measure trace gas fluxes: the eddy correla-

tion and flux- gradient technique (Figure 3). Application of both approaches is limited to situations in 

which the air analyzed has passed over a homogeneous exchange surface for a long distance so that pro-

files of gas concentration in the air are in equilibrium with the local rates of exchange. These methods 

also require that horizontal concentration gradients are negligible. Eddy correlation methods require a 

fast response detector. The tuneable diode laser (TDL) technique is based on infrared absorption spec-

trometry, whereby the absorption depends upon path length, line strength, and absorber concentration. 

Liquid nitrogen temperature diodes are commercially available to cover the infrared spectrum from 

about 2–10 μm, the region where most trace gases have absorption spectra.[5,6] Advantages and disadvan-

tages of micrometeorological methods are listed in Table 1. 

Nonisotopic Tracer Methods

Tracer methods involve the release of an inert tracer gas, most commonly sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), 

from an emitting surface. The tracer gas is released at a known rate in a pattern similar to the release 

pattern of the GHG, perpendicular to the direction of the prevailing wind. This method can be applied 

when a definite plume of the GHG can be readily detected in the ambient environment. Under these 

conditions the plume of the dispersed emission is located based on analyses of upwind and downwind 

air samples. The flux rate is computed, using the ratio of the plume concentration of the tracer and 

the GHG and the known release rate of the tracer. The advantage of this technique is that aggregate 

gas emissions can be collected from heterogeneous areas, such as landfills, circumventing the problem 

of spatial heterogeneity. However, the high costs, dependence on meteorological conditions, and the 

potential for interfering sources limit its application.[2]

Ultra-Large Chambers with Long-Path Infrared Spectrometers

Infrared absorption spectrometers are available that can give an average value for the gas concentration 

over distances of tens or hundreds of meters. They are useful for measurements of average emissions 

from a whole experimental plot, by covering the plot temporarily with a large canopy to act as a chamber 

and retain the gas emitted from the soil. Two systems are available: 1) the Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) spectrometer with a mirror system, which allows multiple reflections and thus a total path of 

FIGURE 3 Typical instrument for flux gradient measurements of greenhouse gas fluxes in the field.

Source: Adapted from Denmead.[5]
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up to 1 km that is capable of measuring GHG concentration changes down to a fraction of 1 ppb; and 2) 

a simpler, less-sensitive IR spectrometer with the capacity to detect a concentration change of about 25 

ppbv of N2O and 10 ppbv of CH4.[2]
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carbon-di-oxide emissions per year, 283f

char reactions, 292–293

cofiring (coal and bio-solids)

coal agricultural residues, 297, 297f

coal and manure, 298–299

coal and RDF, 297–298, 298t

conversion schemes, 296

fouling in, 300–301, 300t

NOx emissions, 298t, 299

combustion

circulating fluidized bed combustor (CFBC), 

296

defined, 291, 291f

fixed bed combustor (FXBC), 295

fluidized bed combustor, 295

ignition and, 293

in practical systems, 294–296, 294f

stoker firing, 295, 296f

suspension firing, 294, 295f

energy units and terminology, 282t

fuel properties

gaseous fuels, 290

liquid fuels, 290

solid fuels, 284–290, 286t–288t, 289f, 290f

FutureGen layout, 301–303, 302f

gasification, defined, 290, 291f

gasification of coal and bio-solids, 300–301, 301f

ignition, 293

objectives of, 281–284

pyrolysis, 291, 291f

reburn with biosolids, 303, 304f, 304t

technologies, 129

volatile oxidation, 292

Energy curtailment, 754

Energy degradation, second law of, 147–151

entropy and second law of thermodynamics, 

148–151

reversibility and irreversibility, 148

Energy efficiency, 130–131, 754

methods for improving of

advanced energy systems, use of, 130

building envelopes, improving of, 131

energy leak and loss prevention, 130

energy storage, 131

energy supplies and demands matching of, 131

examples of, 131–132, 132t

exergy analysis, use of, 131

improved monitoring, control, and 

maintenance, 130

passive strategies, use of, 131

use of high-efficiency devices, 130

Energy-efficient chiller, 173

Energy flows, 562

Energy Information Administration (EIA), 608

Energy intensity, 130

Energy management, 519

Energy master planning (EMP)

American approach, origins of, 522

business as usual, improving, 522

vs. energy management, 520

optimization, 520–521

steps to, 522

business approach development, 523

casting wide net, 525

communicate results, 526

energy team, creation of, 524

ignite spark, 523

obtain and sustain top commitment, 524

opportunity recognition, 523

organization’s energy use, 525

set goals, 525

upgrades, implementation of, 525

verify savings, 526

tips for success, 526–527

unexpected benefits of, 520

Energy Master Planning Institute (EMPI), 522, 523f

Energy report cards, 526

Energy security, 93–98

risk assessment, 94–95

depleting oil reserves, 95–97

supplies from Middle East, 97–98

Energy Star program, for windows, 569–570, 570f, 570t

Energy storage

benefits, 636

primary storage, 169

renewable, 168–169

secondary methods

capacitors, 169–170

chemical batteries, 170

compressed air, 170–171

electric grid, 169

flow batteries, 171

flywheels, 171–172

fuel cells, 172

pumped hydroelectricity, 172

springs, 172

superconducting magnets, 173

thermal storage, 173–174

storing electricity, 168

technologies, 636–637
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Energy storage (cont.)

development status, 637t

types, 636–637

valuation criteria, 168

Energy transfer, 135, 136

and disorganization, 148

versus energy property, 139–142

reversible, 153, 155

Energy units and terminology, 282t

Energy use, transportation, 290, 291, 294

Energy utilization and environment, 755

Energy Valuation Organization (EVO), 665

Enthalpy, 262

of formation, 262–264

of reaction, 262–264

Enthalpy change of combustion, 264

Entropy, 155

and exergy, 148–151

generation, 148

and second law of thermodynamics, 148–151

Environment 2010: Our Future, Our Choice, 366

Environmental protection agency (EPA), 49

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 364, 366

Environmental state, 347

Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) scores, 331f

Equipment downtime

energy, 771

flexibility, 772–773

preventive maintenance, 771–772

setups, 772

Europe

acid rain in, 711–712

control policy, 721–722

trends in acidity, 715

European Commission (EC)

Directive 96/62/EC, 369

Directive 99/30/EC, 369

Directive 2000/69/EC, 369

Directive 2002/3/EC, 369

Evacuated tube collectors, 453–454, 454f

Evacuated tube panels, 451, 454f

Exergetic reinjection ratio, 202

Exergetic renewability ratio, 202

Exergy, 155, 205, 270, 345, 755

advantages over energy analysis, 345

balances, 346

consumption, 347

defined, 345, 347

and economics, 355

efficiencies vs. energy efficiencies, 355

vs. energy losses, 355

entropy and, 147–151

and environment, 355

evaluating, 346

and lost work, 270

method, 345

and reference environment, 346

and second-law efficiency, 153–154

of stream, 270

Exergy analysis, 205, 270, 345, 347–348

applications of, 349

and efficiency, 348

practical limitations, 348

theoretical limitations, 348

Exothermic reaction, 264

Exterior insulation finish systems (EIFS), 566–567

External casing, 452

External combustion (EC), 281

Extractive membrane bioreactors, 669

F

Fabric Filter (FF), 179

Factory-built modular building, 560

Fans, 515

Feedback effects, 185

Feedlot biomass (FB), 285, 286t, 300

Fiber-bed scrubber, 395

Fill factor (FF), of solar cells, 433

Fine-scale air pollution models

characteristics, 683–684

CTMs, 684–685

dispersion models, 684

reduced form models, 685

Fin-tube heat exchanger, 581

First law of thermodynamics, 261–266

formulation, 262–264

Fixed bed combustor (FXBC), 295

Fixed carbon (FC), 285

Flame temperature, 289

Flat plate collectors, 451

Flat-plate solar collector, 451–452

Flaxseed, for bio-liquid fuels, 550

Floating car data (FCD), 54

Float zone method, 436

Floodgates, 418–419

Flow batteries, 171

Flue gas cleaning, of sulfur dioxide, 399

Flue gas volume, 290

Fluidized bed combustor, 295

Fluidized-bed gasification, 301f

Fluorine, 242

Flux chambers, GHG measurement, 798, 799f

Flywheels, 171–172

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 34

Food waste pyrolysis, 551

Force, 137f

Forced circulation systems, 458, 459f

Forebay tank, 420

Forest ecosystems, acidic deposition, 734–735

Formula of Manning, 414

Fossil fuels, 127, 427, 610–610, 610t, 611t

combustion, 177–189, 788, 789

depletion of, 64–67
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data and predictions, 64f

oil, delivery and detection of, 66f

reserves/resources, regional distribution of, 

65, 65f

as energy source, 748

environmental effects of, 748, 751

production and consumption, 748

Fouling in cofiring, 299–300, 299f

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR), 801

Four-way exchange valve, 624

Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiment, 779

Friedman, Thomas, 661

Fuel cell, 593

advantages of, 593

intermediate- and high-temperature, 583

applications of, 583

high-temperature proton exchange membrane 

fuel cells, 584

molten carbonate fuel cells, 585

operational characteristics and technological 

status of, 592t

phosphoric acid fuel cells, 584–585

solid oxide fuel cells, 588–591

low-temperature, 594, 704t

alkaline fuel cells, 594–597

direct methanol fuel cells, 602–603

proton exchange membrane fuel cells, 597–601

stack, 594

types of, 594

use of, 593

Fuel cells, 172

Fuel properties

gaseous fuels, 290

liquid fuels, 290

solid fuels, 284–290, 286t–288t, 289f, 290f

Fuels

bio-liquid, 549–551

classification of, 281

properties, 532t

solid, 529–534

sources, 530t

The Fukushima (Japan), 68

Fully extractive system, for monitoring stack gases, 

378, 378f

Fusegates, 419

FutureGen process, 302f, 303

G

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells, 437

Gas absorption, 401

Gas chromatograph (GC), gas sampling, 798

Gas compression heat pump, 623, 623f

Gasification, 739

Gasification of coal and bio-solids, 300–301, 301f

Gasoline-fueled light vehicles, 609

Gas-phase biological treatment systems, 667

Gas reburning, 304t

Gas reserves, 98

Gas-to-liquid transfer, 670

Gas-to-liquid transfer membrane systems, 669

Generalized analytic cost estimation (GACE) 

approach, 545

Genotoxicity tests, for air pollution, 6–7

Geographic information system (GIS), in air quality 

monitoring, 377

Geologic sequestration, 740–741, 740t

Geothermal brine specific exergy utilization index, 205

Geothermal electricity, 161

Geothermal energy, 126, 191

activities for adopting technology of, 194

direct use of, 191

environmental benefits of, 194

history of use of, 192–193

hydrogen production from, 193

source of, 191

for sustainable development, 195

Geothermal energy resources, 193–194

classification of, 195–205

by energy, 196, 196t–198t, 199

by exergy, 199–200

Lindal diagram, 200–205, 201f, 203f, 204f

Geothermal energy systems, performance assessment 

procedure for, 205–206

case study on, 206–207, 207f

Geothermal fluid, 193

Geothermal gradient, 193

Geothermal resources, 160

Geothermal system, 193

Gibbs free energy or Gibbs function, 271

Glaciation indirect effect, 789t

Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW), 711

Global-mean temperature, 784

Global ozone layer, depletion of, 248–250, 249f, 250f

Global primary energy supplies, 534–535

Global stability, problems affecting, 215, 215f

Global unrest

effects of, 216

and peace, 226

Global warming, 91, 92, 98–102, 126, 184–189, 

777–781, 790

carbon removal from air, 777–778

cause of, 126

CO2 emission reductions by

demand-side conservation and efficiency 

improvements, 189

shift to non-fossil energy sources, 189

supply-side efficiency measures, 189

effects of

climate changes, 187

sea level rise, 187

global average surface temperature, 186

health-related implications of, 100

man role in, 777–778
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Global warming (cont.)

nature role in, 778

overview, 777

projected earth surface temperature increase, 186

threats for developing countries, 100–102

Global warming potential (GWP), 789t

Goddard Institute for Space Sciences (GISS), 791f

Gore-Tex™ (PTFE/nylon), 670

Gothenburg Protocol, 1999, 722

Grätzel cells, 440

Green energy, 214–215

analysis, 225–226

applications, 223–224

based sustainability ratio, 225

benefits of, 195

case study, 226–232

challenges, 219

defined, 214

and environmental consequences, 215–217

environment and sustainability, 218–219

essential factors for, 222

exergetic aspects of, 222–223

resources, 221–222

and sustainable development, 214, 219–221

technologies, 221–222

commercial potential, 221–222

progress on, 221

utilization ratio, 225

Greenhouse effect, 184, 185, 752t

Greenhouse gas concentrations trends, 187–188

CO2 concentration, 187

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 184

from building sector, 628

reduction, by heat pumps, 629, 629t

Greenhouse gases (GHG), 91, 99, 100, 126, 307, 608, 737,783

chamber techniques, 797, 797t–798t

and climate change, 253–254

closed and open chambers, 798, 799f

gas chromatography, 800

manual/automated sampling and analysis, 798–800

measuring fluxes, 797–802

micrometeorological methods, 797t–798t, 

800–801, 801f

nonisotopic tracer methods, 801

photo-acoustic-infrared detector, 800

quantitative model, 608–609

ultra-large chambers with longpath infrared 

spectrometers, 801–802

Greenhouse gas forcing, 788, 789t

Gross head, measurements of, 415–416, 415f

H

Halocarbons, 788

Halons, 242

The Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport 

(HBEFA), 55

Hardtack Quince test, 73

Hazardous air pollutants (HAP), 179

The HBEFA traffic situation model, 55–57, 56f

HCOP (heating performance of heat pump), 619

Health, definition of, 326

Heat, 138–139, 138f, 490–491

Heat capacity at constant pressure, 271

Heat engine, 151–154, 618, 618f

exergy and the second-law efficiency, 153–154

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 

systems, 106

Heating energy efficiency ratio (HEER), heat 

pump, 626

Heating value (HV), 265–266, 285

of biomass fuels, 287t–288t

of common fuels, 265t

higher, 265

lower, 265

Heat pipes, 581

Heat pumps, 617

absorption, 621–623, 622f

advantages of, 620

applications of

commercial and industrial, 628

domestic, 628

energy flow of, 618–619, 618f

environmental benefits of, 620

fundamentals of, 618–619

gas compression, 623, 623f

GHG saving potential of, 628–629, 629t

heating performance of, 619

heat sources for, 618, 619t

heat supply and value of, 620

history of, 617–618

magnetic, 620, 621f

performance parameters of, 625–628

ambient energy fraction, 627–628, 627f, 628t

primary energy ratio, 626–627, 626f, 627f

SCOP and EER, 625–626

and refrigerators, 619

short-term/long-term potential use of, 629, 629t

thermoelectric, 621, 621f

types of, 620

vapor compression, 623–625, 624f, 625f

Heat rates, 265–266

Heat recovery steam generator (HRSG), 580

Heat storage

system, 464–467

dimensioning, 465–467

Heat transfer, resistance to, 559

Heat wheels, 581

Heavy metals, as air pollutants, 404–406

Helsinki Protocol, 1985, 722

HFMB, see Hollow fiber membrane bioreactor 

(HFMB)

Higher heating value (HHV), of fuel, 285, 287t–288t, 

530, 532–533
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High-rise buildings, 559

High-temperature nuclear reactor, 612–613

High-temperature proton exchange membrane fuel 

cells (HT-PEMFCs), 584

operating temperature range of, 584

for stationary applications, 584

technical challenges related to, 584

Hollow fiber membrane bioreactor (HFMB)

advantages, 668

biofilm mass transfer, 675–676

biological air pollution control, 668f

cometabolism, 673–674

conceptual model, 674f

degradation, 675–676

disadvantages, 668

gas flow rate, 672f

gas-transfer technology, 669

laboratory-scale investigations, 670

low solubility compounds, 672–673

membrane mass transfer, 674–675

pollution control, 668–669, 676

suspension mass transfer and 

degradation, 675

two module-in-series polysulfone, 671

waste gas treatment, 671t

Households model, 311, 311t

Hubbert peak theory, 283

Human development index (HDI), 92

Human-induced global warming, 783

Human(s), role in carbon removal from air, 

777–778

Hybrid vehicles, 609, 609t, 614t

Hydraulic energy, 126

Hydraulic short circuit, 641

Hydrocarbons, 169, 284, 285, 536

characteristics of, 368–369

and climate change, 254–255, 255t

Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), 252

Hydroelectricity, 172

Hydroelectric power generation, 637–639

Hydroelectric resources, 160

Hydrogen ( H2), 290, 493–494, 613–614

electrolysis, 613

SMR, 611–613

thermochemical processes, 614

Hydrogen-fueled fuel cell vehicles, 615–616, 615t

Hydrogen-fueled vehicles, 611

Hydrophobic microporous membranes, 670

Hydropower, 407

classification, 408–409

gross head, measurements of, 415–416, 415f

instream flow and environmental impact, 416

mini hydropower, 409–410

civil works in MHP plants, 416–424

water flow, measure of, 412–415

water resource, 410–412

water turbines, 424

I

Ice melting, 793

Ice nuclei, 789, 789t

Ideal gas law, 261, 263

Ideal gas state, 263

Ideal-solution approximation, 274

IEA Heat Pump Centre, 620, 629

Ignition and combustion, 293

Illinois State University (ISU), 650

Increased energy management, 517

India

acid rain in, 713, 713f

trends in acidity, 716–718

Indian ecotechnological pollution treatment 

systems, 710

Indirect aerosol effect, 789t

Indirect radiative forcings, 786

Indium tin oxide (ITO), 441

Industrial air pollution, 400

absorption, 401

adsorption, 401–403

combustion, 403

Industrial carbon-di-oxide capture, 740

Industrial processes

blowers, 515

boilers systems, 514

calciners, 515

capital projects vs. improved procedures, 516

centrifugal compressors, 515

centrifugal pumps, 515

chemical reactions, 512

combustion systems, 514

current, 517

distillation-fractionation, 512–513

drying, 513

effective energy management system, 516

electrical processes, 514

energy balance, 509t

energy conservation analyses, 509–510

equipment, 513–516

fans, 515

fired heaters, 515

flare systems, 515

furnaces, 515

fusion, 511–512

incinerator systems, 515

increased energy management, 517

kilns, 515

liquid ring vacuum pumps, 515–516

mechanical processes, 514

melting, 511–512

process cooling, 514

process heating, 511

scope, 507–508

steam systems, 514

systems, 513–516
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Industrial processes (cont.)

technology, 508

vacuum systems, 515

Industrial Revolution, 777

Industrial wind turbines, 321–322

Infrared absorption spectrometers, 801

Ingot, silicon, 435

Insulated concrete forms (ICFs), walls, 565, 566f

Insulated material, 451

Integrated assessment models (IAMs), 307

Integrated collector storage, 451–453, 453f

Integrated energy systems, case study from ISU, 650, 662

asset management, 659–660

planning methodology, 654, 655, 657, 658f, 659

profits, 660–661

project assessment/analysis, 654

chilled water operating calculations, 657t

cogeneration operating calculations, 655t

ISU executive summary, 652t–653t

ISU pro forma, 653f

sensitivity analysis, 657t

steam operating calculations, 656t

related history, 651

risk management, 660

stakeholders in, 651

web-based plan, assumptions in, 651–654

web-based tools, for communication and 

reports, 651

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) process, 

301, 301f, 738

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS), 58

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 790

Third Assessment Report (TAR), 793f

Intermittent energy resources, 633

Internal energy, 262

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), 68

International Biochar Initiative, 546

International Energy Agency (IEA), 407, 620

International Performance Measurement and 

Verification Protocol (IPMVP or MVP), 526

Intra-organizational listings/scorecards, 526

Inventory reduction, 769

Inversion, 180

Ion implantation, formation of p–n junction by, 438

IPCC’s AR5, 307

Irreversibility, 148

J

Japan, acid rain in, 712

JIT, see Just-in-time (JIT)

Just-in-time (JIT), 767

K

Kelvin–Planck law, 149

Kelvin–Planck statement, 149

Key performance metrics (KPMs), 516

Kyoto Protocol, 68, 255

L

Land-use change forcing, 790

Lead–acid battery, 170

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

(LEED), 108

Lean production

energy

downtime, 771–773

elements, 773–774

impact of, 767

inventory reduction, 769

overage reduction, 770–771

quality assurance, 769–770

SPF, 768–769

training, 769–770

workmanship, 769–770

vs. traditional production, 766–767

Legionella exposure risk, 469f

prevention and control of, 468

Lichens, biomonitoring using, 376

Life cycle costing (LCC) analysis, 761–762

Light detection and ranging (LIDAR)

differential absorption, 377

Doppler, 377

range finder, 377

Lighting efficiency, 130, 132, 132t

Liquefied natural gas (LNG), 290

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), 290

Liquid fuels, 282

Liquid ring vacuum pump (LRVP), 515

Litter biomass (LB), 286t

Long-term strategic benefits, 498

Long-wave radiation, 567

Los Angeles smog, 181f

Low-rise multifamily buildings, 559

Low-temperature solar thermal technology, 451

LRVP, see Liquid ring vacuum pump (LRVP)

M

Magnetic heat pump, 620, 621f

Management system for energy (MSE), 522

Manual sampling, of greenhouse gases (GHG), 

798–800

Market-based approach, 489

Masonry walls

adobe walls, 566

concrete block and poured concrete, 564

insulated concrete forms (ICF), 565, 566f

precast concrete, 565

Massachusetts Department of Environmental 

Protection (MA DEP), 32, 33, 33t, 34t 35

Mass and energy, 135
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Mass transfer coefficients, 670

Maximum achievable control technologies (MACT), 180

Meals ready to eat (MRE) waste, 551

Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP), 110

Mechanical scrubbers, 395

Membrane bioreactors, pollution control, 668–669

Membrane mass transfer, 674–675

Membranes, 669–670

Mental component score (MCS), 332f

Metal contacts, in solar cells, 438–439

rear contacts, 439

Methane (CH4), 800

emissions from rice fields, mitigating options for, 

15–18, 19t

organic matter management, 18

problems and feasibility of the options, 18

processes controlling, 15–16, 16f, 16t

soil amendments and mineral fertilizers, 17

water management, 17, 17f

Methanogens, 15

Methanol, 74

Methyl bromide, 242

Microgrids

centralized grids, 488–489

climate policy, 489

community microgrids, 489

decarbonization pathways

biomethane, 492–493

heat, 490–491

hydrogen, 493–494

power, 490–491

solar-plus-storage, 491–492

DERs, 487–488

market-based approach, 489

Micro hydro plant, 408

Micrometeorological methods for GHG, 797t–798t, 

800–801, 801f

Micronucleus assay, 5–6

Microporous hydrophobic membranes, 670

Micro vehicles, 609

Mild vehicles, 609

Mineral fertilizers, CH4 emissions from rice fields and, 

17, 17f

Mineralization, 743

influence of heavy metals on, 405

Mineral matter (MM), 284

Mini hydro plant, 408

Mini hydropower (MHP), 409–410

civil works in MHP plants, 416–424

Mitigation, 334

regulating permissible noise level, 334–336

regulating setback distances, 336–337

Mixing height, 181

Moisture ash free (MAF) basis, 285

Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs), 585–588

acceptable contamination levels, 587

applications of, 588

fuel for, 585

operating principle, 586–587, 586f

operating temperature of, 585

problems related to, 587

cathode dissolution, 587

corrosion of separator plate, 587

electrode creepage and sintering, 587

electrolyte loss, 587

reforming catalyst poisoning, 587

technological status of, 588

Monocrystalline silicon, 435–436

Monothanolamine (MEA), 738

Montreal Protocol, 236, 251–253, 257

MTBE (methyl tertiary butyl ether), 397

Multi-circulating fluidized bed combustor (MCFBC), 299

Municipal solid waste (MSW), 283, 297

heat of combustions of, 298t

N

Nafion, 598

Nanocrystalline films, model of photocurrent 

generation in, 443, 443f

National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program 

(NAPAP), 710

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), 364

National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP), 710

National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC), 569, 569f

Natural acidity, 709–710

Natural circulation systems, 457, 458f

Natural climate forcings (solar and volcanic 

variability), 786–787, 788t

Natural gas combined cycle (NGCC), 541–546

Natural greenhouse effect, 784–785, 784f–785f

Nature, role in carbon removal from air, 778

Nitrogen (N)

acid rain and, 729–735

ecosystem impacts, 22–24

human health effects, 731

reducing acidic deposition effects, 734–735

sources and distribution, 730–731, 730f

structural impacts, 731

gases

air pollution problems of, 399–400

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), threstholds for, 48, 48t

Nitrogen oxides (NxOy), 3–4

characteristics of, 368

EN 14211, chemiluminescence for, 374

Nitrous oxide ( N2O), 800

Noise pollution

industrial wind turbines, 321–322

mitigation, 334

regulating permissible noise level, 334–336

regulating setback distances, 336–337

wind turbine noise, acoustic profile of, 322–325

wind turbine noise, human impacts of, 325

and annoyance, 327–329
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Noise pollution (cont.)

health impacts, quantifying, 325–326

and low-frequency/infrasound components, 

333–334

psychological description, 325

and sleep, 330–333

wind turbine syndrome, 333

Non-dispersive infrared, for CO EN 14626, 375

Nonisotopic tracer methods, 801

Non-renewable energy, 123, 127–128

categories of, 127

from chemical fuels, 127

life cycle considerations, 128

thermal energy, 127

types of, 124t

from wastes, 127

Nuclear energy, 610

electrolysis, 613

hybrid-electric vehicles, 609–611

thermochemical processes, 614, 614t

Nuclear power and wind power, 68–73

O

Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 34

Ocean

acidification of, 718

currents, 159, 162

fertilization, 743

sources, 161

Ocean direct injection, 741–742

Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) devices, 126

Oil spills, 22, 24t

Omnivorous feedstock converters (OFCs), 529, 531f

Online gas chromatography, for benzene EN 14662, 375

Open circuit systems, 458

Open collectors, 432, 453f

Organic matter (OM) management, CH4 emissions 

from rice fields, 18

Orientation of intake, 420

Otto cycle, 153

Overage reduction, 770–771

Oxidation reaction, 281

Oxyfuel combustion, 739

Oxygen

consumption rate, 292

transfer mechanism, 293

Ozone (O3)

characteristics of, 369

EN 14625, ultraviolet photometry for, 375

Ozone-depleting substances (ODSs), 242–243

Ozone layer, 235–257

atmospheric ozone, 236–237

CFC-ozone depletion hypothesis, 240, 242f

climate change impact on, 256

depletion, biologinal effects of, 251

origin of, 237–239

stratospheric ozone depletion

antarctic ozone hole, discovery of, 243–244

atmospheric trace species, field measurements 

of, 248

global ozone layer, depletion of, 248–250, 249f, 

250f

measurements and distribution of, 239–240

polar ozone chemistry, 244–245

P

Packed-bed scrubbers, 395

Paris Agreement, 307

Particulate matter (PM), 364, 375

characteristics of, 369

Particulate pollution

control methods, 386–396

cyclones, 389–390

distribution patterns, modifying, 386–387

electrostatic precipitator, 392–393

equipment, 387

filters, 391–392

settling chambers, 389

wet scrubbers, 393–395

problem, 386

sources of, 385–386

Passenger car and heavy duty emission model 

(PHEM), 55

Passivation, of silicon surfaces, 438

Peltier effect, 621

Penstock, 421–422

Perfectly stirred reactor (PSR), 295

Petroleum hydrocarbons

chemical composition of, 25–29

constituents of, 25t

contamination, 21–42

environmental fate of, 29–30

in environmental media, determination of, 35–40

environmental relevance of, 22–25

ranges of, 34t

toxicity of, 30–34, 34t

Petroleum reservoir, 740–741

Phase equilibrium, 274–275

Phosphoric-acid-doped PBI membrane, 584

Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), 584–585

advantage of, 584

carbon monoxide tolerance of, 585

components of, 584

fuel for, 585

operating temperature range of, 584

for terrestrial applications, 584

uses of, 585

Photo-acoustic-infrared detector (PAID), 800

Photochemical smog, 397

Photosensitive windows, 131

Photosynthesis, 284

Photovoltaic devices, 125, 126f
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Photovoltaic effect, 428–432

Photovoltaic electricity, 161–162

Photovoltaic solar cells, 427–447

beginnings of, 428t

characteristics, 432–433

current–voltage characteristics of, 432f

different types of, comparison, 447t

electrical model of, 430–431

materials, 434–446

power–voltage characteristics of, 432f

production procedure, 435

structure and functioning of, 437f

temperature dependence of, 433f

Physical exergy, 270, 347

Physical solvent scrubbing, 739

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) scores, 331f

Plant(s), biomonitoring, 376–377

Plant toxicity and heavy metals, 405

Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD), 439

Plastic(s), recycling of, 551

Plate and frame heat exchanger, 581

Plug-in hybrid- electric vehicles, 609–611, 615

P–n junction

equilibrium in, 429f

formation of, 429f, 438

by ion implantation, 438

Point-type in situ system, for monitoring stack gases, 

379, 379f

Polar ozone, 244–248

characteristics of, 244–245

destruction of, 247–248

Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), 244, 245–247, 246f

Pollution control, membrane bioreactors, 668–669

Polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes, 584

Polycrystalline silicon, 435

Polyethylene, 539

recycling of, 551

Polypropylene, 670

Polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE), 670

Porous membranes, 670

Portable emission measurement system (PEMS), 53

Post-combustion carbon capture, 738–739

Poured concrete, 564–565

Power, 490–491

Power cycle, 264, 266

efficiency, 265–266

Practical application impact ratio, 225

Precast concrete, 565

Pre-combustion carbon capture, 739

Pressure Drop, 421–422

Primary energy ratio (PER), heat pump system, 

626–627, 626f, 627f

Proactive approach, 489

Process-based commissioning, 107

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), 594, 

595, 604t

applications of, 601

cold start of, 599

contamination levels, acceptable, 599–600

CO poisoning effect on, 599

description of, 597–598, 598f

operating principle of, 598–599

operating temperature of, 598

research on problems related to, 600

stacks and components, 600

technological status of, 600

Proximate analysis (ASTM D3172), 285, 286t

PTFE, see Polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE)

Pulverized fuel (pf) fired swirl burner, 295f

Pumped storage hydro, 633, 637–639

benefit for renewable energy resources, 643–645

countries with, 642t

electric utility usage of, 642–643

environmental issues, 641–642

facility description, 640–641

ramping characteristics of, 644

schematic diagram of, 637f

summer operation of, 642f

technology description, 639–640

winter operation of, 643f

Pure pumped storage systems, 640

Pyro-char, 546

Pyrolysis, 291, 291f, 538–541

oils, 549

products, organization of, 538–541

Q

Quality assurance, 769–770

Quasi-equilibrium processes, 148

Quasi-kinetic energy, 140

Quasi-potential energy, 140

R

Radiation of energy transport, 567

Radiative forcings, estimated, 786f

Radiometers, 786

Rain measurements and hydrology, 410–412

Range finder lidars, 377

Rankine cycle, 153

Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 4

Real fluids, 272–273

Reburn with biosolids, 303, 304f, 304t

Recuperator, 580

Recycling, and SWEATT, 551

Red boxes, 49, 50f, 52

Reference dead state, 147

Reference environment, 347

Reference state, 347

Refuse-derived fuel (RDF), 297, 537

Regional Air Pollution in Developing Countries 

(RAPIDC) program, 710
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REGULATION No 333/2014/EU 2014, 49

REGULATION No 715/2007/EC 2007, 48–49

Relative positive acceleration (RPA), 53

Reliable emission projections/inventories, 49

Remote monitoring techniques, for air quality 

monitoring, 377

Renewable energy, 102, 123, 125, 129–130, 610

adequacy of, 165

conversion efficiencies, 160–161

costs, 161–162

electrolysis, 613

energy efficiency gains, 164

forms, 159–160

hybrid-electric vehicles, 609–611

intermittent sources, 163

non-solar-related energy, 127

present energy use, 164, 164t

resources, 160

solar energy, 125–127

air-based, 127

land-based, 126–127

types of, 124t

water-based, 126

storage, 168–169

thermochemical processes, 614, 614t

Renewable energy sources (RES), 283, 633

pumped storage hydro benefit for, 643–645

Reservoir specific exergy utilization index, 205

Reverse cycle air conditioner, 619

Reversibility, 266–267, 270–271

and irreversibility, 148

Reversible circuit heat pumps, 624

Reversible energy transfer, 151, 155

Reversible heat transfer, 148, 150f

Reversible thermodynamic process, 271

Rice fields

CH4 emissions from, mitigating options for, 15–18, 19t

organic matter management, 18

processes controlling, 15–16, 16f, 16t

soil amendments and mineral fertilizers, 17

water management, 17, 17f

problems and feasibility of the options, 18

Road-traffic emissions

air pollutant emissions, 48

climate impact, 47

DIRECTIVE 2007/46/EC 2007, 48

driving dynamics, 50

energy conversion, 50–51

modeling of

approaches, 52–53, 52f

The HBEFA traffic situation model, 55–57, 56f

traffic-demand model, 52f, 53–54

traffic-emission model types, 54–55, 54t

traffic-supply model, 53

oil consumption, 48

REGULATION No 333/2014/EU 2014, 49

REGULATION No 715/2007/EC 2007, 48–49

types, 49–50

abrasion, 51

cold start, 51

evaporation, 51

hot/warm, 51

resuspension, 51

Rocky Mountain hydroelectric plant, 638f

Run-around coils, 581

Run-of-river, 639

plants, 409

S

Salihli Geothermal District Heating System (SGDHS), 

case study analysis of, 206–207, 207f

Saline formations, 740

Scattering, 789

Screen printing, 439

Scrubbing, 737, 738

Seasonal heating energy efficiency ratio (SHEER), 626

Seasonal performance factor (SPF), 626

Seawater expansion, 793

Second-law efficiency, exergy and, 153–154

Second law of thermodynamics, 266–271

entropy and, 148–151

formulation, 267–268

ideal work, 269–270

lost work, 269–270

Secret benefits

carbon credits, 502–503

energy supply price spikes, 502

enhanced public image, 503–504

environmental/legal costs, 504–505

extended equipment lives, value of, 500–501

lighting conservation, 500

reduced Maintenance costs, 501

Sectoral energy conservation, 760

Sectoral impact ratio, 225

Sedimentation tank, 420

Semidirect effect, 789t

Sensible thermal energy, 140

Settling/terminal velocity, 389

Sewage sludge, for bio-liquid fuels, 550

Sheathing, 564

Shell and tube heat exchanger, 580–581

Silicon, 434

crystalline, solar cells, 435

Single-path-type in situ system, for monitoring stack 

gases, 380, 380f

Single piece flow (SPF), 768–769

SLI (starting, lighting, ignition) battery, 170

Small hydro plants, 408

Small hydropower (SHP) plants, 408

Smith, Robert, 709

SMR, see Steam methane reforming (SMR)

Soil

acidification, 732
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amendments, CH4 emissions from rice fields and, 17
Soil carbon sequestration, 743
Solar air conditioning, 699

closed cycle systems, 699
designs of, 699
open cycle systems, 699

Solar and volcanic variability, 786–787, 788t
Solar-assisted heat pumps, 624
Solar-boosted heat pumps, 624
Solar box cookers, 698
Solar cells, 691
Solar central receiver or solar tower, 700, 700t
Solar chimney, 699
Solar collectors, 700t

operational characteristics of, 700
Solar cookers

advantages of, 697
types of, 698

Solar cooking, 697–698
Solar cooling, 459–460
Solar crop drying, 696–697
Solar distillation, 697
Solar dryers

advantages of, 696
classification of, 696

Solar energy, 83, 125–127, 610, 691
electrolysis, 613
hybrid-electric vehicles, 609–611
thermochemical processes, 614, 614t

Solar forcings, 793f
Solar fraction, 627

of solar system, 627
Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), 569–570, 570t
Solar house, 692
Solar industrial process heat, 162
Solar integrated collector storage system innovations, 

469–471
Solar panel cookers, 698
Solar parabolic cookers, 698
Solar parabolic dish, 698, 700
Solar parabolic trough, 700, 702f
Solar photovoltaic (SPV) technology, 691
Solar-plus-storage, 491–492
Solar ponds, 695–696

artificial, 696
convective, 695
nonconvective, 695
power generation system, 696f
zones

lower convective, 695
nonconvective, 695
upper convective, 695

Solar radiation, 159, 160, 784
resources, 160

Solar resources, of electricity, 633
Solar space heating, 692, 694

active, 694

hybrid, 694
passive, 692, 693f

direct solar gain, 692
indirect solar gain, 692
isolated solar gain, 692

Solar stills, 697, 697f
Solar thermal energy, 449

auxiliary, size of, 467–468
closed circuit systems, 458–459
comparison between different types of collectors, 457
energy balance of collector, 454–456

collector efficiency curves, 455–456
instantaneous efficiency of a collector, 456

energy balance of solar collector, 455f
forced circulation systems, 458, 459f
heat storage system, 464–467

dimensioning, 465–467
large systems, 468–469
Legionella exposure risk, 469f

prevention and control of, 468
matching energy availability and thermal energy 

need, 460–461
natural circulation systems, 457, 458f
open circuit systems, 458
preliminary analysis and solar thermal plant 

project, 460–464
design phase, 461

solar collector technology, 451
evacuated tube collectors, 453–454, 454f
flat-plate solar collector, 451–452
integrated collector storage, 452–453
unglazed/open collectors, 432, 453f

solar cooling, 459–460
solar integrated collector storage system 

innovations, 469–471
Solar thermal plant project, preliminary analysis and, 

460
design phase, 461–464

collector field surface, sizing of, 463–464
DHW need, estimation of, 463
logistic aspects, 462
on-site investigation, 461
saving energy interventions, 462
solar plant type, choice of, 462–463
users’ consumptions, analysis of, 461–462

matching energy availability and thermal energy 
need, 460–461

Solar thermal power generation, 699–700, 702
Solar thermal technologies

broad economic bandwidth, 692
high-temperature, 692
low-temperature, 692
market growth and trends, 702–703
medium-temperature, 692

Solar water heaters, 694–695
built-in-storage, 694
direct system, 694
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Solar water heaters (cont.)

efficiency of, 694–695

elements of, 694

forced circulation, 694, 695f

indirect active, 694, 695f

indirect system, 694, 695f

in industrial applications, 694

operating principles, 694

thermosyphon, 694

Solar water heating, 161, 694–695

Solid fuels, 284–290, 286t–288t, 289f, 290f, 529–534

CO2 emission estimation, 289, 289f

flame temperature, 289

flue gas volume, 290

heating value (ASTM D3286), 285

proximate analysis (ASTM D3172), 285, 286t

ultimate analysis (ASTM D3176), 285, 287t–288t

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), 588–591

acceptable contamination levels of, 590

applications of, 591

fuel for, 588

operating principle, 589–590, 589f

operating temperature of, 590

problems related to, 590–591

technological status of, 591

Solid waste, 529–534

chemical composition of, 298t

Solid waste-integrated gasificationcombined cycle 

(SW-IGCC) system, 541–546

cost of electricity (COE) vs. the cost of fuel (COF) 

for, 542–543, 543f

Solid waste to energy by advanced thermal 

technologies (SWEATT), 529, 532

bioenergy and biochar, 546–548

bio-liquid fuels, 549–551

Biomass Alliance with Natural Gas, 551

recycling and, 551

"Sound level," 323

Space shuttle missions, AFCs in, 595

Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES), 793f

Specific exergy index (SExI), 199

Specific heat, 293

SPF, see Single piece flow (SPF)

Spillway, 419

Spin-on technique, for ARCs, 439

Springs, 172–173

5Ss, 773–774

Stack gases, continuous emission monitoring systems 

for, 378–381

dilution-extractive system, 379, 379f

dual-path-type in situ system, 380, 380f

fully extractive system, 378, 378f

point-type in situ system, 379, 379f

single-path-type in situ system, 380, 380f

Standard oil recovery, 741

Steam methane reforming (SMR), 611–613

Steel-framed walls, 564

Sterling motor, 398

Stoichiometric combustion, 129

Stoker firing, 295, 296f

Stokes’ law, 389

Storage plants, 409

Stories from a Heat Earth—Our Geothermal 

Heritage, 191

Storm windows, 569

Stratospheric ozone depletion, 752t

antarctic ozone hole, discovery of, 243–244

atmospheric trace species, field 

measurements of, 248

global ozone layer, depletion of, 248–250, 249f, 250f

measurements and distribution of, 239–240

polar ozone chemistry, 244–245

Straw bale walls, 567

Stripper column, 739

Structural insulated panels (SIPs), 567

Submerged orifice scrubbers, 394

Sulfate, in atmosphere, 719–720

Sulfur dioxide (SO2), 3

air pollution of, 398–399

characteristics of, 368

EN 14212, ultraviolet fluorescence for, 374–375

Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), 801

Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), 168

Superconducting magnets, 173

Surface air temperature, global annualmean, 791f

Surface area (SA), of biochar, 547

Surface energy budget effect, 789t

Surface moisture (SM), 285

Suspended particle display (SPD), 571

Suspended particulate matter, 386

Suspension firing, 294, 294f

Suspension mass transfer and degradation, 675

Sustainable development, 195

geothermal energy for, 195

Sustainable development goals (SDGs), 313

Swirl burners, 294, 295f

Swishing noise, 327

Syngas, 300

Synthesis gas, 739

System coefficient of performance (SCOP), heat 

pump, 625

System energy, 140

T

Tapered element oscillating microbalance (TEOM), of 

particulate matter, 375

Taum Sauk upper reservoir, 638f

TCE, see Trichloroethylene (TCE)

Technological impact ratio, 225

Teflon™, 670

Temperature

Antarctic, 245, 246f

Arctic, 245, 246f
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Terra preta, 547

Terrestrial carbon sinks, 742–743

The International Journal of Exergy, 347

Thermal conductivity detector (TCD), 800

Thermal energy, 127

storage system, 349–350

energy efficiency of, 350

evaluation of, 349

Thermal exergy, 347

Thermal mass, 561

Thermal storage, 173–174

Thermal technologies, advanced, 535–538

Thermo-chemical process, 300, 614

Thermodynamic effect, 789t

Thermodynamic process, 262

Thermodynamic properties

ideal gas, 272

phase equilibrium, 274–275

real fluids, 272–273

rigorous equations for, 271–272

solutions, 273–274

Thermodynamics, 261–276

Thermoelectric heat pump, 621, 621f

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 291

Thermostatic expansion (T-X) valves, 624

Thin-film solar cells, 437

Tidal energy, 127

Tidal power, 160

Titanium dioxide (TiO2), 441–442

semi conductor, 442

solar cells, 444–445

advantages, 445–446

Titanium white, 441

Toluene, 671–672

Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPHs), 35–40, 

38t–39t

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons Criteria Working 

Group (TPHCWG), 32, 35

Total primary energy supply (TPES), 534, 534f

Traditional vs. lean production, 766–767

Traffic-demand model, 52f, 53–54

Traffic-emission model types, 54–55, 54t

vehicle categories

buses, 54

cars, 54

motorcycles and mopeds, 54

operational-specific components, 55

vehicle-specific components, 55

Traffic-supply model, 53

Training, 769–770

Transmutation, 73

Transparent conducting oxide (TCO), 443

Transparent coverage, 451

Transportation, energy use in, 284, 284f

Trichloroethylene (TCE), 671, 673–674

Trombe wall, 174, 692

Tuneable diode laser (TDL) technique, 801

Turning Off the Heat: Why America Must Double 

Energy Efficiency to Save Money and Reduce 

Global Warming, 664

Twomey effect, 789t

Two module-in-series polysulfone HFMB, 671

U

Ubiquitous hydrogen network, 494

Ultimate analysis (ASTM D3176), 285, 287t–288t

Ultraviolet fluorescence, for SO2 EN 14212, 374–375

Ultraviolet photometry, for O3 EN 14625, 375

Unglazed collectors, 451, 452, 453f

United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development (UNCED), 68

United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), 252

United Nations framework convention on climate 

change (UNFCCC), 548

United States

acid rain in, 711

control policy, 721

trends in acidity, 715

Unit energy costs, 654

Urban co-benefits, 685t

U.S. EPA National Acid Precipitation Assessment 

Program (NAPAP), 729

U.S. primary energy supplies, 534–535

V

Vanadium redox battery (VRB), 171

Vapor compression heat pump, 623–625, 624f, 625f

classification of, 624

components in, 623–624, 624f

compressors in, 624

condensing temperature effect on ideal COP, 625f

evaporating temperature effect on ideal COP, 625f

phase-changing processes in, 623

Vapor pressure, 274

Vegetable oils, for liquid fuels, 549

Venturi scrubber, 394–395

Vibroacoustic disease, 334

Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone 

Layer, 252

Visual factory, 773

Volatile matter (VM), 285, 291, 293

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 368

Volatile oxidation, 292

Volcanic forcing, 787, 792f

Volcanic variability, 786–787, 788t

Volcanoes on weather and climate, 788t

W

Walls, 560–567, 561f

building types, 559–560

exterior insulation finish systems (EIFS), 566–567
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Walls, (cont.)

masonry, 564, 866f

steel-framed, 564

straw bale, 567

structural insulated panels (SIPS), 567

utility of, 559

wood-framed, 562–564, 562f, 563f

Waste heat

high-grade, 575

low-grade, 575

medium-grade, 575

quality of, 575–576

Waste heat recovery

engineering concerns in, 576–578

equipment

selection of, 578

types of, 580–581

quality vs quantity, 575–576

sample calculations, 578–580

Waste heat stream

cleanliness and quality of, 577

determining value of, 576

dilution of, 576

mass flow rate for, 576

quality of, 575

quantifying, 576

recovery, 580

Water

desalination, 697

intake, 419–420

Water management, CH4 emissions from rice fields, 

17, 17f

Water turbines, 424

Water vapor, greenhouse properties of, 786, 787f

Wave energy, 126

Weather-resistive barrier on wall, 567

Well to wheels approach, 608

Wet deposition, 386

Wet scrubbers, 393–395

Wind energy, 127, 159

resources, 159

Windfarm noise, 321, 322

Windows

building types, 559–560

energy transport, 567–569, 568f

future improvements, 571

solar heat gain through, 567, 567f

utility of, 559

window rating system, 569–570, 570f, 570t

Wind park, 322

Wind power, 63, 75

capacity distribution, 475t

capacity factor, 475–476

capacity growth, 474t

climate protection, 67–68

costs, 475

depletion of fossil fuels, 64–67

data and predictions, 64f

oil, delivery and detection of, 65f

reserves/resources, regional distribution of, 65, 67f

ecological economics

Ems-axis, lower saxony, growth and booming 

region, 84–87

renewable energy, 63–83

renewable energy in Germany and planned 

nuclear exit, 84

electrical production, 474

future

hydrogen economy, 478

maximum production, reaching, 478

other issues, 478

projected cost, 477

projected growth, 477

projected production, 478

geographical distribution, 474–475

governments and regulation, role of, 483

environmental regulation, 483–484

grid interconnection issues, 483

improving wind information, 483

subsidies, tax incentives, 483

history, 474

location

favored geography, 476–477

maximum production limits, 477

sizing, 477

nuclear power, role of, 68–73

site, 476

strengths

costs, 479

environment, 478–479

local and diverse, 479

quick to build, easy to expand, 479

renewable, 479

technology, 481–483

weaknesses

bird impact, 480–481

connection to grid, 479–480

local resource shortage, 480

natural variability, 479

noise, 480

visual impact, 480

Wind resources, of electricity, 634–635

Wind turbine

blades, 482

components

blade diameter, 481

controls and generating equipment, 481

tower height, 481

control mechanisms, 483

generators, 481–482

nacelles, 481

wind sensors, 483

Wind turbine noise

acoustic profile of, 322–325
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horizontal-axis wind turbine, 322f

human impacts of, 325

and annoyance, 327–329

and low-frequency/infrasound components, 

333–334

psychological description, 325

quantifying the health impacts, 325–326

and sleep, 330–333

wind turbine syndrome, 333

Wireless communication systems, 517

WLTC (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test 

Cycle), 49

Wood-framed walls, 562–564, 562f, 563f

Work, 136–137

Work–energy principle, 143

Work–heat–energy principle, 142–147

Working fluid, 452

Workmanship, 769–770, 770t

World energy production, consumption, 748–750

World fossil fuel consumption (WFFC), 217

World Geothermal Congress 2010, 192

World green energy consumption (WGEC), 217

World Health Organization (WHO), 361

air quality guidelines, 365

The World is Flat, 661

World primary energy consumption (WPEC), 217

World total fossil-fuel consumption and CO2 

production, 751, 753f

Wyoming coal, 286t

X

Xanthobacter Py2, 673

Y

Year Average Common Air Quality Index 

(YACAQI), 366
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Preface

Given the current state of the world as compiled in the massive Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
Report, humans have changed ecosystems more rapidly and extensively during the past 50 years than in 
any other time in human history. These are unprecedented changes that need certain action. As a result, 
it is imperative that we have a good scientific understanding of how these systems function and good 
strategies on how to manage them.

In a very practical way, this multivolume Environmental Management Handbook provides a com-
prehensive reference to demonstrate the key processes and provisions for enhancing environmental 
management. The experience, evidence, methods, and models relevant for studying environmental 
management are presented here in six stand-alone thematic volumes, as follows:

VOLUME 1 – Managing Global Resources and Universal Processes
VOLUME 2 – Managing Biological and Ecological Systems
VOLUME 3 – Managing Soils and Terrestrial Systems
VOLUME 4 – Managing Water Resources and Hydrological Systems
VOLUME 5 – Managing Air Quality and Energy Systems
VOLUME 6 – Managing Human and Social Systems

In this manner, the handbook introduces in the first volume the general concepts and processes used 
in environmental management. The next four volumes deal with each of the four spheres of nature 
(biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere). The last volume ties the material together in its 
application to human and social systems. These are very important chapters for a wide spectrum of stu-
dents and professionals to understand and implement environmental management. In particular, the 
features include the following:

• The first handbook that demonstrates the key processes and provisions for enhancing environ-
mental management.

• Addresses new and cutting-edge topics on ecosystem services, resilience, sustainability, food–
energy–water nexus, socio-ecological systems, etc.

• Provides an excellent basic knowledge on environmental systems, explains how these systems 
function, and gives strategies on how to manage them.

• Written by an outstanding group of environmental experts.

Since the handbook covers such a wide range of materials from basic processes, to tools, technolo-
gies, case studies, and legislative actions, each handbook entry is further classified into the following 
categories:

APC: Anthropogenic chemicals: The chapters cover human-manufactured chemicals and activities
COV: Indicates that the chapters give comparative overviews of important topics for environmental 

management
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CSS: The chapters give a case study of a particular environmental management example
DIA: Means that the chapters are about diagnostic tools: monitoring, ecological modeling, ecologi-

cal indicators, and ecological services
ELE: Focuses on the use of legislation or policy to address environmental problems
ENT: Addresses environmental management using environmental technologies
NEC: Natural elements and chemicals: The chapters cover basic elements and chemicals found in 

nature
PRO: The chapters cover basic environmental processes.

Volume 6, Managing Human and Social Systems, applies the cumulative knowledge of environmental 
science and systems specifically into managing human and social systems. There are over 50 entries 
covering a wide area from environmental legislation and policy to human health, economics, sustain-
able development, and green technologies. New entries are included to cover environmental accounting, 
limits to growth, and urban agriculture. Case studies investigate the impact of cell tower placement, 
health consequences of pesticides in developing countries, and the promise of community-based moni-
toring. This culminating volume gives guidance for effective environmental management and a glimpse 
into future challenges and opportunities.

Brian D. Fath
Brno, Czech Republic

December 2019
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Introduction

How much pesticide residue did I eat today?

No more than necessary, and less than would be detrimental to your health.

Government authorities must be able to support the answer to the consumer’s question with scien-
tific data and valid scientific studies.[1] The “no more residues than necessary” concept originates from 
the principle of good agricultural practice, which implies that the desired effect (pest control) will be 
achieved without leaving more residues than necessary in the food.

Before Registration

Pesticide residue evaluation and risk assessment prior to registration are summarized in Figure 1.[2,3]

Risks to the environment and to the user are also evaluated but are not considered further under the 
present topic—food contamination with pesticide residues.

Metabolism studies on a pesticide in crops and farm animals identify the nature of the residue. The 
residue may consist of a parent compound or metabolites or a mixture. In some cases, different pesti-
cides produce the same metabolites; in other cases, the metabolite of one pesticide is another pesticide. 
Some crops genetically modified for herbicide resistance achieve their resistance by metabolizing the 
herbicide to a derivative with no herbicidal activity.

The acceptable daily intake (ADI) of a chemical is the daily intake, expressed on a body-weight basis, 
which, during an entire lifetime, appears to be without appreciable risk to the health of the consumer 
on the basis of all the known facts at the time. The ADI is based on animal feeding studies that find the 
daily dose over a lifetime resulting in no observable adverse effect on the most sensitive animal species 
tested. Then, a margin of safety (safety factor, commonly 100) is applied to allow for extrapolation from 
animals to humans and the variability in responses between average and highly sensitive humans.
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The acute reference dose (acute RfD or ARfD) of a chemical is an estimate of the amount normally 
expressed on a body-weight basis, which can be ingested in a period of 24 hours or less without appre-
ciable health risk to the consumer on the basis of all known facts at the time of the evaluation. The acute 
RfD is also based on the results of animal dosing studies with a suitable safety factor.

The maximum residue limit (MRL), synonymous with “tolerance,” is the maximum concentration 
of pesticide residue legally permitted in or on food commodities. The MRL usually applies to the com-
modity of trade, which may or may not be the same as the edible portion. For a fruit such as apples, it is 
the same, while for bananas, the MRL applies to the whole banana, but only the pulp is eaten. An MRL 
provides a division between food that is legally acceptable or unacceptable. Foods derived from com-
modities complying with the relevant MRLs are intended to be toxicologically acceptable, but the MRL 
is not a dividing line between safe and unsafe.

Supervised residue trials on animal feed commodities and livestock feeding studies with pesticide 
residues generate the information required to support MRLs for meat, milk, and eggs.

Risk assessment tells us whether or not the amounts of residue are likely to be safe for consumers.[4,5] 
We estimate dietary intake (also referred to as “dietary exposure”) of pesticide residues by multiplying 
the level of residue in the food ready for consumption by the amount of the food consumed. For chronic 
risk assessment, we compare the sum for all foods of expected long-term average intake with the ADI for 
the pesticide. For acute risk assessment, we compare possible intake from high consumption of a food, 
in a period of 24 hours or less, with the acute RfD.

After Registration

The design of monitoring studies for residues in food commodities depends on the purpose: random 
survey of food consignments (surveillance), targeted enforcement sampling where a residue problem is 
suspected, export monitoring to meet trade requirements, and total diet studies.

Government authorities regularly survey agricultural and animal products for levels of pesticide 
residues. If the label directions were based on reliable and representative field trials and if users are 

Establish the pesticide use pattern
necessary for pest control

Pesticide toxicology studies

Estimate values for
ADI and acute RfD

RISK ASSESSMENT
Are the toxicology and dietary
intake of residues compatible?

Set official MRL

Register use pattern on official label

Lab animal metabolism studies
Plant

metabolism
Farm animal
metabolism

identity
of the

residue
Supervised field trials - measure 

residues resulting from use pattern

FIGURE 1 Risk assessment process before registration for pesticide residues in food. ADI: acceptable daily intake; 
Acute RfD: acute reference dose; MRL: maximum residue limit or tolerance. 
Source: Hamilton DJ, Food contamination with pesticide residues, in Encyclopedia of Pest Management, 2002, 
p 287.
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faithfully following label directions, then residues will be within the legal MRLs. Most surveys have 
demonstrated a high level of compliance.

Total diet studies identify which pesticides and measure in what quantities people are actually con-
suming. Food purchased in the marketplace is prepared by peeling and cooking as in the normal house-
hold and is then subjected to residue analysis. Amounts of foods consumed are known from specially 
designed food surveys for subpopulations such as adult males and females, children, toddlers, and 
infants, as well as for ethnic groups and regions or localities. Dietary intakes for populations and sub-
populations are calculated from the diets and the residue levels found by analysis. Commonly, total diet 
studies demonstrate intakes much less than the ADI.

Food Processing

Food processing usually reduces pesticide residue levels because of the washing or cleaning, peel-
ing, milling, juicing, cooking, or baking. Residue levels may increase in some processed commodities 
because the residue tends more to one fraction than another.[6] For example, residues on the surface of 
a wheat grain will find their way into the bran fraction with little in the flour. Residues of oil-soluble 
pesticides will find their way mainly into the vegetable oil fraction from an oilseed such as soybean.

In particular cases, a food process can change the nature of the residue. For example, ethylenebisdi-
thiocarbamate fungicides are converted, on cooking, to ethylenethiourea, which is more toxic than the 
parent pesticide. Fortunately, ethylenebisdithiocarbamates are essentially surface residues, and their 
levels can substantially be reduced by thorough washing before a cooking or blanching step.

Trade Issues

MRL values derived from good agricultural practice are, by their nature, local. A pesticide is used in the 
best way within local cultural practices to control a specific pest, and the rate of pesticide disappear-
ance depends on local environmental conditions. Comparisons among countries of national MRLs and 
tolerances will frequently reveal substantial differences. Table 1 shows the range of MRLs for ethephon 
in 17 countries for each of four commodities.

TABLE 1 National Ethephon MRLs and Tolerances (mg/kg) in 1999[7]

Peppers Tomatoes Pineapples Grapes

Argentina
Australia

2 2
2 2 10

Brazil 1.5 0.5
Canada 2
France 0.05
India 2 2
Ireland 3 3
Italy 3 0.05 Wine grapes

3 Table grapes
Korea 3 1 2
Netherlands 3 3
New Zealand 1
Poland 3
Portugal
South Africa

3 3
1 5

Taiwan 2 2 2
United Kingdom 3 3
United States 30 2 2 2
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The differences pose problems for international trade in food commodities. The importing country 
may reject shipments of food that do not comply with its national MRLs. It is attractive for some lobby 
groups and some governments to use national differences in MRLs as a barrier to trade.

Where no MRL or tolerance has been set for a pesticide on a food, some national governments apply a 
“zero tolerance,” that is, the MRL is assumed to be zero unless otherwise stated. The reason no MRL is set 
could simply be that the pest problem does not occur or that the crop is not produced locally; for example, 
cold temperate countries do not produce pineapples, so there will be no local uses or local MRLs.

The Codex Alimentarius Commission was established in 1961 to implement the FAO/WHO Food 
Standards Program. A purpose of the program is to protect the health of consumers and to ensure fair 
practices in the food trade. The Codex Committee on Pesticide Residues (CCPR) has the responsibility 
to establish Codex MRLs for food commodities in international trade.

CCPR relies on the data supplied by member governments and has established many MRLs. The 
methods of data evaluation in Codex are very similar to the methods in countries with regulatory con-
trol of pesticide use; Codex draws on the expertise of scientists from such countries around the world. 
Member government acceptance of Codex MRLs for food commodities in international trade is reduc-
ing the incidence of trade barriers based on national MRLs.

Developing countries have sometimes suffered pesticide residue trade difficulties because a lack of 
resources has made it difficult for them to monitor their exports effectively to ensure compliance with 
the importing country MRL requirements.

Analytical Methods for Pesticide Residues

Analytical methods for pesticide residues in food typically rely on gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) 
or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in the final measurement step following extrac-
tion from the sample and a sequence of clean-up steps.[2,8] Multiresidue methods include many residues 
in one procedure for the sake of economy. Monitoring usually requires the detection and quantitative 
measurement of residue levels down to concentrations of around 0.01–0.05 mg/kg. Laboratories must 
validate their procedures down to the required level, that is, prove that the procedures can identify and 
measure with a specified precision residues down to a required “limit of quantification” (LOQ).

The LOQ is important in the interpretation of monitoring data. An analytical result reported as “less 
than LOQ” or sometimes as “no detectable residue” could possibly mean no residue or a residue at a level 
too low for the method.

Not all pesticide residues are amenable to inclusion in multiresidue methods; they may need separate 
analysis, which becomes expensive. Reports of monitoring data should state explicitly which residues 
would have been detected if present above stated LOQs.

Reliable high-quality data are essential for correct interpretation during registration, investigation, 
and control of residues in food. Highly skilled analysts using good laboratory practices, standard proce-
dures, and other measures are generating valid data to support those requirements.

Future

The science of risk assessment will be further developed. Food safety and food security will continue to 
be important for consumer, government, and industry.[9] Trade issues will continue to be problematic 
with specific incidents of residues in foods arising from time to time. National governments will develop 
strategic approaches to deal with trade issues related to pesticide residues. Knowledgeable people in gov-
ernment and industry and experienced workers in functioning laboratories will be needed to support 
those strategic approaches. Exporters will need to monitor residues in a high percentage of their exports 
to meet the requirements of their customers. We might expect more developments with biopesticides. 
Relevant impurities in biopesticides are more likely to be biological than chemical, posing new chal-
lenges for analytical and test methods.
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Introduction

A recent European survey of risk perception and food safety showed, in line with previous research 
findings, that consumers tend to worry most about risks caused by external factors over which they 
have little or no control. Consequently, consumers appear to be less worried about risks possibly 
associated with their own behavior or practices. Physicians and scientists are the most trusted infor-
mation sources with regard to serious food risks, followed by public authorities and mass media. 
Economic  operators (food manufacturers, farmers, and retailers) are cited as being among the 
least trusted.[1]

Interviews conducted with over 1,000 consumers in a survey done in 2001 by the British Co-op Group 
showed that consumers were concerned about the effects of pesticides. Consumers who took part in 
this survey, when prompted with a series of questions, were concerned that pesticides are harmful to 
wildlife, leave residues in food, pollute water courses, are harmful to growing children, are harmful to 
the respondents themselves, and damage the health of farm workers.[2,3] According to a personal com-
munication with David Pimentel, in the United States, the Food and Drug Administration has reported 
that 97% of people prefer foods without pesticides.

Particular causes of consumer concern are the potential for ‘cocktail’ effects from multiple resi-
dues (see Table 1),[4–6] and the fact that children may exceed health- related acute reference doses 
even at legally acceptable residue levels (see Table 2).[6] In Australia, the Food Standards code con-
tains  provisions for an additional, overall limit for pesticides belonging to the same chemical group 
(see Table 3).[7]
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Pests and Pesticide Safety in Homes and Gardens

Consumers use a range of pesticides in their homes and gardens:

• Herbicides against weeds in vegetables, moss in turf, brush, etc.
• Fungicides against mold, mildew, etc.

TABLE 1 Multiple Residues Found in a Single Sample of Pears 2004

Residue Level 
(mg/kg)

Maximum Residue 
Limit (mg/kg)

Residue Level in % of 
Maximum Residue LimitPesticides Found

Dithiocarbamates 0.305 3 10
Chlorpropham 0.155 0.05 310
Azinphosmethyl 0.084 0.5 17
Procymidone 0.071 1 7
Dichlofluanid 0.060 5 1
Chlorpyriphos 0.059 0.5 12
Bromopropylate 0.055 0.05 110
Cyprodinil 0.022 — —

Combined total residues 466

Source: Swedish food residue monitoring report (see Andersson and Jansson[6]).

TABLE 2 Food Residues Potentially Leading to Short Time Intake in Excess of the Acute Reference Dose 
(ARfD) for Toddlers 2004

Pesticide
Food 

Commodity
Highest Residue 
Found (mg/kg)

Maximum Residue 
Limit (mg/kg)

ARfD (mg/kg 
Body weight)

Intake, % of ARfD 
for Toddlers

Dicrotophos Chinese broccoli 4.14 — 0.0017 1,763
Lambda-
cyhalothrin

Lettuce 0.92 1 0.0075 106

Oxamyl Cucumber 0.42 — 0.009 135
Endosulfan Melon 0.21 0.3 0.02 110
Monocrotophos Zuccini 0.14 — 0.002 381
Aldicarb Potatoes 0.035 0.5 0.003 122

Source: Swedish food residue monitoring report (see Andersson and Jansson[6]).

TABLE 3  Approaches to the Limitation of Organophosphorus Pesticide Residues in Food in Australia and by the 
British Co-operative Group, Respectively

Group Tolerance in Australia

Group 
Tolerance in 
Australia and 
Co-op Zero 
Tolerance

Co-op Zero 
Tolerance

Azamethiphos, azinphos-ethyl, azinphos-methyl, coumaphos, demeton, diazinon, 
dichlorvos, dimethoate, disulfoton, dithianon, ethion, famphur, fenchlorphos, 
fenitrothion, fenthion, formothion, maldison,a methamidophos, methidathion, 
mevinphos, naphtalophos,b parathion-methyl, phosmet, pirimiphos- ethyl, 
pirimiphos-methyl, pyrazophos, sulprophos, temephos, tetrachlorvinphos, 
thiometon, S.S.S-tributylphosphorotrithioate, trichlorfon, vamidothion

Ethoprophos, 
fenamiphos, 
omethoate, 
phorate, 
prothiofos

Cadusafos, 
chlorfenvinphos, 
demeton-S-methyl, 
phosphamidon, 
tebupirimfos, 
terbufos

Source: Maximum residue limits—Chemical groups[7] and The Co-operative Group.[11]

a ISO common name is malathion.
b WHO INN, no ISO common name available.
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• Insecticides against aphids, greenflies, ants, wasps, pests on potted plants, moths, pantry pests, 
cockroaches, flies, etc.

• Rodenticides against moles, rats, mice, voles, etc.
• Repellents against mosquitoes, black flies, ticks, game, and pests on dogs, cats, and horses
• Wood preservatives against rot on timber or furniture

For the general public, ingestion is the most common route of pesticide exposure. Accidental, single, 
high- level exposures can lead to acute pesticide poisoning, often in children, and may result from mis-
takenly swallowed pesticides stored in unlocked cabinets or in unmarked bottles or containers. With 
regard to long-term, low-level exposure of the general public, the main route of exposure, ingestion 
through food and drinking water, is followed by inhalation through air or dust. This exposure results in 
an unknown number of people with diverse chronic health effects.[8]

A comparison of pesticide poisoning cases in 1984, 1994, and 2004, performed by the Swedish Poisons 
Information Centre, showed that there was an increase in the overall number of human cases related to 
pesticide exposure—from 493 in 1984, and 774 in 1994, to 1,071 in 2004. 

The proportion of pesticide-related inquiries, however, remained constant at 3%.
Most incidents were due to accidental exposure at home. Ingestion was the most frequent route of 

exposure, followed by inhalation. Data from Swedish hospitals reported to the Poisons Information 
Centre showed the same pattern, that is, an increase in the proportion of cases related to accidental 
exposure at home. Children were involved in about 60% of all cases in 1984 as well as in 1994 and 2004. 
With the exception of ‘superwarfarins’ found in some rodenticides, most pesticides involved in inci-
dents at home were of low toxicity and present at low concentrations in the formulated products. The few 
severe cases are mainly intentional poisonings.[9]

Thirty percent of the total number of inquiries to the Centre in 2004 was due to children’s ingestion 
of insecticides intended for control of ants, containing low concentrations of borax, organophosphorus 
compounds or pyrethroids. No symptoms were recorded. Therefore, the considerable number of inqui-
ries may reflect anxiety about pesticide exposure among the Swedish population.

Food Residues

Pesticide Residues in Foods from Organic, Integrated 
and Conventional Production[6]

In the Swedish monitoring program for 2004, no residues were detectable in 57% of the samples. 
Residues at or below maximum residue limits (MRLs) were found in 39% of the samples. 3.5% of all 
samples contained residues above the MRLs. Of foods from organic production, 4%–5% (import and 
domestic, respectively) contained detectable residues. Foods from integrated production were free from 
detectable residues in 91% of domestic produce and 50% of imported product. Foods from conventional 
production contained no detectable residues in 83% of domestic foods and 46% of imported foods. 
Residues below the MRLs were found in foods from all three production categories. Residues above the 
MRLs were found only in imported products from conventional production. No residues were found in 
any of the 92 samples of foods intended for infants and young children.

Although produced without pesticides, organically produced foods sometimes contain residues. The 
reason for this may be unintentional mix-up of foods from different sources (organic and conventional), 
environmental contamination of soils and plants, or fraud. The organic foods that contained pesticides 
in the United States have been shown to come mostly from soils treated many years ago with DDT or 
arsenical compounds, according to a personal communication with David Pimentel.

In 11 food commodities (22 samples) from ten countries, residues of ten different pesticides were 
found at levels 10–37 times the MRL. Multiple residues were found in 492 samples of which 279 samples 
with two residues, 127 samples with three residues, 54 samples with four residues, 25 samples with five 
residues, five samples with six residues, and two samples with eight residues (see Table 1 and Figure 1).
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Towards Residue-Reduced Food Crops

Government Action Plans

The British Food Standards Agency has recognized that while levels of pesticide residues typically found 
in food are not normally a food safety concern, consumer preference is for food that does not contain 
residues. Sixty-eight percent of consumers consider that reducing residue levels further than the current 
level is important. As a result, the Agency has developed an action plan for pesticide residue minimiza-
tion with a goal of enabling consumers to make informed choices, and promoting best practice within 
the food industry. The overall action plan includes, among other things, development of crop specific 
action plans to achieve pesticide residue minimization for five priority crops: apples, pears, potatoes, 
tomatoes, and cereal grains.[10]

Retailer Initiatives[11,12]

Retailers may employ a range of strategies to reduce pesticide use and residues in the foods they produce 
and put on the market:

• Monitoring pesticide usage and residues
• Consulting with growers, including advice on integrated pest management and on alternative 

pest control systems
• Designing and providing decision tools, including crop-specific advisory sheets and frameworks 

for pesticide selection
• Prohibiting or restricting the use of certain pesticides
• Publishing monitoring results, for example, on corporate websites
• Promoting organically grown foods

NGO Initiatives—Ranking Residue Contents

In the United States, the Environmental Working Group has designed a report card to score pesticide 
residues in food products.[13] The report card, which is based on government agency monitoring and 
published monitoring data, shows scores for each analyzed commodity based on a number of residue 
characteristics, and a combined (or total) score in these categories:

FIGURE 1 European Union organic logo. (Available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/agriculture/qual/organic/
logo/index_en.htm.)
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• Percentage of samples with detectable residues
• Percentage of samples with two or more pesticides
• Average number of pesticides found on each sample
• Average total concentration of pesticides found
• Maximum number of pesticides found on a single sample
• Total number of pesticides found on a single commodity

In the Netherlands, Natuur and Milieu (a Dutch NGO), has designed and used a ranking system based 
on the following components, and a calculated total score[14]:

• For any residue not exceeding an MRL: 1 penalty point
• For each residue of a pesticide with neurotoxic effects: 2 penalty points
• For each residue exceeding an MRL or resulting from the use of a pesticide not authorized for use 

in the Netherlands (applicable also to imported foods): 4 penalty points
• For each residue exceeding an MRL and resulting from the use of a pesticide not authorized for 

use in the Netherlands (applicable also to imported foods): 8 penalty points

Conclusions

Polls have shown repeatedly that consumers are concerned about pesticide residues in food. Maximum 
residue limits are trading standards, which prescribe the maximum amount of particular pesticides 
legally permitted. These limits (MRLs) are generally based on the level of pesticides expected if good 
agricultural practice is followed.[10] Other MRLs may reflect only that a pesticide is no longer autho-
rized for use, leading to zero tolerance, and to potential problems for food exporters overseas. Since 
many consumers feel that current good agricultural practice is not good enough for their own or their 
childrens’ safety, governments, retailers and NGOs have initiated actions to reduce residues. Strategies 
focus on production methods (integrated, organic) as well as product quality (residue-reduced or 
residue-free foods).
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Introduction

In general, endocrine disruption in humans can result from genetic disorders,[1] diseases,[2] medical 
treatments, mental and physical[3] stress, and chemical exposures. Endocrine disruption through chem-
ical agents forms the focus of the present chapter.

Substances relevant for such endocrine-disrupting chemical exposures include pesticides (organo-
chlorines such as DDT,[4] other organohalogens such as dibromochloropropane,[5] some organophos-
phates, carbamates, dithiocarbamates, phthalates), polychlorinated biphenyls,[6] some solvents,[7] metals 
such as cadmium, lead, and manganese,[8] phytoestrogens, and isoflavonoids.[9] Furthermore, endocrine 
disruption can be caused by smoking and alcohol use,[3] and by certain drugs, for example, glucocorti-
coids, hypnotics, antihypertensives, neuroleptics, and H2-antihistaminies.[2]

Endocrine disruption can affect various endocrine systems. For example, thyroid hormone inhibition 
has been reported in humans after occupational exposure to amitrol and mancozeb.[10] Insulin levels can 
be affected by streptozotocin, which is toxic to pancreatic beta cells.[11]

Arguably the most extensive knowledge exists for chemical exposure affecting the reproductive sys-
tem, which is discussed in further detail below.

Of note, for some endocrine-disrupting chemicals, non-monotonic dose–response relationships have 
been described with hormonal disruption occurring at relatively low levels of exposure.[12]

Mechanisms of Endocrine Disruption

Diverse mechanisms of endocrine disruption by chemical agents have been described. Endocrine 
d isruption can be caused by xenohormones. Xenoestrogens, such as endosulfan, toxaphene, dieldrin, 
DDT, bisphenol A, nonylphenols, and dibutylphthalates,[7] mimic the physiological effects of estrogens. 
Xenoantiestrogens have effects opposite to those of xenoestrogens. For example, dioxin exerts its inhibi-
tory effect by enhancing the expression of enzymes that degrade the estrogen receptors.[13] Antiandrogenic 
effects may result from competitive antagonism at androgen receptors. This was demonstrated for 
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vinclozolin and DDE, the stable metabolite of the DDT.[7] Sometimes a xenobiotic and its metabolite 
(such as DDT and DDE) can exert their effects at different targets in the organism.

Pesticide-induced enzymes such as UDP-glucuronyl transferase and monooxygenases can degrade 
hormones (e.g., testosterone). Furthermore, the pesticides endosulfan, mirex, and DDT can increase 
the elimination of androgens by stimulating cytochrome P450.[14,15] Pesticide exposure can also dis-
rupt hormonal status by inhibiting enzymes. For example, inhibition of the aromatase system can lead 
to an increase in testosterone levels and a decrease in the formation of estradiol from testosterone.[16] 
Inhibitors of the aromatase system include prochloraz, imazalil, propiconazole, fenarimol, triadimenol, 
triadimefon, and dicofol.[17]

Endocrine disruption can furthermore involve hormone transport proteins: for example, polychlori-
nated biphenyl can induce thyroid disruption, and this may involve its sulfated metabolites which bind 
to the thyroid hormone transport protein transthyretin with high affinity.[18]

Moreover, recent research demonstrates that endocrine disruption can involve epigenetic alterations, 
which may be preserved into the third generation, as has been shown for DNA methylation changes that 
are associated with lead exposure.[19]

Endocrine Disruption with Occupational Exposure in Women

Pesticide exposure has been linked with reproductive difficulties and menstrual abnormalities. For 
example, prolonged time to pregnancy, reduced fecundability, reduced fertility as well as infertility have 
been described for pesticide-exposed women and for women working in agriculture and greenhouses, 
presumably related to pesticide exposure.[20–24] Furthermore, pesticide exposure has been associated 
with long cycles, missed periods, and intermenstrual bleeding.[25]

Endocrine Disruption with Occupational Exposure in Men

In men, pesticides may adversely affect sperm count and quality as well as impacting the levels of testos-
terone, follicle-stimulating hormone, and luteinizing hormone.[26]

We have found changes in sex hormone concentrations after low-dose occupational exposure to pes-
ticides (mainly pyrethroids, carbamates, and organophosphates). With chronic occupational pesticide 
exposure, we found a higher level of testosterone in comparison to control persons. There also was a 
reduction in estradiol levels during and after the application season in pesticide applicators.[16] Another 
study[27], however, found an increase in estradiol concentration in pesticide-exposed men; it may be that 
variations in the nature and timing of the exposure can account for these differences.

Endocrine Disruption with In Utero Exposure

Historically, diethylstilbestrol (DES) was the first recognized example of a xenobiotic eliciting a hor-
monal effect. This now very well-described paradigm serves to illustrate the potential consequences of 
in utero exposure to endocrine-disrupting chemicals. The treatment of pregnant women with DES leads 
to an increase in the incidence of adenocarcinoma of the vagina in their daughters[28] and malformations 
of the external genitals in their sons[29] and grandsons.[30] The risk of breast cancer after age 40 was also 
increased in women with prenatal DES exposure, as were the risks for spontaneous abortions, prema-
ture births, and ectopic pregnancies in later pregnancies of women exposed in utero.[31–33] Treatment 
with DES has, furthermore, been reported to have an effect on sexual orientation[34] and handedness.[35]
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Human Health: Pesticides

Kelsey Hart and 
David Pimentel

Introduction

Since the first use of DDT for crop protection in 1945, the total amount of pesticides used in  agriculture 
worldwide has been staggering. In 1945, about 50 million kg of pesticides were applied worldwide. Today, 
global usage is currently at about 2.5 billion kg/yr, an approximate 50-fold increase since 1945.[1] 
Unfortunately, the toxicity of most modern pesticides is more than 10-fold greater than those used in 
the early 1950s,[1] so the potential hazards have increased as well. In fact, studies have linked exposure 
to pesticides with a variety of human health problems, from asthma to cancer.[2] High levels of exposure 
to toxic pesticides can even result in fatal poisonings. In addition, we are discovering that we can be 
unknowingly exposed to pesticides and pesticide residues through the food we eat, water we drink, and 
air we breathe,[3] and that both short- and long-term exposure to pesticides can lead to chronic health 
effects. Based on the available data, estimates are that human pesticide poisonings and related illnesses 
in the United States cost about $933 million each year.[3]

Exposure to Pesticides

While farmers and pesticide applicators typically are exposed to higher levels and more kinds of 
p esticides, the general public is also exposed—often unwittingly—to pesticides and pesticides residues 
in their daily lives. For example, about 35% of the foods purchased by American consumers have detect-
able levels of pesticide residues.[4] This estimate is, in fact, conservative because we currently test for only 
about one-third of the pesticides in use.

In addition to food contamination, the public can also be exposed to pesticides in other ways. The 
principle exposure of the general public in the United States occurs in the home; about 90% of all U.S. 
households use pesticides on their lawn, garden, and/or the inside of the home.[5] Drinking water can 
also contain significant chemical and pesticide residues; at present, more than 10% of U.S. rivers and 
5% of U.S. lakes are measurably polluted with pesticides.[5] Groundwater supplies can also be polluted 
when pesticides seep into aquifers or wells.[6] Finally, public exposure to pesticides can occur through 
accidents or spills, or even through the air during application, when pesticides drift from the target area 
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into more populated towns and cities. In fact, only 25%–50% of pesticides applied by aircraft under ideal 
weather conditions actually reach the target area.[1]

Acute Effects: Pesticide Poisonings

In 1945, when synthetic pesticides were first used, few pesticide poisonings were reported. But by the 
late 1960s, both pesticide usage and toxicity had increased so dramatically that the number of human 
pesticide poisonings was substantial.[1] Unfortunately, this trend continued into the year 2000 (Figure 1). 
Just in the last decade, the total number of pesticide poisonings in the United States has increased from 
67,000 in 1989, to the current level of 110,000 per year.[2] Worldwide, the increased use of pesticides results 
in approximately 26.5 million cases of occupational pesticide poisonings each year, and an unknown 
number of non-occupational pesticide poisonings.[7] Of all these estimated poisoning  episodes, about 
3 million cases are hospitalized, resulting in approximately 220,000 fatalities and about 750,000 cases of 
chronic illness every year.[8]

Poisonings can occur when pesticides contact the skin or eyes, are inhaled, or are ingested. Typically, 
pesticides can have acute local effects on the area they directly contact—skin, eye, or respiratory tract 
irritation—in addition to acute systemic effects. Different pesticides act on different systems in the body 
in a variety of ways, but most common insecticides—organophosphates and organo-chlorines (i.e., 
Parathion)—have acute neurotoxic effects. This means that they impair normal functioning of the brain 
and/or the spinal cord, which can result in tremors, paralysis, seizures, and other systemic effects. Large 
degrees of exposure or exposure to highly toxic pesticides can be fatal.

Chronic Effects: Cancer and Other Health Concerns

Exposure to pesticides, though, does not always occur at a level sufficient to produce these acute symp-
toms. Many people are exposed to low levels of pesticides over a long period of time through their 
occupations or in the food they eat or water they drink. If no overt symptoms occur close to the time 
of exposure, we often assume that no damage is being done. However, pesticides have been associated 
with numerous chronic illnesses and health problems, especially in some highly sensitive individuals.

Chronic effects of pesticides are diverse and can affect most systems of the human body. The 
major types of chronic health effects that pesticides can have are neurological effects, respiratory and 

FIGURE 1 Trend in annual world pesticide use.[2]
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reproductive effects, and carcinogenic effects. The chronic neurotoxic effects of pesticide exposure are 
not well understood, but there is some evidence linking pesticide exposure with symptoms like fatigue, 
muscle weakness, and sensory disturbances as well as cognitive effects such as memory loss, language 
problems, and learning impairment. The malady organophosphate-induced delayed poly-neuropathy 
(OPIDP) is well documented and includes irreversible neurological effects.

In addition to their neurotoxic effects, pesticides can have adverse effects on the respiratory and 
reproductive systems. For example, 15% of a group of professional pesticide applicators suffered 
asthma, chronic sinusitis, or chronic bronchitis as compared with 2% of people who used pesticides 
infrequently.[9] Studies have also linked pesticides with reproductive effects such as infertility and fetal 
deformities, but the data are still inconclusive.[10] Some pesticides have been shown to cause testicu-
lar dysfunction or sterility in animals, and similar effects are suspected in humans, but are less well 
understood at present.[10] Sperm counts in males in Europe and the United States, for example, declined 
by about 50% between 1938 and 1990[11]—a time period during which the use of synthetic pesticides 
increased about 30-fold and toxicity per pound increased about 10-fold.[1] At present, there is evidence 
that human sperm counts continue to decrease by about 2% per year.[3]

U.S. data indicate that 18% of all insecticides, and about 90% of all fungicides, are carcinogenic,[12] 
and many studies have shown that risks for certain types of cancers are higher in people—such as 
 farmworkers and pesticide applicators—who are more frequently exposed to certain pesticides. 
Certain pesticides have been shown to induce tumors in lab animals; there is some evidence to suggest 
that they may have similar effects in humans.[10]

Many pesticides are also estrogenic—they mimic or interact with the hormone estrogen—linking 
them to the increased breast cancer rate among some groups of women in the United States. The breast 
cancer rate rose from 1 in 20 in 1960 to 1 in 8 in 1995.[13] There was a concurrent increase in pesticide use 
during that time period, and, although it has not been concretely linked to the increase in breast cancer 
rates, some studies suggest that exposure to pesticides is related to breast cancer incidence. Pesticides 
that interfere with the body’s endocrine—hormonal—system can also have reproductive, immulogic, 
or developmental effects; these effects are well documented in animals and just starting to be under-
stood in humans.[10] While endocrine disrupting chemicals may appear less dangerous at first glance— 
hormonal effects rarely result in acute poisonings or sudden death—their effects on reproductive and 
developmental processes may prove to have far-reaching and even more sinister consequences.[10]

Effects on Children

The negative health effects that pesticides can have—both acute and chronic—can be more significant in 
children than in adults, for several important reasons. First, children have much higher metabolic rates 
than adults, and their ability to activate, detoxify, and excrete toxic compounds is different from that of 
adults. Also, because of their smaller physical size, children are exposed to higher levels of pesticides per 
unit of body weight. In addition, certain types of pesticides are inherently more dangerous for children 
than for adults.[2,10] For example, the organophosphate and carbamate classes of pesticides adversely 
affect the nervous system by inhibiting cholinesterase, a critical enzyme, and can produce difficulty 
breathing, partial or total paralysis, convulsions, coma, or death. This problem is particularly significant 
for children since their brains are more than five times larger in proportion to their body weight than an 
adult’s brain, making cholinesterase even more vital. In a California study, 40% of the children working 
in agricultural fields had blood cholinesterase levels below normal, a strong indication of organophos-
phate and carbamate pesticide poisoning.[14] In addition, a study in England and Wales has shown that 
50% of all pesticide poisoning incidents in those countries involved children less than 10 years of age.[15] 
Use of pesticides in the home is also linked to childhood cancer.[16]

Because these studies and others have demonstrated that children’s increased sensitivities to tox-
icants is a significant concern, some pesticide regulations have recently been reevaluated to provide 
special protections for children and infants. The Food Quality Protection Act of 1996 requires the EPA 
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to specifically address risks that pesticides pose to infants and children and provides for an additional 
safety factors to take into account the potentially greater exposure and/ or sensitivity to pesticide effects 
on infants and children.

Economic Costs and Conclusions

Although no one can place a precise monetary value on a human life, the economic “costs” of human 
pesticide poisonings have been estimated. For our assessment, we use the conservative estimate of $2.2 
million per human life—the average value that the surviving spouse of a slain New York City police-
man receives.[17] Available estimates suggest that human pesticide poisonings and related illnesses in 
the United States cost about $933 million per year.[3] Pesticide use, though, provides a substantial net 
agricultural return of $12 billion per year.[2] Are the public health risks associated with pesticide use a 
great enough concern to warrant a reduction in pesticide use?

Given the known—and suspected—adverse effects of pesticide use on public health discussed in 
previous sections, it seems fairly clear that our present levels and methods of pesticide use present 
significant public health dangers and concerns. However, the abrupt and complete cessation of syn-
thetic pesticide use is not without substantial costs of its own. Termination of pesticide use would result 
in huge crop losses—the food supply would be severely reduced and a huge number of people would 
starve in a short time,[18] an especially dire consequence given the 3 billion people—half the world’s 
 population— currently malnourished worldwide.[19]

Clearly, it is essential that all the costs and benefits—economic, environmental, and social/health—of 
pesticide use be considered when current and future pest control programs are being developed and 
evaluated. A recent study estimated that the environmental and social costs related to U.S.  pesticide 
use—crop losses, public health effects, pesticide resistance, water pollution, and other environmental 
effects—total $8.3 billion each year.[3] Furthermore, another study has shown that U.S. pesticide use can 
be reduced up to one-half without any reduction in crop yields and cosmetic standards, and only a mini-
mal 0.6% increase in food costs.[20] Therefore, it is clear that our current methods of chemical pesticide 
use need to be reconsidered and evaluated with the above-outlined public health effects and the related 
economic costs in mind, toward the goal of the development of sound, sustainable pest management 
practices that maximize the benefits of pesticide use while at the same time minimizing the adverse 
effects that pesticides can have on human health.
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5
Nanoparticles

Alexandra 
Navrotsky

Introduction

Nanoparticles have no exact definition, but they are aggregates of atoms bridging the continuum between 
small molecular clusters of a few atoms and dimensions of 0.2–1 nm and chunks of solid containing mil-
lions of atoms and having the properties of macroscopic bulk material. In water, nanoparticles include 
colloids; in air, they include aerosols. Nanoparticles are ubiquitous. We pay to have them. We pay more 
to not have them. They occur as dust in the air, as suspended particles that make river water slightly 
murky, in soil, in volcanic ash, in our bodies, and in technological applications ranging from ultratough 
ceramics to microelectronics. They both pollute our environment and help keep it clean. Microbes feast 
on, manufacture, and excrete nanoparticles.

Understanding nanoparticle formation and properties requires sophisticated physics, chemistry, and 
materials science. Tailoring nanomaterials to specific applications requires both science and Edisonian 
inventiveness. Applying them to technology is state-of-the-art engineering. Tracing their transport 
and fate in the environment invokes geology, hydrology, and atmospheric science. Applying them to 
improving soil fertility and water retention links soil science and agriculture to surface chemistry. 
Understanding their biological interactions brings in fields ranging from microbiology to medicine. 
Probing the impact of nanoparticles on humans and of human behavior on the production and control 
of nanoparticles requires the behavioral and social sciences, e.g., in dealing with issues of automotive 
pollution. The purpose of this review is to describe some of the unique features of nanoparticles and to 
discuss their occurrence and importance in the natural environment.

Although we often think of the natural environment as that part of the planet which we can see, a 
somewhat broader definition includes the “critical zone”: the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and shallow 
portion of the solid earth that exchange matter on a geologically short time scale, on the order of tens 
to thousands of years. This critical zone affects us directly, and our activities influence it. Because of the 
active chemical reactions continuously taking place in the critical zone, and because its temperatures 
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and pressures are relatively low and it is dominated by water, solids are constantly being formed and 
decomposed. Many of these solids start out as nanoparticles; many remain so. In a yet broader sense, 
our entire planet from crust to core, the solar system, and the galaxy are part of our environment.

Physical Chemistry of Nanoparticles

A major feature of nanoparticles is their high surface-to-volume ratio. Figure 1 shows the volume frac-
tion within 0.5 nm of the surface for a spherical particle of radius r. One can think of this fraction either 
as the fraction of atoms likely to be influenced by processes at the surface, or as the fraction of the 
volume of a material that could be taken up by a 0.5-nm coating of another material. In the first case, 
because the surface dominates chemical reactivity, the increased surface to volume ratio means that 
nanoparticles dominate chemical reactions. In the second case, the ability to carry a substantial coating 
offers a mechanism for the transport of nutrients or pollutants.

Many oxides are polymorphic, exhibiting several crystal structures as a function of pressure and tem-
perature. Often, nanosized oxide particles crystallize in structures different from that of large crystals of 
the same composition.[1] Examples are γ-Al2O3, a defect spinel rather than α-Al2O3, corundum, γ-Fe2O3, 
the defect spinel maghemite rather than α-Fe2O3, hematite, and the anatase and brookite forms of TiO2 
rather than rutile. From arguments based on transformation sequences and the occurrence of phases, it 
was long argued that there may be a crossover in phase stability at the nanoscale if the structure which is 
metastable for large particles has a significantly lower surface energy.[2] This has been proven for alumina 
and titania in recent calorimetric studies (Figure 2).[3,4] The resulting transformation enthalpies and 
surface energies, and those of other related systems are shown in Table 1. Another interesting feature is 
that the hydrous phases AlOOH boehmite and FeOOH goethite have significantly lower surface ener-
gies than their anhydrous counterparts, Al2O3 and Fe O .[5,6]

2 3  Whether this is a general feature of hydrous 
minerals with hydroxylated surfaces is not yet known.

As particles become less than about 10 nm in size, their x-ray diffraction patterns are broadened suf-
ficiently that they begin to appear “x-ray amorphous” (Figure 3). This term lacks exact definition. High-
resolution electron microscopy may still detect periodicity, and short-range order is certainly present.[7] 
The identification of structure in 1–10 nm particles is very difficult, and phases are empirically described 
as, for example, “two line ferrihydrite,” based on x-ray diffraction patterns.[8]

FIGURE 1 Volume fraction of a nanoparticle within 0.5 nm of the surface as a function of particle radius. 
Source: Navrotsky,[41] Kluwer Academic Publishers.
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FIGURE 2 (a) Enthalpies of alumina polymorphs as a function of surface area. (Source: From McHale et al.[3]) 
(b) Enthalpies of titania polymorphs as a function of surface area. The heavy lines show the stable polymorphs in 
each size range. (Source: Ranade,[4] PNAS.) 

TABLE 1 Energetic Parameters for Oxide and Oxyhydroxide Polymorphs

Formula Polymorph Metastability (kJ/mol) Surface Energy (J/m2)
aAl2O3 Corundum (α)

Spinel (γ)
0

13.4
2.6
1.7

bFe2O3 Hematite 0 0.8
Maghemite 20 0.8

cTiO2 Rutile 0 2.2
Brookite 0.7 1.0
Anatase 2.6 0.4

AlOOHd Diaspore
Boehmite

0
4.9

?
0.5

FeOOHb Goethite 0 0.3
Lepidocrocite 0.3

a From McHale et al.[3]

b From Majzlan.[6]

c From Ranade.[4]

d From Majzlan.[5]
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nanoparticles in Soil and Water

Soil is a complex aggregate of inorganic, organic, and biological material.[9] Its constituents of largest 
size are rocks and gravel, small animals, plant roots, and other debris. Smaller mineral grains, clumps of 
organic matter, and microorganisms make up an intermediate size fraction. The smallest particles, rang-
ing into the nanoscale, are clays, iron oxides, and other minerals. These are often heterogeneous and coated 
by other minerals and organic matter. The entire composite is porous and hydrated. The percolation of 
water in soil transports both nanoparticles and dissolved organic and inorganic species. The texture and 
porosity, as well as the chemical composition and pH, are crucial to biological productivity. The surfaces of 
nanoparticles provide much of the chemical reactivity for both biological and abiotic processes.

Major aluminosilicate minerals in soils include clays, zeolites, and poorly crystalline phases (Table 2). 
These can change their water content in response to ambient conditions, often swelling in wet seasons, 
and shrinking in dry seasons. These nanophase materials are major controllers of soil moisture and 
permeability. Iron and manganese oxides are another class of major sol minerals. Their extensive poly-
morphism at the nanoscale makes them highly variable. They sequester and/or transport and make 
available the essential plant nutrient iron, as well as other essential transition metals (cobalt, copper, 
zinc, etc.). They frequently carry coatings of other metal oxides and oxyhydroxides, including toxic 
metals such as lead and chromium. They also frequently have organic coatings. Sulfates, including the 
jarosite– alunite family of hydrated [(K, Na), (Al, Fe)] sulfates, are another important constituent. In 
alkaline and arid environments, other sulfates and halides form, and their formation, dissolution, and 
transport is a major issue in heavily irrigated regions. How much these processes are controlled by 
nanoscale phenomena is not known.

Groundwater is constantly in touch with soil and rock, and minerals are dissolving and precipitating 
as it flows. The load of fine sediments in streams and groundwater can be substantial, especially during 

FIGURE 3 Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of sol–gel zirconia heated at various temperatures. The structure 
and average particle diameters are indicated. 
Source: Pitcher and Navrotsky.[42]
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spring floods. The Missouri River is called “the Big Muddy” because of its load of particulate matter, 
a large fraction of which is of nanoscale dimensions. The yearly flooding of the Nile, depositing fertile 
soil with its large nanoparticle content, made ancient Egyptian civilization flourish. Today, one of the 
major concerns of our system of dams, especially in the arid western United States, is interference with 
the normal cycle of sediment transport and “silting up” of the lakes behind the dams. Silt is partly 
nanoparticles.

Contaminants and pollutants in water can be transported as aqueous ions (dimensions < 0.5 nm), 
as molecular clusters (0.5–2 nm), as nanoparticles (2–100 nm), as larger colloids (100–1000 nm), and as 
macroscopic particles (>1 μm). These size range distinctions are rather arbitrary and serve to illustrate 
the continuity between the dissolved and the solid state. Several examples illustrate this complexity. 
Aluminum oxyhydroxide particles can transport transition metals such as nickel, cobalt, and zinc, 
seemingly as adsorbed coatings. Initially thought to be loosely bound metal complexes at the surface of 
the aluminum oxyhydroxide mineral grain, these are now realized to be precipitates, only a few atomic 
layers thick, of mixed double hydroxides of the hydrotalcite family, in which anions such as carbonate 
play an essential role.[10] The transport of plutonium through groundwater is a concern in old plutonium 
processing facilities such as the Hanford, WA atomic energy reservation, in the Nevada nuclear test site, 
and in the planned nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. There remain questions of 
permeability and the adhesion of particles to the rock and engineered barrier walls, of colloid transport, 
of biological transport, and of mineral precipitation which can change the rate of progress of a contami-
nation plume. Linking laboratory scale, field scale, and simulation studies of nanoparticle transport is 
an essential area of research for understanding radioactive and chemical contamination and geologic 
processes involving uranium and other actinides.[11]

When particles are below 5 nm in size, several other effects must be considered. Whereas for larger 
particles, most of the atoms are in specific planes or faces, for smaller ones, an increasing number of 
surface atoms must sit at the intersection of facets, in presumably even higher energy sites. An alternate, 
more macroscopic way of describing this is to consider the surface as curved, rather than as a series of 
planes. Then the surface energy per unit area is no longer a constant, but potentially increases quite rap-
idly with decreasing particle size. This unfavorable energy may be relaxed by the adsorption of various 
molecules on the surface, and there is evidence that the adsorption coefficient of organics rises steeply 
at very small particle size.[12]

The flocculation of colloids depends on the surface charge; the pH of which the surface is neutral is 
the “point of zero charge.”[13] Does this depend on particle size? This is an area of active research.

How do nanocrystals form from solution? The classical picture of nucleation and growth by addition 
of single atoms or ions is probably inadequate.[14] There is increasing evidence for clusters of atoms or 

TABLE 2 Major Soil Minerals and Constituents

Type Composition Structures

Clay Hydrated aluminosilicate Layered
Zeolite Hydrated aluminosilicate Three-dimensional porous
Salts NaCl, Na2SO4, CaSO4 Ionic crystals
Carbonates CaCO3−MgCO3−FeCO3 Calcite, dolomite, others
Allophane Hydrous aluminosilicate gel Amorphous
Iron oxides Fe2O3, FeOOH Various polymorphs
Aluminum oxides AlOOH, Al(OH)3 Various polymorphs
Quartz SiO2 Quartz
Manganese oxides Mn2O3, MnOOH, MnO2 Various polymorphs
H2 H2O Water, ice, vapor
Organics C−H−N−O Large surface area amorphous colloids
Jarosite-alunite Alkali (Fe, Al) sulfates Ionic double salts

O
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ions in solution which contain 5–50 atoms and clearly show some of the structural features of the solid. An 
example is the Keggin-molecular cluster containing 13 aluminum atoms shown in Figure 4.[16] It appears sta-
ble over a wide range of neutral to basic pH, and is probably a major precursor to and a dissolution  product of 
aluminum oxyhydroxides.[17] The growth of TiO2 anatase may occur by the oriented attachment of ~3-nm 
particles.[18] The growth of zeolites templated by organics may involve 3-nm  cuboctahedral clusters.[19] 
Nanoclusters have been invoked in the growth of sulfides in ore-forming s olutions.[20] Characterization of 
such nanoscale precursors in aqueous solutions remains a major challenge.

The coarsening and phase transformation of nanoscale precipitates upon heating is equally impor-
tant to the sol–gel synthesis of ceramics and the geologic compaction and diagenesis of buried sedi-
ments. Loss of water, loss of surface area, and phase transformations to the stable bulk polymorph are 
closely interlinked.[14] A nanoparticle with dimensions below 5 nm probably cannot maintain defects or 
dislocations; they can migrate to the surface and be annihilated.[21] An aggregate of such single domain 
nanocrystals, with disorder and impurities at their surfaces, may be a common morphology in nature. 
Such aggregates give smaller average particle size from x-ray peak broadening than from gas adsorption 
[Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)] measurements.

Magnetic nanoparticles cannot hold a direction of magnetization for a long time because of thermal 
fluctuations.[22] The magnetic iron oxides found in magnetotactic bacteria, which are single domain 
particles, neither too large nor too small, provide orientation in the Earth’s magnetic field (see below). 
On a geologic time scale (millions of years), magnetization of largely nanophase iron oxides provides a 
record of the variation of the Earth’s magnetic field through time, including periodic reversals of north 
and south poles. Thus the ability or inability of nanoparticle oxides to retain magnetization is of critical 
importance.

Nanoparticles in the Atmosphere

Atmospheric particles include dust (rock and soil), sea salt, acids including sulfuric, organics (espe-
cially carbon), inorganics, and, of course, water and ice (Table 3). The atmosphere can carry particles 
of spherical equivalent diameters from 1 to 105 nm. Often, a trimodal distribution of particle sizes, with 
peaks in number density near 5, 50, and 300 nm, is seen.[23] The smaller particles account for most of the 
reactive surface area but little of the total mass.

Atmospheric particles affect the environment in many ways.[23,24] They reduce visibility (smog, haze) 
primarily through light scattering. They act as nuclei for water vapor condensation and cloud formation. 

FIGURE 4 Al2O8Al28(OH) 18+
56(H2O)24 (aq) (often called Al30) cluster of 2 nm dimensions, which is intermediate in 

structure and properties between isolated ions and solid aluminum. 
Source: W.H. Casey, personal communications. From Rowsell and Nazar.[15]
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They are involved in radiative forcing, changing the ratio of absorbed sunlight to reflected sunlight. 
Thus they are implicated in global climate change. Their effect on radiative forcing can be positive (more 
energy adsorbed) or negative (more energy reflected), leading to warming or cooling, respectively.[23,24] 
Their net effect is a subject of vigorous research and controversy.

Anthropogenic particles contribute disproportionately to the fine particle fractions.[23] These may have 
very significant effects on climate and (see below) health. Soot (carbon) from burning coal and oil and 
from automobile (especially diesel) emissions contributes greatly to the atmospheric load of nanoparticles.

Particles in the atmosphere travel a long way. Dust from Africa is seen in Florida; industrial emissions 
from China are detected in North America. Particles are removed from the atmosphere by diffusion and 
gravitational settling (aided by small particles coalescing into larger ones) and by rain. The residence 
time of nanoparticles in the atmosphere ranges from minutes to days.[23]

Atmospheric nanoparticles are more involved in gas phase reactions than particles in soil and water.[24] 
Their formation may involve combustion synthesis, as in industrial or automobile emission. Mineral 
nanoparticle surfaces may catalyze the oxidation of SO2 and NO2, leading to sulfuric and nitric acid. 
These acids can exist as gaseous species, liquids, or solid hydrates at low temperature. Nanoparticles are 
invoked in the depletion of atmospheric ozone by catalytic production of reactive chlorine compounds. 
Changes of phase (liquid to solid) are critical to the chemistry of sodium chloride and sodium nitrate 
particles, with their water content being controlled by available humidity.

Mineral dust particles may provide critical nutrients (e.g., iron) to the surface of the ocean far from land. 
The ocean’s biological productivity is often limited by the availability of these nutrients; thus such inor-
ganic nanoparticles may significantly influence the global cycling of carbon through ocean biomass.[25]

Nanoparticles in Sediments, Rocks, and the Deep Earth

The debris of rock weathering is brought down river to the ocean in sediments consisting of nanoscale 
particles of clay, small quartz grains, and other minerals. Indeed, the terms “clay” and “silt” have a 
classic connotation of size fraction, although the former also implies a structural group of minerals, 

TABLE 3 Atmospheric Nanoparticles

Liquid droplets

Water
Sulfuric acid
Nitric acid
Sea water and other salt solutions
Organics
Solid particles
Ice (H2O)
NaCl
Na2SO4

CaSO4 · 2H2O
NaNO3

H2SO4 · 4H2O
HNO3 · 3H2O
C (graphite, amorphous, fullerenes, nanotubes)
SiO2
Iron oxides
Clays
Organics
Many particles have core–shell structures and coatings
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the layered aluminosilicates. In the ocean, carbonates precipitate, dissolve, and reprecipitate as a com-
plex function of depth.[26] Both silica and various polymorphs of calcium carbonate (calcite, aragonite, 
vaterite) are produced by organisms such as diatoms, foraminifera, and corals. Their debris rains down 
on the ocean bottom, forming sediments which often show annual cycles in composition and texture 
and which bear records of climate change, shifts in ecosystems, and catastrophic events such as meteor 
impacts.[27] These sediments start off largely nanoscale. They coarsen and dehydrate with time and depth 
of burial. The evolution of their organic matter leads to petroleum. The evolution of their minerals, 
involving coarsening and compaction, called diagenesis, leads to rocks such as limestones and shales. 
The nanoscale processes that take place (dehydration and organic loss, phase transformation, coarsen-
ing and densification) are natural analogs of ceramic processing which starts with nanoscale precipi-
tates or gels.

Natural processes involving changes in temperature, pressure, acidity, and oxygen fugacity cause the 
concentration of trace metals into ore deposits. These often occur in hydrothermal systems, spatially 
contained circulations of hot, pressurized, metal-rich aqueous solutions. Our ability to mine low-grade 
deposits by chemical leaching techniques brings us into the world of nanoparticles and reactions at min-
eral surfaces. There is increasing evidence that microorganisms play an active role in ore deposition.[28,29] 
Hot springs at the surface produce deposits of nanoscale amorphous silica and other minerals, which 
may also be closely linked to microbial activity.[30]

At temperatures above a few hundred degrees Centigrade and pressures above a few kilobars, coarse-
grained metamorphic and igneous rocks predominate. The interior of the Earth is layered, with seis-
mic discontinuities delineating the crust, upper mantle, transition zone, lower mantle, and core. These 
discontinuities represent regions of rapidly changing density, mineralogy, and chemistry.[31] Ongoing 
phase transitions and chemical reactions can decrease the grain size of a material and render it easier 
to deform.[32] Thus nanoscale phenomena, occurring at specific locations, may play a disproportionate 
role in processes such as subduction, plate tectonics, earthquake generation, and volcanism. Shock pro-
cesses, (e.g., meteor impact, nuclear detonation) also produce nanoparticles.

When a volcano erupts explosively, a plume of dust particle is sent into the atmosphere, sometimes 
reaching the stratosphere. These particles make beautiful sunsets but they also exert a significant cool-
ing effect on climate for several years and pose a significant aviation hazard. Combining sedimenta-
tion, coarsening, subduction, volcanism, and weathering, there is an ongoing global geochemical 
cycle of nanoparticles, analogous in some ways to global geochemical cycles of elements such as car-
bon. However, the mass balances, or imbalances, in global nanoparticle production and consumption 
through time have not been characterized.

Nanoparticles beyond the Earth

In the early stages of planet formation, dilute and more or less uniform gas condensed to form a series 
of mineral particles, with the order of condensation described by thermodynamic calculations based on 
the volatility and stability of these phases.[37] The more refractory oxides condensed earlier than those 
with higher volatility. These particles accreted, under the influence of gravity, to form our solar system. 
What was the nature of these initial particles? What was their size distribution? Were they crystalline 
or amorphous? Were metastable polymorphs formed? While the initial high temperatures might argue 
against such metastability, the low pressures and condensation from a vapor argue for it. In technologi-
cal processes, chemical vapor deposition produces nanoscale amorphous silica “snow,” and combustion 
produces soot and inorganic nanoparticles. The role of nanoparticles in planetary accretion has not yet 
been explored. The change in stability at the nanoscale, which will be different for various compositions 
and polymorphs, may alter the sequence of condensation of phases. Are the particles now present in 
space as interplanetary dust partly or mostly nanoparticles?

The surfaces of the Moon and Mars, subject to “space weathering” by bombardment with meteorites 
of all sizes, contain an extensive fine grained dust or soil layer.[32] Samples of lunar soil, brought back 
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by the Apollo missions, contain a distribution of particle sizes of spherules and irregular shards. Their 
particle size distribution appears not to have been a subject of active interest, but clearly a significant 
number are in the nanoregime. The red surface of Mars appears to be dominated by various fine-grained 
or nanophase iron oxides. Until Martian sample return missions, planned to occur in the next decade 
or two, bring some of this material to Earth, we must rely on remote sensing technology (spectroscopic 
techniques) and instrumentation on Martian landers (possibly Mossbauer spectroscopy, x-ray fluores-
cence, and x-ray diffraction) to obtain information on the composition and structure of Martian soil. 
Considering the difficulty of characterizing iron oxide nanoparticles in the best laboratories on Earth, 
definitive conclusions about the nature of Martian soil are unlikely until we have some samples in hand. 
Meteorites believed to be from Mars contain micron-sized spherules, which were proposed to be biolog-
ical in origin. This sparked much recent controversy and it is by no means settled whether these struc-
tures are fossil microorganisms or the product of inorganic nanoscale crystal growth processes.[33,34]

Nanoparticles and Life

Microbial communities are rich in the production and utilization of nanoparticles.[35] Table 4 lists 
some examples. In addition to aerobic respiration (the enzymatic oxidation of carbohydrates and other 
o rganics with molecular oxygen to produce water, carbon dioxide, and energy stored as high-energy 
phosphate linkages) organisms use many other strategies to extract energy from the environment. The 
following biological reactions produce or consume nanoparticles. Dissolved Mn(II) or Fe(II) can be 
oxidized by oxygen, producing Mn(III), Mn(IV), or Fe(III) oxide nanoparticles, while organics can be 
oxidized by manganese or iron oxides, producing soluble Mn(II) and Fe(II) species. Some bacteria can 
also utilize the U(IV)–U(VI) couple as an energy source. Because hexavalent uranium is much more 
soluble than tetravalent, biological processes that accelerate its production are of concern in modeling 
nuclear waste leaching. The sum of these two groups of redox processes is the oxidation of organics by 
oxygen, akin to respiration. The important difference is that the organic food source and the oxygen 
source can be spatially separated in the sharp gradients in oxygen and organic contents that frequently 
occur in sediments, and different communities of organisms participate in the two processes. In marine 
sediments, sulfate is the dominant biological electron acceptor and is more important than oxygen. 
Bacterial sulfate reduction produces sulfide which often precipitates as nanophase metal sulfide min-
erals. Sulfide and sulfur oxidizing bacteria typically live in specialized environments where there is 
enough oxygen to oxidize sulfur but not so much that chemical oxidation swamps biological oxidation. 
This oxidation consumes solid sulfur and sulfides, and produces soluble sulfate.

TABLE 4 Example of Interaction of Microorganisms and Nanoparticles

Class of Organisms Example Nanoparticle Interaction

Iron and manganese oxidizing 
bacteria

Thiobacillus Oxidize soluble Mn2+ and Fe2+ to insoluble higher 
oxides

Iron and manganese reducing 
bacteria

Shewenella Reduce insoluble Mn and Fe oxides to soluble 
forms oxidize sulfide to sulfate to sulfide 
precipitate

Sulfur reducing bacteria Thiobacillus Reduce sulfate to sulfur in sulfide
Magnetotactic bacteria Aquaspirillum 

magnetotacticum
Nanoparticles of Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and/or iron sulfides

Uranium reducing bacteria Geobacter, shewenella Soluble U6+ → insoluble U4+

Fungi Specific strains unknown Oxidize Mn2+, precipitate MnO2

Diatoms Various Precipitate silica
Foraminifera Various Precipitate CaCO3 calcite and aragonite
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Organisms utilize nanoparticles in processes other than respiration. Bacterial precipitation of sulfide 
minerals, e.g., ZnS and UO2, may also be a mechanism of detoxification.[36] Similar detox processes 
may occur in plants. Magnetotactic bacteria synthesize and align single domain magnetic iron oxide 
and iron sulfide particles in structures called magnetosomes.[37] Such bacteria align themselves both 
north–south and vertically in the Earth’s magnetic field. The navigational (homing) capabilities of bees, 
pigeons, and probably other higher organisms utilize magnetic field orientation sensed by magnetic iron 
oxide particles in their brains. Similar particles, although at lower abundance, occur in many mammals, 
including Homo sapiens.[38] There has been a debate in the public sector whether the magnetic fields 
produced by high-voltage power lines are potentially dangerous to human health. In contrast, the use 
of magnets in alternative medicine, and the market for magnetic pillows, back supports, etc., suggests, 
or at least hopes for, a beneficial effect of the interaction of magnetic fields with animals. Key to either 
harmful or helpful biological effects is a mechanism for the magnetic field to interact with living cells. 
Interaction with biological magnetic nanoparticles may provide such a mechanism, but very little is 
known at present.

Nanoparticles have other documented health effects.[39] When inhaled into the lungs, particles cause 
an inflammatory response, which contributes to allergies, asthma, and cancer.[48] The detailed mecha-
nism of this response, and how it depends on surface area, particle size, or specific particle chemistry, 
is not clear. The harmful effects of inhaled particles may be enhanced by other pollutants, particularly 
ozone, typically present in smog. Nanoparticles penetrate deep into the lungs. Many are returned with 
exhaled air, some stick to the surfaces of the alveoli, and some may even penetrate into general blood cir-
culation and be transported to other organs. Studies linking detailed nanoparticle characterization, bio-
chemical and physiological processes, and health effects are just beginning to be carried out. It is likely 
that not all particles have comparable effects, and understanding which are the most dangerous could 
lead to rational, rather than arbitrary, emission standards for automotive and industrial particulates.

In the early Earth, prebiotic processes culminated in the origin of life.[40] Because the synthesis of com-
plex organic molecules competes with their destruction by hydrolysis and other degradation, it is possible 
that the most successful synthesis could have occurred in sheltered and catalytic environments, such as 
those provided by mineral surfaces, nanoparticle surfaces, and pores within mineral grains. Present-day 
organisms utilize a wide variety of elements (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, Zn, Se) in specific enzymes. Although 
large amounts of such elements are toxic, trace amounts are essential. The active centers in enzymes 
utilizing these trace elements often consist of clusters of metal atoms, sometimes associated with sulfide. 
Are these fine-tuned by evolution from earlier simpler metal clusters and nanoparticles existing in the 
environment? Thus nanoparticles may play a role not just in the sustenance of life but in its origin.

Conclusions

Nanoparticles play diverse roles in the environment and are involved in both abiotic and biologically 
mediated chemical and physical processes. Their high surface area, chemical reactivity, polymorphism, 
and unique properties involve nanoparticles in a disproportionately large fraction of the chemical reac-
tions occurring on and in the Earth and other planets. Understanding this involvement is itself evolv-
ing into a new field of study in the environmental and Earth sciences, which is beginning to be called 
“nanogeoscience.” Nanogeoscience will take its place alongside other new areas such as astrobiology and 
biogeochemitry, fields that link physical, chemical, and biological processes viewed in the context of the 
long time and distance scales natural to the Geosciences.
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Introduction

The presence of pharmaceutical chemicals and their byproducts in soil, wastewater effluents, 
 surface water, and drinking water sources has become a growing concern over the past two decades. 
Improvements in analytical methods coupled with large-scale surveys have revealed the broad range 
of persistent pharmaceuticals that are cycling through our wastewater-to-drinking water cycle. Non-
metabolized active ingredients and transformation products of veterinary and human pharmaceuticals 
are introduced into the environment through the effluents of municipal wastewater treatment plants 
(WWTPs), pharmaceutical formulation facilities, and through the land application of animal waste and 
sewage sludge. Approximately 10 million tons of sewage sludge and manure containing residues of phar-
maceuticals are used to fertilize croplands each year. Public awareness of the potential problems related 
to pharmaceutical pollution, widely known as “emerging contaminants,” has brought this issue to the 
forefront in the water and wastewater treatment industries. Hence, advanced water treatment systems 
are being evaluated to potentially eliminate these emerging contaminants from effluents of WWTPs 
and from drinking water sources. This entry aims to provide an overview on the occurrence of phar-
maceuticals in the environment and recent studies that investigate promising treatment technologies to 
eliminate emerging contaminants from wastewater and drinking water systems.

Although the human risk associated with chronic exposure to pharmaceuticals in the environment 
remains unclear, evidence of detrimental ecological impacts is growing. The environmental contami-
nation by pharmaceutical residues, especially antibiotics, may have profound environmental effects at 
several levels. While the promotion of antibiotic resistance in pathogenic microorganisms has been the 
major concern associated with the presence of antibiotics in the environment, other issues such as endo-
crine disruption in fish and wildlife, plant uptake, and phytotoxicity are also significant and warrant 
discussion. Therefore, the second goal of this entry is to summarize current knowledge on the ecological 
impacts of pharmaceutical pollution.
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Occurrence and Impacts of Pharmaceuticals in the Environment

The presence of pharmaceutical residues in terrestrial and aquatic systems, resulting largely from dis-
charges of municipal WWTPs and the land application of animal wastes, is now well documented in 
the literature.[1–3] As depicted in Figure 1, residues of human pharmaceuticals and their metabolites 
may eventually enter surface water, groundwater, and drinking water systems after passing through 
WWTPs. While most active ingredients of drugs are metabolized in the body, or removed during waste-
water treatment, others remain intact and persist in the environment. Low levels of persistent pharma-
ceuticals can eventually end up in finished drinking water and distribution system (tap) water, when 
using source waters that have been affected by effluents from WWTPs.[4]

Veterinary pharmaceuticals, particularly antibiotics used for therapeutic purposes and for growth 
promotion, are also finding their ways into the environment. While some antibiotics used in animal 
production are decomposed quickly after being excreted, others remain stable during manure storage 
and end up in agricultural fields upon manure application. Additionally, antibiotics are widely used 
in fish farms and may enter the aquatic environment via direct discharge. For example, the antibiotic 
oxytetracycline has been detected in groundwater that has been affected by fish farming at sub-parts-
per-billion concentrations.[5]Highly polar pharmaceuticals are susceptible to leaching and may therefore 
reach the groundwater aquifer. For example, the high frequency of detection of sulfonamide antibiotics 
in groundwater from various sites in the United States can be attributed to the relatively high water solu-
bility and poor biodegradability of these drugs.[6,7] The detection of sulfonamides in groundwater from 
wells deeper than 50 ft, located downgradient from an animal feeding operation in the United States, 
indicates the persistence and mobility of this class of antibiotics.[8] Similar results were observed in 
Germany where sulfonamides were detected in groundwater located downgradient from an agricultural 
field where sewage sludge was used for irrigation.[9] The concentrations of pharmaceuticals in ground-
water are typically lower than in surface water because infiltration through the soil profile removes some 

FIGURE 1 Exposure routes of pharmaceuticals in the environment.
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fraction of the organic pollutants before entering groundwater systems.[10] Nevertheless, contamination 
of groundwater by pharmaceuticals is a significant issue because these compounds are not readily bio-
degradable under anoxic conditions.[9] The persistence of pharmaceuticals in the groundwater aquifer is 
a concern because groundwater is a major source of drinking water in many areas in the United States 
and around the world.[8] If the contaminated groundwater is used as drinking water source, pharmaceu-
ticals may eventually reach finished drinking water systems[4] and may not be degraded during conven-
tional drinking water treatment processes.

In the first comprehensive study on the occurrence of pharmaceuticals in the United States surface 
waters, Kol-pin et al.[1] reported detection of 95 organic contaminants, which included 30 antibiotics, 12 
prescribed drugs, 4 nonprescribed drugs, and 6 drug metabolites. A later report summarized the occur-
rence of 80 pharmaceuticals and drug metabolites in the aquatic systems for eight different countries.[11] 
The concentrations of pharmaceuticals in surface water and groundwater depend on several factors, such as 
removal processes employed in the WWTPs, source variability, dilution, retardation, and weather events.[12]

Table 1 shows examples of the types of pharmaceuticals frequently detected in the environment and their 
typical removal rates (high, medium, low) in conventional activated sludge (CAS) systems during waste-
water treatment.[13,14] Consequently, these pharmaceuticals are often detected in receiving surface waters at 
a wide range of concentrations as depicted in Figure 2. The variability in pharmaceutical concentrations in 

TABLE 1  Classification of Pharmaceuticals Based on Their Typical Removal Rates in 
CAS Systems

Group Pharmaceutical Usage

High removal Acetaminophen
(ACE)

Analgesic (non-NSAID)

(>65%) Ibuprofen (IBP) Analgesic (NSAID)
Naproxen (NAP) Analgesic (NSAID)
Paroxetine (PRX) Antidepressant
Iopamidol (IOM) Iodinated contrast

agent
Caffeine (CAF) Psychoactive stimulant

Medium removal Sulfamethoxazole
(SMX)

Antibiotic

(30%–65%) Gemfibrozil (GFB) Lipid regulator
Atenolol (ATN) β-Blocker
Propranolol (PRN) β-Blocker
Ranitidine (RTD) Antihistamine (Zantac)
Fluoxetene (FXT) Antidepressant
Iopromide (IOP) Iodinated contrast agent

Low removal Diclofenac (DCF) Analgesic (NSAID)
Mefenamic acid
(MFN)

Analgesic (NSAID)
(<30%)

Ciprofloxacin (CIP) Antibiotic
Erythromycin (ERY) Antibiotic—macrolide
Roxythromycin
(ROX)

Antibiotic—macrolide

Trimethoprim (TMP) Antibiotic
Clofibric acid (CLO) Lipid regulator
Carbamazepine (CBZ) Anticonvulsant
Dilantin (DLT) Anticonvulsant
Meprobamate (MPB) Anti-anxiety drug
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FIGURE 2 Typical concentrations of selected pharmaceuticals in surface waters in the U.S. The middle line in the 
box plot indicates median value of the data; The upper edge (hinge) of the box indicates 75th percentile of the data 
set; the lower hinge indicates 25th percentile. The whiskers indicate minimum and maximum data values.
Source: Kolpin, D.W. et al.[1]; Benotti, M.J. et al.[4]; Snyder, S.A. et al.[15]; Westerhoff, P. et al.[16]; Focazio, M.J. et al.[17]; 
Nodler, K. et al.[18]; Boyd, G.R. et al.[19]; Ferrer, I. et al.[20].

the environment can be attributed to the types of WWTPs, the frequency and time of sampling, and the 
biodegradability of the pharmaceuticals in a given environmental conditions, among others.

Despite the relatively low concentrations of pharmaceuticals typically found in the environment, the 
ecological effects of pharmaceutical pollution cannot be ignored. Several standard toxicity tests reveal 
that while acute toxicity is not a concern because of the high effective concentrations needed to elicit 
observable acute effects, chronic toxicity may be important at environmentally relevant concentrations.

Acute and chronic toxicity of several pharmaceuticals, including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs) and β-blockers, against phytoplankton, zooplankton, and other aquatic organ-
isms[21–23] have been reported. Similarly, chronic toxicity studies toward aquatic organisms of lipid-
lowering agents,[24,25] neuroactive pharmaceuticals (antidepressants),[22,26] and anti-epileptic drugs[22] 
have been conducted at concentrations typically found in the environment. Some of the documented 
ecological effects of pharmaceuticalsin the environment are summarized in Table 2. Both the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and European Union (EU) have recognized residues of 
pharmaceuticals and personal care products as emerging contaminants of concern that may require 
future environmental regulation if their persistence in the environment proves to be ecologically 
significant. In fact, diclofenac, ibuprofen, triclosan, and clofibric acid have been identified as future 
emerging priority candidates by the EU water framework directive, which is a priority substance list 
that is updated every 4 years.[27]

TABLE 2 Reported Ecotoxicity for Selected Pharmaceuticals Using Various Test Organisms

Environmentally 
RelevantaPharmaceutical Effect Observed Effective Concentration References

Atenolol Fathead minnow 1.0 mg/L (21 days)—NOEC
3.2 mg/L (21 days)—LOEC

No [28]
No

Carbamazepine Daphnia magna 0.492 μg/L—multigeneration 
(up to 6 generations) effect

Yes [29]

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued) Reported Ecotoxicity for Selected Pharmaceuticals Using Various Test Organisms

Pharmaceutical Effect Observed Effective Concentration
Environmentally 

Relevanta References

Japanese medaka 6.15 mg/L—swim speed effect 
(9 days)

No [30]

Oryzias latipes 45.87 mg/L—LC50 (96 hours) No [31]
Thamnocephalus 

platyurus
>100 mg/L—LC50 (24 hours) No [31]

Clarithromycin Oryzias latipes >100 mg/L—LC50 (96 hours) No [31]
Thamnocephalus 

platyurus
94.23 mg/L—LC50 (24 hours) No [31]

Diclofenac Daphnia magna 0.355 μg/L—multigeneration (up 
to 6 generations) effect

Yes [29]

Hyalella azteca 0.467 mg/kg—LC50 (72 hours) 
with sediment

No [32]

Rainbow trout 25 μg/L—accumulation test on gall 
(21 days)

Yes [33]

Fluoxetene Sheepshead minnow >2.0 mg/L—LC50
2.0 mg/L—LOEC
1.87 mg/L—NOEC
(All for 96 hours)

No [34]

Western mosquitofish 0.546 mg/L—LC50 (7 days) No [35]
Western mosquitofish 0.5 μg/L—increasing lethargy in 

59–159 days
Yes [35]

Ibuprofen Oryzias latipes >100 mg/L—LC50 (96 hours) No [31]
Planorbis carinatus 17.1 mg/L—LC50 (48 and 72 hours) No [36]
Planorbis carinatus >5.36 mg/L—LOEC

5.36 mg/L—NOEC
(All for 21 days)

No [36]

Thamnocephalus 
platyurus

19.59 mg/L—LC50 (24 hours) No [31]

Metoprolol Daphnia magna 1.170 μg/L—multigeneration (up to 
6 generations) effect

Yes [29]

Paracetamol 
(Acetaminophen)

Wheat 22.4 mg/L—damage in 21 days 
exposure

No [37]

Propranolol Fathead minnow 1.0 mg/L—NOEC (female) 3.4 
mg/L—LOEC (female)

0.1 mg/L—NOEC (male)
1.0 mg/L—LOEC (male)
(All for 21 days)

No (Yes for 
NOEC male)

[38]

Rainbow trout 1.0 mg/L—NOEC
10 mg/L—LOEC
(All for 10 days)

No [39]

Oryzias latipes 11.40 mg/L—LC50 (96 hours) No [31]
Thamnocephalus 

platyurus
10.31 mg/L—LC50 (24 hours) No [31]

Verapamil Juvenile rainbow 
trout

2.72 mg/L—LC50 (96 hours) No [40]

Note: NOEC, no observed effect concentration; LOEC, lowest observed effect concentration; LC50, 50% lethal 
concentration.
a  Environmentally relevant—“Yes” for concentrations of compounds are in the ranges in surface water and WWTP effluent 
reported through 2011.
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Treatment of Pharmaceuticals in the Aquatic Systems

Alternative Systems for Water Treatment

Activated sludge treatment, which relies on microbes to biodegrade contaminants in wastewater, is the 
most widely used waste water treatment system in the United States and around the world. While many 
pharmaceuticals are removed partially or completely during CAS treatment, there are a significant 
number of pharmaceuticals that have very little to no removal. Therefore, alternative treatment sys-
tems are being explored to improve removal efficiencies for these trace organic contaminants. Examples 
of treatment systems that are suspected to be more efficient are membrane bioreactors (MBRs)[41–44]; 
membrane treatment with nano-, micro-, and ultrafiltration (NF/MF/UF); and reverse osmosis (RO).[45] 
Granular activated carbon (GAC) is also used as another alternative system in the Unites States and 
Canada for removal of trace organic matters through filtration and adsorption.[45] Recent studies have 
also shown that advanced oxidation processes, such as ozonation and UV–H2O2 disinfection, which are 
employed during tertiary treatment before discharging the treated wastewater, could have additional 
benefits in removing pharmaceuticals from water.[15,46,47]

For drinking water treatment systems, the removal of many pharmaceuticals during the first three 
steps (coagulation, flocculation, and sand filtration) before disinfection is typically incomplete.[16,48] On 
the other hand, similar to wastewater treatment, pharmaceuticals may be effectively removed by acti-
vated carbon adsorption, ozone oxidation, and membrane filtration.[49] Chlorination, the most common 
disinfection step, may also remove pharmaceuticals but produce unwanted by-products.[16]

Alternative water treatment systems are summarized and compared in Table 3.[50,51] These systems are 
advantageous because they offer increased removal of pharmaceuticals and other organic contaminants 
that cause undesirable odor and taste in water. To enhance the efficiency of treatment, combining sys-
tems such as MBRs followed by activated carbon adsorption system maybe applied.

TABLE 3  Summary and Comparison of Alternative Systems: Membrane Process, Activated Carbon Adsorption 
Process, and Advanced Oxidation Process for Contaminant Removal

Process Operation and Application Important Notes

Membrane 
process 

Reverse osmosis 
(RO)

• Pressure driven (150–400 psi) • Best removal performance

• Possible for desalination

• Removes organics with molecular 
weight >100

• Needs pretreatment such as UF or MF 
to prevent plugging and fouling; 
hence, high cost

• Demineralization • Low product recovery (30%–85%)
Nanofiltration (NF) • Pressure driven (80–200 psi) • Good removal performance

• Removes organics with molecular 
weight between 100 and 500

• Needs pretreatment such as UF or MF 
to prevent plugging and fouling; 
hence, high cost

• Removes NOM • Medium product recovery (70%–90%)
Ultrafiltration (UF) • Pressure driven (15–60 psi) • Replacement for CT

• High product recovery (80%–95%)

• Higher cost than CT

• Pretreatment for NF or RO • Sensitive with water temperature and 
viscosity

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 (Continued) Summary and Comparison of Alternative Systems: Membrane Process, Activated Carbon 
Adsorption Process, and Advanced Oxidation Process for Contaminant Removal

Process Operation and Application Important Notes

Microfiltration (MF) • Macromolecule removal includes 
viruses

• Needs other process to increase 
treatment performance

• Pressure driven (5–40 psi) • Replacement for CT

• High product recovery (95%–98%)

• Higher cost than CT

• Pretreatment for NF or RO • Sensitive with water temperature and 
viscosity

• Bacteria removal • Needs other process to increase 
treatment performance

Activated carbon 
adsorption

Powder activated 
carbon (PAC)

• Used in early steps of treatment 
process

• Good performance in combination 
with MF or UF membrane systems

• Usually used for drinking water 
treatment

• Good for emergency situations, with 
high organic pollutants

• Handling problem—dry PAC causes 
dust problem

• Controls taste or odor • May pass through filters and enter the 
final treated water

• Applied for small or mid-sized 
plants with moderate or severe 
taste, odor, or organic 
contaminants problem

• Cannot be mixed with chlorine

Granular activated 
carbon (GAC)

• Used in adsorption beds or tanks • Replacement of conventional gravity 
filter

• Possible for WWTPs

• Fouling by chemicals—need to 
consider breakthrough for design

• Backwash requirement

• Gravity or pressure driven • Need to monitor carbon bed depth

• Applied for plants with moderate 
or severe taste, odor, or organic 
contaminants problem

• Needs carbon regeneration

Advanced 
oxidation 
process

Ultraviolet (UV) • Chemical treatment

• Low pressure (λ = 253.7 nm) or 
medium pressure 
(λ = 180–1370 nm)

• Disinfection benefit

• Controls taste and odor

• UV radiation with H2O2 addition 
(hydroxyl radical oxidation)

• Relatively high cost and complexity

• Combined with ozonation • Treatment effectiveness is weakened 
by turbidity or color in water

• NOM in water may inhibit or 
promote oxidation

• Unwanted by-products

Note: NOM, natural organic matter; CT, conventional treatment.
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Removal Efficiencies in Municipal WWTP Systems

Several reports have shown that MBRs generally have higher removal efficiencies for NSAIDs than CAS 
systems. For example, it was demonstrated that up to 98%–100% ketiprofen and 86%–89% naproxen 
were removed in MBRs.[41,44] In addition, MBRs also have better removal efficiencies for the antibiot-
ics roxythromycin, sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim, and diclofenac relative to the CAS systems.[43,44] 
However, certain compounds, such as carbamazepine, remain mostly undegraded in both conventional 
WWTP and MBRs.[43] A study compared different filter systems such as MBR, MF/UF, and RO in remov-
ing pharmaceuticals using WWTP primary effluent as the feed water.[45] In contrast to other studies, 
most pharmaceuticals were removed well (except for phenytoin and meprobamate) in the MBR, includ-
ing a 90% removal of carbamazepine. These differences in results suggest that design and operation of 
MBRs can be optimized to increase removal efficiencies of pharmaceuticals in wastewater. Additionally, 
it was demonstrated that more than 90% of all pharmaceuticals tested were removed in the RO system 
alone; however, the use of combined systems such as UF/RO, MF/RO, and MBR/RO resulted in more 
than 99% removal for all pharmaceuticals. However, membrane systems are expensive and may not be 
affordable to many municipalities. In addition, membrane systems require that the brine, in which the 
rejected pharmaceuticals are concentrated after removing pharmaceuticals from mother water, must be 
appropriately treated.

Granular activated carbon (GAC) adsorption systems were also investigated in two facilities, one 
with regular regeneration of GAC and the other without regular replacement/regeneration of GAC.[45] 
As summarized in Table 4, the latter facility had poor removal efficiencies for most of the pharmaceuti-
cals tested. Hence, it is important to determine the breakthrough for individual pharmaceuticals so that 
regeneration or replacement GAC can be scheduled on a timely fashion to be most effective in removing 
pharmaceutical residues in the water.

Ozone oxidation has been investigated for sulfonamides, macrolides, and iodinated contrast media, as 
well as other acidic pharmaceuticals spiked in MBR-treated wastewater effluent.[46] As may be expected, 
increased ozone concentrations resulted in increased degradation of pharmaceuticals. However, while 
the sulfonamides and macrolides were very sensitive toward ozone degradation and were completely 
removed with high ozone concentration, iodinated contrast media were only 40% degraded. Ozone 
oxidation experiments have been performed to investigate the removal of 17 pharmaceuticals, as well 
as other personal care products and endocrine-disrupting chemicals, in bench-top pilot plants and in 
one full-scale WWTP system. The removal efficiencies of pharmaceuticals by ozonation can be clas-
sified into four groups: >80% removal, 80%–50% removal, 50%–10% removal, and <20% removal.[15] 
Most of the pharmaceuticals exhibited >80% removal; diazepam, phenytoin, and ibuprofen had 80%–
50% removal; and iopromide and meprobamate were in the group of 50%–10% removal. In a separate 

TABLE 4 Comparing Removal Efficiencies of Pharmaceuticals for GAC Facilities with and 
without Regular Regeneration or Replacement of Activated Carbon

Removal (%) in Facility 1 (with 
Regular GAC Regeneration)

Removal (%) in Facility 2 (without 
Regular GAC Regeneration)Pharmaceuticals

Caffeine >41.2 16.3
Carbamazepine >54.5 15.6
Phenytoin (Dilantin) >44.4 22.7
Erythromycin–H2O >44.4 7.9
Gemfibrozil >16.7 8.2
Ibuprofen >9.1 16.4
Iopromide >69.7 72.0
Meprobamate >16.7 13.3
Sulfamethoxazole >83.3 83.8
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study using two different wastewater matrices, one with effluent water from a conventional WWTP and 
the other with effluent from an MBR system, it was shown that the removal efficiencies by ozonation, 
ozone–UV, and H2O2–UV may be slightly lower in the presence of higher dissolved organic carbon.[47]

The removal of 13 selected pharmaceuticals in full-scale WWTP with CAS system, followed by 
advanced treatment by ozonation, was evaluated.[52] Interestingly, most of the pharmaceuticals that are 
typically poorly removed (<20% removal) in the secondary clarifier, such as crotamiton, sulfapyridine, 
and roxithromycin, were almost completely-degraded upon ozonation. An exception to the pharmaceu-
ticals effectively removed by ozonation was carbamazepine (which was only <5% degraded by ozonation).

In a separate study, the efficiency of UV oxidation was examined with and without H2O2 for atenolol, 
carbamazepine, phenytoin, meprobamate, primidone, and trimethoprim, using three different waste-
water matrices.[53] Results of this study indicated that the nature of the aqueous matrix, most likely 
defined by the amount and composition of the natural organic matter, is an important factor in optimiz-
ing the removal efficiencies of pharmaceuticals by advanced oxidation. For example, removal efficiencies 
between 16% and 95% were observed for the pharmaceuticals tested in one WWTP using a high power 
of UV (fluence of 700 mJ/cm2) with H2O2. However, removal efficiencies of the same pharmaceuticals in 
water from other sampling locations with high organic matter content were relatively lower (10%–85%), 
although the same UV treatment conditions were used.

Removal Efficiencies in Drinking Water Treatment Systems

Polar and persistent pharmaceuticals may eventually enter the drinking water systems.[49] Since con-
ventional processes used in drinking water treatment may not completely remove pharmaceuticals, 
other advanced oxidation processes have been considered for treatment of pharmaceuticals in drink-
ing water. Ozonation appears to be the most effective way to disinfect the water and at the same time 
oxidize organic chemicals via direct reaction with ozone, or through reactions with hydroxyl radicals 
(OH) formed during ozonation.[15] For disinfection purposes, monochromatic UV at 254 nm is used 
for drinking water treatment. In UV advanced oxidation process, the oxidation of pharmaceuticals is 
enhanced by addition of H2O2 to facilitate formation of hydroxyl radicals and promote indirect pho-
tolysis.[54] The oxidation of diclofenac, a frequently detected NSAID in the environment, was evaluated 
using ozone, UV, and UV–H2O2. Ozonation showed 100% removal, while UV–H2O2 oxidation showed 
only 52% removal of diclofenac at conditions that corresponded to a 35% decrease in total organic car-
bon, after 90 minutes of oxidation time.[55] The antidepressant pharmaceutical fluoxetene (trade name 
of Prozac), which is typically detected at parts per billion levels in U.S. streams,[1] was used as test com-
pound to evaluate the efficiency of direct and indirect photolysis in removing pharmaceuticals in water. 
The degradation rate for fluoxetene reached up to 9.60 × 109/M.s for indirect photolysis.[561] It has been 
shown that the use of TiO2 catalyst can significantly increase the photolysis rate constants for NSAIDs, 
including diclofenac, naproxen, and ibuprofen in water.[57] Experimental oxidation rates of the hydroxyl 
radical for β-blockers, atenolol, metoprolol, and propranolol, were found to be 7.05 × 109, 8.39 × 109, and 
1.07 × 109/M/s, respectively.[58] Ozonation of tetracycline showed the complete removal within 4–6 min-
utes of ozonation despite the maximum degradation of 40% total organic carbon after 2 hours of ozona-
tion.[59] Finally, photo-Fenton (Fe(II)) reaction is another oxidation method that can be applicable to 
drinking water treatment systems owing to its cost effectiveness and ease of operation.[60] It was demon-
strated that diclofenac can be 100% degraded within 60 minutes of photo-Fenton oxidation.[60]

Organic pollutants in drinking water sources, including pharmaceuticals, can be removed by acti-
vated carbon adsorption.[16] Laboratory-scale tests mimicking full-scale drinking water treatment sys-
tem using activated carbon-showed good removal efficiencies of trace organic compounds, except for 
the more hydrophilic pharmaceuticals (e.g., clofibric acid and ibuprofen were only 40% removed) after 
3 hours of contact time.[61]

Water filters can provide an additional step, at a point-of-use consumption treatment, to remove 
trace levels of pharmaceuticals and other drinking water contaminants from tap water. The removal 
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efficiencies of chlorination by-products, including trihalomethanes, bromodichloromethane, dibro-
mochloromethane, and bromoform, by “Envirofilter” (made of nutshell carbon and commercial 
water filters) have been reported.[62] Water filters are made with activated carbon to remove dissolved 
organic  matter,[62,63] together with polar and ion-exchange resins to remove charged species such as 
metal ions.[64,65] Since activated carbon has been shown to have high removal efficiencies for many phar-
maceuticals in wastewater,[16,66–71] it is reasonable to expect that water filters will be effective in removing 
trace levels of pharmaceuticals from drinking water.

Conclusion

The decreasing amount of clean water resources for drinking water and for food production has 
become one of the most challenging problems in the world.[72] To alleviate the shortage in water sup-
ply, reuse of treated wastewater for irrigation[72–74] and as drinking water source[75] is becoming more 
and more common. Therefore, pharmaceuticals can enter the groundwater and drinking water sys-
tems, as shown in Figure 1 depicting the routes of entry of pharmaceuticals into the environment. 
It is encouraging to see a recent survey reporting that only very few pharmaceuticals from biosolid 
application and wastewater irrigation can be transported to the groundwater aquifer.[72] Because only 
lipophilic pharmaceuticals tend to sorb onto the biosolids, and these pharmaceuticals in turn are not 
mobile in soil, contamination of groundwater aquifer from biosolids application may not pose a sig-
nificant source of pharmaceutical pollution. With the exception of four pharmaceuticals (two iodin-
ated contrast media of diatrizoate and iopamidol, carbamazepine and sulfamethoxazole) most of the 
52 pharmaceuticals being targeted for analysis were not detected in the said study. Nevertheless, opti-
mization of the design and operating conditions of wastewater treatment systems is key to eliminat-
ing pharmaceuticals and their deleterious ecological effects in the environment. Advanced oxidation 
processes are very promising treatment technologies that are waiting to be tested and implemented 
under full-scale treatment plants.
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Buildings: Climate Change
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Guangnan Chen

Introduction

The greenhouse effect is a natural warming process of the earth. It is caused by the greenhouse gases, 
such as water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), and methane (CH4), which trap long-wave radiation and then 
radiate the energy in all directions, warming the earth’s surface and atmosphere (Figure 1).[1] Without 
the heat-trapping greenhouse gases, scientists estimate that the average earth surface temperature 
would likely to be some 30°C colder than it is today, or −18°C instead of the present mild average 15°C.[1]

The enhanced greenhouse effect is additional to the natural process of greenhouse effect and is mainly 
due to human activities (human induced), including burning fossil fuels, land clearing, and agriculture, 
which change the makeup of the atmosphere and lead to an increased concentration of greenhouse 
gases.[1] This has the potential to cause significant changes in the global climate system (referred to as 
climate change), including increased temperature, changed patterns of rainfall, tropical cyclone activi-
ties, and other extreme climatic events.

Climate change has now become one of the most important global environmental issues facing the 
world today. It is now widely recognized as having significant potential to seriously affect the integrity 
of our ecosystems and human welfare.[2] The effects, or impacts, of climate change may be in physical, 
ecological, social, and/or economic areas.

In this entry, the likely future climate change is first presented. The cycling interaction between cli-
mate change and buildings is then discussed, which includes both aspects of the implication of climate 
change on building performance and the contribution of buildings to the process of human-induced cli-
mate change. The potential strategies for building design and operation are then highlighted, in order to 
reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from buildings and to prepare the buildings to withstand a range 
of possible climate change scenarios.
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Likely Future Climate Change

Due to uncertainties in future emissions and concentrations of greenhouse gases, as well as the climate 
system’s response to the changing conditions and the natural influences (e.g., changes in the sun and 
volcanic activity), it may be difficult to accurately predict the extent of climate changes.[2] However, the 
advancements in climate model simulations, combined with more and more observed data on climate 
changes, led the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to predict the following likely 
scenarios of climate changes[2]:

• Average global surface temperature will likely rise a further 1.1–6.4°C (2.0–11.5°F) during the 21st 
century. It is expected that the average rate of warming is very likely to be at least twice as large as 
that experienced during the 20th century.

• Warming will not be evenly distributed around the globe and will vary with different seasons. 
For example, land areas will warm more than oceans, high latitudes will warm more than low 
latitudes, and winters will be warming more than summers in most areas.

• There will be significant changes to the amount and pattern of precipitation, including an increase 
in droughts, tropical cyclones, and extreme high tides. The changes in precipitation, either an 
increase or a decrease, will vary from region to region.

• The global average sea level is estimated to rise by 18–59 cm (7.2 to 23.6 in.) by 2100 relative to 
1980–1999. Current model projections also indicate substantial variability in future sea level rise 
between different locations.

• Increases in the intensity of extreme weather events, such as storms, heat waves, and drought, are 
also predicted.

• In regard to the projection of future climate change, it is noted that there are different levels 
of confidence (e.g., in terms of accuracies and reliability) for different climate parameters. For 

FIGURE 1 Natural/enhanced greenhouse effect.
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example, it is believed that there is higher confidence in the projection of increases in carbon 
dioxide concentrations and rises in sea level than in storminess or intense precipitation events. A 
list of climate and associated scenario variables, ranked subjectively in decreasing order of confi-
dence, had been recommended by Hulme and Sheard[3] and is shown in Table 1.

Implication of Climate Change on Buildings

Climate change is likely to affect both the performance of existing building stock and the design of new 
buildings. For example, under climate change, buildings will have more overheating hours in summer 
and less underheating hours in winter, thus use more cooling energy and less heating energy. Where 
heating and cooling are provided by different fuels, this could have a significant influence on the design 
and operations of energy delivery systems.

Because climate change entails new climatic conditions for the building industries, it is expected that 
climate change will have a significant impact on the design, construction, and performance of buildings, 
as well as the health and productivity of people living and working inside them.[4] These impacts may 
include the following:

• Higher building energy consumption: Climate change may require higher capacity and more uses 
of air-conditioning equipment to provide comfort indoor environment. For example, it has been 
predicted that for air-conditioned office buildings in Australia, the cooling load may increase by 
2%–47%, depending on the assumed future climate scenarios, as well as different locations.[5] The 
increases of total building energy use would range from 0.4% to 15.1%. However, due to the poten-
tial decrease of heating energy in winter, skin-dominated buildings located in cold regions could 
receive some benefits from the climate change. Moreover, the expected increased stringencies in 
building energy codes around the world would also offset some increases of building energy use 
due to climate change.[6,7]

• Deteriorating internal thermal environment, such as more overheating in summer. It has been 
found that for air-conditioned office buildings in Australia, when the annual average temperature 
increase exceeds 2°C “threshold,” the risk of current office buildings subjected to overheating will 
be significantly increased.[5] When the increase of external air temperature is more than 5°C, all 
the Australian office buildings would suffer from the overheating problem regardless where they 
are located. This could have significant implications on people’s health and capacity to work and 
productivity. It has been estimated that global warming is currently contributing to the death of 
about 160,000 people every year.[8]

TABLE 1 List of Climate and Associated Scenario Variables, Ranked Subjectively in 
Decreasing Order of Confidence

Climate Variable Confidence

Atmospheric CO2 concentration
Global—mean sea level
Global—mean temperature
Regional seasonal temperature
Regional temperature extremes
Regional seasonal precipitation and cloud cover
Regional potential evapotranspiration
Changes in climatic variability (e.g., El Niño, daily precipitation regimes)
Climate surprises (e.g., disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet)

Source: Hulmer and Sheard.[3]
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• Structural integrity, such as more severe wind and snow loading, and foundation movement. For 
example, shrinkage or expansion in clay soils can lead to foundation movement and cracking of 
walls, which may cause damage in building structure. In Northwest Norway, severe damage to 
buildings was caused by the hurricane on January 1, 1992, and several buildings collapsed due to 
heavy snow loads on roofs during the 1999/2000 winter.[9]

• External fabric: Durability of external fabric becomes shorter due to increased storm, rain, flood, 
and other weather conditions. For example, the strength and durability properties of concrete 
may be influenced by the changes in its environment (e.g., temperature, humidity).

• Construction process may be disrupted due to adverse weather condition. This may have implica-
tion in the project planning and the associated challenges to complete the project on time and 
within the budget.

• Service infrastructure may become inadequate. For example, changing weather patterns and more 
frequent and intense storm may lead to the drainage problem. The existing drainage system in 
many parts of the world may not be able to cope with increased storm loads.

Contribution of Buildings to Human-Induced Climate Change

The climate system is a dynamic system in transient balance.[10] A change of external and/or internal 
climate forcing imposed on the planetary energy balance would cause a corresponding change in global 
temperature.[10] Overall, scientists have now been able to reach a broad consensus and provide over-
whelming evidence to suggest that human activities are having a discernible influence on the global 
climate.[2] In particular, it has been found that the recent rapid increase in global temperature is closely 
aligning with the strong growth in use of fossil fuel over the past 50 years.

The construction and operation of modern buildings consume a considerable amount of energy 
and materials and therefore contribute significantly to the process of human-induced climate change. 
Figure 2 shows the world greenhouse gas emissions by sector, end use, activity, and gas types.[11] It can be 
seen that buildings, including both commercial buildings and residential buildings, account for 15.3% 
of world greenhouse gas emission, which is greater than the sectors of transportation, agriculture, and 
waste. Indeed, buildings are one of the most significant infrastructures in modern societies.

Worldwide, the Worldwatch Institute estimates that the construction and operation of buildings is 
responsible for 40% of the world’s total energy use, 30% of raw materials consumption, 55% of tim-
ber harvests, 16% of freshwater withdrawal, 35% of global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, and 40% of 
municipal solid waste sent to landfill.[12] In 2004, it was estimated that worldwide, the total emissions 
from the building sector, including the electricity consumed, were 8.6 Gt CO2, 0.1 Gt CO2–eq N2O, 0.4 
Gt CO2–eq CH4, and 1.5 Gt CO2–eq halocarbons (including CFCs and HCFCs).[13]

Basically, the impact of buildings on the human-induced climate change is through three routes, 
including building operational energy, building embodied energy, and building-related refrigerants. 
Operational energy includes all energy used for mechanical services [e.g., heating, ventilation, and 
air conditioning (HVAC) systems], electrical services (e.g., lighting and other office appliances), and 
hydraulic services (e.g., pumping system). Embodied energy includes all energy used for the produc-
tion of building materials, their transportation and handling, and building construction processes. 
Building-related refrigerants include the refrigerants used in air-conditioning systems (e.g., Freon 
used in compressors and chillers) and other building appliances (e.g., refrigerators and freezers), 
which may have ozone depletion potential (e.g., depleting the ozone in the upper atmosphere) and/
or global warming potential that persists in the upper atmosphere, trapping the radiation emitted 
by the earth.

Previous studies of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) have shown that the CO2 emission from the sources 
of building embodied energy and building-related refrigerants is often fairly small for commercial office 
buildings. For instance, based on the assumption of a building having a 40 years life span, it has been 
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shown that the embodied energy emissions contributed only approximately 8%–10% of building total 
emission.[14] More than 90% of building energy consumption occurs during the use/operational phase, 
so the energy performance of the buildings is particularly important, especially for buildings with 
24 hours occupancy.

Relationship between Climate Change and Buildings

As discussed above and also illustrated in Figure 3, the cycling interaction between climate change and 
buildings is of dynamic nature. Climate change, for instance, would generally lead to more use of air 
conditioning, which leads to more greenhouse gas emission and then climate change. Therefore, both 
climate change and buildings are essentially the cause and the effect of each other.[15] On one hand, 
climate change is expected to impact on many aspects of building design, construction, and opera-
tion. On the other hand, buildings have also contributed significantly to the human-induced climate 
change. They have produced more greenhouse gas emission than the sectors of transportation, agricul-
ture, and waste.

Because greenhouse gas concentrations are still continuing to increase, the process of climate change 
will continue and may accelerate. This requires the building sector to develop suitable strategies, includ-
ing the enhancement in building energy codes, to mitigate the greenhouse gas emissions, which should 

FIGURE 4 World greenhouse gas emissions by sector, end use, activity, and gas types.
Notes: All data are for 2000. All calculations are based on CO2 equivalents, using 100 years global warming poten-
tials from the IPCC (1996), based on a total global estimate of 41,755 MtCO2 equivalent. Land use change includes 
both emissions and absorptions. Dotted lines represent flows of less than 0.1% of total greenhouse gas emissions.
Source: World Resources Institute.[11]
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be not only environmentally effective but also economically efficient. In parallel, appropriate adapta-
tion strategies are also needed to prepare buildings to withstand the future inevitable climate change. 
Adaptation to climate change has now become one of the key requirements for buildings.

It is noted that there may be both potential synergy and conflict between adaptation and mitiga-
tion  measures and strategies. This will require the development of integrated rather than separate 
responses.[16–18] Moreover, it seems that there is a tight intertwining between the issues of adaptation and 
mitigation.[19,20] The energy-efficient and renewable energy technologies, for instance, often can play dual 
roles in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions while increasing adaptive capacity by making buildings 
more disaster resilient. An effective response to climate change may not always be costly and could even 
be both profitable and socially beneficial.

Potential Strategies for Building Design and Operation

Buildings are one of the most significant infrastructures in modern societies, having significant impact 
on health and productivity of people living and working inside them. In particular, as buildings have a 
very long life span, typically 50–100 years, it is very important that all the current and future building 
stocks be designed and maintained to perform satisfactorily in future climates.

For both new and existing buildings, potential mitigation may include the utilization of renewable 
energy and low emission energy, energy efficiency, and energy conservation. Appropriate adaptation 
may also be achieved by focusing on major building design parameters for new buildings or retrofit 
of building envelope and/or internal heat sources such as lighting systems for existing buildings. In 
particular, those improved building energy codes currently adopted around the world, including the 
requirement of thermal conductance values for building envelope, lighting power densities for internal 
heat sources, and HVAC system efficiency for building mechanical services,[6,7] could play key roles 
in both the potential mitigation and adaptation of buildings. Overall, the aim is to ensure that all the 
existing and new buildings not only perform and operate satisfactorily in the new environment but also 
satisfy the environmental performance criteria of sustainability.

Building Envelope

The building envelope is a significant determinant of energy required to heat and cool a building. 
Building designers can use the building envelope as a “filter” to accept or reject solar radiation and 
outside air, depending on the need for heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting.[13] The heat storage 
capacity of the building envelope can also be used to reduce peak thermal loads. As a result, a well-
designed building shell can substantially reduce the building cooling and heating demands and lighting 

FIGURE 3 The cycling interaction between global warming and buildings.
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energy through the provision of daylighting, particularly at the perimeter zones. This can result in not 
only substantial capital cost savings by enabling smaller sizing of the air-conditioning plant to be used 
but also significant operating cost saving by reducing the quantity of air circulation and fan power, and 
partial load situation for the HVAC systems.

It is particularly important that building designers employ energy-efficient principles, as well as inte-
grated building design approaches at design and construction of the building envelope. Overall, for the 
building envelope, the potential mitigation and adaptation strategies in the face of climate change may 
include the following:

• Installation of insulation in foundation, walls, and/or roofs to minimize conductive heat loss/
gain.

• Optimum design of windows, including careful determination of window-to-wall ratio (WWR) 
and selection of types of glass and shading to optimize use of solar heat and light.

• Sealing gaps to prevent draughts and heat infiltration to minimize uncontrolled movement of air 
into the building.

• Utilizing thermal mass, reflective roofs, and trees for shade, etc., if it is appropriate.

Internal Heat Sources

The internal heat sources include the occupants, lights, electric appliances, and machines. Their influ-
ence may be not only directly on the total energy consumption of the building but also on the build-
ing thermal loads, which indirectly influence the energy consumption of HVAC systems. The selection 
of lights, for example, can have significant impact on the building energy and thermal performance. 
Advances in higher-efficiency light sources, lower-loss ballasts and control gear, and more efficient 
luminaries will therefore enable lighting energy usage to be significantly reduced. Developments in the 
technology of daylighting will further increase the potential lighting energy savings. The potential miti-
gation and adaptation strategies to manage internal heat sources may include the following:

• Optimum integration of lamp (lighting sources), ballasts (for electric-discharge lamps), and fixtures 
(e.g., reflectors, diffusers, and/or polarizing panels). It was found that to maintain the same lighting 
level of 320 lux, lighting power densities can vary from 2 to 5 W/m2 (averaged over time) for having 
state-of-the-art lighting technology to 25–35 W/m2 for having only mediocre level of efficiency.[21]

• Purchasing energy-efficient office equipment and running it wisely. Energy-efficient office 
 equipment can use less than half the energy as the standard models—at no or little additional capital 
cost.[21] Recommendations may include the use of “energy star” office equipment and “energy label-
ing” appliance. It was found that every dollar invested in energy efficiency, at a 20%–30% saving rate, 
is equivalent to increasing net operating income by 3%–4% and net asset value by $2.50–$3.75.[22]

Using the building simulation technique, it has been shown that for Australian office buildings, if the 
building total internal load density, which includes all internal heat sources of lighting, plug load, and occu-
pants, is reduced from 43 to 21.5 W/m2, the building total energy use under the future 2070 high scenario 
(the worst case) can be reduced by up to 89–120 kWh/m2 per annum and the overheating problem could 
be completely avoided and the office building will perform as good as at the current climate scenario.[23]

Building Mechanical Services

Building mechanical service or HVAC systems are used to control factors affecting thermal comfort, 
with the ultimate purpose being to provide a clean, noise-free, and efficient working environment.[24] 
Since air-conditioning systems account for around one-third of the total energy use in typical office 
buildings, the proper design and selection of HVAC systems are critical for the performance of these 
buildings.
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Generally, according to the purpose of the building, as well as local site information and climate con-
dition, a building may be designed as naturally ventilated, mechanically ventilated, air conditioned, or 
a combination of these three options (hybrid mixed-mode system). Potential mitigation and adaptation 
strategies for design and selection of building service systems include the following:

• Using passive design for heating, cooling, and ventilation. A building relying entirely on air con-
ditioning should be avoided as much as possible.

• Utilization of renewable energy and/or low emission energy for the operation of the building. It 
was found that on clear days throughout the year, reductions of conventional power use of at least 
60% can be achieved with optimum photovoltaic cladding densities targeted to lighting and small 
power load demands.[25]

• Selecting energy-efficient technologies. Such technologies may include evaporative cooling, des-
iccant cooling, chilled ceilings, displacement ventilation, cogeneration and district heating and 
cooling, active solar and heat pump systems, and underground earth pipes.[26]

• Good control of HVAC systems. It was found that the performance of the HVAC system is subject 
to the significant influence of its control strategy and maintenance. Building energy management 
systems (BEMSs) can also be a useful tool for energy saving in the range of 5%–40%.[26]

• Good commissioning, operation, and maintenance of HVAC systems. It was found that of the 
deficiencies found in the retro-commissioning of buildings, 85% were related to HVAC systems.[22] 
In the same study, it was also reported that energy savings between 7% and 29% may be achieved 
with paybacks ranging from 0.2 to 2.1 years.

Recommendations on Implementation of Strategies

Overall, it is recommended that the potential mitigation and adaptation strategies should be taken at the 
early planning and design stage. This is because the thermal loads gained/lost from the building enve-
lope and internal heat sources are the “base load” for the selection of HVAC equipment. Appropriate 
selection and design of these systems are therefore vital for the energy efficiency of the building. Without 
a suitable choice, all later work will be built on an unsatisfactory foundation. It is also noted that the 
mitigation and adaptation strategies taken at the early design stage will future-proof the building and be 
more effective in the longer term. Although the initial capital cost of taking the measures may be higher, 
the overall cost in many cases would actually be much lower than having to do retrofit strengthening at 
a later stage.[16]

Building regulation and design codes can also play a crucial role in the anticipation and avoidance 
of risk.[27] Because climate change would have a major impact on the frequency of extreme weather 
events, building codes need to be reviewed regularly in order to maintain a proper level of reliability and 
be adhered to in practice.[9] For instance, changes in the frequency of storms will have building code 
implications.[28] However, it is argued that simply raising performance standards as a response to climate 
change, without dealing with the issue of noncompliance with existing standards, may not be desirable. 
It may run the risk of undermining the legitimacy of regulation generally.[27]

In the face of inevitable climate change, the shifting from a reliance on historical data to a reliance 
on predicted future data may be also necessary, as it is increasingly important to precisely predict the 
conditions under which buildings and other infrastructure will need to withstand in the future. It is 
understood that using different sets of design conditions will have significant implication on the cost 
and performance of buildings. For example, using the building simulation technique, it has been shown 
that for typical Australian office buildings, the required cooling capacity may increase from 28% to 59% 
if the new buildings were designed using the future project climate (e.g., 2070 high scenario) rather than 
the current climate condition.[5] In order to maintain comfort indoor condition, a further increase of 
4%–10% may be required in addition to the possible increase of 27%–47% cooling load if the buildings 
were designed at current climate conditions.
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Conclusion

The climate change induced by the emissions of greenhouse gases is one of the most important global 
environmental issues facing the world today. Buildings are one of the most significant infrastructures 
in modern societies, and they need to be prepared to withstand climate change. On one hand, climate 
change is going to impact on many aspects of buildings, including both building design and building 
operation. On the other hand, buildings have also contributed significantly to the process of human-
induced climate change. In this entry, both aspects of knowledge have been discussed.

It has been suggested that the potential mitigation and adaptation strategies should focus on major 
energy-related factors, such as design and construction of building envelope, design and careful selec-
tion of the air-conditioning system, and selection of management of internal heat sources including both 
lighting systems and electrical equipment. In many cases, it has been demonstrated that the energy-
efficient and renewable energy technologies can play dual roles in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions 
while increasing adaptive capacity by making buildings more disaster resilient.

It has also been recommended that energy efficiency principles, such as adopting passive design 
principles for heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting, and integrated design approaches should be 
adopted at the early design stage and be maintained in the whole life of buildings. These strategies have 
the potential of not only being environmentally effective but also economically efficient and socially 
beneficial.
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Introduction

Economic growth is a very recent phenomenon, dating back two or three centuries and limited in its 
extent to only some parts of the world. While economic growth has dramatically improved the lives 
of billions of people, billions more remain in abject poverty. The mainstream view is that all countries 
should strive for economic growth, and through a process of convergence where poorer countries 
grow the fastest, all the people of the world will eventually enjoy a high and secure material standard 
of living.

There are many problems with this vision of growth for all. Foremost is the mounting evidence that 
the world’s economy is already bumping up against and even surpassing the biophysical limits of the 
planet. This is showing up in terms of global and local environmental degradation and resource scar-
city. Consequently, a different vision is emerging, one in which rich countries no longer pursue eco-
nomic growth as a primary objective, leaving room for the economies of poorer countries and regions 
to expand, at least temporally. An additional motivation for low and no growth is to reduce competition 
with other species with which humans share the planet.

This chapter examines the possibility of rich countries managing without growth, by which is 
meant achieving improvements in well-being without economic growth. That such an outcome is 
possible is illustrated with the use of LowGrow SFC, an interactive macroeconomic model of the 
Canadian economy. The chapter concludes with a discussion of policy directions implied by such a 
scenario with special emphasis on employment policies and funding public services in a low-/no-
growth economy.
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A Brief History of Economic Growth

In terms of human history, economic growth is a very recent phenomenon. World gross domestic 
product (GDP) was only 14% higher at the end of the first millennium than when it began. GDP is the 
“total unduplicated value of the goods and services produced in the economic territory of a country 
or region during a given period” (Statistics Canada). GDP per capita was no higher at all, slightly 
less even, owing to population growth. From the year 1000 to 1400, world GDP increased by 140%, 
but GDP per capita grew only 60% and at a barely perceptible rate, as population expanded. Over the 
next 400 years, world GDP increased a further 140%, and although GDP per capita increased by 30% 
by 1700, it fell back again in 1800 to the same level as in 1400. Average world GDP per capita declined 
further in the early 1800s, after which economic growth accelerated. By 1900, world GDP was over five 
times greater than in the previous 100 years, growing at an average annual rate of 1.7%, and GDP per 
capita was more than three times greater. The rate of economic growth increased in the 20th century 
such that annual world GDP grew almost ninefold at an average annual rate of 2.2% and GDP per 
capita rose 2 1/2 times.

These figures,[1] approximate as they are especially early on, show that economic growth has been 
exceptional in human history. The vast majority of people have lived in circumstances where they had 
no reason to believe that their children’s lives would be materially any different from their own. To think 
otherwise is a very modern idea dating back perhaps a dozen or so generations, and even then, only in 
some parts of the world.

Of course, global averages conceal much of the huge variation in experiences from country to country 
and region to region. In the 18th and 19th centuries, most of the world’s economic growth was confined 
to Europe and ex-colonies of European powers. Some regions were impoverished in the process, 19th-
century India being a prime example through the deliberate destruction of cotton manufacturing at the 
behest of British industrialists. The rest of the world continued to experience lives in which economic 
growth had little or no impact and was not part of the lived experience of most people. Even in places 
where growth rates were highest, there were substantial areas of poverty. In the 20th century and into 
the 21st century, economic growth spread to more parts of the globe but unevenly with 735 million 
people in 2015 still living in extreme poverty (less than US$1.90 per day) and 3.4 billion living below 
US$5.50 per day, about the price of a single cup of coffee in the United States. While the number living 
in extreme poverty declined by 40% since 1990, the number living below $5.50 only declined by 5%, and 
the rate of reduction in extreme poverty is slowing down.[2] Contrary to earlier expectations that global 
economic growth would close the gap between rich and poor, the spread has increased, just as it has 
done within even the richest countries.[3]

All this economic growth has required a massive increase in the use of natural resources. In the 20th 
century, the global use of construction materials, ores and industrial materials, fossil fuels, and biomass 
increased eightfold, almost as much as GDP.[4] Since 2000, the global use of these resources has risen 
even faster than GDP. The much-vaunted “green growth” which depends fundamentally on increasing 
GDP with declining use resources is nowhere to be seen.[5) The increasing extraction, use, and disposal 
of materials have resulted in large-scale, adverse environmental impacts. One prominent list includes 
the following: climate change, ocean acidification, stratospheric ozone depletion, overloading of the 
nitrogen and phosphorus cycles, global freshwater uses, land system change, biodiversity loss, atmo-
spheric aerosol loading, and chemical pollution.[6] Then, there is the looming threat of peak oil from 
conventional sources[7] and the more general concern that the age of cheap energy is coming to an end,[8] 
as well as an emerging scarcity of “critical” minerals for new technologies.[9] All this plus serious doubts 
about future prospects for increases in productivity[10,11] and concerns over secular stagnation,[12] make 
for a bleak outlook for real, long-term, comprehensive, global economic growth. With the world human 
population approaching 8 billion, projected to rise to nearly 10 billion by mid-century, the question 
arises as to whether economic growth for all is a viable option in the 21st century and if not, what are 
the alternatives?
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One alternative is to shift the over-riding economic priority of the richest economies away from the 
single-minded pursuit of growth and to reduce “growth dependency.” After all, economic growth has 
only held this position as the single most important economic policy objective since about 1960. “There 
is in fact hardly a trace of interest in economic growth as a policy objective in the official or professional 
literature of western countries before 1950.”[13] And even when it was introduced, it was as a means to 
fulfill other policy objectives such as full employment, rather than as an end in itself. Now the pursuit of 
economic growth is deemed so important that it is customary for policy proposals across many domains 
including environment, education, and the arts to be judged in terms of their implications for growth, 
or one of its surrogates such as competitiveness or productivity.

If the poor countries of the world are to benefit from economic growth, and the world economy is to 
function within the “safe operating space” of the planet,[6] then rich countries, those that have benefited 
the most from economic growth in the past, must be prepared to make room for them. Otherwise, disas-
ter threatens, brought about by the excessive pressure on Earth systems.

One approach to this predicament based on principles of distributive justice would be to determine fair 
shares of access to global resources, accounting also for the interests of other species. This is the kind of 
dialogue that is underway in the slow progression of international climate negotiations, illustrating most 
profoundly the difficulties in reaching and then implementing agreement in a global world divided into 
national and regional power blocs. Nonetheless, a country or group of countries could adopt a view of its fair 
share independently of an international agreement and set these as boundaries within which their economy 
must function. Depending on the specification of the boundaries and the capability of economies to adjust, 
economic growth, measured in the conventional way as an increase in real (inflation) adjusted GDP, could 
conceivably continue for a time, but incidentally rather than as a primary objective.

What would such development entail? Total environmental (including resource) impact is the prod-
uct of GDP and impact per unit of GDP (e.g., GDP × greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per unit of GDP 
or GDP × energy used per unit of GDP). Therefore, if environmental impact is to decline as GDP grows, 
environmental impact per unit GDP must decline faster than the rate of economic growth. This is one 
meaning of “green” growth, and it underlies the downward-sloping portion of the Environmental 
Kuznets Curve.[14] (The Environmental Kuznets Curve is an inverted “U” with a measure of environ-
mental impact plotted on the y-axis and GDP plotted on the x-axis. The hypothesis is that in the early 
stages of economic growth, environmental impact rises to a maximum after which it declines as growth 
continues.) There are examples of obvious, local problems such as urban air quality whose history can 
be described by an Environmental Kuznets Curve, but it is a poor description of global materials and 
energy use or global environmental impacts over the past century.

Whether green growth defined in this way (i.e., impact/GDP declining faster than GDP increases) is 
possible at the global level remains an open question. It is complicated by the fact that many environ-
mental and resource depletion problems relate to stocks such as accumulating GHGs in the atmosphere, 
diminishing rain forests, and declining fish stocks. Reducing the flows that determine these stocks may be 
insufficient to bring the stocks to the required levels fast enough or at all. If it is not possible to sufficiently 
decouple economic growth from its environmental and resource impacts, growth will have to cease and 
even turn negative for a time as proponents of degrowth argue.[15] Otherwise, it will not be possible to bring 
the global economy back within the planetary boundaries that are already being exceeded and others 
which will be exceeded if present trends are not reversed. Given what we know about the state of the envi-
ronment, and concern over supplies of low-cost energy and critical materials, there is a very strong case on 
ethical and practical grounds for rich countries to take the lead in managing without growth.

Economists Question Growth

At the same time as economic growth was reaching the pinnacle of policy objectives, dissenting voices were 
beginning to be heard. One of the most widely prominent was John Kenneth Galbraith. In The Affluent 
Society[16] published in 1958 and revised through multiple editions, Galbraith compared private affluence 
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in the United States with public squalor. He also questioned the efficacy of dealing with poverty through a 
general rise in incomes. Many academic economists regarded Galbraith as more of a political commentator 
than a serious economist because of his disdain for theoretical economics, and on these tenuous grounds, 
they resisted his arguments. The same could not be said of British economist Ezra Mishan who published 
The Costs of Economic Growth in 1967.[17] Mishan was a highly regarded and well-published expert in “welfare 
economics,” the field within mainstream economics that is concerned with the relationship between eco-
nomic activity and well-being. Thus, although Mishan’s analysis of the costs of economic growth was aimed 
at a broad audience, no one could dismiss the author as not really understanding modern economic theory.

Perhaps this is one reason why Mishan’s critique of economic growth, unlike Galbraith’s, ignited a 
heated debate that went on for several years between him and Wilfred Beckerman, another  well-established 
British economist. Beckerman wrote “Why We Need Economic Growth”[18] and In Defence of Economic 
Growth.[19] Later, Beckerman wrote Small Is Stupid[20] in response to Schumacher’s widely read Small Is 
Beautiful,[21] Schumacher’s critique of modern industrialized economies. Many of Schumacher’s argu-
ments about the optimal scale of an economy were anticipated, echoed, and augmented by other econo-
mists such as Kenneth Boulding in his seminal essay “The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth,”[22] 
N. Georgescu-Roegen,[23] who explored the implications of the second law of thermodynamics for econom-
ics and economic growth, and Herman Daly who has promoted a steady-state economy for more than 
three decades.[24] The publication of The Limits to Growth[25] in 1972 addressed similar themes using sys-
tems dynamics but was roundly and largely unfairly criticized especially by economists (e.g. Maddison,[1] 
pp. 90–94). It remains influential to this day. A useful summary of the state of the growth and no-growth 
debate, largely where it was left in the 1970s, can be found in Olson and Landsberg’s collection of essays.[26] 
(For a contemporary assessment of the Limits to Growth debate see the review by Jackson and Webster.[27])

After this flurry of publications in the 1960s and 1970s, the growth debate subsided. In the late 
1990s, the criticisms of growth resurfaced stronger than ever with economists such as Douthwaite, The 
Growth Illusion,[28] Daly, Beyond Growth: The Economics of Sustainable Development,[29] and Booth, 
The Environmental Consequences of Growth: Steady-State Economics[30] leading the charge. By this time, the 
transdisciplinary, ecological economics was almost 20 years old, with a dedicated peer-reviewed journal, 
Ecological Economics, publishing 12 times a year including many papers dealing with problematic aspects 
of economic growth. In the first part of the 21st century, it is impossible to keep up with the many papers, 
reports, blogs, conferences, media entries, and YouTube videos questioning economic growth. And there 
are many books such as Hamilton, Growth Fetish,[31] Booth, Hooked on Growth,[32] Victor, Managing without 
Growth,[33] Speth, The Bridge at the End of the World,[34] Brown, Right Relationship,[35] Jackson, Prosperity 
without Growth,[36] Schor, Plenitude,[37] Dietz and O’Neill,[38] Enough Is Enough, Czech, Supply Shock,[39] and 
von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, Come On![40] just to name a few in the English language alone.

The remainder of this chapter describes an investigation into what might be possible in an economy 
in which economic growth ceases. In particular, the following question is addressed: is it possible to 
have low unemployment, reduced GHG emissions and other environmental pressures, reduced income 
inequality, and reduced hours of paid work while maintaining reasonable debt levels in the public and 
household sectors, all in the absence of economic growth? And, if so, what policy frameworks or initia-
tives would be required? LowGrow SFC, an interactive macroeconomic systems dynamics model, was 
developed for the Canadian economy specifically to help answer these questions. In the next section, 
LowGrow SFC is described in fairly general terms and three very different scenarios for Canada to the 
year 2067 are presented. Brief comments on policy directions suggested by the simulation of low/no 
growth are followed by a more detailed consideration of employment in a no-/low-growth economy and 
the implications for government finance and the provision of public services.

Exploring Low and No Growth in Canada with LowGrow SFC

LowGrow SFC is a quantitative model of the Canadian economy designed to explore future scenarios. 
LowGrow SFC has been calibrated using Canadian data with simulation results reported from 2017 
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to 2067. The scenarios are not predictions. Rather, they are offered as consistent and plausible future 
possibilities intended to feed discussions about current choices and alternative futures. The model inte-
grates three primary spheres of interest within a system dynamics framework: (1) the environmental 
and resource constraints on economic activity; (2) a full account of production, consumption, employ-
ment, and public finances in the “real economy” at the level of the nation state; and (3) a comprehensive 
account of the financial economy, including the main interactions between financial agents. LowGrow 
SFC conforms quite closely to standard economic frameworks. Data are drawn directly from the 
Canadian national accounts and some of the behavioral relationships in the model are estimated econo-
metrically on the basis of time-series data from the Canadian economy. At the same time, LowGrow 
SFC departs from more conventional economic modeling approaches by incorporating time-lags, feed-
backs and expectations in the model, and also by allowing for some potentially radical variations on 
“typical” macroeconomic policy.

The theoretical basis for LowGrow SFC draws heavily on the post-Keynesian macroeconomic 
approach of Godley and Lavoie (2012), which places a particular emphasis on a full and consistent 
account of the relationships between monetary stocks and flows within and between different financial 
sectors. In the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, so-called stock-flow consistent (SFC) modeling 
has gained a particular traction because of its ability to provide a comprehensive account of financial 
transactions in the economy and to map the impact of these on financial balance sheets—something 
that was conspicuously missing in the run-up to the crisis. LowGrow SFC is articulated in terms of six 
interrelated sectors: households, firms, banks, government, a central bank and the “rest of the world” 
(or “foreign” sector). It models a range of financial assets and liabilities including deposits, loans, mort-
gages, government bonds, and firms’ equities.

In LowGrow SFC, as in the economy that it represents, economic growth is driven primarily by net 
investment which increases the capital stock and hence labor productivity, combined with growth in 
the labor force. The extent to which the full productive capacity of the economy is employed depends 
on aggregate demand comprising expenditures by the private and public sectors on consumption and 
investment, and international trade. LowGrow SFC incorporates numerous features related to the over-
all environmental performance of the economy. For instance, a key focus of the model is on climate 
change and GHG emissions. LowGrow SFC includes a sub-model of the electricity sector. This is useful 
for assessing the economic and environmental effects of a transition to renewable sources of electricity 
and the widespread electrification of the economy.

One of the most important elements in the model relates to investments undertaken to reduce envi-
ronmental impact. Key to a future in which economies reduce the burden they place on the biosphere 
is a shift from “brown” investment in activities that increases environmental impacts to “green” invest-
ment in activities that reduces them. Some green investments such as cost-competitive, energy-efficient 
equipment can add to the productive capacity of the economy. Other green investments such as seawalls 
built to protect coastlines from rising sea levels, protect productive capital but do not add to it, reducing 
the rate of economic growth. A further consideration that is important for determining macroeconomic 
outcomes is whether green investment is “additional” or “non-additional.” Additional green investment 
increases total investment expenditures whereas “non-additional” green investment simply displaces 
brown investment without adding to total investment. Only additional green investment increases GDP.

LowGrow SFC generates the values of many variables relevant to an assessment of the performance 
of the economy. Seven of these are incorporated in a Sustainable Prosperity Index (SPI) for evaluating 
the scenarios:

• GDP per capita (more relevant to well-being than GDP).
• The rate of unemployment.
• The ratio of government debt to GDP.
• The ratio of household debt to household net worth.
• The Gini coefficient on household incomes (a measure of inequality).
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• The average hours of paid work.
• The Environmental Burden Index (EBI).

The EBI is designed to capture the environmental impacts of economic activity notably absent from 
GDP. While comprehensive in scope, the EBI lacks specificity other than with respect to GHG emis-
sions. Both the SPI and EBI are preliminary and could be improved with better data. However, they 
share with GDP the redeeming feature that they emerge from a model of the system in whose perfor-
mance we are interested and so can be used to measure the effect of measures designed to make the 
system work better.

Scenarios for the Canadian Economy

Former British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, insisted that “there is no alternative” to the market 
economy and economic growth. She was mistaken. There are in fact many alternatives. We describe 
three scenarios for the Canadian economy. None of them is a prediction of the future. Rather they are 
intended to illustrate some of the possibilities facing Canada, to inform discussion and debate, and to 
suggest the kinds of choices available, not just in Canada but in other advanced economies. The three 
scenarios are summarized in Table 1.

The Base Case scenario is a benchmark against which other scenarios can be compared. It is a descrip-
tion of what would happen, broadly speaking, at the national level, if current trends continue through 
and beyond mid-century. The GHG Reduction scenario includes several measures specifically to reduce 
GHG emissions: a price on GHG emissions from the electric power sector rising from $0 in 2017 to $300 
per ton over 15 years, gradual electrification of road and rail, and substantial expenditures to reduce 
GHG emissions from other sources. In addition to these GHG reducing measures, the Sustainable 
Prosperity scenario includes more green investment aimed at reducing a wider set of environmental 
impacts, transfer payments rising to $20 billion per year to reduce inequality and poverty, a shorter 
work year and a slower rate of population growth.

Figure 1 shows GDP per capita for the three scenarios. Under the Base Case, per capita GDP increases 
from $50,000 in 2017 to $97,000 in 2067, with an average growth rate of 1.3%. (Unless otherwise stated, 
values are in 2007$.) This is essentially a conventional, growth-based view of the future, in which the 
economy as a whole (taking into account population growth of around 44%) increases 2.8 times by the 
year 2067. The GHG Reduction scenario has a somewhat lower average growth rate in GDP per capita 
of 1.1%, with incomes in 2067 achieving a level of $87,000 per year. In this scenario, some of the green 
investment is “unproductive” in the sense that it does not add to the capital stock with which labor 
produces output. Hence, labor productivity is not as high as in the Base Case and so neither is GDP. The 

TABLE 1 Three Scenarios for Canada 2017–2067

Scenario Main Features

1. Base case Scenario 1
• Continuation of current trends and relationships

2. GHG reduction Scenario 1 plus:
• Carbon price on GHG emissions from electricity generation
• GHG abatement by non-electric industrial sources
• Electrification of road and rail transport

3. Sustainable prosperity Scenario 2 plus:
• Switch from brown to green investment
• Increased transfer payments to reduce income inequality and reduce 

poverty
• Lower rate of population growth
• Reduced average hours worked
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projected reduction in GDP growth is at the high end of the range of published estimates.[41] It also runs 
counter to the view that a green economy grows faster than a brown one.[42]

The most marked difference, however, is between the Base Case and the Sustainable Prosperity sce-
nario. The latter illustrates a stabilization of per capita income at a level above current income levels. 
Specifically, the GDP per capita in 2067 is $70,000, an average annual increase of 0.7% over the period. 
More significantly, GDP and GDP per capita are essentially stable over the final 20 years of the scenario 
because of the stabilization of population. This scenario thus illustrates a transition from a growth-based 
economy to an economy managing without growth. The lower rate of economic growth and ultimately 
its cessation altogether result from the reduced investment in brown capital and the consequential lower 
increase in labor productivity combined with a reduction in average hours of paid work. Conventional 
wisdom suggests that such a transition toward what is effectively a steady-state economy is impossible 
without causing irreparable damage to prosperity and well-being in society. But Figure 2 suggests that 
this undesirable outcome can be avoided. In fact, the composite SPI described above rises significantly 
in the Sustainable Prosperity scenario despite falling in both the other two scenarios. Starting from 
a base of 100 in 2017, the SPI falls precipitously by more than 50% in the Base Case. Even in the GHG 
Reduction scenario, the SPI declines 10%. In the Sustainable Prosperity scenario, by contrast, the SPI 
increases 35% from 2017 to 2067.

To understand these differences, all of the components of the SPI must be considered. One of these 
is GDP per capita, which tends to push the SPI upwards, the higher the level of GDP. Principal among 
the factors that favor the Sustainable Prosperity scenario over the Base Case is the EBI, which includes 
the negative impact of GHG emissions and other environmental pressures which are significantly 
reduced in the Sustainable Prosperity scenario. The EBI for the Base Case more than triples over 
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the period of the scenario, as GHGs continue to rise and little is done to offset other environmental 
impacts from the economy. The EBI for the GHG Reduction scenario performs significantly better. 
The main reason for this is a significant decline in GHG emissions, which suppresses the rise in the 
EBI and in doing so has a notably positive effect on the SPI as compared with the Base Case. However, 
because of the continued expansion of economic output in the GHG Reduction scenario, the reduc-
tion in GHG emissions while substantial falls far short of the Canadian government’s target of 80% 
reduction by 2050 from 2005 levels. By comparison, the Sustainable Prosperity scenario more than 
meets this target. Some of the decline in the EBI, in particular for the Sustainable Prosperity scenario, 
is also due to the deliberate policy of shifting the electricity sector toward renewable energy sources 
induced by the carbon price on GHG emissions. The rest of the decline comes from the lower level of 
economic activity in this scenario.

Two specific social measures adopted in the Sustainable Prosperity scenario also contribute to the 
improved performance of this latter case over the other two scenarios. The first of these is the redistribu-
tive fiscal policy in which transfer payments are progressively increased from 2020 and distributed pref-
erentially to the lower-income categories. Also in the Sustainable Prosperity scenario, annual average 
hours of paid work decline from more than 1,700 h/yr in 2017 to less than 1,400 h/yr in 2067. Fewer hours 
working offers more opportunities for people to enjoy time with their families and friends, perhaps vol-
unteering in the community or taking advantage of increased leisure, all of which contribute to people’s 
well-being and quality of life and help increase the SPI.

LowGrow SFC keeps track of the financial flows among sectors as well as sector balance sheets. From 
this information, two measures of financial prudence included in the SPI are generated by the model: 
government debt and household loans to value (i.e., net worth). In the Base Case and GHG Reduction 
scenarios, government debt to GDP increases slightly but more so in the Sustainable Prosperity scenario 
where it rises from 55% to 70% by the end of the run. This has a negative impact on the SPI. Nonetheless, 
even at the end of the run, the debt-to-GDP ratio remains at a level that has been far surpassed by many 
countries without the collapse of their economies reaching 250% in Japan in 2016.

With government running a deficit, it follows from the SFC of the model and the financial behaviors 
of the other sectors that the overall net lending position of the household sector is positive in all three 
scenarios, leading to a healthy position in terms of household net worth. There are minor increases in the 
ratio of household loans to net worth in all three scenarios, with the smallest being in the SP scenario.

In summary, the results discussed in this section suggest that the Sustainable Prosperity scenario 
remains a realistic alternative to the conventional wisdom of continual exponential growth, outper-
forming the Base Case in several important ways over the next half a century. Even the financial indica-
tors of a low-growth economy can, under the right conditions, remain relatively sustainable. Investment 
portfolios change, productivity growth declines, consumption expenditures stabilize, but the economy 
is nonetheless still financially resilient, its social outcomes improve, and its environmental burden on 
the planet is dramatically reduced.

Recognizing that the results described here are exploratory, it is fair to conclude that they support the 
following three conclusions:

 1. The pursuit of economic growth at the expense of a deepening environmental crisis has a very 
high probability of catastrophe.

 2. Substantial reductions in GHG emissions can clearly be achieved without massive changes to the 
structure of society. But the impact on the rate of growth, while modest, is larger than others have 
suggested and at odds with those who see a “green” economy as growing faster than a “brown” 
one. Furthermore, this “green growth” scenario falls well short of the Government of Canada’s 
GHG target reduction of 80% by 2050.

 3. Sustainable prosperity is attainable, but it will require a major reorientation of society’s priori-
ties toward improvements in social equity, economic security, and environmental quality. These 
changes may well lead to low- or no-growth economy, but they will also deliver a better quality 
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of life. The result may not be entirely incompatible with capitalism, but it will look very different 
from the over-financialized consumer capitalism of the early 21st century and may well be worthy 
of a different name altogether.

Policy Directions for a Low-/No-Growth Economy

The achievement of sustainable prosperity will require some very significant changes in the economy 
and in society at large. Policy and policy-related measures that drive the Sustainable Prosperity scenario 
include the following:

• Investment: a shift from brown to green investment and from private to public goods through 
changes in taxation and expenditures.

• Labor force: stabilization through changing age structure of the population and population 
stabilization.

• Population: stabilization through a declining fertility rate and changes to immigration policy.
• Poverty and inequality: trickle down replaced with focused antipoverty programs that address the 

social determinants of illness and provide more direct income support.
• Technological change: slower, more discriminating, preventative rather than end-of pipe, through 

technology assessment and changes in the education of scientists and engineers.
• Government expenditures: a declining rate of increase until stabilization is reached.
• Trade: a neutral net trade balance and diversification of markets.
• Workweek: shorter, more leisure through changes in compensation, work organization and stan-

dard working hours, and active market labor policies.
• Environment and energy: a comprehensive environmental program of pricing, regulation, green 

investment, land use planning, and education to achieve a rapid transition from fossil fuels to 
renewable sources of energy, significant reductions in material and energy throughput, and a 
reversal of habitat destruction conversion.

• Consumption and lifestyles: more public goods and fewer positional (status) goods through 
changes in taxation and marketing.

• Localization: fiscal and trade policies to strengthen local economies.

The next two sections look more closely at two specific policy areas in relation to the low/no-growth 
scenario: strategies for full employment and funding government programs.

Economic Growth and Employment

In 1960, the UN World Economic Survey stated that “the reinterpretation of the objective of full employment 
under the United Nations Charter to embrace the goal of economic growth marks a second fundamental 
change in public policy thinking.”[43] This statement from the UN is based on the insight derived from the 
early work on economic growth by Harrod, Domar, and others that if aggregate expenditure required for 
full employment in the short run expands the productive capacity of the economy, further increases in 
aggregate expenditure will be required in the future if full employment is to be maintained. This relation-
ship between growth and employment is accentuated if the size of the labor force is increasing as well.

Equation 1 expresses the relationship between GDP, productivity, the labor force, and unemployment:

 P u LGDP (1 )= −  (1)

where GDP is the real gross domestic product, P is the productivity (real GDP per employed person), L 
is the labor force (employed plus unemployed persons), and u is the unemployment rate (unemployed/
labor force).
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Between 1971 and 2016, Canadian real GDP grew 234%, productivity increased by 50%, the labor force 
rose by 125%, and the unemployment rate increased from 6.2% to 7.1%. While the increase in GDP had a 
positive impact on employment (and vice versa), it was more than offset by the increase in productivity 
(P). The net effect was an increase in the rate of unemployment (u).

This is a classic dilemma. A growing economy stimulates employment, an increase in productivity 
reduces it. How can the advantages of increased productivity be realized in an economy that is not 
growing without causing high unemployment? One way is to reap the benefits of increased productivity 
as more leisure rather than more goods and services. This can be accomplished by reducing the average 
number of hours worked by an employed person so that unemployment for a few becomes more leisure 
for the many. If more people worked fewer hours, it should be possible to have high levels of employment 
without relying on economic growth.

Some counterfactuals from the past show how this could work. From 1971 to 2016, the average hours 
worked per year by a Canadian employee decreased by 10.9%. If the decrease in average hours worked 
had been 13.8%, the rate of unemployment would have been 4% not 7.1% in 2016 given the same increases 
in GDP and the labor force. At an average of 1647 hours of work per employed Canadian, employees in 
Canada would still have been working about the same number of hours per year as the average employee 
in Sweden and the United Kingdom and more than the average employee in seven other OECD coun-
tries, in some cases substantially more. Had there been no decrease in the average hours worked between 
1971 and 2016, the rate of unemployment would have been 17.3% not 7.1% for the same increases in GDP, 
productivity, and the labor force.

These calculations show that the average length of the work year, which includes vacation days, can 
have a marked impact on the rate of unemployment. By spreading the same amount of work among 
a larger number of employees, the unemployment rate can be lowered and the relationship, as shown 
by the above examples, is strong. For this reason, researchers have examined the potential for reduc-
tions in the average number of hours worked per employee to contribute to full employment. From the 
standpoint of managing without growth, the benefits of increased productivity would be experienced 
as increases in leisure and reduced impacts on the environment rather than as increases in output, con-
sumption, and environmental impacts.

A shorter average work year is one of the factors included in the Sustainable Prosperity scenario illus-
trated in Figures 1 and 2. Over the 50 years of the scenario, the work year declines by 28% to 1400 in 2067. 
This compares with levels already approached or surpassed in 2015 in Belgium (1427), the Netherlands 
(1420), Norway (1408), and Germany (1370). In general, European countries have been more proactive 
than Canada and the United States in reducing the working time as an instrument of employment 
policy. During the 2008/2009 recession, some countries, Germany for example, mitigated the impact on 
employment by relying more heavily on reductions in work time.

The arithmetic of reducing the rate of unemployment by reducing the average hours each employed 
person works is compelling. Achieving such gains in employment in the real world is another mat-
ter, but in a review of studies of the employment effects of working time reductions, Bosch finds that 
most show a gain of “25–70 percent of the arithmetically possible effect.”[44] Bosch has examined the 
European experience, and the six conditions he identified as particularly important for the success or 
failure of this policy are summarized in Table 1. He points out that the general political conditions must 
be suitable for a policy of reducing work time to reduce unemployment. There must be acceptance from 
employees, trade unions, and employers and support of the State.

Looking at working time policy in the future, Bosch concludes that “shorter working hours are an 
indicator of prosperity.”[44] They have been in the past, though more recently we have seen the emergence 
of a sector of the labor force that is “overemployed,” working long hours and “failing to achieve a desired 
balance in their lives between paid work, family life, personal, and civic time.”[45] These are usually men 
with higher levels of education in management positions. Simultaneously, there are people who are 
underemployed and poorly paid, more often than not women. These circumstances contribute to and 
accentuate rising income inequality.
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Layard in his work on economics and happiness concludes “that people over-estimate the extra hap-
piness they will get from extra possessions” because of habituation. “The required correction is towards 
lower work effort and thus lower consumption.”[46] This means that a shorter work year would not only 
contribute to reducing unemployment but may also increase the general level of happiness for employ-
ees who find themselves better off working fewer hours, for less income and consuming at lower levels.

Funding Public Services in a Low-/No-Growth Economy

Economic growth provides government with increasing resources without increasing tax rates. In times 
of rapid growth, receipts from corporation profits taxes, personal income taxes, and value-added taxes 
tend to increase faster than the economy as a whole, allowing governments to provide more services, 
invest more in infrastructure, redeem outstanding debt, reduce tax rates, or some combination of all 
these. Governments welcome these circumstances. They have as much to gain from economic growth 
as anyone. How might this be different in an economy that eschewed economic growth as a policy 
objective?

Insight into this matter can be gained by considering in some detail the Sustainable Prosperity sce-
nario in which economic growth slows and eventually ceases. In particular, we look at the projected 
ratio of government debt to GDP, the government’s net lending position, and government expenditure 
in total and per capita. We have already seen that in this scenario, the ratio of government debt to GDP 
rises from 55% to 75% over the 50-year simulation, which though not necessarily desirable, is well within 
the bounds of viability based on the experience of other countries and in Canada as well. It is interest-
ing to note here that modern money theorists advise against the use of the debt-to-GDP measure as 
an indicator of long-run resilience, on the grounds that in countries with sovereign monetary systems 
such as Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, the state does not have a budget constraint 
comparable to that of a household.[45] The argument is that government can always pay debts denomi-
nated in their own currency. In the Sustainable Prosperity scenario, government borrowing continues 
while GDP stabilizes leading to a rise in the debt-to-GDP ratio. Another reason for thinking that this is 
unlikely to be a significant problem is that government borrowing is projected to decline, approaching 
zero by the end of the simulation. This evolution of the government’s net lending position coincides, as 
it must under SFC, with a decline in lending by the other sectors of the economy.

TABLE 2 Policies for Reducing the Workweek

1. Wage compensation—“If working time reductions and pay increases are negotiated as a total package, then the 
compensatory increase for the working time reduction can be offset by lower pay rises.” This could become more 
difficult with no or low growth.

2. Changes in work organization—“Larger reductions in working time generally have to be accompanied by changes in 
work organization”; otherwise, firms will rely on overtime and the employment effects will not materialize.

3. Shortages of skilled labor—“An active training policy is an indispensable supplement to working-time policy” to 
ensure that there are people with the necessary skills to pick up the slack when skilled workers reduce their hours.

4. Fixed cost per employee—Such as benefits paid on a per-employee basis rather than an hourly basis are an obstacle to 
reducing working hours because it is costly to employers. Canada shares with most Western European countries the 
practice of financing statutory social programs through contributions that are usually a proportion of earnings or 
through taxation, minimizing this fixed cost problem.

5. The evolution of earnings—“The decreasing rate of real wage rises in most industrialized countries has reduced the 
scope for implementing cuts in working time and wage increases simultaneously.” This would be a serious obstacle 
unless there is widespread support for seeking prosperity without growth though it can be mitigated by a more 
equal distribution of income. “One fundamental precondition for the working time policy pursued in Germany and 
Denmark, for example, was a stable and relatively equal earning distribution”.

6. The standardization of working hours—Any reduction in standard working hours must strongly influence actual 
hours worked. If it merely generates more overtime for those already with jobs, it will fail to increase employment. 
Work reorganization will be required to allow more flexibility in hours worked.

Source: Summarized from Bosch.[44]
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Government expenditures on consumption and investment are assumed in the model to be constant 
proportions of GDP, modified by countercyclical expenditures to moderate increases in unemployment 
above a target rate. These expenditures represent the utilization by government of the output of the 
economy. In the Sustainable Prosperity scenario, the sum of these government expenditures increases 
gradually from 25% in 2017 to 29% by 2040, remaining at that level as GDP stabilizes. As well as these 
expenditures, government supplements those with low incomes and supports selected business activi-
ties. These “transfer” payments affect the incomes of non-government sectors to pay for expenditures, 
which are included in GDP in household consumption and private sector investment. It would be 
 double-counting to also include them in government expenditure in the calculation of GDP. However, 
they are included in the calculation of government net lending.

In the Sustainable Prosperity scenario, government expenditure per capita stabilizes about 70% 
higher than in 2017 in real, inflation-adjusted terms. This substantial increase should allay any concern 
of insufficient government funding for services in the absence of economic growth.

Conclusion

There are many reasons for considering how rich economies might manage without growth: growth 
rates are slowing down, biophysical constraints to continued growth are becoming more apparent, 
mounting evidence indicates that higher incomes do not make people happier beyond a level of per cap-
ita incomes far surpassed in rich countries, economic inequality continues to rise, and despite decades 
of substantial economic growth many social and environmental problems remain. It is past time to set 
aside contributions to economic growth as a criterion for assessing measures to improve well-being for 
humans and other species over the long term and to replace it with the pursuit of sustainable prosperity 
in all its various dimensions.
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Introduction

The United Nations established 17 distinct goals (referred to as the sustainable development goals 
or SDGs) for the 2030 agenda for global sustainable development ranging from climate action to 
economic growth. It has been noted that the agenda can only be achieved successfully if their inter-
connections are recognized and incorporated into planning (Nilsson, Griggs, and Visbeck 2016). For 
instance, SDG 2 outlines ending hunger, providing nutrition, achieving food security, and promot-
ing sustainable agriculture. It is closely related to SDG 14 of life below water and SDG 15 of life on 
land, which in turn requires planning for quality and quantity supply of water (SDG 6), renewable, 
affordable energy (SDG 7), and sustainable consumption and production (SDG 12). The concept of 
interconnections between Food–Energy–Water (referred to as the FEW nexus) is one such piece to a 
much larger puzzle of managing for the SDGs. Recently, international and national funding calls on 
the FEW nexus (National Science Foundation, National Science Foundation (U.S.–China), European 
Commission 2015) have mobilized research around the topic. These organizations recognize the chal-
lenges and benefits of managing the FEW nexus, as individual management has often resulted in 
unintended consequences.

The connections between food, energy, and water resources are apparent in daily lives, although numer-
ous examples exist of policies focusing on managing one resource but resulting in straining the others 
deeply connected with them. One such an example is the well-intended, but damaging irrigation policies 
in Gujarat two decades ago. Gujarat, a relatively arid state in western India, saw a rise in agriculture pro-
ductivity through investments in irrigation infrastructure, land reforms, and advances in seed technology 
since the 1980s (Mathur and Kashyap 2000). Due to erratic precipitation patterns, groundwater irrigation 
became central to the success of Gujarat’s farmers. The government supported groundwater use through a 
series of initiatives including access to cheap electricity for pumping water out (Narula et al. 2011). However, 
decades of excessive pumping coupled with low recharge levels resulted in severe groundwater depletion, 
posing a threat for the future of agriculture in the region. As the water levels declined, farmers pumped 
deeper, putting undue pressure on the power grid and the government for continuing to subsidize expensive 
electricity (Narula et al. 2011). Thus, managing electricity for promotion of agriculture without considering 
impacts on water use resulted in severe and long-lasting consequences. In 2012, a drought in eastern India 
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resulted in farmers turning to groundwater for irrigation. Sudden excessive pumping and lack of water for 
power plants caused a massive grid failure. Comparable situations were reported during California’s recent 
7-year drought (Webber 2015). From an energy policy perspective, the promotion of biofuels from food and 
oilseed crops, and their effects on water, land, and biodiversity have been a center of debate and contention 
for a while (Searchinger et al. 2008). The context of these issues may be different, but they demonstrate the 
potential tradeoffs that may occur if resources are managed without regarding their connections.

The concept of the FEW nexus is not new; similar calls for integrated water resource manage-
ment (IWRM; an approach to promote simultaneous development of water and associated resources 
for social and economic benefits) date back to 1962 (Lloyd 1963). Similarly, the integrated natural 
resource management concept was put forward to couple agrarian objectives with ecosystem services 
(Twomlow, Love, and Walker 2008). In 2011, Hoff et al. highlighted the concept of “nexus approach” 
to simultaneously target food, energy, and water security for the background paper at the Bonn 
Conference (Hoff 2011). With the FEW nexus, a clearly defined scope of focusing on three essential 
resources was put forth. In the scientific literature, many variations of the term FEW nexus exist with 
studies coining the terms Energy–Water–Food (EWF) nexus, Water–Energy–Food (WEF) nexus, 
Climate–Land–Energy–Water (CLEW nexus), etc.; however, the underlying message of the interlink-
ages remains the same.

Defining the Food–Energy–Water Nexus

There is no single agreed-upon definition of FEW nexus in the literature, apart from recognizing the FEW 
nexus as linkages. It often makes the scope of the work more complex as numerous connections exist 
between these three resources. For example, growing food requires water for agriculture and energy to 
employ machinery on farm and transport food. Global agriculture is the largest consumer of water amount-
ing to 69% of total withdrawals, while food supply chain accounts for 30% of global energy consumption 
(Dubois 2011). Water is integral in generating energy from renewable and fossil resources alike: water is 
required in thermoelectric power plants, and for hydraulic fracturing to obtain natural gas. Renewable 
resources, such as hydropower, and biofuels production also heavily depend on water availability. Energy is 

FIGURE 1 Common research and policy themes under the umbrella of Food–Energy–Water nexus.
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required to withdraw, treat, and convey water for municipal, agriculture, and industrial use. Desalination, 
an important alternative for fresh water in water-stressed countries, is also highly energy intensive.

While still relevant to the nexus, some studies are often not included in the FEW nexus if they focus 
on less than three resources (i.e. food–water, energy–water), or if they go beyond the three to include 
climate, livelihoods, and biodiversity in their analysis. Additionally, the focus of FEW nexus studies is 
often on physical interactions and environmental concerns alone, while the crucial social component 
is overlooked. It has also been argued that calling a study “a nexus approach” does not increase its sci-
entific merit, and therefore FEW nexus does not add anything new to the literature (Wichelns 2017). 
Here, I adopt the perspective that establishing universal criteria for inclusion in the FEW nexus is not as 
important as recognizing the existence of interconnections, both hidden and visible, between resources, 
and resources and the rest of the environment. Thus, managing one resource requires effort to identify 
and evaluate the influence on/of other resources.

Admittedly, merely recognizing the interconnections may not simplify their management, it does 
initiate a discourse. In the aforementioned case of Gujarat, the issue of expensive subsidies and ground-
water depletion was tackled by separating and tightly rationing farm electricity supply from the rest of 
the rural areas, while providing superior quality supply on a pre-announced schedule. The “Jyotigram 
( electrified village)” scheme was instrumental in overhauling Gujarat’s rural electrification while 
reducing groundwater overdraft and boosting non-farm rural economy (Shah et al. 2008). Using the 
i rrigation–energy nexus to tackle not only energy-water tradeoffs but also to benefit rural economy has 
been touted a win–win scheme and is now being implemented across other Indian states.

The scientific community has largely agreed upon managing resources by recognizing their intercon-
nections, and it has been widely acknowledged to adopt a systems perspective in tackling the complex issue 
(Bazilian et al. 2011, Liu et al. 2018). Systems analysis recognizes that real-world issues do not strictly arise 
from a linear chain of cause and effect but are rather a result of complex feedback loops between individual 
components. As such, it recognizes that a system is often greater than the sum of its parts. Thus, rather 
than focusing on individual components, systems analysis examines how each component interacts with 
other components and the external environment. The result of these multiple interactions, often unobserv-
able by studying just one component, can be understood through a holistic perspective. In a more practi-
cal sense, this is done by employing a collection of models and assumptions from different disciplines to 
represent a simplified version of reality. This approach helps identify potential side effects and address the 
issue of considering biophysical and socio-economic interactions together. The following section briefly 
talks about already existing models and methods used in the FEW nexus context.

Quantitative Analysis of the FEW Nexus

Much has been written regarding the FEW nexus and models to quantify linkages (Bazilian et al. 2011, 
Newell, Goldstein, and Foster 2019). As the research under the wide umbrella of FEW nexus studies is 
highly interdisciplinary, a series of methods and their combinations have been used to model one or more 
FEW interactions. Studies have used methods such as life cycle assessment, network analysis, footprint 
approach, optimization, input–output analysis, computable general equilibrium models, and hydrologi-
cal models to model FEW interactions. These methods are adopted from disparate disciplines including 
ecology, social science, probability and statistics, thermodynamics, and hydrology. In their review articles, 
Albrecht et al. and Newell et al. provide a detailed list enumerating the studies of various methods that 
have been used to tackle FEW challenges (Albrecht, Crootof, and Scott 2018, Newell, Goldstein, and Foster 
2019). Therefore, instead of repeating such a list, a few examples are provided here that show the use of 
interdisciplinary methods to help answer specific FEW issues at different geographical scales.

Vora et al. used social network analysis combined with environmental life cycle assessment to assess 
energy and greenhouse gas emissions associated with irrigated food trade in the United States (Vora et al. 
2017). Davis et al. developed an optimization framework using spatially explicit data and crop water use 
models to assess redistribution of crops at an international scale with the goal to reduce global water use, 
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without compromising nutritional benefits or loss of crop diversity (Davis et al. 2017). Ramaswami et al. 
developed a framework around cities as emerging demand centers and quantified FEW nexus impacts 
associated with meeting current demand from cities (Ramaswami et al. 2017). Using regression models, 
Herrera-Estrada et al. assessed the effect of drought on air emissions from electricity sector with a focus 
on regions heavily relying on hydropower and thermoelectric power plants (Herrera-Estrada et al. 2018). 
Keskinen et al. utilized a combination of mathematical models pertaining to hydrology and climate to 
understand tradeoffs between new hydropower development and its effect on soil fertility and local agri-
culture in Mekong Basin (Keskinen et al. 2015). Not all of the studies cited here framed their work explicitly 
within the FEW nexus contexts, nevertheless their focus on inter-linkages makes them nexus studies. The 
key takeaway is that there is no singular method and discipline that can provide a comprehensive quantifi-
cation of FEW linkages, but requires interdisciplinary approach spanning both natural and social systems.

While these studies piece together different methods to develop a FEW nexus frameworks, there are also 
already existing models that help quantify some of these linkages. Pollitt et al. provide a detailed assess-
ment of large-scale models along with their drawbacks and advantages (Pollitt et al. 2010), and Bazilian 
et al. provide a brief list of sectoral and integrated models and methods specifically pertaining to the FEW 
nexus (Bazilian et al. 2011). Some of the notable and widely used models include Climate, Land-Use, Energy 
and Water Strategies (CLEW) by International Atomic Energy Agency (Howells et al. 2013), Global Agro 
Ecological Zones (GAEZ) by Food and Agriculture Organization (Fischer et al. 2012), and the Integrated 
Solutions for Water, Energy, and Land (ISWEL) project that links multiple open-source models such as 
MESSAGE for energy modeling and GLOBIOM for land-use modeling (Willaarts et al. 2018).

Method and Model Selection

As there is no dearth of different methods and models that can be used for FEW nexus modeling, select-
ing an appropriate one depends on several factors: (1) scope and objective of the work, (2) availability 
and quality of data, (3) appropriate spatial scale, and (4) usefulness of analyzing long-, medium- and 
short-term temporal trends. Table 1 lists each factor and relevant questions for choosing appropriate 
models and methods.

TABLE 1 Decision Factors Influencing Model and Method Selection for the FEW Nexus

Scope • Goal of the study (e.g. new policy formulation, infrastructure decisions, disaster preparedness)
• Already known information about resource linkages (e.g. groundwater levels affecting irrigation, 

fossil heavy grid)
• Defining system boundary of the work (e.g. production-based impacts vs. consumption impacts, 

inclusion/exclusion of other resource connections)
Data • Availability of open data and time/money budget if none available (i.e. budget for purchasing data 

or gathering yourself)
• Sensitivity of the chosen method to the size of data (e.g. certain methods may only work for 

larger datasets)
• Quality of the datasets and quantification of uncertainty (precision of data collection methods, 

survey methodologies used, representativeness of data)
• Appropriate assumptions and relying on substitutable data to fill data gaps (e.g. using national 

averages when local not available)
• Age of the data (are 10-year old datasets appropriate to represent the current situation)?

Spatial and 
temporal scales

• Spatial scale of the study (local, metropolitan, state/province, basin level)
• Integrating multiple datasets and models available for different spatial scale (e.g. hydrology 

models developed at basin scale vs. energy models for specific electricity markets and grids)
• Available data reconciliation methods and their complexity (e.g. downscaling aggregate global 

data to local through cross-entropy, spatial estimation)
• Relevance of long-term impacts on study results (e.g. climate-induced change on water 

availability, increase in crop yields)
• Usefulness of incorporating historical trends
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Scope

Although FEW nexus is circular, there is generally a particular resource of interest that is established 
(e.g. reservoir water management for agriculture, municipal, and energy supply) and subsequent link-
ages are then assessed. If there are previous assessments and known information about historical con-
nections between resources, it should be incorporated in the study. For example, decision on upgrading 
irrigation technologies should consider impact on groundwater levels. Additionally, depending on the 
work, it should be determined whether the study should be limited to FEW nexus linkages alone or FEW 
nexus-everything studies that consider economy-wide impacts as well (Lant et al. 2018). This relates 
to setting a system boundary to contain the complexity of the system. A system boundary delineates 
impacts and resources to be considered, and those that will be out of the scope for the work. However, 
system boundary should be selected carefully as to not leave out relevant and important impacts. This 
can be done based on expert judgment, literature review of similar case studies, and use of screening 
tools such as economic input–output life cycle assessment (Hendrickson et al. 1998).

In the FEW nexus discourses, choosing a systems boundary is particularly important due to the con-
nectedness of the products and services through global supply chains. Global trade and goods exchange 
are driven by competitive advantage and endowment of resources between regions, domestic and inter-
national policies and agreement, and politics. Depending on the production practices and environ-
mental regulations in the production region, trade can alleviate or increase environmental impacts 
associated with consumption (Dalin and Rodríguez-Iturbe 2016). Studies have shown that domestic 
policies promoting human and environmental health have driven production out of the country caus-
ing environmental damages elsewhere (Nesme et al. 2016, Plevin et al. 2010). Therefore, careful con-
sideration needs to be made to assess whether distant impacts should be incorporated as to not under/
overestimate the resource use and impacts. FEW nexus studies have used the concept of embodied 
(virtual) resource/impacts trade to incorporate the role of global supply chains and connect distant 
locations (Kastner, Erb, and Haberl 2014, Konar et al. 2016). Here, the embodied trade refers to not the 
physical trade but indirect use of resources and resulting impacts from the production of specific goods 
and services in distant locations. Finally, the scope of the analysis may need to be adjusted depending 
on whether there are existing models that can be used to establish and quantify linkages or new models 
need to be built from scratch and required investment of time, effort, and interdisciplinary expertise.

Data

Freely available quality data are a necessity for carrying out insightful quantitative analysis and model-
ing. Numerous international agencies (UN Statistics division, International Energy Agency, Food and 
Agriculture Organization, World Resource Institute, etc.) and country-specific agencies (US Department 
of Agriculture, US Geological Survey, Government of India Planning Commission, Statistics Canada, 
etc.) collect and host data (see Data.Gov, data.gov, data.europa.eu, data.un.org for a single point of access 
to disparate databases) pertaining to food supply, agriculture, energy use, trade, water withdrawal 
 statistics. Data collection is a time-consuming and money-intensive process, and therefore necessary 
data may not be available for a specific year, a time period, or a specific location. To this end, appro-
priate assumptions and substitutions may need to be made to fill in data gaps. These assumptions can 
be made with the help of scientific principles such as mass–energy balance, engineering equations, or 
based on peer-reviewed literature. A common method for data substitutions is based on similarity, be 
it geographical or technological: for example, substituting lack of data for one developed country with 
another developed country with similar gross domestic product (GDP).

However, many of the datasets are usually limited at country level and/or by time scale. Therefore, 
success of any integrated management approach hinges on data being available at an appropriate spa-
tial scale and for a longer time frame. Therefore, new data collection and compilation techniques are 
needed to analyze systems at specific scales with recent/current data and for impoverished countries 
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that may not be able to spend money on census surveys. Currently, the research work is driven toward 
bypassing traditional government surveys and using novel techniques such as satellite imagery, remote 
sensing, and cellphone data to gain important insights on living conditions (Azzari, Jain, and Lobell 
2017, Blumenstock, Cadamuro, and On 2015). Although, more work is needed before such methods can 
replace the need for traditional surveys. Finally, methods such as sensitivity analysis and uncertainty 
quantification should be used to help convey quality of the data. Sensitivity analysis is useful in under-
standing which parameters affect the results the most and indicates where data collection improvements 
can be made. Uncertainty quantification helps in conveying variability and reliability of the results. Due 
to limited scope, these concepts are mentioned here in brief. However, the open-source life cycle assess-
ment textbook from Matthews et al. is a good source for introductory material on conducting both types 
of analysis (Matthews, Hendrickson, and Matthews 2015).

Spatial and Temporal Scales

As shown with aforementioned examples of quantitative studies, the spatial scale for FEW analyses 
has varied from local to international. However, the appropriate scale in which these systems should 
be analyzed for effective policymaking and decisions is still ambiguous. While local challenges of 
drought and crop failure remain, the global supply chains have extended the system boundary and 
made it more fragile as distant events can cause cascading failures. Marston et al. noted in their analy-
sis that depletion of major ground water aquifers in the United States would not only impact domestic 
food consumption but also affect distant countries such as Japan relying on food exports from these 
regions (Marston et al. 2015). Boundaries for water management can also be unclear as intercon-
nectivity between water basins can go beyond political boundaries. There are numerous examples 
of water conflicts within a country such as water wars in the Western United States between differ-
ent states (Tory 2018) and international issues such as the Brahmaputra river basin spanning China, 
India, Bangladesh, and Bhutan (Yang et al. 2016). The interconnectedness of economic and political 
tensions and extreme weather events to energy supply has been evident in numerous examples of 
energy crisis across the world (Hamilton 2011). Thus, the connections between places are not only 
based on political or physical boundaries but also through common pool of resources, infrastructure, 
and social systems. To integrate this complexity in analysis will require redefining how distant FEW 
systems are connected as regulations may stop at political boundaries, but the actual environmental 
impact may be larger beyond the traditional perceived boundaries. Recently, Lant et al. (2019) dis-
cussed the need of “mesoscale” analysis to capture differences that cannot be captured by analysis 
at two extremes of local scale vs. international scale (Lant et al. 2019). Based on the chosen temporal 
aspect (long term vs. short term), climate narratives provided by the shared socio-economic pathway 
projections and national climate assessments can be incorporated.

There is also ambiguity regarding the best approach to analyze such complex interactions: specifically 
pertaining to a bottom-up approach that builds up from a smaller system or a top-down approach that 
looks at interactions between different sectors and economy. We need integration of both approaches (top-
down, bottom-up) and multiple spatial and temporal scales as decisions are made at various levels from 
household and local community level actions to national and international policies and agreement. As one 
size does not fit all, analyzing such complex systems will require both multi-sector and multilevel actions.

The Criticism and Cautions for the Food–Energy–Water Nexus

A few have criticized the overuse of the word FEW nexus indicating that while it is undisputable that 
these resources are interconnected, the phrase is ambiguous in terms of prescribing a framework in 
tackling these issues (Cairns and Krzywoszynska 2016, Wichelns 2017). The critics point out that by set-
ting such arbitrary bounds on only looking at three resources, the FEW nexus misses the opportunity 
to consider other factors such as human health, livelihood, and farm chemicals. However, as mentioned 
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earlier, the study of FEW nexus should be looked at in the much larger context of assessing connec-
tions between SDGs. While FEW nexus has indeed become a buzzword (Cairns and Krzywoszynska 
2016), the interest garnered can be successful in raising awareness at both policy and stakeholder levels. 
Additionally, having a general umbrella under which such case studies, policies, and research can be 
compiled provides a huge opportunity to mobilize large-scale funding, exchange knowledge, and sup-
port interdisciplinary and interagency collaboration.

An important consideration that nexus proponents should keep in mind is that when managing for 
tradeoffs, one interest lobby may be stronger than the others and argue for their interest over an opti-
mal solution (Jensen 2013). Furthermore, the economic cost, time, and expertise required for an inte-
grated approach will be much higher than traditional silos approach and would involve substantial 
work toward capacity building, making the decision process lengthy (Liu et al. 2018). Additionally, an 
integrated approach may not be the panacea as considering too many factors at once may make a system 
unsolvable or at best provide a solution that may not be agreeable to all.

Conclusion

It is important to note that beyond the three resources, the usefulness of the concept lies in the term 
“nexus thinking.” A nexus approach involves addressing the interlinkages and feedback between dif-
ferent systems, so synergies are promoted and tradeoffs minimized. However, in some instances, even 
a FEW nexus approach may not provide optimal outcomes and overlook unintended consequences on 
interdependent systems such as human livelihood or biodiversity. Therefore, a context-specific analy-
sis that prioritizes local stakeholders’ benefits should be adopted in policymaking with an overarch-
ing goal of achieving the sustainable development agenda. Going forward, the FEW nexus literature 
should explicitly recognize that there is no one suitable method, model, or spatial/temporal scales to 
conduct such complex analysis. But interdisciplinary multi-scale effort is needed to understand the 
issues in entirety. Good quality open data is at heart of such analysis and future work and studies 
should focus on novel data collection and data treatment approaches that take care of bridging the 
spatial and temporal resolution gaps, conducting hybrid analysis that incorporate both top-down and 
bottom-up approaches, and adopt/develop methods that provide a robust statistical framework for 
empirical data analysis.

Despite its drawbacks, FEW nexus has been successful in mobilizing the scientific and policy com-
munity to go beyond the “silos thinking” approach and recognize the need for interdisciplinary work. 
By incorporating three large policy and scientific communities of agriculture, hydrology, and energy 
analysis, FEW nexus has also merged expertise within these communities, with studies formulating 
novel frameworks and techniques to overcome issues of data availability, spatial and temporal scope, 
and model integration. FEW nexus has also drawn the scientific communities’ attention back to SDG 
interlinkages and driven the policy community to engage in quantitative prospective analysis before 
making large-scale decisions. The penetration of FEW nexus in humanities has also incorporated more 
dialogue through stakeholder engagement. Finally, the primary takeaway lesson from the FEW nexus 
for environmental management is to adopt holistic approach and recognize that there may be hidden or 
visible links connected to the system being managed, and therefore, these links need to be identified and 
incorporated in the management plan.
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Introduction

Agricultural scientists are required to provide information needed to address land degradation and land 
use conflicts confronting the world today. As the population increases and land becomes a commodity 
in many parts of the world, careful planning of the use of land must be undertaken to accommodate 
conflicting people’s needs and preserve and/or protect the environment. The decision about the use of 
land must be made based on analyses of each potential use in terms of its economic and biophysical suit-
ability to the specific tract of land and possible impact to environmental degradation.

Geographic information system (GIS) and related technologies (e.g., remote sensing, global position sys-
tem) have proven to be a valuable tool in land use planning activities. The GIS approach is important in 
this area because it provides functions to capture, store, organize, and analyze spatially referenced data. 
Moreover, GIS has been coupled to a variety of models (e.g., crop productivity, hydrology, and water qual-
ity simulations) and may be an important component of spatial decision support systems (SDSS) and land 
resource information systems (LRIS). GIS enhances model flexibility and efficiency in these systems where 
it is often regarded as a centralized data analysis, management, and planning system. As a result, decision 
makers and land use planners in private companies, universities, and at various levels of the government are 
using GIS to develop spatial environmental databases, perform land evaluations, and analyze and manage 
resources. There is no doubt that the use of GIS and GIS-based systems in land use planning activities will 
continue to increase in the future, as more detailed digital environmental datasets become available and the 
capability of computers to handle large volumes of data increases.

GIS Use in Land Use Planning Activities

The goal of land use planning is to make decisions about the use of land and resources.[1] Its implementa-
tion is often driven by future people’s needs in terms of productivity and environmental sustainability. 
Land use planning is important in highly populated communities primarily due to conflicts between 
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competing uses and interests of users.[2] In this case, planning activities are tailored to make the optimal 
use of the limited land resources. In general, the land use planning involves sequentially an organization 
of thoughts and establishment of long-term goals, a land evaluation that includes appraising alterna-
tives, and finally designing and implementing the plan. Land evaluation is the most important aspect 
of this process.

The information within a GIS consists of a spatial component represented by points (e.g., well loca-
tions), lines (e.g., streams, road networks), or polygons (e.g., soil delineations) and attribute data or 
information that describes characteristics of the spatial features. The spatial entity is referenced to a 
geographic coordinate system and is stored either in a vector or raster format.[3] GIS is primarily used in 
the development of spatial databases and land evaluation, a procedure in the land use planning process 
that is aimed at determining the suitability of land units to current and alternative uses and the potential 
impact of each on the environment.

Development of Spatial Databases

GIS stores, retrieves, and allows efficient manipulation of database information. It provides powerful 
analysis and relational database facilities to modify and/or integrate spatial data from different sources 
and resolutions as well as advanced visualization functions to display output data in the form of inter-
pretative maps. In this case, land attributes and qualities are derived from geographic databases and 
used to determine land suitability, limitations, or ratings for various land use types. The analysis results 
may be presented in tabular or graphical form and are intended to provide key information necessary 
for land users or planners to make meaningful decisions about land management and conservation and/
or land use planning.

Site Suitability Analyses

A site suitability analysis typically involves the assessment of the level of affinity a specific land has for 
a particular use. Soil information available in soil databases is rarely enough for site evaluations. In 
addition to soils, the analysis often integrates local information on landforms, current land uses, the 
relative location of the land, and associated social and political restrictions. The proposed use may have 
additional limitations that should be taken into account. For example, an analysis for suitable sites for 
land application of sewage sludge should consider the physical, chemical, and biological properties of 
the waste in soil and water.[4,5]

GIS is efficient in identifying and ranking sites for various land use planning activities. First, site-
specific analyses often require many and detailed data sources. Second, GIS overlay features, logical 
operations, and display functions are tailored to speed up data processing and therefore allow efficiently 
suitability class assignment and graphical display of results. A good example is the use of GIS for locat-
ing appropriate sites for forestland application of sewage waste.[6] The authors derived physical site suit-
ability ratings for an area in Vermont based on EPA guidelines[7] and merged them with social and 
political restrictions of the state and counties to derive a land applicability classification. Similar GIS-
based approaches have been used to locate sites for solid waste disposals.[8]

Linking GIS and Models

The spatial databases and associated attribute data described above may be part of a GIS/model graph-
ical user interface (GUI). These models may be those that determine land suitabilities or those that 
simulate water quality for environmental impact assessments. As an entity of GIS/model interface, GIS 
allows easy access to database attributes by various algorithms, statistical software, and environmental 
models for a variety of land use analyses. In addition to model parameterization, a full integration of 
GIS and models also allows the user to interact with various modules, select data input and module 
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utilities, and display graphical and/or tabular representations of modeling results.[9] The use of this type 
of interface reduces significantly the processing time and resources required to develop input data and 
run the model. GIS/model linkage has been accomplished for field- and watershed-scale hydrology/
water quality models such as the leaching and chemistry estimation (LEACHM)[10] and agricultural 
non-point source pollution (AGNPS)[11] models. Results of these analyses are used to support manage-
ment and land use planning activities in the farm or watershed.

The GIS/model interface may also be part of an SDSS. In addition to modeling parameterization, 
SDSS offer the users with functions to evaluate different land use scenarios necessary for making 
management recommendations and/or land use planning decisions. Results may be used by farmers 
to adjust management practices of distinct fields in a given farm or may be used by field officers to help 
farmers set priorities while providing technical assistance for nutrient management planning. Figure 
1 shows a flow diagram indicating data integration in a GIS with models for water quality assessment 
in watersheds.

GIS has been incorporated in many land evaluation systems so that planners and public officials can 
take advantage of its spatial modeling and visualization capabilities. An example of such a system is 
the USDA–NRCS land evaluation and site assessment (LESA).[12] The land evaluation portion of LESA 
determines soil productivity levels, farm size and agricultural sales volume; the site assessment portion 
deals with factors such as location, amount of nonagricultural land, zoning restrictions, etc.[13] GIS, in 
GIS-based LESA systems, is used in both modules and at all levels of the analysis.

Development of Land Resource Information Systems

A number of land information delivery systems have been developed in recent years to make spatial 
data available to users for application in various aspects of land use planning. These systems, also called 
LRIS, are multipurpose systems that integrate geographic databases and GIS tools to analyze, record, 
report, and display spatial data relationships. Some of these systems have been embedded into the World 
Wide Web (WWW) for quick and easy access and analysis via Internet browsers.

FIGURE 1 Integration of GIS, spatial database, and models.
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Reliability of GIS-Based Analysis Results

GIS and GIS-based systems used in spatial data analyses for land use planning have grown in recent 
years. GIS is particularly attractive in these areas because it allows overlay of spatial data sets and the 
merging and analysis of attribute data from different sources. The resulting data are obtained using data 
from digital and paper maps of different scales or acquired at different resolutions such as in the case of 
digital elevation models (DEM) and remote sensing imagery. The combination of such data layers may 
produce unrealistic data and consequently lead to erroneous predictions. The question is how reliable 
are these results when used for developing land use and management plans. A discussion on the propa-
gation of error and uncertainty in GIS-based systems is provided elsewhere.[14]

The accuracy of GIS-based land evaluations is a function of the quality of attribute data and map-
ping delineations of databases, and the type of model or assessment scheme used in the analyses. 
Various algorithms for assessing the quality of GIS analysis results as affected by error and uncer-
tainty in GIS layers, and their propagation are part of popular GIS and image analysis software (e.g., 
Arc/Info, ERDAS Imagine). The results, which are often in the form of reliability diagrams are not 
used by average GIS practitioners. This is probably due to the fact that they are not easy to understand 
or interpret. Similarly, models vary depending on how each represents various processes of the sys-
tem. Lumped-parameter models and indexing/ ranking schemes are mostly used in land evaluations 
because they are easy to parameterize. However, these models ignore spatial variations of parameters 
throughout the field, watershed, or region of study. Furthermore, models originally designed for fields 
and watersheds are often applied to regional analyses, thus adding some level of uncertainty in mod-
eling predictions. For example, most land use planning programs use conventional methods of land 
evaluation. Each land parameter is given a range of values with corresponding ratings showing its 
suitability to crop production. These indexes are added or multiplied to create a single index that is 
to rank land units. The method is simple, but carries a high uncertainty because breaks between two 
ranges or ranks are subjective.

The effect of map scale and resolution on environmental assessment and modeling output data has 
been subject to many studies. Raster-based GIS systems require that a grid cell size be defined prior to 
the analysis. However, as pixel size increases above the resolution of the original data, the spatial vari-
ability decreases. This causes a decrease of the predictive power of generated input parameters particu-
larly for small land areas.

Conclusions

GIS has been used primarily in land evaluation, a procedure in the land use planning process that deals 
with determining land suitability to current and alternative uses and the potential impact of each use on 
the environment. GIS and GIS-based systems are often considered as integrated spatial information sys-
tems (ISIS) for data analysis needed in land use management and planning activities. Despite the advan-
tages of GIS outlined above, the land use planner should be aware of the error and uncertainty in GIS 
and GIS-based analyses resulting from digitizing and scaling inaccuracies, data conversion between 
vector and raster formats, and others. Finally, GIS implementation in land use planning activities can 
be expensive. In addition to costs associated with hardware and software purchase and maintenance, a 
high level of technical expertise is required to perform complex modeling tasks in land evaluations for 
alternative uses and to sustain databases. Nonetheless, the demand for GIS and GIS-based analysis sys-
tems in land use planning is to increase in the future as more detailed spatial datasets become available.
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the importance of System networks

An important property known from ecosystems, operation in networks, can be implemented in indus-
tries by building a network of several industries. This would facilitate the possibilities to find a better 
matter and energy (or rather, work energy or exergy) efficiency, understood as the entire efficiency, equal 
to the sum of all outputs (products) divided by the sum of all inputs. Inputs and outputs may be either 
matter or work energy (exergy; see the entries about exergy and eco-exergy). The matter can eventually 
be multiplied by the price or costs of products and of inputs to express matter efficiency in economic 
terms.

Industrial symbiosis in the form of a network is similar to the ecological network of an ecosystem, i.e., 
the network consists of flows of energy, matter, and information.

An example of an industrial network

The use of industrial networks has been tested in the Danish town Kalundborg. The network (for further 
details, see Jørgensen[1]) is shown in Figure 1.

The heart of the system is the Asnæs Power Station (APS), the largest power plant in Denmark. Half 
of the plant is fueled by coal and half by a new fuel called orimulsion, a bituminous product made from 
Venezuelan tar sand. The use of orimulsion was introduced in 1998 and gave an 18% reduction in carbon 
dioxide emission compared with the use of 100% coal but, due to the sulfur content of Venezuelan tar, 
gave a higher production of gypsum by the sulfur dioxide scrubber. By exporting half of the former 
waste energy, APS has reduced the fraction of available energy directly discharged by about 80%. Since 
1981, the municipality of Kalundborg has eliminated the use of 3,500 oil-fired residential furnaces by 
distributing heat from the power plant through a network of well-insulated underground pipes. The 
homeowners have paid for the pipeline but receive cheap reliable heat in return.

The power plant also supplies cooling water that is warmed 7–8°C to an on-site fish farm producing 
about 200 tons of trout per year. The APS also delivers process steam to its neighbors, Novo Nordisk 
(a pharmaceutical and biotechnological industry) and Statoil (an oil refinery). The APS produces 70,000 
tons of ash that is sold for road building and cement production.

In 1993, APS installed a sulfur dioxide scrubber that produces calcium sulfate or industrial gypsum. 
Gypsum is the primary ingredient of wallboard, and ASP is the primary supplier of gypsum to the 
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wallboard factory Gyproc. The refinery has refinery gas as a waste product that is sold after desulfur-
ization as natural gas to be used in the town or elsewhere. The desulfurization process produces liquid 
sulfur that is used to produce a liquid fertilizer, ammonium thiosulfate.

Novo Nordisk and its sister firm Novozymes are world leaders in the production of insulin and 
enzymes. The plant employs 1,000 people, and the products are produced by fermentation processes. 
Based on agricultural crops, valuable products are produced by microorganisms. The waste is a 
 nutrient-rich sludge that can be used by the nearby farmers as animal feed (the yeast sludge) or fertil-
izers (the microorganisms sludge). More than 3,000 tons of the two types of sludge are produced daily. 
The yeast sludge is sold, and the microorganism sludge is given away, due to the firm’s concern for dis-
posal security. Distribution of the sludge was the least cost-effective way to comply with environmental 
regulations.

A new partner, A/S Bioteknisk Jordrens (meaning Biotechnical Soil Purification), joined the indus-
trial symbiosis in 1999. The company uses municipal sludge as a nutrient in a bioremediation process to 
decompose pollution by toxic substances in contaminated soil.

The Benefits of Industrial Networks

It is clear from a review of the industrial ecological network in Kalundborg that there is an enormous 
potential to save energy or, rather, work energy or exergy in the use of industrial symbiosis. In this con-
text, the Nordiske Affaldsbørs (Nordic Waste Exchange) could also be mentioned, an Internet page that 
gives information about wastes produced in the Nordic countries of Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, 

FIGURE 1 The industrial symbiosis at Kalundborg, Denmark. The flows of energy and matter make up an “eco-
logical” network that implies that the overall efficiency of the utilization of the exergy input to the network is high. 
W, water; F, fly ash; WW, wastewater; S, steam; Sl, sludge; H, heat; G, grains.
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and Denmark. The idea is that what may be waste for one industry could maybe be used as a raw  material 
for another. For instance, used solvent from the pharmaceutical industry may be applicable for the pro-
duction of paint or dyestuff. It is very important to see such opportunities if we want to reduce the loss 
of exergy in the form of fuel or raw-material waste to the environment. The idea behind industrial sym-
biosis—an ecological-industrial network—has been used in agriculture, but it could be applied much 
more widely, which would make agriculture much more sustainable.[1]

The industries have already adopted several of the characteristic properties of ecosystems, because it 
has been profitable for the companies. The discipline behind this application of ecological principles in 
industries is called industrial ecology.[2] The most significant losses of work energy in the industries are 
waste and the ineffective use of energy. These losses can be reduced by recycling and reuse, which the 
industries are using increasingly, but only to the extent that it is profitable. If several companies, indus-
tries, and the local municipalities are forming an ecological symbiotic network, it is, however, possible 
to reduce the overall losses of work energy or exergy and at the same time increase the profit. The pos-
sibilities of finding an optimum solution are generally bigger for a large system than for a small system. 
The experience gained so far from an industrial symbiotic network is so positive that it is surprising that 
it has not found a wider application.

Changes to the rules, taxes, and legislation for discharge of wastes may also increase the motivation 
for companies to recycle and reuse.[1] If the industries have to pay for the discharge of wastes or pay more 
for raw materials, it is a question of economic optimization how much the company should recycle and 
reuse the waste. The conclusion is clear: A higher direct utilization efficiency of work energy or exergy 
coupled with increased use of recycling and reuse are the key methods to decrease the eco-exergy losses 
by industries. Moreover, the use of ecological symbiotic networks increases the possibilities for recy-
cling and reuse.
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Introduction

Land degradation is widespread globally[1–3] and is devaluing the natural capital of land as well as 
c ompromising the provision of soil ecosystem services. Arresting the degradation of land should be 
a high-priority goal. However, restoration of land that has previously been degraded represents an 
untapped opportunity to increase the natural capital of land and the provision of key soil and plant 
ecosystem services, particularly those related to plant productivity and water supply. Many forms of dis-
turbance such as overgrazing, excessive tillage, overirrigation lead to land degradation including water 
erosion, wind erosion, decline of soil structure, acidification, salinization, waterlogging, and decline 
in soil fertility. Land disturbance after mining is comparatively extreme, but research and adaptive 
management on these sites have fostered the development of sound principles and practices of land 
 restoration. In the present entry, most examples of land restoration are drawn from mine land  restoration 
to illustrate the principles of the emerging discipline of land restoration. While land  restoration can be 
quite site specific in its practice, there are general principles that can be applied and these have a degree 
of relevance to most forms of land degradation.

Land as a Finite Resource

For sustainable environmental management, land should be regarded as a finite global resource. The crit-
ical surface layer of the finite land resource is the soil profile that varies from a few millimeters’ thick-
ness to several meters. While soils are continually forming, the rate is slow, equivalent to 1 mm every 
100 years[4] or even less.[5] Land may be created by reclamation of submerged areas along shorelines or in 
wetlands, and river deltas create new land surfaces as they deposit sediments when they reach the sea 
or lakes. Locally, these processes that create new land surfaces may contribute significantly to  available 
land resources, but at a global scale, the amounts created are small relative to the total area and to the 
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areas being degraded. Moreover, there is already evidence that in low-lying coastal zones, land is being 
inundated by rising sea levels or eroded by storm surges associated with rising sea levels. These processes 
are offsetting gains from natural or anthropogenic land creation. There seems little  alternative but to 
regard land as a finite resource, to slow and prevent degrading processes, and to implement  restoration 
programs on land that has suffered degradation.

Natural Capital and Soil Services

While most emphasis in the past was on food and fiber production from land, the concept of its value 
is broadening. Land is a form of natural capital that underpins several critical ecosystem services.[6] 
The soil ecosystem services outlined in Table 1 comprise supporting, regulating, provisioning, and cul-
tural services.[6] The emergence of the concept of natural capital is beginning to redefine the notion of 
land and its value. Production of food is still a critical function of land, indeed one whose importance 
is predicted to rise over the next several decades as the challenge of providing sufficient quantity and 
nutritional quality of food for a rising population becomes more evident.[7,8] In addition, the role of land 
and soil in regulating major elemental cycles, the hydrological cycle, and the disposal of wastes and dead 
organic matter is gaining increasing importance.

Land Degradation

Land as a finite resource is susceptible to a range of degrading processes that limit its productivity, its 
land use potential, and its value in providing ecosystem services. Conacher and Conacher[9] define land 
degradation broadly as “alteration of all aspects of the natural (biophysical) environment by human 
actions, to the detriment of vegetation, soils, landforms and water (surface and subsurface, terrestrial 
and marine) and ecosystems.” More broadly, land degradation can be defined as those processes that 
lower the natural capital of land and compromise the provision of soil ecosystem services.

The processes of land degradation, their measurement, impact, and management have been dealt 
with else- where.[10–12] Most commonly, the impact of land degradation is described in terms of areas 
of land degraded.[13] However, this approach has several limitations. Apart from the difficulty of 
acquiring good quality data that are consistent across large areas to make such estimates, the dif-
ferent impacts of degrading processes makes it impossible to compare processes based only on area 
affected. For example, the degradation of soil structure by tillage may have an incremental effect on 
crop yields but cause a quantum increase in water runoff. The degradation of land by salinity, which 
raises soil salinity levels above a critical threshold for growth of most plants, prevents continuation 
of current land use options, while opening up others (such as salt-tolerant vegetation). By contrast, 
soil acidification may have no effect on plants until a critical threshold is crossed, leading to the 
release of toxic Al3+ concentrations that impair plant growth. Hence, the key to predicting the effects 
of land disturbance is to understand the threshold values of soil properties for plant growth and for 

TABLE 1  Societal Soil Ecosystem Services
Supporting Physical stability and support for plants

Renewal, retention, and delivery of nutrients for plants
Habitat and gene pool

Regulating Regulation of major elemental cycles
Buffering, filtering, and moderation of the hydrological cycle
Disposal of wastes and dead organic matter

Provisioning Building material
Cultural Heritage sites, archaeological preserver of artifacts

Spiritual value, religious sites, and burial grounds

Source: Adapted from Robinson et al.[6]
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ecosystem services. The differences among degrading processes are also critically important in plan-
ning the restoration of degraded land.

Alternatives to assessing and comparing only the land areas suffering degradation are to estimate the 
value of lost production from the degradation or to estimate the cost of restoration. The latter is gener-
ally considered to be critical since restoration costs will be a major impediment to reversing the effects of 
degradation. The cost per hectare for land restoration on mine sites is much larger than that on produc-
tion lands not only because of the more extreme degradation but also because of the greater capacity to 
pay for restoration. Costing the restoration works for different forms of degradation and different areas 
of degraded land provides a basis for prioritization of restoration works. However, costs of restoration 
commonly only consider land productivity, rather than biodiversity and the full range of ecosystem 
services. If the natural capital of land in total was considered, there may be less variation in costs of land 
restoration among different forms of disturbance.

Land Restoration Definition

The term land restoration has a generic meaning, first proposed by Hobbs and Norton,[14] to  indicate 
“that restoration occurs along a continuum and that different activities are simply different forms 
of restoration.” The term land rehabilitation, as defined by Aronson et al.,[15] is also appropriate 
when applied to land degraded by mining. In the United States, the term reclamation is commonly 
used to describe activities that replace ecological functions by planting different vegetation to what 
 previously grew.

Land restoration will usually focus on re-establishing ecological functions such as nutrient cycling, 
hydrological balance, and ecosystem resilience.[16] In some situations, restoring the original flora is in 
addition a realistic and appropriate goal. A case study based on the application of this goal is outlined 
below for restoration of eucalyptus forest after bauxite mining. Further expansion of the concept of land 
restoration should consider its role in the recovery of natural capital and soil ecosystem services.

Land Restoration Principles

The process of land restoration comprises the following: determination of the end land use, definition 
of the main limiting factors for restoration and means of alleviating them, and, finally, planning and 
implementation of a restoration program including monitoring and evaluation against success or com-
pletion criteria. This entry focuses on the first two components, while the latter component is described 
in more detail by Hobbs.[16]

End Land Use

Development of a land restoration strategy is generally considered to need a well-defined end land use. 
The key constraints that need to be alleviated depend on the land use envisaged. Hence, definition of 
the end land use is often considered to be a prerequisite to the restoration of degraded land. From the 
defined end land use, it is possible to identify the stakeholders whose interests need to be considered, 
the scope of the restoration challenge, and the prime constraints that will have to be alleviated.[16,17] It is 
also a prerequisite for the establishment of the measurable goals and targets for restoration that are used 
in setting success or completion criteria. End land use will largely define the complexity and difficulty 
of the restoration task and the costs associated with achieving a successful outcome. At one end of the 
spectrum, the complete restoration of the pre-existing ecosystem is a challenging goal. It may require 
decades of systematic research and continuous improvement of the restoration procedures before that 
goal is achieved and before the success criteria can be defined and validated. On the other hand, simply 
achieving a stable land surface or creating a pasture suited to low-intensity grazing would be more easily 
achieved.
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Existing land use on surrounding areas, or prior land use at the site, often determine the end land 
use. However, degradation such as salinization may alter the substrate for plant growth so radically as 
to make the pre-existing land use impossible or undesirable. Furthermore, on mine sites, the alteration 
in landforms may require a change in land use in order to achieve land stability. In the case where land 
use change is necessary, stakeholders will need to be engaged to arrive at an acceptable alternative end 
land use.

A great diversity of end land uses has been applied during land restoration. Apart from  natural 
 ecosystems, agriculture, forestry, nature conservation, grazing, housing, wetlands, amenity and 
 recreational facilities, and waste disposal are all possible options. Sociopolitical and economic factors 
will generally determine the selection of end land use particularly if the land is in a protected area, on 
production land, or in a densely settled zone.

While a well-defined end land use is necessary to set realistic goals and targets for restoration, there 
are risks associated with setting a highly prescriptive end land use if the restoration technology has not 
been well developed and based on solid research. The development of best practice for restoration of a 
particular type of degraded land may require decades of research and adaptive management. Hence, 
the premature setting of the end land use and targets for achievement may lock in an inferior set of 
outcomes. Using an adaptive management approach will allow continuous improvements in restoration 
practice to be made and tested. As improved practices and outcomes become possible, new benchmarks 
for completion can be set and new possibilities for end land use emerge. The bauxite-mining case study 
below illustrates this process.

Diagnosis of Limiting Factors

Degradation of land takes many forms and is triggered by many agents.[10] The types of constraints and 
their severity and the consequences for the restoration plan will clearly vary from site to site. Correct 
diagnosis of the key constraints and identification of likely feasible solutions are a  prerequisite for 
 successful restoration of degraded land. Identification of the key agents causing degradation is also 
essential. At a mine site, the active cause of degradation is mining and its associated disturbance. 
In other cases, the degrading agent may be tillage, overgrazing, wind erosion, saline groundwater 
d ischarge, etc. Apart from the biophysical constraints related to substrate properties, landform, climate, 
and hydrology,  limiting factors may be associated with socioeconomic factors that prevent the degrad-
ing processes from being arrested. In the present entry, the focus is on the biophysical constraints to 
restoration (Table 2).

Biophysical Factors Limiting Land Restoration

Climate

The growing conditions for plants when restoring degraded land are determined primarily by  climate. 
Climate is the main limitation on potential land uses for each site. Species that are  indigenous 
to the site will usually be well adapted to the rainfall, temperature, and extreme conditions that 
o ccasionally occur in a given climatic regime such as drought, heat stress, and frost. However, if the 
substrate is unsuitable for the indigenous species, or the end land use requires a different selection 
of species such as agricultural species, then the chosen species need to be well adapted to the site 
climate.

When considering climate-related constraints, it is not just the average conditions that should be 
examined, but also the frequency and severity of extreme events, such as drought, heavy rain storms 
(e.g., cyclones), frost, snow, hail, etc. The coincidence of extreme events with commencement of a 
land restoration project may prevent seed germination or cause the loss of seed and topsoil due to 
erosion.
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TABLE 2  Biophysical Factors Limiting Land Restoration, Their Consequences for Site Stability and Plant Growth, 
and Common Treatment Methods

Factor Constraint Consequence Treatment

Climate Drought Failure of germination, poor 
emergence or establishment, 
plant death

Irrigation, drought-tolerant or drought-
avoiding species, adjust time of sowing

High temperature Poor germination and 
emergence, plant death 

Mulching, retention of crop/plant residue

Low temperature/
frost

Delayed emergence, plant death, 
poor seed set

Frost- or cold-tolerant species, adjust time of 
sowing

Extreme rainfall/ 
wind events

Water or wind erosion episodes, 
loss of seeds

Contour banks, soil cover by foliage, mulch 
or stubble, windbreaks

Landform Slope Land slippage, soil creep, unsafe 
conditions for machinery 
operation

Deep-rooted plants, reshape to lower slope 
angle, contour banks, engineering design, 
prevent water run-on from upslope

Runoff Water loss, sediment loss, 
downslope deposition

Contour banks, reshape to lower slope angle, 
improve infiltration and soil water storage

Exposure Drought, high winds, extreme 
temperatures

Tolerant plant species especially as 
windbreaks

Aspect High winds, extreme 
temperatures

Tolerant plant species especially as shade 
plants

Hydrology Runoff Reduced soil water storage, 
waterlogging, flooding 
downslope

Contour banks, increased drainage intensity

Limited profile 
water storage

Drought, runoff, increased 
groundwater recharge

Tolerant plant species, deep ripping, 
treatment of subsoil chemical constraints

Groundwater 
discharge

Water-filled voids, acid mine 
drainage, waterlogging, salinity

Containment of water, wetland treatment 
ponds, drainage

Substrate 
properties

Acidity Poor plant growth especially 
roots, nutrient deficiencies, 
plant death

Lime, acid-tolerant species, P fertilizer

Alkalinity Poor plant growth, nutrient 
deficiencies, plant death

Gypsum, leaching, alkaline tolerant species, 
acidifying materials

Salinity Poor plant growth, plant death Leaching, salt-tolerant species, drainage
Sodicity Soil dispersion, crusting, poor 

seedling emergence, runoff, 
water erosion

Gypsum, leaching, organic matter addition

Nutrient deficiency Poor plant growth Fertilizer (mineral and organic)
Metal toxicity Poor plant growth, plant death Lime, tolerant species, burial or capping of 

substrate, removal of substrate, 
phytoremediation

Low water 
availability

Poor plant growth, plant death Irrigation, mulching, organic matter, deep 
ripping, adjust time of sowing, drought 
tolerant species

Waterlogging Poor plant growth, plant death Drainage, tolerant plant species
Poorly structured 

soils
Crusting, poor water holding 

capacity, poor root growth
Mulching, organic matter, gypsum

Mycorrhiza Poor plant growth, nutrient 
deficiency

Topsoil management, inoculation of nursery 
plants

Rhizobium Nitrogen deficiency Topsoil management, inoculation, liming 
acid soils

Soil microbes Slow mineralization of soil 
organic matter

Topsoil management

Source: Modified from Bell.[18]
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Landform

Mining creates voids below ground level and waste material that is stacked above ground level. Hence, 
the overall slope angle of land on a degraded mine site will be increased relative to the pre-existing 
l andform. Hence, the creation of stable, non-eroding surfaces is generally the first major goal of 
 restoration after mining. The key landform factors that limit the achievement of stable surfaces are slope 
angle, elevation, aspect, and surface drainage. Maximum slope angles are generally set by regulation 
and vary among jurisdictions. In West Australia, a maximum of 20° is the guideline for restored mine 
slopes such as the outer surface of waste rock dumps.[19] The change in landform is less of a consideration 
with other forms of disturbance apart from mining.

Hydrology

Any significant removal or disturbance of vegetation, change in surface soil properties, increase 
in  average slope angle, or change in drainage density on a degraded site will alter the water balance. 
Reduced vegetation cover will increase runoff and there may also be increased deep drainage. The 
increase in slope angle on disturbed sites will generally increase the proportion of rainfall that becomes 
runoff. Erosion and downstream flooding and/or sedimentation are the likely consequences of altered 
hydrology unless precautions are taken to avoid these effects. Where sulfidic substrates are excavated 
by mining and stored in contact with moisture and oxygen, acid mine drainage may be discharged into 
groundwater or surface water. The discharge of acidic water alters downstream ecology and may damage 
the infrastructure it contacts, such as concrete structures in bridges.

Substrate Properties

Physical properties: Degrading processes such as erosion, overgrazing, or excessive tillage may alter the 
physical properties of the surface substrate in ways that decrease its suitability for plant establishment 
and growth, particularly by changing water storage and availability. Mining substrates and mineral pro-
cessing residues are commonly poorly sorted, which alters physical properties such as available water 
capacity, porosity, soil strength, crusting, and susceptibility to wind or water erosion.

Water erosion strips away topsoil, decreases soil depth, and exposes subsoil material with differ-
ent texture, lower organic matter levels, and degraded soil structure. The eroded soil has less favorable 
physical properties for water infiltration, water holding capacity, seed germination, and root growth. 
Wind erosion selectively removes clay and humus from the soil surface, increasing the prevalence of 
coarse materials. Fine sand deposits from wind erosion may bury topsoil and vegetation. Dust from bare 
surfaces can be a health hazard especially if it contains alkali salts or other toxic elements.

The passage of heavy machines on agricultural, forest, and mine sites causes compaction of the 
sub strate, and this may be a major constraint to plant growth by restricting root depth. In  drought-prone 
environments, the failure of roots to penetrate to depth may cause stunting or death of plants. Deep 
 ripping to break the compacted layer is generally necessary in order to achieve deep root growth in 
mine pits.

Chemical properties: Plant growth may be hampered by low nutrient levels, acidity, alkalinity, salinity, 
sodicity, low organic matter levels, and excessive levels of toxic elements or compounds in the substrate. 
Therefore, effective land restoration depends on thorough chemical characterization of the substrate 
for these likely chemical constraints. Where feasible, any substrate that is likely to hinder plant growth 
should be isolated or buried under more benign materials so that root contact with it is avoided or mini-
mized. This approach, which is practiced on mine sites, is clearly not possible on agricultural land. Soil 
and plant analysis are the most common methods for predicting likely nutrient deficiency or  toxicity 
in the substrate.[20] Fertilizer applications can usually be effective in correcting nutrient  deficiencies 
although determination of appropriate rates of application requires expert  judgement or  decision 
 support systems and depends on the end land use. For acidity, alkalinity, salinity, or ion  toxicities in 
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the substrate, plant tolerance is the most cost-effective strategy for achieving successful plant growth. 
This  may mean selecting a different suite of species or ecotypes to those that existed before mining 
unless the local species are already adapted to those constraints.

Biological properties: The disturbance of topsoil during mining, through stripping, transport, 
r eplacement, and/or storage, all have negative effects on soil biological activity.[21] Maximum soil 
m icrobial activity is retained when topsoil is used immediately after stripping without a period of 
 storage. Storage for extended periods should be avoided, but in those mining operations where  long-term 
storage is unavoidable, the stockpile should be uncompacted, should be <2 m deep, and should support 
a  vegetative cover that maintains soil biological activity. Restoration of microbial biomass in replaced 
tops oil on revegetated mine sites may take 7–10 years.[21,22] In southwest Australia, the presence or absence 
of the pathogen Phytophthora cinnamomi in topsoil determines how it should be stored and reused.

Plant Establishment

Except in rare circumstances, vegetation cover is a requirement for land restoration. The  alleviation of 
substrate constraints that limit plant establishment or growth is a prerequisite for successful  vegetation 
establishment. Where a choice of substrate materials is available, the most benign of these should 
be placed at the surface to create a favorable root zone. This will minimize the need for  expensive 
a melioration procedures for any adverse soil conditions. Topsoil, if available, is generally the most 
 favorable substrate.

In land restoration, plant establishment is pursued through direct application of seed, the  application 
of topsoil containing viable seed banks, transplanting of seedlings, or combinations of two or more 
approaches. Topsoil typically contains a substantial seed bank. Use of topsoil for revegetation can 
achieve large cost savings by avoiding seed collection and spreading. Topsoil is most commonly used 
for revegetation when the indigenous species of the area are to be replaced. However, where the topsoil 
contains seed of exotic species or has a large proportion of weeds in the seed bank, it may be preferable to 
avoid its use as the seedbed. In addition to the seed bank, topsoil contains soil microorganisms that are 
required for the restoration of soil functions such as organic matter decomposition and  nutrient cycling. 
The nutrient stores in topsoil may be critically important for the production of adequate  biomass in 
the restored ecosystem. The physical conditions in the topsoil are generally more favorable for seed 
ger mination and emergence than from other substrates. However, well-characterized subsoils or 
 regolith materials may be suitable for revegetation when topsoil is absent or where topsoil is  unsuitable 
due to chemical constraints or heavy weed infestation.

In some plant communities, seed is stored in the canopy of key species rather than in the topsoil. 
Placement of cut branches on the soil surface may be used in these cases to maximize recruitment of 
indigenous species.

Transplanting nursery-raised seedlings is a reliable approach for ensuring rapid plant  establishment 
and canopy cover on a degraded site. Transplanted seedlings compete effectively against weeds and have 
greater survival under grazing by herbivores than plants recruited from direct seeding. For  species that 
are difficult to propagate from seed, nursery-raised seedlings using tissue culture or other  vegetative 
means of propagation may be the only reliable method for introducing those species during land 
r estoration. However, raising nursery seedlings is relatively expensive, especially if only few plants of a 
large number of species need to be treated in this way.

Ecosystem Restoration

According to Hobbs and Norton,[14] the following are the ecosystem characteristics that should be 
 considered when setting goals for land restoration: vegetation composition, structure, pattern, and 
he terogeneity; species interactions; and ecosystem function, dynamics, and resilience. A set of  measures 
is needed to determine the success of restoration. They need to be not only low-cost and reliable 
i ndicators of present condition and function but also predictors of future trajectories for the restored 
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ecosystem. Composition and structure of vegetation are the most commonly used  indicators.[23] 
For  pattern,  heterogeneity, dynamics, and resilience, the indicators are less advanced in their develop-
ment, in part because these indicators can only be identified and validated from long-term data. As a 
nutrient cycling indicator, microbial biomass has been proposed,[22] while Koch and Hobbs[23] concluded 
that soil organic matter was the best indicator of the restoration of nutrient cycling processes for bauxite 
mine restoration.

Increasingly, the land restoration activities in the mining industry are being assessed against comple-
tion criteria or success criteria.[17] These are legal instruments established following negotiation between 
regulators, mining companies, government advisers, and the community. Their aim is to provide cer-
tainty for all stakeholders about the restoration process to be followed and the expected outcome. They 
are designed to avoid future liability to government agencies or private landowners once mining has 
ceased and mine ownership has passed to new owners.

Case Study: Bauxite Mine Restoration

The restoration of land after bauxite mining in southwest Australia is recognized globally for its 
 excellent practice.[24] Current practice is based on more than 40 years of research and development and 
adaptive management. There are important lessons to be learned about land restoration from this case 
study. Bauxite mining in the dry sclerophyll eucalyptus forest of southwest Australia is a shallow surface 
 mining operation. The current restoration goal is to restore the forest values.[24] One hundred percent of 
the species are now routinely returned. Nutrient cycling appears to be on a trajectory towards  restoring 
the nutrient stores and the fluxes of nutrients present in the premining forest.[22,25] Hydrological  balance 
is disturbed for up to 12 years after land clearing for bauxite mining and  subsequent  revegetation.[26] 
Thereafter, water levels return to premining levels, but may drop below premining levels due to the 
increase in leaf area index relative to premining levels.[27] The restored forest is resilient to fire.[25] 
Completion criteria have been developed for bauxite mine restoration and several areas have been 
 determined to meet the designated targets.[24]

The present restoration practice as described by Koch[28] is the result of four major revisions in the 
goals over 40 years and several other significant improvements in practice. The first rehabilitation  simply 
planted Pinus radiata as a single species plantation. This was followed by a Eucalyptus saligna  plantation 
and then by a goal to restore a diverse forest rather than a plantation. At this stage, it was thought that 
planting of local eucalyptus would not succeed because of the existence of P. cinnamomi in the soils 
and its threat to the survival of a wide range of native species. Further research demonstrated that 
the reconstructed profile would produce low risk of P. cinnamomi infection in susceptible species, and 
hence, it was decided to change the end land use goal to that of a forest compatible with the jarrah  forest, 
using jarrah and marri as the overstory species.[24] Finally, it was decided to revise the end land use 
goal to achieve the restoration of the jarrah forest.[17,25] The selection of this goal was based on research 
breakthroughs that demonstrated that it was possible to stimulate the germination and emergence of 
recalcitrant species and hence reach close to 100% species return.

The main learning from this case study is that reaching the point when practices enable full ecosys-
tem restoration takes several cycles of research and adaptive management. It will be based on a system-
atic program of research into biotic and abiotic constraints. A flexible approach from regulators enabled 
end land use goals to be revised over time as new research demonstrated the potential to achieve more 
challenging goals and targets. The end land use goals set in 1963 would have only resulted in exotic pine 
plantation on the mined bauxite pits. The present end land use goal is a fully functioning jarrah forest 
that can be integrated into existing forest management programs and achieve the multiple land use 
goals for the forest estate.[24]

A comprehensive report of the background research on bauxite mine restoration is found in 
Restoration Ecology Special Issue of 2007. It is a worthy model for study and emulation in land restora-
tion on mine sites.
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Case Study: Restoration of Land Affected By Dryland Salinity

Unlike the first case study of restoration on mined land, where disturbance is localized, dryland salinity 
has a more widespread impact and requires a landscape-scale response for land restoration. This case 
study is illustrated using examples of dryland salinity in southwest Australia and Northeast Thailand. 
By 2003, about 1 million ha in the wheatbelt of southwest Australia was affected by dryland salinity.[29] 
In Northeast Thailand, up to 30% of land could potentially become salt affected.[30]

Dryland salinity demonstrates how perturbation in water balance can have devastating consequences 
for the natural capital of landscapes. Whereas the native plants were predominantly deep-rooted peren-
nial species, those agricultural species that replaced them were predominantly shallow rooted and 
annual. Annual plants use water only during their growing season, and their usage is limited by the fact 
that roots are generally confined to the surface 50–100 cm. Thus, the additional water under agricultural 
species is distributed to increased runoff, causing erosion and waterlogging, and to increased recharge 
to groundwater (Table 3). Williamson et al.[31] similarly concluded that dryland salinity in Northeast 
Thailand was triggered by deforestation of the uplands to produce crops like kenaf and cassava.

Two attributes of the landscape that gave rise to dryland salinity in southwest Australia were the 
deeply weathered regolith and the accumulation of salts from rainfall accretion.[33] Salt contents in 
extreme cases of up to 20,000 tons/ha have been reported,[34] most of it stored below 5 m depth.[32] Prior 
to clearing the native vegetation, plant roots in the upper 5 m of the regolith were largely separated from 
the salt bulge below, and the semipermeable aquifer at the base of the regolith was often dry.[32] However, 
with increased recharge, the aquifers have filled, causing water levels to rise at the rate of 0.2–1 m/yr. 
After a 20–30 years period of groundwater rise, saline groundwater discharge is observed commencing 
generally in valley floor land- forms. In Northeast Thailand, the origin of salt discharge is not rainfall 
accretion but salt mobilized from halite sequences in the Mesozoic sediments that underlie the Korat 
Plateau.[31]

Reversing Dryland Salinity

Ultimately, restoring the preclearing water balance is the only complete solution to the dryland salin-
ity problem. This requires treatments in recharge zones of landscapes to decrease recharge rates. The 
species that can mimic recharge rates that existed before clearing will therefore probably need to be 
deep rooted and perennial. They will also have to be adapted to a variety of soil conditions and climatic 
regimes across the affected environment. Finally, it is imperative that the species chosen to fulfill the 
above functions are economically viable within the farm enterprise to accelerate their adoption by land 
managers.

In order to manage dryland salinity, it is necessary to understand the groundwater systems as 
well as water balance components. With intense winter rainfall, in landscapes extensively covered 
by  shallow-rooted annual species, recharge can occur virtually anywhere in the landscape that is not 

TABLE 3  Changes in Water Balances for Cleared Catchments before and after Clearing

Catchment Year
Rainfall 
(mm)

Interception 
(mm)

Evapotranspiration 
(mm)

Change in 
Water Storage 

(mm)

Change in 
Groundwater 
Storage (mm)

Stream 
Flow (mm)

Wights 
forested

1975 1027 130 855 –28 –11 81

Wights cleared 1985 1147 0 565 – –21 115
Lemon 

forested
1975 739 74 656 4  –1 5

Lemon cleared 1983 821 38 708 – –19 56

Source: Williamson.[32]
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actively discharging.[33] Computer modeling adds weight to the conclusion that the only fully  effective 
 revegetation solutions for salinity control in southwest Australia are with deep-rooted  perennial 
 vegetation over most of the whole catchment.[33] Even systems like agro-forestry that place a high 
 density of woody shrubs and small trees in rows 30 m apart were insufficient in the modeling scenarios 
to restore water balance and achieve complete control of salinity. Continued reliance in the farming 
system on annual shallow-rooted crops such as cereals is problematic because these crops will allow 
continued recharge. Loss of these species is also problematic because they are the main source of income 
for farmers.

Until recharge control treatments start to decrease saline groundwater discharge, treatments are 
also needed in the discharge areas. These may include both engineering treatments to alleviate water-
logging[35] as well as vegetation options that cope with saline waterlogged conditions.[36] In Northeast 
Thailand, there has been considerable investigation of salt-tolerant species that can be grown on various 
classes of salt-affected soil.[30]

The case study on dryland salinity may therefore serve as a useful model for landscape-scale 
 restoration. As with the case of land restoration after bauxite mining, the present approach has 
involved background research to understand the underlying physical processes (landscape water 
balance, water fluxes, hydrogeology) and to develop effective solutions (the effect of land use and 
vegetation type on water balance). The present set of strategies to control dryland salinity has evolved 
out of several phases of research and adaptive management leading to current understanding and 
solutions.

Conclusions

Land is a form of natural capital that is essentially finite and non-renewable. Every effort must be exerted 
to avoid degradation of land because degradation diminishes its natural capital value and compromises 
the ecosystem services provided by soil. The restoration of degraded land has the potential to increase 
its natural capital value and enhance ecosystem services. Since large areas of land globally are degraded, 
there is substantial scope for increasing ecosystem services by restoring degraded land. Land restoration 
is a relatively new discipline, which, along with restoration ecology, consists of successful practices for 
land restoration at a site-specific scale. Examples of best practice can be found in restored mine sites. 
The challenge remaining is to scale up land restoration from site-specific cases on mine sites to regional 
or landscape scales for a variety of degrading land disturbances. Most success at both scales has, to date, 
been concerned with restoring key ecosystems functions such as organic matter accumulation, nutrient 
cycling, and water balance.
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Limits to Growth

Brian D. Fath

Introduction

In thermodynamic-based systems science terminology, the Earth is considered a closed system. 
This means that it is open to energy exchanges, but not matter exchanges. Regarding energy, the Earth 
receives on average 1,300 W/m2 of solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere and radiates or reflects a 
near equal amount back to space (the current increase in greenhouse gases causes a small difference in 
the radiation balance enough to be responsible for the current observed warming). The amount of mat-
ter on the Earth is more or less fixed, with only negligible exchanges from receiving meteorite impacts 
or outgassing. The Earth’s matter is distributed in the following way: The Earth has a polar radius of 
6.37 × 103 km, giving it 501.1 million km2 of surface area, of which 70.8% is covered with water. The over-
all volume of the Earth is 1.08 × 1012 km3, with a mass of 5.98 × 1024 kg. Those physical dimensions are hard 
evidence of the limits of the available space and material resources. The Blue Marble (Figure 1) shows 
this celestial body in all its complexities, opportunities, and beauty; and it also shows starkly the scale 
and boundaries of the one world that humans and all known species have. This photo, taken during the 
Apollo 17 Lunar Mission in 1972, coincided with the emergence of the modern environmental move-
ment (more on that below). It was not the first environmental movement, but those ideas from the 1970s 
still cast a strong shadow on the discussions today that deal closely and explicitly about living in balance 
on the Earth as represented in among other things, the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

The ideas of bio-physical limits impacting human growth and resource consumption are not new. At 
the turn of the 19th century, Thomas Malthus was already writing about the convergence of population 
growth and food supply. He foresaw an inevitable turning point in which the finite resources of the planet 
could not support an exponentially growing population. His dour predictions later became the face of 
resource-limited, doom-and-gloom environmentalism, referred to as Malthusian. This discouraging 
perspective is a label that most modern environmentalists try to avoid, while still holding the reality of 
his concerns. At the time Malthus was writing, the global human population was around 1 billion, and 
today is approaching 8 billion, moving from abundant nature and scarce humanity to abundant human-
ity and scarce nature. Yet, there is not an absolute food shortage in terms of total calories produced, only 
hunger due to regional and distributional dilemmas. In fact, obesity is a more serious and growing prob-
lem in many countries than food deficiencies. Nonetheless, the effort that humans have taken to supply 
this food has meant the conversion of most arable land to agriculture leading to extensive direct impacts 
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such as habitat loss, soil degradation, and biodiversity loss. It has also led to the doubling of nitrogen 
flows through industrial fixation (as a result of the Haber–Bosch process) and the tripling of phospho-
rus flows (benefitting from massive industrial, fossil fuel-based mining efforts). The proximate result 
of increasing the amount of these typically limiting nutrients expands food  supply, but the production 
of both nitrogen and phosphorus is highly fossil fuel-intensive creating energy  supply dependencies. 
Furthermore, excess nitrogen and phosphorus that runs off agricultural fields creates massive eutrophi-
cation problems that are evident in almost every heavily populated estuary and water body in the world. 
Agricultural production to meet the world’s needs is also responsible for rapid groundwater withdraw-
als, pesticide applications, and abundant greenhouse gas emissions at numerous stages from the fossil 
fuel use, to soil alterations, to methane from rice and livestock production. So, while the verdict is not 
in regarding absolute constraint of food production on human population growth, it does appear clear 
that we are in fact not feeding the people of the planet in a sustainable manner, nor whether it is even 
possible to do so at this scale.  Malthus’ concerns should not be dismissed lightly.

Environmental Limits

Recognition of limits can also be found in the seminal writing of George Perkins Marsh. Marsh wrote 
Man and Nature in 1864, which was one of the first scientific treatises on the impacts humans have on 
nature and the consequential conditions that coincide. Marsh warned that we should take notice of the 
scale and extent to which humans can continue to modify nature for our own benefit. Presciently, he 
wrote:

A certain measure of transformation of terrestrial surface, of suppression of natural, and stimula-
tion of artificially modified productivity becomes necessary. This measure man has unfortunately 
exceeded.

Marsh (1964)

FIGURE 1 The Blue Marble, view of the Earth from Apollo 17 (1972).
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It is interesting that he recognized that humans will and must modify their environments similar to 
any species. There is a feedback in which the modifications, the other ecological interactions, and the 
environmental conditions reach a dynamic balance if the system is to sustain over time. Of course, this 
does not mean that the systems become rigid without change or variation because innovation, adapta-
tion, evolution, information gain, and learning all allow for continual resilience and flexibility to meet 
the self-enhanced, recursive dynamic conditions. The path dependency between the interaction of the 
ecosystem constituents is one of the key features of living systems. Nonetheless, when humans erode too 
much land, deforest too many hectares, divert too much water, degrade too much habitat, etc., there are 
limits to which the ecosystem can recover and continue to provide the services we have come to expect. 
The diminishment first comes in the form of provisioning services when farms and fisheries fail, but 
then impacts cascade to supporting and regulating services, undermining the capacity of the land to 
regenerate and function sustainably. Continuation of an approach that overuses and abuses the natural 
resources will lead to eventual ruin, as Marsh noted in many earlier civilizations, which has been the 
topic of a recent plethora of research and books describing the collapse of complex societies (e.g., Tainter 
1988, Diamond 2005, Kriwaczek 2010, Cline 2014).

The United States of America was settled on the notion of boundless space and opportunity, a land 
of cornucopia, which influenced not only the profligate physical resource use but also the  psychological 
engagement that one had with resources. However, around the time that Marsh was writing, the 
 transcontinental railroad was being completed. In 1869, the Union Pacific and Central Pacific railroads 
were joined in Promontory Point, Utah Territory, enabling rapid transportation access across the United 
States. Travel that previously took 4–6 months could be completed in 6 days. A few decades following 
both Marsh and transcontinental rail, another measure of limits was recognized in the closing of the 
Western frontier. The 1890 census showed the first time the disappearance of a contiguous frontier line 
of a migrating population. The westward wave of expansion was not endless as it had been (naively and 
myopically) perceived. Historian Frederick Jackson Turner used this moment to refer to the “closing 
of the American Frontier” (1893). At this bifurcation point, it should have been obvious that the solu-
tion to resource shortages, for example, in the form of eroded agricultural land, could not be found 
by simply relocating to the next plentiful area. While there was still plenty of “under-utilized land” 
(from a human economic perspective), the new reality meant filling in the middle states rather than 
experiencing an expansionary boundary. It should have been a time to rethink and reformulate our 
relationship with land and nature, thus confronting limits and working within constraints. However, 
the notion of boundless resources remains deeply held by many and institutionalized in many core 
economic practices (e.g., debt-based money supply, Ponzi-style retirement benefits, high future discount 
factors). Therefore, recognizing and accepting bio-physical limits was not the first impulse when faced 
with this new reality.

Ethical Limits

In the 1940s, limits were given another dimension by Aldo Leopold and his Land Ethic referring now not 
only to physical limits but also moral ones. He questioned, why would we pursue certain things (namely 
economic growth through resource consumption and technologies with unintended consequences) if 
the result is to destroy and degrade the life and ecosystems around us, loss of species and wild places. 
He eloquently wrote:

Our grandfathers were less well-housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. The strivings by which 
they bettered their lot are also those which deprived us of [passenger] pigeons. Perhaps we now 
grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we have gained by the exchange. The gadgets of 
industry bring us more comforts than the pigeons did, but do they add as much to the glory of the 
spring?

Leopold (1949)
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He elaborated this new perspective in what he called a Land Ethic:

A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic  community. 
It is wrong when it tends otherwise.

Leopold (1949)

His Land Ethic puts an environmental ethic clearly on the table as to what is right and wrong, expanding 
the boundaries of moral concern to the living environment and to the land itself, thus providing new 
limits of our actions. This ethic is informed by an ecological as well as a systems perspective. Leopold 
called on humans to constrain certain activities if those actions were detrimental to natural systems. He 
recognized, for example, the intricate balance cascading between the predator wolves and soils passing 
through the grass and deer. Too few wolves meant consequences for the soils. There are limits to the 
control which humans can exert over the ecosystem with a desire for favored species in certain times 
and places (e.g., the domestic chicken is the most abundant bird in the world, and Zea mays (corn) the 
most abundant plant). In the ensuing decades, we have better knowledge of complex systems, and with 
this we can have better management, but that does not obliviate the presence of limits imposed from 
outside and fostered from within. The Land Ethic allows one to see that beyond our own immediate 
sphere we interact with other bounded spheres, thus implying that the limit we sense is in fact an indi-
cation of another system beyond that we are pushing up against. In a zero-sum interaction, expanding 
our boundary, for example, into nature, diminishes nature. However, there are many non-zero-sum 
interactions and relations prevalent in ecosystems and complex adaptive systems. The challenge is not 
to completely disengage when we encounter another system, but to acknowledge it, respect it, work to 
understand it, and then try to find a way to engage it for the benefit of both parties (see, e.g., Fiscus and 
Fath 2019).

Socio-Economic Limits

These ideas of limits coalesced in a seminal work by Meadows et al. sponsored by the Club of Rome 
in the Limits to Growth report released in 1972. Their conclusion was based on the results of one of 
the first global systems dynamics models developed that included state variables representing human 
p opulation, agricultural productivity, industrial production, resources, and pollution. The dire results 
were that under no scenario would unlimited growth be able to continue, and the only steady state was 
found by strict conditions of stable population, 100% use of renewable resources, and investment in 
business that equaled depreciation. The report was an important contribution to the debate about limits 
from a bio-physical perspective but was largely ignored by economists and politicians since the approach 
did not fit their existing growth-oriented mental model. The study was dismissed out-of-hand as hav-
ing no relevance since their models—absent of any environmental resources or feedbacks—could grow 
forever. The Meadows et al. model was viewed as Malthusian and overly doom-and-gloom, a stigma that 
dogged the environmental community for decades. Nonetheless, the Club of Rome work continued as 
decadal update reports were published showing the projections were in line with reality.

Coincident with the release of the original Limits to Growth, the modern environmental move-
ment was gaining traction (as stated above, spurred on by images such as the Blue Marble and the 
Spaceship Earth concept). In the United States, it was a period of aggressive federal policy protections 
for the environment (Table 1), most passing with very wide margins in both the House and Senate and 
signed by both Republican (Nixon and Ford) and Democratic (Carter) Presidents. Shy of 50 years later, 
the  pendulum has swung far the other way. Concerted efforts within the United States Congress to 
 dismantle or weaken these Acts, in particular the Endangered Species Act (ESA), is rampant; includ-
ing news just today (August 13, 2019) of efforts to sign a Presidential Executive order to weaken ESA 
p rotections. It would be humorous if it were not sad that one prime argument against the ESA is 
the stated  negative impact that it may have on the economy. However, measuring the success of this 
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legislation by its economic contribution is fundamentally misunderstanding its purpose. Framing the 
ESA as a failure due to its hindrance of capital gain is historical revisionism. The language of the ESA 
was clear that protections were being put in place precisely because of a lack of concern for the environ-
ment and an alarming over-prioritization of economic growth at the expense of ecological limits. The 
first sentence of the ESA reads:

(a) Findings—The Congress finds and declares that—(1) various species of fish, wildlife, and plants 
in the United States have been rendered extinct as a consequence of economic growth and devel-
opment untempered by adequate concern and conservation (emphasis added).

Endangered Species Act (1973)

The whole point of the legislation was to put a brake on growth and remember the limits of nature. It was 
also encouraging that the drafters of the legislation appreciated and recognized the interconnectedness 
of nature and that species are part of larger ecosystems.

(b) Purposes—The purposes of this Act are to provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon 
which endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved … (emphasis added).

Endangered Species Act (1973)

The tension between pressures for economic growth and environmental constraints continued and ele-
vated in the ensuing decades.

Flourishing within Limits

The idea of limits has been renewed but with a more positive outlook. In particular is the perspective 
that the presence of a limit does not need to invoke immediately negative connotations. For example, 
Jane Jacobs (2000) has focused on the opportunities that constraints and limits bring about. She insight-
fully remarked that

Natural principles of chemistry, mechanics and biology are not merely limits. They’re  invitations 
to work along with them.

TABLE 1 Major United States Legislation Passed in the 1970s during the 
Resurgent Environmental Movement
Coastal Management Zone (1972)
Clean Air Act (1972)
Clean Air Act Amendments (1977)
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (1980)
Endangered Species Act (1973) 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
Marine Mammal Protection Act (1972)
National Environmental Policy Act (1970)
National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of 1976
Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974
Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1972
Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), enacted in 1976
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) (1974)
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA)
Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976
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In other words, our understanding of thermodynamics, the periodic table, and biological principles 
should help to design smarter and better performing systems than without this knowledge. Ecosystems 
and socio-economic systems are self-organizing and thrive even in the presence of constraints. Think 
back to the energy flows mentioned in the opening, around 1,300 W/m2, yet that is enough energy to 
drive atmospheric circulation, global ocean currents, and complex ecosystems in almost every niche on 
the planet. Nature has evolved to utilize this energy in a very efficient and also robust manner, resulting 
in highly complex, diverse, well-functioning systems that arose and are maintained all within the real-
time bio-physical constraints.

The message to learn from ecosystems is elaborated in Jørgensen et al. (2015), Flourishing within 
Limits: Following Nature’s Way. The authors, all systems ecologists, have drawn upon ecological theory 
of growth and development to identify a number of attributes that are evident in ecosystems. Using 
these properties and approaches—within the known bio-physical constraints—ecosystems are able to 
thrive and flourish, as the most diverse, complex, integrated, and sustainable systems on the Earth.

In a nutshell, the idea is that ecosystems are constrained by both the available resources as inputs and 
outputs as they reside as gradient-enhancing conduits between these two flows (see Figure 2, Fath 2017). 
In addition to solar energy, the rate of material availability is controlled by the bio-geochemical cycles 
at local and global scales. The rates of water, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, etc. all have local and global 

TABLE 2 Fourteen Properties Observed in Ecosystems

 1. Ecosystems conserve matter and energy

 2. There are no trashcans in nature

 3. All processes (in nature and society) are irreversible

 4. All life uses largely the same biochemical processes

 5. Ecosystems are open systems and require an input of work energy to maintain their function

 6. An ecosystem uses surplus energy to move further away from thermodynamic equilibrium

 7. Ecosystems use three growth and development forms: (1) biomass, (2) network, (3) information

 8. Ecosystems select the pathways that move it most away from thermodynamic equilibrium

 9. Ecosystems are organized hierarchically

 10. Ecosystems have a high diversity in all levels of the hierarchy

 11. Ecosystems resist (destructive) changes

 12. Ecosystems work together in networks that improve the resource use efficiency

 13. Ecosystems contain an enormous amount of information

 14. Ecosystems have emergent system properties

Source: After Jørgensen et al. (2015).

Ecosystem
Input Output 

Ecosystem Output Constraints
▸ Rate of decomposition
▸ Rate of accumulation of unwanted byproducts
▸ Finding others to take your waste

Ecosystem Input Constraints
▸ Solar radiation
▸ Global carbon cycle
▸ Rate of nutrient cycling
▸ Rate of hydrological cycle

FIGURE 2 Some basic constraints that ecosystems have evolved to thrive within.
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constituents that influence what is available and these constraints then lead to the type of ecosystem 
observed whether it is a tropical rain forest, deciduous forest, steppe grassland, or Arctic tundra, for 
example. On the output side, the main constraint is that the products and flows out cannot exceed the 
capacity of the environment to assimilate them. Often this occurs by linking processes such that the out-
put of one process is the input to another in an integrated, coupled fashion. The most obvious example 
is photosynthesis and respiration in that the former takes in CO2 and gives off O2, while the latter does 
the opposite. Other wastes, such as organic ones, need to be decomposed and returned back to elemental 
constituents. Therefore, the rate of decomposition is a main factor for the uptake of outflows, which are 
biologically mediated and influenced by temperature and water (warm, wet environments have faster 
rates of decomposition). The biomass foundation for fossil fuels occurred during a time period when for 
various reasons, the material was unable to be decomposed and therefore was buried under conditions 
that promoted the conversion to fossil fuels. Today’s society is generating plastic pollution faster than it 
can be decomposed, and will likely also leave a recognizable and discernable (and perhaps useful) layer 
for future generations, and also likely that some organisms will eventually evolve better processes to 
decompose plastics thus reaching a new balance between production and consumption.

There are of course key differences between nature and society, namely a temporal aspect that ecosys-
tems happen in the present, in real time—although the consequences, building biomass, building soils, 
establishing drainage patterns, and biogeochemical cycles, etc. have lasting effects. Socio-economic sys-
tems operate with a more future-oriented perspective, in that while the actions are short term, there is 
thought for a future pay-off. For example, a lion takes only what is needed to satisfy the immediate hun-
ger. There is no utility in killing more prey at that moment as they would be absconded by competitors or 
would spoil; there is no profit motive or line of credit. A hunter today has in mind to take as many prey 
(or fish or trees or minerals, etc.) as possible since the surplus can be exchanged for other goods or ser-
vices or turned into a storable currency commodity. It is not clear how to reconcile this basic difference. 
Humans cannot and should not give up the intellectual foresight that has evolved, but rather it could 
be used to see the systemic consequences of actions that exceed the limits, that exceed the regenerative 
rates provided by nature’s processes. The remaining question is both philosophical and one of manage-
ment, which is: How to align our activities within these available flows and constraints?

Conclusion

If humanity desires to stay within limits, then a first consideration is to know where those limits are. 
How much resources can humans use from the environment and still be within the limits? A standard 
ecological concept is one of carry capacity, the maximum number of individuals that can be maintained 
in an area without degrading that area. Carry capacity is a dynamic concept—it can move higher as we 
innovate new efficient methods and technologies as observed in agriculture since the time of Malthus; 
yet, it can also move lower as we despoil forests and fields with logging, erosion, and desertification 
as observed by Marsh and other witnesses to the collapse of civilizations. Metrics such as Ecological 
Footprint and Ecological Biocapacity that try to make estimates of both the consumption (footprint) 
and the resource (Biocapacity) have shown that we have outstripped our resource base. Ecological 
Footprint exceeds Biocapacity, and at a global level, attention is drawn to a notion called overshoot day, 
which for 2019 occurred on July 29. Meaning on that date, humanity had already used all the resources 
“sustainably available” to it for that year. After this date, the remainder of the year represents overshoot 
or dipping into future reserves and leaving future generations with reduced resources. Given this tem-
poral aspect, we see that limits are not simply bio-physical but also ethical as Leopold instructed. Yet, 
a rigorous debate continues to this day as to whether there are limits of any kind or not. This creates 
tension between perspectives on policies and approaches, as some see limits as absent or challenges to 
overcome, while others want to recast the human scale to accommodate them. The planetary boundar-
ies highlighted through the text give a clear indication of one scale of limits. If perhaps we break beyond 
the Blue Marble and our progeny lives elsewhere than within the Earth’s gravitational pull, then this 
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will shift and delay the ultimate confrontation with those concrete limits. Can this line always be reced-
ing into the future? I prefer to take care of the home that we do have on which we have co-evolved rather 
than rely on one that is only in our imagination.
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Introduction

In an entry published in the Encyclopedia of Energy Engineering and Technology, I attempted to answer 
the following question: Is nuclear power economic? Unfortunately, I was unable to give a definitive 
answer to this question. Most of the work on that entry was done in the 2004–2005 time frame, and at 
that time, there was very little information on the realized costs of building nuclear power plants in the 
United States. There was some information on the realized cost of building nuclear power plants abroad 
(mainly in the Far East). However, that information was at best “sketchy” and difficult to use to estimate 
costs in the United States. Additionally, in the United States, a number of cost estimates of building 
hypothetical (“paper”) plants at hypothetical (“Middletown USA”) sites were published. History has 
shown that such estimates are always too low.[1] In short, at that time, there was a large amount of 
 uncertainty about nuclear power plant construction costs. Thus, the best that could be done was to 
 conclude that nuclear capital costs would have to be less than $1500 per kW before nuclear power would 
be economic. (This was substantially less than the cost of building nuclear power plants in the Far East.)

Over the last few years, the economic and political environment has changed, and thus, the question 
of whether nuclear power is economic needs to be reevaluated. First, a number of estimates of building 
actual nuclear power plants at actual sites have recently become available. This, by itself, would reduce 
some of the uncertainty about nuclear power plant construction costs. However, these estimates are two 
to three times higher than the ones made in the mid-2000s. Additionally, power plant construction costs 
in general have increased substantially. For example, the realized costs of building coal-fired power 
plants and wind farms have increased by about 80%–100%.[2] Such increases in construction costs would 
have major effects on the economics of nuclear power.
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Second, unlike when the original entry was written, for a variety of reasons, utilities are now far more 
interested in nuclear power. In 2006, licensing activity at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) was limited to four early site permit approvals. By issuing an early site permit (ESP), the U.S. 
NRC approves one or more sites for a nuclear power plant, independent of an application for a com-
bined license to build and operate a power plant. This ESP can be valid for up to 40 years. Since then, 16 
utilities have filed applications with the NRC to build and operate a total of 28 nuclear units. Given this 
increased licensing activity, a reexamination of the underlying economics of nuclear power is certainly 
in order.

Third, in the 2004–2005 time frame, most forecasts of coal and natural gas prices in 2015–2020 time 
frame were about $1.45 and $6 ($2009) per mmBtu, respectively.[3] Since then, fossil fuel prices increased 
substantially and then fell. As of 2010, most forecasts of fossil fuel prices are now greater than the ones 
made 5–6 years ago. Increased fossil fuel prices will clearly affect the economics of nuclear power.

The purpose of this entry is to reexamine the economies of nuclear power in light of the changed 
economic environment. Before proceeding with the analysis, two comments about the scope of the 
analysis will be made. First, in this entry, it is assumed that the investment decision—e.g., the decision 
to build a nuclear unit or coal-fired power plant—will be made by the owner of a traditional utility. This 
utility owns and operates other power plants, and the operation of all of them is interrelated. That is, if 
the utility chooses to operate power plant X less, it would have to operate power plant Y more to meet 
demand. Otherwise, “the lights would go out.” In such cases, the decision maker’s objective is to build 
the unit that minimizes the total cost of building the plant in question and operating all power plants. 
Suppose, for example, that the decision maker has the choice of building a nuclear or coal-fired power 
plant. The decision maker will calculate the total system costs if the nuclear plant is built and compare 
that estimate with the total system costs if the coal plant is built. The decision maker would choose to 
build the plant that yields the lower total system costs.

The available software to estimate total system costs is complex and expensive and requires many 
assumptions, and thus, using this approach is beyond the scope of this entry. However, if the alternative 
to the nuclear power plant is another baseload plant type operating in the same portion of the merit 
order (baseload demand), total system costs would be minimized by choosing the plant type that has the 
lower “stand-alone” or levelized cost. (Levelized costs will be defined below. Additionally, because elec-
tricity is costly to store, demand will vary over the day, month, and/or year. The portion of total demand 
that does not vary is called baseload, and the units that are used to meet this demand will run at close to 
full capacity over the entire year.) This is because the operation of both units under consideration will 
have the same effect on the operation of the other units. For example, suppose that the levelized cost of 
building and operating a nuclear power plant for 40 years is 6 cents per kWh, and the levelized cost of 
building and operating a combined-cycle natural gas–fired power plant is 8 cents per kWh. If both units 
are assumed to operate in the baseload mode, then the operation of both units will have the same effect 
on the operation of the other units. In such a case, total system costs would be minimized by building 
the nuclear plant.

Thus, in this entry, the alternatives to the nuclear power plant are two other baseload plant types—
namely, coalfired and combined-cycle natural gas–fired units. By limiting the comparisons to other 
baseload plant types, the analysis becomes much more tractable and transparent. Unfortunately, by just 
computing levelized stand-alone costs, many of the renewable technologies must be excluded from the 
analysis. The stand-alone cost of building and operating a wind farm, for example, can be computed. 
However, total system costs may not be minimized by building the wind farm even though that plant 
type has lower stand-alone costs. This is because the effects of the operation of the wind farm and the 
nuclear unit on the operation of the other units will not be the same.

Second, since fossil fuel prices will probably increase over time, there is a time dimension to the 
question of whether nuclear power is economic. Because of the recession and utility conservation pro-
grams, additional baseload capacity will probably not be needed until around 2020. Thus, in this analy-
sis, the first year of a unit’s operation is assumed to be 2020. By focusing on the mid-term, the carbon 
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capture and storage (CCS) technologies will not be considered. Recently, a CCS task force was formed 
with a goal of bringing 5 to 10 commercial-size CCS units online by 2016.[4] Even if this goal, which is 
very ambitious, is met, to demonstrate that the technology works, the units would have to operate for 
 probably 5–10 years. In all probably, it would take 15–20 years before the CCS technologies would be 
commercially available on a widespread basis.

Capital Costs for Nuclear and Coal-Fired Powerplants

One of the major uncertainties in any analysis of the economics of nuclear power deals with the 
 construction cost estimates. This section begins with a discussion about nuclear and coal-fired 
 powerplants’ overnight capital cost estimates. Overnight cost is defined as the cost of building a power 
plant instantaneously at some point in time. It is also a direct measure of the value of the land, labor, and 
materials needed to build a nuclear power plant. Thus, differences in overnight costs reflect differences 
in the values of the land, labor, and material needed to build the same unit.

It is obviously impossible to build a plant overnight, so the second part of this section describes how 
the total project costs are derived from the overnight costs. To do this, a number of important assump-
tions are needed, and in many studies, they are not articulated. This section will also show why com-
parisons of total project costs must be made with great care. The fuel costs for coal and natural gas–fired 
power plants are discussed in Section 4. The other assumptions will be briefly discussed in Section 6. 
These include nonfuel operating costs and nuclear fuel costs.

Nuclear and Coal-Fired Power Plant Overnight Costs

Prior to about 2007, most analyses/discussions about nuclear power plant overnight capital costs tended 
to focus on either realized costs of units built in the Far East (mainly Japan) or on the estimated costs 
of building generic units at generic sites in the United States.[5] Each of these sources had their own set 
of problems. There are always problems with transferring the experience of reactors built in foreign 
c ountries to the United States. Also, publicly available foreign overnight capital cost data are not well 
documented, so all the costs may not be included in the reported figures. Additionally, research has 
indicated that cost estimates of generic units built on generic sites were always too low, so there were 
problems with using the resulting estimates. Nonetheless, the analyses/discussions that based their 
cost estimates on foreign reactors tended to use overnight nuclear capital costs of about $2700 per kW 
(2009 dollars).[6] The ones that used the cost estimates of generic units tended to use overnight nuclear 
 construction costs of about $1500–$2000 per kW (2009 dollars).

Over the last few years, as part of the process of getting approval from the state public  utility 
 commissions (PUCs) to proceed with their NRC licensing activities, utilities filed cost estimates of 
b uilding actual powerplants at actual sites. In some cases, it was possible to determine what cost items 
were and were not included in the estimates. More important, if the overnight construction costs were 
not directly reported on the filings, they could be directly estimated. On average, these overnight nuclear 
construction cost estimates, shown in Table 1, were about $4000 per kW.

These estimates are clearly much better than the ones based on generic units built at generic sites. 
Because problems with the transfer of foreign cost information to the United States are avoided, they are 
much better than the estimates based on realized overnight costs of reactors built in Japan. However, 
they are also much higher than the ones based on generic designs at generic sites and were also much 
greater than the realized overnight costs of units built in Japan.

There are probably at least four reasons why the recent U.S. overnight cost estimates are greater than 
the realized costs of reactors built the Far East (mainly Japan). First, there are clearly cultural factors 
at play. Second, over the last 15 years, there has been a slow but relatively constant expansion of nuclear 
power in Japan, so Japanese builders are further down their learning curves than their counterparts in 
the United States. (The South Texas project is being built by Toshiba, a large Japanese firm that has built 
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some nuclear power plants in Japan to another. The cost estimates for that project are not that much dif-
ferent from the others. Thus, the learning may not be transferred from one country to another). Third, it 
is not clear whether all the costs are being reported in the Japanese figures. This is especially true for the 
so-called owners’ costs. Costs which are the ones incurred by the utility over and above the ones paid 
to the firms building the unit. In fact, it was never clear if the reported Japanese costs even included any 
owners’ costs. Lastly, many of the major components for the proposed U.S. reactors, such as the reactor 
vessel, are being manufactured in Asia, so some exchange rate issues could exist.

There are also a number of reasons why the overnight nuclear construction cost estimates obtained 
from the PUC filings are higher than the ones for generic units. As was just noted, research has shown 
that generic cost estimates at generic sites are always too low. Additionally, a number of analysts have 
argued that the growth in overnight costs was due to increases in commodity prices—the prices of iron, 
steel, cement, and so on—that occurred from around 2005 to 2008.[8] However, about 40%–50% of the 
overnight cost of building a nuclear power plant is labor related, and therefore, the effects of increases 
in commodity prices on total construction costs are probably modest. Moreover, the cost estimates 
based on generic units might have assumed that all of the components were manufactured in the United 
States. Over the last 10 years, the value of the dollar relative to the yen has fallen. Since many of the 
major nuclear components for proposed U.S. plants will be imported from Japan, some of the increases 
in overnight costs could be due to the fall of the dollar. This, however, would depend upon how the 
contracts with the Japanese firms are structured, and there is very little public information about this. 
Lastly, with the rapid expansion of nuclear power in China, some bottlenecks in the production of the 
major components that would increase costs appeared.

The increases in nuclear power plant overnight construction cost estimates raise the question of 
whether the current cost levels will be permanent. The effects of commodity price increases and/or 
decreases in the value of the dollar on the cost estimates are very unclear. Thus, the effects of decreases 
in commodity prices (or increases in the value of the dollar relative to the yen) on costs would also be 
unclear. Additionally, even with the rapid expansion of nuclear power in the Far East, in the long run, 
markets would adjust, and the bottlenecks would no longer exist. Because of the complexity of the tech-
nology, it would take a number of years for existing firms to build new production facilities and for new 
firms to enter the market. Thus, the bottlenecks may not be removed for a number of years.

Lastly, currently, only a few firms produce the large nuclear components and build the power plants. 
In such cases, the behavior of one firm (e.g., Westinghouse) could possibly affect the behavior of its 
competitor (e.g., General Electric). In economist’s jargon, such a market structure is called an oligopoly. 

TABLE 1 Estimated Overnight Costs and Lead Times of Selected Proposed Nuclear Plants

Costs (2009 Dollars 
per kW of Capacity)Owner Plant Type Plant Capacity (mWe) Lead Times (Years)

Tennessee Valley 
Authority

ABWR Bellefonte 1371 $3164 NA

Florida Power 
and Light

ESBWR Turkey 
Point

3040 $3811 5–6

Progress Energy 
(Florida)

AP1000 Levy County 2212 $4541 5

South Carolina 
Electric and Gas

AP1000 Summer 2234 $4089 5 (unit 2) and 8 (unit 3)

Southern AP1000 Vogtle 2200 $4535 6
NRG ABWR South Texas 2700 $3758 NA
Average $3983

Source: Adapted from Du and Parsons.[7]

Note: A correction was made to the Vogtle Estimate reported in Du and Parsons.[7]

ABWR, advanced boiling water reactor; ESBWR, economically simplified boiling water reactor; AP1000, advanced pressur-
ized water reactor.
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One major characteristic of an oligopolistic market is price “stickiness”—i.e., when the firm’s costs fall, 
prices will fall, but with a lag. Thus, even if the costs of the firms that produce the components and build 
the plants fall, it would take some time before reductions in costs would be reflected in reductions in the 
prices charged to the utilities.[9,10]

The availability of some actual overnight cost estimates from the PUC filing reduces some of the 
uncertainty in nuclear power plant construction costs. Unfortunately, the large increases in the esti-
mates introduce another source of uncertainty—namely, whether the current cost levels will be perma-
nent. Given current publicly available information, one can only speculate why overnight capital costs 
increased and whether they will fall in the future. Moreover, no nuclear power plants in the United 
States have been built on time and on budget, and cost overruns in the two units under construction 
in Europe have occurred. Thus, even with a number of detailed cost estimates of building actual units 
at actual sites, there is still a considerable amount of uncertainty about nuclear overnight construction 
costs. Indeed, until a few units are actually built, nuclear construction costs are essentially unknown.

Table 1 also shows estimated date of commercial operation leadtimes for a number of proposed 
nuclear units. As can be seen from Table 1, with the exception of one unit, the estimated leadtimes 
ranged from 6 to 7 years. It should be noted that these lead time estimates were made just before or at 
the beginning of the recession. Recently, the date of commercial operation for a number of these units 
was moved back simply because the capacity was not needed. In all probability, the utilities will also 
move back the construction start date and keep leadtimes the same. If, however, they begin construc-
tion and then revise their estimated date of commercial operation, lead times could actually increase. 
In the 1970s and 1980s, many utilities building nuclear power plants also increased leadtimes because of 
the lack of need for capacity. I have shown elsewhere that these actions also affected overnight costs.[11] 
Thus, this issue is important.

Lastly, Table 2 shows that the average estimated overnight cost of building a number of recent coal-
fired power plants was about $2500 per kW. A 2007 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) study 
estimated that the costs of building a wide range of coal-fired powerplants were about $1280 to $1360 per 
kW (2005 dollars).[12] Thus, the cost of building coal-fired power plants also increased substantially, and 
therefore, the cost growth was not limited to nuclear power.

Derivation of Total Project Costs

The focus of the preceding section was on overnight costs, because they are a direct measure of the 
values of the land, labor, and materials needed to build a power plant. However, the analysis will use 
total project (capital) costs. The best way to explain how total capital costs are computed is to outline the 
steps taken to derive an estimate of the total cost of building any power plant. The first step is to prepare 
a detailed “bottom-up” estimate using current commodity prices, labor wage rates, and so on. This 
bottom-up estimate is the product of the estimated quantities of the land, labor, and materials needed to 
build the unit times the prices of these inputs. Suppose, for example, that the firm is making an estimate 
in 2010 of the cost of building a nuclear unit that will become operational in 2020. Given a 6-yr lead time, 
construction must begin in 2015. Thus, the firm would first make a bottom-up estimate using 2010 prices 

TABLE 2 Estimated Overnight Construction Costs of Selected Proposed Coal-Fired Power Plants

Owner Plant Capacity (mWe) Costs (2009 Dollars per kW of Capacity)

Florida Power and Light
Duke Power

Glades
Cliffside

1960
 800

$2130
$2124

AMP Ohio
AEP Swepco
Average

Megis Co.
John W Turk Jr

 960
 600

$3277
$2508
$2510

Source: Adapted from Du ans Parsons.[7]
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and wage rates. This is the estimate of the overnight costs using 2010 prices. In the example shown in 
Table 3, the 2010 estimated overnight cost is $4000 per kW of capacity.

Next, the cost of building the unit overnight in 2015—the year that construction of the unit begins—
must be estimated. To do this, the firm would make assumptions about how commodity prices, labor 
wage rates, and so on would change from 2010 to 2015. In the example shown in Table 3, commodity 
prices, labor wage rates, etc., are assumed to increase at a rate equal to the general inflation rate of 3% 
per year. Given this assumption, the 2015 overnight cost would be about $4600 per kW ($4000 × 1.035). 
Then, assumptions about how the funds are expended over each year of the construction period and 
how prices change over the construction period would be used to compute total costs in the dollars of 
the year the funds are expended. In the example shown in column 3 in Table 3, total construction costs 
excluding financing charges would be about $5000 per kW of capacity. Note that simply because of 
increases in prices and wages over the 2010–2020 period, costs increased by more than $1000 per kW.

Lastly, there is the issue of how to include the financing costs in total capital costs and analyses of the 
economics of nuclear power. Because of the complexity of this issue, there are wide variations in both 
the financing rates and the costs that are included in the total capital cost estimates. In some analyses, 
including the present one, for a variety of reasons, the total capital cost estimates that are computed do 
not include any financing costs. In such cases, financing issues are accounted for elsewhere.[7] In other 
analyses, the total capital cost estimates do include financing costs. Sometimes, the total capital cost 
estimates include just interest charges on the monies that are actually borrowed.[6] If the analysis is used 
by a utility that is subject to state-level rate-of-return regulation, the financing charges included in the 
total capital cost estimate often consist of interest on the funds that are borrowed (debt financing) and 
an implied charge for the funds that are internally generated (equity financing).

It is always tempting to compare total capital cost estimates that are reported in the media. Columns 
4–7 in Table 3 illustrate that this must be done with great care. In particular, these columns show total 
capital cost estimates using four different assumptions about the financing costs that are included 

TABLE 3 Derivation of Total Capital Costs

Total Capital Costs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Percent of Total 
Overnight 

Costs Spent in 
Each Year of 
Construction 

Period

Expenditures 
in Dollars of 
Year Funds 
Expended 
(per kW)a

Column 4 Plus 
Financing 

Charges—Lower 
Financing Rate 

(per kW)b

Column 4 Plus 
Financing 

Charges—Higher 
Financing Rate 

(per kW)c

Financial 
Costs Not 
Included 
(per kW)

Column 4 
Plus Just Debt 
Component 
(per kW)d

Expenditures 
in 2015 Dollars 

(per kW)aYear

2015 10.00% 463.7 $463.7 $463.7 $695.9 $925.1 $560.2
2016 15.00% $695.6 $716.4 $716.4 $1004.8 $1273.9 $838.6
2017 20.00% $927.4 $983.9 $983.9 $1289.7 $1559.3 $1116.0
2018 30.00% $1391.1 $1520.1 $1520.1 $1862.2 $2147.1 $1670.8
2019 15.00% $695.6 $782.9 $782.9 $896.3 $985.5 $833.8
2020 10.00% $463.7 $537.6 $537.6 $575.2 $603.1 $554.8
Total Capital Costs per 

kW
$4637.1 $5004.6 $5004.6 $6324.1 $7494.1 $5574.1

Total Capital Costs
Billions of Dollars $ 10.2 $ 11.0 $ 11.0 $ 13.9 $ 16.5 $ 12.3

a O vernight capital costs in $2010 of $4000 per kW of capacity and a 3% annual escalation rate in costs were used to derive the 
data in columns 2 and 3

b A 7% financing rate was used.
c A 12 % financing rate was used.
d An 8 % debt rate was used.
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in them. As can be seen from this table, the total capital costs range from $5000 to $7500 per kW, 
de pending upon how the financing costs are reported. Again, comparisons of cost estimates without 
detailed knowledge about what is included in them should not be done.

Environmental Costs and Regulations

In the long run, another important factor is the environmental costs of generating electricity from fossil 
fuel–fired and nuclear power plants. The fossil fuel–fired power plant’s capital cost estimates shown in 
Table 2 include the expenses needed to meet sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide limits imposed by the 
Environmental Protection Agency. The estimates also include the costs of meeting current federal and 
state water discharge regulations. Additionally, in the analysis reported in Section 6, an explicit fee on 
carbon dioxide emissions will be included. The costs of all existing laws and regulations affecting fossil 
fuel–fired power plants, and an important proposed one are, therefore, included in the analysis.

Nuclear power has its own set of environmental costs—namely, the possibility of exposing the public 
to radiation, decommissioning, and radioactive waste disposal. The cost estimates of the units shown 
in Table 1 reflect designs that met NRC requirements as of about 2007 and 2008. These designs may, 
however, have to be changed because of additional NRC requirements, which could have cost implica-
tions. The design of the AP1000, a 1100-MW pressurized water reactor, was approved by the NRC in 
2006. However, a number of changes to that design have been approved, and one additional change is 
currently under review by the NRC. Similarly, the design of the ABWR, a 1600-MW boiling water reac-
tor developed by GE, was approved by the NRC in 1997. Currently, GE is in the process of renewing the 
NRC approval of that design. Additionally, in 2009, a number of design changes were submitted by GE 
to the NRC. The NRC is currently reviewing these changes.

Nuclear power decommissioning deals with the dismantlement of the plant and the decontamination 
of the site so it can be used for other purposes. The NRC must approve the utilities’ plans, set residual 
radiation standards, and oversee the actual dismantlement of the plant. To insure that funds will be 
available when units are decommissioned, the state PUCs require that monies be placed in trusts. In 
the analysis presented in Section 6, it was assumed that decommissioning would cost $600 million and 
would occur 40 years after the plant’s date of commercial operation.

The spent fuel from a light water reactor will be radioactive for millions of years, and the disposal of 
that waste is a major economic and political issue. There are two basic methods of disposing of the spent 
fuel from nuclear reactors: geological disposal and reprocessing/recycling. Reprocessing/recycling con-
sists of extracting usable fuel from the waste and using it in other reactors. Currently, this is done in a 
few countries, most notably France and Japan. Needless to say, reprocessing/recycling is very contro-
versial. It is very expensive and, at least in its current form, the reprocessed spent fuel could be used for 
military purposes. Thus, there are major proliferation concerns with reprocessing. Lastly, reprocessing 
has its own set of waste disposal problems.

With the passage of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982, the United States formally chose 
direct geological disposal of the waste. The initial act directed that the Department of Energy (DOE) 
study the feasibility of burying the waste at a number of sites. In 1988, however, Congress directed DOE 
to focus on just one site—Yucca Mountain, Nevada—and in 2003, the President formally chose Yucca 
Mountain as the country’s high-level waste repository site. Under the NWPA, the state of Nevada could 
veto the President’s decision, which they did. This veto was then overturned by Congress, and in 2008, 
the DOE submitted an application to the NRC for their approval to build the repository.

In 2010, the Obama Administration decided to stop work on Yucca Mountain, and DOE formally 
requested the NRC to permit them to withdraw the application. As of early 2011, the NRC has yet to 
publicly announce their decision. Additionally, the Administration abolished the Office of Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management—the office within DOE that was managing the Yucca Mountain proj-
ect. In response to the Obama Administration’s actions, a number of lawsuits were filed by various 
states and localities in Federal Court. These lawsuits claim that DOE does not have the authority to 
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unilaterally stop work on Yucca Mountain. As of early 2011, the ultimate outcomes of these lawsuits are 
unknown, and it is unclear what would happen if the courts ruled against DOE.

The NWPA requires that the government collect a fee of one mill (one-tenth of a cent) per kilowatt 
hour of electricity generated from nuclear power, and this charge is included in the analysis. Given the 
state of the U.S. spent fuel disposal policy, it is impossible to say anything about ultimate waste disposal 
costs. Regardless of what the ultimate cost is, at least for geological disposal, many of the costs will be 
incurred by future generations, and because of the “magic of compound interest,” the total costs “today” 
will be small. To illustrate the effects of discounting, the yearly estimated costs of building and operat-
ing Yucca Mountain will be used. These costs were derived from a 2008 estimate prepared by DOE and 
the total undiscounted costs were about $100 billion. (Since Yucca Mountain has been abandoned, these 
estimates should be viewed as the cost of some hypothetical repository.) The cumulative costs are shown 
in Figure 1. As can be seen from this figure, roughly 50% of the expenditures will be made from year 
50 to year 150, and the bulk of the expenditures will be made from year 30 to year 80. The point here is 
that the bulk of the costs of a geological repository will probably be incurred many years in the future.

Because of the complexities involved in geological disposal of the waste, it is quite possible that the 
ultimate cost of such a repository will be much greater than $100 billion. For argument’s sake, suppose 
that the yearly expenditures are five times those shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the present value 
“today” of the yearly expenditures using various discount rates. Using a 2% discount rate, which is very 
low, the present value “today” of the yearly expenditures is about $200 billion. Many private sector dis-
count rates range from 7.5% to 10%, and if these rates were used, the present value “today” of $500 billion 
s incurred over a 150 years period would be less than $50 billion—roughly one tenth of the undiscounted 
costs.

Because of the discounting process, very large costs imposed on future generations will appear to 
be very small “today.” Consequently, some intergenerational equity issues dealing with evaluating the 
back-end costs exist. Some economists have attempted to include intergenerational fairness consider-
ations in discounting, but unfortunately, there is no consensus about how to incorporate equity issues in 
discounting.[14,15] Thus, there are some equity issues dealing with nuclear power that cannot be resolved 
with economic analysis.

FIGURE 1 Cumulative cost of building and operating a hypothetical geological nuclear waste repository  (millions 
of 2007 dollars). 
Source: Adapted from Analysis of the Total System Life Cycle Cost of the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 
Program, Fiscal Year 2007.[13]
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Discount Rates

The choice of the appropriate discount rate is another very important assumption in any analysis of the 
economics of nuclear power. To compare the economics of different plant types, costs that are incurred 
in the future must be discounted back of the present (“today"). This discounting process will account for 
the fact that “a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow.” Nuclear capital costs are much greater 
and the operating costs are much less when compared with fossil fuel–fired power plants, especially natu-
ral gas–fired units. Thus, a larger percentage of the total cost of building and operating a nuclear plant 
is incurred “upfront” when compared with a fossil–fired power plant. The higher the discount rate, the 
greater would be the weight placed on the “up-front” costs, and thus, higher discount rates would tend to 
favor natural gas and, to a lesser extent, coal-fired power plants relative to a nuclear unit.

Since most spreadsheets have routines that calculate present values, the mechanics of discounting are 
trivial. However, the same cannot be said for the choice of the discount rate. The discount rate should 
reflect the risk of the project—i.e., building and operating a power plant. There is a long literature on 
estimating discount rates, but unfortunately, in most cases, the necessary financial data (stock prices 
and bond yields) are at the utility and not at the project level.[16] This presents some problems when utili-
ties own assets that have different risks. In particular, most but not all utilities own transmission and 
distribution facilities in addition to generating plants. The risks associated with building and operating 
the transmission/distribution (TD) system are very different from the risks of building and operating 
powerplants. Thus, the risks reflected in observed utility level data are some type of weighed average of 
the risks of the TD and generating plant assets. Additionally, the risks reflected in recent utility level 
data largely deal with operating factors because very few baseload power plants are currently under 
construction. Thus, project specific risks (i.e., discount rates) for large-baseload power plants cannot 
be estimated with actual data. Indeed, this is one of the classic problems in finance—the choice of a 
discount rate when a low-risk firm undertakes a high-risk investment.

Since the choice of a discount rate is largely judgmental, the analysis described in Section 6 will use 
two of them. (See Table 4.) Financial theory states that investors will require higher returns for bearing 
risks that are nonrandom.[16] (Financial economists often refer to nonrandom risk as nondiversifiable or 
systematic risk. Even when observable data can be used, the estimation of such risks is very difficult). 

FIGURE 2 The effects of discounting on the cost of building and operating a hypothetical nuclear waste reposi-
tory (present value of costs in millions).
Note: The costs are assumed to be 5 times the ones shown in Figure 1. 
Source: Adapted from Analysis of the Total System Life Cycle Cost of the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 
Program, Fiscal Year 2007.[13]
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TABLE 4 Assumption Used in the Analysis

Plant Type

Assumption Nuclear Coal Combined-Cycle Natural Gas

Unit size (mWe) 1,000 1,000 1,000
Capacity factor 85.00% 85.00% 85.00%
Heat rate 10,400 8,870 6,800
Overnight costs (dollars per kW of capacity) NA 2300 850
Lead times (years) 6 4 3
Fixed O&M costs (dollars per kW of capacity) 96 51 23
Variable O&M (dollars per kwh) 0.0004 0.00357
Fuel costs (mills per kwh) 7 NA NA
Waste fee (mills per kwh) 1 NA NA
Decommissioning (million $s) 600 NA NA
CO2 fee for each dollar per metric ton CO2 (2009 $/mmBtu)a 0 0.095 0.053

Escalation/Inflation Rates:
Inflation rate 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
Annual O&M real escalation rates 1.00% 1.00% 1.00%
Annual fuel cost real escalation rate 0.50% 0.20% 1.70%
Annual real capital cost escalation rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Financial:
Tax rate 37.00% 37.00% 37.00%
Debt fraction—higher rate 40.00% 40.00% 40.00%
Debt fraction—lower rate 60.00% 60.00% 60.00%
Cost of debt capital—higher rate 8.00% 8.00% 8.00%
Cost of debt capital—lower rate 6.50% 6.50% 6.50%
Cost of equity capital—higher rate 15.00% 15.00% 15.00%
Cost of equity capital—lower rate 11.00% 11.00% 11.00%
Weighted after-tax cost of capital—higherrateb 11.02% 11.02% 11.02%
Weighted after-tax cost of capital—lower rateb 6.04% 6.04% 6.04%

Source: Adapted from Du and Parsons.[7]

Note: All costs are in 2009 dollars. Except for the financial assumptions, the others were generally obtained from Du and 
Parsons.[7]

a Thes e values were used to compute the increase in fuel costs per kilowatt hour because of a carbon fee. For example, the 
increase in fuel costs for a coal plant caused by a fee of $20 per metric ton carbon was computed as follows: 
20*.095*(8870/1000) = 16.86 mills per kwh.

b Thes e values were used as the discount rates. These rates cannot be compared with the ones used in any study that 
excluded corporate income taxes.

This is because random risks can be eliminated by constructing portfolios of diversified assets. Thus, 
the discount rate will be a direct function of the level of nonrandom risk. The higher discount rate 
assumes that the nonrandom risks of building and operating any power plant are 50% greater than the 
risk for the average investment. The lower discount rate assumes that the nonrandom risks are about 
20% less than the risk for the average investment. The higher and lower discount rates are consistent 
with the nonrandom risks observed in the airlines/telecommunications and manufacturing industries, 
respectively. The higher discount rate is also slightly greater than the one used for nuclear power in the 
MIT study, and the lower rate is slightly less than the one used for fossil fuel–fired power plants in the 
MIT study.[6]

To properly interpret the differences in the two rates, the distinction between risk reduction and 
risk shifting becomes important. One example of risk shifting, as opposed to risk reduction, is the cost-
based rate-of-return regulation of utilities. Under this form of regulation, utilities can recover all the 
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costs for projects that are ex ante prudently expended but ex post uneconomic. In such cases, some of 
the risks are being shifted from utility shareholders to electricity consumers. State-level rate-of-return 
regulation, therefore, does not reduce risks but rather shifts some of the risks to consumers. Another 
example is long-term fixed-price purchase power contracts between deregulated generating companies 
and the regulated transmission and distribution firms. Again, such contracts do not reduce risks but 
instead shift the risks associated with volatile wholesale electricity prices from utility shareholders to 
consumers. In short, the difference in the two discount rates shown in Table 4 reflects differences in the 
underlying risks of building and operating power plants and not who bears that risk.

As Table 3 shows, the total cost of building a 2200-MW-nuclear power plant could be in the range of 
$10 to $15 billion. Given the size of many U.S. utilities, the failure of a $10-billion project may result in 
the firm’s bankruptcy or insolvency. Thus, many utilities who are planning to build nuclear power plants 
are attempting to dilute bankruptcy possibilities by forming joint ventures or, in one case, a merger. 
The discussion above abstracts from bankruptcy risk per se because it a function of the size of the project 
relative to the size of the firm along with the underlying risk of the project. In other words, the risk of a 
project is not a function of the firm’s size but instead is determined by the variability in the underlying 
costs and revenues.

Cost of the Alternative

A fourth factor affecting the decision to build a nuclear power plant is the cost of the alternative. As was 
noted in Section 2, coal-fired power plant construction costs have escalated over the last few years. This 
cost growth has introduced some uncertainties related to the permanency of the increases. However, 
environmental considerations aside, most of the uncertainty related to the cost of generating electricity 
from fossil fuel–fired power plants deals with fuel prices. Historical and projected coal prices are shown 
in Figure 3. As this figure shows, after adjusting for inflation, coal prices fell until about the year 2000 
and then increased by about 30% from 2005 to 2010. Two projections suggest that coal prices will remain 
relatively constant at about $2.00 per mmBtu over the 2010–2020 period, and the other one shows coal 
prices increasing to their 2009 levels. (In this section, all the prices are in 2009 dollar. Additionally, the 
first year of the unit’s commercial operation is assumed to be 2020.)

FIGURE 3 Delivered price of coal to electric utilities, 1984–2025 (2009 dollars per mmBtu).
Note: EIA, Energy Information Administration; GI, IHS Global Insights; WH, Wood MacKenzie Company. For the 
GI and WH projections, only the years 2015 and 2025 were reported. 
Source: Annual Energy Outlook, 2010.[l7]
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Historically, natural gas prices have been much more volatile than coal prices (see Figure 4). After nat-
ural gas prices were deregulated in the early 1980s, they fell from more than $6 to about $3–4 mmBtu. In 
about 1998, natural gas prices began to increase, and by 2008, they increased to more than $9.00 mmBtu. 
Then, partly because of the recession, they fell by more than 100% to about $5 mmBtu. All three projec-
tions shown in Figure 4 have natural gas prices increasing to more than $6 mmBtu by about 2014. Over 
the 2015–2020 period, two of the three projections have natural gas prices increasing by relatively small 
amounts, whereas the third one has prices continuing to increase to more than $8.00 mmBtu by 2020.

As Table 5 shows, there are also wide regional variations in prices of coal and, to a lesser extent, natu-
ral gas. These variations are largely due to the cost of getting the fuel from the source of supply to the 
end users. Regions of the country that are far away from the source of supply tend to have higher costs, 
and the ones located close to the coal mines or gas fields have lower costs. Thus, the economics of nuclear 
power have a regional dimension.

FIGURE 4 Delivered price of natural gas to electric utilities, 1985–2025 (2009 dollars per mmBtu).
Note: EIA, Energy Information Administration; GI, IHS Global Insights; SE, Strategic Energy and Economic 
Research. For GI and SE projections, only the years 2015 and 2025 were used. 
Source: Annual Energy Outlook, 2010.[17]

TABLE 5 2010 Delivered Price of Coal and Natural Gas to Electricutilities (2009 Dollars per 
mmBtu)

Census Region Coal Natural Gas

New England 3.14 5.70
Mid Atlantic 2.23 5.03
South Atlantic 2.86 5.87
East North Central 1.88 4.30
East South Central 2.24 4.66
West North Central 1.25 4.62
West South Central 1.55 4.40
Mountain 1.55 5.00
Pacific 2.24 4.89
US average 1.99 4.85

Source: Annual Energy Outlook, 2010.[17]
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Results

As was noted in Section 2, the cost of building nuclear power plants is highly uncertain. There are 
issues dealing with the permanency of current construction cost levels and also their accuracy. Wide 
regional variations in coal prices and uncertainty about future natural gas prices also exist. Because of 
these factors, point estimates of the levelized cost of generating electricity from coal, natural gas, and/ 
or nuclear power plants have little value. The general approach used here is, therefore, to derive various 
combinations of nuclear overnight capital costs and “current” coal (natural gas) prices that would result 
in nuclear power and coal (natural gas) being equally economic—i.e., the levelized costs of coal (natural 
gas) and nuclear power are the same. The levelized cost is defined as the constant real price of electricity 
that would result in the net present value of the project (discounted revenues less discounted costs) equal 
to zero. The method used to compute the levelized costs can be found in the work of Du and Parsons.[7] 
Then, the combinations of fossil fuel prices and overnight nuclear capital costs that would result in 
nuclear power being economic (or uneconomic) could be determined. While this is not ideal, it is the 
best that can be done, given all the uncertainty.

To implement this approach, it was necessary to “fix” all the other variables affecting the economics of 
nuclear power, and unfortunately, there is some uncertainty in all of them. Some unreported sensitivity 
analyses suggested that variations in leadtimes, heatrates, and nonfuel Operations and Maintenance 
(O&M) costs had relatively minor effects on the basic conclusions of this analysis. Additionally, as was 
discussed in Section 2, there is uncertainty about the permanency of the increases in the coalfired power 
plant overnight construction costs. As will be seen shortly, fixing the coal capital costs will not have any 
major impact on the basic conclusions of this analysis.

The results of a comparison of the economics of nuclear power relative to coal-fired powerplants 
using the higher discount rate are shown in Figure 5a. (In this section, except where noted, all costs and 
prices are in 2009 dollars.) The solid line shows the combinations of overnight nuclear capital expenses 
and current coal prices that would result in both plant types having the same levelized cost. Thus, any 
combination of overnight nuclear capital costs and coal prices that fall in the region denoted as E would 
result in nuclear power being economic. Similarly, any combination of these two factors that fall in the 
region U would result in nuclear power being uneconomic relative to coalfired power plants.

As was noted above, overnight nuclear capital costs derived from a small number of PUC filings aver-
aged about $4000 per kW. Given overnight capital costs of $4000 per kW, projected coal prices would 
have to be about $6 per mmBtu in 2020 before nuclear power would be competitive with coal-fired 
power plants (point A in Figure 5a). These coal prices are about two and a half to three times their 2010 
levels and are also much greater than the projected values. Coal prices of $6 per mmBtu are also much 
greater than their 2010 levels in regions of the United States that are not close to the coal reserves.

Similarly, given projected coal prices in the midterm of about $2 mmBtu, nuclear overnight capital 
costs would have to fall to levels roughly comparable with the ones for the coal-fired power plants, 
before nuclear power would be economic. Given $2 per mmBtu coal prices and the nuclear operating 
cost assumptions shown in Table 4, the operating costs of both plant types are about the same. Thus, 
for nuclear power to be competitive with coal-fired powerplants, the overnight capital costs of the two 
technologies would have to be similar (point B in Figure 5a).

The results of the comparison of nuclear power to coalfired power plants using the lower discount rate 
are shown in Figure 5b. These results are qualitatively similar to the ones using the higher discount rate. 
That is, if the overnight nuclear capital costs would be about $4000 per kW, coal prices in 2020 would 
have to be much greater than the ones reported in a number of recent studies. Additionally, using pro-
jected coal prices in 2020 of about $2 per mmBtu, overnight nuclear capital costs would have to fall to 
about $2500 per kW before nuclear power would be competitive with coal-fired power plants.

To summarize, if nuclear overnight capital cost estimates found in a number of recent PUC filing are 
at all indicative of what it would actually cost to build a nuclear power plant, and if the external costs of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are ignored, nuclear power is not competitive with efficient coal-fired 
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power plants. Given nuclear capital costs of about $4000 per kW, coal prices would have to increase 
substantially before nuclear power would be competitive with coal-fired power plants. Also, given the 
assumptions shown in Table 4, these conclusions do not depend upon the assumed discount rate. As 
will be seen shortly, the same is not true for comparisons of nuclear power with natural gas–fired power 
plants.

FIGURE 5 The economics of a nuclear power plant relative to a coal-fired power plant: (a) higher discount rate 
(b) lower discount rate.
Note: The solid line shows the combinations of 2020 coal prices and nuclear capital costs that would produce the 
same levelized cost for both plants. The combinations of coal prices and nuclear capital costs that would fall in the 
region E (U) would produce levelized costs that are lower (higher) for the nuclear plant than for the coal plant.
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The economics of nuclear power relative to an efficient combined-cycle natural gas–fired power 
plant using the higher discount rate is shown in Figure 6a. Given overnight nuclear capital costs of 
$4000 per kW, natural gas prices would have to increase to about $9.50 per mmBtu before nuclear 
power would be economic relative to gas–fired power plants (point A in Figure 6a). Natural gas prices 
of over $9 per mmBtu in 2020 are much higher than their 2010 levels and are also higher than their 
projected levels shown in Figure 4. Similarly, using the higher discount rate and 2020 natural gas prices 

FIGURE 6 The economics of a nuclear power plant relative to a combined cycle natural gas–fired power plant: 
(a) higher discount rate (b) lower discount rate.
Note: The solid line shows the combinations of 2020 natural–gas prices and nuclear capital costs that would produce 
the same levelized cost for both plants. The combinations of gas prices and nuclear capital costs that would fall in the 
region E (U) would produce levelized costs that are lower (higher) for the nuclear plant than for the gas–fired plant.
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of about $7 per mmBtu, overnight nuclear capital costs would have to be about $3000 per kW before 
nuclear power would be competitive with natural gas-fired power plants.

Given overnight nuclear capital costs of $4000 per kW, roughly 75% of the total cost of generating 
electricity from the nuclear unit is incurred upfront in terms of construction costs. However, about 
75% of the total cost of generating electricity from a combined-cycle natural gas–fired plant is incurred 
in future years. Again, the lower the discount rate, the lesser will be the weight placed on the up-front 
costs, and thus, lower discount rates would favor nuclear power. The comparison of the econom-
ics of nuclear power plants relative to gas–fired power plants using the lower discount rate, shown in 
Figure 6b,  suggests that this is the case. Using the lower discount rate and nuclear capital costs of 
about $4000 per kW, natural gas prices would have to increase from their 2010 levels of about $5.00 to 
about $6.00 per mmBtu by 2020 before the nuclear power plant would be economic. Natural gas prices 
of about $6 per mmBtu in 2020 are slightly lower than two of the three projections shown in Figure 4. 
Thus, if building and operating any power plant is perceived to be a relatively low-risk endeavor, even 
if the external costs related to CO2 emissions are ignored, nuclear power is marginally economic rela-
tive to combined-cycle natural gas–fired power plants.

This result was based on the assumption that real natural gas prices would increase at an annual rate 
of .75% from 2021 to 2061. At least through 2035, this escalation rate is relatively high. If a lower escala-
tion rate in annual real natural gas prices of 0.3% were assumed, and given nuclear overnight capital 
costs of $4000 per kW, 2020 real natural gas prices would have to be about $7 per mmBtu before a 
nuclear power plant would be competitive with a combined-cycle natural gas–fired power plant. Natural 
gas prices of $7 per mmBtu in 2020 are greater than two of the three projection shown in Figure 4. Thus, 
using lower discount rate, nuclear power would be extremely marginally competitive with combined-
cycle natural gas–fired power plants.

As was noted above, the fossil fuel capital costs include the expenses needed to meet current sulfur 
dioxide and nitrogen oxide emission levels. However, the external costs related to CO2 emissions have 
not been included. The size of these costs is, however, highly uncertain. Indeed, the extent to which CO2 
emissions have resulted in global warming and the associated costs of the warming of the atmosphere 
are still being debated. However, one recent study recommended using external costs in 2020 of about 
$7 to $42 or perhaps about $80 per metric ton of CO2 emissions if the Earth warms faster than expected.[18] 
Additionally, some recent analyses of the effects of recently proposed U.S. “cap-and-trade” programs 
estimated that in 2020, the “price” of CO2 emissions would range from about $20 to $100 per metric ton 
in 2020.[19] Lastly, in Europe’s CO2 cap-and-trade program, over the last few years, CO2 emission permits 
have been trading in the range of 15€–20€ per metric ton.

Because of these uncertainties, the best that could be done is to compute the combinations of nuclear 
capital costs and CO2 prices that would result in nuclear power being economic relative to coal and 
combined-cycle natural gas–fired power plants. This, of course, requires that coal and natural gas prices 
in 2020 be fixed at $2.00 and $7.00 per mmBtu, respectively. The results of this exercise for coal and 
natural gas–fired power plants are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. As before, both the higher and 
lower discount rates were used.

These results suggest that if nuclear power construction costs were about $4000 per kW, CO2 prices 
in 2020 would have to exceed $20–$40 per metric ton before nuclear power would be economic relative 
to coal-fired power plants (see Figure 7). These CO2 prices are in the same range as ones used in a num-
ber of discussions. Thus, once the external costs related to CO2 emissions from very efficient coal-fired 
power plants are considered, nuclear power could very well be economic relative to coal-fired power 
plants. However, using the higher discount rate, the price of CO2 emissions would have to be somewhat 
higher (about $50–$60 per ton) before nuclear power would be competitive with combined-cycle natural 
gas–fired power plants. As was just noted, using the lower discount rate, nuclear power would be very 
marginally economic relative to gas–fired power plants even if the price of carbon were zero.
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FIGURE 7 The economics of a nuclear power plant relative to a coal-fired power plant: costs of CO2 emissions 
included.
Note: The solid line shows the combinations of CO2 prices and nuclear capital costs that would produce the same 
levelized cost for both plants. The combinations of coal prices and nuclear capital costs that would fall in the region 
above (below) or to the left (right) would produce levelized costs that are lower (higher) for the nuclear plant than 
for the coal plant. Real coal prices in 2020 were assumed to be about $2.10 per mmBtu. The carbon prices are in 
2009 dollars per metric ton.

FIGURE 8 The economics of a nuclear power plant relative to a combined-cycle gas–fired power plant: cost of 
CO2 emissions included. 
Note: The solid line shows the combinations of CO2 prices and nuclear capital costs that would produce the same 
levelized cost for both plants. The combinations of natural gas prices and nuclear capital costs that would fall in the 
region above (below) or to the left (right) would produce levelized costs that are lower (higher) for the nuclear plant 
than for the gas plant. Real natural prices in 2020 were assumed to be about $7.00 per mmBtu. The carbon price is 
in 2009 dollars per metric ton.
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Conclusions

This entry attempted to answer the following question: Is nuclear power economic? Two major fac-
tors will influence the economics of nuclear power, and since there are major uncertainties with both 
of them, it is impossible to give an unqualified answer. The most obvious one is the cost of building a 
nuclear power plant. In a number of recent PUC rate cases, overnight nuclear power plant capital costs 
of around $4000 per kW were used. If these estimates are indicative of realized overnight costs, envi-
ronmental considerations aside, then nuclear power would generally not be economic. The analysis in 
this entry suggests that overnight nuclear power plant capital costs would have to fall to between $2500 
and $3000 per kW before nuclear power would be economic. The one exception to this conclusion is if a 
very low discount rate is used.

The second factor is the cost of the alternative, which would be either coal-fired power plants or 
combined-cycle natural gas–fired units. The major uncertainty here is the enactment of policies limit-
ing CO2 emissions. The economics of nuclear power would be greatly improved if all of the external 
costs related to global warming were included in the cost of generating electricity from fossil fuel–fired 
power plants. It must be noted that nuclear power has its own set of environmental costs in the form of 
nuclear waste disposal and decommissioning. Since these costs will be incurred over hundreds of years, 
because of discounting, the back-end costs are very small “today.” Some have objected to discounting 
expenses incurred over very long time periods because this procedure represents a strong incentive to 
impose large costs on future generations. However, such equity considerations are outside the realm of 
economic analysis.

Lastly, there are probably at least two reasons why some utilities are interested in nuclear power even 
though the economics appears to be unfavorable. First, recent research using data from the United 
Kingdom found that nuclear power can be used as a hedge against volatile natural gas prices if the util-
ity was subject to price regulation.[20] It is possible that utilities are using nuclear power as a hedge. This 
might partially explain why most of the utilities interested in nuclear power are located in states that 
have not been deregulated. Second, a number of utilities that are interested in nuclear power and their 
state-level regulators are assuming that eventually some type of explicit carbon price will be enacted. 
The analysis in the present entry does show that the economics of nuclear power is improved consider-
ably when the cost of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel–fired power plants is included.

Addendum—The Impact of the Fukushima Nuclear 
Disaster on the Cost of Nuclear Power

On March 11, 2011, as a result of a major earthquake and tsunami in Japan, the Fukushima nuclear power 
plant lost all of its on-site and off-site power, which is needed to operate the plant’s safety systems. At 
least as of May 2011, it appears that the earthquake damaged the transmission facilities needed to sup-
ply off-site power, and the tsunami damaged all of the on-site power sources, including the emergency 
on-site backup diesel generators. As a result, without any source of power, the safety systems could not 
cool the reactor, and the fuel literally melted. The spent fuel is submerged in water in large storage pools, 
which cool the high-level waste. When the plant lost all power, and water could not cool the spent fuel, 
this resulted in a number of explosions. Because of these explosions and attempts to cool the reactor and 
spent fuel from off-site water sources, significant amounts of radiation were discharged into the air and 
water surrounding the plant.

As of May 2011, the owner of Fukushima and the Japanese government estimates that the plant will 
not be stabilized (cooled) until January 2012. Thus, it could take months or even years before authorities 
can determine what exactly happened to the plant. Indeed, it took 5 years before workers could enter the 
Three Mile Island plant to determine the exact nature of that accident. Consequently, at this point, it is 
impossible to determine with any degree of confidence what the impact of the Fukushima disaster will 
be on the cost of nuclear power. Nevertheless, it is possible that the disaster could affect the economics 
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of nuclear power in a number of ways. First, there could be design changes to existing and new power 
plants that will increase capital costs, especially in the areas of backup power and spent fuel storage. 
Second, the disaster will clearly affect public acceptance of nuclear power, and the licensing hearings at 
the NRC could become more controversial, which would increase leadtimes. Third, in other research, I 
found evidence of a very small (1 to 2 percentage points) risk premium on the common stock of nuclear 
U.S. utilities resulting from the accident at Three Mile Island.[21] Over time, capital markets could have 
similar reactions to the Fukushima disaster. This would increase the cost of financing the construction 
and operation of a nuclear plant.
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Compatibility Issues between Remote Sensing and GIS

A GIS can be defined as a set of computer tools for capturing, storing, analyzing, and displaying spa-
tially referenced data. The data within a GIS consists of two elements: spatial entities represented by 
points (e.g., well locations), lines (e.g., streams, road networks), and polygons (e.g., soil delineations) 
and attribute data or information that describes characteristics of the spatial features. The spatial entity 
is referenced to a geographic coordinate system and is stored in either a vector or raster model. GIS is 
primarily a platform that integrates spatial information from variable data sources and provides tools 
to overlay and analyze it.

RS is compatible with GIS because the information acquired by imaging sensors carried aboard sat-
ellites and airplanes is geographic in nature, referenced to a known coordinate system, and in a grid 
layout, a raster data model commonly found in most popular GIS software packages. In a raster model 
environment, the analysis is performed pixel by pixel. Current commercial GIS-based software pack-
ages have vector and raster capability analyses and allow data conversion from one data model to the 
other. Nonimaging systems are also important to RS/GIS integration because they provide point data, 
which at georeferenced locations, are often combined with other environmental data for site-specific 
assessments.

Linking Remote Sensing and GIS

Remote Sensing as a Source of Spatial Data

RS is one of the most important sources of land use/cover information used in GIS analyses. It pro-
vides information on the location and spatial and temporal distribution of land cover on the Earth’s 
surface. Land use/cover distributions may be derived from aerial photographs after they are corrected 
for relief displacement and distortions caused by camera angle, and registered to a coordinate system. 
Delineations of different land use/cover types on photographs are made from visual interpretations of 
characteristics (e.g., tone, texture and color) aided by optical devices. Digital maps of these classes are 
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created by digitizing and processing boundaries between land uses or by scanning photographs cover-
ing the area of interest and screen-digitizing their boundaries.

Land use distributions on the Earth’s surface may also be obtained using RS imaging systems. In 
this case, RS provides opportunities in the area of land use planning which would not be otherwise 
available. While aerial photographs are effective and appropriate for analyses of small areas, RS 
offers tremendous advantages when planning for large areas such as river basins and regions. The 
fact that the land surface is observed from reflected/emitted energy for large areas and over a wide 
range of wavelengths allows for easy differentiation of existing land uses (e.g., wetlands, degraded 
landscapes).[1] Earth observation satellites also offer a repetitive coverage of the land, thus provid-
ing the possibility of monitoring land use pattern changes over time. Gathering information on 
land uses at several time intervals is particularly important in the monitoring and land evaluation 
stages of the land use planning process. Factors such as plant stress, crop growth and yields that 
serve as measures of agricultural productivity can be rapidly estimated following digital processing 
and analysis of RS imagery. RS has been used in many instances to monitor land surface conditions 
such as soil degradation and soil salinity.[2] It is true that RS cannot replace field mapping of land 
use/cover. However, RS supplements provide information that would not otherwise be available to 
land use planners and managers. There is no doubt that the development of sensors of high spatial 
resolution (1 m and higher) presently in orbits would increase the use of RS in land use planning and 
management.

As indicated before, RS and GIS technologies are highly compatible primarily because of the 
nature of RS as a source of spatial land use/land cover used in various environmental applications. 
Remote sensed imagery is a grid cell layer, a data format easily handled by GISs. In the RS/GIS 
integration, GIS appears as a platform that stores and integrates spatial data from different sources 
including remote sensing and output information needed for environmental analyses depending 
on the type of analysis sought. Land use/cover distributions derived from RS are input to GIS, GIS-
based systems (SDSS), and models (e.g., hydrologic/water quality, crop yields, primary productivity) 
commonly used in land evaluation for land use planning and management. GIS has been proven to 
be a valuable tool in integrating RS-derived data with climate and land surface parameters (soils, 
terrain, etc.) to generate digital maps of ecosystem productivity or vulnerability to environmen-
tal factors.[3] The parameterization of the Terrestrial Ecology Model (TEM) and a forest ecosystem 
model using GIS- and RS-derived data at regional scales has also been accomplished.[4,5] The RS/GIS 
approach has been adopted by many state and federal agencies involved in environmental assess-
ments. For example, in the GAP Analysis Program, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and collab-
orative institutions map and/or model potential natural habitats of native vertebrate species from 
remotely sensed data across the country, and use GIS map overlay tools to determine the degree of 
richness of habitats in these species.[6]

Finally, GIS and RS applications have promoted the development of other high-resolution spatial 
technologies that enhance the land use assessment and planning. Some of these are the global position-
ing system (GPS) and digital orthophoto quadrangles (DOQ). GPS allows the user to record accurately 
and rapidly geographic coordinates of any location in the field with precisions ranging from several 
meters to a centimeter. Soil, terrain and land use attributes observed or measured can then be input to a 
GIS along with their precise locations and extent. GPS coupled with a GIS can improve the accuracy of 
land quality mapping by increasing the spatial variability of soil and landscape attributes. DOQs, on the 
other hand, are digital images of aerial photographs that were corrected to remove relief displacement 
and distortion caused by the camera angle. The USGS distributes single-band, 256-scale, gray-scaled 
DOQs at 1 m grid resolution. Although DOQs have not been used extensively in land use planning in 
the past, their high resolution and photograph-like characteristics make them a potential source of 
data in this area. Furthermore, repetitive DOQs acquired at different times can be used to monitor the 
magnitude of changes in land use over time. The relationship between GIS, RS, and other data sources 
is shown in Figure 1.
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Applications of Remote Sensing/GIS in Soil Science

The need for geospatial data for use in various spatial database development and analyses in industry, gov-
ernment, and universities have increased the demand for remotely sensed data. In the area of soil science, 
the remote sensing technology is used to acquire data, and digitally process and analyze it. Subsequent 
analyses may involve error assessment, and data conversion from raster to vector format and vice versa 
before the data is merged with other datasets in GIS for specific analyses. Table 1 summarizes remote sensing 
techniques used in various aspects of soil science and potential limitations for use in GIS and advantages 
of each. These are laboratory approaches, field methods, and aircraft-/satellite-based methods. The latter 
involves interpretation and analyses of digital images, color composites, or radiances.

Remote Sensing/GIS integration for Site-Specific Farming

The goal of site-specific farming (SSF) or precision farming is to optimize the profitability of a farm 
practicing variable management according to soil conditions found at each site. The concept is based 
primarily on the fact that soil chemical and physical properties that affect crop production (e.g., pH, 
nutrients, available water, impeding layers) vary spatially across agricultural landscapes Management 
practices such as fertilizer and pesticide applications, irrigation water, and crop varieties should, there-
fore, be prescribed according to this soil variability. The profitability associated with variable rate appli-
cations of SSTs should avoid or reduce waste and the risk for environmental pollution because these 
agrochemicals are applied to the field only in amounts needed for optimal crop growth.

In an SST, the real-time detection of continuous soil variable is made possible by mobile devices 
including sensors and differential GPS units while agrochemicals are applied using variable rate field 
applicators mounted on farm equipments. These sensors are based on the same principles as RS and 
have been developed to detect, directly or indirectly, soil properties such as soil moisture, soil texture, 
nitrates, etc. The data acquired, along with their respective locations, are often integrated with spatial 
information from other sources such as soil databases, climate, landscape, and satellite/airborne remote 
sensing to delineate meaningful management zones within the farm.

FIGURE 1 Relationships between remote sensing and GIS.
Source: Adapted from Nizeyimana and Petersen.[7]
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Introduction

Waste is normally understood as something that has no value. The Oxford Dictionary defines waste as 
“unwanted or unusable material, substance, or by-product” (http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/
waste). The United Nations Statistical Division defines it as

Wastes are materials that are not primary products (produced for the market) and for which 
the generator has no further use in terms of production, transformation or consumption and 
therefore wants to dispose of [cited in Basel Convention, 2006][1] (p. 140).

The centrality of “value” and “use” in defining waste draws attention to ways and means by which these 
come to be attributed to waste. Since this attribution can vary greatly with users, with time, and across 
societies, it becomes difficult to objectively define waste. As Davoudi[2] (p. 131) says

… it is difficult to determine the boundaries between what is and what is not waste. In other 
words it is difficult to determine exactly when a material ceases to be a resource (with social, 
economic and environmental values) and becomes a waste [original italics].

Understanding waste and its value or lack of it as an attribute bestowed upon it by society allows for 
an examination of societal values and practices that lead to the formation of waste. Waste can thus 
be understood in two distinct but complementary ways: first, in terms of its intrinsic qualities, which 
then suggest particular use and nuisance values, and second, its socially constructed qualities that draw 
attention to the political economy and the socio-cultural practices that reproduce the worth or worth-
lessness of waste.

This entry is concerned with “municipal solid waste” (MSW). It includes waste produced by house-
holds, small businesses, and industry, which are of a similar nature and therefore collected by the 
municipal authorities. Wastes such as construction and demolition wastes, heavy industrial wastes, etc., 
are excluded from this definition.[3] However, it is not uncommon to find contamination of municipal 
waste by small quantities of other types of waste, and often these can be made up of harmful substances 
such as pathological hospital waste, abattoir waste, harmful industrial waste, or even feces.[4]
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The aim of this entry is to provide a broad-ranging overview of the nature of MSW and managerial 
practices associated with it. Particularly stressed are the historical growth of MSW as an environmental 
problem and the geographical variations—the global commonalities and differences—in the nature of 
MSW. The historical trajectories and geographical constancies in the nature of solid waste in turn have 
given rise to particular normative principles for the management of MSW. These are reviewed. These 
principles emanate from an understanding of the intrinsic nature of solid waste, but are, however, medi-
ated by place- and time-specific ways of organizing governance. The patterning of these ways of organiz-
ing governance is finally reviewed.

Waste: A Historical Overview

Waste has always been an issue since human beings started living in societies. The severity of waste 
management has, however, varied, culminating in it becoming a serious environmental issue today. 
Compared with present times, in pre-industrial times, material possessions and artifacts were limited 
and consequently valued more highly. Everything that could be repaired and reused would be repaired 
and reused. Also, with limited population numbers and densities, more space for disposal and limited 
waste generation, waste was, relatively speaking, manageable and less polluting. In terms of waste com-
position, in most societies during these times, domestic waste was made up of ash from fires (for cook-
ing and heating), wood, bones, and vegetable waste.[5] These were allowed to either compost or decay 
aerobically (i.e., decomposition that takes place in the presence of abundant oxygen, which then do not 
result in foul odors). This is a viable form of managing organic waste if the quantity of waste produced 
is less and if the waste is spread out to decay.

The above situation changed with industrialization and consequent urbanization, first, in the Western, 
now developed world. Rising population numbers in cities led to high densities and less space for aerobic 
waste disposal. Besides, waste generation itself increased with the availability of cheaper goods through 
mass production and the rise of a consumer culture. The nature of waste generated also saw a diversi-
fication with new waste materials such as plastics entering into the waste stream in significant quanti-
ties and materials such as ash declining due to the emergence of water-, gas-, oil-, and electricity-based 
central heating systems and cooking appliances. Roberts[6] reports that during this period, waste was 
being dumped in streets, alleys, open land, or common water sources, where pigs and other animals 
could devour them. Thus, waste management during the early periods of industrialization was almost 
non-existent and very similar in both England and the United States.

The history of institutionalization of waste management practices in the United Kingdom begins 
with the Public Health Act of 1848. This is when management of waste was directly linked to public 
health outcomes. The subsequent Public Health Act of 1875 required all local authorities to arrange for 
the removal and disposal of domestic solid waste.[5] In the United States, the first public health code 
was enacted in 1866 in New York City. With the establishment of a correlation between sanitation and 
public health and the occurrences of a series of epidemics in different states, the federal government of 
the United States came to establish the National Board of Health in 1879. Waste handling and disposal 
systems then came to be gradually set up in the United States. However, dumping in landfill sites (mostly 
near water sources) was the most common disposal method adopted.[6] In Britain, additionally, incin-
eration plants (destructors) were constructed in around 250 locations in an attempt to recover energy.[5]

The environmental impacts of unsanitary disposal methods were soon felt. Thus, in 1929, the federal 
government in the United States first issued restrictions on the location of waste dumps by requiring 
these to be away from river banks. Waste disposal at sea was prohibited in 1934 and restrictions on 
disposing waste 20 miles within the shoreline came into existence in the 1930s.[6] During this time, the 
concept of a sanitary landfill (waste alternated with layers of sand or other inert material) was devel-
oped in Britain. The sanitary landfills were thought to be less polluting and less dangerous than the 
previous waste dumps. Further, explicit planning powers over waste management sites were granted 
to local authorities by the Town and Country Planning Act of 1947. The concept of sanitary landfills 
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subsequently spread to the United States, and the 1930s and 1940s saw the establishment of a number of 
sanitary landfills in the country. However, in overall terms, these sanitary landfills were still just around 
37% of the total landfills.[5,6]

The post-war years saw a rise in consumer culture. Easy access to mass-produced material goods 
soon saw an increase in the quantity of waste generation. Also, new nonbiodegradable products started 
entering the waste stream. Although the practice of sanitary landfills grew both in the United States and 
the United Kingdom, the unseen environmental effects of landfill sites started to surface. This, together 
with increasing environmental awareness, led to more proactive intervention in waste management. 
For instance, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, which aimed at conserving resources and 
reducing waste, thereby protecting the environment, was enacted in the United States in 1976. Similarly, 
in the United Kingdom, the Control of Pollutions Act was enacted in 1974, which then later evolved 
into the Environmental Protection Act 1990 wherein waste minimization and recycling are priorities in 
waste management.[5,6]

The above broad overview of the history of waste management in the West, particularly the United 
States and United Kingdom, show that differing socio-economic conditions through time have led to 
differences in waste characteristics and notions of how it should be handled and treated. Overall eco-
nomic growth and development have, in the past, resulted in a growth in the quantity of solid domestic 
waste generated, and the very composition of waste. Historic differences in solid waste management 
(SWM) practices can today be seen in geographical differences in SWM practices. Thus, in developing 
countries, the quantity of waste generated tends to be less and the composition of waste tends to be dis-
tinctly different from the composition of waste in developed countries. However, waste characteristics 
can also differ with climate, seasons, the location, and the developmental status of specific locations. 
The next section further explores the nature and quantity of domestic solid waste and geographical dif-
ferences in the same.

Waste Characteristics and Waste Quantities

There are many ways of classifying MSW and different degrees to which component streams can be 
differentiated. The forms of classification used in a particular instance will normally depend on the pur-
pose of classification. In this entry, to understand the environmental pollution associated with domestic 
solid waste in broad terms, and the geographical variations in the type and severity of environmental 
pollution, a broad classification adopted by the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP)[4] 
is used. This classification is useful to understand some of the major differences in the nature of waste 
produced in developed and developing regions.

The UNEP[4] classifies MSW into two: organic wastes and inorganic wastes. Organic wastes can be 
further classified into putrescible, fermentable, and non-fermentable organic wastes. The putrescible 
components within domestic waste can decompose very rapidly with the production of unpleasant 
odors (e.g., food). The fermentable components also decompose rapidly, but do not give rise to the 
unpleasant odors associated with putrescible waste (e.g., crop). Non-fermentable wastes decompose very 
slowly (e.g., wood).

One of the major differences in waste characteristics between the developed and the developing world 
is in the higher proportionate amount of organic material present in the municipal waste generated in 
developing countries. This can be seen in Table 1 below.

The proportionate weight of putrescibles in waste in India is around 4.5 times more than that of 
Paris (75.2% vs. 16.3%). Significant difference can also be seen in the quantity of paper present in waste. 
Generally, the quantity of paper in the waste varies with the level of economic development of an area. 
Therefore, from Table 1, it can be seen that the quantity of waste in Paris and California is 40.9% and 
40.8%, respectively, while the quantity of waste present in India is just 1.5%. This difference is mainly due 
to low levels of packaging combined with high levels of formal and informal reuse, recycling, and recov-
ery practices widely prevalent in developing countries. Further, waste from warm and humid tropical 
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and subtropical countries (where most of the developing world in located) also tend to be high in plant 
content, while waste from colder climates may have higher levels of ash (if coal or wood is used).

Besides differences in waste characteristics, a significant observation from Table 1 is the differences 
in overall quantities of waste production. Lower levels of consumption, lower levels of packaging in 
consumption practices, as well as higher levels of formal and informal reuse and recycling mentioned 
earlier, result in significantly low levels of waste production and accumulation. Thus, Table 1 shows that 
California produces 5 times more waste per capita per day than does Bangalore in India. However, it 
must be remembered that the management of solid waste, especially collection and disposal, continues 
to remain a significant municipal challenge in most developing countries and can thus result in less 
overall quantities of waste collected and disposed.[7]

The above account draws a sharp distinction between waste characteristics found in the developed 
world and the developing worlds. It is, however, useful to remember that the boundaries of this distinc-
tion may be blurred in practice as particular locations in developed countries may reveal character-
istic very similar to those found in developing countries and vice versa. Therefore in many ways, the 
above distinction provides a caricature. It nevertheless performs a pragmatic function in that it alerts 
an observer to potential differences based on level of development that may be found in municipal waste 
characteristics and quantities. The actual use of this distinction as applied to particular locations must, 
in the end, be necessarily informed by concrete realities.

While the quantity and composition of waste may vary with time and location, two significant attri-
butes remain intrinsic to municipal waste regardless of the context: first, the site of production of waste 
is diffused and variable, and, second, municipal waste has potential environmental nuisance values. 
Solid waste management practices instituted by municipalities worldwide reflect the challenges posed 
by these intrinsic characteristics and therefore certain managerial practices have come to be identified 
as constitutive of municipal waste management worldwide. The next section provides an overview of 
such managerial practices.

Municipal Solid Waste Management Practices

Municipal solid waste management practices can be generally said to comprise of storage and collection 
practices (including practices of collection for reuse, recycle, and recovery), transportation practices 
(sometimes including practices of transferring waste from one form of transport to the other), and 

TABLE 1 Comparison of Solid Waste Characteristics Worldwide (% wet wt)

Location Putrescibles Paper Metals Glass
Plastics, 

Rubber, Leather Textiles
Ceramics, 

Dust, Stones
Wt (g)/ 
cap/ day

Bangalore, India[1] 75.2 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.9 3.1 19.0 400
Manila, Philippines[2] 45.5 14.5 4.9 2.7 8.6 1.3 27.5 400
Asunción, Paraguay[2] 60.S 12.2 2.3 4.6 4.4 2.5 13.2 460
Seoul, Korea[3] 22.3 16.2 4.1 10.6 9.6 3.8 33.4” 2000a

Vienna, Austria[4] 23.3 33.6 3.7 10.4 7.0 3.1 18.9b 1180
Mexico City, Mexico[5] 59.8c 11.9 1.1 3.3 3.5 0.4 20.0 680
Paris, France[4] 16.3 40.9 3.2 9.4 8.4 4.4 17.4 1.430
Australia[7] 23.6 39.1 6.6 10.2 9.9 9.0 1.870
Sunnyvale, California, USA[6] 39.4d 40.8 3.5 4.4 9.6 1.(1) 1.3 2000
Bexar Comity, Texas, USA[6] 43.8” 34.0 4.3 5.5 7.5 2.0 2.9 1816
aIncludes briquette ash (average).
bIncludes “all others.”
cIncludes small amounts of wood, hay, and straw.
dIncludes garden waste.
Source: Data from UNEP (2005, p. 2).
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disposal practices. All, or some of the above, may occur through formal practices designed and imple-
mented by the municipal authority or through informal voluntary initiatives organized individually or 
in community groups.

Storage and collection practices include various types of storage receptacles designed for waste pro-
duction units such as households/commercial establishments and community storage receptacles for 
storage of collected waste. Organization of proper storage of waste is essential as in its absence waste 
can be dumped in public spaces/drains. Storage units may also be custom made to suit particular waste 
management technologies such as the use of receptacles of particular design to suit waste transportation 
vehicles. Further, storage systems may include practices to encourage reuse/recycle/recovery by using 
specific color-coded waste receptacles that enable the streamlining of various streams.

Transportation practices consist of the movement of collected waste to disposal sites or transfer sites (where 
waste is collected and then transferred to vehicles suitable for transporting to more distant final disposal 
sites). Collection and transportation practices may also include managerial contracts forged with the private 
sector or voluntary sector for the collection and transportation of waste produced in dispersed locations.

Disposal practices include the many options through which waste is disposed, such as incineration 
plants, compost plants, landfills sites, and anaerobic biogasification plants, for the end disposal of wastes 
that are not reused and recycled. Disposal options can include material recovery options (such as com-
posting) or energy recovery options (such as anaerobic biogasification plants or energy recovery from 
landfill sites). Disposal options may also aim to just get the waste out of sight by either dumping it in 
waterways, quarries, and other similar areas, or by transporting it afar (often to less developed areas). 
Further, disposal practices need not always be organized by municipal authorities, but can also be found 
at individual, household/establishment, or community level.

The above SWM practices are typically organized in accordance with generally acknowledged prin-
ciples. Some of the principles that are widely adopted in SWM practices today are reviewed below.

Normative Principles in SWM

The “waste hierarchy” is a normative principle that has had a significant impact on practices of SWM in 
recent times (for instance, the principle has been very influential in the formulation of European waste 
management practices).[8] A diagrammatic representation of this is given in Figure 1.

The waste hierarchy advocates a waste management system oriented toward a hierarchy of mana-
gerial options that target waste reduction, reuse, recycling, and recovery, in that order of preference, 
thus reducing the amount of waste that needs to be finally disposed in a landfill. Strategic aims such as 
“zero waste” initiatives’ aimed at minimizing waste toward zero by reducing consumption, arranging 
for reuse by repair or modification, and maximizing recycling, thereby bringing materials back into 
nature or the marketplace, are based on the normative principle promoted by the “waste hierarchy”. 

FIGURE 1 Waste hierarchy.
Source: Chettiparamb et al. (p. 327).[7]
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Such initiatives are typically aimed toward instilling a re-valuation of waste as a resource rather than as 
something to be disposed off.[9]

Life cycle assessment (LCA) in waste has influenced waste reduction practices since around the 
1990s.[10] It focuses on the environmental burdens associated with a product, a process, or an activity. 
LCA encompasses the entire life cycle of the system studied, including material and energy flows in raw 
materials, their acquisition, manufacturing processes, usage, and waste disposal/treatment, leading to 
what is known as a “cradle to grave approach.” Thus, LCA helps expand the framework of analysis to 
beyond the relatively limited confines of the actual SWM system, thereby bringing in wider environ-
mental impacts, some of which may have a greater impact on the environment than just the analysis of 
the SWM system itself. The LCA can thus lead to an improvement analysis that suggests ways in which 
the impacts on the environment can be reduced.[9] In practice, however, the LCA, although normatively 
influential, has been difficult to implement mainly because of the enormity of data demanded, problems 
in the reliability of the data, and other pragmatic difficulties in employing the technique.[11]

Integrated solid waste management (ISWM) is yet another principle that has been influential in orga-
nizing whole SWM systems. ISWM is based on the idea that any one method of SWM may not be 
adequate in addressing the challenges that the various streams of waste present. Instead of viewing the 
many streams of solid waste as distinct and separate, ISWM proposes that the most appropriate method 
must be adopted for each stream in a way that the sum total of the environmental impact is kept to a 
minimum. Thus, paper and other recyclable material must be recycled, while compostable material 
must be composted or digested anaerobically, and so on. The overall key aim is to minimize landfill 
while maximizing recycling and recovery.

The above account suggests that there is relative stability surrounding understandings of ideal ways 
of managing MSW. Studies of the governance of MSW, however, show wide variations, including shift-
ing relative emphasis on these normative principles occurring both historically and within and across 
particular contexts. These variations are reviewed in the next section.

Policy Drivers, Policy Regimes, and 
Modes of Governance in SWM

The nature of the “political economy” of a region has been identified as a key determinant of MSW. 
The term “political economy” is defined by O’Brien[12] (p. 270) as “a regulated social framework for 
transacting values, comprising an arrangement of practices, relationships and institutions.” He argues 
that industrialized societies are primarily “rubbish societies” in that these societies are infused with 
a  relationship to waste and wasting that allows their social, political, and cultural systems and their 
own self-understanding to develop and change. If the centrality of wasting processes in industrialized 
societies is acknowledged, a political economy around wasting needs to develop, what O’Brien terms as 
“rubbish relationships’[12] (p. 287). Further, it then becomes necessary to valorize and promote particular 
institutional relations that organize and stabilize rubbish flows in ways that allow the reproduction and 
survival of society. This valorization and promotion reconfigures SWM practices, thus lending more 
credibility to particular normative principles resulting in patterns in what has been termed as  “drivers,”[13] 
“policy regimes,”[14] or “modes of governance”[15] in SWM. These then give rise to new  terminologies 
such as “waste citizenship” (how waste is accessed),[16] waste networks and waste flows (how waste is 
 distributed),[17] and “waste commons” (hard rubbish meant for scavenging),[18] to name a few.

The study by Wilson[13] sought to identify key drivers that have led to the adoption of particular mecha-
nisms or strategies in SWM both historically and around the world. A survey conducted by Wilson[13] 
among “colleagues” identified six key drivers for the organization of SWM practices: 1) public health; 
2) environmental protection; 3) resource value of waste; 4) closing the loop; 5) institutional and responsi-
bility issues; and 6) public awareness. The relative emphasis among these varies over time and differs with 
local circumstances. Wilson[13] argues that public health emerged as a key driver in the 19th century and 
has been more or less taken for granted in developed countries. It, however, still persists as a key driver 
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in emerging and developing countries with hot climates. The environmental protection driver came to 
the fore in the 1970s and still remains a key driver in the developed world. Energy/climate change has 
now become central to this agenda. In developing countries, on the other hand, the focus remains on 
initial steps such as the phasing out of uncontrolled disposal and the promotion of clean development 
mechanisms. The resource value of waste was a driver until the early 20th century underpinning major 
industrial economies in 19th century London, and 20th century China, Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe. 
In developed countries, however, this driver was soon replaced by a more holistic approach to waste man-
agement. The resource value of waste remains a key driver in developing countries as large numbers of 
the poor survive on reuse, recycling, and recovery practices. Further, the import of waste as an industrial 
raw material continues in some developing countries, thus making waste integral to those economies. The 
waste hierarchy came to be advocated in the late 1970s and triggered a more holistic approach to resource 
management. Wilson[13] argues that this now means that waste prevention and recycling are key priorities 
in the developed world with sustainable production and consumption, integrated production policies, and 
zero waste policies emerging as key drivers. Notions of institutional responsibility emerged as a key driver 
when municipalities were charged with waste collection responsibilities in the late 19th century. While in 
the developed world, this responsibility is more or less taken for granted, with even an extended notion 
involving the private sector emerging, in developing countries, the ability to discharge this function is still 
limited with notions of capacity building and good governance emerging as key drivers. Finally, Wilson[13] 
argues that public awareness has become a key driver with waste management moving up in people’s 
priorities as living standards increase. The environment, climate change, and resource management is 
informing this increase in public awareness in the developed world. In the developing world, however, 
public awareness remains focused on food, shelter, security, and livelihoods, with waste drawing attention 
only when these are threatened. The study concludes that

“There is no one, single driver that can be seen as ‘dominant’; rather, all of the six groups of 
drivers are important, and the balance between them will vary between countries depending 
on local circumstances, and indeed between stakeholder groups depending on their particu-
lar perspective”—Wilson (pp. 205–206).[13]

The “development drivers” described above therefore have a key role in organizing practices and select-
ing particular normative orientations and stabilizing these within institutional relations and a variety 
of governing instruments.

Gille[14] extends Young’s[19] concept of “resource regimes” to waste. He defines it as follows:

At their [resource regime’s] core is a structure of rights and rules, which implies a certain 
distribution of advantages and disadvantages. Social institutions determine what wastes, and 
not just what resources are considered valuable by society, and these institutions regulate the 
production and distribution of waste in empirically tangible ways (p. 1056).

Gille explores the history of waste management in Hungary and identifies three distinct regimes in 
the history. He calls these “the metallic regime (1948–1974), the efficiency regime (1975–1984), and the 
chemical regime (1985–present)” (p. 1056). In the metallic regime, Gille argues that waste was seen as 
a particular kind of material—something that was like metal scrap and thus discrete, non-toxic, and 
infinitely recyclable and reusable. Under this benevolent perception of waste, the key actors were class-
conscious workers and citizens who would collect and find new uses for all sorts of wastes. The efficiency 
regime was marked by a “monetized concept of waste: [where] waste was seen as a cost of production, 
and waste reduction and reuse were seen as steps to increase efficiency” (p. 1057). Policy tools thus 
included financial incentives and professionals with economic and technical expertise came to be val-
ued. In the chemical regime, waste came to be seen as useless and even harmful. Waste liquidation came 
to be very important, and scientists, engineers, and the chemical industry became key players. The waste 
regime concept thus traces the broad patterns that structure certain normative values in particular peri-
ods and locations. Table 2 Modes of governing MSW.
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Bulkeley and Watson[15] develop the notion of “modes of governance” in waste in order to capture 
both structures and processes of governing while also recognizing the plurality of modes through which 
governance is established. They define a mode of governing as

A set of governmental technologies deployed through particular institutional relations 
through which agents seek to act on the world/other people in order to attain distinctive 
objectives in line with particular kinds of governmental rationality (p. 2739).

The authors analyze SWM in the United Kingdom and identify four distinctive, but coexisting, modes 
of governance. These are the disposal mode, the diversion mode, the ecoefficiency mode, and the waste 
as resource mode. The various components of waste management associated with these different modes 
are reproduced in Table 2 above.

The three examples of development drivers, regimes, and modes of governance reviewed above illustrate 
how the management of solid waste can be very different across geographical regions even if the fundamen-
tal building blocks of managing waste—those that emanate from its intrinsic qualities—remain the same.

TABLE 2 Modes of Governing MSW

Mode Components

Disposal Governmental 
rationality (policies 
and programmes)

Governing 
agencies

Institutional 
relations

Governmental 
technologies 
(examples)

Governed entities

Economic efficiency
Public health 

Environmental 
efficiency

Local authorities
Regulator

Devolved 
hierarchy

Dustbins
Weekly collections 

Landfill sites 
Contracts Best 
Practicable 
Environmental 
Option assessment

Municipal waste
Ratepayers

Diversion Reducing the 
(global) 
environmental 
impact of landfill 
(EU Landfill 
Directive

1999 Waste Strategy 
WOO)

European Union

DEFRA

Local authorities

Multilevel

Strongly 
hierarchical

Performance targets 
and auditing

New policy 
instruments

Funding 
mechanisms and 
criteria Education 
campaigns

Successively 
lower 
government 
tiers

Individuals as 
passive citizens

Differentiated 
waste streams

Eco- 
efficiency

Reducing the 
environmental 
impacts of waste; 
recovering value 
(waste hierarchy; 
meeting targets)

Local authorities, 
waste 
contractors, 
community-
waste-sector 
organizations

Heterarchy

Networks

Kerbside collections

New technologies

Reuse and 
reduction practices 
(e.g., nappies, 
compost)

Individuals as 
active citizens

Differentiated 
waste streams

Waste as 
resource

Reducing the 
environmental 
impacts of waste; 
social and 
economic benefits

Nongovernmental 
organizations 
and networks

Solidarity Provision of 
alternative 
infrastructures 
and collections

Individuals as 
community 
members

Community Waste as a 
resource

Source: Data from Bulkeley and Watson (p. 2740).
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Conclusions

This entry has provided a broad overview of the nature of MSW and the management of it. It has high-
lighted that the definition of what waste is, will depend on particular contexts as the attribution of 
value and non-value takes place subjectively and contingently. Further, the history of waste manage-
ment practices shows that the nature of municipal waste has varied with the level of industrialization 
and climatic conditions of a location. This variation can also be seen today in the difference in waste 
characteristics of developed and developing countries.

The dispersed nature of production sites of MSW and the potential environmental nuisance value 
of MSW can, however, be said to be intrinsic to waste. Fairly consistent management practices have 
arisen from these intrinsic attributes. Further, certain normative principles have also arisen to guide 
the organization of these managerial practices. The selection and mobilization of the normative prin-
ciples, however, take place within broader governance frameworks that have been variously termed as 
development drivers, waste regimes, or modes of governance in waste. These have also been reviewed. 
In conclusion, this entry has shown that while the intrinsic nature of SWM has led to selective widely 
stabilized managerial practices, the organization of these practices and the governance of the same may 
be embedded in very different governance frameworks, thereby giving rise to a myriad of permutations 
in the actual practices of SWM.
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Introduction

This  chapter offers a critical assessment of the role of planning in promoting sustainability. “Planning” 
can be defined broadly as an activity by which humans seek consciously to shape their collective future,[1] 
but it embraces activities with enormous variation in scope and scale. Planning can be undertaken from 
the local through to the national scale, and it entails the detailed regulation of land use and management 
as well as the setting of strategic direction for an array of public and private sector actions.

The first half of this entry charts the emergence of a worldwide interest in “planning for sustain-
ability” and outlines key features of the dominant, conventional approach. This typically involves the 
following components: identifying sustainability goals, allocating actions, seeking integration between 
governmental sectors, engagement of different stakeholder groups, and appraisal and monitoring.

The second half of the entry assesses the extent to which planning for sustainability has achieved 
results and offers explanations for these outcomes. It notes that there have been significant shortfalls 
in implementation, partly attributable to the deficiencies of planning as a force for change but also 
because of the fundamentally contested nature of sustainable development as an objective. In response, 
two alternative perspectives to the conventional approach to planning for sustainability are discussed: 
(1) adaptive planning and transition management, which emphasizes the complexity of the task and 
the need to respond to uncertainty, and (2) a more critical perspective, which highlights how planning 
systems have actually exerted leverage over business as usual.

Some preliminary points of definition are required. A distinction is often made between “sustain-
ability,” a concept with an environmental focus that describes the long-term continuation of a system, 
and “sustainable development,” a concept that is more overtly concerned with social progress and dis-
tributive equity as well as environmental quality. However, there is much debate about the meaning of 
either term and little consistency in the way that they are used.[2] This handbook entry adopts the term 
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“sustainability” and argues that rather than focusing on ex ante definition, practitioners must be alert 
to the particular interpretations of the concept that get used in any given planning process, and to what 
is actually being sustained.

“Planning,” too, requires some further explanation. Although planning can be undertaken by any 
kind of organization—public, private, or voluntary sector—here, we are primarily concerned with plan-
ning as a collective, public activity, undertaken by governments at all levels (local, regional, national). 
Planning can thus be seen as one of a number of tools available to government to promote sustainability, 
working alongside, or sometimes in conjunction with, regulations, market-based instruments, volun-
tary measures, and so on.

There are a number of categories of approach to “planning for sustainability” that are covered within 
this entry. The first category is the creation of “national sustainable development plans” designed spe-
cifically to promote the achievement of sustainable development (as encouraged by Agenda 21), which 
tends to provide high-level strategic direction across an array of activities.[3] An exemplar is the National 
Environmental Policy Plans (NEPPs) that were drawn up for the Netherlands from the 1980s to the early 
years of the 21st century. The second category of approaches is the incorporation of sustainability objec-
tives into existing planning processes for coordinating the use of land (“land use planning” or “spatial 
planning”). Many countries have planning systems that seek to steer the use and development of land, 
and provide a framework for making decisions about development projects. Key features of the two 
categories are set out in Table 1 (above).

History and Context

Ever since “sustainable development” first arrived on global policy agendas, planning has been identified 
as a means of achieving it. A commitment to producing national sustainability plans was a key outcome 
of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, held in Rio in 1992, with its main 
statement of principles—Agenda 21—regarding “environmentally sound physical planning” as essential 
to sustainable development.[4] The European Union, too, has given planning a significant role in shifting 
from reactive responses to environmental problems toward anticipatory and strategic solutions.[5]

Over the same period, sustainable development took hold as a powerful ethical and intellectual 
framework for existing planning activities, notably land use planning or spatial planning, but also plan-
ning across a range of sectors—transport, economic development, tourism, and so on. By way of defini-
tion, land use planning usually concerns the management of competing uses of land, typically through 
regulatory means. This differs somewhat from “spatial planning,” which—in the form adopted in the 
Netherlands or France, for example—has a wider role in coordinating the actions of all sectors that have 
spatial consequences (transport, economic development, etc.). For convenience, “land use planning” is 
the term used here, but the analysis also applies to forms of spatial planning. Many countries around the 
world have instituted requirements that their land use or spatial planning procedures promote sustain-
ability.[6–11]

For many commentators, the connections between sustainability and planning are self-evident. 
The planning profession has long identified itself with shaping the future[12] and sustainability is a 

TABLE 1 The Two Main Categories of Planning for Sustainability

Type of Approach Scale Focus Power

National 
sustainability 
planning

National, with 
focused attention on 
individual sectors

Achieving environmental targets 
consistent with sustainability

Overarching coordination, target-
setting, backed by monitoring, 
oversight arrangements and 
sector-specific measures

Land use or spatial 
planning

Mainly local, but 
subject to national 
policy guidance

Land use implications arising 
from array of environmental, 
social, and economic demands

Regulation of land use change through 
zoning procedures and spatial steering; 
wider coordinating role
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long-term goal, bound up with moral responsibilities to future generations. Thus, if sustainability 
can be regarded as a preferred future state of affairs—whether that is applied to an ecosystem, a 
nation, or a city—planning provides a vehicle for steering society toward it. Planning offers the 
prospect that the transition to sustainability can be orderly, rather than precipitated by ecological, 
social, or economic crises.

Planning also provides important coordinating and integrating functions. Planning offers mecha-
nisms for identifying and fostering “win-win-win” solutions between economic development, envi-
ronmental protection, and social equity, the prospect of which has always been central to the political 
appeal of sustainable development. Planning has also been identified as having procedural virtues for 
promoting sustainability, in that the processes of formulating plans can allow for the engagement of 
civil society, diverse stakeholders, and foster wider learning.[13]

However, if it is widely asserted that we should “plan for sustainability,” the reality is more complex. 
At a fundamental level, some would contest the possibility of steering complex societies and unpredict-
able ecosystems toward pre-given goals; for Lindblom, the best societies can hope for is “muddling 
through.”[14] Governments and societies vary in the faith that they place in (state) planning compared 
with markets as means of coordination. States also vary in the wider effectiveness of their governance 
institutions, with developing countries especially often lacking capacity. Consequently (as discussed 
further below), many efforts to plan for sustainability fail to fully achieve their goals, for all sorts of 
reasons—some economic, some political, and some practical.

Thus, to understand the prospects of planning for sustainability, one needs to consider both ideals 
and what happens in practice, as this entry seeks to do.

Planning for Sustainability—A Conventional Perspective

This account of planning for sustainability is organized around what can be regarded as the  conventional 
perspective, as depicted in Figure 1 below. It echoes core features of long-standing rational planning 
models: exhibiting the procedural stages of “survey-analyze-plan-monitor,” and with a clear relation-
ship between means and ends. Although this traditional, instrumental view of planning has come under 
criticism from various directions,[15] it still provides a useful structuring device for this review. Moreover, 
this perspective remains deeply entrenched in planning practice in many arenas, and  concern for sus-
tainability has arguably reinforced its position.[16] Problems with this perspective are discussed later in 
this entry.

THE
CONVENTIONAL

APPROACH

ITS
PROBLEMS

Setting 
sustainability 

objectives

Devising actions, 
allocating 

responsibility, 
integration

Implementation Appraisal & 
monitoring

Negligible 
monitoring; 

limited reporting

Weak powers; 
sectoral agendas 

unchanged

Contested goals 
and definitions;

complexity; 
prioritising growth

Inadequate 
public 

engagement; 
vested interests

FIGURE 1 The conventional approach to planning for sustainability and its problems.
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Setting Objectives and Interpreting Sustainability

At the core of the conventional view of planning for sustainability is the assumption that one can specify 
what makes a society more sustainable and express this in objectives toward which development can 
be steered. These objectives might be environmental constraints, trends or targets, or some vision of a 
more sustainable urban form. Objectives might be designed to avoid losses of biodiversity; to reduce the 
depletion of primary resources and/or replace them with renewable or less polluting substitutes; to limit 
the release of certain wastes or pollutants; or to express social goals for literacy, health, poverty, access 
to services, and so on.

In effect, this part of the process is an exercise in defining outcomes, which seek to capture “the over-
all quality or sustainability of human well-being and the eco-systems on which it ultimately depends.”[17] 
Sometimes the process of determining objectives takes place within the planning process, but very 
often objectives are “imported” from other policy arenas. A pre-eminent example is climate change, 
where targets for greenhouse gas emission reductions cascade down from international agreements into 
national action plans and then into planning. Other examples include air quality standards, which may 
emanate from debates in public health. Where the objectives relate closely to land use, then they may be 
expressed in vision statements, diagrams, or maps.

Of course, there is no singular, neutral definition of sustainability, but a range of interpretations with 
quite different developmental consequences. Planning for sustainability is often therefore more than 
an exercise in applying pre-given goals; it forms part of the process of working out how sustainability 
should be interpreted. Planning processes may exhibit “weak” forms of sustainability,[18] so-called either 
because they explicitly prioritize economic growth or because they give no clear priority between eco-
nomic, social, and environmental goals. The goal of planning for sustainability may thus be expressed 
as finding a “balance” between these goals, allowing for environmental quality to be traded off for eco-
nomic development.

Alternatively, planning approaches may pursue “stronger” conceptions of sustainability.[18] Here, the 
guiding assumption is that society should be precautionary in the face of significant, irreversible losses 
of valued environmental assets—be they planetary life support systems or treasured landscapes—and 
give priority to maintaining their value over time. The implications for planning are that environmental 
constraints are pre-eminent, goals should be set to reflect this, and that development trajectories must 
be adjusted to observe these constraints and avoid degrading the ability of the environment to support 
human welfare. Stronger conceptions of sustainability draw support from justice to future generations, 
and the idea that they should inherit an equivalent stock of “environmental capital”[19]; or from bio-
logical notions of observing the “carrying capacity” of an environment to sustain a particular activity 
without deterioration.[20]

One example of a stronger approach to planning for sustainability is the NEPPs of the Netherlands. 
From the 1980s, the Dutch Environment Ministry began developing plans that sought to respond to 
the worsening and interconnected nature of environmental problems through what was regarded as 
a “holistic” planning process. A key starting point was analysis of the level of pollution reduction and 
resource efficiency that was required “to achieve sustainable development in one generation.”[21] From 
this, the NEPPs identified targets and brought together steps for reducing pressures on the environment 
and “closing substance cycles” (e.g., reducing and recycling wastes).

Land use planning offers examples of weaker and stronger interpretations of sustainability. For exam-
ple, since the early 1990s, U.K. governments have required all land use plans to promote sustainable 
development; however, national guidance has often interpreted this in weak terms—as achieving simul-
taneously economic growth, inclusive social progress, protecting the environment, and making prudent 
use of natural resources.[22] Nevertheless, one can point to land use plans at local and regional levels that 
have sought to determine the environmental capacity of their area to accommodate development, and 
introduce policies to ensure that development does not exceed it.[23,24] Observing environmental limits 
remains an important idea in planning for sustainability.[25]
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Devising Actions and Allocating Responsibility

The creation of a plan can itself exercise persuasive effects. There is a long history of planning processes 
pursuing some form of “visionary idealism” to stimulate public, stakeholder and political support and 
promote change, many of them connected to aspects of sustainability.[26] However, the second stage 
of the conventional approach to planning for sustainability usually entails specifying the particular 
actions required to achieve the objectives of the plan.

Various approaches can be used to identify those activities most responsible for placing unsustain-
able pressures on the environment—be they industry, government or the public, or particular sectors of 
activity (transport, housing, agriculture, etc.)—and thus requiring action. One such approach is “back-
casting,” a form of futures study. The backcasting process begins by envisioning a desirable end state—
in this context, one deemed to be sustainable—then works backward from that to identify actions that 
will move society toward it.[27]

Depending on the political culture of the country concerned, the process of preparing a sustainability 
plan may involve efforts to secure the participation of different sectors of society. This participation can 
take place at the objectives-forming stage as well as in the selection of actions. The rationale for partici-
pation is at least fourfold:

• To try to achieve some “buy-in” from those stakeholders with the capacity to affect outcomes, and 
reduce the chance of conflict at the implementation stage

• To draw in knowledge and ideas beyond that possessed by government alone
• To create potentially more just outcomes by conferring recognition and opportunities for partici-

pation on a range of social groups[28]

• To create greater democratic legitimacy and societal support for the transitions that sustainability 
requires.[13]

Some theories of planning see the participatory processes of planning as key to its role in achieving 
change, notably collaborative planning theory.[15] The interactions and dialogue that takes place in plan-
ning processes—where they require parties to make and defend arguments in relatively open  arenas—
can help shift the attitudes and beliefs of those involved. Planning exercises thus help foster wider 
learning, develop new knowledge and relations between groups of people, and assist in finding common 
ground between contending parties. This, in turn, builds up the capacity of society for resolving future 
problems.

Collaboration between stakeholders was a key element of producing the NEPPs in the Netherlands. 
Government and business constructed sectoral plans for reducing environmental impacts and tech-
nological change bound together by voluntary agreements called “covenants” (albeit often with the 
threat of tighter regulation should voluntary compliance fail). The Dutch NEPPs also incorporated 
environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs) into the planning process. In many countries, 
the existing land use or spatial planning system has long-provided opportunities for the public and 
environmental groups to contribute to the decision-making process,[29] and planning for sustainability 
builds on these traditions.

If planning is to have some strategic role in promoting sustainability across society, then the process 
of allocating responsibility and devising actions may entail “environmental policy integration.”[30] This 
is a process by which key policy sectors coordinate their actions toward shared sustainability objectives, 
cooperate on implementation, and reduce conflicting objectives. Examples would be agricultural policy 
and transport policy being attuned to the delivery of biodiversity or air quality objectives, rather than 
just their own developmental goals. In procedural terms, integration may be achieved by various inno-
vative governance arrangements, including altering the objectives of sectors, or through various forms 
of deliberation (i.e., getting key departments round the table) and policy appraisal, as discussed below.

Closely connected with the assignment of responsibility is the identification of actions and policy 
instruments—the means by which the plan will actually be implemented. Where sustainability goals 
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are being integrated into existing land use planning processes, then the powers of those processes will 
dictate how the goals can be achieved. In many countries, this entails the incorporation of policies 
into a plan, with some spatial expression of future goals, which then informs zoning controls or some 
other regulatory process to achieve compliance. Where sustainability is concerned, these regulations 
can embrace[31]:

• Promoting sustainable urban form (by controlling building density, or directing development to 
locations accessible by walking, cycling or public transport)

• Protecting sensitive, valued spaces from damaging development (e.g. for biodiversity)
• Requiring that new developments are designed and built in ways that reduce their adverse impacts.

With national sustainability plans, the plan may provide a long-term framework for shorter- and 
medium-term actions to be undertaken by a range of actors—government departments, industrial sec-
tors, and the community and voluntary sector. Goals may therefore ultimately be implemented by an 
array of measures: standards and regulations, market-based instruments like green taxes, channeling 
investment or research funding, and various forms of voluntary mechanisms (like information cam-
paigns, promoting best practice, etc.).

Appraisal and Monitoring

Forms of appraisal and monitoring are integral to conventional approaches to planning for sustainabil-
ity and may be used either ex post or ex ante to guide the planning process. Ex post entails monitoring 
the effects of the plan after implementation (either progress toward goals or of wider unintended effects), 
and using the information to make adjustments or revisions in cyclical, learning processes. Ex ante 
appraisal entails assessing the likely effects of the plan while it is being formulated, perhaps to ensure 
that it is contributing sufficiently to sustainability.

The use of appraisal techniques has become a significant part of planning for sustainability and links 
to wider suites of tools used in environmental management, many drawing on international principles 
and methodologies.[10] Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is required in many countries for 
plans, programs, and policies likely to affect the environment (e.g., under European Union Directive 
2001/42/EC). Through SEA, the draft policies of plans are assessed for their environmental impacts 
and, in many formulations, this entails assessment against sustainability criteria and objectives.[32] SEA 
can also enable the comparison of different options and, potentially, facilitate debate over alternatives, 
as well as fostering environmental policy integration by identifying where sectoral policies are poorly 
aligned with sustainability goals.

Environmental indicators may be used to assess changes in the economy, society, and environment, 
and signal whether those changes lead us toward or away from sustainability. Some indicators reflect 
a particular environmental parameter. For example, in the United Kingdom, the percentage of new 
development located on brownfield land (i.e., land that has been built on before) is an important sus-
tainability indicator for the land use planning system, with the goal being that increasing development 
on brownfield sites will reduce sprawl, slow down the consumption of “greenfield” land, and support 
compact, less car-dependent urban forms.

The search for better appraisal and measurement systems has been a constant feature of planning for 
sustainability debates: where “better” can be taken as more comprehensive, more integrated and quan-
tifiable (i.e., combining different effects into single units), more comprehensible to diverse audiences 
or decision-makers, or better linked to core principles of sustainability like environmental limits. One 
example is the “ecological footprint,” which seeks to provide a proxy measure of human demands on the 
environment by assessing how much biologically productive land and sea is appropriated to maintain 
a given consumption pattern and assimilate the waste produced.[33] There are other approaches also 
seeking to capture the totality of material and ecological flows associated with “urban metabolisms,”[34] 
including “exergy,” a concept that derives from thermodynamics and ecosystem health analysis.[35] 
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Rising in profile from 2010 onwards has been interest in assessing the effects on ecosystem services; an 
approach that reflects a long-standing belief in environmental appraisal circles that for decision-makers 
to take environmental effects seriously they need to be expressed in economic terms.[36]

Has Planning for Sustainability Had Any Effect?

Across the world, numerous plans have been produced that would claim to be promoting sustainability. 
In many countries, sustainable development has become “mainstreamed” as a core goal of land use 
or spatial planning—with almost all such plans, and much national planning policy too, now making 
reference to the importance of sustainability.[7,8,10,11] What is less clear is how far these planning outputs 
have promoted more sustainable outcomes. This section reviews the effects of planning for sustainability 
and then explains why outcomes rarely match aspirations.

One can point to beneficial outcomes in a number of spheres. Sustainability-oriented land use plans 
have contributed to an incremental greening of urban development. By providing locational guidance, 
plans have helped steer development to sites where its impacts have been lower than they might otherwise 
have been, reducing inappropriate development in areas of high existing environmental value, and focused 
development on advantageous locations—such as sites that encourage access by public transport or foot, 
or face reduced risks from flooding. The planning system also confers greater protection to environmental 
assets, such as valued wildlife sites, and requires more exacting mitigation and compensation measures 
when development has damaging effects. Over the same period, plans have mobilized policies to enhance 
the environmental performance of built development, for example, by promoting better design, or as one 
of a suite of tools for ensuring development is adapted to the risks of climate change. Plans have developed 
innovative regulations,[31,37] such as the “One Planet Development” policy in Wales, allowing development 
in the countryside where it demonstrably attains a low Ecological Footprint.[38]

Nevertheless, the overall effects of planning on the sustainability of development have been modest, 
and uneven between issues and places. Unsurprisingly perhaps, land use planning has made the great-
est progress where sustainability agendas link to traditional planning concerns, such as land allocation 
and siting policies, or issues like transportation where technical fixes are available. Where particular 
environmental issues are of recognized importance, then planning has addressed them, such as water 
scarcity in parts of the United States and Australia.[10,39] The contribution of planning is often less clear 
in relation to global, systemic issues, like reducing greenhouse gas emissions, poverty or resource deple-
tion, where wider societal transformation is required.

With national sustainability planning, too, most strategies have gravitated “toward the cosmetic 
rather than the ideal.”[40] The NEPPs from the Netherlands were most successful in reducing wastes, 
pollution, and the use of toxic materials; however, progress has been greatest in areas where industry saw 
the potential for economic gains from improving environmental performance, and where technologi-
cal solutions were readily available.[41] Moreover, the NEPP strategies have struggled to address issues 
caused by mass consumption and growing personal mobility, such as carbon emissions from transport. 
If there has been any decoupling of economic growth from environmental degradation, it is mostly 
relative decoupling (falling environmental impact per unit of growth) rather than absolute decoupling 
(environmental impacts falling in absolute terms). Many countries have still not produced national sus-
tainability plans, and those that have done so too rarely institute cycles of reporting and updating.[3]

Thus, despite 30 years of “planning for sustainability” around the globe, progress in fostering more 
sustainable patterns of development has been patchy at best, and often disappointing. As noted above, 
nations differ greatly in their capacity for organized and effective planning.[42] That said, success is par-
tial in many developed countries, including those with strong traditions of strategic plan-making and 
reputations for environmental concern, for example, the Netherlands[43] and Sweden.[44] Despite some 
modest gains, the overwhelming perception is one of a significant “implementation deficit,” in which 
the outcomes achieved through planning fail to match the rhetoric of sustainability or meet the more 
challenging targets. How might this “deficit” be explained?
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Some see it as a simple time lag between aspiration and realization. Plans take time to prepare and 
implement; consequently, they can omit newer, emerging issues, like sustainable urban food.[45]

Ambitious planning for sustainability also confronts the limited power of planning mechanisms to 
effect change. The regulatory powers of land use planning do not apply to every sphere of social or tech-
nical change. It can be used to regulate new built development—indeed, new “eco-cities” or “sustainable 
communities” with higher sustainability credentials than the norm are frequently held up as exemplars 
of what can be achieved.[46] However, planning has limited scope to reshape existing buildings or eco-
nomic systems, especially those that unfold at wider spatial scales. Thus, land use planning might be 
successful in steering the location of supermarkets, even influence the environmental performance of 
their built form (perhaps by requiring certain energy efficiency standards), but exercises little control 
over the systems of food production and consumption channeled through them. Research suggests that 
planning professionals have sometimes molded planning for sustainability toward orthodox planning 
tools and approaches rather than looking at problems afresh.[11,45]

However, there are fundamental problems in conceiving of this underachievement as an “implemen-
tation gap,” with the expectation that this will be closed over time with “more knowledge,” “better 
practices,” or “improved participation.”

One problem with the conventional, linear view of planning for sustainability is the assumption that 
sustainability has an agreed meaning that can be translated into clear consensual goals, which can 
inform singular blueprints for progress. In reality, although there may be broad agreement on the prin-
ciples of sustainability, translating this into more specific interpretations in the planning process can 
cause dispute, as fundamental questions are raised about human wants and needs, the relationship 
between state and market, and environmental values. Planning for sustainable development cannot 
therefore be a value-free, technical exercise.[2] Even within the environmental sphere, there is often sig-
nificant scientific uncertainty about the causes of change, and the position (or existence) of ecological 
thresholds or “capacities,” which affects the definition of targets or indicators.

Planning for sustainable development has also exposed the difficulties of achieving outcomes that 
are win-win for social, economic, and environmental goals. Synergies between goals can be found: for 
example, planning for more walking-friendly cities has benefits for human health, environmental pro-
tection, and local economies where congestion is reduced. In many other circumstances, goals cannot 
readily be reconciled without winners and losers. Protecting valued landscapes or habitats can displace 
local livelihoods, including those which are highly sustainable.[9,45] Displacement can also be caused by 
the expansion of renewable energy like solar power.[47] Newly enhanced or created sustainable commu-
nities can make property too expensive for poorer existing residents.[39] Environmental constraints may 
challenge particular directions of economic growth. Planning for sustainability may thus struggle to 
align competing conceptions of what it means for development to be sustainable.[7]

One also needs to understand the political and economic context in which planning for sustainability 
takes place, particularly macro-economic shifts that have made communities and nations dependent on 
the private sector to deliver development, and public sector austerity programs that reduce the resources for 
long-term environmental activity.[48] The vulnerabilities this creates are illustrated by particular projects, for 
example, Masdar Eco-City in Abu Dhabi. This new settlement was planned with very high sustainability 
ambitions, but the 2008 financial crash undermined the economics of the project, leading to the most inno-
vative environmental dimensions being abandoned.[49] More widely, economic concerns may explain why 
planning authorities may be reluctant to exercise stringently the regulatory powers they do possess, where 
that could threaten jobs and growth. Plans that have sought to promote “strong” interpretations of sustain-
ability, by seeking to keep development within environmental limits, have faced resistance when confront-
ing what “seem to be inexorable upward trends in production, consumption, and mobility.”[7]

This also explains why many exercises in planning for sustainability have adopted “weaker” inter-
pretations of the concept, seeking only to achieve some “balance” between economic, environmental, 
and social goals. Sometimes the interpretation of sustainability has been weaker still, with planning 
goals framed in ways that accommodate rather than question unsustainable patterns of production and 
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demand, such as for road space, mineral resources, or speculative property assets, causing contradic-
tions. For example, although Dutch spatial plans sought to encourage greener forms of travel, they still 
promoted the Netherlands’ international role as a transport hub, incorporating goals for expanding sea-
ports and airports, with deleterious environmental consequences.[50] Here, one can see that the problem 
is not a straightforward “implementation deficit,” but that sustainable development has been defined in 
ways that accommodate the status quo.

These difficulties have raised further questions about the procedural dimensions of planning for 
sustainability.

• Participation and expertise: There is evidence to support the argument that wider societal partici-
pation helps support plans that emphasize sustainability.[8] However, securing “adequate” public 
engagement in planning processes encounters a number of problems. The range of complex eco-
logical issues that sustainability has brought into planning processes raises questions about how 
different forms of knowledge are handled and tested. A common risk is that technical elites and 
industry representatives dominate the process, to the exclusion of other groups. These dilemmas, 
in turn, highlight the risks of collaborative planning processes that give privileged access to key 
economic players, which act to protect their immediate interests; Van der Straaten[51] suggests that 
the NEPPs underperformed because powerful actors were able to weaken targets.

• Futurity and uncertainty: For all that planning and sustainability both seek to respond to long 
time horizons, the realities on which present actions will be based are constantly shifting in the 
light of new knowledge and social changes. This creates tensions between instituting long-term 
plans and remaining responsive to change[52] without caving in to expedient short-termism.[53]

• Environmental policy integration: The idea that planning for sustainability requires “integration” has 
also been easier to say than to achieve in practice.[30] The kind of voluntarist, collaborative approaches 
to integration that planning processes tend to foster has proved insufficient in shifting dominant 
sectoral objectives toward sustainability goals.[54] National sustainability strategies are still often led 
by environment ministries, which then struggle to exercise much influence over other sections of 
government. Ironically, land use planning is often left managing the side effects of sectoral policies 
that national sustainability strategies have failed to integrate with sustainability goals.

The overall evidence of the years since Agenda 21 is that planning is a desirable but insufficient ingredi-
ent in progressing sustainable development. For some, the problem is the concept of sustainability itself, 
which has been accused of being vacuous, vague, too contradictory and too readily captured by power-
ful interests. Some have shifted their attention to goals that seem to offer firmer anchors for progress, 
like resilience or decarbonization,[26] but such concepts may be no less prone to interpretive and political 
challenges when used in actual planning.

Perhaps the problems lie partly in the planning approach? The implementation problems discussed 
above expose how conventional approaches to planning for sustainability, depicted in Figure 1, tend to 
adopt an “ineffective engineering ideal,”[21] seeing society as a technical system that can be steered from 
the center to deliver targets. This strategy can work for narrow issues like pollution control but performs 
less well for complex social problems. However, if the above analysis shows planning for sustainability 
to be a more complex and challenging task than it might at first appear, it also points the way to two 
alternative perspectives.

Rethinking Planning for Sustainability

Adaptive Planning and Transition Management

If initial interest in using planning to promote sustainability was often guilty of naive optimism in what 
could be achieved, one by-product of these implementation difficulties has been a better understanding 
of the problem.
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Sustainable development is pursued in a world of multidimensional, intersecting and dynamic 
complex systems. We cannot expect to describe them fully, much less predict future effects. 
We may lack even suggestive evidence about many emerging problems, whose influences will 
ripple unpredictably through complex socio-ecological systems.[55]

One response has been to advocate approaches to promoting sustainability that are better suited to 
this reality, by showing “explicit appreciation of complexity and uncertainty, likelihood of surprise, 
and need for flexibility and adaptive capacity.”[55] Some would describe these approaches as “adaptive 
 planning”[56]; others have developed concepts of “transition management.”

In practice, adaptive planning and transition management embrace elements of the conventional 
approach to planning for sustainability, but with different emphases. They incorporate an interest in 
developing shared long-term objectives, sustainability visions, and being anticipatory, as well as the 
use of indicators and monitoring to assess progress. However, there is less emphasis on “the old plan-
and-implement model aimed at achieving particular outcomes”[55] in favor of “a more open-ended, pro-
cess oriented philosophy.” Rather than pursuing a single vision of sustainability, there is a concern to 
explore a diversity of different routes in a more iterative way, using a portfolio of ideas including “transi-
tion experiments,” to develop circles of learning and adaptation. Adaptive planning takes an iterative 
approach with a greater emphasis on “monitoring, researching, and adjusting,” allowing the redirection 
of previous management goals and activities “in light of new information and surprise,”[57] which could 
be an environmental or social change. There is less accent on achieving specific goals and more on insti-
tutional designs that prove resilient in the event of failure.

Some transition management approaches also take a much wider view of what needs to be changed if 
sustainability is to become a reality; from more targeted, incremental improvements in existing devel-
opment forms to “promoting the sustainable reconfiguration of entire socio-technical systems.”[58] This 
reflects the fact that “the power to shape structural change in society and technology is distributed 
across a multitude of actors and societal subsystems.”[59] Transition management also emphasizes foster-
ing innovation.

There is limited evidence for the actual effects of transition management approaches,[60] but the ideas 
have been applied in the Netherlands. Dissatisfied by the poor performance of the NEPPs, and keen 
to “revitalize” the process,[58] policy makers incorporated transition management in the fourth NEPP, 
released in 2001, and committed the government to sustainability transitions in energy, transport, 
water management, natural resource use, and agriculture.[55] The process involved creating a series of 
“platforms” in which stakeholders came together, to develop “transition themes” and pathways to those 
goals, including “transition experiments” to explore in practical terms how to progress along those 
pathways.[58]

Whatever its theoretical merits, the Netherlands’ initial experiences raise questions about how far, in 
practice, elements of transition management have actually exerted pressure on business-as-usual. Smith 
and Kern[58] show how, when applied to the energy sector, the desire to incorporate relevant, powerful 
actors from industry and government departments into the process left it open to being captured by 
them; a wider risk of stakeholder engagement, as noted above. The result was that the transitions man-
agement approach failed to displace a narrow focus on technological costs and benefits or to exert much 
influence on wider energy policy. Absent also was any wider public debate about the transition goals or 
pathways. Other commentators have expressed a concern that transition management does not avoid 
the problems of conventional, linear approaches to planning for sustainability in assuming that there 
could be a consensus among diverse stakeholders about what constitutes a sustainable development 
path.[61]

Arguably, transitions management approaches also display another problem of much planning for 
sustainability: a tendency to focus excessively on new, more innovative forms of development, and 
give insufficient attention to how societies challenge and displace existing, unsustainable development 
forms.[62] However, planning can have a role in this, as explained below.
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Planning and the Politics of Sustainability transitions

The second alternative perspective considered here requires us to look beyond the intended goals of 
planning, to understand how planning processes have actually served to promote more sustainable 
forms of development. This requires us to view planning less as an activity on its own and more in 
relation to wider systems of public policy, and the politics of decision making. Viewed in this way, the 
impact of planning on sustainability may be messier, and less obvious in the short term, but more pro-
found over the long term.[7,63]

One important feature of planning processes is that they provide “opportunity structures”[64]—
including consultation procedures over plans and projects, legal review mechanisms, and various 
forms of environmental assessment—that allow the involvement of the public and interest groups, and 
through which argument about social purpose can take place. A distinctive feature of the opportunity 
structures provided by planning is the scope they offer for cross-scalar discussions, that is, through 
engagement about future development projects or land uses participants may also come to question 
the wider policies and values that lie behind them. Participants may raise fundamental concerns about 
the environmental sustainability of certain forms of development, and press for lower-impact alter-
natives.[45,65] The arguments generated can also exert pressure on environmentally damaging forms of 
development through extra costs, delays, and the ever-present threat of veto. Over time, the cumulative 
effect of these discursive and material impacts has sometimes undermined previously dominant policy 
approaches, loosening the grip of powerful interests, fostering acceptance of tightening environmental 
conditions, and opening up long-held policy norms [63]

.

One can see these dynamics in a number of contexts. Challenges made through (and beyond) plan-
ning processes to new road schemes and their environmental impacts have helped reinforce argu-
ments for a change in transport policy, away from predicting travel demand and building road space to 
accommodate it, toward greater emphasis on public transport and managing travel demand. Airport 
expansion planning has also become an important venue for debates about the environmental risks and 
societal worth of unfettered aviation growth.[7,66] Hudalah et al.[67] chart the way in which environmental 
NGOs in Indonesia exploited moments of opportunity in project and plan decision making to form new 
coalitions, and increase the weight given to wider development agendas based on conserving ecological 
functions. Planning is important because it is where broad policies and otherwise abstract sustainability 
concepts meet real, concrete environmental changes, stimulating public engagement and demanding 
solutions.

For all that it might be messy, conflictual, and unintended, one can see how existing planning systems 
have generated the kind of debate and policy learning that transitions to sustainability are often deemed 
to demand.[55] It is often conflict as much as cooperation that forces new perspectives onto the agenda. 
Moreover, this function of planning has reinforced sustainability transitions by subjecting unsustainable 
development to intensive questioning and, in some cases, presaging its demise—a dimension of change 
that the technology/innovation-centered approaches of transitions management tend to neglect.[62]

The challenge is to maintain openness of planning processes to wide-ranging debate, often in face of 
efforts by governments to keep fundamental questions of need and risk off the agenda.[7]

conclusion

A central problem with the proposition that one can “plan for sustainability” is that sustainability is not 
a concept that can be defined precisely and then implemented.[68] Rather, planning is one of a number of 
arenas in which the meaning of sustainability is debated and constructed, often in the face of significant 
challenges. Indeed, the experiences of planning have been important for showing that formulating poli-
cies for sustainability can open up quite fundamental questions about needs, demands, and environ-
mental value. Such questions are implicit in asking—“what is it that we should sustain?” Because of the 
disagreements surrounding such fundamental questions, progressing toward sustainable development 
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is inevitably a process of “muddling through,”[14] even when plans look clear on paper, and likely to be 
contested—especially perhaps if plans are seeking to make a real difference to unsustainable trends.

However, although the conventional, linear view of planning for sustainability displays a num-
ber of weaknesses, planning is a vital component of social progress toward sustainable development. 
Through the intended goals and actions of plans, more sustainable forms of development can be 
delivered; at the same time, the spaces for deliberation and challenge that planning creates form a 
key part of the “ongoing territorial struggle”[69] to understand and institutionalize more sustainable 
forms of growth.

This experience suggests that when examining processes of planning for sustainability, one needs to 
do more than look at whether the core features of the conventional approach are in place: clear goals 
and targets, well-chosen actions, mechanisms for public and interest group engagement, and systems for 
monitoring and review. One should also ask the following questions: what are the opportunity structures 
for influencing the plan and who is able to access and exploit them? What scope is there for raising alter-
native development strategies and challenging dominant but unsustainable development priorities?[70]
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Introduction

This entry defines sustainable development and its three basic aspects. Because sustainable develop-
ment is a relatively new concept, a short history and description of the drivers that lead to sustainable 
development are described. Then, a sustainable energy future is presented. To be sustainable as a society 
requires cooperation and collaboration rather than command and control management. A very key 
aspect of sustainable development, social synergy, is covered. Also, because sustainable development is 
relatively new but essential to build a better and viable future, children from the earliest age through 
college need to learn to understand and apply the concepts of sustainable development. A paragraph 
is included that describes current efforts in the United States to incorporate education in sustainable 
development (ESD) in K–12 and college curricula.

Sustainable development encompasses stewardship of many areas of human and planetary life. In 
business, one of the key motivators is to implement sustainable development measures to be profit-
ably successful indefinitely. To do this requires that businesses show their due diligence to both society 
and the environment while maximizing profits. Sustainability reporting assists businesses in assess-
ing their efforts. Sustainability reports are both management and public relations tools. An innovative, 
very effective, time-tested form of sustainable development, “renting a service” rather than “selling a 
product,” is covered. Then, sustainable development for community vitality is described. As the sizes, 
types, and socioeconomics of communities vary considerably, so do all of the related aspects of evolving 
them to be sustainable. Reference is made to a web site that thoroughly describes all aspects. Some of the 
subjects covered on the web site are briefly summarized in this entry. The final section covers the vast, 
opening market of sustainable development in developing countries.
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What Is Sustainable Development?

Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their needs. Sustainable development has three aspects:

 1.  Social (people)
 2.  Environmental (planet)
 3.  Economic (profits)/prosperity

All development affects all three aspects. All three aspects are interdependent. Thus, being mind-
ful of these interdependencies in management and leadership decisions will result in the best overall 
s olution—a win-win-win solution that maximizes success and minimizes any negative social, environ-
mental, and economic costs. This is called managing the triple bottom line of people, planet, and profits. 
This is also called whole systems thinking[1,2] because all relevant factors are considered as a whole. The 
role of engineers is to help their clients be successful. This requires integrated whole systems thinking 
that covers all related liabilities that a company or community (their client) may have and provides the 
most efficient and profitable solution to the challenge. Often, the best whole system solution is also the 
most efficient and most sustainably profitable.

The environmental (planet) aspect is significantly affected by energy consumption and management, 
including: the entire national power infrastructure and distribution, transportation, plus the construc-
tion and renovation of all residential, commercial, and industrial facilities.

History, Environmental Degradation, and National Security

During the last century, while fossil fuels were abundant and cheap, those fuels fulfilled a majority 
of our energy conversion needs. The mounting problem is that combustion emissions have fouled 
the environment in a number of ways, resulting in increases in respiratory illnesses, mercury pol-
lution, and a rise in global temperatures. The quantity of easily retrieved fossil fuels is significantly 
depleted. Coal is still relatively abundant, but it does not burn cleanly. Technologies need to be devel-
oped to both mine the coal safely and to burn it cleanly. Regarding petroleum, many countries that 
are not friendly to the United States control most of the remaining easily extractable sources. Many 
national security advisors have indicated the urgency of severing our dependence on foreign oil as a 
part of an overall strategy for the security of the United States and as a means to prevent oil-related 
conflicts.[3,4] It is also apparent that there is a need to protect and allow the environment to regenerate. 
The effect of using fossil fuels extensively and inefficiently is that we are simultaneously poisoning 
the environment and ourselves. Nuclear power emissions are clean, but the nuclear power industry 
has significant obstacles such as storage of radioactive wastes for many thousands of years. In addi-
tion, there are security concerns to safeguard radioactive material from being stolen for production 
of atomic weapons.

Governors and mayors are taking action to implement clean energy technologies. In response to clear 
signs of increased cost from continuing to use fossil fuels and scientific evidence showing that by burn-
ing fossil fuels we are initiating a possibly devastating global warming trend[5] that could flood coastal 
cities, disrupt the food chain, and change climate patterns significantly, many states have taken the 
initiative and enacted renewable energy portfolios to fund the transition to renewable energy resources. 
Many remaining states are in the process of developing their own renewable energy portfolios. These 
renewable energy portfolios provide significant state- and utility-sponsored financial incentives for the 
commercial, industrial, and residential use of renewable energy systems and fuels. On the city level, 
many mayors from major cities around the world have made commitments to cut greenhouse gas 
emissions to slow the rate of global warming.[6] Many of these cities are coastal and could be severely 
impaired or destroyed from rising sea levels from global warming. So, civic action to switch to cleaner 
energy options is beginning in earnest.
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Energy Future

What this means to energy engineers is that petroleum-derived fuels are on their way out over the 
next half century. Hydrogen (where the hydrogen is derived from renewable energy sources), ethanol, 
biodiesel, and other forms of renewable fuels are on their way in. Direct and indirect conversion of 
solar energy, including wind, biomass, wave/tidal power, and small-scale hydroelectric power will 
increasingly be part of the energy infrastructure that energy engineers will design and build. The 
bottom line with energy is that it needs to be relatively nonpolluting and indefinitely available. It is a 
very dynamic time for energy engineers as the entire, worldwide energy picture transitions to clean 
renewable technologies. This will eventually add a lot of stability to the world economy, the world 
political environment and to everyone’s lives. The stability will come from the fact that renewable 
energy technologies can be used to tap the natural energy resources that are available everywhere. 
Stability will also come, as the environment regenerates, the climate stabilizes and resources remain 
available for our sustenance.

How We Socially and Professionally Interact with 
Each Other Determines Our Degree of Success

Another aspect of sustainability has to do with how well we interact and collaborate. In the past, man-
agement of most activities was by a top-down hierarchy. Now humanity is evolving and it is driven 
by high levels of sophistication in technology and communications, which has resulted in individual 
knowledge and skill level increases. Plus, many families are now structured such that individual adults 
and children are taking more independent responsibilities for the many aspects of their lives. This has 
all created a desire by many people to be more intimately involved in solutions rather than just letting 
someone else do the thinking. In this new economy, teamwork and open communication are important 
to bring all stakeholders together, whether in a business or community, to manage by consensus and 
cooperation. Everyone affected should have the opportunity to be involved in the solution, even if just 
by being informed as the planning and decision-making are in process. The outcome then is one that 
promotes efficiency, for the simple reason that all persons affected are involved, which promotes enthu-
siasm and “buy-in.” Typically with this process, more work and time are invested up-front such that all 
aspects are considered and thus everything proceeds more efficiently down-stream.[7]

Creative, Cooperative, Design and Planning Teamwork[2]

The ASHRAE GreenGuide recommends “integrated design teams” that have all of the design, eco-
nomic, planning, and other related disciplines involved up-front to create better designs. If this process 
is not used, design typically proceeds in a series of “handoffs” that tend to compound problems, as each 
succeeding team designs “around” any incompatibilities that the previous designers have already fin-
ished. This adds unnecessary complexities and inefficiencies, which increase construction and life-cycle 
costs. Through coordination and the collaboration of designers, architects, engineers, and key players, 
an integral design can be created that functions as an efficient system and not as a collection of parts 
that are force-fit together. This approach has enabled design teams to design very energy efficient, com-
fortable, aesthetically and environmentally friendly buildings at or less than the conventional price per 
square foot of traditionally designed buildings. So, working as a team from the beginning is the most 
efficient way of designing because potential conflicts are resolved up-front rather than later at a higher 
cost. Effectually, when people are creating and they know that their contributions are respected, supe-
rior planning and designs are achieved. The upfront work of coordinating planning and brainstorming 
sessions with many people of diverse backgrounds can be a challenge. However, the results and life-cycle 
costs are almost assuredly optimal.
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Education

The United Nations has declared the decade from 2005 to 2014 as The Decade of Education for Sustainable 
Development.[8]

There are many national teams around the world that have taken the lead to work across the edu-
cational spectrum—including public and private education, primary and higher education, indepen-
dent, charter, and home-schooling—to incorporate ESD in their curricula. The U.S. Partnership for The 
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development[9] was formed to facilitate implementation of ESD in 
the United States.

Effective education can demonstrate the inter-relationship and interdependence of people, planet, 
and profits in all life activities. We have the technology to transition to a clean energy future and to man-
age materials in a cyclic manner. We know that pollution is causing global environmental change. We 
also know that teamwork and cooperation get better results than working in a hierarchical or isolated 
manner. Education in sustainable development will show that the current “consume and throw away” 
economy no longer works for the benefit of humanity and life. Rather, there is a need for cyclic, whole-
systems thinking that integrates all relevant factors into the best, longest lasting results.

Sustainability Reporting

Realizing the importance of being “sustainable” and understanding that they are good long-term invest-
ments, many companies are developing sustainability reports. These reports are strong management 
tools that show how well a company is progressing with their sustainability, their corporate social 
responsibility (CSR), and their goals to continually improve. They provide an openness that stakehold-
ers (employees, stockholders, regulatory agencies, customers, and community leaders) expect so they 
know if a company is a good place to work, a good investment, or a good neighbor. These reports are 
available to the public (free download).[10] For engineers, preparation of sustainability reports involves 
the collection and analysis of energy and environmental data. Demonstration of energy savings plans 
and associated pollutant emission reductions can have significant public relations and market share 
value. This can promote higher sales and flow of investor capital as companies prove their social respon-
sibility and long-term viability.

“High 5!—Communicating your Business Success through Sustainability Reporting—A Guide for 
Small and Not-So-Small Businesses,” from the Global Reporting Initiative, describes the benefits of 
sustainability reporting:

Sustainability reporting has many advantages that benefit different areas of your business. Some ben-
efits are purely financial while others deal with customer or employee satisfaction. Sustainability report-
ing helps organizations identify and address their current and potential risks, saving time and money 
in the short and long term. As the public becomes more aware of your efforts, customer loyalty and 
credibility of your business will greatly increase. When you take a deeper look into your daily business 
operations through sustainability reporting you will be able to discover new opportunities.

Businesses continuously seek to generate income and acquire a competitive edge by identifying new 
market opportunities and determining current and potential risks. When your organization embraces 
a sustainability perspective, i.e., simultaneously addressing social, environmental and economic issues, 
you can benefit from cost-savings and improvements in product quality and employee performance.

When considering how to improve financial performance, many organizations only look at financial 
aspects, such as the cost of purchasing goods, personnel costs, or tax payments. However, working on 
environmental and social issues can also positively affect your financial bottom line.

Sustainability reporting is the way to identify these potential benefits and realize the economic gains. 
It helps you achieve your business goals by setting up a continuous improvement process based on target 
setting and progress measurement. All in all, sustainability reporting helps you to acquire that competi-
tive advantage.
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Renting vs. Buying (A Sustainability Innovation)[11,12]

Here is an example of systems thinking to ensure that a product has minimal environmental impact 
plus high social and economic value:

In today’s consumer/throw-away economy, typically a product is manufactured and sold. There is 
producer incentive to minimize the use of labor and material resources put into a product, thus saving 
on cost. The product is sold as cheaply as possible to maximize sales. The product eventually wears out 
and is disposed of. A product that breaks and is disposed of soon after its warranty period is best for 
sales, so that a consumer will go out and buy a replacement. This is obviously a wasteful scenario, which 
is prevalent in commerce today. However, that is changing.

A more efficient scenario that many companies have successfully deployed for years is to manufac-
ture and rent a product. Then, there is an incentive to maximize the utility and life of the product, thus 
ensuring an income to the owner/renter for as long as possible into the future. (This is what sustainable 
development is all about—maintaining economic flow for as long as possible into the future.) When 
this product is manufactured, due care in manufacturing processes and sufficient material are used 
to maximize durability, reliability, and longevity. Customer satisfaction is high from having a reliable 
product, which also builds name recognition and increases desirability. The product is designed to be 
easily maintainable, again, to maximize longevity, and also to facilitate dismantlement of the product 
when it has come to the end of its useful life. Thus, the parts can be easily remanufactured and reused 
or segregated for efficient recycling of the raw materials. So, maximum utility and income is achieved 
from the product, and most of the resources that went into manufacturing and maintaining the product 
throughout its life are recycled with minimal impact to the environment.

So, engineers with sustainable development in mind might be thinking of the “rented” product sce-
nario, which is inherently efficient, rather than the “sold” product scenario, which is inherently waste-
ful. For example, Interface, Inc., the largest carpet manufacturer in the world and a company that has 
committed itself to be as sustainable as possible, is using this renting concept in its products. They rent 
carpet tiles. As the carpet eventually wears, tiles are replaced and recycled to make new tiles.

Community Development to Decrease Energy Costs[13]

Over the last three-quarters of a century, there was an assumption that gasoline and diesel fuel would 
be cheap and plentiful, indefinitely. Thus, urban sprawl developed because of the low cost of owning 
and operating one or more cars. This is not the case anymore! Now, with the realization that cars are 
expensive to both purchase and operate, there are efforts by many cities to re-establish neighborhoods 
that have all of the amenities needed for occupants all within a short distance that can be covered on 
foot, with a bicycle, or with convenient public transportation. These cities are excluding automobiles 
from certain areas and some are charging admission fees for cars to enter semirestricted areas. This has 
helped to revitalize many city commercial districts because of the park-like feeling of being in these 
areas without the noise and exhaust from cars. With the economic benefits that have been realized by 
these arrangements, more and more urban and suburban cities are pursuing these types of commercial 
district renovations in their cities.

Obviously, society has made a major investment that established urban/suburban sprawl. That invest-
ment now needs to be made sustainable. Consequently, there will be major investments in clean fuels 
such as biodiesel, ethanol, and renewably derived hydrogen to power the huge fleet of vehicles in the 
United States. A remaining economic burden to maintain suburban living is the maintenance of roads. 
However, that may be relieved as convenient, modern, and cleaner public transit busses, trains, and 
other guided vehicles are developed into transportation networks, thus decreasing the number of cars 
on the road. Energy engineers will be integral to this transition in transportation.

So, the paradigm for energy engineers will evolve as community structures around urban and subur-
ban cities change and improve for energy efficiency. There will probably be a tendency to create nodes, 
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where residents have a majority of the amenities nearby. Then, clean, comfortable, energy-efficient pub-
lic transportation and express lanes for cars will connect each node.

Overview of the Many Aspects of Sustainable 
Communities Infrastructure and Nature

The web site http://www.conservationeconomy.net/IN-DEX.CFM (courtesy of the Ecotrust) summa-
rizes the many and various aspects of sustainable communities and preserving our natural assets. Many 
social factors that play a role in the culture and systems changes associated with sustainable develop-
ment are thoroughly explained on the web site. Engineers should know these social interactions, which 
are cohesive and essential to sustainable communities. Readers are encouraged to visit the web site to get 
a flavor of all of the aspects of sustainability or to narrow in on aspects that are of particular interest to 
them. The following is a narrative summary of some of the entries on the web site:

A conservation economy describes how social capital, natural capital, and economic capital can be 
synergetic and sustainable.

Social capital covers fundamental needs, which include: the strong need for local sources of food; 
accessible, healthy shelter; healthy environment and access to healthcare; plus access to knowledge 
about the interconnectedness of us to our environment and to each other. The section on community 
discusses collaborative processes that honor: social equity, which promotes prosperity for all; security 
from fear and violence; recognition of the wealth and strength in our cultural diversity and establish-
ment of a will to preserve it; plus, local celebrations to honor a sense of place with the community and 
environment. It proceeds to describe the importance of enjoying beauty and play, to relieve stress from 
our busyness; learning to welcome transitions that improve communities as a whole; and establishment 
of civic society where all residents can manage their communities collaboratively.

Natural capital includes the atmosphere, biosphere, and earth. To sustain it requires ecological land 
use, which includes connected wild lands, in which indigenous animals, plant and people can coex-
ist together. Protected core reserves can be set aside for native plants and animals to thrive, without 
interference. Wildlife corridors can connect reserves such that animals may migrate freely and parks 
can be established to act as buffer zones between developed and undeveloped areas. Productive rural 
areas can be re-established through: sustainable agriculture, which does not cause runoff of pollutants 
into streams and is more in harmony with natural processes; sustainable forestry, which thins rather 
than clear-cuts stands of trees; sustainable fisheries, which establish quotas, such that species are not 
depleted; and eco-tourism, to provide natural getaways and education for people that want to learn more 
about sustainability and to be close to nature. Compact towns and cities, with human scale neighbor-
hoods, green buildings, convenient transit access, ecological infrastructure, and urban growth bound-
aries will create healthy, vibrant communities.

Economic capital in healthier communities and commerce will tend to expand through synergies 
with social and environmental capital, thus building prosperity.

Energy Engineering for Developing Countries[13]

Approximately four billion of the six and one half billion people on the planet live in extreme poverty, 
where a poor sanitation infrastructure results in disease, there is minimal economic productivity, and 
there is significant economic burden on governments and aid agencies. However, recently, it has been 
found that given some of the modern necessities such as water wells, electronic communication, and 
dependable energy, people that are impoverished can quickly and enthusiastically become productive to 
their communities and not be an economic burden.

The use of small photovoltaic power systems in villages has literally energized villages into minieco-
nomic zones of relative wealth and flow of capital, thus creating self-sufficiency rather than dependence. 
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Just providing electricity for lighting, water pumps, and small power tools can tremendously boost the 
productive capabilities of a village.

The establishment of cell phone repeaters and wireless infrastructure is much less expensive than 
running miles of telephone cable. A limited number of cell phones in villages have also promoted pros-
perity because farmers and merchants can effectively communicate and market their products.

As developing countries continue to develop, water, energy, and communication will be vital to their 
success. So, energy engineers will be a key part of this process. Many multinational and small compa-
nies and financial institutions are tapping into bringing these four billion people into the world of com-
mercial success and out of the world of poverty. So, engineers will play an important part in this next 
major step toward a sustainable world.

Conclusion

Though we are just now seeing the start of a transition to sustainable development, it is clearly economi-
cally, ecologically, and socially advantageous to choose this means to success, prosperity, well-being, 
stability, and peace. We have an abundance of all of the material and energy resources we need. We 
have the ability, knowledge, and conscience to do the best for humanity, all of life, and the planet. We 
have the inspiration and insight to transition to a sustainable world. Now all it takes is the willingness 
to accept change and make the transition to sustainability. The outcome will be a world that is more 
prosperous and stable than it is now. Sustainable development is a goal to embrace and make part of our 
daily decisions.
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 How we eat determines, to a considerable extent, how the world is used.

Wendell Berry (2010)

Introduction

The practice of growing food in cities, or urban environments, is known as urban agriculture. Integration 
of food production into the urban ecosystem is not a new phenomenon; however, the reasons behind 
this growing practice have changed over the past few centuries. Urban agriculture arose during diffi-
cult times, such as during war or depression, when the growth of vegetables on any available plots was 
encouraged as a response to dwindling food supply and food shortages. In addition, this was considered 
as an activity that provided jobs and income and boosted spirits and community cohesion during harsh 
times. The concept of “allotment gardens” was developed in Germany as a response to rapid industri-
alization in Europe throughout the 19th century (Holmer and Drescher 2005). Growth of cities during 
that time was accompanied by growing food insecurity and by allowing citizens to use open spaces to 
grow food, originally called “the gardens of the poor”, the administrations of the cities, thus, contributed 
to the idea of urban farming. The late 19th century witnessed the initiative by Detroit’s Mayor, Hazen 
S. Pingree, when the citizens were asked to utilize any available land to grow vegetables as a response to 
economic slowdown (Austin 2019) – coincidentally, now that Detroit is again a leader in urban farming 
due to recent economic collapse with the loss of the automobile industry. These original initiatives were 
further developed during World War I and World War II (WWII) and received a new meaning – they 
were called “victory gardens”. Misallocation and devastation of agricultural land in Europe and loss of 
farmers to military recruitment led to the growth in popularity of these fruit and vegetable gardens, 
specifically in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Australia (Drescher 2001). 
In the United States alone, these gardens produced about 1.45 million quarts of canned fruits and veg-
etables in 1918 (Schumm 2018). The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) further continued 
to encourage expansion of the victory gardens during the hardships of WWII. Thus, the existence of 
agricultural production in urban environments has evolved to be more systematic and expected.
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The purpose of establishing those gardens in the cities has shifted since the end of WWII. During 
times of relative food abundance, these practices may be seen from a different perspective. While still 
providing food, which is especially crucial for food-insecure districts, and part-time or full-time jobs, 
urban farms also now looked at as a place for social gathering or as a green area that helps fighting air 
pollution in cities. Advantages of urban farming include but are not limited to social, economic, and 
health benefits. However, there are some risks involved as well, which include but are not limited to 
required high inputs of energy and time, and high probability of polluted urban soil and air. It has been 
attempted to estimate the proportion of food that is provided by urban agriculture globally. According 
to van Veenhuizen and Danso (2007), 15%–20% of the world’s food supply comes from urban agricul-
ture. A recent publication by Clinton et al. (2018) suggests that the above numbers are highly overesti-
mated, perhaps because of inclusion of peri-urban areas and livestock production. The authors claim 
that if the space is utilized at its maximum, and the practices in place are intense, then urban agriculture 
could produce ~5% of the global crop production.

Types of Urban Farming

Food production in cities can take various forms. There are different projects and activities that have 
been developing and have now firmly established themselves in urban environments. Several major 
categories should be mentioned in respect to urban farming: (1) community-based, (2) institutional, 
(3) public, and (4) commercial (Steele 2017). The borderlines between them are not rigid and, in particu-
lar cases, may carry the features of two or three categories. Urban agriculture is a flexible concept and 
adjusts to the local conditions, thus acquiring various forms. There is not a widespread agreement on 
the classification of types of urban farming, however, there are types that are commonly recognized. 
Specifically, community and backyard gardens; rooftop and balcony gardening; growing in vacant lots, 
right-of-ways, and parks; aquaponics; hydroponics; fruit trees and orchards; market farms; raising live-
stock and beekeeping (Steele 2017). In addition, it can be stated that post-harvest activities, for example, 
“creating value-added products in community kitchens, farmers’ markets and road-side farm stands, 
marketing crops and products, and addressing food waste” (Steele 2017), should also be considered as 
overall urban agricultural activities.

Community and backyard gardens involve growing food for the family or the neighborhood; rooftop 
gardening utilizes available space on roofs while growing in vacant lots puts a productive use on other-
wise abandoned land; hydroponics practices soilless food growth; and aquaponics combines the latter 
with raising fish. Some cities allow raising chickens or keeping beehives in urban environments.

Additionally, the classification system of urban farming types can explore the following categories: 
location, people involved, products grown, economic activities, product destination, scale, and technol-
ogy used (RUAF Foundation 2019). However, currently, urban agriculture researchers have been using 
their own approach to typify this activity, which has led to a significant variety of divisions and subdivi-
sions of local urban farming systems. Thus, it appears to be beneficial to continue developing a consis-
tent viewpoint of types of urban farms (van Veenhuizen and Danso 2007).

Regardless of the classification system used, it is imperative to realize that food production in cities is 
fully integrated into the urban economic and ecological systems, and thus should be an important part 
of urban planning policies (RUAF Foundation 2019).

Benefits of Urban Farming

Social and Cultural Benefits

The practice of growing food in cities can be viewed as an excellent opportunity for social integration, 
cultural exchanges, and education for both adults and youth. Through collective action and advocacy, 
city dwellers build and strengthen their communities, as urban farms in their various forms mostly 
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appear to be based on a sense of community (Holland 2004). Working as a team on underutilized land 
plots and transforming them into productive environments that can feed them or can be sold, residents 
improve the quality of their immediate surroundings and develop bonding (see Figure 1). Of particular 
importance, relevant to urban food production is the opportunity for people of different ages to interact 
which promotes intergenerational bond, and the chance for disadvantaged or segregated groups such as 
people from different socioeconomic classes or different backgrounds, orphans, women, recent immi-
grants without jobs, elderly and disabled people, to get involved in community building, to become 
engaged citizens, and to maintain decent livelihoods (Santo et al. 2016).

Urban farming, thus, can be an “agent of change” as it encourages social bonding and activities that have 
the potential to promote social, economic, and environmental changes at the local level (Holland 2004).

Urban farms can also play an important role in educational functions – participants, and especially 
youth, learning about ecology and the process of food growth, which in turn, can encourage growth in 
agricultural literacy and reconnection to nature (Santo et al. 2016). Advancing urban dwellers’ knowl-
edge on how their food is grown and distributed, may lead to the appreciation of the urgent need for cities 
to adopt “circular” food production system rather than current “linear” to ensure their own sustainabil-
ity. Specifically, urban “outputs”, like organic waste production, can and should become an “input” into 
urban food production system (Deelstra and Girardet 2000). Recycling and composting of organic mat-
ter and nutrient recycling on local urban farms reduce dependence on delivered “inputs” and keeps this 
waste from landfills. By participating in the food-producing process, citizens foster an understanding 
and appreciation of systems thinking and the cycles of life; and therefore, the importance of urban sus-
tainability as the world is predominantly urban and the pattern is predicted to continue into the future.

Economic Benefits

As some types of urban agriculture utilize vacant lots, it leads to increased property values, which in turn 
generates increased tax revenues (Steele 2017). This is particularly true in economically disadvantaged 
neighborhoods (see figure 1). Among other economic benefits, it can be mentioned that this activity 

FIGURE 1 Baltimore, MD, USA – low-income neighborhood, underutilized land. Real Food Farm, Perlman 
Place. Planted fruit trees (fig). (Photo credit: N. Fath.)
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adds jobs to the local economy and stimulates capital investment and redevelopment (Santo et al. 2016). 
Guitart et al. (2012) analyzed published research on community gardens. Their review found that all 13 
of the studies which examined property values reported increased property values associated with the 
 existence of the community garden. Similar research findings can be found in Voicu and Been (2008).

It can be argued that urban agriculture makes fresh produce more affordable. This is particularly 
important for low-income neighborhoods and for poorer countries where between 50% and 70% of 
income on being spent on food. However, based on the currently available studies, it can be concluded 
that the criteria and methods used to assess specific profits and other economic impacts differ markedly 
and/or are lacking (van Veenhuizen and Danso 2007). In addition to the direct economic benefits to 
the participants, urban agriculture also encourages the growth of small enterprises; farming activities 
require necessary agricultural inputs that can vary from compost and organic pesticides production to 
tool production and managing of the outputs that can include packaging, marketing, and transporta-
tion of products (Homem de Carvalho 2001).

Besides the above discussed economic advantages, urban farms surplus can be donated to food banks 
which, in turn, can help reduce money spent on food for low-income neighborhoods. In addition, when 
vacant land is utilized by urban agriculture activities, it can save maintenance costs for the city as illegal 
waste dumping and/or vandalism will decrease (Steele 2017).

It is important to note that there is a need for more research on economic outputs of urban farming, 
profitability of commercial food production in cities, long-term studies on employment opportunities 
and on neighborhoods’ indicators, discussed above. Economic outcomes are the “least documented 
aspect of urban agriculture” (Hodgson et al. 2011).

Health Benefits

There are several aspects relevant to this topic that should be discussed, specifically, improved food 
security and physical and emotional well-being. Poorer neighborhoods often find themselves living in 
so-called “food deserts”. USDA defines food deserts as “parts of the country vapid of fresh fruit, veg-
etables, and other healthful whole foods, usually found in impoverished areas” (Nutrition Digest 2019). 
To qualify as a food desert, “at least 500 people and/or at least 33 percent of the census tract’s population 
must reside more than one mile from a supermarket or large grocery store (for rural census tracts, the 
distance is more than 10 miles)” (Nutrition Digest 2019). When analyzing the ability of urban agriculture 
to improve food security, one should look at the individual/household and municipal levels. Neither, 
though, should be understood as a substitute to traditional food retail (Santo et al. 2016). While not 
the whole answer to urban food deserts, farming in these locations provides participants with access 
to some fresh produce that otherwise is unavailable; thus, improving their food security and provid-
ing a better diet that includes more fresh fruits and vegetables (Zezza and Tasciotti 2008, Smith and 
Harrington 2014). Numerous studies report participants, their households, as well as their neighbors 
and friends, gaining access to a variety of seasonally appropriate foods while saving money for other 
needs (Corlett et al. 2003, Wakefield et al. 2007, Kortright and Wakefield 2011). However, more empirical 
evidence and longitudinal studies are necessary to support the claim that urban farming can signifi-
cantly amend food security over time in poorer urban neighborhoods (Siegner et al. 2018). While there 
is accumulated evidence that supports increased produce consumption among the gardeners (Alaimo 
et al. 2008, Litt et al. 2011), experts suggest it is not an overall significant indicator of improved food 
security and/or quality of the diets in low-income households (Hallsworth and Wong 2013). Based on 
physical land availability in cities, along with other barriers, urban agriculture’s capacity to ameliorate 
food security is not strongly supported; however, it can be a supplemental solution for the urban poor 
(Badami and Ramankutty 2015).

Improved access to fresh produce, fruits and vegetables, may lead to better nutrition, and thus can 
be considered a viable strategy to mitigate certain diet-related diseases, such as obesity and diabetes 
(Steele  2017). However, through many studies and research done, it appears that via urban farming 
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activities most notable and well-documented gains are in improved mental health and physical health 
in participants. This is accomplished through acquiring a purpose, seeing the results of one’s effort, and 
being physically active (Santo et al. 2016). In addition, simply being close to nature has been observed 
to be a stress-relieving activity (Armstrong 2000, Brown and Jameton 2000, Wolf and Robbins 2015). 
Increased green cover in cities associated with urban agriculture activities contributes to such ecosys-
tem services as air filtration and temperature moderation, thus also benefiting the overall well-being of 
urban residents (Wolf and Robbins 2015).

Environmental Benefits

Besides social and human health benefits of urban agriculture, arguably, environmental advantages 
associated with this activity are the dominant ones. Among particular benefits to the environment are 
improved air quality and mitigation of the urban heat island effect. Extensive research studies support 
that replacing impervious surfaces with vegetation and trees, in particular, leads to cleaner air, as vege-
tation filters particulate matter, and to cooler temperatures during summer. For example, in the Phoenix 
metropolitan area, increased tree canopy cover by 25% leads to a total cooling of 7.9°F as compared to 
a bare neighborhood, and addition of greenery to residential backyards reduces average neighborhood 
temperatures by 0.4°F–0.5°F (Middel and Chhetri 2014). This phenomenon appears to be of particular 
importance for low-income neighborhoods as they tend to have fewer trees and grass cover and, thus, 
higher summertime temperatures (Jenerette et al. 2011).

Among other environmental advantages of urban agriculture are its ability to maintain and support 
biodiversity via creation of habitats; its contribution to recycling of nutrients when organic waste is 
turned into a resource – soil (see Figures 2 and 3); its ability to increase water infiltration, thus reducing 
stormwater runoff and decreasing the flooding potential (van Veenhuizen 2006, Santo et al. 2016). 

FIGURE 2 Composting bin at aquaponics farm, Baltimore, MD, USA. Center for a Livable Future, JHU. (Photo 
credit: N. Fath.)
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Urban farming should also be looked at from the perspective of one of the most pressing challenges 
present day – scarcity of freshwater and agriculture being the largest user of freshwater. Some types of 
urban farming contribute to lessening this issue by collecting rainwater on site and using it for irriga-
tion (see Figure 4). Others are capable of re-using wastewater, thus lessening the demand for freshwater 
supply (Haysom 2009). A particular type of urban agriculture, aquaponics, attempts to recycle water 
used for fish and produce production. While initially the system requires a significant input of water, 
the continued operation is based on this water being re-used and accompanied only by some expected 
losses due to evaporation, spillage, etc., which could be replenished by rainwater collection (Love et al. 
2015). United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization, FAO, is particularly invested in exploring 
the possibilities of integrating aquaponics in drier climate cities, such as in the Near East and North 
Africa (FAO 2019).

The overall reduced ecological footprint of the cities practicing urban agriculture leads to the discus-
sion of its positive influence on one of the dominant topics discussed today, climate change. There are 
many challenges faced by growing cities and continued urbanization throughout the world; however, 
climate change is recognized as one of the most pressing challenges (IPCC 2018). The most obvious way 
how urban farming can lessen the contribution of food production to climate change is by reducing 
carbon footprint. Increase in urban green spaces, including fruit trees and crops grown, will lead to 
increased carbon sequestration (Thornbush 2015).

By practicing food production close to the consumers, the greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
the food transportation, storage, and cooling will be reduced (Kulak et al. 2013). Numerous case studies 
exist that support the above, and while this has not been quantified on a global scale, urban agriculture 
can and should be promoted as both climate change mitigation and adaptation measures.

As a concluding remark on the benefits of urban agriculture, it is important to note that the extent 
of these benefits directly depends on the policies in practice, the type of urban farming, and the local 
environment. Summary of the benefits is presented in Table 1.

FIGURE 3 Composting bins at urban farm, Towson University, MD, USA. (Photo credit: N. Fath.)
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TABLE 1 Benefits of Urban Agriculture

Categories Benefits

Social • Builds and strengthens communities
• Reconnection with food production
• Renders an educational venue
• Promotes social, economic, and environmental activism
• Promotes social inclusion 

Environmental • Increases urban green spaces
• Improves air quality
• Reduces Urban Heat Island effect
• Promotes biodiversity
• Recycles organic waste
• Increases stormwater infiltration
• Reduces runoff
• Reduces water usage and reuses wastewater
• Reduces carbon footprint 

Health • Improves food security in urban food deserts
• Improves access to fresh food and, thus, overall nutrition
• Encourages physical activity
• Cleaner air → improves overall health
• Increases urban green spaces → improves psychological 

well-being and mental health 

FIGURE 4 Rain barrels at urban farm, Towson University, MD, USA. (Photo credit: N. Fath.)
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Challenges of Urban Farming

Securing Land for Food Production in Cities

One of the major obvious challenges and constraints is the lack of space in world cities to be used for 
growing food. On the other hand, there are many cities where plenty of underutilized or abandoned 
land is available. Particularly, in the cities that have experienced post-industrial decline and out-migra-
tion, such as in the city of Detroit, USA. While thousands of acres of land have been given over to unem-
ployed workers for food growing in American cities of Detroit and New York (van Veenhuizen 2006), 
it is imperative to enhance access to this available vacant land by creating appropriate policies. These 
policies will need to enable sustainable urban agriculture and remove unnecessary obstacles that exist 
currently in securing land for food production in cities as agriculture traditionally refers to the rural 
areas; thus, urban agriculture currently has no institutional home (RUAF Foundation 2019).

Additional problem is that worldwide urban land value typically rises, and therefore urban farmers have 
to look for free land to use. Municipal land-use regulations do not guarantee long-term use of these plots, 
and frequently only temporary farms or gardens can be established (Steele 2017). Given the notable time 
and initial money and resources necessary to be invested in developing a productive urban farm, the tem-
porary status may not appear to be an attractive venue to pursue as they are vulnerable to redevelopment.

A relatively new phenomenon called “guerrilla gardening” has been growing around the world over 
the last two or three decades, and it arose in part as a response to the difficulty of securing land for food 
production in the cities. The name suggests that the gardening is done without the securing legal rights 
to the land that is being used, thus making them vulnerable.

Health Risks

While food production in urban areas promotes some substantial benefits to human health (they were 
discussed above), it also may present some health risks to the participants and the nearby community. 
Specifically, if the gardens are not organic, farmers and consumers may be exposed to doses of fertilizers 
and pesticides that are used. This risk, however, is not pertinent only to urban agriculture, but to rural 
agriculture as well.

One of the most common concerns associated with urban farming is the high probability that urban 
air and soil may be contaminated with particulate matter, heavy metals, and others. These may result from 
heavy traffic congestion that is typical for cities, from industrial activities that tend to be concentrated in 
urban areas, and possibly, from waste dumping areas in or around the cities. Accumulation of these pol-
lutants in air or soil may negatively impact health of the farmers and consumers; however, those can be 
reduced if adequate measures and regulations are put in place (van Veenhuizen and Danso 2007).

Remediation Costs

As mentioned in the section above, it is plausible that some land plots in urban areas have higher levels 
of contamination, and thus it is imperative that soil samples are analyzed prior to farming activities. If 
soil contamination is confirmed, then land requires remediation. Current remediation methods include 
soil removal, washing, or capping. They are costly and therefore are limiting factors in growth of out-
door urban agricultural systems (Wortman and Lovell 2013).

Eliminating contact between food grown and the ground via construction of raised beds is a cost-
effective way to establish food production on sites where soil has been contaminated (see Figure 5).

Energy Usage

Certain types of urban agriculture, particularly, indoor activities such as vertical farming, greenhouses, 
hydroponics, and aquaponics, do require substantial energy input for their proper operation, especially 
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if these facilities are located in cold or water-scarce regions. In the world where 64.5% of electricity pro-
duction still falls on fossil fuels, coal being the largest source, this is a concern (IEA 2019).

An aquaponics farm, which integrates hydroponics (soilless plant cultivation) with aquaculture (fish 
farming), where both components complement each other to generate two products at once, crops and 
fish, is a good practice to reduce agricultural water footprint as it recirculates water initially added to 
the system, but it has been proved that it requires a significant energy usage. While the food produced at 
the aquaponics farm in Baltimore, Maryland, USA did not contain antibiotics, synthetic pesticides, or 
chemical fertilizers, the energy use was remarkably high, particularly during the winter months. When 
input costs were compared to market prices on tilapia, it demonstrated a net economic loss (Love et al. 
2015). High energy costs forced the shutdown of a hydroponics farm in Buffalo, New York and its reloca-
tion to southwest Texas (Santo et al. 2016).

Alternative types of energy should be considered where applicable, in particular, in respect to the con-
struction of new greenhouse systems or retrofitting conventional greenhouses. Solar-powered green-
house systems are more popular in Europe and can achieve up to 70% of energy saving (Taki et al. 2018).

Summary of the challenges and risks are presented in Table 2.

FIGURE 5 Raised beds at urban farm, Towson University, MD, USA. (Photo credit: N. Fath.)

TABLE 2 Challenges of Urban Agriculture

Categories 

• Potential health risks to farmers and consumers from soil contaminants and air pollutants if 
adequate preventative remediation measures not taken

Health

• Some instances require high energy input
• Likelihood of air and soil being contaminated
• If in drier climates, then increased water demand (drinking water used for irrigation) 

Environmental
• Increased fresh produce consumption does not notably improve diets overall 
• Increased fresh produce consumption does not notably lessen food insecurity

• Lack of zoning regulations and policies, which include urban farming as part of future urban 
development

• Expensive or inaccessible land
• Unavailable land due to other uses or unsuitable
• If air and soil contamination → high remediation costsSocial

Problems/Limitations
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Future Projections

Urban agriculture appears to be growing in popularity around the world, although the goals behind their 
establishment range from aesthetics to communal activity, to actual crop production in low-income “food 
deserts”. Assessment of feasibility and sustainability or these food-producing practices should be further 
continued. It is implied that the land available for urban agriculture is limited given all the traditional 
land-uses in cities. Nevertheless, the productivity of that land can be high and it can achieve high yields, 
but currently material and labor resources are used inefficiently (McDougall et al. 2019).

It seems unlikely that urban agriculture can or will replace rural agriculture, as the majority of food 
calories in the form of cereal grains will continue to be produced outside the cities. However, urban agri-
culture offers an important supplement, particularly to food impoverished areas, it promotes a strong 
sense of community in terms of caring and investing in local place and educates people on the cycles of 
nature and where food comes from. With the growth of the industrial food production system in the 
mid-20th century in the United States, a huge disconnect arose between farming and most people. This 
gap can be breached by promoting farming practices in cities.

The scale of food production in cities can vary from small community gardens to large urban farms, 
such as the one that is currently under construction in Paris and is scheduled to open in 2020. It is pro-
jected to be the world’s largest urban rooftop farm, which will also incorporate closed-water hydroponic 
vertical system spanning overall ~14,000 m2 (150,695 ft2). They are expecting to cultivate more than 
30 different plant species using entirely organic methods, with fruit and vegetable daily production 
amounting to ~1,000 kg in the high season (The Guardian 2019). This could become a globally acknowl-
edged model for sustainable urban food production.
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introduction

Personal wireless service providers, independently and through use of brokers, have installed cell towers 
at or close to public schools in the United States. The open space surrounding schools, typically base-
ball and football fields, allows for optimal transmission of radio frequency (RF) waves between towers. 
Furthermore, public school districts, in comparison with private enterprises, have been more easily won 
over in the cell tower proposal process. Surges in experimental research regarding health hazards to 
RF emission, especially the apparent increased susceptibility of children to RF radiation, have sparked 
controversy over the exact locations of cell towers.

The purpose of this manuscript is to present an argument opposing the placement of cell towers at 
public schools. First, scientific studies related to animals and humans are provided to show that RF 
waves may be harmful to humans, and there is concern over electromagnetism. Second, voluntary 
initiatives and cell tower proposal processes are discussed, highlighting the Rockville, Maryland, 
community’s precedential victory in opposition to the placement of a cell tower at Wootton High 
School. Third, ethics and public policy considerations address the need for streamlining nationwide 
community efforts by amending the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to disallow the placement of 
cell towers near public schools. Fourth, areas for further research are presented, which include the 
compilation of data sets, tracking of exposed students at school, and new theory to address causality 
issues related to competing risks. Finally, the chapter concludes by providing commentary regarding 
invisible risks.
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Impact and Study of RF Hazards

Recent Trends

Concerns regarding the safety of cell towers at school have risen across the country. In 2010, Vista del 
Monte Elementary School in Palm Springs, CA, was pegged as having a reputation for being a cancer 
school. In 2005, a cell tower was erected on campus. Since then, 12 people have been diagnosed with 
cancer, affecting those who worked closest to where the cell tower was installed, where the field-strength 
readings were highest.[1]

From 1975 to 2000, childhood cancer rates had increased dramatically by a rate of 32%. Some of the 
most severe and deadly cancers such as acute lymphocytic leukemia, brain, kidney, and bone cancer 
also increased considerably.[2] In 2004, there were 36 million prescriptions of sleeping medications. As 
of 2009, 56 million prescriptions were outstanding, a whopping 56% increase. In 2004, the number of 
residents using cell phones was 109 million. By 2009, the number was up to 271 million.[3] Public health 
officials and environmental experts alike have been searching for environmental stimuli that may be 
contributing to the increased childhood cancer rates and sleep deprivation. The placement of cell towers 
at schools has been an area of focus (Figures 1 and 2). This Florida community elementary school also 
has a narrow-band transmission device installed on the tower (Figure 3). Installation of narrow-band 
cell towers is generally more restrictive than wide-band cell towers because of the narrow band’s com-
pact, piercing wavelength. Electromagnetic stimuli emitted from cell devices have become an area of 
intense research interest. 

Background Research

Just to get an idea of the strength of an electromagnetic force emitted from a cell tower in comparison 
with a more well-known object, cell phone technology operates on frequencies up to 3 gigahertz (GHz), 
and a microwave oven cooks food at 2,450 megahertz (MHz).[4] Three GHz is equal to 300,000 MHz! 
Coulomb’s law states that the force of an electromagnetic field is proportional to the magnitude of the 
charge and inversely proportional to the square of the separation. From Coulomb’s law, we can derive 
the Inverse law, which suggests that holding the magnitude of the charge constant, the electromagnetic 
force emitted on a subject increases exponentially as the subject moves closer to the source.[5] Using 

FIGURE 1 Public elementary school.
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Ampere’s law, which combines the magnetostatic equation for determining the magnitude of a mag-
netic field with Stokes’ theorem dealing with surface area, it is possible to determine the strength of an 
electromagnetic force through a closed path that may be tangent or indirectly exposed to the source.[5,6] 
Coulomb’s law and the resulting derivation of the Inverse law demonstrate key findings in the discus-
sion of cell towers. The farther away the cell tower site is from the subject, the lower the field strength 
absorbed. Furthermore, due to the exponential nature of the Inverse law, being close means being really 
close. Ampere’s law is especially helpful in determining indirect exposure to force strength in cities 
where waves regularly bounce off other buildings.

A given material is composed of atoms. Each atom consists of electrons orbiting a central positive 
nucleus. Electrons also spin around their own axis. The orbital array of activity occurring between 
magnetic forces of protons and electrons in atoms results in an organized disarray of unpredictability. 
This unpredictable orbital disarray is the normal, unaltered state of the atom. When an external RF field 

FIGURE 3 Narrow-band cell tower at elementary school.

FIGURE 2 Wide-band cell tower at elementary school.
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is applied, the bombardment of electrons (from the source) stimulates host atom movement changes (in 
the subject), and the atom has a magnetic moment.[7] The orbital path of the electrons is brought into a 
slight sense of organization, throwing normal behavior out of whack. It is the electron stimulus emitted 
from cell towers that has been of much focus in experimental studies.

Radio Frequency Research on Animals and Humans

Scientists and researchers have proceeded cautiously regarding the use of human subjects in testing 
the effects of RF exposure. As a result, numerous testing on animals has been done to learn about 
the effects of electromagnetic radiation on living organisms. A 1997 study on mice demonstrated the 
effects of radiation on prenatal development and resulted in a progressive decrease in the number of 
newborns per dam, ending in irreversible infertility. In a subsequent 1999 study, mice exposed for 
just 24–72 hours to weak electromagnetic waves increased the activity of natural killer cells by 130%. 
Meanwhile, exposure to microwave irradiation had no effect on the activity of natural killer cells.[8] 
Nonetheless, microwave stimulus interfered with cell immunity of mice, increasing T-cell prolifera-
tion in response to stimulus.[9]

Studies on other living organisms have also been conducted. In Germany, behavioral abnormalities 
were observed in a herd of dairy cows that grazed near a cell tower for over 2 years, leading to reduction 
in milk yield and increased health problems.[10] In Russia, the effects of electromagnetic radiation on sea 
urchin embryos were tested. Only sea urchins with preexisting weakened viability were impacted by 
the electromagnetic radiation, in which case the electromagnetic radiation stimulated the onset of early 
development of embryos.[11]

While much more rare than electromagnetic testing on animals, some testing on humans has taken 
place. It was discovered that electromagnetic fields affect the central nervous system in humans because 
visual reaction time was prolonged and scores on short-term memory tests were lower in high-intensity 
exposure test groups.[12] Also, in a controlled study aimed to investigate the impact of low-force electro-
magnetic fields on healthy humans, human subjects were exposed to a 900-MHz electromagnetic field 
and intermittently pulsed with 217 MHz. It was determined that low-force fields have no effect on noc-
turnal hormone secretion under polysomnographic controls. However, cortisol production increased, 
which is transient by classification, indicating the organism (human subject in this case) adapted to 
the stimulus.[13] It was unclear if any mental impediments or genetic responses may have taken place 
in addition to the increase in cortisol production, but it was certain that the human subjects endured 
a cellular response. Nonetheless, current research indicates that genes are at risk, even at low-force 
electromagnetic fields.

Genes that ward off cancer and other illness may be inhibited when a cell receives stimuli from the 
environment. The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences has been using genomic tech-
niques to determine the behavior of promoter-proximal paused polymerase (Pol II) with and without 
environmental stimuli.[14] Pol II is known to have a role in fighting disease. Transcriptional responses 
to environmental stimuli can cause alterations in Pol II distribution, gene expression, and epigene-
tic chromatin signatures, leading to transcription dysregulation that can cause etiology of cancers.[15] 
Additionally, recent work has revealed that signal-response pathways are loaded with Pol II prior to 
final gene activation, further enhancing the opportunity for cellular changes to take place as a result of 
harmful environmental stimuli.[16,17] Molecules transported from environmental stimuli can inhibit the 
signal-response pathways’ ability to pause release of Pol II.[18] Pol II pausing is necessary in providing an 
accessible chromatin architecture for gene promoters that inevitably fight disease.[19,20] It has been deter-
mined that Pol II pausing facilities’ precise control and coordination of genes is a crucial regulatory step 
in rate-limiting the expression of DNA damage responsive genes.[21]

The extent to which scientists and doctors alike understand the impact of RF waves on humans is 
unquestionable in its fineness. For example, RF waves are routinely manipulated in clinical medicine 
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to achieve exact thermal dosimetry and thermal pattern poisoning of tumors. The important nuance to 
remember is that the beneficial uses of RF waves in medicine are based on the destructive qualities of 
the high-energy RF waves.[22]

Voluntary initiative

Students Against cell towers

In 1963, a group of citizens became activists in opposition to the proposal of a Con Edison power plant 
on Storm King Mountain in New York.[23] If the Storm King success story gave life to an entire environ-
mental movement, then the success of Students Against Cell Towers (SACT) in opposing a cell tower at 
Wootton High School in Rockville, Maryland, solidified the environmental movement’s existence by 
the hundreds of cell tower opposition advocacy groups that spawned across the nation since the SACT 
community voluntary initiative spanned from 2003 to 2005. Although SACT is no longer an active orga-
nization, its over 100 former members carry with them knowledge of the vital considerations regarding 
placement of cell towers at schools.

In 2000, Cingular Wireless began an aggressive campaign to install cell towers at public schools in 
Montgomery County, Maryland. The high schools were targeted first, perhaps because younger chil-
dren are known to be especially susceptible to the radiation emitted from cell towers, although we do 
not know for sure what Cingular’s strategy was. Additionally, Cingular Wireless first targeted public 
high schools located in communities with relative economic disadvantages and therefore less likelihood 
of organizing against a cell tower proposal. Cingular installed cell towers at Wheaton High School, 
Sherwood High School, and Kennedy High School. The students in these school districts come from 
families with median household incomes of $55,562, $57,260, and $60,296, respectively. It was not until 
2003 that Cingular approached the wealthier Wootton and Walter Johnson High Schools, with median 
household incomes of $74,655 and $77,568, respectively.[24] Cingular never approached Whitman High 
School and Churchill High School with cell tower proposals; families of students in these schools have 
median household incomes of $113,788 and $140,222, respectively. Cingular Wireless’ schematic time-
line for public school cell tower proposals aimed to first test the will of communities who were economi-
cally and educationally disadvantaged before targeting wealthier, resourceful communities. Eventually, 
the residents of the Wootton and Walter Johnson school districts successfully rejected the cell towers 
due to the organization of a community voluntary initiative.

Cingular Wireless hired an experienced attorney to implement objectives related to the Wootton 
cell tower proposal, the same attorney who had previously handled the installment of cell towers at ten 
other public schools in Montgomery County. With little to no resistance coming from the Montgomery 
County public schools where cell tower installation was already in place, there was no need for Cingular 
to hire more than one person, an attorney rightfully so, to execute public school cell tower proposals 
in Montgomery County. An emphasis is placed on Cingular’s need for just a one-man proposal team 
to demonstrate two things. First, it may be surprising how little publicity and resistance cell tower pro-
posals typically receive, considering how big and visible they are. Second, Cingular’s one-man show 
enabled Cingular to circumvent the proposal process. According to the Telecommunications Act of 
1996, personal wireless service providers are required to notify in writing students, employees, and local 
residents of any proposal to erect a cell tower on public school property. Cingular’s attorney had the abil-
ity to make sole judgment in his decision to refuse to notify the community regarding the plan to install 
a cell tower at Wootton High School.

In attempting to reject Cingular’s proposal to erect a cell tower at Wootton High School, local 
residents formed a coalition called SACT. Despite any protections that may be offered by the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, it clearly states that cell towers may not be rejected because of health 
concerns of nearby subjects. However, since Wootton High School is situated in a valley with Frost 
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Middle School perched up on the adjacent valley ridge, the RF waves emitted from the cell tower at 
Wootton would be passing through Frost Middle School, creating the allowance for a new interpreta-
tion of the act and a platform to remain steadfast. Next, it was discovered by SACT that the princi-
pal of Wootton High School had the exclusive authority to decide on whether to allow a 150-ft cell 
tower to be erected next to the football field at Wootton. SACT contacted local neighborhood associa-
tions, cluster school principals and administrators of Frost Middle School and Fallsmead Elementary 
School, Rockville City management, Montgomery County executive offices, parent–teacher asso-
ciation groups, and other perceived interest groups to spread word of the issue and provide scien-
tific research related to health risks of RF exposure. Through discussion with local government and 
administration, SACT realized that the community had the right to a town hall meeting prior to the 
consideration of a cell tower proposal. Over 100 advocates holding greater than 1,400 petitions stand-
ing against the placement of a cell tower at Wootton High School arrived at the town hall meeting held 
in the Wootton library to greet Cingular’s attorney and his science expert, with state representatives 
and media in attendance anxiously awaiting the confrontation. When Cingular’s scientific expert uti-
lized research no more recent than the 1960s, it became clear even to Cingular’s attorney that SACT’s 
research was plausible and that cell tower radiation may indeed be harmful to humans. For the benefit 
of Cingular’s attorney, it was likely that he did not believe in his own company’s stance; instead, his 
involvement was probably based on solidaristic group loyalties.[25]

An insight deserving mention was a key leadership tactic used by SACT to retrieve petition signa-
tures. One of the exemplary practices of leadership is to inspire a shared vision.[26] Considering the 
perceived lack of concrete scientific data regarding human exposure to cell towers, one of the most 
effective ways to gain support for the petitions was to focus on the negative aesthetics of a 150-ft 
tower that would be visible from a Rockville resident’s nearby home. Realizing the eyesore created by 
cell towers and the fact that opposition due to aesthetic concerns frequently arise, personal wireless 
service providers have begun camouflaging the cell towers (Figure 4). Figure 4 shows a cell tower 
with elaborate camouflage meant to make the cell tower look like a tree. After further survey of the 
surrounding area, it was discovered the camouflage was an attempt to help the cell tower blend in 
with a tree line overlooked by a nearby middle school (Figure 5). The canvas makes the cell tower 
more difficult to notice and provides personal wireless service providers with a prompted solution 
to aesthetic concerns. 

A key ingredient behind this chapter’s explicit focus on the placement of cell towers at public schools 
as opposed to all schools, in general, was illustrated by the Wootton principal’s authority to decide for 
or against installation of the cell tower. If Wootton were a private school, the principal may not have 
been dictated the authority of decision maker or, in the event that authority was dictated, may not 
have had the wherewithal to acknowledge responsibility to local residents not affiliated with the school. 
SACT was a community effort predominately fueled by advocates not directly associated with Wootton 
High School. The idea that public school principals and all public school administrators, in general, are 
public servants lends additional support for the case against cell towers at public schools in particular. 
However, the stance against cell towers at public schools applies to all schools because of the RF-related 
health hazards.

Discussion of Cell Tower Placement Process

The Telecommunications Act of 1934 established the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as 
the regulatory authority over communications activities in the United States. Because digital cell phones 
were not available to the public until 1988, controversy over the placement of cell towers is a new phe-
nomenon. It was not until the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when 
the federal government realized the issues of RF signal strength and tower placement, respectively. In 
2003, SACT became one of the first nongovernmental organizations to address hazards related to cell 
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FIGURE 4 RF tower with elaborate camouflage.

FIGURE 5 The tallest tree in this image is the cell tower.
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tower placement near public institutions. However, a number of transformations in the telecommunica-
tions industry have taken place since the Telecommunications Act of 1934, which have shaped the cur-
rent regulatory environment. The years 1945 and 1952 marked the first major oversight by the FCC on 
over-the-air television, regulating the spectrum allocations and color standards. In 1968, telecommu-
nications service providers were authorized by the FCC to attach equipment to preexisting above-the-
ground electrical lines. And, in 1992, the FCC ruled to let the market decide the appropriate standards 
for digital cell phones and related equipment.[27]

The political actors typically involved in the process of determining the placement of cell towers 
complicate the ability of community voluntary initiatives to succeed in opposing the placement of 
cell towers. Achieved by a 1999 amendment to the Telecommunications Act of 1934, the local govern-
ment has authority over state and federal governments on the issue of tower placement.[28] However, 
the amendment to the Telecommunications Act of 1934 is pursuant to the Telecommunications Act 
of 1996 specified requirement of the federal government to assist licensees’ pursuit of preferred 
sites.[29] Federal involvement in the tower placement process results in streamlining of policy action. 
Streamlining results in the shrinking of the policy window for community advocates, which reduces 
community advocates’ opportunity to introduce their own policies.[30] Additionally, personal wire-
less service providers sometimes hire independent facilities siting companies who offer comprehen-
sive tower placement services, from lobbying of local government and communities to addressing 
zoning regulatory concerns. Leasing of sites and fulfillment of regulatory and registration require-
ments may also be taken care of by facilities siting companies (Figures 6–8). “The local zoning 
authorities should therefore be aware that a facilities siting company may not be seeking the sites 
that are of most interest to particular Commission licensees [personal wireless service providers], 
but rather seek general sites on highly elevated locations in the hopes of leasing the sites, in turn, to 
Commission licensees.”[31] It would be intuitive to reason that the existence of broker special interests 
in the placement of cell towers would be an additional obstacle to voluntary initiatives striving to 
oppose cell towers. However, the contrary is sometimes true. Policy brokers, such as independent 
facilities siting companies, are interested in maintaining a sustainable level of conflict in order for 
services being offered to remain in high demand.[32] Lingering, yet not overpowering, community 
opposition is welcomed by facilities siting companies. To combat the influence of the federal govern-
ment and policy brokers in the tower placement process, community organizations need to adopt 
a policy of political efficacy, arising from political participation as a means to exert influence.[33] 
Political efficacy is especially important when it comes to the upholding of FCC guidelines on tower 
height and field strength. According to the Energy Policy Act of 1992, electric and magnetic field 
strength must be made public.[34] Yet, according to the Code of Federal Regulations pertaining to 
personal communications services, height-above average-terrain (HAAT) and field-strength guide-
lines may be waived if all parties involved agree.[35] If the community does not involve local govern-
ment, the community will have no voice on the issue, and the already-flaccid federal guidelines will 
leave school children and staff insurmountably exposed.  

 

FIGURE 6 Brokers lease to wireless service providers.
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Procurement and Contracting

The cell tower placement process as it involves local, state, and federal governance can be a separate, yet 
parallel set of activities to procurement and contracting processes. While law and statutes specific to 
cell tower placement may be directed at issues of allowability, the procurement and contracting func-
tions deal specifically with the actual purchase in terms of cell tower specifications, features, pricing, 
contract terms and conditions between the public and private entity, solicitation for prospective ven-
dors, competition for contract award, and contract administration, so that the private entities fulfill its 
obligations for the duration of the contract, among other procurement activities. In order to execute 
these functions, local government procurement units, which are typically housed in a department of 
procurement, finance, or budgeting, engage a contracting process involving pre-solicitation, solicita-
tion, proposal evaluation, contract award, contract administration, and contract close-out.[36]

The pre-solicitation process involves procurement planning and communication with potential 
vendors who aim to install cell towers and provide cellular service to the area. Here, the government 

FIGURE 7 Warning of RF emission.

FIGURE 8 Record keeping by the FCC.
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engages a process of discovery in which it learns about products and services and may hold formal or 
informal discussions with vendors. These discussions may involve policy matters, issues of feasibility 
for placement or service provision, the technology, and initial concerns regarding contract terms and 
conditions that may eventually follow. Generalities regarding the process for government’s selection 
of the vendor for actual cell tower placement may also be discussed. These discussions may take place 
between a procurement agent and company representative over the phone, an in-person meeting, in 
writing, or at a trade show or conference. The pre-solicitation phase also enables government to prepare 
its formal solicitation document according to vendor concerns and considerations in conjunction with 
its own needs and priorities.

Oftentimes, wireless service providers may initially contact government to place cell towers on public 
properties. However, once government decides that it will entertain the possibility of placing a cell tower 
on public property, then it typically must engage a competitive process that allows the various compa-
nies an opportunity to compete for the contract. At the next phase, solicitation, the government may 
issue a request for proposals (RFP) or an invitation to bid (ITB). The RFP seeks proposals from vendors 
and provides them an opportunity to win the contract by setting forth a product and service to govern-
ment, including various factors such as price, specifications, and commitments. Meanwhile, an ITB is a 
more rigid form of solicitation, in which the government sets forth its required criteria and the vendors 
simply respond regarding how they would perform to contract.

The justification behind having vendors compete for the contract award is so that government can be 
in a position to choose from the best product and service, i.e. the vendor who will commit the greatest 
amount of revenues at the most favorable contract terms and conditions for government and its com-
munity stakeholders. When vendors are required to compete for the contract award, then they will aim 
to increase the rent that they will commit to pay to government, or the public entity, for use of the prop-
erty, as well as bolster their services or offerings in order to be the more attractive vendor. Furthermore, 
the vendors may make special accommodations in attempts to ameliorate public concerns that may 
have been vocalized during the pre-solicitation process such as issues of tower unsightliness, proximity, 
equipment dimensions, transmission power, servicing, and maintenance.

Once the RFPs or responses to the ITB have been submitted by the vendors to the procuring entity, then 
the procuring entity must evaluate these proposals to decide which vendor will be awarded with the con-
tract. In this proposal evaluation phase, a team is formed to evaluate the documents submitted by the ven-
dors. It is important to note that the proposal evaluation team members, per public procurement mandate, 
are usually required to consist of public personnel that were not involved in the pre-solicitation or solicita-
tion phases in order to avoid conflict of interest. It may be the case that various personalized relationships 
were formed between the procurement agent and company representative during these early discussions, 
and it is important that the proposals are evaluated objectively according to the actual product and service 
to be delivered without consideration of prior personal relationships. Once the proposal evaluation team is 
in place, the evaluations are made based on factors of responsibility and responsiveness.

Responsibility refers to matters of vendor track record including their past performance on contracts 
with other public entities and the vendor’s financial capitalization. The notions are that a vendor should be 
well capitalized in order to ensure that it has the resources to fulfill contractual obligations for the duration 
of the contract term and that past performance on contracts is an indicator of a company’s ability to deliver 
its products and services as promised. Responsiveness deals with the extent to which a vendor’s proposal 
reflects the needs as set forth by the public entity in the language of the RFP or ITB. A scoring methodol-
ogy is then typically developed by the proposal evaluation team such as a weighted or other numerical 
scoring schemata, which assigns scores to various facets of the vendor proposals. The proposal that receives 
the highest score by the proposal evaluation team will be awarded with the contract.

Next, the contract award phase involves a debriefing process so that the winning and losing bid-
ders are notified of the proposal evaluation team’s selection. In this phase, any deviations between the 
vendor’s proposal submitted and the RFP or ITB are addressed and a negotiation process may ensue 
between the selected vendor and procuring entity regarding actual contract terms and conditions. For 
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example, some of the requirements set forth by the public entity in the RFP or ITB for the cell tower may 
be questioned by the vendor. Since the vendor has expertise regarding its own products and services, 
including the technology and equipment, it may be that the public entity is requiring features or speci-
fications of the cell tower that may not be reasonable or feasible according to the vendor. Oppositely, the 
vendor’s proposal as evaluated may lack some aspects of responsibility or responsiveness that need to be 
addressed, which may include community concerns or interests regarding cell towers, and it may be that 
the public entity has the greater knowledge and awareness in this particular political area. Of course, 
any deviations between the vendor’s proposal and the RFP or ITB may reflect modifications in price, 
i.e., the rent that the public entity will be charging. If there are aspects of the RFP or ITB that the vendor 
cannot guarantee or conform to, then the public entity may offset those deficiencies by charging higher 
rent or setting forth other collateral commitments.

The first three phases of contracting involve pre-award processes, while contract administration and 
close-out are two phases that deal with post-award processes. Contract administration involves the 
actual delivery of products and services according to the contractual agreement known as performance 
to contract. This involves planning, preparation, and installation of the cell tower, and the administra-
tive functions and procedures that will be involved such as oversight of construction, facilities moni-
toring, inspection, payment of rent, and other facets of interaction, communication, and coordination 
between the vendor and procuring entity. If the products and services delivered by the vendor are not 
consistent with the contract terms and conditions, which may include the manner that tower construc-
tion is taking place, the actual tower, or its servicing, then various modifications to the contract may be 
stipulated by the procuring entity. Meanwhile, if the procuring entity does not deliver its property site 
in the condition as promised, then the procuring entity may need to institute various change orders that 
could force it to reduce or avoid its rent payment obligations from the vendor for a specified time period 
or allow the vendor to make changes to its products or services. Thus, various change clauses will be 
written into the contract during negotiations in the event that unintended scenarios or problems arise 
during contract administration. Of course, it is difficult if not impossible to imagine and surmise all the 
potential scenarios and obstacles that may surface for a given procurement. If the vendor fails to adhere 
to the contract terms and conditions or does not adequately respond to the procuring entity’s inquiry 
into contract violations, then the contract may be terminated by the procuring entity.

The final procurement phase is contract close-out. This phase involves quality assurance that the 
vendor has delivered as promised by installing a cell tower according to the requirements set forth by 
the procuring entity in the contract, and that servicing and maintenance are being executed accord-
ingly. Any accounts receivable or rent payments owed to the public entity are accounted for and contract 
evaluation takes place to ensure that all contractual obligations are satisfied. Contract close-out is also 
important because of the lessons learned. The procuring entity, as the procurement unit within the 
 government’s department of procurement, finance, or budgeting, likely has other potential property 
sites in the municipality that could be attractive to wireless service providers. Hence, the lessons learned 
from the procurement and contracting process on the current contract may be applied and incorporated 
by the procuring entity into future cell tower procurements.

Meanwhile, the contract close-out phase also entails evaluation of the vendor on their performance to 
the contract, which could subsequently serve as performance evaluation data for the same or other pro-
curing entities as they evaluate any future proposals by the vendor for aspects of responsibility. Whereas 
the early years of cell tower placement on public school and other public properties involved much 
more devolved processes that were more inconsistently applied on a case by case basis, even within the 
same municipality, the prevalence and debate surrounding cell tower placement has partially shifted the 
public authority on cell tower placement from public schools and school boards, and those public units 
or divisions having operations on the actual property, to procurement departments acting as agents 
on behalf of public schools or other public units. As a result, lessons learned from cell tower procure-
ments can be more aptly applied to future contracts in order to address previous contract failures that 
may involve public concern and outcry. Essentially, the cell tower procurement is managed by the same 
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procuring entity within a given municipality. Therefore, it has the opportunity to develop policy, poli-
tics, and process expertise from experience similar to the private entities who repeatedly write cell tower 
proposals to government.

The procuring entity does face a myriad of challenges though. The procuring entity must comply with 
local, state, and federal procurement law and policy, in addition to any local, state, and federal law and 
policy governing cell tower placement specifically. Additionally, there must be due consideration given 
to voluntary initiatives and advocacy groups. At times, these laws and policies may be conflicting or dif-
ficult to streamline into procurement and contracting methods.

Ethics and Public Administration

The three elements of corporate social responsibility are market actions, externally mandated actions, 
and voluntary actions.[36] Personal wireless service providers fail to address all three elements of social 
responsibility when dealing with the placement of cell towers. First, personal wireless service providers 
have poorly responded to market actions in their use of policy brokers to ensnare the tower placement 
process. Second, the mandated actions of the FCC related to HAAT and field-strength guidelines allow 
regulatory thresholds to be exceeded if no opposing voluntary organization is present at scheduled hear-
ings. Third, voluntary actions that aim to avoid students’ exposure to cell towers are not taken. In fact, 
the current trend is just the opposite, in which schools are targeted because of the surrounding open 
space that allows for enhanced RF wave transmission (Figures 9 and 10). 

The ability of voluntary initiatives to oppose the placement of cell towers at public schools relies upon 
the formation of a nucleus of zealous participants; charismatic leadership alone does not result in the 

FIGURE 9 RF tower overlooking playing fields.
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type of rapid expansion of the coalition that is necessary to fight seasoned corporate interests such as 
personal wireless service providers.[37] In addition, the media may be needed to intervene in facilitating 
changes in public perceptions. The media can help provide a transition and a way for the public to digest 
new policy initiatives.[38] In some cases, even with high visibility, the strongest coalitions are unable to 
defeat polyarchal interest groups on a particular issue, be it the placement of a cell tower at yet another 
school. Success depends on forging relationships with government officials as much as administrative 
competence.[39] Because of the variations in local government across the nation, including inconsisten-
cies in the law and process governing zoning and other enforcement departments, there is a need to 
adopt a customizable approach when attempting to oppose a cell tower.

The SACT’s ability to reject a cell tower proposal at Wootton High School but failure to impact pol-
icy change nationally brings into question the federalist debate. Hamilton, Madison, and Jay desired 
a strong central authority in their staunch support of federal government and ratification of the U.S. 
Constitution.[40] Opposing the federalists, Patrick Henry led the antifederalist approach arguing for 
decentralization and states’ rights.[41] The federal government’s determination to simultaneously sup-
port personal wireless service providers’ cell tower installation campaign at public schools while allow-
ing local communities to decide for themselves is rooted in both federalist and antifederalist modes. 
Nonetheless, the federal government’s dual role is authoritarian.[42]

The cry for federal regulation disallowing placement of cell towers at or near public schools involves 
regulatory policy making, which inevitably will indulge or deprive one specific interest or another.[43] 
The regulatory approach offered does not necessarily favor some sort of Weberian chain-of-command 
hierarchy originating from the top down[44] but rather prefers reactionary cultural movement that 
reflects Thelen and Mahoney’s,[45] Hacker’s,[46] and Sheingate’s[47] ideas on institutional change according 
to evolving assumptions of administrative and technological environments. If the dominant approach 
were favored, the solution would be to charge personal wireless service providers higher rental fees 
to compensate for any associated health care costs that may result.[48,49] Other rational socioeconomic 
approaches would seek to place value on the cost of the loss of human life and monetary damages due 
to the terminal pain and suffering induced by cell towers. Unfortunately, the most commonly observed 
failure in public management and the one associated with the egalitarian approach is a lack of ability to 
exert authority.[50]

FIGURE 10 RF tower installed adjacent to football field.
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Areas for Further Research

A logical area for further research is to track and survey humans. Tracking students who attend schools 
with cell towers on premises is the best way to determine the danger of cell towers to students. Tracking 
students while in school and in years beyond may help determine whether cell towers are indeed harm-
ful to children or humans in general. An effective data set for a future study would need to take into 
account differentiation between student exposure at elementary, middle, and high schools, considering 
that young children are known to be more susceptible to RF exposure. Additionally, the data would need 
to differentiate between students who had many instances of intense exposure, such as student-athletes 
on a sports field containing a cell tower, and students who had fewer instances of intense exposure. 
Previously, this type of study was not possible. It was only since 2002 that the personal wireless service 
providers started targeting schools. Today, cell towers are erected on school properties across the coun-
try. However, obtaining access to student records for data collection of this type of study invokes the 
support of government. The resources and sheer number of people who would need to be mobilized by 
such a study requires congressional backing. Furthermore, the scientific community has questioned the 
methods that would underwrite such a study. Areas of inquiry that have been considered to be obstacles 
to a human study of this type are the competing risks when experimenting for causality. Oftentimes, it 
is difficult to determine which risk is the source of the illness. For example, did cancer clusters in the 
area form as a result of contaminated drinking water or exposure to a cell tower? New research indicates 
that margins of error in causality can be reduced. Building on time-dependent predictive accuracy mea-
sures,[51,52] the coefficient of the distribution of false positives among event-free subjects can be adjusted 
to reflect nearest neighbor (in our case, the highly exposed student-athletes on the sports fields contain-
ing cell towers) estimation of the distribution of input variables representing true positive incidents 
and length of exposure of competing risks in order to help determine causality.[53] The false-positive 
value is manipulated by a coefficient that is calculated from the estimate of true positive incidents in 
order to offset causality miscalculations stemming from overlapping incident rates of competing risks. 
Unconcerned citizens and proponents of cell tower placement on school property argue that cancer 
clusters related to cell towers have not emerged. However, it is impossible to predict what the health 
impacts may be over time. An evaluation technique is needed for cumulating, comparing, and contrast-
ing varied results in order to establish an applied theory and framework.[54]

Conclusion

Just 2 years after the victory at Storm King Mountain paved the way for environmentalism, Olson’s The 
Logic of Collective Action (1965) opened our eyes to the intuitiveness of equality and why the events of the 
1960s were unlikely to ever recur.[55] Much different from the equal rights movement, the successful volun-
tary initiative at Wootton High School has not led to nationwide legislation and is embedded in an issue 
that is invisible. The inability to see the RF waves somehow precludes from our psyche the notion of harm. 
Invisible risks skew the indifference curve that guides our behavior in responding to risk. An indifference 
map is our collection of indifference curves and helps to shape our order of preferences.[56] The typical 
reaction to an invisible risk is a delay in response. After a 5-year pause, personal wireless service provid-
ers are once again proposing cell towers at public schools in Montgomery County, Maryland, this time at 
Whitman High School in Bethesda, Maryland.[57] Bethesda community advocates are citing Wootton’s 
2005 rejection of a cell tower as precedent in Montgomery County.[58] Currently, only the ten cell towers 
that were installed prior to the Wootton campaign exist in Montgomery County. Also, in the sense of a 
health-wise decision at Wootton, why have the ten previously erected towers not been taken down?

Cell towers should not be placed at schools. Scientific experimental research on animals and humans 
is conclusive that RF waves increase animal and human risk to cancer and other illnesses. Also, in the 
case of public schools, students have little to no choice in deciding whether or not to attend a particu-
lar school. To address personal wireless service providers’ desire to bolster cell phone connectivity in 
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communities, state and local governmental zoning boards should work together to designate specific 
areas where the placement of cell towers will be permitted. Assuming no cell tower is placed at or near 
a public school, the designated zones will enable the public to make their own decision regarding living 
or spending time near cell tower sites.

Community voluntary initiatives are the answer if the goal is to reject a cell tower proposal. Federal 
governments’ involvement, not from the standpoint of assisting personal wireless service providers 
meet their objective of cell tower placement in a given community but from the standpoint of bringing 
together the nationwide advocacy groups and coalitions that have both successfully and unsuccessfully 
defended their schools from RF wave penetration, is the long-term solution to keeping schools safe from 
cell towers. Also, although the prospect of fair gamesmanship in the process of appeal against cell tower 
placement at public schools was not presented to be optimistic, consideration of bureaucratic red tape, 
or in this case, purposeful lack thereof, is essential to successfully implementing a strategy that leads 
to the rejection of a personal wireless service provider’s cell tower proposal. In any case, policies that 
engage citizens in their own communities and ask them to do their own policy analysis are generally 
more preferable to those policies that do not.[59]
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Introduction

Community-based monitoring was initiated in Ngarenanyuki, Tanzania, to study the impacts of pes-
ticides on health and the environment. This entry is organized and divided into the following main 
sections: “Introduction,” “Methodology,” “Results and Discussion,” and “Conclusion.” Illustrations are 
included in the “Introduction,” “Methodology,” and “Results and Discussion” sections. The main goal 
of the study was to reduce exposure to pesticides among the farmers in Ngarenanyuki by training the 
farmers on health impacts related to exposure to pesticides, how to monitor such impacts, and how to 
reduce the risks.

Incidences of poisoning from pesticides are estimated to be highest in developing countries, despite 
the higher use of pesticides in developed countries.[1,2] The monitoring of pesticides and their health 
impacts on farmers and the public in general, which is normally performed by qualified researchers, is 
not sufficiently practiced in many developing countries, owing to financial constraints and to compet-
ing research interests. It therefore makes more sense to empower communities themselves to monitor 
the impact of pesticides and to take decisions that might reduce the risks to themselves and to their 
environment. Community-based monitoring of the impacts from pesticides enable those communities 
to determine whether or not the chemicals they are already exposed to, or might be exposed to, present 
any sort of hazard to their health and a potential threat to their environment.

Community pesticide-surveillance methods have been successfully used in the Asia Pacific[3] and 
could therefore be considered appropriate in Tanzania and other Southern African countries, both 
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for establishing better data on the extent of pesticide poisoning and to raise awareness among farm-
ers themselves. Using their own system of observation and evaluation of risks, for example, Malaysian 
plantation workers have developed the Community Pesticides Action Monitoring (CPAM) approach, in 
which they succeeded in documenting the health effects of airborne pesticides, identifying paraquat in 
particular as a major problem.[4]

They then proceeded to take action to prevent further exposure of plantation workers to paraquat. 
Communities in Kasargod District, Kerala (India), after investigation, monitoring, and documentation, 
using a CPAM approach, identified endosulfan as the major pesticide causing health and environmental 
problems and subsequently called for the ban on endosulfan to prevent further exposure and damage 
to the communities.[5]

Incorrect pesticide handling and management is thus known to be unsafe to both human and envi-
ronmental health and jeopardizes biodiversity.[6] It is also further evident that most rural communities 
in Tanzania depend on farming and agribusinesses to earn their living. However, traditional agricul-
tural production in the country has come under continuous pressure from globalization and other mar-
ket forces, with the result that high-input agriculture has come to play an increasingly major role in 
the economies of rural communities. Although the use of pesticides in combating pests and diseases is 
widely encouraged among the farmers in these communities to promote production, less emphasis has 
been placed on safety practices and the proper handling and management of materials.

Ngarenanyuki Ward gives an example of a community in Tanzania where the majority of vegetable 
farmers believed that, without pesticide use, crop production would have been impossible. In a previ-
ous study carried out by the Work and Health in Southern Africa (WAHSA) team (unpublished), it was 
found that mixing three to five different types of pesticides in a single spray mix was a common practice 
in Ngarenanyuki, and that farmers did not understand what was written on the label or the meaning of 
the colors on the containers. They simply applied pesticides because a neighbor had applied them, and 
not because they had identified a particular pest problem. The farmers were also found to have mixed 
pesticides without following the doses recommended on the label, sometimes doubling or trebling the 
dosage regardless.

Retail outlets for pesticides in Ngarenanyuki were also found not to have been registered with the 
regulatory authority and therefore appeared to be selling pesticides illegally. It was further noted that, 
because the shop owners tended to repackage or dispense pesticides in other containers, they were 
observed on occasion to be left with empty pesticide containers, which they apparently destroyed by 
burning them at the marketplace. Farmers were also observed in some instances to have stocked sub-
stantial amounts of pesticides to cater for the whole year, owing to perceived shortages in the local vil-
lage and the reported distances they had to travel in order to purchase pesticides in towns, frequently 
mentioned as Arusha or Moshi. Some of these stored pesticides were also observed to have become 
obsolete, which were then likely to create fresh problems of disposal as shown in Figure 1.

The unintended outcomes of pesticide exposures are difficult to reverse once they have been estab-
lished and are in themselves expensive. Although advances in acute pesticide-poisoning surveillance 
and treatment in developed countries have led to some achievements in control, pesticide poisoning 
remains a public health problem globally, particularly in developing countries.[7] Those applying pesti-
cides need to understand the effects of these chemicals to the environment and to their own health and 
the resulting costs. Alternative pest management strategies that are cheaper and friendlier to end users 
and the environment need to be promoted.

A workshop was organized for Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) registrars of pes-
ticides in Arusha on October 13–14, 2006. Participants suggested that WAHSA-TPRI (Table 1) should 
pilot the tool used in the Asia Pacific to establish a systematic mechanism for pesticide monitoring and 
data collection, with a view to determining the extent of pesticide exposures, injuries, and diseases at 
the community level. WAHSA-TPRI then selected Ngarenanyuki as the study area, based on their work-
ing experience in Northern Tanzania in health hazards posed by pesticides and on the knowledge that 
farmers in the area were especially at risk with regard to pesticide poisoning.
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This entry reports on the process involved in the establishment of a community-monitoring team 
in Ngarenanyuki and on the preliminary results of the monitoring exercise. The authors hope that the 
findings will facilitate a process to identify those resources required to reduce pesticide use, the devel-
opment of an action plan to access and mobilize these resources, and the further establishment of an 
effective system of communication among members of the community on pesticide use and access to 
any other information with regard to pesticide poisoning.

Methodology

This initiative was intended to pilot the CPAM approach that has already been used successfully in 
Asian countries. The WAHSA-TPRI Team was trained on the subject through their link with a non-
governmental organization, AGENDA for Environment and Responsible Development, and was then 
employed to mobilize the community in Ngarenanyuki.

The initiative adopted a participatory research methodology by involving farmers in the collec-
tion and analysis of pesticide-related data. Data collection tools were developed by making use of 
Community Pesticide Action Kits (CPAKs), and training materials were developed in the regional lan-
guage of Swahili. As a result of these activities, the community was sensitized and a subsequent rise in 
awareness was noted. CPAKs were produced by an ASEAN team of citizens’ groups and farmer schools 
as a tool for action and advocacy, encouraging community education/empowerment. It contains mod-
ules that address various aspects of concern such as Warning! Pesticides are a Danger to Your Health; 
Breaking the Silence: Pesticides in Plantations; Profiting from Poisons: The Pesticides Industry; Drop 
Pesticides! Build a Sustainable World; Pesticides Destroy our World; Women and Pesticides; Keeping 

FIGURE 1 Hazardous practices observed in Ngarenanyuki, 2006–2007. (left) Haphazard disposal of empty con-
tainers. (right) Dispensing/repackaging of pesticides in retail shops.

TABLE 1 The WAHSA Program Was Established in October 2004 as a Regional Initiative in Southern 
Africa to Build Capacity in the Region in Occupational Health

One of its key programs was its project Action on Health Impacts of Pesticides, which aimed to:

• Improve pesticide-safety materials for the SADC region

• Intervene to reduce pesticide usage

• Improve on agricultural policies and pesticide registration

• Enhance knowledge and improve surveillance about pesticide exposures and health impacts in the region

• Foster a strong regional network for information exchange and consultation
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Watch: Pesticides Laws; How to say NO! to Pesticides: Community Organizing; and Seeking out the 
Poisons: A Guide to Community Monitoring. The modules are not complete in themselves but need 
additional materials in local languages.

After securing the community’s consent and the involvement of farmers’ representatives and com-
munities in capacity building, the program of community-based data collection and analysis was 
started and the monitoring exercise was implemented. Selected farmers worked in collaboration 
with the WAHSA experts to monitor and record issues related to pesticide use and exposures in the 
Ngarenanyuki villages.

Through a series of village meetings, the ward government in collaboration with the ward exten-
sion officer invited the farmers to participate in the training. Thirty farmers were selected by the 
farmers themselves from two villages (Uwiro and Olkung’wado) to represent each subvillage. No 
farmers were selected from Ngabobo, Kisimiri Juu, and Kisimiri Chini as communication became 
difficult. Ngarenanyuki as a whole is situated between Mt. Kilimanjaro and Mt. Meru, the first and 
third tallest mountains in Africa, respectively. The terrain thus consists of rocks, hills, valleys, riv-
ers, and streams, which make some areas impassable during the wet season. One of the villages left 
out did not cooperate well with the others as they are believed to grow cannabis, a plant that is illegal 
in Tanzania.

A 6-day training of 25 representative farmers from the Ngarenanyuki was conducted by WAHSA-
TPRI scientists, who had expertise in agricultural extension, agronomy, toxicology, entomology, plant 
pathology, and environmental science, and covered the following topics:

 1. Pesticide use and their impacts on human health and environment, where farmers learned about 
pesticide use around the world, including examples of the negative impacts of pesticides on 
human health and the environment.

 2. Pesticide identification and classification according to their acute toxicity, where farmers learned 
to identify the types of pesticides used and how they are classified according to their acute toxic-
ity by the World Health Organization (WHO). One such classification the farmers learned was 
according to the different chemical families, such as organochlorines, organo-phosphates, carba-
mates, pyrethroids, and so on.

 3. Pesticide label identification and interpretation, where farmers learned to read and understand 
pesticide labels, the various pictograms, and colored warning signs on containers, including the 
interpretation of the various toxicity symbols.

 4. Pesticide handling and management, where farmers learned how to handle pesticides properly 
to safeguard themselves, their families, their neighbors, and their surroundings. They learned to 
observe which pesticides are used in their area, how they are used, and to observe the protective 
measures that are taken during mixing and application. They also learned how they might get 
contaminated during the handling of pesticides.

 5. Pesticide storage and disposal of empty pesticide containers, where farmers learned about proper 
storage and disposal of surplus pesticides and their empty containers. They also learned how the 
improper storage of pesticides and the careless disposal of empty containers could form a risk for 
children, foodstuff, freshwater supplies, farm animals, and so on.

 6. Recognizing the signs and symptoms of pesticide poisoning, where farmers learned the different 
signs and symptoms of pesticide poisoning and how to recognize them. They also learned how to 
distinguish these from other signs and symptoms that are simply due to poor health.

 7. Pest identification and management, where farmers learned how to identify different insects, 
distinguishing genuine pests from more beneficial insects and symptoms of common vegetable 
diseases. Farmers were introduced to the basic principles of pest control methods. They were thus 
equipped with a practical knowledge of insects as an important component in pest management 
and on how to protect their crops from insect attack with a view to reducing the insecticide load 
on the environment.
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 8. Introduction to Integrated Pest Management (IPM), where farmers learned the principles of IPM 
as a sustainable approach to managing pests by combining biological, cultural, physical, and 
chemical tools in a way that minimized financial, health, and environmental risks. Farmers were 
further informed that one of the primary missions of IPM was to assist them in producing profit-
able crops, using environmentally and economically sound approaches.

 9. Spraying equipment and techniques, where farmers learned about spray equipment [such as the 
knapsack sprayer, the motorized ultra low volume (ULV) sprayer, and so on]. They also learned 
about the handling, maintenance, and spraying techniques with regard to this equipment.

 10. Reducing pesticide costs, where farmers learned to assess actual costs of pesticide use to include 
direct and indirect costs.

 11. Participatory data collection methodology, where farmers learned about methods of data col-
lection and analysis. They were introduced to the kind of data needed and data collection proce-
dures, using different techniques with different data collection tools. Demonstration and practical 
sessions on how to handle and record data were also held with the farmers.

Establishment of Community Pesticide Monitoring Team

The 25 trained representative farmers were divided into teams of at least three people each, who then 
became the focal point for monitoring and recording of all pesticide incidences in Ngarenanyuki, and 
who also worked closely with the WAHSA-TPRI Team, including those who had been working with 
communities in the Arumeru district in research and training in their respective fields.

Data Collection

Consent forms were developed to be completed by those individuals who agreed to participate in the 
Community Monitoring Project. Three data collection tools were developed: a questionnaire, a check-
list, and a self-surveillance form. They were designed to cover all areas of interest in community pesti-
cide monitoring through interviews, observation, and self-examination of pesticide exposure.

The tools were pretested for validity and consistence in Mlangarini ward with a sample of 30 f armers. 
Adjustments and other improvements were made to the tools prior to final data collection in 
Ngarenanyuki. A self-surveillance form without pictograms was preferred, owing to some confusion 
arising from the meaning of the pictograms.

Farmers were organized into teams to conduct crop surveys and recognize damages, assess losses, 
and collect insect pests for identification. The farmers went out into their respective villages to collect 
information on pesticides used, perceptions on pesticide hazards, poisoning, and symptoms using the 
questionnaire. They also used the checklist to observe and record pesticides available in the area, means 
of storage, and use of protective equipment. Each farmer contacted by the team members was asked to 
do self-surveillance and record pesticide use conditions and practices, as well as poisoning signs and 
symptoms experienced.

The Community Pesticide Monitoring Teams needed technical support and close follow-up to ensure 
consistency in data collection and in transferring the knowledge gained to the entire Ngarenanyuki 
community. However, the teams were fully prepared in getting the message across to the community 
and to involve them in providing relevant information regarding pesticide issues. Moreover, the village 
leaders were made responsible for making a close follow-up of the team and the villagers involved.

Data Analysis

Analysis of information collected was performed using two different approaches. Structured interviews 
were conducted by the farmers using questionnaires, and the information was tallied, before it was 
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tidied up and analyzed with the aid of the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) computer 
software to obtain frequencies. The data that were collected through observation on the basis of check-
lists were manually analyzed by the farmers themselves using flip charts and colored pens.

Results and Discussion

The training of the farmers was meant to prepare the community in taking responsibility themselves 
for monitoring the negative impacts of pesticides in their area. Subject matter specialists conducted the 
training with the aim of building the capacity of participants to make the right judgement and deci-
sions when dealing with pest and pesticide issues. During the training sessions, farmers expressed keen 
interest in learning how to recognize insects (beneficial and harmful), to recognize the signs and symp-
toms of pesticide exposure, to practice safer pesticide handling and management, to understand proper 
spraying techniques and the maintenance of knapsacks, and to understand the benefits of participatory 
data collection techniques.

General Information

The data from the farmers in Ngarenanyuki Ward were collected between February and April 2007 
by the farmers trained on pesticide monitoring and analyzed using the SPSS computer software. 
While the majority of the 120 farmers were males (90%), the average highest education level recorded 
was that of primary education (76%); hence, functional literacy was not a problem in this commu-
nity. Agriculture (98.3%) was the major income-generating activity, although some farmers also kept 
livestock.

Pesticides Used in Ngarenanyuki

Thirty different types of pesticides commonly used in Ngarenanyuki were identified by the farmers. 
The major groups of pesticides used included insecticides, fungicides, and, to a lesser extent, herbi-
cides. The most widely used insecticide and fungicide were chlorpyrifos (72.5%) and mancozeb (69.2%), 
respectively. Only 36.6% of the pesticides used in Ngarenanyuki had full registration, while some had 
provisional or experimental registration. It is mandatory for pesticides intended for use in Tanzania 
to go through a registration process, which involves efficacy and quality tests before they are approved 
for general, restricted, or experimental use. Pesticides under experimental use are not expected to be 
sold in retail shops. There was also the presence of one class 1b pesticide (chlorfenvinphos) and banned/
restricted pesticides such as DDT.

Pesticide Availability, Affordability, and Application

The majority of pesticides (86.7%) were locally available in Ngarenanyuki, and a considerable propor-
tion of farmers (65.8%) could afford to buy pesticides. Those unable to buy mostly obtained their pesti-
cides on credit, and paid after harvesting. Most farmers (68.3%) claimed to have a pesticide application 
timetable, the most prominent approach being that of applying pesticides whenever insects or disease 
symptoms appeared.

Pesticide Mixing

The majority of farmers (90%) mixed more than one pesticide in a single application. The main reason 
given for mixing was to kill all pests and diseases at a go and to improve the quality of leaves and fruits 
(54%) in the field. A few (25%) said they preferred mixing to ease the workload and in order to cover 
larger areas with one treatment, while some (55%) said they had simply followed the pesticide retailer’s 
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advice. The mixing exercise was widely done in respective farms (89%). The common mixtures nor-
mally contained more than one fungicide and one insecticide, although some mixtures were found with 
around three fungicides and two insecticides.

Frequency of Pesticide Application, Number of Risk Days 
per Year, Spraying Equipment, and Pesticide Storage

The scale of environmental pollution was fairly evident as pesticides could be smelled all over the farms 
and in nearby residential areas, causing health problems (such as cough, sneezing, excessive difficulty 
breathing, and chest pains) to both sprayers and those who found themselves in the path of the sprays. 
The farmers worked out 52 risk days per year, as the majority (73%) of 120 farmers applied pesticides 
once a week and fewer (18%) applied the pesticides twice a week. The most common spraying equipment 
was the knapsack (76%), while in some cases (21%), buckets were also used.

Most respondents (57%) stored pesticides in a pesticide store, and in some cases, storage took place in 
sitting or living rooms (12%), in general stores (13%), and in bedrooms (7%). Pesticides were also found 
to be stored in toilets (1%). The choice of storage areas was often determined by their offering protection 
against thieves.

Adherence to Pesticide Label Instruction

The study by the farmers revealed that many of them did read the instructions on the pesticide con-
tainers, but only few actually followed the instructions as shown in Table 2. An example is the mixing 
of ULV formulations in water sprays while instructions given on the label are for direct application 
without dilution. The following were the arguments put forward for not following instructions: that 
some labels were only written in English, that the farmers were not familiar with conventional signs 
and symbols, and that some containers had no labels at all, having been dispensed from another con-
tainer. The repackaging and dispensing of smaller quantities was found to be a common, albeit illegal, 
practice and it was felt that this needed greater attention, since this practice has negative implications 
for efforts to reduce the worst effects of pesticide poisoning by the implementation of proper labeling 
and instructions.

Disposal of Pesticide Containers

The major mode of disposal of empty pesticide containers by most of the farmers was by simply throw-
ing the containers away in the farm surroundings and by burning. It was observed that some empty con-
tainers from the pesticide retail shops were also thrown or burnt at the marketplace. It was also revealed 
that some farmers did reuse empty pesticide containers for domestic purposes such as buying cooking 
oil and kerosene and for local brewing (Table 3).

TABLE 2 Adherence to Pesticide Label Instruction by Farmers in Ngarenanyuki during a Pevious 
Farming Season (December 2006 to March 2007)

Response toward Pesticide Label Instructions Number of Farmers (N = 120) % of Farmers

Always read instructions
Follow instructions

72
45

60
38

Sometimes follow instructions 34 28
Sometimes read instructions 28 23
Trained on pesticide issues
Get information on pesticides

16
 7

13
 6
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Pesticide Poisoning

The self-surveillance form was used without pictograms, to record the signs and symptoms of pesticide 
poisoning, owing to the confusion arising from the use of pictograms. During the pretest, farmers did 
not understand what the pictograms meant, and since the majority were able to read and write, it was 
agreed that there would be no need to include picto-grams in the surveillance form and that the list of 
signs and symptoms provided in the form was sufficient until proper research had been undertaken to 
determine what visual aid would be considered appropriate for the target audience.

The majority of the farmers (69.2%) had experienced pesticide poisoning in the previous farming sea-
son, owing to exposure, much of which had occurred more than 3 times to a single farmer. Pesticide poi-
soning was characterized by signs and symptoms known from previous studies to be related to pesticide 
exposures. Cypermethrin–profenofos mixture and profenofos were mostly associated with poisoning, 
and the action taken by many of those exposed (43.3%) was to drink milk, while a few respondents had 
attended hospitals for a proper medical examination. A considerable high proportion (57.5%) had been 
admitted more than 3 times, owing to pesticide poisoning (Table 4). Validation of poisoning through 
biological monitoring was not possible during this pilot stage but has been planned in future surveillances.

The action taken by the 25 farmers who fully participated in the pilot study was to intensify the 
training by initiating capacity-building sessions in all villages in Ngarenanyuki. They held community 
pesticide monitoring training in every village meeting, gave feedback to the WAHSA-TPRI Team on the 
farmers’ reaction, and suggested what further input they needed from the team.

Conclusion

This pilot enabled the building of Ngarenanyuki farmers’ capacities to assess their own health and envi-
ronment as far as pesticides were concerned, analyze the situation, develop a plan of action, and work 
toward improving their condition. It facilitated the farmers’ capacity so that they could take control and 
work with pesticides more safely and so become healthier. This program therefore works to benefit not 
only the farming community in the long run but also those consumers who would otherwise be forced 
to eat contaminated crops, and it contributes to the health of the environment as a whole.

Relevant data relating to pesticides, such as their availability, their usage, the farmers’ handling prac-
tices, risk perception, and behavior, all gathered during the pilot project, enabled farmers in Ngarenanyuki 
and the WAHSA-TPRI Team to properly document the incidents and adverse events resulting from pes-
ticide use. The initial evaluation of the association of the observed adverse event and pesticide exposure 
revealed that different pesticide-related tasks gave rise to signs and symptoms of pesticide poisoning and 
that skin and eye problems, for example, needed more attention during interventions.

The impact of the sensitization and awareness-raising seminars has been dramatic. The disposal site 
at the marketplaces vanished and the mistake of mixing ULV formulations with water has also been 
abandoned by the trained farmers and their associates. The farmers realized that the formulation was 
suspended in water and they were spraying water in some areas instead of pesticide. The formation 

TABLE 3 Modes of Disposal of Empty Pesticide Containers in Ngarenanyuki 
(December 2006 to March 2007)

Mode of Disposal Number of Farmers (N = 120) % of Farmers

Burn 41 34
Throw away on the farm 35 29
Bury in the farm surroundings 18 15
Sell back to pesticide vendors  8  7
Throw in the toilet  7  6
Use for other domestic uses  2  2
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of the community monitoring teams enhanced the whole process of data collection and action being 
taken. This has also provided a base for the sustainability of the project as the team continues to be in 
close contact and collaboration with the WAHSA-TPRI Team through the training of other farmers and 
in responding to their queries on pests, pesticides, monitoring pesticide use, their application, and the 
disposal of obsolete pesticides and empty pesticide containers.

The project was well received by the Ngarenanyuki community and has shown that if it is applied 
elsewhere, it will help in changing risk behaviors and in reducing the negative impact of pesticide expo-
sures in communities. It is therefore recommended that the program be implemented systematically in 
Ngarenanyuki and be extended to other communities in Tanzania such as Mang’ola, in Karatu District, 
where the current use of pesticides appears to be indiscriminate.
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TABLE 4 Pesticide Poisoning, Circumstances, and Action Taken in Ngarenanyuki (December 2006 to 
March 2007)

Event Number of Farmers (N = 120) % of Farmers

Pesticide poisoning Affected by pesticides in the last
farming season

83 69

Not sure 18 15
Occurrence of effects in the Once 11  9
last farming season Twice

Thrice
12
 9

10
 8

More than three times 26 22
Pesticides used Profenofos + cypermethrin

Profenofos
32
25

27
21

Mancozeb (Dithane) 14 12
Endosulfan 14 12
Triadimenol 12 10
Chlorothalonil 12 10
Lambda-cyhalothrin
Mancozeb (Ivory)

 8
 8

 7
 7

Deltamethrin  1  1
Copper sulfate  1  1

Action taken after pesticide
Poisoning

Drank milk
Went to the hospital
No action taken

52
34
 4

43
28
 3

Washed with water  2  2
Number of times admitted
due to pesticide poisoning

Once 20 17
Twice
Thrice

23
 8

19
 7

More than three times 69 58
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Introduction

The use of potentially hazardous chemicals is increasing in developing countries whose populations 
have the least capacity to protect themselves. Hundreds of thousands of people die annually from the 
effects of use, misuse, or accidental exposures to pesticides.[1,2] Developing nations in Africa, Asia, and 
Latin America comprise more than 75% of the total world population, use 25% of the world’s pesticides, 
yet account for 99% of deaths caused by these toxic agents.[3]

Health Impacts

Acute Pesticide Poisoning

Two decades ago, the World Health Organization estimated that three million cases of acute pesticide 
poisoning resulting in 220,000 deaths occur worldwide each year, the majority in developing countries.[3] 
However, it is well recognized that these figures are an underestimate because of underdiagnosis and/or 
underreporting. Diagnostic difficulties are prominent in developing countries,[4–6] owing to insufficient 
medical training and high background levels of ill health.

Organophosphorus insecticides are the most common agents involved in acute pesticide poisonings, 
accounting for between 50% and 80% of all poisonings in Asia[7] and are a major public health concern in 
most African countries, where approximately 80% of the workforce is involved in agricultural work. In 
Central America, pesticides identified as causing most poisonings between 1992 and 2000 were paraquat; 
aluminum phosphide; the organophosphates methyl parathion, methamidophos, monocrotophos, chlor-
pyrifos, terbufos, and ethoprophos; the carbamates carbofuran, methomyl and aldicarb; and endosulfan.[8]
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Part of the reason for this picture is the continued use in developing countries of pesticides no longer 
registered for use in the developed world, because of their high toxicity, and the substitution of persis-
tent organochlorines with organophosphate insecticides.

Fatality rates and lifelong disability resulting from pesticide poisoning in developing countries are exac-
erbated by poor diagnosis and delayed treatment, resulting in both human suffering and economic losses.

High rates of unintentional poisoning, mostly occupational, have been reported in rural agricultural 
working and urban populations worldwide.[9,10] Nearly 66,000 cases of acute pesticide poisonings occur 
annually in Nicaragua.[11] Mass poisonings by pesticides in developing countries have typically resulted 
in high numbers of fatalities.

In the remote Andean village of Tauccamarca in October 1999, 42 children were poisoned after eating 
a school breakfast contaminated with the organophosphate pesticide methyl parathion, resulting in 24 
deaths before the children could reach medical treatment.[12]

However, it is only a limited number of the most extreme cases in developing countries, which appear 
to be documented. Less high-profile cases are common but unrecorded. For example, a methomyl-
poisoning incident involving 11 female flower farm workers in Arusha, Tanzania, in March 2004 was 
reported in the press, but absence of adequate local investigation mechanisms prevented its documenta-
tion in the peer-reviewed literature.

Deliberate self-harm is a major problem in the developing world. Pesticides are commonly used as 
suicidal agents throughout developing nations and are associated with high mortality rates, causing an 
estimated 300,000 deaths annually in the Asia Pacific.[1,2,8,9,13] In India, suicide using aluminum phos-
phide was reported as so common that postmortem examinations on deceased bodies were said to be 
routinely conducted by staff wearing respirators for personal protection from released fumes.[14]

Underlying factors that make individuals at risk for self-harm are both social (including domestic 
problems, poverty, social isolation, and financial hardship) and medical.[1] Farmer indebtedness, wide-
spread in many developing countries characterized by unequal economic systems, is an important 
factor driving high rates of suicide. More recent findings suggest that pesticides, particularly organo-
phosphates, may be more than agents in suicidal attempts; they are also part of the causal pathway 
because of their neurotoxicity and the possible links between organophosphate exposure, depression, 
and impulsivity, mediated through effects on neurotransmitters such as serotonin.[9] In a context where 
the above social risk factors for depression are common in developing countries, further exposure to 
neurotoxic pesticides may substantially increase the risks of suicide.

Chronic Health Impacts Unknown

Although long-term consequences of pesticide poisoning are well recognized in the literature, rela-
tively few studies of long-term health effects of pesticide exposure have been conducted among working 
populations in developing countries. Underdiagnosis is accentuated for long-term health consequences 
that require greater diagnostic capacity. Dermal exposure routes for developing country workers are 
also common but are an underdocumented yet critical pathway for systemic poisonings, both acute and 
chronic. Consequently, the extent of chronic health impacts of pesticides in developing country workers 
is poorly characterized.

However, there is little reason to believe that their impact would be any less than that in developed 
countries. Indeed, high levels of background morbidity and poor social conditions are likely to aggra-
vate pesticide toxicity. For example, research among South African farm workers highlighted the link 
between chronic lifetime undernutrition, organophosphate exposure, and impaired neurological per-
formance on tests of vibration threshold.[15]

Azoospermia (absent sperm), oligospermia (low sperm count in semen), and low fertility have been 
documented in more than 26,000 workers previously exposed to 1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP) 
on banana and pineapple plantations in more than 12 countries.[16]
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Weak Surveillance for Hazards and Impact

Although a critical public health tool for the control of pesticide poisoning, surveillance in developing 
countries is bedeviled by multiple problems such as lack of access to health care for poisoning survivors, 
lack of human resources, diagnostic skills and equipment to identify cases, and weak information sys-
tems. Acute poisoning rates are consequently underestimated and may selectively undercount certain 
types of poisoning (occupational circumstances) and certain risk groups (women and migrant workers). 
Lack of professional competence and conflict of interest arising from compensation system levies may 
also lead occupational poisonings to be misreported as suicide.[10] As a result, inferences from review of 
flawed data may lead to mistaken policy decisions.[17]

To improve information on the extent of pesticide poisoning in developing countries, surveillance 
systems for acute health effects from pesticides are being established in developing nations. In 1998, 
almost 6000 pesticide poisonings were reported in five of the seven Central American countries 
generating an estimate (corrected for underreporting) of 30,000 pesticide poisonings annually in 
the region.[11] Poisoning rates reported in an intensified surveillance intervention in South Africa 
increased 10-fold in the study area compared to a control area.[17] Recently, WHO in collaboration 
with partners initiated a community intervention, the Global Public Health Initiative, to prevent 
self-harm by pesticide poisoning.[18]

Weak Regulation and Enforcement

Vulnerable economies and weak infrastructure in developing nations hinder their ability to regulate the 
use of pesticides, particularly when macroeconomic pressures promote deregulation and restrict public 
spending required to implement regulatory controls. As a result, marketing and advertising of pesti-
cides are often uncontrolled. Incorrectly labeled or unlabeled formulations, including readymade solu-
tions in soft drink bottles and other containers, are commonly sold at open stands. In South Africa, the 
repackaging of aldicarb granules into small-volume packets sold by street vendors[19] for domestic pest 
control has been linked to increasing numbers of poisonings in urban areas. Low retail prices, some-
times associated with subsidy policies, promote risky pesticide use. Weaknesses in sustainable interna-
tional and national agricultural and chemical management policies manifest in a reliance on “safe-use” 
strategies. Yet, evidence has shown that the so-called “good agricultural practices” and “safe use” are 
ineffective in controlling risks in developing countries, principally because many measures assumed to 
enable safe use are not feasible in developing countries, particularly under tropical or adverse climatic 
conditions.[20]

Low Levels of Worker and Community Awareness

Farmers and farm workers rarely have access to adequate training in pesticide safety or advice on the 
complicated management of pesticides. Hot climates are a disincentive to use of protective clothing, and 
many workers and farmers lack access to water for washing hands or exposed skin, increasing the risks 
of contamination. Recognition of pests and their predators is generally low, leading to overreliance on 
routine pesticide applications to control pests; knowledge of product selection, application rates, and 
timing is poor; different products are often combined in the belief that the effect will be greater; re-entry 
periods after spraying are not known; and without knowledge of alternatives, farmers often assume that 
the only solution to pest problems is to spray more frequently.[21]

Pesticides are often stored improperly in or around farmers’ homes, increasing family member’s 
access.[21,22] In some instances, empty pesticide containers are reused to store water and food, resulting 
in serious poisonings.
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Import/Export of Banned and Restricted Compounds

Pesticides banned or restricted in developed countries are often easily available in developing coun-
tries. These include pesticides causing significant acute and chronic morbidity (such as class I and II 
organophosphates and paraquat) and organochlorines earmarked for eradication under the Stockholm 
Convention on persistent organic pollutants (POPs) (particularly dieldrin, lindane, and chlordane). 
Endosulfan, a candidate pesticide for inclusion under the POPs treaty, has been responsible for a series 
of poisonings in Benin[21] and developmental impacts on children in Kerala, a state in India.[21,23]

The use of p-p′-dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) continues to be permitted for malaria con-
trol in developing countries, where malaria remains endemic, despite its known hazards for wildlife and 
controversial adverse effects on human health.[24,25] Ironically, DDT use in Africa has increased since 
the Stockholm Convention came into effect.[26] As a result, it is still produced for export in at least three 
countries. Because of its ongoing usage for public health vector control, unauthorized use for agricul-
tural purposes remains a concern in developing countries, particularly where regulatory controls are 
weak. The presence and persistence of DDT and its metabolites worldwide are still problems of great 
global relevance to public health.

Although the Prior Informed Consent (PIC) procedure, upgraded in status from a voluntary agree-
ment to an international convention known as the Rotterdam Convention, seeks to protect developing 
countries from harms arising from import of chemicals banned or restricted in exporting countries, the 
effectiveness of the Convention has been questioned. For example, the data requirement for a Severely 
Hazardous Pesticide Incident report, used under the Convention to add a pesticide onto the controlled 
list, lacks mechanisms suited to developing country conditions. This is usually because developing 
countries lack the infrastructure to collect the required data. Similarly, the process of adding a pesticide 
onto the POPs list (e.g., endosulfan) is often met in practice with strong resistance. Even when pesti-
cides are restricted by the POPs and Rotterdam conventions, compliance with the obligations contained 
in the conventions may often be poor, despite developed countries ratifying the conventions. The PIC 
and POP secretariat could assist local contacts such as the Designated National Authorities (DNAs) in 
developing simple tools that will be used to collect relevant data and help in the establishment of suitable 
mechanisms for the flow of data and information in member countries.

Over the past few years, pressure from non-governmental organizations and discussions within the 
Food and Agriculture Organization and other intergovernmental bodies has recognized that greater 
effort must be put into restricting the availability of pesticides based not only on their acute toxicity, 
traditionally measured through the WHO classification system, but also on the capacity of particular 
pesticides to cause long-term toxic effects with chronic exposure. These initiatives, particularly the call 
for a progressive ban on highly hazardous pesticides, offer some hope for better protections for develop-
ing country populations, but are still in development.

Lack of Technical and Laboratory Capacity

Many developing countries suffer from a lack of human and technical resources, aggravated by the 
global brain drain and weak economies. As a result, few developing countries are able to monitor pes-
ticide residues. Most developing countries do not have laboratories capable of conducting analyses for 
pesticides and their residues, particularly at standards that meet good laboratory practice. Where labo-
ratory capacity is available, it is usually to service residue testing of agricultural exports destined for 
consumers in developed countries. Produce grown for domestic consumption is rarely monitored.

Environmental media such as water and soil are rarely tested, and, even then, usually only on a 
research basis. Isolated studies of lactating women in Southern Africa have confirmed the presence of 
high levels of DDT metabolites in breast milk in populations living in malaria-endemic areas subject 
to DDT applications. Yet, despite provisions arising from the POPs treaty to undertake routine testing 
to monitor the impact of DDT use, there is no system for biological monitoring for DDT metabolites in 
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place in Southern Africa. As a result, many infants in the region are substantially exposed through cross-
placental transfer and breastfeeding, with potential adverse impacts on childhood neurodevelopment.

Research capacity to identify problems and develop prevention strategies is also constrained by lim-
ited investments in capacity building in relevant scientific fields in developing countries. As a result, 
there is neither proactive monitoring nor information systems usage to effect adequate responses to pes-
ticide problems identified. It is critical to foster South–South learning to promote best practice because 
what applies in the north may be different to what happens in the south. There is a need to build south-
ern capacity because reliance on the north at times perpetuates many of the problems. Indeed, there is 
much expertise in the south from which both north and south can learn.

Pest Control Policies

Unlike many developed countries, agricultural policies in many developing countries have emphasized 
short-term economic gains at the expense of environmental sustainability or human health. Few devel-
oping countries have adopted integrated pest management or pest reduction strategies. The dominant 
“pesticide culture” assumes that the use of pesticides to control pest as the first option is the norm, 
is reinforced by advertising and marketing practices, and is often encouraged by agricultural credit 
policies and development aid. Much needs to be done to enhance research and development to sup-
port pesticide reduction for agriculture and public health, and to strengthen the capacity in developing 
countries to develop monitoring systems and research capacity to deal with the problems of pesticides in 
developing nations. Reducing deaths from pesticide poisoning through restrictions on the availability 
of pesticides can be accomplished based on a prior evaluation of national agricultural needs and the 
development of a plan to encourage substitution with less toxic pesticides without loss of agricultural 
output,[27] bearing in mind that policies aiming towards sustainable chemical-free agriculture would be 
the ideal long-term solution.

Conclusions

Underestimations of acute and long-term effects of pesticide in developing countries occur due to under-
diagnosis and/or underreporting. The impact of pesticide poisoning is also unknown because of weak 
surveillance for hazards and impact, import/export of banned or restricted compounds, lack of tech-
nical and laboratory capacity, weak regulations and enforcement, low level of worker and community 
awareness, and inappropriate pest control policies. Enhancing research and development to support 
pesticide reduction for agriculture and public health and strengthening capacity to develop monitoring 
systems are critically important for developing countries to deal with problems concerning pesticides.
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Insulation: Facilities

Introduction

Insulation is rated in terms of thermal resistance, called the R-value, which indicates the resistance to 
heat flow. Although insulation can slow all types of heat flow—conduction, convection, and radiation—
its greatest impact is on conduction.

The higher the R-value is, the greater the insulation effectiveness is.[1,2] The R-value of thermal 
i nsulation depends on the type of material, the thickness, and the density. When calculating the R-value 
of a multilayered installation, the R-values of the individual layers are added.

The effectiveness of an insulated wall or ceiling also depends on how and where the insulation is 
installed. For example, compressed insulation will not give its full rated R-value. The overall R-value of 
a wall or ceiling will also be somewhat different from the R-value of the insulation itself because some 
heat flows around the insulation through the studs and joists thermal bridging. With careful design, this 
short-circuiting can be reduced.

The key to an effective insulation system is proper installation of quality insulation products. A build-
ing should have a continuous layer of insulation around the entire building envelope (Figure 1). Studies 
show that improper installation can cut performance by 30% or more.
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Insulation Materials

The wide variety of insulation materials makes it difficult to determine which products and techniques 
are the most cost effective (Table 1). Whatever product is chosen, install it per the manufacturer’s 
specifications.

Here are short descriptions of a few of the insulation products available today:

• Fiberglass insulation products come in batt, roll, and loose-fill form, as well as a semirigid board 
material. Many manufacturers use recycled glass in the production process of fiberglass building 
insulation, with most using between 20% and 30% recycled glass in their product. Fiberglass is 
used for insulating virtually every building component—from walls to attics to ductwork.

• The term mineral wool refers to both slag wool and rock wool. Slag wool is manufactured from 
industrial waste product. It is primarily (~75%) produced from iron ore blast furnace slag, a by-
product of smelting. Rock wool is fireproof and produced from natural rocks—basalt primarily—
under high heat. Mineral wool insulation is available as a loose-fill product, batts, semirigid, or 

FIGURE 1 Building envelope insulation.

TABLE 1 Comparison of Insulating Materials

Material Typical R-Value (per inch)

Batts, blankets, and loose-fill insulation
Mineral wool and fiberglass 2.2–4.0
Cellulose (loose-fill) 3.0–3.7
Cotton (batts) 3.0–3.7
Perlite (loose-fill) 2.5–3.3

Foam insulation and sheathing
Polyisocyanurate 6.0–6.5
Closed-cell, spray polyurethane 5.8–6.8
Open-cell, low-density polyurethane 3.6–3.8
Extruded polystyrene 5.0
Molded expanded polystyrene (beadboard) 4.0
Fiberboard sheathing (blackboard) 1.3
Air-krete 3.9
OSB sheathing (3/8 in.) 0.5
Foil-faced OSB Depends on installation
Polyicynene 3.6
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rigid board. Usage of this product has decreased as more and more building codes require active 
sprinklering of buildings.

• Cellulose insulation, primarily made from post-consumer recycled newsprint with up to 20% 
ammonium sulfate and/or borate flame retardants, is installed in loose-fill, wall-spray (damp), 
dense-pack, and stabilized forms. Because of its high density, cellulose can help reduce air leaks 
in wall cavities, but air sealing other areas of air infiltration, such as under wall plates and band 
joists, must be performed to obtain an effective air barrier. However, given certain conditions and 
applications, cellulose may hold moisture.

• Molded expanded polystyrene (MEPS), often known as beadboard, is a foam product made from 
molded beads of plastic. MEPS is used in several alternative building products discussed in this 
entry, including insulated concrete forms and structural insulated panels (SIPs).

• Extruded polystyrene (XPS), also a foam product in rigid board form, is a homogenous polystyrene 
produced primarily by three manufacturers with characteristic colors of blue, pink, and green.

• Polyisocyanurate, foil-faced rigid board, is insulating foam with one of the highest available 
R-values per inch.

• Closed-cell, high-density spray polyurethane is used both for cavity insulation and as insulating 
roofing materials [often referred to as spray polyurethane foam (SPF)]. It has structural proper-
ties, good adhesive properties, and good compressive strength.

• Open-cell, low-density polyurethane foam is used primarily to seal air leaks and provide an 
i nsulating layer. Produced primarily from petrochemicals, some of these products are now manu-
factured in part from soybeans.

• Aerated concrete, including lightweight, autoclaved (processed at high temperature) concrete, can 
provide a combination of moderate R-values and thermal mass for floors, walls, and ceilings, in 
addition to structural framing.

• Reflective insulation is often used between furring strips on concrete block walls to reflect the 
heat. Note that reflective insulation products differ from radiant barriers in that they include a 
trapped air space as part of the product. These trapped air spaces may be a result of the way the 
reflective insulation is manufactured or installed.

Determine actual R-values and costs from manufacturers or local suppliers.
Note that many new types of insulation are rapidly becoming incorporated into conventional 

c onstruction. However, always research a material’s characteristics and suitability to a particular 
si tuation before buying any new product. For instance, many new insulation products require covering 
for fire rating.

Insulation and the Environment

There has been considerable study and debate about the potential negative environmental and health 
impacts of insulation products.[3] These concerns range from detrimental health effects for the installer 
to depletion of the earth’s ozone layer.

• Fiberglass and mineral wool—questions about effects on health from breathing in fibers. In 2001, 
the International Agency for Research on Cancer changed its classification for fiberglass and 
m ineral wool from “possible human carcinogen” to “not a known human carcinogen.”

• Cellulose—concerns about dust inhalation during installation to VOC emissions from printing 
inks (these are now almost entirely vegetable-based) and limited evidence of toxicity of boric acid 
flame retardants. Long-term fire retardancy is unknown. Limited health and safety research has 
been performed on these products.

• Foam products and chlorofluorocarbons—for years, many foam products contained chlorofluo-
rocarbons (CFCs), which are quite detrimental to the earth’s ozone layer. The CFCs were the 
blowing agent that helped create the lightweight foams. Current blowing agents are
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• Expanded polystyrene—pentane, which has no impact on ozone layer, but may increase the 
potential for smog formation.

• Extruded polystyrene, polyisocyanurate, and poly-urethane—use primarily hydrochloro-
fluorocarbons (HCFCs), which are 90% less harmful to the ozone layer than CFCs. Some 
companies are moving to non-HCFC blowing agents.

• Open-cell polyurethane, including the products made by Icynene, Inc. and Demilec, Inc., 
as well as the newer soy-based foams—use water, which is much less detrimental than other 
blowing agents (Table 2).

Insulation Strategies

In general, commonly used insulation products are the most economical. Prices can vary according to 
in staller and location. Review all of the choices, as they offer different R-values, suggested uses, and 
environmental and health considerations.

TABLE 2  Comparison of Insulation Materials (Environmental Characteristics and Other Information)

Type of 
Insulation

Installation 
Method(s)

R-Value per 
Inch (RSI/m)a

Pollution from 
Manufacture

Indoor Air 
Quality ImpactsRaw Materials Comments

Fiber insulation 
Cellulose

Loose fill; 
wall-spray 
(damp); 
dense-pack; 
stabilized

3.0–3.7 
(21–26)

Old newspaper, 
borates, 
ammonium 
sulfate

Vehicle energy 
use and 
pollution 
from 
newspaper 
recycling

Fibers and 
chemicals can 
be irritants. 
Should be 
isolated from 
interior space

High recycled 
content; very 
low embodied 
energy

Fiberglass Batts; loose fill; 
semi-rigid 
board

2.2–1.0 
(15–28)

Silica sand; 
limestone; 
boron; recycled 
glass, phenol 
formaldehyde 
resin or acrylic 
resin

Formaldehyde 
emissions and 
energy use 
during 
manufacture; 
some 
manufactured 
without 
formaldehyde

Fibers can be 
irritants, and 
should be 
isolated from 
interior spaces. 
Formaldehyde 
is a carcinogen. 
Less concern 
about cancer 
from respirable 
fibers

Mineral wool Loose fill; batts; 
semi-rigid or 
rigid board

2.8–3.7 
(19–26)

Iron-ore blast 
furnace slag; 
natural rock; 
phenol 
formaldehyde 
binder

Formaldehyde 
emissions and 
energy use 
during 
manufacture

Fibers can be 
irritants, and 
should be 
isolated from 
interior spaces. 
Formaldehyde 
is a carcinogen. 
Less concern 
about cancer 
from respirable 
fibers

Rigid board 
(e.g., Roxul) 
can be an 
excellent 
foundation 
drainage and 
insulation 
material

Cotton Batts 3.0–3.7 
(21–26)

Cotton and 
polyester mill 
scraps (especially 
denim)

Negligible Considered very 
safe

Two producers; 
also used for 
flexible duct 
insulation

Perlite Loose fill 2.5–3.3 
(17–23)

Volcanic rock Negligible Some nuisance 
dust

(Continued )
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TABLE 2 (Continued)  Comparison of Insulation Materials (Environmental Characteristics and Other 
Information)

. Conversion Factors

R-Value 
Conversions To Get Multiply By

Thermal resistance (R) RSI (m2 C/w) R (ft2 hF/Btu) 0.1761
Insulation R/unit thickness RSI/mm R/in. 0.00693
In the chart the heading is R-value per inch (RSI/m); to obtain this number, the RSI/mm is divided by 1000.
Foam insulation
Polyisocyanurate Foil-faced rigid 

boards; 
nail-base with 
OSB 
sheathing

6.0–6.5 
(42–45)

Fossil fuels; some 
recycled PET; 
pentane blowing 
agent; TCPP 
flame retardant; 
aluminum facing

Energy use 
during 
manufacture

Potential health 
concerns 
during 
manufacture. 
Negligible 
emissions after 
installation

Phaseout of 
HCFC 
ozone-
depleting 
blowing agents 
completed

Extruded 
polystyrene 
(XPS)

Rigid board 5.0 (35) Fossil fuels; 
HCFC-142b 
blowing agent; 
HBCD flame 
retardant

Energy use 
during 
manufacture. 
Ozone 
depletion

Potential release 
of residual 
styrene 
monomer (a 
carcinogen) 
and HBCD 
flame retardant

Last remaining 
insulation 
material with 
ozone-
depleting 
blowing 
agents

Expanded 
polystyrene 
(EPS)

Rigid board 3.6–1.4 
(25–31)

Fossil fuels; 
pentane 
blowing agent; 
HBCD flame 
retardant

Energy use 
during 
manufacture

Potential release 
of residual 
styrene 
monomer (a 
carcinogen) 
and HBCD 
flame retardant

Closed-cell spray 
polyurethane

Spray-in 
cavity-fill or 
spray-on 
roofing

5.8–6.8 
(40–4.7)

Fossil fuels, 
HCFC-141b 
(through early 
2005) or 
HFC-245fa 
blowing agent; 
nonbrominated 
flame retardant

Energy use 
during 
manufacture, 
global-
warming 
potential 
from HFC 
blowing agent

Quite toxic 
during 
installation 
(respirators or 
supplied air 
required). 
Allow several 
days of ailing 
out prior to 
occupancy

Open-cell, 
low-density 
polyurethane

Spray-in 
cavity-fill

3.6–3.8 
(25–27)

Fossil fuels and 
soybeans; water 
as a blowing 
agent; 
nonbrominated 
flame retardant

Energy use 
during 
manufacture

Quite toxic 
during 
installation 
(respirators or 
supplied air 
required). Allow 
several days of 
ailing out prior 
to occupancy

Air-Krete Spray-in 
cavity-fill

3.9 (27) Magnesium 
oxide from 
seawater; 
ceramic talc

Negligible Considered very 
safe

Highly 
fire-resistant; 
inert; remains 
friable

(Continued )
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Critical Guidelines

When installing any insulating material, the following guidelines are critical for optimum 
performance[4]:

• Seal all air leaks between conditioned and unconditioned areas
• Obtain complete coverage of the insulation, especially around doors and windows
• Minimize air leakage through the material with air sealing measures
• Avoid compressing insulation
• Avoid lofting (installing too much air) in loose-fill products

Foam Insulation Strategies

Foam products are primarily economical when they can be applied in thin layers as part of a structural 
system or to help seal air leaks. Examples include:

• Exterior sheathing over wall framing
• Forms in which concrete can be poured
• As part of a structural insulated panel for building walls
• Spray-applied foam insulation

TABLE 2 (Continued)  Comparison of Insulation Materials (Environmental Characteristics and Other 
Information)

. Conversion Factors

R-Value 
Conversions To Get Multiply By

Radiant barrier
Bubble back Stapled to 

framing
Depends on 

installation
Aluminum; fossil 

fuels
Energy use 

during 
manufacture

Minimal 
offgassing from 
plastic

Exaggerated 
R-value 
claims have 
been common

Foil-faced Stapled to 
framing;

Depends on 
installation

Aluminum; fossil Energy use 
during

Minimal 
offgassing from

Exaggerated 
Æ-value 
claims

have been 
common. 
Recycled 
content in 
some

polyethylene 
foam

requires air' 
space for 
radiant 
benefit

fuels; recycled 
polyethylene

manufacture polyethylene

Foil-faced 
paperboard 
sheathing

Stapled to 
framing; 
requires air' 
space for 
radiant 
benefit

Depends on 
installation

Aluminum; fossil 
fuels; recycled 
paper

Energy use 
during 
manufacture

Considered very 
safe

High recycled 
content. 
Structural 
sheathing 
available (e.g., 
Thermo-Ply®))

Foil-faced OSB Most common 
as attic 
sheathing

Depends on 
installation

Wood fiber; 
formaldehyde 
binder in OSB; 
aluminum

Energy use and 
VOC 
emissions 
during 
manufacture

Formaldehyde 
emissions

Primary benefit 
is reduced 
heat gain

a RSI/m: The standard unit of measurement in the United States has been the Imperial unit. The country is converting to the 
International System (SI) unit—or metric standard—which predominates internationally. To differentiate like terms, you 
may find “SI” added to the term symbol. For example, RSI refers to the Æ-value in International System (metric) units.
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Floor Insulation

Slab-on-Grade

Slab-on-grade floors consist of a concrete slab poured over at least four inches of compacted gravel or 
sand and a layer of 10-mil polyethylene used as a vapor barrier. In hot, humid climates, most buildings 
are built with concrete slab-on-grade.

For colder climates, slabs lose energy as a result of heat conducted outward toward the perimeter of 
the slab. Insulating the exterior edge of the slab with R-10 rigid insulation can reduce winter heating 
bills by 10%–20%.

Raised Floor

Raised floor systems (wood and concrete) have specific requirements depending on climate zones. 
Consult the local building code for specific details.

Wall Insulation

Walls are the most complex component of the building envelope to provide adequate thermal insula-
tion, air sealing, and moisture control.

Concrete Wall Insulation

Foundation walls and other masonry walls are usually built of concrete block or poured concrete. 
Insulating concrete block walls is more difficult than insulating framed walls.

Insulating Concrete Block Cores

Builders can insulate the interior cores of concrete block walls with insulation such as:

• Vermiculite R-2.1 per inch (See Figure 2)
• Polystyrene inserts or beads R-4.0–5.0 per inch
• Polyurethane foam R-5.8-6.8 per inch

Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 2, the substantial thermal bridging in the concrete connections 
between cores continues to depreciate the overall R-value. This approach is only a partial solution to 
providing a quality, well-insulating wall. Other techniques, as explained in the next few pages, provide 
more cost-effective solutions.

FIGURE 2 Insulating concrete block cores (R-4–R-6 overall).
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Exterior Rigid Fiber Glass or Foam Insulation

Rigid insulation is generally more expensive per R-value than mineral wool or cellulose, but its rigidity 
is a major advantage (Figure 3). However, it is difficult and expensive to obtain R-values as high as in 
framed walls.

Interior Foam Wall Insulation

Foam insulation can be installed on the interior of concrete block walls (Figure 4); however, it must be 
covered with a material that resists damage and meets local fire code requirements. Half-inch drywall 
will typically comply, but furring strips will need to be installed as nailing surfaces. Furring strips are 
usually installed between sheets of foam insulation; however, to avoid the direct, uninsulated thermal 
bridge between the concrete wall and the furring strips, a continuous layer of foam should be installed 
underneath or on top of the nailing strips.

Interior Framed Wall

In some cases, designers will specify a framed wall on the interior of a masonry wall (Figure 5). Standard 
framed wall insulation and air-sealing practice can then be applied. 

Insulated Concrete Form Systems

Insulated concrete forms (ICFs) are permanent rigid plastic foam forms that are filled with reinforced 
concrete to create structural walls with significant thermal insulation (Figure 6). The foam is typically 

FIGURE 4 Interior foam insulation (R-10–R-14 overall).

FIGURE 3 Exterior foam insulation (R-11–R-12 overall).
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either expanded polystyrene (EPS) or extruded polystyrene (XPS) and occasionally polyurethane, but 
it may also be made from a composite of cement and foam insulation or a composite of cement and 
processed wood.[5]

The concrete will be one of several shapes: flat, waffle-or screen-grid, or post-and-beam, depend-
ing on the specific form design. The Portland Cement Association (PCA) reports that in 1994, 0.1% 
of all new homes used ICFs in above-grade walls (about 1100 new homes). That number rose to 1.2% 
in 1999, 2.7% in 2001, and increased to 3.8% in 2002, which would be 50,639 homes, according to U.S. 
Census Data.

Above-grade ICF walls cost more to build than typical wood-framed walls. As wood-framed walls 
approach the thermal insulation value of ICFs, the cost differential will decrease. In most cases, materi-
als’ costs (concrete and forms) are primarily responsible for increased costs, while labor costs are often 
similar to wood framing. Cost premium depends on relative material prices, labor efficiency for each 
system, engineering necessity, and its effect on other practices or trades, among other factors.

The cost premium for ICF houses is smaller in areas such as high-wind regions, which require 
 additional labor, time, and materials for special construction of woodframed houses. According to 
an NAHB Research Center study, costs are estimated to increase by 1%–8% of total house cost over a 
 wood-framed house.

Lightweight Concrete Products

Lightweight, air-entrained concrete is an alternative wall system (Figure 7). Autoclaved aerated concrete 
(AAC), sometimes referred to as precast autoclaved aerated concrete (PAAC), which can be shipped either 
as blocks or panels, combines elevated R-values (compared to standard concrete) with thermal mass.

 

FIGURE 5 Interior framed wall insulation (R-11–R-13 overall).

FIGURE 6 Insulated concrete foam system (R-17–R-24 overall).
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2 × 4 Wall Insulation

Throughout the United States, debates on optimal wall construction continue.[6] Table 3 summarizes 
typical problems and solutions in walls framed with 2 × 4 studs. In addition to standard framing lumber 
and fasteners, the following materials will also be required during construction:

• Foam sheathing for insulating headers.
• 1 × 4 or metal T-bracing for corner bracing (Figure 8).

TABLE 3 2 × 4 Framed Wall Problems and Solutions

Problem Solution

Small space available for insulation Install continuous exterior foam sheathing and medium 
(R-13) to high (R-15) density cavity insulation

Enclosed cavities are more prone to cause 
condensation, particularly when 
sheathing materials with low R-values are 
used

Install a continuous air barrier system. Use continuous 
foam sheathing

Presence of wiring, plumbing, ductwork, 
and framing members lessens potential 
R-value and provides pathways for air 
leakage

Locate mechanical systems in interior walls; avoid 
horizontal wiring runs through exterior walls; use air 
sealing insulation system

FIGURE 8 Let-in bracing.

FIGURE 7 Lightweight concrete products (R-1.1 per inch plus).
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• R-13 batts for insulating areas during framing behind shower/tub enclosures and other hidden 
areas.

• From the Florida Building Code, Residential (FBC-R): “R307.2 Bathtub and shower spaces. 
Bathtub and shower floors and walls above bathtubs with installed shower heads and in shower 
compartments shall be finished with a nonabsorbent surface. Such wall surfaces shall extend to a 
height of not less than 6 ft above the floor.”

• Caulking or foam sealant for sealing areas that may be more difficult to seal later. 

Avoid Side Stapling

Walls are usually insulated with batts that have attached vapor retarder facing. Many builders question 
whether it is best to side staple or face staple batt insulation. The common arguments are that face sta-
pling results in less compression, while side stapling interferes less with drywall installation.

The ideal solution should focus on where the kraft paper (vapor retarder) is rather than on how it is 
installed.[7]

The face stapling question is an appropriate question in northern or “heating-dominated” climates. 
In northern areas, vapor retarders should be installed on the “warm” side of the wall cavity. In southern 
or “cooling-dominated” climates, the vapor retarder should be on the outside surface of the wall cavity. 
Because of this, the use of unfaced batts is recommended in hot-humid climates (Figure 9).

Unfaced batts are slightly larger than the standard 16-or 24-inch stud spacing and rely on a friction-fit 
for support. Because unfaced batts are not stapled, they can often be installed in less time. In addition, it 
is easier to cut unfaced batts to fit around wiring, plumbing, and other obstructions in the walls.

Blown Loose-Fill Insulation

Loose-fill cellulose, fiberglass, and rock wool insulation can also be used to insulate walls. This insula-
tion is installed with a blowing machine and held in place with a glue binder or netting (Figure 10). 
This technique can provide good insulation coverage in the stud cavities; however, it is very important 
that excess moisture in the binder be allowed to evaporate before the wall cavities are enclosed by 
an interior finish. Keep in mind that insulation products are not replacements for proper air sealing 
technique.

FIGURE 9 Insulating walls with batts.
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Blown Foam Insulation

Some insulation contractors are now blowing polyurethane or polyicynene insulation into the walls and 
ceilings of new buildings (Figure 11). This technique provides high R-values in relatively thin spaces and 
seals air leaks effectively. The economics of foam insulation should be examined carefully prior to their 
application.

Structural Insulated Panels

Another approach to wall construction is the use of structural insulated panels (SIP), also known as 
stress-skin panels (Figure 12).[8] They consist of 4-inch or 6-inch thick foam panels onto which structural 
sheathing, such as oriented strand board (OSB), cement fiber board, or various types of metal have been 
attached. They reduce labor costs, and because of the reduced framing in the wall, they have higher 
R-values and less air leakage than standard walls.

SIPs are generally 4 feet wide and 8 to 12 feet long. There are a wide variety of manufacturers, each 
with its own method of attaching panels together. Procedures for installing windows, doors, wiring, 
and plumbing have been worked out by each manufacturer. Some SIPs come from the factory with 

FIGURE 11 Blown foam insulation.

FIGURE 10 Blown sidewall insulation options.
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preinstalled windows. In addition to their use as wall framing, SIPs can also be used in ceilings, floors, 
and roofs.

While buildings constructed with SIPs may be more expensive than those with standard framed and 
insulated walls, research studies have shown that SIP-built buildings have higher average insulating 
values per inch than most commonly used insulation materials. Due to their typical modular style of 
construction, infiltration losses are also reduced. Thus, they can provide substantial energy savings. Be 
sure to follow local building codes with regard to termites, including leaving a 6” inspection zone above 
finished grade.    

The performance of any SIP wall depends on its component materials and installation processes. 
There are a few important variables to take into consideration when building with SIP systems:

 1. Panel fabrication (proper panel gluing, pressing, and curing) is critical to prevent delamination.
 2. Panels must be flat, plumb, and have well-designed connections to ensure tightness of construction.
 3. Though SIPs offer ease of construction, installers may need training in installing the system being 

used.
 4. Fire rating of SIP materials and air-tightness of SIP installation affect the system’s fire safety.
 5. There may be potential insect and rodent mitigation issues, depending on SIP materials and 

construction.
 6. Proper HVAC design and installation must take the SIP system being used into account.

Metal Framing

Builders and designers are well aware of the increasing cost and decreasing quality of framing lumber. 
As a consequence, interest in alternative framing materials, such as metal framing, has grown. While 
metal framing offers advantages over wood, such as consistency of dimensions, lack of warping, and 
resistance to moisture and insect problems, it has distinct disadvantages from an energy perspective.

Metal framing is an excellent conductor of heat. Buildings framed with metal studs and plates usu-
ally have metal ceiling joists and rafters, as well. Thus, the entire structure serves as a highly conductive 
thermal grid. Insulation placed between metal studs and joists is much less effective due to the extreme 
thermal bridging that occurs across the framing members.

The American Iron and Steel Institute is well aware of the challenges involved in building an energy 
efficient steel structure. In their publication Thermal Design Guide for Exterior Walls (Publication 
RG-9405), the Institute provides information on the thermal performance of steel-framed buildings. 
Table 4 summarizes some of their findings.

FIGURE 12 Structural insulated panels (SIP)
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Moisture-related problems have been reported in metal frame buildings that do not use sufficient 
insulated sheathing on exterior walls. Metal studs cooled by the air conditioning system can cause out-
door air to condense, leading to mildew streaks (or ghosting), where one can see the framing members 
on the inside and outside of a home. In winter, studs covered by cold outside air can also cause streaking. 
Attention to proper insulation techniques can alleviate this problem.

2 × 6 Wall Construction

There has been interest in hot, humid climates in the use of 2 × 6s for construction. The advantages of 
using wider wall framing are:

• More space provides room for R-19 or R-21 wall insulation.
• Thermal bridging across the studs is less of a penalty due to the higher R-value of 2 × 6s.
• Less framing reduces labor and material costs.
• There is more space for insulating around piping, wiring, and ductwork.

Disadvantages of 2 × 6 framing include:

• Wider spacing may cause the interior finish or exterior siding to bow slightly between studs.
• Window and door jambs must be deeper, resulting in additional costs.
• Walls with substantial window and door area may require almost as much framing as 2 × 4 walls 

and leave relatively little area for actual insulation.

The economics of 2 × 6 wall insulation are affected by the number of windows in the wall because each 
window opening adds extra studs and may require the purchase of a jamb extender. Walls built with 
2 × 6s having few windows provide positive economic payback. However, for walls in which windows 
make up over 10% of the total area, the economics become questionable.

Ceilings and Roofs

Attics over flat ceilings are usually the easiest part of a building’s exterior envelope to insulate. They are 
accessible and have ample room for insulation. However, many homes use cathedral ceilings that pro-
vide little space for insulation.[9] It is important to insulate both types of ceilings properly.

Attic Ventilation

In the summer, properly designed ventilation reduces roof and ceiling temperatures, thus potentially 
saving on cooling costs and lengthening the life of the roof. In winter, roof vents expel moisture which 
could otherwise accumulate and deteriorate insulation or other building materials.

At present, several research studies are investigating whether attic ventilation is beneficial. For 
years, researchers have believed the cooling benefits of ventilating a well-insulated attic to be negli-
gible. However, some experts are now questioning whether ventilation is even effective at moisture 

TABLE 4  Effective Steel Wall R-Values

Cavity Insulation Sheathing Effective Overall R-Value

11 2.5 9.5
11 5 13
11 10 18
13 2.5 10
13 5 14
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removal. The Florida Building Code, Residential now provides provisions for “conditioned attic assem-
blies” (Section R806.4) as long as certain conditions are met. When attic ventilation is provided, ven-
tilation openings shall be provided with corrosion-resistant wire mesh with 1/8 in. minimum to 1/4 in. 
m aximum openings. Total net free ventilation area shall not be less than 1–150 of the area of the space 
ventilated. An exception for 1–300 is provided in the code.

Vent Selection

The amount of attic ventilation needed is based on state building code requirements. If ventilating 
the roof, locate vents high along the roof ridge and low along the eave or soffit. Vents should provide 
air movement across the entire roof area (Figure 13). There are a wide variety of products available, 
 including ridge, gable, soffit, and mushroom vents.

To allow for proper airflow in attic spaces, it is common practice to install a rafter baffle at the soffit. 
This will prevent insulation from sealing off the airflow from the soffit vent to the attic space.

The combination of continuous ridge vents along the peak of the roof and continuous soffit vents at 
the eave provides the most effective ventilation. Ridge vents come in a variety of colors to match any 
roof. Some brands are made of plastic and covered by cap shingles to hide the vent from view.

Manufacturer or product testing is being performed by a variety of organizations to verify leak-free 
operation of continuous ridge vents in high wind situations. Care should be taken to ensure that the 
vents chosen are appropriate for hurricane-prone areas.

Powered Attic Ventilator

Electrically powered roof ventilators can consume more electricity to operate than they save on air con-
ditioning costs and are not recommended for most designs. Power vents can create negative pressures in 
the home, which may have detrimental effects, such as (Figure 14):

• Drawing outside air into the home
• Removing conditioned air from the home through ceiling leaks and bypasses
• Pulling pollutants, such as radon and sewer gases, into the home
• Backdrafting fireplaces and fuel-burning appliances

Attic Floor Insulation Techniques

Either loose-fill or batt insulation can be installed on an attic floor. Generally, blowing loose-fill attic 
insulation is usually less expensive than installing batts or rolls. Most attics have either blown fiberglass, 
rock wool, or cellulose. Ceilings with a rise greater than 5 and a run of 12 (5 over 12) should not be insu-
lated with blown-in insulation.

FIGURE 13 Attic ventilation through soffit and ridge vents.
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Loose-Fill Attic Insulation

Steps for installing loose-fill attic insulation[10]:

 7. Seal attic air leaks, as prescribed by fire and energy codes.
 8. Follow manufacturer’s and state building code clearance requirements for heat-producing equip-

ment found in an attic, such as flues or exhaust fans. One example of attic blocking is shown later 
in this entry.

 9. Use baffles to preserve ventilation space at eave of roof for soffit vents.
 10. Insulate the attic hatch or attic stair. Foam boxes are available for providing a degree of insulation 

over a pull-down attic stairway.
 11. Determine the attic insulation area; based on the spacing and size of the joists, use the chart on 

the insulation bag to determine the number of bags to install. Table 5 shows a sample chart for 
cellulose insulation. Cellulose is heavier than fiberglass for the same R-value. Closer spacing of 
roof joists and thicker dry-wall is required for larger R-values. Check this detail with the insula-
tion contractor. Weight limits and other factors at R-38 insulation levels are shown in Table 5 for 
the three primary types of loose fills.

 12. Avoid fluffing the insulation (blowing with too much air) by using the proper air-to-insulation 
mixture in the blowing machine. A few insulation contractors have “fluffed” (added extra air to) 
loose-fill insulation to give the impression of a high R-value. The insulation may be the proper 
depth, but if too few bags are installed, the R-values will be less than claimed.

FIGURE 14 Attic ventilation through powered ventilation.

TABLE 5 Blown Cellulose in Attics

2 × 6 Joists Spaced 
24 in. on Center

2 × 6 Joists Spaced 
16 in. on Center

R-Value 
at 75°F

Minimum 
Thickness (in.)

Minimum 
Weight (lb/ft2)

Coverage per 
25-lb Bag (ft2)

Bags per 
1000 ft2

Coverage per 
25-lb Bag (ft2)

Bags per 
1000 ft2

R-40 10.8 2.10 12 83 13 77
R-32 8.6 1.60 16 63 18 56
R-24 6.5 0.98 21 48 23 43
R-19 5.1 0.67 37 27 41 24
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 13. Obtain complete coverage of the blown insulation at relatively even insulation depths. Use attic 
rulers (obtainable from insulation contractors) to ensure uniform depth of insulation.

Batt Attic Insulation

Steps for installing batt insulation:

 14. Seal attic air leaks, as prescribed by fire and energy codes.
 15. Block around heat-producing devices, as described in Step 2 for loose-fill insulation.
 16. Insulate the attic hatch or attic stair as described in Step 4 for loose-fill insulation.
 17. Determine the attic insulation area based on the spacing and size of the joists, order sufficient 

R-30 insulation for the flat attic floor. Choose batts that are tapered—cut wider on top—so that 
they cover the top of the ceiling joists. (See Figure 15).

 18. When installing the batts, make certain they completely fill the joist cavities. Shake batts to ensure 
proper loft. If the joist spacing is uneven, patch gaps in the insulation with scrap pieces. Try not to 
compress the insulation with wiring, plumbing, or ductwork. In general, obtain complete cover-
age of full-thickness, noncompressed insulation.

 19. Attic storage areas can pose a problem. If the ceiling joists are shallower than the depth of the 
insulation (generally less than 2 ×10s), raise the finished floor using 2 × 4s or other spacing lumber. 
Install the batts before nailing the storage floor in place (see Figure 16).

FIGURE 15 Full-width ceiling batt insulation.

FIGURE 16 Ceiling insulation under attic storage floor.
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Note that often attic framing is not designed for storage. Check engineered loads of framing before 
increasing loads and piggy-backing ceiling joists.

Preventing Air Flow Restrictions at the Eave

One problem area in many standard roof designs is at the eave, where there is not enough room for full 
R-30 insulation without preventing air flow from the soffit vent or compressing the insulation, which 
reduces its R-value. Figures. 17 and 18 show several solutions to this problem. If using a truss roof, 
p urchase raised heel trusses that form horizontal overhangs. They should provide adequate clearance 
for both ventilation and insulation. 

FIGURE 17 Soffit air ventilation—raised heel trusses.

FIGURE 18 Soffit air ventilation—raised top plate.
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In stick-built roofs, where rafters and ceiling joists are cut and installed on the construction site, an 
additional top plate that lies across the top of the ceiling joists at the eave will prevent compression of the 
attic insulation. Note: This needs to be a double plate for bearing unless rafters sit directly above joists. 
The rafters sitting on this raised top plate allow for both insulation and ventilation.

Cathedral Ceiling Insulation Techniques

Cathedral ceilings are a special case because of the limited space for insulation and ventilation within 
the depth of the rafter. Fitting in a 10-in. batt (R-30) and still providing ventilation is impossible with a 
2 × 6 or 2 × 8 rafter (R-19 or R-25, respectively). 

Building R-30  Cathedral Ceilings

Cathedral ceilings built with 2 × 12 rafters can be insulated with standard R-30 batts and still have 
plenty of space for ventilation. Some builders use a vent baffle between the insulation and roof decking 
to ensure that the ventilation channel is maintained.

If 2 × 12s are not required structurally, most builders find it cheaper to construct cathedral ceilings 
with 2 × 10 rafters and high-density R-30 batts, which are 81/4 in. thick (Table 6).

Some contractors wish to avoid the higher cost of 2 × 10 lumber and use 2 × 8 rafters. These roofs are 
usually insulated with R-19 batts.

In framing with 2 × 6 and 2 × 8 rafters, higher insulating values can be obtained by installing rigid 
foam insulation under the rafters. Note that the rigid foam insulation must be covered with a fire-rated 
material when used on the interior of the building. Drywall usually meets this requirement.

Scissor Trusses

Scissor trusses are another cathedral ceiling framing option. Make certain they provide adequate 
room for both R-30 insulation and ventilation, especially at their ends, which form the eave section of 
the roof.

Any sized rafter; blown-in cellulose, fiberglass, or rock wool held in place; provide 1 in. ventilation 
space above.

Difficulties with Exposed Rafters

A cathedral ceiling with exposed rafters or roof decking is difficult and expensive to insulate well. Often, 
foam insulation panels are used over the attic deck, as shown in Figure 19. However, to achieve R-30, four 
to seven inches of foam insulation are needed. Ventilation is also a problem.

In homes where exposed rafters are desired, it may be more economical to build a standard, energy 
efficient cathedral ceiling, and then add exposed decorative beams underneath. Note that homes having 
tongue-and-groove ceilings can experience substantially more air leakage than solid, drywall ceilings. 
Install a continuous air barrier, sealed to the walls above the tongue-and-groove roof deck and held in 
place; provide 1 in. ventilation space above. 

TABLE 6  Cathedral Ceiling Insulation Options

Rafter Batt

2 × 8 R-19
2 × 10 R-25
2 ×10
2 × 12

Moderate density R-30
Standard density R-30
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Recessed Lights

Standard recessed fixtures require a clearance of several inches between the sides of the lamp’s housing 
and the attic insulation. In addition, insulation cannot be placed over the fixture. Even worse, recessed 
lights leak considerable air between attics and the home.

Insulated ceiling (IC) rated fixtures have a heat sensor switch that allows the fixture to be covered—
except for the top—with insulation (see Figure 20 for the proper insulation methods for these fixtures). 
However, these units also leak air. If you have to use recessed lights, install airtight IC-rated fixtures. 
There are alternatives to recessed lights, including surface-mounted ceiling fixtures and track lighting, 
which typically contribute less air leakage to the home.

FIGURE 20 Recessed lighting insulation.

FIGURE 19 Insulating exposed rafters.
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Radiant Heat Barriers

Radiant heat barriers (RHB) are reflective materials that can reduce summer heat gain via the insula-
tion and building materials in attics and walls. RHBs work two ways: first, they reflect thermal radiation 
well; and, second, they emit (give off) very little heat. RHBs should always face a vented airspace and 
be installed to prevent dust build-up. They are usually attached to the underside of the rafter or truss 
top chord or to the underside of the roof decking. Acceptable attic radiant barrier configurations can be 
found in Figure 21.

How Radiant Barrier Systems Work

A radiant barrier reduces heat transfer. Thermal radiation, or radiant heat, travels in a straight line away 
from a hot surface and heats any object in its path.

When sunshine heats a roof, most of the heat conducts through the exterior roofing materials to the 
inside surface of the roof sheathing. Heat then transfers by radiation across the attic space to the next 
material—either the top of the attic insulation or the attic floor. A radiant barrier, properly installed in 
one of many locations between the roof surface and the attic floor, will reduce radiant heat flow. Thermal 
insulation on the attic floor resists the flow of heat through the ceiling into the living space below. The 
rate at which insulation resists this flow determines the insulation’s R-value. The amount of thermal 
insulation affects the potential radiant barrier energy savings. For example, installing a radiant barrier 
in an attic that already has high levels of insulation (R-30 or above) would result in much lower energy 
savings than an attic insulated at a low level (R-11 or less).

All radiant barriers use reflective foil that blocks radiant heat transfer. In an attic, a radiant barrier 
that faces an air space can block up to 95% of the heat radiating down from a hot roof. Only a single, 
thin, reflective surface is necessary to produce this reduction in radiant heat transfer. Additional layers 
of foil do little more to reduce the remaining radiant heat flow.

Conventional types of insulation consist of fibers or cells that trap air or contain a gas to retard heat con-
duction. These types of insulation reduce conductive and radiant heat transfer at a rate determined by their 

FIGURE 21 Radiant barrier configuration
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R-value, while radiant barriers reduce only radiant heat transfer. There is no current method for assigning 
an R-value to radiant barriers. The reduction in heat flow achieved by the installation of a radiant bar-
rier depends on a number of factors, such as ventilation rates, roof reflectivity, ambient air temperatures, 
geographical location, the amount of roof solar gains, and the amount of conventional insulation present.

Several factors affect the cost effectiveness of installing a radiant barrier. You should examine the per-
formance and cost savings of at least three potential insulation options: adding additional conventional 
insulation, installing a radiant barrier, and adding both conventional insulation and a radiant barrier.

In 1991 (revised June, 2001), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published the Radiant Barrier 
Attic Fact Sheet, which shows how to calculate the economics of radiant barriers and added ceiling 
insulation. It includes an Energy Savings Worksheet with an example. The worksheet is part of the fact 
sheet and can be found at http://www.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/radiant/rb_05.html.[11]

Because radiant barriers redirect radiant heat back through the roofing materials, shingle tempera-
tures may increase between 1 and 10 F (0.6 C-5.6 C). This increase does not appear to exceed the roof 
shingle design criteria. The overall effect on roof life, if any, is not known.

Remember, radiant barriers are most effective in blocking summer radiant heat gain and saving air-
conditioning costs. Although the radiant barrier may be somewhat effective in retaining heat within a 
cold-climate home, it may also block any radiant winter solar heat gain in the attic.

Conclusion

Buildings are insulated to help moderate the environment that we live and work in. As utility costs rise, 
this aspect of our constructed environment becomes more and more important. Many new materials 
have entered the market in the past few years, each having their own particular advantages and disad-
vantages. This entry has described in detail the importance of installation practices and their effect on 
overall performance. Emphasis was placed on properly defining the building envelope and different 
methods and materials that can be used to effectively insulate and, therefore, thermally isolate the con-
structed environment from the daily extremes produced by local weather.

New techniques and materials will evolve; however, some guidelines will remain the same:

• Choose an insulation material with characteristics suitable for the climate region.
• Use the proper R-value for the climate region where each particular structure is being constructed.
• Apply the recommended thickness, or R-value, to each building component, such as ceiling, 

walls, and floors.
• Install each particular insulation product in a proper fashion, following the manufacturer’s rec-

ommendations and instructions, leaving no voids, and filling each building cavity to the level 
required for the building site.

Insulation materials and techniques play a large part in minimizing energy consumption and maximiz-
ing human comfort. Recent advances in both materials and techniques will help further this trend.
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Environmental Management and Nature Conservation

Healthy ecosystems are capable of maintaining their structures and functions, ensuring the generation 
and maintenance of natural capital stocks and ecosystem services flows (Buonocore et al., 2018; Pauna 
et al., 2018).

There is a growing evidence that biodiversity increases the stability of ecosystem functioning, rep-
resenting the basis for the generation of ecosystem services vital for human well-being (Teixeira et al., 
2019; Vihervaara et al., 2019). Therefore, biodiversity loss represents one of the major threats to human-
ity with potential impacts on both nature and human economy (Cardinale et al., 2012; TEEB, 2010).

In line with the objectives of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) striving to address the 
issue of biodiversity loss, ensure the sustainable use of natural resources, and allow an equitable share 
of benefits, there has been significant progress toward conservation targets (UNEP-WCMC, IUCN, and 
NGS, 2018). Nonetheless, efforts are still needed to increase the effectiveness of nature conservation 
actions (Hoffmann et al., 2018).

Many international policy processes, including the CBD and the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development, recognize protected areas as successful management tools for protecting biodiversity 
while ensuring the sustainable exploitation of natural resources. When effective management measures 
are in place, protected areas are capable of meeting the multitude of objectives they are designed for, 
supporting the achievement of both local and large-scale sustainability goals.

Over the past decade, there have been increasing research efforts to assess the value of natural 
resources, also exploring how these values can be embedded into decision making (Costanza et al., 2014; 
European Union, 2014; Franzese et al., 2014, 2019).
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Assessing the biophysical and economic value of natural capital and ecosystem services provides 
a deeper understanding of ecosystems functioning while supporting managers and policy makers in 
charge for implementing management plans and policies rooted in the principle of sustainable develop-
ment (Maes et al., 2016; TEEB, 2010).

These assessments can be particularly useful in the case of protected areas to establish a baseline to 
monitor changes over time, assess the consequences of management decisions and changes, and demon-
strate their importance in achieving international conservation targets (Neugarten et al., 2018).

Environmental Accounting

Environmental accounting is a tool useful for exploring three main dimensions related to the exploi-
tation of natural resources both in the context of nature and human economy: environmental costs, 
impacts, and benefits (Häyhä and Franzese, 2014).

In particular, when applied in the context of nature conservation, environmental accounting is use-
ful to address multiple aspects dealing with the exploitation of natural resources, among which (1) the 
assessment of environmental costs sustained by ecosystems for the generation and maintenance of 
natural capital stocks, (2) the assessment of goods and services that humans receive from ecosystems 
(i.e., the ecosystem services), and (3) the assessment of the impacts generated by human activities for the 
exploitation of natural resources (Figure 1).

Environmental accounting takes into account both direct and indirect environmental costs as well 
as local and global impacts. In general, environmental accounting methods can be assigned to two 
broad categories: (1) upstream methods, focusing on the cumulative amount of environmental resources 
supporting the investigated system, and (2) downstream methods, more concerned with the potential 
environmental impacts due to the system’s emissions.

FIGURE 1 Three main dimensions of environmental accounting: assessment of environmental costs, impacts, 
and benefits.
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The Emergy Accounting Method

The emergy accounting method (Odum, 1988, 1996) aims at calculating indicators of environmental per-
formance and sustainability accounting for both natural and economic resources used up within ecosys-
tems and human-dominated process.

Emergy is a “donor-side” approach assessing the value of goods and services in terms of work of 
biosphere invested for their generation. According to this method, the greater the cumulative environ-
mental support to generate natural resources, the higher is their emergy value.

The emergy method takes into account: (1) natural input flows (e.g., solar radiation, wind, rain, and 
geothermal flow), (2) human-driven material and energy flows (e.g., machineries, fuels, chemicals), and 
(3) human labor and services converging to a process (Brown and Ulgiati, 2004).

According to this method, different forms of energy, materials, human labor, and economic services 
are accounted for in terms of their solar emergy, defined as the total amount of solar available energy 
(exergy) directly or indirectly required to make a given product or support a given flow, and measured in 
sej (solar emergy joules). The solar emergy required to generate one unit of product or service is referred 
to as Unit Emergy Value (UEV), expressed in sej/J in the case of energy flows or in sej/g in the case of 
mass flows.

The emergy method is deeply rooted in the concept of resource quality, i.e. the awareness that dif-
ferent energy forms have a different ability to do useful work even when their heat content is the same. 
Instead of only looking at what can be extracted out of a resource (exergy), the emergy accounting 
method focuses on what it takes for the biosphere to make and for human economy to process a given 
resource (Franzese et al., 2009).

The additional work provided by human activities to refine a raw resource adds up to its quality by 
making it more suitable to the final user. According to the emergy donor-side perspective, what makes 
a resource valuable is therefore both the environmental and human work investment for its production 
(Franzese et al., 2009).

An emergy assessment is typically implemented through the following main steps:

1. Identification of the spatial and temporal boundaries of the investigated system.
2. Modeling of the investigated system through an energy diagram drawn according to a standard-

ized energy systems language (Odum, 1996).
3. Inventory of mass and energy flows supporting the investigated system.
4. Conversion of input flows into emergy units by using appropriate UEVs factors.
5. Calculation of the total emergy supporting the system.
6. Calculation of emergy-based indicators.

To calculate emergy-based indicators, all the input flows to a system are clustered into three main cat-
egories: the local Renewable flows (R), the local Non-renewable flows (N), and the flows Imported from 
outside the system (I). R, N, and I can be summed to account for the total emergy input (U) to a system.

In addition to the total emergy input (U) and the UEV of the system’s output, the main emergy-
based indicators used to describe the environmental performance and sustainability of the investigated 
system are: the Environmental Loading Ratio (ELR), the Emergy Yield Ratio (EYR), and the Emergy 
Sustainability Index (ESI).

The ELR compares the amount of non-renewable (N) and imported emergy (I) to the amount of locally 
available renewable emergy (R). In the case of a natural ecosystem, there would be no investments from 
outside and the system would be driven only by local renewable resources, thus having an ELR = 0.

The EYR is a measure of the ability of a process to exploit and make available local resources by 
investing outside resources. The lowest possible value of the EYR is 1, situation in which the emergy 
converging to generate the yield does not differ significantly from the emergy invested from outside 
the system.
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Finally, the ESI is an aggregated index calculated by the ratio of the EYR (sensitive to the outside-
versus-local emergy use) and the ELR (sensitive to the non-renewable-versus-renewable emergy use) 
(Brown and Ulgiati, 2004).

Emergy flows can be converted into non-market “currency equivalents” by using the Emergy-to-
Money Ratio (EMR) defined as the ratio between the total emergy (U) supporting a nation and its gross 
domestic product (GDP) in the same year (Lou and Ulgiati, 2013). This ratio represents the average 
amount of emergy needed to generate one unit of money in the national economy.

It is important to remark that, while the conversion of emergy units into money units can facilitate 
the communication of the results of emergy studies in political and socio-economic contexts, these 
figures expressed in money units should never be interpreted by applying a user-side perspective as they 
are non-market economic values.

Emergy Accounting and Marine Protected Areas

Emergy accounting has been widely applied to investigate natural, human-dominated, and man-made 
ecosystems. Many studies focused on the emergy assessment of natural capital and ecosystem services 
at local, regional, and national scales (Berrios et al., 2017; Campbell and Brown, 2012; Coscieme et al., 
2014; Franzese et al., 2008, 2015; Huang et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2007, Ulgiati et al., 2011). Among them, 
recent studies focused on the assessment of matter and energy flows supporting the generation of natu-
ral capital stocks in marine protected areas. In particular, Vassallo et al. (2017) developed a biophysical 
and trophodynamic environmental accounting model based on emergy accounting and aimed at assess-
ing the value of natural capital in marine protected areas. This model was articulated in three main 
steps: (1) trophodynamic analysis, providing an estimate of the primary productivity used to support 
the benthic trophic web within the study area; (2) biophysical accounting, providing an estimate of the 
biophysical value of natural capital; and (3) monetary conversion, expressing the biophysical value of 
natural capital into monetary units. This last step does not change the biophysical feature of the assess-
ment, but instead it has the merit of allowing an easier understanding and effective communication of 
the ecological value of natural capital in socio-economic contexts.

Franzese et al. (2017) assessed the biophysical and economic value of natural capital in a Mediterranean 
marine protected area by using the emergy accounting method. In this study, the value of natural capital 
stocks in the main habitats included in the marine ecosystem was estimated in terms of work of bio-
sphere invested for their generation and maintenance. In addition, using a GIS tool, the distribution of 
natural capital value in the protected area was made spatially explicit and integrated with the bionomic 
map and the zonation showing different protection levels.

The overlap of these different information layers allowed the identification of sites where natural capi-
tal value is more concentrated, supporting local managers and policy makers in charge for developing 
sustainable management strategies.

Picone et al. (2017) assessed the value of both autotrophic and heterotrophic natural capital stocks in 
a Mediterranean marine protected through emergy accounting. In addition, by using Marxan software, 
the results of the environmental accounting were integrated with spatial data on main human uses. This 
approach highlighted the importance of developing marine spatial planning taking into account both 
conservation measures and human activities devoted to resources exploitation.

Buonocore et al. (2019) jointly applied the emergy and eco-exergy methods to account for natural 
capital value in two marine protected areas located in Southern Italy. The emergy method allowed the 
assessment of natural capital in terms of direct and indirect solar energy flows invested for its genera-
tion, while the eco-exergy method accounted for the chemical energy stored in organic matter and the 
genetic information embodied in biomass stocks. This study showed that the sciaphilic hard bottom is 
characterized by a high emergy density value, confirming the high effort of nature in the formation of 
this habitat, suggesting the need for its proper consideration in the development of conservation strate-
gies. Instead, Posidonia oceanica seagrass bed showed the highest value of eco-exergy density due to two 
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main factors: (1) the large biomass density of Posidonia oceanica and (2) the high ß value of Posidonia 
oceanica reflecting its evolutionary history that involved the acquisition of key adaptations for the suc-
cessful colonization of marine environments.

The integration between emergy and eco-exergy methods resulted in a useful approach to shed light 
on different biophysical measures of value based on different features of natural resources.

In all these studies, emergy accounting provided an alternative measure of value of natural 
resources complementary to more conventional economic studies. In addition, the integration of 
emergy accounting with other environmental accounting methods and tools allowed the genera-
tion of new scientific information useful for supporting the management of marine protected areas 
conceived to strike a balance between multiple human uses of the marine environment and nature 
conservation goals.

Concluding Remarks

Environmental accounting is a useful tool capable of addressing multiple aspects dealing with natural 
resources and their exploitation by human activities.

Among different environmental accounting methods, emergy accounting allows the assessment of 
nature’s value applying a biophysical and geocentric perspective focusing on the work of biosphere sup-
porting the generation of raw natural resources and refined products. The outcomes of emergy studies 
can complement those of more conventional economic analysis based on an anthropocentric perspec-
tive and on market laws.

A multicriteria approach to environmental accounting can address the plurality of nature values, 
supporting managers and policy makers in charge for sustaining the socio-economic development 
while ensuring the sustainable (long-term) management of natural resources.
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Remote Sensing: Pollution
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Antoninetti

Introduction

The earth’s environment is placed under constant stress by various human activities and natural 
processes.

Resource management activities for conservation or sustainable use rely on several critical 
 components: accurate and up-to-date information, an understanding of “how” the environment and 
its components function, and an ability to continuously and constantly monitor the environment’s 
 components and processes. Consequently, there is a need for spatial information in the form of baseline 
mapping and inventory, monitoring programs, and predictive models. Satellite remote sensing (RS) is 
going to play a major role in fields related to place and space. Thanks to this innovative technology, it is 
possible to monitor and map rapidly changing phenomena on the surface of our planet due to its broad 
spectral range, affordable cost, and rapid coverage of large areas. Synergistic use of RS and ancillary data 
can create a geographic information system (GIS) database, which can be used to store, process, and 
retrieve environmental data.

This is not a comprehensive review, as many entries have been published on the topics covered. 
We have attempted to emphasize a few important applications, recent reviews, and recent papers that 
 provide the reader with an overview of the main literature on each topic.

Remote Sensing

Remote sensing is generally defined as the set of techniques, instruments, and interpretative tools able 
to expand and improve the perceptive ability of the human eye, collecting information about an object 
without being in physical contact with the object itself.[1] Consequently, RS allows the obtaining of quan-
titative and qualitative measures from a distance of the surface of objects, and, under some specific 
conditions, also of the subsurface. The most frequently measured quantity is the electromagnetic energy 
in one or more regions of the electromagnetic spectrum reflected or emitted from the earth’s surface.[2] 
The primary law governing radiation is the Planck radiation law, which governs the intensity of radia-
tion emitted by unit surface area into a fixed direction (solid angle) from a blackbody as a function of 
wavelength for a fixed temperature. Conceptually, a blackbody is an ideal radiator of thermal radiant 
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energy, and consequently, also an ideal absorber. The Planck law can be expressed through the following 
equation:
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where Mλ is the spectral radiant exitance (W cm–2 μm–1); ε = emittance (emissivity), dimensionless; C1 
is the first radiation constant, 3.7413 × 108 [W (μm)4]/m2; C2 is the second radiation constant, 1.4388 × 108 
(μm K); λ is the radiation wavelength (μm); and T is the absolute radiant temperature (K).

Moreover, the Stefan–Boltzmann law states that the total amount of energy M emitted by a blackbody 
is proportional to the fourth power of its absolute temperature T, and consequently M rapidly increases 
with the T increasing:
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where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.67 ×10–4 W cm–2 K–4).
However, there is an inverse relationship between the maximum wavelength emission λmax of a 

b lackbody and its temperature when expressed as a function of wavelength (Wien radiation law):

 λ [ ]= μ2898 m
Tmax  (3)

The Wien law demonstrates that the λmax moves toward lower values at the increasing of the surface 
 temperature T of a body. For example, the maximum emission value for the sun is 0.483 μm (corre-
sponding to the blue-green part of the visible spectrum), 0.966 μm for a incandescent bulb (near  infrared 
[NIR]), and 9.66 μm for the surface of the earth (thermic infrared).

Consequently, for any given material, the amount of solar radiation that it reflects, absorbs, transmits, 
or emits varies with wavelength. When that amount (usually intensity, as a percent of maximum) com-
ing from the material is plotted over a range of wavelengths, the connected points produce a curve called 
the material’s spectral signature (spectral response curve) (Figure 1). For example, at some wavelengths, 

FIGURE 1 Schematization of solar radiation spectral distribution of typical surfaces’ spectral reflectivity curves, 
and of Landsat TM spectral bands.
Source: Brivio et al.[3]
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sand reflects more energy than green vegetation; however, at other wavelengths, it absorbs more (reflects 
less) than the vegetation.

There are two main types of RS using different sensors to register the data: passive RS and active RS. 
A sensor can be defined as a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal that 
can be read by an observer or by an instrument. This physical quantity is the radiance (W m–2 sr–1) or 
the spectral radiance (W m–2 sr–1 λ–1); they are radiometric measures that describe the amount of elec-
tromagnetic energy that passes through or is emitted from a particular area, and falls within a given 
solid angle in a specified direction. They characterize both emission from diffuse sources and reflection 
from diffuse surfaces.

Passive sensors detect the natural radiation emitted or reflected by the object. Reflected sunlight 
is the most common source of radiation measured by passive sensors. Active sensors emit energy in 
order to scan objects and areas, detecting and measuring the radiation that is reflected or backscattered 
from the target. RADAR (radio detection and ranging) is an example of active RS where the time delay 
between emission and return is measured, establishing the location, height, speed, and direction of an 
object (Figure 2). In most cases, the instruments register a raster image. The image contains a fixed num-
ber of rows and columns of pixels, as the smallest individual picture element in the image (Figure 3). 

FIGURE 2 Remote sensing basic scheme. Natural energy sources are the sun (S1) and the earth (S2), while the 
antenna (S3) is an artificial source. Sensor R registers the information carried by electromagnetic waves. This infor-
mation is stored and elaborated to be used for environmental studies.
Source: Modified from Brivio et al.[3]

FIGURE 3 Digital image concept and description. A digital image is formed by a matrix of N ↔ M pixels, easily 
visible only with an enlargement in the window 5 ↔ 5. A digital number (DN) is assigned to each pixel in function 
of the intensity of the electromagnetic energy registered by sensors.
Source: Modified from Brivio et al.[3]
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Each pixel holds a quantized value representing the amount of electromagnetic energy registered by 
instruments at any specific point. Consequently, the quality of RS image data consists of its spatial, spec-
tral, radiometric, and temporal resolutions. The spatial resolution represents the size of the surface area 
(i.e., in square meters) being measured on the ground, determined by the sensors’ instantaneous field of 
view, from less than 1 m to more than 1 km. A higher resolution means more image details.

The spectral resolution is the wavelength interval size (discreet segment of the electromagnetic spec-
trum) recorded by the instruments mounted on board, normally a radiometer, able to measure the 
radiant flux of electromagnetic radiation. A multispectral radiometer collects electromagnetic energy 
in different spectral bands, normally from the visible (0.4 μm) to the long-wave infrared (15 μm) part of 
the spectrum (e.g., Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus [ETM+] mounted on board of the Landsat satellite 
has 8 bands recorded), while a hyperspectral imaging deals with hundreds of narrow spectral bands, 
producing a spectra of all pixels in the scene (e.g., Hyperion sensor on Earth Observing-1 has 220 bands 
with a spectral resolution of 0.10–0.11 μm per band). The radiometric resolution is the number of dif-
ferent intensities of radiation that the sensor is able to distinguish. Typically, this ranges from 8 to 14 
bits, corresponding to the 256 levels of the gray scale and up to 16,384 intensities or “shades” of color 
in each band.

Finally, temporal resolution is defined as the frequency at which images are recorded/captured in 
a specific place on the earth’s surface (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Advanced 
Very High Resolution Radiometer [NOAA-AVHRR] capture an image every 12 hr, while Landsat ETM+ 
every 16 days) (Table 1).

Remote sensing data are processed and analyzed with a digital image processing system, using 
 computer algorithms to improve the quality and quantity of the information registered. As an image is 
formed by an array of numbers, digital image processing uses simple or complex mathematic algorithms 
to obtain image restoration; to eliminate errors, noises, and distortions; to improve the information 
content extraction; and to recognize and classify pixels on the basis of their digital signatures.

A simple process, for example, is the “false-color” composition. Three images acquired in different 
spectral bands could be combined together to obtain an RGB (red–green–blue) color image where each 
color tone is the combination of the information contained in each band. The term “false color” identi-
fies images whose colors represent measured intensities outside the human eye capacity.

A complex mathematical model is an artificial neural network, inspired by the structure of 
 physically interconnected neurons in biology and able to process information using a connectionist 
approach through an interconnected group of artificial neurons. It provides an efficient alternative to 
map complex nonlinear relationships between input and output datasets without requiring a detailed 
knowledge of underlying physical relationships. Table 1 List of main satellites with on-board sensors 
description

Finally, Geographic Information System (GIS) is a database system used for manipulating data, 
ut ilizing a data input system, data storage and retrieval, data manipulation and analysis, and data 
output. The data inputs are usually spatial and non-spatial data derived from a combination of exist-
ing maps, aerial photographs, and RS imagery. The data output is used to generate reports in tabular 
form, digital displays, or maps. Because the input data on which a GIS is based becomes obsolete 
quickly, it is important to update this data. Remote sensing is often the most cost-effective source for 
these updates. The resource database should contain as much base inventory data as possible, as well 
as simple layer selection and spatial and tabular query capabilities, to illustrate how this data is acces-
sible and useful. Data manipulation is of primary concern, including the tracking of metadata that 
describe the legacy of the information including source, compilations scale, data of last compilation, 
and other information needed to qualify the usefulness of the information to support a particular 
application.

What goes beyond a GIS is the Spatial Data Infrastructure, tools that are interactively connected on 
the web for retrieving, presenting, and processing data in an efficient and flexible way, in a coordinated 
series of agreements on technology standards, institutional arrangements, and policies.
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Remote Sensing Applications

Water

Although not all deleterious processes can be measured directly (e.g., overfishing), many environmental 
and ecological properties can be measured using RS. These properties include sea surface temperature 
(SST), chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) and suspended sediment concentration, salinity, wind speed, algal blooms, 
etc. Given a robust understanding of the ecosystem responses to these environmental parameters and 
some in situ field observations, many other biological benchmarks can often be indirectly derived (e.g., 
fish abundance).[4]

In the open waters, color variations chiefly depend on the presence and abundance of plankton: these 
waters are defined as Case I. Conversely, coastal and estuarine systems are often characterized by opti-
cally complex waters (Case II), with high concentrations of highly reflective water constituents, the color 
of which is also due to dissolved organic matter and suspended sediments. The constituents, character-
ized by variation at much smaller geographical scales, are able to modify natural equilibrium.[5]

In recent years, coastal zones, probably more than any other parts of the earth, have been exposed 
to pressure and processes of change caused by natural processes (waves, currents and storms, etc.), and 
human activities.[6] As a large percentage of the world’s coastlines are poorly mapped or maps have 
become outdated, satellite imagery can be a useful and economic tool to overcome these constraints, 
producing maps containing thematic information of relevant interest in coastal environment protec-
tion: planimetric mapping of waterlines and beach and coral reef position, shallow water bathymetry, 
and thematic maps of cover types on adjacent land and islands. This may include mapping of bare 
sand, mangroves, seagrass, reef flats, wetlands, etc. The number of classes (categories) (e.g., coral reef, 
seagrass, sand, hard substrate) distinguishable by RS depends on many natural factors (including atmo-
spheric clarity, surface roughness, water clarity, and water depth) and on the type of RS sensor. Very 
high resolution pixels (0.1–0.8 m) are required to accurately quantify the percentage of bleached corals. 
The most likely solution to this limitation of pixel size is the application of methods that estimate the 
cover of substrata within pixels. These methods known as spectral unmixing, even though they have 
been developed for terrestrial RS, could be adapted to aquatic environment, taking into account the 
interference of water column.[4]

In shallow water, the water column (including the substances dissolved or in suspension in the 
medium) and the seafloor contribute to the upwelling signal leaving the water body. An inverse model-
ing of the radiation transfer can be developed for simultaneous deriving of seafloor reflectance, depth, 
water-column subsurface reflectance, and diffuse attenuation coefficient from RS of coastal shallow 
waters.[7] This method relies on a synthetic database of subsurface irradiance reflectance-compiled field 
and simulated data and the use of a forward shallow-water reflectance model.[8] Uncertainties in the 
computation of Chl-a absolute values can arise primarily owing to the presence, in the water column, of 
optically active materials other than phytoplankton and related pigments (i.e., dissolved organic matter 
and suspended inorganic particles), with partially overlapping spectral signatures. Nevertheless, experi-
ence has shown that remotely sensed data can provide unique information on phytoplankton growth 
patterns over a range of space scales (i.e., from a few kilometers to entire basins) and of time scales (i.e., 
from days to years) not available by any other means.[9]

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation and high levels of photosynthetically active radiation can have a variety of 
negative impacts on marine phytoplankton, zooplankton, nekton, and benthos. Satellites provide global 
time series measurements of incident UV radiation.

Understanding the way in which cetaceans interact with the surrounding environment has become 
a key tool, not only in their subsequent conservation but also in the management of the ecosystems of 
which they form a part. Due to their high trophic status and vulnerability to anthropogenic effects, 
marine mammals such as cetaceans are ideally suited to act as indicator species of ecosystem change and 
anthropogenic threats.[10] Cetacean studies have focused on their relationships with sea temperature.
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Thermal infrared SST measurements are derived from radiometric observations at wavelengths of 
~3.7 μm and/or near 10 μm. Although the 3.7 μm channel is more sensitive to SST, it is primarily used 
only for night-time measurements because of relatively strong reflection of solar irradiation in this 
wavelength region, which contaminates the retrieved radiation. Both bands are sensitive to the presence 
of clouds and scattering by aerosols and atmospheric water vapor. For this reason, thermal infrared 
measurements of SST first require atmospheric correction of the retrieved signal and can only be made 
for cloud-free pixels. Thus, maps of SST compiled from thermal infrared measurements are often weekly 
or monthly composites, which allow enough time to capture cloud-free pixels over a region. Thermal 
infrared instruments that have been used for deriving SST include AVHRR on NOAA Polar-Orbiting 
Operational Environmental Satellites (POES), Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) aboard the 
European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-2), the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 
(GOES) Imager, and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard NASA Earth 
Observing System (EOS) Terra and Aqua satellites.

Images supplied by the NERC Remote Sensing Data Analysis Service (RSDAS) were  atmospherically 
corrected and provided in a Mercatore projection. Values or digital numbers (DN) associated with 
each pixel of the AVHRR images supplied were converted into real SST (°C) values using the following 
 equation as supplied by the RSDAS[10]:

 = × −SST DN 0.1 0.3 (4)

where SST is the sea surface temperature (°C) and DN is the digital number or the value of each pixel.
Chlorophyll-a concentration data could be obtained from the Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View 

Sensor (Sea-WiFS) monthly composite images using the following equation, also supplied by RSDAS:

 = ( )× −CHL 10 DN 0.015 2.0  (5)

Where CHL is the Chl-a concentration ( g L–1).μ
Higher numbers of striped dolphins were generally observed in the 21–24°C range in the 

Mediterranean.[11]

Environmental protection from spills of hydrocarbon compound over the sea surface is currently an 
important subject of increasing public concern. Oil spills, depending on the exact hydrocarbon content 
and type, usually involve extensive areas of film on sea surface, a fact that reduces water roughness 
and can therefore allow the detection by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, providing information 
on location, size, distance from the land, etc.[12,13] The automatic detection of oil slicks in SAR images 
is not a simple task, as objects resembling oil spills (often called look-alikes) occur frequently in SAR 
images, especially in low wind conditions. Most frequently, look-alikes are produced by organic film, 
grease, wind front areas, land, plankton formations, rain cell, current shear zones, and upwelling zones. 
The probability of each object extracted after image classification to be an oil spill was estimated using 
an artificial intelligence fuzzy logic modeling system. The fuzzy logic theory has emerged as a useful 
tool for modeling processes that are too complex for conventional quantitative techniques, or when the 
available information from the process is qualitative, inexact, or uncertain. Fuzzy logic addresses quali-
tative information perfectly as it resembles the way humans make inferences and decisions.[14] It fills 
an important gap in system design methods, which is between purely mathematical approaches (e.g., 
system design) and purely logic-based approaches (e.g., expert systems). While other approaches require 
accurate equations to model real-world behaviors, fuzzy design can accommodate the ambiguities of 
real-world human language and logic. It provides an intuitive method for describing systems in human 
terms and automates the conversion of those system specifications into effective models. Traditional set 
theory is based on bivalent logic, where an object is either a member of a set or not. Contrary to that, 
fuzzy logic allows a number or object to be a member of more than one set and most importantly it 
introduces the notion of partial membership.[15]
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Most of the oil spill detection studies use low-resolution SAR data (quick-looks) with nominal spatial 
resolution of 100 m × 100 m to detect oil spills. Low-resolution data is sufficient for large-scale monitor-
ing; however, small and fresh spills cannot be detected sufficiently as they are represented in very few 
pixels and present brighter contrast than the bigger and older oil spills. Neural networks are able to 
detect and classify dark formations. A neural network’s ability to successfully handle nonlinearly sepa-
rable classes is a big advantage against the commonly used statistical approaches.[16] The exploitation 
of optical satellite images allows more frequent (sometimes daily) information if compared with SAR 
images. However, good weather conditions and daylight are mandatory conditions for correct detec-
tion. The physical and geometrical features of an oil spill are computed by the feature extraction module 
for an automatic supervised classification: geometrical features (area, perimeter, and complexity of the 
object) and gray level features (object standard deviation, maximum contrast, mean contrast).[17] Due 
to its thermal inertia (lower than the sea water), oil polluted areas have a higher brightness temperature 
in AVHRR thermal infrared (TIR) images collected in daytime, and the opposite during the night. In 
fact, materials having high thermal inertia show resistance toward a change in temperature, resulting 
in long-term temperature stability. In daytime, an oil spill should exhibit a relatively higher bright-
ness temperature in AVHRR TIR images as, due to solar radiation, oil becomes warmer than the sur-
rounding water.[18] Finally, GIS can qualitatively and quantitatively characterize not only spatial and 
temporal distribution of oil spills but also the environmental conditions of the sea basins as a whole. 
Such an environment can be created by means of integration in a GIS of different databases for seawater 
quality, nutrient and chemical composition, and contextual information about slick position relative to 
 surrounding objects (ships, ship lanes, rigs, platforms, natural seeps).[19,20]

Groundwater is one of the most valuable natural resources, supporting human health, economic 
development, and ecological diversity. Nevertheless, it is considered to be vulnerable mainly due to 
anthropogenic activities such as agriculture and waste disposal. Satellite data provides quick and use-
ful baseline information about factors controlling the occurrence and movement of groundwater, such 
as geology, lithology, geomorphology, soils, land use/cover, drainage patterns, and lineaments. Remote 
sensing helps minimize the amount of field data collection in the exploration and assessment of ground-
water resources, in estimation of natural recharge distribution, and in subsurface flow and pollution 
modeling.[21]

A pollution risk map can be obtained combined a vulnerability map with a land use map in a GIS. 
The vulnerability map illustrates the potential decrease of groundwater protection as a result of the 
flow regime toward the aquifer, analyzing the hydrogeologic and geomorphologic conditions of the 
basin and the isotopic ratio18O/16O measured in the collected water samples (springs, rivers, lakes). 
The updated land use map is produced by satellite image data set analysis. The socioeconomic compo-
nent is introduced to integrate the whole process leading to the assessment of aquifer’s pollution risk, a 
very important element for decision making and planning.[22]

Agricultural activities have been identified as major sources of non-point source pollutants of ground 
and surface waters, with nitrogen being one of the most important and problematic nutrients. The use 
of mathematical models is a common approach for analyzing and describing the status quo, identify-
ing interdependencies between agriculture and hydrosphere, and investigating the effects of agricul-
tural environmental reduction measures. Satellite imagery has been used to substitute low-resolution, 
o utdated, and inadequately differentiated land use maps with high-resolution land cover and imper-
viousness maps. By applying crop-specific classified satellite imagery in a semiautomated way, the 
 nitrogen surpluses can be transferred and spatially located to main crops on the field scale.[23]

Wetlands and lakes are very sensitive ecosystems that play a key role in maintaining ecological 
e quilibrium and biodiversity. They provide a habitat for wildlife, support a rich biodiversity, and aid in 
floodwater management and water quality improvement besides having esthetic and educational ben-
efits for humans. Moreover, local economies depend on the water and vegetation of wetlands and lakes 
for fisheries, reed harvesting, grazing, and recreation. Unfortunately, in many countries, the extensive 
loss of wetlands and trophic pollution of lakes have occurred. Imaging spectrometry is a versatile tool 
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for assessing water quality in small lakes, monitoring the variation of submerged vegetation in coastal 
zones, and performing ad hoc studies on transitional ecosystems as lagoons. The Chl-a and the TSS maps, 
obtained by combining MIVIS hyperspectral airborne data with semi-empirical modeling, confirmed 
the hypereutrophic-dystrophic conditions of the lakes and the elevated load of nutrient and suspended 
matter transported by the tributary rivers (Figure 4). The surface temperature map also revealed the dis-
charge of warmer waters by urbanized and industrialized areas.[24] Moreover, MIVIS data demonstrates 
a good capacity in evaluating variations in submerged vegetation (Figure 5). Macrophyte meadows 
are in fact indicators of water and sediment quality, as their disappearance from many  freshwater and 
coastal marine environments can be attributed mainly to the phenomena of eutrophication.[25] Once the 
models are calibrated with in situ measurements, bio-optical models may be applicable over selected 
lakes. They are mathematical equations that relate radiometric variables observed above or below the 
water surface (e.g., satellite-derived water reflectance) to the inherent optical properties (i.e., absorption 
and backscattering coefficients of colored dissolved organic matter and particle).[26]

In recent decades, common reeds (Phragmites australis) have been monitored for various purposes, 
including wetland management for nature conservation. Common reeds are an ecosystem with a high 
value of biodiversity, ideal for fish, amphibian, and bird reproduction; moreover, they function as a 
cleaning filter for the lake waters as they can remove up to 10%–15% of the sediment nitrogen content 
and subtract significant amounts of heavy metals. Lake water eutrophication has been identified as the 
main reason for reed die-back, while in the hotter and drier Mediterranean area, P. australis seems to 

FIGURE 4 MIVIS-derived Chl-a maps of three lakes of Mantua, Italy. The high value concentrations are due to 
eutrophication caused by excessive nutrients from agricultural sources that color of green water.
Source: IREA-CNR, Milan, Italy.

FIGURE 5 Left: Algae bloom situation at Hefei Yicheng, China, on June. Right: Probability of finding phycocya-
nin pigments in the algal bloom observed for the scene acquired by MERIS on May (in white, the water types in 
better status).
Source: IREA-CNR, Milan, Italy.
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grow vigorously and to expand, even in eutrophicated areas. High normalized difference vegetation 
index (NDVI) values highlight greater amount of reed biomass that is the result of the higher germina-
tive capacity in optimal environmental conditions.[27]

Land

As for land, ecosystem vegetation plays a fundamental role in the energy and mass exchange between 
land surface and atmosphere, and can be considered a good indicator of environmental stress. 
Environmental health conditions, stand structure, damage levels, and other phenomena can be deter-
mined using satellite images.[28] The spectral vegetation indices are used to investigate changes in plant 
stress due to soil contamination. A vegetation index combines two or more spectral bands to enhance 
the vegetative signal while minimizing background effects; they are commonly used to measure the sen-
sitivity of vegetation to stress. As hyperspectral RS images are increasingly becoming available, further 
exploration of the increased number of spectral variables is a logical step.[29]

Canopy leaf area index (LAI) is typically defined as the one-sided area of green foliage projected 
onto a unit area of ground. The LAI is critical in estimating terrestrial carbon sequestration, net pri-
mary  production, hydrologic watershed budgets, and pollutant deposition. The LAI retrieval method 
is based on an analytical solution to a multiple scattering equation. The algorithm uses different input 
data layers to produce a single LAI map: reflectance in the red and NIR bands, satellite zenith view 
angle, solar zenith altitude angle, sun sensor relative azimuth, and terrain characteristics (elevation, 
slope, and aspect).[30] A simplified approach uses a semi-empirical regression model between ground 
measurements and spectral vegetation indices (VIs), such as band ratios or normalized band difference, 
computed from remotely sensed images.[31,32]

Atmospheric composition affects reflectivity of the spectrum and makes it difficult to compare 
 satellite images from different seasons. To reduce impacts from the atmosphere, the normalized ratio 
vegetation index (NRVI) has been applied to satellite imagery to study Chl-a concentration.

For Landsat ETM/TM, TM3 is a main band for absorbing the spectrum from Chl-a and is repre-
sented by the red band with a wavelength range varying from 630 to 690 nm. TM4 is an NIR band with 
a wavelength range varying from 760 to 900 nm. The band is sensitive to the category of green vegetation 
and is therefore often used for detecting green vegetation. Based on the characteristics of the two bands, 
three VIs could be selected for RS analysis: NDVI, ratio vegetation index (RVI), and NRVI, all of which 
are relatively simple in arithmetic and widely used.

The equation of the RVI is

 RVI TM3
TM4

=  (6)

The equation of the NDVI is

 = −
+

NDVI TM4 TM3
TM4 TM3

 (7)

The equation of the NRVI is

 = −
+

NRVI RVI 1
RVI 1

 (8)

The NRVI has a positive correlation with Chl-a concentration, while NDVI has a negative correlation. 
Correlative degrees between NRVI and Chl-a are also much higher than that of NDVI, showing that 
the obtained regressions capture the relation between the water quality parameters (nutrient pollution 
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loaded mainly with agricultural wastewater, phosphorous pollution loaded mainly with runoff from 
forest areas, pollution loaded with a mixture of domestic and industrial wastewater, and agricultural 
runoff and natural lake water) and the band reflectance values.[33]

Change in leaf spectral reflectance is a symptom of deteriorating forest health. Increase in red reflec-
tance due to reduced chlorophyll absorption, decrease in NIR reflectance due to reduced cell vigor, and 
shifts in the red edge between these two regions have been commonly used as indicators of leaf stress.[34]

Topography also plays an important role in vegetation sensitivity to air pollution. In general, elevated 
and wind-ward sites appear to be more affected than depressed and leeward locations. Consequently, wind 
direction could apparently be more important than topography.[35] Using RS techniques to achieve a detailed 
analysis of the type and status of vegetation can help us understand the fate of persistent organic pollutants 
(POPs) in the environment. These POPs are generally bioaccumulated in the food chain and affect living 
organisms owing to their long persistence and toxicity. Forests play a key role in the environmental distribu-
tion of POPs since they act as filters of these chemicals, trapping them in the air compartment and trans-
ferring them to forest soils, consequently decreasing their atmospheric half-lives. Therefore, it is necessary 
to include the vegetation compartment in multimedia models, to understand and predict the fate of these 
substances in the environment. Multimedia models used to study the fate of POPs and their redistribution 
in different environmental compartments, from the atmosphere to soil or water via vegetation interface, 
require foliage biomass information. Foliage biomass (FB) is estimated with the following model:

 FB LAI 1 FW
DWSLAi i

i i
= × × ⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟  (9)

where FBi; is the foliage biomass of vegetation class i (kg m–2), LAIi, is the leaf area index of vegetation 
class i, SLAi,· is the specific leaf area (m2 kg–1) of vegetation class i, and (FW/DW)i, is the relative ratio 
between fresh and dry biomass weight of vegetation class i.[36]

Natural fires and arson greatly affect forests, vegetation, and the environment in general (Figure 6) 
Mercury (Hg) emissions from fires may be also detected directly using reflectance spectroscopy, field 

FIGURE 6 False-color Landsat-7 images taken over Ukraine on July 2001, illustrating the different possibilities in 
identifying agriculture fires. Left: RGB natural color composition of visible band highlights fires smoke, its inten-
sity and direction, and burned areas. Right: RGB false color composition of visible, and infrared bands, identifies 
active fires and burned areas.
Source: IREA-CNR, Milan, Italy.
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sampling, and laboratory analysis; however, many contaminated regions are covered by vegetation. 
The Hg released to the atmosphere from vegetation is primarily related to Hg concentrations in foliage. 
It varies with tissues of plants—predominantly leaves, bark, and root—foliar age, forest typologies, and 
soil characteristics.

Satellite observations were used to assess Hg emissions through the assessment of spatial and tempo-
ral distributions of forest phytomass content and forest burnt areas.[37] Plants with the greatest amount 
of foliar Hg showed symptoms of stress earlier than plants of other treatments. Foliar Hg appears to 
influence spectral reflectance at several specific regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The red edge 
position is the wavelength of the maximum value of the first derivative of the spectra in the 680–740 nm 
region and is positively related to chlorophyll concentration and biomass of leaves and canopies.[38] 
Shifts in vegetation spectra, occurring in both the visible and the NIR part of the spectrum, could be 
metal induced due to geochemical stress or the presence of old waste deposit sites.

Mining activities, such as coal, are often responsible for environmental pollution. Consequently, 
the forest patches near the mining sites have been badly degraded, whereas patches away from the 
mining sites registered relatively less impact. The degree of degradation was based on density, canopy 
structure, ground flora, and soil conditions (presence of ash and pollutants). The prime reason of these 
changes can be attributed to the discharge of noxious/toxic gases and particulate matter during drill-
ing, blasting, and loading/unloading operations. It has been recorded that the areas near the industrial 
area and affected areas hold fewer plant species than that of areas far away from these site. Variation in 
number of herbs per unit area was found to decrease significantly when approaching mining sites.[39]

Urban green spaces provide a variety of functions essential for improving the quality of citizen life, 
while urban heat island tends to aggravate the negative effects of climate over urban areas and their 
surroundings.

Using NDVI multitemporal image differencing it is possible to detect subtle changes and to discern 
“from–to” changes using a postclassification comparison.[40]

Land surface temperature (LST) retrieved by RS is an important parameter in characterizing surface 
energy balance and a key parameter in monitoring farming drought, and very significant in studies of 
global change, meteorology, hydrology, ecology, agricultural, etc. Results reveal that LST is significantly 
different in various types of land use, the highest is bare land; the second is built-up land; followed by 
cropland, grass, and forest; and at the lowest in water.[41]

City growth is increasing population and the change of land cover types from permeable to anthro-
pogenic impervious surfaces. Impervious surface area (ISA) is defined as constructed surfaces—roofs, 
roads, parking lots, driveways, and sidewalks. Impervious surfaces can alter the natural hydrological 
condition by increasing the volume and rate of surface runoff and decreasing groundwater recharge 
and base flow. Pollutants either dissolved or suspended in water, or associated with sediment including 
nutrients, heavy metals, and oil and grease, can accumulate and wash away from ISAs. The percentage 
of impervious surface estimated from satellite RS data can be used to assess the spatial extent of urban 
land use, as well as urban development density.[42]

Building energy saving is defined as the rational use of energy and constant improvement of energy 
efficiency under conditions that guarantee and improve the comfort of the building. Using Landsat TM 
thermal data, surface radiance values for each scene pixel were calculated with the use of calibration 
coefficients to identify build structure, building material, vegetation, and heating methods.[43]

Night light emissions that originate mainly from large urban areas are among the main elements of 
environmental pollution: disturbance of biological rhythms, psychological effects, and environmental 
degradation. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, run by the NOAA, has the capability to 
detect faint sources of visible near infrared (VNIR) emissions on the earth’s surface, making it possible 
to detect cities and towns. Modern GIS packages offer advanced tools for visibility analysis, including 
line-of-sight estimations and viewshed mapping. The viewshed identifies the cells in an input raster that 
can be seen from one or more observation points. Moreover, it is possible to identify areas affected with 
indirect light pollution.[44]
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Unlike the United States, where the use of asbestos is still legal but tightly controlled, on January 1, 
2005 (following the directive 76/769/CEE), the marketing and use of products containing asbestos 
was banned through-out the European Union. Prohibition is due to the possible diffusion of asbes-
tos fibers into the environment constituting a health hazard leading to asbestosis (mesothelioma) can-
cer. Hyperspectral sensors, characterized by a high spectral and/or spatial resolution, allow reliable 
q uantitative measurements of specific absorption features of urban materials. Spectral analyses can 
distinguish the asbestos spectrum shape from other roofing materials and backgrounds. Moreover, the 
classification of the TIR emissivity dataset permits good discrimination between buildings and open 
spaces and among different roof types, even though residual false positives were still present due to dif-
ficulties in the temperature/emissivity separation procedure.[45]

Around oil fields, a considerable part of lighter hydrocarbon fraction normally evaporates, while 
the remaining fraction in liquid form could be partially recovered. The scars of the damage caused by 
the spillage of oil remains as soot, tarmats, and tarcrete, which are unrecovered denser hydrocarbon 
fractions. The surface area covered by the ‘‘oil lakes’’ continues to shrink visibly, leading to the sugges-
tion that there is a disappearance of oil-polluted surfaces. However, thermal RS data provides evidence 
that the spatial spread of hydrocarbon-contaminated surfaces is much more than previously reported. 
The addition of hydrocarbons alters soil composition, and these compositional changes are reflected 
as temperature variations. Landsat TM data has been processed to obtain the LST. Emissivity affects 
the apparent temperature due to changes in the thermal properties of materials (conductivity, density, 
capacity, and inertia). The effect of darkness will not affect the LST observations, so waste dumping dur-
ing night-time can be easily identified for pollution control and environmental management.[46]

Kuwait’s oil lakes and oil-polluted surfaces were an act of sabotage imposed on the desert environ-
ment during the 1990 to 1991 Arabian Gulf War. The oil formed networks of oil rivers and lakes that 
accumulated around oil wells and in relatively low areas. The majority of Kuwait’s producing oil fields 
have high reservoir pressures that maintain natural flowing oil from the reserves to the surface. During 
the 10 months of oil fires, some of the oil fields, especially the Greater Burgan, were more or less inun-
dated with crude oil. The interpretation of high-resolution satellite imagery (Landsat TM, Spot, and 
Indian Remote Sensing IRSI) shows that contaminated areas demonstrated remarkable resilience, in 
terms of vegetation growth, seven years after the burning of the oil wells, with increased rainfall from 
1991 to 1995. The stabilization of the top sandy soil with tarmat and soot prevented the blowing away 
of plant seeds, and therefore increased the chances of vegetation growth. The soot, which later turned 
into black soil, did not appear to be a hindrance to vegetation growth. Oil lakes, tarmats, and black soil 
continue to decrease and are not always readily observed on the surface. However, harmful chemicals 
remain in the soil.[47]

In understanding environmental contamination/pollution, one must understand the trajectory of 
heavy metals in different environmental compartments, which can be seen as different morphological 
regions (relief forms) shown in RS images. A digital terrain model, generated from the available stereo-
pair bands of the ASTER image in the VNIR system, helps aid visualization and interpretation through 
3-D observation of different rock types, as well as geomorphometric information (elevation, declivity, 
and aspect) of the slopes, which potentially reside in, feed, and conduct the landfill wastes.[48] The GIS 
and RS have an important role in the linkage and analysis of changes in land use-land change (LULC) 
patterns data, in particular for detection (direct and indirect), extrapolation and interpretation, area 
calculation, and monitoring. Information on LULC changes is required to achieve environmentally 
sound management and decision making for future developments.[49]

Air

Over recent years, Earth observation (EO) satellite sensors sent into orbit with improved temporal 
and spatial resolution, together with enhanced radiometric accuracy, has led to the possibility of using 
satellite data within the framework of air quality analysis. In this context, the synoptic view and the 
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daily/hourly repetition cycle of satellite observations can provide the monitoring of transboundary air 
 pollution. Moreover, they can allow estimates of air pollutant concentration fields characterized by a 
more homogeneous spatial distribution and with a more complete coverage of the domain of interest 
with respect to those carried out by sparse in situ samplings. The processing of the radiance measured by 
satellite sensors in the spectral range from 0.4 to 2.1 μm supplies information on the atmospheric aerosol 
loading in terms of columnar aerosol optical depth (AOD) or aerosol optical thickness (AOT) as a mea-
sure of light extinction by aerosol in the atmosphere (typically at 0.55 μm), during their overpass time.[50]

Low and moderate spatial resolution satellite sensors have already shown their capability in tracking 
air pollution in general and aerosols particularly at a global scale. Sensors with moderate to high spatial 
resolution (such as MODIS and MERIS) seem also to be appropriate for aerosol retrieval at a regional 
scale by using the differential textural analysis (DTA) code. The DTA code quantifies the contrast reduc-
tion as local “textural degradation” on geometrically and radiometrically corrected satellite images.

The code, applied to a set of geo-corrected images, is able to retrieve and map AOT values relative 
to a reference image assumed to be clean of pollution with a homogeneous atmosphere.[51] As the total 
atmospheric optical thickness depends on molecular structure (Rayleigh scattering) and aerosols, it is 
possible to separate the contribution of the “natural” atmospheric molecules from “contaminants” such 
as aerosols. The AOT can be defined as the integrated extinction coefficient over a vertical column of 
unit cross section of atmosphere.

Aerosols smaller than the wavelength of satellite sensors cannot be detected, so only coarse particles 
more than a few micrometers can be detected by MODIS bands. Band combinations of 1, 3, and 7 of 
MODIS image were used to extract maps of aerosols. Bands 1 and 3, covering the optical region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum (0.459–0.876 μm), are used to collect information on aerosols and particulate 
matters, while band 7 covering the infrared region (2.105– 2.55 μm) is used for calibration purposes 
only.[52]

Aerosol optical thickness in the visible (or atmospheric turbidity) can be considered as an overall air 
pollution indicator in urban areas, among others, because during photochemical pollution episodes, 
light extinction is due to particles, while only the yellow-brownish coloration of smog is due to NO2. 
Moreover, the presence of particles in the atmosphere always causes an increase of the extinction coef-
ficient, which is strongly correlated with small particle concentration.

Atmospheric turbidity, which expresses overall particulate pollution levels in urban areas, can be 
extracted by comparing multitemporal high-resolution data. The main prerequisite to carry out this 
comparison is that no change has arisen in the ground intrinsic reflectance between the data sets used. 
The noise introduced by changes in ground reflectance is reduced by the combination of two comple-
mentary procedures based on physically independent optical effects that are induced by the aerosols in 
different spectral areas.[53]

Vegetation fire is a global phenomenon that affects large areas and a variety of biomes of the world, 
from circumboreal forests to the tropical belt through the woodland and shrubland of temperate 
regions.[54] Since the late 1970s, prescribed and wild vegetation fires have been recognized as a major 
source of atmospheric trace gases and aerosol particles that affect the composition of the atmosphere, 
the global climate, and air pollution.[55] In an exceptional event, large vegetation fires raged throughout 
the Indonesian archipelago in 1997 and 1998, causing a smog blanket that covered more than 3 million 
square kilometers, with economic losses estimated at over U.S. $4.5 billion.[56] Both active fires and the 
extent of burned areas can be observed from satellite. Fire radiative power is measured over active fires, 
and is provided by the MODIS sensor and by the SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed 
Imager) sensor onboard the Meteosat Second Generation satellite. Fire radiative power is a very good 
candidate for any assessment of emission from fires, although it relies on active fires observed by the 
EO systems, which are a temporal sampling of burning activity. It is consequently possible to highlight 
similarities and differences in the seasonality and geographical distribution of emission at the global 
and continental levels.[57] In addition to direct damage on vegetation, devastating fires produced large 
quantities of gaseous air pollutants and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5, airborne particles smaller 
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than 10 and 2.5 mm in size, respectively) dispersed over the surrounding region, increasing respiratory 
diseases, asthma, bronchitis, and eye irritation.

The MODIS sensor can measure aerosol abundance and size over land and water with nearly global 
coverage at moderate spatial resolutions. In addition, MISR (Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer), 
on board the EOS satellites, is able to provide information on aerosol type and plume top heights. Particle 
information retrieved by satellite sensors may be suitable for monitoring the spatial and temporal trends 
of particle concentrations over large geographical areas.[58] The MODIS aerosol optical properties were 
used in a semi-empirical approach to estimate PM2,5 content at ground level. Comparison with daily 
PM2,5 sampled on the ground showed good agreement, with the satellite-based concentrations tending 
to underestimate the values by at most 20%.

Substantive results suggest that changes in AOD have a significant impact on infant mortality due to 
respiratory diseases, providing evidence that air pollution’s adverse effects, although nonlinear, are not 
only present in large cities, but also in lower pollution settings that lack ground measures of pollution. 
A lack of reliable measures of air pollution across wide geographic areas hampers research on pollu-
tion’s effects on health.[59] Meteorological parameters (air pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, 
and wind velocity) can influence the estimation of PM from MODIS AOT data. Air quality is usually 
monitored at fixed ground stations. Although ground measurements are able to indicate the concentra-
tion level of air pollutants and their temporal variations precisely, this method of monitoring is limited 
by its huge expense and sparse spatial coverage. To complement these sparse precise measurements with 
the estimates derived from satellite, it is more reliable to monitor PM10 from MODIS AOT data at a high 
temperature and relative humidity, but at low pressure and wind velocity. There is an inverse relation-
ship between the pollution level and the accuracy at which it is monitored from the MODIS data. These 
findings should serve as useful guidance in selecting the appropriate meteorological conditions under 
which air pollution can be monitored reliably from MODIS AOT data.[60]

The problem of particulate pollution in the atmosphere has attracted new interest given the recent 
scientific evidence of the ill-health effects of small particles. Aerosol optical thickness in the visible (or 
atmospheric turbidity), which is defined as the linear integral of the extinction coefficient due to small 
airborne particles, can be considered an overall air pollution indicator in urban areas. Reflectance in the 
visible bands measured by satellite can be used to derive the PM10. In fact, the reflectance at the TOA (top 
of atmosphere) measured from the satellite is subtracted by the amount given by the surface reflectance 
to obtain the atmospheric reflectance. The atmospheric reflectance derived from Landsat TM signals 
can be used as independent variables in a calibration regression analysis to measure the PM10 values.[61]

Using meteorological and other ancillary datasets, an empirical relationship between AOT and PM2.5 
mass can be obtained, assessing the effects of wind speed, cloud cover, and mixing height on particulate 
matter air quality. The analysis shows that the PM2.5–AOT relationship strongly depends on aerosol 
concentrations, ambient relative humidity, fractional cloud cover, and height of the mixing layer.[62]

Ground level observations indicated that PM concentration varies widely across different regions, 
which was mainly due to the difference in weather conditions and anthropogenic emissions. Results 
showed that MODIS AOD had a better positive correlation with the coincident hourly average PM con-
centration than with daily average, due to diurnal variation in PM mass measurements. After correcting 
AOD for relative humidity, the correlation did not improve significantly, suggesting that the humidity 
was not the main factor affecting the correlation of PM with AOD. The statistical regression analysis 
between MODIS AOD and PM mass suggested that the satellite-derived AOD is a useful tool for map-
ping PM distribution over large spatial domains.[63]

A recent method for multi-objective optimization of air quality monitoring systems based on satel-
lite RS of the troposphere uses atmospheric turbidity as a surrogate for air pollution loading. The values 
of AOD have been extracted by images obtained by sensors on board in-polar-orbit Earth satellites 
( specifically SPOT 5 and Landsat 7) at the time of their daily overpass. Through an image-processing 
algorithm, the spatial distribution of optical depth over the whole area is obtained. Assimilating the opti-
cal depth field with the field of the mixing layer height, the scattering coefficient of the  lowermost part 
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of tropospheric aerosol was reckoned. A physico-chemical and multiphase thermodynamic  equilibrium 
model was used to estimate the secondary aerosol formation and primary aerosol. Using non-linear 
multiple regression, the experiential relationship between the scattering coefficient of primary and sec-
ondary aerosol, its ambient air concentration, and relative humidity can be calculated.[64]

Ozone (O3) is one of the most dangerous of the phytotoxic air pollutants. Its effects on plants 
include reductions in photosynthesis, visible leaf injury, growth limitation, and accelerated senescence. 
Advanced RS techniques using hyperspectral sensors demonstrated the feasibility of detecting the stress 
in its early phase by monitoring excess energy dissipation pathways, such as chlorophyll fluorescence 
and non-photochemical quenching.[65] The total ozone mapping spectrometer (TOMS) measures the 
reflected spectrum from the earth to estimate total column ozone thickness, including maps of ery-
themal (biologically damaging) UV reaching the earth’s surface. Recently, TOMS has been replaced 
by the ozone monitoring instrument (OMI), which is on board the NASA satellite Aura. The OMI can 
distinguish between aerosol types such as smoke, dust, and sulfates, and can measure cloud pressure 
and coverage, providing data to derive tropospheric ozone.[4]

An important indicator for volcanic activity is the emission of trace gases such as sulfur dioxide 
(SO2). During an eruption, SO2 is the third most abundant gas found in volcanic plumes, after H2O and 
CO2. Changes in SO2 flux can be a precursor for the onset of volcanic activity. In addition, SO2 is also 
produced by anthropogenic activities such as power plants, refineries, metal smelting, and the burning 
of fossil fuels; however, its atmospheric background level is usually very low. Satellite-based instru-
ments operating in the UV spectral region have played an important role in monitoring and  quantifying 
 volcanic SO2 emissions. The TOMS was the first satellite instrument to detect volcanic SO2 released 
during the El Chichon eruption in 1982. The detection limit to measure volcanic and anthropogenic SO2 
greatly improved for the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), on board the ERS-2 satellite, 
and the Scanning Imaging Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY), on board the 
ENVISAT satellite. Last but not least, the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) on 
MetOp-A is also able to detect SO2 with an excellent global coverage in combination with small foot-
prints. Satellite-based observations provide valuable information for detecting and tracking eruption 
plumes, and therefore minimize the risk of aircraft encounter with hazardous volcanic clouds. GOME-2 
has higher sensitivity, especially for SO2 at lower altitudes, whereas IASI also offers night-time obser-
vations, a higher spatial resolution, and an estimation of the altitude of the plume. With commercial 
and freight air traffic growing globally, the risk of aircraft encounter with hazardous volcanic clouds 
is increasing, as many volcanoes are not regularly monitored and atmospheric winds can rapidly dis-
tribute ash and gas.[66] In fact, once aloft, winds can transport the ash and gases rapidly and in multiple 
directions, depending on the wind speed and wind shear (the change in wind direction with height). 
The ash can cause extensive damage to aircraft, stalling engines, abrading windscreens and damaging 
sensitive avionics equipment. Volcanic gases, specifically SO2, may also pose a hazard to aircraft, and 
because gas and ash have different specific gravities they may separate and travel at different speeds and 
heights in a sheared atmosphere.[67] The 2010 eruptions of the volcano Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland, which, 
although relatively small for volcanic eruptions, caused enormous disruption to air travel across western 
and northern Europe. About 20 countries closed their airspace (a condition known as ATC Zero), and it 
affected hundreds of thousands of travelers.

Conclusion

Remote sensing is nowadays the most applicable tool not only for detection, monitoring, and track-
ing of pollutants, but also for damage assessment where damage is demonstrable by its effect on the 
environment.

There is a physical limitation that can never be overcome. Taking marine pollution as an example, it is 
only possible to differentiate between surfaces (i.e., oil slick and clear water) if they reflect or emit radia-
tion in different proportions; that is, if they have different spectral signatures. This physical  limitation 
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means that toxins in water, for example, cannot be detected unless they have an effect on something that 
is “visible” to the sensor, such as phytoplankton. Another limitation is that electromagnetic radiation 
has very little power to penetrate objects; for example, it is almost entirely absorbed at the water surface 
for wavelengths of NIR and longer, and can only penetrate a matter of meters (approximately 15–30 m 
for very clear water) in the visible wavelengths. This means that RS can only operate on the surface skin 
of oceans and seas. Fortunately, this is where most marine pollution is focused.[68]

Recent developments in microwave RS, theory, and sensor availability have resulted in new potential 
and capabilities, such as the ability to extract/detect subsurface parameters and features using these tech-
niques. More and more research is required to refine and implement these approaches. Consequently, 
there is a need to develop an optimal sensor system including both active and passive microwave tech-
niques for more effective monitoring of the environment. It will allow a range of applications and the 
synergism of the two types of measurements to provide more useful and new information. Such studies 
will not only enhance and refine RS applications in environment studies, but will also significantly 
 contribute to the sensor development program.

Finally, the integration of expert systems and spatial decision support systems with GIS is a very inter-
esting area of research, aiding effective and timely decision making concerning the planning, design, 
analysis, operation, and maintenance of environmental resources systems. Moreover, these tools can 
greatly reduce the time and effort required in traditional approaches, automating the process of solving 
pollution problems and helping the selection of cost-effective management alternatives.
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Introduction

In the end of 2005, the European Commission (EC) published a proposal for a directive on waste [COM 
(2005) 667,[1] which resulted in the publishing of the new Waste Framework Directive[2]] that is currently 
under implementation in European institutions. One element of the proposal is the establishment of a 
hierarchy of principles (i.e., waste hierarchy principle hereafter) to be applied for waste management. 
The commission proposal includes the following reference to the hierarchy:

The Member States are to take measures, as a matter of priority, for the prevention or reduction of 
waste production and its harmfulness and, secondly, for the recovery of waste by means of re-use, 
recycling and other recovery operations.

It provides for a flexible application of the hierarchy and does not explicitly make a suggestion between 
the d…l/l/l/l/k,ifferent recovery options such as reuse, recycling, and recovery of energy, making the 
policy blurred. Later on, with the publishing of the new Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC,[1] 
resulting from COM (2005) 667, a five-step hierarchy was proposed to encourage the member states in 
the EC to take measures, as a matter of priority, for the following: 1) prevention; 2) preparing for reuse; 
3) recycling; 4) other recovery, e.g., energy recovery; and 5) disposal. The waste hierarchy principle for 
prioritizing waste management options has touched the base of pollution prevention and resource con-
servation. Yet recent climate change impacts and resource scarcity made some of these options for solid 
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waste management (SWM) no longer risk informed and forward looking. As a consequence, another 
amendment was introduced that seeks to support the flexibility of the waste hierarchy principle by 
 stating the following:

When applying the waste hierarchy [...], Member States shall take measures to encourage the 
options that deliver the best overall environmental outcome. This may require specific waste 
streams departing from the hierarchy where this is justified by life-cycle thinking on the overall 
impacts of the generation and management of such waste.”

Given that extensive studies are required to deviate from the hierarchy, modern sustainable SWM 
s trategies must be tied to an all-inclusive assessment metrics covering socioeconomic aspects, cost–
benefit analysis, technical feasibility, public health requirements, environmental impacts, ecological 
footprint, carbon footprint, and even sociopolitical considerations. Hence, sustainable SWM has been 
deemed as a renewed paradigm, in which understanding how sustainable decisions in association with 
life cycle assessment (LCA) can be reached in a societal context becomes a critical task.

Multicriteria decision making (MCDM) processes have been helpful in translating the features of 
real-world problems to decision-making processes. The problems of MCDM can be broadly classified 
into two categories: multiple-attribute decision making (MADM) and multiple-objective decision mak-
ing (MODM). The main features that differentiate both methods are the type of criteria (attributes or 
objectives) and the number of alternatives. Whereas MADM has a finite number of alternatives, MODM 
has an infinite number of alternatives. With the prescribed waste management alternatives in our study 
by which the salient features for sustainable SWM can be retrieved distinctly, MADM was thus selected 
to aid in our decision analysis. To explore the decision making with respect to a suite of criteria, this 
entry presents a comparative study through two different MADM approaches for the purpose of dem-
onstration. They include the simple additive weight (SAW) and the technique for order preference by 
similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS). The practical implementation was assessed by a case study in 
Setúbal peninsula, Portugal, where there is an acute need to improve the quality of SWM to achieve a 
sustainable solution.

Life Cycle Assessment for Solid Waste Management

Life cycle assessment is a compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs, and potential environ-
mental impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle.[3] Thus, LCA is a tool for the analysis of 
the environmental burden of products at all stages in their life cycle—from the extraction of resources, 
through the production of materials, product parts, and the product itself, and the use of the product 
to the management after it is discarded, either by reuse, recycling, or final disposal (in effect, therefore, 
“from cradle to grave”).[4]

The concept of LCA was produced in the 1960s as a way to cumulatively account for energy use lead-
ing to the projection of future resource supplies and demand.[5] Since the 1990s, LCA has been applied in 
a broad range of different fields including SWM. The ISO 14040 standard[3] points out the main areas of 
application of LCA, including the identification of improvement possibilities, decision making,  selection 
of relevant environmental performance indicators, and marketing. The most influential momentum in 
the context of ISO 14040 applied for SWM is to explore how the decision-making processes in a social 
context can make the final option different.

The salient use of LCA for SWM was conducted in Denmark, aiming to meet the need to properly 
manage the packaging waste embedded in the packaging materials.[6–10] Life cycle assessment may also 
be applicable in conducting intercomparisons among waste treatment alternatives for specific waste 
streams, such as recycling of cardboard[11] and recycling vs. incineration of scrap paper.[12] Earlier appli-
cations of LCA for SWM focused on the evaluation of waste hierarchy principle in some industrialized 
countries during 1990.[13] In the literature,[14] it is clear that waste hierarchy principle cannot be used 
to substitute thorough assessment in most cases. Once LCA is capable of promoting a holistic view of 
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SWM, several combinations of different technologies can be meaningfully applied to support essential 
SWM against the contradictory suggestions in early waste hierarchy paradigm. For this reason, LCA has 
been recommended by the European Union Waste Framework Directive[2] to verify if waste hierarchy 
principle is the best solution, particularly from the environmental point of view.

The applications of LCA tools for waste management appeared mainly in Europe and United States 
for the screening of technologies under the umbrella of the integrated solid waste management (ISWM) 
systems. Several LCA models were tailored specifically for ISWM systems, and examples may include 
but are not limited to WISARD,[15] IWM,[16] WASTED,[17] and EASEWASTE.[18] Specifically, the IWM 
versions 1 and 2[19,20] for SWM systems provide life cycle inventory (LCI). The models enabled decision 
makers and waste managers to use an LCA for assessing their specific waste management configu-
rations without in-depth knowledge of the theory and methodology and allowed them to learn how 
changes in the system could affect the environmental impacts through scenario analysis.[21] However, 
generic models, like UMBERTO, Gabi, and SimaPro, were applied to SWM, with raising potentials 
concerning SWM specificities.[22] Besides, extended tools focusing specially on the possible impact 
of economic features on decision-making process were developed. In United States, for example, the 
municipal solid waste – decision support tool (MSW-DST) developed by the Research Triangle Institute 
and United States Environmental Protection Agency,[23,24] where the environmental methodology is 
based on the use of LCA and the cost methodology with respect to the full-cost accounting, became 
available in the 2000s.

Application of LCA in SWM systems has also been promoted through the combination with 
other systems analysis tools to reach a sustainable decision. In this field, LCA was combined with 
site-de pendent and qualitative approaches to evaluate waste-to-energy taxation.[25] Life cycle assess-
ment and strategic environmental assessment were integrated to assess economic and environmental 
impacts for weight-based tax in waste incineration.[26] The ORWARE model, developed by Dalemo 
et al.,[27] Björklund, Dalemo, and Sonesson,[28] and Eriksson et al.[29,30] combines LCA with a simula-
tion tool and material flow analysis. Solano et al.[31,32] developed a model for ISWM to obtain the best 
solution through LCA and an optimization model for balancing economic and environmental con-
siderations. From the previous review,[22] it can be summarized that LCA results have been capable 
of changing packaging and packaging waste management, influencing the selection of waste treat-
ment technologies, affecting regulation assessment, challenging waste hierarchy paradigm, increasing 
knowledge, and developing tools and methods for decision support. Those systems analysis models can 
be flexibly woven to deal with SWM issues with varying features, and more discussion can be seen in 
the work of Harrison et al.[33] and Chang, Pires, and Martinho.[22]

Regardless of these cases above where LCA was applied in a variety of SWM systems, it is important 
to understand how LCA could influence the decision making in many SWM systems and, especially, the 
decision-making process. The methodology capable of linking different criteria is MADM, such as the 
applications in the work of Kijak and Moy,[34] Contreras et al.,[35] and Skordilis,[36] all of which can pro 
mote the understanding in decision making for SWM.

Study Area and System Description

The Setúbal peninsula is located in the district of Setúbal, covers an area of 1522 km2, and has 714,589 
inhabitants.[37] The area is divided into nine municipalities, as shown in Figure 1. The nine munici-
palities have associated to manage their municipal solid waste (MSW), on a regional scale. AMARSUL 
 company is owned by the local municipalities and is responsible for managing the MSW system since 
1997. The SWM system is composed of nine recycling centers, two material recovery facilities (MRFs), 
two landfills, one transfer station, and one aerobic mechanical biological treatment (MBT).

Nowadays, this SWM system keeps on promoting the separation of paper/cardboard, glass, and light 
packaging (plastics, metals, and composite packaging) waste by means of curbside recycling systems. 
Each type of waste is collected separately in three specific containers and then directly sent to the MRF 
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for recycling, recovery, and reuse. The remaining waste fractions are then collected through a door-to-
door and/or bin collection scheme, which is destined for final disposal at landfills. In the case of the 
Sesimbra municipality, the waste stream is first sent to the transfer station, which is then followed by the 
final disposal at sanitary landfills. Yet the residual waste after waste separation and recycling collected 
from the Setúbal municipality is transported to an aerobic MBT plant, where the “stabilized residue” 
can be produced as fertilizer to be applied as agriculture soil-amendment materials.

Within this MSW system, there is a recent need to make some changes in order to comply with the 
Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive[38] and Landfill Directive.[39] The National Plan for MSW (i.e., 
designated as PERSU II) has decided to pursue the construction of several more MBT units. An anaero-
bic digestion (AD) MBT unit, with a mechanical treatment to separate recyclables and high-calorific 
material to produce refuse derived fuel (RDF), is predicted. It is expected that the unit will work with 
two separate lines, in which one is related to the biodegradable municipal solid wastes (BMW) and the 
other is for the residual waste streams. The RDF may be combusted in an incinerator to generate elec-
tricity. The existing aerobic MBT plant will be maintained as usual. It is expected that both MRF plants 
(manual sorting) will be substituted by two automated units.

The schematic of the SWM to be analyzed can be shown in Figure 2, which generally covers all stages 
of SWM involved, from raw waste pickup to the delivery to bins, to some intermediate processing units, 
and to the final disposal at landfills. Both AD MBT lines are represented as two separated processes.

These SWM processes include collection and transportation of residual waste and recyclables, waste 
treatment, waste transport from waste treatment facilities to final destination, energy-from-waste or 
waste energetic recovery (ER), and landfilling. Several final destinations for recyclables are located in 
Spain rather than Portugal, specifically for composite packaging and ferrous and nonferrous metal 
packaging materials.

FIGURE 1 The geographical location of the Setúbal peninsula SWM system.
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Based on this system, Table 1 presents the 18 management alternatives for assessment plus the actual 
situation (base scenario). Those alternatives include waste collection and separate recycling of the three 
packaging materials through bin systems, which handle 12.4% of the current MSW in the study area. This 
MRF system is responsible for the compliance with the prescribed target in the Packaging Waste Directive.

Alternative 0 refers to the predicted change that will take place in the Setúbal peninsula waste 
 management system. The remaining alternatives were designed to examine some special options for 
complying with the Landfill Directive. For example, alternative 1 emphasizes the inclusion of aerobic 
MBT; alternative 4 signifies the use of AD MBT; alternative 6 examines the specific case of using a BMW 
AD line. In general, alternatives 0, 3, and 5 are options for differing intermediate processing. Separation 
of the high-calorific fraction of waste for ER was considered through the production of RDF and the 
direct burning of the high-calorific fraction in municipal incinerators.

The 18 alternatives of SWM were assessed by considering two scenarios:

• Baseline scenario: Targets may be reached without systematic involvement and evolution,  meaning 
that targets fulfillment can be promoted by several external agents such as government, the Green 
Dot Society (Sociedade Ponto Verde), and promotion campaigns that motivate a better environ-
mental consciousness. The system may be financed by using water consumption tax for waste 
management to be included in the water billing system.

TABLE 1 The Distribution of Waste Streams Associated with Each Alternative in the SWM System

Fraction (%) Option

Alternatives

0/0a/0b 1/1a 2/2a/2b 3/3a 4/4a/4b 5/5a/5b 6/6a Base

MRF 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.4 4.8
Anaerobic digestion BMW 5.4 0 0 13.3 0 7.5 28.7 0
Anaerobic digestion MBT 28.2 0 33.9 0 49.6 38.9 0 0
Aerobic MBT 13.2 49.7 15.8 32.6 0 0 0 13.8
Landfill with ER 40.8 37.9 37.9 41.7 38.0 41.2 58.9 81.4

a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.

FIGURE 2 The schematic of the SWM system at Setúbal Peninsula. 
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• Pay-as-you-throw (PAYT) scenario: Targets can be reached by imposing an economic 
 instrument— PAYT—to be implemented by various levels of MSW system managers.

The renewed interest in studying both instruments rests upon the actual billing system in Portugal, 
which does not comply with the philosophy of the new Waste Framework Directive due to the fact that 
the water billing system is dependent on the water consumption rate rather than the waste production 
rate. The PAYT system, being designed based on a pay-per-bag system, would fully comply with the 
polluter-pays principle. 

Methodology

Multiattributive Decision Making

As we know, MADM is one type of multicriteria decision-making category for problem solving in 
 decision making, by which a finite number of alternatives identified by a group of experts can be ana-
lyzed. Several MADM methods have been applied in waste management, including ELECTRE,[40] 
PROMETHEE[41] and GAIA,[42] AHP,[43] TOPSIS,[44] and SAW.[45] To proceed in this study, SAW and 
TOPSIS were selected for demonstration, both of which are well-proven techniques and make it possible 
to rank the solutions via a preference order for SWM with a logical procedure and a set of criteria allow-
ing a better appliance for nonexperts, according to Cheng et al.[45] Good performance when compared 
with more sophisticated methods may be anticipated.[46,47]

Even though criteria of different natures might have different units, this would not be a problem 
in implementing SAW and TOPSIS methods, once a normalization procedure may be used to per-
form the criteria aggregation. In detail, SAW is a well-defined method, which is intuitive and easy to 
 understand.[48] In SAW, the role of the decision maker is to assign weights to each attribute. The decision 
maker can then obtain a total score for each alternative simply by multiplying the scale rating for each 
attribute value by the weight assigned and summing these products over the attributes. The alternative 
with the highest score is the one prescribed to the decision maker. The mathematical formula of the 
SAW is given by Cheng et al.:[46]

 ∑= = …
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where wi is the weight of the attribute and rij is the normalized impact matrix, by which the normaliza-
tion may be provided through a linear scale transformation.

TOPSIS, developed by Hwang and Yoon[44] based upon the concept that the chosen alternative 
should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution and the farthest from the negative 
ideal solution, was applied in this study too. A utility value D(i) for each alternative i can be obtained 
by calculating the relative distance from i to the ideal solution, which can be described as follows:[45]

Step 1. Calculate the normalized decision matrix. The normalized value nij is calculated as
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Step 2. Calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix. The weighted normalized value vij is 
 calculated as

 w n j m I nij i ij , 1, , 1, ,ν = = … = …  (3)
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where wi is the weight of the ith attribute or criterion, and
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where i is associated with benefit criteria, and j is associated with cost criteria.
Step 4. Calculate the separation measures, using the n-dimensional Euclidean distance. The separation 

of each alternative from the ideal solution and for the negative ideal solution are given as, respectively,
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Step 5. Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution. The relative closeness of the alternative j 
with respect to ideal solution is defined as

 R d d d j mj j j j/ , 1, ,( )= + = …− + −  (6)

Since d d− +
j j≥ ≥0 and  0,  then Rj ∈[ ]0,1 .

Step 6. Rank the preference in descending order.

Life Cycle Assessment

According to ISO 14040,[3] LCA consists of four major stages: goal and scope definition, LCI, life cycle analy-
sis, and interpretation of the results. Below is a detailed description of each stage to enhance comprehension.

Goal and Scope Definition

The purpose of the LCA is to assess the 18 alternatives mentioned in Table 1. The same framework was 
applied to both scenarios as defined by the water billing system and PAYT, respectively. The LCA pro-
vided in this study is of an attributional type. We applied the “zero burden assumption,” which suggests 
that waste management carries none of the upstream environmental burdens into the SWM system.[49]

In an LCA system with multiple products, which is the case in our study, it is necessary to set up the 
methodological framework. According to ISO 14044,[50] the system boundary should be geared toward 
expanding the product system to include the additional functions related to the coproducts to avoid 
allocation. In this LCA, the material recycling, energy recovery, and fertilizer application (i.e., stabilized 
residue waste) of MSW were included in the LCA, which collectively resulted in an expansion of the 
system boundary. In this LCA, the emissions resulting from the referred operations were included as 
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the baseline information as the emissions of those competing products and energy recovery potential 
resulting from those alternative operations were also included for the purpose of comparison. In this 
context, the system can be expanded to include additional burdens of coproduct processing and the 
avoided burdens of any avoided processes (i.e., substitution or avoided burden method).[4,51–53]

To ensure correct implementation of the avoided burden method through successful MSW recycling 
and reuse, the expanded system products should have the same function as the raw products. The sub-
stitution ratios were then applied considering closed-loop and open-loop procedures. Table 2 presents 
the substitution ratios for recovered materials and energy consumed. In the cases where substitution 
ratio is 1:1, they were considered as a closed-loop procedure with a hypothesis that no changes occurred 
in the inherent properties of the recycled material.[54] For example, 1 kg of recycled glass can replace 1 kg 
of  virgin glass without considering degradation of the material during the recycling so that the quality 
of the secondary material may not be worse than that of the primary material.[54] The materials included 
in this situation in our study were glass, metals, polyethylene plastics, plastic wood, fertilizers, and 

TABLE 2 Criteria Applied in Decision Making

Evaluation Criteria Description

Technical criteria
Landfill deviation rate Ratio between waste not landfilled and total waste generated in a year (in percentage).

Environmental criteria
Abiotic depletion (AbD) Extraction of natural non-living resources. It is the difference between resources 

consumed during waste life cycle and resources consumption avoided from 
materials and energy substituted (in kg Sb eq).

Acidification Referent to acidifying pollutants emitted during waste life cycle. The calculation is the 
difference between impacts from waste life cycle and the avoided impact from 
substituted materials and energy (in kg SO2 eq).

Eutrophication It is the consequence of high levels of macronutrients, such as nitrogen and 
phosphorus. It is the difference between eutrophication substances’ potential impact 
during waste life cycle and avoided impacts from substituted materials and energy 
(in kg PO 3–

4  eq).
Global warming potential (GWP) Represents the impact of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions on the radiative forcing of 

the atmosphere, inducing climate change. It is obtained from GHG potential impact 
from waste life cycle less the GHG impact from substituted materials (in kg CO2 eq).

Human toxicity (HT) It is the difference between impacts on human health of toxic substances emitted and 
the impacts from substituted materials and energy life cycle [in kg para-
dichlorobenzene (p-DCB) eq].

Photochemical oxidation (PO) Represents the formation of reactive chemical compounds, such as ozone, by action 
of sunlight on certain primary air pollutants. The calculation is provided from 
impact difference between waste life cycle and materials and energy substituted life 
cycles (in kg C2H2 eq).

Gross energy requirement (GER) Amount of commercial energy that is required directly and indirectly by the process 
of making a good or service. It is the difference between energy consumed and 
energy produced (in kJ).

Economic criteria
Investment costs Represents the amount to be expended to implement the alternative (in 

infrastructure, equipment, vehicles, and land) (in millions €).
Operational costs Related to the amount to be expended during alternative operation (in material, 

electricity, maintenance, and labor) and to financial costs like annuity (in €).
Operational revenues The amount related to the profit obtained from selling products (energy, recyclables, 

compost) or
Social criteria with the avoidance of landfilling products (RDF, recyclables) (in €).
Fee It is the amount paid by the population to finance MSW management system (in €/t).
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electricity. Specifically, 15% of the electricity consumed in Portugal was purchased from Spain, and the 
ratio can be taken into account too, with a proportion of 85:15, for carrying out the LCA. Polyethylene, 
expandable polystyrene, and plastic wood are specific cases having a 1:1 substitution ratio, since they 
appeared only one time in the market, such that degradation of the material was not considered. 

In the cases where substitution ratio is less than 1, an open-loop allocation procedure was applied 
since degradation of the material should be considered, such as the cases of polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET), paper/cardboard, and paper from composite packaging. The calculation of substitution ratios 
was based on the limit number of times that a specific material can be recycled and reused  repeatedly.[55] 
For PET, the limit number of recycling with respect to losing physical properties considered was five 
times.[56] Concerning paper from composite packaging, the same limit may be applied given that the 
proportion of paper in the packaging (0.75%) may be assumed, and the calculation procedure adopted by 
Rigamonti et al.[54] was applied. The substitution ratio adopted for PET was collected from the Institute 
for Prospective Technological Studies.[57]

Life Cycle Inventory

The LCI is the second phase of the LCA. It is an inventory of input/output data related to the SWM  system 
that is being studied. It involves the collection of the data, which is necessary to meet the goals of the 
defined study.[50] In accordance with the scope of the study, an LCI was prepared for the waste  management 
activities specified in Figure 2. The Umberto 5.5 software package was used to support the LCA.

Concerning each operational unit analyzed in the AMARSUL system, a short description of the data 
and assumptions considered for prescribed scenarios were provided. First of all, some of the informa-
tion applied for our systems analysis was provided by the Empresa Geral do Fomento, co-owner of 
the SWM system at AMARSUL, which is responsible for the management of this MSW system, and 
the Portuguese Environment Agency. The rest of information was drawn from the Umberto software 
library and from the selected data sources such as the vendors of machinery features.

Life Cycle Analysis and Interpretation

Our LCA was then carried out using the Umberto 5.5 software package with the aid of the entire 
LCI as described in the previous section. Following the methodology suggested by the ISO 14040-44 
 standard,[3,50] environmental indicators were obtained for covering different impact categories. The 
impact categories being studied include abiotic depletion, acidification, eutrophication, global  warming, 
human toxicity (HT), and photochemical oxidation. The characterization factors applied to each impact 
category are proposed by the CML 2000 method.[4]

Determination of Weighting Factors

The criteria applied to assess the alternatives in this study are partially based on some traditional crite-
ria, which concern investment costs, operational costs, and possible revenues. Besides, the fee for waste 
disposal to be applied to the general public is an important criterion, which is considered as a social 
concern. Such a fee system is designed to increase the landfill life span, though. Due to this reason, the 
target of landfill space saving was considered as a technical criterion. Environmental criteria related to 
environmental impact categories in the context of LCA are those to be particularly tested for sensitivity 
analysis in this study (Table 2).

To determine the appropriate weighting factors for this application, all relevant criteria associated 
with different stakeholders involved in the decision-making processes were taken into account. The 
stakeholders involved in such decision-making processes of SWM are composed of governmental 
agencies, municipalities, technical groups, academics, and environmentalists. In general, governmen-
tal agencies would favor these economic criteria, whereas academia might prefer to weigh all criteria 
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equally. Yet municipalities would have a closer look into a delicate balance between economic and social 
criteria simultaneously, whereas technical groups may focus on technical criteria. With such observa-
tions, a regional survey waste conducted to obtain stakeholders’ weighting factors, being the results 
summarized in Table 3.

As a few more environmentalists were brought into the discussion to investigate the differential 
views, the LCA criteria were configured, signified, and summarized in such a decision-making process. 
To assess in detail the effect due to the inclusion of those LCA criteria in the SWM decision-making 
processes, three combinations of impact categories from LCA were tested. This combination will result 
in the application of three environmental impact categories (Table 4).

Alternative Screening and Ranking

Ranking Based on Traditional Criteria

When choosing the traditional criteria in SAW, the best option to be applied is conformed to the  current 
one. That is mainly due to the revenues from selling the electric power generated at the sanitary landfill 
since the investment made for hardware construction has been present already, resulting in a reduced fee. 
However, there is a need to implement some essential measures to com-ply with Landfill and Packaging 
Directives in the future, which drives us to look at some more management options. Alternative P.A3* 
is the best when considering the same weight to all criteria. From a technical point of view, the option of 

TABLE 3 

Criteria

Weights Options

Overall with Equal Weight Technical Economic Social

Investment costs, operational 
costs, operational revenues

0.2 0.01 0.33 0.01

Fee 0.2 0.01 0.01 0.96
Landfill deviation rate 0.2 0.96 0.01 0.01

TABLE 4  Weight Sets for Traditional and LCA Criteria

Weights Options

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Environmental Economic Social

Criteria
AbD, Acid., Eutr., GWP, HT, PO, GER 0.08 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.01
Investment costs, operational costs, 

operational revenues
0.08 0.01 0.01 0.30 0.01

Fee 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.89
Landfill deviation rate 0.08 0.89 0.01 0.01 0.01

LCA criteria selected
AbD/GWP/HTa or Acid./Eutr./POa or 

AD/Acid./GERa
0.125 0.01 0.317 0.01 0.01

Investment costs, operational costs, 
operational revenues

0.125 0.01 0.01 0.317 0.01

Fee 0.125 0.01 0.93
Landfill deviation rate 0.125 0.93 0.01

a The remaining environmental impact categories will have zero weight; their contribution to decision making will not 
be considered.
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treating MSW in MBT plants with AD treatment and ER of high-calorific  fraction is the best option. In 
regard to the consideration of economic criteria only, the option of collection and treatment of separate 
BMW streams in an AD plant, including RDF production, is the best option. In having only the social 
criteria, the best option is to maximize the aerobic MBT plant. The results are collectively presented in 
Table 5. When applying the same practices based on the TOPSIS method, the best options associated 

TABLE 5  Complete Ranking of the Alternatives from SAW Methodology

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Economic Social

Ranking Alt. SAW Alt. SAW Alt. SAW Alt. SAW

1 Base 0.786 P.A4b 0.989 Base 0.878 Base 0.989
2 P.A3a 0.781 A4b 0.989 P.A6a 0.831 P.A1 0.595
3 A3a 0.780 P.A5b 0.968 A6a 0.831 P.A1a 0.593
4 P.A1a 0.776 A5b 0.968 P.A6 0.829 A1a 0.591
5 A1a 0.776 P.A4a 0.963 A6 0.828 A1 0.588
6 P.A3 0.774 A4a 0.963 P.A3a 0.801 P.A4b 0.564
7 A3 0.774 P.A3a 0.952 A3a 0.801 A4b 0.563
8 P.A1 0.773 A3a 0.952 P.A3 0.800 P.A4a 0.560
9 P.A4b 0.772 P.A2b 0.946 A3 0.800 A4a 0.555
10 A4b 0.772 A2b 0.946 P.A1 0.790 P.A3a 0.548
11 A1 0.771 A0b 0.946 P.A1a 0.789 P.A3 0.546
12 P.A6a 0.770 P.A0b 0.945 A1a 0.788 A3a 0.546
13 A6a 0.769 P.A5a 0.937 A1 0.788 A3 0.545
14 P.A4a 0.765 A5a 0.937 P.A5b 0.775 P.A4 0.542
15 P.A5b 0.765 P.A0a 0.925 A5b 0.775 A4 0.536
16 A5b 0.764 A0a 0.925 P.A5a 0.773 P.A5b 0.532
17 P.A6 0.764 P.A3 0.925 A5a 0.772 A5b 0.531
18 A4a 0.763 A3 0.925 P.A4b 0.769 P.A5a 0.529
19 A6 0.763 P.A1a 0.922 A4b 0.769 A5a 0.528
20 P.A5a 0.757 A1a 0.922 P.A4a 0.767 P.A6a 0.521
21 A5a 0.756 P.A2a 0.920 A4a 0.766 A6a 0.518
22 P.A2b 0.741 A2a 0.920 P.A4 0.756 P.A6 0.518
23 A2b 0.740 P.A1 0.902 A4 0.754 A6 0.514
24 A0b 0.736 A1 0.902 P.A5 0.754 P.A2b 0.510
25 P.A2a 0.734 P.A6a 0.834 A5 0.754 A2b 0.509
26 P.A0b 0.733 A6a 0.834 A0b 0.750 P.A2a 0.508
27 A2a 0.733 P.A6 0.813 P.A2b 0.750 A2a 0.504
28 P.A0a 0.731 A6 0.813 A2b 0.749 P.A5 0.502
29 A0a 0.731 P.A0 0.644 P.A0a 0.749 A5 0.501
30 P.A5 0.663 A0 0.644 A0a 0.749 P.A2 0.488
31 A5 0.663 P.A5 0.552 P.A2a 0.748 A2 0.487
32 P.A0 0.656 A5 0.552 A2a 0.747 P.A0b 0.486
33 P.A4 0.654 P.A2 0.502 P.A0b 0.745 A0b 0.485
34 A4 0.652 A2 0.502 P.A2 0.733 P.A0a 0.484
35 P.A2 0.638 P.A4 0.459 A2 0.733 A0a 0.483
36 A2 0.638 A4 0.459 P.A0 0.726 P.A0 0.457
37 A0 0.071 Base 0.308 A0 0.726 A0 0.456

Note: Alt., alternatives.
a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.
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with the prescribed weighted criteria selected are similar to those obtained from the case of SAW 
except when all the criteria present the same weight. These results are collectively presented in Table 6. 
Comparing the scenarios with PAYT (denoted as P in the context) and with water billing indicates 
that the best is the PAYT system except when the base alternative is taken into account.

TABLE 6  Complete Ranking of the Alternatives from TOPSIS Methodology

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Economic Social

Ranking Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS

1 P.A1a 0.623 P.A4b 0.997 Base 0.600 P.A1 0.992
2 A1a 0.621 A4b 0.997 P.A6a 0.581 P.A1a 0.986
3 P.A1 0.617 P.A5b 0.960 A6a 0.579 A1a 0.977
4 A1 0.611 A5b 0.960 P.A6 0.577 A1 0.962
5 P.A3a 0.610 P.A4a 0.952 A6 0.575 P.A4b 0.813
6 A3a 0.609 A4a 0.952 P.A3a 0.507 A4b 0.808
7 P.A3 0.599 P.A3a 0.929 A3a 0.506 P.A4a 0.794
8 A3 0.598 A3a 0.929 P.A3 0.504 A4a 0.760
9 P.A4b 0.596 P.A2b 0.921 A3 0.503 P.A4 0.705
10 A4b 0.596 A2b 0.921 P.A1 0.474 P.A3a 0.703
11 P.A4a 0.586 A0b 0.921 P.A1a 0.471 P.A3 0.694
12 A4a 0.581 P.A0b 0.921 A1a 0.470 A3a 0.692
13 P.A5b 0.573 P.A5a 0.904 A1 0.469 A3 0.684
14 A5b 0.572 A5a 0.904 P.A5b 0.434 A4 0.665
15 P.A6a 0.562 P.A0a 0.883 A5b 0.433 Base 0.637
16 P.A5a 0.560 A0a 0.883 P.A5a 0.430 P.A5b 0.599
17 A6a 0.559 P.A3 0.878 A5a 0.429 A5b 0.591
18 A5a 0.559 A3 0.878 P.A4b 0.418 P.A5a 0.580
19 P.A6 0.549 P.A2a 0.873 A4b 0.418 A5a 0.570
20 A6 0.546 A2a 0.873 P.A4a 0.414 P.A6a 0.515
21 P.A2b 0.538 P.A1a 0.873 A4a 0.411 P.A6 0.491
22 A2b 0.537 A1a 0.873 P.A4 0.406 A6a 0.491
23 P.A2a 0.526 P.A1 0.835 A4 0.403 A6 0.465
24 A2a 0.523 A1 0.835 P.A5 0.402 P.A2b 0.439
25 A0b 0.522 P.A6a 0.704 A5 0.402 A2b 0.430
26 P.A0b 0.519 A6a 0.704 A0b 0.376 P.A2a 0.425
27 P.A0a 0.513 P.A6 0.666 P.A0a 0.374 P.A5 0.409
28 A0a 0.512 A6 0.666 A0a 0.373 A5 0.401
29 Base 0.481 P.A0 0.353 P.A2b 0.369 A2a 0.397
30 P.A0 0.347 A0 0.353 P.A0b 0.369 P.A2 0.304
31 A0 0.347 Base 0.188 A2b 0.369 A2 0.295
32 P.A5 0.345 P.A5 0.177 P.A2a 0.366 P.A0b 0.240
33 A5 0.345 A5 0.177 A2a 0.364 A0b 0.232
34 P.A4 0.324 P.A2 0.084 P.A2 0.351 P.A0a 0.226
35 A4 0.320 A2 0.084 A2 0.350 A0a 0.214
36 P.A2 0.288 P.A4 0.004 P.A0 0.328 P.A0 0.014
37 A2 0.288 A4 0.004 A0 0.328 A0 0.009

Note: Alt., alternatives.
a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.
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Ranking Based on Traditional and LCA Criteria Together

By looking into the results obtained through SAW and TOPSIS with the inclusion of LCA criteria, the 
results vary considerably. In most cases, the option of treating MSW through AD MBT followed by 
ER of waste is the best option, as shown in Table 7. Only when the economic criteria were taken into 

TABLE 7 Complete Ranking of the Alternatives from SAW Methodology—All Impact Categories

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Environmental Economic Social

Ranking Alt. SAW Alt. SAW Alt. SAW Alt. SAW Alt. SAW

1 P.A4b 0.734 P.A4b 0.968 P.A4b 0.709 Base 0.805 Base 0.908
2 A4b 0.733 A4b 0.968 A4b 0.709 P.A6a 0.790 P.A4b 0.575
3 P.A4a 0.697 P.A4a 0.940 P.A4a 0.654 A6a 0.789 A4b 0.574
4 A4a 0.696 A4a 0.940 A4a 0.654 P.A6 0.786 P.A4a 0.567
5 P.A5b 0.661 P.A5b 0.940 P.A5b 0.596 A6 0.786 A4a 0.562
6 A5b 0.661 A5b 0.940 A5b 0.596 P.A4b 0.765 P.A1a 0.552
7 P.A5a 0.634 P.A2b 0.909 P.A5a 0.556 A4b 0.765 P.A1 0.552
8 A5a 0.634 A2b 0.909 A5a 0.556 P.A5b 0.762 A1a 0.550
9 P.A2b 0.564 P.A5a 0.909 P.A2b 0.453 A5b 0.761 A1 0.545
10 P.A0b 0.564 A5a 0.909 A2b 0.453 P.A4a 0.759 P.A5b 0.537
11 P.A2a 0.546 A0b 0.907 P.A0b 0.426 A4a 0.758 A5b 0.536
12 A2b 0.545 P.A0b 0.907 P.A2a 0.426 P.A5a 0.757 P.A5a 0.531
13 A0b 0.545 P.A3a 0.888 A0b 0.426 A5a 0.756 A5a 0.530
14 P.A0a 0.545 A3a 0.888 A2a 0.426 P.A3a 0.748 P.A3a 0.513
15 A2a 0.517 P.A0a 0.885 P.A0a 0.382 A3a 0.748 A3a 0.511
16 A0a 0.516 A0a 0.885 A0a 0.382 P.A3 0.745 P.A3 0.510
17 P.A6a 0.463 P.A2a 0.884 P.A6a 0.270 A3 0.745 P.A4 0.509
18 A6a 0.463 A2a 0.884 A6a 0.270 P.A1a 0.733 A3 0.508
19 P.A6 0.446 P.A3 0.861 P.A6 0.247 A1a 0.733 P.A2b 0.506
20 A6 0.446 A3 0.860 A6 0.247 P.A1 0.732 A2b 0.505
21 P.A3a 0.350 P.A1a 0.857 P.A4 0.100 A1 0.731 A4 0.504
22 P.A3 0.349 A1a 0.857 A4 0.100 P.A2b 0.728 P.A6a 0.503
23 A3a 0.331 P.A1 0.837 P.A5 0.083 A2b 0.728 P.A2a 0.502
24 P.A1a 0.331 A1 0.837 P.A3a 0.083 A0b 0.726 A6a 0.500
25 A3 0.324 P.A6a 0.792 A3a 0.079 P.A2a 0.724 A2a 0.498
26 P.A1 0.324 A6a 0.792 A5 0.079 A2a 0.723 P.A6 0.498
27 A1a 0.314 P.A6 0.772 P.A3 0.054 P.A0b 0.722 A6 0.495
28 P.A4 0.313 A6 0.772 P.A0 0.054 P.A0a 0.722 P.A0b 0.481
29 P.A5 0.307 P.A0 0.601 A3 0.053 A0a 0.722 A0b 0.481
30 P.A0 0.307 A0 0.601 A0 0.053 P.A4 0.707 P.A0a 0.476
31 A1 0.306 P.A5 0.517 P.A1a 0.040 A4 0.706 A0a 0.475
32 A4 0.305 A5 0.517 A1a 0.040 P.A5 0.705 P.A5 0.471
33 A5 0.286 P.A2 0.467 P.A2 0.030 A5 0.705 A5 0.470
34 P.A2 0.286 A2 0.467 A2 0.030 P.A2 0.681 P.A2 0.455
35 A0 0.265 P.A4 0.432 P.A1 0.012 A2 0.681 A2 0.454
36 A2 0.265 A4 0.432 A1 0.012 P.A0 0.676 P.A0 0.427
37 Base 0.231 Base 0.276 Base –0.118 A0 0.676 A0 0.426

Note: Alt., alternatives.
a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.
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account, applying the AD to treat a source separated from BMW followed by RDF production remains 
the best option, if the base case is not considered. When the TOPSIS was applied, the results, as pre-
sented in Table 8, have changed, being preferable options with AD and incineration of high-calorific 
fraction. However, concerning social criteria, the option of maximizing aerobic MBT is considered as 
the best solution. Also, at almost criteria cases, the option of applying PAYT is better than the same 
technological option with the water billing system.

TABLE 8 Complete Ranking of the Alternatives from TOPSIS Methodology—All Impact Categories

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Environmental Economic Social

Ranking Alt. TOPSPS Alt. TOPSPS Alt. TOPSPS Alt. TOPSPS Alt. TOPSPS

1 P.A4b 0.795 P.A4b 0.975 P.A4b 0.807 Base 0.575 P.A1a 0.881
2 A4b 0.795 A4b 0.975 A4b 0.807 P.A6a 0.574 P.A1 0.879
3 P.A4a 0.789 P.A5b 0.953 P.A4a 0.801 A6a 0.572 A1a 0.879
4 A4a 0.789 A5b 0.953 A4a 0.801 P.A6 0.570 A1 0.871
5 P.A5b 0.777 P.A4a 0.946 P.A5b 0.791 A6 0.568 P.A4b 0.809
6 A5b 0.777 A4a 0.946 A5b 0.791 P.A3a 0.511 A4b 0.805
7 P.A5a 0.765 P.A2b 0.915 P.A5a 0.779 A3a 0.510 P.A4a 0.791
8 A5a 0.765 A2b 0.915 A5a 0.779 P.A3 0.507 A4a 0.759
9 P.A2b 0.732 A0b 0.915 P.A2b 0.743 A3 0.506 P.A4 0.689
10 A2b 0.732 P.A0b 0.915 A2b 0.743 P.A1 0.485 P.A3a 0.683
11 P.A2a 0.724 P.A3a 0.909 P.A2a 0.735 P.A1a 0.484 P.A3 0.673
12 A2a 0.724 A3a 0.909 A2a 0.735 A1a 0.483 A3a 0.672
13 A0b 0.717 P.A5a 0.900 A0b 0.729 A1 0.480 A3 0.664
14 P.A0b 0.716 A5a 0.900 P.A0b 0.729 P.A5b 0.460 A4 0.652
15 P.A0a 0.703 P.A0a 0.879 P.A0a 0.715 A5b 0.459 Base 0.634
16 A0a 0.703 A0a 0.879 A0a 0.715 P.A5a 0.455 P.A5b 0.604
17 P.A1a 0.578 P.A2a 0.870 P.A1a 0.577 A5a 0.455 A5b 0.596
18 A1a 0.578 A2a 0.870 A1a 0.577 P.A4b 0.454 P.A5a 0.585
19 P.A1 0.567 P.A3 0.865 P.A4 0.570 A4b 0.454 A5a 0.575
20 A1 0.566 A3 0.865 A4 0.570 P.A4a 0.449 P.A6a 0.506
21 P.A4 0.560 P.A1a 0.863 P.A1 0.565 A4a 0.446 A6a 0.484
22 A4 0.560 A1a 0.863 A1 0.565 P.A4 0.417 P.A6 0.483
23 P.A3a 0.547 P.A1 0.827 P.A2 0.545 A4 0.415 A6 0.459
24 A3a 0.547 A1 0.827 A2 0.545 P.A5 0.411 P.A2b 0.450
25 P.A2 0.536 P.A6a 0.699 P.A3a 0.544 A5 0.410 A2b 0.442
26 A2 0.536 A6a 0.699 A3a 0.544 A0b 0.405 P.A2a 0.436
27 P.A0 0.535 P.A6 0.662 P.A0 0.543 P.A2b 0.405 A2a 0.410
28 A0 0.535 A6 0.662 A0 0.542 A2b 0.404 P.A5 0.406
29 P.A3 0.534 P.A0 0.354 P.A3 0.532 P.A0a 0.402 A5 0.399
30 A3 0.534 A0 0.354 A3 0.532 A0a 0.401 P.A2 0.309
31 P.A6a 0.528 Base 0.192 P.A5 0.529 P.A2a 0.401 A2 0.299
32 A6a 0.528 P.A5 0.179 A5 0.529 A2a 0.399 P.A0b 0.265
33 P.A5 0.522 A5 0.179 P.A6a 0.527 P.A0b 0.398 A0b 0.257
34 A5 0.522 P.A2 0.091 A6a 0.527 P.A2 0.366 P.A0a 0.251
35 P.A6 0.519 A2 0.091 P.A6 0.518 A2 0.366 A0a 0.241
36 A6 0.519 P.A4 0.037 A6 0.518 P.A0 0.346 P.A0 0.072
37 Base 0.290 A4 0.037 Base 0.278 A0 0.346 A0 0.071

Note: Alt., alternatives.
a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.
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Another concern when applying LCA criteria is that the total number and type of impact category 
used in the SAW and TOPSIS could impact the final options. If we reduce the consideration from seven 
to three criteria, the results would be changed in both SAW and TOPSIS. When looking into the case of 
SAW, such a change is salient as only AbD/global warming potential (GWP)/HT impact categories were 
applied, as shown in Table 9. In this case, the AD of BMW separated from source with the inclusion of 
RDF ER in an incineration plant would be the best option for more criteria. For the remaining environ-
mental impacts the results are mostly in accordance with the total LCA criteria applied (Table 7). Such 
a finding suggests that there are some LCA criteria that would have a bigger influence on the ranking 
outcome.

The phenomenon mentioned before has also been verified via TOPSIS (Table 10). When looking into 
the case of TOPSIS, for LCA criteria AbD/GWP/HT, the results were changed even more than those 
in the counterpart. When only the technical criterion was taken into account, the option favored the use 
of an anaerobic MBT plant with ER from the high-calorific fraction, without producing RDF. Such an 
option is always advantageous no matter how many LCA criteria were included for screening and rank-
ing. Options like the adoption of a full aerobic MBT plant to divert organic waste from landfill as well as 
selective collection of BMW plus RDF production with burning in an incineration plant were selected 
as the best options when considering the other combinations of environmental impact categories in 
LCA (Table 10). Yet the inclusion of a varying number of criteria in LCA might impact the preference 
for PAYT. It obviously leads to the conclusion that the PAYT can be a better instrument to meet the 
environmental targets from a sustainable point of view.

TABLE 9 Best-Five Ranking for the Three Different LCA Impact Categories from SAW

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Environmental Economic Social

Alt. SAW Alt. SAW Alt.1 SAW Alt. SAW Alt. SAW

Ranking of AbD/GWP/HT

1 P.A6a 0.701 P.A4b 0.968 P.A6a 0.595 Base 0.833 Base 0.941
2 A6a 0.700 A4b 0.968 A6a 0.595 P.A6a 0.824 P.A1 0.560
3 P.A6 0.689 P.A5b 0.948 P.A6 0.575 A6a 0.823 P.A1a 0.559
4 A6 0.688 A5b 0.948 A6 0.575 P.A6 0.821 A1a 0.557
5 P.A4b 0.600 P.A4a 0.941 P.A5b 0.348 A6 0.820 P.A4b 0.557

Ranking of Acid./Eutr./PO

1 P.A4b 0.858 P.A4b 0.989 P.A4b 0.989 Base 0.855 Base 0.962
2 A4b 0.857 A4b 0.989 A4b 0.989 P.A6a 0.801 P.A1 0.588
3 P.A4a 0.832 P.A4a 0.962 P.A4a 0.934 A6a 0.800 P.A1a 0.587
4 A4a 0.831 A4a 0.962 A4a 0.934 P.A6 0.798 A1a 0.585
5 P.A2b 0.759 P.A5b 0.960 P.A2b 0.786 A6 0.797 A1 0.582

Ranking of AbD/ Acid./GER

1 P.A4b 0 858 P.A4b 0.989 P.A4b 0.989 Base 0.858 Base 0.965
2 A4b 0.857 A4b 0.989 A4b 0.989 P.A6a 0.816 P.A1 0.586
3 P.A4a 0.841 P.A5b 0.965 P.A4a 0.958 A6a 0.815 P.A1a 0.586
4 A4a 0.840 A5b 0.965 A4a 0.958 P.A6 0.813 A1a 0.584
5 P.A5b 0.809 P.A4a 0.963 P.A5b 0.877 A6 0.812 P.A4a 0.580

Note: Alt., alternatives.
a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.
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Final Remarks on the importance of LcA

The inclusion of environmental criteria into the MADM process can result in a change of the best option 
when compared with the cases where only all or part of the traditional criteria are taken into account. 
This proves that a sustainable decision must include all elements of sustainability, or else the decision 
would end up a biased option. Even though LCA impact category can be considered, the results would 
vary when differing numbers of LCA impact category were assessed in the MADM process. Impact cat-
egories are mutually exclusive, however. When all impact categories were included, the normalization 
process in the MADM process might dilute the relative importance or effect of some impact categories 
and, therefore, distort the outcome to some extent. In any circumstance, it is not possible to implement 
weighted criteria to restore such an outcome. To reach a sociopolitical sustainability, the selection of an 
impact category should be the stakeholders’ responsibility. Regardless of some discrepancies present 
in the selection of impact categories and normalization, the final results obtained from both SAW and 
TOPSIS allow improvements for SWM in Portugal complying with the new guidelines and mandatory 
items with respect to those sustainable principles reinforced by European policies. Overall, the option of 
applying PAYT has been shown to be a good option relative to the water billing system.

conclusions

In this entry, we analyze how LCA could have an impact on the decision-making processes of SWM. 
A case study in Portugal clearly indicates that the inclusion of LCA for screening and ranking has shown 
the potential of helping SWM decision making. The inclusion of LCA impact categories, together with 

TABLE 10 Best-Five Ranking for the Three Different LCA Impact Categories from TOPSIS

Overall with 
Equal Weight Technical Environmental Economic Social

Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS Alt. TOPSIS

Ranking of AbD/GWP/HT
1 P.A6a 0.735 P.A4b 0.976 P.A6a 0.753 P.A6a 0.587 P.A1 0.903
2 A6a 0.734 A4b 0.976 A6a 0.753 Base 0.586 P.A1a 0.903
3 P.A6 0.723 P.A5b 0.956 P.A5b 0.742 A6a 0.585 A1a 0.901
4 A6 0.723 A5b 0.956 A5b 0.742 P.A6 0.583 A1 0.894
5 P.A5b 0.722 P.A4a 0.946 P.A6 0.741 A6 0.581 P.A4b 0.807

Ranking of Acid./Eutr./PO
1 P.A4b 0.887 P.A4b 0.997 P.A4b 0.996 Base 0.591 P.A1a 0.938
2 A4b 0.887 A4b 0.997 A4b 0.996 P.A6a 0.569 P.A1 0.937
3 P.A4a 0.882 P.A5b 0.958 P.A4a 0.977 A6a 0.567 A1a 0.935
4 A4a 0.881 A5b 0.958 A4a 0.977 P.A6 0.565 A1 0.926
5 P.A2b 0.833 P.A4a 0.952 P.A2b 0.893 A6 0.563 P.A4b 0.816

Ranking of AbD/Acid./GER
1 P.A4b 0.799 P.A4b 0.983 P.A4b 0.992 Base 0.595 P.A1a 0.930
2 A4b 0.799 A4b 0.983 A4b 0.992 P.A6a 0.576 P.A1 0.928
3 P.A4a 0.789 P.A5b 0.957 P.A4a 0.961 A6a 0.574 A1a 0.928
4 A4a 0.787 A5b 0.957 A4a 0.961 P.A6 0.572 A1 0.918
5 P.A5b 0.740 P.A4a 0.950 P.A5b 0.847 A6 0.570 P.A4b 0.814

Note: Alt., alternatives.
a Alternatives considering RDF production plus incineration of high-calorific fraction.
b Alternatives not considering RDF production but considering incineration of high-calorific fraction from MBT.
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traditional criteria associated with economic considerations, is capable of producing relatively sustain-
able decisions, which otherwise would not be reached. Within the analysis, both SAW and TOPSIS were 
proven capable of showing which alternatives should be favored. Comparing traditional criteria, these 
two methods have quite-consistent outputs in terms of several weighted criteria applied. When con-
sidering only the traditional criteria, the base case is the best option, without regard to environmental 
regulations. With the inclusion of LCA criteria, the best solution is to adopt the AD MBT plant followed 
by the energy recovery at incineration plant. Overall, the option of applying PAYT has been shown to be 
a good option relative to the water billing system. The selection of the number and type of LCA criteria 
(environmental impact categories) to be included in the MADM process is flexible, depending on the 
stakeholders’ preference during the decision analysis. Such selection must be careful, however, since it 
ends up making an obvious difference in the final decision analysis results.
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Introduction

Since the onset, sustainable development has called for a set of suitable tools and sustainability indica-
tors that are able to monitor the relevant aspects of systems under scrutiny. In general, sustainability 
indicators are required to highlight the major “hot spots” of a system and provide the most relevant 
elements upon which to carry out a “sustainability diagnosis.” This is necessary to determine the most 
appropriate “sustainability therapy,” which may include future action plans, programs, and strategy, 
to support the development of environmental management policies and the decision-making process.

In recent decades, the global increase in resource consumption, waste production, and environmen-
tal pollution has become a core aspect within the sustainable development framework. The mismatch 
between the earth’s resource regeneration rates and humanity’s consumption rates is fundamental to 
understanding sustainability; the importance of this discrepancy was highlighted by H. Daly through 
the formulation of his famous “sustainability principles.” Such principles can be expressed as follows: 
1) renewable resources must be used no faster than the rate at which they regenerate; 2) nonrenewable 
resources must be used no faster than the time it takes for renewable substitutes to be implemented; and 
3) pollution and wastes must be emitted no faster than the speed with which natural systems can absorb 
them, recycle them, or render them harmless. Assessments are therefore needed to account for both the 
ecosystem’s capacity to provide ecological assets to support human activities and the subsequent effects 
human use has on the environment. A solution could be to focus upon careful management of natural 
capital with the long-term aim to preserve the integrity of ecosystems and improve human well-being.
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The “life-supporting” natural capital upon which humans depend is generated by the negentropic 
capacity of the planet to convert, via photosynthesis, low-quality forms of energy (e.g., solar energy) 
into high-quality forms of energy that can be used by living organisms among which are humans. As 
such, the Ecological Footprint Analysis (EFA) can be considered a resource accounting framework, with 
a biophysical and thermodynamic basis, providing reliable measures of both (biosphere) supply of and 
(human) demand for the photosynthetic capacity of the planet.

Ecological Footprint analysis is not able to answer all aspects of sustainability but instead provides an 
account of the flows and overuse of resources by humanity. The imbalance between human demand and 
nature’s capacity is one part of the sustainability issue, and the Ecological Footprint is able to answer the 
key question of how much of the earth’s regenerative capacity does humanity demand.

The Ecological Footprint is a highly versatile tool with a wide range of applications and functions 
ranging from territorial levels (cities, regions, nations, etc.), to a wide set of systems. Ecological Footprint 
analyses help governments, businesses, and individuals to manage resources available and plan on how 
to use them in a sustainable way.

This entry consists of seven main sections. After a general introduction, the first section details the 
conceptual background underpinning the Ecological Footprint methodology. There are two fundamen-
tal aspects to the methodology—Ecological Footprint and biocapacity—both of which are introduced 
and described. In the section “The Mathematics of the Ecological Footprint,” the mathematics behind 
Ecological Footprint and biocapacity calculations is explored. This section also discusses the topic of 
ecological balances (the comparison between Ecological Footprint and biocapacity) and focuses on the 
concept of biocapacity remainder and deficit. The section “Toward a Multiindicator Approach” offers a 
joint discussion of the Ecological Footprint with other indicators like human development index (HDI), 
gross domestic product (GDP), and index of sustainable economic welfare (ISEW). The section “New 
Insight in Footprint Theory: Toward a ThreeDimensional Ecological Footprint Geography” presents a 
new theoretical insight: a three dimensional representation of the Ecological Footprint based on the 
distinction between depletion of natural capital stocks and use of natural capital flows. An overview 
of existing applications of the Ecological Footprint to environmental management practices is then 
provided in the section “Applications of Ecological Footprint,” from territorial to products and services. 
The section “Weakness and Limitations of EFA” acknowledges the limitations of the methodology and 
provides final conclusions.

Fundamentals of eFA

The EFA was introduced as an environmental accounting and management tool able to provide either 
static snapshots or temporal trends of human demand on ecological assets (i.e., natural resources and 
ecosystem services).[1,2] The EFA introduced two relevant spatial parameters:[3–5] Ecological Footprint 
and biocapacity. The Ecological Footprint tracks the amount of biologically productive area directly and 
indirectly demanded on a continuous basis by humanity to provide the energy and material resource 
flows used and to assimilate the wastes generated (i.e., CO2 emissions), given prevailing technologies 
and resource management practices.

Biocapacity represents the maximum regenerative capacity of the biosphere, which is annually avail-
able for human use. Therefore, biocapacity is an intrinsic property for any given area (where the pop-
ulation lives or the product is produced). Ecological Footprint and biocapacity have some common 
properties—both can be divided into six major land-use categories according to the World Conservation 
Union classification:[6] cropland, pasture land, forest, fishing ground, built-up land, and carbon uptake 
land. The first four land types are required to make animal-, plant-, and fish-based food and fiber and 
wood products available for human consumption. The built-up land is required for shelter and other 
physical infrastructure such as roads and cities. The last land type represents a sink, the bioproductive 
space required to absorb the wastes emitted from human economies. Given global data limitations, 
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national footprint assessments currently consider only carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel burn-
ing as a waste. Other waste streams would also be included, if the data became available. CO2 emissions 
from fossil fuel burning are converted into an equivalent forested area needed to remove the excess CO2 
from the atmosphere, given forest sequestration rates. On the demand side, this area is called the carbon 
footprint; on the biocapacity side, land for CO2 sequestration is forest (forest can serve either timber 
and fuel wood production, or carbon sequestration—but these services are typically in competition for 
space). Due to data limitation about forests with long-term carbon sequestration commitments, current 
Ecological Footprint accounts do not distinguish between forests for forest products, long-term carbon 
uptake (or “carbon uptake land”), or biodiversity reserves.

It should be noted that the term “carbon footprint” used in the context of the Ecological Footprint 
methodology is not to be confused with the “Carbon Footprint” methodology itself. The latter term 
refers to a different methodology and aims to measure the total amount of all greenhouse gas emissions 
that are directly and indirectly caused by an activity or are accumulated over the life stages of a product 
or an activity. Further information on the differences between the carbon footprint component of the 
Ecological Footprint methodology and the Carbon Footprint methodology can be found in the work of 
Galli et al.[7]

Ecological Footprint and biocapacity are both expressed in a standardized unit, global hectares 
(gha);[3,8] the global hectare represents a hectare with world-average biological productivity.[9] Global 
hectares are normalized so that the number of actual hectares of biologically productive land and sea 
on the planet is equal to the total worldwide budget of global hectares in any given year.[10] Because of 
international trade and the dispersion of carbon dioxide wastes, hectares demanded can be physically 
located anywhere in the world.[11] While the global hectare is the unit recommended by Global Footprint 
Network, world-average hectares (wha) and nation-specific hectares (nha) are also possible units,[9,12] 
and results can be easily converted from one unit of measure to the other. Global hectares are needed to 
measure bioproductivity rather than surface area. Each global hectare has world-average productivity 
for all land types and provides more information than simply weight (which does not capture the extent 
of land and sea area used) or physical area (which does not capture how much ecological production is 
associated with that land). Global hectares are particularly useful for ranking different products based 
on their total ecological demands. World-average hectares are areas of a specific land type with world-
average productivity for that land type (e.g., 1 ha of forestland with the ecological production of the 
average forest hectare globally). Nation-specific actual hectares are physical areas of a specific land type 
located within a specific country and characterized by the bioproductivity of that country.

The choice of the unit of measure depends on the posed research question. The main advantage of 
using global hectares lies in the possibility to compare the ecological demands of nations and/or prod-
ucts across the globe. A productivity-based normalization is necessary to convert actual hectares into 
global hectares: yield and equivalence factors (EQFs) are used for this purpose. The yield factor (YF) 
captures the difference between local and global (world-average) productivity.[9,10] It is calculated as the 
ratio between the yield for the production of each product in a specific nation and the average yield for 
the production of the same product in the world. In each year, every country has its own set (one for each 
of the six land types) of YFs.

The EQF captures the difference between the productivity of a given land type and the world-average 
productivity of all biologically productive land types.[9,10] Equivalence factors are currently calculated by 
Global Footprint Network by using the Global Agro-Ecological Zones model, which provides data on 
potential agricultural suitability. The EQF for a land type depends on its level of potential agricultural 
suitability relative to world-average suitability. A set of EQFs is calculated on a yearly basis. The EQF for 
marine area is calculated such that a single global hectare of pasture will produce an amount of calories 
of beef equal to the amount of calories of salmon that can be produced by a single global hectare of 
marine area. The EQF for inland water is set equal to the EQF for marine area. The set of YFs and EQFs 
is annually updated and released by Global Footprint Network.
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Mathematics of the Ecological Footprint

The EFA may have various purposes and be applied in different contexts. Here we refer to the Ecological 
Footprint within a geographically delineated area, e.g., a nation and the Ecological Footprint of a 
product.

Ecological Footprint of a Nation

The Ecological Footprint of a nation, EFN, is a function of the number of inhabitants, Pop, and the foot-
print of consumption of a single inhabitant, EFC, i, associated with the ith product and/or waste:
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where the per capita footprint of consumption is the sum of the per capita footprint of production 
(EFP, i) and imports (EFI, i) minus the footprint of exports (EFE, i) for the ith product and/or waste.
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where

• Ti is the produced, imported, or exported amount of each product i (in tonnes).
• Y   is the annual yield (t ha−1 yr−1

N, i ) for the production of each product, i, in the nation, N. This 
is calculated as the tonnes of product, i, produced annually divided by all areas in the nation on 
which this product is grown.

• YW, i is the world-average (W) annual yield (t ha−1 yr−1) for the production of each product, i, given 
by the tonnes of product, i, produced annually across the world divided by all areas in the world 
on which this product is grown.

• YFN, j is the YF specific to nation, N, and land type, j.
• EQFj is the EQF for land type, j.

From these equations, it can be derived that the Ecological Footprint of a population is a function of four 
main factors:[9,10] 1) population size; 2) average standard of living; 3) the average productivity of land and 
water ecosystems; and 4) the efficiency of resourcing, harvesting, processing, and use.

Biocapacity is an aggregate measure of the amount of bioproductive land available, which is weighted 
by the productivity of that land. It represents the ability of the biosphere to produce crops, livestock 
(pasture), timber products (forest), and fish as well as to take up carbon dioxide in forests. It is calculated 
as reported in Eq. 4:
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where AN, j represents the estimated bioproductive area expressed in nation-specific hectares that is 
available. YFN, j and EQFj have been defined above.
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Biocapacity represents the maximum theoretical rate of resource supply that can be sustained by a 
territory under prevailing technology and management schemes. Thus, biocapacity depends on natural 
conditions as well as on prevailing land-use practices in, for example, farming and forestry.[10]

The Ecological Footprint of a population can be directly compared with the biocapacity of the area 
where the population resides in the same way that expenditure is compared against income in finan-
cial terms.[4,10] The resulting “biocapacity balance” reveals whether that population is living, in net 
terms, within or beyond its local ecological means. This ecological balance has significance at both the 
global and national level, though it has to be noted that living within one’s ecological means does not 
yet guarantee ecological sustainability.[13,14] Additional criteria such as biodiversity conservation, soil 
preservation, decreased release of toxic elements, and the like should be tracked in a comprehensive 
and multidisciplinary sustainability assessment. Further, countries with a biocapacity reserve (where 
biocapacity > Ecological Footprint) may use their available biocapacity to satisfy their own domestic 
consumptions or export ecological resources to other nations. This is generally the case for low-income 
countries that use only a fraction of their locally available resources, like some African and Latin 
America countries.[13,15,16]

Conversely, countries with a biocapacity deficit (where Ecological Footprint > biocapacity) must 
rely on biocapacity from outside their own borders or draw down their own natural budget. Many 
h igh-income countries (like the United States, Canada, and some western European countries such 
as Italy, the United Kingdom, and France) have footprints several times larger than their domestic 
 biocapacity.[13,15,16] Such a biocapacity deficit is becoming an increasing economic risk for countries, par-
ticularly in a world of growing global overshoot. It highlights a country’s dependence on additional 
external goods and ecological services, which are provided through one or more of the three following 
mechanisms:[10,13] 1) the biocapacity trade deficit, which consists of net import of biocapacity from other 
regions of the world; 2) the biocapacity deficit due to depletion, due to an overuse of local resources; and 
3) the demand on biocapacity due to occupation of global commons, such as emissions of greenhouse 
gases into the global atmosphere (rather than domestic absorption) or fishing in international waters.[17]

The analysis of biocapacity and Ecological Footprint trends reveals how human consumption is 
changing over time. At the global level, the latest data released[13,16] show that humanity is currently 
operating in a state of overshoot: in other words, demand for natural resources exceeds the regenera-
tive capacity of existing natural capital by at least 50% according to calculations of Global Footprint 
Network.[15] Furthermore, the gap between Ecological Footprint and biocapacity globally has been con-
tinuously increasing since the mid-1970s (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 Humanity’s Ecological Footprint, 1961–2007.
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In 2007, humanity’s total Ecological Footprint worldwide was 18 billion gha; with world population 
at 6.7 billion people, the average person’s footprint was 2.7 gha.[13,16] However, there was only 11.9 billion 
gha of biocapacity available that year, equivalent to 1.8 gha per person. This overshoot of approximately 
50% means that in 2007, humanity used the equivalent of 1.5 earths to support its consumption. In 
other words, it would have taken the earth approximately a year and a half to regenerate the resources 
used by humanity in that year. The largest Ecological Footprint component was the carbon footprint. 
This has increased by 35% since 1961 and currently accounts for more than half of the global Ecological 
Footprint.[13,16]

Even if the earth has a high resilience, prolonged biocapacity deficit is not possible since vital eco-
systems and nonrenewable stocks would be depleted due to insuperable ecological and thermodynamic 
constraints. Also, it is not obvious that high-input agriculture can maintain its yields in the long run, 
particularly in the face of soil loss and potential phosphate limitations. It has become an urgent task to 
reduce our consumption levels back within the limits of our ecological budget.[14]

The growing global trends, however, hide significant regional variation (Figure 2).
Both demand on and supply of biocapacity are unevenly distributed across the world. Ecological 

Footprint and biocapacity values can therefore be used to develop new criteria for distinguishing among 
world nations. For instance, an alternative approach can be used to look at countries, based on their 
“biocapacity balances” (Figure 3), which helps to identify where resources are located and who uses what 
and to what extent. While in 1961, approximately 80% of the world population was living in countries 
characterized by a biocapacity remainder, in 2007, most of the world population was living in countries 
running a biocapacity deficit situation.

The total Ecological Footprint demanded by a country is strongly related to GDP[18,19] and changes 
accordingly, in both its extent and its composition, among high-, middle-, and low-income countries 
(Figure 4).[13]

Generally, high-income countries have per-capita Ecological Footprint values nearly 3 times higher 
than the world average, the majority of which is from the carbon footprint (approximately 65% of the 
total value). Conversely, middle- and low-income countries have average Ecological Footprint values 
that are equal to and lower than the world average, respectively. These countries are frequently charac-
terized by transition economies, in which the carbon footprint component, although increased over the 
last decades, still constitutes less than 50% of the overall demand (Figure 5).

FIGURE 2 Ecological footprint (EF) and biocapacity (BC) by income level and country. The unequal distribu-
tion of human demand on bioproductive lands was also investigated by White.[20]
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Ecological Footprint of a Product

The Ecological Footprint of a final or intermediate product is defined as the total amount of resources 
and waste assimilation capacity required in each of the phases required to produce, use, and/or dispose 
of that product.[8] The lifecycle boundaries can be flexible and changed according to the aim and scope 
of the analysis i.e., from cradle to gate (production to distribution) or cradle to grave (production to 
destruction). The Ecological Footprint is evaluated by considering all the direct and indirect inputs that 
are associated with the analyzed system for its entire life cycle. Each of these inputs is converted in terms 

FIGURE 3 Biocapacity reminder/deficit status for world countries in 1961 and 2007. Green nations represent 
countries where the local biocapacity is greater than their residents’ footprint (biocapacity reminder countries); red 
represents countries where the footprint is greater than local biocapacity (biocapacity deficit countries).
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of the global hectares needed to support their production The EFp is expressed in units of global hectare 
years (gha yr), not just global hectares.[8] As the Ecological Footprint is strictly related to the production 
system, the way a product is produced should be clear and identifiable. The functional unit for the ana-
lyzed system should be also defined as well as the temporal and spatial boundaries.

There are two widely used approaches for calculating the Ecological Footprint of a product, both stan-
dards compliant: process-based life-cycle assessment (P-LCA) and environmentally extended input-
output life-cycle assessment.[8] Process-based life-cycle assessment has the advantage of a large amount 
of detail, as individual product types and even brands can be analyzed, with the general disadvantage 
of lacking complete upstream coverage of the production chain (e.g., truncation error). Extended input-
output life-cycle assessment has the advantage of full upstream coverage but the disadvantage of gener-
ality, as input-output tables typically do not disaggregate down to the level of individual product types 
(e.g., homogeneity assumption).

Following the P-LCA, Ecological Footprint of product (EFP) is given by the sum of the footprints of 
each input consumed and disposed within the life cycle of the production process as reported below.
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FIGURE 4 Variations on Ecological Footprint (EF), biocapacity (BC), and population for the world and low-
income, middle-income, and high-income countries, indexed to 1961.
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where the variables are as follows:

• i refers to the n-input needed
• j refers to the six different land-use types (cropland, grazing land, fishing grounds, forest area, 

built-up land, and carbon uptake land)
• YFj is the YF of the jth land type
• EQFj is the EQF of the jth land type

Toward a Multi-Indicator Approach

Building on the premise that no single indicator is able to provide a full sustainability diagnosis and 
indicators should rather be used and interpreted jointly (i.e., the joint use of more than one indicator), 
this section reports some of the most interesting applications.

For instance, the HDI[21] can be used together with the Ecological Footprint to provide 
i mportant  insights on whether a high level of consumption is necessary for a high level of human 
 development.[15] The HDI is a composite indicator used to rank countries by level of “human develop-
ment” and then of well-being. It is a comparative measure of life expectancy, literacy, education, and 
standards of living for countries worldwide. The relationship between Ecological Footprint and HDI has 
two  different categories (Figure 6).

FIGURE 5 Per-capita Ecological Footprint for the world and high-, middle-, and low-income countries by land 
type, 1961–2007.
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While countries with a low level of development (HDI <0.8) report small variations in Ecological 
Footprint per capita, countries with a higher HDI value than the threshold show significant variations 
in Ecological Footprint per capita (for example, from Peru with 1.5 gha per person to Luxembourg 
with over than 9 gha per person). However, as development increases beyond a certain level, so does 
per-person Ecological Footprint; this is up to a point where small gains in HDI come at the cost of very 
large Ecological Footprint increases. Moreover, several countries with a high level of development have 
a similar per-capita Ecological Footprint to countries with a much lower level of development. Together 
with the breakdown in connection between wealth and well-being above a certain level of GDP per 
capita, this indicates that a high level of consumption is not necessarily required for a high level of 
development or well-being. 

Ecological Footprint and biocapacity temporal trends have been compared with economic indicators 
such as GDP and the ISEW.[22] In particular, it has been shown that some (western) countries are charac-
terized by increased economic wealth (measured by GDP) and growing environmental pressure (docu-
mented by Ecological Footprint trend) at the expense of a decrease in environmental sustainability (as 
shown by the increasing gap of Ecological Footprint and biocapacity) and a stagnation or even decrease 
in welfare (as ISEW demonstrates; Figure 7).[22]

A comparison between Ecological Footprint and life satisfaction—used as a subjective measure 
of well-being— was performed to understand the nature of their relationship and to test whether it 
could be possible for humans to reduce their levels of resource consumption without compromising 
well-being and life satisfaction and, at the same time, protecting the environment.[23,24] The relation-
ship between Ecological Footprint and life satisfaction has two different paths. While countries with 
an Ecological Footprint of less than 4 gha per capita report significant variations in life satisfaction, 
countries with higher values (Ecological Footprint >4 gha per capita) report small variations in life 
satisfaction (Figure 8).

FIGURE 6 Human development index vs. Ecological Footprint, 2007.
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In general, people with high consumption and income levels are more satisfied with life than people 
with lower consumption and income levels despite the differing levels and patterns of consumption that 
are necessary to obtain the same level of satisfaction. On the contrary, people with low consumption 
and income levels are less satisfied, but the same unit of consumption produces different perceptions of 
satisfaction (life satisfaction values are more unpaired).

FIGURE 7 The comparison among temporal trends of GDP vs. ISEW (left scale) and Ecological Footprint (EF) 
vs. biocapacity (BC) (right scale) for Sweden, United States, and Germany.
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Biocapacity and Ecological Footprint temporal trends have recently been used to develop alternative 
interpretations of the geopolitical context of nations around the world.[25,26] Based on their development 
paths, Ecological Footprint and biocapacity trends for nations around the world can be grouped into 
four main dynamic typologies: parallel, scissor, wedge, and descent.[25] Each typology corresponds to a 
particular environmental situation, the implications of which could have extreme relevance for envi-
ronmental management, economic, and social prosperity as well as the development of sustainability 
policies. In particular, the role of biocapacity is highlighted in maintaining healthy economies, in offer-
ing an acceptable quality of life, and as an essential asset to ensure national competitiveness.[27]

Finally, under the recent EU-funded One Planet Economy Network Europe (OPEN:EU) project, 
three indicators have been identified as useful and complementary in assessing environmental issues— 
ecological, carbon, and water footprints—and therefore grouped together to form a suite of indicators 
called “footprint family.”[7] Although not yet comprehensive, this suite provides a quantifiable platform 
for discussions regarding the limits to biotic resource and freshwater consumption and greenhouse gas 
emissions, as well as how to address the sustainability of natural capital use across the globe, thus enabling 
decision makers to more easily understand the environmental consequences of economic activities.

New Insight in Footprint Theory: Toward a Three-
Dimensional Ecological Footprint Geography

The presence of global overshoot proves that the current human economy partially relies on natural 
capital depletion rather than just on sustainable flow consumption.[4] Considering natural capital and its 
limits, differentiating between these two components is fundamental for environmental planning and 
management. Recently, a variant of the classical Ecological Footprint model has been proposed, where 
a distinction between depletion of natural capital stocks and use of natural capital flows is operated.[28] 
The Ecological Footprint was redesigned as a three-dimensional model (3DEF) with two relevant compo-
nents, called size (EFsize) and depth (EFdepth), related to the two different uses of natural capital. The EFsize 
regards the appropriation of the so-called “income” of natural capital, i.e., the consumption of flows of 
resource yearly regenerated by natural cycles. It is the spatial component expressed in global hectares 
and plotted in the (x, y) plane. By definition, its value ranges from zero to biocapacity.

On the other side, the EFdepth regards the depletion of natural capital, which is the use of stocks of 
resources requiring a regeneration time longer than the flows. It is the intensity component plotted on 

FIGURE 8 Life satisfaction (LS) vs. Ecological Footprint (EF) for 130 world countries.
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the z-axis. In particular, the EFdepth component arises when overshoot is present and expresses the num-
ber of years it would theoretically take to regenerate the natural capital used in one year. By definition, 
its value ranges from 1 (the reference value called “natural depth”) upward (additional depth).

It should be remarked that the two approaches, classical and three-dimensional, are simply two dif-
ferent ways of representing the same footprint values. The 3DEF originates from the fact that flow and 
stock are technically incommensurable and cannot be summed up because the former is consumed each 
year and regenerated the following year, whereas the latter represents the irreversible erosion of natural 
stocks that add up from year to year into an accumulated “environmental debt.”

Footprint size and depth have been characterized by opposite trends:[17] 1) EFsize grew continuously 
until mid-1970s, when it reached the asymptote (i.e., the earth biocapacity), and has remained constant 
ever since; and 2) EFdepth has remained equal to the natural depth until the appearance of overshoot, and 
it has subsequently been growing. Recently, the 3DEF model has been theoretically applied to national 
case studies with the aim of enhancing the significance and potential usefulness of the Ecological 
Footprint in tracking relevant issues in the sustainability debate, such as the differentiation between 
resource stocks and flows.[17] Moreover, EFsize can be used as a proxy to highlight the existing intragen-
erational (in)equity in the appropriation of resources and ecological services by the residents of different 
nations. At the same time, EFdepth enables the relationships between current and future generations to 
be examined.

Although several questions remain to be addressed, the implementation of both a multilateral trade 
framework and the 3DEF model in the National Footprint Accounts could form the basis for a new 
Ecological Footprint-based geography able to differentiate pressures on flows and stocks and identify 
the spatial/geographical location of such pressures.[4]

Applications of Ecological Footprint

Territorial Systems

Examples of national Ecological Footprint studies can be found in the literature,[29,42] although the most 
comprehensive set of national Ecological Footprint assessments is represented by Global Footprint 
Network’s National Footprint Accounts.[16]

As of today, more than 35 nations have engaged with the Global Footprint Network directly, 17 nations 
have completed reviews of the Ecological Footprint, and a few have formally adopted it. Wales has 
adopted the Ecological Footprint as its headline indicator for sustainability. The Swiss government has 
incorporated the footprint into its national sustainable development plan. Japan includes the footprint 
as a measure in its environmental plan, the United Arab Emirates is using the Ecological Footprint as 
a tool to recommend and assist in the development of longterm science-based policies,[43] and Ecuador 
has set official footprint reduction targets in its 2009–2013 National Development Plan. There are several 
other countries that are currently collaborating with Global Footprint Network.[44]

Among nongovernmental organizations, WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature) International, one of 
the world’s most influential conservation organizations, uses the Ecological Footprint in its communi-
cation and policy work for advancing conservation and sustainability. WWF has recently established a 
target of bringing humanity out of overshoot by 2050 and is actively pursuing this goal through its One 
Planet programs.

Numerous applications have also been performed at various subnational scales.[45–53] Currently, there 
are two suggested methodologies for subnational Ecological Footprint evaluations: component (or 
 bottom-up) and compound (or top-down) approaches. The component method starts from specific indi-
vidual consumption and waste production data to then calculate the total Ecological Footprint. While 
the method is detailed and flexible, several problems, including double counting, the lack of detailed data, 
and specific conversion factors, make this approach less acceptable. The compound approach evaluates 
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the subnational Ecological Footprint by scaling the national Ecological Footprint value according to 
 differences in consumption and life style. This is the widest used and more complete method.[54,8]

Products and Services

Despite its diffusion and popularity, product Ecological Footprint applications are still scarce, though 
a few interesting case studies exist. Studies on cultivation of tomatoes,[55] conventional vs. organic wine 
farming,[56] nectarine production,[57] shrimp and tilapia aquaculture,[58] marine aquaculture of reef 
fish,[59] and fisheries products[60] have been performed to highlight appropriation of natural capital, effi-
ciency of natural resource use, and environmental pressure. Evaluations of the environmental impact of 
farms[61] and dairy production[62] as well as assessment of economic and ecological carrying capacity of 
crops[63] have been proposed via the combined use of the Ecological Footprint with other methods, such 
as life-cycle assessment, emergy analysis and economic cost, and return estimation.

In the context of product, Ecological Footprint has been used as a basis for the elaboration of the 
model of the double pyramid, which flanked the food pyramid with the environmental pyramid.[64] This 
model highlights that, in general, modern lifestyles produce a growing impact on the planet; it tries to 
promote eco-sustainable life and eating styles.

In the context of industrial processes, the potential of using EFA as an environmental indicator for 
the textile sector has been considered, although the contribution of wastes other than carbon dioxide 
should be included in the footprint methodology.[65]

The EFA has also been applied to the tourism sector. Starting from some pioneering studies,[66,67] the 
EFA has received attention as a key environmental indicator of sustainable tourism,[68] and several studies 
have been published at different scales.[69–72]

Over time, several tools and software have been developed for Ecological Footprint assessment for 
both territorial systems and products, although only a few are standard compliant. Most of them are 
freely downloadable from Web sites such as the footprint calculator (available at http://www.footprint-
network.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/personal_footprint/). The REAP (Resource and Energy Analysis 
Programme) software (available at http://www.sei.se/reap) is a scenario based, integrated resource–
environment modeling tool developed by the Stockholm Environment Institute to help local authorities 
in the U.K. make decisions about how to reduce their Ecological Footprint.

The Footprinter software (available at http://www.foot-printer.com), developed by Best Foot Forward, 
is comprehensive and powerful analytical software for carbon and Ecological Footprint assessment for 
products and organizations. It is based on the use of EcoIndex database.

Role of Business

The Ecological Footprint has been used to evaluate the environmental pressure of production processes; 
this type of investigation is becoming increasingly important to integrate sustainability issues (as natu-
ral capital consumption) into industrial and business decision-making processes. In a recent World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development project (WBCSD), several companies and industries 
came together to assess their role in helping to shape a future sustainable society for mankind.[73] With 
the help of Global Footprint Network, the consequences, in Ecological Footprint and biocapacity terms, 
of the hypothetical scenarios (up to the year 2050) envisioned by WBCSD were estimated. Results from 
this study showed that humanity will likely require the equivalent of 2.3 planets’ worth of resources 
upon following a business-as-usual scenario or, conversely, 1.1 planets’ worth of resources by imple-
menting all the envisioned actions and activities, such as 50% reduction in CO2 emissions compared 
with 2005 levels; enhanced forest productivity using better management techniques and an extension of 
their acreage between 2030 and 2050; increased crop productivity (+2% each year over past trends) due 
to technological advances and the diffusion of best practices; and changes to the average global nutri-
tional regime, in terms of both diet and calorie content.[74]
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Weakness and Limitations of EFA

Despite its popularity, EFA, like most indicators, is not exempt from criticisms regarding philosophical 
as well as methodological issues. In this section, a brief summary of the main weaknesses and limita-
tions is offered. For further details on this topic see, for example, Best et al.,[75] Fiala,[76] Kitzes et al.,[77] 
and van der Bergh and Verbruggen.[78]

The first criticism is that the EFA cannot be fully defined as a measure of sustainability. The EFA 
research question is limited to identify the extent to which humanity is consuming bioproductive land 
compared with the available biocapacity.[21] We believe consuming resources within the capacity of the 
planet is a first necessary although not sufficient criterion for sustainability; as such, in order to depict 
a comprehensive picture of the system analyzed, it is strongly recommended to combine the Ecological 
Footprint with other complementary indicators (environmental as well as social and economic).

The use of a spatial unit makes some impacts difficult to determine.[75] Ecological Footprint is not able 
to directly account for all resources that cannot be referred to in spatial terms. This is the case for the 
depletion of nonrenewable deposits, such as metals, minerals, or fossil fuel reserves. For processes of 
extraction and refining, only the CO2 emissions related to these processes are accounted for. The use of 
fossil fuels is evaluated in an indirect way, considering the amount of forestland required for the absorp-
tion of the CO2 that is emitted. To date, carbon dioxide is the only greenhouse gas accounted for, and 
its associated footprint relies on the assumption that all emissions are absorbed only by forests and the 
oceans, neglecting carbon uptake by other biomes.

Other missing elements in EFA are freshwater consumption and soil erosion, even if the latter could 
be accounted for, at least theoretically. A possible way to include the overexploitation phenomena pos-
sible in agricultural land as well as in other land types into the classical Ecological Footprint framework 
was proposed by Bastianoni et al.[79] As EFA is unable to show unsustainable practices and their conse-
quences, when agricultural EFA is performed, there can be some misunderstanding and misinterpreta-
tion of the results. Sometimes, it seems that EFA encourages more intensive farming, as this increases 
agricultural intensities, resulting in a higher biocapacity. The Ecological Footprint shows pressures that 
could lead to degradation of natural capital (e.g., reduced quality of land or reduced biodiversity) but 
does not predict this degradation.

Furthermore, multifunctional land-use patterns are not considered, in order to prevent double count-
ing.[79] Each hectare is counted only once, even though it might provide multiple services. Counting 
them multiple times would produce an overestimation on Ecological Footprint.

Finally, EFA also is not able to capture the impacts due to the release of long-life toxic materials (e.g., 
pollution in terms of waste generation, toxicity, eutrophication, etc.), for which no regenerative capacity 
exists.

Conclusion

This entry offers a comprehensive insight to the EFA. Based on its simple logic and unit of measure, the 
Ecological Footprint has become a very popular sustainability indicator preserving scientific rigor on 
an ecological and thermodynamic basis.

By tracking a wide range of human activities, the Ecological Footprint is able to monitor the com-
bined impact of anthropogenic pressures that are more typically evaluated independently and can thus 
be used to understand, from multiple angles, the environmental consequences of human activities.

The main strength of this methodology is its ability to explain, in simple terms, the concept of eco-
logical limits, thus helping to safeguard the long-term capacity of the biosphere to support mankind and 
understand how resource issues are linked with economic and social issues.

One of the positive characteristics of this methodology is its ability to make visible aspects that are 
traditionally invisible for conventional economic analyses. For instance, the choice of an area as a unit 
of measure reflects the fact that many basic ecosystem services and ecological resources are provided 
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by surfaces where photosynthesis takes place. Unfortunately, these surfaces are limited by physical and 
planetary constraints: reporting results in terms of an area helps to better communicate the existence of 
physical limits to the growth of human economies.

Currently, the Ecological Footprint is a robust method widely used to give a measure of the (un)sus-
tainability of consumption patterns at different scales as well as to establish the natural capital require-
ment of products, services, and activities.

Due to the growing number of applications, Global Footprint Network has released the Ecological 
Footprint Standards[8] in order to enhance the consistency and quality of footprint assessments. This 
standard contains a list of mandatory requirements for standards compliance. The document also 
suggests the best way to present the results avoiding distortion and misinterpretations. The National 
Footprint Accounts are updated and improved every year, and the annual release of the newest version 
ensures that the method is more robust, reliable, and detailed than previous versions, though some 
shortcomings still exist and remain to be addressed. The Ecological Footprint Standards are also peri-
odically updated. The information derived from Ecological Footprint assessments could be included in 
the environmental management and future planning of territories to promote more competitive life-
styles, resource-efficient strategy, and a more effective management of our ecological assets.
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Introduction

The 21st century has been dubbed “The Asian Century.” The region’s economic growth is unprece-
dented, with the rise of China and India as the next economic superpowers.[1] China is the second largest 
economy and is predicted to take over after the United States as the largest economy in the world by 
2020. India is one of the fastest-growing economies and is expected to become the world’s third largest 
economy in the near future.[2–3] More than 58% of the world’s population live in Asia and the Pacific 
region, and Asia is categorized both as the factory of the world as well as the booming market with tre-
mendous growth potential. As a result, natural resources, which are the capital for development of both 
economic and social sectors, have been remarkably exploited, with a consequent substantial increase 
in environmental pollution. Without proper environmental management, the ecosystem continues to 
suffer, resulting in loss of biodiversity, depletion of ecosystem services, desertification, loss of fertile 
land, atmospheric pollution, aquatic and marine pollution, etc. The consequences of environmental 
degradation have become more and more acute and chronic over the years. Moreover, natural disasters 
are more frequent and more severe. As indicated in the Asia-Pacific Disaster 2010 Report of the United 
Nations (UN), “while the region generated one quarter of the world’s GDP, it accounted for a staggering 
85 per cent of deaths and 38 per cent of global economic losses due to natural disasters over the last three 
decades.” The report concludes that Asia is the most disaster-prone region in the world.[4] The change in 
climate patterns has also become more severe.
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Environmental status in Southeast Asia, as summarized in Table 1, evidently indicates that over 
the last decades pressure mostly from anthropogenic activities (rapid population growth, urbaniza-
tion, economic growth, and consumptive lifestyle) has had a substantial impact on the plentiful nat-
ural resources and the environment. Natural resources depletion results in impact on agricultural 

TABLE 1 Key Environmental Issues and Causes in ASEAN

Country Shared Issues Key Causes

Brunei Seasonal smoke and haze; solid wastes Transboundary pollution from land and forest fires; 
inadequate waste management facilities and practices

Cambodia Soil erosion; sedimentation; water pollution; 
deforestation; loss of biodiversity; and 
threats to natural fisheries

Unmanaged waste and effluent discharge into Tonle Sap 
Lake; destruction of mangrove wetlands through extensive 
industrial and aquaculture development

Indonesia Deforestation; loss of biodiversity; water 
pollution; air pollution in urban areas; 
national and transboundary seasonal 
smoke and haze; land degradation; 
pollution of Malacca Straits

Deficiencies in urban infrastructure—unmanaged industrial 
wastes and municipal effluents and waste; vehicle 
congestion and emissions; extensive land clearance and 
forest fires for pulp wood and oil palm production; 
extensive and unmanaged mining activities; national and 
transboundary industrial pollution; tourist developments in 
coastal regions beyond carrying capacity

Laos Deforestation; loss of biodiversity; soil 
erosion; limited access to potable water; 
water-borne diseases

Land clearance; shifting cultivation; inadequate water supply 
and sanitation infrastructure

Malaysia Urban air pollution; water pollution; 
deforestation; loss of biodiversity; loss of 
mangrove habitats; national and 
transboundary smoke/haze

Vehicle congestion and emissions; deficiencies in urban 
infrastructure industrial and municipal effluents; extensive 
land clearance and forest fires for pulp wood and oil palm 
production; unmanaged coastal developments; tourist 
developments in coastal regions beyond existing carrying 
capacity

Myanmar Deforestation; loss of biodiversity; urban air 
pollution; soil erosion; water 
contamination and water-borne diseases

Land clearance; excessive mineral extraction; vehicle 
congestion and emissions; deficiencies in urban 
infrastructure—unmanaged industrial and municipal 
effluents

Philippines Deforestation in watershed areas; loss of 
biodiversity; soil erosion; air and water 
pollution in Manila leading to waterborne 
diseases; pollution of coastal mangrove 
habitats; natural disasters (earthquakes, 
floods)

Illegal forest cutting; land clearance; rapid urbanization and 
deficiencies in urban infrastructure—unmanaged industrial 
and municipal effluents, inadequate water supply and 
sanitation; tourist developments in coastal regions beyond 
existing carrying capacity

Singapore Industrial pollution; water shortages; waste 
disposal problems

Seasonal smoke/haze; limited natural fresh water resources; 
limited land available for waste disposal

Thailand Deforestation; loss of biodiversity; land 
degradation and soil erosion; shortage of 
water resources in dry season and flooding 
in rainy season; conflict of water users; 
coastal degradation and loss of mangrove 
habitat; urban air pollution; pollution from 
solid waste, hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste

Sporadic development and destruction of watersheds; 
unmanaged aquaculture; tourist growth exceeding growth 
in carrying capacity; deficiencies in urban and rural 
infrastructure; freshwater resources polluted by domestic/ 
industrial wastes, sewage, and contaminated runoff

Vietnam Deforestation and soil degradation; loss of 
biodiversity; loss of mangrove habitat; 
water pollution and threats to marine life; 
groundwater contamination; limited 
potable water supply; natural disasters 
(e.g., floods)

Land clearance for industry; forest clearance and chronic 
impact of Agent Orange; extensive aquaculture and 
overfishing; growing urbanization and infrastructure 
deficiencies; inadequate water supply and sanitation 
(particularly in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City)

Source: Data from Nguyen.[5]
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productivity; increased frequency of disasters such as floods, landslides, and soil erosion[5]; depletion of 
aquifers; deterioration of diversity; increased loads from municipal, industrial, and hazardous wastes; 
atmospheric pollution; and marine and aquatic pollution.[6]

Hence, the key policy question facing Asian governments is how to reconcile economic development 
and environmental protection. In other words, how to make a transition from the “grow first, clean 
later” approach to the policy of “sustainable development”—a holistic integration of economic, social, 
and environmental dimensions.[7] More importantly, the main driving forces in the development of 
environmental management tools in Asia are international agreements, the occurrence of environmen-
tal disasters, and non-harmonized legal framework. Asian countries have shown increasing interest in 
environmental management by which environmental legislation has been used as one of the impor-
tant tools in this complex task of integrating environmental protection and economic development. 
Environmental legislation is among the most determined elements in environmental management 
toward sustainable development.[8] “Legislation is an important element of the institutional framework 
for environmental management. The role of legislation is to implement and enforce policy and to pro-
vide effective administrative and regulatory mechanisms.”[9]

Relevantly, development and implementation of environmental law may involve interaction with 
legislation and administrative practices and institutions. Thus, environmental laws are undeniably 
increasingly important in Asia. Environmental law is defined as a body of state and federal statutes 
intended to protect the environment, wildlife, land, and beauty; prevent pollution and overcutting of 
forests; save endangered species; conserve water; develop and follow general plans; and prevent damag-
ing practices.[9] The particular law gives individuals and groups the right to bring legal actions or seek 
court orders to enforce the protection, or demand revisions of private and public activity that may have 
detrimental effects on the environment.

In terms of the evolution of environmental legislation, two different types of statutes can be dis-
tinguished, referred as to the “first generation” and the “second generation” of environmental laws. 
Although there is no total agreement about how to characterize each generation, generally, the first gen-
eration of environmental legislation refers to “command-and-control statutes and regulations admin-
istered with technology-based standards and enforced by rule-of-law litigation.”[10] Then arrived the 
“second generation” in the late 1980s with the new concept of “sustainable development” aimed at rec-
onciling environmental protection and economic development.[11] The role of the people, particularly 
local communities, is highlighted, and compliance incentives and market-based mechanisms have been 
developed to encourage compliance and provide flexibility.[12]

In the Asia-Pacific region, environmental legislation began to emerge in the 1970s, the same period 
as the growing global interest in environmental protection. Examples of the early framework laws and 
regulations for environmental protection are presented in Table 2. Noticeably, there is no lack of envi-
ronmental legislation in Asia. However, there is a wide gap between law and practice. The countries have 
to put an emphasis on ways and means to increase the effectiveness of the implementation and enforce-
ment of environmental law.

This entry aims to provide a comparative overview of environmental law and legislation in Asia. It should 
be noted, however, that the development of environmental legislation in Asia has been uneven and reflects 
the equally uneven socioeconomic development in the region. In some cases, differences may not be sig-
nificant in written laws, but lie in the effectiveness of their implementation and enforcement. Due to a wide 
range of environmental issues and the number of countries in Asia, it is impossible to cover all of them. 
The entry spotlights four themes—biodiversity conservation, electronic waste (e-waste) management, envi-
ronmental assessment, and climate change—because of their significance in the Asian context. The choice 
of countries as case studies aims to demonstrate the uneven development of environmental legislation. 
Thus, Japanese law serves as a reference of a well-developed body of environmental law, with the second- 
generation of legislation. China, Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Cambodia, Thailand, 
Laos, and Vietnam are at various stages of development ranging from the first-generation statutes, to devel-
opment of second-generation environmental laws, and implementation and enforcement.
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Law on Biodiversity Conservation

Asia-Pacific is one of the richest regions in terms of biodiversity and 60% of the world’s species are 
found in this region. As of 2008, the Asian and Pacific regions had the highest number of threatened 
species in any of the world’s regions, almost one-third of all threatened plants and more than one-third 
of all threatened animal species.[13] The first generation of biodiversity law consisted mainly in estab-
lishing protected areas where human intervention is curtailed or prohibited. However, this exclusion-
ary approach has caused notable socioeconomic impacts, in particular to local communities who used 
to live in the areas before the establishment of national parks. Therefore, more inclusive approaches 
have been proposed, such as community-based conservation (comanagement of a protected area by the 
government and local communities) and payments-based conservation (individuals are paid for their 
activities to conserve biodiversity). Biodiversity conservation capability is thus a function of a sound 
legislation in both international and national levels.

Recent Development in International Law and Its 
Potential Consequences on National Legislations

The international legal instruments, together with agreements that initiate the legislative framework of 
individual countries for biodiversity conservation, include The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 
that entered into force on December 29, 1993, the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance 
Especially as Waterfowl Habitat (Ramsar 1971), the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage (Paris 1972), the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 
of Wild Fauna and Flora (Washington 1973), the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of 
Wild Animals (Bonn 1979), etc.[14] However, an effective implementation for the international legal agree-
ments is largely dependent on the actions taken by individual countries. Consequently, the most important 
of all is to establish the legal systems for biodiversity conservation at state leve1.

Very recently, on February 2, 2011, the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair 
and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization was opened for signature by Parties 
to the Convention of Biological Diversity. Many Asian countries are in the process of amending their 
legislation to implement the provisions under this new protocol. As most Asian countries are resource-
providing countries, the Nagoya Protocol will allow better control of their genetic resources and ensure 
fair financial compensation among various stakeholders, including local communities.[15]

TABLE 2  Early Laws and Regulations on Environment in the Region

Country Law or Regulation Year

Cambodia Environmental Protection and Natural Resource Management Law 1996
China Environmental Protection Law 1978
Hong Kong Water Pollution Control Ordinance 1980
Indonesia Environmental Management Act No. 4 1982
Japan Cabinet Directive 1972
Korea Environmental Preservation Act 1977
Lao PDR Lao PDR Constitution 1991
Mongolia Environmental Protection Law 1996
Philippines Environmental Policy Presidential Decree No. 1151 1977
Singapore Environmental (Public Health) Act 1969
Thailand Enhancement and Conservation of the National Environmental Quality Act 1992
Vietnam Environmental Protection Law 1994

Source: Data from World Bank.[42]
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As for forestry, the new market-based mechanism of “Reducing Emission from Deforestation and 
Degradation (REDD),” which is under discussion in the UN Climate Change negotiations, should pro-
vide additional impetus to the improvement of forest law in Asian developing countries, particularly in 
the areas of monitoring, reporting, and data collection. Cambodia, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam are among the first countries to receive support from the UN REDD Program.[16]

Development of Biodiversity Laws at National Level

At present, the biodiversity conservative laws of Asian countries like Japan, Thailand, Indonesia, and 
Laos contain more or less elements of public participation that characterize the second generation of 
legislations. Except for Japan, however, communities’ rights are still very limited and difficult to enforce. 
The payment-based conservation approach has generally only been implemented through small-scale 
projects and not adopted by Asian legislators yet.

China. China covers an enormous land area of 9,600,000 km2, including complex and varied geo-
morphology, climate, and natural conditions. That creates a country rich in ecosystems, which can 
be categorized into five types, namely forest, grassland, desert, inland wetland and other freshwater 
ecosystems, and ocean and coast. Due to a massive and distinct diversity of flora and fauna, China is 
regarded as one of the most important biodiversity countries. It is ranked among the top 10 nations in 
the world diversity of its mammal, bird, amphibian, and plant species. China has been considered to 
have one of the most important stocks of genetic diversity in the world. It is very important to protect 
and conserve this biodiversity for the national and international heritage.

China has promulgated a series of laws and regulations. The main domestic laws are Forest Law (1984), 
Grassland Law (1985), Fishery Law (1986), and Wild Animal Conservation Law (1988). Examples of 
regulations related to biodiversity include Reproduction and Conservation of Aquatic Resources (1979), 
Regulation on Forest and Wild Animal Nature Reserves Management (1985), Regulation on Forest Fire 
Prevention and Control (1988), Regulation on Seed Management (1989), Regulation on Conservation of 
Terrestrial Wild Animals (1992), Regulation on Nature Reserves (1994), etc.

Regarding the enforcement of the statutes, great progress for in situ and ex situ biodiversity conserva-
tion has been achieved. There are, however, still some gaps in the legislation. Based on the current status 
of conservation legislation in China and in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity, 
more attention should be paid to the conservation legislation for genetic resources, wild plant species, 
and various natural ecosystems.

Korea. Ecosystems in Korea comprise forest, mountain, freshwater, coastal and marine, and agri-
culture ecosystems. The total forest area covers 6.394 million hectares, estimated as about 64% of the 
country’s land area. Forests are mainly coniferous, deciduous, and mixed forests. The variety of habitats 
creates a rich biodiversity of plants, animals, and other living organisms (fungi, protista, prokaryotes, 
etc.). Some species are considered to be extinct, such as the tiger and Siberian leopard, fox, wolf, and 
sitka deer. The decline of biodiversity in Korea is associated with its economic development. The main 
threats to biodiversity include overexploitation of land and biological resources, and environmental 
pollution.

Under the guiding principles of the Framework Act on Environmental Policy 1990 and the 
Constitution, the Natural Environment Conservation Act 1991 administered by the Ministry of 
Environment is Korea’s basic law for biodiversity and nature protection. It defines categories of pro-
tected areas and provides for species and habitat protection. The law serves as a common framework 
for nature conservation and strengthens the provisions of other nature laws administered by govern-
ment agencies. Several government agencies share the responsibility of conservation and sustainable 
use of biodiversity, in accordance with various laws. The Ministry of Environment is responsible for 
general biodiversity conservation under the Law of Natural Environment Conservation, Law of Wildlife 
Protection and Hunting, Law of Wetland Conservation, Law of Natural Parks, and Law of Ecosystem 
Conservation for Uninhabited Islands. The Ministry of Environment is also responsible for preventing 
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inappropriate uses of natural resources through the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process 
by the Law of Environmental Impact Assessment. The Forestry Administration, part of the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forests, which manages forests under the Law of Forests.

Japan. The country is 3000 km long in the north–south direction, with a vertical range from coasts 
to mountains, with thousands of islands, and a geological history of intermittent connection to and 
separation from the continent, and various disturbances such as eruption of volcanoes, flooding of 
precipitous rivers, and typhoons. Those geological characteristics, together with four definite seasons 
due to the monsoon climate, create diverse habitats. It is such rich biodiversity that makes Japan one 
of the 34 biodiversity hotspots identified worldwide. A biodiversity hotspot refers to a region that is 
originally rich in biological diversity and endemic species but is now exposed to a serious threat of loss 
of such diversity. Besides the original local geohistorical and natural conditions, the tradition of wet-
paddy rice agriculture and the rural lifestyle, which rely on a secondary natural environment known 
as “satochi-satoyama,” or simply “satoyama,” as well as the way the land has been used for agricultural 
purpose, have also contributed to the area’s biodiversity richness. As in other countries, biodiversity loss 
in Japan is due to high economic growth with industrial development, and also natural disasters. It can, 
however, be said that the Japanese law on biodiversity is regarded as one of the best laws in the field. It 
goes beyond the protected area–based approach by mainstreaming biodiversity conservation into the 
daily life of the people. The law defines not only the responsibilities of national government and local 
governments but also those of businesses, citizens, and private bodies. The elaboration of the National 
Biodiversity Strategy and regional biodiversity strategies are mandatory. The 4th National Biodiversity 
Strategy, which was adopted in 2010, sets a long-term goal of 100 years, mid-and short-term targets for 
2020 and 2050, and indicates about 720 measures with 35 targets.[17] The results of the implementation 
have to be reported to the Diet every year in the Annual Report on the State of Biodiversity. The law puts 
emphasis on preventive and adaptive approaches, including land use planning, research and technology 
development, EIA, and prevention of global warming. The role of the public is also highlighted with 
mandatory public consultation before formulation of policies and support of voluntary activities by 
businesses and citizens for the conservation of biodiversity.

Other relevant legislations are the Nature Conservation Law, Natural Parks Law, Law for the 
Promotion of Nature Restoration, Law for the Promotion of Biodiversity Conservation Activities, Law 
for the Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, Wildlife Protection and Proper 
Hunting Law, Invasive Alien Species Act, and Law Concerning the Conservation and Sustainable Use of 
Biological Diversity through Regulations on the Use of Living Modified Organisms.

Malaysia. Malaysia has been identified as one of the world’s mega-diversity areas with extremely rich 
biodiversity. Covering much of the country are the tropical forests, the oldest and most biologically 
diverse ecosystem on Earth. With ratification of the CBD, Malaysia is working toward incorporating 
into its national policies and planning a set of commitments under the treaty as well as setting the goal 
to become a world leader in conservation, research, and sustainable utilization of tropical biodiver-
sity by 2020. To accomplish the ratification and goal, Malaysia has enacted a spectrum of legislation 
aimed at protecting biodiversity. Examples of law relevant to biodiversity conservation are as follows: 
Environment Quality Act 1974, Fisheries Act 1985, Pesticides Act 1974, Plant Quarantine Act 1976, 
Protection of Wildlife Act 1972, National Parks Act 1980, National Forestry Act 1984, Parks Enactment 
1984, Forest Enactment 1992, Fauna Conservation Ordinance 1963, etc.[18,19]

Malaysia has enacted a number of laws and regulations to protect the nation’s environment but, while 
adequate, there was no single overarching statute (or policy?) that relates to biodiversity conservation 
and management until the just approved National Policy on Biodiversity. Much of the present legislation 
is sector based. As stated above, the attainment of biodiversity conservation is significantly dependent 
on implementation and enforcement of the legislation. The effectiveness of legislation can be accom-
plished by the dedication of government agencies as well as public participation for accountability.[18,19]

Indonesia. Indonesia is a rich and diversified archipelagic nation. With the topographical character-
istics of approximately 13,500 islands and extensive reef system, Indonesia has a wide range of natural 
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habitats, with a wealth of fauna and flora, corals, fish, and other reefs; thus, it is recognized as a major 
world center for biodiversity. However, that substantial biodiversity is decreasing in the country owing 
to illegal clearing and deforestation, including large-scale burning in oil palm plantations and small-
scale slash and burn for shifting farming, as well as illegal logging and trade in timber. Indonesia has 
one of the world’s worst deforestation rates. In addition, illegal poaching, trade in protected species, and 
illegal and unsustainable fishing have threatened the country’s biodiversity.[20,21]

Regarding the domestic legal framework, as the result of 1972 UN Stockholm Conference on the 
Environment, Indonesia promptly established of the Office of the State Minister for the Environment 
and enacted the Environmental Management Act (EMA) No. 4 of 1982 replaced in 1997 by the EMANo. 23 
of 1997. This act and its implementing regulations are set in the broader context of the state policies 
passed every 5 years by the People’s Consultative Assembly, which have since the early 1970s progres-
sively entrenched the concepts of sustainable development and natural resources management. The 
EMA must also be read in the context of other natural resources management acts, such as the Forestry 
Act No. 41 of 1999, and the Fisheries Act No. 31 of 2004, and associated regulations and decrees trans-
ferred to the local governments’ agencies. Laws and regulations related to biodiversity conservation 
are exampled as follows: Act on the Conservation of Biological Resources and their Ecosystems (Act 
No. 5 of 1990), Decree No. 1 of the Minister of Agriculture on the Conservation of the Riches of the 
Fish Resources of Indonesia, and Decree of the Ministry of Forestry No. 424/ KPTS-VI/1994 on the 
Guidelines on Crocodile Management in Indonesia, Fisheries Law (No. 9 of 1985). Similarly to other 
countries, law enforcement is still not an effective function. Indonesia has no specialized environmen-
tal law courts. Environmental cases are heard by the general and administrative courts as well as the 
Supreme Court on appeal.[21]

Furthermore, a multitude of biodiversity laws in Indonesia tend to be conflicting and uncoordinated. 
Also, in the forestry sector, the power to manage forests is shared between the central government 
and regional governments with no clear division of powers and responsibilities. It is believed that the 
Regional Autonomy Law, which entered into force in 1999, has been abusively used by local authorities 
to issue their own logging concessions, thus resulting in massive deforestation and forest fires.[22] The 
Indonesian case shows that a legislation that transfers power from center to periphery has to be carefully 
drafted to ensure that the power is put in the hands of local communities whose livelihood depends on 
the forests and biodiversity, and not in the hands of local officials known for corruption and nepotism. 
Some main legislations of Indonesia relating to biodiversity are the Conservation of Biodiversity and 
Ecosystems Law (1990) and the Basic Forestry Law (2000). These laws include provisions on participa-
tory forestry planning, people’s economic empowerment, partial transfer of authority to regional gov-
ernments, and community-based forest monitoring.

Philippines. The Philippines is a tropical archipelago of 7100 islands located off the southeast coast 
of mainland Asia. It occupies a land area of 299,400 km2, and territorial waters covering around 
2,200,000 km2, that create precious terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and habitat types. As a conse-
quence of rapid loss of biodiversity, as well as widespread destruction of the country’s environment, 
a strong effort has been put into biodiversity conservation, including the formation of the multisector 
Philippine Council for Sustainable Development (1992), ratification of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (1993), and preparation of the Philippine Biodiversity Assessment Report and the National 
Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) (1995–1997). The NBSAP proposes a wide range of strat-
egies and actions, including information generation, in situ and ex situ conservation, legislative and 
policy development, institutional capability building, information, education and communication, and 
strengthened international cooperation.[23]

Regarding ecosystem and habitat conservation in the Philippines, it was innovated through the 
National Integrated Protected Areas System Act of 1992, a landmark piece of legislation that provides 
the framework for a decentralized, community-based reserve management strategy. The legislation rel-
evant to biodiversity conservation include the following: Act No. 2590 (1916), An Act for the Protection 
of Game and Fish; RA 7586 National Integrated Protected Areas System Act of 1992; RA  7900, 
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High-Value Crops Development Act of 1995; PD 1433, Plant Quarantine Decree of 1978; Proc. No. 926, 
Establishing Subic Watershed Forest Reserve; DAO 20, s 1996, Implementing Rules and Regulations 
on the Prospecting of Biological and Genetic Resources; DAO 24, s 1991, Shift in Logging from the Old 
Growth (Virgin) Forests to the Second Growth (Residual) Forests; DAO 20, s 1996, Implementing Rules 
and Regulations on the Prospecting of Biological and Genetic Resources; etc.[24]

Singapore. The Republic of Singapore, situated off the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, comprises 
one major and more than 50 adjacent islands, with a total area of 648 km2. The main island is separated 
from Malaysia by the narrow Johor Strait on the north, and from Indonesia’s Riau Archipelago by the 
Singapore Strait on the south. It is a small country with an urbanized character. Forest land and coastal 
areas have been cleared to provide land for residential and commercial sites and other developments, 
resulting in a substantial depletion of flora/fauna and deterioration of natural habitats. At present, the 
environmental policy states that 5% of the land area should be set aside for nature reserves, national 
parks, catchment areas, bird sanctuaries, and gardens. Some of the environmental laws related to bio-
diversity conservation are Fisheries Act 1966, Wild Animals and Birds Act 198, Parks and Trees Act 
(for parks not gazetted as national parks) 1985, Endangered Species Act 1989, National Parks Act 1990, 
Animals and Birds Act (Revised) 2002.[25]

To accomplish the vision of Singapore Today, which is to be “A Garden City, A Haven for Biodiversity,” 
the Singapore Green Plan (SGP) 2012 was established to provide the direction for protected area man-
agement in the next decade. One of the SGP objectives is to ensure the quality of the living environment, 
including the enhancement of the country’s environmental heritage. SGP 2012 also recaps the state’s 
commitment to maintain the 5% of land set aside for nature areas, and provides the direction.[26]

Hong Kong Special Administration Region. Like Singapore, Hong Kong SAR (or Hong Kong in short) 
experienced very rapid growth and development, to become urbanized and industrial in character. This 
would have jeopardized the biodiversity of the area, which is recognized as part of the natural heritage 
of Hong Kong. The most common causes of biodiversity loss in Hong Kong now are habitat destruction 
associated with infrastructure development, population growth, hillside fires, unsustainable exploita-
tion of wild species, introduction of alien species, pollution, and global environmental change. Possible 
relevant factors contributing to such causes are lack of a comprehensive legal framework to protect areas 
of high conservation value and poor enforcement of existing conservation, environmental, and plan-
ning laws.[27]

Environmental protection in Hong Kong is constituted by 16 ordinances. Nonetheless, overall envi-
ronmental laws in Hong Kong are still short of an unambiguous conservation objective. Only the 1995 
Marine Parks Ordinance (Cap. 476) and the 1997 Protection of the Harbour Ordinance (Cap. 531) 
enclose evidently expressed conservation principles. Other legislations protecting flora and fauna are 
focused on conserving particular species; however, they fail to address the values and principles that 
lie beneath these objectives. Regarding the Country Parks Ordinance (Cap. 208) originally enacted in 
1976, a revision is needed, “To provide for the designation, control and management of country parks 
and special areas for the purposes of conservation of biological diversity, countryside recreation and 
education.” Additionally, the Environmental Impact Assessment Ordinance (EIAO) is the newest piece 
of legislation that seeks to protect the environment. The EIAO requires certain designated projects (gen-
erally major infrastructure projects) to undertake an EIA before they can be granted an environmental 
permit for development to proceed. A Technical Memorandum contains guidance on the criteria and 
guidelines to use for ecological, fisheries, landscape, and visual impact assessment.[27]

As well as domestic laws, Hong Kong is obligated to protect its natural and cultural heritage by inter-
national treaties, including the 1973 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 
Fauna and Flora, the 1979 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, the 
1971 (Ramsar) Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, and the 1972 Convention for the 
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage. Seemingly, application of the 1992 Convention on 
Biodiversity in Hong Kong remains limited as there is no sign that the treaty will be formally applied to 
accomplish the CBD’s biodiversity objectives after the government’s endorsement.[27,28]
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Thailand. Thailand has a total land area of 513,115 km2, lying in a hot and humid climatic zone in the 
middle of Southeast Asia. Much of Thailand is situated in the Mekong River basin, and it is one of the 
Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) countries. Thailand also has an extensive coastline. With such a loca-
tion, it is enriched with biodiversity associated with terrestrial and aquatic (both freshwater and marine) 
ecosystems. It also covers agricultural ecosystems (about one-fifth of the country), which include biodi-
versity components of rice, farm crops, and livestock. Similarly to other countries, the major threat to 
biodiversity is human disturbance through overexploitation of natural resources/ habitat, illegal logging 
and trading of animals, overhunting of wildlife, deforestation, urban expansion and pollution, etc. Such 
disturbances cause an adverse reduction of bio-diversity.[29]

Biodiversity in Thailand is safeguarded by a number of laws and regulations. Some of the impor-
tant ones are the National Park Act 1961, National Forest Reserve Act 1964, Wild Animal Reservation 
and Protection Act 1992, Plant Quarantine Act of 1964 and Plant Quarantine Act (second issue) 1994, 
Animal Species Maintenance Act 1966, Importing and Exporting of Goods Act 1979, Enhancement and 
Conservation of National Environmental Quality Act 1992, and Plant Varieties Protection Act 1999.[30]

In addition, Section 66 Paragraph 1 of the Thai Constitution of 2007 guarantees the right of an 
individual and communities to participate in the preservation and exploitation of natural resources 
and biological diversity. However, out of 35 pieces of legislation relating to natural resources, biodi-
versity and environment, only 4 provides for public participation, namely, the National Promotion 
and Conservation of Environment Quality Act, B.E. 2535 (1992); the Private Irrigation Act, B.E. 2482 
(1939); the Plant Varieties Protection Act, B.E. 2542 (1999); and the Protection and Promotion of the 
Thai Traditional Medicine Act, B.E. 2542 (1999). Moreover, the rights given to individuals are still very 
limited, and the authorities retain most of the control in natural resources management.

Lao People’s Democratic Republic. Lao PDR, situated in the Mekong River basin, is counted as one of 
the GMS countries. For Southeast Asia, Lao PDR is one of the countries with a large proportion of land 
covered with undisturbed forest. It covers a land area of 236,800 km2, where the topography is largely 
mountainous, with elevations above 180 m typically characterized by steep terrain, narrow river valleys, 
and low agricultural potential. Lao PDR is rich with natural resources such as forestry, minerals, and 
hydroelectric power. Due to the country’s still abundant forestry resources, it thus generates a prosper-
ous biodiversity.[31,32] Similarly to other GMS countries, Lao PDR has enacted laws for biodiversity con-
servation, but the enforcement is ineffective. Illegal logging and wildlife hunting have been frequently 
found. Mining and hydropower developments might also cause loss of biodiversity.[31,32]

In Lao PDR, biodiversity conservation is provided for in the Forest Law of 1996, a 1993 decree that 
designated the first national biodiversity conservation areas, logging ban, decree on (PM Decree No. 
67/PM, 1991) protecting trees by logging, decision on adoption of (PM Decree No. 66/PM, 1991) forest 
conservation, and seed material import regulation (quarantine regulation) that controls importation of 
plant material.[32]

Cambodia. Cambodia is a tropical country in mainland Southeast Asia with a territory of 181,035 km2. 
It is adjacent to the Gulf of Thailand on the south and shares borders with Thailand (west and north), 
Laos (north), and Vietnam (east). Cambodia is in the Mekong River basin. The country is dominated by 
the Mekong River, known as the Tonle Thom or “great river,” and the Tonle Sap or “fresh water lake.” 
The Mekong River basin is one of the most biodiverse regions in the world. As situated in the Mekong 
River Basin, Cambodia has an abundance of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems that are significant habi-
tat for plants and aquatic organism, fishes in particular. Such ecosystems are invaluable resources for 
economic development and human well-being.[33,34]

To protect and sustain the country’s biodiversity, Cambodia enacted the framework for the Law on 
Environmental Protection and Natural Resources Management in 1996. Subsequently, the Ministry of 
Environment was created in 1998, which manages natural resources along with the Ministry of Water 
Resources and Meteorology and the Ministry of Land Use Management, Urbanization, and Construction. 
Cambodia has continued to enact more environmental and conservation laws. Examples of the relevant 
laws are as follows: Environmental Protection and Natural Resources Law 1996, Law on Commune 
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Administration (part of the decentralization process) 2001, Land Law 2001, Forestry Law 2002, and 
Wildlife Law 2002. Important subdecrees include Subdecree on Concession Management (moratorium 
on logging and log transport), Subdecree on Community Forestry, Subdecree on Environmental Impact 
Assessment, Subdecree on Industrial Agricultural Concessions, Subdecree on Social Concessions, and 
Royal Decree on Protected Areas 1993.

Cambodia is party to a number of important international conventions of which those stated here 
are relevant to biodiversity conservation. The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands has been ratified, and 
Cambodia has identified three wetland sites for recognition: BoengChhmar in the Tonle Sap floodplain, 
KohKapik on the coast, and a portion of the middle Mekong river north of Stung Treng. In addition, 
the Tonle Sap is recognized as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. Cambodia ratified the Convention on 
Biological Diversity in 1995. In 1997, the government prepared a biodiversity prospectus and in 2002 
completed a National Biodiversity Strategy and Action plan.[19,33]

Vietnam. Vietnam is situated at the eastern side of a peninsula that protrudes into the Eastern Sea, 
which is a bay of the Pacific Ocean. Within the Mekong River Basin, Vietnam is at the most downstream 
length of the Mekong River. Due to the country occupied with land, river, and sea, Vietnam is enriched 
with a variety of ecosystems, including tropical rainforests and monsoon savannah, marine life, and 
mountainous subalpine scrubland. Additionally, a specific feature of Vietnam is its length of more than 
a thousand miles from north to south, with a width of only 30 miles from east to west at its narrow-
est point, thus generating an abundance of natural resource along the coast and sea, and a richness of 
biodiversity. The threats tobiodiversity are mainly due to transformation of forest and wetland areas to 
other uses, infrastructure construction, urbanization, industrialization, and environmental pollution.

Vietnam’s environmental law is based on its constitution. The Law on Environmental Protection 
was initially promulgated in 1993; subsequently, Vietnam has enacted a variety of laws and decrees on 
conservation issues. These laws affect, directly or indirectly, the conservation of biodiversity. Examples 
of the direct laws are the Decree on the Conservation and Development of Wetlands, the Decree on 
Protection of the Environment (which details rare and precious flora and fauna), and a related decree 
that determines methods for regulating their protection and management. The indirect laws include 
decrees regulating wastewater, controls on businesses creating environmental damage, the 2003 Land 
Law, etc. Regarding the protected areas, Vietnam has two laws concerning the establishment and man-
agement of protected areas. The two statutes are the Law on Forest Protection and Development of 
December 2004 (revised from the 1991 original), and the Law on Biodiversity that became effective 
starting July 2009. The Law on Forest Protection and Development provides the guiding principles for 
the development and use of special-use forests, while the Law on Biodiversity focuses on protected area 
concerns such as categorization and decentralization of protected area management.

Challenges to Effective Implementation and 
Enforcement of Biodiversity Law

Evidently, the countries presented here have enough laws and regulations to protect their environment; 
however, much of the present legislation is sector based. Moreover, the achievement of biodiversity 
conservation is not a function of the number of laws and regulations but of the implementation and 
enforcement of such legislation. The effectiveness of legislation can be accomplished by the dedication 
of government agencies as well as public participation for accountability.[19]

As partly demonstrated through the case studies mentioned above, challenges facing Asian govern-
ments in the implementation and enforcement of biodiversity law lie in corruption, weak institutional 
capacity, lack of reliable data and budget, high demand for alternative land use, and traditional beliefs.

With regard to weak institutional capacity, in most Asian countries, forestry staffs are not adequately 
trained and are underpaid. To address this shortcoming, governments such as China and Vietnam have 
raised the pay and living conditions for forest personnel.[19] Inter-agency coordination is another serious 
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institutional problem. There are usually many agencies involved in forest management with overlapping 
areas of responsibilities or, on the contrary, areas where no agency is in charge.

Economic development has put pressure on forest protection. The construction of hydropower dams 
and roads, and agricultural activities have often encroached on protected lands. In an effort to reconcile 
forest protection and economic development, Lao PDR has piloted hydropower levies that support the 
management of protected areas affected.[34]

Forests and wildlife statistics are often out of date, inaccurate, and incomplete. The remoteness of 
the forest areas and the reluctance of officials to report forest crimes (as they may be seen as a sign of 
failed forest management on their part) are among factors that contribute to the lack of reliable data and 
information sharing among relevant agencies. The use of satellite imagery has helped improve the data 
collection system to a certain extent.

Traditional beliefs may sometimes come in the way of forest and wildlife protection. In many Asian 
countries such as China, Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia, the consumption of rare wildlife, 
such as bear’s paw and monkey brains, is seen as status symbols or medicines.

Regional Cooperation

Regional cooperation has played an important role in promoting sustainable forest management. 
Examples of regional initiatives are the East Asia Forest Law Enforcement and Governance process 
(EAFLEG) and the Asia Forest Partnership (AFP). Both the EAFLEG and the AFP aim to bring together 
various stakeholders in forest management, including governments, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), and the private sector. They serve as an informal forum for information sharing, dialogue, and 
joint action. Within the Southeast Asian Nations Association (ASEAN), the ASEAN Senior Officials on 
Forestry (ASOF) was entrusted with the task of policy coordination and decision making on regional 
cooperation in the forest sector.

Law on E-Waste Management

The quantity of e-wastes in Asia has exploded in recent years with the exponential growth in the use 
of electronic equipment (computers, mobile phones, televisions, refrigerators, etc.) coupled with the 
consumers’ behavior of regularly replacing their devices in order to stay up-to-date with the latest tech-
nology. E-wastes often end up in incinerators and/or landfills. Toxic substances such as mercury and 
lead that are commonly used in electronic products can contaminate the environment, including land, 
water, and air. E-waste is commonly characterized as hazardous waste. As of July 2008, among 46 coun-
tries in the Asia-Pacific region, there are 32 countries that have ratified the Basel Convention on the 
Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal and some of them have 
also ratified the Ban amendment.[35] However, there are some countries in Asia that still lack regulations 
for controlling hazardous wastes including e-waste. An effective regulatory framework on the manage-
ment of such wastes is urgently needed. A new legal concept created to deal with e-waste management is 
the Producer Extended Responsibility (PER) where producers are held liable for the costs of managing 
their products to end of life of the product. In this way, producers are encouraged to design environmen-
tally friendly products to reduce disposal costs. Only a few countries, such as Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, 
have a well-established legislation on e-waste management based on the concept of PER and many years 
of experience in implementation. Some Asian countries such as China have recently enacted a law on 
the matter; however, the effectiveness of the implementation remains to be seen. Other countries have 
already passed similar laws, but the laws have yet to enter into force (Thailand and India) or are still at 
the drafting stage. An adaptation period is usually granted for businesses before the entry into force of 
the law. Other actors in a product’s life cycle such as distributors, repair and customer service providers, 
consumers, and recyclers may also be required to bear some of the treatment and disposal costs. E-waste 
discussed herein includes used and waste electrical and electronic equipment (UEEE/WEEE).
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China. The Ministry of Environment and Protection is responsible for regulating and controlling 
e-waste management. At the end of February 2006, China promulgated the law entitled “Administration 
on the Control of Pollution Caused by Electronic Information Products,” which is simply called as 
China RoHS in the industry.[36] Import of WEEE has taken place since 2002 under the existing laws, 
including Law of the People’s Republic of China on Prevention of Environmental Pollution Caused by 
Solid Waste, Interim Provisions on Administration of Environmental Protection on Import of Waste 
and its supplementary provisions, List of Wastes Prohibited against Import (Notice No. 25, 2002), and 
Catalogue of Solid Waste Forbidden to Import in China (Announcement No. 11, 2008). Regarding UEEE, 
it is allowed except used TVs; UEEE requires 3C certification. Applicable laws for UEEE are as follows: 
Administrative Method on Inspection and Supervision of Imported Used Mechanical and Electrical 
Products, Measures for Administration of Import of Specified Used Mechanical and Electrical Products 
(Order No. 5, 2008), and Catalogue of Import of Specified Used Mechanical and Electrical Products 
(Announcement No. 37, 2008). A new law on the management of e-waste has established higher stan-
dards for recycling processes and allows only certified recyclers to engage in the e-waste recycling busi-
ness. To support recyclers to improve their equipment and facilities, a centralized mandatory fund 
has been established with contributions from domestic producers and sellers of imported electronic 
devices. The law also places responsibility on manufacturers, distributors, repair and consumer service 
providers, and recycling companiesto collect and responsibly handle e-waste. One shortcoming of the 
law, however, is that the scope of their responsibility and the penalizing measures for non-compliance 
remains vague.[35]

Hong Kong, China. The regulation of e-waste management is under the responsibility of the 
Environment Protection Department. Hong Kong has begun its waste import and export control 
through the Waste Disposal Ordinance in 1996. For the purpose of import, WEEE and UEEE (that is 
classified as WEEE) have been controlled through a permit system in accordance with guidelines on 
“import and export of hazardous waste including electrical and electronic appliances containing haz-
ardous constituents or components.”[35]

Republic of Korea. The Resource Recirculation Policy Division, Ministry of Environment, is respon-
sible for regulating and controlling e-waste management. Specific regulations applicable to UEEE and 
WEEE do not currently exist; however, in general, e-waste management falls under the “Waste Control 
Act” of December 1986 and later amendments. Import control of WEEE is performed through applica-
tion for a license from the Ministry of Environment in accordance with the Act on the Control of Trans-
Boundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal (Basel Convention) and Act on Resource 
Recycling of Electrical and Electronic Equipment and Vehicles. Import of UEEE is allowed; no specific 
law is applicable.[35]

Japan. The Ministry of Environment is responsible for regulating e-waste management. Since 2001, 
Japan has enforced the Fundamental Law for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society to promote 
comprehensively and systematically the policies for realizing a Sound Material-Cycle Society, provid-
ing an umbrella framework for the relevant waste management laws of the country. Regarding the 
import and export control of WEEE, the Law for the Control of Export, Import, and Others of Specified 
Hazardous Wastes and Other Wastes was entered into force in 1993. This law stipulates the necessary 
import/export procedures of hazardous waste to comply with the requirements of the Basel Convention. 
The Waste Management and Public Cleansing Law of 1970 was amended in 1993 to regulate import and 
export of waste. None of these laws is applicable for the management of UEEE. With the specific purpose 
to complement to the Basic Act on Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society (2000), the following 
two specific e-waste recycling legislations have been established: the Law for the Promotion of Effective 
Utilization of Resources (LPUR), and the Law for Recycling of Specified Home Appliances (LRHA) 
(1991). The LPUR applies to used computers and small-sized secondary batteries and encourages manu-
facturers’ voluntary efforts to take part in collection and recycling. Recycling costs are borne by both 
manufacturers and consumers. The LRHA is a stricter regulation. It covers television sets, refrigerators, 
washing machines, and air conditioners. Manufacturers and retailers have an obligation to take back 
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used products and recycle them. Consumers are required to pay for the cost of transportation and recy-
cling. The LRHA also sets up a procedure that allows tracking a product from the beginning until the 
end of its life cycle.[35]

Malaysia. The Department of Environment, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, is 
responsible for regulating e-waste management. Under the Environmental Quality Act, 1974, sev-
eral regulations for the control of scheduled wastes (hazardous wastes) management in Malaysia 
have been enacted. The principal regulation on e-waste management is the Environmental Quality 
(Schedule Waste) Regulation of 2005, enforced by Department of Environment, and in which specific 
categories of e-waste are defined and coded. The Guidelines for the Classification of Used Electrical 
and Electronic Equipment entered into force in January 2008, which prohibits the import of WEEE 
and export for the purpose of disposal. Waste generators are allowed to export waste for recycling, 
recovery, or treatment provided prior written consent are obtained from the importing state. The 
Ministry of Local Government and Housing has the jurisdiction over households and business enti-
ties/institutions and has enacted the Solid Waste Management and Public Cleansing Act of 2007. 
The Royal Malaysian Customs enforces transboundary movements of hazardous waste under the 
Customs Act 1967, Customs (Prohibition of Import) Order 2008, and Customs (Prohibition of 
Export) Order 2008.[35]

Indonesia. The Environmental Impact Management Agency, Ministry of Environment, is responsible 
for regulating e-waste management; however, neither specific criteria on e-waste nor specific regulations 
on e-waste management have been established. The existing laws have been employed for WEEE and 
UEEE. WEEE is only allowed for export, but prohibited for import to Indonesia under Act No. 23 of 1997 
on Environmental Management, Articles 20 and 21, Presidential Decree No. 61/1993 Basel Convention 
Ratification, and Ministerial Decree No. 231/ MPP/Kp/07/1997 Regarding Import Procedure of Waste. 
Import of UEEE and e-waste for direct consumption by consumers is prohibited under Decree No. 
756/MPP/ Kep/12/2003 on Import of Non-New Capital Goods and Decree No. 610/MPP/Kep/10/2004 
Regarding Amendment of No. 756/MPP/Kep/12/2003.[35]

Philippines. The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) is responsible for 
regulating e-waste management. Import of WEEE and UEEE requires permit. Laws applicable to 
WEEE are the Toxic Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990 (Republic 
Act No. 6969), DENR Administrative Order 200–6 (Implementing Rules and Regulations for RA 
6969), DENR Administrative Order 1994-28 (Interim Guidelines for the Importation of Recyclable 
Materials Containing Hazardous Substances), DENR Administrative Order 1997-28 (Amending 
Annex A of DAO 1994-28), and DENR Administrative Order 2004–27 (Amending Annex A of DAO 
1994-28). The law applicable to UEEE is DENR Administrative Order 1994-28 (Interim Guidelines 
for the Importation of Recyclable Materials Containing Hazardous Substances). DAO-94-28 allows 
the import of electronic assemblies and scrap with the condition that residuals from recycling of 
materials that contain hazardous substances without any acceptable method of disposal in the 
Philippines must be shipped back.[35]

Singapore. Export, import, or transit waste requires a permit from the Pollution Control Department 
of Singapore in accordance with the Hazardous Waste (Control of Export, Import, and Transit) Act. 
Import/export of UEEE are allowed if there are documents to support that the appliances for import/
export are in working condition and suitable for reuse. Export of UEEE that are not suitable for reuse 
is prohibited. Import of UEEE for the purpose of dismantling and re-export of the dismantled compo-
nents are prohibited.[35]

Thailand. The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment and the Ministry of Industry are 
the administrative authorities for hazardous waste and e-waste management. Both UEEE and WEEE 
are controlled under the Hazardous Substance Act B.E. 2535 (AD 1992) in Thailand. UEEE can be 
imported only under a subordinate law for import control of UEEE. Import of UEEE is allowed only 
for reuse, repair/refurnish back to its original purposes, disassembly and recycle/recovery under certain 
conditions. Thirty-two UEEE items require import permits from the Ministry of Industry. WEEE can 
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be imported and exported under a subordinate law and following Basel Convention procedures. The 
e-waste management act will only enter into force in 2014 and will seek to regulate the entire life cycle 
of an electronic product. At the beginning of its life cycle, importers and producers will be taxed, and 
the tax money collected will be used for e-waste management. At the end of the product’s life cycle, the 
law will promote construction of an integrated waste management facility at production sites and other 
areas throughout the country.[35]

Lao People’s Democratic Republic. Lao PDR does not have legislation discretely mentioning e-wastes; 
however, e-waste is considered hazardous waste by defining that hazardous and toxic wastes include bat-
teries, old paint cans, aerosol, and other refuse. Such wastes are mixed with municipal solid wastes that 
are disposed at landfills. Accordingly, there are no specific laws or regulations directed to e-wastes. For 
solid waste disposal itself, a decree on waste management is planned in connection with the finalization 
of the revision of the Environmental Protection Law of 1999. Nonetheless, some laws have implications 
for solid waste management in Lao PDR, for example, the Environmental Protection Law (Article 22), 
the Decree on Implementing the Environmental Protection Law (Article 9.4), and in addition some of 
the provinces and the Capital City of Vientiane have issued specific regulations on urban environmental 
management including solid waste management. Thus, Lao PDR is encountering solid waste problems 
due to several reasons, as follows: inadequate legal framework, ambiguous institutional responsibilities 
and lack allocation of responsibilities on solid waste management to specific institutions, insufficient 
budget allocation to carry out functions in accordance with the law, etc.[37]

Cambodia. At present, Cambodia does not produce EEE products. Regulation on e-wastes is the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Environment. Specific law and/or regulation to properly manage, 
recycle, and dispose EEW does not yet exist. Cambodia, however, uses the following existing laws for 
WEEE management: Subdecree on Solid Waste Management and the Inter-Ministerial Declaration on 
SWM in Cities and Provinces. Import of WEEE to Cambodia is banned, while import of both new EEE 
and UEEE is allowed for domestic consumption. Export of household waste and hazardous waste from 
Cambodia requires approval from the Ministry of Environment, export license from the Ministry of 
Trade, and permit from the import country (BCRC China, 2009).

Vietnam. Regulating e-waste management is the responsibility of Hazardous Waste Management 
Division, Waste Management and Environment Promotion Agency, Vietnam Environment 
Administration, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. In January 2006, Vietnam promul-
gated the Implementation Rules for the Law on Trade (No. 12/2006/ND CP), which bans import of waste 
materials (both WEEE and UEEE), toxic chemical substances, and second-hand commodities, includ-
ing electronic, cooling, and home appliances. Other applicable laws are the Regulation of Management 
of Hazardous Waste (Decision No. 155/1999/QD-TTg), and Decision No. 23/2006/QD-BTNMT on the 
List of Hazardous Waste. In Circular No. 12/2006/TT-BTNMT, export of hazardous waste shall follow 
Basel Convention procedures.[35]

Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Waste

Since the entry into force of the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of 
Hazardous Wastes in 1992, most Asian countries have acceded to the Convention and enacted national 
laws banning import of waste into their territories. However, despite the legal prohibition, China and 
India continue to be the world’s largest waste dumping yards. One of the reasons is that there are loop-
holes in the laws that provide for some exceptions to the ban. For example, in India, the law allows for 
imports of secondhand computers and laptops if they are intended for donations to educational institu-
tions or NGOs. Due to several arrests for e-waste smuggling recently, the government is considering a 
complete ban on e-waste.[38] In China, some recyclable wastes such as poly-silicon and artificial fiber 
continue to be allowed into the country. To prevent the smuggling of prohibited waste, all solid waste 
imports are required to undergo electronic inspections.[39]
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Challenges to Effective Implementation and 
Enforcement of E-Waste Management Law

Barriers to effective implementation and enforcement of e-waste management laws, like other pollution-
control laws, are as follows: 1) lack of specific legal frameworks; 2) complexity of institutional arrange-
ments; and 3) lack of technological, financial, and human resources.

Lack of specific legal frameworks. As the above-mentioned case studies show, many Asian countries 
have yet to enact a specific e-waste management law.

Complexity of institutional arrangements. Agencies involved in pollution control are often numerous 
with overlapping areas of responsibilities as well as gray areas where the institutional responsibilities are 
unclear or lacking. Lack of coordination is not only an issue between ministries but also between central 
governments and local authorities, as well as between the administration and the industrial sector.

Lack of technological, financial, and human resources. E-waste management requires considerable 
investments in planning, staff training, purchasing technology, and building new facilities. The laws 
need to provide funding or economic/fiscal incentives to manufacturers and local authorities in order 
to allow them to comply with environmental standards. Or else, many would prefer to pay a little extra 
money to officials who would turn a blind eye on their polluting practices. How to raise sufficient 
resources for pollution control remains a big challenge for Asian governments. Thus far, taxation is the 
most commonly adopted method in resource raising (property taxes, sewerage charges, and vehicle 
taxes, for instance). However, taxation is never popular. International assistance by means of finance, 
technology transfer, and capacity building is also essential to help improve the capacity of developing 
countries in addressing pollution problems.[40]

Law on Environmental Assessment

Environmental assessment considered herein includes EIA and strategic environmental assessment 
(SEA). EIA and SEA are related methods with the purpose to prevent, mitigate, and compensate adverse 
environmental impacts that may be caused by a proposed activity. EIA focuses on projects such as con-
struction of a dam, industry, mining, etc., whereas SEA is applied to policies, plans, programs, and 
macro projects (in some countries) such as a transportation development plan, energy development 
plan, international airport project in Hong Kong, etc. EIA regulations were established in most Asian 
countries in the 1980s and 1990s. In terms of legislation, they are varied ranging from none (Myanmar), 
to very recent and not widely applied legislation (Laos and Cambodia), to moderately to highly applied 
legislation (Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia), and to extensively applied EIA regulation 
within a broader planning framework (Japan, Hong Kong, South Korea, China).[41,42] Accordingly, EIA 
has been practiced throughout Asia with varying degrees of rigor and effectiveness. However, SEA is a 
relatively new method and, thus far, few Asian countries have incorporated SEA into their legislation.[42]

In 2006, the World Bank released a report called “Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations 
and Strategic Environmental Assessment Requirements: Practices and Lessons Learned in East and 
Southeast Asia.” The report divides countries in the region into three categories: 1) Hong Kong SAR, 
Japan, and Korea, which have the most advanced EIA/SEA legislations and effective implementa-
tion; 2) China, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Thailand, which have less strict EIA/SEA legislations 
and have encountered difficulties in their implementation; and 3) Vietnam, Mongolia, Lao PDR, and 
Cambodia, which have recently established EIA/SEA legislations and are at an early stage of imple-
mentation. Some countries are exampled for discussion herein with the content is mostly drawn from 
such mentioned report.

China. The EIA system has been in place since 1979, which was the year that China enacted the 
Environmental Protection Law. This law contained broad elements requiring EIA, particularly for 
construction projects. Later in 1986, the first legal document on EIA in China was issued by the 
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Ordinance of Environmental Protection of Construction Projection (1986). A series of regulations on 
construction projects were issued, including Environmental Protection Procedures for Construction 
Project (SEPA, 1990), Regulation of Environmental Protection of Construction Projects (State 
Council No. 253, 1998), and Environmental Management Catalogue for Construction Projects (SEPA, 
1999). To broaden environmental assessment, the current EIA law has been modified and extended to 
cover plans, and has become SEA inclusive. A new law on EIA was approved by the National People’s 
Congress in 2002, and has functioned since September 1, 2003. The new EIA law incorporates the 
concept of SEA for plans and programs, but not for policies. Subsequently, the EIA law covers two 
large areas: plans and construction projects. Plans are divided into two categories: 1) plans for land 
use, regional, watershed, and offshore development; and 2) “specific plans,” which include agriculture, 
industry, livestock breeding, forestry, natural resources, cities, energy, transportation, tourism, etc. 
However, enforcement in legislation, public participation, and capacity building should be under-
taken for applications of policy-and plan-based SEA.[42]

Hong Kong SAR. To solve environmental problems encountered in the country, the Hong Kong gov-
ernment has put forth effort to mitigate, control, and prevent such problems. Environmental assessment 
is considered an important tool in preventing environmental pollution. It is applied not only to indi-
vidual projects but also to strategic policies and proposal that facilitate the country moving toward sus-
tainability. The EIA process has been applied to projects since 1986, to plans since 1988, and to strategies 
and policies since 1992. Hong Kong’s EIAO was enacted in 1997 in order to formalize the 15 years experi-
ence with EIA, environmental monitoring, and auditing, and came into force in April 1, 1998. The EIA 
in Hong Kong is considered SEA inclusive. With a successful application of EIA/SEA tools with proven 
records in legal provision, technical capacity, training and implementation, Hong Kong has become one 
of the most transparent EIA systems in the world.[42]

Japan. The EIA concept was introduced in Japan in the 1960s and implemented through various 
administrative guidelines, sector legislation (such as the Public Water Area Reclamation Law), and ordi-
nances and guidelines issued by local authorities. The unified law called “the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Law” was finally adopted in 1997 and took effect in 1999. The law adopts a listing method 
by scale to identify projects for which environmental impact statement (EIS) is required.[42] Legal 
requirements that make the Japanese EIA system more strict and comprehensive than those of many 
other countries in the region are, for instance, EIA requirements for small-scale projects with potential 
adverse impacts on the environment and emphasis on public participation. Therefore, public opinion is 
requested at both the scoping stage and the EIA conduction stage, and a period of 100 days is provided 
for public hearings and information display before submission of EIA report.

Although Japan has yet to make SEA into law, there is a strong political will at both the national and 
regional level to integrate SEA in the policy-making process. The Ministry of Environment and other 
ministries have adopted SEA guidelines such as the Ministry of Environment’s preliminary guideline 
on SEA in the formulation of municipal waste management plans. Local governments are also active in 
implementing SEA.

Republic of Korea. The development of the EIA system was initiated in 1977 through the Environmental 
Preservation Act, and put into effect by the legislation of “Regulations on the Preparation of EIA” 
enacted in February 1981. After the Environmental Administration was upgraded to the ministerial 
level in 1990, the previous Environmental Preservation Act was divided into a number of separate laws. 
One of those is the Basic Environmental Policy Act enacted in August 1990. The Environmental Impact 
Assessment Act was enacted as a separate law on June 11, 1993, and was put into effect on December 12, 
1993. To increase efficiency of the system, the EIA Act was further revised in 1997, and became the EIA 
law of 1997. The current EIA system is considered as SEA exclusive. Nonetheless, an SEA type of system 
was applied in the late 1990s known as the Prior Environmental Review System (PERS), which is mainly 
implemented for various plans and programs. The current PERS has been amended as an SEA type in 
general, but not to cover policy level. Thus, EIA in Korea includes two types, the PERS conducted at 
a planning stage and EIA carried out at the project-development stage. In this system, a decision on 
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whether to execute a development project will be made at the planning stage, taking into account envi-
ronmental concerns.[42]

Malaysia. The Environmental Quality Act (EQA) was enacted in 1974 as the major federal environ-
mental statute. It was not until 1987 that EIA procedures were introduced under the EQA as a con-
trol preventative mechanism. The EIA is well established in Malaysia under the responsibility of the 
federal government.[43] The situation is currently changing by delegation of EIA powers to the state 
level. The states of Sarawak and Sabah have adopted independent impact assessment procedures for 
natural resource management, and it is possible that other states may follow. However, the EIA at state 
level has faced some problems due to insufficiency of skilled staffs, low institutional capacity, and an 
absence of effective monitoring of mitigation measures.[43] Therefore, there is a need to strengthen the 
state capability on EIA implementation. EIA in Malaysia is considered SEA exclusive. However, there 
is now evidence of an up-and-coming commitment to SEA in the country. Government objectives in 
environmental protection and management are moving forward, although the regulatory framework to 
achieve these objectives is not, as yet, fully developed.[44]

Some major infrastructure projects, such as roads and power facility development, could be subject to 
SEA procedures in the future. Integration of SEA into policy, plan, and programs is necessary to secure 
a more environmentally sustainable development in the country.

Indonesia. The development of the EIA system was initiated by Government Regulation No. 29 (1986) 
in compilation with the provisions of Article 15 of the former Environmental Management Act No. 
4/1982. Later, Government Regulation No. 51 (1993) concerning EIA imposed significant revisions to 
the assessment system. Currently, Regulation No. 27/1999 is a revision of EIA regulation No. 51/1993. 
The new regulation is expected to be improved and provide a more democratic basis. The EIA system 
is the responsibility of the Environmental Impact Management Agency. The EIA in Indonesia is project 
based and SEA exclusive. However, the government has realized the importance of SEA in the decision 
making process, but its application is not compulsory. The Ministry of Environmental published a book 
on Strategic Environmental Assessment that provides the fundamentals, procedures, and benefits of 
applying SEA in the policy, plan, and program process.[42]

Philippines. Originally, the EIS system, which is equivalent to the EIA system, was conceived in 
Philippines Environmental Policy (P, D, No 1151). The actual establishment of the EIA system began 
with Presidential Decree (P.D.) No. 1586 in 1978. After issuance of some respective decrees, the EIS 
was adopted in the document DAO No. 30 of 2003 Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) for the 
Philippine Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) System, which was issued in 2003. The EIS system is 
the responsibility of the DENR. The EIS system is well established in the Philippines, including a legal 
mandate, administration, procedure, and guidelines. It is regarded as extremely comprehensive and 
perhaps entails the most stringent requirements in the whole Southeast Asia region.[45] The current EIA 
system in the Philippines is still project based and SEA exclusive. However, some SEA initiatives have 
been undertaken. In DAO 30/2003, it was stated that, “The EMB shall study the potential application of 
EIA to policy-based undertakings as a further step toward integrating and streamlining the EIS system” 
(Article II, Section 7). The SEA covering policy and plan are being considered to be contained in a new 
EIA Act.[46]

Singapore. Implementation of EIA in Singapore has been operated through the Environmental 
Pollution Control Act 2000 and the Land Planning process. Regarding EIA through Pollution Control, 
an EIA may be required for particular projects specified by the Ministry of Environment and Water 
Resource that have potential to cause pollution affecting public health; for example, petrochemi-
cal works, gasworks, and refuse–incineration plants; foreign investment projects using or storing 
large quantities of hazardous substances; etc. This is likely a project-based EIA. By EIA through Land 
Planning, Singapore established a document called the Concept Plan, which broadly outlines land-use 
policies in the country, of which the policies are translated into detailed proposals for local areas called 
“Development Guide Plans” (DGPs). The basic environmental concerns are considered in the DGPs. 
This is an SEA-like approach for spatial planning. With the provision of relatively effective laws and 
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efficient centralized planning mechanisms, the lack of an EIA law does not appear to obstruct environ-
mental management endeavors. Not only the comprehensive planning and effective pollution control 
mechanisms but also, more importantly, a stringent enforcement system makes it possible for Singapore 
to move toward sustainable development.[42]

Thailand. The EIA system was established in Thailand through the Improvement and Conservation 
of the National Environmental Act (1975), followed by the Enhancement and Conservation of 
Environmental Quality Act (1992). Although the EIA system is well established in Thailand with a good 
number of qualified personnel, the law remains vague on many issues and public hearing is optional 
for some projects. The recent EIA procedures for projects identified as having potential adverse impacts 
to natural resources, environment, and health legally require public involvement through a strict and 
specific process. EIA for such listed projects is named as Environmental Health Impact Assessment.[47,48] 
Regarding SEA implementation by law, Thailand has not made SEA mandatory yet. However, SEA has 
been performed for some projects specified by line agencies for certain areas of interest, such as SEA 
for Economic Zone at Border Territory at Chiang Rai Province by the Office of Natural Resource and 
Environment Policy and Planning (2005).[49] SEA legislation is now under development. At this moment, 
it can be stated that EIA in Thailand is project based and SEA exclusive.

Lao PDR. Lao PDR enacted the regulations on EIA back in 2000, and these regulations were revised 
and upgraded to decree with the Prime Minister Decree on Environmental Impact Assessment No. 
112 of 2010. The Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment is responsible for administrating the 
EIA system, approving EIAs, and for issuing Environmental Compliance Certificates Related legisla-
tion on social impacts, including the Decree on the Compensation and Resettlement of Development 
Projects, 192/PM of 2005, and the Regulations for Implementing Decree 192/PM on Compensation and 
Resettlement of People Affected by Development Projects.

Since the EIA system of Lao PDR is quite recent, it sets relatively high legal standards and require-
ments, particularly focusing on social aspects. EIA reports in Lao PDR are called Environmental and 
Social Impact Assessment. Despite a relatively good legal basis, many barriers to effective implemen-
tation persist in Lao PDR, particularly the lack of qualified professionals in EIA. Thus, many capac-
ity building programs for EIA personnel have been funded by international organizations and donor 
countries most prominently the long-term development cooperation with Sweden (Strengthening 
Environmental Management Phase I and II) and the assistance from the Government of Finland 
(Environmental Management Support Programme). At this time, EIA is legally implemented as proj-
ect based and SEA exclusive; however, through the above-mentioned support, the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environment is revising the Environmental Protection Law and developing a decree and 
guidelines on SEA. This is combined with comprehensive capacity building and case studies on SEA.[42]

Cambodia. In 1996, the National Assembly of Cambodia enacted the Law on Environmental 
Protection and Natural Resource Management (EPNRM) as a framework law governing environmen-
tal protection and natural resources management. The law requires the Royal Government to pre-
pare national and regional environmental plans. In addition, there are subdecrees concerning a wide 
range of environmental issues, including EIAs, pollution prevention and control, public participation, 
and access to information (SIDA). Cambodia has subsequently established an EIA system under the 
EPNRM law through the EIA Subdecree on Environmental Impact Assessment issued in 1999, which 
mandates general requirements, procedures, and responsibilities. The subdecree instructs the Ministry 
of Environment to formulate implementing rules and guidelines.[50] This EIA system covers only proj-
ects and is SEA exclusive.

Vietnam. EIA was first mentioned in the Law on Environmental Protection (LEP) 1994 Article 18, 
which stipulates that organizations and individuals must submit EIA reports to be appraised by the state 
management agency for environmental protection. The Government Decree on Providing Guidance for 
the Implementation of the Law on Environmental Protection (Government Decree No. 175/CP, 1994) is an 
important legal document on EIA in Vietnam.
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The implementation of the EIA system is the responsibility of the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment. The current EIA system in Vietnam is basically consistent with international practice.[51] 
SEA has already been adopted conceptually in the Vietnamese legislative framework, for example, in the 
LEP, GD 175/CP, and Circular No. 490/TT-BKHCNMT, where “EIA not only must be carried out at proj-
ect level, but also for master plans for development of regions, sectors, provinces, cities and industrial 
zones.” There are several cases of applying SEA in Vietnam in recent years. As plans are covered by the 
EIA system, the system is conceptually SEA inclusive. The government is considering accommodating 
SEA in the new environmental legislation.

Conclusion

Development of environmental law in the region began about four decades ago. However, it has been 
uneven depending on the economic development of each country. According to the level of development 
of environmental legislation and effectiveness of the implementation, Asian countries may be divided 
into three categories: 1) countries with advanced economy, comprehensive environmental legislations, 
capable and well-coordinated institutional framework, and relatively effective implementation, such 
as Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore; 2) countries with a developing economy, relatively well-
established legislations but ineffective implementation due to problems such as institutional complexity 
and lack of qualified personnel, such as China, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand; 3) 
countries that have recently emerged from conflict and are rebuilding, and therefore are at an early stage 
of developing environmental legislations and institutions, such as Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam.

Environmental legislation in Asia is incorporating more and more elements of the “second genera-
tion of environmental legislation,” which are public participation, compliance incentives, and market-
based mechanism. However, regarding the role of the people, in many cases, the law recognizes rights of 
local communities in natural resource management but does not provide for procedure or institutional 
framework that would enable the effective exercise of such rights. In addition, environmental legisla-
tions in Asia are struggling to keep pace with the rise of the emerging environmental problems and the 
level of environmental degradation. The problem of e-waste is one good example. For environmental 
assessment including EIA and SEA, all the countries presented herein have enacted with Environmental 
Protection Law that include EIA. However, SEA implemented by law is limited. The EIA systems of most 
countries by law are project based and SEA exclusive. Only some countries such as China, Hong Kong, 
and Vietnam have environmental assessment system by law for EIA with SEA inclusion.

To ensure effective implementation, a good environmental legislation must be complemented with 
a capable and coordinated institutional framework, qualified personnel, and an adequate budgetary 
allocation. Regional and international cooperation are of utmost importance in the development and 
implementation of environmental legislations in Asia, particularly in the areas of capacity building, 
technical cooperation, and funding.
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Introduction

When economic activity leads to pollution and over-use of common property resources, government 
intervention can improve social welfare. Pollution involves a market failure in which damages caused 
by a producer or consumer are imposed on third parties. These damages can involve personal health, 
the physical deterioration of buildings, and foregone options for the future. Of course, if transaction 
costs are low, those that are causing pollution damage can be taken to court if the liability rules are 
clear. Destruction of common property resources such as losing unique ecological habitats, endanger-
ing particular species, or destroying valued scenic vistas is another form of market failure affecting the 
environment. Because there may not be clear property rights to such elements of the environment, these 
common property resources can be overutilized. Given the lack of well-defined property rights, govern-
ment enacts environmental laws to address these market failures. However, identifying and quantifying 
the damage caused by pollution sources or inflicted upon sensitive ecosystems can be difficult, making 
any determination of the benefits and costs a contentious exercise. Consequently, choosing policies that 
define the extent of the environmental protection can be both contentious and problematic.

The next section describes the multidisciplinary inputs that are incorporated into environmental 
policy analysis, selection, and implementation. Other topics addressed here include policy impacts, the 
burden of proof, economic evaluation, and the strengths and limitations of policy options.
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Multidisciplinary Approach to Developing 
Environmental Policy

Environmental economics is the study of how economic and environmental issues interact. Issues 
addressed by environmental economists include but are not limited to evaluating ways to reduce pol-
lution, analyzing the trade-offs between using renewable and nonrenewable resources, or estimating 
monetary values for ecosystems or habitat. While no single field of study contains all the insights needed 
to develop and implement sound environmental policies, the focus here will be on economics because it 
provides a system for incorporating many perspectives and it is the framework by which environmental 
policy is designed and evaluated. Depending on the burden of proof, the resulting policies might be 
excessively stringent (costly relative to their benefits) or inadequate for the protection and preservation 
of environmental features that affect human health and welfare and have intrinsic value.

We know from materials balance that human activity does not create matter but only changes its 
form, concentration, and location, thus there is a need for physical sciences such as chemistry, physics, 
and biology to help inform environmental policy. While all societies affect natural systems, the scale 
of potential impacts has grown with economic development. There is evidence that as incomes rise, 
citizens are willing to devote relatively more resources to controlling environmental impacts. Moreover, 
many citizens would like to see much more attention given to reducing current damages and limiting 
the risks for future harm, hence an understanding of societal and political dynamics is also important 
for informing environmental policy.

The development and implementation of sound environmental policy draws upon information and 
procedures from many fields of study. Here, economics is utilized as the framework for integrating the 
concepts, measurements, and values required for the steps:

1. Determine appropriate regulatory objectives (through citizen participation in political processes 
and community consensus-building)

2. Balance those objectives to determine regulatory priorities
3. Identify and legislate oversight responsibilities for environmental agencies
4. Develop (a) mechanisms for monitoring environmental impacts (such as ambient air and water 

quality) and (b) methodologies for integrating new scientific understandings of environmental 
impacts into the policy prioritization process

5. Define the appropriate targets for different types of pollutants and the protection of biodiversity
6. Determine (and then apply) the appropriate policies for meeting objectives
7. Analyze environmental indictors on a regular basis, checking for noncompliance
8. Evaluate the impacts, recognizing potential biases in the measures and the ways impacts are 

valued
9. Establish an effective process for monitoring and reviewing the framework, including the penal-

ties and sanctions applied when there is noncompliance

These steps require input from a number of disciplines that shape the way we see things. Although tech-
nical training allows analysts to delve deeply into subjects in a consistent manner, awareness of other 
disciplines’ perspectives can be important for constructive environmental policy-making, including:

• Engineers look to technology for solutions to environmental problems. They are able to incorpo-
rate new (often expensive) control technologies into energy extraction, production, consumption 
(energy efficiency), and pollutant disposal and storage (as with nuclear waste).

• Meteorologists and hydrologists analyze pollution transport in air and water systems. They have a deep 
understanding of the impacts of discharges under different conditions. In conjunction with demog-
raphers and epidemiologists, they can estimate the doses received by different population groups.

• Medical scientists and toxicologists analyze the dose response relationships for citizen health, 
conducting exposure and risk assessments.
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• Ecologists study the impacts of pollutants on the local and global environment, assess the value of 
ecosystem services, and track invasive species and biodiversity. Climate scientists help assess the 
causes and consequences of changes in local and global temperatures and other weather patterns.

• Materials scientists look at damages caused by air and water pollution. The associated impacts include 
cleaning and painting buildings, treatment costs, and shorter life spans for affected equipment.

• Political scientists focus on issues of power, legitimacy, social cohesion, and the roles of differ-
ent stakeholder groups in influencing environmental policies. Consensus is critical because ulti-
mately, in a democratic system, there needs to be widespread agreement on the desired outcomes 
if the system is to avoid instability.

• Economists emphasize the importance of efficiency in resource allocation. They apply benefit-cost 
analysis and tend to depend on price signals to provide incentives for the adoption of appropriate 
control technologies and conservation measures.

• Planners deal with land-use and zoning issues, given population growth projections. Planners 
integrate legal constraints with historical experience, bringing topological, aesthetic, and geo-
graphical elements to the analysis.

• Archeologists and anthropologists provide insights on the impacts of dams, mines, and their 
related economic activities on unique historical sites, local populations, and indigenous groups. 
Such impacts create difficult valuation issues.[1,2]

• Lawyers spotlight the institutions of policy implementation. For example, rules and regulations 
attempt to pay significant attention to procedural fairness. Due process contributes to the legiti-
macy of outcomes. If different parties perceive that there is no transparency and no opportunity 
for participation, environmental policy will be perceived as unreasonable and the laws will either 
be changed or they will be disobeyed in a variety of ways.

• Environmentalists advocate sustainability and environmental equity. The by-products of energy 
production affect public health and have environmental outcomes. Those impacts have economic 
value, but often that value is nonmonetary or difficult to quantify. For example, generation and 
transmission siting decisions incorporate impacts on biodiversity and sustainability.

• Ethicists help society understand personal values and notions of stewardship. Humans have a 
clear responsibility to leave future generations with a legacy of sound institutions and a clean 
environment, though the best means to this end are often not obvious.

Thus, physical, biological, and social scientists attempt to uncover patterns and identify lessons to help 
us improve policy. Given the complexity of environmental issues, most environmental problems are 
managed, not solved.

impacts

Energy production and consumption impact people and the environment in a number of ways. For 
example, activities can damage ecosystems in the extraction phase (oil drilling or coal mining) or 
involve cross-media emissions in the consumption phase that can lead to further ecosystem damage. 
Emissions can be from a single point or a mobile source. In addition, they can be continuous or inter-
mittent (with exposure and impacts depending on wind and other weather conditions or the presence 
of other chemicals). The transport mechanism can be complicated and involve multiple jurisdictions (as 
with SO2 and NOx—emissions lead to “acid rain” or ozone problems in downwind areas).

Air

Issues range from local concentrations of particulate matter in the atmosphere to concerns over anthro-
pogenic climate change. Consequences for health, ecosystems, agriculture, coastal settlements, species 
survival, and other impacts make atmospheric change a serious policy issue. For example, long-range 
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transport means pollutants cross national boundaries and require coordination. Other pollutants—
such as greenhouse gas emissions of CO2—require coordination not due to transport, but because the 
effects are global in nature regardless of where emissions occur.

Water

Effects of contaminants vary in surface waters and groundwater. The United States has primary stan-
dards to protect public health (with maximum contamination levels [MCLs] for toxic wastes). Secondary 
standards and associated MCLs are meant to protect public welfare (for example, ensuring that the taste, 
odor, and appearance of groundwater do not result in persons discontinuing water use). Other environ-
mental issues include species loss and dealing with nonindigenous, invasive species.

Land Use

Siting is an issue for electricity generators, transmission lines, and distribution systems (other aspects of 
land use include urban sprawl and availability of land for agriculture. The focus here is on the environ-
mental impact of energy systems. For example, social investments in mass transit affect emissions from 
mobile sources (autos). However, environmental policy addresses many other issues, such as the use of 
pesticides and fertilizers by agriculture or deforestation). The problem of not in my back yard (NIMBY) 
is universal: we like the convenience of electricity but do not want its production or transport to affect 
our own property. Surface coalmines are an eyesore, but restoration can be costly. Hydroelectric dams 
can affect fisheries, flood unique canyons (causing a loss of scenic vistas), damage ecosystems (as in the 
Amazon), or displace human populations (as with China’s Three Gorges Project). Solar collection sta-
tions and wind generators require space and have impacts on aesthetics. For some, viewing large wind-
mills along the crest of a lovely mountain range is an eyesore. For others, the same scene is a symbol of 
hope.

Environmental policy-makers must be aware of the relationship between changes in impacts in one 
medium and changes in impacts in other media. For example, reducing airborne emissions of mercury 
will also lead to reduced mercury concentrations in rivers and lakes. However, it may also be the case 
that reducing ozone precursors from auto emissions by using methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) leads to 
increasing harm to bodies of water as the MTBE precipitates out in rain. Finally, there may be policy and 
impact trade-offs that must be evaluated with reducing CO2 emissions through a greater use of nuclear 
energy. The policy reduces greenhouse gases but raises issues and associated risks of waste storage and 
protection. In all cases, the links between different environmental media and different environmental 
policy must be understood for society to properly evaluate the trade-offs.

Burden of Proof

Because environmental issues tend to be complex, delays in responding to citizen concerns and new 
scientific information can lead to negative impacts or a local crisis. What is more problematic: erring 
on the side of environmental protection or erring on the side of development? When science is unclear 
or when studies yield conflicting outcomes, the issue of burden of proof arises. Two types of errors are 
possible. In a Type I error, a hypothesis is rejected when it is in fact true (e.g., deciding that a pollutant 
causes no health damages when in fact it does). Rejecting the hypothesis of a health link would lead to 
more emissions (and citizen exposure) than otherwise would be the case.

A Type II error occurs when the decision maker fails to reject a hypothesis that is in fact false (e.g., 
not rejecting the hypothesis that low doses of a pollutant have no damaging side effects for certain types 
of citizens, such as asthmatics, who are viewed as potentially sensitive to a particular pollutant). If in 
fact at low doses the pollutant does not have negative health impacts, environmental regulators might 
have imposed standards that induced costly compliance strategies that were based on the Type II error. 
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Dose-response models that do not reject linear functions when the actual relationships are non-linear 
would fall into this category.

Both types of errors have costs. However, the political implications may depend on the type of error, 
leading decision-makers to prefer making errors that are difficult to detect. Thus, it can be argued that 
environmental regulators will tend to avoid making Type I errors. When evidence accumulates and 
shows conclusively that a pollutant has health impacts, those responsible for environmental policy 
do not want to be blamed for acting too slowly. Furthermore, citizens might prefer excessive caution 
(labeled a “precautionary bias”). On the other hand, Type II errors can result in regulators imposing 
high abatement costs onto polluters (and those purchasing associated products) in a manner that is not 
cost effective.

A related issue is whether or not the environmental impact is irreversible. If it is not reversible, a 
case can be made that the burden of proof should be assigned to those who assert that relatively higher 
levels of pollution are not problematic. On the other hand, if abatement costs are systematically under-
estimated and the benefits of pollution reduction are overestimated, it is possible to devote excessive 
resources to limiting environmental impacts.

Economic Framework

Economists are aware that it is difficult to place monetary values on many impacts of pollution but argue 
that environmental amenities must be balanced against other valued goods and services.[3] Some view 
economists as overemphasizing the efficacy of market incentives to the exclusion of other instruments. 
However, because economics offers a consistent framework for integrating insights from other fields, it 
will be described here.

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)

The most fundamental economic analysis looks at how pollution impacts (reflected in “external costs”) 
cause excessive consumption of polluting goods in the absence of government intervention. These exter-
nal costs are the negative spillover effects of production or consumption for which no compensation is 
paid (e.g., a polluted stream that damages the health of those living along the stream). Producers con-
sider the environment to be a free input; hence they only minimize private costs. If these external costs 
are added to the private costs (reflected in the supply curve), this is the total social cost.

Figure 1 shows how a competitive product market yields an equilibrium price ($4) and quantity (80 
units per week). However, in the absence of public intervention, the price only reflects the private costs 
of production, not damages imposed on others (amounting to $2 when the 80th unit is produced, but 
this is assumed to be less if only 65 units of the good are produced. The external costs are higher at 

FIGURE 1 Private costs and external costs.
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higher levels of output presumably because damages rise dramatically when there are very high concen-
trations of the pollutant in the atmosphere). Determining the extent of those damages requires some 
valuation metric.

For now, let us assume that the analysts “got it right” in estimating both benefits and costs. This is a 
strong assumption because environmental services are notoriously hard to price. This problem can limit 
the ultimate effectiveness of CBA because the abatement costs tend to be short-term and quantifiable, 
but the benefits (avoided damages) are often long-term and difficult to quantify. For now, consider the 
impacts of environmental regulation within the CBA framework. Regulation requires pollution abate-
ment activity, raising production costs but reducing the pollution and associated damages (as shown in 
Figure 2).

The imposition of environmental regulation raises production costs (shifting the supply curve up) 
and reduces equilibrium consumption of the polluting good (from 80 to 75 per week) because the price 
has risen (from $4.00 to $4.40). In addition, external costs are reduced (so the sum of private and exter-
nal costs is now $5 when 75 units of the good are produced). Emissions are reduced (though this particu-
lar figure only indicates the reduction in damages, not the precise reduction in emissions).

The next question is how much pollution abatement makes economic sense, since control costs rise 
rapidly as emissions are cut back towards zero. Continuing with our illustrative example, Default three 
depicts the total benefits of abatement and the total cost of abatement. The latter depends on the abatement 
technology and input prices and the interdependencies among production processes (for retrofitting con-
trol technologies). It is relatively easy to compute abatement costs from engineering cost studies, although 
predicting future control costs is not easy because innovations will create new control technologies. The 
benefits from abatement (or the reduction of pollution damages—the cost of pollution) depend on the size 
of the affected population, incomes (indicating an ability to pay for environmental amenities), and citizen 
preferences (reflecting a willingness to pay). The benefits can be very difficult to estimate. Consider, for 
example, the health benefits of reduced particulates in the atmosphere, habitat values, and citizen valua-
tions of maintaining a habitat for a particular species. Physical benefits can be found from dose-response 
studies. Various survey methods and market proxies for computing willingness to pay to avoid experienc-
ing the impacts of pollution have methodological problems. However, if the dollar metric is to be used for 
determining the benefits of environmental improvements, techniques can at least establish rough bench-
marks (as shown in Figure 3) (Some argue strongly against the use of CBA.[4]).

The total benefits and costs to the marginal benefits and costs can be related because, for economists, 
the issue is not zero emissions versus unlimited emissions. In the former situation, if 80 units of the 
good results in 80 tn of emissions, then zero emissions reduced would be characterized as having no 
abatement costs (but also, no benefits from abatement). When the total benefits equal the total cost of 
abatement (at 65 tn of emissions reduced per week in Figure 3), the last reductions in emissions were very 

FIGURE 2 Reducing external costs.
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costly and the additional benefits were fairly small. Zero abatement activity would also be inefficient in 
this example because the marginal damages are very high and marginal abatement costs are quite low. 
Economics tries to determine the optimal amount of emissions. In the hypothetical example, the “opti-
mal” quantity of reduced emissions is about 25, where the marginal abatement cost is just equal to the 
marginal benefits of $2. These are depicted in Figure 4.

This outcome means that there are still 55 tn of emissions per week. If the estimated benefits and costs 
of pollution abatement are correct in this illustration, economic efficiency would be violated if addi-
tional resources were devoted to abatement activity. For example, if 50 tn of emissions were reduced (so 
only 30 tn of the pollutant are released), the marginal benefit would be about $1, but the marginal cost 
would be greater than $5. From the standpoint of economic efficiency, those resources could be used to 
create greater value in other activities.

Of course, the difficulty of obtaining a common dollar metric for all the impacts of different pol-
lutants means that benefit-cost analysis must incorporate a range of values. The range could be incor-
porated in Figure 4 as a band around the marginal benefit curve indicating one standard deviation 
from the calculated values. A conservative approach would recognize that the marginal benefit function 
could be above that depicted in Figure 4, which would lead to optimal emission reduction of more than 
25 tn per week (improving the ambient air quality). 

Further complicating the analysis are production and exposure interdependencies. For example, the 
marginal cost of abatement associated with one type of emission may depend on the level of treatment 
(or abatement) for another contaminant. A joint optimization problem results, with the basic principles 

FIGURE 3 Total benefits and total cost of abatement.

FIGURE 4 Marginal benefits and marginal cost of abatement.
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unchanged. Many investments in abatement equipment have this characteristic: once one set of con-
taminants is being reduced from a discharge flow and the cost of dealing with additional contaminants 
can be relatively low. For example, in the case of water discharges, if iron or manganese is removed via 
the precipitation method, total dissolved solids (TDS) is reduced and there may be an improvement in 
water clarity.

Interdependencies can also arise on the benefit side when the dose-response relationship for a partic-
ular contaminant is influenced by the presence of other contaminants. Again, in the case of secondary 
groundwater standards, perceptions of odor and color will be affected by whether or not they occur in 
combination. Such considerations must be factored into the analysis when comparing the benefits and 
costs of different treatment options.

Cost-Effective Analysis

Instead of trying to estimate the dollar benefits of saving a human life (or reducing the incidence of asth-
matic attacks), one can compare the number of lives saved per dollar spent in abatement activity across 
programs. Thus, cost-effective analysis involves finding the least-cost method of achieving a given eco-
nomic or social objective such as saving lives or retaining unique ecological settings. No dollar value 
(or explicit measure of avoided damages) is placed on that objective.[5] One advantage of this approach 
is that the focus is on minimizing the cost of meeting the (politically determined) target. It promotes 
consistency across a range of programs that might be designed to address a particular problem, whether 
that involves health impacts or a loss of habitat. Cost-effective analysis facilitates comparisons across 
programs, leading to reallocations of resources devoted to meeting such targets as new information is 
gathered over time.

Policy Instruments

Political systems have passed legislation and created agencies to apply laws to improve environmental 
performance. For example, in the United States, the Water Pollution Control Act of 1956 and the Clean 
Air Act of 1963 and subsequent amendments to both pieces of legislation have focused on achieving 
ambient standards. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for implementing these 
laws, and in other nations agencies have also been established to reduce emissions and improve envi-
ronmental outcomes. A number of policy options can lead to emission reductions.[6,7] These instruments 
have different economic efficiency implications. In addition, some of these approaches are difficult to 
implement (due to being information-intensive), some are not cost effective (in that other approaches 
achieve the same outcome at lower cost), and the distributional implications can differ across these 
approaches (tax burdens differ or some groups obtain valuable assets).

Tax on the Polluting Good

An excise tax could be imposed on the good, cutting back consumption to 65 units per week (Figure 1). Of 
course, the problem is not with the product but with the emissions associated with its production. Thus, 
this option does not provide incentives for developing new technologies that reduce abatement costs—it 
represents a static approach to the problem because it does not promote technological innovation.

Tax on Emissions

A penalty or charge for each ton of emissions would lead suppliers to cut back on emissions—to the 
extent that the abatement is less expensive than the tax. Thus, in Figure 4, a tax of $2/tn would lead to 
the optimal reduction of pollutants. In addition, it provides incentives for innovation in the control 
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technology industry. Firms will seek ways to reduce abatement costs, thus reducing their pollution 
taxes. This strategy is likely to be opposed by polluters who will be passing the taxes on to customers 
(where the ultimate incidence depends on supply and demand elasticities in the product market).

Tradable Emissions Permits

The same result (and incentive) is obtained if “allowances” of 25 tn are allocated to polluting firms, 
limiting emissions (the situation is not completely identical—a tax has certain costs to firms but yields 
uncertain overall abatement because regulators will not have precise estimates of abatement costs; the 
allowances have certainty in terms of overall abatement but uncertain cost. Of course, with monitor-
ing, the tax can be varied over time to achieve a desired ambient condition). This approach provides an 
incentive for those with low abatement costs to reduce emissions and sell their permits (allowances) to 
others whose abatement costs would be very high. This places entrants at a disadvantage because incum-
bent firms are “given” these valuable allowances. The SO2 regime in the United States has this feature. Of 
course, the initial allocations raise political issues (because permits represent wealth). In establishing a 
tradable permit regime, an environmental agency must determine the allowed level of emissions (here, 
25 tn) and whether additional constraints might be applied to local areas with particular circumstances. 
In addition, the energy sector regulator has to make decisions regarding the treatment of cost savings 
from the regime. For example, savings might be passed on to consumers or retained by firms. The latter 
situation provides an incentive for utilities to participate in the emissions trade markets. A sharing plan 
can also be utilized so customers benefit as well.

Tighten Liability Rules

An alternative approach would utilize a court-based system, where fees would be assessed against those 
responsible for damaging the health of others, for reducing the economic value of assets, or for reduc-
ing the amenity values of ecosystems. Of course, this approach requires a well-specified set of property 
rights and clear causal links between specific emitters and affected parties. The transaction costs of such 
a system (resources devoted to negotiations and legal activity) could be prohibitive for many types of 
pollutants.

Emission Reduction Mandates (Quantity-Based Command-and-Control)

Although equal percentage cutbacks sound “fair,” this strategy is not cost-effective because abatement 
costs can differ widely across pollution sources. If there are scale economies to emission reductions, it 
would be most efficient to have a few firms reduce emissions. The least-cost way to achieve a given overall 
reduction in emissions will involve differential cutbacks from different firms.

Mandate a Specific Control Technology (Technology-
Based Command-and-Control)

This “command and control” strategy is not cost-effective because production conditions and retrofit-
ting production processes differ across firms (based on the age of the plant and other factors). However, 
this policy option has been utilized in a number of situations as a “technology-forcing” strategy.

Other Policy Issues

The above instruments have been utilized in different circumstances. Additional issues include intrinsic 
benefits, income distribution, sustainability, and renewable resources.
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Intrinsic or Nonuse Benefits

Some people take a more expansive view of environmental amenities as they attempt to separate eco-
nomic values from inherent values. However, this might be partly accounted for in terms of the perceived 
benefits to future generations. Intrinsic benefits from environmental programs include option values, 
existence values, and bequest values.[8] The first value represents a form of insurance so future access to 
a potential resource is not eliminated due to current consumption. The rationale behind option values is 
closely related to the “margin for error” argument noted earlier. Existence values reflect a willingness to 
pay for the knowledge that the amount of contaminant in the environment does not exceed particular 
levels or that a particular species (or level of biodiversity) is retained. The resource or ecological system 
is available for others. The bequest values can be interpreted as the willingness to pay for preserving a 
resource (or a geographic site) for future generations.

Redistributive Effects

It is important to note that citizens being harmed by emissions are not necessarily the same as those 
who are consuming the polluting good (such as electricity). Even if a particular program has positive 
net benefits, some parties are likely to be losers. They are seldom compensated and left better off, raising 
concerns about the distributional consequences of alternative policies. Furthermore, those harmed may 
have lower incomes (and thus, a lower willingness to pay to avoid damages due to the lower ability to 
pay). This point underscores the role of fairness as a factor that might outweigh efficiency considerations 
in some circumstances. Some agencies have been forbidden to use CBA on the grounds that the numbers 
are too speculative and that social concerns should be given priority. Intergenerational concerns can be 
interpreted as reflecting redistributive considerations.

Sustainable Development

Some of the issues associated with energy involve the use of nonrenewable resources (irreversibility). 
Some citizens argue that sustainability requires development that can be supported by the environment 
into the future. These people wish to ensure that resources are not depleted or permanently damaged. 
However, since sustainability depends on technology and innovations change resource constraints, 
defining the term with precision is quite difficult.

Renewable Energy Resources

Generating electricity without fossil fuels (e.g., hydro, wind, solar, biomass) is sometimes referred to as 
using green options. Green options are often limited in the amount (and reliability) of energy produced 
in a given time period. Utility applications for renewable resources include bulk electricity generation, 
on-site electricity generation, distributed electricity generation, and non-grid-connected generation. A 
number of regulatory commissions have required utilities to meet renewable portfolio standards. Such 
strategies reduce dependence on a particular energy source (to reduce the region’s vulnerability to sup-
ply disruptions or rapid price run-ups). In addition, such requirements imply that managers are not 
making the most efficient investments in long-lived assets. Also, note that demand reduction through 
energy-efficient technologies is a substitute for energy, whatever the source.

Conclusions

The three main trends in environmental regulation in recent years have been shifting from command-
and-control regulation towards a greater use of economic instruments (such as emissions trading), seeking 
more complete information on the monetary value of environmental costs and benefits, and a tendency for 
addressing environmental objectives in international meetings, as with the Kyoto Protocol.[9]
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The interactions between economic and environmental regulation raise important policy issues. If 
energy sector regulation and environmental regulation remain separate, some means of harmoniza-
tion may be necessary to promote improved performance. Collaboration would involve clarifying the 
economic duties of the environmental regulator and the environmental duties of the economic regula-
tor. To avoid regulatory competition, agencies sometimes establish task forces or other mechanisms for 
identifying and resolving issues that might arise between jurisdictional boundaries (across states or 
between state and federal authorities). Such cooperation can serve to clarify the division of responsibili-
ties and identify regulatory instruments that will most effectively meet economic and social objectives.

In summary, policy-makers respond to domestic political pressures by devising institutions and 
instruments to address pollution and environmental sustainability.[10] Although no single field of study 
contains all the tools necessary for sound policy formulation, economics does provide a comprehensive 
framework for evaluating the strengths and limitations of alternative policy options. Because of the 
pressures brought to bear by powerful stakeholders, adopted policies and mechanisms are not necessar-
ily cost minimizing. The resulting inefficiencies may partly be due to considerations of fairness, which 
places constraints on whether, when, how, and where environmental impacts are addressed. As empha-
sized in this survey, citizens want to be good stewards of the land. We appreciate the adage: “The land 
was not given to us by our parents; it is on loan to us from our children.” How to be good stewards— 
through the development and implementation of sound environmental policies—has no simple answer 
given the complexity of the issues that need to be addressed.
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Introduction

Over the past three decades, American environmental policy management has often entailed the search 
for new solutions and innovative ways of managing environmental problems. These solutions have 
taken the form of environmental policy innovations (EPIs), which have frequently been pioneered and 
adopted by local and state entities, at times with the help of citizen groups and non-profit organiza-
tions. They have become an important means of managing environmental problems, particularly for 
intractable, multimedia, multijurisdictional environmental issues. While policy innovations have been 
studied in a number of areas at the state level,[1–19] less attention has been paid to policy innovations in 
environmental management.[20–24] The focus of this entry is to shed light on these environmental policy 
initiatives, termed here as EPIs.

To provide an understanding of these policy initiatives, I begin by defining and discussing EPIs and supply 
some understandings of the concept. Next, I discuss the nature and type of a large majority of EPIs; in partic-
ular, I focus on their reliance and inclusion of collaborative forms of environmental management and provide 
some examples. The fourth section of the entry analyzes some of the main factors affecting the adoption of 
EPIs, including determinants such as institutional commitment, resources, the severity of the problem, and 
the role of interest groups. The effect of neighboring entities in spurring innovation adoption and diffusion 
is also considered in this section. The entry ends with a conclusion that summarizes the main points of the 
entry, provides some considerations for further research, and discusses the policy implications of adopting 
environmental policy initiatives as a strategy for managing the environment.

Environmental Policy Innovations

EPIs here are defined in this entry as government-sponsored initiatives to protect the environment. This 
is based in part on the original definition of a policy innovation originally espoused by Walker[1] who 
examined the adoption of new policies by states, which he termed as “innovations.” Walker’s work also 
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differentiated between states that were “leaders” and those that are deemed to be “laggards,” along with 
examining the diffusion or the spread of these innovations from leading states to other states. Thus, he 
analyzed the amount of time that elapsed between the invention of an innovative program and a state’s 
adoption of it. Based on 88 different state programs, he concluded that larger, wealthier, and more indus-
trialized states adopt new programs more rapidly than do small, less-developed states. He also found 
strong regional relationships among states that were thought to reflect conditions of emulation and 
competition among proximate states. Walker’s research lead to further investigation into state policy 
innovations. Gray[3] undertook a more detailed analysis and rejected Walker’s contention that leading 
states lead no matter what the policy area; in a study of education, welfare, and civil rights policies, Gray 
found that innovativeness was not a pervasive factor. She concluded that based on the issue and the era, 
different states would comprise the leading, “middle-adopting,” and lagging clusters.

During the next two decades, there were numerous other studies of state innovation that were 
p ublished in a variety of policy areas. These included studies of innovation in juvenile corrections,[12] 
consumer affairs,[13] technology,[14] energy,[15] tort law,[16] judicial administration,[17] and human ser-
vices.[18] These studies explored various determinants of innovativeness in different policy areas. 
However, while they expanded the scope of policy areas subject to innovation analysis, they did not 
lead to major advances in the conceptualization of state innovations or in the empirical approaches 
to its investigation.

In the 1990s, however, significant advances were made in the field of state innovations research. 
Research on state innovation was tested with sophisticated empirical methods in the area of state lot-
tery adoptions[4] and state taxation.[5] In both these studies, the authors extended theories of innovation 
to different policy areas and made a substantial methodological contribution to the literature by refin-
ing the empirical analysis of state innovation with the employment of event history analysis (EHA), a 
pooled cross-sectional time-series technique. Berry and Berry[4,5] also analyzed the importance of inter-
nal determinant explanations (which posit that the factors causing a state government to innovate are 
the political, economic, and social characteristics of a state) and regional diffusion explanations (which 
point toward the role of policy adoptions by neighboring states in prompting a state to adopt).

An interesting twist on the diffusion aspect of state innovations was presented in a study of state 
living will laws.[19] In this study, Glick and Hays argued that as policy innovations diffuse across states, 
a process of “policy reinvention” occurs.[19] Policy innovations, in their view, are not adopted in their 
original form; rather, they are changed or selectively adapted as innovations by other states. The con-
tribution of this study lay in refinements that added to earlier understandings of innovation diffusion.

Another variation on state innovation research was the study undertaken by Berry.[6] In this study, 
Frances Stokes Berry[6] extended the original research undertaken by Berry and Berry[4,5] to state inno-
vations in strategic planning by various regulatory agencies. This extension was interesting as it was one 
of the first studies to empirically evaluate an innovation adopted by state bureaucracies as opposed to 
legislatures. This research was followed by more sophisticated understandings of the catalysts and actors 
behind the adoption of innovations; in his analysis, Mintrom[7,8] focused specifically on the importance 
of policy entrepreneurs at the state level. Using both secondary data sources and primary data gathered 
from a 50-state survey of state education officials in an EHA, Mintrom examined both the consideration 
of school choice and its adoption by states across time. He focuses in particular on the role of policy 
entrepreneurs by developing a theory of policy entrepreneurship and testing that theory with respect to 
school choice. Using EHA, he concluded that policy entrepreneurs act as catalysts in the policy innova-
tion process by promoting ideas for dynamic policy change, persuading legislators, and networking 
with others in government.

In the area of environmental policy, state policy innovations has been the subject of research by 
Rabe,[20–23] Sapat,[24] and others. For instance, in a comparison of Canada and the United States, Rabe[21] 
found that despite the relatively decentralized Canadian institutional framework and more centralized 
and “bureaucratic” framework in the United States, the latter had been much more active and effective 
in devising innovative policy approaches. Comparing four U.S. states and four Canadian provinces, 
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he concluded that within those sample jurisdictions, the United States was clearly ahead of Canada in 
cross-media permit integration, pollution prevention, disclosure of information on toxic substances, and 
achieving greater refinement and use of environmental outcome indicators. Similarly, in later research 
analyzing state experimentation in the realm of climate change, Rabe[22] analyzed the factors prompting 
successful state initiatives in reducing greenhouse gases. He finds that some states did succeed in cutting 
through traditional partisan divides and that agent- based entrepreneurs helped to develop policy ideas 
and form viable coalitions.

State EPIs adopted by administrative agencies (rather than by legislatures) have also been the sub-
ject of past research. In a study of state policy innovations adopted by agencies in the areas of hazard-
ous waste and groundwater contamination, Sapat[24] found that state agencies are more likely to adopt 
innovations to deal with problems created by hazardous waste contamination than for groundwater 
contamination. Further, she finds that state environmental managers are not directly influenced by 
interest groups and that the inclusion of all stakeholders is likely to lead to greater support for new policy 
initiatives.

EPIs as defined here are drawn from and are based on this past research. An EPI as defined here 
can be one that is initiated by an agency or government institution (such as a state legislature, county 
government, or city) or it can be one that is borrowed from another government entity/ institution. 
Thus, EPIs can be adopted by legislatures or administrative agencies. Also, as defined in prior research 
by Sapat,[24] EPIs are defined as initiatives that protect the environment. The emphasis on the positive 
aspects of EPIs is important, because initiatives can have both positive and negative benefits. The term 
EPI as used in this entry is positive, i.e., it refers to laws, regulations, and policies that are beneficial to 
the environment. In other words, the goals of these EPIs are to regulate pollution problems and protect 
the environment.

At this point, a caveat is necessary. Clearly, policy choices can be subjectively interpreted; they may 
be viewed as being positive for the environment by some and as bad for the environment by others. 
This is particularly true within the realm of environmental politics.[25–27] For instance, the use of eco-
nomic incentives, such as fees, pollution taxes, or offsets, is viewed as being beneficial by some and 
negative by others.[25] Even environmental organizations are divided on this issue. For instance, large 
 environmental interest groups such as the Environmental Defense Fund, which utilize the services 
of economists and scientists, view economic incentives as being beneficial for the environment.[28] 
However, a number of smaller environmental interest groups are more suspicious about the environ-
mental benefits of  adopting market-based incentives.[29] Moreover, the problem of clearly defining an 
environmentally “positive” policy solution is also compounded by the fact that for some environmental 
issues, even scientific experts cannot come to an agreement on what the best technical solution is to a 
pollution problem.[30] Hence, there is extensive debate about the benefits of particular environmental 
policies, because of conflicting perspectives regarding policy outcomes and because of incomplete and 
inconclusive technical knowledge of solutions to environmental problems. To overcome some of these 
problems, the EPIs discussed here are those that are deemed as being beneficial for the environment by 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).[31,32] These assessments are arguably less 
subjective than those carried out by environmental or industry interest groups.

The Nature of EPIs: Conflict to Collaboration

Following the definition given above, EPIs can be categorized in various ways. For instance, they may 
be categorized according to their function; the USEPA provides a portfolio for instance, in which vari-
ous environmental innovations are characterized by the core agency function that they address, such 
as helping in improving service delivery, enhancing regulatory outcomes, supporting superior envi-
ronmental performance, designing targeted geographic solutions, etc. While it is useful to categorize 
environmental innovations thus, other ways of classifying environmental innovations may provide a 
broader and deeper understanding of these initiatives.
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In this entry, I contend that rather than categorizing EPIs purely by function, it is also useful to 
classify such innovations by the underlying regulatory and managerial premises of such policy inno-
vations. More specifically, it is instructive to understand the extent to which such innovations rely 
on collaborative as compared to non-cooperative, more conflict-based approaches to environmental 
management. This perspective would be useful because there has been growing evidence in both 
practice and theory about the usefulness of collaborative approaches to managing the environment 
and natural resources.

Reasons for the emergence of these collaborative approaches have been many and varied, but the pri-
mary reasons for the growth in collaborative forms of environmental management have been ascribed 
to the problems stemming from command and control measures.[33–39] These traditional forms of regu-
lation have often resulted in failure to achieve key goals and/or protracted conflict. Traditional forms 
of environmental regulation that rely on bureaucratic, adversarial, and often technology-based regula-
tory approaches are also seen as being far too rigid and, more importantly, ineffective, in that they fail 
to address multimedia and multijurisdictional environmental hazards, particularly those stemming 
from non-point pollution.[33,36] Furthermore, traditional hierarchical approaches do not allow for more 
democratic forms of participation and often rely on unrealistic models of individual and administrative 
rationality.[37,40]

To overcome such problems, a search for alternative solutions to managing environmental prob-
lems began to evolve and grow. For instance, a study by John in 1994[40] found that states and local 
governments were increasingly turning away from “top–down command-and-control” regulation to a 
b ottom–up style, which he termed “civic environmentalism.” Civic environmentalism relies primarily 
on the use of non-regulatory tools, which encompass market-based incentives to regulation.

Civic environmentalism or collaborative environmental approaches or similar interchangeable 
terms that can be used to describe a more cooperative, less adversarial form of environmental man-
agement are to be found in a number of EPIs that are undertaken by environmental agencies at dif-
ferent levels of government. Indeed, some EPIs were initially pioneered and adopted because of the 
failure of conflict-based approaches to manage environmental problems. For instance, environmental 
permitting processes engender a high level of stakeholder frustration and conflict due to permitting 
backlogs, long lead times, costs, and uncertainty. To improve these processes and reduce conflict 
and backlog times, some state and local agencies adopted EPIs to shift away from media-specific 
permitting for individual facilities and also to improve internal agency permitting processes. For 
instance, Massachusetts shifted away from a facility permitting approach to a multimedia, sector-
based regulatory approach, targeting sectors with large numbers of small sources, as an alternative to 
facility-specific state permits with industry-wide environmental performance standards and annual 
self-certifications of compliance.[31,41]

Similarly, other EPIs take a collaborative approach by helping to enhance partnerships to resolve 
environmental problems that cannot be effectively solved without the participation and collaboration 
of multiple actors. Leveraging such partnerships enables environmental agencies to solve complex prob-
lems by harnessing energies and resources of stakeholders to achieve mutually desirable outcomes. An 
example of an EPI that does this is the effort undertaken in South Carolina to reduce neighborhood con-
tamination. This initiative enlists the support of numerous community organizations and local busi-
nesses to provide education and outreach to reduce community exposure to lead and other hazardous 
substances as part of the Charleston–North Charleston Community-Based Environmental Partnership 
(CBEP).[42]

Other examples of collaboration-based EPIs[43] are provided in Table 1.
To summarize, EPIs are initiatives adopted to protect the environment and a number of them have 

been adopted at the local, state, and federal level by both legislative and administrative agencies. These 
EPIs are characterized by more collaborative approaches to environmental management. To understand 
EPIs further, we can try to ascertain which factors are likely to affect the adoption of these innovations. 
It is to this issue that I turn to in the next section.
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Resources, Needs, Politics, and Other Determinants

The factors that lead to the adoption of EPIs can be many and varied. Prior research on innovation adop-
tion in other areas, as well as on EPI adoption is useful here. The following factors are some of the most 
influential determinants of innovation adoption as seen in extant research.

Need/Problem Severity

Keeping in with the adage that “necessity is the mother of invention,” researchers have traditionally 
regarded problem severity as a significant influence on the adoption of innovations.[1,3,44,45] For innova-
tions adopted at the state and local level, the expectation is that states and local governments rather than 
the federal government are likely to understand local problems more clearly and are hence likely to be 
responsive to the needs and problems present in their jurisdictions.[27,45] For instance, in a study of state 
innovation, ranging from state testing on teacher competency and rail passenger service to state regula-
tion on sodomy, Nice[45] found that the problem environment was prominent in explaining five of eight 
policy innovations analyzed in this study. For EPIs, the severity of the pollution problem itself has been 
regarded as one of the most important reasons for innovation adoption. To deal with intractable envi-
ronmental problems, several entities (local, state, non-profit, and even private institutions) have come 
up with new ways to solve old problems.[20,31]

Institutional Factors: The Importance of Commitment and Capacity

While necessity can often drive innovation, institutional commitment and capacity have also been 
found to be important for the adoption of policy innovations.[24,40,46] The theoretical origins of the role 
of institutional actors may be found in ideas related to roles of institutional elites and theories of insti-
tutionalism and neo-institutionalism.

Elites: The importance of elites in the policy-making process is theoretically supported by the elite per-
spective of policy analysis. Elite theorists argue that power is concentrated in the hands of elites who use 

TABLE 1 Examples of EPIs

Neighborhood Contamination Reduction—South Carolina 
Enlists numerous community organizations and local businesses to support education and outreach to reduce 

community exposure to lead and other hazardous substances as part of the Charleston–North Charleston 
Community- Based Environmental Partnership (CBEP). (http://www.epa.gov/Region4)

Northeast Ohio Initiatives—Ohio
Responds to regional economic, sprawl, ecosystem and infrastructure challenges through a 15-county, community- 

based approach. (http://www.epa.gov/glnpo/lakeerie/leneohio.htm)
Urban Environmental Program—Boston, Massachusetts 

Adopts a community-based approach including the city of Boston, Massachusetts DEP, and community organizations to 
improve the quality of life in urban settings by targeting issues such as asthma and indoor air quality, lead poisoning, 
vacant lots and green spaces, and pollution prevention. (http://www.epa.gov/boston/eco/uep/boston/)

Pollution Complaint Response—Indiana
Coordinates an agency-wide, multimedia response to citizen inquiries and complaints using Web-based information, 

enabling the agency to reduce costs and increase public trust. (http://www.in.gov/idem/5274.htm)
Ford Good Neighbor Dialogue—Illinois

Brings together stakeholders, academics, and agency representatives in a collaborative process to periodically discuss a 
large manufacturing facility’s environmental management and performance. (http://www.delta-institute.org/)

Community Environmental Awareness Project—Michigan 
Develops an approach to improve the way environmental information is presented and made available to the public; the 

goal of the CEAP is to improve the public’s access to and understanding of how major industries are performing 
under environmental laws and regulations. (http://www.deq.state.mi.us/ceap)
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the resources of their respective organizations to manage and impose order on society.[47] Societal stability, 
according to this perspective, rests not on a common political culture and a set of values, but on a forced 
consensus created and reinforced by the elite. Pluralist politics can coexist with the governmental elite; 
however, key decisions regarding policy are made by elites. Popular and electoral politics are, for the most 
part, mainly symbolic and concerned with middle-level policy issues, according to the elite perspective.[47]

The elite theory of the policy process is close to the neopluralist view: neo-pluralists, such as 
Lindblom,[48] challenged the pluralist notion that power was diffuse and argued instead about the privi-
leged position of business. Similarly, others such as E.E. Schattschneider pointed out, “the flaw in the 
pluralist heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class accent.”[49]

Institutionalism and Neo-institutionalism: The motivation of institutional actors and elites is also stressed 
in theories that emphasize the importance of institutions in policy and governance.[50–54] Institutional 
theories hold that government actors can act independently of interest group pressures and other factors. 
According to this view, government actors are not just simply “pawns” of various interest groups; rather, 
the perceptions and attitudes of these actors shape the way they process information and affect indepen-
dently the choices they make.[52,54] Institutional theories also recognize that informational constraints and 
computational limitations of political actors prevent actors from making purely “rational decisions” that 
are independent of the actor’s subjective representation of the decision problem.[52,55] Thus, the attitudes and 
ideological views of institutional actors can influence their choices in innovation adoption.

Based on the theories discussed above, it is likely that pro-environmental policy actors will likely push 
for adoption of EPIs. Related to that issue is the importance of resources. Adoptions of EPIs require both the 
motivation and the commitment of key institutional actors in terms of time, money, and other resources. 
Typically for most policy adoptions, resources are required. For this reason, wealthier and larger states and 
local governments are more likely to be innovation adopters.[11,56] Resource provision by third- party insti-
tutions, such as non-profits, or by higher levels of government, such as by the federal government to state 
and local governments, can also help spur innovation adoption and diffusion. For instance, the USEPA 
provides State Innovation Grants to spur innovation adoption; these grants are typically provided to states 
with projects in three areas: environmental results programs, environmental management systems and 
permitting, and environmental leadership programs such as EPA’s Performance Track.[31]

However, while institutional resources may be required for innovation adoption, some EPIs are 
adopted to economize on resources or to raise revenues. For instance, EPIs in pesticide regulation 
adopted by certain states helped raise fees, adding to revenue sources.[24] The role of resources or the 
importance of economic factors can also be played out in other ways. That is, objectives of economic 
development by states could deter their willingness to adopt strict environmental regulations.[57–60] For 
instance, states with a higher percentage of economic activity relying on manufacturing or industrial 
activities with negative environmental consequences are less likely to favor the adoption of innovative 
laws and programs that would negatively affect revenue-generating industries. This raises the issue then 
of interest group support and its importance for EPI adoption.

Interest Group Support

Interest groups have always played an important role in the American policy process, due in part to 
c onstitutional provisions for pluralism. Theoretically, the pluralist perspective of policy making argues 
that public policy is the product of democratic participation by individuals who are represented by 
organizations such as interest groups. Theories of interest group influence on legislators and bureau-
crats range from narrow views of interest group influence[61–63] to those that posit interest groups as not 
 exercising any more influence over regulatory policy than other actors or bureaucrats.[64,65]

Pluralist theorists, such as TrumanZS and Dahl[67] argued that group exchange (pluralism) was the 
dominant (and desired) method of political decision making. In their view, this was possible because 
the decentralization of American institutions and the relative openness of the political system guaran-
teed competing groups access and some degree of power. Pluralism thus presents a view of the political 
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system in which multiple centers of power compete to shape policy. Power is diffuse, fluid, multifaceted, 
and dispersed among a number of groups. Political participation is largely a goal- oriented activity in 
which citizens take part in order to obtain some benefit from the government.[68]

Pluralist group theory was questioned by a number of scholars, mainly neo-pluralists, who argued 
that dominant groups and interests had the ability to control the political agenda, preventing pluralist 
discourse over a full range of policy options.[47,48,69] Group theory was also evaluated in part in analyses 
of regulatory policies.[62,70,71] A number of scholars argued that regulatory policies emerged from a politi-
cal equilibrium produced by coalitions of regulated industries and their customer groups, leading to 
“agency capture.”[62,72,73] This narrow interest group perspective is based on the assumption that certain 
groups of people, who are organized and powerful in terms of possessing economic resources, will have 
the capability to dominate policy at the subnational level.

While this view is compatible with the Madisonian perspective of private parochial interests modify-
ing policy outcomes, it has been modified considerably to account for characteristics of interest groups 
such as size and density that could affect their capabilities to exert influence over state regulations.[74] 
Moreover, the motivations and actions of other political actors, bureaucrats, and other interest groups 
themselves have also been found to be important in influencing policy outcomes.[75] Further, the narrow 
view of interest groups adduced by scholars such as Stigler[62] and Posner[73] have been more success-
ful in explaining economic regulation as opposed to social regulation, such as consumer protection 
and regulation of the environment. The traditional “iron triangle” or “agency capture” theory does not 
adequately account for the emergence and power of newly organized and motivated consumer, environ-
mental, and other “public interest” groups, which seek social benefits.

With respect to environmental policy, past studies have found environmental interest groups to be 
important in influencing policy outcomes. For instance, Ringquist[76] and Hird[27] analyzed the influence 
of environmental interest groups that countered the regulatory priorities advocated by industry groups. 
Ringquist[76] found environmental interest groups to have a significant influence on state water quality 
regulation in a group influence model of state policy influence.

With regard to EPIs, the presence and activities of environmental interest groups are likely to be 
important as well. However, industry interest group opposition to EPIs may be tempered by the nature 
of these policy innovations. As discussed above, a number of EPIs rely on collaborative nonadversarial 
approaches to solve environmental problems. Past research has also shown that some EPIs provide new 
ways to work with such industries to improve compliance with regulations and do not burden them with 
any additional regulatory costs.[24] Interest group opposition may also be mitigated by public support for 
certain EPIs, which provide broader benefits than they do costs to the public at large.

Regional Diffusion

Previous empirical studies on the diffusion of innovations have found that external influences by other 
neighboring entities are important. For instance, adoption of innovations by neighboring states can 
affect a state’s adoption of a policy innovation.[1,4,11,56,77] Policy adoptions by neighboring states can 
decrease the information costs regarding the possible consequences, including the electoral conse-
quences, of the adoption of a policy.[4] State officials can view the relative success/failure of programs 
in these adjacent states and decide whether such programs are suitable for their own state. Moreover, 
if a policy has been successful in a neighboring state, then state officials, in particular state legislators, 
can, by using the experiences of neighboring states as an example, boost public and legislative support 
for similar legislation in their own state. This allows them then to selectively utilize the experiences of 
neighboring states for their own political gain. The decrease in information costs and political uncer-
tainty can thus increase the motivation of state policy makers to initiate or adopt a policy innovation.[24]

While early research on policy innovation diffusion focused on regional influences primarily with 
respect to policy innovations adopted by states,[8,11,24] later work has also studied factors affecting dif-
fusion at the country level[78] and the local level.[11] On a related note, there has also been research on 
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examining the mechanisms of policy diffusion,[79–82] which has moved away from looking simply at the 
effects of neighboring states to analyzing the more complex and multiple factors affecting diffusion, 
such as the presence of competition, learning, imitation, and coercion; this research has found that 
policy mimicry is often tempered by the size of the state and by the presence of other third-party insti-
tutions that may aid diffusion.[11] Thus, while regional effects or “external determinants” may be impor-
tant, it is also necessary to understand the mechanisms of diffusion, which may be varied and complex.

There are thus, a number of factors that can influence the adoption and implementation of EPIs; need 
or the type of problem alone may be a necessary but not a sufficient determinant of innovation adoption. 
Institutional commitment and capacity, the role played by interest groups, and the effects of innovation 
adoption by neighboring institutions and entities are also important influences affecting the espousal 
of EPIs.

Conclusion

Complex environmental problems require innovative solutions for effective management. The focus of 
this entry has been on such initiatives or EPIs. In doing so, this entry began by defining and explain-
ing the nature of such initiatives, including a discussion on past research on state policy innovations. 
I contend that a number of environmental initiatives have pioneered and are symptomatic of a shift in 
environmental management to more collaborative ways of solving environmental problems. Need or 
the severity of the problem has been one of the reasons affecting the adoption of EPIs, but institutional 
commitment and capacity are also critical to adoption and implementation of policy innovations in 
general and for EPIs. Given that interest groups are critical in the American policy process, the support 
or opposition of key groups is also vitally important to innovation adoption. Since a number of EPIs 
provide new ways to work in partnership rather than in conflict with industries to improve compliance 
with regulations and do not burden them with any additional regulatory costs,[24] industry opposition 
to such EPIs may be lessened. Interest group opposition may also be mitigated by public support for 
certain EPIs, which provide broader benefits than they do costs, to the public at large. Finally, innova-
tion adoption may also be affected by the presence or adoption of innovations by neighboring entities, 
the external determinants. However, the mechanisms of such diffusion need further study and research.

Future research could also address the policy implications and long-term outcomes of innovation 
adoption. For instance, do the adoptions of EPIs lead to better environmental outcomes in terms of 
solving environmental problems and improve environmental quality? Do EPIs foster better outcomes 
in terms of increasing stakeholder participation and provide for more democratic and innovative means 
of achieving environmental goals? Preliminary evidence does suggest that EPIs have positive outcomes, 
but more research is needed on this issue. Given that the environmental problems facing us in the com-
ing century are only likely to grow and be exacerbated by the slow-moving yet devastating effects of 
more large-scale problems such as climate change, the need for innovative environmental solutions is 
likely to be critically important.
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Tolerances

FQPA fundamentally changed the way EPA sets tolerances for pesticide residues in food. EPA must 
review all (nearly 10,000) pesticide tolerances under new FQPA guidelines. The tolerance assessment 
schedule developed by EPA called for examining 33% within 3 years after August 1996, 66% within 
6 years, and 100% within 10 years. EPA initially took a “worst-first” approach, to review the pesticides it 
considered to be of greatest risk, particularly to children, by August 1999. Three major pesticide groups, 
organophosphates (OPs), carbamates, and probable human carcinogens (B2s), were targeted under the 
worst-first approach. OPs and carbamates, the majority of which are insecticides, are neurotoxins struc-
turally related to nerve gas. They affect the enzyme acetylcholinesterase in animals, including humans. 
B2 carcinogens are pesticides classified by EPA as having sufficient evidence for causing cancer in lab 
animals (usually at very high dose levels), but human evidence is lacking. Several important fungicides, 
plus a few herbicides and insecticides, are classified in this category.

Before FQPA, a single tolerance was established for each pesticide/crop combination, based only on 
dietary exposure to pesticide residue. Under FQPA, EPA must consider the combined (aggregate) expo-
sure to a pesticide through dietary, drinking water, and nondietary sources (for example, structural, 
turf, garden, and pet uses) as well as the cumulative exposure to related pesticides with a common 
mechanism of toxicity. Furthermore, FQPA directs EPA to consider sensitive subpopulations, especially 
children, when setting tolerances. To insure that sensitive groups are adequately protected, EPA can 
require a safety factor of up to 10-fold on existing tolerances.

The Risk Cup

An analogy of a “risk cup” is used by EPA to explain changes in the establishment of tolerances under 
FQPA. Before FQPA, there was a separate risk cup for each pesticide/crop combination, containing 
only dietary exposure to residue. FQPA creates a separate risk cup for each group of related pesticides 
with common toxicity. Multiple pesticides, as well as multiple residues from all sources—food, water, 
and nonfood—of each pesticide, go into the same cup. Under this scenario, the cup gets crowded, and 
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individual tolerances for each pesticide/crop combination in the group must get smaller. Furthermore, 
safety factors for children may reduce the overall size of each cup, potentially by a factor of 10.

Endocrine Disruption

Under FQPA, all pesticides and pesticide additives must be tested for effects on the endocrine system. 
This may require in vitro and in vivo screening for three different types of endocrine effects: estrogenic 
(mimics or blocks estrogen), androgenic (mimics or blocks androgens), and thyroid. Of the potential 
targets of a screening program, these three hormone groups are important in human development, are 
fairly well studied, and some laboratory methodology is already available to detect changes in level and 
function. Estimates are that up to 70,000 pesticides and other chemicals will be screened under FQPA 
and a second law, the Safe Drinking Water Act.

Consumer Right-to-Know

Another issue addressed in FQPA is consumer right-to-know about pesticide residues in food. FQPA 
mandated that EPA create a brochure to inform consumers about pesticide risks and benefits, and ways 
to remove residues from food they purchase. The brochure was completed and distributed to supermar-
kets in early 1999. However, FQPA did not mandate that stores actually display the publication.

Potential Impacts of FQPA

Pesticides that do not meet FQPA standards must either be mitigated (use patterns changed) or elimi-
nated (some or all uses dropped). Thus, as FQPA is implemented, it potentially will have a tremendous 
impact on American agriculture.

• Changes in labeling or use patterns (number, frequency, and timing of applications) of pesticides 
to mitigate residue.

• Loss of critical pesticide uses, particularly for so-called minor (specialty) crops. These commodi-
ties represent smaller markets for pesticide manufacturers and thus are often “expendable.”

• Increases in production costs. Traditional broad-spectrum products might be replaced by more 
expensive, reduced-risk alternatives that control a narrower range of pests.

• Increased complexity of production and pest management systems. Broad-spectrum pesticides 
will be replaced by narrower spectrum tactics that require better knowledge and more intense 
management of the production system on the part of the producer.

• Potential for pesticide resistance. Loss of certain classes of pesticides could lead to resistance to 
remaining products, which are being relied on too heavily.
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Introduction

The American marketplace features nearly perfect fruits and vegetables. Gone are apples with an occa-
sional blemish and fresh spinach with a leaf miner. This increase in the “cosmetic standards” of fruits 
and vegetables has resulted from the efforts of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) to limit the levels of insects and mites in produce, and new standards 
established by food wholesalers, processors, and retailers. Meeting more stringent standards has led to 
significant increases in the amounts and toxicity of pesticides used in crops. Increased pesticide use has 
negative environmental and public health consequences. In comparison, the health risks from consuming 
herbivorous insects/insect parts in food do not exist and certainly do not justify the increase in pesticide 
use and the associated problems. Recent research indicates that pesticide use can be reduced by 35% to 
50% without any substantial increase in food prices or loss of crop yields.[1] Surveys suggest that the public 
would support relaxation of cosmetic standards if it decreases pesticide residues in its food.

History of Cosmetic Standards

The FDA sets defect action levels (DALs) for insects and mites allowed in fruits and vegetables and 
in products made from them. These DALs were established to reduce insect and mite infestation in 
foods to a reasonable and safe level, because their presence in food products was thought to indicate 
that crops had insufficient insect and mite control, were improperly washed, were unsatisfactorily 
inspected, and contained insects and mites harmful to health. Besides visual prejudice against insects 
in food, there is the well- placed concern that insects such as nonherbivorous houseflies and cock-
roaches may transmit disease.

During the past 40 years, the FDA has steadily lowered DALs.[2] For example, a fivefold decrease in the 
number of leaf miners permitted in spinach occurred from 1930 to 1974. As tolerance levels for insects 
in food have fallen, wholesalers, processors, and retailers have increased their “cosmetic standards” 
for produce and other food products so that most marketed U.S. produce is visually perfect. Produce 
distributors encourage high cosmetic standards because their contracts enable them to visually inspect 
produce before buying and reject it when the supply is excessive. Growers are motivated to produce 
cosmetically perfect produce to ensure its sale.

However, to meet these increasingly stringent regulations, farmers have had to use greater amounts 
of increasingly toxic pesticides and implement other pest control strategies. Synthetic pesticide use in 
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the United States has increased about 33-fold since 1945, and the toxicity of pesticides used has increased 
10- to 100-fold in the past 25 years (Figure 1). More pesticides need to be used to produce the blemish-free 
produce distributors and consumers expect.

There is little evidence that eating herbivorous insects or insect parts is hazardous to human health.[4] 
However, solid data suggest that the adverse health and environmental impacts of pesticide exposure 
are substantial.[5] Given the direct correlation between increases in cosmetic standards and increases 
in pesticide use, why are cosmetic standards and DALs growing increasingly severe and perpetuating 
further increases in pesticide use?

The increase in cosmetic standards and more stringent DALs are based on the premise that consumers 
demand unblemished, insect-free food. Clearly, cosmetic appearance of produce is a primary factor con-
sumers use in assessing the quality of produce. Unfortunately, this assessment is often made without more 
substantive quality information, such as nutritional values or pesticide residue levels. Recent evidence 
suggests that when consumers are aware of the trade-offs between blemish-free produce and pesticide use, 
they will purchase produce that is not cosmetically perfect because it has less pesticide residue.[6]

Environmental and Health Effects of Pesticide Exposure

An estimated 617,000 tons of more than 600 different kinds of pesticides are used annually in the United 
States, at a cost of approximately $9 billion.[7] Still, pests such as insects, plant pathogens, and weeds 
destroy 37% of all potential food and fiber crops.[8] Typically, each dollar invested in pesticides returns 
about $4 in crops saved.

However, this economic evaluation does not take into account the impacts of pesticide use on 
public health and the environment. Approximately 0.1% of applied pesticides reach target pests, leav-
ing 99.9% of the pesticides to impact the environment.[8] Environmental effects of pesticides can be 
significant: Domestic animals and wildlife can be poisoned or adversely affected by pesticide expo-
sure; beneficial natural enemies of harmful pests can be destroyed by pesticide use; heavy pesticide 

FIGURE 1 The amount of synthetic pesticides produced in the United States. About 90% is sold in the United 
States. The decline in total amount produced since 1975 is in large part due to the 10- to 100-fold increased toxicity 
and effectiveness of the newer pesticides.[1,3]
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use can result in pesticide resistance and subsequently even heavier or more toxic pesticide use; and 
already limited natural resources such as soil, groundwater, and surface water can be contaminated 
by pesticide residues or drift.[5]

The human health effects of pesticide exposure through food are also diverse and significant. About 
35% of foods purchased by American consumers have detectable levels of pesticides, and about 1%–3% of 
these foods have residue levels over the legal tolerance level 8. These estimates are conservative because 
detection methods currently detect only about one-third of the pesticides now in use in the United 
States. The contamination rate is undoubtedly higher for fruits and vegetables because they receive the 
highest levels of pesticides. One USDA study indicates that some pesticide residue remains in produce 
even after it is washed, peeled, and cored.[9]

Both the acute and chronic health effects of pesticide exposure are significant. Worldwide, about 
26.5 million acute pesticide poisonings occur each year, resulting in about 3 million hospitalizations, 
approximately 220,000 fatalities, and 750,000 cases of chronic pesticide-related illness.[10] Chronic effects 
can adversely affect most systems of the human body. U.S. data indicate that 18% of all insecticides and 
about 90% of all fungicides are carcinogenic.[11] Many pesticides are also estrogenic, linked to increased 
breast cancer among some women in the United States. Pesticide exposure can also damage the respi-
ratory and reproductive systems, leading to conditions like asthma and infertility.[12–14] In the United 
States, EPA[15] reports that 300,000 non-fatal pesticide poisonings occur each year.

The negative health effects that pesticides can have are more significant in children. Children have 
higher metabolic rates than adults, and their ability to detoxify and excrete toxic compounds is differ-
ent. Also, because of their smaller size, children are typically exposed to higher levels of pesticides than 
adults. Finally, certain types of pesticides, such as carbamates and organophosphates, are more danger-
ous for children than adults.[10]

Given the significant environmental and public health impacts that pesticides can have, it appears 
desirable to limit pesticide exposure to minimize these adverse effects. However, the increasingly strin-
gent DALs and cosmetic standards have resulted in considerable increases in pesticide use. Do the 
health effects of eating herbivorous insects, insect parts, or blemished produce warrant the risks and the 
substantial health consequences of increasing pesticide exposure to meet these standards?

Health Effects of Eating Insects/Insect Parts in Food

Even under the current stringent DAL regulatory guidelines, a few insects and mites do remain in or 
on produce. For instance, the DAL for apple butter is an “average of 5 whole insects or equivalents per 
100 grams not counting mites, aphids, thrips, or scale insects.” DALs for many other food products are 
similar. Many insects commonly found in foods and food products are so minute in size that they are 
practically impossible to eliminate. Although the numbers of insects are strictly limited by FDA regula-
tions, some do remain and are eaten.

This, however, is not a cause for concern. In contrast with the well-documented acute and chronic 
negative health effects resulting from pesticide exposure, there is not one known case of human illness 
from ingesting insects and mites in or on foods. In addition, though some insects do carry disease or 
present health risks—houseflies, for example—all herbivorous insects/mites found on harvested pro-
duce are harmless to humans.

While ingesting insects or insect parts in our food may seem distasteful to many Americans, many 
cultures eat insects by choice. Insects are a substantial source of protein, with digestible protein content 
ranging from 40% to 65%,[16] and insects, shrimp, lobster, and crawfish are all arthropods; the latter 
three are often considered food delicacies.

Given that herbivorous insects found on produce are not a health hazard, consumers must decide 
whether they are willing to tolerate the presence of a few insects rather than insisting on visually “per-
fect” produce that requires high levels of pesticides.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

If the health effects of herbivorous insects found on or in food products are not cause for concern, then 
the need for strict DALs might be relaxed. Relaxing cosmetic standards for some fruits and vegetables 
might be feasible. Approximately 10% to 20% of pesticides applied to fruits and vegetables are used only 
to comply with the current strict cosmetic standards established by the FDA, USDA, wholesalers, and 
retailers that result in blemish-free pro-duce. Rigorous cosmetic standards are probably unnecessary, 
since surface blemishes on fruits and vegetables generally do not affect nutritional content, storage life, 
or flavor. However, will the American public purchase produce that appears less than perfect?

Research on public preferences shows that 97% of Americans prefer food without pesticide residues. 
In addition, 50%–66% are willing to pay more for food with less pesticide residue.[17] It is estimated that 
in the United States, pesticide use can be reduced by about 50% without reducing crop yields. The esti-
mated increase in the consumer’s food costs would be only 0.6%.[10] This marketplace cost increase does 
not take into account the positive environmental and health benefits that would be realized if pesticide 
use were reduced. Sweden, for example, has reduced pesticide use 68% and reduced pesticide poisonings 
77%.[18] The small increase in consumer cost would be more than offset by these benefits.

Therefore, given the environmental and health tradeoffs related to high cosmetic standards for produce, 
it appears that human health and the environment would be best protected by less stringent DALs and 
relaxed cosmetic standards for produce, to minimize unnecessary pesticide use and related adverse effects.
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Tolerance Limits for Pesticide Residues

The responsibility for ensuring that pesticide residues in foods are not present above the limits is shared 
by three major government agencies.[1] The Environment Protection Agency (EPA) determines the 
safety of pesticide products and sets tolerance levels for pesticides. The Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) enforces the tolerances in all foods except meat and poultry products. The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) regulates commercially processed egg, meat, 
and poultry products including combination products (e.g., stew, pizza). In addition, any products con-
taining 2% or more poultry or poultry products, or 3% or more red meat or red meat products are also 
under jurisdiction of the FSIS. The pesticides of concern usually include insecticides, fungicides, her-
bicides, and other agricultural chemicals. Table 1 illustrates examples of tolerance levels for pesticide 
residues in several food categories.[2,3] These tolerance levels are extremely low, usually below parts per 
million, but do not represent permissible levels of contamination where it is avoidable. In addition, 
blending of a food (or feed) containing a substance in excess of an action level or tolerance with another 
food (or feed) is not permitted, and the final product from blending is unlawful, regardless of the level 
of the contaminant.

Regulatory Inspection and Enforcement

The FDA monitors the levels of pesticide residues in processed foods. For imported products, the 
FDA checks a sample of the food at entry into the United States and can stop shipments at the entry. 
If illegal residues are found in domestic samples, FDA can take regulatory actions, such as seizure 
or injunction.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture also monitors pesticide residues in food.[4] The Department was 
charged in 1991 with implementing a program to collect data on pesticide residues on various food com-
modities. The program has become a critical component of the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996 and 
currently is known as the Pesticide Data Program. The data on pesticides in selected commodities are 
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used by the EPA to support its dietary risk assessment process and pesticide registration and by the FDA 
to refine sampling for enforcement of tolerances.

If a product is in violation of the tolerance limits, it is adulterated under the food law. The product 
may be destroyed or recalled from the market by the manufacturer or shipper. The recall may be initi-
ated voluntarily by the manufacturer (or shipper) or at the request of the regulatory agency. The respon-
sible agency also may seize the product on orders obtained from the Federal courts and may prosecute 
persons or firms responsible for the violation.

Tolerance Limits for Insect Fragments

Many food materials may contain natural but unwanted debris that cause no health hazards for humans. 
These debris may include insects, insect fragments, and rodent hairs and are considered unavoidable 
defects in foods with the current agricultural practices. In fact, the use of chemical substances to control 
insects, rodent, and other contaminants has little, if any, impact on natural and unavoidable defects 
in foods. The FDA contends that the use of pesticides does not effectively reduce the presence of these 
food defects. This has led the regulatory agencies to establish maximum levels of natural or unavoidable 
defects allowable in foods for human use. The FDA currently lists over 100 products from fruits to fish,[5] 
and Table 2 shows only several examples. If no defect action level exists for a product, the FDA evaluates 
and decides on a case-by-case basis using criteria of reported findings such as length of hairs and size 
of insect fragments.

The FDA sets these action levels under the premise that it is economically impractical to grow, 
harvest, or process raw products that are totally free of nonhazardous, naturally occurring, unavoid-
able defects. It is incorrect, however, to assume that because the FDA has an established defect action 
level for a food, the manufacturer needs only keep defects just below that level. The defect levels do 
not represent averages of the defects that occur in any of the products. The levels represent limits at 
which FDA will regard the food product as adulterated and, therefore, subject to enforcement action. 
Like pesticide residues, blending of food with a defect at or above the current defect action level with 

TABLE 1 Examples of Tolerance Limits for Pesticide Residues in Human Food

Substance

Action Level

Commodity (Parts per Million) Remark

Aldrin and dieldrin Asparagus 0.03
Fish 0.3 Edible portion
Peanuts 0.05

Chlordane Carrots 0.1
Fish 0.3 Edible portion
Lettuce 0.1
Poultry 0.3 Fat basis

DDTa Carrots 3.0
Citrus fruits 0.1
Tomatoes 0.05

Lindane Beans 0.5
Corn 0.1
Milk 0.3 Fat basis
Beef 7.0 Fat basis

Source: FDA[2] and USDA.[3]

a  Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane.
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another lot of the same or another food is not permitted. That practice renders the final food unlawful 
regardless of the defect level of the finished food.

Responsibility of Food Manufacturers

Food manufacturers are required to follow the standard manufacturing procedures under a federal 
regulation, known as good manufacturing practice (GMP), during food production.[6] The GMP guide-
lines imply that all food materials used must not exceed the tolerance limits set for pesticide residues or 
any other poisonous or deleterious substances. The GMP also calls for the same regulatory requirement 
for natural or unavoidable defects in all food materials. The food materials susceptible to contamination 
may be tested for compliance or relied on a supplier’s guarantee or certification that they are in compli-
ance. In addition, the GMP regulation stipulates that food manufacturers and distributors must utilize 
at all times quality control operations that reduce natural or unavoidable defects to the lowest level 
feasible with the current technology.

Potential Consumer Benefits

Through conducting a monitoring program, the federal government agencies work together to improve 
consumer protection. The EPA will continue to review scientific data on all pesticide products, while the 
FDA and U.S. Department of Agriculture will closely monitor levels of pesticide residues in all foods 
including both domestic and imported products. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s data for 1998 
suggest that violation of the pesticide tolerance limits was very low in all raw products including fruit 
and vege, wheat, and milk samples. In 1993, the FDA reported that no pesticide residues were found in 
infant formulas, and no residues over EPA tolerances or FDA action levels were found in any of the foods 
that were prepared as consumers normally would prepare them at home.[7]
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TABLE 2 Examples of Tolerance Limits for Natural or Unavoidable Defects in Foods

Product Defect Action Level

Sweet corn, canned Insect larvae 2 or more 3 mm or longer larvae
Macaroni Insect filth 225 insect fragments or more per 225 g

Rodent filth 4.5 rodent hairs or more per 225 g
Peaches, canned and frozen Mold/insect damage Wormy or moldy on 3% or more fruits

Insects 1 or more larvae and/or larval fragments whose aggregate length
exceeds 5 mm in 12 one-pound cans

Peanut butter Insect filth 30 or more insect fragments per 100 g
Rodent filth 1 or more rodent hairs per 100 g

Popcorn Rodent filth 1 or more rodent excreta pellets or rodent hairs in 1 or more 
subsamples

Tomato juice Drosophila fly 10 or more fly eggs per 100 g
Mold 24% of mold counts in 6 subsamples

Wheat flour Insect filth 75 or more insect fragments per 50 g
Rodent filth 1 or more rodent hairs per 50 g

Source: FDA.[5]
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Introduction

Why Regulate Pesticides?

Chemical or biological pesticides have target specific toxicity that controls or eradicates pests falling 
under different groups. These products, though developed for specific usage, could have adverse effects 
on living beings and the environment and unchecked use can cause havoc. Regulating pesticides, there-
fore, would assure reasonable safety in use of these toxic substances and ensure that risks from pesti-
cides to humans and their environment are minimized and are consistent with the benefits achieved by 
their use in terms of reduced losses.

Regulating pesticides at the international and national level should consider social costs in line with 
social benefits. Pesticides impose costs on society, such as health risks and environmental degradation, 
which are not borne by the user. The available policy remedies include bans on individual or classes of 
chemicals that prohibit the introduction of hazardous compounds into the environment, and economic 
instruments such as taxes, registration fees, and import duties that work to redistribute and adjust the 
social costs occurring for pesticide use and also provide the government with revenues that can be used 
to cover health costs and environmental clean-up activities.

History

The United States in 1910 introduced the Federal Pesticide Act that underwent complete metamorphosis 
to become the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) in 1947, which since 1970 is 
under the auspices of the Environmental Protection Agency.
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Australia initiated pesticide legislation with one state in 1925 and by 1945 all states had their indi-
vidual laws. The Industry Association brought law common to all states in 1995. By the end of 1999 about 
95% of the countries in the world had adopted full/partial regulatory systems.

Early in-depth studies were not carried out on the long-term effects of: 1) repeated exposures, 2) resid-
ual toxicity, 3) accumulated toxicity, and 4) the impact on environment. With additional knowledge on 
the cumulative toxicity of chlorinated hydrocarbons such as DDT having come to light, the regulat-
ing authorities have started demanding the generation of additional critical toxicological data to assess 
short-term, long-term, and environmental toxicity of earlier registered pesticides. The European Union 
has already undertaken reviews of 90 molecules in the first phase by a Commission regulation dated 
December 11, 1992, to be completed in 12 years, and a further 148 molecules in the second phase effec-
tive March 1, 2000. The remaining substances in the European Union would be included in third phase.

Regulatory requirements for pesticides have undergone a change over the past half a century. With 
the advent of highly sophisticated testing equipment, more knowledge about harmful effects of the 
toxic chemicals has come to light. Consistent watch by environmentalists and organizations like the 
Pesticides Action Network (PAN), Greenpeace, Save the Planet groups, and other nongovernmental 
organizations has resulted in added awareness resulting in hosts of data requirements for registration/
reregistration of pesticides.

Although all developed countries and most of the developing countries have their own legislation to 
regulate pesticides, there have been vast variations in data requirements for registrations between these 
countries. With globalization it has became imperative to have harmonized data requirements so that 
the registrant can hope for faster registration in different (pesticide consuming) countries.

Available International Guidelines

1.  Agenda 21 of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED)
2.  The Codex Alimentarius
3.  The FAO International Code of Conduct and Prior Informed Consent (PIC)
4.  WTO and International Trade with respect to pesticides
5.  Agreement on Persistent Organic Pollution (POP)
6.  Guidelines of Minor Donor Institutions on the purchase of pesticidess

Implementation Problems

Although FAO took the lead to harmonize data requirements in participating nations for registrations 
of pesticides, certain problems and practical difficulties have occurred such as

7.  The original registrant, having invested huge amounts in data generation, is unable to protect the data
8.  Absence of confidentiality assurance by the registering country, creating difficulties in multiple 

country registrations
9.  Recommended uses differ from country to country, resulting in difficulties

10.  Unchecked dumping of unsafe or banned pesticides in less-developed countries
11.  New registrations by a company other than the original registrant by providing data generated by 

such a company could not be checked

Steps Undertaken

Although though PIC entry of banned pesticides could be prevented, this instrument has not been fully 
effective. Once it becomes fully operational legally things should improve.
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With the United States implementing the Food Quality Protection Act and fixing maximum residue 
limits for 3000 toxic compounds, countries worldwide would need to harmonize their registrations on 
toxic chemicals so as to meet the residue levels in food.

The formation of the European Union with 15 member countries, OECD with 29 members, and the 
Technical Working Group having EPA, Canada, and Mexico, has accelerated the pace towards harmoniza-
tion. However, since a vast disparity exists between developed countries on one side and developing coun-
tries on the other side, it is rather difficult to have a unified data requirement, particularly in case of risk 
assessment.

Acceptance of electronic data submission and dossier/ monograph submissions and joint reviews 
by EU would also pave the way toward harmonization and would address questions in the nondietary 
exposure area.

Apart from studies related to bioefficiency of the product, the toxicological studies of the toxicant, its 
analogues, impurities and breakdown products, residual toxicity, etc., as listed in Appendix 1 would help 
understanding and regulating pesticides.

Present Scenario and Probable Remedies

Substantial evidence exists that pesticides are being applied in a technically and economically inefficient 
manner. Many developing countries subsidize pesticides and equipment, resulting in excessive use of 
pesticides.

Also in developing countries, the current legal environment and enforcement capabilities have been 
inadequate and dysfunctional, thus exerting a significant impact on current levels of pesticide use. This 
is partly due to lack of resources and partly due to manipulation by vested interests.

The inadequacies of the existing regulatory framework, institutional rigidities, and a bias in favor of 
pesticide-dependent paths also contribute to improper use of pesticides.

A major problem confronting many countries is the absence of well-established procedural mecha-
nisms for public involvement in the decision making process including crop protection policy. Competing 
interests with a stake in the process, including farmers, the pesticide industry, and policy makers respon-
sible for food security, argue for a more liberal regulatory stance. On the other hand, environmentalists, 
public health workers, and consumers demand strict regulation and reduced pesticide volumes.

To be more effective, pesticide regulation and implementation should be handled by a neutral agency 
like the Ministry of Environment or similar organization and not the Ministry of Agriculture or other 
interested ministry.

Pesticide policy needs to be integrated into the broader public policy debate concerning the nations’ 
agricultural, environmental, and health strategies.

Nevertheless, two general principles should apply. First, dispassionate analysis of the costs and ben-
efits of pesticide use would provide a useful tool for the formulation of normal policies; and second, the 
broader and more inclusive the debate, the more likely it is that the outcome will serve the public rather 
than specific private interests.

Future Global Policy

A uniform global regulatory system needs to ensure

1.  Agricultural chemical use increases agricultural output
2.  Food supplies are safe from harmful toxicants/ residues
3.  Reduced-risk chemical pesticides, biopesticides, and nonchemical alternatives are encouraged
4.  Uniform MRLs to eliminate trade barriers
5.  Uniform health-based safety standards for pesticide residues
6.  Special provisions for certain groups of the population including infants and children
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Appendix 1

Toxicological and Other Data Requirements for Pesticide Registration

 7.  Identity of active substance
Chemical name
Empirical and structural formula
Molecular mass
Method of manufacture (synthesis pathways)
Purity
Identity and content of isomers
Impurity and additives

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 8.  Physical and chemical properties
Melting point
Boiling point and relative density
Vapor pressure
Volatility
Appearance
Absorption spectra-molecular extinction at relevant wavelength
Solubility in water/organic solvents
Partitioning coefficient N-octanol/water
Stability and hydrolysis rate in water
Photochemical degradation on surface, in water, and in air
Thermal stability and stability in air

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 9. Analytical method
Analytical method for the determination of the pure active substance in the technical grade.
For breakdown products and additives in plant products, soil, water, animal body fluids, and tissues.

 
 

 10. Toxicological and metabolism studies
Studies on acute toxicity—oral, percutaneous, inhalation, intraperitoneal, skin and, where appro-

priate, eye irritation, and skin sensitization.
Short-term toxicity—oral, cumulative toxicity, and other routes inhalation or dermal.
Chronic toxicity—oral, long-term toxicity, and carcinogenicity.
Mutagenicity—reproductive toxicity-teratogenicity and multigeneration studies in mammals. 

Metabolism studies in mammals—absorption, distribution, and excretion studies, elucidation 
of metabolic pathways.

Supplementary studies—neurotoxicity studies— toxic effects of metabolites from treated plants 
and toxic effects on livestock and pests.

Medical data—medical surveillance on manufacturing plant personnel, clinical cases, poisoning 
incidents from industry and agriculture sensitization/ allergenicity observations, observations 
on exposure of the general population, and epidemiological studies if appropriate. Diagnosis 
and specific signs of poisoning, clinical tests, and prognosis of expected effects of poisoning. 
Proposed treatment: first aid measures, antidotes, and medical treatment. Summary of toxi-
cological studies and conclusions, critical scientific evaluation with regard to all toxicological 
data, and other information concerning the active substance.

 11. Residues in or on treated products, food and feed metabolism in plants and livestock
In treated plants (distribution, metabolism, binding constituents, etc.).
In livestock (uptake, distribution, metabolism, binding constituents, etc.).
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 12. Fate and behavior in the environment
Studies on aerobic and anaerobic degradation under laboratory conditions in different soil types. 

Adsorption and desorption in different soil types including metabolites.
Mobility of the active ingredients in different soil types.
Behavior in water and air, rate and route of degradation.

13. Ecotoxicological studies
Effects on birds, fish, aquatic organisms such as Daphnia magna, algae, honeybees, earthworms, 

other nontarget macroorganisms and microorganisms.

14.  Information concerning the labeling including indication of danger and safety measures.
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Introduction

When chemical pesticides were introduced 50 years ago, little attention was paid to the environmental 
and health impacts. With the rapid expansion of use in the 1950s, understanding gradually increased 
of the consequences of exposure to certain chemicals. Wide-ranging impacts began to be identified, 
including: environmental persistence and effects on birds and wildlife; residues in soil, water, and air; 
residues in food; human poisonings from acutely toxic pesticides or long-term health impacts such as 
cancer; and pest resistance, often leading to dramatic crop losses.

With almost 1000 different pesticides and thousands of formulations on the market to control insects, 
diseases, weeds, and other pests, action was clearly needed to protect human health and the environ-
ment. International standards recommended that governments establish a registration system to autho-
rize each formulation of a pesticide for each specific crop or other use. Concern with some pesticides 
led governments to ban or restrict them to a limited number of uses. Few developing countries can fully 
implement a registration scheme, and they are often unaware of bans imposed elsewhere. Recognizing 
these problems, in the early 1980s, governments, international organizations, and public interest groups 
began to demand action to provide a warning system to help developing countries regulate or ban the 
use of hazardous pesticides.

The Rotterdam Convention on Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals 
and Pesticides in International Trade[1] is the outcome of 15 years of activity on trade in hazardous chem-
icals. Adopted on 10 September 1998 in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, the Convention was signed by 
73 countries[2] and by June 2001 had been ratified by 14 parties. It will become legally binding after 50 
countries have ratified.

The Convention takes an important step toward protecting humans and the environment from highly 
toxic chemicals. For the first time, it will help monitor and control trade in dangerous substances, circu-
late better information about health and environmental problems of chemicals, and prevent unwanted 
imports of certain hazardous chemicals.
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Central to the Rotterdam Convention is the system of Prior Informed Consent (PIC), a means 
of obtaining and disseminating decisions of importing countries about their willingness to receive 
shipments of certain chemicals, and ensuring compliance to these decisions by the exporter. To be 
included in PIC, a pesticide must be banned or severely restricted for health or environmental rea-
sons by two countries in two different regions of the world—indicating that its adverse effects are a 
“global concern.”

But focusing on banned or severely restricted pesticides may only touch the tip of the iceberg. 
Industrialized countries rely on trained and informed users able to apply good practice as safeguards: 
in developing countries where pesticides are often used under conditions of poverty, these measures 
cannot be applied. Furthermore, older—and often more hazardous—pesticides are often cheaper, 
making them attractive to poorer farmers. The Convention recognizes that “severely hazardous pes-
ticide formulations” should be included in PIC if they cause health or environmental problems in 
developing countries or in Eastern Europe—termed “countries with economies in transition”— in 
the Convention.

History of PIC

A PIC system was first proposed in the early 1980s as part of the International Code of Conduct on 
the Distribution and Use of Pesticides, negotiated by governments in the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) of the UN. Some governments resisted the concept, and the Code was adopted in 
1985 without any reference to PIC. But intense pressure from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 
and others won support, and the principle was accepted in 1987. It took until 1989 to establish the word-
ing and issue a revised version of the Code.[3] That same year, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) 
included an identical provision in the London Guidelines on the Exchange of Information on Chemicals 
in International Trade, and a voluntary system was put in place with the FAO acting as the Secretariat 
for pesticides and UNEP for industrial chemicals. The first pesticides were added in 1991, and by 1995, 
22 pesticides and five industrial chemicals were included.

From Voluntary to Legally Binding

The issue of transforming the voluntary scheme into a legally binding international Convention was 
first mooted in 1992 at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED).[4] 
In November 1994, the FAO Council meeting agreed to proceed, and this was followed in May 1995 by 
a decision of the UNEP Governing Council. The two organizations convened an Intergovernmental 
Negotiating Committee (INC) to draft and agree international legally binding instrument.

Banning Exports of Banned Pesticides

An alternative to PIC strongly advocated at the time was to stop all exports of banned pesticides. 
However, unless action to limit the market for a banned pesticide could be taken, banning exports 
could encourage companies to relocate production, possibly in a country with less stringent controls. 
Preventing the export of banned pesticides would have no effect on severely restricted chemicals. 
Without a PIC system, a developing country could unwittingly allow the import of banned or severely 
restricted pesticides, ignorant of action taken by some governments. Many developing countries 
maintained that an export ban could limit their development, as alternatives were more expensive, 
and that import decisions should rest with them. PIC does not prevent individual countries from 
deciding that their banned pesticides should not be exported, but does ensure that regulatory actions 
are widely shared.
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How the Convention Is Operated

In negotiating the text of the Rotterdam Convention, governments built on the experience gained in the 
voluntary PIC. As a mark of its importance, the Convention began immediately on a voluntary basis, 
with FAO and UNEP continuing as an interim Joint Secretariat.

Designated National Authorities

To participate in PIC, governments must appoint a Designated National Authority (DNA). By December 
2000, 170 governments had appointed a DNA or a focal point. When ratifying the Convention, DNAs 
must be authorized to carry out administrative functions such as receiving, transmitting, and circulat-
ing information.

Notifying Regulatory Actions

When a government bans or severely restricts a pesticide, it must notify the Joint Secretariat within 
90 days. Governments need to demonstrate that their action is final and that it was based on a risk 
evaluation, including a review of scientific data, and the Secretariat will validate the notification. Once 
two valid notifications from different PIC regions have been received for the same pesticide, it becomes 
a candidate for PIC.

Chemical Review Committee

The Convention set up a Chemical Review Committee to consider notifications, and advise the 
Conference of the Parties (CoP—this will replace the INC after ratification). A parallel structure oper-
ates in the voluntary phase, with an Interim Chemical Review Committee (ICRC). The Committee 
will review PIC notifications, and—when they meet the agreed criteria—draft a Decision Guidance 
Document (DGD).

Two Routes to Be “PIC-ed”

Pesticides in the voluntary PIC were carried forward, and new pesticides continue to be added. By June 
2001, the process included 26 pesticides and five industrial chemicals (Table 1).

There are two routes for adding pesticides to the Convention. Under Article 5, a ban or severe 
restriction in any two regions triggers PIC if the action is taken for health or environmental reasons. 
Governments have decided that the PIC regions would be: Africa (48 countries), Latin America, and the 
Caribbean (33 countries), Asia (23 countries), Near East (22 countries), Europe (49 countries), North 
America (2 countries: Canada and US), Southwest Pacific (16 countries).

The second route is covered in Article 6, and addresses “severely hazardous pesticide formulations.” 
This category applies only to pesticide formulations found to be causing health or environmental prob-
lems under conditions of use in developing countries, or countries with economies in transition. These 
pesticides may not have been banned, but—generally because of high toxicity— cause poisonings and 
deaths when used without extreme caution. Governments must submit evidence based on a “clear 
description of incidents related to the problem, including the adverse effects and the way in which the 
formulation was used.” Nevertheless, this kind of evidence is rare, and collecting information is diffi-
cult: incidents take place far from medical facilities; many farmers are unaware of the active ingredients 
of pesticides they use; and it is common to use mixtures of several pesticides. The ICRC is investigating 
how to deal with these problems.
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Import Decisions, Information, and Website

Once a pesticide is included in PIC, the DGD is circulated to all governments who must decide whether 
to consent to or prohibit its import. Import decisions are posted on the PIC website, and circulated bian-
nually. Governments in exporting countries must ensure that their exporters comply. Of course, many 
countries are both importers and exporters and under the rules of international trade, a country cannot 
ban the import of a pesticide that is manufactured and used nationally.

An important tool is the PIC Circular, updated every six months by the Secretariat. Circulated in hard 
copy and on the website,[5] it includes new bans and severe restrictions, importing country responses, 

TABLE 1 Pesticides Covered by the Interim PIC Procedure, November 2000

Banned or severely restricted pesticidesa

2,4,5-T (dioxin contamination)
Aldrin
Binapacryl (INC6)a

Captafol
Chlordane
Chlordimeform
Chlorobenzilate
DDT
Dieldrin
Dinoseb and dinoseb salts
1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB, or ethylene dibromide)
Ethylene dichloride (INC7)a

Ethylene oxide (INC7)a

Fluoroacetamide
HCH, mixed isomers
Heptachlor
Hexachlorobenzene
Lindane
Mercury compounds

mercuric oxide
mercurous chloride, Calomel
other inorganic mercury compounds
alkyl mercury compounds
alkoxyalkyl/aryl mercury compounds

Pentachlorophenol
Toxaphene (INC6)a

Severely hazardous pesticide formulationsb

Monocrotophos
Methamidophos
Phosphamidon
Methyl parathion
Parathion

a  Indicates that these four pesticides were added to the PIC list at the 6th and 7th 
International Negotiating Committee meetings.

b  Only certain formulations of these severely hazardous pesticides are included.
Source: http://www.pic.int/[5]
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and general progress reports. For the first time, it is easy to access sound information on government 
regulatory actions, even if these do not meet all the full PIC criteria.

The Convention—More than PIC

Information exchange is an important principle promoted under Article 14 of the Convention. 
Developing countries lack resources to undertake extensive evaluations of pesticides and governments 
are encouraged to share scientific, technical, economic, and legal information on chemicals within the 
scope of the Convention, as well as other information on their regulatory actions.

Building Capacity/Improving Regulations

The process of identifying problem pesticides through PIC will be slow, and there are limitations. In 
some cases, for example, governments will have no easy substitute, although this may increase the incen-
tive to seek safer and more appropriate alternatives, including Integrated Pest Management strategies.

Financial resources are needed, not only to allow the Secretariat to meet its obligations, but also to 
ensure that regulators in developing countries can participate in workshops and training sessions. In 
poorer countries, with competing demands on scarce resources, chemical regulation is not always a 
priority. The status of an international Convention gives PIC the attention it requires to be effective, and 
should help attract the necessary funds.

PIC is just one tool, although an important one, in the regulation of pesticides. With good training 
and additional resources, PIC can play a central role as part of capacity building initiatives to help gov-
ernments improve their ability to regulate pesticides, and to look for products and strategies that reduce 
the dependence on hazardous chemicals.
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Introduction

At a national level, soil law means a body of law to promote soil conservation enacted by a legislature, 
e.g., an act, decree, regulation, or other formal legal instrument that is legally enforceable. Soil law, or 
“soil legislation” as it may also be referred, includes those laws that have primary responsibility for soil 
conservation, soil and water conservation, and land rehabilitation. They are generally characterized 
by provisions to mitigate and manage soil erosion and soil degradation and methods to conserve soil 
resources. Internationally, the legal framework for the conservation of soil can include conventions, 
protocols, agreements, and covenants, which are expressed to be legally binding. Worldwide, soil law 
is managed by a variety of legal and institutional systems, which are the individual organizational and 
operational regimes that have the administrative authority over soil.

Why Law for Soil?

Soil bodies are effectively large ecosystems and comprise fundamental components of the earth’s bio-
diversity. Soil is thus seen as the basis for the conservation of terrestrial biological diversity and the 
sustenance of all terrestrial organisms, including people. The ongoing and widespread soil degradation 
as a result of human use of soil provides the imperative for enactment of soil law. The ever-increasing 
demand for food by rapidly growing populations in many countries in the past few decades has exerted 
increasing environmental stress on the soil leading to widespread soil degradation.[1] The following defi-
nitions provide the context for soil law.

Soil

Soil forms an integral part of the earth’s ecosystems and is situated between the earth’s surface and bed-
rock. It is subdivided into successive horizontal layers with specific physical, chemical, and biological 
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characteristics. From the standpoint of history of soil use, and from an ecological and environmental 
point of view, the concept of soil also embraces porous sedimentary rocks and other permeable materi-
als together with the water that these contain and the reserves of underground water.[2]

Soil Degradation

Soil degradation is a loss or reduction of soil functions or soil uses. It includes aspects of physical, 
chemical, and biological deterioration, including loss of organic matter, decline in soil fertility, decline 
in structural condition, erosion, adverse changes in salinity, acidity, or alkalinity, and the effects of toxic 
chemicals, pollutants, or excessive flooding.[1]

Sustainable Use of Soil

The sustainable use of soils preserves the balance between the processes of soil formation and soil deg-
radation while maintaining the ecological functions and needs of soil. In this context, the use of soil 
means the role of soil in the conservation of biological diversity and the maintenance of human life.[3]

International Law and Soil

International environmental law is an essential component for setting and implementing global, 
regional, and national policy on environment and development. There is an increasing recognition of 
the role of international environmental law to overcome the global problems of soil degradation, includ-
ing its ability to provide a juridical basis for action by nations and the international community.[4] A 
number of international and regional instruments introduced in the past 10 years contain elements that 
can contribute to achieving sustainable use of soil. None are sufficient on their own. Some of the instru-
ments could assist by promoting the management of some of the activities that can control soil degra-
dation. However, this role is not readily apparent except for those that include provisions specifically 
directed to soil (e.g., see Article IV “Soil”— 1968 African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources, final revision text adopted by the African Union Assembly on July 11, 2003).

Declarations

A number of nonbinding declarations and charters draw attention to the fact that soil degradation and 
desertification are reaching alarming proportions and seriously endangering human survival. They call 
on states to cooperate and develop the tools to conserve soils. Key declarations relevant to soil include 
the 1972 Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, the 1981 FAO World Soil Charter, the 1982 
World Charter for Nature, the 1982 Nairobi Declaration, the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and 
Development, and the 2002 Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development. Also of relevance is 
the Programme for the Development and Periodic Review of Environmental Law for the First Decade 
of the 21st Century, known as the Montevideo Programme; this program includes provisions to improve 
the conservation, rehabilitation, and sustainable use of soils.[5]

International Conventions, Covenants, Treaties, and Agreements

Many multilateral agreements include provisions that could be used to promote sustainable use of soil, 
but the provisions are generally tangential to the needs of soil as such. Key global instruments relevant to 
soil include the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity, the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change and the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, and the 1994 United Nations Convention to Combat 
Desertification. Relevant regional instruments include the 1968 African Convention on the Conservation 
of Nature and Natural Resources (Revised July 2003), the 1985 ASEAN Agreement on the Conservation 
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of Nature and Natural Resources, the 1986 Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and 
Environment of the South Pacific Region, the 1986 European Community Council Directive, the 1995 
Convention Concerning the Protection of the European Alps, and the 1998 Protocol for the Implementation 
of the Alpine Convention of 1991 in the Area of Soil Protection.[6]

National Soil Law

Legislation has been used for some 60 years in many countries to control soil degradation problems 
and to manage soil. A worldwide examination of national legal and institutional frameworks indicates 
that most countries approach the management of soil in a fragmented manner. The term “soil law” 
also covers those situations where comprehensive provisions for soil protection and management have 
been integrated in legislation that protects other aspects of the environment, such as forests, water, 
biodiversity, and desertification. In general, soil law thus provides for farm planning, implementation 
of soil erosion control measures, establishing community groups, planning catchment schemes, and 
compliance and enforcement. Some jurisdictions, such as the United Kingdom, have multiple soil leg-
islation mechanisms that cover a broad range of functions including soil planning, access to sensitive 
land types, organic farming practices, nitrate sensitive areas, and soil restoration. On the other hand, 
federally organized countries often have a system where each state or province has its own soil legisla-
tion and supportive legal mechanisms. Hybrid situations also exist, such as in the People’s Republic of 
China, which has enacted the Water and Soil Conservation Law 1991 and the Desertification Law 2002 at 
a national level, but causes them to be implemented through a comprehensive provincial system of law 
and regulations.

There is a wide variety of types of legal mechanisms used to protect and manage soil, including acts, 
decrees, resolutions, ordinances, codes, regulations, circulars, decisions, orders, and bylaws. Whereas 
these are generally appropriate, many need to be applied in more inventive ways to effectively manage 
the soil in an ecosystem context.[3]

Effectiveness of Soil Law

The effectiveness of international and national soil law is generally dependent on two matters: first, the 
capacity of a legal and institutional framework to manage soil—which is measured by the ability of a 
legislative and institutional system to achieve sustainable use of soil—and second, by the number and 
type of essential legal and institutional elements present in a soil statute in a format that enables soil 
degradation issues to be identified. These need to be backed by the legal, administrative, and techni-
cal capability in the particular instrument as a basis of some form of effective action. Capacity is also 
represented in the form of legal rights, the type of legal mechanisms, and importantly, the number and 
comprehensiveness of the essential elements and their functional capabilities. Legal and institutional 
“elements” for soil are the basic, essential components of a legal and institutional system. An individual 
law can include a number of legal mechanisms in a well thought-out structure that gives an organization 
the power it needs, through its executive and administrative structure, to address soil degradation. It is 
also possible that the necessary elements may be distributed among a number of individual laws within 
a comprehensive national legal and institutional system.[7]

Most key soil management issues are multifactorial (i.e., many include a sociological, a legal, and a 
scientific component), so it is obvious that generally more than one piece of environmental legislation 
(along with detailed regulations) and many types of legal and institutional elements will be needed to 
effectively manage soil degradation issues.[7] Legal and institutional elements can be used to assist in the 
evaluation of an existing law or legal instrument to determine its capacity to meet certain prescribed 
standards of performance for the sustainable use of soil. They can also be used to guide the reform of 
an existing soil law or to develop new legislation for the sustainable use of soil. The manner and degree 
in which an “essential element” is applied will vary according to the particular type of legal mechanism 
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concerned and its expected role in a particular jurisdiction. For example, an international legal instru-
ment may include a provision for dispute resolution, but the actual implementation of this provision 
between states might not rely on, or be influenced by, the existence of similar provisions within a law of 
either of the disputing states.[7]

IUCN Commission on Environmental Law

The Commission on Environmental Law of IUCN (The World Conservation Union) has carried out 
extensive investigation into the options for a new international instrument focusing on soil. The com-
mission has also identified a variety of ways available for states to approach the task of a detailed legal 
and institutional analysis and the design of appropriate legal and institutional systems that provides 
for the effective management of soil. Arising from this work, in which the authors have been centrally 
involved, two principal strategies can be considered for the development of legal and institutional 
arrangements for soil. These are:

• A nonregulatory strategy which is characterized by elements for education, participatory 
approaches, soil management, and incentive schemes

• A regulatory approach that is characterized by statutory soil use plans that prescribe legal 
limits and targets of soil and land use, issue of licenses or permits to control soil use, and the 
use of restraining orders and prosecution for failure to follow prescribed standards of sustain-
able soil use.

These strategies can be approached on a short-term time frame for implementation or a longer-term 
time frame, which involves substantial reform of existing laws, policies, and institutional and sectoral 
change.[7]

Conclusions

Soil law in the past has been neglected at the international level and, in many of the world’s regions, at 
the domestic level. However, the growing recognition of soil degradation as a major international envi-
ronmental issue in the context of the conservation of biological diversity is gradually being addressed, 
and this is starting to change attitudes toward the benefits of improved international and national legal 
and institutions for soil.[8] Soil bodies represent complex terrestrial ecosystems. They require careful 
management of their ecological characteristics through the medium of soil law at a national and inter-
national level. This approach is essential for the long-term sustainable use of soil and to meet the food 
production requirements of the expanding human population of the world, as well as to meet the needs 
of all flora and fauna that depend on the soil for sustenance.
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introduction

Existing buildings comprise a significant proportion of the total building stock in the United States and 
building operations consume large amounts of resources (energy, water, building materials, land, etc.), 
while generating great amounts of waste. For example, in the United States, commercial and industrial 
buildings alone are estimated to be responsible for the following[1]:

• 38.9% of primary energy use
• 38% of all CO2 emissions
• 72% of all electricity use
• 13.6% of all potable water use
• 170 million tons of construction and demolition debris
• Using 40% of raw materials globally

Furthermore, because the average person spends 90% of their time indoors, the quality of a b uilding’s 
interior environment impacts virtually everyone. This suggests a very personal interest in better buildings 
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in addition to the national implications of large-scale resource consumption. Issues such as these have 
driven government, corporate, and personal interest in sustainability and “green” topics. Applied to 
the building industry, this interest is forcefully seen in the rise of green building certification programs 
and, in particular, the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 
System™ of the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). Intended to guide the development and 
verify the performance of green buildings, LEED rating systems have become well accepted as a national 
standard. Consisting of a number of products, the LEED Green Building Rating System largely focuses 
on design and construction of new buildings. One rating system, however, known as LEED for Existing 
Buildings: Operations and Maintenance (LEED-EB O&M) is oriented at the operation, maintenance, 
and management of existing buildings. LEED-EB O&M is of particular interest to facility managers, 
energy managers, owners, or others interested in reducing operating costs, improving indoor environ-
mental quality, and minimizing the environmental impact of buildings as a growing body of case study 
and research evidence suggests that these outcomes are linked to green building practices.

This entry presents an overview of the LEED-EB O&M Green Building Rating System, its benefits 
and distinctions from other LEED rating systems, how it is organized and implemented, and the value 
of high-performance green buildings.

introduction to LeeD

LEED stands for the USGBC’s family of standards for rating “green buildings.” The LEED Green 
Building Rating System is USGBC’s effort to provide a national standard to define a green building. 
Used as guideline for design, construction, operation, and maintenance and with third-party certifica-
tion, LEED provides a consistent, credible means of developing and operating high-performance, envi-
ronmentally sustainable buildings.

United States Green Building council

Formed in 1993, the USGBC has become perhaps the most prominent “green building” organization in 
America. With more than 18,000 member organizations, a network of 78 local affiliates, and more than 
140,000 LEED Professional Credential holders, the non-profit organization works through leaders in all 
sectors of the building industry to advance buildings that are environmentally responsible, profitable, 
and healthy places to live and work. Driving its mission to transform the building marketplace to sus-
tainability is the Council’s LEED Green Building Rating System and related training and professional 
accreditation programs. USGBC also supports education, research, and advocacy programs as well as 
strategic alliances with key industry, research organizations, and federal, state, and local government 
agencies to transform the building market.[2]

LeeD Green Building Rating System

The LEED Green Building Rating System is a voluntary, consensus-based, market-driven building rat-
ing system. LEED assesses sustainability from a whole-building perspective by evaluating five key areas 
of a building’s performance in terms of economic, environmental, and human health impact: sustain-
able site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, and indoor environmental 
quality. Buildings are awarded different levels of certification (Certified, Silver, Gold, Platinum) based 
upon the amounts of credits satisfied and points earned. These credits are performance oriented and 
intended to address specific impacts inherent in the design, construction, operation, and maintenance 
of buildings.

The initial LEED rating system (referred to as LEED Version 1.0) was released in August 1998. LEED 
1.0 was extensively modified and released as Version 2.0 in March 2000 with LEED Version 2.1 following 
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in 2002 and Version 2.2 in 2005. LEED has continued to evolve, undertaking new initiatives and expand-
ing into a family of products.

As of April 2009, the portfolio of LEED rating systems consists of several products targeting specific 
sectors of the buildings market:

• LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovation
• LEED 2009 for Commercial Interiors
• LEED 2009 for Core and Shell Development
• LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance
• LEED 2009 for Schools
• LEE 2009 for Retail
• LEED for Healthcare
• LEED for Homes
• LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development

With new products, technologies, and design innovations coming into the green building marketplace 
daily, the Rating Systems and Reference Guides will continue to evolve as necessary to stay current and 
relevant.[3]

Benefits of Green Building Certification

LEED provides a guidebook for the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of green build-
ings, the general benefits of which will be described in more detail later in this entry. The LEED rating 
system is flexible in order to provide owners and design teams the ability to accommodate circum-
stances or goals specific to their project. The rigorous and independent certification process provides 
firm and compelling proof that the building has achieved the sustainable goals established for it and is 
performing as intended. The credible assurance that a building is in fact green can be valuable to own-
ers, occupants, investors, and other key stakeholders in the industry as well as the public at large.

LEED and Existing Buildings

With the exception of LEED-EB O&M, the LEED family of products is intended to address the design 
and construction phases of buildings. The primary users of these products are architects, engineers, 
construction contractors, and building owners. A building designed and constructed to LEED stan-
dards has verifiably incorporated green or sustainable features and, therefore, should perform better 
in the key impact areas (economic returns, environmental impact, and occupant health and comfort) 
than a typical building built to basic code standards. Addressing the design and construction phase of a 
building’s life is extremely important because it is in these phases that many irreversible decisions with 
long-term impacts on the building’s performance are made.

Figure 1 depicts graphically what has become well established regarding the life-cycle cost of build-
ings: 1) the majority (75% or more) of total life-cycle costs occur after construction (i.e., during the O&M 
phase); and 2) many of the decisions that drive long-term cost occur during programming and design.[4]

However, the fact is that new buildings represent a very small percentage of the total commercial 
building stock in the United States. According to some sources, new construction amounts to 2% of the 
total stock of buildings in any one year.[5] No doubt it is safe to assume that the majority of these exist-
ing buildings were not designed or are being operated and maintained to green standards. In order to 
improve the building sector’s performance in terms of sustainability, clearly the existing stock must be 
addressed in addition to new construction. Similarly, since the post-construction phase of a building’s 
life cycle contributes disproportionately to its total cost, resource consumption, and impact on users, 
standards for operations and maintenance are necessary to maximize the benefits of green practices in 
the building sector. This is exactly the focus of the LEED-EB O&M Rating System.
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LEED for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance

The LEED-EB O&M Rating System is a set of performance standards for sustainable operations and main-
tenance of existing buildings of various types and all sizes. It is intended to advance  high-performance, 
healthy, durable, affordable, and environmentally sound practices in existing buildings. LEED-EB 
O&M provides an entry point into the LEED certification process for the existing building stock. It can 
be used for buildings new to LEED certification as well as those previously certified under LEED-NC. 
The USGBC began developing LEED-EB in 2000 and it was tested in a pilot phase involving more than 
100 buildings in 2002. The final version (Version 2.0) was released in October 2004. The current version, 
LEED-EB O&M, was released in April 2009 under the suite of 2009 LEED rating systems and has been 
further updated in April 2010. The introduction to the LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations 
and Maintenance Green Building Rating System states “LEED for Existing Buildings Operations and 
Maintenance encourages owners and operators of existing buildings to implement sustainable practices 
and reduce the environmental impacts of their buildings over their functional life cycles.” To achieve 
this, LEED-EB O&M addresses exterior building site maintenance, water and energy use, environmen-
tally preferred products and practices for cleaning and alternations, waste stream management, and 
ongoing indoor environmental quality.[6]

Issues Addressed by LEED-EB O&M

LEED-EB O&M addresses all the key facets of building operations and maintenance that impact total 
cost of ownership, the environment, and building occupants. Some examples include the following:

• Energy use
• Water use
• Building operations and maintenance
• Building systems (e.g., mechanical, electrical, plumbing) performance
• Maintenance of building exterior and site
• Ventilation and indoor air quality
• Lighting quality

FIGURE 1 Building life-cycle cost curve.
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• Thermal comfort of spaces
• Green cleaning
• Recycling programs
• Green product purchasing programs
• Management of indoor pollutants and toxic substances
• Systems upgrades[7]

LEED-EB O&M seeks to address sustainability on an ongoing basis. This largely falls under the scope 
of those involved in managing and operating buildings, and clearly, their involvement and expertise 
are necessary to successfully certify a building under LEED-EB O&M. To the extent the benefits of 
green buildings and popularity of standards like LEED continue growing, market forces will create new 
opportunities for facility managers, energy managers, etc., demand for their services, and highlight the 
overall value of their contributions.

Key Distinctions between LeeD-eB o&M and other LeeD Products

Although sharing many common features in terms of structure and process with other LEED products, 
LEED-EB O&M is fundamentally distinct in three key ways. LEED-NC (and the other new building-
oriented products) is essentially a onetime event whereas LEED-EB O&M represents an ongoing pro-
cess. Second, with LEED-NC, the green building process ends after the design and construction phase. 
For LEED-EB O&M, the green building phase is a continuous process that deals with ongoing opera-
tions, maintenance, and upgrades of a building over its life cycle. Buildings certified under LEED-EB 
O&M require recertification at least once every 5 years. Finally, given their focus on different phases of 
a building’s life cycle, LEED-NC is primarily a capital budget event while LEED-EB O&M deals with 
operating budgets.[8]

overview of LeeD-eB o&M

In the same manner as all LEED products, the LEED-EB O&M Rating System is based on evaluations 
of a building in seven categories:

 1. Sustainable sites
2. Water efficiency
3. Energy and atmosphere
4. Materials and resources
5. Indoor environmental quality
6. Innovation (in this case, in operations)
7.  Regional priority

 
 
 
 
 
 

Minimum Program Requirements

All projects must meet certain minimum program requirements (MPRs) to be eligible for certification 
under the LEED 2009 rating systems. MPRs define the minimum characteristics that a project must 
possess in order to be certified and are intended to: 1) provide clear guidance to users; 2) protect the 
integrity of LEED program; and 3) reduce challenges during the certification process. The LEED 2009 
MPRs for EB O&M are as follows:

 1. Must comply with environmental laws
2. Must be a complete, permanent building or space
3. Must use a reasonable site boundary
4. Must comply with minimum floor area requirements
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 5. Must comply with minimum occupancy rates
6. Must commit to sharing whole-building energy and water usage data
7. Must comply with a minimum building area-to-site area ratio

The ongoing performance data from buildings required as part of the certification will be compiled 
and used to establish benchmarks for building performance and provide operators an idea of how their 
building compares on water and energy use. To further its commitment to improving building perfor-
mance, the USGBC launched the Building Performance Initiative (BPI) in August 2009 to complement 
the MPR for ongoing performance data. The BPI will make the data collected available to building own-
ers for analysis and feedback.

Prerequisites

Also consistent with other LEED rating systems, LEED-EB O&M requires every project to meet cer-
tain prerequisites in order to be considered for certification (see the list of prerequisites by category in 
Table 1). All prerequisites must be satisfied for a project to be eligible for certification.

The prerequisites include such items as minimum levels of water and energy efficiency, building com-
missioning, no CFC refrigerants, no-smoking policy, and other basic elements of a high-performance, 
green building operation. A key prerequisite involves a minimum performance period for the building. 
LEED-EB O&M requires buildings to be in operation for a minimum of 12 continuous months before 
certifying (3 months for all prerequisites and credits except Energy and Atmosphere Prerequisite 2 and 
Credit 1, which require a minimum of 12 months).

Credits and Points

Buildings achieve certification under all LEED products by accumulating a certain number of credit 
points. Points can be obtained in any combination within and among the credits and categories (see 
Table 2 for the credit and point breakdown for LEED-EB O&M). All LEED rating systems have 100 base 
points, and up to 10 bonus points can be earned through Innovation and Regional Priority credits.

 
 

TABLE 1  LEED 2009 for EB O&M Prerequisites

Category Prerequisites

Sustainable sites 0
Water efficiency
Energy and atmosphere
Materials and resources

1
3
2

Indoor environmental quality
Total

3
9

TABLE 2  LEED-EB O&M Credits and Points

Category Credits Points

Sustainable sites  9  26
Water efficiency
Energy and atmosphere
Materials and resources

 4
 9
 9

 14
 35
 10

Indoor environmental quality
Innovation in operations
Regional priority
Total

15
 3
 1
50

 15
  6
  4
110
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Each LEED rating system uses the same format for prerequisites and credits. The sections include the 
following:

• Intent—describes the main goal of the prerequisite or credit.
• Requirements—specifies the criteria needed to satisfy the prerequisite or credit.
• Submittals—specifies the documentation required to demonstrate compliance with the prereq-

uisite or credit.
• Potential Technologies and Strategies—identifies means and methods that project teams may con-

sider to achieve the prerequisite or credit.

Certification Levels

LEED rating systems allow buildings to achieve various levels of certification based on points achieved 
(see Table 3 for the certification levels for LEED-EB O&M).

Registration Process

With the launch of LEED Version 3 in 2009, USGBC implemented a new certification model. LEED v3 
consists of three components:

• LEED 2009 rating systems.
• An upgrade to LEED Online to make it faster and easier to use.
• New building certification model—an expanded infrastructure based on ISO standards, admin-

istered by the Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI) for improved capacity, speed, and 
performance.

LEED Online is the primary resource for managing the LEED documentation process. It allows project 
teams to manage project details, complete documentation requirements for LEED credits and prerequi-
sites, upload supporting files, submit applications for review, receive reviewer feedback, and ultimately 
earn LEED certification. The GBCI is an independent, third-party organization that has assumed 
administration of LEED certification for all commercial and institutional projects registered under any 
of the LEED rating systems.

The process of certifying a building under any of the LEED rating systems is essentially the same—
the project is first registered with GBCI using LEED Online. Once a project is registered, access to 
software tools, supplemental resources, sample documentation, credit interpretation rulings, and other 
essential information is provided. For LEED-EB O&M, the initial application (application for standard 
review) must be submitted within 60 calendar days of the performance periods used. The application 
has to include complete documentation for all prerequisites and enough points for certification. GBCI 
reviews the application and designates each credit and prerequisite as anticipated pending or denied. 
This preliminary standard review is targeted (but not guaranteed) for completion within 25 business 
days of receipt of the application. Within 25 days of receiving GBCI’s preliminary standard review, 
the owner may submit a response including any revised documentation. GBCI will then review and 
return comments for all credits and prerequisites in response to the preliminary Standard Review and 

TABLE 3  LEED-EB O&M Certification Levels

Certification Level Points Required

Certified 40–49
Silver 50–59
Gold 60–79
Platinum 80+
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designate each as awarded or denied. This final Standard Review is targeted for completion within 15 
business days of receipt of the completed application. The owner then accepts or appeals the final review. 
Following acceptance of the final certification review, LEED projects:

1. Will receive a formal certificate of recognition
2. Will receive information on how to order plaque and certificates, photo submissions, and 

marketing
3. May be included (at the owner’s discretion) in the online LEED Project Directory of registered 

and certified projects
4. May be included (along with photos and other documentation) in the U.S. Department of Energy 

High Performance Buildings Database[9]

Implementation Process

From a practical standpoint, the process of implementing LEED-EB O&M should generally involve the 
following steps:

1. Become familiar with the LEED-EB O&M Rating System
2. Gain the support of key decision makers and stakeholders
3. Form a project team
4. Conduct a preliminary building audit and identify corrective actions required to meet prerequi-

sites and/ or opportunities
5. Establish project goals related to target certification level, credits to be pursued, and budget
6.  Register the project
7. Create and adopt policies and procedures, implement upgrades, make operational changes, etc., 

in accordance with the project goals
8. Track performance
9. Assemble and submit required documentation (preliminary and any required corrections or 

resubmittals)
10. Achieve certification

The minimum performance period for initial certifications under LEED-EB O&M is 12 months. 
During this period, actual operational performance must be tracked and reported. The performance 
tracking period can be as long as 2 years depending upon the project goals and/or implementation 
strategy.

The USGBC provides project teams with numerous resources including the LEED Online system for 
managing and preparing the certification application, credit templates that define supporting documen-
tation needed and compliance calculations, credit interpretation rulings that can help answer questions 
on credits and implementation strategies, and the LEED Reference Guides.[10,11]

Benefits of Green Buildings

The premise inherent in the LEED rating systems is that “green” buildings provide superior value to 
owners, occupants, and other stakeholders. Typically, the value proposition construct for sustainabil-
ity, green buildings, etc., is the well-known triple bottom line of economic returns, environmental 
impact, and social benefit. Green buildings, also known (perhaps more accurately) as high-performance 
buildings, are premised as providing superior economic returns, reduced environmental impact, and 
enhanced social benefits. Such buildings in theory:

• Were properly built and/or are well operated and maintained
• Use resources (e.g., energy, water, building materials, O&M supplies) more efficiently
• Provide a safer, more comfortable, and productive working environment for occupants
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In fact, there is a robust and growing body of evidence in research and case study that supports these 
claims. The following examples are illustrative.

A report commissioned by California’s Sustainable Building Task Force found that energy savings 
alone exceeded the average cost increase associated with 33 different LEED buildings studied. When 
adding the life-cycle cost benefits of water savings, reduced emissions, operations and maintenance 
efficiencies, and improved occupant productivity and health, the 20 years net present value of the 
financial benefits of green buildings exceeded the implementation costs by as much as 10–15 times.[12] 
Case studies on commissioning alone show that construction and operating costs can be reduced 
from 1 to 70 times the initial cost of commissioning.[13] Improved thermal comfort, reduced indoor 
pollutants, enhanced ventilation rates, and other characteristics of green buildings have been found 
to have positive impacts on occupant productivity, student test scores, absenteeism, and incidences 
of various sicknesses.[14]

Other benefits continue to be demonstrated in case studies and research, including the following:

• Increased building value
• Risk mitigation
• Employee loyalty and recruitment
• Brand image and public relations
• Environmental stewardship[15]

Energy Efficiency Potential of Green Buildings

In LEED 2009, points are allocated among credits based on the potential environmental impacts 
and human benefits of each credit. As a result, the allocation of points significantly changed in com-
parison to previous versions of the LEED rating systems. These changes increased the relative impor-
tance of reducing energy consumption and building-related greenhouse gas emissions. Reflecting 
this, one credit in LEED 2009 EB O&M comprises the largest potential amount of points—Energy 
and Atmosphere Credit 1 Optimize Energy Efficiency Performance provides the opportunity for 18 
possible points. Furthermore, with its emphasis (and associated requirements) on demonstrated per-
formance, LEED-EB O&M presents tremendous potential to reduce energy consumption throughout 
the commercial building sector. When considering the fact that existing buildings comprise some 
95% of the commercial building stock in the United States, the magnitude of potential reduction is 
immense. To put this potential in context, consider U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
projections of the impact of energy efficiency on per capita commercial energy consumption. In their 
Annual Energy Outlook 2010, EIA estimates per capita commercial energy consumption in 2035 could 
be decreased by as much as 17.5% depending upon the degree to which technology-based efficiency 
improvements are deployed throughout the sector.[16] McKinsey and Company estimates that, by 2020, 
the United States could reduce annual energy consumption by 9.1 quadrillion British thermal units 
(BTUs) (23%) of end-use energy (18.4 quadrillion BTUs in primary energy) from a business-as-usual 
baseline by deploying an array of energy efficiency measures with the commercial sector accounting 
for 25% of this potential. At full potential, the projected efficiency improvements could reduce green-
house gas emissions by as much as 1.1 gigatons of CO2 by 2020 and serve as a bridge to low-carbon 
energy sources.[17] Similarly, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimates that the combina-
tion of energy efficiency and demand response programs has the potential to reduce summer peak 
electric demand in the United States by 157 GW to 218 GW (14% to 20%) by 2030.[18] Finally, consider 
the potential national impact of LEED energy savings presented in the Green Building Market and 
Impact Report 2009. This report projects that given the acceleration of LEED adoption, energy sav-
ings in the United States could reach 1.75 quadrillion BTUs by 2020 and 3.9 quadrillion BTUs by 
2035 (8.3% and 17.3%, respectively, of national annual commercial building energy use). A best-case 
scenario could see those savings rise to 22.3% by 2030.[19]
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Conclusion

The USGBC’s LEED Green Building Rating System has become a well-recognized standard for guiding 
the development of green, high-performance buildings and for verifying that established green build-
ing goals have been accomplished. The LEED family of rating systems is focused on the design and 
construction process for new buildings. However, one rating system—LEED-EB O&M— focuses on 
operations and maintenance of existing buildings. LEED-EB O&M is of particular interest to facility 
managers, energy managers, and other professionals involved in building operation and management. 
LEED-EB O&M provides a guidebook for those interested in “greening” their existing building stock. 
Implementing these green processes and practices can be an effective means of reducing a building’s 
life-cycle costs, reducing its environmental impact, and improving occupant health and productivity.
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Introduction

Land development practices have yielded adverse environmental consequences, urban dislocation, 
and changes in urban infrastructure. Urban development in particular has long been associated with 
reduced environmental quality and environmental degradation.[2] The rate at which undeveloped land is 
being consumed for new structures—and the growing appetite of those structures for energy and envi-
ronmental resources—has contributed to ecosystem disruption and has fostered impetus to rethink how 
buildings are sited and constructed. While urban developmental patterns have been associated with 
environmental disruptions at the local and regional scales, the scientific assessments of global impacts 
have yielded mixed results. In part as a reaction to U.S. development patterns that have traditionally fos-
tered suburbanization and subsidized automobile-biased transportation infrastructure, design alterna-
tives for structures with environmentally friendly and energy efficient attributes have become available.

According to the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development, “air and water pollu-
tion in urban areas are associated with excess morbidity and mortality … Environmental pollution as 
a result of energy production, transportation, industry or lifestyle choices adversely affects health. This 
would include such factors as ambient and indoor air pollution, water pollution, inadequate waste man-
agement, noise, pesticides and radiation.”[3] It has been demonstrated that a relationship exists between 
the rates at which certain types of energy policies are adopted at the local level and select indicators of 
local sustainability.[4] As more urban policies focus on the built environment, buildings continue to be 
the primary building blocks of urban infrastructure. If buildings can be constructed in a manner that 
is less environmentally damaging and more energy efficient, then there is greater justification to label 
them as “green” buildings.
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The concept of sustainability has evolved from considerations of land development, population 
growth, fossil fuel usage, pollution, global warming, availability of water supplies, and the rates of 
resource use.[5] Thankfully, a vocabulary of technologies and methodologies began to develop in the 
1970s and 1980s that responded to such concerns. Driven by ever increasing energy costs, energy engi-
neers began to apply innovative solutions, such as use of alternative energy, more efficient lighting sys-
tems and improved electrical motors. Controls engineers developed highly sophisticated digital control 
systems for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. With growing concerns about product 
safety and liability issues regarding the chemical composition of materials, manufacturers began to 
mitigate the potential adverse impacts of these materials upon their consumers. Resource availabil-
ity and waste reduction became issues that began to influence product design. In the span of only 
25 years, local governments made curbside recycling programs in larger U.S. cities nearly ubiquitous. 
Terms and phrases such as “mixed use planning,” “brownfield redevelopment,” “alternative energy,” 
“micro- climate,”  “systems approach,” “urban heat island effect,” “energy assessments,” “measurement 
and verification,” and “carrying capacity” created the basis for a new vocabulary which identifies poten-
tial solutions. All of these concerns evolved prior to the 1992 U.N. Conference on the Environment and 
Development, which resulted in the Rio Agenda 21 and clarified the concept sustainability.

In regard to the built environment, architectural designers renewed their emphasis on fundamental 
design issues, including site orientation, day lighting, shading, landscaping, and more thermally cohesive 
building shells. Notions of “sick building syndrome” and illnesses like Legionnaires’ disease, asthma and 
asbestosis, jolted architects and engineers into re-establishing the importance of the indoor environmental 
conditions in general and indoor air quality (IAQ) in particular when designing their buildings.

The decisions as to what sort of buildings to construct and what construction standards to apply are 
typically made locally. Those in the position to influence decisions in regard to the physical form of a 
proposed structure include the builder, developer, contractors, architects, engineers, planners, and local 
zoning agencies. In addition, all involved must abide by regulations that apply to the site and structure 
being planned. The rule structure may vary from one locale to another. What is alarming is that past 
professional practice within the U.S. building industry has only rarely gauged the environmental or 
energy impact of a structure prior to its construction. Prior to the efforts of organizations like the U.S. 
Green Building Council (USGBC) (established in 1995), the concept of what constituted a “green build-
ing” in the United States lacked a credible set of standards.

Concept of Green Buildings

Accepting the notion that sustainable, environmentally appropriate, and energy efficient buildings can 
be labeled “green,” the degree of “greenness” is subject to multiple interpretations. The process of deter-
mining which attributes of a structure can be considered “green” or “not green” is inconclusive and sub-
jective. Complicating the process, there are no clearly labeled “red” edifices with diametrically opposing 
attributes. While it is implied that a green building may be an improvement over current construc-
tion practice, the basis of attribute comparison is often unclear, subjective, and confusing. It is often 
unclear as to what sort of changes in construction practice, if imposed, would lead the way to greener, 
more sustainable buildings. If determinable, the marketplace must adjust and provide the technologies 
and means by which materials, components, and products can be provided to construction sites where 
greener buildings can arise. Since standards are often formative and evolving, gauging the degree of 
greenness risks the need to quantify subjective concepts.

There are qualities of structures, such as reduced environmental impact and comparatively lower 
energy usage, which are widely accepted as qualities of green construction practices. For example, use 
of recycled materials with post-consumer content that originates from a previous use in the consumer 
market and post-industrial content that would otherwise be diverted to landfills is widely considered an 
issue addressable by green construction practices. However, evaluation of green building attributes or 
standards by organizations implies the requirement that decisions be based on stakeholder consensus. 
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This process involves input to the decision-making processes by an array of representative stakeholders 
in often widely diverse geographic locations. For these and other reasons, developing a rating system for 
green buildings is both difficult and challenging.

Rating Systems for Buildings

Rating systems for buildings with sustainable features began to emerge in embryonic form in the 1990s. 
The most publicized appeared in the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States. In the United 
Kingdom, the Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) was 
initiated in 1990. BREEAMTM certificates are awarded to developers based on an assessment of perfor-
mance in regard to climate change, use of resources, impacts on human beings, ecological impact, and 
management of construction. Credits are assigned based on these and other factors. Overall ratings are 
assessed according to grades that range from pass to excellent.[6]

The International Initiative for a Sustainable Built Environment, based in Ottawa, Canada, has its 
Green Building Challenge program with more than 15 countries participating. The collaborative ven-
ture is geared toward the creation of an information exchange for sustainable building initiatives and 
the development of “environmental performance assessment systems for buildings.”[7] In the United 
States, agencies of the central government co-sponsored the development of the Energy StarTM program, 
which provides “technical information and tools that organizations and consumers need to choose 
energy-efficient solutions and best management practices.”[8] Expanding on their success, Energy StarTM 
developed a building energy performance rating system which has been used for over 10,000 buildings.

Entering the field at the turn of the new century, the USGBC grew from an organization with just over 
200 members in 1999 to 3500 members by 2003.[9] The LEEDTM rating system is a consensus-developed 
and reviewed standard, allowing voluntary participation by diverse groups of stakeholders with inter-
est in the application and use of the standard. According to Boucher, “the value of a sustainable rating 
system is to condition the marketplace to balance environmental guiding principles and issues, provide 
a common basis to communicate performance, and to ask the right questions at the start of a project.”[10] 
The first dozen pilot projects using the rating system were certified in 2000.

LEED-NC Rating System

The USGBC’s Green Building Rating System is a voluntary, consensus-developed set of criteria and 
standards. This rating system evolved with a goal of applying standards and definition to the idea of 
high-performance buildings. The use of sustainable technologies is firmly established within the LEED 
project development process. LEED loosely defines green structures as those that are “healthier, more 
environmentally responsible and more profitable.”[1]

LEED-NC 2.1 is the USGBC’s current standard for new construction and major renovations. It is used 
primarily for commercial projects such as office buildings, hotels, schools, and institutions. The rating 
system is based on an assessment of attributes and an evaluation of the use of applied standards. Projects 
earn points as attributes are achieved and the requirements of the standards are proven. Depending on 
the total number of points a building achieves upon review, the building is rated as Certified (26–32 
points), Silver (33–38 points), Gold (39–51 points) or Platinum (52 or more points).[11] Theoretically, there 
are a maximum of 69 achievable points. However, in real world applications, gaining certain credits 
often hinders the potential of successfully meeting the criteria of others. While achieving the rating of 
Certified is relatively easily accomplished, obtaining a Gold or Platinum rating is rare and requires both 
creativity and adherence to a broad range of prescriptive and conformance-based criteria.

The LEED process involves project registration, provision of documentation, interpretations of cred-
its, application for certification, technical review, rating designation, award, and appeal. Depending on 
variables such as project square footage and USGBC membership status, registration fees can range up 
to $7500 for the process.[12]
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LEED Prerequisites Categories and Criteria

To apply for the LEED labeling process, there are prerequisite project requirements which earn no points. 
For example, in the Sustainable Sites category, certain procedures must be followed to reduce erosion 
and sedimentation. In the category of Energy and Atmosphere, minimal procedures are required for 
building systems commissioning. Minimal energy performance standards must be achieved (e.g., 
adherence to ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1–1999, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-
Rise Residential Buildings, or the local energy code if more stringent), and there must be verification 
that CFC refrigerants will not be used or will be phased out. In addition, there are prerequisite require-
ments outlining mandates for storage and collection of recyclable material, minimum IAQ performance 
(the requirements of ASHRAE Standard 62–1999, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality must 
be adhered to), and the requirement that non-tobacco smokers not be exposed to smoke.

In addition to the prerequisite requirements, the LEED process assigns points upon achieving cer-
tain project criteria or complying with certain standards. The total points are summed to achieve the 
determined rating. Projects can achieve points from initiatives within the following sets of categories: 
Sustainable Sites (14 points), Water Efficiency (5 points), Energy and Atmosphere (17 points), Materials 
and Resources (13 points), and Indoor Environmental Quality (15 points). Use of a LEED Accredited 
Professional (1 point) to assist with the project[13] earns a single point. Additional points are available for 
Innovation and Design Process (maximum of 4 points).

Within each category, the specific standards and criteria are designed to meet identified goals. In 
the category of Sustainable Sites, 20.2% of the total possible points are available. This category focuses 
on various aspects of site selection, site management, transportation and site planning. The goals of 
this category involve reducing the environmental impacts of construction, protecting certain types of 
undeveloped lands and habitats, reducing pollution from development, conserving natural areas and 
resources, reducing the heat island impacts, and minimizing light pollution. Site selection criteria are 
designed to direct development away from prime farmland, flood plains, habitat for endangered species 
and public parkland. A development density point is awarded for projects that are essentially multi-
story. If the site has documented environmental contamination or is designated by a governmental body 
as a brownfield, another point is available. In regard to transportation, four points are available for locat-
ing sites near publicly available transportation (e.g., bus lines or light rail), providing bicycle storage and 
changing rooms, provisions for alternatively fueled vehicles and carefully managing on-site parking. 
Two points in this category are obtained by limiting site disturbances and by exceeding “the local open 
space zoning requirement for the site by 25%.”[14] In addition, points are available by following certain 
storm water management procedures, increasing soil permeability, and attempting to eliminate storm 
water contamination. Potential urban heat island effects are addressed by crediting design attributes 
such as shading, underground parking, reduced impervious surfaces, high albedo materials, reflective 
roofing materials, or vegetated roofing. Finally, a point is available for eliminating light trespass.

Water efficiency credits comprise 7.2% of the total possible points. With the goal of maximizing the 
efficiency of water use and reducing the burden on water municipal systems, points are credited for 
reducing or eliminating potable water use for site irrigation, capturing and using rainwater for irriga-
tion, and using drought tolerant or indigenous landscaping. This section of the LEED standard also 
addresses a building’s internal water consumption. Points are available for lowering aggregate water 
consumption and reducing potable water use. Reducing the wastewater quantities or providing on-site 
tertiary wastewater treatment also earns points.

Energy and Atmosphere is the category that offers the greatest number of points, 24.6% of the total 
possible. The intents of this category include improving the calibration of equipment, reducing energy 
costs, supporting alternative energy, reducing the use of substances that cause atmospheric damage, 
and offering measurement and verification criteria. Optimizing the design energy cost of the regu-
lated energy systems can achieve a maximum of ten points. To assess the result, project designs are 
modeled against a base case solution which lacks certain energy-saving technologies. Interestingly, 
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the unit of measure for evaluating energy performance to achieve credits is not kilocalories or mil-
lion Btus, but dollars. Points are awarded in whole units as the percentage of calculated dollar savings 
increases incrementally. In addition to the ten points for energy cost optimization, a maximum of three 
additional points is available for buildings that use energy from onsite renewable energy generation. 
Purchased green power is allocated a single point if 50% of the electrical energy (in kWh) comes from 
a two year green power purchasing arrangement. This category provides points for additional commis-
sioning and elimination of the use of HCFCs and halon gases. Measurement and Verification (M&V) is 
allowed a point, but only if M&V options B, C, and D, as outlined in the 2001 edition of the International 
Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP), are used.

The Materials and Resources category represents 18.8% of the total possible points. This category 
provides credit for material management; adaptive reuse of structures; construction waste manage-
ment; resource reuse; use of material with recycled content; plus the use of regionally manufactured 
materials, certain renewable materials and certified wood products. A point is earned for providing a 
space in the building for storage and collection of recyclable materials such as paper, cardboard, glass, 
plastics and metals. A maximum of three points is available for the adaptive reuse of existing on-site 
structures and building stock. The tally increases with the extent to which the existing walls, floor, 
roof structure, and external shell components are incorporated into the reconstruction. LEED-NC 
2.1 addresses concerns about construction waste by offering a point if 50% of construction wastes 
(by weight or volume) are diverted from landfills and another point if the total diversion of wastes 
is increased to 75%. A project that is composed of 10% recycled or refurbished building products, 
materials, and furnishings gains an additional two points. Another two points are available in incre-
ments (one point for 5%, two points for 10%) if post-consumer or post-industrial recycled content (by 
dollar value) is used in the new construction. To reduce environmental impacts from transportation 
systems, a point is available if 20% of the materials are manufactured regionally (defined as being 
within 500 miles or roughly 800 km of the site), and an added point is scored if 50% of the materials 
are extracted regionally. A point is available if rapidly renewable materials (e.g., plants with a ten year 
harvest cycle) are incorporated into the project, and yet another point is earned if 50% of the wood 
products are certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.

The category of Indoor Environmental Quality allows 21.7% of the possible total points available. 
The goals include improving IAQ, improving occupant comfort, and providing views to the out-
side. With ASHRAE Standard 62–1999 as a prerequisite, an additional point is available for installing 
CO2 monitoring devices in accordance with occupancies referenced in ASHRAE Standard 62–2001, 
Appendix C. A point is also available for implementing technologies that improve upon industry 
standards for air change effectiveness or that meet certain requirements for natural ventilation. 
Systems that provide airflow using both underfloor and ceiling plenums are suggested by LEED doc-
umentation as a potential ventilation solution. Points are available for developing and implement-
ing IAQ management plans during construction and prior to occupancy. The requirements include 
using a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) 13 filter media with 100% outside air flush-out 
prior to occupancy. There are points available for use of materials that reduce the quantity of indoor 
air pollutants in construction caused by hazardous chemicals and by volatile organic compounds in 
adhesives, sealants, paints, coatings, composite wood products, and carpeting. A point is offered for 
provision of perimeter windows and another for individual control of airflow, temperature, and light-
ing for half of the non-perimeter spaces. Points are available for complying with ASHRAE Standard 
55–1992 (Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy), Addenda 1995, and installing 
permanent temperature and humidity control systems. Finally, points are gained for providing 75% of 
the spaces in the building with some form of daylighting and for providing direct line of-sight vision 
for 90% of the regularly occupied spaces.

In the category of Innovation and Design Process, 7.2% of the total possible points are available. The 
innovation credits offer the opportunity for projects to score points as a result of unusually creative 
design innovations, such as substantially exceeding goals of a given criteria or standard.
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Assessing LEED-NC

The LEED-NC process has numerous strengths. Perhaps the greatest is its ability to focus the owner 
and design team on addressing select energy and environmental considerations early in the design pro-
cess. The LEED design process brings architects, planners, energy engineers, environmental engineers, 
and IAQ professionals into the program at the early stages of design development. The team adopts a 
targeted LEED rating as a goal for the project. A strategy evolves based on selected criteria. The team 
members become focused on fundamental green design practices that have often been overlooked when 
traditional design development processes were employed.

Furthermore, the LEED program identifies the intents of the environmental initiatives. Program 
requirements are stated and acceptable strategies are suggested. Scoring categories attempt to directly 
address certain critical environmental concerns. When appropriate, the LEED-NC program defers to 
engineering and environmental standards developed outside of the USGBC. The components of the 
program provide accommodation for local regulations. Case study examples, when available and per-
tinent, are provided and described in the LEED literature. To expedite the process of documenting 
requirements, letter templates and calculation procedures are available to program users. The educa-
tional aspects of the program, which succinctly describe select environmental concerns, cannot be 
understated. A Web site provides updated information on the program with clarifications of LEED 
procedures and practice. The training workshops sponsored by the USGBC are instrumental in engag-
ing professionals with a wide range of capabilities.

These considerations bring a high degree of credibility to the LEED process. Advocates of the LEED 
rating system have hopes of it becoming the pre-eminent U.S. standard for rating new construction that 
aspires to achieve a “green” label. To its credit, it is becoming a highly regarded standard and continues 
to gain prestige. Nick Stecky, a LEED accredited professional, firmly believes that the system offers a 
“measurable, quantifiable way of determining how green a building is.”[15]

Despite its strengths, the LEED-NC has observable weaknesses. The LEED-NC registration process 
can appear to be burdensome, and has been perceived as slowing down the design process and creat-
ing added construction cost. Isolated cases support these concerns. Kentucky’s first LEED-NC school, 
seeking a Silver rating, was initially estimated to cost over $200/ft2 ($2152/m2) compared to the local 
standard costs of roughly $120/ft2 ($1290/m2) for non-LEED construction. However, there are few 
comparative studies available to substantially validate claims of statistically significant cost impact. 
Alternatively, many case studies suggest that there is no cost impact as a result of the LEED certifi-
cation process. It is also possible that the savings resulting from the use of certain LEED standards 
(e.g. reduced energy use) can be validated using life-cycle costing procedures. Regardless, LEED-NC 
fails as a one-size-fits-all rating system. For new construction, Kindergarten to 12th-grade (K-12), 
school systems in New Jersey, California, and elsewhere have adopted their own sustainable building 
standards.

There are other valid concerns in regard to the use of LEED-NC. In an era when many standards are 
under constant review, standards referenced by LEED are at times out of date. The ASHRAE Standard 
90.1–1999 (without amendments) is referenced throughout the March 2003 revision of LEED-NC. 
However, ASHRAE 90.1 was revised, republished in 2001, and the newer version is not used as the 
referenced standard. Since design energy costs are used to score Energy and Atmosphere points, 
and energy use comparisons are baselined against similar fuels, cost savings from fuel switching is 
marginalized. In such cases, the environmental impact of the differential energy use remains unmea-
sured, since energy units are not the baseline criteria. There is no energy modeling software commer-
cially available that has been specifically designed for assessing LEED buildings. LEED allows most 
any energy modeling software to be used, and each has its own set of strengths and weaknesses when 
used for LEED energy modeling purposes. It is possible for projects to comply with only one energy 
usage prerequisite, applying a standard already widely adopted, and still become LEED certified. 
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In  fact, it is not required that engineers have specialized training or certification to perform the 
energy models. Finally, LEED documentation lacks System International (SI) unit conversions, reduc-
ing its applicability and exportability.

A number of the points offered by the rating system are questionable. While indoor environmental 
quality is touted as a major LEED concern, indoor mold and fungal mitigation practices, among the 
most pervasive indoor environmental issues, are not addressed and are not necessarily resolvable using 
the methodologies prescribed. It would seem that having a LEED-accredited professional on the team 
would be a prerequisite rather than an optional credit. Projects in locations with abundant rainfall or 
where site irrigation is unnecessary can earn a point by simply documenting a decision not to install 
irrigation systems. The ability of the point system to apply equally to projects across varied climate clas-
sifications and zones is also questionable and unproven.

While an M&V credit is available, there is no requirement that a credentialed measurement and veri-
fication professional be part of the M&V plan development or the review process. Without the rigor of 
M&V, it is not possible to determine whether or not the predictive preconstruction energy modeling was 
accurate. The lack of mandates to determine whether or not the building actually behaves and performs 
as intended from an energy cost standpoint is a fundamental weakness. This risks illusionary energy 
cost savings. Finally, the M&V procedures in the 2001 IPMVP have undergone revision and were not 
state-of-the-art at the time that LEED-NC was updated in May 2003. For example, there is no longer a 
need to exclude Option A as an acceptable M&V alternative.

The LEED process is not warranted and does not necessarily guarantee that in the end, the owner will 
have a “sustainable” building. While LEED standards are more regionalized in locations where local 
zoning and building laws apply, local regulations can also preempt certain types of green construction 
criteria. Of greater concern is that it is possible for a LEED certified building to devolve into a building 
that would lack the qualities of a certifiable building. For example, the owners of a building may choose 
to remove bicycle racks, refrain from the purchase of green energy after a couple of years, disengage 
control systems, abandon their M&V program, and remove recycling centers—yet retain the claim of 
owning a LEED certified building.

Conclusion

The ideal of developing sustainable buildings is a response to the environmental impacts of buildings 
and structures. Developing rating systems for structures is problematic due to the often subjective 
nature of the concepts involved, the ambiguity or lack of certain standards, and the local aspects of con-
struction. While there are a number of assessment systems for sustainable buildings used throughout 
the developed world, LEED-NC is becoming a widely adopted program for labeling and rating newly 
constructed “green” buildings in the United States. Using a point-based rating system, whereby projects 
are credited for their design attributes, use of energy, environmental criteria, and the application of 
select standards, projects are rated as Certified, Silver, Gold, or Platinum.

The LEED-NC program has broad applicability in the United States and has been proven successful in 
rating roughly 150 buildings to date. Its popularity is gaining momentum. Perhaps its greatest strength 
is its ability to focus the owner and design team on energy and environmental considerations early in 
the design process. Today, there are over 1700 projects that have applied for LEED certification. Due 
to the program’s success in highlighting the importance of energy and environmental concerns in the 
design of new structures, it is likely that the program will be further refined and updated in the future 
to more fully adopt regional design solutions, provide means of incorporating updated standards, and 
offer programs for maintaining certification criteria. It is likely that the LEED program will further 
expand, perhaps offering a separate rating program for K-12 educational facilities. Future research will 
hopefully respond to concerns about potential increased construction costs and actual energy and envi-
ronmental impacts.
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Introduction

The topics of regulation and risk assessment of nanomaterials have never been more relevant and contro-
versial in Europe than they are at this point in time. As the first major piece of legislation to be amended 
in Europe, the cosmetics legislation was adopted in 2009 requiring all nanomaterial-containing cosmet-
ics to be labeled after 2013 and producers to provide a safety assessment of the nanomaterial used.[1,2]

Concurrently with the recasting of various pieces of legislation, such as the Novel Foods Regulation, 
the European Commission has commissioned an expert-/multistakeholder investigation of whether 
nanospecific amendments are needed to the current technical guidelines on substance identification 
and chemical safety assessment, which lie at the core foundations of the European Chemical legislation 
known as REACH—Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals.[3,4] It is the 
major piece of legislation concerning regulating the manufacturing and applications of nanomaterials, 
although the text in REACH itself has only been subject to minor changes thus far. A number of other 
pieces of legislation relevant to the manufacturing, use, and disposal of nanomaterial and products have 
furthermore not been subject to any nanospecific changes, although they might be revised in the future.

In the following, some of the major pieces of legislation relevant for the regulation of nanomaterials 
in Europe will be presented. Examples of both horizontal regulation as well as subject-specific legisla-
tion will be given. Some of these have yet to take nanospecific issues into consideration, and the focus 
will therefore be at explaining the limitations of these in handling nanomaterials. For others, nanospe-
cific aspects have recently been taken into consideration and for these the focus will be at explaining 
how this has been done and what kinds of challenges still need to be addressed.

Chemical risk assessment plays a crucial role in many of these pieces of legislation, and hence a short 
introduction and discussion of the applicability of chemical risk assessment to nanomaterials will be 
included.
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Registration, Evaluation, and Authorization 
of Chemicals (Reach)

One of the key pieces of European legislation affecting nanomaterials is the European chemical regula-
tion known as REACH, which went into force in mid-2007.[5] REACH prescribes

1. The registration of chemicals commercialized by manufacturers and importers in Europe as well 
as the collection of data on their use and toxicity.

2. The evaluation and examination by governments of the need for additional testing and regulation 
of chemicals.

3. That authorization has to be sought and given to manufacturers in order for them to use chemi-
cals of high concern.

4. European Union (EU)-wide restrictions or complete ban of certain chemicals that cannot be used 
safely.

The REACH regulation replaced more than 40 other directives and subsequently shifted the responsibil-
ity in the registration and authorization process of REACH onto manufacturers and importers (including 
downstream users of chemicals) to provide data of uses and hazard information. Industry, furthermore, 
has to show that chemicals of high concern can be used safely. The evaluation and restriction process 
is still the responsibility of the national authorities, the newly established European Chemical Agency, 
and the European Commission.

Registration of all the commercialized chemicals in the European market is a tremendous task that is 
expected to occur gradually. Substances produced or imported in the highest volumes or of the greatest 
(known) concern are to be registered first. Substances produced or imported in more than 1000 tonnes 
per year per manufacturer or importer had to be registered by November 30, 2010, by the latest date. This 
was also the case for substances marketed in 100 tons/yr that have been classified as very toxic to aquatic 
organisms and for substances produced/imported in more than 1 ton/yr and which have been classified 
as Category 1 or Category 2 carcinogens, mutagens, or reproductive toxicants. Furthermore, substances 
entering the European market in yearly quantities above 100 tons, and 10 tons per producers or import-
ers have to be registered by June 1, 2013, and June 1, 2018, respectively.[5]

REACH does not specifically mention nanomaterials, but does cover chemicals in all their physical–
chemical states, using the following definition of a substance: “a chemical element and its compounds 
in the natural state or obtained by any manufacturing process, including any additive necessary to 
preserve its stability and any impurity deriving from the process used, but excluding any solvent 
which may be separated without affecting the stability of the substance or changing its composi-
tion.”[5] Therefore, REACH is formally the relevant legislative frame for industrially used nanomateri-
als, and the exemption registration of carbon and graphite was redrawn in 2008 to address concerns 
raised about carbonaceous nanomaterials.[6,7] Companies will now have to register these materials if 
produced in quantities above 1 ton per producer or manufacturer per year. However, for a number 
of nanomaterials, it is not evident whether a nanoequivalent of a substance with different physico-
chemical and (eco)toxicological properties from the bulk substance would be considered as the same 
or as another substance under REACH.[8]

If a nanomaterial is considered to be a different substance under REACH, hazard information spe-
cifically related to the nanoform of the substance would have to be generated for the registration, if 
produced in more than 1 ton/yr. On the other hand, if a nanomaterial is considered to be the same as a 
registered bulk material, hazard information data generated for the registration might not be directly 
relevant for the nanoform of the substance and hence open to discussion.[8,9] In response to these con-
cerns, the European Commission has launched a multistakeholder project on nanomaterials to look into 
substance identification under REACH in order to get recommendations on whether the nanoform of a 
substance should be considered different from the bulk form of the substance.[3,4]
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If manufacturers and importers produce or import nanomaterials in volumes of more than 10 tons/
yr and if it meets the criteria for classification as dangerous or a PBT (persistent, bioaccumulative, and 
toxic) or vPvB (very persistent and very bioaccumulative), a chemical safety assessment is required 
that includes information about uses, (eco)toxicological information, exposure assessment, and risk 
characterization(s).

Thus far, no nanomaterial has been classified as PBT or as vPvB, but if it was to be it is highly unclear 
how companies should do a chemical safety assessment. Both the Commission of the European 
Communities[10] as well as the its Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks 
(SCENIHR)[11] have pointed out that current test guidelines in REACH are based on conventional meth-
odologies for assessing chemical risks and may not be appropriate for assessing risks associated with 
nanomaterials.

It should be noted that a chemical safety assessment can also be required if a nanomaterial is selected 
for further evaluation by a member state or by the European Chemicals Agency due to specific concerns; 
or if a substance is a CMR (carcinogenic, mutagenic, or toxic for reproduction), PBT, vPvB, ED (endo-
crine disrupting), or substance of equivalent concern.

EU Water Framework Directive

Whereas REACH deals with the manufacturing and import of chemicals, the EU Water Framework 
Directive (WFD) deals with improving water quality and reducing dangerous chemicals in European 
river basins. The key aim of the WFD, which was adopted in 2000, is to promote long-term sustainable 
water use, preventing further deterioration of surface waters, transitional waters, coastal waters, and 
groundwater, and to protect and enhance the status of aquatic ecosystems with regard to their water 
needs, terrestrial ecosystems, and wetlands directly depending on the aquatic ecosystems,[12] Article 1.

The WFD establishes water management by a river basin approach with cooperation and joint objec-
tive setting across member state borders and even in some cases beyond the EU territory. Geographical 
and hydrological formation of each river basin determines which member states need to establish and 
implement a so-called river basin management plan. The river basin management plan, which needs to 
be updated every 6 years, specifies the measures to be taken to meet the environmental objectives for 
surface waters, for groundwater, and for protected areas. The WFD prescribes the setting of the envi-
ronmental quality standards ensuring the general protection of the aquatic ecology, specific protection 
of unique and valuable habitats, and protection of drinking water resources and bathing water. For 
instance, for surface waters, member states shall implement necessary measures to prevent deteriora-
tion, and promote restoration of artificial and heavily modified water bodies with the aim of achieving 
“good ecological potential” and “good surface water chemical status” in 2015 by the latest. This has to be 
done along with a progressive reduction of pollution from a set of “priority substances” and discontinue 
emissions of priority hazardous substances,[12] Article 4.

For all surface waters, the WFD set a number of “general requirements for ecological protection” as 
well as a “general minimum chemical standard” and defines “good ecological status” and “good chemi-
cal status” in terms of the quality of the biological community, the hydrological characteristics, and the 
chemical characteristics,[12] Article 4.

The definition of “good chemical status” is especially relevant in regard to nanomaterials as it is 
defined in terms of compliance with all the quality standards established for chemical substances at the 
European level. For “priority substances,” member states are required to set environmental quality stan-
dards (EQSs) to monitor the chemical status of a water body (European Parliament and the Council of 
the European Union (EP & CEU),[12] Article 16). Thus, the EQS is taken as concentration below which the 
chemical status is referred to as “good” in the WFD terminology (European Parliament and the Council 
of the European Union (EP & CEU),[12] Article 2). Even for the so-called priority hazardous substances, 
only a few EQSs have been set, but more substances will follow with a specific focus at substances that 
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are toxic toward humans and/or aquatic organisms, compounds with a widespread environmental dis-
tribution, and those that are discharged in significant quantities.

A key question in regard to WFD is whether nanomaterials are possible candidates as priority 
substances.[13] In favor of this speaks the widespread and diffuse use of nanoparticles in a range of 
consumer products along with the hazard characteristics of some nanomaterials such as functional-
ized carbon nanotubes (CNTs), nanoscale silver, and zinc oxide. Some applications of nanomateri-
als furthermore involve direct contact with the water cycle, e.g., in relation to their use for water 
disinfection[14] and wastewater treatment,[15] as well as in regard to the direct use for treating soil and 
groundwater contamination.[16]

If a given type of nanoparticles is included in the list of priority substances in the future based on 
environmental occurrence or hazard information, an EQS will have to be defined.[12] To derive an EQS 
for a priority substance, the WFD outlines that test results from both acute and chronic ecotoxicological 
standard tests should be used for the “base set” organisms, i.e., algae and/or macrophytes, crustacean, 
and fish. Estimating EQS for nanoparticles is currently hampered by lack of ecotoxicological data even 
for the most tested nanoparticles such as C60, CNTs, TiO2, ZnO, and Ag. For instance, the degradability 
of C60 and CNTs and their ability to bioaccumulate in the aquatic environment remains to be studied, 
making it virtually impossible to set an EQS for these two kinds of nanoparticles.[13]

Not only are the number of studies very limited, but the number of tested taxa is also too few to be 
used in the context of setting an EQS. The reliability and interpretation of the available ecotoxicity data 
is furthermore impeded as a result of factors such as particle impurities, suspension preparation meth-
ods, release of free metal ions, and particle aggregation.[13,17,18]

Besides these issues, mainly related to the lack of relevant data, it is also questionable whether the 
principles for deriving EQSs for chemicals can be directly transferred to nanoparticles. The setting of 
EQS is based on a chemical safety assessment similar to the one required under REACH and, as noted 
above, the European Commission’s SCENIHR have pointed out that amendments have to be made to 
the guidelines for chemical safety assessment.[11,19]

Another manner in which nanomaterials could meet the criteria to be included in a WFD list of  priority 
substances is if there is “evidence from monitoring of widespread environmental  contamination”.[12] 
However, when it comes to nanomaterials, monitoring in natural waters represents some profound 
 challenges.[20,21] While applicable methods for in situ monitoring remain to be developed and refined,[22] 
it is also challenging to set up a reliable monitoring program for nanoparticles since a number of issues 
still remain to be resolved, e.g., choice of suitable sampling materials, preconcentration/fractionation 
methods, and analytical methods to characterize and quantify collected particles.[21] Despite signifi-
cant progress in recent years, reliable methods are not yet available to determine nanoparticle identity, 
concentrations, and characteristics in complex environmental matrices, such as water, soil, sediment, 
sewage sludge, and biological specimens.

Pharmaceutical Regulation

Liposomes, polymer–protein conjugates, polymeric substances, or suspensions are examples of well-
described and understood medicinal products containing nanoparticles and have been given marketing 
authorizations within the EU under the existing regulatory framework.[23–26]

As in the case of REACH, nanomedicine and nanomaterials are not specifically mentioned in the 
EU legislation on medicinal products and devices, tissue engineering, and other advanced therapies. 
Although the scope of the various EU regulations and directives that constitutes this framework covers 
nanomedicine, they have been accused of being too general, non-specific, and fraught with difficulties 
in case of complex drugs.[27,28] Given this, it does seem that it is generally believed that the regulatory 
framework for medicine covers medical products based on nanotechnology, and that the extensive pre-
market safety assessment of medicine in general is sufficient to ensure that the benefits outweigh any 
identified risks or the adverse side effects.[29,30]
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Concerns have, however, been raised that the risk assessment, safety, and quality requirements for 
medicine may not be designed to address nanomedicine and medical devices based on nanotechnol-
ogy, as these have to be fulfilled by conformity to established quality systems and published product 
standards. This might be especially true for novel applications such as nanostructure scaffolds for 
tissue replacement, nanostructures enabling transport across biological barriers, remote control of 
nanoprobes, integrated implantable sensory nanoelectronic systems, and chemical structures for drug 
delivery and targeting of disease.[31]

Currently, the mechanism of action is key to decide whether a product should be regulated as a 
medicinal product or as a medical device. This could be problematic when it comes to many novel appli-
cations of nanomedicinal products as they are likely to span regulatory boundaries between medicinal 
products and medical devices.[29,31] This is due to the notion that they may exhibit a complex mechanism 
of action combining mechanical, chemical, pharmacological, and immunological properties, and com-
bining diagnostic and therapeutic functions.

For new marketing authorization applications of pharmaceuticals, an environmental risk assess-
ment has to be provided, which involves a rough calculation of the predicted environmental concentra-
tion (PEC) for surface water. Actions have to be initiated if the PEC is predicted to surpass 0.01 ppb.[32] 
However, this threshold cannot be interpreted as a safe concentration, and it is not based on a scientific 
evaluation.[32] It could furthermore be problematic when it comes to nanomedicine, as concentration in 
terms of mass per volume might not be the relevant metric to characterize the environmental hazard of 
nanomaterials.[33–35]

Nanofood Regulation

Food and food packaging are regulated by a number of directives and regulations in the EU, such as the 
EU Food Law Regulation and the EU Novel Foods Regulation.[36] As an overarching principle, all food 
are required to be safe and this overarching principle of safety applies to all foods and food packaging 
that contain nanomaterials. This has, however, been criticized for being too loose.[37]

During the recent discussion related to the update of regulation regarding food additives, the European 
Parliament’s Committee on Environment, Public Health, and Food Safety stated that it wanted separate 
limit values for nanotechnologies and that the permitted limits for an additive in nanoparticle form 
should not be the same as when it is in traditional form.[38] This demand, however, never made into the 
actual regulation and the final adopted regulation on food additives is limited to requiring that food 
additives that have been produced via nanotechnology or consist of/or include materials fulfill a num-
ber of criteria before it can be include on the list of approved food, food additives, food enzymes, and 
food flavorings. Nanotechnology and nanomaterials are not defined in the regulation, but these criteria 
include what use does not pose a safety concern to the health of the consumer at the level of use proposed 
on the basis of available scientific evidence. Furthermore, there has to be a reasonable technological 
need that cannot be achieved by other economically and technologically practicable means, and using 
the food additives should entail consumer advantages and benefits.[39]

Another important piece of legislation in regard to food regulation in the EU is the Novel Foods 
Regulation. This regulation requires mandatory premarket approval of all new ingredients and prod-
ucts. In 2008, the European Commission adopted a proposal to revise the Novel Foods Regulation with 
the purpose of improving the access of new and innovative foods to the EU market.[40] The definition of 
novel foods was broadened to include those modified by new production processes, such as nanotech-
nology and nanoscience, which might have an impact on the food itself. This proposal is currently being 
discussed in the European Parliament and is going through what is known as a “third reading,” and has 
to be adopted after a co-decision wherein both the Council of the European Union and the Parliament 
has to agree on the final text of the regulation. If agreement cannot be reached, it goes to conciliation.

There are a number of areas on which the European Parliament and the Council of the European 
Union disagree in regard to nanomaterials. The requirement of having mandatory labeling is also 
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controversial and so is the issue of whether to have premarket safety testing of nanotechnology and 
nanomaterials in food and packaging.[41]

In the first line of revisions suggested to the Novel Foods Regulation, both the Council and the 
Parliament mention the lack of adequate information and lack of test methods for assessing the risks of 
nanomaterials.[41] Once the European Commission receives an application for authorization of a novel 
food, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) is responsible for the evaluation of whether a novel 
food and its use as an ingredient presents a danger to or misleads consumers. By regulation, the EFSA 
is required to provide assessment on the composition, nutritional value, metabolism, intended use, and 
the level of microbiological and chemical contaminants. Studies on the toxicology, allergenicity, and 
details of the manufacturing process may also be considered. No distinction is, however, made in regu-
lation in regard to particle size, and hence nanoparticles will not require new safety assessments if the 
substance has already been approved in bulk form.

Risk Assessment of Nanomaterials

Three different kinds of limitations have been identified in various independent analysis of the applica-
bility of existing regulatory frameworks when it comes to nanomaterials.

The first category of limitations are related to the limitations of definitions of what qualifies as a 
“substance,” “novel food,” etc., when it comes to nanomaterials. For instance, does the definition of a 
chemical substance cover both the bulk from as well as the nanoform of the substance, and does any 
given application of nanotechnology to manufacture a given food fall under the definition of a novel 
food? This issue is currently being discussed in a multistakeholder expert working group; however, this 
has failed to reach a consensus.[42]

In the second category fall requirements triggered by thresholds values not tailored to the nanoscale, 
but based on bulk material. For instance, for pharmaceuticals, the environmental concentration of 
medical products has to be estimated before marketing, and if it is below 0.01 ppb and “no other envi-
ronmental concerns are apparent,” no further actions are to be taken for the medical product in terms of 
environmental risk assessment.[32] Such a predefined action limit could potentially be problematic since 
the new properties of nanobased products are expected to also affect their environmental profiles, and 
this problem has yet to be addressed.[35]

The third category of limitations are related to lack of metrological tools, (eco)toxicological data, 
and environmental exposure limits as required by, e.g., REACH, the pharmaceuticals regulation, and 
the recast of the Novel Foods Regulation. The availability of (eco)toxicological data and chemical risk 
assessments is necessary to support existing legislation.

In regard to REACH, companies are urged to use already existing guidelines when performing chem-
ical risk assessments, despite the fact that both the European Commission[10] and its SCENIHR,[11] as 
well as others,[9,10] have pointed out that current test guidelines supporting REACH are based on con-
ventional methodologies for assessing chemical risks and may not be appropriate for the assessment of 
risks associated with nanomaterials.

Chemical risk assessment consists of four elements i.e., hazard identification, dose–response 
 assessment, exposure assessment, and risk characterization. In Europe, legislation for controlling the 
production, use, and release of chemical substances is based on chemical safety assessment or risk 
assessment, as described in detail in the “Guidance on Information Requirements and Chemical Safety 
Assessment”.[43] The guidance totals a staggering number of pages and is issued by the ECHA to help 
companies carry out chemical safety assessments. It includes extensive technical details for conducting 
hazard identification, dose (concentration)–response (effect) assessment, exposure assessment, and risk 
characterization in relation to human health and the environment.[43] Each of these four elements holds 
a number of limitations that are not easily overcome despite the fact that a lot of effort is being put into 
investigating the applicability of each of these four elements.
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Hazard Identification of Nanomaterials

Toxicity and ecotoxicity have been reported on for multiple nanoparticles (metal and metal oxide 
nanoparticles, carbonaceous nanomaterials, and quantum dots) in scientific studies; however, many of 
these need further confirmation. Univocal hazard identification is currently impossible as it is hard to 
systematically link reported nanoparticle properties to the observed effects.

For instance, in regard to multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs), Poland et al.[44] compared the toxicity of four 
kinds of MWCNTs of various diameters, lengths, shape, and chemical composition by exposing the meso-
thelial lining of the body cavity of three mice with 50 mg MWCNT for 24 hr or 7 days. This method was 
used as a surrogate for the mesothelial lining of the chest cavity. It was found that long MWCNTs “pro-
duced length-dependent inflammation, FBGCs, and granulomas that were qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar to the foreign body inflammatory response caused by long asbestos.” Only the long MWCNTs 
caused significant increase in polymorphonuclear leukocytes or protein exudation. The short MWCNTs 
failed to cause any significant inflammation at 1 day or giant cell formation at 7 days. Poland et al.[44] also 
found that the water-soluble components of MWCNT did not produce significant inflammatory effects 24 
hr after injection, which rules out that residue metals were the cause of the observed effects, as others previ-
ously had speculated on the basis on in vitro studies.[45,46] The findings by Poland et al.[44] have since then 
been supported by Ma-Hock et al.[47] and Pauluhn et al.[48] in 90-day inhalation toxicity studies.

Less work has been done in regard to exploring the ecotoxicological aspects of nanomaterials, but a 
number of significant studies have been published.

In 2004, Oberdorster[49] published the first ecotoxicological study and reported observed significant 
increase in lipid peroxidation of the brain of juvenile largemouth bass after exposure to uncoated fuller-
enes (99.5%) in concentrations of 0.5 and 1 ppm after exposure for 48 hr. C60 was dissolved in tetra-
hydrofuran (THF), which have since then led to some discussion about whether C60 or the THF was 
responsible for the effects observed.[50,51] The use of THF is no longer recommended.[18]

In regard to CNTs, Templeton et al.[52] compared “as prepared” single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) 
with electro- phorectically purified SWCNTs and the fluorescent fraction of nanocarbon by-products. 
They observed an average cumulative life cycle mortality of 13 ± 4%, while mean life cycle mortalities 
of 12 ± 3%, 19 ± 2%, 21 ± 3%, and 36 ± 11% were observed for 0.58, 0.97, 1.6, and 10 mg/L. Exposure to 
10 mg/L showed: 1) significantly increased mortalities for the naupliar stage and cumulative life cycle; 
2) a dramatically reduced development success to 51% for the nauplius to copepodite window, 89% for 
the copepoddite to adult window, and 34% overall for the nauplius to adult period; and 3) a significantly 
depressed fertilization rate averaging only 64 ± 13%.

A number of studies have furthermore highlighted the need to investigate the potential interactions 
with existing environmental contaminants or what has become known as the “Trojan horse effect.” For 
instance, Baun et al.[53] found that the toxicity of phenanthrene was increased toward algae and crus-
taceans following sorption to C60 aggregates. In contrast, Baun et al.[53] found that the toxic effect of 
pentachlorophenol decreased when C60 was added. After studying the ecotoxicity of cadmium to algae 
in the presence of 2 mg/L TiO2 nanoparticles of three different sizes, Hartmann et al.[17] found that the 
presence of TiO2 in algal tests reduced the toxicity of cadmium. This is thought to be due to decreased 
bioavailability of cadmium resulting from sorption/complexation of Cd2+ ions to the TiO2 surface. 
However, the observed growth inhibition was, however, greater for the 30 nm TiO2 nanoparticles than 
could be explained by the concentration of dissolved Cd(II) species alone, which indicates a possible 
carrier effect, or combined toxic effect of TiO2 nanoparticles and cadmium.

Dose–Response Relationship in Regard to Nanomaterials

In regard to the second element of chemical risk assessment, it is fundamental that a dose–response 
relationship can be established so that no-effect concentrations or no effect levels need to be predicted 
or derived. It is unclear whether a no-effect threshold can be actually be established and what the best 
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hazard descriptor(s) of nanoparticles is, and what the most relevant dose metrics and the what the most 
sensitive endpoints are. Several studies have reported observing a dose–response relationship. This goes 
for, especially, in vitro studies on, among others, C60, SWCNTs and MWCNTs, and various forms 
of nanometals. Normally, dose refers to “dose by mass”; however, based on the experiences gained in 
biological tests of nanoparticles, it has been suggested that biological activity of nanoparticles might 
not be mass dependent, but dependent on physical and chemical properties not routinely considered 
in toxicity studies.[54] For instance, Oberdorster and col-leagues[55,56] and Stoeger and colleagues[57,58] 
found that the surface area of the nanoparticles is a better descriptor of the toxicity of low-soluble, low-
toxicity particles, whereas Wittmaack[59,60] found that the particle number worked best as dose metrics. 
Warheit et al.[61,62] found that toxicity was related to the number of functional groups in the surface of 
nanoparticles.

Exposure Assessment

Completing a full exposure assessment requires extensive knowledge about, among others, manufactur-
ing conditions, level of production, industrial applications and uses, consumer products and  behavior, 
and environmental fate and distribution. Such detailed information is not available, and thus far no 
full exposure assessment has been published for any one or more nanomaterials. This may partly be 
due to difficulties in monitoring nanomaterial exposure in the workplace and the environment, and 
partly due to the fact that the biological and environmental pathways of nanomaterials are still largely 
 unexplored.[63] Some efforts have been made to assess occupational, consumer, and environmental 
exposure, however, both to assess the level of exposure and to assess the applicability of current expo-
sure assessment methods and guidelines.

These are, however, hampered by the paucity of knowledge, lack of access to information, difficul-
ties in monitoring nanomaterial exposure in the workplace and the environment, and by the fact that 
the biological and environmental pathways of nanomaterials are still largely unexplored. Hence, they 
should be seen as “proof of principle” rather than actual assessment of the exposure.[64–67]

Risk Characterization

All the information from the first three elements of the risk assessment come together in the fourth and 
final element of chemical risk assessment, namely risk characterization.[63] In the risk characterization 
process, exposure levels are compared with quantitative or qualitative hazard information, then suitable 
predicted no-effect concentrations or derived no-effect levels are determined in order to decide if risks 
are adequately controlled.[43]

Often, risk characterization boils down to the estimation of a risk quotient. For the environment, 
this is, for instance, defined as the PEC/predicted no effect concentration (PNEC). If the risk quotient 
is <1, no further testing or risk reduction measures are needed according to the European Chemical 
Agency.[43] If it is >1, further testing can be initiated to lower the PEC/PNEC ratio. If that is not possible, 
risk reduction could be implemented.

A number of studies reported having completed—or attempted to complete—risk assessments of 
various nanomaterials such as CeO , TiO , C60, and CNTs.[18,67–69]

2 2  For instance, in regard to the use of 
CeO2-based diesel fuel additive in the United Kingdom, Park et al.[67] assessed the risk of CeO2 causing 
pulmonary inflammation. First, they estimated an internal dose of 3.8 × 10−7 cm2/cm2 by converting the 
retained dose into surface area units and then dividing by the area of the proximal alveolar region of the 
lung. Then, they compared this value to the highest noobserved-effect level found in a number of in vitro 
toxicity studies. This value was 26.75 cm2/cm2. Assuming that in vitro exposure data can be accurately 
projected to the in vivo situation, Park et al.[67] concluded that “it is highly unlikely that exposure to 
cerium oxide at the environmental levels (from both monitored and modeled experimental data) would 
elicit pulmonary inflammation.”
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Mueller and Nowack[69] reported having completed the first quantitative risk assessment of nanopar-
ticles in the environment. In a first attempt to derive PEC values, Mueller and Nowack used the thresh-
old concentrations of 20 and 40 mg/L reported in the literature for nano-Ag on Bacillus subtilis and 
Escherichia coli, and considered it to be equivalent to a no-observed-effect concentration. For nano-TiO2 
and CNT, the lowest value found in the literature was <1 mg/L for algae, daphnia, and fish.[69] Applying 
the assessment factor of 1000, the PNEC in water was found to be 0.04, <0.001, and <0.0001 mg/L for 
nano- Ag, nano-TiO2, and CNT, respectively. Combining these PNEC values with the predicted expo-
sure, Mueller and Nowack[69] calculated the environmental concentrations in Switzerland for nano-Ag, 
nano-TiO2, and CNTs stemming from textiles, cosmetics, coatings, plastics, sports gear, electronics, etc. 
Assuming worse-case exposure levels, Mueller and Nowack[69] found that the risk quotient for nano-Ag 
and CNT is less than one-thousandth, and they state that their modeling suggests that currently little or 
no risk is to be expected from nano-Ag and CNT to organisms in water and air. Nano-TiO2, on the other 
hand, might pose a risk to organism in water—according to Mueller and Nowack[69]—with risk quo-
tients ranging from >0.7 to >16. The PNEC for soil could not be determined due to lack of information.

Despite the preliminary risk characterizations by Park et al.,[67] Mueller and Nowack,[69] Shinohara 
et al.,[68] and Stone et al.,[18] it is important to realize that risk characterization critically involves reflec-
tion of the data behind each step and determining what the overall risk will be.[63] As elaborated on 
previously, each of the three first steps of risk assessment holds a number of challenges, and since risk 
characterization is the fourth and final step where all the information is to come together, the sum or 
maybe even the power all of these limitations are conveyed to calculating risk quotients for nanomateri-
als under REACH.[9]

Revisions of the Technical Guidance of Risk Assessment

The European Commission has commissioned an expert/multistakeholder investigation of whether 
nanospecific amendments are needed to the current technical guidelines on chemical safety assessment. 
This has to develop, among others, specific advice on

1. How REACH information requirements on intrinsic properties of nanomaterials can be fulfilled
2. The appropriateness of the relevant test methods for nanomaterials
3. The possible specific testing strategies, if relevant
4.   Information needed for safety evaluation and risk management of nanomaterials (especially, 

information beyond the current information requirements under REACH)
5.   How to do exposure assessment for nanomaterials, hazard, and risk characterization for 

nanomaterials[3,4]

The latter will involve threshold/non-threshold considerations, analysis of existing evidence related to 
setting limit values for nanomaterials, identification of critical items for dose description (mass, num-
ber concentration, surface area, particle size(s) etc.), whether and how no-effect-levels for health and 
the environment could be established, and finally development of recommendations on the feasibility 
of whether categorization of nanomaterials (e.g., different types of CNTs) in the hazard assessment is 
compatible with the exposure assessment parameters/metrics in order to prepare a meaningful risk 
characterization.[3,4]

In regard to novel food, EFSA published a scientific opinion in 2008 on the potential risks arising from 
the use of nanotechnology in food, concluding that nanotechnology aspects shall be considered when risk 
assessment guidance documents in the food and feed area are reviewed, and, among others, recommend 
that risk assessment of nanomaterials in the food and feed areas should consider the specific properties of 
nanomaterials in addition to those common to the equivalent non-nanoforms.[70] Recently, EFSA closed 
for public comments on a draft guidance on risk assessment concerning potential risks arising from appli-
cations of nanoscience and nanotechnologies to food and feed. This guidance holds practical advice on 
how to complete risk assessments of nanomaterials used in food and food products.[71]
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In the light of the limitations of chemical risk assessment, a number of alternative or complementary 
tools and methods, such the precautionary matrix[72] and multicriteria decision analysis,[73] have been pro-
posed recently. Many of them hold great promises, but they need further evaluation and validation.[74]

Conclusion

In this entry, we presented a number of major pieces of legislation such as REACH, the WFD, and the 
Novel Foods Regulation, and discussed their relevance and limitations in regard to nanomaterials. Only 
a limited number of EU regulations, directives, etc., actually mention nanotechnology and/nanomateri-
als. In general, there seem to be three overall challenges when it comes to current regulation of nano-
materials: 1) limitations in regard to terminology and definitions of key terms such as a “substance,” 
“novel food,” etc.; 2) safety assessment requirements triggered by thresholds values not tailored to the 
nanoscale, but based on bulk material and; 3) limitations related to lack of metrological tools, (eco)
toxicological data, and environmental exposure limits as required by, e.g., REACH, WFD, the pharma-
ceuticals regulation, and the recast of the Novel Foods Regulation. Chemical risk assessment provides 
a fundamental element in support of existing legislation. Risk assessment is normally said to consist 
of four elements, i.e., hazard identification, dose–response assessment, exposure assessment, and risk 
characterization. Each of these four elements holds a number of limitations that are not easily overcome, 
although a lot of effort is being put into investigating the applicability of each of them. However, political 
decisions to revise substance definition and the current thresholds that trigger safety evaluation are still 
needed as these are not tailored to the nanoscale, but based on bulk material.
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Introduction

Anthropogenic activities such as mining and smelting, combustion of waste and fossil fuels, as well as 
the use of organic and inorganic chemicals and radionuclides in agriculture and industry entail risks 
for the overall environment and human beings. The awareness of these risks due to industrial wastes 
emerged through numerous cases of severe environmental impacts many years after their disposal. 
Notorious examples include hazardous waste disposal in the Love Canal, New York, United States[1]; 
Lekkerkerk near Rotterdam, Netherlands[2]; the collapsed tailing dams containing acidic pyrite sludge 
in Donana, Spain[3]; cyanide- and metal-rich liquid waste disposals near Baia Mare, Romania[4]; and 
many other accidents.[5] A report describing the world’s worst-polluted industrial sites was updated in 
2016 with the focus on the top polluting industries identified as (1) used lead–acid battery recycling, 
(2) mining and ore processing, (3) lead smelting, (4) tanneries, (5) artisanal small-scale gold mining, 
(6) industrial dumpsites, (7) industrial estates, (8) chemical manufacturing, (9) product manufactur-
ing, and (10) dye industry. These industries put over 32 million people at risk and account for 7 million 
to 17 million Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) in low- and middle-income countries.[6] Heavily 
polluted sites are distributed across all continents, and a former report highlighted only the tip of 
an iceberg, listing sites such as Dzerzinsk (chemical weapons, Russia), Linfen (coal industry, China), 
Ranipet (tanning industry, India), Kabwe (mining and smelting of Pb, Zambia), Haina (recycling of Pb, 
Dominican Republic), and La Oroya (polymetallic smelter, Peru).[7] While full remediation of these sites 
is economically and technically impossible, low-cost in situ technologies for managing and monitoring 
aiming at risk reduction are becoming increasingly available. More importantly, we need to learn our 
lessons and avoid similar pollution in the future.

Besides these negative effects of industrial waste, their reuse potential for soil amelioration, remedia-
tion, and recultivation also should be considered. Future perspectives and visions for handling indus-
trial waste must be discussed in terms of the potential environmental risks and how to minimize them. 
The proclaimed Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by the United Nations (UN) should be a guid-
ance for these next steps.[8]
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Industrial Waste Overview

Generally, industrial activities generate three categories of waste: (1) gaseous emissions, (2) wastewater, 
and (3) solid waste. Gaseous pollutants or particulates are generated by combusting fossil fuels and 
wastes; they are found both close to the emitter and far away, especially in forest ecosystems, due to 
their filter capacity.[9] Dispersion and long-term transport of heavy metals, radionuclides, and persistent 
organic pollutants occur.[10] Acidification and eutrophication are due to the transboundary distribu-
tion of nutrients often involved in combustion processes (e.g., S, N compounds). Wastewater derives 
from domestic and industrial establishments; combined, they are known as municipal wastewater. 
Surface water and groundwater are the most threatened sinks of pollutants, besides irrigated areas. 
Upon removal of water, wastewater turns to sludge and later to solid waste. Generally, solid waste gen-
eration starts with mining and petroleum production and with the subsequent processing of these raw 
materials to goods for consumption. Emerging waste includes mineral ores, tailings, slags, and oil-
contaminated soils and residues that stem from the processing of these materials.

Industrial activities generate mostly mixed wastes, yielding transient waste types. Pollutants can be 
released in gaseous, particulate, aqueous, or solid form, depending on the industrial processes involved. 
They emanate from point[11] or diffuse[12] sources. Generally, pollution tends to be highest close to emit-
ters and declines with increasing distance. However, elevated concentrations of persistent organic 
chemicals have been found in environments far from pollution sources, such as in the Arctic, in distant 
mountain regions, and in remote forest soils.[13]

Soil quality is prone to degradation through physical, chemical, and biological processes, resulting 
in soil erosion, reduced productivity, and soil and groundwater contamination. Detrimental effects 
of industrial waste on soil comprise the following: (1) siltation and compaction through application 
of fine-grained and salt-rich materials; (2) any type of pollution, acidification, or landfilling; and (3) 
loss of macro- and microfaunal diversity by intoxication. Heavy metals (Pb, Hg, Cd, Cr), metalloids 
(As, Sb), and organic compounds (e.g., dioxins and other persistent organic pollutants) are the most 
relevant soil pollutants. Since 1950, more than 140,000 new chemicals and pesticides have been synthe-
sized whereof 5,000 are produced in large quantities, dispersed in the environment, and responsible 
for human exposure.[14] Waste generation has dramatically increased from chemical manufacturing, 
wastewater treatment, agriculture, mining and smelting, food processing, energy production, pulp and 
paper production, and other industries. The subsequent waste–environmental interactions have poten-
tial consequences on soil and water qualities. Estimates show that up to 75% of the materials used in 
industrial processes do not end up in final products.[15]

Prevention of industrial waste production, enhanced by optimization of processes reducing the 
amount of generated waste and the concentration of pollutants in waste streams, has a higher prior-
ity than end-of-pipe technologies such as soil remediation. However, emerging technologies to filter 
and retain pollutants in solid industrial waste materials require close monitoring as this may limit 
the re-use of such materials, for example, in soil remediation, due to increased pollutant concentra-
tions. For instance, novel clean coal technologies lead to changed coal combustion residues (CCR) 
composition as volatile elements (e.g., Hg and Se) are more efficiently retained while due to concur-
rent changes in pH the solubility (Hg, Cd, Cu) and volatilization (Hg, NH3) of certain pollutants are 
likely enhanced.[16]

Potential Use of Industrial Waste

Soil Amelioration

In the case of metals, humankind has imbalanced biogeochemical cycles through the use of  metals. 
Considerable amounts are lost in technical processes into the above-mentioned waste categories. 
Electronic waste is one of the most rapidly growing problems.[17] E-waste volume estimation for 2013 
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is given in Table 1. Instead of exporting this waste[18] from “developed” into “developing” countries 
and thereby contaminating soil and water due to the lack of legal regulations there, the strategy should 
be to promote recycling and reuse of metals. Besides heavy metal-contaminated arable land, nutrient-
deficient areas are widespread over the world. Here, the reuse of Cu, Mn, Mo, Fe, and Zn from electronic 
waste as nutrients could contribute toward more sustainable systems.

Gravel sludge, a fine-grained by-product of the gravel industry—applied on sandy soils poor in 
 nutrients—can improve soil physical properties and crop production.

On the other hand, the use of industrial waste materials as soil amendments has been estimated to 
contaminate thousands of hectares of productive agricultural land in countries throughout the world. 
This is a particular problem in the Asia Pacific region, where land-based disposal of untreated wastes is 
still being practiced due to the lack of regulatory guidelines.[19] If crops are cultivated on contaminated 
soils, they may become less competitive on the world market, provided efficient quality control is imple-
mented. Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of waste reuse possibilities. 

Soil Remediation

In situ fixation of labile metals in soils by addition of amendments is one option to remediate heavy 
metal-contaminated soils. The aim is to reduce the risk of contamination by balancing ecological 
and economical needs. Several industrial wastes or by-products have been screened for their abil-
ity to immobilize heavy metals. Red mud is produced by the alumina industry around the world 
in countries like Jamaica, Australia, the United States, and Germany[20] (Table 1). Results of green-
house, outdoor, and field experiments indicate immobilization of many heavy metals in soil after red 

FIGURE 1 A schematic overview of waste reuse possibilities.
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mud addition.[21–23] Similar results were obtained for steel shots, a waste product of the metal shaping 
industry; converter and basic slag from the steel and iron industry; and “Iron Rich,” generated by 
TiO2 production.[26] Fly ash, a coal combustion residue, and beringite, a modified aluminosilicate 
that originates from the fluidized bed burning of coal refuse from a former coal mine in Beringen 
(Belgium), also have potential for metal immobilization.[27] A further example could be the reuse 
of the tailings of the world’s largest siderite mining site (Erzberg, Austria).[28] The tailings consist 
of high amounts of fine-textured iron and carbonates, and it has been demonstrated in pot and 
field experiments that they hold promise for in situ inactivation of heavy metals in polluted soils 
and associated improvement of crop yield and quality if applied to arable land.[32] The composition 
of these amendments varies considerably, and the immobilizing effect is mostly due to Al-, Fe-, 
Mn-oxides, phosphates, silicates, and alkaline materials.

An emerging amendment for soil remediation/amelioration could be biochar. These materials derive 
from different sources. If organic residues/waste by-products will be pyrolyzed and applied on soils, dif-
ferent functions could be improved. Besides the storage of carbon in soil,[33] also soil physical (e.g., water 
holding capacity[34]) or chemical (e.g., immobilization of contaminants) properties can be improved.[35]

Application rates of these mentioned amendments up to 5% (w/w) are practicable and result in estab-
lishing a vegetation cover on bare land, reduction of visual symptoms of metal phytotoxicity, and a sig-
nificant reduction of the metal accumulation in aboveground biomass. An example of a field application 
is given in Friesl-Hanl et al. (2017).[23]

Advantages of these easily available materials, including contaminant inactivation and often 
low costs,[36] are opposed by some disadvantages or failures that may occur due to indigenous 
contamination.[37] Monitoring of the sustainability of the applied measures is necessary and should be 
mandatory.[24] The recommendation is to adjust the amendment and application rate on a case-by-case 
basis. In certain cases, removal of contaminants may be required.

Conclusions

Pollution by industrial waste is widespread throughout the world, adversely affecting soil and envi-
ronment qualities. Management of these wastes is necessary to achieve a more sustainable system. 
After exhausting the two approaches of preventing waste generation and recycling suitable materi-
als, the use of wastes, by-products, or mixtures of different materials for amelioration, remediation, 
or recultivation is one option to regulate material fluxes. Besides considering the advantages of using 
waste materials, we also have to take into account the disadvantages and assess them on a case-by-
case basis.

TABLE 1 Industrial Waste Quantities

Industry Industrial Waste Produced Amount (Mg/a)

Electronic industry Electronic waste 20–50 Mio, worldwide[16]

Alumina industry Red mud 120 Mio, worldwide[20]

Pulp and paper industry Paper mill sludge 16 Mio, US[24], CA[25]

Iron Slags (25%–30% of crude iron) a worldwide[29]300–360 Mio,
Steel industry Slags (10%–15% of crude steel) b worldwide[29]190–290 Mio,
Energy production CCP 40 Mio, EU15, (2016)[30]

CCP 110 Mio, US (2017)[31]

a  Calculated from produced amount of iron.
b   Calculated from produced amount of steel. CCP, coal combustion products (including fly ash, flue-gas 

desulfurization gypsum, bottom ash); US, United States; CA, Canada.
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Introduction

Improvement in crop management using modern machinery equipment, fertilizers, and pesticides and 
progress in plant breeding within a few selected crops has led in recent decades to highly specialized 
agricultural practices on farms. Out of more than 300,000 plant species existing, about 7,000 crops are 
known to be cultivated for human or animal diet; however, 60% of the word’s energy source is based 
on only three crops, namely wheat, maize, and rice [1]. As a consequence, a general impoverishment of 
plant diversity and a high degree of genetic erosion in several important crops for human nutrition is 
documented since the end of World War II [2].

Simplification of the ecosystem by using one-sided crop rotations, monoculture, and crop plants of 
uniform genotype and the elimination of weeds with herbicides results in a strong selection for adapted 
pests, pathogens, and weeds leading to frequent resistance breakdown and severe weed infestations 
[3–5] and, importantly, a general loss of biodiversity [6].

Increasing the diversity of selection pressures acting on pests and weeds can reduce their ability to 
develop resistances to pesticides. Diverse crop ecosystems with adapted crops in sequential cropping 
including cover crops and living mulches, crop populations, and species mixtures are generally less 
damaged by pests, pathogens, and weeds compared to monocultures [2]. Interestingly, weeds are less 
abundant but weed species diversity is often higher within such diverse crop rotations. Hence, outbreaks 
of weed, pest, and disease epidemics and the probability of losses are reduced [4,7,8].

In this chapter, diversity by planting sequence (crop rotation), crop-border diversity, and crop-weed 
diversity are discussed.

Influence of Crop Rotation on Diseases, 
Insect Pests, and Weeds

The positive effects of a diverse crop rotation on yield and agricultural stability have been well known 
since ancient times. Awareness has built that much of the rotation effects lie in the plants themselves as 
they release considerable amounts of organic compounds into the soil in order to influence the micro-
biome, the solubility of nutrients and to interact with other plants. Most pathogens and pests are weak 
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competitors outside their hosts and barely survive. If soil life is abundant, then it will outcompete and 
often directly live on the resting stages of pests and pathogens and weeds [9].

Crop rotation is most effective in the case of specialized pathogens and pests that are dependent on 
a host crop or have a narrow host range. For example, many soil-borne pathogens or insects survive 
on root or plant residues and require the cultivation of a susceptible crop for continuous survival. The 
length of host crop interval for insect or disease control will depend on how quickly the insect pest or 
pathogen can be destroyed by starvation and/or by other antagonistic effects [10,11].

With respect to weeds, important criteria for their control are variation in planting time and timing 
as well as techniques of seed bed preparation [12,13]. To prevent weeds from germinating simultaneously 
with the cash crop or at least from seed shed, the whole cropping system needs to be considered [14]. 
Main effects are caused by the sowing time of crops (winter or spring crops), sequence and placement of 
crops in the crop rotation, competitive ability of different crops against weeds, and direct weed control 
(herbicides and/or mechanical control) [15]. Allelopathic effects, that is, the exudation of specific com-
pounds from the roots of certain crops may reduce germination of different weeds [15,16]. For perennial 
weeds, methods that deplete the weed storage organs through competition, for example, due to living 
mulches and perennial forage crops, and/or frequent mowing can be useful to reduce number and bio-
mass of weeds [17–19]. These methods combined with fragmentation of weed rhizomes that can reduce 
the viability of storage organs have proven a high efficacy in Quackgrass (Elymus repens) control in 
Sweden [20]. In monoculture and pure grain rotations, weed infestation can reach a high level and weeds 
are more difficult to control compared to a rotation in alternation with dicotyledonous plants, for exam-
ple, field beans, potatoes, or canola [21,22]. Especially the degree of infestation of problem weeds, for 
example, Apera spica venti, Viola tricolor arvensis, and Matricaria spp., increases considerably [23,24].

When developing a crop rotation, certain criteria should thus be considered: adequate change in 
tillage practices and timing, maintenance of high levels of organic matter in the soil, inclusion of crops 
which do not stimulate subsequent growth of the pathogen or crops that have direct negative effects 
on pests and pathogens (e.g., producing toxins) [11]. For example, oats and brassicas, such as various 
mustards, are known to exude substances that are directly suppressive to many pathogens, pests, and 
weeds and therefore justifying their recent popularity in rotations [25–27]. However, they are also hosts 
to some broad-range pathogens such as Fusarium avenaceum. Such broad host range pathogens need 
to be managed through the enhancement of soil suppressiveness [28,29]. To achieve this, soil protection 
from damaging compaction through heavy machinery, radiation, drought, and heavy rainfall by high 
aboveground living and dead biomass, such as occurring in minimum tillage systems, is mandatory 
[28,30]. In addition, this will foster the microbial activity in the topsoil layers and result, in the long 
term, in sustainable production systems.

Influence of Decoy and Trap Crops on Pests

Decoy crops are non-host crops that are sown to stimulate the activation of dormant propagules of 
the pathogen in the absence of the host. In this way, the soil-borne pathogens waste their inoculum 
 potential. For example, Lolium spec., Papaver rhoeas, and Reseda odorata can act as decoy crops for 
the pathogen Plasmodiophora brassicae in Brassica [31]. In the case of trap crops, the crop is host to 
the pathogen often nematodes. The trap crop attracts nematodes to infect, but the crop is harvested or 
destroyed before the nematode can complete its life cycle. A famous, still effective method had been 
developed by Julius Kühn in the 1840s in Germany when certain crucifers are sown and plowed before 
the beet cyst nematode (Heterodera schachtii) can fully develop its life cycle [26]. Recent breeding efforts 
resulted in H. schachtii-resistant oilseed radish varieties that are used as winter cover crops prior to 
growing sugar beets. Root exudates of resistant varieties induce hatching of young nematode larvae 
from eggs and cysts with subsequent penetration of the radish roots. However, due to the resistance 
mechanism, H. schachtii juveniles are not capable of building large feeding sites within the radish roots, 
which prevents the forming of new cysts [32].
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Influence of Weed and Border Diversity 
on Pests and Diseases

Weeds not only compete with crops; they may also be intermediate hosts for diseases and parasites while 
at the same time offering food and refuge to beneficial insects within the agricultural ecosystem. Within 
monocropped fields, weeds are important sources of biodiversity and may be useful to improve the sta-
bility of the agricultural ecosystem. They play an important ecological role by supporting a complex of 
beneficial arthropods that aid in suppressing pest populations and thus the pest damage [33–36]. Strip 
management with weeds or flowering crops is by now standard in many sustainable perennial cropping 
systems such as orchards (e.g., [37–39]). Weed strips or living mulches, such as grasses or clover species, 
sown between winter cereals increase ground beetle densities and the number of species considerably by 
providing these beneficial arthropods with better food supplies and more suitable overwintering sites, 
from which they can colonize cereals in spring [40].

The abundance and diversity of entomophagous insects within a field are closely related to the char-
acter of the surrounding vegetation but also to the field size [6,41]. There are many examples that indi-
cate that crops cultivated near hedgerows, grassy margins, or uncultivated fields with flowering weeds 
sustain less damage by insect pests than crops cultivated in the absence of such flowering vegetation 
[33–36]. Nevertheless, it is important to consider the complete life cycle and feeding habit of pathogens 
and insect pests. Certain weeds and structure elements will serve as alternate hosts to crop pathogens. 
Carrot flies (Psila rosae) need hedges nearby to protect themselves from heat and many aphids over-
winter in woody plants. There, adequate distances to fields or the inclusion of specific border strips as 
trap crops need to be considered [7]. In most cases, field margins, consisting of hedges, sown grasses, 
and flower strips, for example, provide more beneficial effects through natural enemies regulating pest 
populations than detrimental effects through pest habitat provision [42].

Future Concerns

Diversity provides an essential key to reduce the risk of losing crop yield to pest damage. Of immediate 
concern are the effects of climate vagaries and change that will lead to the permanent change and inva-
sions of new pests to new areas [43]. Many pesticides may disappear from the market in the near future 
due to their detrimental effects. Thus, massive insecticide use in combination with increasing field 
sizes and simplified cropping sequences were made responsible for the drastic insect decline in the past 
decades [44], while glyphosate and other herbicides are antibiotics and suspected of being responsible 
for the development of multi-resistance with direct implications on human health [45–48] including in 
bee decline [46]. The realization of greater crop diversity by crop rotation and trap crops and surround-
ing vegetation to stabilize overall crop yields will be of even greater importance in the face of climate 
change and the need to reduce pesticide use. The most effective way to increase general biodiversity is 
to simply reduce overall field sizes, though [6]. The implementation of concepts based on crop diversity 
will preserve long-term stability and productivity of agricultural land and minimize environmental 
problems caused by intensive agriculture, for example, biodiversity loss, soil erosion, groundwater and 
air pollution with nutrients and pesticides.

See also Intercropping for Pest Management.
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Introduction

Until the past few hundred years, agricultural systems were based on large numbers of different crops, 
crop varieties, and landraces that were heterogeneous in their genetic make-up [1]. In addition, farming 
systems included both animals and plants further increasing diversity. As a result of increasing special-
ization, mechanization, and modern plant breeding, diversity on the farming system level and crop level 
has been drastically reduced worldwide at an ever-accelerating speed especially over the past 100 years. 
Fewer and fewer varieties that are genetically homogeneous are being grown in ever-larger fields [2]. The 
large-scale monoculture agricultural practices relying on pesticide and mineral fertilizer inputs have 
also led to a general decline in soil organic carbon and with this in soil microbial diversity and activity 
[3,4] with consequent effects on soil fertility and health [5].

Monoculture is usually understood to be the continuous use of a single crop species over a large area. 
However, with respect to plant pathogens and pests, it is important to differentiate between monocul-
ture at the level of species, variety, or resistance genes (see Table 1) [1,6]. For example, within a species, 
there may be many different genotypes with different resistances to a specific pest or pathogen and 
great variation with respect to competitiveness with weeds and other crops. Depending on the breeding 
system, within a variety, diversity for resistance or morphological traits can be non-existent or high. 
Especially clonally reproduced or strictly inbreeding species may contain no diversity within a given 
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TABLE 1 Possibilities for Intercropping at Three Levels of Uniformity on Which Monocultures Are Commonly 
Practiced [1]

Level of Uniformity Intercropping Possibilities

Species: Different individuals may differ in genetic make-up 
(resistance, morphology, etc.)

Arrangements among and within species, varieties, and 
resistances using intercropping

Variety: Usually genetically uniform, the same gene(s) in the same 
genetic background

Arrangements among and within varieties and 
resistances—includes variety mixtures, multilines, and 
populations

Resistance gene: The same gene may exist in different genetic 
backgrounds

Arrangements among resistances—multilines and 
populations
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variety. Resistance gene monocultures can arise if different varieties all possess the same resistance (or 
susceptibility) gene(s). For example, in the late 1960s, virtually all hybrid maize cultivars in the south-
eastern United States possessed the cytoplasmically  inherited Texas male sterility (Tms). Unfortunately, 
Tms is closely linked to susceptibility to certain strains of the pathogen Cochliobolus carbonum (syn. 
Helminthosporium maydis). The monoculture for susceptibility (while different varieties had been 
planted) led to selection for these strains and in 1970 the pathogen caused more than $1 billion (= 109) 
losses [7]. Currently, Europe is experiencing the decline of the European ash (Fraxinus excelsior) due 
to the invasion of a novel pathogen (Hymenoscyphus fraxineus) for which there is almost no resistance 
present, that is, a monoculture of susceptibility [8].

Intercropping [9] can be practiced at the species, variety, and gene level (Table 1) with effects on 
pathogens [1,6,10], insect pests [11,12], and weeds [13–15] (Table 2). One of the most important consid-
erations for the successful design of intercropping systems for pest control is the achievement of func-
tional diversity, that is, diversity that limits pathogen and pest expansion and that is designed to make 
use of knowledge about host–pest/pathogen interactions to direct host and pathogen evolution [1,10]. 
Moreover, functional diversity is also a matter of complementary use of resource niches, for example, 
deep versus shallow rooting, legume versus non-legume crops. A famous example, not only in terms of 
functional diversity but also of human diet, is the successful intercropping of the “Three sisters”, namely 
maize, bean, and winter squash, in Central and North America since 3500 B.C. [16].

Protection Mechanisms Acting in Intercropped Systems

Pathogens, insect pests, and weeds differ fundamentally in their biology and their effects on crops, and 
different protection mechanisms act with respect to these organisms (Table 2).

Pathogens are mostly dispersed through wind, water splash, soil, and animals (vectors). In inter-
cropped systems, the most important mechanisms for disease control are mechanical distance and bar-
rier effects and changes in microclimatic conditions due to differences in plant architecture. In addition, 
resistance reactions induced by avirulent pathogen strains may prevent or delay infection by virulent 
strains. A large percentage of the reduction of airborne diseases such as the powdery mildews and rusts 
in cereal cultivar mixtures has been shown to be due to induced resistance [17,18]. The protection mecha-
nisms are universal with respect to airborne, splashborne, and some soilborne, diseases and they may 
be enhanced by pathogen diversity that, in turn, is enhanced by plant diversity [19]. Mixtures of plants 
varying in reaction to a range of diseases will lead to a multitude of additional interactions and the over-
all response in such populations will tend to correlate with the disease levels of the components that are 
most resistant to these diseases. In addition, less affected plants may compensate for yield losses due to 
reduced competition from diseased neighbors [1].

In contrast to pathogens for which passive or vectored dispersal is the norm, insects often search 
actively for their hosts. Thus, behavioral, visual, and olfactory cues play an important role. While envi-
ronmental factors and landing on a non-host is likely the most important mortality factor for pathogens, 
natural enemies are at least as important for insect population dynamics [11,12]. Host dilution may affect 
an insect’s ability to see and/or smell its hosts. Predators and parasitoids are dependent on the constant 
presence of prey and alternative food sources, such as pollen and nectar, in the absence of the hosts and 
for effective control of insect pests, the presence of sufficient numbers of natural enemies is critical. The 
importance of natural enemies was often only recognized after insecticide applications induced pest 
resurgence due to the destruction of natural enemy populations. Intercrops and weeds therefore can 
play an important role in regulating insect pests. Plant–insect communication also plays a role. For 
example, plants may signal their neighbors about insect attacks leading to the production of antinutri-
tive compounds or attractants for natural enemies [20,21].

Weeds usually are early successional plants adapted to colonize open, nutrient-rich spaces. Intercrops, 
especially cover and mulch crops, directly compete with weeds for these spaces and also for light. As 
many weeds are adapted to certain crops and cropping patterns, changing these patterns (e.g., rotations) 
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and management operations (e.g., sowing time) connected with different kinds of crops within the same 
field impede the adaptation and dominance of (problem) weeds. Also, filling the spaces that usually 
would be taken up by weeds with useful or more neutral plants will reduce weed habitat and help out-
competing them [13,14,22]. An important consideration is that plants may be weeds only during certain 
phases of crop development. At other stages, the presence of the same “weeds” may be beneficial because 
they may provide food and habitat for beneficial insects and erosion control.

Besides the many positive effects of intercrops, it is important to keep in mind that weeds may serve 
as alternative hosts for insect pests and pathogens and that insects often are disease vectors, especially 
for viruses that may reside symptomless in certain weeds [1].

In order to understand the many interactions in intercropped systems, it is indispensable not only 
to consider plants, insects, and pathogens in the system but also the whole microbiome that interacts 
with them [23]. Plants not only take up nutrients from the soil, but they also actively release organic 
carbon-based chemicals such as organic acids and sugars into the soil. Roughly speaking about 
30%–50% of the carbon that plants assimilate through photosynthesis is released into the soil [24]. 
These compounds provide the energy (carbon) and organic acids necessary for the microorganisms 
in order to function as well as for supporting the weathering of soil minerals making them available 
as plant nutrients. In addition, most plants live in symbiosis with root infecting mycorrhizal fungi 
that usually are very specific and genetically diverse [25]. The diversity of root exudates and in turn 
the diversity of the soil microbiome is greatly enhanced by plant diversity including intraspecific 

TABLE 2 Mechanisms Affecting Pathogens, Insect Pests, and Weeds in Intercropped Systems and 
Selected Additional Interactions of Importance [1,13,19,29]

Mechanisms Reducing Disease
Increased distance between susceptible plants
Barrier effects of intercrop
Variation in plant architecture may lead to less humid microclimate
Induced resistance
Selection for the most resistant and/or competitive genotypes
Interactions among pathogen strains on host plants
Increased microbial diversity and activity above and below ground

Mechanisms Reducing Insect Pests
Enhancement of natural enemies
Reduction of host density (reduced resource concentration)
Reduction of plant apparency (visual or olfactory cues reduced)
Alteration of host quality (with respect to the insect pest) through plant–plant and plant–microbe interactions
Increased microbial diversity and activity above and below ground

Mechanisms Reducing Weeds
Reduction of bare soil and layering of crops (increased competition for light, water, and nutrients)
Variation in tillage needs and operations of intercrops may disturb weeds

Other Beneficial Interactions
Yield enhancement through niche differentiation of hosts
Compensation for yield losses by less affected hosts
Better soil cover with intercrop (soil and water conservation, microclimatic effects)

Possible Unwanted Interactions
Weeds may serve as alternate hosts for pathogens and insects
Interactions among virus vectors and weeds
Greater difficulty to specifically reduce weeds with herbicides or mechanically
Overall denser intercropped stands may produce a more humid microclimate that may enhance certain problems
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diversity (e.g., [26]), and by this, many of the interactive processes between crops, weeds, insects, and 
pathogens are influenced. For example, high microbial diversity and activity in the soil usually sup-
ports resistance induction and direct disease suppression [19,27]. Also, suppression of the production 
of certain secondary metabolites by plants can be triggered by certain rhizosphere bacteria. In turn, 
this may reduce their attractiveness to certain insects. In the case of cucumbers, this is helpful in 
suppressing the spotted and striped cucumber beetles (Diabrotica undecimpunctata and Acalymma 
vittata, respectively) that act as vectors (transmitting agents) of bacterial wilt of cucumber due to 
Erwinia tracheiphila [28].

Intercropping in Practice

Variety mixtures and multilines are used mainly to control diseases. For example, they are used in cere-
als on a commercial scale in the United States, Denmark, Finland, Poland, and Switzerland to control 
rusts, mildews, and certain soilborne diseases (e.g., Cephalosporium stripe). When barley cultivar mix-
tures were used on more than 360,000 ha in the former German Democratic Republic, powdery mildew 
of barley and consequently fungicide input was reduced by 80% within 5 years [1]. Wheat cultivar mix-
tures and multilines are grown on several hundred thousand hectares in the United States in the Pacific 
Northwest and in Kansas to protect against diseases and abiotic stresses. In Colombia, coffee multilines 
are grown on more than 700,000 ha to control coffee rust [1].

Attention has also been called to possible beneficial effects of greater intravarietal diversity in the 
oat-frit fly (Oscinella frit L.) system. The flies can attack the host plants only at a particular growth stage 
and a higher degree of variability within an oat crop could allow for escape from attack and subsequent 
compensation.

Cereal species mixtures for feed production have been reported as important practice in Poland and 
have been shown consistently to restrict diseases. In Switzerland, the “maize-ley” system (i.e., maize 
planted without tillage into established leys), which is being promoted to reduce soil losses and nutrient 
leaching, has been shown to reduce smut disease and attacks by European stem borer and aphids [30].

The deliberate planting or maintenance of flowering weeds and grass in established vineyards and 
orchards in Switzerland and Germany greatly increases natural enemies while reducing soil erosion. This 
practice is becoming increasingly popular world-wide if water is not the limiting factor in the system.

The required reduction in insect populations for effective reduction of insect-transmitted diseases 
may be beyond that which can be achieved by diversity alone. However, simultaneous reduction of 
insect vectors, for example, by enhancing natural enemies and plant resistance and diversity and dis-
ease inoculum, for example, by dilution of the susceptible hosts through intercropping with resistant 
varieties or non-host species can be effective [31,32]; in addition, interactions with the soil microbiome 
making hosts less attractive to their insect pests as described above [28] may play a role.

Future Concerns

There are many reasons why intercropping is not practiced more widely. First, modern crops are 
bred to be grown in monoculture and may not necessarily be well adapted to intercropping. Efforts 
of breeders to produce breeding lines adapted to intercropping need to be strengthened. Breeding for 
intra-and inter-specific diversity has recently gained momentum [10,33]. EU legislation has been put 
into place to support these activities at least for the organic sector [34], and there is a need to expand 
this into the agricultural sector as a whole. Second, while intercropping clearly provides a means for 
reducing pesticide needs, there is a lack of adapted machinery allowing for efficient management of 
intercropped cultures. Third, successful intercropping strategies have to be carefully designed as pre-
ventive measures that include the whole growing system and rotational cycle [23], while monoculture 
cropping is very simple due to the availability of (very) cheap fertilizer and pesticides that can be 
applied once a problem occurs. However, pesticides are more and more criticized for their unintended 
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side-effects causing insect decline [35] and affecting human and environmental health [36,37] and 
alternative approaches based on applied agroecology are needed [38]. Fourth, a concern often raised 
is the quality of products raised as intercrops such as varietal mixtures of cereals. In some countries, 
there is resistance in the food processing industry to such products. However, such problems could 
be overcome if breeders, producers, and processors work together. For example, in the 1980s, in the 
German Democratic Republic, first-quality malting barley was produced in large-scale mixtures in 
collaboration with breeders, growers, and processors [39]. Also, some of the highest-quality coffee 
in the world from Colombia is produced from multilines demonstrating that quality produce is not 
dependent on genetic uniformity. For the use of products grown from species mixtures, technological 
advances (e.g., color- or shape-based optical and/or mechanical separation devices during harvest or 
processing) need to be implemented.
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Introduction

Management of agronomic inputs, such as water and fertilizers, to cropping systems requires informa-
tion on when and how much of each input to apply. The correct management decision is essential to 
maintain the productivity of the cropping system, and a management strategy is to use crop production 
functions that describe (mathematically) maximum economic yield (profit) as a function of agronomic 
inputs. Essentially, the strategy is to apply the least amount of input to produce the maximum economic 
crop yield in the farming operation. In conventional cropping systems, inputs are generally applied 
uniformly across a field regardless of their need, and the amount applied is normally based on average 
responses of these inputs to crop yield across the field. Since the 1970s, increased costs of crop produc-
tion and emphasis on production efficiency revolutionized production agriculture. Environmental con-
cerns, including quality and safety of harvested products and impact of the cropping procedures on the 
ecosystem, are also considered in the decision-making process. Developments in spatial statistics and 
computer hardware (i.e., increased microprocessor speed and decreased cost), and increased availability 
of soil, elevation, and weather data have contributed to improved concepts and procedures to address 
spatial and temporal variability in cropping systems.

Precision agriculture (PA) and precision farming are generic terms that describe the way produc-
tion management inputs (e.g., water, nutrients, harvest aids, and herbicides) are managed in response 
to cropping system variability. In contrast to a uniform blanket application of an input across the field, 
each input is applied according to specific needs across the field. PA is an integrated crop management 
system that attempts to match the kind and amount of inputs with the actual crop needs for small areas 
within a farm field. Perhaps a better descriptor for this type of farming is site-specific management, 
which manages an agricultural crop at a spatial scale smaller than the entire field by dividing it into 
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management zones, defined by topography, soil type, and level of a particular nutrient, such as nitrogen 
and phosphorus.

Driving forces that have contributed to producers implementing and adopting PA procedures are 
advances in computer hardware and software, electronics, and equipment technology (sensors); 
decreased profit margins due to increased costs of production; and environmental awareness. For 
example, advances in crop growth simulation models, variable-rate application equipment, adoption of 
soil sampling for nutrients across the field and as a function of soil depth, and integration of crop yield 
monitors with global positioning satellite systems have contributed to the use of PA concepts to manage 
crops. The cost of agronomic inputs continues to increase, for example, petroleum-based inputs such as 
fertilizer, diesel, insecticides, and herbicides. Awareness of environmental concerns related to nutrient 
contamination of groundwater and surface water and the quality and safety of food and fiber are factors 
that impact how crops are produced and delivered to the consumer. Operating a farm requires manage-
ment strategies that consider both economic and environmental consequences, and PA provides the 
concepts that can be used to achieve this goal.

In recent years, the development of sensors to measure soil properties[1,2] and of using remote 
sensing techniques[3,4] has increased the availability of georeferenced digital data used in PA. These 
large databases are generically referred to as “Big Data”, and examples of their application to PA are 
given by Sonka[5] and by Fulton and Port.[6] Further, the availability of real-time weather information 
via networks known as Mesonets[7] and the use of software applications that are accessed via smart 
phones[2,8,9] has both modernized and revolutionized crop production and gives producers informa-
tion to manage their farming operation more efficiently. Examples of these applications for nutrient 
and water management are given by Hedley,[10] Abit et al.[11] and by Neupane and Gao.[12] In PA, the rate 
of adoption and use of this technology will continue to increase. The factors that contribute to this 
implementation are the decreased cost of computer hardware, increased availability of input data, and 
development of computer software providing tools to manage the farming enterprise more efficiently. 
Also, tailoring production inputs to site-specific locations contributes to improve the sustainability 
of the food supply.[13]

This chapter gives a general overview of PA with emphasis on crop water and nutrient use, and crop 
yield using the state-space analysis to describe, for example, how cotton lint yield varies at a landscape 
scale. This entry is divided into five parts. First, we give a general overview of PA. Second, we describe 
the relation between crop yield and water use. Third, as examples, we show measurements of cotton 
water use along two 700 m transects on a 60-ha field and the use of a large-scale model to calculate the 
temporal and spatial variability of soil water content in a 70-ha field. Fourth, we use geostatistical tools 
to quantify cotton lint yield as a function of nitrogen, topography, and soil water. Fifth, we describe how 
the future of PA will leverage knowledge from PA research, such as that presented here, to further sup-
port the development and use of large-scale cropping system models.

Precision Agriculture

PA, also known as site-specific management,[13,14] refers to the practice of applying agronomic inputs 
across a farm, mainly fertilizers and other chemicals, at variable rates based on soil nutrients or chemi-
cal tests, soil textural changes, weed pressures, and/or yield maps for each field in the farm.[13–15] In 
large fields (e.g., >40 ha), crop yield and thus crop water and nutrient use are notoriously variable.[12,14,16] 
The sources of this variation are related to soil physical and chemical properties, pests, microclimate, 
genetic and phenological responses of the crop and their interactions.[16] The technology for crop yield 
mapping is more advanced than current methodologies for determining and understanding the causes 
of yield variability. Prevailing and traditional management practices treat fields uniformly as one unit. 
However, reports[15–18] show that to understand underlying soil processes that explain crop yield vari-
ability, research must be done at the landscape level and using appropriate statistical tools for large-scale 
studies.[18]
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Crop Yield and Water Use

There is a linear relation between crop yield and water use when the only limiting factor is water[19]; 
however, root water uptake is synergistically related to nutrient uptake, and the two processes cannot 
be separated. Precision farming has the potential to improve water and nutrient use efficiency on large 
fields provided there is quantitative understanding of what factors affect crop water and nutrient use and 
how they vary across the field.[16,20,21] It is known that crop water and nutrient use are a function of many 
biotic and abiotic variables, including managed inputs, and harvestable yield is a manifestation of how 
these variables and inputs interact and are integrated during the growing season. However, it is difficult 
to determine a hierarchy on the contribution of each input and variable to the measured crop yield using 
classical statistics.[22–25] Often, variables that affect water and nutrient supply to the plant contribute 
to crop yield at a high level assuming an adequate plant stand and weed control. The cause-and-effect 
relation between a single state variable and crop yield is site specific and is difficult to establish without 
considerable sampling of the soil and/or crop. The establishment of response functions, that is, crop 
water and nutrient use as a function of variable xi, gives only a partial answer to explain crop water use, 
nutrient use, and yield based on inputs. The general idea of PA is to optimize input application to the 
measured crop yield at each sampling location using the law of the optimum formulated by Liebscher, 
which states that a production factor that is in minimum supply contributes more to production, the 
closer other production factors are to their optimum.[26] This is a simple premise; however, the decisions 
for variable-rate application of any agronomic input must consider temporal and spatial variability of 
the soil’s properties affecting crop growth, water and nutrient use, and yield. Soil factors that affect 
water storage, such as depth of the root-restricting layer and soil textural differences, must be consid-
ered in any precision farming operations that attempt to improve crop water use and yield related to 
agronomic inputs. Similarly, to improve the use of any micro- and macronutrient by the crop, the overall 
cycle of the nutrient must be considered, including its availability in the soil and demand by the crop. 
Examples of managing nitrogen fertilization and irrigation at a site-specific and farm scale for cotton 
production is given by Bronson et al.,[17] Li et al.,[18] and Booker et al.[27]

Precision farming must incorporate the inherent spatial and temporal variability of soil physical, 
chemical, and biological factors within a field for input management. Accurate representation of spatial 
and temporal variability in a field requires taking and analyzing many samples. Sampling is normally 
done on a grid with a scale that can vary from one to several hundred meters.[22,23] Once properties 
are measured, geostatistical tools (e.g., semivariogram, kriging, cokriging), and other spatial statistical 
tools (e.g., autocorrelation, cross-correlation, state-space analysis), can be used to establish statistical 
relations in space and to minimize the number of soil samples to characterize and map fields.[22,23,25] The 
number of samples required a priori to determine spatial and temporal variability is perhaps the single 
largest deterrent in the application of precision farming practices to manage and improve crop water 
and nutrient use. Collection of field data to characterize the spatial variability must remain a priority 
for any study that attempts to understand how to maximize crop yield across the landscape. The trend 
of using data generated from pedotransfer functions[28] rather than field measured data is of concern and 
results thus obtained are preliminary at best and should be verified using measured field data. Further, 
input data generated from pedotransfer functions and used to assess the spatial variability of soil prop-
erties can be used as a guide to establish a sampling scheme to measure the properties of interest. Input 
data generated from pedotransfer functions are not a substitute to field measured data.

There is not much information published on combined crop water and nutrient use across large 
fields at the landscape level and in the context of precision farming.[17,29–31] An exception is the study by 
Li et al.[18] where cotton water and total nitrogen uses were measured along a 700-m transect to illustrate 
the landscape pattern of cotton water and total nitrogen uses and to determine the underlying soil pro-
cesses governing cotton lint yield variability. In this study, state-space analysis[18,22,25] was used to formu-
late management decisions that may improve crop water and nitrogen use and lint yield using precision 
farming practices. An additional study regarding variable-rate nitrogen at different locations within a 
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48-ha field is given by Bronson et al.,[17] and in a 14-ha field, by Booker et al.[27] A global-scale assessment 
showing that global yield crop variability is a function of fertilizer use, irrigation, and climate is given 
by Mueller et al.[32] and a review of integrated nutrient management to sustain crop productivity while 
minimizing the environmental impact is given by Wu and Ma.[33]

Landscape Crop Water Use

The concept of crop water and nitrogen use in a 60-ha field study is given by Li et al.[18] and Li and 
Lascano.[34] In 1999, a field experiment was conducted near Lamesa, Texas, on a research farm of Texas 
A&M University on the southern edge of the High Plains of Texas. The soil was classified as an Amarillo 
sandy loam. The field was 60 ha with slopes ranging between 0.3% and 6.3%.[18] To evaluate the effect 
of soil water, nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), and topography on cotton lint yield across the landscape, two 
irrigation levels were used. The irrigation treatments consisted of water applications at a 50% and 75% 
grass reference evapotranspiration (ETo) with a center-pivot low-energy precision application irrigation 
system.[35] At each irrigation level, one transect was established following the circular pattern of the cen-
ter pivot. The two transects were instrumented with 50 neutron access tubes, each 15 m apart, and soil 
volumetric water content (θv) was measured periodically throughout the growing season. At each point, 
θv was measured in 0.3 m depth increments to 2.0 m depth using a neutron probe calibrated for this soil. 
In addition, at each transect point soil texture, soil and plant NO3-N, leaf area index, cotton lint yield, 
slope, plant density, and other parameters were measured.[18,34]

A comprehensive study to evaluate site-specific management of cotton production systems at a land-
scape scale was done by Booker et al.[36,37] using the Precision Agricultural Landscape Modeling System 
(PALMS),[38] which was integrated with the cotton simulation model GOSSYM.[39] The combined model, 
PALMSCot, was applied to simulate a cotton crop irrigated with a 400-m center pivot system and cover-
ing a ¼-section of land (~65 ha). The PALMSCot model is grid-based (10-m resolution) and defines up 
to 26 soil depth layers and for each “cell” the water, energy, nutrient, and carbon balance is calculated 
on a ¼-h time interval for the length of the growing season. This model provides a detailed calculation 
of the water and nitrogen use for each cell across the field. For example, for an irrigated field with a 
400-m-long center pivot sprinkler system, PALMSCot calculates the cotton lint yield, evapotranspira-
tion, and nitrogen use for each of the 5,026 cells defined by the 10 × 10 m grid system (length and width) 
and the assigned soil depth.

Statistical Calculations

It has been shown that the use of classical statistics, such as regression analysis and analysis of vari-
ance, is designed to describe the strength of the covariance structure between variables and fails to 
completely explain the cause and effect between, for example, crop yield and measured soil variables in 
precision farming experiments.[18,22,23,25,31] These techniques, in general, account for spatial and temporal 
variability through blocking and do not describe the spatial and temporal structure. Instead, there are 
other more appropriate statistical tools for relating the variability of soil and plant parameters measured 
in space and time. For example, the structure of the spatial (or less often, temporal) variance between 
measurements may be derived from the sample semivariogram, which is the average variance between 
neighboring measurements separated by the same distance. Spatial or temporal structure between vari-
ables is often determined using autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions. Although these tech-
niques can be used to evaluate the temporal variability structure, they are most often used in PA to 
analyze spatial variables. Autocorrelation measures the linear correlation of a variable in space along 
a transect. Cross-correlation is the comparison of two variables measured along a transect and is used 
to describe the spatial correlation between two landscape variables, that is, where one variable, the tail 
variable, lags behind the head variable by some distance. The spatial association between several vari-
ables can be described using state-space analysis, which is a multivariate autoregressive technique.[18,22]
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Spatial Analysis of Crop Water Use

To illustrate the variability of crop water use or crop evapotranspiration (ETc), values measured along 
the 50% irrigation transect were selected.[18] In Figure 1, the relation between the scaled ETc and eleva-
tion, both as a function of distance along the transect, is shown. The ETc data are scaled to the maxi-
mum value of 426 mm of water, which was measured 210 m from the south end of the transect. These 
results show, as expected and, that in general higher ETc was measured at lower elevations and that 
ETc tended to decrease at the higher elevations. Higher elevations are eroded and the depth of the root 
zone is shallower holding less water. In contrast, lower elevations tend to have more clay and thus hold 
more water.

Calculated values of soil volumetric water content for the surface 0.05 m for a center pivot irrigated 
cotton field in Floydada, Texas, are shown in Figure 2.[36,37] The four circles shown in Figure 2 illustrate 
the corresponding wetted soil area (blue) by the center pivot, with values of 45% soil water content over 
a 6-day period, starting on the 10 July and ending on the 16 July. This is an example of the spatial resolu-
tion, 20 × 20 m, and temporal variability that can be used to analyze crop water use across the landscape 
that can be obtained with a model such as PALMSCot. 

Spatial cross-correlation between cotton lint yield and soil water, cotton lint yield and site elevation, 
and soil water and site elevation are shown in Figure 3. For a 95% confidence interval, the cotton lint 
yield was positively cross-correlated with soil θv across a lag distance of ±30 m. Cotton lint yield and θv 
were negatively cross-correlated with elevation at a lag distance of ±30 m. These results show the effect 
of topography on the θv and of crop water use measured along the transect. Similar results are given in 
other reports.[17,30,31,40] In this example, the cross-correlation between θv and elevation shows the spatial 
structure of measured variables and, further, that more water was stored in lower elevations, resulting 
in higher ETc.

FIGURE 1 Scaled crop evapotranspiration and elevation as a function of distance along a 700-m transect.
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Linear regression analysis between θv and cotton lint yield and relative site elevation is shown in Figure 4, 
and the state-space analysis for the relation between cotton lint yield and three measured parameters is 
shown in Figure 5. Results in Figure 4 show the shortcomings of using an inappropriate statistical tool to 
understand underlying processes explained with the state-space analysis. This analysis (Figure 5) quanti-
fied how cotton lint yields varied as a function of distance and showed that by using θv, soil NO3-N and 
elevation the variation in cotton lint yield can be explained with a high level of confidence. While studies 
like those of Li et al.,[18] Bronson et al.,[17] and Booker et al.[27] are empirical in design, the relationships that 
are evaluated provide important validation and field testing of the more mechanistic mass and energy bal-
ance accounting provided by models such as PALMS.[38] These studies also provide foundational informa-
tion for developing PA management strategies at the crop production scale. 

Benefits of PA to improve crop water and nutrient use may be obtained by an economic analysis 
of maximizing crop yield as a function of application of nitrogen fertilizer and irrigation water as 
given by the state-space equation.[18,34] In the example given, the decision can be made to apply more 

FIGURE 2 Calculated values of soil volumetric water content for the surface 0.05 m obtained with the PALMSCot 
model using 20 × 20 m grid cells for the period from 10 to 16 July 2011. This is a center pivot irrigated cotton produc-
tion field located in Floydada, Texas. The soils at the site are classified as a Pullman clay loam with 0%–1% slope and 
an Olton clay loam with a 1%–3% slope. The blue zones correspond to irrigation water applied by the center pivot 
sprinkler system. 
Source: Booker et al.[37]
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FIGURE 3 Cross-correlation as a function of lag distance. (a) Lint yield and soil water, (b) lint yield and elevation, 
and (c) soil water and elevation. Shown is the 95% confidence for the cross-correlation distance. 
Source: Li et al.[18]

FIGURE 4 Soil water content (θv) and cotton lint yield as a function of site relative elevation.
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nitrogen fertilizer to the lower areas of the field that also hold more water and increase crop water use 
and  nitrogen and lint yield. With the introduction of variable rate planters, it is possible to discrimi-
nate site locations and plant more “drought”-tolerant varieties or change the seeding rate in areas that 
are prone to have less soil water. This implies the delineation of management zones[14,15] within a field 
that are defined based on potential crop water use and their interaction with other input variables to 
maximize economic yield across the field. This type of precision farming is slowly being adopted, and 
wide use remains within the realm of possibilities that this type of farming has to offer. The introduction 
and use of computer models of cropping systems will likely expedite and facilitate the adoption of PA 
management techniques.[38]

 ε= − + + +( ) − − − −0.201  1.107  0.332  49.54 50% 1 1 1 1Y Y W N D EET i i i i i i

A final consideration is the cost/benefit of PA practices and its impact on agriculture. Currently, hard-
ware for variable-rate application of agronomic inputs is relatively expensive and in many cases unavail-
able; however, with increased adoption and use of these practices, the cost will be reduced. For example, 
tractor guidance systems[41,42] were quickly adopted by producers, and high demand reduced its cost. 
Further, environmental and material cost concerns for a given area will probably place limits on the 
amount of certain nutrients, for example, nitrogen fertilizer, used for crop production. This will force 
producers to apply nitrogen and other nutrients across the field according to site-specific needs and 
position along the landscape. These practices will be beneficial from both an environmental and an 
economical point of view.[10,11,20,33]

Future of PA

Considerable PA-related research, similar to that presented above, has been conducted over the past 
decade, studying empirical relationships and attempting to better understand the underlying processes 
controlling crop yield variability. Much of this research has focused on grid soil and crop sampling,[43] 
surface characterization (e.g., apparent electrical conductivity),[44] and ground- or aerial-based remote 
sensing.[3,4,45,46] Such research has described numerous useful process relationships but has been some-
what less successful in providing broad-based tools to support production-scale management. The lack 
of development of decision-support systems to implement precision decisions is the major impediment 
to the adoption of PA.[47]

Recent advances in the availability of soil data provided by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, eleva-
tion data provided by the U.S. Geological Survey, and weather data from weather Mesonets (networks) 

FIGURE 5 State-space equation relating cotton lint yield (Y) to water content (W), nitrogen level (N), and eleva-
tion (E) as a function of distance and location (i) along a 700-m transect. 
Source: Li et al.[18]
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provide the necessary input to model the water, energy, nutrient, and carbon balance of large-scale agri-
cultural fields. An example of such a model is the Precision Agricultural-Landscape Modeling System 
(PALMS) given by Molling et al.[38] The integration of PALMS with crop growth models[36,37] provides a 
framework whereby site-specific management of crops is an achievable goal.

The concept of using simulation models to manage crops was introduced in the 1970s. Many of the 
theoretical algorithms related to model crop photosynthesis and transpiration were formulated by C.T. 
de Wit and coworkers at Wageningen University, Netherlands.[48] An example of such model is the simu-
lation of field water use and crop yield given by Feddes et al.[49] An example of a crop-specific model, that 
is, cotton, known as GOSSYM/COMAX was developed by McKinion et al.[39] This model was used by 
crop consultants in the Texas High Plains to provide services on irrigation scheduling and application 
of nitrogen fertilizer, growth regulators, and chemicals to terminate the crop.[50] The biggest drawback 
ofthe application of these models was that the required inputs, soil and weather, were both difficult and 
expensive to obtain. Furthermore, these models provided only an average estimate of crop yield for the 
entire field regardless of size. The models could be run separately for different parts of a field, but this 
increased the demand on limited computer and input resources and even then did not represent the 
interaction between various parts of the field. In retrospect, we now recognize that these models were 
ahead of their time. Given the current availability of soil and weather data that is required by these 
models, along with the increased computer speed and reduced cost, a resurgence in the application of 
simulation models to manage crops and cropping systems is anticipated.

In coming years, a likely scenario to emerge to manage cropping systems will be based on the com-
bination of three factors. First, is the realization from site-specific management that shows that crop 
yield varies temporally and spatially and that increases in crop yield are possible by targeting different 
amounts of an input, for example, irrigation water and fertilizer, to specific parts of the field. Second, 
crop management, from planting to harvesting, is complex, and simulation models can be used as a deci-
sion aid. Use of crop simulation models, developed in the 1970s–1980s, is facilitated due to the increased 
availability of required soil, elevation, and weather input data to execute the models and reduced cost 
of computer hardware. The third factor is an increased awareness of producers on production efficiency 
and environmental concerns. For example, in many agricultural areas, the amount of nitrogen fertilizer 
that can be applied is restricted and linked to the residual nitrogen in the soil and its potential effect on 
contamination of surface water and groundwater.[11,13,14,33,51] Advances in management information sys-
tems, development of computer software, and communication via the Internet provide us with the tools 
to manage a crop in real time.[1,6,36,52] We are currently working toward the development of a PA model 
that includes all of the above factors.[52,53]

The integration of a landscape-scale model such as PALMS[38] with a cotton growth model[39] using 
site-specific management of water and nitrogen[17,18] can give us the tools to manage, for example, a 50-ha 
irrigated cotton field. The model provides three key features important to real-time production-scale 
management: (1) it represents the variability in space and time within the entire field and accounts for 
hydrologic interactions between areas within the field; (2) it provides water, energy, nutrient, and carbon 
balance information without reliance on field-installed hardware that must be avoided during manage-
ment operations; and (3) it can provide predictive information that can support various what-if scenario 
evaluations (something that physical field measurements do not provide). For example, this field can be 
divided into 5,000 (100 m2) or 20,000 (25 m2) cells, and the model will calculate a cotton lint yield value 
for each cell, using weather data collected at or near the field and previously collected soil and elevation 
data, both of which are stable and once developed can be used for many growing seasons. Further, the 
estimate of cotton lint yield is based on interactions of soil–plant–weather parameters, and the model 
itself can be used to explore what combination of inputs (e.g., water and nitrogen) would give the high-
est economic yield while minimizing leaching of nitrogen below the root zone. This is a current topic of 
research of our cropping system research unit.[52,53]

The input and output terms of the water balance of a cropping system are usually well quantified 
except for information on the input variable rain, that is, frequency and rate of rainfall events across the 
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landscape.[53] Rainfall events are normally measured at a single point in space and seldom is the rate of 
individual rain events measured and/or recorded. Determining, the amount of water from a rain event 
that is stored in the soil, that is, effective rain, and runs off is key to correctly model the water balance 
across the landscape. For example, in the semiarid Texas High Plains, about 86% of annual rain events 
are <13 mm[54] and a large portion of this rain is lost as evaporation from the soil before it can be used 
by the crop as transpiration.[55] To correctly calculate the water balance across the landscape we need 
to determine the amount for any rain event that is stored in the soil and is used by the crop as transpi-
ration.[55,56] Rainfall is variable in space and an appropriate cluster of rain gauges is needed across the 
landscape to measure effective rain and correctly determine the water balance across the landscape.

Conclusion

PA is a generic term that describes the way that agronomic inputs to a farming operation are man-
aged and each input is applied according to specific needs across the field. An outcome of PA is the 
recognition that crop yields vary temporally and spatially. Crop management, from planting to har-
vest, is complex and requires management strategies that consider economic and environmental con-
sequences. Recently, nutrient contamination and quality and safety of food delivered to consumers 
are also factors that have received consideration. A summary of general concepts learned from PA 
experiments follows.

First, agronomic experimental work needs to be done at the scale of application. For example, 
results from small research plots are normally not transferable to large fields.[22,25,40] The underlying 
principle is to take advantage of the inherent spatial variability of soil properties across the landscape. 
In PA experiments, the spatial variability of a given property is used as the source of variation instead 
of imposing treatments (e.g., levels of nitrogen fertilizer) to obtain variation. Second, the use of classi-
cal statistics fails to explain the cause and effect between variables. Spatial structure between variables 
can be quantified using specialized statistical tools such as autocorrelation, cross-correlation, and 
state-space analysis.[22,25] Third, given the complexity of current cropping systems, crop models[39,48] 
introduced in the 1980s are being combined with geographic information data of soils and elevation, 
real-time weather, and management information systems to provide a framework to manage crops. 
These models can provide three key features important to real-time production-scale management: 
(1) representation of variability in space and time within the entire field and hydrologic interactions 
between areas within the field; (2) water, energy, nutrient, and carbon balance information without 
reliance on field-installed hardware that must be avoided during management operations; and (3) 
predictive information to support various what-if scenario evaluations. As a result, we now have the 
capability of tracking different layers of data (soil, plant, and weather) and, for example, a 50-ha field 
may be divided into 5,000 cells, each cell 10 m wide, 10 m long, and 2.0 m deep.[36,37,52,53] The water, 
energy, carbon, and nitrogen balance (input equal to output) of each cell is calculated, and the change 
of any one variable on crop yield can be evaluated. This is a powerful management tool that will assist 
producers on how to maximize economic crop yield while minimizing nutrient losses to surface or 
groundwater.[52,53] Adoption of PA practices will continue to rise given the increased constraints of 
production, advances in technology, and demand for safe food and fiber of high quality.[13,33,46,47]
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Introduction

Given the level of inadvertent impacts generated from human breakthroughs in science and technol-
ogy post industrial revolution, be it from the combustion engines based on coal/fossil fuel or the use 
of plastic in modern day commodities, it is imperative to develop a systems perspective on the sustain-
ability of a process or project. This chapter introduces a holistic approach to environmental appraisal 
for minimizing the impacts from transboundary interactions between the material flows of a system, 
thereby ensuring efficient management of any potential environmental impacts. This approach com-
bines application of “dynamic science-based” geo-spatial analysis with “static inventory-based” life 
cycle assessment (LCA) to understand the full-scale of impacts generated from a proposed process or 
project at the systems level, thereby ascertaining their true “greening” potential. Hereafter a “process” 
implies a set of activities targeting a specific output (e.g., 1 MW electricity, 1 ton of a material), whereas a 
“project” implies a combination of cross-cutting processes to achieve a specific objective (e.g., construct-
ing a new building, greening of transport network). Two case studies are presented, one each for a green 
process and a green project, to enable the readers to get a grasp of the usefulness of this tool in global 
environmental management, more so in the context of supply chain spread diffusively over numerous 
geographical regions.
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Systems Approach in Environmental Management

In the context of fool-proofing human existence from untoward climate change feedbacks, management 
of both built-up and natural environments has gained center stage in recent years. It is widely agreed now 
that effective environmental management involves striking a fine balance between the technological inno-
vations underpinning its viability (essential for economic growth) and the constraints to long-term sus-
tainability (Figure 1). This chapter deals with how a systems approach can be applied to achieve this goal.

Traditionally, systems approach has its roots in industrial (or laboratory) processes that simply com-
prise a series of related activities aimed at optimizing production (and hence the profit). However, in the 
face of climate change, much of the environmental research conducted over the last decade has changed 
our notion of the scale of management problem we face. Take, for instance, the case of cheap biofuel 
provisioning in the first decade of the 21st century—the demand for palm oil in the Western world has 
caused massive deforestation in Indonesia and Amazonia. Having a wider scope to environmental man-
agement, beyond what can be considered as local activities within a country’s borders, has given way 
to the systems approach in environmental management. Although simple in principle and rigorously 
tested in processing industries, its adaptation to the wider environmental problems comes with extreme 
operational challenges. The latter is mainly highlighted in terms of data availability, essential to the 
success of this vision. Despite this, it is considered as an efficient framework to facilitate a more holistic 
management of material, energy, and pollution across a range of related activities, usually spread over 
large geographical areas.

The main advantage of using a systems approach is to figure out the hotspots of environmental con-
cerns (greenhouse gas emissions, ecotoxicity, air pollution, etc.) within a system. For this purpose, the 
scope of environmental management has now crossed local boundaries to a systems scale, encompass-
ing the whole range of supply-chain spreading over several countries to ensure global sustainability. 
These associated activities form what is known as a “life cycle” in terms of environmental appraisal. 
It facilitates mapping of the “stocks” and “flows” of emissions (also called environmental burdens) 
through different stages. The concept has been used to develop the LCA and Material Flow Analysis 
(MFA) methods. Both these techniques have proven to be useful diagnostic tools. Detailed texts describ-
ing the LCA/MFA methods exist in the literature. Interested readers can find some useful sources listed 
in different parts of this chapter; in particular, The Hitch Hiker’s Guide to LCA[1] serves as a good starting 
point to develop fundamental understanding of these concepts.

The main objective of applying LCA/MFA is to assess the critical environmental burdens and impacts 
contributing to the adverse effects on human and ecological health. These critical pollutants can then 

FIGURE 1 Constraints to environmental management at a systems scale.
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be dealt with, and their impacts mitigated, through implementation of effective control measures. This 
ensures a solution to an environmental problem at the local scale while considering its footprints at the 
global scale, literally over the whole life cycle. As a consequence, this approach offers a robust frame-
work for implementing holistic sustainability.

Best Practice Guidelines in Systems Analysis

Standard Protocols

In essence, the International Organization for Standardization ISO 14044[2] specifies four mandatory 
steps for quality assurance in LCA, namely—goal and scope definition, inventory analysis, impact 
assessment, and interpretation. To ensure that the environment as a whole is protected, the process 
chain forming the system can be scoped in two ways. The first comprises pre-chains involved in excava-
tion of the resources and their transportation to the industrial site, the end-of-pipe emissions from the 
plants, and the disposal of the wastes at the end of the cycle. This approach in life cycle thinking is usu-
ally referred to as “cradle-to-gate” since it follows an activity from the extraction of raw materials (i.e., 
cradle) to the delivery of the product or service (i.e., the exit gate). The other, in addition to accounting 
for all the above, also includes one-off construction and demolition of the infrastructures or end-of-
life processing and disposal of the equipment/commodities used. Appropriately so, it is then called a 
“cradle-to-grave” system.

As a standard practice, the resources utilized and the emissions added to the environment in all these 
activities are usually modeled on a unit basis, typically annual turnover for the industrial products and 
annual usage for the services. This is termed as the “functional unit” of analysis in LCA. Typical func-
tional unit for an assessment can be “activities over 1 year,” representative of the quantitative metric of 
the output of products or services that the system is expected to deliver. Likewise, the typical timescale 
for an assessment could range from hours to 100 years. The latter is specifically relevant for assessing 
long-term environmental impacts such as global warming potential and acidification.

The spatial context of setting up a life cycle model is also essential in order to establish its system bound-
aries. Typical spatial scales range from local (e.g., urban) to wider environment (e.g., remote excavation 
site, mines) and possibly representing a global scale. This aspect of the analysis is useful for consistency 
checks, comparing different LCA results, and ensuring they have been conducted on comparable sys-
tem boundaries. Given that life cycle approach facilitates assessment of a full spectrum of process chains 
involved in a process for all the activities, it is recommended to group the burdens and impacts obtained 
from an analysis into two distinct categories: (1) arising in the direct environment from the main activity/
ies under investigation (commonly known as “foreground”) and (2) arising from a whole series of linked 
pre- and post-chain activities in the wider global environment (known as “background”). This is clearly 
shown in Figure 2, which shows a series of activities associated with the production of electricity from 
biofuel through a schematic representing a power generation system. In this figure, the main activity (i.e., 
the cogeneration plant) is shown as the foreground (shaded region), whereas the peripheral activities, asso-
ciated primarily with the sourcing of the raw materials, shipment, and final disposal are shown in the 
background. On the one hand, this approach enables clear accounting of the environmental impacts and, 
on the other, it offers insight into the hotspots at each stage of process chain, facilitating effective manage-
ment of the problem through visualizing the entire system at the same time. This is considered superior 
to resource- and cost-intensive piecemeal solutions encountered in traditional management approaches, 
specifically so in the context of achieving global sustainability.

The environmental impacts from LCA are usually calculated from mass balances of the input/output 
flows on the basis of the problem-oriented (midpoint) approach. It is a baseline method that provides 
a list of impact assessment categories grouped into obligatory impacts, used in most LCAs. A baseline 
indicator is considered suitable for simplified studies since it utilizes the principle of best available prac-
tice when several methods for obligatory impact categories are available.
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Uncertainty Assessment

To decide on the future courses of action based purely on results of LCA analysis, one needs to account 
for the uncertainty in these results—this enables reaching better decisions. The information on uncer-
tainty in LCA is usually contained in the assessment of probability of realistic representativeness of the 
results. This is expressed in terms of the confidence bounds on LCA results, which illustrate the region 
within which the true values have an estimated likelihood of falling.

This section covers only the fundamentals of uncertainty inherent in LCA. Readers will be guided to 
use dedicated literature to pursue a more in-depth uncertainty assessment exercise.

A number of approaches have been suggested in the literature for the integrated consideration of both 
technical and valuation uncertainties involved in LCA. The former is associated with the uncertainties 
in data collection, while the latter is inherent to the impact assessment method used. The reason we 
need to care about uncertainty in LCA is because the statements or assertions we tend to make about 
the world on the basis of direct LCA outputs may be wrong. These errors have been mainly associated 
with either uncertainty or variability in the outputs. Whereas variability is considered to be inherent 
in the real world, uncertainty is mainly associated with inaccurate measurements, lack of data, and/or 
model assumptions.[4] The following can be considered as a rigorous (although not an exhaustive) list of 
categories of uncertainties identified in the literature:

• Parameter uncertainty: This is due to the uncertainty within the large number of parameters 
used in LCA models. It leads to uncertainty in the final output from the LCA exercise. Empirical 
inaccuracy, non-representativeness (incomplete or outdated measurements), and lack of data are 
common sources of parameter uncertainty.

• Epistemological uncertainty: The use of the information in databases for life cycle inventory (LCI) 
introduces epistemological uncertainty since the system where the data is to be used to model a 
process may differ from the system where the data was generated.[5]

• Model uncertainty: In situations where an LCA model suffers from uncertainty in the under-
lying model assumptions and the basic model calculations (departure from the default linear 

FIGURE 2 Split between foreground and background activities from a systems perspective.
Source: Tiwary and Colls.[3]
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programming), the results of a parameter uncertainty analysis can be misleading and hence pro-
vide no useful information.

• Spatial variability: Application of spatially averaged data to model specific processes in certain 
parts of the world leads to these discrepancies.

• Temporal variability: These are mainly attributed to time-dependent variations in emissions and 
other technical process characteristics.

Handling Uncertainty in Systems Analysis

It has been suggested that not all the methods of statistical analyses of uncertainty can be applied to LCA, 
primarily because the underlying LCA data are not based on random samples, that is, we are not strictly 
dealing with random variables that follow some known frequency distribution. However, one can apply 
subjective probability distributions to quantify the uncertainties involved. The established procedure to 
achieve this consists of the following five steps: selection of essential parameters, determination of prob-
ability distributions, Monte Carlo simulation, significance analysis, and interpretation of the results.[4,6]

Recent approaches have tried to integrate consideration of both technical and valuation uncertainties 
during decision making on the basis of the results provided by LCA. These are to be used in conjunction 
with established decision support tools based on multiple criteria decision analysis since it has been demon-
strated that the structure of LCA has parallels with a decision analysis approach to decision making.[7] Key 
elements of this approach include “distinguish ability analysis” to determine whether the uncertainty in the 
performance information is likely to make it impossible to distinguish between the activities under consid-
eration, and the use of a multivariate statistical analysis approach, such as principal component analysis. 
The latter enables rapid analysis of large numbers of parallel sets of results, thereby allowing for the identifi-
cation of choices (options) that lead to similar and/or opposite evaluation of activities.

Application of Subjective Probability Distributions Approach

This method of uncertainty analysis in LCA has inherent attributes since they are an alternative to sim-
ple point estimates, which allow for the use of a range within which we expect the true value to lie rather 
than using a single number to estimate the results of some real-world quantity (e.g., tons of sheet of 
steel required to make 1 ton of an output product). In this manner, by developing subjective probability 
distribution, the methods of uncertainty analysis can be used in LCA to account for the uncertainty in 
the results. This further enables accounting for the reliability of the decisions reached on the basis of the 
LCA outcomes, and if the reliability of the conclusions is not sufficient for our decision-making needs, 
then uncertainty analysis helps identify which data uncertainties are most significant, that is, influential 
in the process chain. Furthermore, applying the inverse method, this step can help the decision maker 
determine the levels of reduction in data uncertainty required to reach a specific level of confidence 
in  the results. For example, to attain “90% confidence” in the results, one would need to assure that 
using the subjective probability distribution approach if the LCA analysis of a process is repeated sev-
eral times, each time using new and equally probable randomly selected values for the uncertain input 
quantities, the conclusions would be correct 90% of the time.

Uncertainty Analysis versus Data Quality Characterization

The LCA is very dependent on data of good quality. In most cases, LCA practitioners rely on generic 
databases provided by different sources. The commonly available databases to date are the European 
Union’s (EU) European Reference Life Cycle Data System (ELCD), Swiss National LCI Database (ecoin-
vent), the U.S. LCI Database created by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and its partners, the 
Canadian Raw Materials Database (CRMD), the Swedish National LCA Database (SPINE@ CPM), the 
Danish Food Database, and the Korean National LCI Database (KNCPC). Apart from these, currently 
Australia and Japan also have ongoing initiatives to generate national LCA databases.
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Owing to a limited number of sources providing information while generating the LCI data, quite 
often the uncertainty related to the amount of a specific input or output cannot be derived from the 
available information. For such circumstances Frischknecht et al.[8] have developed a simplified stan-
dard procedure to quantify the uncertainty. This simplified approach includes a qualitative assessment 
of data quality indicators on the basis of a pedigree matrix from published literature. Basic uncertainty 
factors are used for the kind of input and output considered. For example, it is assumed that CO2 emis-
sions generally show a much lower uncertainty as compared with CO emissions since the former is 
usually calculated from fuel input, whereas the latter depends on numerous parameters such as boiler 
characteristics, engine maintenance, and load factors. Table 1 provides a list of proposed uncertainty 
factors in a pedigree matrix, which have been based on expert judgments.

TABLE 1 Examples of Basic Uncertainty Factors (Dimensionless) 
Applied for Technosphere Inputs and Outputs and for Elementary Flows

Input/Output Group c p a

Demand of
Thermal energy, electricity, semifinished products, 

working material, waste treatment services
1.05
2.00

1.05
2.00

1.05
2.00

Transport services (t km) 3.00 3.00 3.00
Infrastructure
Resources
Primary energy carriers, metals, salts 1.05 1.05 1.05
Land use, occupation 1.50 1.50 1.50
Land use, transformation 2.00 2.00 2.00

Pollutants Emitted to Air
CO2 1.05 1.05
SO2 1.05
NMVOC total 1.50
NOx, N2O 1.50 1.40
CH4, NH3 1.50 1.20
Individual hydrocarbons 1.50 2.00
PM > 10 micron 1.50 1.50
PM10 2.00 2.00
PM2.5 3.00 3.00
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 3.00
CO, heavy metals 5.00
Inorganic emissions, others 1.50
Radionuclides (e.g., radon-222) 3.00
Pollutants emitted to water
BOD, COD, DOC, TOC, inorganic compounds 1.50
(NH4, PO4, NO3, Cl, Na) 3.00
Individual hydrocarbons, PAH 5.00 1.80
Heavy metals 1.50
Pesticides 1.50
NO3, PO4

Pollutants emitted to soil
Oil, hydrocarbon total 1.50
Heavy metals 1.50 1.50
Pesticides 1.20

Source: Data from Frischknecht et al.[8].
c, combustion emissions; p, process emissions; a, agricultural emissions.
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Case Study I—System Analysis of Biofuel-
Based Electricity Generation Process

This example demonstrates the application of a systems approach in assessing the merits of biofuels as 
a green process. The LCA generates a profile of all the steps involved in the process chain—both onsite 
and upstream—to provide quantitative information on potential impacts of an industrial activity (i.e., 
a system). Usually, this is done in terms of the released emissions (i.e., burdens), using a linear model. 
It takes into account the emission factors of all the known pollutants, inventoried during controlled 
analysis following standard monitoring protocols. These are then scaled by the volume of the industrial 
activity to provide their actual burdens. Also, in the case that LCA data are available for multiple similar 
installations, their respective operational performances can be benchmarked and links between opera-
tional efficiency and environmental impacts can be established.[9] A number of LCA studies available in 
the literature compare the environmental impacts of energy production (heat and/or electricity) from 
co-firing different biofuels in an existing coal-fired power plant, showing their overall greenhouse gas 
benefits. These cover the use of agricultural residues such as straw and residual wood, short rotation 
coppiced (SRC) wood,[10] and perennial rhizomatous grasses.[11,12] A more recent study quantifies the air-
borne emissions from different biomass-based electricity production systems using different technolo-
gies, feedstocks, and scales in order to establish the extent to which offsite emissions may contribute to 
overall environmental impact.[13]

In LCA, the emission factors are adjusted according to the pollution abatement technologies used in 
the industry to compensate for the release of acidic gases, although they do not reflect the fate of the 
emissions once they are out of the stack. Thus, this approach remains capable of providing realistic emis-
sion scenarios as long as the fate of the released emissions is not altered significantly by the dispersion 
and chemical transformation in the surrounding media (air, water, or soil). Whereas it allows successful 
prediction of greenhouse gas emissions in a fairly straightforward manner (assuming minimal phase 
alterations), the modeling of the gas–particle interactions leading to quantification of total particulate 
matter (PM) loading is far from complete. For example, the PM emissions calculated in the LCA from 
a biofuel combustion plant represent mainly the dust emissions from fly ash.[14] Any additional aerosols 
generated from gas-phase interactions of the resulting emissions, either during biofuel cultivation or 
combustion, would not be adequately quantified within this approach.

This case study utilizes the power of LCA as a diagnostic tool to track the pollutants and carbon 
emissions over the whole life cycle and mainly focuses on feasible management options for mitigating 
secondary aerosol generation potential from photochemical neutralization of the acidic emissions with 
ammonia using the following precursor chemistry[15]:

NH3 g( ) + ↔HCl( )g NH+ −
4 a( )q a+ Cl( )q

A cradle-to-gate system is applied to all the energy systems modeled in this study, accounting for all 
the relevant flows involved in the extraction of resources (renewable/non-renewable) and cultivation 
of biofuels leading up to production of the required amount of energy outputs. As shown in Figure 2, 
the system comprises a series of foreground and background activities. The foreground activities are 
considered as the focal point of the system. Shown in the central part as shaded region in the figure, 
it involves storage and preprocessing of the fuel and its combustion to produce electricity. The back-
ground activities primarily include the cultivation and harvesting of the biofuel, production of required 
chemicals, and their transport to the power plant. The other end of the process chain accounts for the 
disposal of wastes generated. The atmospheric emissions from all these stages have been accounted for 
in the models.

Electricity production from different renewable biofuel sources has been modeled using scenario 
analysis. Representative biofuel options currently feasible have been considered. The analysis in this 
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study is based on the functional unit defined as “1 terajoule (TJ) electricity produced from biomass and 
delivered to the grid.” It is achieved by using available LCI data for a 50-MW electricity steam turbine/
back pressure cogeneration plant firing solid biomass.[16] It is important to note that, in this study, the 
modeled system has not been credited for the cogenerated heat in the process. The following five dif-
ferent electricity production scenarios, representative of the technology for 2010 (base scenarios), have 
been considered, each using different types of biofuels:

• Scenario A: Perennial rhizomatous grass (Miscanthus giganteas).
• Scenario B: SRC chips.
• Scenario C: Residual/waste wood.
• Scenario D: SRC chips–grass blend (by energy); SRC chips (80%) and perennial rhizomatous 

grass (20%).
• Scenario E: Waste wood–grass blend (by energy); waste wood (80%) and perennial rhizomatous 

grass (20%).

In scenarios D and E, a fuel mix of perennial grass and wood in 1:4 ratio (by energy) has been consid-
ered. This is meant to improve the combustion quality and minimize excessive atmospheric emissions. 
In all the base scenarios, the biofuels have been assumed to be sourced locally (50 km distance to the 
combustion plant) and transported from their origin to the energy production site using 40-ton payload 
trucks. This is mainly aimed to investigate potential local air quality degradation from interactions of 
emissions from the power plant and the cultivation sites.

The atmospheric burdens for almost all the base scenarios (A–E) are dominated by pollutant emis-
sions from the power plant (Figure 3). Overall, there is no clear winner among the scenarios. For exam-
ple, scenarios C and E (waste wood) are best for CO2, NH3, non-methylated volatile organic carbons 
(NMVOCs), and CH4, and scenario B (SRC chips) has the lowest HCl emissions. Scenario A (miscan-
thus) is best for N2O and PM; however, it is worst for HCl and SO2. For both miscanthus and SRC wood 
(scenarios A, B, and D), only biomass cultivation is considered to be the main source of NH3 release to 
the local environment. However, it can be noted that a considerable amount of CO2 is emitted during 
biomass production, transport, storage, and drying processes for these scenarios, which are mainly 
associated with the use of fossil-based energy sources in these stages. It has been reported that the forest 
logging operations involved in harvesting SRC wood contribute to significant atmospheric emissions 

FIGURE 3 Environmental burdens of atmospheric emissions for base scenarios A–E.
Source: Tiwary and Colls.[3]
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of CO2, CO, NMVOCs, and PM due to fuel, chainsaw, and hydraulic oil consumption by heavy-duty 
diesel engine vehicles (Athanassiadis, 2000). This is reflected for the base scenarios B and D whose 
emissions of these pollutants from the “biomass production and local transport” stage are much higher 
compared with the rest of the scenarios. In case of waste wood, no mechanical chipping was assumed to 
be involved and hence the corresponding emissions from scenarios C and E have been relatively much 
lower. However, the power plant loadings of NOx, SO2, HCl, and PM in these two scenarios are found to 
be much higher than in scenarios B and D. This could be due to their incomplete combustion, which has 
been reported in earlier studies to result in highly variable emissions.[17,18]

Emissions of CO and NOx per terajoule electricity output from power plant alone show comparable 
values for all the base scenarios but on a life cycle basis, that is, including the biofuel sourcing and stor-
age stages, waste wood (scenarios C and E) seems to have up to 25% higher NOx burdens, whereas SRC 
wood (scenarios B and D) seems to have up to 100% higher CO burdens. The corresponding emissions 
of SO2 and HCl from miscanthus plant (scenario A) are higher by as much as 120% and 350%, respec-
tively, compared with the rest of the scenarios. Therefore, scenario A poses the maximum likelihood of 
secondary aerosol generation potential through interactions of the acidic gas emissions from the power 
plant with the ammonia released from nearby harvest fields. On the other hand, SRC wood combustion 
plant (scenario B) has much lower HCl emissions (<5 kg T/J electricity) and, therefore, despite having 
considerable contributions to NH3 release from the harvesting stage, its secondary aerosol generation 
potential is over 35-fold lower. Results indicate that co-firing waste wood sourced locally (scenarios C 
and E) would have the least secondary aerosol generation potential from photochemical neutralization, 
despite having higher HCl loadings than SRC wood, as it shows negligible NH3 emissions over its fuel 
life cycle. Nevertheless, this is balanced by higher direct PM releases and life cycle NOx releases from 
waste wood combustion. Although in this study heavy metals have not been included in the analysis 
owing to limited information, separate studies have reported wood combustion to be enhancing emis-
sions of heavy metals.[19,20] The latter highlights additional air quality problems associated with large-
scale implementation of wood-burning installations in the future.

The LCA model offers the flexibility to assess reduction in aerosol formation from different mitiga-
tion options, both for material (and cost) and energy, which is an invaluable screening exercise in order 
to come up with a viable and cost-effective management solution. For example, in this case study, the 
following three mitigation measures have been assessed.

Biomass Gasification and Direct Firing

Gasification technology is considered to provide efficient and clean power generation from biomass.[21] In this 
study, gasification of three different types of biomass (miscanthus, SRC, and waste wood) through air 
injection into the fuel in a circulating fluidized bed has been considered. The synthesis gas generated is 
compressed and injected into the combustion chamber of a cogeneration plant to produce steam that 
subsequently drives a turbine. As in the base scenarios, the system has not been credited for the cogen-
erated heat in the process for consistency.

Relative changes in the environmental burdens from application of biomass integrated gasification/
combined cycle technology have been estimated with reference to the power plant emissions from the 
base scenarios (Figure 4). Results suggest significant reductions (up to 100% in some cases) in the emis-
sions of acidic gases in the direct vicinity of the power plant. This is mainly due to much lower release of 
HCl and SO2 from the plant for all scenarios considered. Likewise, PM emission in the foreground is also 
reduced as a consequence of gasification. In addition, N2O emission is also lowered in all cases, whereas 
little change is observed in NOx emission, except for a prominent decrease in the case of residual waste 
wood combustion (scenario C). However, while achieving the significant reduction in acidic gas burdens, 
this approach apparently increases end-of-pipe emissions of CH4 and CO. Both these pollutants are pro-
duced during gasification of the biofuel, and their atmospheric emissions are associated with unintended 
(fugitive) release from the gasifier plant.[22] The main consideration for no obvious relative change (%) in 
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CO2 emission in gasification options relative to base case is due to offsetting of the emissions enhancement 
from processing of additional feedstock with the increased efficiency in combustion of the gasified fuel. 
The increase in CH4 emissions for scenarios A, B, and D ranges between 200% and 500%; however, for 
scenarios C and E, it appears to be exceptionally high (up to 1,250%). The latter two scenarios also show 
increased emissions of NMVOCs. As both CH4 and NMVOCs contribute to global warming, the two 
scenarios (C and E) do not seem to present sustainable alternatives. Excessive release of methane could be 
potentially minimized by optimizing the gasification temperature and circulating the fugitive methane 
into the combustion process.[22] It is also noticed that power production from SRC wood biomass from this 
approach leads to production of NH3, which makes scenarios B and D unviable too. Therefore, although 
gasification for scenario A enhances its CO emissions (up to 200% increase) relative to the corresponding 
base scenario, it presents the best option for reducing secondary aerosol generation potential.

Delaying the Harvest of Perennial Energy Crop

Delaying the harvest of miscanthus from late autumn (current common practice) to early spring has 
been reported to foster prolonged soil–vegetation interactions by allowing the stems to dry during the 
winter months. In effect, it allows for leaching of a substantial portion of the ash, chlorine, and potas-
sium contents from the biomass through roots,[12] thereby reducing the adverse environmental impacts 
later during combustion. Delaying the harvest also allows for extended recycling of nutrients by their 
rhizome systems, which enables them to have low demand for nutrient inputs, especially for nitrogen. 
This lowers their fertilization needs. However, it has been reported that this delaying approach inad-
vertently leads to substantial yield losses (of up to 35%) and reduction in calorific value of the biofuel. 
The latter entails additional emissions from extra biomass combustion for the same energy throughput.

This study used the data provided by recent studies on reduction in dry matter yield, water content, 
and concentrations of specific toxic components, including ash, nitrogen, chlorine, and sulfur, as a con-
sequence of delaying the harvest.[12] It mainly focused on assessing the influence of delaying the harvest 

FIGURE 4 Relative change in environmental burdens by application of gasification option to base scenarios A–E.
Source: Tiwary and Colls.[3]
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of the biomass and its linked effects on storage and drying, whereas additional effects of topography and 
soil properties for differences in site locations could not be quantified at this stage. The ideal late harvest 
is recommended at a water content of 20% or less, as this minimizes the cost of harvesting and drying 
while keeping a high biomass quality of the crop. For the purpose of estimating the environmental bur-
dens from drying of harvested biomass during storage, we have used literature data (Table 2).

Although the emission per unit biomass consumption is reduced in this manner, the resulting biofuel 
has deteriorated in calorific value. The requirement of additional biomass supply to compensate the lost 
calorific value of the fuel leads to considerable increase in the life cycle environmental burdens for NH3, 
N2O, and CO and slight increments for SO2, PM, NMVOCs, and CH4 (Figure 5). Delaying the harvest 
leads to reduction in the water content of the biomass. Interestingly, this allows for mitigating CO2 
emissions at two stages of the fuel life cycle: (1) reduced demands for fossil fuel in the storage and drying 
process and (2) increased energy conversion efficiency from enhanced combustion in the power plant. 
However, despite offering some reduction in emissions of CO2, NOx, and HCl, this technique does not 
seem to provide a definitive and reliable option to mitigate the secondary aerosol generation potential 
from chemical interactions of the precursor gases.

TABLE 2 Model Parameters for Technical Drying of Energy Crop in Storage

Harvest Type Energy Use in Drying Water Content

Autumn harvest (>40 wt.%)a 68 kWh heating oil + 9.7 kWh electricity per ton of 
water removal

15 wt.%b

Early winter harvest (20–40 wt.%)a 144 kWh electricity per ton of water removal 15 wt.%b

Late winter/early spring harvest (<20 wt.%)a No drying is carried out <20 wt.%b

Source: Data from Tiwary and Colls.[3]

a Water content of freshly harvested biomass.
b Water content of biomass before combustion.

FIGURE 5 Comparison of the life cycle environmental burdens for base scenario A and delayed harvest of 
miscanthus.
Source: Tiwary and Colls.[3]
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Increasing the Separation of Biomass Plant from 
Harvest Site (Importing the Biofuel)

As preliminary results from base scenarios (as shown in Figure 3) suggest, ammonia emissions from 
harvesting miscanthus and SRC wood are high. Assuming that the harvest sites in the new locations 
would be remotely rural with low acidic releases to the ambient air, a third possible mitigation option 
of reducing the impact of ammonia by displacing the cultivation sites has been considered. This option 
may also become necessary in the case of an eventual shift to larger production and use of biomass, as 
the EU is going to need large areas of agricultural land for its production.[23] In the United Kingdom 
alone, an estimated 125,000 ha of energy cropping would be required by 2010 to meet the government’s 
target for electricity generation from biomass (DEFRA, 2001). In such situations, importing biomass 
from other European countries that offer favorable climatic conditions, mainly higher solar radiation 
and soil water contents, has been recommended as a more sustainable option.[24]

As considering all probable transportation means to move biofuels from one country to another 
gives rise to numerous possible scenarios,[25] some practical assumptions, based on the geographical 
location of the electricity generation site (here assumed to be in South England), have been made. 
Each option includes transport from production sites to a central gathering point, followed by a 
combination of international transport and local transport to a storage location near the generation 
plant. It is noteworthy that this assessment does not account for the additional emissions from the 
storage requirements of the biofuel crops, either in the country of their origin or during their long-
haul transport.

As shown in Figure 6, the corresponding transport-related emissions for all the pollutants consid-
ered from this transport chain are much higher, which makes it less favorable from environmental 
perspectives. To a larger extent, this is solely dependent on the assumption used in this study to source 
miscanthus from land-locked Czech Republic and transport it overland across the stretch of European 
mainland on a freight train to the nearest ferry port. Had the biofuel been sourced from a coastal coun-
try and shipped directly to a port, the emission regimes would be very different. Therefore, one message 
that comes out of this study is that additional emissions from transporting the biofuel are very much site 
dependent, and this can be optimized.

FIGURE 6 Transport-related burdens for different options associated with the transport of miscanthus (A—
miscanthus in base scenario, CE—miscanthus imported from Central Europe, EE—miscanthus imported from 
Eastern Europe).
Source: Tiwary and Colls.[3]
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Case Study II—System Analysis of a Project 
Integrating Green Initiatives

This section demonstrates the application of a systems approach in assessing the environmental impacts 
of low-carbon urban planning as a green project. Interactions between a suite of cross-sectoral green ini-
tiatives have been considered for two scenarios—status quo and aggressive, including decarbonizing of 
road transport, decentralizing energy production through biomass plants, and increasing the urban green 
vegetation cover. The study utilized real and projected information for the North East region of the United 
Kingdom to assess air quality implications on a systems scale. Using a geo-spatial analysis framework, it 
captures both the direct and the second-order environmental impacts arising from the interplay between 
different anthropogenic and biogenic components of green initiatives to ensure sustainable development 
through amelioration of local (and regional) air quality while minimizing climate change impacts. The 
assessment is mainly confined to pollutants that are currently of particular concern, including both pri-
mary and secondary PM (considered here as the combined pool of PM10, PM2.5, i.e., particles with aerody-
namic diameters <10 and <2.5 μm, respectively), ozone (O3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).

Cross-Sectoral Assessment Framework for a Green Project

A systems scale assessment framework, encompassing plausible combinations of emerging green ini-
tiatives that will be implemented over the next 10–20 years (around 2020/2030 horizons) is presented 
in Figure 7. It draws together the evidence-base from available literature on cross-disciplinary climate 
change and urban sustainability research, applying a cross-sectoral approach to three broad categories 
of green initiatives, including (a) use of vegetation, (b) low-emission personal transport, and (c) renew-
able energy from biomass. Each initiative (shown in boldface text) is characterized by a set of positive 
and negative environmental impacts (shown in italicized text) with their resulting air quality implica-
tions. These depend on the activities involved and their influence on either formation or removal of 
air pollutants. This was considered as an essential first step toward scoping the systems framework of 
landscape interactions between biogenic emissions (primarily biogenic volatile organics, bVOCs) and 
the anthropogenic emissions from fossil fuel combustion (mainly from transport and energy sources) in 

FIGURE 7 Theoretical framework illustrating the positive and negative implications for air quality from emerging 
green initiatives (2020/2030 horizons).
Source: Tiwary et al.[26]
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future Green Cities. This step incorporates both the positive and the negative effects arising from such 
interactions, in order to assess the overall sustainability implications of the green initiatives.

Uptake of greener transportation technologies, through a combination of low-emitting internal com-
bustion and electric/fuel-cell traction, is projected to reduce primary emissions of CO, NOx and PM 
from vehicle use. However, such initiatives can be considered green only to the extent that the source of 
energy supply is renewable. Fuel cell-powered vehicles may still be associated with pollutant emissions 
in peri-urban regions if the hydrogen is generated by fossil fuel sources, which would contribute to addi-
tional aerosols from atmospheric reactions of SO2, NOx, NH3 and VOCs, originating from the refineries. 
Incorporating biomass into the future energy mix is meant to keep the decarbonized energy generation 
affordable but at the cost of air quality. Systems-level assessments of different fuel mixes have found 
increased N2O, NH3 and primary PM from the harvest phase and enhanced NOx, CH4 and secondary 
aerosol (SA) formation potentials from the combustion phase.

The effect of land cover modification on ambient temperature is another key driver to energy demand 
(for cooling/heating) and corresponding pollutant emissions (both in terms of primary components 
from associated activities as well as the photochemical precursors, i.e., chemicals that lead to tropo-
spheric ozone production). While climate change effects are projected to contribute to aggravation of 
the urban heat island effects (and an overall increase in ambient temperature), lower air temperatures 
(resulting from vegetation cover modifications and retrofitting initiatives to enhance evapotranspira-
tion and albedo-effects) have shown reduction in cooling electricity demand. The implications appear 
to be varied at global levels depending on the green initiatives pursued and more deterministic scenario 
modeling would be required to inform the outcomes.

Conclusion

This chapter introduced some basic concepts of system analysis of “greener” processes and projects, spe-
cifically in the context of holistic environmental management. It explained the implementation of trans-
boundary material flows and life cycle thinking in terms of ensuring global sustainability, by avoiding 
unacceptable implications for interventions in wider process chains—both in the supply streams and in 
the waste streams.

It is noted that uncertainty within systems analysis can be neither neglected nor simply addressed. 
This is mainly because the information about uncertainty in science-driven data cannot be fully cap-
tured within the inventoried databases. This chapter also provides an overview of different sources of 
uncertainly and the available methods to resolve them. A significant share of this uncertainty arises in 
practice, based on the relationship between the data and the intended reality being modeled. Software 
and algorithms should be applied rigorously by researchers on a breadth of real-world case studies in 
order to closely identify which parameters are the major sources of uncertainty in LCA results.

Two example case studies illustrate the role of LCA and geo-spatial approaches in assessing the green-
house gases and air quality emissions across system boundaries, respectively, for a process and a proj-
ect. It shows the merit of this approach in revealing the hotspots contributing to potential environmental 
impacts while devising green solutions viable at systems scale. Some discussion is presented to develop 
possible mitigation for transboundary environmental management of the problem, including all associ-
ated activities in the process chain. Overall, this chapter provides insight into the role of systems approach 
in efficient environmental management, through assessment of the “true green credentials” of a process or 
a project in terms of its greenhouse gas emissions, ecotoxicity, air pollution, etc. within the system.
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Introduction

Since 1990, there has been a wide concern for environmental product development and how to achieve 
green products. Products affect the environment in several ways. Once a product has been designed 
and generated from the manufacturing process, its environmental attributes are largely fixed along its 
life cycle. Environmental requirements have been made by several attempts to ultimately obtain envi-
ronmentally friendly products. For example, design processes are aimed to minimize raw material and 
energy consumption, waste generation, health and safety risk, and ecological degradation. Several ter-
minologies of product design integrating environmental concerns were introduced in the late 1990s. 
These terms include design for the environment,[1–3] life cycle analysis,[2] green chemistry,[4–6] pollution 
prevention,[7–10] environmentally conscious manufacturing,[11,12] and sustainable development.[13] The 
aggregation of these terms is called “industrial ecology.”[14] In 1996, the Office of Pollution Prevention 
and Toxics of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) set up two programs, Design for the 
Environment (DfE) and green chemistry, under the industrial ecology scope. The DfE has been defined 
as follows: “Design for environment is the systematic process by which firms design products and pro-
cesses in an environmentally conscious way.”[15] The broad definition of green chemistry has been also 
provided as follows: “Green chemistry is the design of chemical products and processes that reduce or 
eliminate the use and generation of hazardous substances and seek to reduce and prevent pollution at 
source.”[16] Since 1995, green chemistry has played an important role in green product development, 
especially chemical products. Nowadays, green chemistry has become an important tool in achieving 
sustainable development. The implementation of green chemistry—the design of chemical products and 
processes that reduce or eliminate the use and generation of hazardous substances—has become essen-
tial for increasing the standard of human living without having a negative impact on the environment. 
In addition, green chemistry provides solutions to critical global challenges such as climate change, 
sustainable agriculture, energy, toxics in the environment, and depletion of natural resources.
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In this entry, the concepts in green chemistry for producing green products, especially  involving 
the chemical industrial process, are reviewed. It is noted that chemical products are largely  created 
using energy-intensive processes and non-renewable, petroleum-based resources as feedstocks.[17] 
Many of these industrial processes use hazardous materials or generate wastes that are harmful to 
human health and the environment. Thus, introducing green chemistry concepts through these 
chemical products is a particularly good example of developments in this field that may inspire future 
sustainable development.

Principles of Green Chemistry

The principles of green chemistry have been refined from a diverse set of practices and emerging 
research. The EPA defines green chemistry as the use of chemistry for pollution prevention at the 
molecular level.[18] The mission of green chemistry is to promote innovative chemical technologies that 
reduce or eliminate the use or generation of hazardous substances in the design, manufacture, and 
use of chemical products.[19] They address alternative starting and target materials; alternative reagents, 
solvents, and catalysts; and improved processes and process control in producing chemical products. 
Green chemistry consists of chemicals and chemical processes designed to reduce or eliminate negative 
environmental impacts.

The principles of green chemistry were originally published by Pual Anastas and John Warner in 
Green Chemistry: Theory and Practice (Oxford University Press: New York, 1998). The 12 principles of 
green chemistry provide a road map to implement green chemistry. Following Anatas and Warner,[20] 
the principles are as follows:

 1. Prevention. It is better to prevent waste than to treat or clean up waste after it has been created.
2. Atom economy. Synthetic methods should be designed to maximize the incorporation of all mate-

rials used in the process into the final product.
3. Less hazardous chemical syntheses. Wherever practicable, synthetic methods should be designed 

to use and generate substances that possess little or no toxicity to human health and the 
environment.

4. Designing safer chemicals. Chemical products should be designed to effect their desired function 
while minimizing their toxicity.

5. Safer solvents and auxiliaries. The use of auxiliary substances (e.g., solvents, separation agents) 
should be made unnecessary wherever possible and innocuous when used.

6. Design for energy efficiency. Energy requirements of chemical processes should be recognized 
for their environmental and economic impacts and should be minimized. If possible, synthetic 
methods should be conducted at ambient temperature and pressure.

7. Use of renewable feedstocks. A raw material or feedstock should be renewable rather than deplet-
ing whenever technically and economically practicable.

8. Reduce derivatives. Unnecessary derivatization (use of blocking groups, protection/deprotection, 
temporary modification of physical/chemical processes) should be minimized or avoided if pos-
sible because such steps require additional reagents and can generate waste.

9. Catalysis. Catalytic reagents (as selective as possible) are superior to stoichiometric reagents.
10. Design for degradation. Chemical products should be designed so that at the end of their function, 

they break down into innocuous degradation products and do not persist in the environment.
11. Real-time analysis for pollution prevention. Analytical methodologies need to be further devel-

oped to allow for real-time, in-process monitoring and control before the formation of hazardous 
substances.

12. Inherently safer chemistry for accident prevention. Substances and the form of a substance used in 
a chemical process should be chosen to minimize the potential for chemical accidents, including 
releases, explosions, and fires.
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Green chemistry addresses hazards, whether physical (flammability, explosivity), toxicological (carci-
nogenicity, endocrine disruption), or global (ozone depletion, climate change) as an inherent property 
of a molecule.[21] Green chemistry also addresses all aspects of chemical designing manufacturing.[22,23] 
The four general objectives derived from the green chemical philosophy are as follows:[24]

• Reduction of use and generation of polluting chemicals in the chemical process
• Reduction of use of dangerous chemicals in the chemical process
• Reduction of the harmful effects of final products.
• Reduction of the use of exhaustible feedstock materials and of scarce resources

The objectives of green chemistry are shown in Figure 1. These concepts lead the movement on the 
front lines of research, education, and incentive and research programs of the EPA, National Science 
Foundation, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and international organiza-
tions worldwide.

Approaching Sustainability through Principles

During the latter half of the 20th century, an exponentially increasing number of environmental regula-
tions were enacted in developed countries. In the United States, the Clean Air Act of 1970, the Clean Water 
Act of 1972, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, and their amendments, have set the 
fundamental regulations covering air, water, and hazardous waste pollutants, respectively. In 2001, the 
EPA promulgated pharmaceutical maximum achievable control technology standards that regulate 187 
hazardous air pollutants, including solvents commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry. In Europe, 
the European Union has a set of common rules for permitting and controlling industrial installations in 
the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) Directive of 1996.[25,26] The IPPC Directive is about 
minimizing pollution from industrial sources throughout the European Union. In 2007, REACH, the new 
Regulation on Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals, was launched and 
considered a tool for green chemistry. This regulation improves the former legislative framework on chem-
icals of the European Union.[27] One of the main aims of REACH is to improve the protection of human 
health and the environment from the risks that can be posed by chemicals. The major concern of REACH 
is chemical safety and in that it is one of the green chemistry metrics.[28]

As environmental regulation has become more stringent owing to climate concern, industries have 
to look for innovative ways to obtain purer final products using a reduced amount of raw materials and 
energy and generating a smaller amount of waste. Concepts of green chemistry have become a solution 

FIGURE 1 Objectives of green chemistry.
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for the industrial requirement. Many “green” terminologies have emerged and been defined for use in 
environmental product development. Green engineering has been defined as follows: “Green engineer-
ing is the design, commercialization and use of processes that are feasible and economic, reduce the 
generation of pollution at the source, and minimize the risk to human health and the environment.”[16] 
Green technology is also widely used as it involves using science to create technologies that conserve 
natural resources and lessen the human impact on the environment.

Green chemistry, green engineering, and green technology have been focused on and proposed by 
several scientists and researchers worldwide to respond to the need of industry. Collaboration among 
industries, academic institutes, and government agencies were initiated to push green chemistry to the 
manufacturing process. In 2003, the collaboration of industry, the EPA, and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership, called the Green Suppliers Network, was officially 
launched in the automotive industry, and is currently in the aerospace, pharmaceutical and health-care, 
and office furniture industries. The established outcomes of this program are the effective processes 
and products with higher profits while minimizing environmental impact. In 2005, the Committee 
on Grand Challenges for Sustainability in the Chemical Industry arranged a workshop on identify-
ing research needs to enable the industry to develop products and processes for achieving the goal 
of sustainability. In addition, the pharmaceutical industry and the American Chemical Society Green 
Chemistry Institute collaborated to encourage innovation while catalyzing the integration of green 
chemistry and green engineering in the pharmaceutical industry. To support the collaboration in green 
chemistry, the Green Chemistry Research and Development Act of 2005[29] was proposed and passed by 
the House Science Committee in April 2005. This bill promotes green chemistry by authorizing a coor-
dinated green chemistry research and development program.

The emergence of these collaborations is the driving force behind the development of green business. 
It is reported that green chemistry is drawing many investors from different companies to invest in 
producing green product lines. For example, Wilmar International, a Singaporean company, plans to 
launch production of derivatives of glycerol through a green chemistry process. Mitsubishi Chemical 
and Thai Company PTT plc are jointly conducting a study focused on the production of biosuccinic acid 
and biopolybutylene succinate. Moreover, the Japanese trading house Mitsui & Co. and Toyota Tsusho 
are also involved in green chemistry investments in the Asian regions.[30]

Nowadays, concepts of green chemistry have widely spread to the manufacturing process with the 
understaning that it is a superior, innovative chemistry that is cost-effective and has minimal impact 
on the environment. The applications of the concepts through the manufacturing process are shown 
in Figure 2. The types of products and processes adopting green chemistry principles include medi-
cine, food, and energy production; packaging materials; household and commercial cleaning products; 
 electronics and automotive chemicals; and a wide range of consumer goods.[31]

Advances in Green Chemistry to Produce Green Products

Catalysts

Catalysts play a significant role in green chemistry by decreasing energy requirements, increasing selec-
tivity, and permitting the use of less hazardous reaction conditions. The first example in applying green 
chemistry to the catalytic process is the synthesis of maleic anhydride.[32–34] Originally, the benzene 
process was used; however, it was substituted by the butane process for the following reasons:

• The loss of two carbon atoms (starting from benzene) is avoided.
• Using butane, the by-products are carbon oxides and a small amount of acetic acid. With benzene, 

several byproducts are formed.
• The toxicity aspects related to the use of benzene are avoided, reducing costs related to safety 

systems and benzene handling.
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The benefits of using the butane process following the green chemistry concept are as follows: 1) use of 
non-toxic reactants; 2) improved atom economy; 3) a complex multistep transformation (the reaction is 
a 14 e– oxidation, with abstraction of 8 H atoms from the butane molecule and insertion of 3 O atoms) is 
realized in one single step, without using solvents; and 4) waste formation is minimized.

Synthesizing adipic acid directly from cyclohexene using an aqueous 30% hydrogen peroxide  solution, 
a catalytic amount of Na2WO [35]

4, and a phase-transfer catalyst is another green chemistry application.  
Previously, adipic acid was derived from the reduction of benzene to cyclohexene under high tempera-
ture and pressure resulting in nitrous oxide, a greenhouse gas and ozone-depleting substance, as an 
undesirable product. Using the new process, adipic acid is produced with a high yield without the use of 
organic solvents and without the generation of nitrous oxide.[36] Using the concept of on-site production 
is another alternative way in green chemistry that is already used in some new production processes to 
avoid the storage of toxic or dangerous chemicals. The on-site production of HCN in the manufacturing 
process of toluene diisocyanate has already been implemented. This was made possible by the combined 
development of new catalysts and new reactor engineering solutions that allow an economic production 
even in a small size plant.[34]

Nowadays, biocatalysts, both isolated-enzyme and whole-cell systems, are increasingly being used to 
assist in synthetic routes to complex molecules. The biggest role for biocatalysis is found in the pharma-
ceutical sector.[37–39] Biocatalysis is one of the greenest technologies for the synthesis of chiral molecules 
due to exquisite regioselectivity and stereoselectivity in water under mild conditions. Recently, Tao and 
Xu[40] reviewed the development of novel biocatalytic pharmaceutical processes to replace chemical 
routes with poorer process efficiency and higher manufacturing costs. It is emphasized that to empower 
the green chemistry feature of biocatalysis, it is essential to integrate enzymatic transformations strate-
gically into chemical transformations at the retrosynthetic level. Enzymatic catalysis can provide a new 
dimension for route redesign to meet both the process and green chemistry metrics. It is underscored 
that recent advances in large-scale DNA sequencing and enzyme-directed evolution rendered biocataly-
sis a much more practical technology to provide green chemistry solutions for the industrial production 
of chemicals.

FIGURE 2 Applications of concepts through the manufacturing process.
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Nanomaterials

In the search for environmentally friendly materials, recently green chemistry has shown its role in 
nanomaterials, especially in the preparation and synthesizing steps. A solvent is considered an impor-
tant chemical that is widely used in synthesizing nanomaterials. It is an important parameter that deter-
mines the green nature of the nanoparticle catalysis, regarding the fact that the solvent accounts for 
50% of the greenhouse gas emissions during post-treatment and 60% of the energy used in pharma-
ceutical processes.[41] Recently, there have been several attempts to use other chemicals to substitute 
these harmful reducing agents and solvents to obtain engineered nanoparticles. For solvent substitu-
tion, ionic liquids are very promising replacements for the traditional volatile organic solvents owing to 
their high mobility, low melting points, negligible vapor pressure, thermal stability, low toxicity, large 
electrochemical window, non-flammability, and ability to dissolve a variety of chemicals.[42–45] Ionic 
liquids are versatile solvents that retain their liquid states over a wide range of conditions, but have a 
minimal vapor pressure. They also possess interesting properties that are a combination of the charac-
teristics of water and organic solvents. The use of ionic liquids as stabilizers for nanoparticles was first 
demonstrated by Dupont et al. in 2002.[46] Ionic liquids can be functionalized and attached with weak 
coordination groups to further enhance the stability as well as catalytic activity in the synthesis reaction. 
Zhao et al.[47] used nitrile- functionalized ionic liquids to protect Pd nanoparticles with an average diam-
eter of 5 nm. The resulting Pd nanoparticles were excellent recyclable catalysts, and an optimum balance 
between stability and reactivity can be achieved. Ionic liquids widely used in nanomaterial synthesis 
are BMI(BF4), BMI(NTf2), BMI(PF6), and C2OHMIM(BF4). Nowadays, various nanostructured materi-
als, such as iridium,[46] palladium,[47,48] gold,[49] tellurium,[50] TiO2,[51,52] ZnO,[53–56] and CoPt[57] have been 
synthesized in ionic liquids.

One of the concerns in the process of preparation of nanomaterials is the choice of the reducing 
agent. zIt is reported in the literature that in the preparation of super-paramagnetic nanoparticles, the 
reductants used to date include hydrazine,[58] sodium borohydride,[59] carbon monoxide,[60] and dimeth-
ylformamide.[61] All of these are highly reactive chemicals and pose potential environmental and biologi-
cal risks.[62] As appeared in recent literature reviews, many interesting methods are currently being applied 
to the green preparation of nanoparticles, called biosynthesis of nanoparticles by glucose,[62] starch,[63–65] 
plant leaf broth,[66] edible mushroom extract,[67] apiin,[68] and by latex of Jatropha curcas.[69] These biological 
extracts are used as reducing agents in the green synthesis of nanoparticles, especially in metal nanopar-
ticle synthesis. Raveendran et al.[70] reported a completely “green” synthesis of Ag nanoparticles with sizes 
of 1–8 nm using starch as a capping agent and α-D-glucose as a reducing agent. Mallikarjuna and Varma[71] 
described a simple method for the shape-controlled synthesis of nanostructures (with size 2–15 nm) of 
noble metals such as Au, Ag, Pd, and Pt by microwave-assisted spontaneous reduction of noble metal salts 
using α-D-glucose, sucrose, and maltose in aqueous solution. Fructose, glucose, and sucrose were used as 
reducing and capping agents for the preparation of Au, Ag, Pd, Pt, and Au–Ag nanoparticles by heating to 
dryness for 2 h the solutions in a hot water bath.[72] The effect of two different sugars on the sizes and surface 
morphology for Ag nanoparticle synthesis was also reported by Filippo et al.[73] Furthermore, Nersisyan 
et al.[74] developed an effective way of preparing a nanosized (10–50 nm) colloidal dispersion of Ag using 
glucose as a reducing agent. Lu et al.[62] also reported a facile and green method to synthesize superpara-
magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles with α-D-glucose as the reductant, which is a mild, renewable, inexpensive, 
and non-toxic reducing agent, and without any additional stabilizer and dispersant.

Solvents

Solvents play an important role in chemical synthesis. Considering green chemistry requirements, 
water is an extremely attractive solvent choice. It is inexpensive and readily available, non-toxic, non-
carcinogenic, and nonflammable. In addition, water is probably the least expensive among all available 
solvents.[75]
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Besides water, supercritical fluids (SCFs) draw attention from chemists for their several commercial 
applications. These SCFs are gases that are compressed until their density approaches that of liquids. 
Compression can occur only above the “critical temperature” of the fluid, since at lower temperatures 
the fluid liquefies upon compression. Therefore, an SCF is a gas that displays some of the properties of 
a liquid. The advantages of using SCFs are related to the absence of toxic residues, the relatively low 
temperature needed for the extraction process, and their higher solvent power.[34] The SCFs are charac-
terized by high diffusivity, low viscosity, and intermediate density. Among the SCFs, supercritical CO2 
(SC-CO2) is the most widely used solvent in many applications. It is non-toxic, noncarcinogenic, and 
non-flammable. Oakes et al.[76] investigated the catalysis of the Diels–Alder reaction between n-butyl 
acrylate and cyclopentadiene in SC-CO2. Scandium tris (trifluoromethanesulfonate) was selected as the 
Lewis acid catalyst. By varying the pressure of the solvent, a significant improvement over selectivity is 
achieved in conventional solvent. It was reported that rate enhancement was observed under SC-CO2 
conditions.

High boiling alcohols, including glycerol and polyethylene glycol, are also considered as “green 
s olvents.” They have recently attracted much attention as reaction media.[77,78] These high boiling alco-
hols are of low toxicity and volatility, and are biodegradable, non-expensive, and easily functionalized. 
These properties represent important environmentally benign characteristics. Glycerol is a natural 
product widely used as a cosmetic and food additive. Polyethylene glycol is also non-toxic and is widely 
used in the pharmaceutical,[79] semiconductor,[80] and food industries.[81]

Application of Green Chemistry in the Manufacturing Process

There are several ways to apply green chemistry to the manufacturing process for industries. The con-
cepts can be applied through waste minimization, waste or material recycling, solvent selection, atom 
utilization, intensive processing, and clean synthesis. According to the Presidential Green Chemistry 
Challenge from the EPA, three basic methods are currently used in industrial processes:

 1. Applications of greener synthetic pathways—Many green pathways for a new chemical product 
are widely used. It involves using a novel, green pathway to redesign the synthesis of an existing 
chemical product. The synthetic pathways include
• Use greener feedstocks that are innocuous or renewable (e.g., biomass, natural oils)
• Use novel reagents or catalysts, including biocatalysts and microorganisms
• Apply natural processes, such as fermentation or biomimetic synthesis
• Use atom-economical systems
• Use convergent syntheses

An example of applying the synthetic pathway in the manufacturing process is from Dow and BASF, 
winners of the 2010 Greener Synthetic Pathways Award (EPA). Both companies have jointly developed 
a new route to make propylene oxide with hydrogen peroxide that eliminates most of the waste and 
greatly reduces water and energy use.

 2. Use of greener reaction conditions—This application is mainly about improving conditions other 
than the overall design or redesign of a synthesis, including greener analytical methods. The 
greener reaction conditions include the following:
• Substitute hazardous solvents with solvents that have a reduced impact on human health and 

the environment
• Use solventless reaction conditions and solid-state reactions
• Use novel processing methods
• Eliminate energy- or material-intensive separation and purification steps
• Improve energy efficiency, including reactions running closer to ambient conditions
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A successful example of applying green reaction conditions is from Merck and Codexis. Both compa-
nies have developed a second-generation green synthesis of sitagliptin, the active ingredient in Januvia™, 
a treatment for type 2 diabetes. This collaboration has led to an enzymatic process that reduces waste, 
improves yield and safety, and eliminates the need for a metal catalyst. This work also received the 2010 
Greener Reaction Conditions Award from the EPA.

3. Design of greener chemicals—Applications include the design of chemical products that are less 
hazardous than the products or technologies they replace. These chemical products are:
• Less toxic than current products
• Inherently safer with regard to accident potential
• Recyclable or biodegradable after use
• Safe for the atmosphere (e.g., do not deplete ozone or form smog)

An example of the design of green chemicals is spinosad. It is an environmentally safe pesticide but is 
not stable in water and therefore cannot be used to control mosquito larvae. Clarke, the winner of the 
2010 Designing Greener Chemicals Award from the EPA, has developed a way to encapsulate spinosad 
in a plaster matrix, allowing it to be released slowly in water and provide effective control of mosquito 
larvae. This pesticide, Natular™, replaces organophosphates and other traditional, toxic pesticides and is 
approved for use in certified organic farming.

Conclusion

The concepts of green chemistry for producing green products and examples of green chemistry imple-
mentation in industrial processes have been discussed in this entry. It is known that many industrial 
processes use hazardous materials or generate wastes that are harmful to human health and the envi-
ronment. Implementation of green chemistry to the design of chemical products and processes that 
reduce or eliminate the use and generation of hazardous substances has become essential to increase the 
standard of human living without the adverse effect on the environment. Using the green production 
system in the industry can gain the benefit of enabling chemical production that is more profitable, less 
wasteful, less damaging to the environment, and more socially acceptable. In this entry, the applica-
tions of green chemistry through green product production have been reviewed. The process of green 
products in industrial manufacturing can be applied through several green concepts, including waste 
minimization, waste or material recycling, solvent selection, atom utilization, intensive processing, and 
clean synthesis. The challenge for the industrial research and development sector is to develop products, 
processes, and services to improve the quality of life, the environment, and the industry competitiveness 
with the sustainable aspect toward the future. Recently, green chemistry has been implemented in sev-
eral industrial products, including medicines, food, energy, packaging materials, household and com-
mercial cleaning products, electronic and automotive chemicals, and a wide range of consumer goods. 
Biocatalysts, nanoparticles, and green solvents are the next challenge in green synthesis to produce 
high-quality merchandise to serve the need of consumers. Beyond green chemistry, green engineering 
and green technology have been focused on and proposed by several scientists and researchers world-
wide. They are in the process of reinforcing steps to create cleaner production in industrial processes in 
the near future.
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Abatement costs, 352–353
Abiotic depletion (AbD), 288
Acceptable daily intake (ADI), 3, 4
Acidification, 288, 440
Actions and allocating responsibility, 159–160
Active remote sensing, 263
Active sensors, 263
Acute and chronic toxicity, 42
Acute pesticide poisoning, 221–222
Acute reference dose (ARfD), 4, 10
Adaptive planning, 163–164
Address causality issues, 193
ADI. see Acceptable daily intake (ADI)
Adipic acid, 495
Adulteration, 380
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thermal infrared images, 267

Aerosol optical depth (AOD), 273, 274
Aerosol optical thickness (AOT), 273, 274

and PM2.5, 274
The Affluent Society (Galbraith), 67
Affordability, 216
AFP. see Asia Forest Partnership (AFP)
Agenda 2030 for global sustainable development, 79, 

253
Ag nanoparticles, 496
Agricultural non-point source pollution (AGNPS), 91
Air-conditioning systems, 61
Allelopathic effects, 446
“Allotment gardens” concept, 179
Alternative water treatment systems, 44–45
Aluminosilicate minerals, 28
Aluminum atoms, 30
AMARSUL system, 289
Anaerobic digestion (AD) MBT unit, 284
Analytical methods, 39
Animal feeding operation, 3, 4, 40
Animal wastes, application of, 40
Anthropologists, 349

Antiandrogenic effects, 15
AOD. see Aerosol optical depth (AOD)
AOT. see Aerosol optical thickness (AOT)
Apollo missions, 33
Appraisal and monitoring, 160–161
Aquatic systems, 44–45
Archeologists, 349
Artificial neural network, 264, 267
Asbestos, 272
ASEAN, environmental issues and causes in, 322
ASEAN Senior Officials on Forestry (ASOF), 331
ASHRAE Standard 55–1992, 417
ASHRAE Standard 62–1999, 417
ASHRAE Standard 62–2001, 417
ASHRAE Standard 90.1–1999, 418
Asia Forest Partnership (AFP), 331
Asian countries, environmental legislation, 339

biodiversity laws, 325–330
challenges, 330–331, 335
EIA/SEA legislations, 335–339
e-waste management law, 331–334
forest law, 325
Nagoya Protocol, 324
regional cooperation, 331
transboundary movements of hazardous waste, 334

Asia-Pacific Disaster Report, 321
Asia-Pacific region, environmental law and legislation 

in, 323–324
Asnæs Power Station (APS), 95
ASOF. see ASEAN Senior Officials on Forestry (ASOF)
Assessments, 301

of LEED-NC, 418–419
uncertainty, 478–479

Atmospheric nanoparticles, 30–31
Atmospheric turbidity, 273
Attic floor insulation techniques, 241–242
Attic ventilation, 240–241
Australia, Food Standards code, 9
Australian pesticide legislation, 384
AVHRR images. see Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) images
Avoid side stapling, 237
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Barrier systems work, 247–248
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Movements of Hazardous Wastes, 331, 334
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Basic Forestry Law, 327
Batt attic insulation, 243–244
BC. see Biocapacity (BC)
Beckerman, Wilfred, 68
Big Data, 460
“Big Muddy,” 29
Biocapacity (BC), 302–305, 312

balance, 305, 306
deficit, 305–307

Biocatalysis, 495
Biocatalysts, 495
Biodegradable municipal solid wastes (BMW), 284
Biodiversity, 253
Biodiversity conservation capability, 324
Biodiversity conservative laws of Asian countries

Cambodia, 329–330
challenges, 330–331
China, 325
Hong Kong SAR, 328
Indonesia, 326–327
Japan, 326
Korea, 325–326
Lao PDR, 329
Malaysia, 326
Philippines, 327–328
Singapore, 328
Thailand, 329
Vietnam, 330
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Biofuel-based electricity generation process

scenarios, 482–483
systems analysis of, 481–483

biomass gasification and direct firing, 483–484
delaying the harvest, 484–485
importing biofuel, 486

Bio-physical constraints—ecosystems, 116
Biophysical factors limiting land restoration, 111

climate, 102–103
ecosystem restoration, 105–106
hydrology, 104
landform, 104
plant establishment, 105
substrate properties, 104–105

Bivalent logic theory, 266
Blackbody, 261–262
Blown foam insulation, 238
Blown loose-fill insulation, 237
Bottom-up approach, 84
BPI. see Building Performance Initiative (BPI)

Bran fraction, 5
Breast cancer, 21
BREEAM. see Building Research Establishment 

Environmental Assessment Method 
(BREEAM)

British Co-op Group, 9, 10
British Food Standards Agency, 12
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) measurements, 30
Brunei, environmental status in, 322
Building. see also Climate change

building envelope, 60–61
and climate change, 59–60
employ energy-efficient principles, 61
internal heat sources, 61
mechanical services, 61–62
potential strategies, 60
regulation and design codes, 62
service systems, 62
simulation technique, 61

Building energy saving, 271
Building envelope, 60–61
Building Performance Initiative (BPI), 406
Building R-30 cathedral ceilings, 245
Building-related refrigerants, 58
Building Research Establishment Environmental 

Assessment Method (BREEAM), 415
Burden of proof, 348, 350–351
Butane process, 494–495

C

Cadmium, ecotoxicity of, 427
Cambodia

biodiversity conservative laws in, 329–330
EIA/SEA legislations, 338
environmental status in, 322
e-waste management law, 334

Canadian Economy, 68, 70–72
Cancer, 20–21
Canopy leaf area index (LAI), 269
Carbamates, 371
Carbon capture and storage (CCS), 120–121
Carbon footprint, 303, 306
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 424, 427
Carbon sequestration, 303
Carcinogenic effects, 21
Carrot flies (Psila rosae), 447
CAS treatment, 44, 46
Catalysts, 494–495
Cathedral ceiling insulation techniques, 245
CBA. see Cost-benefit analysis (CBA)
CBD. see Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
CCPR. see Codex Committee on Pesticide Residues 

(CCPR)
CCR. see Coal combustion residues (CCR)
CCS. see Carbon capture and storage (CCS)
Ceilings and roofs, 240
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ethics and public administration, 204–205
logical area for further research, 206
procurement and contracting, 201–204
radio frequency (RF) hazards

on animals and humans, 196–197
background research, 194–196
recent trends, 194

voluntary initiative
cell tower placement process, 198–201
students against cell towers, 197–198

Cetaceans, 265
Changes in work organization, 75
Chemical pesticides, 389
Chemical Review Committee, 391
Chemical risk assessment, 421, 426
Chemical vapor deposition, 32
CH4 emissions, 483–484

Childhood cancer rates, 194
China

Administration on the Control of Pollution Caused 
by Electronic Information Products, 332

biodiversity conservative laws, 325
EIA/SEA legislations, 335–336
e-waste management law, 332
industrial emissions from, 31
national soil law, 397
recyclable wastes in, 334

Chlorination, 44
Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a), 265, 266, 269

MIVIS-derived maps, 268
Chronic effects, 20–21
Chronic health impacts unknown, 222
Chronic neurotoxic effects, 21
Civic environmentalism, 362
Clean Air Act, 354, 493
Clean Water Act, 493
Climate, Land-Use, Energy and Water Strategies 

(CLEW), 81
Climate change. see also Building

adaptation strategies, 61
and building, 59–60
future emissions, 56–57
global surface temperature, 56
human, contribution of, 58–59
implication of, 57–58
strategies, implementation of, 62

Climate–Land–Energy–Water (CLEW nexus), 80
Climate model simulations, 56
Climate scientists, 349
Coal combustion residues (CCR), 440
Coal-fired power plant, 120, 121, 123
Cochliobolus carbonum, 452
Codex Alimentarius Commission, 6
Codex Committee on Pesticide Residues (CCPR), 6
CO2 emissions, 58, 303, 480

Collaborative environmental approaches, 362
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Multivariate autoregressive technique, 462
Multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs), 427
Municipal solid waste (MSW), 283, 284
Municipal solid waste – decision support tool 

(MSW-DST), 283
Municipal solid waste (MSW) management, 145, 

148–149
Municipal wastewater, 440
Municipal WWTP systems, 39, 42, 46–47
Myanmar, environmental status in, 322
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Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing, 324
Nano-Ag, 429
Nanofood regulation, 425–426
Nanomaterials, 421, 430, 496

chemical safety assessment, 423, 426
ecotoxicological aspects of, 427
EQS for, 423, 424
nanofood regulation, 425–426
pharmaceutical regulation, 424–425
REACH regulation, 421–423
risk assessment, 426

dose–response relationship, 427–428
exposure assessment, 428
hazard identification, 427
revisions of technical guidance of, 429–430
risk characterization, 428–429

Water Framework Directive, 423–424
Nanomedicine, 424–425
Nanoparticles

in atmosphere, 30–31
crystal structures, 26
and deep earth, 31–33
definition of, 25
and life, 33–34
microorganisms, 33
natural processes, 32
physical chemistry of, 26–27
in sediments, rocks, 31–32
in soil and water, 28–30

Nano-TiO2, 429
Narrow-band cell tower at elementary school, 195
National Biodiversity Strategy, 326
National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan 

(NBSAP), 327
National Environmental Policy Plans (NEPPs), 156
National Footprint Accounts, 313, 316
National Institute of Environmental Health 

Sciences, 196
National Integrated Protected Areas System Act, 327
National Plan for MSW, 284
National security, 172
National soil law, 397
Nation-specific hectares (nha), 303
Natural/enhanced greenhouse effect, 56
Natural Environment Conservation Act, 325
Nature conservation, 253–254
NDVI. see Normalized difference vegetation 

index (NDVI)
Neo-institutionalism, 364
Netherland, 13
Neural networks, 264, 267
Neurotoxic effects, 21
“Nexus approach,” 81
Ngarenanyuki, pesticides used in, 216
Nitrogen fertilizer, 466

Nonimaging systems, 139
Non-methylated volatile organic carbons (NMVOCs), 

482, 484
Non-occupational pesticide poisonings, 20
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 42
Nonuse benefits, 356
Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), 

269, 271
Normalized ratio vegetation index (NRVI), 269
Normative principles in, 149–150
Not in my back yard (NIMBY) problem, 350
Novel Foods Regulation, 425–426
NRVI. see Normalized ratio vegetation index (NRVI)
NSAIDs. see Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 

(NSAIDs)
Nuclear energy

alternative, cost of, 129–130
capital costs for, 121
and coal-fired power plant overnight costs, 

121–123
discount rates, 127–129
environmental costs and regulations, 125–127
results of, 131–135
total project costs, derivation of, 123–125

Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA), 125, 126
NWPA. see Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA)

O

Oat-frit fly (Oscinella frit L.), 454
Obama Administration’s actions, 125
Objectives and interpreting, 158
Oil-soluble pesticides residues, 5
Oil spill detection studies, 266–267
One Planet Economy Network Europe (OPEN:EU) 

project, 312
Operational costs, 288
Operational revenues, 288
OPIDP. see organophosphate-induced delayed poly-

neuropathy (OPIDP)
OPs. see Organophosphates (OPs)
Optimum integration of lamp, 61
Ordinance of Environmental Protection of 

Construction Projection, 336
Organic wastes, 147
Organisms utilize nanoparticles, 34
Organophosphate-induced delayed poly-neuropathy 

(OPIDP), 21
Organophosphates (OPs), 371
Organophosphorus insecticides, 221
Organophosphorus pesticide residues, 10
ORWARE model, 283
Owners’ costs, 122
Oxide and oxyhydroxide polymorphs, 27
Ozonation, 47
Ozone (O3), 275
Ozone monitoring instrument (OMI), 275
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PALMS. see Precision Agricultural Landscape 

Modeling System (PALMS)
PALMSCot model, 462, 464
Papaver rhoeas, 446
Parameter uncertainty, 478
Participation and expertise, 163
Particulate matters (PMs), 273–274
Passive remote sensing, 263
Passive sensors, 263
Pay-as-you-throw (PAYT) scenario, 286, 295
Payments-based conservation, 324, 325
PAYT scenario. see Pay-as-you-throw (PAYT) scenario
Pd nanoparticles, 496
PEC. see Predicted environmental concentration (PEC)
PEC/PNEC ratio, 428–429
PERS. see Prior Environmental Review System (PERS)
Persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic (PBT), 423
Persistent organic pollutants (POPs), 224, 270
Pest control policies, 225
Pesticide(s)
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environmental and health effects, 374–375
impacts of, 389
legislation
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future global policy, 385
history of, 383–384
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international guidelines, 384
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reasons for, 383
steps undertaken, 384–385

long-term effects of, 384
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386–387
side-effects, 454–455
synthetic, 373–374
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GMP regulation, 381
for insect fragments, 380–381
for pesticide residues, 379
regulatory inspection and enforcement, 

379–380
violation of, 380, 381

toxicity, 374
Pesticide availability, 216
Pesticide Data Program, 379–380
Pesticide-induced enzymes, 16
Pesticide mixing, 216–217
Pesticide poisoning, 218

community based monitoring, 218
Pesticide poisoning cases, 11
Pesticide poisonings, 20

body’s endocrine-hormonal-system, 21

chronic neurotoxic effects, 21
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analytical methods for, 6
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food contamination, 3–6
food processing, 5–6
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before registration, 3–4
risk assessment process, 4
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Pesticide storage, 217
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Pest management
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Pests and pesticide safety, 10–11
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Physical chemistry of nanoparticles, 26–27
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Pimentel, David, 9
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Planck radiation law, 261, 262
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Planning teamwork, 173
Plant breeding, 445
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P-LCA. see Process-based life-cycle 
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PMs. see Particulate matters (PMs)
PO. see Photochemical oxidation (PO)
Poisons Information Centre, 11

–AOT relationship, 274

Polar and persistent pharmaceuticals, 47
Policy diffusion, 365–366
Policy drivers, 150–152
Policy entrepreneurs, 360
Policy impacts, 349–350
Policy instruments, 354–356
Policy regimes, 150–152
Policy reinvention, 360
“Political economy,” 150
Political scientists, 349
Politics of sustainability transitions, 165
Pollution risk map, 267
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Post-award processes, 203
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Poverty and inequality, 73
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(PALMS), 462, 467
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statistical calculations, 462
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idea of, 461
overview of, 460
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history of, 390
PIC Circular, 392
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two routes to be “PIC -ed,” 391–392
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Private costs, 351
Problem severity, 363
Process-based life-cycle assessment (P-LCA), 308
Producer Extended Responsibility (PER), 331
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Public Health Act of 1875, 146
Public utility commissions (PUCs), 121
PUCs. see Public utility commissions (PUCs)
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Quackgrass (Elymus repens) control, 446
Quantity-based command-and-control, 355
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RADAR (radio detection and ranging), 263
Radiant heat barriers (RHB), 247–248
Radio frequency (RF) hazards
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background research, 194–196
recent trends, 194

Radiometric resolution, 264
Raised floor systems, 233
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, 330
Ranking system, 13
Rating systems for buildings, 415
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REACH, 493. see Registration, Evaluation, 

Authorization, and Restriction of 
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“Real economy,” 69
REAP. see Resource and Energy Analysis 

Programme (REAP)
Recessed lights, 246–247
REDD. see Reducing Emission from Deforestation and 

Degradation (REDD)
Redistributive effects, 356
Red mud, 441
Reducing Emission from Deforestation and 
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Refuse derived fuel (RDF), 284
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Regional cooperation, 331
Regional diffusion, 365–366

explanations, 360
Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and 

Restriction of Chemicals (REACH), 
421–423, 426

Regulations on the Preparation of EIA, 336
Remediation costs, Urban agriculture, 186
Remote sensed imagery, 140
Remote sensing (RS), 261–264, 275–276

applications
air, 272–275
land, 269–272
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definition of, 261
digital image, 263–264
GIS database, 261, 264
and GIS integration
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compatibility issues, 139
definition of, 139
relationships, 141
for site-specific farming, 141–142
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spatial data, source of, 139–141

schematic representation, 263
sensors, 263

Remote Sensing Data Analysis Service (RSDAS), 266
Renewable energy resources, 356
Renting vs. buying, 175
Request for proposals (RFP), 202, 203
Reseda odorata, 446
Residue-reduced food crops, 12
Resource and Energy Analysis Programme 

(REAP), 314
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 147, 493
Resource quality concept, 255
Restoration Ecology Special Issue of 2007, 106
Retailer initiatives, 12
Reverse osmosis (RO), 44, 46
RGB (red–green–blue) color image, 264
Rio Agenda 21, 414
Risk assessment

chemical, 421, 426
of nanomaterials, 426

dose–response relationship, 427–428
exposure assessment, 428
hazard identification, 427
revisions of technical guidance of, 429–430
risk characterization, 428–429

Risk assessment process, 4
Risk characterization, 428–429
Risk cup, 371–372
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Rotterdam Convention, 389–390. see also Prior 

Informed Consent (PIC)
Chemical Review Committee, 391
Designated National Authorities, 391
import decisions, information, and website, 

392–393
information exchange, 393
notifying regulatory actions, 391
two routes to be “PIC-ed,” 391–392

RS. see Remote sensing (RS)
RVI. see Ratio vegetation index (RVI)
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“Safe operating space,” 67
SAR images. see Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images
Satellite imagery, 265, 267

high-resolution, 272
Satellite sensors, 272–273
SAW. see Simple additive weight (SAW)
Scanning Imaging Spectrometer for Atmospheric 

Cartography (SCIAMACHY), 275

SCENIHR. see Scientific Committee on Emerging and 
Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR)

SCFs. see Supercritical fluids (SCFs)
Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly 

Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR), 
423, 426

Scissor trusses, 245
SDSS. See Spatial decision support systems (SDSS)
SEA. see Strategic environmental assessment (SEA)
Sea surface temperature (SST)

thermal infrared measurements, 266
Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor 

(Sea-WiFS), 266
Second generation of environmental legislation, 323
Sediments consisting of nanoparticles, 31–32
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in remote sensing, 263
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SEVIRI sensor. see Spinning Enhanced Visible and 

InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) sensor
Shortages of skilled labor, 75
Simple additive weight (SAW), 282, 286

ranking of alternatives, 291, 293, 295
Simulation models, for crop management. see Crop 

growth simulation models
Singapore

biodiversity conservative laws, 328
EIA/SEA legislations, 337–338
environmental status in, 322
e-waste management law, 333

Singapore Green Plan 2012 (SGP 2012), 328
Single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs), 427
Site-specific farming (SSF), 141
Site-specific management, 459, 460, 462, 467
Site suitability analyses, 90
Siting, 350
Slab-on-grade, 233
Sludge treatment, 44
Social and cultural benefits, 180–181
Societal soil ecosystem services, 100
Socio-economic limits, 114–115
Socio-economic pathway, 84
Socio-economic systems, 116
Soil(s), 395–396

in aluminosilicate minerals, 28
composition and structures, 29
degradation, 395, 396
in nanoparticles, 28–30
sustainable use of, 396

Soil amelioration, 440–441
Soil law/legislation, 395–396, 398

declarations, 396
effectiveness of, 397–398
international law and, 396–397
Montevideo Programme, 396
national soil law, 397

Soil quality, 440
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Soil remediation, 441–442
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characteristics, 147–148
comparison of, 148
historical overview, 146–147
modes of governance, 150–152
municipal solid waste management, 148–149
normative principles in, 149–150
policy drivers, 150–152
policy regimes, 150–152
quantities, 147–148
transportation, 149

Solid waste management (SWM), 147, 281–282
alternatives of, 285
baseline scenario, 285
decision-making processes, 282
life cycle assessment for (see Life cycle 

assessment (LCA))
PAYT scenario, 286
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together, 293–296
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Solid Waste Management and Public Cleansing 
Act, 333

Solvents, 496–497
Sound environmental policy, 348
Sound Material-Cycle Society, 332
“Space weathering,” 32
Spatial analysis framework, 487
Spatial analysis of crop water use, 463–466
Spatial databases development, 90
Spatial Data Infrastructure, 264
Spatial decision support systems (SDSS), 89, 91
Spatial resolution, 264
Spatial variability, 479
Spectral radiance, 263
Spectral resolution, 264
Spectral signature, 262
Spectral vegetation indices, 269
Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager 

(SEVIRI) sensor, 273
State policy innovations, 360–361
State-space analysis, 461
Stefan–Boltzmann law, 262
Stock-flow consistent (SFC) modeling, 69
Strategic environmental assessment (SEA), 335
Structural insulated panels, 238–239
Structural integrity, 58
Students Against Cell Towers (SACT), 196
Subjective probability distribution approach, 479
Substitution ratios, 288–289
Substrate properties, 104–105
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions, 275
Supercritical fluids (SCFs), 497
‘Superwarfarins,’ exception of, 11

“Survey-analyze-plan-monitor,” 157
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concept of, 414
Sustainability and planning

actions and allocating responsibility, 159–160
adaptive planning, 163–164
appraisal and monitoring, 160–161
beneficial outcomes, 161–162
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conventional perspective, 157
definition of, 155, 158
environmental policy integration, 163
futurity and uncertainty, 163
history and context of, 156–157
objectives and interpreting, 158
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politics of sustainability transitions, 165
and transition management, 163–164

Sustainability principles, 301
Sustainability reporting, 174
Sustainability therapy, 301
Sustainable development, 301, 356
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decrease energy costs, 175–176
degree of success, 173
description of, 172
education, 174
energy engineering, 176–177
energy future, 173
environmental degradation, 172
history of, 172
national security, 172
overview of, 176
and planning teamwork, 173
renting vs. buying, 175
sustainability reporting, 174

Sustainable indicators, 301
Sustainable Prosperity Index (SPI), 69
Sustainable Prosperity scenario, 71–74, 76
Swedish monitoring program, 11
Swedish Poisons Information Centre, 11
SWM. see Solid waste management (SWM)
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, 266

low-resolution data, 267
Synthetic pesticides, 373–374
System dynamics framework, 69
Systems analysis

best practice guidelines in, 477–479
of biofuel-based electricity generation process, 

481–483
biomass gasification and direct firing, 483–484
delaying the harvest, 484–485
importing biofuel, 486

of project integrating green initiatives, 487–488
uncertainty in, 479

Systems approach, 476–477
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Tax, 335
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on polluting good, 354
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Technique for order preference by similarity to ideal 

solution (TOPSIS), 282, 286
ranking of alternatives, 292, 294

Technological change, 73
Technology-based command-and-control, 355
Telecommunications Act of 1934, 198, 200
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TEM. see Terrestrial Ecology Model (TEM)
Temporal resolution, 264
Temporal variability, 479
Terrestrial Ecology Model (TEM), 140
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biodiversity conservative laws, 329
EIA/SEA legislations, 338
environmental status in, 322
e-waste management law, 333–334

Thatcher, Margaret, 70
Thermodynamic-based systems science terminology, 111
Thermodynamic calculations, 32
Three-dimensional ecological footprint (3DEF), 312–313
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GMP regulation, 381
for insect fragments, 380–381
for pesticide residues, 379
regulatory inspection and enforcement, 379–380
violation of, 380, 381

Tolerances, 371
TOMS. see Total ozone mapping spectrometer (TOMS)
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TOPSIS. see Technique for order preference by 
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Trade, 73
Transition management, 163–164
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Trojan horse effect, 427
Type I errors, 350–351
Type II errors, 350–351
“Typical” macroeconomic policy, 69
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UEV. see Unit Emergy Value (UEV)
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W
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Waste Management and Public Cleansing Law, 332
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Waste water treatment system, 44
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WFD. see Water Framework Directive (WFD)
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